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Our Anniversary
_ man sits back to contemplate a piece of handiwork newly

achieved. "Here, at last, is Perfection!" he cries. Yet the pass-
ing of a short time will find him seeking to remedy the very flaws

that passed for perfection. And the next attempt will bring him
slightly nearer his goal-if his is an open mind.

A year ago, we, too, proclaimed the spirit of constant striv-

ing toward perfection as our policy-and we have endeavoured
in all our work to fulfill our promise. We may, at times, have felt
that we had done very well with our work, we were sure then that

we had. But the spirit of constant change which is the keystone

that upholds the civilization in which we live has ever pointed the
way to a higher ideal, one that seemed a little more attainable than
it had before.

Men have spoken many times of their ambitions but com-

paratively few have reached the pinnacle toward which all reach.
Therefore, we do not attempt to clearly define our policy since we
realize that we cannot even contemplate our ultimate degree of

perfection-still we can say, with all sincerity and with humility,

that the "Herald" during the past year has given us enough prom-
ise to encourage the belief in our minds that it will ascend to still

greater heights and give still greater promise. And we will admit

that we are proud of the "Herald", of the work we've done with
it and we intend to "carry on" still further.
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'Cradle Snatchers,
Ends Season For

Dramatic Club
One week from today the 1932 dra-

matic club season comes to an end.
As a farewell treat the three-act farce
"Cradle Snatchers" will be presented,
and the garrison is assured of one of
the funniest plays ever presented on
the stage. Hard work, constant re-
hearsals, careful selection of costumes
and properties, all combine to make
the final play one of the most finished
of the local dramatic club's presenta-
tion.

"Cradle Snatchers" is a comedy ve-
hicle in three roaring acts, laid in
New York and Long Island, among
the well-to.do. Three husbands, all
tired-business men, go hunting, leav-
ing behind them three lonely wives,
who are also just a bit suspicious-of
the so-called hunting expedition. Re.
solved to even things up, believingthat "sauce for the goose is apple.
sauce for the gander", the three wives
engage the services of three young
college shieks, to take them to dances,
dinners and night clubs.

Of course such a state of affairs is
bound to lead to mixups, and "Cradle
Snatchers" is full of mixups. With an
excellent cast, ably directed, the dra.
matic club offers its final presentation
with the firm conviction that the au-
dience will be treated to an excellent
evening's entertainment.

Major H. B. Lewis, director of the
play, announces with satisfaction his
line-up for the coming performances.
Headed by the three wives, Susan
Martin, Kitty Ladd and Ethel Drake,
played respectively by Mrs. H. B.
Lewis, Mrs. Harry Reeder and Mrs.
T. S. Arms, the cast is one of extreme
Popularity. Col. M. C. Stayer, Major
S. A. White and Major Emil Leard ap-
pear in the roles of the three hus-
bands, in the order named, Howard
Drake, Roy Ladd and George Martin.
The three sheiks are Henry Winton,
played by Lieut. Robert Nourse, Jose
Vallejo, played by Lt. B. M. Greely,aiid Oscar Nordholm, played by Lt.
James Thompson.

Three flappers are played by Mrs.
James Thompson, Mrs. C. H. Lanham
and Miss Landon Reed. Mrs. James
Bowen appears as Anne Hall, and
Paul, the ever-preseint bntler is play-
edl by Lieut. R. B. Huhard.

Major Lewis is assisted in his di. I
recting by Mrs. N. C. Pilet and Lieut.
N. C. Cauto. Lieut. A. E. O'Flaherty,
stage manager for the dlramatic cl,,b

is assisted by Lieut. Malin Craig, Jr.,Lieut. C. N. Howze has charge of
properties, and Miss Reed has charge
of costumes. The stage settings are
being constructed entirely by the
main theatre back.stage force headed i
by Sgt. Jan. Ebbers and Pvt. Wiggins. r

The performances will be given at c
the main theatre Friday and Saturday E
evenings, May 6 and 7. the curtain i
rising at 8:45 p. m. Doors open at t
8:2.5. There will be no reserved seats,
and admission will be by membership Iticket in the Infantry School Dramatic
Club. For those who are non-me.
hers, admission tickets may be secur.
ed at the box office the evenings of S
the performances. Everybody in the
garrison is welcome and it is hoped!
that a large turnout will be present
for the last show of the season.

ThreemDay Field
Maneuver Begins

Early Thursday
A three-day field maneuver which

threw into action all available troops
of Fort Benning and those of the 4th
Corps Area concentration camp began
on Thursday moring. A probem pre-
pared and conducted by Headquarters
of the 4th Corp Area and under which
the participating troops will be di-
vided into two opposing forces is
being conducted under the direction
of Colonel Clyde R. Abraham.

All troop movements r'l the mis-
sions assigned to the variot- organi-zations are secret. Coin-nel Gilbert N.
Allen of the 8th Infantry is In coM-

Major General Stephen 0. Fuqua, Chief of Infantry, who arrived at
Fort Benning Tuesday evening for a three-day stay here.

Col. Munson
Will Succeed

Col. Caffey
War Department orders announc-

ing the assignment of Colonel Fred
L. Munson to command of the 24th
Infantry were received at Headquart.
ers The Infantry School today. Colo-nel Munson is now on duty at Clem.,

Announcing

To the Benning per-
sonnel a change in

• management.

BEGINNING

On May 1, 1932, the Officers' Club Barber
Shop will be in charge of Mr. R. C. Mock,
who is resigning his position at Nora's Artis-
tic Bob Shop to assume charge here.

Officers' Club Barber Shop

FORT BENNING, GA.

To The Army-
ADVERTISERS IN THIS PAPER

Are especially prepared to serve army personnel. To purchase fromthem will be profitable to you-and don't forget to mention
THE BENNING HERALD

son Agriculture College, South Caro.
lina, and his orders to join the 24#h
Infantry will become effective about
August 1st. No announcement con-
cerning the future assigment of Colo.
nel Loeblin W. Caffey, present com-
mander of the 24th Infantry, has been
received.

Colonel Munsoln began his military
career as a private in Company A 6th
Infantry on January 11, 1893 and serv-
ed also as corporal and sergeant un.til be was commissioned a second

(Please turn to page 19)

Major General Fuqua Will Leave
After Three Day Visit To Benning

Major General Stephen 0. Fuqua, General Fuqua, in company with Gen.
Chief of Infantry, arrived at Columbus eral King, began an inspection of the
at 8:45 P. M., Tuesday, and proceeded post. Shortly before noon officers of
at once to Fort Benning, where he the headquarters staff were presented
made a three-day official visit of to General Fuqua.
inspection. He was met at the Union At one o'clock he was the honor
Station by Brigadier General Camp- guest at a luncheon given by General
bell King, commandant of The Infan. Campbell King at his quarters. Other
try School, Lieutenant Malin Craig, guests included high ranking officers
Jr., aide to General King, Captain from the maneuver camp and the
John W. Blue, acting aide to General regular garrison of Fort Benning.
Fuqua, and Sergeant Clarence C. Barr, These were Major General Edward
Sergeant orderly for the Chief of In. L. King, Brigadier General Manus
fantry. McCloskey, Colonel Thomas A. Rob-

During his visit at Fort Benning erts, Lieut. Colonel Lewis Brown,
General Fuqua will be the house guest Lieut. Colonel Clyde R. Abraham,
of General and Mrs. Campbell King. Lieut. Colonel Thomas C. Hargrave,

At 8:50 Wednesday morning a sa- Major Reese M. Howell, Major Wal-
lute of thirteen guns was fired by ter Moore, Colonel William B. Gra-
a battery of the 83rd Field Artillery ham, Colonel Gordon Johnston and
in honor of the Chief of Infantry. At Colonel Gilbert M. Allen, all of the
nine o'clock a formal review of the Fourth CorpM Area concentration
combatant troops of Fort Benning was camp; and Colonel George F. Bait.
held on Gordon Field. Colonel Dan- zall, Colonel Daniel G. Berry, Colonel
iel G. Berry was in command of the Harry E. Knight, Colonel Charles F.
roops during the ceremony and was Morse, Colonel Charles L. Willard,
assisted by a staff composed of Major Colonel Walter L. Reed, Lieut. Colo.Captainnel George C. Marshall, Jr., Lieut.rhomas D. Catron and capar. Colonel Harry A. Wells, Lieut. Colo.
eorge C. Clark. Troops which par- nel Joseph A. Atkins and Major Ed-

icipated in the review included the ward C. Rose, all of the Headquart.
29th Infantry, 24th Infantry, Company erdSta oa other depa-tments of

7th Engineers, 1st Battalion 83rd The Infantry School; and Colonel
Field Artillery, Second Battalion 1st DuncanfKn Majorh r.,; 29th InfantryTank Regiment with Company F 2nd Duncan K. Major, Jr., 29th Infantry,
rank Regiment witaheCompanyFli2ndColonel Lochlin W. Caffey, 24th In-rank Regiment attached, and Flight fantry. Major Allen F. Kingman, 1st

I. 16th Observation Squadron. Tank Regiment, Major Clyde A. Sel-Following the review of troops (Please turn to page 8)

Does Your Wife Know-mm
what income you will leave her if you happen to pass on?
Perhaps it will be well to get out your policies and talk
them over with her. A little teamwork may suggest
some desirable change. If you need help in revising your
plan for protection, consult

PAUL W. NEWSOME

Phones 60-392 - Res. 1764

Representing

Columbus, Ga.

The sweetest gift in the world

for

The sweetest person in the world

4CIIII
Buy your candy for Mother's Day

AT

Main Branch
Soda Fount

Grocery Department

MLt Pay to Trade at Your Post Exchange"

Post Exchange
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General McCoy
Narrowly Escapes

Failed to Reach Balloon Basket
in time for ascension

General Frank McCoy nearly became
victim of what might have been a ser-

oi s, accident when he missed ascending
in the big observation balloon (of the
2nd Balloon Company, Fort Bragg, N.
C., temporarily stationed at Fort Ben.
ning), by about five minutes.

On the ascension which General Mc
Coy so narrowly missed, the balloon was
tossed about by the strong wind and
pulled out to the end of its mooring
cable. The cable withstood the strain,
however, and the balloon was finally
drawn back safely.

One of the two men handling the bal-
loon, Sgt. James C. Richardson, Kansas
City, Mo., was thrown out at the moment
it began plunging, when it was only at
an altitude of about 700 feet, but was
saved by his parachute when he had
fallen about 350 feet of the distance,
thus becoming eligible for membership
in the famous Caterpillar Club. The
other occupant, Pvt. James 0. Sande, of
Mirando City, Texas, a balloon rigger,
drifted with the balloon until it was
brought back to earth.

According to statements of the two
occupants of the balloon, they both at-
tempted at first to escape via the para-
chute route, but a sudden lurch of the
basket threw Sergeant Richardson out
and at the same time threw Pvt. Sande
to the floor of the basket. Pvt. Sande,
then noticing that the balloon was losing
altitude rapidly decided to remain with
it until it should land. Neither of the
two men was injured.

The cause of the accident was given as
faulty action of the stabilizing mechan-
ism which, instead of holding the bal-
loon smoothly in the wind as it would
have normally allowed it to be pitched
around until the strain broke the rigging.

-0

Better Army Quarters
New York (N. Y.) Times-April 19,

1913.-Housing at army posts, which was
in a deplorable condition a few years
ago, has undergone a transformation that
makes life worth living in new quarters.
The army is slow to complain when hard.
ships have to be endured, but there is
no doubt that morale declined in a per-
iod after the World War when officers
and men and their families had to live
in flimsy buildings never intended for
permanent occupation, and in older struc-
tures long in need of repairs. Of the
Third Corps Area in the South "officers
and their families, especially the junior
officers, lived in wooden buildings that
no self-respecting farmhand would ac-
cept." The quarters at Fort Benning
Georgia, were in cases mere shacks, not
much superior to the houses that slaves*
formerly lived in. Fort Benning was
notorious, but even in the vicinity of

New York City, at Fort Hamilton, Fort
Jay and Fort Totten, the men were try.
ing to keep warm and dry in the Winter
in tar paper shacks that had no comforts.
Officers, except commanders, had a good

Continued on page 3

AN ANNOUNCEMENT
Realizing that a community of eight thousand people

should have a publication devoted exclusively to the interests
of the community we present this as the first issue of "The
Benning Herald."

This paper will be published weekly, appearing each Fri-
day, and will contain articles and items of interest to residents
of Fort Benning and Columbus.

This paper is not a continuation of the Infantry School
News, (which was discontinued a few weeks ago) but is in-
tended to replace as nearly as possible a loss suffered through
the discontinuance of the News.

Our policy shall be to bring into closer relationship, if
possible, the two communities, Fort Benning and Columbus,
Georgia, and our columns will be open at all times to the
use of the public in both places for the furtherance of the
aims and ambitions of the two communities.

We do not propose to publish any articles which might
be distasteful to the personnel at Benning, and we do not
in any sense think that this paper can take the place of the
daily newspaper of Columbus, Georgia in the dissemination of
current news.

To advertisers of Columbus we are offering our col-
umns with the statement that we are prepared to give to the
advertiser circulation among a selected clientele whose pur-
chasing power has not been decreased or diminished during
this period of depression ,and we do not hesitate to say that
the merchants of Columbus have profited largely in the past
through the patronage of Fort Benning residents, and should
profit to a greater extent in the future throguh such patronage.

From time to time we shall carry editorials on subjects
of interest to the two communities, and we hope eventually
to number the entire population at Fort Benning among our
readers.

We invite constructive criticism of our efforts knowing
well that the one certainty that we can look forward to is our
own imperfection.

Review at Gordon
Field

Special ceremony follows review

Tomorrow morning at eleven o'clock,
on Gordon Field, General Frank R. Mc-
Coy, accompanied by General King, Mc-
Nair and Estes will review all troops now
stationed at Benning.

The review will be held as the con-
clusion of the recent maneuvers in which
the concentrated f o r c e s of the fourth
corps are took part. T h e r e will be
some seven thousand men in this review

which includes Infantry, Cavalry, Horse-
drawn Artillery, Air Corps, Tanks and
Motordrawn Artillery of the regular
army stationed at Fort Benning, Fort
Bragg, N. C., Fort Moultrie, S. C., Fort

Screven, Ga., Fort McClellan, Ala., Fort
Oglethorpe Ga., Maxwell Field, Ala., and
Fort McPherson.

Many prominent men have been in-
vited by Geeral McCoy to witness the
review. Among those are Governor
Hardman of Georgia, Governor Roosevelt

of New York, Governor Miller of Alaba-
ma, Mayor James L. Key of Atlanta,
Dr. M. L. Brittain, Ga. Tech, President
Bradford Knapp, Alabama Polytechnic
Institute, Auburn, Ala., Congressman
Robert Ramspeck, Atlanta, members of
American Legion and the Spanish War
the Reserve Officers Association, the
Veterans.

Immediately following the r e vie w
there will be a special ceremony in front
of the Service Club in which First Class
Private Lawrence A. Tillis of the 24th
Infantry will be presented the "Soldiers
Medal." by General Campbell King.

In this ceremony only the 24th and
29th Infantry will participate. Colonel
Lochlin Caffey will be in charge of the
troops.

It will be remembered that on March
30, 1929 while the 24th Infantry baseball
team was returning from Tuskegee, Ala.
bama, the two busses carrying the team
ran into an open bridge and plunged
into seven feet of water in the swollen
Uchee Creek nine miles from Columbus
on the Columbus-Seale, Ala. highway.

Private Tillis, one of the members of
the team, displayed marked heroism by
rescueing four men who were unable
to swim, bringing them to shore singly.

This is the first Soldiers Medal ever
to be awarded in the 4th Corps Area.

I
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Rotary Club Hears
General McCoy

Addresses Local Club at
Weekly Meeting

The above page is an exact reproduction of front page of the

first issue of the Benning Herald printed u year ago.
May I, 1931

In an address at the Rotary Club meet-
ng, Wednesday, Major General Frank
lcCoy, Commander of the Fourth Corps

area, expressed the very optimistic view
hat Fort Benning will eventually become
the most important United States mili-
tary center.

The General stated that, even though
some of the marches to this year's man-
euvers were very extended, he believed
they were of great benefit to all who
participated because they gave unusual
opportunity for cooperation between the
many branches of the service in atten-
dance. Also, he stated that the success
of the maneuvers was largely due to the
range and facilities of the Post.

General McCoy, in commenting on the
excellent aid given him by General
Campbell King, Commandant of Fort
Benning, Col. George C. Marshall, As-
sistant Commandant, and the personnel
of the Fort, promised that, while he was
in command, these maneuvers would be
held annually at Fort Benning. He said
he hoped that, in view of this year's
success, General King and Col. Marshall
would be equally as well prepared. He
was especially pleased with the favor-
able conditions which prevailed.

The General made special note of the
spirit which exists between the people
of the Fort and those of Columbus and
complimented this spirit very highly.

General McCoy, the Guest of Honor
at the luncheon, was presented by Gen-
eral Campbell King, who briefly outlined
the career of this famous military and
diplomatic officer.

Other guests, presented by Col. George
C. Marshall, were General King, Gen-
eral Estes, Col. Knight, Col. Bigbee, Col.
Smith, Col. Duncan Major, Col. Nuttman
and Col. Coleman. Also, among those
who were present were Walter Byrd and
Rev. Bascom A. Pafford.

o.-0

The Second Annual
Automotive Show

Held May 20th and 21st

The Annual Automotive Show will be
held on the Post on Maly 20th and 21st.
This show is s p o n s o r e d and directed
under the supervision of Major King-
man commanding officer of the 2nd Bat-
talion., 1st Tank Regiment, and is the
second of its kind ever to be held on
this Post. It has as its purpose the
bringing before the Army and the public
ing general the v a lu e and progress of
Automotive development in the Service.
The advent of a Mechanized Force in
our Army should make this show more
interesting and valuable this year than
last. The slow but inevitable passing
of the horse and mule as the major
means of transportation in the Army
and in civilian life, as well as awakening
a greater enthusiasm in Motor Shows
evrey year and this year. we expect to
equal or surpass the recent successful
Horseshow held at this Post.

Continued on page 3
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Commandant Appointed Major Gen
Promotion Becomes Effective

rOnmoturdayMayeseti Name Of Officials In Charge Of tain John W. Blue, acting aide.
OaThe afternoon was devoted to a de- Campbell KingFlower Show A nd Exhibits Named tailed inspection of the Academic nel and Mrs. G

]Brigadier General Campbell King, . t Area, which include neamnto
Commandant, The Infantry School, 

hiinla na On r

]of the administrative offices and class Tu~awill be promoted to the rank of Ma- May 11-12 is the date for the fourth will be a Garden Tour to some of the rooms and other departments of the servel the cla
jor General on Saturday May 1st. annual Flower Show sponsored by the beautiful gardens of Columbus and school. Schedules for the classes of national guard
General King's promotion will be to Garden Club of Columbus and vi. vicinity. Mrs. Calvin Des 'Portes is The Infantry School for the 1932.33 officers' classes
the vacancy created by the retirement cinity, which will be staged in the chairman, courses were also scrutnized by Gen. visits to other c
of Major General William R. Smith. Exhibit Hall at the Fair Grounds. Mrs. Frank Bickerstaff is chairman eral Fuqua.

General King came to Fort Benning Owing to the late S p r i n g, and in of the Shadow Boxes. On Wednesday evening General fantry Board fo
as commandant in May, 1929, suc- courtesy to the Federation of Women's Many of the committees have held Fuqua was the guest of Lieutenant He was the
ceeding Brigadier General E. T. Col- Clubs which will hold their annual meetings and mapped out plans for Colonel George C. Marshall, Jr., as. F. Kingman at
lins. The development of the post, state convention in Columbus, May the Flower Show. The program and sistant commandant, at dinner, after which the
not only materially, but along the 4.5-6, the date was set a week later Classification card will be ready for A reception in honor of the Chief Infantry Board
lines of accomplishment of its mission than usual, distribution at the end of the week; of Infantry was held at nine o'clock periment was r
as the home of the Infantry School Mrs. James W. Woodruff is general a number of the judges have accept. Wednesday evening. This affair took pied the entire
has been marked during the period of chairman, and chairmen from each ed; the publicity committee is adver- place on the lawn near the corn- ening he was t
General King's command, and his suc- club have been chosen for the various tising the Flower Show through the mondant's quarters. Officers of the dinner gien by
cess has been commented upon most committees. Clubs participating are local and state newspapers, the radio, Fort Benning garrison and of the On Friday Ge
favorably by inspecting officials, in. Charter, Mrs. George Burrus, pres.; through invitations to all state garden Fourth Corps Area concentration gaged in official
eluding Secretary'of War Hurley, who Perennial, Mrs. W. T. Heard, pres.; clubs; to neighboring cities; on au. camp, with their l,
spoke of his administration in glow. Marguerite, Mrs. Lawrence Murray, tomobile bumper cards; in circulars, at the reception. In the receiving departure for
ing terms during his brief visit last pres.; Wynnton, Mrs. Tom Cooper, which the merchants are kind enough line were General Fuqua. General Friday afternoonyear to Fort Benning. pres.; House and Garden, Mrs. T. C. to enclose in their bills; ThroughGeneral King is a native of North Hudson, pres.; Ft. Benning, Mrs. Wm. the Chamber of Commerce.Carolina, having been born in Flat Brock, pres.; Cherokee, Mrs. Ed There will be twelve judges thisRock. He enlisted with the Fifth Cooper, pres.; Beautification, Mrs. year, to be divided into groups, whoCavalry in 1897 and ,was commission. Foy Brown; St. Elmo, Mrs. L. B. will judge the Shadow Boxes, Glimp.ed a second ljieutenant of Infantry in Mobley; Multiflora, Mrs. Bobbie K. ses, and individual exhibits. Every1898. His servie: durjng the World David, pres.;-Rose Hill, Mrs. B. F. Garden Club member is pledged toWar was important and distinguished, Register, pres.; Camellia, Mrs. Fleece make an exhibit. These judges will ...... alue
initially with the First':.Division and Doughtie, pres.; Rainbow, Phenix include artists, landscape architects,.treasured 

plater as chiefbf'staff of the Seventh City, Mrs. Coultre, pres.: Rosemont, and, practical gardeners well qualifiedCorps. He attained to the temporary Miss Daisy Norris, pres. to make decisions. All will come when they
grade of Brig~idier'General during the Following is a list of the commit- from various cities, giving a diversi-prwar from thegrade of captain, which tees and their chairmen: fled viewpoint.he held when 'ar was declared. He Preparation of Building, Mrs. A.0. With the addition of many neworwas awarded the' Distinguished Service Blackmar, Jr. clubs, the Flower Show of 1932 will the finest qiMedal. ' Judges, Mrs. George Burrus, Jr. eclipse those of former years in theGeneral King was honored by being Posters and Signs, Mrs. Kirven Gilbert number of exhibits and in an increaseplaced upon the initial general staff Classification. Mrs. W E. Joy of attendance, for thousands are ex-corps eligible 'list::issued by the War Covering of Tables Mrs. J. N. Hamer nected.Department, and served upon the gen. Placing of Tables. Mrs. J. Wooderal staff from 1919 to 1923. In that Arrangment of Exhibits. Mrs. Minnie Major General Fuqua Visitsyear he was assigned to the important Flournov 

Postduty of commanding the Fifteenth Interior Backaround. Mrs. Frank (Continued from page 2)Infantry, in h'inJa''and while serving Langdon leck, 83rd Field Artillery, and Cap-there was propmoted to his present Checking Exhibits. Mrs. J. H. Johnsongrade of brigadiir, .general. He was Finance, and Concessions. Mrs. Alexdetailed as assistant' chief of staff in ReidMay, 1925, andeontinued on that duty Publicity. Mrs. Georre Burrus. Jr.until his assigniient as commandant Prizes and Fibbonq. Mrs. Trady Davisof the Infantry' School. Recention, Mrs. Rhodes BrowneAmong the foreign decorations Admissions. Mrs. Ed Cooperawarded to General King as a result There will be a display of scrap.of his service.:iing the World War books, and ribbons awarded. Each O u r A wni gare the following: Officer of the Le. club will be responsible for a elimpsegion of Honor (France); Croix de and also for a shaow box, as well
Guerre, with. pahm and silver star as for the disrdav of their scrapbook.(France); Comniarder of the Order In the afternoon of May 11th there ARE a sure protection against the glareof the Crown: (ItAly).• more if some of the second class and heat of the summer sun. Rooms~scouts pass the first class test at the formerly hot and uncomfortable with theBoy Sco ut Notes next Court of Honor, sun's rays continually beating down_____ We bad ou," re,,llr metin-. Friday, through unshaded windows, are made• April 22. One official and 29 boys cool and inviting after being equippedOur rifle practice went over in a were nresent- also 2 visitors. We wihorangsbig way. 23 boys were present at commenced the meeting by falling in wthorangsthe third section on Monday, Tuesday, ist below the cabin. After givingWednesday and Thursday. These ,, .... . .---- m ot e lydcatr tefa

. ... toe oath we Plaved capture the flagboys, under the management of Major and baseball. Then we went into theEasley and Sergeant Heckert, caught cabin. Here the patrol leaders told pORCHES, "havens of refuge duringon to the tricks of firing quickly and their patrols where their patrol meet- P summer months" wha
by next week every boy who came ins are to meet next week. Then we ed, simmer with heat n proes d-out will be able to fire. This is a big had a few announcements, gave the,
turnout. To get the merit badge one scout laws, and left to meet again Awnings arm porches ohat Why ot
must at least be a first class scout. next 

slought of heavy waves
Right now there are only 5 boys who -Forrest Harding, Jr. protect your comfort this Summer with
can qualify for it rhut there may be Scribe. cooling shade?
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LOOK MEN!
To,Close out Remaining Stock in Peacock

Bankrupt Sale
We are offering even further reductions

Up to $25.00 Up to $30.00 Up to $45.00
SUITS SUITS SUITS
$6.50 $9.75 $12.50

The Johnson 0
Successor to Peacock Clothing Co.

1017y2 Broadway

AT the extremely low prices of $1.00 for
the three foot awning, and $1.25 for

the three and a half foot size, awnings
are an inexpensive means of battling
summer heat. A choice of two colors is
offered you in awnings ready for instal-
lation.

At this low price, cost of installation is- - not included.

I CTISCI-luLr
LEADING FURNITURE DEALERS FOR 38 YEARS

1229-31 Broadway Phone 448
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National Guard
-Notes

TOG. Today, tomorrow, and for.

ever. Omigosh what a life!
The annual is progressing nicely.

Everything indicates that the book
will be off the press in time to take
them home with you. The coopera-
tion of each member of the class is
solicited in preparing information to
be printed near the individual pic-
tures as well as special articles.

A small fire did damage to the bath
house last Tuesday. The class was
not inconvenienced very much.

Capt. Trechtor reports that Capt.
Harry L. Wickham made the highest
score with the automatic rifle. His

score for the B record course was
442. Capt. Eduardo Mendex.Bas was

second with a score of 435,and Capt.
Harold Phelps, Capt. Roscoe W. Bar-
bour and Lieut. Harold A. Erickson
tied with a score of 430. Most of the
officers took advantage of the oppor-
tunity to fire and good scores was the
rule.

Lieut. Walter J. Flanagan was given
a birthday party last Saturday. Among
those present were Captain and Mrs.
Edwin W. Swedberg, Lieutenant and
Mrs. James B. Pettitt, Miss Lee Mur.
ray and Lieut. Edwin W. Boothby.

Lieutenant and Mrs. Blair E. Hen-
derson gave a bridge party last Satur.
day evening. Several officers and
their wives from the class attended.
Among others present were Captain
and Mrs. Charles 0. Potter, Lieuten-
ant and Mrs. Dewey J. Willis, Lieut.

and Mrs.-Harry Lyons, and Mr and
Mrs. Austin of Columbus.

Miss Lee Murray of Brookline,
Mass., has been visiting her brother-
in-law and sister, Lieutenant and Mrs.
Walter J. Flanagan.

Several officers of the class took
advantage of last Sunday's sunshine
by making a trip to Warm Springs
and taking a swim. Among the num-
ber were Capt. Leo W. Davis, Capt.
Chester J. Kowalski, Capt. Edward
H. Wyatt, Lieut. Wilson L. Crow and
Lieut. James T. Fleming.

A new formation for Lieutenant
Monk's Ford-around carts.

THE NEW BOOKS
HISTORY OF THE RUSSIAN

REVOLUTION
By LEON TROTSKY

Considering the challenge which

Soviet Russia offers in the present
crisis of world history; considering
the major role which Trotsky played

in the creation of the Soviet regime,
the importance of this book is self-
evident. Moreover, Trotsky is not
merely one of the great figures of the
century. He is also a brilliant writer
and propagandist, a master of ironic
invective, a persuasive theorist, a pas.
sionately biased historian who frankly,
and quite naturally, writes from the
Marxist viewpoint and who manages
to make thrilling drama out of his
analysis of the social forces which
shaped the revolution. As a good
Marxist it is these forces, rather than
individual personalities, which he
stresses. This does not prevent him,
however, from drawing some very
stinging portraits of the Czar and

Tilz DZ1,41,4111ty itiirjxk.AJLAIJ

Rtight for rolling;
right for taste!

The right kind of tobacco cut just right
for rolling. Tobacco so good it just
makes your mouth water. Fresh tobacco
that makes you smack your lipS. That's
Velvet-and man, it's worth trying!

Page -Five

Czarina, of the Kerensky and Miliu.
kovs, who attempted to reap the fruits
of the February revolution and who
muffed the job, of his brother Bolshe-
viks, Stalin and Kamenev, who were
so incautions as to waver, however
briefly, from Lenin's rigid principles.
Such hostile pen sketches help to give
his book the color and vivacity which
it so undeniably possesses:, "Essential-
ly, nevertheless, it is a conscientious
study of the crucial months, between
the first democratic revolution of
February 1917 and the troubled July
days which led directly to the second,
genuinely Bolshevist revolution in
October. Trotsky has no-mercy for
the Mensheviks and Social Revolu-
tionaries who aligned themselves with
the burgeoisie and attempted to con-
duct the revolution along democratic

(Please turn to page 6)

@ 1932,, LiGGETT & MYERs TOBACCO CO.
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MSGRCISLADHiGHLIGHTOE3S
MARGARET SLADEN, PHONE 358

Mrs. Wells Honors Mrs. Turck With
Bridge Party On Thursday Afternoon

Lieutenant and Mrs. Phillip M. Ker- LIEUT. AND MRS. BARTLETT
a bridge party Thursday afternoon in ARE HOSTS
honor of Mrs. Raymond Turck who L aE HOsTSis a guest of Colonel and Mrs. Charles Lieutenant and Mrs. William H.
Willard. Bartlett had as their dinner guests atMillr.W sthe Officers' Club Saturday evening

Mrs. Wells had as her guests Mrs.' Captain and Mrs. Wendell L. Bevan,
Turck, Mrs. Willard, Mrs. Morrison Lieutenant and Mrs. John L. White-
Stayer, Mrs. Walter L. Reed, Mrs. law, Lieutenant and Mrs. Phillip M.
Jesse A. Ladd, Mrs. Woodson Hocker, Whitney, Lieutenant and Mrs. Clay-
Mrs. John A. Arringdale, Miss Lily ton H. Studebaker, Lieutenant and
Blackford, Mrs. Henry C. Mishie, Mrs. George McManus, Lieutenant
Mrs. Vernon Evans, Mrs. Dennis Mc- and Mrs. George Honnen, Lieutenant
nniff, Mrs. Vernon Evans and Mrs. and Mrs. Al. Morgan, Lieutenant and
Harry L. Reeder. Mrs. Louis B. Rutte, Lieutenant Whit-

* * tlemore and Lieutenant Douglas Mc-

LIEUT. AND MRS. BRINSON Nair.

ENTERTAIN * * *

Lieutenant and Mrs. Noah M. Brin- MAJOR AND MRS. ARMS

son had as their dinner guests at the ENTERTAIN
Officers' Club Saturday evening Mrs. Major and Mrs. Thomas S. Arms
Walter Sinker. General Kernan, had as their dinner guests last Satur-

Mrs. Harry A. Wells entertained at day evening Lieutenant Lieutenant
nan, Lieutenant Gaulden M. Watkins and Mrs. Carl Fritsche, Lieutenant
and Lieutenant Rowlad R. Street. and Mrs. Julian B. Lindsey, Lieuten-

* * * ant Thomas Sherburne and Lieuten.

MRS. HONNEN HONORS ant Noble J. Wiley.
After dinner Major and Mrs. Arms

MRS. HENNING and their guests attended the movie
Mrs. George Honnen entertained at at the Post Theatre.

a bridge tea Tuesday afteroon in hon. * * *
or of Mrs. Henning who is a visitor MRS. LADD HONORS
on the Post. MRS. TURCK

Mrs. Honnen's guests were Mrs. Mrs. Jesse A. Ladd will entertain
Henning, Mrs. Julian E. Raymond, at a bridge party Saturday afternoon
Mrs. Walter K. Wilson, Mrs. William in honor of Mrs. Raymond Turck
Bartlett, Mrs. Donald Brann, Mrs. who is the house guest of Colonel
Ralph N. Woods, Mrs. H. R. Johnson, and Mrs. Charles Willard.
Mrs. Ralph A. Koch. Mrs. Ladd will have as her guests

Mrs. Francis Lannahan and Mrs. Mrs. Turck, Mrs. Charles Willard, Mrs.
Samuel L. Buracker were Tea guests. Woodson Hocker, Mrs. Homer Slaugh-

Dolan-Henry

Hat Shop
1211 Broadway

For MOTHER'S DAY

we have just the
becoming style you
want.

For the summer
dresses, lovely large
hats in all the new
shades. For sport
togs, wool viscas
and the jersey hat.

It will be a pleas-
ure to show you
these last minute
styles.

ter, Mrs. Harry A. Wells, Mrs. Henry
C. Michie, Mrs. Morrison Stayer, Mrs.
Sereno E. Brett, Mrs. Thomas B. Cat-
ron, Mrs. Dennis McCunniff, Mrs. Os-
car W. Griswold, Mrs. Harry L. Reed-
er, Mrs. Reeve D. Keiler, and Mrs.
Russell J. Nelson.

MRS. DOUGLAS HONORS

MRS. OSTERMAN
Mrs. Wilson Turner Douglas enter-

tained about forty of her friends at
tea Tuesday afternoon in honor of her
mother Mrs. J. H. Osterman.

PAN-HELLENIC MEETS
Mrs. Clough Gee and Mrs. Ray-

mond Vermette were joint hostesses
at a meeting of the Pan-Hellenic at
the home of Mrs. Gee.

Breakfast was served about noon.

RECEPTION FOR GEN. FUQUA
A reception in honor of Major Gen-

Fuqua, Chief of Infantry was held
Wednesday evening at nine o'clock on
the lawn near the Commadant's Quar-
ters.

CLASS OF NINETEEN THIRTY
ENTERTAINS

Social Calendar

April 30-West Point Class of 1930
Entertains at Polo Club.
National Guard and Re.
serve Officers' C 1 a s s
Dance at Biglerville.

May 2-Glee Club Meeting. Elec-
tion of Officers.
Woman's Club Meeting.

May 5 -Parent-Teachers Associa-
tion meeting.
Thursday Evening Sup-
per Dance at Officers'
Club.

May 6-24th Infantry Officer's
Dance at Polo Club.
Dramatic Club play
"Cradle Snatchers."

May 7-Officers of Tank Battalion
give Tea Dance 4 to 7
P. M.
Dramatic Cl1 u b play
"Cradle Snatchers"
(Second Performance)

PERSONALS
Mrs. Frank A. Holby of Marmaro-

neck, N. Y. is the guest of her son-
in-law and daughter Lieutenant and
Mrs. Charles Howze.

Lieutenant and Mrs. John R. Beish-
line have as their guests Mrs. Beish.
line's mother and two brothers, Mrs.
J. Edward Havey, Mr. Russell Havey
and Mr. Robert Havey of Scranton,
Pennsylvania.

Mrs. Raymond Turck of Jackson-
ville is the guest of Colonel and Mrs.
Charles Willard.

Miss Eileen Williams of Fort Mc-
Pherson spent the week end at Ben-
ning as the guest of Captain and Mrs.
Daniel O'Connell.

Lieutenant and Mrs. Al. Morgan
The Class of Nineteen Thirty will spent Sunday at Benning.

be hosts at a dance to be held at the Lieutenant and Mrs. J. K. Baker
Polo Hunt Club Saturday evening, of Fort McPherson spent the week

Mother's Day brings an obligation we dare not
forget-for she expects your tribute. And though
she may be many miles away, you can make her
happy by letting us telegraph your flowers-
swiftly, safely, and on time! It's easy to do--and
inexpensive. Place your order today!

Mother's
Day is

May 8th at
00

CAPTAIN AND MRS. ROOKS
ARE HOSTS

Captain and Mrs. Lowell W. Rooks
ficers' Club Saturday evening Major
had as their dinner guests at the Of-
and Mrs. Lloyd H. Cook, Captain and
Mrs. Wheeler, Captain and Mrs. Ray.
mond Vermette. Captain and Mrs.
George V. W. Pope and Lieutenant
and Mrs. Donald W. Brann.

COMPANY OFFICERS' CLASS
ENTERTAIN AT DANCE

The Company Officers' Class enter-
tained the officers and ladies of the
Post at a dance at Biglerville Hall
Friday evening.

CAPTAIN AND MRS. NICHOLS
ARE HOSTS

Captain and Mrs. Joseph A. Nichols
had as their dinner guests at the Of-
ficers' Club Saturday evening Major
and Mrs. F. R. Fuller, of Fort Mc-
Pherson, Captain and Mrs. Clough
Gee, Lieutenant and Mrs. Ralph Koch
and Lieutennat nad Mrs. J. K. Baker
of Fort McPherson.

I

IF MOTHER IS FAR AWAY

111ECUPH Ftow[RS ON HER IDAY

end as the guests of Captain and Mrs.

J. A. Nichols.
Mrs. Grace Allen is the guest of

her brother-in-law and sister Lieuten-

ant and Mrs. James 0. Wade.
Mrs. Walter Sinker of Warrenton,

Virginia is spending some time as the
guest of her son-in-law and daughter
Lieutenant and Mrs. George M. Ker-

nan.
Major and Mrs. F. R. Fuller spent

the week end at Benning as the guests
of Captain and Mrs. J. A. Nichols.

The New Books
(Continued from page 5)

rather than Bolshevist lines. He ex.

poses their weakness, their treachery,
the bankruptcy of their liberalism,
and shows how the logic of events
pointed inevitably to the triumph of
Lenin. With this triumph his sec.
ond volume will deal. It is unneces.

sary to point out that a capitalist
America will hardly agree with Trot-
sky's interpretations and conclusions.
This should not prevent anyone, how-
ever, from admiring his cosummate
skill as a narrator of historic events.

-Forum-

m

0119

I

PHONE 2837
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FLOWER PLANTS
Out of 2/4 inch Pots

COLUMBUS FLOWER
AND PLANT. CO.

Phone 520 1245 Broadway
In store with Columbus Shu Fixry

L. G. BLAU
Piano Tuning

Phone 3680-W

ARMY NAVY
TRADE " MARK

Inquire at your

POST EXCHANGE

They carry a complete line of

N. S. MEYER, INC.

Military Insignia
and

Uniform

Equipments
- ORDER OF THE

PURPLE HEART RIBBON

We are prepared to furnish this rib-
bon in regulation or miniature size.

Demand our merchandise and be assured
of the best. Our products carry an un-
limited guarantee of satisfaction.

N. S. MEYER, INC.
NEW YORK

Jo P. Alen & Co.
ATLANTA

announces an

informal showing
OF

MID-SUMMER

FASHIONS

ON

the second floor

OF THE

Ralston Hotel

BEGINNING

MONDAY, MAY.2nd

and continuing through

Tuesday and Wednesday

II. IL.AILILIIIN & ,CO.
"he Store All V,/omen Know"

Atlanta
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with the details, anotice has been
prepared and forwarded to the entire

On May 1st, 1932, the management membership.
of the Club barber shop will he This notice reads:

transferred to R. C. Mock who is re- "Announcing the final nonthly

signing his position at Nora's Artistic dance of the year. A cabaret feature

Bob Shop, Columbus, Georgia, to ac- Iate Friday, May 13th, 1932
Place-Cafe' de Biglerville

cept this position with the Club. Mr. Character-French cabaret

Mock has fifteen years' experience as Reservations-Two kinds, dinner and
a barber and has worked in the best a la carte service

shops in the South. He served four Price-Dinner, $1.25 per plate
years in the Regular Army and has A la carte. 0.25 per person cover

charge (credit in food service)

an excellent discharge. He is favor. Time-rDianer and dancing, 8:15 p.
III I m-

C. SCHOMBURG
& SON, Inc.

"At The Sign Of The Clock"

Also Expert Watch and
Jewelry Repairing

of all kinds

Shmh!!

Remember the place!
BEST FOOD,

BEST SERVICE

At The

RALSTON
COFFEE SHOP

READ HERALD ADS

When in Columbus Visit the

CHATHAM PHARMACY
2316 Wynnton Drive Phone 1866

NOW!- Lingerie . -

For Your Every Need!

Whether you're buying your
trousseau or not . . . . you'll
still be thrilled when you see
the lingerie we have!

No matter what you need..
or when you want it....

you'll profit tfirough paying us
a visit!

qift & Special Order Dept
POST EXCHANGE - FORT BENNING, GA,

"It pays to trade at your Post Exchange"

M.

Cabaret number commence 9:30 p.
m.

Reservations-Must be recorded in
the office of the Secretary where
tables will be assigned.

Limit-Cafe capacity limited to 286
plates.

Note: The Club reserves the
right to change the location of
tables assigned if hostesses in-
crease or decrease number of
plates originally requested.

The Secretary states that in order
to avoid any misunderstanding all
hostesses should see him personally
for table assignments. Each hostess
will receive a card designating her
table which she is to present at the
hall. Those desiring to attend this
affair are advised not to delay secur-
ing tables. Tables will remain in
place during the entire evening.

A special committee headed by Col-
onel W. L. Reed is arranging the en-
tertainment.

ml

a - Z|= 1UM - W-1 vUI inI ornle-r to acau'llint anI 1 i! MeM ii e rs i

OFFICERS' FINAL DINNER DANCE OFYEAR TO
CLUB BE HELD MAY 13 AT BIGLERVILLE

Inquiries have been pouring into Columbus
the office of the Officers' Club during

N W the past week concerning the reserva- Dramatic Club
N Jtions for the Cabaret Dinner Dance

(Z 4Biglerville. Ns I sheduled for riay, ay1 3thn2 at
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ably known to many omlcers and
ladies of Fort Benning. Before

awarding the barber concession to

Mr. Mock, several applicants were in-

terviewed.

The Secretary of The Officers' Club

is prepared to assist the membership

in securing accommodation at suitable

mountain and beach resorts for vaca-

tions. Folders and rates and other

information are available.

Thursday evening supper dance

will be held at The Officers' Club dur-

ing May on the 5th, 12th 19th and

26th. Weather permitting, the last

two may be held at the Polo-Hunt
Club.

CLASSI FI ED ADS

orresults

.. M.Ik)1[H F .III

The .... gift that can truly express
your real affection

rtcwU s
Let their beauty and fragrance

carry your message of love to the
one who loves you best.

LOCAL OR TELEGRAPHIC DELIVERY

Gift & Special Order Dept.
Post Exchange Fort Benning, Ga.

"It Pays to Trade at Your Post Exchange"

Friday, April 29, 1932
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play.

"A Full House" is an unusual type
of play in itself, since it combines
the mystery element with that of
comedy. The audience is aware, at
every minute of the time, of each
development of the plot as it takes
place but the characters are not, a
situation which makes their plight
even more laughable. The combining
of the comedy with mystery enhances
the value of both to the ultimate
completion of the plot in the third
act and each acts as a foil to the other.

The members of the club have
shown marked improvement in the
last week in their understanding of
the play and their consequent ability
to portray their parts. It is for this
reason that the writer firmly believes
in the ability of the amateurs to make
heir initial dramtaic effort excel the
ordinary work of untrained groups of

layers.

Tickets are on sale at the present
moment and the number has been
limited to two hundred. Reservations
may be made by calling 4396-W, 2218
or 2008-W. The price of admission is
50c per person.

Even better progress than was ex-
pected is being made with the re-
hearsing of the play "A Full House"
which is to be given on Friday March
6 by the Junior Catholic Dramatic
Club at the K. of C. Hall on Twelfth
Street.

Several of the roles are unusually
difficult because of the large amount
of business required of the player.
Much of the point of "A Full House"
depends on the business which takes
place and for this reason especial care
is being taken to insure accurate stage-
work on the part of the members of
the club.

There are fourteen characters in the
play, and the work required of the
individuals is pretty well divided up
between seven of them. The charac.
ters and the person who takes the part
are given as follows.
Susie, a maid-------------Ella Lee
Parks, a butler--------J. H. O'Neil
Ottily Howell, a bride__Mabel Thomp.

sol.
George Howell, her husband_Charles

Campbell.
Miss Winnacker, a maiden aunt-Lou.

ise Starratt.
Daphne Charters, Ottily's sister-Mil-

dred Thompson.
Ned Pembroke, an only son .... A. F.

Kunze. Jr.
Nicholas King, a stranger ----. Willis

Radcliff.
Vera Vernon, a chorus girl-...Helen

Yarbrough.
Mrs. Fleming, owner of the apt._Mar.

gery Zettler.
Mrs. Pembroke, Ned's mother__Agnes

Cunha.
Police Sergeant---------Paul Hurst
Mooney------------Philip Batastini
Kearnev--------------Jack Brescia

The action all during the three acts
is sustained by a complex series of
events which involve nearly all the
main characters in serious difficulties.
At the same time the difficulties all
center around two sources, a packet
of letters and a stolen $30,000.00 ruby
necklace. The very number of diffi.
culties which can arise from two so
apparently unrelated sources will
cause the audience to cling to the
edges of their seats in interest in the

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

PEACHTREE AT CAIN

c_4tlanta, 9a.

550 rooms of comfort and
convenience. Each room has
ceiling fan, circulating ice
water, radio and either
shower or tub bath; corner
rooms have both. Open Din-
ing Terrace and Coffee Shop.

Rooms from $2.50.

J. F. de Jarnette Vice-Pres. & Mgr.
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J GUNBOTHAM'S SCIH OOLDAZE
I By J. L. G.I

What with this-tennis weather, ter-
rain extrasizes, maneuvers, horse-
shows, weekends, and spring fever,
it's mighty hard to dig up printable
material. You can't always write the
things that people say or do. We have
striven, with our meagre journalistic
abilities, to set forth only those things
about those people that would, we
hoped, be humorous reading to the
faithful few who read our weakly of-
fering. We have tried to avoid writ-
ing about people who would not take
it in the proper vein. We made mis-
takes, and those people who didn't
like our "publicity" have it in for us.
On the other hand, lots of people like
to break into print. Never have we
been intentionally vituperative, sar-
castic or revengeful. What is the
motto of England? As Munson calls
it, "Honey swatted Mally's pants."

Limited by the above restrictions, it
is really difficult to fill the paragraphs.
There is the story of the hostess who
gave a very large, high-ranking dinner
party and invited her many guests to
go to the Dramatic Club presentation
afterwards. A week later she realized
that it was a "Pay Show." Her hus-
band gives her an allowance out of
which comes all entertaining, so he
got a big laugh out of it.

A young officer and his wife went
to a big hotel in New York for just
a day. He hadn't been married very
long, and he hadn't been in many big
hotels. As they had just run in from
Long Island for the day, for some
reason or other, they didn't take any
baggage with them. He had heard
about the ways of the big city, so as
they registered, he looked at his wife,
blushed, and told the room clerk,
"We haven't any baggage, do you want
us to pay in advance?"

This, incidentally, was mailed to us
by Count Pablo Zuvaloff Zuver, ex-
star columnist of the Benning Herald,
and Infantry School News.

Lately Madame Hostess asked in-
formation for the telephone number
of a friend, and called this number.
When the voice answered, she thought
that it was her compatriot, and she
invited her to a luncheon party. At
the same time, she said that she would
call for her. Came the time of gath-
ering, and Madame Hostess called.

Madame Supposed Guest was sur-
prised. She hadn't been invited. But
Madame Hostess told her she had
called her number, and had invited
her by telephone. Then the light ap-
peared, and looking up the number
that had been called, Madame Hostess
found that her guest was almost a
stranger, but she hopped into the
family chariot and arrived per sched.
ule of calls.

Then again, too young chaps with
a yen for home brew visited a friend
in town. The host boasted that he
had some of the best that they had
ever tasted, and the lips smacked in
anticipation. They all went out into
the kitchen, where the host had a big
pitcher already filled. He poured three
large glasses, and then went out of
the kitchen for something or other.
Our friends sampled the liquid, and
it tasted like no godly concoction-
they had to pour it down the sink.
The host returned, and smiled proudly
as lie saw the empty glasses. "I knew
that you'd like that beer, you must
have another." So the two visitors
forced the terrible stuff down, polite.
ly refused another, and claimed an
immediate engagement. As they edged
towards the door, the host said, "I'm
certainly glad that you liked my
pride. It's coming along fine, and
I'm going to bottle it tomorrow!"

* S S

Yes, that is the type of column one
cannot write.

One device to fill a column is very
old, but it worked on the Vermette's
the other day. Gunbotham asked
Captain Joe Vermette if he had any.
thing of interest for the column. Der
Captain said that Mrs. Vermette, and
Mrs. Mary Hartman, bridge cham-
pions, were taking a heavy razzing be-
cause they took on their husbands
the other night to help the males with
their bridge, and lost heavily. Gun-
botham promptly informed Madame
Annie Vermette that her husband had
broken her into print. Madame, giv-
ing the pistol star the "family eye,"
told Gunbotham that she had gone to
the library the other day to draw a
book, and the sergeant said, "yourfather. Capt. Vermette, drew that book
for you this morning." Der Captain
said that the joke was on her because
she looked like a kid. "Oh, no," re-
plied his better half-pint, "The joke's

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

If bitten by a poisonous snake body.
everything depends on the following: 4. Take the person bitten to the

1. Nearly all bites are on the arm Station Hospital as quickly as possi.
or leg. Tie a cord (a belt or necktie ble so that snakebite serum may be
may be used) above the bite. This given.
should be tied tightly at first but 5. Give the patient strong black
must be partly loosened for a few coffee, if he is dizzy.
seconds every fifteen minutes to pre- 6. There is no part of the Fort
serve circulation. Benning reservation so distant that a

2. Do not cut the wound, burn it, person bitten cannot reach the Sta-
or apply any chemical or medicine to tion Hospital in time. But the earlier
it. the serum is used the better the effect.

3. Do not use any alcoholic drink! 7. If the snake is captured or kill.
This is most important. Alcohol ed bring it to the hospital. The treat.
makes the heart beat faster and thus ment differs somewhat in bites of
.pumps the. poison quickly over-the different kinds-of snakes.

Advanced Class
Notes

1st Section Celebrities
As the Advanced Class Sees 'em.

MAJOR HARRY L. REEDER

Meet the Chief of Staff of Fort Ben-
ning's Consolidated Mechanized
Forces. As chief aide to General Car-
buretor, Major Reeder has presented
some fantastic and experimental illus-
trative problems. The possibilities of
this newest form of warfare is limited
only by the imaginative powers of
these tank fellows themselves. To
the advanced class there is no other
member of the academic department,
with the possible exception of Major
Heileman of the versatile Second Sec-
tion, who can more effectively or with
less effort, fill a 50-minute period from
the platform, than the director of
tank tactics. To the class Major Reed-
er is the champion crooner of the in.
structors. He has the distinction of
turning out more "U's" in the short-
est period of marking time and with
a lot of courage.

Captain Talley Joiner entered the
Station Hospital last Monday with an
injured shoulder. A front tire blow-
out which sent Joiner and car into
a ditch is responsible. Fortunately
the injury is not serious.

on you, I may be a kid, but in
case that makes you the goat."

any

Speaking of goats, Gunbotham wa,
a public victim of the populace dur
ing the horse show. In Capt. Jerr3
Wood's big horselottery, Gunbothan
drew a beautiful, big, gentle animub
named "Easy." Easy is a good hoss
with a good heart, and for the weel
before the horse show he was jump
ing nicely. Of course, he did kic
one man in a prominent spot, and hf
tried to bite the orderly every timf
he bridled him. He bucked once ir
a while, but just in fun. Came th4
day of the big show, anl everythin

(Continued on page 20)

II-Now

"Better be dannied than not mentioned at all."
-- John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

This issue is the anniversary number of the Benning Herald. A little
over a year ago Congress, in its infinite wisdom, frowned upon military pub-
lications and the little light which burned under the name of the Infantry
School News flickered and died. The suspension of the News left this large
garrison without a medium of disseminating news other than the sensational
official Daily Bulletin and its imitators in the several organizations. Useful
as these publications are in acquainting the garrison with the will of higher
authority, movie programs, and authentic information as to what roads and
areas are closed to traffic, they fell far short of the yellow journalists standard
to which the post had become accustomed during the short year that the News
was operated by the Fourth Section.

After much futile effort spent in attempting to figure out how a newspaper
that wasn't permitted to accept advertising from firms doing business with
the government might be financed, it was finally decided that it couldn't be
done. Whereupon the Fourth Section heard a sigh of relief, Post Headquar.
ters commandeered the funds, and the world moved on.

It was then that -the Columbus Office Supply Company stepped to the
fore and started the Benning Herald as an independent civilian eterprise.
Patterned after the Infantry School News at its best, the new paper filled the
gap left by the extinction of its predecessor.

During the year of its existance The Benning Herald has increased in
size and improved in quality. By carefully pursuing its columns one may
keep informed of the official, social, and athletic life of the garrison. In
every way it has served the interest of this large post as well as, or better,
than our own publication ever did. In view of the difficulties faced at the
outset this is no mean achievement and the conductor of The Flare who was
once the Supervising Editor of the News, extends his hearty congratulations.

NOT A FATAL ERROR

Just as the review was about to start the Provost Marshall, with his
customary flourish, escorted a lady from her car to the position in rear of
the reviewing stand reserved for the wife of the Commandant. Having
performed this agreeable duty, the Provost Marshall gracefully withdrew,
leaving the lady in sole possession.

A moment later the Sheriff's efficient assistant, Lieutenant Pilet who
had not observed his chief doing the honor, spied a smartly dressed lady
nonchalantly occupying the place reserved for the wife of the Commanding
General. Reluctant though he was to oust an attractive woman from her
position of vantage, the Lieutenant is not one to shirk an unpleasant task.
Stepping forward in his most gallant manner, he addressed the intruder:
"I'm sorry," said he, politely but firmly, "But would you mind moving a few
feet to the left? This space is reserved for Mrs. King."

"When are you expecting Mrs. King?" asked the lady, greatly amused
for no reason that was apparent to an assistant Provost Marshall in the per-
formance of his duty.

"I am expecting her any moment now," replied the Lieutenant in his best
velvet-scabbard-held-a-sword-of steel voice.

At this moment the Provost Marshall rushed up just in the nick of
time, as usual.

"Mrs. King," said the Sheriff, "Allow me to present my assistant. Lieu-
tenant Pilet."

Eye witnesses state that the Lieutenant was visibly embarrassed. The
Flare, however, contends that it was perfectly natural for a new arrival on
this large post to mistake Mrs. King for the wife of some junior captain
with an exceptionally good eye for pulchritude.

HEREDITARY HORSEMANSHIP

One of the unique featurse of the
great annual Horse Show was the pres-
ence of three Arnold teams in the
Parent and Child event.

In view of the fact that there are
three Arnold children of horse show
age and only two parents, the rule
had to be modified slightly to permit
all three of the young centaurs to

hurry down and ride with her in the

show.
The appeal was irresistible and

General Treat, true sportsman that he
is, responded. Then it happened that
when the curtain was rung up on the
Parent and Child veent, seventy rode
with seven-and placed.

The Flare salutes the oldest and
youngest contestants and joins the
Roman populace in acclaiming their
triumph.

participate. In this connection, the May Joan grow up to,
Flare voices its hearty approval of "Witch the world with noble horse-
the intelligent interpertation which manship"
permitted the youngest mounted Ar- And may her grandfather some day
nold to ride with her grandfather. head four generations in the Benning
And thereby hangs a tale. Horse Show Bowl.

Of course, Peggy had to ride with
her mother and Arch Junior claimed
as his birthright the privilege of rid- BACKFIRE
ing with his father. That left Joan, "If he play being young and unskill.
aged 7, without a qualified teammate full for shackles of silver and gold,
with whom to make her debut as a Take his money, my son, praising
competitor for" one of those bright Allah; the kid was ordained t0 be
colored ribbons which all true horse- slod."
men and horsewomen prize above -Kipling-Certain Maxim of Hafiz
rubies. A lessdetermined young, lady Note: We give the full source of the
might have bowed to what appeared above quotation lest'readers unfami-
to be the ineviiable but not so Joan. liar with Kipling attribute it to local
She bethought herself of her grand- authorship.
father in ,,Washington, who was a Recently the Thanatopsis Club met
famous horseman and poloist in' iis with Junior Leaguer H. J. Golightly
day, a.id set him-" an . 0. 5.& (Continue4 on page :9)
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The Flare
(Continued from page 8)

who is pinch hitting for one of the
brethren who has taken the veil.

Now it so happens that, not long
Ibefore this auspicious assembly, Bro-
ther Leard and four other Thanatop-
-is lads had foregathered with three

Junior Leaguers in an ill starred wild-

cat session, at the conclusion of which

the members of the parent organiza-

tion all drew checks in favor of the

three Juniors. This success was evi-

dently a trifle heady for Leaguer Go-

lightly, for on the afternoon of the

meeting under his roof the prospec-

tive host was heard to announce in a

loud and boastful tone, to a large

circle of admiring golfers, that he was

taking on the Thanatopsis Club single
handed that night. Avaricious Junior
Leaguers were informed that it was
no use to apply for vacant seats be-
cause he, Single Handed Snarve, the
Wolf of Austin Loop, wanted all of
the easy money for himself. He as-
sured his awe struck listeners that he
would be "ruthless yes ruthless."

That night, however, Brother Leard
had one of his famous evenings and
certain other of the Thanatopsis breth-
ren were in good form. At the final
reckoning it was discovered that Cap-

tain Golightly had given the party

in the figurative as well as in the lit.

eral sense of the word.

Moral: Anything received from Broth-

er Leard at the end of the game

should be regarded as a short time

loan bearing a usurious interest.

I

BLOCK SYSTEM FAILS
The Technical Third Section was

holding a combat firing exercise for
the National Guard and Reserve Class
which had been transported to the
scene in trucks. The problem had
several phases and Captain Reynolds,
well knowing the tendency of student
officers to make for home on the
slightest provocation, was confronted
with the problem of preventing their
escape between phases. His solution
was to have the enlisted driver of
his car place same athwart Yankee
Road between the scene of the first
phase and the Biglerville Mess.

Strategic Reynolds' scheme might
have worked but for a slight compli-
cation introduced by Military Observ-
er Colonel James Churchill who had
come out ot see the show. Having
witnessed the first phase, he was on
his way back to the post when he
found his way blocked by Captain
Reynolds' car. Annoyed, and not
knowing that the driver was acting
as barrier, the Colonel proceeded to
dress him down and order him out
of the way. The embarrassed driver
started to explain but the irate colonel
was in no mood to hear alibis.

Meanwhile three truck loads of
National Guard and Reserve officers
rolled past the barricade and escaped.
It took twenty minutes to round them
up and bring them back for the next
phase of the problem. Unquestionably
what the Infantry School needs is
some sort of automatic control over
motorized classes.

CLUB COMMUNIQUE
A recent issue of the scintillating

Official Daily Bulletin contained the
followin, notice:

"5. FOUND.
Pair fur riding gloves and knit-

ted infant's coat and flash light.
Owners may have same by call.
ing at office of The Officers'
Club."

Mine Host Dowdall's lost and found
collection contains many wierd arti-
cles but a "knitted infant's coat and
flash light" is quite the ultimate in
the way of unique combinations.

CAVE CANEM
In the performance of our some-

times embarrassing duty of retailing
all of the post gossip, we fell con-
strained to tell this one on a popular
lieutenant.

Upon the return of the 29th from
its Panama City hitch hike, one of
the field soldiers was disappointed to
find the one man dog he had left to
protect his wife and children strange-
ly hostile.

"What's the matter with that dog?"
he asked his attractive wife. "He acts

as if I didn't belong. Someone must
have been hanging around a lot while
I was gone."

Ralf! Ralf! Ralf! yipped the dog.
CITATIONS FOR THE WEEK

This week's award goes to Major
Jack Thompson, Squire Jerry Wood
and the entire horse group for their
efficient management of the late high.
Iv successful and most colorful Horse
Show.

-E. F. H.

Jokes
A YARD

The platoon was standing at right
dress.

"Third man from right" said the
Loot, "get your feet back."

"Sir, those are the First Sergeant's
feet."

Many a sap who lives simply to get
a kick out of life finally gets it just
where it belongs.

Andy Delaware: "You remember,
doctor, when I enlisted three years
ago and you told me to keep away
from dampness on account of rheuma-
tism?"

Col. Comfort: "Oh yes, I remember,
What of it?"

Andy: "Well, doctor, I have an im-
portant question to ask you."

Col. Comfort: "Yes, yes, what is
it?"

Andy: "Would it be alright, (10 you
think, doctor, if I took a bath now?"

Irate Lady Driver: "Well, officer, I
held out my hand."

Officer: "Sorry, madam, but I didn't
would have seen it!"

I. L. D.: "If it had been my leg you
see it."

I-
*

Congratulation

We are pleased to offer

Congratulations,

to the

Benning Herald

On this Its

First Anniversary

And express our

Sincere Best wishes

For future years

Book Shop
The Infantry School

Congratulations

The Board of Governors of
The Officers' Club, recogniz-

ing the benefits of such a pub-

lication as the Benning Her-

ald, is glad to note its develop-

ment through the period of its

infancy. Now that it is a husky

youngster, may it continue to

be a useful agency not only in

the distribution of information

in our Post but also in the pro-

motion of better relations with

our civilian neighbors.

Congratudations

to the Herald on its first

birthday!

We're glad to add an extra

w9rd of commendation for
your efforts during the past
year and sincerely hope that

your second year will bring
more progress.

We join with the person-
nel of Fort Benning and the
visiting troops in extending

our very best wishes!

Here's To You!

Post Exchauge
, :.,,,=Fort: Benning, Ga°. .

When you're looking

for shopping ease-

Read the advertise-

ments in the Herald.

The Officers' Club
FORT BENNING, GA.

WOMENNEW

mmI
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Page Ten

Advertising..... The Life of Journalism
fully realize the enormous value of

A dve rtis e rs W ho bringing their commodity before the
buying public and consequently the
customof advertising has originated.Aided In Building Advertising is not just a mere
waste of space, no matter where it is

Heraid Listed used. Many people will be astonish-
ed to find out just how much influ-

At this time it seems to the Herald enc an ad will have in bringing the
message of the merchant before them.Staff particularly appropriate that they It will be surprising, too, to know how

should take an opportunity to extend
many of us really read the ads we

their appreciation to the merchants see, and, even though some of it
and advertisers who have assisted so may be unconscious, we accept its
much in the foundation and continued message and, in a great majority of

building-up of the paper. To many cases, will act on it.
it is incomprehensible that any news- It is for the reason that we under-
paper should carry any advertising at stand the confidence the merchants
all, but the publishers and advertisers felt in us and because we want to

+

Makers of Fine Printing Plates +
+

, WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO. ,
+

+ Atlanta, Georgia
+ *4++++4+++++++++A +++++++++++++

Delicious-- Nutritious

BREAD AND CAKE

COLLINS BAKING COMPANY

I Special From ED COHN I

assist them as much as possible in

placing their names before the per-

sonnel of Benning the following list

is published.
Aetna Life Insurance Co.

*Athletic Association

Atlanta Biltmore Hotel

*J. P. Allen & Co.
A. & P. Tea Company
Associated Military Stores
Beach Mosely Company
Bradford & Meadows
*Book Shop (Fort Benning)
Burnham Furniture Company
T. W. Britton
Buick Motor Company
W. F. Butler
Brawner's Cake Shoppe
Boston Shoe Factory
The Book Shop (Columbus)
Blackstone Hotel
Broad Street Garage
*Burrus Motor Company
W. C. Brooks
*L. G. Blau
Columbus Coca Cola Bottling Co.
*Columbus Fender & Body Works
* Chancellor Company

Chase Conservatory
*Collins Bakery

Columbus Grocery & Supply Co.
*Chatham Pharmacy

Columbus School of Music
Cecile Shop
Columbus Roberts Motor Co.
*Columbus Flower & Plant Co.
*Dimon Court Apartments

Deaton Grocery Company
Dixie Brick Company
Miss Theresa Deignan
Miss Anna Dozier
*Dolan-Henry Hat Shop
*E-veridge Bakery

Equitable Life Assurance Co.
Fenner, Beane & Ungerleider
*First National Bank
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
Flournoy Realty Company
*Foremost Dairy Company
Fourth National Bank
*Fashion Shoe Store
*Franklin Savings & Loan Co.

Leon Frohsin
* Grand Theater
*Georgia Power Company

General Tire & Rubber Company
Gem Jewelry Company
Georgia Auto Exchange
Hood Rubber Company
* Home Savings Bank
[Harper's Pharmacy
*Hood Coach Lines
B. H. Harris & Co.
*Hofflin & Greentree
*Hubbard Hardware Company
Agnes Harrison
Tom Huston Peanut Co.
Horstmann Uniform Co.
Margaret Harrison
John K. Harris & Co.
*Henry Grady Hotel

*Joy's Flower Shop
* Johnson Company
*Don Johnson Studio
*The Jordan Company

*C. D. Kenney Co.
Kinnett Ice Cream Co.
S. H. Kress & Company
Kyle's
*Livingston & Company
*Liggett-Myers Tobacco Company
*Lindsey's Beauty Parlor
*McMurria Motor Company

Martin Furniture Conrpany
*Maxwell Bros. & McDonald
*Miller & Davis
*Muscogee Chevrolet Co.
*Miller & Taylor
*N. S. Meyer, Inc.
*Maxwell Optical Company

Murrah Bldg. Barber Shop
Metcalf's
*Metcalf Clothing & Hat Stores
Muscoge,, Motor Company
*Nehi Bottling Co.
*J. L. Newman & Co.

Nora's Artistic Bob Shop
*Paul W. Newsome
Du Pont Perry
Phillips Hardware & Supply Co.
*Pekor Jewelry Company
*Patterson-Pope Motor Co.

Polar Bears
Payne Clothing Co.
*Post Exchange
Murphey Pound
Arthur Prelitius
*Royal Optical Company
*H. Rothschild
*Ralston Hotel
*Rialto Theater

Rogers & Leventhal
Max Rosenberg
*Racine Hotel

*H. C. Stewart

*Sam Neel

*Standard Tailoring Company

Spick & Span

Sears-Roebuck & Co.
*Walter Smith Clothing Co.
*C. Schomburg & Son
*Lamar Smith

St. Joseph's Academy
*H. C. Smith
*Stanton's Lunch Car
*Dudley Spain
*Wrigley Engraving Company

Westbrook Bldg.

Waverly Hotel
*Waverly Pharmacy
*Wells Dairy Company
*George E. White
*Quaker State Motor Oil
* Officers' Club
*Thweatt & Son
*Officers' Club Barber Shop
*0. A. Bowen
*Paramount Theatre

Note: The asterisk indicates the

advertisers who run in this issue.

RUBBER STAMPS
Columbus Office Supply Co.

24 Hr. Service
Phone 556

Star Brand Shoes are
Better

Ghillie Tie
$3.95

Ladies' Black Kid with
Perforated Insert- Very
Snappy.

Child's Sandal
$1.00

812 to 111/
12 to 2

Patent Leather Perforated
very serviceable

Brown Calf
$3.45

With Jersey
Elk trimming. Perforated

Vamps. Also Black Calf with
white perforated Vamp. A real
buy for summer wear.

Misses Patent Leather
Buckle Strap

Silver trimming
812 to 112-------------$1.75

12 to 2---------------$1.89

Something to gladden the
young girls hearts.

Pure Thread Silk Hose
All Sizes and Shades

Pure Thread Silk Hose
Full Fashioned Picot Top, All Sizes
and Shades.

2ic

Phone 1642

LIVINGSTON & CO.
BROKERS

111 Broadway-New York

MEMBER OF NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
and

ALL PRINCIPAL EXCHANGES
-COLUMBUS, GA. BRANCH-

Murrah Bldg. In charge of Telephones: Local 4186

1207 1st Ave. Joe E. Flowers--Chas. B. Foley Long Dist. 9976

SALES MANAGER FORMetcalf Clothing & Hat Store, Inc.

To the OFFICERS and MEN of Fort Benning, Ga.

STRAW HATS
All Kinds

99c to $1.85

SHIRTS at 79c, 2 for $1.50

SHIRTS at 99c
These are fast colors Come in the new basket weave solid colors
of blue and white also in plain broadcloth. We also give you
at this price the shantonge effect.

SHIRTS at $1.35
No better shirt to be had for $2.00, possibly $2.50. "What Metcalf
says is so." Backed by the Metcalf's Guarantee. This shirt will
please you no matter how much you have paid in the past for a
shirt, white and solid blues.

REMEMBER: Ed Cohn has served the people of Fort
Benning in Columbus for 20 years or more and you
can bank in "your $1.00 doing its duty" here and satis-
faction to his cutomers is his motto.

ED COHN, Sales Manager

Metcalf Clothing & Hat Store, Inc.
1107 Broadway (West side of Broadway)

Between 11th and 12th Sts.

Sa4 NeZeIL
Star Brand Shoe Dept.
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When You Need Service

Phone 1603

THE

Waverly Pharmacy
Complete Druggists

2601 Hamilton Road

Columbus, Ga.

First National

Bank
Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Resources Over $2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representatives
R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning
Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.

Short term Certificates of Deposit
issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the
CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

CLUB
Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

We sell you a car and will
buy it back in nine months
and pay you cash for it. We

keep a nice line of Chevrolets
and Fords along with other
makes, on hand. Our new
car line is Pontiac, Oakland

nd Franklins.

We are the largest used car
buyers in Columbus

McMURRIA'S
1125 - 6th Ave. Phone 2590

COMPANY "A"

Look out F. A. Jackson, the Hawk
is planning to strike again, and un-
less you resort to the same tranquility
he doubts your survival. In appre-
hending him his secretary admonishes
you in the employment of Botany;
but do approve of you resorting to
Oology.

Diabolically yours,
The Hawk

COMPANY "C"

It has so happened that the pistol
has made its advent into the picture
for certain members of our company.
At this itme it should be the opportuni-
ty for Sregeant Kelley to exhibit the
skill he has often mentioned, at shoot-
ing the pistol. So far, his only alibi
is-that it requires much practice for
him to concentrate on the trigger
squeeze when the pistol is loaded-
therefore, he made 3's instead of 10's
this morning.

Several of our members have just
returned from New Orleans, after hav-
ing participatd in the Volley Ball
Tournament held in the "Pelican
City." They renort having had a
gala time in the great metropolis, the
one city able to contribute to the sol-
dier's desires-whatever they are-and
they are hoping that they will have
the pleasure of another visit next
year.

The company has gone in for chess.
So far, we have not started playing,
because of the fact we have no one
in the company who is familiar with
the game. However, it is suggested
that several men be selected as stu-
dents of the Company Commander,
who is reputed to be good, and after
some teaching, these men will be
qualified to instruct the other men.
Look out for a "Brain-storm."

"Bonusitis," is that feeling of
suspense as to the outcome of the
bonus action." Says "Pick Tom," "I
got it bad."

COMPANY "F"

All of those who saw the pride of
"F" Co. Batton step those hard fast
10 rounds of fighting last week saw
their money's worth although Cotton
lost but Glover knew he had a fight.
Pvt. Dotson has planned a come back
he has began training. We have some
few other men of the Company who
have an idea that they can fight. I
don't think it is their idea of want-
ing to b~e a fighter. I think it is
just plain depression, old man depres-
sion has got into the post now and
believe it or not he is supreme ruler
at large.

Well, all I can hear about the Bonus
passage is Congress will cat next week
and I am afraid next week will never

come. A certain fellow of the Com-
pany has figured up to the last penny
how his money shall be spent.

Every body seems to be worrying
about why Lord Perry hangs around
so much here of late. The new ru-
mor now about the Johnson Twins,
Buck and Meathouse, they were seen
a few nights ago on an unusual Party,
some how or another Buck left the
house at a very early hour to the
mercy of Lady Kidnapers.

Pvt. Dale has just returned from a
30 days furlough he refuses to tell
where or how he spent his 30 days;

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1313

SERVICE COMPANY

The results of the horse show sure-
ly brought some surprises to some of
the boys. Old "Ma Rainy" got away
with the bacon. What's the matter
with you erstwhile cavalrymen?

Found: A man in the Service Com-
pany, 24th Infantry, who can dethrone
Sergeant McCauley from the distinc-
tion of being the oldest soldier. En-
listed January 22, 1894. Lookout Mac,
you had better quit.

HEADQUARTERS COMPANY
The regiment has shown a marked

improvement in its appearance in gar-
rison reviews and considering the
limited time available for rehearsal
and drill, this fact has caused quite a
deal of comment throughout the gar-
rison. It is hoped that we will soon
be equipped with white belts to cor-
rsepond with the white uniforms worn
by the band; this will create a two-
fold improvement.

Mrs. Joshua R. Johnson, the wife of
our Personnel Sergeant Major, is now
recovering from an illness that has
confined her to her home. We hope
that she will continue her rapid con-
valescence.

We regret to learn that Colonel D.
G. Berry, Infantry, has been ordered
away from this garrison. It is felt
that his departure and that of Colonel
L. W. Caffey, two former officers of
the "old 24th Infantry" will sadden

ing conditions.
A guarantee has just been received

stating that as long as there is a Log-
ging Detachment in operation in this
regiment, the presence of Cavalryman
Barnes will not be seen in the fistic
arena of this garrison.

RACINE HOTEL
Under new management

Rates $1.75 Down
NO UPS

Attractive
Weekly

Rates

Stanton's Lunch Car
C. J. STANTON, Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY OUR IRISH STEW

Phone 29 1638-2nd Ave.

WE DELIVER

I

MILK- ---

The Health Giving Food.

WeI
Dairy Companv

MACON ROAD

PHONE 1144

Say you saw it in The Herald

rumors were uot that he was holding a
secret search for the lost baby. No it
was not Lindy's baby, it was Lee
Moore's.

BAND

The orchestra is preparing for a big
nite at Biglerville Friday when the COMPANY "E"
24th and 29th Infantry orchestras will 0
both be at their best playing for the We don't mean to say Company

Company Officers Class. This dance "E" is moving either out or into bar.

is supposed to be quite the thing racks; we mean to convey the idea

and is scheduled from 10:00 P. M. that they are moving the barracks.
to 2:00 A. M. and both orchestras will At least they have moved part of the

have plenty to do as the plan is to old 83rd Filed Artillrey Headquarters

alternate after each number. from its former location on Vibbert

Several compliments have been re- Avenue to a spot near their corrals.

ceived by the band upon the marches Why they did it we have no idea but

played at the review this morning, we believe Sergeant Stewart wanted

Any number of men have said that everybody to see the nice new tracks

the tempo was snappy and up to the on his Mark VIII. Any way that is

minute. Thanks fellows, this helps as good a reason as any for moving.

a great deal and will cause the next Lieutenant "Phil" Whitney was on

parade to be even better than the one hand to lend a dignified atmosphere

today. to the work. It is reported that he

We are about to acquire a recrea- was in charge of the detail. Perhaps

tion room. Heretofore Company G in the dim and distant future, when

has been very gracious in permitting we replace all of our Mark VII

the members of the Band to use their Tanks with Christies, some house
recreation room. Now, backed by moving concern will buy all of these

Captain Gillis, the Band Commander, mechanical elephants at say $1.00 each
weCept illitohve re atoner (an exhorbitant price to charge for
we expect to have a ereation room all fifteen of ours) and contract to
second to none in the regiment. move Block 23 and 21 down to the

The orchestra played for the formal river to be used as transports in the
dance of the Somber Chasers of Fortrier
Benning and Columbus Monday nite next war.
at Pierce's Auditorium in Columbus.

One of the trio of Brown Brothers COMPANY "D"

may be seen looking at his watch Baseball-Company "D" vs. 6th
every ten or fifteen minutes now Cavalry. Dis Dis Hunt played a
which feat was impossible last week game of ball in the barber shop. Dis
this time. Yes, he recovered it from was slated to be the dark horse in the
a member of the weaker sex. game with the boys; but when the

Pfc. Decuir is taking vocal lessons time came for Hunt to strut his stuff
much to the consternation of the it was found that he was A. W. 0. L.
other members of the band and he ex- "Dats no way to make the team,
pects to sing "Bells of the Sea" as his Scopes, you wont never get in the big
next cornet solo. leagues dat way. (Errors and English

Pfc. Monroe Lee has passed the (Please turn to page 19)
bonus legislation paying cash to the
veterans of the World War and is the hearts of many oldtimers who
now wondering just why Congress has have looked upon these two officers,
not done the same. If Congress de. the last living reminder of the days
sires to remain in good standing with when the regiment was at its height
Lee the bonus bill must be passed in of military accomplishment as inspira-
the next few days. tions to carry on under rapidly chang-

The Prudential's Latest
Most-for-Least Policy

You create an immediate
state for a remarkably small

I)ercentage.

Double Protection for The
20 Critical Years

Dudley
Spain

Special Agent

Ordinary Department

1209 First Ave. Columbus, Ga.

THE PRUDENTIAL
INSURANCE COMPANY

OF AMERICA

Home Office, Newark, N. J.

Wells.

is proud of the fact that
they have contributed to
the success of the Her-
ald during the past year.
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~ THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS

Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE GRAND

SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Presenting,

"THIS IS THE NIGHT", with Lily Damita, Charles Ruggles,

Roland Young and Cary Grant. Imagine it! A bachelor's

bride on a synthetic honeymoon, pursued by three persistent

suitors. Naughty! Tuneful! Romantic! Funny! Comedy

romance filled with volcanic fun. The hotest mixup roar since

wives put cupid's bows on their lips. Charlie Ruggles with

plenty on the hip. Lily Damita with plenty of "It". Roland

Young clowning around. Cary Grant stealing their time.

Grand plot. Hot songs. Gee whiz, don't miss it, take a tip,

don't miss it!

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Presenting, "ARE

YOU LISTENING", with William Haines, Madge Evans,

Anita Page, Neil Hamilton, Wallace Ford, Jean Hersholt and

Joan Marsh. They brought romance to millions over the

radio waves but in their own lives was only heart-break and

disaster. When your favorite radio crooner sings a tender love

song, do you stop to think that tragedy and heart-break may be

his only lot? Come back of the scenes of radio broadcasting in

a picture drama you'll call great! The thrilling story of a

radio entertainer who grasps at life and love, and finds in radio

his Nemesis-and, his regeneration. Thrilling! Gay! Young!

Different!

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Presenting, "AFTER

TOMORROW", with Charles Farrell and Marion Nixon and

a strong supporting cast. You meet these two sweethearts

every day. They ride in the street cars with you. Work in

your office. Dance to the radio you hear upstairs. It's love like

theirs that glorifies life, as they work, save and yearn for

each other. It speaks to all the sweethearts of the world. This

romance of a boy and girl who had a fast line of wise-cracks on

their lips. An da beautiful dream of love in their hearts.

AT THE RIALTO

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Presenting, "POLLY OF

THE CIRCUS," with Marion Davies and Clark Gable. She

missed the trapeze bars as thousands gazed in horror. Hold

tight to your seats. A thrill in store for you. You sit in your

seat and suddenly the wizardry of this film takes you hurling

through space as though you were performing these death-

defying stunts. An amazing, new, dramatic role for beautiful

Marion Davies. When you see her with Clark Gable you will
vote them the most romantic pair in pictures. A circus beauty.
A love-starved man. You'll thrill at this unusual romance.

TUESDAY: Presenting, "THE YELLOW TICKET,"'
wtih Elissa Landi, Lionel Barrymore and Laurence Olivier.
Fate hounded her. Love snared her. Innocence and beauty
inflamed her persecutors. Your heart will raptly follow her
brave struggle, her crushing triumph. Barrymore at his great-
est. Landu more glamorous than ever. Your best friends will
be telling you about it. You'll sit in rigid expectation through-
out every minute. You'll be gripping your seat in sympathy
for this boyand girl wvho are fighting to be free. (Personally

recommended by this critic).

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, May 6th and 7th: Bill

Cody in one of the best \Vestern pictures he has ever appeared
in. You'll get the thrill of your life as you follow Bill's esca-
pades in the saddle. It's one of those Westerns with a fresh

plot and you're sure to get plenty of entertainment.

VAUDEVILLE ATTRACTION ALL NEXT WEEK:
"Offering Jack Crawford's Comedians. You'll love Jack Vinson
as the country boy, Al and Flo Unrah in hits of Broadway;
Miss Bobbie Farley, Southern Blues singer; Smith and Cook,
famous (lance team and Billy McQuage and Jimmie Churchill.
One of the best companys on the road.

AT THE ROYAL

(Beginning with Midnight Show, Saturday, 11:15 p. m.
SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Presenting,

"FRANKENSTEIN," with Colin Clive, Mae Clarke and John
Boles, With a strong supporting cast: EDITOR'S NOTE: Here
comes the world's most famous shocker. Just a word of
friendly warning: If you have a weak heart and cannot stand
excitement or gruesomeness, we advise you not to see this
production. Take our word for it, it will thrill, it will shock,
it may even horrify you. But if your nerves can stand electri-
fying drama, you will find it in "FRANKENSTEIN." Follow-
ing the preview of "FRANKENSTEIN" at Santa Barbara,
Calif., the manager of the theater in which it was shown was
called out of bed to the telephone at 2 a. m. Male voice on
the other end of the wire said:

"I saw 'Frankenstein' at your theater tonight. 1} can't sleep
and I don't intend that you .should either".,. .

ROYAL
No one can dispute this statement.

Strange as it seems, if anybody can,
Carl Laemmle, Jr., will be very much
obliged to him. So will James Whale
and so will Boris Karloff.

And here's the statement. No art-
ist ever had the nerve to draw a
likeness of the monster that Franken-
stein created and which everyone in
the world, for the last hundred years,
knows, destroyed him.

Innumerable editions of Mrs. Shel-
ley's story of "Frankenstein" have
been published, and it has appeared
in every language. But when the
make-up people at Universal City
were cudgelling their brains to find
out what a monster would look like,
they couldn't find a single illustra-
tion in any library, manuscript vault,
art gallery or any other place what-
soever which would help them. All
that Mrs. Shelley in her book did to
help was to say, over and over again,
that the face was so dreadful, so hor-
rifying, so repellent that the monster
never could come into any personal
relations with humankind.

This was a staggering job, but when
the make-up men had Karloff's clas-
sic and highly intellectual face made
over to suit them, the production de-
partment was so concerned about it
that they bottled Karloff up in a room
in a closed stage so that nobody
could see what the make-up looked
like until it was displayed in he thea-
tre. However, Frankenstein's mon-
ster can be seen on Sunday, Monday
and Tuesday when this Universal pro-
duction of "Frankenstein" opens at
the Royal Theatre.

Incidentally, the lack of an illus-
trated edition of "Frankenstein" has
now been repaired. Grosset & Dun-
lap are issuing a thoroughly illustrat-
ed edition of this hundred-year-old
classic, and it can be purchased in
any book store.

I RIALTO
High Class Vau-

~1
deville Is Offer-

ing At Rialto
Theatergoers who attend any per-

formance at the Rialto Theater at any
time in the next week are sure ot a
real treat and super-interesting enttr-
tainment in the stage show now billed
there.

Jack Crawford's Comedians, who
have gained a reputation for their
vaudeville performances and their
popular plays, will appear on the
Rialto stage for the week commenc-

SATURDAY, APRIL 30
ON THE SCREEN

"THE
MIRACLE

MAN"
With

CHESTER MORRIS
SYLVIA SIDNEY

ON THE STAGE

4 ACTS BIG

TIME VODVIL

FEATURING

EMILE BOREO

P~ARAMIOUNT
ATLANTA

U

U

CHARLIE AND MARIAN MEET
AGAIN AFTER MANY YEARS

Grand
SAT.-SUN.-MON.

LILY DAMITA
CHARLES RUGGLES

ROLAND YOUNG
THELMA TODD

In

"This Is The
Night"
TUES.-WED.

WILLIAM HAINES
MADGE EVANS

In

"Are You
Listening"

THU.-FRI.

CHARLES FARRELL
MARIAN NIXON

In

"After Tomorrow"
Congratulations to the
BENNING HERALD

NOW PLAYING
HARRY BEERY'S

"SUNKIST
VANITIES"

V A UDEVILLE DELUXE

On The Screen

TIM McCOY
In

"TEXAS CYCLONE"
SUN.-MON.

"POLLY OF THE
CIRCUS"

Clark Gable - Marion Davies
All Next Week

Beginning Monday

-JACK-

CRAWFORD'S
COMEDIANS

Presenting
Popular Plays and

Vaudeville
JACK VINSON

AL & FLO UNRAH
MISS BOBBIE FARLEY

SMITH & COOKE
10c - 15c - 25c
At All Times
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ing May 2. Among the featured art-
ists are Jack Vinson, the country boy,
who is sure to make you hold your
sides with laughter. The Broadway
hit team, Al and Flo Unrah will pro-
vide many an interesting moment for
the Rialto audience and Miss Bobbie
Farley, the southern blues singer, will
entertain you with some of the best
of the late song hits.

A famous dance team, Billy Mc-
Quage and Jimmy Churchill, who can
make the building shake like Ann
Pennington, will do their stuff in the
program which will be replete with
comedy, thrills and surprises.

Of course the regular movie per-
formance will also be continued as
heretofore and the Comedians will be
an added attraction for those who
want a good time. Be sure to come
and see 'em, and while your cares
away!

One of the first pictures that Charles
Farrell ever played in was Mary Pick-
ford's silent photoplay, "Rosita."
Though he appeared in only one scene
it was a big role for Charlie for it
was the first named screen character
he ever impersonated. Had he not
been so nervous, as he later admitted
he was, or so intent upon his own
role, he might have noticed a slight,
bashful, chestnut-haired, brown-eyed
girl who was also making her first
film appearance in the picture. She
was Marian Nixon.

If these two unknown youngsters,
had had the power to lift the veil
on time, or a crystal ball with which
they could have peered into the fu-
ture, they could have looked ahead
several years and seen themselves,
both screen favorites, co-starred in
the Fox dramatic romance, "After To-
morrow," Frank Borzage's production
which opens at the Grand Theatre
Sunday Monday and Tuesday.

But they were only human, and be-
ing so saw nothing but a long hard
road ahead of them. This road, how-
ever, proved much shorter and easier
than either of them contemplated. It
was not long after that Farrell was
cast in Frank Borzage's Fox picture,
"7th Heaven," opposite Janet Gaynor,
and with that picture came stardom.
Miss Nixon's first leading roles were
with Tom Mix in that actor's West-
ern dramas. Her first starring picture
was "Spangles." Since the advent
of talking pictures she has been
prominently cast in "The Rainbow
Man," "Say It With Flowers," with

Al Jolson, "General Crack" with John
Barrymore, "Young Nowheres,"
"Show of Shows" and her recent Fox
success, "Charlie Chan's Chance."

"After Tomorrow" is the first pic-
ture Farrell and Miss Nixon have
made together since they first appear-
ed in "Rosita." With these two young
stars in the picture are such screen
favorites as Minna Gombell, William
Collier, Sr., Nora Lane, William Paw-
ley, Ferdinand Munier and Josephine
Hull, who comes from the Broadway
stage to make her debut in the pic-
ture. The film is based on John Gol-
den's and Hugh Stange's stage success.

WE MAKE
RUBBER STAMPS

-- One Day Delivery-
COLUMVBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.
PHONE 556

ROYAL
Starts tomorrow night 11:15 P. M.

and Sun., Mon. and Tues.

NO THRILLER EVER
MADE CAN TOUCH IT!

With

COLIN CLIVE . MAE CLARKE
JOHN BOLES . BORIS KARLOFF

This tale of a monster who
looked like a man ... con-
ceived in madness .. built
with love!

A FRIENDLY WARNING
If you have a weak heart and

cannot stand intense excitement
or even shock, we advise you
NOT to see this production. If, on
the contrary, you like an unus.
ual thrill, you will find it in

"FRANKENSTEIN"

-ADDED PLEASURE
RETIRE INN

SCREEN SOUVENIRS
UNIVERSAL NEWS

I RIALT[OI

I-
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THE PHENIX CITY RECORD

in the polo pony scurry and the first think so ask the Mule Sgt.
0 three places in the Novice Class It has been suggested by some that

jumping, Lt. Draper taking first place the First Sergeant change brands as
and bringing home another cup. Then the last brand was bad on the throat.
Saturday, Capt. Brackinridge took a Pvt. Usher has changed brands and
first place and received a cup, while his state of health is in very good
wearing his Red Coat and jumping condition. He has changed from the

with a hunt team. 35c to the 50c. He also states he hasn't

SLRAPNEL BURSTS The eleven Artillery Reserve Offi- broken his glasses in two months.
cers assigned to the Concentration Acting Corporal, Private First Class,

In the Horse Show last Friday Camp will complete their two weeks Supply Sergeant Haywood L. R.
morning, the Artillery took five rib, of active service, Sunday. They went North is in good form due to the

bons, one of them was for first out on the problem for the Company mirror on the third floor where he

place. They took second and fourth Officers' Class last Monday and were does shadow boxing. His voice is also
again observers but rode a horse in- in excellent shape. One more trip to
stead of walking around to see the Uchee with Pvt. Neely, Cpls. String-
troops. Since some of them hadn't fellow and Speedy Rogers and the
been on a horse for some time, they quartet will be in shape for the stage
certainly felt the effects of being in (probably in Phenix City).
the saddle most all day. Lt. Ports was well pleased with the

The Artillery polo team was very output of tickets by this organizationmuch surprised last Sunday, in the for the 83rd F. A. dance.

first game of the Concentration Camp

Tournament, when the 29th Infantry BATTEY "C"

ran away with the first few periods Our 15 days quarantine for the
and soon the score was 6 to 2 in favor mumps, has been lifted and now we

f the Infantry. Finally the Artillery can go to town with our own class
TRADE IT IN started scoring and although everyone "A" passes. This quarantine was a

I Mo a NEW thought they had waited too late to real G. I. one, we worked and drilled
0 start, they made their sixth goal ty- with the post, but- were barred from

ing the score, just as the whistle blew the show and town.' Anyhow, nobody
at the end of the game. The extra went to the show with "C" Battery
neriod was also quite exciting as each insignia on their blouses, and we did
team made a wonderful run for goal not cross the bridge across the Upatoi
in the first few minutes but both creek.
times the ball went outside. After The dance of the 83rd was a great

Regardless of bunching up and everyone hitting a success. Lt. Ports was the man be.
its condition., few short strokes the ball was pushed hind this dance, and he fully deserves

your old watch through the goal making the score 7.6 credit for its success. The Battery
hasrealvalue! in favor of the 83rd. is patiently waiting for the next one,

hoping that will not be such a long
BATTERY "A" period of waiting.

The "Kingfishes" of Alabama at The B. C. Detail again functioned
ZY large and Harris County, Georgia, who very well during the field maneuvers.

with the aid of Insurance Companies At the Bn. CP, the Battery was well
and army buddies have weathered the represented by our Battery agent, Pvt.
storm of depression and are now rid- Johnson, who with his active war
ing the crest of prosperity, wish to spirit and humor always notices our
announce that on account of one of points of the maneuvers. He never

LONE EAGLE- Handsomely
engraved, radium dial, 15
jewel Bulova movement, flex-
ible link band.

Other models-for men
and women-from

$24.75 up I

PEKOR
JEWELRY CO.

INC.

1221 BROADWAY

their Lieutenants having acquired a
staff job that they have lowered the
interest rate to wit: Alabama 50 per
cent, Georgia, at large 75 per cent.
This rate does not include ambulance
chasing and other incidentals.

Figures do not lie but we have
heard of liars figuring: so we suggest
that some large construction company
employ some of the members of this
organization as they can make a pretty
penny making 8 equal 12 and 12 equal
14.

Battery "A," came out well in the
Infantry School Horse Show. Lt.
Draper won first place in the Novice
Jumping and Pvt. Acosta won third
nlace in the enlisted men's jumping.
Battery "A," for the 4th consecutive
time, won first place on the Artillery
Team. Boys give "C" Battery a
chance, the next show Battery "A"
will use Drill Harness and unshined
boots.

We should think Pvt. "Tillie" Sail-
ers is in line for Stable Sergeant as
he is very good on "bedding down"
and expert on castling. If you don't

WATCH, CLOCK AND JEWELRY REPAIRING

Special discount to Army People

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

PEKOR JEWELRY CO.
Muscogee Club Bldg. 1221 Broadway

Serve ....

FOREMOST ICE CREAM

ON

Mother's DaY
May 8th
Sold at the

POST EXCHNGE

FOREMOST DAIRIESInc.

sees the bright side of warfare.
"C" Battery won 2nd prize in the

nost horse-show. As in years gone
by, the judges did not notice the ap-
pearance of our gun and limbers and
they didn't take into consideration
the soldierly appearance of the driv-
ers and cannoneers. We didn't com-
ulain but the horse-show seemed to
be one sided.

Our opinion about the new order
regarding our working uniform is
as follows: A girl can wear a hand-
kerchief as a bathing suit and is con-
sidered dressed, but if a soldier has
a sleeve cut out of his undershirt he
is considered naked.

Q. M. DEPARTMENT
Judge, the Humor magazine, has

just emerged from a stay in receiver-
ship and pulled through as funny as
ever. and the chances are that "The
Mighty Grumpy Gordy" will do the
same.

The Mighty Grumpy, who has dodg-
ed many blows and passed out many
a boxer in rings of Fort Benning and
points North, South, East and West,
has begun to feel the effects of the
Depression.

One wouldn't believe the news on
observing him for he is still able to
yell "streeeeeike" as loudly as ever
when indulging in his avocation of
baseball umpire. He continues to be
able, in his usual eloquent way, to
pursuade people to fully appreciate
the pugilistic ability of the Mighty
Grumpy Gordy.

Even a prize fighter has his trou-
bles. He must kepe up a front equal
to his fame. And keeping up a front
costs money. Grumpy's bookkeeper.
it seems, failed to be on the job at
the right time. The assets of the firm
of Gordy, Inc., were found to be less
than the liabilities, and the object of
the receiv er of Gordy, Inc., is to get
1he books balanced.

The Mighty Grumpy may surely
consib-er it no disihoumor to be tempor-
arily in the hands of a receiver; in
fact, it semes to be the proper thing

these days. Someof the best corpora-
tions of the land have decided to add5 ,
at least for awhile, a receiver to their,

list of officers.

CHANCELLOR'S

OUALITY NEVER SO HIGH
PRICES NEVER SO LOW

tI

I k

..$1.25 - $1.50

.$1.45 - $1.95

..... $1.00 - $1.50

......050 - $1.00

2-Piece Underwear, 50c garment

Also BVD Union Suits

SUMMER SUITS

2 Pants Seersucker..........$1.3.75

2 Pants Linens.............$15.00

2 Pants Woolens............$19.50

Chancellors Prices Are

Always The Lowest

Qualities Always The Best

A Look Will Convince You

CHANCELLOR CO.
Columbus, Ga.

pp
41

£ d

ii

Pajamas.........

Straw Hats.....

Shirts. ..........

Neckwear......
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BILL ELLISON, Editor

Smith To Fight Bozo_- - Or Stribling Tuesday
Pa Stribling Will Fight W.,L. If

Bozo Is Not Forthcoming For Bout
Walker (Cyclone) Smith, of Ben-

ning, and Battling Bozo, Birmingham
boob, will see about this thing of
settling the question of box fight su-
premacy next Tuesday at 8:15 p. m.,
at Doughboy Stadium.

Both will tip the beam around 180.
They're scheduled to go ten 3-minute
rounds-or less. And, what's more,
Bozo'll either be on hand, and a day
or so in advance at that, for this fight
or somebody like "Pa" Stribling, his
manager, must part with $300, a very
pathetic procedure with "Pa," indeed.

It was deemed necessary to ask this
amount be posted because Captain
Phillip Fry has had no end of trou.
ble with Mr. Bozo in the past. Three
times previously the Birmingham
boob has been matched with Smith.

Three times he has been conspicuous
by his absence. Maybe I'm wrong,
but Bozo is dumb like a fox. Smith,
has a reputation of hitting a right
hard lick when he wants to and I
have every reason to believe that
Walker intends hitting some hard
ones this time. I say this because I
sat with Mr. and Mrs. Smith at the
ringside at the Batton-Glover soiree
and Mr. Smith talked constantly of
Bozo, adding time after time that he
certainly hoped Benning athletic of-
ficials would be able to bring the
Birmingham fool back to the reserva-
tion for one more time, anyway.

Puggy Weinert, of Chicago, will
meet Kid Baisden, of Valdosta, in the
semi-final event of the card. This
should be a good bout as both boys

Some Men
Always Use Good Judgement

Visit

HOFFLIN & GREENTREE

For Quality Clothes

Just received shipment of Im-

ported Irish Linens. Notch

and Peak Lapels. Mostly with

Vest and 2 Trousers. Camel

Hair Sport Coats, Blue, Grey

and Tan.

HOFFLIN
and

GREENTREE
Columbus' Leading Clothiers

Although Battlin' Bozo, elongated
Birmingham fool, holds a draw ver-
dict over Walker Smith, cyclone from
Company C, by virtue of their quar-
rel last year, I cannot bring myself
to believe anything but that Bozo en-
tertains utmost respect for Smith's
left hook that seldom travels more
than six inches but which, neverthe-
less, packs an overdose of arsenic
and dynamite for the weaving, bob-
bing, shifting human target in front
of it.

From what I can gather from folks
who saw that memorable battle at
Benning, few were impressed with the
Birmingham fool's punching propen-
sities; rather, they refer to Bozo's ex-
traordinary clowning qualities. They'll
place a hand on your shoulder, dis-
arrange your tie and fasten a half-
Nelson on you whilst they shake with

on this specific occasion, wore the
expression of a modern mortician and
was about as elated as a a man in
the breadline outside the penny res-
taurant of Bernard McFadden's Foun-
dation in America's biggest city.

I shall never forget the absurd
situation Bozo created in Birmingham
where he fought Maxie Rosenbloom,
reigning champeen. It was generally
conceded by all and sundry that the
Birmingham fool was a trifle disar.
ranged in the region of the head-or
many had reason to suspect as much
at any rate-but few dreamed that he
would go the extent he did to have
his own way in a matter that con-
cerned so important arrangement. I
only wonder why the American Le-
don post tolerated a fool so dizzily
inclined.

convulsive merriment relating how the Ring celebrities of Birmingham and
Birmingham fool stepped back, made other points West made it up among
a delivery like a Montgomery mounds- themselves to make much of the com-
man and then caught Smith flush on in-t battle. They sought ou the best
the button whenever he let fly with holstery in the city and greased the
that straight right, proprietor's palm right well to make

it possible for a gathering with such
I doubt very seriously if the Bir- low social rating as gentlemen of

mingham fool found much time to the pugilisitc profession possess, to
play the galleries in the boxing tour. dine in the blue and gold room for
ney held not so long ago in Chicago a solitary evening. I cannot say
because it is a rather difficult matter whether any arrangements were made
to grimace, protrude the tongue and to cover the possible loss of silver.
imitate the Charleston when right ware, napkins and towels, but this I
crosses, left jabs and stiff uppers are know, the "big pot was to be put in
raining to the point of head. Bozo, the little one" and "the goose was to

are known to pack potent punches and hang high," so to speak. with mem-
do not believe in this business of bers tinearred gentry finally being
stalling to the extent they must be recognized in their own right.
directed out of the ring by "Red"
Lindsey, a robust football player It was all fixed. Bozo and Rosen.
whose knowledge of ring affairs is bloom would be honor guests. Strange,
also above reproach. though, nobody had thought to ask

Bunker Hill., of Benning, squares off the Birmingham fool's ideas regarding
with Bobby Green. of 8th Infantry, the gala function. Bozo had taken
Charleston, in a special six-rouder himself into consultation. ihough., and
that should likewise provide excite- forthwith set his ulans to working.
ment a-plenty provided, of course, On the ni-ht of the feast the hotel
Greene is of the same calibre Hill is, was ablaze in electrical snlendor. All
and he comes pretty well recom- had seats when suddenly someone
mended, remarked:

Grumpy Gordy, Benning, battles "Where's Battlin' Bozo?"
Kid Weston, of 6th Cay., Oglethorpe, "Oh. hadn't vou heard." remarked
in five rounds-or less, of fast and a hatch-t-faced man with nose glasses
furious action. Gordy, who has been who sat 'near th,- end. "Mr. Bozo has
incapacitated for several months on chartered that hot dog joint right
account of an injury, will make his across the street and is entertaining.
debut with earnest intentions to re. his friends over there this evening!"
gain some of the following he once
had among the boys on the reserva.
tion. I. S.•D. Hp

Benny Klaja. of 6th Cay., Ogle- Hangs
thorpe, meets Frank Mackery, of the Bowling Record
Tanks, Benning, in four rounds of
preliminary fighting.

Kid Webster, Benning, is billed to Getting out in front to a lead of
do battle with John Mathis, Fort Mc- 266 pins, the Infantry School Detach.
Clellan, Anniston, in another prelim- ment bowling team looms as a big
inary. favorite to cop the title in the Fourth

"Seaweed" Wilson, Benning, and Corps Area bowling tournament now
Kid Williams, 8th Inf., Charleston, being held at Fort Benning.
will furnish the entertainment in the Besides taking an early lead, the
curtain raiser. Detachmenteers also upset the dope

Bouts begin at 8:15 p. m. and they'll by hanging up a new high score rec-
be held in Doughboy Stadium, weath. ord for one game in match play last
er permitting. night. In this game the Detachment-

eers turned in a high total of 1016

pins bettering the old record of 987,

by 29 pins.
The Second Battalion of the 8th

Infantry bowling team is the nearest

rival of the Detcahment team. The

Screven bowlers scored the only vic-

tory registered against the league

leaders, defeating them in the open.
ing play.

The present tournament now under
way consists of bowling teams from
the 8th Infantry, 6th Cavalary, 22nd
Infantry, 29th Infantry and Infantry
School Detachment.

(Please turn to page 19)

ONTGOMERY, Ala-
bama's thriving capital

the .Atlanta, "Capital
cf the South"-these two
great southern cities are link-
ed with frequent, dependable
and convenient motor coach
service. "Capital Cities Lim-
ited", crack bus schedule of
HOOD COACH LINES,
has won for itself an enviable
reputation for modern trans-
rortaticn.

New buses, even equipped
with radio, special air "bot-
tles" for greater riding com-
fort, deeply-cushioned reclin-
ing chairs adjustable to your
own comfort ... all add to
the attractiveness of bus
travel out-of-doors.

Direct, through service to
New Orleans, Texas and the
Pacific Coast... Washing on,
D. C., New York and the
Carolir.r -.

Jtow Fares
Atlanta---------------$ 3.00
Montgomery------------3.00
Cincinnatti------------ 13.75
Chattanooa ------------ 5.75
Chalotte, N. C.---------8.75
Washington------------19.45
Birmingham------------4.50
Memphis--------------10.50
Miami, Fla.------------17.50
Mobile-----------------.75
New Orleans 11.75
New York-------------24.45

UNION
BUS TERMINAL

1212 Broadway Phone 661

HOO eACH

U

I. .F _ _ . _._

-3 - L- L L/- C- A'

Boxing, Tuesday Night, May 3rd.
POST GYMNASIUM, 8:15 P M.

"CYCLONE" SMITH vs. "BATTLING" BOZO
TWENTY.NINTH INFANTRY BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA

"RIP" TETHERTON vs. PAL WESTON PUGGY WEINERT vs. KID BAISDEN
SEAWEED WILSON vs. BAT WILLIAMS BOW MACHERY vs. POLOCK KLAJA

KID WEBSTER vs. BULL MATHIS BUNKER HILL vs. BOBBY GREEN
GENERAL ADMISSION 50c RINGSIDE $1.00

TICKETS ON SALE AT OFFICERS' CLUB, ATHLETIC OFFICE and all ORDERLY ROOMS

I
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Doughboys Win
Two Games From
Bowdoin College

The Fort Benning Doughboys gave

the visiting Bowdoin State College

ball tossers a warm reception last Sat-

urday and Sunday, taking both games

of the two game series.

Saturday's battle was well played

and the Doughboys coasted to a 6 to

2 victory behind the air tight hurling

of Speedball Holloway and timely

hitting by the soldier sluggers.

Holloway gave up four scattered

bingles and was complete master of

the situation at all times. His fast

hop kept the visitors popping up or

grounding weakly to the infield, six

of the visiting batsmen died swing-

ing.

McLane led the Doughboy offensive

with three safe bingles and a walk out

of four trips to the platter. The en-

tire Benning team played heads up
base ball in the field and on the
bases. Tinsley enjoyed a big day in
center field with five put outs to his
credit.

Sunday's game proved to be a 15 to
0 landslide for the Doughboys. A
long, lanky twirler, answering to the
moniker of Wray, opened on the
mound for the visitors. He walked
the first four batters to face him in
the opening inning and was then
yanked in favor of Harris. Three
runs were chalked up by the Dough-
boys in the first frame. In the second
frame the soldiers ran wild to score
one dozen runs off eleven hits, one
walk and a pair of errors.

Stevens in the box for Benning
never allowed the visitors anything
that looked like a run for the first
five innings. Hinkley relieved Stev-
ens and continued to put on the white-
wash, the game ending 15 to 0 in favor
of the Doughboys.

After the second spasm, Lt. Kellam
allowed the old timers to go in and
sent a revamped outfit in for the
third frame. Cole went to the mound
for the visitors and stopped all scor-
ing but the second stringers played
great ball and never allowed the visit-
ors a chance to register a marker.

The Doughboys are playing in La-
nett, Ala., today. The Lanett A. C.
has one of the strongest semi-pr
teams in the country and holds one
win over the Doughhoys for the sea-

son.

41:
LET US

DEMONSTRATE

The New

V-8 FORD
Call by our

SHOWROOMS

or see

"BOB" MATTHEWS

(Fort Benning Representative)

You are cordially invited to

drive this remarkable car.

Burrus Motor Co.

Authorized Ford Dealers

1216-22 1st Ave.

WIen Pal
Dresses

THIS week a special
showing of Spring suits is on display in Schwob
Stores. Tailored in Park Avenue Styles for the
South, these smart suits are suitable for Spring
wear, Summer and early Fall. They are suits you
can depend on to FITI To WEAR! And to hold

their shape with
smooth, smart lines

/ during the entire

2 life of the garment!

] FOR twenty years
Schwobilt suits have

been known throughout the South for "Tailored in
Style and Workmanship." Each suit is London
shrunk (cold water), lined with celanese and ex-
pertly tailored by master craftsmen. Step into a
Schwobilt suit today. Notice the way the collar
hugs your neck .0., see the stylish roll of the
lapels, and feel the comfortable armholes. Prices:
$14.95 and $17.95 Ready-to-Wear (Alterations
Free); $18.50 and $22.50 Made-to-Order.

Barron
Up!3

THE LAST OF THE FAMOUS BARRONS.
For years the name "Barron" has graced
the pages of newspapers everywhere.
Red . . . Carter . . . Now Pat! Here
you see Pat in a Schwob suit. Young
men throughout the South admire Pat and
prefer Schwobilt clothes just as he does.

Che SCtWOB Co.
1037 Broadway Columbus, Ga.
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loop. Other teams of the'"B" loopIntra-M ural Base- argued that the loss of the twoteams Creat Grumpy
would cut the baby loop to four teams.Ball Leadeis The 2nd Tank Battalion and First Gordy Steals
and Second Bats of the 29th Infantry

Arrange Season then -offered to put class "B" teams Bozo's Laurelson the field. After a vote it was
agreed that both Medicos and Ord-Baseball moguls of the organiza, nance would go into the major loop. Captain Phillip C. Fry and his evertions of the Infantry School, assem- This will give the Class "A" loop an alert athletic attaches have made nobled at the Athletic Office last Monday eight team club this season. comment whatsoever of their inten.morning to arrange for the coming Among other new rules made, was tions but there are some who believe Get a loadintra-mural baseball season. The ses- the ruling that no player having once it will be necessary to enlarge thesion was a bit stormy with arguments played with one team, could transfer seating capacity of Doughboy Stadiumcoming thick and fast. to another organization and take part for Tuesday night for the very sim. boy- WalkerThe first question settled was the in baseball during the season. This ple reason the great "Grumpy" Gordyadmitting of the Medical Detachment does not include men that will be dis. is to exhibit his wares in trunks and clone) Smit

ant urunance Iletachment, former charged and who re-enlisted for ot
"B" league teams, to the Class "A" (Please turn to page 19)

B

ou t, in. the
sunshine!

With

SWIMMING SUITS
From the

Jlthletic Dept.
Post Exchange, Fort Benning, Ga.

"It Pays to Trade at Your

Post Exchange"

her gloves on a card headed by Mr. Smith,
of Benning, and Mr. Bozo, of Bir.
mingham.

No provision has yet been made to
restrain loyal Gordy followers in the
general admission sector from com-
ing fortified with overripe vegetables
or to prohibit their using them in a
time of need but it is believed in
authoritative sources that other forms
of affection for the hero will be re-
sorted to instead, in this particular
instance, by way of variety.

Gordy's fame is not restricted to the
96,000 some odd acres that constitute
the government reservation, but over-
flows into Columbus, Phenix City,
Girard and Hatchechubee. His mar-
velous punching proclivities are recog.
nized the same as his antics in and
about the athletic office, a dignified
sanctum where only qualified persons
are permitted to loaf and foregather
for the decision of important sporting
events and other such ticklish matters.

"Grumpy" is ever in the limelight
because his associates are trying to do
something for him by way of seeing
that he gets along in the world. This,
naturally, keeps Gordy in a state of
turmoil and he frequently finds it
necessary to get authentic information
via telephone, letter or othrewise.

Here is a man whose keen sense
of intellect is surpassed only by that
of Tunney's as was ably demonstrated
the other day when Lieutenant Har.
mony called to Gordy:

"Say, 'Grumpy,' hand me that pic-
ture over there, will you please?"

Ever obliging, Gordy stumbled to
a table, lifted a volumnious directory
and, holding it aloft, interrogated:

"Is this what you wanted, sir?"
But then he has his good points,

as may be attested by some of his ac-
tivities of late, among them the un-
ceremonious entry into the athletic
office. the selection of a cigarette from
a pack on a highly polished table and
the process of inhaling it without
first resorting to questions as to whom
the cigarettes belonged or if it was
agreeable with the owner for him to
help himself to the pack.

He is popular among all who kno,"
him for, it seems, somebody is ever
anxious to do something nice for
Gordy. On one occasion, particularly,
a buddy called the sportiing depart.
ment of The Atlanta Journal, con-
versed long and earinestly with the
sports editor, and extolled the merits
of this boy "Grunipy" inside the ropes
with a foe to contend with. Gordy
was liketned to the great heroes of
the ring who have passed on but Who,
at any rate, left their lingering rec-
ords for consuinptioii by admirers.

Gordy was all the while loitering
nearby with mouth ajar and eyes en-
larged, ready to shower his friend
with congratulations at the end of the
conversation but never stopping to
notice that his benevolent companion's
finger held the receiver hook pressed
down as far as it would go.

So
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"Cyclone" Smith

4 this

(Cy

th be-

..... ... , T-vt,11 "

war with Battling

B o z o, Slagtown's

slugging freak, in

a slam bang battle

in Doughboy Sta-

dium at Fort Ben-

ning on Tuesday

night.

Ching Johnson
Scores Kayo Over

Florida Heavy
Ching Johnson, Benning heavy-

weight, demonstrated the killing pow-

er of his good right hand to fight fans

in Troy, Ala., last Tuesday night

fans in Troy, Ala., last Tuesday night
when he stopped Len Herring, Pensa-
cola, Fla., heavyweight, in four
rounds.

Johnson's kayo of Herring came as
a big surprise to fight fans all over
the country as Herring is known as
one of the toughest fighters in the
game and this was the first kayo ever
registered against him in five years
fighting.

Johnson led the fight all the way
and had been hurting Herring with
body punches. In the fourth round
Ching worked Herring into a corner.
Johnson feinted a left to the body and
as Herring dropped his guard Ching
switched a hard right hook to the
head. The punch caught Herring
between the eyes and he sank down
on the lower rope. The referee count-
ed nine with Herring in the sitting
position, at the count of nine lie tum-
bled to the ring floor, face down. Af-
ter the fight Johnson's hands were ex-
amined to see if he carried loaded
tape but one look at his giant maulers
convinced the judges that Johnson
needed no doctored tape to floor an
elephant.

CHEVROLET

Gives you smoothness in ap-
pearance, Low Price and
Performance better than you
could possibly expect-

MUSCOGEE

Nor

1501 1st Ave.

COMPANY
Phone 4340

Phone 4340

)LA
old At All Canteen

NI

cause hp' -an
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Battling Bozo
Congratulations.... .......... ~i~is~l~i~~i~ .i 4N :ii ~ r N ! ! ! i~ii .. :. .... ... !ii... .

With intra-mural baseball season
just around the corner it is time that
we began to check upon our chances

......... lin the coming struggle. To begin with
we are blessed with a C. 0. who is
a booster of athletics. Major Thomas
B. Catron, Detachment commander,
has coacbed several of the greatest
army basketball teams ever turned
out. he is also highly interested in
baseball, and like all true sportsmen,
will be out to win.

Captain Benjamin B. Bain willcoach the Greencords this season. Cap-
tain Bain knows and has played the
game. With the members of the team
co-operating with him the Greencords
should go out in front and win ball
games.

Top Kick George Mowry is a red
hot baseball fan. He has also proved
to be of much value to the team as
a morale booster during the past two
seasons. The Top Kick also has a
grave yard rabbit foot that he carries
to each game, and on a couple oc-
casions the old rabbit foot did its
stuff.

To begin with, prospects are bright.
Both the Detachment commander and
first sergeant will give the team all
the support possible. 'Of course this
will not turn out a winning ball club,
the players also have their part to
play.

At the present time there is enough.... ,.....

material in the detachment to develop
a team that will hold a first division
berth. First of all there must be bar-
moiiv and team work. Arguments and
oisstisfaction on the bench have really
been the down fall of several Green.
cord baseball teams in past seasons.

First of all we will check the twirl-
ers. "Wee" Grady Tolle needs no in-Crps Are a Polo troduction. be is one hundred percent
baseball player. Gibbs, the lankyTou nbeame who Pushes a tynewriter in theourn a m ent~ am e s orderly room can pitch winning base-
ball if handled right, "Snappy" Ben-P ayed unday nett should still have a couple or so
of his left in his old soup bone

By BERNARD B. SWAZEY and "Sad Samuel" Stuart can also doBy ERNRD SAZE mond(Il(uty. In the meantime thereThe Fourth Corps Area elimination moun dut othe meme thePolo tournament got under way last i odutohrmmeso hSnay ftornmentotrun ealastoutfit that are not being mentioned.Sunday afternoon at French Field as
tbe Eighty-third Field Artillery (de An7 man who desires is urged to get
feated the strong Twenty-ninth In- otfrtesudadso hthfanty tam eve tosixin seencan do.fanryo teamevn teor Mixinaehesn Mickey McCarthy, veteran catcher.

perod ame an th Fot M~hesonwill be able to do his stuff back offour swamped the Student horsementh plte tis eao.Ahug
in the night-cap by a score of seven eaiga h deMce a tl

to two.catch with the best of them. Dal Haw-
In the first game of the afternoon, kins is also an excellent receiver andthe 83rd Field Artillery handed the should team well with McCarthy.

29th Infantry a handicap of two goals, Sam Stuart has no peer at first base.

and tagged the small end of the score There is no question as to where Stu-
until the sixth, and what was ordina, art should be placed. Pop Iecker
rily scheduled to be the final period of is still capable of playing the key-
the game, when they tied the score stone sack. His age is not hurting
at six all. It was not until the sev- ..........
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RUBBER STAMPS

Columbus Office Supply Co.

24 Hr. Service

Phone 556

Mlaxwell Optical
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE
OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

Try our French, Rye and

Whole Wheat breads. Also
a variety of Breads and

Rolls on sale at the

POST EXCHANGE
GROCERY

EVERIDGE'S BAKERY

KENNY'S

NORWOOD
COFFEE

is sold at Fort Benning

through the

Post Exchange
TRY A POUND

YOU WILL BE PLEASED

U

nm and witn regular practice heenth period, (played to break the should have no trouble filling the bill.
deadlock) that the Artillerymen were There is probably other keystone
ever ahead, but that was enough to sackers in the outfit, if so they will
win the game and keep them in the be welcome.
running for the Fourth Corps Area Both the berths at short and third
championship, and polo prestige. are open. It will be upo to the am-

The 29th Infantry took immediate bitious voungsters to get out there
advantage of their handicap and scor- and fieht for a regular position. "Jug-
ed one goal in the opener, Lt. Sween- head" Cowan i an ideal third base-
ey claiming that honor. Captain Be- man if he would get out and hustle,
van rode up with a nice counter on he has one of the best throwing arms
the end of his mallet in the initial in the -arden.
chukker, and scored the first goal for The outfield is also open. Callban
the Artillery. should, b cinch in the left field.

The Artillery went scoreless for the Davis w ill be okay for a berth.
second period of suspense, several Amone the new comers that have ar-
nice drives ending by the ball miss- rive-l 'ine last season there should be
ing the goal by a matter of inches. Qpverl ball hawks. Tb- time is draw-
Lt. Westlund, double-threat man of in% near for action and men that can
the 29th Infantry team, scored two play ball are urge, to come out and
counters in this chukker, and display. met Yoiniqtowards building a winning
ed some brilliant horsemanship along 1,aseball team.
with it.

The third period found the Artillery
casting about for a means of winning o count in this period.
the game. (They already had the in- In the fourth period. Major Arnold
centive). Things looked dark for the backbone of the Artillery team, play-
red-jersied four, but in this chukker inuf at three position, and Lt. Draper.
caine the break that keeps people go-nunb-r two, took matters in their
ing to see polo contests all over theon n dsanto, oo t eir
world. A foul was called on the 29th own hands and scored a goal each
Infantry, and Lt. Bartlett, at four for for the Red leg combination. Lt.
the Artillery, drove a nice flying goal Sweeny, number one for the 29th In-
from the thirty-yard line. It was a fantry, scored his and his team's last
dead ringer, too high to be knocked
down. This seemed to dampen the counter of the game in this period.
29th Infantry's ardor, or what ever Lt. Bartlett again hit his stride In
they call it in polo, for they failed (Please turn to page 19)

Columbus Fender & Body Works

First Class Body, Fenders and Radiator Repair-
ing. Windshield and Door Glass, Tops and
Trimming.

WRECK-WORK AND REFINISHING

"Don't Drive A Shabby Car"

THE POST EXCHANGE

At

Fort Benning is our agent.

in this case his "Majesty"

is

YOUR AUTOMOBILE

Drive into our clean, well e-
quipped garage and have your
car checked and estimates
made as to necessary repairs
so that you will enjoy your
summer touring.

Get our low prices on tires

Join Fort Benning AAA Club

Post Exchange
Automobile Department

"It Pays to Trade at Your Post Exchange"
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up of the two teams:

Congratulations
TO THE

HERALD
FROM

Dimon Court Apartment
where courtesy and hospitality greet you when
you enter the door .... and remain with you
throughout your stay.

DIMON COURT APARTMENTS
CONVENIENT LOCATION-MODERN EQUIPMENT

RATES REASONABLE

Phone your renting agent or call our Superintendent, Mr. Trussell,

Phone 3062

Clothes
,Are more essential when qou start

*" travelinq...

We can help you
carry the burden of

/ - ~ outfitting yourself.

* Visit us and

LET US FINANCE YOU!

Confidential Service That Is Appreciated
Loans to Commissioned Officers up to $200.00 on open note

NO ENDORSEMENTS REQUIRED

Franklin Savings & Loan ("o.
We appreciate your account-Either Borrowing or Saving

Corner 13th St. and 1st Ave. Phone 2766

You
Never

~Know

when you'll have an accident-when some helpless,
frightened child will be struck down by your car.

Now is the time to insure yourself-don't wait an-
other day-and guard yourself from suits and embar-
rassment.

Call on us to protect your income from a possible
damage suit.

Full coverage on all classes of insurance.

CALL

The Jordan Company
18 - 13th Street Telephone 1190

W. 11. DISMUKE, JR., Manager, Ins. Dept.

Patronize Herald Advertisers

R. M. G. COMPANY
Captain Horace 0. Cushman was

relieved from Command of the Com-
pany in April 1932. Captain Cush-
man was as much liked as respected
by every member of this organization
and his departure is one of our big.
gest regrets. He is now Regimental
Supply Officer and this entire Com-
pany wishes him the best of luck and
future success, in our hearts he shall
always be remembered as "Our Cap-
tain."

Probably some of you remember
having read a little headline in a
Columbus paper "Looney made Cor-
poral." We are very sorry to say that
this wonderful expression has been
destroyed on our trip to Panama City,
Florida-"Looney made Private,"
however we admire your spirit, old
timer, and with your courage you may
soon be able to regain the old rating.

Congratulations are extended to
Private Horace W. Strother upon his
appointment Private First Class on
April 20, 1932. Strother has worked
very hard for this rating, he has been
an excellent soldier in every respect
and it is fully believed that he de.
serves this appointment.

"Hello Cecil" was heard from all
parts of the barracks when Sergeant
Coates returned from his re-enlist.
ment furlough.

COMPANY "E"
Company "E" is getting their share

of the orderlies for the Commanding
Officer these days. Private Thomas C.
Meeks, just came off has been made
orderly for the past four times. Pvt.
H. D. Watson relieved him as orderly
from Co. "E."

Private first class John Kosheba has
been the Commandant's orderly for
the past week and stated that he en-
joyed it fine. Kosheba is one of our
outstanding soldiers, having over 12
years' service and a great world war
record.

Our ton kick "High" Davis. Corp.
Clyde Johnson, Corp. and "Wild Bill"
Terry, who are members of the Regi-
mental Small Bore Team. this year
have been awarded medals and their

1 names are to be put on the Honor
Roll 29th Infantry. Their team has
won 13 of the 16 matches that they
have fired. Colonel Major says the
following about our small bore team:
"The best record ever made by a 29th
Infantry small bore team. This was
ma(Ie possible by the enthusisam and
hard wsork of each man. This achieve.
ment is a source of pride nad inspira.
tion to the entire Regiment."

The following are new arrivals tc
the comp any from other parts of th(
country who ioined last week:

Anglin. an,1 Manley.
Cornoral Tate has reenlisted anc

taken his 90 days furlough.
Private James K. Culpepper one ol

our cooks has been sent to the Fitz
simmon Hospital. with T. B.

COMPANY "F"

AnJ here is the dope on the whoh
s!wban. On Saturday, April 10tI
"F" conmany's mighty warriors ol
baseball battled "H" company's aspir
ai's to the championship in the sec
on -ame of two games scheduled
that day.

Frrors ruled this game and we los
'o the tune of 6 to 5. "H" companr
won a baseball game but no glory
Th' following Saturday. Arril 16tl
"E" company took the field agains
our very determined warriors an
-unk to defeat in a closely contester
game. The score was 4 to 3.

Tired but happy we came off th
field with the problem of beating th,
highly touted Headquarters team o
the 2nd Bn. the following day, Sun
(lay.

Sunday morning at 9 a. m. while th,
sun smiled down on us we faced th,
bif guns of Headquarters compani
,tctermined to win. When the dus
1 -1-ar,-,away ITeadquarttrs was foun4
han-inr, on to the small end of thf
score, which was 6 to 3. Everyon,
nlaved heads-up ball and contributei
-verv bit of hitting that was in them
Pvt. Ran McCullouvh. our dark horso
hIvl tb ; b i -ius eating out of hi
bNnd. Onli, three hits were markei
up against him. Following is a lin4
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Yarbrough c Stragend
McCullough C. R. p Foster-Twitty
Stolier 1st Cook
Evans 2d Mitchell
Barron ss Kjeilstrom
Maitland 3d Thompson A.
Holland If Blackstone
Bright ef Miller
Cadle rf Bouquard
SCORE:

"F" 6- "HDQRS." 3.
We are out to win and we are go-

ing to win, to take warning ye varlets
and prepare for defeat.

COMPANY "G"
The week began with everybody ex-

pecting about half of it spent in the
woods. Instead Friday and Saturday
found "G" Company on the front
line in The Two Day's Fight around
Ochillee. The battle turned out to
be a battle against red flags. We as
defenders were not disturbed any
great deal during the night as red
flags are rather hard to see at night.

Corporals Saunders and Prewitt,
two of our mainstays on the baseball
team are in the hospital. Poison Ivy
proved a little too much for Corporal
Saunders and Corporal Prewitt re-
ceived his pass to (the red roofed
house on the hill) by injuring his
right foot in last Saturday's game with
"H" Company. "H" Company beat
us but our hitting didn't come at a
time to become convertible into runs.
Everybody played well. Davis and
Thompson doing some fine pitching
and Prophet playing a jam up game
at short. We will miss Prewitt and
Saunders if we can't have them in
the Battalion Headquarters Game.

Prevatt has graduated into the ranks
of the Corporals as have Booker Hol.
ley, Baker and Hurst into the ranks
of First Class Privates.

With a box of cigarettes at stake
"G" Company Tug of War Team
stopped neither to barter or talk and
pulled Battalion Headquarters Team
across the line two out of three times
with the greatest of ease.

Quaker State
MOTOR OIL

Gives you extra power,

extra speed, extra life-
it's use is a genuine

economy.

For Sale at

Post Exchange
AUTOMOBILE DEPT.

Fort Benning, Georgia

H. C. SMITH'S
Three Good Drug Stores

701 3rd Ave. Phone 281-981
1002 Broadway Phone 910-9131
1500 1st Ave. Phone 2967

SEED

You need never doubt when

you trust your car to our

care!

Some of our Specialties are

Auto Painting, Repairing

Bodies, Building New Bod-

ies, Welding, Brazing, Re-

upholstering. In fact every-

thing for the Auto.

Get Our Estimate

Newman Body

S& Fender Works
Phone 204 1523 1st Ave.

We take the "dent" out of accident.

GOOD USED FURNITURE
We have anything you need, Priced less than half for new goods.

If you will make the difference in down payment, we will surely make
the difference in price.

THWEATT & SON
PHONE 2715 1244 BROADWAY
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Polo
(Continued from page 17)

the fifth stanza and by superb playing,
manoeuvered the ball all over the
field and scored the lone counter of
that period. Major Frazier of the
29th Infantry missed by a matter of
inches. (It seemed that a jinx was
on both him and Lt. Bartlett all dur.
ing the afternoon, for they repeatedly
missed with close shots. Some of the
tries for goals even coming so close
as to ricochet off the goal posts.

The sixth period was filled with
suspense throughout. The 29th In-
fantry realized their dangerous posi-
tion, for their mounts were fast grow-
ing weary, and the Artillery realized
it was their last chance to be in on
the score at the last of the game. Lt.
Bartlett again came through with a
brilliant play, and scored the goal
that tied the game all iii a knot.

This all called for that extra period,

which turned out to be a hectic (?)
affair. Well, at least for some. The
Artillery twice drove (lown the field

with beautiful chances to score, and,
you know, the rules state that the first

team scoring in the extra period wins
the marbles, but they missed. Then

the 29th Infantry tried their hand at
the same stunt once, and thereby went

the old game, for, as sure as gun's
iron, the Artillery rushed the ball

down toward the First Division road

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GEGbGIA
A Citizen Wherever We Serve

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harding, Manager

Shoe Company

and Captain Bevan knocked it
through.
THAT NIGHT-MARE-YE SECOND GAME

This goal came about in a rather
unique manner. The Artillery rush.
ed the ball the full length of the field

Tankers
Continued from page 11)

submitted by Corporal Day, the frog
horn of the Battalion since the de-
portation of Wild Bill better known

old game in the sock for that team.
The strong Student team spotted

the Fort McPherson riders one goal,
but why, this correspondent may never
know. The Fort McPherson team was
much too strong for the Students, as
it showed from start to finish. They
had the best horses by a far sight.
(Diplomacy keeps us from comment-
ing on the aptitude of the players)
. However, with good horses, we
would wager good canteen checks on
the Students hogging the show from
the whole bunch of team.

Major Howell was the steallar per-
former of the afternoon, turning in
five goals for his team. Captain Wing
and Lt. Baker scored the other two
goals for the Fort McPherson Raid-
ers. Warrant Officer Shubert did his
part in making the team appear as a
threat for the crown in the tourna-
ment.

Major Allen and Lt. Griffin scored
the only counters for the Students.
Lt. Wilson and Lt. Matthews played
the positions of numbers one and
three, respectively.

Those who are in on the know
about polo predict the 6th Cavalry
will win the tournament, with Fort
McPherson being runner up. Your
correspondent predicts that if the Ar-
tillery doesn't win the tournament,
they will run somebody up something,
if it is nothing but the second place.
Their horses are all in good shape
and with a little more practise, the
Artillery team should be a threat to
almost any team here at this time.

There will be two more games next
Sunday afternoon, the game being
called around 1:30 p. m. A consola-
tion tournament will also begin next
Sunday, the 29th Infantry and the
Students playing then. Sunday will see
the 6th Cavalary, Fort McPherson,
Fort Bragg and the Eighty-Third
Field Artillery in action.

Maneuver Starts Early
Thursday

(Continued from page 2)
mand of one of the forces and Colonel
Duncan K. Major, Jr., 29th Infantry,
is in command of the other.

Troops engaged in the problem

comprise the 8th and 23rd Infantry
regiments; 6th Cavalry; 4th Tank

Company; Flight C 16th Observation
Squadron, all of the 4th Corps Area

concentration camp, and the 29th In-

fantry; 83rd Field Artillery; 1st Tank
Regiment and Flight B 16th Observa-
tion Squadron of the regular Fort
Benning garrison.

The searchlight battery of the 69th

Coast Artillery arrived at Fort Ben-
ning on Tuesday from Fort McClellan,
Alabama. Gun batteries are expected

to arrive Saturday and the regimental
headquarters on Monday.

"Punphandle," the pushing pile-
driving politician, athlete extraordi-
nary, baseball player deluxe, says that
age has entered his bones, he makes
the remark that you have to retire a t
race horse it time so why not him.

COMPANY "E"

Gibbs runs big poker game! Gibbs

started big poker game Saturday at
twelve o'clock! Gibbs did not break
up big poker game until twelve
o'clock Sunday night! Gibbs in the
course of big poker game misses five I
chow calls! Gibbs counts up his win-
nings in the wee hours of dawn Mon.
day morning! Gibbs finds that he has
cut and won the big sum of eleven
cents (lic) ! Gibbs swears off on
gambling! Gibbs says the percentage 1
is not what it should be. And to think 1
in some states they hang people.

Most of us have read the Bible I
enough to know that once upon a 1
time Noah built an ark that was so
big that he had enough room to save
his family and two of every kind of t
animal known to man; but most of
us don't know that we have here in
our company a Noah in the way of
Skaggs. Well, we have, and he now
reports that he has built a boat and
it is now afloat on the widely known 1
river, Chattahoochee. Believe it or
not, but through Skaggs' legal ad-
viser, Phibbs, it is reported that the
boat in question is large enough to
transport the entire Battalion to all
points south on our next hike, includ-
ing fourteen Mark VII tanks. The
boat iq built on the same lines as the
house that Jack built.

CHATTER

With most all of our players turn-
ing out the Babe Ruth style of hitting,
Lieutenant Kellam should have it
very easy in picking a pinch hitter to
do the work in the coming Post Intra-
Mural games.

It is still believed by some of our
noted sport fans that "F.2" is going
to win the Battalion Series, however,
don't blame me if you fellows lose-
your bets.

Looking at the fine crop of track
men Lieutenant Nourse is turning out
we have a team of men that is going
to be hard to beat in the coming
Post Track Meet. And too, men, they
deserv e all the backing that we can
give them. So make your plans now
to be on hand at the first crack of the
gun in Doughboy Stadium. Be there

and show Benning as well as our
visitors that the old spirit that we are
noted for isii't dead yet.

WE MAKE
RUBBER STAMPS

- One Day Delivery--

COLUMBUS OFFICE
SUPPLY CO.

PHONE 556

Men are Choosing
Crossett Shoes

for their inherent quality,
fine and smart styles. Cros-
setts have always been
known for high grade foot-

wear and this same grades are offered to you now at
$5.00 per pair.
All Styles and combinations of White and Black and
Brown and others.

It will pay to see this line before buying

FASHION SHOE STORE
';ext to Fourth National Bank

1151 Broadway

I

au aiter a ioig it .y Et. JtiLtett, ,Chin Loo
the ball stopped dead for the center

of the goal, about five yards out on Talking to an old friend, I asked

the field. Major Frazier came rush- if he still loved the teacher. He says

ing in in an attempt to bring the it can't be true love as house rent is

ball away from that dangerous. po-due.

sition, and his horse collided with the
goal post, unseating its rider. Dur- "Punch Drunk" Leva must have
ing the excitement that followed, Cap- thought some one had left him tied
tain Bevan calmly tapped the ball t,) one of the old time hitching posts.
through for the Artillery, putting the

MAESOROMS R

COMFORTAK*YPIED

5-PIECE
BRIDGE SET

New type folding chairs with shaped "Perfect
Posure" backs ...wide seats . .. seats gen. 4"
erously padded and covered with hard wear-
ing, stain proof "Fabricoid" .. legs rubber
tipped to protect your rugs. Rigid folding
tables ... no burrs or sharp edges .., round-
ed corners . . . padded top upholstered to
match chairs. Available in black and color
combinations. Perhaps you believe a com-
fortable bridge set doesn't texist. Come and
try this one!

The same padded top -I
table with four curve

back arm chairs is
available at only $1 4.40

/

~1:i 21)

FIJRAA

1141 Broadway Phpne 409

Intramural Season
Planned

(Continued from page 16)
organizations. Another ruling allows
he class "B" teams to carry two for-
ner class "A" players on their lineup.

rhis will only affect those organiza-

ions that carry both a class "A" and

lass "B" team. Formerly no class

'A" man was allowed to take part

in a class "B" game after being drop.

ped from the major loop. Any player

that plays four and one half innings

as a class "A" player will then go on

record as an "A" class player.

The intra-mural season will open

lune 6th, and will be a split season

affair with the winners fighting for

the championship in a post season

affair. The following teams have been

entered in the major loop: 2nd Bn.

Tank Regt.; 1st Bn., 29th Infantry;

Special Units, 29th Infantry; 2nd Bn.

29th Infantry; Medical Detachment;

Ordnance Detachment; 1st Bn. 83rd,

Field Aritllery and the Infantry

Col. Munson To Succeed
Col. Caffey

Continued from page 2)
ieutenant of infantry on June 3rd,
1897. He was promoted to first lieu-
enant March 2, 1898; to captain
January 2nd, 1902; to major July 1,

1916; to lieutenant colonel May 27,

1920 and to colonel July 1, 1920. Dur-

ng the World war he served as lieu-

enant colonel and colonel from Au.

gust 5, 1917 to August 31, 1918.
He is a graduate of St. Johns Mili-

ary Academy, Wisconsin. The Army

School of the Line and was a mem-

ber of the initial general staff corps
eligible list. He was given a silver

star citation for gallantry in action
luring the Spanish-American war.
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WE MAKE
RUBBER STAMPS

-One Day Delivery-
COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.
PHONE 556

1,141 Broadway .Phone 4091
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Lost I
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Bicycle Repairs
GEO. E. WHITE

12 E. 10th St. Phone 155

RUBBER STAMPS

Columbus Office Supply Co.

24 Hr. Service

Phone 556

Col. Berry Goes
To 1st Lorps, Area

Among assignments contained in
War Department Orders received at
Headquarters, The Infantry School
last week were those announcing the
assignmentof Colonel Daniel G. Berry,
Commanding officer of the Special

Units, to the First Corps Area for

duty with the organized reserves. Lt.

Col. Frank F. Jewett will probably

replace him. Lt. Col. Everett D. Bar-

low, Assistant Quartermaster at Fort

Benning is also assigned to duty with

the organized reserves, at the Seventh

Corps Area.
Major Roger Williams, Jr., Instruct-

or, has received orders to go to the
22nd Infantry at Fort Oglethorpe.

Captain James A. Boyers is assigned
to the 2d Division at Fort Francis E.

Warren; Capt. Eugene R. Cowles is
assigned to duty at the Connecticut

Agricultural College.
Lt. C. R. Smith is assigned to the

22nd Inf.; Lt. J. A. Holly to the 1st
Tank Regiment and 2nd Lt. Marion

Huggins, Air Corps, in Hawaii, is as-

signed to the 16th Observation Squad-

ron here.

GUNBOTHAMS SCHOOL DAZE
(Continued from page 8)

was hokay. As Gunbotham entered
the arena, "Buggs" Raymond, local
Graham MacNamee, made several
wise-cracks about Easy and his proud
rider, and Easy, loyal horse, wasn't
going to put on a jumping exhibition
for any mob that would laugh at
"Buggs" Raymond's derogatory re-
marks. Oh no, he wasn't going to
put on an exhibition, but WHAT a
show. As Easy entered the ring he
started bucking and twisting, and
Gunbotham thought to himself "Some-
thing is coming off around here."
Finally, after refusing the four foot
jumps, the firm got the gate. Any-
how, Easy has some fine gaits.

Of all post orders, undoubtedly the

Watch Repairing
LAMAR SMITH

PHONE 3032 - 1201 BROADWAY

TYPEWRITER
REPAIRING

All Makes

Stewart Typewriter Co.
1041 Broadway Phone 2622

U

latest medical purity program has
caused the most comment. As we
said in the first paragraphs, it is un-
fortunate, or rather, fortunate that we
cannot write all of the comments
made about the order. One has but
to read it to see the possibilities. It
is rumored that Limey Munson will
ultimately be appointed swimming
pool officer because of his experience,
knowledge, and development of new
devices to carry out these orders.
Some of his cleaning inventions are
unusual, to say the least.

NOTICE!
The Entire

BANKRUPT STOCK
of

Hubbard Hardware Co.
Will Go On Sale

Friday, April 29th, 8 A. M.

1214 BROADWAY

it does matter the lind of

cigarette you smoke!

Y OU DON'T pay so much for yourcigarettes but what you can afford
to smoke the best. It's a question then,
of what is the best.

CHESTERFIELD Cigarettes are differ-
ent from other cigarettes. They're unlike
all the others, in that they're milder.

CHESTERFIELD Cigarettes taste bet-
ter. That's to say.., they are not raw

L .. and neither are they over-sweet.

CHESTERFIELD Cigarettes have a fine
aroma and a taste that's altogether right.

CHESTERFIELD Cigarettes are pure.
Everything that science knows is done
to make them pure. They are just as
pure as the food you eat ... just as
pure as the water you drink.

CHESTERFIELD Cigarettes
you just as fresh as if you
the factory every morning.

Chesterfield Radio Program

come to
went by

MON. & THUR. TUES. & FRI. WED. & SAT.
BOSWELL ALEX RUTH
SISTERS GRAY ETTING

10:30 p.m.E.D.T. 10:30 p.m.E.D.T. 10p.m. E.D.T.
SHILKRET'S ORCHESTRA every night but Sunday

NORMAN BROKENSHIRE, Announcer

COLUMBIA NETWORK

( 1932. LwGarr & Mvms TOBACCO Co.

The Cigarette that's M I L DE R-,That TA S T E S B E T T E R

forRESU LTS
use the

CLASSIFIED
L ADS
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Post Commandant Becomes Major GerLeral
Ben ning Plays

Host to Many
Noted Figures

Fort Benning is playing host to
some of the most distinguished of the
officers of the Army during the man-
euver period. One of the first of the
high-ranking visitors to reach here
was Major General Edward L. King,
Commanding officer of the Fourth
Corps Area, who came here about
two weeks ago. Major General Ste-
phen 0. Fuqua, Chief of Infantry
made a three day visit last week.
The last to arrive was Major General
Samuel Hof, Chief of Ordnance, who
reached Benning on May 4th. With
his arrival, the number of generals
to be at the Post was boosted to sev.
en,, five major generals and two briga.
dier generals. Those who were here
at that time were Major General
Edward L. King, Major General
Campbell King, Commandant, Fort
Benning, Major General Harry G.
Bishop, Major General Ephraim G.
Peyton an( Major General Samuel
Hof. The others are Brigadier Gen-
eral Manus McCloskey and Brigadier
General William S. McNair.

The roster of distinguished visitors
at Benning not only includes those
names high in American Army cir-
cles but is augmented by the visit of
five military attaches from as many
countries, who came here from Wash-
ington on the invitation of the War
department to act as observers during
the Corps Area Maneuvers. Five
countries are represented, each of
which extends a similar courtesy to
the United States officers under the
same circumstances. Colonel Francis
J. Pillon, of France and Colonel Sho-
hei Washizu, of Japan, arrived in Co-
lumbus last Sunday for their stay
here. On Wednesday evening the
three other foreign officers, Colonel
Maurice F. Day of Great Britain,
Lieutenant Colonel Marco Pennaroli
of Italy and Captain Count Gustaf F.
Von Rosen, of Sweden arrived. All
the visitors made a complimentary
visit to the Commandant at his office
on Thursday morning. During their
stay they are being escorted by Lient.
Colonel Johns R. West.

Meanwhile the first of the major
actions which will take place during
the maneuvers was begun on Thurs-
(lay whens the Red and Blue forces
liovedl out of camp into the field to

meet in another of their fierce bat-
tles. This action will last from Thurs-
day through Saturday and its move-
ments will embrace the use of prac-
tically every brnach of Infantry of-
fense and defense. Members of the
Red command will be distinguished
from their friendly enemies by a
white hat-band and their aerial ob-
servers will have their planes marked
by streamers from the tail. Blue
planes will have streamers hanging
from the wings of the plane and neu-
tral planes will be unmarked.

Student officers of the Infantry
School will participate in the maneu-
vers on Thursday, Friday and Satur-
day and will be assigned to various
positions of staff and command.

Stars Presented To General King

Colonel George F. Baltzell, Director of the Infantry Board, is shown here presenting to Major General
Campbell King, the Commandant, of the Infantry School, a set of Silver stars given him by members of the

officer personnel of Benning.

Cabaret Party Ends
Series of Dances

Sponsored By Club

It looks very much like the break.
ing of another record for The Offi-
cers' Club when one glance at the
large chart in the office of the Club
which shows the table reservations
for the Cabaret Dinner Dance at Big-
lerville, Friday evening, May 13th.

The S. R. 0. sign has been hung
up. The Secretary regrets that the
facilities of Biglerville Hall make it
impossible to serve many who were
so unfortunate as to "miss out" on
table reservation. It seems that no
ene wants to miss the final big party
of the year which will feature a
French Cafe with all its atmosphere
and entertainment. :No wonder.

Comedy, ballad .singing and beau-
tiful dancing girls will be presented
on the stage and run-way which will
extend to the center of the hall.

The one and only "Ham" Kelley
has consented to act as Master of Cere-
monies, "Nuff Sed," Such popular lo-
cal comedians as Lewis, Raymond,
Caum, Decker, "Zero" Wilson, and
others are prepared to spring new
stunts while a surprise quartette and
the stars of the "Red Mill" will offer
vocal numbers.

Five selected dancing acts by twen-
ty pupils of Miss Anna Dozier in
beautiful costumes and appropriate
stage settings are promised to be the
last word in the art of modernistic
terpsichorean Art.

With the placing of an order for
300 pounds of Turkey with the trim-
mings by the Steward, those who at-
tend are assured of plenty of good
food to eat under happy auspices.

George Horton and his orchestra are
all tuned up and rearing to go and
the dance floor has been placed in
excellent condition.

All dinner guests are advised to ar-

Dramatic Club
To Give Final

Performance
The final performance of the Infan-

try School Dramatic club for the sea-

son 1931-32 will be given tonight at

the main theatre, when the three act

farce "Cradle Snatchers" is presented

to members of the garrison. Under

the direction of Major H. B. Lewis,
retiring president of the dramatic

club, the final show of the school
year will play to a capacity house.

"Cradle Snatchers" is one of the
funniest comedies on the stage, and

ran to record houses for several years.

The cast has been drilling long and
hard, and promises an excellent per-
formance. Mrs. H. B. Lewis, Mrs.
Harry Reeder and Mrs. T. S. Arms
play the roles of the three wives, Su-
san Martin, Kitty Ladd and Ethel
Drake. The three husbands are play-
ed by Col. M. C. Stayer, Major S. A.
White and Major Emil Leard. The
three college boys are portrayed by
Lieut. Robert Nourse, Lieut. B. M.
Greeley and Lieut. James Thompson.
The three flappers are played by Mrs.
James Thompson, Mrs. E. C. Lanham
and Miss Landon Reed. Mrs. James
Bowen plays the part of Anne Hall,
niece of Kitty Ladd, and Lieut. R. B.
Hubard appears as the butler.

Admission to the performance is by
membership ticket in the Infantry
School Dramtic Club, but for those
who are not members, tickets may be
purchased at the theatre. Doors open
at 8:25 p. m., and the curtain will rise
promptly at 8:45. Everyone is cor-
dially welcomed to attend the per-
formance.

New Golf Course To
Be Formally Opened

Saturday May 14th

The new golf course of the Officers'
Club will be formally opened next
",aturday, May 14th at 1:00 p. m.
Ehort dedicatory exercises will pre-
!e 1e the start of play, but no play
will be allowed at any time prior to
the opening of the course. Ladies of
Benning have been invited to attend
'h( ceremony and to play during the
afternoon; no charge will be made.
B gining Sunday morning, May 15,
however, the usual rules governing
days ladies may play will again be.
-omue operative on the new course.

The lower nine holes which are in
use now will be maintained and there
'ill be no restrictions as to hours or
Jays ladies may play on this nine.

The Club Championship will be
:layed this year as follows: 36 holes
jmalification play on Saturday, May
Js. Any officer who.-is not able to
lay the full thirty-six rounds on the

Saturday specified, may play eigh-
en on the preceding Wednesday

'n! eighteen on Saturday but all
.hirty-six qualifying holes must be
-ompleted by Saturday night, May
2]s!. On Sunday, May 22nd, the
first elimination round of 18 holes;
1.n Saturday, May 28th the second
"i'mination round of 18 holes on Sun-
!ay May 29th, the semi-finals and on
Monday, May 30 the finals. Players
wIl be divided into flights of 16
each.

GLEE CLUB OFFICIALS FOR
NEXT YEAR ELECTED

Officers of the Glee Club who were
elected for the next year at the elec-
tion last Monday are as follows:
President- Major E. W. Leard
Vice-President .... Mrs. J. J. Albright
Secretary---------Lt. J. E. Raymond
Treasurer --- Chaplain W. T. Howard
Librettist----------Mrs. N. D. Cota

Ceremony Held at
Quarters Sunday
Ceremonial recognition of the pro-

motion of the commandant of The
Infantry School to the grade of Ma-
jor General was made on Monday
morning, May 2nd, when troops, staff
officers and friends assembled at Fort
Benning to greet Major General
Campbell King and to congratulate
him upon his promotion to his new
rank, whcih became effective, official-
ly, on May 1st.

The troop formation, which was uni-
que in itself, took place on the
groutnds of the commandant's quar-
ters. Representative groups of all
organizations of Fort Benning were
formed in line on each side of the
driveway leading from the command.
ant's quarters to garrison headquar-
ters. Colors of the units were group.
ed together, and the bands of the 24th
and 29th Infantry regiments were com-
bined at one end of the line, faceing
the quarters of the commandant:
Upon General King's appearance in
the doorway, the first gun of the salute
in honor of his new rank was fired,
the troops presented arms and the two
hands sounded flourishes and ruffles
and played "Hail to the Chief". Gen-
eral King, accompanied by Colonel
George V. Baltzell and Lieutenant
Malin Craig, aide, then passed be.
tween the lines of troops and pro-
ceeded to post headquarters, where
the commandant's staff and other of.
ficers of the garrison, in formation on
the lawn before the building, were
awaiting him. Here Colonel Baltzell
made a brief congratulatory address
on behalf of the assemblage, in which
he expressed the personal and official
gratification and pride of the members
of the garrison upon the promotioi of
their commandant.

General King, in response, thanked
the officers for their demonstration of
interest and esteem. In the course of
his talk he pointed out that the hon-
or which had just come to him might
easily be within the reach of every
officer and that the slowness of pro-
motion should not deter them from
aspiring to the higher grades. He al-
luded, in illustration, to his own ca-
reer and mentioned particularly his
prospects for promotion as they up.
peared shortly before the World War.
At this time lie was a Captain and,
he stated, is appeared that, in the
normal course of events, he would
retire in the grade of Major. In clos-
ing his remarks he thanked the officers
for their loyal support and the effi-
ciency with which they executed their

duties. This latter, he said, was large-
ly responsible for the advancement
which had been given him by the War
Department.

Another and less formal ceremony
took place in the commandant's office,
where members of his staff and some
of the higher officers of the garrison
assembled to express their congratu.
lations personally. Colonel Baltzell,
acting as spokesman for this group,
first made a short talk in which he
conveyed the sentiments of these of-
ficers, who are daily in close contact
with the commandant. At the con.
clusion of his talk he presented Gen.
eral King with a set of silver stars, the
gift of the headquarters staff.

(Please turn to page 2)
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Captain and Mrs. Villaret Entertain
Wednesday In Honor of Miss Griffin

Captain and Mrs. Gustave Villaret
entertained at a picnic at Jeff's Hole
Wednesday afternoon in honor of Mrs.
Villaret's sister, Miss Betty Griffin of
Washington.

Captain and Mrs. Villaret had as
their guests Miss Griffin, Lieutenant
and Mrs. Ralph Graves, Lieutenant
and Mrs. Louis B. Rutte, Lieutenant
and Mrs. Fred W. Sladen, Jr., Miss
Bess Berry, Miss Barbara King, Miss
Harriotte Atkins, Mins Nancy Stilwell,
Miss Alice Churchill, Miss Laura
Churchill, Miss Ellrson. Captain Mor-
ris, Captain Peter Le Toney, Lieut.
Harold W. Gould, Lieutenant Martin
Morin, Lieutenant Noble J. Wiley,
Lieutenant Glenn Farris, Lieutenant
Jasper Riley, Lieutenant Herman
Ohme, Lieutenant Milton Pressly,
Lieutenant Joseph B. Coolidge, Lieu-
tenant Walter C. Sweeny and Lieuten.
ant Sidney G. Brown, Jr.

* * *

LIEUT. AND MRS. BRANN

ARE HOSTS
Lieutenant and Mrs. Donald Brann

had as their dinner guests Friday
evening at the Officer's Club Colonel
and Mrs. George Marshall, Major and
Mrs. Omar N. Bradley, Major and
Mrs. Claudius M. Easley, Major and

KENNY'S

NORWOOD
COFFEE

is sold at Fort Benning

through the

Post Exchange 2
J

TRY A POUND

YOU WILL BE PLEASED
(
I

Mrs. Emil W. Leard, Captain and Mrs.
Raymond Vermette, Captain and Mrs.
Walter C. Phillips, Captain and Mrs.
Eugene L. Brine, Captain and Mrs.
Harvey J. Golightly, Captain and Mrs.
Norman D. Cota, Captain and Mrs.
Caspar R. Crim, Captain and Mrs.
Samuel L. Buracker, Captain and Mrs.
Burton L. Lucas, Captain and Mrs.
George V. W. Pope, Captain and Mrs.
Russell B. Reynolds, and Capt..ain and
Mrs. Oliver E. G. Trechter.

After dinner Lieutenant and Mrs.
Brann and their guests attended the
Student Officers' Dance at Biglerville.

MISS HARRIOTTE ATKINS
ENTERTAINS

Miss Harriotte Atkins entertained at
a picnic and bridge party at her cabin
on the Upatoi near Eelbeck on Mon-
day.

Miss Atkin's guests were Mrs. Nor-
man Caum, Mrs. Julian Lindsey, Mrs.
Charles King, Mrs. Joseph A. Trent,
Mrs. Carl Fritsche, Miss Deborah Lip.
pencott, and Mrs. Joseph Halversen.

LIEUT. AND MRS. PIERCE
ENTERTAIN

Lieutenant and Mrs. J. R. Pierce
will have as their dinner guests Sat-
urday evening before the play "The
Cradle Snatchers" Major and Mrs.
Dennis McCunniff, Major and Mrs.
Barnwell Legge, Captain and Mrs.
Eugene Brine, Captain and Mrs.
George 0. Clark, Captain and Mrs.
Walter C. Phillips, Captain and Mrs.
John J. Albright, Captain and Mrs.
John R. Deane, and Miss Kathleen
Orendorff.

*; *

CAPTAIN AND MRS. POPE
HONOR MR. AND MRS.

CARTER
Captain and Mrs. George V. W.

Pope entertained at the Officers' Club
supper dance Wednesday evening in
honor of Mr. and Mrs. James Carter.

Their guests were Mr. and Mrs.
[ames Carter, Major and Mrs. Ben
Hur Chastaine, Major and Mrs. Emil
W. Leard, Captain and Mrs. Clough
Gee, Captain and Mrs. Guy C. Mc-
Kinley, Jr., Captain and Mrs. Alex-

A ND youngsters say "Yum,yum" when it's Kinnett's Ice

Cream because its flavor and
richness are so pronounced that
even children can tell the differ-
ence. Let them have all they
want . .-. for it contains those
vitamins that build sturdy little
bodies.

Kinnett's Ice Cream

oilSO)CIA)L 1HIGH WLI11hTS1F
MARGARET SLADEN, PHONE 358
MARGARET SLADEN, PHONE 358

ander H. Cummings, Captain and Mrs.
Samuel L. Buracker, Lieutenant and
Mrs. H. S. Kelly, Mr. and Mrs. Cur-
tis Jordan, Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Hard-
daway, Mr. Alfred Young and Mr.
Henry Watson.

MRS. REED ENTERTAINS
Mrs. Walter L. Reed had as her

luncheon guests Friday noon Mrs.
James B. Woolnough, Mrs. William
Freehoff, Mrs. Archibald Arnold, Mrs.
Edward C. Betts, Mrs. Courtney H.
Hodges and Mrs. Lloyd Barnett.

* * *

LIEUT. AND MRS. DEAN
ARE HOSTS

Lieutenant and Mrs. William Dean
had as their guests at the Officers'
Club supper dance Wednesday even-
ing Major and Mrs. Lloyd H. Cook,
Captain and Mrs. Brown, Captain and
Mrs. Yancy, Lieutenant and Mrs. Ed-
win K. Wright, Lieutenant and Mrs.
Howard R. Johnson, Miss Frances
Morgan, Miss Frances Adams, Lieu-
tenant Bruce Easley and Mr. Fred
Dern.

COLONEL AND MRS. WILLARD
ENTERTAIN

Colonel and Mrs. Charles L. Wil-
lard had as their dinner guests Sat-
urday evening General and Mrs.
Campbell King, Colonel and Mrs.
Harry E. Knight, Colonel and Mrs.
Joseph A. Atkins, Mrs. Raymond C.
Turck, and Major Moore.

After dinner Colonel and Mrs. Wil-
lard and their guests attended the
movie at the Post Theatre.

TANK BATTALION ENTERTAINS
The Tank Battalion will entertain at

a tea dance Saturday afternoon from
four to six at the Polo Hunt Club.

BENNING BACHELORS' DANCE
On Wednesday, May 18th the Ben-

sing Bachelors' Club will give a
lance. Aniong the features of the
lance will be the Weede Meyer orches-
ra of Washington which will play for
he dance.

MAJOR GENERAL HOF
HONORED

Capt and Mrs. John Huling, Jr. en-
ertained at noon Thursday for the
)rdnance officers and their wives in
ionor of Major General Samuel Hof,
Ahief of Ordnance.
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PERSONALS

Mrs. Robert Ward who has been
spending the past few weeks as the
guest of her parents in New York
returned to Benning on Sunday.

Miss Deborah Lippencott of Wash-
ington is the guest of Lieutenant and
Mrs. Charles King.

Miss Betty Griffin who has been
spending a few days as the guest of
her brother-in-law and sister, Captain
and Mrs. Gustave Villaret, returned
to Washington on Monday.

Miss Barbara Lowe of Fort McPher-
son, who has been spending a few
days at Fort Benning, returned home
Tnesdav_

Miss Eileen Williams spent the
week end as the guest of Captain and
Mrs. Daniel O'Connell. Miss Wil-
liams is leaving Fort McPherson soon
for Panama where her parents will be
stationed.

Mr. and Mrs. Albrecht and Miss
Elsa Rietzel of New York are spend-
ing some time as hte guests of Lieu-
tenant and Mrs. Louis L. Bell.

Mrs. Charles L. Willard left Ben-
ning Thursday for Ann Arbor Mich.,
where she will spend some time as
the guest of her mother, Mrs. Shearer.

LiUl

i

SWIMMING SUITS
Now on Display

Athletic Department
POST EXCHANGE FORT BENNING, GA.

""It pays to trade at your Post Exchange"

For Your Summer Vacation

Lingerie

and

Beach
Pajamas

Qift & Special Order Dept.
POST EXCHANGE - FORT BENNING, GA.

"It pays. to trade at your Post Exchange,"
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Social Calendar

May 7-Tea Dance, Officers of
Tank Battalion, 4 to 7
p. M.
Dramatic Club presents
"Cradle Snatchers." (Sec.
ond Performance)

May 9-Literary Section of Wo-
man's Club Final Meet-
ing.

May 10, 11, 12-Cancelled due to
Corpe Area Maneuvers.

4' * *

May 13--Cabaret Dance at Bigler.
ville.

amI
ARMY NAVY

TRADE W MARK

Inquire at your

POST EXCHANGE

They carry a complete line of

N. S. MEYER, INC.

Military Insignia

and

Uniform

Equipments
,- ORDER OF THE

PURPLE HEART RIBBON
We are prepared to furnish this rib-

bon in regulation or miniature size.

(
Demand our merchandise and be assuredof the best. Our products carry an un-

lifite bet. uaran preo duc-at-s carry a-- i.7GENERAL KING PROMOTED limited guarantee of satisfaction.

(Continued from page 1) N. S. MEYER, INC.
General King, in acknowledging the NEW YORKgift and in response to Colonel Balt-

zell, paid high tribute to his staff,
whose members, he said, were in
large measure responsible for his own
success and that of The Infantry RUBBER STAMPS
School.

Major General Campbell King will Columbus Office Supply Co.
continue in command of The Infan- 24 Hr. Service
try School, being the first officer of
that rank to be designated by the Phone 556
War Department as its permanent
commander.
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If You Should Die
the (lay after taking a

Family Income Policy for
$10,000.00

With
AETNA LIFE

INSURANCE COMPANY
Your beneficiary would receive

$100 Per Month
for 20 years and then be paid
$10,000.00 Cash or fifty dollars
per month for over 32 years.

Woodson Hocker
AGENT

PHONE 2956 COLUMBUS

FLOWER PLANTS
Out of 21A inch Pots

COLUMBUS FLOWER
AND PLANT CO.

Phone 520 1245 Broadway
In store with Columbus Shu Fixry

Ph

L. G. BLAU
Piano Tuning

one 3680-W

When You Need Service

Phone 1603

THE

Waverly Pharmacy
Complete Druggists

2601 Hamilton Road

Columbus, Ga.

REMEMBEI

A special cake all "fixed-uj
Remember mother with a I

Friday, May 6, 1932

Girl Scout Notes Extensive Plans president of the BibbfCounty FlowerClub, vicepresident of the American
fiRose Society. M oth,

DAiadue 10Te or Show ROSE HILL-Donald Hastingsex-
DAFFODIL TROOP ______ pert, and member of the firm of H. G.If t

A delightful meeting, April 29, was iHastings, Atlanta.
planned by two members of the Columbus is making extensive pre. CHEROKEE-Prof. John W. Hyde,
troop. The girls took their supper parations for the fourth annual Flower Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Au.
down to the Upatoi, where they had Show, which promises to be the larg- burn, expert on landscaping, etc.
a grand time wading. After supper, est and most beautiful in its history. HOUSE AND GARDENMrs. W. D.
the Scouts hiked back to the cabin, Fourteen clubs will participate, in- Hooper, Athens, chairman of Admis-
holding their goodnight circle on the eluding Charter, Fort Benning, Peren. ions Garden Club of Ga., and form-.

way home. nial, St. Elmo, Rose Hill, Cherokee,
House and Garden, Wynnton, Mar- er president of the Athens Garden

BASEBALLlguerite, Beautification, Multiflora, Ca- Club, oldest club in America.WYNNTON-Miss Dora Freeman.Because it rained Saturday, the pie- mellia, Rainboe, and Rosemont. Greenville, owner of one of the most2(
nic the Cardinals planned had to be All the clubs, with the exception of beautiful sunken gardens in Georgia,cancelled. Instead, the morning was the Rainbow of Phenix City and the the guest of Mrs. K. D. White.
spent playing baseball in the gymna- Rosemont, just organized will sponsor tMAEGERiTE Miss Irene Davis, of
adm, with Mrs. Brown as overseer, a Glimpse and also a Shadow Box, Thomasville, guest of Mrs. Lawrence
and Betty Bishop "umpiring." It and will display their scrapbooks. Murray, president of the club. Miss
was so much fun, the enthusiasts plan During the past week, various com- Davis is president of the Thomasville
to do it often. mittees have met, and special invita- Garden Club. Telegraph

GIRL SCOUT COUNCIL tions, automobile tags, club ribbons, BEAUTIFICATION-A. J. Nitzcheke,
Monday morning the Council met. and classification cards have been dis' Thomaston, expert on Roses. for

Mrs. Matchett gave a report of the tributed. Each garden club member MULTIFLORA-Miss Lurline Collier,
regional conference she attended in has been requested to invite a guest, state Agricultural College, Athens.
Miami, and Mrs. Brown of the local and all garden lovers are urged to do CAMELLIA-A. E. Wachendorff, flor.

one she went to at Macon. The state likewise, in this manner increasing the ist, Atlanta.
of the treasury was reported by Mrs. atendance. As to the ribbons, each _)__
Rose. The women set the date for club has a different color, and the
the Court of Awards for May 27. members are requested to wear them Boy Scouts

CARDINAL TROOP duringthe days of the show.Bo S1u
Mrs. Brown made a number of an- AWARDS

nouncements at the opening of the First award will be a blue ribbon We have a story to-day about sonic I. A. M
meeting: the date of the Court of counting two points; second, will be a great big smart scouts who went on
Awards; new examiners for badges; red ribbon; third, a white ribbon for a hike out to Jeff's Hole. They were Optometris
an overnight hike for both Troops honorable mention. Donald Noble Leary, Farrar Gee, Jr.,
to the Academic Camp, May 13; The Sweepstakes prize will be Forrest Harding, Jr., and Samuel
a picnic and swim for the Cardinals awarded to the exhibitor scoring the Augustus White, Jr. Of course, they
this Saturday. greatest number of points in the Show. knew it wasn't going to rain and it A CO

Each girl was asked to list her This to be a handsome iron bench* seemed so until 8:00 o'clock the next )PTICAI
badges to be ordered for the coming A purple ribbon will be awarded for morning. The pup tent was a little
ceremony. the most outstanding individual ex- crowded but they got along all right. 1217 Broadway

While Mrs. Brown and Miss Stil. hibit. This to be a pan of Grecian The tent leaked but by using their

well helped the girls working for roses. scout knowledge they fixed this. Af-
Second Class for the next Court, the A prize will be given to the indiv- ter eating soup for breakfast the,
others played rather rowdy baseball idual entering the greatest number of came home on a running board of aoutside, exhibits. car. ]outsid. exhbits.On Friday we had our regular meet. V

Before the good-night flag cere- The Classification cards is divided ing down at the scout cabin. Present-
mony and song, the ushers for the into eight classes, and includes peren- ingbownsatutsoutcaIPrset:
Dramatic Club performance of the nals, Mixed Flowers, Bulbs, and Tu- 28 boy scouts, 1 official and 1 visitor. ie H C
sixth and seventh were chosen. Friday, berous Plants, Flower Arrangement, We played capture the flag and bse-

(Continued on page 5) Miscellaneous, Potted Plants, Roses, ball. Major Arms announced about F
Photographs of spots around Colum- the children's horse show. The scouts

Qbus, and Garden Scrapbooks. h ar
There will be a free Garden Tour we gave the scout laws and adjournedMH to which all visitors and their hostes- to meet next Friday. ASses are invited, this to be under the Forrest Harding, Jr., S

)" for this lovely occasion. direction of Mrs. Calvin Des Portes. Scribe.
3eauifulcakefromCrai's. Cars will assemble at First Baptist
)euiflcaefom Cai'. Church. The tour to begin at 11 o'- The Ne Book

Place your order either c'lock, May 11th. e ew D
Mrs. James W. Woodruff is general AMERICA FACES THE, FUTURE

with your grocer or with chairman of the Flower Show, and By C. A. BEARD
us. chairman of other committees, which About twenty authors participate in

include a representative from each this symposiunm on "the new intellec-
' a ey club participating includes: "ual and moral climate" and on i. .,

CraiTs Pepartionof Bildig Mr. A.0."blue-prints for a planned economy."" Blackmar, Jr. (Charter) . Among them are Nicholas Murray . t
INC. Shadow Boxes--Mrs. Frank Bicker- Butler, William Trufant Foster, Wad- i i'-

staff (Wynnton). dill Catchings, Edward Angly, Charles
1903 Hamilton Ave. Phone 414 Scrapbooks--Mrs. S. W. Dudley, R. Walker, Andre Maurois, James Tru-
"Hear Dough Boy over WRBL (Camellia). slow Adams, Gerard Swope, John T.

every morning at 9 o'clock." Exhibit Cards-Mrs. T. C. Hudson, Flynn, William C. Ewing, Walter B.
(House and Garden). Pitkin, Governor Franklin D. Roose-

Judges-Mrs. George Burrus, Jr., velt Governor Philip F. LaFollette,
(Charter). and the editor. Most of their papers

Posters and Signs-Mrs. Kirven Gil- had appeared in one magazine or
bert, (House and Garden). another before. They vary greatly in

Classification-Mrs. W. E. Joy, merit, from the highly dubious chap.
(Marguerite). ter on "The Stabilization of Industry,"

Covering of Tables-Mrs. J. N. by Mr. Swope, to the able discussion
Hamer, (Beautification). of "The Monetary Factor in Business

Placing of Tables-Mrs. W. J. Depression," by Dr. Ewing. The book
Wood, (Perennial). as a whole is disappointing, and leaves

Arrangement of Exhibits-Mrs. Min- a great deal to be desired. It is full
he Flournoy, (Multiflora). of confused and uninformed thinking,

Interior Background-Mrs. Frank and there are pages of sheer ignorance
Langdon, (Wynnton), and blah. Dr. Beard's. introductory

Checking Exhibits-Mrs. J. H. John- chapter on "Challenges to the Social
son, (Cherokee). Order" is hardly illuminating, and hisF n M ARy running comments could be better in-

Finance--Mrs. Alex Reid, (Wynn- formed and far more helpful.
ton ).

Publicity-Mrs. George Burrus, Jr.,
(Charter).

Prizes and Ribbons-Mrs. Tracy
Davis (House and Garden).

Reception-Mrs. Rhodes Brown,
(Perennial).

Admissions Mrs. Ed Cooper,
(Cherokee).

JUDGES

Judges have been chosen for the
Flower Show. Each club to entertain
one, during their stay in the city. The
list is as follows:

CHARTER-Miss Wenonah Bell, ar-
tist, Greenville, Ga., the guest of Mrs.
W. W. Stewart.

FORT BENNING-Dr. Eugene Scho-
field Heath, Prof. Botony, Brenau
College, Gainesville, Ga.

PERENNIAL-Mrs. R. L. Coney, of
Atlanta, honorary president of the
GarJen Club of Georgia.

ST. ELMo-J. D. Crump, of Macon,

.
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Her Day
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GURLEY'S FLOWER
SHOP

Phone 436
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National Guard
Notes

Whether the class dance was a suc- . .
Columbus, Georgia (ces or not is a matter of history.

VOLUME II MAY 6, 1932 NUMBER 2 Judging from the comments received
everybody was very well pleased and

L. C. Kunze--------Publisher had a good time. Members of the classA. F. Kunze-------------------------------------------------Editor and their guests were introduced by _

A. F. Kunze, Jr.----------------------------------------Asso. Editor Maj. Claudius M. Easley. The receiv-
Margaret Sladen---------------------------------------Society Editor ing line was composed of General -

Bill Ellison ------------------------------------------- Sports Editor andi Mrs. Campbell King, Colonel and --__

John W. Pearce----------------------------------Advertising Manager Mrs. George C.arshall, Capt.P. A But-
Louis T. Kunze----------------------------------Circulation Manager trick, Mrs. Claudius M. Easley, Lieut- ___--

and Mrs. Donald W. Brann, Captain
Advertising rates will be quoted on request. The Benning Herald re- and Mrs. Alvie M. Merrill, Captain

serves the right to classify, edit, or reject any advertising matter, and Mrs. Rene M. Pinctl, Miss MiriamDenson and Capt. Casper Franz. Big- sr-

The Benning Herald by mail to any address in the United States or its lerville Hall was beautifully, appro-
possessions, $1.50 per year. Single copy 5 cents. priately and artistically decorated by "Better be danned tkan not inentio

Capt. Ednardo Mendez Bas. Flags
Application for entry as second-class matter is pending. from several States and Porto Rico

graced the ball room and brought CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.
forth much comment. The dance

G, UNB 0 THA M'S S C HO OL DA ZE committee was composed of Lieut. Colonel WaherG'UNBOTH M'S SCHOOL DAZE Granger G. Sutton., chairman, Lieut. o ihyscesuGraner . Suton charma, Liut.of Cooe atrRe.bsdsbigfmu shighly successful operettas, is also known in these i
By J. L. G. John F. Phelan, Capt. Eduardo Men- vestigator. In his c

dez Bas, Lieut. James H. Johnson, his duty to look into malodorous conditions and locate
Jr., Capt. James K. Bryan and a sub- that is why Mine Host Dowdall thought of him when th

'Twas a beautiful spring evening, The planne race between Gab committee of nine members of the Officers' Club emply
an occasional star was shining in the Gab Rudolph's rabbit and Gun- class. Five hundred attended the re- thing was rotten in Den aromewhrean th wal]
sky, and all was quiet in the wilds botham's terrapin has been postponed ception and (lance. and the reading room aetre hoccurred n the wlof the Benning campus. Suddenly the due to the fact that the big brown Capt. Chester J. Kowalski has been vice ofahig powered he nxurd ngh

tnC p . C e t r J K w l k a e n vices of a high pow er d e p r if t e n x T h s ay ig
crunch-crunch of field boots on the bunny, named "Lillyhoo Zilch," broke confined to the hospital a few days. to be a success. Colonel Reed, being both president of
red clay broke upon the still of the training the other night when Rudy His tonsils have been giving him someIr ncoverer of unsavor siuto s wa un eto aby t
night. A light flashed on aiid off, took him on a party. Gunbotham's trouble, It is expected that he will 1all into consultation.
evidently aiding and augmenting the champion, "Mr. Terrence Pin" (Terry be back on duty soon. The Colonel proceeed to go about finding out the
above mentioned stars. Suddenly a for short) is quite chagrined, and goes The committee appointed by Presi- in his customary thorough manner. Carpenters were cal
deep, authoritative voice boomed into seclusion if you even mention (lent Paul A. Buttrick to advise the if wall removed. That this was a step in the right d

out. "Put out those lights." Tito the affair. (lass of the feasibility of having a by a sharp increase in the offensiveness of the odor wh
Teller Muscatelli was not o be * * * stag party has made its report. The ame off. At this stage some one suggested that the wr

Muke. "sarto repud ro thser The Post kids have every interest, committee is composed of Capt. Dan. he Chemical Warfare Service for gas masks but Col
Muck. "I said to put out those ing little game that they all seem to iel G. O'Connell, chairman, Jerome lirect action. ccordinly a caddy was requisitioned fro

lights." The voice was more in. etJoy. It is simple int its execution, B. Jones and Capt. Charles U. An- offered one large undepreciated American dollar to cli

sistent. Tito was not to be taken in ingenious in its plan. and lethal in drews. The class decided to have the walls and follow the stench to its source. A rope was

by an old gag like that. I said its effect. Gunbotham was up in party at the Ralston on Saturday, May and an impromptu tug of war team was organized to han
Nertz," said he, and flashed his light Rainbow Row the other day, and he 21. See any member of the commit- it. Presumably this precaution was taken lest the cadd
around the beautiful clay and pine saw some of these embryonic ganf- tee for further details. the wall and perish, which would only make matters wi
scenery. "Hey, Muscalaley, said sters amusing themselves. They form. Capt. William A. Carr is taking or- the next supper dance.
Chiesty Puller, "That's Major Arms." ed a long single line. One boy stood (ers for class rings. If you desire to The caddy disappeaed ad for some moments th

But our hero recognized the disguised beside the line with a sling shot in get one see the captain or any member Club, Mine Host Dowdall and the growing conclave of
voice of Selman, and wouldn't bite. his hands. He would yell "Go!" and of the committee. waited with baitedbh
"The nertz still goes," yelled he. the leading boy would run as fast Everybody breathed a sigh of re- sepulchra cry of triumph. nal ew m iue at t
Suddenly the trail dipped and a as he could to try to get behind a lief when the examination on machine aloft by the tail a dead cat.
group was disclosed in some old large tree soni twenty yards away. guns was returned. What is the point of this story? To be perfectly f
draws. "Who was yelling at me to The shooter would count up to ten Officers are now counting the days 1 that it has any unless it he to illustrate to what extent ti
put out my light?" asked Diogenes. as rapidly as possible, then shoot a remaining of their tour of duty. Just the Club is ready to go in the merest of the members.
"Where's Selman?" "I told you to, rock at the runner. Some of them a few more short weeks and we will of it, since Colonel Reed is the Post Inspector, it might I
Mr. Muscateli." The deep voice were very good shots. Ever since be homeward bound.
boomed out. It was Major Arms. we've been very polite and careful The tent area was almost deserted those who have family sketons to bury them deep.

* * when we drive through "Hue Avenue." Tuesday night. Several went to the PATRtCK AND MURPHY CASH PORTALS Dramatic Club. ]
Fire and Wisecracker McHugh is , * * fight in the stadium while others did
big game hunter of no mean ability. TOG with Captain Burton L. Lucas Tesrn rpo eri xriea Ma n

However he has more success than So n1mtny people have asked us about in AR 4. maneuvers, etc., resulted in the auto- numerous beauty
discrimination. Game Warden Grace the Razor Blade Sharpening that we Tactics is time order of the day at matic election of two prominent citi- failure to appear
has a warrant out for Mac. It are repeating the method. This is a present with nianeuvers to follow zeusjo PteieclusieuExler'st Cub.h fred theladyhto
seems that while it is open season on good gag to kniow, because it really soon.MaoPtrcanLiuent uph findtogte
cops, the bag limit is one, and Mc- works andl most people believe that Capt. Ezra, S. Settle hias beemi enter- are the gentlemen upomn whom this We trust, however
Slug got two. And the handsome the edge is better than that obtained tamning Capt. Gibson and Capt. Spen- coveted distinction has been confer- to the Explorer's
McHugh nose is beautifully plastered by using a mechanical sharpener. The cer who are here on official business, red. Both are members of the ver- sate Mrs. Patrick
with tape and bandage, process is simple. You first take a Miss Beatrice Ferrell was the guest satile Second Section whaich habitually ience caused by h

* * , glass--any kind or size will do. Fill of Lieut. Perry Gwaltney at dinner carries off the honors in night rides, meditated voyage
Lew Bell receives commendation it with water, then empty the glass, in ~ Big ll last Saturday. flag races and other outdoor sports TRIBULA]I
.. .. . .. . ..... i_ i.._ eavinmt only that moisture which re- _, ... * .... £ C in which an intimate knowledge of BUN

for his unintentional wisecracko ur- -, . e, ,. , w, - Benning's ninety-seven thousand acres Captain Paul B
ing the fifteen minute talk. Lew was mains in the glass. Place the razor tain Bryan assisted the dance commit- i e seniato s e sN a

discussing care of the feet on the blade against the inside ofthe glass, tee in making plans for the dance is essential to success.

march, and he was handling the sub- and pressing against it with the fore- and reception. Mrs. Bryan and her teristically reticent about their ach- two objects in v

ject in a very seriouis manner. He finger, move it back and forth against -on frequently dine at Biglerville. ievement. Indeed both have been so course, was to ir

had talked about the feet for several the glass. Turn the blade over and reluctant to talk about it that The knowledge and

minutes, when he said, "Next to the The Thanatopsis Club, parent or- Flare has been hard put to get at the reduce. He is

feet, we shall consider the socks." repeat the procedure. The blade is anization,. and the Junior League, big facts. Fortunately, however, our un- comparatively sim
Dim Carne was almost awakened by now very sharp. If you don't be- b"rother, have another member of the dercover agents arc on the job and we the second.

the ensuing laughter lieve it, try it once. family. The Lanham Charity Organ- have managed to collect enough cvi- The genial cap
ization is the young brother, and it is deuce to convince Professor McCun- Biglerville mess,
knowm socially as the "Debutantes". niff, the President of the Explorer's convinced that th

Brother Lanham is a stockholder in Club, that the two communication cx- party to a consp
the same Crying Towel Corporation perts have all the qualifications for business of the

By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER. Medical Inspector that Major Leard presidents and Ma- membership. Stores. In the si
jor Harding subsidizes. A round-rob- Briefly stated the facts are as fol- weeks, the thrice

TULARAEMIA arm and fever which disables for in inter-club gathering might be ar- lows: ies necessitated
Rabbit fever in recent years has be- weeks in those who recover. Death ranged. but we are afraid that it The Major and the Lieutenant, tonal operations

come of increasing importance in all is the all too common result. wouldn't be a very good idea for the while establishing an axis of com- breeches for stri(
sections of this country. While we A word of warning to the keepers youngest member of the family to munication or some other technical line.
think of the wild rabbit as the usual of rabbits. Within the past two weeks usurp the social and financial stand- gadget strayed off of the beaten track Realizing that
victim of this disease it is well to tularaemia has been detected at Fort ing of the older members. Of course, early one afternoon and came out at progress in the v
eemember that tularaemia can be Benning in a pen of domesticated this would be a matter for lengthy Eelbeck at 8 PM. Just how much Captain renounce
spread by means of ticks or fleas to rabbits. .ebate. and what part of Darkest Beaning the supply arrangemei
other species of animals. Recently
the disease has been discovered as
the cause of death of many sage hens
and for several years it has been sus-
pected that quail and other game
birds have been practically wiped out
in certain sections by this disease.

This disease is very contagious to
man. Anyone handling animals or
birds suffering from tularaemia may
conrtact the disease.

In man the vast majority of cases
of tularaemia have been reported in
those who have handled or dressed
wild rabbits. The disease usually
starts with a sore on the fingers or
hand which is soon followed by an
enlargement of the glands under the

This is a most unusual happening.
All previous reports of this disease
outside the laboratory have been al-
most wholly confined to the wild
variety. A radical effort to confine
the disease at its starting points in
Fort Benning has been attempted and
it is thought that there may be no
further spread to other domesticated
rabbits on the post.

However all persons in this vicinity
who keep rabbits should be constantly
on the lookout for the disease.

Do not handle dead animals except
with rubber gloves.

Report your cases-it is only in this
way that you can prevent the spread
of the disease.

To "Bugs" Raymond, musician, ac-
tor and dit-dah daddy, and to "Spud"
Murphy, also musician, actor, and
wiry guy, our apologies. We accused
"Bugs" of being the local Graham
MacNamee who held forth at the
Horse Show broadcasting Station, but
it was the scandinavian son of Mr.
Murphy. We understand that he was

intrepid explorers investigated in the

interim will never be definitely known
since both of them are quite vague as
to their location at any given time
during the afternoon and evening. We
have reason to believe, however, that
they covered plenty of territory.
Their exhausted state upon returning
to civilization-if you call Eelbeck
civilization-is proof of that.
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'ture of the waist

this was making
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nt of Biglerville for

the a la carte service at the Dowdall
Tavern. Here for several days he
rigidly adhered to a diet recommend-
ed by Colonel Stayer, consisting of
lettuce, salad, spinach, dry toast and
similar substitutes for real food. It
was hard sledding, however, for the
sight of Chief Clark's tempting dish-
es imposed upon the wavering Cap-
tain the cruel and unusual ounish.

commended by four generals for his An interesting sidelight upon this ment which the Hign Gods of Olym-
work, even if he did hurt the feelings episode is that Major Patrick's path- pus inflicted upon the unpious Tan-
of that gentle, kindly, horse named finding adventure caused him to get talus. Then he began to slip and
"Easy". a total absence on an important ap- Mine Host Dowdall rubbed his hands

-J. L. G. pointment with the Director of the in true inkeeper style as he watched
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The Flare
(Continued from page 4)

his guest carry daily increasing quan-
tities of Class I supplies from the
counter to his favorite table behind
the screen.

Came a day when the Captain was
particularly hungry and the lunch-
eon was especially alluring. Slyly,
after the manner of the family cat
with designs on the cream pitcher,
the famishing soldier moved along
the counter and filled his tray with
the best that the Club had to offer
in the way of rich, starchy and f or-
bidden food. Liver and bacon,
creamed onions and mashed potatoes
constituted the regular luncheon and
to this our hero added two large hot

Classified Ads
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

20 cents per line or fraction of
line. Minimum charge for any
classified advertisement, 50 cents.
Payment must be made before
advertisement is published.

FOR SALE-Beautiful 10-pc. Din-
ing Room Suite. Will accept good
used car as part payment. Phone
1693-J.

FOR SALE
16 Ft. Outboard Boat, made of First
Grade Cypress, Semi-Speed Streamline
Hull, New Paint. Will sell with or
without 14 HP Elto Motor..-Lt. F.
A. Drewry, Phone 341.

RUBBER STAMPS

COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.

PHONE 556

KNABE-
AMPICO

FISCHER
GRAND

Also small apartment Grand

Field Representative of the
world's largest Manufacturer
has three grands that he will
sell direct rather than incur ad-
ditional expense of boxing and
shipping back to factory.
The Ampico is the finest re-
producing piano built and can
be had $500 off list-other re-
ductions in like proportion.
All brand new instruments.

Write or phone

R. H. WILSON
Racine Hotel
Columbus, Ga.

The mosC
framous balC

in tennis!

-u
U

The Spalding Tennis Ball has
played in the National Clay
Court Championship since
1911. Has perfect flight and re-
bound. Inflated and vulcanized
by an exclusive Spalding proc-
ess. Air-retaining inner lining.

3 for $1.25, 500 each
We String

Tennis Rackets

A thletic Dept
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning

"It Pays to Trade at Your

Post Exchange"

m
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horse, musical and social circles.

On the occasion of a recent birth-
day anniversary, Mrs. A. S. Tucker
received from Major Tucker a hand-
somely bound copy of Liddell-Hart's
book, "Foch, The Man of Orleans."
This appropriate gift promptly solved
the always perplexing problem of
what to give one's husband. When
Tuck's birthday rolls around, he will
receive a de luxe edition of the
"Boston Cook Book."

JUST LIKE THE, ROYAL

MOUNTED

Major Lloyd Cooke happened out
of his front door just in time to see
an M. P. swoop down and carry off
his dog which was sleeping peacefully
in the yard.

"Here, where are you going with
my dog?" cried the Major.

"I got orders to get two dogs that
were running loose on the Com-
manding General's lawn," explained
the minion of the law. "One was all
I could find there and I gotta have
two."

CITATION FOR THE WEEK
To Colonel Walter Reed, re-

tiring President of the Glee Club,
for the most harmonious and suc.
cessful administration on record.

-E. F. H.

Benning Sojourners. He is also Post
President of the Fort Benning War-
rant Officers' Association and a mem-
ber of the Reserve Officers' Associa-
tion.

Master Sergeant Walter Radler, 17th
Ordnance Company, who also retired
on April 30th after 30 years service,
was joint guest with Mr. Floyd at a
festival farewell dinner given by
the ordnance personnel of Fort Ben.
ning, on Friday evening in the mess
hall of the 17th Ordance Company
Ncarly a hundred friends of the twc
retiring soldiers were present. Aftei
the banquet each was presented witl
a gold watch as a token of the esteer,
of their comrades. Captain JohT
Huling made the presentation to Mr
Floyd on behalf of the 72nd Ord
nance Company, and Captain Arthu
H. Luse presented the gift from tho
17th Ordnance Company to Sergean
Rader.

Mr. Floyd was also the recipient o
a farewell gift from the members o
the 2nd Battalion, 1st Tank Regimeni
Major Allen F. Kingman, commande
of the tank battalion, made the pre,
entation.

Staff Sergeant Charles S. Kennedi
a graduate of the Ordnance Sergeant'
Course at the Ordnance Field Servic
School, who has been on duty at Foi
Benning since September, 1930, hc
been appointed chief clerk to succee
Warrant Officer Floyd.
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rolls with a double ration of butter
for each, a large glass of buttermilk
and a slice of pie a la mode. Then
he turned out of the line and ran
full into Colonel Stayer, his dietetic
advisor.

Chagrined and crestfallen, Captain
Buttrick stodo holding the tray while
the food dictator imposed his ver- f
dict. Pointing in turn to each and
every one of the articles on the tray, }
the latter repeated the relentless for-
mula "Put that back; put that back;
put that back." t

When the last "Put that back" had t
been uttered, the starving Captain e
sorrowfully turned in his laden tray
and received in return a bowl of thin
soup, a short ration of string beans
and a cup of black coffee.

-I

RANDOM REMARKS
Members of the Advanced Class

who are curious about their marks
on the written monograph are advised
that they will probably know the
worst by the Ides of May.

And speaking of monographs, we
are informed by Colonel Stayer,
Chief of the Versatile Second Sec-
tion and prospective Assistant Coin
mandant at Carlisle, that one of his I
duties at his new station will be te
write a monograph a month. The I
line of Advance Class sympathizers
forms on the right.

The faculty is fast becoming social- F
ly conscious. We noted a large turn-
out for the National Guard and Re-
serve Class dance. Incidentally, that I
was a good party and the committee (
is to be congratulated on staging a i
successful affair.

Last week The Flare told how Lieu- I
tenant Pilet tried to prevent Mrs. I
King from occupying the place set I
aside for the wife of the Command-,
ing General at reviews. Since then I
one of the Sheriff's M. Ps. tried to
chase her off the Commandant's
lawn. If this sort of thing keeps up,
Mrs. King will leave to dye her hair
gray. The Shreiff's henchmen just
refuse to believe that she is the wife
of a Major General.

Two wekes ago Lieutenant Jake
Moon, popular riding instructor and
talented troubadour, came in to our
tum to check out on his way to the
Philippines where he is slated to be
some sort of an aide to the Governor
General. Perhaps the visit was in
the nature of insurance against be-
ing included in any derogatory re-
marks we might have to make about
the horsey set, but we prefer to take
it as a compliment. What we started
out to say, however, is that Jake and
Mrs. Moon will be greatly missed in

Warrant Officer
Floyd Is Retired

Announcement of the retirement of

Warrant Officer John M. Floyd, who

or the past eleven years has been

:hief clerk in the ordnance office at

Fort Benning, is contained in recent

War Department orders received at

he post. Mr. Floyd's active career of

hirty years service officially terminat-

ed on April 30th.

Warrant Officer Floyd was born at

Blackshear, Georgia on May 30, 1882.

He enlisted on February 8, 1901, in

Battery I, 4th Artillery at Fort Terry,

New York, where he served as pri-

vate, corporal and sergeant. He re-

enlisted in the 116th Coast Artillery

Compnay at Fort Screven, George, on

Nov. 8, 1907, where he served as pri-

vate, corporal, sergeant, and quarter-

naster sergeant. In February, 1909,

lie was transferred to the 55th Coast

Artillery Company and went with

hat organization to the Philippine

Islands and served as private, corpor-

al, sergeant and first sergeant. He

vent with the same organization to

Fort Dupont, Delaware, in May, 1911.
He was appointed ordnance ser-

;eant in April, 1912, and went to
luty at Fort Caswell, North Carolina.
On July 4, 1916, he went to duty on
he Mexican border at Fort Bliss,
Texas. He sailed for France from
Fort Standish, Massachusetts in July
1917. He was commissioned as a
First Lieutenant in the Ordnance De-
partment on November 8, 1917, and
served at the Ordnance Advance De-
pot Number One located near Gen-
drecourt, France. Later in the same
month he went to duty as Ordnance
Officer at the Army School located at
Langres. In April, 1919, he was pro-
moted to the grade of Captain. He
served at Langres until he went to
Le Mans as Ordnance Officer of the
inter-allied rifle matches, in April,
1919. He returned from France in
August, 1919. In 1920 he was ap-
pointed warrant officer. Since Janu-
ary 10, 1921, he has served as Chief
Clerk of the Ordnance Office at Fort
Benning.

Mr. Floyd is a member of Fort
Benning Masonic Lodge and the
Scottish Rite Lodge of Columbus.
He is commander of the Winfleld S.
Schley Camp of Spanish American
War Veterans, and also Past Com-
mander of the Department of Geor-
gia, Spanish American War Veterans.
He is Past Vice-President of the Fort
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Bargains Qalore.
This BeautifulP Baby Grand

~$295"

Terms As Low As $1.00 Weekly

Beautiful New Design
Upright
$ 1 95..

$1.00 Weekly

PHONE 382

Iumnes
OPEN EVENINGS

1132 BROADWAY

f

a

Girl Scout Notes
(Continued from page 3)

Eleanor Bishop, Ruth O'Neal, Betty
Bishop, and Anne Brown ushered.
Elizabeth Ohme, Ann Yancey, Wini-
fred Stilwell, and Mary Jane David.
son were picked for Saturday. The
Troop is sorry that this is the last
play of the year, for they have en-
joyed "ushing" as well as the pres-
entations.

MERIT BADGES
With the closing of Scouting, till

September or later, so near, everyone
is working furiously at badges of
some sort. Right now the following
have just been completed or in ses-
sion. Health Winner, by Major
White; First Aid, under Lt. Baird;
Home Nurse, with Mrs. Banton, and
Miss Hageman; Laundress, under

Miss Huling; and mapping for First
Class, which Col. Stilwell is giving
this Sunday.

We are greatly obliged to these
people.

P.S. May 27, which comes on a

Friday, is the date of the Girl Scout

Court of Awards. Put a ring around

it on your calendar, and don't let

anything stop you from coming!

Cabaret Dance Is
Last Dance of Year

(Continued from page 1)
rive at Cafe de Biglerville not later
than 8:15 p. m. Those who reserved
tables for a la carte service should
arrive after 9:30 p. m. No cabaret act
will be presented until after 9:30 p.m.

THE BENNING HERALD
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SPECIAL SALE
200 dozen men's 10c handkerchiefs
at 50c dozen. Also other bargains
in Clothing, Shoes, and Ready-to-
Wear. Men remember your folks
at home and come to see us.

FRIEDMAN'S
BARGAIN STORE

1027 BROADWAY
_

WE MAKE
RUBBER STAMPS

- One Day Delivery-
COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.
PHONE 556

"STAR BRND"
SHOES ARE BETTER

Ladies White Kid Center-
Buckled Sandals.

$1.95

STAR

BRAND

Child's Patent - Leather
One-Strap

Sizes 1 to 5

$1.00

Brown Calf
$3.45

With Jersey
Elk trimming. Perf orated

Vamps. Also Black Calf with
white perforated Vamp. A real
buy for summer wear.

SAM NEELA
STAR BRAND SHOE DEPT.

WESTBROOK BLDG.

PHONE 1642

RALLY AROUND THE FLAG,

BOYS!

Which, Flag? As we have it now
there will be about a hundred flags
scattered around the reservation next
Thursday, Friday and Saturday; so
you can take your choice. Company
"E" will probably wave the most flags
having had previous experience last

year, representing the "enemy" for

the Fourth Corps Area and giving the

troops "something to shoot at". We
recommend that Company "E" plain
crossed flags (similar to the Signal
Corps) on their Tanks. t.

In addition to waving beaucoup
flags we are to feed a "skeleton squad"

?) of around 500 students etc. from
the school. Last year this was (one
at one point on the reservation but
this year we're going to have to move
around every day and it is rumored
some several thousand of our 97,000
acres will be involved in the move.

COMPANY "E"

We wish at this time to tell all our
pals who have been unfortunate and
are sick in the hospital, that we have
missed them a lot and hope that they
will recover soon. Remember fel-
lows, spring is here; so you better
get well quick and get out and enjoy
yourselves.

At last the big love team of Gunter
and Younts has started booking dates
and they say the way future dates have
been coming in, the boys hardly know
which end they are standing on. Their
first big opening date came off in the
city of Auburn, Alabama last Sunday
night and was it a big success? Well,
just ask the boys; we know they will
be just too glad to tell you all about
it. Ir

Sergeant "Bruvver" Sample can
boast of having written the latest Fort
Benning Song Hit "Dishes, Oh
Dishes! Please Let Me Carry You
Away." Better brighten up the mem-
bry "Bruvvver", who knows what
might happen.

Congratulations to our baseball
team for the fine showing that they
made in winning from F-1. It's great
work fellows, keep it up and that
1931 baseball championship will be

ours.

"May 8th Is Mother's Day"--Boys
it is but a week away, so let's sit (lown
and write Mother a nice long letter
before it gets to late. Remember
every mother expects a letter from her
boy on this day, so let's try to make
her happy: She is the one soul that
never forgets. so let's not forget her.

COMPANY "F-i"
The Companiy congratulates Hayes

upon his having been appointed Cor-
poral. Corporal Hayes was appointed
vice Corporal Gustafson who has been
on detached service at the Finance
School in Washington since October,
1931, and is now transferred to that

branch of the service. The Company

feels the loss of a man of Corporal

Gustafson's caliber but realizes that

lie may have greatly benefited him-
self by his transfer. Rewards of merit
come to those who work deligently to
the best of their abilities.

Major General Harry G. Bishop,
while on a tour around the Fourth
Corps Area to talk over Field Ar-
tillery matters, arrived at Fort Ben-
ning early Monday morning and left
for Auburn, Alabama Tuesday after-
loon. At ten oclock Monday morn-
ing he inspected the 83rd Field Ar-
tillery, at twelve thirty he had lunch
at the Artillery Officers' Mess with
all the officers of the battalion. Mon-
day afteriioon and Tuesday morning
he looked over the post and conferred
with several other commanders in-
cluding Brig. General McCloskey
commanding officer of Fort Bragg,
who now is commander of the Fourth
Corps Area Maneuver Camp here.

The third Chief of Field Artillery,
Major General Harry G. Bishop was
Iborn in Grand Rapids, Michigan
November 22, 1874, and appointed to
he Military Academy from Indiana.
Upon graduation in 1897 he was com-
missioned Second Lieutenant of In-
fantry. Less than a year later he was
transferred to the 6th Artillery and
-erved at Fort McHenry, Maryland,
Washington, D. C. and Fort Conwell,
North Carolina. In April 1899 he
sailed for the Philippines and in the
same year was promoted to First
Lieutenant.

General Bishop was made Captain
in 1901. In 1911 he graduated from
the School of the Line at Fort Leav-
enworth and the next year le graduat-

1 from the Army Staff College.
From 1912 to 1916 he served as

"Sore Foot" Hodges was out on the
Benning Highway waiting for a bus.
01 this partciular morning there was
"vo busses. The first was loaded with
whites and the second was for the
negroes. The bus driver in the first
bus started to pass Hodges up for the
other driver to pick him up. On sec-
ond thought the driver stopped some
distance from him. Hodges came
limping and demanded why the driver
had not stopped sooner. The driver
very gently explained the reason to
him. Namely: He thought Hodges to
be colored. Maybe Lee should shave
more often to avoid similar mistakes
in the future.

COMPANY "D"
Yes, old nian Ryan is still worrying

about the Bomius. See old folks Ven-
try he canl tell you all about it.

Haiik says she broke his heart and
lie broke her jaw. A lot of that we
believe.

If my girl had 500 acres of land and
200,0(0.00 (lollars, also a large Bakery;
yes, 1 woulhl stay in the old Army, too.

We initend to put in our application
for an amateur detective. No, nobody
stole our gal, but we are on the trail
of an 01(1 paper sack. See Swell for

particulars.
Corporal Goodwyn is the best. He

can't play the field so Corp. Day goes
out to patrol the right field garden.
Yes, in his bare feet. Day says he

always likes to go that way as it is

them he feels at home.

Looks like we are having a little

trouble getting into the winning col-

umn but the least can be said that we

are good losers.

HEADQUARTERS COMPANY
We would like to call the attention

of the fair sex to the fact that this
is leap year. There are at present
two eligible, young, dashing Bachelor
Staff Sergeants running at large. This
is the month of June-why not now?
How about it S. B. (sonny boy)

Staff Sergeant Ransom has received
the Purple Heart Medal and it is
rumored that it will be presented

Major mostly at Fort Sill with the
old Fifth Field Artillery. He was
made Lieutenant Colonel in 1916 and
in November of that year, he almost
lost his life while at the Signal Corps
Aviation School at San Diego, as a
result of a forced landing in a remote
desert region of Mexico.

In 1917 he received his Colonelcy
and on June 26, 1918 he became Brig-
adier General, National Army with
-ommand of the 159th Field Artillery
Brigade at Camp Taylor.

In August 1918, he went to France
and returned in June 1919 to assist
n the reorganization and opening of
ihe Army War College.

In August 1922 he again went to
the Philippines for three years and
became Chief of Staff of that depart-
ment. In 1927 he went to Hawaii
where he remained until he was se-
lected Chief of Field Artillery for a
period of four years beginning March
10, 1930.

General Bishop has ever been an
ardent student of all Field Artillery
activities. He is an extremely pro-
,ressive, vigorous and resourceful man
with a cheerful and genial disposition
and throughout his long career in the
Army has held many positions of high
importance and responsibility. No-
body knows the Field Artillery better
than he, nor is better qualified to
direct the destinies of the Field Ar-
tillery arm.

By the direction of the President,
the distinguished service medal was
awarded to Harry G. Bishop, brigadier
general, United States Army, for ex-
ceptionally meritorious and distin-
guished service. While in command
of the 3d Field Artillery Brigade,
!during the battle of the Argonne-
Meuse, and in the subsequent advance

to Sedan, by his skill and able leader-

iship, he renidered exceptionally valua-
ble services.

HQ., HQ. BATTERY AND C. T.

The Liaison Detail with the Blue

forces did plenty of hiking. Lt.

Ports rodle all night with the Battalion

Commander of the Blue forces. Hock

Morgan got his regular naps during

the 10 minute rests.
Cpl. Hurst, Cpl. Holloway, PFC

"Catfish" Smith and the famous Hock

Morgan attended a house party in

the vicinity of the Provision Com-

pany located on the Glade Road.

Cpl. Cherry has inquired as to the

cost of a marriage license in Seale,

Alabama. Ask Cpl. Tubbs, Cherry,

he is well posted on the cost.

Cook Davis and K. P. Allen have

been invited to attend a house party

at the home of Mr. Jordan.

formally to him at an early date.
It seems as if the regiment is pre.

paring for another tennis tournament.
We think that a better showing will
be made this year, as some younger
and better material has been added
to the regiment; for instance Private
Michem, Company "F," the champion
of the 25th Infantry. He has not re-
ported to the courts as yet, but, has
been seen watching the play from the
sidelines-a favorable sign. And by
the way S. B. (sonny boy) looks on
occasionally.

Corporal Vontress has been seen
lately in the dugout during the regi-
mental games. He will be interviewed
:.nd a report made on a later date.

COMPANY "F"
I specially dedicate this to mine

and your mother. I take off my hat
to all of the Mothers of the World
an(l hope them many happy returns
of their honorable Mother's Day.

"God gave us a Mother sweet and
brave; for her boy's safety each night
she prays. Now don't fail to write
her and say many happy returns of
our Mother's day.

Chuck, Wiggins returned to duty
pay day after having stayed in Post
Hospital. Hope you are here to stay

Well it looks like Pvt. Anthon
is at some of his A. W. 0. L. trici
again if he don't be careful he wi
be on a one-way trip out of the gate
with Anthony less than Pvt.

One of the Johnson twins got on
the wrong side of an argument in a

poker game and got smacked on the
bean.

Well Lord Perry's suit along with
Buck's just returned from the stretch-
ers they fitted a tight the last time
and they were returned along with
some 100 or more to be over stretched
and by the time you are reading this,
all of the boys will have new spring
vines.

The Base Ball team is still limber-
ing up those old stiff arms and are
smacking the pill around very briefly.
The manager expects to have a few
new try outs.

Buck's and Beat-House are sure
setting a pose for a Cpl. of Co. "E."
The rumors are out Lord Perry,
Buck's, and Meat.House are ordering
thenmselves Tuxedo Suits, well of all
reports three or four Tux's would
not look bad where one was seen at
a house. The Johnson Twins were
seen by a Cpl. of Co. "E."

COMPANY "C"
The personnel of Company "C,"

required to fire the pistol, finished
on May 2nd. The result of the fir.
ing were satisfactory--all men having
qualified.

Privates Shivers and Franklin are
still in the hospital, and at this time
it is assumed that they are steadily
improving in health. We welcome
their presence in the company upon
their release from the hospital.

After a steady barrage of paint in
and around the company, one can
now see the pleasing results of the
skill of Corporal Hilson and Private
Blockman, as brush wielders.

Pvt. Icl. Thomas Members, our
local scribe and philosopher, will
soon receive his "Sheep-skin," as an
award for three years of faithful serv-
ice in the company. He is contem-

plating taking advantage of a fur-

lough, for the purpose of travel and

recreation-the latter first. Good
(Continued on Page 10)

TWITTY2nd Bn., Hq. Co., 29th Inf.Harry Blitz
- - - - w
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
coNI a GRAND "The Wet Parade Strong

D OfferingAt Roya

The amazing events which followed

for Grand, Rialto and Royal immediately the assassination of Czar

AT THE GR ANDNicholas and the evacuation of Rus- Not since Cyrano de Bergerac he pis mad,

sia's royal palaces by noblemen and flaunted his probsocis before his the i andih

SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Presenting: aristocrats were screened today to enemies, composed laudatory verses

"THE WORLD AND THE FLESH," with George Bancroft help make a talking picture more for it and even used it is a crutch

and Miriam Hopkins. Ruthless Red ruffian. Yesterday a serf, authentic.,rto 
and glve n ts

a slave. Today, master of his masters; possessor of his heart's Four reels of actual scenes filmed to fame and glory,

desire. Yes, yesterday, a groveling stoker of the blackgang; during those red days were projected day has there been such a friendship

today, the master drunk with power. Yesterday, a man of the on a screen at the Paramount studios between a man and his nose as there This Advert
ofalthth survey, so that George Bancroft's next pic- is between Jimmy Durante and his

gutter; today, ruler of all that he surveys ture, "The World and the Flesh,"
S* * * which will show at the Grand Theater horny beak.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Presenting: "NO on Saturday, Sunday and Monday, Durante's nose, which is currently Pharmacy's
ONE MAN," with Carole Lombard, Ricardo Cortez, Paul could be realistically depicted. The on view in "The Wet Parade," is a

Lukas and Juliette Compton (formerly of Columbus) in Ru- showing was attended by the star, schnozzle of magnificent proportions, entitles holde

pert Hughes' best-seller novel adapted to the screen. Men at Director John Cromwell and repre- large, beaked and of an excellent
her feet yet where is the one great, god-like man to hold the sentatives of the casting, wordrobe , ding from beet red to ma- with the pu

and architectural departments. hogany brown. It is a nose covered

heart of this dazzling, dangerous daughter of the rich. Danger Under instructions issued several with many honors. Isandwich.

ous to men. A flaming, flaunting, beautiful woman they can- years ago by B. P. Schulberg, manag- win from Ernesto Lombardi, the base.

not leave alone. One man thinks he holds her-does he? ing director of production, many ball player, the Big Beak Champion- 1528 Wynr

You'll never know until the last flaming scene in this fiery reels and clippings from issues of ship?

Alrama is told on the screen. Paramount News, the Pictorial and Durante is modest in victory. Look- Buena \

*: , * * other scenic films have been indexed ing at pictures of his own nose com-

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Presenting: "DISORDER- for research work, the only use to pared with the olefactory organ be-

LY CONDUCT," with Sally Eilers, Spencer Tracy and El which it will be put. Some footage longing to his rival, Durante remark-

Brendel. Stock brokers bored her but law breakers thrilled thirty yeras old is in the collection. ed in a tolerant voice:
Brndlhr laEras de iaithe ollectioscn.s "It's a shame to put a youngster

her. A debutante from the inner circle who tried to live out- Each department selected scenes
se which best gave it the desired in- like that up against a veteran."

side the law. She found the rogue's gallery more exciting formation. Single frames of the Nose His Trademark

than Who's Who. She had money. She had looks. And she scenes were enlarged into eight-by- Durante's schnozzle, famous in song

had to have thrills. She got them and got away with them, un- ten photographs and distributed to and story, is his trademark, but

til she met a cop who knew how to keel his mind on duty and the departments. there is more to this popular co
t The art department chose shots of an than a long nose. This rough

off women, the Black Sea port of Theodosia and and tumble artist among comics is a SAT.-S1

Aof Russian freight trains for guid. star's star, greatly appreciated by

AT THE ROYAL ance in designing the settings and actors and actresses, the most critical GEORGE

(Beginning with Midnight show, Saturday, 11:15 P. M.) for the rebuilding and repainting of of all theatre-goers.

SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Presenting, a train to duplicate a Russian one. His dressing room walls at the

"THE WET PARADE", with Dorothy Jordan, Lewis Stone Many "clips" of individuals were Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

and a strong supporting cast. Sweethearts are torn apart by enlarged and used as the basis of de- covered with autographed pictures of
it. Mothers guard their sons from it. Fathers warn their signs for the costumes. The clothes film celebrities. Prominent among

it. oters against it. It touches you and you and you te worn by Bancroft were designed af. them are pictures of William Haines, A R

an Soter those worn in Paramount News with whom he appeared in "Get-Rich. TUE
great its theme, so inightty its romance, it is twice the length by one of the Red sailor leaders, Quick Wallingford"; Lawrence Tib- CAROLE

of the usual picture. Do you ever applaud a picture? You'll while Miriam Hopkins' was copied bett, whom he supported in "The Cu. RICHARI

certion.after the gown worn by one of the ban Love Song," and Buster Keaton PAUl

__heer___th__s__one.__girl" shown in a group of aristocratic and Polly Moran, with whom he

AT THE RIALTO refugees fleeing from the country, formedsint lme.the laugh trio ouhf "The Pas I ~m,

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, May 6th and 7th: Present- never played with John Barrymore, l t : g

ing: the sixth of the popular "Bill and Andy" series, "TEXAS IR LT Qthis noted actor is also a great ad- '

PIONEERS", supp)ortmng Bill Cody and Andy Shuford are mie fMr. Durante and his schnoz-.i

eryMsnShiaMnesHryAllen, John Elliott and zle. After watching Durante per. '

Leo'aoShiaMnes Hry e D l S ho form in "The Wet Parade," Barry.
Chief Standing Bear. A dandy Westerner. Popu a ar oWmore told him he ought to play

*a*O ver Hamlet. T
SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Presenting, "TRADER To Be Held "Aw," said Durante, "I don't like SALL

HORN", with Harry Carey, Edwvina Booth, Duncan Renaldo, W to play those hick towns. I don't SPENC

Mutia Omoolu and Olive Golden. She had once ordered him A no ther We e get over it in those place because EL t
killed. The cruelest woman in all Africa-white Goddess of they don't know me."

the savage Isorgi. She ordered him sacrificed in wild 'juju"ACrowds are enjoying the Crawford sked what sortaid:

rites-and then the strangest romance in the world sweeps Comedians playing at the Rialto th play, Durante sai

through this picture of 1,000 new thrillsees hattheatohd "Crazy roles-anything I can jumpC
week so much that they are to be held around in. I can't stand still and

* * over next week. This company of deliver a line."

TUESDAY: Presenting, "THE PASSIONATE PLUM- talented artists are giving Columbus

B ER", with Buster Keaton. Everybody almost passes out theatre fans, Comedy-Drama-Sur"

wvhenever Buster is heard and seen and-but why go on. Nuf prises and Thrills at every perfrom- R IA
sed. 

ance . . . . Jack Vinson the leading
* * * man has gained much favor among

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Presenting, "THE our patrons, but for comedy-Happy NOW PLIN

BROKEN WING", with Leo Carrillo, Lupe Velez and Melvyn Ray, knows just how to keep you 11:1

Douglas. Truly a good picture and one that will hold your laughing, and he does just that. Popular Plays

interest throughout. 
-JACK-
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6000 See Bozo And Smith Battle To 1)raw

~~---~'~3 y5u~ E~i~s c' [V

"Pa" Stribling, diminutive father-
manager of W. L. (Young) Stribling
and Battling Bozo, as principals of a
stable of pugilistics gentlemen reputed
to "Fight from bell to bell", has
show little, if any, change in de-
meanor in the last ten years. He
perches at the ringside or works in a
corner, drilling advice into the head
of his fighter from the tap of the first
gong 'till the tap of the final.

"Pa" was plainly irked at the
manner in which Bozo disobeyed
his instructions Tuesday night at
Doughboy Stadium. He had Bozo's

The Prudential's Latest
Most-for-Least Policy

You create an immediate
state for a remarkably small
percentage.

Double Protection for The
20 Critical Years

Dudley
Spain

-0 Special A.gent

Ordinary Department
1209 First Ave. Columbus, Ga.

THE PRUDENTIAL
INSURANCE COMPANY

OF AMERICA

Home Office, Newark, N. J.

maneuvers for the night all map-
ped out and the Birmingham bat-
tler appeared to promptly ignore
them.

"Look at him", the senior Strib-
ling adressed me, "just look at
him. I told him as plainly as I
could not to begin clowning in
the first round but to hold his
stock in trade for later on in the
fracas because he will have used
it up and grow stale with the
customers."

Whereupon "Pa" rubbed his palms
briskly, a habit of his whenever he is
sulking.

"Can the clown punch?", I asked.
"Some", said "Pa."
"Can the clown take it?", I asked.
"Some", said "Pa."

"Is the clown growing weaker?", in-
quired a man just back of us.

"Possibly-in the head!" said "Pa."

It must be downright dishear-
tening to leap into your fighter's
corner during rest periods, coax,
cajole and cuss him and then, as
soon as the bell sounds, see your
fighter disregard everything you've
just told him. The senior Strib-
ling appeared to be in just such
a predicament Tuesday evening
and he grew garrullous as round
after round wore on and Bozo
wouldn't stick out his left or bring
it up under the concrete chin of
Mr. Smith but proceeded to wave
at people in the audience, pose
like a pitcher and look affection-
ately at Mrs. Bozo whenever she
advised: "Come on, Bo!"

There's always plenty of horseplay
at the ringside. Ordinarily staid per.

(Please turn to page 9)

r

y OU don't have to be told that
he likes Ice Cream! That

smile on his face, too, that's just
a result of his extra liking for
Foremost Ice Cream. You try
it-you'll like it, too!

FOREMOST DAIRIES
INCORPORATED

308 17th St. Phone 771

Fans Boo Semi-
final Decision

They called it a draw this time be-
twen Walker (Cyclone) Smith, Ben-
ning's pride and joy, and Battling
Bozo, Alabama pea picker, at Dough.
boy stadium on Tuesday night.

Smith fought. Bozo clowned.
The "Cyclone" was the aggressor all

the way. He sayed on top of the rangy
Birmingham boy for ten rounds and
cramped Bozo's burlesque style. Bozo
tied Smith up at infighting and
brought the soldier up short many
times with a left uppercut.

Walker should have stopped the
Slagtown Clown. But Walker was
too anxious-too much on edge. He
missed too many haymakers-haymak-
ers that found their mark with deadly
precision in the "Cyclone" scrap with
Russ Rowzey.

Twice, at least, the Alabamian trad-
ed furiously with Smith whenever the
latter trapped him in corners. In the
seventh the elongated monkey man
stepped into Walker and swapped 'em
toe to toe. Then, in the tenth and
final round, Bozo hit Smith two for
one. Of course it is doubtful if his
punches had much steam but when-
ever you land one clean, so boxing
rules say, there's a point for some-
body.

"Pa" Stribling, Bozo's manager;
"Ma" Stribling and W. L. (Young)
Stribling were at the ringside. "Pa"
and W. L. and Johnnie Wilson hand.
led the Slagtown slugger. Bob Law-
son, giant negro heavyweight who has
'fought the country's best, was among
the men in Walker's corner.

Six thousand fans saw the battle.
Kid Baisden, Valdosta, Ga., and

"Puggy" Weinert, Chicago buzzsaw,
fought to a draw-so the judges de-
creed but 5,998 others who booed the
verdict couldn't be wrong. It was
Weinert's fight by a comfortable mar-
gin unless the judges based their opin-
ion on the thousand and one lefts
"Puggy" stopped and Baisden's ability
to ride a velocipede that has never
been surpassed but once in fistic his-
tory and that was when Mr. Eugene
Tunney scrammed away from Mr.
Jack Dempsey in their second skir-
mish.

Just where Baisden gets such a high
rating is above this writer's head.
He displayed absolutely nothing but
a left all the way through against
Weinert. His right might as well have
been handcuffed to his trunks.

Against a portsider and a man with-
out so much reach, Weinert would
have shone far more brilliantly. But
you can't always expect to fight men
who lead with their right so the best
thing to do is to train with boys who
have them from either side.

Bunker Hill, Benning, won a tech-
nical knockout over Bobby Green,
Fort Moultrie, in the third of a sched-
uled eight rounder. Hill is a good
prospect.

"Grumpy" Gordy won a decision
over "Red" Goss, substituting for Kid
Weston, after five rounds of pleasing
punching interspersed with Gordy's
hilarious antics.

Frank Mackery, Benning, stopped
Pollock Klaja in the third round of a
scheduled four round prelim. Klaja
was better at the beginning but Mack-
ery found his stance in the second and
followed through on every opening.

Hoyt Webster won a technical
knockout over Bull Dog Mathais in a
four rounder.

Kid Williams was awarded a decis-
ion over "Seaweed" Wilson. They
fought the four round eye opener.

The show was splendid. Every-
thing went off beautifully. The ca-
pacity crowd obviously was pleased.
And a rising vote of thanks is in order
or Captain Philip Fry, athletic offi-
'er, and his faithful assistants.

"Corn Griffin
Challenges Bozo

To Ring Battle
"Corn" Griffin, Benning lightheavy,

issued a challenge to Battling Bozo,
of Birmingham, last Tuesday night
and rumors have it there is an excel-
lent possibility of these two being
matched for a bout at the post within
the next three months.

The next fight, however, will in all
probability find Ching Johnson, of A
Co., 29th, Benning, meeting Irving
Ashenazy, of Tampa. Negotiations in
"his direction are understood to have
already been started.

Griffin is a good boy. In fact, Col-
lyer's Eye, national fistic authority,
gives "Corn" a rating of .238 and,
furthermore, augments this with the
candid opinion he is one of the three
outstanding lightheavies that are com-
ing up among the younger fighters
today. Griffin will be 21, come July
4th.

A remarkable instance of Griffin's

courage was displayed February 10th
when he fought Tony Concella, of
Tampa, in a memorable mauling
match such as Jacksonville, Fla., fight
fans have seldom been treated. Grif-
fin's jaw was fractured in the fourth
round and he went on to win seven
of the ten rounds and a decision.

Two weeks previously, to give some
Tampan had boxed a main bout in
idea of the ability of Cocella, the
Chicago Stadium against Yale Okum.
A draw verdict was returned. Then,the following week, by some peculiar
arrangement in matchmaking, Con-
cella and Okum were rematched as
semi-finalists on the Uzcusdun-Baer
card in New York and Concella lost
the decision. Two weeks ago Tony
boxed Battling Bozo a draw at Char-
leston, S. C.

Griffin, who has been boxing since
June, 1929, fought Walker Smith a
year ago. Smith won the decision.

AWNINGS
GEO. E. WHITE

12 E. 10th St. Phone 155
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VACATION time is nearly here, and it's
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Doughboys Win Two and Lose One Last Veek

The Service Company men who
participated in the 29th Infantry
Transportation and Horse Show did
(as usual) take most of the First
Prizes. Prizes awarded were as fol-
lows:
Show Wagon: Pvts. Ballard and Woo-

ten, 1st Prize
Regulation Wagon: Pvts. Comer and

Willoughby, 1st Prize
Driving Contest: Pvts. Moncrief and

Styles, 1st Prize
Horseshoeing Contest: Pvt. Starnes,

2nd Prize
Minor prizes of 2nd, 3rd and 4th

(Please turn to page 10)

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13tb Street
Office Phone 1313

TYPEWRITER
REPAIRING

All Makes

Stewart Typewriter Co.
1041 Broadway Phone 2622

Stanton's Lunch Bar
C. J. SrANTON, Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY OUR BARBECUE

Phone 29 1638-2nd Ave.

WE DELIVER

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

A Citizen Wherever We Serve
1330 Broadway

R. M. Harding, Manager

PEP...0.
in every step

Use

=IHeels and Soles

flood Rubber Products Co., Inc.
Watertown, Mass.

We sell you a car and will
buy it back in nine months
and pay you cash for it. We
keep a nice line of Chevrolets
and Fords along with other
makes, on hand. Our new
car line is Pontiac, Oakland
=nd Franklins.

We are the largest used car
buyers in Columbus

McMURRIA'S
[125 - 6th Ave. Phone 2590

Baseball practice will begin today.

It is advisable that baseball candidates
read the order a second time. It

flatly states that players will be pres-
ent for practice unless properly ex-

cused. In fact there will be no sluf-
fing by team members. To turn out

a hustling baseball team the members
of the team have to be hustling every
minute.

Grady Tolle has picked up a jinx
from some place. In his last three
starts the little hurler has started off
in good form only to have his team
mates let men get on bases by errors
and then some fellow come along and
get a hit to drive in runs that should
never have ben on base.

Tiny Cochran came about as near
passing over the big divide as a fel-
low could without checking out when
he battled a severe attack of pneu-
monia at the garrison hospital a few
weeks ago. One can hardly believe
this after seeing Tiny back on duty
in the mess hall, but we are sure glad
to have the old "Slumburner," back
again anyway.

And Gabby Gable wanted to know
who broke the handle off the Cham-
ber of Commerce.

Tubby Dykes at first base and Jug-
head Cowan at third base will be a
great combination. They should be
lucky as they live in tent No. 13.

Bad News Goins has decided that
he was never intended for an infielder
and will try out for a berth on the
mound staff this season.

The I. S. D. Bowling team added
new laurels to their crown by win-
ning the Fourth Corps Area bowling
Championship in the tourney held
at Fort Benning last week. They
competed against teams from the 8th
Cavalry, 29th Infantry, 22nd Infantry,
6th Cavalry.

PARDON MY MITT
(Continued front page 8)

sons unconsciously lose control of
themselves, squirm in their seats, tilt
your Kelly down over your eyes and
otherwise abuse you in their delir-
ious outbursts. They even grow very
eloquent and address the performers
in the hempen enclosure as palookas,

second story men and tramps.

"Red" Keenan, embattled ban.
tam who has eaten Uncle Sam's
grub at Fort Benning for lo, these
many years, basked in the lime.
light before the Smith-Bozo bat.
tle. He was introduced as the
first fighter to meet "Young"
Stribling in Columbus: "Believe
it or not!" .Keenan has remained
a bantam, W. L. grew to a heavy.
weight. So when the announcer
shouted: "Young" Stribling issues
a challenge to 'Red' Keenan",
hoarse ha, ha's swept the assemb-
lage.

Keenan, in all seriousnes, used to
be a good boy when he was in his
prime and was Benning's premiere en-
tertainer back when the post was in
it's infancy. He was fast, could punch
and had nifty footwork. His weak-
ness was a glass jaw. "Red" would
step in there and go like a blue streak
until someone happened to jab him
on the jaw, then he'd go out like a
light. I've seen him look terrible in
one bout and swell in another. One
time he'd be "right", another he'd be
"wrong." Like Sharkey, Keenan had
his nights when Lady Luck smiled
sweetly upon him.

Oh, yes, one thing more: I ask.
ed "Pa" Stribling who he liked in
the coming tititlar squabble-Sch-
meling or Sharkey. He said he
thought Schmeling would take the
Boston sailor man but amplified
his hsmdent wtth th assertion.
"I don't know."

Doughboys Hit
Stride In The

Last 3 Games
Hitting their stride during the past

few weeks, the Infantry School Dough-
boys have been hitting the old nug-
get on the nose in their last three
ball games. And they have also been
jlaying heads-up baseball.

Last Friday the Doughboys visited
at Lanette, Ala., for a return game
with the Lanett A. C. baseball team.
Gilbert did mound duty and it is a
past story that the big fellow was real-
ly breezing the pellet by the Lanett
sluggers. Nine batters went out by
the strikeout route and only five safe
bingles were registered against Gil-
bert's delivery. Airtight fielding back
of Gilbert was also a leading factor in
the 5 to 2 victory.

Buck Tinsley, center fielder, stole
the show when he drove the ball over
the fence in the fourth inning for a
circuit clout with two Doughboys on
the path ahead of him.

Sunday the Meritas baseball team
of Columbus invaded Gowdy Field
for a struggle with the Doughboys.
Meritas came to the Upatoi Station
with a string of wins over the best
teams in this neck of the woods, in-
cluding a win over the Columbus
Foxes.

Paul Doss, Meritas southpaw, the
hurler that humbled the Foxes, went
to the hillock for the visitors. What
the Doughboys did to his delivery is
past history but it was plenty. Sixteen
safe bingles and ten runs were chalk-
ed up by the army at the end of the
ninth inning. The final score stood
10 to 4.

Speedball Holloway was on the
mound for Benning and the lanky
Gunner was in top form. His offer-
ings kept the visitors feeding from
his hand throughout the game and
the Doughboys were never in danger.

Wednesday the Oglethorpe Univer-
sity Petrels arrived at Fort Benning
for a two game series. The opening
game provcd to be a Petrel victory
by a 6 to 3 count, but it was a hard
fought game, the Doughboy fighting
a stubborn uphill battle after the
third frame when the Petrels shoved
in four markers.

The disastorous third frame came
in the form of a bad break with Grady

First National

Bank
Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Resources Over ;2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning
Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.

Short term Certificates of Deposit
issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the
CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

CLUB
Fort Benning Representative:

R. M.: HAUL, :Jr., Phone 290

Curved
Back

Chairs I

BRIDGE SET
New type folding chairs with shaped "Perfect
Posture" backs . . . wide seats . . . seats gen-
erously padded and covered with hard wear-
ing, stain proof "Fabricoid" . . . legs rubber
tipped to protect your rugs. Rigid folding
tables . . . no burrs or sharp edges. -.-.. round.
ed corners . . . padded top upholstered to
match chairs. Available in black and color
combinations. Perhaps you believe a com-
fortable bridge set doesn't exist. Come and
try this one!

The same padded top
table with four curved
back arm chairs is
available at only $

$11.20

F UR N IETU * E

1141 Broadway Phone 409

In charge of Telephones: Local 4186
Joe E. Flowers--Chas. B. Foley Long Dist. 9976
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Murrab Bldg.
1207 Ist Ave.

man. He was popular both as a sol.Red Says Bye dier and a fighter. Although his
willingness to fight anytime anyTo Benning where, inside or outside the ring oc-
casionally put "Red", in a tight spot,
his service record shows that he wasWilliam "Red" Keenan, king of the and is an excellent soldier.

army bantamweight boxers for the

past seven years, left Fort Benning He first stepped into the spotlight
last Wednesday for his new station of fightdom back in 1924 when he
at Barksdale Field, Shreveport, Louis- won the 4th Corps Area boxing cham.
ana. For the past eight years Keenan pionship. His climb up the fistic lad.
has been stationed at Fort Benning. der carried him into the ring with
Six years of his service was with the such fighters as Pete Sarrion, Steve
29th Infantry, and two years with the Stetson, Benny Regan, Jimmy Wilde,
5th Signal Service Company. Quina Lee, and other top notchers,

with Keenan turning in a long stringoPnoworoablynonlistmred answi victories against a very few defeats.known or can claim more friends in

the service than the freckled face, sor- ,In the past two years Keenan has
rel thatched, good natured little Irish- laid the gloves away and has done

little fighting. As an instructor he
Tolle the goat. Grady had eased has few peers as he was a master
through the first two frames without boxer and knows the game. Keenan
giving the Petrels any thing that re- was often referred to by sport scribes
sembled a hit. The first man to face as one of the smartest boxers in the
him in the third was an easy out to bantamweight division.
the infield. Vance was safe at first on Keenan will probably never throw
a bobble by Keys at second. Dixon another glove within the hempen
sent a long fly to center that Tinsley square but his ring battles will be
would have taken with ease but he the topic of conversation among his
and Moon both raced for the ball and old admirers for years to come. His
then stopped allowing it to fall fair. large host of friends join in hoping
The result was three more clean hits him the best of luck and success at
that iced the old ball game. his new station.

LIVINGSTON & CO.
BROKERS

111 Broadway-New York
MEMBER OF NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

and
ALL PRINCIPAL EXCHANGES

-COLUMBUS, GA. BRANCH-
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Columbus Women
Sponsor Garden

Tour on May 24
A Garden Tour, embracing all the

most attractive and the best planned
gardens of this community, is being
sponsored by the Young Matrons'
Circle of the St. Paul Methodist
Church on May 24th from 10:00 a.
m. to 6:00 p. m. A small admission
will be charged for those wishing to

make the tour and tickets may be se-

cured by calling Mrs. John Martin

at 1623-J in the city.
The following gardens will be

open that day: Mrs. Abram Illges',

Peacock Woods; Mrs. Tom Huston's,

Green Island Hills; Mrs. Abbott Tur-

ner's, Wynnton Drive; Mrs. Roy

Duncan's, "Spring Haven," River

Road; Mrs. Reynolds Flournoy's,

Wildwood; Mrs. B. H. Hardaway, Jr's.,

Warm Springs Road; Mrs. Clifford

Swift's, Peacock Woods; Mrs. John

Woodruff's, Woodcrest.

JOHN METCALF RETURNS

John Metcalf has just returned from

New York bringing with him a whole

carload of clothing in all styles and

sizes which will be on sale at Met-

calf Clothing and Hat Stores on

Broadway. He assures you that you'll

never find a better opportunity to

buy what you want and what you

need and that you'll find him just as

helpful and willing as ever to see

that you get satisfaction.
You all know Ed Cohn-he's been

in the clothing business in this sec-

tion for a long time-up until he left

a few years ago, he had been selling

clothing in Columbus for twenty

years.
Mr. Cohn has assumed the manager-

ship of the Columbus branch of the

Metcalf store and will be glad to see

all of his old friends as well as any

new ones.

29TH INFANTRY
(Continued from page 9)

are not mentioned except in the
Horseshoeing Contest where there was
only one representative.

After the Horse Show supper con-
sisting of the following M e nu was
served: Apple pie, asparagus on toast,
blue ribbon beer, butter, candied
sweet potatoes, cream cheese, hot
buns, lettuce, green olives, saltine
crackers, sliced tomatoes, tomato cat-
cup, chicken, lucky strike cigarettes
and chancellor's cigars.

Guests for supper were: Major

Schneider, Special Units Commander;
Capt. Beatty, Commanding Service
Company, Lieut. Westlund, Trans-
portation Officer; Capt. Cushman;
Lieut. Cambre and Lieut. Gould.

The supper was enjoyed by every-
one and we want to compliment the
Mess Officer and Mess Sgt. for their
excellent taste in the preparation of
Wednesday's Menu.

COMPANY "G"
Since the beginning of the Corps

Area Maneuvers we've felt more like
moving locker trunks to the woods
and asking for a few days pass to
come back to the barracks, rather
than living in barracks and making
an occasional visit to the woods.

Chronologically speaking, in each
succeeding week, the maneuvers have
extended, if only for a few hours, our
stay in the woods. For the week
ending May 7, we are in for 2 1-2
days. Beginning next week we'll ex-
tend that to 3 nights and almost as
many days.

"E" and "G" companies with their
full strength present for the first
time in several weeks managed to
trounce the erstwhile leaders rather
soundly with "G" company taking
the lead away from "H" company.
To reach the top we had to trounce
the strong 2nd Bn. outfit. Final
score "G" Co., 7, 2nd Bn., 2, which
made it two straight for Collier.
Saunders return to the lineup bol-
stered us considerably. This necessi-
tated the shift of Ramirez to the out-
field, his old position. Oates has
been badly missed in right field since
his trip to the hospital with measles.
Whether it's good or bad luck; we
have been able to keep at least two
of our squad in the hospital at all
times.

Ladies Ringer
Tournament Ends
Saturday, Apr. 30

The Ladies Ringer Golf Tourna-
ment of Fort Bennihg ended last Sat-
urday, April 30 with the standings as
follows:

First Flight-18 Holes
NAMES SCORE PRIZE

(Balls)
Mrs. Goss------------66 4
Mrs. Kraft-----------67 3
Miss Putts-----------73 1

Second Flight-9 Holes
Miss Atkins----------35 3
Miss Churchill--------36 2
Mrs. Bull------------39 1

Third Flight-9 Holes
Mrs. Bodine) Tie 35 4
Mrs. Lindroth) Tie -- 35 4
Mrs. Raymond -- 36 3
Mrs. Caum) Tie - 38 2
Mrs. Lanahan) Tie 38 2

Fourth Flight-9 Holes
Mrs. Fritzsche) Tie -- 39 4
Mrs. King) Tie- 39 4
Mrs. Bowen---------41 2
Mrs. Lytle) Tie- 44 2
Mrs. Kingman) Tie __ 44 1

Columbus Group
Presents 3-Act

PlayTo-night
The initial play of the Junior Cath-

olic Dramatic Club of Columbus will
be presented at the Knights of Co-
lumbus Hall at 12; 12th Street in
Columbus.

Much hard work has been expend-
ed on the play by time characters and
the director and the players are ex-
pected to turn out a performance
which will be a credit to them, es-
pecially in view of the fact that prac-
tically all of the players have had
very little dramatic experience.

The play "A Full House," by Fred
Jackson is one that is well adapted
to presentations of this kind and by
groups such as this and is one that
effectually combines elements of mys-
tery and comedy into a charming
whole which will be interesting and
amusing.

Tickets for admission are 50c each
and the play will start promptly at
8:15 o'clock.

Col. Willard
Is ...A ssigned

To Presidio
War Department orders received

at Headquarters The Infantry School
on Thursday announces the assign-
ment of Colonel Charles L. Willard,
post quartermaster, to the Presidio of
San Francisco, California. He is to
sail from N York for his*new sta-
tion about June 18th. Col. Willard
has been on duty at Fort Benning
since June 25, 1928, and is at pres-
ent on sick leave of absence.

Other assignments announced in
War Department orders are as fol-
lows: Captain Ernest C. Adkins, to
Indiana University, Bloomington, In-
diana; Lieut. Joseph A. Kiehy, to 18th
Inf., Ft. Slocum, N. Y.; Captain John
H. Deane, 1st Lieut. Harry D. Mc-
Hugh and 2nd Lieuts. Carl F. Fritsche,

Randolph B. Hubard and Dudley G.

Strickler, to Phil. Dept., for duty

with Infantry at Tientsin, China;

Capt. Carl M. Ulsaker, to Philippine

Dept.

Major Charles P. Stivers, instructor

at The Infantry School, is assigned to

the infantry of the 2nd Division at

Fort Sam Houston, Texas, effective

June 1st.

Capt. Harrison B. Beavers, adjutant

of the 29th Infantry, is in receipt of

orders assigning him to duty as a

student in the 1932-33 advance course

of The Infantry School.

Capt. Robert B. McClure, formerly

an instructor at The Infantry School,

and now on duty in China, has been

ordered to join the 29th Infantry at

Fort Benning.

arranged to take a few weeks vaca-
tion and is now a guest at that insti- JOHNSTON.C'
tution. Both the institution and Cor-
poral Ruffin are doing as well as FURNIT
could be expected and Corporal Ruf- 1014 Broadway
fin expects to terminate his visit, with
the approval of his host, as soon as
ediquite will permit.

"Brave Soldier Hero", or "Soldier
Awarded Purple Heart". Pfc. Odell
Butler had mental pictures of one of A
the above scareheads in all the lead- D o A
ing papers of the country. While
the 12:00 P. M. whale was wending
it's way to the City of Fort Benning
on Monday nite and the passengers
therein resting serenely and comfort-

ably Mr. Butler, ever ready observ-
ed some sparks flying from the exhaust
and thot that the whale was on fire.
Remembering that at some time in -

the remote past he had been taught
somewhere in his General Orders that ft
in case of fire he was to give the
alarm, call the number of his post ,1
and give the location of the fire.
Knowing that all of the Corporals of
the Guards were at Fort Benning, six
nautical miles from the position of
the whale at the time he "seen his Confidential Service
duty and done it". Our hero prompt-
ly notified the bus driver that the
whale was on fire. The passengers, so Loans to Commissioned Office
rudely awakened from the slumbers
and conversations, being well trained NO ENDORSEMI
soldiers, remained in their seats as
good soldiers will do in times of
emergency. The driver stopped the
whale, dismounted, looked over, un-
der, around, behind and thru theFnS V
whale but discovered no fire. He
mounted his steed and delivered his We appreciate your account-
precious cargo at Fort Benning. Thus
passeth Butler's opportunity for a Corner 13th St. and 1st A
Purple Heart Medal.

The Band has received a number of

24TH INFANTRY new fox trots and is preparing them

(Continued from page 6) for concert season.

SERVICE COMPANY
luck, Old Boy. WHAT THE "BOYS" SAY

It has been some time since we "Slaughter-House" Keystone says he
have heard from "Rags" (the talking still has a number of rabbit feet left.
reporter) on the bonus project. We Any one desiring one must be sure to
don't want him to lose courage as
the bill is still being considered for state size and whether right or left,
action. We might suggest that you get Satisfaction guaranteed.
the Literary Digest instead of the Satisfco "garaeed.
Liberty Magazine for political articles. Old Uncle "Pap" Bradley got a new

The Undertaker's boast-"You may job and the "boys" were going to in-
run, but I'll get you yet. You know itiate him but somebody heard old
who I mean "Doncha" Janes? "Pap" Grover as he came running

Famous Questions of Soldiers from the paddock fence saying "Never
Have they started putting out yet? mind the initiation, boys, old Tex
What time does the next bus leave? has just now ploughed him into the
Got any "Whale-baits"? earth. And everybody got on the
Where's the "Top"? fence and gave a yell for old "Pap"
Mess call gone? Bradley.
Anybody looking for me?
Who took my shoes?
Is that Canteen List up yet? I DIM ON COURT
Has the Company Commander come

over? CONVENIENT LOCATIOI
How's chances for a furlough? RATES RE
Did you notice if that pass was Phone your renting agent or call

signed? Phono
Who's on guard to-day?

Famous Last Words
Leave your honor card on my desk.
Alright., I'll see you tomorrow.
I'm sorry, but there will be no more

furloughs for a while.
No canteen until tomorrow-the list

isn't signed.
Your're under arrest-remain around

the area.

Fall out, and put on your fatigues.

BAND Pattersor
And in those days came James "BIG USED

Handy, teaching in the wilderness of
Fort Benning. And the bandsmen FIRST AVENUE
were amazed and said, "What manner
of soldier is this?" With an inter-
esting conversation at it's climax in-
side the barracks Mr. Handy, soldier •. and now youcai
of fortune, upon seeing the Command-
ing Officer 2nd Battalion thru the win- S I M M O N S
dow on his way to make an inspection
of the bathing pool. being an old sol-
dier and remembering that an officer Manufactured by the same
should be recognized at approximately
thirty inches, feet, paces or somethin', firm making Simmons
called out a ringing, penetrating and
madening, "Ten Shun"! Mr. Handy beds, springs, mattresses,
paid no attention that the Major was
outside and the men, himself includ- etc. Known the world

ed, were inside the barracks; no, notI
he. He "seen his duty and done it", over for their high qual-
even to the extent of causing the old ity--
vets who still believe in the after--
noon siesta to arise, take up their SIMMONS GLIDERS'
beds and run or the equivalent. BY US EX(

Corporal Ruffin, saxophonist of the
famous Jazz Pirates orchestra, after a A complete line now on display

terms--See this display by all mez
special invitation from the Surgeon to glider.
visit him at the Post Hospital because We also have Simumonis Beautyres
of an affliction known as the "Mumps" Surinas.

CAR LOT"

a buy

GLIDE

SOLD IN COLUMBUS
LUSIVELY

at most reasonable pr
ans if contemplating p

st and Deep Sleep M

UNNINGH)
URE CO.

PHONE 412

RS

S

ices-Liberal
urchase of a

attresses and

Phone 460

oney Worries

during your vaca-
tion . ..

Consult Us
.... before

starting out.

That Is Appreciated

ers up to $200.00 on open note

ENTS REQUIRED

igs & Loan Co.
-Either Borrowing or Saving

ye. Phone 2766

COMPANY "E"
Just to remind the men of the com-

pany; Sunday May 8th, is Mothers'
Day, write dear old mother a letter,
mail it in order that she might re-
ceive it on Mothers' Day.

"A BRIEF MEANING TO MOTHER"
"M"-Is for the million things she

gave me.
"O"-Means that she is growing old.
"T"-Is for the tears she shed to save

me.

"H"-Is that her heart's of purest
gold.

"F"-Is that her eyes of love lights
shining.

"R"-Means right and right she will
always be.

Those who have a mother, remem-
ber her in some way. For you she is
thinking and praying.

' APARTMENTS I
-MODERN EQUIPMENT I

ASONABLE I
our Superintendent, Mr. Trussell,
e 3062 1

i & Pope
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Club's Farewell Performance Last Dance Of Semi-Finals In
Proves Best Show Of Year Year Held Tonight Tournament

One of the largest social gatherings

B31MARY S. TUCKER Fever assembled in Fort Benning is Students Here ToB' M R S UKRFlower Show Is 1'tdnsH r

The. Fort Benning Dramatic Club expected at Biglerville Hall May 13th,
deliered a genuine hit last Friday A Big Success to participate in the Cabaret Dinner Study Forestry
andD Saturday nights, winning a un- )ance which will feature the final

ani.r1,1 i verdict of side-splitting The Coluibus Flower Show, one of monthly party of the year under the Twenty-one students of the New
lau~lb- fro -,i auienc. o whih jauspices of The Officers' Club. Three

latebls from an audience, of which he most outstanding events of the hundred and thirty-eight members of h ork State College of Forestry, Syra-thle iiascuiline halt, at gest migehtn tityegt ebeso

well have been ex'pected to doze off )ast week, came to an end on Thurs- The Officers' Club, and their friends cuse, who are making studies of south-

after -everal nights on maneuvers- day afternon, after two days of ex- have reserved seats at tables for din- ern forests and forestry methods, ar-
(.rale Snatchers" a farce comedy hibit that have surpassed those of ner in the spacious halt which has rived at Fort Benning Tuesday even-

wihi convulsed New York audiences any former show. The Be (ning Gar- 1been arranged to reseinlile a typical ing. The class is in (harge of Pro-
fo more than a Year, might be con- h i Trench Cafe. Hundreds of fantastic

,i(leredl a trifle broad for "family en Clup, of which Mrs. Willian T. captive balloons and myriads of col- fessor Nelson C. Brown and will
audliences." In fact, it is my sincere iyock is president was replresented ored serpentines play an important spend the several days during which
opinion that some of te lines would s by shadow box, glimpse part in the hall and table decorations. they are to remaina Fort Benning,
have caused a hardened Elizabethan and several other entries. The stage setting is distinctly Parisian studying the forestry resources of the

The glimpse, which represented a
to blutsh, but it is impossible for me .C d" with blue velvet drops and back-t o 1 A s h b t t s m p s s b l f r e C h i n e s e C o u r t y a r d , " a t t r a c t e d q u i t e g r op o sto f s h a d wrga r d e e ff e c t

, .... t -" itttude- since I was quit gronI. of shadow garden effect. Ips .nnle his iin.
t rt , pi,... . .atutuut~-, ...... ..... in amount of attention on account of
in a front seat both nights. laughing

its charming conception and make-up.'til I ached! It was prepared by Mrs. C. A. Hunt

The story is familiar, of course, as I a srM r ed by rson A. un t

road shows, stock companies and the and Mrs. R. W. Pearsot and consisted

nox-ies have made it a classic but its mainly of a 1oon-gate, bamboo thick-

humour has not become stale. The et and small gol-fish pool with float.

Fort Benning players are to be praised ing lilies.for striking the right pitch, with the Mrs. Hunt also won an Honorable
o ecesary deft touch, for a comedy Mention for her exhibit of snapdrag-

which skirts thin ice at times but ons. Mrs. Brock was the winner of
--- one first prize and one second prize,

which, thanks to the players' activities, he fors orerdexhbtond -
'he former for her exhibit of wind-

never became offensive.
The "Snatchers" were splendidly flowers an( the latter for her jar of

cast. Mrs. Lewis as Susan Martin, Mrs. flowers arranged for a porch.

Artns as Ethel Drake and Mrs. Reeder The exhibits, from fourteen differ-

as ihe resourceful Kitty Ladd. Mrs. enit clu)s, presented a beautiful pic-
Lewis is a gifted comedlienne. She ture, as they were arranged in the Ex-

did very finished acting and her im- hibit Hall of the local fair-grounds.

personation of the susceptible, not to TIhe show this year is considered an

sa inflamiiiatory Susan. was anoutunusual success and the officials are
standitng perfornance. She was lovely well-pleased with the results obtained.

in appearance and her voice was ad-
mirable. I .1 o 1 1

Mrs. Arms had a splendid part,
which she playe( with intelligence,
keeping the puzzled Ethel just a few
laps behind her adventurous compan-
ion-. and portraying so cleverly her
painful mental groping. Mrs. Reed-
er's Kitty Ladd was a nice impersona-
tion. with less opportunity for comedy,
but important as a foil for the eV-
centricities of the other two ladies.
The amateur gigolos, or boy-friends,

were immense! Henry Winton, cap-
tured by Kitty Ladd, was played by
Lieutenant Nourse. His actions as a
"fixer" were humonrous alid were
played in a convincing manner. The
palpitating Spanish osteopath, Jose,
was a sizzling role, done with con-
sitderable talent by Lieutenant Gree-
ley, while Oscar, the great Dane,
whose jaw alternately dropped in per-
plexity and gritted with determined
efforts to please the coy Ethel, was
played with a fine sense of comedy
bv Lieutenant Thompson.

The husbands, who went on "an-
nual" duck hunts several times a sea-
son were played with realism, George
Martin, by Major Leard; Roy Ladd
by Major White and Howard Drake
by Colonel Stayer. Anne Hall, as a
chaperon and confidante was beguil-
ing both to the duck hunters and the
serious Henry Winton, and Mrs. Bow-
en was most attractive in this role.

The flappers, Elinor, Francine, and
Jackie, were nicely acted by Miss
Landon Reed, Mrs. Thompson and
Mrs. Lanham. One of the most im-
pressive butlers ever seen on the
Benning stage was Lieutenant Hub-
bard. as Paul.

The settings were up to the usual
high standard, the second act, in
particular giving an effect of space
and a glimpse of a garden that
brought a spontaneous expression of
delight from the audience. The light-

(Please turn to page 8)

IIUaa )I LF v~

A runway has been erected on a
level with the stage extending to the
the (-enter of the hall and has been
brightly illuminated with electric foot-
lights. The Cabaret Show will open
at ten o'clock after other guests who
have planned dinner parties at The
Officers' Club and in their quarters
arrive.

The programme for the evening is
as follows:
Introduction Ab Lib__Lt. H. S. Kelly

Master of Ceremonies
Military Tap -_Elizabeth Henry,

Nelle Henry, Er-
na Brandt, Jane
McEwen, Frances
Reich.

The Pie(d Piper and His Pipe
(Please turn to page 10)

I te Stuoents are lntlen tl il til

24th Infantry logging camp near Sul-

phur Springs, where Captain Richard
0. Bassett, officer in charge of the post

forestry operations, has made prepara-

tions for their sojourn and where fa-
cilities to aid in their local studies

will be at their disposal.
The class will be in camp at Fort

Benning until May 19th, when it will
begin its return journey to the north,
passing through the Piedmont Belt
of Georgia, North and South Carolina.

Arrangements for the visit of the

forestry students to Fort Benning
w ere made by Captain Bassett, who is

a graduate of the New York State
College of Forestry.

)pened WithMany Improvements

Corps Area
Played Sunday

By BERNARD B. SWAYZE

Fort McPherson and the Sixth Cav-
alry were victorious in last Sunday's
polo contests at French Field in the
semi-final games of the Fourth Corps
Area Tournament.

The Eighty-third Field Artillery
'eam was spotted by the Fort Mc-
P'herson team one goal, and then lost
their fight to that mighty team to the
tune of 8 to 4.

It was a long, hard, uphill fight all
the way for the vanquished Artillery
"Brave Hearts," as the only periods
in which they were able to count
wer the fifth and last chukkers. Fort
McPherson simply had the best
mounts and besides, were in the pos-
session of no mean playing ability.

From time to time the Artillery
would make serious thrusts toward
scoring, but the speed of the opposing
mounts would check their every move.
With the combination of Major Ar-
nold and Lt. Bartlett, the Artillery
team is always a threat to any team
they may be pitted against, but it
seems they were slightly off their
stride for the semi-final game.

To the winners in this game must
go all the credit for superb field
generalship and stamina. Hard polo
seems to be the by word of this truly
great team, which will come in very
handily for the final game next Sun-
(Jay with the crack Cavalry team.

In the final chukker, the Artillery
made a last bid for victory, when
with the aiiple aid of Capt. Bevans
an Lt. Draper the Artillery aces,
Major Arnold and Lt. Bartlett ran the
score from one to four. Polo like
that period on the part of the Artil-

BY MEDICAL INSPECTOR operation, and their patronage has in- maintain them in thie most favorable lery would surely turn any encounter
In a stream or a body of water there creased to such an extent that recent- sanitary condition. Their efforts, no into victory for that deserving team.

seems to be an attraction which to ly it became necessary to remodel matter how thorough or how conscien- In the last game of the afteriooi,
most persons is irresistible. The man- them and to enlarge their facilities. tious they may be. of little avail, how- when the Cavalry trounced the Fort
ifestations of this fascination are in- Modernization of Russ Pool, the .ver, without the intelligent coopera- Bragg quartette to the tute of 10-7,
numerable. One of the most common larger of the two and used by the ;ion of every person who uses the after having spotted the Braggites
is the urge which impels children, and white members of the garrison, has pools and their equipment. Every- three goals, the fans were furnished
grown-ups as well, to wade in water recently been completed, and with thing in connection with the pool, the thrills of seeing many goals
or to bathe or swim. Many of the the splendid modern pool of the 24th bath-house, show ers, approaches to the made. (And it seems that this is the
most cherished memories of other Infantry, in its beautiful setting, the pool, and the pool itself, is in spic one thing that keeps the horse flies
days are those which recall the happy post has two bathing pools which sur anid span readiness when the firs' going to the polo contests all over
hours of childhood spent on the pass, probably, any similar recrea, bather of each group arrives, the country).
banks of a stream or in the old swim- tional establishment in the army. Time water in the pool is obtained Colonel Gordom Johnston of the
iing hole. The improvements to Russ Pool, from springs which formerly furnish. Cavalry team covered himself with

The lure of the old swimming hole which were completed just before it eois the drinking water supply for the enough glory to last
leaves a lasting mark and traces of it reopening early this month, are ex- on

are to be seen in the mass movements petted to enhance greatly its appeal to "pdition of chemicals both before anti and polo abilityo Coforemanship
which take place upon every oppor- the garrison and to increase its daily d o m t ed pooaith. Coh

f ter its admission to the concrete- scored four of the Cavalry's tem goals.
tunity toward the seashore or to the patronage to a number not previously 'band basin. Just how lomg this con- amd easily took the honors of the day
locality of any convenient body of equhlled. Already, indications are ' itio1 ofsspak ow lanlimis wll- undivided.
water. So strong is the urge to be seen that the daily attendance will bitined pnd unieba The Cavalry held
near water that communities to which average about two thousand. Of bemaintained depends upon the ba- team scoreless ul the Ft r
suitable natural bodies of water are course, not that many bathers will be hhersthemselveste Fleuminig rode i ri
not readily accessible usually take in the pool at any one time, for the Shortly before the recent opening down the field for the initial counter
measures to devise artificial substitutes maximum number of persons permitt- of Russ Pool a set of rules for the of his team. He occupied the position
for those features which nature has ed within the enclosure is limited to eiidance of its patrons was published' of nunber four.
not provided, five hundred, but during the several Vramed copies, printed in large type, The ineups:

Fort Benning is one of the many periods which are alloted to different ssere also posted in the bath house and Ft. McPherson, No. 1 Wing, No. 2
communities which have enhanced groups of the garrison, fully two ai other places in the vicinity of the Howard, No. 3 Shubert, No. 4 Baker.
their natural attractiveness by the thousand or more persons will have pool. These regulations are intended Artillery, No. 1 Bevan, No. 2
construction of conveniently located used the pool in the course of a day. only to protect the health of the ba- Draper, No. 3 Arnold

swimming pools, for although there When so great a number of people thers and to assure the continued
are several streams and ponds on or immerse their bodies and exercise in maintailiance of the pool as a post Cavalry, No. 1 Hutchinson, No. 2
near the reservation, none of them is a confined body of water of limited feature. Herron, No. 3 Moore, No. 4 Johm-
suitable for the requirements of the size, such as Russ Pool, it must be The regulations, nine in number,
garrison in whose recreational life readily apparent to the most causual prescribe with unusual explicitness Ft. Bragg, No. 1 Waters, No. 2

aquatic sports have come to occupy an tbserver that certain rules must be the procedure to be followed by each White, No. 3 Whitmore, No. 4 Fem-

important position. Two large pools, adopted and a vigilant sepervision hitther and enumerated certain classes ing.

one for the white members of the naintained in order to preserve the of persons who are excluded from the
garrison and the other for the color- character of hte pool as a place for pool. To many laymen unfamiliar OFFICERS CLUB TO HAVE TWO
ed, have been the source of a great healthful recreation, and that its wa. with the sound medical reasons upon MORE SUPPER DANCES
deal of pleasure and healthful recrea- ter may not become a germ-laden me- which they are based, the regulations
tion, and have in this way repaid nace to its users. The officers who may appear to be somewhat string- The last two mid-week Supper
many times the cost of their construc- supervise the operations of the pools emit, and because of the posibility Dances of the season will be held at
tion, which, by the way, was not-borne are thoroughly cognizant of the dan- that some members of the garrison The Polo-Hunt Club on Thursday
by government appropriations. gers which might arise from any laxi- may not fully informed as to their, evenings, May 19th and 26th. Reserva-

The two pools have been immensely ty of their administration and have intent, Major Homer L. Connor, med. tion for tables may be made at the
popular ever since they have been in taken extraordinary precautions to (Please turn to page 2) office of the Secretary.
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Miss Bufington Will Be Honored To-
morrow With Tea At Polo-Hunt Club

Miss Landon Reed, Miss Barbara Lowry, Lieutenant James Luckett,
King, Miss Bess Berry, Miss Nana Lieutenant Henry Luongo, Lieutenant
Seely, Miss Harriotte Atkins, Miss George Lynch, Lieutenant James Mat-
Molly Brown, Miss Virginia March- thews, Lieutenant McHugh, Lieutenant
and, Miss Paige M i c h i e, and Douglas McNair, Lieutenant Tommy
Miss Nancy Stilwell will be joint Maran, Lieutenant Martin Morin,
hostesses Saturday afternoon at a tea Lieutenant Herman Ohme, Lieutenan
dance to be given at the Polo Hunt Jack Pitcher, Lieutenant Robert Ports,
Club in honor of Miss Agnes Buffing- Lieutenant Milton Pressly, Lieutenant
ton who is to be married in June to Ralph Pulsifer, Lieutenant Thomas
Lieutenant McConnell. Sherburne, Lieutenant Cleo Shugart,

Those present will be Miss Buffing- Lieutenant Dudley Strickler, Lieuten-
ton, Lieutenant McConnell, Captain ant Cam Sweeny, Lieutenant West-
and Mrs. Mangum, Lieutenant and lund, Lieutenant Watkins, Lieutenant
Mrs. Haskell, Lieutenant and Mrs. Noble J. Wiley, Lieutenant Will, Lieu-
John R. Beishline, Lieutenant and tenant James Winn, Lieutenant Work-
Mrs. William Bartlett, Miss J. Eller- eiser, Lieutenant 0. Z. Tyler, Lieu.
son, Miss Alice Churchill, Miss Laura tenant Sanford, Lieutenant Harris,
Churchill, Miss Marguerite Moore, Lieutenant Henry Royal, Lieutenant
Miss Willward Putts, Miss Margaret Phelan, Lieutenant Thad Broom, Lieu-
Ports, Miss Elizabeth Ports, Miss tenant Hamer, Lieutenant Victor Nis-
Anne McAllister, Miss Elsa Rietzel, Sen, and Lieutenant Robert McBride.
Miss Kathleen Orndorff, Miss Virgin- * , *
ia Ellis, Captain Durfee, Captain MAJOR AND MRS. PATTERSON
Maury Morriss, Lieutenant Edward ENTERTAIN
Decker, Lieutenant Glenn Farris, Major and Mrs. Lucius K. Patterson
Lieutenant Joseph Riley, Lieutenant had as their dinner guests Thursday
Leigh Fuller, Lieutenant William Colonel and Mrs. Joseph A. Atkins,
Caldwell, Lieutenant Christian Clark, Colonel and Mrs. Leary, Major and
Lieutenant Joseph B. Coolidge, Lieu-Mrs. Robert B. Cole, Captain and
tenant Louis Hammack, Lieutenant Mrs. Henry J. Matchett and Captain
Howard, Lieutenant Bruce Easley, Augustus B. O'Connell.
Lieutenant Earnest Easterbrook, Lieu- , * *
tenant Nelson I. Fooks, Lieutenant COL. AND MRS. SLAUGHTER
Jack Griffin, Lieutenant William AND MAJOR AND MRS.
Grubbs, Lieutenant James Herriotte, CATRON ARE JOINT
Lieutenant George Hickmai, Lieuten- HOSTS
ant Randolph B. Hubard, Lieutenant Colonel and Mrs. Homer Slaughter
Marshall Hurt, Lieutenant Robert and Major and Mrs. Thomas B. Cat-
Johnson, Captain Lawson, Lieutenant ron will entertain at a supper party
George Ledoen, Lieutenant Dexter Qaturday evening before the Twenty-

Ninth Infantry dance which is to be
held at the Recreation Camp.

MAJOR AND MRS. PATTERSON
ARE HOSTSB each Major and Mrs. Lucius K. Patterson

had as their guests at dinner Wednes-Pajamas day evening Colonel and Mrs. Mor-
rison Stayer, Colonel and Mrs. Charles
Hunt, Colonel and Mrs. Harry A.

An integral part of your Wells, Colonel McIntee and Mr. Wis-
Bmer.

Summer Vacation Outfit

Gift & Special
Order Dept.
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

"It Pays to Trade at Your

Post Exchange"

LIEUTENANT KRAUTHOFF
ENTERTAINS

Lieutenant Leroy Krauthoff will en.

Les Parfums

Francaise

Enchanting-

Mysterious-

AT THE

Qift & Special
Order Dept.
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.
"It Pays to Trade at Your

Post Exchange"

1-

Social Calendar

May 13-Cabaret Party, last dance
of season, at Biglerville.

May 17--Sojourners' Meeting at
Polo Club.

May 18-Benning Bachelors' Script
Dance.

May 19-Thursday evening Suppet
dance at Polo Club.

May 20-24th Infantry Officers'
Dance.

tertain a number of his classmates at
dinner Saturday evening. After din-
ner Lieutenant Krauthoff and his
guests will attend the movie at the
Post Theatre.

Those present will be Lieutenant
Dexter Lowry, Lieutenant Louis Bell,
Lieutenant Walter K. Wilson, Lieu.
tenant Randolph B. Hubard, Lieuten-
ant William Bullock, Lieutenant Fred
W. Sladen Jr., Lieutenant Julian B.
Lindsey, Lieutenant Louis Hammack,
Lieutenant James Matthews, Lieuten.
ant Robert Ward, Lieutenant Brandon
Greely, Lieutenant James Luckett,
Lieutenant Henry Royal, Lieutenant
Phillip Draper, Lieutenant George
Lynch, Lieutenant Statham, Lieuten-
ant Bruce Easley, Lieutenant James
Grier, Lieutenant Christian Clark,
Lieutenant Strater, Lieutenant Ralph
N. Woods and Captain Daniel O'Con-
nor.

MRS. ROBERT WARD
ENTERTAINS

Mrs. Robert Ward entertained at
bridge Saturday afternoon. Her guests
were Mrs. Ralph N. Woods, Mrs.
Webb Anderson, Mrs. Charles King,
Miss Elsa Rietzel, Miss Deborah Lip-
')encott, Mrs. Julian B. Lindsey and
Mrs. Carl Fritsche.

I PERSONALS

Miss Hughlette Wiley of Jackson-
ville, Florida is spending a few days
as the guest of Miss Paige Michie.

Miss Martie Gadsden of Charleston,
S. C. is the guest of Captain and Mrs.
Horace Cushman.

Miss Deborah Lippencott who has
been spending some time as the guest
of Lieutenant and Mrs. Charles King
returned to Washington on Monday.

Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Albrecht, who
have been the guests of Lieutenant
and Mrs. W. L. Bell have returned to
New York.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Stauss, Mrs.
C. C. Simmonds and Miss Joan Sim-
monds of San Antonio are the guests
of Lieutenant and Mrs. Harry C. Kir-
by.

Mrs. Hugh F. Van Deventer of
Knoxville, Tenn., arrived Wednesday
to be the guest of Captain and Mrs.
Stanley Matthews for a few days.

Girl Scout Notes
Cardinal Troop Picnic

Saturday the seventh, the older girls
went on one of the most glorious out-
ings in Scout history. Through the
kindness and cooperation of Capt.
Tuttle, transportation was furnished
to a lovely swimming pool off the
Cusseta road. There was not only
clean water for bathing, but a diving
pier and a row boat. A short swim
worked up good appetites for the
lunches the girls brought: weiners,
hamburgers, buns, fruit, marshmal-
lows to toast. Swimming, rowing,
and sun-bathing filled the afternoon
until the commodious machine-gun
truck carried the Cardinals home at

four.
CARDINAL TROOP MEETING

Most of the Tuesday session was
spent in preparation for the overnight
camping trip, beginning the afternoon
of May 13. The members of this
group worked on a stunt they hope
to perfect for Friday evening around
the camp fire. Mrs. Brown had ev-
eryone write down a list of food and
equipment to be brought. Tell you
about the trip next week.

CHILDREN'S HORSE SHOW
Announcement has been made to

Girl Scouts wishing to enter it, of the
Children's Horse Show to take place
May 28. At this time, the cup, prom.
ised the Scout who has made the
most prgoress in riding will be pres-
ented. We hope lots of the Scout
"horsey set" will turn out.

MORE MERIT BADGES
Several Proficiency tests have been

passed recently. Home Nurse, with
Mrs. Banton and her assistant, has

RUSS POOL OPENS
(Continued from page 1)

ical inspector of Fort Benning, has
discussed certain features of the rules
for their enlightment.

"To begin with," says Major Con-
ner with that frankness which charac-
t erizes the statements of military
medical men, "any swimming pool is
merely a large bathtub. The morepeople that use it. the dirtier the wa-

ter becomes, the degree, of course,
depending upon the relative cleanli-
ness of the bodies of the bathers at
lie time they enter the pool, and
heir conduct after they are in the

water.
"Under the very best of conditions

when a pool is used only by the most
fastidiously cleanly persons, there is

certain amount of the body excre-
tion of each person constantly being
involuntarily into the water. Suppose
"hat there were no showers here or

DOLAN-HENIRYHAT SHOP
1211 Broadway

Visit us for your hats. Your accounts solicited.

IT'S FRESH
STRAWBERRY!

been finished. The Scribe badge is
being completed as the individuals
hand in their manuscripts to Mrs.
Harrison. Lt. Drewry has passed
judgment on a number of lovely
pieces of leather for the Craftsman
award. At the various and sundry
schools, the faculties have looked up
Girl Scouts' records to discover if
they were eligible for Scholarship
badges. Monday, Lt. Baird gave an
interesting lecture for First Aid. At
a number of small gatherings Mrs.
Huling has been giving Laundress
work. Mrs. Rose is still passing on
Needlewoman and Dressmaker badges.
Wednesday Mr. Austell, at the post
garage, gave Motorist to the girls old
enough to try for it. Capt. Hones is
to give Pioneer very soon.

COURT OF AWARDS
It has been definitely decided that

the Court of Awards will be May 26
If you have Girl Scout friends, be

sure and come to this last event of
the season. If you don't know any
Scouts, but are interested in them, you
won't want to miss the presentations.
If you know neither Scouts nor any.
thing about them, don't miss coming
to see how greatly improved our
cabin is, and what a lot the girls have
accomplished.

that Rule Four did not require that
each bather take a bath with warm
water an dsoap before entering the
pool, what would we have then?

The major stopped to light a ciga-
rette, and without waiting for a reply
he continued: "This is what might
happen. Some people might come di.
rectly from a golf game or from a
hard day's work and dive into the
pool, carrying on their bodies the ac-
cumulation excretions incident to
their physical exertions and other ac-
tivities during the day. These would
raise the quantities of exeretry matter
normally present in the water of a
swimming pool to a very high rate."

"It is important, too, that the bath-
ing suit be completely removed dur-
ing the bath, for if it is not, some of
the particles from the body are sure
to be caught and held by the fabric
and to be later washed off into the

(Please turn to page 9)
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Glove Fitting

Slip Covers
Also Curtains, Draperies and

Comorts Reduced Prices
Mrs. A. L. Britton Phone 258lJ

Cafe
Street

Phone 573

Serve The Best of Food
Soft Shell Crabs

Frog Legs, Shrimps

Western Steaks

Genuine Itilian Spaghetti

Crabmeat, Fish of all Kinds.

Before You
Find

That It's Too Late
We can outfit you

with shooting glasses
that will save eye-strain
and better your marks.

Maxwell Optical
Company
1217 Broadway

ARMY NAVY
TRADS ' MARK

Inquire at your

POST EXCHANGE

They carry a complete line of

N. S. MEYER, INC.

Military Insignia

and

Uniform

Equipments
- ORDER OF THE

PURPLE HEART RIBBON
We are prepared to furnish this rib-

bon in regulation or miniature size.

Demand our merchandise and be assured
of the best. Our products carry an un-
limited guarantee of satisfaction.

N. S. MEYER, INC.
NEW YORK

The Prudential's Latest
Most-for-Least Policy

You create an immediate
state for a remarkably small

percentage.
Double Protection for The

20 Critical Years

Special Agent

Ordinary Department

1209 First Ave. Columbus, Ga.

THE PRUDENTIAL
iNSURANCE COMPANY

OF AMERICA

Home Office, Newark, N. J.

Spano's
19 East 10th

Columbus, Ga.

Children9s
School News
Edited By 4-A

Staff
Editor-in-Chief--------Ricky Patrick
Associate Editor-------Arch Arnold
Grade Editor-----------Raul Reyes

KINDERGARTEN
The children are sorry that Matilda

Betts had to stop coming to Kinder-
garten. They miss her very much.

The Kindergarten has a pretty bor-
der of flowers on the wall. The chil-
dren made it.

THE MARBLE TOURNAMENT
The Columbus paper sponsored a

marble tournament. The boys of
Columbus are playing and so are the
Post boys. The best player from the
Chattahoochee Valley will be given a
trip to Atlantic City.

The winners from the different
grades are:

Fourth Grade
First Place: Jimmie Street; Second,

Raul Reyes.
Fifth Grade

First place: Elliott Rose; Second,
Ralph Wall.

Sixth Grade
First place, Arthur Wolf; Second Jack

Coggin.
Seventh Grade

First place: Dorsey McPherson; Sec-
ond, Ernest Peterson.
The final game will be played

sometime this week.
Albert Tucker

and Raul Reyes.

SCHOOL SEES PLAY
Thursday afternoon, May 5th, the

Dramatic Club invited the Children's
School to the Main Theater to see the
play "Cradle Snatchers." We enjoyed
it very much.

-Ricky Patrick.

CHILDREN'S SCHOOL
Fort Benning, Ga.

May 10, 1932.
To the Pupils and Teachers
of the Fourth Grade,

I wish to express my appreciation of
the work done this year in editing the
School News.

The pupils have shown good judg-
ment in choosing, from the group,
those best fitted to do certain types of
work. They have had excellent train-
ing in selecting and re-arranging
news. Some of them have visited the
Ledger and have observed the entire
process of a newspaper in the making.

To Miss Sanders much credit is clue
for her unselfish work on behalf of
the entire school.

Annie Lou Grimes

Principal of Children's School
* * *

FIRST GRADE,
We work in our garden every day.

We dig and plant and water our
flowers. We are learning the names
of many flowers; some of them are so
attractive, such as: Johnny-jump-up,
Sweet William and Candytuft.

SECOND GRADE NEWS
We have been very glad to have

Doris Harvey back with us. Mumps
and measles keep out two of our
classmates, Louis Smith and Martha
Kerr. We hope they will be back
with us soon.

The Second Grade enjoyed Mrs.
Schneider's talk on Holland. It made
us more anxious than evre before to
reach this wonderful country.

-John Albright.

THIRD GRADE
The Third Grade doll house is near-

ly finished and we hope soon to ask
our mothers and fathers to come
over and see it. We have worked
hard painting the house and making
the furnishings and we hope it will
be a very nice one when it is com-
pleted.

After we finished studying North
America, Miss Kennon gave us some
outline maps to fill in the different
states and countries we had studied.

They were very nicely done.
-Thomas Gurdon Hearn, Jr.

FOURTH B.
We are going to make a grocery

store in our school room this month.
It is going to be called Piggly Wiggly

-:- Sunday School Class, Protestant Chapel -:-

The above picture shows the members of the Sun lay Schod s lass of the Protestant Chapel., Fort Benning,
Ga., together with the class officers. Front row, left to r" h'i ar,>: Cant. Loren A. Wetherhy, Ass't Supt., Corp.
W. H. Brewer, Teacher, and Chaplain Willis T. Howard, Superintendent.

Sixty-two new members from Jan-
uary to May-the formation of a gov-
erning body when the class outgrew
its system of organization-and esti-
mated to be one of the largest if not
the largest bible classes in the Army
-such is the record of the Men's
Bible Class of the Protestant Chapel
at Fort Benning, Ga. The accompany-
ing photograph taken last Easter,
shows the Easter Sunday attendance of
this class, together with its Superin-
tendent, Chaplain Willis T. Howard,
the Assistant Superintendent, Captain
Loren A. Wetherby, and the teacher
Corporal William H. Brewer.

The Class was formed at the Protest-

ti re. We have some boxes of food
for the store.

-Eva Barksdale.

FOURTH A.
The Fourth Grade is working on a

first aid cabinet for the school. The
class is working on geography note-
books. The notebooks have metal
maps, cotton and corn, wheat, coal,
forest and oil maps.

-Jimmie Street.

USED CAR BARGAINS

Muscogee Chevrolet Co.

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GLEOGIA
A Citizen Wherever We Serve

1330 Broadway
R. M. Hatding, Manager

First National

Bank
Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Resources Over $2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

ant Chapel last January with no or-
ganization to take over the duties of
administration. Since then, however,
the rapid growth has necessitated the
formation of a board of governors to
take charge of the management of the
class.

The class meets every Tuesday even-
ing to discuss the affairs of interest of
the members, and, more recently, to
enlarge the scope of the Young Peo-
ples Endeavor Society, a bazaar was
held that proved successful financially.
At the meetings of the class, Corp.
Brewer carries out a course of instruc-
tion in conduction of classes for boys

and provides methods for developing
teachers for the boys' Sunday School
Classes.

The Chaplain has expressed the con-

vincing fact that he has never known

such a develepment as is underway

through the widespread activities of

the Men's Class. This class claims

the distincticii of being the largest

class of its kind in the Army, and, if
not quite the largest, then challenges
any other class in the Army as to the
general excellence of work it carries

out and the Chapel environment it
creates.

We Pay Cash for Good Used Cars

PATTERSON & POPE
1415 First Ave. Phone 415

ED COHN, Sales Manager for the Metcalf Clothing and Hat Stores.
Inc. says the merchandise that he sells is just a little better at the
same prices as sold elsewhere.

Exceptionally
Fine Hats
At

Excep tionally
Low Prices
And In The Latest
Styles

88c to $2.99

Ties - -
To match your outfit

50c value
Priced at

25c

Underwear - -
Combining comfort and

utility
Shorts and Shirts

25c and 50c

Metcalf Clothing & Hat Stores, Inc.
1107 Broadway Between 11th and 12th Sts.
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GUNBOTHAM'S SCHOOL D)
By JI L. G.

HEADQUARTERS IN THE

FIELD BOOTS
The war is on. Some people have.

n't realized that it was ended, but as
far as the Field Soldiers are concern-
ed, it certainly has broken out all over
again. Bedding rolls are taken only
as a formality, and as Shugart says,
the boys are "Fair Gunnin'." Ted
Smyth, Inch Will, and Gawge Selman
made a dairing cavalry raid on the op.
posing forces. Just as dusk was set-
tling on the Upatoi, they dashed upon
some onsuspecting Blue horsemem.
Galloping at a furious pace, shooting
their forty.fives and yelling, they re-
minded one of the serial movie of
Buffalo Bill that runs at the post
theatre. The Blues retreated and the
three warriors cantered back proudly
to their own lines. The outpost, con-
sistin o f limmv Johnun nrl sm of

Jimmy Wade and Rall
"Well, hello, pals," said I
certainly should thank us

top of his lungs, "You're dead now, 1N111141S
both of you Blues. I gotcha, I gotcha,just make a move!"oX

According to Leu Hammack, Big
Bull Bullock is having a hard time.
Gunbothai is at a loss to know why:
Bill came home very upset aud an-__. -////

NUMBER 3 gry the other night-or rather., morn.- Ipi.
ing, and wrote poetry until four a.

Publisher m. But Willie's troubles are not all
- Editor poetic. The Field Distillery has a
Asso. Editor nice, gentle animal named Napoleon -
ociety Editor who bites, kicks, and paws at people. .-
Sports Editor After he had kicked Gunbotham half
sing Manager way to the water tanks, and had ___/.

ion Manager knocked a soldier down, the still up.'
set Mr. Bullcok hove into sight.-

g Herald re- Bill had hiked many miles with the
r, Eighth Infantry, and he had perspired

down to a mere 230 pounds. "GetStates or its that hoss out of my way!" growled "Better be damned than not mentioned at all."
Bill to Pvt. Oates, at the same time
slapping Napoleon upon the opposite -John Jolcot.
from the biting end. That was a tac. CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.
tical error, for Napoleon does not
like to be slapped there. Anyhow,4 Mr. Bullock got a peach of a right RUSS POOL OPENS
hook, and as Napoleon outweighs As the purveyor of intimate stories of garrison life we take our huties
William slightly, the poet was moved seriously. That is why eleven o'clock Sunday morning found us on our way
across the road. Yes, as Lou Ham. to the opening of Russ Pool equipped with a scrubbing brush and bar of

ph Tibbetts. mack says, Big Bull -Bullock is bay, issue soap. We didn't want to miss anything.
Ralph. "You ing a hard time. We itere impressed with the Architect Golightly's new bath house ands. W e found L _ -. A . . . . ...

your horses running loose just after
we left you to hike back for chow, and
so we caught them, after a long chase,
and are now bringing them back to
vou." And in Texas they hang people
for borrowing ponies that way.

So finally, in the (lark, the grub
bivouac was located and after several
mess kits had been emptied of the
good food that the tankers served,
Gunbotham and Sugar started look-
ing for bedding rolls. There were
only a couple left and Gunbotham's
was not to be found. As it was then
early in the morning, we decided that
John Harvey Kane wouldn't be down
for his roll, so we borrowed it and
made quite a downy couch in the

tue addtedt parking tacilities. So tar as we were permitted to observe theThe Student Cavalry heard the Blue new sanitary regulations were being complied with. Being so soon after
troops trying to sneak up on them Saturday night. the turnout of adults was small but we predict that a fewin the dark, and several daring ones, da ys more of summer weather will overcome all resistance to the meticulously
led by Brother Houseman, charged prescribed preliminary ablutions. Certainly no habitue of yesteryear will bedown on the ennemuh. However, the bold enough to absent himself or herself regularly. Such action is too likely
attack was called off when the at- to be interpreted as an indication of aversion to thorough going bathing.
tacked Blues turned out to be a pair The new arrangements seem to have provided for everything so far as
of large, black pigs. The warriors purification of the bathers is concerned. On the other hand they leave some-embarrassment was only equalled by '!thing to be desired if Russ Pool is to be the social center that it has been
that of a member of the Advanced in other years. Under the existing set-up spectators must either pass through
Class who had his horse go down the showers and ford a shin-deep foot bath or remain outside the enclosure.and roll over two or three times as This feature seemed to irk fully dressed fathers and mothers who wanted
they were crossing Randall Creek. to keep a parental eye on their offspring. It also operates to discourage theBill Deane can sympathize with them water-shy male gallery which assembles to award the bathing beauty prizes-
all, for his horse started bucking not to mention the women who don't care for swimming but who just dearlywildly, the cinch broke. Bill turned love to know what is going on. For these interested and interesting non-a front flip, and they are still looking swimming groups the Flare suggests a gate through which only the fullyfor the horse. As General Sherburne, clothed may pass.
says, "War is Swell."

......... ....................... back of the baggage truck. At ten • • :. A MESSAGE TO GARCIAhis National Guard Reserve class, iueitevl,.chwudma OR HOW THE ESI ARIDFO Iwere expecting a cavalry charge, and minute intervals, Zach would moaii We don't mind chiggers, mosquit- For a long while the Communications Group of tis f y clrhae a profanely about how (old he was es. no sleep, no bedding rolls dirtysaas far as they could see, here it was. Gunbotham finally got him quiet, and clothes or sore feet but something Section has successfulpceon e satison o alIntothdukthyoed up o u a just dozed off when the blond cte sosreftbu smthnersthe duSk,theYopened i o OUr had wde ought to be done to prevent warriorsd it. a signal comnpons. Several umpires rushed up Iand beauty of John Harvey Kane peered from pulling stories like these on At a tense moment in a situation which assumes that all

declared the three horsemen to be over the back of the truck. Pleading, tired troops. Gunbotham, Sam Con- communications are out", iaison plane glides;threats, and bribes were all of no lev and Bob Ports were eating lunch. picture and not only (rops a message but ticks up the ricasualies. What price glory ? avail, so the bed was re-rolled, as Iand Bimbo Caeove into view. as mysteriously as it appeared.
dawn put in its appearance. With the "Hey, Warriors," said he, "you're Those who have alwayGunbotham had a hard time the light came ossifers with their rolls mounted hombres, I've a riddle for means this airplane is made to arrive at just the psyfirst night. He and Shugart tied their to replace in the truck. Ah revenge you. What is it that eats hay, drinks Obviously it cannot be hiding in the bushes, or roostihorses to some saplings, and went up on the sleep disturber, Mr. Shugart! water, sleeps in a stall. and can see appear upon cue or signal as (oes the man with the "fivto the front lines. When they return- He was at the loading end of the out of one end as well as it can see in Doe Stayer's excellent three act play.ed, no caballos could be found. truck, so Gunbotham, safe in the front out of the other?" Gown, what is it?" When this, demonstration was given before last yearBroadcasting profane' and uncouth eud, yelled at each new arrival to said Sam. (lass, the students were completely baffled at this magictremarks to the Georgia winds, the two 'hrow the roll in hard. The Arkansas "A blind horse," answered the airplane. Major Patrick, the Big Chief DitDah, had just

dismounted doughboys started the Pride stopped several before he fin- Carne, and ducked behind a tree. such a situation the only thing to do is to wish for anlong hike home. A truck finally ap. ally piled out. Moral don't take a last words were followed by the low drone of a plane, hea(peared, and the brunette driver asked bedding roll on maneuvers, and stay One hot, half awake student, with his eyes bulging in anthe Lieutenants where the engineer out of trucks that will be loaded TL N B L above the awe-stricken class to stammer, "My Gawd, Mplant was located. Neither knew, but early in the morning. eh e e w 0OK s keg of beer". They wouldn't have been more surprised iithey assured the chauffeur that it was. .in the a redthenchaufth attaeen-plucked a few assorted red. white, and blue rabbits outin the direction that they had been Zero Wilson's cavalry had them- FIFTH ARMY phy's hat!
hiking for so long. They climbed selves a time. Gunbotham hapened B- GENERAL SIR HUBERT GOt (I Upon another occasion when presenting the demonstr:, board, and drove off in a cloud of to be on hand when the fast tanks Of the many war books which have fresher Class, Maj. Patrick, at just the correct instant sai
Bunny dust. Suddenly, before the one conter-attacked the Blue cavalry, been published since the armistice had an airplane", an(l here he was interrupted by a colaeye of their chariot, two steeds ap- and froun the interest, excitement and none can really appeal to cavalry of. "Look, Major, there's one up there, ha, ha, ha", pointingpeared. There was a familiar appear- ardor of the combatants, you would ficers to the same extent as this re- hedge hopping Riley Ridge. Major Pat looked over hisance about the beasties. "That's my have thought that it was a real war. cent addition. Every pre-war cavalry tered that surprise born of long dramatic experience anplug," cried Zacharia Shugart. Dis- Zero himself, quite wrapped up in officer knew Hubert Gough. He joined world as though an airplane was the last thing he expectmounting from the car, he grabbed the battle, galloped up behind two the 16th Lancers in 1888 and won the tire class enjoyed the timely remark immensely for athe reins of the animule. Lo, and be- Blue machine gunners and pointing figure on English and Indian polo imagine the chagrin of our fun-loving colonel when thhold, lower and beheld here were his rifle at the ennemub, yelled at the grounds, and in the hunting field, active participant in Major Pat's little three ring circus!

he had the best possible training to Now that the demonstration has been staged for th1-I ER.. E'S TOfQ YO UR1J H EAL[4make a cavalry leader, and in the time this year, the Dit Dal Gang has consented to expltEA L117 I Great War how many of the high interview to a representatite of the Flare, just what
commands were filled by cavalry of- is employed in getting an airplane on the spot at a pre(By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector ficers. The book is a "personal" nar- is the scoop:

rative in all the senses of the word 1. Mounted messeiger leaves regimental commid pThe prevention and cure of tuber- infectious disease, especially tuber- and written by one who has neverculosis depends on proper nutrition. culosis. been afraid to say what he thinks. 2.0 further appearance in the demonstration le goes backIn the past twenty years extravagant For years the treatment of tubercu- The first seventy pages deal with all 2. Pigeon is released with a message attached to hisclaims have been made for special losis was based on a farced diet of the cavalry work up to the time when reason-possibly instinct-follows the path of the horsediets, but experience is teaching us, large quantities of milk and eggs. A trench warfare deprived them, except 3. At the Infantry School Stables an orderly put saltmore and more, that the simple well noted authority on tuberculosis, states as a mobile reserve, of the greatest catches it, calls up his gal, the Skow's maid, and saysbalanced diet is all that is needed to that the treatment of this disease re. of their assets, "mobility." The charm kittle on. Ah's got yo' all's dinna".keep our bodies healthy and at the duced to a percentage basis is as fol. of these chapters lie in the fact that 4. Lieutenant Skow and family gather about the fetop round of efficiency. lows: "Rest 80%; Food 10%; Fresh there is no attempt to boast of suc- carves and serves the fowl. All he gets for himself is ti
At the present time when many peo- Air 10%. cesses., and failures are freely given of drum-sticks.ple are forced to subsist on a limited Proper food is just as essential as in hopes that future generations will 5. Skow bites into a drun-stick and gets message caps

ration, the result can only be a low- fresh air and rest; if either of these profit by their study. The book is In dislodging it the message is extracted. He reads it,ered state of bodily well being which is neglected the patient will suffer, called "The Fifth Army," but it is something to his distraught wife about "lost regiment,makes the catching of any infection Now-a-days it is thought that a sim- not till half way through it that they Field, mounts his trusty plane and glides over Riley Rmuch easier. Tuberculosis is sure to ple, well balanced diet which does come into existence. The real facts Patrick says, "Now if an airplane, etc."become more frequently reported just not tax the organs of digestion or of the Passchendaele battle will stir Lieutenant Raymond, Little Dit-Dah, reports that ti
for these reasons. those of elimination is the best- andIthe hearts of those who took part in munication has proved to be more reliable than radio.Thus far the period of financial de- all that is necessary for either the it, whose motto at the time waspression has not produced an up parent scorhewl."theirs not to reason why, theirs but

- to do and die." As chapter succeeds NEPTUNE'S DAUGHTER MAYBE looking Generaliss iincrease in tuberculosis in the U. S., Therefore a diet which maintains chapter the interest increases, culmi- Our attendance at the opening of wishing to havebut if we take the German experience at all times a proper nutrition of your .aig'naPansaeeto at Russ Pool was not unproductive ofdagtrBeyi
during the war and later we must ap- body is the means which you use to in rplainh srtatem Of fahctsop forw hapee to si dauhter ...tpreciate the importance of an inade- prevent the contraction of tuborcu, wi. i p:te:mst4trsigo thefloigncdt:eceadnth

quate diet as a cause of an increase in losis and other infections. w........ moodsti the most..... intere. aro, edstinguoishfloig nien:ne eaonthe.=,
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Summer
Headquarters

Linens Tropicals
Flannels
DOBBS'

Panamas and Straws
Boys' Shop 2nd FloorHOFFLIN &
GREENTREE
Columbus Leading Clothiers

Children's School
News

(Continued From Page 3)
FIFTH GRADE

The fifth grade enjoyed an interest-
ing talk on Holland by Mrs. Schneid.
er.

The following boys entered the
marble tournament from the fifth
grade: Roger Page, Ralph Wall, Ken-
neth Hodson, Elliott Rose and Dan
Cota. Elliott Rose and Ralph Wall,
the winners, had to play three games
to decide who would represent the
fifth grade. Elliott Rose was the win.
ner.

SIXTH GRADE NEWS
Jack Coggin and Arthur Wolf play.

ed off for our championship and Ar-
thur won.

Captain Richmond gave two pic-
tures of Mont Blanc to the s c h o o 1.
Ann Cota gave us a picture called
"The Laughing Cavalier." Our teach-
er, Miss Wells, bought us two pictures
of Dutch scenes. -- Louise Lucas.

A ,

SEVENTH GRADE NEWS
Captain Richmond very kindly gave

Capt. Owens a beautiful picture of
Mont. Blanc, and Captain Owens
gave it to us.

Miss Wells received a paper from
Katherine Steel showing that she was
the first baby girl born in the 35th
Infantry. Katherine went to the Chil-
dren's School of Fort Benning for
four years.

The Seventh Grade enjoyed the lec-
ture on India given by Major White.

-- Frances Lewis.

WE MAKE
RUBBER STAMPS

-- One Day Delivery-

COLUMBUS OFFICE
SUPPLY CO.

PHONE 556

Classified Ads
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISINc RATES:

20 cents per line or fraction of
line. Minimum charge for any
classified advertisement, 50 cents.
Payment must be made before
advertisement is published.

FOR SALE-or Rent, Nice 5-room
house in St. Elmo. Big Bargain. Phone

105 or 3417-W.

WILL PAY cash for used car in
good condition. Must be cheap. Call
Benning 209.

FOR SALE-Full grown Persian cat,
Male. 915 Fourth Ave.

My home, 1401 17th Ave. 4 bed
rooms, 2 baths, $62.50. Phone City
802.

FLOWER PLANTS
Out of 21/4 inch Pots

COLUMBUS FLOWER
AND PLANT CO.

Phone 520 1245 Broadway
In store with Columbus Shu Fixry

TYPEWRITER
REPAIRING

All Makes
Stewart Typewriter Co.

1041 Broadway Phone 2622

Bicycle Repairs
GEO. E. WHITE

12 E. 10th St. Pione 155

-atchre. We also had with us Alex
Falligant playing short stop. The
-ame was close anlI, were it not for
ieveral errors, we would have won.

Sunday we played the 24th Isfantry
)oys (they looked more like men)
sind were beaten again by the close
margin of 12 to 10, Buster Luse and
Bob Buffington again the battery for
the first three inninlgs. For the last
our, J. B. Bonham was showing the

24thl boys how to pitch. striking out
3evets batters. John Buflington caught.
The Twenty-fourth used three
)itchers.

We have games with both these
eams again and hope to get revenge.

We also hope to have some spectators
this time. The game will be played
m Saturday, in back of Gowdy Field.

-Forrest Harding, Jr.
Scribe.

RUBBER STAMPS

COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.

PHONE 556

Lost
use the
CLASSIFIED

SPRING
Spring has come and( the birds are

here.
Oh., what a beautiful lime of the

year!
The little brook babbles o'er the rock

And just by it bloom hollyhocks
Violets blue, roses red, blossoms shat.

tering over your head.
Little squirrels run up and down.

Little birds fly all around.
-Mary Frances Kelly, 4A.

MY DEAR MOTHER
Mother is the sweetest and kindest of

us all,
Her loving care is ready whenever

you might call.
She reads to us and sings to us in the

nicest kind of way.
She neither scolds nor angers and

is happy all the day.
3he's the nicest kindest mother in the

whole wide world to be.
I am proud that she's my mother.

yes, I'm proud that it is she.
-Jane Cleveland, 4A.

MY MOTHER
I have a very nice mother,

She has soft blonde hair;
"he has little white hands

With fingernails pink
All standing in a row.

My mother has pretty green eyes,
My mother has children three

And is very kind to them.
She buys them clothes

She buys them food and drink.

My mother has soft red lips.
.And when she is all dressed up

)he looks like a princess in a fairy
tale.

When my iother goes out in the
woods,

Spring seenms to welcome her;
rhe birds sing louier and sweeter,

The flowers burst into bloos
\kwl the angelsc lear her path.

-Rose Phutchkoff, 4A.

Boy Scouts
The Boy wonts of Troop I1 heild

their regular nieetinig last Saturday
with twensty-fivc hboys . one official atsd
'hree visitors present. The htoy s play.
d baseball for a wh ile in the morn-
"rg, andl in use afternoon, at 3 :00
hey played the Columlbus Y. M. C.

X., losing by the score of fiv e to four.
The batteries for the Scouts were
(first four innings) Buster Luse pitch-
r and Bob Buffington catchser; and

for the last three imeins James Bon-
ham pitcher an] John Bulngton

SHOWER BATHS SANITARY SEWERAGE

J. TEX GILBERT, Owner
CARE OF PINES HOTEL

Panama City, Florida

Irvel
With An

UNTROUBLED MIND

You can leave
your worries be-
hind when you con-
sult us before you
start.

Confidential Service
that is Appreciated

Loans to Commissioned Officers utp to $200.00 on open note

NO ENDORSEMENTS REQUIRED

Franklin Savings & Loan Co.
We appreciate your account-Either Borrowing or Saving

Corner 13th St. and 1st Ave.

6/oq And

Phone 2766

7c

With Safety

No Fluctuations in Value

Our deposit accounts issued in form of stock cer-

tificates over period of 48 mos. pay 7/U paid up in full

and 6 on monthly payment plan. Start a savings ac-

count with us this week. In business 55 years.

(Coluni bus Mutual Loan Assn.

OWEN D. EDGE, Secy. & Treas.

"Two Sodas,
Please"

UST draw up at our
curb and before

you can say Jack
Robinson, one of our
efficient helpers will
be bringing you the
delicious sodas or
sundaes you asked
for. That's service!

Soda Fount
POST E*HANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.
"It Pays to Trade at Your

Post Exchange"

SPECIAL
PACKARD

SPORT COUPE

I, tet tv)e light eight.

t)iiial tires and paint.

\VII accept light trade and

tcrllis., lNhn 4107-J.

-1

I-

A I A...

To The Armq-
ADVERTISERS IN THIS PAPER

Are especially prepared to serve army personnel. To purchase from
them will be profitable to you-and don't forget to mention

THE BENNING HERALD

New Furnished Cottages For Rent
-AT-

BEACON BEACH
IDEAL FOR FAMILIES AND HOUSE PARTIES.

9 12th Street

I'llh bhINAJL.L4t7 nrl.IL%.tXJU"
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SERVICE COMPANY

The Service Company men who par-
ticipated in the 29th Inantry Trans-
portation and Horse Show did (as
usual) take most of all the First
Prizes. Prizes awarded were as fol-
lows:

Show Wagon: Pvts. Ballard and
Wooten, 1st Prize .

Regulation Wagon: Pvts. Cotner
and Willoughby, 1st Prize.

Driving Contest: Pvts. Moncrief and
Styles, 1st Prize.

Horseshoeing Contest: Pvt. Starnes,

We sell you a car and will
buy it back in nine months
and pay you cash for it. We
keep a nice line of Chevro'ets
and Fords along with other
makes, on hand. Our new
car line is Pontiac, Oakland

nd Franklins.

We are the largest used car
buiers in Columbus

McMURRIA'S
1125 - 6th Ave. Phonq 2590

Quaker State

MOTOR OIL

Gives you extra power,
extra speed, extra life
it's use is a genuine
economy.

For Sale at

Post Exchange
AUTOMOBILE DEPT.

Fort Benning, Georgia

I

2nd Prize.
Minor prizes of 2nd, 3rd and 4th

are not mentioned except in the
Horseshoeing Contest where there was
only one representative.

After the Horse Show supper con-
sisting of the following Menu was
served: Apple pie, asparagus on toast,
blue ribbon beer, butter, candied
3weet potatoes, cream cheese, hot
buns, lettuce, green olives, saltine
crackers, sliced tomatoes, tomato cat-
sul), chicken, lucky strike cigarettes,
and chancellor's cigars.

Guests for supper were: Major
Schneider, Special Units Commander;
Capt. Beatty, Commanding Service
Company. Lieut. Westlund, Transpor-
nation Officer; Capt. Cushman; Lieut.
Camubre and Lieut. Gould.

The supper was enjoyed by every-
one and we want to compliment the
Meis Officer and Mess Sgt. for their
eloquent taste in the preparation of
WVednesday's Menu.

COMPANY "G"

Manieuvers of the 4th Corps Area
are about to draw to a successful
close. When we say successful, it is
an impression made upon our higher
comumanders of the 4th Corps Area.
From them has come nothing but
cominciindatiol and praise. Not only

should the regiment feel proud of
suci worthy praise but every company
anl nan in the regiment. After all
it is every individual's part that brngs
cre lit to his company, and the co-
pany vwhich brings credit to the re-i-

I loviig on towards another chani-

picnship "G" Company entreinched
herself stronger in first place in the
2nd Bu. Baseball League by troinc-
ing "E" Company 7-3, Sunday after-
noon. Corp. Collier let "E" Company
down with two hits to chalk up his
third (consecutive vin of the season.
Look out Lefty Grove.

Bayonet traminig in all probability
starts next week. A week of parries,
jabs, and stabs. Here's to a 100 per
cent qualification for "C" Company.

COMPANY "F"

'Whew, this all day eating and run-
ning around the woods is hardly giv-
ing us all a (-hanice to (10 a thing. This
last maneuver was a pip.

As usual "F" c-oipanly heldi the
Ace high hand for the battalion. But
we are usedl to that and (10 not miindl
it in the least. The more they give

us to do on one of these maneuvers
the better we feel. To be truthful
with you, we would feel lost if we
did not have the major part in that

play.

ing to be a three-way tie between
4 Hqrs., "G" and "F," after that game.

Cpls. Wilson, Krewvson and Cham-
bers were discharged ili order, and
all three have re-enli:tedi. Congratu-
lations fellows, just a word to let you

i know that we are mighty glad to have
all three of you back with us.

USED CAR BARGAINS

" Muscogee Chevrolet Co.
s

,4I

I

In charge of Telephones: Local 4186
Joe E. Flowers--Chas. B. Foley Long Dist. 9976

Murrah Bldg.
1207 1st Ave.

Herbert J. Copeland is not only the
newest private first class in the Quar-

termaster Detachment but also a sol-

dier who takes a great pride in his

business ability. He is assigned to

luty at the Fort Benning salvage

warehouse and has taken such an in-,
terest in his work that numerous im-
provements have been made by him.
These improvements have caused him
.o be given many compliments by va-
rious members of the garrison. lie
has developed a new system of storing
material in the warehouse, so that it
looks more like the shipping depart-
ment of a large mail-order huse-
with all its neatly arranged shelves-4
than it does a place where salvaged4
irmy material is stored.

Last week, due to his consiCIitiouLS-
ness in business matters, he bai a
great worry on his mind. He consent-
ed to act as agent for the collection
of the sum of two dollars owe I by
another Quartermaster l)etachnient
man to an 1. S. 1). sergeant. Whether
many gray hairs have been added to
Copeland's head recen-ly is a Wt un-
certain, but it is certain that his hav-
ing to pay fifteen cent-, bus fare in
)rder to deliver the two dollars cause 1
hai many moments of grief.

Stanley W. Broom, who is famed
or his ability to make fair maids'
wiearts beat a little faster, recentls
woceeded to the city of Montgomery.
kla., for the purpose cf attending, a
)aseball game. Accordiing to him th'
rip was a grand and glorious success.
3ut when he returned to the folds of
he Quartermaster Detachment he had
et one bit of informatien about the
,ame slip his mind. He could not
-emember the names of the teams that
vere playing.

The Mighty (,runipy C(ordy, who
-ecently has been in th' h'inds of a
eceiver, is planning to see whether

kangaroos are as good fighters as they
lave been cracked up to be. He in-
ends, according to his cwn statement,
o visit Australia in August. Possibly
he Mighty Grumpy has been unable

to find enough competition in Fort
3enning, LaGrange, Eufaula and parts
'hereabouts, and desires to see what
lie kangaroos are able to do.

"overhead teams) this company won
:vith plenty to spare. The members
af the Overhead Regimental Volley
Ball Champions Team are as follows:

Cpl. Arinstead Pfc. Stolier
Pfc. Stokely PfC. Steele

[ Pfc. Patrick Pfc. Parker

So far in the baseb~all standhing we

are tiedl with 2d. Bn., Hqrs. for sec-
ond place. We still have another
, :ame to play with Companiy "G"' the

Sleague leaders and something seems

to tell this 01(1 Private that it is go-

I
DEEP-CUSHIONED CHAIRS RECLINE TO ANYDESIRED ANGLE

Found on Every Hood Lines Coach
LOW FARES

ATLANTA $3.00
Lv. 7:45 am, 12:30 pm.

6:45 pno.
MONTGOMERY --- 3.00

Lv. 10:20 am, 4:00 pm,
8:00 pm.

CINCINNATI .. 13.75
CHATTANOOGA _-5.75
Washington, D. C._ 19.45
BIRMINGHAM -4.50
MEMPHIS ---- 10.50
MERIDIAN, MISS 7.00
MOBILE, ALA. -7.75
NEW ORLEANS_ 11.75
SHREVEPORT 16.25

UNION
BUS TERMINAL

1212 Broadway
Phone 661

Unusual is the comfort of Hood Lines
Coaches! Press a foot pedal and the
back of your deeply cushioned seat
reclines to several different angles for
complete relaxation or restful sleep.
There are clean, fresh linen head-rest
covers and adjustable foot rests...
SIX over-size balloon tires and "air
bottle" shock absorbers to make your
bus trip an "air ride."

Circulating hot watr heat for chilly
nights, ice water, porter service and
even RADIO, complete Hood Lines
Coach comfort. Try this comfortable,
clean and convenient way to travel
to almost everywhere.

Patronize Herald Advertisers
TWITTY

2n Mi ., fq. Co., 29tN.Inf.Harry Blitz

.........

4

2 1 Ve. re , Cmn) rort

HO 0 .
18 mrg / cel %S,

LIVINGSTON &
BROKERS

111 Broadway-New York

MEMBER OF NEW YORK STOCK EXCfLANGE
and

ALL PRINCIPAL EXCHANGES

-COLUMBUS, GA. BRANCH-,

I

The Fourth Corps Area Maneuvers
are coming to a close, very soon all
will be back to normal, with the reg-

ular routine of work every (lay. In

some ways we are glad to have all

this over with and then again after

thinking it over, we sort of hate to

see it end. It's mighty good to have

all the visiting troops here with us
to enjoy the things in this post that

they have not at theirs'.
We've made some new friends and

have met some old ones, and we do

hopie that they did enjoy their stay

here.
Are we proud of that little cup xv

received the other day? I say we
are. Volley ball is a great game and
this company took to it like a duck
tak s to water. The result is that
when the Regiment sponsored a game
between the outstanding team in th(
Ist Bn. and Special Units and the out
standing team in the 2d Bn., (,this

* 0444 
-#7 4-

,* *4
44

i\T akeirs f ine Printing Plates

410 WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.

* Atlanta, Georgia
**4
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
___________jndar I Hu DynamicDFootba

I inema Calendar [IRALODam eaue Novarro
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

Watch Repairing
LAMAR SMITH

PHONE 3032 1201 BROADWAY

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital.-----------$100,000.00
Surplus ---- 65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, cor-
pounded semi-annually.

Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the
CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

CLUB
For, -Bennin g Representative:

R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

SATURDAY, MAY 14th

PARAMOUNT
ATLANTA

-On The Screen-

"SINNERS IN
THE SUN"

With

Chester Morris
Carole Lombard

-On The Stage-

4 ACTS BIG
TIME VODVIL

-Featuring-

DON SANTO
And

EXIE

AT THE ROYAL
(Beginning with Midnight Show. Saturday 11:15 P. M.)

SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY; Presenting,
'THE MIRACLE MyAN", with Sylvia Sidney, Chester Morris,

Irving Pichel, John Wray, Robert Coogan and Hobart Bos-
worth. Dramatic yet tender. Meek yet majestic. Tearful yet
joyous. "THE MIRACLE MAN" comes to engrave a new
talkie experience on your heart. Up from the hurly-burly of
greed and self. Up from a life of tinsel pleasures and sinful'fun"-she brings her man to a newer, higher world of whole-
some bliss. A world where love and faith bring joys sublime.
(Recommended by this critic.)

AT THE GRAND
SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Presenting,

"'HUDDLE" with Ramon Novarro, Madge Evans, Una Merkel
and Ralph Graves. Cad or hero-' He thought football and
college spirit a "racket" but he came through at the right time
to prove his manhood to the world and to the only girl. She
came to him alone, defying all campus rules ... disgrace and
dishonor faced them both. Here's a picture packed with drama
and thrills, with actual scenes taken at Yale and at famous
football games.

TUESDAY AND \EDNESDAY: Presenting, "HIGH
PRESSURE", with William Powell, Evelyn Brent, George

sidney, Evalyn Knapp and Guy Kibbee. Powell's human dy-

namic in this one. Zowie go those screen conventions! Sock go
the ways of making whoopee! Bang go the collar ad heroes!

-Ie's a boudoir bandit, Wall Street wolf and Broadway playboy
all in one. His frenzied escapades will keep you breathless with
excitement. It's the 1932 type of screen thrill.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Presenting, "AROUND
THU' WORLD IN 80 MINUTES WITH DOUGLAS FAIR-

11ANKS", with the inimitable Doug Fairbanks. Again Doug

comes through, leaping continents, hurdling oceans, romping
into the screen arena with a new, no- el, flaring innovation in

talking picture entertainment. Swing in with this cyclonic

pageant of laughs, gags, thrills, romance and adventure. Dif-

ferent from anything you've ever seen before. 23,000 miles of
laughs, gags, thrills and romance. Here's a lickety-split loop

around this cockeyed globe with daring, dauntless, happy-go-
lucky Doug.

AT THE RIALTO
SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Presenting, "LOVERS

COURAGEOUS", with Robert Iontgomery, Roland Young,frederick Kerr, Reginald Owen and Beryl Mercer. Madge

Eans is Montgomery's leading lady in "LOVERS COUR-
AGEOUS". in the story Montgomnery is a struggling play-
wright who falls in love w ith the daughter of an English ad-

miral. To break uip her affair with the poor youth, the girl is

hastened into marriage w ith a titled barrister. Howexver, on
the eve of the marriage, she elopes with the impoverished auth-
or atid-well, see this splendid pictulre for yourself. You'll like

it.

ina so perfectly constructed-so force-
fully told, that it would have been
great a hundred years ago, and still
will be great a hundred years hence.

It tells a story of redemption that
will stir the emotions and cheer the
hearts of millions.

So overwhelming is the dramatic
power of "The Miracle Man" that, in
the old silent version, it brought in-
stant stardom to Lon Chaney-made
Thomas Meighan a great box office
personality-Betty Compson a big fav-
orite. Yet, great as they were, Para-
mount is confident that the players
now enacting these same roles will not
suffer by comparison.

Sylvia Sidney, for her exceptional
performance in "Street Scene," "An
American Tragedy," and "Ladies of
the Big House," was showered with
praise by critics evervwhere. Many
acclaim inher the finest emotional ac-
tress in pictures.

Chester Morris appears in the role
Thomas Meighan made famous. There
is a lure about Morris that women
like. He has good looks, broad
shoulders. and an engaging person-
aliti . His first class ability is evident
in such hits as "Alibi," "The Divor-
cee," "The Big House," and "Cock of
the Air."

Irving Pichel has the power to
catch and hold audience attention. As
the Atheist in "The Miracle Man"
;he. has a role that fits his splendid
ability admirably.
I Jon..Wray, as the Frog, the part

_ that made Lon Chaney famous, vivid-

I''
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OVER THE HILL
Ranion Novarro attempts a radical-

A drama that takes love from the ly different type of role in his new
cradle to old age and deals with many starring picture "Huddle," which will
of its most important manifestations, .tart Saturday at the Grand Theater.
"Over The Hill," Fox drama, mark- His portrayal as Tony Amatto,
ing the second screen appearance of tough Italian mill hand who enters!
that delightful pair of lovers, James Yale University, gives him an op-
Dunn and Sally Eilers and the return portunity for some of the most ag-
of the silent day favorite, Mae Marsh. gressive and virile action of his
Comes to the Rialto Theater, next career. He spent weeks with a coach
Tuesday. to learn football technique. In scenes

The love of a man for a maid, the of varsity games, Novarro plays in a
love of a mother for her child; that lineup with many famous All-Ameri-
of brother and brother, father and can and noted stars including Ernie
son, all have their place in this ro- Pinckert, Jess Hibbs, Dale Van Dick-
mantic story of a human heart. el, Don Hill and others.

The central story itself is two-fold Many actual campus scenes at Yale
telling the boy and girl romance be- University were used as an authentic
tween James Dunn and Sally Eilers, background for the production which
a romance that is said to exceed in contains many of the old traditions
heart touching appeal their magnifi- of this famous institution. The cele-
cent portrayals in "Bad Girl" and brated Derby Day and various class
the mother and son tie that binds activities are used as atmospheric
Dunn to "Ma," the character played details of the story.
by Miss Marsh. Tony Amatto, portrayed by No-

Based on Will Carleton's classic varro, is intensely proud and hot
'ioems, the theme of "Over The Hill" blooded with the fervor of the Italian
is as true today as when it was orig- race. He wins a scholarship while
inally written, working in a steel mill and attends

In addition to Dunn, Sally Eilers Yale against his father's wishes. His
and Mae Marsh, a hand picked cast pride makes things very difficult for
includes Edward Crandall, Clair May- him until he becomes a football hero
iard, Olin Howland, Willima Pawley and wins athletic honors. He is ac-
and Joan Peers. In the prolouge of cepted by many students but is still
the picture which Henry King direct- unpopular socially. Rosalie, daugh-
ed are a number of Hollywood's most ter of the president of the mill in
capable juveniles. Nshich Tony worked, is still his ideal

but his boorishness has beconein-

V i- ~T irsufferable to her.
I IDIPN. 1 LX LThe manner ini which contacts and

experiences help Tony to find him-
self forms a gripping theme for the

THE MIRACLE MAN picture which was adapted from Fran.
Thieves, Swindlers, Pickpockets! A (cis Wallace's story. The strong sup-gang of wolves from a great city, porting cast includes such well-knownmarking a village for their Racket- players as Madge Evans, Una Merkel,ihe Good and Gentle for their prey! Ralph Graves, John Arledge, Frank
Strangers to decency-scoffing at the Albertson, Kane Richmond, Martha

laws of God and Man, they ridicule Sleeper, Henry Armetta, Ferike Boros,
honesty andl moral virtue. Rockcliffe Fellowes and Joe Saures.

In their greed for gold, they plan Sam Wood directed.
a counterfeited "miracle" with the cun- ly personalizes the twisted soul and
ning of their kind, plotting to despoil body of that infamous character.
the one uplifting influence ever to Robert Coogan, child prodigy of

touch their wretched lives. "Skippy" and "Sooky," gives a poig-
They find themselves face-to-face mnant pathos to the character of Bob-

wsith a Power too great for their hie, the crippled boy.
twisted mindls to ullderstand--too Hobart Bosworth creates .again the
strong for their cxii scheming. Even inspirational character of the aged
their shriveledI souls are touched Patriarch and faith healer, amid touch-
quickened by the Power of Goodness es dlrinatic heights in his portrayal.
made manifest before their eyes. Bor-is Karloff, the monster of

Thus the powerful story of "The "'a,,ke ,,stein," brings asensational
Miracle Main" unfols, wherein the ability into his underworld character
Good triumphs oxer Evil. It's a din- of "N\ikko."

RIALTO
NOW PLAYING

Popular Plays and
Vaudeville

JACK

CRAWFORD'S
COMEDIANS

COMEDY, DRAMA, SURPRISES

On The Screen
GEORGE' O'BRIEN

In

"GAY CABALLERO"
Victor McLaglen

Conchita Montenegro
SERIAL - COMEDY

SUNDAY-MONDAY
Robert Montgomery

In
"Lovers Courageous"
Mad r' Evans Roland Young

TUESDAY

"OVER THE HILL"
With

JAMES DUNN
SALLY EILERS

MAE MARSH

Admissions
10c 15c 25c

AT ALL TIMES

Ilrand
SAT.-SUN,-MON.

Ramon Novarro
In

"HUDDLE"
With

MADGE EVANS
UNA MARKLE

TUES..WED.

H e 's N e w ! 0A ILDifferent! W1IlA

With
EVELYN BRENT

THU.-FRL.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

"Around The World
In 80 Mirmtes"

I U

',%T HEMIRACILE
MAN

... a Cja amcunt cvre

SYLVIA

SIDNEY
CHESTER

MORRIS
IRVING PICHEL (K

JOHN WRAY
ROBERT COoGJAN

HOBART BOSWORTH

Starts, tomorrow night 11:15 P. M.
and Sun., Mon., Tues.

ROYAL
-ADDED-

PAJAMA PARTY
UNIVERSAL NEWS
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PARKING SPACE
and

SERVICE
Dinglewood Pharmacy

1528 Wynnton Road
Btiena Vista Road
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Doughboys Close Season With
11 to 7 Win Over Meritas Mills

Ably piloted by Major William F. dropped a four to one decision ot Co
Lee and Lieutenant Paul Kellam, the lumbus when his support faltered
Infantry School Doughboys completed back of him. He held the Foxes tc
a schedule of twenty-three games last six hits and humbled their leading
Saturday at Leebern Field, Columbus, willow swingers with a nice curv(
with a 11 to 7 victory over the strong ball and tantalizing change of pace
Meritas team. Tolle also held the Michigan Statc

During the past season the Dough- College team in check to win the de
boys faced the strongest college teams ciding game of the series.
in the south and also participated in Gilbert, Medico right hander, turned
a pair of series with both the Colum- in several spectacular games. Gilberi
bus Foxes and Macon Peaches of the made a big show against the Peache,
Southeastren league. at Macon when he fanned 11 batterE

Although losing to the professional and forced the leaguers to go to the
aggregations the army team played eleventh inning to win. Speedbal]
good baseball and was only beaten in Holloway enjoyed a big season, turn
close hard battles. Wee Grady Tolle ing in four wins.

We can make
your car as
comfortable

as your
home

When we've gone over the
upholstery-repaired the top-
and cleaned it up thoroughly
-then you'll have real car
comfort!

Columbus Fender & Body Works
1420 First Ave. Phone 165

No Matter

how

You Travel===

You must not neglect this
important precaution-your
safety-your very life de-
pends on it!

Insure NOW before you
go any further-you never
know when an accident may
occur.

CALL

The Jordan Company

18-12th Street Telephone 1190

W. H. DISMUKE, Jr., Manager Ins. Dept.

33YIL-L LL /5 C) A

Draw up your chairs, all you wise-
• acres who purport to be in the know

on things relating to fisticuffing. I
. would fain chat with thee of this man

Schmeling and this man Sharkey. By
I the way, who do you like in the ap-
t proaching squabble set for June 16
s in New York to decide the heavy-
s weight championship question? Some
e say Max. And, naturally, some say
1 Jack.

I wouldn't advise my good
friends to wager without first giv-
ing careful study to the records
of the two men. It's all right to
grow sentimental and says "Let's
bring the heavy crown back to
America" and all that sort of
thing, but don't lay your dough
on the mahogany without due de.
liberation. I have never been a
great admirer of the garrulous
gob but then I think he has been
tormented entirely too much also.
He can't help being a Lithuani.
an. Nothing dishonorable in being
one, anyway. On the other hand,
Sharkey shouldn't display such a
lousy disposition without provo-
cation.

I' *rakt * *
I'm frank to admit this Schmeling-

Sharkey thing is a puzzle for me.
When Sharkey and Stribling met in
Miami in the "Battle of the Itching
Palms," Sharkey didn't do a thing to
W. L. but barely outpoint him enough
to take a decision. The sailor man
didn't hurt the Georgian and he did
not punish him to any extent. It
was a rotten fight, to tell the truth,
but the point I'm driving at is that
Sharkey didn't set any houses afire
with his killing punches. Now, Shar-
key gets in the ring with Schmeling
a couple of years ago and was all
over Maxie like a tent in the first
three rounds. He kept up this terri-
ble pace in the fourth until Schmel.
ing shouted that he had been fouled.
That stopped the fight which, until
then, Sharkey had won in a walk.
Schmeling's friends said they believed
Max when he said he had intended
to allow Jack to do all the leading
in the first four rounds and pointed
to the fact that Schmeling, while hurt
by Sharkey, was not in real distress
and claimed finally, that the foul was
the "McCoy."

Shsarkey then gets in the ring
withz Mickey Walker, Jersey's toy
bull dog, and has his hands full
holding the Mick down to a draw.
Walker kept Jack stepping all of
the tinme and gave him a lacing
in some of the rounds. Of cours.',

, u, and hitting honors go to
_3u'k Tinsley, sturdy centerfielder.

Getting away to a slow start Tinsley
hit safely three times in his first
twenty times at bat. When he finally
hit his stride he began hitting all
kind of pitching and kept it up until
the close of the season.

Du-,ty Newman, Medico youngster,
did the brunt of the work behind the
platter and the youngster came
through nicely. He was given a rest
after the return of Corwood Smith to
the lineup. Corwood did splendid
work both with his catching and stick
work in the last games of the season.

A leading factor in the Doughboy
drive centered around the work of
Charlie Banks at third base. Banks,
playing his seventeenth year of army
baseball, kept the infield working
hard and also turned in a total of
twenty-eight base hits for the season.

LOSE No TIME

Members of the Infantry School
team will lose no time out from play.
ing as they return to their organza-
tions to join the battalion teams for
the coming intra-mural season which
w,. i open at Gowdy Field, June 6th.

°
J
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Dramatic Club
(Continued from page 1)

ning, make-ups and stage furnishings
were all very professional-like. The
Dramatic Club is indeed fortunate to
have such a host of good friends
among the Columbus business firms,
who cooperate so cheerfully and lend
gowns, men's suits, handsome furnish-
ings and draperies and even telephone
and lighting fixtures.

And we should be on guard, also,
that Sgt. Ebbers and Pvt. Higgins do
not get snapped up by the Schuberts
or Zeigfield himself, so effective is
their scenery.

A farewell performance so well
done as "Cradle Snatchers" made a
fine conclusion for a most interesting
season. The Director, Major Lewis,
and his assistants, Mrs. Pilet and Lt.
Caum, must receive our thanks and
congratulations for an expertly pro-
duced and uproariously received
comedy. The audience signified its
approval with continuous laughter
and the most prolonged curtain ap-
plause we have heard in two seasons.

There can be only ONE

GEIHU1I1 LLEAIHL

Lorraine first introduced this mar-
velous fabric to the men of America.

For twenty years, Lorraine has
maintained highest quality standards,
developed style rightness, and won
the approval of hundreds of thousands
of summer clothes wearers.

We believe that Genuine Lorraine
Seersucker suits, in fabric, styling,
tailoring and wearing qualities are the
best obtainable and that is why we are
offering them in preference to imita-
tions.

Inferiority in s u m m e r clothing
exacts too high a price in discomfort
and dissatisfaction. There's no need of
inviting this, as long as Genuine Lor-
raine Seersuckers are only - -- -$ 14

Clothing Co.

1203 BROADWAY PHONE 419

in -

orNlW$5THESP(:kT WO)RLDBILL ELLISON, Editor
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when Sharkey landed heavily on
the Mick's jaw, it stung plenty,
but never once did he put the toy
bull dog down for keeps. Walker
has never known the word, "quit,"
although I do not sanction the
decision they gave him over the
late lamented "Tiger" 'Flowers,
Georgia deacon.

Next we find Schmeling in the ring
with Stribling. Years ago, just like
every other Southerner, I was all
steamed up over Strib's prospects
after he had given a good account of
himself against the venerable Mike
MeTigue. But every time Willie
the Strib would get in there against
a good man he would invariably go
to pieces like a last year's bird nest.
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The Flare
(Continued from page 4)

pool, hailed Mike Montesinos.
"Would you mind telling my daugh-

ter that I want to see her a minute?"
he asked. "She is the girl over there
wearing a white bathing cap."

Ever ready to oblige, Mike plunged
in and swam across. Arriving, he
found himself in the midst of sev-
eral attractive young women all wear-
ing' white caps. This was confusing
but Mike used his judgment. After a
survey of the field he marched up
to Mrs. Rogers Williams, wife of the
celebrated M. F. H.

"Your father wants to see you" said
Mike.

Mrs. Williams registered surprise.
"And where is papa?" she asked in-
nocently.

Mike pointed out Major Catron,
whereupon Mrs. Williams, radiating
delight, put the lad on the right
track.

Major Catron has not been inter-
viewed. Of course, he, too, is com-
plimented but his cup of satisfaction
over being credited with such a
charming grown up daughter may
have been flavored with a dash of
wormwood.

USED CAR BARGAINS
Muscogee Chevrolet Co.

a

If You Should Die
the day after taking a

Family Income Policy for
$10,000.00

With

AETNA LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Your beneficiary would receive

$100 Per Month

for 20 years and then be paid
$10,000.00 Cash or fifty dollars
per month for over 32 years.

Woodson Hocker
AGENT

PHONE 2956 COLUMBUS

When You Need Service

Phone 1603

THE

Waverly Pharmacy
Complete Druggists

2601 Hamilton Road

Columbus, Ga.

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

PEACHTREE AT CAIN

eltlanta, a.

550 rooms of comfort and
convenience. Each room has

ceiling fan, circulating ice

---ater, radio and either

shower or tub bath; corner
rooms have both. Open Din-
ing Terrace and Coffee Shop.

Rooms from $2.50.

J. F. de Jarnette Vice-Pres. & Mgr.

t

I

tank.

TENNIS GOES WESTERN
In the days of '49 the hardy miners
nd pioneers addressed each other by
he affectionate term of "pard."
It is noted with interest that the
ranis committee headed by Captain t

lassett has reverted to this sound
,merican colloquialism in designating
he fairer half of the mixed doubles
y the slightly more dignified term I
pardner."
A member of the Erudite Fourth

ection, being moved to comment in
he hearing of Lieutenant Lynch on
vhat appeared ot be a slight irregu-
arity in the spelling of the more pro-
aic "partner," was informed in no un-
ertain terms by that eminent ety-
sologist that "pardner" is equally
orrect. That settles it and Webster's
iew International Dictionary which
loes not list "pardner" and Funk and
Xfagnall's New Standard Dictionary
vhich remarks "Dial. U. S., partner:

corruption" will be corrected ac-
ordingly. The Flare is all for the
iving, virile, he-man English as she
s spoke by comic strip characters,
owboy actors, and tactful young ath-
etes.

CITATION FOR THE WEEK
This week nominations to the

'lare's own private Hall of Fame go

,o:
Major and Mrs. H. B. Lewis-to

he former for his able conduct of
)ramatic Club affairs during the cur-
ent season and in acknowledgement
9f his skillful direction of "Cradle
5natchers" and to the latter for the
'onsummate acting which had so
rnuch to do with the success of the

RUSS POOL OPENS
(Continued from page 2)

water of the pool. The bathing suit
tself should be sterilized after each
rip to the swimming pool, for it
will always carry a certain amount
f the excretions of its wearer and
)artciles from the water of the pool
as well. The suit can be sterilized by
dipping it in boiling water for several
ninutes."

"Rule Five," the major continued,
'might at first appear to be only a
iwohibition against offensive actions,
)ut there is more to it than that. It
idesigned as a protection against

:espiratory diseases. Few of these, of
;ourse, can exist at Fort Benning for
mny great length of time without be-
ing detected, but there is always the
)ossibility that some one mizht be a
arrier an dthus spread the germs of
adisease. This rule was drafted pri-

narily to minimize the danger from
such diseases as tuberculosis, pn-
moiiia, meningitis, measles, mumps,
diphtheria, sore throats, sore ears, and
common colds, any of which might be
transmitted by the forbidden actions."

"The reasons back of Rules Seven
and Eight ought to be obvious to any-
body," Major Connor said. "They are
designed to protect against possible

PROGRESS TOWARD

MECHANIZATION
Word has just come to us that Tank-

er Brett and Inventor Negrotto are

the people's choice to lead the In-

fantry School Hunt next year. The

Flare approves-we wonder if it
would make any difference if we
didn't-but it can't help questioning
the credentials of the new high priests
of the Horse Cult. One of them is
listed among the major prophets who
pronounce funeral orations upon the
cavalry and the other knows too much
about machine guns and airplanes to
concede that the mounted man is any-
thing but an anachronism on the bat-
tlefield.

Of course it is quite possible for
an M. F. H. to regard the horse as
a recreational asset and a military
liability, but it isn't in accord with
the True Believers tradition. Ours
has always been that an M. F. H.
should be the ex officio champion of
the horse in season and out of sea-
son for everything from the baby's
pet to the arbiter of battle.

We hope for the best but we won't
feel quite sure that the grand old In-
fantry School Hunt is safe from the
inroads of mechanization until we
see the Tanker and the Inventor in
pink going over the first jump. We
can't help being a bit fearful lest two
such practical minded modernists de-
cide to put the field in dungarees and
have it follow the hounds in a Christie

I

A LL cars are so good today that theworst of them will give you ser-

vice if you give it a break. Stop

iust a minute and think how important

cleanliness and good lubrication is to a

machine that make over 1,000 revolu-

tions a minute.

WASHING
POLISHING

LUBRICATION

GREASING

SPRING

SPRAYING

TIGHTENING UP

BATTERY

IGNITION

Let us service your car at regular inter-

vals. Stop in and get details.

Automobile Department
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

"It Pays to Trade at Your Post Exchange"
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thers."
"Rule Nine is in the same class," lie

ontinued, "for it is intended to pre-
ent the carrying of dirt and germs
nto the enclosure on the shoes of
pectators. This matter, dropped
tom the shoes to the sidewalk around
he pool, would adhere to the feet of
he bathers and then would be wash-
d off into the pool. Just another
unce of prevention."

"Prevention is also the idea back
f Rule Two," continued the major.
If an attendant sees somebody viola-
ing a sanitary regulation or doing
omething which might endanger
nother, he asks him to stop doing
t. And so far as rules are concerned,
he attendant is always right!"

"Why don't we allow more than
ive hundred bathers in at one time?
OVell, for several reasons. In the first
lace, five hundred are enough in
luss Pool, and are about as many as
he life guards can look after proper-
y. Second, it is our unit of measure-
nent to determine the bathing load
f the water in the pool, which is
hanged once each week. The bath-
ng load is the total number of group-
f five hundred which can be accom-
nodated in one week without con-
aminating the water to an objection-
ible degree. The pollution peak is
murposely set very low, so that there
s really little danger of any one's
contracting an infection from the
water in Russ Pool so long as the
bathers cooperate in the observance
of our rules. Besides, twenty-five
pounds of liquid chlorine are released
daily into the water of the pool as a
disinfectant.

"Rule six? Well, who wants to eat
in a swimming pool, anyway? And
as for drinks, they're not necessary, as
the body can absorb enough moisture
through the skin to keep one from
getting thirsty. Besides, if bottles
were allowed to be taken into the
pool inclosure the medicos would be
kept busy treating feet cut by broken
glass."

"Well, Major, you certainly have ex-
plained these rules in fine style, and

24TH INFANTRY BAND
The Band Leader has designated

this week as instrumental solo week

and the boys are hard at it with a
hard but varied and interesting pro-
gram in the making. The solos are
being prepared for concert season and
include vocal, clarinet, saxophone,
flute, piccolo, trumpet, trombone, eu-
phonium and xylophone, several of
which were written and arranged by
the Band Leader assisted by Corporal
Ruffin.

Corporal Ruffin has terminated his
visit at the Post Hospital and may
now be seen functioning with the
Jazz Pirates.

The Happy Hearts orchestra played
for the dance at the 24th Infantry
Service Club Wednesday night.

The Five Hundred Club sponsored
a very brilliant and enjoyable dance
at the Service Club Monday night.
The Jazz Pirates dispelled the har-
mony and the universal opinion of

have given excellent reasons for their
existence. When you consider that
the pool is used in common by four
thousand men and a thousand women
and children, it's plainly evident that
these regulations are necessary. But
there is one that you haven't men-
tioned-Rule One. What is your def-
inition of a proper bathing suit?"

"H'm", said the major thoughtfully.
"Speaking as a medical officer, and
purely from a professional viewpoint,
you understand, I would say that so
far as sanitation is concerned, no
bathing suit is a proper one."

"Why, Major! Really! And what
about the rest of the rules?"

A twinkle appeared in the major's
blue eyes. "No spik Ingleese," he
said. The interview was ended.

the guests that the music was quitethe thing.

COMPANY "C"
Privates Newsom, Franklin, Merch-

ant, Shivers and Powell are confined
to the hospital. We regret that they
were unable to make the maneuvers
as they certainly missed a rare treat,
we hope for a speedy recovery.

Pvt. lcl. Members is enjoying a
furlough, he contemplates visiting a
few of the large cities, his itinerary
calls for Columbus, Logging Camp,
Cusseta, Girard and 6th and 8th

streets.
Ragsdale suffered what is known as

the Hikeofobis which he says his low-
er extremities seemed to forsake his
underpinnage which caused his knees
to buckle. The above named organs
refusing to carry his head and body
any further thereby leaving him with-
out Human Transportation.

Jaw-bone says he has been hearing
so much talk of that horse they call
Kentucky Derby, he certainly would
like to see him run. And if anybody
thinks he won't win, push all the lock-
ers and stoves right up on top of his
bunk.

Maj. (to 1st Sgt.) "Who was that
man you sent me to do some work
about a month ago-he was a tall
good-looking man about 6 feet."

1st Sgt. (to Cpl. Hilson) "I believe
that it was Pvt. Blockman-wasn't it?"

Cpl. Hilson: "I don't know-I never
saw Blockman using pomades etc."

Pvt. Rhodes (while on maneuvers)
"Halt, who's there?" (Bang) (Lt. 10
minutes later investigating) "Who
fired?" Pvt. Rhodes: "Me sir, I beheld
an object approaching and refused to
halt. After I fired I found it to be

(Please turn to page 10)

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1313
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29 th Infantry
(Continued from page 9)

a rabbit." Lieut.: "Where are you go-
ing with it?" Rhodes: "Back to the
C. P. sir," Lt.: "The Command
Post?" Rhodes: "No sir-the Cook
Pot."

COMPANY "F"
Well the company came to the front

again and put the old Sanitary Flag
back where it belongs and that's no
joke as the company was the first to
win it when it first came into the
lime light. And boy if you don't
think we well earned winning that
flag ask some of the members of the
company, and if we had not won it,
we were going over the hill in section
column-always remember this that
we can win anything we go after.

We have Private Hood back with
us after a successful operation at Post
Hospital, and now he is taking a 30
day furlough. Sgt. Lay is somewhat
improved after having been placed in
the hospital during the past week!
also Pvt. Albert seems to be getting
on nicely.

Well, everything seems to be going
along well with the Johnson twins
this week; but keep your ears and
eyes opeln as they are planning on
pulling off a smart trick, so if you
see them with green gloves and a
brown derby and driving a two-horse
buggy don't be surprised.

Pvts. Alexander and Taylor are try-
ing to get their revenge over the
checkers. Taylor claims he is champ
of the Regiment. But old man Alex
says lie is not. Things are a little
still -with the baseball team this week.

LAST DANCE OF YEAR TONIGHT
(Continued from page 1)

Lt. J. E. Raymond
(Not too ratty)

Acrobatics..------ Maud Mitchell, Ver
na West, Sue Wil-
liams, Anna Fitz.
gerald, Shirley Gib-

son.
Master Minds.----.Maj. H. B. Lewis

and Lt. N. C. Caum.
Neopolitana.------------Frances Joy
"Shave and a Hair Cut, six bits,"-

No guarantee.
"'Weary Willies"-Eccentric tap

Anna Dozier and Nell Henry
Pedelanaesthia-_Lts. T. L. Sherburne

and N. J. Wiley.
Musical Comedy Ballet

Frances Reich, Anna
Dozier, Nelle Henry,
Jane McEwen, Mary
Kline, Reba Spark.
man, Elizabeth Henry,
Caroline Calloway,
Erna Brandt, Bill
Reese,

Pages ------ Constance Dozier, Polly
Ladshaw

Cigarette Girls --- -Eleanor Harding,
Elizabeth Beatty

Music by George Horton and his
Orchestra (29th Infantry).

SEARS-ROEBUCK ENDS
PERIOD OF REPAIRS

A complete rehabilitation of their
store at 1008 Broadway will give the
local branch of the Sears-Roebuck
Company increased ability to serve
their customers with every bit of
speed and efficieuicy which can be
made possible.

Mr. Thomas, the local manager, will
still be in charge of the re-arranged
store and ian promise a much more
complete and satisfactory service with
the new store arraigememt. Attract.
ive display of goods on hand will add
to the ease of selection by the buyers
and enable them to facilitate their
purchases.

The same credit service which the
local store has extended in the past
to the officers of the Post will still be
in force and any officer wishing to
avail himself of this privilege may do

Liberal allowance until next
Saturday on your old tires
on purchases of Allstates-
types for all cars.

$4.65 Each

If bought in pairs
Size 29x4.40

TRADE - IN SALE!!

A UTO BA TTERIES
Evergex batteries-- in a
special trade-in sale. Power
and long life. This sale ef-
fective through next Satur-
day!

$3.95
With your old battery

1008

BroadwaySF/\PS
Phone

3760

U

U

U

Chancellor
Co.

ways the first to show the new.Ali

%; V I JLTJL ".7 A 0 , A -7 tP "

SEARS
Expansion

Sale.

6 Tube Super - Console

Uot (foot
Test Frc-e)

Troubiles
Get Relief NOW!

A Foot Comfort Expert
of the Chicago Staff of
Dr.WM.M.SCHOLLwill
be here to assist our
Foot Comfort Expert
in this

Saturday; Last Day
May 14

No matter what foot trouble you may
have, it will be relieved for you at this.?
Special Demonstration.

An expert will make Pedo-graphic prints
of your stockinged feet, which reveal their
exact condition. He will show you what
causes your pain; advise you in the proper
se['ction of shoes to fit your feet stylishly
an(i comfortably, and demonstrate on your
own feet how the application of the proper
Dr. Scholl A-)"diance or Remedy will make
you truly foot happy. All this without cost
or obli gation to you!

REMEMBER THE DATE!
Eu-ch visitor will receive a Free Sample
of Pr. SeIho!l's Zino-padsfor Corns, and
a mluable booklet on Care of the Feet.

MILLER-IAYLoR SHiOE CO,
"Where the New Styles Are Shown First"

I

SILVERTONE RADIO

Here's value for you-a
beautiful cabinet superheter-
odyne. Selectivity complete
-nothing more to buy!

$39.50
l)own - $5 Month

TRADE - IN SALE!!

ALLSTATE TIRES

MAX ROSENBERG CO.
ANNOUNCE

NEW LOCATION
1145 Broadway

OLD LOCATION
16 Twelfth St.

LA-RS. ROL 13 U D CO. i ,

4I

Fridav. May 1. +1932

So.
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Brilliant Review Ends Annual
Corps Area Maneuvers Here

All Troops Which Participated
In Maneuvers Have

Left Benning

The Fourth Corps Area Maneuvers,

which occupied a whole month and

brought to Benning practically all the

troops of the Corps Area, ended Satur-

day morning, May 14th with a gi.

gantic troop review.

All the troops which participated

in the maneuvers, except the 69th

Coast Artillery and the 6th Cavalry,

which departed several days before

the 14th, took part in the review, in

addition to the entire combatant forc.

es of the Benning garrison.

The troops were reviewed by Major

General Edward L. King, and Major

General Campbell King. Dur-

ing the review, which took place on

Gordon Field, they were in command
of Colonel Daniel G. Berry, who was

assisted by a staff composed of Cap-

tains George C. Clark and Clough F.

Gee and Lt. George F. Howell.
Every one of the various arms of

infantry were displayed at the review
and several other branches of the Ar-
my, which have come to be essential
in modern warfare. Among the new
weapons of offense displayed were the
Christie and ordnance types of tanks,
which demonstrated their speed and
maneuverability to the reviewers.

The last of the troops who visited
the Fort for the maneuver departed
for Fort McClellan, Alabama, on
Thursday morning. All other units
had departed previously, going to
their home stations.

Officials For Next
Dramatic S e a s o n
Have Been Elected

Officers of the Dramatic Club for
the coming year have been recently
appointed by the board of directors.
Major E. F. Harding was elected
president, Major T. B. Catron, vice-
president, Mrs. Isobel Chance, Direct-
or, Capt. H. J. Golightly, Treasurer
and Business Manager, and Lt. R. V.
Murphy, Asst. Treasurer and Business
Manager.

All except Major Catron have had
considerable past experience with the
MTairs of the Benning club and have
manifested great interest and enthusi-
asm in its work. Mrs. Chance has
been with the Benning players for the
*past four years in a prominent po-
sition. She served as director for the
period of 1930-1931. Major Harding,
who has been three years with the
club, was director in 1929-1930. Capt.
Golightly and Lt. Murphy have only
had a year's experience with the Ben-
ning Dramatic club, while Major Cat-
ron has not yet served a full year
as a member.

The past season has been a very
successful one and one that is consid-
ered by everyone a credit to the mem-
bers of the casts of the various plays
and their assistants. A total of five
plays were presented, all of which
wson a great deal of praise from the
Henning playgoers.

Opening of Course
Heralds Beginning
of Post Tournament

The opening of the new Benning

Golf Course heralded the first play in

the club tournament, which will de-
cide the Post champion. Qualification

play will begin on Saturday, May 21,

and will consist of thirty-six holes for

each player. According to Lt. Col.
H. A. Wells, who is in charge of golf.

ing activities on the Post, seventy-five

players have already signed up for

the tournament and only five more
are required to complete the five
flights of sixteen playres each. All

thirty-six qualifying holes msut be
completed by Saturday night, May
21st.

On Sunday, May 22nd the first el-
imination round of 18 holes will be
played and on Saturday, May 28, the
second elimination round will be
played. The semi-finals are slated
for Sunday, May 29th and the finals
will be played on Monday, May 30.

The rules governing play on the
entire course have immediately be-
come operative just as they were on
the old eighteen holes. The lower
nine holes, however, which are not
included in the new course, are avail-
able for play for the ladies at any
time.

The tournament for ladies will also
begin in the very near future to de-
termine the ladies golf championship
of the Post. Prizes in the men's class-
es will be awarded to the winner
and runner-up of each flight and the
winners of consolation flight.

Maj. Gen. King
Receives Letter
Of Appreciation

HQ. FOURTH CORPS AREA

Office of the Corps Area Commander
Fort McPherson, Atlanta, Georgia

May 18, 1932.
Major Gen. Campbell King,

Fort Benning, Georgia.
My dear General King:

While I have expressed my ap-
preciation to you personally for
the great assistance rendered to
my command by you and the of-
ficers and enlisted men under you,
I desire to assure you again of
my sincere gratitude for the splen.
did spirit of cooperation and for
the efficient interest displayed by
the entire personnel stationed at
Fort Benning.

I was particularly well pleased
with field exercises, as well as the
demonstrations, and feel that they
were all handled in a superior
manner.

To me, the month spent by the
the troops at Fort Benning is by
far the most important period of
their training. I feel exceedingly
fortunate in being afforded the
opportunity of this concentration
at Fort Benning, where the troops
not only have the advantage of
instruction by your excellent
corps of instructors, but where
they can observe the splendid
discipline, personal appearance,
and training of your entire com-
mand.

The maneuvers this spring
were most successful and were
highly satisfactory to me, due
largely to the great help received
from your officers and men.

Please extend to your com-
mand my congratulations on the
high state of training they have
attained and on their excellent ap-
pearance on all occasions. In ad-

(Please turn to page 6)

By AN UNBELIEVER got his interview.

You don't believe in it? Well- Now, the next two steps, in the or-
neither did we, until the date of our der of their occurrence, were to have

last issue came hurrying on-much been the presentation of the article
too fast to suit the tastes of our bar- to General King for his approval, and
assed office force, its being placed on one of the buses

It all began like this. The Herald bound for town, all safely approved
associate editor, desiring a real good hndrfor tn.eallfe roved
piece of news for the front page of the aid ready for the Herald force to
Friday the 13th issue just past, snatch- take care of it. But, "The best laid
ed eagerly at the suggestion of Gen- plans of mice and men gang aft
eral King that an article on the re- agley," and this case merely was an-
cently reopened Russ Pool would be other proof of the statement that has
both timely and appropriate, and so brought immortal fame to Bobbie
the deal was sealed. So far all seem- Burns. General King, not realizing
ed fine and dandy, and it was. But that Lt. Yarborough had planned for
Allah, always omnipotent, and some- the precious copy to leave Fort Ben-
limes amused at the scurryings of his ning on the 9:15 Howard Bus for
charges here on earth, had different town, returned it to him at a time
plans up his sleeve. which proved dangerously near the

Lt. Yarborough's article, consisted, sailing time of the bus-so near, in
in the main, of an interview with Ma- fact, that Corporal Cunningham, Lt.
jor Homer L. Conner, the medical Yarborough's able Public Relations
inspector of our local post. Lt. Yar- Office assistant, missed the bus by ex-
borough quite justly placed his de- actly three minutes.
pendence on the well known fact that The copy was placed safely on the
the dictator of affairs concerning the next bus, however and it was soon
health at Benning is always one of the safely in the hands of the printers-
early frequenters of Post Headquart- that is, all but the last page-that had
ers and lay in wait for him to inter- accidentally been left on the table
view him there. % in the office at Fort Benning by the

Well, to make a long story short, young man who mailed the envelope
Major Conner failed to show up at to town.
his usually early hour and finally It seems that the accidents and un-
ambled in shortly before nine on the toward happenings are multiplying
morning in question. Lt. Yarborough pretty fast now but that isn't all. Lt.

Fort McPherson Team Wins
Finals of Polo Tournament

Several So u t h e rn
Players Will Come
To Tennis Matches

Several replies to invitations to at-
tend the Open Invitation Tennis
Tournament to be held at Fort Ben-
ning June 2d, 3rd, 4th and 5th have
been received by officials of the tour-
ney, according to information re-
ceived from Major H. B. Lewis on
Thursday. Among those who have
signified their intention of participat-
ing in the tournament, which has
heretofore gained quite an amount of
prominence as one of the best at.
tended and best played of this section,
are Joe Grier, Rome, Ga.; Wilmer
Hines, University of N.C.; Jack
Mooney, Atlanta; Claude Pritchett,
Auburn, Ala.; Jack Simpson, Auburn.
Robert Bryan of Vanderbilt and Ken.
dall Cram, of Nashville, will probably
also be among those who attend.

Invitations to play in the tourna-
ment were mailed to practically all
the most prominent tennis players of
this section but, up until noon Thurs-
day forty-three had not replied. It is
expected that the next few days will_
see answers to practically all these
invitations in the hands of the tennis
officials of the Fort.

In the tournament this year, Jack
Mooney of Atlanta will defend his
title won last year. Bryan Grant, who
has heretofore shown some of the best
playing on the Bennng courts has
not as yet accepted or rejected his
invitation. Wilmer Hines, the flashy
player from the University of North
Carolina, is expected to add extra
zest to the playing, his former record
at other courts having shown him to

(Continued on Page 11)

the tournament. The members of the
team receiving the loving cups were:
Lt. 0. 0. Wilson, Inf., Maj. T. de la
M. Allen, Cav., Lt. J. J. Matthews and
Lt. J. H. Griffiths.

THE GAMES By CHUKKERS

Ft. McPherson-Sixth Cavalry
The Cavalry opened up operations

with a bang, after spotting the Corps
Area team two goals by handicap..It
all happened so fast the spectators
hardly had a chance to see just how
it all happened. The Cavalry took
possession of the ball from scrimmage,
and straightaway dribbled it down
the field, and Lt. Moores very ob-
ligingly tapped it through for a goal.

(Please turn to page 2)

Yarborough had requested that if a
by-line was to accompany the article,

his name be spelled "Yarborough"

and not "Yarbrough," and we don't
blame him, either. No one likes to

have his name spelled wrong on every

possible occasion. Anyway, while the
Herald was taking special care to see

that the name was spelled right, the
always omnipotent printer was taking
great pains to see that the credit for
the article was given to the "Medical
Inspector," and the printer won out.

While all the readers of the Herald
have the utmost respect for the jour-
nalistic talents of the Medical Inspect-
or, as evidenced by the interest in his
"Here's to Your Health" column each
week, still everyone wants to see that
credit should go where credit belongs.
The Herald feels this way about it,
too, and it is for this reason that we
must take up our typewriter and tell
all our readers about the real troubles
of an editor who has to issue a paper
on Friday the 13th.

And in conclusion, we must admit
that this isn't the first time that the
Friday the 13th jinx has caught us.
We remember well the morning about
six a. m. when we had just finished
an all night session of work that we
went out after locking the door of the
office and found that chariot had
one flat tire!

Friday 13th Bad Luck Jinxes Herald Last Week
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Score Of 4 to 3 Ends Close,
Hard Fought Game In

Finals Last Sunday

By BERNARD B. SWAYZE

Rank and file turned out last Sun-
day afternoon to witness the contest
between the Sixth Cavalry and the
Fort McPherson polo teams, in which
the Fort McPherson team won the
contest to cop the tournament. The
Fort McPherson team won over the
Cavary by a score of 4 to 3, after the
hard riding Cavalry had spotted them
two goals by handicap.

The Students won over the Free
Booters in the second game to take
the honors in the consolation tourna-
ment by a score of 8 to 4. The Stud.
ents spotted the Free Booters a one
goal handicap.

The Cavalry-Fort McPherson game
kept the fans thrilled throughout the
contest, with many unexpected angles
of the game cropping out now and
then. The game was not without its
savor of danger that makes the game
so popular with the American sport
loving world.

In the fourth chukker, Captain
Wing, who played at the number one
position for the McPhersonites, was
struck a severe blow from a hit ball.
The ball hit him near the base of the
skull, and for some time it seemed
as though he would lose his seat, but
through excellent horsemanship, man-
aged to calm his mount and return
to the game. It seemed though, that
he allowed them to call play again
too soon as shortly thereafter, he tried
to make a play for the ball, and due
to his dazed condition, lost his bal-
ance and fell from his mount. It was
not necessary, however, to remove
him from the game, and lusty cheers
were heard from many points, cheer.
ing his fortitude.

After the last game, tea was served
at the Polo Club, at which time Ma-
jor General Campbell King, the
Commandant, presented the trophies.
The Commandant congratulated the
winning team on its accomplishments
and merits and in affect said that due
to the fact they had met and defeat-
ed six good polo teams, everyone
must be convinced that the victors
were a great team, and one of which
the Corps Area should be proud.

The Commandant then presented
the members of the Fourth Corps
Area team with a silver loving cup
each. The cups were presented in
the following order: Captain A. G.
Wing., Inf., Major R. M. Howell, F.
A., Warrant Offcer Shubert and Lt.
J. K. Baker.

The Commandant then presented
the loving cups to the Student team,
this being the consolation trophy for
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If You Should Die
the day after taking a

Family Income Policy for
$10,000.00

With

AETNA LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Your beneficiary would receive

$100 Per Month
for 20 years and then be paid
$10,000.00 Cash or fifty dollars
per month for over 32 years.

Woodson Hocker
AGENT

PHONE 2956 COLUMBUS

KENNY'S

NORWOOD
COFFEE

is sold at Fort Benning

through the

Post Exchange
TRY A POUND

YOU WILL BE PLEASED

We sell you a car and will
buy it back in nine months
and pay you cash for it. We
keep a nice line of Chevrolets
and Fords along with other
makes, on hand. Our new
car line is Pontiac, Oakland
and Franklins.

We are the largest used car
buyers in Columbus

McMURRIA'S
1125 - 6th Ave. Phone 2590

First National

Bank
Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Resources Over $2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning
Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.

Short term Certificates of Deposit
issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the
CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

CLUB
Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

I
U

U

3

0
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DOD!
"THERE'S nothing like a good glass
_ of milk when you're thirsty, Dad."

"Right you are, Son, and this is the kind
you were raised on . . . which probably
accounts for the fact that you can play
such a good game of tennis !"

Wells Dairy Co.

SHRAPNEL BURSTS
Last Thursday saw the end of the

three day maneuver, with students in
command, as well as the end of the
Fourth Corps Area Maneuvers at
Fort Benning. The students who have
transferred to the artillery were with
the artillery on this maneuver so as
to get as much experience as possible
before joining the 83rd on June 1st.
There were also some infantry stu-
dents, who expect to remain in the
doughboys all their life, but who said
that they greatly appreciated the ex-
perience of being with the artillery
for three days. They especially en-
joyed fording the Upatoi creek at
night at a point where no one had
forded it for several years.

Monday, Lts. Heriot and Grubbs
went to Auburn, Alabama, to judge
the competitive drill of the twelve R.
0. T. C. batteries. 'The drill was
regular Infantry drill, without the
use of rifles. The batteries were very
nearly the sameso it was quite hard
to pick out the best one.

Yesterday, the two firing batteries,
again put on the firing demonstration,
"Field Artillery in Attack." This
time however more shrapnel had to
be used substituted for shell since
there were only about seventy rounds
of shell on the post.

HQ., HQ. BATTERY & C. T.
This being the last week for the

scribe we will endeavor to make this
column as complete as possible.

Maneuvers of the 4th Corps Area
have been brought to a successful
close. When we say successful, it ,is
an impression made upon our higher
officers of the 4th Corps Area. From
them come nothing but commenda.
tion and praise for the Battalion. Af-
ter all it is every individual's part
that brings credit to his organization
and the battery's part that brings
credit to its battalion.

Lt. Bartlett finally decided that the
suit (model 1928) had seen better
days, and journeyed to Columbus, Ga.,
to try and duplicate it at one of the
leading clothiers for $12.50. We all
hope that you were successful in ac-
complishing this mission, Lieutenant.

Cpl. Cherry, (entering orderly
room) "Sgt. I want to get a three day
pass starting Monday."

1st Sgt., "Where do you want to
go ?"

Cpl. Cherry, "I want to go to

battery is in command of Hq. Battery
82nd. F. A. McAuliffe and "Rat"
Walters also left this week to join
the same organization.

The school year is about to come
to a close so the boys are thinking
about a hike again this year. Sgt.
McLeod, Cpl. Williams and Pvt. Ves-
tal made a reconnaissance last week
in the vicinity of Albany, Ga. From
all reports the suburbs of Ragsdale
expect us to lay a wire net again with
the C. P. located near Blue Springs.

Cpl. Hurst and his liaison detail
moved out to the vicinity of the last
maneuver, to pick up some wire, and
got lost in the Torch Hill Area. From
all reports a negro woman directed
Cpl. Hurst and his detail to the right
road so that they counld proceed to
camp.

1st Sgt. Sweger got discharged to-
day and according to an old Hq. Btry.
custom he passed out the cigars. We
are proud that the first sergeant is
reenlisting and will be with us for an-
other three years. He expects to go
on furlough to Harrisonburg, Pa.,
where he will fish and hunt in the
mountains of Pennsylvania.

BATTERY "A"
There is;a rumor circulating in-the

battery that one of our noble and
red blooded. Corporals.has denied- his
birthright to the name of "Speedy"'
and desires the world at large to know
that he is "Harmless." Also, that af-
ter his Army career is over he will
retire to the nearest Monastery,Pfc. (Slim) Dozier, after acting as
Camouflage Sergeant during the last
maneuvers, has decided to give up
his career as horseshoer extraordinary,
and adopt the former as his life work.

The Sultan, after a 30 day tour of
Alabama and Tennessee, where he
went thru many trials and temptations,
has returned to his home station with
glamourous tales of the West. Any-
one contemplating of touring these
two states will do well to consult the
Sultan as to places of refreshments
and detours that must be made to
avoid entangling alliances.

There have been many rides and
raids recorded in the history of this
country, but we honestly believe that
the famous rider Paul Revere and the
equal famous raider Morgan would
turn over in their graves with envy if
they received word of the thrilling
and dashing ride and raid made on
Uchee in Alabama, by three members
of this organization last week, in a
T Model Ford. We understand that
the people of Eastern Alabama wired
the Governor for troops thinking
Sherman had returned and no doubt
Columbus would have done likewise

SERVICE

From Fountain to Car
P AUSE at the end of yoursummer's drive and re-
fresh yourself with a sparkling
drink of a delicious sundae.

Our well trained attendants
will serve you at your car, and
you need pay no more than
you would for ordinary ser-
vice.

Soda Fount
Post Exchange Fort Benning, Ga.

Phone 1144

if there had been no deep ditches on
Crawford Road.

The hangover after the maneuvers
is on the battery and with everybody
trying to go on furlough, gunners ex-
amination coming up, material to

(Please turn to page 3)

Griffin, Ga."
Pooch Derrick transferred this

week to Hq. Battery 82nd F. A., at
Fort Bliss, Texas. Capt. W. B. Wes-
ton who formerly commanded this

Polo Tournament
(Continued from page 1)

the Fort McPherson knights tightened
their defense, and played a more or
less conservative game for the rest of
the, contest. They never took chances,
but played that level-headed game that
has so much helped them in this
tournament. Neither team scored
again for the remainder of that chuk-
ker.

The second chukker found both
teams fighting for the upper hand.
The Ft. McPherson team probably
had the best of the breaks through
this period, and had a couple of
chances to p us h over counters, but
old dame luck had a lot to say about
that pair of goal posts. It seemed
that the post would move from in
front of nice drives, from time to
time. The spectators began to take
notice of the abilities of Major
Howell of the Fort McPherson team,
and of Colonel Gordon Johnston of
the Sixth Cavalry.

It seemed for a while in the third
chukker that the Cavalry had hit its
stride again and would surely tie this
game in a knot, but here again it was
checkmated by the conservative play-
ing of the beady .poloist from At-
lanta. Time and again the Cavalry
would have nice chances at a goal,
but Major Howell and company would
have something to say about it. Then
as from a clear blue, sky, the Ft.
McPherson team broke lose with a
nice full field drive by Lt. Baker,
and Major Howell scored for the Mc.
Phersonites. This put them back in
the same position as at the' starting
of the game, with a two goal handi-
cap.

Neither team scored in the fourth
chukker, and the play was rather list.
less until Captain Wing was injured
by the hit ball. After his rest, the
period seemed to belong somewhere
in a polo game, and things went along
nicely for the rest of that period.

Fort McPherson scored her second
I

Time, forty-two seconds.
It was nip and tuck thereafter, for

and final counter of the game in the
fifth chukker. It came after a nice
bit of dribbling by Captain Wing
and a nice drive by that same worthy
poloist, and then Warrant Officer Shu-
bert showed his ability as both a rider
and a polo player, when he dashed
into the melee and popped the win-
ning goal for his team.

While the stands had been waiting
for the Cavalry to hit their stride, the
Cavalry team seemed to be completely
unconscious of the fact that they had
a stride at all. It was not until the
latter part of the sixth period that
they showed any serious threats at
the enemy goal, after having scored
one in the initial frame. Colonel
Johnston set up a beautiful cross
shot and Lt. Hutchinson promptly
gave the ball the added momentum
that was needed to count a goal for
the horse soldiers. It was Lt. Hutch-
inson, who again scored in the final
seconds of the last chukker, but his
gallant bid for victory. only availed
a closer score, for before play had
well begun from the scrimmage that
follows a goal, t he-final bell had
rung, and the deserving team from
Fort McPherson had won her laurels.

The individual scores, by chukkers,
in the consolation game, were: .s fol.
lows:

Wilson!scored one- goal in 2nd and
one in third. Allen scored in second,
third and fourth. Matthews scored in
first, fourth and fifth. Total, eight
goals.
Lockett scored in first.. Nichols

scored in third, fourth and sixth.
Total, four goals.

ICL] COLA
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83rd Field
(Continued from page 2)

clean and paint again and old Sol
beaming down, it looks as if the
short discharge and transfer clerk is
going to be kept busy twenty-four
hours a day. The fact is, if certain
conditions continue the 1st Battalion,
83rd Field Artillery, will not be a
part of the standing army but a trav-
eling one.

Heard during maneuvers:
1st Officer: "I am going to send my

photograph to the Blankety Blank
Magazine and see if they won't con-
sider it in the Good Looking Men's
Contest."

2d Officer: "Send some of your
ideas to Noah Numbskull, and I'm
sure you will receive an answer."

We wish to recommend the follow-
ing act as one worthy of incongruous
consideration:

On the night of May 9, 1932, Cor-
poral Brown, Charge of Quarters,
was called to do a Paul Revere (after
asking for the assignment) to Colum.
bus, and notify the members of this
orgnaization who were in the city that
the battery would leave for parts un,
known on the reservation at 3:30 a.
m. This noble deed he performed
with dispatch, husbands were forced
to leave their wives and little ones,
sweethearts were torn asunder and
bachelor members departed from their
clubs and haunts to no avail- the
battery pulled out from the gun park
at 8:00 a. m. Moral: "Move to a
post where they do not have man-
euvers-if you can."

Sgt. (Snufty) McCann says he never
gets an opportunity to be alone with
his Lizzie on account of Pvts. McCall
and Sailers snooping. Go to the
movies, Mac.

BATTERY "C"
The Corps Area maneuvers of 1932

have gone by and though they were
lighter than the ones of the previous
year, our battery was called upon and
functioned in the true "C" battery
fashion. The only disappointment we
had was that we did not see Harmony
Church or Ochillee during the last
three days' maneuvers. These points
have replaced Harp's Pond as the
most visited and cursed places around
Ft. Bennnig. Harmony Church and
Ochillee attacks and defenses and the
watering of animals are becoming a
nightmare. We hope Headquarters
finds a new hole with water or builds
a new water reservoir, so we can for-
get about them.

We crossed the Upatoi during the
night without the use of the engineers
bridge. Everything crossed in great
fashion, but we were glad to reach
Torch Hill. During the same maneu-
vers we traveled about 50 miles but
were never further than a stone's

throw away from home. As long as
our kitchen comes along we don't
mind much where we go.

The review in honor of the two
generals King was another successful

Boy Scouts
We held our regular meeting at the

Scout Cabin at 4:15 P. M. Friday.
There were 16 Boy Scouts and 1 of-
ficial present. Four boys were ex-
cused because of a hike. We played
"three deep." It was announced that
the Boy Scouts will start their prac-
tice for the horse show. We were to
play a baseball game last Saturday but
there is something wrong and I
think it's the swimming polo. We
will have a game next Saturday
with the 24th Inf. Boy Scouts.

We had an especially small meeting
last Friday and not enough men for
the baseball game. We hope this will
not continue for there has been a
big improvement in scout work and
we hope neither the swimming pool
nor anything else will stop it. We
want all Boy Scouts to be present at
the next meeting and we would like
to have some visitors too.

FORREST HARDING, JR.
Scout Scribe.

event. We have passed reviews with
horses for five years but on Saturday
we went by the reviewing stand at a
faster speed than we ever attained be.
fore. Those 105mm guns might be
heavier but our horses surely don't
show it. We heard rumors that these
same guns are not so efficient during
firing, but they look pretty well. If
serge shirts and Stetson hats make a
soldier, this man's army has plenty
of them. Appearances is what counts,
both for men and guns.

If the picture of Buffalo Bill con-
tinues much longer we will have
some aspirants for the asylum in Mil-
leilgeville. With Bill Cowdy and
Dave Archie as examples our corpor.
als in the detail are doing some fancy
work and are high tailing it to Co-
lumbus about every night. Wheni
the picture had shown the burning up
of a shack our riders went downtown
and burned up some mattresses and
blankets and would have done further
harm but the spirit of civilization
prevailed just in time.

Clipping of horses, including manes
and fetlocks, is no longer the job for
ordinary soldiers in our battery. It
has been pronounced an art and it
takes long hours of instruction and
demonstration before one is qualified
to use a clipping machine. It won't
be long bfeore we will have manicure
girls at our stable barber establish.
ment. Our stable orderly has been
promoted to water boy and hands
every man a dipper full of fresh and
warm water during our rest period.
All we need now is a negro boy to
brush off our fatigue clothes after
grooming and we are all set for some.
thing, what, we don't know and don't
care. When one of our 75mm guns
refused to go back into battery after
oiling the slides it took the brains of
our battery, including the BC detail,
30 minutes to figure out a way to
handle the stubborn gun.

Right Now..
IS YOUR BEST CHANCE

THE FAMOUS

"PEACOCK"
CLOTHES

SPORTS SUITS

$23.50

ENGLISH FLANNELS
Tan, Blue, Grey, White

and Cream

SPORT TROUSERS

$7.00
PLAIN AND STRIPES

'e Johnson Co.
1017V2 BROADWAY

The New Books
WHO ARE THESE FRENCH?

FRIEDRICH SIEBURG

Because of some extraordinary qual-
ity of sympathy and sensitiveness,
Friedrich Sieburg, who for some time
was Paris correspondent of a German
newspaper, has learned to know the
French better, almost, than they know
themselves. In judging them, he is
lamentably torn between mind and
heart. As a trained modern intelli-
gence and a believer in international
cooperation, Herr Sieburg is appalled
by the backwardness, the inefficiency,
the smugness, the narrow self-suffici-
ency of the French. He knows as well
as the next person that France is an
obstacle to the progress of Europe.
And yet-in the same breath that he
chastises-he admits that he would not
have France change by so much as one
slovenly concierge, that he could not
face a world in which there was no
longer a tradition of gracious, irra-

tional leisureliness, that France is the

last refuge of the independent human

spirit, that "he will not venture to de-

cide which is better-a perfect system

of social services or an inexhaustible

supply of bread and wine." On the

serious side, Herr Sieburg has made

a complete and searching analysis of

France's psychology, of her claim to

be the guardian of civilization, of her

passion to defend, against all-comers,

her cultural tradition and leadership.

Far better than most politico-econ-

omic writers he clarifies the real

causes of the tension between France
and Germany. It is likely, however,
that most readers will cherish his
book for its enchantment, its devoted
delineation of French life and ways.
In learning to understand France,
Herr Sieburg has also learned to write
with a wit, grace, and sparkle which
one thinks of as typically French.

-Forum.

ANNOUNCING
Low Summer Prices

Finger Wave----------------------$ .25
Shampoo---------------------------.25
Archer-----------------------------.25
Hair Cut---------------------------.25

K Hot Oil Shampoo------------------ .75

Henna Pack------------------------.75
Marcel-----------------------------.75
Facial and Arch--------------------1.00
Toban Pack ----------------------- 1.50

Croquinole Permanent---------------3.95
Nestle Lemar Permanent-------------5.50
Eugene----------------------------7.00

NORA'S ARTISTIC BOB SHOPPE
1139 BROADWAY

For Appointment Phone 9300

I

U

Phone 3500

USED CARS
LATE

MODELS

TRADE-INS

Priced Right

ALL MAKES

ALL MODELS

Here is your chance to save

money. All prices. Conven-

ient Terms.

BURRUS
MOTOR CO.

AUTHORIZED

DEALERS

READ HERALD ADS

"It Pays to Trade at Your Post Exchange"

Page Three0

- I

1216-22 First Ave.

I

ITTLE whisps of sheerness-that's
all these mesh undies are ... and

we promise them to be the coolest un-

dies you've ever worn. They look

fragile, but they wear and wear. And

you can rinse them out easily as a

hanky . .. and have them dry in rec-

THE BENNING HERALD
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SCARGATLADHICWLICHTSEI
MARGARET SLADEN, PHONE 358

CAPTAIN AND MRS. EAGLES
ENTERTAIN

Captain and Mrs. William W. Eagles
had as their dinner guests at the Cab-
aret Dinner Dance at Biglerville Fri-
day evening, Major and Mrs. Truman
Smith, Captain and Mrs. Robert
Chance, Captain and Mrs. Carlisle B.
Wilson, Captain and Mrs. John A.
Andrews, Captain and Mrs. Arthur
H. Luse, Captain and Mrs. Alexander
H. Cummings, Miss Cornelia Howell
and Captain F. H. Wilson.

MAJOR AND MRS. FRASER
ARE HOSTS

Major and Mrs. Henry E. Fraser
will have as their dinner guests at
the Officers' Club Sunday evening
Colonel and Mrs. Burton Seely, Colo-
nel and Mrs. Charles F. Morse, Colo-
nel and Mrs. Thomas J. Leary, Major
and Mrs. Claude V. Gautier, Major
and Mrs. Lucius K. Patterson, Major
and Mrs. Raymond W. Pearson, Cap-
tain and Mrs. Max V. Talbot, Captain
McElwade and Mrs. Gower.

After dinner Major and Mrs. Fraser
and their guests will attend the movie
at the Post Theatre.

* * *

LIEUTENANT DOWDALL
IS HOST

Lieutenant Harry G. Dowdall had as
his guests Friday evening at Bigler-
ville at the Cabaret Dinner Dance
Captain and Mrs. Edward C. Betts,

FOR SALE-Upright Piano

"Lagonda" French & Sons.

Practically new, $125.00

Inquire Colonel Marshall.

Don't Dance
with Tears

in Your Eyes
Have a gay time while
you're away. Don't worry
about bills for dresses.
Let us dry clean your old
ones. What you save on
clothes may buy your rail-
road ticket! Phone us, we
will call for your dresses
immediately.

FORT BENNING
DRY CLEANERS

Phone 624

Captain and Mrs. Harvey Golightly,
Captain and Mrs. James L. Ballard,
Lieutenant and Mrs. Lloyd Barnett
and Miss Mabel Barnett.

LIEUTENANT AND MRS. LINDSEY
AND

LIEUTENANT AND MRS. SLADEN
ARE JOINT HOSTS

Lieutenant and Mrs. Julian B. Lind-
sey and Lieutenant and Mrs. Fred W.
Sladen Jr. entertained jointly at din-
ner Thursday evening at the Dinner
Dance at the Polo Hunt Club.

They had as their guests Major and
Mrs. Thomas S. Arms, Captain and
Mrs. Walter Phillips, Lieutenant and
Mrs. Donald Brann, Lieutenant and
Mrs. Norman Caum, Lieutenant and
Mrs. Virgil Thompson, Lieutenant and
Mrs. Joseph Trent, Lieutenant and
Mrs. John A. Arringdale, Lieutenant
Edgar A. Gans, Lieutenant Malin
Craig and Lieutenant Noble J. Wiley.

MAJOR AND*MRS. EVANS
ENTERTAIN

Major and Mrs. Vernon Evans had
as their dinner guests Friday evening
at Biglerville Hall Major and Mrs.
Chamberlain, Major and Mrs. Samuel
White, Major and Mrs. Lloyd H.
Cook, Major and Mrs. Roger B. Har-
rison, Captain and Mrs. Henry J. Mat-
chett, Mrs. George and Mrs. William
P. Evans.

NO HOST PARTY
Among those present at a No Host

party at the Cabaret Dance at Bigler.
ville Hall Friday evening were Cap.
tain and Mrs. Clough Gee, Lieutenant
and Mrs. Gerald J. Gabriel, Miss Kath.
leen Orendorff, Mrs. Larmon, Cap.
tain Hoady, Captain John Blue, Lieu-
tenant Al. Morgan and Mr. Hatcher.

MAJOR AND*MRS. LEGGE
ENTERTAIN

Major and Mrs. Barnwell H. Legge
had as their dinner guests at the Polo
Hunt Club Thursday evening Colonel
and Mrs. Harry A. Wells, Major and
Mrs. George Kraft, Major and Mrs.
Vernon Evans, Major and Mrs. Allan
F. Kingman, Major and Mrs. Roger
Williams, Major and Mrs. Frank Lee,
Major and Mrs. Harold R. Bull, Cap-
tain and Mrs. Eugene L. Brine, Cap-
taitn and Mrs. Samuel L. Buracker,
Captain and Mrs. Jackson, Miss Par-
ham, Major Frazier, Captain Forster.
Major McCabe, Captain Gerald Thom-
as anid Captain F. H. Wilson.

MRS. GABRIEL
HONORS

MRS. ALDERMAN AND
MRS. LEONE

Mrs. Gerald J. Gabriel entertainedl
at a bridge luncheon Tuesday noon in
hotnor of Mrs. Craig Alderman and

Mrs. Louis P. Leone who are leaving
Benning soon for change of station.

Mrs. Gabriel had as their guests
Mrs. Leone, Mrs. J. R. Pierce, Mrs.
W. A. D. Thomas, Mrs. Lindell D.
Straube, Mrs. Robert V. Murphy and
Mrs. Louis W. Haskell.

* * .

CAPTAIN AND MRS. HUSKEA
ARE HOSTS

Captain and Mrs. Victor G. Huskea
had as their dinner guests at the Cab-
aret Dance at Biglerville Hall Friday
evening Major and Mrs. Lucius K.
Patterson, Major and Mrs. George
Kraft, Captain and Mrs. George F.
Wear, Captain and Mrs. Robert J.
Wallace, Lieutenant and Mrs. R. T.
Foster, Lieutenant and Mrs. Elliott
Watkins, Lieutenant and Mrs. Kameil
Maertens, Lieutenant and Mrs. Albert
Pierson, Miss Tadlock, Captain Bigby,
Captain Forster and Mr. Street.

Social Calendar

May 26-Last dance of Officers'
Club for 1931-32 season. Held
at Polo Hunt Club.

May 27-Welfare Council Tea at
Polo Club.

May 28-Benning Bachelors Dance
at Polo Club.

MRS. HODGES

IS HOSTESS AT LUNCHEON

Mrs. Courtney H. Hodges had as
her guest at luncheon Thursday noon
Mrs. Charles Hunt, Mrs. Daniel Ber-
ry, Mrs. W. L. Reed, Mrs. William
Freehoff, Mrs. Harold R. Bull, Mrs.
Edwin Sherburne, Mrs. Ira A. Rader,
Miss Lily Blackford, and Mrs. Albert
S. J. Tucker.

* * *

MAJOR AND MRS. FRASER

ENTERTAIN

Major and Mrs. Henry E. Fraser
had as their dinner guests Thursday
evening at their home Major and
Mrs. Julius Newgord, Major and Mrs.
Alfred Mordecai, Major and Mrs.
Harry A. Bishop, Major and Mrs.
Stanley Matthews, Captain and Mrs.
Frank Lee, Captain and Mrs. Huston
J. Banton, Lieutenant and Mrs. Char-
les L. Baird, Lieutenant and Mrs.
Lindell D. Straube, Mrs. Van De
Venter and Mr. Gower.

After dinner Major and Mrs. Fraser
and their guests attended the movie
at the Post Theatre.

MAJOR AND MRS. GAUTIER

ENTERTAIN

Major and Mrs. Claude V. Gautier
had as their dinner guests Saturday
evening Major and Mrs. Alfred Mor-
decai, Major and Mrs. Julius New-
gord, Major and Mrs. Henry E. Fra-
ser, and Lieutenant and Mrs. Poore.

CAPT. AND MRS. BLOOMQUIST

ARE HOSTS

Captain and Mrs. George F. Bloom-
quist had as their dinner guests at the
Polo Hunt Club Thursday evening
Major and Mrs. Thomas G. Hearn,
Major and Mrs. Edward G. Sherburne,
Captain and Mrs. Arthur H. Luse,
Captain and Mrs. Alexander 0. Gor-
der, Captain and Mrs. William Tuttle

and Lieutenant and Mrs. Henry C.

Jones.

Special
Nice Marcel

$3.00
FOR JUST A FEW DAYS

ONLY

Lindsey's

Wave Shops
Doctors Bldg.
1115 1.2 Brodaway
Bibb City

Phone 4076
Phone 4616
Phone 9432

Captain and Mrs. Eagles Entertain
At Officers' Club Dance At Biglerville

$ 9.95
10.95
13.95
16.50

1.95

DRESSES, Sale Price-.......$ 8.45
(* (o(0 0 0,0.a..... 8.95
(4 ( ... 11.45

"14 4 "C, .......- 13.95
Bradley Knit Blouses........
Bradley Knit Blouses........

JNO. K. HARRIS CO.
,"Home of Bradley Knit Goods"

ARMY NA VY
TrRADCK MARK

Inquire at your

POST EXCHANGE

They carry a complete line of

N. S. MEYER, INC.
Military Insignia

and

Uniform

Equipments
____m-- ORDER OF THE

PURPLE HEART RIBBON
We are prepared to furnish this rib-

bon in regulation or miniature size.

Demand our merchandise and be assured
of the best. Our products carry an un-
limited guarantee of satisfaction.

N. S. MEYER, INC.
NEW YORK

COLA

1.45
1.95

LT. AND MRS. CHAS. E. HOWZE
AND

LT. AND MRS. ANTHONY HOWE
ENTERTAIN AT DANCE

Lieutenant and Mrs. Anthony Howe
and Lieutenant and Mrs. Charles N.
Howze will entertain at a dance at
the Polo Hunt Club Saturday even-
ing.

LIEUT. AND MRS. RUTTE
ENTERTAIN

Lieutenant and Mrs. Louis B. Rutte
had as their guests at the regular
Thursday evening Supper Dance at
the Polo Hunt Club Captain and Mrs.
Harrison B. Beavers, Captain and Mrs.
Gustave Villaret, Lieutenant and Mrs.
Washington M. Ives Jr., Lieutenant
and Mrs. Winifred Skelton, Lieutenant
and Mr.,. Reeve, Lieutenant and Mrs.

(Continued on Page 12)

I

DOLAN-HENRY HAT SHOP
1211 Broadway

Visit us for your hats. Your accounts solicited.

4L . ttI AL MAY 30TH

I v IIAk Cut flowers, plants and wreaths
are presented in a wide variety,
with offering of practically ev.

oerv seasonable bloom.

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS ANYWHERE

BENNING BOULEVARD NURSERIES
BENNING ROAD------TELEPHONE 4176

DIMON COURT APARTMENTS
CONVENIENT LOCATION-MODERN EQUIPMENT

RATES REASONABLE
Phone your renting agent or call our Superintendent, Mr. Trussell,

Phone 3062

Special Sale
BRADLEY DRESSES

Friday, Saturday and Monday,
May 20- 21 - 23

For three days only we will
place on Sale our entire stock of
Bradley dresses. Smart models in
all the new shades for spring and
summer.
Approved By ....

VOGUE & HARPER'S BAZAAR
The ideal dress for street wear

and vacation trips.
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Girl Scoi
OVERNIGHT CAMPING TRIP
Friday the thirteenth, unlucky? Not

on your life! Friday, the thirteenth

of May, fifty-odd Girl Scouts, two

Scout Captains, and their four lieu-

tenants assembled at the cabin. Into

a huge truck were loaded some sixty

bedding rolls. Into six machine gun

trucks piled three score Scouts. Forty-

five minutes ride, and this veritable

army descended upon the Academic

camp.

The explanation? This was the be-

ginning of the reward of the Scout

year: the hoped-for, worked-for over-

night camp expedition. For it we are

indebted to the Scout leaders, Mrs.

Matchett, Mrs. Brown, Mrs. Kellam,

Mrs. Smith, Miss Stilwell, and Miss

Seeley, who planned and managed it,

and the Quartermaster, who provided

transportation and mosquito netting.

As soon as the bedding rolls had

been unloaded, there was a grand

scramble to gather pine needles for

mattresses, unroll the bedding, and set

up the mosquito bars and nets.
After the Fire Patrol had gathered

wood and built a huge fire, prepara-

tions for super were in order. The

Cooking Patrol, for the sake of con-

venience, cooked all the hamburger

in one enormous frying pan, the larg.

est in captivity, being more than two

feet across. If you have seen starv-

ed lions eat the first meal in a week,

you have some conception of how the

little Girl Scout angels went for ham-

burgers, buns, and fruit.

We were on the sixth course-same

as the first-when a car drove up in

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

A Citizen WVherever We Serve
1330 Broadway

RI. M. Harding, Manager

Ask the
Girl Friend

She will tell you to go
to the

OFFICERS' CLUB
to get

ut Notes Lt. Dowdall Gives
Illustrated Talk

the dusk. Several figures got out. A
moment later, Mrs. Matchett blew a "Along El Camino Real" is the sub-
shrill blast on her whistle, calling the ject selected by First Lieutenant Har-
entire camp to attention. Tense sil- ry G. Dowdall, Infantry, of Fort Ben-
ence, then- ning, Georgia, for a stereopticon lec-

"Girls", (reverent tone) "Sgt. and ture to be given at Knights of Colum-
Mrs. McNulty have brought us," she bus Hall (over Economy Drug Store)
said, "five gallons of ice cream!" 12th Street, on Wednesday evening,

What screams of delight arose! Re- May 25th, at 8 P. M., sponsored by the
mindful, in this woodsy, dusky setting, Catholic Club.
of the victory cry of Tarzan the Ape olic Missionary Society of Georgia.
Man. There was something about this The subject will deal with the
ice cream that history may never re- founding of the early Spanish Mis-
peat; everyone had as much as she sions of California , their romantic
wanted! In several dozen hearts, the history and their influence in Califor-
McNultys have become Saint McNulty nia today.
and his hallowed wife. "El Camino Real" is the name of

The Police Patrol picked up, swept the principal highway running from
up, cleaned up, burned up the abund- South to North through the Golden
ant trash. State. It follows closely the route

In the night shadows, the group taken by the Spanish Padres who es-
drew about the campfire in a cosy tablished the Missions. They wished
circle. The Cardinals opened the to honor their king, so the road which
ceremonies with an original song, led from Mission to Mission was
their own, joint, nonsensical composi- called "El Camino Real"-the high-
tion. There was a verse about every way of the King.
member of the senior troop. Girl Lieutenant Dowdall is not only a
Scout songs, silly song, songs in for- native of California, but was raised in
eign languages, stories and jokes, not the Mission Parish of San Francisco.
to mention toasted marshmallows, fol- Naturally, his information covering
lowed in enjoyable sucession. The the Missions was gathered by personal
Stilwell trio, Nancy, Winnie, and Alli- contact.
son kindly did a tap dance, which, re-
markable thing, was sous music, and
in perfect time! Last Supper Dance Of

It took a long time for the five doz- Season At Polo Club
en to get to bed. Ever try to tuck
in that many? The pine needle beds As the school year needs an end,
were remarkably comfortable, and the the O ffi c e r s' Club announces the
night was lovely: clear, cool and still. final week's supper dance of the sea-

Most of the girls were up long be- son for Thursday, May 26th.
fore the sun reached the site. While This dance will be held at the Polo-
they were eating their breakfast fruit, Hunt Club with the tables on the
the giant frying pan put in another porches, if weather conditions permit.
appearance. Bacon fried, eggs scram- All table reservations have been
bled with it, and popped into buns subscribed. Last Thursday the turn
made the neatest of camp breakfasts. in the weather forced the transfer of
Cocoa completed it. the supper dance from the Polo-Hunt

The buses had not arrived by the Club to The Officers' Club lobby.
time the bedding has been re-rolled, The Secretary hopes the weather
the mosquito nets folded up, and the will be warm enough next Thursday

place made scrupulously clean. Un- to permit the original plan being
til they did, the girls sang, hunted for carried out.
interesting plants, and caught up on i Pirtrbtn""i
lost sleep. Tile greatest source of en-
tertaillmenlt was in tile baby blue jay, tt~'1 b N o tes
rescued after be had fallen fronm his
nlet. Mrs. Matchett took him home,
and we heard only today of ihis unl- A canopy at the maul to The Of-
fortunlate death. Funeral plans have icers' Club has been erected for the
nlot yet been announced. protectionl of those visiting the Club

Back at the Scout cabin, the tired during inclement weather.

and grimy gang gave three ciheers for * * *
tile people who made possible this de- The Biglerville Mess will close af-
lightful expedition. Both troops join ter the evenling uleal of May 26th.
here in thanking tihem countless times. * * *

As only those Daffodils who were The Officers' Club Grill will be pre-
Second Class or over could go on this pared to care for all boarders, and
trip, Mrs. Matchett took the remain- others, at regular meals until the end
ing members from a picnic-lunch Sat- otheshatlrearm
urday morning, of the school year.

CARDINAL TROOP
Since most of the troop were taking

either swimming or photographer's
Badge Tuesday, the Cardinal meeting I
was small and informal. While som:
of the girls swept the cabin for the j.
Court of Awards, others filled in our
scrap book of notes and souvenirs.

CHILDREN'S HORSE SHOW P
Many of the Girl Scouts who took

riding from Mrs. Arnold and Lieut. A
Moon last winter drew horses Thurs-
day for the Children's Horse Show, XY r
May 28. S

MERIT BADGES

Sunday and Tuesday, Sgt. Pope at

Russ Pool gave Swimmer Badge. At T
the map reproduction room Capt. Lis-

ton gave Photographer's Tuesday. Pio- 40

neer, under Capt. Hones, was Satur-

day morning.

COURT OF AWARDS
This is a final invitation to those in-

terested in Scouts or Scouting to at-

tend the C o u r t of Awards, May 26,

Remember the date. Reserve it. We

appreciate your attention and enjoy

having you with us.

RUBBER STAMPS

Columbus Office Supply Co.
24 Hr. Service

Phone 556

CO.LIVINGSTON &
BROKERS

111 Broadway-New York

MEMBER OF NEW YORK STOCK EXCnwANGE
and

ALL PRINCIPAL EXCHANGES

-COLUMBUS, GA. BRANCH-

In charge of Telephones: Local 4186
Joe E. Flowers--Chas. B. Foley Long Dist. 9976

Murrah Bldg.
1207 1st Ave.

DAILY EXPERIENCE TEACHES YOU THAT

QUALITY
IS THE POCKET BOOK'S BEST FRIEND-

BREAD IS NO EXCEPTION
BUY CRAIG'S

Place your order either
with your grocer or with
us.

Craig's Bakery

INC.

1903 Hamilton Ave. Phone 414

"Hear Dough Boy over WRBL
every morning at 9 o'clock."

Benning on May 16 are as follows:

Benning Team To Major John B. Thompson
Captain Frank M. Lee

Pa rticipate In A tw Lt. Harold W. Brimmer
Lt. Hammond McD. Monroe

1a nta lHors e S hoW Eleven enlisted men will go to At-
lanta with the officers, nine from
Service Company, 24th Infantry and

A Fort Benning team consisting of two from the 100th M. T. Company.
four officers will compete in the an- The Benning team made quite a
nual Horseshow which will be held reputation for itself at the Horseshow,
in Atlanta on May 20 and 21st. Major Major C. B. Lyman, on his horse
John B. Thompson, Cavalry, will be "Maui Girl" taking five first places
in charge of the team going to At- and one second place. The entire
lanta. Besides these Mrs. John B. :ean, which last year was much larg-
Thompson and Mrs. H. W. Brimmer er than that entered this year, cap-
will accompany the riders and take tured a majority of the ribbons for
part in the events. The entire team which they were entered, a total of
is listed in a special order issued at 57 per cent.

Makers of Fine Printing Plates s
44 +

WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO. +

Atlanta, Georgia+

4+4 4+4 ,04 ***4-4** * **A"44 44
4*4*4 444444,4444,4*4, 4
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GUNBOTHAM'S SCHOOL DAZE
By J. L. G.

The wars are over, and the Field

Soldiers have returned to the futuris.

tic homes of Blocks 21 and 23. To

the question of "who won the war?"

the answer is undoubtedly "The chig-

gers." To warriors like Munson,

Shugart, McHugh et al, these night

operations are nothing new. In fact

Long Jawn Griffith got more sleep

on maneuvers than he ever gets when

at home.

Moran broke out a growley the

other day when he was commended
(luring the critique for his commu-

nication job on the battlefield. Tues-
day, General Joe Kielty publicly pre-

sented Moran with the "Order of the
Red Faced Boy" and read the follow-

ing citation: "With udder disregard

for life and a full mess kit, Lt. Moran
did, on May 10-13, perform his duties.
His wire was of great value in trip-
ping both cavalry and doughboys.
His communication never did work,

thereby preventing our brigade com-
mander from accomplishing a poor
plan."

Shugart pulled the worst one of his
already-too-long career. Our striker's
name is Fair, and on the recent rec-
onnaissance ride of Gunbotham and
Shugart, we came upon Private Fair,
who was very busy shooting blanks
at a Red flag. "Look," exclaimed Shug-
ger-"Fair gunnin'."

We cannot drape this paragraph in
enough black. Poor Lillyhoo Zilch,
the athletic hope of the age, is no
more. During our acquaintance with
Lillyhoo Zilch, we always found her
to be a very nice, well behaved rab-
bit. Gab Gab Rudolph was training
Lillyhoo for the race against Gun-
botham's snappy terrapin, Mr. Ter-
rence Pin, by name. However, due
to his excessive studies, Gab Gab was
unable to train the beastie properly,

so Kay and Bim Carne, who are fa-
mous for their hospitality, took on
the good work. Lillyhoo was peace-
fully eating all of the flowers in the
Carne's front yard, when the maid,
who was on watch, had to answer the
telephone. Poor Lillyhoo was en-
veloped by a roving flog, and all
Block 21-23 is in mourning. The ath-
letic engagement has necessarily been
indefinitely postponed.

Madame "Annie Rooney" Vermette
having told Gunbotham a good one
on her husband "Gunman Joe," blond
Adonis, breaks into print again. We
hope they continue to try to get some-
thing on each other, for as soon as
they do. they tell Gunbotham, and
material is hard to get, now that this
period of suppression is on the land.
Anyhow, der Captain told Gunbotham
that they were watching the search-
lights work anti-air missions the other
night. Madame Zuver, wife of the
famed columnist and host, Count Pab-
lo Zuvaloff, asked, "What are they
looking for with those search lights?"
Captain Vermette said, "An airplane."
Whereupon his wife asked "Oh-have
they lost an airplane?" Der Captain
immediately called up Lt. Barnette,
air man, and told him that Madame
Vermette was worried, so would he
please count his planes to see that
none were missing.

Bob McBride, visiting fireman for
the maneuvers, tells of a town in
Carolina that is so badly off that the
girls marry army officers for their
money. Bim Carne, who usually gets
off a pretty good one, ruined his repu-
tation by telling about the man who
had nothing to sit on at the polo
game, but as he was very bored with
his wife, he sat on the board. That

was bad enough, but Jimmy Clinton,
Tanker boxing boss, broke up the ses-

(Continued on page 7)

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

POISONOUS SPIDERS

Contrary to popular belief there are
very few spiders that are poisonous
to man. Only one variety of poison-
ous spider is found at Fort Benning
where it is more or less common. This
"black widow", the horn-glass" spider,
or "shoe-button" spider is known to
scientists as Lactroelectus Mactens.

The female, which is larger than the
male is the spider that usually bites.
When full grown she is about one
half inch long, but perhaps with a leg
spread of one and a half inches.

These spiders are usually shiny
coal black in color and have brilliant
red or yellow spots. The spots equal
one or more on the back, while in
front is one larger spot shaped like a
horn glass.

The abdomen is rounded to resem-
ble a black shoe button.

The name "black widow" is derived
from the habit of the female of kill.
ing and instantly sucking the blood
of the male after breeding has occur-
ed.

The young spiders are gray in color

and are very active in attacking plant
lice or other small insects which are
to be found on any vegetation.

This black spider is very ferocious
and will attack anything which be-
comes entangled in its web.

The poison, like all other insect
poisons is acid, and persons bitten
vary greatly in the amount of reaction.
Rarely a death has been reported from
this cause.

Usually there is a stinging sensation
and small spots appear at the site of
the bite. Within a short time shoot-
ing pains and throbbing in the chest
or abdomen begin which last for sev-
eral hours. There is difficulty in
breathing, vomiting, chills, and a
dizzy feeling which may continue for
two or three days. It may take two
weeks to entirely recover.

Remember that spiders as a rule are
beneficial to plant life and only rarely
attack man.

If you are bitten by a spider make
ever effort to capture it so that iden-
tification and proper treatment can be

made by the doctor.

National Guard
Notes

1st Section Celebrities
As the Advanced Class Sees 'em.

MAJOR ARCHIBALD V. ARNOLD

"Oranges for Attack, Bananas for
Defense." So it is when you are
placing your artillery in a map prob.
lem by the simple method of outlining
an area in the shape of the above
mention fruits. Claiming no origi-
nality of that expression Major "Ar-
chie" Arnold endeavored to take the
mystery out of the Field Artillery.
"Scrambled Eggs and Horse Feathers"
might have been uttered by Colonel
Stilwell when he announced the Field
Artillery Specialist to discuss the use
or non-use of the Artillery during the
recent student commanded maneuver.
With no intention of inferring that
any of us might have done better we
were reminded that not a shot was
fired during the first twenty hours of
the battle. Artillery Liaison Officer
was A. W. 0. L. from Brigade P. C.
and only a miracle could have brought
down artillery support for the co-or-
dinated attack etc., etc. Well, Red
Durfee saved the day by his spectacu.
lar and ingenious fording of the Upa-
toi by the Artillery as a climax to the
maneuver. In the face of all that
however, the Advanced Class looks
back on the Artillery Course as a
profitable experience. There has been
no more popular member of the
faculty than the custodian of the book
with the red cover.

"Let the Caissons go rolling along."

Captains Walter Sherfey and Wil-
liam L. Phillips have been in the Sta-
tion Hospital for the past two weeks.
Here's hoping that they will be in line
when the sheepskins are handed out
next week.

One by one they fell. It was inter-
esting to watch the pure fall by the
wayside when the marked problem in
tactics were handed back. At the
present writing, gossip indicates that
there are not more than one or two
whose grades have not been marred
by a fat "U."

It has been a long time since we
had the motor course.

Captain Arnold Funk has been in
for a bit of razzing since it was pub-
licly announced that he is to be the
High Sheriff of Fort Benning upon
graduation.

Major Terry de La M. Allen, popu-
lar student and Cavalry Soldier has
walked out on us. Some business has
nrevented him from showing up at
Kriz Hall during the past week. His
last official act was to gallop Company
C of the 8th Infantry three an a half
miles under cover of Oswichee Creek
aiid capture the Field Train of the

6th Cavalry as well as the Command
Post of Major Denney McCuniff, com-
mander of the Red Forces in the last
mtn euver.

GEN. KING RECEIVES LETTER

(Continued From Page 1)

dition, will you express to them
my sincere appreciation for the
efficient assistance rendered will-
ingly and at all times by them,
both in the tactical instruction of
the troops as well as in the serv-
ice of supply.

With kindest personal regards,
believe me,

Very sincerely,
(Sgd.) EDW. L. KING,
(Typ.) EDW. L. KING,

Major General, Commanding.

"Better be damned than not mentioned at all."
-John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

THE FLARE LIGHTS UP THE MANEUVERS
Being primarily concerned with the production and revision of Infantry

School Literature, we had no official connection with the Great War of 1932
other than that of a free lance observer and casual correspondent. We got
around a bit, however, and made a few notes on points that the umpires
missed. These, coupled with the reports of our efficient corps of volunteer
agents, constitute ample material for a gripping inside story of the opera-
tions which will go down to posterity as one of our greatest unpublished
works on the military art.

One chapter will discuss the functions of a cavalry screen in the machine
age. This will settle once for all the much mooted isue of whether a motor-
ized infantry outfit precedes its cavalry screen when it overtakes it or whether
the cavalrymen ought to turn their mounts over to the horseholders and keep
ahead of the doughboys by riding on the hood of the leading truck. It will
also undertake to answer the question of who's screening whom when the
infantry leapfrogs the cavalry and rides into its assault position in the style
to which it is accustomed.

"These are Clan Alpin's warriors true
And, Saxon, I am Roderick Dhu."

Another chapter will analyze the tactics of Major Terry Allen, the dash-
ing Advanced Class cavalryman who enveloped the Red Army's left flank
with one company of infantry and nearly ended the war at one fell swoop.

The Reds marking the front line had left their flags behind and for the
moment Terry's small Blue enveloping force had them outnumbered. Then
Professor McCunniff came to the rescue of his hard pressed cohorts. Hastily
breaking out a whole box full of red flags, each representing a platoon, he
armed all available troopers with two each and sent them against the Blue
flanking detachment from all sides. Meanwhile the Professor himself, with
an armful of flags, charged down upon the valiant Terry and ordered him
off the premises. Awed by the sight of a whole Red Army Corps which
sprang from nowhere, even the intrepid cavalryman was made to behave.

Another chapter will deal with sec-
recy and means of obtaining it. For
this chapter we have the historical il-
lustration of the unknown lieutenant
who commanded the tank company
during the last Corps Area Maneuver.

After a long night made hideous by
the tanks going off trucks and then
clanking up and down the road for
hours within easy earshot of the en-
emy, the tank lieutenant approached
the brigade commander. Carefully
picking his way to avoid breaking any
twigs and thus alarming the alert foe,
he came close to his chief and whisp-
ered, "When do you want the tanks,
Sir?"

Of course our great unpublished
opus will contain plenty of human in-
terest stories. Among these will be
the account of a near tragic incident
in which Major Freehoff figured. The
Major, in his favorite role of military
observer, having fared forth at mid.
night to witness the crossing at Mc-
Bride's Ford stopped off at the Veter-
an's Bureau at the 29th Infantry Camp
to obtain information. Finding the
entire organization wrapped in pro-
found slumber the genial Secretary
was moved to rouse Major Smith and
his exhausted assistants to inquire the
whereabouts of General Fuzzard, the
distinguished soldier of fortune who
was so much in the public eye a few
weeks back.

For a brief space the playful Secre-
tary toyed with the idea of dumping
the sleepers out on the ground but
happily his kindlier nature prevailed.

Casting a reluctant glance over the

sleeping occupants of the cabin, he

withdrew. The next morning he learn-
ed that the Corps Commander, Gen-

eral E. L. King, was one of the sleep-

ers whom he had contemplated roll-

ing out on the floor.
The Conductor of The Flare, who

was an eyewitness, but in no sense a
party to the nefarious project, is not

sorry that the Secretary thought twice

before acting upon his intention. For,
while it would have been a rare treat
to see the Major do a running jump

off the high bluff, it would have been
no fun to jump with him.

We note with pleasure that the
Fourth Section has succeeded in leav-
ing one historical fact firmly implant-
ed in the minds of all members of
the Advanced Class. The maneuver
which forced the withdrawal of the
Blues across the Upatoi was recogniz-
ed by all as a First Section Cannae
with Professor McCunniff in the role
of Hannibal.

DISASTER STALKS THE SHERIFF
Captain Wild Bill Tuttle, the well

known preserver of law and order,
has been having a bit of hard luck
lately.

Not long ago he filled in for an
absent member of the Thanatopsis
Club and at the conclusion of the fes-
tivities drew the customary check.
Then, being businesslike in all things.
he carefully entered the amount or
the stub. Later, in his oral repor
upon the state of the union to Mrs
Tuttle, he inadvertently misplaced th,
decimal point one digit to the left-
a natural mistake which anyone migh
make under the circumstances.

The next day Mrs. Tuttle, in drav
ing a check, noted the stub which th
Sheriff had made out the night befor,
It was her check book which the ca]
tain had inadvertently picked up
he went forth to beard the Thanatoi
sis brethren in their lair.

A few days later, at the big revie
a lady from the neighboring metro
olis bumped the Sheriff with her ca
ruffling his dignity and ventilating tl
seat of his breeches. The Sheriff mig'
have recovered quickly from the fc
mer injury had it not been for t]
latter. As it was, he carried both wil
him all during the entire review fro
which his arduous duties as big sh

traffic cop did not permit him to I
absent.

As the Sheriff had dealings wi

the Corps Area Comander and othe

of high rank the rent in the seat
(Continued on page 7)
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The Flare
(Continued from page 6) w

h
his breeches caused him great em- a

a
barrassment. Also, it drew considera- w

ble comment from the spectators,

many of whom thought that the Chief

of the M. P. was trying to introduce L

court etiquette when they observed tr
c(

him backing away from the Generals li

King, for all the world like a de- A

butant withdrawing from the august St

presence of royalty.f
1(

COUNTER ATTRACTION IDEA u

Mrs. Vermette, the well known ac- b
tress, has a temperamental Scotch ter- s
rier who insists on making a bee line
for the Commandant's lawn immedi-
ately upon being let out in the morn- t
ing.

Fearing lest her pet run afoul of
the MP's who are always on the look-
out for canine violators of the law,
Mrs. Vermette asked Captain "Plumb
Dead" Whatley if he couldn't suggest
some remedy for Shanter's morning
dash into forbidden territory. Why
she didn't take the matter up with
Colonel Seeley or have Shanter psy-
choanalyzed by Colonel Stayer we
can't say, but anyway it wasn't neces-
sary. Captain Whatley knows his
dogs as well his shrubbery and was
ready with a solution.

"I'll tell you what you do, Mrs.
Vermette" said the botanical expert.
"You plant the same kind of bushes
in your yard as the General has in
his."

AT IT AGAIN

The Flare has learned that Major
Paul Peabody, former Benning Mati-
nee Idol and President of The Infan-
try School Dramatic Club, has been
cast for a leading part in the forth-
coming production of the Montgom-
ery Players. That makes three for the
current season. We are quite confi-
dent that Major Peabody is not threat-
ened by any of the prosposed elimi-
nation bills so he must be acquiring
this stock company experience in an-
ticipation of the day when CongressSill abolish the Army altogether.

ANODYNE
Speaking of eliminatioii, officers

w ho expect to be competing for civil-
ian jobs should be thinking about
taking up soniething for which ex-
con gressmen aren't specially suited.
There may be a lot of competition in
such fields. These are precarious
(lays for government servants both
ippointive and elective.

CITATION FOR THE WEEK

To Mine Host Harry Dowdall his
cabaret party which was one of the
best native Biglerville dances within
the memory of a man what has suf.
fered.

Gunbotham's
School Daze
(Continued from page 6)

sion by saying. "At a polo game, I
stare, you stare everybody stares. He
should have sat on the stairs."

The Class Tennis and Golf Tourna-
ments are under way, and quite a lot
of students have entered. The team
of Hammack and Lee failed to enter
the doubles, and that leaves the tennis
outcome a very doubtful one. There
is some talk of playing the academic
department a game of indoor base-
ball outdoors. We feel sure that the
First Section would be better at throw-
ing horse-shoes.

Playing their best game of the year,
the student mallet swingers whacked
the bounding pellet by the enemy's
red flags eight times, while the Free-
booters collected but five. The entire
team was on the ball. Major Terry
Allen was all smiles at the end, and
Zero Wilson was "on." It is rumored

I

SEE YOUR DEALER BELOW

Mucsee Chevrclet cc.
1501 FIRST AVENUE
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E J Iyou Will findth
time-proved and reliable Chevrolet motor, which combines un-

equalled economy with smoothness, speed, quietness and flexibility

Raise that big, evrolethod ! Te en is thoroughly proved-Its basic design

fin modem, six-cyidunderntis and cotction have been tested and proved

one of theche rn hChevrolsetcifnjues by b l los of miles of service. That engine is

to be America's lgt Ellin t For up-to-daft in every respect-It develops 60

that ei a arx-end only a six, as Chev- horspowe-d ers a speed of from 65 to 70

mrlt builds it, comb both Mbilt-in smooth- mile an hour-and accelerates from a standstillto

ness and maximu economy. That engine is 35 miles an hour in less than 7 seconds. Itsadvan-

mechanically ound! Three and a half years of tae are yours for as little as $445-Due t
PRICES REDUCEDTO 1ctinuous iprwng reing, and testing have reduced pric, the new Chevrolet Six no'-

Made it as nearly erfect ts it can be! That sels foroneofthe verylowest prices in the market.

4CHEVROLET MOTOR COMPANY, DETROIT, ICHIGAN. DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTOR&

All prices f. o. b. Fnt, tMchig .

Special txuipmet tr. o

dlivered prices and easy G. I.
A. C. temm.S

hat a song about "somebody stand- dolph will continue to run a night
ng beside somebody else, on a rock" club. Munson will be a night watch-
vas heard well into the wee sma' man. Hammack will be a gigolo.
ours Sunday night, but that's just Slowdrip Silverman will test Beauty
rumor, and Gunbotham wouldn't rest mattresses. Homewood will be a

vant anybody to accept it as a fact. Chatauqua lecturer. Martin will do
* * * cowboy numbers for the movies.

When they start eliminating second Lanham will continue to play poker.
ooeys, Gunbotham is not going to Daddy Woods will stamp out forest
ry to make his fortune writing, be- fires. Trent will starve to death
ause he'd starve to death. But mil. Kernan, Moscatelli, Selman and Lu
ions are to be made in his "All will become gangsters. Nerts Dicks
kround Employment Agency." The will be a Fuller brush man. Kengla
Iudents will all be placed in jobs and White will move pianos. Lowry
or which they are suited. The fol. will kill himself in an auto sooner or
owing tenientes are already signed later anyhow, so he doesn't need work.
p-John Harvey Kane, professional Winn will be a pro football player,
)olo player and instructor in radio. Inch Will will marry money. Gun-
Cey practices in a Back Bay night botham will publish the other jobs
chool. Bill Bullock will help him and the men who have been placed,
vith the polo. McHugh is either go- at a later date. If you know of any
ng to be in the wrecking game, or a possibilities, we'd be glad to have
ravelling salesman. Shugart and Ru-Ithem.
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ED COHN

Sales Manager of the

Metcalf's Clothing and Hat Store,

Announces

SATURDAY SPECIAIS
Just a little better merchandise for the same money that
you would pay for lower quality goods elsewhere.

Metcalf's Clothing and Hat Stores, Inc.
The New Store at 1107 Broadway-On The West Side

COLA



1THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS

Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE RIALTO

SUNI)AY AND MONDAY: Presenting, "BUSI NESS
AND PLEASURE." with Will Rogers and jetta Goudal. In
this one Will rallies to the defense of the much-m aligned
"Babbitt," a creature of the sarcastic, yet delightful soul. of
Sinclair Lewis, famed author. Will is "Earl Tinker" Middle
Western razor blade manufacturer. He embarks on a Meliter-
ranean cruise with his jealous, nagging wife and resentful

daughter, ostensibly on pleasure bent, although he actually has'
a very shrewd piece of business in nind.

TUESDAY ONLY: Presenting, "LADIES OF THE BIG
HOUSE," with Svlvia Sidney, Gene Raymond, Wynne Gibson
and a strong supporting cast. Too young to die! Their skins
too white, their blood too red, their will to live and to love,
too utterly unquenchable to say "surrender" to a Fate that
would have crushed you -and a million others.

WEDNESDAY AND THlURSDAY: Presenting. "COM-
PROMISED." with Rose Hobart and Ben Lyon, Juliette
Compton (formerly of Columbus, Ga.) Claude Gillingwater
and Bert Roach. Too shameful to )e remembered, too beauti-
ful to be forgotten. Her lips still burn from that kiss that
promised love, respectable motherhood and happiness-but
ended in disillusionment, shame, loneliness. "COMPRO-
MISED" is the vivid story of a girl who was ostracized be-
caused she dared to enter society bv the back door.

AT THE GRAND

SATURDAY, SUNDAY ANI) MONDAY: Presenting,
"NIGHT COURT," with Walter Huston, Anita Page and
Phillips Holmes. They were so happy.., like two love
birds ... and then she was framed by the agents of the Night
Court. It's a true story taken from real life. A woman framed
by a corrupt judge. For the first time in many months, a new,
vital, throbbing idea has come to the screen. A mighty talkie
entertainment taken from actual facts that occurred last year
in New York City and which caused a nation-wide sensation.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Presenting, "THE
MISLEADING LADY," with Claudette Colbert, Edmund
LOWE and Stuart Erwin. Kidnaped! Carried off, struggling,
at midnight! Spirited by plane to a lonely hunting lodge.
Chained up while her captor laughed. Is it all in fun? You'll
say so when you see "THE MISLEADING LADY." She
tries to mislead a HE-man into love and gets herself into a
peck of trouble.

AT THE ROYAL

(Beginning With Midnight Show, Saturday, 11:15 p. in.)

SUNDAY, MONDAY7 AND TUESDAY: Presenting,
"LETTY L YNTON," with Robert Montgomery and Joan
Crawford. Two lov es hut only one of them was real. Put
yourself in her place-a girl's (lream of love realized, only to

be menaced by a past indiscretion. It's thrilling, it's full of
tears and laughs, it rings true )ecause it IS true. Two greatstars, surpassing former triumphs. Here is a romance in a
thousand .... a thrilling, moving love story with the two
stars at their very peak. The Joan Crawford of "POS-
SESSED." The Robert Montgomery of "PRIVATE LIVES."
Here you find them together in a great romance.

SATURDAY, MAY 21ST .7

PARAMOUNT
-ATLANTA-...

-On the Screen-

"THE STRANGE

CASE OF
CLARA DEANE"

With

WYNNE GIBSON

-On the Stage-

4 ACTS BIG TIME

VODVIL

-Featuring-

CHAS. AHEARN
PHILLIPS HOLMES ,aZANITA

PAGE /z"NIGHT COURT"

ROYAL

JOAN, C AW FOPD

"Letty Lynton" with Joan Crawfor
and Robert Montgomery in the princ
pal roles will be the attraction at th
Royal theatre beginning with a mi'
night show Saturday and continuin
through Tuesday evening. Metr
Goldwyn-Mayer's sensational filmiz
tion of the Marie Belloc Lownde
novel is an intriguing drama of mot
ern morals with a vivd climax i
which the heroine is faced with th
choice of loss of reputation or prisot
Clarence Brown, who last directe
Miss Crawford in "Possessed," screei
ed this new romance of South Amer
ca and New York. A notable suppor
ing cast includes Nils Asther, th
noted Swedish player, Lewis Ston
May Robson, Louise Closser Hal
Emma Dunn, Walter Walker and Wi
liam Pawley.

IALTO

Rogers Continues
His Aviation
Enthusiasm

Will Rogers, world famous com
dian and humorist, now winning nei
fame on the talking picture screen 1
"Business and Pleasure" at the Rialh
Theatre Sunday and Monday, is als
one of the world's greatest aviatio
enthusiasts.

Rogers never takes a train, bus, at
tomobile, boat or any other sort
conveyance if he can take a plan(
And 'when you consider that he aN
erages at least 25.000 miles of tray
every year, in addition to his labor
in films, that means considerable ai
mileage.

"It is astounding how you can ho
around in an airplane," Rogers sai
recently, in discussing his hobby. "I
certainly is the best way to see an
country

"For instance, a wealthy Englis
friend of mine came over recent]
on a visit. He wanted to seea
much as he could and had on]
three weeks in which to do it. S
I laid out an itenerary for him.

"I suggested, after a couple of day
of sight-seeing in New York, that h
fly to Boston. Then up through Nei
England and on to Montreal, bacd
by way of Niagara Falls, then tt
Chicago. From there to Yellowston
Park, up through the Canadian Rock
ies and then down the Pacific Coasi
returning East by way of the Granm

Canyon, New Orleans, Atlanta, Char
leston, Norfolk, Washington and back
to New York.

"I heard from him after he com-
pleted the journey. He said lie ha(
seen so much that it would take hin
a year to get it all straightened ou
in his mind., That he felt lie had
seen more of America than if lie had
spent a year traveling on boats an
trains."
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RIALTO
NOW PLAYING

KEN MAYNARD
In

"WHISTLIN' DAN"
COMEDY SERIAL

SUNDAY-MONDAY

WILL ROGERS
In

"BUSINESS AND
PLEASURE"

NOVELTY - FOX NEWS

TUESDAY ONLY

"Ladies Of The
Big House"

With
SYLVIA SIDNEY

Gene Raymond - Wynne Gibson
COMEDY - PICTORIAL

WED.-THUR.

"Compromised"
Ben Lyon-- Rose Hobart

COMEDY - FOX NEWS

MAKE THE RIALTO YOUR
FAMILY THEATRE

ADMISSIONS
lOc 15c 25c

AT ALL TIMES
b

GRAND
SAT.-SUN..MON.

WALTER HUSTON

ANITA PAGE

PHILLIPS HOLMES

In

"NIGHT COURT"

TUES..WED.

CLAUDETTE

COLBERT

EDMUND LOWE

In

"Misleading Lady"

THU.-FRI.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

In

"Tough To Be
Famous"

Wheels of Justice Need Oiling Declares
Director of Drama Exposing Courts

Justice, to be properly administered,
must be as certain that the innocent Do YOU SEARCIH
are protected as it is relentless in con-
victing the guilty. FOR BARGAINS

This is the view of W. S. Van Dyke,
well-known director and student of THIS WAY
criminology, who screened "Night
Court," new talkie drama to be at
the Grand Theatre Saturday, Sunday
and Monday which depicts the daring
theme of political corruption in a
court of law. The picture is said to
have been based upon allegations di-
rected by investigating bodies against
irregularities in the administration of

: magistrate's courts.

Cases Brought to Light OR Do You USE
"The story is entirely fictitious,

d laying no claim io facts," .the director OUR CLASSIFIED
,i pointed out. "However, from the

reports of various inquisitorial groups..d- we learn that cases of purposely mis-

directed justice to exist.
"A short *time ago a police offi-

a- cer, pardoned from a penitentiary
es for a major crime, came out with the R O Y A T

d. statement that he was convinced that R O Y A L
at least ten per cent of the felons in
that particular prison were not guilty STARTS TOMORROW NIGHT

ie of the crime for which they were con- 11:15 P. M.
n. victed and should not have been ar-

rested in the first place. Again, a
ri- former district attorney, freed from NOW THE SCREEN'S

the same penitentiary, voiced similar FINEST LOVERS!
it belief. Instances of convicts being

pardoned when the crimes traced to
e, them were confessed and proved are
1l- frequent enough to be noticed.

"On the other hand, flagrant cases
of the freeing of known criminals
of charges of which they are gener- o
ally known to be guilty, are reported
in the press from time to time. There
is a., element of 'fixing' done for .9 0
political or other considerations. That 9 i'
is a matter of common knowledge,
although its activity has been curtailed
to a very large measure by recent ex- Burning Love-Letters
posures, I am sure. Past Indiscretions-

"We do not offer our picture in
any sense as an expose. It has no WERE THEY TO COME NOW
particular locale. The characters are TO DESTROY HER REAL
drawni from imagination. It is in- HEART'S DESIRE?

e- tended only as entertainment, a hu-
wman drama that might happen." -MORE JOY-
in Mark Hellinger and Charles Beahan

0o wrote the play from which the film THE DUNKER
0o was made. The, adaptation is by
n Bayard Veiller and Lenore Coffee. CHESS.- NUTS

Heading the cast are Phillips Holmes, UT N I V E R S A L
u- Walter Huston, Anita Page, Lewis SOUND NEWS

af Stone, M ary Carlisle, John M iljan and __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
e. Jean Hersholt.
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Company "B," was appointed orderly
for Major General Fuqua, during his
recent visit to Fort Benning.

Following is the letter received by
Sgt. Barr:

WAR DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF INFANTRY

WASHINGTON, D. C,

SERVICE COMPANY May 9, 1932. 24TH INFANTRY BAND

News in the Company this week Sergeant Clarence C. Barr, Corporal Ruffin, 3rd alto saxophon-
is about as plentiful as $12.00 a day Co. "B" 29th Inf., ist of the 1st orchestra, who visited
jobs in a Bread line. "Cordwood" Fort Benning, Ga.

Smih as ouht "izze"on heMy Dear Sergeant Barr: the Post hospital for a few weeks,
Smith has bought a "Lizzie" on the upon his release a few days ago prais.
"pay all your life" plan, and is now [ desire to take this opportunity to ed said institution to the extent that

debating with the Provost Marshal as thank you for the splendid service Pvt. Riley, 1st saxophonist of the
to the possibility of operating it on that you rendered me as orderly dur- same orchestra determined to visit

the Reservation. ing my recent visit to Fort Benning. the well known hospital for first hand
We might state in passing that Your duties were rendered in a splen- information. At this writing Mr.

"Minnie" and her shadow (Malcolm did, military and courteous manner, Riley is a boarder thereat.
R.) are having plenty of marital trou- and it was a pleasure to have had you Sergeant Huey, our internationally
les at the present time. Phone calls as my orderly. known euphonium player is practicing
-threats and pleadings-the 9:45 bus Sincerely, stenography and has acquired the
-reconciliation. What price love? Signed: Stephen 0. Fuqua, heretofore unheard of speed of three

Hearken ye, baseball fans, and let's Major General, words per minute. Sgt. Huey hopes
keep an eye on the Spare Parts Base Chief of Infantry. to increase his speed to five words per
Ball Nine this season. With "Cord- minute between now and January 1st.
wood" on the receiving end and COMPANY "F" The band and both orchestras were
"Ziz" Huntley in the box, there should Well, it's all over with until next prepared to entertain our visitors from
be plenty of interesting games. year-(maybe) and in a way we are Tuskeegee Institute with concert and

glad and again we are not. Glad be- dances Wednesday. Tuskeegee always
COMPANY "B" cause we will have a chance to sleep entertains the band and orchestra

Hello everybody, here we are. Have in our good old bunks more nights royally and we are anxious to recip-
not been in the Herald in quite a than we have and sorry because the rocate.
long time but hope to be able to sup- visiting troops are leaving. We've
ply the news every week in the fu- formed many friendships since theirICOMPANY"C"
ture. One platoon of Company "B" arrival and have met old friends. Private Finley Powell was recently
was picked as an escort to march in Now, looking ahead (and not so far admitted to the hospital suffering
the Confederate Memorial Day parade ahead) we see a target. On that tar- from causes unknown. However, all
in Columbus on April 26th, 1932. ,et is a little Bull's Eye which we join in wishes for his speedy recovery.
Private Doyle arrived on the fourth have been trying to hit for years Heard in the Field
from a ninety day furlough, I think with every shot that we send in its Sgt. Kelley: "I wonder what time
lie lost some weight but never mind, direction. This company for the last that kitchen will get up here to serve
lie will regain the loss after a few few years has held its own with the supper?"
meals in the company. 'Tis bad the rest of the regiment in high averages
company base ball team has not for the season. We hope to do the
clicked just yet, they have not had same, if not better, this year. I for Pvt. Gray: "Supper? They told me
the right breaks but they will, and one am determined to better my there wouldn't be any supper."
good luck to them. Private Arnold score and I am positive that the rest Sgt. Kelley: "Heck it won't. Don't
was discharged the tenth, and did in this organization are just as de- you see all these officers out here-
not reenlist. He is going to try the termined as I am. Anyway, here's I know they're going to eat."
outside for a while, but I think he wishing us all luck and good shoot- Pvt. Gray: "Well, if that's what you
will find the going a little rough, as ing. are figuring on, I'm afraid you're
you all know the depression is over This last demonstration was con- 'Burnt up.' This is a war game-not
now and the panic is on. Pvt. Can- ducted by the Student Officers. The a parlor social."
non, an old timer in the company, different organizations in the 29th Sgt. Kelley: "You might be right,
just joined from the recruit center. were turned over to them. As usual Buddie, because I don't remember
Glad to have you back with us. our company upheld its name and did seeing any smoke coming from that

Now here is some real news for its very best. The officers assigned rolling kitchen down the road."
you, Sergeant Clarence C. Barr, of to the company were very highly

As we go to press we should like
to report that Private First Class Bess
will be discharged on the 23rd, and is

contemplating a furlough for about
S a month. Congratulations to you, old

S boy, you've earned it all.
BW 11 61 I-o 'W1 gav

DEEP-CUSHIONED CHAIRS RECLINE TO ANY
DESIRED ANGLE

Found on Every Hood Lines Coach
LOW FARES

ATLANTA--------$3.00
Lv. 7:45 am, 12:30 pm,

6:45 pm.
MONTGOMERY _---3.00

Lv. 10:20 am, 4:00 pm,
8:00 pm.

CINCINNATI- 13.75
CHATTANOOGA - 5.75
Washington, D. C. - 19.45
BIRMINGHAM 4.50
MEMPHIS ------- 10.50
MERIDIAN, MISS 7.00
MOBILE, ALA. 7.75
NEW ORLEANS- 11.75
SHREVEPORT _---16.25

UNION
BUS TERMINAL

1212 Broadway
Phone 661

Unusual is the comfort of Hood Lines
Coaches! Press a foL" edal and the
back of your deeply cushioned seat
reclines to several different angles for
complete relaxation or restful sleep.
There are clean, fresh linen head-rest
covers and adjustable foot rests ...
SIX over-size balloon tires and "air
bottle" shock absorbers to make your
bus trip an "air ride."

Circulating hot water heat for chilly
nights, ice water, porter service and
even RADIO, complete Hood Lines
Coach comfort. Try this comfortable,
clean and convenient way to travel
to almost everywhere.

HO
nes,

Owens: "Well, I'm going to put in
for a furlough soon."

Lee: "Where are you going?"
Owens: "West Point-I want to see

my people."
Lee: "Gee, they tell me that's a

beautiful place-on the banks of the
Hudson-ain't it?"

Owens: "Banks of what Hudson?
This place is low-land-wake up man,
I'm talking about West Point, Ga."

Lee: "Oh, you ain't mad are you?"
Owen: "No, but I hate to see any-

one so foolish. You should konw that
I was speaking about Georgia."

The chess aspirants met for some
instructions last week and for the
first lesson they remembered the men
quite well.

COMPANY "E"
The company wishes to thank and

praise 1st Lieut. Winfred G. Skelton,
for the pleasing and efficient manner
in which lie commanded Company

pleased with the manner in which
the men in the company conducted
themselves while under their com-
mand. 1st Sergeant Lance was per-
sonally commended by Captain Renth
for his fine cooperation. The officers
assigned to the company were as fol-
lows: Captain Renth, Company Com-
mander; Captain Barth, Umpire; 1st
Lt. O'Conner, platoon; 1st Lt. Powell,
2d platoon; 1st Lt. Wright, 3d platoon.

Pfc. William L. Sims has just re-
ceived his other stripe and we are
sure that he is mighty proud of it.
Any way we think he well deserves
them and that he will make an excel-
lent corporal. Congratulations Cpl.
William L. Sims. Pvt. Peter P. Bar-
ron, who recently re-enlisted for this
organization has been promoted to the
grade, of Private first class. Glad to

see you get it, Pete, old timer. Here's
wishing you luck in the yearsto.come.

Poor Pa. I don't mind washing the
dishes or scrubbing the floors, but I'll
be doggoiied if I'll wear pink ribbons
on my nightshirt to fool the baby.

Sense of Touch
Johnnie: "I feel as if I had known

you for years."
Mary: "I'll say you do."
-The N. Y. National Guardsman.

"E," during his short period. Lieut.
Skelton, took command October 31,
1931 and was relieved May 3, 1932.,

We consider Company E far above
the average company in the regiment
or army, and partly due to the skill,
ability and experience exercised by
Lieut. Skelton as a company com-
mander.

The Company Baseball Team has
been crippled very badly, due to Pvt.
lcl Emile Landry, and Pvt. Amos
Snowden, being out of the regular
lineup.

Pvt. lcl Landry was admitted to the
hospital on April 20, 1932, suffering
with a broken leg.

Both of the young men are missed
very much, not only by the baseball
team but by the entire company.

The quiet and efficient way in which
they performed their duties, were
highly appreciated. The company
wishes them a very speedy recovery.

HEADQUARTERS CO.
Lord Perry and Cpl. Baugh have

joined the Kindergarten from the
looks of the company they were with
last Sunday. We hope we will not
have any more married men added
to our Regiment.

The Base Ball team under the
guidance of Meat House and Cpl.
Fletcher have shown up very well. All
positions have been filled except one,
and that will be filled just as soon as
a certain player get's off the cripple
list. The entire team has the "let's
go" spirit and boy, we are ready to
go.

Every body seems to be well pleased
at the way the Company did its part
in the Maneuvers also its showing on
review last Saturday.

Sgt. Lay and Pfc. Albert have re-
turned to the Co. after being confined
at Post Hospital. Thanks, for we
haven't any one in the hospital at
present.

Now that the Company has won the
sanitary flag it looks as though we
are going to keep it for a while for
the Company in general has the clean
up and paint up spirit. And boy, how
we are painting and cleaning, withouteven being told to do so, is sure hot.

The Johnisoni Twins are on restric-
tion this week. Cpl. Woods doesn't
seeni to have nmuch success at his Ten-
nis here of late. Maybe he doesn't
eat his~ spinach.

After two years on the Swimming
Pool, Cpl. Fletcher walked around
the Pool last Friday after the Pool
had 15 feet of water, lost his balance,
anid fell ini.

Phone 29 1638-2nd Ave.

WE DELIVER

SWIMMING SUITS

Now on Display

Athletic Department
POST EXCHANGE - FORT BENNING, GA.

"It pays to trade at yourI Post Exchange"
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ANOTHER FORD SOLD IN TANKS
Contrary to orders issued sometime'

ago forbiding automobile salesmen
around the Battalion during duty
hours, a deal of great interest to us
all was consummated back of Head-
quarters last week. With his face
beaming our mechanic par excellence,
Captain Joe Gutkowski turned over
to his rather dazed lieutenant, "Dick"
Wheeler, one Ford, Model "T" less
everything possible and still have it
run. We don't know how much mon-
ey changed hands but we do feel that
Lieutenant Wheeler should not have
agreed to accept this gift for anything
less than the cost of towing it to the
Salvage Dump. And, in all fairness to
him, his labor in pushing the thing
about is worth at least a good laugh.
The automobile (????) in question
may be seen in the Tank museum
where it is being studied by archeolo-
gists in an effort to determine its prob-
able date and ancestry. These men
are at present divided into two fac-
tions. One of them insists Pharoah
used it as a second mount while travel-
ling daily from the palace to the
Pyramids which he was building
(probably out of salvage lumber) at
the time. The other side feels this is
a slur on Pharoah who they declare
wouldn't be caught in such a vehicle
when there were so many real char-
iots about. One youngster timidly
remarked that perhaps Moses used it
to herd his convoy across the Red Sea,
though it may have been used by

(Please turn to page 11)

When You Need Service

Phone 1603

THE

Waverly Pharmacy
Complete Druggists

2601 Hamilton Road

Columbus, Ga.

Stanton's Lunch Car
C. J. ST AN TON, Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY OUR BARBECUE,
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Or
BILL ELLISON, Editor

Z:wo Ten Rounders Top Card at Fort

- 3 Y-5/LL EL L S

Irving Ashkenazy, who terrorizes
the beam to the tune of 215 pounds,
who works out of tropical Tampa and
whose countenance radiates at men-
tion of his virtues while a pigskin
preformer in the moleskins of the
University of Florida, his dear old
alma mater, has bargained for a nice
little handful next Tuesday evening
at Doughboy Stadium. On that par.
ticular evening, the citizen and sol-
dier gentry amicable to prize-fighting
will turn out en masse to see what
sort of a showing Ching Johnson, of
A Co., 29th, will uncork for the edifi-
cation of his host of admirers in these
parts.

If you know your Ashkenazy
you know that the former rah rah
boy has been engaged in 22 pro.

fessional bouts since accepting

his diploma and faring forth to

make a living with his fists. Only
once has a knockout appeared

with anything like the stigma in

his record and Tony Cancella,

a man with no morals when it

comes to winning a bout, was re-

sponsible for that. It is no dis-

grace to be stopped by a man of

the calibre of Cancella for here
is a gentleman who has draped
his dukes in mauling massage all
over the features of such crani-
um-creasing celebrities as Y ale
Okun, Battling Bozo, Corn Grif-
fin and others of their ilk. Some
boys who have met Tony are
rather boastful of having had
their heads almost knocked off
by the Walloping Wop.

It is not my intention to devote the
rest of this column to nonsensical
nothings to Mr. Cancella, which I
most assuredly could do if I were so
mind, but if you care to know addi-
tional facts about Mr. Cancella, then

Fight fans of this vicinity will be
treated to a double wind-up Tuesday
night that will surpass any former
show of the season for slaughter and
action. There is no doubt about fans
getting their money's worth of ac-
tion. For the first time Ching John-
son will go into action before the
home folks against a heavyweight.
Ching's former heavyweight" battles
have been fought away from Benning
and all fans know of them have been
newspaper accounts. He went down
to Albany and almost murdered "Big
Jeff" Carroll. It was a great fight
and Albany fans are still talking of
the soldier with the iron jaw and pile

driving right hand. Over at Troy,
Ala., a few weeks ago, Johnson knock-
ed out Len Herring, a heavyweight
that had formerly boasted of staying
the limit with Stribling, Babe Hunt
and other top notchers without taking
the count. Ching stopped him with

a right hand in the fourth round.

Johnson's opponent Tuesday night

is another of the boys that is mention-

it would not be amiss to discuss it with ed among the armor piercing punch-
Mr. Tanks Grantham, boxing instruct- ers. Irving Ashkenazy, former Flori-
or at the post. Mr. Grantham can da University football star, 210 pounds
wax eloquent or just drawl along at da Unersiy fotbll srn20 puns
the moderate rate of '500 words a of bone and muscle. Ashkenazy has
minute about Mr. Cancella, an been fighting for two years and in

achievement worthy of some recog- that time has piled up a neat string
nition in its own right, of knockouts. He holds wins over

* * * Dewey Kimrey, Jack Tunney, Sammy

Kid Baisden, Valdosta, Ga., Ve- Cohen, Joe Lohman and other good

locipede, and Saginaw Seeley, who boys. On paper the visitor will be a

eats, s 1e e p s and drills at the big favorite, but in actual rocking

world's largest infantry training and socking, Ching Johnson in a fav-

(Please turn to page 11) (Please turn to page 11)

LINENS
&

Tropicals
Are Cool!

L IGHT as good Clothes can
be made; tailored to a

nicety found only in much
higher priced garments and

noted for their ability to stand
up under the wilting sun ....
here are Tropical Worsted and
Linen Suits with extra trous-
ers that most every man will

want. Particularly impressive
is the new lower price, offering
the utmost in value.

Quality and Style at prices
in keeping with the times.

BOYS' SHOP, 2nd FLOOR

Hofflin
and

Greentree
COLUMBUS LEADING CLOTHERS

Mf"t

I i teintiis!

The Spalding Tennis Ball has
played in the National Clay
Court Championship since
1911. Has perfect flight and re-
bound. Inflated and vulcanized
by an exclusive Spalding proc-
ess. Air-retaining inner lining.

We String

Tennis Rackets

A thletic Dept.
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning

"It Pays to Trade at Your
Post Exchange"

gained the crowd as he drove his
heavier opponent to cover in these
frequent flurries. In the ninth round
Cancella hooked a right and left to
Smith's body as the soldier waded in,
the crowd held its breath as the
punches landed but broke into a roar
as Smith swarmed in and rushed
Cancella to the ropes under a barrage
of hooks to the head and body. In
the tenth round Smith carried the
fight all the way and finished strong
with the crowd on their feet. The

judges voted a draw but the crowd
booed the decision and cheered loud-

(Please turn to page 11)

COOA

Smith and Cancella
Fight To Draw

When Walker Cyclone Smith, Ben-
ning light heavy, crawled through the
ropes to face Tony Cancella, Tampa
heavyweight, in a ten round battle
at Charleston, S. C., last Monday
night, Charleston fight fans were lay-
ing even money that Smith would not
last five rounds. They were laying
their money on the strength of three
previous showings made there by
Cancella and the fact that he held a
17 pound weight advantage over
Smith.

A motorcade of fans were over
from Savannah, Ga., to witness the
battle. These fans had formerly wit-
nessed Cyclone Smith in action against
Maxie Rosenbloom, Joe Knight and
Eric Lawson and they lost no time in
getting their bank rolls into action.

The outcome of the fight is past his-
tory. Smith was in there at the end of
the tenth round and galloped to his
corner as fresh as he was at the be.
ginning of the fight while Cancella
wobbled over and sank down on his
stool well worn and battered.

It was a great fight. For three
rounds Smith let Cancella carry the
fight as he blocked, rolled and jabbed.
Near the end of the third round Can-
cella dropped a low punch in Smith's
groin that doubled him up in agony,
the crowd offered sympathy as Smith
took a rest, they howled frame up
and other unjust accusations. Smith
was offered the fight on a foul but re-

fused, demanding that the fight be
continued. In the fourth round they

took the jolt of their lives, the un-

derrated soldier turned from a back

pedaler into a weaving demon that

threw punches from all angles. Can-

cella was taken off balance from the

force of Smith's rush from his corner

in the fourth round and from then

on South Carolina fans witnessed a

fight that kept them in a storm of

applause from round to round.
Smith did not have every thing his

own way, this Cancella can fight. They
swapped wallops to the body in
closer, broke away and went into
furious slugging flurries that saw both
boys taking them on the chin. Smith

famous baiC

Healthful
EGG Drinks

TIRED ? Run down?

Doctors say, "more eggs."
Then buy a delicious egg

drink; but be sure it has
FOREMOST Ice Cream in

it.

FOREMOST DAIRIES. Inc.

Sold At

SODA FOUNTAIN

POST EXCHANGE

Before You
Find

That It's Too Late
We can outfit you

with shooting glasses
that will save eye-strain
and better your marks.

Maxwell Optical
Company

1217 Broadway

I
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10-ROUNDERS FEATURE CARD SOUTHERN PLAYERS WILL COME

(Continued from page 10) TO TENNIS MATCHES

Although Ted copped the duke in (Continued from page 1)

their first clash, the odds are against be a player of more than ordinary

him on this occasion. Rip had led ability.
the fight in their first clash until his This year's tournament is expected
eye was cut in the sixth round. Teth-
erton has trained for this fight as to be carried out on a scale far larger

he never trained before and for once Time brings many changes among than any the Benning officials have

will enter the ring in splendid con-

dition. His punches carry plenty of us poor mortals here below. Take for yet attempted. An added impetus
steam and he is stepping fast, in fact instance Sgt. John L. Booth and Sgt. has been given to tennis in the past

Goodrich will look slow against Rip Jeffie 0. Willingham. There was a year and a decided interest has arisen

when they get together if Rip con- time when this pair of buddies in the people of the communities sur-

tinues his present pace. laughed together, were blue together rounding, the Post, which has been

The six rounder is just another most encouraging to those in charge

main event. Wilmer Parker has hit and in fact were almost as close as of tennis activities. The playing of

the comeback trail and looks to be brothers. This was back in the days Tilden and his associates on the local

headed for the top on this occasion, when Willie and John were just a courts have already aided greatly in

This will be his second fight since couple of ornery corporals. Today creating an added liking for this form

returning to the ring. He began his of sport and the coming tournament

comeback with a win over Marshall 1)th are three stripers, John a big is fully expected to send this enthusi-

Cardwell at West Point last Friday shot over in the Second Section while asm to an even higher pitch.

night. Jeffie is known as one of the greatest -

Parker is meeting Kid Peck of landscape artists in the service, his TANKERS
Atlanta. This boy is tough and a lectures and articles on how to raise (Continued from page 9)

hard puncher and will give Parker a

chance to demonstrate his comeback flowers and shrubbery have even Adam to haul green cabbage from the

power. Wilmer Parker formerly found their way into print in local Garden of Eden.

fought as Blondy Parker, but there issues. Fame untied the bondage of COMPANY "D"
will be no more Blondy. friendship, their trails-sedom cro ss Well, 1he Fourth Corps Area Man-

The preliminary card shapes up euvers are over and we are all re~ady

well. Cy Hollyfield swings into ac-nd when they do meet it is a curt for the big details that we know the

tion against Red Goss in the opener. greeting and that is all. Some say Sergeant Major has in store for us.

Frankie Vogt and Herb Yetmeyor : success caused the breaking, another How we like details and, still how he

battle for welteryeight honors in whisper has it that a "woman is at is like to put 'em on us!
the second bout. i.:Ihe main prelim the bottom." Next week's edition will For the latest snakes hits of the

will bring Dave Melfrod of Columbus eday we refer you to Des Des Hunt.

and Stratton Smith of the Tanks to-prbably publish the facts as they are. Believe me 'he can tell snake tales

gether. This fight will no doubt be that will make Ripley ashamed of

one of the best of the show. The show Sad Sam Stuart has begun slamming some of the stuff he puts out.
opens. promptly at eight fifteen the agate to all corners of the field. "Meat Money" says "I dis' can't

o clocku emiss anything and I dis' don't care.
o'clock.Jug Head Cowan is beginning to tune Dis' I don't.

the old arm down. Tubbah Dykes Private Fry, our movie fan who sits

PARDON MY MITT cAn see the right fielder without walk- way back in the rear of the theatre,

(Continued from page 10) ing around Tubbah. John Heckert requests that someone tell him where

school, ankled it to a draw at may be aging but that scamp is show- the location of Sallys Branch is. And

the opening of Prof. H. C. Han. if Sally has a branch does that have

cock's arena last Friday evening. ing like a sixteen year old. Speaking anything to do with Will having a

Now they want to do it all over of old folks, Mickey Sr., can turn the limb?

again to clear their conscience of mit over to Mickey Jr., in a few more

any element of doubt that might seasons. Dal Hawkins has a bum leg COMPANY "E"

exist as to the question of ring but it will be okeh by opening time. "Honey Boy" Ross, after walking

supremacy between the two. J. C. Wee Grady and Dippy Dappy Gibbs the straight and narrow path for the

Sewell, a honey with the women look like the top of the hurling list. past two years has broken loose on a

because he tries to exhibit all of Any way it is dollars to doughnuts rampage that has all his pals in the
the latest dance steps at the one that the I. S. D., will turn in some air. Yep! after declaring, swearing,
and only Casino as fast as they wins this season. and what not that the fair sex of
are released in the Bronx, won a Columbus would never darken his
decision by a nose over his an- SMT N ACLAFGT thoughts a story has come in to the
cient foe. Jack Walden, in the SMT N ACLAFGT effect that he has broken up Carr's
semi-final event that threatened TO DRAW home. Not only this has come to the

to make the principal performers (Continued from page 10) ears of 'ye reporter but the news
look like a couple of draft horses. ly for Smith as he left the ring, flashes from a little burg near Co-

* * * Smith's path to the dressing room lumbus that he is a married man.
In a small cabaret in the Vieux was blocked by admiring fans who "Honey Boy" you may know the

Carre of New Orleans, where country grasped his hand and yelled his name game from A to Z but take the ad-
folks and wild-eyed tourists squander as he passed through. vice of an old head and stay away
money thinking they're having the Back in the dressing room it was from things you have to put your
times of their respective lives, sits necessary for police to prevent a sec- "John Henry" to . And as the judge
Pete Herman, blind-totally blind- ond battle between Smith and Can- says: "Marry the Woman."

thinking of the days when he used to cella. A canvas separated the two
be bantamweight champion of the dressing rooms. Cancella started the COMPANY "F-2"
world; the same Pete who, at one argument by telling Smith that if We've recently noticed that "Take
time, was acclaimed the greatest of they ever met again that Smith would It Easy" Powell, our recreation room
little men in the ring. Herman OP- be carried away in an ambulance. orderly, has for the last few days de-
erates a cabaret now. His gloves have Smith came back with the following voted quite a bit of his time listening
been suspended from a nail for eleven remark, "Why you big Spaghetti Ben- in on the radio and, besides, he does
years. But from 1914 to 1922 he ham- der, you couldn't punch your way not seem to be taking things so easy
mered his way to fistic glory and the out of a paper sack." This enraged any more. We don't know what's on
fortune that comes to champions. Cancella so much that he attempted your mind. Anyway we wish you'd

* * * to get through the canvas partition. cheer up as it may not all be so,

Away back yonder in 1914, he Police finally quieted the argument and we don't like for anyone to be so

ceased being a prelim boy and and the boys were finally persuaded lonely.

commanded attention by winning to shake hands. They parted as Here's the Infantry Rifleman, with

an eight rounder from Abe Kaga- friends but it could be easily seen fixed bayonets so shiny and bright.

koff in Memphis. Later he fought that both fighters were at the boiling With a grin on each man's chin as
point, they hike through the sand, from the

a main bout with Joe Wagner, Charleston fans were clamoring for place where they camped that night.

in New Orleans, and won it handi. a fifteen round battle between Smith But as for us Tankers, we're as jolly

ly. Thrice he fought Kid Wil- and Joe Knight, as soon as the Can- as can be. We laugh at the sand, for

liams, bantam champ. In t h e cella-Smith fight was finished. The we take it like a man. While we're

third fight he won Williams'cham. Smith-Knight battle will probably be in that old T-2. Tanks or Rifles, we
held in Charleston early in June at prefer Tanks with thanks.

championship. That was in 1917. the opening of Charleston's new We understand that Private Cole-

His eyes began troubling him af- twenty-thousand dollar fight arena. man our hero in the last war be-

terwards and eventually blindness tween the reds and the blues had quite
zelles shouteds "Thow 'im out, a time. According to what we hear

set in. He fought many battles he's stalling!" he captured a whole regiment. In

when he was almost unable to see But poor Pete was so blind he that case we report to the world that

his opponents. Loud-mouthed ga- just couldn't see. Tennessee doesn't have the only York.

See what you need for your Summer trips.

Also a Complete Line, of MILITARY SUPPLIES

Wardrobe Trunks

$22.50 to .$27.50

Gladstone Bags

$8.85 to $15.00

OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST
IT IS A PLEASURE TO CHARGE

TO YOUR ACCOUNT

Chancellor Co.
Columbus Headquarters For Fort Benning

To The Army-
ADVERTISERS IN THIS PAPER

Are especially prepared to serve army personnel. To purchase from
them will be profitable to you-and don't forget to mention

THE BENNING HERALD

Boxing, Tuesday Night, May 24th.
Doughboy Stadium 8:15 P. M.

CHING JOHNSON vs. IRVING ASHKENAZY 10 rds.
"RIP" TETHERTON vs. TED GOODRICH 10 rds. STRATTON SMIT VS. HE MEYR

WILMER PARKER VS. KID PECK 6 Rds. BOBBIE HEATH VS. CY HOLYFIELD4 ]

GENERAL ADMISSION Sc RINGSIDE $bOO
TICKETS ON ,ALE AT OFFICERS' CLUB, ATHLETIC OFFICE and all ORDERLY ROOMS

4 Rds.
4 Rds.
4Rds.

~ds.

STOP

LISTEN

AND THEN

LOOK

Before leaving check

up on yourclothes

and luggage.
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Society
(Continued From Page 4)

Brandon Greely, Miss Ellerson, and
Lieutenant Glenn Farris.

MAJOR AND MRS. LEARD
ARE HOSTS

Major and Mrs. Emil Leard had as
their guests at the Cabaret Dance at
Biglerville Hall Friday evening Major
and Mrs. Lloyd H. Cook, Major and
Mrs. Roger Williams, Lieutenant and
Mrs. Norman Caum, Miss Virginia
Marchand, Lieutenant Hamner and
Lieutenant Lyman Munson.

LT. PHELAN ENTERTAINS IN
HONOR OF PARENTS

Lt. John F. Phelan, of the National
Guard and Reserve Officers' Class en-
tertained at dinner at the Polo Club
in honor of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John F. Phelan, of Chicago, who are
visiting here.

Lt. Phelan's guests were Major and
Mrs. Leard, Major and Mrs. Easley,
Captain and Mrs. Yancey, Capt. and
Mrs. Blain. Capt. and Mrs. Wallace,
Capt. and Mrs. Lindroth, Capt. and
Mrs. Cota, Capt. and Mrs. Tharp,
Capt. J. F. Monahan, Miss Josephine
Peters and Lt. and Mrs. Nelson.

PERSONALS
Mrs. George Lynch who has been

spending several weeks as the guest
of her parents Major and Mrs. Frank
Ross in Washington returned to Ben.
ning on Tuesday. Lieutenant and
Mrs. Lynch have as their guest Miss
Bobby Pierce of Washington.

Mrs. William P. Evans who has been
the guest of her son and daughter-in.
Jaw Major and Mrs. Vernon Evans for
several weeks left Monday for Blow.
ing Rock, N. C. where she will spend
some time.

Classified Ads
CLASSIFIED AIDVETISING AT3S:

20 cents per line or fraction of
line. Minimum charge for any
classified advertisement, 50 cents.
Payment must be made before
advertisement is published.

WILL PAY cash for used car in
good condition. Must he cheap. Call
Benning 269.

My home, 1401 17th Ave. 4 bed
rooms, 2 baths, $62.50. Phone City
802.

FOR SALE: Refrigerator'. bed, mat-

tress and springs; porch and deck

chairs. For inspection, call at Ware.

house 24. Col. Willard, quartermaster.

We Buy, Sell and Trade All Kinds

Of Used Cars

ODOM - WILLIS CO.
1328-1st Avenue

FLOWER PLANTS
Out of 21/4 inch Pots

COLUMBUS FLOWER
AND PLANT CO.

Phone 520 1245 Broadway
In store with Columbus Shu Fixry

TYPEWRITER
REPAIRING

All Makes
Stewart Typewriter Co.

1041 Broadway Phone 2622

AWNINGS
GEO. E. WHITE

12 E. 10th St. Phone 155

Dr%. Miller & Davis
l)og and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Offiee Phone 1313

COLA

1W moer
tells another..

-they don't keep it to themselves.

. W HEN something pleases you a lot you want all your
friends to know about it. Smokers everywhere are

talking about Chesterfields. That means Chesterfields suit

them right down to the ground-they're milder-they

taste better-the things smokers want most in a cigarette!

lie sterfiek
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National Guard- Reserve Class

NUMBER 5

Graduates

Final Plans Made By Tennis Diplomas Given To Assistant ecretary
Officials for Coming Games Best Class Since Will BePrincipa

%aoaSchool Founding
-.. .... i . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Frederick H. t

Auburn; Robert (Lefty) Bryan, Van- among the military set.

derbilt; H. N. Downs, Ensley, Ala.;
Walker Reynolds, Anniston, Ala.; Joe MONDAY, MAY 30, TO BE
Grier, Rome, Ga.; Hudson Hamm,

Miami, Fla.; Al Ray White, Miami, HOLIDAY AT POST
Fla.; Wilmer Hines, University of
N. C.; Harley Shepherd, University of The Commandant has made May 30,

N. C.; Jack Mooney, Atlanta (Defend- National Memorial Day, a holiday at

ing Champion) Jack Simpson, Atlan- Fort Benning, when "all gxcept the

ta; and Claud Pritchett, Evergreen, necessary guard and fatigue duties"

Ala. will be suspended.

In in
More uit.z o ut sI d..e, ull'g

Players Have Accepted In- Post Entries lake
vitations To Participate Several Prizes In

Besides the stars of Columbus and

Fort Benning, over thirty of the Ten- Recent Ho rseshow
nis luminaries of the South have re-

sponded to the invitations sent them F
to participate in tie Annual Invitation Fort Benning entries took one third

Tennis Tournament, to be held at the of their ribbons for which they entered
at the recent Atlanta Horseshow, hleld

Post on June 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th.

About sixty invitations have been sent at Piedmont Park in Atlanta. The
teaml, headed by Major John B.

out, but officials of the racket game

at the lost have announced that al- Thompson, Cavalry, won two first

ready a sufficient numiber have signe(l places and two second places. The

11"11 to Ike [iis year's tournament oelight Weight Polo Pony event wasI~ tol lby ethis year's tournamentrone

of the o0,t interesling and successful ,. on by lt. ailemond T MD. Monroe,

,"Cr 'lel. locl tennis fans, accord- on Julia Mac while Major Thompson
,an tile Officers Charger class on Mr.

11;14 to the officials, are certain to see
oie excelient tennis in the matches tow ing.

The whole team, according to
hl( 0 h , sill occupy the four day per- Major Thompson displayed the finest

Jack Mooney, the defending champ- kind of sporsmaiship, which showed

ion will again play this year in de. up especially in one incident in which
f o ta Mrs. Landon Lockett figured. In this

o.instance Mrs. Locketts horse, Fresno,
showed some super-excellent tennistok a bad fall on the brush jump
last year in taking this title and will -too ilad fal On tialse b ij

probably carry on again this year in

-he same flashing way. Another play- made. Mrs. Lockett, though shaken
ri up, renlounted and finished beautiful.

er expected to create quite an amount
of ilterest in the mlathes is Wilmer ly displaying excellent sportsmanship.

Tiough the team this year did notHilne,, University of North Carolina

sIar, whose spectacular playing has win as many prizes as that of last
made his name a byword in tennis cir- yevlr woii, on account of the fact that
mae thisnayea byoit was much smaller, still it gave a
,.le'- this year. i

Play will take place on the Post very good account of itself. The events
courts as follows:in which the members of the team

1st round singles, June 2nd, begin- won places were as follows:

ning lat 10:00 A. M. Polo Pony, Light Weight-First tak-

2nld round singles, and first and 2nd111 by Lt. Monroe on Julia Mac, with

roUni doubles, June 2nd and]3rd, Ie- Major Thompson on Mahuty second.
iu iaing at 10:00rA.M.- Polo Pony, Ileaty Weight Second

Quarter finals (singles and doubles' place taken by Major Thompson on

Saturday, June 4th, beginning at 10:00 M iss Gale.

A. M. Jumpers-Lt. Monroe took fourth

Semi-finals (singles ald oubles) place in this class with only one tip.

Saturday, June 4th beginning at 2:00 Hunters Mrs. Thompson took third

tdy n t e n 2 nd Mrs. Brimmer took fourth place
P. M. i this event.

Finals, singles and doubles. Sunday, Officer's Charger Major Thompson

Junie 5th, beginninig at 2:30 P.M. on first place on Mr. Downing. Lt.

The tennis officias of the Post are as g33rinimer won fourth place on Miss

follows: Gale.

Chairman of Teni is Committee-- Touch and Out Mrs. Brimmer on

Major H. B. Lewis. Crimperton and Lt. Monroe on Harry

General Manager-Major R. G. Tin- W tied for third place.

dall. Polo Pony Scurry Major Thomp-

In charge of grounds and property- son, on Mabuty, took third place.

Capt. R. 0. Bassett. Ladies Jumping Mrs. Brimmer
In charge of officials Capt. W. C. took third place in this evenlt on

Phillips.Crimperton 011 a jump-off after tying
Philips.witih two other ladies for first place.

Busnes, rcepios aid ntetali- The Georgia owiled entries contin-
gnt Capt. J. H. Drake. ually showed winning forul during the

Tile admission for the games is 50c wiiole (course of the Show, and riders

per day and season~ tickets for all four and mounts from neighboring states

days are $1.50 each. All members of were heft 0on the shim end of the pick.

the garrison and tile public are cord- iiigs. The military horses took most of

ially itnvited by the committee to be the jumpilng events, while the big share

present at the matches. of walk-trot and gaited horse honor

The following are some of the out- awards went to civilians, The Sixth

stanlding players of the South who Cavalry, of Fort Ogiethorpe, the 22nid

have acepted invitations to take part In~fan~try of Fort McPherson atnd the

ill the matches: Prof. Henry Adams, Fort Bentning team all shared honors

War

peak
Payne, A

1 Secretary Of War, WilAddress Students

er

sst.
[1

K - --- 1-% r I -anrillmor I V% rim

At spcia metig otheRevlles ctivities of the War Department.At a special meeting ofthe Revellers Since 1923 he has been the Assistant

club of Fort Benning on May 24, 1932, District Chief of the Bridgeport, Con-

the annual election of officers of the necticut, Ordnance District and this

club was made. It will be remember- has brought him in close touch with

ed that the club was formed by mem- many of the problems of the War

bers of the 2lld Battalion 29th Infan- Department, especially in connection

try about a year ago for the purpose with its munitions program.
of sponsoring dances, plays, and pro-

ducing vaudeville entertainment for As the Assistant Secretary of War,

(Please turn to page 5) (Please turn to page 3)

VOLUME II
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(

I

with you--a splendid sign of the in-
creasing efficiency of the National
Guard and Reserve Corps.

"Three months is a very short time
into which to crowd the many subjects
and exercises that have been spread
before you. However, I believe that
this has been done in such fashion
tit it leaves you with a good work-
ing basis for futher development of

(Please turn to page 2)
I

Graduation exercises for the class of
National Guard and Reserve Company
fficers, which began its studies at

The Infantry School on February 24th,
vere held in the main theatre at Fort
Denning on Wednesday morning, May
25th. A large audience, which con-
prised memlbers of the graduating of-
ficers' families and friends, and many
officers and ladies of the regular Fort
Denning garrison, attended the im-
pressive ceremony. On the stage, in
addition to Major General Campbell
miembers of the Infantry School Fac-
King, the principal speaker, were
ulty andcoianding officers of various
units of the Fort Benning garrison.

The program opened with tile play-
ing ofthe Infantry march. "Follow
\me" Iby the 29th Infantry band. This
was followed by an invocation pro-
nounced by Chaplain Daniel J. Mc-
Carthy, 0. R. C.

General King, the commandant,
then read a radio message received
from Major General Stephen 0. Fu-
qua, chief of infantry, congratulating
the graduating officers upon the sue-
cessful completion of their courses at
The Infantry School. General Fuqua's
message waw as follows: "Please ex-
tend to the members of the graduat-
ing class of National Guard and Re-
serve officers my heartiest congralu-
lations on their successful completion
of the course of instruction at The
Infantry School. Their intense inter-
est in the welfare of our country, evi-
denced by their voluntary attendance
at the school, is indeed gratifying to
the infantry. As they return to their
various organizations, with a clearer
and fuller knowledge of the mission ef
their arm of the service, they carry
with them the best wishes of the in-
fantry, for continued success in both
their civilian and military activities".

General King then addressed the
graduates and reviewed briefly their
course of instruction at The Infantry
School, which he pointed out was all
too short to acquaint the infantry of-
ficers with the details of their various
wartime duties.

The commandant's address to the
departing guardsmen and reservists
was as follows: "I regret that this
morning terminates your course and
your stay at The Infantry School. We

are all sorry that your duty has been

completed and that our contacts with

y ou as a group must terminate today.

I am most sincere in saying this. All

of us feel that we derive material

benefit from the annual presence of

• his class at Benning, and this year

has heen no exception. As a matter

of fact, while I am speaking inl a per-
sonal vein, it is gratifying to learn

from the faculty that your class has

set a higher standard than any preced-

ing. And the important point to this

is, that you brought a higher standard

A distinguished Washington visitor,
Frederick Huff Payne, Assistant Sec-
retary of War will make the principal
address at the graduation on June 1st,

..of tile Advanced and Company Offi-
cers' Classes of the Infantry School.
The graduation exercises will be held

at the Main Theater of Fort Benning
1on the morning of June first, when

the officers who have been students
of the Infantry School will receive
their diplomas from the Commandant.

Mr. Payne will heave Washington by

airplane on the morning of the 31st

1nd arrive at Fort Benning in the
'Ifternoon, where he will be met with

appropriate ceremony due his rank as
Assistant War Secretary. He will be
entertained at tile Commandant's quar-
ters and will later be the guests of
Major General Campbell King, Com-

FREDERICK H. PAYNE nlandant, Fort Benning, at a reception
Assistant Secretary of War, who will to be held on the lawn before the

make the principal address at the grad. General's quarters. A review will al-

uation of the Advanced and Company so be held in ,his honor during his vis-

Officers' Classes of Fort Benning. it here, in which the troops on duty

at the Post will participate.
Mr. Payne, Lieutenant Colonel. Or.

Specialusts Class liance Reserve, of 21 Congress Street,
Greenfield, Massachusetts, is Chairman

Graduates M ay 28 of the Board of Directors of the
Greenfield Tap and Die Corporation.

Brief graduatioll exercises, which In addition, he has many importantBrie grduaton xercses wh c connectionls with both the financial

will be held in Jiggs hall at 10:30 Sat-cancionstwod.

urday mornin, will terminate a spec- As a ery young ma l e was a bank
ial course of instruction in army coin- exaiiner in tle State of Massaciusetts.
niunications which began on February le rose rapily il the financial world,
9 for a class of non-commissioned of-

becoming president of the Mechanics
ficers of the national guard ald a Trust Company of Bostol in 1908, and

small number of enlisted mei of Fort later vice-presidenit of the Federal

henning. Trust Company of Boston. Mr. Payne
The graduationl of tis class will re- has been connected with numerous in-

lease another increment, the second dustrial organizations and since 121
within the week, pf citizen soldiers

who are qualified to instruct their has been treasurer, vice-president,

home orgaizatiods in the modern president, and chairman of the Board
re oof Directors of the Greenfield Tap and

methods taught at the Infantry School. Die Corporation.
Forty-five non-commissioned officers He is ex-president of the Associated

of various state organizations and thir-
Z~l Industries of Massachusetts, chairman

teen from Fort Benning units are in- of the Massachusetts Division of the

eluded ill the graduating class. New England Council, and chairman

Diplomas and certificates of pro-of the newly created Massachusetts In-

ficiency will be presented to the stu- dustrial Commission. He is a member

dents who successfully completed the of the National Industrial Conference

communications course, which includ- Board.

ed studies of modern army field tele- At the outbreak of the war, Colonel

phone, telegraph, and radio equip- Payne entered the service of the

ment, and methods of installation. Ullited States and was commissioned
Lieut. Colonel George C. Marshall, aMjri h rnneDprmn

Jr., assistant commlandant of the In- and placed in charge of procurement

fantry School, and Major D. Patrick, activities in the Bridgeport District.

of the academic (department, will ad- He continued to shrve after the close

(dress the graduatinlg class, of the war ill the settlement of war

contracts in the Bridgeport District
and performed these important duties

Reve1le rs E le c t with great credit to himself, the Dis-

ivew O ficals trict, and the War Department. He
ATW O c a has since taken a greatinestnal

liatters pertainling to the industrial
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OFFICERS ARE
GRADUATED

(Continued from page 1)

the ideas presented. It is quite a
problem to decide what should be
covered in the limited hours available.
This limitation of time, however, is
not abnormal; on the contrary it is
quite normal, for it is what we must
expect under the American military
policy. The time will always be lim-
ited and the subjects and details to be
covered will always be many. There.
fore, the problems is to find the most
expeditious and efficient manner in
which to present the essentials. All
trimmings, all methods involving lab.
orious procedure, must be avoided.
This, we endeavor to do at The Infan-
try School, and I believe that if you
take nothing else away from here but
the methods of instruction, your stay
will have been justified.

"You have had an unusual oppor-
tunity. For three months large groups
of regular army, national guard and
reserve officers have served together
here at Benning. I think we have a
composite group, typical of the Army
of the United States as established un-
der the National Defense Act. You
have now met the regular officer in
his native habits. Heretofore, you
have seen him on duty with the nat-
ional guard or reserve corps, and pos-
sibly you have been associated with
him during the war. Now, however,
you are completing a tour of duty
with regular troops and officers in
their normal garrison life. All this
should make for mutual understand-
ing, harmony, team work and loyal
cooperation. This state of affairs does
not exist in every locality today, and
it will depend, to an important extent,
upon your influence after your return
home, as to whether or not we are to
stand as a united group, working to-
ward a common national purpose, or
whether we are to have antagonism
and misunderstandings which might
prove fatal to our citizen army in
time of national peril.

"The elevation of the National

I L. G. BLAU I
Piano Tuning

Phone 3680-W

Graduation
Special

250
LADIES & GENTS

Wrist Watches
• ... :.; • :..,.:,....:"...1 .' .. _ r '- .. ... .. .... .. .:

Values to $35.00
6 and 15 Jewel Models

in white gold cases

WHILE THEY LAST

CHOICE

$1000
Gem Jewelry Co.

1200 Broadway Phone 339

Guard to a position where it forms,
for all practical purpose, our first line
of defense, has placed upon the guard
a heavy responsibility. Gone are the
days when precision in close-order
drill and the ability to qualify as
an expert rifleman completed the
education of the Infantry soldier. The
short courses you have just completed
should have opened your eyes to the
many-sidelines of our profession, and
the vast amount of technical knowl-
edge which is necessary for the in-
structor of our citizen soldiers. It is
hoped that you will carry back to
your regiment a determination to
widen the score of your instruction
and a better knowledge of how tao go
about imparting instruction. With
such brief periods for training as
are available to you, it is vitally nec-
essary that no time be devoted to
nonessentials and that the most ex-
peditious methods be employed.

"I urge each of you to continue your
connection with the national guard or
reserve corps. It sometimes happens
that after officers have received the
special courses at this school to pre-
pare them for more advanced com-
mands and duties, the government
loses those individuals from active
service. I hope this will not happen
in the case of any of you gentlemen.
You may find it somewhat difficult
to maintain your continued interest
in the inactivity duty training of the
reserve corps or the periods of armory
training of the national guard. It is
not improbable that a correspondence
course will seem rather tame by com.
paring with its maneuvers and other
practical work in the field. I urge
upon you, however, to avoid a loss
of interest and to dedicate a portion
to your time to an effort to dissemi-
nate to or pass on to others in the re-
serve corps or the national guard the
military information and the instru-
mental methods you have acquired
here.

"I hope you will take home to your
military associates a clear idea of our
efforts at Benning to benefit the citi-
zen forces of our army, and that you
will feel that the school will always
welcome any appeal you make to it
for assistance in your military work.
Every member of the faculty is glad to
help out in any way possible at long
range, and we derive no small amount
of satisfaction from renewed contacts
with our graduates which indicate a
continued active interest in the school
and a respect for its standards.

"I would leave with you this sugges-
tion. You gentlemen are much closer
to the scientific, industrial, and social
development of the country than are
we in the regular army. In behalf of
national defense you should not neg-
lect your opportunities in this respect,

particularly as the peace time army is
unable to equip itself in accord with
modern developments. For a long
time to come we must use the arms
and equipment of the world war. How-
ever, once we are involved in an-
other war, the changes will come with
startling rapidity. The interest you
display in these possibilities in time
of peace will be of potential benefit
in preventing the shock of the inevi.
table change from being too great
for our military system to absorb in
war.

"And, now in conclusion let me say
that it has been a pleasure to have
you at Benning. I hope your depar-
ture will not conclude your associa-
'ion with us, but that you will con-
tinue to consider this as your school.
I here and now extend to you a most
sincere invitation to visit Benning
whenever the opportunity may offer.
And finally, on bidding you goodbye,
let me wish each and every one of
you hapuiness and success in your sev-
eral callings."

At the conclusion of General King's
address, the students filed on to the
stage., where each was presented with
his diploma by the commandant. Af-
ter the presentation of diplomas was
completed, a benediction was pro-
nounced by Chaplain Frank L. Rosen-
thal, 0. R. C., and the playing of
"Auld Lang Syne" by the 29th Infan-
try band ended the graduation pro-
gram.

WE MAKE
RUBBER STAMPS

- One Day Delivery-
COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.

GUNBOTHAM'S SCHOOL DAZE
By J. L. G. I

HEADQUARTERS IN THE assist the household. She tried hard
FIELD BOOTS to be domestic, but couldn't find much

The wars are almost over-just a few to do. However, she did notice that
more days and the Field Soldiers will the "ICE" sign had accidentally been
be scattered to the winds. This will hung upside down to read ,3I.,
be Gunbotham's last chance to foist so she turned it up properly. The
his weakly blah upon the class. The colored maid was very careless, be.
Reds and Blues will all be eliminated, cause three days in a row the Char.
and peace will reign on the banks of leston damsel had to straighten up the
the Urtatoi. The class athletic teams
of dear old Upatoi Military Academy
have been awarded their "Us", and the
First Section formed most of the ath.- I
letic council.*n

I_..-

Gunbotham's All Around Employ-
ment Agency for Eliminated Army Of-
ficers has brought out several recom-
mendations from various sources. The
following students will be placed in
jobs suited to them: Lodoen will sell
Scandihoovian Health Biscuits. Ty
Cobb will lobby for appropriations for
soldier athletics. Web Anderson will
conduct the sand-pile operations at a
big children's playground. Monk
Blair will become a minister of the
gospel. Capt. Brown will go to Nic-
aragua and raise bananas. Bill Deane
will demonstrate chewing tobacco.
Pinky Burns and Douglas will teach
Qketching to Boy Scouts. Watts will
skin mules. Muscatelli will be S-4 for
Mussolini. Van Brunt will be a radio
crooner. Bruce Easley will dig ditches
again. "Zero" Wilson will demon-
strate musical instruments at all hours.
Mathews will spend all his time call.
ing San Francisco on long distance.
Lindsey will teach math at Vassar. Jim
Winn will be a congressman from 'way
down in Alabama.

Nerts Dicks was the "surgeon" in a
recent command post exercise. Hav-
ing forgotten his prescription pad, and
having failed to operate on Axel Do-
bak with an axe, he didn't know just
what he was supposed to do. The
battalion commander told him to send
him a report on the percentage of cas-
ualties every half hour. Here was his
chance to shine, and the reports came
in regularly. Kielty, Grace and Gray
reported to Gunbotham that they to-
talled the percentages that Nerts re-
ported, and the battalion suffered
238 per cent during the day.

Bim Carne is at it again. Munson
was talking about all of the grades the
school teachers were putting out.
"They grade everything, it's a wonder
they don't have the academic depart-
ment grade the roads." That was bad
enough, but Bim ruined the day,
"They couldn't do that because the
roads would then be full of 'U' turns."

Miss Elizabeth Audre Pullknot, sis-
ter of Mrs. Pinky Burns, wanted to

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

PEACHTREE AT CAIN

cAtlanta, ia.

0

550 rooms of comfort and
convenience. Each room has
ceiling fan, circulating ice
water, radio and either
shower or tub bath; corner
rooms have both. Open Din-
ing Terrace and Coffee Shop.

Rooms from $2.50.

J. F. de Jarnette Vice-Pres. & Mgr.

ice sign. But imagine her chagrin to
find that her sister was going to shoot
the iceman because he had only left
twenty-five pounds of ice for the last
three days-and then the magic for-
mula of the ice sign was disclosed to
her.

Gunbotham went on a party the
other day that was a party. Miss
Saaffaarraannss (we never can remem-
ber which letters are doubled in Trig.
ga Squeeze's name) and Master Wil.
son entertained at a wow of a birth-

(Please turn to page 15)

You'd go a long way be-
fore you find ice cream that
will rival the delicious
goodness and healthful-
ness of/Foremost.

Better try it now-just
call the Soda Fountain and
order a quart-then your
party will be a real suc-
cess.

Foremost Dairies Inc.
SOLD AT POST EXCHANGE SODA FOUNTAIN

Make your summer a picnic!
and be sure you depend

on the Grocery Depart-

ment for your supplies
you'll get the best of ser-
vice and you'll never re-
gret it!

Qrocer Dept.
Post Exchange Fort Benning, Ga.
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SMILING LIEUTENANT CAN'T
SMILE

What we have long believed to be
a smile on Lieutenant "Robby" Rob-
inson's face has turned out to be
MUMPS. True he has often been
know nto smile in the past but now
he "dassn't" and not for a couple of
weeks at least until all "danger" is
passed. He claims that for once iii
his life he is getting a fair amount of
"bunk fatigue," which is all very nice,
but it is to be remembered that too
much exercise of but one kind is
likely to make one muscle bound. For
instance too much walking enlarges
the feet.

What ho! "Robby," hasten back and
relieve our waning spirits with your
merry giggle.

COMPANY "D"
After the last maneuvers and the

Blue, were chased across the Upatoi,
the Tankers were all in unison in the
reniarks about the U. S. Doughboy
Boy. what a life! All took an oath
never to leave the good old Tank
Corps. The life of a doughboy
"ain't what it used to be."

There have been alibis and alibis,
but we find we have it on record that
we have the only soldier that was
ever fined for not having a Pilot's
License. Yes, we believe you, old
boy.

Sergeant McKelvey and Corporal
"Duff Hull," are now qualified to a
membership in the caterpillar club.
Tho not leaving the ship via parachute
they left the rumble seat of the old
"Ninety Seven," of Corporal Wright's
Whippet, with arms and legs flying
landing with only a few minor bruises.
They both swore never again. "Sen-
sored"

The Elmodel twins say that it is
hard to long for, but a darn sight
harder to forget.

COMPANY "E"
After putting everybody in the

company on the "Old Gray Mare"
about a write-up that appeared ini our
notes last week "My Pal" Woodall
has now settled down tosome real
hard brain wsork. The work in ques-
tion is figuring out a way to keep out
of work.

"Old Dan" says: "Could it be that
you fellows are trying to kid me about
this cat anti kitten business."

From a sergeant in the company
who is known to most of us for his

dealings in 'pictures' comes the news
that our 'big mess Sergeant' Fountain
is now so far gone that there is only
one way out and that is to marry

the girl. I have always heard when
an old head falls, he falls hard. How
bout it Sarg?

Some of our boys say it is dandy
work to take dry-runs with a machine
gun but when itcomes to making dry-
runs in drawing all your equipment
for a twelve mile run with a Mark
VIII tank and then don't make it,
that's entirely another horse of a dif-
ferent color.

COMPANY "F-2"
Since having moved to our new

barracks we find that we are having
a lot more convenience. Nevertheless.
boys, we certainly thank you for your
kindness and respect shown towards
us while quartering with you.

Humphrey, we certainly congratu-
late you on your recent appointment
to Private icl. We know that you
well earned it, that's the F-2 spirit.
We know that we must work hard
and accurately until we've reached
,nd made the final goal.

Last week the following named men
bid us farewell by the approval of
their transfers: Private Wilson; Tay-
lor and Holdbrook. Hate to see you.
boys, go but if you think it is the
best may you find the pot of gold ai
the end of your transfers.

The folowing men have joned the
company during the past month: Pri-
vates: Pounds; Chesser; Shoemaker:
Geddings; Grubbs; Stuart; Everheart;
Brown and Snodgrass. All of which
we are very proud and we must say
that you sure know how to pick a
good outfit. And we hope you are
well contented.

COMPANY "F-I"
Anyone desiring to more familiar-

ize themselves in "Beauty Culture"
are requested and urged to make an
appointment as soon as possible with
"Pat" Leviner, who will demonstrate
his new line and distribute samples
of his already "Famous" Toilet Prep-
arations. Don't pass this up, boys.

Wanted at once: Four cartons of
dry matches and a half dozen Ever-
Ready flashlights to assist in getting
"Cy" Perkins and Gray Moore out
of the F-O-G. Also a formula that
will effect a cure for "Love-Sickness,"
for the same two gentlemen.

"Hightower": "When you guys
learn to ??.?? drive like me, maybe
you will get to make a trip or two
to Atlanta, too." Toot-T-too - . .
Toot-Toot.

Lawrence: "Believe it or not-I've
got four and they all live on the same
block.

WE MAKE
DTTDDT-r CLrl' A % lftir'T'
nix .J Jix L iVoI±-'"

One Day Delivery -
COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.
PHONE 556

To The Armq-
ADVERTISERS IN THIS PAPER

Are especially prepared to serve army personnel. To purchase from
them will be profitable to you-and don't forget to mention

THE BENNING HERALD

PAYNE VISITOR AT
BENNING

(Continued from page 1)
lie will have supervision over the
procurement ofall military supplies
and all matters pertaining to industrial
preparedness for war.

In order to qualify fully for the
position of the Assistant Secretary of
War, Colonel Payne has resigned all
the offices held in firms or cropora.
tions engaged in doing business with
the Government.

Colonel Payne is married and has
three children.

The War Department announced
the promotion, on April 13, 1932, of
Lieutenant Colonel Frederick Huff
N.ayne, Ordnance Reserve, Officers' Re.
serve Corps, to Colonel in the same
service. Colonel Payne was a major

during the war, and has served as
Lieutenant-Colonel, Ordnance Reserve
for over nine years.

The experience gained by Colonel
Payne in procurement and industrial
mobilization activities as the Assistant
Secretary of War particularly fits him
for his duties in this grade in the
Ordnance Reserve.

/orRESU LTS
use the

CLASSIFIED
EOADS

NOW'S YO UR TIME
ANOTHER BIG BANKRUPT SALE

SALE OPENS WEDNESDAY, JUNE 1ST
Including new and distressed furniture of all kinds. You will recall our former sale of
the Pennell Furniture Co. and now we have moved to 1249 Broadway, corner 13th
Street. We have purchased two other Bankrupt Stocks and everything goes in this Sale.

End Tables
59c

Card Tables

69c
Living Room Suite

$25.00

Porch Swings

$1.49
Sport Chairs

$4.50

Vanity Benches

$1.95
3 pc. Bed Room Suite

$28.75
A THOUSAND AND ONE OTHER BARGAINS

B. L. PENNELL FURNITURE CO.
1249 BROADWAY

NMORE DELUXE

ElII

A o,8O

Cash Price $59.50

-Double washing action that loosens dirt
gently!

-Quiet, rubber-mounted motor wi th ample
power!

-Careful, self -adjusting balloon wringer
rolls!

-Porcelain -enameled tub, easy to wipe
clean!

Would you work for three cents an hour? Of
course not! Yet if you wash by hand, you are
doing work that the Kenmore would do for three
cents' worth of current an hour! The Kenmore
features make it the most satisfactory washer
you can buy, the low price makes it the most
economical!

Sketched at left -Handy galvanized
rinsing tub trimmed in green enamel,
with rubber hose for draining, rollers
on legs. FREE with each Kenmore
purchased -giving you double sav-
ings

If You Should Die
the day after taking a

Family Income Policy for
$10,000.00

With
AETNA LIFE

INSURANCE COMPANY
Your beneficiary would receive

$100 Per Month
for 20 years and then be paid
$10,000.00 Cash or fifty dollars
per month for over 32 years.

Woodson Hocker
AGENT

PHONE 2956 COLUMBUS

100 Engraved Calling Cards

$1.69

Any Style Lettering-- No Plates Required
Paneled or Plain

SEE OUR SAMPLES

Columbus Office Supply Co.
Phone 556

111 Twelfth Street
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MARGARET SLADEN, PHONE 358

Capt. and
At Polo

Captain and Mr
had as their gues!
Dance at the Polo
day evening Captai
uel L. Buracker,
Charles W. Hanna,
James P. Gammon
Mrs. Harold S. Kell
Mrs. William Saff
and Mrs. Phillip M.

BEAU

Your Gi
8 F'

TRELI

H. Luse and Lieutenant and Mrs.
Mrs. Philip Frv Entertain George McManus.tnt a The Ne w Books
Club Last Thursday Evening CAPTAINAND MRS. ,,LSONENTERTAIN RED MAN IN THE NEW WORLD
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tion, which is probably ri,eutsh at htr
tion which is probably true, is that
the Indian was not a "fiendish savage"
before the white man arrived, but
whatveer traits he acquired came as
a result of being tricked by repeated
duplicity. The white man, with a
few notable exceptions, in dealing
with the Indians, did not consider
himself bound by honor to keep his
word given in honor; then, when the
Indian resented this with increasing
feeling, the white man more than
resented the resentment and hated him
for hitting back. A treaty with the
Indian was only a temporary stand-
off, and was not meant to be kept
after it had become inconvenient. It
will do us all good to read this work
and get an idea of how it all looked
to the Indian. Colonel Wise does
not mince words. He says the his-
torians have lacked the moral courage
to tell the truth: He tells it.

(Please turn to page 13)
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_F ET your preparations for vacations in-
clude getting a hair-wave. Our expert

will give you the best, at the most moderate
workers, modern shop and varied styles
prices.

Lindsey's Wave Shop
Bibb City
Phone 9433

Doctors Bldg.
Phone 4076

11151/2 Broadway
Phone 4,616

it's the sort of
book every woman a - m -
has often wished for. I USE THIIS COUPON
Coca-Cola has pub- I THE COCA-COLA CO.,

lished it as a contri- 312 North Av.-., N. W., Atlanta, Ga.

bution to hospitality Enclosed find 10c (stamps or coin to
cover cost of handling and mailing)for

and sociability in the; which send me the book, "When You

home. Entertain," by Ida Bailey Allen.

COLUMBUS COCA-COLA I Na e...........................................................
BOTTLING CO.Phone 360 T GAddress ...........................................................

- U
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Offers Special for Monday-- 25 Small stylish
hats, Suitable for traveling. Ranging in price
from $5.00 to $7.50. Sale price $1.00 also
shipment of flop hats, all colors-all price.s

Pay us a Visit

FIRST!
ALL-ELECTRIC

Full Sounding
ELECTRO- DYNAMIC
Ako,,n$395

Alarm$39

Electrically operated bell-
no buzzer.
Modern black and chrome finish-Large visible face
Flash-starter.
Unconditionally guaranteed.
Rings 20 minutes if desired.

UNCONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEED
On Display at

Pekor Jewelry Co.
1221 Broadway
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Q.M.D.
The Quartermaster Detachment now

has a new acting supply sergeant in
the person of Earl Sprangler. He is
surely no recruit in this assignment,
as he served as supply sergeant in
other organizations for approximately
seven years. He is unable to work
cross word puzzles as rapidly as Har-
old C. (Spike) Malone but otherwise
he seems able to hold down his new
job in an extremely efficient manner.

Another improvement has been
made in the mess hall to make the
detachment more "home-like". Iced
tea, lemonade and other cool drinks
are now being served in glasses rather
than the cups without handles of form-
er days. This is a small change but
appreciated greatly by members of the
detachment, the 7th Engineers and the

THE BENNING HERALD

Winners in Marble Tournament I

The accompanying picture shows the grade winners in the Marble tour-
nament at Benning. The second from the left, Elliott Rose won the
Benning tournament and a medal given by National Marble Tournament
Association. From left to right, the boys are: Jimmy Street, Fourth
Grade champion. Elliott Rose, Fort Benning champion. Dorsey McPher-
son, Seventh Grade champion and Arthur Wolfe, Sixth Grade champion.

86th Motor Repair Section.
The first of the proposed picnics of

the organization was postponed on ac-
count of inclement weather conditions. 2 Y fl1
But it is expected that an "outing"
will be held at an early date, when
the clouds don't seem so dreary.

On Caturday night a chicken supper
will be given at the detachmenthmeSs 
hall in honor of Staff Sergeant Charles
H. Prince, who will shortly be retired
from the service. Sergeant Prince,
who has had many years of service in
the Quartermaster Corps, Cavalry, ROM the cap to the sat
Coast Artillery and Infantry, FROM h cp

Oriental and Imported French

RUGS
EVER HELD IN COLUMBUS

IMPORTED RUGS
30c on the $

Just Imagine!
Beautiful

IMPORTED $4950
9 x12

$150.00 VALUE

8x11 Value to $125.00 ------.$39.50

7x10 Value to 85.00-........ 29.50

5x7 Value to 45.00 --------.10.95

2x4 Value to 12.00 --------.2.95

Oriental Rug Shop
1207 Broadway
COLUMBUS

REVELLERS

OFFICE
(Continued from

the members of the p
the forming of the clu
entertainments in the
and vaudeville numl
sponsored by the club
great deal of success in
addition two dances
given under the auspic
ization.

New officers elected
were: President, Wm.
Secretary, Earnest Stel

MONDAY, MAY 30TH

As a memorial to those departed
remember to decorate their graves
on this day.

loved ones,
wth flowers

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS ANYWHERE

Benning Boulevard Nurseries
BENNING ROAD-------TELEPHONE 4176

In the easiest and

best way. Let us

show you how to

do it most easily.

Mrs. S. F. Anderson

Page Five

ELECT er, Paul Armstead; Entertainment
RS Committee, K. P. Moore.

Plans for a pajama ball to be held
i page 1) at the spacious Gymnasium on June
rarrison. Since 1 were also made in addition to other

b a number of business. Plans are now going for.
form of plays ward to make this the largest of the

hers has been social events of the month. Elaborate
meeting with a decorations are being made at the

a every way. In Gym and from the interest being
per month are shown it promises to be a success in

es of this organ- every way. In addition to the danc-
ing a special "Military Wedding" is to

at the meeting be held at the dance which promises
C. Parker, Jr.; laughter galore. Don't miss it! The

phens; Treasur- public is invited.
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HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

MOSQUITOES AND MALARIA

Everybody knows the little mosqui-

to. In a climate such as that of Fort

Benning all residents have good cause

to appreciate the personal and affect-

ionate attentions of these insects.
There is no part of the United States
in which mosquitoes are not to be
found, but the problem is a big one
only in those regions where there is
to be found the type that carries the
dread disease, malaria.

What is malaria? Malaria is a di-
sease caused by a tiny germ which
lives inside the red cells of the cir-
culating blood. It is so small that
only a powerful microscope is able
to magnify it so that it may be seen.
The disease has many names, such as
"ague," "chills and fever" and the
like. Many people think that malaria
is not a definite disease but merely a
"run down" condition of the body.
They hold, perhaps, to the ancient be-
lief that malaria is caused by impure
air. That is what was always thought
before modern science showed that
malaria is a disease caused by this
tiny animal parasite that lives in the
blood cells. In fact the word "malar.
ia" comes from the Italian words
meaning "bad air". As a matter of
fact, malaria is caused by bad air, but
it is bad air only because it carries
mosquitoes. This also explains the
time honored fear of "night air" and
the "vapors" or "miasmas" from
swamps. Malaria is a serious disease
for the late effects may never be over-
come and even death may result. It
begins with the well known chill.
Here is what a malaria chill is like:
The patient usually knows when one
is coming on because a few hours be-
fore that time he is uncomfortable and
has uneasy and unpleasant sensations
over the body. The chill begins with
the sufferer feeling cold and finally
his whole body is shaken with violent
shivering. His face looks cold and
pinched and he is very miserable.
This stage lasts about a quarter of an
hour or longer. Strange to say at the
very time the person feels so terribly
cold, he actually has fever. Following
the cold stage, there follows one of
short flushes of heat and the whole
body feels intensely hot. At this
period, the patient may be unconsc-
ious or even delirious. Soon the pat-
ient begins to sweat and may be
drench in perspiration in a short time.
So sends the attack. There are sev-
eral forms of malaria. In one the at-
tacks come regularly every third day,
in another every fourth day, and in
still another the attacks may be at ir-
regular times. Certainly, this descrip-
tion is not one that would make one
want to have the disease. Nor is this

all, if the disease is allowed to per-
sist for a long time the whole body
strength is undermined and there is
great loss of weight and particular sus-
ceptibility to other diseases.

How does one get malaria? There
is only one way. Unless you are bit-
ten by the malarial mosquito you
will never get it. There is no other
way to get it. A well person can sleep
in the same bed with a person who

has the most serious form of malaria
and he will never get it, unless a mos-
quito bites him. The mosquito bites
first a patient who has malaria. This
means that the tiny red blood cells
containing the malaria parasite are
taken into the mosquito's body. Here
they undergo a complicated series fo
changes and after a time a multitude
of young parasites are hatched. Now
if the mosquito bites a well person
these young malarial parasites are in-
jected by the mosquito's sharp beak
into that person's blood and malaria
results. It is interesting to note that
only the female mosquito bites. In
the mosquito family at least, "the fe-
to male of the species is more deadly
than the male." The blood is used
in some way, not yet understood, in
the laying of eggs. Mosquitoes eat
only vegetable food.

How may one escape malaria? Only
by being sure that you are not bitten
by malarial mosquitoes. This means
that you must, in a climate like this
one, sleep always under a mosquito
bar or in a screened room. There is
no other way. The malarial mosquito
bites chiefly at night.

How to tell the malarial mosquito:
We have seen above that all mosqui-
toes do not transmit malaria. Other
forms may, however, transmit other
diseases such as yellow fever and den-
gue fever. Still other mosquitoes trans-
mit no diseases but are no less annoy-
ing at the time of biting. The malar-
ial mosquito known as the "anophe-
les" may be recognized from the fact
that it seems, when at rest on a flat
surface to be standing on its head. In
other words the body is not parallel
with the wall or other surface on
which it is standing. The mosquito
that does not carry malaria, and
which is also plentiful hereabouts, is
known as the "culex". When at rest
its body is parallel with the wall or
other surface on which it is standing.

How do mosquitoes hatch their
young? The mosquito lays her eggs
in water, either stagnant pools or run-
ning water, depending on the species
of the mosquito. Don't think that
only swampy areas may afford breed-
ing places for mosquitoes: Clean
water may sreve this purpose and the
malarial mosquito prefers clean to
dirty water. The eggs float about on
the surface of the water and finally
hatch into the well known little "wig-
glers" which may be seeen swimming
r.npidly to the bottom of the water
whenever they are disturbed. If you
have an old can or barrel in which
mosquitoes are breeding, the "wig-
glers" will be seen leaving the sur-

face if you should jar the barrel. The
reason for this is simple. The "wig-
glers" also called "wiggle-tails" must
breathe air. They have a little tube
which they thrust through the surface
and breathe air. They are holding
their breath when they have to leave
te surface. This explains why oiling
the surface of the water will prevent
mosquito breeding. The layer of oil
prevents the "wigglers" thrusting the
breathing tubes through and obtain-
ing air. Thus they are suffocated.
We try to oil areas of stagnant water

(Please turn to page 16)

Advanced Class
Notes

1st Section Celebrities
As the Advanced Class Sees 'em.

MAJOR IRA A. RADER

"I hope I will have the pleasure of
serving with all of you again in the
future", said Major Ira Rader instruc-
tor in air corps tactics when he finish.
ed his final official appearance before
the class on the day of his marked
problem. More of us are more air-
minded tactically as a result of the
Major's wide range instruction. Some
of us bombed the bridges with obser.
vation planes, proof, perhaps, that we
believe when observation planes have
bomb racks, they shoud be used. Then
again some of us really think that the
birds who pilot the eye ships for the
doughboys should be reclassified as
"combatants" rather than the inferred
grouping as a sightseeing ship.

Major Rader graduates with us this
year having completed his four year
detail as a member of the First Sec-
tion. He expressed regret when he
said good bye. His appearance on
the platform that day however did not
mark his last contact with us for on
the past four Saturdays members of
the class who desired were given a
half hour flight over the Benning Res.
ervation, Major Rader himself hand-
ling the stick in one of the three
planes.

Our helmets are doffed to this Fly.
ing Major for his skill as a pilot. Did
we know the full story of his long
service we should posibly find that
not a little of the development and
progress of military aviation could be
fastened to his wings. "Many more
High Ceilings and Happy Landings."

The Fair Haired Boys who operated
in Major Tommy Arm's C. P. and Ter.
Ex. in the vicinity of Lumpkin Road
and Gilbert Creek got a better break
than the fellows operating under Ma-
jors Lee and Hearn. We heard John
Gibson "crabbing" about the shortage
of blackberries on the bush in abund-
ance in the flat countryand little op-
portunity to look for them in the hills
at the Water Tanks and Ford Hill.

Tom Hoy is telling a hair raising
story about his experience with a rat-
tlesnake during this week's sojourn
in the field. George Wear declares
himself an eye witness so we can
measure the truth of the tale accord-
ingly.

Major Terry Allen went to the Wat-
er Tanks last Monday and found the
area deserted. A Monday morning
haze evidently hung over Terry that
morning for he came dragging into
Kriz Hall asking where Major Lee's
problem was being held. In the right
desert but the wrong tent, Terry. You
only missed it by one day.

CAPT. GROVER C. CLEAVE'R

Capt. Grover C. Cleaver, student in
the advanced class at The Infantry
School, died at Walter Reed General
Hospital, Washington, D. C., on Sun.
day evening, May 22nd, according to a
radio message received at Fort Ben-
ning from Major General Stephen 0.
Fuqua, chief of infantry.

Capt. Cleaver became ill and was
taken to the Fort Benning station hos-
pital on March 26th. His condition
rapidly grew worse and, on May 17th,
he was transferred to Walter Reed
Hospital, where his death occurred.
Septicemia was announced as the
cause of death.

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John tVolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. K.

BY REQUEST
"To him who in the love of Nature holds
Communion with her visible form, she speaks
A various language."

-Thanatopsis.

At the importuning of that passionate nature lover, Major Pink Bull,
ue reprint below the only spring poetry that we have ever perpetrated on a
long suffering world. Some of our charitable friends acclaim this our best
poem. Most critics, however, prefer our shorter works-the shorter the bet.
ter.

We wrote this when we were a student. We lived in town, of course, and
somehow or other the beauty and variety of the local vegetation had eluded
us until, one day, The Infantry Journal burst forth with a special Benning
edition. That was our inspiration, for in it was a narticle which clothed with
beauty the myriad botanical speciment which we had hitherto failed to notice.
The lady who wrote that article (and she certainly can write) opened our
eyes and our heart. Everything that grows is now sacred to us and we are
loath to destroy any of the plant life that flourishes on the reservation. That
is why we cannot be induced to uproot nut grass which abounds on our lawn
or weed the flower bed. This may be stark sentimentalism but we intend to
stick to it.

Never having taken up botany seriously, some of the trees and flowers
mentioned in the article were strangers to us, but no trivial detail like that
could extinguish our burning desire to immortalize the Benning flora in
verse. Accordingly, we sat down with The Infantry Journal before us and
ground out the following lines:

SPRING SONG

Fill me with sassafras, Bill,
And Georgia corn juice-
School is out, Spring is here, and I've got to cut loose;
And the purple wistaria covers the bowers
The tulips and hyacinths peer from the grass,
The jessamine lifts its sweet face to the showers-
Quick, William, the sassafras!
For to-morrow may find me at dawn
Playing tag on the General's lawn-
For I'm feeling, forsooth,
The elixir of Youth-
Though when he gets up, I'll be gone.
For I'm rarin' to go
Where the silky long leafed Georgia pine
And the Magnolias grow;
In this Georgia Forest of Arden,
In this Army Botanical Garden,
Where the woodsy smells hits you like wine,
So fill me with sassafras, Bill,
And Georgia corn juice
And introduce me to the wood nymphs
And then-TURN ME LOOSE!

I want to encourage my liver
And mount on a government steed
And amble down by the river
Where the woodsy trails lead;
I'll recline on the fragrant pine needles
Where the Upatoi flows
And the daffodil blows
And the bumble bee flirts with the Cherokee rose;
Where the Cardinal vies with the Chigger
And the sunset which crimsons the west;
Ah, there let me rest-
Restoring my sole and my vigor
In this Paradise blest.
For Benning and Eden are one;
And the mocking birds sing
With the madness of spring

And the crepe myrtle blooms in the sun.
So fill me with sassafras, Bill,
And Georgia corn juice,
And plant a few Eves in my garden
And then-TURN ME LOOSE!

The zinnias and cannas come after-
And the rich golden glow;
But there is a cottage I know
Where Spanish moss clings to the rafters
And the Judas trees grow.
In a country where life is serene
And the picturesque pine points the scene,
And it's there I would go;
For I yearn for a respite from duty
And my heart is essentially vernal,
And I want to submerge in the beauty
Described in the Infantry Journal.
For the cult of unfettered expression
With me has become an obsession;
All restraint is a curse
And Tactics a bore-

(Please turn to page 15)
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Ivl WHEREoGOtT
Dve opment Of'Resort is Interin 5tory
By C. ARMAND THORPE

Most of us have long deplored the
fact that here in Georgia, the Empire
State, we lacked an outstanding resort
area, where our own people could go
to find relief from the discomforts of
summer heat, but it remained for Col.
Sam Tate, business genius and execu-
tive, and one of the outstanding fig-
ures in American industry, to have
the courage to expend vast sums of
money to provide high up in the Blue
Ridge Mountains of north Georgia, his
native home, an ideal location for a
summer playground.

In speaking of the plan and pur-
pose of the development, Col. Tate
has said: "Invitation to join in this
undertaking must obviously be limited
to persons of such social and cultural
attainments, as will assure a colony
of congenial neighbors in this ideal
social and recreational center. This
is in no sense a real-estate develop.
ment pictured with any glamour of
re-sale profits: hence, our purpose
that invitation be extended only to
persons of such financial ability as are
comfortably able to make a permanent
investment primarily to secure a sum-
mer homesite. Frankly the prime
thought and intent in the minds of
those who have planned this develop-

it.
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ent, is no to mae money out ot No, this not the Far West. The striking photograph was made
It has seemed to us that a beauti- from Connahaynee Lodge, Tate Mountain Estates, Jasper, Ga.

1 mountain property with its attend-
it healthful climate, pure water, and dred of the South's outstanding fami- solved, but Col. Tate had called in
enic grandeur, connected up by hard lies, is a condition eminently to be eminent engineers to supervise the
rfaced roads with the centers of desired." various phases of the work, and after
)pulation in Gerogia and surround- Work on the project was begun the twelve mile road from Jasper to
g states, made ready through the several years ago. Many columns the top of Burrell Mountain had been
iprovements as indicated for com- could be written about those three built, making it possible to transport
rtable living and owned by a con- years of construction and of the prob- heavy machinery to the property, con-
'nial company of three or four hun- lems of engineering that had to be s'ruction of the 18-hole Stiles & Van

Kleek golf course was started, and
work begun on the dam that was to
impound the crystal clear waters of

Members of the Officers' Club mountain streams to create Lake Se-
quoyah. Much credit must be given
Luke E. Tate, Executive Vice-Presi-
dent, who has given much of this

and their families thought and energy to the execution
and supervision of the project.

Today, the job has been practically
Are Cordially Invited completed, and in five hours driving

AI time from Columbus, one can reach

To Spend Their Summer Vacations

at

T A TF MOITNTA TNFST A TF q

Quaker State

MOTOR OIL

Gives you extra power,
extra speed, extra life-
it's use is a genuine
ecoto yIv.

For Sale at

Post Exchange
AUTOMOBILE DEPT.

Fort Benning, Georgia

this 8,000 acre mountain Paradise,
which lies 3,300 feet above sea-level,
more than a thousand feet higher
than Asheville, N. C., in The Land of
the Sky. The motor route is via
Atlanta, Marietta, Canton, and Tate,
to Jasper. From this point, the route
is over a picturesque all-weather road
to the Estates, ten miles away. It's
a beautiful drive, the grade is easy
and again and again you exclaim at
the inspiring beauties of nature and
the unsurpassed grandeur of lofty
mountain ranges.

The crowning glory of Tate Moun.
tain Estates, is Connahaynee Lodge lo-
cated atop Mt. Burrell, at an eleva-
tion of 3,300 feet. From this point
the view is magnificent, and extends
unobstructed in every direction. With
good visibility, peaks sixty miles away
are easily discernible. The Lodge,
of massive hewn log construction, ex-
emplifies the picturesque in architec-
ture, is highly modern in appointment,
and under its rough exterior are the
refinements of the finest summer re-

Private Baths

sort hotels. The spacious lounge,
dining-room and ball-room, are beau-
tifully furnished; the baths are of
Georgia marble; and the bed-rooms,
of which there are tweny-eight, are
all that could be desired.

For those who desire something
more modest in appointment, Cracow
Cabin is avialable. This is located
near the Trading Post at the entrance
to the Estates, and has four large
bed-rooms, each of which will ac-
commodate an average family. The
meals are excellent. Adjoining, is a
small cabin of three rooms and oper-
ated in connection with Cracow.

The Mountain Estates offers practi-
cally every form of wholesale out-of-
door sport. The 18-hole Stiles &
Van Kleek golf course is one of the
most picturesque in the country, and
is the only course in the State, with
bent grass greens. There are numer-
ous natural hazards and water shots,
to test your ability as a golfer. For

(Please turn to page 10)

Running water in each room

If you are thinking of spending your vacation in the
Mountains, WRITE to ....

Mrs. Roberta L. Morton
Hendersonville, N. C.

and let her tell you of Duncraggan Inn. You will like
this place.

Do come and bring your family and friends.
June rates-$12.50 and $15.00 per week each

Good Meals Best box spring beds.

It is a pleasure to drive
after you have had your
car repaired and tuned up
by experienced mechanics
whose sole purpose is to
please you.

Automobile Department
Post Exchange Fort Benning, Ga.

-e

Elevation 3300 Feet

JASPER, GA.

Connahaynee Lodge Cracrow Cabin
Family Rate

Rates
American Plan American Plan

$6.00 to $7.50 per day $3.00 per day
$36.00 to $45.00 per week $20.00 per week

Greens fee included Greens fee--$1.00 per day

10/ Discount to Army Officers and Families

For further information and reservations

write or wire

TATE MOUNTAIN ESTATES
Palmer Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

GOLF.. TENNIS.. RIDING.. SWIMMING . . BOATING .- HIKING
"It Pays to Trade at Your Post Exchang

I I

M
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AILIZUALY?
For

VACATION

WHEN YOU HAVE

A Sport Outfit

A Linen

A Flannel

Accessories

A Tropical

with Harmonizing

FROM

JANTZEN

for

STYIE

Boys' Shop, 2nd Floor

I-lcrrLIN= - EL EN
COLUMBUS LEADING CLOTHIERS

1128 Broadway

Sears'

4Icif Ilquipment
Enjoy your vacation with

Sears' Golf Equipment

A " Four Big

Features

In

"ARISTO"
Matched Clubs

Stainless Steel Head
Shock Absorbing Feature
Chromium Plated Steel Shaft
Best Grade Calf- Skin Grip

$6.50 to $10.00 Values

$3.19 Each

"ARISTO"
GOLF BALLS

New size and weight, mesh or
dimple marking

59c Ea. 3 for $1.70

"Mohawk" Golf Balls

39c Ea. 3 for $].15

All-Leather Pro-Style Bag

$10.98

Whipcord Stayless Bag

Sweater and Ball Pocket

$4.98

100 "Rite-Hite" Tees

25c

Phone ]

Sears
Complete Line of Tennis Equipment

"AMAZING VALUES"

"Whiz" Racket
With Oriental Gut Strings

$1.98

I "Expert" Racket
Silk Moisture-proof Strings

$2.98

Purple Ribbon Racket
$5.00 Value

$3.95

DeLuxe Racket
Used by Champions-- New Improved Patents

$7.98

Wright & Ditson
Balls

Sealed In Viscose Cover
Always Fresh

39c Ea.

"ARISTO"
Championship Balls
Red or White Color

Approved by U. S. L. T. A.

32c Ea.

VACA
Live in an atmosphere of roma;
the soft murmur of the waves, to
in the soft summer air.

Or plunge with all your w.
clear water of a natural spring-
and revel in its coolness!

Ride all through the drows
golf clubs or tennis racket out j

2. enter the man's paradise, whei
grab your hook and then str
underworld in their attemptk

2 But above all, be prey
spot, outfit yourself and
dreams and vibrant reali

your tired mind and bo

The advertisers
pages will help you a
them to give you tI

formation about
able. Read these
you're ready I

U

Sea,
Outing

Insulated With

Cork

KEEPS HOT OR (

98-

Two Burner Cam
Burns Gas,

$4.91
Carry like

Folding C
Canvas Bottorr

7

1008 (%fE
m

Badway
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i.ION
ice-dream away your hours to
the whispering of the palm trees

,ht into the cool green or crystal
-feel its invigorating freshness

y summer hours, then take your
Lor a bit of exercise itself. Or 31
•e the "big ones" leap up and Ai
uggle like all the demons of .
to escape!

,ared. Select your vacation
then go to your land of
ty for the relaxation that ....

dy cries for!

and articles on these
ad you can depend on
e best sources of in-
acation-land avail- ...

pages carefully and ::

:r the summer!

At The Peak Of Summer Fashion
Never lIefcre

Such a Beautiful Showing of

BATHING SUITS
The wonderful JANTZEN in new colors

and styles.

The famous B V D in the Perl Knits. An
innovation in Bathing Suits.

See the new Linen Suits for men. Made
in Porto Rico. Worn everywhere.

LOWEST PRICES IN YEARS

$10.00 and $12.50

CHIANCE U CC4AANY
1108 BROADWAY

Jugs
One Gallon

Capacity

.jD 12 HOURS

p Cook Stove
oline

case

Stools
el Frame

Phone

Sears'

ALLSTATE
(Companion Type)

0 *This includes 2 cord

__ Ii e s technically
known as breaker
strips.

Drastic Price

Reductions

29x4.40

$3.49
Each if bought in pairs

OTHER SIZES

PRICED

IN

PROPORTION

Sears'

A utc Ilquipment
Carry A Supply Of UNIVERSAL

Auto Slip-on Covers
"Cross Country"

Motor Oil

100% Pure Penn.

5 Gals. with Container ........ $2.98

In One Gal. Cans ................ .79

In Bulk (Per Gal.) ............ .59

"Energex" Batteries
13 PLATES

Carrying Twelve Month
Guarantee

$3.95
AND YOUR OLD

BATTERY

Cover all seats and back-All makes cars

$2.19 per set

-Running Board

Luggage

Carriers

98c - $1.25

$1.49

Trunk Rack

Fastens to Bumper
Easy to Install

$2,98
iijilill;3760

m

LEF,
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Beacon Beach is
Open for Vacation

One of the surest signs of an ap-
proaching vacation seasons is the
name of Tex Gilbert in the newspaper
columns. The people who know of
him, who are many, are reminded of
the summer sports and the fact that
the time for deep sea fishing, fresh
water fishiiig, boat riding, swimming,
surf bathing, dancing and all the kin-
dred summer sports that make up the
vacation season are now the order of
the day and especially at Beacon
Beach, at Panama City, Fla., where

there is an abundance of the pleasures

that make the summer season full of

interest and enjoyment for the whole

family from Dad down to the youngest

of the children.
A more ideal spot on Saint Andrews

Bay and the Gulf of Mexico could not

be found anywhere, nor could a more

ideal place for the above and many

other vacation sports be discovered.

The Pines Hotel, with its wide veran-

da facing the Bay and the new fur-

nished cottages of Beacon Beach are

a double lure to the vacation seeker,

for he has his choice of the type of

residence for his summer months and

at the same time does not sacrifice even

the least part of the sports that are

commonly identified with a summer

season on the seashore, especially a

shore that is near enough to other

places to possess double advantages.

Genuine Leather

Gla d s t o1n e
Bags

$995

Always Sold for $15.00
kA wonderful opportunity to

buy a quality bag.

WHEARY
AVIATRIX
HAT BOX

WITH HANGERS

Holds 6 to 10 dresses with-
out a wrinkle

An unusual Special

$7.95

We accept
Post Exchange Orders

Max Rosenberg Co.
(NEW LOCATION)

1145 Broadway

I -i-

Wi'h the hopis o: avoiding the
possblll.'y of i;i.'; mistaken for ac-
tual uo.. a2n , s:itl.crn confer-
ence officials this season will be
garbed in a s'an'ard uniform, as
illusrrted ab:ve by the Honorable
Everett Sruappr, veteran southern
oficial and fur-rar All-Ariericanhalfback at Gcrg'a Tech. In the
top photo, SIrunner is seen wear-
ing th enteira ofc21al regalia, acket
and all, while in the lower picture
he is shown wih the jacket dis-
carc! " , reaI for action.

RESORT DEVELOPED
(Continued from page 7)

those who ride, there is a stable of
excellent saddle-horses, and mlies of
beautiful trails to be explored. Lake
Sequoyah offers every opportunity for
swimming and boating. Tennis courts
are also available.

At Mount Oglethorpe, the southern
boundary of Tate Estates, the Apa-
lachian Trail hs its beginning, and
extends northeast along the backbone
of the ridges to Mt. Katahdin in
Maine, a distance of over two thou-
sand miles.

Tate Mountian Estates should

. .have returned with glowing reports of
the beauties of the place, and of the
charming hospitality extended them.

ex.

lina down to the Gulf of Mexico, with-
out sacrificing any of the comfort or
convenience so usually expected on a
trip of this length. Then, too, the
variety of scenes does much to elimi-
nate the boredom of constant riding,
while the radio equipment of each
bus serves to while away the hours
of travel.

Bus travel has today reached a
stage of almost perfection in this

country and it opens to the public a
hitherto unknown wonderland of
travel without at the same time in-
curring any higher or more difficult
rates. A trip by bus is an insight
into the life of the country as no other
trip ever was and can be made with-
out any of the attendant worry and
preparation that is a part of travel-
ing in a car or the monotony and
high cost of traveling by rail.

,.

Bus Lines Add Much To Ease
& Pleasure of Modern Travel

_ _Trips that show the traveler the
very heart of the country, with all itsOFFICIALS PLbeauty intact and every bit of it easilyreached, these are the kind that may

TO STEP OUT be had by those who choose the motor
bus as their means of travel. Com-
fort, convenience, utility and every
desire of the prospective passenger is
fulfilled in this modern mode of
travel, which follows the winding
highways and byways to the most
beautiful and picturesque spots of
the land.

From a comparatively humble be-
ginning the bus lines have built up

.an organization whose tentacles reach

to every important city and town in
the United States and whose time

..... schedules allow a flexibility that is
suited to the tastes of the most criti-
cal traveler. The Hood coach lines
will take the traveler to any large
noint in the country on schedules
that are comfortable and at prices
that are almost unbelievable. The
perfection of the buses used nowadays
for these lines is attested by the fact
that the Hood Lines have never had
a major accident in their time of serv-
ice. a truly enviable record.

The principal appeal to bus travel
is the opportunity it affords to really
see the passing countryside and to
really get a correct idea of the beauty
of the towns through which the bus
passes. In contrast to the smoky,
dull outskirts which are the usual
limit of vision of those who travel by
rail, the bus routes lead through
the best residential and business dis-
tricts of every city and thus are an
education and pleasure on that ac-

count alone.
A notable instance is the city of

New Orleans which is readily reached

by bus lines. These can bring the
visitor all the way from New York,
in a minimum of time, through the
beautiful Piedmont section over the

..tmountains of North and South Caro-

s trongly appeal to officers and their
fatmilies living at Fort Benning, and
who sbon will be making plans for
their summer vacations. Due to its
high elevation the temperature is al-
ways cool, and at night the use of
blankets is necessary, most of the
time. There are no mosquitoes.

Quite a number of Benning Officers
have already visited the Estates, and

LOW FARES
ATLANTA--------$3.00

Lv. 7:45 am, 12:30 pm,
6:45 pm.

MONTGOMERY __--3.00
Lv. 10:20 am, 4:00 pm,

8:00 pm.
CINCINNATI ---- 13.75
CHATTANOOGA - 5.75
Washington, D. C. - 19.45
BIRMINGHAM 4.50
MEMPHIS------10.50
MERIDIAN, MISS 7.00
MOBILE, ALA. 7.75
NEW ORLEANS- 11.75
SHREVEPORT -- 16.25

UNION
BUS TERMINAL

1212 Broadway
Phone 661

a

Unusual is the comfort of Hood Lines
Coaches! Press a foL" qedal and the
back of your deeply cushioned seat
reclines to several different angles for
complete relaxation or restful sleep.
There are clean, fresh linen head-rest
covers and adjustable foot rests...
SIX over-size balloon tires and "air
bottle" shock absorbers to make your
bus trip an "air ride."
Circulating hot water heat for chilly
nights, ice water, porter service and
even RADIO, complete Hood Lines
Coach comfort. Try this comfortable,
clean and convenient way to travel
to almost everywhere.

4H
41inWFe st

U

IIse

READIN4
*' RESTING

DEEP-CUSHIONED CHAIRS RECLINE TO ANY

DESIRED ANGLE

Found on Every Hood Lines Coach

U

- IIeaccn IIeach
THE PINES HOTEI

J. TEX GILBERT, Lessee

PANAMA CITY, FLORIDA

T HE Hotel with "Depression Rates." Right on beautiful St. Andrews Bay.
Nice, cool rooms, fifteen minutes automobile ride to the Gulf Beach. No

Toll Bridges to contend with.

New furnished cottages, with shower baths and sanitary sewerage for
rent at Beacon Beach. Ideal for families and house parties. The cottages are
furnished for light housekeeping with the exception of linen and silver.

Beacon Beach is located where St. Andrews Sound empties into the Gulf
of Mexico, this being the noted fishing ground for St. Andrews Bay and the
Gulf.

Beacon Beach is reached from Panama City by either automobile, or
boat. By boat, seven miles, by automobile, twelve miles. No Toll Bridge.

i
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HERALD
WANT ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

20 cents per line or fraction of
line. Minimum charge for any
classified advertisement, 50 cents.
Payment Jmust be made before
advertisement is published.

WILL PAY cash for used ear
good condition. Must be cheap. Ca
Benning 269.

FOR RENT-Piano. Phone Bennin
214 or City 2179.

We Buy, Sell and Trade All Kinds
Of Used Cars

ODOM - WILLIS CO.

1328-1st Avenue

AWNINGS
GEO. E. WHITE

12 E. 10th St. Phone 155

FLOWER PLANTS
Out of 214 inch Pots

COLUMBUS FLOWER
AND PLANT CO.

Phone 520 1245 Broadway
In store with Columbus Shu Fixry

Watch Repairing
LAMAR SMITH

PHONE 3032 1201 BROADWAY

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1313

in

I
in

fll

g

d
COMPANY "F"

Just recently another letter was for-
warded to this organization thru the
Commanding Officer, 29th Infantry
from the Department of Experiment
and the Infantry Board, commending
the officers and men of the organiza-
tion very highly for their cooperation
and enthusiasm in completing the tests
of the old and the new gas masks.

Our cafeteria system of feeding is
becoming more popular every day.
There is not a day passes but that we
have some visitors with us looking
over the system and tasting some of
the dishes prepared by our cook force.
Sunday, May 22, 1st Sergeant Lance
was host to some friends from Colum.
bus.

Are we proud and how! Why not?
You should be two if you had in your
midst such a celebrity as we have. He
is none other than our most famous
little dining room orderly, Henry (in
person) Lugenbuhl. Pfc. Lugenbuhl
has just received a notice from the
Quartermaster General to the effect
that his Purple Heart Medal was being
forwarded to him. Pfc. Lugenbuhl is
an excellent soldier and has yet to re-
ceive less than Excellent on a dis-
harge. He served as a corporal dur-

ing the World War, receiving wounds
while in action. My only regret is
that it has not arrived as yet and I am
anxious to see what one looks like.

Our Recruits and last years unqual-
ified men with the bayonet are coming
along just fine and we are looking for
an average of 100 per cent qualified.

-Stolier.
is representative and emblematic of

COMPANY "G" exactly where G Company should
With the Corps Area maneuvers stand inany competition.

over and the Students of the Infantry G Company should make it's im-
School preparing to graduate it seems pression on the score boards this after-
that our system of training for the noon in the Bn. Track Meet with the
immediate future wil ltake on a decid, greater part of the team composed of
edly different aspect than demonstra. our won men.
tions and field exercises. But before H Company seems to have the jinx
the curtain does fall there is to be one on us in baseball as a result of the
more of Col. Major's (Combat princi. trimming administered to us last Sat-
pie, musketry and selection of a camp urday. This game should be a lesson.
site) tests. The winner of this com- it will take the remaining games now
petition receives the Col. Duncan K. to cinch the Bn. gonfolan.

ED COHN, Manager

Special for one week

SHIRTS 99c

The new Mesh effect, collar at-
tached. Grey, White and Blues, 11
to 16. Colors fast.

SHIRTS 99c

The Shantung effects. Blue and
Tan also White, Blue and Green
Broadcloth. Sizes 14 to 18. Colors
fast.

Greeting from Ed Cohn

REMEMBER-Anything bought at
this store is as low in price as can
be had elsewhere and must be satis-
factory to you or money cheerful-
ly refunded.

SHIRTS $1.35

The $1.50 kind elsewhere.
White and Blues. A shirt that will
please the most fastidious.

All the above shirts are 7 but.
ton, full cut, don't fade and
thoroughly shrunk.

SEERSUCKER SUITS

$3.85

Suits with one pair pants. Ex-
tra Pants for $1.15 when buying
a suit or $1.50 if buying pants
only.

100 Suits to sell. Neat Grey
and White stripe.

PURE IRISH LINEN SUITS

With Vest

$7.50

Pre-Shrunk. The best value you
ever saw.

Genuine Panama Hats

$2.99

One piece, the $5.00 kind. You
will like this hat when you see it.

Metcalf Clothing & Hat Store
INCORPORATED

ED COHN, Sales Mgr.
1107 BROADWAY

final decision is made next November.
Due to the short time available since

maneuvers, the track team can't be
expected to do wonders but they have
taken advantage of every opportunity
and it is hoped that they will come
through with several places tomorrow
at the final meet.

Among other things, the personnel
adjutant has taken charge of the gar-
den for the summer. The present of-
ficer in charge of the garden is taking
a three month's honeymoon following
his marriage next week. so he couldn't
be bothered with a little thing like a
garden.

BATTERY "A"
The Battery is very busy this week

taking the test for the Knox Trophy,
if Neely and McCall had gone absent
a few more times Battery "C" would
be doing that work this week in place
of Battery "A".

Several members of the Battery are
wondering whether or not Pvt. Luke
Garrison will be able to find his way
to New York, in about two weeks,
while on his way to Hawaii.

From the amount of transfers, short
discharges and furloughs coming from
Battery "A", Captain Mangum evident.
ly let it be known he was going to
take a two months leave.

Notice: Members of Battery "A";
All men wanting transfers and short
discharges had better get them in be-
fore the latter part of June as the re-
mainder ofthe Battery is getting dis-

charged per ETS in July and August,
Question: What is Corporal May

going to do when he gets discharged?
Pfc. Usher can probably give him a
few tips.

We are wondering just what Cor.
poral in Battery "A" has become so
low as to have his little Class "A"
card taken from him. Hush money
evidently would not work in this case.

It is believed by some that Sgt.
Cameron has been cheating on a cer-
tain Corporal in the outfit, and it is
also known that a certain Corporal has
been cheating on him.

We regret very much that the Offi-
cer firing the other day made a mis-
take and messed Corporal McRae up
causing him to be off a hundred miles
in deflection.

The "Kingfish" and "Sultan" haven't
any thing out of the way to report for
tihe last week.

When You Need Service

Phone 1603

THE

Waverly Pharmacy
Complete Druggists

2601 Hamilton Road

Columbus, Ga.

SHRAPNEL BURSTS
The last demonstration for the stud-

ents of the Infantry School, during this
school year, was fired last Thursday.
Perhaps the last should be best but
not so in this one, as the weather con-
ditions prevented it from being as
good as one sometime earlier in the
year.

Because the troops worked very
hard during maneuvers and hardly
stopped until after the last school
demonstration, last Thursday, the Bat-
talion Commander declared last Satur-
day, a battalion holiday. He wanted
to give them a break before starting
the summer training, consisting main-
ly of pistol and gunners instruction.

The battalion was supposed to have
a picnic last Saturday, in honor of the
Bartletts, who left Tuesday for a three
month's leave in Florida, before re-
porting to West Point to begin the
next school year, but on account of
rainy weather it was changed to a sup-
per at the Artillery Club and the mov-
ies afterwards. We are all very sor-
ry to see the Bartletts leave the 83rd
but hope they will be pleased with
their new station.

"A" battery is taking the Knox Tro-
phy test this year and has been very
busy for the past week. They did very
well in most of the tests but will not
know just how they compare with
other batteries in the Army until the

MEN'S BLACK CALF

Oxfords

$1.95

MEN'S SPORT

Sandals
Brown and Tan

$3.45
$14 STAR

13RAND

Complete Line for Men, Women and Children

Souvenirs given with every pair of child-
ren's shoes. Dolls, Come-back Balls, Whistles,
Tablets and Nursery Books.

Sam Neel
Star Brand Shoe Dept.

(WEST SIDE)
PHONE 1642

Westbrook Bldg.

A SMALL
DOG

OT an ordinary dog,
but your dog. Play-

mate of your children . .
companion of your lies-
ure hours. When such
a loss strikes your home
you'll appreciate t h e
comfort of our sure-fire
lost and found ads.

PHONE
City 556

HERALD
WANT ADS

- I

I
Im

Star Brand Shoes are Better
E propose to meet the demand for cheap

shoes with good shoes at low prices. We
have done it often and successfully. By

following that principle steadfastly, we have
built the greatest shoe business of this section,
and have won the confidence of all our custo-
mers.

Today we can say with even greater em-
phasis-"Star Brand Shoes Are Better."

Major, Jr. trophy. If the competition
is worth while going out for it is
worth while winning. Such a trophy

Friday, May 27, 1930 THE BENNING, HERALD PageEleven
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*1 or ESPORT WORLDT l BILL ELLISON.) Editor

0BrBenrnrtg Fig hters Star On Go

The Hon. Grumpy Gordy-the one
and only-was introduced to the as-
semblage at Tuesday night's cauli-
flower carnival at Doughboy Stadium
crowd modestly. Attired in a suit
of civilian clothes of brownish color
and apparently good texture, with a
stiff straw kelly adjusted on his head
at a rakish angle, Mr. Gordy enjoyed
sixty seconds of heaven as he basked
in the mellow glow of the swaying
electric lamps.

Mr. Gordy is a retiring sort of
soul and never sets his stakes

ARMY NAVY
TrRADE a MARK

Inquire at your

POST EXCHANGE

They carry a complete line of

N. S. MEYER, INC.
Military Insignia

and

Uniform
Equipments

ORDER OF THE
PURPLE HEART RIBBON

We are prepared to furnish this rib-
bon in regulation or miniature size.

Deniand our merchandise and be assured
of the best. Our products carry an un-
limited guarantee of satisfaction.

N. S. MEYER, INC.
NEW YORK

higher than he believes he is able
to scale. He causually decided to
chalenge Mr. Goodrich, Mr. Teth-
erton, Major Patterson, "Red"
Lindsey, Mahatma Gandhi and, in
fact, "any man in the world."
Maud Farley, of North Highlands,
then leaped into th aerena and
promptly accepted the defi. Mr.
Farley was, on one occasion, hit
so hard on his jaw that is was
fractured and, on still another oc.
casion, was hit so hard on his
jaw that it fractured one of his
legs.

The Johnson-Ashkenazy squabble
was remindful of the Dempsey-Wil-
lard affair. Ashgenazy towered head
and shoulders above Ching and the
soldier could have used a ladder ad.
vantageously in his effortc to reach
the Floridan's face. Ashkenazy was
sorely in need of some boxing exper-
ience. He was unable to obtain little,
of any, sparring practice at the Uni-
versity of Florida where he was cap-
tain of the boxing team, because of
his immensity. He is a student of
journalism (or was before gradua.
tion) and next year intends to pur-
sue his study of newspaper work at
the Columbia University.

Tuesday night's show was re-
plete with surprises. Frankie Vogt
did not fight his usual fight and
missed often. His timing was faul.
ty. "Red" Goss, of the M. P.'s,
held his own for three rounds
but finished in a bad way with
a show of claret at the nose. Kid
Peck ran into a jarring drive to
the chin in the first round and
finished on the floor.

Are You a Back Number?
Dig down among your old papers and get out that life

insurance policy you bought years ago. Compare your
present income and your increased responsibilities with
your earnings when you took out that policy, then ask
yourself if you have properly provided for the protection
of your family.

The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company will gladly
recommend the policy that will best fit your present
requirements. The man to advise you is

PAUL W. NEWSOME
Phones 60-392 - Res. 1764 Columbus, Ga.

U
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ning's greatest organized athletic event
of the year, the annual garrison track
and field meet. The Thursday trials
uncovered a superabundance of fine I
material in a widely assorted list of
events and records which had stood
for some time were broken down by

(Please turn to page 13)
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AT THE PRICE YOU WANT TO PAY

FORDS PLYMOUTH
CHEVROLET BUICKS

First Avenue

IS
AT

GRAHAMS '32 MODEL
WHIPPETTS 

FORDS

PATTERSON-POPE
"Big Used Car Lot" Phone 412

U

U

Compete at Benning

The first thing a

customer asks for

in a repair job.
We are equip-

ped to give the
highest degree of
accuracy in our
work.

POST EXCHANGE

Agents for

Columbus

Fender & Body

Works

Johnson Scores
Technical Kayo
Over Ashkenazy

Ching Johnson, Benning, won a
technical knockout over Irvin Ash-
kenazy, Tampa, in the sixth of their
scheduled ten rounder and Rip Teth-
erton, Benning, won a decision over
the veteran Ted Goodrilch, Atlanta,
after ten rounds, in double windup
bouts at Doughboy stadium Tuesday
night.

For four rounds, Ashkenazy, with a
weight advantage of 361/2 pounds and
a reach of some several inches, toyed
with Johnson's schnozzle while Ching
unsuccessfully endeavored to break
down the Floridian's guard. When,
in the fifth, Ching shifted his assault
to the solar plexus, he softened Ash.
kenazy. Then, in the soixth, John-
son's trip-hammer right ended flush
on the button and stunned the fast
Tampan. Half a dozen more para.
lyzing rights and lefts rained about
the head and Ashkenazy was literally
out on his feet when Major Patter-
son, the third man in the ring (and
a good referee, too, by the way) ele-
vated Johnson's glove in token of
victory. Another punch and Ashken.
azy woul have dropped to the canvass
with a sickening thud.

Tetherton fought a good battle a-
gainst Goodrich but the soldier's back-
pedaling was not so pleasing. Good-
rich was plainly irked by Rip's bicy-
cling because Ted's underpinning are
not what they once were. In the
sixth Tetherton had Goodrich on the
ropes and nailed him flush on the
button at the bell. There was a hasty
exchange of glances between referee
and judges to determine whether or
not Ted would be awarded the fight
on a foul but the blow was allowed
and both men went to their corners
for the minute's rest. The blow at
the bell was unavoidable and to have
resorted to the foul ruling would
have been a gross injustice to both
Tetherton and Goodrich.

Cyclone Hollyfield won a decision
over Red Goss in a four rounder;Dave Melford, Benning, cooped the
duke over Stratton Smith, Benning,
after four rounds and Frankie Vogt
lost the verdict to Kid Yutmeyer in
the curtain raiser.

Records Fall Fast
In Preliminaries

Of Track TrialIs
Records crashed right and left in

the preliminary trials for Fort Ben-

ird

Representing

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.

I

Weinert To Box
Spivey is Rumor

Passing Around

Jimmy Spivey, Columbus boy who
made good in Florida, challenged
"Puggy" Weinert, Benning buzz saw,
to a duel with the dukes at Doughboy
Stadium Tuesday night and, although
no official announcement was forth-
coming, ringside rumors were that
Spivey and Weinert would do the
main attraction in the next post punch-
ing bill, tentatively set for June 7.

Weinert has been seen in action
but once at Benning. He fought Kid
Baisden in the semi-final to the Smith-
Bozo show and lost the decision. The
verdict was very unpopular and it
was the concensus of fans that the
worst "Puggy" should have been a
draw.

Weinert won himself a place in
the hearts of every fan. The squatty
little Chicago Polock beat Baisden to
death at infighting and, in turn, ab-
sorbed considerable punishment from
the Kid's long, straight left jab, ap-
parently the only blow the man has in
his repertoire.

Weinert warked at a disadvantage
from a standpoint of reach. Baisden
held him at bay with his tantalizing
rakehandle left ... for awhile he did
-but whenever "Puggy" came inside
that guard he hammered Baisden at
will.

Spivey is reputed to be a classy
fighter. For the last severa years he
has been working out of Miami and
ha sfought the best boys in that neck
of the woods. A Spivey-Weinert bat-
tle should please the customers.

:!:5:ii~55555~iii ;iii: .li~ ;;~~i!!i;iii . ..... iiis;. ;i . .. * *~ .. ...... : iii:i! i .. ...... :. .

Jack Mooney (left) will defend his Fort Benning tennis title at the
annual tournament on June 2, with several of his fellow Atlantians, also

competing, one of whom is Malon Courts (right), another star.
Invitations were sent to about sixty of the leading tennis players of the
South to join in this tournament. Over thirty-one have accepted and will
play in the four-day matches.

I

1
1
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Records Fall Fast In
Preliminaries

(Continued from page 12)
the determined efforts of the stars who
will compete in the finals Saturday.
H-igh speed, smooth action and perfect
coordination of mind and muscle were
the contributing factors to one of the
greatest record-breaking preliminaries
ever held at the Post, when the boys
from the different outfits when on a
rampage and spilled the former marks
in at least six events. While the sold-
iers have not come near any world's
records, still their performance is far
above the average usually reached in
Army meets. The finals will be re-
plete with thrills if the preliminaries
are any indication at all of the caliber
of performance the boys will maintain.

Duke Marquis, who rolled up the
greatest number of wins in the annual
29th Infantry Track meet, upheld the
honor of the 2nd Battalion by clip-
ping a second off the former record
for the high hurdles. He stepped this
event in the remarkable time of 16
2-5, one second less than his record set
in 1931.

The hundred yard dash proved one
of the most sensational events of the
afternoon when Dodd and Moon of
the Tankers tied for speed honors with
10 1-5 seconds, cutting 2-5 seconds off
the former Benning record for this
event.

Pullen, another Tanker, showed a
fast field an even faster pair of heels,
and broke thetape in the 220 yard
(lash in the time of 24 1-5 seconds.
This time cut 3-5 of a second off the
old record.

Maxwell, big Second Bat discus tos-
ser, heaved the circle a distance of
121 feet to add eleven inches to the
former record. The other contenders
were all grouped within a few feet of
!lhe winner. The Tanker, Cobal, stole
the show with a javelin throw of 171
feet 6 inches.

The 220 yard low hurdles also saw
another record go tumbling as Rivers
of the First Bats hung up a new Post
record of 27 4-5 seconds for this event.

THE NEW BOOKS
(Continued from page 4)

This long but interesting account
your reviewer expected to be bored
but instead found himself "reading
toward the dawn"--begins with the
p)re.Columbian adventures of the Scan-
dinavians in America, and here Col-
onel Wise is more daring than most
historians; he believes the white man
was here in far larger numbers and
over longer periods long before 1492
than they do. Few will agree with
him. The remainder of the large

book (611 pages) is a systematic his-
tory of every Indian campaign against
the white man from the days of the
Vriginia Colony to our own times.

Only today is the Indian getting any-

thing like a square deal. His chief

friends in the government have been
Franklin, Washington, Grant, Cleve-

land, Coolidge, and Secretary Wilbur.

This book is more than well worth
reading, and as a historical reference

book it ought to be on the shelves of
every library in the land.

-Scientific American-

Before You
Find

That It's Too Late

We can outfit you
with shooting glasses
that will save eye-strain
and better your marks.

Maxwell Optical
Company

1217 Broadway
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On a Swank North Atlantic Liner
CLOTHES MEET THEIR SEVEREST TEST!

I T was kind
of this young New
York couple to pose
for this picture. The
youzng gentleman is
wenarIng the "Paddock"
sport outfit made by
F 1wob. If you win-
tered at Palm Beach
or if you expect to do
Southhampton or Eu-
rope this summer, you
will see well dressed
men wearing the same ..........
k'nd of sport clothes
s 'iown here. Under-
V'1,,od & Underwood,
the famoz s photog-
ru:hers, snpped this
smart young pair lean- "::..
ing against a ship rail
in order that you
could see just how
Schwobilt sport clothes r

ill look on you!
............

. ............ A WORD TO.
TE WO EN. You .... .....
i'1 revel in the sim-

,. . . .. .. . . .. . .I;le but elhic ensemble
. ..... .....1-.e young lady in this

picture is wearing, .............
. .. . .... . . .. .. . .

:::::::::::: : i::!:~ ~~~i i!:~ ~~~i---- :::-:-:- :::::: ---- ii::::::::::::::::::: : :::'i: " :::
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Ly . , T1, 0 Io J'v - CENTLY a lec-LI...

Pres. oj The Scincb Co. ':7.,temObiAe iii i-
fLturer made a stii!-
mont to the ekcct t'AAt

two years ago he would have said it was impossible f ar
him to produce such a fine new model at his new price.
That impressed me. It was literally true of my own
business. For 20 years, I have been making fine clothes.
But never before has this company offered the Ameri-
can public the unusual values mentioned here at our
astonishingly low prices. The problem of making better
suits at a lower price has been a difficult one. But the
reward has been great!

IT is with a touch of
Ipride that I invite you

to examine the display of Spring and Summer suits in
our stores. The Spring suits are tailored in Park
Avenue styles especially for the South. Ideal for Spring,
Summer and early Fall wear. The Summer suits in-
clude linens, tropical worsteds, and nobby sport coats
with inverted pleats, patch poczets, and belted backs.

By 't! ma1s see this display before you buy a suit.
It is wA:nut question the 5marzest in the South!

SC7WORIL Ready-to-Wear-$14.95 - $1.7.95
PRICWO: Tz.'.LAored-to-Order--$18.50 - 22.50
PRICES. Linens-$9.95-Tro ical Worsteds $11.95

Sport Coat-$ 9 .75-Trousers $5.50

C77WOB CO
Stor#. hi ar-by Cities:

THE STANDARD TAILORING CO.
1037 Broadway

Adaniz West Point Macon Savannah
Athens Valdosta Albany

Laeran g Rone

mu
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
Paul Muni in "Scarface" at Royal

Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE RIALTO
SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Presenting, "SIANGHI

EXPRESS", with Clive Brook, Anna May Wong, Warner 0-
land and Eugene Pallette. "SHANGHI EXPRESS" is a thrill-
er. At the Pekin, China, railroad terminal stands the gaily
painted "Shanghi Express", proudly spouting steam in prepara-
tion for the long pull to Shanghi. Down the platform stands a
company of Chinese soldiers. There is danger in the air, for
the rebels have threatened to attack the train.

TUESDAY ONLY: Presenting, "THE GUARDSMAN",
with Alfred Lunt, Lynn Fontanne, Roland Young, Zasu Pitts
and others. An actor and an actress are the toast of Vienna,
widely acclaimed everywhere as the "happiest married couple
on the stage". They kiss fondly on the stage as they bow off
after tumultuous rounds of applause. In their dressing rooms
and later, at home, it is seen that they have gotten a bit on each
other's nerves. Here is a story that is truly different and one
that you will thoroughly enjoy throuhout.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Presenting, "RE-
SERVED FOR LADIES", with Benita Hume, popular Eng-
lish stage and screen star, and a strong supporting cast. Miss
Hume is well liked by the English picture fans. Her recent
performance in the picture, "HIGH TREASON", added mater-
ially to her popularity Her stage successes are numerous and
included the recent London play, "SYMPHONY IN TWO
FLATS", in which she played opposite Ivor Novello.

AT THE ROYAL
(Beginning with Midnight show, Saturday, 11:15 p. m.)
SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Presenting,

"SCARFACE", with Paul Muni, Ann Duorak, Karen Morley
and Osgood Perkins. Lawlessness was his god. Everything
came his way. Men fawned on him. Women cringed to his de-
sire . . . until, drunk with money, power, loot . . . he challenged
the red blooded heart of a nation which took up that challenge.
feared him until he came between her and the man she loved.
Then? Who would have thought that one frail girl would have
sent this pbwer-drunk terror tumbling to his doom?

AT THE GRAND
SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Presenting,

"SO BIG," with Barbara Stanwyck, Bette Davis, George Brent,
Dickie Moore, Hardie Albright, 'Robert Warwick and Mae
Madison. Barbara has brought it (Edna Ferber's world famous
story of a woman's heart) to vivid, thrilling life with a swift
rush of reality that holds you breathless. It's a woman's whole
existence-her body-her soul-her love-her life-the secret
places of heart. If you enjoyed Edna Ferber's "CIMARRON,"
you'll adore her "SO BIG." It's the main event of the picture
season. How big is the emotional capacity of your heart? Can
it hold the story of woman's whole existence? Can it hold the
secrets of a girl's strange love? Is it big enough to withstand
more dramatic intensity than the screen has shown in years?

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Presenting, "CARE-
LESS LADY," with Joan Bennett, John Boles, Minna Gome-

bell, Weldon Heyburn, Raul Roulien and Nora Lane. When
a careless lady meets a carefree man-Oh! the things you'll
see. This c'utie had been married just enough to make her
interesting. Neither maid, wife nor widow-but a dashing di-
vorcee. Even her ex-husband fell for her. A shady reputation
was all this wall flower needed to blossom out.

ROYAL
Karen Morley, who plays the femi.

nine lead opposite Paul Muni in
Howard Hughes' "Scarface," is one
of Hollywood's newest screen sensa-
tions. She plays her first outstanding
role in this picture, and as a result of
this single performance is generally
rated one of the most promising of
the latest crop of actresses.

Miss Morley is a 1931 Wampas
Baby Star, and is under contract to
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, from whom
she was borrowed by Howard Hughes
for the assignment. She played minor
roles in "Never the Twain Shall
Meet," "Inspiration," and "Politics,"
before appearing in "Scarface,' which
comes to the Royal theatre on Sat-
,rday for three days.

Miss Morley was born in Ottumwa,
Iowa, and went to Southern California
with her family when she was 13 years
old. She graduated from Hollywood
High School, and atended the Uni-
versity of California at Los Angeles.
She quit college during her sopho-
more year to join the Los Angeles
Civic Repertory Theatre and the Pasa-
dena Community Playhouse, appear-
ing in "Fata Morgana" and other
stages successes.

Between her theatre engagements,
she sought work at the motion pic-
ture studios. Clearence Brown gave
her a part in "Inspiration" with
Greta Garbo, her first screen role.
which she performed with such art-
istry she was signed to a long-term
contract by the M-G-M company.
Subsequently she appeared in "Never
the Twain Shall Meet" and "politics,"
giving couspicuous performances in
each picture.

In "Scarface" she was giving her
first real opportunity, which she util-
ized to great advantage by turning
out a performance which critics are
unanimous in praising.

IDRIALTO
"SHANGHAI EXPRESS

Small towns in southern California
frequently have sudden increases in
population when a motion picture
troupe unexjectantly invades the place
for location work. This happened re-
cently when San Bernardino was prac-
tically taken over by actors, extras and
workers for the filming of Harry Her-
vey's new story of the Orient. "Shang.
hai Express," which is featured at the
Rialtotheatre, next Sun. and Mon.

In producing "Shanghai Express"
more than 1000 people were trans-
uorted to that town for filming
scenes around the railroad station.
and workers besides the director,
Josef von Sternberg, and the leading
members of the cast which includes
Marlene Dietrich, Clive Brook, Anna
May Wong, Warner Oland and Eugene
Pallette.

"THE GUARDSMAN"
Roland young knows how to keep

cool even under camera fire. During
filming of a scene in the Alfred
Lunt-Lynn Fontanne talking picture,
"The Guardshman", coming to the
rialtao Theatre, Young was required
to enter a house wearing a heavy win-
ter overcoat, muffled and gloves.

The day on which this episode was
nad weas the hottest of the yeafr in
California with the temperate sexeral
degrees above a hundred. Young
appeared immaculate as far as screen
audiences were concerned for he nev-
er took his coat off.

If he had done so impromptu hu-
mor would have been continued to
the sequence for all the Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer player wore beneath were
beneath were his trousers!

GRAND
JUNGLE FLAPPERS

AT DANGER

"There is often an amusing side to
experience in which real dangers are
encountered," says Dr. Laurence M.
Gould, who was second in command
on the Byrd Antarcitc Expedition,
and who plays a part in the film
thriller 'Explorers of the World' now
showing at the Grand.

"My first expedition was to Green-

land," continues this famous explorer.
"It was a complete tenderfoot outfit.
When we were set down on the un-
inhabited shore of our fjord and af-
ter our ship had sailed away, we
discovered that we had forgotten to
unload a good part of our camp
equipment, including forks, spoons,
and cooking pots. We sent word for
supplies to be sent from Holstensborg,
70 miles away.

"During that time another young

professor and I were out in a canoe
on the fjord. It had an outboard
motor, and a mile off shore it turned
over. The water was ice cold, we
had on heavy clothing and besides,
I couldn't swim.

"Then as we clung onto the canoe

hopelessly on the verge of drowning,
where no living person passed for
years at a time, a boat-load of Eskimo
women appeared and rescued us. It
was a miracle if I ever saw one.

"How they laughed at us us! The
men who couldn't manage their boat!
And who were they? They were the
women sent from Holstensborg to
bring us our pots and utensils!"

Royal
Starts tomorrow night, 11:15 P. M.

"SCARFACE"
With

PAUL MUNI -ANN DVORAK
Osgood Perkins- Karen Morley

Boris "Frankenstein" Karloff

It's white-hot . . . this rapid-fire drama
of a power-drunk demon who climbed over
human rungs to the heights . . . only to go
tumbling to his doom when he stepped in
between a boy and girl . . . in love!

-More Pleasure-
TAXI TANGLES

YE OLDE SONGS
UNIVERSAL NEWS

GRAND
SAT.-SUN.-MON.

BARBARA
STANWYCK

In

"SO BIG"

TUES.-WED,

JOHN BOLES

JOAN BENNETT

In

"Careless Lady"

THU.-FRI.

A Great Special Picture!

"Explorers of

The World"

RIALTO
NOW PLAYING

BOB STEELE
In

"Riders of the Desert"'
COMEDY - SERIAL

SUNDAY- MONDAY

"Shanghai Express."
Marlene Deitrich- Clive Brook

NOVELTY - FOX NEWS

TUESDAY ONLY
Alfred Lunt- Lynn Fontanne

"The Guardsman"
COMEDY- PICTORIAL

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

"Reserve for Ladies"
With

LESLIE HOWARD
George Grossmith- Benita Hume

MICKEY COMEDY-FOX NEWS

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

TOM KEENE

"Saddle Buster"
COMEDY - SERIAL

ADMISSIONS
10c 15c 25c

At All Times
I i
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The Flare
(Continued from page 6)

And I've got to have more-
And they tell me that Leavenworth's worse;
But here I can squander the hours
In a hot house of shrubbery and flowers,
So fill me with sassafras, Bill,
And Georgia corn juice.
Suround me with Naiads and Dryads
And then-TURN ME LOOSE!

M. F. H'S HONORED
At Jeff's Hole last Sunday morning

The Infantry School Hunt staged its
last hunt breawfast of the year.

The majority of those present had
their appetites whetted by a brisk con-
trolled ride but a few prominent citi-
zens elected to sleep a little longer
and make the formation by motor.
One way or another, however, quite
a large and representative group as-
sembled. Among those present were
Tanker Brett and Inventor Negrotto,
the newly appointed Masters for next
year. The Tanker was wearing the new
experimental hunt uniform suggested
by The Flare. This consisted of a
loose fitting suit of mustard colored
dungarees with a leather helmet to
match. Instead of the customary
huntsman's horn, the Tanker carried
a large Stillson wrench. While not so
picturesque as the traditional pink,
the new garb is better looking than
most beach pajamas that we have
seen hereabouts. If Inventor Negrot-

Stanton's Lunch Car
C. J. STANTON. Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY OUR BARBECUE

Phone 29 1638-2nd Ave.

WE DELIVER

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

A Citizen Fherever Fe Servo
1330 Broadway

R. M. Harding, Manager

IHome Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital------$100,000.00
Surplus-------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit
issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Repreentat'"
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

First National

Bank
Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Resources Over $2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning
Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

to can devise a parachute attachment
to be worn by ambitious novices rid-
ing in the first echelon, it may have
quite a vogue.

Following the breakfast, Colonel
Marshall presented the retiring Mas-
ters with beverage shakers-gifts from
the devotees of the chase. The pre-
sentation speech was a masterpiece of
adroit phraseology. It would serve as
an excellent model for a politically
and personally dry Congressman, up
for reelection from a dry district, and
suddenly confronted with the duty of
Dresenting a hip flask to a faithful
party wheel horse.

MARVELS OF SCIENCE
On the last night of the student man-

ouvers. Inventor Neurotto was sched-
1,led to conduct a test with flares. Ace
Rader, standing just off the Lumpkin
R'oad, was all set to observe the fire-
works from the around when Lieuten-
,mt Woods of the Company Officers'
Class came stumbling through the un-
derbrush in search of some well con-
cealed command post or at least a
road leading thereto.

The Aviator inquired sympathetic-
ally as to the cause of the disturbance
and was informed by the apparently
night blind lieutenant that he had no
flash light and having "one hell of a
time finding his way around in the
dark".

"Well, if that's all your trouble",
said the Ace, noting that the plane
circing above had almost completed
its preliminary maneuvering, "Maybe
I can help you out. I'll have that
nlane drop a flare. Stand by. I'll
have it for you in sixty seconds."

With that the Aviator made a few
mystic passes and muttered a magic
phrase. It looked like a case for ob-
servation and treatment to Lieutenant
Woods, but before he could decide
whether to run away or stay and take
care of the patient, a ball of fire drop-
ped from the circling plane and de-
scended slowly earthward.

The barbarians who witnessed the
celebrated Columbus (or whoever it
was) and the eclipse incident were
no more dumbfounded than Lieuten-
ant Woods when he beheld the land-
scape lighted up for miles around in
response to what looked like the in-
cantations of a witch doctor.

"We do it with mirrors", explained
the Aviator helpfully.

GOLF NOTES
Explorer Chance, one time golf

champion of Benning and always a
dangerous c-ontender for the crown,
was decisively eliminated in the first
round of the current tournament. It
was the Explorer's misfortune to draw
Brother Leard for his opponent. For
some reason Brother Leard has the
lndlian sign on the Explorer and, to

make matters worse, the celebrated
Leard luck was hitting on all cylin-
ders. After watching his opponent
sink four twenty foot putts and chip
one in the cup from ten feet off the
green, the Explorer blew up and the
match ended with Leard five up and
four to play.

Among the caddy chits turned in
one day last week was one signed by
Mrs. Bodine which had the significant
word DAM scrawled across it.

Mrs. Bodine's explanation is that
the caddy told her that DAM was his
code name. Investigation developed
that Mrs. Bodine's caddy for the day
aoes by the initials D E M but still
the explanation doesn't quite explain.
The Flare chooses to believe that the
lady just felt that way after a bad
afternoon.

CITATION FOR THE WEEK
To Sir Roger Williams and Squire

Jared Wood, retiring Masters of Fox
Hounds and unfailing producers of
Flare copy, for their capable manage-
ment of The Infantry School Hunt
during the current season.

-E. F. H.

BAND
Mr. Rudolph Riley, our 1st alto sax-

ophonist of the Jazz Pirates and also
thirty three and a third per cent of
the three Brown brothers is with us
once more. Mr. Riley, as you remem-
ber, dear readers, was a guest at the
Post Hospital for a few days and not
being used to the social atmosphere
thereat he terminated his visit with
his host, the Surgeon, and may be
seen, yea, even heard when the Jazz
Pirates dispense their soulful and
heartrending rhythm for song and
dance.

The band has received several new
selections and about twenty-five late
fox trots which are being prepared for
the ensuing concert season. Several
saxophone quartette selections have
also been received and will be featur-
ed at the concerts.

Our recreation room has begun to
assume some semblance of a private
living room and our long cherished
dream which removed our recreation
room from the fourth dimension to an
actuality. In a few days we expect to
be able to entertain our guests in an
entirely satisfactory manner.

We expect to enter a team in the
regimental field meet which will make
history for the band and several first
places are theoretically on our slate.
Semper Paratus.

GUNBOTHAM'S SCHOOL
DAZE

(Continued from page 6)
day party. Everybody had a good
time except all the parents, and the
four little boys Terry Allen fought
with. Several mothers went home
physical wrecks and Zero and Trigga.
squeeze were about wupped down
when the last boodle laden youngster
headed for home. Many, many birth.
day presents were given. Miss Saff
received eight umbrellas. They had
a game of "Pin the tail on the Don
but they had to take Bill away from
the marking job because he was get-
ting full of pin holes, and the kids
weren't scoring well on the other side.
How were they to know? Young
Wilson only hit two youngsters with
his new bow and arrow, and Gun.
botham and young Cooke ate six ice
cream cones. That doggone Martin
called it Jewish ice cream-and then
he explained "Ice Cream Cohens."

"Two Sodas-

OUICK!
J UST draw up to the

curb and in a jiffy our
efficient helpers will be
bringing you the deli-
cious sodas or sundaes
you ordered!

That's SERVICE!

Soda Fount
Phone 69

POST EXCHANGE
Fort Benning, Georgia

COMPANY "C"
The trophies to be awarded to Com-

pany "C", for winning the Basketball
and Volley-ball tournaments, have ar-
rived, and considered quite suitable
for their purposes. We are now out to
capture the baseball honors. Look out.

From now on "Rags", I advise you
to go to church alone, especially when
you have no small change. You see,
fifty cents is too much for contribu-
tion,and you know it; but, what else
could you do, with fair lady sitting
beside you?

I

Low-down: "I wonder when that
boy is going to bring that Sunday pa.
per?"

High Brow: "Today isn't Sunday-
It's Wednesday."

Low-down: "Gee, whiz, and I took
my bath last night."

And poor Father has a day, also
364 other days in the year.

Private Harding spent the week-end
in the hospital as the result of an af-
termath over the Tuskegee banquet.
Having consumed several bottles of

(Please turn to page 16)

GOOD BREAD
The only kind, sold

fl by Collins', made in
all different loaves.

COLLINS' BAKERY
1044 13th St. Phone 4421

U

- ---° --

Makers of Fine Printing Plates

I WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO. L

Atlanta, Georgia
-, - ----- ---

*1

'I

m

U

60th Anniversary Sale
Money Back With Interest

WE WILL PAY YOU

25'4 more than you pay us for any Diamond Ring or Pin purchased
(luring this sale after you have had the pleasure of wearing it for
five years. A wonderful opportunity to invest your money and enjoy
wearing a diamond.

(Offer holds good from May 23rd to June 1st)

C. Schomburg & Son
1121 Broadway Columbus, Ga.

"AT THE SIGN OF THE BIG CLOCK"

WHEN
You are making

your preparations for
vacation-

Full Coverage On
All Classes Of

Insurance

HOW OFTEN
do you consider the num-
ber of accidents that can
occur during the summer
period?

Or how many times
have you considered tak-
ing out adequate protec-
tion against the vacation
cccidents?

THE

Jcrdan
COMPANY

W. H. DISMUKE, JR., Manager, Ins. Dept.
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We sell you a car and will
buy it back in nine months
and pay you cash for it. We
keep a nice line of Chevrolets
and Fords along with other
makes, on hand. Our new
car line is Pontiac, Oakland
Fnd Franklins.

WT~e (ire the largest used car
buyers in Columbus

McMURRIA'S
1125 - 6th Ave. Phone 2590

24th Infantry
(Continued from page 15)

orange soda, he was taken sick, how-
ever, not seriously. In this connec-
tion, the reporter suggests a cut on
the quantity in future, thus, prevent-
ing further physical disorders.

Yep, Private Shivers is again with
us for duty after a long sojourn in
the hospital. He looks well and hearty
and reports that he is ready for the
daily routine.

Owens: "Runnin' wild?"
Glover: "Nope-discharged."
Owens: "Oh, I thought you were in

a hurry."

COMPANY "F"
All positions on the baseball team

last showing of the team's workout.

THE BENNING HERALD

seem to be going at top speed in the
Well, Co. "F" is bucking to be the
only team not to have any regimental
players, and boy, that's some good
for them, for too much brains always
mix up anything. Teamwork always
make a good team, and "F" Co. has
just that.

Well last week "Meat House" was
seen with a week-end bag and a pack-
age, we don't know if he had rations
or not, but later we found out that
he was on a hurried trip to Atlanta to
pay his final good-bye visit to Sadie
Blake. After arriving at the Capitol
City he became acquainted with a cer-
tain Bishop and was invited to dine
with him; so to avoid disappointment
he put in a phone call over a private
phone, and the lady-lady permitted
him to use it providing he left a five
cent piece on the table. Some mis-

understanding came about cutting off
the radio as he was talking to a Bish-
op, the lady replied, "Meat House,
put that five cents on the table, I
don't care if you are talking to the
lord, the depression is on."

Private Rucker has just returned
from "Wire City". Hope he has a
lesson out of his stay.

Corporal Fletcher has achieved the
name as the Brown Bandit of the com-
pany. He can hustle more "Browns"
than any one man in the company.

COMPANY "G"
Co. "G" will soon have their recrea-

tion room completed and in use again.
The morale of the entire company

jumped to it's highest level when they
said the regimental baseball players
could play with their company teams,
"The house of David shall stand".

Friday, May 27, 1932

HERE'S TO YOUR
HEALTH

(Continued from page 6)
that cannot be drained.

Anti-mosquito work: The work of
draining and oiling mosquito-breeding
areas is highly important. Without
such work the Panama Canal would
never have been built. It is being
done at Fort Benning but limited per.
sonnel and funds prevent its being as
extensive as would be liked. Efforts
are therefore devoted to anti-mosqui-
to work in places that malarial mos-
quitoes breed. Secondary attention
only is paid to the breeding places of
non-malarial mosquitoes. This means
that there are many, many mosquitoes
here that we cannot present hope to
destroy. Hence, bear in mind the
statements about sleeping under mo-
squito bars when the bed-room or
barracks is not screened.

-you went righ to our
tCtory cloor every mornin

The cigarette that's MILDER
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER

Se. you couldn't get any fresher,

better-tasting Chesterfields

than the ones you buy at home!

T doesn't matter where you buy your
Chesterfields- at your corner drug

store or in Honolulu- you can depend

on getting the same good cigarette all

the time.

Wrapped in Du Pont Number 300

moisture-proof Cellophane - the best

made -Chesterfields are always just

right for smoking wherever you buy

them.

Chesterfields are as pure as the water

you drink... and just as fresh as when

they left the machines that made them

.".You can depend on a Liggett & Myers

product.

........

Chesterfield Radio Progiram

COLUMBI GAY ETWO NG

103 I.... 1:0pm EDT 0pm EDT

© 1932, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO Co.
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Students of Infantry School Capt. Drake Wins

Graduate Here On Wednesday Post Tennis Title
____________________ In Recent Matches

Secretary Payne Addresses
Members Of The Two Classes M ajor Su the rla nd The Spring Tennis tournament for

Of Graduates 1932 is now history. The last two final
dA ga in Cap tu res . matches were completed Wednesday

Ceremonies of dignity and simpli- afternoon, May 31, with the players
city, which were held at Fort Benning P G if Cdisplaying a generally higher brand of
on Wednesday morning, brought to ann tennis this year than usual and very
official termination the regular courses Major R. K. Sutherland again much deserving of more support from
of The Infantry School for the academ- clinched his right to the Post golf the galleries. The unusually large
ic year of 1931-32. championship this year as the tourna- number of activities just at this time

Fredrick 11. Payne, assistant secre- meat over the new course ended on probably prevented a much larger at-
tary of war, and Major General Camp- Monday, May 30. Major Sutherland tendance.
bell King, commandant of The Infan- was winner of the championship flight Several new names are among the
try School, were the central figures and medalist, and upheld his title won winners this year, but the casual ob-
participating in the formal program last year. Play in the tournament server had selected these as odd bets
which attended the graduation of the marked the opening of the new golf early in the year and no particular
232 members of the advanced and oevent occurred to upset the dope. Cap-
company officers' classes, a ourse, and also the opening of the tain Drake, as was anticipated, came

The auditorium of the mian theatre, new club, which crowns the high hill through in great style to win the sin-
where the exercises were held, was fill to the left of the Hospital. The whole gles and, incidentally, the post champ-
ed to capacity by the members of th course has gained greatly by its re ionship, 6-4, 9-7, 4-6, 6-4. Last year's
two graduating classes and their famil- scenery and location of the new club champion, Major Gordon, gave an ex-
ies and friends, and officers and ladies make it easily one of the most at- cellent performance, but could not
of the garrison.tmakeiteasiye of the moslat overcome Drake's cross-court, straight,

On the stage, in addition to Secretary tractive and beautiful of the build-low chop, and went down fighting.
Payne and General King, were Lieu- ings around Benning. The best singles tennis of the tourna-
tenant Colonel George C. Marshall, The winners and runners up of the ment came in the semifinas when Capt-
Jr., assistant commandant, and othe various flights of the tournaments are ain Drake and Lt. Brownfield met.
high officers of the school staff and as follows: First flight, Major Suther- Some of the spectators felt that Brown-
hgrisn. Mayor the c st and ityland (winner); Lt. Brady; Consola- field had a good chance to carrygarrison. Mayor H. C. Smith, and city tion, Lt. King (winner), Capt. Pope. through but here also the chop andmanager H. B. Crawford, of Colum- Second flight: Lt. Maertens (win- Drake's extreme accuracy were toobus, represented the local municipal ner), Capt. Johnson; consolation, Ma- nuch for the aviator and the final re-
government.

The program began at 11 o'clock jor Gilchrist (winner), Captain Crim. sult was then a foregone conclusion.
when the 29th Infantry band played Third flight: Captain Lindroth In the ladies singles Mrs. Brimmer,
the infantry song, "Follow Me". a com- winner), Colonel Knight; consola- the last year's champion successfully
position by a former Fort Benning tion, Captain Yancey, (winner), Lt. defended her title and defeated Mrs.psto byafreFotBnigThompson. Krauthoff (nee O'Connell) in the fin-
officer, Captain George L. King. Fourth flight: Captain Golightly als, 6-3, 6-2. Mrs. Schneider and Mrs.

Following the musical selection, (winner), Lt. Fritsche; consolation, Keiler are new players this year and
Captain John F. Monahan, Catholic Captain Paul (winner), Lt. Kernan. it is predicted that they will be dan-
chaplain of Fort Benning, pronounced Fifth flight: Captain Buracker (win- gerous opponents in the future.
an invocation. ner), Lt. Howell; consolation, Cap- The s doubles fthe tourna-

Major General Campbell King, the Cain Paul (winner), Lt. Kernan. me men'sdohes of thettourn
first speaker, then read a radio ines- ithPaligt(w tin r)Keran in ment proved the efficacy of betting onFifth flight:Captain Buracker (win- the dope for they went through exactlysage from Major General Stephen 0. ner), Lt. Howell; consolation, Lt. as had been expected. Captain Drake
Fuqua, chief of infantry, which was as Keiler. and Lt. Sherburne defeated'Captain
follows: "I deeply regret that I can- Mrs. Kerr was winner of the first
not be present at the graduation exer- flight and medalist in the Woman's defeated Captain Bassett and Li.

cise oftheadvncedandcomanyof-Lynch in straight sets, 6-2, 6-4., 6-1, inrises of the advanced and company of- Golf Tournament, which was also the finals. In these matches again, thefi-, rs classes of The Infantry School. played over the new course. The semifinals provided the greatest inter-
Will you please extend to the mem- winners of fights were sa follows: est when Li. Brownfield and Lt. Poore
bers of whose classes my heartiest con- First flight: Mrs. Kerr (winner), played the winners. This match was
gratulations on their having completed Miss Putts; consolation, Miss Atkins carried to five sets and at times it

iiccess. ully the respective courses of wne) rsBul
instruction, winr) r.' ul looked like anybody's game. Sher-

"Theinfntr deend upn tese Second flight: Mrs. Cook (winner), burne's service, however, proved too
offie iforancetr dse inatiuon ofes Mrs. Simmonds; consolation, Mrs. effective and the final score placed the

thfier knoldg aiiredt Teinatry Ifanna (wiinner), Mrs. Fritsche. Drake-Sherburne conbination on top.
Shokoledg aidn tat theaty Third flight: Mrs. Rooks (winner), 7-9 9-7, 7-5, 3-6, 6-2.
wilol cary it tam c learder andhe Mrs. Skow; consolation, Mrs. Bell The mixed-doubles finals were com-

Ibroadler conception of the mission of (wne)'r.Glhit pleted in the last match of the tourna-
the infantry and a more definite reali- ma ihsm ieok htwr
zation of its capabilities and limita"- O not exactly on the card for the match.
tiois. On behalf of the infantry I ex- Se Venth Grade Of Captain Drake, having won the singles

tend to them best wishes for continued C Schoo and with his partner the doubles, wassuccess in their future activities." Children's Sc oo the big bet along with Mrs. Keiler, to
General King then addressed the win this event of the tournament also.

graduates, reviewing in part their Graduates Friday But Nemesisinthe form of Lola0
work at The Infantry School, and
pointing out to them the professional Connell-Krauthoff upset the dope in
importance of having' become grad- The members of the seventh grade this particular match. Besides win-
uates ofthe army's greatest service of the Childrens' school of the post
school. received their certificates of gradua- ning her service consistently, her

The address by M. R. Payne, which tion from Major General Campbell uame throughout was excellent and the
followed that of General King, laid King, this morning at 10 a. m. during Krauthoff-Sherburne team deserved
emphasis on the importance of Ben- a ceremony which took place on the their win 4-6, 6-2, 8-6. Mrs. Keiler
ning in the eyes of the War Depart- rounds of the School. Twenty-five
meat and the evident ability of those comprised the class which graduated played well but the men of the party
cfficers who have been graduated from and are now eligible to enter high seemed to be somewhat off, doubt-

the Infantry School, whose knowledge school for another step in their edu- le~s due to the fact that they were
gained here is one of the most valued cation. fatigued by the doubles which immed-

sets of their whole training. Both ofAs a preiminary to the presentation iately preceded the last event.
of certificates, the sixth grade which

speakers referred particularly to the is taught by Miss Lois Wells, gave a Throughout the tennis matches, the
part played by the wives of officers of .;zhort play, "Mother Nature's Carni- brand of playing was on a high plane I
the Army, whose devotion and help-val, '" under the direction of Mrs. R. and was better than has been produc-
fulness have greatly aided their hus. W. Pearson and Mrs. J. A. Ladd. Cos- ed at Benning for several years and
balids in the work they must under- tumes were designed by Mrs. Max V. the posibility of additional new ma-
take even in times of peace. Talbot and Mrs. N. D. Cota. The terial for the next season makes the

At the conclusion of Mr. Payne's ad- characters of the operetta were as prospects for the game at the Post ex-
(Please turn to page 5) (Please turn to page 5) ceptionally bright.
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nis Matches
Bring Many Players To Post

Infected Foot Keeps Titleragic Accident Holder, Mooney, Out

Claims Life Of Of Preliminaries

The Fourth Annual Fort Benning

Benning Child Invitation Tennis Tournament is
bringing together the greatest collec-
tion of racket-swingers that the Dough-

)ne of the most tragic accidents to boy School has ever seen. Entries
ppen at lBenning for several years have been received from clubs, schools
turred last Wednesday in Bradley and individuals all over the south.
ea, when Donald Charles Gonzales, When the semi-finals are reached on
was killed and his twin sister, Do- Saturday, the fourth of June, four of
es critically injured by an Army the South's best will battle it out for
ck, driven by Private Alvin G. the coveted places in the finals, which
I. The accident occurred in the will be held Sunday afternoon, at 2:30
e morning and the boy died while sharp.
was being rushed to the base hos- Advance dope gave Jack Mooney,

al. His sister was severely bruised Atlanta star, a good chance to repeat
1 scratched and the officials at the his last year's victory. An infected
spital have expressed the fear that foot, however, kept him out of the

might be internally injured, preliminary g a m e s. The other
neral services for the little boy aspirant to the cup. Wilmer Hines,
re conducted on Thursday after- University of North Carolina ace, is
an by Captain John F. Monahan considered to have as good a chance
the Catholic Chapel at Fort Ben- as anybody. Benning pins its hopes
g and interment took place in the on Capt. Drake.
A cemetery.
ccording to eyewitnesses of Georgia Tech Will Enter Team
tragedy, the accident was unavoid- The championship Georgia Tech

e, as the children, being apparently team will be down in force. They
thiened by another approaching have appeared in matches at Fort
ck, did not notice that driven by Benning twice this year and they
It and ran into the side of his truck, have some of the best college players
P two were thrown under the wheels in the south on their team. Harry
Holt's truck and were injured by Gault, who has made such a hit with
whels. The truck was being driv- local tennis fans in the last two years
from Lawson field to the main will display his smile on the Officers'

t, and the driver was accompanied Club courts again.
Pvts. Ralph H. McGarrity and

ke S. Hall, both of whom have tes- Fort Bragg Stars Arrive Early
'd that the acident was unavoidable. Three officers from Fort Bragg were
kfter the children were struck, the the first to arrive. They came early
ck immediately stopped and the two to play in the Corps Area Elimina-
re carried to the dispensary, where tions which will decide the army rep-
y received medical attention until resentatives who will go to Washing-

ambulance arrived from the Post
spital. tn to play in the Army-Navy tryouts.
'he examination given at the hos- Li. Stokes, Li. Ringsdorf and Li.
al showed that the little boy suf- Evans are the Bragg entries; and they
ed from a fractured skull and body will also play in the Annual Invita-
uries and that the girl was injured tion Tournament.
scratches and possible internally.

r escape from immediate death was Local Players Entered
Lhing short of miraculous in view of Ft n g te
tthat the right rear wheel of the

ivy truck passed over both of the lowing players: Maj. Gordon, Capt.
ldren after they hadl been thrown Drake, Capt. Bassett. Capt. Phillips,
derneath it. Li. Poore, Lt. Sherburne, Li. Brown-
\board of investigation, headed by field, Li. Grier, and Li. Lynch. In

jor T. B. Catron was appointed on adto etadWl yao h
daesday to inquire into the details adto etadWl yao h
the accident but,up until the of University of Alabama, sons of Major
ng to press, nothing had been made 'Lyman, will enter. They will play in
blic, The fact that the accident was the doubles together, and are expected
d ared unavoidable by eyewitnesses, to make a fine showing. Columbus is
wever, will probably result in a
• dit of acquittal, entering the Reverend Chaplin, Jake

- Maddox, Howard Dozier and Murray

Calhoun.

Goes Guests of Club

On Irish Trip During their stay at Fort Senning,

the visiting players will be the guests

A. Harry G. Dowdall, Secretary of of the Officers' Club. Tank rides,

Officers' Club is leaving today on trips around the post, swimming, rid-
rip to Ireland which will end on ing, golf, movies and many other en-
y 18. During this time Lt. Ralph tertainments are scheduled. On Sat-
[sifer, the Assistant Secretary, will

nome the Acting Secretary, taking urday the fourth, the players will be

Dowdall's place. guests of honor at a Tennis Dance to
,t. Dowdall will attend the Euchar- be given at the Polo Club.
c Congress at Dublin while he is Major H. B. Lewis is in charge of
the Emerald Isle, and will witness the tournament. Major Tindall is

canonization of two of his ances-
s. one of whom suffered martyr- running the matches, Capt. Drake is

n for his faith in 1660. The Eu- the Business Manager, Capt. Bassett

ristic Congress, an annual event, is in charge of the courts, and Lt.

-acts Catholics from all over the Grier has the entertainment and re-

(Please turn to page 5) ception committee.
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SCIA L 1WICW L I CHT41
MARGARET SLADEN, PHONE 358

1MissAs Buffington .- Lt McConnell Marjorie Moore. Miss Willward Putts, Lieutenant and Mrs. Robert Ward
Miss Paige Michie, Miss Nancy Stil- and their house guest Miss Mary Bas-Are W ed At Beautiful Cerem ny well, Miss Harriotte Atkins, Miss Bess tow left Thursday for New York
Berry, Miss Landon Reed, Miss Nana where they will visit Mrs. Ward's
Seely, Miss Barbara King, Miss Vir- parents for a few weeks.

The interest of a wide circle of cate pink chiffon with slippers and inia Marchand, Mrs. Brown, Mrs.
friends among the army contingent hat of blue and carried pink sweet Lianahan, Miss Molly Brown, Mrs. Lieutenant and Mrs. Sladen left
was centered Thursday in the wed. peas. Louis W. Haskell, Mrs. Clyde A. Sel- Thursday f or Corll-nHdo

dng of Miss Agnes Buffington and Miss Nana Seely who was Miss Buf- leek, Miss Virginia Elles, Mrs. Lloyd where they will spend a few weeks as
Lieutenant Glenn Bruce McConnell fington's maid of honor wore a dress .'. Partridge, Mrs. Frederick H. Gas- the guests of Lieutenant Sladen's par.
which took place four o'clock Thurs. of delicate blue chiffon- with con- I on, Mrs. Washington M. Ives, Mrs. entsi. General and] MrsFrdWSl.

,lay afternoon at the quarters of the trasting hat and slippers of pink and George McManus, Mrs. Clayton Stude- n.
bride's brother-in-law and sister Cap. carried pink sweet peas. baker, Mrs. Archibald Arnold, Mrs.
tain and Mrs. Robert G. Mangum. Lieutenant W. 1. Ives was Lieuten- Frank Lee, Mrs. Cranford C. B. War- Miss Lily Blackfordwohsbe

Chaplain William T. Howard per- ant McConnell's best man. den, Mrs. Wendell Bevan, and Mrs. (Please turn to page 4)
formed the impressive ring ceremony After the wedding Lieutenant andI Leroy Krauthoff.
in the presence of a number of Mrs. McConnell left for a three * * *

friends. months' trip to Wisconsin and Cana- MEMBERS OF THE SECOND
A program of music was rendered da visiting the groom's family. After SECTION HONOR COLONEL

by Mrs. Robert Gilmore, of Troy, September first Lieutenant and Mrs. AND MRS. STAYER with a breakfast of deliciou
Alabama. Miss Porter sang "0 Prom- McConnell will be at home at Fort The members of the Second Sectionise Me," and "I Love You Truly." Benning. entertained in honor of Colonel and Craig's Bread .... a vane

The bride*, who was given in mar.Mrs. Morrison Stayer at the Horse
Te bridewhoMwasngivorenn a- WELFARE COUNCIL HOLDS Show cabin Monday evening.

Iiage by Captain Mangum, wore a LAST MEETING Colonel and Mrs. Stayer are leav-
owni of rose white satin with a rose The Fort Benning Welfare Council ing in the near future for their new

rie a bouquet of white rosebuds and held its last meeting this season at station, Carlisle Barracks.EAT
lilies of the valley, the Polo Hunt Club last Friday after-

Mrs. Mangum who was her sister's noon. MAJOR AND MRS. BRETTmatron of honor wore a gown of deli- After a short business meoting dur- HONOR
.... 1 , of.honor wore1a•gown of deli... 

... 10 -1...

KENNY'S

NORWOOD
COFFEE

is sold at Fort Benning

through the

Post Exchange
TRY A POUND

YOU WILL BE PLEASED

MODERNS
.... never think of fussing

around during the summer
months when such delicious

desserts as those we make

are only as far away as your

nearest soda fountain.

Call the

SODA FOUNT

Post Exchange

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC41

ing wnicn te nairman ot the various I IAJOI AINLD I RS. IMcCABE
committees gave their reports tea was Major and Mrs. Sereno E. Brett en-
served by the members who are to tertained at dinner Sunday evening in
remain at Benning another year in honor of Major and Mrs. Frederick
honor of those members who are leav. McCabe.
ing in the near future. Those present were Major and Mrs.

Among those members who are McCabe, Colonel and Mrs. George
leaving are Mrs. Walter L. Reed, Mrs. Marshall, Major and Mrs. Barnwell
Harry Knight, Mrs. George Marshall, Legge, Major and Mrs. Richard Suth-
Mrs. Harry Bishop, Mrs. Charles Hunt, erland, Major Harry L. Reeder and
Mrs. Daniel Berry, Mrs. Lochlin W. Captain George J. Forster.
Caffey, Mrs. Harold R. Bull, Mrs. * * *
Willis D. Cronkhite and Mrs. William MRS. WILSON
T. Brock. HONORS MRS. PIERCE

Mrs. Campbell King presided at the Mrs. Walter K. Wilson entertained
punch bowl. The table was charm- at a bridge breakfast in honor of
ingly decorated with pink roses. Miss Bobby Pierce of Washington,

Mrs. Elbert J. Lyman in a short who is the house guest of Lieutenant
speech paid tribute to the splendid and Mrs. George Lynch.
work done this year by those mem- Mrs. Wilson had as her guests
bers of the Council who are depart- Thursday morning Miss Pierce, Mrs.
ing. George Lynch, Mrs. Robert Ward,

* * *

MRS. MANGUM ENTERTAINS
FOR HER SISTER

MISS BUFFINGTON
Mrs. Robert G. Mangum enter-

tained at tea Monday afternoon in
honor of her sister Miss Agnes Buf-
fington who was married to Lieuten-
ant Glenn B. McConnell Thursday.

Mrs. Mangum had as her guests
Mrs. Burton A. Seely, Mrs. Frank A.
Heileman, Mrs. Shearer, Mrs. Al-
bright, Mrs. Charles Howard, Miss
Brackenridge, Mrs. Charles T. Skow,
Mrs. George Lynch, Mrs. Charles N.
Howze, Miss Bobby Pierce, Mrs. An-
thony S. Howe, Mrs. John R. Beish-
line, Mrs. Houston P. Houser, Miss

II

The mos(
fa nous ba1in tennis?

The Spalding Tennis Ball has
played in the National Clay
Court Championship since
1911. Has perfect flight and re-
bound. Inflated and vulcanized
by an exclusive Spalding proc-
ess. Air-retaining inner lining.

We String

Tennis Rackets

Athletic Dept.
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning

"It Pays to Trade at Your
Post Exchange"

Mrs. Ralph N. Woods, Mrs. William
L. Bell, Mrs. Joseph Dickey, Mrs.
Edward K. Purnell, Mrs. Edwin A.
Chazal, Miss Mary Bastow, Mrs. Le.
roy Krauthoff, Miss Ella Rietzel, Mrs.
Anthony S. Howe, Mrs. Brandon
Greely, Mrs. Charles N. Howze, and
Mrs. Webb Anderson.

The prizes were won by Mrs. Rob.
ert Ward and Mrs. Edwin K. Purnell.

THE BENNING BACHELORS
ENTERTAIN AT DANCE

The Fort Benning Bacheors enter-
tained at a sport Dance at the Polo
Hunt Club Monday evening from
nine till twelve.

The Club was decorated in a charm-
ing manner for this last dance of the
season, which was enjoyed by a large
gathering of the younger social set of
Fort Benning.

I PERSONALS

Mrs. John A. Arringdale who spent
the winter as the guest of her son-
in-aw and daughter Lieutenant and
Mrs. Fred W. Sladen Jr., left Tues.
day for the Eastern Shore of Mary-
land where they will spend the sum-
mer.

Lieutenant and Mrs. Walter K. Wil-
son left Saturday to spend the week
end in Birmingham and Nashville as
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Her-
man and Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Wilson.

Lieutenant and Mrs. Julian B. Lind-
sey left Wednesday for Winchester,
Va., where they will spend a few days

as the guests of Mrs. Lindsey's parents
Dr. and Mrs. Hunter McGuire. Lieu-
tenant Lindsey will also attend the
graduation exercises at West Point.

FLOWER PLANTS
Out of 2 inch Pots

COLUMBUS FLOWER
AND PLANT CO.

Phone 520- 1245 Broadway,,
In store with Columbus Shu Fixry

45

DAY RIGHT
is crispy toast made from
ty of breads.

BUY CRAIG'S

Place your order either
with your grocer or with
US.

Craig's Bakery
INC.

1903 Hamilton Ave. Phone 414

"Hear Dough Boy over WRBL
every morning at 9 o'clock."

GLIDERS

All Color Combinations in Duck and Waterproof

MATERIALS

Ranging in Price

From $10.40 to $38.40

FURNIETURE

1141 BROADWAY PHONE 409

Newest Summer Shades
in Ladies Hose...

We have just received

shipments from a new

mill connection of the

latest styles and colors

in Ladies' Hose.

.....

Gift & Special

Order Department

POST EXCHANGE ' FORT BENNING,; GA,;
"It Pays to Trade at Your PostExchange'" .;

If You Should Die
the day after taking a

Family Income Policy for
$10,000.00

With
AETNA LIFE

INSURANCE COMPANY
Your beneficiary would receive

$100 Per Month
for 20 years and then be paid
$10,000.00 Cash or fifty dollars
per month for over 32 years.

Woodson Hocker
AGENT

PHONE 2956

L. G. BLAU
Piano Tuning

Phone 3680-W

U
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deserving of the work that the troop
committee and the instructors in
Badges have expended on it.

/

SHRAPNEL BURSTS
The most important happening in

the Artillery this week was the wed-
ding of Lt. G. B. McConnell and
Miss Agnes Buffington. Since Miss
Buffington's family was already in the
Artillery she should be use to the
present surroundings but several other
things in her life will change.

Lt. McConnell remained a bachelor
much longer than the present Artillery
bachelors expect to. Still, one never
knows just when he will meet the
right girl.

The happy couple left Thursday
after the wedding on their honey-
moon to Canada and all points north.
The battalion hopes they have a most
enjoyable trip and wishes them years
of happiness.

Now that the school year is over
we won't have any more demonstra-
tions for awhile, so both men and
officers get a chance to go on leave.
There are four officers on leave, but
we received five new officers this week,
two of whom were Artillery officers,
taking the course at the Infantry
School and three who transferred
from the Infantry.

Since we don't have enough men
to run two sports at one time, we
were unable to start baseball practice
until Wednesday but if we are able
to keep our new baseball diamond
on Gordon Field, we hope to have a
successful season. Lieut. Thomas is
now on a month's leave but during
his absence Lt. Cobb who transferred
from the Tanks, has taken over the
coaching.

BATTERY "A"

Captain Mangum is leaving us for
a two months' leave and Lieut. Heriot
for a twenty-five day leave. The mem-
bers of the organization wish them a
happy vacation (we also extend to
Lieut. Haskell and Draper our heart
felt sympathy).

It is not necessary to sound off Pay
Day any longer, you will know the
day. All men on furlough are hang-
ing around that morning. They get
their pay and beat the "Kingfish"
out of a dinner, not so bad after all.

Cpl. "Harmless" Rogers the "Clip-
per" is staying around rather close
these days. He is probably taking
some niedicine with a bad taste.

"Bug House Fables." A certian
sergeant in the battery, a world war
veteran, was asked the question if
he knew how to put the piece in
abatage and a very polite answer of
NO was given.

It is thought by some that the ex-
ecutive and recorder are in danger
when a certain Gunner Corporal is

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GEO] GIA
A Citizen Wherever We Ser,,e

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harding, Manager

Fort Benning. Girl Second Accidental
Scouts Finsh Year Death In Two Days
With Fine Record Occurs Yesternay
The Fort Benning Girl Scout Troop Private Jose Acosta, of Battery "A,"

ended its season recently with a pres- 83rd Field Artillery was killed at
entation of the awards to the girls Fort Benning Thursday afternoon
of the troop who have earned them when he was thrown from a horse he
since the last Court was held. A was riding.
large number of girls and visitors were Pvt. Acosta was practicing for a
present, a tribute to the organization ,ymkhana which is to be held soon
of the troop. Next week the Herald

wil prnt helis ofwiner ofawadswhen the accident happened. An ex-
will print the list of winners of awards amination showed a broken spine and

and also the story of events which fractured skull were the resultant in-
took place at the Court. juries from the accident. This makes

The Benning Girl Scout troop has the second death from accidental

gained much favorable comment for case atnth e a th i t a l

the splendid spirit which every mem- -us _ate _oswthnwodas

ber of the troop has shown and their
willingness to work for the coveted
honors. The troop has been held up F .A .
as a model to other organizations of
similar nature and is one that is well-
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AT THE PRICE YOU WANT TO PAY

FORDS PLYMOUTH
CHEVROLET BUICKS

First Avenue

IS
AT

IGRAHAM S '32 MODEL
WHIPPETTS FORDS I

Phone 412

Wherever You Go.. Whatever You Do

You Will Be Sure

NEWi BOTTLING CO.
rn

Swimming Suits
Bathing Caps

Sandals

Althletic
Department

POST EXCHANGE
Fort Benning, Ga.

"It Pays to Trade at Your
Post Exchange"

PATTERSON-POPE
"Big Used Car Lot"

ca-Cola Company
Offers New Booklet

ie Columbus Coca Cola Bottling
ipany will begin a new series of

programs Monday morning at
introducing a new book "When

Entertain-What to Do and How"
Ida Bailey Allen, internationally
)us authority on foods and home
rtaining, sponsored by Coca Cola.
Allen was formerly home eco-

ics editor of Good Housekeeping,
orial Review, and Woman's World
diet editor of Medical Review

leviews.

a

not in good form.
BATTERY "C"

With the exception of the item
"1:00 PM to 4:00 PM, Battery Fati-
mue," we are now having summer

(Please turn to page 6)
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DON'T FAIL TO VISIT THE

BIG BANKRUPT FURNITURE SALE
EVERYTHING GOES IN THIS TREMENDOUS SALE

B. L. PENNELL FURNITURE CO.
1249 BROADWAY

DIMON COURT APARTMENTSI
CONVENIENT LOCATION-MODERN EQUIPMENT

RATES REASONABLE .
Phone your renting agent or call our Superintendent, Mr. Trussell,

Phone 3062
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GUNBOTHAM'S SCHOOL DAZE
By J. L. G.

Sweet girl graduates all-there were
no corsages worn with those cool wool
uniforms, but the idea was the same.
The Reds and the Blues will go to
the gentle art of holding and squeez-
ing, and the surely sanitated waters
of Russ Pool will continue to gurgle
sowly over the dam, not giving one.
All will be quiet on the campus of
the Upatoi M. A.

The indefatigable Zero Wilson had
his hey-hey-day the other night. It
seems that Foghorn O'Flaherty, he of
the artistic temperament and bullfrog
voice, was entertaining late. The ra-
dio was radiating, the boys and gals
were dancing, the noise was great.
The Shack Area known as Block 23
is far-famed and publicized for having
certain denizeng who care not for hi-
larity and racuous noise in the wee
sma' hours. Several times has the
Tuttle Detective Agency been called
upon for special operatives during the
course of an overly congenial gather-
ing, when an irate lady decided that
she wanted to sleep. So it was noth-
ing new when the O'Flat 'phone tin-
kled, and this indignant female cried,
"I want to speak to Lt. O'Flaherty."
A very loud and easily audible "Sh-h-h
h-h-h" was heard over the phone by
the caller. People sensed the impend-
ing disaster and shushed slightly. To
make a short story long, the gal raved

on at length to O'Flat, telling him
that she had been kept awake for
hours, her babies were howling, and
that enough was too much. The party
took the hint when she added that
she was going to phone for the law
immediately. Hastily adjourning to
the Bill Sassafras castle (he of the
"epic pome") they held a critique.
The learned tacticians there present
all hit upon the same solution and
the angry mob descended upon the
house of Wilson, where the female
impersonator was weak from laughter.

The Invitation Tennis Tournament
is well under way, and some of the
South's best racket wielders have been
seen in action. Fort Bragg sent a
team of warriors composed of Lt.
Stokes, Lt. Ringdorff and Lt. Evans.
The other two spend most of their
time trying to hold Jimmy Evans
down. There is something to the ef-
fect that Jim has put out a notice to
the susceptible femmes that his power
is far reaching, and we distinctly
heard him tell a beautiful blonde that
a tall dark man was coming into her
life. He has been hearing about it
regularly ever since.

Overheard on the tennis court:
"What's the score pardner?" "It's five
to one their favor, but we've got

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

SUMMER COLDS

Colds may be acquired in any sea-
-son of the year. Though more com-
mon in winter they are also seen fre-
quently enough in summer to account
for many cases of disability of varying
duration and many admissions to hos-
pitals. Even in summer, colds fre-
quently lead to pneumonia, the most
serious of communicable diseases that
we have with us when contracted, as
it affects the public as a whole. Hence
do not think that you can take chances
with colds even in the hot summers
of Fort Benning.

Summer colds, like those of cold
weather are of two kinds. The colds
that you catch from other people and
the colds that you take even though
no one around you has one. People
who have adenoids or infected tonsils
or are run-down are likely to have
either kind.

The germ which causes you to catch
cold may enter your nose and throat
from the air when an infected person
talks, coughs, or sneezes. You may
catch cold by using an unwashed
glass, spoon, or fork, which has just
been used by someone with a cold.
The germs may be on your hands be-
cause you have touched something
which has been handled by the per-
son with a cold. Washing the hands
before eating or before touching the
face will help to prevent this.

In summer the taking of a cold
without "catching" it from other peo-
ple, is most frequent in those who
have poor circulation or some local
infection in the nose or throat. Recent-
ly there have been a fairly large num-

ber of persons at this post with suf-
ficiently severe summer colds to make
it necessary for their admittance to
the hospital. Nearly all of these peo
pile have neglected to follow the sim-
ple rules herein noted.

Sitting too long in a draft or in the
shade in a wet bathing suit, too sud-
den cooling off after hard work or
exercise; remaining exposed to the
breeze of an electric fan (especially
sleeping under a fan); and similar
acts are apt to lead to the acquisition
of summer colds.

Once a cold is acquired, whether
it be in winter or summer, proper
treatment is necessary. Early treat-
ment is most important. If your head
stops up, your back and legs ache,
your eyes burn, and there is a tick-
lipg or soreness in the throat, and
you have other signs of cold, such as
sneezing or a running nose, you
should start "first aid" right away.

Rest in bed if possible; take a laxa-
tive; drink plenty of cold water, and
eat lightly of simple nourishing food.
Other measures will be suggested by
the doctor if you call him. Beware
of the patent medicines sold as reme-
dies for colds. Many contain drugs
that are bad for the heart and may
cause a "drug habit."

Help protect the other fellow; If
vou have a cold, cough or sneeze in
a handkerchief (which shoud be boil-
ed when washed) or in a cloth or
paper napkin that can be burned, in
that you will not give your cold to
other people who have a cold, sum-
mer or winter, should stay by them-
selves as much as possible, because
many other diseases start with what
seems to be only a cold.

their morale now."

That's as bad as Bim Carne's re-
mark about "Just because a man's on
the staff doesn't mean that he's up
the pole.

Tommy Thompson lost the cham.
pionshp with his remark during the
air corps lecture. "They don't put
Armour on airplanes," said the Nor-
dic rascal, "Because it isn't Swift!"

Bad too is George Hickman's defi-
ntion: "A Disbursing Officer is one
who disperses his troops all over in
the field."

However, we can write no more
after telling George Howell's story.
"It seems," said George, "That recent
experiments in the laboratories of
General Motors tend to prove that
gasoline and oil that has been aged
for a long time is the best combustion
agent to be had. This all goes to prove
the old saying that there is no fuel
like an old fuel.

Society
(Continued from page 2)

spending several months as the guest
of her brother-in-law and sister Col-
onel and Mrs. Walter L. Reed left
Tuesday for Asheville where she will
spend the summer months.

Lieutenant and Mrs. Louis P. Leone
and their son and daughter left Ben-
ning Thursday for New York where
they will visit their parents.

Miss Margaret Ports left Wednesday
for Columbus, Ohio where she will
spend the summer months.

Lieutenant and Mrs. Willette left
Benning Thursday to motor to North
Dakota where they will spend the
summer.

Lieutenant and Mrs. White left
Thursday for Nogales, Arizona. After
a short visit there they will spend
the remainder of the summer in
Washington before sailing for Panama.

Lieutenant Edgar A. Gans left
this week for Norfolk where he will
spend the summer with his parents
Mr. and Mrs. William Bullock.

After thirty years of service, includ-
ing double time for foreign service
in Cuba, Staff Sergeant Charles H.
Prince is ready for retirement. A
chicken supper was given partly in
his honor at the mess hall of the De-
*achment, Quartermaster Corps last
Saturday night, and during the affair
he was presented with a handbag by
the Detachment Commander.

Staff Sergeant Prince will probably
be retired as of June 30. He has al-
ready completed approximately 28
years of "straight" service in the
United States Army. The first part
of his service was spent in the Caval-
ry. He joined the 15th Cavalry on
his first enlistment, March 18, 1904,
and remained through two enlistments
till September 30, 1909. The remain-
der of his service was spent in the
Quartermaster Corps and Coast Artil-
lery Corps.

Staff Sergeant Prince has always be-
lieved in seeing as much of the world
as possible. During his service lie
never remained at one post more than
a few years.

The Mighty Grumpy Gordy claims
a new record. He insists that he and
his friends consumed no less than
nine packs of his Camels in one day.
No auditor remained behind him to
check his figures, but he refuses to
place his figure one cigarete below
nine packs.

The detachment has two new pri-
vates first class both of whom are in
the commissary branch, Roy D. Stapp
and Samuel Bernard. Bernard, who
was the only member of the detach-
ment who took the examinaton for
staff sergeant in the detachment, made
a passing grade a leter from the Quar-
termaster General showed, and will
be plced on the eligible list.

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

THE ARMY AND THE ARTS
GENERAL FUZZARD REBUKES THE MUSE

From time immemorial, professional soldiers have been essentially rude
men of action-tough customers whose business is the slaughter of their
country's foes. This statement applies not only to the men in ranks but to
the commissioned personnel of all the ages. The stern business of war is
neither conducive to the development of artists and scholars nor to an ap.
preciation of their works. The Roman centurion threw dice on the canvases
of immortal Corinthian painters and his modern prototype, the Captain of
Infantry see nothing more in Turner's Whale Ship than a smudge of pigments.
Neither does a major for that matter, for we have seen it and that is what it
looked like to us.

It is the same with so called literature.
True, Wolfe drifting down the St. Lawrence toward the fatal Plains of

Abraham, quoted the famous lines:
"The boast of heraldry, the pomp of power,
All that beauty, all that life, ere gave
Await alike the inevitable hour;

The paths of glory lead but to the grave."
And added that he would rather have written Gray's Elegy than take Quebec.

Wolfe, however, was a general officer and an exceptional one at that. Most
army officers would rather take sixty CC of Castor Oil than read Gray's Elegy
-let alone write it.

This is as it should be. What business have we to browze on the slopes
of Parnassus when we haven't read half the training regulations? Admitting
that training regulations have an anaesthetic quality which makes it almost
impossible to read more than a page without falling asleep, even that doesn't
excuse us for not going at it again when we cometo.

We knew a colonel once who made a rather pointed remark in our
presence to the effect that he considered even a casual acquaintance with
poetry to be detrimental to an officer's efficiency. He came fresh from the
front, having been canned from the A. E. F., so he knew what he was talking
about.

Ever since this incident, we have been convinced that poetry weakens the
characterial fiber and tends to fatty degeneration of the primal instincts
which win battles.

What shall we say, then, of an army officer who write poetry-real
poetry, not trifling parodies on Kipling and Macauley such as we sometimes
indulge in our baser moments? Consider this:

Say only this of him when he is dead,
"He saw proud eagles storming down the sky,
He heard the bracken break when beauty fled,
And wingless strove to fly."

Yes, the author of the above and even better lines dwells in our very
midst, poisoning the ambient air with ideas.

Needless to say, we were surprised and shocked to discover this and
we promptly resolved to invoke the power of the press to see if something
can't be done about it. Our first step was to interview the distinguished sold.
ier of fortune, General M. M. Fuzzard, who recently returned from the
Shanghai front where his activities as head of an unofficial personally con-
ducted volunteer salvage corps won him considerable notoriety. The General
is familiar with conditions in our service, having spent several years in it
prior to being cashiered and his opinion carries weight.

To our stock reportorial question "What do you know about that?" the
General replied that he didn't know anything about it because it didn't make
sense. "That's the trouble with the Army to-day". he snorted, "Too many
highbrows. In the old Army an officer and a gentleman was a man who car-
ried his liquor. Nowadays they don't pay no attention to fundamentals and
a lot of young fellers get out o'hand just like this one. 'Heard the bracken
break when beauty fled'. Imagine a man talkin' like that to a fatigue detaildiggin' a latrine! They'd think he was goofy. If I had an officer like that
under me, I'd put him to work doing something useful like takin' a physical
inventory of all the property on memorandum receipt or checkin' clothing
accouints. The only poet that was ever in the Army was a rum hound named
Poe, and they kicked him out of West Point at Christmas. 'Proud eagles'
bah !"

Whereupon the General stamped angrily away in the direction of the
telegraph office to serve as Director of Prohibition Enforcement at a twenty
per cent reduction in salary plus emoluments.

INITIATION
Major A. S. J. Tucker, having re-

ceived official notification that he is
to succeed Colonel Stayer as chief of
the versatile Second Section, has been
he central figure in two elaborate
ceremonials, specially devised to fea.
ture his elevation to high office.

The first one which took him com-
pletely by sirprise took place before
of school. Major Tucker having
mounted the platform to make an an-
nouncement, a phonograph in the
locker room suddenly burst into ap-
propriate airs and a solemn procession
of representatives of the Great First
Section entered the lecture room bear-
ing the new chief's badges of office.
These consisted of the well-known
pink coat, yellow vest, black cap and

other necessary equipment for the
chase and with this raiment the em-
barrassed Chief of Section elect was
duly invested. Then Colonel Stillwell
brought forth the royal diadem and
crowned him lord of all the manifold
activities of his new office.

Colonel Stillwell also made a neat
oration giving the bride away, as it
were, and Major Hearn accepted the
new chief in behalf of the "eighteen
officers, two enlisted men and one fe-
male stenographer" who constitute the
talented organization with which Ma-
jor Tucker will be associated.

This would seem to have been suf-
ficient hazing for the Major but the
Second Section is thorough as well
as versatile. At the Despidida for

(Please turn to page 8)
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Infantry School Classes
Graduate

(Continued from page 1)
dress the graduating students filed a-
cross the stage and each was present.
ed with his diploma by the Assistant
Secretary of War.

A benediction pronounced by Chap-
lain Willis T. Howard, Protestant
Chaplain of Fort Benning, and the
playing of Auld Land Syne by the 29th
Infantry Band, completed the grad-
uating exercises.

Preceding the graduating exercises,
a troop review, which comprised all
combatant troops of the garrison was
held before the assistant secretary of
War on Gordon Field. Mr. Payne was
visibly pleased with the precision of
the marching units and the general
appearance of the men.

Lt. Dowdall Leaves
For Ireland

(Continued from page 1)

world to the city in which it is being

held and is always an occasion of

great solemnity.

Lt. Dowdall will be missed by the

personnel of Fort Benning while he

is on his trip, even though his place

will be most ably filled by Lt. Pulsi.

fer. He has made himself one of the

most popular of the officers of the

Post during his time here and has

shown himself, with his staff, fully

capable of attending to the many du.

ties which devolve on the Secretary.

FOR RENT

We rent furniture to the Army
personnel.

THE HECHT CO.
115 - 12th St. Phone 1188

RALSTON
BARBER SHOP
Located in Ralston Hotel

Phone 9203
C. E. HARBUCK, Prop.
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To Be Retired Children's School
Class Graduates

(Continued from page 1)
follows:
Frances -- Betty Ann AlbrightI
Brother.-- ---- Lewis Davidson
Unexpected Fairy Marian Bloomquist
Prince Sunshine .... Oscar Neundrofer
Mother Nature ...... Beatrice McNulty
Witch -Anna May Huling
Frog-----------------Arthur Wolf
Grass-hoppers .......... Charles Wolf

Warren Drake
Bumble Bees-------Wendell Bevan,

Benny Putchkoff
Sunbeams: Alison Stilwell, Frances

Hug, Jeanette Vesey, Ella May Perry,
Josephine Coggin, Lyllis Lee.

Butterflies: Sara Alexander, Ruby

Davis, Betty Negrotto, Louise Lucas,
Ann Kraft, Anna Putchkoff.

Flowers: Hazel Vogt, Marion Vien,
Ann Cota, Barbara Monroe, Doris
Mayfield, Lucy Ann Schneider.

WARRANT OFFICER MACK EVANS Pirates: John Bull, Jack Pearson,
Jack Cushman, Jack Coggin, Fred

Warrant Officer Mack Evans, who Ladd, Vernon Evans, Max Talbot,

has been on duty at Fort Benning Howard Wilson, Wodrow Deffebrio,
since October 16, 1921, departed on Harry Reeder.
Tuesday for Fort McPherson, where After the play the graduation cere-

he has been transferred pending his mony opened with the playing of

retirement from active service which "America" by the 29th Infantry Band

will take place within the next few and an invocation by the Chaplain.

months. The Commandant then awarded the

Mr. Evans was Chief Clerk of the certificates and the ceremony ended

Academic Department for about nine with the playing of the "Star Span-

years, and for nearly a year has been gled Banner."
on duty in the Fort Benning Provost The names of the graduation class

Marshall's Office. are as follows: Peggy Arnold, Pat-

Mr. Evans began his military career ty Bull, Phileatha Durden, Margie

on January 15, 1902, when he enlist- Heileman, Frances Lewis, Miriam

ed at Carthage, Tennessee, and was Mangum, Minnie Ohme, Robert Arms,

assigned to the 1st Infantry. It was Tommy Brown, Bob Buffington, Frank

in this regiment that he met Major Davis, Bill Freehoff, John Horan, Ar-

General King who then was serving as thur Jackson, Edgar Houghtby, Arthur

a Lieutenant in the 1st Infantry. Col- Luse, Milton Miller, Dorsey McPher-

onel Harry E. Knight, now Executive son, Charles Owens, Ernest Peterson,

Officer at Fort Benning, was also serv- George Pope, Kenneth Rader, Ted

ing in the same regiment as a Cap- Sherburne, Donald Spalding, Sam

tain. Mr. Evans served continuously White.

with the 1st Infantry until May 2, in 1901-1902, and in the Pulajan cam-
1918.

Some of his early service with the paign on the Islands of Samar and
1st Infantry was spent in the Philip- Leyte in 1907.

He also served in the Hawaiian Is-
pine Islands where he engaged in the lands from 1912 until 1918.
campaigns incident to the Philippine He has occupied al the enlisted
Insurrection on the Island of Samar __a. -' .. . ; t In 145 sprsvpit

You ve got to let us know..
your new address!

so fill out this blank and we'll send the
Herald right on to you!

N am e .......... .........-----------------------------

New Address ------------------------------

- -- ------------------------------------

Change to be effective------

IMAGINE YOUR EMBARRASSMENT

WHEN YOUR. HO"T HAS ONE OF HE.

NEW FRENCH 'PHONES, AND YOU DON'T

KNOW WHICH END TO "TALK INTO

IMAGINE YOUR FREEDOM from trouble with our

used cars. They're thoroughly reconditioned. No need

to be a mechanic to own one.

MUSCOGEE CHEVROLET CO.
1501 FIRST AVE. PHONE 100

and color sergeant. In June 1918
he was appointed a 2nd Lieutenant
of Infantry and assigned to Camp

Gordon, Georgia. In August 1918 he

was promoted to 1st Lieutenant, and

while at Camp Gordon he served as

personnel adjutant of the replacement

regiment and as brigade and camp

personnel adjutant. He was dis-

charged from his emergency commis-

sion in 1920, and in January 1921 he

was appointed a warrant officer and

assigned to duty in the Camp Person-

nel Office at Camp Jackson, South

Carolina, where he remained until

October 1921, when he was assigned

to Fort Benning.

Mr. Evans will be on duty at Head-

quarters Fourth Corps Area, Fort

McPherson, for two or three months

before his retirement, after which he

expects to make his home in Atlanta.

Ors. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1313

WE MAKE
RUBBER STAMPS
One Day Delivery-

COLUMBUS OFFICE
SUPPLY CO.

Stanton's Lunch Car
C. J. STANTON, Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY

Phone 29

w

)UR BARBECUE

1638-2nd Ave.

7E DELIVER

First National

Bank
Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Resources Over $2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning
Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Smith
Smart

Shces
$5.00

AND

$7.50
ALSO

"MARION PALS"

PAYNE
CLOTHING COMPANY

"Where Good Clothes Cost Less"

L & ~ .4 * 4t4 4 4 4I4 H I 4 +

4. +,

Makers of Fine Printing Plates

WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.

"" Atlanta, Georgia
.-

4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., . ,,,, ,

While You
are Quietly

e0S-l-e-ep-i0n-

WE'RE on the job bright and early deliveringmilk and cream so that you'll have it sweet
and fresh for breakfast. Make your housekeep-
ing an assured success by placing your order
for daily delivery with us.

WELLS DAIRY COMPANY
MACON ROAD PHONE 1144

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit
issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

CLUB
Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

" /;
AL A L A- 44 44+ 4444*+4
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NI$O HISORT WORLD
BILL ELLISON, Editor

Second Twin 10-Rounders Top Post BilL

Although it may be a trifle disturb-
ing to such gentlemen as Jimmy
Johnston, erstwhile free-lance pro-
moter and now matchmaker for the
Madison Square Garden, and still
more disconcerting to the several
hundred millionaires who have in-
vested their hard-earned (yoo hoo)
money in the venture, the fact re-
mains, nevertheless, that no cases of
suicide have been recorded to date on
the part of fans who endeavored to
obtain tickets to the June 21st melee
between Schmeling and Sharkey and
failed to obtain them. How come?

It seems that the New York sports
writers have sickened of the sight.
Maybe their conscience hurts them
because it is a well known fact the
last Schmeling-Sharkey thing was
steamed up to the skies and what
happened?-One of the biggest fiascos
known in the annals of the ring racket

9U

was perpetrated upon the innocent
and unsuspecting buyers of ducats.

Westbrook Pegler, sports columnist
for the Chicago Tribune Syndicate,
always outspoken where the Garden is
concerned, in a recent column cast
doubts upon Sharkey's right to fight
for the title and discussed the general
doubtful quality of the match.

As far as the newspapers are con-
cerned they are not going to get caught
in the Garden's net as they have done
on other occasions, Mr. Williams be-
lieves, and, in a recent column he
wrote of the matter thusly:

"Here these two young men have
been working their very hearts out
for more than a week, snorting and
sweating under a beautiful May sun,
and not one newspaper correspondent
has moved into either camp to jot
down the enthralling developments of
the day.

"I suppose the newspapers remem-
ber that the last time Mr. Sharkey and
the young herr met they perpetrated a
huge fiasco and exited laughingly to
divide $750,000 of the public's dough
between them. The newspapers were
wholly responsible for that $750,000
being in the box office. They were
responsible to the extent that they en-
couraged attendance-as they encour-
at',e attendance to an event which
promises to be worth while and of
great public interest.

"In a sense they shared with the
fighters the blame for the general dis-
satisfaction that followed, when an ad-
vertised fifteen-round fight for the
lianipionship of the world ended in

the fourth round with one of the men
mi the floor crying foul. It seems
that this time the newspapers intend
to adopt a policy of watchful waiting.
I an told you can't go wrong if you
vait until the young men crawl be-
tween the ropes and then write about

WE MAKE
RUBBER STAMPS

- One Day Delivery-
COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.

We sell you a car and will
buy it back in nine months
and pay you cash for it. We
keep a nice line of Chevrolets
and Fords along with other
makes, on hand. Our new
car line is Pontiac, Oakland
and Franklins.

We are the largest used car

buyers in Columbus

McMURRIA'S
1125 - 6th Ave. Phone 2590

'51L L L L 15 <D /V

PEP...
in every step

Use

Heels and Soles

bi od Rubber Products Co., Inc.
Watertown, Mass.

24th Inf.
COMPANY "A"

The company is preparing to send
a crack team of runners and an un-
beatable Tug-o-War team into the
coming field meet. The mighty" Spud
is in charge of the runners and the
Tug-o-War team. We expect our team
leaders to live up to their reputation.
Company "A" has the reputation to
do or die trying. So boys strut your
stuff.

COMPANY "C"
"I was out in the woods about 22

miles from Fort Benning and saw a
large snake with two heads. At first,
I jumped back as I was frightened.
However, I kept my eye on him as
he was in a coil, untli I could find a
large stick with which to kill him.
Upon reaching for a limb of a tree,
I encountered another snake striking
at me from behind. At this time the
situation called for quick thinking,
so I measured the length of the strik-
ing snake behind me, and as he struck
the second time I grabbed him by
the throat, and swung him around un-
til he became exhausted, and just as
I was looking around for the other
snake I woke up." So Owens tells
Lee-and how.

A certain gentleman wanted a cigar
and had no money. Stealing was
something that never occurred to him,
so he resorted to clever legitimate
means, thus, the explanation: He en-
tered a drug store and asked for a
ten cent bar of soap. Aftre receiving
the soap he happened to see some
lead pencils for ten cents each. He
requested the clerk to exchange the
soap for the pencil. The clerk made
the exchange, as he reached the door
lie saw the cigar which he wanted at
first. He obligingly asked the clerk
to exchange the pencil for the cigar
as he preferred the latter instead.
The clerk gave him the ten cent cigar,
wshich he at once began to smoke and
wsalk out. The clerk hailed him and
saidl: "Mr. you haven't paid me for
that cigar"--to which the gent replied.
"1 exchanged the pencil for the cigar."
The clerk then said "Come on, you
didn't pay for the pencil." To this
our gent replied: "I traded the soap
for the pencil. At this time the clerk
became irritant and remarked "Say
...you pay for that soap and do it

quick." Our man looked up and said:
"Brother, I did not take the soap-
now, what?" The clerk said nothing.

Mother, hang out the Service Flag
father's got a job. Before You

Find
That It's Too Late

We can outfit you
with shooting glasses
that will save eye-strain
and better your marks.

Maxwell Optical
Company

1217 Broadway

29th Inf.
COMPANY "G"

Bayonet training wrote its finals for
the year 1932 with only five men out
of the company to qualify. A most
commendable record.

The Post Track Meet is a thing of
the past. Those who saw the record
Mile Relay run and won by the 2nd
Battalion saw Woods at his best-run-
ning one of the fastest and most im-
portant legs of the race. To share
with Woods in honors were Thomp.
son, Prophet and Loper. Loper
found himself at the completion of
the high jump in a quadruple tie for
1st place.

Latest information from Bn., Head-
quarters states that "G" Company
plays "H" Company for the Battalion
Championship. May the best team
win. With a strong company turnout
that best company ought to be "G"
Company.

83rd F. A.
(Continued from page 3)

schedule. We will go to the pistol
range to get sunburned and use up
our 50 rds. of ammunition and no-
body cares whether it is a bulls-eye
or not as long as his pistol fires. In
order to stand the strain of making
holes in the targets we are doing our
daily dozen "pistol squeeze" exer-
cises. The man who invented this ex-
ercise and sold the idea to the army
surely was a wizard in dealing out
punishment.

Preparations for the expert and 1st
class gunners examinations have start-
ed and as the exams differ very much
from those we have passed during the
last four years we expect a brand new
crop of experts.

The best qualified men, not to ex-
ceed 32 will get paid for their troubles
and knowledge, the remainder of the
qualified artillerymen will get a badge,
so that we have to admit the depres-
sion has hit the army too.

and salt
equipment.

water

'Athletic
Department
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.
"It Pays to Trade at Your

Post Exchange"

SPEED at all costs is
the motto of many to-
day, but it means noth-
ing if your car's not
fixed right. Accuracy
and thoroughness are
the real commodities we
sell-speed is our side-
line!

POST EXCHANGE

Agents for

Columbus
Fender & Body

Works

Boxing, Tuesday Night, June 7th
Doughboy Stadium 8:15 P. M.

JIMMY SPIVEY vs. PUG(-I' WEINERJ'I 10 rds.
RIP TETHERTON vs. KID BAISDEN, 10 rds. DANNY LONG vs. WHAT-A-GUY, 4 rds.• " ~~~~DAPPER DOYLEs.MNOSIV,4

GRUMPY GORDY vs. FRANK MACKERY, 6 rds. RED DAVI vs. MOOE SPIVY, 4 5.

GENERAL ADMISSION 50c RINGSIDE $1.00
TICKETS ON SALE AT OFFICERS' CLUB, ATHLETIC OFFICE and all ORDERLY ROOMS

rds.

I Friday, June 3, 1932

I

I

FISHING
TACKLE

We have all types
of both fresh water

Science, slugging and willingness
will be injected into Tuesday night's
leather entertainment at Doughboy
Stadium. Fans will witness a double
wind-up that should be packed with
action.

Puggy Weinert, Benning Buzz-saw,
will meet Jimmy Spivey, of Columbus
and Florida, in the main ten rounder.
Rip Tetherton, Benning, and Kid
Baisden, Columbus, will scrap in the
other ten rounder.

Spivey cannot slug. It is doubtful
if he could punch his way out of a
bag. But he is a smart boxer-and
better be for Weinert can slug, and
how! "Puggy" should beat Spivey's
ears off, as far as heavy hittng is con-
cerned, but the problem is going to
be laying a glove on the oily Jimmy.

There's no reason why Tetherton
shouldn't knock Baisden for a goal
provided he steers clear of Baisden's
left jab. Baisden has a pretty stiff
punch but if you tie him up where
there's no chance to shoot that long
left from the shoulder, he's at a
mighty big disadvtantage. He doesn't
relish infighting. But at long range
he's arsenic at tilting the head back
and otherwise massaging the face a
la leather.

Grumpy (the one and only) Gordy
and Frank Mackery, both of Benning,
are to perform in the main six round
preliminary. Gordy's personality and
quaint characteristics insures a good
bout.
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ITHEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
Warner Baxter at Grand Gentlemen Prefer

Charm To Brains
Can a man love a brainy woman?
The answer is yes-but he is not

likely to, according to Mildred Cram,
;amous writer whose widely read nov-
el, "Scotch Valley" has been transla-
ted into Warner Baxter's latest Fox
drama "Amatuer Daddy", which opens
Tuesday at the Grand Theatre.

"Women who think they are intel
lectually superior to their more com
panionable sisters," Miss Cram main.
tains, "usually are devils to live with.
Full of ideas that come out of books,
an dthat have no relation with life,
they demand a higher grade of male
than has yet made his appearance on
this planet. Hence, the fequent vic-
tory of this companionable woman
over her intellectual sister in matters
of the heart."

Marian Nixon who plays opposite
Baxter in "Amatuer Daddy" leaves
the intelluctual plane for the more di-
rect appeal of womanly charm, and
succeeds in capturing his interest to

....: the exclusion of all others in this
amusing drama.

John Blystone directed the picture.
The other players include Rita LaRoy,
David Landau, Clarence Wilson, Wil-
liam Pawley, Frankie Darro and Joe
Hachey.

Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE ROYAL
(Beginning with Midnight Show, Saturday 11:15 P. M.)

SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Presenting, "AS
YOU DESIRE ME," with Greta Garbo, Melvyn Douglas,
Erich Von Stroheim and Owen Moore. The strangest love
story in the world-played as it can be played only by the
screen's most thrilling star. A vanished bride . . . . and then

from the gay cafes of Vienna comes Zara, the exotic dancer, to

take her place. Was she the woman he had lost years before,
or another come as an answer to his soul's craving? Her lov-
ly eyes, smoldering with emotion, were the haunted eyes of

a woman seeking escape from some secret tragedy of the past.

Many men desired her-her heart she kept through the years
for one alone.

* * *

AT THE RIALTO ('
TUESDAY ONLY: Presenting, "STRANGERS IN t

LOVE," with Frederic March, Kay Francis, Stuart Erwin and a

Juliette Compton. He was a black sheep but he turned white
. . .. after he found it was nicer to be home with a lot of
loving to do; than to roam with a lot of explaining to do. Ex-

cellent amusement. One of the swiftest, funniest of modern s

stories in this modish age. You'll agree.
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Presenting, "GIRL

OF THE RIO," with Dolores Del Rio, Leo Carrillo and a
strong supporting cast. Darling Dolores, absent from the
screen for two years on account of illness, makes a lorious
comeback in "GIRL OF THE RIO." She has a role that was
made to order for her-that of a cafe entertainer in a typical
Mexican border town which is particularly colorful in view of

the getting with its bustling industry of gambling games, va-
queros and cowboys at play and love and the inevitable drama
of hates and passion possible only in this type of resort.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Presenting, "ONE HOUR
WITH YOU," with Maurice Chevalier, Jeanette MacDonald,
Genevieve Tobin, Charlie Ruggles and Roland Young. And
now the Smiling Lieutenant becomes a doctor-a specialist
who gives all of his feminine patients heart-trouble. Adoring
women beg for his professional attention-and other attentions
also. Their temperatures go up when he feels their pulse and
his boudoir manner is wonderful.

AT THE GRAND
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Presenting, "AMA-

TEUR DADDY," with Warner Baxter and Marian Nixon and
Rita LaRoy. The daddy of "DADDY LONG LEGS," just as
you like him again fathering a pretty girl, then falling in love
with her and winning her heart in spite of all of the barriers
the world could set between them. The kid he scolded was the
girl he adored. Imagine Warner Baxter as a self-appointed
daddy, coming to protect this adorable girl-and staying to
love her.

THURSDAY AND FRIIPAY: Presenting, "PRESTIGE,"
with Ann Harding and Adolphe Menjou. Ann Harding, the
screen's pre-eminent actress. Not merely the lustrous star of
"HOLIDAY," the adorable girl of ",EVOTION," but a wo-
man playing with all'heart in a gPat story. She found the.
meaning of love ing s : ifice, M:i"esou ght her . ... but she
sought her man ogh tIuntains and oceans separated
them.
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QI3-k 5TA 6 APBO

Greta Garbo, who may always be
elied upon for something different,

ppears as a platinum-blonde cafe sing-

er in her latest screen characteriza-

ion as Zara in "As You Desire Me."

The new Garbo picture, which will

pen with a midnight show at 11:15
M. at the Royal Theatre to continue

hrough Tuesday.

PLAYS DANGEROUS GAME

In "As You Desire Me," Miss Garbo

nacts the role of a temperamental

ludapest cafe entertainer who is mis-

aken by an Italian nobleman for the

,ife whom he thought to have been

killed by invaders during the World
War. In order to escape the demands

f a ruthless novelist who has a hyp-

aotic influence over her, Garbo re-

solves to enact the bluff of the noble-

man's wife, a game which proves to be

as dangerous as it is diverting. The

novelist stops at nothing in his at-

tempt to bring the erstwhile cabaret

singer back into his power, and she is

therefore forced to match her wits

against his in order to defend her mas-

querade. The result is said to be the

most adventurous, intriguing and ro-

mantic drama in which the fascinating

Swedish actress has yet been seen.
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ONE HOUR WITH YOU t
Chevalier, Lubitsch, "One Hour v

Vith You." . . . and an excellent cast
eaded by Jeannette MacDonald are
he chief selling elements of this
yrical comedy-romance.

Chevalier, of course, is the big r
hing . . .Chevalier singing, loving,
aughing ... and all else follows. The
itle is excellent for all kinds of per-
onalized appeals, especially tied in
ith Chevalier. The public remem-
ers Jeanette MacDonald as Cheva. 1
ier's "queen" of "The Love Parade."
rhe public wants to hear Chevalier
ing; to see Chevalier's sly love-mak-
ng. They get ALL of Chevalier in
'One Hour With You" . . . with all
he smart Lubitsch touches you roared
it in "The Smiling Lieutenant."

"GIRL OF THE RIO"

Ever since the Irish mercenary
soldiers used by Spanish hundreds of
years ago linked Erin with the land
of the Dons by settlement and inter-
marriage, Irishmen and Spaniards
have made a famous combination.

But now there's a new link to the
connection.

Herbert Brenon, from Dublin, di-
rected RKO-Radio Pictures' produc-
tion, "Girl of the Rio," current at the
Rialto Theatre with Dolores Del Rio
in the Starring role.

Cooling System
Used at Rialto

Manager Alderman of the Rialto
theater has an interesting announce-
ment for the many patrons of his
popular theater. He has put in op-
eration a modern cooling system that
makes the visitor to the Rialto for-
get that summer is at hand while he
is watching a particularly interesting
picture such as may be seen every
day in the week at the Rialto.

Immediately the patron enters the
Rialto, there is a noticeable relief
from the oppressive heat. The cool-
ing waves of the cooling system come
as a great relief indeed. The patron
has but then: to select his or her seat
and enjoy the cinema entertainment.

The cooling system at the Rialto
is 'modern and up-to-the-minute in
every respect. You do not feel a
sudden gUSt of bree~ze that passes dff
and then another a minute or so later.
The temperature remains the same all
of the time.

U

RIALTO
NOW PLAYING

TOM KEENE

"SADDLE BUSTER"
COMEDY-SERIAL

SUN..MON.

Maurice Chevalier
Jeannette MacDonald

"One Hour with
You"

TUESDAY
Fredrick March, Kay Francis

"Strangers In Love"
WED.-THUR.

Dolores Del Rio
Leo Carrillo

In

ru

YOU'LL FIND THISTHEATRE DELIGHT-
FULLY COOL AT ALL
TIMES.

ADMISSIONS
10c - 15c -

25c -

GRAND
SAT.-SUN.-MON.

CHARLOTTE HENRY

JAMES KIRKWOOD

In

"Lena Rivers"

TUES.-WED.

Warner Baxter

In

"Amateur

Daddy"

THUR.-FRI.

Ann Harding

In

"PRESTIGE"

JL JL
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"Girl Of The Rio"
I
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The Flare
(Continued from page 4)

Colonel and Mrs. Stayer they put his
successor through a technical examina-
tion which was ably designed to prove
to all present that neither Major Tuck-
er nor any other one man can ever
hope to plumb the profundities of
knowledge which the various commit-
tees possess. Of course the Major fail-
ed to pass but it was finally voted to
accept him anyhow in order to save
Colonel Marshall the embarrassment
of having his appointee rejected.

The Flare ventures to predict that
Chief-elect Tucker will make good in
spite of the deficiencies show up in
the examination. We fear, however,
that in one respect he can never fill
his predecessor's shoes. The faculty
and student body aren't going to trust
him to prescribe for their physical and
mental ills.

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN UP-TO-DATE
It happened a long time ago but

it's a true story and we must tell the

world before the villain in the plot way. He called for Uncle Thomas
leaves the post. and brusquely bade him come along.

It seems that the Infantry School
Hunt, having decided to raise a crop
of corn (staple, not beverage) to off-
set the high cost of aniseed, entered
into a contract with one Ivy Thomas,
a dusky agriculturist, to do the dirt
farming. Squire Jerry Wood, then,
as now, active in hunt affairs, was
cast in the role of Simon Legree to
oversee the plantation. Subsequent
events lead us to believe that the
Squire played his part well. Certainly
Thomas developed a wholesome re-
spect for his anger and thereby hangs
our tale.

The relations between Jerry and
Thomas (it took all of our character
to resist linking the names as Tom
and Jerry) had become somewhat
strained when, one day, the Squire
appeared unexpectedly at the humble
door of his tenant. His mission on
the day in question was the replace-
inent of a culvert and he had brought
with him in an escort wagon the nec-
essary tools and a long rough pine
box to carry the water under the road-

Being a man of few words, the Squire
vouchsafed no explanation as to the
why and wherefore of the summons.

Thomas cast an apprehensive look
at the wagon and then replied, "All
right, Boss, I'se comin'. Jes wait a
minute till I gits a drink of water."
Whereupon he vanished around the
corner of the house and that was the
last Jerry ever saw of his man Fri-
day.

Months afterwards Thomas was lo-
cated over in Alabama through a let-
ter writtenby him which began "Dear
Gentler King." A representative of
the Hunt Club was sent to interview
him. At first Thomas seemed reluc-
tant to explain his unusual action but
finaly he loosened up and told all.

"You see, Boss," he confessed, "the
Cap'n and me ain't been gittin' along
so well when he showed up one mawn-
in' wif a wagon. The Cap'n he say
'com along wif me, Thomas' and he
look mean when he say it. Then
Ah looks inside that wagon and Ah
sees a long box and a pick and a

shubble and piece of rope. Then Ah
knows what he's gwine do. He's got
de rope to hang me wif, de pick and
shubble to dig mah grave and the
box to bury me in. An' Ah say to
myself, 'No sah, dey ain't agoin' to
lynch this niggah-not if Ah knows
it.' So Ah goes aroun' de house to git
a drink and Ah don' stop goin' till
Ah gits over here in Alabam. No sah,
Ah ain't goin' back to de Fort until
dat Cap'in done gone and maybe not
den."

WARNING
We have noted the protracted ab-

sence from the swimming pool of cer-
tain ardent devotees of yesteryear.
We are reluctant to believe that any
members of this enlightened commun.
ity object to the prescribed prelim-
inary bath with soap and water but
something is holding down the attend-
ance. We are toying with the idea of
publishing a list of former swimming
enthuiasts who no longer patronize
the pool. Certainly such a list would
attract attention to our column and it
might be worth while even if we

should have to leave town for a few
days. Anyhow we are collecting our
data and when we get it we strongly
suspect that we shan't be able to resist
the temptationto use it.

CITATION FOR THE WEEK
To Colonel Morrison Clay Stayer, re-

tiring Chief of the Versatile Second
Section., Surgeon to the Infantry
School Hunt, Physician extraordinary
to the Faculty and its family, Father
Confessor to the Student Body, Doc-
tor, Administrator, Doughboy-for
five years of meritorious service, most
of it over, beyond, and above the rou-
tine performance of duty, the Flare
makes a solemn and sincere farewell
salutation.

-E. F. H.

FOR SALE
Pretty homes and choice build-

ing lots on Fort Benning paved
road. Terms to suit your income.

F. FRIEDMAN

t's as Ou the tobaccos

were welogeter..

COLUMBIA NETWORK

teThe Cigarette thats MILDER
The Cigarette that TASTES BETTER
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Three Hundred Cadets Here
To Pep Up Post Activities

If the ROTC Students of this year's
encampment are even half as active
as those of last year, Fort Benning
is in for a lively time, for the college
boys invariably seem to put pep into
the activities of the Post.

There are three hundred and seven
here this year, representing five of
the largest schools in the South. The
cadets have already begun to get down
to work and will have to crowd a lot
of work into six weeks before they
are given their clean bill of health
as finished students of the Reserve
Cadets' Advanced Class of Fort Ben-
ning.

Last year, among the activities
which engaged the boys was the for-
mation of a "musical ensemble" in-
cluding a quartet and several instru-
mentalists. What the instruments
were is better left unsaid, but a
rumor says that they were of a type
usually associated with moonlit nights
and beneath-the-balcony serenades.

The signal corps last year were also
the subject of an ugly rumor, which
stated that the signalers took the un-
fair advantage of the engineers in a
particularly irritating way. The latter,
so the story goes, would be laboring
to build a bridge while the communi-
cations men waited, and, of course
were forcibly restrained from drink-
ing as they would have liked. So
the signalers, sensing the opportunity
to be irritating, would up-end their
canteens in plain view of the laborers
and drink copiously and satisfyingly.
Our authority for this is Captain
Waine Archer, now in Hawaii, and
former PRO of Fort Benning.

Captain Archer sent us another
rumor, which, though it was never
verified, still was a good story. It
seems that two of the ROTC cadets,
felt their duty toward one of the old-
est traditions of the Southland, and
made their "going to war" at Ben-
ning the occasion for the revival of
an old southern custom. They brought
along negro "body servants, suh." The
names of the guilty ones, however,
have forever remained undisclosed.

A climax which shows the undis.
puted stamina of the Georgia Tech
students of last year is briefly given
in the following statistical report of
a trip undertakeii by one of the boys
cn his motorcycle "Ignatz." (The sta-
tistics were compiled by their statisti-
cal officer.)

Elapsed Time: 43 hours.
Distance traveled : 1211 miles

(Speedometer readings).-
Social Engagements: Five hours.

Mechanical Work: Seven hours.
Sleep: None.

Meals : Few.
Recovery: (He was in a pretty

bunged-up state) probable.

Colonel Toffey Now
On Way To Benning

Colonel John J. Toffey, who has
been appointed to succeed Colonel
Duncan K. Major, Jr., as command-
ing officer of the Army's war-strength
regiment, the 29th Infantry, is now
on his way to Fort Benning from
Governor's Island, New York, where
he has been on duty in connection
with the R. 0. T. C. for several years.

Colonel Toffey will take command
of the regiment some time in the near
future and Colonel Major will go to
Washington.

Local Boy Makes
Good Over Radio

Add another name to the long list

of celebrities which have emerged

from the roster of Fort Benning's
Hall of Fame and graved their place

on the stone of immortality. This

time we make special reference to

the Great Grumpy Gordy who sprang

a surprise on the long-suffering mem-

bers of the Benning garrison last Tues-

day with a rendition of several songs
well-calculated to capture the fancy
of the soldier-boys who happened to
be listening at the time. We have
heard the groans and lamentations of
those poor unfortunates who were so
unlucky as to be out of reach of the
magic instrument which Grumpy
chose as the proper medium for reach-
ing his public, but we can give them
a word of cheer, a silver lining to their
clouds, for our hero performed so
well that he has been invited to re-
peat at an early date. So pull up your
chairs, boys, turn on the radio, and
turn your dial to station WRBL, for
you may be among the lucky ones
who will be favored with Grumpy's
second program on the air.

From what our correspondent at
Fort Benning tells us the whole in-
cident caused a furor at the post which
has not been equaled for many days
Jim (that's his name, we'll keep the
last name secret) says that lie was
in the Service Club when he heard
a commotion and saw the entire per-
sonnel, the visitors and the customer
of the PX Restaurant making a dash
for the radio. Naturally he too fol-
lowed the crowd and was just as
surprised as the others when he learn-
ed that the far-famed Grumpy was
about to regale the listerners with
some of his selections.

The first was "River Stay Away
From My Door" and was dedicated
to the Quartermaster Department. To
us this seem most apt, in fact, we
could hardly suggest a better dedica-
tion under any circumstances. We
hear that the Quartermaster Depart-
ment enjoyed the program, too.

As his second number, our doughty
hero chose that widIe spread favorite
"Somebody Loves You". This paean
of love he dedicated to the Post-X
Cafe, ain incident, which, in view ef
rumors making their way about the
Post, has caused many of the wise
guys to crack a smile and wink. We
wAon't tell the reader the details of
this last, but just let him absorb
some of thme gossip which constantly
dirculates around the premises of
Major Lyman's eating-house.

We don't quite get the connection in
Grumpy's dedication of his last song,
Maybe it is because we're not suffi-
ciently familiar with either him or the
song, but, at any rate, his dedication
of "Was That The Human Thing To
Do" to Grumpy "he-self" is a little
beyond us. Time will tell, however,
and we'll be listening in on his next
broadcast to see if he won't be kind
enough to explain his dedications
as he goes along. Meanwhile be-
tween boxing and driving locomo-
tives, practising and doing most any-
thing, we'll leave the Great to the
peaceful calm of the Benning sum-
mertime and let him plan his next
program.

29th Complete
Tests For Rifle
Company Trophy

The training year 1931-32 for the

29th Infantry has just been brought

to a close by a thorough and unusual

test of rifle companies in a compe-

tition for a cup offered by the Regi-

mental Commander, Colonel Duncan

K. Major, Jr. The cup was inscribed

"The Major, Sutherland, Albright

Trophy for Field Efficiency of Rifle

Companies." The last two names were
included as a graceful compliment to
the Plans and Training Officers of the
Regiment who prepared and conduct-
ed this and other similar training
tests. The test was so thorough in
its scope that it is believed to merit
comment.

Each company turned out with full
field equipment and reached an ini-
tial point at a specified hour where a
check for absentees and an inspection
of the adjustment of equipment was
made. The route and destination were
then given the company commanders
with instructions to make camp as for
the night, upon arrival and display
individual and organizational equip-
ment. One hour after arrival at the
destination the camp was inspected
for completeness of installation and
selected articles of individual and or-
ganizational equipment were checked.

The tactical situation was given out
immediately after the inspection. The
company was assumed to be a part of
a battalion in reserve in a force in an
offensive situaiton. A message from
the Battalion Commander gave the
information that the enemy was with-
drawing and the battalion would move
to the front in a sector on the flank
of the advancing Blues; the company
was directed to move at once to se-
cure a commanding hill some 1,000
yards beyond the front line in its
zone of action. The accomplishment
of this mission required a movement
toward the front followed by a de-
ployment in a zone of action and an
advance by compass over very rough
ground amid through extremely thick
underbrush. The companies were
graded upoin the facility with which
they carried out the task, the provis-
ions for security, and their ability to
maintain direction by compass and
so arrive at the objective in the as-
signed zone. Upon arrival at the ob-
jective a message from the Battalion
Commander was delivered containing

an order for further advance by the
battalion and assigning a mission to
the company that gave the commander
wide latitude in conducting his ad-
vance, although still restricting him to
an interior zone of action. The ter-
rain was such that changes in for-
mation and varied employment of
scouts were required in order to re-
luce the possibility of heavy casual-
ties. After an advance of seven or
eight hundred yards the company
came under enemy rifle and machine
gun fire which required a maneuver
by platoon commanders of leading
platoons, and which brought forcibly
to the attention of all participants the
necessity for proper security measures.
This resistance having been out-
flanked, the advance was resumed for
a distance of about 600 yards. At that
point the company again came under
hostile fire of sufficient power to stop
the leading platoons and force a man-
euver by the company commander.
During the fire fight, ball ammunition
was issued to one section to replace

(Please turn to page 7)

Bryan Wins On Indoor Court
In Tennis Finals At Benning

Gas Masks Given
Thorough Tests

A series of tests of a new type

of gas mask, which has been in prog-

ress at Fort Benning for some time

under the supervision of the Infantry

Board, was completed on Tuesday,

when 112 soldiers of the 29th Infantry,
wearing the new gas masks, engaged

in baseball games and other athletic

sports to determine the field of vision
offered to the soldier and to ascertain

whether the protective device inter-

fered with the physical exertions of

its wearer.
Previous tests of the new type of

gas mask had shown that it could be

worn with comparative comfort and
without interfering with the normal
activities and duties of the soldier
during marches, drills, target practice
and in gas impregnated areas.

The new mask is an experimental
type by the Chemical Warfare Service
upon suggestion of the infantry, which
desires to eliminate the necessity of
individually fitting a mask to each
soldier, which is now required when
the present issue type of mask is used.
By a proficiency cmfwyp vbgkqjcmf
By a modification of the face piece
and a new design of head harness, the
experimental mask, which is termed
the "universal face piece type" of, will
fit more satisfactorily all sizes and
shapes of faces, and will do away
with the necessity of having five dif-
ferent sizes of masks, as is now re-
quired. The new type of mask will
not only simplify the issue of the
protective device to the troops, but
will also simplify problems of manu-
facture and supply.

Colonel Marshall Will
Leave Post Next Week

Lt. Colonel George C. Marshall, Jr.
Assistant Commandant, who for the
nast five years has been head of the
Imfantry School, will leave about the
middle of next week to go to his new
station at Fort Screven, Ga.

Colonel Marshall, who has been an
active member of the Rotary Club.
was recently honored at the Rotary
luncheon at Columbus as a farewell
for both he and Mrs. Marshall. Col-
onel George F. Baltzell, who has been
asociated w ith Colonel Marshall at
vwarious tiimes over a period of 26
years, praised his military attainments
dlurinlg his career as an officer and the
inherent ability which has brought

these attainments.
Colonel Marshall had as his guest

at the luncheon Colonel Charles L
Weeks, who will be his successor as
head of the Infantry School.

Mrs. Howell Takes Over
Herald's Society Column

Mrs. George P. Howell, of Fort
Bnning, will succeed Mrs. F. W.
claden as the Society Editor of the

[leral l, having taken charge of that
lenartment this week. All those who
wish to be represented in the society
columns are requested to get in touch
with Mrs. Howell.

In spite of adverse weather con-

ditions, the annual Fort Benning Ten-
nis Tournament finished in a blaze of

glory on June the fifth. In one of

the hardest hitting matches ever seen
on the local courts, the left handed
smasher, Bryan, from Chattanooga,
defeated the scrappy little Birming-
ham champion, Fred Andrews, 6-2,
7-5, 6-4. The match which was moved
into the gymnasium because of rain,
was replete with thrills. The wood
court made the play so fast that at
times the enthusiastic spectators were
unable to follow the ball, and the
hard serves just skidded off the
boards.

Andrews Almost Wins Second Set
Volleying perfectly, Andrews led

i Brvan in the second set, breaking
through the husky star's service in the
ninth game. Time after time the Bir-
mingham boy took the net to bite off
Lefty Bryan's drives for angled aces.
However, Lefty smashed his wa-
through to a 7-5 viatory, and kept up
his consistent play to win the match
and the beautiful trophies offered by
the Officers' Club. This match was
much more interesting, and was fea-
tured by more hard hitting than the
recent Tilden exhibitions. Both Bryan
and Andrews will prove to be great
drawing cards next year, and as the
popular Jack Mooney will be back,
a fine tournament is assured. This
year the tournament committee was
very unfortunate, for Wilmer Hines,
an outstanding player, was a casualty
Aft Spartanburg. When he wrecked
his automobile, and was unable to ar-
rive in time for play. Jack Mooney
was head umpire during the matches.
An infected foot prevented his appear-
ance on the courts.

Doubles Match Hard Fought

In the doubles championship, Bryan
and Capt. Bassett won a thriller from
Harry Gault and Andrews. The serv-
ing was so hard in this match that
it was difficult to break through. In
the exchanges, it took a real smash
to win a point. Gault and Andrews
started like scared jackrabbits and
won the first set 10-8, then Capt. Bas-
sett and Bryan won a long set, 9-7.
With the score tied there was a stiff
fight for the deciding sets. However
Gauht and Andrews were just nosed
out in each, the scores being 6-4, 8-6.
Capt. Bassett's serve was going strong,
and he lost it but once during the-
match.

Preliminary Matches Interesting
Play in the early rounds brought

out some excellent tennis. Murray Cal-
houn of Columbus won a three set
match from Smith, of Mississippi A
& M 4-6, 6-0, 6-3. Then he played
his best game to defeat the hard hit-

ting Boulware of Atlanta, 6-4, 4-6, 6-2.
Lt. Stokes, of Fort Bragg won from
Maddox of Columbus, 6-3, 4-6, 6-3.
The feature match of the first round
was Godwin's win from White, of
Miami. The score was 6-4, 2-6, 6-3.

Major Gordon played excellent ten-
nis to defeat Enloe of Atlanta 9-7, 5-7,
11-9, but he lost to Lt. Sherburne
4-6, 6-2, 6-3. The semi-final match
between Andrews and Gault was very
close, Andrews finally winning 6-3,
6-2., 3-69 6-3.

Captain Drake was the only local
player to reach the semi-finals. He
played excellently, but Lefty Bryan
defeated him 6-2, 6-1, 7-5. The last
set was very close and most of the

(Please turn to page 8)
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Wedding Of Miss Skinner And Lieu.
tenant Peter Calyer One Of Interest

A wedding of widespread interest way and into the parlor, Mrs. Villaret
throughout Army circles and Colum- played Mendelssohn's Wedding March
bus society was that of Lieutenant from "Midsummers Night Dream."
Peter Calyer and Miss Pauline Skin- The little flower girls, Eugenia De
ner daughter of Captain and Mrs. Guy Pass, daughter of Capt. and Mrs. Mor-
W. Skinner which was solemnized at ris De Pass and Mary Ellen Hoy,
9 o'clock Sunday morning at The daughter of Capt. and Mrs. Thomas
Woman's Club in Columbus. Chaplain A. Hoy preceded the bride, who on
Willis T. Howard performed the cere- the arm of her father Capt. Skinner,
mony in the presence of a small gath- was met at the altar by the groom
ering of friends and relatives, and his best man, Mr. Theodore Hod-

In the west parlor of the Woman's enstein Skinner, brother of the bride.
Club a beautiful altar was improvised The tiny flower girls were adorable
of ferns and vases of white spanish in organdy dresses patterened with
bayonet blooms and shasta daisies. tight basque and floor length skirts.
White waxen tapers burned in silver They wore picture hats of horse hair
candlesticks. Covering the mantel and carried baskets of rose petals.
were baskets of fragrant magnolia Mary Ellen Hoy was in green, while
blossoms. The altar was covered Eugenia De Pass wore pink.
with a lovely Belgian lace cloth. Mrs. Guy W. Skinner mother of the

Before the ceremony Capt. Fred 0. bride was chaming in a white geor-
Wickham sang "Oh, Promise Me" gette crepe gown cut floor length and
accompanied at the piano by Mrs. Gus- fashioned along the newest lines. The
tave Villaret. Proceding the entrance gown was trimmed in the back with a
of the wedding party down the stair- black bow and Mrs. Skinner wore

black satin slippers to match.
The bride's lovely blonde beauty

was emphasized by her wedding gown
of egg shell organdy made with long
fitted lines and a very full skirt
which swept the floor. She carried
a beautiful shower bouquet of yellow
roses and lilies of the valley.

Following the wedding ceremony a
seated wedding breakfast was served
upstairs where the color note of white
was emphasized. The bride's table
was overlaid with a lace cloth and
in the center was the bride's three
tiered cake embossed in white roses.
Around the cake were placed small
silver vases of white larkspur and
shasta daisies, white waxen tapers
burned in silver candlesticks. Seated
at the bride's table were Lieut. and
Mrs. Calyer, Capt. and Mrs. Skinner,

Pure Silk Chaplain and Mrs. Howard, and Lieut.
and Mrs. J. W. Clinton. Following

Hosiery a time honored Army custom the
bride cut her cake with her husband's
sabre. She then presented her bon-

As sheer as a mist . . . but they quet to Miss Lois Kilgore.

have durability, which is much Around the center table were placed
individual tables seating four people.

more important. Pure silk, every These were decorated with lace cloths
thread! Full fashioned, every pair! and shasta daisies. Seated at these
You've never lied finer stockings . tables were; Capt. and Mrs. Villaret,

- or any that so effectually comn- Capt. and Mrs. H. 0. Cushman, Capt.
bine wearing power with beauty and Mrs. F. 0. Wickham, Capt. and
and fragility! Mrs. M. B. DePass, Capt. and Mrs.

G. A. Schlieker, Capt. and Mrs. R. W.
Make this a stopping pon Vermette, Capt. and Mrs. T. A. Hoy,

pit Capt. and Mrs. George Wear, Lt. and
in your shopping trip! Mrs. W. F. Dean, Lt. and Mrs. G. J.

Gabriel, Lt. and Mrs. G. P. Howell,
You'll see how easily we make our Mrs. Paul A. Zuver, Miss Lois Kilgore

exceptional service a part of our and Lts. Phil Draper, Bruce Easley,

daily routine and still maintain J. L. Grier, W. R. Currie, W. F. Cald-

our stock at a level of quality well, Henry Luongo, E. M. House-
man, D. C. McNair, Roy Silverman,that you'll travel far to find, and Noble Wiley.

Hosiery . . . lingerie .. . all the adNbeWly
Hoiey th ingerihattewomalthe Assisting in receiving the guests
dainty things that the woman a- were Mrs. Charlton Battle and Mrs.
dores are here . . . just waiting William Blanchard of Columbus. Mrs.
for you! Battle wore a flowered chiffon gown

while Mrs. Blanchard was in white
crepe.

Gift & Special Shortly after the breakfast Lt. and
Mrs. Calyer left by motor for Savan-

O rder Dept. nah where they will proceed to New
York by boat. They will sail from
the latter place on July 18 for Hawaii

POST EXCHANGE where Lt. Calyer has been ordered
for station.

Fort Benning, Ga. MAJOR AND MRS. PEARSON

ENTERTAIN AT DINNER FOR
MAJOR AND MRS. BISHOP

"It Pays Major and Mrs. R. W. Pearson en-
I' tertained at their home with a lovely
.dinner in honor of Major and Mrs.

to s Harry A. Bishop who leave soon for
their new station at Walter Reed Hos-

Trade I pital in Washington, D.. C. The Pear-
sons' had as their guests Maj. and
Mrs. Bishop, Maj. and Mrs. Lucius

at YourK. Patterson and Capt. and Mrs. Stan-
ley W. Matthews.

Post The color scheme of Mrs. Pearson's
table was cleverly carried out in yel-
low and black, with a center piece of

Exchange yellow daisies and tapers of black.
After dinner the party proceeded to

the post movies.

can K. Major, Jr.
The table was attractively decorated

with a bouquet of pink roses with
candles of corresponding color.

Following dinner, the hosts took
their guests to the post movies.

CAPT. AND MRS. STANLEY MAT-
THEWS ENTERTAIN AT DINNER

FOR MAJ. AND MRS.
HARRY BISHOP

Major and Mrs. Harry Bishop who
leave shortly for Washington were
the honor guests at a delightful dinner
Thursday evening given by Captain
and Mrs. Stanley Matthews at their
quarters. The guest list included Maj.
and Mrs. Bishop, Maj. and Mrs. Lu-
cius K. Patterson, Maj. and Mrs. Ray-
mond W. Pearson, Capt. and Mrs.
Casper Crim, and Capt. and Mrs. Rus-
sell Reynolds. Spring flowers in pas-

tel shades were used as tables decora.
tions. After dinner Capt .and Mrs.
Matthews took their guests to the post
movies.

LT. AND MRS. GEORGE E. LYNCH
ENTERTAIN HOUSE GUEST

WITH PICNIC

One of the most delightful affairs
of the week was the picnic that Lt.
and Mrs. George E. Lynch gave for
their charming house guest, Miss Bob-
by Pierce of Washington, D. C., on

MISS MARY MARCHANT
ENTERTAINS AT BRIDGE

Miss Mary Virginia Marchant en-
tertained Thursday with two tables
of bridge at the home of her cousin
Mrs. Emil W. Leard. Miss Marchant
had as her guests the Misses Barbara
King, Harriet Atkins, Molly Brown,
Elizabeth Ports, Margaret Ports and
Page Michie. The Misses Nancy
Brown and Lucy Mind came in after
bridge to enjoy the delicious salad
course that was served.

MISS CLAIRE WHIPPLE WEDS
CAPT. TALLEY JOINER AT QUIET

CEREMONY ON JUNE FIRST
Miss Claire Whipple of Thomaston,

Georgia was married to Captain Tal-
ley D. Joiner at a quiet ceremony on
June 'the first at the quarters of Ma-
jor and Mrs. Barnwell R. Legge. The
guest list included only the father
and mother of bride and a few of
Capt. Joiner's closest friends. Capt.
Arnold J. Funk acted as Capt. Joiner's
best man. Chaplain Howard officiated.

After the ceremony, Capt. and Mrs.
Joiner left for their new station, Fort
Sam Houston, Texas.

MAJ. GENERAL AND MRS. KING
ENTERTAIN THE ASSISTANT

SECRETARY OF WAR AND
MRS. PAYNE AT A RECEPTION

Major General and Mrs. Campbell
King entertained at the commandant's
quarters with a reception in honor of
the Assistant Secretary of War and
Mrs. Frederick H. Payne last Tuesday
night. Those in the receiving line
were Assistant Secretary and Mrs.
Payne, Maj. Gen. and Mrs. King, Col.
and Mrs. Harry E. Knight and Lt.
Col. and Mrs. George C. Marshall, Jr.
Introducing the guests were Maj. 0.
W. Griswold and Lieut. Malin Craig.

The guest list included members
of the garrison and their wives and
a number of Columbus residents.

The spacious lawn of the Comman-
dant's quarters was attractively decor.
ated with Japanese lanterns. Dancing
was enjoyed by the guests on an open
air dance floor. The music was fur-
nished by the 29th Infantry orchestra.

MAJOR AND MRS. LEARD
ENTERTAIN IN HONOR OF

LT. COL. AND MRS. MARSHALL
One of the most delightful affairs

of the week was the dinner at the
quarters of Major and Mrs. W. Leard
in honor of Lt. Col. and Mrs. George
C. Marshall, Jr., who leave shortly
for Fort Screven, Georgia where Col.
Marshall will take command, Major
and Mrs. Leard had as their guests
Lt. Col. and Mrs. Marshall, Col. and
Mrs. Harry E. Knight, Lt. Col. and
Mrs. Joseph A. Atkins, Major and
Mrs. Win. F. Freehoff and Col. Dun.

LITTLE MISS FELICIA HOWELL
ENTERTAINS AT BIRTHDAY
Little Miss Felicia Howell enter-

tained a small party of her friends at
her quarters Friday to celebrate her
third birthday. Ice cream cones and
cake were enjoyed by her small guests.

Take your KOD
Post Exchan t

McCO]

U

1229 - 31 Broadway

I PERSONALS
Miss Flora Nelson is spending a

few days here at Fort Benning with
her sister, Mrs. Clayton H. Studebaker.
Miss Nelson, during the Winter, at-
tends the Georgia Womens College
at Milledgeville.

s Mrs. Daniel G. Berry left Tuesday
for Reading, Ohio, where she will at-
tend the graduation exercises of her
daughter, Margaret, from Notre Dame.

Mrs. Clough Gee has as her guest
t for a few days her mother, Mrs.

Maude Barron of Winter Park, Fla.
Lt. Col. and Mrs. James M. Church-

ill left on Thursday for West Point,
N. Y., where they will attend the
graduation of their son, James M.

t Churchill, Jr., who is a member of
this year's graduating class.

Lt. Col. and Mrs. James B. Wool-
y nough left Ft. Benning last week to
r attend the graduating exercises of their

E! (Please turn to page 3)

Thursday at the gravel pits on the
Upatoi.

Among those enjoying the Lynch',
hospitality were; Miss Bobby Pierce
Lt. and Mrs. Krauthoff, and Mrs
Beishline, Lt. and Mrs. Walter Wilson
Miss Bess Berry, Miss Mollie Brown
Miss Nancy Stillwell, Mr. Roberi
Huvey, Lieuts. Sherburne, Wiley, How
ard, Fooks, Grubbs, Farris, Selman
Pitcher and the Messrs. Lyman.

LITTLE MISS JOANNE VERMETTI
CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY WIT!

PICNIC SUPPER
Little Miss Joanne Vermette cele

brated her fourth birthday Wednesda)
with a picnic supper at the watei
tanks. Her guest list included the
little Misses Priscilla Crim, Louise
Gaillard, Jean Pierce, Mary Gabriel
Mary Anne Buracker, Felicia Howell
and the Masters Clayton Studebaker
Franklin Gaillard, Robert Whatley
Robin Cushman and Edward Zuver
A delicious supper of sandwiches, ice
('ream and cake was served.

Columbus, Ga.

You women will
love this book

Written by a world-
famous authority on >m mm mmmrn
foods and home en- US THIS COUPON
tertaining. It is pub- * THE COCA-COLA CO.,hished and presented TECC-OAC.
aisha ntrution tod 312 North Ave., N. W., Atlanta, Ga.
as a contribution to . Enclosed find 10c (stamps or coin to
hospitality and soci- cover cost of handling and mailing) for

which send me the book, "When You
ability by Coca-Cola. Entertain," by Ida Bailey Alien.

COLUMBUS COCA-COLA Name ........................
BOTTLING CO. I

Phone 360 Address............ .

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H. ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years
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son, James B. Woolnough, Jr., from
the Uuited States Military Academy.
Lt. Woolnough will return to Ft.
Benning with his parents.

Miss Bobby Pierce of Washington,
D. C., is spending a few weeks as the
guest of Lieut. and Mrs. George
Lynch.

Miss Margaret Moore of Texas is
the house guest of Major and Mrs.
Hugh C. Gilchrist.

Mr. Robert Edward Hovey of Scran-
ton, Pa., is visiting his sister and
brother-in-law, Lieut. and Mrs. John
R. Beishline of Fort Benning.

Mrs. John L. Whitelaw left Monday
for the Summer to visit relatives at
Greenville, Michigan.

Mrs. George 0. Clark left Sunday
to visit her family at Waupun, Wis-
consin. Capt. Clark expects to join
Mrs. Clark in July.

Major and Mrs. C. G. Hammond
left Saturday for a few weeks motor
trip thru North Carolina before sail-
ing for Hawaii in July.

Lieut. and Mrs. Louis P. Leone left
Fort Benning last Thursday for New-
ton Center, Mass., where they will
visit relatives prior to sailing from
New York on July 27th for Hawaii.

HERALD
WANT ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
20 cents per line or fraction of
line. Minimum charge for any
classified advertisement, 50 cents.
Payment must be made before
advertisement is published.

FOR SALE-Canary Birds. Singers
and Cage. Price $10.00. Mrs. J. T.
Crowley, 18-296A.

FOR SALE-Baby Carriage in good
condition. Lt. W. Anderson. Phone
372.

THE
DELIGHT
OF YOUTH-
SONNY likes it 'cause it's
good. Mother buys it 'cause
it's good for him. That's the
way to keep peace in. any
f amily!1

Call the Soda Fount
Post Exchange

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INCORPORATED

R.O.T.C.

- I

Greek Lodges come in for a large
representation with many of the 25th
Florida chapters having brothers in
attendance:

Joe Akerman is a member of the
Pi Kappa Alpha group or in the ver-
nacular of the social elite, just plain
Pike. John Patterson of the same
order. Three members of the glass
eyed snake lodge give the Sigma Nu's
a high percentage. Tom Blowers,
Pat Conroy, and Hugh Logan are
thusly affiliated.

From the Alpha Delta corner we
have Al Connor, Eddie Heimberger,
Pnd Bill Simmons. Absent from the
[louse of Minerva or just plain Sigma
Alpha Epsilon are Marcus Conant,
and Wabbo Woodward. The Southern
Gentlemen sent John Henderson wear-
"n, a Kappa Alpha pin. A brace of
Theta Kappa Nu's, Ralph Hoffmeyer
*Ind Jimmy Shackleford, are in the
fold.

The Phi Delta Theta mob takes its
advanced military through Harold ",
Jones. The Alpha Gamma Rho
'click" sent James Jones, Glenn Lu-
cas, Randall Musselman; and Paul
Simmons. Henry Land and Allen I
Stanwix-Hay are here with Sigma i
Lambda Tau pins. Ed Lautz walked
in wearing a new Kappa Sigma emb-
lem. Bruce Lehman is the solo from 4
Phi Kappa Tau.

A trio of Beta Theta Pi's is com-
nosed of Stanley McDuff, George t
Morgan, and Reggie Williams. Then I
Delta Chi comes in with Joseph I
Smith and Bill Platt. Fred Wilkes t
comes under Beta Kappa colors while t
the list is rounded off with Gene

BATTERY "C" (FLORIDA)
For the first time since the found-

ing of the R. 0. T. C. camp on the
Post, Florida is here in sufficient num-
bers to warrant a complete battery.
The outfit is encamped 59 strong and
occupies the coveted site traversed by
the first company street.

The Florida battery is under the
command of Captain John F. Hepner,
F. A. (DOL). The staff of officers
directing the activities of Battery "C"
is rounded out with Captain Joseph
P. Donnovin, F. A. (DOL) and First
Lt. John F. Williams, F. A. (DOL).
Both Captains Hepner and Captain
Donnovin were stationed on the Flori-
da campus prior to the marticulation
of the present crop of "rookies." Lt.
Williams is a recent addition to the
military "faculty," having been trans-
ferred from Honolulu during the early
part of the first semester.

According to present and pending
K. P. assignments the Sunshine State
(?) Battery stacks up as follows:

Joe Akerman, Garner Anchors,
James Beville, Gainesville; Leo Bil-
inski, Monticello; Tom Blowers,
Ocala; Louie Browning, Gainesville;
Hugh Butner, Deland; Marcus Con-
ant, Jacksonville; Albert Conner, Au-
burndale; Francis Conroy, Miami;
John Deam, South Jacksonville; Har.
old Delp, Tampa; Arthur Evans,
Vero Beach; Shaw Foster, Miami;
Marion Gooding, Jacksonville; Harvey
Haeseker, St. Petersburg; Sam Hand,
Gainesville; Merton Hartman, Gaines-
ville; Eddie Heimberger, Ft. Lauder-
dale; John Henderson, Tallahassee;
Ralph Hoffmeyer, Jacksonville; Ger-
ald Hostetler, Miami; John Johnson,
Trenton; Harold Jones, Orlando;
James Jones, Newberry, Roy Jones,
Jacksonville; Henry Land, Apopka;
Ed Lautz, Miami; Bruce Lehman,
Miami; Hugh Logan, Tampa; Glenn
Lucas, Bradenton; Andrew McLean,
Pensacola; Louis McQuitty, Fort My-
ers; Stanley McDuff, Daytona Beach;
George Morgan, Miami; Randall Mus-
selman, Dade City; James Neefus,
Rcokledge; Gene Nelson, Bushnell,
John Patterson, Dunnellon; Bill Platt,
Summerfield; Ray Renfro, Fort My-
ers; Irving Roche, Vernon; James
Shackleford, Gainesville; Walter
Shaffer, Winter Park, Ed Schweitzer,
Miami: Charles Shephard, Gaines-
ville; Paul Simmons, Plant City,
Bill Simmons, Jacksonville; Joseph
Smith, Tampa;" Allen Stanwix-Hay,
Jacksonvile; Tom Stevens, Gaines-
ville; Lee Stone, Pierson; Charlie
Trieste, Gainesville; Claude Walker,
Coconut Grove; George Wentworth,
Pensacola; Bill "Gene" Whitlock,
High Springs; Fred Wilkes, Jackson-
ville; Reggie Williams, Tampa; Wal-
ter Woodward, Marianna.

Merit Badges
Are Awarded To
Many Girl Scouts

Editor's Note- The Girl S c o ut
Troop Committee wishes to express its
appreciation to Miss Emily Brown,
who, as scribe for the Fort Benning
girl scouts, has written such clever
weekly articles and rendered efficient
service in so many other Scout activi-
ties.

Miss Brown will be missed by the
Girl Scouts when she leaves for col-
lege in September. She expects to
specialize in journalism during her
college course and her many friends
predict for her a brilliant career.

Following are the merit badges
e,rned by members of the Daffodil
Troop.

Betty Ann Albright: First Aid,
Health Winner, Junior Citizen, Scribe.,
Bird Finder, Cook, Swimmer, Girl
Scout Aide; Scholarship, repeated.

Peggy Arnold: Health Winner, First
Aid, Laundress, Bird Finder, Cook,
Home Nurse, Scholarship, Child
Nurse.

Marian Bloomquist: Artist, Cook,
Child Nurse, Musician, Health Win-
nre, First Aid, Junior Citizen, Scholar-
ship.

Anna Bohensky: Observer, Scholar-
ship.

Patty Bull: Bird Finder, Child
Nurse, Laundress, Needlewoman, Han-
dy Woman, Craftsman; First Aid,
Scholarship, Health Winner, repeated.

Marjorie Catron: Junior Citizen,
First Aid, Health Winner, Cook, Laun-
dress, Needlewoman, Scribe.

Ann Cota: Health Winner, First
Aid, Junior Citizen, Scribe, Home
Nurse, Child Nurse; Scholarship, re-
peated.

Ruth Crosby: Observer, Scholarship.
Ruby Davis: Home Nurse, First

Aid, Health Winner, Swimmer.
Serena Duncan: Health Winner,

Scholarship.
Gertrude Duvall: First Aid, Health

Winner, Scholarship.
Cherie Eyster: Scholarship.
Marjorie Heilman: Health Winner,

First Aid, Home Nurse, Cook, Musi-
cian, Horsewoman, Scholarship.

Frances Hug: First Aid, Home
Nurse, Health Winner, Bird Finder,
Scholarship, Swimmer.

Anna May Ruling: First Aid, Health
Winner, Bird Finder, Cook, Laun-
dress, Observer, Swimmer, Dressmak-
er. Horsewoman, Scholarship.

Itelen Kellam: Home Nurse First
Aid, Swimmer, Observer. Laundres'.
Scholarship.

AXn Kraft: Bird Finder, First Aid,
Health Winner. Home Nurse. Swim

Lyllis Lee: First Aid, Home Nurse,
Junior Citizen, Cook, Scholarship .

Frances Lewis: Cook, Junior Citi.
zen, Bird Finder, Laundress, Swimmer,
Fir't Aid, Home Nurse, Health Win.
ner, repeated.

Louise Lucas: First Aid, Home
Nurse, Health Winner, Bird Finder,
Scholarship.

Jacqueline Madegan: First Aid,
Home Nurse, Health Winner, Swim-
mer, Scholarship.

Miriam Mangum: Cook, Health,
First Aid, Home Nurse, Bird Finder,
Junior Citizen.

Helen Matchett: Observer, Scholar-
ship.

Doris Mayfield: Observer, Scholar.
hip.

Beatrice McNulty: Observer.
Barbara Monroe: Horsewoman, Ob-

server, Health Winner, First Aid,
Laundress, Cook, Swimmer, Scholar.
ship, repeated.

Beth Murphy: Obsrever, First Aid,
Home Nurse, Health Winner, Bird
Finder, Scholarship.

Betty Negrotto: First Aid, Home
Nurse, Health Winner, Scribe, Cook,
Lanndress, Handy Woman, Junior

(Please turn to page 4)
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Swimming Suits

Bathing Caps
Sandals

dthletic Department
POST EXCHANGE FORT BENNING, GA.

"It Pays to Trade at Your Post Exchange"

!-'

SAFETY
Danger is ever-present but safety is

dependent on the individual. Why risk
yours when it is so easy to have protec-
tion, so necessary, in these days of speed
and modernity?

Consult Us On Your Insurance
Problems

The Jordan Compan]
W. H. DISMUKE, Jr., Manager, Ins. Dept.

13TH STREET PHONE 1190

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1313

Watch Repairing
LAMAR SMITH

PHONE 3032 1201 BROADWAY

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

A Citizen Wherever We Serve
1330 Broadway

R. M. Harding, Manager

mer; Scholarship, repeated.
Nency Lanham: Observer, Scholar-

ship.

Whitlock of the illustrious Alpha
Tau Omega chapter.

"H" Company, Second Regiment of
Scabbard and Blade has 12 regulars
ready to function. The list includes
Tom Blowers, Pat Conroy, Harvey
Haeseker, John Henderson, Bruce
Lehman, Andrew McLean, Louis Mc-
Quitty, James Shackleford, Allen
Stanwix-Hay, Gene Whitlock, Fred
Wilkes, and Reggie Williams.

The Florida delegation reports un-
officially that plans for several func-
tions and "herring tearings" are under
way.

As for athletics, the prowess of the
Florida group is at present indetermi-
nate. A large group turned out at
the first opportunity Tuesday after-
noon to start a grind. Included in
the sundry group were baseball men,
diamond ballers, boxers, wrestlers,
horse-shoe chunkers, court men, track-
stres, tent poloists, and possibly a golf-
er. The swimmers and golfers have
been frothing at the mouth for chances
to indulge.

Several baseball men with the Gator
outfit have been seeking work outs
with regular squads prior to the for-
mation of a R. 0. T. C. camp. With
the three or four varsity men re-
ported present from Auburn efforts
should be concentrated to bring about
the early organization of an all-camp
team. There is a possibility of games
with many of the teams on the post.

THE BENNING HERALD Page Three
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GUNBOTHAM'S SCHOOL DAZE
By J. L. G.

Very soon now the son and fresh
heir of the house of Gunbotham will
hop into the family chariot and head
for the North Countree. However, a
phenix shall rise from the ashes of the
weakly blah, for the pen of the far-
famed Limon Munson will carry on.
The Limey is well qualified to em-
barrass the denizens of King's county,
and he certainly has the "nose for
news" which we call the "message
scenter." A philoxenist of no mean
ability, he is the joy of every hostess
who has a blonde visiting her, and as
the handsome dark lifeguard, he sees
them all, for who can stay away from
Russ Pool this weather? And with
the present growing fad to wear a
smile for a bathing suit, the smile
being held together by a wisp of wool
here and there, little will be hidden
from the Munson. So, when our time
comes, we shall pass the baton to
Limon.

The Fourth Annual Fort Benning
Invitation Tennis Tournament was
one of the outstanding events of the
year. The finals between Lefty Bryan,
of Chattanooga, and Fred Andrews,
of Birmingham, was a wow, and they
certainly smacked the ball. In dou-
bles, our army had a finalist in the
person of Capt. Dick Bassett, and he
played a peach of a game to win with
Bryan. The star pair of Gault and
Andrews put up a real fight, and it
was anybody's match until Captain

Bassett smashed the last point in for
a win.

Lefty Bryan sports a cap such as
Al Capone's bodyguard might wear,
and he soon earned the name of
"Gangster" or "God's Gift to the Un-
derworld." He will have a hard time
living down that name for with pro-
fessional kidders like Jack Mooney,
Harry Gault, and Fred Andrews tour-
ing with him, his fame will live.
Harry, on the other hand is held in
his place by the promises of the gang
to tell a certain little lady in Atlanta
of his behavior. Having known Har-
ry for several years and having met
the young lady in question, Gunboth-
am can understand the full effect of
these threats. Fred Andrews seemed
quite interested in some of the local
belles, and almost failed to get away
on time. However, the real excite-
ment starts when the journeyers cease
their peregrinations and the Atlanta
players reach home. Red Enloe,
Harry Gault, Brine, West, Boulware,
et al. immediately hie themselves to
the house of Mooney, and there Mrs.
Mooney is regaled with tales of Jack's
misbehavior. A good time is had by
all, except Jack.

Major Truman Smith, ex-Yale water
polo star, tennis shark and fifteen
minute talker, has taking ways. Six
times this past week have officers
burst wrathfully into the Fourth Sec-

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

RED BUGS
Have you escaped these pests called

red bugs, chiggers or jiggers? If you
have I am sure you never go where
there are weeds, long grass or into
the woods.

These insects (really not true in-
sects, but related to ticks and spiders)
live on the grass and weeds and bush-
es in the woods and fields during the
hot months. Brushing against these
plants during walks or lying on the
ground is a sure method of taking on
a few of these pests. The chiggers
usually attach themselves to the ex-
posed skin. They burrow into the
skin and there die. The process of
digging their own graves is accom-
panied by local redness and intense
irritation which results in scratching.
Then because the skin is broken by
the fingernails there often follows a
pus infection. The symptoms are first
noticed some hours after the bugs are
picked up and often the first night
is spent scratching. People with ten-
der skins, especially children and
those of fair complexion seem more
subject to these attacks than those of

darker, tougher skins.

Often the rash is mistaken for hives,

nettle-rash, or the bites of mosquitoes,

or fleas; but by the mere fact that

the irritation is prolonged into the

second or third day we can be sure

that red bugs were the cause and es-

pecially so if we find on the top of

the red swollen area a small fissure

or crack. In a few days the sores

subside, but often with a small scab

and a local pigmentation of the skin
which lasts for a week or more.

Chiggers are found in all parts of
Fort Benning reservation. It is dif-
ficult to say if any one place is worse
than any other. And all places may
be infested with these troublesome
parasites. Blackberry and plum sea-
sons are now here and one can al-
most be sure that the bushes, which
bear these fruits, will be covered
with these unwelcome pests.

Often one may avoid the ill effects
of red bug bites if after exposure a
bath be taken which contains either
salt or a strong soap (issue soap).
If however the bugs have entered the
skin a bath will have no effect.

Sulphur is the sovereign remedy
for these mites. It can be used in the
form of powder shaken in the shoes
and stockings to prevent the mite
lodging on the skin or in the form
of an ointment for the treatment of
the bites.

For the general prevenion of red
bugs the U. S. Department of Agri-
culture recommends-"Cut the grass,
weeds, and brush as closely to the

ground as possible, so that the sun

can reach the surface of the ground.

Spray with sulphur or a kerosene

mixture in which sulphur has been
mixed."

It is of course impractical to spray

the whole Fort Benning reservation.
Preventive measures are therefore to

be taken as indicated by your own

susceptibility.

I hope your skin is tough.

tion looking for Major Smith and
their hats. It seems that the Major
has walked off with the dome hang-
ars of Col. Jenkins, Capt. Deane, Capt.
Eagles, Capt. Woody Wilson, Lt.
Buck Lanham, and last but not least
Col. Marshall.

Bim Carne, the great story teller of
Block 23, breaks into print again with
the story of the gal who was talking
to the soldier.

"Honey, do you care for horses?"
a ked the damsel. To which he re-
plied.

"No, gal, I wait on tables in the
officers' mess." And there's nothing
you can do about it.

Girl Scout Notes
(Continued from page 3)

Citizen; Scholarship, repeated.
Dorothy Negrotto: Health Winnet,

Home Nurse, Cook, First Aid, Junior
C;t zen, Laundress, Scholarship.

Minnie Ohme: Child Nurse, Cook,
lunior Citizen, First Aid, Laundres;.
Scribe, Bird Finder, Needlewoman,
Swimmer, Girl Scout Aide; Home
Nurse, Health Winner, repeated.

Phyllis Partridge: First Aid, Health
Winner, Cook, Home Nurse, Swim-
mer, Scholarship, Housekeeper, Girl
Scout Aide, Needlewoman.

Ella May Perry: Observer, Scholar-
ship.

Loletta Peterson: First Aid, Home
Nurse, Health Winner.

Virginia Peyton: First Aid, Home
Nurse, Health Winner, Bird Finder,
Cook, Needlewoman, Musician, Artist,
Scholarship, Housekeper, Girl Scout
Aide.

Shirley Rooks: Scholarship.
Jeanette Skow: Chlid Nurse, Bird

Finder, Scholarship.
Dorothy Smith: First Aid, Home

Nurse, Health Winner, Bird Finder,
Swimmer, Cook, Needlewoman, Schol-
arship, Housekeeper, Girl Scout Aide.

Virginia Smith: First Aid, Home
Nurse, Health Winner, Bird Finder,
Swimmer, Cook, Junior Citizen,
Scholarship.

Alison Stilwell: First Aid, Home
Nurse, Health Winner, Child Nurse,
Cook, Junior Citizen, Scholarship.

Venita Strain: First Aid, Health
Winner, Child Nurse, Cook, Scholar-
ship, Needlewoman, Housekeeper,
Swimmer.

Natalie Sutherland: Scholarship.
Jeanette Vesey: Observer, First Aid,

Bird Finder, Home Nurse, Health
Winner, Swimmer, Scholarship.

Marion Vien: First Aid, Health
Winner, Home Nurse, Swimmer.

Peggy White: Scholarship, Swim-

mer.
The following list is of the Cardinal

Troop's awards:
Betty Bishop: Bird Finder, Needle-

woman, Laundress, Horsewoman,
Craftsman, Swimmer, Dressmaker,
Handy Woman, Photographer, Wood-

craft, Scholarship.
Anne Brown: Horsewoman, Laun-

dress, Craftsman, Woodcraft, Photo.

.rapher.

Emily Brown: Craftsman, Horse.

woman, Motorist, Woodcraft, Dress-

miaker, Laundress.
Mary Jane Davidson: Laundress,

Swimmer, Life Saver; Scholarship, re-

peated.
Marguerite Drewry: Bird Finder,

Health Winner, Laundress, Dress-

maker, Craftsman; Scholarship, repeat-

ed.
Matile Griswold: Home Nurse, First

Aid, Craftsman.

Jane Kraft: Craftsman; Scholarship

repeated.
Madeline Matchett: Craftsman,

Needlewoman, Woodcraft; Horse-

woman, repeated.

Elizabeth Ohme: Health Winner,

Home Nurse, First Aid, Swimmer,

Craftsman.
Ruth O'Neal: Craftsman, Horse-

woman, Woodcraft.
Nancy Stilwell: Health Winner,

Motorist, Scribe.

Winifred Stilwell: Craftsman, Laun-
dress, Bird Finder, Dressmaker, Pho-

tographer, Scribe, Handy Woman.

Norma Tuttle: Horsewoman, Swim-

mer.

-Hamlet
Patriotic and constructive as ever, The Flare rushes to the aid of our

harassed legislators with a practical suggestion as to how the difficult prob-
lem of army reduction and unemployment may be solved simultaneously. It
is absurdly simple.

Require each army post to run an invitation tennis tournament.
Not only would the delicate question of officer-elimination be regulated

automatically, but the construction industry would be immensely and immed-
iately stimulated. Thousands of men could be employed at once in building
padded cells. This is not mere theory. The Flare's suggestion is based upon
the solid foundation of fact and it has a historical example to back it up.

On the afternoon of June 1, Adjutant General Lewis, his official tennis
assistants, Post Champion Drake, Two-Gun Tige Phillips, and Captain Dick
Bassett, together with his impressed assistants, Major Tindall, (formerly a
humorist and co-conductor of the extinct Blunderbus) Lieut. Jimmy Grier,
and Sergeant Davis, as well as numerous volunteer aides, all viewed the future
with confidence and equanimity. The Fourth Annual Fort Benning Invita-
tion Tennis Tournament was to start the next day and everything was hotsy-
totsy. It was bound to be a go. '

"Did you get anything further from Cram?" asked Adjutant General
Lewis in regard to a crack Tennessee player whom the committee hoped
would enter.

"No", answered Drake, "but we'll have Jack Mooney, and Wilmer
Hines, Shuford, Lefty Bryan and Billy Reese. We have plenty of top notch
players. Hines and Shuford are driving from North Carolina and may be
late, but they'll be here."

At this moment the phone rang. Liaison Officer Grier reported:
"Mooney is here!"
"Fine," interrupted Adjutant General Lewis, rubbing his hands.
"But he has a sore toe and can't play in the tournament," continued

Jimmy.
When the moans had subsided, Jimmy further explained that Billy

Reese had found it impossible to come. The faces of the committee began
to take a trace of that expression which they wear today.

The first day of the tournament brought only minor grief and Adjutant
General Lewis lost -only five pounds. The morning of the second day
brought this telegram:

"Had auto smash-up outside Spartanburg. Shuford hurt. Won't be able
to make the tournament. Sorry. We left our examinations early to get there."

(Signed) HINES
The tearing out of hair in handfulls did virtually nothing to alleviate

the situation and, to make matters worse, it began to rain. Play stopped and
players vanished. That of course stopped the rain and the problem there-
upon became one of rounding up the scattered players. Adjutant General
Lewis cruised about in his automobile, capturing athletes and returning
them to the courts. He dragged one out of a tank and returned with him
triumphantly, only to have him escape at the last moment. The tennis
committee on this date requisitioned 1 wall, wailing, complete.

The woe encountered early in the tournament, however, was nothing
compared to that reserved for the last day-the day of the finals. Sunday
dawned bright and clear but it didn't stay that way. Some time before the
matches were due to start it began to rain. Out to the courts rushed the
tennis committee, Major Randolph Gordon, Aviator Brownfield and a few
other enthusiasts and suggesters. It rained for five minutes and then it
cleared for five minutes. It then repeated the process. Hope kept springing
eternal to be followed at some two minutes intervals by a dull, dumb, dismal
realization of the fact that it was raining again.

The canvas covers were placed over the court intended to be used, and
an indoor court staked out on the floor of the gymnasium so the finals, in
case of necessity. could be played there.

By afternoon it had stopped raining and the committee poured out to
the courts. Hopefully they lifted canvas covers off the No. 2 court. The
canvas had leaked and the court was in worse shape than if no covers had
been used.

"You can play on this court if you burn it off with gasoline", announced
a volunteer helper.

Capt. Drake dashed off for gasoline. Soon flames were soaring to the
sky. Adjutant General Lewis notified the fire department not to be alarmed,
and some half hour later the court was finally placed in condition for
play. Meanwhile, however, J. Pluvius had completely ruined Adjutant
General Lewis' fond hopes for a big gate.

Brushing aside financial worries after all, what is money? ?the corn
mittee began to take an interest in the drives and volleys. Then storm

clouds came out of nowhere and a deluge descended upon the faithful. The
only question about the tennis courts now was to decide on the kind of fish
to stock them with and the matches were adjourned to the gymnasium.

There, before a few witnesses-so few that the whole affair might be
considered confidential-the players completed the final matches, giving a
splendid performance. When it was all over the committee dispersed, going

their separate ways.

Adjutant General Lewis went off to write down his impressions of how

to do it and how not to do it next year (paying particular attention to the

idea of having someone else do it)-Major Tindall went back to com-

pleting an article he had been writing on Optimism-Capt. Phillips de-

parted in disgust to pay off a horde of 22 clamoring ball boys-Capt. Bassett
(Please turn to page 8)
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"Better be dainied than meentioned not at all."
-John VVoIcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

TENNIS GOES WILD

When sorrows come, they come not single spies,
But in battalions.
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In "SKY DEVILS" At Grand

SPENCER TRACY in Fox Pictures

Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE ROYAL

(Beginning with Midnight Show, Saturday, 11:15 P. M.)
SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Presenting,

"ARROWSMITH", with Ronald Coleman, Helen Hayes and
Richard Bennett in Sinclair Lewis' splendid story of the same
name. It is a story with a strong moral. It depicts Coleman
as a young medical student who dreams of devoting himself to
scientific research but who, nevertheless, finds time to do some
love-making as well. The story was written by Lewis, the only
American novelist to win the Nobel Prize.

AT THE GRAND

SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Presenting,
"SKY DEVILS", with Spencer Tracy, William (Stage) Boyd,
George E. Cooper and Ann Dvorak. See planes tumbling
thousands of feet through dizzy circles, ripping into haystacks,
crashing to the ground, flying upside down, through buildings
and hangars. The most dangerous stunt flying ever recorded
by a camera. When you see the free-for-all fight in the cafe
you'll say, like others have said, that it is the wildest fight ever
staged in a picture.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Presenting, "THE
WOMAN IN ROOM 13", with Elissa Landi, Ralph Bellamy,
Myrna Loy, Neil Hamilton and Gilbert Roland. Many times
accused of love-finally accused of murder. A woman of mys-
tery who was adored by men. A woman mad with love; a
man with jealousy. A midnight rendezvous, in the room of an
exclusive hotel, where the walls have ears, and eyes, a shot in
the dark, and then the Question, Who was "The Woman in
Room 13"? Miss Landi's role is that of a modern American
divorcee, remarried, with an ex-husband whose only desire in
life is to smash her new found happiness.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Presenting, "NEW MOR-
ALS FOR OLD". with Lewis Stone, Laura Hope Crews and
Margaret Perry. Do mothers know best when it comes to their
(laughters' love affairs? They wanted freedom-but didn't
know what it was. A drama of new-fashioned children and
old-fashioned parents. Jazz, sex and high speed-is that all that
matters to our children today? Does modern youth have too
much freedom? A girl and boy who wanted to live-and a
mother whose youth had been forgotten.

J. B. Alderman Is 0OYAL
Now At The Grand RY

J. B. Alderman, manager of the Ri-

alto Theatre since September, 1930,

took over the management of the

Grand Theatre last Saturday, his place

at the Rialto being filled by Mr.

Johnson. Mr. Alderman has been

connected with the Paramount-Publix

Theatres for some years, coming to

Columbus from Waycross, Georgia.

His many friends wish him well in

his new office.

'Sky Devils', Super-Com-
edy, To Begin Saturday

At Grand Theatre

The most spectacular air film since
"Hell's Angels" and the funniest
comedy since "Two Arabian Knights"

that's the description of the latest
Howard Hughes thriller, "Sky Devils,"
coming to the Grand theatre for a
three-day run, beginning Saturday,
June 11.

Thrilling? You'll see planes tumb-
ling thousands of feet through dizzy
circles, ripping into haystacks, crash.
ing to the ground, flying upside down
through buildings and hangars.

Funny? With Spencer Tracy and
George Cooper as the life-guards-
who couldn't swim-who became air
heroes-though they couldn't fly! It's
a riot! They were hell-cats in the air
and ground-hogs when they lit. Rich-
thofen's flying circus was a tea-party
compared to these clowns of the air!
They cracked up so many planes that
they became enemy aces!

I RIALTO
"THE MAN FROM NEW MEXICO,"

Tom Tyler's latest sensational action
Western picture permits him to dis-
play his many capabilities as a Wes-
tern star. Critics have declared that
his latest picture combines the won-
derful settings and cast of "Two Fisted
Justice" with rip-roaring action of his
speedy "Galloping Thru." Sunday
and Monday they will play the sen-
sational film which made such a tre-
mendous hit at the Royal Theatre
some few weeks back, "Tarzan, The
Ape Man" starring the world's cham-
pion swimmer Johnny Weissmuller
supported by Maureen O'Sullivan,
Neil Hanmiltoni and C. Aubrey Smith.
Tuesday Joan Bennett and Spencer
Tracy will appear in a picture which
tells the truth about Beauty contests
and the unlucky girls who win theni.
The title of this attraction is "She
Wanted a Millionaire" and it has a
great supporting cast including Una
Merkel, James Kirkwood and Doro-

thy Peterson. Wednesday and Thurs-
day marks the return to the screen
of one of the silent screen's most
popular stars, Pola Negri. The pro-
ducers have chosen a story which
gives Miss Negri a chance to display
all her dramatic genius, her beauty
and her superb brilliance. The story
"A Woman Commands" seems quite
fitting for such a personality as she.

JOINNY WEISMULLEP

lronald Colman,,,Helen H~ages
in S=11e/o/ vdulyn fnowsmith "

RONALD COLEMAN AND HELEN
HAYES IN "ARROWSMITH"

Portraying one of the most striking
characters in modern American fic-
tion, Ronald Colman comes to the
screen of the Royal Theatre begin-
n ing Saturday with midnight show,
in the title-role of "Arrowsmith," the
motion picture which Samuel Gold-
wyn has made from the famous novel
by Sinclair Lewis. Thus Colman fans
will again have an opportunity to see
him returning to serious emotional
impersonations, after his recent suc-
cesses in the line of light comedy.

Ronald Colman has, however, dis-
played a great versatility in his long

-screen career, and played great va-
rieties of parts since he first left the
legitimate stage for motion pictures.
The romantic dash of "Beau Geste,"
the comedy melodrama of "Bulldog
Drummond," the tragic seriousness of
"The Dark Angel" and "Condemned,"
the light farce of "The Devil to Pay,"
have all shown different angles of the
actor who has been called the premier
performer of talking pictures.

"Arrowsmith" is, of course, his first
appearance in the role of an Ameri-
can.

Supporting him in this transcrip-
tion of Sinclair Lewis' master novel
is a lengthy cast of famous names.
Opposite him is Helen Hayes, the
stagestar who triumphed recently on
the screen in "The Sin of Madelon
Claudet," and in major roles are Rich.
ard Bennett and A. E. Anson, both
famous veterans of the legitimate
stage for many years. Myrna Loy, Alec
B. Francis, Beulah Bondi, Claude
King, and Florence Britton are other
well-known players who contribute
to "Arrowsmith."

a

-=SP[NC[R TRACY
WILLIAM 60YD-ANN DVOIMAk

WEO1 [ COOPER / .:
TUES.-WED.

"The Woman In
Room 13"

Ralph Bellamy Neil Hamilton
Myrna Loy Gilbert Roland

Screen Song - Comedy - News

THUR.-FRI.

Robert Young OL "
Margaret Perry,.

Lewis Stone Hope Crewes

RIALTO
FRIDAY and SATURDAY

TOM TYLER
In

"The Man From New
Mexico"

Chapter Nine
"THE VANISHING LEGION"

SUNDAY and MONDAY
"TARZAN, The Ape Man"

The Terrors of the Jungle
The strangest of romances unfold
before your very eyes!

NEWS __CARTOON

TUESDAY

JOAN BENNETT
In

"She wanted a
Millionaire"

The truth about Beauty Contests-
and the unlucky girls who win
them!

COMEDY - NOVELTIES

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

POLA NEGRI
In

"A Woman Commands"
Dramatic story of a woman whose
affairs shocked a nation!

COMEDY - NEWS

m
I

THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
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NLWLHELISPOT WOiRLD
BILL ELLISON, Editor

Weinert Wins; Rip and Baisden D'raw
29th Info

COMPANY "F"
It's been mighty calm and peaceful

the last week or so, outside of the
Test March and the parade there was
not much of importance happening.

We did very well as usual in the
Test March, but we are not satisfied
with the results. The parade was a
success as far as we are concerned.
Two of our men received gold stars.
Pfc. W. E. Patrick and Pfc. Rivers,
both members of the winning relay
team in the Post Track and Field
meet.

Pfc. James Curry has just returned
from a re-enlistment furlough. From
all out-looks he had a great time. In
fact he has gained weight instead of
losing it. We'll welcome back to the
company Curry and hope that you en-
joy being with us as much as you did

9The 
nxn tns'

in tennis!

The Spalding Tennis Ball hao
played in the National Clay
Court Championship since
1911. Has perfect flight and re-
bound. Inflated and vulcanized
by an exclusive Spalding proc-
ess. Air-retaining inner lining.

We String

Tennis Rackets

A thletic Dept.
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning

"It Pays to Trade at Your
Post Exchange"

*1

1216-22 First Ave.

Q.M.D.
The sun could have risen in the

west on Tuesday morning and mem-

bers of the Quartermaster Detach-

ment would not have been more sur-

prised than they were at a certain

phenomenon. Immediately after din-

ner a group followed its usual cus-

tom of listening to Columbus famed
voice of the Chattahoochee, station

WRBL.
Through the loud speaker of the

radio in the recreation room was ring-
ing the voice of a crooner singing a
sweet love ballad in an extremely
tender manner. It might have been
Bing Crosby or Rudy Vallee or an-
other of those vocalists whom girls
go wild over.

It however was neither of these fa-
mous personages. The sweet and ten-
der voice heard was none other than
that of the Mighty Grumpy Gordy.
He has become well known for his
fists and his ability to convince oth-
ers that there's no better fighter in
Georgia than the Mighty Grumpy, but
it appears that Sir Gordy has gone
.. , .. . .... ..... 1 1 . ... :OY .r L L - . ."

Phone 3500

"BOB" MATTHEWS, Fort Benning Representative

Postponed Fights
Please Crowd

"Puggy" Weinert, Chicago's tobasco

kid, mussed the patent leather hair of

Jimmy Spivey, of Columbus and Flor-

ida, in the main event of Wednesday

night's glove show at Benning and
earned the decision after ten pleas-
ing rounds.
. Spivey, touted as far more scientific
-- wasn't, very much. He found Wein-
ert just about as fast, and certainly
willing to tradc punches all the way.
Jim worked a r;ght jab effectively in
the clincbes while Puggy contented
himself with chops to the solar plexus
and whiskers.

Spivey's left eye was injured to be-
gin with and his right peeper was
ripped in the fifth. Both boys were
guilty of low blows several times. All
were unintentional. This writer cred-
ited Spivey with the third round while
the first, second, fourth, sixth, seventh
and tenth were even.

Rip Tetherton, Benning, and Kid
Baisden, Columbus, battled ten rounds
to a draw. The decision was unpopu-

ritLe IIW iUreis WItlls iiivoice. ar, tile nwILI, ler., am 'ngU-L' , U. VI

"Somebody loves you, I want you the opinion Baisden should have won.
to know. Somebody .. .. " These Baisden won the first five rounds,
words were crooned in an extremely Tetherton took the sixth, Baisden the
heartbreaking fashion. For some rea- seventh and Tetherton the eighth,
son the Mighty Grumpy was singing nineth and tenth.
them with a great deal of sincerity. Baisden is a four round fighter. His
Maybe the manner in which his croon- left, a powerful blow, lands with reg-
ing was done and the fact he had ularity for that length of time but af-
;vst nurchased a feminine wrist watch terwards it slows down and he is vir-
,'an somethiny. They may mean tually at the mercy of an opponent
hat he might not go to Australia af- 'who closes in on him. Tetherton hit

ter all. his stride in the seventh and almost
knocked the civilian's head from his

your stay at home. shoulders with straight rights. Rip's
Special Duty jobs are coming thick I back pedaling for the first round was

and fast now with the 1st Bn. going ipparently in accordance with instruc-
on the range Monday. And, oh, that tions from his handlers but it incur-
Duty Roster with the few remaining red the disfavor of all fans, neverthe-
urivates and NCO's catching guards less.
and fatigues so often. The great, great Grumpy Gordy won

All here are anxiously awaiting the a decision over Frank Mackery after
15th of July when we start taking our six rounds of milling that pleased the
preliminary work for target season. Ifans. Actually, the fighting itself was
The squad rooms are daily the scenes nothing to write home to the folks
of men busily at work with their about but then Gordy's personality
rifles, getting them into shape for and popularity was there and-well,
range, trying on last year's shooting the customers ate it up and that's
coats or making new ones. All in all what counts.
we are satisfied that this company will Dantiv Long, Benning, won a decis-
turn in a more than satisfactory aver- ion over Wotta Guy, Benning, in a
age for the target season this year. gory duel that ran four stanzas. Long

was bothered by a cut right eye but
he drove home some of the hardest
,runches that have been seen at the

post this year.
Kid Webster, substituting for Ghost

Ghastly, won a decision over "Red"
Davis who, although his nose appear-
ed to have been broken in the third
round, refused to permit his seconds
to toss in the towel, and finished very
creditably.

Dapper Doyle, larruping Louisianan,
only needed a minute to rock Monroe
Spivey, brother of Jim and Ben, to
-leep in the first round of the curtain
raiser.

We sell you a car and will
buy it back in nine months
and pay you cash for it. We
keep a nice line of Chevrolets

and Fords along with other
makes, on hand. Our new
car line is Pontiac, Oakland
and Franklins.

We are the largest used car
buyers in Columbus

McMURRIA'S
1125 - 6th Ave. Phone 2590

83rd F. A.
"SHRAPNEL BURSTS"

The First Battalion 83rd F. A. cele-
brated its one hundredth anniversary
last Saturday June 4. Plans were
made for an elaborate program but,
on account of the death of Pvt. Jose
Acosta, "A" Battery, last Thursday
afternoon (who received a fractured
skull, when he was thrown from a
horse, while practicing for the anni-
versary day Gymkhana) everything
except the address by Captain Part-
ridge, was called off.

The Battalion assembled in front
of Battalion Headquarters and Capt.
Bevan introduced Capt. Partridge,
(who is our new Adjutant and who
was with the 83rd for several years
at Camp Knox, Ky., some twelve
years ago) as the speaker of the day
and the oldest member of the 83rd.'

(Please turn to page 7)

Grumpy Gets Help
From Audience At

Fights Last Week

Another correspondent among those
at Benning who keep us informed of
the news of Benning tells us of the
story of the spectator at the recent
boxing matches, who got up and gave
an imitation of the Great Grumpy
Gordy crooning "River Stay Away
From My Door." Just another indi-
cation of the growing popularity of
the boy from the QM Department,
particularly along the vocal line.

RALSTON
BARBER SHOP
Located in Ralston Hotel

Phone 9203
C. E. HARBUCK, Prop.

DON'T FAIL TO VISIT THIS FURNITURE SALE
EVERYTHING GOES IN THIS TREMENDOUS SALE
Two Ceiling Fans, Perfect Condition. Cheap for Cash

B. L. PENNELL FURNITURE CO.
1249 BROADWAY

+ Makers of Fine Printing Plates "+

• WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO. .:.

Atlanta, Georgia.'
+

.... .. ...... . . .

with
Your CAR!.
Don't take the risk of de-
stroying its fascinating new-
ness. Sporting chances and
gambler's luck just don't

work when it comes to au-
tomobiles. You want to be
sure! That's why more car-
owners are coming to us.They CAN be sure with our
service. Bring your car in at
regular intervals and you'll Get Our
enjoy hours of pleasant driv-ing with the engine running NEW LOW
smoothly, purring "thank LABOR PRICE
you" with every mile.

NEW "4" "V==8"

14 BEAUTIFUL BODY TYPES
TO SUIT INDIVIDUAL PREFERENCES

THERE IS A WIDE CHOICE OF COLORS

LET US

DEMONSTRATE
These wonderful cars to you

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
ON MOST ALL BODY TYPES

BURRUS MOTOR CO.
Authorized FORD Dealers

Automobile Department
Post Exchange Fort Benning, Ga.

"It Pays to Trade at Your Post Exchange"

,IU

I;! I
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83rd F. A.
(Continued from page 6)

Capt. Partridge told the history of

the Battalion starting with the Bat-
talion of Mounted Rangers created by
Congress in 1832 and continuing
through the wars up to the present
time. He also related several of his
experiences, while with the 83rd at
Camp Knox, Ky., which were very in-
teresting.

Major Selleck was present and made
a few remarks to the assembled bat-
talion, this being his first chance to
speak to the whole battalion for some
time.

We are very sorry to say that the
occasion had to end as it did-by
Capt. Bevan telling the battalion of
the death of a comrade, who died as
a direct result of a horse's actions
although he loved horses and was one
of our best riders.

The R. 0. T. C. from Auburn and
Florida arrived Monday and started
their six-weeks' summer training with
the Artillery on Wednesday. Last
year they only used our two firing

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit
issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the
CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

CLUB
Fort Benning Repreqentative:

R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

First National

Bank
Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Resources Over $2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290
Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar

and Fire-proof Vaults for your
Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning
Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

PEACHTREE AT CAIN

c,4tlanta, a.

550 rooms of comfort and
convenience. Each room has
ceiling fan, circulating ice
water, radio and either
shower or tub bath; corner
rooms have both. Open Din-
ing Terrace and Coffee Shop.

Rooms from $2.50.

J. F. de Jarnette Vice-Pres. & Mgr.

24th Infantry
HEADQUARTERS COMPANY

The company is preparing for a
successful athletic season-track, base-
ball and anything else that comes up.

We are glad to announce that our
first sergeant is back and have noticed
the improvement in the company al-
ready. When "The Bridge" gets be-
hind a movement-it goes over.

Our old friend Gardner has turned
over a "new leaf" in a well worn
book.

It is requested that Sergeant Mc-
Cauley stop blowing his horn, as any
one, (deaf or otherwise) can hear
his car coming, before getting in the
danger zone.

It has been reported that Sergeant
Miller lost his glasses and after an
extended search in the company,
found them on his forehead-out of
harm's way.

J. A. has returned to duty after an
abbreviated trip to Atltanta, Ga.
(Week end special).

BAND
Alas, alack and woe is me. If ye

have tears prepared to shed, shed
them now. The concert season hath
descended upon us. Ye olde motion
picture fiends prepare to miss about
five shows per week until September
9th. The record course will com-
mence Tuesday June 7th and the fir-
ing will terminate on Commandant's
lawn at 7:30 p. m. Friday nite, Sep.
tember 9th. One hundred percent

parts of the country (as he did), mak-
ing contacts with the worth while
citizens of this great republic. He
observed many interesting conditions
while away and is fully qualified to
recommend material changes which
should be made in the government to
aid the great financial and business
depression. Mr. Wade travelled as
far north east as Columbus, Georgia
(overland) and even visited the Post
Exchange and Commissary. Indeed,
it is very interesting to converse
with Wade since his return from his
trip and that good humored gentle-
man invites all who desire to learn
of far distant communities to visit
him at his home.

The Band has gone back to nature.
(No, not in dress). Daily rehearsal
is held under the trees instead of in
the Service Club which arrangement
has thus far proved highly satisfactory.

Our track team (yes, we are enter-
ing one) is preparing for the contest
to be staged Thursday morning and
we firmly, yea, more firmly and most
firmly believe that we will be well
represented on the score board. The
tennis court also received its quota
from the band. Pvts. Penrose, Mc-
Cray, Mason and Jones have given ex-
cellent accounts of themselves not to
mention Mr. Decuir who was a con-
stant threat in singles. Penrose is
the popular choice for winner in the
finals (singles and doubles for the
men) which will cause him to be
designated as the ranking player.

COMPANY "A"
Private Finney returned to the Com-

pany for duty from the Hospital and
Private Nobles the same day reported

qualifications are insisted upon by to tue rospital ann was put in.
the bandleader. The band rendered The regimental baseball league will

open soon and the Company will trya concert at the R. 0. T. C. camp and send a winning team on the field
Tuesday evening which was well re this year. We can win if the regi-ceived by the students. hsya.W anwni h ei

rivteb ertyLWa, the s m mental players are not going to play.Private Robert L. Wade, the smil-
ing bass player of the first orchestra COMPANY "E"
has rejoined his comrades in arms(or rather instruments). Wade states Corporal and Mrs. Rufus E. Wil-

liams, spent the week-end with rela-that he enjoyed his furlough to the tives at Union Springs and Montgom-
nth degree and declares that a man
should avail himself of the reenlist- ery, Alabama, reports a very delight-
ment furlough traveling to distant Depression

The sooner the people as a whole,batteries but this year they brought stop singing depression, and start to
horses and material to make a third work the better times will be for all,
battery. This is America and a civilized coun-

Headquarters Battery is taking care try. The rich man is not going to
of the extra material so it will also be stand and see his brother die from
a firing battery for the next six weeks. starvation. Some one is always will-

ing to help those that wrarant help.
BATTERY "A" You will have to admit that there is

All members of Battery "A" mourn not so much money in circulation
very much the death of our friend but plenty of food, fuel and clothing.
and comrade Private Jose Acosta, You cannot expect people to help you
and our deepest sympathy goes out to if you do not help yourself. Be a go-
his family and friends in Mexico. Pvt. getter. Praying and hoping to god
Acosta's death was caused by being almighty is not going to put nourish-
thrown from his horse on June 2, ments in the hand. God is a just God,
1932. Pvt. Acosta's remains were es- he gave you your health and strength
corted by the 29th Infantry Band, and it is up to you to do the rest.
Officers of the 83rd Field Artillery Old Man Depression has not been
and the personnel of Battery "A," successful and as long as there is
and were buried in the Post cemetery. unity he will be defeated. You of

Captain Mangum and Lieut. Heriot us who seem to be a victim of this
of this organization are now on leave. Old Man Depression, which you are

Lieut. Beishline who has been on not, begin singing a new song, and
Special Duty at the Post Swimming work on economic basis. Where are
Pool, is back in the Battery for duty. the one-horse farmers of yesterday?

Privates Booth and Hadley left this They are very scattering, left the
week on a much looked forward to farm and tackled the "Big Cities,"
furlough. We are quite sure Cairo' entirely a new life to them. Why be
Ga., and New Orleans, La., will get a quitter, rolling stone gathers no
quite a treat out of these two young moss. I hope that some of the read-
men. Others figure on leaving soon. ers of this article will atke heed to

Private Lucius C. Garrison was the above, and remember what ever
transferred to the Hawaiian Depart. you do, do with your might, things
ment, we are wondering how "Luke" done by halves are never done right.
enjoyed his hike to New York. Pvt. (Please turn to page 8)
Garrison was very sorry indeed not
to have the company of Pfc. Roper
with him.

Private Neely seems to have been
up to some of his old tricks as he
has been seen donned in the old Fa-
tigue Clothes again.

We often wonder just whether Pvt.
Pollard is liked by the Columbus
Police Force or not.

On June 7, 1932, between the hours
of 1:00 and 5:00 p. m. it was learned
that we have numerous excellent
scrub boys in the Battery.

The Battery fired 50 rounds on
Monday June 6th in the last service
practice of the training year.

The R. 0. T. C. from Auburn re-
lieved the battery of its animals for
morning drill beginning Wednesday
morning. There were no tears shed
by the gun crew when the college boys
gave Forward Ho: and pulled out
with 60 or more horses for a march.

If You Should Die
the day after taking a

Family Income Policy for
$10,000.00

With
AETNA LIFE

INSURANCE COMPANY

Your beneficiary would receive

$100 Per Month
for 20 years and then be paid
$10,000.00 Cash or fifty dollars
per month for over 32 years.

Woodson Hocker
AGENT

PHONE 2956 COLUMBUS

29th Rifle Companies
Compete

(Continued from page 1)

the blanks that had been used until
that time and the section then con-
tinued to fire on the hostile position
in accordance with fire orders already
issued. The target consisted of a
screen three feet high by 60 yards
long camouflaged in such a manner
that it constituted the apparent crest
of the ridge on which the enemy was
located, and made possible the scor-
ing of all hits in the area rather than
a few hits on individual silhouettes.
It is believed that modern conditions
require the placing of infantry fire
in an area rather than the delivery
of fire on individual targets and that
scoring on that basis gives a better
conception of the effectiveness of the
fire of a unit.

That part of the problem involving
the advance from the first objective
was designed to bring out the neces-
sity for proper use of the ground,
it illustrated clearly the importance
of changes in formation to make maxi-

mum use of cover, of varied methods
in the employment of scouts and the
fundamental conception that advanc-
ing infantry is subject to two great
factors: enemy fire and the terrain,
and that maximum skillful use must
be made of the latter in order to
overcome the former without suffer-
ing excessive casualties.

The above test is believed to fur-
nish a true indication of the state of
training of a rifle company from the
company commander down to the
private. It included a march, camp,
inspection of equipment, movement
of a line of departure, advance to an
objective by compass, and attack of
an interior unit, and a problem in

combat firing. Its great value lies

not only in the testing of the partici-
pating companies but in the instruc-

tion imparted during the exercises.
The test was adapted from the Edwin
Howard Clarke Trophy test for ma-

chine gun companies, and it is firmly

believed that a competition of this

nature for the rifle companies of the

Army would greatly increase the ef-
ficiency of the Infantry.

NYour Baker Will Tell You The
surest road to health is through
proper diet and proper foods
Collins' is the best!

COLLINS' BAKERY
1044 13TH STREET PHONE 4421

L ET your preparations for vacation in-
clude getting a hair-wave. Our expert

will give you the best, at the most moderate
workers, modern shop and varied styles
prices.

Lindsey's Wave Shop
Doctors Bldg. 11151/2 Broadway Bibb City
Phone 4076 Phone 9381 Phone 9432

IMAGINE YOUR EMBARRASSMENT

WHEN THE BOSS DICOVEPS YOU PLAYING
MINIATURE GOLF WITH
THE '"TENO. IN HIS'._
PRIVATE OFFICE ,_ / r

MAGINE YOUR PLEASURE in knowing that
our used cars enable you to play and enjoy life

with hardly any extra work except the fun of driv-
ing. All cars reconditioned by expert garage men
and therefore guaranteed to give perfect perform-
ance.

MUSCOGEE CHEVROLET CO.
1501 FIRST AVE. PHONE 100
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The Flare
(Continued from page 4)

went to bed-Capt. Drake went off to figure whether the club had lost
$150 or $250 on the tournament, and Lt. Crier believe it or not-went
home.

The tennis committee has one conso
goes wrong in the future, it can never
short a time.

THE PROFESSOR DEPARTS
Almost coincident with the appear.

ance of this item there departs from
our midst one of Benning's most
esteemed citizens and a long time
friend of the conductor of this scin-
tillating cloumn. We refer to our
neighbor and unfailing copy producer,
Professor McCuniff. Readers of the
Flare are familiar not only with his
exploits but with his theories for
the rehabilition of the cockeyed
business world, for we have given
both the publicity that the capitalistic
press usually accords only to gang-
sters, thugs, and politicians. What our
public may not know, however, is that
the Professor was quite a gay and
roistering blade in his youth before
years and parental responsibilities
weighed him down and cooled the
burning ardor of his blood.

Time was when the Professor could
carry on far into the night with the
best. Late hours never seemed to
lessen his efficiency as a battalion
commander the next morning or his
prowess as a polo player the next

WHITE
ARMY DUCKS
$1.25 and $1.75

White Linen

KNICIKERS
Plny-Fours and

Plus-Sixes
$2.25

FLANNEL
STRIPES

$3.75 to $4.95

ALSO

SMITH
SMART

SHOES
and MARION PALS

PAYNE
CLOTHING
COMPANY

"Where Good Clothes Cost Less"

1203 Broadway

McPherson Officer
Addresses R 0 T C

"Ctizenshin" was the tonic of two

lectures which Chaplain Clifford P.
)dation, however. No matter how much Futcher of Fort McPherson delivered

get as many bad breaks again in as before the students of the R. 0. T. C.
camp and the regular instructors on
duty with the encampment on Thurs.

afternoon. He had stamina in those day.
days-and talent. Indeed the name, Major Futcher is the author of
Professor, which most of our readers manuals on instruction in citizenship
no doubt assume attaches to his po- which are used by the United States
sition as a member of the Faculty army in the instruction of recruits and
of The Infantry School, had a far at citizens military training camps
different origin. It was won in musi- and other encampments of citizen
cal field when the Professor first components of the army of the Unit-
electrified a party by playing popular ed States. Major Futcher's talk dwelt
airs on an improvised instrument particularly on the broader phase of
constructed of beer bottles filled to the patriotic duties of the American
different levels. Yea bo, these were citizen in relation to national defence,
the days and it brings tears to our and the American philosophy of gov.
eyes to think about them. ernment.

Toward the close of this brave
period of the Professor's life, at a doing his bit to relieve the depres-
despidida given at the conclusion of sion of the automobile and insurance
his tour in China, we read with great business by diligently informing all
feeling a poem composed in his hon- local agents that Benedict McCabe,
or. We are going to take the liberty First Section bridegroom of ten days
of reprinting it here, for the senti- standing, is a hot prospect. As a re-
ment still holds even though the Pro- sult the Benedict's dovecote apart-
fessor has given up polo and no long- ment in Columbus is being besieged
er holds high wassail with the unre- by high pressure salesmen with Lin-
generate. colns, Buicks, Nashes, endowment,

twenty payment and straight life poli-
FAREWELL TO McCUNNIFF cies. Benedict and Mrs. McCabe are

Your boat is on the river spending their honeymoon answering
And you've booked your passage thru, the door bell and the telephone, and

But 'ere you go, McCuniff, it is only after business hours that
Here's a double health to you. the happy couple can look into each

other's eyes and murmur in unison
Three years we've served together; "at last we are alone."

(Would thew were just begun)
In fair and stormy weather, CITATION FOR THE WEEK

We two have stood as one. To our departing comrade in arms,

For you have no damn-fool notions Professor Dennis McCuniff-Soldier,
At which to take offence, Explorer, Economist-for ten years of

And your every act is leavened good company and friendly coopera.tion.
With the yeast of common sense. tE.F.H.

On horseback you're a centaur,
On the dance floor, you're a wow, Bryan Wins Matches

You're an asset at a party, (Continued from page 1)
And I pay my tribute now.

games went to deuce.
I've seen you tight on cocktails The visiting players were guests of

And I've seen you lit on beer the Officers' Club during their stay
But drunk or sober, Denny, here. Many forms of entertainment

I have seldom seen your peer. were provided during the week,
among them being Tank rides, swim-

Were't the last drop in the bottle ming, golf and movies. Saturday
And I able still to think, night a dance was given for them at

'Ere my brain refused to function, the Polo Club at which the Twenty.
'Tis to you that I would drink. Fourth Infantry Orchestra played.

WHAT A PAL! 24TH INFANTRY
Comrade Hugh Gilehrist has been (Contiinued from page 7)

COMPANY "C"
~Captain H. N. Merrill, has recently

~~ assumedl command of the Company,
~n d we desire to impress him as be-

ing a good organization by maintain.
ing the same old spirit in all our mili-
tary duties. It is hoped that his tour

of duty with us will be a pleasant
one. We welcome him heartily.

Captain William G. Murphy, who
previously commanded our companyTACKLE for a period of about two years, isT A LE again with us, as attached to the com.
pany for duty. Itgoes without saying
that we are glad to once again have
Captain Murphy with us. Many pleas-

We have all types ,ant experiences have been enjoyed by

of both fresh water the organization while Captain Mur-

and salt water phy was in command.

equipment. First Lieutenant James E. Poore Jr.,
who has been in command of the
Company for the last five months, has
recently left us to take advantage of

ca leave.and upon completion of said
leave, he will most likely be assigned
to the second Battalion for duty. We
regret the loss of Lt. Poore, especially

athis, time, due to his introduction
POST EXCHANGE of chess to the company, and having

to l-ave before he was able to instruct
Fort Benning, Ga. ,,6 in the science of this perpexing

"It Pays to Trade at Your game.
Post Exchange" Private Franklin was released from

'he hospital yesterday. He reports do-
ing well and glad to be with us
again.

Be on the alert for next week's
issue of this paper. There you will
get the "Low-Down" on Co. "C's"
percentage (which will be 100') of
the Regimental Field Meet to be held
tomorrow. Mercury and Hercules
wan't have a "Look-in" with our

)-iners an 1 weight hurlers.

2,000,000 Tire Mile Test Proves-Regardless of
Price, You Can't Buy a Better Tire ThanALLSTATE COMPION

Prices

Reduced

arw-(ta o ALLSTATEow &V_(D C*,fPAJV1ON YPV

COMfPANION TYPE
This includes 2 cord plies
technically known as
breaker strips.

FOR ONLY

EACH
WMH r OUGHY
IN PAIRS

29x4A0x21

Already the lowest price
quality tires on the mar-
ket, Sears again reduces
the prices of ALL-
STATE COMPANION
TYPE Tires to bring
you values incompar-
ably superior to any
ever known in the en-
tire history of tire sell-
ing!

SIZE TIRES I TUBES

TIRE-RIM EACH PER PAIR EACH

29x4.40-21 --- $3.59 $ 6.98 $0.80
29x4.50-20------------3.89 7.58 .93
30x4.50--21-3.95 7.66 .80
28x4.75-1--------4.63 9.00 .91
29x5.00--19 4.85 9.44 .91
28x5.25--18 5.55 10.78 1.01

30x5--8 Ply Truck Tires, Each .... $15.35
32x6--10 Ply Truck Tires, Each ... 26.50

H LIBERAL ALLOWANCE I

U

given on them for Sears'

Allstate Tires
or

SUPER ALLSTATE TIRES!

1008 Phone

Broadway 3760

SEARS. ROEBUCKAND CO.
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SEARS OFFERS
A Liberal Trade-In Allowance On Your Old Radio
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Colonel Marshall Goes To New CommLand
"Doughboy", Published Here,
Just Completed By Printer
Yearbook Published By School

Class Finished Recently
At Columbus

The 1932 issue of the "Doughboy,"
a yearbook published by the National
Guard and Reserve Company Officers'
Class, of Fort Benning, has just been
finished and copies of the book are
being mailed to members of the class.

The book, which follows the general

scheme of that of last year, is beauti-
fully bound in an Infantry blue grain
cover with a gold bas-relief of a run-
ning doughboy on the front cover,
surmounted by the legend "Follow
Me." The design of the cover is the
same as was used in the first issue of
the Doughboy ever published.

The inside of the book is printed
in blue and black, and is made in-
teresting by the use of many photo-
graphs of prominent Army heads,
personalities on the Post, members
of the class and various views of Fort
Benning which were chosen as being
typical of the Fort. Each of the or-
ganizations of Benning is represented
by a section in the volume, even the
Seventh Engineers and Flight "B,"
16th Observation Squadron, each of
which has only a small representation
among the troops of Benning. A de-
tailed description of the aims and
methods by which each of the depart-
ments of the Infantry School functions
is another interesting feature which
will commend the book to those in
search of a compendium of informa-
tion regarding the Infantry School in
an, abbreviated form.

The "Doughboy." of which the pres-
ent issue is the fourth, was, for the
first time this year, published and fi-
nanced entirely by members of the
class, without any outside help what-
ever, except that rendered by the Her-
ald in the purchase of cuts for re-
production in the book. All the ma-
terial was gathered and edited by
members of the class, who have ac-
complished an unusual feat in putting
out a book of this type in the short
time available.

The editor of the "Doughboy,
1932," was Captain Myron P. Lund,
ssho wins assigned by Associate Edi-
tors Lt. J. F. Phelan and Lt. Granger
G. Sutt'mn Captain 0. G. Layman was
business Manager and Lt. Earl F.
Coshy wsas Art Editor. Captain Paul
X. Buttrick was the president of this

yea r's class, having been elected by
the members of the (lass.

'Gunbotham' Leaves Post
For New Station, Suc-
cessor Takes Up Job

Lt. James L. (Gunbotham) Grier,
whose wise-cracks and minor scan-
dals have amused the populace of the
Post for quite a long time now, has
left and his place will be taken by
another of the news-hounds of the
Post (name withheld to make his fer-
reting out news easier). Lt. Grier
originated the "Gunbotham" column
and built it up to its present point of
popularity, and his successor gives
every sign of making it even funnier.
HAts off, Gunbotham, so long!

Colonel Marshall
Honored by Review

Lieutenant Colonel George C. Mar-
shall, Jr., assistant commandant of
The Infantry School who departed
from Fort Benning on Wednesday,
June 15, for his new station at Fort
Screven, Georgia was honored on Sat-
urday morning by a review of the
29th Infantry.

The ceremony was held on Gordon
Field and upon its conclusion the
companies of the regiment were
marched to the inner barracks square.
There Colonel Duncan K. Major, Jr.,
regimental commander, introduced
Colonel Marshall in a brief speech
speech during which he reviewed
of the high points of the assistant
commandant's military career both
before and during his tour of duty
at The Infantry School.

In his reply Colonel Marshall con-
fr atulated the 29th Ihfantry upon the
splendid state of efficiency and morale
demonstrated in its work with the
school during the past year. He
'ommented especially on the work

of the regiment in the field, the per-
fect march discipline invariably dis-
played, the uniform excellence of
the scouting, advance guard and out-
post work, and the precision attained
in night movements and in the me-
chanics of deployments. He spoke in
high praise of the regimental com-
munications and supply service.

Colonel Marshall referred to tht
extensive influence exercised by the
regiment on the army of the United
States through the standards estab-
lished for the training of thousands
of regular national guard and reserve
officers who received instruction at
The Infantry School.

"A corporal of the 29th Infantry"
said Colonel Marshall "is not merely
a leader of seven men. He leads in
the training of a hundred squads
scattered throughout the country."

The fine spirit and loyalty to the
tasks of the school displayed by the
men in the ranks in all work for
the student officers elicited a splendid
tribute from the assistant command-
anit. Tihe appearaince of the regiment
amid its remarkable developnment un
field efficiemncy he attributed in large
mneasure to its leadership which had
(domne niuch to improve the practical
standards of field work at The Inifan-
try Schiool.

Colomnel Marshall concluded his re-
niarks with a tribute of appreciation
to Colomnel Major amid his officers and
mnen for their splendid contribution
to tine success of the past school year
of The Infanitry School.

Quartermaster Dept.
Celebrates Anniversary

The Quartermaster Detachment of
Fort Benning celebrated the 157th
anniversary of the Quartermaster
Corps yesterday with a picnic at the
29th Infantry Recreation Camp. The
picnic was held under the auspices
of the 100th Motor Transport Com-
pat y, Quartermaster Corps, Fort Ben-
ning.

New Hostess Takes Assistant Commandant Ends
CommandRecently
At Service Club Five Year Tour At Benni-

By BERNARD B. SWAYZE Benning Officer Appoini
"So pleased to meet you. Won't .. Commandant At Ft. Screv

you please come inside and make N
yourself comfortable while we dis- Near Savannah
cuss our Club?" Right away, we
knew we were to get some valuablel Colonel George C. Marshall
nformation from one who was so! Fort Benning on Wednesday moi
,nnctual about looking out for our for Fort Screven, Georgia, his
110mfortot.cevnGori, i

Mrs. Agnes Corley Setzler is just station.

the type of person who will make Colonel Marshall came to Fort
friends wherever she may go. She ning in October, 1927, as Assi
has the knack of getting acquainted Commandant of The Infantry S
without "whipping the devil around and for the past five years he has
the stump," so to speak. Pleasure tinned in that office. The steady
literally beams from the person of material progress which the s(
Mrs. Setzler, without any visible ef- I has made during this period ai
fort omn her part. Her pleasant greet- the high quality of his leadersh
ings to the few soldiers with whom When Colonel Marshall assume(
she has already come in contact goes office of Assistant Commandant.
to show that she is the hostess for Infantry School was an effici
Fort Benning. managed, going concern, with a

Your correspondent talked withz ttioi u the armyf
her for about thirty minutes, and at ing outhroughout whe usefor

in-g out graduates whose usefulne
he end of that time, we felt as GEORGE C. MARSHALL infantry officers had been greatl
though we had known her from Lt. Col. Infantry, U. S. A., for five ianced by the instruction they
childhood. She fairly invites confi- years Assistant Commandant and received. The school, however,
dence, and that is one of the chief Chief of the Infantry School, Fort young and the new head of the
requisites of a person in her position. Benning, Ga. demic Department saw possibi

When asked how she likes Fort for its further development. No
Benning, Mrs. Setzler replied, "You at once, but gradually, during
know when I learned that I had been RO TC W eekly Vi 11 years whnch followed, carefully
selectedt fill the vacancy at Fort sidered modifications were mad
Benning, I felt right away that an hon- Begin Pu b li cation tie curriculun. Hand in hand
or was being bestowed uponnie. I this went improved methods ol
thou,!ht what a nice thing it was be- struction. The time alloted to
ing appointed hostess to the world's As usual the nionkey-business down jects of minor importance was red
Largest Infantry School, and one of in the ROTC Camp has started, again, and new courses which looked to
'he show places of the South. I never .ainming its first real outlet to the suf- the next war rather than the
dreamed it would be like it is here. fering world in the ROTC weekly, were added. As a result of
I feel now like I am a hostess of the "Richochet." While this reporter changes, the significance and vah
Heaven." And she said it as if she does not set himself up as another of the infantry School diploma ha
meant it. the many who feel themselves quali- creased with each succeeding

Mrs. Setzler comes to Fort Benning fled as judges of newspaper stand- Under Colonel Marshall, the en
bearing many high recommendations; ards, still, the preliminary peeks at sis on all instruction has been inc
included among them are letters from the copy submitted for publication in- ingly upon the practical as disting
Lt. Col. F. W. Menteen, U. S. A., Ret., dicate a paper sure to rank, during its ed from the theoretical upon ta
Col. William L. Grayson, Fin. Dept., brief period of existence, fully as high rather than technique. Fully a
2nd Corps Area., State Senators, and as "Judge," "Life," and "Ballyhoo.' ciating the advantage that accruf
numerous others. The professed intention of the edi- the Infantry School from the

Her work previously has beein with tors, led by Harvey L. lHaeseker, F. A. that there is stationed here at
the Spanish War Veterans, whom she (Florida), is to provide for the delec- ning the only war-strength inf;
strongly defends at all times. She has :ation of the membesr of the camp umnit, he hmas sought to apply ir
a perfect right to this stand, as her those choice bits of gossip which are school the lessons learned with
uncle, Private John Corley, of the both interesting amid printable. Tine troops onl real terraimi. Nor hay
hospital corps, was killed in action usual channels carry much of it, iin still greater facilities afforded b .
by his owin troops, in January, 1901, tine natural course of evemnts. but no corps area~ nianeuvers of the pasi
in the hills near Jimimnez, P. I., as niember of the camp has as yet dem- years for testiung school doctrini
they were advancing to take up a po- omstrated enough vocal ability to ini- the field been overlooked. Thus
sition in these same hills. f'orm the whole bunch at any oine ory, based on the dimming rec

The circumstances of the death of tinne, of the scandals that take place. tions of a war which was fough
her uncle in related in the issue of Henry Clay might have done it. Dan- teemi years ago, has been ch
March 22, 1901 of the Atlanta Semi- iel Webster might have done it. But against tine fresh experience of ma

Wekl lormnin and tfrogl a letrtn1efcnesdfiueo heRT at nadosreso ae

Weekly Journal, and through a letter tesl-nesedfalue-f-heROCAans n-ndoberer o mnewritten her grandm other by Captain tis e l inss e ire foundingTCepan t edn nd versmul ae

W. McK. Lambdin, 40th U. S. Volun- ism e plain by their founding tie conducted nder simulated war

teers, who was his commanding officer. camp organ. ice conditions. By these mean

Mrs. Setzler is an Honorary mem- Meanwhile, the boys have been tendency of academic instructio

ber of the Military Order of the Ser- working hard at their instruction in become increasingly theoretical

pent, the only woman known to hold the higher arts of warfare. Reports been effectively combatted. This

that signal honor. She is also an act- from the cadets who are taking the tinned insistence Upon the practi(

ive member of the Ladies Auxiliary Artillery course, indicate a strong unquestionably Colonel Mars]
o, leaning away from that branch, es- greatest contribution to The Infi

of the United Spanish War Veterans,leaingawayefrothort brnchsunSchool and through the growin
and has been very active in giving pecially when the Fort Benning sun
aid to disabled veterans who were begins beaming benevolently down fluence of The Infantry Schoc
confined in the United States Veter- on their labors. The social activities the service at large.
ans Hospital Number 48, at Atlanta, of the camp will reach their first cli- Throughout his tour at BenGeorgia. max tonight, when the Social Comn. Colonel Marshall has shown a I

mittee will put on a dance at the Of- interest in all post activities. He

She has not mapped out any defi- ficers' Club to which many guests supported every enterprise which
nite plans for the social activities on from Columbus and Fort Benning for its object the betterment of
the post yet, rather waiting to make have been invited. These dances ing and working conditions and
her reconnaissance more completIy have always been very popular and improvement of entertainment
before attacking the social lions. advance indications show an even recreational facilities. Many of

On coming to Fort Benning, Mrs. gr 'ater interest in this one than has advantages which Benning now b
(Please turn to page 4) eve,* been in evidence before. (Please turn to page 4)
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FELICIA C. HOWELL, PHONE 389

Betty Negrotto and Patty Bull Entertain

Several Friends With Unique Party

Betty Negrotto and Patty Bull en-
tertained twelve of their friends with
a unique "Bicycle Treasure Hunt'" on
June. 7th?7 at Patty Bull's house in
Block 16. -A typical series of the
clues which were given to the six
couples follows. This was the series
given for group three:

First Clue:
"Go south from the school

To a grove of oaks,
Where lives Betty Negrotto

And all her folks."
This clue was written in Morse

Code and lead to the Negrotto home.
There the pair received the following:

"A
Dance
Near
Girl
Shack,
you
hurry
you

get

Rustic
Hall
the
Scout
If
don't
up
won't
a

w

Your Complete
Summer Outfit

LINEN SUITS
$9 to $12

FATHER'S DAY
SUGGESTIONS

NECKWEAR

50c to $1.00
Buy the best . . . here . . . at the

best place to buy it, and be as-
sured of comfort, style and quality.

W4L TEI R

*w-'

CLOTHING CO
1204 Broadway

U

DELICIOUS
HEALTHFUL-

... No other food has
so much deliciousness
a n d healthfulness as
does Foremost Ice
Cream - for it is un-
equalled in flavor and
the abundant energy it
carries will satisfy any-
one.

Call the

SODA FOUNT
Fort Benning

FOREMOST,
DAIRIES

INCORPORATED

snack!"
This led to the Polo Club and the

clue marked Pair Three that was
found there said:

"Pays it! There look but
Glad you're know I

Days many for
Of rid you're place A"

Reading backwards, this clue led
to the school where an even harder
one was found which said:

"Og! Etweenb wot oolsp
ayw ownd ni a alleyv

ta a abinc ikel urso
herew bet oyb couts allyr"

This tangled stanza, when decipher-
ed, led to the Boy Scout cabin. It
was unraveled by putting the last
letter first. Then the next clue, found
at the Cabin read:

"Southofthefirehouse
Whereoldgloryrides

Upinatree
Yournextcluehides."

This clue led to the tree nearest
the flag pole. That unearthed there
said:

"A few dots and dashes
Will confuse you a lot

But hurry and come
To our picnic spot."

This last clue was again written in
the Morse Code and led to the Horse
show cabin. The winners for first place
were Dorothy Negrotto and Peggy
Arnold, who were closely followed
by Jerry Catron and Lucy Ann
Schneider. When all the pairs had
com.e in, supper was served and a
few games were played.

LT. COL. AND MRS. J. W. STILL-
WELL ENTERTAIN WITH SMALL

DINNER PARTY
Lieut. Col. and Mrs. J. W. Stillwell

entertained at dinner at their quar-
ters in honor of Col. Charles Weeks
who has arrived on the post. Mrs.
Stillwell had as her guests Lieut. Col.
and Mrs. Stayer and Col. Weeks.

MAJOR AND MRS. CLYDE A.
SELLECK HOSTS AT DINNER

AND MOVIE PARTY

Major and Mrs. Clyde A. Selleck
were the hosts Thursday evening at

tai and Mrs. Bloomquist.
After dinner the guests were es-

corted to the post movies.

BARBECUE HELD AT 29TH CAMP
TO WELCOME NEW OFFICERS
The 29th Infantry camp was the

scene Saturday of a delightful barbe
cue in honor of the incoming officers
that have been assigned to the 29t1
Infantry. The camp which is situated
on the banks of the Upatoi was made
even more attractive than normally
by the decorations of varied colored
Japanese lanterns. The guest list in
cluded members of the regiment
former members of the 29th Infantry
and their guests. After supper danc
ing was enjoyed by all to the musi,
of the regimental orchestra.

LT. AND MRS. LYNN E. BRADI
ENTERTAIN WITH BUFFET

SUPPER BEFORE DANCE

One of the most delightful affair
of the past week was the buffet suppe
that Lieut. and Mrs. Lynn E. Brad:
ga's e at their quarters before the 29t1
Infantry dance. The guest list in

Star Brand Shoes
Are Better

their quarters at a lovely dinner arid
movie party. They had as their
guests: Lt. Col. and Mrs. Joseph W.
Stillwell, Major and Mrs. Sam A.
White, Major and Mrs. Ira A. Rader,
Major and Mrs. William F. Lee, and
Capt. and Mrs. W. C. Lee.

MAJOR AND MRS. A. F. KINGMAN
ENTERTAIN

Major and Mrs. Allen F. Kingman
were the hosts Thursday night at a
delightful dinner at their quarters.
They had as their guests; Major and
Mrs. Phillip G. Blackmore, Captain
and Mrs. E. B. Whisner, Lt. and Mrs.
Stephen S. Hamilton, and Lt. and
Mrs. Paul Kellam.

Mrs. Kingman used as her color
scheme pink and blue, her center
piece being pink roses and blue lark-
spur with tapers of pink.

After dinner the party proceeded
to the post movies.

MAJOR AND MRS. BARNWELL
LEGGE ENTERTAIN WITH

DINNER AND MOVIE PARTY
Major and Mrs. Barnwell Legge

were the hosts Thursday evening at
a dinner followed by a movie -party.
Those enjoying the Legge's hospitality
were: Major General and Mrs. Camp-
bell King, Lieut. Col. and Mrs. George
C. Marshall, Jr., and Lieut. Col. and
Mrs. Morrison Stayer.

MAJ. AND MRS. TRUMAN SMITH
AND LT. AND MRS. BRIMMER

HONOR GUESTS OF LT. AND
MRS. MONROE AT DINNER

Lieut. and Mrs. Hammond M. Mon-
roe entertained Thursday evening
with a delightful dinner honoring
Major and Mrs. Truman Smith who
leave shortly for Washington., D. C.,
where Major Smith will attend the
Army War College, and Lieut. and
Mrs. Howard W. Brimmer who have
been ordered to Fort Francis E. War-
ren for station.

The guest list included Major and
Mrs. Truman Smith, Major and Mrs.
John B. Thompson and Lieut. and
Mrs. H. W. Brimmer.

Yellow zinnias and tapers of cor-
responding color were used by the
hostess for the table decorations.

After dinner Lt. and Mrs. Monroe
took their guests to the post movies.

CAPT. AND MRS. G. F. BLOOM.
QUIST ENTERTAIN AT DINNER

Captain and Mrs. George F. Bloom.
quist entertained at a charming diin-
ncr Thursday evening at their quar-
ters. Their list included; Major andi
Mrs. Harold C. Bull, Major and Mrs.
Albert S. Tucker, Captain and Mrs.
George W. Pope and Miss Josephine
Rathbone.

Miss Rathbone who is from New
York was the guest overnight of Cap-

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H. ROTHSCHI"LD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years

1229 - 31 Broadway Columbus, Ga.

DIMON COURT APARTMENTS
CONVENIENT LOCATION-MODERN EQUIPMENT

RATES REASONABLE
Phone your renting agent or call our Superintendent, Mr. Trussell,

Phone 3062

A Good Investment

Pure Silk Hosiery is
always good-because
it guarantees longer
wear and always keeps
its appearance. You'll find the color, style,
beauty and wearing quality of our hosiery un-
matched.

Gift & Special Order Dept.
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga.

"It Pays to Trade at Your Post Exchange"

We have a complete stock of

Coty

Houbigant

YardleyW1

Toilet Preparations CWREAM

Gift & Special Order Dept.
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga.

"It pays to trade at your Post Exchange"

L. G. BLAU
Piano Tuning

Phone 3680-W

eluded; Lieut. and Mrs. James E.
Bowen, Lieut. and Mrs. Orestes Cleve-
land, Lieut.. and Mrs. John W. Har.
mony. Lieut. and Mrs. James R.
Pierce, Lieut. and Mrs. John L. White-
law, Lieut. and Mrs. George P.
Howell, Lieut. A. W. Dannemiller,
Lieut. Milton Pressley, Lieut. C. L.
Decker, Lieut. J. M. Chappell and
Lieut. E. F. Easterbrook.

Mrs. Brady's table was decorated
with a beautiful bouquet of blue and
pink larkspiir and pink roses with
silver candlesticks holding pink
tapers.

MRS. CHARLES T. LANHAM
ENTERTAINS

WITH BRIDGE LUNCHEON
Mrs. Charles T. Lanham entertained

at her quarters with a delicious lunch-
eon followed by a table of contract
bridge. Those enjoying Mrs. Lan-
ham's hospitality were Mrs. William
C. Saffarrans, Mrs. Walter C. Phillips
and Mrs. Francis Bonham.

LT. JAMES GRIER ENTERTAINS
WITH FAREWELL PARTY

Lieut. James L. Grier entertained
(Please turn to page 3)

I 

I

mm

White Kid, Center Buckle
Strap, Cuban Heel$1.9.5

Full-Fashioned Silk Hose,
Picot Top, Assorted

Colors. Special
50c

SAM NEEL
Star Brand Shoe Dept.

Westbrook Bldg.

Phone 1642
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Society
(Continued from page 2)

a few of his friends Friday with a
farewell party at his quarters prior
to his departure from Fort Benning.
Light refreshments and sandwiches
were served. Lieut. Grier was assist-
ed by Lieut. Lyman Munson.

MRS. G. P. HOWELL ENTERTAINS
BRIDGE CLUB

Mrs. G. P. Howell entertained Fri.
day at her quarters with a luncheon
followed by two tables of contract for
her bridge club. Her guests were Mrs.
James E. Bowen, Mrs. Lynn E. Brady,
Mrs. Walter C. Phillips, Mrs. Clayton
Studebaker, Mrs. Charles T. Lanham,
Mrs. 0. Cleveland, and Mrs. J. E.
Vermette.

Spring flowers were used for table
decorations.

MRS. E. K. PURNELL HOSTESS AT
LOVELY INFORMAL TEA

IN HONOR OF MRS FOWLER
AND MRS. PURNELL

Mrs. Edwin K. Purnell entertained
with a lovely informal tea Thursday
at her quarters in honor of her moth-
er, Mrs. D. G. Fowler of Washington,
D. C., and Mrs. E. K. Purnell, mother
of Lieut. Purnell, who is also of
Washington.

Her guest list included; Mesdames
Houston P. Houser, Anthony Howe,
Charles Howze, John Beishline, Ed.
ward Chazal, Carlisle B. Irwin, Hal
C. Granberry, Joseph Dickey, Donald
A. Brann and Miss Mary Louise Bay.

Garden flowers in pastel shades
were used for the decorations. In the
dining room the tea table was laid
with a lace cloth and in the center
was an old fashioned bouquet of
spring flowers, pink and blue being
the predominant colors. Pink candles
in silver candlesticks were used.

MISS ANN BROWN ENTERTAINS
MEMBERS OF SUB-DEB SET WITH
THEATRE PARTY AND DANCE

Miss Ann Brown, daughter of Col.
and Mrs. Thomas Brown entertained
with a delightful party Saturday night.
The young guests first assembled at
the post movies, after the movies
they proceeded to the hostess's quar-
ters and there enjoyed a delicious
supper followed by dancing.

Miss Ann Brown was charming in
a frock of blue lace. Those enjoying
her hospitality were: The Misses Eli-
nor Bishop, Betty Bishop, Norma
Tuttle. Matile Griswold, Virginia

Tucker, June Kraft, Frances Lewis,

Mary Simms Oliphant, Anii Yancey,
Winifred Stillwell, and the Messrs.

Claud Easley, Buddy Harding, James
Bonham, Junior Beatty, Tom Arms,
Don Leary, Farrar Gee, Dick Tindall
and Tom Brown.

PERSONALS

Lt. Col. and Mrs. George C. Mar-
shall, Jr., with their daughter Miss
Mollie Brown and sons, Clifton and
Allen Brown left Monday for Fort
Screven, Georgia, where Col. Mar.
shall has been ordered to take com-
mand.

Miss Mary Simms Oliphant of
Greenville, South Carolina is the
house guest for a few weeks of Major
and Mrs. R. Boyd Cole.

The Misses Emily Brown, Mary
McDavid, Elizabeth Catron and Mary
Gullette of Fort Benning graduated
on June 3rd from the Columbus High
School.

Captain and Mrs. Gustave Villaret
Jr., left Fort Benning Wednesday to
spend their leave in Washington, D.
C., .with Mrs. Villaret's relatives and
in Englewood, New Jersey with rela-
tives of Captain Villaret. After their
visits they will proceed to Fort Leav-
enworth in September where Captain
Villaret will report for the school.

Lieut. J. L. Grier left Saturday for
Wilmington, N. C. and Washington,
D. C. where he will play in tennis
tournaments. He will then go to visit
friends in New York prior to sailing
on July 27th for the Philippines
where he has been ordered for station.
Lieut. Grier will be remembered by
the readers of The Benning Herald
as "Gunbotham."

Major and Mrs. Harry Bishop left
Tuesday for Washington, D. C. where
Major Bishop has been ordered for
duty at Walter Reed Hospital.

Mrs. Charles T. Lanham has as her
house guests for a few weeks her
mother, Mrs. Nelson Gatin and her
aunt Mrs. S. G. Nottingham of Wash-
ington, D. C.

Mrs. Daniel G. Berry and her
daughter Margaret have returned from
Reading, Ohio, where Mrs. Berry at-
tended the graduation of her daughter
from Notre Dame school.

Captain John W. Blue left Monday
on a two months' leave for Raleigh,
North Carolina where he will visit
his mother.

Captain and Mrs. G. D. Jackson
of the Marine Corps left Fort Ben-
ning Monday for Rhode Island where
Capt. Jackson has been ordered for
duty.

Lieut. and Mrs. Lindell D. Straube
are to be congratulated upon the birth
of a son at the Fort Benning hospital,

Saturday.

IMAGINE YOUR EMBARRASSMENT

WHEN YOU'RE ENTERTAINING-A DITINGUIHED

C-.JFST, AND THE MNID DROPS YOUR ONLY

MAGINE YOUR SATISFACTION in knowing
that you can take guests for a drive without the

fear of engine trouble when you own one of our
reconditioned used cars.

MUSCOGEE CHEVROLET CO.
1501 FIRST AVE.

Mrs.Fuller's ClassMrsFuleResctl Oak Mountain Springs ToOpen
To Give Recital Season Next Sunday, June i 9 th

Mrs. J. S. Fuller, of Fort Benning,
will present her pupils in a musical Picture a hotel nestled against the of the fowl and the expertness with
recital at thie Protestant Chapel, Fort side of a mountain, with the wide which they are cooked, and have
Benning, Ga., on Friday at 8:00 p. m. rambling veranda which is so much a made quite a name for themselves.
June 17th. distinguishing characteristic of the A large swimming pool is numbered

Everyone is cordially invited. No architecture of the South, surrounded among the other assets of the resort
admission will be charged. on all sides by wide-spreading trees which rests its laurels chiefly on the

Those who will take part in the which add beauty and quietness to three facts named here. The casual
recital will be: Serena Duncan, Bea the scene. Thus you have Oak Monn- visitor-and the resident for several
trice McNulty, James Biando, Annie tain Springs, a Georgia Resort, made weeks-all are assured of an excep-
Voght, Hazel Voght, Evelyn Wyrick, famous by its mineral springs and its
Ruth Wolf, Beth Murphy, Wiley Chan- famous cuisine, either of which is far tionally good time, which, combined
dler, Mildred Gutherie, Betty Heath- beyond the powers of ordinary de- with the restfulness and natural ad-
erly, Virginia Hunt, Lucille Flanigan. scription. vantages of the place, will all com-

A group of Mrs. Fuller's pupils The mineral springs which come bine to make it one of the most en-
will be presented over radio station forth at this spot have much to recom- joyable in a wide radius of Benning.
WRBL at 4:30 p. m. June 22. mend them, and their waters have

Lieut. and Mrs. William C. Saffar- been recommended for many ills. The /

ins and Mrs. F. C. Saffarans departed principal curative of Oak Mountain

Friday for a few days stay in Atlanta is that which corrects the lassitudeK

with Mrs. Saffarrans' parents. and ill-feeling which is a result of
Miss Mary Louise Bay of Ocala, overwork and restores the vigor and

,Mcrissar sLhouse guest ofherasis-energywhich have proved themselves N E G A IV tF c i a i s ti e h o u s e g u e s t o f h e r s i s - n e e rg y i h s i e . T e p a e

'er and brother-in-law, Lieut. and Mrs. necessary in these times. The peace- DEVELOPED
Edward A. Chazal. fulness and quiet of this resort are

more than ordinarily restful and this
resort has often been taken as exam- PR I N TS
ples and been praised in many quar-

S U T ters for its beneficial atmosphere. FINISHED
forRLSU LIJ Another of the points which is

quoted as a recommendation of Oak Leave Films Atusethe T Mountain Springs is its wonderful main Exchange Or
CFI cuisine. All the vegetables and the 29th lnfantry ExchanqeCLASSIF*IE D chickens which are used at the hotel

are products of the Oak Mountain Don'Johnson's

W A D SFarm, and are therefore unexcelled
in freshness and flavor. The chicken S T U Di O
dinners have been especially highly 18 - 12th Street
praised, both for the delicate flavor

30 Miles from Columbus on the Warm Springs Road

Cak At cuntain Sprints
Hotel and Swimming Pool

OPENS SUNDAY, JUNE 19th

Thirty miles over good roads to an ideal Southern cooking, at its )est, with an ample

resort-with all modern conveniences- supply of fresh vegetables, eggs, chickens,

where quiet and complete restfulness corn- etc., supplied from our own farm, is one

l)ine to make your vacation one of immense of the many advantages of Oak Mountain.

value to you. If vou are in search of a per- The mineral water, with its medical prop-

fect place for a rest, try this famous resort erties, and the pure air make your vacation

for a few weeks! really beneficial.

American Plan Hotel-including three meals daily-new reduced rates" $2.50

per day. $14.00 per week. Special rates for children. bunches 50c, dinners

75c.

For further information phone 381, Humes Music Co., or write

Mrs. J. R. Humes or Mrs. T. K. Peabody, at Oak Mountain

Springs Hotel, \Vaverly Hall, Ga.

Cak ,Vcntain Sprins
Less than an hour's drive from CAumbus-Inspection Welcomed

Fort Benning Personnel:
Come often ... stay as long as you like ... ffor the week-

end or by the week. Come early enough to take a dip in

our swimming pool and drink the famous mineral water

before dinner.

PHONE 100
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meeting place this week-we suggest
that the problem, being one of chari-
ty, be turned over to the Community
Chest, and that the fourth Saturday
of each month be designated "Garri-
son Shower Day."

COLONEL MARSHALL

L. C. Kunze-- - - - Publisher LEAVES BENNING
A. F. Kunze ------------------------------------------------- Editor (Continued from page 1)

A. F. Kunze, Jr.----------------------------------------Asso. Editor were initiated by him. He has been
Felicia C. Howell Society Editor a vital force in the developing and
Bill Ellison ------------------------------------------- Sports Editor maintaining the conditions which
John W. Pearce----------------------------------Advertising Manager
Louis T. Kunze----------------------------------Circulation Manager make Benning one of the most sought

after stations in the army.
Advertising rates will be quoted on request. The Benning Herald re- Colonel and Mrs. Marshall hold a

serves the right to classify, edit, or reject any advertising matter. high place in the esteem of those witb

whom they have been closely associat-
The Benning Herald by mail to any address in the United States or itsIed in Benning and Columbus andpossessions. $1.50 per year. Single copy 5 cents, their departure is the occasion of

Application for entry as second-class matter is pending. widespread regret in the two commu-nities.

GUNBOTHAM'S SCHOOL DAZE
By E. L. M.

We intended to write our first para-
graph in the inimitable manner of
the Flare-with swell poetry at the
beginning, and everything. The lines
we sought were:
"The door burst open and into the
room,
Strode Dangerous Dan McGrew"

or something. But the library was
closed, ant] neither of the Benning
poets would admit having heard of
Service (who so palpably panders to
the vulgar taste of the hoi-polloi).

But to get on with our story. The
wedding was proceeding beautifully.
The audience, in breathless silence,
listened to the words of the minister,
strained ears to catch a note of tremb-
ling in response of the bride, watched
hungrily to see if the best man had
lost the ring. Almost the end. "And
if any person knows of any reason
why this man and this woman should
not be joined together with bonds of
holy matrimony, let him speak now,
or forever hold his peace." A thrill
ran through the watchers.

Crash! The doors at the rear of
the room burst open. Clutching cap
and crop in his left hand, and the
edge of the door in his right, a red-
faced, panting young officer poised
dramatically in the threshold. Strong
men paled, women caught their breath
in audible gasps. A fifteen year old
girl swooned. Returning glare for

!Aare, Jimmie Grier calmly proceeded
o his seat .. ..-. late again.

One of the Fourth Section orators
,v-,gests a Fort Benning School Tax
which, we have been given to under-
-tna d, will -penetrate even the ragged
-ockets of the local bachelors. We see
in this a thinly veiled attempt to in-
crease the Benning birth rate. and
we fervently hope that the few bache-
lors remaining on this post will not
defend too vehemently the principle
of no taxation with representation.

Which reminds us that Gunbotham
(Crier left a book to be returned to
Major Leard. The auardian angel
of students seems to have been tres-
wassing upon Colonel Stayer's do-
main. For the well-thumbed volume
is a work of that muscle-bound litera-
teur, Bernarr McFadden ... -.. and
bears the interesting title "Manhood
and Marriage."

Major Barnwell Legge. well known
horseman, investigator for the Infan-
try Board, and inquisitor of the feline
tribe (viz: "Pussy Cat. Pussy Cat,
Where has thou been?") suggests a
miscellaneous shower for officers dur.
ing the proposed month without pay.

To prevent excessive duplication of
";fts-for instance Pork and Beans
"o for a nickel a can at the local

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

SUNSTROKE AND HEAT
EXHAUSTION

Weather conditions which prevail at
Fort Benning during the months
June to October, approximate or are
worse than some parts of the tropics.

This therefore is an appropriate
time to consider the effects of over.
heating on the human body.

Sunstroke is mentioned in the Bible.
There are two types; heat exhaustion
and heat stroke. Heat exhaustion is
brought about by prolonged expo-
sure to high temperature, especially
when combined with physical exert-
ion. One does not need to be exposed
to the direct rays of the sun to bring
the condition about, for it may occur
at night or when working in a closely
confined space. Artificial heat as is
found in boiler rooms of steam ships,
very often is responsible for attacks
of heat exhaustion.

Heat stroke chiefly hits those per-
sons, who work hard, while exposed
to the sun.

Soldiers on hike with heavy equip.
ment are liable to attack. Laborers in
cities, especially those digging ditch-
es are often overcome.

Sunstroke is more common among
those who dring heavily; both beer

be found that the body temperature
is high every effort should be made to
reduce it by rubbing the body with
cold water or even ice of the doctor
can not be reached. In another type
of case it will be found that body
temperature is lowered; then it will
be necessary to warm the patient with
hot baths and blankets.

Anyone who has once been over-
come by the effects of heat is there.
after usually liable to suffer attacks
following exposure to temperatures
which others do not mind in the
least. Such people frequently be-
come uneasy, have tight heads, slow
up mentally whenever they encounter
temperatures over 85 degrees F.

The prevention of sunstroke or heat
exhaustion is exceedingly important,

Care must be exercised to prevent
excessive overheating, particularly
when exposed to the direct sun's rays.
Even after one acquires a good coat
of tan he must never lose sight of
this fact. Remember that humidity,
which is very high at Fort Benning,
adds to the danger. When humidity
is high the bad effects of high tem-
perature are more quickly felt; when
the air is dry you can stand a much

higher temperature than when it is

and whiskey are aids toward acquiring moist.
this condition. Overeating, over drinking, over

The person may be struck down sud- work, and loss of sleep all contribute
denly with sunstroke and die within to make you less liable to withstand
an hour. More often the condition
has warning symptoms such as head-texeffect ossivee.in my
ache, a feeling of oppession and some- experience the loss of sleep is per-
times dizziness and nausea. It is high- haps the one most likely cause. Eight
ly important to pay attention to these to nine hours sleep each night is prob-
preliminary signs of sunstroke. If it ably the one best method of prevent-

(Please turn to page 7) in, sunstroke or heat exhaustion.

NEW HOSTESS TAKES
CHARGE

(Continued from page 1)
Setzler witnessed her first profession-
al prize fight. She stated that she
enjoyed it to the fullest extent, and
intends to miss not a one during her
sojourn here.

If the boys will just stop making
those errors on the baseball field, she
might be induced to help swell the
crowds at Gowdy Field, for wherever
she goes to the functions on the post,
she is sure to have a large following.

Fort Benning is fortunate in ob-
taining the services of such an edu-
cated, cultured and well adapted host-
ess as she has obtained in the person
of Mrs. Agnes Corley Setzler.

How old is the hostess, did we hear
someone ask? Well, now, as young as
she looks and all that, we are still
too diplomatic to take chances on
guessing at the age of any lady
. . . . Would you?

29th Inf.
COMPANY "E"

Company E has a motor boat which
is being used by the boys on the week
ends.

All the boys are busy these days
taking over the special duty of the
Regiment and Post while the 1st Bat-
talion is shooting on the range.

Company E has a new Company
Commander, Captain G. J. Forster.
He is a fine fellow and likes all kinds
of athletics. We enjoyed Lieut. Gib-
ney as company commander. Com-
pany E has had good luck in getting
good company commanders.

Dowden, D., is our new Corporal.
Cary and Barnett are the new pri.
vate, first class.

Corp. Tate is on a reenlistment fur-
lough and is having a fine time at
Atlanta, Georgia, he reports.

Company E has made more order-
lies for the Commanding Officer 29th
Infantry, than any other company
during the period of November 1931
to present date, Company E having
made 50 orderlies during that period,
and still keeping up the good work.

Since Company "E" has been ab-
sent from these columns there has
been several new assignments the last
being Pvts. Beyer and Runner. Co.
"E" welcomes these men with hope
that they will put forth every effort
to help keep Company "E" up to its
high standard.

The members of Co. "E" desires,
to see the Benning Herald become a
greater paper and will help in every
way possible to support it. And to
promise to contribute to its columns

each week the news of this organiza-
tion-this not to say that the Benning
Herald is not already a great paper
and read by many members of this
Co. with much interest.

Watch for Company "E's" column
next week.

COMPANY "F"
Daily, except Sundays and Holidays,

our recreation room is the scene of
men comfortably seated on the big
cushioned seats and rockers listening
to Ihe very instructive talk of Lt.
Ken'gla.

What is he talking about? Why yes,
of course, we should have known that.
He is telling them all about the Au-
tomatic Rifle. And look how inter-
ested all seem to be. Ever since Pfc.

(Please turn to page 7)

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

IT IS A GRAND OLD ARMY CUSTOM-BUT
The story of the week and one of the best bits of Flare material

we have had in a long time concerns one Lieutenant James Clinton of the
Tanks. We can't begin to do it justice but, on the other hand. we can't
refrain from giving our public the essential facts coupled with the suggestion
that they buttonhole the Lieutenant at the first opportunity and fill in the
blanks.

It seems that Lieutenant and Mrs. Clinton were expecting a call from
erstwhile intimate friends with whom they had served in the Philippines.
One day last week, as the debonair Tanker was stepping from his bath,
the Clinton maid announced that a man and his wife were outside in a car
and wished to see him.

"Tell them to come in and sit down," commanded the Lieutenant,
hurrying with his dressing lest he seem negligent in performing the rites
of hospitality.

"I done tell dem to come in but dey say dey wait in de car," replied
the maid.

"Just like the B s," commented Mrs. Clinton who was also de-
shabille. "Hurry up and get down."

Hastily completing his toilet, Lieutenant Clinton rushed forth. There,
sure enough, was Mrs. B---, holding a baby (the B---s had had a
baby since Philippine days) on her lap.

"Well, it's certainly good to see you," cried the Lieutenant with en-
thusiasm, "where's Roscoe?" and with that he threw open the car door
and gave the unsuspecting lady a resounding welcoming smack full upon
the mouth.

Then his jaw dropped and an expression of dismay an( horror suffused
his countenance.

The lady was not Mrs. B-- -but a total stranger and in the driver's
seat sat a well known local merchant whose business relations with the
Lieutenant, while pleasant, were hardly intimate enough to put the families
on kissing terms.

We get our biggest kick out of this absolutely true story not when 'We
picture the embarrassment of the hero but when we reflect upon the astonish-
ment of the lady. The state of mind of all concerned was so confused at
the time that even the Flare inquisitor couldn't get the facts on just how
she took it but evidently she is a good sport. Indeed, there is at least some
grounds for believing that maybe she rather liked it.

WE KNEW IT WOULD HAPPEN
Lieutenant James R. Pierce, better known as Cannonball Pierce, the

Tennis Whirlwind, has been awarded the Banner Blue, with Streamers, for
being the first man to invade the women's showers at Russ Pool. The Lieu-
tenant, having taken his daily plunge, absently mindedly blundered through
the wrong door on his way to the dressing room. He came to, 'tis said,
at the first squeal but it was several minutes before the excited hubbub
within subsided. Eyewitnesses have commented favorably upon the alacrity
of the Lieutenant's exit and upon the rich scarlet color of his poor but
honest face as he rushed out for air.

The experience, while no doubt embarrassing, has its compensation.
For one thing Lieutenant Pierce is now in a position to scotch those rumors
that the ladies are not complying with the regulations.

Since writing the above we have
been reliably informed that Lieuten-
ant James Heriot has entered a pro-
test against the Pierce award on the
ground that he, Heriot, is the real
pioneer. Affidavits from a quartet
of sub-debs have been filed in sup-
port of the Heriot claim.

The Flare has appointed a nonpar-
tizan board consisting of Adjutant
General Lewis, the bathing beauty
expert, Major Homor D. Conner,
chairman of the sanitary rules com-
mittee, and Life Guard Munson, ar-
biter of swimming pool etiquette, to
investigate and submit recommenda-
tions. Colonel Stayer will be sum-
moned before the board to testify as
to the psychological reason, if any,
for the current tendency of preoccu-
pied lieutenants to pass up a perfect-
ly good "men's entrance" for what is
clearly labeled "women's exit."

unfailing ability to get a play on
every good hand that he holds. The
boys never seem to be looking out
the window when he has the cards.
When he is sitting pretty with a full
house it is a foregone conclusion that
at least three optimists with flushes
and straights will be out after him in
full cry. Moreover, in the pernicious
high-low games, when he holds a
cinch hand for either high or low,
there are always at least two well
heeled brethren fighting each other
other for the privilege of splitting
the pot with him. This sort of thing
has been going on for years and every
practicing Thanatopsian now knows
that the so-called law of averages is
a delusion and a snare. As the boys
are wont to remark at the conclusion
of one of Brother Leard's demonstra-
tions, "It's a Geeft."

THANATOPSIS CLUB MEETING I iaantI ,eieru, iewis nis re-
The Thanatopsis Literary Philan- sulned his accustomed place after an

thropic and Evangelical Society, after absence of several months. The boys
are doing everything possible to make

several years of painful, untiring re-

search, has definitely proven that the him feel at home.

celebrated law of averages is a myth.
It isn't only that Brother Leard is a The latest Thanatopsis convert is
consistent beneficiary of the club's Brother Bonham, who took the veil
philanthropic activities. This could on June 5. Brother Bonham states
be accounted for by the fact that he that his withdrawal is only temporary.
possesses clairvoyant powers which We have been given to understand
enable him to tell with uncanny ac- that he plans to return to the fold
curacy whether other contenders have 4fter a month of fasting and medita-
'em or haven't. What put the hither- tion-this period of self-imposed dis-
to respectable and comforting law of cipline being designed to rehabilitate
averages theory in disrepute is Emil's his morale.
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
I At Rialto Theatre Sunday I

. ........ ...... ............... ......x.... ...: : ..:g.: ...: ..; ... :. : $

Phillips Holmes, Nancy Carroll and Lionel Barrymore in
Ernst Lubitsch's "Broken Lullaby", a Paramount Picture

Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE RIALTO

F]I1)AY AND SATURDAY:'Presenting "T11l RJI)INC;
T( )R NA1)( )I " with Tim McCoy, in a fast an(l furious pictorial-

ization of the "wild and wooly \\est." A stamlpe(le of a herd

of wild horses, five hnndred strong, with Tim in the midst, on

foot, is but one of the thrilling scenes presented in his latest

licture. As an a(l(le(l attraction, "CRA\WFORD'S CoM\IEI)I-
ANS," who will l)e remembered froim a past showing at the

Rialto, will present another program of the latest song, (lance

and skit hits.

SUNDAYV: Presenting "BR(L)KEN IULLABY," with
Lionel Barrymore, Nancy Carroll and Phillips Holmes, with a
strong supporting cast, including ZaSu Pitts. A big and (lis-

tinguished cast and an entirely new plot idea. Do not miss

seeing this picture.

M()NDAY AND TUESDAY: Presenting "THE ROAD-
H()USE MURDER," with Eric Linden, Dorthy Jordan and
Phyllis Clare, with Rosco "Stuttering" Ates included in a
strong supporting cast. A storia desolate country road-
house-nmvsterious characters-all provide a perfect setting for
murder-and romance! A picture with a punch ... dont fail
to see it.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Presenting "SIN-
NERS IN THE SUN" with Carole Lombard. Vith her, Ches-
ter Morris, who played the masculine lead in "Corsair," pro-
Vide the romantic background for this strictly modern picture.

AT THE GRAND

SATUR)AY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Presenting
"THE MOUTHPIECE," with Warren William, Sidney Fox,
Aline MacMahon and others. Here's high-voltage drama,
carrying currents of terrific tension. You'll be stunned by its
thundering force! They called him the "mouthpiece" because
he could talk juries out of justice and women out of honor.

TUESDAY AN) WEDNESI)AY: Presenting "'FIRE-
MAN, SAVE MY CHILD," with Joe E. Brown. A rollicking
comedy, full of typical Brown humor. For real entertainment,
see Joe E. Brown in the funniest of all his comedies.

THURSDAY AN) FRIDAY: Presenting "THE \VISER
SEX" wtih Claudette Colbert, Melvin Douglas, Lilyan Tash-
man anl W\illiam Bovd. Voman against woman-with a
man s life at stake! ]londe or brunette--which will he take?
Both dlames once loved him-which to forsake? See this drama
of a man who lets love wait'alldlof a woman to whom he owes
his life!

Little Eva Big
Girl Now

A prominent and beloved character
of the American stage for fifty years
prolonged a temporary retirement
from retirement to accept her first
talking picture part as the "mother"
of Claudette Colbert in "The Wiser
Sex." Paramount release which will
show at the Grand Theatre, beginning
Thursday for two days.

Effie Shannon, who at sixty-four
makes her talkie debut to appear in
a modern drama centering in the ex-
ploits of a girl who risks a hazardous
life as a demimonde to secure evi-
dence which will save her lover,
made her first bold gesture in de-
fiance of retirement last season to
appear with Fay Bainter and Walter
Rlampden in the New York revival of
"The Admirable Crichton."

It was in 1873 that Miss Shannon
Iegan her stage career, as "Little
Eva" in "Uncle Tom's Cabin." From
the time of her first successful en-
counter with histrionic ice floes, until
the start of the present decade, the
list of plays in which she has ap-
peared reads like a history of drama.

Among plays in which she was fea-
tured and which may not have es-
caped the memory of the present gen-
eration, are: "Trelawney of the
Wells," "L'Aiglon," "Her Unborn
Child," "Good Boy" and "Merry An-
drew."

RIALTO
If a big and distinguished cast and

a new plot idea mean anything-
(and a still, small voice from Holly-
wood says they do) "Broken Lulla-
by" should provide excellent enter-
tainment for the patrons of the Rialto
Theatre which shows Sunday only.

"Broken Lullaby," is based on
the original French play by Maurice
Rostand. It tells of the post-war
events in the life of a former soldier
in the war-time army. The principal
roles are played by Lionel Barry-
more, Nancy Carroll and Phillips
Holmes.

Holmes is seen as the soldier of
France-sensitive, romantic-minded,
who, in the performance of his duty,
kills a young German soldier (luring
a big enemy drive. As soon as the
deed is committed, he begins to suf-
fer a profound remorse. From a let-
ter on the person of his victim he
learns the name of the dead soldier's
German sweetheart, Nancy Carroll,
and the name of the town in which
she lives with the dead man's father,
Lionel Barrymore, a stolid German
nationalist who harbors a great hatred
for all Frenchman.

Holmes' most recent picture was
"An American Tragedy," in which
he played the role of Clyde Griffiths.
Barrymore was recently awarded the
annual prize of the Academy of Mo-
tion Picture Sciences for his distin-

AT THE ROYAL

(Beginning with Midnight Show, Saturday 11:15 P. 'M.
SUNDAY, M)NI)AY AND TUESI)AY: Presentingrt

"MERRILY WE GO)TO) HELL," with Sylvia Sidlney andl
Frederic March, and Adrianne Allen and Skeets Gallagher in
the sup)porting cast. She longed to hear him say-"I Love __.......--_..______ ...._

You"-and the best he could do was-"I think you're swell!" Pola Negri the exotic screen star, ap-
A cross-section of Humanity-through it flows hope, desire, pearing on the Paramoant stage this
faith and drama-and, in the end, JOY! week in Atlmita

ROYAL 1

FREDRIC MARCH
with Sylvia Sidney in Paramount's

"Merrily We Go to Hell"

The courage to refuse theatrical
advancement greater than he was
ready for is believed to be responsible
for Frederic March's present screen
prominence.

March and Sylvia Sidney are shar-
ing honors in Paramount's "Merrily
We Go to Hell," which is to be shown
at the Royal Theatre 11:15 p. m. Sat-
urday.

Although March now stands at the
top of his profession, back of his ex-
perience as a stage supernumerary in
road shows, stock with the New York
Theatre Guild and finally in leading
roles on Broadway.

Shortly after he began his career,
William A. Brady offered him a con-
tract which he turned down to go in-
to stock. After he achieved promi-
nence on his return to New York he
turned( (own offers to go into silent
pictures. It was after playing in
"The Royal Family" that he became
a talking screen actor.

guished performance in "A Free
Soul," Nancy Carroll was teamed
with Holmes in "The Devil's Holi-
(lay," and "Stolen Heaven."

Others in the cast are Tully Mar-
shall, ZaSu Pitts, Lucien Littlefield,
Tom Douglas, Emma Dunn, and Frank
Sheridan.

ROYAL
Starts Tomorrow Night 11:15 P. M. 0

I

RIALTO
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
ON THE STAGE

JACK CRAWFORD'S
COMEDIANS
ON THE SCREEN
TIM McCOY

In
"The Riding Tornado"

SUNDAY
LIONEL BARRYMORE

In

"Broken Lullaby"
With

NANCY CARROLL
PHILLIPS HOLMES
MONDAY-TUESDAY
DOROTHY JORDAN
and ERIC LINDEN

In
"Roadhouse Murder"

WE tDNIESDAY.-THURsDA Y I

CAROL LOMBARD
In

"Sinners In The Sun"
With

CHESTER MORRIS

Coolest Spot in Town
The only theatre in Columbus

with Washed Air

Grand
SAT.-SUN.-MON.

WARREN WILLIAMS

"The Mouthpiece"
SIDNEY FOX

Aline MacMahon - John Wray
Noel Francis-.Guy Kibbee

COMEDY -NEWS

TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

.AIIRST!IATIoNAL and& VITAPHONEICURE

COMEDY NOVELTY - NEWS

THURsDAY-FRIDAY

THE

"Wiser Sex"
With

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

MELVIN DOUGLAS

LILY-AN TAsHMAN
WILLIAM BOYD

COMEDY -NEWS
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BILL ELL16ON, tditor

Z 3/- EL --- 0L . L /0 /

Mr. Walker Smith and Mr. Tony
Cancella, two well known gentlemen
who manage to keep in good stand-
ing among the Southern cauliflower
colony, will exchange pleasantries at
a little leather soiree at Doughboy
Stadium Tuesday evening and it
reaches this column, via grapevine
gossip, that somebody's face is liable
to be lifted in the heat of the enter-
tainment. Such a process of face lift-
ing carries the subject's head, neck,
shoulders and torso with it as it hur-
dles topmost hempen strands en route
to the laps of the ringsiders.

Mr. Smith and Mrs. Cancella
do not like each other, this state
of dissatisfaction having develop-
ed at a ring party in Charleston
some weeks ago in which the two
gentlemen beat the other in the

If You Should Die
the day after taking a

Family Income Policy for
$10,000.00

With
AETNA LIFE

INSURANCE COMPANY
Your beneficiary would receive

$100 Per Month
for 20 years and then be paid
$10,000.00 Cash or fifty dollars
per month for over 32 years.

Woodson Hocker
AGENT

PHONE 2956 COLUMBUS

flce for ten rounds to have the
performance called even. For the
first three rounds Mr. Cancella
hit Mr. Smith with great frequen-
cy to the point of head,-a deed
that infuriates Mr. Smith notice-.
ably, and in the fourth things be.
gan to take on an entirely differ.
ent complexion for the remainder
of the contest.

Mr. Cancella, it seems, was nothing
short of an idol with the Carolinians
and, weighing 193, towered head and
shoulders above the soldier. Ringside
customers made no effort to conceal
their chagrin and disappointment
when Mr. Smith entered the ring, go-
ing so far as to insinuate Mr. Smith
was nothing short of a "set-up" for
the swarthy boy from down Tampa
way. Such did not prove the case,
however, and the fight ended with
both boys flailing away for dear life
and the fans themselves were stand-
ing in chairs, on their neighbors' hats,
coats, necks and other vantage points
that presented themselves.

After the fistic function, Mr.
Smith and Mr. Cancella repaired
to the dressing rooms, a sort of
stall-like building separated by
simply suspending a canvas cur-
tain midway on one side of which
dressed Mr. Smith and the other,
Mr. Cancella. It was while the
boys were under a shower taking
their ablutions, or something, that
Mr. Cancella had the temerity to
advise Mr. Smith: "I'm going to
beat h-- out of you!" Such strnog
talk naturally moved Mr. Smith
to retort: "Why, you spaghetti
bender, you couldn't punch your

Athletic
POST EXCHANGE

Department
FORT BENNING, GA.

Terrific Row Is
1-a v TI E- a

rorecast rorZist
Although the stereotyped term,

"grudge battle," has been over press-
agented for many years now to en-
hance the gate receipts of inferior
mauling attractions, I can, neverthe-
less, think of one such bout that is
altogether on the level because, as
hillmen solemnly aver, "thar's bad
blood betwix both of 'em."

Yes sir, when your doughboy idol,
Walker (Cyclone) Smith, the larrup-
ing Louisianan, begins glowering at
Tony Cancella, tenacious Tampan, at
Doughboy Stadium Tuesday night, his
expression will not be for effect. No
sir, he'll be wanting to knock Mr.
Cancella for a row of fur-lined cuspi-
dors.

Cancella, a tough boy, indeed, will
outscale Smith as he did in Charles-
ton, S. C., not more than a month
ago when the pair punched to a draw
verdict but which, if I've been in-
formed correctly, should have been
decided a victory in the soldier's
favor. But stranger things than that
have happened in a state where, if
the former Governor Richards had
had his way, "Blue" laws resurrected
from musty tomes would have been
exercised to prevent tired bankers
and boiler makers from engaging in
such evil practices as playing golf,
shooting crap and drinking corn
liquor from the mouths of fruit jars
on the Sabbath.

Now listen! Barring unforseen and
unscheduled developments, the main
bout between Smith and Cancella
will be a darb and not one to be
overshadowed by the preliminaries.

Earl Johnson, sensational Miami
school boy, and Earl Rocky, terrible
tanker, have been put down for the
eight round semi-final event of the
evening and our esteemed friend Cap-
tain Fry assures all and sundry that
this will be an extraordinarily good
bout. Johnson has participated in
something like 15 or 20 bouts since
shelving his readin', writin', and 'rith-
metic. Johnson is a tough nut to
crack and the bout does, for a fact,

way out of a paper bag!"

It has never been determined just
whether Mr. Cancella took exception
to the allusion Smith made to his
partiality to spaghetti or whether it
was to his inability to punch. They
do tell the story, though, of how Mr.
Concella emitted a bullish snort of
rage, drove his fist against the canvas
partition and ripped it to the floor.
There he squared off, with bare
knuckles sufficing for gloves and a
turkish towel sufficing for trunks, to
glower and wish to the high heaven
Smith would make a false move.
Smith, as would be expected, did
make a false move in assuming a
belligerent attitude of his own, and
the two pugs were in the act of re-
suming the ringside hostilities when
a brace of bluecoats raced dramati-
cally into the room and elevated their
palms in holy horror that men should
condescend to do such things in their
fair state of South Carolina where a
governor once inquired to the chief
executive of a neighboring state about
the length between drinks and where.
since that time, folks have consumed
so much corn out of fruit jars that
they have rings across their noses,
not from wearing spectacles-but
from the pressure of the rim of the
jars themselves.

Medicos Leading
In Pennant Race

By BERNARD B. SWAYZE

Now that the league is just starting,
it is hard to pick a good team as win.
nor of the pennant. Of course, some of
the teams that have made poor starts
have a chance to snap out of it and
show fighting spirit for that mythical
flag. For instance the Artillery.

That team has more fighting spirit
in a minute than the scores have
shown they would have in a year.
Last week they battled the 1st Battal-
ion to a draw for thirteen innings. It
was in the fourteenth that the Irish
got the upper hand and scored two
runs and beat them out 4 to 2.

That was one swell game, and the
fans who didn't go are sending in
orders for one of those self kicking
machines shown in old Schnapps

have the earmarks of a "natural."
Wilmer (Blondy) Parker, Benning,

and Jackie Harp, Warm Springs, are
to do the entertaining in the six
round preliminary. Harp has been
seen in action twice at Fort ienning,
having won a decision over Davis in
a six rounder and kayoed Lydell in
the fifth of their squabble.

Spot Webb and Tut Tut Taylor
will do battle for four rounds and a
couple of negroes, Eight Cylinder
Olds and Robert Lee Brooks will per-
form in the curtain raiser. ' hey
fight two 3-minute rounds.

The number of bouts were reduced
this time, Captain Fry announced,
because round by round, blow-by-
blow details of the Sharkey-Schmel-
ing fight will be announced from the
ring to fans in Doughboy Stadium.

Fights begin at 8:15 p. m.

RALSTON
BARBER SHOP
Located in Ralston Hotel

Phone 9203
C. E. HARBUCK, Prop.

Before You
Find

That It's Too Late
We can outfit you

with shooting glasses
that will save eye-strain
and better your marks.
Maxwell Optical

Company
1217 Broadway

I "2

7

Swi-mming Suits
Bathing Caps

Sandals

"It Pays to Trade at Your Post Exchange"

Let's go places!
Always brimful of energy-

kept so by good milk-that's
living!

WELLS DAIRY COMPANY
MACON ROAD PHONE 1144

Boxing, Tuesday Night, June 21st
Doughboy Stadium 8:15 P. M.

WALKER (Cyclone) SMITH vs. TONY CANCELLA, Tampa
WILMER PARKER vs. JACKIE HARP, 6!

EARL ROCKY vs. EARL JOHNSON, 8 rds. . SPOT WEBB vs. TUT TUT TAYLOR, 4 rc
• - EIGHT CYLINDER OLDS vs. ROBERT LEE BRO

GENERAL ADMISSION 50c RINGSIDE $1.00
TICKETS ON SALE AT OFFICERS' CLUB, ATHLETIC oFFICE and all ORDERLY ROOMS

-ds.
Is.
OKS, 4 rds.
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chewing tobacco advertisements. Well,
they need it, no end.

Holloway, losing pitcher for that
wonderful game, twirled that horse-
hide around like it was a grape vine.
His dazzling speed was enough to
send seven would be Jimmie Foxx's
back to the dugout counting doodle
bug holes.

His pitching however, was counter-
manded by the same brand by Stew-
art and Stevens of the Irish. Their
pitching was the kind that makes
batters wish they could get them off
the ground, but can't.

The Kells have been playing good
baseball, but something goes against
them every time they get a chance to
win. That is just some more of those
breaks that come in baseball, and if
Kell himself and Barron keep up the
pep, they will pop something in this
league yet.

(Please turn to page 7)
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83rd F. A.
SHRAPNEL BURSTS

Major Selleck returned to duty last

Friday after being absent for nearly

three months due to being sick with

pneumonia. We are all glad that he

is feeling fine and able to come back

to the battalion even though it is a

very warm time of the year to take

over the command.

So far the R. 0. T. C. don't seem

as lively as they did last year but

everything is still new to them and

also they haven't started their weekly

dances yet. Their first dance will be
tonight so just wait until that is over
before judging them for liveliness.

Since the students of the Infantry
School graduated June 1 'nstead of
June 10, Lts. Sherburne and Cobb
were merly attached to the Artillery
for special duty until the date of their
change of branch from Infantry to
Artillery. On Friday, June 10th,
these two Lts. became members of
the Field Artillery, to remain as such
for the rest of their army career, un-
less they are much more dissatisfied
than they are now, after being with
us for a few days.

The three officers from the 29th
Infantry went back last Wednesday
after spending a three months' detail
in the Artillery. Although they were
worked quite hard in order to have
them learn some things about the Ar-
tillery in three month., we hope that
they enjoyed the detail and will be
greatly benefitted by it.

Due to Lt. Thomas' being on leave
Lt. Cobb took over the baseball team
and although he got a late start, the

team has improved greatly. Lt. Cobb
has been at Benning five years and

has been several seasons of baseball
so even though we lost the first two
games, the second game of fourteen
innings was a great improvement
over the first and for that reason we

expect to see the Artillery 'win some

games before the season ends.

HQ., HQ., BTRY., AND C. T.
Sgt. Dodd has purchased a new

Chevrolet Coupe and can be seen
every week end at Boyle's Thirty
Acres. A summer (amp has been
established there and Sgt. Dodd drew
a square table out of the Supply room
to be used during conferences 'witlh
his staff. Cpl. Pike is aide-de-camt
and also acts as liaisson officer, keep
ing Dodd informed as to the locatior

of any new gunners.
The dancing class has advanced

(Please turn to page 8)

FISHING
TACKLE

We have all types
of both fresh water
and salt water
equipment.

Athletic
Depdrtment

POST EXCHANGE
Fort Benning, Ga.

"It Pays to Trade at Your
Post Exchange"

MEDICOS LEADING LEAGUE
(Continued From Page 6)

Old man Lindsey, grand dad of
the Tanks, twirled a beautiful game
against the Special Units, 29th Infan-
try, shutting them out while his bat-
ting cohorts were slamming the ball
all over the lot to score twelve nice
juicy runs.

Wee Grady Tolle will be out there
battling for a 'in again this week,
and will probably get it. His team
is fielding fair now, and should im-
prove. When Pop Heckert and "Slim
Slam" Stewart, he of the Southeastern
nightmare, get to hitting that pill
right, base runners will come in for
tallies.

The Kells and Greencords 'were
rained out twice last week end, as
there should be blood on the moon
when they meet next Sunday.

All games will be played on Gowdy
Field, beginning promptly at 1:45,
except on days scheduling two games,
when the first game will begin
promptly at 1:15.

The standing of the teams to date,
(Wednesday) are as follows:

WL A
Medicos----------------3 0 1.000
1st Bn 29th-----------2 1 .666
2nd Bn 29th------------1 2 .333
Artillery---------------0 2 .000
I. S. D.----------------0 1 .000
S. U., 29th--------------0 1 .000
N-q'r.f cmfwyp vbgkqj shrdlu cmfwy

THE FLARE
(Continued from page 4)

Captain H. J. Golightly, better
known as Ruthless Newt, the Lone
Wolf of Austin Loop, entertained last
week. This time the host made no
preliminary announcement of his
single handed intentions. As usual,
approximately fifty per cent of those
present had an enjoyable evening.

The meeting sponsored by the Wolf
was in the nature of a farewell bene-

fit to Major Paul Stivers, one of the ]ot so much tor the great progress
two remaining charter members. which The Infantry School has made

Brother Stivers left the following during the five years of his forceful

morning for other fields, taking with leadership as for the intensely human

him the good will of the brethren qualities which not even his high

and four dollars and fifty cents of soldierly abilities and tireless profes-

their money. s;onal zeal could altogether hide from

The regular meeting of the current his observing subordinates a n d

week was held in the palatial home friends.

I

I

- I.

Jkerer fmid..

DEEP-CUSHIONED CHAIRS RECLINE TO ANY
DESIRED ANGLE

Found on Every Hood Lines Coach
LOW FARES

ROUND TRIP

60 DAY LIMIT

Atlanta----------$ 4.50
Cincinnati---------20.65
Chattanooga.-------8.65
Washington. D. C. - 29.20
Birmingham ------- 6.75
Memphis----------15.75
Jacksonville, Fla. - 11.25
Mobile, Ala.----.11.65
New Orleans- 17.65
Shreveport--------24.40

UNION
BUS TERMINAL

1212 Broadway
Phone 661

Unusual is the comfort of Hood Lines
Coaches! Press a foot pedal and the
back of your deeply cushioned seat
reclines to several different angles fc
complete relaxation or restful slec
There are clean, fresh linen head-rc
covers and adjustable foot rests
SIX over-size balloon tires and "

bottle" shock absorbers to make yc
bus trip an "air ride."

Circulating-hot water heat for chii,
nights, ice water, porter service and
even RADIO, complete Hood Lines
Coach comfort. Try this comfortable,
clean and convenient way to travel
to almost everywhere.

HO HI4nes
U mu

of Chief Bradley.. The host, who
usually has a bad evening when he
entertains, was wearing a shirt with
zippers instead of buttons. "Just to
make it easier for you vultures to
take it off," he remarked by way of
explanation as Brother Leard laid
down three deuces against the Pot
Breaker's Aces up.

GUNBOTHAM CHECKS OUT

On Saturday last, the eminent actor,
athlete, socialite, and columnist, James
Gunbotham Grier threw his trunk
locker into the rumble seat, whistled
to the dog and left Benning flat. When
last heard from he was headed for
North Carolina where he is scheduled
to participate in a tennis tournament.
Later he will compete in the Army
Tennis Matches in Washington. His
ultimate destination is the Philippines
where he will assist the American
proconsul to administer insular af-
fairs. Before he gets there, however,
he will have done a great deal, said
a great deal more and at least six
senior officers will have tried unsuc-
cessfully to put him in what they are
pleased to consider his place.

We shall miss our wisecracking
contemporary. Gunbotham ran a
bright and clever column which is
quite a chore, if you ask us. What is
more, he used tact and discretion in
his handling of the material that came
to his hand. If he hurt any feelings
they must have been exceedingly ten-
der-too tender, perhaps, for what
Shakespeare refers to as the "rack of
this tough world."

We understand that Gunbotham's
mantle has fallen upon the capable
young shoulders of his talented and
versatile disciple, Life Guard Mun-
son. If so, The Flare is still in
good company.

CITATION FOR THE WEEK

To Colonel George C. Marshall,

I

Ties
A special Fathers' Day value. Stylish
patterns made by Cheney and Wilson
3ros.

$1.55A

Shirts
Specially priced collar-at-

tached styles in plain white
or solid colors. Manhattan,
Wilson Bros.

$1.55 -

Hose
Exceptional values in fine silks and im-
ported lisles; plain colors and fancy pat-
terns.

25c, 35c and 50c

Chanceller Cc.
1108 BROADWAY

4 L Iaddy...

A ring Mwavs

i

J

1
t

m

Sunday, June 19th

FATHERS' DAY
Give him. a gift he will appreciate

from his own store

0
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Stanton's Lunch Car
C, J. STANTON, Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY OUR BARBECUE

Phone 29 1638-2nd Ave.

WE DELIVER

We sell you a car and will
buy it back in nine months
and pay you cash for it. We
keep a nice line of Chevrolets
and Fords along with other
makes, on hand. Our new
car line is Pontiac, Oakland
Lnd Franklins.

We are the largest used car
buyers in Columbus

McMURRIA'S
1125- -6th Ave. Phone 2590

|U

KENNY'S

NORWOOD
COFFEE

is sold at Fort Benning

through the

Post Exchange
TRY A POUND

YOU WILL BE PLEASED

First National

Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Resources Over $2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Represdtiative:
R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning
Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit
issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

THE DANCE TO KALI
Alexander Rosanoff, in the private

service of the Czar, and Colonel Shu-
Ibin, ranking Attache of the Russian
Embassy, left their cah in the court-
yard of a building on one of the most
ancient and most aristocratic boule-
vards on the left bank of the Seine.
The hour was ten o'clock of an eve-
ning in wartime, an evening lighted
only by the dim twinkling of a few
far-off stars and the headlights which
shot two streams of white mist into
the darkness. The shadows of the
leaves of a tree stirred in this mist for
a moment, the bulk of the house
showed white as a skeleton. There
was not a sound, not a glimmer from
within.

The younger man, Rosanoff, not ex-
pecting the headlights to be switched
off, was blinded for an instant and
made an instinctive movement to
reach the support of the wall.

Shubin's voice came to him in low,
exasperated sounds.

"Don't make a racket! They'll
come soon. Do you know that it is
very indiscreet of us to be seen at
this entertainment in wartines?"

Which made Rosanoff laugh. For he
felt that it was all to perfect. To
have seen the dancer, whose fame had
travelled from the European capitals
to the barracks and hundreds of miles
inland to Moscow and St. Petersburg,
to have seen her in the ordinary way,
on a stage in a glare of lights, to have
come there with chattering people
from a good dinner in a smart res-
taurant, would have been almost an
anticlimax. The blackness, the silence,
Shubin's reluctance, made far more
fitting preliminaries. How these civil-
ians enjoyed their spice of danger!
Even Shubin, a matter-of-fact, agree-
able man back home had grown tense
and mysterious in Paris. But Rosanoff
had arrived only that afternoon from
the front and lie knew and remem-
bered that danger was prosaic.

Danger was a routine such as he
had recenitly followed. It meant get-
ting up lbefore dawn, testing the en-
gine, then flying over levels, over thin
rivers, over war-torn fields, over cities,
too, so high up thlat lie could not see
even a church-spire--flying traniquilly,
almost going to sleep at the stick, yet
always knowing that in a second he
and the ship might be only two fall-
uig streaks welded together, perhaps,
in flame. It meant delivering the
documenits in the sealed pouch, smo~k-

ing a cigarette, sleeping off exhaus-
tion, then waking alert for the next
job. There was far more excitement
to him in the anticipation of good
meals, baths, comfortable quarters,
beautiful women, above all, the sight
of beautiful women, beginning with
this little dancer who staged her ap-
pearance so well.

They had waited for about five
minutes and Rosanoff was about to
give Shubin the benefit of his reflec-
tions when the light from within the
open door seemed to explode in their
faces. A footman stared at Rosanoff
and then saw Shubin.

"She has begun, Monsieur," he said.
He held another door ahead of

them. They were in a circular room
with a polished floor, full of light but
quite empty. The next room was
larger. It contained a gleaming buffet
which reflected back the decanters,
glasses and plates with which it was
laden. People had eaten there, it was
evident, and attendants had cleared
away too hurriedly. But recumbent
by the buffet was an object which
caused Rosanoff to halt for a moment,
startled. He thought that it was some
bizarre ornament in keeping with the
strangeness of the house. The object
was slumped forward like an unusu-
ally large and very meagre rag doll.
Silver-gray hair, elaborately curled
fell over its face.

"What's that?" he exclaimed.
"Bali! The old Marquis de Signac."

At the same time, Shubin was open-
ing the last door, and caught between
his amazement at such decrepitude
and his wonder as to what could fol-
low in such a house, Rosanoff lost
awareness of the moment of his entry.
Shubin hustled him a little.

Then he was sitting on something
cushioned which had no back to it,
a bench, perhaps, in a faint, moon-
steeped light which gave him a sug-
gestion of faces all around but soon
went out entirely. Then he heard
music which seemed to come from no-
where, not music exactly, but a low,
sustained musical wail, rising slightly,
then subsiding, rising again, pinned
with tiny, tinkling instruments here
and there, as if they had been jewels.
But the ebb and flow of the liquid
wail was what held the ear. Some-
times it was almost piercing and the
mesmerized nerves shrank from it,
hot blood flowed to the head and left
the body shudering with an incon-
ceivable, icy excitement, and pounded
against the tight skin of the head in
time with the hidden beat of the
music, until, at the bursting point,
the wail would slowly fade to a throb-
bing moan, the blood would flow back
deliriously. Somewhere Rosanoff had
heard music similar to this, in an
alley in Constantinople, in the shadow
of the great turquoise Baths in Tiflis.
It was music at the line where tor-
ture writhes in ecstasy. Then, sud-
denly, it ceased.

Two curtains at the head of the
room stirred in an inexplicable breeze.
They billowed first about the head,
then the neck, then opened slowly to
reveal the body of Mata Hari. She
was moving toward an altar which
the curtains had hidden. The altar
bloomed with light, which, like the
wind, had no source, and as she
moved, this wind mowed down her
veils, drove them back gently against
her limbs and breasts.

A surprising thought fl a s h e d
through Rosanoff's mind. How tall
she was! It shocked him to remember
that he had spoken of her as a "little
dancer." He felt humbled; it was so
stupid, so juvenile, to have come pre-
pared for a little dancer. He under-
stood that his eyes had been fastened
on her and had been wrenched away.
He knew this because he had been
seeing nothinsg but the veils, the
whiteness, and now he noticed a tow-
ering, ebony object. sleek and shin-
ing. The Goddess Kali, with many
slim, stolsy, twining black arms like
snakes. After that, he knew his eyes
had returned, for lie saw the Goddess
Kali nio further, and he realized that
someone was speaking.

It was the dancer. Her voice gave
hins a further shock, so that he lost
the first words while lie was thinking
that she was tall aiid her voice was

"rave. It was slow, deep, and with-
out inflections. Every word was as
fully rounded as every other word.
(... dark goddess of destruction-

,,7ho rules frenzy, cruelty, ecstasy and
si I) . . "

The thinness of a veil fluttered from
each hand to the floor of the altar. -
And it seemed to Rosanoff that what

,he said was inexorable, the voice was
inexorable, the hands that cast aside
veil after veil, they were remorseless
too.

"I dance for you as the bayaderes
(lanced on the sacred terrace of the
Temple Boro-Bodur, where I was
born, in Java.

The sustained wail rose again. This
time, the blood gathered in Rosanoff's
throat, congealed in a hard lump. He
was afraid to breathe and felt near
to strangling. All was a mystic, fleshly
white before his eyes. The woman
and her swayings and the seductive
flesh that she wore more proudly,
more boldly with every motion, like
a garment., like a dazzling dress of
nudity, fille4, them. Sometimes she
moved and t~ere was blackness, his
eyes could not follow her, they re-

coidition. Lt. W. Anderson. Phone
372.

WE MAKE

RUBBER STAMPS

- One Day Delivery-

COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.

PHONE 556

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GEO G IA

A Citizen Wherever We Serve
1330 Broadway

R. M. Harding, Manager

1++

** Makers of Fine Printing Plates ..

f WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.
+ 44SAtlanta, Georgia +

"Every ingredient that helps to MAKE
CRAIG'S Bread and Cakes helps to make
them good - . the very best."

BUY CRAIG'S
Place your order either
with your grocer or with
US.

Craig's Bakery
INC.

1903 Hamilton Ave. Phone 414

"Hear Dough Boy over WRBL
every morning at 9 o'clock."

Drs. Miller & Davis THE AMOUR$ OF TME
Dog and Cat Hospital EXOTIC ADVENTUtESS -

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1313A

Summer Schedule
of Dances Begins
The summer schedule of.dances for

the Enlisted Men will be opened withaGingham and Overall Dance at the

motion picture 29th Infantry Theatre, Friday June
24th. Prizes will be awarded, one to
the lady wearing the most beautiful

bnt with / gingham dress and another prize to
the lady wearing the most original

" . . :miriLa, dress.
The 29th Infantry Recreation Hall

mained glued to the spot where she has been gaily decorated for the oc-
had been. She returned and filled casion by Sergeant Bauer who is in
them with luminous white, charge.

She sank before the altar. Mrs. Agnes Setzler, Fort Benning's
Rosanoff became aware that there new hostess will officiate as hostess.

was a golden glow in his eyes. When Special attractions have been ar-
the dance had ceased or how long it ranged for to make the opening a
had lasted he could not have told, but
in the place where the altar had been,
there were again two curtains of heavy
Oriental stuff. 29th Infantry

Rosanoff put a hand to his fore-
head. It came away wet, and the chill (Continued from page 4)
of the sweat brought him to his
senses. There sat Shubin beside him George Bernet of this organization
with a face like a lump of tallow, proved last year that a score of 47d)
Several men had gathered about a is not impossible, every one in the
woman who lay on a bench. Rosanoff company has set his heart on one
could just see her open mouth. She goal. And that is to better his score.
had fainted. All the men and all the Well, here is wishing all of you luck,
women looked grotesque to him ,and and good shooting, for it will take
it struck him that perhaps he seemed that to better it.
just as hideous to them after the "Won't you put my name in the pa-
dance. per", said Little Allen Wise. "Why

But when he glanced again at his of course I will old timer, but it will
companion, Shubin looked as com- have to be in disguise". Allen is the
posed as usual. It had been the effect outstanding humorist in the ist pla-
of the sudden lights. toon. He- can crack a joke at exact-

Shubin said, "Now you've seen your ly the time when no one is looking
little dancer, eh?" for one and make it go over.

(To Be Continued) You have been listening to the Co.
"F," Squawking Reporter now signing

HERALD 
off.

WANT ADS 83rd F. A.
(Continued from page 7)

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

20 cents per line or fraction of few steps. Cpl. Cherry has mastered
line. Minimum charge for any the North Highlands waltz. Cpl. Pike
classified advertisement, 50 cents, is practicing the 35th Street Bunny
Payment must be made before Hug.
advertisement is puiblished. Sgt. Tate is enjoying a 30 day fur-

lough in Amerieus, Ga. From all re-
FOR SA~LEICanary Birds. Singers uorts he is !tihig to be msarried 011

anltl Cage. Price $10.00. Mrs. J. T. Juiie 15th, 1932.
Crowley, 18-296A.

FOR SALE--Baby Carriage in good .. ...
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Is Fight Game Being Commerciali:ted?
Benning
Briefs

It's a subject we hate to talk about
but we feel that it is incumbent on
us to put in a word or two about the
weather, and particularly its relation
to various members of the population
of the Post. Anyone who has not
been so badly floored by the unusually
excessive heat as to have hidden him-
self from the ken of man, cannot help
having noticed the anguished and
woebegone facesof some of the kay-
dets down at the ROTC camp as they
toiled in from a morning of wrang.
ling horses. One would gather from
their remarks that they weren't par.
ticularly fond of the equine species,
either and some of the more radical
of the students have even ventured
the observation that the (supposedly)
coveted commission wasn't worth the
sweat and strain "wasted" on it.

Another and more forcible remind.
er of the extreme temperatures is the
crowded condition of Russ Pool,
which is certainly performing nobly
in the terrific task of keeping down
the average temperature and keeping
up the tempers of the Benningites.
A fair (and we mean this in two
ways) slice of the population is al.
ways on hand in the pool, or taking
sunbaths, though what the possible at-
traction in a sunbath is, we don't see.

Incredible, say you, and so did we
at first, but a diligent inquiry proves
the veracity of the report which comes
up from the ROTC camp that Ten 5,
Battery B, has the greatest combined
height of any tent in the camp, 24
feet, 10 inches. The claim that the
total shoe size is 48 is also given
credence, though it's hard.

Congratulations to Captain Ar.
nold J. Funk on his new job. (This
is just an attempt to soft.soap him,
in case .... , you know.) We hope
he likes it, one look at "Wild Bill"
Tuttle would convince anyone that
the job must be one that anyone would
like.

The Recreation Center Board has
begun work on what will be its larg-
est project, from a strictly architectur-
al point of view. The excavations for
the Officers' Club, which will be op.
posite the monument at the intersee.
tion of Wickersham Avenue and First
Division Road, have been started and
quite an amount of progress has been

made.

Lt. Pulsifer, who is pinch hitting
for Lt. Dowdall, reports that the Of-
ficers' Club business is getting along
quite well. That's to be expected,
when the Acting Secretary is one of
the foremost zoologists and ornitholo-
gists of the Post, as winess the inci-
dents of the canary and the rabbits.

The hot weather seems to have af.
fected Captain Fry and Lt. Harmony
a little, for they were putting on a
milder version of the activities of the
far-famed Thanatopsis Club yesterday
morning in the Athletic office. For a
more detailed explanation, we refer

(Please turn to page 3)

Officer Who Saw
Shanghai Service

Is On Duty Here
Major George J. Rife, Veterinary

Corps, who recently was assigned by
War Department orders to the Infan.
try School, reported for duty at Fort

Benning on Wednesday.

Major Rife recently has been on
duty in the Philippine Department

and with the American troops at

Shanghai, China. He was on duty in
Manila at the time orders were re-

ceived by the 31st Infantry to proceed

to Shanghai to defend American in-
terests in the battle-torn areas. Accord-
ing to Major Rife, the troops had
only eight hours in which to make

their preparations for embarkation.
In this short period of time the

regiment, which is equipped for tropi-

cal service, had not only to draw and
load its rations, ammunition and other

war supplies, but had to obtain win.
ler clothing and uniforms for all its
men and officers. This latter was fur.
nished from the old war stocks re.
maining on hand in storage at Manila
since the 31st Infantry returned from
Siberia in 1920.

When the regiment landed in Shang-
hai, arrayed in the old war stock uni.
forms, its appearance suffered badly
by contrast with the smartly uniform-
ed British and other foreign troops
on duty there. The 31st Infantry,
whose regular station is at Manila, is
ordinarily clad in smart cotton khaki
uniforms and is regarded as one of
the show regiments of the army, and
he disadvantageous position in which
the men were placed by comparison
with other troops was felt keenly, par.
ticularly by the older enlisted men.
Recent advices from Shanghai, how-
ever, indicate that with the advent of
warmer weather the regiment expected
to don its regular cotton khaki uni.
forms.

Some one wrote a poem, and oh,
what a poem! It is a pity it were not
framed and placed in every home in
the world, so great men have said. It
,ontained ideas that have prevailed
ince the making of this world we

Anjoy living in today, and shall pre-
vail for time to come.

With apologies to its author, per-
mit us to reproduce said poem in its
true form, as nearly as our abilities
permit.

Let me live in a house
By the side of the road,
Where the races of men go by.
The Men who are good,
And the men who are bad,
As good and as bad as I.
I would not sit in a scorner's seat,
Or hurl the cynic's ban,
But let me live in a house
By the side of the road,
And be a friend to man.
Now it seems that Fort Benning's

present fire chief has adapted this
poem as his everyday creed, and dis.
plays material proof of that fact.
eNothing is more friendly to a

Society Formed
By Protestant

Chapel Group
Chaplain Willis T. Howard, of the

Protestant Chapel, announces the for-
mation of a Junior-Chris'ian Endeavor
Society, an arxliary to the senior so-
ciety functioning on the same pro-
gram but embracing ages of children
in the junior departments of the Sun-
day school. The Junior Endeavor is
under the supervision of Corporal
William H. Brewer, assisted by Misses
Maxine Wolf and Paula Brown, who
are the instructors and in charge of
all activities of this department.

There have been two meetings, the
last one having an attendance of about
forty juniors. A very delightful pro-
gram followed with scriptural parts
and musical selections by the mem-
bers. This society promises to be the
outstanding organization at the chapel,
,o it is urged that all juniors of the
Sunday School try to be in attendance
at these meetings on Thursday even-
ing of each week at six-thirty p. m.
Religious education will feature the
program of this society.

The Senior Endeavor at the chapel
is about to be the recipient of another
donation from a bazaar and carnival
sponsored by the Men's Bible Class.
This event will take place in the Post
Gymnasium, Friday, July 1st, at six
p. m., in which there will be numer-
ous concessions, one of which will be
a featured supper like the one that
made the last bazaar such a success.
There will be clowns with their funny
antics, comical side-shows, baloons in
variety, and a dance under the super.
vision of Mrs. Setzler, the new Post
Hostess, who will also preside as host-
ess for the bazaar and carnival in
general.

The big event will be a popularity
contest conducted under the keen,
guiding eyes of the most popular men
in sport activities on the post; Master.
Sergeants Wolf, Magoni, and McNulty.
Who can estimate the interest that will

(Please turn to page 4)

grouchy disposition than nature's
beauty, and Chief Willis has taken
advantage of that truism in endeavor-
ing to make the landscape more pleas.
ing to the wandering, modernly criti.
cal eye.

His colorful arrangement of petu.
nias, galdioli and zennia, along with
many roses and other bright blossoms,
has brought many favorable comments
from the daily passers by.

Several years ago, Chief Willis set
out four cedars that have grown large
enough to ease the abruptness of the
blank wall presented to the eye on the
east side of the Fire Station. Chief
Willis states that these four trees
have had a harder time remaining in
circulation than any trees on the post.
First a water main had to go under
them. This time Mr. Willis induced
the workmen to tunnel under, and
leave his trees alone. Then came In.
gersoll Street, with its new coat of
pavement. This time his pleadings
could not stop the contractors. The
roots were cut badly, but his constant
care speedily brought the trees back

Last Contingent
Of Tank School
Men Arrive Here

The newest addition to the many

-ourses included in the curriculum of

the Infantry School has just been com-

pleted with the installation of equip-
inent shipped from Fort George G.

Meade, Maryland, for the Tank School
which will occupy the most recently

finished buildings on the post.
The men and equipment brought

from the northern post will supple-
ment the Second Battalion, First Tank
Regiment, and Company "F," Second
Tank Regiment which have been sta-
tioned at Benning. The latest arrivals,

which came in last Monday, comnplet.

ed the moving of the Tank School to
Benning and all the personnel, with
the exception of two officers, who are
on leave of absence, is now on the

post.
The past several days have been oc.

cupied with the installation of the

eighteen car loads of equipment which
form a part of the machinery and ap-
paratus used in the instructional
courses of the School. The new build-

ings will house all of this equipment
and the offices of the instructors will

be housed in the office building just
being completed.

Officers for the course, which will
begin next Fall, are already being as-
signed and will become regular stud-
ents of the Infantry School when the
courses open.

Meanwhile, tests have been conduct-
ed with the Christies to determine
their mobility. The tanks have been
sent on several trips on the roads
north of Benning, without their
tracks, and have been tested for speed
and maneuverability over long dis.
tances.

to normalcy.

Then to top bad matters, a huge
sewer chose the trees by which to lay
its course to the commons, and under
it went, delaying the growth of four
of the most beautiful trees on Fort
Benning Reservation.

There on the corner, hiding the
Chief's vegeable garden full of to-
matoes, cabbage, onions and what
..hall we have for lunch, stands the
daddy of all the weeping willows on
the post. The railroad changed its
right of way once to stunt the growth,
but determination on the part of Mr.
Willis and his willing firemen cohorts
kept it alive and going.

The chief, being a modest individu.
al, will not grant an interview, so we
can't tell much about his personal life
and activities. This has forced us to
deal with only the facts that lay open
to the eye, but venture to say that
were we permitted to pry into his pri-
vate life, there would be found a char.
acter and soul as beautiful and color.
ful as that haven to tired eyes created
by his natural genius.

Majority of Writers Agree
On Question Raised By
Sharkey - Schmeling Bout

By BILL ELLISON
I find it rather amusing-all this

commotion about a reverse decision

returned in the Schmeling-Sharkey

squabble in New York. It would
seem that the good American people

had not yet come to the realization

that the prize fight game, on a big

scale, had long ago lapsed into one

of the most commercialized rackets in

the whole country today; an enter

prise in which the clean sporting ele-

ment is the last phase to receive con-

sideration.
The low level to which the boxing

business has degenerated was rbther

forcibly brought out when Mr. Al-
phonse Capone became a series of
numerals in the federal penitentiary
in Atlanta. Mr. Capone remarked in
the presence of the chosen few in the
confines of his special railroad car
en route to Atlanta that it was his in-
tention to become a model prisoner
and in so doing he hoped to foster
sports insofar as possible; that at one
time he had been considered better
than an ordinary pitcher in base ball
and, too, he enertained much esteem
for things fistic. He intimated thai
if it were agreeable with prison au-
thorities, that boxinigmight flourish
behind the penitentiary walls, adding
in an offside remark that Mickey
Walker would come at his beck and
call, anytime, because of the close
state of intimacy that existed between
Mr. Walker and Mr. Capone.

Any student of the art of self de-
fense could possibly have ventured a
better guess as to the true outcome
of the fifteen rounds of the Schmel-
ing-Sharkey fracas than the three
duly appointed judges. The battle it.
self was, I suppose, about the tamest
heavyweight championship fight in the
history of professional fisticuffs. Both
Maxie and Jack must have had the
appearance of a pair of sorry bums to
the dear people who paid their hard-
earned money in these times of de-
pression.

Joe Jacobs manager of der Maxie,
is not to be relied upon too strongly
for veracity but his claim that the
title had been pilfered seems to be
more than justifiable. It is verry
apparent that the powers that be in
commercialized pugilism were dissat-
isfied with the German title-holder's
ability to pack the cash customers
inside the turnstiles. It is a settled
fact he lacks that something Dempsey
possessed while in his prime to make
himself popular with fight fans. There

was a last minute sell out at the New
York fight, true enough, but a sharp
reduction in the prices of admission
was necessary in order to turn the
trick. I think, too, that it was Shar.
key, rather than Schmeling, that was
responsible for the overflow of the
new stadium because Sharkey is in his
own right much of a showman and
that is a quality essentially needed
in a game that has lost its luster
among thousands. Schmeling's stoi.
cism doesn't click anymore than Tun-
ney's austere mannerisms did. A cham.
pion that has little or no personality
certainly isn't popular with the Am-
erican masses and has no right, box-
ing officials long hence decided, to
wear the regal vestments identified

(Please turn to page 8)

Chief Willis' Garden Is One of Bright Spots of Post
By BERNARD B. SWAYZE
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SOCIAL WICWLICLITS
FELICIA C. HOWELL, PHONE 389

Marriage of Lt. Wiley and Miss Bates
of interest In Military Circles

Of great interest throughout both lowed by the maid-of-honor, Miss Mil-
Army and civilian circles was the mar- dred Bates, sister of the bride.
riage on June 16th of Miss Catherine The bride was escorted by her fath-
Bates, eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. er by whom she was given in marriage,
Edward'Bates of Jacksonville, Florida and they were met at the chancel
and Lieut. Noble J. Wiley which was steps by the bridegrom and his fath-
solemnized at the Church of the Good er, Col. Noble J. Wiley, who served
Shepherd in Jacksonville. The Rev.as his best man. Lieutenant Wiley
C. A. Ashby, rector, performed the and his father also wore the full dress
ceremony in the presence of a gather. uniform of the Army.
ing of friends and relatives of the
young couple.

As the strains of the bridal chorus
from "Lohengrin" sounded through
the church the bridal party entered.
The first to enter were the two ush.
ers, Milton Foley and Jack McKinnon
and they were followed by the grooms.
men, Lieut. Milton Pressley, Lieut.
Thomas L. Sherburne and Lieut. Rob.
ert Ports, all of Fort Benning and
Cadet Charles H. White, Jr., of Wash.
ington, D. C. a cousin of the bride.
groom. The three lieutenants wore
the full dress uniform and Cadet
White wore the cadet full dress. The
bridesmaids then entered as follows:
Misses Virginia Griggs, Hulit Wiley,
sister of the groom, Emily Hessler,
and Carolyn Arnold. They were fol.

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GEO GIA

A Citizen Wherever We Serve
1330 Broadway

R. M. Harding, Manager

The charming young bride was love-
ly in her wedding gown of soft ivory
satin, fashioned with a molded sil-
houette and graceful skirt, forming a
semi-train in the back. The fitted bod-
ice formed a high round neckline,
which was edged with tiny clusters
of orange blossoms and the sleeves
were fashioned leg-o-mutton style. Her
veil was simply fashioned of tulle.
Caught at the base of the cap was a
short veil of old Spanish lace, which
formed a double train over the tulle.
Her flowers were a sheaf of calla
lilies showered with lilies of the
valley.

A small reception for the members
of the bridal party was then held at
the home of the bride's parents. The
bride's table was covered with a hand-
some cloth of silk damask and was
centered with a wedding cake emboss.
ed in orange blossoms and lilies of
the valley. Placed at either end were
silver candlesticks, holding ivory col-
ored tapers and clusters of lilies and
fern decorated the table. The bride
followed the Army custom and cut
the cake with her husband's sabre.

Later in the evening, Lieut. and
Mrs. Wiley left on a wedding trip.
They will return to Jacksonville in
about ten days to remain until July
16th, when they will leave for a tour
of the North and East before sailing

Not Just "Better"

But "The Best"

• Our claims may seem extravagant but we KNOW
and we back our bread with our reputation!

COLLINS' BAKERY
1044 13th Street, Phone 4421

great drink of
American

Hospitality

England has its tea
time. France and
Germany their hour
for coffee. The Swiss
do it with a cup of
chocolate. Ours, in
the good old U.S.A.,
is the pause that
refreshes with ice-
cold Coca-Cola.
The Columbus Coca-Cola

Bottling Company
J PHONE 360

" A I M I00k\ 5=M - "M -Md
Now to be the I USE THIS COUPON
perfect hostess I THE COCA-COLA CO.,

Told in this little book, * 314 North Ave., N. W., Atlanta, Ga.
big with ideas covering Enclosed find 10c (stamps or coin to
all social occasions- cover cost of handling and mailing) forcontai 8pages which send me the book, "When Youcontaining 11 pa* es Entertain," by Ida Bailey Allen.
with beautiful illatwa-tions. - r'am

- ..................................... ........

A.-d e ........................................ ......

from New York on July 27th for lumbia, South Carolina. Lieut. and
Hawaii, where Lieut. Wiley has been Mrs. Howell took their guests to the
ordered for station. delightful camp of Col. and Mrs. At-

* * * kins on the Upatoi where swimming
-CAPT. AND MRS. FREDERICK- was enjoyed and where the supper

GASTON ENTERTAIN BEFORE was served. Their guests were: TheGSO ENT AIN. BEFORE Misses Jane Gibbes, Harriet Atkins,
R. 0. T. C. DANCE Barbara King, Bess Berry, Manelle

birthday Saturday with a picnic and
movie party. Jim took his young
gentlemen guests to the barbecue pits
along the Upatoi to enjoy the picnic.

* * *g

MISS MARY BAY AND MISS
FLORINDA NEWTON

SHARE HONORS
Miss Mary Bay and Miss Florinda

Newton were the honor guests at a
lelightful picnic supper given by
Lieut. and Mrs. Richard Baughman
ruesday evening at the gravel pits on
he Upatoi. Those enjoying the
3aughman hospitality were: Lieut.
nd Mrs. Edward Chazal, Lieut. and
Irs. Washington Ives, Lieut. and Mrs.
,ouis Rutte, Miss Bay, Miss Florinda
Iewton, Lieuts. Frederick Hein, Har
ld Keeley, Ernest Easterbrook and
oseph Coolidge.

MISS JANE GIBBES IS HONOR
GUEST AT PICNIC SUPPER
Lieut. and Mrs. George P. Howell

ntertained Monday with a delightful
icnic supper complimenting their
ouse guest Miss Jane Gibbes of Co.

tl

B

ai

L

J(

pi

Dooley, Mary Virginia Marchant, Cla.
rinda Newton, and Lieuts. Glenn Far-
ris, Charles Decker, Ernest Easter.
brook, Augustus Dannemiller, Milton
Pressley and Joseph Coolidge.

* * *g

MASTER CLAYTON STUDEBAKER
CELEBRATES THIRD BIRTHDAY

Master Clayton Studebaker celebrat-
ed his third birthday Saturday with 550 rooms
a party for his friends at his quarters. convenienceGames of all kinds followed by ice ceiling- farcream and cake were greatly enjoyed. water, raHis young guests were: Sally and shower orBetsy Ann Bevans, Felicia Howell, rsh veJoanne Vermette, Virginia Harrison, rooms haveBertrand and Jean Pierce, Mary Gab. ing Terrac
riel, Louise Kessler McManus, JoanSelleck, Bobby Pierce, Chickie Cleve. Roo,i
land, Jimmy Bowen, Richard Haskell,Robin Cushman and Sonny Anderson. J. F. de Jarn

(Please turn to page 3)

--- c' -- ---- "A LAXIL,

Capt. and Mrs. Frederick Gaston
were the hosts at their quarters Friday
night at an informal dinner before the
R. 0. T. C. dance. Spring flowers in
pastel shades were utilized as the table
decorations.

Their guests were: Lieut. and Mrs.
Clayton Studebaker, Miss Virginia
Ellis, Miss Betty Gaston, Capt. Joseph
P. Donnovin, and Lieut. John E. Wil-
liams of the University of Florida.

MISS MARGARET BERRY
ENTERTAINS AT DINNER

Miss Margaret Berry, daughter of
Col. and Mrs. Daniel G. Berry, enter-
tained for eight of her friends Friday
evening before the R. 0. T. C. dance
with a delightful dinner. Spring
flowers were used as decorations and
in the dining room a beautiful bou-
quet of pink roses and blue larkspur
with tapers of pink graced the table.

Those enjoying Miss Berry's hospi-
tality were: Miss Bess Berry, Miss
Nana Seely, Miss Nancy Stillwell,
Lieut. Eugene Brown, Lieut. Glenn
Farris, and Mr. Warden Wells.

LIEUT. AND MRS. EDWARD A.
CHAzAL HONOR GUEST

Lieut. and Mrs. Edward A. Chazal
entertained with an informal dinner
Thursday evening honoring their guest
Miss Mary Bay and Miss Florinda
Newton, the guest of Lieut. and Mrs.
W. M. Ives. The guest list included:
Lieut. and Mrs. Washington M. Ives,
Miss Mary Bay, Miss Florinda New.
ton, Lieut. Frederick Hein and Lieut.
Marshall Hurt.

After dinner the guests were escort-
ed to the post movies.

MRS. CLAYTON STUDEBAKER
ENTERTAINS BRIDGE CLUB

Mrs. Clayton Studebaker entertained
Friday with lunch followed by two
tables of bridge for her bridge club.
Her guests were: Mrs. James E. Bow-
en, Mrs. William Lucas, Mrs. George
H. McManus, Mrs. Charles T. Lan-
ham, Mrs. R. E. Vermette, Mrs. G. P.
Howell and Mrs. 0. Cleveland.

Yellow and orange zinnias afforded
the color note.

LIEUT. AND MRS. JAMES E.
BOWEN ENTERTAIN

Lieut. and Mrs. James E. Bowen
entertained a few of their: friends Sat.
trday night at rthe 29th Infaintry camp
with a picnic supper before the 29th
dance.

JIM LADD CELEBRATES NINTH
JIRTHDA Y

Jim Ladd, son of Major and Mrs.
lesse A. Ladd, celebrated his ninth

The
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ON THE EMERALD GREEN FAIRWAYS

AT RADIUM SPRINGS

* Just a few hours drivefrom your city is Radium Springs . . . the vacation spot of theSouth . . . the golfer's dream of Paradise! Surrounded by lovelycypress trees and cool pine woodlands is this sporty course ac-claimed by experts as being one of the best in the country.You will enjoy and remember your games here long after ordinaryones on ordinary courses are forgotten. And for those who prefer,there is tennis, fishing, canoeing. trap shooting, and swimming inthe famous radio-active waters of Radium Springs.

0 No need to spend money on long
vacation trips when Radium Springs
is so close by. A trip here is in
keeping with today's economical bud-
get. Write G. Floyd Alford, Jr.,
Manager Radium Springs, Albany,

SGeorgia, for reservations. Excellentcuisine ... flawless service.

RaJium Springs
Go. - - Swimming . . . Fishing - - - Trap Shooting

Four Miles South of Albany, Ga.

I
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Society
(Continued from page 2)

DANCE AT 29TH INFANTRY
CAMP

The 29th Infantry camp was the
scene Saturday of a delightful dance
given by the officers and ladies of the
regiment. Dancing was enjoyed from
eight to ten o'clock the music being
furnished by the regimental orchestra.

R. 0. T. C. DANCE AT POLO CLUB
One of the most enjoyable affairs

of the week was the dance Friday ev-
ening given by the R. 0. T. C. stu-
dents at the Polo Club. The club was
attractively decorated with streamers
of yellow and orange. The chaperones

for the dance were Col. and Mrs. Dan.

iel G. Berry, Col. and Mrs. Thomas
Brown, Major and Mrs. Clyde A.

Selleck and Major and Mrs. Edward
Rose. The music was furnished by
the 24th Infantry orchestra and danc.
ing was enjoyed from nine to one
o'clock.

IPERSONALS
Major and Mrs. Emil W. Leard have

as their house guest Miss Mabelle La

Fontaine of Cheyenne and Miss Ma.
nelle Dooley of Macon.

Miss Catherine Newton of San An.

tonio is the house guest of Lieut. and
Mrs. Washington Ives.

Capt. and Mrs. Frederick Gaston
have as their guest for several weeks
Miss Virginia Ellis of Detroit, Mich.

Lieut. and Mrs. Carlisle B. Irwin
are to be congratulated upon the
birth of a son, William Kendrick,
born Friday, June 17th, at the Station
Hospital.

Miss Jane Gibbes of Columbia,
South Carolina is the house guest for
a few weeks of Lieut. and Mrs. G. P.
Howell

Capt. Arnold J. Funk has returned
to Fort Benning after a two weeks'
motor trip through North Carolina.

Mrs. Paul A. Zuver and her small
son, Edward, left Monday for Boston,
Mass. to join her husband, Lieut.
Zuver.

Lieut. and Mrs. Wiliam J. Carne
left Saturday for Fort Wright, Wash-
ington where they have been ordered
for station. After settling at Fort
Wright, Lieut. and Mrs. Carne will
take a motor trip through California.

Major and Mrs. Raymond W. Pear-
son and their two children have just
returned from a four days' fishing trip
at Panama City, Florida.

Mrs. Arthur J. Perry, wife of Cap-
tain Perry, Finance Dept. accompan-
ied by her young daughter, Ella May,
are in Indianapolis, Ind., where they
are. visiting relatives during the sum-
mer months.

RUBBER STAMPS

Columbus Office Supply Co.

24 Hr. Service

Phone 556

We have a complete stock of

Coty

Houbigant

Yardlev

Toilet Preparations

(Tax Free)

Gift & Special Order Dept.
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga.

"It pays to trade at your Post Exchange"

Where
IDc Ycu IanIdk?

It's a question of prime importance, that
of finding a safe depository for your savings,
which cannot be neglected. You must weigh
everything, and reject those found wanting.

6per cent on Savings

Franklin Savings & loan Co.
We appreciate your account-either borrowing or saving

1241 FIRST AVE. PHONE 2766

On The (
BY B. B. S.

C

IF

the most impor-
tant part of your

preparations

You could spend hours

in buying your dress or

in selecting your cosmet-
ics but it is all wasted un-

less your coiffure is right.

LINDSEY'S
WAVE SHOP

Drs. Bldg.. Loeb Bldg. 201 38 St.
Ph. 4076 Ph. 9381 Ph. 9432

Don't keep your mind at work
when your body's playing. Don't
let outside problems affect your rec-
reation-or ruin your peace of mind.

Make it a point to see us and let
us help you solve your insurance
problems. We're always ready to
assist you in any way possible.

We give complete coverage on all
classes of insurance.

The Jordan-Co.
W.IT.. DISMUKES, Mgr. Ins. Dept.

13th Street

Ir

Some up and coming song writer

-hould get on his horses write a song

and call it "Singing in the Squared

Circle," and turn it over to Grumpy

Gordy for introduction to the musical

world.

Since making his debut in the musi-

cal world over the radio, the Grumpy

one has been regularly worked by the

local station, WRBL, (the voice of the

Chattahoochee). Some of the fans

have even been overheard to say that

they had heard The voice of the Chat.

tahoochee, and that they would never

forget it.
The column sent a reporter down to

interview Grumpy on the subject of

his singing, and the dope he brought

back would choke a cow.

When asked what he was going to

do about his fighting since becoming

so much in demand on the air, Gordy

replied, "I think I'll just put in a

challenge to fight all the prelim boys

at one time, winner take the gate re-

ceipts, and call it a day on fighting."
You may not think the Grumpy one

would get in there at all, but the
column is laying dollars to doughnuts
that he would.

When asked why he decided to take
up yodeling over the radio, Grumpy
said that he had been fighting for a
long time, and only a few times had
he heard the birdies sing. He decid.
ed to sing for the public, and relieve
their suffering, musically, and at the
same time, please himself with his
harmonious efforts.

As a parting remark, Grumpy shot
back, "And remember to tell 'em that
a Mike can't fight back." Grumpy
wins.

Benning Briefs
(Continued from page 1)

you to "Tanks" Grantham and Lt.
Johnson, for the former got hooked
too (or maybe it was the other way
around iland the latter was a very in-
terested observer. Both'll tell you that
the Captain's aim is nothing short of
extraordinary. For humanitarian rea-
sons, we niake no further mention of
Lt. Harmony in connection with the
matter.

NOW OPEN

Oak Mountain Springs
Swimming Pool and Hotel

Come often ... stay as long as you like-
you'll find that Oak Mountain Springs has
many things to recommend it from every stand-
point.

The wonderful properties of the mineral springs
which give this resort its name . . . the fine Southern
cooking .. beautiful surroundings ... all make this an
excellent resort.

For information phone 381, Humes Music Co., or
write Mrs. J. E. Humes or Mrs. T. K. Peabody, at Oak
Mountain Springs Hotel, Waverly Hall, Ga.

Thirty Miles From Columbus on Warm Springs Road

To The Armq-
ADVERTISERS IN THIS PAPER

Are especially prepared to serve army personnel. To purchase from
them will be profitable to you-and don't forget to mention
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NowPo ish Floors
without RU BBING

or POLISHING.0
T1k m discovery (made by the makers pQ /

of Old English Wax) is making floor

polishing eafier for ads of women.

You just apply it to the floor - and in k ft oe"

fiften minutes it dries to a lasting, rich .
lustre that gives added protection against P---
scratches and wear. That's all there is PINT CANto it - no rubbing - no polishing. Old 6
English NO RUBBING Floor Poish is6i 0

ideal for surfaces that have to be washed
frequently, such as kitchen linoleum, etc. QUARTS, $ o

Du Pout Perry
HOME FURNISHINGS

1219 Broadway Phone 377
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GUNBOTHAM'S SCHOOL DAZE
By E. L. M.

-The wave of picnica and mumps girded their loins, and attended a re.
sweeping over the Post has almost cent section picnic wearing boots,
reached epidemic stage. Even at our citronella, and a sheter tent.
age, we're not sure which we'd rather
suffer. With two misprints in our first four

Backed by our Army women (who, paragraphs last week, we felt a bit
in all graduation addresses, are the discriminated against, until we glanced
Backbone of The Service, God bless through a recent copy of the Herald.
them) the mass picnic is reaching the Social potes gives, ms the interesting
peak ef its" deveiopment here atBen. information that Lt. E. A%' Gans is
ning. Not since Mrs. Leary's cow spending a-few days W'ith his pa'rents,
kicked the lantern and made Chicago Lieut. and Mrs. William Bullock. And
take. to the woods, have entire .com- Bill Ellisoh's ballyhoo of, Tuesday's
munities gone natiVe,;sprawled in grudge fight-between Walker Smith
polsqn oak and shared their meals and Tony Cancella tells us that "Mr.
with~hiordes of insects. Smith and Mrs. Cancella do not likeTh~ere is muttering among the men each other." Ho hun.

but only in dark corners. Resent-
ment is piling up, but they avoidspeaking of it even as plain men Lt. Jazz Harmony, Czar of the.local
avoid speaking of the Queen's legs nrize ring left the recent George Ar.
and the King's death. liss Pollyanna show, "The Man Who

We pray for a prophet to rise from Played God," looking no end cha.
the masses and help us throw the yoke griied and disappointed. Yeah-he
from a harassed and suffering popu. thought it was a football picture.
lace (male, mature) that Department * * •
Regimental and Section picnics may "It's a Wise Child"
become a horror remembered only in :Major Lloyd Cook tried bribery oi
the lean hout' before dawn and that hislusty young-son and heir last week.
men may eat hit daily bread in peace, "And now, Hal, if I promise to give
sanitation and comfort. you a dime for every stroke you swim

past ten, and you swim twelve, how
All of which reminds us that Cap- much money will you get?"

tain and Mrs. Eagles set their teeth, "I won't get any, daddy."'

HERE'S TO Y(
By MAJOR HOMER L. C

PURE WATER
Water is a prime necessity of life.

Though not technically classed as a
food it is an essential article of diet.
In nature water comes in contact with
many surfaces and therefore is par.
ticularly liable to contain impurities.

ure water is a chemical curiosity. It
does not occur in nature. All water in
nature contains impurities. Water may
also contain the germs of disease and
thus is a common means of the spread
of certain diseases.

Water composes about 70 per cent
of the entire body weight and its im-
portance to the system therefore can-
not be overrated. The amount of
water required by a healthy adult in
24 hours is between two and four
quarts, besides about a pint and a
half taken with the solid food.

There are several sources of water
including (1) rain water; (2) surface
water; such as that from ponds, rivers,
lakes, etc., and (3) ground water, such
as that from springs and wells.

Rain Water is the purest. It is really
water that has been distilled by na.
ture. It receives impurities from the
air and from various substances with
which it comes in contact on the earth.
Because rain water is soft it is useful
for the laundry and the absence of
lime renders it desirable for cooking.
It is often stored in cisterns in small
towns and in the country. Cistern
water is good if the roofs from which
it is drained are kept sanitary and if
the cisterns do not leak. A leaky cis-
tern is a dangerous thing. Impurities
seep in through the leaks and con.
taminate the water inside. Rain bar-
rels, once so popular, have been found
to be more harm than good as they
offer such excellent places for mos.
quito breeding.

OUR HEALTH
]ONNER, Medical Inspector

Surface Water is safe only if the
streams or lakes, etc. from which it is
taken have been protected from pol-
lution. Streams are the natural sewers
of the regions they drain. Most of
our large rivers flow throguh more
than one state and therefore a city
in one state may find it impossible
to protect its own water source. Many
cities dump their sewage into rivers,
sometimes without thinking that pos.
sibly some city further down stream
may wish to use the same river as a
source of their water. For example
Atlanta discharges the city sewage into
the Chattahoochee River, which later
supplies the drinking water of other
cities, though fortunately proper filtra.
tion protects cities like Columbus.
There is a natural tendency for flow.
ing streams to purify themselves but
too much reliance must not be placed
on this. It is necessary to have the
water tested to be sure that there has
been no contamination. The same may
be said about lakes. Here at Fort Ben.
ning our drinking water comes from
the Upatoi Creek. The stream flows
through the post for about seventeen
miles before it reaches the point of
intake for the water supply. Thus
we have it in our power to protect
our own supply of the water that we
drink. This is the reason that the
Commandant has decided that there
may be no swimming in the Upatoi
Creek nearer the post than the point
where Randall Creek flows into the
Upatoi. Of course the water here is
properly filtered and treated chemi.
cally to purify it, but it is well to be
on the safe side when we think of the
serious distresses that may be trans.
mitted by water.

Ground Water or the water drawn
from the ground by means of wells
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or springs is usually satisfactory as fa
as impurities are concerned. The sur
face water is greatly purified as it per
colates through the soil. This is par
ticularly true when the soil is sand3
as it is here. The soil can remov
great quantities of pollution if ther(
are no cracks or crevices. Cracks an
crevices are quite common in lime
stone soil, so that in such countr)
there are special problems in sanita
tion that must be considered. Here ai
Fort Benning there are many good
wells and springs. The water has been
tested and found to be pure, but the
danger is that at any time the
"drainage area," that is the surface
from which the water drains into a
particular well or spring, may become
polluted and shortly thereafter the
well or spring will be found to be
contaminated. Of course one never
knows when such contamination has
taken place. Efforts are made to keep
such surface areas free from pollu-
tion but one cannot be sure. For this
reason people are advised not to use
water from unknown wells and springs
for drinking. If a well or spring is
to be used regularly, the water will
be examined upon request so that we
may know jsut how that particular
water supply stands. Therefore we
can cooperate in keeping it pure.

It is particularly important for those
who contemplates going on camping
parties, hikes through the country or
trips into places where the quality of
the water is not known, to realize
that water borne disease include some
of the most serious known to medical
science.

Here are some of the diseases which
are transmitted through impure water:
typhoid fever, cholera, dysentery, and
many others less well known ailments.

Remember that any water can be
made safe (provided it is not from a
well containing dangerous chemicals)
if it is boiled. There are no chemi.
cal wells or springs, even harmless
ones at Fort Benning, except Sulphur
Spring near Camp Liscum. Water may
also be rendered safe by chlorination,
as all who have been near an Army
camp probably know.

A good drinking water should be
without taste or odor. But do notthink that tihe reverse is necessarily
true. Many waters that are without
taste and odor and which comes from
beautiful little rippling streams, may
contain the germs of serious disease.
It is not too much to say that all wat-
ers should be regarded with suspicion
until their innocence has been es-
tablished.

PROTESTANT CHAPEL
(Continued from page 1)

be aroused in this unhier such direc-
tion?

The board in charge of the carni-
val is a follows: Corp. Brewer, Gover-
nor, Director of Religious Education
at the chapel;, assistants, in various
committees Finance, Concessions,
Preparations, Entertainment, Business,
Advertising, and Solicitations, under
the supervision of Corp. Vick, I. S. D.,
Pvt. Hamilton, 29th Inf., Pvt. ,Tankers.
ley, 1st Tanks, Sgt. E. Gilmore, I. S.
D., and Miss Maxine Wolf, respective.
ly.

All those who attend the chapel are
requested to phone in at 336 to help
in any manner they choose.

Tickets will be available Monday,
June 27th, on which there will be a
saving if purchased in advance.

Services at the Protestant Chapel
are as follows:

SUNDAY

8:30 a. m. Morning Worship
9:30 a. m. Sunday School
6:30 p. m. Senior Endeavor

Of especial interest are the sermons
by Chaplain Howard at morning wor-
ship hour, directed to young men. An
invitation is extended to every soldier
on the post to hear the reasonable
conclusions of these sermons.

Every officer connected with this
post, who attends church at the chapel
or elsewhere in the city, or who is in
favor with the program of the Men's
Bible Class to raise the morale of
this post to the highest standard in
the army, will contribute in a large
way to encouraging these soldiers now
active in this worthy endeavor if they
will phone the chapel office at 336
and inquire about what they can do
to help in this program. Capt. Beatty,
Service Company, 29th Infantry, ad.
dressed this class last Sunday morn-
ing and the response to his talk was
encouraging.
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THE FLARE LAUNCHES A THIRD PARTY
This is the open season of conventions, plaforms. keynote speeches,

pointing with pride, viewing with alarm, nominees, candidates, favorite sons,
steam rollers and the myriad other manifestations of political clap trap which
co to make Democracy's greatest show on earth.

Thoroughly up to date as ever, The Flare is entering the lists. Having
observed the well meaning but futile efforts of representative governments
at home and abroad to deal with the problems which face our industrial
civilization, we are convinced that our approved solution for saving the
country is as good as if not better than those put out by the politicians. For
one thing, our platform involves no tinkering with complex economic forces
by deliberative assemblies which know nothing about them. Herein we be-
lieve lies its greatest merit. It isn't that there isn't something that could and
should be done, but the burning-questions of what to do and how to do it
are problems not likely to be solved by popular vote. Our plan is to let the
-reat American people decide on issues which can't make any great difference
and leave the rest to our candidate.

We submit below a few of the planks which our platform committee
drafted after a long and exhaustive executive session on the golf course:

1. We advocate strict observance of the Ten Commandments by the mass.
es. While the inelligents may be permitted reasonable latitude in their inter.
pretation of these long established rules of conduct, we believe that it would
be a step backward to relax their application to the hoi polli. If they continue
to break them they should be compelled to suffer the pangs of conscience
if they have one.

2. We favor the McCunniff four hour day, especially as applied to the
armed forces of the United States.

3. We stand for complete autonomy as regards landscape gardening.
Those who like it shall not be restrained in their activities and those who
don't shall not be reproached for a lack of civic spirit.

4. We maintain an uncompromising position in opposition to public gum
chewing exhibitions by attractie women.

( Note: This need bother no one since the act of gum chewing per se
automatically relegates an attractive woman to the group unaffected by this
prohibition.)

These are just a few of the principles upon which our great new party is
founded. More are to follow. Meanwhile, those who have read thus far are
wondering, no doubt, where our party stands on the most controversial issue
of the day. On this we prefer to let our candidate speak for himself.

And now, ladies and gentlemen, if the highly intelligent Flare audience
permits us to introduce to you our standard bearer, that peerless leader and
silver tongued orator, -Brevet Brigadier General Marathon M. Fuzzad, the
reople's choice for president. General Fuzzard!

"Friends and fellow citizens, unaccustomed as I am to public speaking,
I have consented to employ the brief time at my disposal to tell you what I
think of Prohibition. Personally I have always been able to take it or leave
it alone, but what of the thousands of people who make an honest living out
of the present state of the union? I refer not only to the struggling manufac-
urer of fusel oil tendin' his fifty gallon still in the heart of a mosquito infested
swamp, but to the gainfully employed enforcement agents who will be swellin'
the bread lines if we abolish their means of livelihood. Think of their wives
and children and then think of the probablecost of a quart of Bourbon if
the government slaps a big tax on it! Who would go back to the open saloon
with its 15 cent drinks when three weeks old corn liquor is sellin' in Atlanta
for two dollars a gallon, delivered? I'm for resubmission of the 18th Amend-
ment all right but I ain't in favor of doing anything to raise the price of the
necessities of life while the depression is on. I ain't sayin' that conditions is
ideal-there's still too many stills bein' broken up before they are wornout and there's too much money hemn' paid out for protection which increas-
es the price to the ultimate consumer-but things might be a lot worse. Le's
keep the statue quo while we have it and quit pussyfootin' about it. If them
high hats who are hollerin' for repeal ain't satisfied with the stuff they're
getting, let 'ema change their bootlegger and shut up. This ain't no time for
roekin' the boat."

It looks to us as if General Fuzzard had stolen a march on both the
major parties by putting on a prohibtion plank that will truly satisfy every-
body if they will only look at it in the right way.

MEMORIAL OF MYSTERY LAKE Iman Kelly offered odds on each cast

A couple of weeks ago a congenial

company of sportsmen, including such

well-known local characters as Com-

mitteeman Kelly, Mr. Austell, the tire
and gasoline magnet, Merchant Prince
Hanna and Promoter Phil Fry, spent
m more or less quiet week-end at
Mystery Lake.

Always on a fishing trip there is
someone who insists upon fishing, and
on this occasion it was Promoter Fry.
Pausing only for a bit of light refresh-
ment he commandeered a boat and
was soon whipping the surface of the
lake in a demonstration of casting
which Committeeman Kelly describes
as remarkable. It wasn't so much the
handling of rod and reel that im.
pressed the onlookers. What they
marveled at most was the Promoter's
foot work and balance. Committee-

that he would go overboard, but it
was not until the fifth or sixth that the
angler made good.

There was no rushing to the rescue
(the general feeling being that the
Promoter deserved to drown) but
when he came ashore, dripping like
old Triton himself, the soft hearted
Kelly insisted on dry clothes and prop.
er precautions against pneumonia. He
even tried to persuade Fry to go to
bed between hot blankets but the
Promoter was not to be kidded that
way. Neither was he to be dissuaded
from his fishing, for as soon as he
had changed clothes he gathered up
his paraphenalia, got into the boat

(Please turn to page 10)

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.



CHAPTER H1

WHAT HAS HAPPENED SO FAR

Alexander R osanoff, an aviator in

the Russian secret service, delivers a

packet of confidential papers to the

Russian Embassy in Paris and per.

suades Colonel Shubin, ranking At-

tache, to take him to see the famous
Mata Hari perform an exotic dance.
NOW GO ON WITM THE STORY

He got up and Rosanoff followed
him. He wanted to answer Shubin's
irony in kind, and he could not find
any casual words. Instead he could
find only questions. Who is she? What
is she? Is she really Dutch, as they
say? Was she born in Java, as she
says? He was ashamed to ask. He
would not have the older man think
that he could not discuss a dancer
like a meal, with epicurean discrimi-
nation and nothing else. He was
afraid he would sound too enthusi-
astic, perhaps even too fervent.

Although the audience had been
silent during the dance there was
shortly a hum of talk. Even the
woman who had fainted recovered and
explained in a quick, light voice about
her "migraine," and the odor of the
flowers in her corsage. Rosanoff did
not know any of these people, but
Shubin bowed now and then.

"You prevailed upon me to come
here," Shubin insisted, "against my
better judgment and when, as you
know, I should be at work. You said
you could not leave Paric; without
seeing Mata Hari dance. Now that
you have seen the Circe of Europe-
not a word. Are you disappointed?"

They were in the little sa1 on, where
the servant was dispepaing hats,
cloaks and sticks. Some men formed
a group about the door, -nd one of
them remarked, "All the saine-in war
time-while men die. .. "

"Oh, well," said another with a
tolerant shrug. "Some dance and
some die."

"And some will do both."
Shubin turned his head and ex.

changed bows with the last speaker.
The footman opened the door.

It had begun to rain, a soft, mild
drizzle, which affected Rosanoff pleas-
antly. The air felt very fresh and
now that he had seen a little of what
the discreet hangings and the heavy
walls of this seemingly close-shut
city concealed, he was alert for more.
The fact that Shubin had unbent re-
leased his eagerness.

He heard himself saying, "Do you
know Mata Han?."

He was not answered. Shubin went
on to his car in apparent complete
forgetfulness of his companion and
his former banter. He gave an order
to the chauffeur and then spoke al-
most as curtly to Rosanoff.

"I must go back. You can amuse

yourself, I imagine. Report tomorrow
night at my house for roders."

The young aviator was left stand-
ing, at a a loss, but in the next instant
relieved. Shubin's brusqueness was
no doubt due to the thought of the
night's work ahead, decoding the mes-
sages Rosanoff had delivered and pre-
paring the new ones. He would not

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Oflice Phone 1313
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4tata/ an
be Shubin right now for the world.
The rain fell on him softly, a mur-
mur of voices by the door was en-
chantingly gay. It made him think
of that Paris to which his father had
sent him with his tutor not long be-
fore the war, a Paris of gentle, rosy
sunsets, of flickering, feathery leaves,
and the students and their girls, arm
in arm, walking along the quays.

On an impulse he beckoned to one
of the chauffeurs, not quite wishing
to ask but compelled to.

"Can you tell me, which is Mata
Hari's car?"

He was prepared to find that the
chauffeur did not know. But the man
pointed to a maroon-colored car and
said:

"That is Madame Mata Hari's."
In a lower voice, the driver added,

"I can take you, Monsieur. This is a
taxi."

To Rosanoff, who had had only the
vaguest plan beyond inquiring, this
seemed an omen. A fatalist, like so
many Russians, he abandoned himself
to coincidence. Leaving the details
to the chauffeur, he began to enjoy
in perspective the zest of the pursuit.
Shortly after, Mata Hari came out ac-
companied by several men in uniform
and stepped directly into her car. Then
his driver leaned back to tell him

that he had heard her say, "The Pa-
vilion, where Madame goes frequent-
ly." Rosanoff was delighted, for it had
occurred to him that a private resi-
dence or Mata Hari's own house might
present many difficulties to his en-
trance. Now there were none that he
could see and he appeared to be head-
ed for an exhilarating interlude.

There was no traffic at all on the
Faubourg. He could just make out
the car ahead and he though but was
not sure that at intervals he heard
the throb of a car following. They
crossed a bridge, the stone arches
above and their reflections in the
black mirror of the Seine forming
perfect circles. Rosanoff tossed his
cigarette into the water and a shadow
arch broke into little ripples. Ahead
of them lay the Place de la Concorde.
At this point they met other taxis,
there were a few lights and some
people in the streets, and they lost
the maroon-colored car. The driver,
however, seemed sure of his direction.
They turned up the Champs Elysees

and had gone on quite a long time,
the way growing dimmer and dim-
mer. As Rosanoff was about to ques-
tion the driver, the crunch of wheels
on gravel told him that they had ar-
rived.

They were in front of an old house
half hidden by trees. It looked im-
posing but a little shabby and there
wer no particular signs of gayety
other than flickers of light at the
upper windows. Rosanoff had half a
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notion that the driver had tricked
him. He did not believe that Mata
Hari would waste her exoticism on
this desert air. Nevertheless, the man
had departed, he was alone on the
street and with a sinking premoni-
tion of disappointment, he went in.

A flight of steps led from the street
level to a cloakroom and a desk just
as in a provincial hotel. An attendant
pushed a pen and a book toward him.

"You are a member, Monsieur?"

"No."
"You will have to register, please."

The attendant then indicated that

lPr;ilqv- limp. 24- 1932
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book.
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the gaming-rooms and the bar la:

across the hall.

As soon as Rosanoff had gone, how

ever the servant transferred his nam(
to a card and, leaving the desk, chos(
a door which was partly conceale(
by a wooden screen. It opened into
small, bare office. Two people stooc
there, Mata Hari, leaning against
desk, smoking, and Adriana, the own
er of the place. Adriana was short
grey-haired, with frozen gray eyek
and a little gray goatee-The-mar
silently placed the card before hin

(Please turn to-page 6)
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Mata Hari
(Continued from page 5)

nd went away.
"Alexander Rosanoff," he read, "Do

ou know him?"
"Not yet."
Mata Hari wore a jewel-encrusted

ollar about her neck from which her
ress fell away. Sometimes she moved
nd lazily shrugged the pendent gol.
en width of one sleeve into place on
ne shoulder. The other was hidden
nd both sleeves hugged her arms to
he wrists. Sometimes she leaned for.
rard, the width slid off the shoulder.

America's

Leading

Tire Values

by Actual
[

aTest.
n
m

Her glistening back was bare to the
waist. Below, the -dress shone like
a bufnished armour. Her eyes were
half-closed against the smoke.

Adriana, who appraised her charms
professionally, said, "You look very
well tonight, my dear."

To which she replied without emo-
tion, "All the same, I am sure I was
followed. Do you know that Dubois
.ame to see me dance?"

"He's watching you?"
"Ever since the submarine job ...

I'm afraid the French authorities are
very much annoyed."

"im. You knew about that affair
.. and I knew-"

(To Be Continued)

FOR ONLY

EACH

WARN BOUGHT
IN PAIRS

29x4.40x21
It costs but 25c per tire to travel
1,000 miles with ALLSTATE COM-
?ANION---a 2,000,000 tire mile test
)roved this fact! Here's a tire that
ictually delivers more miles per dol-
ar ... at the lowest price we've ever
narked on this quality. Replace
torn tires with ALLSTATE COM-
3ANIONS now!

Clothes Built
For Heat!

In these sweltering days,
when you are about to wilt,
that's when our suits prove
their worth, and stand up to
their jobs like veterans!I

Let Us Sell You a REAL

Summer Suit.

Linen Suits

$9 to $12

W4LTE",t1

kLOTHiNG% OT V.N
co

Tire---Rim Each I Per Pair ( Each

29x4.40-21 $3.59 $6.98 $0.80
29x4.50-20 3.89 7.58 .93
30x4.50-21 3.95 7.66 .80
28x4.75-19 4.63 9.00 .91
29x4.75-20 4.70 9.14 .93
29x5.00-19 4.85 9.44 .91
28x5.25-18 5.55 10.78 1 .01

Other Sizes Proportionately Low-Priced!

30x5-8 Ply Truck Tires, Each____$15.35
32x6-10 Ply Truck Tires, Each---- 26.50

1008 Phone
Broadway e 3760

SEARS. ROEBUCK AND CO.

... Athese prices do not include government tax,fl fl 0 U fl e S and are effective as long as present quantities last

2,000,000 Road Test Shows

You Can Go 1,000 Miles for 25c Per Tire!

AL AI 1110*A7

lrade In
Your Old Tires !

LIBERAL

ALLOWANCE

given on them for

Sears'

ALLSTATE Tires

or

SUPER ALLSTATES

"And Carlotta. If I were you, I'd
look into Carlotta."

"I will. And into you, too," said
Adriana simply. "Tell me' this: If
you thought you were being followed,
why did you come here tonight?"

With a hint of malice she replied,
"Because I was told that you wanted
to see me particularly and because
you've always taught me that per-
sonal danger is never to be considered
in the performance of duty."

"You enjoy it, don't you?"
"What else do you think I do it

for? The money? I have my choice
of bank accounts."

"Still, thirty thousand marks for a
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few papers is a great deal."
"To me, no!" she said superbly.

"No one would dare to offer me less!
Many have offered me more. I have
my court and my courtiers, the de.
crepit de Signac, Caron with tears
streaming from his eyes at will, Am.,
bassador B--- you have but to se-...
him eat to form an opinion of him
-the Prince with the eyes of a pig
and the mouth of a coward, a grand
duke, a great musician. And I hate
them all! I am bored with all men."

(To Be Continued)
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COMPANY "E"
Almost every man in the company

has put in for a fishing permit this
year. I don't know whether it is the
warm weather that is causing the boys
to think of shady places or not. There
is plenty of good fishing on the Res-
ervation. So brush up on your fish
stories boys. "High" Davis, our top
kick and champion fisher, has been
out several times this year. It seems
that the biggest fish got away from
him two weeks ago.

We have the following men in the
hospital: Corp. Johnson, C., Pvt. Polk,
Pvt. Norris.

They will be up and around in time
to help Company E win another tro-
phy for being high score riflemen of
the 29th Infantry. Company "E" was
high Company in the Regiment last
year.

Company "E" baseball team is com-
posed of Foreman, one of our good
batters and outfielders. Akin is tak-
ing a bit of rest these days. He is one
of the get away men.

Tinsley is going stron, in out field
and slugging well. Wbi he goes to
h~at you hear them say "There's poison

Pretty Homes and Desirable Build-
ing Lots for sale on Easy Terms
on Fort Benning Road.

F. FRIEDMAN
1027 Broadway Phone 2696

Watch Repairing
LAMAR SMITH

PHONE 3032:m1201 BROADWAY

Stanton's Lunch Car
C. J. STANTON. Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY OUR BARBECUE
P'hone 29 1638-2nd Ave.

WE DELIVER

Home Savings
!r  Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital ------ $100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the
CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

CLUB
Ff ,ro !Retivini Rewreynlal;v,,:

Ri I. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

First'National

Bank
Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Resources Over $2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Renta Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valual1es. Prices moderate.
Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited
I.TNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

at the bat."
, Ward is doing some extra good

pitching.
Dean I better known as "Nine Ball")

is making a good first baseman. Coach
is considered an important man at
that juncture.

Newton is one of our coming base-
ball stars.

It has been unofficially reported
that The Alabama Power Company
stocks are on the increase, due to
Corporal Oscar Feagin's recent visits
to Pineapple, Alabama, which runs up
this Pa-in-Laws light bill. We believe
Feagin will fall victim to cupid's
K. 0.

Sergeant French has again met the
girl of his dreams. Why don't you
marry the girl, French? Sergeant Joe
Poisso is still on the job at athletics
around the company. He is keeping
in trim for the swimming meet in the
near future.

"Big Shot" Gurley's productive wad
is practically exhausted (and how).
"Nine Ball" Dean had some tough

luck in the game with the Richland
Bears vs. 2nd Battalion. The 2nd
Batts won 5 to 3. They would have
won 6 to 3 but "Nine Ball" only made
two bases on one of his famous cir-
cuit clouts. The old timer has seen
his best days.

Private Graves is the post light-
weight champion boxer for this year.

COMPANY "G"
Company records, morning reports,

and duty rosters show that Company
"G" still remains the stony bulwark
of the Quartermaster Corps.

Capt. Wimberly left Sunday morn-
ing for a short leave to Little Rock,
Ark. He will probably have some-
thing to tell us of the prevailing con-
ditions between Benning and the
Ozarks, when he gets back.

The play off for the championship
in baseball of the 2nd Bn. if plans
run smoothly, and there is no rain,
should come off this coming Saturday.
There's many a slip between the play-
off and the championship. We hope
to shake off the "H" Company jinx
and make a bid for our third cham-
pionship of the year; namely, foot-
ball, track, and baseball.

COMPANY "H"
We cut quite a path in the 2nd Bat-

talion's victory over the 1st Battalion
Friday. Sgt. Bob Harkey pitched six
coreless innings allowing only one

hit and that hit in the last of the
tenth inning. Pvt. "Si" Slocum poled
out a long single in the first half of
the tenth inning scoring two men and
putting the game on ice.

Priv ate Harris T. Sollie has been ap-
pointed Private First Class.

Private Lewis E. Myers has been

transferred to the 72nd Ordnance.
Private Riley Collins has been ap-

pointed Private First Class.
Private George W. Thomason has

been transferred to Fort Sam Hous.
ton. Texas, to the 23rd Infantry.

The company has just been relieved
fr, ni fire guard. Luck was with us
this time as it rained every day or
night we were on, and we didn't get
a call.

Lt. Ports spent most of last week
in Jacksonville, Fla., during which
time he helped Lt. Wiley take that
final matrimony step. Lt. Ports says
that while there he had to sleep un-
der two blankets so it was quite a
";rrrise to come back to Benning
,nd find it so hot. He really doesn't
know what he missed last week.

Lt. J-vnch left for Washington, Tues-
day where he will visit his father-
',i mo-thber-in-law, Major and Mrs. F.
K. Boss. until tomorrow when he

-,1ts trying out for the Army tennis
team.

T}ir.r.-h th, ourtesy of Lts. Bar-
nett and Brownfield, most of the offi-
cers of the battalion were priviledged
to take a twenty-minute airplane ride
last Thursday and Friday. Everyone
was quite surprised at the number of
points they could locate on the ground
from a height of 5000 feet.

The Battalion baseball team seems
to be improving a little every day.
winning their first game Monday. If
they continue to improve they should
he in good shape about the time of
the tournament.

SHRAPNEL BURSTS
Since the Gunners examination is

not as definitely indicated this year as
in previous years, it has taken some
time to pick out the subjects and have
the two firing batteries decide on
same. Still, the examination questions
have at last been mimeographed and

gunners' instruction has started in
earnest. Lt. toward spent every af-
ternoon for several weeks apparently
writing up gunners' examination but
we have our doubts as to just what
he was writing.

After visiting in Troy, Alabama, for
several days Captain Mangum has re-
turned to Fort Benning, to spend a
little more of his leave before leav-
ing for Washington and points east.

Lt. Heriot will return from Savan-
nah tomorrow after spending almost
a month near the ocean. He certainly
was lucky to be near Savannah Beach
while it was so hot for us here.

U

who wears 16 EE.
Sgt. Phillips has returned from Ft.

Sill, Okla., where he completed a
course in Communications and is now
instructing the men in the latest meth-
ods used at Sill.

HE PASSED

The admiral who was conducting an
examination for the navy, was addres-
sing the candidates. "Who, in your
opinion are the three greatest sailors
in history?"
"I'm sorry, sir. I did not catch your
name when I entered the room," re-
marked the stude, "but the other two
are Paul Jones and Nelson."

-Virginia Guardsman.

WE MAKE

RUBBER STAMPS

-- One Day Delivery-

COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.

PHONE 556

HERALD
WANT ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

20 cents per line or fraction of
line. Minimum charge for any
classified advertisement, 50 cents.
Payment must be made before
advertisement is published.

FOR SALE Baby Carriage in good
condition. Lt. W. Anderson. Phone
372.

FOR SALE English Setter pups
whelped May 9,1932. Excellent breed-
ing and eligible. May be seen at my
quarters. Males $10.00 females $7.50.
Capt. V. Bell.

'Ray for Summer
an swimmin'
Swimming is fine, and

it's a dandy way to keep
cool. But you can't swim
all the time, so just
place your trust in a
plate of our delicious
FOREMOST ice cream

. and the heat be-
comes enjoyable !

Call the Soda Fount

FOREMOST
DAIRIES.

INC.'

BATTERY "A"
Pfc. Bra-,tlev is back with us from

the hospital he has snent the last five
months "Rold bricking." as the rest of
the "itft a.fi

"C,-.,-" I-Iadlev is on furlonub in

Ne,. Orleans swimming in the Mira.
;s;nn; river, or at least that is what

Boone thinks he s doing.
T'he Kin- Fsh ba -'o reports to
ake this week excent thvt he nulle

the first Latrine Guard as Sergeant of

the tnard since ,be ha been in the
""mv, and he has been Mess Sergeant
f - twentv.eight years.

The Sultan has been restricted to
-- arters for the last two weeks and
-,e hqsn't anvthin- to ,-enort. excent

'hat it is best to w-ar SereTeant chev-
"ons if you have them. esneciallv if
von are out on the r-nce.

The next day after the "Big Fight"
few of the boys were smoking "Ready
Roll" cigarettes and the rest had long
fce-,z. T wonder why.

Cant. Man rum was at the battery for
a few minutes last Monday. He was
nleased with the annearance of the
men. He hopes when he returns from
his leave he will find that all the men
getting discharged are reenlisting for
another three years. But that is just
hoping, for five have already put in
for special assignment to foreign serv-
ice.

HQ., HQ. BTRY. AND C. T.
The battery is I,,'s, with gunner"'

instructions. The facuilty consists of
,11 the officers assisted by four N. C.
O's who are carryinp, on the work on
a scheduled basis. The classes are
divided so that the men have four
-oriods in the morninq.

Sgt. Tate. our radio sergeant, is en-
;oviung a thirty dav furlo-oh with his
',-,*de in Columbus. Ga. The battery
--tends its best wishes to Sgt. and
M-. Tate.

-t. Dodd and Cl. Pike Journeved
to Tjarris County for the week end on
a fishing trip. From all renorts the
tri- was very successful, plenty of
CA were caught and cooked by Cnl.
NI"hrina, who was a member of the
.-Ivance party. They are figuring on
lesing a lake located in the vicinity
of the Steam Mill Road and estab-
lishing a fish camp for the N. C. O.'s
of the battery.

The latest bulletin reveals the fact
that Cutrer's boots are still unclaimed
and will be turned over to the Salva-
tion Army, if they can find anyone

AT THE PRICE YOU WANT TO PAY

FORDS 1 PLYMOUTH I
CHEVROLET BUICKS

First Avenue

IS
AT I GRAHAMS '32 MODEL IWHIPPETTS FORDS

PATTERSON-POPE
"Big Used Car Lot" Phone 412

L. G. BLAU
Piano Tuning

Phone 3680-W
U [
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Makers of Fine Printing Plates

4'

+4 WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.

I Atlanta, Georgia

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H. ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years

1229 - 31 Broadway Columbus, Ga.
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BILL ELLISON, Editor

Slow Fights Disappoint Fort Beining

Friday, June 24, 1932

Sowd

"Ching" Johnson
May FightEdgren

Negotiations are underway for a
bout between Ching Johnson, Ben-
ning, and Frank Edgren, Wyo., cow-
puncher, for the night of July 18th,
at Doughboy Stadium, according to
Captain Philip Fry, post athletic of.
ficer. Fans have yelped for another
glimpse of Ching since he met Irvin
Ashkenazy, elephantine Floridian, who
folded like a portable phonograph.

Judges awarded Walker (Cyclone)
Smith, Benning, a decision over Tony
Cancella, Tampa, after ten rounds of
tame, listless, uninteresting embrac-
ing last Tuesday night. The fight was
about the poorest exhibition this writ-
er has ever endured on the reserva-
tion. There were nomoments of ex-
citement. No spectacular leather flur.
ries. And the decision was just the
reverse to what it should have been.

Fans were all keyed up for a gory
"grudge" duel with the dukes, in
which Smith and Cancella would fight
like tigers. They fought, instead, like
tabbies. Cancella, recuperating from
a siege of influenza, was not in form.
He found Smith's style of crouching

We sell you a car and will
buy it back in nine months
and pay you cash for it. We
keep a nice line of Chevrolets
and Fords along with other
makes, on hand. Our new
car line is Pontiac, Oakland
and Franklins.

We are the largest used car
buyers in Columbus

MeMURRIA'S
1125 - 6th Ave. Phone 2590

and remaining in a shell rather hard
to fathom. He hesitated tofire at
Smith's head and break his hands. His
most effective blows were rights
brought up sharp to the eye and
round house punches delivered amid
the rushes. Walker kept a tantalizing
left in the Tampan's face.

This writer gave Smith but one
round-the fourth. Cancella won the
second, eighth and ninth. Others were
even.

Earl Rockey, Benning, 167, lost a
technical knockout to Earl Johnson,
166, Miami, when he went down in
the fifth claiming he had been hit in
the groin. Nobody saw a low blow ex-
cept iAi instances when Rockey him-
self delivered them earlier in the
bout.

Blondy Parker, Benning, was award-
ed a draw with Jack Harp, Warm
Springs, although Harp seemed to
have the better of it. Both boys ap-
peared to be in poor form-especially
Parker who has either gone far back
or was experiencing an "off night."

Spot Webb, Benning and Tut Tay-
lor, Benning, went four rounds to a
draw. This was ai very mediocre
match, spoiled by Taylor's shoving
tactics.

Eight Cylinder Olds and Battling
Brooks, a couple of coons, did every-
thing but bite each other for four
rounds. They called it even.

Round by round, blow-by-blow de-
tails of the Schmeling-Sharkey bout
in New York were broadcast. Fans
were of the opinion the German was
entitled to at least a draw.

The great, great Grumpy Gordy,
Benning's own, was called to the mic-
rophone and sang the "middle stanza"
of "River, Stay Away From My Door."
They gave him a good hand.

The 24th Infantry Band, a negro
musical organization, helped spice
things up by their excellent music.

The show as a whole, while inferior
to the calibre usually seen at Benning,
cannot be blamed on Captain Fry or
his assistants. All they can do is
match 'em-what the boys do after
they get in the ring is, of course, be-
yond control of the athletic associa.
tion.

Bathing Suits

Bathing Caps

Sandals

Make y o u r summer

more livable ... and the

heat more endurable by

getting in your f ul11

share of swimming.

but be sure you're in the front rank in style
and comfort-a feeling that only a modern bath-
ing suit can give you! You'll find yours here!

A' thletic Department
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga.

"It Pays To Trade at Your Post Exchange"

day night of this week in a main
event at one of these so-called fight
arenas and the same fighter was
matched for Friday night-one night
later-for the principal bout at an-
other so-called fight arena. Just how
the management of the second fight
emporium figured the fans could see
a first rate performance from a man
who had fought himself out the night
previously is, I must say, a trifle mys-
terious to me.

Do You SEARCH
FOR BARGAINS

THIS WAY

OR Do You USE
OUR CLASSIFIED

SECTION?.

The nation-wide slashing of prices A BUN DUSTER
and extra-this-and-that offers by retail Judge: "Did you say hat this sol-
clothing stores makes us wonder if dier was intoxicated?"
the Quartermaster Corps will ever Witness: "No, Your Honor, I mere-
fall in line and offer soldiers two ly said that he brought the spare tire

sof pants with each coat. of his Austin in my restaurant and
pairs VahGuat. ordered a cup of coffee to go with

W. Va. Guardsman. his doughnut."

Medicos Still In
Lead After One
Defeat By Tanks

By BERNARD B. SVAYZE

There have been quite a number
of upsets in the league since last
week, and on the other hand a couple
of set-ups.

The Tankers took the Medicos down
to the tune of 7 to 6, ousting them from
the coveted position of the undefeated
team, never-the-less, leaving them in
command of the situation, with four
won and one lost.

Their game was almost as uninterest.
ing as watching someone else fish.
Errors were made from all corners of
the field, and at times, the fans were
ducking, thinking they would be hit
with the next thrown ball.

The Artillery has improved its av-
eragfie, by two wins during the past
week, taking one from the Special
units, and one from the I. S. D.

All the boys are rounding into
shape fast, and with a couple more
weeks, should be playing ball in good
form.

The Kells are looking up, with
hopes of taking the lead soon, while
the First Battalion are right on par
with them. The Artillery is favored
to finish in the first division, with the
Special Units trailing the first half.

The pitching this year has been
nothing short of phenomenal for Army
baseball, but this hot weather is go-
ing to tell on some of them.

The new find among pitchers is
Zelinski, newcomer to the I. S. D.
and should be placed in a class with
Ward, Harkey, Holloway and Gilbert.
The League standings are as follows:

W. L. Pct.
Medicos---------------3 1 .750
1st Bn.----------------2 1 .666
2nd. Bn.---------------3 2 .600
Art ------------------- 2 2 .500
I. S. D.---------------1 3 .250
S. U., 29th------------0 3 .000

Is Boxing Meeting With
Disfavor?

(Continued from page 1)
with the heavyweight division.

Boxing is sinking to a mighty low
level in Columbus. The game would
stand a little cleansing at home. There
are three arenas in operation right
now and the class of shows to be seen
at them are, as a rule, very, very ob-
noxious. The same old faces appear
every week and fans have every rea-
son in the world to believe many of
the bouts are "fixed" among the mugs
before they ever appear in the ring.
One fighter was matched for Thurs-

LOW FARES
ROUND TRIP

60 DAY LIMIT

Atlanta----------$ 4.50
Cincinnati---------20.65
Chattanooga8------- .65
Washington, D. C. - 29.20
Birmingham--------6.75
Memphis F-- 15.75
Jacksonville, Fla. - 11.25
Mobile, Ala.--11.65
New Orleans --- 17.65
Shreveport --- 24.40

UNION
BUS TERMINAL

1212 Broadway
Phone .661

Unusual is the comfort of Hood Lines
Coaches! Press a foot pedal and the
back of your deeply cushioned- seat
reclines to several different angles for
complete relaxation or restful sleep.
There are clean, fresh linen head-rest
covers and adjustable foot rests . ..-

SIX over-size balloon tires and "air
bottle" shock absorbers to make your
bus trip an "air ride."
Circulating hot water heat for chilly
nights, ice water, porter service and
even RADIO, complete Hood Lines
Coach comfort. Try this comfortable,
clean and convenient way to travel
to almost everywhere.

HO AC!!

f

WHO*

MUSCOGEE CHEVROLET CO.
1501 FIRST AVE. PHONE 100

ffereiComfdd..

DEEP-CUSHIONED CHAIRS RECLINE TO ANY
DESIRED ANGLE

Found on Every Hood Lines Coach
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
At Royal Beginning Saturday

JOHN BARRYMORE

Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE ROYAL

tBeginning with Mildnight Show Saturday, 11:15 P. M.)
ALSO SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Present-

ing, "STATE'S ATTORNEY", with John Barrymore, Helen
Twelvetrees, Jill Esmond. William (Stage) Boyd and Mary

I)nncan. He knew all the tricks of law and women and made
them both his mistress. Thrill with Barrymore as he tears a
'Witness to pieces... , sways a jury with smashing eloquence ...

trim's a chiseling politician ... or lov es with the fire that's made

hi rathe envv of all men. (Especially recommenled hv this

p~aper).-

AT THE GRAND

SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND M,\ONDAY: Presenting,

'SOCIETY GIRL", with James Dunn and Peggy Shannon.
The battle of the class es-typified 1y- a unique romance between

an unlettered boy and a thrill-seeking social butterfly-froms
the theme of "SOCIETY GIRL". A good picture.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Presenting, "WHEN

A FELLOW NEEDS A FRIEND", with Ralph Graves, Jackie
Cooper and "Chic" Sale. The pathos of a boy's struggle to
conquer fear and thus overcome a physical handicap provides

the dramatic appeal of this highly interesting picture. The
child star has his most effectixve role in which he is seeen as a

boy who longs to play a share in the "back lot" activities of
his friends but who is scorned by the other kids because of his

leg brace.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Presenting, "MYSTERY
RANCH", with George O'Brien and Cecilia Parker. Here is a

story that embodies all of the old West's flavor; wild, hard-
riding cowmen, straight-shooting gunmen. It is packed to the

brim with action but there is still room for a romantic love
story to be interwoven as the film unwinds.

AT THE RIALTO

NOW PLAYING: Presenting, "THE FALSE MADON-
NA", with adorable Kay Francis. In this picture Kay starts out

as an enemy of society, lbut ends the stor yas a gloriously sym-
lathetic heroine. You'll enjoy Kay in this one as you've never
enjoyed her before.

RIALTO
MONSTER IN MAKE-UP

HALL OF FAME

The wall of Universal City's famous
"chamber of horrors," its well-guard-
ed, secret makeup room, is now graced
by the photograph of another im-
mortal of the great paint art Boris
Karloff.

Karloff's fiendish, scientifically-cre-
ated monster of "Frankenstein" has
been accorded the place of honor in
the mysterious little sanctuary by the
little band of makeup experts who
have given the screen its weirdest
creatures.

Karloff's monster hangs side-by-side
the photographs of Lon Chaney's
"Hunchback of Notre Dame" charac-
ter; his "Phantom of the Opera" fiend,
his diabolical Chinese of "Outside the
Law"; and his sinister cripple of
"Shadows." Bela Lugosi as "Dracula"
occupies a prominent position on the
eerie wall, as do the phootgraphs of
Neil Hamilton in the "The Cat
Creeps" characterization, Carlos Vil-
larias as the Spanish-version "Dra-
cula," Conrad Veidt in "The Man Who
Laughs," and Edward Robinson as
the Charlie Young of "East is West."

Karloff and his closely guarded
monster make-up can be seen at the
Rialto theatre on Sunday and Monday
with Colin Clive, Mae Clarke, John
Boles, Dwight Frye, Edward Van
Sloan and Frederick Kerr completing
the cast.

GRAND 1

"SOCIETY GIRL"

"Society Girl," Fox drama present-
ing James Dunn as a ring hero hope-
lessly in love with a pampered pet of
society, and with Peggy Shannon in
the title'role, will be the featured
screen attraction at the Grand Theatre
on Saturday, Sunday and Monday.

Dunn, whose rise to a prominent
position among the leading male play-
ers of the cinema began with his su-
perlative performance in "Bad Girl,"
will again be seen as a representative
youth from the masses in this romantic
comedy. As a contender for the mid.
dleweight title, heis once more en-
abled to use the diction of the side
walks that made his characterization
of the inarticulate husband in "Bad
Girl" one of the outstanding perform-
ances on the screen.

The locale of the story, which re-
volves around the romance of Dunn
and Miss Shannon, is supposedly New
York City although it may be any
large city in America. After their
meeting at a lawn fete given by Miss
Shannon at her Southampton country
home, the fighter and the society girl
begin a whirlwind courtship that soon
entangles them in more trouble than
either had bargained for. Spencer
Tracy as Dunn's fight manager and
closest pal, is the one to resent the
constant intrusion of Miss Shannon
into the routine of the training camp.
His orders are not carried out and
Dunn receives a terrific beating in the
ring.

How this situation is cleared up
and the three once again reunited in
friendship and love makes up the bal-
ance of the film drama.

Barrymore Stars
In Dramatic Role
At Royal Theatre

With John Barrymore in the role
of a romantic lover and gallant fight-
er, a new picture which combines all
of the elements of modern screen en-
tertainment opens at the Royal Thea-
tre next Saturday with a midnight
show. It is RKO Radio's "State's At-
torney," and it presents a great cast
in an absorbing timely story which has
been given flawless direction by
George Archainbaud, the man who di-
rected "The Lost Squadron."

Sharing cast honors with Barrymore
is the blonde and beautiful Helen
Twelvetrees. It isn't often that one
picture presents two stars of this
quality in roles seemingly made to
order for their talents.

The peculiarly fitness of the produc-
tion for Barrymore and Miss Twelve-
trees lies in its combination of gay
and tender romance with tense drama.
Barrymore is given every opportunity
to display the qualities that have won
him the designation of "the great
lover" and he takes full advantage
of them. He also rises to the heights
that have won him fame as a dramatic
actor in the tense courtroom scenes.
An emotional actress of rare ability,
Miss Twelvetrees has an exceptional
outlet for her talents in the role of
a girl who prefers love to a wedding
ring.

The picture concerns a brilliant
criminal attorney who becomes a
relentless and fearless prosecutor
when drafted into the public service.
A devil-may-care sort of fellow with
vast personal magnetism. he is much
sought after by women but remains
true to the girl he befriended in night
court, until he meets a rich society
debutante. As his professional repu-
tation grows, through the sending of
a notorious murderess to the gallows,
his romantic complications also in-
crease.

A climax is attained during a mur-
der trial which sees Barrymore seek-
ing the neck of the tinderworld leader
he once defended. It is a scene rich
in soaring dramiatic: values. It starts
when the girl he love~s takes the stand
and he is forced to cross-examine her.
The crashing heights are reached in
his burning plea to the jury.

ROYAL
Starts Tomorrow Night 11:15 P. M.

JOHN

Superb! Dynamic!
Romantic! His First
Timely Role ... as

STATE'l
H E LE N TWELvETREE$
JILL ESMOND, WILLIAM (Stage) BOYD

MARY DUNCAN

-MORE-
LAUREL AND HARDY

in "HELP MATES"
UNIVERSAL NEWS

I

(

U

SUNDAY AIND MONDAY

"Frankenstein"
(The Man Who Made a Monster)

With
BORIS KARLOFF

No Thriller Ever Made Can
Touch It

Comedy News Novelties
TUESDAY

KAY FRANCIS AND
WILLIAM BOYD
IN

"THE FALSE MADONNA"
Deception
Was her business
Beauty ....
Was her passport
COMEDY SCREEN SONG

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
"THE WOMAN FROM

MONTE CARLO"
With

LIL DAGOVER WALTER HUS-
TON-WARREN WILLIAM

Dramatic Sensation of a Siren Who
Tried to be aSaint

Grand
SAT.-SUN.-MON.

JAMES DUNN
IN

"Society Girl"
WITH

PEGGY SHANNON
SPENCER TRACY

Gang Comedy - Paramount News

TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
JACKIE

COOPER
"WHEN A CHARLES

F E L L E R "CHIC"
NEEDS A

F R IE ND SALE
COMEDY NEWS

THURSDAY-FRIDAY

GEORGE

O'BRIEN
IN

"MYSTERY
RANCH"

WITH
CECELIA PARKER

COMEDY -- NOVELTY .- NEWS

RIALTO
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

BOB STEELE
IN

"THE MAN FROM
HELL'S EDGES"

ALSO
CHAPTER NO. 11

VANISHING LEGION

I I

-j
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The Flare
(Continued from page 4)

and went at it again. This time he
tried to prevail upon his benefactor,
Kelly to accompany him, but the as-
ture committeeman, smelling a rat,
resisted his blandishments.

Five minutes later, Fry made his
second voyage of discovery to the bot-
tom of the lake.

Convinced at last that the prime
perquisite for acquiring skill in the
noble art of casting i s a firm and
solid foundation, the stubborn Pro-
moter devoted the balance of the week
end to the more enjoyable features
of such outings.

THINGS WE NEVER KNEW TILL

RECENTLY
That Lieutenant C. T. Lanham, be-

sides being the only poet who has been
able to survive the shavetail ordeal of
an Army Career, was once a chess
fiend with enough of reputation to
obtain a match with Marshall, the
champion of the United States at the
time. The Lieutenant didn't win the
match but he drew one game out of

three which isn't so bad.

That Major Truman Smith has had
the unique experienceof having played
bridge with the Pope.

It happened this way. When the
gargantuan Major was in upper Si-
lesia in 1921, he indulged in a few
quiet rubbers with a Papal legate, one
Monsignor Ratti. To quote the Major,
whose appreciation of dramatic values
is never dormant "And the next time
I saw him lie was on the throne of St.
Peter in Rome."

INFORMATION BUREAU
Colonel Barry inspecting the Avia-

tion Unit was making the usual wel-
fare inquiries as to previous condi-
tions of servitude, present living con-
ditions, and the like.

"How long have you been in the
service" he inquired of Private Holt.

"Two and one half years, sir", was
the reply.

"Where were you last stationed?"
continued the colonel.

"In Hawaii, sir", replied Holt.
"How do you find the mess?" was

the next question.
"Right down the road sir-straight

ahead-that large building on the
left", snapped Private Holt in his best
military manner.

The Colonel smiled and the inspect-
ing group passed on-all except one
disgusted top sergeant who waited be-
hind to say something very personal
and private to Holt about rookies who
pull boners in front of the Command-
ing Officer.

pressed with the statuesque display of
spray draped manhood.

REAL GASOLINE
The source of a certain fortune was

under discussion.
"He made his money in Coca-Cola.,

didn't he?" remarked Mrs. Harding.
"Oh, no," said Mrs Jones, "He made

his in Woco-Pep.'
"Well, I knew it was some soft1. 1 19 1 -A, A r YX •I.• ill.

pleased that she had come so close to
it the first time.

CITATION FOR THE WEEK
T) Major Truman Smith, departing

head of the Military History Commit-
tee of the Erudite Fourth Section,-
soldier, scholar, and high-powered lee.
turer-for four years of constructive
labor which has resulted in setting a
new mark in the effective in-truction

ART EXHIBIT NO. 3 drink," asserted Mrs. Harding, well in his specialty.At 5:45 PM, June 19, Lady Lucy

Williams, prominent young society H e ld
matron, and wife of the celebrated Sir P atro n z e H erald A dvertisers
Roger Williams, broke into the scor-
ing column with a beautifully timed Want D n e For M rto Da c
en-rance into the men's shower at Russ W ed Dancers F r arathonlDance
Pool.

Whereupon the jeering section, Must be good dancers, attractive,
which included several of Benning's
most boisterous and ribald males . in good physical condition. Dance
(Major Snyder, Major Lytle and Ex- -to be held at Britton's Pool, just out-
plorer Chance) led by Adjutant Gen- side of Columbus, Georgia. Apply
eral Lewis' famed bathing beauty con. ra
noisseur, staged three-minute demon-to Ala.-Ga. Marathon Dance Head-
stration which shook the welkin. ,(quarters, Britton's P o o 1, Phenix

Up to the time of going to press The City, Ala., for entry blanks and in-
Flare investigator had not been able to
obtain an interview but we understand formation.
that Mrs. Williams was favorably ir- -

NVITING is the word... Chester- get the full flavor of fine ripe tobaccos.field's attractive white package is To make sure of purity.., every
certainly the proper introduction to the ingredient and every method used in
cigarettes inside it. For it suggests right making Chesterfields... is checked by
off.., they're pure. a staff of scientists.

Examine the paper Chesterfields are You always open that clean white
rolled in. It's white.., and pure. Now package with confidence. It reminds
light up... You'll notice there's neither you of the purity back of that satisfying
taste nor odor of burning paper. You taste. And remember, they're milder too!

The Cigarette that's

MILDER..The Cigarette

hel ste rfi eId that TASTES BETTER .
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Chesterfield Radio Program
MON &THUR. TUES & FRI. WED & SAT.

BoSWELL ALEX RUTH
SISTERS GRAY ETTING

NAT SHILKRET and NORMAN BROKENSHIRE
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Benning
Briefs

We must rise and apologize for
the errors which seem to have at-
tracted so much attention, particularly
as evidenced by Gunbotham's search-
ing disclosures. But the very fact that
the "conductor" of the swimming
pool has found the errors is proof
that he had to read the articles to
find them,.and we feel very flattered.
Or maybe, we should say, the "con-
ductor" of the Flare should feel very
flattered.

Sergeant McN-y, Sergeant Major
of the ROTC Camp, wants us to
abandon our usual role for a short
space and take up that of a reform-
ist. With so much of that same spirit
in the air right now, we should be
able to do our reforming very easily,
but we find it extremely difficult,
nevertheless. But, to get down to
brass tacks, the Sergeant wants us to
spread a little propaganda to the ef-
fect that, while the canteen at the
Camp is not apparently prospering,
still Newsome is not only prosperous-
looking but his very manner displays
that freedom of spirit which is the
natural consequence of a full pocket-
book.

We felt decidedly in the need of a
Murad when Lt. Howard Johnson,
now of the Athletic Office, made the
statement that he was "a little leary of
the press." We don't see how any-
one could possibly believe that news.
papers were working for anything but
"the people's best interests," and of
course we felt embarrassed that we
should seem so untrustworthy. Or,
maybe, Lt. Johnson has seen the ef-
fects of the little paragraph on the
Thanatopsian propensities of Captain
Fry and Lt. Harmony last week.

Social Note: Captain "Mark" Hanna,
Capt. Philip Fry, Capt. A. B. O'Con.
nell, Lts. Ham Kelley, Stump Rich.
ards, Cecil Grimes, Charlie Sheen,
Frank Olver, and Frank Bickerstaff
are leaving today for the Muscogee
Club, in the Dead Lakes, Fla. The
group has adopted the slogan "Look
Out Little Fishes, Here We Come."
The best available reports have it
that Capt. Fry is going along to dis-
prove the statements of the Flare of
a couple of weeks back and Steward
Grimes is to look over the Lakes as
a possible producer of fishy epicu.
reanisms for the Benning tables. An-
other party will consist of Major 0.
N. Bradley, Capt. Walter A. Smith
and the two bankers Mr. C. C. Willis
and Bob Hall.

Sergeant McN-y, of course you'd
never guess, has asked us to drop in
a line or two to spur the memory of
Harvey Haeseker and make him pro.
duce some copy. 0. K., Sergeant, here
y are.

We notice the announcement of the
departure of Lieut. Norman, C. Caum,
Police Officer, whose place is being
taken by Captian Rutledge M. Law.
son, a recent Infantry School gradu-
ate. Lt. Caum is the able reviewer
whose write-ups of the Dramatic Club
productions have been published in
the Herald, and we hate to see him
go.

This business of getting up enough

(Please turn to page 8)

Nine Successful West Point
Candidates Leave Benning

Several Benning Boys Are
Numbered Among Those

Who Leave

Nine young men of Fort Benning,
successful candidates in the competi-
tive examinations for appointments to
the United States Military Academy,
departed from the post this week
for West Point, N. Y., where they will
report to the superintendent of the
military academy, as cadets, on July
1st.

Four of the young men, one of
whom is the son of a local army of-
ficer, were enlisted members of organ-
izations stationed at Fort Benning and
are the successful competitors for
four of the six army appointments
allocated to the Fourth Corps Area.
Three of the other appointees were also
enlisted men who have obtained presi-
dential or congressional appointments
through competitive examinations, and
the remaining two, sons of Fort Ben-
ning officers, have obtained their ap.
pointments in the same manner.

Private Eugene R. Patterson, Com-
pany E 1st Tank Regiment; Private
Frederick Bell, also of Company E 1st
Tank Regiment; Private Frederick H.
Gaston, Hq. Co. 2nd Bn. 1st Tank
Regiment; and Private James R.
Gunn, Regimental Machine Gun Com-
pany 29th Infantry, are the four suc-
cessful contenders for the army ap-
pointments. Private Patterson is the
son of Mrs. Maggie R. Patterson of
Clinton, Mississippi; Private Bell is
the son of John R. Bell, of Troy, Kan-
sas; Private Gunn is the son of Mrs.
C. F. Holcomb, of Jacksonville, Fla.;
and Private Gaston is the son of Cap-
tain F. H. Gaston, 83d Field Artillery,
Fort Benning.

Private William B. Macy, Cannon
Co. 29th Infantry,' son of Louis W.
Macy, New Bedford, Mass.; Private
John H. Michaelis, Hq. Co. 2nd Bn.
29th Infantry, son of Mrs. Louise H.
Michaelis, Lancaster, Penn.; and Pri-
vate Clarence E. Gooding, I. S. D.,
son of Mrs. Lee Tayloe, of Clarksville,
Texas, are the three soldiers who have
obtained their appointments through
congressional competitive examina.
tions.

Charles Billingslea, son of Col. and
Mrs. Clarence J. Manly, recently of
Fort Beaning is the recipient of a
presidential appointment, and Donald
R. Bodine, son of Major Roy L. Bo-
dine of Fort Benning, received a con-
gressional appointment.

All of the young men, except Pri-
vate Gooding, attended the West Point
coaching course at Fort Beaning last
summer. The class opened with 38
members, and within six weeks elimi-
nations bad reduced the number to
thirteen. These students then were

enrolled in the 4th Corps Area West
Point preparatory school, whose class
comprised, in addition to the 13 stu-
dents from Fort Benning, 47 from
other posts in the corps area.

The Fort Benning students were
conspicuously successful throughout
the course, and of the thirteen, four
were chosen to fill places allocated to
enlisted men of the 4th Corps Area.
The two remaining vacancies were
filled by men from other posts.

Private Patterson, who last January,
reached the finals in the southern se-
lections for a Rhodes scholarship, led
the classes both at Fort Benning and
at Fort McPherson in algebra. Private

(Please turn to page 6)

29th Infantry
Loses Another

Of Old Guard
The 29th Infantry lost one of its

oldest noncommissioned officers on
Thursday, June 30th, when Staff Ser-
geant Joseph H. Coggin, of the Serv-
ice Company, was placed on the re-
tired list with thirty years active serv-
ice to his credit.

Sergeant Coggins enlisted in Co.
H, 2nd Infantry in October, 1903. Sub-
sequently he served in Co. A 12th In-
fantry, in the 28th Recruit Company,
and in Co. C 8th Infantry, until June
1914. From 1914 to 1919 he was a
member of the quartermaster corps.

On March 31st 1920 he enlisted in
the Service Company 29th Infantry at
Fort Benning, and has served continu-
ously with that company until the
present time.

Sergeant Coggin's foreign service
includes three tours of duty in the
Philippine Islands, the first extending
to March '13th to Sept 15th, 1906;
the second from Aug. 1, 1909 to Feb.
15, 1910; and the third from March
4, 1912 to June 30, 1914.

During the World War he was com-
missioned in the grade of 1st Lieu-
tenant, quartermaster corps.

Colonel Duncan K. Major, Jr., regi-
mental commander, in publishing the
order pertaining to Sergeant Coggin's
retirement from active duty p a i d
high testimony to his services with
the regiment. "His record of service,
loyalty and application to duty is an
enviable one, and is one to be emu.
lated by all men wh have the best in-
terest of their country and themselve,
at heart," said Colonel Major. "Th,
congratulations of the regimental com
mander and the entire command are
tendered Staff Sergeant Coggin upor
the completion of his long service and
cordial good wishes are extended for
his future success and happiness in
his well earned retirement."

As a final tribute to Sergeant Cog-
gin the 29th Inantry held a regimental
parade in his honor at 4:30 p m.
Thursday.

Camp For Boys Being
Maintained by 29th

The 29th Infantry is conducting a
camp for the boys of the regiment
between the ages of eight and twelve
years, at their Recreation Camp on
Randall and Upatoi Creeks, which
commenced Saturday, July 2nd, 1932.
In addition to the sons of officers and
noncommissioned officers of the regi-
ment a number of other boys of the

Post are attending as guests of some
of the 29th Infantry boys.

The Camp is under the supervision
of Captain Horace 0. Cushman, 29th
Infantry, assisted by Lts. Jack G. Pit-
cher, 29th Infantry and Lt. E. L.
Brown, 29th Infantry, Corporal Hoff-
man, Co. H., and Cpl. White, Co. F.,
29th Infantry. An attractive menu
has been arranged which is being pre-
pared and served by Co. F. 29th In-
fantry.

A program of sports and instruc-
tion is arranged to occupy the boys
from breakfast at 7:00 until they are
in bed at 9:00.

The following boys are attending:
(Please turn to page 6)

Colonel Toffey To Succeed
Colonel Major Next Week

RO TC To Stage
1rack Meet On

Visitors DA Y
Saturday, July 2nd, has been an-

nounced as visitors' day at the R. 0.
T. C. camp of Fort Benning. A varied

and comprehensive program has been

arranged for that day, the high spot of

which will be the Track and field
meet to be held in the Doughboy

Stadium beginning at 7:30 in the
morning. Many of the students have

made prominent places for themselves

among the annals of Southern sport

and the talent brought out by the

meet is expected to make it a fast and
interesting display of athletic ability

and one that is very likely to upset

some of the Post records.

The events announced on the pro-
gram by Major Franke, commanding
officer of the camp are as follows:
100 yard dash (heats), 220 yard dash,
440 yard dash, one mile run, 440 yard
relay, 120 yard low hurdles, sack race
and shoe race, in the track events and
high jump, shotput, discus, broad
jump, javelin throw and tug of war
in the field events.

After the meet the medals for the
winners of events will be presented
by Dr. M. L. Brittain, President of
Georgia Tech, who will be one of the
guests of the day.

At noon, the visitors, about 150 of
whom are expected, will be entertain-
ed at lunch in the two mess halls of
the camp, and the camp will be open
t othem for the remainder of the day.

The students of the ROTC Camp
have been kept unusually busy dur-
ing the past week in the course of
their field instruction work. The En-
gineer Company has been engaged in
the construction of pontoon bridges
across the Chattahoochee, the first a
light footrbidge support by kapok
floatsr, which was thrown across on
Monday morning and the second a
heavier and more substantial one with
regular pontoons. Practice for the
building of the second was carried
out for two days before it was built
and a race against time in the con-
struction of the bridge took place on
Thursday, after it had been built and
dismantled. Ninety-one students were
engaged in this work under the di-
rection of Captain R. W. Grower,
Grower, who was assisted by Lieuten-
ants John M. Harman and Howard
Kerr.

The Field Artillery students were

engaged in firing exercises under the
direction of Captain Edward S. Ott,
commanding Battery "A," Captian
Walter A. Metz, commanding Battery
"B," and Captain John F. Hepner,
commanding Battery "C." Four days
of the gunnery practice took in sub-
caliber firing by the use of the 37-mm
guns which are attached to the regu-
lar 75-mm field pieces. Regular serv-
ice practice, with shrapnel, will be
held on Friday and Tuesday of next
week.

Lieut. Oscar C. Maire was in charge
of technical instruction of the Signal
Corps unit, whose studies embraced
wire and radio divisional communi.
cations.

Departing Commander To Be
Given Farewell Review

On Saturday

Colonel John J. Toffey will take
command of the 29th Infantry next
week, succeeding Colonel Duncan K.
Major, who has commanded the regi-
ment for two years. Colonel Toffey
arrived at Benning last Wednseday,
and was assigned to temporary duty
at Headquarters until he is to take
over command of the regiment.

The official farewell to the depart-
ing commanding officer of the regi-
ment will be given by the officers and
men of the 29th Infantry on Saturday
morning at Gordon field, when the
entire organization will hold a mount-
ed parade. The men will be garbed
in the newest uniforms, and the en-
tire transportation units will be turned
out for the event. The battalions will
march past the departing commander
in mass formation. Colonel Major,
during his two years with the regi-
ment, has introduced many innova-
tions and the regiment has command-
ed no small amount of attention from
both the Army and civilians of the
surrounding territory.

The officers and ladies of the regi-
ment will give a farewell dance and
party at the 29th Infantry recreation
camp on Tuesday evening, July 5th,
in honor of Colonel Major.

Colonel Toffey, who has been in
charge of ROTC affairs at Headquar-
ters, Second Corps Area, at Governor's
Island, New York, began his military
career shortly after the outbreak of
the Spanish-American War, and was
appointed a 2nd Lieutenant of Infan-
try, July 9th, 1898. He was promoted
to 1st Lieutenant in March, 1900; to
Captain in January, 1904, and to Ma-
jor in May, 1917.....

In August, 1917, he accepted an ap-
pointment as a Lieutenant Colonel of
Infantry, National Army and was pro-
moted to Colonel, National Army in
May, 1918. In July, 1920, he reverted
to the rank of Lieutenant Colonel,.
regular Army, and on the 12th of the
same month was promoted to Colonel.

Colonel Toffey is a native of New
Jersey, where he was born, Septem-
ber 9, 1874. He was a member of the
initial general staff corps eligible list
and is a graduate of the Infantry-Cav-
alry School, class of 1904.

He brings to Benning a reputation
as an able handler of men and his
term as commanding officer is expect-
ed to be as productive of results as
that of Colonel Major, who, however,
has set a very high standard for any
officer who succeeds him, with his
close application of training and or-
ganizational ideas.

General E. L. King Makes
Short Visit To Post

Major General Edward L. King,
commander of the 4th Corps Area,
made a brief and informal visit at
Fort Benning on Monday. He was
received by Mjaor General Campbell
King, commandant of The Infantry
School, and after spending several
hours at the post he departed late
Monday afternoon for Anniston, Ala-
bama. While at Fort Benning Gen-
eral King inspected the activities of
the R. 0. T. C. camp and observed
the students at bridge building, field
artillery firing and signal corps in-
stallation.
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you far more than the remainder in off, and the officTHE AMOURS OF TE .the morning 9" they leave him a
But she burst out laughing in a fast. The dancer

EXOTIC ADVENTURESS d way that made Rosanoff flush to his that he was an
ears and declared that indeed, yes! was way past his(aMshe 

knew such promises. shook him, but gW I l i' 
"0There was obviously no clemency "Come,papa,"VI II U to be expected from her and Rosanoff we're going hoiuui I had turned away sure that his only And Rosanoff's

adapted from the mohon pictureplan was blocked when she came fly- boots. From the
b4dApEdN'omt Bron pi~r , ing after him. tone he guessed

. _""_..,.. bq (AR, EN B OWN #. "Listen," she said. "You want this home together th
\ bq atanqement withring for a girl, don't you? Yes, that's golden woman.t, -__-__________________ . i  always the way. No sooner do I have not to anticipate

-. . . . .... ...... ...... ,, ...- . a piece of jewelry presented to me sort. But why or
than I am obliged to sell it and it there not enough

WHAT HAS HAPPENED SO FAR so lovely. He could admire a beau- ically and paid no attention-to the goes to some other woman. Well- wealthy enough ti
Alexander Rosanoff, an aviator in tiful face without warmth, acknow. play. This time, there was a slight there's no use struggling against one's The officers acc

the Russian secret service, delivers a ledge its perfection and forget it. But delay before the croupier made his fate. How much
packet of confidential papers to the hers was one of those faces which have announcement. One of the "pretty money have you?
Russian Embassy in Paris and per. the power of drawing the eye, similar ladies" of which there were the usual After a prolong-
suades Colonel Shubin, ranking At. to flowing water, with the suggestion number scattered among the tables, ed search through
tache, to take him to see the famous of a scarcely perceptible mobility, proffered the croupier a ring in ex- his pockets, he pro-
Mata Hari perform an exotic dance. Some men had inevitably gathered change for chips. The man declared duced barely five
Laer, fascinated by the woman, he about her at the bar. Among them, that it was against the rules, hundred francs.
follows her to a gambling casino Rosanoff recognized the old Marquis "It's worth twenty thousand francs," The girl made a
where she had gone to meet Adriana, de Signac tottering on legs as thin as insisted the girl. "I'd sell it for ten." little clu cking
owner of the resort, and an enemy broomsticks. He envied him, for the She held it up. The ring had a sound of disap.
spy. old man like the rest knew Mata Hari. single, large stone in a queer, square pointment. Then,

She insisted that he drink a toast to setting.,su d d en1 y, she
NOW GO ON WITH THE STORY her in champagne. "What an odd ring," Mata Hari thrust the ring into

"Too many victories, my dear. A "But I'm not allowed champagne," said. "Let me see it. his hand. "Here,
surfeit. You're capricious, a little the old man demurred. "It's bad for She examined it with some interest, take it. Mind you
mad . . . and we have work on hand. my heart." while the Marquis looked eloborately send me the rest in
Is Shubin still among your admirers?" "One little sip, papa!" away. She then returned the ring, and the morning! Send

"Shubin! Oh how simple, "But it's bad for my " the girl, gathered up her empty hand- it here, to Mlle.
Adriana!" "That's where my lips have been." bag and left the table.............

"Not so simple. It is a question of She put the glass directly to the Again the croupier called, "Faites Clothilde.".will,
shipments of munition from Arch.Marquis' lips. He drank and choked. vos jeux!" "Oh, I will," hen
angel," he said in a matter-of-fact, Rosanoff found that she could laugh. Again Mata Hani lost. But this time saiod ery."Uon.tone. "We want the ship lists and He laughed, too. she was annoyed. She brushed the my word of hon
the ports of embarkation. I am in- She then turned and looked him remaining chips to one side and got or!"
formed that Shubin got them today." full in the face, a long, impersonal, up hastily. "Upon his word

"You will have them tomorrow," heavy-lidded stare, as if she were ex- "There's no pleasure in losing," she of honor!' A n d
exclaimed, when he left she

The heavy gold skin of her dress was still muttering
just brushed the cloth of Rosanoff's between ripples of
uniform and emitted an electric spark bitter mirth, "In-
like a cat's back when it is stroked. deed yes! . . . .

He was desperate with helplessness Upon his word of
for he felt sure that she would soon honor .. , honor!t"

leave, yet all the approaches he could The bargain had

think of seemed too clumsy, taken perhaps five
minutes to con-
clude, but to Ro-

"My dear, you look sad. Did you sanoff it had seem-

lose, too?" ed interminable
Rosanoff started out of his reverie and he

and recognized the girl as the one could hardly restrain himself from as a foregone corn
who had offered the ring at the chem- running through the rooms to find her hand and she
in de fer table. Involuntarily, he out whether the dancer had already arm of the old ma
glanced at her hand and saw that she vanished. In one of the alcoves near with sleep. A serv
still wore it. She was a hungry-look- the bar he caught sight of the familiar into a multitude o
ing little thing, rather like a famished golden dress and he was none too Hani stood by, sh
bird of prey. soon, for she and the officers who had dress hidden by

"You had no luck, then?" he said, accompanied were making plans for profile showing a,
indicating the ring, departure. lief as if it were s!

"No. Never any luck. But come," After the cocotte's shrill soprano, lion.

she said, drawing her arm through Mata Han's grave, deep intonation And at the lasthis," we will console each other. You

was like a powerful drug an aphro ould not would nhad no luck either. I see it in your

face." disiac. The old Marquis had dozed (Please tur
"No, but wait what did you want

for your ring?"
Surprised and none too pleased, the

girl retorted, "Not your beaux yeaux
alone, my dear, I can assure you."
"What an ideal!" she said. "As if it
is not enough to lose at cards, one
must lose at love, too. I am not a
jeweler, selling rings!" She paused in
what appeared to be the extreme of
indignation, then finished quite calm-

she replied in the same tone. amining a statue in a museum and lY.
Adriana lit her a fresh cigarette. would then go on to the next statue. "Ten thousand francs to you, my

She did not leave through the door Her eyes did, in fact, travel on. dear, because you are a handsome
behind the screen but through an The next instant she exclaimed young man with a sweet little mus-
ante-room in which she opened an- brusquely. With an elbow she had tache and a Russian, n'est-ce-pas?"
other door that led to the ladies upset her glass. The wine was spilt "I haven't ten thousand francs on
dressing'coom. No one was there but in a wide puddle across the mahog- me," said Rosanoff with a sigh.
the maid. Mata Hari nodded to her any of the bar. A man with a point- "What! And you're a Russian! But
then regarded herself with intense, ed gray beard called a waiter and said, all Russians are rich!"
searching earnestness in a full-length "I hope it hasn't spotted your dress, "If yon would let me have the
mirror. She then crossed the hall to my dear." ring," he pleaded, "I will give you all
the bar. But Mata Hari appeared already to the money I have on me and send

Rosanoff was sitting at the bar, dis. have dismissed the incident from her
consolate,'when he saw her. She was mind.
incomparably graceful, incomparably "You say you never gamble, papa?" L istyY ourdD airm an n
practised. She knew just how to place she inquired of the Marquis. "Good. We sell you a car and will
her foot so that the pliant golden stuff Then I shall gamble for you. I feel buy it back in nine months
like a limber golden skin clung lucky." and pay you cash for it. We
smooth about a thigh. Her every Rosanoff moved behind her to the keep a niceline of Chevrolets
movement was a challenge to the tables as if pulled by a string. At kan icesln of C her
dress to cover her, an unselfconscious first there were no other vacant places and Fords along with other And be sure that your daily suj
reminder of the beauty unveiled in the and he took up a position where he makes, on hand. Our new milk is left at your house.
dance, the more stirring to the senses could watch her and hear her. car line is Pontiac, Oakland
in that the dress did actually hide it. "We'll start with five thousand,"

She took a chair two places away she said. and Franklins. You can be sure it's for
from Rosanoff, apparently without "Five thousand?" repeated the Mar- always a
even noticing him, and it was then quis weakly. 9 We are the largest used car always

that he discovered that he had not ob- "Isn't that enough to begin with?" buyers in Columbus
served her face. At the dance he had "Faites vos jeux!" called the crou-
too dazzled and too far away. Now, pier.
her profile was toward him. The light She lost it all and Rosanoff thought M cM URRIA'S W E L
melted over it and into the skin, and that the Marquis would faint. Mata
he found that the longer he watched Hari declared, "We'd better have an- 1125 - 6th Ave. Phone 2590 Macon Road 1
it the more he was powerless not to other five thousand." She seemed to
watch it. It was not that the face was be going through a routine mechan-
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Furniture and Household Goods

SPECIAL PRICES FOR JUIY
At Pennell Furniture Company

1249 Broadway at 13th Street in Columbus
You can and will save dollars here. And, too,

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD

6x9 Linoleum Rugs ------------------------------ $ 2.45
9x12 Linoleum Rugs ---------------------------- 3.95
50 lb. M attress ---------------------------------------- 4.45
End Tables ................................... . 59
Bed Room Suites ....................................- 28.75 Up
Living Room Suites ------------------------------ 39.75 Up

TRADE IT IN

If You Like
the Beauty and Charm of
Goldin its Natural Color!

Be sure to see these two

smart new Bulova Watches with

band to match.

While our Trade-In-Sale is in prog-
ress, we will make a liberal allow-

ance on your old watch in trade

for a new Buloval

i375O

375r0

ANDREW: Richly finished in natu-
ral gold, with raised gold numer-
als, 15 jewel Bulova movement.

NANNETTE: The modern woman
wears a baguettel Dainty, slender,
richly finished In natural goldl

Jewelry Company
1221 Broadway Phone 2376

Ask For
FOREMOST

On the Fourth
(and you can't go wrong)

The only way to cur e
the weather is a big dish
of FOREMOST and it's
a mighty pleasant way,
too!

Order Yours Now!

Call the Soda Fount

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.

"Don't come in!"
"No, no. I'm not."
There was silence.
"Alexis . . . ' from the bedroom.
"What?" he said eagerly.
"There is an incense burner on that

table under the mirror. Do you see
it?"

"Oh, yes."
"Have you matches?"
"Yes."
"Light it." .... "Is it lit?"
"Yes."

"Give it to me."
He almost flew with it to the hang-

ings.
"Bvt vou mustn't look," she said

-ravelv. "Close your eyes or you'll
be blinded."

Black silk on panelled walls. Black
wood on the dais upon which a black
bed stood. Black velvet on the floor.
Across the bed, oven silken pillows,
a narrow coverlet of white fur. On the
wall behind the bed a Buddha, em-
1broidered in solid colors, squatted
amidst the outlined, silvery branches
of a huge panel. An Indian lamp
hT,,n- over the bed.

Mam Hari who stood before the
h-,ar,-ngs. bad released pale gold hair
'o fall about her cheeks.

It was as she had predicted. He
was dazzled for an instant like a man
with the sun in his eyes, for through
the black lace of her garment and
amid the ebony shadows of the room,
the nudity of her body shone like
white-gold.

The incense rose and wavered about
her in tremulous coils.

She stretched out a naked white
arm for the burner.

When Mata Hari awoke the next
'rornin". she observed with satisfac-

Mata Hari
(Continued from page 2)

"Mademoiselle-I beg your pardon
-just one moment."

"Yes?"
He stammered with the shock of

being actually addressed by her, face
to face.
"A little while ago-I happened to

overhear-you admired this ring."
"Why-yes."
"You admired it-and- and I

thought you might like to have it.
Please accept it-as a token of my
profound admiration."

Whether she was amused by his
flounderings or touched by his ob-
vious infatuation she decided to put
him at his ease.

"I hope you haven't cut that wo-
man's throat," she said, smiling but
not yet accepting the ring.

"I didn't have to," replied Rosanoff
more freely. "I merely bought it.
For you."

The dancer looked him up and
down curiously. He thought that she
was even a little flattered and he
plucked up enough heart to return
the look with undisguised, if not too
bold, fervor. Slowly, she took the
ring out of his hands and slipped it
on her finger.

"How clever of you!" she said, lost
in some reflection. Then, raising her
eyes, "It's charming."

The Marquis came up, ready for
the street.

"Very well, my dear, we can go."
All in a moment it happened. Her

face glowed, it almost dimpled with
fun, as she turned upon the old man
and said sweetly. "My dear Marquis,
after all I have decided not to take

you so far out of your way. It's
such a bad night for your lumbago."
"This kind young man," and she put
a hand on Rosanoff's arm, "is seeing
me home. Good night, my dear." And
Rosanoff found himself being gently
but compellingly guided to the cloak.
room and the stairs.

Mata Hari had a house in Neuilly
which was almost as famous as its
owner. She had collected therein the
fruit of a not inconsiderable know.
ledge of the more obscure Orient and
had arranged her possessions, it was
said, with a great deal of taste. In-
stead of turning in that direction,
however, she bade her chauffeur drive
back to town and once more Rosanoff
traversed a portion of the Champs
Elysees, truly Elysian Fields, now that
the dancer was at his side.

He was filled with delight and a
sense of triumph all the more heady
in that it was so unexpected. She
was more enchanting in submission
to his kisses than as the aloof woman
in gold or as the disciple of Kali.

Her house was in complete dark.
ness and the lamp which she turned
on in an alcove accentuated rather
than punctuated the thick black. He
felt for her in the gloom and she dis.
engaged herself with a laughing pro-
test.

"Really, you are the most
"How can anyone be so young!"

she said softly, and, taking him by
the hand, she guided him over an
expanse of gleaming floor until they
reached a low archway. Here she lit
another lamp, revealing a sort of
boudoir, all arches, silken hangings,
and queer circular benches for seats.

"Sit down here," she said, "and
don't move till I come back."

"I'll go with you.'
"No! No!" she insisted, laughing.

"You must sit here and stop follow.
ing me about. Promise."

"Very well, I promise."
She remained a moment, studying

him with a detached sort of tender-
ness.

"You are a very nice boy. What
did you say your name wac?"

"Alexander Rosanoff."
"Alexander Rosanoff. I shall call

you Alexis. You promise not to move
from this chair--Alexis?"

"I promise."
Mata Hani gave him a little pat of

approval on the cheek, and parting
the hangings within a second arch.
way, she disappeared. A light showed
between the folds of the curtains.
Rosanoff was in a fever of passion
and impatience. Sometimes he forgot
that he was not supposed to stir and
rose to go to her, but always he re-
turned to his seat! he was afraid to
cross her whim.

At length she called to him and he
started up.

woods

-Our Army.

Buck: "Say the words that's make
me the happiest man in the world."

She: "Dinner's ready."
-Our Army.

forRESU LTS
use thei
CLASS I FlED

If You Should Die
the day after taking a

Family Income Policy for
$10,000.00

With
AETNA LIFE

INSURANCE COMPANY
Your beneficiary would receive

$100 Per Month
for 20 years and then be paid
$10,000.00 Cash or fifty dollars
per month for over 32 years.

Woodson Hocker
AGENT

PHONE 2956 COLUMBUS

p
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tion that Rosanoff had gone. This
was as it should be. She gave the
young man credit for his experience in
not plaguing her with renewed protes-
tations of his love. Pleasure was for
the evening and the night.

He was really a charming young
man, the Russian, but there were so
many attractive young men in Paris,
especially in these times, and so many
of them approached her at the tea
dances in the fashionable hotels which
she frequented or blurted out their
adoration at soirees when she danced.
Afterwards, she forgot their names if
not their faces, or their names, unless
they could be of use to her.

She was a bit annoyed with herself
at this incident, anyhow. Rarely did
she permit her plans to be deflected
and certainly not by some obscure
youth. Rosanoff had done her an in-
justice. She had had no intention of
going home with de Signac. The old
man was devoted to her, as she said,
"one of her court," while in return
she tolerated him with ap indulgence
composed of affection and contempt.
She believed that she had recognized a
French secret service man at the Pa-
villion last night ( the wine had been
spilled to attract Adriana's attention
to him) and she had meant to deliver
the Marquis to his home as a blind
and then go on to Shubin's where, ever
since Adriana's instructions, her real
interest had been concentrated.

No matter how it suited her to play
her part of the moment, Mata Hari
had a keen mind, a clear grasp of
objective fact, and an immense amount
of resolution. Her lovers were sel-
dom perspicacious enough to note
that her body was strong as well as
seductive, the muscles as limber from
Qteadfast training as those of an ath-
l'ne. It was her awareness of her own
vitality which gave her such command
over herself., kept her senses alert, her
nerves cool behind the mask.

She sprang out of bed and called to
her maid.

"Marietta, is it morning or after-
noon?"

"Good afternoon Madame. It's half
(Please turn to page 11)

In the olden days we foamed at
the mouth because we could get good
beer--now it's because we can't.

Oh, dear old bars of former days,
How good you made us feel;

For now we find a different kind;
They're tough and made of steel.

-Our Army.

To The

"Hot-Weather

Victim"

When you want clothes

that make you look and

feel cool.
Perfectly Fitting,

Perfectly Wearing

Clothes

Hats, Suits, Shirts-Any-

thing you want and at prices

that will make you want it

more.

HOFFLIN
AND

GREENTREE
Columbus' Leading Clothiers

When I'm at mess out in the
Gee, it makes me blue,

The aunts come, uninvited,
And bring their uncles, too!

I 9

Keep Cool In
a Summer

Linen
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Any

Any

Style

Color

Any Size € /

T HIS is another
item among

those which have
b ecome modern
necessities.

The smartly
dressed w o m a n
must have smart
stockings.

Gift & Special Order Dept.
Post Exchangee Fort Benning, Ga.

"ft Pays to Trade at Your Post Exchange"

SOC IIA HIHOWLIGHTSF38
FELICIA C. HOWELL,) PHONE 389

LITTLE MISS MARY JO HANNA
CELEBRATES FOURTH BIRTHDAY

Little Miss Mary Jo Hanna celebrat-
ed her fourth birthdayFriday, June
17th, with a party at the quarters of
her parents, Capt. and Mrs. Charles
Hanna. Betty Jo's birthday table was
in pink and white with a lovely white
cake embossed in roses with five pink
candles on it. Vanilla ice cream and
pink and white candies were served.

Her guests were: Nancy and Alice

Randolph, Ann Lanahan, Mary, Bet-
ty and Louise Rutte, Douglass Saff-
arans, Judith Bell, Peggy Trechter,

Mary Ann Gutkowski, Jeanette Skow,
Sally Pierson, Bee and Pinky Good-
win, Helen Huling, Martha Monroe,

Special On
Permanent Waves

Croquignole $3.95

Nestle
LeMurl $5.50

Eugene $7.50
Other Prices in Proportion

Nora's
Artistic Bob Shop
1139 Broadway Phone 9300

Elaine Golightly, Tillie Betts, Doro-
thy Raymond, Mary Jane Raymond,
Mary Francis Kelly, Chickie Cleve-
land, Sonny and Buddy Gutkowski.

MRS. R. E. VERMETTE ENTER.
TAINS HER BRIDGE CLUB

Mrs. R. E. Vermette was the hostess
to the members of her bridge club
on Friday, entertaining with lunch-
eon followed by bridge at her quar-
ters. Vari-colored zinnias were used
for the effective decorations. The in-
vitation list included; Miss Jane
Gibbes, who came in for luncheon,
Mrs. Lynn Brady, Mrs. Orestes Cleve-
land, Mrs. G. P. Howell, Mrs. James
Peirce, Mrs. Charles Lanham, Mrs.
Clayton Studebaker and Mrs. James
Bowen.

* * *

MISS ELIZABETH BEATTY
ENTERTAINS WITH BUFFET

SUPPER BEFORE R.O.T.C. DANCE
Miss Elizabeth Beatty entertained

a number of her friends Friday even-
ing with a buffet supper before the
R. 0. T. C. dance. Her guests were;
the Misses Betty Gaston, Virginia
Ellis, Emily Brown, Margaret Berry
and Messrs. Robert Harley, Carl
Looxey, Robert Sands, William Platt,
Alpheus Seeley, Otha Robinson.

MAJ. AND MRS. LUCIUS K. PAT.
TERSON ENTERTAIN WITH

DINNER
Maj. and Mrs. Lucius K. Patterson

were the hosts Saturday evening with
a lovely dinner party at their quar-
ters. Pink roses and blue larkspur
with tapers of pink graced the table.

PIO1LH -"sIAN puP .inay :aam X!1el
Those enjoying the Patterson's hospi-
Kelly, Lieut. and Mrs. Lloyd Barnett,
Lieut. and Mrs. Hammond Monroe
and Lieut. and Mrs. Landon Lockett.

After dinner the guests were escort-
ed to the post movies.

MAJ. AND MRS. ALLEN HONORED
Maj. and Mrs. Terry de la M. Allen

were the honor guests Sunday night
at a farewell dinner given by Maj.
Allen's polo team. The hosts were
Lieuts. Jack Griffith, James Matthews,
and 0. 0. Wilson. A special steak din.
ner was served at Firm Roberts and
Maj. Allen was presented with a sil-
ver loving CUp by his team.

MAJOR AND MRS. PEARSON
ENTERTAIN

Maj. and Mrs. Raymond Perason
entertained Wednesday with a delight.
ful dinner at their quarters. The table
was attractively decorated with spring
flowers in pastel shades. Those enjoy-
ing the Pearson's hospitality were:
Maj. and Mrs. Alfred Mordecai, Capt.
and Mrs. Stanley Matthews, Lieut. and

Mrs. Fremont B. Hodson and Miss'
Edna Beyrer.

LT. AND MRS. HAROLD KELLY
ARE HOSTS AT DINNER

A delightful dinner party followed

by the post movies was given by

Lieut. and Mrs. Harold Kelly Wed-
nesday evening at their quarters. They

had as their guests Major and Mrs.

Lucius Patterson, Capt. and Mrs.

Charles Hanna, and Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Stain.

QUARTERMASTER CORPS
CELEBRATES

ORGANIZATION DAY
The 29th Infantry camp was the

scene Thursday of a picnic given by
the Quartermaster Corps in celebra-
tion of their annual organization day.
The festivities began at nine o'clock
and lasted throughout the day. Ar-
ranged around the cabin were booths
in the manner of a fair, with shooting
galleries and raffles. Jumping contests
were held and bridge and swimming
were enjoyed. A picnic lunch was
served at noon.

MISSES RUTH ANDERSON
AND ELEANOR O'NEILL

SHARE HONORS
Miss Ruth Anderson and Miss Elea-

nor O'Neill who leave shortly for
Hawaii were complimented with a de-
lightful dinner of eight given by Capt.
and Mrs. Stanley Matthews at their
quarters Thursday evening. A beau-
tiful bouquet of spring flowers graced
the table.

MISSES MANELLA DOOLEY AND
VIRGINIA MARCHANT HONOR

GUESTS AT DINNER
Miss Manella Dooley and Miss Vir-

ginia Marchant, houseguests of Major
and Mrs. Emil Leard, were the hon-
orees Wednesday evening at a buffet
supper given by the hosts at their
quarters at Fort Benning. The table
was laid with lovely lace cover. Pink
roses and tapers of corresponding
color were used. The guest list in-
cluded: The Misses Manella Dooley,
Virginia Marchant, Jane Gibbes, Nana
Seeley, Margaret Moore, Nancy Still-
• hell, Lieuts. Eugene Brown, S. R.
Hanmer, Charles Howard, Milton
Pressley, J. B. Coolidge and Charles
Decker.

After dinner Major and Mrs. Leard
took their guests to the movies.

* , *
R. 0. T. C. DANCE

AFFAIR OF WEEK
The students of the R. 0. T. C. en-

tertained Friday evening with an en-
joyable dance at the Polo Club. Light
refreshments were served and danc-

ing was enjoyed from nine to one.
The music was furnished by the 24th
Infantry orchestra.

LIEUT. AND MRS.*GABRIEL
ENTERTAIN

BEFORE R. 0. T. C. DANCE
Lieut. and Mrs. Gerald Gabriel en-

tertained at their quarters Friday
evening at an informal supper. Roses,
larkspur and other garden flowers
were used as decorations. Their guest
list included: Lieut. and Mrs. James
Pierce, Lieut. Lynn Brady, George
Howell, James Bowen, Miss Kathleen

fcrSale
Complete Set of House

Furnishings
Bought For $3,000

$350 Cash
Owner leaving town and
must dispose of furniture as
quickly as possible.

Call 556

For Details
U

Elv
Orendorf, Miss Gibbes, Capt. Ott, Lt.
Lindell Straube and Lieut. James
Matthews.

After supper Lieut. and Mrs. Gab-
riel escorted their guests to the Polo

Club where the R. 0. T. C. dance
was enjoyed.

*N * *

OFFICERS AND LADIES OF THE
29TH INFANTRY ENJOY

BREAKFAST RIDE
One of the most enjoyable events

of the week was the ride followed
by swimming and breakfast that the
officers and ladies of the 29th Infan-
try gave at Jeff's Hole. After swim-
ming refreshing orange juice and
doughnuts were served.

* * *

MISS BESS BERRY AND MISS
HARRIET ATKINS HONOR

GUESTS WITH PICNIC
LUNCHEON

Miss Bess Berry and Miss Harriet
Atkins gave a delightful swimming

(Please turn to Page 6)

Perfect understanding

of your needs ... Per-

fect work.. these are

what make our shop the

$ 4) best place for you to

NK have your waving done.

Try us for your next

- wave.

LINDSEY'S WAVE SHOP
Doctors' Bldg. Loeb Bldg. 201 38th St.

Phone 4076 Phone 9381 Phone 9432

Forget Dul Routine.
Come to RADIUM SPRINGS

for JULY 4th

U

DIMON COURT APARTMENTS
PARTLY OR COMPLETELY FURNISHED, MODERN EQUIPMENT

REASONABLE RATES
Call 470, your renting agent or our Superintendant, Mr. Trussell

at Apartment house, Phone 3062, Residence 4406-W.

* * Celebrate July 4th with
a week end trip to Radium
Springs ... the swank little
resort, down in South Geor-

gia, where smart people gather. Play golf on the 18 hole champion-
ship course over velvety fairways and glass-smooth greens. Swim
in the sparkling waters of Radium Springs. Every minute 70,000
gallons of cool water bubble from the bowl of the spring. Play
tennis, go fishing. canoeing and trap shooting. Come prepared to
revel in all these sports--r to do nothing but stroll along the banks
of the Flint River amidst cool cypress trees and sweet pine wood-
lands.

* No need to spend money on long
vacation trips when Radium Springs
is so close by. A trip here is in
keeping with today's economical
budget. Write G. Floyd Alford, Jr..
Manager Radium Springs, Albany, 9__
Georgia. for reservations. Excellent
cuisine flawless service.

Radium Springs
Golf - - Swimming . . . Flshinr.. - Trap ShootW.m.

Four Miles South of Alban. GOe.

Silk Stcckinas

11

I
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Try our famous Home

Made Ice Cream

You have never tasted
anyso good

Made in the following flavors:
French Chocolate
Fresh Strawberry
Rum Raisin
Black Walnut
Vanilla
Peach
True Fruit Orange Sherbet

Special Prices Saturday & Sunday
PINT 15c QUART 30c

Other days
PINT 20c QUART 40c

McGEHEE'S
3rd Ave. at 12th St.
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Dispensary Dope
The Dispensary boys have been busy

for the past week, examining Candi-
dates for West Point. This might be
a good time to start a "Warm Mit,"
You know all of these candidates will
be "Shavetails" some day.

Staff Sgt. Dotson is enjoying a few
days up in."God's Country" OWestern
North Carolina).

We have a new man on our roll
call now, Sgt. Allison, (better known
as "Sammie"). He relieved Sgt. Na-
tions in the Medical Inspector's Of-
fice. All we ask of you Sammie, is
to stay around two nights a week.

Feet-Locker Gilbert is doing some
nice pitching for the "Pill-Rollers."

Pvt. Noe and Pullen are seeing
very much of Columbus, since they
bought a little Ford roadster. They
seem to have some trouble about who
is to have the car each night. Go on
boys, and have your fun, but please
don't fuss so much.

Sgt. Henery: "Have you heard the
new song?"

Red Davis: "No, what is it?"
Sgt. H.: "There ain't no more."

E
Then you're sure
to be satisfied!

C AR appearance
counts ... so it's

up to you to keep
your car always at
it's best . . . and
we're your best
means of doing
that!

POST EXCHANGE

Agents For

Columbus
Fender & Body

Works

The Quartermaster Detachment's
school boy for the preceding eight
months came home with an excellent
report card.

Corporal Marshall E. Taylor, who
recently completed the course of in-
struction at the Quartermaster Corps
School, Philadelphia, seems to have
received great benefit from his instruc-
tions. He passed the professional ex-
amination for the grade of staff ser-
geant given at the school with a
grade far above the average, 90.92%.

This grade will put him high on the
staff sergeant eligible list, which will
be published sometime this summer.
A study of the average grades seems
to indicate that Corporal Taylor will
be among the first ten on the list and
therefore will have an excellent chance
of being promoted among the "first
three grades" sometimes this year.

The new eligible list will not go
into effect until November of this
year.

The only two members of the Quar-
termaster Detachment who stood this
examination for staff sergeant, supply
made passing grades. Samuel Bernard,
who underwent the examination in
Fort Benning, will also be placed on
the list.

Wilton B. Childress, former cook
of the detachment, will soon be head-
ed for Panama. A "short discharge"
will be given him and he will depart
for the air service.

Every time we take a dish back in
the kitchen to be refilled, over at
"D" Co. Tanks, the cook on duty
sings, "There ain't no more?"

Pvt. Carlisle was returning to Post
from a three day pass, when an old
lady boarded the same train and want-
ed a berth. Big hearted C. let the
lady have his berth, and got off the
train and spent the night in a hotel.
Knowing that he would be late for
duty, he sent his C. 0. the following
telegram. "Won't Be For Duty Tomor-
row, Just Gave Berth to an Old Lady."

Mess Sgt.: To cook on duty, "It is

real hot today guess we had better
give the boys some "Chillie." --

Pvt. Alsup (On sick call) : "Major
Patterson my breasts hurt, would you

like to get blood tested?"
Red Floyd: Say, Red I would like

to go to Hollywood."
Red Davis: "Yes, you should, Bull

Montana is retiring."
Pvt. Smith, the Dispensary Pharma-

cist, busy as usual making the army

movie star. Epsom Salts.

the know will be heard to refer to
him as "Sailor" Booth.

It is reported that Sailor's girl pre-
sented him with a watch, and in the
presentation address, properly punc-
tuated, told him that she would love
him as long as the watch would run.

One day, not so long since, Booth's
watch stopped, and he immediately
went to the phone, called a certain
number, and made the proper inquiry
qs to her future intentions toward
him.

Nehi Company
Offers Valuablel

Bridge Booklet
The Nehi Bottling company, of Co-

lumbus, has inaugurated a unique idea
with its plan to help hostesses of the
local communities in their problems
when entertaining. In pursuance of
this idea the company has recently
made the services of a hostess avail-
alle to anyone who feels the need
of such experience, with no charge
to the entertainer.

Another valuable service recently
initiated by the local Nehi Company
is. that of furnishing one of Ely Cul-
bertsons booklets "Culbertson On
Contract" to those who purchase either
twelve bottles of "Rums Dry" Ginger
Ale for $1.50 or twenty-four bottles
of Nehi Cola for $1.00. Mr. Culbert.
sons ability as a bridge player has
long been recognized and his book
is ample evidence of this ability.

Since 1922 he has developed, with
the able assistance of his wife, Jose-
phine Culbertson, the famous "ap-
Proach" system of auction, which he
originated, subsequently extending it
to contract.

He is editor-in-chief of "The Bridge
World," a monthly magazine which
is the controlling influence on bridge
in America. He is the author of

"Contract Bridge Blue Book"'and
OCulbertson's Summary," famous best

sellers. He is President of the Na-
BY B. B. S. tional Bridge Association. He is

captain of the famous Contract "Team-
of-Four" which won the InternationalPrivate luten, of the 1. S. D., better Matches (October, 1930) against Eng-

known to his associates as Little Wil- land and other champion matches.
lie, is gaining prestige rapidly. NOW Of his wife, Mr. Culbertson himself
he isn't a seeker of publicity, possess- says - . - "Without her tireless co-
ing a nature of the type desiring to be operation the task of contributing
left alone. It behooves us, however, to toward building up this profound in-
pass on this morsel of scandal, that tellectual game would not have been
you might better know this wolf in adequately, if at all, accomplished."
sheep's clothing. The book furnished as stated above

It seems that Tuten was out with by the Nehi Bottling Co., sells for
Corp. Daddy Brown, of the same or- $1.00, and this company therefore is
ganization, and after whiling away the

time as uninterestingly as two could rendering a real service to bridge
muster the courage to attempt, they players by making it easy to obtain
became hungry. Now "the snooper" the book merely by purchasing some
says that when he found them, Tuten of their products.
was cooking a concoction of peas and
rice, known in the rural districts as
"hop john."

Facts in the case show that the Tuten KEEP COOL
and Brown had placed the preparation
on the table for service, all windows
and doors had to be locked to keepT HIS
the cat in. It was then said cat took
matters in her own hands, so-to-speak,
wrecking three window panes in her SUM M ER
sudden flight . . . . Shall we call it SUM M ER
a CAT-astrophe?

It is rumored that Pvt. Tuten went
to Fort Monmouth to learn something Nothing will help you
about communication, but it seems as
though he has switched off to the more than a comfortable
Cooks and Bakers. glider on the porch.

It is requested that anyone desiring
to learn how to prepare the dish
known as hop john may call at Tent
14 at any time between the hours of + -

1:30 and 5:30 p. m.
Pornlar gossip has it that "Kidney

Foot" Monahan of the Air Corps, is
becoming somewhat of a songster. His
latest rendition came when he and
Lacy went to town recently, "K. F." The assortment is again com-
was forced to bomo out the strains of plete Gliders of all kinds-
"Sleep, Baby, Sleep."'ple i drticul a

Sgt. Booth has acquired a new name. One in particular
Booth is on duty with the Second
Section, but the boys have a hard time 1995
keeping communication with his vari- $
ous movements.

It seems that Booth has recently A full size glider with re-
been prone to represent himself to a movable seat--your choice of'
ecrtain member of the fairer popula- two color.
tion as a sailor, known as Brown.
Sailor Brown Booth seems li k e
a good name. and some of those in

with the 5-Year
cGarantge

II. Lcthsch ild
The Leading Furniture House in Columbus for 38 Years."

Little Drops of Water
Little Grains of Sand

A little here-a little
there-with the right
protection and inter-

0 40O est-and you have
(0, the start of a sizable

account.

Our 6 per cent rate on savings will
give you the best your money can earn-
and your money will be safe while it is
working.

Call and let us explain our system to you.

45Per Cent on Savings

Franklin Savings & Loan Co.
13th St. and 1st Ave. Phone 2766

We Appreciate Your Account-Either Borrowing or Saving

Permanent Waves-----------$2.50
Shampoo and Finger Wave ---- 50c
Hot Oil Shampoo and Finger

Wave--------------------75c
Manicure-------------------50c

We especially invite the ladies
of Fort Benning to give us a trial,

Satisfaction guaranteed

BLUE J
BEAUTY SHOP

Mrs. Martin, Prop.
Phone 9123, 2220 Wynnton Dr.

Tr.y Columbus First

K age r ive

don "t;welter
Keep cool. Come in today and

get your Emerson Fan with a 5.
year guarantee-all sizes, oscil.
lating and straight fans. A price
to suit every purse.

OjMERSON
FANS
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Three days after last Tuesday's
Waltzing Contest in the boxing arena,
the following advertisement was in-
serted in the Herald:

WANTED: Dancers For Marathon
Dance. Must be good dancers, attract-
ive, in good physical condition.

We strongly suspect that shrewd
promoters counted the house and de.
cided that the addition of lights, music
and beautiful girls would draw even
a bigger gate.

It is rumored that several of Ben-
nings prominent leather pushers are
demanding the inclusion of t h e
Schottische and Fandange in the Phe-
nix City contest, feeling, of course,
that their fancy footwork will give
them a decided advantage.

May we point out to these ambitious
young aesthetes that the word "mara-
thon" implies no small physical ef-
fort-and that after all, one should
be in condition.

SOCIAL NOTES
One of the most enjoyable affair,

of the week was the 29th Infantry
Ride-Swim-Breakfast held last Sunday
at lovely Jeff's Hole. Events which
you will not see chronicled under the
Social Highlights heading were:

(1). Roman Holiday. Mrs. Catron,
wife of the prominent I. S. D. Chief-
lain, stubbed her toe while frolicking
in the crystalline waters, much to the
amusement of several male guests
(who no doubt robbed birds' nests
and pulled wings off butterflies when
they were small boys, anyhow.)

(2). Murad Advertisement. Young
Allbright, son of the well-known S-3,
rushed up to a mixed gathering of the

HERE'S TO Y(
By MAJOR HOMER L. C(

HOOKWORM DISEASE
The cause of hookworm disease is

a parasitic intestinal worm. These
worms fix thmeslves on the lining of
the small bowel and there set up
small hemorrhages. The female lays
eggs which are expelled in the bowel
discharges. If these bowel discharges
are carelessly disposed of on the sur.
face of the ground, the soil becomes
seeded, the eggs hatch, and the young
worm effects an entrance into a new
host usually through the skin of the
feet. Practically every person who
goes barefoot in this part of the coun-
try has hookworm disease.

The disease is quite slow in its prog-
ress. There is a progressive, gradual
loss of blood which causes anemia,
loss of strength, and general weak.
ness. The gradual increase in the
number of worms brings about a cor.
responding increase in the anemia
and a severity of symptoms.

There is no apparent individual or
racial immunity to hookworm infec.
tion, all persons exposed to contami.
nated soil become infected. The de-
gree of the infection varies according
to the amount of contamination in
the soil and with the closeness and
length of time each person is in con.
tact with that soil. Some persons do
not acquire hookworm disease even
though they are infected with the
worms. This means that the number
of worms is so few that they do not
cause symptoms. This type of infec-
tion is the kind that can keep infec-

Society
(Continued from page 4)

party luncheon Monday at the at-
tractive camp of Miss Atkins' parents,
Col. and Mrs. Atkins. The guests as-
ter which a delicious luncheon was
sembled at eleven for swimming af.
served on the porch. Bridge was en-
joyed after luncheon. The guest list
included: The Misses Jane Gibbes,
Babs Crea, Jane Crea, Virginia Hen-
derson, Edith Kendrick, Clarinda
Newton, Margaret Berry, Barbara
King and Mrs. Washington Ives and
Mrs. George Howell.

*S * *PERSONALS
"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."

ass matter is pending. -____-John Wolcot.Lieut. James M. Churchill, Jr., who

socially prominent, waving in his graduated from West Point in June CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.
arms a garment which was-yes, chil- is visiting his parents, Col. and Mrs. WHAT PRICE ECONOMY
dren, it was daddy's drawers! James M. Churchill.MissVirini Laar endrso is"For what we are about to receive may the Lord make us truly thankful-

"H ey, dad, why dontcha put these send in iahe M r aA m en "
spending the Summer at Fort Ben- Whenever army officers and the adult membres of their families congre-Mrs.R.S.th LytpentsM ajorndon gate these days the chief-yea, almost the exclusive-topic of conversationMrs. R. S. Lytle. Miss Henderson is the impending economy bill and the disturbing leave clauses which ourNOTES ON THE DEPRESSION graduated in June from Western High intelligent statesmen have written into it.

The tales of Depression Hardships School, Washington, D. C.iTeeasn hayecutthatontc o m i g t us d ai y r m in d us f m r- ajo an d M rs C l u d e C. a m - T h e rea so n fo r th e p ay cu t th at all h o n est an d fa ith fu l g o v ern m en t serv -com ing to us daily rem ind us of m ar- ' M ajor and M rs. C laude G . H am .- n s a e t e e v u i g th o r e o h o i g fs a
bid moments spent reading Defoe's mond will return Thursday from a ants are to receive during the course of the coming fiscal year is obvious."Jounalof he Pagu Yer." en ays motr tip hrouh NrthSince the Army and Navy got no increase in the heydey of prosperity when"Journal of the P lague Y ear." ten days' m otor trip through N orth C n r s m n w r a i g c r f t e s l e n t e oYoun Motimr OConer, on f Crolna.Majo Hamon wil laveCongressmen were taking care of themselves and other voting wageslaves,Y oung M ortim er O 'Conner, son of Carolina. M ajor H am m ond w ill leave w a o o sd r a r d ci n o u n a s d sl r e
the local pole flash, was left to his shortly for Maryland to take a special we may not consider a reduction of our unraised salaries either just or
own devices in the men's dressing course and will be joined later in the equitable but at least we understand it. The government has to reduce ex-
room while his daddy toyed with Russ summer by Mrs. Hammond. They will penses and a reduction in the pay of its employees by the furlough or any
Pool sanitary regulations. Carefully sail in September for their station in other plan does the trick. So far, so good-or so bad-depend
rinsing off the soap (in compliance Hawaii. you are the government or an employee.
with the provisions of Paragraph 4), Col. and Mrs. James D. Woolnough What we don't comprehend is the reason for the no-leave-with-pay pro-

sand son Lieut. James D. Woolnough, viso as applied to the uniformed services. It saves the government nothingthe senior O'Connor slipped into his sinedn onoingongeouakeanymoemlavewitou paothnnheunehom
suit and returned for his two-year old. Jr., are being delightfully entertained since no one is going to take any more leave without pay thth

Young Mortimer was not to be on their visit in the North. They are pulsory month which the law provides for. The only worthwhile end it
found. now at Glen Falls, N. Y., where they achieves is to afford sharpshooting Congressmen, hostile to the Army and

"Hey, Mort!" yelled daddy, more are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Navy, the sadistic satisfaction of knowing that they have succeeded in incon-
or less in the tone of the "Leave it, Whitwell at their home on Brattle veniencing and irritating a few Admirals, Colonels, Captains and Lieutenants
I've got it!" so often heard on the Road. who have accumulated leave that for good and sufficient personal reasons
polo field. Capt. and Mrs. William Hones left they want to take in this blessed year of Our Depression I.

The only response was a crunching Thursday for a two weeks' leave. They As lago might have said:
sound from a dark corner of the will visit relatives in New York "Who takes my pay takes trash:
room. Investigation 'disclosed the City.'Tis something-nothing; 'tis mine, 'tis his;

rom Investigationubdisclosedt theaCitay
fact that young Mortimer was man- Friends of Miss Ruth Anderson will The Q. M., Club and PX get it anyway.

I ~But he who filches from me my earnd leavefully attempting to finish off a partly be sorry to learn of her departure on Robs me of that which iot enriches him
devoured pale pink cake of aniseptic Thursday for Hawaii where she will Andmakes me sore indeed."so ap . go fo r d u ty . M iss A n d erso n w a s a c-A n m a e m e s r i d e "

soap. o for(llit. MissAn~leson ws ac- And(]swhat of the poor devil wshose only opportunity to(aehi onWhile the child wailed for more, companied b- her sister Miss Mildred
aromatic spirits of ammonia and a Anderson of Elizabeth, N. J., who has pulsory leave may be in July or August? According to the best available
few minutes rest brought Lieut. O'Con- been visiting her for a few weeks. interpretation of the pending legislation this bird will start the fiscal year
nor back to a state approaching the Miss Eleanor O'Neill left Fort Ben- right by taking a month's "blind" all at once. This reverses Colbert's famous
normal. ning Friday for a visit to relatives aphorism on the correct theory of taxation: "To pluck the goose so as to

"It's the depression" mournfully before sailing July 15th for her new yield the greatest amount of feathers with the least squawking."
said George Crosby, Fort McPherson station in Hawaii. As long as the government is going to dock us one month's pay we
aide-de-camp. "The poor kids have Lieut. and Mrs. Carl Fritzche have can't see what difference it makes to the government whether they take it
to eat something, you know." as their guests Mrs. Fritzches parents, in July or next June or a little bit each month. It will mak

Major and Mrs. H. B. Crea and their difference, however to the hard pressed defenders of the faith who has to
two daughters Jane and Babs. live, and maybe support a family, whether he be on leave or not.) U IR. 1H1 EA L1'T f{ Lieut. and Mrs. William C. Saffar- Perhaps all of the needlessly harassing provisions of the great economyais with Mrs. Saffarans, Sr., left the bill will be either eliminated or modified so as to permit its sufficientlya)NNER, Medical Inspector Post Monday for Fort Sam Houston, unpleasant features to be administered with a minimum of irritation but,TexaMediclInspctorPs r e tSa nsloat this writing, we don't feel warranted in advising our faihful readers tofora duty. et.Sffrnswllging others. In other words they are forLduty.g expect much in the way of cheering news from Washington. It's a fairly

"Carriers" of infection whose careless Major and Mrs. Terry de la M. safe bet that Aide-de-Camp Malin Craig won't be calling up his friends on
Allen left Fort Benning Wednesday this July 1 to wish them a "Happy Fiscal Year."

habits result in a polluted soil. for Fort Bliss, Texas where Major
Hookworm infested soil prevails Allen has been ordered for station. GEMS FROM THE THESES

throughout the south. Rural commu- Col. and Mrs. Morrison Stayer have This is in the nature of a somewhat belated recognition of the profound
nities are more highly infected than as their guest Miss Nancy Keith of philosophy which a single year of association with the great minds of thecities. This disease where ever it may Gettysburg, Pa. Infantry School Faculty developed in the sterling young men of the late

Company Officers' Class. (Note:--We used the word advisedly as it was thebe constitutes a grave menace to those BOYS CAMP BEING MAIN. well-known custom of this distinguished Company of Caesars to stroll into
who live in that locality. The debility TAINED BY 29TH the class at from three to five minutes after the bell.)
and anaemia from the loss of blood (Continued From Page 1) The following observations on life and other major matters were culled

from the hookworm bites in the in-

testine bear a direct relationship to

working capacity. Where hookworm
infection prevails the true value of

any force of laborers or workers can

easily be measured by simple tests

which show the pigment (hemoglo-

bin) content of their blood.

Prevention of the spread of hook-

worm disease is entirely a matter of

sanitation. If the intestinal discharge

of all persons were properly disposed

of, there would be no young worms

six to eight years (the usual life of

six to eight years (the usual ife of

the parasite in the intestine) the

worms already in the bowel would

all be discharged and the disease
would automatically disappear.

The soil on the Fort Benning Res-
ervation is to a greater or less extent
highly polluted. Personal prevention
demands that you avoid contact with
the soil. Protect the bare skin. Wear
shoes. Infection by mouth through
food or drink is so rare that it need
give you no concern.

Paul Fowler, William Clark, Fred-
erick Ladd, Howard Wilson, Donald
Pence, Elliott Rose, Boyd Reeder,
Harry Reeder, Pat Patterson, Jack
Cushman, Ray Porter, Robert Horan,
Jack Albright, Tom Catron, Jack Cog-
gan, Felix Porter, Harry Bell, Britt
Bell, Edward Renth, Richard John-
son, Virgil Hanson, Earle A. Johnson,
Jr., Dick Schneider, Phil Haisley, Bill
Luse, John Cleveland, Schofield Wad-
dington.

NINE LEAVE BENNING FOR
IWEST POINT

(Continued From Page 1)

Gunn stood No. 1 in both schools in
general average; and Private Gaston
led the Fort Benning class in history.

The West Point coaching course was
conducted at Fort Benning last year
under the supervision of Major Ed-
ward C. Rose, assistant executive of-
ficer. Lieut. Frederick W. Hein, 29th
Infantry, was chief instructor, and was
assisted by Lieuts. James E. Bowen,
29th Infantry, and James J. Heriot,
83d Field Artillery. Lieut. Hein also
was senior instructor at the 4th Corps
Area West Point preparatory school.

from the theses submitted near the end of the course.

ON OPPORTUNISM
Unlike Condi who hated the moral decay of his surroundings, Marlborough

was quick to take advtantage of such conditions.

S. ON WAR
War is an honorable profession.
Warfare is described as man's greatest vocation and as an art.
However, there are three prime problems which are forever eternal in

the breast of peace or war, administration, mess, and supply and training.

ON A DISTINGUISHED RAKE'S PROGRESS
Cronwell was a lazy and dull boy while at school. At college he did a

little better. However, he did make great progress in debauchery and soon
became a gambler, bully and rake of note.

ON INFANTRY IN CAMPAIGN
During war, one of movement, a soldier is on the way 360 days of the

year. The other five days are the only ones left for fighting.
Jackson would rather lose a man by marching than ten in battle.

ON THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE HUMP
In the future the marches will be conducted by junior officers. The pres-

ent company commanders are getting old and already there is a precipitable
demand for other means of locomotion than feet. (Ed. Note.-This looks
like a gratuitous insult to the Advanced Class).

ON BIOLOGY
At this point a lead is taken from any successful business concern and

(Please Turn to Page 12)
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Next Monday July 4, 1932, will be
celebrated as usual with a big dinner
and all duty will be suspended except
guard. The Fourth of July comes at
a most convenient time this year, fol-
lowing Saturday and Sunday.

We have an 18 horsepower 4 cylin-
der motorboat in the company for the
boys to run the ducks down with this
season. This is the fastest motor boat
on the Chattahoochee. There are boat
races at Bartlett's Ferry on the Fourth
and they will be interesting.

One of our big shots, Pfc. Justice,
was discharged Sunday but he has
taken out a stack for three more
years.

Acting Corp. R. B. Williams has
taken out life insurance but he says
do not make it effective until after he
is promoted to corporal.

Platoon Sergeant Henry Mathews,
better known as "Big Liz," of the
2nd Platoon has purchased himself
a Ford roadster, whcih he named
"Reveille Maud." He says "Reveille
Maud" is one of the best buys that
he has ever made.

Supply Sergeant Higgins of the
Company has one of the swellest sup-
ply rooms in the Regiment. Anyone
interested in a real supply room and
how it should be kept come around
aild take a peep.

Private Cliett, Company Clerk, alias
Savannah Sand Crab, and Bugler Fri-
loux are taking week end and Fourth
of July passes. They said they were

HERALD
WANT ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

20 cents per line or fraction of
line. Minimum charge for any
classified advertisement, 50 cents.
Payment must be made before
advertisement is published.

f)ressmaking: Mrs A. D. DuVall,
Block 18-278A. Phone 600, Ring 3.

HAMS BAKED, VIRGINIA STYLE
CHICKENS BAKED AND DRESSED

FOR 50c
PICNIC LUNCHES PREPARE'D

MRS. WEISENBERGER
BLOCK 18 QUARTERS 271A

Phone 202 ring 2

Friday, July 1, 1932 taking advantage of the holidays and
the railroad one cent rates.

"Big Shot" Carry, one of the Com-
pany slum burners after communicat-
ing with Honorable Huey P. Long, U.
S. Senator and several other senators
and high officials from Washington,
has declined his transfer back to his
hom at Galveston, Texas, after hay.
ing the opportunity of transferring, on
account of his present place. He says
Company E is the best organization in
the Army.

HQ. CO. FIRST BATTALION
During a brief respite from "hold

and squeeze" tactics we will endeavor
to inform our perusers that Headquar-
ters Co. 1st Bn. is still in existence,
yea, very much so. Our first group
has completed its record firing with
very satisfactory results. From a total
of twenty-five men, two qualified as
experts, thirteen sharpshooters and
ten marksmen. Should I have said
"high marksmen?" Anyhow the av-
erage score for the 25 was 291. Step
up, 2nd Bn. Hq., and tie that.

During our "McNabb" season the
following conversation wa soverheard.

"When the Lieutenant says "Dum-
my Ammunition load" don't try to
stick your head in the chamber. That
means you Pvt. Ballard.' Have a "leff"
on "Antoin.'

It seems like all the boys in the
company are trying to acquire one of
those "smart tans" that are prevalent
on this reservation. We believe that
James Hendry has nosed into the lead
with Cpl. "Ducky" Doucet bringing
up closely in the rear with a few
shades difference: and last but not
least Cpl. Mills Oneillion's shady
"phsog" looms into view thereby
claiming all rights to third place. Nuff
sed.

If anyone cares to "listen-in" on
-cme choice conversation just visit
'he pits between the hours of nine
,nd ten oclock. A. M. and listen to
the debate., Durden Vs. Clark, I mean
it is something really worth while.

The "magic carpet" will now take
ns back to the 600 yardl firing point.
Hurrah !

The Intra-C ompany volley-ball
ganmes hav e about reached their cli-
max w ith the follow ing percentages
listed.

Team W L Pct.
Radio Section 16 5 .762
Wire Section 14 7 .667
Message Center - 10 14 .417
Co. Hq. - -10 14 .417

SPlease turn to page 8)

- II.

Lawn Mowers
"Kwik Kut"

$4.19

"ACME"
16 in. Ball Bearing

$6.98

FANS
8 Inch Straight

10 Inch Oscillating

$8.95

OUTING JUGS
Insulated With Cork-
One Gallon Capacity

MCI Keeps Hot or Cold 12 Hours

98c

Always Carry A Supply Of-

"Cross Country" Motor Oil

100% PURE PENN

5 Gals. With Container $2.69

In One Gal. Cans.......---------.69

In Bulk (per gal.) .............. .50

Complete Line Of Tennis Equipment

"Whiz" Racket
With Oriental Gut Strings

$1.98

Expert Racket
Silk Moisture - Proof Strings

$.2.98
Wright & Ditson

Balls
Sealed in Viscose Covers

ALWAYS FRESH

39c Ea.

"Aristo"
Championship Balls

Red or White Color
Approved By U.S.L.T.A.

32c Ea.

"ARISTO"Golf Balls
New Size And Weight-

59c Ea.
-Mesh or Dimple Marking

3 for $1.70

"Mohawk" All- Leather
Golf Balls Pro-Style Bag

39c Ea.

3 for$.15 $1.0.98
Whipcord Stayless 100

Bag
Sweater -,nd Ball Pocket "Rite-Hite" Tees

$4.98 25c

"Energex" 13 Plate Batteries

Carrying Twelve Month

Guarantee

$3.79
And Your Old Battery

Now-Trade In Old Tires
Liberal Allowance Given Them On

ALLSTATE TIRES
29 x 4.40-21

Each, If Bought In Pairs

SIZE

Tire-Rim

29 x 4.40-21

29 x 4.50-20

30 x 4.50-21

28 x 4.75-19

1008

Broadway

TIRES TUBES

Each Pair Ex. Hvy.

$4.79 $9.30

5.35 10.38

5.43 10.54

6.33 12.32

$1.03

.95

1.03

1.17

SEARS. ROEBUCKAND CO.
Phone

3760

-U

Fitted to a "T"
1- That's the man who chooses

Payne's . . . and he's always
satisfied!

COTTON SUITS
$4.95 to $7.95

GUARANTEED NOT TO SHRINK

LINEN SUITS
$15.00

HORNER PAJAMAS
Polka Dots, Stripes, Emblem
Design, $2.00 Value .................----------------- $1.39

SMITH SMART SHOES
$5.00 to $7.50

Payne Clothing Company
1203 Broadway

Sn S ~
U
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NoS SPIOR o RLDT EBILL ELLISON, Editor

Benning Briefs
(Continued from page 1)

information to fill a column has al-

ways been the newspaperman's lament

but we're proud to say thatwe've at

least heldoff saying anything about

the National Conventions, so far, and

wlil try to restrain ourselves as long

as possible. There's too much other

editorial opinion, much more ably
expressed, to justify our writing our
own views. And, anyway, our read-
ers would probably not be interested,
even if they've managed to read this
far. So long.

PEP...
in every step

Use

Heels and Soles

1i od Rubber Products Co., Inc.
Watertown, Mass.

POST EXCHANGE

29th In f
(Continued from page 7)

Intelligence Plat.--------7 17 .291
By the time that this is published

the championship will be decided. The
winner of this series will be given a
three day pass and a free ticket to the
Main Theatre. Come on you "spairk-
in radio section" let's go to Headland,
Alabama.

Oh! by the way, have you heard
Mike Carpenter's theme song?

"No," I'm going to California, where
they sleep out every night."

Luck to you Mike. Here's hoping
that the proverbial wolf is conspicu-
ous by his absence from the door.
Yea Bo, Headquarters Co. now sign-
ing off. Will be on the air again up-
on the arrival of the longed for
"cinnamon rolls."

WE MAKE

RUBBER STAMPS

One Day Delivery-

COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.
PHONE 556

IMAGINE YOUR EMBARRASSMENT

WH EN YOU DISCOVER~
HALF A WORMv IN THE

APPLE YOU'VE 8EEN EATING!

MAGINE YOUR PLEASURE in knowing that
our used cars are completely serviced before they

are sold. No half way job ... everything checked
up and put in perfect running order.

MUSCOGEE CHEVROLET CO.
1501 FIRST AVENUE

?N~N

PHONE 100

T ACKLE that getsthe big ones-and
holds them-u n t i 1
they're safe in your
creel !

Fort Benning, Ga.

Fine Pitching;
Poor Fielding

Feature Games
By BERNARD B. SWAYZE

The past week has found baseball
tightening up as far as the positions
of the teams are concerned. The field-
ing has been of the rottenest think.
able type while the pitching has been
far above average.

In some instances the hitting has
been nothing short of phenomenal.
For instance, there is Prophet, first
sacker for the Kells. Sam got four
hits for five tries one day, and the
next game, delivered three for four.
That is battling well over the seven
hundred mark, and was the big fac-
tor in giving him the lead in batting
averages for the season.

Prophet takes the lead, with eleven
hits for twenty-two chances, while
Sullivan has five for ten, knotting the
averages at .500, leaving the hitting
honors to Sammy.

The Medicos and Second Battalion
are tied in a knot on top of the lea-
gue, both teams having taken first
place five times, while they each lost
one. This gives both teams an av-
erage of .833.

The Tankers and Irish are in a
deadlock at .500 ecah, winning three
and losing three. This sent the Ar-
tillery down two games while the I.
S. D. gained two, putting the two
teams in a position where they will
cast mean looks at one another until
the tie is broken from .333 per each.

Now the Special Units have a good
ball club if those boys ever learn to
field a ball. They have fair pitchers,
and one of the best catchers in Potter.
(Their stickwork, led by Banks, the
daddy of third basemen at Fort Ben-
ning is irreproachable). Some day
soon they are going to cause a bust
up with a bunch of wins, and leave
that .116 inthe cellar where it be-
longs.

These baseball vultures who play
every day, have been after us for
something in the way of batting av-
erages. Get out your handkerchiefs,
boys. Take it on the chin like an old
woman, for here they are, and there
is now way you can help it.

The averages are those .300 or bet-
ter. No player is in this list who
hasn't been tobat more than nine
times. Next week there will be fewer
in the list, and some of you fellows
can come out of the dozens, so to
speak.

BATTING AVERAGES

Prophet 2d Bn
Sullivan, Tanks
Reddick, M. D.
Prusinoski, Tanks
Banks, 1st Bn- -
McLane, Tanks
Tinsley, 2nd Bn -
White, S. U.
Mitchell, 2nd Bn
Johnson, 1st Bn
Mosley, M. D. - -
Phillips, Art----

Team
Second
Medicos
Tanks -

1st Batta
Artillery
I. S. D.
Special I

AB
22
10
19
14
20
20
21
21
19
16
20
20

TEAM STANDINGS
W.

Battalion - 5
-- 5

3
dion ----------- 3

-- 2
--2

Units1-----------

H
11
5
8
5
.7
7
7
7
6
5

6

Pct.
.500
.500
.421
.356
.350
.350
.333
.333
.315
.312
.300
.300

L. Pct.
1 .833
1 .833
3 .500
3 .500
4 .333
4 .333
5 .116

Edgren Is To Box'
Ching Johnson
On July 12th

Negotiations have been perfected
for Ching Johnson, Benning, to meet
Frankie Edgren, of Wyoming, in
Doughboy Stadium on the night of
July 12th, according to Captain Philip
C. Fry, athletic officer.

Edgren is known to be a tough
man in the ring and Johnson should
have a much harder time disposing of
him than he did Irvin Ashkenazy, of
Florida, the last time Ching appeared
in the stadium. Johnson is training
both of his dukes in order that he
may punch with equal steam with
either of them. This accomplished,
he will be hard to handle.

Cotton Batton, hard-hitting 24th
Infantry fighter, will battle "Panther
Jim," of Pittsburgh, in the eight
round semi-final. This should be a
war from start to finish as "Panther
Jim" is known to be a regular wild-
cat in the ring himself.

Good preliminaries are also being
lined up and every effort will be
made to shape up one of the best box-
ing shows presented at Benning in
a long time. Hard hitters will be
given the preference over boys rely-
ing on their scientific knowledge this
time and the crowd should get more
of a kick out of the program.

24th Infantry
Our recreation room is fast passing

from a fondly cherished dream to an
actuality. No pains have been spared
in changing this barnlike room into a
beautiful and restful lounge where
one may relax in comfort, and many
pleasant hours are anticipated therein
by the entire band personnel.

We have been fairly busy since the
last issue of the Herald having played
four dances, four concerts and a
parade for the R. 0. T. C. students.This with our daily practice keeps
us in good playing condition.

A lady of Fort Benning suggested
to the writer that the staff sergeant's
Ford be dubbed, "The Shuffle Along."
Wonder why ?

Both orchestras have changed their
winter costume for a light summer
uniform with each orchestra leaning
towards white flannel trousers. These
uniforms seem to he quite the thing
as far as appearance goes and as for
comfort they are the real thing.

Pvt. Slone Williams is enjoying a
reenlistment furlough and has been

as far from the post as Columbus and
Albany, Georgia. He reports depres-
sion as being a fact and not a dream.

The bathing pool is proving to be
quite an attraction for two members
of the Three Brown brothers but the
public is wondering why the third
member is always conspicuous by his
absence.

The Band Leader fractured an ankle
playing tennis last week. This, dear
friends, explains the boot and shoe
worn by the above mentioned.

Baseball Players Wanted. All en-
listed men who can run, jump, play
football and baseball or do any ath-
letic stunts, have a standing invita-
tion to reenlist or transfer to the
"House of David." We assure you
a Square Deall.

Makers of Fine Printing Plates

: WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.

4* gAtlanta, Georgia
4*,

HQ. COMPANY
Although the.company was not

over-abundant with baseball material
at the beginning of the season, we are
building up a team that will make all
contenders step out. We have the
spirit and that is 99 per cent.

Now that Private Morris is discharg-
ed and reenlisted, it is beieved that
hecan stick more closely to the truth,
although he may not be able to ob-
tain so many personal favors from
his friends.

Stanton's Lunch Car
C. J. STANTON, Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY OUR STEW

Phone 29 1638-2nd Ave.

WE DELIVER

SUITS FOR
SUMMER

No matter w h a t
y o u demand in
your suits, you'll
find that ours will
come fnearest to
giving
plete

y ou corn-

satisfaction.

I Linen Suits
$9.00

To

$12.00

W" L T 1

CLOTHING

1204 Broadway

cc>

You've never known the thrill of REAL
fishing until you've used our tackle!

4thletic Department

"It Pays to Trade at Your Post Exchange"

ow
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SHRAPNEL BURSTS
The most important event of the

week was the arrival of an eight
pound son to Lieut. and Mrs. Lucas,
on Wednesday morning. Although
the father just recently transferred to
the Field Artillery from the Infantry,
we hope that the son will grow up
to be an Artilleryman. The proud
father upheld the custom of passing
around cigars among the officers of
the battaion. Although this is the
first baby that has been born in the
battalion for some time, the officers,

who smoke, certainly enjoyed the
cigars and acted as if they wished
something like this would happen
more often.

Perhaps we can profit by the mis-
takes of the Tanks before they played
the Medicos in baseball. It was learn-
ed that two of the Tank baseball play.
ers reported to sick call and were sent
to the Hospital the day before they
played the Medicos. For that reason,
the Artillery will put out an order
to the effect that no Artlilery base-
ball player will report for sick call
during the week preceding the game
with the Medicos.

Lt. Heriot returned from leave last
Friday but was put on Post Special
Duty today as an instructor in the
enlisted men's West Point preparatory
course. This week he has been safety
officer for the R. 0. T. C. firing and
although he got quite tanned in Sa.

vannah, the sun out on Davidson Hill
has almost blistered him.

Monday July 4th will be a Holi-
day for most every one except "A"
Battery who will fire the salute of

48 guns.

BATTERY "A"
The battery has started gunner's in-

structon. We are getting instruction
in maneuvers limbered, service of the
piece, firing data etc. It is a great
life if you don't weaken. It keeps
your mind off of desertion.

The Sultan isn't trusted any more,
the charge of quarters has to sleep in
the same room with him. Well, Sul-
tans were never trusted anyway. By
the way folks, the Sultan happens to
be supply sergeant.

The Bolsheviki has asked for two
passes in three years. He was refused
the first pass and when he asked for

the second pass to go home over the
week end he was put on a week's
K. P. The Kingfish reports that he
is going to give Bolsheviki a "Square
Deal." The reason for the "Square
Deal' was due to the fact that the
Kingfish made the remarks that he
wasn't worried over any man that
didn't weigh over 170 lbs. Bolsheviki
weighed over at the Q. M. yesterday
and weighed 172 1-2 lbs.

Pfc. Dunn, better known as "Dy.
namite Dunn," was discharged the
27th, and had in for a special as-
signment to Hawaii, but since they
put him doing charge of quarters he
reenlisted for "A" Battery. Good luck
"Dynamite" would like to see you
get the couple of stripes.

Sorry to say, but we won't have any
more gold bricks in "A" Battery, es-
pecially the acting Corporals, when
they give an order they will have to

draw pay for it. We're glad of that,
we will have several more to do
watering details, table waiters and K.
P. Thanks for that order.

Pvt. Neely has been staying in read-
ing the paper and seems to be in a
hevay fog, can't imagine what's wrong.

"Sex Appeal" Muscrove has been
getting entirely too many phone calls
lately. He must be giving the girls a
treat, by telling them about the trip
to Washington. Slow down Hot Stuff,
give us poor boys a chance.

If any one wants tofind out any
points about the Championship fight,
call Cpl. Rogers, Pvt. McCall and
Kingfish about it, they can give all
the information you would like to

know.
The B. C. Detail and 4th Section

hasn't been doing guard up on third
(Please turn to page 11)

Pair Of FLANNEL or REGULAR Trousers
SCHWOB'S SEMI-ANNUAL SALE

Tailored
To Order

FREE
Extra Pants

Reduced Prices
HOT WEATHER

CLOTH ES

a- 1w 'w I w "q 'w -1w 1 V I w V IV V w-

Stores in Near-by Cities:
Atlanta
West Point
Macon
Savannah
LaGrange TH
Rome
Athens
Valdosta 1037
Albany

"I've worn a lot of sport trousers but here is
the smartest, the most stylish display of flan.
nels I ever saw."

Says Gene Cook
Former Georgia State Golf Champion

WITH every Tailored-to-Or.
der suit purchased, an extra pair of trousers will
be given absolutely Free! Select the extra trousers
from the same material as your suit, or, if you
wish, from different material in the same price
range. It makes no difference. For this sale,
Schwob's regular assortment of over 200 different
fabrics is on display. Gray worsteds with cassi-
mere finish ... Dickey Tweeds... Sharkskins...
Flannels ... Unfinished Worsteds and many,
mqnv others. Select a pattern to meet your taste.
The suit will be tailored to your individual meas-
urements .. ,, guaranteed to fit-to wear-and to
hold its shape with smooth, smart lines.

TWICE a year, for the past
20 years, this company holds a Free Pants sale.
It's a big event. This particular sale, however, is
destined to be the greatest in our hiqtory. For, not
only are extra trousers given free with Tailored-to-
Order suits, but during the sale prices on Ready.
to-Wear suits will be down to a new low. Our
regular stock of Ready-to-Wear suits at $14.95 will
be reduced to $12.95, and $17.95 values to
$14.95. Prices cn hot weather clothes will also
go down to $6.95 and $9.95. If there ever was a
time for a man to buy a suit it's Now! Today
Schwob is making you the greatest offers in the
South. Free trousers with tailor made suits and
reduced prices on all Ready-to-Wear!

e SCUWOB C(0.
IE STANDARD TAILORING CO.

Columbus, Ga.

II
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I At Royal Starting Monday

1J1" LA ( AR..BO, JOHN BAQPRYMO2E, JOAN CIAWFORD, WALLACE
..-EEPY- JONELBAi.RYMORE /a"GRAND HOTELf"

Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE RIALTO

SUNDAY: Presenting, "THE MIRACLE MAN," with
Sylvia Sidney, Chester Morris, Irving Pichel, John Wray, Rob-
ert Coogan and Hobart Bosworth. He grips her arm in a
steel-like clutch . . . "you're going my way-or else !", he snarls
. but he can't scare her She's under the spell of "THE MIR-
ACLE MAN"-and she realizes that one day her man too must
bow to the power of a will more strong than his own

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Presenting, "STEP-
PING SISTERS", with Louise Dresser, Minna Gombell, Job-
yna Howland and William Collier, Sr. You'll laugh from the
hips up while these thundering, blundering ex-chorines kick
the props and property out from under the four hundred.
Three retired chorus girls go society, mingle with the snobs
but tingle with the snubs.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY: Prescenting, "GHOST
VALLEY," with Tom Keene and Merna Kennedy. This is an
innovation in Western pictures. It is also a shocker film that
is the current vogue. The story concerns a sinster conspiracy
to gain control of an abandoned mine.

AT THE GRAND
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY: Presenting, "NIGHT

WORLD", with Lew Ayres, Mae Clark, Boris Karloff, Dorothy
and many others. What goes on behind the gay music and
carefree festivity of Broadway's night clubs? What takes
place behind the silken drapes and softened lights?

MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Presenting, "ATTORNEY
FOR THE DEFENSE", with Constance Cummings and Ed-
mund Lowe. This is the story of the erratic and dramatic life
of a man, who as a public prosecutor, turns persecutor to reach
the Governor's chair, until the death of an innocent man turns
him disgustedly away from the district attorney, moves in the
most active court in the world-New York City's criminal
court.

WEDNESDAY ONLY: Presenting, "SKY BRIDE",
with Jack Oakie, little Robert Coogan and Richard Arlen. A
real airplane thriller. See some of the most hair-raising air-
plane stunting ever recorded for the screen.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Presenting, "DESTRYRIDES AGAIN", with Tom Mix. The popular screen cowboy
appears in his first talkie. You'll enjoy him all the inore when
permitted to hear Tom's voice. This is an extraordinarily good
story, too.

AT THE ROYAL

(Beginning with Midnight Show, Saturday night, 11:"15 P. M.)
SUNDAY: Presenting, "FORGOTTEN COMMAND-

MENTS" with Sari Maritza, Gene Raymond, Marguerite
Churchill and Irving Pichel. Are marriage vows something to
be sneered at? Is there no protection for those who want love,
love that is loyal and fine?

MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Present-
ing, "GRAND HOTEL", with Greta Garbo, John Barrymore,
Joan Crawford, Wallace Beery, Lionel Barrymore, Lewis Stone
and Jean Hersholt. Two shows daily: 3:30 P. M. and 8:30 P.
M. More detailed account of picture elsewhere in this issue.
This paper strongly recommends "GRAND HOTEL".

I RIALTO
"THE MIRACLE MAN"

"'The Miracle Man' proved
more interesting to work on than
average picture because there is o
one part in the entire product
which may be called a straight ro
said Director Norman McLeod rec
ly.

He poins out the diversity of cl
acters as follows:

Sylvia Sidney plays a girl crc
hardened against life, cynical
scheming, who changes under the sl
of the Miracle Man.

Chester Morris is a two-fisted, I
tal leader of a gang of crooks
scoffer at anything good in life ul
his regeneration.

Irving Pichel is seen as an ath
who defies the power of God unti
own son is cured by a miracle.

John Wray, as The Frong, is an
vious character actor with his b(
twisted into grotesque shapes.

Robert Coogan is a pitiful li
crippled boy.

Ned Sparks appears as a "de
pan" pickpocket.

Hobart Bosworth is the belov
kindly, religious faith healer.

Boris Karloff has another of
weird character roles as the half-ca
menace.

Virginia Bruce, as a frail inva
and Lloyd Hughes, as the milliom
brother, both have character parts.

Florine McKinney, as the sweet,
sophisticated daughter of Frank [
ien, the character hotel owner,
the lone straight part.

I GRAND
"SKY BRIDE"

Flying a plane that carries a mo-
tion picture cameraman engaged in
the filming of fast action air scenes
for an aviation picture ranks with the
most difficult assignments a pilot
might receive, according to Captain
E. H. Robinson, technical advisor on
Paramount's new air adventure, "Sky
Bride," featuring Richard Arlen, Vir-
ginia Bruce, Jack Oakie and Charles
Starrett, which is the Grand theatre's
attraction for next Wednesday.

No matter how difficult the stunts
of the performnig flyers may be, the
pilot of the camer ship is called upon
to execute far more difficult tricks, he
said.

This pilot must keep out of the way
of the ship maneuvering before the
camera, but he must always keep his
plane in position to allow his camera-
man the most advantageous shot of
the action.

Robinson, who has served Para-
mount before as technical advisor on
"Wings," "The Legion of the Con-
demned" and "Young Eagles," is pilot-
ing the camera ship engaged in cap.
turing thrilling air action for "Sky
Bride."

Robert Coogan with Richard Arlenin "Sky Bride", a Paramount hit

I ROYAL

far Famous Novel
1

In Picture Form
Begins At Royal

Director Edmund Goulding knew
exactly what impressions he was at-
tempting to create and what audience
reactions he was expecting when he
began actual filming of Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer's all-star "Grand Hotel,"
which comes to the Royal Theatre
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.

A visitor to the "Grand Hotel' sel
imediately became impressed with the
authentic atmosphere and the bustle
and stir of it all and jotted down his
impressions:

Outside a frigid gust from the snow-
peaked mountains .,. within, a stuffy
warmth ..laden with many smells ..
perfumes . . cigarettes ..hot lights ..
it is the Yellow Room .. otherwise a
rathskeller .,. in the Berlin hostelry
made famous by Vicki Baum ..but
which doesn't exist . . no hotel as
lavish as this one .. the settings Ced-
ric Gibbons designed for the new
film .. here is a grand circular motif
.. gold ... black . . silver. -.. red ..
striking tones .. sharpiy contrasted in
modernistic panels ..what a crowd of
Continentalities ..where did the cast-
ing office round up such realistic hu-
man atmosphere for the settings? . .
Girls .- the Berlin boulevard type . .
men . sophisticates . - suave .. can
they be only extras?

There is Director Edmund Gould-
ing .. in a pullover sweater and light
trousers ..hoisted to shoe-top length
..harried of appearance .. and who
wouldn't be? ... what with Garbo ..
Beery .. two Barrymores .. Crawford
..and dozens of others in his cast ..
Dave Snell and his orchestra are
mounted upon a circular dias .,. high
above the heads of the dancing throng
..what an idea for a New York night
club . . and such a bar . . circular
too .. and high stools must be five
feet off the floor . . Lewis Stone's
make-up is ghastly on one side of
his face ..he plays the shell-shocked
doctor who keeps asking for messages
. . and none ever come . . Stone says
it takes more than an hour to put it
on ..- and twice as long to take off ..
without taking the skin with it . .
Joan Crawford is setting on the side-
lines having her palm read by one of

(Please turn to page 11)

ROYAL
Starts Tomorrow Night 11:15 P. M.

and Sunday Only

- Added-
COMEDY - NOVELTY NEWS

MON.-TUES.-WED.

GRAND
HOTEL

With

GARBO
JOAN CRAWFORD

LIONEL BARRYMORE
WALLACE BEERY

JOHN BARRYMORE
Lewis Stone - Jean Hersholt

3:30-2 Shows Daily-8:30

Seats
MATINEE

55c - 83c
$1.10

Reserved
NIGHTS

55c $1.10
83c $1.65

U

Grand
SAT. - SUN.

LEW AYRES

'NIGHT WORLD'
WITH

MAE CLARK
BORIS KARLOFF

Dorothy Revier - Bert Roach.
MONDAY - TUESDAY
EDMUND LOWE

AS THE

"ATTORNEY
FOR DEFENSE"
THE

WITH
EVELYN BRENT

CONSTANCE CUMMINGS
Comedy - Novelty - News

WEDNESDAY ONLY

"SKY BRIDE"
RICHARD ARLEN

JACK OAKIE
ROBERT COOGAN

COMEDY - PICTORIAL
THUItS. - FRI.
TOM MIX
IN HIS FIRST

TALKING PICTURE

"DESTRY RIDES
AGAIN"

Comedy - Organlogue - News
The Coolest Spot In Town

-- lr

RIALTO
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

TOM KEENE
In

"GHOST VALLEY"
- Also -

Last Chapter
"VANISHING LEGION"

SUNDAY

"The Miracle Man"
With

SYLVIA SIDNEY
CHESTER MORRIS

Plus -
COMEDY NEWS

MONDAY-TUESDAY

ROB'T ARMSTRONG
In

"RADIO PATROL"
With

JUNE CLYDE - LILA LEE
- Added-

COMEDY - CARTOON - NEWS

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

"Stepping Sisters"
With

Minna Gombell, Jobyna Howland

- Also -
COMEDY - CARTOON - NEWS
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ARMY NAVY
TRADE "V MARK

OFFICERS
And

Enlisted Personnel
Can secure all their insignia and
uniform equipments at the

POST EXCHANGE
They carry a complete line of

N. S. MEYER, INC.
CORPS INSIGNIA

BUTTONS
INSIGNIA OF RANK

SABRES
SABRE CHAINS

SPURS, SPUR CHAINS
CAMPAIGN BARS

MEDALS
All our merchandise carries an

Unlimited Guarantee

N. S. MEYER, INC.
43 East 19th St. New York

SUI

Star Brand Shoes
Are Better
A look at these
items will con-
vince you.

BRAND

Brown Jersey Lace
Oxford
$2.85

Gun Calf Blucher
Oxford

$3.25

STAR
BRAND

White Calf Center
Buckle Sandal

12 to 2 81/ 2 to111/

$1.95 $1.75

White and Awning Stripec
Kid - Lined heavy crepe

sole sandal

81/ to 2 -------------

SAM NEEI
Westbrook Shoe Dept.

i

)

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1313

U

S

U

KENNY'S

NORWOOD
COFFEE

is sold at Fort Benning

through the

Post Exchange
TRY A POUND

YOU WILL BE PLEASED

Before You
Find

That It's Too Late
We can outfit you

with shooting glasses
that will save eye-strain
and better your marks.

Maxwell Optical
Company
1217 Broadway

Friday, July 1, 1932

proverb.
"They" would be waiting tonight.

Just that.
These words, too, might have had

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GLEOGIA.
A Citizen Wherever We Serve

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harding, Manager

83rd F. A.
Continued from page 9)

floor lately, something is wrong some-

where.
The members of the organization

are wondering how they can raise the

price of the dance. Hendry says, wish

they would put out Jaw Bone tickets.

The men in the Detail and 4th Sec-

tion have a window and a half as-

signed to each man, and believe me

they guard it like they would their

best girl.

Every time some one knocks on

the Orderly Room door, the First
Sergeant says, "Sorry but we're not ap-
proving anything, because each and
every one wants to put in for a short
discharge or a transfer.

BATTERY "C"
The Gunners' instructions and ex-

aminations are progressing slowly but
are showing results. The new way in
which the instructions are conducted,
and the better arrangement of groups
adopted for the examinations, gives
each man a chance to increase and
improve his knowledge in his specific
duty and should be of great benefit
to the battery.

We are still awaiting the verdict as
to our trip to Albany. We like to
make this trip not only for the honor
of firing the salute on July 4, but also
because the people of Albany have
treated the men of the 83d with so
much consideration on previous trips.
Our firing on the pistol range has
ceased, no more ammunition. For the
one arm the artillery-man has to his
disposal in his own defense, the
War Department has no more ammu-
nition. If the cost of the .45 calibre
ammunition is too great, the War De-
partment might adopt the following
kind of ammunition for rifle and
pistol ammunition. Make wooden bul-
lets, both for rifle and pistol, use
the same brass cartridge case, and a
little amount of powder to send the
bullet on its way. Bullets as here
prescribed are in use in various f or-
eign countries. A wooden rifle bullet
will penetrate a paper target up to
100 meters, so a wooden pistol or re-
volver bullet can be used for the regu-
lar ranges used for pistol and revolver
firing.

I

ing snaps . . It is the scene where
Kringelein . . fortified by Louisiana
Flips . . dares defy General Director
Preysing . . the industrial magnet for
whom he has slaved his life away ..
stirring . . even the blase extras watch
in fascinated awe

"No, Mr. General Director Preysing
. you can't discharge me . . you

can't do anything to me . . nobody
can . . I'm a sick man, Mr. Preysing ..
I'm going to die . . soon . you can't
fire me . . by the time you do I'll be
dead already•, dead., dead .. Mr.
Preysing . ."

Barrymore ends his dramatic tirade
in a burst of hysterical sobs . . touch-
ing . . moving . . nothing will bring
tears to the eyes of a screen audience
if that scene doesn't .. the lights dim

the tenseness relaxes . . Barrymore
mops his brow and smiles almost half
ashamedly . . "Perfect!" Goulding
gives his verdict . . beaming . . and
rightfully so . . Brother John looks
proud .. "Troubled with tempera-
ment?" . ."Not at all", Goulding says.
"A charming combination of person-
alities . . patient . . respectful of one
another .. understanding . . and ideal-
ly cast . . a good picture? . . now
what do you expect me to say?"

MATA HARI
(Continued From Page 3)

past one."
Mata Hari felt really ashamed. She

had wasted one whole day by a reck-
less caprice, for it was impossible to
arrange her business with Shubin at
the Embassy.

"Bring my chocolate now," she said
curtly. "And then ring up Colonel
Shubin and say I will dine with him
tonight in his rooms. I don't wish to
speak to him. Say I am in my bath."

The maid had already opened sev-
eral boxes of flowers. None of them
were important, all were the usual tri-
butes that began the day-except one
This box Mata Hari's eyes chose im-
mediately because of its distinctive
shape. However, she could never be
sure that she was not mistaken until
she had counted the exact number of
orchids and made certain that the card
which lay among them was of the us
ual kind of paper.

Some words had been scrawled up-
on it, a French proverb the equiva-
lent of the English exhortation to
"make bay while the sun shines." It
might have meant anything or noth-
ing.

But when the dancer took it to her
dressing-table, she picked up one of
the square bottles, seemingly like all
the other bottles thereon and poured
a little of the fluid, which smelled like
a heavy perfume, on the card. And
after a little while, other words ap-
peared faintly between the lines of the

Are You a Back Number?
Dig down among your old papers and get out -that life

insurance policy you bought years ago. Compare your
present income and your increased responsibilities with
your earnings when you took out that policy, then ask
yourself if you have properly provided for the protection
of your family.

The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company will gladly
recommend the policy that will best fit your present
requirements. The man to -advise you, is

PAUL W. NEWSOME
Phones 60-392 - Res. 1764

Representing

Columbus, Ga.

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.

"GRAND HOTEL" the most ordinary connotations. It
(Continued from page 10) was hardly necessary to destroy the

card (which she did, however, setting

the extras . . it must be good news . fire to the bits among the incense in

for she's smiling . . or is she laughing? the burner). Trust Adriana to be pre-
John hessmng.orissewlagge pared for every alternative! He had,
John Barrymore . . how swagger he of course, kept his operatives near

looks in his Berlin clothes .. nobody Shubin's house last night, in case she

can wear a hat quite as he does . . or might need to pass on the documents,

smoke a cigarette so flippantly., the and the card was both a warning that

camera crews are almost ready . . more she was finish the work tonight and

lights blaze forth . . how on earth can a reassurance that he would supply

anybody stand this all day . . "Quiet- her with help.

quiet on the set-please!" an assistant The warning made her angry. Al.
director implores . . Goulding holds a though she deferred to Adriana's
whispered conference with Joan, John shrewdness, and knew that he had
and Lionel Barrymore and Beery . . much authority, she considered him
what a grand characterization it must merely a useful go-between. She
be! . . Lionel Barrymore as Kringe- couldn't be always running to Spain
lein . . his hair slicked in German or Holland and it was dangerous to
hinterland fashion . . an ill-fitting have her trips end too frequently in
frock coat . . gold spectacles . . and dancing engagements in Berlin or
even spats . . now . . everything is set Vienna. But she could consult with

like a church now . . quiet . . you the highest authorities if she cared to!

dare not breath.. "Camera!" Gould. She was certainly of far greater im-
porfaiiee L LI"CUUIf OS O cUULV

q
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A SMALL
DOG

NOT an ordinary dog,

but your dog. Play-
mate of your children ..
companion of your lies-
ure hours. When such
a loss strikes your home
you'll appreciate t h e
comfort of our sure-fire
lost and found ads.

PHONE
City 556

HERALD
WANT ADS

portallcetnatnll ie funl ot operaitves
whom Adriana had in his charge, nor
would she permit him for a moment
to act as if she were accepting orders
from him instead of relayed messages.

(To Be Continued)
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SPECIAL
Reduced Prices

ON

WATERSPAR

ENAMELS

and

VARNISHES

G & H Paint and

Glass Co.
1016 Broadway

GOOD USED HOUSEHOLD GOODS

When you need anything in good used furniture of any kind,

get our price. We can really save you money.

THWEATT & SON

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

CLUB
Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

First National

Bank
Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Resources Over $2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning
Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

~a7~

Phone 2715

I

THE BENNING HERALD

1244 Broadway
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(Continued From Page 6)

the material put in the best possible condition to allow environment to gain
the upper hand before heredity can assert itself to any marked degree.

MINOR CORRECTION

Last week we ran a story about
Promoter Phil Fry's deep-sea diving
adventure. It came out under the
heading "Memorial of Mystery Lake."
Some of our heads are intended to
be subtle but in this case the printer
extended subtlety to the point of ob-
scurity. What we wrote was "Mer-
maid of Mystery Lake."

PERFECT RECEPTION

Mrs. H. B. Lewis, whose talent for
clever, penetrating and sometimes
devastating comment on people and
things is well recognized, had just
invited a group of friends to hear
the opening of the Democratic Con-
vention over the radio. (a as in at.)

"You won't get anything but static
in this weather," remarked a disin-
terested bystander.

"Oh'that's all right," replied Mrs.
Lewis, "You will think it's the Demo-
crats."

ANYTHING TO GET OUT OF IT

The protective devices which the
male of the species employs in his ef-
fort to escape the soiree of packing
for a move are many and varied. One
of the most ingenious we have heard
of recently was invented by Sheriff
Tuttle, the celebrated golf-course de-
tective. The Sheriff arranged for a
protracted series of dental appoint-
ments to coincide with the peak of
the crating activities.

ABSENTEES FROM RUSS POOL

Some time ago we threatened to
publish the names of former Swim-
ming Pool addicts whom the exact-
ing sanitary regulations-or some-
thing-is restraining from their accus-
tomed skitterings in Benning's bath-
tub.

We have had to proceed carefully in
this matter for fear of libel suits.
Moreover, Life Guard Munson, who
is the only one in a position to say
positively whether some suspect has
or has not been in this year, seems

to regard knowledge acquired in the
performance of his official duty as
strictly confidential.

It is only where we have special
sources of information or through in-
advertent confessions that we can be
sure.

To date the only names we are pre-
pared to publish are Colonel Charles
Hunt, Mrs. E. F. Harding, and Miss
Landon Reed. Send in your nomina-
tions for the honor roll and we'll
investigate.

REAL BIRDIE
Lieut. Willis S. Matthews, a recent

arrival from foreign parts, has lost
no time in achieving local fame.

While playing golf with Prospective
Mandarin Carl Fritzche he made one
of the most unique shots on record.
Driving from No. 6 tee, he sliced one
into the rough. There is nothing
unique about that-but wait. After a
somewhat protracted search, Lieut.
Matthews found his pill beside a dead
quail-still warm and unquestionably
killed by the ball.

This brings up an intricate legal
point and furnishes a nice mathemati-
cal problem.

THE BENNING HERALD

!!LightOne fo ME"
It's pretty hard to be around a Chesterfield
and not want one. That tempting aroma tells
you the truth. It says . a . "Here's a milder
cigarette. Here's one that tastes better."

Sure. -.. there's a good reason. Several,
in fact. Chesterfields contain the finest tobac-
cos grown.

These tobaccos are not only blended,
they're cross-blended in Chesterfield's own

special way. They are rolled in the purest
paper that money can buy. Grown right.
Cured right. Blended right. Made right.
Packed right. That's Chesterfield.

In fact there isn't any way for a cigarette
to be purer, milder or better tasting.

No wonder so many millions of smokers

esterfield
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Does Lt. Matthews get called on the Truman Smith, Pat Patrick, Jared
mat for killing game out of season Wood, and Adjutant Toole. Secretary
and without a permit? Freehoff, Ace Rader, and Pink Bull

We leave it for the mathematically left this week. All of these well
inclined to figure out under the laws known members of our happy com-
of probability and chance what kind munity with the exception of Colonel
of a bad break the quail got. Major Stivers take with them families

At the last meeting of the Thana- who will be greatly missed in the
topsis Club the scientific brethren es- social activities of the year to come.
timated that the event is even less Saying good-bye to old friends is
likely to be duplicated than the loss one of the penalties of an Army
of four consecutive pots by Brother career, but fortunately the regrets
Leard. which attend these partings are alle-

DEPARTURES AND ARRIVALS viated by the reasonable expectations

The Exodus from Benning is in full that we may be serving again next

swing. Among those who have either year with those who are leaving this.

left or are leaving for stations else- For instance, that well-known and

where are many of our most respected popular Benningite, Captain Ralph B.

and distinguished citizens. Colonel Lovett, who left last year, is back

Knight leaves shortly for Plattsburgh again for another hitch-this time as

whither also goes Sheriff Tuttle to assistant to Adjutant General Lewis.
The Flare regards this both as a happy

preserve law and order along the Ca- circumstance and a favorable omen.
nadian border. Colonel Stayer shoves CITATIONdFR aTHE oEK
off in early July after five years with CITATION FOR THE WEEK
the Doughboy School. Colonel Major To Major Bill Freehoff, retiring
and Golf Champion Sutherland are Secretary of The Infantry School,
scheduled to leave about the same Baiter of Section Chiefs, but a staunch
time. Colonel Willard and Colonel cooperator withal, for three years of
Marshall have gone and Ned Sher- meritorious service in an important
burne, P. Stivers, Sir Roger Williams, and exacting office.
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Benning
Briefs

We promised the further details of

the fishing trip we wrote about last

week, but will have to hold off an-

other week until we gather more evi-

dence. We can say, though, that Cap-

tain Fry apparently made up for his

sins of former days and brought home

the fish on this trip. Of course he

had good help, but that couldn't pos-

sibly be all of it.

Another publishing company has
gone bust. The "Daily Graphic, Inc."
of New York has just filed receiver-
ship papers according to a story in
another of the New York papers, list-
ing liabilities of over $700,000 and
assets of less than $200,000. The "New
York Evening Graphic" is published
by this company. This paper was the
discoverer of Walter Winchell, who
later made himself through the "Mir-
ror" and was the first to use com-
posite photographs, later so much
used in journalistic work.

* * *

A paragraph in one of Lt. Yar-
brough's exposes of Benning Life
gives us the information that Lt. Jul.
ian E. Raymond has been assigned
to the I. S. D. We recall, a few weeks
a few weeks ago, whe nthe radio, ex-
pert and poet of the Second Section
was making his preparations for the
writing of a monumental work on
communications. He had applied for
his leave and got it, and was at that
time thoroughly at his ease in badly-
fitting knickers and an old polo shirt.
Sticking out of his back pocket was a
rolled up order showing that his
leave had been granted, and on the
order his name had been underlined.
The Radioman's explanation of his
keeping the order so close by was
quite a lucid one. "When one of my
superior officers comes up to me,"
said the Lieutenant "and says, 'Lieu-
tenant Raymond, you are improperly
attired', then I'll just whip out this
order (Here the Lt. suited the action
to the words) and show him my
name."

He seemed very practiced in whip-
ping out the order, too, by the way.

We don't know where the Flare's
candidate will finally decide to hold
his convention, bnt we're willing to
bet that if he has been reading the
papers, he will go straight for that
brewery which has just applied for
a charter with the intention of open-

ing up immediately on the repeal, if
any, of the Volstead Act and has al-
ready begun installing machinery to
produce the famous German beverage.
We'll say this, however. General Fuz-
zard seems to have quite a wide and
varied experience and we'll bow down
in our lesser knowledge to his om-
nipotence.

And another thing, the Flare wants
to know who the Shakesperian schol-
ar is who so kindly corrected the
quotation from lago when it was in-
tended to be incorrect?

* * *

Lt. Harmony and Lt. Johnson are
soon to dine sumptuously on chicken,
fried Georgia style, at, the expense
of Captain Philip C. Fry, genial ath-
letic officer. Captain Fry suffered a
slip of the tongue and-but thereby
hangs a tale. It seems the captain
was relating a little anecdote that

(Please turn to page 4)

Officer Of Turkish Army One
Of Those Aided By Benning

A request of an officer of the Turk-
ish army for instructional matter pub-
lished at the Infant--- School, affords
another example of the worldwide
renown of the American infantry's
foremost educational institution. Lieu.
tenant Tahir, Effendi, 1st Company
7th Infantry Regiment, Istanbul, Tur-
key, is the officer who is undertaking
the study of American infantry meth-
ods through the medium of the vari-
ous publications issued by The Infan-
try School.

The consignment of books was
shipped to the Turkish officer last
week by the Bookshop and included
a large assortment, covering such sub.
jects as combat intelligence, military
sketching, night operations, offensive
combat, preparation and use of
ground, the solution of map prob-
lems, preparation of tactical problems,
the tactical employment of the rifle
company in combat, the tank platoon
in attack and many others on the tac.
tical employment of infantry units.
Included also was a manual for the
guidance of officers.

The Turkish officers' request for
printed matter from the Infantry
School is the third which has been
received at Fort Benning within the
past few months from foreign coun-
tries. A Russian military school at
Blagoveschensk, Siberia, submitted
the first application and another re-
quest for printed matter was received
recently from the Transcaucasian city
of Tiflis, Georgia, U. S. S. R.

Knowledge of the Infantry School
and its instructional methods is be-
ing disseminated in a number of for-
eign countries through the detail of
foreign officers as students at Fort
Benning. Since the academic year of
1923-24. 25 foreign officers have been
graduated from regular courses of
The Infantry School. These include
13 of the Cuban army, 5 of the Chi-
nese army. 3 of the Irish Free State
army, two of the Mexican army and
one each of the German and Japan-
ese armies.

These fiures (0 not include a
numhber of foreign officers who have
hbeen attached to troops of the Infan-
try School garrison for instruction.

"The acceptance of foreign army of-
ficers as student, at The * Infantry
School is iin accordance with recipro-
cal arrangements which are main-
tained with various foreign govern-
ments and which are regarded as a
valuable asset in the fostering of in-
ternational friendships.

Col. Bonesteel
Is Attached To

24th Infantry
Lieut. Col. Charles H. Bonesteel,

who arrived at Fort Benning July 5th,
from Washington, D. C., where he
was on duty at the Army War College,
has been attached to the 24th Infan-
try, for duty with troops. Colonel
Bonesteel's duties with the 24th In-
fantry will run concurrently with
those of the first section, academic
department of The Infantry School, to
which he has been assigned as instruct-
or in tactics, until December 31st.

Two Officers Of
7th Engineers

Receive Praise
Commendation for their part in an

unusual experience which happened
on May 9 on the Fort Benning Reser-
vation, has just been given two offi-
cers of the command here at the post.
Second Lieutenants Walter K. Wilson
and Stephen R. Hanmer were recently
the recipients of letters of commen-
dation from Major General Campbell
King, Commandant, Fort Benning,
Ga., for having shown exceptional re-
sourcefulness and quick-thinking in
saving the life of one of the soldiers
of Company A, 7th Engineers, which
Lt. Wilson commands, during the
maneuvers which were held at Ben-
ning this Spring.

The matter was brought to General
King's attention through a letter
written by the father of Private F.
Kingdon Schaefer, calling attention to
the action of the two young officers
and requesting that recognition be
given that action. In his letter, Mr.
Schaefer said:

"The action of these officers was
more than commendable, as it re-
quired the highest courage. They first
had to overcome the fear of serpents
handed down to us from antiquity;
second, it was an act unaccompanied
by any of the heroics usually attend-
ing the saving of human life. Above
all, it required the courage of taking
their lives in their own hands, for
were there the least abraisions in their
mouths, their lives were forfeit."

The incident which drew this at-
tention occurred on the night of May
9, when the Seventh Engineers were
encamped on one of the wilder sec-
tion of the Reservation, which already
has a reputation for having many spe-
cies of venomous snakes. The men
were sleeping in small groups on the
ground and Pvt. Schaefer had spread
his blankets and rain coat with Pvt.
Brown in a little hollow. About two
o'clock in the morning, he was awak-
ened by something gliding over his
leg and kicked out. Then he felt the
fangs of a snake and almost immedi-
ately a sensation of numbness set in,
creeping up his leg. His buddy, Brown,
applied a crude tourniquet, using his
Ibelt, and tightening it around the
victinm's leg, just above the wound.

The two officers, who had been
sleeping about a hundred feet from
Pvts. Schaefer and Brown, were awak-
ened by the noise and hurried to the

scene of the accident. They immedi-
ately took charge and., slashing around
the punctures caused by the fangs,
;-icked the blood from the wound,
alternating with each other, while ar-
rangements were being made to take
Schaefer to the hospital. At the hos-
pital, anti-venom treatment was ad-
ministered, and in six days, Pvt.
Schaefer was pronounced cured.

Colonel Charles F. Morse, surgeon
in command of the station hospital,
stated: "The officers acted in the be-
lief that the patient was in mortal
danger. They apparently gave no
thought to the possible danger to
themselves and, as a matter of fact,
had no way of knowing whether the
act of sucking the wound might or
might not be dangerous to them.'

In his letters, General King stated:
(Please turn to page 4)

Benning Swimmer Stars In
Meet Held At Rome, Georgia

Wins Two Events

PRIVATE TANNEHILL

One of Benning's best swimmers,
holder of several post records, who
has just taken two first places and
one third place at the Southern A. A.
U. Swimming meet held at Rome,
Georgia. Tannehill last year took five
places in the annual Post swimming
meet.

43 En roll In
Coaching Class

For West Point
The West Point Coaching School

opened last Tuesday, July 5th, at Fort
Benning with a class of 43 enlisted
men in attendance. Those enrolled
in the School, which is under the
direction of Lt. F. W. Hein, are:

29th Infantry: Private lcl Frank C.
Galloway; Privates Lenwood H. Ree-
dy, Tedrow B. Frizzell, Clayton E.
Davis, Luther A. Pyle, James E. Line-
barger, Theron Coulter, Leo Stann,
Maurice S. Baird, Gerald W. Brooks,
James J. Cosgrove, William E. Eck-
man, Francis W. Franks, Robert Good-
ing, James R. Henderson, Louis F.
Jones, James H. Mauldin, Henry S.
McDonald, and Otto F. Welch.

1st Tank Regiment: Cpl. John C.
Arenburg, Pvt. lcl. Richard D. Pruitt,
Privates James F. Brennan, Wallace
S. Ford, George M. Griswold, Carol
C. Guerry, Jr., Paul C. Gullett, Benny
W. Hill, Francis J. Killan, Howard
F. Liscum, Aubrey L. Mathews, J-ones
L. Pruitt, George W. Rhyne, Alpheus
N. Seeley, Gifford H. Stearns, Henry
G. Thorne, Henry H. Wadsworth, and
Robert Besson.

2nd Bn., First Tank Regiment: Pvt.
James H. McCullers.

83rd Field Artillery: Privates James
A. Poindexter, Milford R. McCully,
John E. Bowen and William P. Brett.

16th Observation Squadron: Pvt.
John B. Adams.

The coaching course will be in
progress at For Benning for ten
weeks and will be competitive
throughout. Those students who are
retained at the end of the course will
be entered as students in the 4th
Corps Area West Point Preparatory
School, which will be held this win-
ter at Fort McPherson.

Charles M. Tannehill, Headquarters
Company, 1st Tank Regiment, broke
into prominence in southern swim-
ming circles when he garnered two
first places and one third place in the
Southeastern A. A. U. Championships
and Olympic trials at Rome, Georgia,
on July 4 and 5. Tannehill's perfor-
mance was considered remarkable in
view of the fact that it was his first
appearance in fast company, and that
he had only been in training for three
weeks while other contestants had
been swimming the entire year.

Star performers at the meet includ-
ed Miss Louisa Roberts,.national jun-
ior backstroke champion, who nego-
tiated the 100 yard course in 1:16.
(The men's record at Fort Benning is
1:25). Ish Williams of Rome, an
Olympic Games certainty, won the
100 yd. free style event in 58 seconds.
(The Benning record, held by Tanne-
hill, is 1:02.) Neely Qf Emory Uni-
versity won the 100 yard breast stroke
in 1:17, ten seconds better than the
Benning record.

Tannehill was leading in the Junior
50 yard free style until the last twenty
feet, where he struck the ropes mark-
ing the lanes, 1ost a full stroke and
dropped back to third place. He won
his next even, the 440 yard junior free
style in 6:30, excellent time consider-
ing the fact that the event took place
in a driving rain.

In the senior 100 yard free style
Tannehill again had trouble with the
ropes marking the lanes. Even with
the winner, Ish Williams, at the 55
yard turn, he struck the ropes three
times on the return trip and finished
fourth, trailing Williams of Rome,
Russell of Birmingham, and Mooney
of Pensacola. This event was won in
the fast time of 58 seconds.

The grueling 880 yard free style was
the prettiest race of the meet. Tanne-
hill had never, even in practice, at-
tempted the sixteen trips over the 55
yard course. At the end of the sixth
lap four of the seven entrants were
far behind, Pasco of Pensacola hold-
ing a ten yard lead over Tannehilland Louis T ucker of Chattanooga. By
the tenth lap, Tannehill and Pasco
were swimming a dead heat, with
Tucker half a lap behind. At the end
of the fourteenth lap the two leaders
were swimming stroke for stroke--and
several thousanid spectators were yell-
ing their heads off. On the last two
laps the Benning swimmer opened up,
and with a remarkable burst of speed
won his race by a twenty yard margin
-and with it the 880 yard champion-
ship of the Southeastern A. A. U.

Prominent coaches predict a bril-
liant future for Tannehill as a distance

swimmer. This writer will go further
and predict that with proper training,
the Benning swimmer will break the
Southeastern record in next year's A.
A. U. meet at Birmingham and move
into the limelight of national recog-
nition.

Last year the young Tanker prac-
tically won the Post swimming meet
single-handed, taking five first places
and smashing several Post records to
shreds, an outstanding performance in
view of the talent available at Ben-
ning. His performance at Rome,
however, has done even more to raise
him in his swimming career and is
attracting much favorable comment at
Fort Benning.
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Colonel Duncan K. Maj or Jr. Honor Guest

At Barbecue Given By Officers and Ladies

0 f T h e 2 9 t h Infantry Last Tuesday

Colonel Duncan K. Major, Jr., was
the honor guest Tuesday night at a
farewell barbecue given by the offi-
cers and ladies of the 29th Infantry
at the 29th Infantry camp on the
Upatoi.

Colonel Major who has been the
commanding officer of the 29th In-

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

PEACHTREE AT CAIN

c..Atlanta, ga.

0

550 rooms of comfort and
convenience. Each room has

ceiling fan, circulating ice
water, radio and either
shower or tub bath; corner
rooms have both. Open Din-
ing Terrace and Coffee Shop.

Rooms from $2,.50.

J. F. de Jarnette Vice-Pres. & Mgr.

fantry for the past two years will leave
on Wednesday for Washington, D. C.

The 29th camp was attractively dec-
orated with pine boughs and Japan-
ese lanterns. The barbecue was served
at six thirty an dancing was enjoyed
later by the guests on the dance floor
under the open air. The regimental
orchestra furnished the dance music.

Colonel James M. Churchill made
Colonel Major a parting address and
the officers and ladies of the regiment
presented him with an album with
photographs of scenes of Fort Ben-
ning and vicinity and a beautiful sil-
ver tea tray.

The guest list included the officers
and ladies of the regiment, former
members of the regiment and friends
of Colonel Major on the Post.

DESPIDA GIVEN FOR CAPT. AND

MRS. WILLIAM TUTTLE, CAPT.

AND MRS. JOHN DEANE, AND

LT. AND MRS. NORMAN CAUM

Capt. and Mrs. Harvey Golightly
and Lieut. and Mrs. Donald Brann
were the hosts Friday evening at a
delightful farewell picnic at Bull
Creek in honor of Capt. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Tuttle, Capt. and Mrs. John
Deane and Lieutenant and Mrs. Nor-
man Caum, all of whom are leaving
the Post for a change of station in
the very near future.

The guest list included: Maj. and
Mrs. Henry Lewis, Capt. and Mrs.
Tuttle, Capt. and Mrs. Deane, Capt.
and Mrs. Ralph B. Lovett, Maj. and
Mrs. Edwin Harding, Capt. and Mrs.
Laurin Williams, Lieut. and Mrs.
Caum, Lieut. and Mrs. James B.
Pierce, Lieut. and Mrs. Eugene Rid-
ings, Lieut. Malin Craig and Lieut.
Ralph Pulsifer.

New Furnished Cottages For Rent
-At

BEACON BEACH
Ideal for Families and House Parties.

SHOWER BATHS ... SANITARY SEWERAGE

J. TEX GILBERT, Owner
C

PANAMA CITY

are of Pines Hotel
- FLORIDA
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LIEUT. AND MRS. EDWARD PUR-
NELL ENTERTAIN WITH BUFFET

SUPPER AND BRIDGE

Lieut. and Mrs. Edward Purnell
entertained Thursday with a buffet
supper followed by three tables of
bridge at their quarters. Spring flow-
ers were used as the effective decora-
tions.

The guest list included: The Misses
Bess Berry, Nana Seeley, Harriet At-
kins, Virginia Henderson and Edith
Kendrick; and Lieuts. Joseph Cool-
idge, Charles Howard, Ernest Easter.
brook, Jasper Riley and William
Grubbs.

R. 0. T. C. DANCE EVENT OF
THE WEEK

The R. 0. T. C. students entertained
with their weekly dance at the Polo
Club Friday evening. A number of
young ladies came from Columbus
and Fort Benning to enjoy the danc-
ing. Light refreshments were served
and the music was furnished by the
24th Infantry orchestra. Major and
Mrs. T. B. Catron and Capt. and Mrs.
F. H. Gaston acted as the chaperons.

MRS. KEARIE L. BERRY HONORS
GUESTS WITH BRIDGE LUNCH-

EON AT POLO CLUB

One of the most delightful affairs
of the week was the bridge luncheon
given by Mrs. Kearie L. Berry in
honor of Mrs. W. R. McMaster, Mrs.
0. T. Craner and Mrs. F. C. Rock of
Atlanta.

Luncheon was served at one o'clock
followed by six tables of contract.

The Polo Club was attractively dec-
orated with many vases of zinnias and
the luncheon table was graced by a
large silver bowl of flowers of the
same.

Mrs. Berry's guest list included:
Mesdames Craner, Rock, McMaster,
J. B. Wickline, R. E. Vermette,
Orestes Cleveland, Claudius Easley,
Kameil Maertens, N. L. Simmonds,
William Smith, W. R. Wheeler, Nor.
man Cota, Oscar Griswold Roger
Harrison. Joseph Zak, S. W. Burrack-
er, Lochlin Caffey, George Wear, A.
H. Cummings, Courtney Hodges,
Lloyd Barnett, Charles Skow, Marcel
Gillis, James P. Gammon, George
Pope, Allen Goodwyn, William Yan-
cey and Miss Helen Caffey.

MISS JANE GIBBES HONOR GUEST

Lieut. and Mrs. Lynn E. Brady en-
tertained Friday evening before the
R. 0. T. C. dance with a delightful
dinner at their quarters compliment-
ing Miss Jane Gibbes of Columbia,
S. C. who is visiting Lieut. and Mrs.
G. P. Howell.

The table was attractively decorated
with an old fashioned bouquet of
garden flowers and tapers of pink.

Those enjoying the Brady's hospi
tality were: Lieut. and Mrs. Gerah
Gabriel, Lieut. and Mrs. Hal C. Gran
berry, Lieut. and Mrs. James E. Bow
an, Lieut. and Mrs. Charles T. Lan
ham, Lieut. and Mrs. G. P. Howell
Miss Jane Gibbes and Lieut. Miltoi
Pressley.

MISS BESS BERRY COMPLIMEN7
ED WITH PICNIC AND SWIM-

MING PARTY

Miss Bess Berry, who leaves shortl
with her parents for Boston, Mass
was the honor guest at a picnic and
swimming party given by Miss Harri(
Atkins on Sunday.

The guests were escorted to th
charming camp of the Atkins' alon
the Upatoi where swimming was ei
joyed followed by a delicious picni
supper.

Among the guests were: Lieut. an
Mrs. Carl Fritzche, Misses Bess Berri
Nana Seeley, Nancy Stillwell, All(
Churchill and Barbara King; an
Lieuts. Ernest Easterbrook, Milo
Pressey, Eugene Brown, Jack Pitche
Chares Decker and Joseph Coolidg

MRS. JAMES E. BOWEN HOSTES
AT BRIDGE CLUB

Mrs. James E,. Bowen was the ho,
ess Friday at her bridge club. SI
entertained with a delicious luncheo
followed by two tables of contra

bridge. The color scheme was of pink
with a lovely bouquet of pink roses.
Her guests were: Mesdames Lynn
Brady, Clayton Studebaker, Raymond
Vermette, George Howell, Orestes
Cleveland, James Pierce, and Charles
Lanham.

I PERSONALS
A~ss lKAnella ["oe,% hose1ues'1
Miss Manella Dooley, house guest ofMaj. and Mrs. Emil Leard, will leave

for her home in Florida on Friday.
Capt. and Mrs. Walter C. Phillips

left Monday with two children for
West Virginia where they will visit
Mrs. Phillips' family. They plan to
leave there the middle of July for a
motor trip through New York and
Canada.

Miss Virginia Marchant who has
been spending sometime with her'
cousins Maj. and Mrs. Emil Leard
left Thursday for her home in Denver,
Colorado.

Miss Jane Gibbes who has been

SB-i

SOCIAL WICWLICITS

1"N ~r mNfAA" *M M nomif-n
How to be the I USE THIS COUPON

perfect hostess THE COCA-COLA CO.,
Told in this little book, f 314 North Ave., N. W., Atlar ts, Ga.

,Enclosed find lOc (stamps oIr c-a to
big with ideas covering I cover cost of handling and mu.!g) for

all social occasions- 3 which mend me the book, "Whe . You

containing 128 pages Entertain," by Ida Bailey Allen.
with beautiful illustra- I
tions. Name.....................

50-6 A ddress............................................................
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FELICIA C. HOWELL, PHONE, 389

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

A Citizen Wherever We Serve

1330 Broadway

R. M. Harding, Manager

HARPER'S DRUGS
Telephone 396

We deliver daily to the Fort.

We have served over 2600 Army Officers

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H. ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years

AN IMPORTANT
PART OF YOUR
COSTUME...

It is only too easy to have

your whole costume ruined

by the stockings you wear.

The wrong style ... the

wrong shade ... and, presto!

... the thing is done.

You can be sure of getting exactly

what you want-and need-here,

in style, size and shade.

Gift & Special Order Dept.
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga.

"It pays to trade at your Post Exchange"

Friday, July, 8, 1932

visiting her cousins, Lieut. and Mrs.
G. P. Howell left Sunday for her
home in Columbia, South Carolina.

Lieut. and Mrs. William C. Lucas
are to be congratulated on the birth of
an eight pound son, William Camp-
bell Lucas, Jr., on Tuesday, June
28th, at the Station Hospital.

Lieut. and Mrs. Norman Caum are
spending a few days with Maj. and
Mrs. H. B. Lewis before leaving for
their new station at Fort Snelling.

Miss Kathleen Orendorff, who has
been visiing her sister and brother-
in-law, Lieut. and Mrs. James R.
Pierce, left Tuesday for her home in
Birmingham.

Maj. and Mrs. Claudius M. Easley
have as their house guests for a few

(Please turn to page 4)
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Mrs. J. S. Fuller
Presents Music
Pupils On Radio

Mrs. J. S. Fuller of Fort Benning,
presented her music pupils in a radio
program over W. R. B. L., the local
broadcasting station in Columbus,
with Mr. David Parmer announcing.

The program was given to help in
advertising Foremost Milk products.

Those taking part were: Anne
Vogt, Ernest Peterson, Lucille Flanni-
gan, James Biando, Wiley Chandler,
Janice Kreilick, Serena Duncan, Eve-
lyn Wyrick, Beatrice McNulty, and
Virginia Hunt.

RUBBER STAMPS

Columbus Office Supply Co.

24 Hr. Service

Phone 556

If You Should Die
the day after taking a

Family Income Policy for
$10,000.00

With
AETNA LIFE

INSURANCE COMPANY
Your beneficiary would receive

$100 Per Month
for 20 years and then be paid
$10,000.00 Cash or fifty dollars
per month for over 32 years.

Woodson Hocker

PHONE 2956
AGENT

COLUMBUS
U

83rd F. A.
SHRAPNEL BURSTS

The Fourth of July proved to be a

very quiet day for the Artillery ex-

cept for the boom of the salute fired

by "A" Battery. Although some of

the officers decided to leave over the
week-end, most of them stayed here
and enjoyed golf and swimming.

Lt. Howard thought it would be
quite nice to spend the weekend near
the ocean so he took off Saturday af-
ternoon for points east.

The left head light on his car was
smashed a bit while he was parked
in front of "C" Battery Saturday
morning, so he had to wait to have
it repaired and consequently didn't
get a very good start. He was also on
the road most of the time he was
gone, but returned with a report of
a most enjoyable trip.

Lt. and Mrs. Beishline left last Fri-
day to spend a month's leave at their
home in Pennsylvania but at that
time did not know whether or not,
the leave would be without pay. Just
the day after they left Post Head-
quarters received word that all offi-
cers would have to take one month's
leave without pay, so telegrams were
sent to all officers on leave from this
post.

This information was quite a blow
to most people and especially to Lt.
and Mrs. McConnell who are way up
in northern United States and expect-
ed to have a three months' honey.
moon, returning in September.

Because of the post order allowing
only one enlisted man to be used
in the Battalion Garden after July 1st,
the Garden officer has hired a negro
man to live at the garden and help
cultivate same.

HQ. HQ. BATTERY & C. T.
The rope man paid Cpl. Cherry a

visit the other afternoon. Some say
that he took the radio away with him.

We all enjoyed the 4th of July.
Several of the N. C. O.'s attended a

CURTAINS -- DRAPERIES - -AWNINGS
EXPERT ADVICE GIVEN

The Only Exclusive Drapery House In Columbus

Du Pont Perry
19 Broadway Phone 377

Makers of Fine Printing Plates +'
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WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.

Atlanta, Georgia

It's Something You've

Got To Have!

If you want to

be among those

who are making

the best of the hot

weather .. , ling-

erie especially de-

sigred for such

weather!

Gift & Special Order Dept.
Post Exchange Fort Benning, Ga.

"It Pays to Trade at Your Post Exchange"

Dispensary Dope
Sick call has been very large for

the past week, the reason for this is
that Major Patterson (the salts man),
Col. Morse and a few more are spend-

ing a week in Fla. Just wait for the

fish tale they will tell.

Glad to see Staff Sgt. Dotson back

on the job, he can tell us all about

sun burn now. Poor fellow he had

to stay in bed for three days with his

back and arms. (Who can go to bed

without their back and arms?)

Maybe we should put this under

"Believe it or not." On the fourth of

July, Sgt. Henery put on civies and

went to town. Just wait, he will be go-

ing to town plenty of times, once he

meets the girl he is always talking

about.
Pvt. Woods, a former 29th dust

agitator, is driving the "22" while Pvt.

Pullen is away down in Fla. digging
worms. Oh, well, Pullen might get to

fish one day and dig worms the rest.

Our "Pill Roller" ball team is still
up on top, what we want to do now
is stay there. Come on out fellows

help the big team win.

Red Davis: "Say, Floyd, tell us all
about Warm Springs, are there any

fish in it?"
Red Floyd: "Sure, I used to be in

it."
Last Saturday morning while the

sun was just peeping out over the
hills, Bowden the big Georgia Crack-
er and Allison the tar heel took off
for the little city of Atlanta. About

(Please turn to page 4)

barbecue at Jacob's Cut, Alabama. The
music was furnished by Honey Boys
Quartette and Cpl. Pike gave an exhi-
bition dance which was enjoyed by
all.

Our 1st Sgt. has left on a 60 day
furlough to be spent in the hills of
Pennsylvania hunting and fishing.
Sgt. Ryan from Ft. Bragg, N. C., a
former member of this organization,
is going to accompany him north to
hunt and fish.

If anybody in the battalion can fur-
nish any information as to the where-
abouts of two bicycle tires, get in
touch with Pvt. Skipper.

Cpl. Wright, Pvt. Hale and Cook
Meyers took the evening off to go
chicken hunting. It was almost dark,
they couldn't see the road very well
and ran into an old man's corn patch.
Cpl. Wright worked his miniature
radio set and sent out an S. 0. S. call
for help. Cook Meyer, in the mean
time, called the old man an A. P. 0.,
just then the sun went down.

The battery still has time for a little
gunners' instruction along with the
R. 0. T. C. work. We all hope that
they enjoy the work as well as we do.

Weenie Vestal made a hurried trip
to Boyle's Thirty Acres the other
night and ran into a wire fence, cut-
ting his eye and skinning his face. The
committee is investigating the facts
of the case and from all reports Pvt.
Vestal will have a lot of explaining
to do when the case is called.

"C" BATTERY
Our gunner-instructions have come

to a complete standstill. With the vari-
ous details for fatigue to take care of,
there is no one left in the battery to
take instruction. However we hope
there will be some time this summer
to finish these instructions as the re-
spective $5.00 and $3.00 for e x per t
and first class gunnery come in very
handy.

The men returning from their fur-
loughs all tell us about the hard
times on the outside; this will have
effect on the re-enlistments of our
short timers.

The telephone in our dayroom has
been very quiet lately and rings very
rarely. With our sheiks on furlough
and two in the hospital, "C" battery
business with the fair sex is showing
the setback of the depression.

KING'S ENGLISH
Clerk: "Howja spell sense?"
Adjutant: "Dollars and cents, or

horse sense?"
Clerk: "Well, like in 'I ain't seen

him sence"'
-Sabers (Texas)

Strength . .. To Protect
I Your Savings

You can have perfect confidence in us
for industrial banking has proved it-
self through more than a century and
a half.

4 Per Cent on Savings

Franklin Savings & Loan Co.
13th St. and 1st Ave. Phone 2766

We Appreciate Your Account-Either Borrowing or Saving

kind or
VACATION SPORT

at

RADIUM SPRINGS

0 Why spend a large part of your
vacation funds on transportation to visit some distant resort when
Radium Springs is located so close by? Here, every vacation sport
awaits you Golf on an eighteen hole championship course . .
tennis . . . fishing . . dancing . . . trap shooting . . . canoeing . . .
and swimming in the healthful, radio-active waters of Radium
Springs. 70,000 gallons of crystal-clear water burst forth every
minute from the bowl of this unique spring. Come prepared t
revel in all these gay sports, or to do nothing but take life easy.
Excellent cuisine . . flawless service. And the nights! You will
sleep like a babe amidst the cool cypress trees and sweet odor of
pine woodlands.

0 For a week end party or
a week's vacation, write G.
Floyd Alford, Jr., Manager,
Radium Springs, Albany,

. ...- Georgia. Reservations desired
.f : in advance.

Radium Springs
Golf - - Swimming - - - Fishinp - - - Trap Shooting

Foui Miles South of Albany, Ga.

FISHERMEN-ATTENTION!!
We want to remind you to take your Kodak along

on your fishing trips-Your prize catch will last forever
if you "snap" it, and, too, you can prove your fish
story-The big ones don't get away in snap-shots-And
remember, if you want to stretch them a little, we can
enlarge them - A free enlargement for the best film
every day.

Remember, the place to leave your films is the Main
Branch Post Exchange or the 29th Infantry Branch.
We do the rest.

Don Johnson's Studio
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GUNBOTHAM'S SCHOOL DAZE
By E. L. M.

This columnist (thanks for the Father Time has taken his toll and

bird!) having been on D. S. over that such endurance contests had best
the week-end, Picnicers, Boxing Pro- be left for younger and more spright.
moters, Polo Players, and Benningites ly souls.
in general may breathe more easily. * * *
For the Ears That Hear All-and Punster Grier would be shamed into
print little-have gleaned absolutely silence in Rome. For all its citizens
no scandal this week. -whether of high or low estate-

* * * wisecrack at every available opportu-
We returned from Rome, Georgia, nity. Perhaps the tendency was de-

with a lot of stories that can't be told veloped in defense of the statute sent
and one report on the activities of by Mussolini a few years ago. It stands
the younger generation. Rome, being in front of the City Hall. You know
in the heart of Georgia, and Georgia the end-a lady wolf, with Romulus
being the hub of the Methodist Epis- and Remus sitting around, hungry.
copal Church, South, and the center like. Yes, they need a sense of
of the Baptist Belt, dancing on Sun. humour.
(lay is never tolerated, being consid- But to get back to our story. A
ered, quite naturally, a crimson splash seven-year-old kid was gravely watch.
in the eyes of Yahweh. But youth will ing the A. A. U. swimming chain-
be served. And it has become pionships. The swimming lanes were
costumbre in Rome to start dancing marked off with rope and the ropes
at 12:01 a. m. Monday. When the held afloat by a lot of white bobbers.
Romans sleep we do not know. Yes, The kid turned to us with his tongue
we attended the Monday morning af- in his cheek.
fair, and had a delightful time. A "Say, mister, I been watchin' them
delightful time, until the sun got trot lines all mornin', and I ain't seen
high-and hot-and we realized that a bite yet."

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

LARVA MIGRANS a quarter inch wide. The movement is

Lsat week we told you something greater at night and it itches very
about hookworm disease; how infec- severely. If there was ever an itch to
tion was entirely dependent on com- drive one crazy this is it. This is
ing in contact with the young worm. what the dog hookworm does to man.
Soil pollution with the bowel dis- There may be only one worm or
charges of an infected person result- hundreds all working along at the
ed in eggs being deposited on the same time in the skin of the hands,
ground which after a period of days face, arms, buttocks, legs and feet.
developed into young worms (larvae). The burrows extend from day to day
These larvae entered any person until the winding pathway measures
whose bare skin, usually the feet, 6, 8 or even 15 or 20 inches until the
came in contact with them. worm finally seems to wear itself out

with its wanderings. In two or three
Larva Migrans (creeping eruption) weeks it gives up the ghost and dies.

is a very near relative of the ordinary Loss of sleep, intolerable itching com-
hookworm disease. In fact it is a bine to make this disease one of
hookworm disease that is found onlyphscladmnltour.Sac-

in dogs, cats and other small animals. physical and mental torture. Scratch-

A different host has resulted in modi- ing causes secondary infection and

fications of the worm. It infects the therefore adds its part to a suffering
which seems to have already touched

human in a modified way, in that e t heems ofhavenalrad ced
young larval are unable to, or any I venture to state that every dog
rate do not, penetrate beyond theatovenr gto s.)tertha eendohuman skin. In the human hookworm at Fort Benning is, or has been, a
hman larvalgothougthe ha okw victim of hookworm disease. Knowingthe larval go through the skin into this fact it seems almost needless to
they are carried to the heart and then point out that our soil is heavily in-

the lungs where they crawl out fested with eggs and larval.to te lngswhee thy cawlout To prevent children, who are the
into the air spaces. From the air
spaces the worm goes up the trachea most easily infected, from acquiring

and finally reaches the gullet down this disease it is necessary to do two

which it crawls to a last reach the things (1) destroy, or impound all

small intestine where it attaches itself dogs and cats in limited areas. (2)

to the lining, completes development, Keep children with bare skins off the

and starts to reproduce its kind. ground.
If dirt must be played in, have a

The dog hookworm does this same protected sand pile and have the sand
sort of a journey in the case that the sterilized.
new host is a dog or cat, but prvoided
the new host be a human the journey
is greatly modified and never corn- TWO OFFICERS RECEIVE
plete. The young larval enter the LETTERS OF COMMENDATION
skin of man on any exposed surface. (Continued from page 1)
The younger the person, the more ten- "Your disregard of the possible dan-
der the skin, the more easily they en- ger to yourself in applying this reme-
ter. At the site of intrance there re- dy is an act worthy of the best tradi-
sults a small, reddened raised spot. tions of the service and presents an ex-
After the elapse of some hours this cellent example of the leadership
spot begins to move. In twenty four which officers of the Army should
hours the movements may amount strive to attain. I am gratified and
to an inch or more and behind is pleased to give this official recognition
left an irregular raised line perhaps of your action."

PERSONALS
(Continued from page 2)

days several of Mrs. Easley's relatives,
her mother, Mrs. 0. T. Craner of
Atlanta, her grandfather, Mr. J. D.
Collier of Houston, Texas, her sister
and brother-in-law Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Wickline of Beaumont, Texas, her sis-
ter Mrs. T. C. Rock of Atlanta and
Miss Eleanor Hutchison of Houston,
Texas, cousin of Mrs. Easley.

The little Misses Jane Cleveland,
Mary Frances Kelley. Virginia Pope,
Mary Ann Gutkowski and Peggy Deane
left Monday for Oak Mountain
Springs where they will attend a girls'
camp.

Colonel Duncan K. Major, Jr., left
Fort Benning Wednesday for Wash.
ington, D. C. where he will be assign-

ed to duty with the General Staff.
Miss Margaret Williamson of Wash.

ington, D. C. arrived Sunday to be
the house guest for a few weeks of
Miss Betty Catron.

Lieut. and Mrs. Howard Brimmer
with their daughter left Saturday for
Fort Francis E. Warren where Lieut.
Brimmer has been ordered for duty.

Lieut. Malin Craig left Sunday for
Savannah, Georgia to spend a week's
leave with his uncle Major Craig.

Miss Clarinda Newton who has been
the house guest of Lieut. and Mrs.
W. M. Ives for several weeks left
Tuesday to return to her home in
Florida.

Lieut. and Mrs. Richard B. Wheeler
are to be congratulated upon the
birth of a daughter bron on June 28th
at the Station Hospital.

Mrs. William Bibb and Miss Kath-
leen Orndorff arrived last Friday to
spend the week-end with Lieut. and
Mrs. James Pierce.

Mrs. Emil Leard left the Post Fri-
day for Cheyenne, Wyoming where
she will visit relatives for a few weeks.

Benning Briefs
(Continued from page 1)

had to do with a court martial. He
painted a graphic story of the clash
between the defense and prosecution
and his audience was sitting in the
atmosphere of a musty court room
whose conduct was stiff and lifeless
on account of the gloomy attaches. It
was while Captain Fry was warming
to his climax that he suffered the mis-
fortune of say the wrong thing at the
wrong time, or the right thing at the
wrong time, or something. Anyway,
he was greeted with howls and Lt.
Harmony delegated Lt. Johnson to in-
struct the unfortunate athletic officer
to order chicken dinners for three-
at a date not in the too distant future.

Dispensary Dope
(Continued from page 3)

noon time they landed in this city,
something must have gone wrong
for Monday night Bowden came back
without Allison? ??? ?-Wait a while,
Allison came in early Tuesday morn-
ing, but my, my, how he did look.
We just want to know what it was
all about. Maybe we can pick it out
of them after Sammie gets his sleep.
That is all he can say "Get away and
let me sleep."

Pvt. Deloch is spending his vacation
up in Tenn. He just couldn't stand to
see the 83rd F. A. stables so close by.
They made him home sick.

We would like to find out who this
new girl friend is that Sammie thinks
so much of. It is a Special Delivery
letter each day, one hour on the
phone just as soon as he has his
lunch. Go to it, big boy, we all bet
you know what you are doing.

Red Floyd: "Davis you would be
a good looking and a well built man,
all except one thing. One leg is long-
er than the other."

Pvt. Woods: "Well, you know he
is an exridge-runner."

Pvt. Smith of the Galloping Dental
Clinic, sure gets more mail than any
other boy down here but it's no won-
der. He's a doctor and the girls like
to address his mail "Dr. Jzstin C.
Smith, M. D."

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

THE POLITICAL PLOT THICKENS
The Third Party Movement launched by the Flare is gaining strength

rapidly and by the end of the current week it will have enough members to
hold a convention. It has been definitely decided to hold the convention
in Phenix City. Atlanta was favored at first, possibly because of General
Fuzzard's recently published statement that corn liquor was selling for $2.00
a gallon in that progressive city, but all opposition to the Alabama Metropolis
subsided on the General's assurance that he could get all he wanted any-
where at the same price.

We have given a great deal of thought to the name under which our
party will march to victory. We wanted a name that would attract voters
without scaring off contributors to the campaign fund. General Fuzzard, our
candidate for president, put it even more plainly in one of our many con-
ferences on the subject. "Get a name that will pull in the jack" quoth he.
"If we get enough it don't matter who wins the election". We rebuked the
General (an unaccustomed privilege we assure you) for his defeatist and
mercenery attitude, to which he replied that if we couldn't talk things over
among ourselves without dragging in a lot of obsolete moral principles we
could take our damned party and go jump in the lake-or words to that effect.

After much deliberation and discussion we have finally decided to adopt
General Fuzzard's suggestion to call our party the Progrestatic Party. You
won't find the name in the dictionary but, as the General says, "None of our
supporters are going to look in any dictionary anyhow. It's a great name.
It ketches the fellow who wants to make a lot of new laws about things he
knows nothing about and it appeals to theconservative guy, like myself, who
wants to keep things in the statue quo, so far as may be."

The choice of an emblem to go on the ballot was quickly settled. Gen-
eral Fuzzard insisted on an owl and we agreed when he gave his reason.
"I'm going to do my campaigning at night, ain't I? Besides the owl's a wise
old bird who don't say much but brings home the bacon. That's me, all over."

The most important thing yet to be decided is a party slogan. We want
something snappy like the one recently suggested for the Republicans by
the Chicago Herald Examiner, "Don't change toboggans while you're going
downhill".

ROMAN HOLIDAY AT RUSS POOL

"Better is the sight of the eyes than sl
the wandering of the desire." How Mrs.

-Ecclesiastes VI, 9. she did is s4
The great mixed bathing contest as she was n

between the girls and the boys reach- ive dark glass
ed an exciting stage on June 30th. is just charac
At the opening of the pool for the however, the
afternoon swimming hour the score one up.
stood two to one with the men in the
lead. Faithful readers of this column RI
will recall that Lieutenant Pierce and
Heriot stole a march on everybody by In our last

scoring early before the possibilties of former swi

of the adjoining showers situation absence from

were fully appreciated. Their lead has been not

was cut down when Lady Lucy Wil- agents. The i

liams, visiting young matron, invaded be reluctant

the masculine preserves but for near- ent stringent

ly two weeks thereafter the contest but thinly ve

languished. Charles Hun

Early in the afternoon swimming Abou Ben A(

period of the 30th, however, Mrs. crease) in L

Laurin T. Williams (wife of the poem, led al

newly arrived Tank Instructor and no have been alt

relation to Lady Lucy) while ostensi- er-for Color

bly drying her face with a bath of the pool's

towel, got past the "Men's Exit Only" -had our pi

sign without being challenged. Once been seen ai

across the Rubicon of the foot bath year been tri

she dropped the blindfold, gave one ever, that 1

startled look, uttered one horrified slipped one

"Omigosh" and emerged, blushing, to his daily plu

receive the customary ovation from fore we feati

the organized jeering section on the That makes
steps. apology, com

A short time later, at 4:50 p. in., to cord it the s

be exact, Mrs. R. K. Sutherland broke gave the orip

the tie by penetrating clear to the
men's shower room proper, at an op- The life o

portune moment, 'when each of the is hard. We
six uncurtained sprinklers were vain- Having writte
ly attempting to conceal a local run- Hunt for in

of-mine imitation of an undraped of conscienti.
Greek god. first hand inf

Mrs. Sutherland screamed, as good is deeply off
social usage requires, and retired- was not amor
slowly backward according to one insists that s
version, like a shot from a gun ac- ant last year
cording to her own. a sanitary s
Witnesses: Maj. Lytle (as usual) as Mrs. Har(

Mrs. Jack Thompson
Lady Lucy Williams While on 1
(who led the cheering) that in order
Lieut. John T. Whitelaw (Pleas

who was standing in the
hower nearest the door)
Sutherland got as far as
omething of a mystery,
tot wearing her distinct-
ses at the time. Maybe it
eter. Be that as it may,
girls now have the boys

E'TRACTION

issue we published a list
imming enthusiasts whose
i Russ Pool this season
ted by our ubiquitous
inference that they might
to conform to the pres-
sanitary regulation was

iled. In our list Colonel
t's name, like that of
rdhem (may his tribe in-,eigh Hunt's celebrated

11 the rest. This would
ogether fitting and prop-
iel Hunt used to be one
most consistent patrons

romise that he had not
mong the bathers this
ue. It so happens, how-
the swimming Colonel
over on us by resuming
nge about four days be-
tred him in The Flare.
us owe him our humble
plete, and we readily ac-
ame prominence that we
ginal citation.

)f an amateur columnist
get it going and coming.
en our apology to Colonel
cluding him in our list
ous objectors, we receive
rormation that Mrs. Stayer
Fended because her name
ig those cited. Mrs. Stayer
she was a regular attend-
r and that she objects to
bower bath jsut as much
ling or Miss Reed.

this subject we might say
r to be listed as a consci-

e turn to Page 6)
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Alexander Rosanoff, an aviator in
the Russian secret service, delivers a
packet of confidential papers to the
Russian embassy in Paris and per.
suades Colonel Shubin, ranking At.
tache, to take him to see the famous
Mata Hari perform an exotic dance.
Later, he follows her to a gambling
casino where she had gone to meet
Adriana, owner of the resort and an
enemy spy. Here she is told of the
papers and promises to get them from
Shubin. Yielding to a whim, she per.
mits Rosanoff to make love to her.
But in the morning she is annoyed
that she has shirked her task.

It did not lessen her exasperation
to be made aware of voices in the
boudoir. Often men bribed the ser-
vants, forced themselves in upon her;
she was accustomed to every trick of
approach, to every madness contin-
gent upon refusal. But really-on a
day like this-which she needed to
have clear-! And such an amiable
young Russian of whom she had been
thinking so kindly because he had
sense enough to take his departure
without arousing her!

Meanwhile, the colloquy went on
in the boudoir.

"Is Madame up yet?"
"Is she expecting you?"
"No but I know it'll be all right."
"But you can't come in here, sir!

You must wait in the drawing-room."
"That'll be all right. Tell her it's

Alexis.
The dancer could have imitated

every word of this from memory,
even to the gestures of apology and
helplessness which Marietta made as
she was swept aside before the ardor
of the suitor, even to the little glance
of triumph which the suitor would
not be able to refrain from giving
the maid when she, Mata Hari, out
of sheer impatience to have it over
with, would call, "Very well, Mari-
etta."

Poor young man! He did not know
what was in store for him!

His nice face, all shining with can-
did eagerness, his hands stretched out
impetuously for the welcome he was
so sure of, gave her a slight pang.
He was so happy! Best to get it over
with at once.

Swinging away from her mirror, she
met him with a brutal demand. "What
have you come back for?"

And he did not understand at all.
He went right on, silly and happy.
"I had to see you. I had an errand
to do this morning, and then I rush-
ed right back to you."

"Oh, Mata," he burst out, over-
whelmed at his first sight of her in
full sunshine, "you are so beautiful !"

"Yes, yes, but why did you come
here ?"

"I couldn't help it. Out there, the

birds were singing, and there was a
softness just like spring in the air
and-and my heart was so full of you
I had to come back and tell you that
I love you ... and take you to lunch."

"Vqry pretty, but it's almost two
and I have an engagement."

This time her irritation became ap-
parent to Rosanoff. He had enough
penetration to know that she wasn't
being in the least coy. She simply
didn't want to see him!

Some of the buoyancy went out of
him.

"But Mata you can break it. I must
take you to lunch."

"I told you I have an appoinment.'
For the life of him, he could not

see what he had done to offend her
Women were unaccountable but ever
so there was no reason.... He decid
ed to be masterful.

"And I told you to break it."
This was the everlasting straw

Mata Hari sprang up.
"You are a conceited fool!"
"W-What?" he stammered.

TMERES"

adapted rom fe n
bqKAkEN 8
bq arranqemei

"I can't imagine," she went on dis-
passionately, "what makes you think
I've given you the right to burst in
here and waste my time."

At last Rosanoff recovered himself t
sufficiently to speak.

"I'm sorry. Last night you told me
that you loved me."

"Did I? That was last night. Today i
I'm very busy." l

She rang for the maid.
At this Rosanoff could not restrain

an incredulous exclamation. She saw
by his face that he was shocked be-!
yond belief, not alone by the dismis- C
sal but by this ultimate rudeness. But
now it was too late. She meant to
finish what she had begun.i

"Marietta, show the gentleman out." ,
In a quiet voice, Rosanoff said,

"You are quite right. I have been a
fool. I won't make this mistake again." f

Nor did he commit the faux pas of
turning on his heel. t

He bowed quite correctly, leaving
Mata Hari, if he had only known it,
rather inclined to reinstate him in her
esteem, if not her affections.She had
to admit that his exit had been fully
as insulting in its dignity as her re-
jection in its bluntness, before she
forgot him wholly in the absorbing
affair of making her toilette.

For a concentrated business it was.
Ever since she had learned that
glamour could mean a career, she
had worked relentlessly to preserve
the spell now that it had been cast.
Whatever made for the mystery sur-
rounding her had been retained, what-
ever interfered with it, cast off, erased
with such a will that it was impossi-
ble to decide where, in her own recol-
lection, truth left off and fancy be-

gan.
Was she really the daughter of a

Dutch shopkeeper? No one had ever
learned this from her lips. To the
world, to her acquaintances, to her
intimatse, perhaps even to herself, she
clung to the account that she had
been born in Java, where her parents,
high-caste Brahmins had dedicated
her to the service of a temple. IHer
dances were part of the temple ritual.
Her name, Mata Hari, meant Eye of

the Morning. She had been in Java-
that was certain. She had studied the
religions of the Orient, that, too, was
evident. People who attempted to
confuse her with their questions were
obliged to admit as much.

Had she really been married to a
Scotch army officer and been beaten,
divorced, known hunger and every
privation, as was rumored? It was
perhaps the most complete tribute to
her reticence that even her maid
could not obtain the slightest clue
that her past had differed in any way
from which she chose to acknowledge.

She had one regret which she freely
admitted, that she had not based her
life more on her considerable talent
for the dance. Her distractions had
begun to pall on her; men she had
begun to find either troublesome or
wearisome. When she told Adriana
that she had become a spy for the ex-
citement, she was not lying. It was
the only game left-a glorious game!

At seven o'clock, returning from
another appointment, she dismissed
her car and took a taxi to Shubin's
quarters. He had had a table set in-
timately for two in the living-room.
He came forward while the servant

t was still announcing her and seized
her hands.

"If I'm late, it's because my sleigh
t was pursued by wolves."

"Ah yes, those wolves! They took
I you for a Russian naturally in your
- pretty costume."

She sat down at the table, throw-
ing aside her loose wrap. "Brr!" she

. said, "I am frozen ot death in your
"R .1 -1 a"

Shubin knew that it was only an
excuse for him to order a fire so that

"You're the most conceited, idiotic his man would have to leave the room.
boy I've ever seen." ICHAPTER V

It wasn't possible! But it was. The Quarrel With Shubin

II

. more dangerous.
They talked like old friends. Notic-

ing that he was reluctant to touch
the vodka, she suggested a toast and

JA I tooka sip or two herself. Ordinarily

she disliked the fiery stuff:It was Shubin after all, who pre-

A( ! cipitated their discussion. He told

nohon picture " her that he had had a visitor from

QOWN .the French Secret service.

~t Wik C' -.. ~"Dubois himself, no doubt?"/"Yes." he said after a moment.
In that case she anticipated that

J,-t the matter would not be quite so sim-

The dancer did not come to the ple as she had told Adriana. She
thought quickly, rather exhilarated. It

hoint as soon as they were alone, was much more fun to match wits and
however. Although she was sure of overcome obstacles.

Shubin, still it was advisable to be "Yes," she replied in a tone of in-

tactful with him. He had given her dfec"Ihere peteome-

much information. But often in the difference. "I rather expected some-

past she had been obliged to nurse thing was in the air. Dubois came

im through periods of remorse when, tosee me dance last night and I be-

i the depths of Russian melancholia,eve he had me followed to the Pa-

he had promised to hecome not only vilion. As if I were not prepared for

useless to her but dangerous. all that! Did he question you about

Men were so queerly foolish, senti- me, my poor friend? Is that why you

mental. A man had to cling to his are so dejected?"

pride and his honor even if he could When she came over to him and

do so only by lying to himself. A patted his hand, Shubin gave a deep
woman would dispense with pride sigh and looked up at her, pleading
and honor quite simply, without giv- as if he wished to be released from
ing them a thought, if, by so doing, some torment.
she thought she could get what she "Mata! He is in earnest and that
wanted. grim bulldog, once he has set his

So Mati Hari had made Shubin teeth, will never let go. I overheard
feel that to be a traitor really re- him last night. He said, 'some will

quired much more dash and courage dance and die."
than to be loyal since it was so much (To Be Continued)

On The.(

The column was in a quandary all

last week. It seems that Sgt. Sailor

Booth doesn't like publicity of the

kind he likes to turn in on others. He
accused the column of being partial
to his enemies but far be it from us
to separate the sheep from the wolves.
Shoot 'em all in, and if they are
printable, we will print it. If they
are not fit for the press, then we will
change them a little and print them
anyway. Our motto is, "Stretch the
truth as far as possible without break-
ing it."

Now the reporter who shot this
one in on Sailor kinda knew what
he was talking about. He referred to
Sgt. Booth as one of the outstanding
men of the I. S. D., and a man who
always tried to make his associations
with the better class of people, (in
the North Highlands district).

Ye scandal monger reports that this
heartbreaker, better known as "Sailor
Brown" or "Daddy" Booth was seen
talking with the famous sales lady of
Second Avenue. It has been noted
since then that a dull greenish color
shows in the form of a band on his
ring finger. Wonder why?

If you want he inside dope on
"Love Making," or "Love at First

(Please turn to Pae 8)

The New txpansicn
rclicuYf theherald

In keeping with the idea we expressed in our first

and' in succeeding issues, the Herald expects, this fall,

to begin an expansion program which will make it a

paper, even more' unique in its field than ever before.

This program will include many changes in editorial

policy that will give the readers better written and

more interesting articles. Get your subscription now.

Our New Rates

1 Y ear ............. ---------- $1.50

2 Y ears ------ -------------- $2.50

3 Y ears ......................... $3.00

The IUenninQ l era/d
111 - 12th Street

Phone 556
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Cowboy To Meet
Ching Johnson
In Ten-Rounder

I have long realized that to err is
human. It may be, too, that my eye-
sight is failing. But, try as I might,
I cannot see any good reason to get
all excited over a young man like
Jack Harp, of Warm Springs, Ga.,
who opposes Blondy Parker, a dough-
boy, on the last fistic card at Ben-
ning.

Now, I learn to my amazement,
that Harp has been dubbed welter-
weight of the South, a mythical title
boasting about the same value as the
title of a Russian count all run down
at the heels and mooching dimes for
sinkers and java along along some
metropolitan main stem.

Just where Harp annexed such an
honor is doubtful, unless he discov-
ered it while exploring the rubbish
along Pugilistica's back alleys. It is
quite possible the young man from
Frank Roosevelt's summer home town
has a sense of humor. It is possible,
too, that some other gentleman be-
stowed the title about Harp's neck,
stepped into the shadows and died
of convulsive laughter.

Surely Mr. Harp must know that
he is taking in a lot of territory to
call himself welterweight champion
of all these Southern states. It seems
to me you can find some fairly good

First National

Bank
Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Resources Over $2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representatives

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital----------$100,000.00
Surplus-----------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit
issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

CLUB
Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

the great Economy Bill would mean
an increase instead of a cut for every-
one except the aviators.

There is no depression in the Ben-
ning rumor industry. It has no un-
employed problem. Indeed, all hands
are working overtime and you can
hear anything from a straight tip that
officers changing station will be re-
duced fifty files in grade to authentic
information that anyone taking leave
will be shot at sunrise.

As we 'are contemplating taking
leave if we can do so without its cost-
ing us our commission, we are vitally
interested in all the latest stories. Hav-
ing been in the army quite a while we
know enough to discount seventy-five
per cent of all Post Exchange gossip
but the strain is beginning to tell. At
Russ Pool, in the office, at home, and
on the street, we hear these tales of
impending calamity. When we trace
these down we find that there really
isn't anything new and that nobody
really knows anything but the dead-
weight of partially enlightened but
highly articulate public opinion is get-
ting us down. We have been post-
nonin our denarture on leave from

day to day from sheer fright.
We've got to get away from all this

talk, however. Granted that only the
filthy rich and the foolhardy are tak-
ing any chances, we are going to shove
off pretty soon. We hope that you
will all attribute our courage to the
assurance that goes with vast wealth
and that you will tell our creditors.

ATTENTION LIGGETT AND
MYERS

Thomas Fields, the accomodating
attendant at the Officers' Cub, has a
son born in May. The usually perplex-
ing problem of a name was quickly
solved. It is Chester.

CITATION FOR THE WEEK

To Sheriff Wild Bill Tuttle, retiring
Provost Marshal, for the marked cour-

tesy and efficiency shown by the Mili-

tary Police in the discharge of their

duties during his regime and from the

rare combination of ability, discretion

and tact shown by their chief in the

administration of his difficult office.

Punk Baseball Shows ROTC Track MeetIn Intra-Mural Race UI,IlJ Cd,.E..JdW.,

L-J'

I

15 __co____Since Ching Johnson's flailing fists
bos dn aslammed Irvin Ashkenazy's mammoth

boys down around Miami and Tampa. hulk around in May, doughboy and
In romantic old New Orleans you'll civilian alike have chanted . . .

find some prelim boys good enough "We want Ching . . . We want
for anybody's main event. Lots of 'em Ching."
are welters. There's a good boy or With Captain Fry's kflind permis-
or so around Atlanta. Charlotte, Win- sion they'll see him Tuesday night
ston-Salem, Louisville, Memphis and against Cowboy Frankie Edgren, the
Houston and Dallas and Birmingham wild and wooly broncho buster from
like to pull up their chairs and tell Cheyenne, Wyoming.
you of their respective pugs who If Johnson disappoints his followers
know a little something about the it will certainly be the first time. He
ianly art of modified murder. Yet is a hard-working, two-fisted fighter

Mr. Harp rates head and shoulders who never slows down a minste. He's
above them-so I've just read.

* , * on top of his man from the word go
and big Bob Lawson, whose name is

That's what makes it rather diffi- well known to every fistic celebrity
cult to understand-his miserable wl nw oeeyfsi eert

in the land, has been one of Ching's
showing against Blondy Parker. I faithful trainers for the last several
heard no one referring to Mr. Harp weeks.
as the welterweight champion of the Benning fight audiences prefer
South at the time although I did punchers to the scientific sort of

overhear many uncomplimentary ap- scrappers who waltz gracefully about
pellaions such and "Ham and Egger," the ring, shifting their big brown
"Palooka," "wart," "pea-picker" andei
"go to it, country boy, you're better eyes in the direction of acquaintances
thano in the crowd ard deliver a blow that

t wouldn't dent an egg at intervals.

They like to seea couple of gorillas

The Fla re get in there and hang bruising blows

(Continued From Page 4) on each other's pan sufficient to cause
the receiver to settle in the resin

entious objector to the present re-

quirements for a thorough-going bath while their heels are aimed at the

before entering the pool one has to starry canopy overhead.

have background. He or she must They'll see another couple fo hard

have had a reputation as a fairly hitters in Cotton Batton, pride of the

regular devotee of the dog paddle, 24th Infantry, and "Panther" Jim of

side stroke, or flutter kick, as the Pittsburgh, Pa., and a product of Mr.
case may be, before the present regu- Roby who has earned the distinction

lations were in effect. As everybody of bringing nothing but good fighters
knows, there are many members of to the post.

the garrison who do not avail them- Bunker Hill and Tommy Thompson,

selves of the swimming pool now and the former a flashy soldier and the

who never did. Major Robert Lytle latter a Columbusite, are on the next

contends that these deserve special preliminary. Hill hits 'em and they

mention in that they were conscienti- stay hit. Thompson has been making

ous objectors even to the lax rules of a very good showing himself since

other years but we cannot admit this. getting into the bruising business.

Some of them have sinus trouble. Chick Liddell and Stratton Smith
are booked and this should be an en-

HOT AND BOTHERED tertaining little battle i nits own right.

Those congressmen whose idea of Herbert Yetmeyer and Sandy Huff are
economy is to harass the army and matched and there will also be two
navy must be blissfully happy. If be- more bouts.
ing up in the air made members of The show will begin at 8:15 p. m.
other branches eligible for flying pay, in Doughboy Stadium.

WHEN YOU TRY TO ASSIST YOUR. TERMIlLE

TEMPERED MOTHER-IN- LAW
v'lT- "THIS RESULT---

MAGINE YOUR SATISFACTION in having
a car that even a mother-in-law can't find fault

with-one of our used car values. See some of
our present bargains before they're snapped up.

MUSCOGEE CHEVROLET CO.
1501 FIRST AVENUE

I F YIt " .. . .. . .I r-LAA.., . . ..X.L ....A . .. ....

Boxing, Tuesday Night, July 12th
Doughboy Stadium 8:15 P. M.

CHING JOHNSON vs. FRANKIE EDGREN
FORT BENNING, GEORGIA CHEYENNE, WYOMING

COTTON BATTON vs. PANTHER JIM HERBERT YETMEYER vs. SANDY HUF

BUNKER HILL vs. TOMMY THOMPSON HERMAN McWILLIAMS vs. GHOST GHAS

CHICK LIDDELL vs. STRATTON SMITH BABE UNDERWOOD vs. DUMMY NIX

GENERAL ADMISSION 50c RINGSIDE $1.00
TICKETS ON SALE AT OFFICERS' CLUB, ATHLETIC OFFICE and all ORDERLY ROOMS

PHONE 100

F
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By BERNARD B. SWAYZE

"Men may come, and men may go,
but I go on making errors for ever,"
seems to be the motto of most all
the Benning baseball players. They
miss-um, thren throw 'em away, and
then try to eat the ball. When are
they going to stop?

The Artillery has blown up too
many times to mention, after starting
the season like a sure winner. The
I. S. D. has picked up wonderfully,
and if they can stop their arguing
among themselves they will make
some team smoke for the last half of
the season.

The Medicos have almost a cinch
on at least a tie for first place for
the first half of the split season. They
lead now with seven won and one
lost for an average of .875. They are
trailed by the Second Battalion with
six won and two lost, averaging .750.
If the Second Battalion wins from the
Medicos, they will have a chance at
a play for the league leadership for
the first half. If they lose, their chanc-
es are nil.

The First Battalion is in third place
with .500, whooped up by the Terri-
ble Tankers at .428. The Artillery,
I. S. D., and Special Units are knotted
at the bottom of the league with aver-
ages of .285 each.

The best game turned in for the
past week was the twelve inning affair
yesterday afternoon between the
Special Units and the Second Battal-
ion. Errors were rampant during the
first half of the game, causing the
Kells to lose to the Black Pirates in
the twelfth, 6 to 5. The Kells were
completely disorganized, and looked
like Ned in the first reader.

They used sixteen men for the
game, and ran the scorer nuts. The
book had one square inch that was
not written on.

Next week promises better baseball,
giving the fans a break they have
long been waiting for. The teams will
be battling next week for positions
as they never have before, and there
will be a little air-tight baseball. The

"ClU t U UtltUUY

The R. 0. T. C. Camp held its
track and field meet last Saturday as
a part of its program for Visitors'
Day at the Camp. The track and field
events were held in the Doughboy
Stadium, beginning early in the morn-
ing and continuing until midmorning.
A large crowd of spectators were wit-
nesses to the events, which brought
out some fine talent considering the
types of entrants which took part in
the events.

Fourteen events were held, with
Battery "C" taking the largest aggre-
gate number of points, 45. Battery

(Please turn to page 8)

Special Units looked like a million
dollars Thursday afternoon in the
latter part of the game, taking every-
thing on the go and making it good.

ARMY NAVY
TRAO MARK

OFFICERS
And

Enlisted Personnel
Can secure all their insignia and
uniform equipments at the

POST EXCHANGE
They carry a complete line of

N. S. MEYER, INC.

CORPS INSIGNIA
BUTTONS

INSIGNIA OF RANK
SABRES

SABRE CHAINS
SPURS, SPUR CHAINS

CAMPAIGN BARS
MEDALS

All our merchandise carries an

Unlimited Guarantee

N. S. MEYER. INC.
43 East 19th St. New York

IMAGINE YOUR EMBARRASSMENT
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Stars In Picture At Royal

Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE GRAND
SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Presentin,

"THE MAN FROM YESTERDAY," with Claudette Colbert
and Clive Brook. A quick courtship, a quicker honeymoon, and
a husband who, even more quickly, disappears from the life of
his affectionate wife. These are some of the ingredients-and
there are more just as copiously packed with heart-tugging
drama--in "THE MAN FROM YESTERDAY."

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Presenting, "YOUNG
AMERICA," with Spencer Tracy, Doris Kenyon, Tommy
Conlon, Ralph Bellamy, Beryl Mercer and Sarah Padden. Dif-
ferent outlooks on life are represented by Tracy and Kenyon
as a young married couple" Bellamy as the kindly judge of a
juvenile court; and young Conlon as a boy everyone considers
"bad." In this splendid picture, young Conlon gets his first
featured role.

TODAY, FRIDAY, JULY 8th: Presenting "DESTRY
RIDES AGAIN," with Tom Mix, Zasu Pitts, Claudia Dell and
others. At last-Mix in his first talking picture. The greatest
of all the Western stars is coming back in one of the most
romantically exciting cowboy pictures ever screened. He is
bringing with him Tony, his wonder horse, and a fine cast in
a real Western production.

AT THE RIALTO
TUESDAY: Presenting, "THIS IS THE NIGHT," with

Lily Damita, Charlie Ruggles, Roland Young and Cary Grant.
The hottest mixed-up roar since wives put Cupid's bows on
their lips. Charlie Ruggles with plenty on the hip. Lily Da-
mita with plenty of "It." Roland Young clowning around. Cary
Grant stealing their time. Grand plot. Hot songs. Get a load
of it and enjoy yourself immensely.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Presenting, "THE
SILENT WITNESS," with Lionel Atwill, Greta Nissen, Helen
Mack, Weldon Heyburn and Bramwell Fletcher. He dared not
speak though headlines screamed "guilty." Why did murder
end the hectic love-life of this gorgeous blond? Why (lid her
young lover's father forbid him to talk? Vhy did the boy con-
sent to hide what he knows?

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY: Presenting, "DARING
DANGER," with Tim McCoy. So nervyq exen his enemies
admired him. But there was no escape from his vengeance if
they double-crossed him. A rip-roading picture old and young
alike will enjoy.

AT THE ROYAL
(Beginning with Midnight Show: Saturday, 11:15)

ALSO SUNDAY, MUNDAY AND TUESDAY: Present-
ing. "WHAT PRICE HOLLYWOOD," with Lowell Sherman,
Neil Hamilton, and Gregory. Here's a heart-gripping drama of
the world, the flesh and the movies. She lived in Fame's glass
house and the world watched her every move. She bought
fame, luxury, Paris gowns, and paid what her world demanded

...But were the winnings worth the cost?

GRAND1 RIALTO
YOUNG AMERICA

Hundreds of books, plays and mo-
lion pictures have been turned out
in recent years dealing with home life
in this hectic age. The faults and vir-
tues, the pleasures and pains of do-
mestic existence today have been dis-
cussed from every conceivable angle
-- except one.

That one is the angle of boyhood.
How the youngsters of the nation re-
gard our modern scheme of things
and our high-pressure mode of liv-
ing constitutes a viewpoint that few
writers have touched. Yet it is of vast
significance to adults as well as to the
youths who in a decade or two will
be running the country.

What do these young people think
of marriage and divorce today? Of
our new educational -theories and JOHN BAP1QYMOIE asdKA1QEN
methods? Of their home surround-
ine. in this ,e of radios c a .ns , MO IYsn"AtQ$N5 LUPiN
cars and prohibition and mothers'
clubs and dozens of other outside in-
terests undreamed of thirty years ago?

Such questions are said to be an-
swered in a vivid and unforgetable
manner in a new screen offering that
Frank Borzage, the maker of "7th
Heaven," "Bad Girl" and "After To-
morrow" recently directed for Fox
Films. Presenting a survey of the
whole complex situation from the
viewpoint of two fourteen year-old
boys, Borzage has turned out what is
claimed to be the finest picture of his
career in "Young America"-a picture
that has aready aroused the enthusi-
asm of millions of theatre-goers for
its clever entertainment, and the ad-
miration of juvenile authorities and
educators for its fearless handling of
the facts.

With such celebrities as Spencer
Tracy, Doris Kenyon, Beryl Mercer,
Ralph Bellamy and Sarah Padden in
the leading adult roles and two juven-
ile screen "finds," Tommy Conlon and
Raymond Borzage, as the youthful
heroes, this film opens at the Grand
theatre next Tuesday and Wednesday.

ROYALI

WHAT PRICE HOLLYWOOD

A vivid vignette of Hollywood and
its environs, replete with the glamour
and striking color of the "nation's
most picturesque city," is authenti-
cally presented in RKO Pathe's new
Constance Bennett starrer which opens
at the Royal Theatre Saturday with
midnight show.

Miss Bennett is versatile in her
splendid enaction, revealing propensi-
ties for the humorous with as much
of her capabilities for the dramatic.
She surmounts her portrayal of so-
phisticated wit of "Lady With A Past,"
and embraces the humanly emotional
drama of her past successes.

Notables Highlight Swell Support
A host of screen luminaries is re-

sponsible for the splendid portrayals
among the supporting cast. Lowell
Sherman as a director couples a bar-
rage of laughs with effective drama
that is emotionally touching; Gregory
Ratoff contributes sheer comedy as a
producer, and reveal shis talents for
humor with the equal finesse of his
drama of "Symphony of Six Million,"
Neil Hamilton is the cleancut lover,
brilliant in his depiction of Miss
Bennett's husband.

Frank Revelation of Filmdom
Every phase of film colony life

from work to play is frankly revealed
in this tale relating the meteoric rise
of a waitress to the heights of suc-
cess as a film star. In "What Price
Hollywood" you may dine in the
Brown derby restaurant, loll on the
sands of Malibu Beach, or attend a
swank premiere at Grauman's Chinese
Theatre. If you prefer, you can visit
the studio to see a picture in the mak-
ing, spend an afternoon at a Beverly
Hills mansion, swim in its luxurious
ultra-modern pool, ride on its bridle
path, promenade on Hollywood Boule-
vard or view a horse race at Agua
Caliente.

ARSENE LUPIN
An auspicious event of the 1932

Lupin," presenting John Barrymore
screen season is the opening Sunday
and Lionel Barrymore in the first
at the Rialto Theatre of "Arsene
joint appearance of the celebrated
'tars in a motion picture. Karen Mor-
hey, John Miljan and Tully Marshall
have important supporting roles in the
production, which was directed by
Jack Conway, who last scored with
"Paid."

The well-known mystery stories of
Maurice Le Blanc which idealize
the debonair French thief, Arsene
Lupin, supplied the motivation for
the first appearance together of the
two Barrymore brothers, although the
picture is more directly based on the
Paris stage success on which Le Blanc
collaborated with Francis de Croisset.

Has Sophisticated Humor
The screen version, which is said to

be concerned as much with sophisti-
cated humor as with the unwinding
of the clever mysteries perpetuated by
the master thief of Paris., also empha-
sizes the romantic love affair between
John Barrymore as the thief and Miss
Morley as the police spy who poses
as a countess in order to track down
the elusive drawing room criminal,
but subsequently endangers her repu-
tation in order to protect the charm-
ing robber.

Lionel Barrymore's role as the de-
tective is said to outshine even his
effective work in "Mata Hari" and
"A Free Soul," and it is his oft-
baffled attempts to catch the gentle-
man-thief, who resorts to the most
amazing disguises and tricks to elude

I Grand
LAST TIMES TODAY

HIS FIRST TALKING PIC]

I

U

rURE

.. ... ....

COMEDY-NO VELTY.NEWS

SAT.-SUN.-MON.
Her body ached for the man she

loved . . . But she went back to
the man who loved her.

"THE MAN
FROM YESTERDAY"

With
CLAUDETTE COLBERT

CLIVE BROOK
Charles Boyer- Andy Devine

Sennett Comedy - Paramount News

TUES. and WED.
EXTRAORDINARY

A FRANK BORZAGE

Production

"Young America"
Spencer Tracy - Doris Kenyon

Tommy Conlon
COMEDY - NOVELTY -NEWS

detection, that results in most of the

picture's dramatic moments.
Settings Are Elaborate

What are said to be some of the

most expensive settings built at the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios were

required for "Arsene Lupin," whose

action takes place largely in those

homes, clubs and restaurants of Paris

which are representative of the fash-

ionable gatherings of the French me-
tropolis. Of additional intreest as re-

production of the interiro of the French

police laboratory in which is shown

the manner by which detection of

criminals is aided by means of masks
which emphasize every feature of a
auspect's face and of plaster 'casts
which provide measurements of every
part of the body.

The climax of the story takes place
in a replica of the famous Louvre
Art Gallery of Paris, a reproduction
which entailed collection of hundreds
of paintings. It is here that John Bar-
rymore effects his master disguise as a
flower seller and from which ultimate-
ly he makes a sensational escape.

THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
m

m.mw

:-O"

- 0im

I
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She paid the price of fame to a pub-
tic that wanted its pound of flesh!!

BIN NItIr
rips the veil from the world behind

the screen in

"WHAT DIWC
HOLLYWOODiR 0 Y A L

STARTS TOMORROW
NIGHT 11:15 P. M.
tSn..- Mon.- Tues.

RIALTO 1
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

TIM McCOY
In

"DARING DANGER"
Also-

First chapter of the thrilling Air
chapter play.

"The Airmail Mystery"
COMEDY

SUNDAY-MONDAY
JOHN and LIONEL

BARRYMoRE
In

"ARSENE LUPIN"
COMEDY- NEWS

TUESDAY
LILY DAMITA

In
"This Is The Night"

With
CHARLIE RUGGLES

RUDY VALLEE
Singing

"Kitty From Kansas City"
Keep Laughing

WEDNEsDAY-THURsDAY

"The Silent Witness"
With

LIONEL ATWILL
GRETA NISsEN

-Also-
COMEDY- NEWS
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Watch Repairing
LAMAR SMITH

PHONE 3032*^1201 BROADWAY

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1313

Stanton's Lunch Car
C. J. STANTON. Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY OUR STEW

Phone 29 1638-2nd Ave.

WE DELIVER

Boyce Real Estate
Company

Rentals - Insurance

Let us help find you a home

Phone 3838

19-13th Street

We sell you a car and will
buy it back in nine months
and pay you cash for it. We
keep a nice line of Chevrolets
and Fords along with other
makes, on hand. Our new
car line is Pontiac, Oakland
nd Franklins.

We are the largest used car

buyer. in Columbus

MeMUR-RIA'S.
1125 -6th Ave. Phone 2590

-ii

29th Infan try
COMPANY "G"

Old Sol continues to beat down in
spite of the incessant rain, and from
his present position in the skies there
is jsut about enough heat in the mid-
dle of the day to boil the hardest egg
a Fort Benning hen could lay.

If asked to express an opinion, ex-
pert opinion, I believe would hope
for more sun and less rain for the
coming target season beginning about
the middle of this month. If rifle com-
panies suffered for the want of good
light as badly as do Machine Gun
Companies for their recrod firing,
and rain continues to come down as
it has, we would just about finish our
target season in time for the Corps
Area maneuers next spring.

"G" Company lost a most crucial
game to Bn. Hdq. in the playoff for
the Bn. championship. We have no
kick. It was a good game and we feel
Bn. Hdq. will represent the Bn. well
in the playoff for the regimental
championship.

COMPANY "E"
Daivdson, James A., went to New

York and reenlisted for Panama; got
so disgusted around New York that
he decided to come back to Company
"E" 29th Infantry. So he packed up
and here is again with us.

(Corp. Gause), little pal, got his

ON THE Q. T.
(Continued from page 5)

Sight," just call on Sailor Brown
Booth, and get the latest, including
how to save on the engagement ring.

WHEREAS THE GUNNER MAKES

A COMEBACK

Some say that once a fighter has
left the game, he can never come
back. Here is a good tobacco-chewing
argument for you. Two bags of Beech-
Nut will turn the trick.

The hardest hitting fighter to ever
show at Fort Benning is on the way
to a comeback, and he looks good
for sore eyes, or what malady have
you. His left is working double duty,
while that famous right is rounding
into shape.

He has fought and defeated the best
the South could offer, and is a dan-
gerous threat at the present writing
for all boys under 170 pounds. He
will make the trip back along come-
back's trail, and show the ring worms
of what mettle he is made. Oh!. for
more fighters of the grit, integrity
and necessary fortitude of the Pride
of the 29th Infantry, Albert "Gunner"
DePratt.

ISSUE HANK SOME CANTEEN CHECKS
Hank Drawdy, famous paper arm

pitcher of the Artillery, now retired
from the game, seems to want a few
canteen checks. Hank likes his checks
pink, green, brown or purple trimmed
in bright yellow. All he wants is
checks.

The other afternoon Hank was star-
ing off into space, day dreaming,
when, without provocation, he popped
out with, "Monday is the eleventh,
isn't it?" Someone agreed. "Saturday
is the ninth, isn't it." All agreed.
Hank smiled and left the arena.

The only deductions we can draw
is that Hank knew all the while that
Sunday was the tenth, and that they
would issue canteen checks on Satur-
day, the ninth. Gonna buy a Rolls,
Hank?

R. 0. T. C. TRACK MEET HELD
(Continued from page 6)

"A" was next with 40, Battery "B"
with 28, Engineers with 24, and the
Signal Corps with 5. The winners,
or winning teams of each even were
as follows:

Hundred yard dash-Turk, "B,"
(10.4); one mile run-McQueen, J.

E., "B," (4.49); 120 yard low hurdles
-Simmons W. P., "C," (15) ; 220 yard
dash-Grant, "A," (25) ; 440 yard run
-McQueen, W. H., "A," (55.9); Sack
race-McGregor, S. C., (8.4) ; Shoe
race-Conant, "C"; High jump- (tied
for first place) Cameron, "A," Cotton,
Eng., Smith, "C"; Shot put-Arthur,

"A," (36 ft. 1-2 in.) Discus-Arthur,
"A," (112 ft. 5 in.) ; Tug-of-war, Bat-

tery "C"; 440 Yard relay-Battery
"B."

frame crawled the other morning for of the old gang, namely Sergeant Sar.
being in improper uniform for fatigue. gant, Pvt. lcl Soula and Pvt. Fitz-

Corp. Feagin, Oscar, took off yes- patrick.
terday on a fifteen day furlough to The target season has just started
Pineapple, Alabama. We wonder just and you ought to see the boys trying
what he will accomplish while away. to beat their last year's scores. Last

"High" Davis, the top kick, took year some of the boys didn't do so
an emergency pass to Miami, Florida, well, but enthusiasm is great this year
and Sergeant Millard F. Matthews was and all are likely to go over big. Some
acting first sergeant in his absence. of the boys are willing to stake their

Quite a few men were on pass dur- all on beating his fellow comrades'
ing the Fourth of July and the week last year's score.
end. Corp. Rains was celebrating his The baseball team is trying hard to
Fourth at Fort Mitchell and someone leave the bottom when the next half
stole his switch key and he had to is played. The first half was a jinx
borrow another man's "You drive it" to the team, they say.
to get back to the Fort.

We are all anxious to get on the COMPANY "C"
range and make our qualification. In view or the fact that the com-

McDonald our famous truck driver, pany was engaged in target practice,
has reenlisted and taken out a stack we still maintained the old dance
for three more years. He has also spirit and entertained with our usual
purchased himself a Chevrolet. dance on last Wednesday night. We

We have a new Corporal in the wish our guests to know that we ap-
company this week, Corp. Williams, preciated the large attendance despite
R. B. He is to be made at Headquart- the rain.
ers 29th Infantry on Wednesday, July "Holding and Squeezing" seems to
6, 1932. be quite the popular phrase during

We are all sorry to lose Colonel the target season. To one who might
Major this week. Hope we will like not be familiar with the meaning, we
our new Colonel Toffey as well. shall make it clear. It simply means

Our baseball team is winning all "Good wishes" to the man going up
their games, that is, all except one to on the firing line.
the Medicos. We are looking for re- We are glad to have Sgt. Toomer
venge on that team next week. We and Corp. Murray with us again after
have two teams in the city league and their long stay at the Tank School,
nine ball Dean looks great on second Ft. Meade, Md. They report many
base except he seemed to have a interesting happenings in the eastern
spring in his back and he could not cities.
stoop over. All balls went thru his
legs. Pretty Homes and Desirable Build-

ing Lots for sale on Easy Terms
on Fort Benning Road.

24th Infantry 12 F. FRIEDMAN
1027 Broadway Phone 2696

Coming events cast their shadows

Delore tnem. W IIat, on WtiIatis to tDe-

come of us? Technical Sergeant David
C. King husband of Mrs. David C.
King spent the week end visiting the
sick and afflicted. Yea! He did even
so. And the half has not been told.
Feeling so uplifted and benefited by
this benevolent gesture, his soul ex-
panded and feeling at peace with the
world, the said Sergeant passing one
of the several Houses of The Lord in
Columbus heard the beautiful strains
of, "Almost Persuaded" wafting hith-
er and yon in the cool evening breeze
and he did harken and straightway
enter the Church. Truth is stranger
than fiction.

The Band is well represented in the
invasion of Tuskegee Institute where
the 24th Infantry players; iwill do bat-
tle via tennis raquet. The occasion is
the Southern tournament and several
strips of the proverbial "bacon" are
expected with the heroes upon their
return with their shields. Players from
the Band are Privates first class Lau-
rin Decuir, David Mason and Charles
Penrose.

Armed with authority froni the
Band Commander, Captain M. A. Gil-
lis, who is heart and soul in the 24th
Infantry Band recreation room, Ser-
geants William W. Hodges, Alfred
Williams and Corporal H a r v e y
Rhodes soared forth into the city of
Columbus, Georgia intent upon buy-
ing at least a thousand dollars worth
of furniture for about two hundred
bucks which the Band Commander
had authorized the three musketeers
to spend in an effort to bring our long
awaited day room up to the standard
of the lobbies of the most up to date
hotels. To say these three modern
merchants of Venice did well would
be to put it mildly; these men did
themselves proud and with the advent
of the piano and pool table and hun-
dreds of other incidentals into our
lounge we believe it will be second
to none in the army.

At the present writing the Shuffle
Along is still shuffling and is a last-
ing monument to Mr. Henry Ford.

At this time dear readers and at the
next note of the gong this station
B A N D will sign off leaving the air
until the same date next week at
which time we hope that the powers
that be, aided by our Congressional

and Senatorial fathers will have solved
the problem of how to pay the writer
lis accrued pay from the 1st instant,

to say nothing of that which material-

sizes in the future.

COMPANY "A"
The Company has just received

froni Tank School Detachment three

V5j
"We want

COLLIN'S
Bread!"

(Y "Because we know it's good-better
by far than any other make !"C l/inS"/ dkery

1044 - 13TH STREET PHONE 4421

B. H. HARRIS CO.
R e n t i n g

Special attention given Fort Benning Officers

Kindly call and let us assist you in
getting located

Office, 12th Street Phones 250-251

B. H. HARRIS CO.

SPORTING EOUIPMENT

Swimming Suits that in-

vite a dip in the pool. In

snappy colors.

Tennis Equipment made

by famous makers. It will

actually imp ro ve your

game.

Athletic Department
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga.

"It Pays to Trade at Your Post Exchange"

~eauviffe

THE woman who
likes something
striking, some-
thing that is dis-
tinctly original in
Silverware and yet
in perfect taste,
will love the Deau-
yile-its bevelled
planes relieved by
the ebony glow of
rich black.

TEASPOONS
(the set of six)

$2.75

r.4 design in

COMIMUNITy PLATE

A set of six crystal gob-

lets free with a full service

set of six.

We Buy Old Gold

Pekor Jewelry Co.
1221 Broadway

Phone 2376

After the Theatre

TRY

A heaping dish of Fore-

most Ice Cream to top
off the evening.

You'll find it a most
refreshing and inexpen-

sive method.

Call the Soda Fount

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.
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Benning
Briefs

We promised last week some of the

more lurid details of the recent fish-

in trip to the Dead Lakes in which

"Ham" Kelly and Captain Fry parti-

(ipated. We have it on the authority

of one of the most keen observers at

Benning that this trip was fully up

to expectations, and, in the absence of

the far-famed conductor of the Flare,

we'll endeavor to shed some light on

the incidents which made up the trip.

The Flare, several weeks ago,

brcught to the attention of Benning

some of the diving talent of the post,

in the person of the Athletic Officer.
This is just and proper, for if diving
doesn't come under the head of ath-
letics, we don't know where it does
come. (Ours, however, all comes out
flat). But, it seems that Capt. Fry did
his fancy diving while still garbed in
the raiments of civilization, a very
unwise thing to do, as it is hard on
clothes. The fact remains, though,
that he did.

Lt. Kelly, so the story told by our
correspondent goes, evidently must
have admired the athletic officer's suc-
cess and tried to emulate him. While
he was busily fishing, and the line
was bobbing up and down, suddenly
he decided that the hook and line
method was too slow and that the
other method was more efficient, for
he went over head first into the black
depths of the Lakes. What the fish
did when he saw this apparition com-
ing, is not recorded, but, if it was a
lady fish, we have no further doubts.

Another juicy story of the trip
brings out the fact that Captain Fry
(He's coming in for quite a lot of
publicity, isn't he?) retired to the cab-
in after a morning's fishing and stay-
ed there for the rest of the trip. We
can only conjecture, as regards this
incident, that the Cap'n was either
ashanied that Lt. Kelly was a better
diver than he was or that he does
not like the waters of the Dead Lakes,
particularly as a swimming pool.

0. 0. McIntyre, in the latest issue
of Cosmopolitan, brings out a bit of
homely philosophy from an old timer.
"I've had a lot of things to worry
about" says the old boy "but most of
them never happened." A most ap-
propriate bit of wisdom, we call it, in
view of the present times.

*g *

The trick grass and weed burner
that invaded the Post last Wednesday
was "the stuff." It made quite a side-
show, but we'd hate to meet it on
a dark night. Might prove a little
weird.

We've heard of farm relief and un-
employment relief, but now we know
what "Army relief" is when we hear
the contented sighs chasing around the
Post as the news comes that there
will be no cut in the officer person-
nel of the Army.

Lt. Gunbotham has run out on us
and we can't find him. He failed to
come through with his copy this
week and, on investigation, we found
that he had gone on a month's leave.
Most unkind, we say, and hope that
our readers won't miss his temporary
departure from our columns too
much.

Benning Soldier
Killed In Wreck

Of Motorcycle
Corporal Willis E. Cunningham, of

the Infantry School Detachment, at

Fort Benning, was killed while riding

his motorcycle on the Macon Road
about six miles from Columbus. Cor-
poral Cunningham, according to re-
ports, was riding at a high rate of
speed toward Columbus, when his
machine left the road on a downhill
curve, ran back on the road, and
finally left the road again. The rider
was probably instantly killed, his
neck and right arm were broken, and
his skull probably fractured.

The accident occurred at about 3:30
Thursday afternoon, while Corporal
Cunningham was returning to Fort
Benning. He was accompanied by an-
other soldier and by the son of Doc
Brooks, of Columbus, at the time of
the accident.

Corporal Cunningham was the son
of M. C. Cunningham of Bellmore,
Ohio, and was on duty at the Public
Relations Office of Fort Benning,
which position he has held for sev-
eral months. He first enlisted with
the 31st Infantry in 1919 and served
in Siberia under Lt. LeRoy W. Yar-
borough, who is now Public Relations
officer of the Post. He returned to the
United States for service with the
Coast Guard on the Pacific Coast and
was stationed at San Francisco. He
was transferred to the 96th Division
and was in the Finance Department,
stationed at the Philippine Islands
from 1922 to 1925. He was stationed
at Tientsin, China with the 15th In-
fantry from 1925 to 1927, and while
there he served as an associate edi-
tor of the "Sentinel." He was dis-
charged in 1927 after which he worked
with the American Express Company
until his reenlistment in 1929, with
the 7th Infantry in Alaska. He came
to Fort Benning in 1931 and worked
with the Infantry School News until
its suspension in April, after which
he was assigned to the Public Rela-
tions Office.

Corporal Cunningham conducted a
column in the Herald until recently,
when it was discontinued, and had
written several articles for the col-
umns of the paper. For the past few
months he has served as a member of
the Public Relations Staff under Lt.
Yarborough.

Contract Awarded

For Construction
Of New Quarters
Construction of nine quarters for

noncommissioned officers and 90
smaller buildings to be used as gar-
'iges is expected to begin at Fort Ben-
ning within the next few days under
the terms of a contract which was
twarded on Tuesday by Captain Carl
Jabelonsky, constructing quartermas-
ter, to Donald McIver of Atlanta.
Bids were received on the project
several weeks ago from a number of
local contractors and have been un-
der consideration in the construction
dlivision of the Quartermaster Gener-
al's office which today instructed Cap-
tain Jabelonskey to award the con-
tract to Mr. McIver whose bid was
$62,589.86. Under the terms of the
contract the buildings must be com-
pleted within 120 working days.

THE

ROUTE TO
CITIZENSHIP

Armed with broader knowledge, and I

inspired by new ideas of citizenship,

more than four thousand young Am-

ericans of southern states returned to

their homes this week upon the con-

clusion of a one month period of

voluntary training in the seven Citi-

sens' Military Training Camps of the

Fourth Corps Area. Similar camps

in other parts of the country, which

are now in progress or are about to

begin, will give the same training to

thirty-four thousand other young men.

Altogether, the camps of 1932 will

add reinforcements numbering 38,000

to the civic forces which are girding

themselves to carry on the fight

against lawlessness, organized hood-

FUTUPE
CITIZENS

all the others fall out of the proces-
sion before the goal is recalled. They

remain in line just long enough to

exhibit a flaw which each of the sev-

eral searching and progressively se-

vere tests in the series is designed to

reveal.

The artist has drawn an imaginary

machine designed for mass production
of responsible citizens and has shown

in detail its operations from the mo-

ment it receives its raw maerial to

the time when it discharges its fin-

ished product. Raw materials, in the

form of untrained individuals, are

fed into the hopper. There the obvi-

ous misfits and undesirables are quick-

ly separated and discharged. They do

lumism, gangster rule, and corruption not even get into the main part of

of government.
This drawing is a father's concep-

tion of the process through which he

saw his own son pass, in company

with the sons of hundreds of other

men, and emerge, at its conclusion,

stamped with the approval of a severe

and precise evaluating system. The

artist who drew this picture is also a

Major General in the United States

Army, a fact which lends further in-
terest and emphasis to his description
of his son's progress in the lessons of
citizenship.

In composing his picture, Major
General Stephen 0. Fuqua, Chief of
Infantry, has taken for his inspiration
one of the marvelous machines which
are used in American industry to in-
sure the perfection of its products
and to maintain their superior stand-
ards. He has likened the training
program of the Citizens' Military
Training Camps to the operations of
one of these machines which sorts
The articles which pass through it,
evaluating and separating the good
from the bad, discarding the misfits,
the imperfect, all those which do not
measure up to the specificaion stand-
ards set for the finished product. Only
the best survive the selective process,

the machine. After this first sorting,
those that are left are passed into
the mechanism and there they meet

their first test, which determines their

physical fitness for the rigorous regi-

men which is to follow. The weak-

lings, the unfit, fall out here, and they

are shown falling through the aper-

ture whose gap represents a gauge

which quickly reveals their deficien-

cies. The survivors of this test find
other ordeals awaiting them as they
pass through the machine, each of
which is a pitfall for the unwary or
the inept. Near the end of the ma-
chine is shown a finished unit which
has passed through all of the testing
processes and is ready to take its
place with the others which have been
approved. These are then shown in
two roles for which they have been
prepared-home defenders and future
citizens.

The artist has entitled this picture
"The C. M. T. C. Route to Citizen.
ship," but he could have with equal
propriety and correctness entited it
"The R. 0. T. C.," "The National
Guard," or "The Regular Army Route
to Citizenship," for American military
training and American citizenship
training are synonymous.

Reserve Officers'
Training Camp
Ends Its Session

The Reserve Officers' Training
Camp which opened at Fort Benning
on June 6, with a total personnel of
three hundred and seven members,
will officially close on Saturday July
16, with presentation ceremonies, in
which the students will receive their
medals for athletic events, their marks-
manship badges and their certificates
of attendance at the camp. Commis-
sions as 2nd Lieutenants in the Re-
serve Corps will be presented at the
same time to seventeen of the cadets
who have been in attendance at the
camp.

The instructional facilities of Fort
Benning have been placed at the dis-
posal of the officials in charge of in-
struction for the cadets and they have
received training in practically every
field of elementary work in Field
Artillery, Signal Corps and Engineer
branches. Athletic instruction has also
played a prominent part in the rout-
ine of the camp, and teams repre-
senting divisions of the camp have
contended in field and track events
and in baseball games on several oc-
casions.

The students at the camp represent
colleges in Georgia, Alabama and
Florida, the largest group having
come from the Alabama Polytechnic
Institute at Auburn. The University of
Florida and Georgia Tech are also
represented by groups of students.

During their course at Benning the
cadets have had actual field work with
the guns, equipment nad horses of
the 83rd Field Artillery, the seventh
engineers and the signal corps in-
structors. Firing, building of tem-
porary bridges and instrucion in com-
munication were among the divisions
of the course which was given the
cadets as a part of their training,
which covers a period of six weeks.
Marksmanship has also been one of
the points which is stressed by the of-
ficials of the camp.

On Saturday the students will turn
in their equipment to the Post store-
room and will police the camp area
thoroughly. The graduation ceremo-
nies will take place in the morning
and Major Gustav H. Franke will pre-
sent their commissions to the cadets
whose proficiency has qualified them
for this award. The following students
will receive commissions:

Jack S. Ganttjs, Signal Corps
John McGregor, Signal Corps

Daniel A. McKeevor, Jr. Signal
Corps

Thomas A. Manning, Signal Corps
Tarver S. Murphy, Jr. Signal Corps
Jack S. Murray, Signal Corps
Morris T. Reed, Signal Corps
Lawrence B. Short, Signal Corps
Withers Birdsong, Engineers
James W. Cantrell, Engineers
Robert C. Hanson, Engineers
Cecil W. Mullin, Engineers
Joseph M. Plant Jr. Engineers
Ben A. Bentley, Field Artillery
Lawrence F. Camp, Field Artillery
Herbert Harris, Field Artillery
William Johnson, Field Artillery
The last of the weekly dances which

have been a feature of the social life
..of the camp will be held tonight and
will be sponsored by the Scabbard
and Blade Society, which has several
representatives among the students at
the camp. The last of the instructional
activities which will be given the
students will be a tank demonstration
at the Tank Park this afternoon and

(Please turn to page 8)
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FELICIA C. HOWELL, PHONE 389

Miss Barbara King Entertains At In-
formal Tea Honoring Miss Bess Berry

Miss Barbara King was the hosess
at an informal tea on Monday after-
noon entertaining at the quarters of
her father, Maj. Gen. King, as a com-
pliment to Miss Bess Berry who leaves
shortly with her parents for Boston,
Massachusetts. Zinnias of every color
were used for the decorations. In the
dining room the tea table was laid
with a lace cloth and in the center
was a bowl of red roses. Red tapers
in silver candlesticks completed the
appointments.

Miss King had as her guests a
group of the younger set, they were:
Mesdames Leroy Krauthoff, Brendon
Greeley, Karl Fritsche, T. L. Dunn,
C. B. Irwin, Edward Chazal, George
Howell and Washington Ives; and
the Misses Bess Berry, Margaret Ber-
ry, Nana Seeley, Nancy Stillwell,
Page Michie, Elizabeth Ports, Alice
Churchill, Clarinda Newton, Laura
Churchill, Virginia Henderson, Iar-
riet Atkins, Margaret Hall, Sue Pal-
mer, Landon Reed, Margaret Moore,
Edith Kendrick, and Miss Brita Jabe-
lonski.

ATTENTION LADIES-
FOR SALE: Vacuum Cleaner,
Hoover. PracticalJy N e w-
With all attachments. 1/2 Price.

M. D. GREEN
Phone - - 596 or 1326-R

200 Rooms Fire Proof

Ralston Hotel
COLUMBUS, GA.

Headquarters Incoming
Officers and their families.

Popular Priced

COFFEE SHOP

Excellent Food
Good Service

C. L. ARNOLD, MANAGER

LT. AND MRS. JOHN HARMONY
CELEBRATE WEDDING ANNIVER.

SARY WITH PICNIC

Lieut. and Mrs. John W. Harmony
celebrated their eighth wedding anni-
versary Saturday evening with a de-
lightful picnic at Jeffs Hole. The
guests motored out to Jeffs Hole at
eight where swimming and a late sup-
per was enjoyed. Those enjoying the
'Tarmonys' hospitality were: Lieut.
-n I Mrs. R. R. Martin, Lieut. and Mrs.
Albert Pierson, Lieut. and Mrs. Rich-
ard Baughman, Lieut. and Mrs. Ores-
tes Cleveland, Lieut. and Mrs. G. P.
Howell, Lieut. and Mrs. James Bowen,
Lieut. and Mrs. Lynn Brady, Lieut.
and Mrs. Louis Rutte, Lieut. and Mrs.
J. C. Fry, and Lieut. and Mrs. Rob-
ert Nourse.

MISS EMILY
TAINS WITH

BEFORE R.

BROWN ENTER-
BUFFET SUPPER

0. T. C. DANCE

Miss Emily Brown, attractive daugh-
ter of Col. and Mrs. Thomas Brown,
,mtertained a few of her friends Fri-
day evening before the R. 0. T. C.
dance with a delightful buffet supper.
The table was laid with a lace cloth
and an effective center piece of zin-
nias with tapers of yellow were used.

Her guest list included: The Misses
Mary McDavid, Betty Welty, Eleanor
Bonesteel, Betty Catron, Margaret Wil-
liamson, Maxine Rife, and Messrs.
Morris Reeves, Dick Welty, Lawrence
Short, Rhea Lattslery, John McGregor,
Bill Morrison, and James Boterweg.

MEMBERS OF SUB-DEB ENJOY

PICNIC

One of the most enjoyable events
of the week for the sub-debs was the
"no host" picnic Saturday evening at
Jeffs Hole. The young set enjoyed an
early swim followed by a picnic sup-
per. They were: the Misses Louise
Waddingon, Elizabeth Beatty, Maxine
Rife, Margaret Berry, and Messrs.
Kenneth Kendall, Junior Beatty, Don
McKeevor, Dixon Wadsworth,
Ralph Hoffmeyer, Jim Shackleford,
George Beatty and Bill Simmonds.

MISS NANCY STILLWELL ENTER.

TAINS PUBLIC RELATIONS CLUB

WITH WAFFLE SUPPER
Miss Nancy Stillwell entertained on

!Monday evening at the quarters of
her parents, Col. and Mrs. J. W. Still-
well with a delightful waffle supper
for the Public Relations Club. Assist-
ing Miss Stillwell were Miss Nana
Seeley and Miss Marguerite Moore.

MRS. GUY McKINLEY ENTER-

TAINS WITH LUNCHEON AND

FOURSOME OF BRIDGE

Mrs. Guy McKinley entertained
Thursday at her home with a delight
ful luncheon followed by a table of
bridge. Her guests were; Mrs. James
E. Bowen, Mrs. Carl Anderson and
Mrs. G. P. Howell.

WEEKLY DANCE GIVEN BY

R. 0. T. C. STUDENTS
A SUCCESS

The weekly (lances given by the R.
0. T. C. students at the Polo Club
this Summer have afforded a great
deal of pleasure to those who have
attended and Friday's affair was no
exception. Many young ladies belong-
ing to the younger set of Fort Ben-
ning and Columbus attended. The
24th Infantry orchestra maintained its
reputation for good dance music and
dancing was enjoyed from nine to
one. Sandwiches and cooling drinks
were served.

MRS. OMAR BRADLEY ENTER.
TAINS BRIDGE CLUB

Mrs. Omar Bradley entertained her
bridge foursome at her quarters Mon-
day with luncheon followed by bridge.
Those playing were: Mrs. Guy McKin-
ley, Mrs. Roger Harrison and Mrs.
John Andrews.

MARY JANE MERRILL CELE-
BRATES ELEVENTH BIRTHDAY

WITH SUPPER AND MOVIE

PARTY
Mary Jane Merrill celebrated her

eleventh birthday with a supper and
movie party at the quarters of her
parents, Capt. and Mrs. Howard Mer-
rill. She had as her guests: Ruth De-
roin, Ann Betts, Evelyn Renth, Tony
Berry, Barbara Monroe, Martha Mer-
rill and Marion Merrill.

MRS. ORESTES CLEVELAND HOST-
ESS TO BRIDGE CLUB

Mrs. Orsetes Cleveland entertained
her bridge club Friday with a de-
licious luncheon followed by two
tables of bridge. Her quarters were
attractively decorated in many color-
ed zinnias. Her guests were: Mrs.
George McManus, Mrs. Omar Bradley,
Mrs. George Howell, Mrs. Lynn Brady,
Mrs. James Bowen, Mrs. Raymond
V ermette, and Mrs. Clayton Stude-
baker.

PHIL HAJSLEY CELEBRATES

NINTH BIRTHDAY WITH DINNER

PARTY FOLLOWED BY MOVIES
Phil Haisley entertained with a

lovely dinner and movie party Friday
evening at the quarters of his parents,

Capt. and Mrs. Chester Haisley, to
celebrate his ninth birthday. His
young guests were: Worth Wimberly,
Paul Fowler, Alec Stuart, Frank De-
roin, Jack Albright, and John Cleve-
land.

PERSONALS

Capt. and Mrs. William B. Tuttl
with their son and daughter left las
Tuesday for Plattsburgh Barrack

If You Should Die
the day after taking a

Family Income Policy for
$10,000.00

With
AETNA LIFE

INSURANCE COMPANY
Your beneficiary would receive

$100 Per Month
for 20 years and then be paid
$10,000.00 Cash or fifty dollars
per month for over 32 years.

Woodson Hocker
AGENT

PHONE 2956 COLUMBUS
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Many springs waters, in seeping
through rocks to their outlets, become
impregnated with healthful minerals,
and this is evidently true of Radium
Springs. A dip into these radio-active
waters helps to relieve nervous irri-
tation and fatigue with the result that
the bather or swimmer has a refresh-

(Please turn to page 4?

ARMY NAVY
TRADE MARK

OFFICERS
And

Enlisted Personnel
Can secure all their insignia and
uniform equipments at the

POST EXCHANGE
They carry a complete line of

N. S. MEYER, INC.
CORPS INSIGNIA

BUTTONS
INSIGNIA OF RANK

SABRES
SABRE CHAINS

SPURS, SPUR CHAINS
CAMPAIGN BARS

MEDALS
All our merchandise carries an

Unlimited Guarantee

N. S. MEYER, INC.
43 East 19th St. New York

U

I .

FSCIAL ICWLICLITS

where Capt. Tuttle has been ordered

for duty.
Lieut. and Mrs. Norman Caum left

the Post last Tuesday with Lieut.

Caum's mother for duty at their new
station, Fort Snelling.

Mrs. Lucius K. Patterson has re-

turned from Decatur, Georgia, where
she visited relatives for a few weeks.

Lt. Col. Charles H. Bonesteel ar-
revid at Fort Benning Tuesday from

Washington, D. C. where he was on
duty at the Army War College. Col.

Bonesteel has been attached to the
24th Infantry for duty.

Maj. George L. Kraft departed on

Thursday for Washington where he

will be on temporary duty for a few
days.

Miss Louise Waddington who is at-
tending school at Ashley Hall in
Charleston, S. C., arrived Friday to
spend the Summer with her sister and
brother, Lieut. and Mrs. James E.
Bowen. Miss Waddington has been
visiting school-mates in the East from
the closing of her school up to the
present date.

Lieut. Gerald J. Gabriel left the
Post on July 3rd to spend a week
on a fishing trip with friends in
Florida.

Col. John L. Toffey left Tuesday
for Washingon, D. C. where he has
been called for a conference with
the chief of staff.

Lieut. and Mrs. W. H. Bartlett and
small sons arrived on the Post Thurs-
day to remain until September when
they will report at West Point for
station.

Mrs. James R. Pierce left Saturday
for a three weeks' stay in Troy, Pa.
where she will visit Lieut. Pierce's
family.

Lieut. William Caldwell left Fort
Benning Saturday for New York. He
will sail on the July Transport for
Hawaii.

Radium Springs Is
Famed Over South

On the Apalachian Scenic Highway,
4 miles from Albany, Ga. is the popu-
lar Radium Springs Resort, formerly
kiiown as Blue Springs. This resort has
become famious for its healthful radio-
active springs. Yet, strange as it may
seem, no one seems to know precise-
ly what health properties are charac-
:eristic of these waters.

-1-

The GOLFERS

are GATHERING

at Radium Springs

A long daive a e!2an putt
. and a low score! There's

something about Radium Springs
that makes a golfer play his best.
Maybe it's the air. Or maybe
it's the inspiration one gets when
playing this championship course.
Experts pronounce it one of the
best in the country. All 18 holes
are sportily designed to bring
every club into use. Between
games swim in the cool, health-
ful waters of Radium Springs.
Play tennis on excellent clay
courts. Stroll along the banks of
the Flint River amidst lovely
cypress trees and pine woodlands.
By all means, week end at
Radium Springs. Come for the
time of your life! Excellent cui-
sine .. flawless service. Write
G. Floyd Alford, Jr., Manager
Radium Springs, Albany, Geor-
gia, for reservations.

Raditim
Springs

4 miles south of Albany, Ga.

COOLER.. BETTER.. MORE
DURABLE UNDERTHINGS

ASHION Utility an d
Comfort are combined

in these garments as they
never were before.

Look over our stock and

judge-for yourself whether

you'll like them!

Qift and Special Order Dept.
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga.

"It Pays to Trade at Your Post Exchange"

Effortless

1217 Broadway Phone 3718
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DESSERTS
Ice cream is the most

adaptable a n d deli-

cious of desserts, es-

pecially ours, because

we make it so care-

fully.

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE
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smo ers want a

fessure

W E LIVE in a fast-moving age.We work harder.., play harder
0 .. travel quicker. And we smoke more
cigarettes.

But there's this about it: They have
got to be milder today. In this high-
pressure age, smokers don't like strong
cigarettes.

About four miles of warehouses are
filled with mild, ripe, Domestic tobaccos,

stored away to age for two years to make
them mild and mellow for CHESTER-
FIELD Cigarettes.

To make sure that CHESTERFIELD is
a milder cigarette, the greater part of 90
million dollars is invested in the tobaccos
used in CHESTERFIELD. These tobac-
cos are "Cross-Blended."

This "Welding" Together-or "Cross-
Blending"--permits every kind of to-

bacco used in the CHESTERFIELD blend
to partake of the best qualities of every
other type. It's the same principle that
Burbank used in crossing different fruits
to make a still better fruit.

CHESTERFIELDS are milder... never
harsh... and that's why, in this high-pres-
sure age, more smokers, men and women,
are changing to CHESTERFIELDS every
day.

01932. LIGGEIT & 3 /!YFRS ThT3ACC() Co.4YERs TOBACCO CO.
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1HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

SNAKE BITE mostly absorbed. Suction should be
Several varieties of snake whose applied first to the bite and later to

venom is poisonous to man are found the cross cuts ot help remove the
on the Fort Benning Reservation. venom. Suction apparatus consists of
Twenty-five milligrams of venom has a glass bell and rubber bulb, such as

been considered as the dose fatal to a breast pump. Suction should be

a man weighing 150 pounds. kept up for 20 minutes every hour
The average diamond-back rattler even for 24 hours and when without

injects 220 milligrams at one bite; mechanical equipment perhaps one

the average cottonmouth moccasin may take a chance with your mouth

injects 150 milligrams or six times and lips. This may be considered

the fatal dose; the average copper- first aid.

head about 45 milligrams, or 2 fatal The patient should be rushed to
doses; the red rattlesnake 60 milli- the hospital for it is there that anti-
grams or 2 fatal doses; the average venene can be given. Antivevene is
pigmy rattlesnake 6 milligrams or the only treatment that will neutralize
1-4 the fatal dose. the venom in the circulation. Anti-

There is a difference in the poison- venene as manufactured in the country
ous properties in the different kinds is a horse serum which contains neu-
of venom. Venom from the water moc- tralizing substances against the venom
casin is the most poisonous; that from of all varieties of rattle snakes, the
the ground rattler the least. moccasin, and the copper head. Anti-

The most common place for snake venene should be given as soon as
bite is on the legs. Three times out possible after the bite. When given
of four the lower extremity is the lo- early and in sufficient dose it will pre-
cation of the bite. About once in vent a fatal outcome. At it is perhaps
four times the bite is on the hands never possible to administer anivenene
or arms. Bites on the head or body immediately at the time of the bite,
are fortunately rare, only three times we must never forget that the first aid
in a hundred. When one is bitten by treatment is of the utmost importance.
a poisonous snake several things are Without this first aid we can not save
immediately noted: (1) a profuse the life of the victim, or at least only
bleeding of the wound; (2) a fiery rarely, even with the aid of antiven-
pain; (3) rapid swelling; then fol- ene.
low nausea vomiting and signs of

shoc, rpidpuls an colaps. Dath To prevent snake bite it is neces-shocksarypto rememberdthatlmost.always
may occur within forty minutes. Itsaytre mbrhtmotlws

they occur on the exposed surfaces
therefore follows that treatment must of the body. When you go into a re-
he begun at once if we hope to save gion infested with snakes guard your
the victim of snakebite, legs with high boots or stiff leggins,

TREATMENT and don't explore bushes, rocks and
(1) Prevent a fatal dose getting ledges with the bare hands until you

into circulation. This means placing poke around them with a stick. In

a tourniquet above the bite. The tour- make aro u bem bot s i ckh I n

niquet must be loosened every 20 min- marsh wear rubber boots hip high.

utes to reestablish circulation and With the exception of the diamond

prevent gangrene.,Then above the bite back all snakes will run away if given

cross cuts must be made to allow the chance. Kill all poisonous snakes.

free bleeding to wash out the venom. Save king snakes, racers, black snakes

As the swelling increases there should and others for they kill and eat rattle

be made more cross cuts around the snakes of a smaller size. Turkeys,

edge for this is where the venom is hawks Vnd owls kill poisonous snakes.

RADIUM SPRINGS forty miles of the canyon, could fur-

nish 120 gallons of water a day for
(Continued from page 2) every person in all the cities of the

ed, exhilarating feeling of renewed United States of over 100,000 inhabi-

health and vigor. Other famous springs tants.

in the United States noted for their The temperature of springs is nearly

health properties are Saratoga Springs the same as that of the underground
and Sharon Springs at Hot Springs rock over which the water flows. Cool

National Park; while travelers abroad springs, such as Radium Springs

often visit the famous springs at Aix- (with a never-varying temperature of

laChapelle in the Rhine province, 68 degrees) have deep sources whose
and Baden-Baden in Germany. temperature is not affected by climatic

The Indians called the famous changes, and which varies but little

snring at this South Georgia resort hroughout the year.

"Skywater'" because ot tue pecuna,
blue color of the water, which almost
defies description. Every minute of

the day and night 70,000 gallons of
clear, blue water gush forth from the

bowl of the spring. This amounts to
more than 4 million gallons an hour,
or 50.400,000 gallons a day, which is
enough water for a city of nearly 500,-

000 inhabitants.

According to the United States Geo.
logical Survey, there are nine states
having springs of the first magnitude.
One of the largest is located in the
State of Idaho, wtcre from the walls
of the Snake Rivt:r Canyon a thou-

sand springs, forming veils of silver
lace upon the grim walls of black
lava. These springs, which enhance

Surroundedb by cooi cypress trees
and sweet pine woodlands, Radium
Springs Resort has an 18 hole cham-
pionship golf course as well sa many
other attractions which, with its fa-
mous radio-active springs, make this
resort one of the most popular week-
end and vacation spots in the South.

$650,000.00 APPROPRIATED
FOR NEW BARRACKS

The new barracks to be built at
Fort Benning have come much nearer
realization with the appropriation of
$650,000.00 for their construction, ac-
cording to information recently reach-
ing the Post from Washington.

On TheQT.
By B. B. S.

And They Said It With Poetry
Riley wrote of a place for swimmin'
Where boys grown men could dip,

Without dodging the eyes of Wimmin,
Who would call it a social slip.

He wuzent speakin' of Jeff's Hole, we
know

Way back on Hobnail Creek,
Where some soldiers like sometimes

to go,
Say once or twice each week.

'N' wasn't down on the Upatoi,
By that windin' rocky trail,

For they often ride old Jim, ol' boy,
A feller aint got the chance of a snail.

He knew a soldier didn't have a
chance

To slip off while it's cool
And slip off his denim pants,

And play in that placid pool.

Where can a feller find a stream
'Way back, and well secluded,

So's a feller can dive, 'n plunge, 'n
scream

And know the wimmin aint in-
truded?

The above was inspired by a rather
jocular person, who while scouting
for subject matter for the column, ran
into a delicate situation.

Four members of "H" Company
29th Infantry had gone last Monday
out to that famous Jefferson's hole to
take a private dip in its placid depths.
They made it all right, having the
time of their lives during that short
period of abandon that seldom comes
into a man's life. It is grand to fos-
ter a back to nature movemen, includ-
ing the matter of creek-hole swim-
ming holes, where a man can just
swim without thinking all the while
that his bathing suit is a little too
tight.

It comes to us that these fellows
didn't have any bother about a bath-
ing suit's being tight, and were happy
as larks. Just as they had finished
their plunge, and were preparing to
come back to the post, they heard a
car horn honk. This speeded up the
matter of dressing, but it seemed to
accelerate the movement of the ap-
proaching car.

They had about gotten a good start,
when up drove the machine and of
course all the occupants weren't men.
This was the time to be nonchalant,
but Sergeant Ryles didn't have a M-
to light. Sergeant DePratt, being a
little fast on the enrobing act, had
little to worry about, he just smiled.
Poor Sergeant Allen. Too excited
to move, and had to be shoved under
the back seat double quick. What hap-
pened to Corporal Barnett? Well. ..
they had to burn the woods and sift
the ashes to find him. It is rumored,
unofficially, that this is what started
the forest fire that got loose from the
Range Guards.

I29th Infantry

2D BN. HQ. COMPANY

We haven't been represented in this

column for sometime due to the fact

that we did not have any news; but

now we have so much that it is doubt-

ful whether or not it will miss the

well known wase basket. Anyway-

here goes: First we will proudly point
out the fact that this company has

been declared the winner of the cov-
eted "E," thereby signifying the fact
that we are the best Headquarters
company in the Regiment for the year
1.931-32 and have the honor of wear-
ing the letter "E" on our blouse for
one year. This is quite a disinction
"nd one we are proud of, as it could
only be accomplished by the hard
work on the part of every member
of the organization throughout the
year. One thing that makes the vic-
tory especially sweet is he fact that
we beat our old rivals 1st Bn. Hq.
Co., by the overwhelming majority
of 66 points. They should know who
is the best Hq. Co. in Uncle Sam's
war now-if they ever had any doubt
about it!

(Please turn to page 5)

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

CONDUCTOR OF FLARE DEPARTS
The distnguished columnist, E. F. H., braving congressional enactments,

and possible interpretation thereto by the Comptroller of the Treasury, de-
parted on leave on July 8th.

Before leaving he left a check to pay his bill at the Commissary. A
careful scrutiny of this otherwise piece of legal tender revealed the fact
that no signature appeared thereon.

Several conjectures have been made as to the cause of this slight
omission:

(1) It was a scheme to avoid payment of the iniquitous two-cent tax.
(2) It was a plan to avoid payment of the account.
(3) He hoped the check would be charged to a general fund kept at

the bank for such purposes.
(4) He just forgot to sign it.

THE SERVICE WIFE in life and got mad because she

The recent issues of the Academic
Library Bulletin (Captain Howard
Wilson, Editor) lists the more import-
ant magazine articles according ot the
tenor of their content.

Some time back our attention was
invited to Captain Wilson's classifica-
tion of an article in The American
Mercury, "The Service Wife" under
the head of "Morale." An investiga-
tion developed the fact that the of-
fense was intentional on the part of
the editor-being designed as a subtle
joke on the ladies. Like most subtle
jokes, however, this one fell flat and
Editor Wilson got only one rise.
Either the women don't read the Aca-
demic Library Bulletin or they have
decided to ignore Mrs. Watt's not al-
together fair analysis of the life of
service women folk. To be sure, the
article was inadvertently compliment-
ary in spots, but its main purport was
decidedly otherwise and, at the time
it came out, some of the girls were
quite incensed about it.

The author of "The Service Wife"
related a number of interesting anec-
dotes about army social life, the sub-
stantial truthfulness of which we do
not dispute. Indeed, we might have
supplied her with some additional
ammunition of the same character had
she asked us. She also had a lot to
say about service entertaining, with
which we are in accord, insofar as
it pertains to the formal, routine,
competitive variety. In justice to our
army women, however, it should be
noted that even our most formal af-
fairs are not one whit more deadly
than similar functions in other walks
of life.

One thing that seems to gripe the
lady is the fact that service wives,
when they get together, prefer to talk
about "the latest orders, one's neigh-
bor's grocery bills or his morals and
the price of his car and his servants,"
rather than about art and international
affairs. "Gradually," says she, "even
the most intellectual are engulfed be-
neath the flood of petty gossip, of
facile friendships or fribbling pleas-
ures." Really, somebody out to write

and tell her about our Woman's Club.
We are forced to wonder at what

stations the author of "The Service
Wife" got her data. Either she was
most unfortunate in the garrisons she
served in or she didn't get invited out
much with the really worth while peo-
• jle. Or perhaps she suffered under
' oth handicaps-which might account
for the wholly distorted picture she
paints.

In psychoanalyzing Mrs. Watts-
having nothing but her article to go
by--we are forced to conclude that
he is a militant intellectual who is

resentful toward the service because
it didn't appreciate her special line.
We suspect that she had a mission

couldn't hold her audience at cock-
tail parties. There are people, you
know, who prefer to get their infor-
mation about world affairs from cur-
rent literature rather than from their
dinner partners.

Granting that our really good par-
ties are not designed to develop char-
acter or increase knowledge (although
one can learn a lot if one keeps one's
ears open), they are much to be pre-
ferred o any which might have for
the piece de resistance a serious mind-
ed service wife "fresh from a trip
abroad or a stimulating winter in
New York, longing to talk of Briand
or Toscanini, the opera or Paul Mor-
and." Personally, we shouldn't be-
grude a few minutes of party time
spent in discussing Briand with a
good looking girl and we might even
listen politely to an attractive woman
talking of Paul Morand long enough
to find out what his particular rack-
et is, but that isn't exactly our idea
of whoopee. When we go to a party
we want light, laughter, comraderie,
good fellowship, beauty, variety,
charm, wine, women, song and what-
not-anything but uplift.

And so it happens that after read-
ing Mrs. Watt's indictment of service
wives, we felt rather well satisfied that
those we know best are as they are
rather than superior women after the
author's heart, who would turn our
social gatherings into free for all
forums for the enlightenment of the
unfortunates who can't escape them.

Maybe it's just the tired business
man complex asserting itself, but we
are like that.

POLITICAL NEWS
General Fuzzard Discusses Vice-

Presidential Possibilities
General Fuzzard, the Progrestatic

candidate for president, is looking
about for a likely runnng mate.

"I've been looking 'em over" he
remarked as he bit the end off of one
of Pulsifer's Specials, "and I can see
several likely possibilities right here
at Benning. Me being an army Of-
ficer myself, as it were, having served
in the Spanish American War with
Sam McCants, some may have objec-
tions to another military man on the
ticket, but objections don't cut any
ice with me.

"Take Major Barnwell Legge for
instance. There's a he-man who might
be able to fill my shoes if some Bol-
shevik bumped me off, which I hope
he won't. What I like about Barney
is that nobody has anything on him,
He's been around here for two years
without even being mentioned in The
Flare. It ain't because he never does
anything, either. He's discreet, that's
what he is, and we need him on the
ticket. There is some other good nma-
terial hereabouts, but right now Bar-

(Please turn to Page 6)
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First National

Bank
Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Resources Over $2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290
Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar

and Fire-proof Vaults for your
Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning
Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the
CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

CLUB
Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

We sell you a car and will
buy it back in nine months
and pay you cash for it. We
keep a nice line of Chevrolets
and Fords along with other
makes, on hand. Our new
car line is Pontiac, Oakland
and Franklins.

We are the largest used car
buyers in Columbus

McMURRIA'S
1125 - 6th Ave. Phone 2590

She: "I think I have a cold or some-
thin in my head."

He: "Must he a cold."

Tennis ... you
can play a better
and faster game if
you come here for
your equipment.

A thletic Dept.
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

-I

Post Children Heard Over Radio I

The pupils of Mrs. J. S. Fuller, of Fort Benning, who recently gave
a recital over radio, gathered around Mr. David Parmer, director of radio
station WRBL.

Mata Hari

WHAT HAS HAPPENED SO FAR
Mata Hari, famous dancer and ene-

my spy, undertakes to get some secret
wapers from her lover Shubin, Attache
of the Russian Embassy in Paris. Shu.
bin has been unnerved by a visit from
Dubois, the head of the French Sec.
ret Service, and refuses o discuss them.
But before leaving his house, Mata
Hari meets again a young aviator,
Alexander Rosanof, whom she has
permitted to make love to her and
dismissed.

"Oh . . . oh . . . what drama in a
simple statement! Why, of course I
will dance and die. Don't we all die?"

But Shubin saw that she did not
in the least believe this, any more
than any healthy person believes in
death.

"But you will die, Mata," he in-
sisted, trying to impress her with the
seriousness of her position. "He
knows a great deal about you. You
are strongly suspected. He knows that
on the day of the declaration of war
you lunched with the Prefect of Police
in Berlin and drove with him all af-
ternoon through the crowds . . .

"My dear friend! But I could ex-
plain that perfectly! The Prefect of
Police supervises the theatres. There
had been some complaint about my
dance to Kali-there are prudes
e 'erywhere-and he came to see for
binisolf. When a functionary so im-
,ortant to one, for he could have
banned the performance, invites one
t ]-inch and drive-what's one to
do?"

"But it's more than that! Dubois
says that you are always in the com.
nany of soldiers, especially aviators.
No sooner does one of these men
come to see you on leave, than it is
,ipuarent that the enemy has received
fresh information. How would you
oxnlain that?"

"I wouldn't attmept to explain that!
There are no worthwhile men here
who are not soldiers, and I find avia.
"ors most charming. I don't expect
vnu to sympathize with this. You are
;o infernally jealous. But I am sure
Monsieur Dubois would."

"It'S a pity," she said lightly, "that
I have had no opportunity to converse
wtith Monsieur Dubois.'

"You are likely to have that op.
portunity soon--and repent it!"

"My dear Shuhin!" Often she
luntly called men by their last

names, man-fashion. "Are you threat.
cuing me ?"

At this point the servant came in
'o make the fire. They fell into a
hience which was welcome to the
lancer, at least, for it gave her time

to reflect. A queer thought occurred
"o her. That Dubois suspected Shu-
bin was, of course, obvious. But that
would be an exceedingly grave mat-
ter. Shubin was not only very well-
connected but not under French juris-
diction; his home, his office stood on
diplomatic ground, Russian ground.
Moreover, Dubois would realize Shu-
bin was just a tool. Could it be that
the French Secret Service was strik-
ing at her through Shubin, that he
had been approached in the hope that

29th Infantry
(Continued from page 4)

We would also like to announce
that we have in the company a new
arrival in the person of Sammie
Cook, better known as "Cookie," who
promises to be a coming welterweight
champ of the world. But it seems
he is rather wild with his promises.
Cookie has been looking for some
sparring partners lately and someone
recommended the well known Cooter
Carter, who has fought every man in
'he battalion with the exception of
his company commander, and lost to
all of them. It seems that Cooter
resented the fact that Cookie wanted
to use him for a sparring partner.
Why, Cookie, haven't you heard of
Cooter Carter-the man with the face
they like to punch, (and most of
them have-with the result that it
has more indentions in it than the
rock of Gibraltar-and just as much
shape). It's a well known fact in
the Battalion that Cooter has fought
at least 500 fights and lost 501 (fought
one fellow twice in Panama City on
the hike and got beat twice). And so
the argument got so hot that the re-
sult was the boys betook themselves
over to the Gym, followed by half
the Battalion, and there and then to
decide who was who and why. Two
seconds after the boys donned the
mitts the place was filled with more
loves, according to Cookie, than a
-love factory. It seems that Cooter
led with three rights and two lefts to
,he jaw and Cookie neatly blocked
them wih his chin, which was the
wrong thing to do under the circum-
stances. There was a sickening crash
's Cookie did a Blondy Parker
'brough the ropes and lit ten feet
-way. It seems, also, that Cookie
had enough but McAllister, the ref-
-ree, pulled a long count (the fact
; he actually helped Cookie to his
f-et as he counted over him), and in.
sisted that Cookie still had a chance
for the championship. This was re-
fused by Cookie and so the cham-
nionship went to the mighty Cooter
Carter. It was then discovered that
C,-okie had lost some of his molars-
nine to be exact--as the result of
'docking with his face. He was rushed
,o the swimming pool and the stom-
ach pump retrieved ten perfectly good
teeth for him. The question has now
arisen as to the source of the extra
tooth, as Cookie only'nine and found
'cen. It is believed that he secured the
"'tra one while in the nose dive
"'ross the caiavas, one which had been

1 ost by Bull Smith in the fight with
tailor Grant hack in 1926. Cookie
oays he intends sending the tooth to
the Smithsonian Institute to be placed
',one side of Lindhergh's plane and

the Venus de Milo.

COMPANY "E"
Company "E" is making a great rec-

ord these days. We have not had a
desertion or a trial in three months in

he would say or do something to be-
tray her? He would never shield him-
self behind her skirts, she did him
the justice to believe. But-but he
could be trapped.

(To Be Continued)

the company.
Corporal Tate was around the Com-

pany this week still on his 90 days
furlough. He is expecting to turn in
soon from his maneuvers. Cook Run-
nels has returned from his furlough
and he must have had a great time
for he came back with his lips all
plastered up.

While the first sergeant's clerk
"Sand Crab" Cliatt, was on a three
days' pass, he almost burned the type-
writer down making out all the work.
Our Pool Room man, Freeman, said
he cooled the typewriter off with his
helmet.

Graves was transferred to 2nd Bat-
talion Headquarters Company., 29th
Infantry.

"Husky" Milligan, one of our stud-
ent bakers is training every day now
with the Cooks and Bakers School

43 Years of

QUALITY CLOTHES
for Men and Boys

KUPPENHEIMER
STEIN BLOCK
MANHATTAN

DOBBS
STETSON
McGREGOR, etc.

BOYS SHOP 2ND FLOOR

Hofflin & Greentree
Columbus' Leadng Clothiers

... First ulans her menu.., then takes her
list to the best grocery she knows. That's
us!

Qrocery Department
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga.

IMAGINE YOUR EMBARRASSMENT

WHEN YOU'RE RAVING ABOUT YOUX.

FRIEND'S PAINTING-,AND HE INFOPRMS

'YOU YOU'RE HOLDING, IT UPSIDE DOwN-

MAGINE YOUR FUN when they're raving about
your "new"car and it's one of our famous used

car bargain. Many of them have that new car look
without needing the new car's breaking in.

MUSCOCEE CHEVROLET CO.
1501 FIRST AVENUE PHONE 100

and says when he gets out of the
Cooks and Bakers School he is going
to take up fighting. We all hope he
will zinake good at his new trade.

Sergeant Arevalo is a busy man
these days trying shooting thru the
barrack windows and the porches and
it is believed that he will be the hard-
est man for the top kick to beat on
the target range.

"George, you've been working for
me quite a while, and you have done
a lot of over-time and done a lot of
things you have never been paid for.
I'd like to give you a little Christmas

present. Which would you prefer, a

ton of coal or a gallon of whisky?"
"Boss", said George, "I burns wood."
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Edgren Gets Decision In Rotten S;how
Johnson Outfoughl
By Westerner
A flashy, two-fisted attack unleashe'

in the first and ninth rounds enabler
Frankie Edgren drug store cowbol
from old Wyoming, to win a decisior
over Ching Johnson, of Benning, ir
the main event of last Tuesday night'
card at Doughboy stadium.

Edgren demonstrated to the amaze
ment of all and sundry, that he couh
punch with either hand by catchint
Ching on the button in the first an
settling him in the resin for a shor
count. Johnson finished the roun
reeling and rocking on his heels whil.
sharp lefts rattled off his head lik(
rain. Had the Wyoming wild mat
pursued this pace in the second ses
sion, there is little doubt he wouh
have crumpled Ching on the canvas
for keeps. But Edgren didn't. At th,
end of the initial canto a smallish
swarthy young manager from o
Mexico might have been observec
grinning and chatting animately inti
the ear of Frankie. These expostula
tions between rows of snow whit(
molars obviously advised Edgren t(
slow down and carry the soldier alon
to give the customers a run for thei'
money. Then, to the astonishment o
all, Frankie came out of his cornei
in the second-not with head loweret
for the "kill" many shouted for, bu
with a light, terpsichorean movenen
that might have gone for an imitatior
of the dance of the seven veils or
grotesque movement among thai
strange colonist of Nudists that con
found policemen in various sections
of Europe.

Edgren paled the clowning of Bat
tlin' Bozo into insignificance. While
fans screamed:

"Use your left again . . . . let go
with that one-two of yours . . .. ride
'im cowboy" and other expressions
characteristic of addicts to the prize
ring, Frankie Edgren staggered around
the ring, rolling against the ropes, his
head falling first to one side and then
to the other much the same as the
neck of a fowl that has just felt thekeen edge of an axe and, to tell the
truth, acting in the most scandalous
manner an exponent of jab and jolt
has ever exhibited in a rinlg at the
post.

This sort of thing went on round
after round. Fanis appealed for action
and Ching tried desperately to ac-
comodate them but it was 110 use. Ed-
gren wound up in imitation of a
base ball pitcher, strutted an instant
like a barroom bouncer of old, shuf-
fled his dogs like a marathon dancer

and ended the strange performance
by plunging half way across the ring
and into the ropes as though he in-
tended doing a Steve Brodie into the
laps of the ringsiders. Holy Cow,
but it was terribe! Some arose and
walked from the stadium.

The thing began to get on the
nerves of Major L. K. (Good Ref-
eree) Patterson who, despite his ex-

.1

cellent judgment and other commend-
able qualifications as the third man
in the ring, always elicits a Bronx
cheer from the assemblage whenever
he intones in deep bass: "Round four,
coming up . . . . round six, coming

d up . . . . etc." So along about the
d eighth the major tapped Mr. Edgren
y on the shouder and admonished him
n on something or other that apparently
n wasn't very complimenary, intended,
s of course, to convey to the cowboy

that Joe E. Brown, Ed Wynne and
-El Brendel are still recognized as
d comedians of a calibre sufficient to
g uphold their profession and it cer-
d tainly is not considered the best eti-
•t quette in pugilistic circles to make a
d fool of oneself in the hempen en-
e closure because fans prefer murder
e to clowning every evening in the
n week. Naturally this did not set well
s. with the man from Wyoming and he
d retaliated with a jumble of wild and
s wooly phrases far more disconcerting
e 'ban the love licks he offered his foe.
', The admonition had the effect for
d which it was intended, however, and
d in the ninth Mr. Edgren leaped from
0 bis stool and knocked Mr. Johnson
a- :!own just three times before the

g ;ong signaized the conclusion of the
0 round. The tenth found Ching exert
g ing every effort to prevent going bac
r to the canvas for the final count, an
f ffort that was rewarded.
r Cotton Batton, 24th Inf., Benning
I knocked Panther Jim, of Pittsburgh
t colder than a mackerel in the third
t round of their scheduled eight round

er. It was Batton all the way. The
best thing Jim displayed was a light

t fing-like backhand right in the clinch
" es that licked out like a serpent's
s tongue.

"That was a nice fight," a spectator
" complimented Batton as the latter

leaped from the ring.
"Yes sir," Cotton retorted, "he just

got a little anxious and a little care-
less."

Meanwhile the Panther was being
removed from the ring-feet first.

J. C. Sewell, of Columbus, won a
decision over Bunker Hill, Benning,
in a fast six round main preliminary.
Hill appeared to be overconfident and
Sewell worked on him in the clinches.
J. C. has improved much since this
writer watched him begin his career
about six or seven years ago.

Chick Liddell won a six rounder
over Stratton Smith. Liddell had too
much reach on Smith. Men with rake
handle rights and men with short,
chubby arms should never be matched
when the matchmakers have other ma-
terial available.

Ghost Ghastly stopped Herman Wil-
liams in a four rounder after Williams
had gotten away to a big start.

Herbert Yetmeyer won over Sandy
Huff in the second bout of the even-
ing. The crowd enjoyed this one.

A second after the bell chimed in
the first round, Dummy Nix, of Co-
lumbus, hung a haymaker on Babe
Herman and the Babe went out like
a light.

Batting Improves
As First Half Of
Season Nears End
Again baseball is looking up, so-to-

speak, with the errors gradually be-
coming fewer as the ball rolls by. It
seems that the batters have decided
to make it better for the fielders and
get clean hits.

The past week has turned in some
of the longest hits of the season,
among them two home-runs, one by
Banks of the First Battalion and one
by Hayes of the Special Units. These
have been excelled only by Gilbert's
hit out of the Park, week before last,
as the score sheet goes.

The only horrible game was turned
in yesterday afternoon, when the
Tanks played the Special Units. The
score of that nightmare was eighteen
_o 13, with the Tankers getting credit
for a win. There were besides the
thirty-one runs, twenty-six safe hits
and twenty-one errors. Outside of that
game, they have all been up to stand-
ard for this hot weather.

The pitching in going into a slump
or the batting averages have a little
to say about it. There are very few
free passes, considering the time of
'eason, etc.

The Medicos are still in the lead,
railed by the Second Battalion. The

First Battalion is waiting for some-
hing to break as they can sep into a
first or second place, but have little
chance for that.

If the Kells beat the Medicos this
week, they will be tied for first place,
and will have to play off a short ser-
ies for the first half pennant. If they
lose, phooey! . . . The Medicos have
it all to themselves, mostly Gilbert,
the pitching ace of the past.

Unless the Artillery gets generous,
the I. S. D.s have last place cinched.
You never can tell, however.

The team standings appears below,
and are correct up to and including
Thursday, July 14.

Medicos
Second Bn.
First Bn.
Tanks
Special Units ...........
Artillery-- --
I. S. D.

W L
8 1
7 2
5 5
4 6
3 6
3 7
2 6

P
.8f
.7
.5(
.4(
.33
.3C
.25

ct
8
77

3

at
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Dispensary Dope
Major Patterson has been so bus

with sick calls for the last week tha
he couldn't tell the boys any fish tale,
we all know he is going to break ou
with some real long "Fla. Jokes" jus
as soon as he can get caught up. An
way we are glad to see the Majo
back on the job.

Pvt. Bowden of the Medical Ir
spectors' Staff, is counting the days

three years is enough for any man to
stay in Benning, says Bowden. He
had better stick around for one more
stack with the Pill Rollers, these
"Gold-Bricking" jobs are not to be
found all over the Army.

Something has come across Sammy,
he never has much to say like he
used to the little "Blond Baby" in
Atlanta sure has him up in the air.
Oh well, all is fair in love and war.

What would you think of a fellow
that leaves his keys in his room and
goes to the show, locks his door and
then has to cut the lock off to get

(Please turn to page 8)

13th St. and 1st Ave.

The Flare
(Continued from page 4)

ney looks better than any of 'em. I'm
going over to the club right now
while the Infantry Board is in session
to see about pledging a few deligates
for him."

CITATION FOR THE WEEK
To Colonel Duncan Major, an ener-

getic and capable soldier, who leaves
the crack Demonstration Regiment a
better outfit than he found it, both
in garrison and in the field. To those
who know the 29th this simple state-
ment connotes more than a tome ofadjectives.

New

A rrivals
An introduction to the

Best Men's Store
in Columbus

Our reputation, m a d e
through years of ser-
vice, has won its the
confidence of Benning
and we want each of
you as a friend.

El

Make a visit to our store as soon as
you can and you'll understand why
we are known as your Columbus
Headquarters.

Chancellcr Cc.
1108 BROADWAY

Phone 2766
We Appreciate Your Account-Either Borrowing or Saving

Pr"PV

Your Old Car IsYour -First Payment.

Read the FUTURE in the History
of our PAST.

Our strength and stability in the
past is our best testimonial-and
is your best guarantee of safety.
You need never fear to place
your trust in us.

4$Per Cent on Savings

Franklin Savings & Loan Co.
PATTERSON-POPE

1415 First Avenue MOTOR COMPANY, INCORPORATED

----------

adjectives.
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
At Royal Beginning Saturday

I Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE ROYAL

(Beginning with midnight show. Saturday, 11:15 P. M.)

ALSO SUNDAY. MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Present-
ino, "RED HEADED WOMAN", with Jean Harlow, Chester
Morris, Lewis Stone, Lelia Hvams and others. Thousands

have read Katharine Brush's best-seller novel, "RED HEAD-
ED WOMAN". Now thousands will want to see it on the

screen with the novelty of Jean Harlow playing the title role

with her famous platinum-blonde hair changed to red. Is the

red-headed woman different fro mother women? Wives. Sweet-

hearts. Beware, the red-headed woman is in town!

AT THE GRAND

SATURDAY, SUN)AY AND MONDAY: Presenting,
-MAN ABOUT TOWN", with Warner Baxter and Karen
Morley. With the eyes of the nation centering on Washington

and its activities, a screen romance against the background of

diplomacy and intrigue in the capital comes as a timely offering.

Baxter and Conwav Tearle are tried and true friends through

vears of work in tle secret service, but the discovery that both

are in love witl the same girl complicates matters and turns

friendship to hatred. From this point the story waxes exciting

and maintains the interest to a thrilling climax.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Presenting, "ALIAS
THE DOCTOR". with Richard Barthelmess and Marian
Marsh. The theme of this story envolves about the character

of two boys, foster brothers-one of whom cares only for the

frivolous things of life, while the other accepts all the duties

and responsibilities, carryingout the obligations placed on him,

even to the sacrifice of his love and his honor.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Presenting, "COCK OF
THE AIR", with Chester Morris, Billie Dove and Matt Moore.

The sotry, an original, concerns the exciting love-match be-

txveen the romantic ace of the American air service, played by

Morris, and the toast of Paris, enacted by Miss Dove. The

complications xvhich ensue when the master and mistress of

romance meet on common ground form the basis of an amaz-

ing and highly spiced tale of loxve and adventure in a World

War background.

AT THE RIALTO

NOW PLAYING: Presenting, "HELL FIRE AUSTIN",
xith Ken Maynard, ace of Western stars. His only angle on

life and love was to live on the square-to spare honest men

and turn hot lead on the other sort. He lived a hair-trigger life

on the hair-line of range law.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Presenting, "STREET

SCENE", with Sylvia Sidney, "William Collier, Jr., Estelle Tay-

lor, David Landau and one of the strongest supporting casts

assembled in a long time. Not so much xvith the street hut

more so xvith the people xvhose lives radiate from its rusty

browvnstone houses, is the play concerned. A girl who knows

her mother is unfaithful, an insensitive, cruel father, a cynical

old Jewish socialist trying to read a purpose into life, young

love trying to rise albove the squalor and misery, a lonesome
xvoman, hungry for someone to talk to and-vell, it is acclaim-

ed one of the best of pictures.
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ing cross-country sweepstakes.
Ken learns, however, that Edmonds

is double-crossing Judy Brooks out of

her horse, "Tarzan," so that he can.
not run in the race, and leaves him
flat to join Judy's ranks.

After a series of thrilling adven.
tures in an effort to elude Edmonds
and his gang, Ken hides Tarzan in

a hotel room until just in time tc
enter the race and win it for Judy
The cross-country sweepstakes race i

one of the most exciting scenes in th(
picture.

In support of Maynard, the "Hell
Fire Austin" cast includes Ivy Mer
ton, Alan Roscoe, Jack Perrin, Laff
McKee and others. Forrest Sheldoi
directed from his own story.

First Salesman: "What shall wi
do?"

Second Salesman: "I'll spin a coin
If it's heads, we'll shoot a game o
pool; tails, we go to the movie am
if it stands on end, we'll call on
customer."

"So you've bought a used car, el

What's the most you ever got out o
it?"

"About five times in one mile."

"RED HEADED WOMAN"
The greatly-anticipated appearance

of Jean Harlow, transformed from
patinum blonde to a red-head, will
ake place at the Royal Theatre be-
winning Saturday, with a midnight
show. Miss Harlow makes her red-
headed bow in the title role of "Red
[leaded Woman."

It is a type of role particularly
nited to her talents, for Miss Har-
ow has an indisputable flair for por-
raying the type of woman who can
wist men around her fingers. In this
nstance she reveals not only a keen
nstinct for the demands of her char-
cterization but a fresh acting person-
lity as well.

Many Comic Episodes

You are going to like "Red Headed
Woman," both in the story and in
the person of the girl who plays the
itle part. It is a difficult role. for it

s the portrait of an unscrupulous wo-
man. In bringing the Katharine Brush
novel to the screen, Metro-Goldwyn
aw fit to use the humorous talents of
Anita Loos for the adaptation. The
result is a lightening and softening in
places, so that what could have been
stark realiy becomes more pleasant
entertainment.

Chester Morris is a likeable Bill
Legendre, Jr., and plays with an am-
orous light in his eyes, which ex-
nlains his weakness for the physical
,-harms of the red-headed Lil Andrews.
Lewis Stone is deft as Legendre, Sr.,
while Leila Hyams, Una Merkel, Hen-
ry Stephenson, May Robson, Charles
Boyer and Harvey Clark add an at-
mosphere of competence to the sur-
rounding roles. Due credit belongs to
Jack Conway as director.

I RIALTO
"HELL-FIRE AUSTIN"

Another Tiffany Productions' west-
ern starring Ken Maynard and his
wonder-horse, "Tarzan," is playing at
the Rialto Theater today and Saturday
with Maynard in the title role of
"Hell-Fire Austin."

Austin, an ex-rodeo rider, and his
buddy, an ex-saloon bouncer, return
to the west after receiving their dis-
charges from the army- Instead of
being received with a brass band at
the train, however, as he has been
bragging, they are met with an invi-
tation to join the chain gang on the
county roads to work $4.00 worth of
food for which they could not pay
the restaurant proprietor.

Having discovered Hell-Fire Austin
is working on the chain gang. Mark
Edmonds the local financier, gets him
paroled to have him ride in the camn-

M
WARNER BAXTER

[an About Town

Stars Warner
Baxter In Lead

T
1
n that small and select Hollywood

-.P-!nv that traces its rise on the

-creen through the prize ring, Con-
way Tearle is in a class by himself.
For him there was no vacillating be-
tween the stage and the ring, no al-
ternating between acting and fighting.
Conway Tearle was a prize-fighter,
and when he decided to become an
actor, he forgot completely about
padded gloves and canvas floors.

Although he is a native of New
York City, Tearle got his first en-

gagement at the Drury Lane Theare
in London and it was only a short
time later that he appeared in support
of such stars as Sir Charles Wynd-
ham, Mary Moore, Ellen Terry and
Lena Ashwell.

He came back to the United States
in 1907 and made his American stage

debut with Grace George. Later he
appeared with Ethel Barrymore, Billie
Burke, Viola Allen, Julia Marlowe,
Emily Stevens and Helen Mencken

among other outstanding women of
the stage.

In 1914, Tearle and Ethel Barry-
more made their screen debuts to-
gether in a picture called "The Night-
ingale" and directed by George Irv-
ing. It was the beginning of a screen
career in which Tearle played lead-
ing roles with Mary Pickford, Colleen
Moore, Corrinne Griffith, Alice Terry,

Barbara LaMarr, Clara Kimball
Young, Norma Talmadge and many
other stars. His outstanding work was
achieved with Mary Pickford in "Stel-
la Maris" and in "The Great Divide."

Others of his pictures were "Dancing
Mothers," "Black Oxen," "My Offi-
cial Wife," "The Lady Who Dared,"
"The Lost Zeppelin," "Evidence,"
"Altars of Desire" and "Gold Diggers
of Broadway."

U

Grand
SAT.-SUN.- MON.

WARNER

BAXTER
In

'Man About Town'
With

KAREN MORLEY
CONWAY TEARLE
Added

Chase Comedy - Paramount News

TUES.-WED.Richard Barthelmess
In

"ALIAS The
DOCTOR"

With
MARIAN MARSH

COMEDY- NOVELTY - NEWS
THUR.-FRI.

HOWARD HUGHES'"COCK
OF THE

AIR"
With

CHESTER MORRIS
Reckless Romance Loaded with

Laughs.

Rudy Vallee "Knowmore College"
COMEDY- NEWS

k

RIALTO
NOW PLAYING

KEN MAYNARD
In

"Hell Fire Austin"
-Also-

Chapter No. 2
THE AIR MAIL MYSTERY

-Plus-
HAREM SCAREM
SUNDAY-MONDAY
SYLVIA SIDNEY

In

"STREET SCENE"
Elmer Rice's Pulitzer Prize Drama

-Plus-
BING CROSBY in

"THE BILLBOARD GIRL"
FOX NEWS
TUESDAY

SPENCER TRACY
In

"Disorderly Conduct"
-Plus-

COMEDY - SCREENSONG
WEDNESDAY-THURsDAY

MARIAN MARSH

In
"Under Eighteen"

With Anita Page, Regis Toomey,
Warren William

-Added-
HAWKINS and WATKINS, INC.

FOX SOUND NEWS
Cool as AN-OCEAN BREEuE

I

L

1.
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Stage work has occupied most of
Tearle's time recently. He went back

to motion pictures to play in "The

False Madonna." His latest is an im-

portant role in "Man About Town,"

at the Grand Theatre Saturday, Sun-

day and Monday with Warner Baxter

in the leading male role and Karen

Morley in the featured feminine role.

Others in the cast are Lilian Bond,

Alan Mowbray, Leni Stengel, Law-

rence Grant and Halliwell Hobbes.

DEPRESSION, HUH?

A Scot was engaged in an argument

with a conductor as to whether the
fare was 5 or 10 cents. Finally the
disgusted conductor picked up the
Scotchman's suitcase and tossed it off
the train, just as they passed over a
bridge. It landed with a splash.

"Mon," screamed Sandy, "isn't it
enough to try and overcharge me,
without trying to drown my little

boy?"

ROYAL
Starts Tomorrow night 11:15 P. M.

and Sun., Mon., and Tues.

Every Woman's Rival

....... .........

With
JEAN CHESTER

HARLOW MORRIS
LEILA HYAMS, LEWIS STONE

UNA MERKEL
Added-

LAUREL and HARDY in
"ANY OLD PORT"

BETTY BOOP LIMITED

UNIVERSAL NEWS

m0

I

m

m
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Drs. Miller & Davisf Dog and Cat Hospital
1006 13th Street

Office Phone 1313

Stanton's Lunch Car
C, J. STANTON, Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY OUR STEW

Phone 29 1638-2nd Ave.

WE DELIVER

/

Attractive Meals
M ADE so by careful

planninO, proper
cooking and wise buy-
inp-.

That's where the Gro-
cery Department comes
in!

'Qrocerq Dept.
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

"It Pays to Trade at Your
Post Exchange"

I.

Recommended

USED-CARS
The following cars have
been reconditioned in our
shop and carry our recom-
mendation as to the satis-
factory service they will
give:

'30 Dodge Sedan with Deluxe

Equipment.

'30 Marquette Sedan.

'30 Ford Standard Coupe.

'31 Ford Deluxe Coupe. Com-
plete with Radio.

'28 Lincoln Deluxe Phaeton.

'31 Ford Standard 4-door Sedan.

'29 Chevrolet Coupe.

Our Prices Are Right

CONVENIENT TERMS

CALL BY TODAY

Burrus Motor Co.
AUTHORIZED

DEALERS

1216-22 First Ave. Phone 3500
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After being informed that this

month's leave would be without pay,
Lt. and Mrs. McConnell haven't as
yet, returned from their honeymoon,
but we expect them to return soon.

Lt. Bartlett, who was on leave in

Florida expecting to remain there un-
til time to report to West Point early
in August, returned to duty with the
83rd last Friday. He didn't care to
lose a month's pay at this time and
might also want some more leave be-
fore July 1933. We are sorry that

the vacation had to be shortened but
we are glad to have the Bartletts back
with us even for a short time.

Lt. and Mrs. Lynch returned last
Thursday from their trip to Washing-
ton, D. C. where Lt. Lynch was try-

ing out for the Army Tennis Team.
After being away for about three

weeks it is quite warm to start in

working hard, all of a sudden, but in

a few days Lt. Lynch will be settled
down and back to work in earnest.

BATTERY "A"
We are very much pleased to have

as a member of Battery "A" no other

than 1st Lt. W. A. D. Thomas who
was transferred from Headquarters
Battery.

Lt. Beishline and wife are on a
month's leave, visiting relatives in
Pennsylvania.

Pfc. Dock Abernathy was dis-
charged on July 6th and reenlisted.
He is now on a 60 day furlough, at
he big city of Forsythe, Ga.

Our Casual Detachments, Pvts. John-
ston, Thompson and Bolton get dis-
charged this week. There is some
question as to whether or not the
Panama boys will reenlist or not.

As per usual Battery "A" is on Fire
Guard and the entire Reservation
around Cusseta is trying to burn
down. This weather and fighting fire
will burn down most anything.

On July 13, 1932 the Kingfish was
on charge of Quarters. He will hold
this job down 0. K. provided he does
not lose his glasses. Should he do this
he is likely to mistake a 45 for a 75.

"C" BATTERY
Our student gunners are progress-

ing very well and we should have
several experts in the battery before
the end of this month. We miss the
machine gun tower and the windmill
in Bradley's Area for targets, but
these losses are offset by the two ra-
dio towers which serve very well as
aiming points.

The wilderness in front of our bar-
racks is being plowed and leveled.
You fellows doing this heavy work in
the hot sun deserve a lot of credit,
and when next year we have a beauti-
ful lawn, we will have forgotten the
hard labor and appreciate the soft and
cool grass to rest on after the day's

work is done.
Our star remount trainer has been

given the assignment of training the
twenty previous service horses from
Ft. Sill, Okla. There is no shade at
all in Okla., and men and animals
returning from the wide open spaces,
can be classified as sun-stroke. How-
ever our corporal horse tamer does
not expect any trouble, as he has
spent many hot days training jackasses
in Panama.

In our army life we have stretched
picket lines between guns and cais-
sons, between limbers and wagons,
between trees and poles, but the other
day we stretched a picket line along
our stationary picket line at the
stable. Just for practice we presume.

HQ. HQ. BATERY AND C. T.
Five members of the battery have

passed the required examination as
gunners in the Field Artillery. We ex.
pect to have that many finish each
week. The men that pass the examina

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

A Citizen Wherever We Serve
1330 Broadway

R. M. Harding, Manager

The second dance of the Quarter-
master Detachment of this year, which
was held on Saturday night at the or-
ganization area turned out to be as
much of a success as the first, which
was held several months ago.

Seven Happy Hearts of the 24th In.
fantry furnished the music, which was
looked on by those present as the
only thing hotter than the weather.
Several vocal selections were rendered
by the detachment's famed crooner,
the Mighty Grumpy Gordy, who does
a little fighting these days as a side-
line amusement.

The Mighty Grumpy was also pres-
ent in the role of one of the Detach-
ment's sheiks and lady killers, and
was right in competition with Solly
Baker famed far and wide for his
heart breaking tendencies, wrestling
and hitch hiking.

The affair was pronounced a suc-
cess from beginning to end in spite
of the extremely hot weather.

Corporal Marshall E. Taylor, a
recent graduate of the Quartermaster
Corp School at Philadelphia, is look-
ing forward with great eagerness to
November of this year. At that time,
in all probability, he will receive his
warrant from the Quartermaster Gen-
eral as Staff Sergeant.

ion this year will be well qualified
for any job in the battery.

Pvt. Crawford received a short dis-
charge this week and is bound for
New York City where he will board
a transport for the Hawaiian Islands.
He expects to take his old job back
as orderly for Lt. H. E. Baker a for-
mer member of this battalion.

Pvt. Osbon was promoted to Ser-
eant and is now in charge of the mess.
We have the best feeding outfit in the
battalion if you don't believe it come
over and have dinner with us.

Sgt. Dodd and Cpl. Pike are en-
joying several afternoons at Britton's
swimming pool, located in the hills
of Alabama. They also dance each
evening so if you happen to visit
Britton's swimming pool some even.
ing you will no doubt see Pike danc-
ing with a fair damsel from Columbus,
Georgia.

DISPENSARY DOPE
(Continued from page 6)

the keys? I coudn't tell thsi person's
name, but the first letter in his last
name is Alsup.

Any one that wishes to take a course
in "How to Eat Watermelon" just
write or come to see Pvt. Wood. Last
Sunday he had a car load of girls
from Ala. out here showing them the
"Art of Water Melon Eating."

Corp. Graham is another newcomer
to the Dispensary, he is taking over
where Pvt. Bowden leaves off.

? ???May we ask who was that beau-
tiful blond girl we saw Sgt. Henery
playing tennis with last week. I guess
it is 0. K., some one said she was
from Atlanta. That will have to be
looked into. Henery and Sammie both
having a blond from Atlanta. "Where
do you get that stuff?"
FOR DOG CATCHER OF HARRIS CITY, GA.

I hereby announce as a candidate
for the Office of Dog Catcher, for the
City of Harris City, Georgia. On the
Under World Ticket. Your patronage,
vote and influence will be appreciated.

Glenn X. Floyd.
LOST AND FOUND

Lost one (1) G. I. Spy, who turned
Pvt. Pullen in for having one Ford
car on the Fort Benning Reservation
without permission. Any information
on said subject will be rewarded the
sum of $.05 in white money.

ROTC STUDENTS END WORK
(Continued from page 1)

the cadets will afterward visit the tank
barracks.

The Camp has been under the com-
mand of Major Gustav H. Franke
who has been assigned by a staff of
officers and men made up largely of
members of the Benning personnel.
Among those on the staff are 1st Lt.
Carl E. Anderson, as supply officer,
Camp Daniel O'Connell as mess offi-
cer, and Sgt. Patrick J. McNulty as
Sergeant Major for the camp.

83rd F. A. 24th Infantry
COMPANY "A"

The first echelon of the company
completed the 1932 Rifle Practice Fri-
day, July 8th losing only one man.
Cheer up Mathieu, the girls will still
love you and your mighty dollars.

Through some great mystic power
yet unknown to any man living, Cor-
pora Fritz was able to qualify. We
hope you will be a good sport and
give the dope to Sgt. Nathaniel
1 Gruntney) Jones.

The second echelon began firing on
"Blue" Monday, July llth. We hope
the boys will shake "it" off and come
through 100 per cent. Private Free-
man, (better known as Madame Free-
man) has the boys puzzled over just
how he happens to spend $22.00 of
his $22.05 pay each month. Good work
Madame, keep it up. The company
base ball team will soon begin work-
ing out for the second half, and boys,
Corp. Fritz swears they are going to
be troublesome with Soule IRider)
on the mound. We have all our bet
on you Soule.

COMPANY "F"
Pvt. Mitchell Johnson, i Meat

House) has been given "One more
Chance" as he has begun to go to
town pretty ofteni. Just a ittle while
ago he said that he was "Thru with
wimmen" but he must have changed
his mind.

DIMON COURT APARTMENTS
PARTLY OR COMPLETELY FURNISHED, MODERN EQUIPMENT

REASONABLE RATES
Call 470, your renting agent or our Superintendant, Mr. Trussell

at Apartment house, Phone 3062, Residence 4406-W.

B. H. HARRIS CO.
R e n t i n g

Special attention given Fort Benning Officers
Kindly call and let us assist you in

getting located
Office, 12th Street

B. H. HARRI S
Phones 250-251

co.

We Offer The Services Of Our
RENTAL DEPARTMENT

To all incoming officers to assist them in getting
pleasantly located for the coming school year.

FLOURNOY REALTY COMPANY
(REALTORS)

Owners and Exclusive Agents for
WILDWOOD COURT APARTMENTS

3 Phones 465 1209 Broadway

++

Makers of Fine Printing Plates *4

"t" WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.
+ . +Atlanta, Georgia

Maxwell Bros. & McDonald

FURNITURE
Cash or Divided Payments

1141 Broadway Phone 409

COLUMBUS, GA.

Pvt. Geathers while on guard last
night was heard singing "River stay
away from my door." Wonder what
soldier around here is named "River."

Lost one Corporal. Atter due search
he was found encamped on the Fi-
nance Officer's door step and he said
that he was going to stay there until
the Bill passed Congress and that
they were not going to balance the
budget with any of his money. Cor-
poral Devaughn was discharged re-
cently and has reenlisted for three
more years.

The Company is looking forward to
break the record in rifle mraksman-
ship this season.

These are the days when a man hates
to sell his car, even though the outgo
for the upkeep is more than the in-
come.

Boyce Real Estate
Company

Rentals Insurance
Let us help find you a home

Phone 3838

19-13th Street
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Benning
Briefs

We promised, several weeks ago,
some definite evidence of the success
of Lt. "Ham" Kelly on his compara-
tively recent fishing trip to the Dead
Lakes. Well, here it is, the young man
in the above photo is holding up the
Lt's. catch, and you can see by the
proud expression on his face that he
too is reveling in the pleasure that
the Lieutenant must have had in
landing such a whopper.

We have it straight that this is ac-
tually the catch of "Ham," but we
wouldn't for the world divulge our
source of information. He's too likely
to prove a more fertile producer of
copy about the famous fishers of the
Benning tribe.

And, while we are on the subject
of fish, we might pour the balm on
Lt. Kelly's soul by admitting that we
weren't even able to catch but one
fish out of the whole ocean, while
on a trip to Port St. Joe that oc-
cupied the whole of the week. Even
though sharks were fairly plentiful,
we couldn't hook one of those bait-
grabbers, while the crabs of the sea-
botton operated on our pieces of mul-
let so expertly that only one little
pig-fish rewarded our heartfelt and
sunburned efforts.

For anyone in search of sand, es-
pecially in all the food, in the shoes,
in the automobile-everywhere-we
recommend a camping trip down to
the St. Joe section of Florida. The
Sahara Desert could take a lesson
from that section of the country-
and when one combines mosquitoes
so big that the natives use them for
can-openers, scorpions that crawl in-
to bed with the camper and number-
less flies of every description who
take a whack at one every five min-
utes-then one has a pretty fair pic-
ture of a camper's life in that coun.
try.

All in all, though, we would stand
all that again for one more night
with the moon glinting over the surf,
with the water's pounding lulling one
to sleep and with the sea-breeze send-
ing its cooling softness over all.

Anyivay, the nights were beautifuland peaceful, even if the days were
just the opposite. In giving the above
list of pests, we might add, we didn't
add the names of those of the sea
who help to make life more miser-
able stingarees (sting rays), jelly fish,

Benning Receives Explanation
Of "Economy Act" Provisions

Some clarification of the muddle
of army administration caused by the
ambiguities of the unprecedented re-
strictions of the recently imposed
"economy act"l was seen at Fort Ben-
ning on Wednesday when a War De-
partment radio message, relayed to
Fort Benning by Headquarters Fourth
Corp Area and summarizin the ef-
fects of certain features of the bill
upon the military service, was re-
ceived at Post Headquarters.

Official intrepretations of the man-
ner of applying the provisions of the

act to the military service which are

contained in the message put an end
to the perplexity of the officials
charged with the execution of its
mandatory requirements and divested
it of the shroud of uncertainty which
has obscured the provisions affecting
pay and leaves of absence of military
personnel.

The summary of the decisions on
these two subjects is as follows: All
commissioned officers and all mem-
bers of the Army Nurse Corps and
departmental and field employees re-
ceiving annual compensation at the
rate of more than $1,000 per annum
are subject to restrictions with leave
with pay.

Enlisted personnel are exempt.
For all personnel except those ex-

empted, all rights to annual leave
with pay are suspended during the
fiscal year 1933, irrespective of
whether the leave rights heretofore
have been granted by statute or al-
lowed within administrative discre-
tion.

The term annual leave includes or-
dinary leave, leave on half pay and
refers to all vacation leave of absence
with pay for each year, whether based
on the calendar, fiscal or service year,
for the personal pleasure, convenience
or benefit of the officer or employee.
It applies also to all leave accrued
or earned and unused prior to July
1, 1932 and to graduation leaves
granted this year's class at West
Point.

The only absences from duty with
pay to which it does not apply are
academic leaves of instructors of serv
ice schools and instructors and cadet
at West Point during vacations; sick
leaves; the leaves granted by law to
government employees to attend or-
ganized reserve and national guard
training camps.

Leaves granted officers to be re-
tired for physical disability by action
of a retiring board are to be designat-
ed sick leave.

Deduction for the payless furlough
will be made of 2 1-2 days pay each
month whether or not any furlough

is taken. If more than 2 1-2 days
furlough are taken in any one month
the whole time will be taken without
pay. After 30 days' pay has been de-
ducted no further reductions will be
made unless more than 30 days' fur-
lough are taken.

Major Welty Arrives To
Succeed Major Rose

Major Maurice D. Welty who re-
cently arrived at Fort Benning from 1
Washington, D. C., where he was on 1
duty with the militia bureau will be !
officially designated on Wednesday
as assistant executive officer for mo-
bilization plans and training, 1

New Facilities
Are Planned For

Post Water Supply
Fort Benning's water supply facil-

ities are to be augmented by a storage
basin which is now being dredged on
Amory Creek near the auxiliary plant
and which will add one and one half
million gallons of water for domestic
purposes at the post. A steam shovel
crew employed by the post quarter.
master has been working on the new
basin for several days and will have
it ready for the reception of water
within the next few weeks.

Excavations for the new group of
non-commissioned officers quarters
were begun on Wednesday by sub-
contractors. Building materials are
being assembled on the ground by
other contractors and work will go
forward on the erection of the build-
ings upon completion of the excava-
tion in about three weeks. Nine sets
of quarters for non-commissioned of-
ficers and 88 garages are to be erected
under contract.

In anticipation of the approval of
the provision of the relief bill pro-
viding for an appropriation for erect-
ion of barracks at Fort Benning, a
board of officers headed by Major
Thomas B. Catron is making a study
of the probable interior design of the
new structure with a view to proper
allocation of space to the organiza.
tions which are to occupy it.

Son Of Benning
Officer One Of

Class Of 366
WEST POINT, N. Y., July 22

Frederick H. Gaston, son of Capt. F.
H. Gaston, Ft. Benning, Ga., who was
sworn in as a cadet at the U. S. Mili-
tary Academy here on July 1st, hasbeen assigned to the second Coin-
pay by Major General W. D. Connor,
Superintendent. The total strength of
Gaston's class is 366.

For the next six weeks Gaston and
his classmates will receive an inten-
sive course of instruction in various
military subjects including both drills
and lectures. Early in August, the
class will be absorbed into the Corps
of Cadets and will participate in the
impressive parades which are held
daily.

In the middle of August, the new
cadets will take a five day practice
march through the foothills of the
Catskills, southwest of West Point.
During the march they will live in
shelter tens and eat from rolling
kitchens.

The academic year will open Sep.
tember 1st. Classroom work will 4
start at 8:00 A. M. and will extend
until 3:00 P. M., with an hour's in-
termission for lunch. Drills and i
compulsory intramural athletics will ;
take up another hour in the afternoon. i
For the academic work the class will 2
be divided into sections of from ten
to fourteen cadets and each man will
be required to recite in each sub- I
ject every day.
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Reserve Officers Begin Two
Weeks of Active Duty Work

w

Gun Battalion; and Corporal James
M. Edwards, Company E, who was
wounded by shrapnel on July 28,
1918, while serving as corporal of
Company M 167th Infantry.

Lt. James J. Winn Is Aide
de camp To Commandant

Major General Campbell King, com-
mandant of The Infantry School, is-
sued orders on Thursday announcing
the assignment of Lieutenant James
J. Winn as aide de camp. Lieutenant
Winn formerly was a member of the
29th Infantry and recently graduated
from the company officers class of
The Infantry School.

Relief Bill Gives
Large Sum For
Benning's Work

Funds amounting to $813,000.0(
probably will be allocated for con
struction at Fort Benning under th(
terms of the relief bill which ii
awaiting signature by the President

The largest item is the sum ol
$650,000.00 which is to be appropriat
ed for the erection of a barrack,
building to house the Special Units
The building will be of the curtel
barrack type and similar to the oth
ers previously erected at the post.

Extensive improvements of the fly
ing field at Fort Benning, which will
cost about $163,000.00, will be made
if the appropriation authorization is
approved. These include a hangar to
cost $88,000.00, a gasoline storage
system, $10,000.00, a heating plant,
$20,000., concrete aprons, $20,000.00
and other improvements to the land-
ing field and building area amount-
ing to $25,000.00.

The permanent barracks building
will give modern living quarters to
several hundred men who have been
housed in tents for more than ten
years, and the contemplated improve-
ments at the Infantry School flying
field will give Fort Benning one of
the best equipped army airports in
the south.

Purple He art Is
Awarded to Four
Benning Tankers

The Purple Heart, the army's new-
est and yet oldest decoration, estab.
lished by George Washington, and
revived by the War Department in
1932, has been awarded to four non.
commissioned officers of the 1st Tank
Regiment at Fort Benning. The deco-
rations are being given to the local
soldiers in recognition of services
rendered on the European battle-
fields 14 years ago. The men who are
to receive the purple heart are Ser-
geant Thomas J. Gaus, Headquarters
Company, who was gassed at St. Mi-
hiel on September 11, 1918, while
serving as a private in Co. H 26th
Infantry; Corporal Ellie Tapley,
Headquarters Company, who was
wounded by shrapnel on February
17, 1918, while serving as corporal of
Company F 18th Infantry; Corporal
Richard P. M. Scott, Company E,
who was wounded by shrapnel fire on
October 11, 1918, while serving as a
Private Company C 2nd Machine1

Colonel George E. Vidmer, execu-
tive officer of the 87th Division, will
be the regular army officer in com-
mand of the encampment. Members
of his staff will include Captain
Frank A. Deroin, adjutant, Lieuten.
ant Carl E. Anderson, supply officer,
and Captain Daniel G. O'Connell,
mess officer. Other regular officer
personnel on duty with the encamp-
ment will include officers who are
regularly on duty with the reserve
units as instructors, and others of the
Fort Benning garrison who will be
detailed for the period of the camp.
Among the latter will be included
officers and enlisted men of Company
A 7th Engineers and Company C 2nd
Chemical Regiment.
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Approximately 240 reserve officers,
ranging in rank from Colonel to Sec-
ond Lieutenant and representing var-
ious reserve regiments and other or-
ganizations of southern states, are due
to report at Fort Benning on Sunday

. to begin a two-week period of active
duty training.

s Engineer, chemical warfare and in-
- fantry reserve units are represented
f by the officers who will attend the
s camp. There will be about 129 engi-
- neer officers of whom two are colon-

els, two lieutenant colonels, nine ma-
jors, nine captains, and 107 lieuten-
ants. The chemical warfare service
will be represented by one major,
three captains and 37 lieutenants.
Heavy tank units of infantry will be
represented by two lieutenant col-
onels, three majors, four captains and
61 lieutenants.

More than 200 reserve officers who
are participating in a two-weeks' pro-
gram of active duty training at Fort
Benning were given their physical
examination at the station hospital
on Monday morning to determine
their fitness for active service. Follow-
ing the examinations, the officers were
engaged in drawing their personal
equipment and other supplies and
becoming settled in the tents which
they will occupy for the next few
weeks.

Active training started in full swing
on Tuesday morning for the three
combatant arms represented by the
reservists. Colonel William B. Gra-
ham will be in charge of the instruc-
tion of officers belonging to heavy
tank units. Engineer officers will be
instructed by Major Leon F. Lyon,
and Major Victor Parks, Jr., will be
in charge of instruction in chemical
warfare methods.

More than 200 reserve officers at-
tended a demonstration of the rifle
company in attack with supporting
weapons which was staged on David-
son Hill Wednesday by Company E,
29th Infantry and detachments of the
cannon company of the same regi-
ment. Captain George J. Forster was
in command of the troops during the
demonstration.

For many of the reservists, most of
whom are commissioned in technical
arms it was their first view of war
strength combatant units in action and
the men of the demonstration com-
pany were roundly applauded at the
conclusion of the demonstration.
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SOCIAL WICW.LITS
FELICIA C. HOWELL, PHONE 389

Colonel and Mrs John J.Toffey, Lt. Col. ths Summer regret that Friday's was ville, Fla. is the house guest of her
the last dance of the Season. Many uncle and aunt, Maj. and Mrs. Emil

nd Andrew Ch fin e Honore specialty numbers were enjoyed and Leard.

and IM rs. Aare Heu the Scabbard and Blade, honorary Colonel and Mrs. Daniel G. Berry
society of the R. 0. T. C. led off and family left Fort Benning Saturday
with a "no-break" number. Many for Boston, Mass., where Col. Berry

On Monday evening Colonel and MAJOR AND MRS. ROY L. BO. young ladies came out from Colum- has been ordered for duty.
Mrs. John J. Toffey and Lieut. Col. DINE HOSTS AT DINNER COM. bus and Fort Benning to enjoy the Lieut. and Mrs. Charles T. Skow

and Mrs. Andrew D. Chaffin received PLIMENTING MRS. LEE dancing. The Club was attractively have just returned from a delightful

theofficersO and ladies of the 29th In- Ma andoUNTAIN decorated with ferns and many col- visit with relat in Kentucky.
tra a di fthe i ajor a Mrs. Roy L. Bodine ored streamers festooned effectively Creaie

fantry at a reception at the Officers were the hosts Thursday evening at from the ceiling. Light refreshments Capt. and Mrs. Fred T. Gaillard

Club. The lobby of the club was dec- the Officers Club at a delightful din, were served and dancing was enjoyed have reurned to the Post from a

orated with large vases of pink and ner complimenting the house guest from nine to one. Music was furnish, month's leave spent at Key West

,1 , .. .. of Col. and Mrs. C. F. Morse, Mrs. ed by the 24th Infantry orchestra. Florida.
P- r ',i X TT C I1'UA 1 C d y th 4t nfn ry o ch sra - I 1 -1 f 1 I" Ar..

red roses. U on ley reiievuu x ,.
Major in command of the 29th In-
fantry and Col. Chaffin has been as-
signed as the executive officer of the
regiment.

IServed
Just Right!

That's Foremost

Ice Cream

It's good to begin with-
it's kept good u n t il t
reaches you-it's perfect
when you taste it!

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.

Sold At

Soda Fountain

I.

Lee Fountain on Washington D. C. • * . *
The guest list included Colonel and MISS KENNETH KENDALL HOST-
Mrs. Charles Morse, Colonel and ESS AT DINNER PRECEDING
Mrs. Thomas Leary, Capt. and Mrs. R. 0. T. C. DANCE
John Huling, Capt. and Mrs. Frank
Lee, Lieut. and Mrs. Gerald Gabriel, Miss.Kn erbendarrieon
Lieut. and Mrs. Clayton Studebaker, Capt. and Mrs. Herbert Harries, en-
and Lieut. and Mrs. Lindell Straube. tertained Friday evening at the home

After dinner the hosts escorted their of her relatives with a buffet supper
nests to the post movies, preceding the R. 0. T. C. dance at

, * * the Polo Club. Zinnias of every color

LIEUT. A ND MRS. HAMMOND were used as the effective table dec.

MONROE ENTERTAIN SUNDAY orations. The center of the table

EVENING WITH INFORMAL was graced by a large bowl of zin-

SUPPER nias and tapers of yellow were used.

Lieut. and Mrs. Hammond Monroe Those enjoying Miss Kendall's hospi-

entertained Sunday evening at their tality were: The Misses Margaret Ber-

quarters with an informal supper ry, Maxine Rife Elizabeth Beatty,

party in honor of Lieut. Monroe's Louise Waddington, and Messrs. Bill

mother, Mrs. S. A. Monroe of Cali- Berry, Alfred Meade, Simmonds, Clar-

fornia. The guest list included: ion Logan and George Beatty, Jr.

Mrs. S. A. Monroe Col. and Mrs.
Morrison Stayer, Maj. and Mrs. Jesse MRS. GEORGE McMANUS HOST-

Ladd, and Maj. John B. Thompson. ESS AT BRIDGE CLUB

After supper the guests were escorted Mrs. George McManus was the

to the post movies, hostess Friday to her bridge club with
* * * luncheon followed by two tables of

LIEUT. AND MRS. JAMES E. BOW. bridge at her quarters. Decorations
EN COMPLIMENT CAPT. AND of various colored zinnias were used.

MRS. LUSSIER WITH PICNIC Mrs. McManus' guests were: Mes-

Lieut. and Mrs. James E. Bowen Orestes Cleveland, Lynn Brady, Ray-

were the hosts Saturday evening at mond E. Vermette, James Bowen.

an informal picnic, complimenting Charles Lanham, Clayton Studebaker,

Capt. and Mrs. Richard Lussier of and George P. Howell.
Washington, D. C. The guests were
escorted to the 29th Infantry Camp MISSS NINA WOOD HONOR

where a late picnic supper was serv- GUEST AT INFORMAL TEA

ed. Those enjoying the Bowens' hos- FRIDAY AFTERNOON

pitality were: Maj. and Mrs. Roger Capt. and Mrs. Daniel O'Connell
Harrison, Maj. and Mrs. Thomas and Lieut. and Mrs. Leroy Krauthofl
Arms, Capt. and Mrs. Guy McKinley, were the joint hosts at a delightful
Capt. and Mrs. Richard Lussier, tea Sunday afternoon at the quarters
Lieut. and Mrs. Lynn Brady, Lieut. of Capt. and Mrs. O'Connell in honor
and Mrs. Orestes Cleveland, Lieut. of Miss Nina Wood, who is visiting
and Mrs. George Howell, and Lieut. Lieut. and Mrs. Krauthoff. Garder
Jay Gould. flowers in pastel shades were use(]

fn t l APrn~n c T" -. pd ini -. o

LAST R. 0. T. C. DANCE OF SEA.
SON HELD FRIDAY EVENING

AT POLO CLUB
All those who have attended the

R. 0. T. C. dances at the Polo Club

The better the drink the

more you enjoy your food

You enjoy drinkwith- r I=%I - - - -=
out food but never * USE THIS COUPON
food without drink. * THE COCA-COLA CO.,

314 North Ave., N. W., Atlanta, Ga.

With ice-cold Coca- I Enclosed find 10c (stamps or coin to

Cola you experience a cover cost of handling and mailing))for
which send me the book, "When You

new taste thrill. Entertain," by Ida Bailey Allen.

THE
COLUMBUS COCA.COLA I Name .........................................................

BOTTLING CO. I Address.....................................................
Phone 360

Tune in on Al Stanley's famous orchestra every Monday, Wednesday
and Saturday 12:30 from Ralston Coffee Shop.

i tril e I ti curll ll t Sl . IllII tie tlllllg.

room, the tea table was laid with an
Italian lace cloth and in the center
was a bowl of pink roses. Pink tapers
and pink and white mints completed
the appointments.

Receiving the guests were Capt. and
Mrs. O'Connell. Lieut. and Mrs.
Krauthoff, and Miss Nina Wood. The
guest list included a group of friends
in the younger set and those calling
were: Lieut. and Mrs. E. A. Chazal,
Lieut. and Mrs. Joseph Dickey, Lieut.
and Mrs. B. M. Greeley, Lieut. and
Mrs. C. B. Irwin, Lieut. and Mrs. G.
E. Lynch, Lieut. and Mrs. E. K. Pur-
nell, Lieut. and Mrs. W. K. Wilson.
and Lieut. and Mrs. H. S. Jordan, and
Miss Laura Churchill, Miss Alice
Churchill, Miss Landon Reed, Miss
Page Michie, Miss Nana Seeley, Miss
Nancy Stillwell, Miss Grace Moore,
Miss Elizabeth Ports, Miss Harriet
Atkins and Miss Barbara King and
Lieut. Christian Clarke, Lieut. Arthur
Cobb, Lieut. Joseph Coolidge, Lieut.
Malin Craig, Lieut. Glenn Farris,
Lieut. William Grubbs, Lieut. Milton
Pressley, Lieut. Eugene Brown, Lieut.
Douglas McNair, Lieut. Charles Deck-
er, Lieut. Philip Draper, Lieut. Er-
nest Easterbrook, Lieut. James Herri-
ot, Lieut. Frederick Hein, Lieut.
James Luckett, Lieut. Herman Ohme,
Lieut. Jack Pitcher, Lieut. Ralph
Pulsifer, Lieut. Jasper Riley, and
Lieut. Walter Sweeney.

I PERSONALS
Lieut. and Mrs. Leroy Krauthoff

have as their guest, Miss Nina Wood
of Longview, Texas.

Miss Sue Palmer of Rhode Island
of Rhode Island is the house guest
of Miss Margaret Hall for several
weeks.

Miss Manella Dooley of Jackson-

t-UIonIIU anllu .titt .s .i , l,u x v r. L.LJ DU--

have as their house guest Mrs. Lee
Fountain of Washington, D. C.

Lieut. and Mrs. Noble J. Wiley,
Jr., are the house guests for a few
days of Maj. and Mrs. Thomas S.
Arms. Mrs. Wiley was before her

(Please turn to page 3)

T he Finest
The Coolest

The Best

O UR Hosiery is care-fully and expertly
selected for beauty,
style and durability.
Come in and buy your
next pair of summer
silk hose.

QiJft and Special
Order Dept.

Fort Benning, Ga.

%

The Greatest Shoe Selling Event in

Years is now going on at...

Miller-Taylor Shoe Co.'s
Pre-In v en tory

SALE FOR MEN,
WOMEN

and
CHILDREN

Entire Stock of High Class Shoes

Drastically Reduced

Miller-Taylor Shoe Co.
"Where The New Styles Are Shown First"

113C Broadway Phone 2405
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ARMY NAVY
TRADI MARK

OFFICERS
And

Enlisted Personnel
Can secure all their insignia and
uniform equipments at the

POST EXCHANGE
They carry a complete line of

N. S. MEYER, INC.
CORPS INSIGNIA

BUTTONS
INSIGNIA OF RANK

SABRES
SABRE CHAINS

SPURS. SPUR CHAINS
CAMPAIGN BARS

MEDALS
All our merchandise carries an

Unlimited Guarantee

N. S. MEYER, INC.
43 East 19th St. New York
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Personals
(Continued from page 2)

marriage Miss Catherine Bates of
Jacksonville, Florida.

Miss Wilhemina Ohme of Montgom-
ery Alabama, is spending a few weeks
as the house guest of her brother,
Lieut. Herman Ohme.

Lieut. and Mrs. G. P. Howell have
as their house guess over the week-
end Capt. and Mrs. Richard Lussier
of Washington, D. C.

Miss Flora Nelson of Mliledgeville,

Ga., is the guest of her brother and
sister Lieut. and Mrs. Clayton Stude.
baker.

Mrs. S. A. Monroe of California
is visiting her son and daughter.in-
law Lieut. and Mrs. Hammond Mon-
roe.

Lieut. and Mrs. William E. Hall
arrived at Fort Benning on Monday.
Lieut. Hall will report for duty with
the 83rd Field Artillery. Mrs. Hall
prior to her marriage last month wa,
Miss Helene Calloway of Atlanta.

Capt. Robert McClure, formerly an
instructor in the academic depart-

ment of the Infantry School, was a
visitor at Fort Benning on Saturday.
He was enroute to Gainesville, Ga.,
where he will be on duty with the
R. 0. T. C. unit at Riverside Mili-
tary Academy.

Maj. and Mrs. Maurice D. Welty
and their daughter, Elizabeth, ar-
rived on the post last week from
Washington, D. C. Major Welty will
be assigned to the headquarters staff.

Mrs. W. K. Wilson, Jr. returned to
Fort Benning Friday from a visit to
relatives at Tuscaloosa, Alabama.
IVhile visiting her family, she took a

motor trip through New Orleans and
Biloxi.

Lieut. and Mrs. Joseph A. Holly
arrived on the Post Monday from
Camp Knox, Ky. Lieut. Holly will
be assigned to duty with the Tank
School.

Major and Mrs. Richard K. Suth-
erland left Fort Benning on Monday
for Washington where Maj. Suther-
land will report to the Army War
College for duty.

Maj. William Hoge, formerly on
duty with the Academic Department,
arrived last week for duty with the
Organized Reserves.

lIT

Wilsee iA1 ..
WHY will this advertisement appear in more
than 1,800 newspapers, reaching over 85,000,000
readers?

BECAUSE we want every smoker throughout
the length and the breadth of this country to know
that Chesterfield cigarettes are milder...

The tobaccos are the mildest that money
can buy. Ripened and sweetened in the
sunshine.., cured by the farmer.., then
aged for two years in wooden hogsheads.

We want to tell every smoker from coast to coast
that Chesterfield cigarettes taste better...

Chesterfield's way of blending and cross-
blending fine Turkish and Domestic tobac-
cos brings out better flavor and aroma.

We want every man and woman smoker to know
this:

Chesterfield cigarettes are pure-just as
pure as science can make them-just as
pure as the water you drink.

We want every one to know that you can depend
on a LIGGETT & MYERS product.

"Music that Satisfies"

Every night but Sun-
day. Columbia Coast-
t1)-Coast Network. 10
o'zlock E. D.T.

©s 1932,
- uETr & MaEas ToBACCO Co.

/orRESU LTS
use the

CLASSIFIED
E ADS
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HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

The Cost of Milk
Many times in recent weeks the

question has been asked "Why do I
have to pay 13 cents for a quart
of milk at Fort Benning when I can
buy the same amount in Columbus
for only 10 cents?"

The answer is, that the cost of pro-
duction, handling, and delivery of
the safe milk which we require at
Fort Benning is greater by three
cents than the cost of production of
the milk ordinarily sold in Columbus.
With the exception of the milk from
one concern all milk sold in Colum-
bus is raw milk. Raw milk is not a
safe milk, even though it be of "cer-
tified quality," except it be boiled or
cooked before consumption. To safe-
guard the health of the entire popu-
lation of Fort Benning it is required
that all milk sold on the post be pas-
teurized.

The process of pasteurization kills
the bacteria (germs) which might
convey disease.

Milk causes more sickness and
deaths than any other single food,
possibly more than all other foods
combined.

Milk conveys a greater amount of
infections than any other food. Bac-
teria grow rapidly in milk: that is
they increase from a few hundred
or a few thousand to many thou-
sands or several million in the short
time of a few hours provided con-
ditions of temperature are right.
Any temperature above 50 F allows
this rapid increase of bacteria and
the higher the temperature up to 98
or 99 the more rapid the multipli-
cation. This bacteria growth causes
decomposition or souring of the milk.

It is practicably impossible to ob-
tain milk from any animal which
does not contain bacteria. Some bac-
teria, in small numbers, may there-
fore be considered as normal. The
effort of all supervision of dairy
plants and farms is directed therefore
to methods of production and hand-
ling of milk and milk products in
such a manner as will add the fewest
number of additional germs to the
milk. Any thing that the milk comes
in contact with, even to the slightest
degree, if it be not sterile, adds more
bacteria. Therefore as a result we can
say that a bacterial count of any
milk is the only true criterion of
the cleanliness of that milk. Clean
milk is necessary for the continued
good health of all who drink it,
and especially is this true of babies
and young children. It is among these
that the benefits of milk supervision
can easily be shown in the health
statistics of any community. Summer
complaint, cholera morbor, diarrhoea,
or gastro enteritis are not now the
common causes of deaths of small

children as they were 25 years ago.
These facts are cited to show the
reason for requiring a clean milk
supply. The things that the milk pro-
ducer and dairyman have to do to
produce and deliver such milk add
materially to the cost to the consum-
er, but we can be sure are worth the
added expense. In the long run one
will more than save the added ex-
pense in less sickness. At Fort Ben-
ning for the past several years it has
been the policy to give one firm the

exclusive righs for the sale of milk.
Last year a thorough investigation of
the milk business was made by two
different communities of officers. As
a result of their work there has been
a reduction in the price of milk from
17 to 13 cents or 31 per cent.

In July last year bids were received
from milk dealers for the exclusive
sale of milk at Fort Benning. As their
milk had to be produced under cer-
tain rather rigid conditions at the
farm and had to be pasteurized, bot-
tled and delivered to the consumer
under other specified conditions it
was found that only two milk dealers
were qualified to submit bids.

Of these two milk dealers the firm
which submitted the lowest bid was
given the contract.

Milk varies greatly in its sanitary
quality and its value. The sense of
sight or of taste can not detect these
differences. It is only by laboratory
tests that milk can be graded.

Our contract calls for "grade A,
pasteurized milk."

Milk of this class contains 4 per
cent fat, which comes from cows free
from disease as determined by tub-
erculin tests and physical examina-
tions by a qualified veterinarian, and
is produced and handled by employes
free from disease as determined by
medical inspection by a physician.
The milk is produced under sanitary
conditions, such that at the time of
delivery the bacteria count shall not
exceed 10,000 per cubic centimeter.
The process of pasteurization is un-
der official supervision. The dairies
from which this supply is obtained
score more than the required 80 re-
quired on the U. S. Bureau of Ani-
mal Industry score card.

The milk dealer who now supplies
milk to Fort Benning obtains milk
from only two dairies, both of which
have always exceeded the require-
ments.

As stated before there was only one
other firm which could contract to
deliver milk to Fort Benning of grade
A pasteurized quality. This firm had
last July several producers and of
these only one was then and is now
qualified to produce milk of the
quality demanded by Fort Benning.

Pasteurized milk of "grade A"
quality, which is only sold in bottles
and delivered to Fort Bennnig costs
three cents a quart more to produce
than the raw milk which is sold in
Columbus. It is a safe milk. Day in
and day out for 365 days in the year
it will continue to be as safe a milk
as can he obtained under our re-
quirements.

At the present time there is no
other milk in this vicinity which can
always be considered safe except it
be boiled or cooked before consump-
tion.

Our advice to milk consumers of
Fort Benning is, not to take a chance
with milk from any source except
that allowed to be delivered at the
post.

The question of price as regards
milk should never be the first con-
sideration in its purchaser. A cheap
milk is never safe; an expensive milk
may not be safe.

We believe that our present milk
supply is the best and safest obtain-
able in this vicinity.

VOLUME II

before going back to duty. While
enroute from Washington, D. C. to
Fort Benning, he found a place in
North Carolina where the tempera-
ture didn't rise above 88 F and it
was very cool at night. Too bad he
couldn't have brought some very
cool nights back with him.

The Artillery had four men to
start preparatory c o u r s e s for West
Point. Although there is a very small
number who will go on to Fort Mc-
Pherson this fall we hope a good
percentage of these four men will
get a chance to complete the course.

The twelve remounts that the ar-
tillery recently received, are all
really remounts in the true sense of
the word but they are coming along
nicely under the guidance of Lt. Bart-
lett.

The Battalion Garden Officer was
quite surprised Wednesday morn-
ing, when he was looking over the
garden and noticed a skunk, just ten
feet away from him, eating a canta-
loupe. The skunk just sat there and
looked around for awhile then de-
cided it was time to leave and leisure.
ly left the garden. This skunk didn't
even leave any smell behind it, so
it must also feel the effects of the
depression.

Lt. Draper has been patiently wait-
ing for orders to go to France on a
language detail ever since the Appro-
priation Bill was passed. If he doesn't
receive orders soon, we will have to
send him to Paris on a pleasure trip.

"C" BATTERY
If the present standing of the score

for expert and first class is any indi-
cation of the final result the differ-
ence between the highest and lowest
men will be very small. So far only
tenths of points are being lost and this

(Please turn to page 5)

Benning Briefs
(Continued from page 1)

etc. That name "jelly fish" is ex-
tremely misleading, for they are "the
stingingest critters in the whole

blamed ocean," to use the expression

of the one member of the party

whose misfortune it was to meet one
in its angry mood.

Our column this week must, nec-
essarily, be rather short of Benning

news, but we heard one true story
concerning an ROTC student of Tech
who was unfortunately embarrassed
while visiting some friends. It seems
that the friends had a little girl of
an inquiring nature, who continually
plied the guest with questions. In
pursuit of knowledge when he asked
the boy, who had on his uniform,

"What soldier is that?"

Our friend told her, and also ex-
plained why he was wearing the suit.
Finally the little girl asked:

"Do you carry a gun?"
The guest gave an affirmative an-

swer.
"Then you're going to be a gang-

ster, ain't you?"
At this juncture our story must

end, for our friend frankly admitted
that he was in no position to com-
mit himself further on the subject.
It stands to reason, though, that the
young lady had never seen the car-
toon which ran on The Herald's front
page last week.

83rd F.-A.
Immediately upon return from a

month's honeymoon, Monday, July
18 Lt. and Mrs. W. E. Hall came to
Fort Benning and joined the 83rd
F. A. We are very glad to welcome
them into this Battalion and hope
that they will enjoy being here as
much as we enjoy having them with
US.

Lieut. Sherburne returned Monday
afternoon from D. S. at Washington,
D. C., where he was trying out for the
Army Tennis team. We are proud
to know that he made the team and
went through the eliminations up
to the semi-finals even though he
didn't get into the finals.

Capt. Mangum returned to duty
yesterday. He returned to Fort Ben
ning Monday but decided that he
must get used to the weather here

PERMIT US TO INTRODUCE-

Speaking of developments in the
world of letters, our startling an-
nouncement of several weeks back to
the effect that the Army had at last
produced a real poet and that Ben-
ning was his station was received
with composure to say thp most.
The equanimity displayed over this
bit of man-bites-a-dog news can be
accounted for only by assuring that
people didn't read the item or that
they didn't believe it, or that they
thought we were just boasting.

Now we want to say right here for
the benefit of these who thought
that we were boosting our own stock,
that we didn't have ourself in mind
when we proclaimed a real army
poet. We did write a few heroic
poems once but they were designed
not as immortal literature but to en-
liven (or depress) cocktail parties in
the foreign land where we happened
to be serving at the time. The
young man we had in mind writes
verse of a different character and
(yes, we admit it) of infinitely great-
er merit. How he does it in ad-
dition to his other duties we don't
know but he fact remains that he
has written a number of short poems
which definitely establish the fact that
he has the divine spark.

We intend to introduce our readers
to him gradually. We realize that only
a few queer, albeit not unintelligent,
people read poetry these days and
we don't want to scare off our read.
ers by too frequent resort to the
wealth of good material that we have
found in the published and unpub-
lished works of our talented con-
temporary.

We submit herewith a sample
called:

REMNANTS
I have made a little world
From things such as I,
Cast aside as broken
And destined to die.

I have built a little house,
Carefully and long,
With ugliness outside
But inside ... -.. song.

I have made a Joseph's coat,
Colorful and thin
With patches of beauty
Sewed wrong side in.

And when I walk at high noon
Thru the market place

I thank the God that gave me
A long straight face.

We don't know what you, gentle
reader, will think of his, but person-
ally we think it adds tone to our
column.

ON "FURLOUGH"
True to our threat expressed in a

previous issue, we left Benning sim-
mering in summer heat and stewing
in a welter of pay and leave rumors.
We escaped the rumors, although we
cannot altogether forget their dire
purport but we didn't escape the
heat. As a summer resort, Southern
Ohio has little, if any edge, on Geor-
gia. So far as we are concerned per-
sonally, however, it has one great ad-
vantage over any other locality under
the American flag. We can subsist
on the country-a consideration
which outweighs all others in these
days of pay cuts and reduced allow-
ances.

Sheriff Tuttle and his adoring fami-
ly formed the advance guard for our
personally conducted expeditionary
force. The Sheriff spent several days
investigating law enforcement con-
ditions in Ohio before moving on to
Plattsburg. The ex-Provost Marshall
of Benning is well known to the local
constabulary, having been arrested by
him two years ago when he was visit-
ing a local celebrity whose name
modesty forbids us to divulge.

The Sheriff played nineteen holes
on several of the neighboring golf
courses and achieved quite a reputa-
tion for long drives and tall stories.
And it might be mentioned in'pass-
ing that he used his golf contacts
to put over some excellent propa-
ganda against the passage of the pend-
ing bill to eliminate two thousand
officers. His system is original and
highly effective. Having given the
prospective subject ample opportuni-
ty to observe what manner of man
and golfer he is, he intimates that,
in the event of two thousand officers
being eliminated he will be one of
them. He then signs a paen of praise
for the subject's community and inti-
mates that he might settle in it if
the bill goes through; whereupon
the subject promptly eases himself
to the nearest telegraph office and
wires his congressman to kill the
elimination proviso and save the

(Please turn to page 8)

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-ohn Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

VACATION PROGRAM

We are decidedly out of touch with the situation along the Upatoi, and
the next few issues of The Flare may prove to be dull reading for those who
are interested only in authentic post scandal. To abandon our reportorial
duties just when the garrison seemed about ripe for an attack of midsummer
madness looks almost like desertion but we felt an impelling need of a
change. Also we have undertaken the nervous obligation of being the
Boswell to that renouned statesman and profound philosopher General
Fuzzard who is now touring the North and East to observe the state of the
union and to combat the growing demand of the ever misguided people to
repeal the 18th Amendment. The General is standing unsteadily on his wet
plank of "Inebriation without taxation" and insists that he will fight it out
on this line if it takes all summer.

Of course if the lady devotees of Russ Pool invade the men's showers
en masse we are bound to hear of it and may have some pertinent comment
to make thereon. Routine stuff, however, like the reporting of the regular
meetings of the Thanatopsis Club and the weekly citation for meritorious
deeds will have to await our return to Benning. Meanwhile we shall en-
deavor to enlighten you on national officers and developments in the field of
art and letters.

It may not be as exciting as a first hand interview with the newest
members of the Hostess' Delight Club on a vivid description of Mrs. Eye-
ful's reaction to the sight of a nude male under a shower bath but think of
the educational and uplift influence!
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83rd F. A.
(Continued From Page 4)

only by men who went up in the
first groups. The instructors now
have a better idea of what answers
the various questions require, and
can give the students information ac-
cordingly.

We finally went to the pistol range
to complete our firing. The depres-
sion in the army must have receded.

Another trip to Warm Springs, Ga.
is in the making and if everything
goes right and we can induce fifty
men of the battery to eat less cheese,
this trip will be this coming Sunday.

The other day a group of men of

our battery taking the Detail instruc-

tions were seen climbing into trees.

We first thought it was a challenge

to those who do not believe in evo-

lution, but later we found that this is

part of their instruction.

Athletic Dept.
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

On The QT. Dispensary Dope
10 on

I BYB. B. S.

Speaking of hot weather, how do
these gritty baseball players have the
fortitude to get out there these steam-
ing days? Fans never seem to think
of the discomfort the boys who fur-
nish the entertainment go through
with. You might be a little warm,
but they are boiling.

Give the boys out there on that
plate grid a little hand, and help them
over these stuffy, hot days.

When these box fighters crawl into
that ring out in Doughboy Stadium
Tuesday evening, there will be a gath-
ering of fans there to see a show.
That is just what the timber selected
to feature on the program is capable
of giving. You can bet your bottom
dollar these boys will scrap, for there
is an incentive . . . . the right to keep
their coveted positions in the local
rings.

John Corn Griffin, the scrappiest
'Gator to ever come this side of the
Everglades will be there to prove
that he has never quit the ring .

just taking a forced layoff.
Griffin looks more promising than

he ever has before.

Watching the boys work in the
Gymnasium leads us to believe the
fans will see the greatest all action
card ever presented to the Benning
public. There is a dollar's worth of
fun in the training ring each after-
noon just watching those youngsters
work.

Dapper Doyle woull be a good
show in there-with any pug. He
throws leather in his training as
though he wants a kayo over any
mug who puts up a duke in front of
his face. He has to be cautioned re-
peatedly not to go at it seriously.

Gunner DePratt has been mauling
sparring partners about over the
ring unmercifully. His right hand has
developed back into the old form the
rings will so fondly recall. As related
by one of the by.standers who knows
the fight game from start to finish,
"The Gunner doesn't look a bit like
a 'has-beener,' but on the other hand
appears to have a very, very bright
future." It is true that the Gunner
doesn't give the least inkling of an
impression that he is through witi

the ring. His timing and hitting is

almost perfect, and with a litle more

attention to his boxing, will be ready

(Please turn to page 7)

i-Drink

• COLAC
N EHI COLA flavor is differ-

ent-- compare it - test it
any way you please-we know
it is right-Now we want the
most important decision-your
decision-Try it and you will
agree that you and your f am-
ily take no chances when you
drink a flavor with the word
NEHI stamped on the bottle-

C

POST-X
Branches

Don't Forget--NEHI
Is healthful as well as refreshing.

U I

If it isn't one thing it is two, for
the poor "Pillrollers" to do. First
we have the R. 0. T. C., now they
are gone and now the 0. R. C. We
know what to do for them, paint 'em
with iodine and give them two CC.

Some one asked me the other day
if a "ring worm" had teeth. It is hard
to believe but I saw where one had
it a girl the other day. (Just be-

tween you and I, I think it was a
real man that bit her).

All the M. D. ball players are
lown hearted for a few days, but they
,an't give up the ship yet, we will
,how the 2nd Bats that our team is
the best.

Red Floyd: "Does Governor Rus-
ell of Georgia live in Georgia?"

Gilbert: "Sure he does, he lives in
Waycross."

Floyd: "I thought so, but wanted
to be sure."

Now then for the big puzzle, who
is this blond from Atlanta. We all saw
Sammie get with her Saturday and go
off, then Sunday she was talking with
Henery and making eyes at him. He
took up a lot of time with her and
told her godo bye. We would like to
know if his could be the same blond
that Henery played tennis with. It
must be the one that Sammie went to
Atlanta to see.

Sammie has had to be still for the
past few days, his litle brother is
here from N. C.. and watches him.
We know it goes hard with Sammie
"o stay away from his dates more than
one night.

Bowden is gone, but by no means
forgotten. Just wait he will soon be
back to Benning trying to get back
in with the "Pill.rollers."

Sorry to say, but our "Salts Man"
Major Patterson is sick in Quarters
with malaria. We miss you Pat, hurry
up and come on back.

Who believes that the No. 13 is
lucky? Sammie must have something
to say to that. He gets a "Special De-
livery letter" which takes 13c to mail
it. Not just now and then but most
every day. Some girl must have plen-
ty of money to spend on a tramp
like him.

Red Scott: "Okey, Pullen, if you
think I am the one that turned you
in for driving your car on the post,
just come dowsn in the wsoods with
me."

Pullen: "No no, Scott I know it
wasn't you, any one with nice red
hair like y on have couldn't do a
mean trick like that."

Sgt. Henery: I'd like to know why
it is that I have to do all the work
around this place. andl never can get
Sgt. Dotson to help me?"

Red Davis: "That is easy to figure
out, Sgt. Dotson is a big fat Staff
Sgt. and von are the Baby Sergeant
f all the hospital."

Sgt. and Mrs. Dotson. Sgt. Henery
an(i Burch Allison motored down to
Radium Springs last Sunday to meet
Miss Laffew and Miss Smith of At-
lanta, Sgt. Allison and Corp Hayne
who had spent the week end in
Albany.

Red Davis is going to turn in all
of his whites. He says they are bad
luck especially when you wear them
by the M. P.'s office after retreat.

It has just come to light why Pvt.
Smith of the Dental Staff, gets so
much mail, if you don't know the
reason just take a look at his "cute
little mustache.

Miss Peters, who relieved Miss
Freeman with the Attending Sur-

geon: "I never have had so many ba-

bies to tend to in all my life."

Sgt. Taylor the S. P. had to do a

Sunday charge of quarters last week,

now that was a real heart breaker.

Major Patterson is sick in quar-

ters, wonder if he is gold bricking?

Try some good old salts, Major and

come on back to duty.

RUBBER STAMPS

Columbus Office Supply Co.

24 Hr. Service

Phone 556

COOL SUMMER CLOTHES
are the cooler and more comfortable
if your lingerie comes up to the fash-
ion standards of the day.

You can't afford to be
without the latest in mesh
undies in. weather like
this.., when they mean

so much to your comfort 4 [
and coolness. Come in
and see our stock now!

Gift & Special Order Dept.
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga.

"It pays to trade at your Post Exchange"

Don't Leave Your Monev

"LYING

A R 0 UND"

Our 6 per cent rate on savings will
give you the best your money can earn-
and your money will be safe while it is
working.

Call and let us explain our system to you.

4 Per Cent on Savings

Franklin Savings & Loan Co.
13th St. and 1st Ave. Phone 2766

We Appreciate Your Account-Either Borrowing or Saving

-11
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Maxwell Bros. & McDonald

FURNITURE

Cash or Divided

Payments

1141 Broadway Phone 409
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At Rialto Theatre Sunday, Monday

ddie Cantor.. star of "PolmzDdqs

Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE RIALTO
NOW PLAYING: Presenting, "BEYOND THE ROCK-

S," with Tom Keene and Rochelle Hudson in a heart-thump-
g action tale. Death and danger at every turn yet he dared
uncover the public enemies of frontier days. Wilder than

man hunt is this amazing story of a woman bandit.
SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Presenting, "PALMY

AYS," with Eddie Cantor. He is supported by Charlotte
reenwxood. In this one Eddie is the unwilling assistant to Yo-
ndo, leader of a band of crooks, who runs a fake fortune-
lling business, which includes crystal gazing, palmistry, as-
Dlogy and spiritualism.

TUESDAY: Presenting, "DANCERS IN THE DARK,'
ith Miriam Hopkins, Jack Oakie, William Collier, Jr., and
ugene Pallette. A half-good girl with love in her eyes ...
disloyal bandleader . .. a young sax player who cares ...
handsome hoodlum in a "jam" ...a llare of music to drown
e sound of a murder-gun. A swell picture.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSI)AY: P r e s e n t i n g,
)EVIL'S LOTTERY," with Elissa Landi, Victor McLaglen,
tul Cavanagh, Alexander Kirkland and Barbara Weeks. Love
llowed this woman like an evil fate. Men were (lice in her
rnds. The warmth of her kisses-the perfume of her hair-
e sinuous curves of her body enticed them to a dangerous
ve.

AT THE ROYAL
(Beginning with Midnight Show Saturday, 11:15 P. M.)
ALSO SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Present-
g, "THE RICH ARE ALWAYS WITH US," with Ruth

iatterton, Bette Davis, George Brent and John Miljan. At
3t! The right story for Ruth Chatterton. Her most emo-
rnal role since "MADAME X."

ADDED ATTRACTION: Dancing in the lobby, Satur-
y, from 9:30 p. m. to 11 p. m. Music by the Georgians. Reg-

ar admission prices include both dancing and picture pro-
am which starts immediately after the dance.

AT THE GRAND
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Presenting, "THE

UIAL OF VIVIENNE WARE," with Joan Bennett and an
ceptionally strong supporting cast. Circumstantial evidence
mes close to sending a beautiful society girl to the electric
air.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Presenting, "STRANG-

S OF THE EVENING," with Zasu Pitts, Eugene Pallette,icien Littlefield, Tully Marshall, Miriam Seegar and Theo-

re Von Eltz. A baffling problem of murder and marriage

ived in a maelstrom of merriment.

ROYAL
If you ask Ruth Chaterton, star

of First National's "The Rich Are
Always With Us," which shows at the
Royal Theatre next Saturday night
at 11:15, Sunday, Monday and Tues-
day, who she considers her best
friend, she will reply without a mo-
ment's hesitation:

"Emil Jannings."
But for Jannings, the screen

might still be without its "First
Lady" and Ruth Chatterton still pro-
ducing and starring in her own plays
on the stage

Against her will almost, Ruth had
been persuaded to take a test for
Josef Von Sternberg's picture, "The
Docks of New York." She was wholly
apathetic about pictures at that time,
but in her characteristic fashion, put
everything she had into the test. It
failed to appeal to Von Sternberg,
however, an(d the test was relegated
to the vaults, there to lie gathering
dust for weeks.

Then Jannings began seeking his
leading woman for "The Sins of the
Fathers." The vaults were ransacked
for any test that might interest him.
Ruth Chatterton's, among others, was
run for him and at its conclusion the
delighted Jannings rushed forward
and kissed the screen.

He did not know who she was,
but he knew he had found his lead-
ing lady. On the set, the great Jan-
nings took delight in initiating Miss
Chatterton into all the secrets of
screen technique that he had master-
ed. He predicted her present ascen-
dency as a celluloid star.IRIALTO

Victor McLaglen's role, that of an
ex-prizefighter, in "Devil's Lottery,"
the Fox dramatic production in
which he heads Elissa Landi's all

star supporting cast and which opens
its local engagement next??

He was the champion heavyweight
of Eastern Canada and James J. Cor-
bett, who saw him fight at Seattle,
Washington, predicted the highest
ring crown would some day grace
his head. The records show McLag-
len once fought Jack Johnson a non-
decision bout, but soon after this
event, the World War broke out and
Vic transferred his fighting activities
from the ring to the battlefield.

It was at the National Sporting
Club in London, shortly after the
war, that McLaglen was discovered
as the perfect type for pictures. His
most famous screen impersonation
was that of Captain Flagg in the Fox
pictures, "What Price Glory" and
"The Cock Eyed World."

In addition to Miss Landi and Mc-
Laglen the cast of "Devil's Lottery"
includes Alexander Kirkland, Paul
Cavanagh, Barbara Weeks, Beryl Mer-
cer and Herbert Mundin. Sam Tay-
lor directed the production.

The Eyes Have It!

During the filming of "Palmy
Days" which comes to the Rialto
Theatre for two days, Eddie Cantor
paid a visit to an eye specialist who
offered to operate upon the comedi-
an's pop-eyes to take the stars out of
them.

"Let me look after you and I'll
have your eyes looking the same as
any ordinary person's within two
weeks," said the specialist.

"That's fine" said Cantor, "but
who's going to earn the money for
the wife and kiddies?"

Innocent Persons Display
Signs of Guilt, Say Police

Police investigators state that, con-
trary to common belief it is the in-
nocent person who, when accused of
a crime, blushes and stammers and
otherwise shows sign of asserted guilt
rather than the guilty one.

Going on the premise that the
guilty person is on guard against a
reaction that might arouse suspicions
the police reason that it is the in-
nocent person who will become con-
fused when he is surprised by an
accusation.

In Tiffany Productions' mystery
laughmaker, "Strangers of the Even-
ing," coming to the Grand Theatre
Thursday and Friday so totally un-
usual are the reactions of the differ-
ent suspects that the police investiga-
tors become too confused to use logic.
For instance, after working for days
on clues to the murder of Frank Dan-
iels, the police are baffled by the ap
pearance of a man, suffering from
temporary amnesia, who has a "queer"
feeling that he knows where a mur-
der has been committed. When ac-
cused of being the murderer he readi-
ly agrees that he might have done it,

Donald Cook, young attorney ti lore wi
Joan Bennett and defending her against a
murder charge in "The Trial of Virienne
Ware," tells her he saw her going into the
murdered man's house just before the crime
was committed. 1PC

RIALTO
NOW PLAYING1TOM KEENE

In

"Beyond The Rockies"
-Plus-

Chapter No. 3
"THE AIR MAIL MYSTERY"

-Also-
ROUGH HOUSE RHYTHM

SUNDAY-MONDAY
The Ace of all Comedians
EDDIE CANTOR

In

"Palmy Days"
It out Whoops "Whoopee"

-Plus-
SCREEN SOUVENIRS

MINNIE THE MOOCHER
FOX NEWS
TUESDAY

MIRIAM HOPKINS
JACK OAKIE

In

"Dancers In The Dark"
COMEDY - CARTOON

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
ELISSA LANDI

In

"DEVIL'S LOTTERY"
-Plus-

NIAGRA FAILS
FOX NEWS

Always Cool As An Ocean Breeze

but queries as to whether someone
else might not have done it. The fin.
ger of suspicion points strongly to.
wards this "unusual" attitude towards
tccusation confounds the detectives

so completely that they let him go.
The cast of "Strangers of the Ev.

fling" includes Zasu Pitts, Eugene
Pallette, Lucien Littlefield, Tully
Marshall, Miriam Seegar, Theodore
von Eltz, Warner Richmond, Harold
Waldridge and many other well
known names. It was directed by H.
Bruce Humberstone.

Grand
SAT.-SUN..MON.

HELEN
TWELVETREES

In

"UNASHAMED"
With

ROBERTXYOUNG -LEWIS STONEJEAN HERSHOLT- JOHN MILJAN
COMEDY-NOVELTY-NEWS

TUES.-WED.
The Radio Drama that Electrified

the air.

"The TRIAL of
VIVIENNE

WARE"
With

JOAN BENNETT
DONALD COOK-"SKEETS" GALLAGER

STREET SINGER-COMEDY-NEWS

THUR.-FRI.

"S T RA NGE R S
OFEE N

THE VENING
Getting away with murder and

LAUGHS
With

ZASU PITTS-LUCIEN LITTLEFIELD
EUGENE PALLETTE-MIRIAM SEEGAIl

Lilian Roth "NAUGHTY GAL"
COMEDY NEWS

COOLEST SPOT IN TOWN

LROYAL

VI
F....T.. . .... . . ..
E.. ..... ... .:N... . . . . . ..
P .... ......
M ... .... .. ..

T
0
m
0
R
R
0
w

A daring
story of Reck.
less Wealth
and Bank.
rupt Morals!
kU ITH

CHATTEPiON"THE

RICH ARE
ALWAYS
WITH US

EXTRA-
9:30 to 11 P. M.
DANCING

In the Lobby
-- Music By-

THE GEORGIANS

THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS

IN
I E i
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If You Should Die
the day after taking a

Family Income Policy for
$10,000.00

With
AETNA LIFE

INSURANCE COMPANY
Your beneficiary would receive

$100 Per Month
for 20 years and then be paid
$10,000.00 Cash or fifty dollars
per month for over 32 years.

Woodson Hocker

PHONE 2956
AGENT

COLUMBUS

KENNY'S

NORWOOD
COFFEE

is sold at Fort Benning

through the

Post Exchange
TRY A POUND

YOU WILL BE PLEASED

We sell you a car and will
buy it back in nine months
and pay you cash for it. We
keep a nice line of Chevrolets
and Fords along with other
makes, on hand. Our new
car line is Pontiac, Oakland
and Franklins.

We are the largest used car
buyers in Columbus

McMURRIA'S
1125 - 6th Ave. Phone 2590

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

i terest Paid on Deposits at
per cent. per annum, com-

pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit
issued at 3 per cent. per annuip

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

CLUB
Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

IU

U

ON THE Q. T.
(Continued from page 5)

and able to take on the best to be
found.

The Gunner is the old mauler who
socks them, and lets them stay socked.
The bets are even that the entire per-
sonnel of "H" Company, 29th Infan-
try will turn out in mass to witness
the fracas. That is one organization
that backs up its fighters one-hundred
per cent.

The only "low down" addressed
to the column this week was to the
effect that Archie (Errors) McLeod
was still making them for the Artil-
lery team. That man can surely drop
more balls han a pea dropper can
peas in a day's run. His hitting and
hustling is still good, and when he
stops making those "bumbles," as
"Lucy" Phillips, the outfielder calls
them, he will be batting a thousand
in the eyes of the column.

Perhaps that crooked arm has
something to do with it all.

NEW FALL
Showing of

STAR BRAND SHOES
Just received 18 cases of men's

new fall shoes to be sold at lower
prices than ever before.

$1.95, $2.39, $2.85
$3.25 $4.95

This also includes the new
browns. Both have rubber or hard
leather heels.

SAM NEEL
Westbrook Bldg.

Their Voices Strike Popular Chord

Staff Sergeant Andrew S. DuVall,
without whom the Quartermaster De-
tachment would hardly be the Quar-
termaster Detachment, has decided to
turn over a new financial leaf. Be-
ing an employee of the United States
Government, Sergeant DuVall recent-
ly had emulated the actions of Uncle
Sam in operating at a deficit. But
since efforts have been made to get
the budget balanced, he has decided
that he, too, must follow suit and be-
gin operating with a surplus. How
long it will take the government to
get a surplus is uncertain. The same
is true with Sergeant DuVall, but
both are making gallant efforts.

The detachment has a new chief
of the organization garden in the per-
son of Archie W. (Red) Whidden.
Whidden recently has been a member
of the Fort Benning crew of fire
fighters, but will now change his oc-
cupation to that of battling weeds in
turnips. This assignment is no new
one to him, as he has had consider-
able experience in the detachment's
"farm."

The Mighty Grumpy Gordy has
again registered a complaint. He in-
sists that this column is not doing
right by him. Last week his name
was mentioned in connection with
the Quartermaster Detachment's dance
held a short while ago. He was per-
fectly satisfied with the statement that
he was right in the competition with
Solly Baker as one of the organiza-
tion's chief sheiks, but he became
extremely worried when his croon-
ing was not mentioned. 'Tis true that
the Mighty Grumpy did croon at the
dance, and in his usual heart break-
ing fashion. He is still considering
giving up fighting and concentrating
on singing. He has decided that he'd
rather compete with Bing Crosby than
Jack Sharkey-possibly because Cros-
by is more popular among the fem-
inine sex than Sharkey.

In a popularity contest conducted
by a New York newspaper the Bos-
well Sisters walked away with the
first prize in the harmonizer's class,
rolling up a total vote of 21249. The
contest, which began May 16th, closed
July 4th and the nearest rivals for
the honor won by the Chesterfield
stars polled 7,598 votes.

A ballot was published in the news-
paper daily for 50 days, which gave
the girls from New Orleans an aver-
age of practically 425 votes a day in
the Greater New York area, covered
by the newspaper's circulation.

The Boswells, Connie, Vet., and
Martha, as they are known to their
radio audience, from Main to Hawaii
and from Canada to the Gulf of Mexi-

Tankers
PURPLE HEART

We take great pleasure in announc-
ing the receipt of orders awarding
the Purple Heart to Sergeant Thomas
Gause of Headquarters Company. Ser-
geant Gause is the first person in the
Battalion to receive this decoration.
The Battalion congratulates him.

SWIMMING
On August the twelfth the swimmers

of the Battalion are to have their
first opportunity of the season to dem-
onstrate their prowess in the water.
An athletic memorandum published
last week by Headquarters has set
that date aside for a Battalion Swim-
ming Meet in which each company
will enter a team. There will be nine

events affording opportunities for all

the various types of swimmers. Points

will be awarded for the first three

places only (5-3-1) the two relay races

(400 yard relay and 300 yard medley)

will receive double the number of

points awarded in each place (10-6-2).

These are fine afternoons to spend

at Russ Pool and you have less than

four weeks to get into training for

this meet. So get on the job and get

yourself into shape to win for your

company and secure a place on the

Battalion Team.

COMPANY "E"

BLABS FROM THE FIRING LINE

At this time we wish to commend

Corporal R. P. H. Scott who has been

notified that he will be awarded the

"Purple Heart." Corporal Scott is

one of our "Old Soldiers" and is liked

by every one in the Company. We al-

so wish to thank him for the shot

gun he is giving away to the man

who makes the highest score during

the range season and who draws less

than a corporal's pay. This means that

the only ones who have a chance will

be from a first fifth down to a buck

private. Boys the gun in question is

a $25.00 prize, and is well worth

fighting for.

co, expressed the greatest delight with
their success when the silver cup was
presented to them. Connie, speaking
for her sisters and herself said: "We
are happy indeed to have been among
the winning artists in this contest. We
wish to extend our sincere thanks to
our rado audience for the honor done
us. Our work on the "Music That Sat-
isfies" program is a pleasure in itself,
but this just doubles our pleasure."

RUBBER STAMPS

Columbus Office Supply Co.

Phone 556

1229 - 31 Broadway

Schwob Company
Shows Increase

Old established manufacturer of
men's clothes shows unit increase for
first six months of this year.

The Schwob Company, with retail
stores throughout the South and home
office in Columbus Ga., has made a
remarkable showing in Readyto-Wear
suits for the first six months of this
year. Unit sales show an increase of
nearly 5 per cent for the six months
period ending June 30th as compared
with the same period last year. These
figures take on even more importance
when it is learned that the Spring
Season of 1931 was the best in the
company's history up to that time.

In an interview with Mr. S. Schwob,
president of the Schwob Company,
he said, "While our sales last year
were close to the million mark, we
are not what you might call a big
concern. In this respect, I think We
are somewhat fortuntae, because it is
my opinion that the little fellow un-
der the sun is today in a better po-
sition than the big concern. He is
able to adjust his business to meet
changing conditions much quicker
than is the case with large companies.
In view of the reduction in price
of raw materials and close attention
to operating expenses, we have been
able to uphold the quality of our mer-
chandise and at the same time make
prices that fit today's budget. This,
plus a good size sum for newspaper
advertising, accounts for the showing
this company has made."

In commenting on prospects for
this Fall, Mr. Schwob said, "I pre-
dict that conditions will improve
somewhat this Fall throughout the
South. We are now making our Fall
clothing, and our Fall advertising
campaign, which will be one of the
largest in our entire business career,
has already been laid out. We take
these steps with confidence, and look
to the future with courage, believing
that there are still ample opportuni-
ties in store for business concerns in
America."

43 Years of

QUALITY CLOTHES

KUPPENHEIMER
STEIN BLOCK
MANHATTAN

for Men and Boys
DOBBS
STETSON
McGREGOR, etc.

Columbus, Ga.

RYE BREAD
The best you've ever tasted, in long and round loaves

FRESH DAILY AT

Post Exchange Grocery
EVERIDGE'S BAKERY

109 12th StreetFirst National

Bank
Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Resources Over $2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning
Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY
-I

BOYS SHOP 2ND FLOOR

Hofflin & Greentree
Columbus' Leading Clothiers

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

Ho ROTHSCH[LD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years

m

The Boswell Sisters-Vet, Martha and Connie
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NLWH0 E SPO:RTNVWORLD
BILL ELLISON, Editor

Denning and Griffin to Scrap Tue, sday
Splendid Ring Go

Is Promised By
Fis tic Followers

Jake Denning, who rules the roost
in his division in the Carolinas, and
Corn Griffin, who commands the re-
spect of all tin earred gentlemen at
Sul benning and other points South,

will settle the little question of su-
premacy at Doughboy Stadium next
Tuesday evening.

Denning and Griffin are scheduled
to fight ten rounds but it is the gen-
eral concensus they won't for the very
simple reason either can knock over
a horse when the mood so moves
them to do so assault an innocent
and unsuspecting filly.

Gunner DePratt, the terror of old
is going to board the "Comeback
Special" by meeting Grumpy Gordy,
the "River Stay Away From My
Door" boy. The fans are assured
of a show when this pair squares off,
lowers an instant and then lunges
into action. DePratt used to be good
-very good, until Stiles Attaway dis.

You save hours and dollars traveling
via Hood Coach Lines. New, luxurious
motor coaches with hot water heat,
reclining chairs. -.-.. even RADIO ...
leave from the very center of town at
hours to suit your convenience.
Investigate this new, modern means of
travel today . .,. telephone your agent
for fares to anywhere. Complete.
friendly information at all times.

For Example-
ROUND TRIP: One and one-half
fare to all points. 60 day limit.
ATLANIA--------------$ 3.00
MONTGOMERY ----------- 3.00
BIRMINGHAM------------4.50
MOBILE-------------------7.75
WASHINGTON, D. C. - 19.45
NEW YORK ------------- 24.45
NEW ORLEANS----------11.75
SAVANNAH---------------7.75

Round Trip-------------11.65

JNION BUS TERMINAL
1212 Broadway
PHONE 661

HOOD COACH
L.... I INIF S u

Meets Grumpy Gordy in Semi Final

"Gunner" DePratt, C.ompany "H," 29th Infantry, who will try for a
comeback in the fight card to be staged at the Benning ring next Tuesday,
July 26.

couraged him. He then suspended
the gloves in the pugilistic parlor
where they have been collecting dust
all these years. Now, after taking
them down, fondling them, caressing
-hem and admiring them, the Gunner
has decided that they might be of
service to him after all. And look
what a tough customer he has decid-
ed to try them out on.

Dapper Doyle, a boy good enough
for a main go (provided the fans ap-
preciated light boys on the top bout)
will meet Kid Chambliss in a six
rounder that should be o. k.-that is,
if Chambliss can get going before
Doyle cuffs him around with those
dynamic sts of his. Doyle came from
Louisiana-New Orleans to be spe-

cific-where punks just launching

their cauliflower careers are tough
enough for the average main go.

Kid Holyfield and "Red" Goss,
fiery-thatched M. P. will tear around

the ring hitting each other wherever
they might, for six rounds, or less.
Rumors are there is no bortherly feel-
ing between these men.

Danny Long and Kid Cumbaa are
booked for four rounds. Long has
been to the wars many, many times
and certainly should be able to take
..are of himself on this occasion.
Cumbaa, he will learn, is not a set-up.

Brcanch and Wright are down for
four rounds in the curtain raiser.
Both will fight. So that's enough to
satisfy any customer.

Captain Philip C. Fry and his as-
sistants feel they have lined up a

strong card this time. They have cer-
tainly done everything in their power

to see that the fans are given a run
for their money and the indications

are that patrons will leave the sta-
dium intoning:

"Wasn't that a humdinger, though?"

Medico Victories Due to Good
Team Work On Part Of Players
When the Intra-Mural baseball

schedule was being arranged at the
first of the 1932 baseball season, many
baseball fans were a little bit skeptic
concerning the placing of the Medi-
cos in the class "A" league. Numer
ous fans and critics went so far as to
state that the Medico outfit would be
lucky to break into the win column
and could rate them no better than
the cellar position.

To date the Medicos have been
the high light of the first half of
the pennant race. Major L. K. Patter-
son was appointed manager and team
coach. With four years of college
baseball and seven years as a player
and manager in the professional
ranks, Major Patterson developed a
team that has burned up the league
and left fans and critics staring pop-
eyed at the pace setting Medicos.

All credit for the team's success
does not go to the coach. The Medi-
cos are not an all-star aggregation
but they are fighters with but one
thought, and that to win. Teamwork
has always been a leading factor in a
team's success. The Medicos show
consistent team work and razzing,
disputes and arguments among the
players on the bench or in the field
is unheard of.

Gilbert, big hurler, is the king pin
of the team. Possessed of a dazzling
speed ball, a wide breaking curve,
a nice change of pace and also splen-
did control, he is no doubt the lead-
ing hurler cf the garrison.

Newman, battery mate of Gilbert,
is only a youngster, but he holds the
big twirler's zippers in a nonchalant
manner that makes the hard ones

(Please turn to page 9)

Attend ED COHN'S Sale for Metcalf

Clothing and Hat Stores Inc.

1107 Broadway (West side of Broadway)

SALE BEGINS SATURDAY MORNING

A great array of men's clothing, hats and
furnishings at greatly reduced prices.

IMAGINE YOUR EMBARRASSMENT
WN. - YOU PAPK "/OUR. FRIEND'S
CAR AT THE TOP OF THE HILL,
AND FIND IT AT THE BOTTOM-

MAGINE YOUR SECURITY in knowing that the
brakes on our used cars are guaranteed tobe in

perfect condition. This is but one of the many
reasons why it pays to buy used cars from a repu-
table dealer.

MUSCOGEE CHEVROLET CO.
1501 FIRST AVENUE PHONE 100

Boxing, Tuesday Night, July 26th
Doughboy Stadium 8:15 P. M.

JAKE DENNING vs. CORN GRIFFIN
OF NORTH CAROLINA FORT BENNING, GA.

GUNNER DePRATT vs. GRUMPY GORDY (Semi Final) DAPPER DOYLE vs. KID CHAMBLISS (6 Rou
HOLYFIELD vs. RED GOSS (6 Rounds) LONG vs. CUMBAA (4 Rounds)

BRANCH vs. WRIGHT ( 4 Rounds)

GENERAL ADMISSION 50c RINGSIDE $1.00
TICKETS ON SALE AT OFFICERS' CLUB, ATHLETIC OFFICE and all ORDERLY ROOMS

mmommomalmIral

unds)
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Intramural Teams
Engaged In Last
Minute Struggle

After running over the score-book

of the league, we find that the first

half hasn't presented such bad base-

hall after all. The book shows some

brilliant recoveries, and also some

unforseen slumps that have complete-

ly turned things topsy-turvy.

The Second Battalion is now lead.

ing the league in averages, but the

Medicos have a wonderful chance to

come up to them for a first half tie.

They will, no doubt, if the weaker

teams in the leagues don't continue

to play true to form, and upset the

(lope again. Each time that a strong

team has been slated to win in a

walk, the weaker teams have set them

dlown.
The Kells are favored to take the

series, in the event one is played to
settle the leadership question. They
are only selected on their superior
pitching staff for a series. Gilbert can
hold them for one game, but the ques-
tion remains, can he do it for a ser-
ies of games? Barnes is a good pitch-
er for the Medicos, but the Kells
pound that pill too hard for the sec-
ond selection of the pill rollers. At
the worst, next week promises base-
ball of the first water, and the stands
will no doubt be packed to witness
the last minute struggle of each team
in the league.

The Tanks are playing only passive
baseball, neither making a threat at
going places, up or down, content to
remain on the half way mark. They
have been strengthened by the ad-
dition of Bill Swantic, who is adept
at catching as he is on the mound.
Bill will burn some recruits pants
this last half, and no fooling.

Hot weather seems to have Lind-
sey, as does he age of Kjelstron, the
Kelly ace of older days. Prophet is
hitting for the lead up around five
fifty, but is being pushed by several.
The batting averages will be avail.
able for thle first half next week.

The team standings:

2nd Bn.
Medicos. - -----
1st Bn.
Tanks. - -----
I. S. D.--------------
Artillery. - -----
Special Units

W.
10
8
5
5
4
3
4

L.
2
2
6
7
7
9
6

Pct.
.833
.800
.455
.417
.363
.250
.400

Watch Repairing
LAMAR SMITH

PHONE 3032 "1201 BIROADWAY

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1313

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

Stanton's Lunch Car
C.J. STANTON, Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY OUR STEW

Phone 29 1638-2nd Ave.

WE DELIVER
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A.P.I. Men Star
In R.O.T.C. Track

Meet At Post
AUBURN, Ala., July 22-Placing in

12 of the 14 events, students from

Alabama Polytechnic Institute carried

off major honors in the annual Fort

Benning, Ga. R. 0. T. C. track and

field meet. The Plainsmen represen-

tatives were first in seven events,

earned a tie for first in another, were

second in six, third in five, and

scored in all of the matches except

the shoe race and tug-of-war.
Bob Arthur, Birmingham, a candi-

date for Auburn's four major athletic

teams during the 1931-32 term, was

the individual star of the meet with

firsts in both the shot put and discus.

Porter Grant, Dothan, a sterling foot-

ball and a crack baseball player, and

Emmett and Ross McQueen, ace dis-

tance runners from Tallassee, were

runnersup to Arthur for high scoring

honors. Grant was first in the 220

and second in the 100, Emmett Mc-

Queen was first in the mile and sec-

ond in the 440 and Ross McQueen

breasted the tape first in the 440 and

was second in the mile.

Although rorced back into second

division during the first half of the

pennant race, the Detachmenteers

have finally began to hit their stride

and unless something unforeseen

occurs should be out in front when

the teams come down the home

stretch in the final games of the

last half.
To begin with the team has finally

started hitting. Against the Tanks the

Detachmenteers laid on the old hoss

apple, hit the offerings of the veter-

an Red Lindsey, to all corners of

the lot to come from behind and

overcome a five run lead to win.

Monday afternoon the Gunners were

humbled 7 to 3, and that hardly

tells the story. Led by Sad Samuel

Stuart, the Greencords rapped out

just 19 base hits. Pop Heckert col-
lected a trio of these smacks.

Sad Samuel busted four safe bin-

gles, Mickey McCarthy put his 133

pounds of brawn back of one of

ilolloway's benders and bounced one

off the score board for a triple.
Auburn's other scorers were icottAburNelsotherascorsinwter 100Cooley dropped three hits in safe

Turk, Nelson Ga., first in the 100ndtlok if the

and a member of the winning team

in the 440-yard relay; Robert Lee
Carlson, Heflin, first in the javelin;
Pugh Cameron, Auburn, a tie for
first in the high jump; Sam Mason,
Tallassee, a stellar outfielder, second
in the javelin; J. TI. Suydam, Bir-
minghma, second in the shot put;
Joseph Hurt, Tuskegee, second in the
cake race; Lee Johnston, Langdale,
a consistent football center, third in
the 120-yard low hurdles; Marshall
Caley, Marion Junction, third in both
the 440 and broad jump; Theodore
Clarkson. Gadsen. third in the sack
race; Euland Rushing, Prattville,
third in the javelin, and Dan Rencher
and Fornev Renfro, both of Opelika,
and Cash Stanley, Montgomery, other
members of the victorious 440-yard
relay quartet.

Medicos Depend On
Teamwork To Win

(Continued from page 8)
look easy. His whip to the bags
has also gained him the respect of
o,"nosing base runners.

Orgeron at first base, is far from
a shining star, but he fields his po-
qition nicely and few errors have
b-een chalked to his credit. He is
also capable of collecting base hits
when hits mean runs. Reddock at
the keystone sack and Massey at
short form a smooth working com-
bination that will rival any pair in
the garrison. Cummings at third is
a little weak with the willow but
his work around the hot corner has
been ace high.

The outfield is well patrolled.
Barnes in left and Greene in center
are a nifty pair of ball hawks.
Greene has failed to come through
,t bat but his fleet legs and sure
fingers have robbed opposing batters
of numerous hits in his territory.
Barnes is a nice hitter and dangerous
base runner. "Ole Man" Mosley is
rather slow over in right field but
the old boy wields a willow that
makoe every hurler in the circuit
dread his appearance at the plate
wi'h runners on the path.

It looks very much like the Medi-
cos are due for a shot at the post
season series. Their defeat by the
Kellys last Saturday afternoon was a
heart breaking affair, and oiily the
toughest breaks of the game brought
the reverse. Man for man, team for
team. the Medicos boast one of the
strongest combinations in the garri-
son.

ster is going to be a threat to hurl-

ers in the final half. Tolle seems

to be as much at home in the outer

garden as on the mound. "Wee
Grady," lets nothing hit the earth
in left field. Zupke, big right hander
from the Tank School arrivals, prom-
ises to turn in quite a few wins be-
fore the end of the season. The big
boy can really pitch.

Besides busting the nugget, Pep-
pah Martin is playing a jam up game
around the short field. It looks as if
"Peppah" will be finding himself at
third and the peppy ex-Tanker is go-
ing to be a big factor in the Green-
cord drive.

Pfc. Gibbs, c o u n t r y clerk, has
sprung a brand new one in the pos-
sum hunting line. He was discov-
ered out in the wilds of Torch Iill
a few nights ago. He said that he
was possum hunting. When asked
where his dogs were at he stated that
ne never used dogs but that he al-
ways "still hunted" for possums.

Sergt. McPherson has an alarm
clock that he seems to care for very
much. He carries the clock to town
with him every night and returns
with it every morning. The question
is, "Why not leave the clock in town
during the day." Or probably Mac
has a new boarding place every night.

During the past week the follow-
ing promotions have been made:
Corporal Jesse H. Mann to the grade
of sergeant; Pfc. J. H. Parkerson
to the grade of corporal.

Suspense is a terrible thing. Re-
cently a certain officer of the Green-
hat outfit, stepped down on the gas
and let his car out a few notches
above the speed limit. Thirty min-
utes later the office phone rang and
he was told that the Provost Marshall
desired conversation with him. He
took the receiver expecting to hear
the worst, imagine his relief when
it was just a friendly call.

"Poppa John" is back in the re-
creation and the ivorys are again
clicking. Well tipped cues, smooth
tables and plenty of chalk go a long
ways in adding to the pleasure of a
game of pool.

THE FLARE
(Continued from page 4)

country. We strongly urge the Sher-
iff's golf companion's Golightly and
Brann to adopt the Sheriff's method
in care Mr. Collins persists in his
determination to hamstring the Army.

Independent Frigidaire Service I
Factory *Trained Mechanics

EXPERT SERVICE-PROMPTLY RENDERED
AT REASONABLE PRICES

J. D. Sanders Day or Night Phone 1036

COMPANY "E"
Company "E" is preparing every

day now for the 1932 range season.

We believe that the 2nd Battalion

will triumph over the 1st Battalion
very easy due to the fact the 1st Bat-
'a!;on didn't get many experts.

Eddie J. ampbell has struggled
along thru the jungles to Washing-
ton, D. C. on his french leave in an
effort to balance the budget-it ap-
pears that he was successful for the
payroll for the army is available for
the fiscal year 1933.

Our prizefighter, "Kid" Underwood,
has been having tough luck lately,
in his last twenty-five bouts he has
won the title of "One Round Under-
wood" (turns one round before he
kisses the canvas-KOed). Some-
one asked "Kid," "Why don't you
start fighting sometime" he replied
"How do you expect a guy to fight
when they don't let him get started."

Jim Dutton volunteered to umpire
a baseball game for the Kelly's Sun-
day and after making a few personal
decisions he almost got mobbed by
the pop bottle method. Anyway, the
Kelly's won a double-header.

After a strenuous week entertain-
ing the girls down town with their
new Chevrolet, Sgt. Bell and Pvt.
McDonald have declared a few days
vacation. It was reported that Sgt.
Bell felt matrimonially inclined one
night last week and because McDon-
ald refused to act as best man the
ceremony was postponed indefinitely.

Company "E" swimming team is
rounding into shape for the coming
swimming meets this year and they
expect to capture the g r e a t e r
part of the honors. The team is
composed of Sgt. Poisso, Pvts. Parke,
Depriest and Stewart, M. G. and a
few more who are a bit slow about
announcing their candidacy.

We regret very much to see Lieut.
Bowen leave us, Company "E" will
always remember him as a fine of-
ficer in every respect.

COMPANY "F"
Well, here is dear old "F" Com-

nany again; and with a new scribe.
Our old scribe, Pfc. Stolier, has been
transferred to 2nd Bn. Hq. Co. Best
of luck to you, Ben.

At last Cpl. Vines, our Mess Sgt.,
has been promoted to the grade of
Sgt.; and Pfc. Cappell to Cpl. Pvts.
Liddell and Rayburn have been pro-
moted to Pfc. Congrats to you boys.

Since the last writing we have had
several new men added to our Roster.
We wish them the best than can come
their way; also that they will like
this old Outfit as does ye scribe.

/ i

Attractive Meals
M ADE so by careful

planning, p r o p e r
cooking and wise buy-
ing.

That's where the Gro-
cery Department comes
in!

Qrocery Dept.
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.
"It Pays to Trade at Your

Post Exchange"

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

PEACHTREE AT CAIN

t_,ltlanta, r a.

0

550 rooms of comfort and
convenience. Each room has
ceiling fan, circulating ice
water, radio and either
shower or tub bath; corner
rooms have both. Open Din-
ing Terrace and Coffee Shop.

Rooms from $2.50.

J. F. de Jarnette Vice-Pres. & Mgr.

Fine Clothes-

Fine Quality

O NE naturally expects
the man of perfect

taste to choose the best
... that's why so many
really smart men choose
this store.

CLOTHING CO

1204 Broadway

Range season is here again. We be-
gin our Range work on the 25th.
According to all symptoms and re-
ports, it is going to be very hot. But
what do we care for hot weather?
We've had it before and survived, and
we can do it again. The boys have
been busy for the past week getting
their shooting coats ready. Every one
seems to be eager to get on the
Range. We all hope to make high
scores.

Pfc. Rowe seems to be rather pop-
ular at a certain residence in town.
We are wondering what causes his
popularity. He won't tell, but we can
guess. Go to it, Ruben, but be care-
ful.

A Quartermaster Sgt. reported that
we had a monkey running loose. We
investigated and found out that it
was only Yassney.

RUBBER STAMPS

Columbus Office Supply Co.

24 Hr. Service

Phone 556
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BAND, 24TH INFANTRY
Now that our national fathers have

seen fit to make provisions for the
boys in olive drab to enjoy the many
pleasures made possible with the gen-
erous salary of $21.00 per, breathing,
in spite of the humidity has been
made much easier and we may hold
our heads high once more.

Technical Sergeant David C. King,
our dashing first sergeant has been
discharged, held up his right flopper
and received the usual 1095 days and
has availed himself of an extended
furlough of ten days during which
time he intends to tour the country
from coast to coast. It is believed
that he intends to leave for New
York on the eighth day of his fur-
lough returning to Benning on the
tenth day.

We are sorry to learn that Mrs.
King, wife of our illustrious first ser-
geant is on the sick list and we sin-
cerely hope for her speedy recovery.
It is believed by the writer that the
shock of the said first sergeant at-
tending church last week was too
much for the good lady.

Private Slone Williams, well known
drum artist of the first orchestra has
returned from a 30 day furlough
which was utilized in visiting points
of interest in the United States. Mr.
Williams visited extensively in Co-
lumbus and Fort Benning, Georgia.

COMPANY "A"
The company has just completed

a very successful Record Practice
season on July 16, 1932, every body
made the desired qualification but
certain drones as usual. The famous
AHLU as usual has failed to make
the necessary 306. What a pity. The
mighty J. L. has at last attained the
height of a MM, you ought to have
seen him in his elegant pose at the
standing posiiton. The sight was
worth seeing but he came through
with a score of only 19.

COMPANY "C"
From target pullers to grass cut-

ters to Quartermaster specialists, to
manning the wagons of the service

AUTO
POST EXCHANGE

"It Pays to Trade at I

Company seems to be the lot of MA TA HARI
"G" Company. But beginning Mon-
day of next week, July 25-there will
be another story-target pullers will WHAT HAS HAPPENED SO FAR
be taking the sandbag rest, grass cut- Mata Hari, famous dancer and ene-
ters will be taking the sand bag my spy, undertakes to get some secret
rest, and everybody else will be tak- papers from her lover Shubin, Atta-

che of the Russian Embassy in Paris.ing the sand bag rest. All of which Shubin has been unnerved by a visit
is an indication that we have reach- from Dubois, the head of the French
ed the midsummer mark, in our mili- Secret Service, and refuses to discuss
tary training as well as the heat them. But before leaving his house,

Mata Hari meets again a young avia-wave. tor, Alexandor Rosanoff, whom sheWord during the past week from has permitted to make love to her
Headquarters has been received stat- and dismissed. Mata Hari has expect-
ing 'that Corp. Johnson has been ed to use Shubin, also, but suspects

a distinc- that enemy secret service agents areawared he urpl Hertstriking through him at her.
tion for Corp. Johnson of which we

are justly proud.
During the past month our strength "Shall I serve dinner now, sir?"

has been increased by the addition ("Oh, I must get warmed first!"
of about ten recruits. They include protested the dancer. "My teeth are
Stanfill, Bailey, Baker, Bordelon, chattering-and so are Monsieur Shu-
Yattaw, McGee, Cales, Key, and Mc- bin's."
Lane practically all being previous Shubin took the hint and dismissed
service men. the man.

"What did you mean-my teeth are
COMPANY "C" chattering?"

Now that the shooting season is "I meant that you are a coward,"
over, we hear no more "Wise-cracks" she said briskly. "You have had a
about who can and who can't. Many little chat with Dubois and you are
of the "Cans" of last year proved in a great pother about it."
themselves to be the "Cant's" for this "Mata! Its for you!" he exclaimed,
year. Therefore, Kid Tite, your place wounded. "Its because I know what
with us is safe. You'll do better next this will lead you to. To be shot as
year. a spy, when one is so young and so

The 1st Sgt. is rather skeptical beautiful. It's not good to think of.
about his moniker being published Trust me, Mata-take some advice
in the paper. However, I'll take a from me-I am much older than you,
chance on my throne, and say that and besides I adore you-give up
he too framed an alibi for not mak- these activities which, in the end, will
ing expert rifleman. Oh, yes, he is finish you. After all, Germany is not
still a sharpshooter. your country. If you must have ex-

Attention Ball Team citement, why not work for us-for
I'm going around "tellin' the cock- the Allies?"

eyed world," about the ability of Was this another suggestion from
your playing, and you fellows go out Dubois?"
and let Co. F, give you the "Bums' "Do you know what the English
rush" from the diamond. Wake-up said when they had my effects search-
and get together, you can do it-win ed in London?" she demanded. "They
a game or two, so that I won't be were surprised to find me so dignified!
nominated as the "Ananias Reporter I used no gestures! I made no at-
of the Regiment. tempt to seduce them! They were

Some one asked me what was the amazed that I was not a giggling, lit-
difference between a good big man tie cocotte, without brains, without
and a good little man. At that time breeding, I who come of a lineage
I didn't reply. However, after some that lived in palaces when the Eng-
observation, I have concluded that lish were groveling in caves! And I
this example might answer the ques- am to work for such people, indeed!"
tion. Now, Worham What the heck "They are never tactful, those Eng-
would members look like trying to lish," murmured Shubin, who under-
knock down the Mess Sergeant with stood how her vanity had been hurt.
his fists? Speak now or forever hold "But the French "
your peace. "Oh, the French! In France, they

look upon me as a woman, a beauti-
ut ful woman, an accomplished dancer,

~no doubt. But in Cermany, when I

dance, they worship me as a goddess!"
-She rose and warmed her hands at

- -- -'-" the fire, breathing quickly with theI
vehemence which she was prepared
to display.

"Even you, Shubin, who know me
and in whom I have had great faith,
even you think nothing of playing
me false because-what does it mat-
ter?-I am only a woman. Very well,
I shall know how to defend myself
against you in the future."

This threat that he would lose her,
which had never failed to agonize
him, now made him cry out: "But

i s what is it I've done to you, Mata?
I am repeating what Dubois told me,

Of IJam . . . 1

"I know what you are doing! You
are attempting to pull the wool over
my eyes, for you know very well that

Opr I am aware that you have had fresh
dispatches from Russia."

"No-no--I-"
After a long pause, Shubin said

heavily, "I can't. No, I can't discuss
those- with you, Mata."

"I have already dishonored myself
for your sake. Don't-don't," he
begged, "ask it-no-"

As if he could touch her! She was
adamant.

"Honor! Honor! To refuse a favor
to a friend who has trusted to your
friendship! That's honor, isn't it? she
flung out at him so passionately that
he was too confused to protest against
the speciousness of her accusations.

Seeing him so humbled, she gave
a final twist of the knife.

"Youare a coward. You're afraidD E P T for your skin, my friend, that's all
there is to it."

Fort Benning, Ga. "I am not thinking of myself," said
Your Post Exchange" Shubin gloomily. "I am a lost man

-a traitor. I shall shoot myself one
(To Be Continued)

Delicious-- Nutritious

BREAD AND CAKE
COLLINS BAKING COMPANY

B. H. HARRIS CO.
Renting

Special attention given Fort Benning Officers
Kindly call and let us assist you in

getting located
Office, 12th Street I Phones 250-251

B. H. HARRIS CO.

We Offer The Services Of Our
RENTAL DEPARTMENT

To all incoming officers to -assist them in getting
pleasantly located for the coming school year.

FLOURNOY REALTY COMPANY
(REALTORS)

Owners and Exclusive Agents for
WILDWOOD COURT APARTMENTS

3 Phones 465 1209 Broadway

(4 +(*4 +

44 Makers of Fine Printing Plates +

+

' G +.

(4* (4(4 }g I o+g ++,+*++,+* , ++* q g @q@@@@@@@@

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GEObGIA
FOWTE PX u

A Citizen Wherever We Serve
1330 Broadway

R. M. Harding, Manager

Boyce Real Estate
Company

Rentals Insurance
Let us help find you a home

Phone 3838

19-13th Street
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Brown field Defeats DrakeAtCotun
Bron -

Benning
Briefs

Carrying comfort to an extreme,
we call it, is the idea of some of the
officers of the Benning garrison. Lt.
Dowdall tells us that he had an in-
teresting flare-back from one of his
improvements in the Officers' Club.
It seems that the Secretary, "Mine
Host" as the Flare so quaintly puts
it, had ordered new seats for the cafe-
teria in the Club with backs, to ease
the tired dorsal sections of the post
military magnates who drop in for a
chat and a bite. His announcement
of this welcome change and display
of the folder illustrating the seats
brought for the interesting informa-
tion that this change would not be
so popular with some of the Club
habitues who were in the habit of
having the tops of the seats taken off
and warmed in the oven before put-
ting them to a more practical use.

Lt. Johnson's education is improv-
ing. He has now, with the able as-
sistance of Captain Fry and Lt. Har-
mony, discovered the difference be-
tween a Post Exchange coupon and
an Officers' Club chit. We had al-
ways thought that anyone who had
to see them even rarely would know
them in an instant, but the Lt. is dif-
ferent and it has taken several weeks
in the Athletic Office to acquaint him
with this important fact.

The Athletic Officer's newest addi-
tion has also made further strides in
learning the rudiments of training at
Benning, having, in a recent moment,
discovered that the Athletic Office is
not a part of the Recreation Center
Board, despite the fact that most of
its mail is addressed via the builders
of Benning.

Another article on this page de.
scribes the newest proposed additior
to the land forces of the Army, the
flying Christie tank. If some intent
ive genius would just discover a way
to train the mosquitoes which infesi
certain sections of Florida, he woult
have a truly formidable weapon, foi
these warriors seemingly never suffei
from mechanical trouble, and theii
bark is certainly not worse than theii
hite!

By the way, it looks as thougi
Twitty's cartoons which so vividl:
describe certain aspects of Bennint
life may be resumed. In spite of thi
fact that the creator of "Sweet Arm'
Life" and "Harry Blitz" has departe(

for greener fields, we may still b(
able to freshen his memory of th4
post and get some more of his il
lustrated ideas about Benning.

Lt. Dowdall, who recently returne'
from Ireland, had a most refreshinj
experience on his return, when h4
was met at the gate by a receptioi
committee acquainting him with th
fact that he was to appear immediate
ly before the Economy Board. An
all this in spite of the fact that h4
hadn't even rolled his shirt-sleeve
down!

The Benning entries in the Columr
bus Invitation Tennis tournamer

(Please turn to page 4)

Golf Club Being
Formed By Group

Of Enlisted Men
Golf at Fort Benning has received

another boost that will aid greatly

to add impetus to the progress of the

game. The enlisted men of the post

who have shown interest here-to-fore

in the game of cow pasture pool, have

formed a club, with permission to

use the Officers' Club Course.

To date, there are twenty-six quali-

fied members to the club, with efforts

being made to stretch that number

to thirty-two by the first of next week.

The membership fees are nominal,

being within the limits of all grades

desiring to play. This movement

should receive the support of all lov-

ers of the Scottish game, and will add

more color to the Garrison's recrea-

tional life.

Three of the officers of the club
have been selected and installed in
their respective capacities. Master
Sergeant Harry M. Foster is the presi-
dent. Technical Sergeant Larry Mitzen
is vice-president and Master Sergeant
Albert Dowling is Secretary.

As soon as the required thirty-two
members are enrolled, the tournament
will be played. This is to be a handi-
cap affair, and it will be necessary
to have the members as early as pos-
sible to fairly determine their re-
spective handicaps.

In determining the handicap to be
given the contestants, the five best
scores of the contestants will be tak-
en by which to set the handicap.

The tournament will be played in
four flights of eight players each.
There will be, besides the winners
trophy, a medalist for low qualify.
ing score, one for each winner and
runner-up for each flight and con
solation prizes in each flight.

Some of the players have already
turned in scores of eighty and less,

Sshowing that the game has truly tak
ten a foothold onl the enlisted men ol
tthe garrison. With the tournameni

rbeing played under the handica[
rrules, it should attract much atten

t ion, and serve to make it a closely
rcontested affair.

It has been requested by the offi
cers of the club that those desirint

Sto take up the game, and join th{

Yclub, communicate with any of tht
gabove listed officers. You are urge&
eto make your applications early t(

Yavoid disappointment to yourselves.

e

e Three Cuban Officers
. Enrolled as Members of

Infantry School Classes
d
g Authorization for the enrollmen
e of three Cuban officers as students ii
n the 1932-33 classes of The Infantri
e School was received at Fort Benninj

on Wednesday from the Secretary o
d War.
e Captain Jose F. de Cardoba y Go

s mez and First Lieutenant Eugeni(
Bravo y Blaco, Cuban Army, will b
enrolled in the company officer,

" course and Captain Caesar L. Castan
it y Garcia, Cuban Army, will becom

a member of the advanced course.

Flying Tanks Proposed As Newest
Implement For Modern Warfare

A tank with wings which will en-
able the death dealing machine to
soar through the air to its destination
back of the enemy's lines, there to
carry on its deadly mission of de-
struction, is the vision of Walter J.
Christie, builder and designer of the
army's newest and fastest tanks, sev-
eral of which are now at Benning.
An article in a recent issue of one
of the scientific magazines graphically
illustrates the principles which are
being carried out, and gives several
illustrations of the inventor and his
staff at work on the tank.

Major Sereno E. Brett, tank mem-
ber of the Infantry Board, and Cap-
tain Llewellyn D. Tharp, of the de-
partment of experiment, both of
Fort Benning, have received orders
despatching them to Rahway, New
Jersey, to inspect the newest model
of the flying tank which Mr. Christie
has just completed and which he pro-
poses to demonstrate to the Army
officers. According to information
received here, the flying tank is
somewhat similar to the present
Christie tank used in the Army, but
has a number of added features
which make it one of the most re-
markable military weapons ever
built in this country.

A pair of detachable wings, an air-
plane propeller, and a 1000-horse-
power, Hispano-Suiza motor are ex-
pected to c o n v e r t the tank, which
weighs about five tons without ar-
mor or armament, into a flying ma-
chine. The operating crew is to con-
sist of an aviator, and a tank driver,
in addition to the gunners, engineers
and mechanics.

The flying features are devised to
provide a rapid means of transporta-
tion of the tank to the scene of ac-

tion, where the detachable wings will
be dropped off and the tank employed
as an ordinary land tank.

The idea of the inventor is re-
garded as visionary by sceptics, but
in view of the remarkable accom-
plishments of his other tank, which
was similarly regarded a few years
ago, conservative army officers are
withholding judgment on the flying
tank.

Meanwhile the Officers Reserve
Corps members who are stationed at
the Post were given a formidable
display of mobile military power,
comprising nine types of tanks, yes-
terday by the tank forces at Ben-
ning. The diminutive Ford tank,
weighing three tons, and the massive
Mark VIII tank, scaling at 44 tons,
were at the extremes of the fighting
units which were shown the civilian-
soldiers of the reserve tank corps
now at the post.

The demonstration began in the
morning with a talk on tank organ-
ization which was given by Major
Allen F. Kingman and the students
then made an inspection of tanks and
equipment. The visiting officers were
then taken to the tank course, where
they witnessed stunt driving of the
tanks over the obstacles and barriers
of the Tank Park. Included in the
driving exhibitions were the Chris-
tie, Medium T-2, the 6-ton Franklin,
the T1E3, the T1E2, the TiEl, the
T1, and the Ford and the Mark VIII
tanks. A cross country Cargo Car-
rier, operating on tracks and a 6-ton
special tractor were also included in
the demonstration. Captain Donald
P. Spalding also gave a lecture on

. the characteristics of the different
* types of tanks.

Better Fire Protection Is Latest
Achievement Of Three Communities

Another link in the chain of coop-
erative effort is the tri-city commu-
nity of Fort Benning, Columbus and
Phenix City, has been forged, in the
opinion of authorities at the military
post, by the completion of the stand-
ardization of the fire fighting equip-
ment of the two latter cities.

The establishment of uniformity of
the equipment has increased three
fold the efficiency of the fire prevent-
ive measures in the large area occu-
pied by Columbus, Phenix City and
Fort Benning, by making it possible
for any of the three communities to
render assistance to the others in the
event of a major conflagration.

A representative of -the National
Board of Fire Underwriters, who
visited the post on Wednesday, found
that the equipment of the Fort Ben-
ning fire department conforms in
every respect to the standards set by
the National Board. The post fire de-
partment equipment comprises two
pumping engines and two combina-
tion chemical and hook and ladder
trucks, all motor driven. These are
manned by a regular crew of twenty-
nine men. A pressure of 70 pounds
per square inch is maintained in the
water mains which feed the numerous
fire hydrants at the post.

Fort Benning's fire fighting equip-
ment was standardized during the
latter construction period of the
Camp Benning cantonment in 1919,
through the efforts of Ben H. Willis,
a former member of the Columbus
Fire Department, who was appointed
chief of the Camp Benning Fire De-
partment at that time. During the thir-
teen years of his leadership of the
Fort Benning department Chief Wil-
lis has maintained it at a high degree
of efficiency. Fire losses at the post
have been remarkably low, some-
times amounting to only a few hun-
dred dollars a year despite the flimsy
and inflammable nature of a large
number of the buildings.

Columbus has called for assistance
from the Fort Benning Fire Depart-
ment only once, according to Chief
Willis. That was in 1922 when a large
cotton warehouse was destroyed. This
conflagration taxed the resources of
the city fire department and threat-
ened to become general. Fort Ben-
ning sent a fire engine and fifty sol-
diers under Chief Willis to help. The
engine was not required, as the city
firemen had succeeded in checking
the fire by the time the soldier fire-
men arrived, but the soldiers rendered
valuable service in salvaging property

Lbus
Upset Places Post
Player In Finals
AgainstHoward
An upset that came as a surprise

o most of those who have maintained
nterest in the Columbus Invitation
Iennis Tournament, was the smash-
ng defeat of the Benning Champion,
Captain James H. Drake, by Lt. Leon
R. Brownfield, also of Fort Benning.
Lt. Brownfield, according to observa-
tions, played an unusually brilliant
and smashing game, winning his
match in straight sets, 6-1, 6-3, 6-3,
while his opponent was apparently
very much off his game. Captain
Drake was conceded more than a good
chance to win the tournament, but
his defeat leaves Lt. Brownfield as
the sole contender for singles hon-
ors from Benning.

In the other matches of the semi-
finals on Thursday, Dozier Howard
defeated Henry Swift in a long drawn
out match. Howard and Swift played
five sets, before the winner was de-
cided, Howard taking the first, Swift
the next two and Howard the last
two: 6-0, 2-6, 4-6, 6-4, 6.3.

This places Lt. Brownfield and
Howard as the two finalists in the
match which will be played next
Sunday to decide the championship
and the winner of the trophy of-
fered in the tournament.

In the doubles games played on
Thursday, Captain Drake and Lt.
Brownfield defeated Major Tindall
and Lt. Poore, all of Fort Benning,
6-1, 6-4; Captain Bassett and Murray
Calhoun, defeated R. W. Chaplain
and Mark Rosenberg 5-7, 6-3, 6-0.
Until his spectacular defeat in the
earlier stages of the tournament, Mr.
Chaplain was given the best chance
to win the tournament, and his op-
ponent's victory, came as a distinct
surprise to most of the spectators.

In the remaining doubles games,
yet to be played, Lts. Sherburne and
Lynch will play Captain Bassett and
Murray Calhoun while Captain Drake
and Lt. Brownfield will play Dozier
Howard and Henry Swift. The dou-
bles finals will be played on Satur-
day, while the finals in the singles
will be played Sunday. Handsome
trophies have been offered the win-
ners in the matches.

New Officers Assigned
At Benning As Result
Of Economy Act Passing

Another curious effect of the "eco-nomy act," one of whose provisions
deprived the West Point graduates
of their customary leave of absence
after four years of gruelling work at
the Academy, is seen at Fort Benning
in the assignment of a group of 20
young second lieutenants, recent
graduates, to the 29th Infantry. The
addition of this group swells the au-
thorized number of officers of this
regiment from 82 to 96. In addition
to the new lieutenants the 29th In-
fantry has a number of other officers
who were caught in the entanglements
of the economy act and attached for
temporary duty. These include 12
infantry officers, four marine officers
and one officer of the Cuban army.
The 29th Infantry with a strength of

(Please turn to page 4)
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FELICIA C. HOWELL, PHONE, 389

Officers and Ladies of Special Units Give ~icecream and cake was served. Games consin and Canada. Mrs. McConnell
and contests were enjoyed by the was Miss Agnes Bulington, sister of
small guests. Little Miss Bevan hadFarewell Barbecue For Col. and Mrs. Berry at her party: Elizabeth Bradley, Eli- Mrs. Robert Mangum, before her
zabeth and Kathleen Cushman, Jerry wedding in June.
Gee, Joan and Mary Jan eSelleck, Lieut. and Mrs. Carl Fritzche haveThe officers and ladies of the Spec- POPULAR FORT BENNING FAMI Judith Bell, Jeanette Thomas, Betty left Fort Benning. They will sail on

ialast Unituesdayeveninga farewell barbecUHole LIES LEAVE FOR NEW HOMES Lucas, Bee and Punky Goodwyn, Mary the July 27th transp

in honor of Colonel and Mrs. Daniel Changes at Fort Benning this Sum- Rose, Eleanor Kingman, Martha Mon-
G. Berry, who left Saturday for Bos- mer are depriving society of many of roe, Betty Bevan, Clayton Studeba- China where Lieut. Fritzche will go

ton, where Colonel Berry has gone its most popular members, none of ker, Billie and Hamilton Bartlett, for duty.

for station. Swimming followed by a whom will be more missed than Col- Bobby and David Mangum, Louis and Capt. and Mrs. Don C. Faith ar-
delicious barbecue supper was enjoy- onel and Mrs. Daniel G. Berry and Richard Haskell and Wendell Bevan. rived at Fort Benning Tuesday. Capt.
ed. Following the supper games were t Faith who has just returned from
played by all. The guest list includ- Misses Bess and Margaret Berry, and MRS. GEORGE HOWELL ENTER- China. will join the Advauced Class
ed the officers and ladies of the Lieut. Colonel and Mrs. James M. TAINS BRIDGE CLUB in September.Special Units and their families. Churchill and their two daughters Mrs. George P. Howell entertained Lieut. James J. WSpecial Units * * Alice and Laura. During the number her bridge club Friday with a combi- to Fort Benning to ta s runed

of years they have been stationed on nation breakfast and lunch at her
OFFICERS OF THE SECOND BATT. the Post the Berrys and the Churchills quarters. Zinnias were used for the King.

ALION 29TH INFANTRY HON. have been identified with the social table apointments. The guests were: Kig.a
e Capt. and Mrs. Jos

OR COL. CHURCHILL WITH life of Fort Benning and Columbus. Mrs. W. A. D. Thomas, Mrs. George arrived on the Post on Monday from
* STAG PARTY Their many friends are sorry to see McManus, Mrs. J. E. Bowen, Mrs. R. Hawaii. Capt. Hinwod will join the

The officers of the Second Battalion them depart. E. Vermette, Mrs. Orestes Cleveland, Advanced Class in September.
* * * Mrs. Lynn Brady, and Mrs. Clayton Colonel and Mrs. James M. Church-

29th Infantry gave a farewell picnic DANCE GIVEN BY THE 29TH IN- Studebaker. ill with their two daughters, Alice
supper at Flat Rock for Lieut. Col. FANTRY AT THEIR CAMP and Laura, and their son Lieut. James
James M. Churchill, who left last SCHOFIELD- WADDINGTON- EN-Churchill, left For
Friday for Washington. The guest Members of the 29th Infantry and TERTAINS YOUNG FRIENDS Thursday for Wast ing, last
list included the officers of the Sec. their friends will be pleased to know WITH PICNIC Thurs or Wshington dutC
ond Battalion. that the informal sports dances have Schofield Waddintgon entertained where Col. Churchill e on dty

been renewed at the attractive 29th a few of his young friends Saturday at the Office of the Ci Anry.

Infantry camp on the Upatoi. The evening with a delightful picnic at with their two sons left Fort Benning

first one of these series was the Jeff's Hole. Swimming, games and Saturday for a trip to California
- . : dance Saturday evening. Dancing contests were enjoyed followed by a where they will visit relatives.

was begun at eight and lasted until picnic supper. His guests were: Peg- Maj. William L.
ten, music being furnished by the gy Porter, Jane Cleveland, Beatrice
29th Infantry Orchestra. Members of McKinley, Ray Porter, John Cleve- on duty with the Tank School at
the regiment and their guests enjoy- land and Johnny Andrews. (Please turn to page 4)

'9' ed the dancing. * * *a * * LOUISE McMANUS CELEBRATES

LIEUTENANT AND MRS. GEORGE FIRST BIRTHDAY
LYNCH HONOR MISS NINA Mrs. George McManus entertained

WOOD Monday at her quarters in honor of
Lieut. and Mrs. George Lynch her little daughter, Louise. The oc-
..honored Miss Nina Woo d, who is casion was Louise's first birthday.

200 Rooms Fire Proof the houseguest of Lieut. and Mrs. Orange juice, and ice cream was seron .. / - }Lero Kruthff ith superanded in the middle of the afternoon.
Leroy Krauthoff with a supper and Those invited were Aninette Greeley,

D 1H 1 movie party Sunday evening at theirCa iston notefqure "Liet Stanford Pilet, Eugene Ridings, Ann
COLUMVBUS, GA. and Mrs. Herbert Jordan, Lieut. and SLdakera, ackltDeckertl, atmmi

- Mrs. Joseph Dickey, Lieut. and Mrs. Bowden.eJc ekeadJmi
Headqartes Incming Leroy Krauthoff, Miss Nina Wood Bwn

Officers and their families, and Lieut. Thomas Sherburne. j
Popular Priced * PERSONALS

• SALLY BE VAN CELEBRATES SIX-
COFFEE SHOP TH BIRTHDAY WITH PARTY -j
Excellent Food Sally Bevan celebrated her sixth Major General Campbell King and LiBn ds ey 's 1
Good Service birthday on Tuesday with a party at Miss Barbara King left Fort Benning Dotr'Bidn

C.L RNLMAA~the home of her parents. Capt. and Sunday for Flat Rock, North Carolina honers 4076in
C. L. RNOLDMANA~m Mrs. Wendell Bevan. The color scheme where they will join Mrs. King at Poe47

for her birthday table was yellow, the Summer Colony.Liu.adMsGereHDckr____________________

Lieut. and Mrs. George H' Deckerare to be congratulated upon the
birth of a son, James, at the Station
Hospital.

The friends of Mrs. Donald Brann M ILL RI &
Eudwill be glad to know that she has

E v en You r C ildren * fully recovered from her recent ill- PRE-INVENt
ness.

Lieut. and Mrs. Walter K. Wilson,
Jr., left Fort Benning Tuesday forConi

Berkeley, California where Lieut.
Wilson will be a student at the Uni-
versity of California. Not a single article has escap

Lieut. and Mrs. Glenn B. McCon- sale, and all prices have been
Cou1d do your nell have returned to Fort Benning profit by investigating the val

from their wedding trip through Wis-

~ shopping here with

ARMY "" NAVY Fortune Table
perfect confidnce TRR An assortment of shoes that for-

MARK merly sold from $5.85 $2 9 5

to $12.50. Your choice
OFFICERS Florsheim Shoes

And For men. Sold formerly at$8.00, $8.50 and $6 5
Enlisted Personnel $9.00. Now atd

The quality, freshness and dependability Can secure all their insignia and Friendly
of the goods sold here are such that even a uniform equipments at the riendloFve

child could shop with perfect ease and POST EXCHANGE Our entire stock of FriendlyThey carry a complete line of Fives, high and low $
safety. N. S. MEYER, INC. styles. Your choice -_eJ )

CORPS INSIGNIA Vitality Health Shoes
BUTTONS

INSIGNIA OF RANK Black kid, brown kid, white kid

SABRES in pumps, straps and $
r wtr1SABRE CHAINStisWee$.01r eriJ lD epartrm ent SPURS, SPUR CHAINS ties. Were $6.00, now_CAMPAIGN BARS

POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga. MEDALS
All our merchandise carries an

Unlimited Guarantee

"It Pays to Trade at Your Post Exchange" N.iS.llerMEYER,&
INC. "Where TheNew Styles

43 East 19th St. New York

Only The Pur-
est of Fruits

. . . Are used in our ice
cream. You are assured
of a richness of flavor anc
a sweetness that o nl1 y
Foremost can give you.

Call the Soda Fount

FOREMOST
Dairies, Inc.

Modern Waving

Done in a Modern
Way!

All styles, all
coiffures, expert
workmanship-
these all make
o ur work so
popular!

'ave Shop
201 38th Street

Phone 9432

TAYLOR'S
'ORY SALE
ines

)ed its cut in this startling
cut to the core. YOU will
ues we offer!

Children's Shoes
Our entire stock of children's
Edwards and Buster 1 OFF
Brown Shoes ------- /4

Kid Pumps.
Seasoned kid pumps, straps and
ties, high and low $' 9
heels. Were $5.85. Now t.hJ

Specials
White kid pumps, sandals and
ties, high and low $395
heels. Were $5.85

'Specials
White mesh with white kid trim
high and low heels. $9
Were $5.85. Now

!or Shoe Co.
Are Shown First"

'-.7 ') tv Jy - ') JL ' 4-0 d-d
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43 Years Of

Quality Clothes

For Men and Boys

KUPPENHEIMER
STEIN BLOCK
MANHATTAN

DOBBS
STETSON
McGREGOR, etc.

Boys Shop 2nd Floor

HOFFLIN
AND

GREENTREE
Columbus' Leading Clothiers

BEAUTIFUL
HOSIERY
CORRECTLY

MADE
You can get what you

want and need at this de-

partment.

QilJt and Special
Order Dept.
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

"It Pays to Trade at Your

THE BENNING HERALD

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

tain party that he couldn't take a
chance. We wonder what chance he
was taking?

The gunners instruction is prog-
ressing very rapidly. To date we have
about 25 qualified men. We expect to
finish up in the next two weeks.

On TheQ. T.
By B. B. S.

83rd F. A.
SHRAPNEL BURSTS

The most important event of the

week was the Caisson Ride, Tuesday

afternoon, given the two recently mar-

ried couples of the Battalion (Lt. and

Mrs. G. B. McConnell and Lt. and

Mrs. W. E. Hall.)
Lt. and Mrs. Hall arrived here

Monday a week ago but were not

given a Caisson ride at that time be.

cause Lt. and Mrs. McConnell were

expected back and arrived here last

Friday in time to get in on the same

ride.
Most everyone on the post will

agree that these two couples were

aiven a royal welcome to the Artil-
lery by means of the customary Cais.

son Ride. Although most of the ride

was on the concrete street, there were

a few bumps now and then to break
the monotony of it.

With motors instead of horses a
caisson ride wouldn't be a caisson

ride and this one was no exception.

Besides the six horses pulling the
caisson, Lt. McConnell's private
mount "Glendower," carrying a set
of wheel harness, was led along be-
hind. Glendower may be a pony
to some people but he is a great big
horse for such a little man as Mc.
Connell. Still, the horse has one re-
deeming feature in that he could
easily be used to pull the Caisson.

Lt. Craig was attached to the 83rd
last Monday, for temporary duty.
Since he expects to go on leave next
week, he may not be with us very
long but we are glad to have him
with us and hope that he will, at
least, have time to see the new 105
m.m. gun.

Even though we don't expect to
have to help the Marines, the Bat-
talion Commander has decided that
everyone should know how to swim.
Therefore, starting next week Lt.
Sherburne will conduct a class in
swimming for all non-swimmers in
the Battalion.

HQ., HQ. BATTERY AND C. T.
Sgt. McLeod, one of our expert

gunners, set up a Battery Command.
er's Telescope the other day and had
to have help to take it down. He
said he forgot the combination.

Our battery barber and one of our
cooks decided that they would enjoy
the evening by riding out to Boyle's
Thirty Acres to attend a dance. The
barber mentioned the fact to a cer-

the old heart-breaker back on the job
(I'll take a little orange in mine
please, Mr. Newsome.)

We welcome Lt. Hall to this bat
tery, and hope that he will find hi
tour of duty a pleasant one.

Sgt. Dodd and Cpl. Pike are still
trying to wear the new off that Chev
rolet Coupe. The girls in town knov
ihe sound of the horn, especially il
the vicinity of 8th street.

Paul Davis, one of our efficien
cooks, was seen carrying two cab
bages up Broad 'Street. We wondei
where the cabbages were cooked
Paul?

BATTERY "A"
In the last few days we have ha'

several members to leave the organ
ization by reason of honorable dis
charge: Pvts. Bolton, Johnston
Thompson and Treadaway. As yel
none of these men have re-enlistei
for Battery "A."

There are several more to be di,
charged in the next three days, Pfc,
Shepherd, Usher and Pvts. Caldwell
McCall, and Pfc. Hoob. Pfc. Ushe
and Pvt. McCall are leaving for Ha
waii and there is a doubt in severa
people's mind whether or not the
will return if there is a good suppl
of "Hay" in Hawaii.

The members of Battery "A" wer
overwhelmed with joy at the retur

(Please turn to page 4)

Dispensary Dope

A GOOD THIRD MAN

With the return of Lieutenant
John W. Harmony, fight promoter
de luxe, to the ring as the third man,
immediately comes better and faster
fights and fighting.

Lieutenant Harmony knows more
about the fight game than possibly
any other man at Fort Benning to-
day. He went far in the amateur
ranks himself, and since coming into
the army, has been prominent at all
posts at which he has served, as a
live-wire fight promoter. He not only
handles himself well in the ring, but
does his work in an efficient manner,
breaking the boys when they clinch,
forcing the fight out in the open.

We hope to see more of Lt. Har-
mony out there as the third man in
the future. He adds greatly to the
value of the cards.

DEPRESSION AT BENNING THE BUNK

At last the depression has hit the
Fort Benning fight programs. The
lack of attendance, however, has not
come through the soldiers. The mem-
bers of the Garrison have been very
generous, according to records com-
piled at the Athletic office, in their
support of the fights.

Captain Phillip T. Fry, Athletic
Officer, expressed his appreciation of
the fact that the enlisted men have
not fallen off in their attendance at
the programs in the least. Where the
slimness of the crowds has shown
most, was in the attendance from
Columbus. It is there that the de-
pression is telling on the gate re-
ceipts.

The odds are on, however, that
the next card, featuring Bob Godwin,
tenth contending fighter for the light-
heavyweight crown, matched with
Walker Football Louisiana Cyclone
Smith will pack them in. Not only
will the fans travel from Columbus,
but from mnay of the neighboring

I cities. A goodly gathering of Atlanta
sports fans will probably grace the
event with their attendance.

This man Godwin packs them in
wherever he shows, and against such
an opponent as he has in Bull Smith
will no doubt help the gate to swell
to un-heard of proportions.

SOCIAL LION

Mr. Newsome, social lion tamer
of the recent R. 0. T. C. Camp, is
back at his old stand in the Post
Exchange Soda Fountain. (Ladies
please take notice).-

With his usual unconcern for the
whereabouts of his rivals, Mr. New
some is again dispensing sodas, cigars
plow points and boot-jacks, not t
mention the myriad other articles thai
can now be bought at drug stores.

Nothing seems to perturb his goo
humor, and it is gratifying to se
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OOD USED HOUSEHOLD GOODS I
When you need anything in' good used furniture of any kind,

get our price. We can really save you money.

Phone 2715
THWEATT & SON

1244 Broadway

DIMON COURT APARTMENTS
PARTLY OR COMPLETELY FURNISHED, MODERN EQUIPMENT

REASONABLE RATES
Call 470, your renting agent or our Superintendant, Mr. Trussell

at Apartment house, Phone 3062, Residence 4406-W.

MORGAN DRUG CO., INC.
OPPOSITE WAVERLY HOTEL

14 Thirteenth Street

WELCOMES YOU TO THEIR STORE

The best is not good enough for our customers.

We Offer The Services Of Our
RENTAL DEPARTMENT

To all incoming officers to assist them in getting
pleasantly located for the coming school year.

FLOURNOY REALTY COMPANY
(REALTORS)

Owners and Exclusive Agents for

WILDWOOD COURT APARTMENTS
3 Phones 465 1209 Broadway

4*4 , 44 44 4 44 #4 4*44

Makers of Fine Printing Plates

* WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO. I. Ji

**i* Atlanta, Georgia
A-A-A-A-A

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H. ROTHSCH LD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years

1229 - 31 Broadway Columbus, Ga.

Baseball is no more a good game
for the Pill-Rollers, they are all out
of form and trying to see how many
games they can lose. The big team

did look like a million dollars for

a long time and still aims to take

the last half. (If we can find some

ball players) .

Capt. Banton is the new "Iodine

and Salts man." He is taking Major
Patterson's place while the Major is

sick.
Pvt. Jones: (On the sick call)

"Capt., I have an ingrowing toe nail."

Capt. Banton: "Is that all that's

wrong with you?"
Pvt. Jones: "Yes, sir."

Capt. Banton: "Give this man a

dose of salts and two aspirins, and

mark him for duty."

Pvt. Brown: (For dental treatment)

Lt. Gabriel: "What is wrong with

(Please turn to page 4)

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Offiee Phone 1313
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Athletic Dept.
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.
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HUMES
Temporarily at

1125 Broadway

Where we are closing out our en-
tire stock of musical instruments
at drastic reductions, while our
permanent location, 1132 Broad.
way, is being remodeled for our
new department-

FURNITURE

We will not move a single in-
strument back into the new store
which we expect to reopen before
September 1st.

PIANOS

During this sale you can buy
used uprights at $35 to $125 and
brand new uprights at $195 to $285
and on easy payments, too!

Used Victrolas $10 to$20
Used Radios $10 to $49

HUMES
1125 Broadway

0
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HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

How To Live on Little
Under this title the New Haven,

Conn. Department of Health publish-
ed recently an article which is so
timely that it is here reprinted for
your benefit.

"The burden of extreme economy
always falls on the mother in the
home. She must not only assume the
responsibility of stretching the food
dollar to meet health essentials but
she must present this food in its most
appealing form. Which the money
available for food allowed for a free-
dom of choice, all the fresh vege-
tables in season could be purchased
and a wide selection of fruits, as
well as the choice of more tender
cuts of meat. With the shrinking of
the family budget, however, personal
tastes and preferences must often be
sacrificed to meet actual needs. The
tender cuts of meats must give way to
lower priced cuts, the balance shift-
ing as it were, from the hind to the
forequarter of the animal. Beside
being cheaper, forequarter cuts are
tougher, and so require longer and
slower cooking. But this the wise
housewife knows, and she stands
ready to use these as a basis for stews
or pot roasts with their accompany-
ing vegetables. She can still further
economize by buying a smaller
amount of such meats depending on
their flavor to make their "one dish
meal" successful. By the use of the
more common vegetables-carrots,
onions, turnips, cabbage-as well as a
liberal amount of potatoes she has prac-
tised still further economy since the
full flavor and mineral content of
each vegetable has been retained in
such a dish.

"This is the season of the year when
eggs are cheapest, so their widest
possible use should be encouraged.
Eggs can well be substituted for meat,
and in some respects they are even
more valuable. Combined with milk
in custards in which some cereal, rice,
bread, tapioca, etc., has been incor.

83rd F. A.
(Continued From Page 3)

of Captain Mangum to the Battery
from leave. Capt. Mangum, from all

indications, enjoyed his leave very
much. As I am of the opinion it is
quite a rest to get away from the Bat-
tery once in a while, I guess that is
the reason for so many desiring fur-
loughs.

The following members of the Bat-
tery returned from furlough this
week 1st Sgt. Taylor, Sgt. McRae,
Cpls. Mixon, McRae and Pvts. Burns
and Treadaway. We wonder what be-
came of the fish the McRae boys
were going to bring back.

There are several applications in
this Battery for Pfc. S-6, Usher's job
at Bn., Headquarters in this Battery.
They should be well qualified for the
use of the mop as there has been
enough experience along that line
since moving in the new barracks.
The cry now is give us back our huts.

There is a vacancy for the official
"Bulshevik" of the Battery now that
Pvt. McCall is leaving. I am of the
opinion the race is between Pvts.
Neely and Boone.

porated to increase the caloric value,
eggs play an important part. Added
to a bean loaf, popular in "food con-
servation" days, eggs give added pro-
tein value.

"Milk must be retained at all costs,
and ways must be found to avoid
monotony by varying its use. Cheese,
rich also in calcium and protein, can
well be used as a cheese sauce with
milk on toast and this will please
even the younger children. Tomatoes
can be added at times to give variety,
and chopped eggs can replace the
cheese occasionally.

"The dried vegetables such as peas
and beans are valuable additions to
the low cost diet. Using salt pork as
a source of fat, and molasses to give
a rich flavor, baked beans make a
splendid "one meal dish" when sup-
plemented by a raw cabbage salad,
or raw shredded cabbage and grated
raw carrot well seasoned. The left
over beans pureed can be made into
a delicious bean soup to which toma-
toes have also been added. Scalloped
potatoes and cheese made with milk
form another valuable "one meal
dish," while two or three kinds of
vegetables, carrots, onions, cabbage
and potatoes with a small amount of
chopped meat make a tasty and nour-
ishing hash.

"An attempt should be made to fur-
nish fresh fruit-oranges, apples, ba-
nanas, as often as possible, but when
the price makes this impossible, to-
matoes should be used more often-
such as scalloped tomatoes, cream of
tomato soup or even stewed tomatoes
with bread and butter.

"While cereals and breads could
easily be made to furnish sufficient
calories for the family, these must not
be used to the exclusion of foods

just mentioned, since they are defi-
cient in growth and health essentials.
In the low cost menu, cereals and
breads should be of the whole grain
variety.

The vacancies of Cave Men of the

Battery were filled by Sgt. Cameron

and Cpl. Brown.

BATTERY "C"
We have had our picnic in Warm

Springs, Georgia. It was an enjoyable

holiday and if Governor Roosevelt
should be elected we can say we
have been swimming in the same
pool as the President. The weather
was fine till we started on the return
trip, however the rain had no influ-
ence on the general spirit. The spring
water had a different effect on the

various members of the battery. We
appreciate the courtesy of the Howard
Bus Line for furnishing us three
buses without charge.

Several of our men got discharged
and a few broke traditions and did
not re-enlist with us. Well, we live
in a free country, and everyone can
do whatever he believes best, so we
wish them luck wherever they may
go.

Gunners examinations are still in
progress and the first groups have
nearly completed their instructions
and exams. The score of most of them
will be close to 100 per cent.

Personals
(Continued from page 2)

Fort Meade arrived on the Post on

Monday. Maj. Roberts will be as-

signed with the Academic Depart-

ment as an instructor.

Miss Mary M. Merrick of the Sta-

tion Hospital has received orders as-

signing her to Hawaii. Miss Merrick

is to depart from the Post early in

October.
Second Lieuts. Everett W. Barlow,

William H. Bache, James K. Wool-
nough, John C. Street and Henry C.
Britt, graduates from the West Point
class of 1932 have reported at Fort
Benning for station.

Dispensary Dope
(Continued from page 3)

you soldier?"
Pvt. B.: "I have the trench mouth."
Lt. G.: "Okey, Griffin paint him

with iodine and mark him duty."
We all think that Lt. Straube will

make a very fine father from the way
that he was carrying his little baby
the other day. (Will the big baby be
a dentist like his father?)

What do you think of a fellow that
would run off to Atlanta for the week
end while his brother is here visiting
him? Well here is the reason, Sam-
mie never would get up for break-
fast until his brother came and now
he gets up each morning. (What a
brother; he is better than the bugler
and charge of quarters!)

Miss Peters: "I want to see that
bald headed Staff Sgt. in the base-
ment."

Smith: "You'd better not call him
that, he still has a few hairs left."

Gilbert: "Where was you the other
night? I saw you leave here in
"civies" and didn't get back until the
next morning?"

Sgt. Henery: "Oh, two hours a
night is enough for any good man to
sleep, so that is the reason I was out
so late. I was trying to find Sammie!"

Charlie Reddick: "Say, Gilbert,
why don't you pitch ball?"

Gilbert :"What is the use, Newman
never will catch them, and when they
are hit you won't stop them so I
might as well start pitching horse
shoes."

Red Davis: "Say, Floyd, why don't
you save your money and buy a
mule?"

Red Floyd: "I don't want to go
back on the farm."

Red Davis: "I didn't mean thit
kind of a mule, I mean the mule

you drink."
Otto Wood: "I'll go in on it."
Sgt. Allison: "Give away to the

right there boys, here comes Corp.
Graham, the proud father of an eight
pound girl. Congratulations, Ole Man.

Alsup:" Say, Carlisle, how about
you and I going on the farm as part-
ners?"

Red Davis: "What! Do you want
Carlisle for a partner, to plow him
instead of a mule? You'll have to
have some big harness made."

Carlisle: "Sure I use to do that
before I came to live with Uncle
Sam."

We are about to lose three of our
best boys, "The Three Mosquitoes,"
Pvts. Pullen, Vaughn and Griffin are
talking of going into tire repairing
business. With a new invention, a
portable shop. They carry it on the
little Ford.

Now something will have to be
done about all these trips to Atlanta.
Sammie goes off each wek end and
comes back so sleepy that he can't
work for two days. We think he has
gone color blind, he has a blond
girl up there, but something happened
and he was seen with a red head on
Saturday night, out in one of the
parks.

Can any one tell us where Sgt.
Dotson found "What-a-Man?" He
thinks the world and all of that little
piece of wood.

This is bad when a brother takes
his own brother's girl away from him.
Burch Allison has been seen over
at the finger wave shop each day
since he came down.

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

NEWS FROM THE ECONOMIC FIRING LINE

(Special to the Flare from Washington, D. C.)
The excited state of the Infantry mind resulting from uncertainties over

the pay and leave situation finally impelled the Flare to send its best cor-
,respondent to find out what is really what at the seat of government. That

is why we are here, right in the same city with Herb Hoover, Charley Curtis
and all the big shots. We haven't formally interviewed anybody yet, ex-
cept a few underlings at the War Department but, if necessary, we will in-
sist upon an interpretation of the Great Economy Bill from the President
himself. We know that nothing less than a signed statement from Mr.
Hoover will convince the Russ Pool legal department that going on leave
isn't tantamount to formal resignation from the Army.

We hope, however, that some sufficiently authoritative interpretation
will spare us the necessity of waiting around too long. Accomodations at
the Bonus Army Camp aren't any too good and we can't impose on our
friends forever.

When we blew into Washington last on July 18, we were suffering under
the disquieting assumption that we weren't going to draw much pay for
the month of July. Indeed, we had already prepared the draft of a form
letter to our creditors, explaining that the joke was really on them. We are
pleased to announce, however, that we won't have to use it. For once the
tired service school instructors get a break. The Comptroller has decided
that academic leave doesn't have to be counted as payless furlough. This
decision proves what we have always contended-namely that even a demo.
cratic form of government is capable of occasional intelligent action.

ALUMNI NOTES are still working for the Chief.

Former Benningites are thick We also talked with Captain Ma-
around Washington. A lot of home- lasky, who helps run the Infantry
town boys have made good pounding Journal and had a pleasant chat with
clocks in government offices and we two old-timers, Majors Marshburn
saw quite a few of them. They all and Uhl.
have many friends at the dear old Last, but not least, we interviewed
Upatoi M. A. and we feel confident Colonel E. F. Rice, who is returning
that our readers would like to know to Benning this year to do a bit of
all about them and what they are real soldiering with the 29th. Colonel
doing. Unfortunately, however, even Rice, during his last term at the
the Flare's most ruthless investigator Infantry School, was prominent in
isn't able to supply the desired in- dramatics, and was active in all civic
formation. We had only two or three enterprises. For instance, the towers
days to hang around the War Depart- which make the Doughboy Stadium
ment and it takes time to find out so inspiring are something of a mon-
such things. Somehow we got the im- ument to his interest in local affairs
pression that a good many of them for it was largely through his efforts
weren't doing anything but we know that they were built. Of course, we
this can't be correct. Indeed, we sus- don't mean to imply that the Colonel
pect that it was just a bit of propa- did the work but he kept urging the
ganda to stimulate enthusiasm for a project until the Recreation Center
desk in Washington. Board finally built towers to get rid of

Among former distinguished Ben- him.
ningites that we saw and talked to In the interview which Colonel
was Colonel Butcher, former high- Rice granted the Flare correspondent,
powered Benning executive, who is he outlined a plan for further ima-
leaving shortly for the great open provement of Benning's most ima-
spaces of Utah. pressive structure. Our advice to Con-

Major Bennie Ferris, ex-president tractor Golightly is to go ahead and
of the Infantry School Dramatic Club, fix it up the way the Colonel wants it,
who keeps in close touch with the for until he does so, the Lone Wolf
situation along the Upatoi through of Austin Loop will hardly have
the columns of the Benning Herald time to attend even the weekly meet-
and Major Hobbs, who fought in the ing of the Thanatopsis Club.
Blue and Red war of 192 7-28 with us -E. F. H.

BENNING BRIEFS NEW OFFICERS ASSIGNED TO
(Continued from page 1) REGIMENTS OF BENNING AS

seem to be holding the colors of the RESULT OF ECONOMY ACT

post very high, even the younger ele- (Continued from page 1)

ment holding up its head in the 2048 enlisted men now actually has

games. We have in mind particularly assigned for duty 103 officers.

the fine performance of Richard A similar effect is noted in the or-
Tyndall, Jr., who defeated his o- ganization of the 24th Infantry whose

ponent in the first round, playing, authorized officer strength of 37 has

according to reports, a jam-up game, jumped to 66. The enlisted strength
against an opponent older and moref this regiment is 801.
seasoned. The newly commissioned second

lieutenants who will join the 29th

ON THE Q. T. Infantry are: Jaies K. Woolnough,

(Continued from page .1) Earle G. Wheeler, Everett W. Barlow,
-A PLEA FOR COPY Richard J. Hunt, William B. Moore,

Now that the conductor of this Delbert A. Pryor, Edmond M. Row-
column is out of the army, and land, Edward G. Winston, Hugh T.
struggling among the ranks of the Cary, Sewell M. Brumby, Graves C.
great army of nickle grabbers, we Teller, Richard H. Smith, Lon H.
will need a little help in data for Smith, William H. Bache, William
the column. Will you kindly help? A. McNulty, Dan Gilmer, Henry C
Remember, the motto of this column, Britt, Orville W. Millikin, Thomas R
"Nothing but the truth, even though Hannah and James M. Churchill.
you have stretched it to the tearing you. (A little mixed up on the helps
point," still holds good. We want and yous, but it serves the purpose
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Q. M. DETACHMENT
A member of the Quartermaster

Detachment has thought of a plan by
means of which the assets of the In-
fantry School Athletic Association
may be increased considerably. This
idea is the product of Frank Kirksey,
who has been famed in Fort Benning
for a long time as a steam shovel
chauffeur.

His idea is to have a main-go on
a Fort Benning fight card with one
of the maulers as none other than
Frank Kirksey. He is confident of a
crowd of at least 2,000 to see the
battle.

Kirksey however has concluded that
there is one hitch in the plans of
,uch a bout. The main event on Fort
Benning cards, according to custom,
must last ten rounds. The rounds
somehow doesn't appeal to Kirksey a
great deal. He'd prefer to stay in the
ring five rounds at the most. Four,
to him, would be better. More than
five rounds would require an un-
usual amount of physical effort, and
Kirksey feels that the customers
would get as much for their money
in five rounds of his fighting as they
would in ten rounds of a battle be-
tween the usual sluggers who appear
in the main events of fights in the
local stadium.

Exactly who Kirksey has in mind
as his opponent is unknown, but he
is certain that a bout between him
and some other lightweight would
add dollars to the ISAA treasury.

Kirksey has stated officially that he

will be content with 50 per cent of

the gate receipts. His main object,

obviously, is to help the athletic as-

sociation.

RALSTON
BARBER SHOP

We Solicit Your Patronage
Located in Ralston Hotel

C. E. HARBUCK, Prop.
Phone 9203

Ad 29 th Infantry
"COMPANY "E"

With another week begun and with
..-reater expectations for the best
range season ever Company "E" con-
tinues to march. As the members of
this organization stood in a farewell
formation for Col. Churchill on
Thursday. It could be easily seen that
the men were somewhat crestfallen
as they paid this farewell tribute to
one of the best Battalion Command-
ecs the Second Battalion has had.
We all hope that he is as well satis-
fied with his new duties as he said
he was to command the nd Bn. The
members of Co. "E" are very eager to
carry out Col. Churchill's last wish
relative to getting into the money on
,,he range this year.

The members of this organization
seemed very joyous over the fact that
the Kells were victorious in the first
half of the baseball season and will
be in full support of the Kells when
they begin on the second half, so
let's go Kellies and win.

The boys are wondering why
"Grouchy" John Bridges goes around
whistling here lately, that's easy to
explain-just take a look at the "chow
that our Mess Sgt. Bell prepares.
Does he feed? and how! That chow
is so good that it will make a forty
year old jackass act like a one year
old colt.

Our tailor, "Half-Pint," has been
reduced from 6th Cl. Sp. for being
late about opening the tailor shop
and his rating has been given to Pfc.
Googe, assistant mechanic.

For several nights in the last two
weeks the company has been dis-
turbed by some peculiar noise of an
unknown source. Some of the Com-
pany's "sleuths" got busy about lo-
cating the noise, it was difficult to
find out who or what was making
th i s disturbance-t h e y patiently
watched and waited, tip-toed and

snooped around, held their nostrils

aloof to sniff the atmosphere-finally

came a startling discovery-it was

only Sgt. "Nat" Arevalo taking his

midnight Rapid Fire Exercise.

We extend a warm welcome to Lt.

Woolnough, who has just joined the

company, and hope lie will like the
company.

YOUR CARAZMI
aBATHtoo

- 0

It will look better and snappier and

you'll feel prouder of it! And look to
the mechanism, too, for this weather

is particularly dangerous to it.

Automobile Dept.
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga.

"U
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Corner 13th St. and 1st Ave.

I I I

j

Phone 2766

I

Interest

On
Savings

A HIGH INTEREST RATE, with perfect security
-something that has but rarely been given be-

fore. This is made possible only by the stability and
strength of the Franklin Plan, tested through 150
Years.

Our courtesy will help you feel at home
in our office, as we want you to do. Come
in and ask about our system-its advan-
tages and assets-our staff will gladly oblige
you!

0OS4 MFranklin Savings & Loan Co.
WE APPRECIATE YOUR ACCOUNT

Either Borrowing or Saving

"It Pays To Trade At Your Post Exchange"

COMPANY "F"
It seems that the weather gets hot-

ter with each succeeding day; but,
no deaths have been reported in this
outfit due to heat. Come on fellows
we'll make it.

Pfc. Armstrong was discharged and
has reenlisted. Here's hoping that you
have an enjoyable furlough. And we
have lost another bugler by reason
of discharge. None other than Bill
Cox. Pvt. Cowart will be discharged
soon. He has permission to reenlist
,or the Eighth Infantry, at Fort Moul-
Lrie, S. C. Sure hate to see you leave,
ilennie. At the rate the boys are get-
ting discharged we will have to re-
cruit a new Company unless they re-
up. Better stick around boys, until
this depression is over.

The House Detective, Pvt. Mount,
seems to be working rather hard on
another mystery. A cockroach was
found in a dying condition by Mount.
Before lie could get the name of the
murderer, the cockroach died. Mount
is on his trail, and woe be unto him
when he is caught.

We have three more officers at-
tached to our Company. One 1st Lt.,
and two new 2nd Lts. They are: 1st
Lt. Triplet, 2nd Lts. Bache and Bar-
lowe. This gives us a total of twelve
officers. Quite a ranking outfit, eh?

We have three young men that as-

pire to become officers, viz: Cpl. Car-

penter, Pvts. Gay and Mauldin. Here's

wishing you boys success.

Sea rs Is Offe ri ng
Fine Opportunty

A unique service is being offered
to the people of Benning this week
by the Columbus branch of the Sears
Roebuck and company, when it of-
fers a special sale of Allstate tires
especially for the auto owners of the
Post.

Mr. Thomas, the manager of the
local branch, is breaking a long-es-
ablished precedent of the corpora-

tion by his prolongation of the tire
sale, and is offering values in tires
that have never before been equalled
in this section. The mass production
and sale methods of the Sears-Roe-
buck and Company have enabled the
branches to make such outstanding
offers and the local manager's inter-
est in Benning has been the deciding
factor in his continuing the sale es-
pecially for the benefit of Benning
people.

ED COHN INVITES BENNING

FRIENDS TO VISIT STORE

"You'll get exactly what you buy
... what you pay for .. ..-. what
you want" says Ed Cohn "when you
buy at Metcalf's Clothing and Hat
Stores. Mr. Cohn is the manager of
the local branch of the Metcalf Stores,
and should be in a position-to know.

The Metcalf company has built up a
reputation in several cities for the
quality of the goods it sells and the
reasonable prices it charges but has

never yet overcharged on any article

nor sold an article that was below

tandard. Mr. Cohn has made quite a

name for himself in Columbus for his
honesty and fairness with his custom-
ers and he cordially invites everyone
to meet him at the Metcalf Clothing
and Hat Store on the west side of

Broadway.

If You Should Die
the day after taking a

Family Income Policy for
$10,000.00

With
AETNA LIFE

INSURANCE COMPANY
Your beneficiary would receive

$100 Per Month
for 20 years and then be paid
$10,000.00 Cash or fifty dollars
per month for over 32 years.

Woodson Hocker
AGENT

PHONE 2956 COLUMBUS
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONSf
I "And They Thought I Was Dead"

"STRANGERS OF THE EVENING" Showing at the Grand today for
the last time.

Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE ROYAL
(Beginning with midnight show, Saturday at 11 :15 P. M.)

ALSO SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Present-
ing, "THE WASHINGTON PARADE', with Lionel Barry-
more, Karen Morley and Nils Aster. lie sold honor for the si-
ren lure of Washington's most dangerous woman. The camera
reaches into the.Washington scene .... and l)rings you one of
the greatest dramas of modern times. Then there's Barrymore,
the screen's idol, in his best role since "A FREE SOUL".

AT THE GRAND

SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Presenting,
"ROAR OF THE DRAGON", with Richard Dix, Gwili Andre,
Arlene Judge, Zasu Pitts and others of equal renoun. Flame
and sword and bloodlust sweep the war torn land. A woman
crum)les in the path of yelling fiends. Strong menq quail in ter-
ror as the Tartar strikes.

TNESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Presenting, "THUN-
DER BELOW," with Tallulah Bankhead and Paul Lukas. One
woman in a tropical jugle., among many men. One woman
with a husband she doesn't love. One woman with a tumult of
emotions pounding within her for another luan's love ... and
that man eager,, ardent, passionate ... yet restrained. A wom-
an whose beauty overpowers the senses . . . whose glowing,
high-passioned love makes every fibre of her too-beautiful body
quiver.., yet starved for a love that convention denies.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Presenting, "MAKE ME
A STAR", with Joan Blondell, Stuart Erwin, Zasu Pitts and
Ben Turpin. This story is Hollywood. Anything can happen in
Hollywood. And everything that's Hollywood happens in this
picture. All the romance, the yearning, the amition, the desires.
the blind faith.., of the screen struck boy and girl whose
hearts are set on a career on the screen ... is packed, poignant-
ly, tragically, laughingly .... in "MAKE ME A STAR".

AT THE RIALTO

NOW PLAYING: Presenting, "HIGH SPEED," with
Loretta Sayers and a strong supporting cast. Thrill crashing
on thrill in a racing story that speeds faster than time.

SUNDAY: NTresenting, "THE LTNHOLY GARDEN",
with Fay Wray, Estelle Taylor and \Var-ren Hymer in a George
Fitzmaurice production. An unshav en and (lisheveled Ronald
Coleman without his Striped trousers, his Oxfordian speech or
his Chesterfieldian manners, is the not inconsiderable promise
in "TH UNHOLY GARDEN".

MONDAY AND TUEsDAY:'Presenting, "LADlES OF
THE JURY", wvith Edna May Oliver, Rosco Ates, Jill Es-
mond and Ken Murray. Here you will find fun from the first
bang of the gax el. Thle screen's giddiest comedians sit in
judgement.., -wxrite laughter into the records. -w xitnesses
howl in glee.

WEDNESDAY ANI) 'ThURSDAY: Presenting, "THE
BIG PARADE", with John Gilbert and Renee Adoree. The
greatest film ever made, it now returns greater and finer in
sound. Let no one miss this opportunity to live through one
-f the most thrilling of life's experience,,..

GRAND

Carson (Richard Dix) meets the my
lerious refugee (Gwili Andre) i
"ROAR OF THE DRAGON," RK(
Radio Picture at the Grand Theatr

5s-

n
0

ZaSu Comical in
"Roar of Dragon"

ZaSu Pitts is a good example of
just how topsy-turvy life can be in
Hollywood.

Once hailed as the screen's greatest
tragedienne by no less an authority
than Erich von Stroheim, outstanding
director and actor, she is now recog-
nized as one of the screen's greatest
comediennes. Her first entrance in a
scene is invariably a signal for mirth.

ZaSu is getting her customary quota
of laughs in "Roar of the Dragon,"
RKO Radio picture, which stars Rich-
ard Dix, at the Grand Theatre, Sat-
urday, Sunday and Monday.

IDROYAL
"THE WASHINGTON MAS-

QUERADE"
Who takes precedence, the daugh-

er of a former president or the sis-
ter of an existing vice-president?
TTow does the wife of a speaker of
zhe House fit into the social scheme
,,4 things at a big Washington social
affair? How do they "grade" foreign
)otentates in order of their rank, and
what are the rules?

These are just a few of the per-
dexing questions research experts
truggled with in filming social se-

quences of "The Washington Mas-
querade," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's sen-
sational drama of Washington politics,
which comes Saturday with a mid-
night show to the Royal Theatre with
Lionel Barrymore heading an out-
standing cast.

Strict Social Rules
Social rules are strict in the nation-

al capital, and dozens of problems
arose in staging the president's re-
ception done in perfect replica of an
actual affair, the great formal dinner
and other sidelights on official life
at the capital. Hundreds of people
appear in these scenes, as well as in
the dramatic episodes in the Senate
Chamber where Barrymore wages his
dramatic fight for the comlon peo-
ple and later bares the whole struc-
ture of lobbyist political control in
the smashing climax before the Sen-
ate committee.

"The Washington Masquerade" is
hase(I on Henry Bernstein's play "The
Claw" in which Lionel Barrymore
scored one of his greatest stage suc-
cesses. Barrymore repeats his origin-
al role in the screen version of the
drama which was adapted by John
Meehan in collaboration with the not-
ed political writer Samuel G. Blythe,
and was directed by Charles Brabin.

Karen Morley plays opposite Barry-
more and the cast also includes the
new screen "find" Diane Sinclair,
Nils Asther, Reinald Barlow, Wil-
liam Collier, Sr., William Morris,
Rafaela Ottiano, C. Henry Gordon,
Burton Churchill and Henry Kolker.

Grand
SAT..SUN..MON.

RICHARD DIX
In

"THE ROAR of the
DRAGON"

With
GWILI ANDRE

The screen's new entrancing beauty

COMEDY-NOVELTY-NEWS

TUES.-WED.

AN EMOTIONAL TYPHOON
Tallulah Bankhead

In

"THUNDER BELOW"
Charles Bickford-- Paul Lukas

Eugene Pallette

COMEDY-NOVELTY-NEWS

THUR.-FRI.

0

FOR ALL THE WORLD!

"MAKE ME A STAR"
With

JOAN BLONDELL
STUART ERWIN

ZASU PITTS - BEN TURPIN

COMEDY -NEWS
COMEDY NEWS

I I

I *

RIALTO
"THE BIG PARADE"

The rare treot is in store for Ben-
nin moviegoers starting Wednesday
at the Rialto Theatre, for "The Big
2'arade," King Vidor's masterpiece,
has been reissued by Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer with sound effects and will be
shown at this theatre for two days.

Time has not lessened the effective-
ne .s of this picture which will go
"own in history as the most stirring
and realistic story of the World War.
Its tremendous scenes are given added
interest through being heard as well
as seen for now we not only see the
gripping episodes in which the Ameri-
can soldiers stalk through Belleau
Wood in the face of terrific machine-
gun fire to be mowed down like so
much hay, but hear the guns, air-
planes explosions and incidental
ounds as well.

Patriotic Fever Realistic
Sound has also been employed to

advantage in the scenes in which the
hysterical fever of the populace is
at its height at the beginning of the
war with its parades, flag-waving,
good-byes to the enlisted men and
other manifestations of the patriotic
fervor. Again the sound of the mov-
ing trucks and marching men adds
thrills to the stirring sequence in
which Renee Adoree, as the French
girl, looks for John Gilbert as the
regiment moves to the front, finds him
at the last minute and sinks to the
roadside clutching the old shoe which
he has thrown her.

The humorous scenes, in which
Karl Dane as the champion tobacco.
chewer of the company and Tom
O'Brien as the hardboiled corporal
figure, are also given added laughs
1)y the addition of sound.

Nothing to Equal It
As a moving, tender and gripping

story of the experiences of an Am-
erican soldier, "The Big Parade" has
never been equalled in either silent
films or the talkies. The performances
of both John Gilbert a nd Renee
Adoree in tifs picture are considered
umonug the outstanding portrayals of
he screen. With its beautiful musical
'core intac't anid with the additional
thrills of sound synchronization this
pi(cture will again grip the thousands
ho first viewed it in the silent days

while for those who missed the oni-
ginal production ... it will prove a
"evolution.

fev 001of
1i6op1 t 1  e

to Y ! )(/dof

1
*. ... ...

with LIONEL

Barrymore D
Karen Morley
Nils Asther

COMEDY - NEWS

RIALTO
NOW PLAYING

"BUCK" JONES
In

"HIGH SPEED"
-Also -

Chapter No. 4
"THE AIR MAIL MYSTERY"

SUNDAY ONLY
RONALD COLMAN

In -
"The Unholy Garden"

COMEDY - NEWS

MONDAY-TUESDAY
EDNA MAY OLIVER

In

"Ladies Of The Jury"
Added -

CHOO-CHOO
Our Gang Comedy

BRIDGE IT IS

WEDNESDAY.THURSDAY

JOHN GILBERT
In

"The Big Parade"
(In Sound)

FOX NEWS

COOL AS AN OCEAN BREEZE

I

I0

I 0

I

I

I

I
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Edna Oliver proves a rather per
plexing proposition to Robert Mc.
Wade in this scene from "Ladies of
he Jury," coming to the Rialto The
ater Monday and Tuesday.

ROYAL
Starts Tomorrow Night 11:15 P. M.

and Sunday Only
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rii Europe has another fight, the
war won't last but one fortnight."
"You're right on that. For Uncle

Sam is going to tell them all toscram the next time that they want
some dough to help finance a little
woe. The last time that they chang-
ed the map, we paid the whole bill
for the scrap. We saved Great
Britain, also France, and then they
kicked us in the pants."

Uncle Sam has learned a lesson
so have lots of FORD owners who
fail to bring their car to us for

regular inspections.

Burrus Motor Co.
AUTHORIZED

DEALERS

1622 First Ave. Phone 3500

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

A Citizen Wherever We Serve
1330 Broadway

R. M. Harding, Manager

Stanton's Lunch Car
C. J. STANTON, Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY OUR STEW

Phone 29

W

1638-2nd Ave.

E DELIVER

RUBBER STAMPS

Columbus Office Supply Co.

24 Hr. Service

Phone 556

You save hours and dollars traveling
via Hood Coach Lines. New, luxurious
motor coaches with hot water heat,
reclining chairs .. , even RADIO ...
leave from the very center of town at
hours to suit your convenience.
Investigate this new, modern means of
travel today. .,. telephone your agent
for fares to anywhere. Complete,
friendly information at all times.

. For Example-
ROUND TRIP: One and one-half
fare to all points. 60 day limit.
ATLANTA _--------------$ 3.00
MONTGOMERY ----------- 3.00
BIRMINGHAM .------------4.50
MOBILE-------------------7.75
WASHINGTON, D. C.- 19.45
NEW YORK-------------24.45
NEW ORLEANS----------11.75
SAVANNAH---------------7.75

Round Trip-------------11.65

JNION BUS TERMINAL
1212 Broadway

PHONE 661

HOOD COACH
.0 t' i"N F

24th Infantry
BAND

And it came to pass in the City of

Columbus, Georgia, a babe was born
and this babe was destined to

become a leader of men. And people

came from afar to see him and lring

him presents. This babe grew and

waxed strong and passed from youth

into manhood and everyone knew
the Mr. Harold McCjay. He enlisted
in the 24th Infantry and thru a ma-
triculation of organizations of the
regiment he finally honored the band
by becoming a member thereof, where
his fame soon spread thruout the
land. The mighty Harold! The won-
derful musician McCray! He aspires
to be a solo performer of great note
and what he aspires generally trans-
pires, so, my dear readers, he is still
destined to become a leader of men.

The "Shuffle Along" (the Staff's
Ford) has ceased to shuffle. Mr. Wys-
inger parked his gas wagon in the
Columbus Fender and Body Works,
in a diliapidated and thoroughly epi-
leptic condition and when he un-
parked it lo and behold! he had a
car.

Since our recreation room has been
completed and the new regulation
pool table placed therein it has be-
come one of the most popular haunts
in the regimental area for the tired
business soldier as well as the world
champion pool players (I beg your
pardon) cue artists.

Privates First Class Roosevelt Davis
and Samuel David will become sepa-
rated from the service next week but
for a few hours only. They will both
raise the right hand and say, "I do,"
whereupon they will receive 1095
days.

Duties of the band for today: Sec-
tion and band ensemble from 7:30
to 11:00 a. m., regimental parade at
3:55 p. m., from the parade to the
bathing pool, from the pool to sup-
per, from supper to concert from 6:30
to 7:30 p. m., from concert to the
Polo Club, short concert, from there
to band barracks where both orches-
tras will change clothing and prepare
to play for a dance or rather some
dances, one at the 24th Infantry Serv-
ice Club 9:00 to 11:00 p. m., and the
other at the Polo Club 9:00 to 1:00
a.mit. After that there will be no
further duties for the band until
Reveille. Pretty soft, say we.

WILLIAM W. HODGES.

COMPANY "A"
The Manager of "A" Company

Baseball Team has sent in his resig-
nation and he hopes the new mana-
ger will win the three remaining
'qames left to be played, if they don't
win under the new management it's
just a team that needs better material
in the different positions.

The company adjutant has failed
to make a mark for himself on the
r.qn-,e this season. Sorry, old boy, but
wish you better luck next time.

COMPANY "C"

When an individual comes before
the public as an authority on any
matter of importance, such individual
naturally assumes an attitude accord-
ingly. Now, Cook Worsham, receiv-
ing much publicity as an aspirant for
the Infantry Team, of course, made
it known to his company associates,
that the making of Expert Rifleman
was a matter of mere play. However,
when record shooting started, and the

We sell you a car and will
buy it back in nine months
and pay you cash for it. We
keep a nice line of Chevrolets
and -Fords along with other
makes, on hand. Our new
car line is Pontiac, Oakland
and Franklins.

We are the largest used car
buyers in Columbus

1IclMJURRIA'S
1125 - 6th Ave. Phone 2590

gq

'U

Tankers

B. H. HARRIS CO.
Renting

Special attention given Fort Benning Officers
Kindly call and let us assist you in

getting located
Office, 12th Street Phones 250-251

B. H. HARRIS CO.

I

1415 First Avenue

_______________________________________________________________________ I

ED COHN

Ed Cohn says: "When you buy
an article at this store, you
get exactly what you buy. You
always find honest treatment
here, and at no time will we
exaggerate on the value of ar-
ticles. If we buy an article
worth one dollar to sell you
at fifty cents, you will get it
at this price. If it is a fifty
cent article, you will be told
so as Ed Cohn is as anxious to
please you as you are to be
pleased. Hence his judgement
in these hard times will be
worth a great deal to his cus-
tomers. Get the habit of com-
ing here. You'll not be sorry
.... The Public knows from
past experiences that they will
get their money's worth when
dealinv with ED COHN.

PATTERSON-POPE
MOTOR COMPANY, INCORPORATED Phone 412-413

Ed Cohn Says To...
FORT BENNING

Look at These Specials,

They Can't Last Long.

Woolen Suits
$20.00 Values

$10.85

Trop. Worsteds

$13.50 Values

$7.50

True-Line Suits

$7.50 Values

$4.50

STRAW CAPS UNION

HATS Sports and SUITS

1-2 Whites Hanes and Regatta

Price 25c and 50c 50c

ED COHN. MGR.
Metcalf Clothing & Hat Stores, Inc.

Only One Store in Columbus Note Signs on Bldg.
Don't Make a Mistake

1107 Broadway-West Side-Few Doors from Cor. 11th St.

Your Old Car lsYou rFst Payment

A41

I 1
I
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required score was not made by our
hero at certain ranges, there was, of

course, a reason to offer; and believe
me, there were plenty of them. As
near as the reporter can remember
the excuse at 200 yards standing, was
that our "Nimrod" was trying an ex-
periment to take back to Camp Perry
next year-thus the score of 34. The
next happened at 500 yards. Falling
down there, he opined that his shoot-
ing coat suddenly became unbutton-
ed-imagine it-but, still being game
he states that he didn't ask for an
alibi run, however, he got one with
no better results with the coat but-
toned. After reaching 200 yards rapid
fire (with alibis all down the range)
with his scores impossible to make
expert-our rifleman sought a crowd
and bent over in apparent agony
(faking) stating that his appendix
had busted, but that he would con-
tinue shooting, despite the fact that
he was warned to go to the hospital
by his sympathizers. Well, the cli-
max came and Worsham is a sharp-
shooter, and still lives with a "Bust-
ed Appendix"-Oh, where's Barnum's
Big Show?

PERSONAL POINTS
During the last two weeks the Bat-

talion has picked up four officers

and lost one. Captain Fairchild is at-

tached to Headquarters Company,

pending the opening of the Tank
School. Lieuts. Gustin McA. Nelson

and James C. Horne have reported

from last year's class at the Tank

School and have been assigned to

Company "E." Lieut. "Joe" Holly, a

tried and true friend of the Super
vising Editor arrived for duty from

the Mechanized Force at Fort Knox,

Ky. and was immediately snapped
lip by the Tank School as an in-
structor before we even had time
to assign him to a company. We re-
gret that we have to lose him.

RAMBLES ON THE RANGE
Monday finished the regular range

season for Co. "E." We hope to be
(Please turn to page 10)

M 15:4 
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Expert workman-

ship counts always

0 . . but especially

when our reputa-

tion and your car

are at stake.

So you can al-

ways trust us with

perfect safety!

Post Exchange

Agents for

Columbus Fender

& Body Works
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T SPORT WORLD
BERNARD B. SWAYZE, Editor

Griffin Stops Denning In Thirty Sec onds
Godwin Signed For "Bull" Smith;

Fight Attracts Much Attention
Addicts of the cauliflower industry

will have the chance of a lifetime
to see what is known in pugilistic
circles as a "natural" on the next
card at doughboy stadium.

Captain Phillip T. Fry announced
last Tuesday night that Bob Godwin,
tenth ranking lightweight contender
for the crown, would show at the
Stadium on that card. Godwin has ac-
cepted the proposition offered him,
and replied in turn that he would
arrive at Fort Benning at an early
date to begin his training grind in
preparation for his ten round mill
with Football Smith.

In picking Smith as Godwin's op-
ponent, the fight officials have pitted
the two boys that will give enough
action to please the most fictitious
ring worms. Smith, of all the local
talent, and the talent of the surround.
ing territory, will give Godwin the
best battle, and stands better chances
of punching out a decision over the
popular Cairo boy.

It is interesting that Godwin and
Joe Knight, ninth ranking fighter in
the same weight, come from the same
town. They both started off fighting
around the same time, and have re-
mained about on equal terms all the

way through. The rise of these two
fighters in the ring have been noth-
ing short of spectacular.

It all seems curious that Godwin
bears somewhat of a striking resemb.
lance to Young Stribling, the fight-
ing Georgian who dealt Jack Sharkey
so much misery in Florida. He has
all the appearances of a veteran both
in still photos and in action.

The fans are truly set for this fra-
cas, and will no doubt receive the
thrill of their lives when Football
Smith trys to knock the props from
under this rising fighter. According to
the ring magazines, Smith will have
a little handicap in going in against
this top-notcher, but Bull is the type of
man who turns the tables on almost
all the fighters slated to defeat him.
The two boys fight a style that will
set the fans on their illustrous left
ear, and those missing it will be sor-
ry to the end.

The officials are striving to arrange
a card of preliminaries to match the
popularity of the two topnotchers.
Fighters are now clamoring to get
on in Doughboy Stadium, and it
should be an easy matter to make an
all-time top card out of the next one,
which is scheduled for August 9th.

By "AL"
The final half of the Intra-Mural

baseball season opened Tuesday after-
noon with the Detachmenteers win-
ning over the Medicos 8 to 1. It was
a Greencord victory and no mistake.
but the score should have been very
much closer. In fact Wee Grady
should have turned in a shut out
while a trio of runs should have been
the limit of the winner's scoring.

Tolle twirled a splendid game. He
kept the Medico's four hits well scat-
tered and was complete master of the
situation. He also was blessed with
brilliant support back of him.

Gilbert also twirled a splendid
game and allowed only five hits. The
real reason for the Medicos showing
can be charged to Newman, catcher.

One of the finest young prospects in
the garrison, Newman supprised his
hundreds of admirers by deliberately
quitting under fire. Instead of get-
ting in there with his usual pep and
ginger. Newman played listlessly, al-
lowed a passed ball to roll to the
stands and then stood still while two
runners scored. We all have bad
days and it is to be hoped that New-
man will let that be the last day of
that kind for him.

It appears now as if the final half
is going to be a closely bunched af-
fair. The Greencords loom as big
threats. The Irish boast a splendid
team that has never hit their stride.
Both the Tankers and Special Units
have their sights set high and these
teams are plenty capable of coming

Primed to Punch With Smith Aug. 9

Here you're privileged to gaze upon Bob Godwin, of Cairo, Ga., and
incidentally, a pug who is rated tenth by Ring magazine and the New York
Boxing Commission, who squares off with Walter (Cyclone) Smith, pride
of Benning, in the main event of August 9th, in Doughboy Stadium. Godwin
will probably furnish Smith the toughest opposition he has yet encountered.
Fans are assured a battle from the very beginning.

through.

The Galloping Gunners held down

the cellar position during the first

half but threaten to be a dark horse

in the final spurt. Lt. "Ty" Cobb

has taken over the managerial reins

of the Gunners and started out with

a victory over the Kellys. Lt. Cobb

knows baseball, and is also a strate-

gist. He is blessed with a couple of

splendid hurlers in Holloway and

Morris and can also boast a hard

working, fighting catcher in Ridley.

Although weak on hitting the Gun-

ners promise to be a menace to op-

posing pennant hopes.

I.S.D.
There is no reason why the Detach-

menteers should not hold the posi-
tion they now occupy in the final half
of the pennant race. The opening
game over the Medicos placed us at
the top of the list and there we must
remain.

"Wee Grady" certainly had those
Medicos feeding from his hand for
nine innings. His hook was breaking
beautifully and when he slipped a
fast one across it looked about the
size of a marble to the batter. And,
lest we forget, that gang out there
back of Grady was playing jam up
baseball. "Peppahs" Martin had ra-
ther an off day at short but none of
Peppah's bobbles caused any harm
and he is forgiven. Pop Heckert and
Sambo Stuart were cutting up like
a pair of colts around first and second
It is a sight for sore eyes to see a
pair of old timers cavorting around
like that. Aside from catching a fine
game of baseball, Mickey McCarthy
garnered his regular base hit during
the melee. Speaking of hitting, that
boy Reddick certainly came to life
with a bang, his triple and double
places him at the head of the batting

(Please turn to page 10)

DePratt and Gordy
Steal Show With
Flashy Semifinal

Long John Corn Griffin stepped out
with a nifty left hook to the midsec-

tion Tuesday night in the first round,
and stopped Jake Denning from ever
entertaining a hope of clambering over
the Fort Benning Terror. It was as
beautiful a piece of boxing as has
ever been shown by Corn, and proved
his right to claim more power for
his left hook. He is rightfully proud
of that hook that spells so much
misery for his opponents, and should
go a long way with it.

The card Qs a whole was a jam up
affair, filled with thrills from the
starter's gun on. Leather flew from
all corners of the ring, and it looked
as though some of the boys had
grudges up there in that square of
modified warfare.

Gunner DePratt and Grumpy Gor-
dy stole the show with their eight
round semi-final. Gunner got Grumpy
early in the fourth frame, hanging
scalp number one on his belt in his
start back to fame aboard the "Come-
back Special."

De Pratt seems to have retained
the old ability to hit hard, with such
fcrce that Webster didn't give us
enough adjectives to tell jsut how
hard he can hit. Ask Grumpy.

From the opening round, the gun-
ner was out there warring for a kayo,
never letting the Grumpy person rest
a second, thumping rights and lefts
as fast as a windmill. He was never
in trouble from the quarters of Grum-
py, only being riffled by the fact
that Gordy has such sticking qualities

(Please turn to page 9)

J fKY KING

TRADE*I.N

Don't let an old trnepi~ee
spoil your appearancel Trade
it in for a smart new Bulova.
We are showing a complete
selection including the popu-.
lar new baguettes; And we will
make you a liberal allowance
on your old watchl

DOLLYMADISON-A slen- $ 50der Baguette, beautifully
set with two diamonds...

SKY KING-17 jewel; engrared
two-tone case with flexible link
band to match ....... 10 j42 0

We invite your charge account

OJEWELRY
COMPANY

1221 BROADWAY

Greencords and Gunners Start Out
Season With Wins On Opponents

)c Ycu Need
i res?

We Invite You To Buy

TIRES and TUBES
ON OUR

EASY PAYMENT PLAN
AS MANY BENNING AUTO OWNERS ARE

DOING. NO RED TAPE. ONLY SMALL DOWN
PAYMENT AND BALANCE TO SUIT YOUR OWN
CONVENIENCE.

UNITED OIL CORPORATION
Phone 1800 1215-21 First Avenue

w %A j aw JL , Lo Ad

Boom
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as to stay in there and weather three
rounds of that punching, banging
storm.

Gordy proved he has the fortitude
to weather punishment and give the
fans a run for their money, never for-
getting his fighters instinct to stay
there and fight to the last breath.

In the last stages of the third
Round, DePratt opened a cut over
Gordy's left eye that completely
blinded him in that member. Then a
sharp left to the midsection, followed
by a hard right to the same region,
dropping Gordy for the count, only
being saved by the bell.

This seemed to infuriate the Gun-

ner, bringing him out with blood in
his eyes. Out he sailed, staging a
terrific head and body attack. A pow-
erful left hook to the stomach ended
the war and the contestants folded

their tents and left the theater of
operations. (However, they had to
unfold Grumpy before he could fold
his tent).

Ernest Chambliss took a close de-
cision over Dapper Doyle in the main
preliminary. Some of the fans seemed
inclined to give the decision to
Doyle, some a draw, but all of them
booed the decision as it was given.

It was a good fight, however, and
all who hadn't their money's worth
by the time the bout was over, should
have gone home earlier anyway. They
didn't want to see a fight after all.

Doyle was slugging, bobbing and
blocking beautifully, always driving
into the Slagtown Slugger. However,
Chambliss was there with a nice body
attack, and on this the judges must
have based their decision. Chambliss
can certainly mix, and should go far
,n the better rings of the country in

a couple of years.
The judges, Red Lindsey, (the

refferee) or somebody got the blind
staggers when it came to giving a
decision on the Goss-Holyfield affair.
These two boys mixed from the word
go, and gave the fans a show well
worth the money, and more. Goss
went too hard and fast for Holifield,
lashing him from all corners. Goss
had the upperhand all the way, tak-
ing all rounds, but the judges or
the Referee gave the decision to Holy-
field, for which act they were heartily
booed from all over the stands.

Danny Long, the Texas Tornado,
proved too much for young Gordon
Cumbaa of Columbus. Since Danny
came to the 83rd F. A., he has not
been taken seriously enough by the
fans. This boy has a background,
and is not through by a long shot.
He fights a style that will whittle

down better opponents than the Wor-
thy Cumbaa.

Cumbaa had the ability to stick

the limit, four rounds, but was -too
far outclassed by the veteran. Danny
had him going all the way, but had
to work hard to the body for a de-
cision. He paid little attention to the
head, but pounded the body with
blows that would fell an ordinary ox.

The curtain was raised by two col-
ored fighters in a four rounder. Wil-
lie Branch of the 24th Infantry gave
K. 0. Wright a tough battle of it for
the limit, but the decision went to
Wright. Wright's second was comical
sidelight to the whole show, with
this timely warnings and urgings to
use "Dat leff, use dat leff."

The fans were well pleased with
the fights, and will remember that
war from the date of its declaration.

WATCH, CLOCK AND JEWELRY
REPAIRING

Special Discount to Army People

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

PEKOR JEWELRY CO.
Muscogee Club Bldg. 1221 Broadway

Boyce Real Estate
Company

Rentals - Insurance

Let us help find you a home

Phone 3838

19-13th Street

Pair of Flannels or Regular Trousers
Schwob's Free Pants Sale Ends Monday, August b

Hollywood's Youngest Bachelor Says:,

Tailored
To Order

FREE
Extra Pants

"Look For This Sport Outfit
In My Next Picture"

Arthur La

Famous Scree

FOOTBALL stars...•
baseball stars . . . golf stars . . . and NOW
MOVIE STARS are turning the spotlight of
their high favor on the same Schwobilt Suits

that are offered to you in this unusual FREE
trousers sale. It's the talk of the South! Just
think, a pair of trousers is given absolutely free
with each tailored-to-order suit. In addition, we

are reducing prices on all Ready-to-Wear suits
during this sale. The same smart Ready-to-
Wear suits you have been seeing in our windows
are priced down to $12.95 and the $17.95 suits
are selling at $14.95. Special prices on Hot
Weather clothes also prevail-$6.95 and $9.95.

I F YOU want to buy
low--BUY NOW! In fact, you will have to be-
cause this sale of sales ends Monday. After'
the sale, extra trousers will cost plenty. Now
you get them FREE. Select a fabric to meet
your taste. The suit will be tailored to your
own individual measurements, guaranteed to fit

and with FREE extra pants. Or, if you wish,
select your suit from our comprehensive stock
of Ready-to-Wear clothes at prices greatly re-
duced. And do it today. This sale positively
closes Monday, August 1st.

Te/ SCHWOB Co.
THE STANDARD TAILORING CO.

1037 Broadway
Stores in Near-by Cities: West Point Macon

Athens Valdosta
SavannahAlbany

ake
:n Star

Arthur Lake, famous Hollywood star, is
shown here in the Schwob sport ensemble
which he is wearing in his latest appear-
ances. You will recall Arthur Lake as the.
young comedian who rose to stardom ap-
pearing with Gloria Swanson in "Indiscreet"
and with Alice White in "Harold Teen."

LaGramp Rome

sI.

Atlanta

[ I
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Inf. School Detach.
(Continued from page 8)

list for the new half, and he is one

sweet fielder.
Tanks Grantham is really the spark

plug of the team. His endless line

of chatter is really doing good and

besides Tanks is also playing heads

up baseball around the hot corner.

The old hidden ball trick that Tanks

and Heckert pulled was one of the

high lights of the game.

Callahan is patrolling the center gar-

den like a big leaguer. Cally is off

with the willow but he can hit when

he is in form. Coley looks better all

the while over in left. The long,

lanky boy is plenty awkward looking

but he covers plenty of ground and

is developing in to a dangerous wil-

low wielder.
Zelinski was cooling on the bench

during the Medico fracas but the big

boy will probably do his stuff against

the Kellys. He has a world of stuff

and is plenty cool under fire, a little

support and Zelinski will turn in his

share of wins.

Tankers
(Continued from page 7)

able to publish the results next week

After the way Expert and First Clas

qualifying scores hAve been raise(
this year it appears that if you don'
get a full night's sleep before fir
ing on the range each day you won'
be in the money at all and that th(
limits on the number of men draw
ing qualification pay are more o
less superfluous. Nevertheless the faci
remains that only the best men will
pull down extra money. So it is en.
tirely up to you whether you do or
you don't.

On Tuesday Companies "D" and
"F.I" got under way with their fir-
ing, each taking half the range. When
they concluded their practice they
were followed by Co. "F-2" which
carried the conclusion of the range
season to about September the first
or perhaps a little later as the Sup-
plementary Season will follow direct-
ly on the heels of the regular season.
This augurs well for our hike which
will not be likely to start before the
middle of September at the earliest,
when the hot weather will have be-
gun to wane.

First National

Bank
Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Resources Over $2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning
Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Home Savings
Bank

'The White Bank"

Capital-------$i00,000.oo
Surplus-------65,000.00

Interest' Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit
issued at 3 per cent. per annum
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MATA HARI U

WHAT HAS HAPPENED SO FAR
Mata Hari, famous dance rand ene-

my spy, undertakes to get some secret
papers from her lover Shubin, Atta.
che of the Russian Embassy in Paris.
Shubin has been unnerved by a visit
from Dubois, the head of the French
Secret Service, and refuses to discuss
them. But before leaving his house,
Mata Hari meets again a young avia-
tor. Alexander Rosanoff, whom she
has permitted to make love to her
and dismissed. Mata Hari has expect-
ed to use Shubin, also, but suspects
that enemy secret service agents are
striking through him at her. Shubin
evades her attempts to worm informa.
tion from him.

"Oh, well," she said at length, as
if the whole business had grown too
distasteful to pursue any further,
"we may as well have our dinner,
then."

By the time they had reached the
dessert course, she had, by means of
a little flattery, a little wine, a skill-
ful indifference, brought him almost
to his customary state of submission.
Now it only remained to make him
understand that the price of her
favors was no light one and she was
in the midst of some cool manoeuv-
ering to that end, when the servant,
to her surprise and amusement, an-
nounced Rosanoff.

"Ah, yes, there's a young man who
would not leave Paris without seeing
you dance," remarked Shubin.

She thereupon laughingly insisted
that of course the young man must
be introduced and Shubin humored
her.

Thus it happened that Rosanoff
made another formal bow to the
dancer. He was
Hari, in a spirit
not refrain from
the young man's
miliar!"

silent, while Mata
of mischief, could
murmuring, "But

face looks so fa-

r Rosanoff's eyes returned contempt
for her insolence and for the fami-

I liarity of her tete-a-tete with Shubin.
"You asked me to report here, sir,"

he reminded the latter, standing at
attention.

"Yes. You are to keep to your
rooms, and there will be instructions
communicated to you in the morning
as to the hour of your departure."

He added a few words in Russian.
As soon as Rosanoff had gone, how-

ever, Mata Hari reproached the at-
tache.

"Really, Shubin, you are too tire-
some! To dismiss so abruptly such a
charming young man! One of your
new secretaries-isn't he?"

"No, no, Mata. That doesn't show
your usual skill, my dear. That's
quite too obvious a question. Though
as an aviator, the young man would
no doubt interest you."

Aviator! Aviator! He would be fly-
ing somewhere tomorrow then.

"He does interest me."
"I am ready to believe it," he said,

suddenly harsh, "though you are so
pat with assurances of your faithful-
ness. But the young man will be un-
available for the present, I am afraid.
He is going back to Russia tomorrow.

Flying-to Russia-tomorrow. And
with information, of course. Shubin
with his patent secrecy-his orders in
Russian!

"A pity!" she murmured. "I am so
tired of old men."

Stung to the quick, Shubin rejoin-
ed, "I know that you have no fur-
ther feeling for me since I will no
longer supply you with what you de-
mand. And supply you I will not. I
have sent the papers out of my rooms.
They are safe from you. Tomorrow
they will be in Russia. And my lips
are forever sealed!"

"In that case," said Mata Hari, "I
can go."

There is always a sensation of sur-
prised delight when the missing part
of a puzzle, after much figuring, slips
suddenly into place.

This sensation Mata Hari felt
when, as she deftly added one and
one-the nice young aviator flying to
Russia in the morning and ordered
to keep to his rooms meanwhile-
the papers no longer in Shubin's pos-
session-Shubin's statement that the
messages would be safe in Russia to-
morrow--the unknown quantity leapt
into her mind and made a total of
four.

£rli( ) _ " ..o .-u_ aj

65
Each, If

Bought In
Pairs

29x4.40-21
29x4.50-20
28x4.75-19
30x4.50-21

bought in pairs
Each. if

$4.65

... $6.16

.$5.27
31x5-25-21.... . .$7.91
29x5.50-19.......... $8.23

Three Days Only?

for the exclusive benefit of

our Ft. Benning customers.

Only in the KENMORE
Do You Get Both Lovell
Wringer and Porcelain
EnmmeJed Tub At This Price

$59.50
Sold on Convenient Terms of

$5.00 Down, $5.00 Monthly, Plus

Small Carrying Charge

Sears' new Kenmore is the mm of washer
. you have always consiered expensive: large,

smooth tub porcelain-enameled inside and out
G.. famous Lovell swinging wringer...

-M** completcly-enclosed motor.. and the fastest
washing action yet devised. Sears sell the
Kenmore at $30 to $50 below comparable
washers. Try it in your home for 30 days.

U

Phone
3760

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

CLUB
Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

. I - .1 1 -- --
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1008
Broadway

MONDAY- TUESDAY- WEDNESDAY

ALLSTATE Tires give more miles per dollar
quality, safety and comfort! Come in now and
get this extra saving! Heavy duty red tube given
free with each ALLSTATE!
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Benning

Briefs

Our intrepid and lion-hearted zoo-
logist, Lt. Ralph Pulsifer, who inter-
sperses his bursts of animal and na-
ture study with sessions of managing
the Officers' Club, has again crashed
into the scene. This time he is in
the role of amateur aviator, and, in a
very interesting letter to the Secre-
tary, relates his experiences in his first
cross-country trip. He was on leave
and Lt. "Barney" Barnette, one of
The Infantry School's High-Fliers had
promised him a "hitch" as far as Day-
ton o nhis trip to Kansas, where our
hero has watched the tall corn grow
for lo! these many years.

The trip had a very inauspicious
beginning. The two voyageurs were
driven back once by the threat of
clouds on the far horizon and had to
make a later start under better con-
ditions. These finally came and the two
finally left the Post, not forgetting to
make certain preparations which Lt.
Pulsifer deemed important. It is to
be noted, however, that he left his
pets behind, possibly because he did-
n't want them to suffer from high
altitude sickness, or because he wish-
ed them to continue thriving in the
healthful, if hot, air of Benning. But
we'll let that pass. The pair got start-
ed finally.

It was over the mounains of Ten-
nessee that the incident happened. Lt.
Pulsifer heard the motor emit a few
warning coughs and continue wheez-
ing steadily but attached no special
significance to the incident. The
mountains rose high and the clouds
swung low; rain pelted the two. The
motor continued its slightly interrupt-
ed note. Lt. Barnette turned around
and covered his nose with his hand,
and our young hero nodded genially
to his host but paid no attention to
this cryptic sign. Finally, after fifteen
minutes of riding with a "conking"
motor they reached the airport, where
Lt. Pulsifer was rudely awakened
from his bliss of ignorance by the
entertaining information that he and
the pilot had nearly been subject of
examinations for entry in the Cater-
pillar Club. It seems that the motor
of the plane held on just long enough
to give us a story.

We'll bet anyone that Lt. Puslifer
returns to Benning via good solid
earth. Not too miuch, though!

We've heard a story which well il-

lustrates the principal points in in-
structing the Looies on the finer
points of how far to go in betting
against superior officers, the case in
hand being that of Yancey vs. Dunkle.
berg and Gibney. And, since the
Q. T. column of the Herald has ex.
pressed a depression desire to obtain
a set of golf clubs cheaply, we sug
gest that he, too, read further.

It seems that Lts. W. E. Dunkle'
berg and J. L. Gibney had somewhal
scornfully suggested a round of gol
with Captain W. B. Yancey, who is
succeeding Captain Horan as com
manding officer of Co. "F", intimating
that the latter hadn't a chance againsi
their own omnipotence. Captair
Yancey, feeling very righteous indig
nation, promptly took on the two up
starts and the round was played o
the Benning course. At the summini
up of the scores at the 'end of thf
round, it was found that Captait

(Please turn to page 9)

Visiting Masons
Luncheon Guests
Of Company "T"

The Annual Fourth District F. & A.

M. convention met at Fort Benning

Lodge yesterday, and were served the

noon day meal at "F" Company, 29th

Infantry.

This convention meets once each

year at the Lodge to which the Master
of the convention belongs, which in

this instance, threw the convention
meeting at Fort Benning at Fort Ben-
ning. Master Sergeant William F.
Stewart, Worthy Master of the con-
vention, is a past Master of the local
lodge, and at present is the Secretary.

The convention takes in a large
group of Masonic Lodges, consisting
of those in what the old fourth con-
gressional district. The eastern boun-
dary of this district is Carrolton and
it reaches west to Columbus. The
northern and southern boundaries
are about the same distance apart.

Captain Loren A. Wetherby is the
present Worshipful Master of the
Fort Benning Lodge, and was among
those present in the motorcade that
inspected the post after lunch. Many
other Benning Masons were in the
group of one hundred and fifty who
,re likely to long remember the re-
past set for them under the able su-
-ervision of Mess Sergeant Horace J.
Vines, one of the regiment's leading
mess heads.

Company "F" is commanded by
Captain John P. Horan, who has been
with the organization for the past
two years. The meal was served the
visiting Masons by the new expedi-
tious cafeteria system, inaugurated by
Captain Horan since he took over the
company.

The meal served was of the ordinary
Company "F" variety, no pains being
taken to "put on the dog" for visitors.
These menus will appear often on
the fare of mess sergeant Vines, as
will be attested to by the members
of the organization.

The menu which was served the
visitors follows :

Breaded veal cutlets, tomato sauce,
baked beans, candied yams, cream

•gravy, early Junie peas, lettuce salad,
sliced tomatoes, sweet mixed pickle,
ice cream, cake, lemonade.

The cooks on duty for the service
of the meals, were: head cook lel
McDuffie; assistants, Pvt. Moomaw,
Pvt. Bingenheimer.

Golf Tournament Plans
Are Rapidly Pushed

Golf is swinging into its own among
the enlisted men of the garrison, now

- that the Enlisted Men's Golf Club has
been organized. Enough members

- have b e e n recruited just about
complete the arrangements for the

. qualification play for the tournament.
The tournament will be played un-

- der the auspices of the Officers' Club,
t and will be played on its course.
f The course is in good tournament
s condition, being almost always of that
- type course, and those of the dubs

carrying heavy handicaps will have
t little to alibi about. Alibi orders will

be played off during the first snow
- storm of the season.
- The club officials announced yes
a terday that they were anxious to ar
g range the details of the qualifica
e tion play as early as possible, in or
a der that they might get well unde

(Please turn to page 5)

t

3 Prominent Officers Arrive
At Benning During Past Week

Colonel Fred L. Munson, newly as- by step, to positions of eminence. In

signed commander of the 24th Infan- 1898, upon his graduation from the
try, joined his regiment on Wednes- University of Nebraska, and two

day, succeeding Colonel Lochlin W. weeks after the outbreak of the war

Caffey. Colonel Munson, now the with Spain, he enlisted as a private
senior officer at Fort Benning, also in Company F 2nd Nebraska Infantry.

asumed command of the post, replac- Soon afterward he was promoted to

ing Colonel George F. Baltzell as act- sergeant, and was serving in that

ing commandant. grade when he was demobilized in

Colonel Munson came to Fort Ben- October at the conclusion of active
ning from Clemson Agricultural Col- hostilities with Spain. A few months

lege, Clemson, South Carolina, where after his return to civilian life, he

he was in charge of the R. 0. T. C. won an appointment to the regular
At the age of 21 Colonel Munson army in competitive examination, and

enlisted as a private in Company A received his commission as a second

6th Infantry on January 11, 1893. He lieutenant of infantry on June 1, 1899.

quickly demonstrated qualities of On February 2nd, 1901, a little more
leadership and soon was promoted to than a month before the general in-

corporal and then to sergeant. He surrection swept the Philippine Is-

was holding the latter rank when he lands, he was promoted to captain,

was discharged on June 21, 1897, to having served in a number of posts

accept a commission as 2nd Lieuten- in the meanwhile. He was still serv-

ant of infantry which he had won by ing as a captain when the United
competitive examination. He served States entered the World War, and

during the Spanish-American war as on July 28, 1917, was promoted to
a 2nd lieutenant and later during the major.
insurrection as 1st lieutenant to which War time promotions to the ranks

rank he was appointed on March 2, of lieutenant colonel and colonel fol-

1899. He was promoted to captain lowed in rapid succession and he was

on January 2, 1902 which rank he held placed on duty in the historical sec-

until July 1, 1916 when he was pro- tion of the war plans divisions of the

moted to major. From August 1917 general staff where he rendered im-

to December 21, 1917 he held the tem- portant services until the end of the
,orary rank of lieutenant colonel and war.
on the latter date was promoted to After the war he reverted to his

the grade of colonel temporary. He former rank of major, regular army,
received his permanent commission and on July 1st, 1920, was promoted

as Lieutenant colonel on May 27, 1920 to lieutenant colonel. His advance-

and as colonel on July 1, 1920. From ment to colonel was made on July 8,
October 1915 to April 1918 he was on 1928.
detail in the quartermaster corps. Colonel Weeks was a member of

Colonel Munson is the holder of a the initial general staff list, and serv-
silver star citation for gallantry in ed again on the general staff in 1920

action, and 1921. He is an honor graduate of

Colonel Caffev, former regimental the Army School of the Line, class of

commander of the 24th Infantry, has 1911; of the Army Staff College, class

been assigned to headquarters staff for of 1912; and of the Army War Col-

temporary duty. lege, 1920.

COLONEL WEEKS ARRIVES LT. COL. HAMMOND HERE

Col. Charles W. Weeks, new head Lieutenant Colonel Thomas E.

of the acadameic department of the Hammond, recently on duty with the

Infantry School, arrived at Fort Ben- 16th Infantry at Governors Island,

ning Thursday from Urbana, Illinois, Nwe York, arrived at Fort Benning

where he was on duty as professor on Monday and was assigned to the
of military science and training at the headquarters staff.
University of Illinois. Colonel Weeks Colonel Hammond is one of the
is the successor to Lieutenant Colonel most widely known officers in the

George C. Marshall, Jr. who left Fort army, and is especially well known
Benning several weeks ago to take to members of congress. From 1920 to
command of the 8th Infantry at Fort 1922 he was liaison officer between

Screven, Georgia. the War Department and Congress
Colonel Weeks is another of the and again performed this duty, which

army's leaders who have started at involved coordination of army legis-

the bottom of the military scale and lative affairs, from 1926 to 1928.
- -.•. . • _. . . . .. .1 --+ - (Dl:l , .,. , .H.,,,,,i ,,

Organization Of Reception
Committee Nearly Finished

The reception and housing commit- Studnts arriving for the new school

tee of Fort Benning has completed year prior to the date of opening of

its organization for the handling of the office at the Ralston Hotel will

the incoming classes for the 1932-33 register at the office of the assistant

school year. commandant on the post. After Sep-

Space has been alloted by C. E. tember 8, the incoming students may

Arnold, manager of the Ralston register at the office in town and make

Hotel, for a Columbus office, which is all other necessary arrangements for

expected to be open from September their personal convenience there.

8-20, incl. As in the past, the Real The housing committee has ob-

Estate Board of Columbus will have tained a list of houses from owners

a representative in the Ralston Hotel and is prepared to give reliable in-
office, and this year the Southern formation concerning living con-

Bell Telephone Company and the ditions in Columbus. The army clause

Georgia Power Co. will also place requiring 30 days notice prior to ter-
representatives there for the conven- mination of lease is continued as a

ience of the incoming students. feature of local rental agreements.

NUMBER 15
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that this will be done not only in
good measure but with a fine loyal
spirit, and cheerful cooperation with
all agencies in practicing and effect-
ing economies to the end that the
Army may contribute its full share
to the efforts being made to resore
normal conditions. Commanding of-
ficers throughout the service will give
this question continued study and
attention. Every project arising with-
in their respective jurisdiction will
be analyzed to determine that it iis
a necessary activity and that it is ad-
ministered in full keeping with the
spirit of this letter. Order, economy
and thrift in the handling of govern-
ment funds and government property
will be emphasized in order that the
army may not only function efficient-
ly under decreased allowances, but
that it may bring about additional
savings wherever possible to the treas-
ury of the United States.

kr IL~b L UM LL L t U*V Of. t' II have fought their way upwarci., step -

Fort Authorities
Urged To Assist
In Economy Work

Economy and thrift, long watch-

words in army administration, will be

emphasized to a greater degree than

ever before in the administration of

Fort Benning during the present fis-

cal year. Local post authorities, ever

alert to prevent wastage, are subjcet-

ing to severe scrutiny every trans-

action involving the expenditure of

government funds and materials with

a view to conserving the government

funds and materials with a view to

conserving the government's interests

and observing also the spirit of the

injunctions for economy imposed

both by legislative restrictions and

by mandate of the War Department.

The spirit with which Fort Benning

and the army as a whole will lend

its effort toward the rehabilitation of

the national finances is indicated by

a letter written by General Douglas

McArthur to various army command-

ers in which he points out the neces-

sity for the loyal cooperation of all

members of the army in the interests

of governmental economy.

General McArthur's views on army
economy, as expressed in a copy of
a letter received at Headquarters
The Infantry School are as follows:

"The Congress, early in 1931, ap-
propriated for the support of the
Army for the fiscal year just compbt-
ed, prescribed amounts which had
been practically normal during sev-
eral previous years It soon became
apparent, however, that the govern-
ment's income was falling off sharply,
reflecting the depression which was
enshrouding the nation. Immediately
orders were issued directing econo-
mies along every possible Ii n e
throughout the military establish-
ment. As a result large savings were
made. Not only did this result in
savings during the last fiscal year, but
the same economies were reflected ;in
building the new budget.

"The Army now enters a new fiseal
year with funds available for its sutp-
port reduced about fifty-five millitin
dollars. Fortunately for the nation,
the Army's manpower has not be en
further reduced. This manpower must
be kept at the high state of training
and morale, and all must be accom-
plished at a lower average cost per
officer and man, regardless of the
difficulties involved. I am convinced
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Sloan-Dulaney Wedding In Hawaii Of
Interest In Fort Benning Society Circles

The marriage of Mrs. Virginia Hu-
guet Sloan, daughter of Colonel and
Mrs. Adolphe H. Huguet, and Lieut.
Robert Leroy Dulaney was solemin.
ized Friday evening, July 15th, at the
Post Chapel, at Schofield Barracks,
Hawaii. The chapel was banked with
white chrysanthemums, asters, snap-
dragons, and easter lillies. Maj.Al-
bert Matthews, chaplain of the Ha-
waiian Division, officiated.

The bride, who was given in mar-
riage by her father, wore a gown of
silk lace, ashes of roses in color over
a slip of peach satin. The gown
which was worn with a short jacket
was cut low in the back with a broad
girdle of beige satin. Her hat was a
copy of a French model in ashes of
roses tulle with an uncurled ostrich
ornament under the brim. She car-
ried a floral muff of gardenias.

The bride's sister, Miss Julie Hu-
guet, was her only attendant. Miss
Huguet wore o gown of orchid mous-
seline-de-soie over pink crepe-de-chine
with a low cut surplice of orchid taf-
feta which tied in back with a bow.

Over this, she wore a short jacket of
orchid taffeta. Her hat was of orchid
mohair with a blue velvet ribbon
looped in back under a pink gardenia
Her bouquet was of pink roses and
purple and orchid sweet peas made
up in quaint old-fashioned style.

Lieut. Francis J. Graling acted as
best man. The four ushers were Capt.
George Daughtery, Lieut. Thomas J.
Wells, Lieut John P. Evans, and Lt.
Maury Cralle.

After the ceremony a wedding din-
ner was served at the Halewa Beach
Club. Tables were decorated with
white gardenias, white roses, and
white gladioli, while green tapers
were used. Music for dancing was
furnished by the 19th Infantry orches-
tra. The three tier bridal cake was
cut by the bride with her husband's
sabre.

The guests at the wedding were:
Colonel and Mrs. Huguet, Capt. and
Mrs. Daughtry, Capt. and Mrs. E. E.
Rudelius, and Capt. and Mrs. R. C.
Wright, Lieut. and Mrs. R. B. Ander-
son, Lieut. and Mrs. C. H. Coates,
Lieut. and Mrs. F. J. Graling, Lieut.
and Mrs. J. H. Harper, Lieut. and
Mrs. Leo Pace and Lieut. and Mrs.
Ralston Vanzant, Mr. and Mrs. Don-
ald H. Hayselden, Miss Julie Huguet,
Miss Caroline Perkins, Lieut. Maury
Cralle, Lieut. John E. McCarthy,
Lieut. V. S. Smith, and Lieut T. J.
Wells.

RESERVE OFFICERS ENTERTAIN
WITH DANCE AT POLO CLUB
One of the most enjoyable affairs

of the week was the dance Thursday
evening given by the Reserve Officers
at the Polo Club. The Club was at-
tractively decorated with ferns ano
pine boughs. Many guests came from
Columbus and the surrounding vicini-
ty to enjoy the dancing. The music
was furnished by the 24th Infantry
orchestra.

LIEUT. AND MRS. CLAYTON STU-
DEBAKER ENTERTAIN GUESTS

FROM COLUMBUS
Mr. and Mrs. G. R. McNeely of Co-

lumbus were the guests Sunday o
Lieut. and Mrs. Clayton Studebaker.
Riding followed by an informal
breakfast and a swimming party were
enjoyed by the guests. Golf was in
order later in the day.

Make a real occasion of
the pause that refreshes

How to be the
perfect hostess

Told in this little book,
big with ideas covering
all social occasions-
containing 128 pages
with beautiful illustra-
tions.

This afternoon when
your friends drop in,
surprise them with
ice-cold bottled
Coca-Cola plus . . .
thinly sliced ham
and beaten biscuits,
melted cheese on
toast or any one of
the many good
things you know
how to make.

THE
COLUMBUS COCA-COLA

BOTTLING CO.
Phone 360

m uMI mNkn m m0m t
USE THIS COUPONU
THE COCA-COLA CO.,
314 North Ave., N. W., Atlanta, Ga.

Enclosed find lOc (stamps or coin to
cover cost of handling and mailing) for
which send me the book, "When You

* Entertai-i," 27 Ida Bailey Allen.

N am e ...............................................................

* tr s. . . . . .

Tune in on Al Stanley's famous orchestra every Monday, Wednesday
and Saturday 12:30 from Ralston Coffee Shop.

U

MRS. LYNN E. BRADY ENTER- at West Point by Mrs. Whitelaw and
TAINS BRIDGE CLUB their two children, who are at pres-

Mrs. Lynn E. Brady entertained her ent visiting relatives in Michigan.
bridge club Friday with a delightful
luncheon followed by two tables of Capt. John W. Blue departed from
bridge. Her table was graced by an the Post Thursday for North Caro-
attractive bowl of zinnias. The guests lina where he will visit relatives.
included: Mrs. James E. Bowen, Mrs.
George H. McManus, Jr., Mrs. George Mrs. James W. Clinton left Fort
P. Howell Mrs. Orestes Cleveland, Benning Friday to spend the week-
Mrs. Fred . Gaillard, Mrs. Raymond end with friends in Atlanta.
E. Vermette, and Mrs. Clayton Stude-
baker. r :. r, "- . -___

I PERSONALS
Lieut. and Mrs. Robert T. Foster

have returned from a trip to Annis-
ton, Alabama, where they have been
visiting relatives.

Maj. and Mrs. Edward C. Rose have
departed for their new station in
Washington, D. C. where Maj. Rose
will attend the Army War College.

Lieut. and Mrs. Louis Rutte left
Saturday for the West Coast where
they will visit relatives.

Capt. and Mrs. John R. Deane left
Wednesday for a visit with relatives
in San Francisco prior to sailing the
last of August for China where Capt.
Deane has been ordered for station.

Lieut. and Mrs. Robert T. Foster
have as their houseguests Mrs. Fos-
ter's mother, Mrs. R. G. Jones of An-
niston, Ala., Mrs. Foster's sister and
brother-in-law Mr. and Mr. W. T.
Marsh, Jr., of New Rochelle, N. Y.,
and her niece, Miss Evelyn Andrews
of Birmingham, Ala.

Lieut. Dan Gilmer from the West
Point class of 1932 reported Wednes-
day for duty with the 29th Infantry.

Maj. and Mrs. Roy L. Bodine have
as their guests for the Summer their
son Roy L. Bodine, Jr. Mr. Bodine
who is a student at Iowa University
has just returned from the R. 0. T.
C. Camp in Iowa.

Lieut. Col. and Mrs. John L. Jen-
kins and their small son are spending
a few weeks in Daytona Beach, Fla.

Lieut. George Lodoen has returned
to Fort Bennng for a short stay prior
to reporting at San Antonio where he
will go for duty. Lieut. Lodoen has
just returned from a visit to relatives
in Norway.

Lieut. John L. Whitelaw left Sun-
day for West Point, N. Y. where he
will go for duty. He will be joined

WATCH, CLOCK AND JEWELRY
REPAIRING

Special Discount to Army People
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

PEKOR JEWELRY CO.
Muscogee Club- Bldg. 1221 Broadway

p

U

PROGRESSIVE DINNER GIVEN
BEFORE RESERVE OFFICERS

DANCE
One of the many enjoyable affairs

preceeding the Reserve Officers dance
at the Polo Club was a progressive
dinner given by a few members of
the young married set. The hosts
were: Lieut. and Mrs. James E. Bow-
en, Lieut. and Mrs. Lynn E. Brady,
Lieut, and Mrs. John H. Harmony,
Lieut. and Mrs. Orestes Cleveland,
and Lieut. and Mrs. George Howell.
After progressing to the various
homes for dinner the party proceed-
ed to the dance at the Polo Club.

CAPT. AND MRS. VERMETTE EN.
TERTAIN INFORMALLY WITH

PICNIC SUPPER
Capt. and Mrs. Raymond E. Ver-

mette were the hosts Saturday evening
at an informal picnic supper at the
29th Infantry camp on the Upatoi.
Their guests were: Capt. and Mrs.
Guy Hartman, Miss Kathleen Orn-
dorff, Capt. John W. Blue and Lieut.
James R. Pierce.

POST EXCHANGE

IA-

ARMY um NAV Y
TIDEV MARK

OFFICERS
And

Enlisted Personnel
Can secure all their insignia and
uniform equipments at the

POST EXCHANGE
They carry a complete line of

N. S. MEYER, INC.
CORPS INSIGNIA

BUTTONS
INSIGNIA OF RANK

SABRES
SABRE CHAINS

SPURS, SPUR CHAINS
CAMPAIGN BARS

MEDALS
All our merchandise carries an

Unlimited Guarantee

N. S. MEYER, INC.
43 East 19th St. New York

200 Rooms Fire Proof

Ralston Hotel
COLUMBUS, GA.

Headquarters Incoming
Officers and their families.

Popular Priced
COFFEE SHOP

Excellent Food
Good Service

C. L. ARNOLD, MANAGER

"It Pays To Trade At Your Post Exchange,'

Fort Benning, Ga.

FELICIA C. HOWELL, PHONE, 389

LCut. rrancas h. nowaro arriveu
on the Post Saturday to join the
Company Officers Class which begins
September 15th. Lieut. Howard will
be joined the middle of August by
his wife and two children.

Lieut. and Mrs. William Bartlett
and their two children have left for

(Please turn to page 3)

* * *

how often you may seem to buy them.
And you can buy the best here!

Gift & Special Order Dept.

Don't Fail To Take Advan-
tage of Miller- Taylor's
PreInventory Sale, as it
w ill Last only a few more
days.

Miller-Taylor Shoe Co.
"Where the New Styles Are Shown First"

%cnuethi n Ycu
Never Ia-ive

ncuhCf

Pillow..Cases

•, ~ ~ ~ ~.-.v....?.???.Z ............

• .. .." . Z .? .Z.? . . ..............

. ... v.'.'. - .........

•. '.. ". -.... ' . .. ....

........s.....

You'll always find a need for ffore
sheets and pillow cases-no matter

Fr;tlfixT AiiitriiQt C% 1 W19
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Mata Hari
WHAT HAS HAPPENED SO FAR

Mata Hari, famous dancer and ene-
my spy, undertakes to get some sec-
ret papers from her lover Shubin,
Attache of the Russian Embassy in

Paris. Shubin has been unnerved by

a visit from Dubois, the head of the

French Secret Service, and refuses to

discuss them. But before leaving his

house, Mata Hari meets again a young

aviator. Alexander Rosanoff, whom

she has permitted to make love to her

and dismissed. Mata Hari has expect-

ed to use Shubin, also, but is unable

to worm definite information from

him. Now go on from here.

Why, of course, Rosanoff had the

papers and was guarding them to-

night!
And what was she to do? There

was no question but what she must

get the papers. Her pride would

never permit her to report a failure

to Adriana, especially one due to her

own negligence, for this would not

have happened yesterday. And here
was a challenge to her skill.

Only-where did Rosanoff live?
She did not particularly regret

her action of the afternoon and she

had every confidence that she could

undo it. If only she could find the

young man in the haystack of Paris!

If only she had not taken it for grant-

ed that he was so unimportant! What-

ever had made her do that?
Down the wide, tree-shaded street,

a taxi chugged along rather slowly.

When it had reached a spot not far

from her, the driver seemed to have

some engine trouble. He got out and

peered into the hood. He stamped

his feet and rubbed his hands, but

did not look around. The dancer

hugged the shadow of a wall. And

after a second the taxi went on.
In a little while the taxi appeared

around the corner again. And at

about the spot where it had previous-
ly halted, it paused once more. The

driver appeared to have some fresh

engine trouble.
Now, Mata Hari had made certain

that this was no coincidence. But she
signalled as she would have to an
ordinary taxi and waited for the man
to speak first.

(Please turn to page 4)

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13tb Street
Office Phone 1313

v
Out To Win!!

S.. and she has a

good chance, too,

for she's wise en-

ough to choose

SPALDING balls

and rackets - the

best for anybody!

Jlthletic Dept.
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.
"It Pays to Trade at Your

Post Exchange"

Selecting Period
Furniture
By ELEANOR Ross

No longer do we fill a room with
chairs and tables, or a suite, and call
it completely furnished. We wouldn't
be permitted to, even if- we didn't
know any better, for friends and rela-
tives fill our heads with hints about
Empire, Victorian, French Provincial
Queen Anne or Georgian periods, un-
til our senses swim with visions.

Primarily, of course, you want your
little castle to be a home rather than
a museum, but if you do want to fur-
nish it in some special period, be
wise and consult an interior decora-
tor. His service is not a luxury, as
many have discovered, but a practical
investment. The decorator derives
his or her profit from commissions on
goods bought for you, and through
connections with wholesale houses of-
te nis able to obtain grand bargains.

WHAT "PERIODS" ARE

The decorator will get only what is
needed, if you desire to furnish as you
go along and the wise bride will do
just that. Then, as the years pass, the
home is made more and more beauti-
ful by lovely pieces picked up here
and there. Of all collecting hobbies,
none is so rich in returns as collect-
ing lovely harmonious things to beau-
tify the home.

Before you decide on any period,
take into account your house and its
location. A safe choice is French
Provincial, good for almost any sub-
urban home, informal and adaptable.
Remember that the living room
should be definitely of the period se-
lected, and the dining room, too, if
possible. The other rooms may vary,
but with not too strongly marked de-
viation from the keynote style.

And don't be scared by talk about
"periods." It all means just a defi-
nite convention, or style, of furnish-
ing. Get to know the various periods.
Buy magazines that deal with home
decorating and see how beautiful a
room is when, for example, it is of
the Empire or Regency period. See to
it that Hepplewhite, Chippendale,
Sheraton and our own Dunican Phyfe
are more than mere names to you.
Learn to recognize and appreciate the
originals and the marvelous repro-
ductions of the work of these master
craftsmen.

This brings us to the question of
antiques, and I would advise you
not to buy many. It is impossible to
furnish entirely with old pieces, any-
way. If you can get one or two fine
original pieces of the period you se-
lect, count yourself fortunate. Repro-
ductions are marvelously well done,
and your decorator easily will find

for you pieces that vie with originals
in beauty and workmanship, yet do
not cost a small fortune.

"EASY TO LIVE WITH"

If you furnish without professional
advice, be careful, for the going has
many pitfalls, whether you incline
to the old or the modern. Even the
latter is not at all easy to work with,
although it doesn't present dangers
of anachronisms.

For a nice little cottage in the
country you can't do better than Early
American. If your house is in the
suburbs and not glaringly new, the
Georgian period is beautiful, gracious
and mellow.

See to it that, whatever style you
use, the result is harmonious and
"easy to live with."

PERSONALS
(Continued from page 2)

West Point, N. Y. where Lieut. Bart-
lett has been ordered for duty.

Capt. and Mrs. Frank Deroin left
Fort Benning Monday for Portland,
Maine where they will go for station.
Capt. Deroin has been connected with
the Dramatic Club for a number of
years.

Lieut. and Mrs. William McMas-
ter left Fort Benning on Monday for
the Signal School at Fort Monmouth,
New Jersey.

Leiut. J. Joseph Riley is spending
a three week vacation with relatives
and friends along the east coast and
in New York.

A Delightful Dress for a
Charming Child

The military note, so apparent since
st Autumn, has been extended to the

-alm of children's fashions. That's

1 to the good, having a neat, dashing

One

la

re

al

Today's Fashion
By VERA WINSTON

S .....

6__. ..... ... ..

Week Sale Of
SIMMONS
Bed Outfits

Due to a special purchase from the

Simmons company, we are offering

this week an unusual value in a Sim-

mons Bed outfit.

The Biggest

Value

Ever!

Windsor Reg. Price

Bed
Shown above ...... $14.75
La Rite
Box Springs ...... 22.75
La Rite
Spring Filled
Mattress0.--------19.75

$57.25
NOW-

This complete

Simmons

outfit .s..e.

Snend wisely..

Sleep soundly!

75

The La Rite Box Spring is
one of Simmons' best. The
La Rite Mattress is filled
with best tempered coil
springs securely tied with
wire.

EVERY SIMMONS ITEM IS FULLY GUARANTEED FOR SERVICE

H. ROTHSCHILD
"Leading Furniture House in Columbus for 38 Years"

effect with its buttons and simple

smart lines. The newest clothes for

youngsters are really enchanting, com-

bining the best features of adult styles

with details essentially juvenile. Clo-

thes for children's day-time wear are

offered in styles that are is pleasing

to mother as to her youngster, which

doesn't always happen. Imagine the

joy of a little girl able to go out and

play wearing the charming little frock

here depicted, with its quite military

air! It is a two-piece model in thin

wool of a soft tan shade, and the de-

tails include little gold buttons, patch

pockets and a brown patent leather

belt. The turn-down collar is another-

er smart note.

WE RENT
Furniture

TO

Army Officers

HECHT CO.
115 TWELFTH ST.

KENNY'S

NORWOOD
COFFEE

is sold at Fort Benning

through the

Post Exchange
TRY A POUND

YOU WILL BE PLEASED
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HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

FOOD POISONING venting the growth of germs. If your
A better name for this condition ice box is always keeps food at a

would be food infection, for it is temperaturebelow 50 degrees F. and
almost always the result of bacterial you have formed the habit of con-
infection of meat, milk, cheese, or stantly keeping foods in that ice box
other milk product, or even of some you have done your part in prevent-
vegetables such as the potato. ing food infection in your home.

The condition is often called "ptom- When foods can not be kept at a
ai poisoning" temperature which prevents bacterial

Usually some six to twelve hours growth (below 50) there is only one
after eating an infected food the thing to do, -plan your buying of
symptoms begin, but they may come perishable foods so that you use them
in two or three hours or be delayed all up the same day.
for even three days. Remember, too, that the more a

The first signs are stomach or in- food is handled and the longer it lies
testinal distress and usually appear around the greater the chance of its
suddenly as nausea, vomiting, abdom- becoming contaminated.
inal pain and diarrhoea. The pain is If you keep this fact in mind when
often the first sign. The severity of away from home you will never or-
the symptoms vary in different indiv- der at a resturant or hotel any food
iduals even among those who have during the hot weather such as meat
eaten the same amounts of poisonous pie, sausage, meat balls, chopped
food. Usually the attack is over with- meat or some other food that has been
in twenty four hours but with some warmed over for it is these foods
the prostration lasts for several days that are the most handled and the
and may even cause death, most often cause of poisoning.

Most cases occur in the summer Cooking of food must be thorough
time. Germs cousing the infection and should be finished just before
grow in the food before it is eaten. serving. Cooking is a safe guard.
Temperature at which foods are kept Cleanliness and freshness must be
is the all important facts in pre.watchwords.

MATA HAR I

(Continued from page 3)
"Madame, the weather is most in-

clement," he said.
She then got in.
"I am to tell you we have traced

the papers and to drive you there."
Really, Adriana was almost worthy

to give her orders! He left nothing
undone, he was ever on guard against
the unlucky chance. All the same,
she examined the driver before re-
plying. Fortunately, she was able to
recognize him under the disguise and
at that she relaxed.

"Are you sure we're not being fol-
lowed? Is there any one at the win-
dow, perhaps?"

"No, Madame, there is no one in
the street and I have seen nothing.
I am quite sure."

"They're at the young Russian's, I
suppose."

"Exactly, Madame. It's not far. I am
to tell you that the concierge is
asleep, the men have keys and will
let you in, and they will come later
at your signal."

"But they can't take them anyway
-because in the morning . . .

"Oh, no, Madame. They will be re-
turned before morning."

"And the signal?"
"When the lights go out."
All this time they had been travel-

ing at the swiftest speed of a Paris
taxi, which is no mean one, and the
dancer was jerked from side to side.
It was hard to make herself heard
above the noise of the engine, but
she was intensely curious to learn by
what trick Adriana had managed to
locate Rosanoff, and she repeated her
query until the driver took notice.

"Madame, I drove him from your
house to his this morning, and he
has been followed ever since."

Of course, she knew that Adriana
often had her watched by his opera-
tives. She had realized that he was
aware of her delinquency when he
sent her the orchids. Still, it was of-
ficious of him, though so fortunate

in this instance. She made up her
mind that it must come to a battle
between them sooner or later when
she would show him that she would
insist on following her own course.

She was prepared for the two men
who materialized like two ghosts
from a patch of shadow. One of them
pointed to where a light burned in
an apartment three flights up before
they let her in. There was no need
for further conversation.

Climbing the stairs, for she detested
these self-operated lifts that were
just as likely as not to leave one
stranded between floors, Mata Hari
reflected with a superb assurance that
the young man was about to get a
most pleasurable surprise. Her lids
dropped more sensuously over eyes
grown a little brighter and a faint
smile rose to her lips from the wells
of her secret thoughts. The ring that
lie had presented to her was still on
her finger recalling the embraces of
the previous night.

And when Rosanoff opened the
door, wearing a Russian smock of
heavy silk, the dancer decided that
she found him even more handsome
than in his uniform and quite as
much to her liking.

"Well . . . here I am," she an-
nounced easily . . . and a moment
later, "Aren't you going to let me
in ?"

The incredulous confusion on his
face amused her. He gaped! Instinc-
tively, he moved aside to let her
enter.

Quite at her ease, she sauntered
past him noticing the books, the pic-
tures, the carved oak table, the por-
trait of the Czar draped with the
Russian flag, casting her eyes at a
stand against the wall, on which lay
a black portfolio. The stand was of
black wood and the case, flung there
so casually, might have seemed of
light importance to an inexperienced
nerson, else why was it exposed? It
made Mata Hara recall a story she
had read somewhere in which the

police had searched a house from tol
to bottom, time after time, for -
letter only to find that all the whil
it had reposed in plain sight on -
rack. She knew she had discovere'
what she wanted.

"What a charming little place yoi
5 have! But then you must be oftei

in Paris to keep your own quarter
r here."
r Rosanoff had regained his voice, i
r not his poise, and he asked in
r strangled tone, "Why did you com4
r here?"
r "Mmm . . . to see you."
r "You finished your rendezvou!

early," said Rosanoff with a bitter
- ness that burst forth in spite of him

self, a bitterness which the dancer
caught at once and which met her
wishes.

"No. I ran away from it. Because
I saw you ... I'm afraid Shubin was
in a temper about it."

"I can't make you out!"
"I can't either," she admitted.
"This morning," he went on, "you

acted like-"
"--tonight I find you alone with

"Alexis, you mustn't think . . . un-pardonable thoughts. Shubin is rich
and influential. He's an old friend
of mine, and he is often very helpful.
Surely, to dine with an old friend, toexchange a kiss and a clasp of the
hands for old times' sakes-is there
any harm in that?"

It came into Rosanoff's mind that
he had heard that so potent was the
enchantment in which she held her
lovers that even after she had de-
serted them, they remained her de-
voted friends. If that were true, how
could he, whom she had sought out,
resist her? In the tumult which her
nearness engendered in his senses, he
forgot to be puzzled as to how she
had found him, he forgot the wound
to his pride in the morning. She had
only to touch his hand, look into his
eyes and say caressingly, "Well, then,
my dear? I've said I'm sorry. Aren't
you glad I'm here?" and he was lost.

As for the dancer, it gave her a
,ort of sensual gratification just to
ilay with him, to let him embrace
her, to draw away, to feel the strong
pull of his senses toward her, to
taste her victory.

Meanwhile, she had always in sight
the fact that the men below were
watching the windows. She could not
see them, of course, but their sus-
rnense was ever-present. It was a
trange thing, her mind--one part of
ivoluptuously languid, almost drow-

sy, as she returned passion for Ros-
atnoff's passion, for she drugged her.
self as well as her victims-and the
other part lucid, matter-of-fact. The
E'nglishmen who had noticed that

she was business-like had really
shown some knowledge of character.

At length, she disengaged herself
and, Rosanoff following her about,
she looked over the room again to
see if by chance she had missed any
difficulties. But it was a quite simple
room. There was a door to the bed-
room, not draperies-a very good
thing.

She noticed a photograph of an old
man and in a niche close by a lamp
burning before an ikon.

"Who is the old gentleman?"
"My father."

"I like his face. And this, she said
just to be saying something, "is a pic-
ture of the Madonna."

"The Madonna of Kazan," said
Rosanoff, pleased at her interest.
"My mother made a pilgrimage to the
Cloister of Miracles to get it for me.
It's more than a hundred miles from
our town. She walked all the way."

"Indeed! What does it do? Bring
you luck?"

"It guards you from evil. I had to
go down on my knees at the altar and
promise I'd keep a perpetual flame
burning before it."

"And have you?" she inquired.
"Oh, yes."
Something in the way he said it

made the dancer look at him cur-
iously.

"You're a funny boy."
"Who loves you!" declared Ros-

anoff.
"Do you, indeed?"
"I love you as one adores sacred

things," he said in a low voice.
This was a game she played very

prettily when she chose.
"What things?"

(To Be Continued)

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. I.

ABOUT THAT CHECK
The July 15th issue of the Benning Herald, which has just caught up

with us, carried an item in the Flare which wasn't passed by the Board of
Editorial Censorship. It relates of an unsigned check which we left to pay
our Commissary bill.

The unknown but strongly suspected author of the item gives several
plausible explanations for the deed but fails to give us credit for an in-
genious precaution against the threat of a payless payday for July. When
we left Benning, you see, we did not know that academic leave would not
be counted as payless furlough. We did know, however, that some loyal
subordinate would step forward in an emergency and pay our bill in order
to preserve the honor of the Erudite Fourth Section. We therefore omitted
our John Hancock from the check.

Everything worked out as planned and our one-time brother columnist,
R. G. T., paid the bill. By the time the unsigned check was returned to us
we were practically certain that we were only scheduled to lose the normal
eight and one-third per cent in July and R. G. T. was promptly reimbursed.
Had the Comptroller-General's decision been adverse, however, R. G. T.
might have received only our thanks and a certified I. 0. U.

What we didn't count on was the publicity. Having left such an opening
we can't blame anyone-particularly if he had to advance any money-for
writing us up, but we think he went too far in putting the item at the head
of the column. Had we known he was going to do that, we might have gone
through with our original idea of declaring a personal moratorium.

INTERVIEW WITH AN OLD FRIEND

We have been pretty much on the
move since our last contribution to
the columns of the Herald, traveling
by air whenever an itinerant Army
plane had a vacant seat going in the
direction we wanted to go. We visit-
ed Washington, New York and West
Point and are now back in Ohio rest-
ing up in preparation for an un-
usually heavy crop of monographs.

Having fixed things up with Mr.
McCall so that the fatigued instruct-
ors of Benning and the other service
schools could take academic leave,
we hastened to West Point to confer
with Professor McCunniff on the eco-
nomic situation. We found the Pro-
fessor, now Plans and Training Min-
ister to the U. S. C. C., busily engaged
in perfecting a project to inoculate
the kaydets with all the latest First
Section theories, but still intensely in-
terested in selling his Four Hour
Day Depression Cure to all major
and minor political parties.

"What this country needs," said the
Professor, settling back in his Lincoln
and lighting the cigarette which we
were only too glad to supply, "is less
efficiency and more jobs. The Army
is on the right track. See that prison-
er manicuring that hedge and the
sentry watching him? There we have
two men employed, doing half a
man's work, whereas, in civil life,
employers are trying to make one
man do two men's work. Am I right,
or ain't I?"

We heartily agreed that the Profes-
sor was right and promised to use
our influence to persuade General
Fuzzard to incorporate the Army's
supervised labor system into his plat-
form. Then we gently led the conver-
sation into other channels and had
an enjoyable visit.

PUBLIC RELATIONS ASSIGNMENT

Speaking of General Fuzzard re-
minds us that we have been neglect-
ing our solemn duty to give our pub-
lic a brief history of the man who
appears to be just as good a bet as
any for the Moses who is to lead
the Children of America out of the
wilderness of Depression. No presi-
dential candidate can hope to succeed
without a good biographer and the
General has shown commendable
judgment in appointing us to perform
this office for him. Moreover, he has
given us a free hand in interpreting
his interesting but somewhat check-
ered career to the electorate. "Tell
the truth," he commanded when he

gave us our instructions, "but don't
be a damned fool about it. For in-
stance, it ain't goin' to do no good
to dig up that embalmed beef mess
of Spanish War days and, as for the
Teapot Dome business, my motto is
to let a sleepin' dog lay!"

Assuring the General that we can
be discreet in the interest of a noble
cause, we set about collecting data
on the early life of the Progrestatic
candidate and are now ready to pub-
lish the salient facts to an eagerly
waiting world. Since we are too far
away from Benning to run down
local happenings of interest to our
readers, this looks like a good time
run ihe first chapter.

GENERAL FUZZARD9S BIOGRAPHY

Marathon Miltiades Fuzzard was
born of poor but honest parents in
the early seventies. The Fuzzards are
an old American family, the first New
World ancestors having come to Vir-
ginia when King James sent over the
first shipload of hand-picked colonists
from the debtor's prisons.

There is some question as to the
exact location of the General's birth-
place. His father traveled a good deal
prior to settling down for a ten year
term in Atlanta and the General's
recollection of this most important
even in his life are a trifle confused.

"I remember my mother's telling
me once that my old man had to get
out of Alabama about that time." he
remarked, "but I ain't sure whether
the old woman went with him to
Mississippi then or later. I hope she
waited because I don't hanker to have
people think that I'm a brother Elk
of Ross Collins. It's bad enough try-
ing to explain that just because Tom
Heflin and me was both born in Ala-
bama is no sign that I'm a political
buddy of his'n. My old man spent
five years in Joliet, Illinois, before
he came south, anyway."

General Fuzzard is also uncertain
as to the why and wherefore of his
unique Christian name. "The old
man had a Greek pardner once in
the restaurant business" he explained,
"but I don't think that had anything
to do with it. I think that they got
the name out of a book, the way
Professor Mccunniff did when he
named his daughter."

Little Marathon, like all good pre-
destined candidates, was raised on a
farm. He helped his father tend the
still at the early age of six and before
he was fifteen he could pick off a

(Please turn to page 5)
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GOLF TOURNAMENT PLANS d F A by Veniamin Blinov. The post, as a 3 PROMINENTBEING PUSHED 83r F L whole, wasn't very well represented TO BENNIN
(Continued from page 1) _ _ _ _ but everyone missed a great deal by , 1W 1 (Continue

( e pSHRAPNEL BURSTS not being there. These two men are @ ° ° During the W
expected to put on another program Hammond was o

way during the early part of the Lt. Draper took leave last Friday, sometime next week and it will cer- The member of the Quartermaster served also on
month. Complications, such as incle- or his home in Troy, N. Y. where he tainly be worth while finding out Detachment who has probably more Division and fo
ment weather. )might set in later on will await orders to go to France on about it and going to hear them.meri eatheract inoater ona language detail. In case he doesn't nitknanes than any other inhabitant time commandedand greatly detract from the possi, get orders within the next month he of Fort Benning has decided to pro- ervices in thi
bilities of a good tournament., C BATTERY "A"

Amog hoe ecnty ecuiedtowill return to the 83rd Field Artillery., cure for himself asceueostetMdlAmong those recently recruited to but if he does receive orders while The spinning industries of the south
the ranks of golf, we find First Ser- on leave, he will be gone for several will no doubt start to operate on a cars running in the city of Phenix Colonel Hamn

geant Edgar C. Davis, a man who has years. It is hard for anyone to sit still full time basis if the rest of Uncle City, Alabama. Leonard K. Osbur to the Military
excelled at every form of sport he and wait for something to happen Sam's Army will follow in the salvag- (which is his real name and one gon in 1901, ant
has ever taken up. It remains to be when he expects it any any time and ing of clothing (I. S. D'ing) as this which he is very seldom called) ot a second lieutena
seen what can be done at this Scotch- Draper is no exception. After calling organization did several days. Sev, awas promoted tman's game. up the radio station about three times eral reasons have been advanced for many days ago failed to appear at March 1911, to c

As has been shown by the attend. a day every day since the Appropria- this movement and all seem plausi- Fort Benning. o major in July

ance of enlisted men on the courses tion Bill was passed, he decided that ble to wit: To give employment to To explain his absence le gave ai at colonel in A1
open to the public in Columbus the it had gone far enough and that he the unemployed, the need of rags and excuse which obviously no one could While a cadet'waste by the organization to clean fail to accept. Points star footb
game has a good foothold on their should go home and take a rest. material to deplete the Government later years was o
patronage. Only time will bring the The Bartletts left Sunday to spend War Stock on hand, to advance the He declared that he was waitiig for at the Academy
game with them to where it belongs, the remainder of their month's leave, arice of cotton and to lower the cloth. a street car. The whole trouble about Colonel Hamm
Some of the recent recruits to the without pay, in Michigan, before re- ing allowance money each soldier the situation, according to an expla- of the initial Ge
game have already broken ninety on porting to West Point. Since Lieut. will draw at the end of his enlist- nation given by his agent, Henry Hahn eligible list and
the Columbus courses, while some at Bartlett was here only a short time ment. Pfc. Usher could not stand
Benning have been lower than he didn't take his battery back but, the pressure of having to dispose of was that he was waiting for a street later serving as mr
eighty. being a wonderful horseman, he was clothing that had protected him from car on a street on which no street cars

Corporal Pike and Sergeant Mc- put in charge of the twelve remounts. heat and cold for years and therefore ran.
Callum of Headquarters Battery, The remounts were turned over to in- started the back-to-Hawaii movement. How many tickets Osburn had in For
Eighty-Third Field Artillery are look. dividual officers Saturday, and are The pseudo Damon and Pythias his pocket to pay for his ride is un-
ed on as the next additions to the coming along nicely, due to Lt. Bart"-friendship between the two Corporals
club. Corporal Pike shoots a con. lett's having started them off properly, has at last dissolved and Corporal certain. He ba s a sortfkindfeelingo
sistent game at about 93 on the Rex Lt. and Mrs. Beishline returned, Speedy is now doing his commuting toward transportation companies amd
View course, while McCallum Monday, from visiting relatives in to Columbus and back with Mr. How- seems to like to purchase about two Co
throws his out of the ditches to push Pennsylvania. ard. Somehow it did not have the or three times as many tickets to make
him at 94. Squirrel will break ninety Two officers represented the Artil- earmarks of a 50-50 basis.
if his opponents ever look the other lery, Tuesday evening, at the lecture earar s b asis. a trip as are required, his desire be-
way at the right time,.yD.RfflvciadIh ign Corporal Ridley begs to announce-wayattherighttime._by Dr. Raffalovich and the singing that due to a physical calamity he will ing most likely to help rid the coun-

be out of circulation in Georgia and try of the depressioi. This habit
Alabama for one month. The rumor was brought out forcibly in one of 8-IN. I
can not be verified but it is whis- his recent trips to Birmingham on
pered around that he talked in his which he was forced to procure four F i
sleep. tickets to get to that city and back to

How M any Other ReliablePfc. Tillie Sailers has declared that Columbus.
the summer holidays are all the bunk Even the Mighty Grumpy Gordy,
inasmuch as he is having to spend whose fame is far and wide and ex-Can You 'he afternons studying a blue print tends even as far asE

* 0so it will be possible to builda regu- has his troubles. Being a man of the
lation step ladder for the 1st Sergeant. world-a fighter an operator of loco-
Please do not weaken any of the motives amd a crooner of heartbreak-
rungs, for a swallow of Beeclhnut is ing love ballads-he must of necessity

no picnic. become involved in financial affairs,
According to Cpl. Stringfellow and and at times these affairs become ra-

Pfc. (Acting Ass't Supply Sgt., High ther complex and troublesome. His
Keeper of the Athletic Equipment) latest financial worry has to do wth Jt's poor judNorth, the maneuvering grounds of a newspaper. Big business men these ter down w]
Alabama are strewn with duds and days are having considerable difficulty Cold Wave f
they suggest that the men of this post with the newspapers they own. Some less than 1/44
be guided accordingly, of them camnnot even make necessary operate!

"Thou shalt not fly, or else" by the payments on supplies when these pay-
girl friemid is why Pvt. Thompson re- ments are dime. The Mighty Grumpy M ake I
turmied to the fold. has also felt these effects in the news-

Pfc. Roper refused his special as- paper world and has found it impos- C[realmll
signment to Hawaii on accoumnt of hay- sible to keep up his payments to the
ing beeni reared in the interior of newsboy for the Columbus daily.
Alabaama never having learned to _______________________

siht and water being a sickening H A P R
SThe worst never happenis is a trite i) T T ( C,

Page Five

saying, but how true! And, while 1j f1 UPER CENT.. Interest On Savings there was no public demonstration, Delivers daily to the Fort
by the personnel of the battery upon Telephone 396
Captain Mangum's return to the bat-
tery, we know for a fact that a heavy

-O- _______ load has been lifted and optimism The Fre-Z4
has superseded pessimism. Please action freez
don't go away-Again. ! smooth, deli

* How many other banks can assure THE FLARE 7 minutes!
(Continued from page 4)

you better protection than we offer? revenue officer at three hundred I
yards as well as any grown man ine

Or how many give you the same per- the county. This experience equips Electri
him to understand the problems of

sonal, friendly service that we do? the small farmer as well as the man-
ufacturing and distributing interests. I
Indeed, it is not too much to say

* We'll answer it for you! None! that General Fuzzard's early training
has given him an insight into the two

Why? Because no other bank is as leading industries of the country
which is not equalled by any other

interested in you as we are.., an in- candidate in the field.
(To Be Continued)

terest that has been the policy of the DoesYour

Franklin Plan for 150 years! If You Should Die Chatter?
the (lay after taking a Is there a howlinyu
F ami tIncome Policy for set? Look to your tubes.

FamilyIn$ me000 y Poor tubes cause poor re- Don't spendF R A N K L I N $10,000.00 ception,-one weak one working wit]
S4 AOETNA LA Ith can ruin pora. fshoedi-

NSavings & Loan Co. AHave them tested at Sears master de Li
S0 INSURANCE COMPANY --without charge. If they opetat,-the

r Your beneficiary would receive need replacing-get Sil- money can
$100 Per Month vertones for highest qual-i We Appreciate Your Account $100atlPerstMonths

for 20 years and then be paid ity at lowest p
Either Borrowing or Saving $10,000.00 Cash or fifty dollars

EitherBorroing orSavin per month for over 32 years.

.Sears, Roebuck and Co. Sears, Roe
Cor. 13th St. and 1st Ave. Phone 2766 AGENT

PHONE 2956 COLUMBUS 1008 Broadway Phone 3760 1008 Broadway

OFFICERS ADDED
G PERSONNEL
I from page 1)
orld War Colonel
)n duty at G. H. Q.
he staff of the First
r a portion of the
a regiment. For his

s capacity he was
istinguished Service

iond was appointed
Academy from Ore-
1 was commissioned
nt in June 1905. He
o 1st lieutenant in
aptain in July 1916,
1920 and to lieuten-

pril 1929.
he was one of 'West
)all players and in
n duty several times
as football coach.
ond was a member
neral Staff Corps
is a graduate of the
ege, class of 1923,
nstructor there.
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS

James Gleason, George Bancroft and Wynne Gibson getto-getherin
a humorous scene from "LADY AND GENT", coming to the Grand
Saturday, Sunday and Monday.

Cinema Cal[endar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE GRAND

SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONI)AY: Presenting:
"LADY AND GENT," with George Bancroft, Wvnne Gibson,
Charles Starrett, James Gleason, John Wynne, ames Crane
and Billy Butts. "LADY AND GENT" is a romantic story of
lovable characters. Certain incidents in the story deal with
prize- fighting and pugilists and is a red hot picture all the way
through.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Presenting: "MUR-
DERS IN THE RUE MORGUE," with Sidney Fox, Leon
Waycoff, Bert Roach and others of equal calibre. One of the
strangest motion pictures ever shown. You will say the same
things that thousands of others have said as soon as you have
seen "MURDERS IN THE RUE MORGUE." Based on the
story by Edgar Allan Poe. It is a picture which you will not
want to miss. It forms a milestone in the art of the motion pic-
ture in that it is perhaps the most astounding story o reach
the screen.

THURSDAYANDFRIDAY: Presenting: "MILL I ON
DOLLAR LEGS," with Jack Oakie and a flock of beauties,
along with such famous comedians as Ben Turpin and Hank
Mann. It makes you laugh about the Olympic games now in
progress in California. And what a cast they selected to make
you grin constantly. Some of Mack Sennett's Keystone cops
are in it and one amusing situation follows another until you'll
find it difficult to keep from rolling out of your seat and into
the aisle.

AT THE RIALTO

NOW PLAYING: Presenting: "SON OF ()KlAIO-
MA," with Bob Steele. Here's a real He-man story of how a
waif of the wastelands became a man of destiny. A lonely child
lost in the vast spaces of the great Oklahoma deserts. The sec-
ret trail of the desert gold mine. "Shotgun" Mary, a woman
who shot it out with desperadoes. These are simply a few of
the numerous red hot situations that occur to keep you guess-
ing in "SON OF OKLAHOMA." You'll surely like it.

SUNDAY ONLY: Presenting: "TONIGHT OR NEV-
ER," with Gloria Swanson and a strong supporting cast. "TO-
NIGHT OR NEVER" is a Gloria Swanson returned to theemotional temp~o of her first talking lpicture, "THE TRESPAS-
SER." or the earlier silent. "SADIE THOMPSON."

*< * *
MONDlAY ANT) TLUSD)AY" Presenting: ''T IE

STRANGE CASE O)F CbARA DEANE," with WVynne Gil)-t
son, Pat O'Brien, Frances Dee and Dudley D)igges. She had
the courage to kill for her child. She gave her heart, her joy,
her happiness, her life--to a girl she never knew. She (deserv ed
so much: life gave her so little. She shot--but Justice pulled I
the trigger. Can you. who are without love, lost honor, con-
demn her? Not murder but justice.

WEDNESDAY ANI) THURSDAY: Presenting: "THE a
BROKEN WING," wNIith Lupe Velez, Leo Carrillo, Melvyn [

Douglas and George Barbier. Shocked, memory gone, who is
he? He had dropped from the clouds. His airplane wrecked.
Uninvited he had dro)ped into the home of the most tantaliz- d
ing, most alluring senorita imaginable. And she but here is a
picture you will have to see for yourself to appreciate it.

RIALTO

PLUNGE INTO LOVE!

Melvyn Douglas, Lupe Velez scen

in Paramount's "The BrokenWing"

LUPE VELEZ TAUGHT HERSEL
THE' ART OF STAGE DANCING

WON IMMEDIATELY POPULARITY

MEXICO CITY BEFORE BEING

DRAFTED FOR PICTURES

I

1'~

Lupe Velez, tempestuous spirit of
the land of tabasco sauce and cayenne
pepper is not a cinematic accident.
She was well acquainted with the foot-
lights of the best theatres in Mexico
City before she ever stood before the
lens of a motion picture camera. Lupe
is Castilian-Mexican and was born in
San Luis Potosi, of an aristocratic
family of affluence and prominence,
and well educated.

In childhood she showed pronounc-
eA dramatic talent, and had an inces-
sant urge to dance-a natural outlet
for her youthful vigor and vibrant
temperament. It is almost as natural
for Lupe to dance as it is for her to
breathe. It is an expression of her
personality which has won for the
title of "champion gloom dispeller,"
affectionately bestowed by her asso-
ciates.

Victor Fleming, who directed one
of her former pictures, said at that
time: "Lupe is the best morale doc
tor imaginable. Whenever she is not
working before the camera, she busies
herself entertaining the other meln-
bers of the company. Seemingly tire-
less, she will sing and dance for hours,
while everyone who is not otherwise oc-
cupied, gathers around her. Gloom
and that girl simply can not stay in
the same vicinity."

Lupe very early in life determined
to go on the stage as a dancer. She
is what is called a "natural." Her
finely shaped feet and slender limbs
jumped to the cadence of any old
song or melody, and her steps fairly
beat the tattoo of notes, while the
swish of her skirts and the sway of
her body vividly expressed the motif
of any musical composition.

Lupe really trained herself for the
stage. Starting with the Mexican
folk dances she absorbed the dance
technique. At a grand opera ballet
or a musical comedy, her quick eye
'aught the pattern of steps with un-
erring accuracy, so, when she finally
made her entrance upon the musical
romedy stage of Mexico City, she had
something to offer and that some-
hing was instantly recognized as tal-
nI. She promptly became a musical
'omedy favorite, was shortly there.
fter "discovered" by scout's from
I[ollywood and quickly became a cine-
riatic personage of importance.
In "The Broken Wing," which

omes to the Rialto theatre for two
[ays, beginning Wednesday of next
reek, she" features with Leo Carrillo,
lIelvyn Douglas, and George Barier
n an intriguing sweetheart role with

I GRAND

1

a Spanish flavor, similar to "He]
Harbor," "Time Wolf Song," an
"The Cuban," in which pictures sh
won the praise of critics and wid
iublic esteem.

"HOMA-ID"
ICE CREAM

So good that you'll
never have enough.

So luscious that it's
beyond comparison.

So refreshing
unsurpassable!

that it's
That's

"HOMAID"
Sold Only At

The Sugar Bowl
2214 Wynnton Rd.

d
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MURDERS IN THE RUE MORGUE
One of the strangest motion pic-

tures ever shown in Columbus is Ed-
gar Allan Poe's "Murders in the Rue
Morgue," the Universal drama which
will open an engagement tomorrow
at the Grand Theatre.

In the gruesome weirdness of its
story, and in the exciting events
which follow one another in quick
succession, this screen play consti.
tutes a contribution to the screen
which is nothing short of remarkable.
Is power to work on the emotions of
an audience is simply terrific, and it
will be many a (lay before its like is
seen again. It literally "out-Draculas
Dracula," and this comparison is par-
ticularly appropriate since Bela Lu-
gosi who played the title role of
"Dracula," is also seen as the menac-
;ng I)r. Mirakle of "Murders in the
Rue Morgue."

Lugosi's characterization is full of
nister power, and stamps him as a

')ast master of roles which call for
he ultimate in villany. The pricipal
feminine role is played by Sidney
Fox, a tiny miss whose beauty and
obility make her an ideal choice for
the part. These two characters are
outstanding in the picture, while an
important role is also played by Leon
Waycoff, who makes his screen debut
in "Murders in the Rue Morgue."
Other members of the cast who do
tyood work are Brandon Hurst, Bert
Roach, Betty Ross Clarke, Noble
lohnson, D'Arcy Corrigan and John
T. Murray.

The story is sufficiently filled with
tartling incidents to satisfy the most

Ivid theatregoer. The half-demented
Dr. Mirakle is the owner of a gigantic
ape, whose blood he is attempting to
introduce into the veins of a living
girl. in order to prove his theories re-
'ardinig evolution. After causing the
leath of several girls by his mad ex-
'eriments, Mirakle comes in contact
with Camille (played by Miss Fox),
i girl who unhappily excites the ani-
'imal affection of the ape. The efforts
of her sweetheart are of no avail in
nreventing a terrible tragedy, and the
')ictures closes with a wildly exciting
series of events on the rooftops of
Paris, with the citizens in the streets
Felow literally frozen with horror.

"Murders in the Rue Morgue" is a
picture 'which you will not want to
mss. It forums a milestone in the art

of the motion picture in that it is
perhaps the most astounding story to
reach the screen. Director Robert
Florey has produced a picture of re-
narkable qualities, with excitement
rlaintainedl at a high pitch throughout
its length.

U
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Phone 3718

RIALTO
NOW PLAYING

BOB STEELE

In
"SON OF OKLAHOMA"

Also
Chapter No. 5

"THE AIR MAIL MYSTERY"

SUNDAY ONLY

GLORIA SWANSON
In

"Tonight or Never"
Added

COMEDY - NEWS

MONDAY-TUESDAY

"THE STRANGE CASE
OF

CLARA DEANE"
With

WYNNE GIBSON
PAT O'BRIEN

WEDNESDAY .THURSDAY

"The Broken Wing"
With

Lupe Velez . Leo Carrillo

COMEDY - NEWS

ii - ., ... .. ...

Grand
SAT.-SUN.-MON.

GEORGE BANCROFT
In

"LADY and GENT"
With WYNNE GIBSON

Charles Starrett . James Gleason

COMEDY NOVELTY - NEWS

TUES.-WED.

If you shivered at Frankenstein
-You'll shudder even more at

"MURDERS in the
RUE MORGUE"

With
BELA LUGOSI . SIDNEY FOX

Edgar Allen Poe's Greatest Story

COMEDY CARTOON NEWS

THUR..FRI.

"Million Dollar Legs"
With

JACK OAKIE . W. C. FIELDS
BEN TURPIN . ANDY CLYDE

SOUVENIR. NOVELTY. NEWS

The Coolest Spot in Town

(

19 AUgUSt 195Z

!
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1217 Broadway

L
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Stanton's Lunch Car
C. J. STANTON, Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY OUR STEW

Phone 29 1638-2nd Ave.
WE DELIVER

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

I -

I
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FOR SALE
Pretty home, $100.00 down. $27.50
per month, like rent. On Fort
Benning road. Also bargain in
building lots.

F. FRIEDMAN
1027 Broadway

She Knows What

Is Best For

Children!

So she always chooses

Foremost . . . for its

purity, its goodness

and its healthfulness.

Call the Soda Fount

FOREMOST
Dairies, Inc.

When you give your or-

der here, you get more

than just what you pay

for . . . you get service,

quality, good will and

... above all ... satis-

faction.

Soda Fount
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

29th Infantry

Boyce Real Estate
Company

Rentals - Insurance

Let us help find you a home

Phone 3838

19-13th Street

The company awarded prizes to its
best shots and coaches on Monday the

1st. Many a soul was made happy and

many a soul made glad.

Pvt. Jeff D. Pierce the company's

highest shot for this year and the

highest shot in the Regiment last year

was discharged a few days ago and

and left for his home. Pierce was a

good soldier in every respect, he also

was the company barber, and his

work in that line was unsurpassable.

He couldn't be beaten when it came

to fixing a man's face up. We hope

Dispensary Dope

r

if he ever returns to the army he wont

forget Company "A" his first com-

pany. Sorry to lose him but wt

must give him our good wishes in

return for his excellent service as a

soldier.

PEP...
in every step

Use

Heels and Soles

ticod Rubber Products Co., Inc.
Watertown, Mass.

Anything a bakery
can

Company E is getting hardened up
for the target season and the boys are

rounding into fine shape. We won

the cup for first place in the Regi-
ment last year and it looks as if the

gate is open for us again this year the

way the boys are putting everything
into it.

The following ad appeared on the
company bulletin board last week,
"Lost one shaving brush, it was a

good one, sort of an heirloom-re-
ward" signed "Dalby." Sgt. Dalby said

he had had that brush a mighty long
time to lose it so easy.

Cpl. Dobson is discharged by the

purchase route and says he is going
back to old Tennessee.

Corporal Swords is down in the

wilds of Louisiana on a reenlistment
furlough of 90 days.

Goble Davis was discharged per
ETS and is on a big excursion or 90

days tour. "Kid" Underwood, one of

the pugs from Goble Davis' stables is

expected to slump even more now as

his promoter is on this 90 day tour.
Corporal Wood with a couple of

the boys (Pvt. Carter and Boyd)
went out in the vicinity of Lanett,
Alabama recently, seemingly on a

tactical problem or something of that

nature. They seemed to have enjoyed
it very much with the exception that

Corp. Wood and Private Boyd met

with capture and spent two days in
one of Alabama's finest hotels. Pvt.

Carter, the "Getaway" man, reutrned
to the safety zone unmolested.

Corp. Raines has purchased him-
self a pencil with the large end the

size of a dime. Some asked why such
a big pencil and he replied "Regula-

tions require that triangles be cover-

er with the large end of a pencil" and
it don't say what kind of a pencil. He

says, "I want all my men to be sure
and qualify".

This is the one big week in each
month for our boys, we can tell that

"pay day" has been here. Every-
body tries to come on sick report, we

give 'em a good shot of "Army Ton-

ic" and send 'em back on detail.
Who was it said that the Pill Rollers

couldn't win a ball game? They

loked mighty good out there Tues-
day with the Tanks. Sorry to know

we have to do without Newman for

a few days; he is sick in hospital.
Major Pearson is back with the

Dental Gang, after a thirty days leave.
I Major Patterson who is sick in

hospital with malaria, was seen out

on the hospital sun garden about

four A. M. The nurse asked him why

he didn't go on to bed. He said,
"That crazy 0. D. down stairs is

trying to make me sleep under a

mosquito bar, and I am not going to
do it."

Red Davis left the 1st for Sunny
Tennessee. As he was telling all of

the boys "So long", Red Floyd broke

down like a child about ten years
old, when his father is scolding him.
Davis told Floyd, "That will be okey,

Red, I am coming back and if I

have a good time, you can go to worm
Springs".

Something has come across Sgt.

Henery, he is staying in most every
night and reading. We would like to

find out what type of book he is read-
ing.

Bud Allison: (Sammie's brother)
"Well boys, I have had a wonderful
time down here, would like to stay

longer but them N. C. mountains are

calling me back home. I would soon
get fat if I stayed down here."

Bog Smith: "Yes, you're looking

better since you left all those rocks
and have been walking on level
ground for two weeks".

We thing that Sgt. Dotson should

get himself a new watch. He came
in one morning to take sick call

thinking he was ten minutes early,

then when he looked at the clock he

was only fifty minutes late. Henery
told him that would be okey, that he

bad the sick books all made out but

one.
Pvt. Noe: "Nurse, I would like to

get off today, you contend to all the
dressings whie I am gone, can't you?

Nurse: "Yes, I think I can dress, I
should know how I am old enough!.

Pullen had a letter from one of our
Ex.Dispensary boys down in Panama,
Alton Bowden. He is trying hard to
get back in Benning, said there was
no place like home sweet home.

Corp: Graham: "Why do they call

N. C. the Land of the Sky?
Bud Allison: It is so high up there."
Smih: "Yes, it is so high, so Saint

Peter can keep a good look on all
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I Makers of Fine Printing Plates

± WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.
Atlanta, Georgia
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MORGAN DRUG CO., INC.
OPPOSITE WAVERLY HOTEL

14 Thirteenth Street

WELCOMES YOU TO THEIR STORE

The best is not good enough for our customers.

Patronize Herald Advertisers
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Phone 4618

those Tar Heels."
"How to become a peroxide blond,

Only two (2) show tickets for a com-
plete course, on how to become a

peroxide blond. By Dr. Justin C.

Smith, the galloping Dentist." (This
boy knows, he tried it himself)

Here's a good one, an M. D. gave

0. R. C. two CC of C. C. S. .What is
the answer to this? A common ole
cigarette cough.

Miss Peter asking one of the pa-

tients in the waiting room to come

in: "Youall come on in." Then when

all the patients start in with her, she

tells them she only wanted one. A

patient: "Well you said 'You all' come

in".

m

I
I

m

|

RYE BREAD
Ideal for your Dutch Supper or Buffet Luncheon. Our the

nearest approach to perfection. Fresh daily at:

Post Exchange Grocery
EVERIDGE'S BAKERY

109 12th Street

B. H. HARRIS CO.
Renting

Special attention given Fort Benning Officers

Kindly call and let us assist you in

getting located

Office, 12th Street Phones 250-251

B. H. HARRIS CO.

make.., you'll find made
better here! Our products

are more tasty and appetizing than any!

COLLIN'S BAKERY
1044 - 13th St. Phone 4421

A cordial invitation to the personnel of Fort Ben-

ning to inspect our furniture at lowest prices in years,
both new and used.

Breakfast Room Suites .................. $ 7.95
L iv in g r o o m S u it e s ---------------------------- 3 5 .0 0
K i t c h e n C a b i n e t ------------------------------- --- 1 5 .0 0
D i s h C a b i n e t ---------------------------------------- 7 .5 0
B e d r o o m S u i t e s --------------------- ------------- 2 8 .7 5

M attress ............................- $4.45-$5.25-$7.95

Odd Chairs, Tables and Dining Room pieces

B. L. PENNELL FURNITURE CO.

I

I

We Offer The Services Of Our

RENTAL DEPARTMENT
To all incoming officers to assist them in getting

pleasantly located for the coming school year.

FLOURNOY REALTY COMPANY
(REALTORS)

Owners and Exclusive Agents for

WILDWOOD COURT APARTMENTS

3 Phones 465 1209 Broadway

1249 Broadway

BAND
Coming events cast their shadows

before them. Yea, verily; for whatso-

ever ye dreameth shall transpire. Pvt.

Anderson, smilin' trombonist of the

first orchestra journeyed to Colum-
bus, shopped in the city's leading
stores, wended his way to the abode

ef a friend and while there decided o

rest his weary bones. Mine host, see-

ing Anderson sleeping so soundly and

with a countenance wreathed in smil-
es as tho the sleeper was at peace
with the world and everything there-
in, hesitated to awaken him so ole Rip

slept on and on, dreaming that the en-
'ire band was absent from rehearsal.
Result, Pfc. Anderson absent.

I Now that the "Shuffle Along"

(Wysinger's Ford) is no more dubbed

by that titte, thanks to the Columbus
Fender and Body Works, and we, the

members of the Band had concluded
that we were thru with traps, when
along rolls one Pfc. Carl Jackson in
a real "Scuffle Along."

Privates First Class Decuir and Pen-

rose are from duty to D. S., Atlanta
where they will enter the Southern
Tennis Matches. Great things are ex-

pected of these two gents on the
courts.

Pfc. Sam David was a civilian for a

few hours on the 2nd instant but be-
ing a seady young man he deposes and

sayeth, "The army is what I don't

like anything else but".
Orchestra No. 2 will play for a

dance at Service Club No. 1 tonite.
Tech Sgt. King will move into the

quarters recently vacated by Master

Sergeant Eldridge, Quartermaster
Corps, retired.

COMPANY A

I

I
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BERNARD B. SWAYZE, Editor

Action-Filled Card Features Smith-Goc twin

Thirty-Six Rounds
Slated For Fans
On Next Tuesday

The Athletic Association has assur-

ed the fight public of a card full of

action next Tuesday night in Dough-

boy Stadium in the completion of
their card. In signing the boys for
this fight, particular care has been
taken in selecting the contestants and
matching them according to their
merits. Thirty-six rounds of fast and
furious milling will feature the card
from the opening gong to farewell.

Walker "Cyclone" Smith will top
the card, facing none other than Bob
Godwin, ace of the Southern light-
heavies, and incidentally rated as
tenth contender for the crown. Smith,
realizing that this is his one chance
to rise higher in the ring, will no
doubt be in the best condition of his
varied career. On the other hand,
Godwin will take no chances on be-
ing stopped by the fighting doughboy,
and will give the fans a treat for
which they have long waited.

Smith has been a steady plugger
for a long time, taking his fights as
they came, all the while keeping his
fair weather eye cocked at the top-
notchers. This is his chance to prove
his worth, and his many ardent back-
ers are expecting him to shoot great
guns at the Cairo sensation.

Godwin will have in mind that, in
the event he is displaced by Smith,

. .. And He's

Off To Fish!

The gamy Bass, the

wily trout . all
fall before the fish-
erman who h a s
good tackle, a n d
buys it here!

A thletic Dept.
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

"It Pays to Trade at Your

S A C TION ......... PERSONIFIED
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his prestige is shot. His chances at
rising in the ranks of the light heavies
will be hampered by about ten fights
at a climb-back up that long ladder,
and he will fight like a gunny sack
full of inebriated wildcats to keep
away from that bundle of dynamite.

Of course, Godwin is favored to
win, but the local fight fans know of
Smith's ability to do the unexpected.
They will be there pulling for the
"Bull" as he is fondly referred to by
hi staunch supporters, to come
through and measure this giant of the
upper strata. It will be a great fight,
and the preliminaries will strengthen
it no end.

The semi-final, featuring Rip Teth-
erton, ace counterpuncher of the local
pugs, with Jack Harp, Warm Springs'
meal ticket, will be second in action
to the final only. Tetherton has long
been a favorite with a goodly portion
of the Garrison fans, and will be bat-
tling besides for his right to fight on
the top again. He can hit, but Jack
is tough. Jack can hit, but Rip is
tough. Where does this all get us?
Well, it will get a lot of us out there
to witness that program of blood and
thunder, and try to tie them away!!!

Frank Mackery and Dynamite Dunn
will settle all argumeiits in the main

preliminary of six rounds. Mackery
is back in good fighting condition, as
exemplified in his knockdown over
Gordy in one round of training at
the gym. He floored Gordy twice in

that one round, and proved then his

ability to box and hit. He has been
training with Gunner DePratt, and in-
cidentally, picked up quite a bit dur-
ing the last four weeks. Dunn hails
from West Point, Georgia, and has an
enviable record. This fight is slated as
a natural,

The four round preliminaries will
be featured by hard fighting, and
plenty of action. Ghost Ghastly and
Lester Darby will storm the center
of the ring for four rounds, but will
probably be topped by the action dis-
played by Spot Webb, who meets
White of Columbus in one of the
same length. All these boys will soon
be six round material, and some of
them will go to the semi-final class.

The curtain will be raised by two
colored fighters, showing Lightning
Lige against Chero Pete. Lige hails
from the 24th Infantry, while Chero
Pete comes from the Nehi Company
of Columbus. These two always put
on a good fight, with the tabs stand-
ing about even at this time.

Race In Final
Half Of Season

Appears Close
BY A. D.

The final half of the Fort Benning
baseball pennant race looms as a close
hard fought affair that will only be
settled at the wire. The past week
has been featured by upsets and stub-
bornly fought games.

The Irishmen came out with a rush
to take the opening August game
over the Spare Parts, 4 to 1. Old Man
McGaha, veteran of hundreds of dia-
mond duels, shook the kinks out of
his ancient wing and bamboozled the
Spare Parts batters for seven innings
without allowing them the semblance
of a run and giving up just two wide-
ly scattered bingles. Gardner twirled
a splendid game for the losers and was
touched for only six bingles.

The Medicos came back strong Tues-
day and humbled the Tankers, 6 to
4, in a nip and tuck affair that was
anybody's game until the final out
in the ninth inning. Gilbert hurled
nice baseball but go himself in the
hole several times due to his own
wildness. He walked three men in
a row in the sixth but settled down
and pulled out. Again in the ninth
the Tankers loaded the sacks but
Gilbert whiffed Griffin and caused Mc-
Lane to fly out to the outfield to end
the misery.

The Tankers played a splendid
game but Lashkovici weakened in the
fourth frame and allowed the Medicos
to collect four bingles in a row to
score three runs before he was re-
lieved by Lindsey. Red pitched his
usual steady game but could not turn
the tide.

Wednesday the Detachmenteers
jumped on the Galloping Gunners to
score an 11 to 1 victory. Grady Tolle
was in top form and would have been

(Please turn to page 9)

IMAGINE YOUR EMBARRASSMENT

WHEN THE 12EGT OF TE CONGREGATIor4
I9TOP3 WITH THE &ECOMD VERGEAD4I-Y'- -\OU CONTINUE WITh

MAGINE YOUR PLEASURE in knowing that
we do not stop with merely SELLING good used

cars. We recondition them thoroughly before sub-
mitting them for sale.

MUSCOGEE CHEVROLET CO.
1501 FIRST AVENUE PHONE 100

Boxing, Tuesday Night, August 9th
Doughboy Stadium 8:15 P. M.

WALKER (Cyclone) SMITH vs. BOB GODWIN
OF FORT BENNING, GA. OF CAIRO, GA.

RIP TETHERTON vs. JACK HARP (8 Ruonds) GHOST GHASTLY vs. LESTER DARBY (4 Rc

FRANK MACKERY vs. DYNAMITE DUNN (6 Rounds) SPOT WEBB vs. KID WHITE (4 Rounds
LIGHTNING LIGE vs. CHERO PETE (4 Rounds)

GENERAL ADMISSION 50c RINGSIDE $1.00
TICKETS ON SALE AT OFFICERS' CLUB, ATHLETIC OFFICE and all ORDERLY ROOMS

)unds)
)
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Tenth Ranking
Heavy Up Against

Benning's Pride
By BILL ELLISON

(From The Phenix Record)

Bob Godwin, of Cairo, Ga., and
Walker (Cyclone) Smith, Benning
bruiser, will knock a little next Tues-
day evening at Doughboy Stadium in,
the main event of a glove grude.

Until Godwin started traveling the
country ruining the hopes of aspiring-
tin-earred gentlemen, the modest town
of Cairo squatted unheralded and un-
sung in the Georgia sunshine amid the
canebrakes. Now you hear folks who
talk out of the corners of their mouths
refer to Cairo, Ga., as though it were
Cairo, Egypt. That's what Bob has
done for his home town.

And until Mr. Smith began bruis-
ing boys all over the South you sel-
dom heard the name of Monroeville,
La., mentioned except by shiftless
Cajuns and slick political henchmen
of Senator Huey P. Long, whose latest
escapade is lecturing the state of Ar--
kansas for a woman senator-to-be. But
you can hear folks talk about that
little dot on the map of Louisiana
today, yes sir-e-e-e!!!!

Bob Godwin bears a great resem-
blance to Willie Stribling, erstwhile
king of the canebrakes, but aside from
that he has no serious handicaps.

Godwin has been rated all the way
from fourth to tenth ranking heavy--
weight of the whole wide world. His
buddy, Joe Knight, is reputed to be
ninth ranking heavyweight of the
whole universe. So when Bob and

(Please turn to page 9)

Watch Repairing
LAMAR SMITH

PHONE 3032 1201 BROADWAY
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Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

CEO GLA
A Citizen Wherever We Serve

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harding, Manager

First National

Bank
Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Resources Over $2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning
Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit
issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

CLUB
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

Fort Benning Representative:

POST EXCHANGE

1 11

Fort Benning, Ga.

"It Pays To Trade At Your Post Exchange"

- 2nd Bn. To Hold
,ASLEALZLZI Swim Meet On 6th
E~~J f-~ E~U9E~-_- I

George Herman Ruth, idol of young-

sters, hero of sports sheets, and king
of clout, faces dethronement; that is,
he is sure to lose his home-run
crown. Sitting snugly on the pinna-
cle of fame, the Babe will be a
watchword with the kiddies for a
long, long time: sports writers will
grind out ems and ems, columns and
columns of copy for another hundred
thousand or so editions; but Jimmy
Foxx will surely and deliberately re-
lieve him of his home-run champion-
ship belt for 1932.

This young, versatile aggressive
ball knocker of the Philadelphia
Athletics well deserves the honor
-a w o r t h y successor to the
mighty Bambino. Playing heads-
up ball all season, whether at
first base, on the hot corner, or
any other position, Foxx has truly
made the boys who patrol the
American pastures watch t h e i r
mittens. Whaling out 41 circuit
clouts with the season only two-
thirds gone, Jimmy is expected to
rap out another score or so to
break the Babe's honor year. Nor
does praise for young J i m m y
Foxx stop here. A look at statis-
tics for the junior loop reads like
an almanac given over exclusively
to Connie's ace player. He has
stolen about every batting honor
of the league.
And will it be harder for Ruth

to force the Colonel's signature to
those fat. juicy $75,000-up annual con-
tracts now that the crown is gone?
Yes and no. The Babe had a pretty
hard time coming to terms with the
Yanks when he signed the last agree-
ment. He's getting older, his general
batting and playing, of course has
suffered, and each year he is bound
to lose just a little of that "gate ap-
peal" so strong with the great swat-
ter. The prestige being taken over
by Foxx naturally will hurt, though
Ruth will be expected to continue

being the biggest drawing card in

Give Your Car

The Same A-

mount Of Care

You Give Your

self.

It runs thousands of miles,

saves you thousands of

steps and minor annoy-

ances yet you persist in

mistreating. Now, ask

yourself, is this right?

Let us check over your car and keep it in trim for you!

either circuit for quite some time,
IN THE EVENT HE DOESN'T RE-
TIRE.

Through it all, the Yankees go
on and on. What does it matter
that the Babe is some dozen home
runs behind his rival? What mat-
ters if his batting average topples
from yesteryear's mark? The Yan-
kees go on and on. just as surely
as Jimmy Foxx dethrones Babe
Ruth for the home-run crown of
1932, the New York Yanks will
lead the pack when the boys wind
down the home stretch for the
wire next month. The Athletics
will die a courageous death, and
the Cleveland Indians will chant
war songs to the end, but the
Yanks cannot be stopped. Not in
1932. Not stopped, unless Gomez
undergoes amputation of his left
arm and that old cast-off Sewell
boy drops dead, and Gehrig and
Chapman and Combs are de.
ported.
In the National League is about the

same story. The Pittsburgh Pirates
seem to have the Cubs at low ebb.
And while the "firing" of Managei
Hornsby was aimed to give Chicago
that needed impetus to dash by the
Pirate Crew to pennantville, destin-
ies are so uncertain. Carey's chickens,
and lively roosters, at that, are really
on the wing. With a five-run lead the
boys are, in boxing vernacular, sit-
ting right pretty. Of course one hard
series could do a lot to that lead.
Especially a series of Cubs and Pir-
ates. And a dove could wreck an air-
plane.

Nearer home, in the Southern
league it isn't so easy on the
"wise birds" who generally make
monkeys of themselves at pick-
ing winners, even when they ap-
pear so easy and certain. Mem-
phis, while leading the pace-set-
ting Chattanooga lads, is by no
means in a comfortable position.
We had rather hoped that "Nooga"
would romp home with the flag
this season. And they may yet.
Cousin Engels, the guy who came
down from Washington and the
Senators, has given the Southern
League its most colorful team in
years. A real showman, in base-
ball things, Engels has played
with attendance records, an d
pleased the paid customers. He
deserves a win.

BENNING BRIEFS
(Continued from page 1)

SYancey had won sixteen out of the
eighteen holes, and had decisively
proved his own superior ability.
:The match, as summed up by our
statistician, reveals the following
effects :

Captain Yancey won sixteen holes
at 10c per hole, a total of $1.60. (In

normal times this ain't so much, but
now it make quite a hole in one's
bank-roll and should prove quite a les-
son to the two guilty ones.)

Lt. Dunkleberg has announced his
intention of laying off of golf for two
months and then staging a comeback
by beating his erstwhile opponent.

Lt. Gibney has announced that he
has a free set of golf club for the
first man to come along. (Q. T. note.)

,Ilk

Tenth Ranking Heavy To Be
Matched-With Smith

(Continued from page 8)

Joe alight from a rattler a-homecom-
ing bent, the merchants of all t e n
Cairo stores close in recognition of
the occasion and the town marshal
leads a brass band to do the thing up
brown.

Smith has not been seen in action
since his bout with Tony Cancella, of
Florida. This was a slow fight and,
incidentally, far below the expecta-
tions of the assembled fans. Neither
boy extended himself. Smith appear-
ed to have been drawn. Might be he
overtrained.

Preliminaries at the post are always
pleasing and Captain Fry, it appears,
has been fortunate in securing the ser-
vices of another lot of boys willing
and waiting for the gong.

Famous athletic coaches know the
food value of milk when they include
it in the diet of their star athletes. Give
it to the rising young athletes in your
family and watch them thrive!

WELLS DAIRY CO.
Macon Road Phone 1144

Automobile Department

We sell you a car and will
buy it back in nine months
and pay you cash for it. We
keep a nice line of Chevrolets
and Fords along with other
makes, on hand. Our new
car line is Pontiac, Oakland
and Franklins.

We are the largest used car
buyers in Columbus

McMURRIA'S
1125 - 6th Ave. Phone 2590

Ffluay, -IUgUbL 'J
I

The Second Battalion, 29th Infan-
try will have their annual swimming
meet tomorrow afternoon at Russ
Pool, beginning promptly at 1:30 p.
m.

An interesting schedule has been
mapped out, and the entrants are anx-
iously awaiting the starter's gun.
There will be many entrants, crowd-
ing the roster from top to bottom.
The Hundred Yard free style will
probably have less starters than any
other event, there being more inter-
est in the others.

The meet, according to schedule,
will be as follows:

400 yard relay
100 yard back stroke
50 yard free style
400 yard free style
100 yard. back stroke
100 yard free style
*Fancy style diving
200 yard free style
**300 yard medley relay
"The fancy style diving will consist

of seven dives, four compulsory and
three optional. The four compulsory
dives will be: front swan, back dive,
running forward jack knife and a
back jack knife.

**The medley relay race will be
with three men on each team. The
first man must swim 100 yards with
back stroke; the second with the
breast stroke while the last 100 yards
will be with the free style.

Trophies will be awarded the win-
ners.

Second Half Race Appears
To Be Close

(Continued from page .1)

by Grantham and Martin in the sev-
enth frame.

The Gunners were weakened by the
loss of Ridley, their first string catch-
er. Thornhill worked behind the
platter but lacked the headwork of
the veteran. Three Gunner pitchers
were used but none seemed to be able
to put the pellet where they wanted
it. Holloway and Morris were in the
lineup but neither was sent to the

hillock.

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

PEACHTREE AT CAIN

,..Atlan ta, a.

550 rooms of comfort and
convenience. Each room has
ceiling fan, circulating ice
water, radio and either
shower or tub bath; corner
rooms have both. Open Din-
ing Terrace and Coffee Shop.

Rooms from $2.50.

J. F. de Jarnette Vice-Pres. & Mgr.

Fr;tlnv Ai-ioi-iQt q- 19.12
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On TheQT.
By B. B. S.

FROM WAY DOWN in Texas
comes our first fan response to the
column. It serves to give us that
far-reaching feeling, or something on
that order. Fort Bliss is a long way
from Benning, yet the Herald has
it's friends in all parts of the world.

JOHN J. McAULIFFE, beloved by
many at Benning, accompained by
Sherman (Pooch) Derrick and Henry
W. (Rat) Walters, departed several
months back from Fort Benning, hav-
ing as their destination the Eighty-
Second Field Artillery, stationed at
Fort Bliss, Texas. Their hosts of
friends at Fort Benning and Colum-
bus tried in vain to deter them from
their avowed determination to journey
to the border post. They have gone,
but their spirit of friendship shall
remain forever.

NOW FOR NEWS of them-
McAuliffe writes that he is enjoy-

ing the environment ever-so-much,
taking everything in as it comes. We
learn that they are well satisfied with
their new choosing, but would like
to come back to Benning to visit
friends in the late fall or early win-
ter. It would be good to see those
boys back here, even though it were
for a short visit. The three of them
are playing baseball, and the team to
which they belong is ahead in the
league. It seems that Pooch is a
pitcher now, being of the first water.
Rat is catching, while John is chasing
them in from third base. (Says he
may hold that position as long as no
one gets out between third and home.

IN THAT LETTER, Mack makes
reference to Gunner DePratt and his
comeback. The gist of that part of
the letter follows: "It will be gratify-
ing indeed to read in the Benning
Herald of the Gunner's successful
comeback. You know, he was the
boy to put Fort Benning boxing on
its financial feet once, and he can do
it again. We are all for the Gunner,
and no foolin'."

IT SEEMS AS though Mack was
right. The Gunner has, and still can,
put Benning fights up to the top. He
has a loyal following, and with the
support of Walker Smith, Corn Grif-
fin, and the myriad other good fight-
ers at Benning, they can make Fort
Benning boxing shows the most pop-
ular in the three Southeastern states.

AS AN AFTERTHOUGHT, let us
add that Mack requests that anyone
desiring to write him at the border
post, may reach him at Headquarters
Battery, Eighty-Second Field Artillery.
He adds the good will of the three of
them to everyone at the largest In-
fantry School in the World.

WE NOTE recently that our friend,
Mr. Robert Flournoy, (Bob to you),
has been transferred from the Soda
Fountain to the Main Exchange. We
hope he enjoys his sojourn in that
branch, yet we miss him from among
the tumblers of soft drinks and pecks
of ice cream. Where has your pride
gone, Bob? Can't you hear the wail-
ings of your cash customers? Why
suffer us wonder as to your present
where abouts, and why for?

MR. NEWSOME IS fast gaining
your position in the hearts of the
straw thieves, nickle squeezers, and
what else is there in the squirt faucet.

THE QUESTION now arises...
Who will draw better in the ring with
Griffin, Battling Bozo or Frankie
Edgren? The column is open to all
discussions, and urges the fans to
send in their ideas, or other peoples'
ideas. Help up take a vote on this
important question, as it is causing
entirely too much argument, and we
want to do something about it.

WE ARE STILL waiting for copy
for the column, so if you want to
the coals, just send in the dirt on
see your worst friend raked over
him . . . Finis.

the Cigarette that's

Milder

the Cigarette that

IXTastes Better

All that's ever been said about
cigarettes couldn't mean more...
Here's the greater mildness of pure
sun-ripened, milder tobaccos-
Domestic and Turkish-cured right
and aged right. Then Chesterfield
blends and CROSS-BLENDS these
finer better-tasting tobaccos... till
no cigarette could be milder or
TASTE BETTER than a Chesterfield.

© 1932, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.
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B enning
Briefs

Practically all of you know Gun-

botham, and those of you who don't,

should. His infectious humor, his digs
at his classmates and his "omnipo-
tent G-2 bird" have made him a
name in the Herald. So, after he had
escaped for a while (He went on leave
without letting us know!) he has
promised to resurrect the School
Daze column and again regale the
population of the post with his ob-
servations on life in general and his
classmates and instructors in par-
ticular. (By the way, he's also known
among the hostesses of Benning as
the "Blonde's Delight," or maybe
his fellow picnic-sufferers have just
been stringing us!).

Another candidate has presented
himself for the fisherman's column.
This column, dedicated to those lovers
ot te Izank Walton sport, will at-
tempt to list the names of fishermen
of Benning whose bad luck (or it
might be bad fishing) has sent them
home grieving because they were so
unfortunate as to catch not a single
fish.

Sgt. J. H. McNulty, guardian angel
of the R. 0. T. C.'s and 0. R. C.'s
of recent residence on the post, is
the latest candidate. He made a trip
down to the Land of Flowers, na-
tionally known as the place where
the fish leap into the boat, but failed
to entice a single denizen of the
deeps to honor his larder. The Ser-
geant doesn't give any reason for his
failure to persuade the finny tribe to
take his bait, and anyway, that isn't
necessary, for the mere fact that he
was unsuccessful is enough testimo-
nial to guarantee his candidacy for
the honor of joining the club.

For the benefit of those who are
curious, we are herewith giving the
names of those who have so far made
the grade without being blackballed
and are now full fledged members of
the "Non-fisherman's Club of Fort
Benning":

Lt. Harold S. (Ham) Kelly
Sgt. J. H. McNuhty
The Conductor of this column.

Friend Newsome has asked us just
why the Herald always manages to
sling a little mud his way instead of
boosting, his particular complaint

being that he is in the need of a
little shove upward, now that he is
buried in the midst of all the re-
sponsibilities of running the Soda
Fountain. Well, Newsome, (somehow,
we've neglected learning the Chief
Soda Jerker's first name) here you
are. Newsome's OK, everybody!

We were privileged to chat a little
with Dr. George Raffalovich, who
will speak on Mussolini tonight at
Columbus. Dr. Raffalovitch is a very
pleasant, well informed talker, and
we have a very decided idea as to his
ability as a speaker, if his manner on
the speaker's stand is as likable as
that in an informal mood. And, by
the way, Mr. Blinov is singing our
favorite song at the program tonight,
the "Song of India" (Rimsky-Korsa-
kow). Both of them recently gave a
program at Benning and will proba-
bly give another some time in the
Fall.

Officers For New
Classes of School
Already A rriving

Officers for the 1932-33 classes of the
Infantry School and the Tank School
are already arriving at Benning and
Columbus to prepare for the opening
of the school. A total number of 257
officers will comprise the three class-
es of the schools, a gain over last
year of approximately twenty-seven
students. The moving of the Tank
school to Benning is largely respon-
sible for the gain in the number of
students.

The work of the classes will proba-
bly begin on the 19th of September,
with opening exercises as is custom-
ary.

Officers who are arriving are being
assisted in several ways to adjust
themselves to the new surroundings
and to settle themselves in new quar-
ters. Last year about seventy of the
students were forced to rent houses
or apartments in Columbus, due to
the fact that the quarters on the Post
then under construction were unfin-
ished. This year, in spite of the fact
that the quarters being built then
have been finished, approximately
the same number of officers will have
to live in town, on account of the in-
crease in attendance at the classes.

The Advanced Class this year will
have 103 members, the Company Of-
ficers Class will have 116 and the
Tank School will have thirty-eight
students. This year will be the first
year that the Tank School has car-
ried out any work in its new station,
and preparations have been going on
for the past two months in order to
be ready for the students when the
classes open.

Biographer Of Mussolini
To Appear At Columbus

With Russian Singer
A program of rare interest will be

given at the Chase Conservatory of
Music in Columbus Friday night at
eight o'clock when Dr. George Raf-
falovich, biographer of Mussolini,
will lecture, and Benjamin Dmitri
Blinov, young Russian tenor will give
a group of Russian and other songs,
repeating their program of August
2nd, at Fort Benning.

These two visitors are touring some
of the southern states singing and lec-
turing. Dr. Raffalovich is the author
of several books and hundreds of
articles on international politics. Few
lecturers and writers have had a
more varied career. He has been a
writer for French magazines in Eng-
land, contributor of encyclopedias on

Russian affairs before the war, Italian
correspondent for Indian daily news-
papers, editor of an American news-
paper in Rome, Italy. The last war
found him in the mountains of Hun.
gary and left him in the American
army. He is a fascinating talker, and
can address his audience in English,
French or Italian. A Frenchman by
birth, he has been an American citi-
zen since 1918 when he was in the
U. S. Army. He has very high connec-
tions in his native country, being a
nephew of Count Chaptal de Cante-
loup, of the Bishop of Paris and of
the International President of the
World's Associations of Nurses. Since
the publication of his biography of
Mussolini, in 1922, he has followed
the career of the Italian leader with
much attention. Dr. Raffalovich has
often predicted that 1933 will be the
crucial year for Europe. He is con-
vinced that Mussolini is the most

(Please turn to page 4)

Family to Attempt Ocean Hop

The Hutchinsons, America's best known "flying family," pose in front of
their new twin-motored Sikorsky amphibian in which they will attempt to
fly the Atlantic soon. Col. George Hutchinson with his wife and two daugh-
ters, Kathryn, eight, and Janet, six, will take off from Washington with
London as their destination. They plan stops at Labrador and Greenland.

A radio operator and co-pilot will accompany the "flying family."

Soldier Rides 795 Miles On
Bicycle To Re-enlist Here

Pvt. John Lytle, formerly of the Ra-
dio Section, I. S. D. has recently
added another record to the gar-
lands already acquired by members
of the Garrison. Several days ago he
astonished the members of his sec-
tion, from which he was discharged
some time ago, by turning up at Ben-
ning after all track of him had been
lost for about a week. The startling
apparition which finally emerged as
John Lytle was riding a bicycle, his
pants were worn out and both he and
the bicycle were in a rather dilapi-
dated condition.

The circumstances which led up to
these events were no less startling.
Lytle, having been discharged from
the Army, took a fling at civilian life
for a while, but decided that the
Army was a much better and safer
place for him. So, being in Cleveland
and not having sufficient train-fare
home, he invested all his money in
a second-hand bicycle and two new
tires and set forth for Benning.

His account of the journey shows

that it was mostly plain sailing. He
was not hampered by bad weather
for a single day on the 795 mile jour-
ney, and, though he was forced to
sleep out under the stars every
night, he survived remarkably well.

His clothing and bicycle, how-
ever, were unable to stand the jour-
ney as well as the rider, and he had
to secure a new pair of pants one
time on the trip, since the first pair
wore out completely. His second pair
was worn out also, when he reached
the post. Lytle also wore out the
seat of his bicycle, and used the first
pair of pants as substitute seat until
he coul'd reach here.

Lytle's record-breaking ride of 795
miles for a reenlistment has undoubt-
edly set a new precedent in reenlist-
ment journeys, though his example
has not, as yet, shown any sign of
influencing others. Still, it speaks well
of the post and the Infantry School,
when a former member of the per-
sonnel will willingly face the prospect
of such a journey to reach here.

Major Rader Goes To New Post
At Headquarters 4th Corps Area

Major Ira A. Rader, for some years surviving members of the first Army
a prominent figure in the military Aviation Service and piloted his first
circles of Benning in his capacity as plane in 1914.
First Section instructor in aviation, Major Rader was the near victim
has been assigned recently to the of an airplane accident at Benning
Corp Area Headquarters at Fort a short time ago, the first of his
McPherson, where he will be in career as an Army pilot. He was mak-
charge of aviation activities of the ing a flight over the reservation with
Area. Major Rader is one of the nine (Please turn to page 4)

29th Infantry Is
First Post Team

To Open Season
By BERNARD B. SWAYZE

Sure and swiftly, mil the clattering
of thousands of pounding hooves, the
polo season is approaching its open-
ing date at French Field. Only cool
wheather will serve to hasten its full
bloom again for the local horse
minded fans of the modern sport of
kings. And what a sport!!

Already, the 29th Infantry team
has played one game. They journey-
ed to Atlanta last week to play the
strong Fort McPherson team, but due
to inclement weather, had to post-
pone the game until Wednesday.

Before a good gathering of Atlanta
enthusiasts, the four horsemen of the
Demonstration Regiment pounded
hard to stave off defeat at the hands
of the Fort McPherson aggregation,
but to no avail. The bullet-like driv-
ing and hard playing Fort Mack team
was well out in the lead at the end
of the game, and the blue jacketed
horsemen were forced to retire from
the field of battle on the little end
of a 14 to 4 score.

The only spill of the game came
among the ranks of the Fort Ben-
ning poloist. Lt. Sweeney, at number
one for the 29th Infantry team, col-
lided with the goal post in a hard-
fought play, and slightly wrenched
his back. This was the first time the
team as a whole has played together,
and they will probably develop into
a formidable foe for the other Garri-
son poloists during the approaching
season.

The team was comprised of: Lieut.
Sweeney at number one, Lt. O'Connor
at number two, Lt. Westlund as cap-
tain of the team was at number three,
and Major Frazier at four. Captain
Cushman was with the team, but was
used as a substitute only, for about
half the game.

Only cold facts about the game are
available, and, for that reason, we are
unable to give a detailed outline.Sergeant McCarthy has French
Field in excellent condition for the
approaching season, having ploughed
and rolled it thoroughly, re-sodding
it where it was needed. A perfect
carpet of grass now adorns a five
field, and the season should give
better polo than the excellent work
of last year.

Herald's Expansion
Policy Receives First

Impetus In Last Issue

The "expansion policy" which was
the subject of recent comment in the
Herald finds its first expression in
this and last week's issues of the
paper.

The use of King Features Syndicate
news and fashion mats in these issues
is the principal important step taken
by the Herald in expanding the scope
of the paper in order to make it more
interesting to the average reader on
the Post. A larger and more compre-
hensive sports page, combined with
the advantages given by the use of the
mats, is expected by the publishers to
make a paper of real interest to all
of the readers. The use of such a
mat service and the making of the
sport page occupy such a prominent
position in the paper has never before
been attempted in a Benning paper,
and these innovations are therefore
totally unprecedented in a publication
of this type.

NUMBER 16
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Miss Gertrude Parham Weds Captain
Francis H. Wilson, Of Benning, In N. Y.

"Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Parham of and Mrs. Carl Anderson, Maj. Emil
New York City, formerly of Athens, Leard, and Capt. Arnold Funk.

Georgia, announce the marriage of
their daughter, Gertrude, to Captain POLO CLUB SCENE OF DANCE
Francis Howard Wilson of Fort Ben- SATURDAY EVENING
ning, on August 4th." The Polo Club was the scene Satur-

The above announcement will be day evening of an informal hop spon-
read with cordial interest by the sored by the officers and ladies of the
many friends in Columbus, in Fort 29th Infantry. Dancing was enjoyed
Benning and in the state of Georgia. from eight to ten. Music was furnish-
The wedding was solemnized Thurs- ed by the 29th Infantry orchestra.
(lay at the Fifth Avenue Presbyterian The guest list included members,
Church in New York, the Rev. C. R. former members of the 29th Infantry
Clements officiating in the presence and their guests.
of members of the family. * * *Capt. Wilson and his bride left CAPT. AND MRS. GEO. BEATTY
immediately after the ceremony for ENTERTAIN WITH DINNER
a wedding trip to be spent in the AT OFFICERS' CLUB
East, and on their return will be at Capt. and Mrs. George Beatty en-
home at Fort Benning where Capt. tertained Saturday evening with a de-
Wilson is an instructor at the Infan- lightful dinner at the Officers' Club,
try School. honoring their house eests M,-

MAJ. AND MRS. ROBT. S. LYTLi
ENTERTAIN THURSDAY WITH

DINNER AND MOVIE PARTY
Major and Mrs. Robert S. Lytle en-

tertained Thursday evening at their
quarters with a delightful buffet sup-
per. Their guests were: Col. and Mrs.
Howard Snyder Col. and Mrs. Chas.
Bonesteel, Maj. and Mrs. Oscar W.
Griswold, Maj. and Mrs. Tbomas
Catron, Maj. and Mrs. Henry Terrell,
and Capt. and Mrs. Robert Mangum.

After dinner the hosts escorted
their guests to the Post movies.

"NO-HOST" PICNIC AT WARM
SPRINGS ENJOYED

One of the pleasant affairs of the
week was the "No-Host" picnic Fri-
day evening at Warm Springs. The
party proceeded to Warm Springs by
motor where swimming followed by a
picnic supper and dancing at the open
air pavilion was enjoyed.

Those on the picnic were. Capt. and
Mrs. N. L. Simonds, Capt. and Mrs.
C. F. Gee, Capt. and Mrs. R. E. Ver-
mette, Capt. and Mrs. Fred Gaillard,
Capt. and Mrs. Wendell Bevan, Capt.
and Mrs. L. S. Partridge, Capt. and
Mrs. John Otto, Capt. and Mrs. Guy
McKinley, Capt. and Mrs. Russell
Reynolds, Capt. and Mrs. H. E. Kelly,
Lieut. and Mrs. Gerald Gabriel. Lieut.

guests, Mrs. Brown, Miss Beatty and
Miss Corbett. The table was decorated
with a center piece of pink roses and
tapers of corresponding colors were
used. After dinner the guests were
escorted to the Polo Club where
the 29th Infantry dance was held.

Those enjoying the Beatty's hospi-
tality were: Capt. and Mrs. Harry
Ayers, Capt. and Mrs. C. F. Johnson,
Lieut. and Mrs. Carl Duffner, Mrs.
Brown, Miss Kate Beatty, Miss Jane
Corbett, Miss Betty Welty, Miss Eliza-
beth Beatty, Lieut. Eugene Brown,
Lieut. Milton Pressley, Lieut. Robert
Ports, and Lieut. Joseph Coolidge.

MISS RUTH BAY HONOREE
AT TEA

Lieut. and Mrs. Edward A. Chazal
were the hosts Sunday afternoon at
an informal tea complimenting their
house guest Miss Ruth Bay of Florida.
Garden flowers in pastel shades were
used for the decorations. The tea
table was laid with a lace cloth and
in the center was a bowl of garden
flowers, pink tapers were used. Tea
was served from four to six. Lieut.
and Mrs. Chazal had as their guests:
The Misses Nana Seeley, Margaret
Hall, Kenneth Kendall, Elizabeth
Beatty, Nancy Stillwell, Nina Wood,
Maxine Rife, Betty Catron, Page
Michie, Harriet Atkins, Margaret

We can fill your every household need

Beautiful 2-piece allover
and reversed tapestry...

Two piece Karpen suite
$182.50 reduced to.....

......$ 65.00

..$119.75
Two piece Karpen suite
Formerly $265.00 reduced to.. $187.50

Our prices are right with-
out a sacrifice of quality.

F UR VL)IRE

1141 Broadway Phone 409

odays Fashion
By VERA WINSTON

The Popular Lace Ensemble
Other materials may wax and wane

in popular favor, but lace keeps in

the spotlight of the mode. At any

evening affair one sees several lace
frocks, all graceful and lovely. Lace
packs so well that it is in great de-
mand by the woman who plans lots of
week-end trips. A lace frock will
emerge from the suit case without a
wrinkle. It needs only shaking anc
hanging up to be fit to grace any as-
sembly, no matter how distinguished
or smartly dressed. Black lace is
ever popular, but lately many colored
lace frocks are seen, ranging from
pastels to deep shades of red or
brown. Very new and attractive is the
lace ensemble in the sketch. Its dark
green lace of a Chantilly pattern cov-
ers its deep back decolletage with a
short cape that ties in a bow in front.
The frock is fitted to the knee, then
flares to the hem, and has a velvet
girdle with jeweled buckle.

Moore, and Louise Waddington, Lt.
Ted Decker, Lt. Glenn Farris, Lt.
James Luckett, Lt. Eugene Brown,
Lt. Sidney Brown, Lt. Milton Press-
ley, Lt. Fred Hein, Lt. Ernest Easter-
brook, Lt. Joseph Coolidge, Lt. Mar-
shall Hurt, Lt. Herman Ohme and Lt.
Christian Clarke.

BERTRAND PIERCE CELEBRATES
EIGHTH BIRTHDAY WITH

PARTY
Bertrand Pierce celebrated her

eighth birthday Wednesday with a
party at the home of her parents,
Lieut. and Mrs. James Pierce. The
color scheme for the birthday table
was green and pink. Ice cream and
delicious angel food birthday cake
was served. Games and contests were
enjoyed by the young guests.

Those present were: Bertrand
Pierce, Kathleen Cushman, Elizabeth
Cushman, Mary Gabriel, Dorothy
Brann, Patty Cook, Jeanette Thomas,
Joan Vermette, Boland Buracker, Bet-
ty Ann Pierce, Bobby Pierce, Margar-
et Wiley, and Felicia Howell.

JAMES SERENO BRETT CELE-
BRATES THIRD BIRTHDAY

WITH PARTY
Little James Sereno Brett celebrated

HARPER'S
DRUGS

Delivers daily to the Fort
Telephone 396

his third birthday Saturday with a
party at the quarters of his parents,
Maj. and Mrs. Sereno Brett. Delicious
ice cream and cookies were served.
After the refreshments games and con-
tests were played.

The young guests were: Betty Ann
Brett, Betty Gutkowski, Mary Gab-
riel, Virginia Harrison, Sally Pierson,
Margy Wheeler, Phillip Blackmore,
Edward Blackmore, Robin Cushman,
George Kingman, John Watkins, Clay-
ton Studebaker, and Bruce Wallace.

(Please turn to page 4)
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"Exquisite. **'

... that's the only word
to use.., the only word
you can use that will fit
this lingerie ... SO Com-

fortable in its coolness
0 ..so modern .. . so
lasting.

0

Call by and see what we can offer
.then buy!

Gift & Special Order Dept.
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga,

"It pays to trade at your Post Exchange"

Try A Colonial Blade Sharpener
Guaranteed to sharpen your blades satisfactorily.

THIS WEEK

50c Colonial Sharpener 1C
50c Colonial Club Skin Cream

MORGAN DRUG COMPANY
14 - 13th St. Opposite Waverly Hotel

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H. ROTHSCHLD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years

1229 - 31 Broadway

SI-&LUgUb Ik
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-
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ARMY AVY
TRADEI[ MR

OFFICERS
And

Enlisted Personnel
Can secure all their insignia and
uniform equipments at the

POST EXCHANGE
They carry a complete line of

N. S. MEYER, INC.
CORPS INSIGNIA

BUTTONS
INSIGNIA OF RANK

SABRES
SABRE CHAINS

SPURS, SPUR CHAINS
CAMPAIGN BARS

MEDALS
All our merchandise carries an

Unlimited Guarantee

N. S. MEYER, INC.
43 East 19th St. New York

FOR RENT-
Completely Furnished Apartment

Conveniently located
Wynnton Schools

MRS. M. W. MARKS
Phone 3880 After 7:00 P.M. 3329-M
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Columbus, Ga.
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STAR BRAND
Shoes Are Better

If you have not already done so, come in
and meet Sam Neel. He is a nice, congen-
ial sort of fellow after all-a home-town
man. Previously Sam was with the West-
brook store for sixteen years selling Star
Brand Shoes. Westbrook went out of bus-
iness, then Sam Neel had the opportunity to
take over the Star Brand Shoe acet.,
because he knew they were the best money
could buy. Now Sam Neel owns the shoe
department in the Westbrook Building.

Since Mr. Neel took over the shoe de-
partment, the business has been steadily in-
creasing. Mr. Neel lays it all to the fact
that he is selling Star Brand Shoes, because
Star Brand Shoes are Better.

We are showing new Fall Shoes
and are selling at lower prices

than ever before.

$1.95; 2.39; $2.85; $3.25
and $4.95
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SAM NEEL
Shoe Dept.

WESTBROOK BLDG.

After the Theatre

TRY

A heaping dish of Fore-

most Ice Cream to top

off the evening.

You'll find it a most

refreshing and inexpen-

size method.

Call the Soda Fount

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.

On The Q. T.
BY B. B. S.

NOTHING IS MORE touching,
than to see a fighter, physically un-
fit for the occasion, come into the
ring and give the fans a show for
their money, rather than disappoint
them. Fans must always appreciate
this in a fighter, as it is long talked
about. Things like this often border
on beauty, if beauty ever entered the
fight ring.

THERE WAS A fighter out Arkan-
sas way who was of the type fighter
just referred to. He always tried to
give the fans just a little more than
they bargained for. His public was
there to see him fight, and no matter
what the trouble, Rube would fight.

WE ARE SPEAKING of none other
than Ruby (Roughhouse Rube) John-
fight public. Rube was the lightweight
son, who has paid his all to the grim
reaper for his sense of loyalty to the
champion of Arkansas, and a popular
one at that, and Rube couldn't see
any sense in his not showing before
a house in Tulsa, Oklahoma two
weeks ago. He didn't stop to think
about that carbuncle that had devel-
oped under his arm on the eve of
that fight. He just went in there and
fought like a tiger for ten rounds,
dropping the decision to Cullen Wil-
liams.

DURING THE PROGRESS of the
fight, Rube was struck on that car-
buncle, and blood poisoning set in.
Despite the frantic efforts of the doc-
tors at Fort Smith, the gamest, scrap-
pinest little fighter of the Ozarks suc-
cumbed to the creeping death caused
by that blow on an infected spot. The
rings of that section will long mourn
the passing of such a game fellow and
true sportsman.

AND HERE'S OUR former First
Sergeant, out in the column for a little
airing. First Sergeant Norbert L.
Craine is still the top kick down in
Company "H", 29th Infantry, and a
good one at that. Ask the boys. He
is one of the boys, taking part in the
organization activities, and making
himself more popular as the days go
by.

Now he has broken out with a new
fad. He is congratulated in this issue
for being the first person at Fort Ben-
ning to own a 1932 model Austin.
He claims a lot of things for this
midget automobile, but they are veri-
fied. He has made two trips to At-
lanta, and states that the time on both
trips was satisfactory. Economy, too,
came in for its share of praise.

PEOPLE WHO maliciously misrep-
resent the facts in the case are asked
NOT to submit to this column anything
for publication. Stretch the truth as
far as you might, but please think of
the feelings of the other fellow a little.
If you go off and fight some place,
just come in and ask us not to publish
the results if you feel you have been
shamed in defeat. Yet, on the other
hand, please don't report you have
won when you haven't. We always
try to check up, and then we might
think you had been reversing the truth
on us. Grumpy-Please note.

INTO OUR LIVES and associa-
tions, from time to time creep new
and interesting personages, to make

"Tale Spins"
Flight "B" 16th Observation Squadron

Ichord has but one use for a G. I.
can. Reverberating crescendo-Cor-
poral!

Harward ranks too high to gripe
now, so appointed "Kidney Foot"
Moneyham his successor. Moneyham,
by the way, is a most valuable repre-
sentative on the radio for a popular
baby food company.

Our Line Chief says: "Woe is me-
when are they going to build that new
hangar. I want to get started lawning,
fencing and treeing".

Koby (Big Shot) Mayor of Rich-
land and Deacon of Cuthbert, is tak-
ing a correspondence course in the-
ology with practical work weekends in
the later named town.

Did Lieut. Brownfield take Colum-
bus. No, just the trophies. He plays
tennis as it should be played and as
some folks would like to play golf.

When the plaudit ceases after weeks
and weeks of journalistic achievement
the writer intends to answer to the
best of his belief (no knowledge) the
oft repeated question "What do you
fellows do when you are working?
(in English) (in New Yorkiesh as
follows) "What do youse boids do
down at that dump when youser
sposed to be workin'"? (And in Ala-
bamish) "Whadyall do down yander
where them thar arplanes er at?"

Wilhite (from, to and subject of
Fort Bragg) is going right back where
he started from. Says he "I would
gladly go to Fort Bragg Tuesday for
a re-enlistment today." He'll sign an
affidavit to that effect.

-By N. Oseover.

life worth more for having lived it.
These people serve to keep us fit for
the things that might come our way,
that in some way make us think our
lot is hard. They give us the heart
to battle those things, and make us
more determined that we have had
a selfish viewpoint on life.

BERGER LINDH is the type of man
who makes us think what a thankful
lot is ours, with our members com-
pletely efficient. Mr. Lindh comes to
us from the north, bringing his radiat-
ing personality along with him. And
incidentally, Mr. Lindh brings some
new fangles in the way of chow.

THE OLD SETZLER restaurant on
Benning Road, near the banks of
Bull Creek, has fallen into the hands
of Mr. Lindh, after quite a bit of

planning on his part for that trans-
action. His menus are the type that
make you wish you had room for
more, and they usually come back.

NOW MR. LINDH is a former sol-
dier, hence the long talk about him.
He is a member of the American Le-
gion and of The Disabled American
Veterans of the World War. He was
a former member of the Ordnance
Department, and was also a Chemist
and Physicist with the Chemical
Warfare. His experiences during the
World War were all technical, keep-
ing him on this side.

*l * S

ONE AND A HALF years ago Mr.
Lindh suffered a stroke of paralysis,
and since then has been partially dis-
abled. Prior to this time, Mr. Lindh
was a social worker for ten years.
Now Mr. Lindh is now following an
old hobby of his, cooking, and the
way that baby can dish up the chow
is no mean accomplishment.

HERALD
WANT ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATS:

20 cents per line or fraction of
line. Minimum charge for any
classified advertisement, 50 cents.
Payment must be made before
advertisement is published.

FOR RENT-Desirable 4-room Apt.
Living room, bedroom with private
bath connected, kitchenette, dinette,
furnished. In exclusive residential
section. Reasonable. 1710 Forrest Ave.

FOR RENT-A-room apt. near Law-
yer's Lane. Private bath, garage.
Reasonable. Owner only occupant,
works. 2624 Pecan Avenue.

MA TA HARI
I A

CHAPTER VII
WHAT HAS HAPPENED SO FAR

Mata Hari, famous dancer and ene-
my spy, undertakes to get some sec-
ret papers from her lover, Shubin,
Attache of the Russian Embassy in
Paris. But Shubin has been unnerved
by a visit from Dubois, head of the
French Secret Service, and refuses
to discuss them. When she learns that
the papers are in the possession of a
young aviator, Alexander Rosanoff,

who is infatuated with her, she goes
to his rooms, informing her confed-
erates on the way.
NOW GO ON WITH THE STORY

Always their silly honor! "I come
last?" she inquired offended.

"No-no! You come first . . . be-
fore anything."

*Before God?"
After a pathetic struggle, he

brought out the word, "Yes."
Mata Hari regarded him with some-

thing that may have been pity. He
did seem so in earnest. To admit
that she came before God was, she
could see, sactil'-ge to him. And yet
the word, "yes," had been wrung out
of him. He was badly burnt!

I I I

All Summer Suits to be sold at cost

HOFFLIN & GREENTREE
COLUMBUS' LEADING CLOTHIERS

IMAGINE YOUR EMBARRASSMENT

WHEN YOU BURN THE ONLY FISH YOUR.

HUSBAND HAS CAUGH-r-T AP-TEP. TWO

WEEK'S OF TRYING- -

MAGINE YOUR PLEASURE when after weeks
of shopping for a used car you get a demonstration

in one of our reconditioned cars. You'll be thrilled
by its power and pick-up.

MUSCOGEE CHEVROLET CO.
1501 FIRST AVENUE PHONE 100

WE RENT
Furniture

TO

Army Officers

HECHT CO.
115 TWELFTH ST.
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With a smile that promised to re-
ward him, she bade him in a soft
voice to put out the lights. The blood
rushed to his head. He obeyed till
the room was in darkness save for
the g I i t t e r of the lamp before the
ikon.

It may have been the glow on the
gentle head of the image that an-
noyed her. It may have been that

(Please turn to page 4)

We sell you a car and will
buy it back in nine months
and pay you cash for it. We
keep a nice line of Chevrolets
and Fords along with other
makes, on hand. Our new
car line is Pontiac, Oakland
and Franklins.

We are the largest used car
buyers in Columbus

McMURRIA'S
1125 - 6th Ave. Phone 2590
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HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

The Meat Grinder: What a useful
implement this is, "the meat grinder."
By its use we are able to cut the cost

of living, for with the aid of the grind-

er the cheaper cuts of meat are made

nutriitous and digestible. Just now it

will help to solve the problem of

lowering the cost of living that con-

fronts most of us. We all like meat

and especially beef. Beef steak is usu-

ally our ideal of the proper meat

when we can afford it. But these days

seldom is that ideal possible.
A well chosen piece of beef chopp-

ed in the grinder makes an excellent

substitute provided the meat is fresh

and the grinder is clean. Do you ever

look at the meat grinder used by

your meat market? At any up to the

MATA HARI

(Continued from page 3)

she thought even this faint light

would be dangerous to her confeder-

ates or might be reflected on the

window pane and confuse them as

they waited below. Or it may have

been a last caprice to test her power.

But as Rosanoff took her in his

arms, she detached herself and, point-

ed to the lamp.
In the gleam of the lamplight, her

face, looking up at him, the slender

column of her throat, one shoulder

from which the velvet had slipped,

were as if modeled after a Greek

statuette, but warmly so, like a mar-

ble with the glow of life breathed

into it.
All this Rosanoff worshipped with

his eyes for the lovely work of art it

was at the same time that he went

blank with astonishment at her re-

quest.
"The Madonna's Lamp?"
"Yes. Put it out," urged the dancer.

The light showed pale on his face

as he shook his head.
"Don't you understand it's a holy

lamp? I swore to keep it burning."

The understanding that the act

would be really dreadful to him, that

he would expect certain punishment

to follow, made her, if anything,

firmer. With an amazement that

matched his own, she inquired, "You

won't do that for me?"
"But why?" cried Rosanoff. "What

can the lamp matter? Why do you

ask me to?"
To this she replied inflexibly. "To

see if you love me as you say . ..

before honor .. .before God ...'
"I do, Mata-I do!"
"Then put it out," she said in a

softer tone.
He gave an -anguished groan. Mata

Hari almost regretted having started

the stupid duel. Particularly as time

was so short, the men must be wait-

ing impatiently in the cold, or even

worse, they might be on their way

up. She did hope that they would

have sense enough to listen for voices
before they made an attempt on the
door.

"But why-why?" he besought her
again.

Torn between her anxiety to get the
undertaking under way and her need
to add another victory to her score,
her voice came forth as a long-drawn
sigh. It sounded to Rosanoff like a

minute market you will probably find
that the grinder is well taken care of,
clean and in perfect condition. In the
careless market you will find that the
remains of the last grindings are left
in the machine unprotected from flies
and heat. During the hot weather it
takes only a short time for meat to
turn bad. The spoiled meat left in the
machine goes to the next customer,
whose meal is therefore disappoint-
ing, to say the least. The extreme
of the picture is, of course, food pois-
oning.

We advocate the use of hamburger,
but the customer is entitled to fresh,
clean meat cut in a machine that is
always clean and wholesome.

Customers should watch that meat
grinder.

sigh of passion wrung from her.
"I want to be sure."
"But I'll do anything-anything!"
"I'm going," said the dancer with

a quite unaffected finality, for she
did not dream that he would relin-
quish her.

And, indeed, after an instant, in a
sort of terror he murmured a prayer
and blew out the flame. She let him
carry her into the bedrom.

Her one thought was how to find a
way to advise her confederate of the
location of the portfolio. Not but what
they could not find it for them-
selves if they looked around, but
when they had so little time and were
obliged to work with such stealth,
every bit of aid she could give them
was precious. After her eyes had be-
come accustomed to the darkness, she
lued them to the not-quite-shut bed-

room door, trusting that some signal
would be given that she rni.ht heed,
or that her keen ears might catch
some slight noise, the click of a
latch perhaps. But-nothing-except
the whisper of Rosanoff's voice, mur-
muring endearments in the darkness.
How she would have liked to ask him
to be quiet!

At length, she had to take the
chance of taking it for granted that
the men had arrived and making
them understand.

In a clear voice, as loud as she
dared, she called out, "I left my
cigarette case on-the little stand-
in the other room. No ... never mind
. . . one of yours will do."

Her reward took the form of a faint
ring of light within the crack of the
aoor. A flashlight, she guessed. It
lingered for a couple of seconds. And
in that brief interim Mata Hari truly
realized how swiftly yet with what

intense slowness time could pass. It

was not that the dancer was in the

least afraid. On the contrary, she

had never been aroused to such a

pitch of exquisite, tingling aliveness
in which every nerve in her body
seemed to emit a spark of energy.
But all sorts of ideas had the time
to wing through her mind quite
slowly and forcefully, without hur-
rying in the least. Suppose Rosanoff
should be attracted by the suggestion
of light, too, in spite of her care?
Suppose she was unable to prevent
him from investigating. Would he
kill her, defend her or betray her? Not
betray her, of that she felt certain.

(To Be Continued)

PERSONALS
(Continued from page 2)

Friends of Mrs. W. R. Pearson will
regret to learn that she is ill in Wal-
ter Reed Hospital.

Capt. and Mrs. Michael E. Halloran
arrived on the Post, August 1st from
Fort Riley Kansas. Capt. Halloran
will report to the 24th Infantry for
duty.

Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Franklin L.
Whiteley have arrived on the Post
from Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. Col-
onel Whiteley has been assigned to
the 24th Infantry for duty.

Capt. and Mrs. Hamilton Thorn
have arrived at Fort Benning from
duty in Panama.

Lieut. Lon Smith, of the West Point
class of 1932, has arrived at the Post
for duty.

Lieut. and Mrs. George P. Howell
spent Sunday at Fort McPherson with
friends.

Miss Marion Fellows of Philadel-
phia is the house guest of Lieut. and
Mrs. Gerald Gabriel for a few weeks.

Lieut. and Mrs. Roland McNamee
arrived at Fort Benning, Thursday.
Lieut. McNamee will take the Com-
pany Officers' course this year.

Lieut. and Mrs. George E. Dewey
arrived on the Post Sunday from
West Point. Lieut. Dewey will take

the Company Officers' course this year.
Capt. and Mrs. George Beatty and

Miss Elizabeth Beatty have as their
house guests Mrs. Brown and Miss
Kate Beatty of Wilmington, N. C.,
and Miss Jane Corbett of Orlando,
Florida.

Capt. and Mrs. H. L. Harries have
as their house guest Capt. Harries'
sister, Miss Dorothy Loveland of
Sheridan, Wyoming.

PROGRAM TO BE PRESENTED
TONIGHT BY BIOGRAPHER

(Continued from page .1)
likely leader to establsh peace and
organization in that old, war-shocked
continent. That re-organization Dr.
Raffalovich assures his audience, is
highly desirable, the only alternative
being war and chaos.

While touring with Ben Blinov, Dr.
Raffalovich is also preparing a series
of articles on: "A Frenchman looks

at the South."
Benjamin Dimitri Blinov, born of

Russian Orthodox parents in Razan,
Russia, led a peaceful life until the
Revolution. His father was a priest
in the Orthodox church and "Benny,"
as he is known to his American
friends, sang in the choir. His father
was killed in the Revolution and he
,nd his mother fled with other refu-
-'ees. His mother dlied on the over-
land trip, leaving the twelve year old

boy.
Six years later he found himself

finishing High School in Harbin, Man-
churia, earning his own living by
odd jobs, and singing in cabarets
and choirs. He met missionaries who
told him of Emory University in At-
lanta, Georgia, was issued a "student's
visa" and then sang his way as he
went to Fusan, Korea, and Yokahama,
Tokio. Honolulu, across the Pacific,
and the continent. He reached At-
lanta and matriculated in 1928 at

Emory. He is now singing his way
through college.

His sympathetic interpretation of
the wild gypsy love songs, the blus-
tering marching songs of the Cos-
sacks and the melodious appearance,
affords a delightful experience, height-
-ned by his appearance in native Rus-
-i,qn costume.

The public is cordially invited to
attend the concert and lecture Friday
evening at eight o'clock at the Chase

Conservatory of Music.
Tickets are on sale in the office

of the Protestant Chapel in care of

Corporal W. H. Brewer, asssitant to
Chaplain Howard; at several stores
in Columbus and at the door of the

Chase Conservatory before 8 p. m.

MAJOR BADER GOES TO
NEW POST

(Continued from page 1)
Major Roger Williams as passenger
when his motor failed at a compara-
tively low altitude and he was com-
pelled to make a forced landing,
which was rendered doubly dangerous
by a telenhone pole which the wing
of the plane struck as it was land-
ing. Both occunants of the plane es-

caped serious injury.

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

REFLECTIONS ON THE PAY CUT

We have received the first of our twelve (we hope that it will be no more)

compulsory furlough plan pay checks. We had to notify our good friend,

Captain Perry in writing that we were alive on July 31st to get it but

we got it. The main question now is to decide to which of our creditors to

pass on the reduction.
We get little sympathy from our civilian friends, all of whom have

either taken salary cuts of considerably greater proportions or losses in

business which make our eight and one-third per cent cut seem trivial.

Occasionally we encounter some distraught and disgruntled business or pro-

"essional man who implies that there is a social injustice in the fact that

the Army loses only one month's pay while he hasn't made a cent in six

months. That is our cue to open up and remind him that he and his ilk

drew down more jack in the 1927-29 boom than a major of infantry makes

in ten years. We invite his attention to the fact that in the years of pros-

perity from 1922 to 1929 that he was sitting on top of the world while lieu-

tenants, captains and even magnificently compensated majors and colonels

were contending against increased living costs on a pay schedule based on the

commodity index of 1908. We tell him that the only time that the average

army officer has a chance to take up the notes he signs to pay for extra-

ordinary and emergency expenditures made during good times is during

a period of depression when it doesn't take every cent he gets to live in

a manner befitting his station. We further tell him that we are accepting

our cut with reasonably good grace, but that we object to having some one

whose chief complaint is that he has do drive the same old sixteen cylinder

Cadillac for two years, simply that our reduced pay check is a fine example

of governmental extravagance. Then, if he happens to be a pretty good friend

of ours, we tell him to take his grouch and go to hell. Not infrequently our

mild display of temper causes him to miss a two foot putt, thus offsetting to

some degree our inferior brand of golf.

WE TOLD YOU SO!!
"Of all sad words of tongue or pen,"

(Aw, finish it yourself)
On several occasions during June

and early July of this year we had
the temerity to comment on the exist-
ing stock market possibilities to a
few intimate friends of known gamb-
ling propensities whom we suspected
of having a few hundred dollars
stowed away in the old sock.

Our theme song was to the effect
that the current situations offered the
best gambling proposition ever pre-
sented to the great American come-
on public. The list was full of oppor-
tunities to buy issues which, in the
boom days of 1929 had sold between
fifty and a hundred and fifty, at less
than five dollars a share. Our con-
tention was that the chances that any
of the listed issues selling below par
would pass out of the picture entirely
were not over one to ten, whereas
the long, full possibilities offered
odds of ten, twenty, or even fifty to
one. As regards the market's quick
turn potentialities, we argued most
eloquently that the rebound from the
extreme depression lows would carry
many low priced issues to double
their current selling prices almost
overnight. In other words, we pointed
out a gambling opportunity that car-
ried only a remote chance of losing
the original stake, an excellent chance
of doubling it within the short space
of a couple of months, and a fair
prospect of a real killing if one chose
to play for the long pull.

Having thus enlightened our polite-
ly bored listeners, we informed them
that we had followed the market for
twenty-two years, that we had lost
a good deal more than we had made,
and that we were generally wrong on
predicted performances. We reiterat-
ed, however, that the current quota-
tions offered the best opportunity we
had ever known for a man with a
little cash and a little courage to make
a killing.

We are quite certian that no one
followed our suggestions. As a matter

of fact, we were not anxious that

anyone should. We have given buying

advice before (we charge nothing for

and down., sometimes with a trustingfriend riding them. We didn't even
act in accordance with our fixed opin-
ion, except in a very small way. In
extenuation of our failures to do so,

however, we feel compelled to state
that it was lack of cash rather than
lack of confidence that caused our
"native resolution" to "lose the name
of action."

Now, let us consider what has hap-
pened. Within one short month, any
number of low priced issues have
doubled and not a few that we yearn-
ed to purchase have trebled. Inter-
national Telephone and Telegraph,
which sold at 2 5-8 in June, touched
8 3-8 last Saturday; American Roll-
ing Mill was 3 and went to 10. Mont-
gomery Ward, which hit low of 3 1-2,
closed at 12 1-8 on Aug. 6. Warner
Pictures, which looked like a van-
ishing American at fifty cents a share,
has gone to 2 5-8. A fifty dollar bet
on that dubious cripple could be
cashed this morning for $250-not
bad, not bad!

In the devastated railroad field a
small and timely commitment might
have netted even more. Western Pa-
cific common went from 1-2 to 3 1-8;
Pere Marquette from 1 3-4 to 7 1-2;
Baltimore and Ohio from 3 3-4 to
9 5-8. Rock Island 6 per cent preferr-
ed from 2 to 9.

Or consider the Standard Oil issues

(who ever heard of a Standard Oil

Company going under?) which have

increased in price from seventy-five

to one hundred per cent. But what's

the use? Our intelligent readers and

their occasionally intelligent colum-

ist never get in at the bottom. Even

Chief Eagle-Eye Bradley, who pos-

sessed an uncanny genius for hitting

the approved solutions of Leaven-

worth problems right on the nose, has

been wrong on the stock market al-

most as often as we have. Military

genius and financial intuition seldom,

if ever, keep steady company. The

officers whom the pay cut affected

least are those who put their loose

change in savings banks or govern-

the service) only to see the issues ment banks.

(Please turn to page 5)
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THE FLARE
(Continued from page 4)

HOT WEATHER NOTICE
But for the weekly arrival of the

home town paper, which appears to
be holding up extremely well during
the dull summer months, when noth-
ing much happens and nobody cares,
anyway, we have had almost no con-
tact with Benning and its inhabitants,
What little we do hear from our spe-
cial field agents leads us to the start-
ling conclusion that the well known
hinges of hell are comparatively cool.
One of our few correspondents de-
scribes life along the Upatoi as fol-
lows:

"Benning still swelters under an
unremitting sun. With practically all
the 'talent' gadding about in search
of cooler climes, the place appears
moribund. The golf course and the
pool are still populous. Red Cum-
mings and I inhabit the former, rain
or shine. The girls, particularly those
addicted to one piece, sun-back, sun-
front, brassiere-type swimming en-
sembles pay court to the latter. The
summer bachelors sit in glum apathy

thru the stirring westerns and "se-
lected short subjects" of the local
talkie palace. Bitter battles are lost
and won on the relative torridity of
quarters. Thru some strange perversi-
ty of the human soul, those who find
that their vaunted temperatures is
several degrees below that claimed
by their neighbor, go away sullen and
disgruntled. They take it as a person-
al defeat."

The above will hardly qualify as
news among the suffering galley slaves
whom freak legislation has kept
chained to the oar, but it is rather
well put. Moreover, it will bring joy
to the faithful subscribers of the Her-
ald who happen to be enjoying cool
mountain and ocean breezes. Students
of obsolete theologies will recall that
such cheering boosters of the right-
eous and Godly life as Cotton Mather
and Jonathan Edwards, held firmly to
the tieo, y that the delights of the
saints resting on Abraham's bosom
were enhanced by the spectacle of the
tortured souls of the damned. Some-
thing of this perverted psychology
still clings to the race. We aren't en-
tirely free from it ourself.

RUBBER STAMPS

Columbus Office Supply Co.

24 Hr. Service

Phone 556

Full to the Brim

e -. that's the way
all our drinks are

0.. full of pep and
full of flavor!

Even our service
is full to the brim
of snap and ginger!

Soda Fount
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

83rd F. A.

SHRAPNEL BURSTS

The Battalion Athletic Officer re-

ceived the red bathing suits in time

to start swimming instruction last

Monday. Lt. Sherburne is getting

along nicely with this swimming

course and finds that many more men
can swim than he thought could do
6o. There are only about 8 per cent
who cannot qualify by swimming
fifty yards. These men will first be
taught to swim and then all of them
will be given some instruction in
diving, Red-Cross life saving and also
some help in perfecting certain
strokes.

The Personnel Adjutant left his
morning for his home in Kentucky.
tie will be gone for twenty days,
spending a few days with his brother
and friends in different parts of Penn-
sylvania. While he is gone this col-
umn will be written not as he wrote
it but as it should be written, we
hope.

The substitute officer in charge of
the battalion garden was relieved
Monday by the regular garden offi-
cer who recently returned from leave.
Now that our regular farmer is back
everything should run smoothly and
the vegetables will probably grow and
ripen over night. Too bad this offi-
cer had to be away and leave a sub-
stitute, who seemed to know nothing
about a garden, grew more weeds
than anything else and was unable
to please every one. Still marriage
and honeymoon are great events in
most everyone's life and one cannot
be doing duty at such a time.

BATTERY "C"

The higher element of NCO's has
completed the gunners exams. The
scores made were all above 98 per
rent which is very high considering
the difficulties of the exams. This
may look discouraging to the remain-
ler of the battery, however it is still
everybody's game to come in on the
$5.00 per month expert pay. Anyhow
practically everyone taking the ex-
ams ought to pass the 85 per cent
mark which makes him an expert, if
it is in name only. For those men
who did not go with us to Albany
on various hikes, it might be pleas-
ing for them to hear that the ex-
pert badge is worth fully $4.00 in
Albany. Our four Riverdrive mus-
keteers got their payday dates mixed
up, and started to celebrate payday
one day ahead of time. Rules and
regulations in Columbus are differ-
ent on paydays and the boys could
not be here when the pay formation
held in the battery. Anyhow they
will receive two pays the end of this
month.

The short-discharge epidemic has
now reached our battery too. So far
no one has succumbed, but when
even McKenzie has been affected by

the tropical sunstroke oratory it
-eems necessary to send out some mis-
sicnaries who can give the true facts
about those so-called southern para-
dises.

Dispensary Dope UI

All of the Medical boys are walk-
ing around on air, since Gilbert put
the 1st Bats on ice with a no hit no
run game last week. That was a game
to put down in history, in fact, it is
already down, we are glad the Pill
Rollers can get credit for the first
"No hit, no run game" played in Ben-
ning. All we need is a little team
work and the 2nd half will be ours.
Come on boys, step on the gas.

Sgt. Henery: "What is wrong with
your arm soldier; how did you cut
it?"

Corp. Heith: "A butcher knife
slipped up there and cut me."

Sgt. Henery: "I think you'd better
get a chain and fasten that knife up,
at nights."

Doctors say it is healthy for a per-
son to drink eight glasses of water
each day. I think all of the Dispensary
boys should be healthy, all we get to
drink over with "D" Co. is water.
It never runs out.

Maybe this should come under the
"Lost and Found." Any way we are
trying to find out what happened to

(Please turn to page 7) II
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ro enable us at all times to show the largest selection of new merchandise
we now offer you at unheard of low prices the balance of our new Spring

and Summer Clothing and Furnishings, priced lower than in 20 years. It

will av you to buy for the future.

Linen and Wash
SUITS

MOSTLY 2 PANTS
Regular

$10.00 .......
$12.50......
$13.75 ......
$15.00 ......
$17.50 ......
$20 & $22.50.

Now$ 6.95
$ 7.95
$ 8.95
$ 9.85
$11.85
$13.85

Regular$15.00
$19.50
$25.00
$27.50
$30.00
$35.00
$40.00

WOOLEN SUITSFOR FALL WEAR
Now$ 9.85

$12.85
$14.85
$15.85
$18.85
$23.85
$26.85

Linen INECKWEAR
KNICKERS Regular Now Regular Nom

N o w 5 0 c ........................- 3 7 c $ 1 .5 0 .................. 9 5 c
$1e65 65c ---------------------65c 43c $2.00 ............... $1.25

$1.00 ................. 69c $2.50 ................ $1.65

FINEST QUALITY
GLADSTONES & HANDBAGS

TROPICAL
WORSTED BATHING SUITS
SUITS Ladies' and Men's

Regular $20 and $22.50 Sold to

$ 1 4 .8 5 $3.50 , now .................. .. ............................. $ 1.79

Regular $25 and $27.50 Jantzen B. V. D.

$16.85 Suits
Regular $30 Bathing
$19.85 Sold to Sold to

Regular $35 $6.00 $9.50

$22.85 $3.85 $4.95
It will pay you to buy one of these suits.

TUXEDOS SNHwSHIRTS
Regular Now

$16.50 ................. $13.85 Manhattan and Wilson Bros.

$25.00 ................. $17.85Sol N to $1.50

$35.00-................$22.85 89c
$45.00 ................ $36.85 Collar Attached

$54.50 $39.85 White, Fancy and Solids
UI

PAJAMAS Now 2Pce UNDERWEAR
RegularNo

$1 & 1.25 ---------------------------- 79c Regular Now

$1.50 & $1.65 .------------.......... $1.15 35c ------------------------------------------------------------- . 27c

$1.95 ..................................-$1.45 50c ................................................................ 37c

$2.50 ---------------------------------- $1.75 75c -.-----------------------------------------------------------------57c

Regular $3 to $4 $1.00 -------------------------------------------------------------- 67c

$ 1 .9 5 $ 1 .5 0 .. .. .. .. . .. ... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. ... . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..- $ 1 .1 7

IIANCtrLCce.
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
Coming To Rialto This Week

Roncld Colmon in oamuel o,"o'iynsArrowsmith"

AT THE GRAND

SATURDAY, SUNI)AY AND M()NDAY: Presenting,
"A PASSP()RT TO1 tEI 4 ", with Warner ()land and Elissa
Landi. This is the story of a beautiful woman who marries a
young armiy officer to avoid imprisonment in a detection camip,
and later discovers that she is in love with his best friend.
Elrting to ease the motony and )oredome she faces in an Afri-
can jungle village, the wife of this officer finds herself in a
tight, to say nothing of dangerous predicament.

TU 1, SI)AY ANI) \V]'DNESDAY: Presenting, "TAXI",
with James Cagney in a role that fits him like a boxing glove.
He is supported by Loretta Young, George S. Stone and Guy
Kibbee. He's tough, but how you'll love him. You've got to
be handy with your mitts in the taxi game. Here you see the
red-headed wonder in a bigger hit than "BLONDE CRAZY".
He'll take you on hte most b)reathless ride you've ever experi-
enced .

AT THE RIALTO

NOW PLAYING: Presenting, "TWO-FISTED LAW",
With Tim McCoy. There's the devil to pay when dynamic Tim
rides for justice. They steal his ranch and frame him for rob-
bery and murders-but he outsmarts, outfights and outrides
them. He had his own law for outwitting his enemies. A real
thriller you'll enjoy from heginning to end. Not a dull moment.

SUNDAY ANI) MO)NDAY: Presenting, "ARROW-
SMTIt",with Ronald Colnanand Helen Hayes. This picture
is based on Sinclair Lewis' novel of the same title and carries
a moral to it that is sure to hold the interest of the movie-goers
locally. Since Mr. Lewis is one of the most eminent living
American novelists, with famous works like "Main Street",
"Babbitt" and "Dodsxworth" to his credit, most of his b)ooks
have been filmed at one time or another. But "ARROW-
SMITH' is the first picture made from a Levis novel which
the author has publicly approved.

TUESDAY O)NLY: Presenting. "TI]E Ii EKS I AI)
A WO(R1) V ()R 'illI\[M, headllining ina Claire and sul)l)o rted
by l)avid Manners. Madge Evans, Joan Blondell andl Lowell
Sherman. Froml the b)egitming--even fro)m the b~eginning of
the stage run--questio)ns ha\ve arisen as to) what it was the
Greeks had a \\ordl fo)r. lans will learn nu)w that the word is
'hetaera", meaning b)londles on the loo)se. ln fact, the (;reek
"hetaera'' and the mno(lern so-called "gold-digger'' appear to be
sisters undler the skin.

WEDNESDAY ANI) TIURSDAY: Presenting,
"WHILE PARIS SLEEIPS, with Victor McLaglen, Helen
Mack, William Bakewell nad Rita Roy. A picture in which
Paris tells its secrets. Paris after the last sightseer goes home.
There are exact replicas of actual hangouts and hideaways of
the famous Apaches-a Paris that has never before been
screened.

Royal Theater To
Reopen After 1st

Of Next Month
The Royal theater was closed Tues-

day night and will not be reopened
until Saturday, September 3, with a
midnight s ho w beginning at 11:15
p. m, according to City Manager
Shields of the Lucas and Jenkins
chain in Columbus.

While the local popular playhouse
is closed for the ensuing thirty days,
arrangements will be made for giving
the Columbus movie patrons one of
the best fall and winter picture pro-
grams that have been enjoyed here
in years.

Among the feature productions to
be shown in Columbus in the near
future are Marlene Deitrich in "Blond
Venus," the four Marx Brothers in
"Horse Feathers," Maurice Chevalier
and Jeanette MacDonald in "Love
Me Tonight," Harold Lloyd in
"Movie Crazy," Clark Gable and
Miriam Hopkins in "No Bed
of Her Own," "The Big Broad-
cast" featuring many of the leading
radio personalities, Marian Davies
and Robert Montgomery in "Blondie
of the Follies," George Raft and
Nancy Carroll in "Night After Night,"
Marie Dressler and Polly Moran in
"Prosperity," Buster Keaton in
"Speak Easily-" Laurel and Hardy in
"Pack Up Your Troubles," Clark
Gable in "China Seas," a picture
featuring John, Lionel and Ethel
Barrymore, Norma Shearer and Clark
Gable in "Strange Interlude" which
will be road showed, Norma Shearer
and Fredric March in "Smiling
Thru," Will Rogers in "Down to
Earth," Charles Farrell and Janet
Gaynor in "The First Year," Peggy
Shannon and Spencer Tracy in "The
Painted Woman," Tallulah Bankhead
and Gary Cooper in "Devil and the
Deep," Gary Cooper and Helen
Hayes in "A Farewell To Arms,"
Ralph Bellamy and Marian Nixon in
"'Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm,"
George Bancroft and Wynne Gibson
in "Lady and Gent," Jack Oakie and
a host of well known comedians in
"Million Dollar Legs," and many
others to be announced later. The
above are only a few of the pictures
to be released by Paramount, Metro
Goldwyn Mayer, and Fox. The feat-
ures to be released at an early date
by Warner Brothers, United Artists,
First National, R. K. 0. Radio, R. K.
0. Pathe, Universal, Columbia, World
Wide, the majority of which will be
shown in Columbus, will be an-
nounced later.I GRAND 1

"A PASSPORT TO HELL"

The plot of "A Passport to Hell,"
the Fox picture which began an en-
gagement of 3 days at the Grand The-
ater tomorrow, unfolds an unusual
and thrilling romance set in the wilds
of Africa.

It tells the story of a woman em-
bittered by hate, who marries a youth-
ful army officer to save herself from
imprisonment in a detention camp.
It tells how, after he has left her in
the solitude of a shack-like, insect-
infested home on the edge of the
jungle, she finds real love for the
first time in her life with a fellow-
officer of her husband.

Elissa Landi portrays the leading

Joe E. Brown, who will appear in the
"Tenderfoot.,' soon to come to the

Grand Theater.

Original Cove redl
Wagon Used In
MakingPicture

There were plenty of covered wag-

ons around Hollywood some years

ago, but nowadays Samuel Goldwyn's

production staff had difficulty in find-
ing an authentic specimen when they
needed it for the opening sequence
of "Arrowsmith," the picturization of
Sinclair Lewis' novel, which comes to
the Rialto Theater on Sunday and
Monday. Eventually they had to bor-
row a real covered wagon which had
actually crossed the plains in '49 and
now stands on permanent exhibition
in front of the Santa Barbara Mission
in Santa Barbara, Califoria.

There was some doubt at first that
the old veteran would be able to run
long enough to get the film taken,
but axle-grease and new tries rejuve-
nated it to such an extent that it
would probably be able to cross back
again to the East tomorrow.

Ronald Colman plays the role of
the crusading young doctor in this
United Artists picture version of "Ar-
rowsmith," supported by Helen Hayes,
Richard Bennett and A. E. Anson.

role and gives the best performance
of her screen career. She has a part
that is perfectly fitted to her splendid
emotional abilities. She is particularly
effective in her romantic scenes, but
scarcely less so in other spots demand-
ing the quality of acting of which she
is mistress.

Paul Lucas gives a sincere portrayal
of the other man and Alexander
Kirkland is at his best in a sympa-
thetic role. Warner Oland, minus his
almost traditional Oriental make-up,
appears in a role that he handles
with his usual finesse. Others deserv-
ing mention are Donald Crisp, Earle
Foxe and Vera Morrison, a little ne-
gin girl playing the part of a native
servant.

The pi(-ture was intelligently dire-
ted by Frank Lloyd and the scenic
effects are little short of amazing.

*4.

I Makers of Fine Printing Plates

WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.
I44 Ae

Atlanta, Georgia 44.
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Stanton's Lunch Car
C. J. STANTON, Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY OUR STEW

Phone 29 1638-2nd Ave.

WE DELIVER

Maxwell Optical Co.
1. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

Grand
SAT.-SUN.-MON.

A PASSPORT1
TO H/L,,

Elissa Paul

LANDI" LKAS
O VX P I CT U R E A- N -

NOVELTY-- NEW/S I
TUES.-WED.

JAMES CAGNEY

In

"TAXI"
With

LORETTA YOUNG - Guy KIBBEE
GEO. STONE

COMEDY- NOVELTY- NEWS

THUR.-FRI.

JOE E. BROWN
In

"Tenderfoot"
A Roar in Laughs

NOVELTY - CARTOON - NEWS

Coming
"REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK

FARM"

RIALTO
NOW PLAYING

TIM McCOY
In

"TWO-FISTED LAW"
Plus COMEDY
Chapter No. 6

"THE AIR MAIL MYSTERY"

SUNDAY-MONDAY

"ARROWSMITH"
With

RONALD COLMAN - IELEN HAYES

--Added-
SOUVENIR - NEWS

TUESI)AYTUESDAY
They came to Broadway to have
their "Breaks" re-lined with Gold!

"THE GREEKS HAD A
WORD FOR THEM"

With INA CLAIRE, Joan Blondell,
Madge Evans, Lowell Sherman,
)avid Manners.

PICTORIAL - COMEDY

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Its as shocking as Paris itself!

'While Paris Sleeps"
With

VICTOR MCLAGLEN - HELEN MACK

-Also-
COMEDY-NO VELTY-NEWS

Admissions 10c . 15c - 25c

I

I I
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"DISPENSARY DOPE"

(Continued from page 5)
Griffin's girl after he gave her the
forty dollar watch. Griffin is the big
shot around the Dental Clinic.

Pvt. A. M. Smith of the 1st Tanks:
"Say, Alsup, what all have you fel-
lows got over there in that big build-
ing? I want to come over and take
a look." As Smith passed by the
dressing room he closed his eyes,
next he saw the Medical Inspector's
office, ran up stairs, sat down in the
dentist chair and asked for a hair cut
and shave. It's hard to say what that
boy might have done if Lt. Gabriel
hadn't given him gas then and there.

Things are mighty still around the
Dispensary since Red Davis went
away.

This may sound bad and in fact
it is bad. Our Sammie left here Sat-
urday afternon and stayed out all
night. Some one said they saw him
,over in Ala. at the Marathon dance.
Then, Sunday, he made a quick get-
away for Manchester, we sure would
like to find out what is calling him
up there. Could it be the same blond?

Boyce Real Estate
Company

Rentals - Insurance

Let us help find you a home

Phone 3838

19-13th Street

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GLO GIA
A Citizen Wherever We Serv

1330 Broadway

R. M. Harding, Manager

SDRIVE A

Roving Minstrel hits Chesterfield Trail,

Arthur Tracy. the "Street Singer"

When Arthur Tracy, "The Street international." Arthur Tracy finds
Singer", (aptly described as a melody genuine enjoyment in singing and
vagabond) stepped before the micro- thousads of radio fas have written to
phone in Chesterfield's "Music That say that they feel the singer's pleas.
Satisfies" hour, Tuesday night, Aug- ure. "You sing as though you love
ust 9th, at 10:00 o'clock (E. D. T.), it," they say. Tracy attributes his
a voice and character of exceptional popularity as the Street Singer to this
interest was brought to the coast- gift of sharing his enjoyment with his

to-coast radio audience. radio audience.

Tracy began singing when but a boy His hobby is collecting songs and of
of six years. Born in Philadelphia these he has more than 6,000 in many
twenty-seven years ago, it was his de- languages-German, Polish, Pussian,
light as a child to stage impromptu French, Italian, Spanish, and others-
recitals in the yard of his father's even Greek.

home, and the clear, strong, young His personal tastes are simple. He
voice earned many a penny from ap- is fond of the country, enjoys horses
preciative neighbors. and dogs and rowing, prefers to drive

So great is the range of his voicr his car himself, and is a hard worker
that he is frequently asked whether at the one job that counts with him-
he is a tenor or a baritone and for his music. He does not want to be
this question Tracy has a reply of his thought of in any other terms. "I can
own "I am a 'baritenor'." And be- say it best," he declares, "in American
cause he sings in twelve languages, slang: I'm just a guy who likes to
with the accent of a native in each, sing."

thousands of radio fans have written to Mr. Tracy will sing every Tuesday
at 10:00 (E. D. T.) for Chesterfield's

nationality. His usual reply is, "I'm "Music That Satisfies" program.

29th Infantry
Well, here we are, the grand old

Headquarters Company, all settled
down to do a year's work, under the
newly assgned Company Commander
and Company Officers, which we hope
will be an outstanding phase in the
history of the 29th Infanry. With all
our new equipment, good chow, and
cooperative group of men, we feel that
we are on the way to bigger and

HEADQUARTERS CO., FIRST BN.
Good morning everyone. We are

glad to be back with you again for a
few brief minutes to relate our last
escapades. Everything has been more
or less "humdrum" for the past few
weeks-oh, you know the feeling!
Most of the men in the company are
on special duty and that makes things
seem a whole lot more monotonous.

The communication platoon has re-
cently completed the job of painting
the squadroom ceiling and from the
looks of the place it seems that the
painting detail tried mighty hard to
adorn the wall with grotesque illustra-

higher standards which are prized so tions depicting scenes from the paint-
highly by the 29th Infantry.

To start with, we are represented
in the Special Units baseball team by
four of its outstanding members,
namely: Cpl. Hayes, Cpl. LaBonte,
Pfc. Easley and Pfc. Chastain. These
men bring the glory of sportsmanship
not only to our company and our
team but to themselves individually.
"Dock" Easley seems to be especial-
ly interested in publicity for our local
papers, maybe those bus checks he has
been issuing out help to promote that,
but any way he is worthy of the praise.

On the recent inspection of masses
we held second place in the Post and
we are making a big fight for that
first place.

We Offer The Services Of Our
RENTAL DEPARTMENT

To all incoming officers to assist them in getting
pleasantly located for the coming school year.

FLOURNOY REALTY COMPANY
(REALTORS)

Owners and Exclusive Agents for
WILDWOOD COURT APARTMENTS

3 Phones 465 1209 Broadway

ing "Sunrise" or "The Moonlight
Scene", the latter being the most pop-
ular inasmuch as the spots stand our
on red brick like cats' eyes on a dark
night. Now you tell one!

We haven't anything to say about
the intelligence platoon right at the
present time but believe me when we
do dig up some dirt-watch your step!

Now after shooting the bull we will
get down to business and tell you the
news.

Privates first class Malphus, Altom
and Turner have been discharged per
expiration term of enlistment and
have "taken off" for parts unknown.
You had better stay with us boys; we
will enjoy your company for another
term.

COMPANY "B"

Sweet army life, sweet army life,

Oh, how we love thee so;
'Cause we have no home in this wide

world,
No other place to go.

Sometimes you'll hear a growler sigh,
"When I get out I'm goin away;

But when he draws that final he'll say,
"Gim'me the bonus, I'm here to

stay".

(Please turn to page 9)

FOR SALE
Pretty home, $100.00 down. $27.50
per month, like rent. On Fort
Benning road. Also bargain in
building lots.

F. FRIEDMAN
1027 Broadway

WATCH, CLOCK AND JEWELRY
REPAIRINC

Special Discount to Army People
ALL WORK GUARANTEED I

PEKOR JEWELRY CO.
Muscogee Club Bldg. 1221 Broadway

- 'I-

CONGRATULATIONS
TO

First Sergeant NORBERT L. CRAINE
In being the first owner of a 1932 model Austin

at Fort Benning.

ODOM-WILLIS COMPANY
Authorized Dealers

SALES and SERVICE
1328 First Ave. Phone 3174

RENT LIBRARY
New Books Greeting Cards Office Supplies

GENERAL BOOK STORE SERVICE

WHITE BOOK STORE
14 12th Street

CO.
Renting

Special attention given Fort Benning Officers
Kindly call and let us assist you in

getting located
Office, 12th Street

B. H. HARRI S
Phones 250-251

co.

AN ANNOUNCEMENT
To the general public that likes good eats and wants

something new and only the best.

WE HAVE BOUGHT

SETZLER'S LUNCH ROOM
Located on the Benning Road near Bull Creek. Our

aim is to give you something new and pleasing in din-
ners, sandwiches, etc., and we believe that, though we
are newcomers" our culinary art will serve as an in-
troduction.

-SPECIAL NOTICE-

After August 15th we will be ready to serve our
famous

Chicken Dinners Steak Dinners Filet Mignon
with Waffles with fried mushrooms Ala Stanley

Ala Stanley, as our chefs have cre-
ated it, is famous wherever good food

is appreciated.

Hot Toasted Sandwiches
Ice Cream

French Drip Coffee
Cigars and Cigarettes

Plenty of Parking Space-Instant Service-Open
Until Midnight

BERGER LINDH, Mgr.

Member American Legion-Disabled Veterans of the World War

FREE
We need a name-and we ask you to help us name

our restaurant.

To the person sending us the most appropriate name
we will give absolutely FREE-two tickets to your fav-
orite show. Remember in submitting a name, that our
restaurant is a meeting place for all the boys. Address
BERGER LINDH, Proprietor, c-o The Benning Herald

B. H. HARRIS

V-8
YOURSELF

And Be Convinced

BURRUS
MOTOR CO.
Authorized Ford Dealers

1216-22 First Avenue

PHONE 3500

BOB MATTHEWS

Fort Benning Representative

- -ow - - - - --
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SWBERNARD B. SWAYZE, Editor

Godwin Puts Bug On Smith In 7th tnza
Tetherton Laces
Harp In Semi-Go
Of Benning S h o w

Bob Godwin, Georgia's latest light-
heavy glove sensation, proved con-
clusively that he is of championship
contender timber by handling Walker
(Cyclone) Smith, of Benning, as
though he were an infant and then
stopping him in the seventh round,
in the feature event at Doughboy
stadium, Tuesday evening.

Smith heard the doleful ten toll
for the second time in his career.
With both eyes practically closed, his
face sore and swollen, he dropped
into the resin after Godwin had fol-
lowed a barrage of blows to the face
with a sharp, dynamic left hook to
the chin that sent Smith's mouth-
piece spiralling from the ring among
the spectators in the fourth row at
the ringside.

The "Cyclone" was game-no mis-
take about that. He fought the same
type of fight that had proven too
good for a long string of boys in the
last several years. He crouched, went
into a shell and came out with round-
house rights on the breaks. Two such
swings grazed Godwin's head. A
dozen missed their ever shifting tar-
get by fully twelve inches.

It was simpy a case of science
overwhelming the slugging type of fis-
tic competition. If Godwin was breath-
ing hard when the fight ended, it
could not easily be detected. You
might have confused him with a danc-
ing master. He glided about the ring,
hooked with a two-handed attack
and was out of harm's way when
"Cyclone" blew his force into thin
air. The most beautiful tactics were
employed by Godwin occurred during
the numerous clinches. He performed
the feat of pinning Smith's potent
right to his side and worked his
own trip-hammer right to the face a
half a dozen times before the referee

pried the men apart.
The soldier was plainly confused.

For one thing, he couldn't keep track W hat a Man!
of his tormentor because he couldn't
see him through almost closed op-
tics. For five rounds Godwin aggra-
vated and wore the doughboy down
with sharp rights and lefts to the
face that rattled like rain. In the
sixth he followed his tremendous lead

by opening up with that stinging left
and countering with a right that was
almost as good. He hooked one to
Smith's face in that round that caused
the Louisiana "Cyclone's" knees to
buckle. From then on it was simply
a case of measuring the soldier off
for the killing which occurred early
in the following round.

Three thousand soldiers and civil.
ians marveled at the ease and grace
with which Godwin polished off a
tough boy who has stood his ground
with such men as Maxie Rosenbloom,
Battling Bozo and Tony Cancella.

The semi-final, in which Rip Teth-
erton, Benning, won a gruelling eight
round decision over Jackie Harp, of
Warm Springs and self-styled welter
champion of the South, was one of
the most gory and glorious battles
ever seen on the reservation. This
writer is compelled to retract previous
written accounts of Harp's showing Here you are folks! A closeup of
against Blondy Parker in view of his Jim Bausch, University of Kansas
splendid performance against doughty student and the world's greatest all
Tetherton. The Warm Springs boy around athlete. This picture was made
was accorded a rousing ovation as as the decathlon champion rested
he left the ring. He ended the last between events at the Olympic Games.
two rounds with his face a crimson Bausch's performance surpassed alltwo ouns wih hs fce acrison in the history of the games.
mask that shed its color to his op-
ponent and the referee, Lieutenant for the remainder of the battle. He
Johnson. even had Rip riding backward at

Harp sank to his knees twice in times. Jackie absorbed a horrible lac-
the third round under a fusilade of ing but demonstrated to the most
rights and lefts to the head. He was skeptical that he has that certain
up at nine after the first knockdown something that successful men of the
and was resting through the count prize ring must possess-gameness.
when the bell sounded shortly after Frank Mackery, of Benning, was
he had been floored a second time. awarded a decision over Dynamite
Seconds worked furiously with him Dunn, of West Point, in the six
during the rest period and had re- round main preliminary. Both boys
vived him considerably when the appeared fat, slow and tired from
gong sounded, signalizing the beginning the second round on. They embraced
of the fourth spasm. Harp surprised every second and Mackery slid a
everybody by becoming the aggressor thousand punches harmlessly off

ACKLE
( To Hook The Big Ones.

To Hold Them When
You Hook Them.

That's what you need and
that's what you get here!

Athletic Department
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga.

"It Pays to Trade at Your Post Exchange"

Back Your Statement...
With A Photograph!

Then you've proof for the "wise
guy" that you really caught that
big one! But, of course, be sure
to leave your films at the Main
Branch or 29th Inf. Branch for
us to develop!

Don Johnson's Studio

Dunn's shoulders in a vain endeavor
to connect while the West Point boy
held on for dear life. It was a tame,
uninteresting bout..

Jack Darby, of Columbus, a brother
of Lester Darby, received a decision
over Ghost Ghastly, of Benning, af-
ter four heated rounds. The verdict
was very unpopular-and rightfully
so. This scribe believed, and many
others believed, that the worst Ghast-
ly deserved was a draw. One of the
judges was soundly booed for the
rest of the evening.

Charlie White, of Columbus, and
Spot Webb, of Benning, fought four
rounds to a draw. Webb walked away
with White in the first round but
Charlie came back to hold his own
very masterfully. He ripped Webb's
right eye and this bothered the sol-
dier.

Lightning Lige, of Benning, took a
decision over Chero Pete, of Colum-
bus, in the four round curtain raiser.
There was nothing spectacular about
this bout but both boys were willing
and threw plenty of leather during
their stay in the spotlight.

Captain Phillip T. Fry, post ath-
letic officer, proved conclusively-
once again-that he used excellent
judgment in the arrangement of fight
cards. This fact was demonstrated by
the attendance and the calibre of
bouts shown. It is certainly a relief
to be able to see a jam up show like
the one presented Tuesday night for
it tends to raise the public's confi-
dence in boxing and those connected
with it.

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 13

Official Scorer
Komments Kutely
On Behalf Of Umps

By A. DURDEN

Umpires Dennis and Wolfe have
been officiating at Gowdy Field for
the past two seasons. During this itme
they have been called every name
known to the irate fan within the
boundary of the English language.
There is really no telling what moni-
kers have been applied in Polish.
Giddish and other foreign tongues.
Whatever grievance a player may
have, he usually works out his feel.
ing on the ump. The fans glower
down on the ump from the stands and
beg for his blood.

In the meantime Dennis and
Wolfe take the field each afternoon,
withstand the torturing rays of a
midsummer sun, take all the abuse
thrown their way, give their decision
to the best of their ability and sel-
dom ever murmur or show any sign
of resentment over the many nice
boquets thrown their way.

If there is a heaven, (and we know
there is) surely there will be a little
restful spot reserved for the um-
pires where the raving fan and rabid
player cannot disturb their rest in the
sweet forevermore.

During the second half of the base-

Tannerhill Stars
Again As Tanks
Holds Swim Meet

The Second Battalion, 29th Infan-
try and the Tanks have already com-
pleted their swimming meets, prepara-
tory to the post competiiton to be
held in the near future. Good ma-
terial was uncovered in each meet
for the battalion to enter the com-
petition.

The Second Battalion held their
meet Saturday, July 6th, with Com-
pany "G" placing first. Company "E"
was second, with "F" bringing up in
third place. The races for this meet

(Please turn to page 9)

ball season quite a few fans have
been getting a big kick seeing Kjel-
strom and his crew take several lac-
ings. In fact several of the games
have been lost when the teamwork
of the Kellys would go to pieces.
These fans will laugh the other way
in another season. With the first
half tucked away the Kellys are ex-
perimenting and building. Every
game in which they take part few
players complete the game, substi-
tutions are sent in every inning and
naturally there is no teamwork. It
is not a case of the Kellys going to-
pieces, it is just a case of building.

and preparing for another ieason.

Announcement
NOW IN EFFECT

-DAY TIME-

Anywhere in city limits-
1 or 5 passengers...............--------------------.............

-NIGHT PRICES-

-After 7 P. M.

Anywhere in city limits-
1 or 5 passengers...................-----------------------...

Remember we do not charge for extra passengers. The
only Cab Co. in the city carrying liability and property
damage insurance. Bonded drivers-insured cabs-every
passenger insured.

61 1-PHONES-612

Red Bird Cab Co.
W. D. WALLS, Mgr.

F ALT-n:
Are you sure of your

car before you start?

If you aren't then it's

time for you to let us

have it!

Automobile Department
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga.

"It Pays To Trade At Your Post Exchange"

r pg
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To The Army-
ADVERTISERS IN THIS PAPER

Are especially prepared to serve army personnel. To purchase from
them will be profitable to you-and don't forget to mention

THE BENNING HERALD

OUT ON THE RIVER ROAD
Play 18 Holes For Less Than $1.00

Rental on Clubs 25c

Ball 10c to 55c

Caddy Fee (9 holes) 20c

mI

ON WITH THE DANCE. 0 0

Everybody Else is There! Why Aren't You?

Ic Ycu NeedTires.!
We Invite You To Buy

TIRES and TIBES
ON OUR

EASY PAYMENT PLAN
AS MANY BENNING AUTO OWNERS ARE

DOING. NO RED TAPE. ONLY SMALL DOWN
PAYMENT AND BALANCE TO SUIT YOUR OWN
CONVENIENCE.

UNITED OIL CORPORATION
Phone 1800 1215-21 First Ave.

TANKERS AND SECOND BN.
HOLD SWIM MEET

(Continued from page 8)
were not timed, but brought out
much speed in the competiion.

The Tankers held their meet yes-
terday afternoon, with a fair attend-
ance. Tannehill of Headquarters com-
pany was first in the individual
scores, taking three first places.
Company "E" won first place for the
company competition, flashing many
newcomers to the ranks of the swim-
mers.

Many new swimmers were shown
in the Second Battalion meet, with
their prospects being bright to win
in the post meet. The Twenty Ninth
Infantry will hold their swimming
meet on September 20th, with three
battalions participating. The second
Battalion is favored t owin this meet.

Good time was turned in by the
Tank swimmers, with Tannehill slat-
ed to take honors in individual score
for the post meet. This boy can swim,
and no foolin'. His distance swim-
ming is nothing short of phenomenal.

came last Sundav morning and defeat-
--d them bv the score of 5 to We
have a scheduled aame with Acme
Laundry of Columbus next Sunday
morning.

Our Section Indoor Baseball Leagus
wound un with the First Section, First
Platoon leading with the percentage
of .800. Thev won 4 games and lost
one. Just can't beat this fellow. 'Goat'
Farmer 4 when he's right. And the
troble for the rest of the teams seems
to he that he's always right.

We have had quite a number of
men to be discharged during the past
few days. They are all reenlisting
without furlough, the reason being
that we're on the range and that
extra $5.00 or $3.00 means plenty.

DRINK...

I

I-

DIMON COURT APARTMENTS
PARTLY OR COMPLETELY FURNISHED, MODERN EQUIPMENT

REASONABLE RATES
Call 470, your renting agent or our Superintendant, Mr. Trussell

at Apartment house, Phone 3062, Residence 4406-W.

IN A NEW LOCATION

Nearer To You!

Now at 10th St. and 10th Ave.

Just two blocks north of the bus line!

763 Hours Today!

Ala.-Ga. Marathon Dance
Benning Personnel Cordially Invited

0

Look at it from all angles

... why SHOULD you re-

ceive less when Franklin

offers you...

29TH INFANTRY
(Continued from page 7)

We do not have to steal or snob,
'Cause we get our chow from "Snag"

and Bob,
We get our coffee, beans and cheese.

Man! What an outfit is Company B.
Audy C. Brady.

The company has completed a very
successful range and musketry season
and is now parading the various guard
posts to the tune of "The General
Orders".

The last musketry problem on Sack-
et Hill will long remain in the mem-
ories of many men as a very "warm
number"-a counterpart of that dread-
ful second day on the Americus hike.
Now that it is over we look back on
a hard but fruitful period in the train-
ing of a Doughboy.

Pvt. Harrv Rivers was discharged
recentlv. He is reviewing the for-
gotten beauty of the old farm for a
while before winding his way to new
fields of action. Good luck, Harry.

COMPANY "G"
The range season with the week of

nrelirinarv is well begun. Jawbone
for a few davs and the "A" group will
be in the midst of record.

The target season has found new ac-
onisitions to the Company in the way
of officers as well as men. The last
turnover from the Recruit School
brought "G" Comnanv thirteen new
recruits from a variety of different
branches of the service. Lindsey
comes from the Hawaiian Islands-
Holland from the Quartermaster and
Mullenix from the Artillery.

A loss which the company will sure-
lv feel is the loss of Captain Wimberly
from comman d of "G" Comnanv. His
new duty .l qur Re-imental Adjutant
will be watohed with pride by "G"
Company with the hone that his new
duties will be as pleasant as our prior
service was with him.

Cominq to us hi-blv recommended
as our 'ew companv commander is
Cantain DePass. who during the past
year attended the Infantry School. We
hone that the vigoroi cooneration
tendered to Cantain Wimherlev will
eontinue for Captain DePass in his
new undertaking.

Congress has contributed its nart in
increasing the personnel of "G" Coin-
nany, by ordering the 1932 Class from
the Academy to report for duty at
their respective Posts. As a result
Lieutenants Britt. Gilmer. and Smith
have joined us. A cordial welcome is
extended to them by ,he company.

C OMP ANY "IT"
We've finally developed a baseball

team in the cormny that's hard to
beat. We ulaved Service Company a

FRANKLIN SAVINGS & LOAN CO.
We Appreciate Your Account

Either Borrowing or Saving.

Phone 2766Cor. 13th St. and 1st Ave.
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Percent on Savings

Complete Adequate Pro-

tection
0

Personal Service.
0

Unmatchable Reliability.
0

A Unique Plan of Manage-

ment.
0

Convenient Terms.
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I.S. D.
The last half of the Intra-Murial lea-

gue penant race looks like a bunched ..
affair with the Greencords holding a
first position place. There is no reas- "
on why we should not go all the way
down the stretch up in front and then
come through to break the tape.

Mickey McCarthy is working like a
big leaguer behind the platter this
season. It is Mickeys best year in
several seasons. Grady Tolle is also
his old self again. If that good right
wing of Tolle's will just hold up we .
are sitting pretty. Zuke will also .... X
turn in some ball games. He was alittle wild in his last start but he has *.>

got plenty of stuff.
What we really need is base hits.~

Give this layout a shower of base hits

and the pennant will be brought home
at the end of the season. But some-
body will have to start swinging the
willow to collect these said base hits.

Sam Stuart, Pop Heckert, Tanks
Grantham, Mickey McCarthy a n d
others have been swinging bats for
years, it is time that they began hitting

the old nugget.

Snappy Bennett is reported to have

taken a corner out of the stock market
during the recent flurry. Guess
Snappy will be rubbing noses with
the Morgans, Fords, Mellons, Rocke-
fellers and other big hots i the near
future.

24th Infantry
COMPANY "C"

Private lcl Norman Harding has

completed his term of enlistment and
is contemplating taking a furlough
in the near future to his home in
New Orleans.

Oh, Yeah, about the baseball-
Well, it looks as though we will be
out of the Pennant Race for this year,
but, wait, in just a few more days
we'll be out after scalps in the Bas-
ket-ball series.

Crider: "I want to marry a woman
with money."

Bess: "That's what you'll have to
have to get her."

1st Sgt. Curtis spent the week end
visiting in Atlanta. He reports many iiii
interesting places which he visited, iiii!i~!i.

and hopes to make another trip there
when the opportunity presents itself.
Looks as if a certain western city will
lose a native.

It's alright for you to go fishing
with us Ragsdale, but, from now on
you need not expect us to take your
catches off your line-How far from
a creek did you live when you were
a boy?

T e ... -e ....

.. . .. .

Y irst IN ational

Bank
Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Resources Over $2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning HEREVER y buy CHESTERFIELDS on land or
Personnel Solicited W on-H e a, you b u sT Er e Ls o u a me by

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORYVY on sea, you get them just as fresh as if you came by
our factory door-have one if you will, I think you will find
that they are milder-that they taste better.

HomeSavings I have noticed that CHESTERFIELDS are made right-.
Bank not hard and soft; no flabby cigarettes--each one well-filled.

"The White Bank" They are the right size to smoke cool and comfortable.
Capital --------- $100,000.00
Surplus ----------- 65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com- -
pounded semi-annually.e 

._/Short term Certificates of Deposit
issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the
CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

CLUB
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290 @ 1932. LIGGrETT & MYERS TOBACCO Co.

Fort Benning Representativ:

i I...

Fridnv- Anonro--at 11 W19

..........
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Benning
Briefs

The "Uplift Idea' so often the butt

of jokes, has received a death blow

in the Officers' Club. Lt. Dowdall

reports that the fair patrons of the

Beauty Parlor have complained about

the type of magazine which is sup-

plied them, particularly for use while

they are under the dryer. As one

young lady remarked:

"What we want is movie maga-

zines." Something that will interest

U S. "

It seems as though the Secretary's
attempts to provide the "better class"
of literature are doomed to an early
failure.

Why the young ladies particular-
ly want the magazines which so
charmingly depict our screen heroes
and heroines is a matter of conjec-
ture. Do they want to look at the
handsome young men or the beauti-
ful young actresses? Do they believe
in the power of suggestion, and hope
that they might possibly gain inspira-
tion from the well-posed and well-
beautified beauties of the silver
sheet? Or do they just want to look
at pictures? If it's the latter, why
don't they read the National Geo-
graphic Magazine? Figure it out for
yourself.

* * *

Then there's the officer who asked
the Club's attendant for "rat-trap
cheese." The attendant had never
heard of it, but the officer insisted
on this particular variety. He tried
"swift" cheese ("Swiss" seems to be
beyond his pronunciatory powers)
and all the other unheard of cheeses
he could think of but none were ac-
ceptable. Finally he referred his case
to the Secretary who directed him to
supply the customer with "plain, Am-
erican, garden variety of cheese."

T. N. T. is no good for filling
wells. That was the opinion express-
ed by one of the officers who is en-
d-aged at that task at the present
time. Blasting powder--dynamite-or
almost anything else--but trinitroto-
luene--no sir! What with horses fall-
ing down the abandoned wells and
niembers of the Company Officers'
Classes using thenm as (unexpected)
concealment, the post authorities have
decided that they are too great a
menace to the personnel of the post,
hence the demolition.

Chalolain John F. Monahan, Catho-
lic Chaplain, at Benning, is now a
major, having received official notifi-
cation of his promotion to that rank.
Father Monahan has made a great many
friends at Benning by his energetic
work at the Chapel, as has Chaplain
Willis T. Howard and his staff at the
Protestant Chapel. As a matter of
fact, it would be hard to find a post
whose religious needs are more care-
fully taken care of.

And then we have the instruction
in the saving of the physical end of
lives. The last course in life-saving
for this year is now being held at
Russ Pool. This course, which is
used to instruct enlisted men in the
art of life-saving, covers a variety of
subjects-the 4-mile swim, free style,
the back and side stroke, a front
dive and the retrieving of objects
from eight feet of water.

(Please turn to page 10)

Improvements At
Officers' Club
Are Under Way

In connection with the work of the
Economy Board, and in an attempt
to carry out the ideas of the officers
composing the board, the Officers'
Club is now undergoing several
changes in preparation for the com-
ing social season of Benning. The fa-
cilities for handling dances and par-
ties of members of the club and their
guests and for supplying meals for
the students of the 1932-33 classes are
being expanded, so as to make the
work of the Club more comprehensive
in these fields.

The principal improvement being
made is the partial remodeling of
the old building so that the weekly
supper dances, which are held each
Thursday night during the season,
may be more easily held there. Lt.
Harry G. Dowdall, Secretary of the
Club, said recently that the use of
the old building for these dances
will enable the officials to reduce the
cost of entertaining, and consequent-
ly there will probably be a much
greater response. The dances held
last year were almost invarably over.
subscribed, the maximum number
permitted being, 140, while the Club
will be able to accommodate about

200 this year.
The grill, which is used to a large

extent by officers of the classes for
their noonday meal, will be enlarged
by the addition of about ten feet of
space to the front end, occupying the
space where the porch formerly was.
When this addition is completed,
those officers, numbering about thirty,
who formerly had their lunch at Big-
lerville Hall, will be accommodated
in the Grill and Biglerville will be
closed until the coming of the Na-
tional Guard and Reserve Officers'
Classes.

The reading room will probably
be converted into a secondary Grill-
room for use during the dinner dances
and, with the increased space in the
Grill, will permit the use of the en-
tire central floor for dancing. The
orchestra stand is being raised to al-
low increased space for the dancers,
yet still provide as nearly perfect
acoustics as possible.

All these changes, together with the
almost total elimination of elaborate
formal affairs is expected by the
management of the club to greatly
decrease the cost of entertaining es-
pecially for those who give dinner
parties at the club for their friends,
as has been the custom. The ventila-
tion system of the main dance floor

will be improved, so as to keep the
dancers as cool as possible, and the
Secretary is now working on a plan
to provide for open-air dances, if
these prove feasible, during the early
Fall season.

Major Howland and Capt.
Horan Leave Fort

Two well-known Fort Benning of-
ficers departed from the post for
duties at other stations.

Maj. William A. Howland, a gradu-

Afishing Bound-Not for Votes

With his campaign for re-election safely launched, President Hoover dug out
his old clothes, rods and reels and, with a few close friends, fared forth to
fish for something besides votes. Here is the Chief Executive with Secretary
of War Patrick Hurley as they left Washington on the inspection boat,
"Sequoia" for their short fishing vacation in the Chesapeake Bay.

Lt. Colonel Rice Well-Known Of-
Now At Benning Ficer Comes Here

Lieut. Col. Elmer P. Rice, recently

on duty in the office of the Chief of
Infantry, Washington, D. C. reported
at Fort Benning on Tuesday and was

assigned to the Second Battalion, 29th

Infantry.
Colonel Rice was on duty at Fort

Benning from 1926 ot 1928 as an in-

structor in the second section, aca-
demic department. While on that duty
he carried on a number of experi-

ments and acted as observer for the
infantry board during a series of tests

of sound projectors to be used in con-
nection with training films. The tests
were conducted at the laboratories of
Electric Research Products Co., New
York City, in 1928. At that time the
experiments comprised tests of sound
training films designed to illustrate
infantry instructional methods in the
solution of tactical problems, the in-
struction of the machine gunner, the
operation and organization of the in-
fantry battalion headquarters and
headquarters company at war strength,
and the infanry battalion in defense.
One of the results sought by the use
of training films was the simplifica-
tion of disseminating infantry instruc-
tional methods to reserve and national

ate of the 1931-32 advanced course guard units at remote places, ad
of The Infantry School and recently making authentic interpretations of
on duty with the Tank section aca- infantry school available without the
demic department, departed for New necessity of sending officers as lectur-
York where he will board a transport ers. Colonel Rice is a graduate of
for the voyage to the Hawaiian Is- The Command and General Staff
lands. Upon arrival at Honolulu he School, class of 1925, the Army War
will be assigned to the Infantry of College, class of 1929, and of the ad-
the Hawaiian department. vaned course, The Infantry School,

(Please turn to page 9) class of 1924.

Captain Pierre Mallett, field artil-
lery, who recently was graduated

from the Field Artillery School at
Fort Sill, Oklahoma, reported at

Fort Benning on Monday for assign-
ment to duty while awaiting the open-
ing of the classes of The Infantry
School in September.

Captain Mallett formerly was sta-
tioned at Fort Benning with the 83d
Field Artillery, and was one of a

group of Fort Benning officers who
was assigned to duty with the first
pilgrimage of American war mothers
and widows to cemeteries and battle
fields of Europe in 1930. During his
first year of duty with the pilgrim-
age, Captain Mallett acted as con-
ducting officer for the tours of groups
of pilgrims, and later served with
the American Graves Registration Ser-
vice in Paris. His second year of serv-
ice with the pilgrimage was spent in
Cherbourg, where, as port officer, he
was in charge of disembarkation, re-
ception and transportation arrange-
ments, and of embarkation of the pil-
grims for their return to the United
States. Captain Mallett will be a stu-
dent n the advanced course, 1932-33.

General King Returns To
Post After Vacation

Major General Campbell King.
Commandant of The Infantry School,
returned to Fort Benning on Monday
after a short leave of absence which
lie spent at his home in Flat Rock,
North Carolina.

29th Inf. Team
Betters Record

At McPherson
By BERNARD B. SWAYZE

Thundering over the turf in truce
Cossack style, the gallant Twenty-
Ninth Infantry quartette again bowed
to the hard-driving, swift attack of the
charging Fort McPherson polo team
last Sunday in Atlanta. Only after a
bitterly fought battle did the invading
doughboys relinquish claim on the
game that went to the conquering
Corps Areaites to the tune of 7 to 5.

It was an exciting, hotly contested
game from start to finish, with the
gallant forces of the 29th Infantry
bending every effort to stem the tide
of defeat. It was a much better team
that faced the 22nd Infantry four last
week than the one which lost to them
the previous Wednesday. Still anoth-
er game remains to be played to com-
plete the three-game schedule at At-
lanta, and with the same improve-
ment as has been shown during the
past week in the ranks of the local
team, the Fort McPherson team is in
for a trouncing next Sunday. It will
be a game well worth the trip to At-
lanta to witness.

Many will recall that the Fourth
Corps Area four, showing here during
the last maneuvers, displayed the,
flashiest of the gathering of teams.
Their speed and dexterity in riding
their speedy mounts amounted to e-
nough margin for them to take games:
already conceded to the opponents.,
This team is still intact, and will re-
main that way for some time to come.
Their mounts have, in the past, been
far superior to those of the opponent,i
but the 29th Infantry has succeeded in
shaping out some mounts of no mean
ability during the last layoff. Their
offensive is composed of good players,
and with a little more training, will
be able to take everything in sight
this season.

The teams playing at Atlanta were
as follows: Atlanta: Captain Wing,
No. one, Mr. Shubert, No. two, Major
Howell, No. three, Lt. Baker, No. four.
Fort Benning: Sweeny, one, Lt. West.

lund, two, Lt. O'Connor, three, Major
Frazier, four, Lt. Clark and Captain
Cushman, substitutes.

The fans are anxiously awaiting the
call of the bugle that will sound the
clarion note, gathering the post poloists
about French Field this fall, sending
them off mid a shower of hooves and
dust, chasing that little white bamboo
pellet. Auto horns will bellow forth
their symphonied aproval of good
plays, while fans will sit breathlessly.
waiting to see what will happen in a
dangerous play, exuding sighs of re-

lief when the play ends without an
injury.

Approval will shine in their faces
when some able poloist recovers from
an injury, electing to remain in the
Igame. Their cheers will sound from
the proximity of the First Division
Road, heralding the tidings of good
games to those who elected to stay
home, and listen to the radio.

The prayer of the polo fans will
probably be interpreted as some
th;ng like the following, when in re-
ality they are giving vent to their
feelings in sighs and occasional
stretches of the yelling propensities of
their lungs.,

"0! ruler of the seasons, Bring
back our long waited for cool weather.
tring us nolo, in all its glory, mani-
festing all those attributes of true
manhood, which makes life our one
cherished privilege here among mor-
tals. Bring us our gallant mounts, with

(Please turn to page 7)
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SCIAL LIICW1PL ICI14ITS
FELICIA C. HOWELL, PHONED 389

Colonel and Mrs. Munson and the
Misses Munson Share Honors at Dance

Colonel and Mrs. Fred L. Munson

and their two daughters were the hon-

or guests Saturday evening at a de-

lightful dance given by the officers

and ladies of the 24th Infantry at the

Polo Hunt Club.
IThose in the receiving line were

Colonel and Mrs. Munson, Colonel
and Mrs. Lochlin W. Caffey, and
Lieut. and Mrs. C. F. Whiteley. The
guests were introduced by Capt. Mar-
cel A. Gillis, adjutant of the 24th
Infantry.

The Polo Club was most effectively
dlecorated in festoons of spanish moss
ind zinnias.

During the dance a refreshing punch
was served. Music was furnished by
the Regimental Orchestra.

* * *

11$5 ADELYN MANGUM AND MR.
-. B. MANGUM HONOR GUEST

AT LAWN PARTY
A delightful event of Friday even-

f was the lawn party at which Capt.
j Mrs. Robert Mangum entertained

their home complimenting their
-utse guests, Miss Adelyn Mangum

Mr. L. B. Mangum of Dallas,
as. The Mangums' lawn, where a

fret supper was served, was charm-
with its decorations of Japanese

# terns. After supper dancing was
_31yed by the sub-deb set while the

iried couples were escorted to the
0 St movies.

"6e invitation list included: Lieut.
0L. and Mrs. Burton Seeley, Major

t~ttt Mrs. George Rife, Major and Mrs.
Jhn W. Foos, Lieut. and Mrs. Lynch,

Anyone

Could Be

Happy!!

When the Post
Exchange Grocery
makes it so easy
and convenient to
do food-shopping,
and gives such ex-

cellent service.

6

Grocery Dept.
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

(The Post Exchange is not auth-
orized to sell to any person not in
the military service.)

Lieut. and Mrs. Glenn McConnell, the
Misses Maxine Rife, Emily Brown,
Esther Foos, Louise Waddington, Mary
Wadsworth, Virginia Wadsworth, Betty
Gaston, Virginia Ellis, Adelyn Man-
gum, Mary Mangum and Messrs. Dick
Welty, Bob Besson, Robert Buffington,
John Buffington, L. B. Mangum, Dick
Pruitt, George Crandall, Harold Cald-
well Foos, Al Seeley, Red Allen, How-
ard Liston, Mike Montesinos, and
George Griswold...."

MISS KATHLEEN ORNDORF HON-
ORS COTERIE OF CHARM-

ING VISITORS W I T H
BRIDGE LUNCHEON

Miss Kathleen Orndorf entertained
Saturday at the home of her sister and
brother-in-law, Lieut. and Mrs. James
R. Pierce, with a delightful luncheon
in honor of Mrs. Charles R. Smith of
Fort McPherson, Mrs. Richard Mit-
chell, and Miss Marion Fellows of
Philadelphia.

The luncheon table was laid with a
beautiful point-de-venice cloth and a
bowl of roses, zinnias, lilies and other
summer flowers were used. After lun-
cheon, bridge was in order.

Miss Orndorf's guests were: Mrs.
C. R. Smith, Mrs. Richard Mitchell,
Mrs. Lynn Brady, Mrs. Gerald Gab-
riel, Mrs. James Bowen, Mrs. Orestes
Cleveland, Mrs. George Howell, Miss
Marion Fellows and Miss Louise Wad-
dington.

MISS DOROTHY RUSS AND MISS
BETTY BACCHUS SHARE

HONORS AT DANCE
The Polo Club was the scene Friday

evening of a delightful dance given by
Lieut. and Mrs. Felix A. Todd and
Lieut. and Mrs. T. L. Dunn in honor
of the Dunn's two house guests, Miss
Dorothy Russ and Miss Betty Bacchus.

The 24th Infantry orchestra was en-
-aged for the evening and dancing was
enjoyed from 9:30 to 12:30.

The guest list included the hono-
rees, members of the young married
contingent of Fort Benning, their
ruests. and members of the younger
set and their escorts.

MISS MARION FELLOWS HONOR
GUEST AT PICNIC

Miss Marion Fellows, attractive
house guest of Iieut. and Mrs. Gerald
Gabriel was th'- honoree Thursday
evening, at a picnic ,,iven by Lieut.
and Mrs. Gabriel at the 29th Infantry
camp. Swimming followed by a pic-
nic sunper was enjoyed.

The guests included: Major and
Mrs. Sereno Brett, Capt. and Mrs. R.
E. Vermette, Capt. and Mrs. Clough
Gee, Capt. and Mrs. Guy McKinley.
Lieut. and Mrs. W. A. D. Thomas,
Lieut. and Mrs. Lindell Straube. Lieut.
and Mrs. Carl Anderson, Lieut. and

WELCOME TO
Fort Benning

Quality Clothes
For

MEN and BOYS

Boy's Shop 2nd Floor

HOFFLIN
AND

GREENTREE
Columbus' Leading Clothiers

Today's Fashion
By VERA WINSTON-

A Frock for Late Vacatir
Lots of us are taking late vacations.,

so news about smart clothes for yacht-
ing or beach wear is welcome even
while the cables are already buzzing
with flashes on Autumn clothes now
being shown abroad. For a vacation
at a shore resort or on a boat, it is
nice to wear clothes that have some-
thing of a nautical effect. They are al-

ways very youthful and fresh looking,
and that is what we want for our
holiday togs, isn't it? This week's sketch
shows a dress that's just the thing for
wear on a boat or by the bounding
waves. It is of white shantung, a ma-
terial that has had such a successful
revival this season, and is decorated
with rather large bone buttons. The
navy braid is laced to give it the prop-
er n,.u'ical touch, and the gob hat
comuletes the salt sea look.

Mrs. Richard Mitchell, Miss Marion

Fllows, Miss Kathleen Orndorf, Maj.
Emil Leard, Capt. Arnold Funk, Lieut.

Thomas Moran. and Lieut. Carl Rob-
inson.

* * *

FAREWELL PICNIC GIVEN FOR
LIEUT. AND MRS. JOHN

W. HARMONY
Lieut. and Mrs. Orestes Cleveland

and Lieut. and Mrs. George Howell
were the joint hosts Friday evening
at a farewell picnic for Lieut. and
Mrs. John W. Harmony who left Mon-
day for the University of Maryland.
The picnic supper was held at the 29th
Infantry camp where swimming and
dancing were enjoyed. The guests
were: Lieut. and Mrs. Lynn Brady,
Lieut. and Mrs. John Harmony, Lieut.
and Mrs. James Bowen, Lieut. and
Mrs. James Fry, Lieut. and Mrs. A. J.
Evans, Lieut. and Mrs. C. R. Smith
and Mrs. Sarah Brady.

* * *

MISS LOUISE WADDINGTON EN-
TERTAINS WITH PICNIC

Miss Louise Waddington entertain-
ed Saturday evening with a delightful
nicnic at Jeff's Hole for a few of her
friends in the younger set. The guests
motored out to Jeff's Hole where swim-
ming followed by a picnic supper and

a weiner roast was enjoyed. Lieut.
and Mrs. James Bowen and Lieut. and
Mrs. George Howell acted as chaper-
ones. The guests were: The Misses
Maxine Rife, Emily Brown, Mary Mc-
David, Jane Lindroth, Betty Gaston,
Ruth Bay, Elizabeth Beatty, Kenneth
Kendall, Adelyn Mangum and the
Messrs. Al Seeley, Dick Pruitt, Bob
Besson, Roy Bodine, Jack Colter,
Caldwell Foos, Bob Nelson, George
Griswold, Howard Liston, George
Crandall, Stout Hyatt, and Junior
Beatty.

MISS JANE CLEVELAND CELE-
BRATES WITH PARTY

One of the delightful events of the
very young set this week was the party
on Sunday that Jane Cleveland gave to
celebrate her tenth birthday. Supper
was served on the lawn at five thirty
after which the young guests were es-
corted to the post movies. The birth-
day cake was a lovely tiered one with
ten pink candles. The guests were:
Mary Frances Kelly, Helene Matchett,
Lilian Evans, Schofield Waddington,
Jack Albright, Phil Haisley and John
Cleveland.

F ,PERSONALS

Major General Campbell King re-
turned to the Post Sunday from a visit
at Flat Rock, North Carolina, where
he spent a pleasant vacation with his
family.

Lieut. Lymon Munson has return-
ed to Fort Benning from leave spent
in Maine.

Friends of Lieut. Charles T. Lanham
will regret to learn that he is in Wal-
ter Reed Hospital as the result of an
automobile accident.

Lieut. and Mrs. Richard T. Mitchell
arrived at Fort Benning Wednesday
from Fort Hamiton, N. Y. Lieut. Mit-
chell will join the Company Officers'
Class in September.

Lieut. and Mrs. John W. Harmony
(Please turn to page 3)

1229 - 31 Broadway

DELICIOUS
HEALTHFUL-

. . . No other food has
so much deliciousness
a n d healthfulness as
does Foremost Ice
Cream -for it is un-
equalled in flavor and
the abundant energy it
carries will satisfy any-
one.

Call the

SODA FOUNT

Fort Benning

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INCORPORATED

RUBBER STAMPS
Columbus Office Supply Co.

Phone 556

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H. ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years

Surprise your own appetite

Delight your friends

K//

How to be the
perfect hostess
Told in this little
book, big with ideas
covering all social
occ a sio ns-c on-
raining 128 pageswith beautiful illus-

trations.

With the right dr"nk,
the rest is easy. Have
bottled Coca-Cola
thoroughly chilled I USE THIS COUPoN
in your refrigerator. THE COCA-COLA CO.,
Cold and appetizing, TECC-OAC.it's the natural part- * 314 North Ave., N. W., Atlanta, Ga.

Enclosed find 10c (stamps or coin to
ner of so many good I cover cost o f handling and mail Eig for

things to cat. 3 which send me the book, "When You

THE Entertain," by Ida Bailey Allen.

COLUMBUS COCA.COLA Name...........................................................
BOTTLING CO.

Phone 360 Addr ............................................................
Tune in on Al Stanley's famous orchestra every Monday, Wednesday
and Saturday 12:30 from Ralston Coffee Shop.

Columbus, Ga.

I
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SOCIETY

(Continued from page 2)

left Fort Benning Monday for the
University of Maryland where Lieut.
Harmony will be on R. 0. T. C. duty.
Lieut. Harmony will be remembered
at the Fort in connection with the
athletic office.

Mrs. James R. Pierce returned to
Fort Benning on Monday from a visit
to relatives in Troy, Pa.

Miss Harriet Atkins motored to At-
lanta on Thursday to spend the day
with friends.

Capt. and Mrs. Robert Mangum
have as their guests Miss Adelyn Man-
gum and Mr. L. B. Mangum of Dallas,
Texas.

Maj. and Mrs. W. A. Howland left
Fort Benning on Tuesday for New
York where they will sail on the
August 26th transport for Hawaii.

Lieut. Col. and Mrs. E. F. Rice ar-
rived on the Post Monday for duty
with the 29th Infantry. Col. Rice was

formerly on duty in the Office of the
Chief of Infantry.

COMPANY "E"
This week found Company "E" in

the midst of a bus yrange season. At
the finish of the 1st group's firing
there were some happy ones, some
surprised, and some dissatisfied. All
who saw Sgt. Arevalo make that pos-
sible at 200 yards rapid fire saw a
very interesting and exciting perform-
ance follow with Sgt. Arevalo in the
capacity of "Master of Ceremonies."
Anyway, should Sgt. Arevalo have
missed getting the possible by one
point, his score would not have been
that of an expert rifleman. Sgt. Bell
was one of the surprised ones-he
qualified however. We are very proud
of our "Top Kick," 1st Sgt. Davis,
and his score of 331, and hope that
score will bring home the bacon for
him in winning the Regimental prize
of $10.00 offered for high score. We
think it is safe in so far as winning
high score in the Company is con.
cerned unless "K. P." Moore or "G.
I." Ragsdale beats it. The only man
thta really had a chance with Sgt.
Davis in the 1st Group was Pvt. Huff,
the 335 man of last year with a score
of 35 standing at 200 yards. In some
mysterious manner he only came out
of the rush with MM. Some seem to
think that he shot too much with his
mouth in lieu of his Springfield. Boy!
if Huff had only made a good score
standing last year no telling what
his total score would have been.

Someone got a miss in the 1st
platoon and "Sad Sam" Jones was
pulling the target; Sam immediately
told the telephone orderly to tell the
man on the firing line that he got a
miss at 9 o'clock. Lt. Pressley took
it up with "Sad Sam" and asked him
how the h-11 did he know it was a
miss at 9 o'clock? Sad Sam answered
saying, "When the bullet passed here
it was exactly 9 o'clock."

It may interest the members of the
company to know that Cpl. "Bob"
Tinsley's squad of the 3rd platoon
has the highest average at the end
of the firing of the 1st group with
an average of 304, next in line comes
Cpl. Lamb's squad of the 1st platoon
(Pvt. Johnson, C. in charge) with an
average of 302. last comes Cpl. Dow-
den's squad of the 2nd platoon aver-
aging 228. Close competition in the
wind-up is expected and all are eager
for the finis to arrive so the winning
squad can be determined and Coin-
nany prizes therefor awarded. The
3rd platoon is way out in front for
high platoon in the company.

Golly, I almost forgot to mention
,hat we have several requests from
team supporters, outfielders and what-
not. Here they are:

Request No. One
That Lbe fans be furnished with bi-

noculars enabling tliemi to see some
if Bank's long drives upward into the

ether.

Box 1846,

Fort Benning, Ga.,

August 15, 1932.

The Benning Herald,
Columbus, Georgia.
Dear Editor:

Re: The Benning Herald volume 2, number 16.

John Lytle being retiring in nature and reticent con-
cerning personal achievements (if any) failed to con-
sider the notoriety his bicycle trip would cause in Mili-
tary circles until said notoriety was forcibly presented
him thru glaring print in a recent issue of The Benning
Herald.

Since considerable attention has been directed to two
pairs of worn out trousers and a worn out bicycle seat
cover, the owner is willing to offer them as a display for
the edification of Military Personnel (and newspaper
men) in any recognized Military Museum designated by
your paper.

Awaiting disposition of
beg to remain

aforementioned articles I

(Signed) JOHN L. LYTLE.

[On The Q T.
By B. B. S.

OUR IDEA OF a real pleasant job
is that which Mr. Linkwald now holds
down with the Post Exchange Restau-
rant. Just look at the good food he has
a chance to smell, taste and eat there
in that most inviting of Army restau-
rants! And how that boy can throw
up a menu that will make your mouth
water!

HE HAS, BESIDES this pleasant
slant on the job, the privilage of as-
sociation with the beautiful, pleasant
young ladies who wait upon the trade.
Never have we seen such an array of
feminine pulchritude lined up behind
one chow counter than that with
which Mr. Linkwald is treating his
eating public. Their smiles radiate
,leasantness toward every customer
they wait upon, and we'll be blamed
if it doesn't look as though tliey get
a real enjoyment out of every bite you
partake of in that haven of hungry
souls.

MR. LINKWALD IS no amateur
in the art of cooking, himself.
Before going to Benning as steward
of the restaurant, he was in the
same position at the Ralston Hotel of
Columbus. He was previously at the
Officer's Club, Fort Benning, Bigler-
ville Mess, Fort Benning, The Carl-
ing Hotel in Jacksonville and with the
Clyde Steamship Lines. This should
be enough recommendation for al-
most any cook, but "Linkey" as some
are already calling him, has the back-
ing of hundreds on the post, and we
think he will shoot great guns in his
fiti uindertakinor

To Organize

Your Kitchen
By ELEANOR Ross

Check up on your kitchen. If the
household is to be run as a business
concern, which it really is, surely the
kitchen, which is the heart of the
home, must function perfectly.

Do you go over your cooking uten.
sils from time to time, eliminating
those that are not in perfect work-
ing order? You should, or you will
find, some day when there is im-
portant cooking to be done, that you
are minus a necessary utensil.

See to it that the kitchen contains
utensils suitable for various types
of cooking and various tempera-
tures. Stock some cast-iron vessels,
and have some heat-proof glass for
roasting. Inspect your aluminum pots
and pans. If any are discolored,
cook tomatoes, rhubarb, lemons or
other acid fruit in them. You will
find that makes them as bright as
when purchased.

INSPECT ENAMEL WARE

Inspect carefully any enamel ware
you may have and throw out any-
thing that is even very slightly
chipped. If you get any new enamel
ware, place it in a larger pan of cold
water, bring it to a boil, and after
boiling well let it cool while still
in the water. You will find that theI
utensil will not chip, for this process
certainly does toughen enamel.

See to it that the household cut-
lery is in perfect shape, and wher-
ever you can, eliminate cheap grades
of steel. Knives of low grade steel
soon become blunt and useless. Have
a carving knife of high-tempered steel

d a small vegetable knife with a
thin blade of fine steel, so that it

I U.......i..............ll. /11 ILUL 5lll lll illl igs. It s i11 UUIIo

* • * my. Use the cheaper knives you have
replaced to do the rougher work of

THENCE WE JUMP over to the the kitchen, such as turning food on
Library in the Service Club. It seems i griddle or frying pan, and save
as though romance and happiness is the finer ones.
twining itself about the personage of See to it that usable corkscrews
a couple, and it is all hard to believe, and can openers are on hand so that
Sly looks may sometimes be mislead- there is no need to use a good knife
ing, but it isn't often we find those to open bottles or cans.
things as misleading as we are lead to Wire baskets are essential for fry-
believe. It seems as though a Cor- ing and as food strainers. Pastry,
poral in the Library has been bread and meat boards should be in
seen hanging about one of the promi- perfect condition, and there must be
nent counters of the post, and a dark-
haired lass is in danger of being com- a supply of wooden spoons for mix-
pletely captivated by those alluring (Please turn to page 4
eyes. Tut, tut, tut, Corporal Aldredge.

THEY DO TELL us that Bob
Brown over in the Service Company Maxwell 0pteial C0
gets excited every time he gets a
letter with a Mississippi post mark
on it. Some times he turns red be- I. A. MAXWELL
hind the ears, and at other times
his anger waxes hot. Wonder what Optometrist and Optician
is all the trouble over in the Mag-
nolia State?

A COMPLETE

YOU KNOW Mr. Brown, that is OPTICAL SERVICE
our stall too, and anything you might
say or do will be used against you. 1217 Broadway Phone 3718

(Please turn to page 9)

Boyce Real Estate
Company

Rentals - Insurance
Let us help find you a home

Phone 3838

19-13th Street

-- I

ARMY NAVY
TRADE MARK

OFFICERS
And

Enlisted Personnel
Can secure all their insignia and
uniform equipments at the

POST EXCHANGE
They carry a complete line of

N. S. MEYER, INC.
CORPS INSIGNIA

BUTTONS
INSIGNIA OF RANK

SABRES
SABRE CHAINS

SPURS, SPUR CHAINS
CAMPAIGN BARS

MEDALS
All our merchandise carries an

Unlimited Guarantee

N. S. MEYER, INC.
43 East 19th St. New York

200 Rooms Fire Proof

Ralston Hotel
COLUMBUS, GA.

Headquarters Incoming
Officers and their families.

Popular Priced

COFFEE SHOP

Excellent Food
Good Service

C. L. ARNOLD, MANAGER

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

PEACHTREE AT CAIN

c4t/anta, (ja.

550 rooms of comfort and
convenience. Each room has
ceiling fan, circulating ice
water, radio and either
shower or tub bath; corner
rooms have both. Open Din-
ing Terrace and Coffee Shop.

Rooms from $2.50.

J. F. de Jarnette Vice-Pres. & Mgr.

TO HEALTH
You will drink a
toast to health with
every glass of this
rich, creamy milk.
Straight from the
farm to you.

WELLS
DAIRY CO.

Macon Road

Telephone 1144

TASTY - HEALTHFUI
- -.. That's our bread
... and you'll not find

.. any better anywhere!

COLLINS' BAKERY
1044 13th St. Phone 4421

JOHNSTON'S CANDIES
Special Summer Time Chocolates

Regular $1.00 Package for 60c

MORGAN DRUG CO.. INC.
14 - 13th Street Opposite Waverly Hotel
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.HERE'S T0 YOUR HEALTH
By- MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

Summer Colds
During the past month there ha

been admitted to the hospital an in
creasing number of persons ill wit]
head colds, sore throats, "grippe" oi
"flu." Hhese may be called summei
colds allrght but are really not diff
erent from those that we catch ii
winter. The discomfort of summe.
heat added to the disability causei
by the infection make them worse

recovery seems longer. Summer colds
like winter colds, are of two kinds
those you contract from others an
self. People who have infected mouths
tonsils, sinus trouble, chronic ears oi
are run down are liable to have eithei
kind.

The germ which causes the cold
enters your nose or throat from the
air when an infected person talks
coughs or sneezes. You may catcl
the cold by using an unwashed glass
spoon or fork which was used b
someone with a cold. The germs ma
be on your hands because you touch
ed something that has been handled
by the person with a cold. Washing
the hands before eating helps to pre-
vent this.

In the summer some people with
poor circulation or those with infect-
ed noses or throats seem to infect

themselves. These individuals can
tiot sit too long in a draft or in the

29TH INFANTRY
(Continued from page 3)

Request No. Two
To: Post Exchange, (Athletic Branch)
FROM: All outfielders

1. Request that we be furnished
with bicycles for the outfield.

2. These bikes are an absolute ne-
cessity, they are to be used in run-
ning down "Hot Poppa Banks"'
elongated smashes.

I. CANTRUN,
Outfielder, 2d Messkit Repair Sec.

Fort Highenfar, Ga.
Now after talking out of our heads

for the last few minutes we will re-
late a little company data.

Upon the recommendation of their
Company Commander the following
named men of this organization are
appointed Privates First Class: Pri-
vates Davis, Smith, H. C., and Smith,
A, J. We are always glad to see
well deserved appointments. May your
climb upgrade be rewarded with
more chevrons. Also upon the "okeh"
of the C. 0. the following are rated
Specialists Sixth Class, Pvt's Mauldin,
Herring, Jones and Weaver.

Pvt. Arlin M. Tomlinson has trans-
ferred to this outfit from Company
"G," 29th Infantry. We are mighty
glad to have this man in our company
as he is an excellent barber and a

neat soldier.
Well, my dear readers, we are clos-

ing our week's edition. The scribe is
suffering from a shortage of basal
ganglia, accounting for the foolish en.
try this week.

HEADQUARTERS COMPANY
Look at that First Battalion Base-

ball Team go!! Watch out champion-
ship! We are at the top of the list
now after nosing out the Terrible
Tankers in a "slugfest" last week.
Charley Bank's hot liner to McLane
in the 8th frame was the deciding

shade in a wet bathing suit. They
s can not cool off too suddenly after
'" hard work or exercise. Nor can theyh
r expose themselves to an electric fan
r with out developing a cold. Once a
- cold has begun, whether it be in win-
n ter or summer proper treatment is
d necessary. Early treatment is the most

important. If your head stops up,
, your back and legs ache, your eyes

burn, and there is tickling or sore-
ness of the throat, and you have
other signs of a cold, such as sneez.r

r ing or a running nose, start treatment
right away.

Rest in bed if possible; take a
e laxative; drink plenty of water and

eat lightly. Other measures will be
prescribed by the doctor if you call

Y him. Don't take patent medicines for
colds; some contain dangerous drugs.

.1 Protect others when you have a
cold. Cough and sneeze in a hankder-

- chief (which should be boiled when
washed) or in a cloth or paper nap-
kin which can be burned. People

- with colds should stay by themselves
/ for that is the only hope of prevent-
ing its spread to others.

factor in this game. As is the wont
of the best of athletes, "Mac" let the
ball get by him; that, coupled with
Stevens pitching was responsible for
the win. Ray's star catch of Lindsey's
hot liner was one of the high-lights
of the game. Say you'd better watch
that boy, he'll reduce plenty of bat-
ting averages.

Some folks contend that pitchers
don't hit, but get an earful of this;
when that boy Pat Stevens lays on a
ball he really poles it. In the last
two games, namely, Second Bn. and
Tanks, this young "fella" Stevens
came thru for the "Greenies" with

two terrific smashes to left field, scor-
ing men ahead of him. That was
nothing tho' in comparison to the
retirement in order of the hard-hitting
Tankers in the 8th stanza of this slug-
ging-bee. Thereby this scribe feels
perfectly authorized to utter this well
known phrase, "wotta man." McGaha,
veteran spitball artist started on the
mound for the Irish and when "Mac"
smears the slippery-elm on the old
agate it really cuts "di-does." He
was relieved in the 3rd by Hamscher,
that hard-hitting knuckle ball king
who whiffed several of the would be
Ruths and Gebrigs with "stuff" that
wsould make "Gawge" Earnshaw turn
green with envy. Delano (Speedhall
Delano) replaced Hamscher on the

rubber, he, in turn being relieved by f
our young hero, Pat Stevens, whose
brilliant pitching goose-egged the
"naughty Tanks" for the remainder
of the game. Don't forget tho, fellows,
that a team needs plenty of support, ,
so let's turn out and give this old (
2 one 9 our heartiest cheers. Our
next game will be played August 25,
so let's make our attendance 100 per s
cent strong.

REG. MACHINE GUN COMPANY
Lt. James S. Luckett, will depart

on a well earned leave of absence

after this week. Lt. Luckett has made
many friends and base ball players,- _, =
since he has been member of the
R. M. G. Co. Being head coach of
the Special Units, Bn. 29th Inf. base L i i i '
ball team for one year, Lt. Luckett
has proved to all the base ball fans

that hard work and careful knowl-_
edge of the essentials of base ball
has been given every member of this --.
team. Anyone can easily see that the -.---

Special Units base ball team is one
of the outstanding teams in Ft. Ben-
ning, any time you want to see a
good clean game of ball just come
over to Gowdy ball field when the [
Spare Parts are on schedule.

After Lt. Luckett returns from Nor
leave he will attend the student offi-
cers' class for one year then we hope "Better be damned tha
to have him assigned to this battalion
again as baseball coach. Anyway, the
same old spirit will be carried on
throughout the team, for that's some- CONDUCTE]
thing we all have and will keep, no
matter if our coach has had to leave L Darkest loT
us for a while. We all regret very Life's D et oment
much to lose Lt. Luckett, every man
in the company wishes him a grand /7//// / /
and pleasant vacation up in N. C. /so-god

Lt. Jasper J. Riley, is also enjoy- Chi6ROLET
ing a leave of absence. Lt. Riley will " L A ST Tim
be a student officer this year after-W6Re W iI
he returns from leave. He will be 'IRfEMCMBER
missed by every one in the company. T D CIAFRO
We all wish Lt. Riley a pleasant va- / MeIANDY (

cation and hope we can get him back 15wo1ST wON t

to be our leader in some of these '- JuST A BIG
wild hog hunts. Lt. Riley is a lover of I SUPPOSe,
animals and a great outdoor sport110 ORKING I'

when it comes to catching wild hogs"E BEST 0

like we catch them in R. M. G. Com-
pany.

1st Lt. Edward A. Chazal was seen
this week giving the N. C. O.'s a
thru test in T. 0. G. Cpl. 0. J. Petty
found his mistake after he discovered
they had the gun zeroed on a win-
dow pane that was out.

Our stable Sgt., F. P. "Dutch" Ber-
rish, has been too busy to eat a
square meal lately. Sgt. Berrish, Cpl.
McCullough, and all the stable per-
sonnel have been doing their bit to
make R. M. G. Co. stables the best
in the corrals. Sgt. Berrish is getting
on the good side with all the ani-
mals, he gives them a great big kiss
the first thing every morning. Atta
boy Dutch! get things all set for
a bi, hog hunt soon.

Mess Sgt. James R. Large, has dle-
clarcd war on cockroaches and flies. ''l]~l"tll,
Just the other day he busted a cock. lltlt[
roach in the needle with a C. I. can, ,//..
this same cockroach made no come Th4E /Au.:ONlOBiL.
back. So all the flies must have SALESMA Vw 40
gotten scared and jumped in the fly Ci-ANGE.O SoBS5

traps, for we haven't been able to AIN'T IT T
see any in the mess hall lately. Take Captain Bill Hones, First Section
a look at our fly traps on the porchsome time. Good work, Jimmie. sent the following cartoon by Websteisometim. God wrkJimie. auto salesman. Those who have purclSgt. Edgar A. Tiner, one of ourauoslmn.TsewohvprcSgt.. Egt'shasjusrnecoveorsuasive Red will have no difficulty inT. 0. G. Sgt's has just recovered

from the effects of a bad wisdom
tooth he had pulled at the hospital WE RECEIVE BENNING CALLERS
recently. On Sunday, last, the secluded re-

Pvt. Yancy Waddle, our company treat in which we are endeavoring to
truck driver, was seen driving a G.
I. bunk over the squad room the recuperate from the mental and
other night. physical strain of furnishing a week-

Sgt. Frank White, Special Units ly column in the Herald, was bright-
base ball pitcher, and Cpl. Curtis ened by a brief visit from two Ben-
'Egg" Emmons, 1st Squad Leader, ningites, Explorer and Mrs. Chance.
engaged in a water fight last Sunday Th
evening. Both boys got all wet and ey were headed for the Explorer's
had to stop on account of Egg get. home, in Springfield, where he mis-
ing water in the eye. spent most of his youth. Since the
Pvt. Earl C. Grow, company car- depression will prevent all but a

penter, can cut a groove in a board few of the Explorer's many friends
with his thumb nail. Better use your from fleeing to the mountains and
chisel, Grow. seashores in anticipation of his ar-

Pvt. Harold E. Bradford, company rival, it looks like a hard week
cook, has taken on another three year ahead for Springfield. We really
tack. We believe H. E. knows too should be present in our official ca-
much about this army chow to take pacity to report on the old home

chance at a free lunch counter, week ceremonies. Maybe we shall be
Cpl. Joe E. Jones, company clerk, -you never can tell.

ecently transferred from Cannon The Chances were traveling in Mrs.
Company, has been following along Chance's snappy Ford runabout. We
n the foot steps of Cpl. Valtin, our are reliably informed that they re-
former company clerk. Cpl. Valtin cently became a one car family, when
vas discharged in June and decided the Explorer's antique second mount
o remain in civilian life a while, disintegrated on the road between

Sgt. C. B. Coates, was located in an obscure fisherman's paradise in
he company truck after a careful dampest Florida and Block 23. This
search the other day, smoking one of bit of news was a real surprise to
Cpl. "Squash' Petty's cheap cigars. us for the Explorer tried to sell the
Boy, what a treat. Give me one! car to us last spring, before he got

Orderly room clerk Pvt. Settles, his orders to Advanced Course. It
scorched off the typewriter ribbon seems incredible that such a perfect

vriting about real romance in the piece of machinery in May should be
'ood old days. junk in August. Perhaps it is just

Cpl. Ladson I. Geddings, and Cpl. as well that we displayed the neces-
Winifred Tidwell, were noticed wear- sary amount of sales resistance. True,

(Please turn to page 5) we made out our last efficiency re-

n mentioned not at all."
-Josts Welcot.

D BY E. F. H.

I " APOLOGIES TO WE BSTER

HE TRUTH?
Impresario, now touring in the north,
r to Red Ansley, Benning's well-known
based Fords and Dodges from the per-

seeing the point,

port on the Explorer in June, but as
a member of the Advanced Class, he
has a monograph to write this fall.
Had we purchased the car, we fear
that the spectre of its battered mech-
anism might rise ike Banquo's ghost
to take the Explorer's mud off his
work.

The Chances brought welcome
news of Benning, but little of the
sensational character that we look for
on the trail of copy. As usual, the
local celebrities are either so good
or so careful as to make the filling
of our column a chore of first mag-
nitude.

About the only item that might
qualify as Flare material was the
'tartling information that Life Guard
Munson, successor to Gunbotham,
and popular social lion cub, has for-
aken the bathing beauties and chlo-

rinated waters of Russ Pool for the
sterner summer occupation of teach-
ing the Libian Footguards how to
make expert on a reduced ammuni-
tion allowance. Perhaps the conven-
iences of the 3:30 a. m., rising hour
appeals to the Lieutenant-it obvi.
ates the necessity of going to bed
after a late party-but we choose to
credit the sacrifice to professional
zeal. We assume, of course, that the
erstwhile arbiter of aquatic deport-
ment had Byron's immortal lines in
mind:
"You have the Pyrrhic dances yet,

(Please turn to page 5)

z-lugust JLYrJ Lyaz
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THE FLARE
(Continued from page 4)

Where is the Pyrrhic phalanx gone?
Of two such lessons, why forget
The nobler and the manlier one?"

0, yes! The Explorer did mention
that one of the members of his
Florida fishing fiasco was our old
friend, Major Lynn Roberts. Major
Roberts is well and favorably known
at Benning, partly as a result of our
efforts as a conductor of scandal
columns similar to the Flare. Mrs.
Roberts was prominent in Dramatic
Club activities and ran a thriving
kitten exchange on the side. Indeed,
most of the Tom and lady cats whose
love-making propensities inspire the
profane impreca:ions of light sleep-
ing Benningites are the direct des-
cendants of a prolific mamma cat that
belonged to Mrs. Roberts. We bear
no malice, however, and the Flare
hastens to be among the first to wel-
come Major and Mrs. Roberts back
home.

General Marathon M. Fuzzard. hav-
ing been unanimously elected to head
the Progrestatic ticket in November,
is still undecided as to a running
mate. That the General is giving a lot
of painful thought to this important
matter is evidenced by the following
memorandum which we found on
his desk at the Phenix City head-
quarters, along with an empty gal-
lon jug and other campaign acces-
sories. We print it below in order
that the local aspirants to political
glory may get some idea of where
they stand. There is no question that
the General will dictate who is to have
second place on the ticket, just as
he has dictated everything else in
connection with his campaign. A few
of the more orthodox members of
the party once resented this tenden-
cy, but their feeble protests were
quickly silenced.

"Wot the hell!" roared the Gen-
eral; "Wot this c6untry needs is a
strong man who can carry his liquor
and tell everybody where to get off.
I spent too many years in the mili-
tary service to let anybody tell me
anything. When I was in the Is-
lands in the days of the Empire, I
ran a province and nobody got away
with anything but me. Anybody who
objected got lined up against the
wall. If it hadn't been that I got
court-martialed, I'd have settled this
Philippine independence business
for good and all."

That ended the opposition to Gen-
eral Fuzzard's somewhat arbitrary
methods, but we are getting away
from our story. We promised to
print his memorandum and wse are
going through w~th it even if it
means the blasting of a lot of po-

li'ical hopes and proud reputations.
Confidential Memorandum

Adjutant General Lewis-executive
and diplomatic experience running
the Infantry School Dramatic Club.
Record as president of same indi-
cates for farce comedy. Would get
a kick out of presiding over senate.

Eagle Eye Bradley-all round wea-

pons expert. Next administration is
going to need one. Extensive stock
market experience. (mostly bitter).
Would cinch the margin clerk vote.

Major Schnitz Schneider-Name
would capitalize growing sentiment
for legalized beer without committing
party to a program ror restoring
them soft drinks.

Major R. G. Tindall-Too radical.
Believes in dividing all the jack
equally. Would want too big a slice
of the government profits.

Brother E. Watson Leard-Too
conservative. Only bets on a sure
thing-except for advertising pur-
poses.

Captain George Bloomquist-Dia-
!ect expert. Once wangled a substan.
tial professional discount out of
Charlie Dana. Might pull in the Jew.
ish vote in a couple of nation wide
hook up speeches. That would sure
put us over.

Lieutenant Ham Kelly-fine politi.
"ian but talks too much for a vice
presidential candidate.

Major A. S. J. Tucker-good vote-
retting type. Democratic background,
but we might be able to keep it out
of the papers.

Major Barnwell Legge-same as
above. Still one of the best possi-
bilities.

Major Selleck-comes from Ver.
mont and must have Republican con-
nections. Can't use him.

Senator Borah-Lots of ability but
probably couldn't stick to any one
party till after the election.

Colonel Walter Reed-
At this point the General's hand-

writing, which had been growing
worse and worse, became completely
illegible. This is unfortunate, for he
was just getting into the rank.

OPTIMIST
We see by the Herald that Captain

Woody Wilson, popular extra man
at Benning social gatherings, has
;oined the ranks of the Benedicts.
That is what we call a fine gesture
f contempt for the pay cut.

29TH INFANTRY
(Continued from page 4)

n- a nlew hi-collared pre-shrunk spe-
cial tailored khaki shirt lately. These
boys are coaming right out of the
kinks, Pvt. Maggie McGee said.

Pvt. Roy Garland has returned
from a thirty day furlough. We are
glad to have Pvt. Garland back with
us again, and we are glad to hear
lhe had a grand time while he was
away.

Every in the company is looking
forward to the big birthday that is at
hand in R. M. G. We expect to have
a real blow out when the time comes
and that won't be long.

This program has come to you from

station R. M. G. now signing off.
Don't forget your announcer, Felix
G. Matthews.

"Mrs Lewis, you say you can't stop
he car! Good Heavens!!"

Mrs. Lewis-"It doesn't make any
difference. There's no place to park

anyway."

IMAGINE YOUR EMBARRASSMENT

WHEN "THE "COJ" "'UIRNJ5 OUT "-1-
1E A PEI :ECY &ENTL.MAt J

MAGINE YOUR JOY when the car you've setyour heart on turns out to be one you can buy with-
out embarrassing your bank account in the least! It
will pay you to drop in and see the unusually fine
used car buys we offer!

MUSCOGEE CHEVROLET CO.
1501 FIRST AVENUE PHONE 100

MATA HARI
The Story of the War's Most Notorious Spy

WHAT HAS HAPPENED SO FAR
Mata Hari, famous dancer and ene-

my spy, undertakes to get some sec-
ret papers from her lover, Shubin,
Attache of the Russian Embassy in
Paris. But Shubin has been unnerved
by a visit from Dubois, head of the
French Secret Service, and refuses
to discuss them. When she learns that
the papers are in the possession of a
young aviator, Alexander Rosanofl,
who is infatuated with her, she goes
to his rooms, informing her confed-
erates on the way. Her confederates
then successfully steal the p a p e r s
while Mata distracts Rosanoff's at-
tention.
NOW GO ON WITH THE STORY

She could not believe that any man
who had been under her sway cuold
ever bring himself to do her an in-
jury. None ever had. Not long ago a
French officer, whom she had be-
guiled into working with her had
been caught in his treachery and tried.
Adriana had been in a fever lest he
should turn informer in exchange for
a reprieve. He knew that Dubois was
exerting every effort. But Mata Hari
stood firm in her assurances that
the man would not say a word to
harm her. She was correct. The of-
ficer died without speaking.

Rosanoff would never betray her.
Defend her, perhaps? She believed
the mad Russian might do so and
then shoot himself for having en-
dangered his country by his infatuat-
ion. No, she believed, that he would
kill her and then himself. In any
case, he would surely kill himself in
the horror and agony of his disillu-
sion. She would not blame him if he
killed her.

This took only a few instants and
then the flash went out and she heard
the slightest of sounds which con-
firmed her impression that the men
were going . . . had gone.

The point of her cigarette was like
a tiny red eye afloat in the blackness
and Rosanoff's, beside it, made a twin
glow that bobbed up and down with
the motion of his lips. The poor young
Russian had been making plans
to which she had doubtless replied
after a fashion for he seemed to have
got her consent.

"We'll be rather poor for a long
while, but some day I shall inherit
all my uncle has, and then we'll be
quite comfortable."

The darkness hid her smile as she
replied, "Don't you think, darling,
we might wait until the war is over?"

"No--I don't. I can't have you go-
ing about all sorts of places-with
other men. .... You must see that."

What plan had she agreed to, ex-
actly? She was sure she hadn't the
slightest idea.

"Of course I see thiat," she said a

trifle dryly.
"You darling! I can't believe you

are really here beside me in my own
place-that you are really going to
belong to me .. -.forever."

So she had promised to belong to
him forever. Well, that was quite a
customary promise and nothing at
which to demur, only she had the
feeling that somewhere in the few
minutes that had passed she had made
an abstraced reply to some other
query that was not quite so usual.

"It's almost too wonderful to be
real! "

The danger gave a low laugh,
drowsy, almost tender.

"I'm very real. -.-.. See ... "
The two points of light moved near-

er and in a little while described
similar arcs as they were cast aside
on the tray.

The next morning, Mata Hari was
the first to rise. It was just past dawn
when she got up to remove the ring-
ing telephone instrument from its
stand and thus to still it. She guessed
that Rosanoff's instructions were al-
ready on the way and this might
be a means of delaying them. Dur-
ing the night Adriana's men would
have been busy photographing the

Dr;, Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1313

I I documents, decoding them, copying
the most important extracts. Her work
was done. Shubin's defection was a
pity in a way because if he could
not be cajoled out of his resolution
-and, of course, their quarrel last
night had not made this easier-she
would have to find some other means
of getting the information with which
he had been able to provide her.
On the other hand, she could not
regret his change of heart. To get the
papers unknown to Rosanoff had
proved a much more thrilling epi-
sode than to have had them passed
ovr to her by Shubin.

She went to see whether they had

been returned. As she stepped into
he living room, she met face to face
the man who had been in the act of
replacing the portfolio. By the taut-
ness of his lips, his eyes, the jerk he
had made just before he realized it
was she, she knew that his hand was
on the gun in his pocket. If it had
been Rosanoff

He passed her a slip on which Mata
Hari read: "At nine. The Champs
Elysees" in Adriana's handwriting.
She nodded and returned it and on
.he man's exit began to dress with

reat dispatch. She felt sleepy, hun-ry and unbrushed. Dear me! it was

PER CENT ON SAVINGS

We offer many advantages

some of which are:

High Interest Rate

Personal Service

Great Stability

Perfect Record

We extend a cordial invitation
to the students of the 1932-33 class-
es to make our service of value to

themselves.

0

FRANKLIN SAVINGS & LOAN CO.

We Appreciate Your Account

Either Borrowing or Saving.

Phone 2766Cor. 13th St. and 1st Ave.

a pity the young man hadn't an ex-
tra toothbrush. An ikon, but no extra
toothbrushes.

And then, about that ikon. The
Madonna's white face stared at her
humbly from the wall. He had his
silly eternal lamp! But she was not
without her own superstitions and
remembering that she always kept
in her apartment, and a Javanese say-
ing that she whispered to herself be-
fore she did her dance, and others
of the same nature-she was seized
with compunction. It wasn't that she
wanted to have anything happen to
the young Russian. She thought, I
shouldn't have made him put out
that lamp. No. That wasn't really
necessary.

In turning away from the mirror,
after pulling her little velvet cap
firmly over her hair, she backed into
a table and sent a tobacco jar crash-
ing to the floor. She could hardly
'ontain a cry. Damn the luck! After
all this trouble, to have awakened
him!

But no, the poor devil was sleeping
through it all, with an arm under his
heand and his hair all tousled over
his forhead. It was a touching sight,
she reflected, with some irony and
yet with the pity which a sleeping
person, deaf to all harm and unable
to defend himself, engenders. Hav-
ing meant to make her escape with

(Please turn to page 7)
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MINNA GOMBELL in Fox Pictures

Cinema Calendar
- for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE GRAND
SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Presenting,

"REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK FARM," with Marion Nix-
on and Ralph Bellamy. Escape from reckless, ruthless rackets
and sordid crooks .... tinseled women and beady-eyed gigolos
. . . into this glorious romance of honest lovers ... as refresh-
ing as a mountain breeze. Get happy wtih these lovers. Thrill
to the joy of these happy sweethearts who won over the town
gossips when they lost their hearts to each other.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Presenting, "BACHE-
LOR'S AFFAIRS," with Adolph Menjou, Minna Gombell,
Arthur Pierson and Joan Marsh. A pulsating platinum blonde
lured him to the altar-but the halter broke. She lured him
into double harness but he kicked over the traces. Adolphe
Menjou is a howl as a gay old dog. He woke up to find his
dream girl was a headache. There wasn't a kick in a carload
of his kisses-but his bank roll packed a wallop.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Presenting, "M A N
WANTED," with Kay Francis, Kenneth Thompson and
David Manners. No girl with leap year ideas can afford to
miss the first Warner Bros. picture starring the screen's
most beautiful siren and a fair creature recognized as Holly-
wood's best dressed woman. Not recommended for innocent
young girls.

AT THE RIALTO
NOW PLAYING: presenting, "STEADY COMPANY,"

with Norman Foster, June Clyde and Zasu Pitts. A boy with
a wallop. A girl with a heart. A love story of the city with
struggling youth battling upward. A romance of "just folks"
-like you and you and you. A p)icture to make your pound-
ing heart keel) pace with its throbbing humanity. She started
in a Rolls Royce and finished in a truck. And then she was
keeping steady company. You'll find "STEAl)Y COMPANY"
a sure cure for what ails you.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Presenting, "MERRILY
WE GO TO HELL," with Sylvia Sidney, Fredric March,
Adrianne Allen, "Skeets" Gallagher and others. "MERRILY
WE GO TO HELL" is an adaption of Cleo Lucas' "best
seller" novel, "I, JERRY, TAKE THEE, JOAN." Love can
cheapen as well as beautify. Here is a picture that is a vindica-
tion of every w'oman that ever loved. Romance that starts in
fun... must it end in unhappiness?

TUESDAY O)NLY: Presenting, "FREAKS," with Wal-
lace Ford andl Lelia Hyams. Harry Earles. the famous midget
of "THE LUNHOLY THREE," is really the inspirer of
"FREAKS," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's bizarre mystery of the
sideshow. After "THLE UNHOLY THREE," Tod Browning,
the director, tried to tbink up a picture in which Earles could
play a leading role . .. . and hit on "FREAKS."

WEI)NESDAY ANl) THURSDAY: Presenting,
"WEEK ENDS ONLY," with Joan Bennett and Ben Lyon.
She lived two lives. Friday to Monday she was entertaining
and ornamental at a rich man's parties. Tuesdays and Thurs-

days she was a poor artist's inspiration. Her system worked
until she got her dates mixed. Love wasn't in her contract as
a paid guest. But could she leave it out?

FREDRIC MARCH
with Sylvia Sidney in Paramount's

"Merrily We Go to Hell"

HIGHLIGHTS FROM "MERRILY
WE GO TO HELL"

Two stars of major brilliance!
Sylvia Sidney and Fredric March

shine together in a drama of tense
realism.

A drama depicting reckless mod-
ern youth-burning life swiftly-
laughing uproariously - dissipating
thoughtlessly.

Youth with everything to win-
flaunting conventions-playing with
love-gambling with destiny.

Here is a drama in which Fredric
March, a master artist, portrays the
devastating scourge of a careless ap-
petite for carousing. He stakes talent,
love and happiness against the vicari-
ous pleasures of riotous living-then
near tragedy jerks him back to sanity.

Love enters the story adroitly. In
callow youth March falls in love with
a girl. It was a transient affair, but
it raised in his mind an ideal, which
in later years complicates his mari-
tal life with Sylvia Sidney-and al-
most leads to tragedy. And thus un-
folds the vivid drama of a love tri-
angle interspersed with humor, wild
iving, pathos and a gripping climax.

Sylvia Sidney gives a splendid por-
trayal of the young wife who reverses
her own headstrong course, and val-
iantly fights to stem the course of
her husband's irresponsible life. Her
final act of tragic portent definitely
establishes herself as the primary in-
terest in his life, ra-her than the false
idealism born of an early infatuation.

Adrianne Allen, glamorous blond
beauty of the English stage, who re-
cently featured in the Broadway stage
show, "Cynara," plays the siren role
with the subtle effectiveness of a
trained artist. A new face on the Am-
erican screen, attractive and intrigu-
ing, with a charm that's distinctly
English.

Sylvia Sidney, in "Ladies of the
Big House" demonstrated a surpris-
ing capacity to portray intense emo-
tionalism. Her work in this picture
of the screen's outstanding feminine
promptly raised her to the front rank
talent. Her recent work as feminine
lead in "The Miracle Man" further
demonstrates her strength and versa-
tility in roles of stirring power. Her
fan mail is one of the largest in Holly.
wood's stellar colony, and shows her
to be a distinctly talented star.

ed in seeing through a very clever
idea of Ralph Bellamy's by which he
sought to impress her with his know-
ledge when they began filming "Re-
becca Of Sunnybrook farm." It was
their first picture together, and also
the beginning of their acquaintance.

Bellamy, realizing that he would
better understand Marian's interpre-
tation of "Rebecca" if he understood
her personally, racked his brian for
a week for a way to capture her in-
terest. When the company arrived in
Santa Cruz, where the exterior scenes
of the picture were made, Bellamy
hit upon the idea of escorting Marian
on a visit to the big trees, which he
had heard her say she had never
seen.

Accordingly, he slipped away dur-
ing the first afternoon and spent over
:wo hours with the guide, listening
to and memorizing the historic and
interesting details of each of the
liant redwoods. Then, on the next
afternoon, he offered to act as host
to Marian, Director Alfred Santell,
and a party composed of other mem-
bres of the cast. In the grove, Bel-
lamy stopped before each tree and
proceeded to rattle off facts and
data about it, all the while keeping
a careful eye on Marian to note her
reaction.

She Consults Guide
True enough, Miss Nixon was ab-

sorbing every word Bellamy said; but
she, too, has an alert mind, and her
long experience with actors has
taught her to recognize a "perform-
ance" when she sees one. And this,
most decidedly, was a "perform-
ance. "

Without saying anything of her
suspicions, Marian dropped behind
and began to walk with the guide.

"Did he really study and learn
about these trees in a book," she
asked sweetly and with all innocence
"or has he been here before?"

"Why, he was here all afternoon,
yesterday. I thought you knew,' re-
plied the unsuspecting guide.

Marian rejoined the group of lis-
teners to Bellamy's "spiel," this time

At Grand

U

I'

U

her own eyes.
as over and every-
sing Bellamy for
ledge of the gi-
turned expectant-

y for Marian's opinion.
"Was that a five, or a ten, you

ave your friend, the guide, yester-
ay afternoon?" she asked naively.

Grand
SAT.-SUN.-MON.

"REBECCA 0 F
SUNNYBROOK

FARM"
With

MARION NIXON - RALPH BELLAMY
MAE MARSH

SCREEN SONG -- COMEDY -- NEWS

TUES.-WED.

"BACHELOR'S
AFFAIRS"

With
COMEDY ....- ORGANLUDE-- NEW'
ARTHUR PIERSON- JOAN MARSH

ADOLPHE MENJOU-MINNA GOMBELL

THUR.-FRI.

KAY FRANCIS

"MAN
WANTED"

With
DAVID MANNERS UNA MERKEL

KENNETH THOMSON - ANDY DEVINE
NOVELTY -SOUVENIR -NEWS

RIALTO
NOW PLAYING

A merry-go-round of laughs and romance-
t'ial,: and troubles of giddy lovers?

"Steady Com pany
With

NORMAN FOSTER - JUNE CYLDE
ZASU PITTS

Plus COMEDY
Chapter 7 "THE AIR MAIL MYSTERY"

NEWS

4. Makers of Fine Printing Plates
A

WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.

Atlanta, Georgia
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MATA HARI

(Continued from page 5)

all possible speed and no farewell
she took the time to write two or
three notes before she found one that
was graceful enough. "It is morning
now and I have come to my senses. I
will not see you again." No. That one
she destroyed because it was so bru-
tal. No more harshness like that of
yesterday. After all she would never
see him again and he had done her a
favor, if he did not know it.

When she at last took her depar-
ture she left one line behind her.
"The shortest roads are the sweetest."

And another thing-she came back
from the door to relight the Madonna
lamp.

The fresh early morning air woke
her up thoroughly. It was delicious
to be alive, pleasant to have the con-
sciousness of a difficult job well per-
formed. At her house she had her
breakfast and changed her clothes,
and on the stroke of nine, was driv-
ing in her car along the Champs
Elysees.

Adriana affected not to notice her
until she had called to him several
times, and then to be surprised. In-
deed, they chatted, he on the curb,
she from her car, so that anyone
could hear them.

"How do you happen to be about
so early in the morning, my dear?"
"A rehearsal. No one thinks I ever

work, but I do. I am planning some
new dances."

WATCH, CLOCK AND JEWELRY

REPAIRING
Special Discount to Army People

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

PEKOR JEWELRY CO.
Museogee Club Bldg. 1221 Broadway

Stanton's Lunch Car

C. J. STANTON, Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY OUR STEW
Phone 29 1638-2nd Ave.

WE DELIVER

"Tale Spins"
Elmer (Little Shot) was espied

ankling down Broadway in a shower
of peanut shells.

Kidney Foot! Are we surprised?
We all know you don't drink and
our curiosity must be sated. Why did
you tip your hat to the smiling mani-
kin that was posed so beautifully in
that show window?

Synonyms: Love, affection, devo-
tion, regard, fondness, tenderness and
Koby.'

"Jimmy" Harward was probably
thinking of that town "sock up" in
Illinois known as Kasebeer when he
said ,pile a beer" during that conver-
sation as to the whereabouts of the
"Polar Bear."

Riddle: Why is it that some people
don't like Stetsons because of the
wide brim?

Staff Sergeant John K. Beckner, D.
S. A. C. T. S. on furlough, condes-
cended to give the boys a treat the
other day by stalking thru the hang-
ars in ice cream pants and a pale
but :pure panama.

John B. (Belle) Smith says he
walks that way on account of carry-
ing a gun so long.

By N. Oseover

Meanwhile, they were watching to
see if anyone had taken notice of
them. There were not a great many
passersby on the avenue at this hour.
An officer turned to stare at the well-
known face of Mata Hari. But there
was nothing to fear from him; he was
only curious.

"If you're going my way, I'll drop
you."

"That will be very nice of you."
drawled Adriana as he stepped into
the limousine and it moved off.

(To Be Continued)

RUBBER STAMPS

Columbus Office Supply Co.

24 Hr. Service

Phone 556

AUCTION
Wednesday, August 24th, 12:30 P. M.

Buena Vista and Steam Mill Roads

540 acres divided into small farms, improved with 8 houses, a

dairy barn and a lake that covers approximately 8 acres of land well

stocked with fish. This is something that most every one would like

to own, within 4 or 5 miles of the city limits. Also some of these

farms are extra good, having plenty running water on them. Think

about having the opportunity to buy well located property on today's

market at your price. Sales will begin on Steam Mill Road at the

Dairy farm. BE ON TIME.

At 4:00 P. M. Same Day
In Britt Addition

15 nice lots with all improvements paid, ready to build on. This

is unusual to sell good property already developed at a time like

this. Come out and be with us whether you buy or not. The owner

says sell regardless of price.

TERMS: '3 CASH-BALANCE EASY

Free Barbecue, Music and other Attractions.

JOHNSON AUCTION CO., Selling Agents

Local Headquarters Waverly Hotel

No Fish Story

Above you see Mrs. Patrick J. Mc-
Nulty, holding the giant rattle snake
killed in Florida. The snake came
near biting Mrs. McNulty, and but
for the timely interference of a man
near by, would have been bitten.
The snake had 19 rattles.

BY AL DURDEN
The rattlesnake is probably the

most poisonous reptile that inhabits
North America at the present time.
Unless first aid is administered at
once the results of its bite are fatal. The
one redeeming feature of this rep-
tile is the fact that the rattlesnake
always gives a warning with its whir-
ring rattlers before striking the death
blow. In most cases the victim be-
coming excited at the deadly warning
will dash wildly within reach of the'
dreaded fangs, and the speed of the
reptile's strike is second only to chain-
ed lightning.

A few weeks ago Mrs. Patrick J. Mc-
Nulty of Fort Benning was visiting
her mother at Lutz, Florida. While
walking in an orange grove near the
house one afternoon she was startled
by the warning whirr of a rattlesnake.
At first the sound seemed to come
from beneath her feet, Mrs. McNulty
stood perfectly still for a moment
while she looked to find where the
reptile was. She finally discovered
him coiled under a small bush a few
feet away. She lost no ime in mov-
ing in the opposite direction and call-
ing for help. The accompanying pic-
"ure shows Mrs. McNulty with the
reptile after its head had been se-
vered. It was one of the largest ever
killed in that section of the country
and had 19 rattles.

The rattlesnake is found throughout
the United States. It belongs to the
family of the Viperine snakes, called
the Crotalidae, the face is marked
with a large pit or depression on each
side, between the eye and nostril.
This dreaded reptile is a native of
North America, and is remarkable
for the singular termination to the
tail from which it derives is popular
name.

At the extremity of the tail are a
number of curious, loose horny struc-
tures formed of the same substance as
the scales and varying in number ac-
cording to the size of the reptile. It
is now generally considered that the
number of joints on the "rattle" is an
indication of the age of the reptile,
a fresh joint being gained each year
immediately after the change of skin
and before it goes into winter quar-
ters.

There is however another opinion
that exists among the less educated
which gives the rattlesnake the vindic-
tive spirit of the North American In-
dian. and asserts that it adds a new
joint to its "rattle" whenever it has

slain a human being, thus bearing
on its tail the fearful trophies of its
prowess as the Indians wore the scalps
of their slain foes.

When in repose, the rattlesnake usu-
ally lies coiled in some suitable spot,
with his head lying flat, and the tip
of its tail elevated in the middle of
the coil. Should it be irritated by a
passenger, or feel annoyed or alarmed,
it instantly communicates a quivering
movement to the tail, which causes the
joints of the rattle to shake against
each other, with a peculiar skirring
riffle very much like the sound of the
escaping steam of a railway engine.

The rattlesnake is slow and torpid

'Rattlers are to be found throughc
this section of the country. Seve'
large reptiles have been killed
the Fort Benning reservation. A f
months ago a soldier was bitten
a rattlesnake while the troops were
maneuvers at Benning, and or
prompt work saved the man's life.
this case the wound was ripped op
with a knife and then two you
lieutenants took turns at sucking t
venom from the wound. The offic,
were later cited for this remarkal
piece of work in saving a life.

29TH INFANTRY POLO TEAM

IMPROVES IN SECOND GA

(Continued from page 1)

steaming nostrils, to thrill us in th
brave charges, striving all the wh
to win for their master,-man. A
last, but by no means least, bring
that true blue blood of modc
sports, the poloist who play the gai
for the love of sport. Give him
horse, loose the reins, and cluck h
on to the starting position, and, d(
ruler of the seasons, his sporti
blood will send our own life's fli
bubbling through our veins, watch
him, all the while glorying with b
in his prowess as a fearless, reckh
ruler over the coming sport
the turf."

in its movements and seldom attemi
to bite unless it is provoked, ev4
suffering itself to be handled witho
avenging itself. When about to infli
the fatal blow the reptile seems
swell with anger, its throat dilatir
and its whole body rising and sinkii
as if inflated by a bellows. The to

is agitated with increasing vehemen(
the rattle sounds its threatening w
note with a sharper riffle, the he
becomes flattened as it is drawn ba(
ready for the stroke, and the who
creature seems a very incarnation
deadly rage. Yet, even in such m
ments, if the intruder withdraw, tl
reptile will gradually lay aside
angry aspect, the coils settle down
their places the flashing eyes lo
their lustre, the .,rattle becomes si
tionary, and the serpent sinks back i
to its previous state of lethargy.

It is rather curious that the ratt]
snake varies much in its powers
venom and its irritability of temp
according to the season of the yeq
During the spring months it will s(
dom attempt to bite, and if it do
strike a foe, the poison is compat
ively mild in its effect. But aft
August, and before it seeks its wint
quarters, the rattlesnake is not on
more fierce than at any other tin
of the year, but the venom seems
be of more fearful intensity, inflictit
wounds from which nothing escap
with life.

The ranidity of the effect of t!
rattler's bite depends necessarily
the part which is bitten. Should t]
points of the fangs wound a mod(
ately large vein or artery, the veno
courses swiftly through the blood ai
the victim dies within a few minut,
But if by chance the fang shou

pierce some fleshy or muscular po
of the body, the poison does not ha
such rapid effect, and the injur
may be saved by timely administi
tion of powerful remedies. The
seems to be no specific remedy f
the bite of this reptile, as the effe(
vary accordingly to the individu
who happens to be bitten, and t
state of health he sufferer may be
the time. Immediate suction, h
ever, and the unsparing use of t
knife, appear to be the most effi
(ions means of neutralizing
poison and strong ammonia and
have been employed with good
suits.

The general color of the rati
snake is pale brown. A dark stre
runs along the temples from back
the eyes, and expands at the corr
of the mouth into a large spot. As
ies of irregular dark brown bar
are drawn across the back, a numi
of round spots of the same hue
scattered along the sides, upont
nape of the neck and back of t
head.
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Farmers driving past the Insane
Asylum with a load of fertilizer. In-
mate called-"What are you hauling?"

"Fertilizer" said the Farmer.
"What are you going to do with it?"
"Put it on strawberries," said the

Farmer.
"You ought to live in here. We get

sugar and cream on ours."

1125 - 6th Ave. Phone 2590

First National

Bank
Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Resources Over $2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representativet

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning
Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00

Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit
issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

CLUB
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

Fort Benning Represe ita o :

WE RENT

Furniture
TO

Army Officers

HECHT CO.
115 TWELFTH ST.

Ptsen HARPER'S
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BERNARD B. SWAYZE, Editor

Johnsons Dominate Superb Fistic MF,.enu
Double Wind-Up

Shows At Arena
For Third Time

Tuesday night brings together a
large portion of the Johnson clan in
Doughboy Stadium. These fights are
expected to give the fans even more
scrapping, (if that be possible), than
the last card held at Benning.

In the top ten rounder of the dou-
ble-wind-up affair, Ching Johnson will
go to war with Bull Johnson, Atlanta
bulldog of no mean ability. Ching is
a hard hitter, and tough. His defeat
at the hands of Frankie Edgren has
not served to slow him up in the
least; if anything making him pack
on more steam and power in his
training. Ching looks good now, and
by Tuesday night should be in the
pink of condition.

These two boys are both in for the
hardest fight of their ring history.
They both know the other can hit,
and that it will 'go to-the' man who
pushes over the most and hardest
punches who will be on his feet at
the end of about the sixth round.
Both are young, tough and willing to
fight, and should keep the fans on
their feet for the length of the fight.

In the first ten rounds of the
night, Earl Johnson of Miami will
clash horns with no less personage
than Tom Blanton of Birmingham.
What this Slagtown mauler holds to
make him think he can win over the
hard hitting Earl will be displayed
that night. Many experts give the Bir-
mingham youth the edge in the
scrapping, but on the other hand
sage old heads bobble in disapproval.
They claim that Blanton will not
have the chance of a feather in a
whirlwind with this fellow Earl
Johnson on his neck.

So you can easily gather that this
melee will be a bang-up affair. Don't
bet your money on either, for it
looks as though the judges will have
a hard time of it in giving the decis-
ion. A lucky blow may end the mat-
ters early in the fight, however, but
which lad will be on the receiving
end is another story.

None of the boys on the card are
over the age of twesnty-one, and have
a great deal of experience behind
them. Some already have reached
the stage of being classified as vet-

Set Record in Gold Cup Classic

' ;m 1 , ,. m . .... ...:i .. :: ..... e : ......-. ::-.:.* ...

The Delphine IV, owned by Horace Dodge is shown Montauk, Long Island. The Delphine sf
with her pilot, Bill Horn, of Newport News, Va., and of 58.06 miles an hour in winning the
Mechanic McKenzie, after their victory in the annual shows C. F. Chapman (right), chairman
Gold Cup Regatta, America's speedboat classic, at ican Speedboat Association, presentingt]

erans and will be able to show the
fans ring generalship seldom seen at
Benning.

Since showing at Benning some
four weeks ago, Bunker Hill and
J. C. Sewell have revamped and
reorganized their feud on the lines
6f modified murder. Sewell took the
nod over Hill in their last battle, and
it has served to rumple the com-
placence of Mr. Hill no end.

He swears revenge is to be his this
time and that Mr. Sewell will pack
a sore chin for months after he gets
rid of him. On the other hand, Sew-
ell is of the opinion, "Once a dud,
always a dud," and is out to prove
that his line of thinking is right.
These two boys will travel, over the
six round route, or less.

Chick Liddell and Dave Milford
(Please turn to page 10)

TUESDAY NIGHT. AUGUST 23
Doughboy Stadium, 8:1.5 P. M.

Ching Johnson
of Benning

14

Tom Blanton
of Birmingham

J. C. SEWELL
of Columbus

6

CHICK LIDELL
of Benning

6

TUT TUT TAYLOR
of Benning

vs. "Bull" Johnson

3 Rounds

VS.

0 Rounds

vs. BUNKER HILL
of Benning

i Rounds

vs. DAVE MILFORD
of Columbus

Rounds

vs. DUMMY NIX
of Columbus

4 Rounds

TONY VIGGINS vs. "Walkaway"' TILLMAN
of Columbus of Benning

4 Rounds
General Admission 50c Ringside $1.00
Tickets on sale at Officers' Club, Athletic office and all orderly rooms

et a new mark
classic. Inse
of the Amer

he trophy.

Twentv-Ninth Infantry Will Hold
Annual Swimming Meet At Russ Pool

Beginning tomorrow morning at
9:15, the Twenty-ninth Infantry will
hold its annual swimming meet at
Russ Pool. Three battalions of the
Pride of the South Regiment will be

entered in the events, and some good

swimming will be offered the lovers
of that sport.

Speedy swimmers will match their

speed with one another, while the

distance swimmers will match both

speed and endurance to see who

will take home the coveted trophy.

Divers will exhibit their wares to a

fare-thee-well, with no slouchy divers

competing.
During the past year quite a num-

ber of excellent divers have been de-

veloped in the Doughboy regiment,

an(d this pb',.se of the m'et will at-
tract qute a bit cf attention.

The Second Battalion is picked to
win over the other two battalions of
the regiment, but will have no walk
away in the meet. These doughboys
are out after one another's throat,
md there will be plenty of spray fly-
in" in the contests.

The following bulletins, published
at Headquarters, 29th Infantry, under
date of August 9, 1932, and signed
for the C. 0. 29th Inf. by the Adju-
tant, is reproduced for the informa-
tion and guidance of those con-
cerned:

A Regimental Swimming Meet will
be held at Russ Pool, Saturday, Aug-

Radium Springs
PlayTo Begin

RADIUM SPRINGS, Ga., August
19-In less than a week Radium
Springs will be the mecca for more
than 200 of the leading golfers in
the southeast, and plans for the sixth
annual Radium Springs invitation
tournament August 24-27 are moving
steadily forward under the supervision
of Hugh Moore, widely known golf

(Please turn to page 9)

ust 20, 1932, at 9:15 a. m. A trophy
will be awarded winning Battalion.
Prizes will be awarded winners of
each event. Competition is restricted
to enlisted men.

The events for the meet and the
order in which they will be run as
follows:

400 yard relay, 100 yard breast
stroke, 50 yard free style, 400 yard
free style, 100 yard back stroke, 100
yard free style, fancy diving, 200 yard
free style, 300 yard medley relay.

The conduct of the meet will be
governed by the rules of the A. A. U.
except as noted below. Competitors
are limited to three individual events.

The medley r el1 a y will cover a
300 yard course, three men to a
team, each man to swim 100y ards.
For the first 100 yards the breast
stroke will be used, for the second
100 yards the back stroke will be
used, and for the final 100 yards any
stroke other than the breast or back
stroke may be used.

The diving will consist of seven
dives by each entry, the four dives
prescribed below and any other three
dives that the entry may elect.

Prescribed dives: plain front or
swan, back, running forward jack
knife, back jack knife.

Points will be awarded as follows:
Individual events; 1st-10 points;
2nd-6 points; 3rd-2 points.

The Best In Sporting
Equipment

Spalding, D & M. and
Everlast

Sport and Luggage
Shop

Best Quality Luggage

When He Hits--.
You've Got 'I!

That is, if you've
been wise enough
to select good tack-
le the kind that's
sold here!

Athletic Dept.
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Qa.

(The Post Exchange is not auth-
orized to sell to any person not in
the military service.)

of Georgia

Earl Johnson
of Miami

I . Ing

Final Plans Made
For Golf Tourney
Final arrangements have been made

in connection with the Enlisted Men's
Golf Tournament to be held on the
Officer's Club course during next
week and the week following. The
flights have all been arranged, and the
qualifying scores will all be in during
the later part of the week, Sunday
closing most of the qualifying rounds.

The tournament will be played un-
der the customary handicap rules,
hereby making the competition keen
throughout. Sergeant Larry Mitzen has
been very instrumental in the forming
of the club, and states that he expects
to see the interest to pick up during
the progress of the tournament.

The Officer's Club has limited the
number in the club to fifty, and at
present, they carry thirty-two on their
rolls. This will enable eighteen more
of the followers of the Scottish pas-
time to enter into the com pefitions
which are expected to wax hot ere .the
club reaches its first anniversary.

Prizes will be given the winners in
each flight, as will also be given the
runner-up in each flight. Low medal-
ist will be rewarded in the qualify-
ing rounds, while a consolation trophy
will be played for. A handsome trophy
will be given the winner of the tourna-
ment, which is something to look for-
ward to.

Those already belonging to the club
and will play in the tournament are
listed below:

Sgt. Joseph Biando, Pvt. Hammond
D. Caldwell, Sgt. L. N. Chitwood, Cpl.
Marvin B. Cook, Roy Dotson, Sgt. E.
A. Dowling, Cpl. H. L. Ellis, Sgt. Har-
ry M. Foster, Cpl. Jack B. Gibney,
Sgt. James M. Hamilton, Sgt. J. R.
Holihan, Sgt. Dewey Klenn, Cpl. B. C.
Mercer, Sgt. R. W. Miller, Sgt. Law-
rence Mitzen, Sgt. Marcus 0. O'Neal,
Cpl. Thomas P. Reaves, Sgt. W. B.
Safford, Sgt. Sidney S. Sprague, Cpl.
Edwin D. Steyerman, Sgt. G. E. Still,
Cpl. W. C. Wright, Sgt. B. Silvermas-
ter, Sgt. E. C. Davis.
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ON THE Q. T.
(Continued from page 3)

You are guilty. How do you plead?

WE NOTICE THAT First Sergeant
Norbert L. Craine is now confined
in the station hospital. Wonder if the
little Austin has run down his
throat? You know he went up there
with a sore throat, and the doctors
might find one there.

DURING HIS ABSENCE in the
hospital, Sergeant Frank Ryles is act-
ing First Sergeant of Company "H,"
and making a very nifty job of it at
that. All the boys like Frank, which
makes his job all the more pleas-
ant. Power to you, Four Eyes.

NOW THESE FISH stories are
something of another color. Sergeant
A. L. Bagley comes to us about a
tale concerning a fishing trip out to
Fry Lake. He tells us that he caught
a nice two foot . . . alligator. He
even went so far as to tell us that
he had the 'gator to prove it by.

*HN W * *

THEN WE WENT to him for the
proof, but lo! and behold. Said
'gaitor had made his get-away two
days previous to our visit. Don't try
to spoof us, Tolbert, fish stories never
ring true.

POPULAR OFFICERS LEAVE
FOR NEW STATION

(Continued From Page 1)

Maj. Howland first came to Fort
Benning in 1922 as a student in the
Company Officers' course. His second
tour at Fort Benning began in 1928
following his graduaiton from The
Tank School at Fort George 0. Meade,
Md., when he was assigned to the
First Tank Regiment.

Captain John P. Horan, who has
been stationed at Fort Benning for the
past four years, first as student officer,

and later as commander of Co. F 29th

Infantry, left the post on Tuesday for
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas where he
w.ll be enrolled as a student at The

Command and General Staff School.
Captain Horan is the author of a

set of provisional machine gun com-

pany inspection regulations which
was used in 1918 by several combat-

ant divisions. He is also the author of
a brochure on company mobilization
methods based upon practical tests

in this subject conducted by the 29th
Infantry.

9

Your Garage-man
Will Tell You

• . . that you can't get
maximum performance
out of a car unless you
take constant care of it.

s

Auto Department
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

(The Post Exchange is not auth-
orized to sell to any person not in

the military service.)

THE BENNING HERALD

UPSETS FLY FAST IN GOLFERS TO GATHER AT
RADIUM SPRINGS

POST LEAGUE (Continued from page 8)

Medicos Making Sensational professional, who recently assumed

Comeback charge of the Radium course.
Under Moore's supervision the beau-

BY AL DURDEN tiful 18-hole layout is being made

During the past ten days the Fort more attractive than ever before in

Benning fans have been treated to its history. The fairways and greens

up-sets, hurlers' duels, slugging match- are cut and trimmed daily and the

es and umpire chasing. The First Bats heavy undergrowth in the deep rough
started things humming last Satur- has been cleared. New grass has come

day when they humbled the Kellys, through on the greens and the roll-
7 to 4. This was a corking good ing, sloping putting surfaces resem-

game with the Kellys out in front ble green carpets in the center of
until the eighth frame when the Mother Nature. Bobby Jones, king of

Irish went on a rampage to hit every golfers, said that Radium's course

thing thrown their way and score a was one of the best designed courses

total of six runs before they were he has ever played on, and it bids

finally headed. fair now of becoming one of the
The Special Units handed ithe country's most beautiful courses.

Gunners a 4 to 1 lacing. Gardner was Golfers from six states will com-
in top form and allowed the Gunners pete in the coming invitation tour-

only 3 hits. Jakie Morris twirled good nament, Floyd (Bubber) Alford,
ball for the losers but miscues back manager, announces. Alford is in
of him was responsible for his de- charge of advance reservations for

feat. the meet, and he is daily receiving
Bill Swantic twirled the Tankers a large number of inquiries from

to a 3 to 1 victory over the Green- followers of the old Scottish pastime
cords in one of the neatest hurling from Tennessee, the Carolinas, Ala-
duels of the season. Bill was in great bama, Mississippi and different points
form and really shaded "Wee Grady" in Georgia.
for first honors. Radium's invitation tournament has

The Medicos walked on the lowly been termed the "grand finale" in
G-nners to the tune of 8 to 4. Gilbert southern golfdom circles, as it pro-
held the Gunner sluggers well in vides the player with an opportuniy
check allowing six bingles. Cherry of playing in one last big meet be-
was knocked out in the fourth frame. fore he puts away his war clubs for
Odom relieved him and held the the winter season. Increasing numbers
Medicos in check during the remain- of leading amateur golfers are tak-
der of the game. With a little more ing advantage of this opportunity
experience Odom will be a big help each year, and present indications are
to the Gunner twirling staff. that the largest field in Radium

Two old rivals, the First Bats and Spring's history will compete for
Terrible Tankers, battled furiously coveted honors at the coming tourna-
in a nip and tuck affair that finally ment.
ended with the First Bats riding on Committees in charge of the tour-
the big end of a 7 to 6 score. nament plans are leaving nothing

Three runs in the second inning undone to make the visiting golfers'
proved enough for the Special Units stay at Radium Springs a pleasant
to defeat the Greencords, 3 to 1. one. When not engaged in playing
Both Zuke and White hurled bril- golf the participants can take a swim
liant baseball but the Spareparts in the radioactive waters of the beau-
!tuck stubbornly to their two run tiful Radium Springs, indulge in a
lead and refused to be bothered. tennis match, partake in a trapshoot

The Greencords came back strong at the attractive Radium gun traps,
.ainst the Irish and handed them said to be the most beautiful in Geor-

their second defeat of the season, 4 gia, take a canoe ride down the Ra-
to 2. Tolle out hurled Pat Stevens dium creek, play cards in the casino

;n another diamond feud to take the lounge room, and dance in the ca-
victory, sino ballroom. It will be anything

The Medicos continued to hold the but a lonesome time for all who at-
'ndian sign over the Kellys, trim- tend.

The course will open for practice
muing them 5 to 4, in a fast hard to tournament contestants without
fought affair. Foster traveled the full charge beginning Saturday, August 20.

route for the Kellys but Gilbert gave The entrance fee for the entire tour-

way to Barnes when he injured his nament is $5. and caddy fare for all
leg in the sixth frame. rounds will be 65 cents for 18 holes.

heg inestfrme.ontheG The golf calendar calls for the quali-
The Tankers jumped on the Gun- fying rounds of 18 holes for flights

ners to lace out 14 base hits and of 16 on Wednesday, August 24. A

score 14 runs. The Tanker sluggers medal will be awarded the low

poled out four triples and three medalist. First round matches will

doubles during this barrage. Red begin Thursday, and play will con-
Lidoubl hiffedurin G ui nrsae tinue through Saturday with the low-
Lindsey whiffed 10 Gunners and also est 16 in the qualifying round consti-

smacked out a triple. Duffer Hull hit uting the championship bracket that

two triples and two singles in his will fight for the championship now
fn....,- ; ....Q held by Howard Lilliston, of Albany.

The Medicos are leading the chase

at this writing but as the pack turns
into the home stretch there are many

7hings that may happen.

Special Sunday
Dinner

Serv-el from Noon until Midnight

Cream Chicken

Waffles T-Bone Steaks

withi mushrooms

Filet Mignon

ala Stanley

Ice Cream

French Drip Coffee

Tea and Milk

Berger Lindh
Formerly

SETZLER'S LUNCH ROOM

Located on Benning Road

Near Bull Creek

TO ORGANIZE YOUR KITCHEN
(Continued from page 3)

ing and stirring. Wooden forks, too,
are useful.

MAKING A CABINET

Dish mops should be clean. Re-

place as soon as old or worn. If you

haven't a food chopper, invest in one.

It has unlimited uses as you will
oon discover, when making rissoles

from left-overs. Get a palette knife or

spatula-grand for turning food, in
frying pan or on griddle, and two

strokes with its thin, flexible blade

will clean a mixing bowl.
Stock up with dishes and glass

towels, and keep a supply of paper

towels. You'll find many uses for
them.

Organize your kitchen. If you
haven't a kitchen cabinet, create a

unit that can be used as such. Put

an old kitchen table in a convenient

corner and group shelves on the walls

around it. Saucepans can hang from

its sides or from the shelves. Many

an old book case has been pressed

into kitchen cabinet service with ex-

cellent results.
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SGT. MATTHEWS WINS tion at that time. Sgt. Matthews en-

SUBSCRIPTION PRIZE listed on October 27, 1925 and was
then assigned to "H" company, 29th.
He was appointed corporal on June

Sergeant Felix G. Matthews, Supply 16, 1927 and Sergeant on July 23,
Sergeant, Regimental Machine Gun 1930. He was assigned to the Regi-
Company, 29th Infantry, is the first mental Machine Gun Company when
of the Fort Benning personnel to win it was formed and has been with it
one of the subscription prizes offered ever since.
by the Herald for selling fifty sub- He is a native of Anderson, Ten-
scriptions. Sgt. Matthews will be given nessee, but was born in Tracy City,
a fountain pen and pencil desk set in the same state., on February 18,as the prize for his work. 1907. His parents are Mr. and Mrs. J.

0. Matthews who are now residents
Sergeant Matthews has won hon- of Anderson. Sgt. Matthews is an-

ors before at Benning. In 1928, while other example of the value of the

he was in Company "H," 29th In. Army in training the men of the

fantry, his cart won first place in the country for both military and civil

machine gun cart competition and life and has made the statement that

repeated this feat several times. This he intends to spend the "next twenty-
three years of his life in the Army."was the main event, in the competi-
Some record!

ENJOY 18 HOLES OF GOLF
AT

LEIXVIHW
Where a Dollar Bill Pays the Bill

Rental on Clubs 25c

Ball 10c to 55c

CaddyFee (9 holes) 20c

One Try-

And you, too, will agree that our Rye Bread

is the best. Fresh daily at the Post-X Grocery

EVERIDGE'S BAKERY
109 12th Street

B. H. HARRIS CO.
Renting

Special attention given Fort Benning Officers
Kindly call and let us assist you in

getting located
Office, 12th Street Phones 250-251

B. H. HARRIS CO.

We Offer The Services Of Our
RENTAL DEPARTMENT

To all incoming officers to assist them in getting
pleasantly located for the coming school year.

FLOURNOY REALTY COMPANY
(REALTORS)

Owners and Exclusive Agents for

WILDWOOD COURT APARTMENTS
3 Phones 465 1209 Broadway

UI

LOANS MADE AT

S Ier Cent
Payable in Monthly Installments

No Frills No Extra Charges

FIDELITY LOAN & INVESTMENT

COMPANY

1206 First Avenue

T. S. BAISDEN, Sec'y & Treas.
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JOHNSONS PREDOMINATE IN

CARD AT POST NEXT TUESDAY

(Continued from page 8)

will furnish high class entertainment
for six rounds in the first fight of
that length. Milford will be remem-
bered as the boy who took the lead
from Seely, the "Sag," after Sag had

won twelve in a row, Dave came very
near to scoring a kayo over the
husky Pill Roller in their fight. Fight-
ing hard, Seely was unable to take

the lead from the gritty Milford, and

lost the decision.
Fans will remember Liddell as the

scrappingest piece of fighting mach-
inery seen in this neck of the woods
in a long time. He is the type who
will tear into a circle saw, if he
thinks he has a shadow of a chance
to come out breathing. This fight will
no doubt stand you on your illus-
trous left ear.

The two four rounders picked for
the card will feature to fast bouts.
The top four-rounder will present
Tony Viggins and Walkaway Till-
man, two boys who have not shown
heretofore. Viggins is the type fight-
er who knows nothing but plug,
plug, plug, while Tillman is just
what his name implies . . . . He will
walk away with anything that even
looks as though it intends to inter-
fere with him. He then starts in to
take it apart to see what makes it
tick.

The curtain raiser brings back our
old friend, Dummy Nix, the fighting-
est deaf and dumb boy in the world.
Nix is matched to meet Tut Tut Tay-
lor, a stumbling block to most any
prelim boy at Benning. If Taylor
leaves his stage fright in the dress-
ing room. he will be able to take
Dummy. If he doesn't, then the bird-
ies will sing for Mr. Taylor, for this
boy Nix sure packs a mean wallop.
Ask Babe Underwood.

IorRESU LTS
use the
CLASSIFIED

Attractive Hose
Charmingly Made
Cleverly Styled
Beautifully Colored
Lastingly Woven

Gift & Special
Order Dept.

POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

(The Post Exchange is not auth.-
orized to sell to any person not in

the military service.)

"Dad" Richardson, our popular SHRAPNEL BURSTS
supply sergeant, recently returned One little boy nearly created havoc
from a forty-five days' leave to his in Block 14 teaching his new dog to
home at Buffalo, New York. It was "play dead" 'hen asked the ques-
the first time that "Dad" has been tion "would you rather be a dough-
away from the outfit in many moons boy or dead." He escaped with his
and his return was gladly welcomed life when he told the neighboring
by the entire outfit. Captain that a snap of the fingers

Sergeant Jeffie 0. Willingham, has brought him back alive to the great-
deserted the ranks of the bachelor est Infantry School on Earth.
class and is now a settled married The basic officers have been dili-
man. The wedding came as a big sur- gently acquiring the technique, and
prise to the many friends of Sgt. Wil- probably the temperament of artists
lingham, as he had kept it a secret during the past week. From every
from his closest friends. Mrs. Wil- hilltop, they have eagerly searched
lingham was formerly Miss Jimmie for hidden targets and viscous mils
Lou Yarbrough of Columbus. The in an effort to piece together a recog-
young couple is widely known and nizable panoramic sketch of unchang-
claims a host of friends in Columbus ing scenery and blistering mirage.
and Fort Benning. Their many friends If the present rush of business
join in wishing the best of luck and does not subdue, our lawyer is going
happiness in the future. to have to acquire a suite of rooms

Sgt. Joh Booth and Corporal Brew- in a large office building with ele-
er, are planning a trip to Alexander vators and everything. We're grateful
City, Alabama. There are no movies that the major part of his business
at Alex City and the fishing is poor comes from outside the battalion.
down there, there can be but one at- Somehow we suspect that right now
traction for this pair and that as he wishes he had been born a brick
usual is "The Ladies." layer or something.

Brooks, latest outfield arrival, came
through in a pinch against the First BATTERY "A"
Bats and slammed out a double to After four years of extensive, in-
send in a pair of runs. Myers has terverand arodtyte acting

showed a nice game at first and in teisive and arduous duty the acting

the outer garden. His stick work is itant Supply Sergeant, Battery Re-
nte sougd ehasbiisstkwoiscorder, and Potentate Keeper of thenot so good but he has ability. los-AtlicEupmnhaatasahev

terlee has shown well in the outfield Athletic Equipment has at last achiev-

and is also a corking good infielder, ed his desire to wit: a Corporalship

He gets power back of his drives and in the Galloping Artillery. There-

is due for base hits. fore Corporal North begs to announce

The outfit has grown so fast that it to the World and Florida, that he is
wasnecssay t moe. he rdelycontented and that during leisurewas necessary to move the orderly hours he will hold open house for

room over a couple of streets so that ill his friends at the New Artillery

the staff could be in the middle of
Barracks on First Avenue. But, thatthe activities. 'fe aigcekdu nalAm

Just a word. The I. S. D. staff under after having checked up on all Army

Sgt. Frank Smith, continues to keep Regulations and Training Regulations

things looking neat and clean around he can find no precedent where a

the area. Of course this takes plenty Corporal who ranks him has the

of work but work never hurt any one. right tefresess him of his room

A Sgt. Gilbert: "Sgt. Brown I would24~th In ran try like to be issued the largest watering

______________________________trough in existence."
COMPANY "A" Sgt. Brown: "Why? Have you gone

into the horse and mule business?"Oh boy, "A" Company has two Sgt. Gilbert: "No. But I must learn
men in its midst that are very ec- msoiyu
centric when it comes to the ladies, to swim oi o will issue me the

Bot ofthe hae achrniccas oftrough I can learn at home."
that thing we call Squaw Trouble. TeWl ulo h vrlds
Beau Brummel Johnson takes his- Corporal May, received his discharge

cas vey asy ctisderngthe 15last Sunday and immediately set
phee sueroaynidrit. teatmos- forth for the interior of Florida withptherbestrotuintentions.to.remai

the best of intentions to remainaThe holy clergyman, "Loving Sam civilian. Good luck Red, but be care-
from Alabam," who stood his ground ful and do not become a squaw man.
for about one enlistment, broke loose We expect a wholesale weeping,
about ten months ago, bringing to wailing and gnashing of teeth in Co-
light all his hidden thoughts about lumbus and vicinity this week for
lovecraft. He once said he thought the sad and woeful news is that our
that the Company knew what he was extraordinary assistant cook, Pfc.
talking about. The slogan is "smile Clanton is leaving all of his faithful
and the world smiles with you; cry, and dear friends for the wild andaand dearcfriendseforOtheawildeand
and you cry alone." Our advice to wooly Philippines. His last will and
you old boy is, don't make any more testament reads as follows:
dashes until you are sure you are "Being of a" incongruous mind I
right. Your greatest enemy is jealousy, leave all my blonde friends to my
if you can't take don't give! So be esteened colleague Daniel Boone,
calm, better luck next time. etee olau ailBoe

and to my buddy in crime. Corporal

BENNING BRIEFS Brown, I leave the brunettes. May

(Continued from page 1) thev never be lonesome nor without
_a telephone number. To District of

Why has Mr. Austell, the automo- Columbus Muscrove I leave all myWhy as M. Autel, th autmo-superior rights to the day room tele-
bile magnate of Benning, painted his spheo
service car red? phone."

We lose. When Lt. Pulsifer started HEADQUARTERS BATTERY

out via airplane on his trip home, Sgt. McCallum being on furlough

we predicted that he'd probably re- up in New York, it falls on us to take
over this scandal column.turni by train. As a matter of fact, It is with great pleasure that we

we offered a bet on it. And we lost, take over his job as it will give us a
for the genial cigar-monger of the chance to get even with him for

Club returned by one of the larger someo t en uithhas
air transports, and got a big kick out bee nu
of it, too. been giving us.

Since he has been gone a lot of

unpaid bills have been coming in
daily, so we know that the rope man

RUBBER STAMPS will be waiting to greet him wher
he returns.

Cpl. Cherry made a hurried trip
Columbus Office Supply Co. to Griffin this month, from all re-

ports in the Atlanta papers they had
24 Hr. Service a very pleasant honeymoon trip. More

2 vower to Lyrup.
Frem the vicinity of 9th Street

Phone 556 ecmes the report that Sgt. Dodd has
been doing some fine relief work for
the unemployed girls by buying sev-
eral pairs of shoes, we know that

FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

Joe A. Galloway, of the Quarter-
master Detachment, who, in Fort Ben-
ning is known as official day room
orderly and chauffeur of the organi-
zation truck, and in the city of Co-
lumbus is recognized as man-about-
town, has let it be known in a very
forcible fashion that he owns his own
clothes and has sufficient wearing ap-
parel to fulfill his needs.

Recently Galloway, who, in addi-
tion to his numerous other duties
and worries, handles the detachment
tailor shop, attended a fight on the
post in his own clothes. It has been
proved beyond doubt that he pos-
sessed full rights to all the garments
in which he was clad. But it so hap-
pens that a member of another or-
ganization, with whom Galloway had
had some business relations in the
tailor line, viewed Galloway at this
fight in a coat that he thought must
surely be his. He did not keep his
thoughts to himself but expressed
them.

Naturally this charge did not please
the detachment's man-about-town. The
entire cause of his ire was the hint
that he did not have a wardrobe com-
plete enough for his every need. It
so happens that the charges were dis-
covered to be all a mistake, and there-
fore the reputation of the detach-
ment's connoisseur of women and
epicurean living has been saved.

In this depression some queer
things have happened, but the Hon.
Willie C. Gordy, who is also at times
called the Mighty Grumpy, h a s
brought out possibly the most unusu-
al result of the economic catastro-
phe. News boys these days are better
off financially than great prize fight-
ers, says Grumpy. Such is the result
of the depression. The Mighty Gordy
admits modestly that he is a great
fighter, but he insists that he needs
$1.80 much more than a newsboy
does.

they will be appreciated.
We wonder what Sgt. McLeod was

doing in Albany payday night in a
model T Ford.

Several reports have come in but
nothing authentic.

Since the order came out requiring
all men to go swimming we have
discovered some exceptional aquatic
stars in this battery.

Sgt. Phillips, Tate, Niblett and
Fields were all outstanding swim-
niers and divers.

Too bad they were too late to get
in the recent Olympic games.

Anyway, they will be a great help
to die Bn. during the coming swim-
ming meet.

With Each Tire you receive
a coupon entitling you to
four quarts of Motor Oil
FREE. These Coupons may
be used at any time until

Sept. 30.

S EARS
Sears, Roebuck and Co.

1008 Broadway

Phone 3760

VISIT THE'

OPEN AIR
DISPLAY

CORNER
13th Street-lilth Avenue

1 Block East Viaduct

AUGUST 19TH-20TH
8 A. M. TO 10 P. M.

MOTION PICTURES
CUT-AWAY CHASSIS
VALUABLE PRIZES

ADMISSION FREE

BURRUS MOTOR
COMPANY

Authorized Ford Dealers
1216-22 First Ave. Phone 3500
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Now
you can buy

V 29x4.40

Ralloons for
#4.98 Each, or

$465
Each, If
Bought

inPairs
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Not many of those at Benning now
can remember the old days on the
river, and our own memory is pretty
hazy on the subject, but there are
certain incidents of the river steam-
ers trips up and down the Chatta-
hoochee that still stand out clearly
and distinctly.

The boats are practically all gone.
The John W. Callahan Sr., the John
W. Callahan, Jr., and the Chipola have
ceased their thrashing up the shal-
low stretches for all time, and only
the latter is still in commission. To
those of us who love leisure, call it
laziness if you will, there was noth-
ing more ideal than the week's trip
down the Chattahoochee to Apalachi-
cola and back. The warm days, the
moon-filled nights, or even the stormy
times, all of them had a certain ro-
mance which has been eulogized
many times in songs and stories of
river-steamboat-travel, but which have
to be experienced to be appreciated.

We recall one incident of the trip,
which has been strengthened in our
memory through many repetitions.
The boat would be steaming leisurly
along between green banks, with
threads of waterfall veiled over by
the maiden-hair fern on either side,
when there would suddenly appear
an alien color-a glaring white, some-
one's handkerchief-on the bank. Ac.
cordingly, the pilot swung the ves-
sel over toward the prospective pas-
senger and, amid a small flurry of
excitement, the waver was taken
aboard. This method of hailing the
boats was common along the river,
and almost invariably was effective.
When it wasn't, the unlucky hopeful
passenger was forced to wait for the
next boat.

Another high spot of the journey
was the house which stood in the mid-
dle of a broad field far down in the
backwoods of Florida. What optimis-
tic owner had built it, or who had
lived in it, we never knew, and it
was never occupied, as far as we
could ever find out. The sinister as-
pect of the house, with its great star-
ing windows and the quietness and
darkness of the surrounding forest,
seemed to make it a very appropriate
place for the location of a murder
plot, and it reacted accordingly with
the passengers of the boat.

All of us have at one time or an-
oilier ridden on a boat, and most of
us will remember the appetizing meals
which boats serve. Why only boats
should serve the most attractive meals
is a puzzle; perhaps they work on
the principle that most of the pas-
sengers will not be able to eat after
the first day out. At any rate, the
Chattahoochee steamers were no ex-
ception to this rule, for the cooks on
the boats were the best that could be

obtained and they could certainly
cook! In fact, the meals were the
most important parts of the day in
the routine of the life on the boats.

A thousand stories could be writ-
ten about the steamboat days on the
Chattahoochee, and many have been
written, but none of them could pos-
sibly capture the glamour brought up
by the sleepy motion of the boats, the
roustabouts' chorus as they loaded
fuel, the intricate beauties of the pass-
ing scenery, or the soft, warm nights
on the deck of a slowly moving steam-
er far down in the deep wilds of the
South.

(Please turn to page 4)

"Ieart's Content"-Britain's tSpirit of St. Louis' I

Mollison's Westward Trans-Atlantic Solo Ranks Among Greatest Feats in Aviation
History. British Air Ace Has Enviable Record of Successes.

T A 1' ( 'ITE0 '"flS .cN. EN c-,? 4I$J.A. 4orpi t..
When Captain James A. Mollison landed his tiny plane, Capetown, South Afrca in 4 days, 19 hours. He is mar-
romatically named "Heart's Content," at Pennfield Ridge, ried to Amy Johnson, a celebrated aviatrix in her own
New Brunswick, after a 30-hour battle with the elements, right, holder of the distance record for women. Mrs.
the daring young Britisher had completed a feat that goes Mollison, or Amy Johnson, flew from England to Aus-
into aviation annals as one of the most notable in history tralia last year, a distance of 10,000 miles. She wanted to
-ranking with the flight of Colonel Charles A. Lind- accompany her husband on his Atlantic flight, but hubby
bergh from New York to Paris. Mollison is the first man vetoed the idea. It is believed that it was to prevent her
ever to make a solo flight westward across the vast wil- going that Mollison had emergency fuel tanks installed
derness of water, which proved the grave of many daring to take up all available space in the tiny craft. The
airmen who attempted the feat. The young flyer has action probably saved his life, for when he abandoned
many other records to his credit. In 1931 he flew from his plan of flying direct to New York and landed at Penn-
Australia to England in less than 9 days. And last field it was found that his gas was all but exhausted.
March he made the dangerous flight from London to

Tes ts Being Made Tiny Plane Makes Epochal
Flight Westward Across

To Improve Tanks Atlantic From Europe

The speed, range of action and gen-
eral fighting power of American
army tanks will be greatly increased
if experiments now being caried on
by commercial automobile manufac-
turers lead to the production of a
practical Diesel type of motor suit-
able for general automotive uses, ac-
cording to Colonel William B. Wal-
lace, chief ofthe tank section the
Infantry School, who returned to
Fort Benning yesterday after observ-
ing the production of the Packard
and General Motors companies plants
at Detroit.

Officials of the Packard plant dis-
cussed at length with Colonel Wal-
lace their progress in the develop-
ment of the Diesel engine as motive
power for high speed, heavy cargo
trucks. Models built in the companies'
laboratories indicate that the prob-
lems are nearing solution and that
the Diesel type of engine will soon
be supplied generally to commercial
automotive purposes.

Colonel Wallace's observations were
based upon his official interest in the
probable military value of the im-
proved Diesel motor for the propul-
sion of military vehicles or weapons
and paricularly high speed tanks,
several types of which are now in the
hands of troops at Fort Benning and
are undergoing tests under the direc-
tion of the infantry board.

If the development of the Diesel
motor advances sufficiently to make
it practicable for commercial uses it

(Please turn to page 3)

NEW YORK, August 25-When the
tiny, silver gray Puss Moth plane of
Captain James A. Mollison landed
at Pennfield Ridge, about 500 miles
from here after a 30-hour battle
against the wild forces of nature that
rule over the Atlantic, another nota-
ble achievement had been written
into the annals of aviation-the first
westward solo flight across the At-
lantic had been successfully accom-
plished and the little craft, romanti-
cally named "Heart's Content", had
entered the exclusive class of Lindy's
"Spirit of St. Louis."

Although the flight over the North
Atlantic has been made from the
European side eight times in all,
only on three of those occasions had
even larger ships with relief pilots
been able to make the trip-much
more difficult than that from the west
-- without stops.

Many brave and expert flyers have
gone down to their death in the vast
wilderness of water while attempting
the feat. Notable among these mar-
tyrs to progress were Nungesser and
Coli, two French war heroes.

The first plane to make a success,
ful non-stop flight from east to west
was the Bremen in 1928, which Count
Gunher von Huenefeld, Herman
Koehl and their Irish companion,
Colonel James FitzMaurice, flew from
Portmarnock Ireland (also Mollison's
point of departure), to Greenly Is-
land, Labrador.

Major Charles E. Kingsford-Smith,

(Please turn to page 5)

Interesting Map
Shown At Post

A copy of a map of Chattahoochee

County as it existed in 1869 is an in-

teresting addition which was made

this week to the historical records

of Fort Benning through the courtesy
of Miss Kate Rogers of Cusseta. Miss
Rogers who is historian of Chatta-
hoochee, and is engaged in preparing
a history of the county, visited Fort
Benning on Saturday to examine
records at the post to assist in her
historical research work. Sensing the
historical value of the document, which
has been in her possession for some
time, Miss Rogers loaned it to the
military authorities to be copied.

The map was "made by the authori-
ty of the state" by B. W. Frobel,
superintendent of public works, in
1869. It is drawn to a scale of ninety
ehains to the inch, slightly more than
one mile to the inch. Some of the
u)rincipal roads of the county, accord-
ing to a notation on the sheet, were
olotted from "Buler's map of the
state," while data defining the posi-
tions of others were furnished by
James Castleberry, ordinary of Chat-
tahoochee county in 1869. Conspicu-
ously shown is the Federal Road,
which was surveyed and improved in
1811 by Lieutenant James M. Luckett,
U. S. Army, and with which are as-
sociated many incidents of historical
significance in the development of
Georgia from an English colony to
a sovereign state. With the exception
of a portion of the Lumpkin road and
of the highway near Cusseta, few of

(Please turn to page 4)

!TOW-NTOPIC,.

Major General Ephraim G. Peyton,
commander of the 30th National
Guard Division, which comprises state
troops of Georgia, North Carolina,
South Carolina, and Tennessee, has
completed the annual field training
of his division and has submitted his
resignation as major general to be-
come effective August 31 preparatory
to assuming the duties of executive
officer at Fort Benning.

Colonel Peyton was given his as-
signment as senior instructor of the
30th National Guard Division on July
9, 1929 and later, by agreement be-
tween the governors of the four states
whose troops form the division, was
selected as its commanding general.

Accompanied by his family, Colonel
Peyton is expected to arrive at Fort
Benning soon after September 1 to
familiarize himself with the duties of
his new office, which he will assume
upon the departure of Colonel Harry
E. Knight, the present incumbent,
about September 11.

VOLUME II

Tankers' March
Begin Sept. 20

The Tank Batalion, comprising the
Second Battalion, First Tank Regi-

ment and Company "F-2," will leave
Fort Benning, on September 20th for
its annual practice march, which will

take it, this year, to Jacksonville,

Florida and will occupy a total of
thirteen days. The Tankers will leave

the post on the morning of the 20th
and will go to their destination via
Harmony Church, Albany, Ga., Val-
dosta, Ga., Lake City, Fla., stoppng
at each of the above mentioned plac-

es. The return trip will bring them

back to Benning by approximately the
same route. The Battalion will cover
a total of 635 miles on the trip.

While at Jacksonville, the visitors
will be at Camp Foster, the camp of
the Florida National Guard, about
ten miles from the city. The camp
is supplied with permanent electric
lighted mess halls and kitchens. A
concrete swimming pool is within one
hundred yards and the reports from
Florida announce good fishing from
the camp dock. Transportation will
be maintained daily from the camp
to Jacksonville and salt-water fishing
trips are being scheduled for the men.

Last year the unit made its trip to
Pensacola, via Maxwell Field, Mont-
gomery. The men were constantly en-
tertained by the personnel of the Na-
val unit stationed there and made ex-
peditions to the points of historical
interest in the vicinity. The trip last
year was made by motor transport,
as will that of next month, but was
265 miles longer than the projected one
Thirty motor vehicles were required
for the transportation of the men and
equipment.

As was the case last year, the unit
will make a stopover at Albany, Ga.
The people of that city were much
impressed with the morale and bear-
ing of the men of the Battalion and
have extended a cordial invitation to
them to make the second visit. The
battalion will be in camp at Camp
Foster for five days. The Tank Bat-
talion is commanded by Major Allen
E. Kingman, and Captain D. P. Spald.
ing is in charge of arrangements for
the trip.

Col.Pey ton Coming
To Benning Soon

NUMBER 18
NUMBER 18

I

I
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Rietzel-Riley Engagement Of Interest
Throughout Army and Civilian Circles

Of special interest ot Fort Benning
and Brooklyn, New York is the an-
nouncement of the engagement of
Miss Elsa Carolyn Rietzel, charming
daughter of Mrs. Herman Rietzel of
Brooklyn, New York, to Lieut. Jas-
per Joseph Riley, Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jasper Joseph Riley, of Ozark,
Alabama. Miss Rietzel, who has been
a popular and frequent visitor to the
Post, is the sister of Mrs. William L.
Bell, Jr., wife of Lieut. W. L. Bell,
Jr. She is a graduate of the Erasmus
Hall School of Brooklyn, N. Y. and
is a member of the Delta Sigma Chi
Sorority. Lieut. Riley is a graduate
of the West Point class of 1930. At
present, he is on duty with the 29th
Infantry, but in September will join
the Company Officers' Class.

Full plans for the wedding have
not been completed, though it is ex-
pected to be held the last of Decem-
ber in Brooklyn, N. Y.

TANK BN. ENTERTAINS WITH
SWIMMING PARTY

One of the interesting affairs of the
week was the swimming party Satur-
day evening given by the Tank Bat.
talion at Russ Pool. Swimming was
enjoyed from eight to ten. After swim-
ming hot dogs and coffee were served.
The guest list included members of
the Tank Battalion, former members,
and their guests.

* *i *

DANCE AT 29TH CAMP ENJOYED
The 29th Infantry camp was the

scene Saturday evening of a delight-
ful dance. The music was furnished
by the Regimental orchestra and
dancing was enjoyed from eight to
ten on the attractive open air dance
floor. During the evening a receiving
line was formed to welcome to the
Regiment the two new brides, Mrs.
Earl G. Wheeler and Mrs. Henry C.
Britt. The guests included members
of the regiment, former members,
and their guests.

CAPT. AND MRS. BEVAN
HOSTS AT DINNER

Capt. and Mrs. Wendell Bevan were
the hosts Wednesday evening at a de-
lightful dinner at their quarters. The
center piece for the dining table was

GO TO THE

MARATHON
DANCE

a silver bowl of lovely pink roses
and tapers of corresponding colors.
-The guest list included: Lt. and

Mrs. Clayton Studebaker; Lieut. and
Mrs. Glenn B. McConnell, Lieut. and
Mrs. William E. Hall, Lieut. Arthur
Cobb, and Lieut. Thomas L. Sher-
burne. After dinner the guests were
escorted to the Post movies.

MISS MARION FELLOWS
HONOR GUEST AT PICNIC

Capt. and Mrs. Raymond E. Ver-
mette and Capt. and Mrs. Horace 0.
Cushman honored Miss Marion Fel-
lows, house guest of Lieut. and Mrs.
Gerald Gabriel, Thursday evening
with a delightful picnic at the 29th
Infantry Camp. The guests motored
out to the Camp at six o'clock where
a picnic supper followed by dancing
was enjoyed. The guests were: Capt.
and Mrs. Guy Hartman, Lieut. and
Mrs. James E. Bowen, Lieut. and Mrs.
George P. Howell, Lieut. and Mrs.
Lynn Brady, Lieut. and Mrs. Carl
Anderson, Lieut. and Mrs. J. R.
Pierce, Lieut. and Mrs. Lindell
Straube, Miss Marion Fellows, Miss
Kathleen Orndorf, Maj. Emil Leard,
Capt. George Forster, Capt. Arnold
Funk, Capt. John W. Blue, Capt. Gor-
don Steele, Lieut. Francis Howard,
Lieut. Jack Griffith, and Lieut. Thom-
as Moran.

MISS MAXINE RIFE ENTERTAINS
WITH BUFFET SUPPER AND

DANCE
Miss Maxine Rife, the attractive

daughter of Maj. and Mrs. George J.
Rife, entertained at the home of her
parents Saturday with a delightful
buffet supper and dance. Roses and
other midsummer flowers were used
for the effective decorations. Miss
Rife had as her guests, members of
the young set of Fort Benning, they
were: The Misses Louise Wadding-
ton, Jane Lindroth, Mary Wadsworth,
Adelyn Mangum, Emily Brown, Mary
McDavid, and Messrs. George Gris-
wold, Al Seeley, Roy Bodine, Jack
Colter, Dick Pruitt, Howard Liston,
George Crandell and Jimmy Brennan.

LITTLE ANITA GREELY CELE-
BRATES FIRST BIRTHDAY

WITH PARTY
Little Anita Greeley celebrated her

first birthday anniversary Monday af-
ternoon at a party at which her
mother, Mrs. Brendon Greeley was
hostess.

Our Prices Are
Right Without

A Sacrifice Of
QUALITY

PULL-UP CHAIRS
as low as................$6.25

TABLE LAMPS...........$3.95

WINDSOR CHAIRS....$3.75
In fact everything for the home. Very reasonably priced.

F FL)! P NI l URE

1141 Broadway Phone 409

Today's Fashion
By VERA WINSTON

White Marocain and Black Fox

Marocain, a successful fabric season
after season, is ideal for the important
dress or costume for either day or
evening wear. It drapes beautifully,
has good body and is especially nice
for thin suits. To-day we show a
most exquisite costume, grand for
town, or for the country on a sunny
day. It is in white marocain, and has
a simple jacket with a puff at the
elbow and a black fox border. The
blouse has a surplice collar in gored
sections. Paris favors white trimmed
with black fox.

Ice cream and a lovely white birth-
day cake was served. The youthful
guests included: Eugene Ridings, Jr.,
Stanford Pilet, Buddy Ewing, Patty
O'Flaherty, Jimmy Poore, Jerry Poore,
Dick Straube, Jane Bush and Billie
Ives.

DONALD CHARLES PENCE CELE-
BRATES BIRTHDAY WITH

SUPPER PARTY
Donald Charles Pence entertained

Friday afternoon at the home of his
parents, Capt. and Mrs. Charles W.
Pence, with a supper party followed
by the movies in celebration of his
eleventh birthday. His guests includ-
ed: John Catron, Allen Partridge,
Billy Luse, Charles Wilson, Wendell
Bevan, Arthur Burnett, Boyd Reeder,
Fred Ladd, Buddy Faith, Tom Clark,
Jack Cushman, Buddy Wallace, Sonny
Lindroth and Paul Berry.

ANOTHER

Camp for Girls
(Ages 8 to 14)

OAK MOUNTAIN

AUG. 28 to SEPT. 10
It's really more like a house

party than a camp with fun and
health for all. Two weeks at Oak
Mountain Springs will build up a
child wonderfully. She will gain
four or five pounds-and be all
ready for the school term. Miss
Louise Nichols in charge.

Rates $12.50 One Week
$20.00 Two Weeks

Phone !i,-al-, Hum, Co., for further
information or write Oau Moun-
tain Springs tlotel, Waverly Hal,
Georgia.

I PERSONALS J
Lieut. Thomas A. Moran left Fort

Benning on Friday for the Signal
School at Fort Monmouth, New Jersey
where he will be a student during
the coming year.

Lieut. William McNulty who recent.
ly graduated from West Point has
reported for duty with the 29th In-
fantry.

Lieut. and Mrs. William C. Lucas
and their two sons left the Post on
Tuesday for Charleston, S. C., where
they will visit relatives of Lieut.
Lucas.

Capt. John W. Blue has returned
to Fort Benning from North Carolina
where he spent a month's leave with
relatives.

(Please turn to page 3)

FURNITURE OF OUALITY

H. ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years

1229 - 31 Broadway Columbus, Ga.

STAR BRAND SHOES FOR

ARE BETTER

TIME TO GET NEW SHOES

Men's Brown and Black

Calf Lace Oxford Carlton

$2.95

Boys' Gun Metal Blucher
Oxford. The Poll-Parrot
"They Speak for Them-
selves.

$2.25

Girls' School Shoes. Pat-
tent leather buckle, center
strap. A Poll-Parrot.

8t /2 to 111/2 $1.95

12 to 2 ------------ $2.19

Westbrook Bldg.I . 1040 BROADWAY
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ARMY NAVY
TRACK MARK

OFFICERS
And

Enlisted Personnel
Can secure all their insignia and
uniform equipments at the

POST EXCHANGE
They carry a complete line of

N. S. MEYER, INC.
CORPS INSIGNIA

BUTTONS
INSIGNIA OF RANK

'SABRES
SABRE CHAINS

SPURS, SPUR CHAINS
CAMPAIGN BARS

MEDALS
All our merchandise carries an

Unlimited Guarantee

N. S. MEYER, INC.
43 East 19th St. New York
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FRE E!E
PREMIUMS

Given For Coupons From Collins' Products

Roller Skates, Footballs, Elec-
tric Toasters, Bridge Sets, Free
For Coupons Which You Find
In Any Of Collins' Products Ex-

cept 5c Cakes

FREE FREE FREE
Save This Coupon For Valuable Premiums
You will find these coupons in all Collins products except
5c cakes. Contest starts Monday, August 22nd and ends
Saturday, December 24, 1932. See reverse side for rules I
and list of premiums.

COLLINS BAKING COMPANY

The above is a reproduction of one of the cou-
pons and is worth 5 of them. Each 5c spent

entitles you to one coupon.

COLLINS BAKING COMPANY

U

MATA HARI
PERSONALS

(Continued from page 2)
Miss Marion Fellows, former house

guest of Lieut. and Mrs. Gerald Gab.
riel, has gone to Knoxville, Tenn. to
visit friends.

Lieut. and Mrs. W. A. D. Thomas
are to be congratulated upon the
birth of a daughter born at he Station
Hospital on August 12.

Capt. and Mrs. Francis H. Wilson
have arrived at Fort Benning and
will be at home to their friends.
Mrs. Wilson was, before her marriage,
Miss Gertrude Parham.

Miss Kathleen Orndorf is spending
a few days as the house guest of Capt.
and Mrs. R. E. Vermette.

Miss Harriet Atkins departed Tues-
day for a visit to Miss Molly Brown
at Fort Screven, Georgia.

Friends of Mrs. Gordon Steele will
be interested to learn that she and
her two children have taken a beau-
tiful summer lodge at Menlo Park,
California for the summer.

Mrs. Horace Cushman left Tuesday
for her home in Charleston, S. C.
where she has gone to visit relatives
and friends for a few weeks.

Lieut. James M. Churchill, Jr., ar-
rived on the Post for duty with the
29th Infantry. Lieut. Churchill, who
recently graduated from West Point,
is the son of Lieut. Col. James M.
Churchill, formerly with the 29th
Infantry.

Lieut. Louis B. Ely arrived at Fort
Benning Tuesday from duty with the
Tank School at Fort Meade, Mary-
land. Lieut. Ely will serve wih the
83rd Field Artillery.

EXTENSIVE SERIES OF IM-
PROVEMENTS PLANNED

FOR TANKS
(Continued from page 1)

will become a valuable military as-
set as well. Its low cost of operation
will offer more economical motor
power for arniy transportation and
will enhance the efficiency of tanks,
trucks and other vehicles by increas-
ing their radius of action on a singlefuel filling.

Colonel Wallace also visited rub-
ber products plants at Akron and al-
so observed the construction work
of the U. S. Navy's newest and larg-
est dirigible, the Macon.

HEADQUARTERS BATTERY
Cpl. Hurst got discharged last week

and was gone three days before he
decided to come out and reenlist. His
whereabouts during his time is un.
known except for the fact that he was
seen picking Jimson weeds for his
girl, who it seems was troubled wtih
asthma. He had so many of these said
weeds in his car that it looked like
a loaded hay float.

Cpl. Lee, who has never been
known to go with a girl or even
write to one, took a pass and jour-
neyed up into the hills of Tenn. As
soon as he got back he starts in
writing to a fair damsel up there.
We wonder what is the cause of all
this change on his part. Anyway this
is leap year, so Vester you should
make the most of it.

WHAT HAS HAPPENED SO FAR
Mata Hari, famous dancer and ene-

my spy, undertakes to get some sec-
ret papers from her lover, Shubin,
Attache of the Russian Embassy in
Paris. But Shubin has been unnerved
by a visit from Dubois, head of the
French Secret Service, and refuses
to discuss them. Learning that the
papers are in the possession of a
young aviator, Alexander Rosanoif,
who is infatuated with her, the danc-
er goes to his rooms and makes love
to him while her agents abstract the
papers, copy them and return them
at dawn. Mata Hari then steals away
to meet Adriana, a fellow spy.
NOW GO ON WITH THE STORY

"I don't know why Adriana, but I
still have the distinct feeling that I
am being followed."

Mata Hari spoke in a quite casual
tone, leaning back against the cush-
ions of the limousine. The chauffeur
was fashionably exposed to the weath-
er without. Besides, he wasn't French,
he was a Swiss and impersonal about
the war.

"Yes?"
"Yes. I've seen no one, at least

not since that night at the Pavilion,
and yet-. By the way, nothing's
happened there?"

"Nohing at all. Except a rather
unpleasant incident last night. Car-
lotta committed suicide. In the dress-
ing room. I think the girl must have
been in love."

The dancer gave him a quick look,
not without a trace of scorn. If he
did not wish to confide in her, neither
had he any reason to suppose she
would be put off with such a trans-
parent lie. She knew well enough
that spies caught cheating their
friends suffered the same fate as spies
caught by the enemy.

"You don't trust me, do you?" she
couldn't help saying.

"No. Nor any woman. Sooner or
later, all of you lose your heads and
get into trouble and for a nothing,
too, for a man, for a fancy. And one
day you'll do the same. You'll be-
tray yourself; you'll betray me, for
the excitement of the thing-and get

(Please turn to page 4)

16 In. 'Acme"Ball Bearing

LAWN MOWER
Self-Sharpening

$6.98

SPECIAL VALUE
5-ft Step Ladder $1.00

BATTERY "A"
It is with regret that we lose one P olsh M op c

of the best Officers that we have had
in "A" Battery in many years, Lieut.
Phillip H. Draper, Jr., who shipped
to France on the 17th. May he have Brooms 29c
the best of luck in learnng the French
language, and the best wishes of every
man in the organization goes with Self Wringing Mops 79c
him.

Sgt. William L. Gilbert seems to
think that the body is evidently Heavy M op 49c
heavier than water, because every time Extra HStrand
he gets in he heads for the bottom Extra.Head 25c
of the pool. But he has his friend
Pvt. Hadley who comes to his rescue
in the nick of time. "Soup," here's "Shop A t Sears And Save
hoping you learn to swim.

BATTERY "C"
The gunners examinations are still

the big thing in the battery. So far
about twenty men have passed and
another fifty ought to pass for the
end of the month. SEARS ROEBUCKANo COO

For some reason or other the gun- S.BN E CO .
ners examinations are not receiving 1008 BROADWAY PHONE 3760
the interest they have had during
previous seasons. Maybe the idea of
no pay has something to do with this.

BOYS'
SUITS

He'll return to school
with a thrill if he has
b e e n outfitted a t
Hofflin & Greentree's
Boys Shop.

Boy's Shop 2nd Floor

HOFFLIN
AND

GREENTREE
Columbus' Leading Clothiers

Phone 11441044 13th Street

rage xuree

I

..............

Cast Aluminum 1-2 Price
10 Inch Skillet . . 50c
Bake Dish with cover. 89c

2qt. Sauce-Pan with cover $1.30
Other Cast Aluminum Values At

ONE-HALF PRICE

Curtain Stretchers $1.69

Wash Board 49c
Heavy Galvanized Tubs No.2 79c

Smaller Tubs 25c
12 Qt Galvanized Pail 25c

20 Gallon Garbage Cans $1.29

25 ft. NOT-A-KINK
GARDEN HOSE

Guaranteed 2 Years

Nozzle 35c Extra

+ $1.69
Revolving Sprinkler 65c

Weed Cutter 98c
Swings Like A Golf Club

Bamboo Lawn Rake 29c4
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GUNBOTHAM'S SCHOOL DAZE
HOLE IN ONE

On Saturday afternoon Captain R.
E. Vermette, pistol ace, poker shark
and dean of local bridge players, gar-
nered further laurels in the field of
sport when he sank his tee shot on
the 110 yard 4th hole of the new
golf course. This first hole-in-one on
the re-vamped course was witnessed
by Captains Crim, Reynolds and
Rooks.

Captain Vermette wears his new
honors with becoming modesty and,
save for a feverish glint in his eye,
seems to have entirely recovered from
the shock of achievement. Lady Ann
Vermette, now a golf widow of the
first rank, informed a representative
of the press that her husband, under
the stimulus of his recent feat, hopes
soon to break 90.

During the absence of the con-
ductor of the Flare we can't resist
the temptation to muscle in on his
favorite hunting ground, the Daily
Bulletin. We salute the unknown sol-
dier who last Saturday was frank
enough to write the following thea-
tre announcement:

"THE MOUTHPIECE"-Poison; Enough
to kill a dozen men.

And his "ARROWSMITH"-the story
of a doctor beautifully done by Ron-
ald Colman packed the house with
gold-bricks looking for a new gag
to pull on Major Patterson.

One morning last week when Har.
rison's Battalion was sweating in the
dust of Shelton Range all three lieu-
tenants ran lates. The major, consid-
ering his former post as sheriff of
Wahiawa and Mayor of Hiliewa,
showed plenty of the milk of human
kindness. Fitzgibbons, just returned
from the Land of his Fathers and the
Blarney Stone, got away with the old
gag about the alarm clock that didn't
go off. Jordan, ex-M. P. who still wears
crossed pistols to help him out of
tight places, explained that he shut
off his alarm in his sleep. The third
culprit, thinking fast, said that he'd
put his clock on the other side of
the room so that he couldn't choke it
off, and, by golly, it was so far away
that he couldn't hear it.

Came the dawn--the next one--and
our three young soldiers discovered
with high elation that the major was
plenty late. In fact, another three
winks would have made it an absence.

"You think you used up all the
alibis, huh? Well, listen to this one.

Late last night my little girl came in
and said "Daddy, I've been fixing
your alarm clock." She fixed it all
right-for seven o'clock. And if I
catch any of you bachelors trying to
get away with a story like that . "

"OHOW THE BUDGET WAS BALANCED'

On the sixth of July, in the Third
Year of Depression, the price of
stamps leaped to three cents. On the
ninth of July a young Benningite
who had been rendered non compos
mentis by the rigors of a Georgia
summer, and had missed too many
boats anyhow, lapsed long enough to
place a two cent stamp on the place
where a three cent stamp should be.
The envelope was addressed to a
prominent post activity, and its con-
tents were destined to slip under the
wire on that holiest of days, the
Tenth of the Month.

Our young officer, remembering
the disgrace that had fallen on the
head of the Walter Winchell of the
Flare, checked loose ends, found all
bills paid, and headed blithely north
-where newspapers carry something
more than obituaries, and bootleggers
something more than corn,

On the twentieth of July there ar
arrived in the wilds of Maine an of-
ficial looking envelope. The local
postmaster and the town's other five
citizens, gathered at the store to see
the train come in (and to read the
post cards for delivery) were much
intrigued.

The arrival of another franked en-
velope on the morning of the twenty-
first plunged the town in a fever of
exctement. Conjectures were many-
one old guy (fishing) wagered that the
addresse was none other than Mayor
Walker's missing secretary, Mr. Sher-
wood.

Our hero drew his mail important-
ly, and, under cover of darkness, re-
plied by indorsement hereon.

August ninth found him searching
with Banker Willis for a certain can-
celled check, that a laugh might be
had at the expense of his inquisitors.
The search failing, two new checks
were written.

On August nineteenth was delivered
-for 3 cents-an envelope contain-
ing the harassed check of July ninth.

And we have decided that in the
future all our bills will be paid by
hand. Because, discounting personal
mental anguish, we feel that the gov-
ernment hardly got a break--even if
that one cent was run up 1,300 per
cent.

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

DIPHTHERIA, ITS PREVENTION
Each year at about this time we

renew the campaign to prevent the
disease diptheria. These days very
few of us realize what a terrible dis-
ease it used to be. Only recently, in
New Haven, Conn., there occurred
the first death in four years from this
disease. I quote what the mother of
this dead boy has said: "He was
such a strong, healthy little fellow,
my baby boy. The nurses from the
Board of Health urged many times
that he be given the Schick Test and
toxin-antitoxin, but Arthur was so
strong and well I thought I was do-
ing best for him by leaving well

enough alone. Somehow I did not
think of diphtheria as a danger. I had
not heard of any cases or deaths.
It did not seem so near as other dis-
eases that children have. Now I know
differently. Diphtheria is a horrible
thing and my plea is to all mothers
is that they have their little ones
given protection."

All children six monhs of age or
older should be given this protection.
Practically all children under the age
of five years are suscentible to diph-
theria. They do not have to be Schick
Tested before the preventive inocula-
tions are given. With older children

(Please turn to page 7)

MATA HARI

(Continued from page 3)
us both killed."

"Unless I kill you first," he fin-
ished evenly, opening his cigarette
case and offering it to her.
She took one with a smile. It

suited her quite well that Adriana
should recognize the fact that they
were instinctive antagonists. She had
never been abe to think of him as a
man and she knew that he never re-
garded her as a woman, so she ex-
cepted him from those men who had
been charmed by her and could
never afterwards harm her.

They were moving down the boule-
vards when Adriana slipped into her
hand the thin sheet that had been
one of the fruits of the night. She
folded it quickly and thrust it into
an opening in the seam of the lining
of her sleeve.

"This, which I take to be the lists,
is in a devilishly complicated code,"
he said. "I could make nothing of
it last night. No doubt, Shubin has
the key and can."

"If Shubin is ready to behave. I
dare say you've heard he's had a
visit from Dubois." Adriana nodded.
"But I'll find a way. I've other
means . . . And that will finish it."

"Yes-for the present. You did a
good job last night, a pleasant one,
too, I trust."

"Most unpleasant," stated the
dancer.

"A lot of trouble for nothing, per-
haps. Still, with proper treatment,
that young Russian may prove use-
ful."

"No," she replied, rather to her
own surprise. "No-he-I believe
he'd be too hard to manage."

"Don't tell me, my dear, that you
would be unable to manage a young
man who is obviously enamoured of
you."

(To Be Continued)

OLD MAP IS LOANED TO
BENNING OFFICIALS

(Continued From Page 1)
the routes shown on the sixty three
year old map as principal roads re-
main as such today, and many of them
have been almost entirely obliterated
during the passage of six decades.
Of the net-work of streams, the only
natural topographical features shown
on the map, many have also disap-
neared. The importance of the num-
erous streams in the community life
of that day is indicated by the great
number of water power mills whose
nositions are shown on the map.
Most of these, like-wise, have suc-

cumbed to the ravages of time, and
the only one remaining on the Fort
Benning miliary reservation is at
Eelbeck, which operating its quaint
old grinding stone by a huge water
wheel, still serves the inhabitants of
that little community.

TOWN TOPICS

(Continued from page 1)
One might add, too that the Fort

Benning soldiers got a great kick out

of seeing the steamers stuck on the

sandbars near the reservation and al-

ways turned out to razz the passen-

gers as much as they could, until the

boat was floated.

We hate to see Mayor Jimmy Walk-
er getting so much notoriety for his
(supposed) indiscretions. It is a poor
testimonial to the general intelligence
level of the people of this country,

that they should have to turn to the
lurid descriptions of a trial like that

for their enjoyment. We are proba-
bly prejudiced by our own liking for
Jimmy, but we do think a lot of a
man who can face adversity with
such a smiling face and jaunty air.
The term "Happy Warrior" can be
applied to more than one man in the
Democratic party.

And, speaking of the Democratic
party, Roosevelt is faced with a tough
problem when he gives his decision
on the Walker case, for Jimmy is
highly popular and highly unpopular
at the same time, and the Presiden-
tial candidate is truly on the horns
of a very perplexing dilemma when
it comes to handing down his ver-
dict.

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. I.

TRIALS AND COMPENSATIONS OF A COLUMNIST

We recently read in some paper that Walter Winchell's present contract
to write a daily column of gossip and running comment on things in general
rings him a salary of one thousand dollars a week. We also recall having
read somewhere that Arthur Brisbane's pitiful stipend for disseminating mis-
information in terse paragraphs was $75,000 a year. At the time, we consid-
ered these talented gentlemen pretty well paid for their labors, but the
longer we struggle with the problem of furnishing thirty odd inches of
Flare copy weekly, the more we incline to the theory that the agony of
filling so much space daily cannot be adequately compensated by a salary
check, however large. We should like to try it for a couple of weeks at a
thousand per, but we know we should be glad when the editor fired us.

Speaking of being fired, we have
been hoping that the prevailing ten-
dency to cut expenses might induce
the Benning Herald to lay us off, but
so far have had no luck. Meanwhile,
our weekends are being ruined by the
thought that on Monday we must get
our weekly conrtibution in the mail.
To date we haven't missed an issue
in spite of the fact that the usual
sources of copy in the form of au-
thentic reports upon the breaks and
blunders of our Benning constituents
are denied us. In their absence, we
have discussed the stock market, the
pay cut and even the weather. We
have reported the triumphal progress
of General Fuzzard toward high po-
litical preferment and we have re-
printed selections from the unexpur-
gated works of the only Army poet
in captivity. At times we have the
feeling that some of our stuff isn't
exactly what our public wants but we
console ourself with the thoughts that
subscribers to the Herald pay only
$1.50 for 52 issues. Even if they don't
read the Flare-an absurd hypothesis
-they are getting more than their
money's worth.

Sometimes we receive a bit of en-
couragement. This morning, just as
we were settling down to our weekly
task, with all the joyous abandon of
"a quarry slave, scourged to his dun-
geon," we were handed a letter from
one of last year's most famous mono-
graphers, Captain Walter Lee Sherfey.
Sherfey had taken the trouble to
write us a letter to tell us that he en-
ioyed the Flare. No, gentle reader
he didn't ask us for any favor and
as he remarked in the letter, his
"monograph grade has long since
been recorded."

Having read Sherfey's kind words,
we changed our mind about letting
at least a couple of weeks go by with-
out our customary chatter.

FUZZARD FAVORS
CANCELLATION

General Fuzzard, the Pro grestatic
candidate for president, took the cen-
ter of the political stage last week
when he came out emphatically in
favor of universal debt canicellation.

The epoch-making pronouncement,
made at the convention of the United
Installment Buyers Association of
America, was received with unbridled
enthusiasm. In his stirring address,
the General fearlessly prepared a plan
for reviving business which, so far as
we know, no other candidate had
had the temerity to advocate.

"I've been asked to say something
about the allied debts," said the gen-
eral, "and I'm goin' to say a plenty.
I'm sayin', wot the hell, that's what
I say. Wot's the use of tryin' to

neeze blood out of a lot of turnips
Vke the Frogs, and the Wops and the

Limeys. who ain't got any money
ati)d ain't likely to have any and
even if they had they ain't goin' to
hand it over to us. But that's neither
here nor there. What this country

needs is cancellation of private debts.
Everybody I know owes money to the

banks, if his credit used to be good,

or to everybody else if it ain't, and
nobody can spend any money to buy

things because everytime he gets any
his creditors take it away. How are
you goin' to revive business that way,
I ask you? I know a lot of people
who could buy a new car or a new
suit, or a porterhouse steak now and
then, if some bankers wasn't on his
neck all the time to make him pay
up interest and cut down the princi-
pal. Instead of loanin' you some more
like a public spirited citizen, so that
you could start the wheels of indus-
try he wants to take the shirt off
your back."

COMMENTS ON NEWS OF THE
DAY

All we know is what we read in
the Benning Herald

We note with satisfaction that the
abandoned wells which abound on the
reservation are being blown in, filled
up and otherwise made safe for
mounted Democracy.

Since the Infantry School classes
of the future will be composed of in-
creasingly younger men, there is no
longer any good reason for the wells
to remain open. As long as there was
a fair prospect that some lieutenant
colonel or colonel would fall in one
and give us all a file, we were con-
tent to take our chances with the
others, but the odds now run too
strongly in favor of the junior of-
ficers. Indeed, with such a preponder-
ance of captains and lieutenants on
the post, is a field officer looking for
quail, figs, wild grapes or whatnot
constituted a bad insurance risk. It
would be so easy for an active young
officer to conceive the brilliant idea
of reducing the hump by pushing him
in one of the abandoned wells and
covering him up.

The last issue of the Herald carries
a front page story about Mine Host
Dowdall's Officers' Club Dance ex-
pansion program. Don't bother about
this on our account, Harry, unless
you intend to suspend the music dur-
ing the chicken pie course. Twice last
year somebody ate ours while we
were doing a duty (lance number.

Other people who reach the front
page of the August 19th issue were
President Hoover, Secretary of War
Hurley, General King and Lieut. Col.
E. P. Rice. We assume that the Lieut. ,
Col. mentioned is our old friend F.
F. Rice. although we hardly recog-
nized him in such distinguished com-
pany.

We are wondering if the story about
Mrs. Lewis refers to our neighbor.
the wife of the celebrated Adjutant
General. We repeat it for the benefit

(Please turn to page 5)
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CAPTAIN MOLLISON MAKES
LONG TRIP IN

TINY PLANE
(Continued From Page 1)

with three companions, made the
flight in 1930, but they only reached
Harbor Grace in the first hop. And
in the same year Captain Dieudonne
Costes and Maurice Bellonle, French
airmen, made the trip from Paris to
New York. However, the planes used
in those flights were much larger and
more powerful than the little Puss
Moth flown by Mollison.

Though Mollison had not prevously
attempted an Atlantic flight, at 26 he
has an enviable record as a distance
flier. In 1931, he flew from Australia
to England, a distance of approxi-
mately 10,000 miles, in less than nine
days, thereby establishing a record.
Incidentally, Mollison's bride of the
month, Amy Johnson, a celebrated
aviatrix in her own right, covered
the same course, but in the opposite
direction, making a record flight from
England to Australia.

Mollison accomplished a n o t he r
great distance flight last March, when
he flew from Engand to Capetown,
South Africa, in 4 days, 17 hours,
setting a new time mark for the
flight between the two points. During

this flight, the daring aviator crossed
over 2,000 miles of the Sahara Desert
and down the west coast of Africa
over endless jungles and swamps. He
saved much time by taking this route,

but if a mishap to his plane had
necessitated a landing in any of those
bad stretches the great flight would

SAVES MONEY!

Our Boot and Shoe
repairing is done

by experts

Shoe And Hat Shop
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

(The Post Exchange is not auth-

orized to sell to any person not in

the military service.)

have ended less happily than it did.
It was on the completion of the

Capetown jaunt that Mollison and
Amy Johnson, who was at his goal
to welcome him, announced their
engagement. At that time, too, the
young airman made known his inten-
tion of making a round trip flight
across the North Atlantic to New
York, and, thrilled by the idea, his
bride-to-be told the world that she
would accompany him. But the gal-
lant captan evidently did not believe
in placing his daring young bride in
jeopardy, for he rigdly set his face
',gainst her trans-Atlantic aspirations.

It is believed that Mollison's ac-
tion in filling up all available space
in the tiny craft with emergency gas
tanks, leaving barely sufficient room
for the pilot, was to forestall any at-
tempt his bride might make to
wheedle her way into the plane at
the last minute. Whatever the reason
for the act, it undoubtedly saved his
life, for despite the big load of gas
he carred at the takeoff., his tanks
were sadly depleted by the long fight
against head winds and fog off the
Newfoundland coast. And when he
landed here they contained less than
ten gallons of the precious fuel.

I. S.D.
The Infantry School Detachment

mess hall is still rating first place in
the regular monthly ratings. There is
no doubt that our mess would remain
in the present position if rated with
the mess halls of the entire Army.

Permanent kitchen police is the one
thing that we have needed for a long
time. Members of the organization
are mostly on special duty and a man
is needed on the job every day.
Quite a few of the fellows that are
assigned to work that will not spare
them during the week have been forc-
ed to do their kitchen police on Sun-
days. There is no question that every
one will gladly sign the form on the
bulletin board. If we have a man in
the outfit that is so cheap that he re-
fuses to sign it will be worth many
times the small amount involved to
learn this piker's name and where-
abouts.

Knights of the green cloth, are urg-
ed to drop into the recreation room
and take a look at the pool tables.
They will not have to be urged to
chalk up and roll a game. The tables
have been levelled and new cushions
and covers have been put on. Two
dozen new cues and three sets of new
balls with six new (-ne balls have been
added. "Poppa John," has everything
ship-shape and it is a pleasure to

spend an hour "clicking the ivories."

Say, fellows, why not lay off Pop

Heckert. For eighteen years he has
been out there in the infield playing
baseball and nobody will ever tell you
that Heckert was not giving his all.
For the past four seasons the "Ole

(Continued on Page 9)

IMAGINE YOUR EMBARRASSMENT

W-1EN YOU THINK THE13 BEAUTIFUL BLONDE
IS GIVIN- YOU THE EYE."AIAD DISCOVEIa

MAGINE YOUR ASTONISHMENT-when you
think YOU'VE made a good used car buy-and

your friend shows you the beautiful boat he bought
here at a ridiculouhly low price! Our used cars
represent unapproachable values.

MUSCOGEE CHEVROLET CO.
1501 FIRST AVENUE PHONE 100

2 9 th Infantry
COMPANY "H"

The company is now engaged in
company practice. And the less we say
about it, the better.

Our baseball team played at Wood-
ruff Field in Columbus last Saturday
and lost a hard fought game to the
Columbus All Stars, the score being
7 to 6. We held them scoreless until
he seventh inning but their last in-
ning rallie were a little bit too
trong for us. "Frog" Peloquin got
ii, little finger dislocated in this

game.
Sunday we played the Jordan City

t ions a doubleheader at the Post. We
won both games, the score being 14
o 9 and 3 to 1. The second game

was called at the end of the fifth in-
,inng on account of rain.

We wondered why a certain fellow,
whose moniker is "T. C." wanted to
go to Phenix City Sunday night. But
iow we don't blame him. Boy, she's
a "honey."

And another thing. Cheer up, Paul,
November 26 is not so far off.

COMPANY "G"
Last Saturday's parade was pretty

much of a parade for "G" Company.
Sergeant Carlin, Corporal Latham
1M.d Corporal Woods received the
battalion trophies for football, track
rnd swimming. Anything the battalion
lIa had to offer in the way of tro-

ies during the past year, "G" Com.
,-any has staked claim to. Every stake
thus far has brought Sterling (silver
is as good as gold.)

Prophet, S. T., Prophet, J. L., Dan-
iels, Smith., W. E., Cooper, W. J.,
Latham and Polewoda from the very
start had the battalion swimming
meet of two Saturdays ago well in
hand. This added the third and final
hampionship of the year for "G"

Company.
The "A" group dropped only four

m-n during the range season for a
f-oipany average of 285. The "B"
group should start its record Monday
for 285 or better.

Lieut. Smith, R. H., is making a
try for the Air Corps at Maxwell
Filed, Alabama this week. Lieut.
Britt was off for ten days, but long
enough to bring back a wife. Mrs.
Britt and Lieut. Britt, welcome to
"C" Company.

COMPANY "E"
Conipany "F" is still going strong

with its range work; the automatic
group has completed record firing and
did exceedingly well--out of 35 men
who fired the record course 26 made

gt: i vive

LOOK FOR THIS CROWN

When you are thirsty and want a
refreshing drink.

DIMON COURT APARTMENTS
PARTLY OR COMPLETELY FURNISHED, MODERN EQUIPMENT

REASONABLE RATES
Call 470, your renting agent or our Superintendant, Mr. Trussell

at Apartment house, Phone 3062, Residence 4406-W.

========

BUILT TO WITHSTAND
THE STRESS OF TIME

FOUNDED on American traditions
as old as the nation itself, this

banking institution stands upon the
rock of financial dependability as
firmly as the lighthouse stands upon
the rock. Founded by Franklin, this
plan has lasted through 150 years of

service.
0

PER CENT
ON SAVINGS

*4 FRANKLIN

Savings & Loan Co.

We Appreciate Your Account -

FATHER OF THRIFT Either Borrowing Or Saving

Cor. 13th St. and 1st Ave. Phone 2766
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expert, 8 made sharpshooter and one
made marksman. We have a good
reason to believe that we are high-com-
pany in the regiment with the auto-
matic rifle. Pvt. McLeod made high
score in the company-6 2 7. The 2nd
group of Springfield riflemen will
complete record firing this week and
we are in high hopes that they come
out with some excellent scores.

We have two new corporals in the
company. They are Cpls. Ernest N.
Browning and Willie E'. Joiner-three
new privates first class, they are Pfcs.
Andy J. Brown Leonard K. Strick-
land and Floyd C. Slocum. Private
Floyd D. Caulfield has been rated
specialist sixth class-congratulations
boys.

Pfc. Archie J. Green, our senior

(Continued on Page 7)

THE FLARE
(Continued from page 4)

of those who read only the Flare and

the advertisements and then throw
the paper away.

"Mrs. Lewis, you say you can't stop

the car! Good Heavens!"
Mrs. Lewis, "It doesn't make any

difference. There's no place to park

anyway.
Now, when we departed on aca-

demic leave, the Mrs. Lewis we knew
didn't drive a car, but, if she has
been learning to do so during our
absence, there is no reason why she
couldn't be the heroine of the above
anecdote. Indeed, the reply of the
lady is so characterstic of the well
known expert at clever repartee that
we suspect the worst. -E. F. H.
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
Coming To Grand Next Thursday

EDWARD G. ROBINSON

Ciema Calendar
- for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE RIALTO
NOW PLAYING: Presenting, "THE GAY BUCKA-

ROO," with Hoot Gibson, Roy D'Arcy and Merna Kennedy.
Hoot plays the part of Clint Hale, a New England boy, who
has grown up in the West but has kept the Yankee ideals of
hard work and economy. A red hot picture from beginning to
end.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Presenting, "HUDDLE,"
with Ramon Novarro and Madge Evans. Novarro portrays the
role of Tony Amatto, mill hand in a large steel mill who wins
a scholarship to Yale University. His efforts to adjust himself
to a strange social environment by the right of brawn and ath-
letic achievement are a stirring basis for the story.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Presenting, "SCAN-
DAL FOR SALE," with Rose Hobart, Claudia Dell, Pat
O'Brien and Charles Bickford. The cast is enough to insure
great entertainment and a great picture.

ADDED STAGE ATTRACTION: Ches Davis' CHICA-
GO FOLLIES.

FRIDAY: Presenting, "THE WET PARADE," with Wal-
ter Huston and Dorothy Jordan. One of the most interesting
cinema vehicles released this year-and that's saying some-
thing.

AT THE GRAND
SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Presenting,

"DEVIL AND THE DEEP," with Tallulah Bankhead and
Gary Cooper. The picture is set in a port on the north coast
of Africa. Miss Bankhead is cast as the wife of a submarine
commander, who is insanely jealous of her. She meets Cooper
and falls in love with him, to discover later that he is a new
member of her husband's crew. When the husband discovers
the situation, he gets the two of them aboard his vessel, heads
it for a freighter, and turns the controls over to Cooper just as
it crashes. The sub sinks, and while it is lying crippled on
the ocean floor the two men battle with their wits for the wo-
man. The role of the husband is played by Charles Laughton,
noted British stage star, who makes his first screen appearance
in this picture. ("DEVIL AND THE DEEP" is highly recom-
mended by this paper.)

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Presenting, "THE
IMPATIENT MAIDEN," with I~ew Ayers and Mae Clark

i I jo io3,s .uoJi~s Ip si siqj, "4sU3 . ui! oddus l~o4s lU
s,4I "lusUA 0M 0(1 U Joj 4itut!{ tql o. 04 u!tiliM sUM 0MM
absolutely one of the season's lbest prodluctions. "THE IM-
PATIENT MAIDEN" sheds much light on the feelings and
artifices of a sophisticated girl who thinks she knows all about
love-until she meets a new kind of man.

THURSDAY ANI) FRlDAY" Presenting. "TWO SEC-
ONDS," with Edwvard G. Robinson. Metropolitan critics have
hailed Robinson's performance in this picture as one of the
brilliant achievements of the dramatic season. In "T\¥( SEC-

ONDS" he portrays John Allen, a hard-working iron worker
who is a victim of circumstances. Those who think they have
taken the measure of Robinson as an actor haven't seen any-
thing until they witness his performance in "TWO SEC-
ONDS."

RIALTO
"THE WET PARADE"

There's plenty of entertainment for
the entire family in "The Wet Pa-
rade," which opened last night at
the Rialto Theatre, for here is a pic-
ture which not only reveals an inti-
mate, tender romance, but unwinds a
plot which carries a punch in every
episode.

Based on an essentially modern
theme, it depicts the turmoil of mod-
ern living, contrasting the fast, hectic
life of today with the period before
the World War when such things as
night life, sophistication and politi-
cal corruption did not occupy quite
so much on the front page of the
daily newspapers.

Has Sensational Episodes
There are sensational exposes with

dramatic incidents which will keep
audiences on the edge of their seats.
The picture also has its gayer side,
but through it all is an engrossing
insight into American life of today,
a feat made all the more remarkable
by the fact that in directing this pic-
ture Victor Fleming never lost sight
of the entertainment angle.

Southern plantation life before the
World War is dramatically shown in
the first episode, whchi is in a meas-
ure a prologue. It is here that Lewis
Stone in a brilliant performance de-
picts an aristocratic landowner who
is brought to ruin by drink, leaving
his daughter, Dorothy Jordan, and
son, Neil Hamilton, practically pen-
niless.

The story then moves ot New York
and introduces Walter H-uston as a
drunken ward politician whose son.
Robert Young, tries in vain to keep
his father respectable. Circumstances
bring Miss Jordan and Hamilton in-
to contact with the politician and
the natural hatred of liquor shared
1)y the Southern girl and the sopa-
box orator's son gives them a point
in common which ulitmately develops
into romance. The coming of the war,
-,he enactment of prohibition and the
ensational second Wilson campaign

are all vividly echoed in this se-
(quence.

The third angle occurs after the
war showing the rise of bootlegging
to a prosperous industry, financed
and entrenched in politics. It is here
that Huston offers one of the most
effective performances of his career
'is he sinks lower and lower in the
-irip of drink uifil he finally mur-
ders his wife in a half-crazed mo-
ment. The various threads of the nar-
rative are now brought together and
the story closes with a smashing cli-

Max.

Chicago Follies
To Be At Rialto
For Couple Days

Ches Davis and his "Chicago Fol-
lies" will return to Columbus for an
engagement Tuesday and Wednesday
at the Rialto theater. This is absolute-
ly the best stage show to have visited
this section this year and will be
remembered by theater goers who
attended during the engagement early
this year at the Royal.

Ches Davis and Gene (Honey Gal)
Cobb are outstanding black face ar-
tists. Davis has been taking shows
out for many years in the South and
Cobb was a headliner with the fam-
ous Neil O'Brien Minstrels.

Ina Baker knows rhythm and she
knows dances. She will execute some
of the same steps that brought her
into the limelight with the "Vanities*
and with the four Marx Brothers in
"Cocoanuts," in New York.

Dolly Taylor has a brand of jazz
all her own that is certainly unique.

Buddy Ryan is supreme himself in

light entertainment.
The eight Dixie dancing darlings

are an eyeful. They know their danc-

ing.
The scene and costume investiture

GRAND
"DEVIL AND THE DEEP"

A woman with a past is Tallulah
Bankhead.

The blonde star of the stage and
screen, featured with Gary Cooper
in "Devil and the Deep," which
comes to the Grand Theatre Saturday,
Sunday and Monday, admits that she's
been keeping somethng from her pub-
lic. But she's willing, now that it's
far enough past, to let the public in
on the secret.

It is that she made her screen
lebut as a beauty-contest winner.
8ut it happened years ago, when she
was a school girl in Washington, D.

., and had nothing to do with her
-ntrance into talking pictures a year
go after scoring a sensational suc-

'ess on the London stage.
Miss Bankhead, 16 yards old at the

ime, was living with her father, Con-
ressman William B. Bankhead, in
Vashington. When a magazine inau-
urated a beauty contest with a
'hance in the movies promised the
4vinner, she saw in it the opportunity
o gratify her one ambition-to be-
'ome an actress.

But so timid was she about the
matter that she sent in a photograph
of herself without her name. And she
said nothing about it to her family.

Months later, when the prize win-
ners were announced, her picture ap-
peared with them, under the caption,
"Who Is She?" Frightened, her first
impulse was to keep silent about
*he affair. But she finally mustered
up courage enough to discuss the
matter with her family. They agreed
to let her go through with it.

And so, after announcing her
identity to the magazine, she went
to New York with her aunt, Mrs. Ar-hur G. Lund, as chaperone, to play
minor parts in several films.

She didn't like it particularly-
urincipally because they were minor
roles. After a few pictures she quit
to begin a career on the stage that
took her to New York and London
stardom.

Eight years later she came back to
the movies ....- and this time not
in minor roles.

In "Devil and the Deep," she plays
the role of the wife of a subimariuie
commander, intensely jealous of her,
who sinks his craft with her and a
suspected lover on board as a means
qf revenge. Cooper plays the role of
'he lover; Charles Laughton, another
'ioted London stage sar, the role of
he husband.

uf the Chicago Follies is elaborate
and provides a perfect setting for un-
'isual attractions.

The Chicago Follies entertain from
*he first through the final moment.
There's never a dull moment. Femin-
ine pulchritude will abound. Swing-
ing out of New Orleans, this company
met with instantaneous success. Audi-
ences have clamored for their return
wherever they have shown. And, no
wonder--The Chicago Follies click.

Ches Davis and "Honey Gal" Cobb
are survivors of the days when min-
strelsy enjoyed its palmiest days.
Neither have deterioated an iota,
either. Fact is, both gain in popu-
larity the weeks and months roll on
and on.

The Chicago Follies singing stage
band provides the music acompani-
ment for this superb stage attraction.
There are few bands on tour with the
versatility necessary to combine real
harmony singing with red hot rhythm
and these boys are among the select
fe w.

You'll not gamble by seeing Chi-
cago Follies. They'll please here as

they've pleased everywhere they've
filled engagemerts.

Student Officers
Ask About the

SPICK & SPAN
Drinks and Sandwiches
Corner 13th St. and 13th Ave.

Greetings . . .

Student Officers

Visit The Store
Everybody Knows
We Invite Your

CHARGE ACCOUNT

Wynnton Pharmacy
REX LAVENDER

Wynnton Road

Stanton's Lunch Car
C.J. STANTON, Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY OUR STEW

Phone 29 1638-2nd Ave.

WE DELIVER

Grand
SAT., SUN. and MON.

TALLULAH BANKHEAD
GARY COOPER

In

"DEVIL AND DEEP
With

CHARLES LAUGHTON - CARY GRANT

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

NOVELTY CARTOON - NEWS

TUES. and WED.
LEW AYRES

"IMPAITENT
MAIDEN"

MAY CLARK
UNA MERKEL -J OHN HIALLIDAY

"THOSE BLUES"-Vincent Lopez

TOM HOWARD COMEDY
UNIVERSAL SOUND NEWS

THUR. and FRI.

Edward G. Robinson
to

"TWO SECONDS"
With

VIVIENNE OSBORNE
GiUY KIBBEE- PRESTON FOSTER

SENNETT COMEDY
"INSIDE BASEBALL" BABE RUTH

PARAMOUNT NEWS

RIALTO
NOW PLAYING

King Of The Western Stars

HOOT GIBSON
IN

"THE GAY BUCKAROO"
-ALSO COMEDY-

Chapter No. 8 THE AIR MAIL MYSTERY

SUNDAY - MONDAY
Romance and Breath-Taking Action

"HUDDLE"
WITH

Ramon Navarro-Madge Evans
Ralph Graves-Una Merkel

-PI1US-
CARTOON NEWS

TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY

Love Trap Sprung On Scandal Digger!

"SCANDAL FOR SALE"
WITH

CHARLES BICKFORD
Rose Hobart - Pat O'Brien

-ADDED JOYS-
Gang Comedy - Harem Secrets

-- EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION-
ON THE STAGE

CHICAGO FOLLIES
MUSICAL REVUE

WITH
Ches Davis-"Honey Gal" Cobb
Vaudeville's Best Blackface Comedians

8 - DIXIE DARLING - 8
STAGE BAND

THURSDAY ONLY
lere is a drama based on cold facts.

It will hold you spell-bound!

"THE WET PARADE"
WITH

DOROTHY JORDAN
Robert Young Louis Stone - Walter Husten

Neil Hamilton - Myrna Loy - Jimmy
Durante

-ADDED-
SCREEN SONGS NEWS

Admission 10c- 15c- 25c

Eo
t
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WATCH, CLOCK AND JEWELRY
REPAIRING

Special Discount to Army People
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

PEKOR JEWELRY CO.
Muscogee Club Bldg. 1221 Broadway

I II

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

First National

Bank
Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Resources Over $2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative;
R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning
Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Home Savings
Bank

'The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit
issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the
CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

CLUB
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

Fort Benning Representative:

FENDERS
B3ODIES

STRAIGHTENED

We also build and repair topsand radiators, c o v e r running
boards, put in windshields and

door glass.
We are completely equipped to

repair any job.

The Post Exchange
-at-

Fort Benning is our Agent

COLUMBUS
FENDER AN D
BODY WORKS

1420 First Ave. Phone 3439

THE BENNING HERALD
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MASTER SERGEANT MAGONI,
(Jazz to you), was noticed off in a
corner, taking it all in. (A little
sleuthing on our part revealed that
Jazz was the proud owner of the
Rick-Rack board in use by the soda
jerkers). He came out of his shell
however, to witness a demonstration
by a salesman. Jazz discovered, as
he let the world know it, that the
salesman could change hands with
the thing and not miss a lick.

FOOTBALL IS NOT so far around
the corner. We will have it with us
before we know it, and then is when
the fun begins. It takes a sport to
play football, and a better one to take
a licking and like it. It is a man's
game, and tends to separate the men
from the boys.

IT IS RUMORED that there will
b- only three teams in the Intra-Mu-
r league this year. Why for? If the
league is made up of only the two
29th Infantry teams and one from
the Tanks the season will be entirely
too short. One way to remedy that
would be to make each team play
two games with the others.

THEN THERE IS the Artillery with
a handful of gallant galloping gun-
ners to put a team on the field. The
Special Units, 29th Infantry has some
rood material, as has the Special
Special Units, The Infantry School.

FOOTBALL IS A MAN'S game,
with the emphasis on the man. Let
us all get out and dig for the good
of the game and turn in some good
fall sport.

FOUND IN OUR NOTEBOOK:
"Dogfacee" McGuire back at Fort
Benning for a short visit recently
as was Abner Jordan .. .. ambitious
newcomers to the game of golf, dig-
ging divots on the Officers' Club
course .. ..-. can't repeat many epi-
thets hurled at the innocent pill . . .
Captain Phillip T. Fry's smile of sat-
isfaction when he has furnished the
fight fans with an evening of real en-
tertainment -....- Lt. Johnson's brave
assist along the same lines ....-
Sergeant Yourick, working harder
than any person on his detail ....-
also Staff Sergeant Lockard, Sergeant
Reginsky and Corporal Allen on the
Recreation Center Board detail ....-
Captain Golightly's ability to organ-
ize soldier labor ....- and keep them
satisfied ....- the superb excellence
of the interior of the Main Theatre
and the high type shows presented
there ....- the persistence of an Ar-

?etizing

are going now we will take the sec-
ond half. That was a nice game this
week where Gilbert shut the Green
Cords out.

Pvt. Pullen lost his mother Sunday,
he is now away on a ten day fur-
lough.

Sgt. Henery has a painful ankle, he
sprained it while playing tennis this
week; guess he will be laid up for
a few weeks. This will give him a
good chance to teach Big Smith some
more about chess.

Our nurse Miss Freeman is back
on the job with us after a month of
night duty and a few days of leave.
Glad to see you back Miss Freeman.

Waned to know: What is wrong
with a fellow that goes to town and
loses his suit and has to come back
with a pair of white paints. This has
happened to Red Floyd the last two
times he went to town.

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
(Continued from page 4)

or those who have previously been in-
oculated it is best that susceptibility
be tested by the Schick test.

Now is the time to have your chil-
dren tested and inoculated. Finish
it up before school opens. Notice will
be given in the Daily Bulletin when
to bring your children to the attend-
ing surgeon for the test and pre-
ventive inoculations.

HARPER'S
DRUGS

Delivers daily to the Fort
Telephone 396

Page Seven
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must resell said decrepit quadruped.
Mack will probably sell the mule
again for the edification of the as-
sembled company next Monday even-
ng. He has formerly sold this mule
at the Post Theatre, over the radio
station, WRBL. He always receives a
great ovation wherever he auctions
the mule off. He sold her for thirty
dollars in his appearance at the Main
Theatre. He is a former member of
Regimental Machine Gun Company.
(McDonald, not the mule).

/1

"Horse Collar"
Let me have those roses now
While life is worthwhile living.
Why wait until you see how
And what others have been giving?

You're the one to start the ball,
Rolling down generosity's sloping

plane.
Now is the time to take your fall,
And ease someone else's aching pain.

Just lift it to my prominent nose,
o I can sniff its pollenation.

You cheap skate ! ! It is a rose.
I wanted a big carnation!

THE ABOVE IS our own brain
child, so please read over it fast.
Just save us some of those roses you
were going to hurl at us after we
were dead, and let your spoiled vege-
tables come slow now. We do not
entertain any hopes of receiving a
carnation . yet.

SOME FUNNY things happen a-
round the Post Ex Soda Fount these
days. It seems as though some of
the dispensers of daily thirst killers
are reverting to their childhood
pranks. They were noticed the other
day having a joyous time learning
the tricks about playing with a Rick-
Rack board.

On The Q. T.
BY B. B. S.

Chase Conservatory of Music
220-10th St., Columbus, Ga.

Session Begins Monday September 12
- DEPARTMENTS

Piano, Violin, Voice and Orchestra Instruments.
Pupils received from Primary to Advanced Grades. Certificates and
Diplomas awarded. Private and Class lessons. Large Auditorium.
Pupils Recitals. Rates low. Send for literature.

Telephone No. 264

Louis T. Chase, President

Enlisted Men's Bridge
Club Formed Recently

An Enlisted Men's Bridge Club has
been formed recently at The Service
Club, Fort Benning, and the neces-
sary equipment has been ordered so
that the members of the club may
begin participation in its activities.
Six bridge tables have been bought
and are being delivered to the Serv-
ice Club as part of the equipment.

The Bridge Club plans to begin
play in the very near future, and to
play on alternate Friday nights. On
the other Fridays dances will be giv-
en at the Service Club. Mrs. C. A.
Setzler hostess of the Service Club,
is in charge of the arrangements.

Reports indicate that those in
charge of the dances given at the
Club are highly pleased with the co-
operation given them, especially at
that given on last Wednesday night.
Another will be held tonight and all
those interested are urged to come.
Music is furnished by the 29th In-
fantry Orchestra.

"Tale Spins"
Koby played hookey from corres-

nondence school the other night-
Sent in an empty envelope.

We wonder if Moneyham has for-
gotten-"Singe Barnett."

Mrs. Willingham: That's Cottage
pudding, dear.

Sgt. Willingham: I thought it was
something like that, I just bit into
a shingle.

Suggestive Names:
Crater, volcano; Jordan, auto; An-

derson, fairy tales;; Maxwell, coffee;
Harward, bus; Lacy, film; Money-
ham, banks and butcher shops; Hall,
corridor; Holt, tractor; Bailes, bun-
dles; Ichord, eye string; Sellers, auc-
tioneers; Cook, boil; and last and less
but not least Hohl, nothing entirely
surrounded by something.

By N. Oseover.

Dispensary Dope1
Sorry I couldn't be with you last

week, but I had a call to make up
East. (East Point) Maybe I should
cet a Sunday's K. P. for being A.
W. 0. L.

Let me add a few words for the
ball team, all the boys look mighty
good out there; from the way they

STUDENT OFFICERS
We handle all kinds of good used furniture,

gas stoves, refrigerators. dining and breakfast
room suites. We give you half back on any-
thing you buy from us.

THWEATT & SON
PHONE 2215 1244 Broad Street

29TH INF.
(Continued from page 5)

bugler, has purchased himself an au-
tomobile or in better words a "Ford".
We are all deeply concerned about his
safety when he gets under that steer-
ing wheel-some have suggested that

it would be a good idea to put some
good life insurance agent wise to the

drastic actions Archie has taken to re-
duce the cost of transportation be-
tween here and Butler, Ellaville and

Americus, Georgia. "G. I." Ragsdale
happened to be on hand as Archie at-
tempted to crank the motor of his tin
can and told Archie to pull the
"choke" out-Archie to pull the
spark instead-Results: A broken
starter and the roar of Archie's bari-
tone voice.

Pfc. "Dizzy" Freeman has relin-
quished his position as recreation
room orderly and is succeeded by Pfc.
David M. Hood.

Those two "Shiekie" boys, Pvts.
Wood and Eddie J. Campbell, have
been acting in the capacity of "Hello
girls" out on the firing line and their
performance has been fine however
their voices don't hold the charm or
have the power to thrill as the real
"Hello girls" no matter how hard they
try to bring about these same effects.

-M. J. C.

REGIMENTAL MACH. GUN CO.
On August 29, or Monday next, to

be more explicit, the Regimental Ma-
chine Gun Company, 29th Infantry,
will celebrate its first anniversary.
The mess sergeant, James R. Large,
will not disclose the menu with which
he will treat the members of the in-
fant organization of the 29th Infan-
try, but the bets are even that fried
chicken will play a prominent part
in it.

The company has enjoyed one year
of even tempered service, and is to
be congratulated on their enviable
record already established. Great
things are yet in store for this or-
ganization, as they are well trained
men, having been picked for the task
from other organizations of the post.

During the progress of the birthday
celebration break-down music will be
furnished for the entertainment of the
members of the company and their
guests by a prominent string band
of the Garrison. This musical body is
composed of Sgt. Alton Ballard, M.
P. Section, Cpl. Bennett Ates and
Pfc. R. K. McDonald, 1st Tanks.

Private McDonald is known as
"The man who sold the old gray
mule," and wherever he goes now,

As Full Of Va-

riety As A Ride

On A Surf Board

YET

A HUNDRED
TIMES MORE
REFRESHING

THAT'S

FOREMOST
Ice Cream

Call the Soda Fount

I
my mule .. .. and the ar
aroma of baking army beans.

Good meals are easy
to prepare when you
use the facilities of-

fered by the-

Grocery Dept.
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.
(The Post Exchange is not auth-

orized to sell to any person not in
the military service.)
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Ching Halts "Bull"
Earl Johnson Batters Tom Blanton Co

To Win TechnicalKayo in Seventh
In the double ten-round wnd-up

card held at Doughboy Stadium last
Tuesday night the Johnson Clan cut
loose with some real he-man fighting
to please an enthusiastic gathering of
fans. Ching Johnson, in the top flight,
eased over the sleep producer to
kayo "Bull" Johnson, the Atlanta
blacksmith, in the fourth frame, re-es-
tablishing his supremacy among the
heavy sluggers. Earl Johnson, Miami
school boy, beat down the resistance
of Tom Blanton, gritty Birmingham
boxer, winning on a technical K. 0.
in the 7th, sending him away to slum-
berland early in the 7th stanza.

The fights were generally good
throughout the card. Young blood was
matched, all contestants being under
the age of twenty-two. Sluggers were
the main meat on the menu, and the
fans were treated with their money's
worth of real fighting, with none of
the boys putting on a marathon dance
contest for the edification of the fol-
lowers of the ring.

Due to the inclemency of the weath-
er, the two top bouts were put on a
little early, leaving Saginaw Seeley
and Dave Milford to fight the last
bout of the night. The program
would have been just as well com-
plete without the addition of these
two disappointment artists. After see-
ing some real fighting, it was griping
indeed to see two fighters who were
not willing to give the fans a run for
their money.

In the top-notcher, Ching was out
there after the hide of "Bull" Johnson,
and kept that target in front of his
good right hand constantly. After
leading "Bull" a merry life about the
ring for two rounds, however, taking
a lot of punishment from the hard-
hitting Atlantan, Ching changed his
tactics in the third.

He dropped from the chin to the
body in that third round, and pun-
ished the big boy something fierce for
the duration of the period. It seemed
as though the soldier would surely
score a kayo with body punches, but
toward the end of the round, Ching
raised his barrage and landed squarely
on the chin of the blacksmith, send.
ing him down in a daze. It would
have surely been curtains, but the bell
stopped the count before it started.

"Bull" was back in the fourth, seem-
ingly fresh, but Ching started after
the mid-section again, then raised his
attack again, and suffering from the
effects of a hard right, followed by a
left and another right to the button,
was out like a candle.
Too MUCH FOR SLAGTOWN SCRAPPER

From the beginning of the second
ten round affair, it was evident that
Earl Johnson was a bit too strong for
Tom Blanton, Slagtown cauliflower
artist. Toni was game and anxious to

give the fans what they came to see,
but was unable to do little more than
stay in there for seven rounds. Blan.
ton can box better than the Miami
Swdde, but the Swedes are tough.
Johnson is no exception to the rule
• . . he is as tough as they come.

Blanton's stinging blows did not
seem to slow the Swede up much. In
he would come with a left hand that
snapped out like a black snake whip,
cutting the young 'Bamian terribly
about the face.

In the sixth rounaV, Johnson stepped
out, and literally battered Tom to the
canvas, but the bell saved him also.
Blanton was back in the seventh,
seemingly fresh for more punishment,
but Johnson went after him like a

GO TO THE

MARATHON
DANCE

floor. His seconds htrew in the towel,
giving the fight to Johnson on a tech-
nical K. 0. That game, gritty Tom
simply had to stay down for ten.
tiger, and again battered him to the

In what was scheduled as the main
preliminary, Saginaw Seeley and Dave
Milford waltzed to a decision that
went to Milford. Milford seemed wil-
ling to fight all the way, but who can
fight a waving reed that won't fight
back?

Bunker Hill and J. C. Sewell went
back for six rounds of milling that
stood every fan on his feet. These
boys seem to hate the sight of the
other, and were fighting with blood in
their eyes. Hill could get nowhere
with Sewell when it came to boxing,
so he stepped out and slugged the
first two rounds into his grasp. The
third was fairly even, with Sewell tak-
ing the shade in the fourth and fifth.
The sixth round found them scrapping
for a kayo, more leather flying than
an expert could keep track of. It
looked lke Hill's fight, and that is just
what the judges decided. A great
fight, as these two boys will always
give the public what they want . . .
action!

Dummy Nix proved too fast and
tough for Tut Tut Taylor, battling
Medico, in their four round bout.
Taylor was anxious, even a bit too
much so, to ease over the sleeping
potion to the Dummy. This left him
wide open for the sharp lefts and
damaging right hand. Nix took ad-
vantage of every opening, and was
able to outpoint the Medico in the
end. This fight was a crowd pleaser
deluxe.

Tony Viggins and Earl Tillman
opened the festivities for the night,
Tillman being easily the victor. This
was a four round melee, and was pack-
ed with comedy. Viggins would miss,
try to pop his fingers with gloves on,
then say .. , well, the Greeks had a
word for it. We don't understand
many foreign languages. However, if
this boy Viggins had connected many
of those haymakers, Tillman would
probably be pushing up daisies by
now.

An old timer was introduced from
the ring. Willie Ptomey, dear to the
hearts of the local and foreign fight
public, was on hand to witness the
fracas. Willie now lives in Columbus,
and is a sight for sore eyes. His pub-
lic gave him a grand ovation as he
was introduced from the ring, prov-
ing they will always reserve a soft
spot in their sport-loving hearts for
the braveheart of all the pugilistic pro-
fession.

A rtillery Injects
Fun inSwim Meet

Of Much Interest
The Eighty-Third Field Artillery

held its swimming meet yesterday
afternoon at Russ Pool, in prepara-
tion for the post swimming meet. Bat-
tery "C" copped the honors of the
day, after a closely fought battle by
Battery "A." Headquarters B a t -
tery tailed the list for the first time
in many, many moons, which was
one upset of the day.

Instead of having a reguar A. A. U.
swimming meet, the redlegs took it
into their own hands and made it an
aquatic Gymkhana. Fun was had by
all, including the spectators.

Of course, the regular swimming
events took the greater part of the
day, leaving the fun makers to come
in with their broadsides to relieve the
monotony. A beauty pageant was one
of the main events of interest.

Each battery entered a beauty con-
(Please turn to page 9)

Abruptly In Fourth
,ngrats for Conqueror

Aquatic Sports Come To The Front;
Two Meets Scheduled For Next Week

With the closing of the summer are going to be pushed hard to win
season, comes the grand rushes to The Second Battalion has uncovered
Russ Pool, and its cooling, restful valuable swimming material
and enjoyable waters. The bathers somevlul ewm ngrmate
take their daily dozens on the shores and should push the Tankers to th
of Benning's most delightful summer limit, and possibly win over them.
playground, then dip into its very Of much interest will be the fanc)
bosom for the refreshment that can diving contests. The Second Battalior
come only to those who participate will have their colors flying higl
in aquatic sports.

Next week will present those fol- when they place Wallace, diving won
lowers of the sports of the pool with der of the garrison, out there as their
a most varied program. On Wed- representative. Many already concede
nesday the pool will be the scene of him first place in this event. He will
much activity as the children's and
ladies' swimming meet gets under be pushed hard by Parr of the Tanks.
way. Much interest has been mani- who will probably place second. This
fested in this meet, as at the close of event alone is well worth attending
the program, the graduates of the (Please turn to page 9)
summer courses in swimming will be
awarded their diplomas by the Com-
mandant. General King will also pre-
sent the ribbons given to each swim- HERE'S AIC
mer who places in the events.

Already the roster of the swimming PLENTY ON
officials is crowded with the entries
in the meet. This meet will probably
be the largest of its kind held at Ben-
ning in the history of Russ Pool. The
new bath house adds greatly to the
comforts of the swimmers, and makes
everything more pleasant in general
around that popular body of water.

Seating arrangements are now un-
der way to accommodate the large
crowd of spectators who are expected
to attend. Music will be furnished
by one of the Garrison bands, which R
will add greatly to the attractiveness
of the meet.

At the same time as the above an-
nouncement was issued by Captain
Phillip T. Fry, president of the In- E
fantry School Athletic Association,
the announcement of the Garrison
Swimming Meet to be held on Satur.
day, September 3rd at the same place.

Captain Fry stated that interest is
mounting high in the garrison meet, 5 $
in which enlisted men alone are al- BUYS TWO BUYS TWO
lowed to enter. This year the Tankers

n _ _ __n29x4.40-21 29x4.50-20
Drs. Miller & Davis UIE I
Dog and Cat Hospital PhNED

1006 13th Street Phn 10

Medicos are Slated
To Cop Second Half
In Po s t Ball Loop

It looks very much like the Medicos
are on top to stay in the final half.
They are away out in front with six
games in the winning column and one
in the red, with only three more to
play. Still the Terrible Tankers and
First Bats are driving strongly and
both teams are dangerous.

The play of the Medicos back of the
splendid pitching of Gilbert and
Barnes has been the big factor in
their success. The Medicos are not
a very hard hitting team, but their
defense is strong. Although most of
their games are won with small scores,
they are always able to hold the op-
position well in check.

The First Bats present another great
defensive team with a string of weak
hitters. The Medicos are really strong-
er at bat than the Irish. This ad-
vantage is carrying the Medicos along
on top at the present writing. Had
the Irish been able to hit, they would
be riding the crest, instead of their
Medico rivals.

The boys that really bear watching
are the Terrible Tankers. This out-
fit was slow in getting started, but
the Tanks have arrived. Bill Swantic
has rounded into shape and is pitching

(Please turn to page 9)

We sell you a car and will
buy it back in nine months
and pay you cash for it. We
keep a nice line of Chevrolets
and Fords along with other
makes, on hand. Our new
car line is Pontiac, Oakland
and Franklins.

We are the largest used car
buyers in Columbus

McMURRIA'S
1125 - 6th Ave. Phone 2590

4NCE TO SAVE
OUR 2 FOR I

RELIANCE !S
TIRES

A
IBUYSTWO3 0 x3L

E
CASH PRICES

$7.05$7.70
BUYS TWO BUYS TWO

30x4.50-21 28x4.75-19

CORPORATION
1215-21 First Ave.
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Caroline Babcock (left), West Coasttennis sensation, is shown as she con-
gratulated Helen Jacobs, of California, after the latter had beaten her in
the final of the national women's single championships to win the title at
Forest Hills, L. I. Miss Jacobs, who overwhelmed her plucky opponent
6-2, 6-2, thus succeeds Helen Wills Moody as U. S. tennis champion, be-
coming Queen Helen II. The girls are holding cups presented by the presi-

dent of the U. S. Lawn Tennis Association.
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2nd Battalion Regimental Meet

Easily Last Saturday At Russ Pool

MEDICOS STILL LEADING
IN SECOND HALF

(Continued From Page 8)

winning baseball. This has lightened
the burden on the Red Lindsey'sThe Second Battalion gleaned the then presented the awards. shoulders and now this youngster willfield last Saturday at Russ Pool, win- MEET RESULTS be going greater than ever. And thening the Regimental swimming meet 100-yard back stroke-lst, Eckman. Tankers really have the heavy artil-in a crawl. The triumphant Second 2d Bn.; 2d, Thompson, 2d Bn.; 3d, lery. Swantic and McLane are the bigBattalion scored a total of 78 points Sergeant, 1st Bn. guns of the offense. Cueball Smith,out of a possible 89. The First Bat- 50-yard free style-1st, Herrington, Haynie and Daniel Sullivan keep op-talion was second with 7 counters, 2d Bn.; 2d, Dunn, 2d Bn.; 3d, Pole- posing twirlers in a tough spot andwith the Special Units bringing up woda, 2d Bn. all are dangerous with the willow.the rear with 4. 400- yard free style-1st. Prophet, J. O'Brien has not been hitting so wellIndividual high score went to Pri- 2d Bn.; 2d, Prophet S., 2d Bn.; 3d, but is a good waiter and is a terror onvate First Class J. Prophet, of the Smith, 2d Bn. the bases. Kier, Moon, Pike andSecond Battalion. He was awarded a 100-yard free style-1st, Prophet, J., other Tankers are not hitting so wellpen and pencil set for having placed 2d Bn.; 2d, Herrington, 2d Bn. but there is more hitting power withfirst in three events and being a big Fancy diving-ist, Thompson, 2d the Tankers than with any other team,factor in the winning of the 300 yard Bn.; Wallace, 2d Bn.; Eckman, 2d and the Tankers are also playingmedley relay race. Bn. heads-up baseball. Anything may hap-Colonel J. J. Toffey, regimental 400-yard relay-1st, 2d Bn.; 2d, pen down the home stretch.

commander, presented the trophies 1st Bn. The Kellys took the first half and
and awards on the steps of the newly 200-yard free style-1st, Prophet J., are sitting back looking on. Don't
completed bath house. He commend- 2d Bn.; 2d, Polewoda, 2d Bn.; 3d, judge the Kellys by their present play.
ed the teams entered upon their fair Paisso, 2d Bn. When the series opens the Kellys are300-yard medley race-ist, 2d Bn.; going to be the favorites to cop theplay and true sportsmanship, and 2d. 1st Bn. bunting.

The Greencords started the last halfGARRISON MEET TO BE HELD 83RD FIELD ARTILLERY STAGES like a house-afire but have cooled offSOON AT RUSS POOL GYMKHANA AT POOL until they are now out of the runn-
(Continued from page 8) (Continued From Page 8) ing. The Greenies have the makings

of a good team but need a large in-the meet to witness. testant, and the figures they did cut. fusion of young blood.Officials are looking for two records Imagine what Red Taylor looked like The season of 1933, should bringto collapse in the meet. The two events in an overstuffed bathing suit . . . . out a powerful Special Units baseballfor slaughter are the 400 yard and Sergeant Underwood as an old lady team. The team this season has shown100 yard free style numbers. Swim. and cook Bopp as a lady. It was a power but has been handicapped byming of the best will be witnessed scream, and is worthy of the notice team awkwardness. Made up of am-in these two events, and will add of film producers. bitious youngsters, the Special Unitsgreatly to the program. The awards in the beauty contest will be at the peak of their game inTannehill of the Tanks will also went as follows, another season and should be fore-
be on hand to show the swimmers 1st, Sgt. Underwood, 2nd, cook most among the first string teams.
of the Garrison what real swimming Bopp, and 3rd Pvt. Taylor. Awards The Galloping Gunners are in thewere presented the winners by Major mud up to their hubs and just can't
means. C. A. Selleck, Battalion commander. seem to get going. This really is the

* msytery team. Jackie Morris and Hol-
loway are two of the outstanding
twirlers in the garrison. Morris is by
far the outstanding southpaw. Ridleyis as good as any catcher and both the
infield and outfield show flashes of
play that is equal to that of any team.
Still the Gunners are losing. It looks1IDt jei q C en t as though the spirit that has kept the
"Caissons Rolling," for all of the past
years has entirely disappeared.

Payable in Monthly Installments .D. NOTES
(Continued from page 5)

No Frills No Extra Charges

FIDELITY LOAN & INVESTMENT

COMPANY

1206 First Avenue

T. E. BAISDEN, Sec'y & Treas.

Special Announcement ToFort Henning
The Opening of

DELUXE CLEANERS
913 BROADWAY

Featuring one of the most modernly equipped dry cleaning
plants in Columbus.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS ON SILKS AND FURS
In order to acquaint you with the quality work we are doing, we

are offering the following Special:

FREE WORK
OPENING SPECIAL

(Good Monday and Tuesday)
CASH AND CARRY

siit; -
With Each Suit Cleaned Extra Trousers Free

Dresses, plain-.......-...
With each dress cleaned we will clean another free.

40c

50c

DELIVERY PRICES

Suits ...................... 50c
Dresses, plain...............60c

PHONE 3522

DELUXE CLEANERS
913 BROADWAY

El

El

Man," has been going back. We don't
last always. His arm is not what it
used to be, he is out there now giving
his all and it is not enough. Don't be
a bunch of poor sports and sit and
razz Heckert. Give the fellow a hand.
He is not forcing himself at second
base. No one had rather go up in the
stands and watch a game and enjoy it
than Heckert. He is out there because
there is no one else that will do as
well. Get a youngster on second and
no one will root louder for the team
than Heckert.

Mule Hess has returned from a two
months leave. Mule has been visit-
ing the home folks out in exas. The
trip must have done Mule quite a bit
of.good for he came back and hustled
over to the gymnasium and began
training. The big fellow has a wallop
and could put us on the map in the
fight racket if he would only get in
there and go to war.

Members of the non-com club are
planning a pinochle tournament. At
the present time there are half dozen
couples that figure they are unbeat-
able. Pairings will begin within the
next few days and play will start as
soon as all entries are in.

It has been announced that the In-
fantry School Detachment would en-
ter a team in the amateur boxing
tournament this year. This is good
news for we have several boys that are
anxious for a chance and will be only
to glad to come out for the team. It
is high time the Greencords stepped
out and murdered the idea that quite
a few of the outfits have about this

I being a non-combatant outfit.

Watch Repairing
LAMAR SMITH

PHONE 3032 1201 BROADWAY
l[

Boyce Real Estate
Company

Rentals - Insurance
Let us help find you a home

Phone 3838

19-13th Street

SPRINGER HOTEL
Under New Management

Rates $1.00 - $1.50 and $2.00
ATTRACTIVE WEEKLY AND MONTHLY RATES

Make this your Headquarters

105 - 10th Street Phone 764 Columbus, Georgia

B. H. HARRIS CO.Renting

Special attention given Fort Benning Officers
Kindly call and let us assist you in

getting located
Office, 12th Street Phones 250-251B. H. HARRIS CO.

We Offer The Services Of Our
RENTAL DEPARTMENT

To all incoming officers to assist them in getting
pleasantly located for the coming school year.

FLOURNOY REALTY COMPANY(REALTORS)

Owners and Exclusive Agents for
WILDWOOD COURT APARTMENTS

3 Phones 465 1209 Broadway
I

444
04*0.

Makers of Fine Printing Plates

o WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.

Atlanta, Georgia

$'4+ +**** +*+ **40+ + + + + + + 1* *

Your Car Is Almost Human!

And, just like you, it needs
the best care you can give
it. That's where we come
in. Let us check your car,
tune the motor, grease and
oil it, and you're "ready to

ride !"

Automobile Dept.
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga.

The Post Exchange is not authorized to sell to anyone
not in the military service.

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GEO0GIA
A Citizen Wherever We Serve

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harding, Manager
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Everybody enjoys a milder cigarette
a cigarette that tastes better

In over 80 countries Chesterfield ciga-
rettes are bought and sold.., smoked and
enjoyed. Why is it?

BECAUSE THEY ARE MILDER.
BECAUSE THEY TASTE BETTER.

Their mildness begins with milder,
riper tobaccos-the right kinds of Do-

Hear the Chesterfield Radio Program.
Every night except Sunday. Columbia
Network. 10 o'clock Eastern DaylightTime.

( 1932, LiGGTT & MYERs ToBAcco Co.

mestic with enough Turkish, blended and
cross-blended to an even finer taste.

And wherever you go, up and down and
across the world, Chesterfield goes too...

WHEREVER YOU BUY CHESTERFIELDS

YOU GET THEM JUST AS FRESH AS IF

YOU CAME BY OUR FACTORY DOOR.

lesterfiel

Friday, August 26, 1932Page Ten THE BENNING HERALD
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The residents of Block 14 are now

well aware of the fact that the Post
Publicity Officer is the proud posses
sor of a new radio. Does it work?
And how! (Note: This item was
contributed).

Captain "Bill" Hones' roving eye
has again captured an item of interest
to the readers of the Herald. The last
one, the cartoon which emphasized
"Red" Ansley's change of employers,
had to be doctored a little so as to
bring out the point more clearly, but
this is straight, and will probably in-
terest many. The clipping is repro-
duced exactly as it ran in the Army
and Navy Journal:

"Capt. L. B. Puller (1st Lieutenant,
USMC), and the guardia patrol of the
Central Area in the Jinotega Depart-
ment had six contacts with bandits be.
tween August 12 and August 19. One
",roup was led by Salgado, another
band of eighty men was under Juan
Altamirano, but the leaders of the
other groups were unknown. Total
bandit casualties in the contacts were
seven known killed, and many wound.
ed. Arms, ammunition, correspon-
dence, food and mscellaneous sup-
plies were captured by the guardia."

A most amusing bit of unconscious
humor on the part of one of the Co
lumbus papers was observed recently
by us. The previews of the picture
"Guilty As Hell" were being shown.
The final panel of the advertising was
flashed on the scheen bearing the leg-
end (or one close approximating it)
"YOU be sure to find out who is
'Guilty as Hell'". And this was fol.
lowed by the familiar propaganda
"Try Columbus First".

It seems that Columbus is capable
of supplying anything, even p ersons
who are "Guilty as Hell".

A recent press release from Lt.Yarbrough makes mention of the fact
that Block 23 is rejoicing in its new
cement pavements. Well, we don't
want to throw mud on their innocent
pleasure, but just wait until someone
slips and takes a tumble on the ce-
ment! Then, what will they say!

In spite of the fact that the Officer.
in-charge at Russ Pool is supposed
to possess an unusual amount of
perspicacity, Lt. Krauthoffs custom.
ary sang froid seemed to have desert.
ed him momentarily last Wednesday

when he announced that one of the
first places in the Ladies and Chil-
dren's Swimming Meet had gone to
"Miss" Dorothy Lynch, instead of
"Mrs." Dorothy Lynch. He recovered
gracefully, however, and the show
went on.

Major Elbert J. Lyman, head of
Scout activities at Fort Benning, is
making his preparations for another
big year of Scouting at the post. The
last year saw the award of the Herald
cup for the most representative
Scout, and the cup will be awarded
again this year to the boy winning
the honor this year. Benning has an
unusually fine bunch of boys, and
this movement has meant a great deal
in developing their sportsmanship
and good-fellowship among them.

FORT BENNING, GA., FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 1932

Work On Theatre
Is Nearly Finished

The work of remodeling the Mair
Garrison Theatre, Fort Benning
which was udertaken several week,
ago by Captain Carl H. Jabelonsky

t Constructing Quartermaster, is rapid
ly nearing completion, and all that
remains to be done is the laying ofs the asphalt, tile floor in the lobby,
and the installation of new blowers
for the ventilating system, all of
which will be completed by Sept. 15.

t The interior of the building, which
t originally was an airplane hangar, has

been improved by the addition of a
ceiling, new lighting system, and spe-
cial panelling designed to improve
the acoustics. Walls and ceilings have
been attractively decorated, and it is

* said by visitors that the Fort Ben-
ning theatre is now one of the most
attractive in the Army.

Excavations and foundations have
been completed for the new 24th In-
fantry theatre, and erection of the
steel frame of the new structure be-
gan on Tuesday. The new theatre is
expected to be finished in time for
its opening about Christmas.

83rd -Completing
Test Of Gunner's

Individual gunners examinations for
the artillerymen of the 83rd Field
Artillery are nearing completion un-
der the direction of Major Clyde A.
Selleck, battalion commander. The
examinations of soldiers in Head-
quarters Battery will be completed
on August 31, and those of Batteries
A. and C, on Sept. 10.

A course of artillery instruction
especially designed for enlisted men
preceded the examination now ih
progress, and which when concluded
will determine the soldiers' qualifica-
tions for gunners ratings and special
pay for proficiency. Under a recent
war department ruling which pre-
scribes the procedure of conducting
the examinations, approximately eigh-
ty per cent of the examination sub-
jects are assigned by the battery com-
mander and the remainder twenty per
cent are optional with the soldier.
These subjects include studies of ar-
tillery material, the duties of the gun
squad, the care and management of
draft animals, the care and use of
range finders, sights and other instru-
ments, the computation of firing data,
map-reading, telephone, telegraph,
and radio instruments, and the gen-
eral duties of cannoneers.

Maj. General King Makes
Study Of Administration
Met h ods At Fort Bragg

Major General Campbell King,
commandant of The Infantry School,
departs o n Monday for F o r t
Bragg, N. C., where he will make an
inspection, and a study of the post
administration methods with a view
to coordinating principles of post ad-
ministration. General King will be
occupied at Fort Bragg for about
five days. During his absence Colonel
Fred Munson has been acting com-
mandant.

Crowning New Doubles Champs

Where there's a victory, there are always spoils and those go to the victor.
So here are Keith Gledhill (left) and Ellsworth Vines, new doubles champ.
ions of national tennis, as they received the trophy emblematic of their
victory from President Guild of the Longwood Cricket Club, Brookline,
Mass. Gledhill and Vines defeated Johnny van Ryn and Wilmer Allison,

defending champions to annex the title.

Former Benning Officers Finish
Work Of Translating War Papers

A huge volume of translated Ger-
man war documents, the work of two
former Fort Benning officers, has been
received at Headquarters, The Infan-
try School from the historical section
of the Army War College, where the
work was prepared.

Lieut. Col. Bertram W. Cadwalader,
formerly of the Z9th Infantry, and
later a student in the advanced course
of 1929, and Captain George L. Mor-
row, who was station at Fort Ben-
ning from 1922 to 1925, first as an
instructor in the department of mili-
tary art, and later as a member of
the 24th Infantry and a student, are
the two , officers who performed the
bulk of the laborious task of prepar-
ing the large volume of official war
records. Colonel Cadwalader, prior to
coming to Fort Benning, was stationed
in Germany as a representative of the
historical section of the Army War
College, and carried on most of his
assembling the documents in Pots-
dam. There he worked in company
with Colonel Lewis Sorley, another
infantry officer, and Col. Carl H.
Mueller, cavalry.

Captain Morrow, an expert linguist,
made all the translations of the mass
of official German documents, which,
in the volume just received at Fort
Benning, comprises operations maps,
and war diaries of German combat
organizations with which the First
Division came into contact in its op-
erations in the Aisne-Marne sector, and
particularly near Soissons, in July
and August, 1918. These include rec-
ords of the Seventh and Ninth Ger-
man Armies, the Thirty-ninth Re-
serve Corps, the Thirteenth Army

Corps, the Eleventh Bavarian Divis.
ion, the Fifth, Twenty-eighth, Thirty-fourth, and Forty-second Infantsy Di-

visions, the Forty-sixth ReseeDi-
vision, and the SixtY-fifth and Ninety-
second Reserve Brigades.

Captain Morrow's translations in-
clude many. secret messages and other
documents which vividly depict not
only the German military operations
but the steady decline of morale and
an apparent realization of the defeat
which was awaiting the German ar-
mies confronted' .by the irresistable
advance of the American troops. In
one of the secret dispatches from the
115th Infantry Division to Headquar-
ters of the Thirteenth Corps, the
commander refers to the poor physi-
cal condition of his troops, due to
fatigue, illness, and poor shelter, and
states that he can no longer guaran.
tee the line will hold in the face of
another attack.

An entry in the diary of the Fifth
Division refers to their first identifi.
cation of the Second American Divis-
ion through the capture of prisoners
on July 18, and the presence of the
First American Division was said to
have been discovered on July 21 by
the same means.

In giving an account of the German
withdrawal, which was made under
pressure of the Allied attack between
Soissons and the Marne of July 18-
19-20, the diary asserts that the crown
Prince had ordered a methodical
withdrawal a day before the attack
began.

The book, which is the second vol-
(Please turn to page7)

began as an enlisted man on May 11,
1898, when he became a corporal in
Co. A, 2d Georgia Infantry, which
was being organized for service in
the Spanish-American war. He served
with the Georgia regiment until No-
vember, 1898. In September, 1899, he
enlisted in the 40th United States In-
fantry for service during the Philip.
pine insurrection, and was succes-
sively promoted to sergeant and 1st
sergeant before he was discharged to
accept an appointment as second leu.
tenant on May 18, 1900. He was mus-
tered out of the volunteer service of
June, 1901, having received an ap-
pointment as first lieutenant of infan-
try, regular army, in February. He
was promoted to captain in March,
1911; to major in August, 1917; to
Lieutenant Colonel, July 1, 1920 and
to colonel, July 1, 1927. During the
world war he held temporary appoint.
ments as lieutenant colonel and colo-
nel.

Colonel Caffey was a member of the
(Please turn to page 4)
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Major Catron Is
Now Golf Director
Major Thomas B. Catron, Com-

manding Officer, the Infantry School
Detachment, is acting golf director at
Fort Benning, having assumed that
office on the departure of Colonel
H. A. Wells and will hold it until
elections sometime in the Fall.

The temporary committees that are
at present functioning as a part of
the golfing organization at the post
are as follows:

Greens Committee: Major Catron,
Capt. Bell (Maintenance), Captain
Liston, Captain Burnap.

Handicap Committee: Major Kraft.
A team of four officers will proba-

bly represent Fort Benning in the
coming tOurnament to be held at
Tate Mountain Estate on the 17th
and 18th of September. This team
will be selected in a local tourna.
ment to be held at Fort Benning and
a return match will probably be play.
ed here in the Fall.

The Corps Area tournament will
be played at Fort Benning some-
time after September 18th. This
tournament annually attracts a large
number to this post to engage in
play and this year will probably at-
tract an even greater number of
visitors.

An improved caddy system is in
use at Benning and has drawn many
favorable comments from those who
have seen its operation. Three classes
of caddies are kept, with provision
for promotion for those whose work
has been excellent.

Col. Caffey Retired
From Act.iveDuty

Colonel ,Lochlin W. toreY, recent
commander of the .24th Infantry, de-
parted fr'om Fort Benning on Wed-

1,nesday, upon his retirement from ac-tive service, aftir more than thirty

three years' service. Co lornel Caffey
came to Fort' B-enning ;ron July 1,
1930 to take command of the 24th
Infantry, land he held that assignment
until a few weeks ago, When he was
succeeded by COlonel Fred L. Mun-
son. Prior to coming to Fort Ben-
ning, Colonel Caffey was in command
of the 22d Infantry at Fort McPher-
son, Atlanta.
•Colonel Caffey's military career
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Members Of Special Units Enjoy Swim-

ming Party At Russ Pool Friday Evening

Russ Pool was the scene Friday

evening of a delightful swimming

party followed by a wiener roast

which was given by the members of

the Special Units, The Infantry

School.

This is the first of a series of en-

tertainments that the members of the

Special Units have planned. Swim-

ming will hold'the center of the stage

until cooler weather.

LT. COL. AND MRS. CHAFFIN

HOSTS AT PICNIC SUPPER

Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Andrew D.
Chaffin were the hosts Tuesday even-
ing at a delightful picnic and steak
fry held at the 29th Infantry camp.
The guests included: Lieut. Col. and
Mrs. J. A. Atkins, Lieut. Col. and
Mrs. H. H. Slaughter, Lieut. Col. and
Mrs. C. H. Bonesteel, Lieut. Col. and
Mrs. T. W. Hammond, Maj. and Mrs.
M. D. Welty, Maj. and Mrs. Henry
Terrell, Capt. and Mrs. E. F. Johnson,
Capt. and Mrs. Norris Wimberly,
Lieut. Col. E. F. Rice, Maj. H. A.
Wadsworth, and Lieut. T. W. Ham-
mond, Jr.

CAPT. AND MRS. E. C. BETTS

ENTERTAIN AT BUFFET SUPPER

Capt. and Mrs. Ed C. Betts were
the hosts Sunday evening at a delight-
ful buffet supper at their quarters.
Throughout the house and decoratng
the dinner table were graceful bowls
of the beautiful tropical cadena-
d'amor. The guests were: Capt. and
Mrs. Howard W. Merrill, Capt. and
Mrs. Charles W. Owens, Capt. and
Mrs. J. P. Gammon, Capt. and Mrs.
Norris Wimberly, and Capt. and Mrs.
John Huling. After supper the guests
were escorted to the Post Movies.

MAJOR AND MRS. W. F. LEE

COMPLIMENT GUEST WITH

INFORMAL DINNER

Maj. and Mrs. W. F. Lee were the

hosts Thursday evening at an inform-
al dinner at their quarters in com-
plement to Mrs. J. E. Stulker, house
guest of Capt. and Mrs. E. G. Trech-
ter. The table was graced by a large
silver bowl of multi-colored zinnias,
yellow tapers completed the decora-
tions. The guest list included: Maj.
and Mrs. Hugh C. Gilchrist, Capt.
and Mrs. E. G. Trechter, Mrs. J. E.

Stulker, and Miss Margaret Moore.
After dinner the guests were escorted
to the Post movies.

MISS MARION ROOF AND MISS

RUSS SHARE HONORS AT DANCE

Miss Betty Welty and Miss Eleanor
Bonesteel were the hostesses Saturday
evening at a delightful dance at the
Polo Club complimenting Miss Mar-
ion Roof, house guest of Miss Bone-
steel, and Miss Dorothy Russ, guest
of Lieut. and Mrs. T. L. Dunn. The
Polo club was attractively decorated
with ferns and Spanish moss. Dancing
was begun at nine and ended at one,
the 24th Infantry orchestra furnishing
the music. Throughout the evening a
refreshing punch was served. The
guest list included the honorees,
members of the young married con-
tingent, members of the younger set,
their guests and their escorts.

MRS. CLAYTON STUDEBAKER

ENTERTAINS BRIDGE CLUB

Mrs. Clayton Studebaker was the
hostess Friday to her bridge club en-
tertaining with luncheon followed by
a table of bridge. Those playing were:
Mrs. R. E. Vermette, Mrs. Orestes
Cleveland, and Mrs. George Howell.

A SMASHING VAL UE
9 Piece Dining

60 Inch Buffet
Extension Table, folding Leaf.
China Cabinet with Linen Drawers
One arm chair and five side chairs

$69.75

U RE

1141 BROADWAY PHONE 409

ow

The Frock With the Jacket
The frock with the jacket continues

to dominate the mode for early Au-
tumn. We all seem to think that it
is early enough to get into our full-
length coats. Lots of dark brown is
being worn, often allied with eggshell
or beige, a very charming color com-
bination and next in popularity to
black with white, so far as present in-
dications seem to show. Surely clothes
were never more entrancing than
those offered this Autumn.

Today we show a very charming
frock, a model that will pay for it-
self many times over in service and
beauty. It is in very dark brown silk
tricot with a tiny eggshell satin Peter
Pan collar and large satin puffs com-
ing from between the set-in sleeve.
It is worn with a packet that repeats
the puff on the sleeve in the cloth that
exactly matches the color of the tri-
cot frock. There is a stitched suede
belt that buckles at the side.

MISS BETTY GASTON ENTER-
TAINS WITH DELIGHTFUL

PICNIC AT RUSS POOL
One of the enjoyable events of the

past week was the picnic and swim-
ming party that Miss Betty Gaston
gave at Russ Pool. The guests ar-
rived at the Pool at eight o'clock
and swam until half past ten when
a. delicious picnic supper was enjoyed.
Those enjoying Miss Gaston's ho spi-
tality were: The Misses Virginia El-
lis, Elizabeth Beatty, Emily Brown,
"Mary Lou Tindall, Louise Wadding-
ton, Betty Welty, Jane Lindroth, Flo-
ra Nelson, Esther Weeks, Eleanor
Bonesteel, and Messrs. Dick Welty,
George Crandall, Dick Pruitt, Cald-
well Foos, Jack Coulter, Mike Mon-
tesinos, Al Seely, Bob Leech, George
Griswold, Bud Chaston, Howard Lis-
ton, Junior Beatty, and Roy Bodine.

LIEUT. AND MRS. G. P. HOWELL
ENTERTAIN SUNDAY EVENING

WITH BUFFET SUPPER
Lieut. and Mrs. G. P. Howell en-

tertained at their quarters Sunday
evening with a buffet supper followed
by two tables of bridge. Zinnias and
other mid-summer flowers were used

Maxwell Optical Co.
I, A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway

U

Phone 3718

FELICIA C. HOWELL, PHONE 389

Today's Fashion
- By VERA WINSTON-

D ESSERTS containing milk are both in-expensive and easy to make, and they're

supremely healthful, too. Try out your
recipes for milk and see the response you

get.

WELLS DAIRY CO.
ACON ROADOPHONE 1144

as the effective decorations. The
guests were: Capt. and Mrs. R. E.
Vermette, Lieut. and Mrs. James E.
Bowen, and Lieut. and Mrs. Lynn
Brady.

MISS JANE LINDROTH HOSTESS

AT SWIMMING PARTY

Miss .. J an e Lindroth, attractive
young daughter of Captain and Mrs.
E. G. Lindroth, was the hostess Sat-
urday evening at a delightful swim-
ning party and dance. After a re-
freshing swim at Russ Pool the young
hostess escorted her guests to her
home where a delicious buffet sup-
per was enjoyed, followed by danc-
ing. The young guests were: The
Misses Louise Waddington, Emily
Brown, Mary McDavid, Maureen Gil-
ruth, Mary Adams, Alice Homer,

(Please turn to page 4)

y"On IVMARK

Demand

N. S. MEYER, INC.
Military Insignia

and
Uniform

Equipments

Our merchandise is made of

:finest quality rtiaterials ahd best

workmanship. It carries an un-
limited guarantee of satisfaction.

AT YOUR POST EXCHANGE

N. S. MEYER, INC.

NEW YORK

!

U

a Oil

Prices Range From $2,95 to $15.00

We especiallysolicit the charge accounts
of the Benning ladies.

(At Alsobrook's)

DOLAN HENRY HAT SHOP
1211 BROADWAY

Takes pleasure in announc-
ing our new Fall styles

P.-
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MA -TA H A RI
The Story of the War's Most Notorious Spy

WHAT HAS HAPPENED SO FAR

Mata Hari, famous dancer and ene-
my spy, undertakes to get some sec-
ret papers from her lover, Shubin,
Attache of the Russian Embassy in
Paris. But Shubin has been unerved
by a visit from Dubois, head of the
French Secret Service, and refuses
to discuss them. Learning t h a t the
papers are in the possession of a
young aviator, Alexander Rosanoff,
who is infatuated with her, the danc.
er goes to his rooms and makes love
to him while her agents abstract the
papers, copy them and return them
at dawn. Mata Hari then steals away
and meets Adriana, a fellow spy.

But she met the flattery with a
little grimace of annoyance. "Oh-he
has ikons and eternal lamps-he's
religious. And then, he's quite a
baby. It's too easy. No fun."

"You're not, by any chance, sorry
for him?"

"Heavens, Adriana! He's nothing
to me. What a strange inquisitorial
mood you're in today!"

The owner of the Pavilion bad also
another gambling-house, much more
obscure, off one of the Boulevards.
The dancer accompanied him to his
office there where he warned her'

again.
"Careful they

from you."
"Never fear."

II Retires

don't take that away

Ordering her chauffeur to turn

back, she then stopped for a few
minutes at the house of the-man who
arranged her music. It was true that
they were contemplating a new series
of dances and Mata Hari could almost
have wished that she were going to
spend the morning in the concentra-
tion of hard preparatory work. The
excitement of last night had faded
and in its stead came a puzzling kind
of dissatisfaction. Was this going to
bore her, too? Heady as the taste of
danger was, in between were long
periods of routine when, from among
her following of soldiers, she culled
those who were valuable, extracted
from them bits of information and
passed these on to Adriana. After a
while, she did not even need to ex-
tract. The men would do anything
just to see her. There was a young
British officer who had dogged her
footsteps with all sorts of pathetic
promises and she had allowed him to
trail after her until he had proved
to be of little use. But even now when
he had a leave, he came to Paris and

(Please turn to page 7)

Chase Conservatory of Music
220-10th St., Columbus, Ga.

Session Begins Monday September 12
DEPARTMENTS

Piano, Violin, Voice and Orchestral Instruments.
Pupils received from Primary to Advanced Grades. Certificates and
Diplomas awarded. Private and Class lessons. Large Auditorium.
Pupils Recitals. Rates low. Send for literature.

Telephone No. 264

Louis T. Chase, President

In The Interest Of I

A f

You'll find it wise to do your buy-S

ing at the Post Exchange f o r
you'll save time, money and trou-

ble. The Post Exchange is fully
equipped and stocked to give its a

customers better service than they
could possibly get elsewhere and it

is most conveniently located.

Post Exchange1
FORT BENNING, GA.

The Post Exchange is not authorized to sell to any person not

in the Military Service.

Col. Lochlin W. Caffey, formerly
commanding officer of the Twenty-
Fourth Infantry, who retired re-

cently from active service.

EASY WINDOW
CLEANING

By ELEANOR ROSS
There are some household jobs

that all of us dread and yet we should
all be able to do them. One of the
most detested of all tasks is that of
window washing. When the window
cleaner does it, the whole affair

seems so delightfully simple and we
begin to wonder why we should
spend money to have so simple a
task done. And we remember the
time that we. did wash the windows
and all the effort we put into it and
the mess that we made. Well, today
let's face the task of washing a win-
dow without flinching and see if we
can't make it simple, if not interest-
ing, by discussing a method that needs
the least effort and yields the best
results.

The Proper Method
First of all dust the window and

the surrounding frame and wood
work thoroughly. Then take a pail
of tepid water and a soapy rag well
wrung out and wash the wood work
well. Go over it with told water.
almost dry., Now for. our window. If
there are any paint spots on the
glass, a little vinegar will remove
them. Take your rag wrung out in
tepid water and wash the glass inside

(Please turn to pate 4)

Chesterfield Program
Hours Are Changed

A new idea in-daily broadcasting
will be inaugurated Tuesday, Septem
ber 6, when Chesterfield's six-day a;
wek "Music That Satisfies" program
will be. heard at two different hours.

The purpose of this change is- to
give -those who for various reasons
might find it inconvenient to tune in
it 10:00' P. M., E. D. T. an opportunity
of hearing each of the three-Chester-
ied programs at an earlier hour. This,
so far as is known, is the first time a
ix-day a week program has ever been
)ut on a two-time schedule.

When this alternating schedule goes
nto effect, September 6th, the series'
starriug Ruth Etting, the Boswell Sis-
ers and Arthur Tracy, the "Street
Singer," will be heard thereafter at
10:00 P. M., E. D. T., on Mondays,:
Wednesdays and Fridays and the same
artists will be heard at 9:00 P. M.,
E. D. T., on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays. The sequence of the ar-
ists' performances will not be chang-
ed but their time schedules will be
altered as follows (all E. D. T.):

RUTH ETTING-Wednesday, 10:00
P. M.; Saturday, 9:00 P. M.

BOSWELL SISTERS - Monday,
10:00 P. M.; Thursday, 9:00 P. M.

THE' STREET SINGER -Tuesday,.
):00 P. M.; Friday, 10:00 P. M.

Watch Repairing
LAMAR SMITH

PHONE 3032 1201 BROADWAY

Let The H& G
BOY'S SHOP
Be his first Stop
On his way back
to SCHOOL

ALL WOOL SCHOOL

SUITS .$5.75,

Shirts ............................. 75 Tie -.

Shorts ....................-1.00 Sweat

Sox ................................. 50 Rainc

It is time mothers, to get your boy ready for his classes-and,

by outfitting him early, save yourself much time and trouble.

HOFFI N & GREENTREE
"Columbus' Leading Clothiers"

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H. ROTHSCHILD

Leading Purniture Dealer for 38 Years,

.1229 -. 31 Broadway Columbus,Ga the purest ingredients, the freshest
fruit, theise, are what make Kinnett's- better

KINNETT ICE CREAM COO
PHONE 223

IMAGINE YOUR EMBARRASSMENT

AND YOUR "RANGE FI FI)ER Tf
STILL iNIS-'9TS i.ooK
CTOD EMOU&N-.TOr-,AT

MAGINE YOUR RELIEF-when you've been
thinking the upkeep on a used car would-eat into

your savings-and discover how truly ECONOM-
ICAL the running of a GOOD used car can be! Our
used cars are GOOD used cars!

MUSCOGEE CHEVROLET CO.
1501 FIRST AVENUE PHONE 100

1 1. .- - - -- - - - - - -.- --- . - - - . - - - -- - milms! -- I I

....................... .5 0

er .....................-1.39

oat ...................... 3.95
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GUNBOTHAM'S SCHOOL DAZE
TREATISE ON TERMITES

or even

BAD CESS ON TERMITES

(If you get what we mean)

The numerous, pale-colored, soft-
bodied social insects of the family
Termitidae received no end of pub-
licity a few years ago when the De-
part of Agriculture published an eru-
dite paper on Termites. Certain perti-
nent extracts were broadcast for the
benefit of the Services, perhaps the
best of which was the terse descrip-
tion of insect habits...."They un-
dermine the home." Wags, in ribald
jest, promptly applied the name "Ter-
mite" to a few contemporaries who
were suspicioned of being not above
a mild bit of philandering.

The term has rapidly -broadened in
its application, and we find that at
Fort Benning the termite has fallen
from his'high estate and has become
not thilff who leaps in ravening
but the jackal who by sly and cun-
ning tricks snatches from the fireside
such morsels as are left unguarded.

The habit of the termite cannot be
discussed in the wholesome Benning
Herald. His technique, Iif chicanery
may be dignified by the terii sacred
to the heart of the Third Section, 'is,
because of its very simplicity, diffi-
cult to describe. Perhaps the reader
can best be served by a study of, the
following sad case which occurred
last night, or Saturday night, or any
damn night.

"Captain (. . .Lieutenant) Lawson

... Westlund, Sweeney), meet Miss

Glotz," said Jack Griffith, or Jack

Walker, or anybody but the three ter-

mites recognized above.

"Miss Blitz, you said?" hinted

Sweeney (Lawson, Westlund).

"No, Miss Glotz," said the beauti-

ful blonde.

"Ah yes, G-l-o ... ?" hinted West-

lund (Sweeney, Lawson).

"o-t-z Glotz," finished Griffith.

"Ha, ha, ha! of course. Glotz! Why,

we've met before! You live in Wynn-

ton, on Benn ...
"No, you've forgotten,' interrupted

the sweet young thing. "I live on
Fourth Avenue."

"Of course. How stupid of me!"
leered Lawson (Westlund, Sweeney).
I remember now. Your phone num-
ber is 9237."

"No, it's 54 .. "-
"Thanks, old pal," smiled Sweeney

(Lawson or Westlund, as the case
may be), taking out a fat notebook
and adding just one more address to
the amazing total.

Less than a week after Captain Ver-
mette sank his tee shot on the 4th
hole, Captain K. L. Berry ruined the
afternoon for the rest of his four-
some when he made an ace on the
16th hole. Old hunters will receive
the news with disappointment, for
Captain Berry is spending every pos-
sible moment on the golf course and
has deserted two perfectly good bird
dogs in pursuit of doubtful thrills
among the divot diggers.

While Lieutenant Harry Dowdall,
on pass from the Officers Club, wor-
ried in for Ireland about his en-
larged waist line, Lieutenant Hamner,
Engineer and snakehunter, watched
nervously what appeared to be a fast

shrinking torso. Both officers spent

an uncomfortable summer-one ac-

tually cut down on starches and the

other was reported contemplating a

daily ration of cod liver oil.

Relief was considerable-and mu-

tual-when it was discovered last

week that tuxedo coats had been

exchanged since June.
* S S

One of the St. Louis' lafgest manu-

facturers of Malt Syrup, so well-

founded rumor tells us, has discon-

tinued production of his present basis

for home brew. On October first there

will be offered, for seventy-odd cents,

a product guaranteed to take the

curse from present methods of brew-

ing cheer.

Dump the contents of the can in

five gallons of water, and bottle in

72 hours. Simple?

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

I(UU (CHILD his feet normal? Is he well nourished

T he school bell is about to ringand normal in weight?" Start now to

Is your child ready to start without remedy these handicaps before school

the physical handicaps that are so begins. "Is my child protected against

often neglected? diphtheria, typhoid fever, and small
The progress that each child makes pox?"

in school depends on many things, The conditions incident to school
one of the most important of which
is the factor of good health and his life expose your child to contagious

ability to keep in good physical con- diseases. Some of them can be pre-

dition throughout the year. vented by inoculations or vacinations.
Parents should ask themselves the Early in the school year medical of-

following questions: "Is the vision
and hearing of my child normal?" ficers will make a physical examina-

No child can make progress without tion of all children attending the Post

these. "Are the teeth in good con- Schools. This examination will take

dition?" Toothache and arithmetic place at the schools and will furnish

do not mix. Dental infection may answers to the above questions. No-

stunt growth. "Are my child's ton- tice of defects found in your child

sils and adenoids normal?" Diseased will be sent you, following which you

tonsils and adenoids cause many ills. can consult with the attending Sur-

"Is my child's back straight?" Are geon for the remedy.

SOCIETY
(Continued from page 2)

Mary Wadsworth and -the Messrs.
George Griswold, Al Seeley, Junior
Beatty, Mike Montesinos, H.G. Thorn,
Bob Coulter, Bob Bobbeson, Jack
Homer, Jimmie Brennon, Howard
Liston and Dick Pruitt.

PERSONALS

Mr. Robert Leach and Mr. Ben
Murphy of Washington, D. C. are the
guests for a few weeks of Maj. and
Mrs. M. D. Welty.

Miss Eleanor Bonesteel has as her
guest Miss Marion Roff of Washing-
ton, D. C.

Lt. and Mrs. Elliot Watkins left
Sunday for Atlanta. Lieut. Watkin.
will return Monday evening, Mrs. Wat-
kins will be gone a month.

Lieut. and Mrs. Lon H. Smith ar-
rived at Fort Benning on Monday
from Mississippi. Lieut. Smith, who
graduated from West Point in the
class of 1932, will join the 29th In-
fantry for duty.

Capt. and Mrs. E. G. Trechter have
as their guest Mrs. J. E. Stulker of
Memphis, Tenn.

Lieut. Carl Westlund has returned
to Fort Benning from Fort McPher-
son where he was on temporary duty.

Mrs. Lynn Brady left on Wednes-
day for Toledo, Ohio where she will
visit relatives for a month.

Lieut. and Mrs. John W. Ramsey
arrived at Fort Benning on Tuesday
from Vancouver Barracks. Lieut. Ram-
sey will join the Company Officers'
Class.

Lieut. and Mrs. L. A. Dietz are to
be congratulated upon the birth of
a son, James Lawrence, at the Station
Hospital on August 29th.

COL.- CAFFEY RETIRES AFTER

LONG ACTIVE SERVICE,

(Continued from page 1)

general staff for eligible list. and is a
graduate of the Army School of the
Line, class of 1920, and of the ad-
vanced course, The Infantry School,
class of 1923.

Colonel Caffey will take up his
residence at 214, 14th St., N. E. At-
lanta.

WINDOW CLEANERS

(Continued from page 3)

and out. Take off moisture with the
same rag, rinsed and wrung dry. The
thing is to see that the cloths are
well rinsed and wrung as dry as pos-
sible. Now for our polishing. Take
a wad of tissue paper and polish the
glass until it sparkles, which will not
take long with this method. Lots of
workers prefer the tissue-paper pol-
isher to a chamois wash leather. And
if you rinse and wring the rag well,
only the one rag will be necessary.

Washing Lace Curtains
Even if one isn't very interested

in the trends of interior decoration,
even a casual survey of the furni-
ture shops will reveal the fact that
house furnishings and decorations
have gone Victorian. Perhaps this is

in keeping with the feather boas and
fringe that marks the new fashions.

So now that Victoria is victorious
in the home as well as in fashions,
it is quite evident that lace curtains
are coming bhck. In fact, several
stores report that they have recently
sold out tleir entre stock. And so
if you have, or are planning to use
lace curtains, here is a tip for wash-
ing and hanging them that has just
been given to me. for readers of this
column, by a famous decorator. Wash
the curtains in several waters until
all the dirt is out. Make a clear.
thin, hot water starch and pull cur-
tains through this solution. Squeeze
starch out well. Put curtains, while
still wet, on the rod and replace rod.
The whole trick is to pull the cur-
tains into shape and nosition while
they are yet wet. They'll be dry in

ten minutes. They will hang more

beautifully and gracefully than ever

before. Never iron lace curtains. By

this method, you'll keep them for

vears without even one tiny hole in

the net and they will always look

handsome.

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

RANDOM THOUGHTS ON CELESTIAL PHENOMENA
One thing that we haven't used so far in our efforts to keep the Flare

burning during our protracted (for these days) absence from the source
of intimate items about people we all know is astronomical phenomena.
Such stupendous facts as the size of Betelgeuse, the distance of the spiral
nebulea, the speed at which the component parts of the exploding universe

are rushing toward outer space, and the alleged salary of Constance Bennett
have been spared the devastating comment of our corroding pen.

TheDeresio 4 .on o cu
Two factors have fortified our re-)

straint in this matter. In the first
place we don't know much about
them and, in the second, we have a t
strong suspicion that our readers
wouldn't be interested. Not that
either of the factors-taken separately
or in conjunction would withold our
hand-far be it from;' such. We fre-
quently write most convincingly and
talk most eloquently on subjects we
know nothing about-the stock mar-
ket for instance-and we refuse to
abstain from uplift just because we
don't think people are interested. I
The greatest reward of uplift is real-
ized only when the exhortations of I
the uplifters fall on deaf ears. For I
them the uplifter becomes one with i
the major and minor prophets and
saints and experiences, in a mild but 1

none the less satisfying form, the bit-
ter-sweet pangs of martyrdom. The
chief reas6n why we haven't written
upon these matters before is because I
they aren't news. It may be true that
the universe is exploding, as Sir
James Jeans says it is,butt,.,according i

to his own, statement, the process has
been going on- for billions of years
already and will continue for billions
of years longer before everything
goes haywi'e. The matter doesn't quali.
fy as oneobf ihe great !issues-of 'the
moment and we can't do anything
about it, anyway. It is something
for our extremely remote descendants
to worry about,nst -us.

The recent eclipse of the sun is in
a different category. We couldn't do
anything about that either, but, since
it is a current event, it deserves hon-
orable mention in this up and coming
column. If we didn't say something
about it, our faithful readers might
think we were taking a siesta when
it came off.

True, it was only a partial eclipse
as viewed from Ohio, and Georgia-
Eastern Canada would have been a
better place to see it from, for more
reasons than one-but, since a lot
of us may miss the next American
appearance, we hope you all saw this
one.

We usually refrain from criticising
celestial appointments, but it does
seem a pity that ringside seats for a
big time number like an eclipse of
the sun are usually located in some
ont of the way place like Africa,
South America or the South Sea Is-
lands. Of course, the principal use
of eclipses in times past has been to
give explorers and adventurers with
a bit of scientific information a
chance to escape from the toils of
native medicine men by imposing
upon the minds of the untutored sav-
ages, but we feel that it is time that
the American People got a look-in.
Here is a great opening for Demo-
cratic statesmen who are hunting for

new faults to pin the Republican ad-
ministration.

It is fortunate for the race that
the eclipse of the sun is a transient
thing, lasting only a couple of hours.
There are other eclipses which we
should like to watch and we could
endure it if these were total and per-
manent. We list a few:

The Depression (Bound to occursooner or later).
The Bear Market (Maybe this one

has started).
Prohibition (Fairly good prospects).
The Pay Cut (This would help most

of all).
Brother Leard's Thanatopsos Luck

(No chance).
The Flare (That's how we feel

every every time we sit down to
write it).

THE DEFENSE RESTS
Our Monday morning fan mail

brought a welcome missive from a for-
ner Benningite and neighbor, Mrs.
D. E. McCunniff, wife of the versatile
Professor, whose reputation as a tac-
tician and explorer and economist we
did so much to further in this col-
vni. The envelope contained a bit
of clever verse by Margaret Fishback,
which we reprint below. for the bene-
fit of husbands and wives who never
know when to go home. Attached
to the clippings was a brief notation
in Mrs. McCunniff's own hand, which
read:

"Nothing personal about this, old
dear l!"

The remark is obviously ironical
but we can't see how it applies to
us. We are practically always ready
to leave the g ayest .parties at three
o'clock. All we have protested against
in the past is the tendency on the
part of certain otherwise charming
people-to break up livelyi gatherings
of congenial spirits at half-past ten-
just when things are beginning to
get good.

HOME, JAMES, HOME

When orchestras pipe down at three
And everyone is pleasantly
Exhilarated, I contend
That's a good time for things to end.

Instead of which, there's always some
Determined reveller who's come
To the conclusion that we must
Prolong festivities or bust;

Who will suffer others to

Leave when they've seen a party

through,

Whose loud insistence hugs the dregs
Of music, drinks, and scrambled

eggs.

Why must there always be that one

Diehard, who will not let the sun

Come up alone, who lumbers on

His elephantine way till dawn?

I may be militantly prim,

But God! When people get so grim
About their merrymaking, I

Fell less inclined to laugh than cry.

-MARGARET FISHBACK

FUZZARD FOR STOCK MARKET

REGULATION
During the current week General

Marathon Miltiades Fuzzard, the Prog-

(Please turn to page 5)
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CASH RAISING

Tropical
$18.50 value
$22.50 value

Worsted
...........- $ 12 .2 %
------------.- $ 13 .7%,,

0

SHIRTS
$1.0.0 valu e ...................
$1.50 - $1.65 value.-....
$2.00 values ---- --------------
$2.50-$3 values ............

$1.31

.$1.6 q

UNDERWEAR
Shorts and shirts

5 0 c v a lu e ....................-3 2 c
Union Suits $1.50 value 65c
Union Suits $1.50 value 95c

OE0

HOSIERY
35c value 27c; 4 pr..
50c value ------------------
75c value - ......
$1.00 value -.-------------

-$1.0
32

. 42
65

-0-

BELTS
50c v alu e ----------------------
$1.00 value ------------------

KNICKERS
$1.00 value
$3.00 value
$5.00 value

32
50

-------------- 5 c
----------.-- $ 1 .9

.. .. .. .. . r2 .

Cash Only - Alterations Extr

0
c
c
;c

)c

1204 BROADWAY

m

erary genius. It takes a hardy plant
indeed to endure long continued ex
posure to the direct rays of broiling
sun for even the best brain doesn"
function when scorched on top
Moreover, the incessant noise o
rifles going off scares away the elusivw
muse and to watch a carefully in
structed boloian take windage th,
wrong way in record practice make
a sensitive soul incapable of logica
thought for at least a week.

That Ex-Lifeguard Munson's talen
for pertinent comment has survivei
the vicissitudes of arduous duty witl
troops practically assures the incon
ing Tank School class of a capabl
scribe to chronicle the high aims an(
misdemeanors of the faculty and th
bright sayings and doings of th
students.

-E. F. H.

HARPER'S
DRUGS

Delivers daily to the Fort

Te.ephone 396

PEP...
in every step

Use

Heels and Soles

It od Rubber Products Co., Inc.
Watertown, Mass.

Ist Sgt. Frank DeVoice
U

S
S
S
S

THE FLARE

(Continued from page 4)

restatic Candidate for President, con-
formed to political precedent by
making the customary pre-election at-
tack on Wall Street.

"Wot the Hell," snapped the Gen-
eral into the microphone of the pub-
lic address system, "A poor man like
me scrapes ogether a little jack and
invests it in good faith in some sound
stock like Western Union Railroad
on a conservative ten point margin,
and the next day some whipper-
snapper of a margin clerk calls him
up and tells him he's got to put up
more because his stock is down six
points. Then, if he can't put up, he
gets sold out and the market goes
up twenty points. Or maybe he does
put up and in that case the stock
keeps on goin' down until the in-
vestor ain't got no more to put up.
A poor man, especially if he's a mili-
tary man like me, can't beat that
sort of racket. What we've got to
have in this country is government
regulation of the stock market so as
somebody can tell which way it's go-
in'. That way the poor man has a
chance. When I get in office, I'm
goin' to issue the orders for the stock
exchange and I'm goin' to let the
army officers and other dubs get their
nickin's just the same as the big fi-
nanciers, only they'll be out of it
because they'll all be sellin' the mar-
ket short when it's goin' up and
goin' broke the same as you and
me under the old rules. And wot's
more, I'm goin' to put a tax of a
dollar a work on margin calls, and
if them whippersnapper margin
clreks don't like it, I'll line 'em up
against a wall the way I did when
I was in the Islands, in the Days of
the Empire."

Leading stocks sold off several
points when it was learned that Fuz-
zard was to speak against the moneyed
interests but the market recovered
as soon as the full import of his
plan was realized. The usual number
of amateurs were whipsawed in the
process.

SURVIVAL OF THE FIT
We note with pleasure that Gun-

botham II has resumed his enter.
tamning column upon the manners
and customs of the community. When
we heard that our gifted contempor.
ary's summer headquarters had beer
moved from Russ Pool to the targel
range, we feared for the worst. W(
know from experience that targel
ranges do not afford the best environ
ment for the growth of budding lit

WE STILL THINK the majority of

Umpires should be muzzled even
while on the streets. Don't get us
wrong, but Master Sergeant Maxmil-
lian F. C. Wolfe deserves a lift. He

(Please turn to page 7)

I

Ycu 0
A R E THE MOST IMPORTANT
PERSON AT OUR BOARD MEET-
INGS.

Safeguarding YOUR funds;
making profitable investments
with YOUR savings; building
an institution YOU can safely
lean on. YOU are our out-

standing consideration.

sixIII ClI

Cor. 13th St. and 1st Ave.

THEY TELL US this one on Cor-
poral Jack Johnson of "C" Battery,
83rd: "At one time, although he is
a Belgian, Jack was in the Russian
army. His uncle put him there, in-
sisting that he become a great soldier.
Jack needed money, as did all am-
bitious soldiers in those days, but
Uncle Abner was tight like that.

Jack hit upon an idea, and wrote
home in this manner: "Dear Uncle-
I am such a success in the army they
have promoted me to the cavalry, and
I must have money for a horse".

This was a good idea, for all Rus-
sian military men must buy their own
mounts. After a long wait, Jack re-
ceived the following reply to the dig:
"Dear Jack-The letter in which you
ask for money, I didn't get. Don't be
such a success as they might promote
you to the navy, and I ain't got money
for a battleship".

SOMETHING AWFUL is going to
happen at Gowdy Field ere the base-
ball season is over, according to the
local daily of recent date. We want
to be on hand to witness what ever
it is, as Webster is unable to enlighten
us onthe subject. Let us quote them
on their views of the possible out-
-ome of the last half race:
"Should the Medicos drop their next
games and the Irish come through
with a trio of victories it will mean
opdihtrxneters shrd ocmf ocmfwyop
a play off."

It looks as though the boys are go-
ing to have to wear gas masks for that
part of the season to stave off destruc-
tion.

IT NOW APPEARS likely that the
boys trying to get off to a flying start
on the Enlisted men's Golf Tourna-
ment are going to be halled at this
late date owing to the fact that they
can't get just two or three more mem-
bers to turn in their scores for the
qualifying round. Just a case of a
few bashful divot diggers not being
willing to make a sacrifice for the
benefit of one of the finest games ever
evolved.

THE TOTS STOLE the day at Russ
Pool Wednesday morning. It is a

-marvel the way these youngsters take
to water these days. We remember
how long it took us to learn to keep
our equilibrium in the creek holes, and
shudder when we think what would
have happened had we dived off the
bank backward into deep water. Well,
times do change, and that is one rea-
son we say the depression has to lift
soon . . . before time gets in a rut.

rrictav. nememuer L, jL7jd,

First Sergeant Frank DeVoice, who
was recently retired after thirty years
of active service both here and
abroad.

On TheQT.
BY B. B. S.

Mr. Hudson

Who was formerly at the

Post Exchange

Is Now Associated With..

Arthur Perlitius
TANK TAILOR

and cordially invites his friends

among the officers to visit him

at his new shop

FRANKLIN
Savings & Loan Co.

We Appreciate Your Account -

Either Borrowing Or Saving

Phone 2766

Finest Quality
Men's Clothing

0

Here is an opportu-
nity for men to get
really fine suits at amaz-
ingly low prices. We
need cash and are sacri-
ficing our fine stock so
we can raise money.

0

LINEN SUITS
9 .0 0 v alu e ................ $ 5 .2 5

$12.00 value ....---- ------.$ 7.25
$16.50 value ------------------ $10.50
$18.50 value ---------------- $12.50

-- 0
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ITHEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
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VIRGINIA BRUCE ad JOHN GI LBEPTk;,DOWN5TAIR5

Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE ROYAL

(Beginning with a midnight Show: Saturday, 11:15 P. M.)
ALSO SUNDAY., MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Present-

ing, "THE FIRST YEAR", with Janet Gavnor and Charles
Farrell. The seventh heaven of the first year. Their courtship

their wedding., and that unforgettable first year . . with

all it's tenderness, heartaches, headaches and comedy . . . it's

near-tragedies and glorious moments of patching quarrels with
thrilling kisses. Charlie as a hasty husband and Janet as an
inexperienced wife. Fumbling through the mistakes of that
first year. Making mountains out of misunderstandings Thrill-
ing to the fun of making up.

AT THE GRAND

SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Presenting,
"GUILTY AS HELL", with Victor McLaglen, Edmund Lowe,
Richard Arlen and Adrienne Ames. The picture makes sport
of the conventional murder thriller by developing as a comedy,
instead of a mystery. Lowe and McLaglen try to solve a mur-
der that the audience sees committed at the opening of the film.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Presenting, "LOVE
IS A RACKET", with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. I)oug has the
role of a young New York columnist, a Walter Winchell type,
who misses freely with gangland and the people of the stage

and screen. He is madly in love with Frances Dee, who plays
the role of a show girl; but the two hundred a week he gets
for writing his column isn't enough for France's maiden aunt,
who thinks in terms of thousands, not hundreds.

AT THE RIALTO

NOW PLAYING: Bob Steele in another of his typically
western pictures that find faN or with all audiences. The title is
"TEXAS BUDDIES".

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Presenting, "LETTY LYN-
TON", with Robert Montgomery and Joan Crawford. She
thought all men her playthings-until fate took a hand. Can a
woman love many men, then really love only one? Modern
society, the younger generation and a terrific harvest from past
indiscretions figure in a kaledoscopic romance in "LETTY
LYNTON." The story of that of an heiress, whose preoccupa-
pations with the new "feminine freedom" entangles her in a
dangerous affair with an ardent South American lover. When
she ultimately leaves home for her true lover, an American,
she is followed by her former lover and is subsequently in-
volved in a scandal which results in the South American's
death with all fingers pointing to her as the murderess. The
outcome makes for an intriguing drama of the firs torder, giv-
ing both Miss Crawford and Montgomery every opportunity
for effective portrayals.

TUESDAY: Presenting, "ARE YOU LISTENING?".
with William Haines and Madge Evans. Bill Haines plays his
first serious role. Can you imagine it? The activities of a nation-
al radio broadcasting station form the background for the en-
grossing story told in "ARE YOU LISTENING?". It delves
into the less familiar behind-the-scene aspects of the "radio
racket".

JAINETI GAYINUKt
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Royal to Reopen
Saturday Evening r

With Great Bill ,

After having been closed all this
month, the Royal theater will be re-
opened to the public Saturday night.
During its period of inactivity, the
playhouse underwent a number of
renovations, among them redecora-
tions.

Manager Brewer will have a splen-
did program to offer Royal patrons
on opening night. There'll be danc-
ng in the theater lobby and mezzanine
floor, with music furnished by the
New Georgians, from 9:30 P. M. to
10:30 P. M. after N;hich three will be
stage entertainment until 11:15 P. M.
the time for beginning the picture
program.

And what a picture to get started
with: "The First Year", with Janet
Gaynor and Charles Farrell. This
presents tender situations and merry
complications in the first year of mar-
ried life.

With shorter hair now in vogue,
Janet Gaynor has appeared in the
favorite haunts of the screen smart set
wearing a new hair arrangement that
seems destined to become accepted1
styles.

Her hair is especially luxuriant and
of a rich copper-brown shade. It lends
itself admirably to the new brushed
back hair style which reveals the hair
line, either on the forehead,the neck,
or all around the head, as fancy wills.

Miss Gaynor has had her hair cut
since her return from Paris, where
quite short hair is the mode of the
women. The new arrangement, sim-
ilar to her "Delicious" bob, which
swept the realm of the debutantes last
winter, is soon to be seen in "The
First Year," her latest Fox produc-
tion. She has had about two inches of
hair cut from its length. Her hair is
parted on the right side and falls in
its natural wave all around her head
in horseshoe shape. On either side the
hair is brushed back, revealing the
hair line. The rather heavy bank
which characterized the "Delicious"I
'mob has been reduced to an ethereal
tang that softens the forehead hair

tine. Across the back of her neck the
hair line is visible from ear to ear.
The ends ofthe hair are finished in
itnnumerable curls that roll upward,
y outhfully.

Paramount Makes
900th Picture

Showing one each day, it would
ke nearly two years and a half to
isplay 900 feature-length motion
ictures.
But it takes 20 years to make that
any pictures.

"Guilty as Hell," a murder come-
y featuring Edmund Lowe, Victor
vIcLaglen and Richard Arlen, which
iomes to the Grand Theater Satur-

ay, Sunday and Monday, is the 900th
icture to be produced by the Para-
ount studios since their founding

n 1912.
Its production was a landmark

elebrated by the studios with a ban-
uet attended by stars, directors,
riters, executves and office workers.
Careful recorls on the number of

ictures made at the studios have
een kept since 1915, when each
lm produced was given a number.
'he first picture on which a record
emains at the Paramount studio is
The Squaw Man," which was Num-
er 5.

Previous to 1915, motion picture
roduction was a hit-or-miss proposi-
ion. As half-reel pictures expanded
o three reels and then to feature
ength they were turned out without
ecords. But in 1915, when the in-
lustry organized itself on an effi-
ient basis, and as the feature-length
ilm became the most important form
f entertainment, the record system
vas introduced.

Paramount's No. 900, "Guilty as
fell," is an adaptation of Daniel N.
lubin's play, which enjoyed a long
un on Broadway last season. Lowe
nd McLaglen are cast as a police
eporter and a detective, respectively,
ho set out to solve a murder which

T ENDER situationsand merry com-

plications in the first

year of married life.

9wwt

FPRRELL
In

The
FIRST YEAR"

ROYAzLj
GALA RE-OPENING

Tomorrow Night

DANCING IN LOBBY AND
on the MEZZANINE FLOOR

Music by
THE NEW GEORGIANS

9:30 to 10:30
STAGE ENTERTAINMENT

10:30 to 11:15

U

I

U

Grand
SAT., SUN., and MON.

EDMUND LOWE
VICTOR McLAGLEN

GUILTY HELL
RICHARD ARLEN

SCREEN SONG
ROMATIC JOURNAL

PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS

TUES. and WED.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR.
In

"LOVE
. RACKET"

%NN DNORAK, FRANCES DEE
LEE TRACY

BABE RUTH----"JUST PALS"

COMEDY - NEWS

THUR. and FRI.

JAMES CAGNEY
JOAN BLONDELL

In

CROWD ROARS
HOLLYWOOD ON PARADE

TALKERTOON
PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS

I

The GRAND'Sthe coolest spot in town

IU

RIALTO
NOW PLAYING

BOB STEELE
In

"Texas Buddies"
ALSO COMEDY
Chapter No. 9

"THE AIR MAIL MYSTERY"

SUNDAY anti MONDAY
An amazing drama of modern social intrigue

"Letty Lynton"
With

JOAN CRAWFORD
ROBERT MONTGOMERY

-Plus-
BING CROSBY COMEDY - NEWS

TUESDAY ONLY
Something new on the screen-the thrills

and romance back of Radio Broadcasting!
"Are You Listening"

With
W ILLIAM HAINES- MADGE EVANS

-Also-
COMEDY PICTORIAL

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

With PAUL LUCAS - VIRGINIA BRUCE
-Added Joy-

COMEDY - NEWS -_.I..... ------
Admission 10c - 15c - 25c

r a
m

I

I

"Letty Lynton" To
Show Again In

Columbus
"Letty Lynnton" with Joan Craw-

ford and Robert Montgomery in the
principal roles is the attraction com-
fling Sunday to the Rialto Theatre.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's sensational
filmization of the Marie Belloc
Lowndes novel is an intriguing drama
of modern morals with a vivid cli-
max in which the heroine is facet
with the choice of loss of reputatio,
or prison. Clarence Brown, who la
directed Miss Crawford in "Po,
essed," screened this new romance
South America and New York. A
notable supporting cast includes Nils-
Asther, the noted Swedish player,
Lewis Stone, May Robson, Louise
Cosser Hale, Emma Dunn Walter
Walker and William Pawley.

the audience has seen committed.
Their bungling toward a solution pro-
vides many amusing si:uations before
they are finally successful.
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Boyce Real Estate
Company

Rentals - Insurance
Let us help find you a home

Phone 3838

19-13th Street

Sunday Special
Homade Ice Cream

29c Quart

Wynnton Pharmacy
REX LAVENDER

Wynnton Road

Student Officers
Ask About the

SPICK & SPAN
Drinks and Sandwiches
Corner 13th St. and 13th Ave.

KENNY'S

..NORWOOD.
COFFEE

is sold at Fort Benning

through the

Post Exchange
TRY A POUND

YOU WILL BE PLEASED

Fresh Vegetables
add to a summer

meal as nothing else
will. ,

The fresh vegetables
we sell are as good

as you'll find

anywhere.

Plan your menus so as
to include more of these

delightful foods

Grocery Dept.
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.
The Post Exchange is not author-
ized to sell to any person not in

the Military Service

THE BENNING HERALD

Sgt Plummer Being Congratulated

Master Sergeant Bert Plummer, 29th Infantry, is shown here being
congratulated by Colonel John J. Toffey, commanding officer, 29th Infantry,
on his retirement at a review held recently in his honor in the Cuartel.

MATA HARI
(Continued from page 3)

haunted all the places where she
appeared.

He was just as guileless as the

young Russian, Rosanoff, just as in-
fatuated, yet in his case she had had
no compunction. Having tried to use

him and found that it wasn't worth
the trouble, she refused to see him.

Well, neither had she any pity for
Rosanoff! Of course not. She had
dismissed him; it was only because

of the papers she had gone to his
rooms. If she did not mean to try

to mould him to her uses it was just
as she had told Adriana; because

it would be too easy. No fun. Real-
izing that she had been staring at

his ring, she turned it around so that

the jewel was hidden.
It was ridiculous of her to think

of routine-as if every second of this

ordinary' drive wasn't replete with
risk. The incriminating paper in the
loose, heavily-embroidered sleeve of

her jacket meant certain death if it
were found on her-and if she could

not get away. But' to carry proof that
couldn't be explained and couldn't

be lied out of was sometimes an un-
avoidable necessity even for he pru-
dent Adriana.

By this time, they were not far
from the offices of the Russian Em-

bassy. The chauffeur was ordered to
wait for her at her dressmaker's in

the Place Vendome, and she made
sure he had gone before she pro-

ceeded on her way. It was easier to
take note of pursuit while walking.
Purposely, she loitered, looked in

windows, stopped to make a pur-
chase, but could trace nothing to con-
firm her suspicions.

Only when Mata Hari got into the
lift leading to Shubin's office did she
have an odd feeling of sureness that
her instinct had been right. Perhaps
he-the special man-hadn't even

troubled to follow her. was waiting
her here. Perhaps they had some in-
formation today of all days.

In the corridor, she knew. She
heard footsteps, turning a corner,
then thudding behind her on the
thick carpet. It was too late to re-
treat, and it would be foolish too.

for they would not care to search her
on Russian ground. Could they ar-
rest her? With Shubin there to pro-
tect her? With her hand on the
knob, she paused and glanced over
her shoulder. The man had paused,
too. He was studying the carving on
a door.

An attendant met her in a little
private waiting-room full of gilt
tables and sofas. Once Mata Hari had
been able to do him a very great
favor and when he saw her his wring-
kled old face broke into smiles of
admiration and humble gallantry.

"Madame, it is a long time since
we have had the pleasure. And just
this morning when the Colonel is not
expected!'

"Oh, you know it's only last month
-or was it last month?-that I came
and had a ong chat with you" re-
marked the dancer in a friendly man-
ner while her eyes clung to the door
and she made a rapid adjustment of
her plans to Shubin's absence. It
didn't do to be nervous. If there was
a way out, she would find it. "It's
a pity about the Colonel. I wanted
him to take me to lunch. Perhaps I
could leave a note for him."

"Certainly. Certainly. Make your-
self at home."

(To Be Continued)

TRANSLATIONS COMPLETED

(Continued from page 1)

ume of a similar nature received at
Fort Benning, is replete with ac-
counts of tactical operations of Ger-
man units, administrative orders, and
other illuminating information, and
will be employed in the preparation
of studies in tactics for students of
The Infantry School.

ON THE Q. T.
(Continued from page 5)

has been out there all these ason
working hard, and getting all the
growls in the stands. Wolfe calls
them as he sees them, and makes his
decision as snappily as possible. Of
course he misses a few now and then,
and who doesn't? If everybody was
perfect there would be no baseball
games, and no need of umpires at all.
Think it over.

* * .

In our notebook: Private McAlpine
seen with Sergeant chevrons on his
sleeves . . . Corporal Odom with a
serious look on his face ... and Ser-
geant Ghem with one of generosity
... First Sergeant Workman with a
good detail for four privates (the 23rd
Infantry Woods ditch digging detail)
... McKenzie blinking at the 0. D.
at guard mounting . . . and a few
things nobody likes . . . Saturday
morning inspection . . . K.P.... a
perpetual growler - . . and Pay Day
without money.

WATCH, CLOCK AND JEWELRY
REPAIRINC

Special Discount to Army People
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

PEKOR JEWELRY CO.
Muscogee Club Bldg. 1221 Broadway

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GjE0bG IA
A Citizen Wherever We Serve

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harding, Manager

U

U

FIDELITY LOAN'& INVESTMENT

COMPANY

1206 First Avenue

T. E. BAISDEN, Sec'y & Treas.

U

Speed ... acceleration . . . noise-

lessness . .. smoothness . .. low

gas consumption . . . your car

must be examined frequently if

you would have all these.

pw

Automobile Department
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga.

The Post Exchange is not authorized to sell to any person not

in the Military Service.
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B. H. HARRIS CO.
Renting

Special attention -given Fort Benning Officers
Kindly call and let us assist you in

getting located
Office, 12th Street Phones 250-251

B. H. HARRIS CO.

We Offer The Services Of Our
RENTAL DEPARTMENT

To all incoming officers to assist them in getting
pleasantly located for the coming school year.

FLOURNOY REALTY COMPANY
(REALTORS)

Owners and Exclusive Agents for

WILDWOOD COURT APARTMENTS
3 Phones 465 1209 Broadway

When you want the Best RYE BREAD

.... .good judgment tells you to get it

at this bakery-then you'll be satisfied!

FRESH DAILY AT POST--X GROCERY

EVERIDGE'S BAKERY 109 12TH ST.

LOANS MADE AT

S IDer Cent
Payable in Monthly Installments

No Frills No Extra Charges
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BERNARD B. SWAYZE, Editor

Ecigren Looms As Griffin's Next
B a t t o n Will1 Me e t Wotta Man is Grumpy (the Great) Gordy

Tough Battler In

Semi-Final Fracas
Although Captain Fry will not at

this time release any information
1pertaining to the next fight card at

Doughboy Stadium, speculation is

'running rampant as to who the con-
1testants will be. It is understood that
arrangements are being made to give
the fans another card full of action
for 'the next show, packing a little

more action into each bout in an at-

tempt to make it the premium affair

since the days of Willie Ptomey and
Gunner DePratt.

It is no idle rumor that John Corn
Griffin has been picked as the top-
notcher on the next program. Corn
is in good fighting trim, but is neces-
sarily laid up for a short spell due
to a recent tonsilitis operation. He
is about ready to settle down to the
old training grind and get in shape
to take the toughest boy Captain
Fry can find for him.

It is thought that Frankie Edgren
will be the boy picked to do honors

with Corn. In the event he is chosen,
the Athletic Association has nothing
else to worry about re. the attend-
ance that night, with the possible ex-
ception of weather conditions. Either
of these boys should pack a house,
and with the two matched to ex-
change wallops, it is a dead cinch
that the house wil be overflowing
for the fight.

Edgren packs a wallop, and is no
mean boxer. He is somewhat of a
clown, and for that reason the fans
would like to see his block knocked

;off and handed the crowd ss a token
(Please turn to page 10)

'If There's

Anything

You Want

• .and you can't get

it anywhere else

Then Try The

Post Exchange.

Main Branch

* We have a very

large and complete

stock o f articles

that are both com-

forts and necessi-

ties.

Main Branch
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

The Post Exchange is not author-
ized to sell to any person not in

the Military Service.

Ah, but what a guy the gentleman whose likeness is reproduced above
happens to be. He, my friends, is the mighty Grumpy (the Great)
Gordy, of Benning, who meets Kid Baisden, Valdosta sensation, at Han-
cock's Arena on Friday night. Gordy is the boy who made the song,

"River, Stay Away From My Door", famous in these parts.

In this corner you see Grumpy,
Grumpy Gordy, Fort Benning's most
popular dispenser of pugilistic enter-
tainment! How do we know it? Well,
he told us so himself, and when
Grumpy says anything, we are com-
pelled to believe it. You can tell by
the earnest look on his face that he
never cheated in a horse trade in his
life.

Grumpy tells us further that as a
fighter he is the best fireman on the
Benning Reservation,, culling none.
He has the push and fuel it takes to
go over the top of the hill, and that
is just where Grumpy is headed,
over the hill.

Now don't get us wrong. The great
Grumpy isn't headed for a spell at
being A,. W. O. L., but is on the
other hand going to ,take a fling at
making Kid Baisden wish he were

somewhere else than in that ring in
Hancock's Arena tonight. Grumpy
says he has the stuff it takes to make
Baisden climb through the ropes
and cry for warm milk. He says that
what he will do to those lips of the
Kid's is nobody's business, and that
he can lick anybody his weight in
this neck of the woods, as a chaser.

When Grumpy sticks out that old
long fishing pole left hand of his,
some fighter is going to connect with
the other end in a rather abrupt
manner. One of his haymakers is
enough to put Maud, Atlanta's fa-
mous elephant, in a trance . . . or
lumpin'.

Just bear in mind, we know all
the above to be the .truth, nothing
but the truth, so help us over the
fence, fo r the great* one td us so
himself.

Benning Juveniles Steal Spotlight
. in EntertainingMeet at, Russ Pool

The little fellows and ladies, of the of this class' with Mary Neundorfer,
Garrison came to the front Wednes-:, second.
day morning at Russ Pool and fur- A small army of youngsters be-
nished all with a half day of real
entertainment. The r'aces were closely tween the ages of 6 and 8, competed

contested in nearly every event. , in the 25 yards free style race for

Russ Poolw.as lined with a good boys. After a flash of splashing and
sized cro1w of spectators who were spluttering Ralph Wall came in in
as full of-pep as the contestants. Not front with Torn Berry a close sec
a race went without its full quota of oid. Tom Berry copped the 25 yards
enthusiasm. back stroke with Billy Spalding-see

The little fellows took the honors ond. Tom Cota took the 25. yard
the interest breast stroke with Billy Spalding ir

of the show. Their swlming proved second place. Ralph Wall won the
ofat the swteir wio niprve R fancy diving, John Cleveland took
that the instructions" given at Russ

the second honors in this event.
Pool each year are of great advantage si
to those who avail themselves of the Ann Kraft took top honors in the
opportunity. girls' class between the ages of 11 an

The following results are as-released13 years. In the 25 yard free style

by Headquarters, The Infanrty School. Ann came in first with Betty Negrot
Outstanding among the events was the to a close second. Ann came back t
25 yard free style race for little girls nose Helen Kellam out in a beauti

between the ages of 6 and 8 years ful finish 'in-the 25 yards back stroke

of age. Little Nancy Eagles led the race. Ann Mae Huling won the fan

group and crossed the line a winner cy diving contest with Margueritc
in 27 seconds. Elizabeth Wallace Wolfe taking second honors.
came in second. Mary Yancey, age 7, K. L. Berry, Jr., was the outstand
led the little lassies across the finish ing star among the boys in the 11
line in the 25 yards, back stroke race. to 13 yeras of age, class. Berry cop
Eleanor Kingman came in a close ped the 25 yard free style, well ou
second. in front with George Bell second

In the 25 yards, free style for girls Berry led the pack in the 25 yar
between 8 and 10 years of age, Fran- (Please turn to page 9)
ces Kellam took first honors in 21
seconds flat. Martha Jane Rooks was
second by a split second. In the 25 Drs. Miller & Davis
yards breast stroke, Virginia Pope
breasted the tape in front with Ce- Dog and Cat Hospital
leste Berry second. Little Miss Kel- 1006 13th Street
lam came back to take first place in Office Phone 1313
the fancy diving for the young ladies-

rent

U

AUCTION
FRIDAY SEPT. 9TH.. 3 P. M.

JUST OFF FORT BENNING ROAD
2. practically new homes and 30 nice lots in Cloverdale.
This is well located property, if you are looking for a
home or a nice place to build attend this sale, the owner
says sell regardless of price, now is the time to buy real
eState for a profit. 1Be on time l~st you miss a bargaii.
Terms Easy.

Free, Good Music and other Attractions

JOHNSON AUCTION CO..
Selling Agents

Waverly Hotel-Local Headquarters

WE WELCOME THE NEW OFFICERS AS
WELL AS OUR OLD FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS

When You See A
Smartly Dressed Man

The chances are, he's bought his
clothes here for it is here that one
can be fitted with what is best for him.

WHY NOT COME IN AND LET
US PROVE WHAT WE SAY?

ALL WE NEED IS A TRIAL

The last of the summer suits, in all
styles, and a large line of
the best and most stylish $1500
Fall Suits, now selling at

And UP

PAYNE CLOTHING
COMPANY

1203 BROADWAY PHONE 419

Pigskin Beckons Gridiron Warriors
As Football Season Nears Opening

High up above the ramparts of the And it looks as if we are going to
Doughboy Stadium, an oval shaped have a football season that will go
leather pellet shoots skyward and then down in history. The Tankers loom
comes down in a long, graceful spiral as a power this year, even at this
to land in the arms of a green jersied early season. Their backfield will fea-
runner, who tucks it under ture three players that would no doubt
his arm and flashes down the field on be picked for all-army honors. Knub
winged feet. From down the field a Bennett, power driving fullback, will
pair of burly tackles bear down upon be doubly dangerous this season with

the speeding runner, for a moment it Bill Swantic, as a running mate. It
resembles a game of tag as the ball is claimed that Swantic hits as hard
carrier weaves in and out, cuts back, or even harder than Bennett. Daniel
loose hips and changes his pace to Sullivan, veteran rock of the Tanker
throw off the charging tacklers. Swift- back garden will be in there in most
as the spring of a coiled rattler, a of the tornadoes. O'Brien, (as we
tackler plunges. A beautiful tackle, know him) is a new comer that will
just above the shoe tops. The runner bear watching. This boy can step the
is down, pellet' still tucked safely un- century in ten flat, and they do say
der his arm. From down the field that he is a night-mare to opposing
comes the rasping voice of the coach, tackles. Louis Joris, Frank Vallery,
"Nice run, Red." "Nce tackling there Love and other star backfield men are
Smith, but hit 'em harder, treat 'em also out for duty for the Tanker team.
rough." The Tanker line has always been

It is the beginning of football prac- strong and this year will be no excep-
tice. Only a few days and Gowdy tion. Quite a few of the old timers
Field will be as silent as the tomb. will give way to youngsters, but these
All the pomp and glory will be moved youngsters are mostly veterans that
to the chalk marked field and tower- have been priming for several seasons.
ing ramparts of the Doughboy Stad- The strength of the Kellys will also
um. There during the winter the fans be more greater than it was last season.
will shout themseves hoarse as rug- Buck Tinsley will no doubt see his
ged army footbal machines rage and best year at fullback. Kelly will be
tear into each other in gridiron duels active in piloting the backfield. Black-
that are only won by brains, grit and stone, formerly of the-First Bats, will
muscle. (Please turn to page 9)
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COLD
T HAT'S our cream

refreshing, cooling,
tasty - no wonder it
makes such a hit where-
ever it is sold! Try it

next time!

Call The Soda Fount

FOREMOST
Dairies, Inc.

200 Rooms Fire Proof

Ralston Hotel
COLUMBUS, GA.

Headquarters Incoming
Officers and their families.

Popular Priced
COFFEE SHOP

Excellent Food
Good Service

C. L. ARNOLD, MANAGEM

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

PEACHTREE AT CAIN

totlanta, ja.

550 rooms of comfort and
convenience. Each room has
ceiling fan, circulating ice
water, radio and either
shower or tub bath; corner
rooms have both. Open Din-
ing Terrace and Coffee Shop.

Rooms from $2.50.

J. F. de Jarnette Vice-Pres. & Mgr.

Kellys Retrench
For Second Half

Pennant Pursuit
The past week of baseball at Fort

Benning has brought several upsets.
The Irish finally came to life and
celebrated their awakening with a 6
to 3 rout of the Medicos. Gilbert,
Conductors are firing overtime and
raging Irish sluggers. Pat Stevens
twirled one of his best games for the
wearers of the green and was never
in danger.

The Tankers have really began to
roar. The big guns of the Caterpillar
Conductors are roaring overtime and
"heir trail is being marked by triples
and three baggers. Tuesday afternoon
the Tankers proceeded to break all
former records by poling out three
circuit clouts in one. game. Two of
these wallops cleared the right field
wall. Duffer Hull collected two and
Baldy McLane accounted for the
other. Bill Swantic, third party of the
long range -trio, presented a triple
to the day's bingling. The Kellys
were the victims.

Just at the present time it is hard
-o say just what team will play the
Kellys for the post season champion.
ship. The Medicos are on top but
both the Tankers and Irish are thun-
dering away at their heels.

The Tankers carry the offensive
power. If they continue to hit they
are going to be hard to stop. They
earrv a pair of excellent twirlers in
Lindsey and Swantic. and Rusty Row-
an, portsider, is still able to go the
route. Daniel Sullivan, catcher, does
not show much style but he is one of
fie hardest working catchers in the
loop and above all he is a fighter.

The Irish have one of the leading
curve ball pitchers in this section of
the country in Stevens. He has not
been going so good all season but
flashed old time form in recent games.
Delano has speed and a good curve.
Old Man McGaha, with proper sup-
port, will be danerous against any
outfit. Reddock looks the best back
of the platter. The Irish are weak
with the willow. A little more offens-
ive power and they would be un-
stoppable.

The Medicos have been the sensa-
tion of the league all season. Fans
have predicted that they would crack
up. They are still showing the way.
Big Gilbert failed to come through
in his last game but that boy has
nlenty of stuff and will win more ball

f.ames. Barnes is a nice curve ball
-)itcher and also has a nice baseball
h,#ad to think with. Newman is one of
the smartest young catchers in the
league.

The Medicos are also blessed with
several dangerous hitters. Barnes, Gil-
bert and Mosley form a trio of batters
that hit all kinds of pitching. In a
series of games the Medicos will hold
their own with any of their rivals.

The Kellys with the first half tuck-
ed under the belts, are preparing for
the championship struggle. At the
present time they possess the strong-
est defensive team in the loop in the
field but have no pitching staff.
Haines turned in a nice game a few
days ago and the lanky boy will
probably be their main-stay in the
series. Pyle has a nice curve ball but
the veteran has lost the old zipper.
Foster has plenty of stuff on the
agate but is also lacking in steam.
"Gentleman Jim" Ward looked like
the berries for this season but failed
to come through.

With good pitching the Kellys look
like favorites over any of their rivals
with the exception of the Tankers.
If the Tanker hitting continues they
may prove the sensation of the season.

JUVENILES STEAL SPOTLIGHT
IN SWIMMING MEET
(Continued from page 8)

back stroke. Elward Johnson gave
Berry a great fight in this race and
was a close'.,siecond., Berry took his
third first place, defeating Arthur
Wolf in a7- close finish first honors
for fancy diving.

Jane Kraft took high point honors
among the girls' class of 14 to 17
years of age. Marion Vien won the

A rmy .Navy Resume Amicable
Eligibility Rules Disregarded In Contract

Relations for Next 3 Years
Franklin Field, Philadelphia, will

be the scene on December 3rd, of the
resumption of the old Army-Navy
feud.

Since December, 1927, these two
service institutions have refrained
from playing, one another, due to dif-
ference of opinion as to eligibility of
the players. While the Military Aca-
demy stuck to their guns, saying
each cadet had a right to play on
the teams, regardless of how long he
played elsewhere, the Naval institu-
lion just- as strongly adhered to the
three year rule.

Now everything is settled for the
annual classic in football to be play.
ed between the two teams without
any strings tied to the proceedings.
A contract has been signed with the
two institutions whereas they will
play for the next three years, with no
questions asked.

Swimming Champs
To Be Determined
At Russ Pool Sat.
Benning's Annual Swimming

Classic of M u c h Interest
Interest This Year

Beginning tomorrow morning at
8:30 o'clock, the annual Garrison
Swimming Meet will get under way.
This meet promises to be of more
interest than any other meet ever
held at Fort Benning, as the compe-
tition will be more distributed than
heretofore.

Of course, the Tankers and Second
Battalion will be in on the first and
second places, but who will be first,
is the question. Many favor the Tank-
ers, judging from their past actions.
Some of the students of aquatic
sports, however, give the Second Bat-
talion a more than even chance to
cop the honors of the day.

During recent months, the Second
Battalion has recruited men to their
swimming ranks that will add great-
ly to their chances to win the carni-
val. They have some fast swimmers,
who will place high in the racing
events, while their diving chances are
far in advance of those of other or-
ganizations.

The Tankers have all their strength
in the distance swimming and will
probably concentrate on that one
phase of the meet. They will place
one man in the diving contests, which
will bring the decision of the meet
down to the relay.

The relay is the event that has
decided more contests than any other

division of organized sports. It is
this hard, grinding test that the skill
of the cream of the fighting teams
must pit their all in an effort to eke
out a win for their team, and will
give the spectators more to look at
than the rest of the meet combined.

Since 1927, the teams have played
two games in opposition, the Army
emerging in each contest the victor.
In 1930, the score favored the Army
6-0, and in 1931 they turned the trick
with a neat 17-7 count.

It is all well and good that these
two mighty aggregations of gridiron
warriors should be brought together
again in friendly combat. Those last
two games were played solely for the
benefit of charity, and since they were
playing one another regardless of the
circumstances, reconciliation seemed
to be inevitable.

Now that the .arrangements have
been made, and contracts signed for
this classic, all the fans will have to
do is wait until the third of Decem-
ber rolls around to settle that all im-
portant question: "Can a Navy Goat
whip an Army Mule?"

PIGSKIN ARTISTS BEGIN WORK
(Continued From Page 8)

prove a terror to opposing line. Tom-
my Thompson, Sanders, Swede Oikra
and other seasoned veterans will be
big factors in completing one of the
finest backfields the Kellys ever boast-
ed.

Little is known of the Irish at the
present time but it is a safe bet that
they are not letting any grass grow be-
neath their feet. A large number of
youngsters from foreign service have
returned to the First Bats during the
past year. It is rumored that there is
quite a bit of football material in this
group. Add several high speed play.
ers to last year's Irish team and they
are going to be a dangerous combina-
tion.

The Galloping Gunners are quite on
the subject. They sent one of the
strongest teams of all times out last
season but the team failed to function
and finally crumpled. Only a rem-
nant of that team is left for this sea-
son and the Gunners will be badly
crippled unless they are able to re-
build with new material.

The Special Units of the 29th In-
fantry, may or may not have a team.
If they have a team it will hardly win
a pennant but it is a safe bet that the
Pirates will be out there fighting.
Fans still remember the unseasoned
Pirate team of 1930, that failed to win
a game but that crossed the goal line
of every opponent.

We sell you a car and will
buy it back in nine months
and pay you cash for it. We
keep a nice line of Chevrolets
and Fords along with other
makes, on hand. Our new
car line is Pontiac, Oakland
mUld Franklins.

We are the largest used car
buyers in Columbus

McMURRIA'S1
1125 - 6th Ave. Phone 2590

First National

Bank
Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Resources Over $2,000,000.00

)Fort Benning Rqepr ntai r

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning
Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit
issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the
CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

CLUB
R. M. HALL, Jr, Phone 290

Fort Henning Representative:

50 yards free style with Betty Gaston
second. In the 50 yards back stroke,
Esther Weeks went out in front to
take first honors with Jane Kraft in To the.••
second place. Jane Kraft won the 50
yard breast stroke, leading Louise New Officers as well.as the Old
Waddington, winner of second place,
by a full second. Nancy Stillwell won We invite you to open an account with us
first honors for fancy diving with
Ruth O'Neal second.

Mike Montesinos proved to be the
big shot in the class of boys of 14MO, N
to 17 years. Mike took first place in
both the 50 yard free style and 50 14 13th Street Opposite Waverly Hotel
yard back stroke. Henry Barkhurst
finished second in both events. Jr.
Beatty won the 50 yards breast stroke
with Earl Barkhurst second. Beatty
won the fancy diving contest with ° o
Montesinos second. Makers of Fine Printing Plates

Miss Nancy Stillwell took top hon- +
ors in the Ladies Class, Dorothy +
Lynch came home first in the 50 yard +
free style with Peggy Ward second. +
Mrs. Eagles won the 25 yards free +EV
style with Mrs. Cota second. Nancy
Stillwell easily won the 50 yard back
stroke. Mrs. Bowen finished second.Aagi
Tn the 50 yard breast stroke Mrs.
Bowen and Miss Stillwell fought it
out in a close finish with Mrs. Bowen
winning., ,-IF- ..

Are you among those that "stand by" Collins'
Bread? If not, then it's because you have never

tried it! Order it now, and you'll know what
real bread tastes like!

COLLINS BAKING CO.
1044 13th St. Phone 4421

I
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COMPANY "F"
Well, it's al over at last. Range

work, we're talking about, and we
are going to celebrate one of these
days with a big supper. The third
platoon is high, with the second pla-
toon low. The low platoon does the
work for the supper, the next low
entertains, and the high one sits back
and enjoys the whole thing. And

we certainly have some hot enter-

tainers, musicians and comedians.
We're looking forward to a very in-

Stanton's Lunch Car
C, J. STANTON, Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY OUR STEW

Phone 29 1638-2nd Ave.

WE DELIVER

teresting program. High score man is
Sgt. Barnes, with a score of 320.

We have one new Sgt. and two new
Cpls., viz: Sgt. Harvey White, Cpl.
Carl Cooper, and Cpl. William Sin-
gletary. Congrats, fellows. Some new
Pfcs., too: Ellis, Andrews, and Skates.
Pvts. Herrington and Wofford have
been promoted to Specialists sixth
class.

It seems that the boys are taking
the advice of ye scribe seriously and
reenlisting. They know a good thing
when they see it. I think that old
Meal Ticket looks rather good at this
time. Well boys, we're glad to have
you stay with us for three more
years.

We're glad to have Pvts. Mount
and Braswell back with us after a
short time in the hospital. We also
hope to have the other boys back
Soo.

If Cpl. Cappell doesn't stop get-
ting so many phone calls, we'll have
to install a new phone for his private
use. Maybe he can find the time to
let Pfc. Skates use it for a few min-

utes. What do you say Skates?

EDGREN LOOMS AS OPPONENT

FOR CORN GRIFFIN

(Continued From Page 8)

of mute evidence that he is not the
king of contenders. Corn Griffin is

the local man who should be able
to do that thing. With a left hand as
heavy as the Tanker it would be hard
for anyone to lose a fight.

Then out of the scramble of the
possibilities for the fight comes one
Cotton Batton of the 24th Infantry,
who, as you know, can box rings
around any colored middleweight
fighter in this neck of the woods.
Cotton has a style of fighting that
is hard for any of the younger color-
ed fighters to fathom, much less come

to even terms on the wnning side.
With all this in view, the athletic

officials are bending every effort to
secure real competition for this ex-

cellent fighter. It has not leaked out
as to just who will be his opponent

but it is understood that the wires
are hot between here and Miami, try-
ing to trace to his lair some member

of the gentry of color who is willing

and able to stand before Cotton for
at least six of the eight rounds in the

semifinal.
Fans are breathlessly waiting the

lifting of the cloth of secrecy about

the approaching card, and will heave
a sigh of relief when the officials

finally release the story to the pub-
lic. Come a couple of weeks we

should see some real fighting in that
there "bull pen."

LOOK FOR THIS CROWN

When you are thirsty and want a
refreshing drink.

To The Armq-
ADVERTISERS IN THIS PAPER

Are especially prepared to serve army personnel. To purchase from
them will be profitable to you-and don't forget to mention

THE BENNING HERALD
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TO P I CX/"
Capt. Barnett, of 16th Obsn. Sqn.

fame startled the habitues of Post

Headquarters Thursday by appearing

on the scene with his new shoulder

bars, about four inches long, glaring-

ly denoting the fact that he has re-

cently risen to a higher rank.

On investigating this alarming phe-

nomenon, your correspondent dis-

covered that the aviator was wearing

them as a result of an agreement

which sounds suspiciously like an

election bet, though there was no

money up on it. Apparently someone

had dared him to wear them, and

he swore he'd do it. Therefore his

presence around Headquarters was
visual evidence of the fact that the
clique of aviators is very conscienti-
ous about keeping its vows. (To some
of those who may, on some future
occasion, have to make an aerial trip
in the company of one of the Post's
bird-men, we recommend the fore-
going method of ensuring a safe jour-
ney.)

The informant who so kindly
tipped us off to Captain Barnett's
strange behavior, also added the
somewhat doubtful suggestion that
we look into the matter deeper, hint-
ing that perhaps Ham Kelly might
have had a finger in the pie some-
where along the line. Ham's joking
streak, as is very well known, has
been known to show up in just such
cases as this, and he seemed, indeed,
a very likely instigator of the plot.
But, on calling up the new-fledged
captain, this writer was very positively
informed that the jokester this time
was the Post Publicity Officer, crash-
ing into print again, who had con-
ceived and executed the idea, and
had even gone so far as to make the
bars!

And, when one considers that Lt.
Yarborough was the little bird that
tipped us off to the whole business,
even going so far as to post the name
of Kelly for culprit, one begins to
wonder if the Publicity Magnate
hadn't tried to kill two birds with one
stone-i. e.; pull a fast one on the
conductor (with apologies to E. F.
H.) of this column, and hang a good
one on Ham.

Fort Benning and Muscogee County
are at last becoming color-conscious.
This streak of modernity is beginning
to show itself everywhere, being pos-
sibly an outgrowth of magazine arti-
cles on the harmonious lighting ef-
fects being conceived for the build-
ings at the World's Fair to be held
at Chicago. Our only warning to the
exponents of this latest type of cul-

ture, is .. .. don't go too far. We'd
hate to see the stadium painted pink,
the gymnasium blue, or green roads,
such as we've heard existed some-
where in this country. This method
of educating the populace into color-
consciousness may be effective, but
we'd like ours in smaller doses!

For the benefit of those who would
like to know the occasion for this
outburst of superfluity, we point to
the red, blue and yellow lights on the
Brown Street Viaduct, the brilliant
colors on the sign on the Fourth
Section building, and to the houses
of that already famous street "Rain-
bow Row."

FORT BENNING, GA., FRIDAY,L, r'r 'i'-'t'~

Germany Planning World-Wide Air Service
* * * * * * 3~

Object of Captain von Gronau's Flight Around the Globe
Route, Linking Germany and North America

Is to Make Survey of Arctic
with the Orient.

S.. ..... ...i

N. _SEATM CICAGOG

From an authentic source in Berlin it has just been learned that the seemingly purposeless 'round4he-world

flight of Captain Wolfgang von Gronau and his two companions is of vital interest to his country. The German

ace, who has made three successful flights from Europe to the United States, is engaged in collecting data for a

proposed air mail and passenger service linking Germany with North America and the Orient. For years,

ever since aviation began to take giant strides ahead, Germany has toyed with the idea of a trans-Atlantic air

service. But it was with lighter-than-air craft that she always speculated. However, the success of von Gronau

in making three trips to the United States in a Dornier Wal flying boat, via the Arctic route, turned attention to

the possibilities of that type of craft. The route followed by von Gronau on his trips to this country has been

by Iceland, Greenland and Newfoundland. He reported that with the establishment of proper refueling stations

at designated points along this route a regular service is practical. The map above shows the route which von

Gronau is now engaged in surveying. The Pacific water jump is practically the same route taken by Colonel

Charles A. Lindbergh last year, when he flew to Japan and China. At that time Col. Lindbergh reported on the

possibilities of a seaplane service between the United States and the Orient.

Chapel Guild To
Entertain At Post

On September 14
On the evening of September 14,

between the hours of 7:00 p. m. and
12:00 p. m., the Garrison will be
entertained by the Protestant Chapel
Guild at the Post Gymnasium. The
entertainment will be in the form
of a chicken dinner and dance, with
no efforts being spared to insure the
success of both. Aside from the din-
ner, fun and amusement will be the
order of the day, every one being
invited to attend with full intentions
of enjoying a most pleasant evening.

Mrs. P. J. McNulty will be present
as hostess to the guests, while Mrs.
J. S. Fuller is in charge of the com-
mittee for entertainment.

The Chapel Guild was recently re-
organized at Fort Benning by the
wives of the enlisted men, and has
made fast progress toward forming
into one of the leading organizations
of its kind to be organized on an
army post.

Music for the dance will be fur-
nished by the 29th Infantry Orches-
tra. This alone will assure the guests

(Please turn to page 5)

Lieutenant Colonel Frank F. Jewett,
recently on duty with the 12th Infan-
try Fort Howard, Md., arrived at Fort
Benning on Tuesday and was assigned
to duty as commanding officer, spec-
ial units, succeeding Colonel Daniel
D. Berry, who departed from the post
several weeks ago, in the latter capac-
ity.

As commander of the special units,
Colonel Jewett will have under his
jurisdiction The Infantry School De-
tachment, Company C, 2d Chemical
Regiment, Company A 7th Engineers,
Flight B, 16th Observation Squadron,
Detachment 5th Signal Service Com-
pany, the 17th and 72d Ordnance Com-
panies, the 86th Motor Repair Section,
the 100th Motor transport Company,
Detachment Quartermaster Corps, and
Detachment Finance Department, com-
prising in all approximately twenty
five officers and six hundred and
ninety men.

Colonel Jewett was appointed a sec-
ond lieutenant of infantry in February
1900, and was promoted to first lieu-

(Continued on Page 8)

The promotion of Lieutenant Lloyd
Barnett, commanding officer of Flight
B, 16th Observation Squadron, Fort
Benning, to the grade of captain, was
announced officially in war depart-
ments orders received at Headquar-
ters, The Infantry School on Wednes-
day.

Captain Barnett has been stationed
at Fort Benning in command of the
local air corps demonstration unit
since June 24, 1930, and since that
time has directed numerous air corps
tactical missions and demonstrations
in cooperation with ground troops for
The Infantry School.

The promotion of Captain Barnett
was made after twelve years of service
as a first lieutenant, the long period
of service as a subaltern being due
to the stagnation of promotion in the
army. Captain Barnett enlisted in the
Aviation section, Signal Corps on
April 12, 1917 and was commissioned
a second lieutenant, air service, on
May 16, 1918. He served overseas dur-
ing the world war, and after his dis-

(Continued on Page 8)

Observance Of
Lafayette's Birth

A brief, informal ceremony marked
Fort Benning's observance of the one
hundredth and seventy fifth anniver-
sary of the birth of General Marquis
de Lafayette, distinguished French
soldier who aided the American colo-
nies during the struggle for indepen-
dence. The exercises took place at
the monument on Lumpkin road
which commemorates the visit of
General Lafayette to Georgia in 1825.

Major Maurice D. Welty of Head-
quarters Staff, represented General
King, the commandant, at the exer-
cises which included the playing of
the Marsellaise, the laying of a
wreath on the monument, and the
playing of the Star Spangled Banner
by the 29th Infantry Band. The cere-
mony took place at five o'clock, upon
the arrival of Mrs. Fay Gaffney, rep-
resentative of the local branch of
the D. A. R.

Colonel Shuman
Inspects Theatre

Colonel John B. Shuman, of the
Adjutant General's office, where he is
in charge of the Army Motion Picture
Service, was a visitor at Fort Benning
on Thursday. While at the post Col-
onel Shuman inspected the remodeled
main garrison theatre and viewed the
the progress of construction of the
new 24th Infantry theatre. Colonel
Shuman departed Thursday afternoon
for Fort Screven, Ga.

ER 20

Lt. Col. Jewett Commander Of
Takes Command Post's Air Forces
Of Special Units Becomes Captain
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Inventor Of Fast
Tanks Is Recent
Visitor At Post

J. Walter Christie, noted American

inventor, whose designs of fast tanks

and armored cars are attracting the at-

tention of armies of the world, was a

visitor at Fort Benning, on Thursday.

Mr. Christie, who is the guest of

Major Sereno E. Brett, tank member

of the Infantry board, during his visit

at the post, called upon Major General

Campbell King, commandant of The

Infantry School, at his headquarters,

and discussed with him some of the

features of his latest model fast tank,

which is now undergoing tests at the

Christie plant at Linden, N. J., and at

Fort Eustis, Va., and which probably

will be seen at Fort Benning within

the next few weeks.

One company of tanks at Fort Ben-

ning is already equipped with Christie

tanks, which have already upset many

conceptions of tank methods and tac-

tics through their remarkable demon-
strations of speed and maneuverabili-
ty. Mr. Christie's latest tank differs in

nome respects from those now in use
at Fort Benning, particularly in the
size and weight.

Recent tests of the newest model
have exhibited a speed of a hundred
and ten miles an hour, and in a cross
country demonstration of the vehicle,
it leaped a fifty foot stream while
traveling at a speed of about forty-five
miles per hour.

Ceremony Marks
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
I ,Coming To Grand On Saturday

vIAULLN U05ULLIVAN and WAPPEN WILLIAM ir:
",SKYSCIAE 5 0ULS"

Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE ROYAL

(Beginning with Midnight show, Saturday, 11:15 P. M.)

ALSO SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offer-
ing, "HORSEFEATHERS", with the four Marx brothers-
Groucho, Harpo, Zeppo and Chico-outstanding comedians of
the day. On grand horse-laugh kicks gloom where "X" Marx
the spot. A romance of love among the wild oats . . . or what
will the harvest be? Sense? Neigh! Neigh! But a buggy load
of laughs tuned up with songs and glorious with gingery girls.
A picture that's all tickle and giggle. But why elaborate on a
Marx picture. Every release of these four shatters box office
records everywhere. (Note: Strongly recommended by this
paper).

AT THE RIALTO

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY: Offering, "DESTRY
RIDES AGAIN", with Tom Mix and his famous horse, "Tony".
Says Tom: "Howdy, boys! I'm ridin' again. Good old Tony
is with me, snortin' and pawin' aroun' crazy to get goin'. What
we won't do them rat-faced scum that framed Destry ain't
worth talking about. WAZe're on the prod. Watch out for us."

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering, "AS YOU DE-
SIRE ME," with Greta Garbo, Melvyn Douglas and Eric Von
Stroheim. The adorable Greta plays the part of a Budapest
cafe singer in thi sone. And, too, she's a platinum blonde. The
settings are extraordinarily beautiful.

TUESDAY: Offering, "AROUND THE WORLD IN
80 MINUTES," with Douglas Fairbanks. Some strange and
unusual experiences are recorded, among them the feat so cele-
brated with the street fakirs of India who make a rope hang in
midair, unsupported, while the magician's boy ascends it.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Offering, "AL-
MOST MARRIED", with Alexander Kirkland, Violet Hem-
ingf and Ralph Bellamy. The weirdest, strangest love story of
the year. A brilliant musician's mind gives way-leavingf him
with a mania to kill the woman he loves.

AT THE GRAND

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Offering, "STREET
OF WOMEN", with Kay Francis and Roland Young. A love
story that would startle Paris. Her romance shocks society-
wrecks a marriage-shames her brother. It tears the heart of
the daughter of the man she loves. Yet she calls it beautiful.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Offering, "TOM BROWN
OF CULVER," with H. B. Warner, Tom Brown and Richard
Cromwell. In this picture you'll find youth on parade. It is
iust such a picture that will hold your interest every minute.

I At Royal I

QUEER QUIRKS OF MARX FOUR
DISPLACE CHRISTIAN LABELS

Arthur, Julius, Leonard and Her-
bert Marx are four of the best-known
comedians in the world, but you've
probably never heard of them.

They're known to you as Harpo,
Groucho, Chico and Zeppo, respect-
ively. Collectively they're the Four
Marx Brothers, and you may see
them in "Horse Feathers," their lat-
est picture, at the Royal Theatre be-

I At Rialto
"ALMOST MARRIED"

Four Broadway stars, players who
climbed to the very apex of theatrical
fame, will be seen in the leading roles
of the Fox Picture, "Almost Married"
when that spine-chilling drama opens

Miss Heming, who, incidentally,
created the role of "Rebecca" in "Re-
becca of Sunnybrook Farm," endeared
herself to New York theatre-goers in
"3 Faces East" and "The Rubicon,"
and played with George Arliss in the
original production of "Disraeli."

Kirkland won his fame with the
New York Theatre Guild in such suc-
cesses as "Wings Over Europe,"
"L'aiglon" and "R U R," while Bel-
lamy played in "Town Boy" and
"Roadside." "Almost Married" marks
the second picture in which Bellamy
and Kirkland have played together,
their first joint screen effort being
"Surrender."

Dinehart is a star of the Belasco
school. After making his debut in
"The Girl of the Golden West," he
rapidly rose to leading parts and
then to stardom in "Applesauce,"
"The Marriage Bed," "Lawful Lar-
ceny" and "Cheaper To Marry."

Baldwin's novel, "Skyscraper," the
dramatists, C. Gardiner Sullivan and
Elmer Harris, show how the machin-
ations of one man or a group of men
can entangle all the separate lives of
the skyscraper occupants in a single
web of disaster. But in the end, it is
the skyscraper itself which dominates.

n I

HJ.J.tiaOLj .7z

BEA UT Y AND THE L UNA.TIC are
Violet Heming and Alexander Kirkland
in the new Fox thrilling drama, "Almost
Married." "JIPC

Since going to Hollywood he has ap-
peared in the screen productions,
"The Brat" and "Good Sport."

"Almost Married," heralded as a
"human" mystery thriller, revolving
around a "devil's triangle," the focal
point of which is a mad musician,
played by Kirkland, whose ruling ob-
session is that love can be fulfilled
only by the murder of the one he
loves. William Cameron Menzies
directed the production.

ginning Saturday night.
It was at Gilesburg, Ill. that Ar-. G ra n d

thur, Julius and Leonard suddenly
became Harpo, Groucho and Chico.,

Art Fisher, one of vaudeville's SAT., SUN. and MON. A thrilling NOWPLAYING
AtrligWestern drama with plenty

leading monologists, was playing Reaching halfway to Heaven and of action !
poker with them after the show one half to Hell. ... TOM MIX
night. He gave them the titles- WARREN WILLIAMS In

Groucho, because Julius always look- " Destry Rides Again"
ed so serious; Harpo, because Arthur .SKYSCR-A / ER.Plus COMEDY
always strummed the harp; and Chi- Chapter No. 10

co, because Leonard's ability to dis- L DTHE AIR MAIL MYSTERY

pose of fried chicken was well known. SOULS-SUNDAYMONDAYMAUREEN O'SULLIVAN - ANITA PAGE 2 " /
The fourth Marx Brother at the NORMAN FOSTER - JEANHERSHOLT

time was Milton, who retired during
the war and was succeeded by Her- Tom Howard Comedy - Paramount News

bert. Milton was nammed Gummo, TUES. and WED.
because he always wore rubbers, KAY FRANCIS
then called gum boots. And Herbert, In
when he took Gummo's place, took OF,1the title Zeppo. "STREET OF in 1De,'0

At Grand WOMEN"With
-Ga-WEMelvin Douglas - Erich Von Stroheim

'With - Also -
COMEDY - CARTOON- NEWS"SKYSCRAPER SOULS" ROLAND YOUNG -- ---

TUESDAY ONLY

COMEDY - NOVELTY - NEWS "AROUND THE WORLD
"Skyscraper Souls," a spectacular TuR adFRI. IN 80 MINUTES"

drama in which the lives of thousands THUR. and FRI. With
of persons who work in New York's You'll like it even better than "Spirit of DOUGLAS FAIRBANKSopesnwhwokiNe Yoks Notre Dame'" -- Added -

largest building serve as a kaleido- tD-
scopic background, will open Satur- "TOM BROWN Comedy- Novelty

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAYday at the Grand Theatre with War- OF CULVER" A crazy musician obsessed with a passion
ren William and Maureen O'Sullivan TOM BROWN to strangle the woman he loved.
heading an outstanding cast. RICHARD CROMWELL- ANDY DEVINE "ALMOST MARRIED"

Floor by floor to the summit of its RUSSELL HOPTON - H. B. WARNER withF rtRUELVIOLET HEMING- RALPH BELLAMY

102 stories, that skillful architect of Terrytoon Babe Ruth Paramount ALEXANDER KIRKLAND
the drama, Director Edgar Selwyn, Romance Perfect Control News COMEDY- CMore-- NEWS

laid the structure of a series of cli- CARTOON

maxes, of unexpected triumphs and
despairs which summarize the lives
of those mad pursuers of the Ameri-
can dollar-the office workers of a
modern skyscraper.

"Skyscraper Souls" follows the mod- -
ern trend of motivating screen drama
through the background. "Grand
Hotel," "Union Depot" and "Trans-
atlantic" were forerunners of this
type. But the skyscraper, according ....
to Selwyn, is the most ideal of all Chasina cute college
backgrounds for this purpose, becauseoX

it is a perfect microcosm of the life Rosle . ..singing
of a metropolis. It teems with every 'ROUCHO CHICO hay-whinny-Ol ZEPP0
phase of human endeavor. There are HARP{ A Paramount Picture
to be found the rich and poor, the R O Y A T - Added Joy
great and humble, the old and young TA BOOP__._D.
all eking out their lives in a co- BETTY BOOP M. D.

Starts Tomorrow Night 11:15 BUILDING WINNERS
mon pursuit of money. n

Various Lives Entangled SU. O.and TE.U~EsLNW
In adapting the story from FaithSUMO.adTE.NIRAL EW
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FELICIA C. HOWELL, PHONE 389

Members of the Infantry Board

honored Lieut. Col. Charles A. Hunt
Saturday evening with a farewell stag

dinner at the Officers' Club. Col.
Hunt will leave shortly for Fort
Howard, Maryland for a change of
station. The guest list included Maj.

Gen. Campbell King, Col. Charles W.
Weeks, Lieut. Col. R. G. Kelley, and
the members of the Infantry Board.

COL. AND MRS. H. E. KNIGHT

HONOR GUESTS AT DINNER
Colonel and Mrs. J. J. Toffey were

the hosts Sunday evening at a delight-
ful dinner given at the Officers' Club
in honor of Col. and Mrs. Harry E.
Knight who leave shortly for Platts-
burg Barracks, N. Y. A beautiful
bowl of pink radiance roses with
tapers of corresponding colors were
used as the effective decorations.
Colonel and Mrs. Toffey had as their
guests: Col. and Mrs. Harry E.
Knight, Col. and Mrs. Allie Wil-
liams, Col. and Mrs. Charles W.
Weeks, Col. and Mrs. Fred L. Mun-
son, Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Thomas
Brown, Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Thomas
Hammond, Lieut. Col. and Mrs.
Charles Bonesteel, and Maj. and
Mrs. Thomas B. Catron.

INFORMAL DANCE AT 29TH
INFANTRY CAMP SUCCESS
Among the delightful affairs of the

week was the informal dance Satur-
day evening held at the attractive 29th
Infantry camp. During the evening
a receiving line was formed to wel-
come the newest bride and groom to
the regiment, Lieut. and Mrs. Lon H.
Smith. Many informal dinners were
held before the dance which was at-
tended by the officers and ladies
of the regiment and their guests.

Student Officers
Ask About the

SPICK & SPAN
Drinks and Sandwiches
Corner 13th St. and 13th Ave.

Vaccuur Cleaners
Washing Machines
Electrical Specialties
Parts and Repairs

PHONE 2090

AFTER SEEING

"HORSE FEATHERS"

At The Royal

And the wonderful dem-
onstration by Studebaker in
the Universal News Reel--

Visit our showroom and
convince yourself of Stude-
baker's superiority.

The World's Safest Car

0-

Columbus Roberts

Motor Company

510-12-14 12th St.

PHONE 271

COLONEL AND MRS. JOHN J.
TOFFEY HOSTS AT DINNER

BEFORE 29TH INF. DANCE

Col. and Mrs. John J. Toffey were
the hosts Saturday evening at a de-
lightful dinner at the Officers' Club
preceeding the dance at the 29th In-
fantry camp. The table was graced
by a silver bowl of pink radiance
roses and tapers of corresponding
colors were used. The guest list in-
cluded: Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Andrew
D. Chaffin, Lieut. Col. and Mrs.
Homer H. Slaughter, Maj. and Mrs.
John W. Foos, Capt. and Mrs. Hor-
ace Cushman, Capt. and Mrs. John
Albright, Capt. and Mrs. Norris Wim-
berly, Capt. and Mrs. Russell Rey-
nolds, Maj. Lyman Frasier, and Capt.
Arnold Funk.

LIEUT. A ND MRS. CLAYTON
STUDEBAKER ENTERTAIN WITH

INFORMAL DINNER

Wednesday evening Lieut. and Mrs.
Clayton Studebaker were the hosts at
an informal dinner at their quarters.
Mid-summer flowers were used as the
effective decorations. The guests were:
Capt. and Mrs. Robert Magnum, and
Capt. and Mrs. Frederick Gaston.
After dinner the guests were escorted
to the Post movies.

LIEUT. AND MRS. R. T. MITCHELL
ENTERTAIN WITH BUFFFET
SUPPER PRECEEDING DANCE
Lieut. and Mrs. Richard T. Mitchell

entertained Saturday evening at their
attractive home at Wildwood Court
with a buffet supper preceding the
29th Infantry dance. The table was
attractively decorated with a silver
bowl of multi-colored zinnias and
tapers of yellow. Those enjoying the
Mitchell's hospitality were: Capt. and
Mrs. R. E. Vermette, Lieut. and Mrs.
Carl Anderson, Lieut. and Mrs. J. W.
Ramsey, Lieut. and Mrs. J. R. Pierce,
Lieut. and Mrs. J. R. Dickerson, Lieut.
and Mrs. Gerald Gabriel, Miss Kath-
leen Orndorf, and Mr. Thomas Ben-
nett.

MISS MARGARET HALL ENTER-
TAINS WITH SWIMMING PARTY

AND WEINER ROAST
Miss Margaret H a 11, attractive

daughter of Col. and Mrs. J. DeCamp
Hall, entertained Friday evening with
a delightful swimming party and
weiner roast at Russ Pool. The guests
arrived in comic bathing suits and
during the evening a beauty contest
was held, the ladies' prize for the
most comic and original costume be-
ing won hy Miss Esther Kelly and the
men's prize going to Mr. Robert Foos.
Other attractive features of the even-
ing were the balloon race and the
egg-rolling contest. Assisting Col. and

STAR BRAND
Shoes Are Better

For All Leather School

Shoes See . . .

0

SAM NEEL
Westbrook Building

I 'IL

yoday's FashionTilly VERA WINSTON)

Ideal Clothes for Schoolgirls

It is a delight to step into the section
of the store that is devoted to girls of
schoolgirl age, and handle the splen-
did clothes designed for the young
lady of tomorrow. It must make every
middle-aged woman envious to look
at the wearable, smart little dresses
and then envision the heavy, oldlook-
ing clothes that she was forced wear.
The clever people who design child-
ren's clothes are apparently psycholo-
gists for they seem to know just what
will please a youngster and make her
look trim and smart and yet keep her
juvenile charm and freshness.

Today's sketch shows a typically
smart example. It is in a lovely shade
of marron, the fabric, wool crepe.
Epaulettes are extended to form a
cape collar in back. For color accents
there are white angelskin satin bows
and white buttons. No little girl will
ever develops an inferiority complex
wearing a frock of this type. And
the clothes selected for children have
more to do with this than the average
layman suspects.

Mrs. Hall were Lieut. Col. and Mrs.
R. G. Kelley, Maj. and Mrs. T. B.
Catron, and Capt. and Mrs. Clough
Gee. Miss Hall had as her guests:
The Misses Elizabeth Ports, Betty
Catron, Eleanor Bonesteel, Marion
Roth, Emily Brown, Esther Foos,
Harriet Atkins, Elizabeth Beatty,
Margaret Moore, Nana Seeley, Esther
Kelly, Page Michie, Molly Kelman,
Phyllis Sergeant, Betty Welty, Maur-
ine Wheeler, Kathleen Munson, and
Sue Noble, Lieut. William Grubbs,
Lieut. James Herriot, Lieut. Glenn
Farris, Lieut. Ernest Easterbrook,
Lieut. Charles Howard, Lieut. Joseph
Coolidge, Lieut. Ted Decker, Lieut.
Thomas Sherburne, Lieut. Walter
Sweeney, Lieut. Everett Barlow, Lieut.
Edward Bache, Lieut. Christian
Clarke, Lieut. Robert Ports, Lieut.
Milton Pressley, Lieut. Marshall Hurt,
Lieut. W. H. Teller, Lieut. James
Moore, Lieut. Jack Pitcher, and
Messrs. Robert Jones, Robert Foos,
Roy Bodine, Dick Welty and James
Newgord.

Boyce Real Estate
Company

Rentals - Insurance

Let us help find you a home

Phone 3838

19-13th Street

Infantry Board Members Honor

Colonel and Mrs. Charles A. Hunt

No Frills

I

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H. ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years

1229 - 31 Broadway Columbus, Ga.

No Extra Charges

MISS EMILY BROWN ENTER-

TAINS WITH SUPPER PARTY

Miss Emily Brown attractive daugh-
ter of Col. and Mrs. Thomas Brown,
entertained Saturday evening at the
home of her parents with a delightful
buffet supper and dance.

Zinnias and other mid summer
flowers were used as the decorations.
Miss Brown had as her guests a few
of the members of the younger set.
They were: The Misses Maxine Rife,
Louise Waddington, Mary McDavid,
Jane Lindroth and Messrs. Roy Bo-
dine, Bob Besson, Al Seeley, Dick
Pruitt, Bud Cheston, George Griswold
and Jack Coulter.

PERSONALS

Lieut. and Mrs. William E. Hall
left Fort Benning on Sunday to spend
Labor Day with relatives in Atlanta.

Lieut. and Mrs. James R. Pierce
spent the week end of Labor Day
wvith relatives in Birmingham, Ala.

Mrs. C. T. Skow departed Thurs-
(Please turn to page 8)

LOANS MADE AT

S rer Cent
Payable in Monthly Installments

FIDELITY LOAN & INVESTMENT

COMPANY

1206 First Avenue

T. E. BAISDEN, Sec'y & Treas.

ARMY WNA V Y
TIRADE MARK

OFFICERS
And

Enlisted Personnel
Can secure all their insignia and
uniform equipments at the

POST EXCHANGE
They carry a complete line of

N. S. MEYER, INC.
CORPS INSIGNIA

BUTTONS
INSIGNIA OF RANK

SABRES
SABRE CHAINS

SPURS, SPUR CHAINS
CAMPAIGN BARS

MEDALS
All our merchandise carries an

Unlimited Guarantee

N. S. MEYER, INC.
43 East 19th St. New York

HARPER'S

DRUGS
Delivered daily to the Fort

TeIephone 396

VISIT THE

DOLAN - HENRY HAT SHOP
(AT ALSOBROOK'S)

FOR THE NEWEST IN MILLINERY

Chase Conservatory of Music
220-10th St., Columbus, Ga.

Session Begins Monday September 12
- DEPARTMENTS -

Piano, Violin, Voice and Orchestral Instruments.
Pupils received from Primary to Advanced Grades. Certificates and
Diplomas awarded. Private and Class lessons. Large Auditorium.
Pupils Recitals. Rates low. Send for literature.

Telephone No. 264

Louis T. Chase, President
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GUNBOTHAM'S SCHOOL DAZE
BY E. L. M. I

In rehabilitating Block 21, the guessed it. A Japanese tea house.

Quartermaster faces a job no easier Sure, he went alone. And again. And

than the prize package handled by again.

Hercules when he cleaned up the For he'd found a new diversion

Augean Stables. Dozens of carpenters Midst the flowered, panelled walls.

are repairing doors and walls where In the glow from charcoal brazier

generations of lieutenants have whiled Sits a maiden who enthralls.

away the hours throwing punches, A laughing, sloe-eyed maiden

chairs and other lieutenants in divers Pouring out his cup of tea-

tests of beaverboard's resistance to And the shades of Back Bay gibbered

penetration. Whole squads of painters For she was a Japanee!

are splashing away at the ceilings-

paying particular attention to the dark Nice goin', Bill. How about a fas

splotches where the gingerale shot one? Skoal! An' lissen-let's sing thr

higher than expected. An anvil chorus next verse to Bible Tales. You knov

of hammering, plus the too frequent -"Old Folks, Young Folks, Gathei

rasp of saws, renders afternoon sleep 'Round An' Hear-"

even more difficult than it is under

normal conditions-viz: two hundred There were days of artful planning

radios going full blast. There were nights of plans awry.
* * * L . . . .. ... . n l , u in e s . th e re w e r

Perhaps lack of sleep accounts for

the irascibility of a prominent bache- j

lor who complained vociferously at

the recent animated discussion of the

movie, "Horsefeathers."* * *

Captain Lawson and Lt. Westlund,
headliners in last week's expose of

termiting, have pointed out to the

Herald that they are mere followers
of a system originated, perfected and

practiced by Lt. Augustus W. Danne-

miller, social satellite of the 29th In-

fantry. Leading in the race for first

position honors-yes, dozens of un-

solicited and unpaid for names come

to us daily are the inseparable co-

tillion leaders, Lts. Pulsifer and
Lightcap.

Not to be outdone by the Flare

in its search for young Army poets,

we've racked our memory and finally
recall in its entirety a ballad com-

posed, sung and almost forgotten in

a single night. The prose inserted
among these stirring lines crept in

to mar the flawless meter during a

few rash moments when okolehao
was substituted for lukewarm saki.

Yes, the more we think about it, the

more we think we've found a genius.
Besides, our man teaches a sound

moral lesson in words that the read-

ers of this column can understand.
Which, after all, is-well, it's some-
thing.

Beekman came from Boston,
A scion of Back Bay.
He gazed on other people
In a patronizing way.
He came to Honolulu
To raise the moral tone
Of thousands there, benighted-
And resolved to keep his own.

"Lift up the white man's burden
And preserve your moral tone."
Was the burden of the messages
That Beekman brought from home.

The tinkle of laughing voices. The

ping of somisan. The whisper of the

trade winds in the palms. Yeah, you've

urgings
hat were answered with a sigh.

hen, firm arms and body breathles
A promise fraught with bliss,

And Suzeki, sweet and tender,
Answered-with a kiss.

'Me think you very nice man.
ie like stop by you.

But we not stop long here, now.
No sir-no can do!"

Suzeki smiled-didn't she Bili

An' let's have a snort. Cheero! WIh

will we have her say? How's thi

"Maybe tomorrow we go Kailia, eh,

There were hours of fevered waitir

Of anticipatory bliss.
There were moments when he don

ed-
But the doubting was amiss.
The time is fast approaching.
He stops to get his hat,
And, to calm his pounding p

With the yard boy stops to cl

Nose a trifle sunken,
Pock marked face agrin,
Cracked and dirty hands,
A scar, upon his chin.
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months of the year are hot. Humid-

ity is high. Plenty of sleep is the

best method of preventing mental or

physical breakdown.

WATER SUPPLY-The post and %...

city water supplies are both excellent. off

Water from any other source may be 
0/

polluted and dangerous. It should

not be used for domestic purposes un-

til it has been examined and declared -_.

safe.

FOOD-Food products especially

meats sold by the commissary and

post Exchange are inspected by the / ' "

Veterinarian. Dairy products sold on

the Post are from inspected sources

and are believed to be safe. Be sure

you know the quality of these prod-

ucts if you buy from other places. "Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
MILK-Only pasteurized milk isi  John Wolco.

safe. Only pasteurized milk is allow-

ed to be delivered at Fort Benning. CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

If you can not obtain the post supply,CB

the Foremost Dairy in Columbus is

the only other concern that sells pas-1 MORE UPLIFT

teurized milk. Our present policy as conductor of this column is to publish from time

thICE CREAM-The only kind au- to time something really worth while. It may be original with us, but the

thorized for sale on the post is made odds are against any such radical departure from our accustomed vein. The

from pasteurized milk and cream. best bet is that it will be someone's else.

fairly common in this vicinity. Vacci- s As previously stated in this column our versatile garrison has among

nation to prevent this disease is there-its members a real poet. Now a poet is like a prophet in many ways, the

fore important. If you have not been most striking being that he is not without honor save in his own country.

faccirte wimtanteIf styou r have Thus it happens that our poet is better known, as such, among the pub-

vaccinated within the past year have lishers of good literature than he is among the rough soldiery with whom he

it done immediately. associates. The following selection, for instance, was published in the

(b) Typhoid is also quite common.
All persons between the ages of 2 and Herald Tribune Sunday Magazine several years ago, and the author received

something more for it than a mere honorarium. We mention the sordid

45 should be inoculated. If you or commercial transaction in order that our clients may know that we aren't

your family have not completed two trying to foist upon them some literary tyro whose stuff isn't good enough to
courses of injections, do it now.

St DIPHTHERIA-Parents are urged get by with the professional critics.

te to have their children tested (Schick Some day we may tell you the name of our poet but not yet. Once more

V Test) to find if they are susceptible however, we assure you that it isn't us. We aren't that good.

r to diphtheria. Children under the FOR A TOWN WITH AMBITION

age of five are practically all suscep- "Watch us grow! Watch us grow"

tible to this disease and should be Cymbals clash and bugles blow.

9, immunized. Older children need test-

ing to find if the immunity be lasting. Why would you procure a crown

e If it is not they should be re-inocu- Of steel and concrete for this town

lated. Whose lovely brows have known the bliss

HOOKWORM-The soil throughout Of laurel leaf and clematis?

s, this part of the country is contamina- Why would you shut out the day

ted with the eggs of hookworm and With sky-tall tombs of leprous gray?
other parasites. It is inadvisable to Why would you shut out the night

allow children to go barefooted. With cruel swords of blinding light?

COMMON COLDS--Very preval- Surely you can hear the song

cut and very contagious, it is rather Of these old roads that dream along

expected that one of the first things Aware of neither time nor haste;

you do on joining this station is to Old men they are who slowly taste

catch a common cold. Remember that The rich, rare wine of olden years.

the earlier you isolate yourself and But lo! Your metal giant appears

1? the earlier you start treatment the And where they moved a greasy girth

rat less likely you are to spread the di- Of asphalt scars the patient earth.

ssease to others. Have you no thought for this sweet air

?" CHILDREN'S SCHOOL Parents Of pungent pine and maiden hair

are advised not to send children to And acrid wood smoke, blue and thin,

.,school when ailing. Teachers at the That you would bring your engines in

115Post Sc hools are instructed to send , To vomit soot on rose and tree e
bt- children home on the least suspicion On church and home, on you, on me?

of illness or of a contagious skin di- Is there no beauty in your dream

sease. Medical Officers conduct at That you would choke this clear, swift stream

the Post Schools a physical examina- With power mills, with power slaves,

tion of all children early in the school Where now the weeping willow waves

year. And silver trout flash brightly thru

SERVANTS-All servants at Fort The faintly fragrant crystal blue?

Benning are required to obtain a per-

mit. This permit will not be issued Yet here where maples, row on row,

until the Attending Surgeon certifies Dream deeply of the long ago,

that the servant is free from contag- You'll build tall temples to your pride

ions disease. Military personnel not When this small town is crucified.

living on the post are entitled to have

ell, their servants examined by the Attend- 'Watch us grow! Watch us grow!"

eod ing Surgeon in Columbus. Cymbals clash and bugles blow.

pod DOGS AND CATS-All dogs and

cats must be registered. They must SOME THOUGHTS UPON twenty-four hours, but it can't obscure

also be inoculated against rabies. RETURNING FROM LEAVE the fact that Benning is really a de-

SNAKES-Poisonous snakes are Our vacation, if we may call it lightful station. Just as soon as we

more or less common. A curative that, is over. Unlike a good many grind out the required volume of

serum is kept at the Hospital for the Army officers of our acquaintance, we copy, we intend to set about enjoy-

e, treatment of snakebite. Prompt. early ing as many of its facilities for a

treatment will prevent fatalities, never find time hanging heavily on happy existence as we can.

MEDICAL ATTENTION- our hands when on leave. We invaria-

Attending Surgeon, Post. bly manage to keep so consistently Our first brief inspection of the

Office-Dispensary "A". on the jump that it always seems post reveals almost unbelievable

nce Office hours: 8:00 A. M. and 1 to 2 progress in the beautification of the

P. M. except Saturdays, Sundays and quiet and restful to be back on the grounds surrounding the new quar-

eek- holidays when the hours are 11 to 12 job. The foregoing remark leaves an ters. Block 16, with the exception of

A. M. Inoculations and Vaccinations opening for some wise-cracking as- our lawn, which is badly in need of

(Women and Children only) are given sociate to come in at this point with a hair cut and manicure, looks like

Mondays and Saturdays at 9:00 A. M. an obvious "naturally" or "why not, a well-kept park and Rainbow Row

BabyClinic-Wednesday at 9:00 A. or "of course," but we'll let it stand. isn't far behind. In spite of all the

ides M. Colored Servants Examinations- It is enough for us to spoil such a propaganda which the Flare has put

Tuesdays and Thursdays, 9:00 A. M. highly original remark by anticipat- out from time to time, people have

House Visits-Requests for visits to ing it. gone ahead planting, trimming, mow-

nersons unable to come to the office Benning isn't a hard place to come ing and cultivating until the once

for treatments should, if possible, be back to-even from a pleasant and barren wastes left by the new con-

made before 9:00 A. M. more or less carefree leave of ab- struction have been transformed into

ATTENDING SURGEON. COLUM- sence. Unfortunately, we happened to a botanical paradise. It grieves us a

BUS Office-Doctor's Building, 1310 check in soon enough before the Her- little to think that our influence is

mily. Broadway, Telephone 255. ald goes to press to disqualify an so slight, but, after seeing how well

f the Office hours-11 to 12 A. M. and 2 alibi for not furnishing our custom- things look, we are really glad that

ubus to 3 P. M. except Thursdays, Satur- ary contribution and yet not long nobody paid any attention to our

s on days and Holidays and Saturday and enough to get the low down on all anti-gardening campaign. We take off

holidays the hours are 10 to 11 A. M. that has happened while we were our hats to Captain Whatley and the

eight (Please turn to page 7) away. This practically ruins the first (Please turn to page 5)

ulsesbat.

Whoa, Bill. That's not so hot. W
yeah, just one more. Um-m-m g(

stuff! How's this line? Ito, the y

boy, bowed low. ...

"I like to catchem pay now.
My girl I like go see.

She work by Japanese Tea Hous4
On beach by Waikiki.
She very fine girl I think, sir.

Her name, sir? Suzeki!

Then a tried and outraged conscie

Came to life with pangs reborn.
Through Hell's own fire went B,

man
By a million devils torn.
But he still was far from Boston,
Though no longer much alone.

For he travelled with the multiti
P Who've lost their moral tone.

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medieal Inspector

NOTES FOR NEWLY ARRIVED prevent illness in your self or far

PERSONNEL These apply to all members of

Each year we print in this column Command, those living in Colur

advice on general Sanitary Conditions as well as those having quarter

at Fort Benning and indicate the the Post.

important things you should know to CLIMATE-Subtropical, about

a

I1
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THE FLARE

(Continued from page 4)

individual home-builders whose com-

bined efforts have done so much for

Benning scenery. We haven't much

talent along that line ourself but

we approve it in others.

Come to think of it, maybe our
articles upon landscape gardening
may not have passed unheeded after
all. The present style in exterior dec-
orating runs to broad expanses of
greensward. That is what we have
contended all along.

To judge from the marked absence
of scandal which we find after near-

IU

FIRST FALI
FASHIONS

Manhattan - McGregor

Kuppenheimer - Dobbs

Suits in the New Models
.... Suits in the New Fab-

rics . . . and Suits at the

new lower price level .

Now featured at

HOFFLIN
AND

GREENTREE
Columbus' Leading Clothiers

ly two months away, we are almostI

forced to conclude that Benning has M A TA H AIK 1I
become either excessively virtuous,_I

exceedingly discreet or commendably WHAT HAS HAPPENED SO FAR

closemouthed. We can't quite believe, Mata Ha, famous dancer and ene-

however, that any of these conditions

has come to pass. It just ain't natural. my spy, undertakes to get some sec-
The fault must be with us. We probe- ret papers from her lover, Shubin,
Thven ultmustewthus.htWepb Attache of the Russian Embassy. But

bly havetllseen ther wightpeopleShubin has been unnerved by a visit
vet. Wait till we confer with Mrs.--

from Dubois, head of the French
butSecret Service, and refuses to discuss
any names. You know anyway. SheSertSvianrfussodscs

them. Learning that the papers are
lives in every block, in the possession of a young aviator,

Alexander Rosanoff, who is infatuated
Speaking of scandal, there is a with her, the dancer goes to his rooms

dirty rag called the "Ohio Examiier" and makes love to him while her

which is causing a lot of excitement agents abstract the papers, copy them
and return them at dawn. Mata Hari

up in the dear old Buckeye state then steals away to get a document

where we spent most of the summer. from Adriana, a fellow spy, for Shu-
It makes a business of publishing all bin to decode.
the back-fence gossip it can pick up. NOW GO ON WITH THE STORY
Like the Flare, it uses names either
in the clear or very thinly disguised. Before the writing desk in the cor-
Somehow or other, we failed to get ner, he held a chair for her to sit, he
written up in it and thus lost an- fussed with a pile of papers and en-
other fleeting opportunity to become velopes for her to choose from, he

famous. This oversight, however, complimented her in a deferential
should not prejudice anyone against way on her dress and her beauty,
the paper. Maybe we didn't do any- of a wrinkled neck and thought how
thing to merit the distinction. We marvellous it would be if one could
shouldn't have mentioned the matter wring it. And all the time she had
at all except to absolve ourself of to smile and respond, at least in
any personal animus toward the sheet. monosylables, her eyes never moving

What we started out to say is that from the door. At length, he had
if the editor gets clear of all the in- done with hanging over her and went
dictments now standing against him, back to his own little table where he
it might be a good idea for the Her- took up a newspaper.
ald to bring him down here to run' That which is most obvious and
a real column. Gunbotham II, Town naked to the eye, precisely this the
Topics and the Flare could lay off eye may miss altogether!
and watch the circulation mount- It was one of Adriana's most oft-
until the military authorities gave a repeated aphorisms. To which he

swift demonstration of how to deal added. however, that good judgment
with that kind of freedom of the was the better part of boldness. That
press. time Mata Hari's belongings had

been searched in England. she had
MOVIE TITLE outwitted them by submitting with-

Captain Howard Wilson, Librarian out protest. by answering all ques-
and recent bridegrom, brings in this tions willingly, by showing that she
one. Please don't hesitate to inter- had in her possession not one false-
rupt, if you've heard it: bottomed trunk, not one paper or

The filming of Hawthorne's "Scar- letter that would not bear examina-
let Letter" was in progress and the tion. But then she had had nothing
nroduction and directing staff was in incriminating with her except her
heavy executive session over the man- mind-and except the bottle of fluid
ner of a title. As always, something (lisguised as perfume for revealing
thoroughly up-to-date possessing a (Plea - turn to riaue 81
stronger box-office lure than the aun-____________________
thor's original name for the story-
was being sought. Various possibili- \%\ RUI
ties were proposed but the prize for .' " T
originality and punch goes to the

bright young college man who sug-
gested that they change the name to A
"How Hester Won Her 'A'."

LOOK FOR THIS CROWN

When you are thirsty and want a
refreshing drink.

DIMON COURT APARTMENTS 1
PARTLY OR COMPLETELY FURNISHED, MODERN EQUIPMENT

REASONABLE RATES I
Call 470, your renting agent or our Superintendant, Mr. Trussell

Uat Apartment house, Phone 3062, Residence 4406-W.J

TOUCHE - ROUND
Our daughter just breezed intoRN

our sanctum with a stimulating mes-g TRI

sgae from Miss Betty Gaston, Titian-40
haired sub-deb. Betty had just re-
marked that she was glad that we
were back on the job because the
Flare was pretty lousy during the
summer while our substitute, who-
ever he might be, was writing it.
Gracias. senorita, we never missed an
issue!

E. F. H.

CHAPELGUILDTO ENTRTAIN More daily departures ... more
CHAPEL GUILD TO ENTERTAIN

WITH DINNER AND DANCE service to more cities.., term-
SEPTEMBER 14TH inals right in the heart of town

(Continued From Page 1) 1 . . yet fares are lower over

of a nice evening of entertainment, as Hood Coach Lines than by any

these musicians are a groun of talent- other way.
ed professionals in their lines. You'll enjoy bus travel more

If the Guild were promising only Y
a chicken dinner, it would well de- than ever with all the luxuries
serve the crowd. As an added in- Hood Lines offer-deeply cush-
ducement the dinner is being given ioned reclining chairs, clean
in conjunction with an up-to-date
dance. It will pay well in dividends seat covers, porter service-
of joy and pleasure, as the proceeds even radios
will be used by the Guild for its
worthy cause. SAMPLE LOW FARES

The admission price is fifty (50) ATLANTA-............$3.00
cents. Canteen checks good. Tickets MONTGOMERY--------3.00
are on sale at all orderly roms.

The officers of the Guild are as OPELIKA-.............1.00

follows: NEW ORLEANS........11.50
President.-------- Mrs. P. J. McNulty NEW YORK............24.45
V. President ----- Mrs. John Crandall
Secretary-------------Mrs. Johnson U N I 0 N
Entertainment--Mrs. James S. Fuller T E R M I NA

The menu:
Roast chicken, giblet dressing, po- 1212 Broadway

tato salad, sliced tomatoes, lettuce, Phone 661
celery, macaroni and cheese, coffee,
lemonade, bread.

Dinner will be served from 7:00
p. m. to 10:00 p.m. .O .i

Dance from 8:30 p. m. to 12:00

tp. m.
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ERS0  A SPOART W RL
BERNARD B. SWAYZE., Editor

Gr iffin -EiEdgren Bout Of Much Inte.re t
Ba tton-Chauffeur
Picked To Battle
Hard In Semi-Go
Prelims Greatest Ever Staged

In Benning Arena

Fans have been relieved of their
anxiety as to when Frankie Edgren,
the Wyoming Cowboy would meet
Benning's own, John "Corn" Griffin.
It has all been arranged that these
two prime fighters should lock horns
next Tuesday night at Doughboy
Stadium. The signing of these high
class fighters to top the card was a
nice move for the benefit of the
fans, and is supported by a fine semi-
final and preliminaries of the first
water.

Local fans are about evenly divided
as to their choice as to who will win
in next Tuesday night's fracas, and
speculation is running high. Some
lucky follower of the sport will cop
a good cup of coffee when all bets
are settled. Edgren can box, and he
can punch, but Corn is a mean boy
with that left hook to the body, and
that is the only thing the Cowboy is
open to.

Corn can box and hit, but is a fish
for a strong right hand, and that
is the one thing Mr. Edgren bright-
ens up a bit in all his training. It
looks as though Corn will have the
fight of his life, and will have to stay
in there every second to earn a de-
cision.

If the husky Tanker ever lands
that wicked left hand followed by
the right to the button, it will be
another cownurse looking for a good
place to lay down. On the other hand,
if Corn runs into that hand . . . .
goodnight!!

It will be remembered that Edgren
is the boy who put the quietus on
Ching Johnson, Benning mauler of no
mean ability. He is the boy who
whipped great fighters of the North-
western part of these United States.,
and worked Eastward. He is a fighter
with color, and can give a good ac-count of himself. The bets are even,
however, that brother Edgren will
not be in there clowning with our
Corn at any time during the fight.

SEMIFINALS GREAT
Captain Fry has been lucky indeed

Meets Edg ren

John "Corn" Griffin, fighting Tank-
er, who is to meet Cowboy Edgren
in the 10-rd. final at Benning next
Tuesday.

in securing the services of Kid Chauf-
feur of Miami. The Kid ranks as one
of the best colored middleweights in
the South today, and will probably
stop Batton. This is one thing the
local fans don't believe can be done
at an early date. They are right, ac-

(Please turn to page 7)

Tankers Ride the Waves to Victory
World Records Crowded By Soldier Swimmer

To Take Annual Garrison Swim Meet
It was "Tank" day at Russ Pool,

Fort Benning, in more ways than one
when the aquatic stars of the post met
in the annual garrison swimming
meet Sept. 3.

Dashing, splashing, paddling their
way to victory and placing two men
in every event but one, the human
fish of the Tank Corps finished the
afternoon with a nineteen point lead
over their closest opponents, the Sec-
ond Battalion, 29th Infantry.

It was almost a dual meet between
the two teams, only one other entry
taking a point, when the First Battal-
ion, 29th Infantry, copped a lone third
place in the 100yd. back stroke. All of
the existing post records were broken,
and several of the recorded timings,
though unofficial, came close to the
Southeastern A. A. U. records.

Tannehill, of the Tanks, was his us-
ual scintillating self in the events that
he entered, winning every one with
such a margin of safety that he seem-
ed to be swimming by himself. None
of the first places were fought for, and
most of the battles for points that
brought the spectators to their feet
were those for seconds and thirds.

The upset of the day came when
Tannehill scratched in the 50 yd. free
style, and a dark horse, Herrington,
of the Second Battalion, took it in
the fast time of 25- seconds, the only
first place that the Tanks lost in the
whole meet. Another upset occurred
in the 100 yd. back stroke when Lat-
ham, Second Batalion, 29th Infantry,
the favorite, lost to Griswold of the
Tanks, whose time of 1.19 3.5 comes

B e n ning Pugilists
Greatly In Demand
In Foreign Arenas
Johnson Loses To Ashkenazy;

Long Takes Leo Bailey
By K. 0.

Danny Long got away to a good
start at Fairfax, Alabama, last Satur-
day night, and stopped Leo Bailey
in the third round of a scheduled
ten-round battle. Danny punished his
man terribly, right from the open-
ing of the first round. His body
punches were too much for the tough
Leo, and down he went, and out,
like a head lamp on a model "T"
Ford.

The fight was put on at Fairfax by
the local American Legion Post, and
was well attended.

It seems as though Ching Johnson
is slipping and slipping fast. He went
over to Eufaula, or somewhere, the
other night and let Herman Ashke.
nazy pound him to a pulp. Maybe
he had better rest up a bit, as it
seems that he has been taking on a
little too much work lately.

Ching is a game fighter, and we
hate to see him discouraged in his
hey-day.

Bunker Hill fought J. C. Sewell on
the same card, and what he did to
Mrs. Sewell's son was nobody's busi-
ness. Hill says he has the bug on
Sewell, and will take him any time
in a walk. Their fight was a semi.
final affair of eight rounds.

Another Benningite showing on the
card was Ghost Ghastly, who took a
decision over Kid Laskey in a fast
six rounder.

It all goes to prove that Benning
fighters are gaining in popularity in
other rings.

close to the world's records for fresh
water pools.

At the conclusion of the meet Ma-
jor General Campbell King presented
the winners with their medals and con-
gratulated all the contestants on their
efforts during the afternoon.

Results follow:
400 yd. relay: won by Tanks; 4.29

2.5. Thorn, Griswold, Jones, Tanne-
hill. Second 2d Battalion, 29th Infan-
try.

100 yd. breast stroke: Thorne,
Tanks, 1.24 4.5, Eckman, 2nd Battal-
ion 29th Infantry, Parr, Tanks.

50 yd. free style: Herrington, 2nd
Battalion, 29th Infantry, 25 1-5. Jones,
Tanks, McCarthy, Tanks.

400 yd. free style: Tannehill, Tanks,
5.26 4-5; Prophet, J. L., 2nd Battalion,
29th Infantry; Hill, Tanks.

100 yd. back stroke: Griswold,
Tanks, 1.19 3-5; Latham, 2nd Battal-
ion, 29th Infantry, Glidewell,ls t Bat-
talion 29th Infantry.

100 yd. free style: Tannehill, Tanks,
57 4-5; Herrington, 2nd Battalion;
Cason, Tanks, and Prophet, J. L., 2nd
Battalion, 29th Infantry tied for third.

200 yd. free style: Tannehill, Tanks,
2.27 1-5; Prophet, J. L., 2nd Battalion,
29th Infantry, Cason, Tanks.

300 yd. medley relay: won by Tanks,
Griswold, back stroke, Thorne, breast
stroke, Tannehill, free style, 4.10 1-5,
second, 2nd Battalion, 29th Infantry.

Diving: Parr, Tanks, Wallace, 2nd
Battalion, 29th Infantry, Jones, Tanks.

Total points: Tanks, 58 1-2, 2nd
Battalion, 29th Infantry, 35 1-2, 1st
Battalion, 29th Infantry, 1.

I

To the...

New Officers as well as the Old
We invite you to open an account with us

MORGAN DRUG CO.. INC.
14 13th Street Opposite Waverly Hotel

BOX ING
TUESDAY NIGHT. SEPT. 13
Doughboy Stadium, 8:15 P. M.

Frankie Edgren vs. (Corn) Grif
Cheynne, Wym.

10 Rounds

in
of Fort Benning

"COTTON" BATTON vs. KID CHAUFFEUR
of Fort Benning of Miami

8 Rounds

"DAPPER" DOYLE
of Fort Benning

6

JACK WALDEN
of Fort Benning

vs. KID CHAMBLISS
of Columbus

Rounds

vs. CHICK LIDDELL
of Fort Benning

6 Rounds
SHIFTY SCHROEDER

of Fort Benning

Phenix Fourreaux
of Fort Benning

vs. KID WHITE
of Columbus

4 Rounds

vs. John Walderman
of Fort Benning

4 Rounds
General Admission 50c Ringside $1.00
Tickets on sale at Officers' Club, Athletic office and all orderly rooms

WHEN IN

COLUMBUS
WE INVITE YOU TO MAKE OUR SER-
VICE STATION YOUR HEADQUARTERS

FOR QUALITY PRODUCTS

SHELL GASOLINE-and

MOTOR OILS
GOODYEAR TIRES

WILLARD BATTERIES

LOOK FOR THE SIGN OF THE SHELL

TIRES AND BATTERIES SOLD ON

OUR CONVENIENT PAYMENT PLAN

UNITED OIL CORPORATION

mmommumomIral

Terrible Tankers
Push Medicos For
Second Half L e ad
Kellys Prepare For Playoff

At An Early Date

As the teams round into the home

stretch the race for last half cham-

pionship honors has developed into a

three cornered duel between the Tank-

ers, Irish and Medicos. The Medicos

hold a slight lead at the present time

but the Tankers look the stronger of

the three teams and are favorites to
break the tape.

The form being shown by Lindsey,
veteran Tanker hurlers, and the hard
hitting of the entire Tanker team
has pat the Tankers in their present
high standing. The Irish have a team
that is powerful in spots but carries
a couple of weak links that will be a
big hindrance in the final spurt. To
add insult to injury, the Irish will
have to finish the race minus the
services of Joe Reddock, in first string
catcher. Joe had a finger broken in
the game against the Tankers.

The Medicos show signs of a
slump. This may or may not be. If
the Medicos can hold the pace for just
a few more days they will be in the
bunting but the final games are going

(Please turn to page 7)

MEN: Save your money by buy-
ing a nice building lot or a pretty
little home on Fort Benning Road.

Terms to suit your income.
F. FRIEDMAN
1027 BROADWAY
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Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE
OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

A Citizen Wherever We Serve
1330 Broadway

R. M. Harding, Manager

Stanton's Lunch Car
C.J. STANTON, Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY OUR STEW

Phone 29 1638-2nd Ave.

WE DELIVER

We sell you a car and will
buy it back in nine months
and pay you cash for it. We
keep a nice line of Chevrolets
and Fords along with other
makes, on hand. Our new
car line is Pontiac, Oakland
and Franklins.

We are the largest used car
buyers in Columbus

McMURRIA'S
1125 - 6th Ave. Phone 2590

First National

Bank
Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank5 '

Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Resources Over $2,000,000.00

Fort Benniug Rep e.uI:
R. M. Hall, Jr.--Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning
Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital---------$100,000.00
Surplus-----------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the
CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

CLUB
R. M. HALL, Jr, Phone 290

Fort Benning Representative:

On The QT.
By B. B. S.

LT. JOHNSON of the Athletic Of.
fice has allowed himself to be taken
in on the latest bargain of the sea-
son. When Lt. Harmony left Fort

Benning, he had serious intentions
of turning "Sadie," his antiquated
daughter of the world renowned "Eliz.
abeth," over to the Salvage Dump. He
found, however, that Lt. Johnson was
frequently deprived of transportation
to and from the office, and now Lt.
Johnson is ten dollars and three
cents poorer, while Lt. Harmony is
off somewhere. taking life easy on
the ten spot. (It is understood that
the three cents were for the automo-
bile and the ten dollars for the privi-
lege of owning the machine.

FROM THE TONE of the majority
of the organization news published in
this week's issue of the HERALD,
it would seem that this is the feasting
season with the boys. Anyone not
throwing a feed for someone this
week is not in it. To top it all off,
we are proud possessors of "invites"
to the function, and have taken the
matter up with our landlady. If she
will give us the proper deductions
for those eating sessions, we will
more than likely have our feet
crammed under some worthy table
during the feasting season.

THAT NOTEBOOK racket again:
(Seen in passing) .. ..-. Funny faces
in freakish photos .. ..-. Skipper over
in Headquarters, 83rd F. A., late for
reveille .. ..-. Jack Harper with his
teeth out .. -.-. then in again . . . .
Sam Hale in the same fix . -.-.-. Oh!
Elmore!!! .... Jimmie Niblet dish-
ing up the best Army chow ever
concocted ... -.. Sergeant Monroe
brushing the stables with a toothbrush
. - - Boob Hurst's appeal for sym-
pathy on a trumped-up charge ....
John (Lyrup) Cherry eating hot buns
and syrup .. ..-. also that winsome
smile that cops the ladies . -.-.-. And
some things no one likes . . . . A
dinner table without a salt shaker....
asparagus on asphalt shingles ....
and green persimmons.

GRIFFIN TO FIGHT EDGREN
IN TUESDAY'S FINAL
(Continued from page 6)

cording to the way Cotton has been
conducting himself in the ring dur-
ing the past three months. It seems
as though it is next to impossible to
get a man who can even interest him.

Chauffeur's handlers claim they
have a strong man on the boxing end
of a pile driver, and he well looks
the picture. He is built well, and
works nicely in the gym. Can he stop
the terror of the Twenty-Fourth?

PRELIMS RED HOT

These top fighters will be support-
ed by twenty rounds, additional fight-
ing by the preliminary boys. This
part of the card alone is well worth
the price of admission.

In the main prelim, Dapper Doyle
and Kid Chambliss will mix for six
rounds of real fighting, and fighting
of a kind seldom seen at any of the
better rings. Both these boys always
please the fans, fighting from the
word o.

Call it a draw, and let's go home.
The other six rounder will have as

much action as the above two fight-
er's bout. Jack Walden and Chick
Liddell will mix for six rounds or
less ... -. probably less. No good
feeling exists between these lads of
the leather pushing industry.

The two four-rounders will bring
together Shifty Schroeder and Kid
White, Phenix Fourroux and John
Walderman.

3-CORNERED D UEL DEVELOPS
IN BASEBALL RACE

(Continued from page 6)

to be nerve wrecking affairs.
The Second Bats slowed the Medi-

cos up in a hectic affair during the
past week. Both teams hit hard but
Patsy Barron, Kelly third sacker,
seemed to have the Indian sign on
Gilbert and blasted bingles with men
on at two critical times and the "Big
Medico", dropped a game.

The Irish and Tankers really put

J.S.D.
Sure is good to see "Wee Grady" out

of the hospital and looking his old
self again. It looked bad that day out
there at Gowdy Field when Gardner's
fast ball hit him over th eheart and
Grady went down in a crumpled heap.
Just to prove what baseball fans think
of our little hurler, the telephone at
the hospital was working over time
with querys as to Grady's condition
and the calls were by fans from every
outfit in the garrison.

Mr. Sgts. George Mowry, Jazz Ma-
goni, and Maxie Wolfe, were strutting
their stuff over in Eufaula, Ala., at
the big fight show last Monday night.
They certainly seemed to be enjoying
themselves and those boys were the
original "big shots." Jazz handled
the megaphone and the way he made
the local fans sit up and take notice
was just like "nobody's business."
Fact about the business when Jazz
introduced our one and only John
Corn Griffin, the crowd edged forward
intheir seats, looked Corn over with
admiring eyes and then broke into a
burst of applause for the future light-
heavy champion of the "Wor-r-l-d-d."
And it was also noticeable that at the
end of every announcement Ma-
goni received a round of applause
from the fans.

Sgt. Wolfe was appointed as one of
the fight judges, and his decisions
were okay. Top Kick Mowry came
in strong as a judge at the dance
held after the show. Owing to the
fact that his feet are out of commis-
sion, he was appointed as judge of the
prize dancing and also of choosing
the most b-e-a-u-tiful girl present. He
was okay on picking the lady but he
voted for Maxie Wolfe in the danc-
ing contest and booked a loss.

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
(Continued From Page 4)

A nurse is in attendance. Wednesday
afternoon is reserved for a children's
clinic.

EMERGENCY CALLS-
Post: Hospital, Receiving Office,

Telephone 572.
Columbus: Surgeon's Office., Tele-

phone 255.
Columbus: Surgeon's Residence

Telephone 4173.
DENTAL CLINIC- Office-Dispen-
sary "A"; appointments are necessary
for examination or treatments.

HEALTH NOTES--Each week this
column is devoted to short articles re-
lating to health and prevention of di-
sease. Suggestions are welcomed.

HEALTH OFFICER-The Medical
Inspector corresponds to the Health
Office in a city. He is always ready
to advise on matters relating to san-
itation and] prevention of disease.

on a war when they came to grips
Tuesday afternoon. The Tankers won
and they fought hard to win. The
Irish fought gamely and were given
winning twirling by Stevens, but
seven fumbles were costly. Three
men were injured during this strug-
gle. Joe Reddock had a finger brok-
en by one of Steve's benders. McLane
was hit by a thrown ball at second
base and the Tanker star was out for

HERAt D
WANT ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

20 cents per line or fraction of
line. Minimum charge for any
classified advertisement, 50 cents.
Payment must be made before
advertisement is published.

FOR SALE: Three piece mahogany
trimmed, overstuffed living room
suite, mahogany vanity and mahogany
bed. Phone 4211-J mornings.

RENT-Furnished Cottage between
Benning and Columbus. Electricity;
swimming pool. Phone Esquiline,
1365-W.

FOR RENT: Nicely furnished bed-
room; adjoining bath, close in,
priced reasonable, morning and eve-
ning meals. Phone 1720-R.

WANTED-Position w i t h officer's
family, caring for children. Military
references. Phone 3984-J.

IMAGINE YOUR EMBARRASSMENT

0 0

0

Athletic Department
POST EXCHAN(

The Post Exchange

Fort Benning, I.

is not authorized to sell to any person not
in the military service.

Your car responds to the treatment
you give it.

It stands to reason-doesn't it?-that
the more care you give your car, the
more you can expect from it. Let us

give it this necessary attention.

Automobile Department
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga.

The "ost Exchange is not authorized to sell to any person not in
the Military Service.

- -V - v -

For Any Kind of Sport
... we have the equipment. .,. and all
the equipment... that you need. Our
stock is all made by nationally known

sporting goods manufacturers, too.

I

WHEN YOU POSE FORFIVE MINUTES
FOR A DIVE A D HTHEN ...

MAGINE YOUR GRATIFICATION-when in-
stead of floundering about in the sea of motoring

expense, you find your latest used-car purchase is as
economical to RUN as it was easy to buy. That's
the story when you buy a used car here!

MUSCOGEE CHEVROLET CO.
1501 FIRST AVENUE PHONE 100

PATRONIZE HERALD ADVERTISERS
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"Tale Spins"
Anderson: "Say Sarge want me to

drive the truck or dig that ditch?"
Sgt. Biando: "Take your pick."

Same scene two weeks later:
Lt. Barnett: "How long has he

worked on that job, Sergeant?"
Sgt. Biando: "About four hours,

sir."
Lt. Barnett :" I thought you put him

on this about two weeks ago."
Sgt. Biando: "I did!"

Sgt. Kremer had a swell time the

other day. He surely was proud.

We are the possessors of a rare
scoop on "Pile it" Smith. This action

(so called) takes place in the me-
tropolis of Turnersville, N. C. Near

here is the little known village of

Winston-Salem. Front porch swing

silently swaying our Smith and a sweet
young thing to and fro. (Distance be-

tween ranks forty inches) Her pa-

tience was sorely tried and so she took

the only course which might save the

evening from being a total loss. She

kissed him full on the lips! "Oh!

you scared me," stuttered "Pile it."
"Now you scare me," she simpered.
"Booh," boohed he.

Headlines-Moneyham goes out for

football .. ..-. mascot, Para Smith
as Queer leader, Lacy as quarter-

back "gimme a dime 'nile give ya

quarter back payday."

AIR FORCE COMMANDING OFFI-
CER BECOMES CAPTAIN

(Continued from page .1)
charge from the emergency forces he

was commisioned a second lieutenant,
air service, regular army on July 1,

1920, and shortly afterward was pro-

moted to first lieutenant. He is rated

as an air pilot, and an air observer,
and is a graduate of the armament
course of the Air Corps Technical
School, class of 1927.

Company 'H' Gives
Farewell Dinner
On Monday night, September 12,

Company "H," 29th Infantry will be

the scene of a lively farewell dinner.

The Company is giving this dinner as

the climax of their range season,

which will end on that day, and also

in honor of Lts. Jack G. Pitcher and

Christian H. Clarke, who are leaving

the company.

Lts. Pitcher and Clarke will leave

the Company and join the Company
Officers' Class for the season of 1932-
33. They are well liked by the mem-
bers of the organization, being back-
ed to a man. Many will sorrow at the
parting of the ways, but Sergeant
DePratt, mess sergeant deluxe, has
fixed that all up.

As will be seen by the following
menu, a gala time will be had by
all. The menu: Half fried chicken,
shoestring potatoes, French buttered
peas, lettuce, tomatoes, Thousand
Island dressing, pie a la mode, lem-
onade or coffee, Parker House rolls
and butter.

PERSONALS

(Continued from page 3)

day, with her two children, for New
York where they will spend a few
weeks.

Miss Harriet Atkins returned to
Fort Benning from a visit with Miss
Mollie Brown at Fort Screven.

Mr. J. C. Gould is visiting his
brother-in-law and sister, Lieut. and
Mrs. Orestes Cleveland for a few days.

Capt. and Mrs. E. N. Chisholm of
Washington, D. C. arrived Sunday to
spend a few weeks with their son-in-

law and daughter, Lieut. and Mrs. G.
P. Howell.

Lieut. and Mrs. Clyde D. Eddleman
arrived at Fort Benning on Saturday
from San Antonio. Lieut. Eddleman
will join the Company Officers' Class.

Lieut. Douglas McNair left Fort
Benning for Fort Sill where he will
go for station.

Lieut. George McManus left Thurs-
day for St. Louis where he will join
Mrs. McManus with a visit with rela-

tives.

Tempting Salads
Appetizing Meals

0

Meals that your family

will like are easy to pre-

pare when you do your

shopping at the Grocery
Dept.

Our wide range of kitch-
en necessities will en-

able you to choose your

own menu.

Grocery Dept.
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

The Post Exchange L not auth-

orized to sell to any person not in

the military service.

29 th Infantryl
COMPANY "G"

A brief lapse of two weeks has ex-
panded, the news bag to magnanimous

proportions. Last week the "G" Com-

pany press had news for the hungry

world, but its news reported was

caught in a storm, i.e.; a collection

sheet, payday and a musketry problem.

Now to enlighten the know-nots.

Loper, finished high score for the

Company in the rifle for the Perrys.

He was closely followed by Sgt. Sher-

man, Sgt. Taylor, and Corp. Hill,

Corp. Hill taking the high score prize

for the non-Perry men. And who

should win the recruit prize for '32

but Daniels, (the Company "G" Aus-

tin). Daniels' score missed expert by

one point. Great shooting by a little

man who is handicapped by size but

not by lack of courage.
Loper, not content to carry off the

high score in rifle, made high score
for the regiment in automatic, (you
can't keep a good man down).

To cap a most successful range sea-
son, and as a parting farewell to Sat.
Bert "Bull" Plummer, a great chicken
dinner was served last Saturday, num-
bered among our guest were the Regi-
mental and Bn. Commanders, and
their Staff. The entire affair ended a
huge success thanks to the work of
the Cooks K. P.'s and Sgt. Boren,
"Bull's" parting shot with the Com-
pany was a bulls eye.

The new "Bull" is none other than
Sgt. Simpson, who now adorns the
throne left by Sgt. Plummer.

The Post meet turned out to be
Prophet vs. the Tanks and Latham,
Daniels, Cooper, Smith, Polewada, and
crew.

MATA HARI

(Continued from page 5)

so-called invisible writing. This she
had brought out with the rest of her
toilette things and displayed with the
same poise, no more, no less, than
the rest. They had never suspected
it.

±st4VW , .- ,. L 1U , ..... .. . ..... ..
hre handkerchief and feeling in her
loose sleeves, slipped the folded paper
out amongst the sheets on the desk.
She doubled a piece of note paper,
made some play with her pen, insert-
ed the folded sheet and, thrusting the
two into an envelope, sealed it and
rose.

"May I put it on the Colonel's
desk?"

"To be sure, Madame. On top of
his letters where it will be the first
thing he sees."

Blinking and nodding to assure her
that he understood a little affair be-
tween lovers, the old man accom-
panied her into the main office where
she had to place the unaddressed en-
velope on top of the pile. It did look
fearfully white and conspicuous.
However, she trusted that whatever
was done, no one would dare to in-
vestigate Shubin's desk.

There remained the opening in the
seam, which was simple. As she was
going out behind the attendant, she
folded back her cuff and tore at the
lining. It was fine silk, but she pull-
ed hard.

She gave a little cry. "Look, papa,
see what I've done? How careless of
me! You haven't a pin?"

Perhaps the man didn't mean to
come in at all. If he waited for her
outside and searched her elsewhere,
so much the better. On the other
hand, he must feel that she had come
here with some object in mind.

Quite ten minutes had passed.
Torn between a conflict in judgment
-would it be better to go and aban-
don the paper to the mercy of what-
ever happened or to stay within sight
of it and learn what would happen?
-The dancer could come to no de-
cision. To go meant that it might not
be possible to retrieve the lists. In
any case it was just as perilous, for

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Offies Phone 1313

U

RUBBER STAMPS

Columbus Office Supply Co.

Phone 556

Co. 'F' Barbecue
Is Set ForToday

Company "F," 29th Infantry, always
seems to do everything in a big way.
Hence the barbecue on the Upatoi
Creek near Marne Road this after-
noon at 1:30. Three kinds of meat
will be prepared by Mess Sergeant
J. Horace Vines, and his able assist-
ants. Mutton, beef and pork will play
a big part in the elaborate menu
prepared for the occasion of occas-
ions.

Company "F" is commanded by
Captain William B. Yancey. The rea-
son for the barbecue by the Company
was the result of an agreement en-
tered into by the members of the
Company.

The winning platoon on range was
to be treated by the two losers. The
platoon placing second was to fur-
nish the entertainment for the day
S. .. and somebody lost.

The First was last and the last was
first, in reality. Last place went to
the first platoon, second place to the
second platoon, while the third pla-
toon sits around and eats barbecue
mutton, beef and pig.

The Regimental and Battalion Coni-
manders and their staffs have been
invited to be present at the function.

the old man might be questioned on
her departure. He was an old fool
and would surely mention the note.

"What do you hear from your
son?" she inquired, starting him on a
subject that was bound to be endless.

"He's alive and well in a nice, quiet
sector, thank to your influence," he
said fer,-',ntly. "Oh, Madame, we'll
never forget you for it. My wife says
a prayer for you every night . . .

"I need it," said Mata Hari, sotto
voce.

(... Ah, it is good to know that
there are ladies so gracious who in-
terest themselves in others," the old
man went on as if a flood had been
released. "You see, he is our only
hope... "

When the door opened, Mata Hari
was sitting with her back to it and
chatting with the attendant. She
looked up, naturally. The first man
to enter was Dubois.

(To Be Continiued)

B. H. HARRIS CO.
Renting

Special attention given Fort Benning Officers
Kindly call and let us assist you in

getting located
Office, 12th Street Phones 250-251

B. H. HARRIS CO.

We Offer The Services Of Our
RENTAL DEPARTMENT

To all incoming officers to assist them in getting

pleasantly located for the coming school year.

FLOURNOY REALTY COMPANY
(REALTORS)

Owners and Exclusive Agents for

WILDWOOD COURT APARTMENTS

3 Phones 465 1209 Broadway

+. 4
4 +

+

Makers of Fine Printing Plates
*54

4* +

~ WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO. i

• ~Atlanta, Georgia...444

I Frid'.y, September 9, 1932I
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RUBBER STAMPS
Columbus Office Supply Co.

24 Hr. Service

Phone 556

!
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MODERNS...
6. .. never think of fussing
around during the summer
months when such delicious
desserts as those we make
are only as far away as your
nearest soda fountain.

0

CALL THE

SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.

COL. JEWETT TAKES COMMAND
OF SPECIAL UNITS

(Continued from page 1)

tenant in April, 1907, to captain July,
1916, to major July, 1920,and to lieu-
tenant colonel in October, 1925. Dur-
ing theworld war he held the tempor-
ary ranks of major and lieutenant
colonel. His war record comprises ser-
vice with the 328th Infantry, 82nd
Division and later overseas with the
8th Division. In France he was on
duty for thirteen months at the port
of embarkation, Brest.

THE BENNING HERALDPaze Eiaht
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COLUMBUS NEW STORE

FORMAL OPENING SOON

(Formerly Humes Music Co.)

Humes Bldg. - 1132 Broadway

Inspection Invited...
OF HUMES'

SECOND FLOOR

Our entire store has been completely remodeled and re-decorated
from the third floor to the basement for the display of furniture in
the proper setting. One feature is our five room model home on
the second floor. Any of our salesmen will be delighted to show
you through.

HUMES SALESMEN:
Ray Crawford
C. E. Hancock
0. P. Hawkins
W. R. Humes

J. W. Martin
A. J. Miller
Mark Rosenberg
J. E. Humes, President.

For Twenty-five Years it was "Humes for Music"
Now it is "Humes for Furniture and Music"

We Will Shortly Announce The
Opening of a New Department

IN ADDITION TO OUR REGULAR LINE OF MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS AND ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS

Everything in the store is new...No obsolete stock bought at high
prices which have to be equalized. Both expensive and inexpensive
furniture are carried in stock. Prices and terms to suit everyone.

To The Fort Benning Personnel
Ve have been serving the Fort Benning Personnel since the estab-

lishment of the Post and we especially invite you to pay our newly
remodeled store a visit.

YOUR CHARGE ACCOUNT SOLICITED

I &&

MARTIN'S 40TH ANNIVERSARY

7l

IN WOOD AND STEEL
We are nowx offering a special lot of Twin Beds-One Bed
at the regular price and a duplicate bed for only $2.50.
SIMMONS Nationally Advertised Steel Beds in Poster,
Spool and W~indsor designs. Wood Beds in Poster and
Spool designs-Mahogany, Walnut aiid Maple finishes.
All at the lowest lprice in 18 years if sold regularly, but now
offered two beds at about the price von would expect to
pay for one

\lONTHLX PAYXMENT PLAN NO EXTRA COST

MEMBER CENTURY FURNITURE ASSOCIATES
48 STORES 18 STATES

HOWARD BUS LINE, Inc.
PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION

Operating Under

LICENSE BY WAR DEPARTMENT

BOND AND LIABILITY INSURANCE PROVIDED
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Officers' Club Is
Prepared To Care
For Incoming Class

The newly arrived officer soon real-

ized what an important part The Of-

ficers' Club plays in the daily life of

all concerned at Fort Benning. Its

many facilities reach out to accomo-

date him and his family in numerous

ways.
Since its organization in 1919 The

Officers' Club has made a steady ad-

vance; always adjusting itself to meet

the needs of the Post, and especially

the needs of the Student Officer.

Its main building is located in the

midst of the academic area where it

can be of service to the Student Of-

ficer every hour during the day. Its

Grill, Barber Shop, Tailor Shop, Read-

ing Room and Rest Room maintain

a schedule to meet the needs of the

Students. Its Beauty Parlor, Grill and

Lobby are constantly at the service

of the Officers' families. This year

an Officers' Mess has been added to

the Grill for the accommodation of

the bachelor officers.
In -many ways the Officers' Club,

Fort Benning, differs from other Of-

ficers' Clubs. One outstanding feature

is, that all the clubs which have

charge of social and recreational fa-

cilities are combined in one. It is not

necessary therefore that an officer who

wishes to play polo must join the

polo club, and one who wishes to

play golf must join the golf club, etc.

Here in The Officers' Club is found

six clubs in a single membership.

They are: the Social Club, the Polo

Club, the Golf Club, the Tennis
Club, the Gun Club and the Hunt.
A member of The Officers' Club may
be a member of all six clubs without
paying dues other than his dues in
the Officers' Club. Even in the mat-
ter of golf, he pays no greens fee
so long as he is a member of the
Officers' Club.

The custom of holding weekly
dances in the lobby of the Officers'
Club on Thursday evening will be
continued during the present academic
year. Additional construction work
in the main Club has enlarged the
facilities so that greater numbers can
be accommodated at the weekly hop.

The Officers' Club Grill is proud of
its service. Here food is served at

all hours at prices as low as possible,
consistent with quality and service.
Incoming officers should know that
the Grill maintains a catering and
delivery service. A phone call to the
Grill will bring prompt delivery to
officers' quarters. Hostesses will find
every facility for entertaining guests
at dinner, either at the Club or in
their homes, through the catering
service of the Club.

As the year progresses announce-
ments will be made for the opening
of the Hunts which are held on Sun-
day mornings and for the opening
of the Skeet Range on Humphrey
Hill, also on Sunday mornings. The
golf course is open to members at
all times, likewise the tennis courts.
'The post tournament in polo will be
announced soon.

During the winter months there
will be tournaments in bridge and
chess. Also inter-club tournaments
between the Officers' Club members
and the members of the Country Club,
Columbus, Ga., in bridge, chess, ten-
nis and golf. A reciprocal plan in
operation between these two clubs
will make it possible for the mem-
bers of the Officers' Club to enter-
tain at the Country Club on certain
occasions without pyament of an ex-
tra fee. The details of this plan will
be announced in the near future.

The Board of Governors of the
Officers Club points with pride to the
erection of the new Officers' Club
Building now in progress and requests
the newly arrived officers to inspect
the work. The erection of this new
building is being conducted by the
Recreation Center and it is anticipat-
ed that the building will be ready
for occupancy in about twelve months.

To the Members of the Advanced, Company

Officers', and Tank Courses

of 1932-33:

The doors of The Infantry School are about to open again

for the reception of a large group of infantry officers who seek to

explore the broad fields of the school's instructional courses.

For many of the younger student officers their enrollment

at The Infantry School represents the first step forward in their

professional careers as infantrymen, while for others it brings

within sight the common goal toward which all good infantrymen

are striving in their quest for broader knowledge and proficiency

in the technic of their arm.

The successful completion of a course of study at The Infan-

try School is a mark of distinction on the record of any officer,

and to those who enjoy the enviable privilege of enrollment in

the school's classes and are about to undertake that achievement,

I offer my greetings and congratulations.

CAMPBELL KING,
Major General, U. S. Army,
Commandant.

Colonel Ephraim G. Peyton, Ft. Benning's New Executive

0fficer Begins Work, Succeeding Colonel H. E. Knight
0

Colonel Ephraim G. Yeyton, new.

est addition to the Headquarters Staff

of Fort Benning, assumed his new

duties at the post on Saturday Sep-

tember 10, succeeding Colonel Harry

E. Knight, who has been assigned to
command of the 26th Infantry, Platts-
burg Barracks, New York. Colonel
Peyton has recently been on duty as
senior instructor and commanding
general of the 30th National Guard
Division, which is comprised of state
troops of Georgia, North Carolina,
South Carolina and Tennessee.

Colonel Peyton, in his new assign-
ment, will begin his second tour of
duty at the Infantry School, his first
occupying the period from 1921 to
1925, when he was a director in the
department of military and, for a por-
tion of the time, a director in the
Department of Experiment. He also
served as polo representative for the
Infantry School during a part of his
former service here and was attached
to the 29th Infantry for a short time
prior to his attending the Army War
College in Washington.

Before his assignment to Fort Ben-
ning, Colonel Peyton has had a long
career of distinguished military serv-
ice, particularly in executive positions,
in which he has held many responsi-
ble posts, and his work in these po-
sitions has been repeatedly com-
mended. His selection for his pres-
ent post was made by the Adjutant
General at the personal request of
Major General Campbell King, with
the approval of the Chief of Infantry.

Colonel Peyton's military service
began on June 15, 1895, when he
was appointed a cadet in the United
States Military Academy. In February,
1899, following his graduation from
the military academy, he was com-
missioned a second lieutenant of in-
fantry, and two years later was pro-
moted to first lieutenant. In March,

COLONEL E. G. PEYTON

1907, he was promoted to captain,

and assigned to the 18th Infantry.

Three years later, he was detailed to

the Philippine Scouts with the rank

of major, in which capacity he served

from 1910 to 1912. While on duty

with the Philippine Scouts he partici-

pated in numerous field operations
against hostile Moros on the island
of Jolo during the insurrection of
1911-12. Upon the conclusion of this
campaign he was highly recommend-
ed by the governor of the Moro prov-
ince for his able cooperation with the
civil authorities in the disarmament
of the Sulu Moros. He was also com-
mended for his ability by John J.
Pershing, then a brigadier general,
under whose command he served on
the Mexican border from 1913 to 1915
as a captain in the 18th Infantry.

In May, 1917, a month after the

0
United States entered the World War,

he was promoted to major, regular

army, and in August of the same year,

was advanced to the temporary rank

of lieutenant colonel, national army.

Ten days later he was assigned to the
320th Infantry, 80th Division, com-
posed of southern troops, which was
being assembled at Camp Lee, Peters-
burg, Va. In May, 1918, he sailed
for France with his division, which
went into training in the British sec-
tor Arras, where he remained until
August. In the meantime, on July
30, he was advanced to the rank of
colonel, and placed in command of
the 320th Infantry, which he com-
manded during the St. Mihiel of-
fensive and in the Meuse-Argonne.
For gallantry in action in this latter
drive, he was cited in divisional or-
ders, and for his courageous leader-
ship and his refusal to leave the field
after being temporarily blinded by
gas, was later awarded the silver
star by the War Department. His ex-
ecutive ability and his skilful leader-
ship of his regiment was also recog-
nized by the War Department's
award of the Distinguished Service
medal.

After the armistice he served with
the American commission to negoti-
ate peace, and commanded the mili-
tary personnel on duty with that
body. His services on this mission
were highly commended by Robert
Lansing, former Secretary of State,
in a letter to General Pershing.

Upon his return to the United
States he was assigned to the Third
Division, at Camp Pike, Arkansas,
where he served until the summer of
1920, when he was placed in charge
of recruiting activities in Mississippi,
following representations made by
senators and congressmen of that state
that a change in the administration of
the recruiting service was desirable.

quarters, the Infantry School, gives
full information regarding the regis-
tration of children, medical examina-
tion, rates and hours of the school
and also gives information regarding
the Columbus Schools.

0

High Average Of
Proficiency Shown
A high average of proficiency of

gunners of the First Battalion, 83rd
Field Artillery, stationed at Fort Ben-
ning, is indicated in a compilation
of results of gunners' tests which were
announced Friday by Major Clyde
A. Selleck, battalion commander.

One hundred and sixty-two men
who were examined under a new set
of gunnery regulations, recently pro-
mulgated by the war department and
placed in use for the first time at
Fort Benning this year, emerged
from the tests with the ratings of
expert gunner.

Artillery officers regard the showing
made by the enlisted men participat-
ing in the examinations as remark-
able, for the regulations under which
they were examined differ materially
from those previously in use.

Coincident With the conducting
with the gunners' ests just completed,
operations plans were being prepared
for test firings of the new 105 mm.
guns recently received by the bat-
talion, which is normally armed with
75 mm. cannon. They will take place
some time in October.

Announcement of the results of
qualification firing of gunners of

(Please turn to page 19)

Children's School
Begins Session
OnSeptember16

The Fort Benning Children's School

will begin its second year of opera-

tion here on Monday morning, Sep-

tember 19th, when it opens for the

Fall term.

Approximately four hundred chil-

dren attended the school last year.

It was opened on September 21st

with a dedicatory address by General

Campbell King, Commandant, who

at the time paid tribute to the members

of the Fort Benning personnel who

conceived and carried out the idea

of building the new building to house

the school. Prior to that time, the

children had attended classes in an

old wooden building which stood near

the Post Print Shop, and which con-

stituted a serious fire hazard, besides

being cramped and uncomfortable.

The new building combines the best

features of school design, its plan be-

ing adopted with an eye to following

out the general building scheme now

being used at the Post. A large play-

ground, fenced in with high fencing,

has been provided for the children

during recess hours, and the court

also serves as a playground. The

rooms are interconnected by the porch

running completely around the in-
ner court. The building was built by
the Recreation Center Board, under
the direct supervision of Captain Har-
vey J. Golightly.

An innovation, this year, will be
in the course in Manual Training and
Domestic Science, which will be giv-
en the pupils of the Sixth and Sev-
enth grades. These courses will be-
gin the first week in October, and
will continue as regular subjects for
these grades, as required by the Co-
lumbus Schols. Temporary buildings
will be used at first, but the projected
enlargement of the main building is
expected to provide permanent hous-
ing for these activities.

For the convenience of those offi-
cers who desire to send their chil-
dren to the public schools of
Columbus, a bus service is main-
tained to provide transportation to
and from school and those High
School students who live on the post
are also provided with similar trans-
portation.

A recent circular, issued by Head-
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Founding and Organization of Beni

and Infantry School Make Interesting

ling

tory
0

The Infantry School, which many

army officers are viewing for the first

time upon their arrival for enroll-

ment in the courses of 1932-33, stands
preeminent in the army's professional
education system. Although it has at-
tained its present impressive physical
form in little more than a decade,
its eminence among military educa-
tional institutions is the slow product!

velop and to illustrate the technic

and tactics of infantry.

Whimsical legislation, which was
enacted during the post-revolutionary
war period, quickly undid the excel-
lent work of von Steuben and others
and left the army in a state of disor-
ganization and denuded of leaders,
a condition which was manifest at the
beginning of the war of 1812. During

FORMER HOME OF INFANTRY SCHOOL

Fort Sill, Oklahoma, which was the home of the Infantry School for

the period of 1913 to 1918, at which time it operated more or less interrupt-

edly, due to crises which came up on the Mexican border.

of evolution, the development of the the years that followed the tiny army

best thought of generations of infan- was dispersed in numerous frontier
garrisons, and little was accomplished

rymenA ctoward improving its training until

A complete history of The Infantry 1826, when Major General EdmundSchool would, of necessity, include186whnMorG ealEm d

P. Gaines was authorized to establish
accounts of all the infantry's effortsartoward raising its professional stand- an infantry post near St. Louis for
ards and increasing its combat ef-' the purpose of organizing an infantry

school of instruction. Here, in 1826,
ficiency. Such a chronicle could not, was founded Jefferson Barracks, and

in justice, fail to record the work oftw anded'JffrsolBarracks,
the many progressive infantry leadershernfasufit s l heatimeof successive generations, whose however, was unripe for such a yen-
thought and influence are manifested ture, and in 1828, when the frontier

wars with the Indians were claiming
in the highly organized Infantry the attention of the army, the school
School of today.

Within the limits of a short sketch, was officially closed. This was theIfirst concrete expression of the idea

such as this, only a few high-lightsf aore rsio ofathe ea

of the School's historical backgrouiid of a regular school to teach the tech.

can be depicted. nic and tactics of the infantry.
So far as practical results were con

STEUBEN FIRST INSTRUCTOR

One of the first, perhaps the first, cerned, the idea of an infantry school

effectual measure toward the im- lay dormant for more than three

tof American infantry was quarters of a century, and it was not
provementeofyAm eral fanrw until the year 1907 that the first ster

that adopted by General George taken which led to the founda
Washington when he engaged thewatkewhcldtohefua
WsiestofGen erala eSte-tion of The Infantry School of toda)

sr- and later brought about the creatior
ben, a Prussian officer of experience of Fort Benning. In February, 1907

and ability, to install a system of
Lieutenant General Arthur McArthurtraining in the Revolutionary army. established a school of musketry, Pa

One of von Steuben's first acts, after estcbisionathelPresiioofMo

his recommendations had been ac- ;fic Division, at the Presidio of Mon

cepted by General Washington. terey, Cal., for the purpose of rais

was to organize officers into squads ing the marksmanship standards ol

and sections and companies for in-
struction in the basic duties of the
soldier. This very method of acquaint- STANDARD
ing newly commissioned officers with
some of their duties was used dur- W ATCHES
ing our preparation for, and partici-
pation, in, the world war, and with
some modifications it is still in use
in certain of the courses of The In-
fantry School. The idea of organiz-
ing selected troops and using them
for demonstration purposes also can
be credited, so far as our service is
concerned, to von Steuben, and to-
day, a century and a half after von
Steuben's time, we find his method
still in use at The Infantry School, \ : c i¢
where model troop organizations
are maintained and employed to de- r4 -Uad to say that

We string practically all of the

tennis rackets used on the Post.

POST EXCHANGE

FORT BENNING

p V

the Pacific Division. In the creating
order a great deal of latitude was al-
lowed in the scope of the school's
work, and gradually it developed
into an institution whose research
extended far afield from purely me-
chanical marksmanship. Its work soon
attracted the attention of the entire
army and eventually it lost its charac-
ter as a divisional school as plans
were formulated and executed to ex-
pand it into a national institution.
These plans resulted in the transfer
of the school, early in 1913 to Fort
Sill, Okla. There it operated, more or
less interruptedly, due to the series
of crises on the Mexican border
-which necessitated the dispatching of'
all available regular troops to the en-

dangered points, and resulted in the

cessation of the school's activities for
protracted periods.

In July, 1917, the school's title
was changed to The Infantry School

of Arms, and its organization was FORT BENNING IN 1921

greatly expanded in preparation for An air view showing a part of Fort Benning as it appeared in 1921,

the training of large groups of of- before the extensive building program had gone into effect. This shows the

ficers and instructors for the emer- type of construction which housed a part of the personnel at that time.

gency forces, which were being or-

ganized for the World War. Even

with its reorganization and expansion the Macon road, about three miles Army, a prominent citizen of Colum-

the School was unable to serve the east of the city. The Small Arms bus in Civil War days, and when the

needs of the growing army, and in Firing School was consolidated with camp was moved to its present site

May, 1918, the machine gun depart- the parent institution in the month,it

ment of the school was transferred but the reunion of the school's dis- in June, 1919, the title of Camp

to Camp Hancock, Ga. The lack of membered parts was not completed Benning was retained. Originally the

space for target ranges at Fort Sill until April of the following year school had been intended for the

led to the establishment of a supple- when the personnel of the machine training of thirty thousand officers

mentary school, known as the Small gun center was transferred to the new and men, and the area of the reserva

Arms Firing School, at Camp Perry, camp near Columbus. tion was to have included 250,000

Ohio, in the same month. The temporary site which the school acres of land. The removal to its

MOVED FROM FORT SILL occupied upon its arrival in October present site was made after a survey

In October, 1918, the school was 1918, was formally named Camp Ben- of lands in the vicinity of Columbus

moved to a site near Columbus, Ga.,' ning, in honor of Brigadier General had shown that the land of the pres-

where it was located temporarily on Henry L. Benning, Confederate States ent reservation was best adapted for

the construction of target ranges and
for conducting other features of in-
fantry training.

n" tAfter the close of the World War,
reductions both in the training ca-

t pacity of the school and the area of

--- the reservation were made. After a
long period of contention over the
question of retaining the school as
a permanent feature of the military
establishment, Congress ended the un-

e certainty on February 20, 1920, when
a Camp Benning was authorized as a

. permanent military post. The title of

the school was changed on January
l- 30, 1920, to The Infantry School.

,I In 1922 the first plan providing for

e the transition of the camp to a post

t if permanent character was formu-

p lated, and in February, 1923, con-

I __ s truction work began on the first

y 7 permanent quarters, which were even-

nI tually to replace the cantoment types
1, of buildings which had been built

r CAMP BENNING ON MACON ROAD in November, 1918. Since that time
cm construction of buildings of perma-

A scene at the Macon Road camp which was established temporarily nent character has progressed steadily,

s- during the war. The camp was later moved to its present location, im- and under projected plans, by 1940

f mediately after the war, and was renamed The Infantry School. (Please turn to Page 25)
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GUNBOTHAM'S SCHOOL DAZE
BY E. L. M.

THE DANCE MARATHON

The Dance Marathon, hard by the
orange Nehi sign (and appropriately
located just across the railroad tracks)
has been a howling success, thanks
probably to the truth in Barnum's
indictment. Located first at Phenix
City (where angels fear to tread)
the entire ensemble was moved to
Columbus-Phenix City police having
made so many arrests that attendance
fell off alarmingly.

In Columbus, where cars are not
tagged merely for funds to pave the
streets, the contest (?) drags wearily
on. Led by the lady known as La Rue,
a motley crew of uninteresting people
perform pre-arranged antics before
a full house of mill hands, while a
scattering of Columbus and Fort Ben-
ning night hawks look on in boredom.

The fetid odor of stale cigarettes,
unwashed bodies and dried sweat
makes the drab spectacle on the
dance floor revolting to the olfactory
as well as the visual senses. Perhaps
we were in a bad frame of mind
when we went. But the lady, graceful
as a cow moose, who did a "specialty"
(lance during a so-called rest period
and then grovelled on the floor for
pennies (while a hacha youth threat-
ened her exposed flank with a rick
rack) failed to please us. Nor did
the young man, ostensibly dancing
in his sleep, thrill us (as he did the
crowd) with a vulgar and obvious
fumbling at his belt. Nor did-but
we've said enough. And if we've lefl
you with the impression that the
marathon dance has anything to rec-
ommend it, we've failed miserably in
our duty as a critic.

The Colored Marathon, located ( ap-

Street, near the river, is another story.
A genuine effort to produce entertain-
ment puts the spectator in a cheerful
frame of mind as he watches thE
Rabelaisian antics of the contestants.
They really try to make you like it-
and you probably will like it if you
have a taste for Hot Harlem. There
isn't much contest-most of the ev-
ening is devoted to song and dance
acts. High spots in the show (which
apparently runs on until the specta-
tors stop tossing nickels) were: The
dusky crooner who does imitations,
strums a mean guitar, and steps some
fast footwork. The high-brown girl
who out-gilda's Gilda Gray. The
husky gal whose piano beating will
get her to the Cotton Club-if her
singing and dancing doesn't.

Yes, wander down there some night.
But for the love of mike. don't take
the children!

SOCIAL NOTE

Lest the capable conductor of So-
cial Notes makes a grievous error in
her quest for news, we hasten to point
out that Lieut. Minhost Dowdall and
sartorial splendor, it was but natural
hosts at a " . . • formal party last
week, later taking their charming
guests to the Colored Marathon."

The two officers were sitting at the
Club all dressed up in boiled shirts.
Casting about for something to drive
away ennui, one of them-we don't
know who-suggested a visit to the
Front Street Bacchanale (described
elsewhere in this column).

Attired as they were in all their
sartorial splendor, it was but naural
that a regal grande-dame and her six
eharming daughters, feeling a bit out

of costume in evening gowns, should
nick out seats beside the well-groom-

propriately again) down on Front j ed gentlemen.

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

NOTES ON OVERWEIGHT

One-fifth of the American people

are overweight.
Excess weight prevents an active,

vigorous life; it is a threat to health

and a long life. Young people who

are "getting stout" will show good

judgment if they change their man-

ner of living as regards diet and ex-

ercise, so as to keep weight within

normal limits.

The records of insurance companies

show that excessive overweight re-

duces the expected length of life.

This loss of years may be as many

as ten. Diseases of the heart and kid-

ney and blood vessels most always
follow years of overweight. Diabetes
is seen more often in those that are
overweight. Hereditary overweight de-
pends on heredity overeating.

Most cases of overweight are no-
ticed first about the twenty-fifth year.
Any unusual accumulation of fat
which occurs at puberty, at the meno-
pause, during pregnancy, or during
recovery from an illness or operation,
tends to become permanent. In some
persons a disease of the internal
glands is the cause of overweight.

As people grow older, physical ac-

tivity grows less, but appetite remains
the same or even increases. These

people can control overweight. Re-

duced eating, especially of starches,

sugars, and fats and their replacement

by fruits, lean meat and vegetables is

the first step in control.

Food, like coal is measured by the

number of heat units in each pound.

In the case of food these heat units

are called calories. The average per-

son at a desk job needs food valued
at 2300-2800 calories a day. More than
this amount means fat stored in the
body. If less calories are taken the
body loses fat. A safe reduction of
weight depends on a diet so selected,
as to its number of calories, that the
loss of weight is about one or one
and a half pounds a week. If con-
trolled and well directed exercise is
taken during this time flabby muscles
become solid and firm. Drugs and
glandular extracts (thyroid) are never
safe to take except under the direc-
tion of a physician. The ultimate test
of the diet is the scales.

The one stumbling block which pre-
vents weight reduction is appetite.
Determination and persistance are
needed for success. If you have not
these it is better never to begin re-
ducing. Keep busy so you will not

In
The

Mirror <;?
By Mollie Heilman W 0

You've heard of string savers and
paper bag put-awayers, but you are
about to get acquainted with a new
type of pest, the "mirror-lookiner,"
which is us.

Our idea is to give you a vision
of yourself and of Fort Benning, as
a newcomer sees it. We have our il-
lusions about being the answer to
Bobby Burns' prayer:

"0 wad some pow'r the giftie gie us
To see oursels as ithers see us."

The lovely post swimming pool is
the cause of one of the oddest phe-
nomenon we have ever noted, that
is, green-haired men. The 25 pounds
-of chlorine put in the pool once a
week actually puts a good green tint
on the blonde hair of those who
swim there constantly.

Benning is probably the only army
post in the states that boasts a monu-
ment to the memory of a dog. After
a little inquiry, we found that every
one has heard something about the
monument, but no one knows the
entire story. Maybe we don't either,
but what we have pieced together is
interesting and we offer it neverthe-
less. In case you haven't discovered
the monument yet, it is tucked away
in the academic area.

It seems that "Calculator" was a
good soldier if there ever was one.
He was a nondescript dog with but
three good legs. Some undiscovered
Will Rogers gave him the name of
Calculator after seeing that he had
only three good legs and noting that
he always put down the three and
carried one. The dog had no owner
and took his meals where he found
them. He came to the post in the
morning by bumming rides, and rode
back to Columbus in the evenings on
the train, with the students. He grew
into their hearts and became a wel-
come part of the post personnel. On
August 29, 1923, he was killed by an
automobile. The unknown who penn-
ed "Calculator's" epitaph makes sof-
ties of us all, whether we knew the
soldier-dog or not, because a lump
rises in our throat when we read that
"he made better dogs of us all."

Speaking of animals, if you find
a black and white stranger in bed

with you don't kill it; it is the pet
skunk belonging to the family of Col.
Joseph Stilwell. "Moanie" (short for
Ammonia), has been missing for a
number of days and the four Stilwell
children are much put out over its
disappearance. It was missing once
before, but turned up next door, in
the basement of Colonel Bonesteel's
home. "Moanie" is very valuable.
She cost $5.00 new. It seems that
Doctor Miller of the Columbus Cat
and Dog Hospital can fill skunk or-
ders at will. At present, however,
the search for "Moanie" has spread.
Post housewives are requested to
shake pillowslips twice and officers
are urged to look in their boots be-
fore donning them.

Judging swimming meets is getting
to be a habit with Lt. Tommy Sher-
burne, artilleryman, who will judge
his fifth on September 17, when Boy
Scouts will compete. He will wind
up his seasonA of activity on Septem-
ber 24 by judging a Girl Scout meet.

Lt. "Bus" Howard has almost as
many judgings to his credit.

One of the things students at the
Cooks and Bakers School always
have to look forward to is a trip
through Tom's Peanut Factory. Capt.

(Please turn to page 20)

have time to think about being hun-
gry. It is better to eat three meals
each day than to omit one whole
meal. It is better to reduce during the
warm months. If you have had the
courage to reduce your weight, per-
sist in restricting that appetite for this
is the only way to prevent a re-accu-
mulation of fat.

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

TALES OF ADVENTURE

With the return of the Academic and compulsory furlough vacationists.

we are getting not a few blood-curdling stories on the perils of the highways.

According to the ladies who relate these hair-raising episodes, it is a marvel
how any of us got back alive.

The stories tell of encounters with desperate looking characters who

may have been bandits in disguise for all anybody knows. Or even if they

weren't, they were probably potential assassins who were only restrained

from robbery, murder, and worse by the steely look in the eye of friend

husband. Mrs. Phillips has a thriller about a villainous looking pirate

who tried to ride the Phillips' Packard off an East Tennessee mountain
road. Two-Gun Tige, her prosaic husband, insists that it was only a hill-

billy learning to drive a T Model Ford, but Mrs. Phillips knows better.
The prize adventure story, however, goes to Mrs. Harding. We can't

bring out in cold print its full dramatic quality, but we'll do our best.

It was a dark and foggy night, about 4 a. in., to be exact, and the Hard-

ing's non stop-except for gasoline, food, water, and incidentals-flight had

reached the loneliest part of a desolate mountain road. Buddy, the junior

member of the expedition, being the most wide-awake member of the party,

was driving and the nominal head of the family was dozing.

Suddenly the car whose tail light they had been trailing through the

fog stopped and signalled for the Harding covered wagon to do the same.

Buddy, not having been instructed to the contrary, obeyed the signal and

the startled wayfarers found themselves confronted by two gentlemen of

color, one of whom was holding his right arm behind him-a most suspicious
and alarming circumstance.

The men professed to be out of gas and requested permission for one

to ride on the running board to the next filling station, a mile up the road.

All during the negotiations, the spokesman kept his hands behind his back.

Our words are utterly inadequate to describe Mrs. Harding's feelings at

this time during the subsequent ride to the filling station with the desperado

on the running board clinging to the car with one hand while the other

was presumably clutching the butt of a pistol in his hip pocket. Ask her

about it if you have half an hour to spare and want a vivid word picture
of what a woman suffers in the minutes during which she expects to be
murdered in each succeeding instant.

At the filling station the man swung free of the car and then for the

first time Mrs. Harding saw that his right arm was cut off at the shoulder.

Fortunately for the youthful chauffeur and the now thoroughly awakened

husband, dawn came soon to terminate the irate heroine's far-into-the-night

comments upon the utter incompetence of the Harding men folks.

FUZZARD FULMINATES AGAINST
GOVERNMENT EXTRAVAGANCE

General Fuzzard, the Progrestatic
candidate for President, was in a vile
humor when we went to interview
him on cabinet possibilities.

"What do you think of Ham Kelly
for Secretary of State," we asked in-
nocently.

"I'm not thinkin' of anybody for
Secretary of anything," snorted the
General, "except someone for the De-
partment of Justice who knows how

to apply the laws of the land so as
not to make Bolsheviks out of honest
citizens. Look at that liquor! It's so
raw it burns my insides and I've been
drinkin' everything from straight de-
natured alcohol to panther milk cock-
tails on my swing around the circle.
What's more, I paid four dollars for
a gallon of it and it was warm when
it came. That's what comes of pourin'
fourteen hundred gallons of good
liquor out on the ground instead of
confiscatin' it and distributin' it
through official channels like they
do most places. I'm for the statue
quo the same as I've been all along.
It's a great system for satisfyin'
everybody. The preachers have their
prohibition and us regular fellers
have their liquor except when some
sorehead enforcement agent pours
fourteen hundred gallons out on the
ground and creates a famine and
runs up the prices. That's what I'm
against. I'd almost as soon have the
Canadian system where liquor is so
high that a poor man can't afford to
buy it and the rich pay in enough
in excise taxes to run the govern-
ment. That's better than pourin' out
good liquor on the ground where
nobody gets the benefit. That's sin-
ful waste and government extrava-
gance and when I get in office I'm
goin' to put a stop to it."

"What is your plan for suppressing
the liquor traffic, General?' we asked.

"I ain't goin' to suppress it," re-
plied the General, "I'm goin' to con-
fiscate every fourth run and what I
don't need personally for medicinal
and entertainment purposes, I'm
goin' to sell to the masses at two
dollars a gallon and run the country
on the proceeds."

We withdrew from the General's
presence wondering if perchance his
approved solution of the much moot-
ed liquor problem wasn't just as good
if not better than that of the so-
called major parties.

LAWN PARTY

The last issue of the Flare carried
several inches of commendation for
the public spirited citizens who have
made the deserts around the new
quarters blossom as the rose. It was
obvious that an enormous number
of man and woman hours had been
spent on this enterprise during the
summer and we commented favor-
ably on the abundant evidence of a
love of the beautiful in nature. Had
we known to what extent some mem-
bers of the garrison had given of
their time and effort to beautify their
little plots of ground, we should have
waxed even more enthusiastic.

Take Colonel Hall, for instance.
Shortly after his arrival he noted that
his yard presented a somewhat scrag-
gly appearance. It seems that there
were too many varieties of grass com-
peting for a place in the sun. We
know how that is for we have at
least three varieties on our estate
and they give an effect of lack of
uniformity which is displeasing to the
military eye. For the head Quarter-
master, charged as he is with a lot
of responsibility for care of grounds,

(Please turn to Page 26)
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ICol. Knight Leaves A second tour of duty in Cuba
began on January 1, 1899, when the

To Take Command 1st Infantry landed at Havana after

Of 26thInfantrVy

Fort Benning lost one of its best!:
known and most able officers last Sun-
day when Colonel Harry E. Knight'!
left the local post to take command
of the 26th Infantry, Plattsburg Bar-
racks, New York, a famous war-time
regiment. Much of the credit for the
smooth-running machinery of Fort
Benning must be attributed to this!
officer, who for four years has been
one of the outstanding figures in the
official and social life of the post.

Colonel Knight came to Fort Ben-
ning in August, 1928, following his 7
graduation from the Army War Col-f . .

lege, Washington, D. C., and assumed 4-
his duties as executive officer of The
Infantry School on August 30.

Colonel Knight's military career -

began in 1898, when he enlisted as a
private in Company K, 14th New
York Infantry, on May 13, for service
in the Spanish-American war. After
less than three months of service as COL. HARRY E. KNIGHT
an enlisted man, he received an ap-
pointment as second lieutenant of in- having been stationed in Alabama for
fantry, regular army, on July 9, 1898. about sixteen months. Soon after-
A short time later he was in the field wards, Lt. Knight was transferred to
with the 1st Infantry in the campaignt Infantry
against the Spanish forces in Cuba. the 5th where he served

Soon after the capitulation of the under General Leonard Wood in the
Spaniards, he returned to the United campaign against bandits and guerril-
States with his regiment, landing at las in the Department of Santiago.
Montauk Point, N. Y. It was there Promotion to the rank of first lieu-
that he met Campbell King, now ma- tenant came while on this duty.
jor general and commandant of The After nine months of campaigning
Infantry School, who, as a second in Cuba, the 5th Infantry was ordered
lieutenant, was assigned to the 1st to the Philippine Islands, where Lt.
Infantry upon its return from Cuba. Knight participated in the campaign
There began the friendship which led against Aguinaldo, the insurgent lead-
to Colonel Knight's selection three er, in 1900-01.
decades later for the important post At the conclusion of this duty he
of executive officers of The Infantry was transferred back to his old regi.
School. ment, the 1st Infantry, and served

with it on the island of Samar until
1903.

The Watch Hospital In the following year he was de-
J. P. DLEKLE tailed as a student at the Infantry-Cavalry School, Fort Leavenworth,

~Kansas, and upon his graduation in

Be- 7- 1901, he wais aissigned to the 5th In-
foeAfter fantry at Plattsburg, N. Y. In De-

fore -cember, 1904, he received his promo-
tion to captain. Soon afterward he
was transferred again to the 1st In-WATCH REPAIRING fantry, with which he embarked forRoyal Jewelry Co. second tour of service in the Philip-

. pines, drriving there in time to par-
1.217 Broadway ti~ipate in the quelling of the Pula-

(Please turn to page 19)

A Warning

To The Students

Of The 1932-33

Class Of The

Infantry School

Be Sure Your Eyes Are In

Good Condition

Before You Start In On The
Class-Room Routine

YOUR GLASSES MAY BE OBTAINED
THROUGH THE POST EXCHANGE

MAXWELL OPTICAL CO.
1217 Broadway

The

Store

/

WELCOMES YOU
TO FORT BENNING,

COLUMBUS AND

THEIR STORE7

7
/~

S

OF May our 44 years of selling quality

clothes for men and boys influence

you to become one of our patrons.

We carry in stock or take orders fhr

LADIES' RIDING HABITS

WE SINCERELY INVITE YOUR ACCLOUNT

VISIT OUR BOYS' SHOP, 2nd FLOOR

Hofflin &:(ireen tree
ESTABLISHED

1888
Columbus Leading Clothiers ESTABLISHED

1888

KUPPENHEIMER DOBBS

VARSITY TOWN STETSON

MANHATTAN McGREGOR, etc.

rage oeve
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SOCIAL W CICI1IT
FELICIA C. HOWELL, PHONE 389
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Thursday For

Lieut. Col. Charles A. Hunt left'

Thursday for his new station at Fort

Howard, Maryland. He will be join-

ed the latter part of the month by Mrs.

Hunt, who, with her son, Weyman
Strother, is the guest of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Rhodes Browne in Co-
lumbus. Mrs. Hunt plans to remain
in Columbus until Weyman leaves the
middle of the month to resume his
studies at St. James near Hagerstown,
Maryland. Both Col. and Mrs. Hunt
have hosts of friends both on the Post
and in Columbus who regret their de-
parture. Mrs. Hunt has played an
active part in the social and cultural
life on the Post. She served as presi-
dent of the Infantry School Woman's
Club during the preceding year.

ROBERT LEE CELEBRATES
BIRTHDAY WITH PICNIC

AND MOVIE PARTY
Robert Lee, the young son of Capt.

and Mrs. Frank Lee, celebrated his
tenth birthday Tuesday at the horse
show bowl, where a delicious picinc
supper was served followed by games
and contests. After supper the guests
were escorted to the Post movies.
Those enjoying Robert's hospitality
were: Fred Ladd, Leonard Lindroth,
Robert Wallace, Alec Stuart, Jimmy
Ladd, Bill Morse, Lloyd Barnett, Bud
Reeder, Harry Reeder, Robert Man-
gum, James Drewry, John Huling,
Burton Lucas, John Rice, George
Pope, John Selleck, Bill Clark, Ed
Renth, Jimmy Falligant, Berry Falli-
gant, and Vernon Elliott.

k. Ol, k-

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS ANYWHERE

Benning Boulevard Nurseries
BENNING ROAD ... TELEPHONE 4176

Today's Fashion
By VERA WINSTON _Fort Howard, Md.

MISS NANINE WHEELER ENTER-

TAINS WITH DANCE AT

POLO CLUB
Miss Nanine Wheeler, the attractive

younger of Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Wal-
ter Wheeler, entertained Saturday
evening with a delightful dance at
the Polo Club. The club was most
attractive with its decorations of pine
boughs. Dancing was from nine to
twelve, the music being furnished by
the 24th Infanrty orchestra. Miss
Wheeler had as her guests about fifty-
five members of the younger set.

MRS. GEORGE HOWELL ENTER-
TAINS BRIDGE CLUB

Mrs. George Howell entertained her
bridge club Friday with a buffet lun-
cheon followed by two tables of
bridge. Colorful zinnias were used
!hroughout the house for decorations.
The guests were: Mrs. J. A. Atkins,
Mrs. Boyd Cole, Mrs. Harry Reeder,
Mrs. E. N. Chisholm, Mrs. R. E. Ver-
mette, Mrs. Clayton Studebaker, and
Mrs. Orestes Cleveland.

MISS EMILY BROWN AND MISS
MARY McDAVID HONOR

GUESTS AT PICNIC
Miss Maxine Rife, Miss Louise Wad-

dington, Miss Jane Lindroth and Miss
Mary Wadsworth were the hostesses
Friday afternoon at a delightful pic-
nic supper at Jeff's Hole honoring
Miss Emily Brown, who left Saturday
for Denver, Colorado, where she will
attend the Women's College, and Miss
Mary McDavid who will leave Tues-
day for the Alabama Women's Col-

lege. Swimming and weiner roasting
were in order during the afternoon.
The chaperones were Lieut. and Mrs.
James E. Bowen. Enjoying the pic-
nic were: The Misses Emily Brown,
Mary McDavid, Jane Lindroth, Louise
Waddington, Maxine Rife, Mary Wads-
worth, and Messrs. Bill Gay, Dick
Pruitt, Al Seeley, George Griswold,
Mike Montesinos, Howard Liston, Bob
Besson, and Roy Bodine.

NOW THAT

SCHOOL TIME

IS HERE
Dress Junior in our ex-

clusive Boys' Shop.

We can fill his every need
in clothing.

Hurley's Boys

Shop
1141 1st Ave. Phone 784
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NEW JELVET WEAV"ES

Lots of new~ weaves in various fab-

rics. Velvet goes on an(1 on and has
several new weaves to show. Not

content with its important position

in the mode, and fashion's accept.

ance of the stapleweaves such as

chiffon velvet and Lyons, clever de-

signers have experimented and pro.
duced sex era1 most attractive novel.

ties. These haxe been made up into
lovely clothes ready for the social

season that is even now upon us, as
everything seems to be starting up

this year sooner than is usually the

case.
In today's sketch we show a de-

lightful evening wrap made of one
of the new velvets. It is a product
of the French mills and looks exact-
ly like ermine. It is most striking
in this model by reason of the con-
trast provided by the black Persian
lamb trimming. The draped, cowl.
like collar of Persian lamb buttons
in back. The bottom of the sleeve

which is of the fur is very tight in
marked contrast to the fulness above
the elbow. This type of sleeve is at.

tracting quite some attention and is
very, very new.

DOLAN -HENRY HAT SHOP
Welcomes the Ladies of Fort Benning Into

Millinery Salon

We have every conceivable style and type of millinery.

PRICES FROM $1.95 TO $15.00

YOUR CHARGE ACCOUNT SOLICITED

1211 Broadway (In Alsobrook's)

agnes harrison
studio of ddncing

muscoqee club 1219 broadway
polo club fort benning

1932-33 season beqlns october first private
class instruction all tqpes of dancinq

acrobatic
balloon

ballet

tap

and

eccentric
pantomime

I.

I.

Aifnna Dozier's

School of the Dance
Announces

The Continuance of Classes

In

All Types of Dancing

October 1st

American Legion Hall-------------------------1237Y2 Broadway
Polo Club-------------------------------------- Fort Benning

Phone 2206

PICTURE FRAMES

MRS. W. C. PHILLIPS ENTER-
TAINS HER TWO CHILDREN

WITH BIRTHDAY PARTY
Mrs. W. C. Phillips entertained,

Friday, a lovely birthday party for
her two children, Betty and Phil. Bet-
ty was seven and Phil four. All sorts
of games and contests were enjoyed
by the young guests.

Ice cream and a lovely cake, one
being for Betty and the other for
Phil, were seived.

The guest list included about 34
members of the very young set.

MISS ELIZABETH BEATTY
ENTERTAINS AT HAY RIDE

Miss Elizabeth Beatty was the host-
ess, Tuesday evening, at a novel hay
ride and weiner roast. The guest as-
sembled at Miss Beatty's home and
from there rode out to Mary Falls

(Please turn to page 10)
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ARMY NAVY
"M919 V MARK

Demand
N. S. MEYER, INC.

Military Insignia
and

Uniform
Equipments

Our merchandise is made of
finest quality materials and best
workmanship. It carries an un-
limited guarantee of satisfaction.

AT YOUR POST EXCHANGE

N. S. MEYER, INC.

NEW YORK

I

I
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modern qerman qqmnastics

phone 3456Hr

PATRONIZE HERALD ADVERTISERS

The Sisters of Mercy
Classes for the scholastic year 1932-33 will be resumed MON.

DAY, SEPTEMBER 19. Pupils will be accepted for the seven ele-

mentary grades, in all of which, sight-singing receives special atten-
tion. Excellent advantages in instrumental music are also offered
by the Sisters and occasionally very pleasing programs are presented
by the pupils.

For information apply at the Academy, 1142 Third
Avenue.



Work Progresses Rapidly On New Club

Above is shown the Artist's conception of the New Officer's Club as it will be when finished. The work on the Spanish type structure, which is expected to occupy the
course of probably another year, is progressing rapidly, and the foundations are nearly finished. The building was designed by a prominent

New York designer, Mr. George A. Sheddan, and the plans were drawn by Mr. L. D. Raines, a well-known architect.

Officers returning for a second tour
of duty at Fort Benning are witness.
ing the realization of the hope of
those who pioneered the development
of the big Post. The Officers' Club
permanent building is actually under
way. The foundation has been laid,
and soon the walls will follow. It
is estimated that before another year
rolls by, the new club building will
be completed and equipped, and that
the Officers' Club of Fort Benning
will take its rightful position as sec-
ond to none among the officers' clubs
of the Army.

For more than eight years a fund
has been accumulating to defray the
cost of construction. The fine new
edifice will stand as a monument to
those who served at Fort Benning.
To these officers a debt of gratitude
is due from the younger officers who
follow, for they are the ones who
will enjoy the benefits of the efforts
put forth by their predecessors.

While it is believed that sufficient
funds are on hand to complete the
building, it is realized that if the
equipment of the club is to be in
keeping with the beauty of the archi-
tecture, additional funds must be
raised.

The general design of the new
building, prepared by George A.
Sheddan, New York City, was ap-
proved by the Secretary of War, and
the site was selected more than a year
ago. The next step was the drawing
of working plan. This was entrusted
to a competent architect, Mr. L. D.
Raines, who prepared a complete set
of working plans under the super-
vision of Captain Carl H. Jabelon-
sky, Constructing Quartermaster.
When finished, the plans received the
approval of the Board of Governors
of The Officers' Club and the Com-
mandant. They were forwarded to the
War Department, and were approved

Free road information may be
secured at any time at the office
of the Automobile Department.

POST EXCHANGE

FORT BENNING

KENNY'S

NORWOOD
COFFEE

is sold at Fort Benning

through the

i ost Exchange
TRY A POUND

AYOU WILL BE PLEAhA-'

S

by the Secretary of War upon the and will have opening on the main
recommendation of the Quartermaster lounge, card room, grill and rear
General, early in February of this porch. The floor will be polished
year.

Believing that no time better than
'he present for the construction of the
building, the Board of Governors
headed by Col. W. L. Reed, Inf., Presi-
dent, urged an early start. Major
Campbell King, Commandant of The
Infantry School, who has taken a live-
ly interest in the enterprise, named
the Recreation Center Board to erect
the building. Early this summer
ground was broken, and the work
has been progressing steadily under
Capt. H. J. Golightly, assisted by
1st Lieut. Aloysius O'Flaherty.

CENTRAL LOCATION
The site selected for the new club

building is the area designated by the
War Department for the permanent
Academic buildings hence the new
club will be centrally located both in
relation to the school buildings and
officers' quarters.

SPANISH TYPE BUILDING
The new club building will be of

Spanish type architecture in keeping
with the new buildings erected at
Fort Benning. It will be a two story
and basement structure, having a
frontage of 250 feet and a depth of
127 feet. On the ground floor will
be the main lounge, 45x95 ft. open-
ing on a large porch at the rear, 14
feet wide. There will be a large porch
-t each side on the front of the
building terminating in the center
at the main lounge. Adjoining the
lounge will be the dining room, card
room and grill on the right as one
enters the building; library and bil-
liard room on the left. The interior
will be given typical Spanish treat-
ment with rough plastered walls,
high-lighted and exposed, stained
trusses and roof purlines. Stairways
lead;n, to balcony and sleeping rooms
on the second floor will have iron
and birch wrought balustrade. The
floor of the lounge will be polished
hardwood suitable for dancing.

MODERN GRILL

The Grill., 30x50 ft., will be located
to the right of the main lounge, with
a frontage of 50 feet along the front
porch. It will be equipped with lunch
counters, soda fountain, cigar stand,
and sundry other departments with
men s necessities. The Grill will have
access through several doors to the
front porch, card room and general
office. Folding doors provided an
'ntrance to the card room which may

be thrown open thus becoming a part
of the Grill. The Steward's office will
be located directly at the end of the
Grill, adjoining the Secretary's of-
fice.

DINING ROOM
The dining room 43x62 ft., located

on the right side of the main lounge
at the rear, will bave access to the
kitchen through the serving pantry

BRIC-A-BRACS
FOR SALE

MRS. CARL SNUGGS
2221 Francis St. Phone 4287-R

hardwood suitable for dancing with

a space reserved in the corner for

an orchestra. The dining room will
open on the rear porch through six
French windows. The rear porch,
14x75, may be used in connection
with the dining room for dining and
dancing.

SPACIOUS KITCHEN

There will be a roomy kitchen,
29x38 ft., with modern equipment and
access to the dining room and grill
through serving pantry. Adjoining
the kitchen will be a storage room
18x25 ft., with a cold storage plant
l0xl0 ft. and a loading platform.

CARD ROOM

The card room, 28x30 ft., which

adjoins the grill and front porch is so

arranged as to be shut off from the

grill by means of folding doors, or

can be treated as part of the grill,
when it is desired to use it as such.

BILLIARD ROOM

The billiard room, 30x34 ft., will
give ample space for several billiard
tables. This room will open on the
main lounge, the library, and the
barber shop. Passage-ways will make
this room accessible to both front
ani rear porches and to the men'slocker room, which is located in the
basement.

LIBRARY

i room 30x43 ft. will be reserved
There will be direct service to the for the library. This room will have
rear porch. a large fireplace at the end and will

be finished similar to the main
lounge. It will have openings to the
main lounge, billiard room and rear
porch.

GENERAL OFFICE

The general office, 20x39 ft., for the
use of the Secretary and his staff will
have all necessary office equipment
for the operation of the building and
the activities of the Club. This office
will have access to the grill, front
porch and outside of building.

LADIES' LOUNGE
The ladies lounge, 20x56 ft., situa-

ted on the north end of the build-
ing will be connected with the main
lounge through the front porch or
through passages to rear porch and
the library. This room will have a
large fireplace at the end and direct

(Continued on Page 21)

For The

Students

Who Like
Good

Ice Cream

Make Kinnett's your

choice the next time

you entertain, a n d
you'll always swear

by it.

Always A Smashing Success
.. We've made a specialty of fancy molds

for parties. They're novel, delicious, and.
so economical that they'll fit the smallest
budget.

Sold at the

Officers' Club

Fort Benning

Telephone

Columbus

Phone 223

1 0

IT'S A FOOD - NOT A FAD
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SOCIAL HIGH-LIGHTS

(Continued from Page 8)

in trucks of hay where an informal

picnic supper and weiner roast was

enjoyed.
The guest list included members

of the young set. They were the Miss-

es Jane Lindroth, Betty Catron, Mar-

garet Hall, Elizabeth Welty, Esther

Weeks, Louise Waddington, Marion

Ross, Eleanor Bonesteel, Eleanor

Harding, Kenneth Kendall. Maxine

Rife, Mary Wadsworth, and the

Messrs. George Griswold, Caldwell
Foos, Al Seely, Jack Coulter, Jimmie
Brennan, Howard Liston, Bill Ryan,
Bill Gay, Mike Montessinos, Roy
Bodine, Dick Thorn, Bud Chester,
George Crandall, Dick Pruitt, Bob
Besson, Lane Rice, and George Beatty.
LIEUT. AND MRS. R. J. NELSON

HONOR VISITOR
Miss Eleanor Graham of Baltimore,

Maryland, the house guest of Maj.
and Mrs. Allen Kingman, was the
honor guest Sunday evening at a de-
lightful dinner given by Lieut. and
Mrs. Russell J. Nelson at their quar-
ters. After dinner the guests were
escorted to the Post movies. The
Nelson's had as their guests about
twenty of their friends.

MISS HARRIETTE ATKINS HOST-
ESS AT WAFFLE SUPPER

Miss Harriette Atkins was the host-

Silk
Hosiery

That will add much
to the effectiveness
and coolne ss of
your costume.
Style and quality
a r e combined t o
make this the best
hose you can buy.

Main Branch
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

The Post Exchange is not author-
ized to sell to any person not in

the Military Service.

ess Thursday evening at a delightful
waffle supper at her home. The table
was attractively decorated with mid-
summer flowers and yellow tapers.

Miss Atkins' guests were Miss Nana
Seeley, Miss Nancy Stilwell, Miss
Margery Moore, Miss Mollie Heil-
man, Lt. Ernest Easterbrook, Lt.
James E. Winn, Lt. Joseph Coolidge,
Lt. Milton Pressley and Lt. James
Churchill.

PERSONALS

Capt. and Mrs. 0. S. Robles arrived

on the Post Wednesday from Fort

Howard, Maryland. Capt. Robles will

attend the Advanced Course.

Capt. E. N. Chisholm and Lieut. G.

P. Howell left Thursday for a fish-

ing trip to Panama City.
Miss Mary McDavid left Tuesday

to attend school at the Alabama State
Women's College.

Maj. and Mrs. A. F. Arnold and
children returned Sunday from their
camp in the Adirondacks where they
have been spending the Summer.

Mrs. Campbell King, Miss Barbara
King, and Mr. Richard King returned
Wednesday from Flat Rock, N. C.
where they have been spending the
Summer.

Lieut. and Mrs. Edwin Post arrived
at Fort Benning Tuesday from Fort
Hayes, Ohio. Lieut. Post will attend
the Company Officers' Course.

Miss Emily Brown departed Thurs-
day for Denver, Colorado to attend
school at the Women's College.

Maj. and Mrs. Edwin Harding have
returned from Ohio where they have
been spending the Summer.

Lieut. and Mrs. Ross C. Brackney
have arrived on the Post from Fort
Meade. Lieut. Brackney will attend
the Advanced Course.

Col. and Mrs. E. G. Peyton arrived
at Fort Benning last Wednesday from
Atlanta where Col. Peyton has been
stationed for the past few years. Both
Col. and Mrs. Peyton have many
friends on the Post and in Columbus
made when they were here anumber
of years ago who will be delighted
to welcome them again.

Lieut. and Mrs. A. Dombrosky have
,rrived at Fort Benning from Fort
Hamilton.

Lieut. and Mrs. Augustus Herndon
have arrived at Fort Benning. Lieut.
-Trndon will attend the Company

Officers' Course.
Lieut. and Mrs. Arthur Meade are

to be congratulated upon the birth
of a daughter, Mary, at the Staion
Hosuital, September 14th.

Mrs. James E. Bowen and her sis-
er, Miss Louise Waddington left
Thursday to spend a day in Atlanta
shopping. Miss Waddington plans to
leave shortly for Ashley Hall where
she attends school.

Miss Esther Foos left Sunday for
Vassar, where she will attend college
this winter.

Miss Nana Seeley, Miss Nancy Stil-
well, Miss Harriet Atkins, Lt. Ernest
Easterbrook, Lt. Joseph Coolidge and
Lt. Ted Decker will spend the week-
end at the attractive camp of Colonel
and Mrs. Joseph Atkins along the
Upatoi. The group will be chaperon-
ed by Lt. and Mrs. Houston Houser.

forRESU LTS
use the

CLASSIFIEDjqJADS

New Fall

FELTS
and

VEL VETS
$5

Choose a Felt or a Velvet from Kirven's

smart collection of Paris models . . . either

will go well with your swagger suit, your

wool dress and nearly everything else you

will have for Fall. It's no extravagance to

buy such style at this price.

to $16.75

Kirven's Features
First Fall Fashions

IN WOMEN'S

Smart Shoes

Three Regular Price Groups

$4-$6-$7.50
Fashion takes the cleverest ways to achieve

her ends in smart Footwear this Fall. Kir-

ven's styles are more graceful, more becom-

ing than ever before . . . and they are so

cleverly designed that they are just as prac-

tical, comfortable and serviceable as they

are charming. Moderate prices make it pos-

sible to have shoes for varied occasions.

Piano, Violin, 'Cello, Expression, Art.

1229 Second Avenue Phone 1360

RALPH COTTON, Director

KIR YEN'S
Columbus School of Music

DEPARTMENTS

rIUVtN's In Cclumbus
Extends A Cordial Welcome

To All New Comers to Fort Benning!
A.T KIRVEN'S, Columbus' most complete and up-to-the-minute Depart-

ment Store, you will find, at all times, the newest fashions and the better

quality of dependable Merchandise. Kirven's features the first fashions in

Women's Ready-to-Wear, Millinery, Shoes, Hosiery and Accessories. Kir-

ven's also offers a complete Drapery and Floor-covering Department ... and

up-to-date Soda Fount and Luncheonette. Kirven's urges you to make it's

Store your head-quarters when shopping in Columbus.

Stunning New Fall

Sport Coats $16.75 to $49.50
/ 4 .7 Polaires... Tweeds ...Diagonal Cloths and Smart Sport

X........ Mixtures in Browns... Tans... Navies and Blacks...

Smart styles for school . .I sport or business and general

fall wear. Every coat lined with excellent quality silk.

Sizes 14 to 44.7. .Youthful New ":

Swagger Su its I ail

$16.975 ,i

Kirven's has specialized on Swagger Suits this season .. .chic

4-piece suits .. .the coat . .. the hat ... the skirt and the

blouse all to match ... Various kinds of English-y Tweeds. T...

These Swagger outfits will be Autumn's most successful fashion.

Fall Sport Dresses

I I :,Mwm.-Mw -

Here are some grand frocks for the sporting fall seas-

on. Soon you will be heading for Football games . .-

and if you are smart you will be wearing one of these $5
chic light-weight wool frocks ... They are colorful $5e9
without being giddy . . . the kind of frocks you will

also like to wear for street.
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Golf A Prominent Post Activi

Above is shown an air view of the recently completed Fort Benning Golf course, showing all

all the eighteen holes, the driving course, on the left, with the clubhouse situated in

the left center, between the driving range and the course. At the right, top,

are the Hospital buildings while the recently completed quarters of
Block 40 are at the extreme right of the picture.

FRONT OF NEW CLUBHOUSE

At the right is a recent photo of the newly completed Golf Club, front view, showing the

porch. The Club is situated on the crest of a high, bill near the Post and commands a

magnificent view of several of the holes on the course.
_____-- S

Ranking as one of the foremostf
and popular of the recreational ac-
tivities at Fort Benning, golf has
firmly entrenched itself at this post.

and has been furthered by the excel-
lent facilities provided for it here.
The post has a very good eighteen
hole course which compares favor.
ably with the best in the south. The
course was constructed under the
supervision of Colonel H. A. Wells,
and is a beautiful layout. The club-
house was also recently constructed
and is an excellent addition to the
golfing equipment at Benning, re-
placing the old wooden clubhouse at
the corner of the First Division Road
and Wickersham Avenue.

The course is a par 72 and is 6106
yards in length. The following table
shows the distances and pars for
each hole:

Hole Distance
1 385
2 495
3 368
4 110
5 386
6 300
7 175
8 280
9 525

10 422
11 345
12 265
13 410
14 180
15 460
16 134
17 419
18 447

While both the layman and
pert are impressed at first
with the golfing possibilities

Par
4
5
4
3
4
4
3
4
5
4
4
4
4
3
5
3
4
5
the ex-
glance
of the

IMAGINE YOUR EMBARRASSMENT

VH .N A:TER TAKiNG I STROKES -r'HL

BALL FINALLY LAV,-DS BEHIND You /
m- -

0
MAGINE YOUR SATISFACTION in knowing
we stand behind the used car you buy here. You

need not-worry what's INSIDE a used car, when you
know there's a dependable RESPONSIBLE dealer
behind it!

MUSCOGEE CHEVROLET CO.
1501 FIRST AVENUE PHONE 100

course, they are also struck by the
beauty, both natural and artificial, of
the layout. While the oldest part is
only about three years old, it is in
excellent condition. The greens are
undulating and true and the tees are
large and well grassed. Both the tees
and greens are watered.

The course is laid out on the small
hills and ravines east of the Station
Hospital, but there are no steep
climbs on the entire course. Number
6 hole is the steepest and has a drop
of 135 feet from the tee to the
green. The climb back to the 9th

green and the clubhouse is gradual,
and is not fatiguing in the least. An-

other feature of the course is the
fact that numbers 9, 12, 16 and 18
greens come back to the vicinity of
the club house, which is located on
Smyth Hill.

Several tournaments are held year-
ly on the Fort Benning course, in-
cluding many local ones, those with
colleges throughout the south, inter-
club matches, the club champion.
ship and the Fourth Corps Area
Championship. Trips are also made
by a team selected from the club
members to represent the club in
out of town matches. During the
past year, the team made trips to

First National

Bank
Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Resources Over $2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Reprmentatlvet
R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning
Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY
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ty

the Radium Springs course, the Tate R. K. Sutherland and Lt. Brady with
Mountain Estates, and to Columbus. a 72. Major Sutherland is club cham-
A ladies' team accompanied the of- pion with Lt. Brady runnerup during
ficers' team to Radium Springs. the past year.

While no accurate number has been
kept of the number of persons who
play golf each day, the course is Home _av nd s
usually crowded during Sundays and I
holidays and in the afternoon during Bank
working hours. The greater number
of ladies play in the morning. "The White Bank"

The Golf Director is Major T. B.
Catron, who succeeded Colonel H. A. Capital-----------$100,000.00
Wells, when the latter left the post. Surplus-65,000.00
In the elections to be held in the Interest Paid on Deposits at
Fall the permanent director will be 3 per cent. per annum, com-
chosen and the other officers elected. po d eriannumcon
Assisting Major Catron as members pounded semi-annually.
of the greens committee are Major Short term Certificates of Deposit
George L. Kraft, Capt. Virgil Bell, issued at 3 per cent. per annum
Capt. H. K. Liston, and Capt. A. E. Home of the
Burnap.

The course record is held at pres- CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
ent by Frank P. Goss, local profes- CLUB
sional, with a 68. This included a
33 on the first nine and a 35 on the Fort Benning Representative:
second. The amateur record is held R.M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290
jointly by Col. H. A. Wells, Major

48 Years of Military Tailoring

EE OUR showing of Latest Imported
and Domestic Woolens. The exten-

sive selection of all pure wool fabrics we

offer presents a superior value. Our care-

ful measuring and all hand work in our

shop assure comfort, style and wear.

Ladies' Riding Habits a specialty.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED

S. DANA
Military and Civilian Tailors

1020 Broadway and Branch at 4th Corps Area Officers' Sales Store



Tank School Will Begin Courses
-CJe i, le ez

t ere
Organization And
Equipment Among
Finest ..At Benning

The opening of this school year i

marked by one of the most notablh
changes in the organization of th(
Academic Department since the estab
lishment of the Infantry School.

A new section, known as the Tani
Section, has been added and import
ant courses in tank subjects have beet
included in three of the established
sections of the Academic Depart
ment.

The Tank Section of the Infantry
School is a result of the removal to
Fort Benning of the Tank School
which was formerly located at Fori
George G. Meade, Maryland. It ha,
long been the desire of the War De
partment to combine at Fort Ben
ning all courses of instruction pertain
ing to the tactics and technique of
every infantry weapon. Until this
year most of the instruction in tank
tactics and all of the courses in the
technique of tanks and their arma-
ment has been given at Fort Meade.
A short course in the tactical em-
ployment of tanks has been given
by the First Section of the Infantry
School for a number of years but
the time allotted to the subject was
not sufficient to give Infantry officers
attending the school a thorough know-
ledge of this important Infantry
weapon. Until this year only gradu-
ates of the Tank School could be
considered as having received a thor-
ough course of training in the em-
ployment of tanks. Under the new
organization all officers attending the
infantry school will receive more
thorough instruction in tank tactics,
tank reconnaissance and tank gunnery.

The old Tank School was originally
established at Fort George G. Meade
on July 26, 1919 as the Tank Corps
School of Instruction under Colonel
H. E. Mitchell, Tank Corps, as com-mandant. It was intended primarily
for the training of enlisted replace-
ments for the tank units organized
during the war and which were con-
centrated at Fort Meade. The officers
course was of only two month's du-
ration.

The school was later designated
the Tank School when the Tank
Corps was abolished and tanks be-
came a part of the Infantry. For thir-
teen years the Tank School was op-
erated at Fort Meade under a num-
ber of commands, among whom were
such well known officers as Colonel
(now Brigadier General) S. D. Rock-

enback, Colonel (now Brigadier Gen-
(Please turn to page 15)

Head of School JMr. Christie Talks
_------------_ ___ Here Recently On

COLONEL W. B. WALLACE

Colonel W. B. Wallace, Command-
ing Officer of the Tank School at Fort
Benning, began his military career as
a private in the 34th Infantry in May,

1 1898. He remained with this regi-
ment from May to November 1898 and
was then transferred to Company "G"
30th Infantry, where he remained un-
til January, 1901. rising to the grade
of 1st Sergeant.

While he was an enlisted man, he
saw volunteer service in Cuba and
later in the Philippines.

Col. Wallace was commissioned a
2nd Lieutenant in the regular army
in January, 1901, and was then assign-
ed to the 20th Infantry. He remained
with this regiment until 1919, rising
to the rank of Captain. From July,
1916, to March, 1917 he saw service
as a major on the Mexican border,
and, in 1917, was detailed to the War
Department General Staff, to accom-
pany General Tasker H. Bliss to
France for the first session of the Su-
preme War Council at Versailles in
December, 1917. He remained with
General Bliss on the staff for the
duration of the war and later when the
latter was one of the delegates to the
Peace Conference.

He was commissioned a Lt. Colonel,
Infantry, in July, 1920, and was again
on the general staff for the period
from 1926 to 1930. He was commis-
sioned a Colonel, Infantry in June.,
1931.

Colonel Wallace is a graduate of the
Tank School, class of 1930-31, after
his graduation held the position of
Assistant Commandant at the Tank
School, Fort Meade, Maryland.

Tank Developments
Projected developments in tanks

which will make those of the United
States Army the fastest and most
deadly weapons of that type in the
world, were discussed by J. Walter
Christie. noted American inventor
and engineer, in the course of a lec-
ture which he delivered on Friday
before the faculty of the Infantry
School at Fort Benning. Mr. Christie
is the designer of the Christie tank,
of which several have lately been
built for the army, and with which a
tank company at Fort Benning is
equipped.

Mr. Christie gave a brief descrip-
tion of the salient features of his
newest model tank, recently built in
his factory at Linden, N. J., which is

which has been made much lower, a on its wheels. It is claimed that the
great reduction of weight has been new tank can attain its highest speed
accomplished. Increased stability of sixty-five m.p.h. within one hundred
while traveling at high speed has been and fifty feet, from a standing start.
given also by the lowering of the The maximum speed of four Christie
center of gravity of the cut down tanks now in the hands of troops at
body. Fort Benning and which were de-

The reduction of weight which signed in 1928, is forty-five miles per
has been accomplished in the new hour on tracks and seventy miles on
model, according to Mr. Christie, will wheels.

now undergoing tests preparatory to
its being sent to Fort Benning for
a series of demonstrations at the In.fantry School. One of the greatest A photo of one of the Medium T-3 Tanks, the invention of Mr. J. Walter

problems approaching solution in the Christie, which have lent unusual flexibility and speed to the Tank branch
construction of the newest tank is of the Infantry Arm.
the reduction of weight, particularly
that of the motor. According to Mr. permit the vehicle to carry armor An increased road clearance is an-
Christie, the 450 h.p. motor in the plate one and one quarter inches other important feature of the new
new model tank is five hundred thick without exceeding a full load model, which, with a clearance of
pounds lighter than the 350 h.p. type weight of ten tons for the vehicles, twenty-four inches, exceeds by six
used in those previously built by Economy in operation and increased inches those of older designs. Smooth-
him. Other reductions of weight have speed are also expected to result from er action over rougher terrain is
been made in the chassis and body the elimination of the surplus weight. also possible, Mr. Christie said, with
the tank by improved design. In the In recent tests of the tank it has the new tank, each of whose eight
gear boxes alone, one half of the for- traveled at sixty-five miles an hour wheels has an individual spring action
mer weight has been eliminated, and on tracks, across country, and one of twenty-seven inches.
in the design of the body of the tank, hundred and twenty miles per hour (Continued on page 21)
0

Matchless Championship performance
True Aerodynamic Design
Steel Bodies, Completely Sound-proof
Non-shatter Glass "Standard Equipment'
Complete Service Facilities

Columbus Roberts Motor Co.
510-12-14 12th St.

COLUMBUS, - GEORGIA

Visit the Tank School-See the Studebaker President Show Chassis

WELCOME
New Students and Entire Fort

Benning Personnel
WHEN IN COLUMBUS MAKE OUR SERVICE
STATIONS YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR

SHELL
PRODUCTS

GOODYEAR
TIRES AND TUBES

WILLARD
BATTERIES

Plus Prompt and Courteous Service

UNITED OIL CORPORATION
THIRTEEN STATIONS TO SERVE YOU

I
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The New
... we extend every privilege offered by our organization,

with the hope that you will find our service as useful and our

employees as helpful as they have been to others in the past.

* You can be sure of absolute

safety for your savings here

because of the stability of the

plan on which mce operate and

the care we take in handling

your money.

* Commissioned Officers of

the Regular Army may bor-

row up to ten per cent of their

yearly salary on their open

note, without any indorse-

ment.

* We make it a point to render

the most courteous and effi-

cient service possible and our

record of satisfied customers

is our most outstanding proof

of this statement.

PER CENT . . . Interest on Savings

How Can We Do It?
Call by and let our officials
explain how we can offer
this unusually high interest

rate with perfect safety.

" A Cordial Invitation
to visit us and

Is Extended To The Personnel Of Fort Benning
let us explain our system of operation.

WE APPRECIATE YOUR ACCOUNT- - EITHER BORROWING OR SAVING

franklin SavinfiS X LanCc.
"The Franklin Plan"

Cor. 13th St. and 1st Ave. Phone 2766

To

U I
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SCENES FROM "HOLIDAY"
LEFT:
Left to right, Lt. George Lodoen,
as 'Johnny Case', Miss Molly
Brown, as 'Susan', Major H. B.
Lewis, as 'Nick' and Mrs. R. E.
Vermette, as 'Linda'.

BELOW:

Infantry School Dramatic Club
Cast, presented Dec. 11-12, 1931, at
Main Theatre, Fort Benning.

Seated, left to right, Miss Molly
Brown, Mrs. R. F. Vermette, Mrs.
Carl Fritzsche, Mrs. Orestes Cleve-
land.

Standing, left to right, Lt. G. 0.
Lodoen, Lt. N. C. Caum, Mrs. J.
R. Pierce, Major H. B. Lewis,
Chaplain W. T. Howard, Major
C. P. Stivers.

Dramatic Club Is
Important Part
Of Benning Life

The Infantry School Dramatic Club
now is firmly established as a perma-
nent institution at Fort Benning. No
longer do we become members
through a charitable sense of trying
to help out a few enthusiastic theater
bugs and a small group of aspiring
actors.

The purpose of the club as stated
in the Constitution is twofold. First,
"to awaken and encourage an inter.
est in dramatics, through the presen-
tation, review, and discussion of ac-
ceptable plays;" and second, "to pro-
mote, through this medium, good
fellowship and to add a worthwhile
activity to the life of the garrison."

It only remains for one to attend
a present-day production of the Dra-
matic Club, to realize that the above
purposes has been accamplished to the
fullest extent. The earmarks of ama-
teurism, the stammering actor, cari-
cature make-up, tottering scenery, and
glaring lighting are relics of bygone
days in our club's history. The pro-
ductions in the past few years have
been of such a high standard that the
dearth of professional performances
throughout the provinces has not been
noticed. Fort Benning has been treat-
ed to plays excellently selected and
artistically produced. True, all taking
part are amateurs, from the director
to the stage carpenter but, with over
oi;.=ht hmdred members to be enter-
tained and at least a third of that
number ready to help, neither incen-

Watch Repairing
LAMAR SMITH

PHONE 3032 1201 BROADWAY

!'

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

PEACHTREE AT CAIN

cAtlanta, 9a. ,

I,

550 rooms .'6f comfort and
convenienceei Each room has
ceiling fan, circulating ice
water, radio and either
shower or tub bath; corner
rooms have both. Open Din-
ing Terrace and Coffee Shop.

Rooms from $2

J. F. de Jarnette Vice-Pres. & Mgr.

tive nor capable talent is lacking. The This year, after a revision of our
results of the combined efforts of Constitution and a new assignment
many interested people has been the of duties for our officials, the follow-
production of theatrical hits which ing were elected to control the des-
today Benning expects and will get tinies of the club:
from the Infantry School Dramatic Executive Committee:
Club. President- Maj. E. F. Harding

Last year was the most successful Vice President ---- Maj. T. B. Catron
year the club has had. This was not
due to any particular individual or
event but chiefly to the increased
general interest and appreciation of
the garrison which were inspired by
former successful years.

The officers last year were:
President---------Maj. H. B. Lewis
Vice President -_ Maj. A. F. Kingman
Sec. Treasurer Capt. W. S. Paul
Director---------Mrs. E. D. Patrick
Business Mgr. --Capt. W. C. Phillips
Stage Mgr.- Lt. A. S. O'Flaherty
House Mgr. Capt. C. H. Owens
Publicity Mgr. Lt. N. C. Caum
Play Reading Committee:

Mrs. J. L. Whitelaw
Mrs. H. B. Lewis
Major C. P. Stivers

This group worked hard and long
but their efforts were not in vain
if we are to judge by the general con-
sensus of opinion.

For the season of 1931-32, the Club
produced five three-act plays. "This
Thing Called Love" headed this list
followed by Barry's two plays, "Holi.
day" and "Paris Bound." "A Perfect
Alibi," a mystery play and the scream.
ing farce, "Cradle Snatchers," closed
the season. It must be admitted that
this was a most ambitious program
but a high standard of excellence was
attained.

Director ------- Mrs. R. H. Chance
Secy.-Treas.-Bus. Mgr.

Capt. H. J. Golightly
Assistant- Lt. R. V. Murphy

Stage Manager .... Capt. Virgil Bell
Assistant Capt. H. N. Merrill
Assistant- Lt. A. S. O'Flaherty.

A more experienced group theatri-
cally could not have been selected
from the personnel of the post and,
assuredly, this augurs well for the
current year. The selections of the
four plays for the coming season
have not been announced but all will
be three-act p 1 a y s of a type which
experience has indicated that the
local audiences enjoy. The dates on
which this year's plays will be pre-
sented are:

November 11 and 12
December 16 and 17
February 10 and 11
March 24 and 25
Fort Benning no longer needs urg-

ing to support their Dramatic Club,
for interest in this worthwhile activity
of the garrison's life is yearly increas-
ing.

Membership tickets for the year
1932-33 have not been placed on sale,
but some announcement, relative to
the date the sale opens, will be made
in the near future.

TO YOU Officers, who have just
arrived. We extend a cardial

welcome to Fort Benning and
Columbus.

Ifyour automobile needs atten-
,tion, of any nature, you will find

that we give unexcelled service.

EDGE-FULLER MOTOR CO.
Sales - NASH

1444 First Avenue

- Service
Phone 67

Authorized Packard Service

Phones: 177 and 99.

10. Soda Fount: Usual Soda Fount Service, Tobaccos,
Candies and Toilet Articles. Delivery Service on the
Post.

Location: North Tower Doughboy Memorial Stadium.
Hours: 8:00 A. M. to 10:00 P. M.
Phone: 69.

11. Exchange Office:
Location: South Tower Doughboy Memorial Stadium.
Hours: 8:00 A. M. to 4:30 P. M.

Saturdays: 8:00 A. M. to 12:00 Noon.
Closed Sundays and Holidays.

Phone: 18 (Executive and Purchasing Departments)
Phone: 606 (Accounting Department.)

Post Exchange
Fort Benning, Ga.

W HAT would be morebeautiful than a win-
ter lawn? Telephone or
write or better, call at
1002 Broadway and see

H. C. SMITH

Post Exchange
FORT BENNING, GA.

The following information is furnished regarding your
Post Exchange:

1. Grocery Department: A complete grocery service,
including all types of staple, fancy and green groceries,
meats, meat products, and sea foods. (Special service
for Student Officers living off the Post.)

Location: Hall St. and Vibbert Ave.
t
ouIs" 7:30 A. M. to 5:0( P. M. Closed Sundays and Holidays.

Phones: 16 and 17.

2. Main Branch: General Post Supplies, Gift Items, Ath-
letic Equipment, Lingerie, Electrical Devices.

Location: Under South Stand Doughboy Memorial Stadium.
Hours: 7:30 A. M. to 5:00 P. M. Closed Sundays and Holidays.
Phone: 226 (For Athletic Equipment Phone 608).

3. Shoe Repair and Hat Shop: General Boot and Shoe
Repairing: All types of Leather Equipment dyed;
Hats cleaned and blocked.

Location: Under South Stand Doughboy Memorial Stadium.
Hours: 7:30 A. M. to 5:00 P. M. Closed Sundays and Holidays.

4. Tailor Shop: All types of Military Uniforms and
Overcoats carried in stock. Altering, cleaning and
pressing.

Location: Under South Stand Doughboy Memorial Stadium.
Hours: 7:30 A. M. to 5:00 P. M. Closed Sundays and Holidav.
Phone: 497.

5. Hemstitching Parlor: Hemstitching, Picoting, Ladies'
Hose mended. Draperies made.

Location: Under South Stand Doughboy Memorial Stadium.
flours: 8:00 A. M. to 12:00 Noon-l:00 P. M. to 4:00 P. M.

Closed Sundays and Holidays.
Phone: 497.

6. Clothing and Shoe Departments: Haberdashery, Stet-
son Campaign Hats, Military Caps, Regulation Shirts,
Boots, Puttees, Shoes and Hose.

Location: Under South Stand Doughboy Memorial Stadium.
Hours: 8:00 A. M. to 5:00 P. M. Closed Sundays and Holidays.
Phone 470.

7. Dressmaking and Watch Repairing Depts.: General
Dressmaking and Expert Watch and Jewelry Repair-
ing.

Location: Under South Stand Doughboy Memorial Stadium.
flours: 8:00 A. M. to 5:00 P. M.

8. Filling Station, Tire Repair and Accessory Branch:
High-test and Ethyl Gasoline, Motor Oils, Kerosene,
Tires, Tubes, Tire Repairs and all types of Auto Ac-
cessories.

Location: Wold Ave. (South of Gowdy Base Ball Field)
Hours: 7:30 A. M. to 5:00 P. M.

Sundays and H~olidays: 8:00 A. M. to 12:00 Noon.
Phone: 165.

9. Automobile Repair Shops, Battery Dept., Paint Shop,
Grease and Wash Racks: All makes of automobiles
repaired, painted, washed and greased. Latest equip-
ment and competent mechanics.

Location: Under Gowdy Field Baseball Stand.
Hours: 7:30 A. M. to 5:00 P. M.

Saturdays: 7:30 A. M. to 12:30 P. M.
Emergency service after closing hours.
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TANK SCHOOL ONE OF FINEST CHIEF OF SECTION
EQUIPPED SECTIONS OF Colonel W. B. Wallace

INFANTRY SCHOOL i SECRETARY
(Continued from page 12) Captain S. S. MacLaughlin

1 (Also instructors in the Chassis
eral) G. D. Simonds. Colonel 0. S. Group)
Eskridge, Colonel H. L. Cooper, Col- TANK DESIGN GROUP
onel C. H. Miller, and Colonel (now Major R. S. Lytle
Brigadier General) J. K. Parsons. This group will give instruction in

When the Tank School closed last the design of tanks past and present
June to prepare for the move to Fort but will emphasize the tactical re-
Benning the following number of quirements of design as applied to
officers had been graduated since the the development of future tanks. A
school was organized. course in "Tank Studies" will also

Colonels 2 1be given by this group. This subject
Lt. Colonels 11 which is given to students enrolled

Majors 44 for the complete tank course, paral-
Captains 177 lels the course in monographs given
1st Lieutenants 188
2nd Lieutenants 30

452
These include 15 Cavalry officers and
one Field Artillery officer.

Colonel W. B. Wallace, Infantry,
who has been assistant commandant
of the Tank School since June 1931,
comes to Fort Benning as Chief of
the Tank Section. A brief sketch of
Colonel Wallace's military career ap-
pears elsewhere in this issue.

The organization of the Tank Sec-

ton is shown below together with

the courses being taught in that sec-

tion.

Back to School
With

STARBRAND
SHOES

Poll Parrot, Patent Leather
Blucher Oxford

SIZES

8Y2 to 111 -

12 to 2

$1.95
$2.3.5

0

Patent Center Buckle Strap

SIZES

81/ to 11----------- $1.65
12 to 2---------------$1.85

Young Men's Green Calf
Blucher Oxford, welt sole,
Rubber Heels.

$2.95
WE CAN SERVE YOUR

ENTIRE FAMILY

0

SAM NEEL
SHOE DEPT.

Westbrook Bldg.

Phone 1642

students of the Infantry School proper. Tank Chassis of the various types and
MOTOR GROUP tank driving, insuring a thorough

Major S. G. Henry understanding of the tanks now ac-
Captain L. L. Williams tually in use and also those in the
Captain C. H. Farish development stage. These include

Major Henry and Captain Williams the Christie, the Medium T-2, the
will give a very thorough T-1 E-1 the 23-ton tank as well as
course in the theory and practice of tIhe well known 6-ton Light tank and
internal combustion engines and their
accessories. Captain Farish will give
the course in elecrticity which is de-
signed to insure a thorough know-
ledge of ignition systems and their
maintenance, including batteries.

TANK GROUP
Captain F. R. Williams

1st Lt. J. A. Holly
This group will give courses in

the Mark VIII heavy tank.
CHASSIS GROUP

1st Lieut. G. DeV. Barnes
This course is intended to include

everything about a motor vehicle ex-
cept the power plant. The Chassis
Group is provided with some magnifi.
cent equipment in the form of demon.
stration chassis and this is a very
valuable course for any officer who

_THE CIGARETTE THAT'S Ma

THE CIGARETTE THAT TjfR~

may at some time be responsible for
the care and operation of any class
of motor vehicles.

In addition to the courses given in
the Tank Section a course in Tank
Tactics will be given in the First
Section of the Academic Department
by Major H. A. Wadsworth and Ma-
jor W. L. Roberts, both of whom
came from the Tank School, and Ma-
jor Reeder who is well known at
Benning having given the course in
Tank Tactics for some years past.

In the Second Section, 1st Lt. E.
C. Johnson, formerly of the Tank
School faculty will give the course
in Tank reconnaissance.

(Please turn to page 19)

AROUND the corner land down your way
he comes with his mellow accordion... a song on

his lips and..the love of song in his heart, like a
wandering troubadour of old.

Light up your Chesterfield, fling wide your radio

window and listen... for he has many tales to tell you.
Every Tuesday and Friday night.

Chesterfield Radio Program-Every night'except
Sunday, Columbia coast-to-coast Network.

CH ESTE R FI E L.D

PRES ENTS

2% J7 /~j

J
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BERNARD B. SWAYZE, Editor

Griffin Slashes Way to Close Vicitory
John "Corn" Griffin was lucky in- I the antics of the clowning cowboy,

deed to be awarded a decision over Corn came out in the sixth with fire
Frankie Edgren Thursday night at in his eyes. He slashed Edgren about
the Post Gymnasium, in what was something fierce, pounding over the
the hardest fight Corn has had in kidney with hard right hand blows.
many moons. The house was packed He continually scorned the openings
to almost its capacity with enthusias- to the chin, prefering to work on
tic fans, the opening bout having to the body. Griffin was more aggres-1
be postponed for a short time to al- sive here than he has ever shown at
low the fans to get seated. Benning. Corn's round.

The card was well supported by an They both were battling hard in the
excellent cast of fighters in the pre- seventh round, both trying to batter
liminary bouts. Action was shown down the other with body blows. Ed.
from the opening fracas to the semi- gren sank a couple of good hard
final. It was here that the fights blows to the stomach, but Corn was
slowed up a little, but it was by no still working on that kidney loca-
means a bad fight. I tion. It was telling on Edgren a little

The main event had the fans by then, but the cowboy seemed not
primed for a show, and that is just to mind, electing to leave that portion
what they got. Griffin slid out in the of his anatomny open. Corn had the
first round, feeling his opponent edge, but a very slim one here.
out, with Edgren doing the same.1 The eighth round was rather slow,
They were both respecting the other's 'with nothing of interest happening
abilities, as everyone could see. Noth- during its duration. Both were satis-
ing to write to congress about hap- fled to swap punches at all times.
pened in this round. Not enough real fighting in this

Practically the same goes for the round to give it to either.
second round, with the edge going The ninth round found Edgren
to Edgren, his left telling well on fooling around a little too much, and
the strong Tanker. Griffin suffered Corn took good advantage of that.
him to come in with his sharp left He repeatedly sank hard right and
hand, followed by rights to the head, left hands to the body, and had Ed-
and in return pounded on Edgren's gren dancing a good bit. Griffin took
body. Both boys were cool, and still advantage of the openings and sailed
feeling the other out. in with all he had, Frankie fighting

Corn took the lead in the fourth desperately to keep the big fellow off.
round, pounding the cowboys body Back out there in the tenth and
with piledriver blows. Edgren's side final round, the boys went at it tooth
was beginning to turn a nice spanked and nail. Edgren fought like a vet-
baby pink at the end of the round. eran, slashing the Tanker with left
Edgren was showing the fans what hands that seemed to materialize out
a Sels-Floto clown was supposed to of nowhere. His right hand was also
do in the ring, and was suffering strong, and had Corn in trouble sev-
for his pains. eral times, but the Tanker was sling.

Not having enough of his clowning ing leather all the way. A good round
in the foregoing round, Edgren came of applause followed the bell, and
back in the fourth with a new selec- several in the gathering yelled "Draw,
tion of numbers. He would pose and draw," but the judges said it belong.
cut up, and when Griffin thought he ed to Corn.
was a big bluff, he stuck out some The semi-final was rather slow, due
snake-like lefts that burned the Tank- to the fact that Kid Chauffeur elect.
er's face no end. At this juncture, ed not to move about, go in or do
Edgren decided to show that he re- much fighting. He could hit, but sel-
spected the body blows enough to dom displayed any interest in that
retaliate with some of the same part of fighting. Batton was all over
kind. Edgren was in the lead at the him at times, but the Kid was too
end of this round, tough to be stopped by that right

The Cowboy seemed to be out for hand of Cotton's.
blood in the fifth, and that is what Batton was anxious to fight, but
he got. He opened a small cut under could do nothing to make the big
Griffi.n's eye with a hard right to the fellow move about. Chauffeur seemed
face, an 1 followed with several fast to be as an overfed bear, electing to
lefts. Griffin fought back hard, but back up in a corner and protect him-
Frankie was too clever for him to self.
do any damage. Edgren's round. He was picked as the one colored

Agitated to the boiling point by I (Please turn to page 19)

Tennis Relieves Tankers and Kells Swap Scores
Monotony Of Car. To Even Count in Series Play
KFa%0 mg. %0 a.mPEW. Aa " 8

rison's Routine Ithe championships of Europe. Ad-

verse weather conditions forced the

holding of the exhibition indoors.
Tennis, in the past year, has as- Notwithstanding this handicap, the

sumed a commanding position in the event attracted so much interest, not

field of sport at Fort Benning which only from Fort Benning, but from all

is constantly growing stronger as the parts of Georgia and contiguous
states, that arrangements were made

ranks of its devotees are augmented for a second appearance of the group
by eager converts to the game, and of professional champions in April.

by the arrival of veterans of the The greatest event in local amateur

courts from other stations. Tennis tennis circles was the fourth annual
invitation tournament which was held

activities of Fort Benning are pro- at Fort Benning in June. This assem-
rooted by the Officers' Club, under bled here practically all of the lumi-
whose sponsorship its popularity as naries of the southern tennis world,

a recreation has grown with remark- and revealed some championship ma-

able rapidity. In the promotion of the terial among local players. One of
these was Captain Richard 0. Bas-

game the Club has effected a most ef- sett, who, with Lefty Bryan, of At-
ficient organization of the several lanta, captured the doubles title.
groups at the post who are followers (Please turn to page 17)

of the popular sport, and its influ-

ence has extended into civilian cir-
cles as well. In addition to the regu-
lar posts meets the club'has conduct-
ed several tournaments and exhibi-
tion games in which both civilian
and army amateur players of note
have participated, as well as some of
the world's greatest professional play-
ers.

One of the most ambitious recent
efforts of the tennis group was the
exhibiiton at Fort Benning in which
Big Bill Tilden and a galaxy of world
famous stars appeared in February.
Accompanying Tilden were Albert
Burke, Roman Najuch, and Hans
Nusslein, who collectively, held all

Dressed to Kill

Wearing cool-looking flannel shorts
and floppy canvas hat, Henry W.
"Bunny" Austin, British tennis star,
atracted as much attention by his un-
usual attire as he did by the quality
of his playing, when he defeated Cecil
Metz, of Memphis, Tenn., in the first
round of the national tennis champion.
ships at Forest Hills, L. I. Austin,
who is the second seeded foreign

player, won 6-1. 6-2, 6-1.

Use the delivery service on the
Post from the Soda Fount. Phone
69.

POST EXCHANGE

FORT BENNING

El

Tie Kellys and Tankers got under

wsav Wednesday afternoon in the play-
Off for League honors in the Intra-

Mural League. The Kellys, after hav-

ing won the first half in brilliant

style, were slowed up considerably in

the last half. The Tankers made a

brilliant finish to take the Second

Half honors.

The Kellys' loose fielding gave the

Tankers the break that turned the first

game of the series in their mitts.

Eleven errors were chalked up by the

luckless Kells, allowing the Tanker,

to win by a 13 to 9 count.

Big Bill Swantic, on the mound for

the Tankers. besides holding the Kells

(Please turn to page 18)

Far
Beyond Your

Hopes
YOU'VE heard about the New Ford Eight.

Seen it on the road. Now give yourself the

unforgettable thrill of driving it.

It's smoother and faster and more respon-

sive than your fondest hopes. So perfectly

balanced and comfortable that it is almost

like traveling on wings instead of wheels.

Call by today. Take the wheel yourself

and let the New Ford V-8 tell its own story.

Riding is deciding.

Drive the
NEW FORD EIGHT

Let the car tell its own story

BURRUS MOTOR CO.
ONLY

AUTHORIZED DEALERS

IN COLUMBUS
1216-22 First Ave. Phone 3500

BOB MATTHEWS, Fort Benning Representative

For Any Kind of Sport
..... we have the equipment.., and all
the equipment. . . that you need. Our
stock is all made by nationally known

sporting goods manufacturers, too.

main Branch
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga.

The Post Exchange is not authorized to sell to any person not
in the military service.
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Polo Team Gets Early Sta rt

The Twenty-ninth Infantry poio team, which has stolen a march o]
ihe other teams of the Post by beginning training early in the season. Th
team has already played three games. Left to right: Lt. W. C. Sweene3Lt. W. W. O'Connor. Lt. C. W. Westlund. and Major L. S. Frazier.Polo Gains Prestige At Benning

As Public Becomes Horse Minded
Polo has been included among the

popular sports at Fort Benning since
1920. There is now a polo club which
is a member of the Southeastern Cir-
.'uit of the United States Polo Asso-
Viation and which comprises in its
membership four groups of the two
teams each. These are the 29th Infan-

ning team won the War Departme
invitaion tournament at Washingo
D. C. This victory entitled it to pt
in the inter circuit Tournament
Chicago, but competition in this tot
nament was to strong for the arn
players whose horses were no mati
for the civilian owned thoroughre"

'I

civilian clubs in Columbus and else-
where. In one of these Lieutenant
James E. Poore won the singles title
in the tournament sponsored by the
Columbus Y. M. C. A., and in another
conducted by the Columbus Country
Club, Lieutenant Leon R. Brownfield
emerged with the title of city singles
champion.

In addition to the post tournaments,
outside matches were played between
the officers' team and teams from Co-
lumbus, Ga. and Georgia Tech., in
Atlanta. The Fort Benning team won
both matches from Columbus, and
won and lost one in the two matches
with Georgia Tech.

The work of improving the tennis
courts which has been carried on
throughout the year, received a new
impetus a few weeks ago when con.
struction of the new clay court and
another concrete-surfaced court was
begun by a crew of workmen under
the direction of Captain Richard 0.

le Bassett. When this work is completed
all courts will be inclosed with the
new wire fences, and a new drainage
system will insure the rapid drying
of the clay surface courts after badr weather, while the concrete-surfaced
court will provide an all weather
court for the hardy players who will

it not allow the elements to interfere
M, with their enjoyment of the game.

ay
at

ir-
ny

ch
is.

try., 83rd Field Artillery. the Free- At the present time polo is carried
booters and the Students' teams, on as a sport and games between the

The pressure of military duties at several members of the post polo club
The Infantry School limits sharply are held twice a week and afford a
the time which officers can devote popular form of entertainment for the
to polo. Another limitation is im- garrison and civilian friends.
posed by the lack of the approved 0
type of polo ponies. Polo ponies com- TENNIS RELIEVES MONOTONY
parable to the high priced animals (Continued from pagel6)
bred especially for this sport by
wealthy civilian patrons of the game Another event of outstanding im-
do not exist at Fort Benning. Here portance in the local tennis field was
the army officers who engage in polo the spring tournament, which brought
have only the conventional types of together contenders for post chain-
army horses to choose from, and these pionship honors. Successful competi-
animals are also used for a variety tors in this were Captain James H.
of purposes in military work. This Drake, 24th Infantry, winner of the
practice differs from that of civilian men's singles; Lieutenant Thomas
polo clubs, who breed and maintain L. Sherburne and Captain Drake, who
their mounts exclusively for polo. were the winning pair in the men's

Despite these handicaps the army doubles events; Mrs. LeRoy W. Krau-
teams of Fort Benning play a good thoff, and Lieutenant Sherburne, who
brand of polo and have made credi- won the mixed doubles, and Mrs.
table showings in some of the larger Howard W. Brimmer, winner of the
national tournaments. Fort Benning ladies' singles.
teams have also played at Pinehurst An informal post tournament will
and Fort Bragg, North Carolina, he held this fall, probably early in
Camden. South Carolina, Washington, October, which is expected to reveal
D. C., Chattanooga and Atlanta, in some new additions to the post's as.
addition to the usual games with ci- pirants for local honors.
vilian and army clubs located near Post players have appeared to ad-
Fort Benning. In 1928 the Fort Ben- vantage in some of the meets held by

PHONE

MEANS ONLY THIS
The Best Quality Price and Service to be

had in Drugs, Soda. Cigars

and Toiletries

We invite your charge account

MORGAN DRUG CO.. INC.
1.4- 13th Street - Opposite Waverly Hotel

U

d I

Garrison Gridsters Get Good
Start For Intra-Mural Season

Unless the outside teams who have their first year, with a few years in
customarily come to Fort Benning to the league giving them a chance at
play the local teams return this year, championships in a short while.
we will have a long wait before we How THEY LOOK

see the grid game in Doughboy Sta- I As things stand now, it looks as
dium. though the Second Battalion, 29th In-

Arrangements were completed last fantry will cop the honors again this
week, in the office of Captain Philip year. This is the one team of the post
T. Fry, Athletic Officer of Fort Ben- which has not lost a man from last
ning. for the Intra-Mural season to year. They have added great strength
open on Qecember 3rd. It will be a and speed in picking up a few new-
fast season when it does get started,
however, as the teams will be re-
quired to play only one time around.
Two games will be played each
week end, starting with December
3rd. One game will be played on Sat-
urday, and one Sunday. This will
keep the teams in fighting trim
throughout the gruelling test of the
season.

Only four teams are entered in the
league this year, the Special Units,
29th Infantry, electing not to enter
the loop again. However, there
are chances that the Special Units,
the Infanry School, will enter a team,
plans being on foot to that end now.
The entrance of this team into the
league will aid greatly in furthering
football at Benning. They should be
able to put out a strong team for

comers this season.
Lt. Pierce is indeed lucky in having

this break this season. His material
will be used to the same type coach-
ing as they will have this year, with
the possible exception that they may
be using the Penn State type plays
this fall. Last year, they picked up
the double wing back formations from
the Artillery, which were introduced
to this section by Captain Frederick
H. Gaston, a coach with wide experi-
ence. They will have Kjelstrom, sat-
ellite of the grid of bygone days,
who will act as an assistant coach.
His headwork and generalship will
show only from the sidelines this year,
but that is enough to insure them a
good team. Kelly was a good horse,

(Please turn to page 18)

(Columbus Headquarters for Fort Benning)

For Fourteen Years

Cancellor Co
HAS BEEN KNOWN AS THE COLUMBUS

HEADQUARTERS OF

Fort Benning

We are zealously proud of this honor and
shall strive harder than ever to warrant
this privilege.

To those of you -at Benning for the first
time: come in, make yourselves known; give
us the privilege of proving our Sincerity.

To our old friends returning we welcome
the privlege of a renewal of our pleasant
relations.

May We See you Soon

C hancellor C ompany

,z:, ............
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TANKERS-KELLYS SWAP SCORES

HERALD (Continued From page 16)

W A N T A D S in check at nine tallies, slammed out
four bingles in his batting nightmare.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES: Kiker, diminuitive center gardner be-
20 cents per line or fraction of hind him dropped out three for his
line. Minimum charge for any stick work.
classified advertisement, 50 cents. This puts the Kells in a bad spot
Payment must be made before now for the championship, and noth-
advertisement is published. ;n- but superb playing and hitting

will give them the flag for the season.
FOR SALE-Ithaca No. 2 double-bar The first seven innings of the game
relied, hammerless, 12-guage shot gun, aw the teams battling along on even
with case-$25. Capt. Ross. Tel. 351. lrms. Carnes on the mound for the

_(ellys was twirling good baseball but
RENT-Furnished Cottage between his support was shaky at all times.

.Electricity;The Tankers copped a p,ir of runs
Benningadoolumbuones.in the first frame on a walk, one hitswimming pool. Phone Esquiline, and a couple of errors. The Kellys
1365-W. sent over one run in their turn to

bat. In the fourth frame the KellysAccomodation for Army Couples in "umped onl Lindsey's offerings for
private home. Large comfortable four bingles to score four runs. The

rooms, furnace heat, excellent meals. Tankers came back in their turn and
1244 5th Ave. Telephone 1532. Takrcmebkintirunadtouched Carnes for three hits and reg-
FOR SALE: Cadillac 5 passenger se istered a trio of markers to tie the

dan in good condition, real cheap at score* The Tankers added one in the
$350.00 cash. Phone 556. 1xth to knot the count at six all.

In the eighth frame the Tankers
WANTED TO BUY: Small saddle heved over one marker on a hit by
horse-Mrs. Bropy, Phone 92, Colum- Kiker and sacrifice hits lby Lindsey
bus. 'In,l O'Brien, followed by a bingle to

lpft field by Moon. Hull singled.
Practical nurse wishes position with Carnes was pulled with two gone and
Army family as day or'night nurse for -unners on first and second. Haines
children. Mrs. Sapp-704 1st Ave. went in but was welcomed by Swan-

tic with a line drive to right field,
FOR SALE: 1928 Chevrolet Coach in scoring Moon and Hull. McLane
good condition. Practically new tires. bingled into left field and Haines was
Run only 25000 miles. Price $125.00 taken out. Swantic scored on McLane's
cash. Thompson Harness Shop. blow. Aiken went in for Haines. Sul.
Phone 2383. livan walked on four wide pitches,

Smith whiffed.
FOR SALE: Screw tail bull dog, The Kellys went scoreless in the
priced reasonably. Phone 3138-W.. eighth. The Tankers came back in
732 Broadway the ninth to score a trio of runs and

take a 7 run lead. With the balance
badly against them the Kellys staged
a last desperate rally to score three

Every employee of the Post Ex. runs but finished 4 runs late,
change who handles food is reg- The box score:
ularly examined and approved by
the Medical Inspector.

POST EXCHANGE
Tankers ab r h pO a e

FORT BENNING ,h'n .;,... 9L -....

though it will never happen.

Bill Swantic went to the mound
for the Tankers. He failed to show
the speed that has featured his for-
mer twirling and the Kellys touched
his delivery rgeularly. The Kells drew
first blood in the opening frame on
a pair of bingles and a costly error
by McCarroll in right field. The
Tankers came back in the second
frame to take a one-run lead. McLane
led off with a double to left. Sulli-
van was safe at first on Kelly's wild
heave to Prophet. Smith doubled to
right field scoring McLane and Sulli-
van. Smith was thrown out at third
base when he tried to stretch the hit
to a triple.

A pair of free passes and a trio of
hits gave the Kellys three runs in
the third frame. Swantic came back
in the fourth frame to fan three Kel-
lys in a row. Both teams went score-
less in the fifth. In the sixth frame
the Kellys jumped on Swantic's of-
ferings to score five runs off four
hits and a couple of costly fumbles.
The Tankers came right back fight-
ing in their turn at bat and three
free passes by Collyer, a couple of
hits and a trio of errors, to score five
runs. Collyer was relieved in favor
of "Gentleman Jem" Ward, during
this barrage.

Swantic went up in smoke in the
seventh and Rusty Rowan was sent
to his rescue. The Kellys scored a
pair of markers in the exchange.
Rowan was touched for one bingle
and two markers in the eighth. A
walk and Smith's fumble at second
let ;i the markers.

The Tankers rallied in the eighthfranie to collect three bingles and

in the ninth but Hull ended the in-
ninc with a high fly to Prophet.

The box score:

OMIGOSH!

Kellys ab
Saunders, rf- 5
Barron, 3b--------5
Prophet, lb--------5
McAllister, If- 4
Mitchell, 2b--------4
Thomn -n ---~'t~I~ 5L U I)Tinsley, cf -------- 4.Moon,, -If- ___---_5 1 1 1!0 0T

Tull, ss-----------6 3 2 2 0 1 Kelly, ss5---------5
'wantic, rf--------6 2 4 1 0 0 Collyer, p---------3
VIcLane, lb--------6 1 2 10 1 0 Ward, p----------2
"ullivan, c--------2 1 1 6 1 1 Sizemore, rf- 1
mith, 2b-5

"(iker, cf4---------4
",indsey, p3--------3
Griffin, rf---------0

1
4
2
0

3
0
4
0

0
1
0
0

Totals---------- 41 13 14 27 11 3
Kellys ab r h po a e

_ )ROUNE aunders, 3b- 5 2 2 2 1 1
TRIP arron, 2b-------- 3 2 2 2 1 1

- 4.50 Xelly, ss---------- 4 1 1 1 3 2
"'rophet, lb--------5 0 3 9 3 2
rA oopc----------- 4 2 1 7 1 1
McAllister, If _- 4 1 2 2 0 1
Mitchell, rf--------4 0 0 1 0 1
Foreman, If1-------- 1 1 0 0 0
Tinsley, cf--------5 0 2 2 0 1
Carnes, p---------3 0 0 2 4 0
Haines, p---------0 0 0 0 0 0
Aiken, p----------0 0 0 0 0 0

More daily departures... morc Yattan, p --------- 0 0 0 0 0 0

service to more cities.. term- Slocum, xx-------1 0 0 0 0 0

inals right in the heart of town

- . . yet fares are lower over Totals----------40 9 14 27 13 11
Hood Coach Lines than by ani x-Batted for Aiken in 8th.

oh wyxx-Batted for Yattan in 9th.
other way. Score by innings:
You'll enjoy bus travel morc Tanks-------------200 310 043-13
thanll eer withae lux Kellys-------------104 001 003- 9than ever with all the luxurie. Three base hits: Prophet. Struck
Hood Lines offer-deeply cush- out: by Carnes 7; by Lindsey 6. First
&oned reclining chairs, clear baseon ball: off Lindsey 2; off Carnesset recliing c hair r srvice-- 3; off Aiken 1. Stolen bases: Saund.seat covers, porter service- ers 2; McAllister 1; Kiker 2. Umpires
even radios ! Wolfe, Evans and Gilbert.

SAMPLE LOW FARES - -

ATLANTA..........$3.00 KELLS GET REVENGE
MONTGOMERY.......3.00 With a wild flurry of hard hitting
OPELIKA....... 1.00 and numerous errors, the Kells dugO LE ANSthe second game of the play-off ser-NEW ORLEANS . 11...|.50
NEW YORK ........ 24.45 ies out of the dust to reverse the

score with the Tankers, evening the
UN ION Hcount at one all, Thursday. The Tank-

ers having taken the game Wednes.
BUS TE RM IN AL day 13-9, the, Kells came back yester-

day and turned the score around,1212 Broadway making everything even all around.
Phone 661 This series of five games has the

ear marks of a wild and wooly affair,
and speculation is running wild as to
the outcome. It will only be a matter

eS of who is first to recover from the
- way of errors, and that looks as

Totals---------42 12
Tankers ab r

McCarroll, rf- 1 0
Topper, rf---------2 0
Griffin, rf1--------- 1
Moon, if----------5 1
Hull, ss-----------5 1
Swantic, p---------4 1
McLane, lb--------4 2
Sullivan, c---------3 1
Pike, c-----------2 0
Smith, 2b---------5 1
Kiker, cf ___--- 1 1
Nobles, cf---------2 0
O'Brien, 3b--------5 0
Rowan, p---------1 0

Totals---------41 9

po

1
3
8
1

3
5
2
2
2
0
0

13
h
0
0
0
1
1
1

2
0
0
2
0
0
2
0

a e
10
33
10
0 0

10
1 1
0 0
3 3
1 0
1 1
0 0

27 12
po a
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 1
1 3
0 2

14 0
8 1
0 0
1 3
1 0
0 0
2 3
0 2

9 27 15 7
Score by innings:

Kellys-------------103 005 220-13
Tanks-------------020 005 020-- 9

Two base hits: Barron 2; McLane
2; Smith, Mitchell. Hit by pitcher;
Moone by Ward. Wild pitch: Swan-
tic, Collyer. Struck out by Swantic
7; by Collyer 3; by Ward 2. Umpires:
Wolfe, Evans and Gilbert.

RUBBER STAMPS

Columbus Office Supply Co.

Phone 556

Third Queen Helen

It's a great year for Helens. We saw
Helen Madison sweep the swimming
laurels at the Olympics; Helen Jacobs
do likewise in the national tennis
championships and now here is Helen
Fulton, of Chicago, with the trophy
emblematic of the girls' national ten-
nis title, which she won by defeating
Bonnie Miller, of Los Angeles, in the
final of the tourney at Philadelphia.

GARRISON GRIDSTERS G E T
STARTED FOR INTRA -MURAL

SEASON
(Continued From Page 17)

but he has run his race. More power
to him.

TANKERS STRONGER

The Tankers will be stronger this
year than they were last, but will lack
that final punch it takes to make a
championship team. Not enough new
material has been injected into their
machinery to give them this added
impetus.

Don't figure the Tankers for mere
second place material, though, for a
couple of jokers in one deck can
change the complexion of many a
poker game, and these Tankers are
good at digging up jokers. This man
O'Brien, or whatever they call him,
is a hard running back, we hear, and
the Second Tanks have added greatly
to Tankers' strength. Bill Swantic,
the plunging back of All-Army fame,
is back to back up that line, and
when Bill gets his head between his
shoulders to bust a line .... move
the chain.

IST BATS. FOR 3RD PLACE

With Stevens and Hamschire in the
backfield, the First Battalion should
be able to put a scrapping team on
the field this year. They will not
have power enough to take the Kells
and Tanks into camp, but will be able
to fight out close games for the edifi-
cation of the stands. A few dark
horses uncovered at the psychological
moment could turn defeat into vic-
tory for them, nevertheless. The Irish
have long been noted for their fight-
ing and sticking abilities. They have
started earlier than any other team
at training, and will be in top form
for the hard fight that is two months
more in the offing.

They are building their team this
year, and will have an entirely dif-
ferent form of football to offer the
post fans than has ever been dis-
played by this gritty team.

ARTILLERY IS WEAKER
With the loss of several of their

good players during the past year, the
Artillery will probably tail the list

of teams. A lot of young blood will
be injected into their lineups this
season, which will make the playing of
that team more interesting.

Pooch Derrick's absence will be
mourned by the fans, as will that of
McAuliffe and "Rat" Walters. Then,
too, it is doubtful whether Bill Mal-
lard will be back there in the line
fighting again. B ill, unfortunate-
ly, had his football usefulness nipped
in the bud at the youthful age of
thirty-two, due to a serious accident,
injuring his face and nose. He has
played two years in this condition,
but is warned by doctors that it is
dangerous to continue. He will be
missed greatly.

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Offie, Phone 1313

Welcome Students:

We stand ready to serve you
FANCY AND FAMILY

GROCERIES
We solicit your charge

Account

PEACOCK GROCERY
CO.

22 11th St. Phone 442

Stanton's Lunch Car
C. J. STANTON, Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY OUR STEW

Phone 29 1638-2nd Ave.

WE DELIVER

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

A Citizen Wherever Fe Serve

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harjing, Manager

Boyce Real Estate
Company

Rentals-- Insurance
Let us help find you a home

Phone 3838

19-13th Street

We sell you a car and will
buy it back in nine months
and pay you cash for it. We
keep a nice line of Chevrolets
and Fords along with other
makes, on hand. Our new
car line is Pontiac, Oakland
and Franklins.

We are the largest used car
buyers in Columbus

McMURRIA'S
1125 - 6th Ave. Phone 2590

DIAMONDS, WATCHES,

SILVERWARE

Compare Our Prices

REPAIRING OF ALL KINDS

FEFFER JEWELRY CO.
1102 Broadway Phone 3914
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GUNNERS SHOW PROFICIENCY

(Continued from page 4)

the 1st Tank regiment and of Com-

pany F, 2nd Tank regiment and of

Company F, 2nd Tank regiment, were

announced Thursday by Major Allen

F. Kingman, battalion commander,
Company D, 1st Tank regimen, quali-
fied 28 expert gunners, 29 first class
gunners, and 27 second class gun-
ners, Company F, 1st Tank regi-
ment, qualified 25 expert, 22 first
class, and 38 second class gunners.
Qualifications of Company F, 2nd
Tank regiment, included 14 expert
gunners, 46 first class gunners, and
75 second class gunners.

TANK SECTION

(Continued from page 15)

In the Third Section, 1st Lt. D. W.
Brann, assisted by 1st Lt. C. C. B.
Warden, will give the course in Tank
Gunnery.

p

The Tank Section is housed in the
new concrete buildings on the south
side of Wold Avenue, between Gilles-
pie and Edward Streets.

The following non-commissioned
officers and specailists include the ad-
ministrative and supply group at Tank
Section Headquarters and the groups
of assistant instructors in the various
courses as indicated. This non-com-
missioned personnel represents an ex-
ceptionally well qualified group of
men to whose efforts is due much of
the success of the Tank School in the
Post. They all come to Fort Benning
from Fort Meade.

ADMINISTRATION
Sgt. Frederick L. Freeman, Pfc. Sp.

1 Lewis P. Orr, Pfc. Sp. 1 James A.
Sterling, Jr.

SUPPLY
Stf. Sgt. George A. Richards, Sgt.

Jess H. Mann.
CHASSIS

Mr. Sgt. Edward J. O'Hara, Stf. Sgt.
Ivan H. Howitz, Sgt. William A. Cole,
Sgt. Richard P. Vosler, Sgt. John G.
Schmidt, Sgt. Louis P. Parent, Sgt.
Anthony Zelinsky, Sgt. Emil Bugosh,
Corp. Charley Cox, Pfc. Sp 4 Howard
F. Fells, Pfc. Sp. 3 Oval S. Hardman,
Pfc. Sp. 1 William A. Shannon, Pfc.
Sp. 4 Kenneth Sincich.

TANKS
Mr. Sgt. Melvin C. Wiley, Stf. Sgt.

Warren J. Beal, Sgt. Anthony Kieta,
Sgt. George W. Snyder, Sgt. Garrett
French, Sgt. Joseph S. Gordon, Sgt.
Miles E. Ford, Sgt. Herbert Nelson,
Sgt. Thomas Evans, Sgt. Francis R.
Barnes, Corp. Oscar D. Shane, Corp.
John L. Knight, Corp. Alozy A. Won-
sick.

ELECTRICAL
Mr. Sgt. Ben Silvermaster. Stf. Sgt.

The Post Exchange is not auth-
orized to sell to any person not in
the military service.

POST EXCHANGE

FORT BENNING

200 Rooms Fire Proof

Ralston Hotel
COLUMBUS, GA.

Headquarters Incoming
Officers and their families.

Popular Priced

COFFEE SHOP

Excellent Food
Good Service

C. L. ARNOLD, MANAGER

GRIFFIN GETS DECISION

(Continued from page 16)

This year especially

because they can buy

so advantageously, S.

Karpen & Bros., makers

of fine furniture for

over half a century, are

able to offer far lower

prices, yet give each

piece more style, more

comfort than ever be-

fore. See the new-

suites.

Karpen Suites

Are in
Solid Mahogany

OVER THE AIRM

SPECIAL KARPEN SELLING BRINGS

fighter in the south who could lick

Batton, so that must leave Batton the

colored middleweight champion of

the south today. He can surely sling

leather when he has a target that

doesn't run away.
In the main preliminary, Dapper

Doyle, and Ernest Chambliss, Bir-

mingham, proved what bantams can

do to liven up an already good card.
They worked at top speed throughout
the fracas, and in the end, Doyle
took the lead by a narrow margin.

Chick Liddell gave Jack Walden,
Columbus, a nice boxing lesson for
the duration of six rounds. This boy
Liddell looks good, and will some
day be on the top, fighting main
goes. He is an excellent boxer, uses
his head and can hit fairly well.

Shifty Schroeder took a close de-
cision over Charlie White, Columbus,
but had to take a lot of punishment
to do it. White looked good in spurts,
and had the Chick on the canvas one
time for one count.

The curtain raiser was also a close
affair, with Phenix Fourroux drop-
ping the decision to Buck Walder-
man, Fourroux fought a gallant fight,
elading in the early part, but went
to sleep early in the second round
Walderman slip over a haymaker
twice to down him in this
round. He fought back hard for the
remainder of the bout, however, and
it was only on the strength of the two
knockdowns that Buck won the tilt.

It was a good card throughout the
fracas, and the Athletic Association
and Captain Fry are to be congratu-
lated on giving the fans a fight of
this type. Let's hope there are many
more.

Michael Turn, Sgt. Henry Nuss, Sgt.
Dan H. Tarvin.

MOTOR
Mr. Sgt. John C. Dotson, Tech. Sgt.

George A. Krim, Sgt. Arthur Cherry,
Sgt. James V. McPherson, Sgt. Homer
L. Rule, Sgt. James Wells, Sgt. Jo-
seph P. Ross, Sgt. Odis J. Edwards,
Corp. Joseph W. Arble, Corp. Cecil
C. Dodd, Corp. James Parkerson,
Corp. William P. Stephenson, Pfc.
Sp. 4 James E. Mears.

COLONEL KNIGHT GOES TO POST

AT PLATTSBURG BARRACKS

COMMANDING 26TH INF.

(Continued from page 7)

jan insurrection in the Island of Sa-

mar.

Returning with his regiment to the

United States in 1908, Captain Knight
was stationed for two years at Van-
couver Barracks, Washington. Two
years duty with the recruiting service
in Kansas City terminated in 1912,
when he rejoined the 1st Infantry and
went with it to the Hawaiian Is-
lands. In 1917, after completing 18
years of service with the 1st Infan-
try he was transferred to the main-
land and assigned to station at No-
gales, Ariz.

Promotion to the rank of major
and an assignment to the first officers'
training camp then being organized
at the Presidio came soon after the
entry of the United States into the
World War.

He was appointed to the rank of
lieutenant colonel, national army, in
August, 1917, and a short time after-
wards he was assigned to the 84th
Division at Camp Zachary Taylor,
Kentucky, with which he served for
a year, first as regimental commander,
and later as C-1 on the division staff.
Promotion to the temporary rank of
colonel and an assignment to the War
Department general staff were re-
ceived in 1918, and in 1919 he was
assigned to duty with the army of
occupation in Germany. There he
commanded the 50th Infantry until
its demobilization, and later was
placed in command of the 5th Infan-
try, with which he returned to the
United States in 1922.

In the meantime, on March 15,
1920, his temporary appointment was
terminated. On July 1, 1920, he re-
ceived his appointment as lieutenant
colonel, regular army, and on the
eighteenth of the same month he was
promoted to Colonel.

In the following year he was as-
signed to the office of the chief of
infantry, in Washington, D. C., where
he was in charge of personnel affairs
of the Infantry. Upon the completion
of this duty in 1927, he became a stu-
dent at the Army War College, and
after his graduation in 1928 he was as-
signed to Fort Benning.

WITH WRBL
A. M. SATURDAY

7:00-Music-Exercises
8:30-David Daniels

8:45-Palace Garage

9:30-Beach Mosely Co.
9:45-Dr. I. A. Maxwell

10:00-The Dream Girl
10:30-King's Stores, Edgar White
11:00-Correct Time
11:01-Opportunity hour
12:00 p. m.-Craig's Bakery
12:15-W. W. Perrott Optical Co.
12:30-Coca Cola, Al Stanley

NEW SERIES OF BROADCASTS
FOR NEHI

Starting Monday evening, Sept. 19,
the Nehi Bottling Company will
sponsor over station WRBL a new
and unique program featuring the
"Nehi Bottlers." This presentation
will greet you over the air each week-
day evening at 7:15. The Nehi Bot-
tling Company just recently finished
which you had the pleasure of listen-
ing to the Nehi orchestra, with John
Henderson, vocalist.

In the new program starting Mon-
day, the Nehi Bottlers will bring you
valuable information concerning the
newest Cola out, Nehi Cola, and the
many attractive premiums you are of-
fered for these Nehi Cola crowns. A
guarantee of real amusement in this
new Nehi program is assured.

CRAZY CRYSTAL PROGRAM

No doubt many of you who had
radios on last Wednesday evening
around seven o'clock were surprised
to hear such sweet music eninating
from the studios of WRBL. However,
such music deserves due credit, and
it goes to the Crazy Crystal Company
of Mineral Wells, Texas. ... The
Crazy Quartet supplies the melodies
on this transcribed presentation, rep-
resenting the cream of the nation's
talent. You'll enjoy this feature that
will come to you each evening at
seven o'clock. Listen in tonight.
ROWLENSON A REAL MIKE-IKE

If you are sitting back peacefully

0 0 0 0

Karpen guaranteed construction and Karpenesque spring upholstery assures complete

satisfaction in value and comfort at a price that also pleases. Two-piece suites com-

posed of large roomy soft and comfortable chairs.

EVERY KARPEN PIECE GUARANTEED FOR 10 YEARS

I lCEISCIIIIL
1229 - 31 Broadway Columbus, Ga.

IITIIL UAALITY
at LCII ICIS

I-luity') LJU13LUXIIIJUL XV9

4:00-Fort Benning
4:30-Ensley Sisters
4:45-Marathon Dance
5:00--Sunday School of the Air
5:30-Stock Market
5:45-Rufus and Bud
6:00-D. L. Metcalf
6:30-United Oil Corporation
6:45-Buck Ice and Coal Co.
7:00-Correct time
7:01-Crazy Crystals
7:30-Chancellor Company
7:45-Sports Review
8:30-Radio Review half hour
9:00-Marathon Dance with Al

Stanley and his orchestra

on some Monday, Wednesday, or Fri-

day evening around 7:45 p. m. lis-
tening to your radio, and to a pro-
gram of popular dance tunes played
at the piano, then all of a sudden
a voice pops up from nowhere cry-
ing, "Mammy," you can go right on
smoking that pipe, or reading, for it's
only Haddaway Rowlenson adding a
bit of unexpected nonsense ....-.Mr.
Rowlenson really enjoys his own pro-
gram; there's really no reason why
he shouldn't, everyone else seems to.
Listen out for him over WRBL on
these evenings.

I

FOR MANY YEARS

KRESS
STORES

Have Specialized in

SCHOOL

REQUIREMENTS

-I
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HQ., HQ. BTRY., AND C. T.
Sgt. Osborn being in the hospital,

we have a new acting Mess Sergeant,
Cpl. Williams has taken over the job
and is coming along fine under the
able guidance of head cook, Jimmie
Niblett. We haven't noticed any
change in the quality of the chow so
far, Red probably hasn't asserted hi-
rank yet.

The dismounted review next Satur-
day has everybody hustling to get the
kinks out of their legs from riding
horses these many years. Cpl. Lee
had to drill a squad with Smith as his
number one, which was some job as
neither Lee nor Smith can keep step.

Sgt. McLeod is greatly relieved since
he found out that he didn't have to
march as right guide.

Some twenty men turned out for the
Bn. football team last week. These are
all new men out of their own free will
and trying to earn a place on the team
left vacant by probably the best team
this Artillery has ever had. The old-
timers are turning out this week and
are being put through their paces
every afternoon by Capt. Gaston and
Lt. Hall. The way things are being
run now we should have another good
team even though we lost so many of
our best players.

BATTERY "A"
The men of the Battery have proved

that they can soldier when they want
to. From the looks of the Guard re-
port, Battery "A" has won first place
in orderlys. The made eighteen
orderlys for the Battery. This goes
to show that when Battery "A" wants
to work it is hard to beat.

The Battery has two week's hard
work coming soon, but from the way
they are talking the men will enjoy
the work. They will soon see at least
one new town. The town to which
they are going always welcomes sol-
diers and will be glad to see the Bat-
tery coming.

The boys who live there will have
something now to show their parents,
and something that the parents will
always remember. So, boys, do not
forget and spend all of your money,
you will want to have a good time in
Montgomery.

Pfc. Dunn, has just came off of a re-enlistment furlough from Ky. and says
that times are hard and that was the
reason why he re-enlisted. But you
can't fool us, Dunn. You can't leave
your team, (Big Dick and Darby).-

Pvt. Hendry, one of our ladies' men,
has just received a nice little present.
Well, Hendry, you sure look good in
the uniform you had on this morniiig,
your blue uniform has become too
small.

Pvt. Muscrove, our most noted man,
nearly got Pvt. Booth in serious
trouble by playing with the money
and summing up short when he started
to pay off. Look out, Booth, Aber-
nathy is a tough guy.

Pvt. Neely has his old job back at
Bn. Hq. The fact is, Stringfellow has

SGT. FELIX G. MATTHEWS
Sgt. Matthews is one of the out-

standing men of Regimental Machine
Gun Company, 29th Infantry. He was
the first member of the Ft. Benning
,erscnnel to win one of the Herald
premiums for selling fifty subscrip-
tions.

a good bit of business to attend to in
Tennessee and he left Pvt. Neely too
see that the Battery comes on all right

Sgt. McCann has begun to love Pvt.
Fuller, for every time Sgt. McCann
goes on Charge of Quarters, Pvt. Ful-
ler causes him some trouble of some
kind. Well, Fuller, I want you to
clean your gun until I can shave on
the slide. Fuller, there's some rust
on your clips.

Pvt. Holt and Pvt. Hadley have the
floor when Pvt. Hadley will give Pvt.
Holt four licks to his one. That goes
to show what old Louisiana grows.
I'd let you do all of the hitting if you
will make me see Hazle.

Pfc. Ed Roper says that he is going
to see if he can make a good living
raising chickens. Look out, Ed, you
will have to build a good many hen's
nests.

BATTERY "C"
The gunners examinations have been

completed and fifty men of our bat-
tery qualified as expert gunners. First
Sgt. Workman crashed through with
the best score, 99.57 per cent. Many
more qualified than will draw the ex-
tra pay.

Corporal Anderson took a flying trip
home over the week-end, but we doubt
that his flying thru the windshield was
a part of his plans. We understand
he is doing very well in he hospital
and we hope to see him back for duty
within a few days.

We have heard of flagpole and tree
sitters, but Corporal Bryant is the only
roof garden-sitter we have met so far.
He stayed on our roof continuouslv
for four days to learn firing data. He
would have made a perfect score but
for the sun, which, with no shade on
'he roof, did its best to qualifv him
for the sunstroked class.

We are haveing close order drillevery morning and the battalion is
having its first dismounted review

TALE SPINS

Grumpy trains for tramp to new
tenting grounds after suffering defeat
in the Arena Splendid at the hands of
gladiator Elmer.

Stapes says we have a G. M. C.
Radio. Four cylinders?

Lt. Huggins does not choose to be
embarrassed by the letters of invita-
tions to view ladies' pretties by well
meaning silk bazaars of Columbus.
Wonder if he would accept a sealed
proposal.

Cook lost three hours sleep and
took on three gray hairs when the ga-
rage burned the other night.

Capt. Barnett is slowly regaining an
erect posture after the terrible strain
sustained under those massive bars.

We regret the loss of Lt. Brownfield
our esteemed supply officer and most
valuable collector of trophies. May
old Dame Fortune ever smile on you
and never her daughter Misfortune.
Per and old toast.

N. Oseover.

since we received the horses. One of
our former Battalion Commanders
boasted once that the 83rd could out.
ride the Cavalry, outshoot the station-
ary Artillery and now we are to prove
that we can outmarch the Infantry. A
good suggestion might be to leave onr
spurs at home.

One of our bright boys already dis-
covered some points for the Infantry
in favor of the Horse Artillery. When
at a halt or at rest, a doughboy doi
not need to loosen the cinches.

COMPANY "F"
We had our "blow out" down on the

Upatoi Creek. Barbecue and drinks
galore. Had quite a bit of fun. Com-
pany prizes were awarded by the
Commanding Officer for excellency in
Rifle Marksmanship this year. We had
a very interesting program; the most
interesting number being the pie-eat-
ing contest. Six pies were placed on
stools; six men had their hands tied
behind their backs and knelt before
the pies. Instructions were given and
the starting whistle blew. The men
started eating. The first man to finish
his pie, stand, and whistle was winner.
Pvt. Fortune was winner, Pfc. C. H.
Johnson was second, and "Spark Plug,"
our shine boy, was third.

Wise was telling "Gimp" Bennett
how he came to be so popular in Co-
lumbus. We haven't decided just
what he meant when he said that
Ginip had "it". Come on Allen, let
us in on the secret.

Cpl. Costello had cigarettes. Believe
it or not. With all apologies to Ripley.

And isn't Love a funny thing; or
why is "Hi" Chambers going to Savan-
nah so much? Be a good sport and
tell us if you're in love Hi. We'll
sympathize with you.

What's that noise I hear? Well, well,
it's only "War-Set" Simpson coming
up in his Ford. He has a permit to
operate it on the Post. Atta boy War-
Set,we always said you'd come out on
top sooner or later. Keep up the good
work.

IN THE MIRROR
. (Continued from page 6)

Dan O'Connell took the class through
recently and it was amusing to see
the place bring out the men's "little
boy" traits. On the tour of the candy
manufacturing plant, the men scarce-
ly watched the making of the candy,
so anxious were they to find candy
Q'ends" to eat.

When the Officers' Club gives a
dance now the orchestra won't have
to play from an adjoining room. A
second-story partition is being taken
out to permit the orchestra to play
a balcony. A big improvement, the
credit for which, we understand, goes
to Lt. H. G. Dowdall.

One of the most interesting officers
at Benning we've talked to is Capt.
John Huling Jr., who got around to
reminiscing the other night and told
us about Gene Markey, the illustri-
ous and clever writer who recently
married Joan Bennett, the movie
star. Markey was stationed at Fort
Sam Houston, Texas, when Captain
Huling was there. Even then, Markey
was known as the most original wise-
cracker on the post. What he lacked
in being a good soldier (and he de-
cidedly did lack something), he
made up in originality. All of which
goes to show that if you are not just
the kind of soldier your mother
hoped you'd be, you still have a goodchance to be a genius. Or sumpin'.

TO THE NEW ARRIVALS....

we invite you to become our customers

WELLS DAIRY CO.
Macon Road Phone 11.44

to become constant users of pure milk.

Pure milk is the finest and most
.. nourishing food known and can be

most widely adapted to many cook-

LOOK FOR THIS CROWN

When you are thirsty and want a
refreshing drink.
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Dinner Marks End Olhmpic Entry Is

Of Range Practice New Arrival Here
For Company "H" "Carrying a message to Garcia" is

still the feat that it was when that

Company "H," 29th Infantry, com- phrase was originated, in the belief

manded by Captain Grant A. Schliek- of Lt. Brookner Brady, new arrival

er, entertained in the company mess at Fort Benning to attend the Infan-

hall Tuesday evening at six oclock try school, who had occasion to un-

with a chicken dinner. The company derstand that term luring the recent

was present in its entirety, with class Olympic games.
"A" uniforms. Lieutenant Brady was one of three

The purpose of this entertainment army officers to represent the United

was as a joint celebration for the end States in the Pentathlon, a five-section
event of the Olympic games. The

of the range season, bidding farewell three competed against nine army
to two old officers, and the welcom- officers and three civilians in the try-
ing of three new officers of the coi- outs at West Point. The other two
pany. J GC i were Lieut. Richard Mayo, who won

Lts. Jack G. Pitcher and Christian third place, and Lieut. Clayton Mans-
H. Clarke were the officers to leave field, who came in thirteenth. Lieu-
the organization. They are both as- tenant Brady placed eleventh.
signed to duty with the Company The man who carried the message
Officers' Class for this year as stu- to Garcia encountered no more strain
dents. The incoming officers to the or difficulties than did the entries in
company were Lts. Dickey, Brown, the Pentathlon. Contestants were sent
E. L., and Brumby. out as military messengers, through

Captain Schlieker welcomed the enemy territory, with important com-
new officers to Company "H," im. munications to deliver.
pressing on them the fact that they They started out on horseback, but
were coming to an "A" number "1" the horses were supposedly shot out
organization. At hi s introduction, from under them. Mountless, they
each officer arose for recognition. fought with sword and pistol. Con-

An elaborate menu for the dinner quering, they came to a river and
was prepared by Sergeant Albert De- were obliged to swim across. Those
Pratt and his able assistants. Invita- who succeeded in all those events,
tions were extended several outsiders
of the company, and from the looks CHRISTIE MAKES TALK ON
of the strange faces, they must have PROJECTED IMPROVEMENTS
all accepted. (Continued from Page 12)

The Regimental Commander, Col-
onel John Toffey and his staff were Improvements in the design of the
present as was the Battalion Com- tracks have eliminated much of the
mander of the Second Battalion and noise of operation, as well.
his staff. While the tank is primarily an in-

During the program of the even- fantry weapon, the chassis is so de-
ing the winners in the recent marks- signed that it is adaptable to all
manship season competitions were services. The body, said Mr. Christie,
awarded their prizes, can be made gas tight, and it is so

TheAe were some exceptional marks d-signed that 75 mm. cannon or ma-
set this year by the Company, which chine guns can be mounted as arma-
is, by-the-way, high company in the ment and still allow room for radio
Regimental Howard Clarke Trophy apparatus.
proficiency test. Mr. Christie also gave a brief des-

Those receiving awards for their cription of his proposed attachment
qualifications were: by means of which the tank can be

Score
Cpl. Stevens, High Sq. Average__327
Corp. Poe, 2d Sq. Av.------------21
Sgt. Cody & Pfc. Gray (tied)

High man-----------------353
Pvt. Cochran, High recruit --- 322
Pvt. Griffin, 2nd High recruit_ 324

Captain Schlieker voiced his ap-
preciation of the cooperation of the
members of the company in making
the past season 100 per cent. in quali-
fications. He stated that due to the
fact that he was new at command.
ing an organization of machine gun-
ners, he was rather skeptical as to
what the outcome would be when he'
first took over the reins. But now that
he has witnessed the remarkable

WELCOME
To Fort Benning and

to

PHILIPS
DRY CLEANERS

WE ARE MASTER CLEANERS
AND DYERS

2320 Wynnton Dr.
Phone 301

picked up by a hevay airplane and
-arried toward its objective behind
the enemy lines. At the selected
landing point the tank motor is to be
started and the tracks set in motion
to give the tank the same land speed
as the plane. A lever operated from
within the tank is to release the ve-
hicle from the plane at the proper
time.

Mr. Christie was introduced to the
officers by Major Sereno E. Brett,
.-ink member of the infantry board,
who has known the inventor for a
number of years, and who has had th(
ormortunity to observe Mr. Christie's
rrogress in his pioneer work on de-
veloping a powerful tank for the
United States Army. Major Brett
stated that Mr. Christie had expended
more than $400,000 of his fortune in
his patriotic work.

performances of the past season, he
has nothing to fear from an organiza-
tion of this type, he has nothing to
fear from an organization of this type,
he added.

With such non-commissioned offi-
cers in the company as First Sergeant
Norbert L. Craine, Sergeants Louis
F. Cody, Frank Ryles, Albert De-
Pratt, Robert E. Harkey, Ernest E.
Allen, Pyles and Godfreys, not to
mention the many efficient corporals
of the organization, and loyal pri-
vates, company "H" is certain to come
out on top in many of their endeav.
ors.

In Olympics
ditches and obstacles to clear. The

country was rough and broken for

three and one half miles. An especial-

ly trying in and out jump, represent-

ing a railroad crossing, was placed at
tho -ndo f theo,anre-t on conf e the

WORK ON NEW OFFICERS' CLUB
BUILDING PROGRESSING

RAPIDLY

(Continued from Page 9)

connection with the ladies' rest room
LIMUIU PI IMUVALUd)LR UIIL&OU l~w-and access to the beauty parlor and

already tired horse and rider. Lieu-ladaes to thb uy paoand
tenat Bady plaed ffth in hisladies' locker room through a passage
tenat Badyplaed ffth in hisfrom the right side. The interior fin-

event, against entries from all parts
of the world. ish will be rustic beam treatment for

The fencing consisted of one touch ceiling with rough plastered walls.
bouts with epee. Twenty-six men The beauty parlor, adjoining the lad-
from all sections of the globe com- -

peted. A complete day of this fenc- ies lounge, will be 18x21 ft. and will

ing, from 9 a. in. to 5 p. m., put be equipped as a modern beauty par-

the men's nerves on edge in prepara- ilor. The locker room with showers
tion for a hard day of shooting, when is conveniently located in the base-
nerves are required to be steadiest. ment and adjoining these will be
The shooting consisted of 20 shots quarters for the maids.
at bobbing targets. LARGE PORCHES

Lieutenant Brady came in third in Great care was taken in providing
the 330 yard free style swim. The ample space for porches. The large
running took place over a two and front porch will be in two parts ex-
one half mile cross country course tending from both sides of the main

Lt. Brookner Brady, who placed 'vh-ch included golf course bunkers lounge. It will have a width of 14

eleventh in the Pentathlon event dur. and hills so steep that the runners feet and total length of 78 feet. This

irg the games of the tenth Olympiad, were forced to slow down to a walk. porch as well as the rear porch can

recentlv held at Los Angeles. The two outstanding incidents of be ued for dancing. It will have a
hnglthe Pentathlon, according to Lieuten- tile floor, rough wood ceiling beams,

ran the rest of the way on foot in ant Brady, were: the breaking of the exposed and stained. The rear porch
great haste to deliver the messages. arevious Pentathlon record in shoot- is similarly finished. This porch can
Each event took one day and its toll ing by Lieutenant Mayo, who scored be reached through the lounge, din-
of human energy. 197 out of a possible 200 shots, and ing room, kitchen, library and pas-

Every conceivable type of hazard the ruining of Dan Anthony, famous sage leading to the ladies' lounge. At
beset the way, Lieutenant Brady de- old government horse, who was rid-, the north end of the rear porch a
clares. The men were given strange den by a foreign entry. tailor shop will be located, 18x21 ft.
horses to ride over a course consist- Two natives of Sweden won first It will have easy access to all parts
ing of 16 three by eight jumps with and second places in the Pentathlon. of the building.

STUDENTS, A TTENTION.

A Message To The Students

KYLE'S KOSY KITCHEN
ON THE LAWN

Chicken Dinners A Specialty
A home featuring home-fixed foods-the doors to our

dining room lead through the kitchen for your inspection.

With this coupon, two (2) dinners for the price of one.

PRIVATE DINING ROOM - LARGE PARKING LOT

Open from 5:30 A. M. to 11:00 P. M.
Phone 9262 32nd St. and Hamilton Road
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
I ,To Play Soon At Royal

Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE ROYAL

(Beginning with Midnight show, Saturday, 11:15 P. M.)
ALSO SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offering

"Lo\se Me Tonight" with Maurice Chevalier, brilliantly support-
ed by Charles Ruggles, Charles Butterworth and Jean Mac-
Donald. A delightful concoction of Melody and humor in which
the famous French singing star is at his best.

JjShows At Grand I

THELMA TODD and BUSTER
KEATON in "SPEAKEASILY"

I GRAND
"JEWEL ROBBERY"

Ladislaus Fodor, author of "Jewel

Robbery," by Warner Bros., starring

William Powell and Kay Francis, is

nhing if not original and consist-

ent. In creating the robber character

played by Powell, Fodor made sure

that everything the robber did would
be in thorough keeping with his

suave, gentlemanly method of opera-
tion. Take the matter of quieting his

victims after he has robbed them and
insuring against their raising an out-

cry before he, the master robber,

could make his get-away.
Most thieves reveal the fundamen-

tal brutality of their natures and the

coarseness of their technique by the

manner in which they dispose of their
victims, before or after robbing them.

AT THE RIALTO They truss them up or gag them in

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY: Offering "Mystery Ranch,"' an unnecessarily painful manner. If

with George O'Brien and Cecilia Parker. Here is the sizzling they show any resistance, they knock

speed in which the story moves: A beautiful girl-captive of "The hem out with a blackjack or a lead
Killer" and his murderous henchmen-rescued by a lone aveng- pipe. Now and then a high-strung,
er amid the thunder of hoofs and the roar of six-shooters, over-nervous robber has been known

SUNDAY AND MNINDAY: Offering "Red Headed Wo- to wound and even kill, in a moment
man," with Chester Morris and Jean Harlow." Women on the of pardonable excitement.
screen must learn to take it on the chin." And Chester's latest At what he deems the proper rio-
victim of exemplification is j1ean Harlow. ment-usually after his victims have

TUESDAY: Offering N ight Court," with Phillips Holmes, been relieved of their valuables-he
Walter Huston, Anita Page, Lewis Stone and .Jean Hersholt. offers them a cigarette. They may
A sensational story of political corruption with Huston as the be in no mood for smoking, but a
unscrupulous jurist. Miss Page is "framed" on a morals charge second, and warmer invitation from a6 their host, backed by an eloquent re-
and sent to prison to seal her lips from judicial sleuths. ther, ad y an eue r

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Offering "The Fa- volver, and they light up. I
muCae"with Joan B1londell, Leslie Fenton, enthTo-As they cautiously take their firstUS Case,", Kenneth Tho- puff, the Robber's charming tones are

son and other able players. "His body will be found in the heard reassuring them:
bedroom of his home. Besides him will lie the bound and "My specialty. A pleasant harmless
gagged figure of his beautiful wife-an inside story of an actual smoke.
love slaying. They look at one another, incredu-

* * * lously, suspiciously. The Robber
continues:

A T T H E G R A N D "Two puffs and you'll be hearing
Foft music . ... the world will be-

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Offering "Jewel Rob- gin to revolve pleasantly . "
bery". with William Powell, Kay Francis and Helen Vinson. And presently it happens. The
Brilliant rascals and ronmnatic, polished rogues. A fascinating world suddenly takes on the aspect
vehicle marking the reunion of Powell and Miss Francis after of a huge joke. The smokers begin
a lapse of a year since their last appearance together. to laugh, the more they laugh, the

*, 4 * funnier everything becomes, especial-
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Offering "Westward l'as- ly the situation at which they were

sage" with Ann Harding, Laurence Oliver, Juliette Compton horrified a moment before. And in a
few more seconds they are gone in-and Irving Pichel. A story of divorce and second marriage that to some far-off land of dreams.

plumbs the secret heart of womankind. And The Robber makes his exit.

a - , a

ROYAL
"LOVE ME TONIGHT"

A romance between a girl from an
aristocratic family and a plain every-
day tailor is "Love Me Tonight," a
Rouben Mamoulian production, Mau-
rice Chevalier's latest starring pic-
ture, which comes to the Royal The-
ater Saturday night.

Chevalier plays the tailor, with
Jeanette MacDonald, his feminine
lead in previous films, as the aristo-
cratic young lady. Charlie Ruggles,
Charles Butterworth and Myrna Loy
have the chief supporting roles. Rou-
ben Mamoulian, young director of
stage and screen fame, was in charge
of the production. A veteran newspaper man, Courte-

Like previous Chevalier pictures, nay (Brick) Terrett, who has coveredmost of the famous crime cases of
"Love Me Tonight" is done in a recent years, wrote the original story
whimsical and humorous vein. Cheva- of "The Famous Ferguson Case."
lier, the tailor, is good natured and Lloyd Bacon. widely familiar with
inclined to allow his clients' charge journalistic theory and practice, was

the director. The cast is headed byaccounts to ride. When Ruggles, an Joan Blondell, and in the lineup are
irresponsible nobleman, orders and Tom Brown, Adrienne Dore, Walter
then fails to pay for 16 suits of Miller, Leslie Fenton, Vivienne As-
clothes, he feels it's time to do some- borne, J. Carroll Naish, Purnell Pratt,
thing about the situation. Russell Hopton, Kenneth Thomson,Grant Mitchell and many others.

PLAZA CAFE
1230 BROADWAY PHONE 1432

We specialize on Western Steaks, Chops, Chop Suey,
Chow Mein, Italian Dishes.

TRY OUR SUNDAY DINNERS

Grand
SAT., SUN., and MON.

Buster Keaton
In

"SPEAK EASILY"
SCREEN SONG

VOICE OF HOLLYWOOD
PARAMOUNT NEWS

TUES. and WED.

KAY FRANCIS
WM. POWELL

THE

Jewel Robbery
COMEDY - NOVELTY- NEWS

THUR. and FRI.

ANN

HARDING
InwNestward

Passage"
Babe Ruth "Fancy Curves"

COMEDY
PARAMOUNT NEWS

RIALTO
NOW PLAYING

Challenging death! He thundered through
the valley of "The Killer" to save the
woman he loved.

GEORGE O'BRIEN
In

"MYSTERY RANCH"
-Plus-

Chapter No. 11
"THE AIR MAIL MYSTERY"

COMEDY

SUNDAY-MONDAY
A woman who knew no law but her own

desires.

-Added Joy-
COMEDY - TERRYTOON - FOX NEWS

TUESDAY ONLY

"NIGHT COURT"
With

PHILLIPS HOLMES - WALTER HUSTON
ANITA PAGE LEWIS STONE

-Also-
SCREEN SONG- PICTORIAL

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Learn the Startling inside story of a crime
that shocked the nation!

"THE FAMOUS
FURGUSON CASE"

With JOAN BLONDEL
-Added-

COMEDY - FOX NEWS
Admissions 10c, 15c, 25c

Sarts tomorrow night 11:15 and -More Pleasure-
FARMER ALFALFA'S BEDTIME

Sunday, Monday and Tuesday.
CREEN SOUVENIRS

R 0 Y' N A UNIVERSAL NEWS

RIALTO
"THE FAMOUS FERGUSON CASE"

A wealthy man murdered after a
quarrel with his wife; the wife in-
volved with another man; a motive
clearly apparent-and what's the an-
swer?

That is "The Famous Ferguson
Case," the new First National picture
which will have its first showing
Wednesday and Thursday at the Ri-
alto Theater.

From advance reports it is, as one
may say, a typical American murder
mystery of the first magnitude-a
screen presentation of a tragedy of
real life and of the manner in which
it is handled by the newspapers.

In fact "The Famous Ferguson
Case" is said to be an authentic por-
trait of the actual workings of the
press.
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A A T A H~T A NT OI% ~ son to gloat over him, the man re- put a hand against the back of the -no! No wom[tplied grimly, "No, Madame, not of- chair from which he had risen, a so black."ten. Generally we just make arrests." 
"Ah! Thatrt

The Story of the War's Most Notorious Spy All three men took their departure. lovely old chair, the wood smooth as Sh That
The attendant could not get over it. satin to the touch but cold and dark against a wall aTall and lean, a lined face and The old man was left red-faced In the ensuing period which she spent against her hand.heavy jowls, Dubois, the head of the and sputtering as Dubois indicated a with him to make sure that Dubois "But just tell me, Shubin," she for the pretty bFrench Secret Service, had the look screen in the corner. It had been put and his companions would not re- said in a tone that she made as rea- at all! Give meof a man who, once he fixed his up as an ornament and did not hide turn, he apologized profoundly and sonable as she could. "what's hap. "I have no pamind on a purpose, would never de- the dancer's head or shoulders. She declared that there would be diplo- pened to you? We've been friends for "You have!sist until he attained it. It was as was very calm and obliging. matic action. The dancer bade him many months. Would you believe it here for! I kShubin had said. Having set his teeth, "I have my clothes made by Des- not to mind. Dozens of half-formed that I came to your office to apologize shouted madly.he could not let go. For the present, quin," the men heard her say to the schemes flitted through her mind, this morning and .. ." bag on the deskhe had set his teeth in Mata Hari. woman who conducted the search, each to be rejected in turn. She was "No, I wouldn't believe that." that its contentsHe had observed her from a distance "but they tear all the same .. . No, too much in the dark. For -example, "But I did," she persisted in the and clawed atfor some time and had drawn plenty only the cuffs are lined because if one of Dubois' operatives had wit- same even voice, trying to reassure sheet of paper w.of inferences from her travels and they're very heavy. Dear me, I'm nessed her meeting with Adriana, why him as if he were a fractious horseher connections and had traced afraid not much can be hidden in a hadn't theys earched her on the way? "And when have you ever known me Meanwhile, thplenty of information to the door of chemise." She guessed that they did not know to apologize? You treated me badly motionless as aiher boudoir. He considered that she And so it went, a stream of half. of the meeting. But they had had last night and naturally I resented it"had been responsible for the death mocking comment. Meanwhile, Du- such positive information that today "Naturally." He sounded less "And now I'l]of at least a regiment of soldiers. bois and his companion examined the she might visit Shubin with an im- stupefied, but he wore a very strange three spies willBut he had no proof. And the lady chair she had been sitting on, looked portant paper that they had been smile as he repeated, "Naturally." and I first, mywas too kindly regarded in high of- sharply over the reception room and ready to chance an untoward intru- "Naturally," he said again. "And none of these trificial circles. even scrutinized the neat pile of sion. Somewhere there must be a therefore it was most natural that you The pretty foy-Another man and a woman fol- paper on the desk. Mata Har had leak. And it came into her mind in- should revenge yourself with the "He has nothilowed Dubois who brushed the at- been shrewd enough to return the stantly. Carlotta, the girl who had-1 young man whom you admired 50 she said in atendant aside as if he had been a flea. pen and ink. They could not well go committed suicide. How much had 1 much last night, herein?""Madame, you doubtless know me. any farther. The old man stood in she told them? Jealousy! Only that-again. He cried ot,I regret to inconvenience you but we the doorway of the main office and Shubin? No. The opportune ab- "Dear me, Shubin. You'll never Quite mad! A trhave knowledge that an important protested that he would bar the way. sence could not have been timed to! have done with these scenes. I'm took up the telepdocument which you ought not to "The lady handed you nothing?" facilitate a search, for his own sake, bored with them. So-goodbye." "Don't do it, 51possess is concealed upon your per- demanded Dubois at length. if not for hers. Nor could he, after But he grabbed her by the shoul He gave the nson. It will be necessary to search "Of course not! Why, she-" last night, have had any idea that ders and swung her around face to "Shubin. Mata.you." At this moment, Mata Har scream- she would approach him again. face, so close that his breath, heavy At the last nai"But it's an outrage," burst out ed. The attendant rushed to her, fol- The boldest project suited the with brandy, made her give a little der the silken skithe horrified old man with his eyes lowed by the other two. dancer best. Almost gaily, she asked grimace.popping out of his head. "You have "It was the pin," said she, coming for her note back, saying that it was "This is a scene you'll wait for, you seized the gun atno right-on this soil . .. And be- from behind the screen with the cuff too serious a matter leaving notes devil! I've been a traitor for your (To Besides the lady is a personal friend of one sleeve r a i s e d to show the with all these extraordinary searches, sake. But that's nothing. Oh, a mereof the Colonel. She merely came in bloody streak. "You haven't any and went out. The procedure had trifle. Shubin, you bore me, so-for a minute to see him. She-" water?" been a shock which she would not goodbye. I've found a pretty boy"Never mind, papa," interrupted "Oh, my poor Madame! Certainly. admit even to herself. It was one whom I can turn to account. So-Ithe dancer brusquely. If he mention- Water. Ah, it's scandalous." thing to be subjected to an indignity can go now, Shubin. But you can'ted the note, she was lost. "It's no She breathed more easily when he in England; another matter in Paris, You won't! You'll stay! You'll ac-use arguing with authority. So. don't was busy with the water. where she made her home and kept company me to the hell where we willupset yourself . . . " "Nothing, sir," replied the woman her court. both roast in a few minutes. I plan-"But it's unheard of! It's not to Dubois' look of inquiry. Walking quickly away from the ned to go alone. But the company ofproper • • " "Sure?" building with the letter in her purse, the fair Mata, that'll be more pleas-."M. Dubois takes full responsibil. She shrugged and made it evident half-expecting to be stopped again ant!"ity." The secret service man pushed I that she was. and not oblivious to the fatal results The dancer's eyes swerved to the

away the attendant. "Do you do this often, M. Dubois?" of a fresh search, the simple success gun on the desk and then fixed them-"What must I do?" inquired Mata inquired Mata Hari. of last night, the nonchalance of the selves on Shubin's face. He had been
Hari of Dubois. Conscious that the dancer had rea- morning seemed a hundred eons rummaging in his pockets from whichit did not occur to her to falter, and held unsteadily between thumb andChase Conservatory of XMusic when she had convinced herself fne o e npcin

that Dubois had indeed given her up IIt was a wisp of gold leaf from the220-l10th St.. Columbus, Ga. for the present, there rose up n her velvet cap she had worn last night.N OW IN SESSIONT renewed contempt for the French Only the hand clutching her gloves, Park at LIDEPAR MENTSauthorities, for authority of any kind, the fingers outspread on the back of------DEPART ENTS.Never would she have permitted any- the chair gave evidence to the stiffen- a jjtarkingPiano, Violin. Voice and Orchestral Instruments, one in a similar position to escape so ing of her body under this surprisePupils received from Primary to Advanced Grades. Certificates and easily! attack. And her eyes, wide, cold, vigi- e eDiplomas awarded. Private and Class lessons. Large Auditorium. A clock in a jeweler's window in- lant, which never relaxed their stare.Pupils Recitals. Rates low. Send for literature, formed the passersby that it was still She offered no reply, knowing she had Hot Buttered
Telephone No. 264 morning, and a quarter of an hour's but to wait. wiches f,C taxi ride sufficed to Iring her to with- 'A mere nothing, isn't it? You are Absolutely '1Louis T. Chase, President in a block of Shuh~in's house, shrewd, my (lear! But I am shrewd, Dg o

At first it seemed deserted. It stood tg°."Dos on

on one of those Parisian streets which "How did you get this?" she de Dseem to have been left behind by a manded curtly. That was all sheSTUDENT OFFICERS more remote age. The old stone needed to know.
houses are entered through courtyards And le replied ina burst of laugh- Pha ri
and are very still. A taxi creates a ter. "I had Rosanoff's rooms searchedterrific din on such a street; the this morning-for proof. When Du. 1528 WynntWe welcome you! We believe You will like our sound of a bell or knocker is muffled hois told me you were not even faith-city, we want you to like us and we know you in distant interiors an- - one is ful to me, no, I coulwill like our abroad. When I have damned myself for you

Receiving no answer to repeatedrings, the dancer tried the door, whichM E BREAD gave, and walked into the carpeted en-
trance hall and up a flight of stairs to THEFresh daily at Post Exchange Grocery Shubin's study.We especially invite you to visit our bakery.her.It was a strangeit thecoatof greetedan un- Y 1

he.Shubin. withtecotfanu. W N
pressed uniform thrown over hisE V E R ID G E 'S blouse, his hair unkempt, slumped Extends a sincere welcome to the person
down before his desk on which lay a e

The Bakery Beautiful revolver.,especially
He did not even look up. She went109 Twelfth St. Columbus, Ga. overand shook him with allitheforce We are ready to serve you at all tz

of disgust and hard anger. It was on
her tongue to cry out, "You fool!"
for he had obviously been drinking, 2210 Wynnton Drive Telephon
when he caused her to start back with
the leap he made out of his chair.T. W . B IT T O N 'She.She thought he meant to spring atM

T.W* TT0N Sher..... "What have you come for, you--I.
To be in at the death?" WELCOMEFuneral Homes "Have you gone out of your mind?"

"If I have, what's it to you?"PHONES 628 - 2671 With an effort he straightened up, to the wives obrushed the hair out of his eyes and
_returned 

the look she gave him. She

Have served Fort Benning for six consecutive You will find our store very complet,years, holding contract at present, and Hat Shop has established quitea reputation for repairing and re- We Invite Your Charge Accou
modeling Officers' boots.

WE DELIVER
Service is our motto POST EXCHANGE WYNNToN GROCEFORT BENNING 1608 Wynnton Dr.
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livery rrcP
of "Tough-Film"

PENNZOIL
Is refined Twice

This amazing oil combats oil

failure, the cause of 60 per

cent of all motor repairs. Lasts

hundreds of miles longer be-

tween fillings. Saves money

on oil and on repairs.

NOW ON SALE AT

Automobile Dept.
POST EXCHANGE

Quaker State
MOTOR OIL

Gives you extra power,

extra speed, extra life-

it's use is a genuine

economy.

0

For Sale at

Post Exchange

AUTOMOBILE DEPT.

Fort Benning, Georgia

WILLARD

BATTERIES

SOLD

and

SERVICED

At

AUTO DEPT.

Post Exchange

Well Equipped
Auto Department
Functioning Here
The Post Exchange Auto Depart-

ment is about one of the most com-

pletely self-contained and efficient or-

ganizations in the South, having such

a variety of supplies and equipment

grouped under one roof that it may
justly make even such a broad claim
as this.

The first, and perhaps one of the
most important, of the departments
of the Garage, is the filling station,
located on Wickersham Avenue, and
which supplies most of the gas and
oil used at the Post. Here are sold,
also all the tires and smaller acces-
sories handled by the Garage. Both
anti-knock and straight gasoline are
sold, at practically cost price.

One of the first things that the vis-
itor notices, after leaving the Filling
Station, is the new Weaver Brake
Tester, situated near the office, which
gives full information concerning the
condition of the braking power of
each set of brakes, aknowledge which
is of exreme importance to the driver,
especially during rainy weather.

In the office is an official American
Automobile Association branch. The
Garage will also attend to getting a
license for any customer desiring this
service. Besides this the office pro-
vides a Notary Public for the con-
venience of those living on the Post
or connected with the Army. The
Garage is only authorized to deal with
those connected with the Army ex-
cept in case of emergency.

In the battery room is a complete
outfit for charging batteries, also for
putting them into first-class shape.
The battery department is equipped
for any kind of battery work neces-
sary. The Garage sells Exide, Willard
and Globe batteries.

Adjoining the battery room is a
long series of rooms devoted entirely
to general repair work on the car.
This department cares for any motor
or mechanical trouble which may oc-
cur and has a staff of competent me-
chanics, aided by up-to-date tools and
machines to insure the best job pos-
sible. The general repair department
possesses machines to reseat valves,
a lathe for turning work, jacks for
easy handling of cars and all other
equipment needful for proper func-
tioning of a unit which has so many
varied and difficult jobs.

The Garage maintains a wrecker
service which makes necessary calls

almost anywhere, in fact, at least one
call has carried the wrecker a dis-
tance of two hundred and twenty-five
miles. There are very few other shops
that can make such claims to excel-
lent service as this and, to complete
thestory, the service is available both
day and night.

The supply department supplies all
materials which are needed in every-
day garage work, such as gaskets, bat-
tery connections and spark plugs, to
mention a few. In fact, the Garage
is so well outfitted and equipped
that, with a little outside help on
the larger parts, it could very nearly
build a whole automobile.

Both washing and greasing are done
at the garage, the greasing being done
with Alemite and the oils used being
Pennzoil. Mobiloil and QQuaker
State. The greasing, as is customary
in modern auto shops is done under
pressure and therefore is done thor-
oughly. The cars are washed by well-
trained men, and the process not only
includes washing the body and glass-
work of theautomobile, but also the
cleaning of the underparts of the ac-
cumulated mud and grease deposits
by the use of live steam under pres-
sure. The washing and greasing are
both done by experts and a near-
perfect job is practically assured.

(Please turn to Page 25)

The Automobile Department will
handle all of the details and se-
cure your Georgia State License
TaY. for your car.

POST EXCHANGE

FORT BENNING

WELCOME...
... STUDENTS

Columbus Fender & Body Works

First Class Body, Fenders and Radiator Repair-

ing. Windshield and Door Glass, Tops and

Trimming.

WRECK-WORK AND REFINISHING

"Don't Drive A Shabby Car"

THE POST EXCHANGE
At

Fort Benning is our agent.

THE AUTO DEPARTMENT

Uses Genuine parts manufactured for
your particular automobile in all

repair work.

0

All Oil and Greases used are of the
very best grades and types.

All mechanical work by experienced
mechanics.

Post Exchange
Fort Benning, Georgia.

I
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FOUNDING AND ORGANIZATIOT
OF BENNING AND INFANTRY

SCHOOL PRESENT INTER.
ESTING HISTORY

(Continued from page 5)

the entire garrison and School eE
tablishment of Fort Benning will b4
adequately sheltered in building
appropriate to the character of an in
stitution of the importance of Th
Infanry School.

Since the establishment of The In
fantry School at Fort Benning, man3
changes have been made in the or
ganization of its academic depart
ment. Every change has been basei
upon experience, and has been mad(
with a view to improving and ex
tending the instructional scope of th(
school.

SCHOOL OPENS MONDAY
With the formal opening of th4

thirteenth academic year of The In
fantry School at Fort Benning or
Sept. 19 there will be ushered in
new era of professional progress foi
the infantry of the United State,
army which now, for the first time
has all of its specialized training
courses centered in one institution.

For many years the army's fore
most leaders and thinkers had advo
cated the consolidation of all of the
infantry's school courses at The In.
fantry School, Fort Benning, but it
was not until the summer of 1932,
when the Tank School was moved

School Days

To our
patrons of

Fort Benning
WE

kindly c all 1
your attention
to the service
we render to
all who are in
need of BI-CYCLE re-
pairs. 0 u r

truck is at the
filling station
three days out

of each week, as follows:
Tuesdays, Thursdays, and
Saturdays, from about 10:30
to 11:30. Any repairs you
might have we will appre-
ciate taking care of them.
Our charges are positively
no more than if you were to
bring them to our establish-
ment. All makes repaired,
and all work guaranteed.

DAVENPORT CYCLE
COMPANY
111 - 10th Street

Phone 2474

Alemite

I

Greases,

Equipment are

at I

AutomoL
POST EX

N from Fort George G. Meade, Md., I Davidson, Frederick McCabe, Wil-
and amalgamated with The Infantry, liam F. Lee, Harry L. Reeder, Lloyd
that their efforts were crowned with H. Cook, Thomas S. Arms, Hugh C.
success. The former Tank School
courses will now be conducted under ilchrist, Phillip S. Wood, and Neal
the immediate supervision of the com- C. Johnson; and Captains Francis G.
mandant of The Infantry School by Bonham, William Hones, and Henry

- the tank section, which has been add- J. Matchett, all infantry officers.
e ed to the academic department. The Specialists in auxiliary arms assign.

training in the technical and tactical ed to the first section as instructors
use of this infantry weapon of con- include Major Archibald D. Arnold,e stantly increasing importance, will, Field Artillery, Major Benjamin G.
from now on, be coordinated with Weir, Air Corps, Major John B.
that of other infantry studies. Many Thompson, Cavalry, and Captain
other advantages, both in training and Geoffrey Marshall, Chemical Warfare
administration, will also result from Service.d the consolidation, not the least of r E C

d which will be effected in the cost second sectione of operating one school establishment The second section, of which Major
r. instead of two. Albert S. J. Tucker is chief, has the
e Besides the enlargement of the largest number and variety of sub-

basic organization of the school re- jects in which to conduct instruction.
sulting from the addition of the tank These include studies of supply, medi.

e section, a few minor changes have cal service, communications, topogra.
. been made in the interior organiza- phy and field engineering, reconnais-tion and allocation of subjects of the sance, training, close order drill, mili.ifour other sections of the academic tary courtesy and customs of the serv.odepartment, 

ice, Army of the United States, ani-
s NEW ASSISTANT COMMANDANT mal management and transportation,
I Numerous changes in the composi logistics, staff maps, horse-shoeing,

tion of the faculty, including the of- and physical training. Lieutenant
fice of the assistant commandant, have Robert T. Foster is secretary of this

" been made since the last session of section. Instructors assigned to the
" the school. Col. Charles W.. Weeks second section include Major Albert

successor to Lt. Col. Geo. C. Mar: S. Dabney, Medical Corps, Major
" shall, Jr., as assistant commandant, Frank A. Heilman, Corps of Engin.
t will head the academic staff for the eers, Major John B. Thompson, Cav-

first time this year. alry, Major George L. Kraft, Infantry,
New instructors who have joined Major Thomas G. Hearn, Infantry,

the faculty since last year include and Major John N. Robinson, Infan.
Colonel William B. Wallace, Lieuten- try; Captains Willard S. Paul, George
ant Colonel Charles H. Bonesteel F. Bloomquist, Fred E. Gaillard, Mark
Majors Albert S. Dabney, Stephen G:G. Brislawn, James H. Drake, How.Henry, Robert A. Lytle, William L. ard Clark, 2d, John W. Blue, JosephRoberts, John N. Robinson, Henry A. Nichols, and Michael E. Halloran,
Terrell, Jr., Herbert A. Wadsworth, and Lieutenants Edward C. Johnson,
Benjamin G. Weir, Phillip S. Wood Robert T. Foster, Julian E. Raymond,
Captains Mark G. Brislawn, Howard Robert V. Murphy, Hammond McD.
Clark, 2d, Alexander H. Cummings, Monroe, Landon J. Lockett, and Ovid
Castle H. Farish, Michael Halloran, 0. Wilson.
Frederick A. Irving, Malcolm F. Limb. THIRD SECTION

sey, Severene S. McLaughlin, George Subjects assigned to the third sec.
N. Randolph, Geroge H. Rarey, Frank tion pertain entirely to studies of
R. Williams, Laurin L. Williams, infantry and auxiliary weapons. These
Lieutenants George DeV. Barnes, Jo- embrace not only mechanical mani-
seph A. Holly, Charles T. Lanham, pulation of the weapons but their
and Ovid 0. Wilson. employment in combat. Major Omar

Major Emil W. Leard, formerly as- N. Bradley i, chief of the third sec-sistant secretary, has been advanced tion, and Captain George N. Randolph
to the position of secretary, recently is secretary.
occupied by Major William F. Free- Officers assigned to the third sec-
hoff, and Captain Walter B. Smith, tion as instructors include Major
a graduate of last year's advanced Claudius M. Easley, Captains Nor-
course, fills the position of assistant man D. Cota, Elmer G. Lindroth,
secretary formerly held by Major Oliver E. G. Trechter, Raymond E.
Leard. Vermette, Frederick A. Irving, Low-

FIRS SECIONell W. Rooks, George VanW. Pope,
The irs se tio , wh se cop of Burton L. Lucas, and R ussell B. R ey-insrucioncoersinfntr tctis, ndnolds, and Lieutenants Kameil Maer.intio oersorinfanrys tacticsad tens, and Donald W. Brann, all of

thos ofsupprtig ars t incudethe infantry.
the reenforced brigade, infantry com-

No Frills

Frank R. Williams, and Lieutenants
Joseph A. Holly and George Dev.
Barnes.

A plant for the reproduction of
maps, a photographic laboratory, a
drafting room, and an army field
printing plant will also be in opera-
tion under the supervision of the aca-
demic department. Captain Howard
J. Liston, assisted by Lieutenant
George C. Mergens, will be in charge
of these activities.

The school library, which comprises
some twenty three thousand volumes
on military subjects, will be available
to the students f or their research
work. The library, of which Captain
Francis H. Wilson is librarian, is
under the supervision of the academic
department.

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION
Much of the instructional activity

of The Infantry School is of a prac-
tical nature, and is conducted in the
field where the theories and princi.
ples enunciated in the class rooms
are applied to specific combat situa.
tions. For the purpose of carrying
out these demonstrations of infantry
methods and tactics, the academic de-
partment has available a number of
selected troop organizations. The
largest and most frequently used of
these is the 29th Infantry, which is
commanded by Colonel John J.
Toffey. This regiment of two battal.
ions is organized at war strength, its
personnel numbering approximately
seventy-four officers, and two thou-
sand and fifty enlisted men.

Another infantry demonstration or-
ganization is the Second Batalion,
ist Tank Regiment, to which is at-
tached Company F, 2d Tank Regi-

(Please turn to Page 26)

No Extra Charges

LOANS MADE AT

S Ier Cent
Payable in Monthly Installments

FIDELITY LOAN & INVESTMENT

COMPANY

1206 First Avenue

T. E. BAISDEN, Sec'y & Treas.

Makers ,of fine Printing Plates

Engravings and Plates

for

The Doughboy

and

The Benning Herald

are furnished

byus

WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.
Atlanta, Georgia

x "fit

mand and staff duties, the installation FOURTH SECTION
and operation of command posts, or- Military history, instructional meth-
ganization of infantry, the formula- ods, parliamentary procedure, psy-
tion of combat orders, and the collec- chology, public speaking, and editing
tion of combat intelligence, will be manuscripts and instructional matter
headed by Lieutenant Colonel Joseph issued by The Infantry School are
W. Stilwell. Major Robert B. Cole some of the subjects with which the
is to be secretary of the first section. fourth section is concerned. It also

Assisting Colonel Stilwell as in- supervises and conducts stenographic
structors are Liuetenant Colonels and clerical courses for enlisted men,
James B. Woolnough, John L. Jen- compiles the mailing list of instruc.
kins, and Charles H. Bonesteel; Ma- tional matter issued by The Infantry
jors Charles P. Hall, Herbert A. Wads- School primarily for the benefit of
worth, Henry Terrell, Jr., William national guard and reserve officers,
L. Roberts, Vernon Evans, Lewis C. and also conducts the infantry exten-sion courses, the latter being homb

study courses of instruction for regu-
lar, national guard and reserve officers.

Major Edwin F. Harding is chief
of the fourth section, and Captain
John A. Andrews is secretary. In-
structors assigned to this section in-
clude Major Richard G. Tindall, and

Lubrication and Captains William W. Eagles, Walter
C. Phillips, Malcolm F. Lindsey, Al-
exander H. Cummings, Francis H.used exclusively Wilson, John A. Andrews, and Lieu-
tenant Charles P. Lanham, all infantry
officers.

The new tank section's courses will
deal with the operation, care andthe maintenance of motors, trucks and
tanks, the operation of convoys, tank
driving, batteries, and chassis of
tanks, trucks and other military mo-
tor vehicles.

Colonel William B. Wallace, for-
merly on duty with the Tank School

Sle D p at Fort George G. Meade, Md., is
chief of the tank section. Captain
Severene S. McLaughlin is secretary.ICHANGE Instructors assigned to the tank sec-
tion include Major Robert A. Lytle,
recently a member of the infantry
board, and Major Stephen G. Henry,
Captain Severene S. McLaughlin, Lau-
ren L. Williams, Castle H. Farish,

AUTO DEPARTMENT
(Continued From Page 24)

Next to the washing and greasing
rooms is the painting room. Here,
if necessary, the whole automobile
may be "done over" in any color or
color combination desired and by a

workman whose work is in the same
class with that of the manufacturer.
Great care is taken to insure satisfac-
tion to the customer, the lacquers are
applied in the most approved man-
ner and one which has proved itself
through trial. Beauty is of paramount
importance in an automobile, and, as
the paint job is largely responsible
for the beauty of the car, the Gar-
age makes it a point to insure a
maximum of perfection in its work.

The work of the Auto Department
is carried on under the supervision
of Mr. Austell, who has been with
it for ten years, since 1922, and who
is the manager. Under Mr. Austell is
a staff of forty-seven men, each ex-
pert in his line and selected for his
experience and ability. This person-
nel, combined with the opportunities
given by the modern and well-chosen
machinery and supplies, is the surest
guarantee of a good job.

RUBBER STAMPS
Columbus Office Supply Co.

24 Hr. Service

Phone 556

THE BENNING HERALD Irap. '"'pm rntv . $4"vp
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Benning some weeks before Mrs. BENNING FOUNDING REPRE-
Rice, promptly sent her a plan draw- SENTS INTERESTING HISTORY

(Continued from page 6) ing of their quarters. This, of course, (Continued from Page 25)

is what every thoughtful husband
to tolerate such a condition would be ment. This tank battalion is com-
setting a bad example and Colonel ought to do, for wives get a big kick manded by Major Allen F. Kingmanout of visualizing the layout and pic- and its personnel comprises approxi-

in a bigway. t hturing just where the console table mately twenty-five officers and five
Accordingly a large fatigue detail will look best, where Uncle George's

reported one morning at the Colonel's picture should be hung and all that hundred and twenty-five men. A pla-
quarters and carefully dug out all of sort of thing. toon of Christie tanks, the army's
the Bermuda grass. Whether the Col- Unfortunately not every husband newest and fastest weapon of this
onel specified that the Bermuda be is thoughtful and very few of them type, is included in the tank battal-
eliminated, deponent sayeth not, but can draw anything more complicated ion.

according to our informant it was. than a check on the 11th of the A battalion of the 83rd Field Ar-
The operation reduced the number month. Colonel Rice, however, is dif- tillery equipped with 75 mm. guns is
of varieties of grass left to two-nut ferent. He is a whiz at drawing, another demonstration unit frequent-
grass and sand spurs, possibly-1 having been Assistant Professor in ly employed in the combat demon-
neither of which are highly esteemed that subject at the U. S. M. A. That stration. This, with a strength ap-
by our leading horticulturists. is what makes it hard for us to un- proximately twenty officers, and

Two weeks later another large fa- derstand why Mrs. Rice couldn't make three hundred twenty-five enlisted
tigue was observed digging up the head or tail out of the drawing he men, is commanded by Major Clyde
other grasses and planting Bermuda." sent her. Maybe the Colonel includ- A. Selleck.

We can't help wondering, and we ed so much technical architectural de- Flight B 16th Observation Squad.
suppose that our curious readers are tail that Mrs. Rice couldn't see the ron, commanded by Captain Lloyd
also wondering, why the Bermuda woods for the trees or maybe he had Barnett, represents the air corps at
was dug up in the first place. All gone futuristic since the old days The Infantry School. This squadron
we can say is that it is none of our when he could really draw. At any of three planes is employed not only
business-nor yours. Our duty is to rate, the Colonel didn't get any fur- in cooperation with ground troops
report the facts and we have nothing ther with his art than an ordinary during simulated battle practice, but
to add except a prophecy that Colonel husband who simply works the old performs many other missions in con-
Hall will ultimately have one of the "wish-your-were-here" line. And that, nection with infantry research and
best looking lawns on the post. of course, isn't very far. You've got development work, particularly in the

to be good these days. field of anti-aircraft target practice.

DECADENT ARTIST
Colonel E. F. Rice, Father of the

Stadium Towers, having reported at
LETTER FROM A HOME TOWN
BOY TRYING TO MAKE GOOD
Word had just been received that

Capt. W. B. Tuttle, the popular (at
times) Sheriff who preceded Consta-
bule Funk in office, has been placed
in command of the 2nd Brigade Ma-
chine Gun School at Pine Camp, N.
Y.

The ex-Sheriff's rise in the world
became known in his old home town
through a letter to Weapons Expert
Brann, one of his former golf and
dog house associates. The letter for
the most part is a plaintive "help
me-Cassius-or-I sink" appeal for ma-
chine gun literature. We quote below
an expurgated version.

Dear Don-O 0 o o o oh Don,

Listen Don, send me all the publi.
cations on M. G. work I should have
(all the Benning dope). Charge any
expense to my Book Shop account.
Don't wait too long to do this-1
have to make myself a machine gun-
ner in a hurry! Send along several
copies of 3-57-M Infantry School
Pamphlet on Indirect Laying-An
other thing, send me the dope on
the Howard Clark Trophy test x x x
Get me a Chapman protractor. Fix
me up, Don boy, I am way deep in
the rough.

Say, it is cold up here. 0 0 o o o o!
This regiment has no cotton season
at all. I bought $40 worth of cotton
uniforms just before I left and a
linen civilian suit-bright boy!

Malin Craig stayed with us two
nights-played my first game of golf
with him-took him swimming in the
lake 0 0 o o o oh! Nearly froze
x x x x then took him to the bor-
der.

* * *

Now, say, I'm in a "tight." Rush
the dope to me on M. G. in a hurry
or you may be subjected to a little

WELCOME
NEW OFFICERS

May your stay be a most pleasant one

WILLIAMS LUMBER CO.. LNC.,
THIRTEENTH ST. PHONE 246

WILLIAMS DAIRY
Grade "A" Natural Milk and Dairy Products

QUALITY AND SERVICE UNSURPASSED
GIVE US A TRIAL

Phone Sayers Pharmacy 2676-2677
Address Route 1 Hamilton Road

The Chemical Warfare Service,
whose smaller weapons are used ex-
tensively by infantry troops, is repre-
sented by Company C, 2d Chemical
Regiment, which is commanded by
Capain Geoffrey Marshall.

Practical problems in field engin-
eering, fortification, and bridge build-
ing are illustrated by Company A 7th
Engineers, which is commanded by
Lieutenant Mark M. Beatner. One of
the most popular and picturesque
demonstrations of the year is the
building of a pontoon bridge across
the Chattahoochee by this company.

Field methods of the medical serv-
ice illustrating medical supply sys-
tems and the care and evacuation of
wounded in the field are conducted
by the Medical Detachment, which is
under command of Captain Max D.
Talbot. A veterinary group of this de-
tachment is also used to illustrate
approved army methods of caring for
animals.

The school courses which will open
Monday, will be in progress until
June 7, 1933. Other courses scheduled
for 1932-33 include a refresher course
designed for high-ranking officers
which will open on Oct. 24, and close
on Nov. 19. About twenty-five students
will be enrolled in this course. A
class for about twenty-five national
guard and reserve field officers will
begin on January 12, 1933 and close
on February 16, 1933. About one hun-
dred and forty students are expected
to be enrolled in the national guard
and reserve company officers' course,
which will open on February 24, and
close on May 24, 1933, and another
national guard and reserve of ten
students will be enrolled in the tank
course from February 24 to May 17,
1933.

Several courses for enlisted men
will also be conducted during the
year. These will include a communi-
cations course for men of the regu-
lar army and national guard, Febru-
ary 9 to June 2, 1933; a course for
motor mechanics January 3 to June
7, 1933; a reconnaissance course, No-
vember 16 to December 21, 1932; a
stenographic course, Sept. 22 to May
12, 1933; a clerical course, Sept. 22
to February 24, 1933, and a school for
horseshoers, November 1 to April 3.

long range indirect abuse.
Best regards to Newt and the gang.

Bill
Menibers of the garrison who ran

afoul of Captain Tuttle in his official
capacity as Provost Marshal will no
doubt enjoy reading the above mis-
sive. As for his many friends, we
hasten to assure them that we have
known Bill a long time and aren't
worried. He will pull through.

FL. F. H.

Our garage service is complete.
After hours phone 177 for emer-
gencies.

POST EXCHANGE

FORT BENNING

III __________________

U

Office, 12th Street

B. H. HARRI S
Phones 250-251

CO.

A Cordial Welcome is extended to all

new student officers as well as the old

personnel.

Ten Stores
to serve

you

Try
Us

The Home of Quality Foods at Low Prices

Wesson

Oil, Pt. Can----------19c

Campbell's
Tomato Juice, 2 cans --- 15c

Lux Soap

Flakes, Pkg.

Campbell's

Pork and Beans, Can -- 5c

Domino

Sugar, 5 lbs..---------25c

10c

No. 1 Cobbler
Potatoes, 5 lbs. 6c

Large Iceberg
Lettuce, Head---------8c

Half or Whole
Ham, lb.------------17c

Fancy Western Round
Steak, lb.------------25c

Thompson Seedless
Grapes, 3 lbs.--------25c
Premium
Crackers, Large Pkg....-10c

Pride of Ill.
Corn, No. 2 Cans.------ 10c Argo Red

Salmon, Can---------19c
Blue Ribbon Large Octagon
Malt, Can------------49c Soap, 3 Bars---------10c

Ask For

CCILENM'S

BREAD AND CAKES

AT THE

POST EXCHANGE GROCERY

.. .... .. 7 ....

IM

To The Army-
ADVERTISERS IN THIS PAPER

Are especially prepared to serve army personnel. To purchase from
them will be profitable to you-and don't forget to mention

THE BENNING HERALD

We Offer The Services Of Our
RENTAL DEPARTMENT

To all incoming officers to assist them in getting
pleasantly located for the coming school year.

FLOURNOY REALTY COMPANY
(REALTORS)

Owners and Exclusive Agents for

WILDWOOD COURT APARTMENTS
3 Phones 465 1209 Broadway

B. H. HARRIS CO.
Renting

Special attention given Fort Benning Officers
Kindly call and let us assist you in

getting located
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They Make Hunger

ajoy

PJealluts

Fort Benning, Ga.

1141 Broadway

Columbus Office Supply Co.
Printing Lithographing - Bookbinding

Rubber Stamps Made To Order

We appreciate your iendship

iii i 12th Street

The Officers' Club
Fort Benning, Ga.

Offers The Facilities
of six clubs in one

SOCIAL CLUB
GOLF CLUB

TENNIS CLUB
POLO CLUB

GUN CLUB
THE HUNT

And many other advantages such as Grill, Mess,
Barber Shop, Beauty Parlor, etc.

The Board of Governors extends
to every officer of Fort Benning a
cordial invitation to become a

member of this club.

Located in the Academic Area

"A co-operative store whose sole mission is to serve the
permanent personnel and students on duty at the Infantry
School."

STUDENT SUPPLIES

PUBLICATIONS OF THE INFA.NTRY SCHOOL

SPECIAL ORDERS

RAIOS AND RADIO SERVICE

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

PARKER PENS AND PENCILS

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS

The Book Shop is operated to save you money.

To The Benning Personnel=--

II

We extend to you a cordial invitation

to visit this store and make yourselves

at home here.

We are completely stocked

and can readily supply you

with any kind of furniture

you wish.

Please call on us for the solution of any of your furnishing

problems-we're glad to assist you.

Phone 409
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GARBAGE CAN
GALVANIZED

20 GAL.

$1.00

STEP LADDER
5 FOOT

$1.00

COFFEE MAKER
8 CUP

DRIP STYLE

49c

ELECTRIC

PERCULATOR
9 CUP

$1.69

ELECTRIC

HEATING PAD
$1.00

BAMBOO LAWN

RAKE
29c

SCOUT AXE
With

LEATHER COVER

$1.00

ELECTRIC

HOT PLATE
$1.00

Food CHOPPER
With

FOUR BLADES

$1.00

WE WELCOME
OFFICERS

CHARGE ACCTS.

I ~
To Celebrate Our Anniversary ---

mKennore Washer
,- -

~1

KTF
C-

V
K

K
Cash Price

$5 Down, $5 Monthly, Small Carrying Charge

Because Sears sell more washers than any other

maker or retailer in the world, we bring you high-

er quality for far less money! Come in and see

this Kenmore, the biggest washer "buy" in the

history of the washing machine industry! High

speed tub, Lovell wringer, triple van gyrator, por-

celair_ enamel tub.

Now!- - - A New Low Price on

Cold spot
Refrngerators

$9959
Cash Price

$7.50 Down, $7.50 Monthly, Small
Carrying Charge

Now . . lowered cost of materials, plus Sears'
great volume of Coldspot sales, enables us to intro-
duce a still lower price in the 46th Anniversary!
4 cubic feet size.

Rotary Compressor - - Maximurr Storage Space - -
Buffet top, Broom high legs

seamless Porcelain Interior - - Quick freeze control

CROSS COUNTRY OIL
100% PURE PENNSYLVANIA

PERMIT NO. 554

5 Gallon Can

$2.95

U I

AUTO BATTERIES
13 PLATE -- 6 VOLT

GUARANTEED 1 YR.

$3.46
And Your Old Battery

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.
1008 Broadway Phone 3760

I U

Crusader Tires

8)7Each, if3 - Bought
in Pairs

'This includes 2 Cord Plies
Technically k n o w n as
breaker strips.

SIZE EACH PAIR
29x4.40-21 $3.98 $7.74
29x4.50-20 4.32 8.40
30x4.50-21 4.38 8.50
28x4.75-19 5.14 9.98
29x5.00-19 5.38 10.48
30x5.00-20 5.49 10.66

LUNCH KIT
With

1 PT. VACUUM BOTTLE

$1.00

FLASHLIGHT
3 CELL

COMPLETE

$1.00

GALVANIZED
TUB

NO. 1 SIZE

69c

S

U

HORSE SHOES
SET OF FOUR

.$100

FRY PAN
CAST ALUMINUM

10 Inch

50C
U

POST EXCHANGEORDERS
ACCEPTED

61~ ,

4

eI

m

I I I

U,21
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!TOWN
TOPIC,/"
We have often noticed that when a

columnist, and even those who claim
to be columnists, (among who we
must be numbered) gives out of top-
ics, he usually falls back on the old
gag of harping on the troubles of the
newspaper man and bewailing the
fate that ever put him in a position
where he had to grind out a certain
number of inches every day, week
or month. We'd do the same right at the
present moment, if we could think of
some sufficiently sanguinary and pun-
gent adjectives with which to express
our feelings.

The trouble is not only are we
confronted with the problem of not
having anything to write, but we
can't even complain about it! Like
a dog wearing a muzzle and looking
at bare bone-or something on that
order.

We might even emulate our dis-
tinguished co-sufferer, E. F. H., of
Flare fame, and make disparaging
remarks about the hard-heartedness
of the editor, but we can't see how
that would help any, and it would
only look like plagiarism on our
part, so we'll let him suffer in his
own corner, and we'll sulk in ours.

An observant young gentleman has
noticed one singularity of late that
escaped our eye, and (what is more
to the point) reported it to us. Why
we never noticed that Major Foos
lives on Sigerfoos Avenue is a mys-
tery to us, or probably we missed the
connection. At any rate, the coinci-
dence is worthy of mention.

Another thing. The houses of
Rainbow Row have violated an old
Benning tradition and each has its
front actually facing the main street.
Perhaps the Quartermaster had a
nightmare one night and woke with
a proper appreciation of the needs
of hostesses who prefer to have
guests enter through the froit. At
any rate, we'll have to watch future
developments to see if the good ex-
ample is being followed elsewhere
in building the new houses.

We have definite evidence that th,
students who take the course for
Bakers and Cooks wh i ch was the
subject of sonie comment by the
young lady who uses the mirror
as a well of knowledge in the
Herald each week, have to eat thre
food they cook. This seenis to us a
very effective way to ensure hard

work on the part of those who as-
pire to culinary glory.

At this point we are going to
forestall those wise-crackers who are
certain to jump up and say that
"columnists ought to be made to
read their columns-then perhaps
they would write better stuff." First
lick is always the best, you know.

According to the latest news from
the Democratic Headquarters, Gover-
nor Roosevelt's party is going to clean
up the nation with a special sort
of soap, neatly done up in a red,
white and blue wrapper. From what
we've heard, the Democrats would
do better just to use a little G. I.
soap, and there'll never be any need
of another washing for the politics of
the nation. And the slogan "Works
best when wet" is certainly cute!
We've heard that newspapermen do,
too. (Please turn to page 4)

Benning Tankers
Now Well On Way
TowardFlorida

A motor convoy, comprising ap-
proximately forty army trucks, in ad-
dition to three of the army's new-
est type of tanks, and carrying ap-
proximately twenty-five officers and
four hundred and twenty-five enlist-
ed men, departed from the main post
at Fort Benning at one thirty, Tues-
day afternoon, for a practice move-
ment to Jacksonville, Fla. and return.

Major Allen F. Kingman, command-
er of the 2nd Battalion, 1st Tank
Regiment will direct the movement,
which is to be the annual practice
march of the Fort Benning tank
troops. Company A, 7th Engineers,
and a small detachment of medical
personnel is accompanying the tank
battalion. Major Kingman will be as-
sisted by Captain Donald T. Spauld-
ing, plans and training officer, and
Ca-tain Oscar J. Neundorfer, supply
officer. Captain Robert J. Wallace is
in command of Company E, 1st
Tank Regiment, Captain Joseph A.
Stewart will command Company D,
and Captain Arthur C. Blaine will
command Company F. Captain Leon-
ard Murphy will command Headquar-
teri Company. Company F, 2nd Tank
Regiment, which is attached, will be
commanded by Captain Walter A.
Bi,,by.

Lieutenant Mark M. Boatner is
in command of Company A, 7th
En ineers. Other officers accompany-
ing the convoy will be Major Harold
A. Kirkham, Medical Corps, Captain
Arthur Luse, Ordnance Department,
and Lieutenant N. W. Squirrell, In-
fantry Reserve, of Columbus, Ga.

The convoy is expected to maintain
an average speed of twenty miles per
horr during the entire trip, and for
convenience in handling on public
highways and in order not to inter-
fere with civilian traffic, it will be
divided into three sections, whose
units will travel at extended distances.
The first section will carry kitchen
equipment and food supplies. Troops
will be carried in the second section.
arid baggage in the third.

On Wednesday evening Major Allen
F. Kirigman, conimander of the 2nid
Battalion, 1st Tank Regiment, and a
rinimber of the officers of the battal-
ion, which is err route to Jacksonville,
Fla., were guests of the Georgia Press
Association at the Radiuni Springs
Counitry Club, Albany.

The Tank troops arid Engineers who
are accompanying them on the motor
convoy niovement arrived shortly be-
fore noon at the camu on the north-
west side of Albany which had been

prepared for them by the Albany
Chamber of C o m m e r c e which pro-
vided showers and electric lights for
the soldiers. The troops arrived in
a downpour of rain, but found a hot
meal awaiting them which the kitchen
section of the convoy had prepared.

The three Christie tanks which are
making the trip to Florida attracted
a great deal of attention in the city
and a throng of visitors inspected
them at the camp.

0
MAXWELL FIELD COMMANDING
OFFICER MAKES VISIT TO POST

Lieutenant Colonel John F. Curry,
commander of the Air Corps Tactical
School, Maxwell Field, Ala., accom-
panied by Major Paul E. Peabody,
operations officer , were visitors at
Fort Benning on Thursday. The two
air corps officers conferred with Ma-
jor General Campbell King, com-
mandant Of The Infantry School on
air corps and infantry troop training.

General King And Mayor.Smith Are
Speakers At School Opening Exercises
Two hundred and seventy-two stu-

dents began their nine-month's work
as students of the Advanced Class,
Company Officers' Class and Tank
School last Monday morning when
Major General Campbell King, Com-
mandant, officially opened the 1932-33
term of the Infantry School. The
opening exercises were held in the
auditorium of the Main Theater and
was attended, in addition to the stud-
ents and their families and friends,
by a number of the other officers of
the garrison. On the stage, besides
General King, were Mr. H. C. Smith,
mayor of Columbus, who made one
of the addresses to the students, Col-
onel Chs W. Weeks, Assistant Com-
niandant, member of the academic
staff, and other officers representing
Post Headquarters, and the various
organizations on the post.

A lively military march, "The Na-
tional Emblem", played by the 29th
Infantry orchestra, was the opening
number of the program, and the in-
vocation, pleading for divine guidance
of the purposes of the Infantry School,
was pronounced by Chaplain John F.
Monahan, Catholic Chaplain.

General King then read a message
from General Fuqua, Chief of Infan-
try, congratulating the students of the
coming year, and sending them his
"best wishes for a pleasant and proft
table year" at Benning.

STRESSES TANK SCHOOL

In his address to the audience, Gen-
eral King laid particular stress on the
Tank School, expressing his pleasure
in having them as a part of the in-
structional facilities of Benning. Like-
wise, he mentioned particularly the
physical growth of Fort Benning
through the building program now be-
ing carried out by the Quartermaster
Department, saying: "To those of you
who have been here before, doubt-
less, the physical changes that have
taken place haye been immediately
apparent and are, of course, great im-
provements on the post as you last
saw it. To those who have not been
here before, the improvements may
not be so apparent, but it is hoped
that you will find it in every way a
pleasant place to serve. All of you,
whether or not you have been prev-
iously stationed here, have either di-
rectly or indirectly been connected
with the school, and its graduates are
familiar with its aims and purposes."

Maj. Gen. E L. King
Is Participating In

In organizing the faculty of the In- Local Tournament
fantry School, the most outstanding

infantry officers of the army have been

assembled at Fort Benning. "You will

work under instructors who have been

especially selected for their exper-
ience and training in the technic of
Infantry," General King said, "These
officers do not reserve to themselves
all inclusive knowledge; they are fel-
low officers of our infantry branch.
They have spent much time and la-
bor in preparing the various courses,
and they will make every effort to
bring them to you in an interesting
and understandable manner."

A PRACTICAL INSTITUTION

"The Infantry School is a practical
institution. Its purpose is to teach you
to think. No time is spent on the
overemphasis of trivial details. It
deals with the conditions of campaign
and the battlefield as we anticipate
them, judging from past experience
and modern developments. Theoret-
ical instruction is scheduled only
when it is not possible to give prac-
tical work."

"The experience of commanding
troop organizations in the field, rang-
ing in size from the company to the
reenforced brigade, and of exercising
staff functions appropriate to these
commands, awaits the student officers
during their course at the Infantry
School," General King told the officers
in the course of his remarks. "In
dealing with these highly trained
units, you must not forget that you
are preparing for the most important
duty of a regular officer-that of de-
veloping and leading a national army
of partially officers and men."

In concluding his remarks, the
Commandant said "Graduation from
this institution is not an end in it-
self, nor is academic standing the sole
proof of an officer's ability. The value
of the Infantry School to the individ-
ual can only be measured by the
character of his service after he has
completed his course and gone to his
new station. The high standards set
by the graduates of this school are
well known."

MAYOR SMITH TALKS

At the close of his address, the
Commandant introduced Mayor H. C.
Smith, of Columbus, who gave a talk
ill which he stressed the fact that the
presenit classes are not coming to

(Please turn to page 8)

Nominating Committee For Officers'
Club-Named By President, C-61.Reed
The Nominating Committee to

which is given the duty each year
of posting the names of candidates
for officers of the Officers' Club for
the forthcoming year, had just been
named by the president Colonel W.
L. Reed. The committee is appointed
to formulate a ballot which is to be
sent each member of the club to be
voted on; in which will be carried
names of candidates for the offices of
President, vice-President and two
members of the Board of Governors.

Colonel John J. Toffey is Chairman
of the committee, and is assisted by
the following: Lt. Col. Thomas J.
Leary, Major R. B. Harrison, Major
Emil W. Leard, Captain F. H. Gas-
ton, Captain Leonard Murphy and
Captain John E. Hull.

The other three members of the
board of governors are selected in
different ways. One is chosen by the

commandant, and acts as the personal
representaive of the commandant at
board meetings. Major Lewis has been
chosen to succeed himself again this
year in this position. The remaining
two members are appointed, one by
each of the two classes, Advanced
and Company Officers, of the Infan-
try School. The ballots will be
counted at the meeting which will
be held sometime prior to October
25th and the names of the selected
candidates announced.

Meanwhile, Colonel W. B. Wallace
has just been appointed a member of
the present board of governors to
fill the unexpired term of Major R.
K. Sutherland and was selected by
the President, Colonel Reed, to fill
the office of vice-president, succeed-
ing Lt. Col. H. A. Wells, until the
fall elections determine the perma-
nent holders of these offices.

Major General Edward L. King,
commander of the 4th Corps Area,
with headquarters at Fort McPherson,
Ga., arrived at Fort Benning Thurs-
day morning for an unofficial visit to
the post during which he will partic-
ipate in the 4th Corps Area golf
tournament which began Thursday.
General King was met upon his ar-
rival by Major General Campbell
King, commandant of The Infantry
School, and by Colonel Ephraim G.
Peyton, executive officer. General
Edward King will be the guest of
General Campbell King during his
sojourn at Fort Benning.

Brigadier General George H. Estes,
commander of the 8th Infantry Brig-
ade and Fort McPherson, and a group
of officers from Fort McPherson and
vicinity, arrived at Fort Benning Wed-
nesday and registered for the tourna-
ment.

Nearly a hundred entries for the
tournament had been received up to
Thursday noon, and the list included
the following namod officers from
other posts: Colonels Thomas A.
Roberts, and Lewis S. Morey; Lieu-
tenant Colonels Thomas H. Lowe,
John W. Meehan, and Edwin F. Ely;
Major George S. Woodard; and Cap-
tain Druid E. Wheeler all of Fort Mc-
Pherson; and Major George L. Fedi-
ger, who is on duty with the R. 0. T.
C. unit at the University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, Tenn.; Captain Orrill, pro-
fessor of military science and training
Fulton County high schools, Atlanta;
and Lieutenant Claude M. McQuarrie,
who is on duty with the Georgia Mili-
tary Academy, College Park, Georgia.

Qualifying rounds of the tourna-
ment were completed Thursday af-
ternoon. First round matches will be
played Friday and Saturday mornings
on schedules arranged by the players.
The second round of matches and the
first consolation round are to be play-
ed Saturday afternoon. Third round
matches and second consolations are
to be played on Sunday morning, and
finals are scheduled for Sunday after.
noon.

LADIES HOLD TOURNAMENT

On Wednesday morning, September
28 the ladies of the post will partici-
pate in a nine hole "blind bogey" golf
tournament on the new course.

The Ladies' Golf Committee, of
which Mrs. James B. Woolnough is
chairman, is perfecting plans for the
coming season. Arrangements are be-
ing made for a number of new fea-
tures which promise to make the 1932-
33 season one of the most successful
in the history of Benning golf. In
her work, Mrs. Woolnough is being
assisted by Mrs. Jesse A. Ladd, Mrs.
Thomas S. Arms, Mrs. William W.
Eagles, Mrs. Robert T. Foster. Mrs.

Julian E. Raymond and Miss Harriet
Atkins.

Reports indicate that there are still
many of last year's golfers at the post
and that a greater number of new
members than heretofore is to be ex-
pected. Quite a few of the new-
comers to the garrison have already
been out to try out the new course and
it has proved quite satisfactory to
everyone who had played it.

The Committee has expressed the
hope that every lady who plays golf
at all will be present next Wednesday
at 9 o'clock for the scheduled tourna-
ment, and each is requested to sign
up beforehand if possible on the list
provided at the Club.

NUMBER 22
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Reception For ncoming Officers To Be
Held On Commandant's Lawn Thursday
The formal reception in honor of garrison, invitations to participate i

the incoming students and other of- the reception will be extended to -
ficers recently assigned to Fort Ben- number of civilians representing th4
ning will be held on Thursday ev- city and county governments.
ening, Sept. 29, on the lawn adjacent
to the quarters of the commandant. MAJ. AND MRS. EMIL LEARD

The annual reception has become ENTERTAIN WITH DINNER
a popular custom at The Infantry Maj. and Mrs. Emil Leard were tho
School and serves to fulfill the re- hosts Wednesday evening at a delight
quirements of military social formali- ful dinner at their quarters. The tabh
ties applicable to Fort Benning. At- was charmingly decorated with a larg(
tendance at the reception is equiva- bowl of pink buds and tapers of cor
lent to an exchange of calls between responding color. The guest list in
the newly arrived personnel and eluded: Maj. and Mrs. P. S. Wood
others of the garrison. Capt. and Mrs. A. R. Bolling, Capt

For next Thursday's r n a and Mrs. J. A. Otto, Capt and Mrs
large open air dancing platform will Charles Sargent, and Lieut. and Mrs
be set on the lawn and lights will be W. L. Mitchell. After dinner th(
strung between the trees. guests were escorted to the Post mov

Major General Campbell King, ies.
commandant of The Infantry School * * *
and Mrs. King, will head the receiv- CAPT. AND MRS. ARTHUR BLAIP
ing line, which will include a number HONOR LIEUT. AND MRS. W.
of other officers representing various A. SMITH AT INFORMAL
departments of the Infantry School, DINNER
commanding officers of troop organi- Capt. and Mrs. Arthur Blain werc
zations, and a group of foreign of- the hosts Sunday evening at an inform
ficers who are attending courses at al dinner at their quarters compliment
the school. ing Lieut. and Mrs. W. A. Smith

In addition to high officers of the After dinner the guests were escorted

Truly Wonderful Values

Beautiful 3-piece Overstuffed Suite, Consisting
of Divan, Lounge Chair and Arm Chair; Uphol-

stered in Tapestry ................. $49.75

Occasional Chair........$5

9 x 12 Axminster Rug

$24.75

~~ve6~~j~9ona(
F SP -t-tiPF

PHONE

5

409

El

11

Ives. During the evening a receiving
line was formed and all the members
of the West Point clas sof 1932 at
Benning were introduced.

* * *

LIEUT. AND MRS. IVES AND
LIEUT AND MRS. RIDINGS HOSTS

AT PICNIC SUPPER
Lieut. and Mrs. Washington M. Ives

and Lieut. and Mrs. Eugene W. Rid-
ings were the joint hosts Saturday
evening at a delightful picnic supper
preceeding the 29th Infantry dance.
The guests were received at the 29th
Infantry camp where supper was ser-
ved. The guests list included: Maj.
and Mrs. Allen, Capt. and Mrs. W. D.
Powell, Capt. and Mrs. M. B. DePass,
Capt. and Mrs. Guy McKinley, Capt.
and Mrs. E. J. Renth, Capt. and Mrs.
E. A. Johnson, Capt. and Mrs. R. E.
Porter, Capt. and Mrs. H. B. Beavers,
Lieut. and Mrs. Orestes Cleveland,
Lieut. and Mrs. G. L. Dewey, Lieut.
and Mrs. G. P. Howell, Lt. and Mrs.
J. L. Gibney, Lieut. and Mrs. R. L.
Baughman, Lieut. and Mrs. L. B.
Rutte, Lieut. and Mrs. C. B. Warden,
Lieut. and Mrs. E. A. Chazal, and
Capt. G. A. Schleiker.

LIEUT. AND MRS. J. E. BOWEN
HOSTS AT DINNER BEFORE

DANCE
Lieut. and Mrs. James E. Bowen

were hosts Saurday evening at dinner
preceeding the 29th Infantry dance.
The guests were taken to the Ralston

to the Post movies. The guests were:
Lieut. and Mrs. W. A. Smith, Lieut.
and Mrs. A. J. Evans, Lieut. and Mrs.
Paul Kellam, and Miss Riene Kellam.

n

a CAPT. A N D M R S. GEORGE
e BEATTY ENTERTAIN WITH

PICNIC SUPPER BEFORE
29TH INFANTRY DANCE

Capt. and Mrs. George Beatty were
e the hosts Saturday evening at a de.
t- lightful picnic supper given at the
e 29th Infantry camp preceeding the

Regimental dance. The Beattys had
- as their guests: Col. and Mrs. John J.
1, Toffey, Lieut. Col. and Mrs. H. H.

Slaughter, Capt. and Mrs. N. A. Wim-
berly, Capt. and Mrs. J. J. Albright,

e Capt. and Mrs. W. F. Yancey, Capt.
and Mrs. H. 0. Cushman, Capt. and
Mrs. W. F. Lee, and Lieut. Fred Hein.
and Lieut. Fred Hein.

MISS NANA SEELEY AND MISS
ESTHER FOOS HONOREES AT

HANDKERCHIEF SHOWER
Mrs. Robert G. Mangum and Mrs.

Glenn McConnell were the hostesses
Thursday afternoon at a delightful

I bridge party followed by a handker.
chief shower in honor of Miss Nana
Seeley who leaves shorly for school
and Miss Esther Foos who will at-
tend school at Vassar this year. Beau-
tiful mid-summer flowers were used
for the decorations. Contract and
auction bridge were played, the highest
score for auction, was won by Mrs. A.
S. Howe; and the highest score at con-
tact, by Mrs. W. M. Ives. The guest
prize went to Miss Doris Ballard, the
guest of Mrs. C. N. Howze. The
guests were: the honorees, Mesdames
Burton Seeley, Randolph Gordon, W.
A. D. Thomas, Louis Haskell, W. M.
Ives, C. T. Skow, G. E. Lynch, J. R.
Beishline, A. S. Howe, R. S. Nourse,
J. K. Dickey, J. M. Brown, C. N.
Howze and H. P. Houser and the
Misses Harriet Atkins, Margaret
Moore, Doris Ballard, Page Michie,
and Nancy Stillwell.

29TH INFANTRY CAMP SCENE OF
DELIGHTFUL DANCE

The members of the 29th Infantry
entertained Saturday evening with one
of their delightful bimonthly dances
at the 29th Infantry camp on the Upa-
toi. The dance floor was attractively
lighted by many colored lights. The
29th Infantry orchestra furnished the
dance music. Several picnic dinners
were held before the dance, among
these entertaining were Capt. and Mrs.
George Beatty, Lieut. and Mrs. E. W.
Riding and Lieut. and Mrs. W. M.

DOLAN-HENRY HAT SHOP
(IN ALSOBROOK'S)

Invites you to its Fall showing of new hats in all
styles and colors-- for daily wear- for evening-

for sports wear-- at prices from $2.95 to $15.00.
We Solicit Benning Ladies' Charge Accounts.

1211 BROADWAY

DIMON COURT APARTMENTS
PARTLY OR COMPLETELY FURNISHED, MODERN EQUIPMENT

REASONABLE RATES
Call 470, your renting agent or our Superintendant, Mr. Trussell

at Apartment house, Phone 3062, Residence 4406-W.

A new and complete stock of men's ladies' and
children's shoes now on display in our shoe de-
partment. Most reasonably priced. Our expert

salesman will be sure to properly fit you.

POST EXCHANGE
SHOE DEPARTMENT

An infinite variety of articles makes
our stock easy to select from-and
your cooking- problems are easier.

Grocery Dept.
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga.

The Post Exchange is not authorized to sell to any
person not in the Military Service

1141 BROADWAY

F&VAAAJJIUL AdP4) L7fJ&A

FELIIA C HOWLL, HONI 38
I

Good Meals Are Easy To Prepare Now!

Hotel for dinner and then motored to
the 29th Infantry camp, where dancing
was enjoyed. The Bowen's guests were:
Capt. and Mrs. Malcomb F. Lindsey,
Lieut. and Mrs. R. G. Strader, Mrs.
Dorothy Farron, and Lieut. Milton
Pressley.

MRS. ORESTES CLEVELAND HOST-
ESS AT BRIDGE CLUB

Mrs. Orestes Cleveland entertained
her bridge club Friday with a delight-
ful luncheon followed by a table of
bridge. Zinnias were used throughout
the house for decorations. Her guests
were: Mrs. Raymond E. Vermette,
Mrs. Clayton Studebaker and Mrs.
George Howell.

MISS NANA SEELEY HONOR
GUEST AT INFORMAL DINNER

Miss Nana Seeley who leaves shortly
(Please turn to page 3)
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ARMY IV NAVY
TMRDN MARK

OFFICERS
And

Enlisted Personnel
Can secure all their insignia and
uniform equipments at the

POST EXCHANGE
They carry a complete line of

N. S. MEYER, INC.
CORPS INSIGNIA

BUTTONS
INSIGNIA OF RANK

SABRES
SABRE CHAINS

SPURS, SPUR CHAINS
CAMPAIGN BARS

MEDALS
All our merchandise carries an

Unlimited Guarantee

N. S. MEYER, INC.
43 East 19th St. New York
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Boy Scout Records
Broken In Meet

The Boy Scouts of Fort Benning
held their annual swimming meet last
Saturday at 10 o'clock at Russ Pool.
K. L. Berry was the outstanding,
star of the meet, winning three first
places, breaking the former record
in all three.

The first race was the fifty yard
dash, which Berry won in the fast

- time of 30 2-3. Buster Luse was a
very close second and Russell Wall
came in third. The second event was
the 25 yard breast-stroke, an exciting
event, Russell Wall taking first place
by beating Wot-a-Man Bonham by
inches. Julius Evans came in third.

In the next event, the 50 yard back
stroke, K. L. Berry came first again,
with Buster Luse second and John
Bill Barnes third. In the 25 yard
cross-chest carry, Sam White defeated
Tom Arms. The head-carry was also
won by Sam White who again defeat-
ed Tom Arms. In the diving, Forrest
Harding successfully defended his
title by nosing out Art Barkhurst,
with Puddin'head Wilson taking third
place.

(Please turn to page 7)

HARPER'S
DRUGS

Delivered daily to the Fort

Telephone 396

FIRM ROBERTS
Restaurant

Benning Road-Quality Food
PHONE 9407

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE
OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

Mata Hari
WHAT HAS HAPPENED SO FAR

Mata Hari, famous dancer and ene.

my spy, makes an innocent accom-

plice of a young Russian aviator, Al.

exander Rosanoff, who is infatuated

with her, in order to get some secret

papers. In a jealous rage, her former
lover, Shubin, Attache of the Russian
Embassy, telephones to Dubois, the
head of the French Secret Service, to
prove that not only Mata Hari but
Rosanoff are spies. In the midst of
the call, the dancer shoots him.
NOW GO ON WITH THE STORY

AFTER THE SHOT
Shubin fell, carrying the telephone

instrument with him.
After the fall there was a deep,

plushy silence in the house. Little
sounds sank into it smothered as if
they were sinking into velvet. A
creak of the stairs. The rustle of a
curtain. Although the room was light,
a sort of darkness filled it as if it
were deepest midnight.

Mechanically, the dancer first pick-
ed up the telephone which lay be-
side the body and extricated the cord
which had become twisted in his legs
and laid the instrument on its stand.
There had been not even a groan
from Shubin, nothing but a sort of
splutter. The wound she would not
touch because she must have no blood
on her. But she took the little mirror
from her purse and, kneeling very
carefully away from the deepening
stain in the carpet, she held it in
front of his mouth. There was no
mist.

He was dead then.
And, precisely, saying over in her

mind everything that she must not
forget to do, she gathered up the evi-
dences of her visit. The code message.
The doubled sheet of paper. The en-
velope. Her purse. The few scattered
articles it had contained-she counted
them over. The hankerchief. Then-
of course! The bit of gold leaf
clutched in Shubin's hand.

She put on her gloves and wiped
the gun all over with the tiny hand-
kerchief. Jerking a piece of tapestry
off a table, she rubbed the telephone
instrument, the desk, the back of the
chair to which she had held. These
were not so important, for after all
she had called upon Shubin only last

(Please turn to page 8)

Columbus School of Music
DEPARTMENTS

Piano, Violin, 'Cello, Expression, Art.

1229 Second Avenue Phone 1360

RALPH COTTON, Director

1245

Expert Boot and Shoe Repairing
MOTORCYCLE DELIVERY

COLUMBUS SHU FIXRY
C. L. ARMOUR

BROADWAY PHONE 520

NEW BRICK HOME

$2740
TERMS - --

Situated in Andrews Survey, one block off Ft. Benning
road. Five rooms, hardwood floors, tiled bath. Lot
75 x 290 feet. Faces east.
We have seen homes such as this sell for twice as much
money. It's a wonderful buy. Call early for an appoint-
ment to see.
The 2 brick homes adjoining owned by Army people.

EDGE & ARMOUR, INC.
REALTORS

PHONE 66

Today's Fashion
L By VERA WINSTON------

Sweet Clothes for Sweet Children

It isn't so long ago that night clothes
and undies designed for children were
strictly utilitarian in design, with very
little to beautify them. A nightie was
a plain white affair with just a touch
of embroidery and the same descrip-
tion answered the rest of the undies.
But o flate years there has been a
pleasant and distinct change. Charm-
little misses have made their appear-
ing little pajama suits for charming
ance and nighties in consequence have
had to be dressed up. From France
comes the most adorable lingerie for
youngsters, dainty and delicate with
beautiful embroidery and touches of
fine lace; yet withal old-fashioned in
cut and detail. Today we show a
sketch of a little dressing gown for a
youngster that is very lovely with its
quaint air. It is in cotton duvetyn
in pale rose pink. Its square neck
is finished with a satin bow of the

same color.
S

SOCIETY

(Continued from page 2)

for college was the honor guest Thurs-
day evening at an informal dinner
given by Miss Nancy Stillwell. After
dinner dancing was enjoyed. Miss
Stilwell had as her guests: Miss Har-
riot Atkins, Miss Margaret Moore,
Miss Mollie Heilman, and Lts. Glenn
Farris, Richard Hunt, Ernest Easter-
brook, James Winn, E. M. Rowan,
and Joseph Coolidge.

LIEUT. AND MRS. J. E. BOWEN
AND LIEUT. G. P. HOWELL

JOINT HOSTS AT
PICNIC

Lieut. and Mrs. James E. Bowen and
Lieut. and Mrs. George P. Howell
were the joint hosts Friday evening
at a picnic supper given at the 29th
Infantry camp on the Upatoi. After
supper games and dancing were en-
joyed. The guest list included about
thirty members of the young married
set.

I PERSONALS
I

Friends of Mrs. T. J. Leary will be
sorry to learn that she is suffering
from an injured foot.

Miss Doris Ballard of Florida is the
house guest of Lieut. and Mrs. C. H.
Howze.

Mrs. ,Harvey Golightly with her
small daughter returned home Satur-
day from New Mexico where she has
been visiting relatives. Mrs. Golight-
ly's mother, Mrs. A. Haverford, return-
ed with her for a visit.

Lt. and Mrs. J. E. Poore are to be
congratulated upon the birth of a son,
born at the station hospital, Sept. 15.

Miss Barbara King returned Thurs-
day from a visit to Flat Rock, N. C.
and to Charleston, S. C.No. 9-12th Street

U U

U'

El

Per Cent Interest
On Savings

Which Is Another Reason Why We Are One Of The

Most Popular Institutions Of This Community.

0

We Appreciate Your Account-

Either Borrowing or Savings.

FRANKLIN SAVINGS & LOAN CO.

Corner 13th Street and First Avenue.

Telephone 2766

ANOPEN
Tuesday, Sept. 20, 1932

The Benning Personnel:
For 25 years, Humes have served the people of this city-a

quarter of a century of satisfactory dealings, of staunch friend.
ships, of vigorous accomplishment. Through fair and adverse
years, through good times and bad, the constant onward march of
this institution has not wavered. Never for an instant has our
confidence in this friendly city faltered, never has our firm march
of progress lagged.

Just a short while ago, chaos beckoned to this country. Public
confidence shrieked its dirge for a lost republic, as cotton fell to
5 cents a pound, stocks and bonds had no buyers, national bank.
ruptcy was the theme of the pessimists, and panic grew apace.
Watchful waiting was the seemingly policy of a listless, haggard
business world.

But not so at Humes! Twenty-five years of solid, hard won
experience had taught us other things! Here was no apathy-no
waiting for the worst; here instead was a bee-hive of activity-.
a busy hum and bustle as we prepared to grasp opportunity in a
market that had crashed to rock-bottom! Expansion! That was
our watch-word ! A logical new field beckoned, new progress
called-and Humes answered.

In the lowest market in our experience, this 25-year old music
house bought furniture! Yes, quality furniture-at the lowest
levels ever offered to man-a veritable gold-mine for those with
the resources, the courage, the initiative to buy!

And now we are ready to open this new department. Its the
same old Humes, offering you still another branch of service for
your home-quality furniture, available on considerate, convenient
terms.

Formal opening Thursday, Sept. 22.

Very truly yours,

HUMES COMPANY

AN INVITATION
To Every Person at Fort Benning

To Inspect Our Merchandise-
Compare Our Prices-

A complete line of Rugs, Mattresses, Springs, Beds,
Dining Room, Bed Room, Living Room Suites.

TERMS

Special End Table-...... $ .59
Mattresses ............ 4.95

B. L. PENNELL FURNITURE CO.
1249 Broadway Phone 4618

WE GIVE....
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Off Hand Observations
By McGOOFUS

The business of getting settled and way or the other and will probably
started into a school year is likely to soon pass but more power to whoever
be a bit interesting if not exciting, it was who started the fad which has
even to the most schooled. brought back the old fashioned match

There are the old acquaintances to which strikes equally well on the seat
be renewed. Here is "An" approved of the breeches, the sole of the shoe,
solution: Light up the countenance to or the windshield of the car.
the beaming point with a happy smile Many officers returning from foreign
of recognition and rush forward at a service are finding out for the first
rapid walk (or double time) with the time just what the depression means.
extended mitt and break into your
conversation about so; "Well! Well!, One such officer tells an interesting
how's the boy?' (This avoids the em- story of how it was brought forcibly
barassment of not remembering the home to him what havoc the depres-
name). "I haven't seen you since.... sion has wrought. He had just dis.
My! fellow, you are looking well," embarked in New York and was look.
(Or) "Say! fellow, you are looking ing about for a little first night ex-
kind of low, what's the trouble, citement. Someone recommended
haven't been working, have you? May- that he go to the Hollywood restau-
be the last 5 kegs haven't agreed with rant, give the headwaiter at the door
you so well." You have put on (or two one-dollar bills as a kind of sig.
lost) some weight haven't you?" nal and ask for a table. He decided
"How's the family?" "When have you to do this but when he got to the
seen old whoosis? What did you have address, the entrance to the place was
to pay for-(a certain commodity, so swanky looking and the head.
at your last station?" "What have you waiter was such a tough looking egg
been doing during the last that the two dollars seemed mighty
years? "Where are you living?" "Well measly. Remembering that he had
we will be seeing you." been told that the bills were a sort of

Most everyone has read Lt. "Red" signal, the officer screwed , up his
Newman's recent excellent article courage, gave the wrong name, of.
"The Amateur Carpenter on Commu. fered the bills and asked for a table.
tation". It would be interesting to To his surprise, he was told that it
know how many minor matrimonial could be arranged. When he returned
disturbances, good golfing days spent some half hour later to claim his table
in the back yard with hammer and and was conducted to a perfect ring-
saw, smashed thumbs, augmented voca- side table right athwart the dance
bularies, and increased business for floor, he realized that the depression
the second hand furniture dealers this was on. He says that he was charged
article has caused. only two dollars for the dinner which

Already there is a little argument he thinks was a very good one but un-
on between the Tank class and the fortunately he can't be positive on that
Company Officers class as to which is point since he was so busy observing
the sophomore class, how little the managers had been able

Lt. Ted Dunn is planning to organ. to spend on costumes for the chorus
ize a "Rick-Rack" Club. that he can't remember exactly what

The rick-rack fad means little one was served.

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTHI
By MAJOR HOMTR L CONNERV, Medical Inpe or

What is a square meal? It is the petite by tho
one that stuffs you so full that it seems fruits and fre
that you cannot eat another mouthful? vegetables, 1
Is it the one that gives that satisfied should be in(
the feeling? Many people think it is, If you dri
but is not. A square meal is one pasteurized is
that only supplies every need of the fish, eggs, nut
body. What maybe good for one per-'buildts
son is far from what. may be needed issue.
for another.. Growing children need Sugar, fats,
far more tissue building food than cerals supply
older, less active persons. Among the Vegetables,
older. individuals, there is also a great contain miner
variation in fod requirements which constipation.
largely depend on physical activity. Vitamins ai
When more food is taken than is need- are supplied
ed, extra work is thrown on the organs milk.
tha carry off waste. The less hard It never pa
physical work you do, the less food ish to follow
you need to hold your normal weight. you eat. Eat s
An excess of food which is not burned "Laughter ai
up in physical activity makes fat. Find bad- temper
out what your normal weight should your doctor
be arid hold 'it there. Control the ap- with you.

TOWN TOPICS
(Continued From Page 1)

e scales. Eat plenty of
Lsh vegetables. Uncooked
like lettuce or celery,
cluded in the daily diet.
nk milk, that which is
the only safe kind. Meat

s, beans, milk and cheese

butter, cream, bread and
energy and heat.
fruits, and whole grains

rals and help to prevent

re always necessary and
by fruits, vegetables, or

ys to overeat. It is fool-
food fads. Relax when

lowly.
ds digestion: gloom and
certainly 'ruin it." See
if food does not agree

Apropos of Gunbotham's hint to are the only ones in the "big city"
those who like a bit of "Hot Har- that are doing any real business, and
lem" '(it'can be'-fbund, according to that they haven't even had a touch
him, at the Colored Marathon Dance) of the depression.
we find a statement in a recent news- * * *
paper that- the Harlem,-night clubs' "Gandhi Begins Fast Unto Death"

bofrn in September, but most of the
important events of his life happened
in that month. He was made a brig-
adier general in September, 1906; a
major general in September, 1916; left
France in September, 1919; was hon-
ored with the permanent rank of
general the same month and was for-
mally voted the thanks of Congress
the same month. He retired from the
active list in September, 1924, and he
received significant honors and medals
during September. The list goes on
and on, but we won't.

Capt. Gene Lewis of Fort Benning
thinks September is a great month
too. It is his wedding anniversary.
He left last week to annex the young
lady in Texas, She is Miss Delight
Stone, public health nurse of San
Antonio, and is very prominent and

popular in that city, figuring much in

the newspapers because of her work
among underprivileged children at
Camp Laf-a-Lot, an annual summer
camp maintained by the Elks. Each
summer Miss Stone (Mrs. Lewis by
now) selects the most neglected, skin-
niest children in San Antonio and
sends them to this camp. It was at
Camp Laf-a-lot that she became ac-
quainted with Captain Lewis. (No, he
wasn't one of the underprivileged
children.) He was in charge.

They were to be married at Sequin,
Texas, a little town just beyond Ran-
dolph Field, the West Point of the
Air. They will return to Benning
shortly to make their home. Little
Gene Lewis, Jr. was "best man" at his
dad's wedding.

Speaking of Texas reminds us of an
incident that really happened in San
Antonio. A youth from one of the
little tucked away tank towns in Texas
attended his first movie in San An-
tonio and went out, telling his uncle
that inside the theatre there, they were
squirting a picture on the wall.

Fort Benning said goodbye just re-
cently to Lt. Sidney G. Brown, who
went to Fort McPherson to teach the
West Point Preparatory school there.
He will be back in March, we under-
stand.

Among the new arrivals at the Fort
we find Lieut. Fred Giddings, national
sabre champion, and Lieut. Russell
"Red" Reeder, who will be remem-
bered for his football activities, and
athletic prowess at West Point long
about 1925 or '26.

-headlines in newspapers all over
the country. Wonder if it's because
he doesn't like the food he was
served in jail. In that case, the Brit-
ish authorities should let the chefs
in the Officers' Club have a whack
at him. It takes more than a starving
Indian to resist the menu of the cafe-
teria, if one can judge by the num-
ber and celerity of the starving stl-
dents who congregate there each day.

We'd greatly appreciate it if some-
one would tell us ex'actly why a cer-
tain officer in Post Headquarters-was
so carefully measuring some redtape
Thursday. To say the least this''looks
suspicious, and perhaps, Capt. Funk
should investigate, just on general
principles. "

If anyone wants 'a genuine whiskey
.sign, pre-,war, in original colors, and
still plainly legible, we can tell him
where to get it. Collectors of antiques
might be interested. Those old-timers
know how to build for permanence,
we know of some houses which have
not lasted as long as that- sign has-
or' maybe it stands as a monument
to lost hopes and:'hopeful future.

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY F. F. H.

ORIENTATION PARTIES
The several sections of the Academic Department utilized the week

just preceding the opening of the school to tell and show each other what
they are doing to teach the Infantry Mind how to function.

The First and Fourth Sections being given to brevity, (Oh, yeah!)
disposed of their instructional policies and programs in a couple of fifteen-
minute talks. The other sections, all of which have a lot of stage props
put on more elaborate entertainments.

Chief Bradley, of the Technical Third, demonstrated a new indirect
fire method that even a field officer can understand. We hope that he didn't
forget to send a description of it to Captain Tuttle in response to the dis-
tressed ex-Sheriff's all-inclusive appeal for "everything Benning has on
machine guns."

We were properly impressed by the efficient performance of the Third
Section experts but we were just a little disappointed in their year's ar-
rangements in that no refreshments were served.

The Versatile Second Section had a good show as usual. Chief Tucker's
Little Theater Group produced "Infantry Communications," an instructional
comedy in four phases, which went over big with the gallery. The play
was a Murphy and Raymond production, with Captain Brislawn in the
role of announcer. The capable cast included new material in Captain
Porter and Lt. Ferenbaugh. Sgt. Barney, Corp. LaBonte and Pvts. Easley,
Cameron, Wright and Youngblood also hda speaking parts.

The Tank Section entertained in their elegant, new, and well-equipped
plant. After listening to the enthusiastic Tank instructors tell what they
teach, we are convinced that the officers taking the course will know every-
thing about gas engines when they finish except how to meet the payments
on a new car under the compulsory furlough plan.

Only one incident marred the perfect decorum of the visiting instructors.
This occurred when Major Thompson discovered a salvage feed box being
used as a cuspidor. The ardent Cavalryman took this as an insult to his
branch-the cavalry is getting terribly sensitive where tanks enter into the
picture-and was only restrained from creating a scene by being persuaded
that the Tankers might have put the sacred receptacle to even baser use
had they intended to be disrespectful.

PICNIC PERILS jof his sudden departure to the pre-

Biblical students are, of course,

familiar with the fate of the young

man Absalom, who, fleeing on a mule

from the battle in which his rebel-

lious cohorts had been defeated,
"went under the bough of a great

oak and his head caught hold of the

oak, and he was taken up between

the heaven and the earth; and the

mule that was under him went away."

Later the hard-boiled Joab came up

and bumped him off.

Captain Joe Vermette., the celebrat-
ed contract authority, had a similar

experience last week only the end

was not so tragic. Of course the Cap-
tain wasn't riding a mule. As a
matter of fact, officers these days don't
ride mules unless they happened to
be in General Preston Brown's com-
niand, in which case they may have
to. Capt. Vermette, on the historic
occasion we refer to, was riding Capt.
Monte Blue's runabout. We say riding
it rather than riding in it because
Capt. Blue was transporting a section
of a picnic party to the 29th Infan-
try Camp and had a capacity load.
All other available space being tak-
en, Capt. Vermette occupied a pre-
carious perch on the back of the
rumble seat with his feet on the
cushion.

After reaching the wood road, the
contract authority's exposed position
called for considerable skill in fend-
ing off overhanging branches but the
Captain was doing nicely until the
botincing car careened Under one that
was too big to be lightly shoved
aside. Joe caught it in time to avert
a kno'kout but when the car jounced
on, our hero *was left, in the predica-
ment of Absolom. the son of David,
"hanging, between the heavn and the
earth."

Evidently, the arboreal captain's
presence wasn't essential to the suc-
cess of the picnic for the: other" occu-
pants of 'the rumble seat didn't think
it, worth-whileto mention the incident

occupied chauffeur drove on to

his destination oblivious of the fact

that he had lost a passenger. We un-
derstand that a prominent Dramatic

Club official has approached Capt.
Vermette with an offer of the lead in

a stage version of "Tarzan of the

Apes" but this, of course, may be

mere hearsay.

UNFAIR COMPETITION
Mrs. Bonham, watching the Boy

Scout Swimming Meet, noted the tow-
ering figure of post-Scout Master Arms,
clad in a bathing suit, stalking among
the young athletes who were to com-
pete with her son in the forthcoming
events.

"Who is that great big boy down
there?" she inquired of an innocent-
looking bystander, in a tone of deep
resentment.

In view of the compliment, we are
quite sure that the Scoutmaster will
forgive Mrs. Bonham for not recog-
nizing him through the confusing wire
network that separates spectator from
swimmer.

WHAT A MOTHER WORRIES
ABOUT

Speaking of Mrs. Bonham reminds
us that an otherwise pleasant summer
was practically ruined by the fact that
son J. B. seemed to have a bad case
of laryngitis that he couldn't shake
off. His voice was so hoarse and
throaty that the watchful mother sev-
eral times feared that he was on the
verge of pneumonia. The alarming
symptoms continued for five anxious
weeks before the devoted mother sud-
denly woke up to the fact that the
sturdy J. B. was threatened by noth-
ing more serious than a chronic case
of adolescence. In other words, his
voice was changing.

MAYBE WE OUGHT TO CHECK
THE MONOGRAPH FILES

The way.the officers' wives catch
(Please turn to page 8)
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
Coming To Rialto Tuesday

Marian Marsh in "Beauty And The Boss"

Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE RIALTO
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY: Offering "Sky Devils"

with Spencer Tracy, William Boyd, George Cooper, and Ann
Dvorak. A spectacular comedy of the air, a rapid-fire thrilling
tale of three aerial musketeers, embellished throughout with
breath-taking scenes. More than 50 planes, all fighting ships,
rue to the type used by Germany and the Allies during the

war are seen in this vehicle.
SUNDAY ONLY: Offering "The Age For Love," from

Ernest Pascal's sensational novel, featuring Billy Dove, Charles
Starrett, Lois Wilson, Edward Everett Horton and Mary
Duncan. Produced after nearly a year of preparation, this pic-
ture carries out a bold, modern theme, packing a terrific wallop,
reaching into the hearts and minds of modern-day persons
with its graphically-portrayed problems of love and marriage.

MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offering "Beauty and the
Boss" with Mraian Marsh, David Manners and Warren Wil-
liam. Baron Von Ullrich, head of a great Vienna bank is a
business man by day and philanderer at night. Thus he finds
his beautiful but inefficient secretary has too much sex appeal
and fires her-as a secretary.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Offering "The Van-
ishing Frontier" with Johnny Mack Brown, J. Farrell Mac-
Donald, Evalyn Knapp, Raymond Hatton and others. Set in
California in the period immediately after the state was ac-
quired from Mexico by the United States, the picture is of
a native, dissatisfied with the military government and who
shows his disgust by preying upon the rich to help the poor

AT THE GRAND
SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering

"Blondie of the Follies" with Marion Davies, Robert Mont-
gomery, Billy Dove, Jimmy Durante and other stars. A story
of two New York girls who graduate from poverty in tene-
ments to the extravagance and luxury of Park avenue. Closest
of chums, yet bitterest of rivals, both seek to sacrifice their
hearts when it comes to the love of the same man.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Offering "Week-End
Marriage" with Loretta Young, Norman Foster, Aline Mac-
Mahon, George Brent and Vivienne Osborne. Do you want
love and freedom at the same time? Could you be a part-time
wife and keep a two-time husband? Could you stand a love
diet-and be satisfied with a synthetic honeymoon? Then see
this picture.THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: 'The Man Called Back"
with Conrad Nagel, Doris K~enyon, John Halliday and Juliette
Compton. A picture that takes you over the Orient, England,
Malayan Islands and to the natives, where the hero's fondness
for liquor and native women cause the whites to shun him.

i :'::AT 'THE ROYAL
( {Beginning .with midnight show, Saturday, 11:15 P. M.)

ALSO SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offer-
ing "Back Street"' ,with John Boles, and irene Dunne. Fannie
Hurst's greatest novel, and believed, by many critics to be
the greatest motion lpictur eof the-year. A story of a woman
who gave up every;thing jfl :her life for love, and a man who,

in living. two lives,, gave .nothing i1 return but aftection.
These two great stars,:,Boles And Irene have a brilliant sup-
porting cast for this great picture. It is one that you should

not miss. and is highly recommended by this paper.

GRAND
"WEEK-END MARRIAGE"

It wasn't so many years ago that
people scoffed at the idea of sound
in motion pictures. Now that that is

sttled. they are scoffing at the idea
of recording odors.

If this ever comes to pass, actors
andi actresses will have to be careful
what they eat for lunch.

For this reason, it was a good
thing that odor was not recorded on
certain scenes for "Week-End Mar-

Loretta Young's latest First
Na"tional picture, which comes to the
Grand Theatre next Tuesday.

They were filming some sequences
for this picture at the old Vitagraph
A)tudio in Hollywood, far removed
from the general center of activity.
Rather than go out hunting for a res-
taurant for lunch, they invited an
itinerant lunch wagon proprietor to
bring his wares on the stage. His
piece de resistance was a bucketful
of deliciously prepared tamales, which
everyone ate with gusto. They were
very tasty and seemed marvelously
seasoned.

But when the company got back to
work and prepared to take some in-
timate scenes between Loretta Young,
Norman.Foster and Vivienne Osborne,
these players couldn't talk to each
other without wincing.

It seems that the tamales had been
more than generously seasoned with
garlic.

Conversaions among the crew were
held with averted heads, but the
players had to suffer for their art.

ROYAL
"BACK STREET"

"Back Street," the Universal pic-
turization of the widely-read novel
by Fannie Hurst, is in all essentials
a faithful transcription of the book,
according to a recent statement by
John M. Stahl, who directed the pic-
ture and collaborated with Gladys
Lehman in writing the screen adap-
tation.

This popular novel follows the
life-long romance between Walter
Saxel, a man with a wife and chil-
dren, and Ray Schmidt, an unattached
girl who sacrifices all else to an out-
lawed love affair. Irene Dunne plays
the role of Ray, while John Boles
is seen in the character of Saxel.

"The theme of the story, as pre-
sented on the screen,' said Stahl,
"is exactly the same as in the book.
To put it crudely though quite suc-
cinctly, the principal difference is

that in the screen version the man
doesn't belch at the table. In an ef-
fort to make more tender (and per-
haps more understandable) the ro-
mance between the two leading char-
acters, we have at certain points
modified the theme and the action
slightly, so as to remove some of
the despicable qualities of Saxel.
While the book rather played up his
selfishness and stinginess, we have
attributed his lapses more to thought-
lessness in the screen version, and
thus, we think, have made him more
the type of man who would hold the
heart of such a girl as Ray through-
out her lifetime.

"The exigencies of film production
have also caused us to shorten her
lifetime, though this involved no
change whatever in the theme of
the story. In 'Back Street' as a novel,
Ray lives for 20 years after the
death of Saxel; but in the picture she
hardly lives for 20 hours. The death
of the man brings to an end the ro-
mance between our two principal
characters, and thus, in a sense, com
pletes our story. From a motion pic-
ture standpoint, nothing is to be
gained by following the career of
the woman after the man's death has
dissolved 'the eternal triangle,' the
basis of the story."

After seeing "Back Street" at the
Royal Theatre, take up the book again
and compare it.

At The Royal Sunday

-- -- -II w z.. . .. .... ,.*.,.*.%*................,% ..............================== ; :.: > -

JOHN BOLES and IRENE DUNNE in FANNIE HURST'S
"BACK STREET" Universal Picture

I . , I

RIALTO
"BEAUTY AND THE BOSS"

"Beauty and the Boss," which be-

,ins a two day engagement at the Ri-

alto Theatre next Monday, is based

on a play which kept New York
laughing for many months last sea-
son. On the stage it was known as
"The Church Mouse" and starred
Miss Ruth Gordon.

The instantaneous success of "The

Church Mouse" soon had many movie
producers bidding for the screen

rights. Warner Bros., realizing that

the story fitted perfectly with the

personality and abiliy of Marian FANNIE HI
Marsh, oubid all other companies, 'BACK S1
and "The Church Mouse" was put
into immediate production under the With

title of "Beauty and the Boss." J H N B

Miss Marsh plays the role of an SATURDAY NI

efficient but unattractive secretary to AND SUN., M

Warren William for whom she has R O Y
a deep admiration. But not until
she learns all about the Love Meth-

ods of a Modern Girl does she win
the eye and the heart of Mr. Wil-

liam. How she accomplishes this end R IA .
forms the basis of the story.
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NERW$ 0 HE. SPOT WO
BERNARD B. SWAYZE, Editor

Helmeted Warriors
D ril1 ling For Late
Garrison Schedule

With the "Little World Series,"

ancient history, football now reigns

supreme among the sports of Fort

Benning "The home of the Infantry

School." Four teams of husky young

giants representing the Tankers, Ar-

tillery, First Bats and Second Bats,

are hard at work daily rounding into
form for the opening of the intra-
mural football league.

In the mean time there will be
numerous football games between
company teams to satisfy the football
hunger of the fans. The Tankers
promise the greatest company foot-
ball ever played at Benning. Each of
the company teams will play their
regulars in the lineup, nobody barred.
That means that when the Tanker
company teams go to war that Knubb
Bennett, Bill Swantic, Louis Joris,

(Please turn to page 7)

1229 - 31 Broadway

Kells Outslug Tankers And Win
Thumbs Down In Benning Series

Fort Benning's "Little World's

Series," is past history. The Kellys

dropped the opening game to the

Terrible Tankers, 13 to 9, but came

back to take three in a row and cop
the bunting. For a championship
series, the teams hung up a world
record for runs scored. The two
teams combined scored a total of 84
runs in the four games played.

The Kellys got out in front with
the willow and led the Tankers in
stickwork. The batting power of the
Demonstration outfit was really res-
ponsible for their victory.

The Tankers had shown all sea-
son as the hardest hitting team in
the league. In the first game of the
series it looked as if the Tankers
would run true to form as they drove
out fourteen base hits off Barnes,
Haines and Aiken. Red Lindsey on
the mound for the Tankers was touch-
ed for 11 bingles but managed to
keep out in front and bear down in

It May Be Only

A Spark Plug..

a . but it's supremely

important i n t h e

proper functioning of

your car's engine. Let

us check your car at

once.

Auto Department
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

The Post Exchange is not author.

ized to sell to any person not

in the Military Service.

Columbus, Ga.

Um

Wesingouse
Your chance to win a genuine

Westinghouse Dual-automatic Re-
frigerator by writing a short letter.

Get entry blanks at our showroom.
No obligation.

o

FREE to every adult who answers two sim-
FREE to veery adult who answers two sim-

ple food questions at our showroom.

4 Year Service Plan Backed by
A Mighty Name

HOME EOUIPMENT CO.
1039 Thirteenth St. Phone 4547

ALSO CROSLEY REFRIGERATORS

I The "Fords" of Refrigeration

the pinches. The Tankers won handi-

ly 13 to 9.
The second game was an upset. Bill

Swantic, Tanker speedball artist, was
expected to give the Kellys plenty of

trouble. Instead, the Kellys jumped
on his offerings to reverse the score

of the opening game and win handi-

ly 13 to 9. Collyer, Kelly southpaw,
proved to be the undoing of the

Tanker sluggers.
Swantic came back in the third

game but the Kelly batters rapped
out an even dozen bingles to win
11 to 6. "Gentleman Jem" Ward was
on the hillock for the Kellys and
the slim boy was right.

The veteran Red Lindsey was sent
to the mound by the Tankers in a
desperate attempt to stem the tide of
defeat in the final game. It looked
like a good move as the Tankers got
away to a six run lead off the de-
livery of Collyer and Aiken in the
first frame. The Tankers were re-
duced to even terms when the Kellys
came back in the second frame and
tied the count. Lindsey went back for
the third frame but was pulled when
he walked the first man to face him.
Segrest relieved Lindsey but was
touched for several bingles. Rowan
relieved Segrest in the eighth but
the Kellys were out in front with a
six run lead.

Boots Foster went to the mound
for the Kellys in the second frame
after Collyer and Aiken had both
failed to check the Tanker sluggers.
Foster was in splendid form and
held the Tankers helpless during the
remainder of the game.

The Kellys completely outplayed
the Tankers. On the bases the Kellys
ran wild. Saunders led the team with
seven stolen bases for the series. He
also led both teams in scoring, mark.
ing up eight runs.

The following summary of the whole
series will show just how the Kells
took the trophy with their sticks.
Ten Kells batted .333 or better, while
the Tankers only had four to top that
mark:

(Please turn to page7)

We Are ....

Over Stocked With

EVERY CAR TAGGED WITH
REDUCED PRICE

A few of the many you have to choose from.

Special Terms

29 Ford Coach ---------------------------------------- $210.00
28 Chevrolet Coupe ............................ 75.00
28 Chevrolet Coach .............................. 35.00
F or T C oupe -------------------------------------------- 25.00
Nash 6 Sedan -.................................. 85.00
Dodge 4 Sedan-................................-100.00
Buick 6 Coach-.......................... ...........- 100.00
Plymouth Sedan ................................. 200.00

CLIFF M. AVERETT, Inc.

Scarcity Of Good
Boys For Main-Go
Cancels Post Bout

Due to the fact that no suitable
opponent could be found for any of
the main-go boys at Fort Benning,
the fight that was scheduled for Mon-
day night has been called off.

Announcements were made that
the next card to be presented by the
Infantry School Athletic Association
would be held October 4th. Plans
are already under way toward the
completion of a high class program
for that date.

Puggy Weinert and Football Smith,
who had been selected to fight the
semifinal and windup bouts, have
gone to Miami to show there on Mon-
day night. This came after it had
been decided not to have the fights
at Benning. Smith will meet a young
fighter by the name of Goudey, while
the name of Weinert's opponent was
not learned.

Fighting in the Miami ring is a
break for these two boys that, in the
event they" make a good showing, will
put them back where the clouds are
rosy. Miami is one of the most popu-
lar rings in the south. In fact it is
the "Madison Square Garden of the
South" when it comes to fight promo-
tion.

RUBBER STAMPS

One Day Delivery-

COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.

DIAMONDS, WATCHES,
SILVERWARE

Compare Our Prices

REPAIRING OF ALL KINDS

FEFFER JEWELRY CO.
1102 Broadway

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H. ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years
II

It's The Extra Cream
That Makes It

Richer

Only the purest ingred-
ients go into Foremost
Ice Cream-pure cream,
milk, sugar and then
-more cream.

TRY IT FOR YOUR
NEXT DESSERT!

0

Call The Soda Fount

Foremost Dairies
Inc.
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I DOPE
(Continued from page 6)

KELLS AB
Kjelstrom---------17
Saunders----------16
Cook--------------4
Newton------------2
Prophet-----------21
Barron-----------16
Thompson--------11
Tinsley-----------15
Ward-------------6
Collyer------------3

H
9
8
2
1
9
6
4
5
2
1

TANKERS AB H
McLane-----------16 9
Swantic-----------19 9
Hull ------------- 21 7
Segrest------------3 1

0

PC
.5
.5
.5
.5
.4
.3
.3
.3
-3
.3

PC
.51
.4
.3
.31

T.
;29

;00
;00
00
27
;75
66

33
33
33

T.
62
73
33
33

HELMETED WARRIORS WORKING
FOR COMING SEASON
(Continued from page 6)

Dan Sullivan and all of the old
timers will be in there battling, and
it is going to be some battle.

Down in the 24th Infantry, the
Happy Hearts are building a power-
ful machine with visions of victories
over Tuskegee, Moorehouse and
Clarke Universities. The Florida

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit
issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the
CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

CLUB
Fort Beaning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Jr, Phone 290

First National

Bank
Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Resources Over $2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290
Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar

and Fire-proof Vaults for your
Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning
Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Kells and Autoists 83 rd F. A.
Set For Columbus-

BATTERY "A"Fhampionship The "Personality Gunners ExaF r_____ tion" brought forcibly home the
that it does not pay to change bIn order to settle all arguments nor the examiner while in mid-sti

that might arise, the Kells of Fort Oh, where are the gunners of y
Benning and the Patterson-Pope base- day?
ball teams will lock horns at either Private Pollard who has long

known as a connoisseur of winesGolden Park or Leebern Field at 2 fast motor cars evidently thinks
p. m. Saturday. is going to be a shortage in s

Efforts are being made to hold the razors and expects to corner the
first game at Golden Park, but in the ket on this commodity, as he
event the field cannot be obtained, has in his possession fifty-nine rz
the game will be moved to the Lee- of all makes and descriptions.
bern Field. "Hot Poppy Muscrove," keepe

The Patterson Pope are the city the Day Room, prognosticator
champions, while the Kells are the the battery, has decided that ban
high moguls of Fort Benning. The is not in his line and will de
series of five games will be played the next few months to a mer
to determine the Columbus-Fort Ben- course tf the memoryecning champs. course. Muscat, if the memory co

fails why not try finger prinin,
As an added attraction, the 29th Pvts. Holt and Hadley, both ar

Infantry Band will furnish musical and instructors in their respei
entertainment for the fans. Large lines are busily teaching each o
crowds from both Fort Benning and their secret of success, that is
Columbus are expected for the series Holt is training Pvt. Hadley for
of games. square ring, while Pvt. Hadle

Institute which handed the Happy teaching Pvt. Holt the bullfrog y(
Hearts a lacing last season will be HQRS. BATTERY
back for another battle. The cessation of the summer

Lieutenant Washington M. Ives, days has caused our battery sh
head mentor of the 2nd Battalion, and newly married men a lot
29th Infantry, football team in 1931, worry. They haven't as much ch
has been reappointed to that position to jawbone rides now as they
for this season. As pilot of the Kellys to but they can still be seen lea,
last year, Lieut. Ives steered them in squad formation every aftern
through the 1st Battalion shoals and Our eminent barber John La
lifted them over reefs and whirl- was seen leading a fast life, in c
pools formed by the bristling helmet pany with our embryo supply
of raging Tankers, to win the garri- Winnie Vestal and two sub
son football championship. Assisting from the vicinity of North Highla
Lt. Ives will be Lt. James R. Pierce, Two of our cooks, Myers and I
head line coach, Staff Sergt. Kjel- Davis entered into fistic combat
strom, assistant backfield coach, and a girl, Lee J. Wright was the ref4
First Sgt. "High" Davis, assistant line and reports that no blood was sh
coach. A board of inquiry was appoii

The Terrible Tankers will be pilot- to investigate the accident that
ed again this season by Lieutenant Dodd had over the week end.
Elliott Watson. He will be assisted bumper was lost in the excitem
by Lt. R. S. Nourse, backfield coach, No report has come in from the bo
and First Sgt. "Red" Lindsey, assist- yet but we think they are going
ant line coach. have Dodd hire a driver.

p -

Stanton's Lunch Car
C. J. STANTON. Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY OUR STEW

Phone 29 1638-2nd Ave.

WE DELIVER

IMAGINE YOUR EMBARRASSMENT

W4HEN TNHE FRIGHTENED 5TAMGE.
THROvS. .2-E. ARMS AROUN! *oL-

IMAGINE YOUR PLEASURE IN BEING ABLE to
embrace the wonderful used car opportunities we of-

fer here! The prices are in step with these thrifty times,
and the terms quite generous. The values speak for
themselves!

MUSCOGEE CHEVROLET CO.
1501 FIRST AVENUE PHONE 100
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BATTERY "C"

The dismounted review was proof
that besides ride, the Artillery can
march. We might not all be in step,
but we reach the line anyhow. Too
bad so few men attended the review,
but with so many Post and Battalion
fatigue details this just cannot be
helped. We have over one hundred
men on paper, but they might as
well be paper men for all the good
they are able to do.

The winter schedule is again in
force, and we are supposed to work
all day and stand retreat. Otherwise
there is very little difference, instead
of cutting grass in the morning, we
are cutting it now in the afternoon
As long as we cut grass everything
is o. k. and the army is doing well.
It makes no difference, as long as the
grass is cut, whether our men learn
and know anything about artillery.
As long as they are able to work a
pick and shovel in peace time they
are able to use guns in war time.

0

HERALD
WANT ADS

CLAssUMD ADVERTISING RAM:
20 cents per line or fraction of
line. Minimum charge for any
elaseified advertisement, 50 cents.
Payment must be made before
advertisement is published.

WANTED TO BUY: Small saddle
horse-Mrs. Brophy, Phone 92, Co-
lumbus.

For Sale or rent-Piano in good con-
dition. Phone 2179.

FOR RENT: 2 or 3 rooms with kit-
chenette and private bath. Lights and
water. Address Mrs. 0. L. Rodgers,
Route 1 Warm Springs Road. 3 miles
from city limits.

DRESSMAKING, altering and re-
modeling a specialty. Mrs. A. E.
Owen. Phone 1507-M.

FOR SALE: Three piece over-stuffed
mahogany trim living-room suite, ma-.
hogany vanity. Phone 4211-J.

Whirling Action..

Blinding Speed...

* . It takes real equip-
ment to stand these
... and that's the kind

we sell!!

Main Branch
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.
The Post Exchange is not author-

ized to sell to any person not
in the Military Service.

LOOK FOR THIS CROWN

When you are thirsty and want a
refreshing drink.

Student Officers
Ask About the

SPICK & SPAN
Drinks and Sandwiches
Corner 13th St. and 13th Ave.

rage oeven
mmomt

do I
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is progressing very rapidly.
We hated to lose Cook Curry to

Company "D," but.we hear that he
is bringing his mess out of the hole
over there. We are glad to see him
made mess sergeant in Company "D."
Our able mess sergeant John Faulk
is still putting out some good grocer-
ies.

"TALE SPINS"
A Sad Scene in a Sanitary Tonsorial

Parlor.
Jake Sellers enters and seats him-

self on white enameled folding throne.
Barber: "Shave?"
Jake: "No, haircut."
Scissors : "Snip."
Barber: "Thirty-five cents please."

Kidneyfoot Moneyham is the popu-
lar young favorite in the coming Rick-
Rack tournament.

Doug Franks tried to buy a roller
skate the other day, but the clerk
refused to split a pair even after
Doug explained that he wanted it
for a trailer to an Austin to carry
spare potato chips.

Left wing heavy Smith is a man of
few words. Only trouble is he don't
arrange them to make sense.

"Pile it" Smith has been sowing
his wild oats for the last two years
but nothing has come up yet.

B. H. HARRIS CO.
Renting

Special attention given Fort Benning Officers
Kindly call and let us assist you in

getting located
Office, 12th Street Phones 250-251

B. H. HARRIS CO.
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SSCOUTRECORDS ARE BROKEN

29 th Infantry I Continued from page 3)

In the next race, the 50-yard breast

mina HDQRS. COMPANY stroke, our Bonham took first, Julius
The communication school started Evans second and John Bill Barnes

fact third. The 25-yard back stroke was
rsethis week with 1st Lieutenant Feren- won by K. L. Berry; second, J. B.

ream. baugh in charge under direction of Bonham; third, Edward Robinson.
ester- Captain Porter. Sergeant LaBonte In the 100-yard dash, Russell Wall

has got the Message Center, Sergeant gave a beautiful exhibition of swim-
been ming in defeating Forrest Harding,
sand Barney has the wire section and Ser- with Art Barkhurst third.
there geant Harrison the radio section. The meet was concluded with the
afety The following promotions have presentation of ribbons and a speech
mar- been made by the Regimental Coin- by Major Arms.
now mander in the company on recom- We held our regular meeting Fri-

azors mendation of Captain Porter, our day, with 24 present, and two officers.Cmndatio of ain r tWe played three deep and the swim-

r of Company Commander. ming was discussed. We hope more
for Corp. LeBonte to Sergeant. boys, new and old, come next Friday

king Pfc. Easley to Corporal. so we can start two troops.
Vote Tech. Sgt. Mitzen is acting first ser- Scribe-Forrest Harding.
nory geant and communication chief. We
urse
g? are glad to know that our top kick
rtists is getting over his operation for ap-
ctive pendicitis and will be back with us
)ther again soon.

the Headquarters Company is getting 
V

y is Close order drill every morning un-
)del. der 1st Lieutenant Ferenbaugh and
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MATA HARI THE FLARE

(Continued From Page 3) (Continued From Page 4

night and any finger marks which on to military terminology after

were traced to her might well be old from seven to ten years in the Army

ones. The gun caused her most con- is nothing short of marvelous, as the

cern. She went over it again and following accurately reported conver-

again. In the end she placed it near sation proves:
Librarian Wilson to Explorer

a limp right hand on the carpet. Chance: "Well, Bob, I suppose you

All this tine no movement had dis- are a high-ranking corporal in the

turbed her and her absorption had Advanced Class."

been so great that she had not won- Explorer Chance (modestly): "Oh,

dered about the servants. Subcon- no, I'm only a file closer."
Mrs. Chance (brightly) : "So that's

sciously, it had been in her mind what I saw you carrying ack and

from the first that Shubin must have forth between the buildings this

sent them out in order in order to morning!"

arrange his morning as he had -ONMNTECONOMY NOTE
planned. The New Yorker awards the econo-

But now she heard the first stir of prize for the eek of Aug. 31 tomy piefrtewe fAg 1t

life below.

Steps running up the stairs. 6

Not a servant. Why should a serv-

ant run?
Treading firm and square, yet hur-

ried, too, along the carpeted hallway.

And pausing. As if the person could

not decide what next to do.
With a thickness of heavy wood

between, she stood and listened to
the unknown, imagined him with all
her might. The pause by the door.
The look around. The hesiation. A
slight, a very slight scuffle, as if he
might be turning back. A fraction of
a second of the most complete, the
most breathless, the most motionless
silence, until even her steely nerves
trembled, until she could endure it
no longer.

She set her teeth, upper upon
lower, so hard that they hurt her.
She flung herself upon the door and
threw it open.

And she stood face to face with the
very last person whom she could have
thought to meet-Rosanoff!

To Rosanoff, she grew suddenly
strangely little and frail between the
huge doors, one hand clinging to the
closed half, one arm outflung and the
knuckles of that hand taut on the
knob, her profile outlined intense,
stabbing white.

Each must have recoiled. Both must
have spoken at the same time.

(To Be Continued)

, ~ " " TRIP

ROUNC~yio~ SW TRIP

- 4850
A AA

More daily departures... more
service to more cities ... term-
inals right in the heart of town .. . ... ...... .. .......

yet fares are lower over ..........

Hood Coach Lines than by any .......
other way.

You'll enjoy bus travel more
than ever with all the luxuries
Hood Lines offer-deeply cush-
ioned reclining chairs, clean
seat covers, porter service--
even radios!

SAMPLE LOW FARES
ATLANTA ............ $3.00
MONTGOMERY......300
OPELIKA............1.00
NEW ORLEANS ........ 11.50 ....
NEW YORK..........24.45

UN ION -'

BUS TERMINAL
1212 Broadway

Phone 661

THEY'RE MILE
THEY TASTE BE

THE BENNING, HERALD.
the War Department for sending

twelve bombing pianes to New Eng- Army, in the person of Col. Marinus
land to "supervise the eclipse of the Willett, who was sent here by Presi-
auni." dent Washington, for the same pur-

E. F. H. pose, and is now used by the Army
_for its School of Infantry. Among

GEN. KING-MAYOR SMITH the distinguished personages who have
SPEAK passed through here were Oglethorpe,

(Continued From Page 1) Lafayette, Aaron Burr (who was
brought through here after his cap-

what might be called a new school. ture in Mobile) and DeSoto, who

since the site of Benning has been passed near here in his explorations
used since the sixteenth century as Gf this territory.
a training ground by various nations. Mayor Smith also welcomed the
The first, according to Mayor Smith, : i w-omers to Fort Benning and Co-
who also drew many historical paral- lumbus in behalf of the city lie rep-
lels in the course of his address, were resents and expressed the hope that
-he Indians who used the territory their stay here will be both pleasant
immediately around the present site and profitable.
of the Infantry School as a training Following the mayor's address, the
ground for their warriors. It was suc- benediction was given by Chaplain
cessively used by the French, who Willis T. Howard, and the closing
sent an officer here to study the In- selection "Follow Me" was played by
dian methods, by the Continental the orchestra.

Friday, September 23, 1932

Dr. R. H. Brown
Osteopathic Physician

Murrab Bldg.
Phone Office 4108

Res. 1153

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GjEO0 IA
A Citizen Wherever ife Serve

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harding, Manager

;/%

-at rollIem

OU would be astonished too, if you
could see this machine that turns

out 750 Chesterfields a minute... and
every one as near perfect as cigarettes
can be made.

But please bear this in mind. It is
what happens before the tobacco goes
into this machine that matters most.
Rolling and packaging are important,

) E R but not nearly as important as the

selection, blending and treatment of

T T E R the tobacco.

1932, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO C O.
That's whywe keep telling you about

the tobaccos used in Chesterfields.
They're fine, mild, and pure tobaccos.
We tell you about ageing and curing
the tobaccos... about blending and
cross-blending them.., because they
are things that count.

Chesterfields are milder. They taste
better. Prove it for yourself... Just
try a package.

Chesterfield Radio Program-Every night ex-
cept Sunday,Columbia coast-to-coast Network.
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Lt. Dowdall's efforts at improving

the cuisine of the Officers' Club are

meeting with extraordinary success-

as witness the variety of dishes on

the latest breakfast menu of the Grill.

Even though his work is aided so

materially by the vagaries of the

typesetter, we can hardly credit the

fact that the Club is to serve some

of the following dishes (Copied from

the first galley proof of the menu):

Tornado and Bacon----------lOc

(This is guaranteed to stir up your

inside, and goes well, we understand,

with a sauce made of Florida Hurri-

canes.)

Caviar Canopy---------------25c
(Maybe the attractiveness of the

canopy leading to the front entrance

of the club resulted in this.)

Mushroom Chop Suey with Rice.

Serted or in cartoons to take home40c

(Spice it with humor, Harry!)

Baby Club Sandwich ----------.20c

Adult Club Sandwich---------40c

(Better not let any of the Humane

Society get hold of one of these
menus.)

Even in spite of the fact that the
printers sometimes make errors, we
have no doubt that the chef of the
Club could go a long way toward
making up a few dishes to the above
specifications. At any rate, we'd like
to sample some of them.

We can hardly blame the man down
in South Georgia who was bewildered
by the sight of one of the Christie
Tanks charging down the road at
him. We had a glimpse, a very fleet-
ing one, of Mr. Christie's latest edi-
tion of the super-speed land-battle-
ship, and we entertain a very marked
respect for its apparent formidable-
hess. All things considered, we'd hate
to meet one on a dark night!

* S

Anyone who appreciates a really
good mystery story will enjoy Dr. A.
S. W. Rosenbach's article in the _lat-
est issue of the Saturday Evening
Post. His descriptions of rare manu-
scripts and first editions of famous
detective stories is enough to make
any collector's mouth water. And,
we'd like very much to have the or-
iginal manuscript of the "Murders in
the Rue Morgue" ourselves. It would
lie quite a satisfying feeling to pos-
sess it.

For those who like anecdotes about
the great anid near great, we recom-
mend Orton Tewson's "An Attic Salt
Shaker" column in the Atlanta
Journal. Though it only runs occa-
sionally, it makes very interesting

reading inasmuch as its stories are
true ones about the famous figures
of our own time and of the past few
generations.

Gunbotham is still A. W. 0. L.,
and we haven't been able to locate
his hiding place. Our readers are still
calling for his column, too, and we'll
"bend every effort" to ensure his
early return to his place on the edi-
torial page.

A news item tells us that the "De-
cameron Tales," much maligned book
by Boccaccio, is at last ot be permit-

(Please turn to page 5)

New Equipment for Not So Quiet on Coal Front
Bridge Building To

................
Be Tested At Post ............ .....

Fort Benning is to be the scene

of a series of demonstrations and

tests of new types of pontoon bridge

equipment which Company "E," 1st

Engineers, of Fort DuPont, Delaware,

is bringing to The Infantry School.

The engineers are expected to arrive

at Fort Benning about October 1,
and the tests which they are to con-
duct at the post will be in progress
until March, 1933, according to in-
formation received by Major General
Campbell King, commandant of The
Infantry School, from the chief of
infantry at Washington, D. C.

Three types of pontoon bridges
will be used in the tests and demon-
strations, which will be held on the
Chattahoochee river and other streams
on the Fort Benning reservation. One
type of bridge, termed pontoon model,
1926, has a carrying capacity of seven
and one-half tons. Another, also mod-
el 1926, has a capacity of twelve
tnns, and a third, heavy type, model
of 1924, has a capacity of twenty-three
t" 11,;;.

The six-month test period at Fort
Benning will be divided into three
phases, the first of which will deal
with the training of the personnel,
and tests of the adjustment of the
equipment. During the second phase
the technical and tactical handling of
the equipment will be studied, and
during the third phase the use of
the equipment in field exercises for
all arms will be featured.

Every available opportunity is to
be taken to train troops in tactical
oe.ations connected with the tests.
One month will be allotted to testing
the equipment under simulated war
conditions as a part of tactical exer-
cises involving the use of all arms.
This will include ferrying operation,
and the actual use of the various
bridges as well as the tactical hand-
ling of troops in making the cross-
ing.

Among the technical points which
will be studied during the demon-
strations at Fort Benning, are the
maximum load capacities in smooth
and rough water for all types of
military transportation and guns, the
effect of currents, free-board allow-
ances, and other safety factors. The
amount of training required to fa-
miliarize troops with their use, par-
ticularly as to whether the training
requirements will be greater than for
the older types of equipment now in
use, and other such information as
may assist in determining the mili-
tary advantages of the newer types
of bridges over the old one are other
important tints which will be
stressed.

The tests at Fort Benning are to
be concluded in time to permit the

testing company to be back in its
barracks at Fort DuPont on March
10, 1933.

A fleet of experimental army trucks
is scheduled to arrive with the engin-
eers for a two weeks' test at Fort
Benning under the direction of the
chief of infantry. The trucks are of
a new model recently built by the
Quartermaster at Holabird, Md., de-
pot. Road tests of the new vehicles
will be in progress during the trip
to Fort Benning, and upon the con-
clusion of the tests at The Infantry
School the truck train will be sent
to Fort Bragg, N. C. for a ten weeks'
period of testing under the direction
of the chief of field artillery.

With machines at the ready, men of the Illinois National Guard are shown
guarding a road leading to Peabody Mine No. 9, near Springfield, Ill., where
over three hundred men reported for work as the mine reopened following
the shut-down during the recent labor disorders. Soldiers dispersed small
bodies of pickets with tear gas bombs.

Confusion Occurs Students Of-West
In Th e Us a g e-Of1Point Preparatory

Section Names School Leave Post
Since the discontinuance of the Thirty one ambitious young sol-

Tank School at Fort George G. diers who aspire to become officers
in Uncle Sam's army departed from

Meade, Md., and the transfer of cer-
tadFort Benning Tuesday morning, Sep-

tam of its personnal anrd equipment tember 27, for Fort McPherson, Ga.,
to Fort Benning, there has been some where they will be enrolled in the
confusion in the use of terms eni- 4th Corp Area West Point prepara-
ployed by laymen to describe the sec-tory school to conte courses of
tion of The Infantry School which!
now carries on, with certain modifi- I study which began at Fort Benning

cations, instruction formerly conduct- in July. Successful completion of the
ed by the Tank School. Frequently six month course at Fort McPhersonthe appellation "Tank School" has will qualify the soldier students for

been erroneously applied to the tank the competitive entrance exaniiations
section of The Infantry School, which for the military academy to be held

is now one of the five academic di- in March, 1933.
visions, or sections, of The Infantry Fort Benning's quota in the corps
School. In an article appearing re- area school amounts to more than
cently in a local publication, the three fifths of its authorized capacity
chief of the tank section was erro- of fifty, the nineteen other students
neously entitled "Commanding Offl- having been designated from various
cer of the Tank School," and in an- posts in the corp area.
other article allusion was made to the The Fort Benning candidates for
students of the "Tank School," an commissions are the survivors of a
institution which ceased to exist sev- series of elimination tests which re-
eral months ago. duced the original group of aspirants

In order to obviate, so far as pos- from forty-six to thirty-one, and fur-
sible, errors in the descriptive nom- ther reduction of their numbers prob-
enclature of The Infantry School, the ably will take place as the examina-
following synopsis of its organization tion ordeals become stiffer.
is presented: The Infantry School is Competition in the final entrance
the special service school of the in- tests will be keen, as nearly all of
fantry where all specialized infantry the fifty soldiers are to compete for
instruction is included in the several the seven appointments allotted for
courses of its academic department. enlisted men of the 4th Corps Area,
The school operaes under the general although a number of them have pro-
direction of the chief of infantry, visional congressional or presidential
Major General Stephen 0. Fuqua, appointments.
Washington, D. C. Included in the group of Fort Ben-

The Infantry School is under the ning students are several who are
direct command of its commandant, sons of army men. Among these are
Major General Campbell King, who Alpheus H. Seeley, son of Lieutenant
supervises and directs its operation Colonel Burton A. Seeley, Fort Ben-
in accordance with the plans and de- ning; George M. Griswold, son of
sires of the chief of infantry. Major Oscar W. Griswold, Fort Ben-

The assistant commandant, Colonel ning; Howard F. Liston, son of Cap-
Charles W. Weeks, is the head of the tain Howard J. Liston, Fort Benning;
academic department, which in turn Paul C. Gullett, son of Master Ser-
is subdivided into five sections, each geant William C. Gullett, retired,

(Please turn to page 5) (Please turn to page 5)

John J. McSwain
!TOWN
TO P I CJ

ning, and during the automobile
trip around the post he viewed the
construction recently compleled and
visited areas in which other construc-
tion work is contemplated.

The itinerary arranged for Mr. Mc-
Swain included visits of observation
to the Doughboy stadium, the post
exchange, the school buildings in the
academic area, post gymnasium, the
main theatre, the quartermaster laun-
dry, the quartermaster bakery, the
tank park, the stable area, 24th In-
fantry area, the tank baracks, the new
83rd Field Artillery barracks, 29th
Infantry barracks, the tent area, The
Infantry School Detachment mess, and
the quartermaster sawmill. An in-
spection was also made of the wartime
cantonment buildings in Blocks 21
and 23, the houses in Block 18, the
station hospital, and recently built
quarters in Blocks 14, 16, and 40.

Makes Inspection
Of Fort Benning

John J. McSwain, chairman of the

House military affairs committee, who

is making a tour of inspection of

southern army posts, arrived at Law-

son Field, Fort Benning, at three

o'clock, Saturday afternoon.

The congressman, who is making

the journey by airplane, was delayed

in his arrival at Fort Benning by ad-

verse flying weather, which has dis-

arranged the schedule of his itiner-

ary.
Arrangements for the reception of

Mr. McSwain at Fort Benning had

been perfected on Tuesday when he

was first expected to arrive, but the

plans had been deferred at a late

hour Tuesday, when it was appar-
ent that the distinguished visitor
would not arrive on that day. Troops
which had been held in readiness all
day Tuesday, to render honors and
escort the legislator to post headquar-
ters, were ordered to their barracks.

The formal reception of Mr. Mc-
Swain upon his arrival Wednesday
followed plans previously arranged
at Headquarters, The Infantry School.
Colonel Fred L. Munson, acting com-
mandant, Colonel Ephraim G. Peyton,
executive officer, and Lieutenant Colo-
nel Joseph A. Atkins, assistant execu-
tive officer of The Infantry School
•greeted him as he stepped down front
the big army transport plane in
which he is making the tour. At the
same time, Battery "A", 83rd Field
Artillery, commanded by Captain
Robert G. Mangum, which was form-
ed in line at one end of the landing
field, fired a salute of seventeen
guns in honor of the visiting commit-
teeman. Preceded by a detachment of
motorcycle military police, he was
then taken by automobile to the
main post, where a guard of honor,
composed of troops from the 29th
Infantry, and commanded by Captain
Earle A. Johnson, was waiting to pay
him further honor.

Mr. McSwain stopped to make a
birief inspection of the guard of hon-
or, and then, accompanied by Colo-
nels Munson and Peyton, and Lieu-
tenant Colonel Atkins, he started on
a trip of inspection of the principal
features of the post. Several matters
relating to housing and construction
activities at the post were discussed
with Mr. McSwain during the inspec-
tion trip.

Mr. McSwain is especially interest-
ed in housing conditions and project-
ed building programs at Fort Ben-
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Reception Held Thursday Evening On
Commandant's Lawn For New Officers

Major General Campbell King, Lieutenant Colonel and Mrs. Frank

commandant of the Infantry School, F. Jewett; Lieutenant Colonel and

and Mrs. King headed the receiving Mrs. Reginald H. Kelly; Lieutenant

line at th e reception given Thursday Colonel and Mrs. Thomas J. Leary;
and Major and Mrs. Clyde A. Sel-

evening in honor of the students of leek, representing headquarters staff,

The Infantry School and other newly the academic department, the 24h lon-
assigned officers of the garrison. The fantry, the 29th Infantry, the Q. M.
function, an annual affair, was held Corps, the Infantry Board, the Medical
on the lawn adjacent to the quarters Corps, and the 83rd Field Artillery.
of the commandant, where festoons Several foreign officers, including
of colored lights were strung in the Captains Cesar L. Castano y Garcia,
grove of stately oak trees, and a plat- and Jose F. de Cardoba y Gomez,
form was placed in position for danc- and Lieutenant Eugenio Bravo y
ing. Blanco of the Cuban army; and Lieu-

Assisting General and Mrs. King tenant Chiao-Jang Wu, of the Chinese
in the receiving line were Colonel army, also assisted in receiving the
and Mrs. Ephraim G. Peyton; Colonel guests.
and Mrs. Charles W. Weeks; Colonel In addition to the student officers
and Mrs. Fred L. Munson; Colonel and others of the garrison, the Offi-
and Mrs. John J. Toffey; Colonel cers' Club which sponsored the
and Mrs. J. DeCamp Hall; Colonel reception, invited a number of ci-
and Mrs. Walter L. Reed; Colonel vilians, including life members of the
and Mrs. William B. Wallace; Colo- Officers' Club, and several city and
nel and Mrs. Thomas W. Brown; county officials.

Engagement of Miss Marchant and
Lt. S. R. HanmerRecently Announced

Of great interest throughout Army chant of Denver, Colorado. She at-
and civilian circles is the announce- tended the University of Denver and
ment of the engagement and approach- i
!ng marriage of Miss Mary Virginia
Marchant, of Denver, Colorado, to rority. Her fiance is the son of Mr.
2nd Lieut. Stephen Read Hanmer of and Mrs. Lee F. Hanmer of New York
Fort Benning. The bride.elect, who City, and is a graduate: of the 1931
has been a popular visitor at Fort class of the United States Military
Benning as the guest of her cousins, Academy. The wedding will take
Maj. and Mrs. Emil W. Leard, is the place in Denver in St. Barnabas
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Mar- church November 12th.

Bachelors Give Highly Successful Dance
At Polo Clubi Last Saturday Evening

The first of a series of Bachelors

Dances to be held this Winter began

Saturday at the Polo Hunt Club. The

club was transformed into a miniature

football arena, the sides of the club

house being painted to represent the
grandstand and the floor the football

field. At each end of the Club stood
the goal posts. A large score board
was placed prominently at one end,
the score showing Army 17, Navy 14,
as in 1922. Each light was shaded by
a football helmet and streamers of

MAJ. AND MRS. LEARD ENTER

TAIN BEFORE RECEPTION IN

HONOR COL. AND MRS. WEEKS

Maj. and Mrs. Emil W. Leard were

the hosts Thursday evening before the

Commandant's reception at a delight-
ful dinner in honor of Colonel and

Mrs. Charles W. Weeks, who have re-

cently arrived on the Post. The table
was graced by a lovely biwl of pink
rose buds and pink tapers. Maj. and
Mrs. Leard had as their guests Col.
and Mrs. Weeks, Col. and Mrs. Eph-
raim G. Peyton, Col. and Mrs. Wil-
liam B. Wallace, Lieut. Col. and Mrs.
James B. Woolnough and Maj. and
Mrs. Maurice D. Welty.

yellow and black hung from the ceil-

ing. To complete the very effective

setting, the 29th Infantry orchestra
wore football costumes. The guest list
included members of the young mar-
ried contingent, members of the
younger set, their guests and escorts
and a number of Columbus people.
The committee representing the Bach-
elors Club this year are: Lieuts. Chris-
tian Clarke, Jack Pitcher, James
Winn, Milton Pressley, Joseph Cool-
idge, Ernest Easterbrook, Robert Ports
and Ralph Pulsifer.

MISS KATHERINE OBER HONOR

GUEST AT DINNER
Miss Katherine Ober, the house guest

of Lieut. Col. and Mrs. James B.

Woolnough, was the honoree last

Thursday evening at a delightful din-
ner given by her hosts. The guest
list included about fourteen members
of the young set and their escorts. Af-
ter dinner the guests proceeded to
the Post movies.

CAPT. FORSTER HONORS OFFI-
CERS OF 1932 CLASS WITH

DINNER PRECEEDING BACHE-
LOR DANCE

Capt. George J. Forster was the host
Saturday evening at a delightful din-

Ninette Rogers

School of Dancing
Specializing in Tap, Ball Room and

All Types Of Dancing
Private and Class Lessons

Afternoons and Evenings

Mornings Devoted to Adult Exercises

$3.50 for Eight Class Lessons

CLASSES OPEN OCT. 3rd
New Studio

UAl ,I
COUNTRY CLUB TO COMPLI.
MENT BENNING OFFICERS

Today's Fashion
An event of outstanding interest willL.... By VERA WINSTON Bbe the dance at which the Columbus

Country Club will entertain on Sat-
urday evening as a compliment to
the incoming officers of Fort Benning
and their ladies. Invitations are being
extended to all new officers, who are
members of the Officers' Club. Pre-
ceeding the dance, which will take
place at nine o'clock in the ball room,
dinner will be served.

FORT BENNING WELFARE COUN-
CIL TO HOLD FIRST MEETING

OF YEAR ON MONDAY,
OCTOBER THIRD

The Fort Benning Welfare Council
will hold its first meeting on Monday,
October 3rd, at the Polo Club to for-

/h A 1T ... h b

Smart Clothes for Smart
Youngsters

It has been such fun assembling
clothes for the smart youngster. Real-
ly, when one thinks of the clothes for
little girls that were considered the
thing only a few years ago. one is
amazed to see what strides this part
of the mode has made. The new
clothes combine certain characteristics
of the mode with the latest ideas, with-
out sacrificing for an instant that
youthful charm and girlishness that
should be the motif of every frock or
suit for a youngster. Today we show
a sketch of a perfectly lovely costume
that would be ideal for any girl be-
tween the ages of thirteen to seven-
teen years. It is a knitted affair in
gay shades of yellow, brown and red,
for girls love color. The skirt and
coat are of brown knit. The jacket
buttons snugly down the front without
a belt, a very smart and grown-up
touch. There is a sleeveless striped
sweater in red and yellow. For ad-
ditional measure there is an under
blouse of very thin wool in yellow.
Both sweater and jacket go in for the
smart square neckline, a change from
the ordinary rounded line so much
used for children's clothes.

ner at the Officers' Club compliment-
ing the officers of the West Point
Class of 1932 who are now stationed
at Fort Benning. Sharing honors at
the dinner were Lieut. and Mrs. Lon
H. Smith, Lieut. and Mrs. Henry C.
Britt, Lieut. and Mrs. Earl G. Wheel-
er and Mrs. Houston P. Houser, Jr.
The table decorations were roses fur-
nished by the garden at Biglerville.
Place cards representing various ac-
tivities on the Post were used. After
dinner the guests attended the Bache-
lors Dance at the Polo Club. Capt.
Forster had as his guests: Lieut. and
Mrs. Houser, Lieut. and Mrs. Smith,
Lieut. and Mrs. Wheeler, and Lieut.
and Mrs. Britt, the Misses Barbara
King, Martha Hunt, Page Michie
Mary Cotton, Nancy Stilwell, Mollie
Heilman, Mary Kline, Phyllis Sargent,
Harriet' Atkins, and Frances Dexter,
and Lieuts. Ralph Pulsifer, Sidney
Brown, Milton Pressley, Charles Deck-
er, Ernest Easterbrook, Glenn Farris,
Joseph Coolidge, Edward Barlow,
Richard Hunt, William Moore, Ed-
ward Winston, Hugh Cary, Sewell
Brumby, Grave Teller, William Bache,
Orville McNulty, James Churchill
and James Heriot.

Watch -Repairing
LAMAR SMITH

PHONE 30.32 1201 BBROADWAY

(rlease turn to rage IZ)

S. ROBLES

wife of Captain Robles

ANNOUNCES

The opening on Monday, October the Third

of the

PHILIPPINE HANDWORK SHOP
at 2218 Wynnton Road

Displaying a complete line of handwoven Baquio Linens
at moderate prices including Baby Dresses, Hand Em-
broidered Lingerie and Philippine Novelties.

It's easier than you think!
To prepare a good meal
for a tired husband-a lit-
tle careful planning-a lit-
tle wise buying-and the
job is done!

to make a hit with the familv

THIS DEPARTMENT IS A FULLY AND COM-
PLETELY STOCKED GROCERY STORE.

- p m

Grocery Department
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga.

The Post Exchange is not authorized to sell to any
person not in the Military Service

Demand

N. S. MEYER, INC.

Military Insignia

and

Uniform

Equipment

Our merchandise is made of
finest quality materials and best
workmanship. It carries an un-
limited guarantee of satisfaction.

AT YOUR POST EXCHANGE

N. S. MEYER, INC.
NEW YORK

DOLAN-HENRY HAT SHOP
(IN ALSOBROOK'S)

Invites you to its Fall showing of new hats in all

styles and colors - for daily wear-- for evening

for snorts wear-- at prices from $2.95 to $15.00.

We Solicit Benning Ladies' Charge Accounts.

1211 BROADWAY

MRS. 0.

om l- dl

. I

-If

I

of

Desserts always will, and
they're far easier to pre-
pare than you think, es-
pecially when you depend
on us to help you.
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.1203 18th Ave.,- Wynnton Phone 2652
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Girl Scout ,.Troops
Start Year's Work

The Girl Scout troops of Fort

Benning will begin active work for

their 1932-33 season with a rally to

be held at the Girl Scout Cabin Sat-

urday morning at 10:00 p. m. Regis-

tration for the year will begin at

that time, and all prospective candi-

dates for membership in the troops

are urged to attend. Mrs. H. J. Mat-

chett, who is in charge of the Girl

Scout activities at Benning has stated

that she expects a large number of

girls, both old members of the Car-

dinal and Daffodil troops, and new-

comers to the Post to be present.

SWIMMING MEET HELD

The Cardinal and Daffodil Troops

of the Girl Scouts held their annual

water carnival and swimming meet

at Russ Pool Saturday morning, Sept.

24. Miss Jane Kraft, of the Cardinal

troop, which is composed of high

school girls, was the high point win-

ner in her division; and Miss Marion

Vein, of the Daffodil troop, formed
by the girls attending the Fort Ben-

ning Children's School, led the field
in the younger girls' class. Results
are as follows: Cardinal troop; 100
yard free style, Anne Yancey; 1st,

50 yard breast stroke, 1st Jane Kraft,
2nd Frances Lewis, 3rd Anne Yancey;
50 yard back stroke, 1st Jane Kraft,
2nd Esther Weeks; Candle Race, 1st
Anne Brown, 2nd Anne Yancey, 3rd
Jane Kraft; Diving, 1st Esther Weeks,
2nd Virginia Wadsworth, Daffodil
Troop: 50. yard free style; 1st Mar-
ion Vein, 2nd Ann Kraft, 3rd Helen
Kellam; 25 yard breast stroke, 1st
Anna May Huling, 2nd Lucy Ann
Snyder, 3rd Frances Kellam; 25 yard
back stroke, 1st Ann Kraft, 2nd Mar-
ion Vein, 3rd Peggy White; Hat
race, 1st Peggy Arnold, 2nd Marion
Vein, 3rd Ann Kraft; Diving, 1st
Hellen Kellam, 2nd Peggy Arnold,
3rd Allison Stilwell.

THE BENNING HERALD Pg he

Dr. Rosenthal To
Be Given Reception

In recognition and appreciation of

more than twenty-five years of serv-

ice, Dr. Rosenthal, rabbi of B'Nai

Israel Temple, will be tendered a re-

ception on Sunday evening, October

2nd, at the Harmony Club, by mem-

bers of his congregation. Sharing

the honor with the beloved rabbi

will be Mrs. Rosenthal, who during

his years in Columbus, has added her

services to those of her husband. Dr.

Rosenthal is also in charge of the
Jewish services at Fort Benning and
holds the rank of major in the Re-
serve corps.

The calling hours will be from 8
to 10 p. m. and all friends of every
denomination in Columbus, Fort
Benning and the surrounding terri-
tory are most cordially invited ot at-
tend. Receiving with Dr. Rosenthal
will be Rabbi and Mrs. J. Shulman,
Herman Julius, president of the con-
gregation, Mrs. Mark Sternberg, Mr.
and Mrs. David Greentree, Mr. and
Mrs. David Rothschild and other of-
ficials of the various Jewish organi-
zations.

Dr. Rosenthal's service to Colum-
bus has not been narrowed to those
of his own faith, but has been a
civic service from which the entire
community has benefited. Possessed
of a winning personality and a dis-
tinctly human appeal, Dr. Rosenthal
has a nature which is one of the most
lovable in the communities. In his
ministrations, he has shown neither
creed nor color but has given gen-
erously of his time, his means and
his talent, where they were needed.
As pastor, friend and citizen, Dr.
Rosenthal has won the respect and
affection of the entire community,
and his friends of Fort Benning are
joining with others in wishing him
many successful years.

VANITY BEAUTY SHOPPE
City's Most Modern Beauty Salon

PERMANENT WAVES

FINGER WAVES

MARCELS

WSW
PLAIN AND MEDICATED SHAMPOOS

SCIENTIFIC FACIALS AND SCALP TREATMENT
TURKISH BATHS- REDUCING METHODS

MRS. SEWELL WILLIAMS, Prop.

407 Woolworth Bldg. Phone 2147
ELEVATOR SERVICE

agnes harrison studio of dancing
muscogee club ball room, 1219 broadway

polo club ft. benning

registration saturday, october 1st, 2 to 6 p. m.

acrobatic
ballet

theory
ball room

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H. ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years

1229 - 31 Broadway Columbus, Ga.

I.
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Reciprocity Plan
Being Considered

An arrangement that promises to
add much to the activity in social

circles of Fort Benning and Colum-

bus, is the tentative agreement be-

tween the Country Club of Columbus

and the Officers' Club, which is now

under consideration of the Board of

Governors of the Officers' Club. The

program was an outcome of a con-

ference between Mr. Dudley Spain

of Columbus and Lt. H. G. Dowdall

Secretary of the Benning Club.

The first event listed on the pro-

gram for the coming season will be

a dance to be held at the Columbus

Country Club as a greeting to the

incoming officers of the post, and which

will be held on Saturday, October
first. The facilities of the Club'1
golf course will be extended to the
new officers and ladies on the morn-
ing of the same day. As a return en-
tertainment, the Life Members of the
Officers' Club are to sponsor a dance
on Saturday, October fifteenth at the
Club at Benning.

The third event on the program
will be the invitational dinner dance
at the Country Club for the members
of the Officers' Club on Saturday
evening, November 5th. The Officers'
Club reserves the right, according to
the tentative schedule, to enterain
wih dances at the Country Club in

Spider, New Fashion Designer
It was hrd enough for merei man
to keep his eyes straight ahead be-
fore, but now it is almost impossi-
ole. Fashion has decided that the
ipider's web furnishes a fine design
for the newest printed stockings,
and promptly took it over. Now it
tnsnares ankles instead of flies-

and is the Spider's face red?

Only As Far

Away As Your

Telephone...

Convenience-that's the
advantage of dealing
with us. Combined with
the excellent service we
render-it makes every-

thing easier

Post Exchange
FORT BENNING

The Post Exchange is not author.
izd to sell to any person not

in the Military Service.

SPECIALS FOR THIS WEEK
$1.65 H. H. Ayers Dusting Powder ............. $- 1.49

I

One of the most progressive and

active organizations of Columbus, in

spite of its youth, is the Community

Service League. Last year the mem-

bers made and gave $2,000 to charity.
Every dollar that is given is made by
the League, and every dollar that i
given is given personally. The mem-
bers come in direct contact with those
they help and give not only money
but their time and interest.

Just a year ago this September a
group of prominent young women of
the city met and organized the Com-
munity Service League. Their idea
was to give their time and help to
those less privileged than themselve.,
and to aid in civic enterprises.

The president of the League is Mrs
Theo Golden. The other officers in-
clude Mrs. B. H. Hardaway, Jr., Mis'
Sara Bussey, Mrs. A. Illges, and Mrs.
Edward Swift, Jr.

In the single year of its existence
:he League has achieved a brilliant
record. The first of the entertainments
given to raise money for charity was
a barbecue at the beautiful countryv
estate of Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Harda-
way, Jr. In February they sponsored
a brilliant Mardi Gras Ball. The car.
nival spirit was carried out in tb
elaborate decorations and in the hank-1-
some costumes of the masked guests
The children of the city were fasci
nated and del;ghte! by the marionette
show which the Atlanta Junior Lea,u"
brought to the city and which was
put on at the Royal Theatre under
the auspices of the Community Serv-
ice League.

The largest civic unlerakin- cf tho
League was Cotton Week which they
snonsored jointly with the Licns'
Club. Cotton and its products canno-
be underestimated in their importance
to the South, and th-re is no bet ...
way in which th merchants of Co.
lumbus could have been asslst,'
Durin,- th, is.. k lr- wer- dis'd'v
by the manufac-urers. The climax ssa
the Cotton Ball and Fashicn Show ii
which all the participants wore cotc1
clothes.

The service done for the commu
inty by the League has beon cheft,
for the underpriviliged children. The)
matntained durn, the w;nter a m1

station at one of the schools fcr ih.
undernourished children. Aside fron

furnishing the milk seine of the mere

bers were present each day to manag.
its distribution. During the sumnme
they kept open one of the pla
grounds where free milk was serven

The princi-al work. however, cf th
Service League has centered in th
Orphans' Home. Throu h the Leagu
the children have heen com'dletel
clothed for one year. Each child ha

REMEMBER, WHEN PRICES ARE LOWER,
MORGAN'S WILL LOWER THEM.

FOR SERVICE PHONE 183

MORGAN DRUG COMPANY., INC.
14 - 13th St. Opp. Waverly Hotel

$1.10 H. H. Ayers Beauty Powder ........

50c Colonial Club Shaving Cream ........

$1.00 Lilac Vegetal Shaving Lotion

50c M ag-Lac Tooth Paste .....................

50c Mag-Lac Tooth Brush

75c M assage Alcohol -------------------------------

been ass;,ned to a member of th
League Who has given her the per
sonal attention impossible in an iv
stitution. At Christmas time they wer
given a party with a tree with pre

(Please turn to page 12)
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Service League Is
Active Local Goop

class and private instruction

all types of dancing

tap character
eccentric pantomime

modern german gymnastics

phone 3456-r
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Thanksgiving week and Christmas
week.

The two clubs will hold inter-club
tournaments in golf, tennis an-1
bridge, and the members of the Of-
ficers' Club are to be extended the
privileges of the Country Club Golf
Course, upon the payment of the
regular $1.50 green fee.

It was further agreed that if cer-
tain members of the Country Club
wish to participate in the drag, cat
or fox hunts at Fort Benning, or to
shoot on the skeet range, that the
names of those persons should be
given to the Secretary of the Offi-
cers' Club so that they may be granted
permission to these on the proper oc-
casions.

The secretary of the Officers' Club
has announced that the Thursday ev-
ening supper dances at the Club will
be resumed on October 6th.

II
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You can't persuade a man to die

by writing his obituary, neither can

you get rid of a man by "writing him

out of town," we've discovered. We

sent Lt. Sidney Brown to Fort Mc-

Pherson last week but he is still

The Benning Herald by mail to any address in the United States or its hanging around. The wind yon

possessions, $1.50 per year. Single copy 5 cents. heard whistlin' was us scuttling un-

Application for entry as second-class matter is pending.

I LIEUTENANT,-PEEPS' DIARY I
Monday, September 19th

Up with the sun and did scour

my neck and ears that I might ap-

pear well on this, our first day in

attendance at Mr. Benning's Board-

ing School for Boys. All agog over

being made a corporal, which joy was

at once curtailed at finding Louie

McComas in the squad's back row.

Ah, well, we shall not want for a
morale man, at any event.

To the theatre to receive Benedic-
ite from the Lords of the Upper Air
and did depart therefrom feeling that
seekers after knowledge are indeed
welcome here; which glow of friend-
ly feeling was later dispelled by wife-
ly admonition for I had forgot the
bread and ice.
Tuesday, Sept. 20th

Into the serious business of the cur-
riculum today and it is beyond all
believing how we students are eager
to absorb all that is poured before
us. No verbal or written expression
escapes notice and all go diligently
at once to perform the good precepts
laid down. An interesting instance
was that occasioned by the advice
of the doctor to eat fruit with the
skin on, which did cause some con-
sternation at lunch time amongst
those whose buckets contained ba-
nanas.
Wednesday, Sept. 31st

Up betimes to pore over statistics
which do shew that altho Hosea
did firstly interrogate an instructor,
yet he at once fell behind Johnson,
W. G., who was indeed undaunted
by an early handicap and came from
behind to lead presently in quantity
of questions,

Today, as I handed in my sketch,
I was reminded of Capt. Bloomquist's
earlier exhortation to us: "Stand or
fall on your own work," for mine
did surely appear that I had done
both to it.

To the Communications Group to-
day and harangued by Lt. Raymond
on the simplicity of Morse "Lan-
guage." We were assured by him
that any three year old child has a

vocabulary of forty words and a

grown man should be able to acquire

one of like size without trouble. To

which Moore replied that he would

take his Dit-Dah machine home to his

four-year-old and see which of they

two would learn to use it first.

Thursday, Sept. 22

Convinced more than ever that

Capt. Bloomquist's name is an alias

for, Lord, whoever knew a "quist" to

be so active manually; and one stu-

dent did confide to me that an over-

size derby and a "beaver" would not

be unbecoming to the gentleman.

Did run a late this day of my em-

barrassment, which, however, was

assuaged by the sight of John Stew-

art later than I, and with his rifle

about his waist and his belt over his
shoulder.

Some of our more able thinkers
have been at great pains to determine
how to heed the doctor's advice not
to work or study for an hour after
eating. Their composite opinion has
been to petition the School board for
the hour 11 to 12 a. m. in which to
explore for and excavate the lunch
box, leaving the noon hour for a much
needed rest.
Friday, Sept. 23

To the Academy with less physical
alacrity than is my wont, occasioned
by "Tuffy" Easley's prescribed gyra-
tions about a Springfield and by fre-
quent unsoftened contacts with the
good earth.

The timely lecture by our medical
adviser on Tuesday last does yet con-
tinue as a topic of convere. As I look
on it in retrospect, I am convinced
that the School Faculty should have
attended that lecture and heard his
sound advice on alternating periods
of activity with inactivity!! McComas
did volunteer the remark that he was
relieved to find the end of the week
approaching for how he could make
complete ablutions, the medico, in
his talk. having advised against one's

Please urn to page 9)

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

The Prevention of Scarlet Fever

Many times I am asked about the

value and benefit of specific inocula-

tions in the prevention of scarlet
fever. It is to be expected that cases
of this disease will be reported this
fall and winter. How to prevent your
children from contracting scarlet fever
is therefore a timely subject for dis-
cussion.

Some years ago there were high
hopes that a specific cure and possi-
bly a posiive preventive inocu-
lation had been obtained. These
hopes, as indicated by more extens-
ive research, are not completely jus-
tified.

The cause of scarlet fever is a pe-
culiar type of germ called "strep-
tocci" which dissolves blood cells.
These germs in their growth manu-
facture two kinds of toxins (poison)
one of which causes the disease it-
self and the other apparently the
complications, swollen glands, dis-
charging ears, etc.

At the present time we have a
serum which is standardized and ef-

fective in counteracting the effect of

one kind of poison, the one which

causes the disease. There is as yet

not serum which is always effective
in preventing the septic (pus) com-
plications that so frequently follow
or accompany the disease.
As regards cure therefore, scarlet

fever anti-toxin works favorably in
A, S * rr .21" "f I"a %1 -i " '

der the rug in embarrassment.

Among the new interesting army

girls is Miss Phyllis Sargent, daugh-

ter of Capt. and Mrs. R. C. Sargent,

who live on Eighteenth avenue, Co-

lumbus. Phyllis just came from Hart-

ford, Conn., where she was a sob

sister on a newspaper.

Which reminds us that there are
a lot of unsuspected talents on the
post. Lt. and Mrs. Eugene Moseley,
newcomers, build miniature villages
out of wood in their spare time. The
newest one is expected to be finished
by Christmas, veneer and all. Lieu.
tenant Moseley is a '29 man from the
point, and a flyer. Mrs. Moseley is an
accomplished dancer.

Then there is the poetic side of
Lt. Pressley, who, we have no doubt,
could recite poetry till doomsday.

Lt. Ted Decker is remembered for
his originality and cleverness in get-
ting out a booklet on the Point. It
is called "The Corps Has Gone To
Hell."

Fort Benning points with pride to
Lt. Hank Flood. a famous character
at the Point, who is now a student
here. Anvone who has heard him will
attest to the excellent quality of his
voice. In the Philippines, we hear,
he is remembered for an incident
that occurred in a cafe. The cafe's
professional singer was being booed.
so somebody thought up the idea of
having a contest between Flood and
the professional. Bets were put up
and taken and Flood brought down
the house.

Of course, we don't KNOW; we
only heard.

* * S

Lt. Paul Freeman, nicknamed
"Sex" by the '29 class at the Point
because of his popularity with the
women, has finally been captured. Lt.
and Mrs. Freeman are among the
most popular of the married set.

Lt. Charles Nathan Edward Howard
Jr. (just plain "Budge" to you) is
back from a visit with his parents
at Washington, D. C. He's been gone
three weeks, in case you lost track.

Have you noticed:
That Hyatt Bache, '32 manager of

the Point Rifle team, and Lt. Wayne
Barlow always bring their pipes to
parties? A woman is only a woman,
you know. but a pipe is always a
good smoke.

Lt. Brookner Brady's talent for
punning?

That Lt. Joe Riley has a flair for
phrenology and other means of for-
tune telling ?

That Bob Jewett, Colonel Jewett's
son, plays the piano exceptionally

well? And is always an asset to a
party for that reason?

That Lt. "Cal" Coolidge is devoid
of a "line"?

That Lt. Heriot has an inferiority
complex?

the iiitajIrlty oti UompUiiatct cOL asbes.
Under ordinary circumstances only course of treatment will produce
those cases whose temperature is immunity. It is one which lasts for
above 102 degrees need to be given a variable period up to one year with
serum and then one dose is usually the average child. Re-test and re-in-
sufficient. oculation are therefore necessary

Antitoxic serum is not given as a whenever a child is exposed to scarlet
preventive measure. For prevention fever. On the whole the results are
a dose of scarlet fever vaccine is not as satisfactory as those follow-
given in one arm while the other ing diphtheria immunization.
arm receives a dose of the Dick Test. Because of the fact that we have a
If the Dick Test is positive (show- serum which will cure scarlet fever
ing susceptibility) increasing doses in the majority of cases where it
of vaccine are given at weekly inter- needs to be used, I see no present
vals for five weeks. After a period necessity for the wholesale attempt
of three weeks more another Dick at immunization of children or other
Test is given to see if immunity has susceptibles. It is only in the pres-
been produced.) ence of an epidemic that such a pro-

In themajority of children such a icedure would be recommended.

"Better be danned than mentioned not at all."
-ohn Wolcoi.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. I.

WELCOME TO OUR COMPANY
The Benning Herald is becoming a veritable school for columnistsF.

Hardly a week goes by but that some ambitious litterateur breaks out with
a new line of impertinent comment on local events and celebrities. For a
long time the only help we got in covering the intimate behind-the-scenes
gossip came from the entertaining Gunbotham. His successor E. L. M.,
while equally talented. is less reliable in that he sometimes sacrifices his
art to the military or social requirements of the moment. In other words,
his adroitly phrased paragraphs don't always get to the printer on time.
What the printer ometimes does to them when they do is another story,
but one determined to succeed in journalism shouldn't mind an occasional
outburst of typographic originality. Look at us. We have seen some of our
choicest subtleties butchered to make a compositor's holiday, yet each week
we send in our customary flock of literary lambs to the slaughter.

The Flare extends a hearty greeting to Miss Mollie Heilman's clever
"In The Mirror"-the name is appropriately feminine-to the entertaining
and informative "Town Topics," and to the unknown but unquestionably
talented McGoofus, who burst forth in the last issue with his "Off Hand
Observations." We wish you success and joy in your work. How anyone
derives much of the latter from running a column, we don't know, but may-
be you are different.

CRUEL JESTS hours to perfecting Rick-Rack tceh-

Cannonball Pierce, he whirlwind nique, the shock troops will have a

tennis novice and 29th Infantry bul-
wark, stands in a fair way to chal-

lenge Committeeman Ham Kelly's su-

premacy in the practical joke field.

It happened this way. An old avi-

ator flame of the Cannonball's charm-

ing, globetrotting wife stopped off for

gas at Maxwell Field and thought to

send greetings to the Pierces. Lt.

Pierce took the message and transmit-

ed it to Mrs. Pierce who at the mo-

ment was spending one of her rare
evenings away from home and fire-
side.

In transmitting the Flames message,
the husband correctly read: "I'll drop
off to see you," but neglected to add,
"on the way back." He added that
it might be a good idea to go down
to the landing field to meet the knight
of the air when he arrived; where-
upon Mrs. Pierce in a whirlwind of
excitement (you know how it is, girls)
commandeered the services of one
Captain Monte Blue to drive her to
the field at once, forthright and forth-
with.

Arriving, they found that no planes
were scheduled to arrive from Max-
well or anywhere else. The landing
lights weren't even turned On. More-
over, the man in charge evinced no
intention of turning them on in spite
of Mrs. Pierce's insistence that they
ought to be lighted.

After listening intently for the
drone of a motor for half an hour or
so, the disappointed Mrs. Pierce per-
mitted Capt. Blue to take her back to
her interrupted game of contract.
Calling up her husband for further
ifnormation she was told in the Can-
nonball's most apologetic voice that
the Flame's threat to stop off referred
to his return trip.

As we go to press we learn that the
Pierces are speaking again but it will
probably be some time before a true
entente cordiale can be re-established.

PANACEA

Rumor has it hat Miss Moon Mul-
lins, stenographer to the Commandant,
has introduced the rick-rack to the per-
sonnel at G. H. Q.

Adjutant General Lewis and his ac-
comodating assistant, Adjutant Lovett,
are reported to be quite enthusiastic
about Mr. Houston's ingenious device
for combatting the depression. Even
Executives Atkins and Welty are said
to be interested.

The Flare is rather intrigued by
the possibilities of Miss Mullins' in-
novation. If all the higher headquar-
ters can be inveigled into devoting

lot less to worry about. Why not

send a carload of rick-racks to Wash-

partment official and maybe one for

Elliot Watson. He will be assised

After dinner the guests were escored

Any business in need of a financial

genius, efficiency expert, and manager

will do well to have a business con-

ference with a certain Corporal of

this organization who is geting dis-

charged next month. The reason: In

three years he has spent only $9.53

for clothing. Name on request.

The exodus to foreign parts having

been temporarily suspended, except

by discharge, the "bullsheviks" and

their followers are having a hard

time amusing themselves. We suggest

they take up the repeal of the 18th

Amendment.

UNIQUE ALIBI
The following U. P. dispatch, now

somewhat out of date, was carefully
preserved for us by a friend who
possesses a keen appreciation of what
constitutes good Flare material:

GA. BANKER TAKES A LOOK

AT EAST RIVER
NEW YORK, July 31 (U.P.)-

James L. Grier, investment bank
er of Columbus, Ga., has been
summoned to explain to a court
why he was on the fire escape
of a woman's hotel at 2 a. m.
today. When found by the hotel
clerk Grier said he was trying
to get a good view of the East
River.

Lest some of our readers conclude
that the item refers to our erstwhile
fellow scandal monger, Leftenant
James L. Grier, whose entertaining
columns brightened the editorial page
of the Benning Herald during the
past year, we hasten to invite atten-
tion to the fact that the offending fire
escape arist is catalogued in the po-
lice record as an investment banker.
While it is true that the great bear
market had made the versatile Lieu-
tenant an involuntary investor in
several issues, not even Jimmy's most
ardent admirer or even Jimmy him-
self--which is equivalent to the same
thing-would call him a banker. So.
of course, that lets Gunbotham out.
The name, the home address, and the
fact that the escapade and the ex-
planation have a distinct Gunbotham
flavor fail to establish any connecti'on

(Please turn to page 5)
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CONFUSION OCCURS IN CORRECT
USE OF NAMES OF SECTIONS

(Continued from page 1)

of which is directed by an officer en-
titled "Chief of Section," who has an
appropriate number of instructors and
a secretary as assistants.

The secretary, Major Emil W.
Leard, and the assistant secretary,
Captain Walter B. Smith, are the
administrative assistants of the as-
sistant commandant.

The five sections of the academic
department and the subject of their
courses of instruction are as follows:
First Section; tactics, to include the
reenforced brigade, command and
staff, command posts, organization,
combat orders, and combat intelli-
gence. The chief of section is Lieu-
tenant Colonel Joseph W. Stilwell.

The Second Section; supply, medi-
cal service, communications, topogra-
phy and field engineering, reconnais-
sance, training, close order drill, mili-
tary courtesy and customs of the ser-
vice, army of the United States, ani-
mal management and transportation.
equitation, logistics, staff maps, physi-
cal training and horseshoeing. The
chief of section is Major Albert S.
Tucker.

The Third Section; infantry and
chemical warfare weapons, musketry,
combat principles of rifle and machine
gun squads and sections, combat prac-
tice, and tank gunnery. The chief of
section is Major Omar N. Bradley.

The Fourth Section; military his-
tory, instructional methods, public
speaking, parliamentary procedure,
psychology, infantry extension courses,
editing, mailing list, stenography, and
clerical courses. The chief of section
is Major Edwin F. Harding.

The Tank Section; operation, care
and maintenance of motors, truck
chassis, tanks, tank chassis and bat-
teries, convoy operation, and tank
driving. The chief of section is Colo-
nel William B. Wallace.

THE BENNING HERALD

Thousands Visit Telephone Book
Camp Of Tankers To Be Distributed
Near Jacksonville At Benning Soon
About twenty thousand citizens of

Jacksonville, Florida visited the tank
troops encamped at Camp Foster, near

that city last Sunday. A crowd of
about eleven thousand witnessed the
demonstration of the Christie tanks
which accompanied the battalion on
its practice march, a demonstration
which was given for about one hun-

dred and fifty reserve officers. The
reserve officers also attended a lec-
ture given by Major A. F. Kingman,
on the characteristics of tanks and
their tactical value as a military wea-
pon.

One of the high spots of the Tank-
er's visi to the Florida city was the
visit of inspection made by Major
General Campbell King, Command-
ant, the Infantry School, Fort Ben-
ning, who made the trip to Jackson-
ville via air. General King was greet-
ed by a salute of thirteen guns and
was escorted to the camp headquar-
ters by a guard of honor.

During their stay at Camp Foster,
the officers and men who made the
trip were elaborately entertained.
The facilities of several local clubs
were extended the officers and the
men were given opportunities for
swimming on the beaches near the
city. The officers were given a deep
sea fishing trip in the waters off the
Florida Coast.

TOWN TOPICS
(Continued from page 1)

ted for open sale in the United States.
Having read a few passages from the
unabridged edition of this famous
book, we can readily see its literary
value, but at the same time are hear-
tily appreciative of its destructive in-

LETTER
CLOTHES

There's a differ-

ence in the smart-
ness of cut, fit,
tailoring made in-
to o u r clothes.
Our other articles

of men's wear are
all on the same

high level of qual-

ity.

You can't be well dressed
when quality is lacking.

BOYS' SHOP

Second Floor

HOFFLIN
AND

GREENTREE
Columbus' Leading Clothiers

The Fort Benning telephone book
is in the last stages of completion
and will be delivered to subscribers
to telephone service within the next
few days, according to reports from
the printer.

An unusual demand for these books
has arisen this year and the work
on them is being rushed as quickly
as possible in order to offset the con.
fusion caused by the many changes
in numbers which are the natural
consequence of the changes in per.
sonnel at the garrison. The new book
will be more complete than the last,
having maps and sufficient space in
which to write the changes which
may occur after its publication. De.
liveries will probably begin not later
than Wednesday, October 5.

fluence. We have no fear, however.
for the morals of the younger genera.
tion, for they seem to have showii
amazing ability to take very good care
of themselves. We are quite sure, too.
that the movies will offer the "Tales"
a very stiff competition.

Lest anyone wonder whether one
of the advertisers in the back of the
special edition of the Herald wa,
playing a practical joke, we may as
well enlighten them now. The ubiqui.
tous printer, or maybe it was the
proofreader this time, very conven
iently left the cut out when the page
was being printed, thus giving the
very novel effect of an advertisemeni
without and advertiser. A local fur
niture dealer, Maxwell Bros. & Mc
Donald was the victim.

STUDENTS OF COACHING CLAS
GO TO FORT McPH7ERSON

(Continued from page 1)

formerly of Fort Benning; Rober
Besson, son of Major Frank S. Besson
Nashville, Tenn.; and Elliott B. Cheston, son of Lieutenant Colonel Daniel
M. Cheston, instructor Maryland na
tional guard.

The group of Fort Bensning stu
dents includes the following: lsl
Tank Regimeiit; John C. Arenburg
Robert Besson, Elliott B. Cheston
George B. Craindall, Wallace S. Ford
George M. Griswold, Paul C. Gullett
Beisnie W. Hill, Howard F. Liston.
Jones L. Pruitt, Richard C. Pruitt
George W. Rhynse, Aipheus H. Seeley.
Claude W. Thompson, Heiiry G.
Thiorne, Jr., Henry H. Wadsworth
83rd Field Artillery; Privates John E.

Bowen, William P. Brett, James A.
Poindexter. 29th infantry; Private
Gerald W. Brooks, Corporal Phillip
D. Carpenter, Privates Theron Coul-
ter. James D. Cosgrove, Clayton E.
Davis, William E. Ekman, William
A. Gay, Robert Gooding, Louis F.
Jones, James E. Linebarger, Henry
S. McDonald, and Otto F. Welch.

THE FLARE
(Continued from page 4)

between the culprit and the colum-
rist. We shouldn't have bothered to
reprint the item at all except that
these features constitute what the high
court of public opinion must regard
as a remarkable coincidence.

ONCE AGAIN-THE VERSATILE
SECOND SECTION

First in rar, first in peace,
First in the throes of a birth-rate

increase.
The individual and combined talent

of the Versatile Second Section has
been the subject of frequent admiring
comment in this column. Somehow
or other, Chief Tucker's motley crew
manages to distinguish itself in every
field of human endeavor. Ordinary,
mediocre routine performance simply
isn't tolerated in the Spare Parts
Group. Whenever they go in for any-
thing-and they go in for practically
everything they do so with the idea

Page Five
of hanging up a record and they usu
ly manage to do just that.

Consider the latest achievement I
instance-four babies in thre mont
To the best of our knowledge
other section, not even the First wi
all its numerous instructors-is ev
threatening the versatile Secon
preeminent position in the birth ra
Marathon.

The funny thing about this is tE
it is the new instructors who ha
put the Second Section so far out
front that the others seem to
hopelessly outdistanced. Perhaps ha
ing a baby or two is a form of hv
ing which the new instructors ha
to undergo before they are admitt4
to full membership.

Major Dabney, the new monitor
the physical well-being of the facul
and students, led off early in t]
summer with his New Testanie
twins, Mary and Martha. Then car
Lieutenant E. C. Johnson, with
daugher, Margaret, born early in Se
tember. Credit for the latest additio
up until the hour of going to pre
is due in part at least to Capt. Ma
G. Brislawn, whose son Mark, J
arrived on September 23.

Apropos of Mark, Jr.'s arrival, ,
understand that Capt. Brislawn ws
severely reprimanded by Major Tu
er for his failure to report the b
news to his chief of section. It seer
that the Chief, not knowing what h
happened and seeing all of the me
hers of his section smoking ten-ce
cigars, thought that the Economy B
had been repealed. Capt. Brislawi
excuse for his oversight was that t
birth of another son is just an
cident-not an event in his family
Mark being the fourth boy.

And that reminds us that the mec
anized warfare enthusiasts have

" jected the name "Mark, Jr." Th
insist that the new recruit be call
"Mark IV." Capt. Brislawn has ,
cepted the amendment but he w
observed to recoil slightly when son
one proposed the toast, "May I

I tribe increase!" E. F.
* I

~Per

It is to your benefit to put

your savings with us!

We Appreciate Your Account-

Either Borrowing or Savings.

FRANKLIN SAVINGS &
LOAN CO.

Corner 13th Street and First Avenue.

Telephone 2766
tU

ial-

FIRM ROBERTS
for Restaurant
hs. Benning Road-Quality Food
no PHONE 9407
ith
en

c-l.'u

A Treat For

The Family

Dishes brimful of de-
licious Ice Cream-
made by Foremost truly
a dessert fit for a king
-or your family!

Call The Soda Fount

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.

Cent Interest
)n Savings

LOOK FOR THIS CROWN

When you are thirsty and want a
refreshing drink.
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Prog ra m Po stp oned
As Opponents Hide
From WIlk er Smith

anny J.ong and Puggy Wein-

er -Bh e On Next

Card:..

\4gaiPtthe fights at Doughboy Stadi-

4ni have been postponed because a

sui ble :opponent for Football :Smith
a~i~inot be olained. Captain-Fry an-

nounced Thursday that the next card

to be presented at Benning would be

on October 11th.

It begins to look as though it will

be hard to pick an opponent for the

"Cyclone" this-time. Many fighters

have been sought for the 29th In.

fantry slugger, but to date they have

all managed to crawfish out of it ii

some manner. The Bull is seeing red.

When the luckless fellow is found to

By the absence of errors on the part "he ball is whacked a good solid
of most of the Kells last Saturday at blow, it is coming out of that black
Golden Park, it seems as though there hole "hellbent" for election. The
is something wrong with the technique wouhl-be fielder has no chance to
of Gowdv field. It is a settled fact check up on the speed of the ball,
that players who have heretofore and is in a quandary as to just ex-
played good baseball in other fields. actl ywhere it is going. The results
have turned in rotten fielding averag- are that the player does not get in
es on the Benning diamond. an advantageous fielding position, and

Some of the players are prone to drops the ball.
lay it to the fact that the infield has Yellow or cream would be a good
too much of a "turtleback" in it, giv- color for the under side of the roof,
ing the ball a peculiar hop when it as this color is not repelling to the
passes the pitcher's position. While eye, et it reflects light into that
here is a good bit of common sense dark space. It is believed that the
argument in this statement, it will fielding of the clubs next year would
not hold water. More fields than a be greatly improved should this be
little in the south have even a more done. Several of the players and
pronounced hump than that of Gowdy coaches concur in the above statement,
Field. Still. there are not so many as will be found on a thorough can-
errors on these fields as here. vass of the teams.

It seems as though the alibi artists All in all. however. Gowdy is one
have overlooked a good bet in the of the most beautiful and best ball
fact that the color of the Gowdy parks to be found in the south. It is
I" "I 'I I - 1 •_' _,_ . I_ - IL -11 - - - - _• t .1

Youngest Champ Tennis Is Taken Up
By 2nd Batts' . As
Other Sports Lull

r

f

meet. Smith, he will meet unchained leld standsd o not harmonize witn the only Known ball park m the '':! .

perfect conditions. With the under world completely surrounded by a
wry side of the roof painted a pale beautiful rose hedge, and is position-
f While no announcemens have been green, there is no light reflection ed take all the advantage of the sun

inade as to just who will be used to down on the tiers at all. To the play- possible. Only two players are both-

support the card, it is generally con. er afield, it seems as though he is ered with old sol durin mthe process
ceded by those who hang around the facin a a huge black abyss. This is of a game, the short stop and the

Gymnasium that Puggy Weinert, the disconcerting to his vision, and when third baseman. Experts predict a bright future for

Polak Buzz-saw will feature the semi- sport about six times a week. this pretty miss, who already has

final act. When Weinert gets in there A the le tic Prog rafm Track and field, commencing in planted her dainty foot on fame's

with any ughe proceeds to make~ r r ][ h V [ I May, will assemble the post's best ladder. She is Miss Helen Water-
wtr eany pug, beproee to maeh l house, of Providence, R. I., who, al-

said pug look as much like a palooka Of H gh aI e L' athletes in a variety of tests of skill, though but 14 years old, proved the

as is possible. He never knows when speed, strength, and endurance in the sensation and winner of the Rhode

lie is licked, and keeps digging all TrainingOfip Intra-mural series, which will he cli. Island womer's golf

through, rushing his man for all he maxed by the garrison meet to decide She is showni i acon dur e

fo tmesesI niiuladcletx hmin final play at the Met4omt ore
is worth. Athletic programs for the season1individual and collective champion. Providence.

Puggy has been training hard at the 1.932-33 are in course of preparation ships. A separate series of field events
Gym for a long time, and is in the ,,t Fort Benning. where outdoor sports will be run off by the 24th Infantry. Bowling PickS Up
pink of condition to take on almost and supervised athletics are given Aquati( sports have become in-
any fighter the promoters might pick.A a o v m

He never tries to cull his opponents, high value in the training of soldiers. tensely popular with the soldiers, and As S c h o o I B eg i n s
a fight being the main thing he wants. Captain Phillip T. Fry, athletic and a number of speedy swimmers have
Disgust always registers on his face recreation officer of the post, has an- been developed at the post. The With the up-to-date bowling alleys
whenever he meets an unworhy oP- iounced a general program as a guide spring opening of the pools next afforded by the Academic Depart-
ponent. Modified murder is what for troop organizations in the prep- year will be followed by a series of ment, the Infantry School enjoys theusually follows. ..

Danny Long, too, is picked to meet aration of their athletic training sched- competitive swimming events which privilege of nocturnal entretainment
will culminate in meets to decide regi- of the highest type. The alleys are

some good fighter in the main six ules. mental and post cahmpionships. situated in one of tie frame build-
rounder. This is to be Danny's real Football looms big in the major 0 (Please turn to Page 8)
test as to his sicking abilities.

I will be remembered that Danny sports. Aheady more than two hun- Griffin Is Winner
is the one fighter at Fort Benning (red and fifty are training in the
who has a real, colorful back ground, squads representing the larger troop Ove r Su11 i a n I n
having fought all of the good boys organizations. The 29th Infantry hasS 1
in his weight when he was known as turned out two squads of fifty menthe Texas 'Gyclone. and later as the tre uttosuasoaifymn cksonvile Fth

Tesas Clorne, aeach, and the Tank battalion and the
Kansas 7Tornado.

Danpy is the type of boy who goes Artillery battalion each has a fifty- John "Corn" Griffin is still marching
in the're and fights a style of fighting man squad in the field. The 24th In- on in his quest for pugilistic fame.
the I'cal boys know nothing of. Dan- fantry has sixty men on its football Last Tuesday night he journeyed down
'y fI1 scorn an opportunity to bash squad. Jacksonville 'way and added the scalp
a noodle, electing to drive his pile. Coaches are pushing their men hard of Jimmy Sullivan to his already full

driver blows to the body. and expect to have their teams or- belt.
These blows are solid, and come ganized and in perfect playing con- Griffin snapped out and went to the

with such regularity that it gradually dition long before the first game in front with Sullivan early in the first
weakens his opponent into submis- the Fort Benning conference in De-.round. anid battered the Eau Gallie
sion. Long is by no means a tailender, cember. In the program arranged for boy all over the ring for eight con-
or anything of that sort. He has fought the 24th Infantry games several meets secutive rounds. It was in this eighth
for a long time, and fights now only with southern colored college teams round that Griffin was awarded a tech-
because he loves to. He has known will be scheduled. nical kavo over his foe., having literal-
his share of glory, but can't leave the Basketball comes to the fore about lv battered him to a pulp.
game. January 15. when the intra-mural Griffin was supported on the card -

This fight will be a test to see league series for the post champion- by two other Benning fighters from
whether or not he has the ability ship will open. In the colored divis- the Tank Corps. Stratton Smith lost
left in his educated dukes to rise to ion the 24th Infantry will contend a six round decision to Jimmy Mur-
the semi-final posiion on the cards for honors with southern colored phy and Frank Mackery took a six
presented at Benning. In the event colleges, round decision from Earl Rocky.
he whips his next opponent, he will, Boxing alwxay s enjoys high favor It is going to take a strong boy to
in all probability, be matched with at Fort Benning and has a large fol- stop Corn's march to fistic fame, and
Rip Tetherton. It is generally conced- lowxing of a(tive participants and wxhoever that boy is will be a big I
ed at Benning that Danny can take fans. In addition to the popular box- threat at the crowxn. Corn's long arms
the Ripper like Grant took Richmond. ing shows, there will be an amateur and tremendous hitting power will One of the flu
However, there are the doubters, boxing tournament commencing about hold him up before some of the best,

The nex fight may or may not be March. This wvill be climaxed by the as they have in the past. His wonder- perfectly equ]
held in the Gymnasium. It all depends bouts which will determine member- ful stamina is another thing that in this section-
on where the thermometer stands at ship of the boxing team. xxhich will makes him one of the greatest fighters
that date. If it is raining, the fights represent the post at the annual Benning has ever produced. Watch to serv
will be inside, whatever the mercury southeastern championship meet. The him go.
says. In the event it is held out-of Fort Benning team took highest hon-.

doors, it will be the last for this sea. ors in this meet, held in Atlanta in RUBBER STAMPS
son to show in Doughboy Stadium, 1930, and coaches of this year's team A u
as the winter season always is shown are hoping to repeat the achievement.
in-doors. Baseball has a large following at Columbus Office Supply Co. POSTEXC

Captain Fry is working hard to put the post, and when theintra-mural sea- 24 Hr. Service
on an excellent card for the next of-son opens in April there will be The Po.,
fering, but to date will not put out enough teams in the league's line-up Phone 5!6 person not in he
any definite information whatsoever. to provide exhibitions of this popular

Second Battalion Takes TQ

Tennis As To All Other

Sports

,klways first in athletics as well as
nilitary accomplishments, the 2d bat-
alion 29th Infantry again steps to the
!ront in starting things. The latest
sport being stressed is tennis.

A battalion tournament is being spon-
sore(l with the end in view of placing
this interesting and popular sport on
the same basis as baseball and football
and other sports. The announcement
of the tournament was greeted wiith
enthusiasm; about thirty-five men
turning out to enter.

A beauiful trophy will be awarded
the winner of the singles while the
doubles winners also will receive an
award.

Results of first matches follow: Car-
penter defeated Gay 6.2; Colbert won
over Stephens 6-2; Jones stopped Dar-
Ien 6-3: Johnson swamped Rogers 6-
01 Williams beat Berry 6.4; Parker
and Alderman drew byes.

Other matches had not been coni-
pleted Wednesday, although the com-
mittee plans to complete the tourna-
ment by the end of the week.

N Cordial Invitation

Is Extended to the

Officers and Ladies

Of

Fort Benning to Visit

MARY KING'S

BILLIARD PARLOR
For Ladies and Gentlemen

2332 Wynnton Road

Gowdy Field Stands Need New Coat
Yellow Paint Will Check-mate Alibi Artists

Of Paint To Brighten Background

SERVICE

Everything Any-
thing whatever your
car needs, we can

supply it at an in-

stant's notice.

nest and most
ipped garages

we're ready
Te you.

partment
Fort Benning, Ga.

authorized to sell to any
Military Service

i .
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1OniThe QT.
Br B. B. S.

WE HEARD a conversation the oth-
er day on the streets of Columbus rela-

tive to Fort Benning boxing. It made

us stick out our illustrious chest, strut-

ting our pride in public, bragging
more or less about the fact htat we
were an obscure member of the ma-

chinery that keeps the ball rolling,
pugilistically speaking.

THE GENTLEMAN doing most of

the talking is a well known citizen
about town, and always is present

at the fights at Benning. In his con-

versation, he very emphatically

brought home to his small audience

the fact that Benning gives more for

the fight dollar than any other ring

in these great United States.

NOW THAT IS a broad statement,

but coming from one who is in on
the know about things pugilistically
inclined, we had to stop and listen
in. He-pointed out that at all of Cap-
sin Fry's shows things moved along
in grand style. Never any of that
waiting around for some palooka to
change gloves and make a grand-
stand play for the pleasure of him-'

self and the boredom of the fans.
The fights move off in a very ex-
peditious manner, said he, keeping an
endless chain of fighters waiting on
the line until the end of the bout.

THEN TOO, the fights are of such
calibre that they constantly gain in
popularity. Each fight finds new
faces on the menu as well as in the

ringside seats. A dollar is all the
money one can outlay for one seat
and that gets about five dollars worth
of entertainment of the first water.

NOWHERE IN THIS country can
one see such an offering of sporting
entretainment for a one dollar, Wil-
liam, nay, not even half. Sometimes

we wonder how these other rings
get away with that kind of stuff they
are throwing at the public for two,
two and a half, and three dollars.
Some day the public will realize
that Benning is the'premier fighing
ring of the south, and there they will
go for their entertainment.

PEOPLE TELL US that Sergeant
Booth, of the I. S. D. is some pool
shot, in his own estimation. Rocco
Freteschi had a different opinion of'
the sergeant's pool shooting abilities.
Now Booth wsill havea =dollar andi a
quarter galloping across 'the northeast
corner of his pay roll this month.
while Rocco's is stil blank.

Ye Olde Note Book:
Sergeant Frank Ryles seems and fried chicken at "11'Company

to be picking up a little weight..... mess. .. . Bob Harkey with an ex-
Somebody's cooking must agree with pression on his face as if some one
him .... Raven Poe has lost that had just asked, "How far can a lost
moustache .... but will probably dog run?" . . . . Captain Schlieker
grow it again within a fortnight.... being proud of his 100 per cent.,
Joe Maltese still dishing out slum company .... First Sergeant Craine

BEST FITTING SUIT Ever Had"
Says: "BUCK" CHEVES

Former Star Quarterback., .
-University of Georgia

SPEAKIN OF GUNS reminds us of
shooting. Booth needed some neck
ties to grace his shirt front while'
he was paying his social respects in
the fair city of Columbus. Corporal
Brewer had a few too many .-...
but let us tell it the way it was.

* * *

;CORPORAL BREWER had struck
up an acquaintance with an indus-
trially inclined young lady, who made
washable neck ties as a means of
advantageously passing her spare time.
It fell Brewer's luckless lot to be
Salesman Sam, and Booth happened
to be the only customer. Booth
thought Brewer had left these dig-
gins on furlough, and proceeded to
try to chisel in, but luck was against
him again. Brewer had made the
promise that should the lady have
the current turned on he would in-
stall his Radio, an(] when Booth
called, he was informed the lady was
in Montgomery. (It so happened that
Brewer was sitting behind the door,
laughing up his sleeve, when the
young lady finally came out and told
the sergeant that she recognized the
full value of his neck tie, and would
he please peddle his groceries in
some other street).

IT HAS BEEN reported to this
column that a certain sack of Eelbeck
meal journeyed all the way to Rags-
dale last weekend without mishap.
The trouble came when Sergeant Ar.
chie McLeod tried to take the sack
from the rear of the car for delivery.
Thev do tell us that those Ragsdale
streets have been rather mealy since
then.

THE Hall of Football Fame

will always ring with the name

"Cheves." Ile was one of tlhe

most brilliant backfield men

that ever called signals on a

Southern gridiron! Today Mr.

Cheves is aclively engaged in

business, and knowing the im-

portance of well fitting, well

tailored clothes, he selects his
wearing apparel with consider-
able care. It is no wonder then

that you see him here wearing

the "Stratford" model suit-

AVVVVVV

tailored by Schwob. And for his statement about
Schwobilt clothes, we say "Many thanks, Mr.

Cheves !"

SCHI
The Standt

1037 Broadway

pertly tailored

Particular men wear Schwobilt suits
because they want smart clothes at
prices that meet today's budget. This.

company tailors its own clothes and
sells them direct to you through its
own stores. This controlled sales

plan brings you the same values at
prices that are almost double else-

where. You should see the fashion-

able display of the latest Fall fabrics

and models-including the new En.
glish Drape suit-at Schwob stores

this week . .. gray Rosemont wors-

teds.., brown pin checked worsteds
. . . new English weaves . . . all ex-

at $14.95 and $17.95 for Ready-to-

Wear All Wool suits and overcoats-$19.50 and
$23.50 for Tailored-to-Order.

ard Tailoring Co.
Columbus, Ga.

"Here's The

He Will Referee
These Games
Duke vs. Davidson

Sept. 24

Auburn vs. Tulane
Oct. 22

Auburn vs. Old Miss.
Oct. 29

Sewanee vs. Tulane
Nov. 19

- .- r5-
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in the same fix .. . Bob Brown with ease and we can't even come
looks as though he has received an- close .... Obnoxious 'know-italls
other letter from old Mississip ......... Lefthanded pitchers against ou
And a few things seen but not appre- lefthanded batters .... A fly in the
ciated .... Ice cream and no nickles soup and buttered toast without
with which to buy a cone ....
Little boys hitting a Rick-Rack ball coffee.
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Autoists Will Play
Kells Double Bill

The Kells are primed to deal the
Patterson-Pope team a lot of misery
again this week at Golden Park for
the Columbus-Fort Benning champion-
ship.

The two teams met last Saturday
at the Columbus ball park to settle
differences in the first two of the five
game series. The first game was taken
easily by thie Kells, but the second
game ended in the fifth inning at a
0-0 deadlock.

Both games were beautiful affairs,
being played under circumstances
that favored neither team. A good
gathering of fans graced the .stands
for: the opening game, and an even
larger crowd is expected for this Sat-
urday's game. A double header will
be played..

That ,game out there at Golden
Park tomorrow is going to be golden.
Advance ticket sales have already in-
dicated that the crown will be about
twice the size of that last Saturday.

The Patterson-Pope team is favored
to op the Kells this Saturday, as they
have been practicing for he better
part of the week on the type pitchers
to be used by the soldiers. They al.
ready have shown that they have a
good style of stick-work, and with the
proper kind of delivery from the
mound should take at least one
of tomorrow's games.

Kjelsrom would not release any

Fort Mack Officer
Wins Golf Trophy

Capt. Druid A. Wheeler, of Fort
McPherson, Ga., won the Fourth
Corps Area golf tournament held at
Fort Benning during the week of
September 19, when he defeated Cap-
tain Howard J. Liston 5 and 4 in the
finals Sunday afternoon, September
25.

Captain Wheeler shot superb golf
to defeat Captain Liston, and win
the championship. It was the second
time that Captain Liston had been
runner-up in a tournament at Fort
Benning. He lost to Major Richard
K. Sutherland in the finals of the post
championship golf tournament a short
while ago.

Winners of other flights were: Lieu.
tenant Colonel John F. Meehan, Cap-
tain Guy Hartman, and Lieutenant
E. K. Purnell.

Officers from various posts in the
corps area, numbering one hundred
and three, took part in the tourna-
ment.

* thing concerning his line-up for the
opening game tomorrow, but it is be-
lieved that he will start with -about

. the same as he ended the Intra-Mural

series a week or so ago. This is about
the strongest team he can favor he
fans with, and will be greatly to his
advantage to take the two games.

Officials of the game had not been
- announced at press time.

Announcing

A new low price of men's
shoes styled for fall.
Miller & Taylor Special

$3.50

In Black and Brown Calf, also Black and Brown Kid.

Suitable for Sport, Street and Dress wear. All sizes and

width expert fitting goes with each pair.

NOW ON DISPLAY

Post Exchange Shoe Dept.

J
SUITS

All Colors. New shades of Tan, Brown

and Blue. In the new weaves-Travel-
wear, Basketweave, etc.

$13.25 to $24.25

TERRY AND MALLORY

HATS
$1.95 to $3.95

NEW CAMEL-HAIR

POLO COATS
$16.75

"These must be seen to be appreciated."

Payne Clothing (Company
"Where Good Clothes Cost Less."

1203 Broadway

. 9 th Inf. Revelers' Club

HEADQUARTERS COMPANY Postpones Dance
Happy Long returned from a 90 Until Octobe r 12 pr(

lays' reenlistment furlough froni the we.
of

lark part of Alabama. Due to the absence of the 2d Bat-

Willie Harrison spent his 30 days' talion on a four day hike beginning

urlough in Fort Benning. Sergeant on the fourth of October, the Revelers' ye

Harrison was on a furlough celebrat- dance scheduled for October 5th has un

ing an increase in his family. Good been posponed until the following th

luck, Sergeant, old pal. Wednesday evening-October 12, 1932. ye.

Pfc. Roy Commander returned from The dancing contingent is reminded m(

his 60 days' furlough in Clio, Ala- that the Revelers will hold a Cos- ve

bama. tume Ball at the Post Gymnasium Oc- n(

Jethro B. Oates, Jr., is now taking tober 31, (Hallowe'en) at which time frc

the stenography couse in the Fort Ben- the trophys for the Popularity Con.-tiv
ning willobe ward ar

School for stenographers and test will be awarded. Plans are going as

clerks. forward to make this the most bril- ..

Our First Sergeant, Larry Mitzen, liant affair sponsored by the club. hi

made some high score on the golf One of the two cups to be given is

tournament in the city last week. On
Mitzen beat Edge Reid one of the now on display in Pekor's window.

big shots of the Columbus daily
paper. He beat Reid 8 up and 6 to

go. Hope you have better luck next 2
time, Mitzen.9 8 dJ

We are proud of our 29th Infan- BATTERY "A"
try Orchestra. The 29th Infantry Or-

chestra played last week, one of the After four years of hones and
series of dances they usually play faithful service Pvt. Hugh Neely who

the year around here for the Bache- has devoted much of his time and

lors' Club, Fort Benning. Uniform mental ability to the Batalion and its

was football. The players were all horses, gathered his books and pencil D

taped up to make it realistic. War- and went back to the little red school U

rant Officer Horton was cheer leader house. Good luck Neely. St

for the game. Regarding the uniform We have had a number of changes -

of this Orchestra during the season, in Ratings lately and we are glad D

they adopt the season's athletic uni- to announce that Pvt. Eldwood Gran- r

form at that time, polo, basket ball. ger, the mule skinner, received one 0

tennis or whatever is in season. This of the ratings of specialist sixth class.

orchestra has been complimented Stay with them Granger, old boy! for F

by Colonel Toffey, the Company there will be a private first class open o'

Commander, Captain Porter and our some of these days. P

Band Leader, Warrant Officer Horton. There are plenty of arguments and C

We are also fortunate in having Mr. betting in the Battery about who will -

Horton as Band Leader. win the World series. We have heard F

Corporal Ruben Rogers say that the ti

COMPANY "B" Yankees will win, no doubt about it. C

Of course our biggest piece of news Last Monday morning we had an- $

is the winning of the Regimental other man added to the morning re-

competition among musketry sections. port. Corporal Thompson, who has

On the other hand that is not news. been away for sixty days has returned
"B" Conmpany always seems to do it. from furlough. While away, he was
Sgt. Kern apparetly didn't want too t a rr e

r rS rs tn d sall hope he will do better than that

by winning by too big a margin so during these next three years.
he spotted every other section in Afer waiting, wishing, longinig, for

the regiment three points whenm he a long time Pvt. Algon J. Harvey

failed to establish a march outpost. having made Private first class a few

And from then on he went thn the days ago, is ready to announce that

problem with scarcely a cut. (Well he will not buy out of the Army now,

if we don't blow our horni who will?) but is ready to Retire.

Sgt. Barr, the star tackle of the ____

big first battalion football team, came BATTERY "C"

home f rom the game with Norman Anyone observing the battery dur.
College so badly banged up that he ing mounted drill will doubtless no-

couldn't put on a uniform, but as tice that there is a lot of difference
some one girl in Columbus will tes- in the driving of the men who passed

tify civilian clothes didn't hurt him the gunners examination as drivers

a bit. and those men who passed as meme-

We notice a member of the com- bers of the battery detail. A well

pnay has been badly wounded around known Artillery officer once remarked

the face and neck and are anxious he could use boys for cannoneers but

to state that if a wild cat made the it took a man to drive.

wounds, all soldiers should use ex- With the excuse that the N. C. O.'s

treme care in their treatment of these need practical experience, but with

Columbus wildcats, the fact that horses need to be taken

out in draft, some of the sergeants

m L iand corporals of the battery detail
iii ]Aii were seen rodeoing around the gun-park. There will be a lot less back-

seat driving from now on.
WITH WRBL From time to time the QMC has

With the coming of the fall season a forced issue of food articles, which

when old jack frost makes his annual no mess-sergeant wants, but the QMC

tour, when the pumpkins get their has accumulated a large stock and it

coat of tan that the modern girl of had to be moved. We all received the

today strives all summer to attain, and other day an athletic ticket by the

tries all winter o cover up; when the same route. Of course, like the QMC
by-word of the nations is football and articles, most men are glad to receive

by-wodeoithenitsisfotaltheavthese tickets, but one sometimes won-
not depression., then it is that the av- dr hthpest h bu 10ders what happens to the about $1200

erage American citizen finds educa- .thus received by the I. S. A. A.

tion and entertainment by virtue of a We are booked for an unusual

medium that is as modern as time demonstration for the Inf. School. Our

itself, radio. This year promises to battery will fire both 75 mm and 105

be one of the most outstanding ones mm guns the same day. All the can.

in the history of WRBL .. .The Voice noneers to be used will be from

of the Chattahoochee in Columbus, Battery "C" and we expect that this

Georgia. With new faciliies, doubled demonstration will show the adapta-

power, and increased listener "Good- bility of artillerymen. The watering

will admirers of the local station can at the stables has undergone the well

be assured that the fall and winter known variation of efficiency demon-strated at the stables. At least two
season will find programs of outstand- a bs

NCO's and a stable sergeant under
the supervision of a stable officer are

studios in Rose Hill. Merchants Irequired to water the animals. One
throughout this community are fast of these bright mornings we expect

learning that it pays dividends to give to water the horses and mules with

entertainment in return for patronage cups and saucers. We are now making

extended them, and radio is rapidly a close study and will prepare some

proving itself to be the appreciative regulations on how to water horses

(Please turn to page 9) by detail.

BOWLING POPULAR SPORT
(Continued fronm page 6)

Ys in the Academic area, and have

oevd popular with the ladies, as

1R as the officers and enlisted men

the garrison.

Good bowlers are uncovered each

ar, and the competition between
its waxes hot. New high scores for
its have been set each year since
eerection of the alleys, and this
ar offers a good chance to all the
ore popularize the game here.
Many tournaments are held each
ar during the duration of the school
onths, much interest being manifest
)m all points of the post. Competi-
ve scores are rolled each night, with
rdly a night passing but what some
piring bowler does the impossible
.. rolling a scroe far beyond even
s dreams.

HERALD
WANTADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

20 cents per line or fraction of
line. Minimum charge for any
classified advertisement, 50 cents.
Payment must be made before
advertisement is published.

ressmaking-Altering and remodel-
ig a specialty. Draperies. Mrs. J. E.
tewart. Phone 457 R-2.

)RESSMAKING, altering and re-
odeling a specialty. Mrs. A. E_
)wen. Phone 1507-M.

OR SALE: Registered, three year
ld, sable and white Collie. Excellent
et, loves children, and house broke-
Yood reason for selling. Phone 1297.

'or Sale: Franklin Sedan. Best condi-
ion, appearance new. Two satchels,
oat and umbrella trunk. Phone 2027.

70 Hoover Vacuum Cleaner, complete
dth all appliances. $30 cash. Phone-
61.

Vurse desires position caring for army
,fficer's children. Hospital experience.
4~iss Ruth L. Ouzts, Alapaha, Ga.

I AA ROUN

More daily departures... more
service to more cities... term-
inals right in the heart of town
0 V . yet fares are lower over
Hood Coach Lines than by any
other way.

You'll enjoy bus travel more
than ever with all the luxuries
Hood Lines offer-deeply cush-
ioned reclining chairs, clean
seat covers, porter service-
even radios !

SAMPLE LOW FARES
ATLANTA ............ $3.00
MONTGOMERY ....... 3.00
OPELIKA ............ 1.00
NEW ORLEANS.......11.50
NEW YORK..........24.45

UNION
BUS TERMINAL

1212 Broadway
Phone 661

HOOD M CH

THE BENNING HERALD
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LIEUTENANT PEEP'S DIARY
( Continued from page 4)

bathing while tired.

Saturday, Sept. 24th
Lay late thinking of this and that

and in particular what a benefactor
to the human race Mr. Simmons has
been.
Sunday, Sept. 25th

Lord's Day, which I did turn to ad-
-antage by mowing the lawn with one
of the diabolical machines so cheer-
fully allowed out on memo receipt
by the Police Officer. But methinks
that some other day were more appro-
priate for the language evoked by its
use. And I am sure that the cheer-
ful gentleman the P. & P. 0. would
be loath again to lend to me did he
know the little accomplished, albeit
the result was in direct proportion to
the sharpness of the blade.

To Biglerville in the "evening" (as
is the local designation of time from
noon to midnight) where amateur
theatricals were being hatched. And
I did observe many a stageling chick

-emerge from shell full grown with
-comb and wattles. Benning does in-
deed eem with talent for other things
-- I might have said if not for sketch-
ing.

And so to bed to dream of waves of
contours closing over me, leaving no
conventional sign for mark on tomb-
stone.

Lt. Peep

DON'T FORGET
When you want an all leather

School Shoe,

BUY STAR BRAND

Star Brand Shoes
Are Better

STAR
B&AND 7 M
Boy's School Oxford

,o ....----- $1.75
12to --------------- $1.95

Men's Black

Oxfords . . .
Calf

- $2.95

Ladies' Nice Brown

Suede Pump $2.65

SAM NEEL
SHOE DEPT.

Westbrook Bldg.

Sgt. WillieSimpson
Is Made Top Kick
Birthdays mean nothing in the lif(

of First Sergeant Willie Simpson but
just another day on which to re-enlist
in the Army. Sergeant Simpson has
been enlisting in the army every
three years on his birthday since he
was eighteen years of age, enlisting
first on April 12, 1922.

Sergeant Simpson has made an en-
viable record since he has been in

SGT. WILLIE SIMPSON

the service, never having lost a single
day, He was appointed sergeant on
his first enlistment, having attained
the grade of corporal after eighteen
months' service.

Since being made he first sergeant
of Company "G", Sergeant Smpson
has gained many friends in the com-
pany. They swear by him loyally, hav-
ing only words of praise for his per-
sonality and efficiency in the top kick's
chair.

His record follows:
First Sergeant Willie Simpson, Co.

"G," 29th Infantry. Son of Mrs. P. W.
Simpson, Riverdale, Georgia.

Born: April 12, 1904, Riverdale, Ga.
Statement of Service:

Enlisted on 18th birthday (April
12, 1922) for Co. "F," 29th Infantry.

Discharged as Sergeant; character
excellent 4- 11. 25.

Re-enlisted Co. "F," 29h Inf., April
12, 1925.

Discharged Sergeant; character ex-
cellent 4-11-28.

Re-enlisted Co. "G," 29th Inf., April
12, 1928.

Discharged Sergeant; character ex-
cellent, 4-11-31.

Appointed 1st Sergeant, Co. "G,"
29th Inf., Sept. 2, 1932.
Activities:

Athletics: Participant in track
meets; specialty 220 yard and relay
race. Particularly active in Company
baseball and football leagues.

ON THE AIR
(Continued from page 8)

voice of these respective firms. The
aim of WRBL is to be able to better

--serve those in business in helping to
merchandise their products during the
coming year, as well as to usher into
its series of daily programs a diver.
sion that will meet the popular appeal
of it's many listeners. If you have any
suggestions that you feel would be
worthwhile, then WRBL would appre-
ciate hearing from you. Just address
any information along this line to
"Radio Chatter"-WRBL-Columbus,
Georgia. ,

HARRY "HAPPY" LEE PROMOTED
The past week at the radio5 station

brought about an advancement for one
of the members of the staff, in that
Harry "Happy" Lee, the versatile and
accomplished pianist was placed in
complete charge of all program ar-
rangements, wherever talent is con-
cerned. Such qualifications deserve
consideration, and Happy from now
on will be Musical Director, so if you
have a radio aspiration and want to
take your turn at the old "mike", then
get in touch with Happy and make
your try. WRBL could use a Vallee
or Bernie, and you may be just the
one, who knows? Good Luck Happy,
old boy.

e
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t THE MIGHTY GRUMPY GORDY
S The Mighty Grumpy Gordy, in ad-

dition to his many other achievements,
has recently become a fire eater. He
has the honor of not having his rest
at all disturbed by flames which des-
troyed the mattress and sheets on his

official bunk.

Last Saturday nightt a squad room

ofthe Quartermaster Detachment be-
came filled with smoke. Soon it was

discovered that Grumpy's bunk was
aflame. There was a dash for water,
and bfeore long the fire was checked,
with a gigantic hole in Grumpy's mat-

tress anti a couple of ruined sheets as
about the only damage.

But the Mighty Gordy, who cares
nothing about such a little thing as

fire, could not have his slumber dis-
turbed. He claimed immediately back

into the charred sleeping place. There

was soot and water and about half a
mattress. But Grumpy wouldn't be
defeated.

There is however a man in the Quar-
termaster Detachment who desires to
take from Grumpy one of his crowns.
This man is no fire eater. He is in-
stead a fire fighter-none other than
Battling Bob Youngblood of Fire Sta-
tion No. 1.

Batling Bob has already issued the
challenge. It is necessary now only to
complete arrangements for the big
fight. After the encounter is held, the
winner will most likely be signed im-
mediately to participate in a main-go
on some Tuesday night at the Fort
Benning arena.

Some months ago Kid Scott of the
detachment issued a challenge to the
Mighty Grumpy, but apparently Scott
could not come to terms about the
percentage of the gate receips.

2 4 th Infantry
Sergeants Homer F. Moseley and

Alfred Williams have been appointed
Technical Sergeants for the purpose
of retirement. We cannot but won-
der if there are any other service
bands with three Technical Sergeants
and two Staff Sergeants.

Now that the concert season is a
thing of the past for the year of 1932
the band is hard at work preparing
for the next concert season. Hard
study is the vogue and music in all
its phases is being studied with a
view to perfection. Several old over-
tures and selections rearranged by
modern writers have been added to
the band library and an interesting
winter band school term is anticipat-
ed by the band personnel.

With the opening of the 1932-33
Infantry School class the social sea-
son was also ushered in which means
plenty of work for both orchestras
of the Band. A large number of
both popular and novelty numbers
have been received. The orchestras
and the men are hard at work morn-
ing, afternoon and night rehearsing
them. Both aggregations are on their
toes and prepared to render a very
enjoyable program.

The second orchestra will soon is-
sue forth arrayed in the splendor of
new tuxedos which will do much to-
wards furthering the morale of the
men, thereby adding to the efficiency
of the orchestra. The first orchestra
will continue to alternate between
tuxedos and the blazer and tam com-
bination.

Special Opportunity Class

$5.00 A MONTH

Taught by the same efficient
faculty as for recular students.
Call at the college for particulars

CLARA BELLE SMITH
BUSINESS COLLEGE

ENROLL NOW

LEARN MORE-EARN MORE
1029 Second Ave. Columbus, Ga.

COMPANY "B"
Speaking of tidings of gladnesE

Ask Private Rudd of his relief froi
detail with the Foreign Legion (Ser,
ice Company).

sn

Vm

We have a new additional amuse-
ment to the Company in the person
of Pvt. Randall. alias "Snake," the
Radio Dial Racer, he gets all the lat-
est orchestras at the same time.

Our "Walter Winchell" Sgt. Willie
Pitts, Discovered Tech. Sgt. Alfred
Williams alias ("Beef Neck"), Band,
collecting baskets. Sgt. Williams is on
the vee of retirement it can be readi-
ly seen why so many baskets are
needed to procure supplies from the
Regimental Garden.

Pvt. Joe C. McCloud, known to the
boys as High Private, was recently
discharged and he was knocked out
on the same night that Mickey Walk-
er was knocked out. But he has taken
on his new stack now and is doing
fine. Keep the good work going on,
Joe.

Pvt. Carrier Benard: known as
"Chattering Chero," the great broken
field runner, was thrown for such a
loss, until his suit was thrown back
in the store room.

We would like to know why Pvt.
Wright Alexander have been singing
the Love Sick Blues.

Our Company beauty contest went
over big, the judges voting first place
to "Doll Eyes" McDixon, second
place "Ducky Wucky" IFortson),
third place to "Toothless Hal" (Fos-
ter) .

Shorty, the little Mess Sgt., has a
song he sings when the the Company
comes in. Entitled "Close up solid!"
We would like to know if we could
get the Duke Ellington's Orchestra to
play that song for him.

COMPANY "C"

The company mourns the death of
the late Robert Armstead whose re-mains were escorted to his home

(Florence, Alabama) by Sgt. George
Williams.

1st Sgt. Curtis and family motored
over to Atlanta, Georgia for the week-
end and report that they enjoyed a
wonderful time with friends and ac-
quaintances.

We will admit that Corporal Wash-
ington has been quite an adventurer,
having traveled all over the world.
But, when he stated that he got a job
driving a taxi in Venice-well, the
lie was out.

Pvt. Warren received the thrill of
his life while he was in one of the
Eastern cities. Having entered a res-
taurant on a certain occasion, he gave
his order to the waiter, who in turn
bellowed out to the cook "Boil two
from behind, and let 'em ride on a
bale of hay." Shortly afterward our
guest was served with an order of
sour kraut and frankfurters on top.
He says that he likes the eastern
lingo, but everything is the opposite
to what they say.

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

PEACHTREE AT CAIN

cAtlanta, (a.

0

550 rooms of comfort and
convenience. Each room has
ceiling fan, circulating ice
water, radio and either
shower or tub bath; corner
rooms have both. Open Din-
ing Terrace and Coffee Shop.

Rooms from $2

J. F. de Jarnette Vice-Pres. & Mjr.

U

U

Phone 29 1638-2nd Ave.

WE DELIVER

Reconditioned

USED CARS
'29 Ford A Coach -----.$210

'27 Chev. Coach ------.$50

'28 Chev. Roadster ---$125

'29 Ford A Coupe ---- $225

'27 Buick 6 Sedan ---- $200

'27 Buick 6 Sedan -- -$100

'26 Dodge Coach -----.$100

'27 Buick Coach ------.$200

'28 Essex Sedan ------.$165

'27 Dodge 4 Sedan ---- $100

46 other cars to select
from. Easy Terms.

Cliff M. Averett
Incorporated

Phone 2683-883

II

It Takes A Good

Man to Throw A

Perfect Pass...

And It Takes Good
Equipment to stand
up in a game of
football. That's the

kind we have!

Main Branch
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.
The Post Exchange is not author.

ized to sell to any person not
in the Military Service.

I

I

Stanton's Lunch Car
C. J. STANTON, Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY OUR STEW

U.

'U
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTION

i Rialto Books Revue

Here you have tle chorus o fappy nay' sRevue, which comes to the ialto
Theater for performances Wednesday and Thursday.

Cinema, Calendlar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE GRAND

SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering

"Pack Up Your Troubles," with Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy,

Jacquine Lyn, Mary Carr and others. Back; *tothe front line

trenches, to re-live anew the scenes of the greatest war in his-

tory. That was the experience of more than 1,000 World War

veterans who were engaged to appear in this picture. A riotous

comedy episode, well executed by Laurel and Hardy, seen as

a couple of misfit buck privates in the awkward squad. Later,

they scramble across the front lines to rescue a pal, and come

back with a trainload of prisoniers.
* * *

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Offering "Divorce In

The Family," with Jackie Cooper, Lois Wilson and Conrad

Nagel. A picture of the laughs, tears, heartthrobs of people

we know and understand! Good-time parents go their way-

but what happens when a child sees his mothes in a stranger's

arms? See this picture that is taken from Life of the romance

and drama that strange fate brings to adult lives.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Offering '.'Nice Women,"
with Frances Dee, Alan Mowbray, Russell Gleason, Lucille
Gleason and Marmel Myers. An involved tangle of young
love and money, a sparkling 'screen play which abounds in
situations filled with surprising twists. A strong cast in a thrill-
ing vehicle.

ROYAL

Star of "Down To
Earth" Is Always
Occupied with work
Star of "Down to Earth" is always oc-

cupied or just "doing things"-10 pt

Unlike most stars of motion pic-

tures, Will Rogers never has what

miglhi be called leisure time between

scenes. No wait in the filming of

a picture finds him actually waiting.

He is occupied at all times, either

jrofessionally or just "doing thins."

He may disappear into his dressing

room to read his extensive mail, let-

ters that have been selected by his
secretary from among the hundreds
delivered to Rogers daily, some at
his home, but most of them through
the postoffice maintained by the stu-
dio.

At other times, Rogers may be
found playing with his well-known
rope and demonstrating to a mixed
audience, the tricks he has mastered.
Sometimes he may be observed in a
far corner reading a newspaper, or a
bock, or, perhaps, writing his daily
comment for his newspaper syndicate.
On occasion, he may be discovered
in his automobile, parked nearby,
either pounding his portable type-
writer or changing his clothes.

Frequently, during the filming of
"Down to Earth," Rogers became lo-
quacious and, during these periods,
never lacked for an audience. He is
always interesting and witty, no mat-
ter what his subject may be.

Rogers is democratic-nothing high
hat about him. His ass9ciates with
stars, with extras, with technicians
and is just as much at home with
presidents, diplomas and bankers. He
is shy only in the presence of news-
papermen and newspaper women.

GRAND

Jackie Cooper Sets
Unique Record In
His Latest Picture

Cooper, Metro.Goldwyn-Mayer's child
player, and it happened during the
filming of the candy store scenes in
"Divorce in the Family," to play at
the Grand Theatre October 4 and 5.

An elaborate Hollywood fountain
was used as a "location" for this
scene, and Jackie and a crowd of
children, some grownups, nad "Spar-
ky" the dog were the dramatic per.
sonae. Jackie sat through the diff-
erent camera "takes" before he was
allowed to partake of the refresh-
ments that were being served in the
scene.

To further tantalize the young
star's appetite there were about a
hundred pounds of assorted candies
in the "set."

"Gee whiz! I wish I wasn't a star!"
commented Jackie as he watched the
other youngsters. "They all get to eat
and all I get to do is act!"

RIALTO
Happy Ray Brings

Revue To Local
Columbus House

Happy Ray, character" comedian
extraordinary will bring his dashing
revue to Columbus next week for
performances at the Rialto Theater
on Wednesday and Thursday.

The Happy Ray Revue has had a
very successful season this year, de-
spite prevailing conditions which have
forced other theatrical troups and
attractions to disband in many in-
stances, while the quality perform-
ance of others have suffered greatly.

Ray has notified Manager I. L.
Shields of the Royal that he expects

Grand

AThere was one record set while
the Olympic Games were in progress

NOW PLAYING: "Fast Companions," with Tom Brown, that wasn't a part of those festivities.

James Gleason, Maureen O'SuIlivan, Mickey Rooney and Andy A small boy established an all-time

Devine. Fast horses-Fast workers-Fast action-in one of the endurance record by sitting in a Hol-

fastest films- that eerth d a slywood ice cream parlor for five hours
stthrobbed a heart. A story of Caliente -without ordering a soda or even

(lays that will thrill you. indulging in an ice cream cone!

hen- The young gentleman with such ex-MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offering "The Mad Cen traordinary fortitude was Jackie

ius," with John Barrymore, Marian Marsh, Donald Cook, Car- TH

mel Myers, and others. An astounding, unbelievable, unfor- .......

gettible picture. His made creed-"Love murdeis genius.

Wipe her out! There isn't a woman alive who wouldn't de-

ceive and hurt the max who loved her-nor the man she loves 4
- for a PRICE." x

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Offering "Scarface," SIDNEY
with Paul Muni, Ann Dovorak, Vince Barnett, George Raft, -R

Boris Karloff and Karen Morley. A sensational Howard
Hughes epic of the underworld, presenting a striking study of

criminal conditions in the United States. ..........

AT THE ROYAL...

(iegnning Saturday night at 11:15 p. in.)

ALSO.SUNDAY, MONDAY. AND TUESDAY: Offer-
ing "Down to Earth" with Will Rogers, Dorothy Jordan, Irene
Rich and Matty Kemp. An uproarious Rogers comedy plus a
straightforward absorbing story of a family living above its
means, and how Rogers brings his society climbing wife and
children down to earth with his common sense and wholesome
philosophy that has endeared him to millions. For the love
angle there is the affair between Jordan'and Kemp. Rogers SCI

the one man who can still make America laugh, is said to be DLIVER HARDYand STAN LAURELi, C

at hisnbestin this picture. "PACK UP YOUR TROUBLES" "Rudy

JACKIE COOPER and LOIS WILSONi'DIVOPCE INTHE FAMILY"

to bring his entire company here,
and promises a real show for theat-
rical patrons.

Besides himself, as features com-
edian, the Revue will show the Brady
sisters in tap and acrobatic dancing,
the Kenutcky Blue Boys' hot stage
band, Blair Camp, southland's blue
singer, the male quartette of "Our
happy boys," and Clara Barstow's
Rhythm Girls Tap Dancing chorus.

RUBBER STAMPS

Columbus Office Supply Co.

24 Hr. Service

Phone 5.6

RIALTO
NOW PLAYING

Exciting drama of Caliente days! Thrills

and action in a romance of sporting youth!!

"FAST COMPANIONS"
With

TOM BROWN - JAMES GLEASON
Maureen O'Sullivan - Micky Rooney

-Plus-
Chapter 2 "HEROES OF THE WEST"

-Comedy "ALL SEALED UP"

SUNDAY ONLY
A heart-touching drama of the youth of

today!

"NEW MORALS
FOR OLD"

With
ROBERT YOUNG - MARGARET PERRY

-Also-
Comedy "OH MY OPERATION"-Fox News

MONDAY-TUESDAY

JOHN BARRYMORE
In

"THE MAD GENIUS"
With

Marian Marsh - Charles Bztterwo th
-Added-

Comedy "CANDID CAMERA" -Pictorial

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

HAPPY RAY-ACE COMEDIAN
ON TttE STAGE

HAPYR YAGV BAND
1t - PEOPLE - 18

(ILARA BARSTOW'S RHYTHM GIRLS

--- O'N THE SCREEN

"SCARFACE"

N6DMISSIONS 10c - t5c - 25e _
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MATAK HARI
The Story of-the War s Most Notorious Spy

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GEO GIA
PaIOW COW-A00

A Citizen Wherever We Serve
1330 Broadway

R. M. Harding, Manager

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus -- $ 400,000.00
Resources Over- 2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capiital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus - - 65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

as I was ready to leave, a message
came from Colonel Shubin. To call
here. I did so. The man said Colonel
Shubin was out. But to be sure and
call again. Not to go before seeing
him. I come here. No one here at
all. No one answers. The door is
open. I enter. And-and "

"I don't know what to make of it,"

WHAT HAS HAPPENED SO FAR
Mata Hari, famous dancer and ene-

my spy, makes an innocent accon*-
plice of a young Russian aviator, At-
exander Rosanofi, who is ' infatuated
with her, in order to get some secret
papers. In a jealous rage, her former
loveir, 'Shubin, Attache of the Russian
Embassy, telephones to Dubois, the
head of the French Secret Service, to
prore that not only Mats Hari but
Rosanofi are spies. In the midst of
the call, the dancer shoots hint. While
Mata Hari is destroying traces of
her visit, she hears footsteps on the
stair and, opening the door, comes
face to face wih Rosanoff..

Rosanoff found himself out in the
corridor, his hands held tightly but
firmly in her cold ones.

"My dear," (he could not be sure
she said "my dear" so low did she
speak) "I thought you were to fly to
Russia today."

He found' himself explaining where
he had meant to question, and in-
stinctively in a voice as hushed and
hurried as her own, as if really they
were both afraid of wakening some-
one.

"I've had a curious morning. I
don't know what to make of it. They
came with my instructions. It seems
the receiver was off the stand. Then

I tell you. I can't turn my life your
way. -.-.-. or take you mine. -.-.-. But

I wish, I wish, that-it could be so."
"Mata!"

Tearing herself away from his kiss,
she cried out, "No! Go! Go now!"

"I'll be coming back . . . I'll be
here on leave . . .

"No, no . . . you mustn't! Good-

bye."
"Kiss me again "Yes, I will. I'll

live for that day!"
Kiss me again . . . and go!"

Shortly after Rosanoff had left,
Mata Hari also departed from Shu-
bin's silent house.

Her chauffeur, who had waited for
hours in the Place Vendome, noticed
nothing but that she was preoccupied
and paler than usual. She was very
late for her appointment. But she
was always late. She dismissed him,
which was also customary.

Half an hour later. she was sitting
upright in a cab on the way to Adri-

Dr., R. H. Brown
Osteopathic Physician

Murrab Bldg.
Phone Office 4108

Res. 1153

L.

he repeated, more thoughtfully.
She was resting against him very

gently in a sort of weariness, in a sort
of relief, but never relaxing the grip
of one hand on his arm. And that
hand, together with her nearness and
the full regard of eyes lucid, yet im-
penetrable, that did not leave his
face, had a hypnotic effect on him.
Insensibly, he felt himself yielding,
softening and forgetting.

"I've had a strange morning, too.
Shubin's in there drunk, stupefied,"
she said. And as he moved, ever so
slightly the hand tightened. "No,
don't go in. He's not a pretty sight."

"But but those were his orders-"
"Orders! He has no orders. A

drunken whim. He sent me a note,
too, that I must come at once."

Looking at him very intently, she
said with a sharpness that cut through
his bewilderment like a scalpel, "Look
here, you had your instructions, had
you not? They were important, were
they not? You've delayed long past
your time. Do you know that that
would be called treason to your
country?"

"I! I'm not a traitor-"
"No. Not willingly. But might you

not be one if you delayed those mes-
sages? You know they're importantt
don't you?"

"Yes."9
"Yes. Then go! To let the whim of

a drunken sentimentalist keep you
from your duty!" She was all scorn.
And, suddenly, she was all grave,
even sad tenderness. "And will you
say goodbye to me?" she whispered.

He caught his breath. "It was you
who said it-this morning."

"But do you say it now."
"Goodbye," said Rosanoff slowly.
"You don't want to kiss me?" It

was a low statement without coquetry.
"I think . .. No."
"Why, Alexis?"

"Because it's only to make mock of
me," he said with difficulty. "It's
only to laugh at me again."

"No. Then you won't kiss me?"
"You don't love me!" he cried out.
She remained silent.
After a while, he repeated, "Good-

bye," and took a few steps away like
a man spellbound, having no real
idea of where he was going. When
he turned, the dancer stood motion-
less, her brooding eyes fixed on some-
thing far within.

"Alexis !"
"We may never see each other

again," she said speaking with a
strangely poignant clearness. "If
something should happen to you...
or to me. ....- I want you to know that

that--for the first time I wish my
life had been different. I wish No!
Wait, Alexis. Listen carefully to what

apartment with her accompanist. No
actress or singer ever took her work
more seriously than Miss Etting from
the placement of the microphone to
her six hours of private rehearsal a
week for her two fifteen-minute Ches-
terfield broadcasts.

But to get back to Miss Etting's
mode of life. She usually retires ear-
ly; whoopee parties do not play any
part in her life; she enjoys the the-
atre and likes to entertain her friends
on motor trips, dinner parties and

-
Former "Follies Beauty," screen

favorite and nationally famous star of
Chesterfield's Music That Satisfies
Hour, Miss Ruth Etting, leads a com-
paratively retired life. Cocktail par-
ties and late hours have no attraction
for her. With her husband, known
along Broadway as "Colonel" Snyder,
who also is her manager, she seems
perfectly content with week-end trips
'o some quiet resort, or answering her
large fan mail, or selecting the songs
for Chesterfield radio programs.

Miss Eting selects her songs with
the greatest thought and care. With
her it is not just a question of what
songs she likes, but which ones are
best suited for her voice and especial-
ly for the mood of the program. Of
course she attends all rehearsals at the
studio, but she rehearses daily in her

ana's smaller casino off one of the
main boulevards. All her actions since
parting with Rosanoff had been au-
tomatic. One would have though that
her instincts would have worked for
escape at once, and so they did, but
escape in the torturous way to which
they had been adjusted. To act as
usual, to go the dressmaker's, to dis-
miss her car, and all the while to be
escaping that was her method. Her
conscious mind took no part in this.
She was thinking not of flight, but
of death. Ironically enough, Shubin,
who had failed last night to impress
her with the idea of death had, by
his own death, succeeded. She had
seen it now, even touched it. Death
was cold and far away. Where was
Shubin now?

Adriana understood as soon as he
saw her that there had been a mis-
hap. Not that she was less composed
or less assured to the outward eye.
But her lips were shut a shade too
closely, the skin was stretched a
shade too tightly over a head held a
shade too high.

When they were in his office, she
told him without preface of any sort.

"I've had to kill Shubin."
The dry, stony-eyed, elderly man

listened as if it were the most ordi,
nary affair in the world to the ac.
count of her morning, beginning wit
the search and ending with the shot
She did not omit Rosanoff's appear
ance, out of a sort of bravado, tc
show him how well she could rise t(
an emergency, but she did not tell
how that had ended.

"You still have the paper?" was hi
first question.

She gave it to him and he at onc
struck a match and burned it in th,
'vh-trav. Not content with that, 114
took the tray out himself and return
edl with it empty.

"It's of no further use to us," h

explained. And he fitted together fo
her briefly and without emotion a]
the events that had transpired, c
menting them with knowledge whic
he possessed and guesses whose acuti
ness she admired, until they forme

(Please turn to Page 12)
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attached to it.
As for her fan mail, Miss Etting

takes intense pride and interest in it.
She reads every letter and postcard
and telegram that comes from her
fans, who are legion, and she makes it
almost a religious rite to answer all
promptly and courteously. She is es-
pecially interested in the young peo-
ple who seek stage, or screen, or rad-
io careers, or those who, believing
they have voices, wish to adopt the
concert stage as a profession. When
these turn to her for advice, Miss
Etting feels it her duty to answer
them sympathetically and yet she nev-
er fails to point out how hard is the
road of the stage and screen and radio
artist.

For a former Follies beauty Ruth
Ettings life is anything but that gener-
ally pictured by the public. With her
it is hard serious work coupled with
the simplest mode of living and
healthful pleasures and this perhaps
explains why Miss Etting is the good
trouper she is and why she puts across
the intensely human and artistic ap-
peal that she does twice every week
in Chesterfield's Music That Satisfies
program over the Columbia Broad-
casting System.

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Offie. Phone 1313

You'd Be Surprised.
At the care we take in making our products,
the fine ingredients we use-But you won't
be when you taste them!

0

COLLINS BAKING CO.

FOR THOSE DUTCH SUPPERS
It takes good Rye Bread to make a good supper.

It also takes good white bread to make any meal satis-
factory. Everidge's Old Time Bread is it.

FRESH DAILY AT

POST EXCHANGE GROCERY
EVERIDGE'S 109 Twelfth St.

B. H. HARRIS CO.
Renting

Special attention given Fort Benning Officers
Kindly call and let us assist you in

getting located

Office, 12th Street Phones 250-251

B. H. HARRIS CO.

4444
A19&

Makers of Fine Printing Plates
44.
4*4.

4'. 4.

~44S WRIGLEY ENGRAVING C0
4.

,,+ 4.

4. Atlanta, Georgia
. 0. 41

Simplicity Rules Her Life

P T 17= v -7

I

Miss Ruth Etting

frequently at "first nights" at the the-
atre.

She has two hobbies-one reading
and answering her fan mail and the
other collecting the curios and other
gifts that her admirers send her. This
latter interest has turned her apart-
ment into a miniature museum where
every gift, from ornately embroider-
ed silk pajamas to some simple cook-
ing utensils, has its own special place
for display and each one is carefully
numbered and dated, with its history

m

I
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(Continued from page 2) Reaves' Squad Stenographic And COMMUNITY SERVICE

(m(Continued from page 3)

mulate plans for their charity commit- WinsMuch Coveted Clerical Courseseats for each child, a
tees. The first part of the afternoon H mas dinner. The larg

will be spent in discussing business,HonorInRegimentBeingTaughtHere tire Home wasthenucleus o a Ii-li
later tea will be served in honor of 

brary consisting of some fifty or sixty

the new members, their president, Superior field leadership demon- During the years immediately fol- well-chosen books. Before this there

strated by Corporal John J. Reaves, lowing the World War there arose were no books at the Home at all.

Mrs. Elbert J. Lyman, acting as host- Company A, 29th Infantry, directing an increasing demand, particularly in On Friday evening October 14 the

ess. The new members of the Wel- the tactical operations of his men League will entertainiththeircan-

fare Council are: Mesdames F. L. under closely simulated wartime con- the Infantry Branch, for enlisted men nual barbecue at the Hardaway's

Munson, G. F. Baltzell, J. J. Toffey, ditions during a series of competitive who were properly trained and who country home on the Talbotton Road.

C. W. Weeks. E. G. Peyton, W. B. tests just concluded, has won for his had the proper qualifications to do The affair will be characteristic of

squad the coveted title of Chief of the personnel and other clerical work the "deep South." The barbecue din-

Wallace, A. D Chaffin, F. F. Jewett, Infantry's Combat Squad, 29th Infan- pertaining to various headquarters ner will be serv the tradiTona

T. W. Hammond, R. H. Kelley, C. A. try. styleiatotableshunderethe trees.lThere

Selleck, S. B. Brett, H. J. Matchett, Announcement of the award to Cor- Therefore, early in 1922, the chief of will be music by an orchestra for

G. 0. Clark, F. J. Heraty, C. F. Gee, poral Reaves' squad was made on infantry at that time, Major General dancing, be-lanterned boats oi the TIS price

R. J. Wallace, R. L. Ring, C. L. Stu- Friday by Colonel John J. Toffey, Charles S. Farnsworth, in an endea- lake for rides, beautiful gardens for

regimental commander, after a com- vor to alleviate the situation insofar

debaker, H. M. Monroe, J. M. Brown, parison of the results of the tests Gieasrt eIate the sofar gia moonlight atit nioste e c

and Misses Lincoln and George Mc- which all rifle squads of the regi- Infantry Branch of the service and romantic. Fort Benning society

Manus. meit competed. These showed that was concerned, decided that a school is cordially invited. Tables may be

, , * Corporal Reaves' solution of the prob- for stenographers should be establish- reserved at the Officers' Club. To parts. Pr

lem displayed the highest qualities of ed where it would be possible to those unacquainted with the South

QUARTERMASTER CAMP HAS leadership and the most approved send enlisted men of the Infantry the barbecue offers

INFORMAL OPENING methods of tactical employment of his for absorbing sone

The new quartermaster camp which squad in meeting specific combat situ- Branch of the service to properly a section for its hospitality and en-

is located along the Upatoi had its ations. The problem, which was pre- train them for duty as clerks, not tertainments.

informal opening on Sunday Sept. 25. pared by Captain John J. Albright, only in companies but in the various

Gapt. Gee, who has been largely re- regimental plans and training officer, corps area headquarters and the of- I
sponsible for the building of the and Lieutenant Edward A. Chazal, his fice of the Chief of Infantry as well. Antiques and Bric-A-Bracs

camp, was presented with a birthday assistan inan attk n wh assumed Having made the decision to abO R

cake containing one candle in honor situation in an attack in which the Ha scoo the ext estab- M R SLE FORD

of the camp's first anniversary. competing squad was part of a larg- lish such a school, the next question 
MRS. CARL

A bride's cake and a charming sil- er force. This assumed situation was which arose was the location of this 2221 Francis St. Phone 4287-R 1216-2

ver bowl were presented to Capt. and outlined to Corporal Reaves, after school. The Chief of Infantry found Ph

Mrs. Lewis, the corps' most recent which he was left upon his own re-
bride and groom. sources to cope with a series of emer- that le had two places at which the

The formal opening of the camp, gencies such as might be expected to school could be located and over - _ 1-1

which will probably be marked by a is an unexpected encounter with a was the Infantry School at Fort Ben-

occurcuduringlabbattle.n One ofathese bthe ofanhi chol ad cotl- e

barbecue, will be held in the near surprise target representing a ma- - and the other was the Tak I
future, chine gun, and the subsequent action nig,I of the corporal in making his de- School at Fort Meade, Maryland. The

PERSONALS cision, issuing his order, the target latter was selected as the site for the

were major factors in determining school, due probably to the fact that
the rating given the solution.,soe era ly o ct that

The officers and ladies of Maxwell Corporal Reaves' squad included it was more centrally located than

Field entertained Friday with a dinner Private 1st Class Almas J. Marcelle, facilities for housing the school and

dance to welcome the new members Private 1st Class Earle B. Medley,pI
of the school. Among those at Fort Private Martin W. Benzing, Private was therefoe re quested of the War

Benning who drove over for the af- Gordon T. Hendrix, Private Robert Department for the establishment of

fair were Capt. and Mrs. G. S. Wear, L. Roffey, Private Jasper D. Wade, this school and under date of An-
Capt. and Mrs. Lloyd Barnett, Liut. Private Hezekiah Williams. isgust 3, 1922, the authority was grant-

and Mrs. C. T. Skow and Lieut. H. L. Corporal Reaves, whose honie ised, and the school opened its first

Mace. in Eufaula, Ala., enlisted in the 29th term in September of the same year.

Liet. Col. and Mrs. J. B. Wool- Infantry at Fort Benning on Dee. 6 Its purpose at that time was to train.

nough have as their guest Miss Kath- 1926, aiid has been a cororal since enlisted ment as stenographers.

erine Ober of St. Paul, Minnesota. Nov. 7, 1928. Teavnae fti colwr

i~is Kahlen Ondor let Wdne- -soon realized by the other branches

day for her home in Birniinghain, Ala. M~ATA HARI of the service and, in 192, the tacili- - "

I oniue or pg 1) ties of the school were made avail-" ~
3 Coninedforpge11 able to the Chiefs of all branches ~y

____________ one pattern. Carlotta, the girl who through the courtesy of the Chief of ,.,

*Infantry, and the class entering in
had committed suicide, had been able 1923 comprised men from practically -

to give Dubois only hints of what was all the branches of the service.

going on before her sudden death. Two courses are embodied in the
Dubois knew that it was a question school, a Stenographic and a Cleri-

q cal. The curriculum is comprised of ....

of Russian messages. He knew that c
the following subjects: Stenography,

Shubin was involved. Dubois had Typewriting, Secretarial Studies, Eng-

apparently called on the latter to lish, Spelling, and Army Administra-
frighten him, to make him remorse- tion. The duration of the Clerical

ful or, failing that, to trap him, Course is six months and the Steno-

through jealousy, into a betrayal. graphic Course, nine months.
"And Shubin, like a mad Russian, The school-the first year of its

fell into the trap, though not in the establishment at Fort Benning, Geor-

way in which Dubois expected. When gia-has an enrollment of thirty-

Shubin is found-dead-whether Du- three students. Many of the students

It Takes A Lot bois believes that he killed himself have come from distant posts to at-

or that he was shot, it is obvious that tend the school, one student even

he will warn the Russian authorities traveling from Presidio of San Fran-

lthat the messages Shubin had in cisco, California.

°fSkllhis possession previously had betterc l

be nullified and the code changed.
All our trouble for nothing.!"

"I do not see how you could well

THAT'S what we have done otherwise," he finished

blandly. "Under the circumstances,
-have, and that's of course. But it is a pity you allowed

the reason why we these circumstances to arise. You say _ ___ ____ ___

can make crumpled Shubin meant also to involve this

fenders and dented young-Rosanoff?" 
Our Newn

It was a question pointed by a shades of Greys Browns,

bodies whole again, sharp gleam from the cold gray eyes, and Blues gives you quality

Try Us. and followed by one more direct. .Flow
"You are sure that you did not lose erswers .merchand

your head out of-or-pity-or--pos- store prices.

sibly something .more serious-for __ri.g./--

POST EXCHANGE this young man?"
"How dare you say that to me, Ad-I

Agents for riana! I to lose my head! It was 
FH

necessary and now _- what's to be WE INVITE YOU TO VISIT

done?" OUR MODERN
HoP$2.50 - $3.00 -

Columbus Fender (To Be Continued) 217 12th Streetlso

Opposite Church Square

And WE MAKE FLOWERS, PLANTS BASKETS, STETsONS, CROFuTAND
RUBBR STMPSPOTTERY, CANDLES
RUBBERTAMPSDECORATIONS

Body Works - One Day DeliveryF-BW IREC

COLUMBUS OFFICEF 
Bn'C uH

S SUPPLY CO.JO
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School Instructors
InHighDemandFor
Talks To Reserve
Itineraries Arranged For Spe-
cial Speaking Tours To Be

Made This Winter
them directly and disclose nis identi-
ty. It will be just between him and Officers of the Infantry School are
them. (To put it ungrammatical) And again in high demand as speakers
why? Well, the Herald has just dis- on military topics at branch schools
closed that it doesn't wish to publish which are about to open for reserve
anonymous matter because it just isn't officers in various cities of the eight
done in the "best of families." states comprised in the 4th Corps

, , . Area. Itineraries have been arrang.
ed for seintours of selected of.

Lt. Dowdall persists in his attemptse r speaking
to make the Officers' Club more and ficers of The Infantry School who
more like a big business. The lat- will appear as lecturers at the school
est is the inter-office communication sessions which will be conducted dur-
system which connects the office with ing the winter months for the reserv-
the chef and can be operated without ists. The plan is similar to that car-
any interruption from either end. ned 01t1in the last year, which
The secretary gave us a demi*tra- resulted so favorably that arrange.
tion the other day, calling the chef nents were made for its continuance
up on the instrument, which looks this season.
for all the world like a sample case Mer of the rifantr board, and Cap-
with a screen in one side. In a mo-
ment the attendant's voice came back, tain William Hones, instructor in the
so clear that once could even detect first section of The Infantry School,
the southern inflection-viz: "Yassuh tire the first officers to be dispatched

a' right, suh." on this duty since the close of last
season's reserve officers' schools in

* * * May. Both officers departed fromIt seems to us that the Flare's little Fort Benning on Monday.
hints to the new writers in the Herald Major Brett's destination is New
-- particularly that part of his first Orleans where he will address re-
article which spoke of seeing his serve officers of the 87th Division on
"choicest subtleties butchered to make Tuesday. His topic will be "Mechani.
a compositor's holiday-was a little zation, a subject on which he is one
ill-timed to say the least, in spite (f the army's foremost authorities.
of the fact that the genial conductor Captaii Holmes' tour will take him
little suspected the lengths to which first to Memphis, Tenn., where he
the compositors will go to uphold the will speak on Monday evening. "Com-
honor of their profession. For, lo! bat Orders" will be the topic of Cap-
when the article came out in print, tain Holmes" address. Similar lectures
the compositors had retaliated very on the same topic will be given to
effectively-they had a whole circus reserve officers at Gadsen, Ala., oi
with the issue. The Literary Digest Tuesday, at Birmingham on Wednes-
joke editor would have had an extra day, and at Anniston on Thursday.
week's copy if he had obtained a Captain Russel B. Reynolds, ma-
copy of E. H. F.'s work for last week. chine gun instructor, will deliver a

If we know the Conductor, how- series of lectures on "Machine Gun
ever, the printers are in for a time Units in Battle" at reserve officers'
with his ironical and subtly humorous schools to be held next week at Ma.
comments on their makeup ability. con, and at Tampa and Orlando, Fla.

* * * Other officers of The Infantry
We had intended to warn the new. School who are scheduled to address

comers of the post of the extreme un- the reserve officers' meetings during
reliability of Georgia weather-hav, the coming season, are Major Thomas
ing had experience with about twenty B. Catron, Major Richard G. Tindall,
years of it. But, we figured that Major George L. Kraft, Major Frank
someone would think we were just A. Heilman, Captain Mark G. Bris.
trying to fill up space, (we are, if lawn, Captain Alexander H. Cum.
you want us to be frank) and de. mings, Captain Walter C. Phillips
sisted. We have a little incentive ,Captain William C. Lee, and Lieu.
now, however, and we'll cite one in- tenant Robert D. Murphy.
stance to prove our contention. The
weather report in Post Headquarters
predicted that yesterday would be
cloudy and cold, when as a matter
of fact, it was perfect football wea-
ther. And, anybody knows what per-
fect football weather is!

We know another tale about the
vagaries of local weather conditions,
one that might have ended very dif-
ferently. A young man and his broth-
er were stopping temporarily in Co-
lumbus one night about twenty years
ago and had registered at one of the
local hotels. One of them had gone
to bed, but the other was undecided
and had not. About that time, a cy-
clone came up, tore off the corner of
their room, deposited a six foot log
in bed beside the sleeper and rammed
a stick-pin in the head of the bed
about an inch or so. Whether the
saying, "The good die young," would
apply in this case, we don't know,
but evidently the other, "Early to
bed, and early to rise," came near to

(Please turn to page 5)

0

Test Unit Arrives
Here Last Monday
Company "E" 1st Engineers of Fort

DuPont, Delaware, comprising two
officers and eighty-three enlisted men,
arrived at Fort Benning, Monday af-
ternoon. The engineers brought with
them a large quantity of bridge ma-
terial, comprising three types of pon-
toon bridges, which will be put
through a series of tests and demon-
strations at The Infantry School, which
will be in progress for about six
months.

Accompanying the engineers was a
detachment of the Quartermaster
Corps, comprising two officers and
nineteen enlisted men, which is in
charge of a fleet of new type army
trucks, which are to be tested for a
period of two weeks at Fort Benning
before going to Fort Bragg, N. C.
for further tests.

New Golf Queen and Trophy

Her dream of-conquest at last realized, Miss Virginia Van Wie, of Chicago,
smiles happily as she poses with the beautiful trophy emblematic of the
women's national golf championship, which she won by virtue of her
defeat of Mrs. Glenna Collett Vare in the final match at West Peabody,
Mass. Miss Van Wie had reached the finals on two occasions previously,
only to lose in the last stanza. Her defeat of Mrs. Vare by a score of 10
and 8 was one of the most decisive victories in the history of the tournament.

Officers' Club To 1. S. D. Mess* Holds
Elect New Officers Efficiency Record

Ballots Out Carrying Names
Of Candidates Selected By

Nominating Committee

The results of the annual election
of officers of the Officers' Club will
be made known on October 14th at
the meeting to be held at the Card
Room at 5:00 P. M. Ballots contain-
ing the names of candidates have al-
ready been sent out to the members of
the club, by the nominating commit-
lee, headed by Colonel Johi J. Toffey.

Besides leaving space for the names
of candidates which may be selected
otherwise, the ballots contain the fol-
lowing names of members of the club
as for the offices and for membership
on the board of governors:

For President-Col. W. B. Wallace,
Inf.

For Vice-President-Major T. B.
Catron, Inf.

For members of the Board of Gov-
ernors and Chairman of mounted ac-
tivities-Major A. V. Arnold, F. A.

For member of Board of Governors
and Chairman of House Committee-
Capt. E. C. Betts, Inf.

In addition to the tabulation of re-
sults of the election, the question of
proposed changes in several bylaws
will be taken up. These changes re-
quire the presence of the voting mem-
bership of the club, and these mem-
bers are requested to be present.

40
29TH IN FIELD

As a part of the training program
for the 29th Infantry Colonel John
J. Toffey, regimental commander, has
issued orders which have taken the
regiment into the field early Tuesday
morning for a four day march.

Newest Mess Hall Holds Rec-
ord For Twelve Consecu-

tive Months

A remarkable record of efficiency
in mess management was revealed on
October 1 upon publication of the re-
sult of the medical inspector's rating
of the thirty-two troop messes in oper.
ation at Fort Bennig. For the twel-
fth consecutive month the highest a-
ward was given to the mess of the In-
fantry School Detachment, command-
ed by Major Thomas B. Catron.

The supremacy of the mess of the
Infantry School Detachment was es-
tablished in October, 1931, when a
new system of serving meals was in-
augurated upon the completion of a
messhall which the men of the detach.
ment themselves built. The system
adopted by the mess embodies many
of the features seen in civilian cafe-
terias, and these, in conjunction with
numerous articles of labor-saving e-
quipment, have combined to reduce
the overhead and increase the effi-
ciency and economy of the meeing.

The system was designed and in-
stalled under the direction of Major
Louis E. Falligant, former command-
er of the Infantry School Detachment,
assisted by Captain Leonard, former
mess officer, and Sergeant Samuel
Stuart, mess sergeant.

Sergeant Stuart has been in direct
charge of the kitchen and dining
room, of the big mess since its open-
ing, and, during the past year, has
maintained his mess at the high level
of efficiency which has won for him
the highest monthly rating in com-
petition with thirty two other mess
sergeants.

!TOWN
TOPIC,/"
The Herald, we have it straight,

would appreciate it very much if Mc-
Goofus would communicate with

Here InRecent Test
Demonstrations of the newest Chris-

tie model tank were concluded at The
Infantry School on Saturday, when
Mr. Christie departed for Linden, N.J.

On Friday Mr. Christie staged a
demonstration for students of The In-
fantry School, and members of the
Infanry Board and Department of Ex-
periment. These consisted principally
of exhibitions of speed on tracks and
crossing of obstacles. The officers
and other spectators were much im-
pressed by the remarkable speed of
the new tank, and the rapidity with
which it attained its maximu speed
of sixty-five miles on tracks from a
standing start. Major General Camp-
bell King witnessed the demonstra-
tions and also rode as a passenger dur-
ing one of the exhibitions.

VOLUME II

Fifteen Officers
Enrolled In Course
To Start Oct. 24
Two Benning Officers Among

High Ranking Officers To
Attend Class

Announcement of the assignment of
fifteen officers of high rank as students
in the Infantry School refresher course
was contained in a radio message re-
ceived at Fort Benning yesterday from
Major General Stephen 0. Fuqua,
chief of Infantry, Washington, D. C.
Two Fort Benning officers, Lieutenant
Colonel Franklin L. Whitley, 24th In-
fantry, and Lieutenant Colonel Edwin
Gunner, who is attached to the 29th
Infantry, are to be included in the
(-lass.

The refresher course, which will
open on October 24, and will be in
progress until November 19, is espec-
ially designed to acquaint high rank-
ing officers with the recent advances
made in infantry tactics and weapons
as a result of research and experi-
nients conducted at The Infantry
School.

The following is a roster of the re-
fresher as announced by the chief of
infantry: Colonels, Walter Krueger,
6th Infantry, Jefferson Barracks, Mo.;
Elbert W. Foreman, 13th Infantry,
Fort Devens, Mass.; James A. Mar-
mon, 16th Infantry, Fort Jay, N. Y.;
James M. Petty, 34th Infantry, Fort
George G. Meade, Md.; Douglas Potts,
Recruiting Officer, 2d Corps Area,
Governors Island, N. Y.; Grosvenor
L. Townsend, Professor of Military
Science and Tactics, Ohio State Uni-
versity, Columbus, Ohio; and Thomas
S. Moorman, 22nd Infantry, Fort Mc-
Pherson, Ga.

Lieutenant Colonels Edward Mc-
Cammon, 13th Infantry, Fort Adams,
Rhode Island; Rowan P. Lemly, In-
structor Organized Reserves, Philadel-phia, Pa.; Framnkini L. Whitley, 24th
Infantry, Fort Benning, Ga.; Thomas
F. McNeil, Historical Section, Army
War College, Washington, D. C.;
Frances C. Emidicott, Militia Bureau,
Washimigton, D. C.; James H. Van
Horn, Signal Corps, Washington, D. C.
Edwimi Gunner, 29th Infantry, Fort
Bennimig, Ga.; and James M. Scam-
mell, Infantry Reserve, Militia Bu-
reau, Washington, D. C.

Christie Tank Seen

NUMBER 24
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Gen. and Mrs. King Hardaway Hall To Be Scene Of
To Entertain With Charity Barbecue Friday, October x4th

Dance All who are interested in attend- will be music. There will be dancing.

ing an old-fashioned Southern barbe- There will be boat-riding.
Major General and Mrs. Campbell :ue will (1 well to investigate the Tie gates to the grounds will beCuewil dowel toinvstiatetheopen at five o'clock. Food will be

King have issued invitations to mem. one which the Columbus Community serve f to all those arriving before
beserve thtoyallgthosetarrivingtbeforebers of the younger sets at Fort Ben- Service League will hold on October nine, but the dancing will continue

ning to a barn dance to be given Sat. 14th at Hardaway Hall. the country for several hours after that time.
urday evening at the Polo Hunt Club. Several large Dutch Treat parties

The invitations were novel and im- place of Mr. and Mrs. Hurt Hardaway, havealreadr been formed both in
mediately intrigued the imaginations Jr.. on the Warm Springs Road. have a d Fored Thein

Columbus and Fort Benning. These
of the young people who are prepar. This estate lends itself admirably to have been instigated primarily by
ing for an interesting and delightful 1 such an occasion as this, containing those who remember last year's bar-
evening, as it does within its boundaries beau- becue given by the same group and

Accompanying the formal invitation tiful pine groves, sunken gardens and at the same place. Any one at Fort
is the following clever verse: a picturesque lake. These natural Benning desiring to make a reserva-
" "Now- beauties combined with the full har- tioll can do so at the officers' club,
"Aprons and overalls, or similar vest moon (which has been prom- where tickets are also on sale. It is

clothes, ised by the League in collaboration not necessary to have a table but in
"Will be worn to this party, as every Iwith the Almanac) augur well for an the case of parties it is desirable to

one knows. unforgettable evening. reserve one.
"So, be ready and wait from 8:30 to 9 In addition to a real treat in the The entire proceeds of the enter-
"At your home with your date. way of excellent food. there will be tainment go to the several charities
"All will be fun because a truck will offered a few intimate glimpses of in which the Qommunity Service

call for you. the freak life of Columbus. There League is interested.
"So don't miss a chance to sing and 0

make merryC-f
"As you ride to the dance." Country Club Compliments Officers

The invitation list includes the
young girls, bachelors and young And Ladies Of The Infantry School
married couples on the post.

MRS. GUNTHER HONOR GUEST The Country Club extended greet- Country club had as guests officers
AT DINNER ings and a very cordial welcome to of the Country club and leaders of

Maj. and Mrs. Henry Terrell, Jr. the officers of Fort Benning and their Fort Benning.
were the hosts at dinner last Saturday ladies last Saturday evening, enter-
night at the Country Club as a com- taining with a beautiful dance as a
pliment to their mother, Mrs. Harry compliment to the newly arrived offi- was carried out with vases of yellow
Gunther of San Antonio, Texas. Red cers. The dance, which assembled daisies alternating with burning green
roses and ivory tapers were used as more than three hundred members tapers.
the effective decorations. Maj. and of society among army and civilian Seated at this table were Colonel
Mrs. Terrell had as their guests: sets, was the first of the series of re- and Mrs. Ephraim G. Peyton, Colonel
Col. and Mrs. Charles W. Weeks, ciprocal social affairs to be given by and Mrs. Fred L. Munson, Colonel
Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Joseph A. At- the Officers' club and the Country and Mrs. J. J. Toffey, Colonel
kins, Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Andrew club. and Mrs. Hammond, Colonel and Mrs.
D. Chaffin, Lieut. Col. and Mrs. John The ball room of the club was Walter Reed, Colonel and Mrs. J.
L. Jenkins, Maj. and Mrs. Maurice A. beautiful with its decorations which DeCamp Hall, Colonel and Mrs. W.
Welty, Maj. and Mrs. Herbert A. accented the autumn season in its B. Wallace, Colonel and Mrs. Regi-
Wadsworth, Maj. and Mrs. Elbert J. rich coloring. Large urns held sprays nald Kelly, Colonel and Mrs. Leary,
Lyman, Maj. and Mrs. Frederick Mc- of pampas grass and under the shad- Major and Mrs. Clyde A. Selleck,
Cabe, Maj. and Mrs. Emil W. Leard, ed lights were arranged vases of poke Major and Mrs. Catron, Captain and
Maj. and Mrs. Lloyd H. Cook, Maj. berries and fall grasses. Mrs. Betts, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mc-
and Mrs. John S. Switzer, Maj. and Preceding the dance, dinner was Nulty, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Foley,
Mrs. Phillip S. Wood, Capt. and Mrs. 7r',, in the banquet hall, where the Frank Lumpkin, Mr. and Mrs. J.
George S. Wear, Capt. Arnold J. anie scheme of decoration was used. Wright Brown Mr. and Mrs. J. Du-
Funk.• Capt. Leslie W. Brown, Capt. Guests for dinner were seated at Pont Kirven, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ellis
George J. Forster, and Lieut. Lyman tables beautiful with autumn roses and Mr. and Mrs. Leighton McPher-
Munson. and daisies. At the center table the son.

VISIT THE

DOLAN - HENRY HAT SHOP
(AT ALSOBROOK'S)

FOR THE NEWEST IN MILLINERY

estinghouse
D)aWaaliwat& 4 rdv

Your chance to win a genuine
Westinghouse Dual-Automatic Re-
frigerator by writing a short letter.
Get entry blanks at our showroom.
No obligations.

Patented Contract Bridge Table Cover
Guide FREE to Every Adult Who Answers
Two Simple Food Questions at Our Show-
room.

FOUR YEAR SERVICE PLAN
BACKED BY A MIGHTY NAME

HOME EOUIPMENT CO.
13th Street Phone

WE SERVICE FRIGIDAIRES OR

ANY MAKE OF REFRIGERATOR

4547
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LIEUT. COL. AND MRS. JEWETT
SHARE HONORS AT DANCE

Lieut. Colonel and Mrs. Frank F.
lewett were the honor guests Friday
night at a delightful dance at the
Polo Hunt Club by the officers and
ladies of the Special Units of the
Infantry School. Before the dance a

small receiving line was formed,
those receiving were: Lieut. Col. and
Mrs. Jewett, Maj. and Mrs. Thomas
B. Catron and Capt. and Mrs. John
E. Hull.

The Polo Club was attractively
decorated with pine boughs and early
fall flowers. Dancing was enjoyed
from nine to twelve. Lieut. Col.
Jewett, who has recently arrived at
Fort Benning from Fort Howard, re-
lieved Col. Daniel G. Berry in com-
mand of the Special Units.

KENNY'S

NOR.WOOD
COFFEE

is sold at Fort Benning

through the

Post Exchange
TRY A POUND

YOU WILL BE PLEASED

I
- I

Thursday E v e n ing
Dinner Dance

Begins

The first of the series of dinner
dances to be held this Winter began
on Thursday evening at the Officers*
Club. A great many improvements
have been made over last year by
Lieut. Harry G. Dowdall. secretary of
the Club. In order to remedy the
crowded conditions of last year,
tables have been arranged in the li-

brary and in the grill, a mezzanine
having been constructed for the or-
chestra. The bachelors will be allow-

ed to use the Secretary's mess room
for their guests. Judging by the num-
ber of reservations that were made
last Thursday, this year's dinner
dances will be an even greater suc-
cess than those of the previous year.
Among those entertaining were: Col.

s and Mrs. W. B. Wallace, Maj. and
Mrs. Phillip G. Blackmore and a
party of twenty, Maj. and Mrs. Thom-
as S. Arms and a party of ten. Maj.

I X d"I - __l . I ---- A U 1 _ _ - 1

and Mrs. Claudius .l. ras7ev ano a
party of ten, Capt. and Mrs. Burton
L. Lucas and a party of ten. Capt. and
Mrs. Lloyd Barnett and a party of
ten, Lieut. and Mrs. Jesse L. Gibney
and a party of ten, and Lieut. and
Mrs. Clayton and a party of ten.

*l S *

MRS. H. H. SLAUGHTER HOSTESS
AT INFORMAL TEA

Mrs. Homer H. Slaughter w as the
hostess Friday afternoon at an in-
formal tea at her quarters to meet
the ladies of the 29th Infantry who
have recently arrived at Fort Ben-
ning. Tea was served from four to
ix. The recently arrived ladies are:

Mesdames John J. Toffey, Andrew D.
Chaffin, Elmer F. Rice, John W. Foos,
Ray E. Porter, William D. Powell.
Edward J. Renth, John A. Otto, Mor-
ris B. DePass, Claude B. Ferenbaugh.
Carl F. Duffner, George H. Decker.
William W. O'Conner, Earl G. Wheel-
er, Lon. H. Smith, and Henry C. Britt.

MAJ. AND MRS. HEARN ENTER.
TAIN THURSDAY AT OFFICERS'

CLUB
Maj. and Mrs. Thomas G. Hearn

were the hosts Thursday evening at
the dinner dance at the Officers'
Club. In keeping with the color
scheme of pink and green of the
Club, pink roses, green candles and
green mints were used as the table
decorations. The guest list included:
Maj. and Mrs. John N. Robinson,
Maj. and Mrs. Phillip S. Wood, Maj.

(Please turn to page 3)
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h Shop of Origing Stytes

Announcing The Opening Of OuriDlEI IID 
THE ONLY COMPLETE PET SHOP IN COLUMBUS

We carry only the best animals of their respective breeds

Genuine Hartz Mountain Male
Canaries Guaranteed

' Singers $3.95
Bird Cage with Stand, complete, $1.95

(Sold separately at $1.00 each)

Full variety of parrakeets, $5.95 to $7.95 per pair
White Java Sparrows, $7.95 per pair

Sacred White Doves of India, $7.50 per pair
Yellow-head Parrots, excellent talkers, $17.50

Red-headed parrots, $12.95
Young Java Monkeys, $24.95

Every variety of goldfish, including comets, Japanese nymphs,
fantails, telescopes, shubunkins, 10c to 25c.

We also have a complete line of aquariums, bowls and
stands and aquarium ornaments

It will be a treat to bring the kiddies to see the monkei s and watch
the waterfall run the old-fashioned grist mill.

5c,10c &$1.OO
STORE

BROADWAY AT ELEVENTH ST.

1039
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Unique Idea Will Girl Scouts Begin Today's Fashion
Inaugurate Dances Work On Saturday By VERA WINSTON

Fo r Yo u n g e r Set For Coming Season Smart Coat for a Little Girl

A unique idea, which,, 
xe Inirge nuniber of enthusia-tic

will inaugurate a series of interesting girls gathered Saturday morning to /

aid entertaining dances at Fort Ben- n

ninng for the younger set is being de- perfect plans for the work of tle com- /

eloped at presenit by Mrs. A. H. ing Scouting season. 1

Dickerson, w ife of Lt. A. H. Dicker- 1 Mrs. Henry J. Matcheit is to direct

son, a student ii the Couipany Offi- the Fort Benning Girl Scouts, who
in ;, ML Anna Dozier.1.. -/7

q'e ,u, . .... ..... ...... ...... are learning the happiest way to com.
of Columbu.

The idea now under consideration bine patriotisn, outdoor activities of

will gather together the boys and every kind. skill in every branch of
girls between the ages of twelve and domestic science anl high standards

seventeeni for dinners and dances to of comnlmuniity service.

he held on a scale similar to those
now being sponiored by "grown-ups" Every side of tIne girl's nature is

L-rnn A A"UL r."IU Iiccuc J -'"

ARMY NAVY
TRADEV MARK

OFFICERS
AND

Enlisted Personnel
Secure All Your
INSIGNIA

And

UNIFORM EQUIPMENT
At The Post Exchange

They carry a complete line of
N. S. MEYER, Inc.

CORPS INSIGNIA
BUTTONS

INSIGNIX OF RANK
SABERS

SABER CHAINS
SPURS, SPUR CHAINS

CAMPAIGN BARS

All our merchandise carries an

Unilimited Guarantee

N. S. MEYER, INC.
43 East 19th St. New York

Stanton's Lunch Car
C. J. STANTON, Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY OUR STEW

Phone 29 1638-2nd Ave.

WE DELIVER

Healthful- --

. .. No other food has so

m u c h deliciousness and

healthfulness as d o e s

Foremost Ice Cream-for

it is unequalled in flavor

and the abundant energy

it carries will satisfy any-

one.

Call the

SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIRIES,

Inlc.

|IDui olull[ nUiL ie e topeIJU tuy tcap a-

ble captains and lieutenants, who di-

rect their ganes and various forns

of training and encourage team work

and fair play.

In the near future several national

leaders will come to Benning to con-

duct a course of instruction for Girl

Scout leaders.

At the meeting on Saturday, Mrs.

Matchett introduced the troop leaders

for this year and after a song of

greeting by the Scouts, a receiving

line was formed and each leader giv-
en a personal greeting.

Mrs. Thomas W. Brown as captain

and Mrs. Herbert A. Wadsworth as

lieutenant will direct the Cardinals.

Mrs. Paul Kellam will serve as

C -',ain an(d Mrs. Frank A. Heilman
as lieutenant of the Daffodils.

A new troop is being organized to
be led by Miss Margaret Moore as
captain and Miss Nancy Stilwell as
lieutenant.

cf the post. The music, arrangements,
et-., will all be copied as closely as

possible after those of the larger
dances and dinners.

The movement is being fostered in
order to encourage the interest of 'he
younger dancers in ball-room danic-
ing and etiquette and, according
those in charge of pla ini ., wilt
prove of educational value while it

providing entertainment. The san e
idea has been successfully developed
at several other Army posts, among
which are Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
the Presidio of San Francisco and a-

Manila ,and has proved highly popu-
lar..

While the sponsors of the move-
meit have not , as yet, carried it out

cf its early stages, it is receiving much

favorable coninient from those who
have heard about it; ani( those in
charge are expecting niuch more en-
couragement in the near future, when
more definite arrangements can be
-ilade.

U

S

We held our regular meeting last
Friday at the Scout Cabin. We opened
tile meeting by giving tine scout laws.
Captain Smith announced that we are
to get our furniture and have the
cabin fixed up. He then said that we
had enough scouts to divide into two
troops with Captain Berry as the
other scoutmaster. Captain Berry's
troop is to have the smaller boys, but
we expect to have football, baseball,
and basketball between the two
troops.

The troop officers were divided be-
tween the two troops. The junior
scoutmaster, John Buffington, and the
senior patrol leader, J. B. Bonham,
went to Captain Smith's troop while
the quartermaster, Sam White, and
the scribe, Buddy Harding, went to
Captain Berry's troop.

We played steal the bacon and
ended up a tie. Buster Luse's patrol
and Bill Pearson's patrol won one
and Gee's patrol and Bobby Arm's
patrol won one.

Since we started two troops, we will
have to elect new patrol leaders and
troop officers.

Captain Berry's troop will meet on
Thursday at 4:00 p. in.; Captain
Smith's on Friday at 4:00 p. m.

We closed the meeting by giving
the scout laws.

Scribe,
Forrest Harding.

oat of Reddish Brown and White
There is nothing nicer for young.

sters than such color conibinations as
brown and white and blue and white;
always smart; eminently suitable. Lit-
tle girls of the smartest homes invari-
ably wear them for general use. To-
day we show an enchanting coat for a
little girl's mornings in school and
afternoons in the park. It's of a red-
dish brown woolen in rough weave
with creamy white lapin collar and
cuffs. Fur also covers the four but-
tons that give the smart double-breast-
ed effect. Two inverted pleats front
ant, back, and deep cape-voke-a
charming touch!

Social Calendar

Ot(t. 7-Dance at Polo-Hunt Club
sponsored by officers of the Spec-
ial Units.

0-t. 13-Thursday Evening Supper
Dance sponsored by Officers'
Club.

Oct. 14 Dance given by officers of
the 24th Inf.

Oct. 15-Dinner Dance honoring
nlenbers o f t h e Columbus
Country Club.

HUNT SEASON STARTS ON
SUNDAY MORNING

Aiother very popular activity at
Fort Benning will be inaugurated for
the coming season next Sunday, when
the first hunt of the season will be
held. This hunt will be a drag hunt
and those who desire to participate
are requested to sign up at once, so
that horses may be assigned to them.
The hunt is in charge of Capt. S. H.
Negrotto, Inf., M. F. H.

(

SOCIETY
(Continued from page 2)

and Mrs. Frederick A. Irving, Capt.

and Mrs. L. W. Nichols, Capt. and

Mrs. E. S. Cooper. Capt. and Mrs.

Virgil Bell, Capt. and Mrs. T. E.

May, Lieut. and Mrs. R. T. Foster.,

Mrs. John A. Otto. and Capt. Rut- !

ledge Lawson.
*

i

APT. AND IRS. PHILLIPS EN-
TERTAIN BEFORE COUNTRY

CLUB DANCE

Anmong the delightful affairs pre-

.eding the Country Club dance last

!aturday night was the dinner that
Capt. and Mrs. Walter C. Phillips
,ave at their quarters.

Their guests were: Capt. and Mrs.
Malcoln F. Lindsey, Lieut. and Mrs.
Donald Brann, Lieut. and Mrs. James
E. Bowen, and Lieut. and Mrs. George
Howell.

LIEUT. AAD IRS. LUCAS EN-
TERTAIN AT DINNER

Lieut. and Mrs. William C. Lucas
were the hosts Thursday evening at
dinner at the Officers' Club. Pink
rose buds, with green candles and
green mints completed the table ap-
-ointments. Their guests were: Lieut.
And Mrs. Glenn B. McConnell, Lieut.
-ld Mrs. William E. Hall, Lieut. and
Mrs. George E. Bush, and Lieut. and
Mrs. Brendan M. Greeley.

LT. AND MRS. ORESTES CLEVE-
LAND ENTERTAIN AT DINNER
Lieut. and Mrs. Orestes Cleveland

entertained last Thursday evening,
before the Commandant's reception,
with a delightful dinner at the Offi-
cers' Club. The center piece for the
table was a lovely silver bowl of pink
sweetheart roses, pink tapers com-
pleted the appointments. The Cleve-
lands had as their guests: Lieut. and
Mrs. James Bowen, Lieut. and Mrs.
Lynn Brady, Lieut. and Mrs. George
Howell, Lieut. and Mrs. Carl B. Her-
don, Mrs. Sarah Jra and Mr.
Shields.

PERSONALS

Major and Mrs. Henry Terrell, Jr.
have as their guest the latter's mother,
Mrs. Harry Gunther of San Antonio,
Texas.

Miss Molly Brown arrived Thursday
to spend a few weeks as house guest
of Miss Harriet Atkins.

Lieut. and Mrs. George McManus
returned Saturday from St. Louis,
Missouri. where they have been visit-
ing relatives.

Lieut. aiid Mrs. Harvey J. Golightly
have as their guests, Mrs. Golightly's
mnother, Mrs. Augustus Heraford of
Alberquerque, New Mexico.

Mrs. C. H. Shields of Toledo, Ohio,
wh has been visiting his son-in-law
and daughter, Lieut. and Mrs. Lynn
Brady, left Saturday for his home.

Capt. and Mrs. R. E. Vermette,
Lt. arid Mrs. Jas. Pierce, Kathleen Orn-
dorff arid Lieut. Jack Griffith left
Friday to spend the weekend with

Ifriendsi in Montgoniery, A~labania.
More daily departures... more
3ervice to more cities ... term-
nals right in the heart of town
. * . yet fares are lower over
Hood Coach Lines than by any
other way.

You'll enjoy bus travel more
than ever with all the luxuriec
Hood Lines offer-deeply cush-
ioned reclining chairs, clean
seat covers, porter service-
even radios !

SAMPLE LOW FARES
ATLANTA-............$3.00
MONTGOMERY ........ 3.00
OPELIKA-------------1.00
NEW ORLEANS.........11.50
NEW YORK-...........24.45

UNION
BUS TERMINAL

1212 Broadway
Phone 661

HOODN AiFACH

Boy Scouts.I

Delicious - - -

I1

I

I

I

0

I

L. asr L titu,.
lm - I - I'li - - I- - - - 1 A*3-1

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GEO GLA
A Citizen Wherever We Serve

1330 Broadway

R. M. Harding, Manager

First National
Bank

(;eorgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus __$ 400,000.00
Resources Over 2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your
Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at

3 per cent. per annum, com-
poun(led semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Henning Represenrtative:
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phonec 290
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'I SLIE" iL'E NA ~i PV rLE P S' DIA R Y I ever even seen a shelf, it's so in CONDUCTED BY E. F. .LIU E A TP E SdI R emand. /
All the 18.000 volumes are non- TYPESETTERS FIELD DAY

Mondy, ept 26In the latt issue. our item on the possibilities of
Monday, Sept. 26 assuaged at finding therein a marine, fiction, with the exception of two see- antidote for officiTo school, a living contradiction of for, upon my word, I had believed tions of fiction which are almost non. much concentrated ining ontwha t otersthe theory that rest and relaxation them as capable afloat as afoot. fiction anyhow as they are based on mangled form. Po
should renew our zest and vigor for Wednesday, Sept. 28 historical facts.our work. We are returned to man's To Shelton Range this afternoon The newsest book- are: "The Danly 'estigation. At any rate, he made our remarks perfsecond hate "with-satchel and shining for our first firing andl pleased as hun" by Konstantin Maglic; "Five harmless by substituting for our conclusion a patchw

,,7tences evidently taken from the society colun, organi:morning face creeping like snail un- much at catching my coach flinching ears Hard" by Brig. Gen. Crozier;,,~~~~~~~~~ of the day. The resutwsaprety nnelgbepwillingly to school." The quotation on dummies as he had previously "In The Line, 1914-1918." by Georgcompositor. undoubiis a bit outdated for one cannot, af- catched me. Bucher. All you will notice, are on and quality of ourter 7:30 a. in., creep these ten miles Major Easley informs us that the Pbe war. unalt of er Posily it Wa ecite Matowithout being reviled as a traffic rifle is the soldier's best friend and Thirty.five books circulate a week,h unable to discover.
nuisance, or asked to write a short mine is at some pains to prove it but next week Sergeant Crosby ex-
response to the Assistant Command- to me by kissing me under the eye, pects that number to rise to 100, asant. an affection which I cannot recipro. that is monograph week at the school. What the typographer did to us, however, was not]The whole morning put in exer- cate, especially as it was difficult to Officers at Benning have a prefer. headline reference to the Community Service Leaguecises with our gonnes, obeying the convince the good wife of the cause -nce for psychology when they pick "ACTIVE LOCAL GOOP". We know several prominspoken word of Major Tuffy Easley: of the "shiner." I do believe that their own reading. If they can't get the neighboring metropolis who aren't going to like dh
"Up and down, up and down." And many folk are driven to confirmed psy chology, they go in for travel.I do contend that with no other prevarication through the increasing And next in line of preference, ac. BARBECUE DE LUXEequipment than rifles and shooting difficulty of having the truth believed, cording to he calls for the books, are Speaking of the Community Service League remindcoats and a misleading name for the "Air Photo Sketching" scheduled languages and mathematics (of all forget to make our reservations for their fortheoming "dbusiness, the Major could wax opu- for tomorrow, and I do devoutly hope things for light reading.) on the Hardaway estate. We attended this event last yelent reducing over-weight females that it may not be done in the man. The most popular of the new books up to specifications. The food was excellent, the settiwith these rapid-fire exercises. ner of the mounted sketching of include "More Merry Go Round," company delightful.The afternoon gone in sketching yesterday, for I should be sadly at "The Education of a Princess" and The advance notice of the party speaks of "belama square of terrain beyond the Upa- a loss to transfer to paper the terrain "A Princess in Exile." Among the lake" an(d "beautiful gardens for strolls"; it also statestoi and I am still unconvinced that observed in an hour's airplane ride. magazines: "The Infantry Journal," antees Georgia moonlight at its most mellow and rommy error of running a stream across Thursday, Sept. 29 first; "The Army-Navy Register"; the syntax-it is probably just another typographical idiothe road without the aid of a cul. The "air photo sketching done to- "The Literary Digest" and "Time." hasten to do our bit for sweet charity by inviting the attevert, a sewer or natural drainage is day with results as suggested by The library boasts magazines from tically inclined to the fact that the management is ofmore to be derided than Murphy's Moore, who said, "I hope no one England, France, Germany and Can. dollar.for he did discard clinometer read. ,-ets lost out here and needs my map ada, too. The advantage of informal alfresco soirees over theings in favor of optical estimations to save himself." It is difficult to Something you'd never have known inside functions like Biglerville (ances are generally apand did run his main stream uphill. decide about this sketching. If in if we hadn't investigated: the library criminating-witness the popularity of properly conducAnticipation of a mounted sketch combat, maps were to be made at has three very rare military books Service League Barbecue is held in the midst of trulyon the morrow fills me with no de- the speed I am these days making that are never put in circulation. You ings. To one arriving im a proper mood of appreciationlight, for, lord, I needs must put all them, I might rightly be executed can't get to them unless you are a something of the appearance of a pagan festival. Persimy attention upon my mount. I can for aiding the enemy; and were I to Brigadier General or the President of a background which is reminiscent of Greek mythology-but hope that the instructor and the take the time needed, the war would the United States. One of them, pub. and feed on the mulberries of Daphne tham a king's guhorse may agree on the area to be have gone and left me there. Ah, me! lished in 1794, contains the first drill adhere to more orthodox beliefs should fimd the picturcovered. Major Easley's introduction ap. regulation of the United States army. attractive than we do. Indeed, these have a famous prTuesday, Sept. 27 proaches the magic of Orpheus" lute, It was written during the Revolu. Hardaway grounds. Does not Genesis tell of the "LordJ. Joseph Riley runs another late for not only do his animate subjects tionary War by a German who turned garden in the c-0 of the day". Pagan, Mohammedan, athis morning. I doubt not that the ex- obey his "Up and down," but today American. The oldest was printed in not fail to take delight im the beauty of the place. Only aplanation lies in the extra time that I (lid find that the inanimate bull's 1692 and is the second edition of a draws the line at barbecued pig need refrain from athe must give to his moustache. He eyes do so as well. It may well be military journal. And then there is grounds.did ask one classmate "Can you give that the idea will eventually spread one from 1793 on "The Military An- As for the promised moomlight, what a break for lovme any suggestions for its improve, to the target operators. tiquities of the Romans in Britain, who have found the object of their adoration obdurate.ment (the moustache) ?" To which Friday, Sept. 30 written by Major Gen. William Roy party and trust that Shakespeare knew his womem whenthe frank one did reply, "Yes, cut Somewhat mystified to account for and published by the Society of An. " "The chariest maid is prodigal enougit off." the excessive traffic in Fort Benning tiquities of London. If she unmask her beauty to the mooTuesday, Sept. 27 streets until it dawned upon me that The most encouraging note in the There will be music, (ancing and special featuresThe mounted sketch today, thanks this day is payday. whole library (that is, encouraging entertainment for those who are not too much enamoredto allah, turned out to be no two To Gordon Field at eleven a. m. for the men), is the fact that the inanimate beauties on every hand to bother with suchhour compromise between beast and to witness Mr. Christie's new tank popular new book, "Seven Splendid whispered that Tracy Davis, big Insurance Wizard ofcompass, but a movement in column attain a speed of a mile a minute Sinners," is written entirely about Benning, is under contract to impersonate one of the "Iand at a walk. May the recording without as much oscillation as an es women. Does that prove anything? ani other local celebrities are to be similarly featured.angel scratch it off the book that I cort wagon passing in revies on the Incidentally, the proceeds of the evening go to carthad yesterday considered reaking same ground. The scythed chariots And just to add a note of cheer to work of the League. It is a real depression opportunity.into the hospital to avoid the event, of Cyrus have been stepped up. It this statistical column, we wonder if barbecue dinner, glamorous surroundings, dancing, sideWe who are assigned to the sixth was easy to imagine this flying phan. you've heard of the tank school man, faction of knowing that the money for which you haveplatoon in riding have problems that tom in combat, spitting fire from having his dinner of ham sandwiches goes to a worthy charity. Flare fans who would fain gothers wot not of. But my chagrin at one-pounder and machine guns, and out in the hills, who called out to lighter moments will find us on the grounds on October 1having to be so assigmed was greatly the thought did mind me of a story, an officer-friend to be more careful amd for some time thereafter. We expect to be in a go

i . when he stepped over his lunch 50 graph seekers will find us quite approachable. We mayH ER 'S 1O Y U R H A LT recklessly in his number 12's. The tive ear to prospective Advanced Class monographers wI HE E'S O YO R H E LTH careless stepper answered by saying favorable impression on the Fourth Section.I By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNE, Medical Inspector that if he demolished a sandwich
Unncesay llnssinChlden hoe hocouh r nezehe'd give his brother officer one of HOW THEY STAND IN THE Lytle's reserveUnnecessarylettuensandwichesdroewhichsthehWRONoSHOWER LEAGUE hem..we...arm.e
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L. C. Kunze-------------------------------------Publisher By Mollie Heilman W 0
A. F. Kunze ------------------------------------------------- Editor
A. F. Kunze, Jr.----------------------------------------Asso. Editor In a browsing mood the other day
Felicia C. Howell--------------------------------------Society Editor we strolled through the school li-Bernard B. Swayze-------------------------------------Sports Editor brary and talked to Sgt. Frank P.John W. Pearce----------------------------------Advertising Manager Cros'by. who loves the 18,000 volumes
Louis T. Kunze----------------------------------Circulation Manager so much that lie has handled themfor 10 years.

Advertising rates will be quoted on request. The Benning Herald re-f eYoum 'an fimid ouit more imtimiateI
serves the right to classify, edit, or reject any advertising matter. oui a out mry thami

things about men in a library than
The Benning Herald by mail to any address in the United States or its you (an by talking to them. For in-'

possessions, $1.50 per year. Single copy 5 cents. stance, Napoleon's Josephine is the
most popular woman in the library.

Application for entry as second-class matter is pending. Tie book. "Josephine. The Great
Lover." has been in constant circula-
tion for two years. That is. it has
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precautions to protect their children eased tonsils hold germs which cause more than graze this noon, thanks.'
from unnecessary illness. attacks of tonsilitis., or which may be current in my youth when fire-fight, was to inquire as I to ennint o of he omilyDiphtheria can be absolutely pre- carried to other parts of the body apparatus was horse-drawn andtwatonr so tvented, Toxin-antitoxin or toxoid and cause a serious sickness. Adenoids, ng was ed aw a the great wrong shower contest which authetated entrtreatment given to all children after growths in the back of the throat the engine was stoked with coal. Two was at a critical stage just prior to ers (uring the petthe age of six months will protect where the nose and throat join, stop Irishmen were spending their first asts will recall the eci ts enhn The in ofyour child from this dread disease, up the nose and make the child 4iight in a hotel in a large city. Wak when Mrs. Sutherland c Lafterncynthrouded in eyImmunity does not always last, so breathe through the mouth. These ened by gongs and whistles, Mike Williams first tied thandcLay Luc th at ed haethe child should be tested every year children are backward because of (the same one, but younger then) Wilm the tied Ite sboe ta tim he cim eand the treatment repeated if needed, deafness. A running ear is dangerous, rushed to the window. "Pat," he that we seriously cni the eSmallpox is prevented by vaccina. The only cure for adenoids is an op. called, "come quick! They're movin' up our academic le verd iving tte ro r wition. A six months' old baby is not eration. Diseased tonsils may be treat- hell! Two loads have gone by al around. The way tvnsticking tattio mentoo young for this treatment. It should ed or removed.earond.wTethins 

e r
berpae veyfwyasada- I ary(idod ti ny aready!' then, we felt inspired to try out for showers and both

be repeated every few years, and al In early childhood it is only a A member of the Advanced Class a place on the men's team. ently far into tways in the presence of an epidemic. short step from a mild sickness to did vouchsafe the comment that he Returning to Benning, we immedi- reasonably certainCommon colds can be avoided. The a serious one. It is therefore better ould like to drive the thing, tracks ately sought an interview with Major surprised a bevyyounger the child the greater the to call the doctor for what may prove and all, down a street filled with road Lytle, the official score keeper and Expert judges cneed of its being kept away from trivial ills rather than chance a hogs-a most unchristian desire con- head umpire of propitious exits. tell how far a lamolder individuals who may carry dis- twenty four hour neglect of a danger. curred in by most of us. Strangely enough, we found him most covering her erroease. Teach your children to avoid ous one.
Lt. Peep reticent and noncommittal. Umpire (Please turn

d from another of
lat Mrs. Lytle was

two women who
ed with a properly
y of the men's show
iod of our absence.
the other lady is

stery, but we feel
sough evidence to
rt J. Wallace with
If we are wrong in
I be brought to our
ile, the fact remains
lid enter the men's
L penetrated suffici-
he interior to be
that they had not

of water nymphs.
laim that they can
dy gets before dis-
r by the pitch of
i to page 10)

"Bietter be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John W ol,-oi.
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GUNBOTHAM'S
BY E.

KISMET!
Music lovers of Block 21 will be

l iocked by hearing of the misfortune
I hat has overtaken one who displayed
no end of interest in the Biglerville
Summer Concerts. Instigator (and
sole supporter) of the "No Radio
After Eleven O'Clock" movement,
leader (and sole supporter) of sev.
eral other efforts to clear the air of
all sounds louder than the dropping
cf a pin. he is receiving Biglerville's
sincere sympathy on his recent afflic-
tion.

Block 21 salutes, this week, Major
(;uy G. Cowen, who, upon joining the
Advanced Class, retire(d on his own
application to the front row of desks
reserved for those officers professing
an impediment in hearing.

Topographer Bloomquist reports
that this year's Freshman Class is
made up of serious, earliest and( am-
bitious young officers, and that their
work has been conspicuously free of
the acts of vandalism practiced by
last year's hoodlums.

We personally know the capabili.
ties of several Fun Loving Rover
Boys in the Company Officers' Class,
and cannot understand the listless
apathy with which they are facing
that time-honored old Benning cus-
loin, practical joking.

This colunin contemplates a series
of instructive articles on How to Get
at Benning, cvering among other
subjects: Blackpoxwler in Ash Trays:
When to Burn Your Classmate's
Map: Pine Cones and How to Throw
Them: Tear Gas and tle Ventilating
System; Locking 30 Men ini a Rail-
road Car; Etc., etc., etc.

"And what do )on lhink of the
Parrot Anti-Aircraft Sight?' asked
Malin Craig, advancedc 'lass wag.

TOWN TOPICS
Continued From lnage 1)

being violently di 'provx d.

P. S.: it happened that
who went to bed was the
editor of this sheet.

11.l ()li e
fpl'(lsellt

Things that impress x is -Ii: Pleas,
ire . . . receiving a Chrisintas Ires-

,-nt from a certain l),'rsoi, Thrills
• . . a snappy revers play or blg
teuss in a football gain1' Humor...
Amos 'n Andy at their best: Sati,-
faction - . . clams on ile half shell,
with tomato sauce; Misclief... Ihe
sight of a thumbtack; Fright .... a
blowout at fifty miles per hour; Chills
. . . walking past a cemetery after
tnidight; Lonesometies. . . the
streets of a small town at two o'lock
in the morning; Futility . . a car
out of gas; Grandeur ... a sunset
with clouds edged with gold: Love-
liness . . . Moonlight oi the Florida
surf.

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1313

RUBBER STAMPS

Columbus Office Supply Co
24 Hr. Service

Phone 5_6

1229 - 31 Broadway

WATCH FOR OUR NEXT ISSUE!
The true story of Detective Ver-

inette and the Birmingham Murder
Mystery. Only 5c a copy!

COMPLETE IN OUR NEXT ISSUE!
Origin of the quaint red insignia

worn high on the lapel of the mess
jacket by Secretary Leard at the
Country Club Dance. Don't miss this
one.

MATA HARd
iW HAT HAS HAPPENED SO FAR

Mata Hari, famous dancer and ene.
my spy, makes an innocent accomplice
of a young Russian aviator, Alexand.
,r Rosanoff, who is infatuated with
her, in order to get some secret papers.

i a jealous rage, her former lover,
Shubin, Attache of the Russian Emt-
bassy, attempts to telephone DIubois,
the head of the lFrench Secret Service,
and prove that not only Mata Hari
but Rosanoff are spies. The dancer
shoots him, then disposes the gun so
's to make it appear suicide. At this

point. Rosanoff, ordered to fly back
'0 Russia with messages, comes to
see Shubin. Mata Hari persuades him
not to enter and at last admits that
she loces him. She goes for advice to
Adri na', guiding mind of the enemy
ope ratives.
NOWV GO ON WIT!! THE STORY

IN HIDING
Whatver Adriana believed, he kept

to himself, shunning confidantes, wo-
men and satellites like the plague he
saidl they were. He had a routine
sO regular, so seemingly innocuous as
to have tafle any suspicion. Here,
one would have said, was a man
with nothing to hide. Else why could
lie always lie found in more or less
jlte saie places at more or less the
-aim, hours, always correctly attired,

Columbus, Ga.

would then come out ready to wait
on the occasional customers. She
sold other things besides books, sta-
tionery, and odds and ends of trinkets
but kept all of her wares so hap-
hazardly arranged that neither she
nor anyone else could ever find any-
thing. Perhaps that was why her
shop was seldom patronized.

One afternoon, when Adriana ap-
peared, Mother Durant had evidently
been on the lookout for him through
the window. She came to the door
'o meet him in some excitement and
Adriana disappeared at once into the
rear rooms.

It was dim in there. A clutter of
old furniture threw (lusty shadows
on the floor, and on the wall.
A woman dressed in a long, black
garment could be seen standing in
an even darker interior beyond a
couple of steps which led up from
Mother Durant's imitation of a liv-
ing-room.

"Mata."
Adriana had to call her several

times before she stirred. She was all
in black and had a coat with a fur
collar over her arm. Her face had
grown thinner and somehow softer.
Had she wept sometimes perhaps dur-
ing all these weeks when she had
nothing to do but think and read
and wait for Adriana to come with
news of the world that she could
only see from a few feet of window
at the end of the room? Mother Du-
rante had very sharp eyes. And with
Adriana the dancer was always cool
and guarded.

"Were you going out?"
Mata Hari did not answer at first

and then appeared to decide that
speech could make no difference to
her resolution.

FIRM ROBERTS
Restaurant

Benning Road-Quality Food
PHONE 9407

COMPANY

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H. ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years

a

SCHOOL DAZE
L. M.

"The Parrot Sight?"
"Sure, you know, the Green-Boyd.'

Jimmie Heriot, artilleryman, favor
ite of sub-debs, and recipient of the
contemplating glances of many a
fond mother, told about the post that
range guards almost broke up a pic-
nic last month.

"Yes," said Jimmie "we had an
awful time convincing him we were
officers.

May we point out (for the second
time within two months) that knick.
ers are not included in Picnic Equip.
ment A. The War Set introduced
by Capt. and Mrs. Eagles-boots and
breeches-became standard last sum-
mer among those in the know, afford-
ing as it does protection against the
ravages of insects, and giving com-
plete insurance against embarrassing
episodes similar to the one described
above.

Our entry in the Better Signs Con-
test is the one painted in each of
Benning's narrow gauge Pullman
cars: "Do not get off train while in
motion."

Don't forget to reserve your table
for the Community Service League
barbecue on Friday the 14th. Last
year they threw a swell party; the
coming affair promises to be even
better.

Sequovah Golfers
To Invade Benning

The fifteenth and sixteenth of Oc.
tober will see the warriors from the

Lake Sequoyah Golf Club, at the
i Tate Mountain Estates, Jasper, Ga.,

crossing drivers, mashies and putters
with a picked team from Fort Ben.
ning on the Post Golf course. The
Benningites will be after revenge this
time, having been defeated about
three weeks ago by the Sequoyah team

on its home course.
The members of the team which

will invade the territory of the de-
fenders areas follows: Bob Martin,
Layman Hunter, Epps Brown and
Morgan McNeel. They will be accom-
panied by Mr. Luke Tate, Mr. J.
Barnette and Mr. C. Armand Thorpe,
all officials of the Tate Mountain Es.
tates. While at Fort Benaing. the
visitors will be the guests of the Of.
ficers' Club.

urbane, if rather dry, with his gray
face and his enigmatic eyes.

The morning he spent at his gam-
bling house in town, the evening at
the more luxurious Pavilion. He
lunched alone and dined at his own
quarters in the Pavilion, where some-
times he had guests. In the after-
noons, he strolled on the boulevards.
had his glass of beer or wine in vari-
ous cafes, where sometimes acquaint.
ances would come to sit at his table
and chat with him. He appeared to
be very much interested in books. He
would often rummage among the
book stalls on the left batik of the
Seine and had a share apparen-ly
more for pleasure than for profit in
a little second-hand book shop near
the Odeon, run by an ol woman
named Durant.

In the weeks during which Shu-
bin's death formed a subject of gos-
sip an( speculation in knowledgeable
cricles, anyone concerned with Adri.
ana's movements might have noticed
that he went rather more often than
usual to this little shop. He paid his
visits openly in broad (daylight. How-
ever, he had the means a his dis-
posal to assure himself that no one
was concerned.

After a talk with Mother D~urant,
an 01(1 French woman whose fluffy,
snowy hair made a startling frame
for her sour and battered face, Adri-
ana would follow her into the rear
of the shop where she had her mea-
gre living quarters. Mother Durant

Changeable Autumn
Weather Presents No
Problem To The Man
W i t h A Complete

Wardrobe

0-

Never before in thirty
Years of style and value
has Society Brand of-
fered a Suit as fine at a
price so low. You get
smart style. You get
months of extra wear,
more dollar for dollar
value. Real clothing
economy.

Here They Are

A 00

CHANCELLOR
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I)enmark.

Served as Sergeant during the World
War.

Prior Service:

Co. "B," 3d Inf., July 9, 1898 to
Dec. 28, 1899. Discharge]l as Private
character V. G.

Stationed at Ft. Snelling for some
time. 3d Inf. at Ft. McPhcrson ilurin -
Spanish-American war.

Co. "K," 10th Infantry, Feb. 18,
1907 to Feb. 17, 1910. Discharged as
Corporal. Character excellent.

Stationed Camp McKinley, 11ono-
lulu, and at Ft. Davis, Alaska for
1 1-2 years.

Co. "F," 16th Infantry. April 4,
1910 to April 3, 1913. Discharged as
Private. Character excellent.

Joined at Ft. Crooke, Nebr. Three
weeks later Regt. went to Alaska.

Co. "M," 29th Infantry, May 16,
1913 to May 15, 1916. Discharged as
Sergeant: Character excellent.

Joined at Ft. Niagara. Regt. went
to Panama March, 1915.

Co. "M," 29th Infantry. May 16,
1917 to July 23, 1919. Discharged
as Staff Sergeant; Character excellent.

29th Infantry returned from Pana-
ma in Sept. 1918; went to Camp Beau.
regard, La.

Headquarters Co., 29th Infantry,
July 24, 1919 to July 23, 1920. Dis-
charged as Staff Sergeant; Character
excellent.

In 1919, Regt. went to Camp Shelby,
Miss., same year Regt. came to Ben-
ning.

Headquarters Co., 29th Infantry,
July 24, 1920 to July 23, 1923. Dis-
charged Staff Sergeant. Character ex-
cellent.

Enlisted for Headquarters Co., 33d
Inf., Panama Canal Zone, July 23,
1926. Discharged as Staff Sergeant.
Character excellent.

Service Co., 29th Inf.. July 24, 1926

to July 23, 1929. Discharged as Staff
Sergeant. Character excellent.

Service Co., 29th Infantry, July 24,
1929. Discharged as Staff Sergeant.
Character excellent.

Service Co., 29th Infantry, July 24,
1929 to July, 1932.

Appointed First Sergeant September
1, 1932.
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HERALD
WANTADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

20 cents per line or fraction of
line. Minimum charge for any
classified advertisement, 50 cents.
Payment must be made before
advertisement is published.

Dressmaking-Altering and remodel-
ing a specialty. Draperies. Mrs. J. E.
Stewart. Phone 457 R-2.

DRESSMAKING, altering and re-
modeling a specialty. Mrs. A. E.
Owen. Phone 1507-M.

For Sale: Franklin Sedan. Best condi-
tion, appearance new. Two satchels.
coat and umbrella trunk. Phone 2027.

FOR SALE: Screw tail Boston bull
dog. Priced reasonably. Phone 3138-W,
732 Broadway.

EXPERT FURRIER: In city limited
time. Coats and capes repaired, re-
modeled. Local references. Phone
2845-M.

$70 Hoover Vacuum Cleaner, complete
with all appliances. $30 cash. Phone
361.

SCOTTIE PUPPIES. Six weeks old
registered scottie puppies, of fine
breed. $25.00 each. Can be seen| at
839 Benning Boulevard. Phone 1280
Columbus. Mrs. H. K. Park.

WHY NOT

Student officers: While in the South,
why not enjoy what Dixieland offers?

Its chief attractions are real South.
ern hospitality, found in a typical
spacious home and tasty southern dish-
es. These are to be had by guests at
the Dudley home, 1244. 5th Avenue.
A few accomodations are open for
couples or bachelors. Phone Verna
Dudley, Columbus 1532 for particu.
lars.

FORD COACH, 1931 Model excellent
condition. Phone 2376.

MRS. CAMPBELL will hold a French
conversation class at eight o'clock

p. m. each Monday. Block 14442.

FOR RENT: Living and bed room,
private bath. 1932 Wynnton Drive.
Phone 3179-W.

HARPER'S
DRUGS

Delivered daily to the Fort

Telephone 396

Martin Coal Co.
PHONE 105

PHONE

160
For prompt delivery on
your coal orders.

HIGHNOTE
COAL & TRANSFER CO

1201 10th Ave.

Wright's Coal
AND

Wood Yard
YOUR WARMEST

FRIEND

PHONE 385

Corner 7th Ave. & 6th St.

29 th Inf.

F J.S.D.1
Time burden of caring for the enip-

ty stomachs of time Detachment per-
sonnel has been lifted from our
shoulders and now rests snugly upon
the massive back of the lomig suffer-
ing Quartermaster Corps. Our mess
hall will now be the chow hall of the
Ordnance, Chemical Warfare, Tank
School, Infantry School Detachment
and numerous details that will be
attached at different times for rations.

Under the recent chaiges the Cooks
and Bakers School will take care of
the chow for the new consolidated
mess hall. Captan Daniel O'Connell,
Q. M. C., has beei appointed mess
officer, with Master Sergeant Sidney
C. Sprague, mess sergeant. The or-
ganizations will furiiish their quota
(if kitchen police to carry on the
work of scrubbing.

Sad Samuel Stuart, our former mess
sergeant, is taking a thirty day rest
up at his old home in the Tenmes-
see mountains. Sani expects to do quite
a bit of fishing and hunting while
at home. They sax Sam was once the
champion "coon hunter," (?), of the
mountains.

All ambitious hunters of time garri.
son are urged to attend the regular
weekly shoots held at the Skeet
Range, each Sunday morning. Tle
range is the property of the Non-
commissioned officers' club of the In-
fantry School Detachment, but the
range is opein to any one desiring
to enjoy the sport of crashing the
clay pigeons. Those that have no
fowling pieces of their own may ob-
tain same at the range. A gun and
tweny-five shells cost only ninety
cents. This covers all expenses.
Hunters furnishing their gun and
ammunition will be charged thirty
cents for each tweiity-five shots. This
is to defray expenses of pigeons and
trap setters.

ATTENTION

EVERYBODY

Bad News (;oiieis .iist aikled in
from the Pelican State. Yes Sir, Bad
News made the trip from the Mississ-
ippi h)elta, iii the remarkable stroll-
ng timm of 121 hours. The hike left

Bad! Newss on1 his feet agaiii, but the

yongsier was still going strong when

he crashd the (how line.

p-TE BENNING HERALD

24th Infantry
HQ. CO., 29TH INFANTRY

Pfc. Commander and Corp. Easley

took a trip down to Clio, Alabama,

the last week end. This was Com-
mander's home town. He must have
fallen for some of those queens down,here for he had just come back from

a 60 days' furlough last week. It is
rumored that Corporal Easley is go.
ng back to Clio.

We are all glad to see our top kick
-doughtby back on the job as first
sergeant. The Company had a bar.
racks inspection by the Regimental
Commander last Saturday and the
company was in its usual high state
of police, and we feel confident that
Headquarters company will be first
amongst the Headquarters companies.

An open invitation is extended to
all to visit our day room which we
believe is the finest in Fort Benning.

Headquarters Cmopany is staying
back from the Regimental Hike
around the reservation but is sending
11 men of the company and the Regi-
mental Band, which is composed of
33 men and Warrant Officer Horton.

Corporal Edmunds is in charge of
the orderlies and "Red" Burns is
strutting his stuff on the hike. He says
his feet got sore the first (lay of the
hike, he nmust have got some sand
burrs in his shoes on the way out.

We hope the men of the company are
having a fine time on the hike.

Private Rudd -tate* that lie likes
football and xwould like to make the
team, but wish there were no trips.
We know hvliy Rudd, but don't worry
as the boys will see that she don't
get lonesome.

Tile half holidays beiig over and
drills and inspections being the pro-
;ram of th- sea, on, the conmpatiy has
settled down to win and keep the Co.
Area Pennant and with the abde as-
sistatice of our ex:erior decoratioi
artist "Pest"' Nickens we should run
off with high honors.

COMPANY "C"
Now that the drill season started

yeserday., many strange faces were
seen in ti e ranks of the Compaiy.
I I was noe d that thee ,tei have not
forgotten all thiat they have previous-
lN learnedl about dr6ill, by their per-
forniaice of Ntesierday.

Corporal Atkitis is low on the
tbhrlshold of the loor of "Discharge
atid Reen listnent ." Sieps out on Sat-
urday as a civilian, and steps in on
Simdlay a soldier. "Smit chis life-
In aaiin out again."

Sergeaim Frank Toonuer has been
trai-ferred to the l)etached Enlisted
Men's list, as Sergeant Instructor for
he Ohio Natioial Guard ( Col.) Such

DIMON COURT APARTMENTS
CONVENIENT LOCATION- MODERN EQUIPMENT

RATES REASONABLE
Phone your renting agent or call our Superintendent, Mr. Tr||ssell,

Phone 3062

F

Private Marsh is worried about be-
ing put off the Football Squad. He
doesift think it is fair. Lots of us
think we are being mistreated Marsh,
when we are getting the right deal.
Too bad. Eh what. Corporal Sellers
seemed to think that you are too light
but the boys of the company know
different. Things in your head just
go wrong at the right time. And don't
think of Madame Freeman; why Co.
"A" is depending upon her.

Very soon after Private Marsh was
sent back to tackle the nules of the
Q. M. corrall he saw Corporal Sellers
with the big book calling off the
names of the men who would proba-
bly compose the 24th Infantry's Foot-
ball team. Private Marsh somewhat
down and out after not having heard
his name called said: "Since they
pulled me Private Yokum just said
that he needs three more years' train-
ing," but Yokumn doesn't seem to
know anything about making such a
statement.

Everybody gives Comnpany "A" an
excellent name but believes that it
could be even better if some one
could manage to separate the coin-
,,)any's favorite twins. Oh l nImany
-trange things happen ithese days., if

ou don't believe it ask Private 1cl
Witherspoon.

Why Private 1,(I. Witherpoon was
granted a sixty days' furlough biut
claimed that lie was robbed, and
wvunts ihe boys of the company to
believe him. Of course Nv , believ eou
W itherspoon, but how?

CHERO.

COMPANY "'1;

Time Mess Sergeanits of Mess No. I
have adopkie,1 a policy of econouy-
To be assured that the ,tews and

hat nots be devoured, the cooks
,)our meat greases of all kinds on the
tove to excite the appetite.

Drill day are here again aid lPt.
Griffin (Mouth) has cotracted sore
leet. That's strategy Mouth.

Kid Shadow, (Cicero Spencer) some
ames called "Death" has been chosen

,is orderly for the commandant. The
Company commander is proud of you
Shadow. Soldierly and sterling quali-
ties will always push yon to the
front.

Some things the companiy would
like to see: (Red Eye) Taylor lose
his pipe; (Coo Coo) Collins catch
aforward pass; (Snake) Randall miss
m meal; (Keg I-ouse) Joe White niot
hitch hiking to town.

"B" Company Gators hiaxe b~een
splashing and splashin|g. but not in
a pond. It was in xwhite wash on post
and pillars for the coming inspection.

Pvt. Gink Parker was detailed as
cook at the Officers' Club Dog Ken.
nells, but could not pass examimiation
for food handler's certificate.

B. H. HARRIS CO.
R etit n g

Special attention given Fort Bciining OffiCers
Kindly call and let us assist you in

getting located
)ffice, 12th Street Phones 250-25

B. . HARRIS CO.
44 4

4.

Makers of Fine Printing Plates

+• : WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.
444 44

+ Atlanta, Georgia+,.:

You Can
Pay-As-You- Ride

On

TRES and TUBES

We invite you to take advantage of our convenient pay-

ment plan in purchasing your tires and tubes. No red

tape to this plan. A small down payment and balance

in payments to suit your own convenience.

UNITED OIL CORPORATION
PHONE 1800 1215-21 FIRST AVE.

- WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS -

COMPANY "A"

THE BENING E-on%

.0 ! I -

I I

I

C

ai appointment is rare, and it is
hoped that his services will prove suc.

cessful while on this detail.

COMPANY "F"
In the past we have been tutored as

a high pressure organization. At pres-
ent we have a new Co. commander
an( we are out 100 percent to show

him that we are not overrated.
Something new seen on the Co.

Bulletin Board: (Pvt. John l)oe-
Dirty Bed-1 extra K. P.) Remember
that the all day schedule is not in
effect and as we are working all day
there is no time for extra duy but
Saturdays anid Sundays and we are
sure that you wonhl like to be else-
where on those most blissful eves.
WAKE UP! and sol icr.

We are very elatel over having
again won the 1932 Rifle Marksman-
ship Trophy and we have about de.
cidedl to keep it forever, so don't
fret yourselves.

The company is well represented
on the Regimental Foot Bell Teami
ani we Wish the Ibos a vry success-
ful season.
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Maxwell Optical (0.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1.217 Broadway Phone 3713

PEP...
in every step

Use

Heels and Soles

Hood Rubber Products Co., Inc.
Watertown, Mass.

WATCHES-- JEWELRY
REPAIRING OF ALL KINDS

OUR SPECIALTY

Compare Our Prices

FEFFER JEWELRY CO.
1102 Broadway

.



THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
rage even

Harold Lloyd At Royal

Harold Lloyd in "Movie Crazy" to show at Royal Sunday, Monday
and Tuesday.

Cinema Cakndar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE ROYAL
(Beginning with midnight show, Saturday, 11:15 P. M.)
ALSO SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offer-

ing, "Movie Crazy" with Harold Lloyd and Constance Cum-
mings. A hilarious comedv that is eliciting praise everywhere.
Harold's arrival in Hollywood-the first chance to "act" in the
movies. Difficulties, romance. He meets the girl-amusing dif-
ficulties. Gains friendship of producer's wife-and at dance with
her rabbits, chickens, mice jump from Harold's pockets. Then
the finale-the big scene of the picture. The leading man
bawls him out-and there's a fight. It's a laugh riot-probably
the best of Lloyd's career.

AT THE GRAND
SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering King

Vidor's spectacular production of "Bird of Paradise," with
Dolores Del Rio and Joel McCrea. A play that swept the world
has proven a triumph of the screen. A drama of forbidden love
beyond the pale of white men's morals. Two impassioned souls
-a millionaire's son and a flaming belle in an island paradise-
overtaken by the inexorable law of Tabu in a terrific climatic
catastrophe. Her savage kiss condemned him to death, but
young love is greater than a tribal Tabu-and love had its way
on the moon-drenched shores of Hawaii!

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY; Offering "Winner
Take All," with James Cagney, Marion Nixon and Virginia
Bruce. He wows 'em with wallops and they LOVE it! It is
said to be 19 3 2 's big laugh and thrill hit. Jimmy Cagney in a
million dollar action-comedy that will lift you right out of your
seat with excitement.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Offering "The Unexpected
Father," with Slim Summerville and Zasu Pitts. They've got
what it takes to make the laughs come in this good old hokum
story of a bachelor father and a family named Smythe. There's
the charming old mama and the hard-boiled daughter .. , .the
cute little waif and the simple maid with the heart of gold. A
picture that was made for laughing purposes only.

AT THE RIALTO
NOW PLAYING: "The Rider of Death Valley," with

Tom Mix and the Tony wonder horse, with Lois Wilson, Fred
Kohler, Forest Stanley and Edith Fellows. The midnight pur-
suit across terror trail.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "The Washington
Masquerade," with Lionel Barrymore and Nils Aster. He sold
honor for the Siren lure of Washington's most dangerous wo-
man. Whisperings of intrigue, books that hinted about romance
within the shadow of the dome-but never told before on the
screen! Here it is, with all its throbbing, soul-stabbing thrill,
revealing the inside of politics, telling its story of passions-in
mile-a-minute pace.

TUESDAY ONLY: Offering "When a Feller Needs A
Friend," with Jackie Cooper and "Chic" Sale. Your heart will
ache, tears and laughs bubble forth, as you live this drama of
the boy who learned to be a man. An adult picture that every
parent should see, said to top "The Champ" in every way.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Offering "Safe In
Hell," with Dorothy Mackaill, Donald Cook and Ralf Harolde.
Flaming, seething, searing. Dorothy at her best! Fascinating
woman of fire. Love had mocked her. Life had marked her.
The most sensational character in years.

I A'3JL LIJaf IL %.J

WASHINGTON MASQUERADE
He Looks Like Hoover-So He Got

The Role
Its not every man who can be Presi.

dent for a day.
That honor fell to Tom Hackett,

Hollywood character actor, during
the production of "The Washington
Masquerade," in which Lionel Barry-
more and an elaborate cast are now
playing at the Rialto Theatre.

The Metro-Goldwyn.Mayer drama of
political life at the national capital
includes a vivid reception by the
President, with the diplomatic corps,
high army officers and national and
foreign statesmen in attendance. So
the problem was to find an actor to
play the part of President.

"Find me a man who looks like
Hoover," ordered Charles Brabin,
the director. In an hour the casting
director produced Hackett, who looks
enough like the President to pass for
him.

HAS ENACTED POLICEMEN
Hackett has been playing small

roles in Hollywood productions, usu-
ally enacting policemen or detectives.
But the prominence given him by
playing the President has put him in
line fo rbetter parts.

The new picture is a vivid story of
the "inside" in Washington politics,
with Barrymore as a senator and po-
litical power who is lured into trou-
ble by a woman lobbysti. A notable
cast includes Karen Morley, Diane
Sinclair, Nils Asther, Reginald Bar-
low, William Collier, Sr., William
Morris, Rafaela Ottiano, C. Henry
Gordon, Burton Churchill and Hen-
ry Kolker.

NOVELTY - COMEDY - NEWS

CME -NOELT

LIONEL BARRYMORE-KAREN MORLEY
-Added-

COMEDY - FOX NEWS
TUESDAY

This picture will bring a thrill to every-
one from six to sixty.

"WHEN A FELLER
NEEDS A FRIEND"

JACKIE COOPER - "CHIC" SALE
Comedy "SPEED IN GAY NINETIES"

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

W Doroihy

SAFE I

Added Short Features Beginning Sat. Night 11:15 and Sun.
"FIGHTING FINS" I Mon. Tue.

A Paramount Sportlight[A LUCAS AND
JENKINS ROYAL

"UNIVERSAL SONUD NEWS" THEATRE R u " A

nights, its verdant, lush valleys, itsI A L eybeautiful seascape and rugged coastI R0 y A Lovely StarT jline were a delight to Vidor's eyes.
II I I There he set up his cameras under the

direction of Clyde De Vinna, who"MOVIE CRAZY" photographed "Trader Horn."
Audience.tested! And audience-ap- Despite the handicaps of seasonal

proved! rains, the work of filming this screen-
A label bearing those words might play of Richard Walton Tully's stage

legitimately be attached to any Harold *masterpiece progressed. Where theplay was necessarily static because ofLloyd picture. For none ever goes the theatre's limitation, the film, im-
into circulation until it has been pre- measurably broadened the scope of
viewed before several audiences of the story.DANCE AMID FLAMES
varying types, and their reaction to it DaNc aID fLAMeS

The barbaric beauty of the primi-catalogued. 
tive Hawaiian mating dance was

"Movie Crazy," starring Lloyd, with caught in all its wild, esoterie splen.
Constance Cummings opposite him, dor. Amid a circlet of flames, Miss
which comes to the Royal Theater.) Del Rio undulates in the ominouswhic coms tothe oyalTheaernight-a pathetic pawn of custom,Saturday night, is no expection to that ng or pate mantofbcustherule.waiting for some man to brave the
rule. fire and carry her off.

It was previewed in Fresno, Santa Joel McCrea rescues her-braves the
Barbara, and San Diego, Cal., immed- Plays in "Bird of Paradise" at the menacing circlet of fire--and carries
iately it was completed. As the result Grand Saturday, Sunday and Monday. land, free from the dreaded tabus of
of the reactions of the three audiences, Bird of Paradise" is perhaps one of her people, momentarily free to love
several minor changes were made be- the best known plays ever produced. the white god who captured her. Then
fore it was released generally. The pathetic romance of Luana, a the theme of "Bird of Paradise" wea.

There's a good reason for his insis- child of nature, who falls hopelessly yes its inevitable destiny. Luana's
Tee'sponauodenrenvfohiesinsiin love with a white man, and as hope. people wish to sacrifice her to Pele,tence upon audience previews, Lloyd lei)y sacrifices her love, required a set- the volcano, for having broken the

explains. ting in sympathy with the sublime tabu against mating with a white.
"One of the finest examples of this character of her heroism. Luana is torn between love for

I recall," he says, "was with the early That there could be no other setting Johnny (Joel McCrea) and the prim.
than Hawaii was easily apparent to itive terror or sorcery, and in the endpreviews of "The Freshman." There David 0. Selznick, executive vice-pres- makes a magnificent sacrifice that is

was one scene in which the boy went ident in charge of all RKO produc. a classic in the annals of drama.
to a big college dance in a tuxedo that tion. Thus the production wheels were LAVISHLY DONE
was basted. and finally fell apart. set in motion. King Vidor, a master In production, "Bird of Paradise"

"We built up the situation by show- a subleties and poetic screen pharsing, is tremendous in scope. No money
ing the old tailor making the suit was engaged to direct and the com- was pinched to make it a realistic sa-
suffering from dizzy spells while sew- pany made the long sea journey to ga of romance. In this respect it is
ing it. We felt that we would not have Honolulu. interesting to note that the company
to go so far as to pull the boy's trous- If there had been any doubts as to hired an entire village of Hawaiian
ers off completely, and at our first two the wisdom of this expensive expedi- primitives . . . all its occupants, men,
previews we did not. tion, they were quickly dispelled. The women, babies, goats and dogs . . .

"We had a wonderful reaction up to natural beauties of Hawaii, with its for the spectacular mating dance
the point where the pants should have waving palms, its placid, moonlight scene.
come off. Then something happened
-the audiences seemed to go cold. It
was a matter that puzzled us complete.
ly, for we all felt it was one of our G R A N D
funniest sequences. 

NOW PLAYING"After the second preview we had _____ow_______PLAYIN_
a consultation, and came to the con- SATURDAY-SUNDAY.MONDAY
clusion that we had disappointed the KING VIDOR'S
audience. We had led them to ex- Heart-Thrilling Dramatic Spectacle!pect that th beoy's pants would be
torn off completely, and then failed .... "..... " E,, 01t
to oblige. * . joa Me a~L J AI

"'We remedied this before our third aw
prevewwit mos grtifingresuts. It -Plus--

prevewwit mos grtifing esuts. JChapter 3 "HEROES OF THE WEST"

SUNAYand MONDAY"DfrA Trmrh . COMEDY- TER TO
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
Harold Lloyd At Royal

.....................

.. ........

Harold Lloyd in "Movie Crazy" to show at Royal Sunday, Monday
and Tuesday.

Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal .

AT THE ROYAL
(Beginning with midnight show, Saturday, 11:15 P. M.)
ALSO SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offer-

ing, "Movie Crazy" with Harold Lloyd and Constance Cum-
mings. A hilarious comedy that is eliciting praise everywhere.
Harold's arrival in Hollywood-the first chance to "act" in the
movies. Difficulties, romance. He meets the girlitamusing dif-
ficulties. Gains friendship of producer's wife-and at (lance with
her rabbits, chickens, mice jump from Harold's pockets. Then
the finale-the big scene of the picture. The leading man
bawls him out-and there's a fight. It's a laugh riot-probably
the best of Lloyd's career.

AT THE GRAND
SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering E

Vidor's spectacular production of "Bird of Paradise,"
Dolores Del Rio and Joel McCrea. A play that swept the w
has proven a triumph of the screen. A drama of forbidden
beyond the pale of white men's morals. Two impassioned s
-a millionaire's son and a flaming belle in an island paradic
overtaken by the inexorable law of Tabu in a terrific clim
catastrophe. Her savage kiss condemned him to death,
young love is greater than a tribal Tabu-and love had its i
on the moon-drenched shores of Hawaii!

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY; Offering "Wit
Take All," with James Cagney, Marion Nixon and Virg
Bruce. He wows 'em with wallops and they LOVE it! I
said to be 19 3 2 's big laugh and thrill hit. Jimmy Cagney
million dollar action-comedy that will lift you right out of y
seat with excitement.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Offering "The Unexpec
Father," with Slim Summerville and Zasu Pitts. They've
what it takes to make the laughs come in this good old ho
story of a bachelor father and a family named Smythe. The
the charming old mama and the hard-boiled daughter ...
cute little waif and the simple maid with the heart of gold.
picture that was made for laughing purposes only.

AT THE RIALTO
NOW PLAYING: "The Rider of Death Valley," v

Tom Mix and the Tony wonder horse, with Lois Wilson, F
Kohler, Forest Stanley and Edith Fellows. The midnight p
suit across terror trail.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "The Washing
Masquerade," with Lionel Barrymore and Nils Aster. He s
honor for the Siren lure of Washington's most dangerous v
man. Whisperings of intrigue, books that hinted about roma
within the shadow of the dome-but never told before on
screen! Here it is, with all its throbbing, soul-stabbing th:
revealing the inside of politics, telling its story of passions-
mile-a-minute pace.

TUESDAY ONLY: Offering "When a Feller Needs
Friend," with Jackie Cooper and "Chic" Sale. Your heart v
ache, tears and laughs bubble forth, as you live this drama
the boy who learned to be a man. An adult picture that ev
parent should see, said to top "The Champ" in every way.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Offering "Safe
Hell," with Dorothy Mackaill, Donald Cook and Ralf Harol
Flaming, seething, searing. Dorothy at her best! Fascinat
woman of fire. Love had mocked her. Life had marked h
The most sensational character in years.

a

e

s

'ROYAL
"MOVIE CRAZY"'

Audience-tested! And audience-a
proved!

A label bearing those words migh
legitimately be attached to any Harol
Lloyd picture. For none ever goe
into circulation until it has been pre
viewed before several audiences o
varying types, and their reaction to i
catalogued.

"Movie Crazy," starring Lloyd, wit]
Constance Cummings opposite him
which comes to the Royal Theater
Saturday night, is no expection to tha
rule.

It was previewed in Fresno, Santa
Barbara, and San Diego, Cal., immed
iately it was completed. As the result
of the reactions of the three audiences
several minor changes were made be
fore it was released generally.

There's a good reason for his insis
tence upon audience previews, Lloyd
explains.

"One of the finest examples of this
I recall," he says, "was with the early
previews of "The Freshman." There
was one scene in which the boy went
to a big college dance in a tuxedo thai
was basted. and finally fell apart.

"We built up the situation by show.
ing the old tailor making the suit
suffering from dizzy spells while sew.
ing it. We felt that we would not have
to go so far as to pull the boy's trous.
ers off completely, and at our first two
previews we did not.

"We had a wonderful reaction up to
the point where the pants should have
come off. Then something happened
-the audiences seemed to go cold. It
was a matter that puzzled us complete.
ly, for we all felt it was one of our
funniest sequences.

"After the second preview we had
a consultation, and came to the con-
clusion that we had disappointed the
audience. We had led them to ex-
rpecat th beoy's pants would be
torn off completely, and then failed
to oblige.

"We remedied this before our third
preview, with most gratifying results."

b u t i A .L , L.I.% .a I K -
way ..... A COMEDY- PARAMOUNT NEjWSWASHINGTON MASQUERADE TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

He Looks Like Hoover-So He Got HIS HIT OF HITS!
iner The Role
inia Its not every man who can be Presi-
t is (lent for a day.
in a That honor fell to Tom Hackett,
rour Hollywood character actor, during

the production of "The Washington
Masquerade," in which Lionel Barry.
more and an elaborate cast are now TAKE AL"got playing at the Rialto Theatre.

cur The Metro-Goldwyn.Mayer drama of NOVELTY - COMEDY - NEWSre's political life at the national capital THURsDAY-FRIDAY

the includes a vivid reception by the You'll Laugh 'Til You Cry At
A President, with the diplomatic corps,

high army officers and national and
foreign statesmen in attendance. So
the problem was to find an actor to

vith play the part of President.
red "Find me a man who looks like
)ur- Hoover," ordered Charles Brabin,

the director. In an hour the casting
director produced Hackett, who looks COMEDY - NOVELTY - NEWS

ton enough like the President to pass forold him.
wo- HAS ENACTED POLICEMEN
nce Hackett has been playing small
the roles in Hollywood productions, usu-
rill, ally enacting policemen or detectives.
-in But the prominence given him by

playing the President has put him in
A line fo rbetter parts.

The new picture is a vivid story of
sii the "inside" in Washington politics,
L of with Barrymore as a senator and po-O akU I
ery litical power who is lured into trou- CONSTANCE CUMMINGS

ble by a woman lobbysti. A notable 4bY4A HA.Q LLOY ,Teas
In cast includes Karen Morley, Diane

lde. Sinclair, Nils Asther, Reginald Bar- Added Short Features Begin
low, William Collier, Sr., William "FIGHTING FINS"

ing Morris, Rafaela Ottiano, C. Henry A Paramount Sportlight A LU
ter. Gordon, Burton Churchill and Hen- JE

ry Kolker. "UNIvERSAL SONUD NEWS" TB

nights, its verdant, lush valleys, its
beautiful seascape and rugged coast

Lovely tar line were a delight to Vidor's eyes.
There he set up his cameras under the
direction of Clyde De Vinna, who
photographed "Trader Horn."

P. Despite the handicaps of seasonal
rains, the work of filming this screen-it play of Richard Walton Tully's stageA 
masterpiece progressed. Where the-d play was necessarily static because ofs the theatre's limitation, the film, im-
measurably broadened the scope ofS .. the story.

DANCE AMID FLAMESit XThe barbaric beauty of the primi-
tive Hawaiian mating dance was

h caught in all its wild, esoterie splen.
dor. Amid a circlet of flames, Miss

.. .Del Rio undulates in the ominous
night-a pathetic pawn of custom,t waiting for some man to brave the
fire and carry her off.

Joel McCrea rescues her-braves the
- menacing circlet of fire-and carriesPlays in "Bird of Paradise" at the her off to a deserted, neighboring is-

t Grand Saturday, Sunday and Monday. hroft eetd egbrn s
Gy land, free from the dreaded tabus ofi, Bird of Paradise" is perhaps one of her people, momentarily free to love

. the best known plays ever produced. the white god who captured her. Then
The pathetic romance of Luana, a the theme of "Bird of Paradise" wea-child of nature, who falls hopelessly ves its inevitable destiny. Luana'sin love with a white man, and as hope- people wish to sacrifice her to Pele,lesly sacrifices her love, required a set- the volcano, for having broken theting in sympathy with the sublime tabu against mating with a white.
character of her heroism. Luana is torn between love for

That there could be no other setting Johnny (Joel McCrea) and the prim-than Hawaii was easily apparent to itive terror or sorcery, and in the endDavid 0. Selznick, executive vice-pres. makes a magnificent sacrifice that ist ident in charge of all RKO produc. a classic in the annals of drama.t tion. Thus the production wheels were LAVISHLY DONE
set in motion. King Vidor, a master In production, "Bird of Paradise"
a subleties and poetic screen pharsing, is tremendous in scope. No moneyt was engaged to direct and the com. was pinched to make it a realistic sa-pany made the long sea journey to ga of romance. In this respect it isHonolulu. interesting to note that the companyIf there had been any doubts as to hired an entire village of Hawaiian
the wisdom of this expensive expedi- primitives ... all its occupants, men,tion, they were quickly dispelled. The women, babies, goats and dogs . . .natural beauties of Hawaii, with its for the spectacular mating dancewaving palms, its placid, moonlight scene.

GRANDRIALTO
NOW PLAYING

SATURDAY-SUNDAY.MONDAY
KING VIDOR'S

Heart-Thrilling Dramatic Spectacle!

LIONEL BARRYMORE-KAREN MORLEY
-Added-

COMEDY - FOX NEWSTUESDAY

This picture will bring a thrill to every-
one from six to sixty.

"WHEN A FELLER
NEEDS A FRIEND"

JACKIE COOPER - "CHIC" SALE
Comedy "SPEED IN GAY NINETIES"

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

W oothyI kailli
SAFE

o HELL
omedy "HIS VAAIO"- FOX NEWS

ning Sat. Night 11:15 and Sun.
Mon. Tue.

JCAS AND C- JAjNKINS IR 0,YA L
IEATRE "
[EAThE UIA L
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2 Dead, One Hurt
On 29 Inf. March

One soldier is (lea(l al another

probably fatally injured as a result of
an accident which took place Thurs-
(lay night while the 29th Infantry was

encamped near Harmony Church on
its practice march. Another of the
soldiers who participated in the march
was found dead on Thursday night
is-hen the Regiment began its move-
ment to Harmony Church.

The accident which resulted in the
death of Pvt. First Class Clarence J.
Nance and the injury of Pvt. Charles
E'. Barrett occurred when one of the
supply trucks was moving through the

tall grass in which the men were
sleeping. The driver of the truck

failed to see the twoi men. on account
of the depth of the grass and the ve-
hicle passed completely over their
bodies before he was aware of the
fact. A passenger on the truck man-
aged to stop the second truck of the
line before it reached the two injured
men.

The two soldiers were immediately
loaded into an ambulance and carried
to the station hospital, Pvt. Nance dy.
ing enroute. Pvt. Barrett's condition
is pronounced as critical.

The second death occurred Thurs-
(lay night when the troops were pre-
paring for their movement toward
Harmony Church., Pvt. James P.
Collins was found dead in his blank-
ets. having apparently died in his
sleep.

On The QT.
BY B. B. S.

AN OLD ARGUMENT stands that
there is no such thing as a person
being able to make his voice appear
to come from some remote place
without the aid of a mechanical de-
vice. Lt. Howard Johnson of the Ath-
letic Office should be able to shed
a little light on this subject since his
experience several days ago with a
ventriloquist. We promised not to
spread it on too thick, but we are
bound to relate a part of that night-
mare.

* * *

ON THIS DAY, terrible in the
memory of Lt. Johnson. two men
came dashing up the stairs of the
stadium tower in which the offices
of the Athletic Association are situ-
ated. One of them asked permission
to use the telephone to call the M. P.
Section, as a crazy man was running
wild, and was at that moment mount-
ing the stairs. About that time, a
voice from the stairway warned the
occupants of the room not to move,
or he would "get the whole bunch of
you." Again the voice came, from a
different location on the stairway. Lt.
lohnson was desperate, rummaging in
a drawer for a weapon. Up he came
-ifter a frantic search, brandishing a
'hort length of iron pipe, ready to
defend his life. It was then the noise
resembling a pistol shot came, and
Lt. Johnson was ready to face the
Pearly Gates, with alibis already set
for St. Peters ears, but the ventrilo.

TUESDAY NIGHT. OCT. 11
Post Gynmasium, 8:15 P. M.

Cyclone Smith vs. Earl Johnson
Fort Benning

PUGGY WEINERT
Fort Benning

8

DANNY LONG
Fort Benning

6

RED GOSS vs.
Fort Benning

6

GHOST GHASTLY

Young Griffin

10 Rounds
Atlanta

vs. KID BAISDEN
Columbus

Rounds

vs. LESTER DARBY
Columbus

Rounds

TOMMY THOMPSON
Columbus

Rounds

vs. BUCK SPEAR
4 Rounds

vs. Curly Cunningham
4 Rounds

General Admission 50c Ringside $1.00
Tickets on sale at Officers' Club, Athletic office and all orderly rooms

,,LOOK FOR THIS CROWN

When you are thirsty and want a
refreshing drink.
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to squeal on one another, con-
ning things social ---. Wonder %vhy
_Larry Mitzen is c(oming out in
f, pushing hard for the Coca-Cola
wn .... And it won't be a bottle
pper either .... Noticed and dis-
sed: Carrots taste like cedar
bs smell ... Chefs can hang more
nickers on oyster stew than there
oysters in the concoction -- Shoe
'smen invariably fit us with a shoe
ize and a half too large for our

_Number elevens ---- There are
nozzles at Benning that would
Will Durante in:the shade----
we still think it ,"ill be as cold

the country as., it in the winter
e.

EONARD MEETS McLARNIN

(Continued From Page 3)
lennv returned to the ring a little
ter than a y ear ago. and since
hes beetn going- great guns against
or opposition. In tackling McLar-
- he faces the finaltest, to prove
t he can make the grade along-
neback's trail.
eonard retired from the ring a lit-.I
more than eight years ago, elecitng
remain inactive for seven years.
w he is back, to prove the fallacy
t a fighter can't come back. A
ater fighter never lived, and if
re is one who can come back. Ben-
can make the grade.
3etting rings have placed McLarnin
favorite to win at odds of 8 to 5.

Dr. R. H. Brown.
Osteopathic Physician

Murrab Bldg.
Phone Office 4108

Res. 1153

uist (ould hold it no longer. They
11 had a good laugh, and the gentle-
an went his way, to frighten more
ttle boys, and keep the enjoyment
f a full life.

DUCKING THE GLARE of pub-
city, Mr. Grimes of the Post Ex-
ange has been enjoying quite a bit
victories over the pool table route

r a long time. Were it not for the
in the other day. which forced us
seek refuge from the deluge under

e inviting shelter of the Service
ub, we would still be none the
ser concerning the pillaging of
,rses by said versatile artist.

NOW AFTER ASKING guarded
estions here and there, we were
le to find that Mr. Grimes is con-
lered one of the best pool shots
the civilian employees of the Post
change. They tell us that for a
ig time he has been hooking them

in the "Kelly" games. with such
gularity that it has become a shame.

SPEAKING OF SHAME, reminds
that Mr. Grimes applied this word
pointing out one of his opponents.
seems as though Mr. Wilson shoots i
her good pool, i. e., being on the
ning side of the ledger often, but

Grimes is of the opinion that he
)uld be known as "Shame Shot"
Ison. Reports disclose that Mr.
Ilson has handed Mr. Grimes some
the best trimmings he has suffered
the hands of his enemies, and

sidelines were pulling for just
t. Mr. Grimes says that when Mr.
Ison makes a ball it is a shame,
vays going in the onposite pocket
which it was intended. They all

riot, though, and that is what hurts.

T COMES DOWN to us through
Grape Vine Telegraph that Weiner

stal is thf "Old Man of the Gro-
y" dowin about the intersection of
elfth stre,-t and Sixth avenue now.
me on, Weiner: buy a ring and
ve it over with.

Ve Olde Note Booke Reveals:---
tty restaurant rirls also like to go
dances --- And usually do .... Roy
rtin looks his doggiest in a Tux ..
es Squirrel McCallum perform his
Iduties? ... And what officially
stitutes a full duty status? ..
)b Hurst seems to be in the same

...Probably hasn't eaten his stin-
for a long time ... Milcr Meyers

ked like a marathon runner dash.
up the track racing from an on-

Eing locomo:ive_ And solemnly
)re the next morning. "Never no I
re"___Sergeants Sweger, Dodd

McCallum have signed a pact

-I

Chattahoochee Valley Exposition

Opens Monday
October 10th

Bigger and Better than Ever!!

F INER exhibits and more of them-a better midway-
better free attraction s-Make your plans to be at the

Chattahoochee Valley Exposition every day. Crowds
are coming.

THRILLING FREE ACTST

Rubin & Cherry Shows on Midway
25 Clean Shows and Rides

Season Tickets 50
SEASON Ticket to the Fair may be had

at neighborhood drug stores
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THE FLARE

(Continued from page 4)

the shriek, the violence of the exit
and the depth of the blush upon em-
erging. Personally, we feel that the
personality of the lady enters so
strongly into the matter as to make
all of these tests practically worth-
less. Some old-fashioned girls would
be dreadfully distressed over getting
one big toe in the men's foot bath,
whereas a thoroughly modern miss
or missus, who didn't discover she
was in the wrong pew until she found
herself sharing a shower, might cover
her slight embarrassment by lighting
a Murad and telling the guy to move
over. Such being the case, the fact
that eye witnesses certify that the
blush worn by Mrs. Wallace (or who-
ever it was) was the deepest on rec-
ord may mean much or little. Her
performance, however, entitles her to
have her name neatly inscribed on
the bronze tablet that The Flare is
going to have erected at the exit from
the men's showers. All we need be-
fore going ahead with the work is a
confession.

So far as we have been able to
learn, the men did nothing while we
were away to overcome the lead of
the ladies in this important contest.
The score now stands 5 to 2 with the
season practically over. The girls are
evidently more absent-minded than
we men. Or shall we say they are
more enterprising? Certainly no one
but a boorish cynic would attribute
their present decisive advantage to
greater curiosity.

HUZZA! FUZZARD AND LEGGE!
At a supplementary convention held

last week in the Phenix City Cam-
paign Headquarters, Major Barnwell
Legge was unanimously elected as

Marathon Fuzzard's running mate on kick the bunch that's been in out. j Bonhamn and Mrs. Carl Anderson to
the Progrestatic ticket. Personally, I don't see as how it's hold an all night contract bridge

"After lokin' 'ema all ver," said goin' to help any to kick out one
crowd and turn a new bunch loose tournament to-night. Light refresh-

the General in an interview follow- on the Treasury. That's been out of ments will be served at midnight and
ing the departure of the delegates office so long that they won't have a breakfast of buckwheat cakes and
for their customary hideouts, "I de. any restraint. My idea is to keep sausage at 7:00 AM will terminate

cided that Barney looks as good as most of the present office-holders in the orgy.
their jobs only I'm goin' to put a It seems that the 29th is scheduledally. Most everybody that knows him few of my friends over 'em to see for one of its famed night m ianeuvers

likes him and once he gets into that we get our cut on the profits of and the two 29th wives got up this
office, nobody else will never know government." unique social event as all antidote
him so that assures hini stayin' popu- "What are you going to (o for the for einnui. Personally, we consider
lar. A vice-president don't need to Forgotten Main?" we asked, the reliedy worse than the affliction
be anything else as long as I'm alive " if it be an affliction to have one's

ve "I just got through tellill' you,"
and I know a couple of vice presiden- snapped the General, "I'm alakin' lusband away for the evening-but
tial candidates who ain't even that-him my vice-president. people are different. We have been
not to mention any names. Barney's unable to uncover any excuse for
got ability, too, only lie ain't alwaysI Mesdames Bonham and Anderson.
tellil' everybody about it like a lot I SOCIETY HEADLIGHTS Possibly they are going out because
of politicians I could mention. To I As we go to press this dreary Wed- their husbands are staying home. If
listell to 'emi talk, you'd think they llesday morning, we hear that Mrs. so, we may be able to make a strong
was goinl' to make the world over Chaffin and Mrs. McKinley of the case for the defense if we should be
just as soon as they get in office and 29th Infantry have conspired with Mrs. retained as counsel.

Ihese tiny tenderleaves of
spicy'Turkish tobaccos

-and just enough of them!
Turkishtobacco sometimes runs hundreds of little leave,-'

in food, for flavor and better taste.

You know that seasoning has to be used right... just
enough of it, not too much.

Chesterfield puts in just the right amount of Turkish
tobacco-the best kinds-Xanthi, Cavalla, Smyrna and
Samsoun. These are not merely blended, butt cross-blended
with ripe, mellow Domestic tobaccos.

Enough Turkish, not too much-that's one reason why
Chesterfields taste better-why they have a delicacy of
aroma you do not find in other cigarettes.

Muscogee Motor

Company

USED CARS
ARE

Dodge 4 Coach ---------- $ 50.00
Hudson Sedan ..........- 100.00
Chev. '26 Coach ........ 185.00
Ford A '30 Roadster 300.00
Ford A '30 Sedan ........ 285.00
De Soto Sedan ------------ 385.00
Plymouth Sedan ........ 287.50
Chev. '28 Sedan .......... 125.00
Ford A '30 Coupe ...... 287.50

Terms Can Be Arranged

©

MUScoGEE
MOTOR CO.

1441 First Ave.

NOT TOO MUCH

@ 1932, LIGGEITT & MYERS TOBACCO CO. le ster~ l

If You Should Die
the (lay after taking a

Family Income Policy for
$10,000.00
WNT ith

AETNA LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

Your beneficiary would receive

$100 Per Month

for 20 years and then be paid
$10,000.00 Cash or fifty dollars
per month for over 32 years.

Woodson Hocker
AGENT

PHONE 2956 COLUMBUS

Chesterfield Radio Program-Every night except
Sunday, Columbia Coast-to-Coast Network.

ENOUGH TURKISH
BUT
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Colonel Wallace Elected President of( ?lub

TOWN
-TO P I CXi/"

A news item that will probably

prove very interesting to every West

Pointer at Fort Benning tells of the

selection of Lieutenant Garrison H.

"Gar" Davidson to fill the position

of head coach of West Point football

for the 1933 season. Major Ralph I.

Sasse, the present coach will complete

his four year tour of duty at the Aca-

demy next June and this season will

be his last as chief director of Army

football-for the time being, at least.

The selection of Lt. Davidson, as

was explained by Major Philip B.
Fleming, graduate manager of ath- a

letics, is in line with the policy now

being enforced which requires the

use of former Army players who are
on the active list of the regular Army

as coaches for football.

Lt. Davidson has announced that

he will retain the style of offense
and defense now being used by the
Army.

Major Lewis, Captain LeToney and

the whole staff of the Benning Herald

are now heaving sighs of relief. Why?
Well, the semi-annual struggle with
the telephone book is over, and the
much sought sources of general infor-
mation are now in the hands of the
users. There are maps in the back of
each one, too, so those people who
haven't yet learned the general topo-
graphy of the post won't ring the
wrong door-bell when calling.

Sign seen in a two-by-four restaurant
on the Columbus-Atlanta road:

OUR COFFEE IS LIKE A FLAP-
PER"S KISS-THE TASTE LINGERS
LONG.

We have never stopped to reason
it out, but the present season holds
a queer fascination for us that no
other time of the year engenders.
Prebably the others are just as good,
maybe they're better-it all depends
on the point of view, but to us, the
Fall is far and away the most inter-
esting, romantic, and delightful sea-
son of the year. It is difficult to de-
scribe how it affects us, principally
because we've never been able to
write poetry, not even doggerel. And
prose doesn't lend itself readily to
descriptions of anything that affects

one so profundly as we are aected by
the Autumn. For this reason we won't
attempt to tell you how we feel about
it, and just leave it up to you to take
it the way you please.

Some impressions of Fall: Unbe-
lievably blue skies... The familiar
blue haze on distant hills ---- The tang
of burning leaves .... The glorious
harvest moon _Yellow and red
trees against the dark green of the
pines ---- The colorful crowds at a big
football game ---- The country fair----
Hallowe'en night, time for practical
jokes -... Thanksgiving, with its tur-
key, cranberry sauce and pumpkin
pie ---- Cold water on a cold morn-
ing=__Car won't start with a cold
enaine ---- Election day-..

Trucks Are Tested
Over Hu n t Course

A fleet of six experimental trucks,

under the direction of Captain Bur-

nap, were tested over the Hunt

Course Wednesday morning. The fleet

was accompanied by a Chevrolet

truck and a Dodge four-cylinder

used for cross-country purposes and
familiarly termed the "puddle-jump-

er." Maj. General King, attended by
several officers, witnessed the exhibi-
ton on horseback. The trucks left a

few minutes after nine o'cock and
finished approximately two hours later

after overcoming the numerous obsta-
cles located on the ten-mile course.

Although only six trucks made the

trial run, the entire fleet numbers fif-

teen, all of which the Advanced Stu-
dent Class had the privilege of view-

ing early Thursday afternoon. The
weight of the trucks varied from the

smallest, weighing ten thousand sev-

en hundred pounds, to the largest,

which weighed seven and a half tons.
All were capable of enormous capa-

city. Three different kinds of motors

were installed in the trucks, namely,
a Duesenburg motor, which is able to

produce a maximum speed of one
hundred and ten miles an hour on

a good road, a Lycoming motor, the
type of motor used by a large percent-
age of the bus lines, and several Her-

cules motors, renowned for their

ability to withstand punishment. All
the trucks had eight forward speeds,
four in low range gear and four in
high range. Each truck had two gas
tanks holding as much in some cases
as seventy gallons of gas in each tank,
and all the trucks were equipped with
air brakes save the one possessing
the Duesenburg motor which had hy-
draulic brakes.

In the course of the trial run, the
trucks exhibited great power. The ex-
periment not only sufficed to test
the calibre of the trucks but also the
ability of their passengers to with-
stand a certain amount of punishment.
Time obstacles, which were numerous,
took the forni of ditches or hills.

Maj. Gen. Fu qua
To Visit Benning

Major General Stephen 0. Fuqua,
Chief of Infantry, will be an official
visitor at Fort Benning late this
month, according' to information re-
ceived by Major General Campbell
King, commandant of the Infantry
School, from Washington, D. C.

According to present plans, Gener-
al Fuqua will arrive in Columbus on
the evening of October 25, 1932, and
will proceed directly to Fort Ben-
ning, where he will be the guest of
General and Mrs. King at the Com-
mandant's quarters. General Fuqua
will remain at the Infantry School
until the afternoon of October 28,
when he will depart for Washington.
During his sojourn at Fort Benning
General Fuqua will witness a number
of demonstrations, and will inspect
various activities of the School.

Glee Club Holds New President Succeeds Colonel
Initial Meeting Walter L. Reed

The Fort Benning Glee Club held i IMil A s Club L e a d e r
its initial meeting of the current sea-

son last Monday evening at seven-

thirty, the members of the organiza-

tion convening in the Club rooms in

Biglerville. Prospects for the coming

year were exceptionally bright with

over fifty members present, about one-

third of whom belonged to the Glee

Club last year. The membership is

expected to increase gradually.
After the Club had concluded its

singing exercises at the meeting last

Monday, refreshments were served

and plans for the future were dis-

cussed. The annual play, which is pre-

sented under the auspices of this or-
ganization, has not as yet been select-
ed. It is definitely known, however,
that Mrs. Wadsworth will act in the
capacity of dramatic directress with
Mrs. Pilet as her assistant, while Pro-
fessor E. H. Vondereau will be the
musical director of the production.
Last year, the Glee Club, under the
capable leadership of Colonel Reed,
presented "The Red Mill," which
proved to be a smashing success.
Among those who attended the last
meeting were several members of the
Red Mill cast-Mrs. Gaillard, Mrs.
Reeder, Capt. Bloomquist, Lieut.
O'Flaherty, and Chaplain Howard.

Besides the large number of old
members, there is an abundance of
new talent enrolled in the member-
ship of the Glee Club. In the course
of the evening, Mrs. Eley rendered
several beauiful solos. She is a musi-
cian of considerable training and
experience, having been with the San
Carlos and German Grand Opera
Companies at different intervals in
her career.

Maj. Leard, the President of the
Glee Club, expressed himself as confi-
dent that the organization will have
a very successful year.

0

General King Is
Honorary Head

Major General Campbell King,
commandant of The Infantry School,
has been named honorary chairman
ef the council for boys' activities, the
organization of which was announced
at Fort Benning on Saturday.

Lieutenant Colonel Frank F. Jewett
is chairman of the council, whose
o, her members include Lieutenant
Colonel Joseph W. Stillwell, Lieuten-
ant Colonel Homer H. Slaughter, Ma-
ior Maurice D. Welty. and Major
Thomas S. Arms.

Lieutenant Colonel Charles H. Bone-
steel is chairman of the court of hon-

or, Lieutenant Robert P. Foster is
treasurer, and Captains Phillip T.
Fry and Clough F. Gee are in charge
of athletics.

Major Edwin F. Harding and Cap-
tain Francis H. Wilson, were named
as members of the publications com-
mittee.

Two troops of Boy Scouts and four
Dens of Cubs are in process of for-
mation at the post. Captain Walter
B. Smith has been named as Scout-
master of Troop 11, with Lieutenant

(Please-turn to page 2)

Colonel William B. Wallace, who
commands the tank section of the In-

fantry School, was elected to succeed

Colonel Walter L. Reed as President

of the Officers' Club, for the term
1932-1933, at the annual membership

... meeting of the Club held last even-

ing. Colonel Wallace assumes the

duties of his office immediately. Colo-

nel Reed is soon to leave for his new

post, Fort Howard, Maryland.

Colonel Wallace is taking over the
Presidency of the Club at one of the

most momentous eras of its exist-
ence. The work on the new club
building is progressing rapidly and
favorable reports on the work show
that its completion may be expected

COLONEL WILLIAM B. WALLACE within about a year's time. In addi-
Colonel William B. Wallace, who is tion to the fact that a new club-house

in charge of the Tank Section, of the is being built, great strides have been
Infantry School, the recently elected made in the management of the club
president of the Officers' Club. Col- under the past secretary, Capt. E. L.
onel WallAce was elected by the mem- Brine and the present secretary, Lt.
bers of the Club and his election was Brine and theresen eret
announced at the meeting held Friday H. G. Dowdall, serving under the di-
night. rection of the retiring president, Colo-

nel Reed. The fact that the Club has
been put on a more business-likeH n t C 1 u pe nS basis has assisted greatly in rendering
a much more comprehensive service

Season On Sunday to its members, and the entertain-
ments put on by the Club have been

A gala opening of the 1932-33 pro- of the greatest importance in the so-
cial life of the post.

gram of The Infantry School Hunt The wide range of activities which

Club is scheduled for Sunday, Oct. the Club handles is one of the princi-
16th, when a drag hunt will be held. pal reasons for the great amount of
The field will assemble at the Polo work necessary in order to keep its
Hunt Club at 7:30 a. in., and accord- machinery running smoothly. In addi-
ing to an announcement of the offi- tion to the purely social activities
eals in charge, will move out prompt- fostered by the organization, it offers
ly at eight o'clock. many conveniences to its members,

Major General Campbell King, the principal one of which is the
commandant of the Infantry School, Grill, located in the main building.
is expected to be present to assist in The cuisine and service of the Offi-
launching the Club's new seasonal cers' Club Grill place it among the
program. While the field is assemb- I-wst in this section and the officials
ling, and until it rides off on its quest, of the Club have striven to put it on
the crisp morning air will resound a paying basis and at the same time
with the notes of lively hunting tunes render a service that will be unexcell-
played by the 29th Infantry band. ed by any other of this or nearby
Upon the return of the huntemen, at communities.
10 o'clock, a breakfast will be served The other officers whose names were
at th Peolo Hunt Club. listed on the balots were all elected

Sunday's drag hunt is the first of by the members. These were candi-
a number of meets which the Club dates for the vice-president and for
has scheduled for the coming season, membership on the Board of Govern-
and which, hunt officials state, will ors to fill the positions of Chairman
make this attractive recreational sport of Mounted Activities and Chairman
more popular than ever. The Hunt of House committee. The candidates,
Club staff which has drawn up the Major T. R. Catron, Major A. V. Ar-
season's schedule is composed of Ma- nold and Captain Edward C. Betts,
jor Sereno Brett, Major Archibald V. in the order named, will all fill these
Arnold, Captain Sidney H. Negrotto, positions during the coming year. The
Cautain John G. Brackenridge, Cap- nominating committee which formu-
tamn John A. Blue, Captain Joseph A. lated the ballots was headed by Colo-
Nichols. Mrs. Frank V. Schneider and nel John J. Toffey, Commanding Of-

Mrs. Elliott Watkins. ficler, 29th Infantry.
Hunting, or riding to hounds, as In addition to the above-named

the activites promoted by the Infan-' members of the Board of Governors,
try School Hunt Club are more prop- four other members will serve on this
erly called, is regarded by many not Board. One is the personal represen-
only as an exhilarating form of sport, 'ative of the Commandant, Major Gen-
but animportant adjunct to the train- eral Campbell King, at all board
ing of an army officer. meetings. Major H. B. Lewis has been

But let some of its devotees tell selected to succeed himself in this po-
something of the lure of the hunt. sition. The others are selected by the
The following account, outlining the mrembers of the three classes from
Club's projected plans and discussing the classes of the Infantry School.
rules of the hunt, has been prepared These will be elected prior to Oct.
by the hunt committee. 25th and will assume their duties im-

(Please turn to page 2) mediately.
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GENERAL KING ELECTED HON-
ORARY CHAIRMAN OF BOY

ACTIVITY COUNCIL
(Continued from page 1)

LeRoy W. Krauthoff as assistant. Cap-
tain Kearie L. Berry has been ap-
pointed scoutmaster of the new troop,
which has not yet been assigned a
number. Lieutenant Edward G. Win-
ston has been named as assistant.

Captain Norman D. Cota has been
appointed Cub Master, with Lieuten-
ant Jack G. Pitcher and Master Ser-
geant John S. 'Stanford, as assistants.

A meeting of the court of honor was
scheduled to take place Saturday, and

other meetings are scheduled for each
month until June.

If You Should Die
the day after taking a

Family Income Policy for
$10,000.00

With

AETNA LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Your beneficiary would receive

$100 Per Month
for 20 years and then be paid
$10,000.00 Cash or fifty dollars
per month for over 32 years.
PHONE 2956 COLUMBUS

AGENT

Woodson Hocker
IU

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE
OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

HUNT CLUB OPENS SEASON
ON SUNDAY

(Continued from page 1)

Purpose: a. The purpose of the In-

fantry School Hunt is to provide an
interesting and invigorating form of
recreation for the officers of the gar-
rison and their families; to afford the

opportunity for enjoying the pleasure
of watching hounds work a scent; to
improve ones qualities of eadership,
courage, initiative and endurance; to
afford the opportunity for studying
the vast terrain of the reservation; to
develop skill in cross-country riding;
and to make social contacts in the
gatherings incident to the hunt.

Hunting to hounds is not only one
of the oldest sports known to man
but is one that is probably siesasoL.,
but is one that is peculiarly well suit-
ed to the military service. The an-

I cients laid great stress on this sport
as a school for war, and the custom
of combining the chase with war is
still prevalent in many of the armies

I of the world. This is so, perhaps, be-
cause the physical and mental require-
ments of a good huntsman are strik-
ingly similar to those required for
military service. The pomp and pag-
eantry that usually attends the chase
is the outgrowth of customs developed
through the cenuries and while they
are still a part of the present day
hunt, they must not detract from the
art of the sport itself.

Season: The hunting season will be-
gin on Ocober 16, and regular hunts
will be held as given in the "Sched-
ule of Meets" distributed to all mem-
bers of the Officers' Club.

Eligibility: All members of the Of-
ficers' Club, their families and guests
are eligible to participate in hunts,
and are cordially invited to take an
active part in this sport.

Classes of Hunts: All hunts will be
organized into Junior and Senior
Hunts according to the skill of the
riders.

Junior Hunts will be conducted so
that novice riders including ladies and
children can ride with safety.

Senior Hunts will be such that only
well qualified riders will be permit-
ted to ride. Novice riders and children
under 16 years of age are forbidden
to ride in the senior hunts. All ofi-

5 ~ I
4I *54

+
Makers of Fine Printing Plates +

4:4

'WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO. !;

Atlanta, Georgia+.

Both Count-With Us!.
That's why all our bread
is so good-so wholesome
-so adaptable to many

, uses!

Fresh daily at the Post Exchange
Grocery

Visit The Bakery Beautiful

EVERIDGE'S
109 12th St. Columbus, Ga.

j

cers who have completed the course Football Races Be-
in equitation at the Infantry School

are qualified for the senior hunts. A coming Even ore
list of all other qualified riders will

be published from time to time by Com plicated
the Master of the Hunt.

All hunts, unless otherwise noted in
the "Daily Bulletin" will be Junior BY I. PREDICTUM
Hunts. With the current football season

Groom Fee: A groom fee of fifteen now in full swing, it becomes in-
cents will be made for each mountcecreasingly more difficult to predict
signed for on the hunt list, and will
be charged to officers' account at the the outcome of the various intercol-
Officers' Club. legiate football games throughout the

Catering Charge: A catering charge country.
of ten cents will be made for coffee THE SOUTH
and doughnuts served at the start of In the South, Tulane, minus Cap-each hunt. I h otTlnmnsCp

Mounts: The hunt list will con tain Felts, lost through charges ofMouns: he hnt istwillconainprofessionalism, and Francis Payne,
a list of horses that are available atspr alismfand FransPane'heInfnty Shoo Sabls. llhoresstar halfback, faces the Vanderbilt
-he Infantry School Stables. All horses Commodores. Tulane should win but
rn this list are suitable for hunting. it is only fair to say that your pro-
Private mounts may be used, and thepit ienfrtopsayothathourhores f te 2th nfatryandthephet ventures this opinion with fear
horses of the 29th Infantry and the and trepidation in his heart. An up-
8rd Field Artiller are available for set is all too probable. Tennessee has
narticipants from these organizations.sth oerothe Tide rep

Precautions: While all Junior and the edge over the Crimson Tide rep-

Senior Hunts will be conducted so resenting Alabama, but the margin is

as to afford the maximum safety to very, very slight, Auburn, for the first

all participants, the attention of all time in many years possessing an
concerned is called to the number of eleven of championship caliber, is fav-concrne iscaled o te nmbe ofored over Georgia Tech., although the
shell holes, wells, wire duds, and other

latter team must be conceded a good
hazards that are encountered in cross- caner - Dke nd Flod

chance for victory. Duke and Florida
country riding on the reservation, will defeat Maryland and Citadel
The utmost care must be exercised in

rder to avoid accidents incident to respectively. Georgia should take
these obstacles. North Carolina into camp, but will

Children: Each child under sixteen encounter a great deal of opposition,

years of age must be accompanied by and the Tarheels, with their compe-
one of its parents while riding in the tent passing attack, have an outside
hunt. chance. Kentucky and George Wash-

Hunt Reaington will also be numbered among
Hunt Rules and Safety Precauons: the victorious elevens in the South

While the technique of hunting to thi turd.urherestnRieSop.

hounds is governed largely by ancient this Saturday. Further west, Rice op-

cusoms and tradition, the greatest poses Loyola and will win without

enjoyment will be derived from the difficulty, Louisiana State will defeat

chase, and accidents avoided, by ob- Miss. State, and Texas, just having
serving the following simple rules and administered a crushing defeat to Mis-
sreinsouri 65-0, should win over Oklahoma,
precautions :

Remember that a hunt is not a conquerors of Kansas.

steeplechase. The greatest pleasure is THE EAST

derived from observing the work of In the East, Army faces Pittsburgh

the hounds. Riding is only a means and will be out to avenge the sting-

of increasing the pleasures of the ing 26-0 defeat received at the hands

hunt. of this same eleven last year. Both

Always give the hounds the right- elevens are undefeated to date, but
of -way. the Panthers have the edge. Colgate

Dofwa. is favored over Lafayette, which held
Do not irfre ithee the huntsman Dartmouth to a single touchdown last

and the hounds. Do not ride ahead week, and Cornell should hold the
of the master. rejuvenated Princeton Tiger in check.

Do not take jumps or other obsta- Columbia will have little trouble with
dles unless you know your mount and Vrginia but Dartmouth is scheduled
have had experience in jumping. to have difficulty with a strong eleven

If von cannot control your horse, hailing from Pennsylvania. If, how-
it is better to leave the field. If neces- ever, the Dartmouth offense clicks in
sary, a member of the hunt staff will the manner it is capable of doing,
assist you in returning to the stables. Penn will go down in defeat. Holy

A good hunter is a careful hunter. Cross and Fordham should trample
Be considerate of other members of Detroit and Lebanon respectively, and

..... N.-Y. U. will defeat Georgetown

wne 111311 pin across !1 i~lIt an open newll31t

abreast of several other riders, do not
cut across in front of them, for it
may cause their horses to fall. If you
are on the left of the line stay on
the left-at least until the next check.
This admonition about cutting across
the line applies also when riding at
fences and ditches.

Do not crowd at a narrow gap, such
as a clearing, a gate, or a panel of
a fence. Wait your turn.

Obligations of the Field Towards
the Master: The following extract
from the National Steeplechase and
Hunt Association best expresses what
the obligation of the field toward the
Master should be:

"The position of a Master is really
a pretty thankless one-particularly in
this country where the mystic letters
M. F. H. means so little to many peo-
ple. If a man hunts his own hounds
the pleasure derived from that makes
for many hardships, but to the aver-
age Master there are many days of
worry and many bitter disappoint-
ments that must be borne and any-
thing that can be done by any mem-
ber of the Field to help him and

show him that his efforts are appreci-
ated will be very welcome. Do not
think that because you happen to be
a new-comer at the game that he won't
appreciate your thanks-or that he
doesn't notice that you are trying to
help or not to hinder. So as I have
said, try to help the Master instead
of hindering him, and by so doing
you will help your own sport and
everyone's else as well."

THE HUNT COMMITTEE.

Stanton's Lunch Car
C. J. STANTON, Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY OUR STEW

Phone 29 1638-2nd Ave.

WE DELIVER

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

PEACHTREE AT CAIN

t..4tlanta, a.

0

550 rooms of comfort and
convenience. Each room has
ceiling fan, circulating ice
water, radio and either
shower or tub bath; corner
rooms have both. Open Din-
ing Terrace and Coffee Shop.

Rooms from $2

J. F. de Jarnette Vice-Pres. & Mgr.

V

The World's

Perfect Dessert

Any meal is better when
you serve a dessert as
good as this ... one which
so effectually combines
goodness and healthful-
ness in one dish.

Call the

SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIRIES,

INC.

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years

Columbus, Ga.1229 - 31 Broadway

U

ARMY NA VY
AEV 

MARK

Demand
N. S. MEYER, INC.

Military Insignia
and

Uniform

Equipments

Our merchandise is made of
finest quality materials and best
workmanship. It carries an un-
limited guarantee of satisfaction.

At Your Post Exchange.

N. S. MEYER, INC.
NEW YORK

m
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tue nelwt.Learn the names of the leading closely. Penn State will offer little
hounds and watch the skill with which resistance to Harvard. Navy, judging'
they cast for and work a scent . from its more or less sensational vic-

Do not ride a kicking horsehe has tory over Washington and Lee lastDo ot idea kckig hrsehe asSaturday, may be expected to win
no place in a hunting field. If you Satrdaymabe xedr tware unfortunate enough to draw a over Ohio, but the warriors from the
kicking horse, keep him away from Buckeye State are quite capable of up-
the other horses, setting the dope. Finally, Yale should

Do not ride close behind another succeed in hitting its stride against a

horseman. If he goes down he has competent but inexperienced Brown

trouble enough without having some- team.
one else ride over him. Give the rid- THE MIDWESTer in front at least a thirty-yard lead. Michigan's highly-touted eleven,

er n ron a lesta hiry-ardled.which in its two previous contests
This will enable your horse to see aused Michigan State and Northwest-
where he is going and may save you c
a roll in the dirt. ern to bow before its onslaught, meets

"Ride your own line." That is Ohio State, and should take the Buck-

.. n..n n. , ; . . . .- 1,1(Please turn to page 9)
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Columbus Club
Presents Comedy

the Junior Catholic Club, of Co-
lumbus, will present its second per-
formance of "A Full House" next
Thursday evening at Chase Conserva-
tory at 8:15 p. m. The play will be
put on for the benefit of the Milk
Fund, one of the principal Columbus
charities.

The first performance of this play
evoked much praise for the work of
the Club, every member of which has
had but very little experience with
dramatic club work. The ease with
which the cast adapted itself to the
action and dialogue of the play were
the cause of much favorable comment
from those who witnessed its first per-
formance and their second attempt is
expected to rival their first.

The Milk Fund, which will benefit
from the proceeds of the play, is one
of the most active and worthy of the
Columbus charities. Its work among
the undernourished children of the
community has been of great value
and has been of untold value in com-
batting conditions usually existing
among the unfortunate people of the
nearby city.

Tickets for the play may be bought
from members of the Junior Catholic
Club or from members of the Milk
Fund organization, of which Mrs.
Max Rosenberg is president.

Columbus Office Supply Co.
24 Hr. Service

RUBBER STAMPS
Phone 556

Star Brand Shoes
Are Better

0

BRAND

Children's
Blucher

8 1-2 to 11

Black Pig
Oxford

1-2$ 1.69
12to2 $1.89

Men's Black Calf

Lace Oxford $2.95
Star Brand Shoes For The

Entire Family

SAM NEEL
Shoe Department

WESTBROOK BLDG.

Children's School
News

Edited By 5-B

Staff
Editor-inChief---------.Shirley Rooks
Associate Editor -----. Frances West
Grade Editor---------.Albert Tucker

SCHOOL OPENS SEPT. 19

The Children's School opened Mon-
day, September 19. 353 children were
enrolled. More have registered since

that time. The enrollment is larger
than it was last year.

The children had a full day's work

at the beginning.
Albert Tucker and Frances West

NEW PUPILS ENROLL

4A and 5B have several new pupils.

Katharine Wood came from Massa-

chusetts, Jean Otto was at Fort Meade,
Evelyn Renth moved from Panama.

Betsy Ross has been in China and the
Philippines, Sophie Blain also came

to Benning from Fort Meade, Ray

Porter and Mary Jane Merrill went

to school in Columbus last year.
Albert Tucker

CAPTAIN MERRILL IN CHARGE

Captain G. N. Merrill is the officer
in charge of the school this year.

He succeeded Capt. C. H. Owens and

has been stationed at Fort Benning

two years.
Frances West

NEW TEACHER ADDED

Three new teachers have been add-
ed to the faculty of the Children's
School. Miss Margaret Ellison, first
grade, Mrs. B. K. Harris, Domestic
Science, Mr. Bob Robertson, Manual
Training.

Miss Annie Lou Grimes is the prin-
cipal of the school. She also teaches
part of the first grade.

Miss Bess Greer is the second grade
teacher. This is her second year at the
school.

Miss Sara Kennon has the third
grade. This is her fourth year of
teaching at the children's school.

Miss Mary Lyle Davis teaches the
low fourth. This is also her second
year. Miss Mary Sanders teaches the
high fourth and part of the low fifth.
Miss Emily Stephenson has fifth and
sixth grade pupils in her room.

Miss Lois Wells has part of the
sixth grade. Her sister, Miss Lillian
Wells, has the seventh grade.

Miss Porter has the kindergarter
and also teaches public school music.

Mrs. G. K. Reinev is teaching art
Mary Jane Merrill

NEW COURSES OFFERED
The school has added two courses,

manual training and domestic science.
They will be given in two buildings
behind the school. The building in
which manual training is taught was
formerly occupied by Lieutenant G.
C. Kirby and his family. The domes-
tic science rooms were occupied by;
Lieutenant T. G. Moscatelli and his
family. The sixth and seventh grades
are studying these subjects. They have
lessons once a week.

Albert Tucker.

CLASS OFFICERS ELECTED
Class officers were elected in Miss

Sanders' room at a recent meeting of
elected: Shirley Rooks, , president;
Sophie Blain, vice-president, Frances
West, secretary, Mary Jane Merrill,
treasurer.

Shirley Rooks.

SEYMOURS RETURN
The Children's School thought that

Privates C. C. Seymour and J. C. Sey-
mour were not going to work at theschool any more but they have re-
'nrned. The school is very glad.

Rose Putchkoff

MRS. THOMPSON APPOINTED ROOM

MOTHER
Mrs. J. B. Thompson has been ap-

pointed room mother for Miss Sanders'
room. Her daughter, Jacqueline, is in
the high fourth.

Shirley Rooks

Mata Hari
Mata Hari, famous dancer and ene.

my spy, makes an innocent accom-
plice of a young Russian, Rosanoff.
In a jealous rage, her former lover,
Shubin, Attache of the Russian Em.
bassy, attempts to prove to Dubois
-Secret Service head-that b o t h
Mata and the Russian are spies. The
dancer shoots him and disposes the
body to make it appear as suicide.
At this time Rosanofi discovers her
at the apartment of the murdered
man. Mata persuades him not to en-
ter and goes into hiding. She later
hears that Rosanoff has been shot.
Now go on with the story.

"Yes. I was and am going out."
"What's this I hear about this new

and complete madness of yours?" de-
manded Adriana, for once permitting
his anger to be visible in his frown-
ing face and intent eyes. "What sort
of a fantastic scheme have you con
cocted, when I have made everything
ready for your escape?'

"So Mother Durant got word to
you?"

"Of course Durant got word to me!
Did you think you would be per-
mitted to go? How Durant, whom I
have always given credit for sense,
allowed you to inveigle her-"

"I made her!" cried the dnacer.
"I'd have killed her if she hadn't!"
she went on so passionately that
Adriana, in spite of himself, took a
step back. "And I mean to go. Do
you think when hes wounded-when
he's in a hospital-right here-right
near me-only a short drive away-
do you think I'd let you or anything
or anybody keep me away? When
he's in pain and calling for me and
I think of him and hear him all the
while I'm sitting here-alone-in this;
miserable little room? And when
it's my fault! Yes, it is. I feel it. I
shouldn't have made him put out
his sacred lamp," she said brokenly.
"I never should have done that! It
was cruel. It's-it's hurt him . . .

(Please turn to page 9)

HOME NECESSITIES
SHEETS-PILLOW SLIPS-

NAPKINS-TABLECLOTHS

Mi 0 h

Main Branch

Post Exchange Ft. Benning, Ga.

The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized To Sell

To Any Person Not In The Military Service.

BETTER THAN GOOD SERVICE
You can buy only the freshest of

vegetables, the choicest of grocer-
ies, here, because we sell no other

kind.

Grocery Department
POST EXCHANGE FT. BENNING, GA.

The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized To Sell To Any Person Not
In The Military Service.

NEW IMPROVED 1933

.. ] Lets M e

In On Every

1141

Broadway

Phone

409

LW
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Garden Club Sponsors
School At Columbus

The garden school which will be
sponsored by the Marguerite Garden
Club of Columbus will open from
October 17th to October 21st at the
High School Auditorium from 3:30
P. M. to 4:30 P. M. The school will
be conducted by Mrs. Fletcher Pear-
son Crown of Decatur, Ga. Mrs.
Crown is a graduate of the American
Landscape School of Des Moines.
Mrs. Crown is especially fitted for her
subject of Southern gardening and
soil, for being a Southerner herself,
has had much opportunity to study at
first hand. She will give a series of
five lectures, Monday afternoon being
on garden designs; Tuesday, Autumn.
made gardens; Wednesday, bulbs;
Thursday, sowing seed and plant pro-
pagation; and Friday, rock gardens.
These lectures will all be illustrated
and lovely souvenirs will be given.
After the lectures refreshments will
be served. The Garden Club wishes
to extend an invitation to all members
of Fort Benning. Tickets may be
purchased from members of the club
or at the High School, the price be-
ing $1.00 for the series of five lectures
and fifty cents for one lecture.

MRS. H. J. RIESS
and

MRS. CHISOLM
Have on Display

At Mrs. Dozier Pou Residence
1044 Front St.
A quantity of

ANTIQUE PIECES
Including

MEXICAN GLASSWARE
AND GIFTS

They plan to remain several weeks

Woman's Club To Hold First Meeting
Of Year At Polo Club On Oct. x:7

The Infantry School Woman's Club given. Tea is then served with two
will open its active season on Mon-
day, October 17th at 3:00 p. m. when
they entertain at the Polo Hunt Club
in compliment to the new arrivals
on the post, to each of whom is ex-
tended a cordial invitation to become
members of the Club. Additional in-
vitations have been sent to the mem-
bers of the executive committees and
the presidents of the various clubs
which comprise the City Federation,
of which the Infantry School Club
is a member.

A very delightful program has been
arranged that will include short talks
by Mrs. Peyton, the incoming presi-
dent of the Club and by Major Gen-
eral Campbell King, Commandant
of the Infantry School, selections by
a stringed quartet from the Columbus
School of Music and four dance num-
bers by pupils of the Agnes Harrison
School of Dancing.

The guests will be received by Mrs.
Campbell King, by Mrs. Peyton, Mrs.
C. W. Weeks, and by the Executive
Board. Mrs. Neal Johnson, chair-
man of the hospitality committee,
and the members of the hospitality
committee will be hostesses for the
afternoon.

The next regular meeting will be
held on November 7th at 2:15 p. m.
at the Polo Club. At these regular
meetings the minutes are read and
the routine business transacted, after
which an interesting program is

BARBECUE AND DANCE AT

HARDAWAY HALL DELIGHT-

FUL EVENT OF FRIDA I

The barbecue and dance which w
held this Friday at the lovely Hard
way plantation was one of the d

IUMES for HOME Furnishings

Silk Pillows
Filled with Kapok-Attractive Designs-Real
Silk. In all colors. Just the extra pillow for
your living room suite.

$100 WORTH MORE

Just Think
-a big roomy
Living Room

Chair

Upholstered with deep
seats and back, filled with
floss. In green, rust or
chintzes. Equivalent to
a $45 chair.

PRICE $25

A RADIO
FOR THE FOOTBALL GAMES

We recommend the new PHILCO 71 Baby Grand
model for the football game and other entertainment.
Price $53.50 installed., Sold on terms of $5 monthly.

1132 Broadway

The Furniture and Music Store of Columbus

as
la-
le-

members of the Club acting as host-
esses.

During the past year the Club en-
joyed a series of lectures by eminent
speakers who were members of the
faculties of various Georgia colleges.
Such subjects as Modern Poetry, Psy-
chology, History and Current Events
were presented in an interesting way.
Everyone who was at Fort Benning
last year and heard the fascinating
talk by Princess Der Ling was deeply
indebted to the Woman's Club for
their untiring efforts in bringing to
the post such a stellar attraction.

The Literary Section is a branch
of the Woman's Club which meets
on alternate Mondays and specializes
in the reviews of the best books of
the current year. The meetings of this
section are conducted on the open
forum plan and are most delightfully
informal.

Last December the Club gave a
cash donation to the Welfare Coun-
cil to provide toys for children of
needy families.

Any organization which has, in the
past, contributed so successfully to
the social and intellectual demands
of the post, has proven its usefulness
beyond a doubt and it is desired by
all concerned that every woman avail
herself of the privilege of becoming
a member of the Woman's Club for
the year 1932-33.

LITTLE MISS JEANNE P I E R C E
CELEBRATES FIFTH BIRTHDAY

Little Miss Jeane Pierce celebrated
her fifth birthday Saturday with a love-
ly birthday party at the home of
her parents, Lieut. and Mrs. James
R. Pierce. Games and contests were
enjoyed by the young guests and the
main feature of the afternoon was
the lovely three tiered birthday cake
topped by five pink candles. The
young guests were: Bertrand Pierce,
Joanne Vermette, Mary Gabriel, Fili-
con Hornell, Patty Cook, Dorothy
B r o w n, Betty Phillips, Elaine Go-
lightly, Boling Buracher, Mary Lou-
ise Buracker.

MISS MOLLY BROWN HONOREE

AT TEA

Miss Molly Brown, the attractive
house guest of Miss Harriet Atkins,
was the honoree Sunday afternoon at
a delightful informal tea given by her
hostess. Autumn flowers were used
throughout the house. In the dining
room, the tea table was laid with a
lace cloth. In the center of the table
a large bouquet of yellow and laven-
der flowers with tapers of yellow were

Dance Compliments
Country Club Members

One of the most important social

events of the week-end will be the

dinner dance at the Officers' Club

Saturday evening given as a compli-

ment to the Country Club members.

The two clubs have arranged a co-

operative schedule of entertainments

'whereby the members of one clu

may enjoy the facilities of the oth(

without the necessity of membershi]

ib

er
p.

Saturday's dance will be the second

of the reciprocal affairs: the first hav-
ing been the dance a few weeks ago
which complimented the officers and
ladies of the Post.

The fourteen life members of the
Officers' Club, who are sponsoring
the event, hay eall made plans to
attend. Several other reservations
have aso been made.

used. The guest list included mem-
bers of the young set, their guests and
their escorts.

MISS HARRIET ATKINS ENTER-
TAINS BRIDGE CLUB

Miss Harriet Atkins was the hostess
Friday to her bridge club with a de-
lightful luncheon followed by two
tables of contract bridee. Miss At-
kins had as her guests the member of
her bridge consisting of eight ladies.
Those present were: Mesdames R. E.
Vermette, Clayton Studebaker, George
Howell, Orestes Cleveland, James
Pierce, James Bowen, and Lynn
Brady.

CAPT. AND MRS. POWELL ENTER-
TAIN AT DINNER AT

OFFICERS' CLUB
Capt. and Mrs. W. D. Powell enter-

tained a number of their friends at
dinner at the Officers' Club Thursday
evening. Before the dinner dance the
guests were escorted to the Post Mov-
ies. The Powells had as their guests:
Maj. and Mrs. D. H. Allen, Capt. and
Mrs. J. J. Albright, Capt. and Mrs.
W. B. Yancey, Capt. and Mrs. J. A.
Andrews, Capt. and Mrs. E. A. John-
son, Capt. and Mrs Hamilton Thorn,
Lieut. and Mrs. E. W. Ridings, Lieut.
and Mrs. W. M. Ives and Lieut. and
Mrs. W. J. Maroney.

MANY ENTERTAIN AT DINNER
DANCE AT OFFICERS' CLUB

THURSDAY
Among those who made reservations

for the dinner dance at the Officers'
Club Thursday evening were Lieut.
and Mrs. C. T. Skow and twenty, Capt.
and Mrs. E. G. Lindroth and twenty,
Capt. and Mrs. J. A. Otto and twenty,
Lieut. William Deane and eight, and
two "no-host" parties, one of twelve
and one of ten. The Club was attrac-
tively decorated in pink and green,
pink roses graced the tables with
tapers of green. Dinner and dancing
were enjoyed from eight to ten.

WE MAKE

RUBBER STAMPS
- One Day Delivery -
COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.

DOLAN - HENRY HAT SHOP
(WITH ALSOBROOK)

Wishes to announce that they were in no way con-
nected with the closing of certain departments of the
Post Exchange.

They now, as in the past, wish to serve the ladies
of Fort Benning with the latest creations in millinery,
and solicit your charge account.

Kathleen Quinlan
TOILETRIES

Compounded to suit your
individual needs-distinctive
moderately priced and at-
tractively packaged.

Fownes and WeaRight

.9

Gotham "Gold-Stripe"
HOSE

PRICES:

$1.00 - $1.35- $1.65 -$1.95

"Lily of France"
Modart Corsets

WARREN'S
ACCESSORIES

(At ALSOBROOK'S)

I

......... 7 --- --

WARREN'S
ACCESSORIES
(At ALSOBROOK'S)

0

- I

m

GLOVES
We hold the exclusive

right to the local sale of
these gloves. Kid and fab-
ric.

Pottery Lamps
With Shade

Max Rosenberg
1145 Broadway

as

lightful events of the week. Many
novel and amusing fetaures were
present which made the affair one of
outstanding interest. "Barkers" drew
the crowds to the "Society Circus"
where freaks of all types were on dis-
play. Canoeing on the gayly lighted
lake was enjoyed and dinner was
served from five to nine, after which
dancing was held on the out-door
dancing pavilion. Many parties of
congenial visitors from Fort Benning,
Columbus and nearby towns enjoyed
the festive evening. The proceeds
from the barbecue will be used to
carry on the splendid work of the
Community Service League.

* *
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Offhand...
Observations

By McGOOFUS

Manifestations of a school year well
under way: The peak load of morn-
ing traffic across the bridge and past
M. P. Outpost No. 1 has shifted
from 7:30 a. m. to 7:50 a. m. The
front-row lads are slacking down on
the questions, and bend low while
we whisper it-some of them are
weakening in their note taking zeal.
Locker room chatter is settling down
to talk of golf, bridge and what hap-
pened over the last weekend.

It is time for all good students
to give thought to devising some fil-
ing system to take care of their nu-
merous papers. There are so many
systems on the markets and so many
that may be improvised, that there

0no reason why something cannot
be found which will suit any taste
as to elaborateness. First, there are
the systems characterized by sim-
plicity. If the good lady can be in-
veigled into surrendering a clothes
closet to be used in this cause, the
problem is practically solved. Each
day when you get home from the
weary grind, your filing worries can
be rapidly dispensed with. Simply
dump the contents of the brief case,
pockets, and lunch box into the closet
designated, being careful to fill suc-
cessively from the bottom up and the
back out. This will insure chronolo-
gical sequence in your filing. For
bachelors living on the post a neat
adaptation of this system can be put
into effect by substituting the Q. M.
desk for the clothes closet. According
to available data, the drawers will
furnish storage space up until shortly
before Christmas, and the clear space
on top of the desk will not completely
disappear before late April or early
May by which time it won't matter
much.

Captain Haniihon Thorne has chos-
en as the topic of his monograph,
"My experience with demolitions."
He tried to light an automatic gas
water heater the other day.

The psychiatrists have a lot to say
about complexes and phobias (Mc-
Goofus should know). They tell us
how those of us, including the ones
not generally considered "screwy",
are sometimes troubled by dreams of

falling from heights, being beset by
hideous reptiles, or of appearing at
some fancy ball in more or less dress.
What McGoofus would like to know,
in erder to add to a scientific col-
lec'ion of data is; how many pairs
of yellow gloves and name plates
were secreted in right hand breeches
pockets at the Commandant's recep-
tion?

Lt. Jimmy James vows as how this
Georgia climate effects him most pe-
culiarly at times.

Lt. Nick Robinson was observed in
(Continued on Page 7)

41

Girl Scout Notes
On Saturday, October Ist, we Scouts

held our "Grand Rally," the first

meeting of the year. Because of the
big increase in the number of girls

here this year, we now have three
troops: the Cardinal Troop under Mrs.
Brown and Mrs. Wadsworth; the Daf-
fodils with Mrs. Kellam and Mrs. Heile-
man; and the newly created Pine Tree
with Miss Moore and Miss Stilwell.
With such a fine assortment of leaders
and the wonderful elements of inter-
-'st and cooperation in the girls, this
Scout year ought to be the most suc-
cessful one we have had.

CARDINAL TROOP

The first Cardinal meeting was held
at the cabin on October 4th. The troop

was divided into three patrols. Esther
Weeks, leader of the 'Comet Patrol,'
chose Ann Brown as her corporal and
these girls are her patrol: Frances
Lewis, Winnie Stilwell, Frances Swift,
Mary Brandt, Julie Williams. The
'Lucky Lookout* patrol has Madeleine
Matchett for its leader and Matile
Griswold as its corporal. The rest
are: Mary Jane Davidson, Serena Dun-
can, Virginia Wadsworth, Mary Lee
Barnes, Minnie Ohme. Jane Kraft's
patrol, the 'Jolly Jumpers', has Ruth
O'Neal for its corporal. The rest are
Elizabeth Evans, Miriam Mangum,
Mary Ellen Robinson, Ann Yancey
and Elizabeth Ohme.

Mrs. Matchett gave us a very inter-
esting talk about Scouting, and the
tests included in Scouting, and all the
fun we're going to have next year.
She then made a long list of things
we wanted to do this year. The list
includes merit badge work, handicraft,
hikes (over-night ones, too!), picnics,
basketball, baseball, games (for patrol
points), and last but not least, "usher-
ing"' at the Dramatic and Glee Club
performances! Boy, what fun we're
&oing to lave.

At the second meeting, held October
11th, we reviewed the Motto, Slogan,
Promise, and Laws, and had a nicetalk from Mrs. Brown about Scouting,
and just as important, our appearance.
The leaders, patrol leaders and their
"coruorals" had a court of honor,
during whichl mysterious proceedings,
the rest of us were out playing base-
ball. Following that, we played an ex-
citing game of "balance the stick on
the head relayed." It was very diffi-
cult, as the stick easily fell off with
a strong wind blowing, and we had
to go back to the beginning and start
over! Jane Kraft's patrol won, with

10 points. At the end of 3 meetings
the patrol with the most points is
allowed to plan the next meeting.

Here's hoping we have a pleasure
filled year, meaning of course, hikes!

PINE TREE TROOP
Wednesday the 5th of October was

the first meeting of our new troop,
the Pine Tree. The afternoon was
spent organizing the patrols and get-
ting straightened out. The scribe for
this Troop has not been chosen yet,
but will be soon, and then we'll have
a longer write-up.

DAFFODIL TROOP

We had our first meeting on Fri.

The Edith Kester StudJio
Restylinq of millinerq and furs

Oil and Water,-Color Painting

I have studied under Herbert
Norman Gallie, R. A., the welle
known English artist.

U)e especialil invite the patronag
of the ladies of Fort Beaning

I

Personals
Lieut. Col. and Mrs. J. A. Atkins

left Saturday for Washington, D. C.
where they will stay a few weeks.

The Alabama-Tennessee game at
Birmingham will draw a number of
football enthusiasts from Fort Ben-
ning. Among those who will enjoy
the game are: Capt. and Mrs. Ray-
mond E. Vermette, Lieut. and Mrs.
James E. Bowen, Lieut. and Mrs.
James R. Pierce, Capt. Harvey Go-
lightly, Lieut. Donald Brann, and
Lieut. Jack Griffith.

Mrs. Hilton Chisolm and Mrs. H. J.
Riess, of Columbia, S. C., have taken
an apartment with Mrs. Dozier Pou on
Front Street and plan to spend the
winter. Mrs. Riess, who is the wid-
ow of the late Lieut. Riess, has many
friends among the army contingent
who will be delighted to welcome her.
Mrs. Chisolm and Mrs. Riess are
planning to have a showing of rare
antiques and prints in their apartment.

day, October 7th. At this time we
voted on our new patrol leaders and
our: sui.Je.

At our court of honor we planned
a hike for our next meeting. RUBBER STAMPS

We thank Mrs. Arnold so very much Columbus Office Supply Co.
for the lovely screen for our cabin.

See the Exquisite
Lace Tops of These

Extra Sheer

Jay De Kay Hose
$165

The exquisite lace tops of
these fine Jay De Kay extra-
sheer and clear all-silk Chif-
fon Hose are positively garter
run-proof. Correct silk hose is
a necessary complement to
any costume and you can
wear Jay De Kays with per-
fect style assurance and at
the same time be free from
garter-runs. -.-.-. Jay De Kay
Hosiery in the best Fall and
Winter shades.

Hosiery Dept. /
Main Floor

I

SPECIAL
Regular

O3j Boxes

MODESS
Main Floor

$1

Glove Dept. Main Floor

KI RVEN'S

I.

THE BENNING HERALD

Social Calendar
Oct. 14-24th Inf. Officers' Dance

at Polo Hunt Club.
Oct. 15 Dance at Officers' Club

complimenting members
of Columbus Country
Club.

Oct. 16-Infantry School Hunt, at
Polo Hunt Club. Hunt
breakfast at 10:00 a. m.

Oct. 17 Woman's Club meeting
Polo Hunt Club, 2:30 p.m.

Oct. 18-Sojourners' Meeting at
Polo Club.

Oct. 20-Thursday evening supper
dance at Officers' Club.

Black and Brown Swede
$5.00

The LUCIA

Black and Brown Kid Tie
$5.00

The CHARLOTTE

Black and Brown Kid. Mili-
ary covered heel. Flexible-

welt sole $6
$6.00

The SUSAN

Mode Beige Calf Charcoal
Brown Calf Trim. Gussle
sole and heel............-$4.00

Give us the pleasure of showing
you these wonderful shoes before
making your final purchase. Sizes
3 to 11. Widths AAA to E.

0

Miller - Taylor
SHOE CO.

"Where The New Styles Are
Shown First"

El-.

Page Five

I

Vitality Health
Shoes

Have no equal within several
dollars of the price .......

SELECT YOURS TODAY

The NORMA

Sequovah Play e rs
Guests Of Club

The four members of the Lake Se-
quoyah Golf Club who will play a
returnl match with a team from Fort
Benning on the Benning golf course
on Saturday and Sunday will be guests
of the Officers' Club for the duration
of their stay at the post. The players
will be accompanied by officials of
the Tate Mountain Estates.

I

.Real Kid

Gloves
$95

Softest quality Kid Gloves.
. . . They are featured in
a wide variety of smartly
tailored slip-on and novelty
slip-on styles with strik-
ingly trimmed cuffs . . .
in Browns, Blacks and
Navys and Beige-and-Brown
and Black-and. Navy-and-
Brown combinations.

The LYDIA

Black and Brown Kid Re-
gent Pump ..................... $5.00
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LIEUTENANT PEEPS' DIARY
Monday, October 3

Two hours of lectures this morning

on which to begin the day and we

can but be grateful to the schedule

maker for providing us not only time

for sleep but even stimulation to.

ward it.

Tuesday, October 4

Our last day of instruction in

sketching and Captain Bloomquist

did strive to polish off our technique

with such exhortations as the one to
"make the curves on the narrow

gauge railroad smooth," but, Lord,

that's a job for the section crew.

Thence into a lengthy whimsy on

the relative values of ground features

in sketching and dwelling at some

length on the enthusiasm with which

a class of Sketches at Fort Lincoln,

North Dakota, found a contour to

draw on their maps and the acclaim

with which a lone tree was accorded

a place of honor in the work. I know

well the feeling, for having misspent

my youth in a plains country, I was

to contours as the Arkansan to shoes,

full grown ere I knew of their ex-

istence. The habit, early acquired, of

drawing contoursless sketches has,

not even in Georgia, been fully dissi-

pated.
The Captain ended his discourse

with the comment that North Dakota

is a good place to take sketching. To

which I fain would have added "and

leave it".

Wednesday, October 5

A cold and rainy day precluding

our making the final graded sketch

but there is little cheer in that. One

cannot put off the instalment man by

tearing a sheet from the calendar.
The noon hour brightened by the

Howard-Stika vaudeville act which
might well entertain a crowd of paid
admissions albeit the audience would
need be strictly censored at the door.
Thursday, October 6

Up very betimes. partly by reason
of being my own lackey with fires
to light, but mostly because my shiv-
ering did rock the bed with so much
clatter that the infant in the next
room awoke vociferously. And I did
bethink myself of days of comfort
in Block 23 when the steam popping
off would lull me back to an ad-
ditional drowsy half hour. There are
advantages in living on commutation

but arising at five of the clock to

stoke the "Sunbeam" is not one of
them.

While bumping about in my mild
misery I did bestow a thought of

compassion on the Twenty-ninth in

their camp, though what comfort that

might be to them I have no least

idea.
The Omega of the sketching course

reached today, and I doubt not that

my grade will be from a neighboring

portion of the alphabet. We repaired

to the horizon and sketched back and

I, becoming engrossed in passing con-

tours under a road, completed but

half the sketch-the half showing the

streams running the wrong way. And

so to Mattewan.

Friday, October 6

The evening spent at a local resort

in amused contemplation of several

contemporaries engaging in a flexing

exercise by the coach and pupil meth-

od, and I was convinced that the

coach by his demonstration profited

more than the pupil. Amused also by

the disappointment of one who left
the bath house sorrowfully because

he could find no one to scrub his
back.
Saturday, October 7

To the Polo Club at nine of the

evening to the Barn Dance in prog-

ress there and I was relieved to find,

at last, an opportunity to wear what

clothes I have without embarrass-

ment. Greatly perturbed to hear that

the party's sheriff had, in jest, hand-

cuffed himself to a member of the

party and, in earnest, been unable to

reverse the procedure, my perturba-

tion increasing with the simultaneous

disappearance of my "temme." Much
relieved to learn that the sheriff and
a male were shackled together and
were at that moment at M. P. Head-
quarters being disengaged, for Lord,
I had been filled with visions of sit-
ting up all night with the couple in
front of a locksmith's domicile. And
I had liefer brush the snarls from
grizzlys coat than to comfort the
girl's father with her so attached to
another man. So great was my relief
at the vsanishing of these possibili-
ties that it mattered me not to have
her, in company with Beau Easter-
brook, stroll in from the darkened
south side porch.

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH!
Bv MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER. Medical Inspector

Miscellaneous Quotations on Health
To keep your children well, you

must help to keep other people's
children well.

The vaccination scar is a mark of
safety.

Colds take more dollars and cents
out of people's pockets than any
other sickness.

Keep your child away from homes
where there is sickness.

Fresh air and sunlight are the best
destroyers of germs.

The earlier tuberculosis is discover-
ed the easier it is cured.

An adventure in vanity-the high

heel.
Women and children need the year-

ly examination just as much as men.
Do not drive yourself to the point

where you are always tired. Live rea-
sonably.

Keep your weight down or up to
normal.

Wash the f r u it and vegetables
eaten raw.

Good health is largely one' own
making.

Too many parents think that
growth is entirely a matter of the
size of a child's clothes.

In
The

Mirror
By Mollie Heilmanj

The army has always been infamous
for its beans: "beans for breakfast,
beans for dinner, beans for supper
too," so when we toured the Special
Units mess the other day we expected
to see beans, beans, beans, disguised
one way for salad, frozen for dessert
and served plain for sustenance.

We looked too for that other army
tradition. the poor k. p. who peels
potatoes far into the night and sits
forlorn, surrounded by mounds of
peelings.

But you've guessed it, we saw neith-
er. The menu of soup, four vege
tables, green salad and rice pudding,
worked up around hamburger steak
an] baked potatoes and there wasn't
a disguised bean in the lot. The
smells drove us frantic with hunger.

The much maligned potato-peeling
k. p. was a machine! There was an
electric dish washing machine too,
which makes working in that mess
look kinda simple. Six hundred men
are fed in that mess every meal at
the rate of 10 a minute, with less fuss
than it takes to fry an egg. Everything
was superclean and neat and easy to
handle (except maybe those huge un-
breakable cups). The articles in the
kitchen are on rolling shelves and
themen crossed and crossed again
without bumping, reminding us of
the ants we used to watch in Cousin
Mamie's backyard. It looked so sim-
ple we wanted to suggest a Cooks
and Bakers course for army women.

Pastries, breakfast rolls and cinna-
mon rolls were made in confusion-
excuse us, profusion-more than we'd
ever seen in one place before. And
not a streak of dough on the baker's
brow. Those men who do things so
calmly and yet think they work so
hard should come over to our house
some time with us in a batch of
biscuits!

The mess too, has in its midst what
we'd term genius, but then the mess
is so used to having things run
smoothly that nothing is thought of
'he human dynamo who cuts bread.
There is a bread-cutting machine, but
they discarded it because this man
(who has been on the job only two
or three months) slices bread so
much faster and better. It was the
first time we had ever heard of any-
one making a specialty of cutting
bread.

And if you have been sympathiz-
ing with the poor unfortunate soldier
who has to peel potatoes and eat
beans all the time--that is, if you
are still sympathizing, look at this
menu for an ordinary breakfast at
the mess: grapefruit, assorted cereals,
fresh milk, fried bacon, rench toast,
bread, butter and coffee. The men
eo right through that breakfast as
though they had been delegated mem-
bers of a clean-up committee. In case

thev don't realize it, that breakfast
makes the Prince of Wales' own morn-
ing meal look sick. The Prince eats
one three minute egg, bacon and
coffee.

But to Pet back to the mess, the
Snecial Units mess should be famous
(or infamous) for its unknown artist,
who decorated the blackboards with
r,-al life sketches of the students in
elass and on the field. demonstrating
the attention that the instructor
doesn't get. It has to be seen to be
PDreciated, so we'll only drop the
hint and let you go see for yourself.

Odds and Ends:
We have quit riding horses for a

while, Rode Lt. Bill Grubbs' polo
pony recently and wore the poor hoss
down so much they have to play cro-
quet with him now.

Since Chico, our five-pound, five-
inch high Mexican Chihuahua dog got
those two teeth pulled and conse-
quentlv got rid of her halitosis, we
can't find the dern animal any more.

One army matron named her dogs
Putt and Dub, cause she says that's
what she does on the golf course.
Another calls her two goldfish Sears
and Roebuck. And we know of a

(Please turn to page 12)

'Better be danned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

THE SOCIAL CALL
In spite of the fact that the Commandant's big reception to the students

has been officially proclaimed the social equivalent of the first call and its
return, there is still a certain amount of formal calling being indulged in.
We call on our immediate commanding officers, new arrivals whom we have
known at other stations, and maybe friends of our friends who have recently
joined. Also, there is still a considerable amount of semi-official calling
among the members of the same Academic Section and within the several
organizations.

This bootlegging of calling cards is quite all right and serves a useful
social purpose. Indeed, the device of the constructive call supplemented by
a limited and reasonable number of actual calls seems to solve the problem
nicely.

We should hate to see the grand old game of calling abolished com-
pletely. Who has not felt the thrill of achievement which goes with killing
from twelve to twenty calls on a bright Sunday afternoon when everybody
is pretty sure to be at the polo game, or some carefully selected night when
Marlene Deitrich and Clive Brook are showing at the Main Theatre?

The psychology of calling has always interested us. The resolute pur-
pose and stop watch schedule of a pair of serious callers testifies to both
character and efficiency. Their objective is to leave cards on the maximum
number of people and they refuse to be turned aside by such minor con-
siderations as pleasant company and delightful hospitality.

Credit for this strict adherence to the cause must be given to the female
of the species. The conscript male whose heart isn't in the work anyhow
frequently shows signs of wavering if the callee wife happens to be a dazz-
ling blonde, a striking brunette, or a flaming Titian. Also, in the halcyon
nre-war days before the Constitution imposed restrictions on entertainment,
he would give evidence of faltering if the host suggested liquid refreshment.
The wife, however, can always be relied upon to assert herself and whisk
friend husband out of temptation's way before his convivial instincts are
fully aroused.

Another feature of the formal call on the memorable Sunday afternoon

technique which interests us is the that Mrs. Tucker, the charming and

matter and manner of leaving cards.

Personally, we have always felt that

calling cards justify their existence
only when left on people who are out

or when taken upon a tray by a flun-
key to let the master and mistress of

the house know that callers have ar-
rived and who they are. The latter

is the swanky way to receive callers,
but it isn't much affected here at Ben-

ning. Usually the slightly disheveled
husband in person answers the door,
buttoning the last button of his coat
as he turns the knob. It is obviously
ridiculous to hand him the cards that
the callers hoped to be able to shove
under the door. The poor goof would
not know what to do with them in
the first place, and in the second, it
isn't considered good form. As a re-
sult, the calling wife usually has the
cards when she gets into the living
room and from then on her main ob-
ject in life is to get rid of them in
the least awkward way possible. Mrs.
Schnitz Schneider, prominent socialite
of Long Island, Albany, Georgia, and
Block 16, aptly compares the calling
wife's actions in the situation to those
of a hen looking for a place to lay
an egg. Mrs. Schneider says that she
half exuects the characteristic cackle
when the cards are finally deposited
in the least inappropriate place on
the premises.

Our psycho-analytical research into
the strange manifestation of the call-
ing complex has disclosed an accepted
theory that the card rather than the
call is the important thing. If the
cards are left the call has been con-
summated-otherwise not. This ex-
plains the seemingly useless formality
sometimes affected by the busy social
leader who makes the rounds without
leaving her car-merely sending in
the cards by the chauffeur. It also ex-
nlens the relentless determination of
callers everywhere to leave their cards
in spite of hell and high water.

HISTORICAL ILLUSTRATION
A unique case of card leaving re-

cently came under the all illuminat-
ing spotlight of The Flare. It occurred

talented wife of the Chief of the Ver-
satile Second Section, fell over the

garden hose and broke her ankle. Im-

mediately following the accident, the

Tucker bungalow became the center

of violent activity. Chief Tucker,
spurred to appropriate first aid effort

both by the family responsibility and

official tradition, rushed to the spot
and, lifting the injured wife to her
feet, started to help her to the house.
Mrs. Tucker's injury, however, did
not permit of a walking wounded
classification and she promptly col-
lapsed. Whereupon, the Major took
her in his arms, like the true knight
that he is, and carried her as far as
the door where his strength gave out.
Depositing his precious burden hur-
riedly and, according to Mrs. Tucker's
account, none too gently on the thres-
hold, the distraught husband dispatch-
ed son Buddy to scour the neighbor-
hood for smelling salts while he him-
self dashed off in search of profes-
sional advice and assistance. Mrs.
Tucker, overcome by pain, fainted.

At this critical stage of the proceed-
ing two callers arrived at the Tucker
domicile. Don't ask us who they were.
For once we fail our public. Ever
mindful of our responsibility to fur-
nish names as well as facts, we made
a noble effort to ascertain the former
but to no avail. The heroine of our
tale refuses to give them away. All
we know is that they came, saw, and
left their calling cards beside her
prostrate form.

FUZZARD APPEALS TO THE
WOMEN

In response to the insistent urging
of his camuaign managers, General
Marathon Miltiades Fuzzard last week
made his first formal bid for the wo-
man's vote. Now that he has made
a start, Committeeman Kelly, who has
charge of the Progrestatic candidate's
Muscogee and Chattahoochee speaking
tour, is hopeful that he may be able
to prevail upon the General to address
the Fort Benning Woman's Club at
an early date.

The General, in a radio speech over
(Continued on Page 7)
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THE FLARE
(Continued from page 6)

a county-wi1e hook-up over WRBL
was brief and to the point:

"Mothers, wives, sweethearts! I'm
here to tell you that while I ain't
ever been considered as a ladies' man,
I've always admired the fair sex. In
fact, I could tell you about a couple
of blondes right here in Phenix City
who could tell you as much if they're
a mind to. Maybe I wasn't exactly
in favor of givin' women the vote at
first, but when I saw they was goin'
to get it I was among the first to say
'Hell, let 'em have it.' And the facts
have borne me out for, as far as
I can see, things ain't any worse now
than they were. Maybe they ain't any
better either, but what of that? I've
said all along and I say now that the
women raise the standard of the elec-
torate. Every time I see somebody's
sweet old mother goin' to the polls
to cast her vote fcr Milt Fuzzard I
compare her to some drunken bums
that I've seen go to the polls so cock-
eyed they didn't know enough to vote

ie

cannot beneuzed
till you hear
he few

Captain Forster's car; evidently left
there while he was on practice
march. Phone 607 or 310.
Mayhap the Progrestatic candidate

was a little hasty in assuming that
Cantain Forster lacked the necessary
background to be the ghost writer of
Fuzzard's magnificent tribute to the
American women.

LET'S GET THIS RIGHT
Now that the office of the Chief of

Infantry has taken up the matter of
terminology as applied to The Infan-
try School and its several sections.
the Flare is moved to say a word
for the correct designation of one of
Benning's suburban districts.

Perhaps the rose by any other
name would smell as sweet but we ob-
ject to Mrs. Bonesteele's reference to
R,ni'nbow Row as "The Colored Sec-
tion" on the grounds that it might
denreciate real estate values. More-
over, the Flare claims the credit for
naming the newest suburb-we actual-
ly referred to it in print as Rain.
bow Row before we heard anyone
else so designate it-and we are rath-
er pleased with the alliterative eu-
phony, the appropriate descriptiveness
and the prompt and universal accept-
ance of the name.

The correspondent who addressed
letter to Major P. G. Blackmore,

Rainbow Division. Fort Benning, Ga.,
lid better than Mrs. Bonesteele, but
we can't approve that amendment
either. It is too reminiscent of the
Argonne to apply to a generally lar-
nonious residential quarter.

CHAMPION?
Captain Red Cummings, having de-

'oted the summer to perfecting his
;olf game, has about despaired of
ver becoming a serious threat to
Eagle Eye Bradley. Explorer Chance,
Publisher Liston and the other con-
enders for the crown. Of late weeks
iis fiery noll has ceased to light up
be deep jungles which flank the up-
ier nine, but let it not be thought
hat his ambition to achieve athletic
listinction is dead. The Captain has
nerely transferred his effort to other
ields of endeavor. Determined to ex-
el, he has gone in for rick racking
I a big way. So far as we know his
igh score of 163 has not even been
pproachedl by the adult rick rack
nthusiasts. We cannot, however,
roclaim him the official champoin
f Fort Benning until we check up
a the latest records from the chil-
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DRAMATIC CLUB MEMBERSHIP
CAMPAIGN

Early returns from the preliminary
drive for Dramatic Club membership
'iid(licate that the local Thespians will
'lot lack for an audience this year.
Of course, it is still too soon to as-
,sire prospective Barrymores and
Chattertons that last year's member-
h;, will be exceeded but, knowing

something of Vice President Catron's
ability to put things over, we expect
him to achieve his goal.

We know of no activity on the post
that offers more for a dollar and a
tlalf than does the Dramatic Club.
This year it is presenting four three.
act plays. The net cost per member
per play is 37 1-2 cents. This includes
all conversational rights before and
after production. This alone is worth
several times the price of a member-
ship ticket, for statistics show that
68 per cent of the social chatter at
Fort Benning is about the latest Dra-
matic Club hit. In the rare instance
when a show flops, this figure jumps
to 92 per cent, completely routing
the horse fanatics. You cai't be a
sparkling dinner partner unless you
belong to the club and sit in on its
nerformances. Our advice is for every-
body to join now rather than even-
tually. It will save Vice President
Catron a lot of trouble and obviate
the impending demonstration of his
high pressure salesmanship, which is
sure to bring you into the fold any-
how.

RUBBER STAMPS

Columbus Office Supply Co
24 Hr. Service

Phone 556

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GEO0GIA
A Citizen Wherever We Serve

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harding, Manager

P
I

for the man they'd been paid to vote OFFHAND OBSERVATIONS
for. (Continued from page 5)

"And I want to say right here that
this whisperin' campaign that's goin' one of the local sartorial establisi
around about me ain't got a word of ments recently looking at a piece c
truth in it. I've always been a respect- red goods. Tally Ho!, View Hallo
er of pure womanhood and the sanc- and What Ho!, it won't be long now
tity of the home. The whisperin' • •
campaign that I violated the sanc-
tity of a lot of homes when I was in Now listen, you would be Odd M(
the Army is a dastardly lie. Them McIntyres, Heywood Brouns, and F
homes weren't any more sanctified P. A.'s who have been helping t(
than the Democrat and Republican clutter the sheets of this journal, E
conventions, and the parties they re-
fer to was headed for the divorce F. H. is right, it's getting to be ai
court long before I came along. epidemic. If many more break intc

"Maybe I ain't never been for- print, even the most long-suffering o
mally married, as they say, but I've the remaining readers will give up ir
been close to it, more than once. The disgus. If
closest I ever come to it was just be- t the reputation (and cir
fore the Spanish-American War. If culation of the Herald is to b(
I hadn't left town in a hurry to join saved, something desperate must b(
the service of my country, I'd proba- done. Two courses of action are open
bly be just as good a husband and
father right now as any of the other w must pull sometiig sensationa
candidates. As it was, the girl's old in an attempt to regain the reader',
man only missed me by half an hour interest or entice a few more to joil
which is gettin' pretty close to the us in our scribblings and boost th(
altar if anybody asks you." slogan "One contributor, one sub

The day after the General delivered scriber."
the above epoch-making radio address, Here is McGoofuses' solution. P. T
which Committeeman Kelly aptly re- Barnum, Haldeman-Julius, Bernar
fers to as his maiden effort, we found McFadden, Aimee McPherson o
him at his campaign headquarters somebody has said, "You ask m4
in Phenix City in a state of unbridled what the reading public likes bes
fury. of all. I say it is the story of an'

"What do you think they're sayin' kind of contest involving combat. b,
now," he stormed, "They're sayin' it the story of a dog fight or a battle.'
that a ghost writer wrote that speech. That is the cue. We must stage -
George Forster couldn't have wrote columnist's Battle Royal. Those gen
that speech. Neither could Arnold tle little jabs which have been pass
Funk or Malin Craig. They ain't got ing back and forth between the writ
the background." er of "Town Topics" and E. F. H

Ed. Note: General Fuzzard's im- will not suffice. Some real old fash
passioned address to the women of ioned mud slinging is what's neede(
Muscogee and Chattahoochee Coun. -so.-to y our corners and come ou
ties was delivered two days before the fighting.
publication of the following notice
in the sprightly Official Bulletin of dren's school. It is quite possiblh
October 11. that the experts in the 5th, 6th and

FOUND. 7th grades will laugh at his preten
A vanity case in door pocket of sions.

Iage Seven
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To The Armu-
ADVERTISERS IN THIS PAPER

Are especially prepared to serve army personnel. To purchase from
them will be profitable to you-and don't forget to mentionTHE BENNING HERALD

SoactetycEand
STAN WEARl

SEAMS SEWED
WITH SILK

because silk thread has
strength and eksticity.

VAC-BLOC
ARMHOLES

Fewer wrinkles, more
ease, smarter looking.

SUIT

$30
Not in years of style and

value leadership has

Society Brand offered a

suit as fine at a price so

low. Stanwear Fabrics

are fine quality worsteds.

They hold their shape.

Style is moulded in to

stay by endless attention

to needling and under.

pressing detail.

You want smart style.

You want months of extra

wear...realclothingecon.

omy -- here they are!

SNUG-EASE
SHOULDERS

make coat collar hug
the neck.

SHAPELINESS
MOULDED IN

by the finest tailoring
practice.

TESTED FOIl
STRENGTH

All Stanwear fabrics
tested for strength.

CHANCELLOR Co.
FORT BENNING COLUMBUS HEADQUARTERS

6

MARTIN
Furniture Co.

Per Cent Interest

On Savings

I

PAID TO DEPOSITORS AT THIS BANK

We Appreciate Your Account-Either Borrowing or Saving

FRANKLIN SAVINGS &
LOAN CO.

Corner 13th Street and First Avenue.

Telephone 2766
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS

!H"LLLN TWELVETREES a-2d MONROE OW5LEY iri-
"U NASHAMED1

Cinema Calendar
- for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE GRAND
-------- SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offerng First

National's "Crooners," with Ann Dvorak, David Manners,
Guy Kibbee and Ken Murray. A story that lays bare the lives
and loves of popular entertainers at the glamorous night clubs.
A modest young boy who has made such a success with his
band in college that he takes all the players with him to "break"
in on Broadway. Their vicissitudes with professionals, etc.,
bring ruin, but at last a drunk hands over a megapone, the lead-
er "croons" and they're on the road to fame.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Offering "Madison
Square Garden" with Marian Nixon and Jack Oakie. A cross
section of the life of New York-Manhattan's famed center of
political, social and athletic lfe on the screen. Here is the story
of a manager who brings wo proteges to the Garden. Their
experiences-two girl telegraph operators as sweethearts-etc.,
binds together a vivid panoramic view of the ever-changing
life of the institution. A real movie drama set against the ka-
leidoscopic background of New York's famed center.

AT THE ROYAL
SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offering

"Grand Hotel," with Greta Garbo, John Barrymore, Joan
Crawford, Wallace Beery and an all-star cast. Here's the
year's most talked of film, featuring a galaxy of stars that have
created a sensation wherever it has been shown. The picture
that eclipses all previous stage and screen entertainments.
Here you see Hollywood's aristocracy of stars enacting each
thrilling role. Drama and heart breaks as never before in one
picture, with one line that you'll remember-"You must not
weep-you must forget-you must love !"

AT THE RIAL"TO
STARTING TODAY, AND SAIURDAY: Offering

"Hello Trouble" with Buck Jones, and Lina Basquette. He
gives the desperadoes their due in this thundering tale of rang-
ers, ranchers and romance!

SUNDAY: Offering "Unashamed" with Helen Twelve-
trees and Lewis Stone. Never was a girl faced with such a
choice! Her brother's life-her own honor-waited on her
answer. A heart-rending drama that is fast and one that ans-
wers the old question-"Is a woman's reputation worth a man's
life ?"

MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offering "Manhattan
Parade," with Smith & Dale, of the Avon Comedy, Winnie
Lightner and Chas. Butterworth. The story of a couple of
crazy nit wits-the biggest leg and laff show on earth. Girls,
gags, sights, color, lights, on top of legs and laffs, in every
thrill the screen can offer.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Offering "Madame
Racketeer," with Alison Skipworth, Richard Bennett, George
Raft and Evalyn Knapp. Here's the most sought after woman
in America-she's wanted by the police in 20 cities-"Madame
Racketeer" will make you roar with laughter. A story of a
woman who leaves every man she meets-the richer for having
met him. You'll like Alison Skipworth in this drama.

RIALTO
With one of the most sensational

trial sequences in the history of talk-
ing pictures, and with a mystery in-
jected into an ultra-modern romance
of the youth of today, "Unashamed,"
Bayard Veiller's latest thriller, comes
Sunday to the Rialto Theatre.

The new Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pro-
duction is a dramatic story of today,
in which its heroine, in her quest
for thrills and romance, finds her-
self in the toils of a fate that forces
on her the choice of her brother's
life or the loss of her own reputation.
One of the most elaborate courtroom
sequences, played in an ultra-modern-
istic courtroom, is a vivid detail in
the new story by the author of
"Within the Law," "The Trial of
Mary Dugan" and other stage thrill-
ers.

Harry Beaumont Directed
Harry Beaumont directed the new

production, in which an elaborate
cast appears. Among the players are
Helen Twelvetrees, in the role of the
indiscreet heroine; Robert Young,
who last scored in "The Wet Parade";
Lewis Stone, Jean Hersholt, John
Miljan, Monroe Owsley, Robert War-
wick, Gertrude Michael and Wilfred
North.

The picture's dramatic highlights
include the thrilling murder sequence,
the quest of the detectives, and the
amazing confession of the girl on the
witness stand when she bares her past
to save her brother from the exe.
cutioner.

GRAND
The cast for "Crooner," a First

National picture, which opens at the
Grand Theatre Saturday, was selected
with great difficulty because every
one of the important players, with
two exceptions, had to be excellent
as well as actors.

This is because the leading players
are members of an orchestra who
have to produce jazz tunes as well as
enact their individual roles. It wasoriginally intended to have a double
for David Manners, who plays the
title role, but as he proved to be the
owner of a splendid croon voice, the
double was dispensed with.

The actors who play in the band
are William Janney, cornet: Allen
Vicent, first violin; Teddy Joyce,
second violin; Edward Nugent, trap
drums; Clarence Nordstrom, piano;
Will Morgan, cello; John Harron and
Summer Getchel, horns.

"Crooner" is a gay story of night
club life with a thrilling romance,
in which Ann Dvorak, in the lead.

ing feminine role, sets the masculine
hearts aflutter. The picture is also
full of pungent humor, as the author,
Rian James, takes a fling at the in-
ordinate conceit of public entertain-
ers. Others in the cast include Ken
Murray, Claire Dodd, Guy Kibbee,
Sheila erry, Betty Gillette, J. Carroll
Naish, William Ricciardi and Wil-
liam Halligan. The picture was direct-
ed by Lloyd Bacon.

.......... . e .. . .Ann Dvorak whose popularity is in-
creasing daily. Her role in "Crooner"
will undoubtedly earn her another

large contingent of followers.

"ROYAL
Metro-Goldwyn.Mayer's research de-

partment was required to answer
hundreds of questions during filming
of "Grand Hotel," talkie version of
the sensational Vicki Baum stage hit,
which will be shown next week at
the Royal Theatre.

What kind of music would be
played by a dance orchestra in a Ber-
lin hotel? What kind of a wagon
delivers the bread in the morning?
How do Berlin flappers dress? Do
most men wear derbies or soft hats
in Germany today? These were some
of the less complicated of the eight
hundred questions which the Culver
City research deparment estimates it
was required to answer during the
screening of "Grand Hotel." Each
answer, when information had been
checked, was written in detail on
memorandum slips sent to various
production officials.

"Handle-bar Moustaches"
One of the problems was to verify

details of house rules in a large Ger-
man hotel. German switchboard work-
ers, it was learned, invariably wear
their hair in braids wound in coro.
net fashion about the head, afford-
ing them free hearing and allowing
earphones to fit in snugly. The re-
search department also assured Di-
rector Edmund Goulding and his
staff that only hotel doormen or port-
ers are permitted to wear "handle.
bar" moustaches in Berlin hostelries.
"Grand Hotel" waiters are therefore
all clean-shaven.

-GRAND-
Saturday-Sunday-Monday

AT LAST! HOLLYWOOD
GIVES YOU THE TRUTH

ABOUT THE MALE CANARIES!

w ln
DAVID MANNERS

ANN DVORAK-KEN MURRAY

Betty Boop Novelty News
TUES.-WED.

LOVE-DRAMA-ACTION

Madison Square
Garden

Jack Oakie-Thomas Meighan-
Marion Nixon-William Boyd-
Zasu Pitts-William Collier Sr.

Screen Snapshots-News-Comedy

FRI.-SAT.

"Washington
Merry Go Round

Lee Tracy-Constance Cummings-
Aline Dinehart - Clarence M u s e

Torchy Comedy-Para. News

J'JMIN Luk1AWt-uLLinf
*"GPAND HOT'"

RIALTO
STARTS TODAY

He taught bad men the fear of lead
and death!

BUCK JONES
IN

"HELLO TROUBLE"
-MORE-Chapter 4 "HEROES OF THE WEST"Comedv-"MY CHILDREN"

SUNDAY ONLY

mo o, /I&M'ff lha ,I

"TRiAL OF MARY DUGAN'I

Lejlr1 [PEES

-ALSO-
Comedy-"ALASKA LOVE"-FOX NEWS

MONDAY-TUESDAY
Fastest, Funniest, Hit of the Season.

SMITH AND DALE
IN

"Manhattan Parade"
-WITH-Winnie Lightner - Charles Butterworth

-ADDED JOY-
Comedy-"Ladies Not Allowed"-Pictorial

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
A RIOT OF LAUGHS! - - -

"Madame Racketeer"
-WITH-

Alison Skipworth - Richard Bennett
George Raft - Evalyn Knapp

-PLUS-
COMEDY-LATEST FOX NEWS

A LUCAS AND JENKINS THEATRE

First Time At Regular Admission-Prices SUN. - MON. - TUES.

"GRAND HOTEI" IR 0 Y A L
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HQ., HQ. BTRY. AND C. T.
Sgt. McLeod is due for discharge

next week, and he has accepted a
position as a steamfitter. He has had
quite a lot of experience with the
radiators in the building.

Cpl. Cherry took his weekly pas
to Griffin, Ga. We believe that h
will move in the near future to Cc
lumbus, Ga., as transportation cost

too much to Griffin, Ga.
The battery was relieved from fir

guard Friday evening at six o'clocl
and I believe that everybody went t(
town.

John Latina our barber paid hi
weekly visit to Boyle's thirty acre
and found quite a few of the boy
engaged in playing checkers.

The battery is getting ready for thi
demonstrations that are due thi
week. We are ready to function v
100 per cent in any problem that the
school may give us.

We wonder where our first sergean
was going the other night all dressec
up in civilian clothes. We know thai
he wasn't going fox hunting.

Paul Davis and Jew Meyers paic
their annual visit to North High
lands. Jew Meyers came near running
himself to death when he heard
train coming down the avenue.

GAM

BATTERY "A"
Extra: After spending a nice long

Furlough in the Mountains of Tenn..
Cpl. Harry Stringfellow has returned
to his organization and reports a won-
derful time. We are very glad to see
you back at your old desk, Harry.
Just carry on as before.

Lost: In Columbus, Ga., Hugh
'Neely, who left one night and has
not returned yet. It is reported that
Pvt. Neely is out making some politi-
cal speeches, as he did once before.

It is thought by all members of the
Battery that a loud speaker would be
of no benefit, whatever, as Pfc. Dunn
and Pvt. Chancey have wonderful
voices and don't mind broadcasting
at any hour of the night. We suggest
that they select a more suitable pro-
gram or a different brand of drink,
especially for the latter part of the
night.

Pfc. Thomas E. Smith is on one of
his usual five day furloughs. Tommy
will not have over five days at a
time.

A casual observer from the Artillery
,'oted, as the 29th departed on its
four day hike, that the three officers
who were attached to the battalion
for three months last spring started
the hike on horse back. May the good
work continue. Our efforts have borne
fruit.

BATTERY "C"
During the past week we had our

first firing of the season with the
37 mm guns. "If the targets were
larger, the ranges shorter and the
damaging power of the projectiles

greater, better results would be ob-
tained," explained one of our future
generals. Our gun squads for the 75
and 105 mm guns are rapidly ap-
proaching a standard of efficiency and
the firing to be done sometime at the
end of this month, should have satis-

First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus __$ 400,000.00
Resources Over- 2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your
Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

.1

The Quartermaster Detachment this
week has been playing host to a group
of visitors. Nineteen enlisted men of
Holabird Quartermaster Depot at Bal-
timore, Maryland, who came to Fort
Benning with experimental trucks,
are making use of the facilities of the
detachment (luring their stay. All of
these men are members of either the
First or Fourth Motor Repair Batta-
lions. Captain Lloy7d M. Garner, Q. M.

C., has been in charge of the convoy
detail.

The formal opening of the Quar-
termaster rest camp will be held on
Saturday night. A very full program
is being planned. The main features
will be an old fashioned barbecue,
which will be supervised by that well
known culinary expert, Sergeant Wil-
liam H. Grider, and a dance. The de-
tachment this year has held several
dances. All have been successful, but
this one, which will be coupled with
barbecue features, promise to be more
enjoyable than the others.

During the last week or so the de-
tachment has had a large number of
additions to its personnel. Most of the
new members of the organization
have been gained by transfer from or-
ganizations within the post, particu-
larly the 29th Infanry. Among the re-
cently transferred men are: Privates
James H. Anderson, Robert C. Daniel,
James A. Lindsey, Grover H. Metcalf,
Gerard G. Murphy, Turner H. Nichols,
and Sollie M. Stuart.

The detachment's acting supply ser-
geant, who also bears the title of
chief of the supply staff, Earl M.
Spangler, has just been appointed
private first class. A similar promo-
tion also been accorded Samuel D.
Harris, who is the engineer of Fort
Benning's grown-up locomotive, which
isnt to be mistaken for one of the
well known smaller variety.

factory results.
The football season has started and

seven of "C" battery men are at pres-
ent members of the Battalion team.
We know our veterans Mallard and
Odom will make the first string, but
we hope to see some of the young
new men make good also.

"Monte Carlo" Rentz, after trying to
find a system to beat card sharks in
the Post for more than two years,
finally made good. He is going on a
furlough now to spend the hard
earned winnings somewhere down in
Florida. His success with the cards
Droves again the truth in the proverb
"A quitter never wins and a winner
never quits."

"Blackjack" Garretson again is
leaving the 83rd F. A. This time his
destination is the Philippines, where
he is going to be a doughboy. We
wish him all luck, but, we have a
feeling that he will eventually re-
turn again to the old 83rd.

With the presidential election still
a toss-up and the prohibition question
still not settled, the chief of our 4th
Section has severed his connections
with private cars and is investing
again 4 bits a day with the Howard
Bus Line.

We still hear fabulous tales about
the old army, but here is one for
that new army of ours. C. 0. during
rank inspection: "Sergeant, take this
man's name." Sergeant: "Sir, 1 got
no pencil." C. 0.: "All right, get a
camera and take his picture!"

Headquarters Company is proud of

its bowling team, composed of Ser-
geant LeBonte, Privates Cameron,
Bixby, Burns (Red), Richardson (one

of the new bowlers who is taking it
struction fine and is one of the bes
bowlers we have. When he learns al
the tricks of the game-look out boys.)
Then comes Hall, Wilhite and Chas
tain. Red Burns is another one o
our boys who deserves special men
tion. Red has perfect control of th(
ball and he is fighting hard amont
the high men of the Post. And don'
forget our old friend "Luscius"-an
other new devotee-in fact ther

seems to be some other attraction a
the bowling alleys-but I suppose it
is only the sport of the thing.

Our company orchestra is still put
ting out some good entertainment
under direction of Band Leader Hor
ton. Last Saturday night they played
a dance for the commandant and the
commandant was well pleased with the
music and the way the orchestra was
dressed. The orchestra came out wear-
ing big straw sombreros and red

bandanas. They looked like real farm.
ers. The tuba player had a plug of
Brown Mule chewing obacco in his
hip pocket to make things realistic.
He wore big broad red suspenders.

Sergeant Mitzen won the Coca
Cola golf tournament last week in
Columbus. He won a nice trophy.

1st Sergeant Houghtby is a busy man
these days, figuring out demonstra-
tions for The Infantry School. He is
getting one almost daily and some
days two.

We have a new radio in he recrea-
tion room now and Pfc. Roy Com-
mander says since the recreation room
is being remodeled, they should hang
an enlarged picture of his queen on
the wall.

Pfc. Frank Youngblood and Pfc.
Irenton Fuller have been promoted
to the grade of Corporal and they
make a grand rush for the NCO table
at every meal.

COMPANY "C"
Sergeant Reed has recently returned

to the regiment after a long detail
with the State Militia of the State of
Ohio. We are fortunate in having him
assigned to the company, and wish
him to feel that he is always welcome
among us.

Private Wilborn's 1921 For Open-
air Underslung plays upon the sym-
pathy of all passers-by while parked
at the parking line. Reminds one of
a waif on a winter's day with no home
to call its own.

Privates Crider and Blockman pre-
sented keen competition in the com-
petitive drill yesterday afternoon. For
a while one would think that those
fellows were guled together the way
they performed their drill. Block-
man, I believe, was picked for the
winner.

COMPANY "A"
Corporal Fritz, better known as the

big blimp, received a special supper
from Cashtown. Do you know who
sent it to him? Who? Why his only
buddie and close friend. If you eat
this cooking you are bound to fall
and fall hard. If you are in doubt
about it just ask Corporal Fritz. Now
this wasn't told to me, I only heard
it. That buddie bought Corporal
Fritz a big plate of collard-greens,
one hog-jowl and a large pone of
Georgia corn bread.

Will that make you fat? Just ask
Corporal Fritz. That slum would
knock an elephant to his knees. You
should be very careful Corporal Fritz,
we mean about what you eat.
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FOOTBALL RACES BECOMING
EVEN MORE COMPLICATED
(Continued from page 2)

eyes into camp. Notre Dame has a

team this year reputed to be even

stronger than the formidable aggre-

gation Coach Anderson put on the

field last year. One week ago, it veri-

fied this preseason information by

trouncing the Haskell Indians 73-0.
It expects to administer a similar
dose to Drake this Saturday. Chicago
is favored over Knox, Northwestern
will defeat Illinois, Indiana will em-
erge victorious over Iowa, Minnesota
should conquer Nebraska, although
the Cornhuskers are reputed to have
the best eleven in the Big Six Con-
ference. Purdue, victors over Minne.
sota last week, should eke out a close
victory over the Wisconsin Badgers.
Michigan State will have no difficulty
in conquering a decidedly weak op-
ponent.

THE WEST

In the Far West, California will de-
feat Washington State, and Gonzaga
-hould be an easy winner over Dak.
Wesleyan. The Trojans will crush
Loyola, a weak opponent, and Stan-
ford's powerful eleven, thirsting after
'iational recognition, will have no
trouble with the West Coast Army.

S
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RUBBER STAMPS

COLUMBUS OFFICE SUPPLY CO.

24 HR. SERVICE

PHONE 556

HERALD
WANT ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

20 cents per line or fraction of
line. Minimum charge for any
classified advertisement, 50 cents.
Payment must be made before
advertisement is published.

Dressmaking-Altering and remodel-
ing a specialty. Draperies. Mrs. J. E.
Stewart. Phone 457 R-2.

DRESSMAKING, altering and re-
modeling a specialty. Mrs. A. E.
Owen. Phone 1507-M.

For Sale: Franklin Sedan. Best condi.
tion, appearance new. Two satchels,
coat and umbrella trunk. Phone 2027.

$70 Hoover Vacuum Cleaner, complete
with all appliances. $30 cash. Phone
361.

FOR SALE-English Bull Terrier,
male eleven Months old $15.00 by
Capt. J. A. Stuart. Telephone No. 411.

FOR SALE-Pedigreed Boston Bull
Puppy. 634 Broadway, Phone 3550-W.

FOR SALE: Beautifully marked,
thoroughbred Wirehaired Fox Terrier
Puppies. Excellent bloodlines. Splen.
did conformation. Mrs. John MeLaugh.
lin, Jr., 727 East 49th St., Savannah,
Ga.

WHY NOT

Student officers: While in the South,
why not enjoy what Dixieland offers?

Its chief attractions are real South-
ern hospitality, found in a typical
spacious home and tasty southern dish-
es. These are to be had by guests at
the Dudley home, 1244, 5th Avenue.
A few accomodations are open for
couples or bachelors. Phone Verna
Dudley, Columbus 1532 for particu-
lars.

MATA HARI
(Continued from Page 3)

"My dear, I have never yet seer
1 you hysterical," said Adriana in
. tone of frigid disdain. "Perhaps, this

solitude-"
If he thought that this would bring

her to her senses like a dash of cold
water, stiffen her into her old pride,
he was doomed to disappointment.
She interrupted him with a burst of
laughter.

"Haven't you? What do you know
of me, Adriana? What do you know
of the soltiude and the suffering I've
endured in rooms as miserable as
this?"

It was true. He knew nothing.
This was the first word he had ever
had from her in all their acquaint-
anceship, in their necessary close con-
nection, which referred to that child-
hood and girlhod which was only
rumor. But it was hardly the time
for curiosity.

Nevertheless, he swerved to differ-
ent tactics.

"Come, be reasonable. In the first
place, how do you know Rosanoff's
wounded?"

"I read it in the casualty lists. Then
I--"

"Oh, the casualty lists! Why, the
man may be dead! If his plane was
shot down, most likely what hap-
penod. then he's certainly dead------"

"He's not dead!" she cried at him,
beating at him with one clenched
fist. "He's not. I know it. Don't dare
o say that he's dead!"

Catching her wrist and prisoning it
in the vise of his fingers, Adriana
said, "You love him, then?"

"Yes."

He let her go.
After a silence in which the dancer

nursed her Wrist and Adriana re-
flected, the latter began afresh.

"'ve no objection to getting you
news of him, my dear, if he's really
in a hospital nearby. Durant says
she called someone you know at the
Bm'ssian Embassy. A very dangerous
'hing to do. You might have ap-
plied to me."

"Thanks. I'll get my own news of
him. I don't see much danger that's
not of your making. I should not
have hid. I should have gone about,
and if they questioned me, known
nothing about Shubin's suicide. You
say it's rumored he killed himself
for my sake. What's that to me?
Several men have killed themselves
for my sake. Why, they're not even
looking for me-by your account
And if I were going about, as usual,
the matter would be quickly forgot-
ten."

(To Be Continued)
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FIRM ROBERTS
Restaurant

Benning Road-Quality Food

PHONE 9407

Dr. R. H. Brown
Osteopathic Physician

Murrab Bldg.
Phone Office 4108

Res. 1153

Watch Repairing
LAMAR SMITH

PHONE 3032 1201 BROADWAY

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Offire Phone 1313

Martin Coal Co.

PHONE 105

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum
Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290
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BERNARD B. SWAYZE, Editor

Smith Scores Technical Kayoe Over Joh Ylson

Pu ggy Whips Kid
But Is K. O'd. By
Judges' Decision
Preliminaries Support Excel-

lent Benning Show; Fans
Are Pleased

Defying the predictions of fight
fans, Walker Cyclone Football Bull
Smith came out Tuesday night and
battered his way to a victory over the
technical kayoe route in his fight with
Earl Johnson of Atlanta. Smith was
never in trouble during the two
rounds that Johnson was able to stay
with him, taking the lead with the
first gong, and sticking in there for a
finish.

Smith looked like the old boy who
used to bowl them over a year ago,
and seems to be regaining his old
form. He has perfected a style of at-
tack that will be hard to beat, and
he will surely have some tough boys
shooting at him now.

The first round found Johnson in
trouble, suffering from something-or-
other, caused by the damaging left
hand of Smith's connecting with the
chin. He was down for nine counts,
but able to get back and battle for
the remaining fifteen seconds of the
fight.

The second round was the end of
all arguments, as Smith drove him to
the ropes with a hard right hand
blow, and rushed in for the finish-
ing touches. Jchnson was opt on h's
feet as the seconds threw in the towel,
signifying a technical kayoe for Smith
This was all well and good, for
Smith would have surely taken the
fight in another round by the K. 0.

x4/ 3UROUNr

Ztr485

More daily departures ... morc
:ervice to more cities.., term-
inals right in the heart of town
. . . yet fares are lower ove
Hood Coach Lines than by ar
other way.

You'll enjoy bus travel mor,
than ever with all the luxurice
Hood Lines offer-deeply cush-
ioned reclining chairs, clear
seat covers, porter service-
even radios!

SAMPLE LOW FARES
ATLANTA ............ $3.00
MONTGOMERY ....... 3.00
OPELIKA............1.0
NEW ORLEANS ........ 11.50
NEW YORK..........24.45

UNION

BUS TERMINAL
1212 Broadway
Phone 661

HOOD (MRIACH

Judge's Decisions Discussed
Concerning Tuesday's Program

By Bernard B. Swayze
At the fights last Tuesday night,

considerable comment was going the

rounds concerning the decision given
in the semi-final bout of the night.
Every person we talked to seemed to

be of the opinion that Weinert had
been robbed of a justly earned de-
cision. Their arguments were decisive

and conclusive, bearing out our con-
tention that Weinert had clearly beat-
en Baisden in a beautiful fight.

It is indeed bruising to the morale
to have hundreds of people sit and
watch a fight of this type, and then
see the decision go to another who
is not entitled to the award. For
that reason, we take this space to
try to put before you the ideas of
the judges and the referee concern-
ed in the decision. We also want to
take this opportunity to put before you
the fact that we are of the opinion
that Weinert won the fight by a good
margin, and should have been award-
ed the fight. If our unqualified opin-
ion is worth a grain of salt, please
take it from us that no fighter who
lands his blows on the elbows and

method which is so lasting and de-
cisive in the minds of a hungry fight
crowd.
THAT QUESTIONABLE DECISION

Th Semi-final of eight rounds, fea-
turing Puggy Weinert, the Polak
Buzzsaw, and Kid Baisden was some-
thing of another color. There was
more fighting in this one fight than
is witnessed at ten ordinary programs.
Even though Weinert out fought, was
more aggressive and more sportsman-
like in all his action in the ring, the
fight was ERRONEOUSLY given to
Baisden, who was greatly astounded
at the decision!

It seems that Puggy has a jinx
hanging over him in the fight ring,
but that makes no difference with
him. He will be out there in the next
fight he is allowed to appear in, giv-
ing the fans more value received for
their money than any other fighter at
Benning. He is that kind of a sport,
and don't let it fool you. Some day,
Puggy is going to win a fight by such
a large margin that a blind man will
have to admit that he is the winner.
,The first round of that fight was
rather even, bitt Pzuggy took a shade
in the second. Baisden was a little in
the lead for the third and they drew
the fourth. Weinert was the leader in
the fifth and sixth rounds, and won
by a wide margin in the seventh. The
eighth round could have been called
a drwa, or maybe Baisden won it, it
was close. PU G GY WON THE
FIGHT, but BAIsDEN GOT THE
DECISION, so there .... Draw your
own conclusions.

DANNY 'N THEM

The support bouts for the program
were undoubtedly the best ever.
There were four preliminary bouts
packed as full of action as it is pos-
sible to pack into sixteen two minute
rounds. The two six rounders schedul.
ed proved to be four round affairs,
due to kayoe decisions that left no
room for doubt.

Danny Long and Lester Darby put
up one of the prettiest fights ever
seen in a Benning ring. It could be
plainly seen that both fighters were
giving their all, .with Danny battlinp
for a chance to eke out a decisior
over the hard-hitting Darby. Dann3
took the first two rounds in a breez(
with his body attack, but got careles,
in the third round, and there weni
that hard right hand of Darby's, send
ing Danny to the resin for the counil
of nine. Danny was back and at hir.
like dynamite, but too dazed to b(
very affective after that blow to h.
chin.

shoulders can ever win a fight, while
the man who is blocking those punch-
es and retaliating as Weinert did, al-

ways wins.
In checking with the judges and

referee, we find that Captain Charles

W. Hanna was the only member

of the trio who gave the decision to

Weinert. Doctor Mahaney Wednesday

morning pointed out that Baisden's
body attack was effective, and that

Weinert did not block all of the
blows. (We saw only five slip by those
elbows). It is understood that Major
Lucius K. Paterson concurred in the
opinion as set forth by Doctor Ma-
haney. We are sorry, indeed, that we
can't agree with the judges, but after
all, it might serve to all the more
popularize Polak Buzzsaw. Anyhow,
we hope so.

Captain Fry always likes to see a
clean-cut decision, and is one of the
ardent pushers of the game at Fort
Benning. He puts his heart and soul
in the programs, and it hurts him al-
most as badly as it does the fighter
that these things do come up now and
then. Give him your support.

0

Scout Cubs Hold
Season's Last Swim
Meet at Russ Pool

Fort Benning's swimming season
closed on Saturday, October 8, when
Cub Pack No. 1 held a pack swim-
ming meet at Russ Pool. The event
was one of the series of organized ath-
letics affairs planned by the newly
organized council for Fort Benning
boys' activities, of which Major Gen-
eral Campbell King, commandant of
The Infantry School, is honorary
chairman.

The meet was won by Den No. 2
with a total of 33 points. Hamilton
Bonham is the Denner of Den No. 2,
and Don Spaulding is the Den Chief.

Results of the meet were as fol-
lows: 25 yd. free style, 1st George
Pope, Den No. 1; 2d Arthur Wolf,
Den No. 3; 3rd Hamilton Bonham,
Den No. 2. Time; 16 seconds. 25 yd.
back stroke: I st Arthur Wolf, Den
No. 3; 2d Tom Berry, Den No. 1;
3rd George Pope, Den No. 1. Time;
21 2-5 seconds. 25 yd. breast stroke:
1st Dan Cota, Den No. 2, and Arthur
Wolf, Den No. 3, tied for 1st place,
3rd place Billy Spaulding, Den No.
2. Time 20 4-5 seconds. 25 yd. flutter
board: 1st Archie Arnold, Den No.
2; 2d John Talbot, Den No. 1; 3rd
Don Pence, Den No. 3. Time; 34 4-5
seconds. Plunge for distance: 1st Bil-

ly Spaulding, Den No. 2; 2d Dan
Cota, Den No. 2; 3rd John Rife, Den
No. 4, Distance; 35 feet inches. Div-
ing: ist place George Pope Den. No.
1 and Bill Luse, Den No. 3 tied, 3rd.
Dan Cota, Den No. 2. 25 yd. hatrace:
1st George Pope, Den No. 1, 2d Billy
Spaulding, Den No. 2, 3rd Alex Stew-
art, Den No. 1. Time; 47 seconds.
Relay race: Won by Den No. 2. Team
consisted of Hamilton Bonham, Jack
Cushman, Billy Spaulding, and Dan
Cota. Second place; Den No. 1. Team
consisted of John Talbot, Tom Berry.
George Pope, and Alex Stewart. Time;
2 minutes 41 seconds. Individual high
point winner: George Pope of Den
No. 1 with a total of 15 points.

Breaking back for the fourth round,
Danny was fighting with all that was
within him for a break, but again
Darby was too strong for him, and a
technical kayoe was the decision.

Red Goss of the M. P. Section prov-
(Please turn to page 12)
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If You Driving

a Truck,-
you wouldn't

care about

it's looks!

But when it's your automobile you have to consider-

you have to be more careful-both about its looks and

its running condition. Let us put it in first-class running

condition.

AUTO DEPARTMENT
POST EXCHANGE FT. BENNING, GA.

FOR BASKETBALL
Equipmnt

PHONE 314
For Fort Benning Representative

HUGH BENTLEY

HUBBARD HARDWARE

Were

The Post Exchange is not authorized to sell to any

person not in the service.
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Kells To Open Sea-
son At G. M. A.

The Second Battalion, 29th Infan-
try will send their team into action
next Friday at Barnesville, Ga., against

the Georgia Military Academy team,
as a warming up game for the ap-

proaching season.
Already the Kells are showing a lot

of power in their line, and with the
addition of Pooch Derrick, erstwhile
Artillery ball toter, have a formidable
machine that will awaken envy in
the hearts of many coaches this fall.
Pooch has stamina, speed and football
brains, and besides, can kick, pass
and block with the best of them.

Tommy Thompson will be there
again this year, as will Saunders and
Prophet. All of these boys are fast
and good blockers, with the possible
exception of Tommy when it comes
to blocking. He makes up for this de-
ficit in his open field running and
kicking. Saunders is equally as fast
as either Pooch or Tommy, and is a
good line plunger. He also eats up the
slants and sweeps with vim, vigor and
what have you. Prophet is as twink-
ling star himself when it comes to
getting that yardage.

McAllister and Wilson are good
ends, and will take care of their share
of the plays that come their way.
DePratt and Cappell are good, strong
tackles, making holes for the offense,
and stopping holes on the defense
with regularity. Moody and Krewson
will fill in the gap at guard, while
Carlyn takes care of the pivotal po-
sition of center.

Blackstone and Darden are two good
plunging backs who will make up

(Please turn to page 11)

24th Infantry To
0 p e n Grid Season
With Professionals
Strong Bear Team of Atlanta

Meets Lt. Johnson's
Happy Hearts

The Happy Hearts of the 24th In-

fantry will pry the lid loose on the
Fort Benning, 1932 football season at
Doughboy Stadium, Saturday after-
noon, when they mix and mingle with
the Atlanta Bears, colored profes.
sional football team.

The Happy Hearts boast a strong
team this season with a powerful line
and exceptionally fast string of back-
field men. In their first showing ef
the season, two weeks ago, they held
the strong Florida State A. & M. Col-
lege on an even terms at Tallahassee,
Fla., in a fast and well played game.

The Bears boast one of the strong-
est aggregations of colored football
stars on any team ever turned out
in the south. Former star players
from Clarke University, Morehouse
College, Tuskegee University and
other colored southern schools. Mule
Harrison, Stevens and other stars that
have shown here on former occasions
will be in the line up.

The Happy Hearts are sending a
well drilled team against the profes-
sionals. Lt. Howard Johnson, who
learned his football under Bob Fol-
well at the Naval Academy in 1923-
24-25, has been driving the candidates
from the Sunset Regiment at top
speed for the past six weeks and his
work is showing splendid results in
the team.

(Continued on Page 11)
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BY B. B. S.
STRANGE THINGS do sometimes nessed since I was commissioned

happen. We are told that it is news some ten years ago. In accepting thiswhpen.mW eaoghat.itiewsmoney, I do so with the feeling that
when a man bites a dog. Well, we should I refuse you would not be
hovpr, - I b-,,, A t 1 6P An thp+,-, o oO,-I .I, -,, ^^ ;g ̂ .
11dVV+ I_, lUtIllU 1JU 1. LIM d11 U i L u att LIIIeU.

dog, figuratively speaking, and to us Hoping to hear from you further,
it looks like news. and that some day you will pay us

* * * a visit, I remain,
Sincerely yours,

NINE YEARS AGO, a young man James R. Pierce,

by the name of Raleigh Graham was 1st Lt., 29th Infantry

discharged from Headquarters Com- omd.: 2n nqC

pany, 2nd Battalion, 29th Infantry, 29th Infantry.

with insufficient funds to pay his indebt.

edness to the company fund. There WE * * *
wasnohin t doabutitexeptto WECOULD ONLY DIG up onewas nothing to do about it, except to piece of scandal this week, and that

leave it be for the time being. The regu. isn't much. It does come to us,
ulations required that the custodian through a reliable source, however,
get permission from the Comptroller that Eberhart of the Second Section,
General's office in Washington to admitted to several of his most inti-
charge the account off, and these'mate friends that he was the most
things sometimes take as much as a Ipopular man in Fort Benning. To bear
year before the office gets around to this out, e had one lady cast 15,000
the account, the Comptroller's office votes for him ... Not bad . . . Not
having many accounts to review dur- bad
ing a fiscal year. It was finally reach- * * ,
ed, though, and the books were clear- YE OLD NOTE BOOK-E: What's
ed, with no hard feelings existing any- become of Dempsey White? . . . He
where. used to be easy to find, but try it

now....Who are the two captans of
NOW MR. GRAHAM happened to the Company "H" football team?-..

be the type man who hates adebt Try asking Pvt. Gray of said organiza-
worse than a dog hates fleas. This Iion .... Tree Pyles Says "Gumshoe"week, Lt. James R. Pierce received Flynn is sorrier than he .... Well, any.
a letter from Mr. Graham, enclosing thing to start an argument_-_-Bob
the money owed the fund, with in- Harkey is in a boat by himself, when
terest. Acts of this kind are always it comes to that ... Pooch Derrick will
deserving of great notice, keeping in soon start to "blueing noses' again
mind that the young man was in no soon .... And then is when the fun
way obligated to pay the money; yet starts_---Will "Eaglebeak" Stewart
his conscience drove him on. be as good this year as he was last?

....- Knubb Bennett probably will...
His letter follows: And things heard but not appreciated:

Hillsboro, Ky., Big "I" and little "you" artists in
Oct. 8, 1932. conversations ....- Squealers-...O t h e r

Company Commander. people's troubles .... And a lost chordDear Sir:

I am enclosing ten dollars which I on a Jew's Harp. 0
owe the Company. Was in that com- KELLS PLAY G. M. A.
pany nine years ago. Left owing the (Continued from page 10)

.... v.- u 1n w.. ... T wan.
,ollpatlly llVt UiUIar i cn L /wailt

to pay with interest. Mail me receipt
of payment.

Resp.
Raleigh Graham

Hillsboro, Ky.
P. S.. $9.52 is compound interest so
just keep the whole $10.00.

AND LT. PIERCE'S reply:
Fort Benning, Ga.
October 10, 1932.
Mr. Raleigh Graham,
Hillsboro, Ky.
My dear Mr. Graham:

I am in receipt of your letter and
the sum of $10.00 which was enclosed
therein. The money was deposited to
the credit of the Company Fund of
this organization.

I would appreciate a further letter
from you as to the circumstances
connected with this debt. With the
facts at hand, however, I wish to in-
form you that your honesty express.
ed in the payment of this sum is one
of the finest acts which I have wit-

for their speed in their good blocking
and line plunges. Blackstone is a vet-
eran at the game, and great things are
expected of him this year.

The above team will probably be
the starting lineup for the game with
the strong G. M. A. eleven.

0

HAPPY HEARTS MEET BEARS
(Continued from page 10)

Hodges, star center, is out with in-
juries recieved in the Florida game,
but will be back in the lineup Sat-
urday. Allen, Hill, Wiggins, Wimber-
ly, Strong, Johnson and Robertson,
form a powerful line that will aver-
age 185 pounds of brawn and muscle.
The backfield has a wealth of ma-
terial in Barnes, Winston, Baugh,
Hale, King, Myers and Lamb. illis,
former quarterback ace, is out with
an injured leg but will be back in
the lineup within a few weeks.

Sad Samuel Shuns
Baseball's Money
Fo r Military L i f e

By AL DURDEN
Up where the Great Smoky Moun-

tains rear their rugged peaks into the
violet blue of the skyline and the
swirling waters of the Tennessee
River sweep gracefully northward to
join the muddy torrents of the Ohio
River, the "Old Stuart Plantation,"
lies nestled away from the busy hum
and bustle of the outside world.
Thirty-seven years ago, "Sad Samuel"
Stuart first saw the light of day
through the green shutters of the old
farm house. Had Samuel been con-
tent to follow in the foot steps of
his forefathers there is no doubt that
today the state of Tennessee would
be richer by one more prominent
planter and booster while the U. S.
Army would be minus the services of
one excellent mess sergeant and star
baseball player.

You're Sure To Like

Them!
Tasty, wholesome rolls
appetizingly browned to
just the right degree!

No Wonder They're Good!

~ COLLINS' BAKERY

A FAST END RUN!!

The Most Thrilling Play In Football!
But it takes speed to do it-and one must have

good equipment to ensure that speed and extra
elusiveness. Our athletic equipment is the best that

you can buy.

MAIN BRANCH
POST EXCHANGE FT. BENNING, GA.

The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized To Sell To Any Person Not
In The Military Service.

SA VE THESE CR OWNS

As a youngster, Samuel craved ex-
citement. At the age of 19, he went
out into the world to seek adventure.
His first stop was at the recruiting
station in Nashville. He was enlisted
as a doughboy and assigned to Co.
"C" 14th Infantry, for duty. When
baseball season rolled around Sam-
uel answered the call for candidates
for the company team. The arm that
had been trained to get "two squir-
rels with three rocks," soon gained
Samuel a place on the team.

His career as an army baseball
player reads like fiction. Samuel de-
veloped into one of the leading
players in the service. Had it not
been for the entry of this country
into the World War, it is likely that
Stuart would have been playing big
league baseball. In fact, in 1916, he
rejected an offer with the St. Louis
Americans, to remain with the service
as the dark clouds of war rolled to-
ward America. Samuel failed to get
"over" and join in the fracas, as he
was far away from friends and com-
fort, on duty with the 14th Infantry,
in the frozen fields of Alaska, as
tough an assignment as m a n y en-
countered on many fronts.

With the war over and peace re-
stored, Samuel left the service to
play professional baseball. The big
fellow hit his stride in 1926-27-28, as
a member of the Columbus Foxes of
the Southeastern league. He was the
"Babe Ruth," of the minor leagues
and the idol of the children in the
towns of the Southeastern loop.

In 1930, "Sad Samuel" returned to
his first love, "The Army." He came
back as a member of the Infantry
School Detachment. There came a
vacancy for mess sergeant and Sam-
uel got the nod. How he made good
is ancient history. For an entire year
the Infantry School Detachment led
the way among the mess halls of
the garrison in the regular monthly
inspections. And did he feed? The
Infantry School Detachment mess
held the reputation of being the best
feeding outfit in the garrison.

At the present time Samuel is tak-
ing sixty-day furlough up in the
Big Smoky Mountains. And with
Samuel is Mrs. Samuel and their two
children. After a couple of months"up home," Samuel will return and
it is hoped that he will again be
back in his old place in the kitchen.

GET VALUABLE PREMIUMS

PHONE

MEANS ONLY THIS
The Best Quality, Price and Service to be

had in Drugs, Soda, Cigars
and Toiletries

AMPLE PARKING SPACE IN FRONT

We invite your charge account

MORGAN DRUG CO., INC.
14 - 13th Street Opposite Waverly Hotel

I o I

U

IMAGINE YOUR EMBARRASSMENT

SYOU rOLDYou R
SWEE'TIE YOU WERE

THE kJATIOWAg
GUARD AND SHE VISITS Ti4E SUMMER CAMP

IMAGINE YOUR PLEASURE WHEN you've
been bragging about what a good judge of values
you are-and get a chance to PROVE it in the
used car you buy here! Of course it's not hard to
prove-for they're ALL exceptional values!

MUSCOGEE CHEVROLET CO.
1501 FIRST AVENUE PHONE 100

JL 5%j "Awo v WAS

I I
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IN THE MIRROR

(Continued from Page 6)

Ford called Venus because it isn't all

there.

Got a 2x4 garden in the back yard

now. Planted Texas bluebonnets yes.

terday and have been sitting there

waiting for them to sprout. Paige

Michie has a garden too. Don't know

what she raises, but she gets up early

every morning to encourage it.

Will the person who advertised in
the Benning bulletin tell us how he
could have lost one boot, two socks
and one spur? We tried to think of
a plausible plot for the mystery till
we got the jitters.

SMITH KAYOS JOHNSON

(Continued from Page 10)

ed too strong for Tommy Thompson

of Columbus in the first six rounder

of the night, pounding his way to a

lead in every round. Tommy was

game, but didn't have a chance with

the big M. P. The fourth round mark-

ed the end of this bout as the referee

tolled the ten-count over his uncon-

cious form.
The four rounders were excellent

in every respect. Ghost Ghastley wa.
no match for the weaker Spear. Buck
Spear is a good prelini fighter, but
was against too much power in the
form of the 29er. Ghastley took every
round of this fight, despite the dogged
opposition of Buck.

The curtain raiser was something

Pont let

You might think that a two-fisted fellow
like the steel jack in the picture would
like his tobacco strong. Not at all.

He wants his cigarettes mild and

that's why he picks Chesterfields.

Mildness doesn't mean a smoke that's

weak or flat or insipid or anything like

that. In fact it's just the reverse. Two-

fisted fellows as well as anyone else-
men and women-want a cigarette that's

mild.., one that satisfies-and that's

Chesterfield.

We believe that every smoker is look-

ing for a cigarette without any ""bite"
or bitterness, and a cigarette that has a
pleasing taste-and that's Chesterfield.

Chesterfield Radio Program
Every night except Sunday, Columbia

Coast-to-Coast Network.

THYREM . ...IL

THEY TASTE BETTER

/) 1932. LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

Page Twelve

for which the fans had not looked for.

Young Griffin, a new comer to the

Benning ring, decisively defeated

Curley Cunningham of Columbus in

four rounds. This boy Griffin will be

good in a short while if he isn't

ruined by inexperienced would-be

helpers. Just leave him alone and he

will come out on top in many another

fight.

The judges for the fight wvere:

Captain Hanna and Doctor Mahaney.

The referees were: Red Lindsey for

the prelims and Major Patterson for

the semi-final and wind-up.

"When one great writer comes to
write beside your name; lie writes
not whether you won or lost; but how
you played the game."

OFFICERS'

4KHAKI
' SHIRTS

$1.35
)Full cut, seven buttons, entire

shirt full shrunk, two pockets
and made of best grade Broad-
cloth material. Sizes 14 to 171/2,

all sleeve lengths. Made accord-
\4 /ing to Government specifica-

tions by Elder Mfg. Co., the

same shirt you have been buy.
ing but paying a higher price.
Money back guarantee if youare not satisfied.

OFFICERS' MODEL------------$1.35
ENLISTED MEN'S MODEL ----. $1.25

White Duck (Sanforized-Won't Shrink) Pants 59c

METCALF'S
1040 Broadway- Westbrook Bldg.
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At last ' Biglerville is to come into (
its own politically! Long the' subject r

of every 'hrust made at Beiining, this
settlemen::Jis on the verge of having
a political representative6f :the high-t

est type,-that is, if rumors flying q
about at the Officers' Club may be
believed.

We hear that, at the unique enter-
tainment to be given on Election
Nirht at the Club, a,.ther election i

will be held which wi.l determine
once and for all the mayoralty of
Biglerville. Ballots will be distribut-
ed and ballot-boxes provided so that
the election may be carried on just
as other ones are. And then, at the
stroke of midnight the results will be
made known.

Frankly this column is unable to
even speculate as to the possible out-
come of the election. We have
heard opinions expressed on the sub-
ject and various possible candidates
named, but one seems to stand out
above the others. We can't find out
whether he still lives in the famous
Dance-hall sector of the Post, but we
are reasonably sure. Anyway, Major
Guy G. Cowen seems a very likely
candidate.

Lt. Ralph Pulsifer also strikes us
as being quite a bet, though he is
a trifle inexperienced in civic organi-
zation. There is another candidate.
whose name we could not learn, but
we believe he lives at 507 Ingersoll
St. The principal attributes of the
latter seem to be his piano playing
ability, which to us seem a bit inade-
quate to fit anyone for the responsi-
ble position of Mayor, especially
since Jimmy Walker has left. We'll
hope for the best, however, and may
the best man win!

Other elections to be held the same
night are those which will determine
the most active practical joker and
the biggest bore of Fort Benning.
For the former, of course, two candi-
dates stand out preeminently; Capt.
Lloyd Barnett and Lt. Ham Kelly.
Whether anyone else at the post stands
a chance with these two in the field
is a matter of conjecture, though we
can't see how there is much possible
room for argument. We might add,
though, that the joker who made
Capt. Barnette's bars is our choice
for the third place. As to the biggest
bore. we'd rather not venture an
opinion.

The omnipotent "Daily Bulletin"
again crashes through to score a hull's
eye-this time in the role of miracle
maker. In the issue for October 19th,
we note the following item:

SUPER DANCES :-Reservations
for Thursday evening supper dance
should be made early with the sec-
retary of the Officers' Club.
While the dances which are a

weekly attraction at the Club are very
good, everything considered, we can
hardly credit them with being SUPER
dances, even though every attempt is
apparently made to make them so.

Another of the Special Orders

sheets contains an apparently contra-

dictory statement. That of October

10, issued by the 29th Infantry, con-

tains the following item: (the italics

are ours)
3. Private FLOYD A. SMITH,

6348964, Company G, 29th Infantry,

is detailed on special duty with the

Regimental Supply Officer, 29th In-

fantry, Labor Saving Room.
(Please turn to page 3)

Company Officers
End Record FiringSTOWNTO PICX/

"The extreme neatness, cleanliness,
and general soldierly appearance of
this equipment so impressed the In-
fantry Board as to impel the highest
commendation."

"The Board desires to thank Pri-
vate First Class Jack Matt for the use
of his equipment during this long
period."

General King's letter to Private
Matt was transmitted through Regi-
mental Headquarters, 29th Infantry,
and Colonel John J. Toffey added his
praise to that of General King.

Private Matt, who is twenty years
of age, is the son of Mrs. Eva Matt,
Barbreck, La. He enlisted in the
army in April 1931 and has been a
member of Company "C" 29th In-
fantry, since that time.

Candidates In Caricature

The Record Firing in Rifle Mark-

nanship for the Company Officers'

Class was completed last Tuesday. The

results were very satisfactory. One

hundred and twenty-four officers par-

icipated in the competition; all were

qualified. Of these, thirty-six became

expert Riflemen, fifty-six qualified as

Sharpshooters, a n d thirty-two as

Marksmen. The average score per

man was"295.75.

Lt. Vander Heide of the 6th Squad

made the high individual score of 322.

Lt. Murphy, 1st Squad, placed second
with 319, and Lt. Peck and Lt. How-

ard tied for third with 316. Other

officers who made very creditable

scores were Lt. Smith, Lt. Thomas, Lt.

Johnson, Lt. McCormack, Lt. Miller,

and Lt. Mitchell.

The 15th Squad, under the leader-

ship of Lt. C. E. Smith, placed first

in the squad competition with an aver-

age score of 306.0. The 16th Squad,

led by Lt. R. N. Young, was second
with 305.5, while the 6th squad, head-
ed by Lt. A. J. Regnier finished third
with an average score of 300.2. The
lowest score by a squad was 286.1.

These scores compared very favor-
ably with the scores made by preced-
ing classes. The average for the past
five years have been as follows:

1932-295.7
1931 296.3
1930 290.7
1929-285.2
1928-287.0

0

Soldier Gets Letter
Of Commendation

Private 1st class Jack Matt, Com-
pany "C," 29th Infantry, is the re-
cipient of a letter of commendation
addressed to him by Major General
Campbell King, commandant of The
Infantry School.

During a study conducted by the
Infantry Board, of which General
King is president, to reduce the exces-
sive load carried by the infantry sol-
dier, the personnel equipment of
Private Matt was used as an example.

"In its preliminary study of ways
and means to reduce the excessive
load carried by the Infantry soldier,"
said General King in his communica-
tion to Private Matt, "the Infantry
Board has been greatly aided in its
work by having in its possession for
many weeks o complete equipment of
Private First Class Jack Matt, Com-
pany "C", 29th Infantry."

Fifteen Teams To "Mick"InAt Death
Start In Flag Race Of Large Wildcat

A fifteen-mile cross-country ride, in Undoubtedly the most sensational

which will be included tests of men- running fight ever staged on the res-

tal and physical ability, and of sense ervation between a dog and a wild

of direction, will be the feature of cat took place last Sunday. The two

a flag race which will be conducted contestants fought intermittedly for
five miles and the battle soon re-

by the academic department of The solved itself into a strugge to the

Infantry School on Saturday after- death.
noon Captain Llewellyn D. Tharp and

Fifteen teams, each consisting of dog, "Mick," had sallied forth on
four members, will be engaged in the a hunt late Sunday morning. About

novel contest, and will represent the eleven 'oclock, Captain Tharp noticed
instructors, and students of the Infan- that "Mick" was intensely excited, and

try School, the 24th Infantry, the 29th a few moments later the dog had
Infantry, the 1st Battalion, 83rd Field bounded off into the underbrush, nose

Artillery, the 2nd Battalion, 1st Tank to the ground, and travelling at a
Regiment, and other garrison organi- great rate of speed. Captain Tharp's
zations. first impression was that "Mick" was

on the trail of a fox. While still
about three-quarters of a mile away

Chap e 1 Guild Ho lds he heard unmistakable sounds indi.
cating a fierce struggle going on be

R e g u 1 a r Meeting tween the dog and his quarry, but
by the time the Captain had arrived
at the scene of battle, both had tak

The Protestant Chapel Guild held en off again. Tufts of fur and the

its regular meeting on October 13th torn-up condition of the ground
at the Protestant Chapel. Three new testified to the fierceness of the battle

members were taken into the Guild. Still further on there was evidencE
Mrs. McDonald, of New York, sister that the wildcat, with the strength
of Mrs. L. E. Marlowe of the 2nd born of desperation, had again turned
Tank regiment, was a distinguished on "Mick," and that a brief but blood3
visitor. Three beautiful selections battle had ensued. The cat had fin

were rendered by the Scrap Iron ally managed to elude the dog, bul
Quartet, and refreshments were served with grim determination, "Mick" hat
after the meeting, which aws enjoyed first scented the wildcat, his quarr

by all those present. was brought to bay, now thoroughlI
The next meeting will be held exhausted, and had not Captain Tharj

Thursday October 27th at the Protes- arrived soon afterwards, the dol
taut Chapel at 7:00 p. m. (Please turn to page 5)

FirstMeeting With
New Officers Held

The first meeting of the new Board
of Governors of the Officers' Club
took place at the Secretary's office
last Friday evening. The formal nam-
ing of heads of the committees for
the coming year was made as pro-
vided for by the recently adopted
changes in by laws. Four depart-
ment heads were officially appointed,
as follows:

Governor in charge of Sports: (In-
cluding golf, tennis, gun club, etc.)
Major T. B. Catron, vice-president,

Governor in charge of Mounted Ac-
tivities: Major A. V. Arnold, Cav.

Governor in charge of House and
Club Facilities: Capt. E. C. Betts,
Infantry.

Governor in charge of Mess and
Grill: Lt. Harry G. Dowdall, Secre-
tary. The appointment of Lt. Dowdall.
as a governor is one of the changes
brought about by the new bylaws,
one of which provides that the Secre-
tary, by virtue of his office, is a mem-
ber of the Board of Governors, with
full voting powers.

The President of the Officers' Club,
Colonel William B. Wallace, during
the course of the meeting directed
the governors' attention to the fadt
that the chairman of the committee
on each of the varied activities is to
appoint a committee from the mem-
bers of the Club to serve with him in
driecting the work pertaining to his
particular activities. Some of the
committees which are to be chosen in
this way are as follows: House, En-
tertainment, Hunt, Golf, Tennis, Gun
Club, Bridge, Polo, etc.

Colonel Wallace also brought out
the fact that regular meetings of the
Board of Governors will be called
during the coming season to take up
the phases of work which the Board
is expected to carry on. One of the
principal of these will be the work
in connection with the selection of
furnishings and appointments for the
new Club building, which is being
built at the present time. Bids for
these furnishings and appointments
will be made up and mailed out to
bidders as soon as they have decided
on the style and type of appointments
desired.

ENTERTAINMENT PLANNED

A novel etntertainment will be the
feature of election night, November
8th at the Officers' Club, according
to Lt. H. G. Dowdall, Secretary of the

Club. Arrangements are being madeto give the election returns in the
Club as fast as they are tabulated,
the electoral vote count and the stand-
ing of the candidates at all times up
until midnight.

The returns are to be brought to
the Club in three separate ways, -over

. regular radios broad cast channels,

t over short-waves and over the long-
wave station at the Post. Telegraph

. instruments will be installed at the
B Club itself so that the figures may

be shown as fast as they are announc-
. ed. Operators will be kept at the in-
e struments at all times and the whole

club will be given a newspaper qft-

1 mosphere by the clatter of telegraph
instruments and the tabulation of fig-

, ures on the board to be provided for

the purpose.
d Another election will be held at
y the Club on the same night when
y the "Mayor of Biglerville" will be
p elected by popular vote on ballots to
g be provided especially for the pur-

pose.

This is how Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt, of New York, Democratic
nominee for President, appears to the eye and facile crayon of Massaguer,

world-famous Cuban caricaturist.
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SOCIAL I cIHT
FELICIA C. HOWELL, PHONE 389

Cotillion Club Charity Fashion Show
At Columbus High School A Success

The High School auditorium was Club complimenting Mr. and Mrs.
the scene Wednesday evening of a John Clark of Los Angeles who are
lovely charity fashion show which the house guests of Capt. and Mrs.
was sponsored by the Cotillion Club E. A. Johnson. In keeping with the
of Columbus. Lovely models from decorations of the Club, pink rose
Columbus and Fort Benning display- buds with tapers of green were used
ed the newest fashions for the Fall for the table decorations. The King-
and Winter. Many of the merchants mans had as their guests: Mr. and
of the city cooperated with the Club Mrs. Clark, Maj. and Mrs. Stephen G.
to make the affair a success. The pro- Henry, Capt. and Mrs. F. J. Heraty,
ceeds from the show will go to Capt. and Mrs. C. H. Owens, Capt.
charity, and Mrs. E. A. Johnson, Capt. and

* * * Mrs. Howard Clark, Capt. and Mrs.
LT. AND MRS. GABRIEL HOSTS J. J. Albright, Lieut. and Mrs. R. J.

AT DANCE AT POLO CLUB Nelson, and Lieut. and Mrs. G. M.
Lt. and Mrs. Gerald Gabriel were Nelson.

the hosts Saturday evening at the Polo * * *
Hunt Club at a delightful dance. The TWENTY FOURTH DANCE
Polo Club was attractively decorated SUCCESS
in pine boughs and early Fall flowers. The first of a series of monthly
Dancing was enjoyed from nine to dances of the 24th Infantry was held
twelve the 24th Infantry orchestra at the Polo Hunt Club, Friday even-
furnishing the music. Lieut. and Mrs. ing, October 14th. A small receiving
Gabriel had as their guests a group line was formed to welcome the new-
of their friends from Fort Benning comers to the regiment. The club was
and Columbus. attractivey decorated with pine boughs

* * * and early Fall flowers. The Regimen-
MAJ. AND MRS. KINGMAN tal orchestra furnished the music and

HONOR GUESTS WITH DINNER dancing was enjoyed from nine to
Maj. and Mrs. Allen A. Kingman one. The guest list included members

were the hosts Thursday evening at of the 24th Infantry, former members,
the dinner dance at the Officers' and their wives.

VISIT THE

DOLAN -HENRY HAT SHOP
FOR THE LATEST CREATIONS IN MILLINERY

(AT ALSOBROOK'S)

A Tweed Raincoat in Gay Plaid
Nowadays we don't grumble about

rain, for the delightful new rainy-day
togs almost outshine the fairweather
clothes. Rain clothes for the young-
sters are especially charming-just the
thing to send sister to school in a jol-
ly frame of mind. The old utility rain-
coat seems to be out. Instead we have
veritable creations, full of color and
beauty. The coat shown is typical. It
is of waterproofed tweed in a gay
plaid design with a square shoulder
effect when closed. It is worn with a
wool scarf inside and a gay little hat
to match.

OFFICERS' CLUB ENTERTAINS
WITH ITS WEEKLY DINNER

DANCE
The Officers' Club entertained

Thursday with the third of its de-
lightful dinner dances. Many reserva-
tions for dinner were made; among
those entering were: Maj. and Mrs.
Phillip S. Wood and a party of ten,
Capt. and Mrs. E. J. Lindroth and a
party of twenty, and two "No-Host"
parties of ten each.

DELIGHTFUL LUNCHEON GIVEN
AT GOLF CLUB

One of the most delightful affairs

The Edith Kester
Studio

Re-styling of millinery

Experienced Furrier

Oil and Water-Color Painting

0

I have studied under Herbert
Norman Gallie, R. A., the well.
known English artist.

We especially invite the
patronage of the ladies

of Fort Benning

NUMBER 6 LOEB BLDG.

Over Perrott Optical Co.

of the week was the luncheon which
was held Wednesday for the ladies
of Fort Benning at the attractive new
Golf Club. The luncheon table was
arranged on the Club porch and cov-
ers for forty-odd were laid. A lovely
bowl of yellow chrysanthemums was
used in the center of the table. This
luncheon marked the continuation of
the "ringer" tournament which is be.
ing held. The ladies present at the
luncheon were; Mesdames J. B. Wool-
hough, W. R. Wheeler, R. S. Lytle,
R. L. Bodine, J. A. Ladd, T. B. Ca-
tron, G. L. Kraft, H. J. Liston, T. G.
Newgord, F. M. Hyndman, W. B.
Eagles, C. H. Owens, H. S. Kelley,
A. P. Croonquist, Wilbur Elliott, G.
E. Hull, A. H. Cummings, G. M.
Wilson, L. Murphy, R. B. Gayle, C.
W. Howe, J. R. Pierce, C. T. Skow, J.
E. Raymond, J. F. Foster, W. L. Bell,
D. W. Brann, H. J. Golightly, R. Wal-
lace, C. R. Sargent, R. H. Keeley,
R. Nelson, W. C. Phillips, M. W.
Boatner, C. H. Farish, J. A. Holly,
J. E. Bowen, C. B. Ferenbaugh, R. T.
Foster, G. P. Howell, E. P. Goss, J.
E. Purcell, and E. D. Post, and Misses
Phyllis Sargent, Harriet Atkins and
Margaret Moore.

- S S t

MISS PHYLLIS SARGENT HOSTESS
AT BUFFET SUPPER LAST

SUNDAY EVENING
Miss Phyllis Sargent, the attractive

daughter of Capt. and Mrs. C. R. Sar-
gent, was the hostess last Sunday at
the home of her parents at a delight-
ful buffet supper. The table was laid
with a silver bowl of pink sweetheart
roses and tapers of corresponding
colors were used. The guest list in-
cluded: The Misses Margaret Moore,
Page Michie, Molly Heillman, Har-
riet Atkins, Molly Brown and Viola
McPherson; and Lieuts. Brookner
Brady, William Grubbs, William
Moore, James Heriot, William Mc.
Nulty, Ernest Easterbrook, J. B. Cool-
idge, and William Brunke and Mr.
Caldwell Foos.

MRS. BOWEN HOSTESS AT
BRIDGE CLUB

Mrs. James E. Bowen was the host-
ess Friday at her quarters with a
lovely bridge luncheon compliment-
ing her bridge club. Covers were laid
for eight, after lunch, contract bridge
was played. The guests were Mes-
dames R. E. Vermette, Lynn Brady,
Clayton Studebaker, G. P. Howell,
Orestes Cleveland, and Misses Har-
riet Atkins and Molly Brown.

*l * *

COUNTRY CLUB DANCE
SATURDAY

The Columbus Country Club will
hold its semi-monthly dance Saturday
evening. Dinner will be served down
stairs while dancing will be enjoyed
upstairs in the ball room. Many res-
ervations from Fort Benning and Co-
lumbus have been made for dinner
and a large crowd is expected. The
Club will be attractively decorated
with early Fall flowers.

WEST POINT CLASS OF '31 GIVES
DANCE FOR CLASS OF "32

The graduates from the West Point
Class of 1931 gave a delightful in-
formal dance Friday evening at the
Polo Club in honor of the graduates
from the West Point Class of 1932.
Dancing was enjoyed from nine to
twelve, the 29th Infantry orchestra
furnishing the music.

OFFICERS AND LADIES OF THE
ARTILLERY GIVE STEAK FRY

AT TWENTY NINTH CAMP
The officers and ladies of the 83rd

Field Artillery were the hosts Tues.
day evening at a delightful steak fry
held at the 29th Infantry camp on the
Upatoi. The guest list included mem-
bers of the battalion.

Columbus Office Supply Co.
24 Hr. Service

RUBBER STAMPS
Phone 556

The way a boy is dressed has
a great bearing on his progress
in his school work. Neat ap-
pearance, warmth and comfort

dressed like the other boys of
his class) keep his morale at top
notch and his health at its best.
Smart dress encourages apt stu.
dents-,-and the cost of smart
dress is so little at Metcalf's
Boys' Shop!

Boys' New
OVERCOATS $3.95

All-wool Overcoats with cozy
and warm flannel linings: sizes
1 to 6 years. Other coats in these
sizes at $4.95.

New Fall
BOYS' SUITS $3.95
Our Boys' Suits are built for
durability without sacrificing
style and quality. Blue cheviots
and tan mixtures. Beautifully
tailored. Two pants or two knick-
ers. All sizes-priced up to $9.95.
Best Quality 1 95
RAINCOATS at V
You can cheerfully say "Let it
rain" if the boy has a Metcalf
Raincoat to protect him from the
weather. Tan, gray, black and
trench coat models. Priced $2.45
and $2.95, too.

KNICKERS To 98c
Play In At
Here is the ideal wear for school
and play. Corduroy, woolens
and moleskins. You can't equal
this price anywhere. Another lot
at $1.98.

SWEATERS 98c
100 per cent Wool
Medium weight, closely woven
sweaters; slip-over style, well
made of all wool, in beautiful
solid colors; fine for school
wear. Up to $1.65.

Tom Sawyer 79c
SHIRTS at
Junior isn't any different from
his Daddy-he can't ever have
too many shirts. The Tom Saw-
yer label in a shirt is like sterl-
ing on silver-there is no better.
Two for $1.50
Broadcloth Shirts in tan, blue,
green and white, 39c, three for
$1.00.

Bring your boy here for all his
clothes needs-new line of un-
dies, hosiery, neck-wear, belts,
and gloves. The finest boy's shop

in Columbus.

METcALF'S
Boy's Dept.

1040 Broadway
Westbrook Building

Mrs. Jos. Jacobs, Mgr.

Mrs. Jos. Jacobs, Mgr.

SMART
CLOTHES

ENCOURAGE

Apt Students

I

I-

I
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Unusual Gifts
Featured At

Max Rosenberg
1145 Broadway

I. I

Make your menus easy

to plan by serving a
dessert that is easy to

prepare!

Foremost Ice Cream
Not only good but
healthful, inexpensive

and delicious-no won-
der it's popular

Call the

SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.

Friday, Octobdr 21, 193Z

Girl Scont Notes
CARDINALS

Tuesday, the 18th, saw the biggest
meeting of the Cardinal Troop held
in a long time. We now have twenty-
four girls, with four patrols. The
three new scouts are Beverly and Bet-
ty Thorne, the only twins, and Char-
lotte Fox.

The first thing we did was to form
a circle and have the roll call. Then
Mrs. Brown talked to us about the
new girls and called the names of old
and new scouts who, in turn, stood and ot the unlc Library next weunesuay
were introduced. Then we played a afternoon, October 26, at 3:30 o'clock,
game called "Restaurant". Two girls
of each patrol were chosen as cook
and waitress. The cooks sat in the
other room, while the waitresses tried
to remember what each girl in her
patrol wanted to eat and drink, then
ran and told the cook, who wrote it
down. Jane Kraft's and Madeleine
Matchett's patrols tied for winner, so
they repeated it once more and tied
again. They planned to fight it out
next meeting.

Mrs. Brown and Mrs. Wadsworth
decided that we need a new patrol.
A ballot was cast and Winnie Stilwell
is the new patrol leader. Her patrol
members will be announced next week.

Mrs. Brown says that Mrs. Matchett
has a wonderful surprise up her sleeve,
and that we will hear about it soon!
I bet it's something better than won-
derful because I happen to know Mrs.
Matchett!

DAFFODILS
We opened our Friday meeting with

the flag ceremony and inspection. Bet.

ty Negrotto and Marion Bloomquist
were flag bearers. Then getting down
to business we named the patrols. The
patrols, their leaders and assistants are
as follows:

LEADER ASSISTANT

Ruth Crosby Betty Negrotto
Dorothy Negrotto Ann Kraft
Illis Lee Jeannette Skow
Martie Hieleman Alison Stilwell

NAME OF PATROL

Lone Eagle
Red Fox
White Owl
Penguin

We had a visit from Mrs. Matchett.
Her visit was so unexpected that
there wasn't a dry eye in the cabin.
Well, along with our troubles, we have
laughs!

We were to go on a hike Friday,
lut two girls had to have birthdays,
so we did not have enough girls who
could stay the entire meeting to make
a hike worthwhile.

I was about to leave out the most

PARTY FAVORS TOASTED NUTS

MINT.S
HOME MADE CANDIES

NUTS AND FIGS

MITCHELL'S
1226 BROADWAY

Phone 1085
Home of 100 Candies

AVOCADOS FANCY FRUIT

SA VE THESE CR OWNS

GET VALUABLE PREMIUMS

and all eligible women who are inter-

ested in enrolling are invited to be

present.
A small, but interested, group ef-

fected the organization in Columbus
late in the spring with Miss Missouri

Binns, president, Mrs. Wheeler Tol-

bert, vice president and membership

chairman, Miss Myrtle Blackmon, sec-

reary, and Mrs. Brown Nicholson,
treasurer. Mrs. Mark Mote was largely
instrumental in organizing the branch
and will serve as program chairman
for the year.

The A. A. U. W. is an association
of college-trained women interested
in the development of women's educa-
tion and of professional opportunities
for women. It numbers more than
35,000 members in 555 branches, with
headquarters in Washington, D. C.,
and is a constituent member of the
International Federation of Universi-
ty Women. Among the privileges of-
fered are: eligibility for the graduate
fellowships offered annually by the
Association, membership in the In-
ternational Federation of University
Women with guest privileges at the
European club houses, non-resident
membership in the National A. A.
U. W. Club in Washington City with
the privilege of spending one month
a year without expense, opportunity
to join adult education study groups
organized under the supervision of
specialists, includes subscription to the
quarterly Journal, opportunity to meet
other university women with whom you
have much in common, enables you
in some measure to pay your debt
to your college by using your influ-
ence for the maintenance of high
standards and the assurance of fine
opportunities in higher education for
women.

Only the graduates of colleges and
universities approved by the Associa-
tion of American Universities are eli.
gible to membership. National and
associate memberships are offered. It
is probable that many of the army
ladies residing at Benning are eligible
and it is hoped that they will enroll
with the Columbus branch during
their residence here. Those who are
members of another branch are in-
vited to become affiliated with the Co-
lumbus group for the year, and are
cordially invited to attend the meet-
ing at the Library next Wednesday.

important part. We had a play from
Ann Cota's patrol. It was to illustrate
the Knots and the new name of the
patrol. It was funny as can be. The
act called the fox hunt was the fun.
niest. Anni Cota came in as an English
count, yelling for his red coat. About
that time Betty Ann Albright came
running in with the answer, "Yas,
suh."

Well, this is all I cail scrape up be-
side the good-night circle. "So long"
until next Friday.

Beatrice (Boots) McNulty-Scribe.

PINE TREE
We Pine Trees are terribly inter-

ested in our work! The last meeting
began at three, and we were so busy
having announcements, organizing a
new patrol, having patrol meetings,
and reviewing and learning the Ten-
derfoot knots, that before we knew it,
it was twenty minutes past finishing
time!

Miss Tina Hinkley, a visitor on the
post, who can both sing and play the
piano, came to the meeting with our
leaders and helped us very much with
our songs. After a little practice we
were singing so loud and lustily that
Mrs. Matchett would have been de-
lighted, and maybe a little astonished.

After working so hard on our knots
we only had a very little time left, but
it was enough to plan a hike for next

41 time!

A. A. U.W. To Hold
Meeting Wed.
The Columbus branch of the Am-

erican Association of University Wo-

men is extending a cordial invitation

to all eligible women of Columbus

and Fort Benning to become members

of the local branch. The intial meet-

ing of the group for the autumn sea-

son, will be held in the auditorium

Personals
Lieut. and Mrs. A. A. Goodwyn

have received their orders to sail on
the January transport for the Philip-
pine Islands. Lieut. Goodwyn has
been on duty with the Tanks here.

Capt. and Mrs. Earle Johnson have
as their guests Mrs. Johnson's sister
and brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
John Clark of Los Angeles, California.

0-

TOWN TOPICS

(Continued from Page 1)

We believe the point of this speaks
for itself.

McGoofus has flung down the gage,
but we're hesitant about picking it
up since it is liable to be as much
of a boomerang as anything else. In
this connection, however, we are go-
ing to point out one queer thing about
E. F. H.'s "Flare" this week. By read-
ing carefully, you will note that he
has received a letter, purporting to
come from neither sex and which is
signed simply "An Admirer."

In his next, and explanatory, para-
graph, the Conductor arbitrarily as-
cribes the origin of this piece of fan-
mail to a "she." What we can't figure
out is by what process of telepathy the
Conductor discovered the sex of his
admirer? Maybe it was the handwrit-
ing, though we're doubtful. Such
things are deceitful sometimes.

On the other hand, maybe the Con-
ductor is still young at heart and still
possesses enough attraction for mem-
bers of the opposite sex to feel con-
fident that his admirer would natur-
ally be a lady. Or maybe he feels
that only a woman would have enough
tenacity of purpose to sit down and
write to him. At any rate we'll leave
it up to you to decide just what
motives inspired him to describe his
"fan" so well.

WE MAKE

RUBBER STAMPS
-One Day Delivery-

COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.

New Pictures

New Picture Frames

Margaret Harrison

AT

ROSENBERGS

Saturday Only

4 Well Worth $40

Regularly $25

Terms If Desired

$17.95
Terms If Desired

EASY CHAIRS
i See them in the window

H U.MES
1132 BROADWAY

THE Furniture And Music Store Of Columbus

Discard that
Old Tuxedo.

At evening affairs,
when men like to
look their best,
there's nothing so
out- of- place as an
out-of date tuxedo.

Hofflin
AND

Green tree
Columbus, Leading Clothiers

ESTABLISHED 1888
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LIEUTENANT PEEPS' DIARY
Monday, Oct. 10

The announcement of Fire Preven-
tion Week does give me leave to ex-
ert restraining force on Long, Ewing,
and Stika for, verily, the hods from
which they do incessantly draw clouds
of smoke are indeed fit subjects of
the week. Where there is smoke there
is fire but in their cases were the
fire in proportion, the locker-room
had long ago been consumed.

Our first day of record firing with
the rifle and I would that Major
Easley's harangue to us before be-
ginning could be perpetuated in eter-
nal bronze. Yet perhaps it is as well
that it has not been and he thereby
saved some embarrassment. For my.
self, I did cast to the winds the hard
work of the past two weeks and did
commit every error in the book of
the recruit. At rapid fire I found
myself reloading as gracefully as a
cub bear in a wasp's nest and altho
I did pull the trigger hard and give
each shot a good push with my
shoulder, to increase its momentum,
yet some shots failed even to reach
the target.

And so to my domicile contemplat-
ing ruefully the amazing resistance of
the human mind to positive instruc-
tion.
Tuesday, Oct. 11

To school at eight in my best bib
and worst tucker that the photograph-
er might chance to collect on his
camera insurance. It does appear,
from our supervisor's insistence, that
this class picture is the most import-
ant item in the curriculum thus far.
And he did adjure us to appear well-
dressed from the waist up, but
whether because he feels us capable

of no better or because of the mono-
tonous similarity of our nether
halves, I know not. The picture tak-
en with no further difficulty than a
retake made necessary by Phelan's
inopportune yawn obscuring two
classmates on the first exposure. And
I do devoutly hope that the print
may be more than a mosaic of pass-
port photographs as such group pic-
tures are like to appear.

To the rifle range to complete the
downfall begun yesterday. I am in-
deed unconvinced that Monday is a
day on which to fire record for, Lord,
the natural tendency to jump and
run on each shot is but doubled by
thec ondition of the week-end nerves.
I did distinguish myself with a 285
score and thankful that it was no less.
Wednesday, Oct. 12

Our first day of machine gun in-
struction, at the conclusion of which
we were issued guns to take home.
And Evans did remark that if this
tendency is not curbed, we shall, for
the scheduled course in horseshoeing,
be taking home an anvil and a horse.
Maglin expects it to extend to the
course in motors and is enlarging
his garage. As for myself, I do thank
the Lord that this is not the Tank
Course.
Thursday, Oct. 13

Called upon this day for donations
of a day's pay to the Community
Chest Fund and the sentiment of the
Class does range from acquiescence
to donating one day of the payless
month.

This night dedicated to the cause
of map-reading. A fair, balmy night;
one which set the coldest heart aflut.

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
Bv MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

Undulant Fever

The people of America as a whole

are not familiar with the diseases

called Malta fever, Mediterranean

fever, Gibraltar fever, or Cyprus fever.

This fever which in its most com-

mon type is well characterized by

the name undulant, which means

periods of fever, sweats, and rheu-

matic pains with days between which

are of more or less normal health.

This disease has been more or less

common for the past century all along

the Mediterranean coast but it was

not until 1887 that the specific germ

which causes the disease was discov-

ered. The goat through its milk trans-

ferred the disease to man.
In only isolated sections of Ameri-

ca is it common for man to use goat's

milk. In these sections, especially

in Mexico and sometimes along the
Texas border, typical cases of undu-

lant fever have been reported.
Back in the 1890's dairy farmers

began to complVln of abortion in
- their cattle and it was found that this

£ was an infectious disease caused by a
specific germ. This disease has spread
all over the country. From the in-
fected cow, through the milk, a dis-
ease like undulant fever spread to
hogs and man. It was not until 1918
that the germs causing Malta fever
and contagious abortion were found
to be so nearly related that ordinary
laboratory methods could not distin-

.uish between them. In this country
during the past few years undulant
fever has become more and more fre-

quenty recognized. The infection is
usually contracted by drinking milk
from infected cows. It can however,
be contracted by handling the excreta
of infected animals or by handling the
infected meat.

Prevention of this disease requires

the testing of all animals, cattle, goats
and hogs, and the elimination of re-

acting animals.
All persons who care for these ani-

mals, and those employed by pack.
ing houses, and those exposed to in-
fection in laboratories or other ways
should be inoculated.

Milk should be pasteurized.
During the past few years undulant

fever has been reported quite often
in the state of Georgia. The laws re-
quire that any cattle brought into the
the state be tested for contagious
abortion. This requirement does not

however prevent the development of
this disease in cattle that have always
remained within the state. As a safe-
guard to your health all the cattle
on the two milk farms which pro-
duce milk for sale at Fort Benning
have been tested for the disease and
all reactors have been elimination
from the herds. As an additional safe-
guard our milk is pasteurized.

Offhand...
Observations

By McGOOFUS m

Hot zicaty! the Clark Gable turtle
neck sweater has made its appear-
ance among the gay blades to be seen
about the stables and on the trails
Sunday mornings.

* * *

The most useful and expressive
phrase heard on the campus this
semester-"Man, I am certainly strapp-
ed this month." This when trans.
lated means, of course, that the decla-
rant is suffering from a bad combina.
tion of financial mishaps such as de-
ductions under act of June 30, a bad

run at cards, a new set of curtains
etc.

In a recent issue, Miss Mollie Heil-
man paid tribute to "Calculator," the
late mascot dog of the students.
"Calculator" was a notable character
in more ways than one. He was wily
and intelligent as well as lovable.
He would have little to do with indi-
vidual students, never taking up with
any particular ones. One night he
would go home with one student for
food and shelter and the next night
with another. One cold winter night

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcol.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

MORE ON THE SUBJECT OF CALLS
Our Emily Post article on the subject of formal calling has had at least

one tangible result in that it brought us a fan letter. Maybe one letter isn't so
much, but we can say, in all modesty, that should future articles result in a
corresponding percentage increase in our fan mail, an extra force of clerks
will be required to handle it.

We take pleasure in quoting the letter, not only because it flatters our
ego but because it discusses intelligently another phase of the calling problem.
It goes without saying. of course, that we are in hearty accord with the author's
views. The crude male cannot be trusted with the delicate business of deposit-
ing the cards. At best, he would probably leave them in a used ash try and,
at worst, he might demand that the hostess receipt him for them. Far bet-
ter leave it to the wife to slip them behind the cushions of the divan where
the maid will find them during the spring house cleaning.
Dear Flare:

some student officers took him to the While I am not in the habit of writing fan mail, I want to convey to you
Cricket for supper. After supper, for my appreciation of your latest issue in which you published the Manual of
some unknown reason "Calculator" the Calling Card. Since your column is accepted in this household as the last
decided that he would go back to Ft. word in what is going on, it has settled once and for alla question that in
Benning so posted himself on the side- the past has occasioned many an argument, namely, who should carry the
walk and began watching passing cars. cards for the family.
Several officers, guessing what he want- It has always been my contention that the male is far too ungraceful fishing
ed, offered him rides but he persis- in his pockets and that the very awkwardness of his search prevents the un-
tently declined until someone came obtrusive slipping of the cards to the smoking stand as the niceties of the
along with a closed car. situation demand. On the other hand, the argument is put forth that since

* * * there are no pockets in the "what she goes calling in", she would have to
The ladies are taking instruction in carry the cards in a hand bag. Such being the case, it would be impossible

bridge, golf, riding and numerous'to make more than a single duty call on one tour, as the bag would be for-
other subjects. No doubt they all have gotten at the first stop.
a full schedule but it is too bad that But now, dear Flare, I have weight behind my argument, and I intend to
they can't find time to get in a little stick to my rights.
map reading. Any husband who has An Admirer.
ever tried to pilot the family trans. Our intelligent and charming "admirer"-the non de plume assures us

portation through a strange town to that she is both-brings up, inadvertently perhaps, another major issue. This
a designated point while the dear lady is the matter of what might be called a rolling reserve supply of cards. We

held the map and did the navigating can recall a number of instances when our home life was shattered for an
will recognize the eminent need for evening by the failure of our otherwise efficient calling companion to carry
such instruction, extra cards to leave under the doors of dark houses that weren't on the list

* * * for that particular campaign.
McGoofuses' latest data collecting

endeavor has been the gathering up
and assigning of serial numbers to all
wise cracks made at the expense of
Benning's excellent narrow gauge rail-
way system. The latest (see "Gun-
botham's School Daze" issue Oct. 7,
"Do not get off the cars while in
motion") rates a serial number well
up in four figures.

ter with romance. And were I 'to enu-
merate all things it gives me wish
to do, there might be full a score,
and map-reading not one of them.
'Twas on such a night as this that
Leander swam the Hellespont, yet
we assemble on Holliday Hill and
pursue the agile azimuth.

It is bruited about the class that
the night did so enthrall two of our
number that they were, by a search-
ing party, discovered sitting by the
Water Tanks engrossed in romantic
reminiscences of their first trip on the
Albany night-boat.
Friday, Oct. 14

To school an hour later than is
my wont for that the Academic Board
did donate us one hour this morning
for the four gone last night in map-
reading. If a fair exchange is no rob-
bery, then I do think that the next
grand jury might return a true bill
on this count.

Firing on the pistol range this af-
ternoon, and, being especially exhort-
ed by Captain Vermette to put cot-
ton in our ears, McComas was moved
to opine that it was but a hoax to
get our ears clean.
Saturday, Oct. 15

A day of such rain that I am moved
to believe that Mt. Ararat might be
located in the Hills of Habersham
and that Noah was one of the earliest
inhabitants.

Amused at seeing Moore, while in
the process of week-end relaxation,
eating a potato croquette from his
hand and with his fork vainly striv-
ing to dissect a buttered roll. Besides
amusement, I did experience envy.

Lt. Peep

If a calling card weighed as much as a clip of .30 calibre ammunition,
there would be some excuse for limiting the load on the calliltg wife to the
exact number of cards that she expected to leave during the contemplated
operation. The calling card, however, is both light and compact and we
have never been able to understand why women persist in not carrying e-
nough of them to take care of any and all favorable opportunities that

arise. This may be a small point, but it is important. As long as the present
view prevails that the interests of society are best served by having a man

go on living with the same wife until death do them part, as many as possible

of the little things that make men leave home should be corrected.

Our esteemed contemporary, Lieu- situation for a genuine arrest by some

tenant Peep, in the last issue of his rustic guardian of the law, jumped to

assist in handling the recalcitrant pris-interesting diary, touched briefly up-onr AsPiaeHp krswg
on n iedet o Gnerl ad Ms.oner. As Private Hapmaker swung

on an incdent of General and Mrs. around with his hand on his forty-five,
King's Barn Dance, which the Flare Lieutenant Cooper, who had been
thinks can stand a little elaboration. holding back and pretending to strug-

One of the unique features of the gle, cut the comedy with amazing sud-

affair was Lieutenant Baughman in denness and came along with becom-

the role of the Vilkage Constabule. ing meekness to explain that it was all

The constable's duty was to arrest vag- just clean fun.
rants and if a stag wasn't dancing when
there were ladies sitting out, it was
properly rgearded as prima facie evi-
dence of vagrancy. Constabule Baugh-
man wasn't doing much business be-
cause the debs, sub-debs, and young
matrons were all so attractive that
there were few slackers, but he finally
grabbed Lieutenant Cooper when he
was catching his breath between part-
ners.

The proper pelice procedure was
followed in handcuffing the culprit to
his captor with a pair of bracelets bor-
rowed for the evening from the MP's.
After exhibiting his prisoner to the
populace for a while, Constabule
Baughman grew tired with his com-
pany and decided to release him. Not
being adept in such matters, the actor
constable broke the key in the lock
and thereby gave a greatly undesired
permanence to the bond between him-
self and his prisoner.

After vain and protracted efforts to
sever the connection on the grounds,
the now thoroughly disgusted pair ad-
journed to the office of the Provost
Marshall. The local police force, rep-
resented by Corporals Harper and
Smith, and Private Hapmaker, who
was just coming off post, mistaking the

Subsequent events, however, werent
so funny for there was no duplicate
key to that particular pair of handcuffs
and it was an hour and a half before
the boys were unmanacled. By this
time they were thoroughly bored with
each other and the party was practi-
cally over. Whatever pleasure Lieu-
tenants Baughman and Cooper got out
of the latter comes from a feeling of
satisfaction over furnishing a lot of
amusement for the other guests. It
really looks to us as if General and
Mrs. King owe them another party.

PLOT THAT FAILED
Another episode of the General

and Mrs. King's highly successful
party stars Miss Harriet Atkins in
the double role of leading lady vil-
lain and heroine.

In the great emotional drama, Miss
Atkins was ably supported-or per-
haps we should say instigated-by
Lieutenant Tommy Sherburne, one of
last year's Company Officers' Class
incorrigibles.

It seems that Lieutenant Sherburne
was intrigued by the latent possibili-
ties in the straw slide by which the
arriving guests were shot into the
midst of the festivities. The enterpris-

(Please turn to page 5)
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HERALD
WANT ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

20 cents per line or fraction of
line. Minimum charge for any
classified advertisement, 50 cents.
Payment must be made before
advertisement is published.

Dressmaking-Altering and remodel-
ing a specialty. Draperies. Mrs. J. E.
Stewart. Phone 457 R-2.

For Sale: Franklin Sedan. Best condi.
ion, appearance new. Two satchels,
coat and umbrella trunk. Phone 2027.

FOR SALE: Beautifully marked,.
thoroughbred Wirehaired Fox Terrier
Puppies. Excellent bloodlines. Splen
did conformation. Mrs. John McLaughr
lin, Jr., 727 East 49th St., Savannah
Ga.

WHY NOT -- _?

Student officers: While in the South,
why not enjoy what Dixieland offers?

Its chief attractions are real South-
ern hospitality, found in a typical
spacious home and tasty southern dish-
es. These are to be had by guests at
the Dudley home, 1244, 5th Avenue.
A few accomodations are open for
couples or bachelors. Phone Verna
Dudley, Columbus 1532 for particu-
lars.

FOR SALE BY OWNER: Clean light
coach. Had best of care. Priced to
sell. Reason for selling have two cars.
Ideal second car for Army officer.
Phone 1087 or 1557.

At Stud-Chinese Chow Chow. Champ-
ionship Stock. Registered A. K. C.
Mrs. Paul Miller. Phone 4268.

W ATCH, CLOCK AND JEWELRY
REPAIRING I

Special Discount to Army People
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

PEKOR JEWELRY CO.
Msogee Club Bldg. 1221 Broadway

RALSTON
BARBER SHOP

Expert Barbers and Manicurist.
Try our Blud-Rub Scalp Treatment
for falling hair and dandruff. Open
until 8 p. m. Located in Ralston
Hotel.

C. E. HARBUCK, Prop.
Phone 9203

Dr. R. H. Brown
Osteopathic Physician
IMurrah Bldg.

I Phone Office 4108
I Res. 1153

Delivered daily to the Fort

HARPER'S
DRUGS

Telephone 396

Martin Coal Co.
PHONE 105

FOR SALE
Pretty homes and building lots on
Fort Benning paved road-also
houses for rent.

MEN-Put you money in real
estate.

Terms To Suit Your Income

F. FRIEDMAN
1027 Broadway Phone 2696

Stanton's Lunch Car
C. J. STANTON, Prop.

All Kinds of Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Chili

Open all Night

TRY OUR STEW

Phone 29 1638-2nd Ave.

WE DELIVER

Average of .875 Is
Made In Forecast

The Herald's newest columnist came

through with flying colors in his first
effort. I. PREDICTUM, infallible foot-

ball prophet, achieved the outstanding
average of .875 last Saturday after-

noon. This was all the more remark-

able considering the number of up-

sets that featured the latest grid

1. r 1i2.LP1 u.1 iJ.¥i Vt l v LtU i 111 I1UI"

ble opinion in thirty-five contests;
three of these resulted in ties, twenty.

eight predictions were correct, and
only four were wrong.

In the South, the Herald prophet

emphasized the fact that he is rarely

capable of error by prophesying fault-
lessly the outcome of all noteworthy

games. While Tennessee was repuls.
ing Alabama 7-3, Vanderbilt was tem.

porarily staving off the Tulane threat
by holding the Green Wave to a 6-6
tie. Auburn remained in the running
for the conference title by nosing out
Georgia Tech., 6-0. Georgia dead-
locked North Carolina 6-6. Kentucky
was also victorious to retain its lead

in the Conference race.
In the East, I. PREDICTUM stum-

bled thrice. Yale slipped back another

notch or so by losing to Brown 7-2
Ohio was victorious over a none-too-

strong Navy eleven 14-0, and Penn-
sylvania spoiled Dartmounth's string
of victories by defeating the Big Green
14.7.

A fighting Army team surprised
Pittsburgh, who were anticipating an-

other victory such as the 26-0 one in-
flicted on Army last year, by outplay-

ing the Panthers most of the game,

and only the convenient presence of
one Heller, star Pitt back, Prevented
the Panthers from going down to ig-
nominious defeat. Heller's accurate
arm paved the way for two touch-
downs via the air route and he scored
a third one himself after a pretty bit
of broken field running.

Final score: Pitt 18-Army 13. Col-
gate and N. Y. U. exhibited a tremen-
dous amount of offensive drive in
subduing Lafayette and Georgetown,
both competent elevens, by one-sided
scores. Princeton, for two years the
doormat for the Eastern elevens edged
further up the football ladder by hold-
ing Cornell to a scoreless tie.

In the Midwest as in the South, I.
PREDICTUM'S average was perfect.
Michigan won over Ohio State, Notre
Dame crushed Drake, Northwestern
trampled Illinois, and the Boilermak-
ers representing Purdue nosed out
Wisconsin by one point. Nebraska
succumbed to Minnesota by the same
slender margin of victory.

In the West, Washington State up-
set California while the University
of Southern California was being held
to a single touchdown by the gamest
little fighting eleven in the country-
Loyola. Stanford won, as predicted,
without difficulty.

THE FLARE
(Continued From Page 4)

ing lieutenant conceived the brilliant
idea of adding to the gayety of na-
tions by concealing a dishpan of water
at the bottom of the slide. By the
time the arrangements were complet-
ed, however, all of the guests had
arrived and the problem became one
of enticing some playboy to make a
second descent via the slide just for
the fun of the thing. Miss Atkins
was cast in the role of the siren and
Captain George Forster was picked
for the victim.

Miss Atkins played her part well
• nd soon convinced the unsuspecting
Captain Forster that it was up to him
to be "The life of the party" and
slide down the chute. Accordingly,
lie mounted the scaffold and started

RUBBER STAMPS

Columbus Office Supply Co.

the descent. Another second and the

popular captain would have staged an
impressive one-man tableau of Ponce

de Leon in the midst of the foun-

tain of youth, but just at this point,
the leading woman conspirator suf-
fered a violent change of heart. She
screamed a frantic warning and the
prospective sacrifice to Neptune ap-
plied the brakes in time to avert
the impending catastrophe.

The lesson of this story, if it may

be said to have one, is that women,

ates in the great indoor sport of prac-
tical joking. Perhaps this is why

Commoner Malin Craig is still a
bachelor. The wily artilleryman real-
izes, no doubt, that a wife would
compel him to scrap his cherished col-
lection of booby traps.

REPUTATION INSURANCE

Speaking of Captain Forster-he
seems to be much in the public's eye

these days-we have heard of at least

half a dozen women who are afraid

to advertise for recently lost compacts

since the captain gave such wide pub-

licity to the fact that one had been
found in his car.

This reminds us of an incident

which occurred at Leavenworth when

we were studying to be a Corps Com-
mander. The daily bulletin adver-
tised the finding of a pair of pink
teddies on the golf course and, for
a month thereafter, no women would
go near the Lost and Found Depart-
ment even to inquire after Junior's
missing school books.

BEST PLAY SAFE
One day last week, Comrade Lewis

Davidson, in conducting a First Sec-
tion reconnaissance party over the
Corps Area maneuvers battlefield area,
discovered a small pile of what looked
like unexploded Stokes Mortar bombs.

With that wholesome respect which
TNT inspires, Comrade Davidson
picked his way forward and gingerly
marked the spot with a red flag. Then
he plotted it on a map and noted the
coordinates.

Returning to the post, he notified
the Ordnance Department of the men-
ace to life and limb which he had
found and implied that said depart-
ment take the necessary action. Ever
prompt to oblige and particularly
so when notified of any high explos-
ive lying around loose, the 0. D. ex-
perts set forth at once in a truck well
supplied with detonating materials.

Arriving at the well marked ammu-
nition dump, the experts found the
shells to be loaded with nothing more
highly explosive than common sand.

This was told us as a joke on Com-
rade Davidson and his group of seri-
ous tacticians. Presumably a number
of the faculty is supposed to know
ex officio, ipso facto and possibly cum
laude the difference between a loaded
Stokes Mortar bomb and a sand-filled
dud. Maybe so, maybe so, but we un-
hesitatingly acclaim Comrade David-
son's actions as entirely correct and
proper. When riding or hiking over
Beiining's great open spaces, we pre-
fer to know that we aren't wandering
among unexploded shells that First,

Second and Fourth Section experts
have passed up as harmless. If the
Technical Third says they are loaded
with sand-all right. Otherwise, we'd
rather have them removed from the
premises even if we have to inconven-
ience our ordnance friends to do it.

ECONOMY RACKET
It is becoming more and more ob-

vious that these United States are go-
ing into the red this fiscal year but
'he fi!o btin g Q. M. Corps is not to
blame. It is doing its bit to balance
the national budget, as the bills for
current used in electrical refrigerators
"rove. Ours charged us with the use
of current during two months that
we were on academic leave and two
weeks that we were waiting to have
a defunct refrigeration unit replaced.

Our indignant investigation of the
matter, however, has absolved the
local office of all blame for what
looks like a holdup. It is simply
carrying out a regulation which was
probably designed to keep the Army
in a fighting mood.

I. Predictum Gives
Tulane Slight Edge.

BY I. PREDICTUM

If the Green Wave from Tulane ex-

pects to submerge Auburn his Satur-
day, it will have to display a better
brand of football than that displayed
on sundry other occasions. Both elev-
ens are undefeated, although Tulane's
record is slightly marred by a tie
with Vanderbilt. Several elements en-
ter into the choice of a probable win-
ner. If the game is played on a dry
field, for instance, Auburn's chances
-f victory will be much better by reas-
on of its fleet backfield. Also, it must
be remembered that Auburn has an
added incentive to win, for once Tu-
lane is hurdled, the arduous path to
the Conference title will become com-
paratively clear. At present, it would
appear that Casey Kimbrell, who leads
the Conference in individual scoring,
will be out of the Auburn line-up be-
cause of a bad cold; if so, his absence
cannot help but be a severe blew to
his team's aspirations for victory.
Again, if Chet Wynne, Auburn mentor,
can find an effective way of botting up
the Tulane threat, Don Zimmerman,
his troubles will be for the most part.
solved. Taking everything into con-
sideration, therefore, your prophet
-oncedes a slight edge to Tulane, but
frankly admits that he has his doubts
concerning the outcome.

In the three other games of much
consequence in the South, Georgia
Tech meets North Carolina, Kentucky
clashes with Virginia Poly, and Van-
derbilt will oppose Georgia. The Yel-
low Jackets of Tech are favored over
their opponents, Kentucky's undefeat-
ed eleven should defeat V. P. I., also
Unbeaten, and Vanderbilt will be a
touchdown or so better than Georgia,
dathough the latter team is improving
rapidly as the season progresses and
may prove to be a real threat to the
Commodores. Alabama will have lit-
tle difficulty in winning over Mississip-
si, Centre will defeat B~rmingham
Southern with ease, and Duke should
be able to conquer Wake Forest, de-
spite Wake Forest's reputation as a
-iantkiller. Georgetown will win an
asy victory over West Maryland.

North Carolina State is scheduled to
(Please turn to page 10)

"MICK" IN AT DEATH OF
LARGE BOBCAT

(Continued From Page 1)

would have killed his victim in a
very short time. As it was, Captain

Tharp had to drag off "Mick" who had
the wildcat pinned to the ground, and
then proceed to put a bullet through
,,he cat's head.

Very seldom will a dog, no matter
how courageous, attack a wildcat
single-handled. The wildcat is a
fierce fighter and s said to possess
-i disposition so mean that it hates
itself. But where other dogs would
have hesitated, "Mick" plunged in
boldly and was rewarded with the
fruits of victory; for at the conclus-
ion of the four-hour battle, there
was no doubt whtasoever as to who
was the victor. In fact, the wildcat
was so weak that it was unable to
make a dash for liberty when the
dog was pulled off.

"Mick" is the offspring of an Irish
terrier and an Airdale, both pedi-
greed dogs. He was one of eight pup-
pies, all of whom were solidly black.
One of "Mick's" distinuishing char-
acteristics is a goatee which gives him
an almost dignified appearance. He
is about eight years old and weighs
fifty-five pounds.

"Mick" has had a checkered and
varied career. From the tender age
of four months, he has been trained
by his present owner, Captain Tharp.
While still a pup, he showed evi-
dences of becoming a splendid squir-
rel dog. Later le was taken out at
night and taught to hunt coon and
Possums. Among his other accom-
nlishments. he is an excellent duck
dog; and while Captain Tharp was
near Chesapeake Bay, an excellent
location for duck hunting, the dog
-wroved of infinite value.

"Mick" is exceptionally fast and
agile and is for that reason well-
adapted to wildcat hunting. He is a
courageous fighter, and Captain Tharp
recalls occasions when "Mick" has
decisively beaten pit bull dogs much

E. F. H.I larger than he.
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First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus __$ 400,000.00
Resources Over --- 2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your
Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

ARMY NA VY
TRAD

MARK

OFFICERS
AND

Enlisted Personnel
Secure All Your
INSIGNIA

And

UNIFORM EQUIPMENT
At The Post Exchange

They carry a complete line of
N. S. MEYER, Inc.

CORPS INSIGNIA
BUTTONS

INSIGNIA OF RANK
SABERS

SABER CHAINS
SPURS, SPUR CHAINS

CAMPAIGN BARS
MEDALS

All our merchandise carries an
Unlimited Guarantee

N. S. MEYER, INC.
43 East 19th St. New York

menu. in general, make unreliable confeder-
I DPVY VlP' TAT I . ..... t. . U- I...

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus- - 65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, Com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

Ji______________________________________
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The wildcat brought to bay by
'Mick" weighed twenty-eight pounds
nd was easily the largest ever killed
n the reservation. It was on display
a front of the Officers' Club Sunday
ight.

RUBBER STAMPS

Columbus Office Supply Co
24 Hr. Service

Phone. 5.6 .

If You Should Die
the day after taking a

Family Income Policy for l

$10,000.00
With

AETNA LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Your beneficiary would receive

$100 Per Month
for 20 years and then be paid
$10,000.00 Cash or fifty dollars
per month for over 32 years.
PHONE 2956 COLUMBUS

AGENT

Woodson Hocker
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
IThey Loved The Same Woman! I GRAND 11 ROYAL Reb,

SIX HOURS TO LIVE" THE BIG BROADCAST ___'________

Two old friends who had not seen "The Big Broadcast," a romantic

each ether for nine years were re- comedy set against the
a radio studio, and featuring many of

united in the filnming of "Six Hours radio's greatest personalties in com-

To Live," latest Fox proguction which pany with a cast of screen favorites,

incluies Warner Baxter, Miriam Jor- opens Saturday with midnight show

dan and John Boles in its cast. at the Royal Theatre.
SBing Crosby., Kate Smith, the Bos-

well Sisters, the Mills Brothers, Cab
an-I Eugenie Besserer. Their last Calloway and his Orchestra, Burns and
meeting was when they played in the Allen, Arthur Tracy (The Street Sing-

Xent version of "Anna Christie" in er) and Vincent Lopez and his Or-

1923. Marion had the part of old chestra, all of whom have radio au-
diences numbering millions, are cast

"Chris" and Mme. Besserer played with Stuart Erwin Leila Hyams and

the role which Marie Dressler had in other movie players in the picture.

the more recent talking picture vers- The story revolves around Crosby,

ion. Miss Hyams and Erwin, Crosby, in
he film as in real life a radio favor-... ....... Both Marion and Mme. Besserer are
ite, is so fascina:ed by another wo-
man that he never shows up at the

ion boasting of more than fifty years tudio in time for his broadcasts, and

'is a'n actor. Mme. Besserer, a na:ive consequently gets himself fired. Er-

of France. was first on the stage in win, in love with Miss Hyams, finds
she loves Crosby, and in a magnificentan O ttaw a sock com pany, eventual ly g s u e u st e s aigesture, buys the station and a network

'oing to the Broadway stage. In pic- to restore the latter his job, for Leila's
ures she has played featured roles in sake.

A9 two men truly in love with the same woman, John Boles and "The Yellow Lily," "Two Lovers," But Crosby remains irresponsible,

Warner Baxter depict one of the most highly dramatic episodes i "Drums of Love," "The Jazz Singer," and it is only after a big broadcast in

Sad F""The Fire Bri. which the other radio favorites are
"Six Hours To ive," he tvrama fro o. "Flesh and the Devil,e featured that the tangled lives of the

gade," "Madame X," "A Royal Ro- three are straightened up.C#ne m a C 1111d a r mance'" and "Seven Faces." The picture, written by George Mar-

"Six Hours To Live,' which will be ion, Jr., and directed by Frank Tut-
seen and heard Saturday, Sunday and tle, is based on the play "Wild Marion Nixon

Waves," by William Ford Manley. lamy ar ethe
for Grand, Rialto and Royal Monday at the Grand Theatre, marks the newest of

her return to the screen after an ab- RUBBER STAMPS "teams" The
AT THE ROYAL sence, of two years. ing roles in"R

SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offering "The Big ______oftwoyears._ COLUMBUS OFFICE SUPPLY CO. brook Farm,"
Broadcast," with Bing Crosby, Kate Smith, Boswell Sisters, Vin- I124 HR. SERVICE drama They

cent Lopez, Arthur Tracy, Stuart Erwin, Mills Brothers, Burns RJIA LTp whch
and Allen and Cab Calloway. A really human story of the secrets PHONE 556 Rialto for two
and events in the great studio of the air. The intrigues of station_________
against station -... roaring comedy . ., and through it all a down- Elissa Landi will play opposite Ron-
to-earth convincing love story. ald Colman in Samuel Goldwyn's pic-"* G R AD , R A

* * * turization of the famous dual person- i A mJm I f
AT THE GRAND ality thriller, "The Masquerader." STRA.UNYanMODYNOW t

SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "Six Hours Richard Wallace will direct. SAUDY SNA-ndMNA

To Live" with John Boles, Warner Baxter and Miriam Jordan. "The Masquerader," contrasting Six HOURS TO LIVE M C

A famous scientist accidentally discovers a formula by which he drunkenness and sobriety in its lead- w~ith 0 I :

can extend life for a period of six hours. "There can be no un- ing male role pretty much the same WARNER BAXTE "Cornen.,r
solved murders," he declares. "We will simply bring the dead way that "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" FO PcTR

to life, question him as to the identity of the person who did the did drugs is being adapted by Howard MIIMJOD______o~ON OE =aPit

killing, and the murderer is doomed." There ensues a dispute Estabrook from the play by John MIIM-OD- ON OE

between the scientist and the police, thus adding a bizarre touch Hunter Booth. Its original was in the Comedy "SCRAM" - NOVELTY c..dy"BIOU]

to the romantic drama. novel by Katherine Cecil Thurston. PARAMOUNT NEWS SUNDAY

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Offering "The Night of It is Mr. Colman's second picture TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY A thrill for all wh

June 13" with Clive Brook, Lila Lee, Charles Ruggles, Gene of the season, following King Vidor's "THE
Raymond and Frances Dee. Action of the pictue is set in a block screen transcription of the internation- OF SUNNYBR
of four adjoining houses in a suburb of a large city, where four al stage success, 'C'ynara,' known for JUNEUN
families live their own lives in their own manners, until they sud- a time under the title of "I Have Been CLIVE BROOK - LILA LEE MARION NIXON

denly discover that they are closely bound to each other. Faithful." Kay Francis and a new- Charlie Ruggles - Mary Boland COMEDY-

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Offering "Is My Face Red" comer, Phyllis Barry, play opposite Gene Raymond-Francis Dee TUESDt

with Ricardo Cortez, Helen Twelvetrees, Jill Esmond, Robt. Mr Colma Adrianne Allen A r i

Armstrong, and Arline Judge. A newspaper columnist story thatM. ROBERT MO

will hit the mark. He peeps into everybody's keyhole-but- ICOMEDY - NEWS But The F
prudently stuffed chewing gum in his own! n THURSDAY an

* *n The Air I FA E NORA GREGoR--H

AT THE RIALTO .. . .
NOW PLAYING: Offering "Cornered" with Tim McCoy, WEDNESDAY

Shirley Grey, Noah Berry and Raymond Hatton. A fast-riding, 'RICEN W OTEE drama andrromance

ready-gunned Tim laying down laws of his own. A romance that ...... N . TW..ET.5 vividly protrayed"

keeps time to the heart beats of high adventure. You'll very K ThRADO.

probably like this high-speed, double-barreled western, of a man "Dture "x'"HOLLYWOOD OC AAE" MT
who was cheated out of respect, forced out of office, because he I

l "HONEYMOON BEACH" ANNA APPEI.
let friendship comefirst. -A

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "Rebecca of Sunny-

brook Farm," with Marian Nixon and Ralph Bellamy. Everybody XX:: XX

knows the story. Now you can see it picturized, a clean, sweet,

pleasing love romance, in tempo with the wonderful book. A EVERY STAR OF RADIO LAND
picture that children and grown-ups will enjoy to their heart's IN A HEART-STIRRING 
content. 7:3

TUESDAY: Offering "But the Flesh is Weak," with Robert........
Montgomery and Heather Thatcher. Love-making is brought to X lit

a new degree of perfection as he now woos one woman for her

wealth, and another for her caresses. Here's something for the

men to try, and feminine hearts to flutter over-Montgomery's X. .

latest screen success. ..................

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Offering "The Heart of tih
New York," with Anna Appel, Smith and Dale and George Sid- ..... .'V.
ney. Here's the comedy that turned New York upside down with SUN. - MOI

of a family of paupers who became millionaires. They moved A CI >,,,oN. pnigwt

in with the Vanderbilts, thought Rembrandt was a race horse 
orBOA T- ho w i t

and a lorgnette something to cut the lawn with. THE BIG BROADCAST

ecca

... ..... . o.

.... .. .... . ... . .

and Ralph Bel.
protagonists in
famous screen

r have the lead-
zbecca of Sunny-

Fox romantic
will star in the

comes to the
days.

LTO
'LAYING

ES OF THE WEST"
DOIR nUTLER"

ind MONDAY
ose hearts are young!

ICA OF
OOK FARM
Vith
- RALPH BELLAMY
klso-
- FOX NEWS

AY ONLY
lanche of laughs!
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MATA HARI
"That suicide rumor is only a

smoke screen, I'm sure of it, put up

by Dubois. He's making his inquir-

ies behind it. Listen to me, Mata!"

said Adriana harshly. "These French

are smarter than you believe. If you

had been available you would have

been arrested long ago-yes, and they
wouldn't have let you go so quickly,

11 at all! Now, you are supposed to

have gone on a little holiday, pre-

amablv with a new lover-not un-

usual for you. You sent for your

clothes-I sent for them. They were

.ken to your house at Neuilly which

had opened for you by my own

en acting as your servants. If they

:ie questioned, they can say yes, Ma-

"'ne was there with her lover for a

._X days and then left. And if you

are wise, if you do not succumb to

a lunacy, in a few days you will be

seen on the continent, in Holland,

where you will be safe till this mat-

ter is forgotten. It's been difficult,

but I have my arrangements almost

completed.
"Your passport I found to be in

-order," he went on. "Good, I had
arranged for you to motor to Havre
and take a boat for Amsterdam. It
has taken a lot of influence but I
have been able to manage it so that
there would be no trouble. And in
Amsterdam you would report to D-14
who will find work for you for the
present. You may wonder why I have
worked so hard for you, my dear."

"Oh, no, I don't," she put in with
scorn. "You're afraid if I'm arrested
I'll talk."

"Perhaps. At any rate, it doesn't
suit my plans to let you be arrested."

"And I tell you," she said, having
recovered her poise, "it doesn't suit
my plans to go to Holland at present.
At least-not before I see him."

"You actually mean to go to the
Ahospital?"

"Yes, I do. Don't you see I'm
(ressed? And you're delaying me."

"You're sure to be arrested!"
"I must see him."
Adriana made a gesture of pro-

found incredulity.
Perhaps she mistook it for helpless-

ness, for her voice changed. There
was a note of pleading in it, as she
searched that gray face for the least
sign of sympathy.

(To Be Continued)

Telephone

69

2 9 th Inf.
HEADQUARTERS COMPANY

We are proud to know that the
Fort Benning bowling team, which is
entered in the tri-city bowling league
in Columbus, has two of Headquarters
Company men on it, Hall and Came-
ron and the following second line
men who can replace the first team,
Bixby, LaBonte, "Red" Burns and
Richardson.

This team traveled to Columbus last
week and played th efast bowling team
of Central of Georgia. The team beat
the Central of Georgia two best out
of three games for the evening. Came-
ron was high man for the evening.
They have played six games and won
five of them.

They beat the famous Jack Key
Team in Columbus last year and our
team is stronger this year and we ex-
pect to beat them again when we play
them later on.

We announce Pfc. Bishop as the
winner of a bet with Corp. Fuller
to see which one could stay away
from Columbus the longest. Their
self-imposed restriction lasted for
three months two weeks and one day,
till last Saturday when Fuller took
the 12:30 P. M. bus for he wicked
city (Bishop left also that same day
but on the 1:15 P. M. bus.)

The Basket Ball Team of Hq. Co.
started practice last Monday. Among
the prospects for our winning team
are: Tech. Sgt. Mitzen, Sgt. John La-
Bonte, "Ned" Walden and John Camp,
the Cedar Key, Florida flash. The
team is coached by 1st Lieutenant Fer-
enbaugh.

Corp. Frank R. Youngblood (Ex
Sgt. Major of Fort McClellan, Ala. has
everything at Regimental Headquar-
ters Message Center changed to meet
his demands.

Now that football season is here
again the usual all week debates be-
tween "Red" Burns and "Slim" Ca-
meron are in full swing and better
than ever.

COMPANY "B"

Heard of one of the Infantry
School's fancy and highly instructive
(we're sure they must be) rehearsals:
"I'll bet if I was planning a war I
could think up one that didn't have
so much walking in it. Shucks if
you can't run you've got to fight,
anyhow, s , what's all this walking
for?"

Turning out for a review seems to
be a disastrous formation for this
outfit. First Sgt. Brown made us all
turn out and be inspected beforehand]
and (lamned if Cates didn't have on

a cotton shirt. He got off a few brand
new alibis and so missed an extra
Sunday K. P. And then when the
company was formed into eleven full
squads, there was no place in ranks
for Sgt. Brown or Sgt. Mintz, or Sgt.
Wilkerson, and they were afraid they
wouldn't be allowed to stand the
parade and have the General review
them. But after they had swaggered
into barracks, telling the rest of us
that we could have all the fun, it
turned out that "A" Company needed
more men, so they were allowed to
put their belts back on and get their
rifles out of the racks again and come

J
To any part of Fort Ben-

ning. Just call 69 and you

have instant service. Ice

cream, cigarettes, candy,

anything you need-right at

your telephone.

SODA FOUNT
Post Exchange Fort Benning, Ga.

The Post Exchange is not authorized to sell to
any person not in the Military Service.

83 rd F. A.
HQ., HQ. BTRY. AND C. T.

Sgt. McLeod was discharged this

week and took on another stack with

Hq. Btry. More power to you Mc.

Catfish Smith was sent to the service

section to fill the vacancy of Sgt. Mc-

Leod for three months. He moved his

bunk in the room with Sgt. Roper.

Watch out Catfish, the room has to

be mopped twice a week so you're the

man.
Pooch Derrick and Sgt. McCallum

have entered the Golf tournament at
Rexview. They both qualified and ex-
pect stiff opposition next Sunday
when the tournament opens.

Colin Pike is giving Bridge lessons.
Every evening his pupils assemble in
his room to be shown the fine points
of the game. Sgt. Phillips was one
of the victims and from all reports
he heads the class. Catfish Smith
thought that a grand slam was a punch
in the nose.

We have a few new men in the bat-
tery and we all hope that their enlist-
ment in this battery will be a pleas-
ure for them.

BATTERY A
Our friend X-Cpl. May has been

heard from. "The Wild Bull of the
Everglades" is now located at Panama
City, Florida. May is in the deep sea
fishng business. Any how we knew
that whatever business he was in, it
was deep.

It is with regret we learn that our
Supply Sergeant E. C. Brown is ill
at his home on furlough.

Pvt. Frank W. Taylor has departed
for a 30 day furlough up in the hills
of East Tenn.

Pvt. Kelso Durham's furlough was
cut short. Kelso, the 18th Amend-
ment has not been repealed as yet. We
wish you better luck next time.

Cpl. North, Acting Supply Sergeant
has been busy this week with his
steel Caps in the day and his social
functions at night. We are wondering
if he will be able to stand the pres-
sure.

In a recent Qualifications Order re-
ceived from Fort Bragg, N. C. we no-
tice the famous brothers qualified as
First Class Gunners. Pfc. Avery A.
Owens and Pvt. Benny Owens of Hq.
Hq. Btry. & Ct., 16th F. A., Most of

us remember this pair, both having

been in "A" Battery for years.

BATTERY "C" NOTES
The Battery staged a working party

Saturday afternoon October 8, 1932,

which was enjoyed by everyone but
Corp. Odom, who was unable to ride

out on the train and give the battery
a demonstration of his skill as a news
butch and losing ice boxes. Don't

worry Corporal, your correspondence

course may do you good.

After arriving on Sacket Hill, the
battery was turned over to our barber,
an ex veteran, who mmediately show-
ed his ability of handling troops by
turning them over to Lieuts. Webb
and Stewart who sent out an advance
guard at once, under command of
Corp. Bryant, who assured the work-
ing body of troops that nothing
would hinder hem from arriving safe-
ly at the place where the sand bags
were to be filled.

The B. C. turned the first shovel
of earth with the Gold Shovel and
the contest for the first completed
gun pit on the way. Second Section
finished first, completing their pit

tiut and join us.
What we can't understand is why

some soldiers would rather go absent
than get a pass. And probably Patton,
Winfrey, and Shieder feel the same
way about it now. All we have to do
to get a pass is come into the orderly
room and say "Sgt. Brown, may I
please have a pass, if you please, sir?"
And he says in a quiet tone of voice
which can easily be heard on the top
floor, "What the hell do you want a
pass for?" But lo and behold that
very afternoon our pass is waiting for
us all signed by Captain Johnson and
everything.

And light colored shoes seem to be
another stumbling block. We should
think it would be a lot easier to spend
half an hour darkening new shoes
than spending Saturday afternon and
Sunday in the kitchen. Kendrick does,
too, I suppose.

F
I

according to required size in 40 min-
utes flat. The Third Section and B.
C. Detail finished second. Finishing
their pits in 40 minutes and .099 of
a second, and thereby tying for sec-
ond place.

The first prize was $2.00 of Post
Exchange Coupons and one Carton of
Cigarettes. Second prize was one Car-
ton of Cigarettes.

While in the prime of digging gun
pits the 24th Infantry Band played
"I'll be glad when you are dug you
gun pits you."

After finishing the first gun pits,
the hard working crews were served
with Barbecue, Doughnuts and Coffee,
and then proceeded down the hill to
the position of the 105 mm position,
where a crew including the 1st Sgt.,
Supply Sgt., Gunner Corporals and
cripples, were engaged in trying to dig
in a clay bank making very slow prog-
ress.

I

24 th Inf.
COMPANY C

Phone 3718

Private Harris has crossed over the
"Three Year Line" and twenty-four

hours afterwards, he crossed back on

this side, only to do the same thing

again in the year of 1935.

Someone asked the Mess Sgt. what

animal was of the most importance

to the public? After much meditation,

he replied, "a hog," berause there is

hardly any waste to his meat. Even

his squeal is preserved in a phono-

graph record known as "The Barn-

yard Blues." Nope, no waste-I know.

"Coming events cast their shadows

before." A certain member of this

company was seen depositing some

cash in the Ft. Benning bank. A very

rare thing for this individual to do.

Oh, yes, Christmas isn't far off. He is

preparing himself to meet it. A hint

to you also.

When leaves begin to scatter, chick-
ens scamper; cats run for trees, and
dogs bark-Look out Wilborn is back-
ing out from the parking line.

Read Herald Ads

hi
~

+ Makers of Fine Printing Plates

V, WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO. :
*'*4
§4.

Atlanta, Georgia46"4

U

IMAGINE YOUR EMBARRASSMENT
WHJEN, LIKE A BIG. 5T' ONC

HE-MAW, -- You OFPER\ / "---II

OIEN "THE WIOw

_ Hi lit

MAGINE YOUR DELIGHT when you discover that-you can own just the car you want-WITHOUT
over-reaching yourself financially! Our used cars are
modern and smart-looking and mechanically fit-yet the

prices are unbelievably low!

MUSCOGEE CHEVROLET CO.
1501 FIRST AVENUE PHONE 100

DIMON COURT APARTMENTS
PARTLY OR COMPLETELY FURNISHED, MODERN EQUIPMENT

REASONABLE RATES

Call 470, your renting agent or our Superintendent, Mr. Trussell

at Apartment house, Phone 3062, Residence 4406-W.

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GEO G IA
Pow"f

A Citizen Wherever We Serve

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harling, Manager

lven Service

- I

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

I

4

41,--

1217 Broadway

KENNY'S

NORWOOD
COFFEE

is sold at Fort Benning

through the

Post Exchange
TRY A POUND

YOU WILL BE PLEASED

THE M_ iNmvr, ~m ujA,.tl-llklalr 91 lQq9



BERNARD B. SWAYZE, Editor

BATTLING BOZO SIGNED TO SCRAP CORN GRIIFFIN
RIP WILL MEE]
LESTER DARBI
IN SEMI - FINAL
Capacity Crowd Expected Tc

See Slagtown Freak
Demonstrate

In selecting Battling Bozo to meet
John Corn Griffin next Tuesday night
in the Post Gym, Captain Phillip T.
Fry has perhaps played his trump
card for the enjoyment of the Ben.
ning fans. It was only after quite a
bit of negotiation that the contract
was signed, and that Bozo person
is now in Benning, training hard for
what he knows will be the fight of
his career.

Griffin has been itching to get a
crack at the Slagtown Freak for a
long time, but something always
came up to prevent the match. Now
Griffin gets a chance to prove he can
beat a clown and a fighter all at the
same time.

Bozo, too, is glad to get a whack
at the prominent chin of the Benning
favorite; several times giving vocal
evidence of that fact. He has said
that of all the fighters at Benning,
he would rather punch out a decision
of "that Corn Person," and will make
this his night to do his best to do
it.

Now in meeting Bozo, Griffin has
the toughest assignment he has ever
been handed. The Slagtown Freak
may clown and flirt with the ring.
side beauties, but he is every inch a
fighter. His jabs are snake-like,
and his hooks and crosses are some-
thing to sit up and take notice of.

Captain Fry may as well prepare to
take care of a capacity crowd at the
Gym that night, for the Columbus
as well as the fans of the Fort will
flock to! the gates early to get their
seats for the fight of the ages.

Punch and Counter-punch
Lester Darby, in his recent defeat

of the greatest fighting heart of them
all, Danny Long, will meet a real
genius of the counter-punching art
when he faces Rip Tetherton in the
semi-final of eight rounds.

No better match could have been
picked to fill the bill in this position
than the one just mentioned. Rip is
undoubtedly the hardest hitting fight-
er in Benning in his weight. Darby
is in the same category among the

(Please turn to page 9)

r G.M.A. STOPS
KELLS 7T06

Barnesville, Ga., Oct. 21-(Spe-
cial to the Benning Herald)-In
a game filled with thrills, the Sec-
ond Battalion, 29th Infantry of
Fort Benning, Ga., went down in
defeat before the strong opposi-
ion of the G. M. A. team here, 7-6.
Prophet, Wilson, Derrick, Black-
stone and Saunders were the out-
standing performers of the visit-
ing team.

The game was hotly contested
throughout, Lt. Ives using most
of his squad of 60 men, trying to
discover the best possible combi.
nation to be obtained.

24TH INFANTRY
MEETS STRONG
TEAM THE 22ND

Speed Kings of the Happy Heart
backfield, supported by a stone wall
line, ripped holes in the highly touted
defense of the Atlanta Bears, colored
professional football team, to win at
Fort Benning, Sunday afternoon, 14
to 0.

It was the first football game of the
season at Fort Benning, and was also
a big upset to local football fans.
The Atlanta Bears, made up of former
colored football stars, is rated as one
of the strongest colored gridiron ag-
gregations in the south. They were
favored to win over the team from
the Sunset Regiment by two touch-
downs.

Surprise changed to admiration with
the fans as the Happy Hearts took
the play away from the Bears in
the opening period of play and kept
the ball in enemy territory through-
out the period. A couple of 55 yard
punts by Myers, Happy Heart half-
back, put the Bears back in the
shadow of their goal post in the sec-
ond quarter. The Bears attempted
a pass from a fake punt formation.
Winston, Happy Heart fullback, raced
over, pulled the pass down on the
Bears' 30-yard strip and with perfect
interference, raced through the op-
posing team for a touchdown. Myers
kicked goal from placement.

Late in the third quarter the Happy
Hearts opened a drive from midfield.

"ALL-AMERICA" FORM

Right equipment is nec-
essary to have it, equip-

ment that permits free,

unhampered movement,

that len;ds wings to your
feet, that stands up under
the most punishing of
conditions.

That's The Kind You'll
Find Here

MAIN BRAN.CH
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga.

The Post Exchange is not authorized to sell to any person
not in the Military Service.

Weekend Schedules Starts
Ball Rolling At Benning

Kells Play G. M. A.; Tanks Open Battalion Series;
24th Infantry Tackles Nashville Giants

Hall, Hq., Co., 29th Infantry.

With Barnes and Hale carrying the
ball the soldier team drove down the
field on straight line plays that never
ceased gaining until Barnes crashed
over center from the 4-yard strip for
a touchdown. Again the toe of Meyers
sent the oval spiraling between the
goal posts.

In the final quarter the Bears raged
at the Army line in a fruitless at-
tempt to turn the tide but their charg.
es were shattered against a solid wall
of defense.

FOR SALE
Post Exchange

With the coming of the week end,
Fort Benning has livened to the call
of the grid. The Second Battalion
journeyed to Barnesville, Ga. today
to test out their football machne.
Sixty players of the Battalion team
made the journey. Lt. Ives" team
coach, decided to take the whole
squad, rather than the twenty men
bid for. He took along a field range
to feed the players at the scene of
conflict.

The Tankers open their Battalion
series today. Two of the teams will
meet in Doughboy Stadium this af-
ternoon while two more will play
tomorrow. Headquarters Company
drew a bye for this weekend, and
will play next week.

The Headquarters team is conceded
to be the best of the league, but the
other teams have strengthened this
year. The new Tank company has a
strong aggregation, with such stellar
players as Anthony, Prusinosky, Ku-
likofsky, Lasbevicki, McCullers, Staf-

BOWLING TEAM
WANTS CIVILIAN
MEATSOON

The Fort Benning Bowling team,
composed of enlisted men of different
organizations, is anxious to enter the
foreign fields in campaigns. They are
already entered in the Tri-City League
in Columbus, having recently taken
on the Central of Georgia team, de-
feating them the best two out of three.

They are very anxious to meet the
Key team of Coluinbus in an early
engagement, and will glady take on
all challengers.

The team'has been hitting it off
in fine style winning five of six
games played. The scores were as
follows:

First tournament: a total pen fall
of 2905 with Sgt. Davis scoring high
with 242, and an average of 213 for
three games. The second tournament
found the Benning boys a little off,
with a total pin fall of 2565 with
Private Cameron of Hq. Co., 29th In-
Glenn took high average iw7tl 9.h
fantry scoring high with 213, Sgt.
Glenn took high average with 179.

The team is composed of Sgt. Dezo-
tell, Q. M. C., Sgt. E. C. Davis, I. S.
D., Sgt. Heckert, I. S. D., Pvt. Camer-
on, Hq., 29th Infantry and Private John Corn Griffin

Fort Benning

RIP TETHERTON
Fort Benning

vs. Battling Bozo
Birmingham

10 Rounds

vs. LESTER DARBY
Columbus

8 Rounds
GRUMPY GORDY vs. FRANK MACKERY

Q. M. C.

BUNKER HILL
Fort Benning

7 Rounds
VS.

Tanks

BEN SPIVEY
Columbus

6 Rounds
HERBERT YETMEYER vs. CHARLIE WHITE

Fort Benning Columbus
4 Rounds

TUT TUT TAYLOR vs.
Fort Benning

4 Rounds

General Admission 50c

KID McKOSKI
Columbus

Ringside $1.00
Tickets on sale at Officers' Club, Athletic office and all orderly rooms.

TUESDAY NIGHT. OCT. 25
Post Gymnasium, 8:15 P. M.

I

I I I Imor

fer, and many others.

The Battalion will have the privi-
lege of a pick from 125 men for the
Battalion team that will be formed
later on, as a result of these compe-
titions. It also gives a greater number
of men a chance at afternoon athlet-
ics, which is well worth while for
the organizations.

The 24th Infantry will play their
second game at Fort Benning tomor-
row, meeting the strong Nashville
Giants, southern colored champions
of 1931. A good crowd is expected to
attend th egames, as last Sunday's
contest proved the Sunset Regiment
to havea smooth-working football
team.

Lt. Howard Johnson is to be com-
plimented upon his efforts and re-
sults with this team, as he has pro-
duced the best team for the regiment
in the last ten years. Great things
are expected of this team this year,
so watch them.

HUSTON G 0 L F
TOURNEY GETS
FINE RECEPTION

Getting well under way during the
past week, the TomHuston Peanut
Company's golf tournament at the
Rexview course found 60 golfers
qualied at the end of the week for
competition play.

With two more days to go, officials
of the tourney announced that they
expected to haveas many as twenty-
five qualified before the end of the
closing day for qualification, which
is next Sunday.

Much interest has been manifest
among both the golfers of Columbus
and Fort Benning. The game has tak-
en a permanent hold on the enlisted
men of the garrison, as shown by
the number already qualified for the
tournament.

Among the soldiers who have enter-
ed the tournament, and have turned

(Please turn to page 9)
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BOWLING ALLEY
SCENE OF MUCH
INTEREST N0 W
Officers' League Gets Under

Way With Two Games
Already Played

As the season progresses, bowling
is coming more and more into its
own in the Garrison. To date, seven
officers' teams have been organized
and two games of the schedule played.

This year the bowling alleys, situat-
ed in the Academic Area, have a more
colorful crowd each afternoon and ev-
ening than any years since their erec-
tion several years ago. Hi~her scores
are daily being turned in by the var-
ious players, and competition is wax-
ing hot.

To make the competition more in-
viting to the participants in the game,
various prizes are being offered for
certain accomplishments.

For a score of 300, (a possible) a
prize of $25.00 is being offered.

To the person rolling 200 or better
the most times during a week 10 tick-
ets will be given.

The high score for the week also
receives 10 tickets.

For the winner of each flight in a
month, the prize is $5.00.

For any lady bowling 200 or better
a prize of $5.00 is offered.

Those holding high scores on the
alleys to date are:

(Please turn to page 9)

FOR

Spalding and D. & M.

BASKETBALL
And

Other Equipment

Phone 9283

For Fort Benning Representative

Mr. Hugo Brandt

SPORT AND LUGGAGE

SHOP
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BORN OF SPORTING blood,

we are forced to at least give a

little notice to publicity issued

challenges of all types. Being of

the type who enjoys peace in its

tamest form. we like to pass up

a few now and then, but the

sporting blood is still there.

What to do, what to do ... ah we!

THIS FELLOW McGOOFUS, of

the "Offhand" sector of this week-

ly battle, has issued a challenge

to any and all writers (?). We

take it up here, with the hope

that some more competent per-

son than ourselves will come to

the rescue, as we know of no

way in which to attack dear old

Mack. He has insulted us! Im-

agine his nerve to put us in the

same category as Odd McIntyre,

Heywood Broun and F. P. A.

....- Well, one can't be insulted

by an inferior.

NOW WE' THOROUGHLY ex-

pect to lose this fight, because

we don't want to set a prece-

dent. We have never won a sin-

gle encounter of any kind, and

don't care to break the golden

chain of defeat here. We do, how-

ever, accept the challenge, and

humbly pray the able assistance
of all and sundry in this worthy

battle. Allied we stand---.divided
we fall, you know, and after all,

that challenge was issued to all

concerned, but it is up to him,

(Mack, of McGoofus, McGoofus
and McGoofus) to start the offnes-

ive movement, and we promise to

stay on the defensive all the way.

(We still think he's nuts.)

A LAST MINUTE notice from
Lt. Howard Johnson pleads with

us not to "mention that absurd
ventriloquist incident again," and
we promise. Thanks, Lieutenant,
and may all the little ventrys
keep away from your door, along
with the long lamented wolf.

"FARMER" FRENCH, of "E"
Company, 29th, has now entered

o 0

o 0

from thence forth shall be known
as "Kingfish Huey" French, ex-
another field of endeavor, and
ponent of that rare specimen of
politicians.

AND CORPORAL FOSTER of
the communications section lost
a knife worth, (offically) $1.42,
and will have to pay for it some
way. He has been noticed smok-
ing "Depression Dust" for the
past few days,---..probably mak-
ing up the shortage in his person-
al finances.

CORPORAL BREWER of the
same outfit went to Birmingham
to see the Alabama-Tennessee foot-
ball game and lost his shoes, then
went to a show at the Main Thea-
tre and lost his hat. (Glad you
didn't go to a Turkish Bath,
Corporal).

YE OLDE NOTE BOOKE:
First Sergeant Craine calls his
Austin the "Beetle"-....Sgt. Bauer
is busily engaged in booking
shows and reviews for the theatre
goers of the 29th Infantry .... Red
Lindsey is still the "Grand Old
Man" of the Tanks-..."Lon
Chaney" Reddock will probably
step off a good bit of yardage for
the Irish this year .... And "Be-
lieve it or not," Jim Kelley was
All-Hunyak center, or sumpin_...-
And some things heard but not
appreciated: .... Sandpaper scrap
ing on a concrete surface----
China Berries dropping on an
upturned tin tub during noc-
turnal hours .... Horses eating
grass beneath our window at the
same hours ... Cats on the back
fence-...And alibis to traffic cops.

'1

Just Arrived!.

A large shipment of these
Two Pieces

Boudoir Chairs
Covered in Chintz this
lovely boudoir chair will
make your bedroom
brighter and more com-
fortable. Several pat-
terns.

$5.95
(As Shown)

Winthrope Desk
Here's the ideal ladies' writing
desk. Full Winthrope exterior and
interior. 36 inches wide with ser-
pentine front.

$32.50
Other desks of similar design

$15.75

II. Lcthschld
"Leading Furniture House for 39 Years"

(Continued from Page 8)

local civilian fighterc. Rip wants to
take Darb -. and Darbv wants to take
Rip.

We sb-ill see what we shall see.
Heark-ning to the hue and cry of

the Pack. ve honorable fight fans,
the matchmaker has at last put the one
and only Grumpv. Grumpy Gordv
back on the menu. and to top it all
off with a nice coat of adhesive tape,
Frankie Mackery of the Tanks is the
boy who wll endeavor to trim the
great Grumpy.

Mackerv has alwavs maintained that
he could lick Gordv on even terms
anywhere. any time. Grumpy has been
of a different opinion. Mackery can

hit hard, fast and a heap of them,
while the great one is hard to bit.
This fight will go the seven round
route, with action throughout.

Ben Snivey and Bunker Hill will
settle all differences in the only six
rounder scheduled for the night. If
Hill leaves a bit of his shyness back
at the dressing room he will have a
slight chance to take the more experi-
enced Spivey. Ben is ay daeroFrbioft
enced Spivey. Ben is already suffering
a mental defeat at the hands of the
hard-hitting 29er, and will be out
there with all the all his cunning to
stop this raging tiger.

Herbie Yetmeyer and White of Co-
lumbus will take on the second four-
rounder of the card. which will be
one of the features of the preliminary
fights. The curtain raiser will feature
Tut Tut Taylor and Kid McKoski.
Taylor is of the Medical Detachment
at Fort Benning and the Kid hails
from Columbus.

RANKINGS A R E
MADE OF ARMY
FENNIS PLAYERS

From The Infantry Journal

Based on results of the Army tennis
tournaments and Leech Cup tryouts
held in June and July at the Army-
Navy Country Club, the following is
announced by the Army Central Ten-
nis Committee as the individual sin-
gles ranking of the first seven regular
Army tennis players competing in
1932. Several players who would
have been entitled to a rating were
not included bocause of a lack of suf-
ficient data.

1st-Flying Cadet Dolph E. Mueh-
leisen, Air Corps, Kelley Field, Texas.

2nd-2nd Lt. S. K. Robinson, Air
Corps, March Feld, Cal.

3rd-Major R. C. Van Vliet, Jr.,
Inf., Camden, N. J.

4th-Major J. A. Dorst, Corps of
Engineers, Washington, D. C.

5th-Captain J. H. Drake, 24th Inf.,
Fort Benning.
6th-2nd Lt. T. L. Sherburne, 83rd

F. A.. Fort Benning.
7th-2nd Lt. David D. Hedekin,

33rd Infantry, Fort Clayton, Canal
Zone.

REXVIEW GOLF
POPULAR

(Continued from Page 8)

in scores good enough to get in for
the money flights are: Pooch Derrick,
"Keagle" Kjelstrom, "Squirrel"' Me-
Callum, Larry Mitzen, and several
others.

The trophies offered in this tourney
,re well worth the efforts of even
the leading golfers of the section.
Thev are beautiful stpeciments of
workmanship. and highly complimen-
tar to the winners.

The tournament is open to all golf-
ers of the amateur classes of this sec-
tion. and all are urged to take part
in it. The Rexview course is situaed
onthe River Road, about a half mile
from the city limits, and is well situ-
ated for those desiring to enter the
play. The e.reens are of "sand," a

crushed rock that stays put. and gives
a wonderful chance to imurove the
putting game. The fairways have been
recently gzone over and are in excel-
lent condition. The hazards are real
hazards, and to the man who gets
over the twso railroad hazards ... good

Sluck !

BO070 BATTLES GRIFFIN

1 2 3 Tot.
- 182 176 219 577
- 191 144 --- 335
- 159 --- 164 323
- 181 165 187 530
-------- 183 165 204 552

127 _--- 127
- - - - 146 146

896 774 920 2590

INSTRUCTORS
Games

Players 1
Kraft-----------148
Vermette--------163
Matchett---------124
Evans-----------134
Easley-----------133
Johnson-----------
Williams-----------

2140
160

187

145
157

3176
206

120

126
159

Tot.464
529
124
441
133
271
316

Totals---------720 789 787 2278

ADVANCED CLASS
Games

Players 1 2 3 Tot.
Houghton--------120 181 157 458
Wampler--------154 131 162 447
Jackson --------- 117 141 155 413

Caygill----------123 145 141 409
Andrews1---------13 137 157 487

Totals---------770 735 772 2214
COMPANY OFFICERS' CLASS

Games
Players 1 2 3 Tot.
Ramsey---------171 172 159 502
Regieur----------93 168 130 391
Hosea-----------164 134 114 412
Dewey----------120 131 118 369

Dambrosky- 117 106 120 343

Totals---------665 711 641 2017

U -

V3>50",4[ TRIP

. v5

More daily departures... more
Service to more cities ... term-
:nals right in the heart of town
. . . yet fares are lower over
Hood Coach Lines than by any
other way.

You'll enjoy bus travel more
than ever with all the luxuries
Hood Lines offer-deeply cush-
ioned reclining chairs, clean
seat covers, porter service-
even radios !

SAMPLE LOW FARES
ATLANTA-............$3.00
MONTGOMERY3....... 300
OPELIKA------------1.00
NEW ORLEANS........11.50
NEW YORK-...........24.45

UNION
BUS TERMINA[

1212 Broadway
Phone 661

HOODAIbACH

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Stret
Offire Phone IS

Given with dispatch, efficiency and
completeness. You'll appreciate the

quality of work our shop is equipped

to do and you'll swear by it in a pinch.

0

Auto Department
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga.

The Post Exchange is not authorized to sell to any

person not in the Military Service.

WATCHES - JEWELRY

REPAIRING OF ALL KINDS
OUR SPECIALTY

Compare Our Prices

FEFFER JEWELRY CO.
1102 Broadway

THE BENNING HIDRAI

Players
Fry, P. T.
Howard
Monaban
Kelley --
Buracker -

Lewis --
Lovett

Totals

..........

BOWLING ALLEYS
(Continued from Page 8)

Officers:
Ten Pins, Lt. Dean---------259
Duck Pins, Capt. Fry -----. 166

Ladies:
Ten Pins, Mrs. Smith-------- 195
Duck Pins, Mrs. Glenn ----. 99

Enlisted Men:
Ten Pins, Mr. Sgt. Bennett- 264
Duck Pins, Sgt. Dezotell -- 211

Team High Score:
Inf. School Detach., 3 games 2704
Inf. School Detcah., 1 game 1016

The two games already played were
as follows:

OFFICERS' LEAGUE
HQ. THE INFANTRY SCHOOL

Games
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Really Good Cream!

SOLD
AT

THE
OFFICERS'

CLUB

Made of the finest ingredients by
processes which enhance their

goodness-no wonder we can truly
say "It's the Best".

JL"llle +'Lea .... 
......... - ......

6
Per Cent Interest

On Savings

PAID TO DEPOSITORS AT THIS BANK

W/e Appreciate Your Account-Either Borrowing or Saving

FRANKLIN SAVINGS &
LOAN CO.

Corner 13th Street and First Avenue.

Telephone 2766

You Can

Pay-As-You-Ride
On

TIRES and TUBES

WE invite you to take advantage of our convenient pay-

ment plan in purchasing your tires and tubes. No

red tape to this plan. A small down payment and balance

in payments to suit your own convenience.

UNITED OIL CORPORATION
PHONE 1800 1215-21 FIRST AVE.

-WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS-

OFFICERS'
KAKI

, SHIRTS
I " $1.35

jF ull cut, seven buttons, entire
shirt full shrunk, two pockets
and made of best grade Broad-

P.cloth material. Sizes 14 to 17/,
'all sleeve lengths. Made accord-
ing to Government specifica-

, tions by Elder Mfg. Co., the

same shirt you have been buy-
ing but paying a higher price.
Money back guarantee if you

are not satisfied.

OFFICERS' MODEL------------$1.35
ENLISTED MEN'S MODEL ----.$1.25

White Duck (Sanforized-Won't Shrink) Pants 59c

METCALF'S
1040 Broadway - Westbrook Bldg.

mu

PREDICTUM GIVES TULANE
SLIGHT EDGE

(Continued From Page 5)

go down in defeat before Florida, and

Tennessee has a breather in Maryland.

Two undefeated, untied, and un-

scored on elevens meeting the East this

Saturday when Colgate clashes with

N. Y. U. Both teams have shown

indisputable evidence of great offen-
sive strength. Colgate's crushing de-
feat of Lafayette 35-0, after Lafayette
had just held Dartmouth to a single
touchdown the preceding Saturday was
remarkable; no less surprising was the
one-sided victory N. Y. U. won over
Georgetown. Colgate should win, but
the margin of victory will be slender.

Harvard's unbeaten aggregation
meets its first genuine test of the seas-
on in Dartmouth; the Big Green
should be overcome but only with
difficulty and Harvard will have to
play heads up football all the way.
Army, who played a super-Pittsburgh
team practically to a standstill last
Saturday looks forward to administer-
ing a decisive defeat to a Yale eleven
which is yet to break into the winning
column, and will probably not be dis-
appointed. Columbia will defeat Wil-
liams, and Holy Cross will conquer
Rutgers. The Fordham Ram meets a
formidable opponent in Michigan
State, but should win. Pennsylvania
will crush Lehigh and the Princeton
Tiger has already begun licking its
chops in anticipation of its first major
victory in three years with Navy as the
unfortunate victim.

In the Midwest, Notre Dame, fresh
from its overwhelming victories over
the Haskell Indians and Drake, faces
a below-par Carnegie Tech team, and
it is just a question of how big the
score will be. And while your pro-
phet is on the subject of Notre Dame,
he is becoming more and more con-
vinced each day that the Irish are
heading straight for another National
Championship. Although his modest
nature quite naturally shrinks from in-
criminating himself in an assertion
which will probably be questioned, he
feels that he would be doing an in-
justice to his eager public if he did
not give it the benefit of his superior
observations.

Chicago will have the doubtful hon-
or of pushing Indiana further down
in the cellar position of the Big Ten
Confernece. Michigan will have little
trouble in subduing Illinois, nor will
Iowa extend Minnesota. Nebraska and
Kansas clash in a contest which may

$2698
$5 Down, $5 Monthly, SmallCarrying Charge

See this gun before you buy! Spe-
cial steel proof - tested barrel.
Takes shells up to 23/4 inches long.
Built to withstand heaviest loads
Six shot, slide action. Side ejection.
Hammerless. Walnut stock and
forearm.

Eastern Arms
Single Barrel Shotgun

The action of this gun is simple-there's nothing to get out
of order. Proof-tested barrel, grooved breech sight.

Famous

Springfield Junior Rifle

$498

A marvelous "buy" at this low price! Bolt action! Full
pistol grip and steel butt plate. Handles .22 shorts, longs and
long rifle. Action and ejection simple, safe, sure.

Mallard Loads

65c to 75c
No better ammunition is made,
regardless of price! Du Pont
smokeless powder. Over-size, non-
corrosive primer. All gauges and
loads.

1008 Broadway Phone 3760

To The Army--
ADVERTISERS IN THIS PAPER

Are especially prepared to serve army personnel. To purchase from

them will be profitable to you-and don't forget to mention

THE BENNING HERALD

The "O le Timer" Says -
You Get Better Quality Dollar for Dollar

Every Time in Sears'

HUNTERS' NEEDS
The Ranger
Repeater . .

fires 6 shots in 8 seconds!

HiU NTING( L
CAPS of khaki#) S C -

duck . ......... I

m

decide the championship of the Big
Six. I. PREDICTUM favors Nebraska.
Oklahoma, another aspirant for this
-ame championship will probably
down Kansas State.

Pittsburg will take Ohio State into
camp and Wisconsin engages in a prac-
tice game with Coe, and there can be
no other outcome save a Badger vic-
tory. Northwestern, who showed a
startling reversal of form last Satur-
day against Illinois, faces a Tartar in
Purdue, tied with Michigan for the
lead in the Conference race. The out-
come is very. very doubtful, with Pur-
due the favorite. This game, however,
is as near a toss-up as any contest will
ever be, and your prophet frankly
concedes that Northwestern has an ex-
cellent chance to win. If it does,
Michigan will have a clear road to the
championship. One important fact in-

fluences your prophet's decision in
favor of Purdue; the Boilermakers
have everything to gain by winning
and nothing to lose, and will there-
fore apply presure during every min-
ute of what promises to be football
classic.

In the Far West, California should
able to eke out a close victory over
Washington, Oregon should take Idaho
into camp easily, and Washington
State possesses a theoretical edge over
Oregon State, but the issue is in doubt.

The mighty Trojans of Southern
Californa, whose goal line is yet to
be crossed this season and last year's
Naional Champions, face Stanford in
the outstanding game in the country
this Saturday. Stanford has won five
straight victories without a reverse and
has an eleven this year reputed to
rival the greatest teams that "Pop"
Warner has ever put on the field. And
although it rubs against the grain, your
prophet is courageously going to throw
caution to the winds and cast his vote
for Stanford. More anon.

SWEAT SHIRT
Boys'-----------89c
Men's-----------98c

COMPLETEshotgun clean- C
ing outfit .......

I 
.

Ls-L---.-XR-S.'ROEBt.)CK--'A,\'D Co.(j

ww

do
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I a-on 3760
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Speaking impartially, we suppose

the aerial demonstration was a suc-

cess, though there were undoubtedly

individuals in whom the stress of

events engendered feelings even more

warlike than was expected of them.
Lt. Dowdall, for instance was im-
mersed Wednesday in solving the
problem of providing sustenance to
the temporary visitors to the Post,
how much of this, how much of that,
and so on. (The business of being a
secretary isn't what it's cracked up
to be!)

* 0 S

Another who was feeling the strain
of the past two days was the post
publicity officer. (We'll refrain from
mention of those whose tempers were
frayed by the recent rain. See Gun-
botham for commentary on Georgia
climate.) The posts's news man was,
from what we could see, wavering
constantly between his duty to his
profession and his duty to the con-
tinuous influx of persons seeking in-
formation, or guidance, or what not.
He can tell you that escorting a news-
reel man around the post is no easy
job even though the results obtained are
much more expressive than prose and
do justify the amount of labor ex-
pended.

Another major activity at the post
is getting slowly under full swing
with the nominations of the candi-
dates for the Mayor of Biglerville
and for other posts of more or less
prominence at Benning. The nominat-
ing committee formed for the work
of making up a ballot for the fateful
night of November 8 has been named
as follows: Lieut. "Zero" Wilson,
Lt. Pat O'Flaherty, Lt. R. L. Baugh-
man., Capt. Bill Hones, Capt. H. L.
Harries, Capt. H. N. Merrill, Lt. G.
A. Clark, Lt. Bugs Raymond and Lt.
Nelson.

The names listed for election in
the principal event, for Mayor of Big-
lerville, are Capt. George Forster,
Capt. R. M. Lawson, and Lt. Ralph
Pulsifer. As for the other offices, only
one has had candidates named, that
of practical joker. Those suggested by
the nominating committee for this im-
portant office are Lt. Ham Kelly,
Capt. Phillip Fry, and Lt. Malin Craig,
all of whom have somewhat notori-
ous reputations for activity along the
practical joke line.

*The other offices which will be list-
ed on the ticket are that of the Most
Popuar Member of the Wrecking
Crew, the Best Bull Thrower, and the
Queen of the Platinum Blondes. The
last is a fine exhibition of finesse
which is but rarely displayed in any
of the walks of life. Any ordinary
nominating committee would have,
unfortunately, disregarded the weaker
(?) sex, but not this one. It fully
realizes the potent possibilities of
offending the better halves and fore-
stalls it this way. It seems to us that
this is one of the most outstanding
examples of foresight that has ap-
peared at Benning lately and the
committee is to be commended for
it.

Dramatic Club To
Give First Play

"Pomeroy's Past" Will Be
Given By Players On
Nov. 11th and 12th

The Infantry School Dramatic Club
will produce its first play of the cur-
rent year on Armistice Day, Friday,
November the eleventh. The play will
have a two-day run, the second show-
ing taking place the following even-
ing, Saturday, November 12.

The production is a comedy in
three acts entitled "Pomeroy's Past."
It was played in New York a few years
ago with Laura Hope Crews and Er-
nest Truex in the leading roles, and
proved to be a smashing success. The
playwright is Clare Kummer.

The two leading roles in the play,
Pomeroy Chilton and Amanda Chil-
ton, will be played by Charles Treat
and Nelle Totten. Pomeroy Chilton
is a well-to-do bachelor dominated by
an old maid sister, for whom he has
a wholesome respect. When Pomeroy
falls in love with attractive Mary
Thorne, played by Phyllis Sargent, he
finds his tyrannical sister opposed to
his marrying her. Mary, in desperation,
becomes engaged to Edward Marsh,
played by Brendan N. Greeley. Pom-
eroy then conceives the idea of adopt-
ing a child,

Some of the actors in the play are
well-known to Fort Benning audiences.
Lieut. Greeley took the part of the
Spanish osteopath in "Cradle-snatch-
ers," the last production to be pre-
sented last year by the Dramatic Club.
Phyllis Sargent has had much experi-
ence elsewhere and Bertram Pierce
played in "Is Zat So?" two years ago.

"Pomeroy's Past" is directed by
Katherine G. Cleveland with Lynn E.
Brady assisting. The play has been
in rehearsal since October 1.

THE CAST
Pomeroy Chilton- Charles Treat
Amanda Chilton- Nelle Totten
Mary Thorne-------Phyllis Sargent
Edward Marsh --- Brendan N. Greely
Francesca-----------Felicia Howell
Hilda--------Bertram Pierce
Tom Flynn -_ Claude B. Ferenbaugh
Trebus Heminway__.John F. Monahan
Edge--------------.John J. Albright
Frances--------Peggy Ramsey

p

Refresher Class Begins
Work On Six-Week

Instruction Course

A group of sixteen field officers be-
gan their studies at The Infantry
School as members of the refresher

course after a formal welcome which
was extended to them by Major Gen-
eral Campbell King, commandant,
on Monday morning. The refresher
course is a special program of train-
ing designed to acquaint high-ranking
officers with the newest developments
in infantry methods and weapons, and,
for 1932, will be of five weeks dura-
tion, closing on November 19.

General King was the principal
speaker at the brief exercises which
inaugurated the opening of the re-
fresher course,. In addition to the new
students the ceremony was attended
by Colonel Charles W. Weeks, assist.
ant commandant, and a number of
other officers of the school staff and
garrison.

Candidates In Caricature

-N
Here is genial John Nance Garner, of Texas, Speaker of the House of Rep-
resentatives and Democratic nominee for the Vice Presidency of the United

States as Massaguer, celebrated Cuban caricaturist sees him.

Welfare Council
Shows Fine Record

BY PATRICIA AYERS LYMAN
The Fort Benning Welfare Council

has completed this month the first
year of its existence as a branch of
the Community chest committee.

The women of the Council realize
that it is a tribute to their ability
and judgment as well as a grave re-
sponsibiliy to have entrusted to them
a generous allotment of funds from
the Community Chest to be spent
wisely, efficiently and sympathetically.
It is not a task that is accepted lightly,
but one that requires much time, ef-
fort and prayerful consideration. It
is a work that is twice blessed, for
those who give and those who receive,
for after all there is nothing that
quite equals the satisfying conscious-
ness of duty well done.

Unlike most charity organizations
the Welfare Council is able to ad-
minister its affairs without one cent
of overhead expense. Women from
every organizaion use their own cars
to go to Columbus to investigate every
call that comes. If the case proves
worthy other trips are made to deliver
food or clothing, to arrange to fur-
nish coal, milk or pay hospital bills.

Organized primarily for the allevia-
(Please turn to Page 7)

Soldier Dies, Four
Injured On Friday

One soldier of the Twenty-Fourth
Infantry is dead, two are seriously
injured and two more less seriously
hurt as a result of an accident which
occurred about two o'clock Friday
afternoon on the Columbus-Tuskegee
highway while they were on their way
to witness the game between the 24th
Ifantry and Tuskegee Institute.

Pvt. George Houston, Company "A,"
24th Infantry was killed and Pvts. Eu-
gene Parker and Tony Tate were in
an unconscious state Friday evening
as a result of the accident. Pvt. Henry
T. Day, also of Co. "A," is in the
Station Hospital at Benning with a
broken leg and Pvt. Walter L. John-
6on is at Benning with less serious
injuries. Pvts. Parker and Tate are still
in the hospital at Tuskegee.

The accident occurred while the
Ford car in which the soldiers were
riding attempted to pass a car from
behind, while traveling at an estimat.
ed rate of about fifty miles per hour.
The driver, Pvt. Day, lost control of
the car, which ran into the embank-
ment on the left side of the road,
swerved over to the right embank.
ment, swerved again to the left and
finally turned over. The occupants
were picked up by unidentified per-
-ons and taken to Tuskegee.

Troops Re vie wedBy
Chief Of Infantry
Air Corps and Infantry Partici-
pate In Joint Demonstration

On Thursday

During a review of the combatant
troops of The Infantry School garri-
son, at Fort Benning, Ga., Thursday,
October 27, 3,500 of the flower of
Uncle Sam's army passed before Ma-
jor General Stephen 0. Fuqua, chief
of infantry, and Major General Camp-
bell King, commandant of The Infan-
try School.

Heading the long column of the
marching troops was the 29th Infan-
try, whose war-strength battalions gave
an impressive exhibition of the po-
tential fighting power of an infantry
regiment. The 29th Infantry is kept
at war-strength in order to illustrate
tactical methods developed and taught
at the army's greatest service school.
The regiment is used in experiments
illustrating both tactical and technical
development and is armed with the
latest of infantry weapons, including
a number of experimental models of
machine guns and small cannon.

In its transportation equipment the
29th Infantry illustrates the transition-
al state of army transportation and it
includes in addition to the old re-
liable four-mule escort wagon, a num-
ber of experimental types of motor
vehicles.

Next in column was the 24th In-
fanrty, one of the oldest colored regi-
ments in the service, which made bril-
liant military history at Santiago in
'98.

Company "A" 7th Engineers, a
small but highly efficient unit used
in technical instruction and fortifica-
tion work for the benefit of the class-
es of The Infantry School, was next
in column.

Then came the 1st Battalion, 83rd
Field Artillery, with its batteries of
75's and 105's, each gun drawn by six
powerful draft horses. This also is a
demonstration unit used to participate
in the numerous tactical exercises con-
ducted at The Infantry School.

The 2nd Battalion, 1st Tank Regi-
ment, with Company "F," 2nd Tank
Regiment attached, next in column,
gave a vivid illustration of the rapid
and varied development of the infan-
try's most powerful weapon. In his
group were light tanks and heavy
tanks the latter of wartime model,
and a number of other types, includ-
ing the new, fast, Christie model.

N moment after the tanks had
passed the two generals at the review-
ing stand, Flight B, 16th Observation

Squadron, The Infantry School's air
demonstration unit, swooped past at
an elevation of one hundred feet, con-
cluding the troop review.

After the troops had cleared the
drill field, a battalion of the 29th In-
fantry, marched to Ingersoll street to
participate in a joint air-corps-infan.
try tactical demonstration. The battal-
ion marching in route column, was
assumed to be part of a larger force,
which was caught on the road by a
group of attack airplanes. This prob.
lem illustrated the measures which
the infantry would take to protect
itself from low-flying airplanes while
on the march. When the airplanes
were sighted the alarm was sounded,
and the infantrymen with machine

(Please turn to Page 12)
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RALSTON BARBER SHOP Offhand Startling Upsets South ToSee before the ons

Try our Blud-Rub Scalp Massage U s soa State. Texas shou

with Tonic 50 cents. Oil Shampoo Ivations F tu Grid M en BatT W eek w
with Blud-Rub machine and TonicT dist eleven and$1.00. By McGooFus Wsigo n

Located in Ralston Hotel. Open B M o--Is-BY ahngoEn[
until 8 p.m. C. E. Harbuck, Prop. McGoofus has often heard that the Several startling upsets in collegiate BY I. PREDICTUM ease. Tulane wil

wily members of the fairer sex make football circles helped to bring I. Georgia Tech's one-sided victory lina.
PREDICTUM'S average for the week over North Carolina makes it doubly In the East ti

Dependable a point of being frequently in com- down to .786. In the south, Auburn difficult to predict the winner in the hitherto unbeate

Electric and Gas pany with members of their sex surprised even its most ardent fol-Vanderbilt-Georgia Tech fray this whose record i

Iwhose index of pulchritude is some- lowers by trimming Tulane 19-7 and Saturday. Vanderbil is the probable save for a tie witi

Service what lower than their own. They ap- thereby pulling the champion off the victor. Undefeated Tennessee is expect- will be strengthe

pedestal it had occupied since 1928. ing a great deal of competition from of Ferrara, star h:
preciate the value of contrast. There Auburn's victory was emphatic. In a Duke eleven which possesses de- up. The game is

is a suspicion that the use of this another upset Virginia Poly nosed out cidedly more power than is generally lumbia slightly fa

trick is not confined wholly to the Kentucky 7-0 to remain undefeated. accorded them. Tennessee should win In another ha

feminine sex. Lt. Hein, whose hair North Carolina State obliterated with difficulty. Alabama is favored teams, Harvards

C/fiten Wherever Wert Serve is getting noticeably thinner, has been Florida's aspirations for the Confer- over Kentucky, who succumbed to oppose Brown. H

ence title. and Vanderbilt managed to V. P. 1. last Saturday 7-0, and Geor- Fordham, who su
1330 Broadway frequently observed of late in com- stave off the Georgia threat. Tennessee gia should defeat Florida. verse of the seaso

R. M. Hading, Manager pany with Capt. Fairchild. reserves crushed Maryville 60-0. Anburn meets Mississippi, the team State last week,
R. . HrdingMnger * * * In the East. Colgate launched a be- which gave Alabama so much trouble College handily. E

Wonder why Major Mulhall has wildering attack against New York a week ago. Auburn is the choice by more touchdowns

i University to defeat the wearers of the two or more touchdowns. Texas who is still striv

First National b so singularly inactive this sea-Purple 10-0. N. Y. U., undefeated Christian should be able to repulse break into the win

rst a ona son? until last Saturday. was outplayed Baylor and Rice is a heads-on favor- (Please tur

Bank • * • hopelessly in every department of the

Read General Hagood's story of game. The "Red Raiders" from Col-
Georgia Home Building General Wood and preparedness gate, boasting an uncrossed goal line

"The White Bank" which appeared in l a st w e e k 's P o s t. t o date, thus clearly established them-
selves as one of the strongest, if not oUe S /u r p 1

Capital and Surplus __$ 400,000.00 In addition to being an excellent the strongest, elevens in the East.

Resources Over- 2,000,000.00 tribute to General Wood, this article Harvard, in its first real test of the At the care we take in making our pr
gives some idea of the obstacles which season, managed to defeat Dartmouth

Fortenning Representative: have confronted those who have labor- 10-7, aided bv a generous sprinkling Ithe fine ingredients we use-But you
R. M. Hall, Jr.-:hone 290 ed for the security of this nation. of lucky breaks. The Big Green fought be when you taste them!a courageous battle but the fickle

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar Some of the sidelights are especially dame, Luck, turned the tide against
and Fire-proof Vaults for your interesting and amusing. General Ha-them. Pennsylvania won an easy vic- COLLINS

Valuables. Prices moderate. good tells why the machine gun be- tory over Lehih to remain in the
ranks of the undefeated.

Accounts of Fort Benning came a cannon and then an automatic Pittsburgh can now understand why

Personnel Solicited rifle, how Admiral Cowie had to dis- Army, a much underrated eleven in
card his fur coat when there was a the beginning of the season, gave her-

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY pay bill before Congress, and how such a fierce battle Saturday before

General Ainsworth always wore a last. The Army team ran roughshod .4
seedy black frock coat while congress over Yale and at the final whistle was +M F I

on the long end of a 20-0 score. The . akers oP
Home Savings was in session. Most amusing of all, Eli never had a chance. The remark-

is the story of the old timer who pro- able thing is that the score did not 4.
Bank posed to revolutionize the system of run into bigger figures, for it hard- WRIGLEY ENGA VIN(

coast defense by doing away with the ly indicates Army's margin of superi- 1 L'Ao
"The White Bank" fixed-coast batteries and replacing them ority over Yale. I +

Capital-----------$100,000.00 with sharpshooters who would be A fighting Navy team held favored 40
Surplus-65,000.00 armed with high powered rifles and Princeton to a scoreless tie, and the Or

1AtlantaGeorgistationed near the channels which Tiger may consider itself lucky at +! ta ta e ri
interest Paid on Deposits at mark the entrances to our important that. Several times Navy came close

3 per cent. per annum, comn- ports. They would pick off the pilots to scoring, but each time failed to ++o
pounded semi-annually, of hostile war ships by shooting come forward with the necessary 4,~.,l.~.,q,~~~~,q .. : :q.:q@

Short term Certificates of Deposit through the "breathing holes" of the punch. Michigan State dislodged Ford-______________________________________
issued at 3 per cent. per annum steel conning towers. ham from its unbeaten standing in a

• * * urprising upset. AN Y KIND OF BR1T
Home of the Observations concerning the Flag Pittsburgh's aspirations for a Na- AN 'J1iL F isii~

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS Race: A beautiful afternoon but a bit tional Championshin received a se-
warm. Riders arriving early to strike vere setback when Ohio State held the You can depend on Everidge's to supp]

CLUB up a hasty acquaintance with mounts Panther eleven to a scoreless tie. yumyhv o aeypout-adst
which chance had given them. Some In the Midwest, Notre Dame crush- yourmyhv fbkr products-andol t heP s atch

Fort Benning Representative: did not succeed in making this first ed Carnegie Tech. under an avalanche Ou prdcsae ol atheP tEch

R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290 Jacquaintance a cordial one. Lt. "Steve" of touchdowns, the Irish winning by
Stephenson, the polo player, decked the one-sided score of 42-0. Coach-. BAKE]
out in a gay turtle-neck sweater of in- Anderson experimented with a plenti-

' Il fantry blue takes a spill before leav- ful supply of reserve material and did

ing the ring. Charming spectators in not find it wanting. Backfield after

the stands come to encourage their backfield was rushed into the fray, 109 12TH STREET COLUM

S/riders just as the ladies of another and the first team line saw little ac-

day must have gathered at the lists tion. Northwestern tied Purdue 7-7

to watch young fools break their heads in a last mnute rally when the Wild-

and lances for a smile. Lt. "Bugs" cats, with the aid of two long passes,
Raymond doing a Graham McNamee began a sixty yard march to the Boiler-

with the microphone. Evidences of maker goal-line which ended in a
nervous tension among the riders and touchdown. Fullback Olsen kickedA why not, for everyone has seen news the extra point that tied the score.

% reels depicting what may happen in Michigan continued to sweep all op.

point to point races. The threat of position aside by rolling up thirty-
comic gymnastics of an unknown na-tiwo points while Illinois was accumu-
ture must have been disquieting. The lating a goose-egg. Nebraska and
scramble out of the ring. Field arti- Oklahoma were still undefeated in the

We recommend and sell leryman Ely sloughing through mud Big Six Conference after contests STUDEBAKER ROCKNE PIER4
half way to his knees trying to re- with Kansas and Kansas State re-

capture his mount within five hundred spectively. Chicago defeated Indiana, 1932 Auburn Custom Sedan, 12 Cylinder
yards of the start. Wheelbarrow push- as the Herald prophet predicted al-
ers starting at a run an dending in though the Hoosiers were favored. Driven less than 3,000 miles and guar
a wheezy walk. News that Major Ar- In the Far-west, Southern California for a demonstration. Price $1145.00.
nold's mount had collapsed. News overcame its first obstacle in the path

Model 71 that Lt. Bill Dean, one of the gamest of the Western Coast championship New Auburn "8", 6 wire wheel DeLuxe
Baby Grand e53.50 riders competing, had had a painful when Stanford was conquered 14-0.

7 Tubes • fall. Tom Finley, his mount had gone "Pop" Warner's proteges, although ular price $1315.00. Offered at a real
completely haywire. The artillery- they entered the game as favorites, of $815.00.

$5 Down - $5 Per Month men win in a cloud of dust and so turned out to be no match for the

forth but pay only a little the rise Trojans. In defeating Stanford, South- 1931 Stude
Other Baby Grand of three to one on the pari-mutuel. ern California showed a tremendous

Philcos amount of power, hitherto undis- half original cost.
played. The Trojan goal-line is yet

80 B ...................... $18.75 to be crossed. California won over 1931 Nash

52 B ..................... 39.50 Washington by the slender margin 1931 Nan "n C

91 B ------------ 75.00 of a single point, 7-6, and Washington cellent condition $795.00.1 1 State defeated Oregon State by the

Cabinet Model Philcos very same score. For the best values in fine used cars
0plete stock.

71 L ..................... $64.50 In the Good, Old Days
91 L........... .97.00 Grandfather: "I never see a blush

10 MONTHS TO PAY on a girl's cheek now. It was differ-Columeent in my day."

H U M E S Flapper: "Oh, granddad, what did 510-12-14 Twe

1132 Broadway See Page 13 you say to them?"
-The Sentinel
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Girl Scont Notes Glee Club Selects Committees Are The
Cardinal Troop "The Debutante" Named For Club GrapevineMy. but we Scouts are getting along! ]g p

We're doing nearly everything now. The Fort Benning Glee Club held The committees have been appoint- Telegr
Today Mrs. Arnold came up to the its third meeting of the year in Big. ed to direct the various activities ofcabin to tell us about the riding this lerville last Monday evening. At this the Officers' Club, according to infor. Ever since Barbara King had a
year. She says that there are two hun- meeting, the members of the organiza- mation received last week. These com- Barn Dance and introduced the Post
yired boys and girls that want to ride, tion decided upon an operetta to be mittees are to determine the extent to informality via a t ru 1 y agrarian
and sixty available horses! We hope presented under the auspices of the in some cases, to which each activity chute the Grapevine Western Union
that they will be able to work things Club later in the year. The title of will be emphasized and to carry on has been taking lots of wires. The
out all right however, the operetta is "The Debutante," writ, the work of directing its policies. Grapevine Operator came up in an

Our meeting was packed full often by Victor Herbert. This same Those elected are as follows: ingratiating way a few days ago and
useful things, such as practising the musical show, when produced in New Golf Committee confided that he thought a few should

York some years ago, had a long and Major G. L. Kraft, Captain Virgil be published. We hastened to oblige
Scout salute, an important and seem- Bell, Capt. R. S. Miller, Capt. H. J. . ... the Operator was really a very
ingly easy item. A few funny positions successful run. Liston, Capt. A. E. Burnap. charming person . . .
are taken, mostly with the elbows out Active practice for the operetta will Polo Committee What about these coon hunts? We
to the side. start next Monday night and the play Major N. C. Johnson, Captain Ed. hear they are increasing enormously

Mrs. Brown made some announce- will be cast within the next two or ward C. Betts. in popularity; that flashlights alone
ments and then gave out the registra- Hunt Committee are used; and that invariably thetion cards. Next week we'll have theihree weeks. Professor Vondereau is Major Sereno E. Brett, Captain S. Hunters return minus several couples.

list of merit badge examiners, so we in charge of the musical rehearsals. H. Negrotto, Capt. J. A. Nichols. Sounds fairly incriminating! Have
can get right to work on our various If present plans materialize, the House Committee you been on any of these "hyar"
badges. operetta will be presented on the Capt. A. B. O'Connell, Capt. A. J. hunts?

We now have four patrols, but the tenth day of March. There will be Perry, Capt. G. J. Forster, Capt. E. And speaking of Coon Hunts when
new one has not yet been named. It's rehearsals from now on every MonW. Lewis, Capt. H. J. Golightly, 1st two pore helpless little coons were
leader is Winifred Stilwell, whose as- Lt. George Lightcap, 1st Lt. G. J. Ga- rudely awakened the other night and
sistant is Mary Ellen Robinson. The day night until Christmas. briel, 2nd Lt. T. L. Sherburne. shaken from their slumbers on the
rest are Virginia Wadsworth, Mary Entertainment Committee branch of their chosen tree there was
Lee Barnes, Anne Yancey, and Eliza- suted us perfectly, and immediately Major Alfred Mordecai, Captain said to have an awful stir and con-
beth Ohme. began collecting pine needles and William Hones, Capt. Marcel A. Gil- fusion on the part of the dogs. Finally

Daffodil Troop brushwood for the fires. The patrol lis, Capt. R. M. Lawson, Capt. Lloyd one young captain was seen to emerge
Well, Friday's rolled around again, points this time were for the best fire, Barnett, Lt. Mark M. Boatner, Lt. J. breathless from among the dogs. Real-

and the third meeting of the year. clearing, and the "putting out." Then E. Raymond, Lt. E. F. Easterbrook, ly, need one be quite so bloodthirsty?
We started off with the flag ceremony Lt. R. A. Ports. Captain, how could you?
and inspection. Peggy Arnold and we planned to hide, and see if the Tennis Committee But the whole accusation can't be
Anna May Huling were flag bearers, other group would turn in, follow- Major H. B. Lewis, Capt. J. H. 'nt on one person. It seems that the
and Lyllis Lee gave the order. ing our arrows. In the meantime, we Drake, Capt. R. 0. Bassett, Capt. W. majority of the feminine members of

It was a very busy day for the had sent a girl back to give us a C. Phillips. the party, instead of retiring decorous-
Scouts of Troop No. 2. Everybody Trapshooting Committee ly behind some sheltering bush and
was given a slip of paper and a pen-bob-white whistle when the other Captain S. L. Buracker. waiting for the worst to be over,
cil. They wrote the names of the bad- group was in sight. We could hear Bridge and Chess Committee were on the other hand the closest
ges they would like to pass. Then her whistling, and then there was Major T. S. Arms, Capt. H. J. Mat- to the coons and the first to drink
we played "Eliza crossing the ice." a silence, because the other group chiett, Capt. Raymond E. Vermette. in all the gory details. The subject
Ann Cota's patrol came in first with stopped for a moment to listen to Officers selected to represent the of Coon Hunting seems to have taken
Margie Heileman's second. what they thought was the golden classes of the Infantry School on the a sufficient beating. Now, just let any-

Beatrice McNulty voice of the Bob-White! We heard Board of Governors of the Officers' one dare to be seen on another Coon
Pine Tree Troop thein laughing along, but they didn't Club are as follows: Advanced Class, 'nt. No, the Herald does not belong

That saying, "more fun than a pic- come. Soon we found that from a Major John S. Switzer, Jr.; Tank h tie S. P. C. A. in spite of all such
nic"! We had more fun than any pic- danger signal (a pile of three stones), Class, Capt. F. J. Heraty; Company indications....
nic at our meeting last Wednesday, the top one had fallen to the right, Officers' Class, 1st Lt. G. L. Dewey. (Plencse turn to nace 12)
which wasn't really a meeting, but a meaning turn to the right; and hay-
hike. Trail blazing and following, ing a road right there they had gone
iarshmallows- and-but I'ni getting on to the right!
ahead! The four patrol fires were soon

We left the cabin in two groups, built and lit and roasting marshmal. -

with Phyllis Partridge's and Barbara lows for us! The sun insisted on go-
Monroe's patrols in the lead. We went ing down, do what we might, so re-
across the old golf course to Block Juctantly, we lifted our baggage and
10, tying grasses and piling stones and marched on. (The baggage consisted
making arrows along the way. Then of a First Aid snake bite treatment,
wie followed the road that goes by happily not used on Wednesday.)
the filter plant, still making signs We formed patrols, and marched to
and writing notes calling attention to lsome Scout tunes, which shortened
the gorgeous views and lovely auutmn our homeward hike considerably.
leaves. "The golden sun sinks in the West,

Finally we camne to a clearinig that Greet Spirit calls Girl Scouts to rest."

Fu1sizel em e,
plewhitein designo,o 9-t=l
superheterodyne radio is the
very latest development, giv-ing new Automatic Syn
Silent Tuning, Automatie
Volume Control, Duo-Diode
Detection, Tone Control and
full-pentode amplification.
Price complete with Majestic
Tubes and Feder-
I tax paid. $89.50

Model No. 293

Furniture Company

You'll Like This Kind
of a TOPCOAT

One that is not only durable
. * . But one that is cleverly

styled.

Tweeds, Fleeces, Camel Hair,
Double-Breasted Blue Dress
Coats.

Boys' Shop 2nd Floor

HOFFLIN
AND

GREENTREE
Columbus' Leading Clothiers

ESTABLISHED 1888

It Pays To

Trade at Your

Post Ex-

change

1A

Convenience
Quality . .
Variety -

Economy
Service .

POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga.

The Post Exchange is not authorized to sell to any
person not in the Military Service
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Major General Fuqua
Luncheon Given By MO

Major General Campbell King was
the host Wednesday at a luncheon
given at the Officers' Club in honor
of Major General Stephen 0. Fuqua,
of Washington, D. C., Chief of Infan.
try, who is spending a few days at
Fort Benning.

The guest list included: Major Gen-
eral Fuqua, Col. F. L. Munson, Col.
G. F. Baltzell, Col. J. J. Toffey, Col.
E. G. Peyton, Col. G. L. Townsend,
Col. C. W. Weeks, Col. J. DeCamp
Hall, Col. C. F. Morse, Col. W. L.
Reed, Col. W. B. Wallace, Col. T.
W. Brown, Lt. Col. F. F. Jewett, Lt.
Col. R. H. Kelley, Lt. Col. J. A. At.
kins, Major C. A. Selleck, Maj. A. F.
Kingman, Capt. J. W. Blue, Mr. H. C.
Smith, Mr. Henry Crawford, Mr. J.
Homer Dimon, Mr. H. K. Park, Mr.
Edgar Chancellor, Mr. Rhodes
Browne, Mr. I,. W. McPherson.
RECEPTION AT POLO CLUB
GIVEN FOR MAJ. GEN. FUQUA.
The Polo Club was the scene Wed-

nesday evening of a reception and
dance given by Major General and
Mrs. Campbell King in honor of
Major General Fuqua. The officers and
ladies of the Post met the guest of
honor in a receiving line consisting
of Major General Fuqua and Major
General and Mrs. King. The guest in-
eluded the officers and ladies of the
Post, the student officers and a num-
ber of Columbus people.

MRS. J. B. THOMPSON HOSTESS
AT TEA FOR THE D. U. S. A.
Mrs. J. B. Thompson, who is the

president of the Fort Benning chap.

Gifts Of
Distinction

Max Rosenberg
- 1145 Broadway

ter of
my, en

Hionor Guest At
atj General King
the Daughters of the U. S. Ar-

itertained Thursday at her quar-

I

CONTRACT AWARDED
The contract for shades and curtain rods to be
placed in the nine new N. C. 0. quarters being
built by McIver Construction Company has been
awarded to the MARTIN FURNITURE CO.

This is the fourth contract of this nature that
has been given Martin's because of the high
quality of their goods and the low prices re-
quired by the government. This same company
placed shades in the Medical Detachment Hos-
pital, the 29th Infantry Barracks and the Tank
Barracks, this probably being the largest single
order ever placed for shades in the Southern
States.

The line of furniture carried by Martin's is of
the same quality as their shades and their prices
relatively low. Before buying go in and see
their goods.

I Today 'sFashion
By VERA WINSTON

--u Iters with a delgihtful informal tea
to welcome the new members who
are recent arrivals on the Post. Mrs.
T. W. Brown and Mrs. A. V. Arnold
poured. After tea, a short business
meeting was held. Plans were made to
meet once a month, two members act-
ing as hostesses. Arrangements were
also completed for the Rummage
Sale which is to be given on the
ninth and tenth of November. The
proceeds will go to the needy families
of the Post.

MRS. J. J. TOFFEY ENTERTAINS
LADIES OF 29TH INFANTRY

WITH BRIDGE PARTY
Mrs. John J. Toffey was the hostess

Wednesday at a bridge supper given
at the Polo-Hunt Club for the ladies
fo the 29th Infantry. Nine tables of
contract bridge were played and at
each table the lady having the high-
est score was given a lovely handker.
chief. After bridge a delicious supper
was served.

MASTER JAMES E. BOWEN, JR.
CELEBRATES SECOND BIRTHDAY

Master James E. Bowen, Jr., was
host to a few of his very young friends
Friday afternoon at a party to cele-
brate his second birthday. A lovely
white cake with two pink candles was
the center of attraction for the after-
noon. The children enjoying the party
were; Sally Lindsay, Marie Lindsay,
Stanford Pilet, Eugene Ridings, Duck-
ie McManus, Clayton Studebaker, Fe-
licia Howell and Ann Louise Howell.

CAPT. AND MRS. F. H. GASTON
MAKE RESERVATIONS FOR

HALLOWE'EN DANCE AT
OFFICERS' CLUB

Capt. and Mrs. F. H. Gaston enter-
tained a congenial party of friends at
the Officers' Club Thursday evening
at the Hallowe'en dinner dance. Cov-
ers were laid for twenty, the guests
were: Lieut. and Mrs. George Me-
Manus, Lieut. and Mrs. G. B. O'Con-
nell, Lieut. and Mrs. G, E. Lynch,
Lieut. and Mrs. W. E. Hall, Lieut. and
Mrs. R. R. Beishline, Miss Elizabeth Cleatty, Miss Betty Gaston, Lieut. F. C
'. Hemn, Lieut. I. Sherburne, Lieut. 1I
LJ. Munson, Lient. Milton Pressley e

nd Mr. Jack Pressley.

As good as a fashion parade is the
street scene just now, offering a pro-
cession of clothes as lovely as one
might ask to see; all wearable and
carefully chosen-a parade of the seas.
on's successes. The most attractive
coat shown here is in deep brown,
with a trimming of beige fox. The
collar of fur extends to a most orig-
inal fur trimming at the elbows, while
the belt at the back extends only to
the side seams.

PAN-HELENIC LUNCHEON DE.
LIGHTFUL EVENT OF WEEK
One of the most delightful events

of the week was the Pan-Hellenic pic.
nic luncheon which was given Tues-
day at the attractive cabin of Mrs. J.
B. Woolnough for the college women
and members of the different national
sororities. About twenty-five ladies as-
sembled at Mrs. Woolnough's quarters
mud from there motored out to the
cabin where an informal picnic lunch-
eon was served. Those that wished
played contract bridge later. The host-
'sses at this affair were Mesdames J.
B. Woolnough, Robert Wallace, C. H.
)wens, R. J. Nelson and H. C. Gran-
)erry. One of the aims of this lunch-
on which was the first meeting of
he Pan-Hellenic since last summer
vas to welcome the new members
'ho have recently arrived at Fort
lenning. Similar affairs will be held
very month.
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Demand
N. S. MEYER, INC.

Military Insignia
and

Uniform
Equipments

Our merchandise is made of
finest quality materials and best
workmanship. It carries an un-
limited guarantee of satisfaction.

AT YOUR POST EXCHANGE

N. S. MEYER, INC.

NEW YORK

HALLOWE'EN PARTY AT OFFI-
CERS" CLUB THURSDAY ASSEM-
BLES LARGE NUMBER GUESTS
A large number of guests assembled

at the Officers' Club Thursday even-
ing to enjoy the Hallowe'en dinner
dance. The club was appropriately
decorated in the Hallowe'en spirit.
Crepe paper affects of black and or-
ange were used and decorating the
tables were jack'o'lantern pumpkins
and bright autumn leaves. Among
those reserving tables were: Maj. and
Mrs. G. L. Kraft and 20, Capt. and
Mrs. Lloyd Barnett and 20, Capt. and
Mrs. C. H. Jackson and 10. Capt. and
Mrs. W. C. Phillips and 20, Capt. and
Mrs. J. H. Hinwood and 10, Lieut. and
Mrs. R. G. Prather and 12 and Lieut.
Brookner Brady and 20.

CAPT. AND MRS. C. H. OWENS
HOSTS AT DINNER

Capt. and Mrs. C. H. Owens were
the hosts Thursday evening to a party
of friends at the Hallowe'en dinner
dance at the Officers' Club. They had
as their guests: Maj. and Mrs. H. A.
Wadsworth, Maj. and Mrs. Alfred
Mordecai, Capt. and Mrs. R. H. Gari
ty, Capt. and Mrs. J. P.Gammon,
Capt. and Mrs. Allender Swift, Capt.
and Mrs. F. M. Lee, Capt. and Mrs.
Virgil Bell, and Capt. and Mrs. J. J.
Albright.

MAJ. AND MRS. NEAL C. JOHN.
SON HONOR HOUSE GUESTS AT

DINNER AT OFFICERS' CLUB
Maj. and Mrs. Neal C. Johnson were

the hosts Thursday evening at the Hal
lowe'en dinner dance at the Officers'
Club complimenting their house
'uests, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Clark of

Ios Angeles, Calif. Those enjoying the
(Please turn to page 5)
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DOLAN- HENRY
Hat Shop

(AT ALSOBROOK'S)

.N .

A New Display
of Hats

Just Received

The latest styles requires
small closefitting hats for
the dressy coats ... we
are showing the stylish
brocade velvet turbans,
v e r y becomingly fash-
ioned with an unusually
wide variety of materials
... and in the latest win-
ter colors. These h a t s
are the latest creations
of the Paris Fashion de,
signers and are moder,-
ately priced from $5.00
to $10.00.

BOOKS CLOSED

11- - I

Smoking Stand
A handy, convenient article for

any livingroom.

$3.50

Spot Chair
Almost any home can find room

md use for another of these chairs.

$6.50

Aladdin Electric
Lamp

Pottery lamps in variety enough
to match any room scheme.

$3.00
Cottage Chair...----------.$1.25
Whatnot (Corner, Floor,

44 inches high)-.......... $1.99
Reading Lamp.----------.$9.75

Maxwell Bros.
and McDonald

1141 Broadway
'a

Fidatlv - tar9.R I Qa 9

End Tables
Just the thing to fill up the bart

places!

$01.00

BI N OY

PA £ s

I I

Be sure to meet these two
fellows! We call them Odds
and Ends. They'll introduce
to you myriad things for that
bare corner, table or whatnot
-household articles that will
spruce up the room and lend
convenience and added cheer.
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A Coat of Deep Brown, Trimmed
With Beige Fox.
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Proposed Changes
InBv Laws Of Club
ArerPublished
Under the provisions of Art. VI

of the Constitution of the Infantry

School Women's Club, the following

proposed amendments to the by-laws

are published for the information of

club members. These are to be voted

on at the next regular meeting on

Nov. 7th.
ARTICLE II

Dues

The annual dues shall be one and

one half ($1.50) dollars payable in
full at the first regular meeting in

October. Members whose dues re-
main unpaid December 1st shall re-
ceive written notifications from the
Treasurer. If still delinquent Janu-
ary 1st, their names shall be dropped
from the rolls.

ARTICLE III
Meetings

Section I-The regular meetings of
the club shall be on the 1st Monday
of each month, beginning the 1st Mon-
day in November, continuing until the
first Monday in May.

SOCIETY
(Continued From Page 4)

Johnson's hospitality were: Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Clark, Maj. and Mrs. Allen
Kingman, Capt .and Mrs. F. J. Heraty,
Capt. and Mrs. M. E. Halloran, Miss
Betty Billington, Capt. William Hones
and Capt. A. B. O'Connell.

LIEUT. AND MRS. J. W. RAMSEY
AT OFFICERS' CLUB

Among those reserving tables for
the Halloween dinner dance Thurs-
day were Lieut. and Mrs. John W.
Ramsey. Their guests were: Lieut.

and Mrs. J. E. Bowen, Lieut. and

Mrs. C. D. Eddleman, Lieut. and Mrs.

G. P. Howell, and Lieut and Mrs. A.
J. Regnier.

The Watch Hospital

J. P. DEKLE

Lieut. P. D. Ginder, Lieut. Milton
Pressley, Lieut. Eugene Brown, Lieut.
Ernest Easterbrook, and Lieut. Joseph
Coolidge. After supper the guests were
escorted to the Polo Club wheere
the 29th Infantry dance was held.

PERSONALS

'were the hosts Friday evening before
the 29th Infantry dance with a buffet
supper. The table was attractively dec-
orated in yellow with a large silver
bowl of yellow chrysanthemums and
tapers of corresponding color. The
Pierces had as their guests; Lieut.
and Mrs. J. E. Bowen, Lieut. and
Mrs. Orestes Cleveland, Lieut. and
Mrs. L. E. Brady, Lieut. and Mrs. G.
P. Howell, Lieut. and Mrs. R. T.
Mitchell, Lieut and Mrs. A. J. Dom-
brosky, Lieut. and Mrs. W. W. O'Con-
nor, Miss Barbara King, Miss Harri-
otte Atkins, Miss Josephine Uhrig,
Lieut. J. Gould, Lieut. Carl Westlund,

Maj. and Mrs. Neal C. Johnson have / i
as their guests the latter's sister and

brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Jack WATCH REPAIRING
Clark of Los Angeles, California.

Maj. R. B. Tobias of Fort Ogle- Royal Jewelry Co.
thorpe, Ga., spent Sunday at Fort
Benning with Maj. and Mrs. Claude 1217 Broadway
V. Gautier.

MAJ. AND MRS. C. V. GAUTIER
ENTERTAIN BEFORE DANCE AT

POLO HUNT CLUB
Maj. and Mrs. Claude V. Gautier

were hosts last Saturday evening at
a delightful dinner before the dance
at the Polo Hunt Club, which was
given by Lieut. and Mrs. Gerald Gab-
riel. The table was appropriately dec-
orated in orange and black, the colors
for the Hallowe'en Season. Seated at
the dinner were: Maj. and Mrs. A. S.
Dabney, Maj. and Mrs. J. W. Duck-
worth, Maj. and Mrs. W. D. Mueller,
Maj. and Mrs. Lucius K. Patterson and
Lieut. and Mrs. W. C. Brandstadt.

0 S0 0

MRS. L. E. BRADY ENTERTAINS
BRIDGE CLUB WITH DELIGHT-

FUL LUNCHEON
Mrs. Lynn E. Brady entertained

Friday afternoon at her quarters com-
plimenting her bridge club with a
luncheon followed by two tables of
contract bridge. Throughout the house
yellow chrysanthemums were used.
The guests were: Mesdames R. E. Ver-
mette, Clayton Studebaker, Orestes
Cleveland, J. R. Pierce, G. P. Howell,
J. E. Bowen and Miss Harriotte At-
kins.

MRS. J. E. BOWEN ENTERAINS
WITH BUFFET SUPPER FOL-

LOWED BY BRIDGE
Mrs. James E. Bowen entertained

Sunday evening with an enjoyable
buffet supper followed by two tables
of contract bridge. On the table pink
roses and tapers of corresponding
color were used. Those enjoying
the Bowens' hospitality were; Capt.
and Mrs. R. E. Vermette, Lieut. and
Mrs. J. R. Pierce, Lieut. and Mrs. G.
P. Howell, and Lieut. and Mrs. L. E.
Brady.
LIEUT. AND MRS. J. R. PIERCE

ENTERTAIN BEFORE 29TH
INFANTRY DANCE

Lieut. and Mrs. James R. Pierce

Hosiery Dept.

"'For the Skin You Love
to Touch"-

2
i

Woodbury's
Anniversary Package

Cakes

Woodbury's Soap
And Your Choice of

Woodbury's Facial or

Cleansing Cream-------------
Toiletries

75c
Dept.

Main Floor

Silk and Wool
Ascot

Scarfs
1.00

Novelty Ascot Scarfs for
wear with Swagger
Coats ...Sports outfits
or Coat Suits for Fall
and Winter . -- bright
Fall colors in novelty
striped combinations

and plaid designs. Brown... Blue ...Black

... Tan and Beige.

Chiffon Velvet

Evening Scarfs
Lovely Evening Scarfs of Chif-f on Velvet . . . mere whisps $ 95 ,,t
of feminine loveliness . •.-
featured in pastel and darker
shades.

Stunning new Turbans styled to turn theheads of even the most fashion-wise . . . Made
of Felt ... Velvet and Fabric . . . Becomingly
manipulated drapes and brims. . . . The newer
colors are . . . Jungle Brown . . . Navy ...
Black ... Beet Root . . . and Green.

Millinery Salon

Second Floor

KllTYEN'

Now Is The Time To Buy SILVER

- Sterling Specials

Cream and Sugars.........-$5.00

Sandwich Plates...........-3.75

Vases, 10-inch ..............- 3.95

Compotes (tall).............-3.75
Bon Bon (Large)-....... ..... 4.95

Candlesticks
STERLING 10-inch $4.95 pair

Salt and Peppers
Sterling

$3.95 .

FRUIT BOWL
8-inch Sterling

$4.95

JEWELRY
COMPANY

1221 BROADWAY

Before After

f-

- I

Hosiery Dept.

Women's and Misses'

Part Wool

Anklets 50c
Just received an unusually large shipment
of Women's and Misses' part-wool Anklets
in solid colors. . . . Suitable for active
sport . . . spectator sports or street wear.

All Wanted Sizes 0

Pa ge FiveTHE BENNING HERALD

BOOKS CLOSED
Purchases on Nov. Statements

Here's More of Kayser 's
Hosiery Quality

Sheer Chiffons c
and Semi

Service Weight Pr.
Extra sheer and clear all-silk Chiffon Hose with

"run-proof" garter tops . . . silk foot correctly

reenforced at points of most probable wear

Two popular weights featured in the season's

best shades for Street . . . Sport and Dress oc-

casions.

Main Floor

Main Floor
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GUNBO THAM' '
I BY E

"Now remember," greeted Topo-
grapher Bloomquist in reviewing
map-reading for the advanced class,
"use oranges for attack, bananas for
defense. It's easy, see? Make a nice
little circle-like an orange, for ar-
tillery in the attack. Slap down a
good old banana for your defensive
fires. Just remember it that way.
Simple. Oranges for attack-bananas

for defense. Easy, isn't it? Got it?
Oranges for attack, bananas for de-
fense. Yes, Captain Ross, you have a
question?"

"Yes," said Capt. Fay Ross, "where
do you get them? I mean, what you've
been talking about. Those orange

pencils?"

We've been fed up with this column
for some weeks. A wealth of material
worthy of comment has come to hand
but we haven't been able to use it.

If we say what we think about that
charity barbecue E. F. H. will slap
our ears down--because he bally-
booed it, and the Lord knows he en-
joyed it anyhow. To remark that Col.
Throttlebottom is that way about
Mrs. Schmaltz would obviously be
courting disaster. Our personal opin-
ion of the Georgia climate, or of the
Thursday night dinner dances, or of
a lot of things, valuable as we consid-
er it-would undoubtedly provoke a
flood of comiment from the High
Command, being as it were a nega-
tive morale factor.

No, we're sort of damned to a policy
of turning a spotlight on the foibles
and blunders of the helpless.

You see, we can't:
"The shuddering breath of blackened

night falls down
Upon the earth and drapes a sombre

gown
Over the wnton nakedness of Day."
The Flare does enough of that al.

ready-poetry, we mean. Nor can we
say, for instance, that movies should
be obscene and not heard. McGoofus
pulls those bum gags to the point
of saturation.

To remark that "Lt. Carl Westlund
has the ducky-wuckiest roadster. And
he calls it Yellow Peril" would be
stealing thunder from the Mirror.
"Some impressions Autumn in central
Georgia. -..-. Demonstration week...-
Fallen arches... A cold drizzle of

IHERE'S TO Y(
By MAJOR HOMER L. Cl

CANCER
Cancer can be cured in its early

stages. Cancer is not contagious, nor
is it in itself hereditary.

About one woman in eight and one
man in eleven, of those that reach
the age of forty, die of cancer.

The menace of cancer lies in the
fact that in its first stages there is
no pain. Its victims do not often
know that they have the disease un-
til it is well developed.

THE DANGER SIGNS: On the
skin, cancer often begins as a wart,
mole, lumps or scab. It may begin
in an unhealed sore or old scar.
Lumps in the breast are especially
suspicious. If you have any of these
things, watch them. If they change in

[NG HERALD L Pe Dievery Friday Lte ep'sDiary_----
ine 556 Monday, Oct. 17
is, Georgia To school with laggard step be- -- 7

ER 28, 1932 NUMBER 27 thinking me of Captain Trechter's
final word to us at Automatic Rifle

---------- Publisher Class last Friday. "See you Monday.
--------- Asso. Editor Functioning." Oh me. Well, he shall w

--- - Society Editor see us.
-------- Sports Editor Most proud of myself for that I

------ Advertising Manager could in machine gun work this day ---
-Circulation Manager replace the barrel plunger and its

I on request. The Benning Herald re- spring without mishap. None but my / -.
eject any advertising matter. good wife can appreciate the feat al-

any address in the United States or its beit her appreciation is somewhat

!opy 5 cents. dulled by a pierced lamp shade and

greasy spots on the window curtains.
'lass matter is pending. After I had plucked the thing out of "Better be danned than mentioned not at all."

the firenlace. from behind a book -J

( and off the bridge of my nose CONDUCTED BY E. F. B.SCHOOL DAZE she did quiz me as to the range andL.M. Iiaccuracy of the piece, and much tak- ANOTHER ]FAMOUS RIDE- rain down the back of the neckM. en aback to find that it is only a [Jistory is replete with famous rides-Mazeppa's. Paul Revere's, and

part and not the weapon itself. Sheridan's, just to mention a few-but it records none exactly like the one
mud slipping softly over shoe tops Explanation in detail by one of our pulled off by Senores Rodriguez and Castano on the occasion of the Ad-

." Town Topics has a copyright learned masters on the difference be- ranced Class night treasure hunt. We are fortunate in having an eye witness
on that stuff and he can keep it, any- tween cams and lugs. This followed account by War Correspondent Captain George Bloomquist, supplemented

how. by a definition of camming. And it by the dictaphone recorded conversation of the heroes themselves.
b o * was with difficulty that one of our The ihunder of hoofs and strange apparitions of flashlights piercing the

chief questioners was restrained from darkness between the ears of two galloping horses; a cloud of dust in the
Ah well-we have fun once in a calling for a dissertation on lugging. darkness and a trampled instructor from the second section yelling with

while. For instance, the prima balle- But being so restrained he did ease pain-it was only the Castilian Caballeros Rodriguez and Castano of the

rina of the Dance Marathon raised his mind by relieving himself of the Advanced Class checking gratefully and happily into Station B.

cain at the Herald office because of story of the bride who went into a Spoke the instructor holding his bruised knee and digging the dust

meat market and asked for a chicken. from his eyes: "Where in the world have you two been during the past hour?"
Gunbotham's recent heartless remarks. The butcher said: "Do you want a "Captain," replied the Dons in the happy elated voices of local dramatic

* * * pullet?" And she did reply: "No, club stars, "We have had the most unusual experience. We left Station A

And Topographer Bloomquist (how I wanta carry it." in the 23rd Infantry Woods, it was a beautiful night; the starsoh. the

that name bursts into print these And so to lunch considering the stars-
days) repeated to the company of- wide range of subjects covered by "Yes, yes go on" urged the Instructor.

" the Infantry School. "We rode on a trail, straight as the light from the rising sun-it was
ficers that they're the best class he's Tuesday, Oct. 18 beautiful-the trail and the stars and the trees-anyhow, we rode and far
seen at Benning-a fine, earnest well- Impressed this day with the reason away we saw a light on the ground. Oh, this is fine-let us hurry and check

behaved group of young students. And for the Academic Department medical in, so they will know.'

office and personnel. One Andrew "Then, Captain, it was strange; we cried out in the dark, 'here we are.
that not in the entire roup could Hamble of the Company Officers' we are here-Rodriguez and Castano'-We get down from the horse-and it

be found such a-such a-well, any Class did drill with his machine gun was strange-we have come to the same place from which we started, and

how, he meant that Gunbotham wasn't with so great an abandon that he was that is why we're a little behind the schedule."

there. So at least two people have been near unable to recoup for the after-
reading this column. noon's work. In his exuberant dis- PERMANENT SET chargers in the stables where sad

mouninf, of tripod he catched his It has always been the pride and eyed Wilson paced the floor. For this
thumb between trunnion pin and boast of The Flare that its stories are meritorious achievement they reecived

Transportation of the nine-hundred cradle; at "Load" he engaged his fin-odd andwe ean dd~ix-on tnksgerwiththebol in he eeday;true and that it supplements the facts one black and silver flashlight, cor-

nowin he ervce as ecoe aand shortly afterward did drop the with the names of the high perform- rugated.
n w i th sevc ha beo e atripod on his foot. ing parties. We intend to adhere to To Major Rodriguez and Captainmere bagatelle and tank carriers are In peace one learns the deadliness this policy but occasionally we en- Castano for general "all around" ex-

now a thing of the past, according of the implements of war. counter a conspiracy of silence as re- cellence as previously noted, a silver-
to the statements of "Christie" Spet- Wednesday, Oct. 19
le, motors expert now on duty at Up betimes for that it is my day gards the names. Witness our recent plated double action, long range flash-

Benning.to drive the car. There are occasions failure to obtain those of the officer light.
Benning.when I could wish to take this course and lady who left cards on Mrs. Tuck-

"The first step of the problem is by correspondence. er as she lay in a swoon on her door- COLONE'L, HOW COULD YOU!
already solved," reports Spettle. Laughter in the assembly hall when step. "What kind of a dog is that?" asked
"Shucks, I can knock off both tracks Regnier, being in a befogged state, Now we have another tale which Colonel Weeks of Mrs. Merrill.
in fifteen seconds. What I'm working did report himself absent. And, but would bring its heroine deserved, al- "Well." renlied Mrs. Merrill doubt-

on now is how to run 'em without for the din that followed, I no doubt beit undesired, publicity if we only fully, "His mother was a pointer and
tracks. Watch me!" should have heard the time honored knew who she is. Mrs. Jack Thomp- his father was a setter."

response to such reports, "march off son, prominent horsewoman and "Ah, I see,-a poinsetter," chortled
Mike Heraty feels that the sooner your absentees." sparkling conversationalist, vouches the Colonel.

the old tanks are busted up and plas- A gorgeous afternoon on which to for the authenticity of the incident
tered with I. C. signs, the better we'll go map reading in the field. If the but, like Mrs. Tucker, she refuses WHAT THE FROZEN DESSERT
all be. Treasury must take pay from me then to identify the party. FIEND SHOULD WEAR

"But they've got their points," says I do hope that it is upon such days It seems that thrifty Mrs. Hoosis C apt a in Daniel Ross, one of the
he. "You can free wheel 'em, you as this that they would take it. This had a dress that was no longer re- Advanced Class Bachelors who boards
know. And backwards, too." hope engendered partly by the benevo- quired but was much too good to at Dowdall's Tavern, is the undisput-

* * * lent state of mind into which the give away. Accordingly she offered it ed ice cream eating champion of Fort
Captain Bill Hones, after dinner weather puts me and partly by shame to the maid at an attractive price. The Benning if not of the entire Army.

speaker par excellence, and impresa- at accepting pay for an outing in the maid, after a critical inspection of the His daily routine performance con-
rio whose annual demonstration of the woods and a free bus ride. Yes, sure- garment before her mirror brought sists of one or two double portions
life of Major Kombat Orders brings ly, today is one of this month's pay- it back to her mistress. for lunch and dinner with a few
lusty applause, remembers with sat-less days. "How do you like it?" queried Mrs. cones between meals and maybe a
isfaction the simple ceremony follow- Thursday, Oct. 20 Hoosis. modest single helping to top off a
ing last year's demonstration week In a great stew this morning to get "I likes it just fine," replied Des- good breakfast.
when he was awarded, for gallantry myself arrayed in woolen clothes. demona, "Yes ma'am, it shore is a On the first day of our early fall
under fire, the tin guidon of the 10th Forced by my auto companions to beautiful dress and it ain't been used cold snap, however, the Captain's
squad. ride to school in the rumble seat and hardly any. The only thing I has agin' messmates noted that he not only

"Yes," he said dourly as we watched it was as well I did for it did almost it that it looks like it's jes a little omitted his customary morning ice
(Continued on Page 7) completely ventilate away the odor bit rump sprung. cream ration but even neglected to

of moth balls in my military soldier order any for lunch.
clothes. NIGHT RIDE AWARDS Mine Host Dowdall naturally as-

The first half of the morning en- Prizes awarded by the engineer sumed that the fall in temperature
ONNER. Medical Inspector livened by movies of the automatic group at 1:00 p. m. Monday, in Kriz was responsible and openly comment-

rifle at work, a most interesting and Hall, were distributed by funster Har- ed on the fact that even so confirmed
appearance or size see the doctor at well received feature. But that the ry Kelly of the class at the daily re- an ice cream addict as the Captain
once. short subjects were entirely missing union, as follows: would have to regulate consumption

Cancer inside the body often gives the show might have been acclaimed To Captains Lambert and Ring, who according to the thermometer.
signs before a lump can be seen or a max. As it was presented it might left their horses, close to Zero Wil- That afternoon, however, Captain
felt. Increased or irregular discharge indeed be suitable for the Advanced son's orderlies, and, scorning the Ross was discovered at the soda foun-
or a return of flow after the change Class but we younger folk crave smoke-infected regions of Fiske Range, tain making up for lost time.
of life in women, or blood in the Terrytoons and Silly Symphonies as proceeded on foot to Station C, there- "I thought the cold weather made
urine of men are always suspicious. well. by bringing great Kudos to them- you go off the ice cream diet, but

Cancer of the stomach or bowels The urge to play upon the words selves. Not content, however, with here you're at it again" remarked
is more difficult to discover, used in our daily work seems irresis- taking cover in the deep rifle pit, as Mine Host. "Is there any explanation?"

A health examination every year tible. The work on stoppages with Captain Gaillard with a lantern was "Sure," replied the general Captain.
helps to find these danger signals. the automatic did inspire Bus How- doing, they then returned under great "I went home this noon and put on

Medicines are useless in the cure ard to comment that he had let his danger to the busses thinking to ride my heavy underwear. Now I can eat
of cancer. Surgery often cures in the cook go "because of a first position home in comparative comfort. Here, all I want."
early stages. X-ray and Radium are of stoppage-failure to feed." Yet she at the suggestion of a hard hearted
value and effective in certain cases. had been still in his employ had he instructor who implied that they had SAFETY FIRST BARITONE

To cure cancer it must be destroyed. been afflicted by another first po- not spent sufficient time in the sad- While featuring Captain Ross, we
This must be done early or it will sition stoppage-failure to fire. dle, they mounted up again and dis- must not fail to mention that he has
destroy you. "He who hesitates is Examination on the pistol to com- appeared into the night. At 1:00 a. m. hit upon an infallible method for
lost." Act now. (Continued on Page 7) they themselves bedded their fiery (Continued on Page 7)
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THE FLARE
(Continued from page 6)

keeping from falling to sleep while

driving a car. It is quite simple, too.
He sings at the wheel.

One evening last week Promoter
Phillip Fry accepted an invitation
from Captain Ross to go into town
with him. The day had been a hard
one for the Advanced Class for there
were only a few lectures and the
boys hadn't been able to get in the
customary allowance of extra-nocturn-
al slumber. As a result, Captain Ross
was quite drowsy and had to take
special precautions to keep awake.
Accordingly, he sang all the way in,
all around town and all the way back.

Promoter Fry states that he didn't
mind the open road concert-much.
He contends, however, that the Cap-
tain's crooning propensities make him
an undesirable companion for cruis-
ing city streets.

THE HUNT SEASON OPENS
The, Flare congratulates Inventor

Negrotto and Tanker Brett on the first
hunt of their regime. It was a well
managed affair, designed to give the
less expert lover of the chase an op-
portunity to see the work of the
hounds.

There were no casualties and the
only serious breach of etiquette which
came under direct observation was
Lieutenant Duffner's warning cry of
"Pore for that hole." To apply the
terminology of a plodding game like
golf to the noble sport of hunting is
reprehensible, of course. If that sort
of thing is allowed to continue some
crude barbarian might refer to a
"cover" as "the rough" or even call
a jump a "hazard." In extenuation
of Lieutenant Duffner's offense, how-
ever, it should be said that he only
arrived at Benning last summer and
hasn't been out much among the hor-
sey set.

POLITICAL NOTE
Lieutenant Lyman Munson, our

talented contemporary whose occasion-
al contributions to literature appear
in Benning Herald under the nom
de plume of Gunbotham II, was
among those who visited Warm
Springs last Sunday to greet Franklin
Roosevelt.

This is the first indication we have
had of the literary lieutenants's active
interest in politics. We have always
assumed that he held to the true mer-
cenary soldier attitude and didn't
give a" Whoop which party furnished
the next commander-in-chief. Indeed,
we are still so convinced that such is
tke case that we won't condemn him

for unethical political activity until
we have gone carefully into the pos-

sibility of an ulterior motive. Maybe

he went along just for the ride.

REPLY TO TOWN TOPICS
In the last issue of the Benning

Herald the youthful conductor of

Town Topics ventured a few satirical

remarks anent our assumption that

a fan letter signed "An Admirer" was

of feminine authorship. He implied

that only our vanity caused us to

jump at the conclusion that the writ-

or was a woman.

True, the letter did not proclaim

,he sex of the writer in so many words.

Neither did the handwriting give the

clue, for the letter was typed. More-

over, when we reread the letter af-

ter Town Topics came out with his

asparagus, we could pick no single

characteristic of it that might be

catalogued as positive proof of the

feminine hand. Does this indicate that

perhaps we were wrong in assuming,
without even pausing to make an an-
alysis, that a woman wrote it? It
certainly does not.

An experienced tracker doesn't re-
quire a succession of outlined foot-
prints to follow a trail. Neither does
a man who has lived a reasonable
number of years-say twenty-two-
require specific admission as to the
sex of a letter writer-fan or other-
wise. If there be no deliberate at-
tempt at camouflage one can usually
determine this sometimes important
point by inspection.

E. F. H.

GUNBOTHAM'S SCHOOL DAZE
(Continued from page 6)

Privates Basic go through Major
Gilchrist's demonstration, "the boys
this year still think cones are on pine
!rees for decorative purposes only.
Why, I can remember ... "

Just then Brady and Davidson pull-
ed off a wrestling match, cheered on
by Brunke, McDaniel and Stika.

The sentence was never completed.
The great producer moved on in re-
lief, secure in the knowledge that from
wild men like these coul easily be
picked an all-star cast for the annual
celebration of the Anniversary of the
Battle of Opossum Creek.

* * *

The entire Tank Class, led by Flam-
ing Flanagan, sniffed industriously and
searched several minutes for what ap-
peared to be no conflagration. Search

(Please turn to page 12)
The community has given a wonder-

ful response this year to the appeal
for used clothing for women and
children. Garments may be left at
Building 109, Aca lemic Area, or at
the home of Mrs. Robert T. Forster,
chairman of the Clothing Commit-
tee. Representatives of the Student
Officers' families in Columbus, Mrs.
Donald T. Beeler, Mrs. Frances J.
Heraty and Mrs. Harrison B. Beavers
and Fred E. Gaillard representing Stu-
dent Officers at Fort Benning will
call for clothing when notified. Girl
Scouts may leave clothing at the home
of Mrs. Henry Matchett and Boy
Scouts at the home cf Mrs. Norman
D. Cota. Both organizations will give
credit for a kind deed daily for this
service. Mrs. Setzler, hostess at the
Servcie Club is a member of the
Council and will also receive cloth-
ing.

Mrs. Henry Clay Michie, chairman
of the Employment Committee re-
ceives the cooperation of the entire
council in her effort to find work for
needy mothers. The Welfare Council
owns a sewing machine which is kept
in constant use. On account of the
continued unemployment situation, no
loans will be made to enlisted men
this season except in case of a death
in the family or some other dire
emergency. The really deserving sol-
diers repay the Council in small in-
stallments when it has been necessary
to furnish aid for their wives and
children.

The following members of the Sup-
ply Committee will purchase food
for Thanksgiving and Christmas bas-
kets which they will pack and send
to indigent families: Mrs. James B.
Woolnough, Mrs. Lewis C. Davidson,
Mrs. William B. Wallace, Mrs. Regi-
nald H. Kelley, Mrs. Thomas W.
Ilammond, Mrs. Vernon Evans, Mrs.
Hammond McD. Monroe.

I

thews, Mrs. Samuel A. White.
Quartermasters Corps: Mrs. J. De

Camp Hall, Mrs. Eugene M. Lewis.
Eighty-third Field Artillery: Mrs.

Clyde A. Selleck, Mrs. Clayton H.
3tudebaker, Mrs. George H. McManus.

Special Units: Mrs. Frank H. Jew-
,!t, Mrs. John Huling, Mrs. Clough
F. Gee.

Veterinary Corps: Mrs. Burton A.
Seeley.

Tank Regiment: Mrs. Allen J. King-
man, Mrs. Russell Nelson.

Air Corps: Mrs. Lloyd L. Barnett.

LIEUT. PEEP'S DIARY
(Continued from Page 6)

plete the morning, and I was at some
pains to make out whether profuse
perspiration in the class was caused
by the woolen clothes or ignorance
of responses to the questions. Some
merriment and some consternation in
class when, at the limit of the "assem-
ble pistol" time, the command was
to "Lay your pisols on your desks."
One unsuccessful student did so
promptly make compliance that a
miscellany of unconfined springs and
gadgets were laid, instead, against
the ceiling. Peace hath her menaces
no less abhorred than war.
Friday, Oct. 21

Some members of the class astir
over the Flag Race to be held on the
morrow. For myself, such doings
leave me cold. I would as leave be
boiled in oil as to be required to
gallop, steaming, over the reservation
collecting bits of muslin for two
hours. And as for doing it volun-
tarily-! For, Lord, after all the fren-
zy where is one but at the starting
point and I am capable of that with-
out a horse nor any perspiration, and
much capabler of sitting down to my
evening's repast.

Lt. Peep.

WELFORE COMMITTEE SHOWS
FINE RECORD FOR YEAR

(Continued from Page 1)

tion of physical suffering the com-
mittees are frequently striving to
mend aching hearts and recreate use-
fulness for discouraged families. How-
ver, members of the Council realize
hat modern relief work is a science,
iot an emotion, that they must know

who the needy are, be sure that their
claims are deserving and adapt the
funds available to the peculiar needs
if each case.

RELIEF FOR CHILDREN

Relief for little children who
through no fault of their own have
been made destitute carries the great-
est appeal to most people. It is true
that couples should never marry un-
Lil they are able to support a family
)ut no matter how great a wrong the
parents have committed, it is the duty
of the men and women of Fort Ben-
iiing to see that the children of our
Joldiers are taken care of in this
)eriod of stress. Weeks of privation
wvill leave marks on a child's physi-
cal welfare and mentality for years
LO come.

So mothers who have worked in the
mills and department stores for years
are without work. It is seldom that
the Council receives a call from sol-
dier families living on the Post but
.he following report given by Miss
Julia Lincoln, the nurse on duty in
,he attending surgeons' office in Co-
lumbus makes one realize that the
ieed in town is not surprising.

White families receiving treatment:
435 wives
430 children

30 dependents
Colored families receiving treat-

ment:
209 wives

93 children
5 dependents

In addition to Miss Lincoln, Miss
Edna Beyrer, Miss Nora Freeman,
aurses at the Post Hospital and Mrs.
Sereno E. Brett, who is a graduate
nurse and did social service work in
New York are assisting in building
up undernourished children and
mothers.

The Parent-Teacher Association and
the Welfare Council are co-operating
in seeing that every child of school
age is furnished books, tuion, trans-
portation and suitable clothing. The
P. T. A. will collect outgrowni toys,
which will be repaired or painted by
the firemen on the Post and the school
children at the Post school. These
will be distributed at Christmas time
by the Welfare Council.

WONDERFUL RESPONSE

The members of the transportation
committee: Mrs. Thomas W. Brown,

Mrs. Oscar W. Griswold, Mrs. Huston

J. Banton, Mrs. George 0. Clark, Mrs.

Geoffrey Marshall, Mrs. Norman D.
Cota and Mrs. Robert J. Wallace will
have charge of delivering the baskets
lad also furnishing transportation
lor patients who cannot afford bus
.are to attend clinics.

After receiving funds allowed by
he Community Chest Committee, the
Welfire Council asks for nothing
more excetit used clothing and fur-
niture nor seeks to raise money
Lhrough any means.

GENEROUS CONTRIBUTIONS

However, in order to enlarge the
scope of activities sponsored by the
Council, several individuals and or-
ganizations contributed generously,
during the past year.

The Daughters of the U. S. Army,
through a gift of $140 made from
a rummage sale enabled the Council
,o give a wool sweater to all women
and children in need. Another rum-
mage sale is to be held by the Daugh-
ters in November. The Woman's Club
and Post school children gave lovely
toys for the Christmas baskets.

A check for twenty dollars from
Mrs. Joseph W. Stilwell and one for
ten dollars from Mrs. William M.
Chapman enabled the Council to
purchase new shoes and books for the
school children. Mrs. John J. Toffey
recently donated a refrigerator.

Mrs. Thomas W. Hammond, a new
member of the Council is going to
;ive everybody "a chance for charity"
by purchasing a new Ford and giv-
ing the entire proceeds from its dis-
iosal by raffle to the Welfare Coun-
cil Milk fund and other vital needs.

The officers of the Welfare Council
for the ensuing year are: Mrs. Elbert
J. Lyman, president, Mrs. Thomas B.
Catron, Mrs. Jesse A. Ladd, vice presi-
lents, Mrs. Edward C. Betts, secre-
tary, Mrs. Charles H. Owens, treasurer.

Advisory Committee: Mrs. Camp-
bell King, Mrs. Charles W. Weeks,
Mrs. Ephraim G. Peyton, Mrs. George
F. Baltzell.

The following committees answer
all calls that come from members
of the organization they represent.

Twenty-ninth Infantry : Mrs. John
J. Toffey, Mrs. Andrew D. Chaffin,
Mrs. Homer H. Slaughter, Mrs. Earle
X,. Johnson, Mrs. John Albright, Mrs.
Morris A. Wimberly, Mrs. John M.

Brown.
Twenty-fourth Infantry: Mrs. Fred

L. Munson, Mrs. Roger B. Harrison,
Mrs. Marcel A. Gillis.

Medical Department: Mrs. Lucius
K. Patterson, Mrs. Stanley W. Mat-

$2755BRING YOUR 2 Gal.
CONTAINERS Bulk

$2.98 in Sears container

Make a quick start on a
cold morning.

Cross Country
Battery

$ 5WlTH YOUR
OLD BATTERY

CRUSADER

$ 8729x4.40-21 3 WHEN BOUGHT
EACH IN PAIRS

Big, husky, full bodies tires . . .

guaranteed by Sears to be perfect
in- workmanship- and -materials!
. . . designed for long service!

Size Each29x4.40-21--------$3.98
29x4.50-20----------4.32
30x4.50-21---------4.38
28x4.15-19---------5.14

Pair$7.74
8.40
8.50
9.98

SEARS
Sears, Roebuck and Co.

1008 Broadway

Phone 3760

-,.Chancellor Co.

100 Per Cent

for Benning in the past

100 Per Cent

for Benning Now

100 Per Cent

for Benning Always

Chancellor Company
Columbus Headquarters for Benning

at

ad Sam

Cross Country
Motor Oil
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* THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS

Hugh Herbert and Tallulah Bankhead in "Faithless"

his plain
CO C dmapped

Cnema dar an Fran
?3layers'

for Grand, Rialto and Royal a numbe
his good

AT THE ROYAL road co,
London.'

Beginning with a Hallowe'en Dance in the lobby at 9:15 This t
where h(o'clock Saturday Night demonstr

ALSO SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offering friends t
"Smilin' Through" with Norma Shearer and Fredric March. poor juda partOne of the sweetest and tenderest love stories of the age. A pa- added p(
thetic struggle of young hearts against old hates . . . love that in stock
seems doomed to die the mment it is born . . . as hauntingly ver and
beautiful as some remembered moonlight garden . . . alive with
lover's whisperings. Here's a picture you really will enjoy.

AT THE GRAND
Introdi

SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "Faith- Robert
less" with Tallulah Bankhead, Robert Montgomery and Hugh newest c
Herbert. Put yourself in this star's place . . . beautiful, wealthy They api

suddenly penniless . . . could you gamble your soul like time as,starts Sui
her to save the love she held more precious than millions? Her at the Gr
gowns will fascinate the ladies, and her acting will hold the Miss B

Paramourn this d
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Offering "Miss Pinkerton" based onTt is her

with John Blondell and George Brent. Here's one of the world's he studi
prize novels adapted to the screen. You see Miss Blondell as a he Lond
hospital nurse and Brent as an inspector. A supporting cast con- To addB
sisting of Ruth Hall, Holmes Herbert, Donald Dilloway, Mary ro-Golds
Doran, Henry Gordon, Elizabeth Patterson and Blanche Frederici Xontgom
augurs well for the production. he story

,eared oTHURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Offering "The Phantom Presi- Blondielayed leq
dent" with Jimmy Durante, George M. Cohan and Claudette Col- reta Gar
bert. A political comedy, dealing with a presidential campaign; tood fort
a medicine-show barker hired to impersonate the famous Cohan, lie persotat"for
as the candidate, and, on falling in love with the candidate's -ntis co

girl, Miss Colbert, there is an amusing and dramatic climax. The two stars
play had a successful tryout engagements in several cities, Cohan mind thethe story
quitting the play to go to Hollywood and make the picture, is a romar

* * * bers of tl
AT THE RIALTO stepchildr

find thieiFRIDAY AND SATURDAY: Offering "White Eagle" with n the wi
Buck Jones and Barbara Weeks. Redskins ride the ranges in nmca
warfare. A thrilling tale of the Old West, with Buck as a Red
"Brave" risking his life for love.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "Devil and the Deep"
with Tallulah Bankhead and Gary Cooper. Twenty men sent to
the bottom of the sea for one woman's sin. Diving toward death
in a sinking submarine with a mad-man in command. A maniac
who lured his wife and her sweetheart aboard for the most

"BACHELOR'S AFFAIRS"
Arthur Fierson, handsome young

:,--tor who plays an important role in
he Fox comedy, "Bachelor's Affairs,"
,oming soon to the Rialto Theatre,
s a descendant cf an ancient Viking
amily. lie wa3 born in Oslo, Norway.

Pierson came to the United States
'hen he was four years old and was
ducated in Seattle. He sudied agri-
Ulture at the University of Wash-
ngton, intending to become a farm-
r, but gave up this idea when the
:age began to a:tract him.

When he was turned down for a
:ole in a college play, he decided to
)ecome an actor and, some day, come
,,)ack home a loen ; . ... m rn.-T,,. ..

is to himself and carefully
out a campaign. He went to

acisco and into training at the
Club. Later he appeared in
r of Little Theatre plays and
I work won him a part in a
mpany playing "So This Is

took him back to Seattle,
e enjoyed the satisfaction of
rating to his former school
hat he had been a victim of
Igment when he was refused
in that college play. Pierson
olish to his work by playing
in Seattle, Portland and Den-
he became a leading man in
ny in St. Louis.

-RAND

"FAITHLESS"
icing Tallulah Bankhead and
Montgomery - Hollywood's
ombination of screen lovers.
pear together for the first
co-stars of "Faithless," which
nday as the feature picture
rand Theatre.
ankhead was borrowed from
nt to play the feminine lead
[rama of the penniless rich,

a story by Mildred Cram.
first engagement away from

io which brought her from
on stage to screen stardom.
est Suited Playmates
I lustre to the occasion, Me-
vyn-Mayer selected Robert
ery for the jaunty hero of
(. Montgomery recently ap-
,pposite Marion Davies in
of the Follies." He has also

ading man to Norma Shearer,
rbo and Joan Crawford, and
th in his studio's opinion as
rnality best suited as a "play.
r the exotic Miss Bankhead.
.mbination brings together
who suggest in the public
sense of smartness which

of "Faithless" requires. It
ntic tale of two young mem-
he "idle rich" who become
en of the depresson, and
mselves suddenly strugglng
hirlpool of presentday eco-
versity.

savage revenge that ever punished love.
TUESDAY: Offering "Bachelor's Affairs with Adolph

Menjou.
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Offering "The Dark

Horse" with Warren Williams,- Bette Davis, Guy Kibbe and Vivi-
enne. Osborne. Hilarity is just around the corner. Congress is
going cuckoo. Senators are doing handsprings on the White
House steps. Republicans and emocrats are slapping each other
on the back. The whole darn nation is nutty about Hollywood's POBEPT
hilarious burlesque on the political parade. TALLUL)

Mw

.............

ARTALTO
................

..i::: Ax..

ROYAL
"SMILING THROUGH"

Norma Shearer has turned her backAi her screen past. In "Smilin'
hrough," her latest Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer production which will be shown
)eginning Saturday at the Royal The.
tre, Miss Shearer has a role far re-

1oved from those which have takenhir along the bypaths which lead
way from convention.

Miss Shearer's role in "Smilin'
hrough" is frankly tinged with sen-

imental romance. It is completely de-
,'oid of that sophistication which
- arked her characterizations in
'Strangers May Kiss," "A Free Soul"
,m-I "Strange Interlude."

-GRANDm
SATURDAY, SUNDAY and MONDAY

Two great stars in a thrilling
romance.

Tallulah Bankhead
Robert Montgomery

In

"FAITHIESS"
Today's Popular Favorites

CHASE COMEDY
TERRYTOON - PARAMOUNT NEWS

TUESDAY and WEDNEDAY

-Mary Robers Rhinehart's-

"Miss
PINKERTON"

With

JOAN BLONDELL
GEORGE BRENT

Zasu Pitts-Thelma Todd "THE SOILERS"
TERRYTOON - UNIVERSAL NEWS

THURSDAY and FRIDAY

THE
"PHANTOM

PRESIDENT"
With

GEORGE M. COHAN
CLAUDETTE COLBERT

JIMMY DURANTE
SENNETT COMEDY - PARA. NEWS

IU

The story abounds in pathos. Ever
since Jane Cowl first presented it on
the New York stage, it has served as
the model by which sentimentality in
drama is measured. "As sweet and
poignant as "Smilin' Thriugh" has
come to be a phrase by which critics
point their comparisons.

In thus turning to wistful romance,
Miss Shearer sheds the "women of
the world" character for the first time
since the peach blossom fragrance of
"The Student Prince," in the old days
of silent films.

In "Smilin' Through" she portrays
iwo different girls whose romantic
experiences affect the life of one man
at an interval of fifty years. First, as
Moonyeen Clare, in 1868, she is the
betrothed of a young English Aristo-
crat, played by Leslie Howard.

RIALTO
NOW PLAYING

Indians on the war path in a thundering
romatic drama of the old west!

BUCK JONES
In

"WHITE EAGLE"
-Plus-COMEDY - SCREEN SONG

Chaeter 6 "HEROES OF THE WEST9"

SUNDAY and MONDAY
Day light made tawdry the love that the

desert night made sweet!

IY ANKHEADCOOPER,

40 "DeVi 1'4 ,p
-Also-

TERRYTOON - FOX NEWS

TUESDAY ONLY

"Bachelor Affairs"
With

MINNA GOMBELL
ADOLPH MENJOU

-More-NOVE[.TY- SCREEN SONG-PICTORIAL

w hjla-N A ann THUlSDAY

HILARITY IS JUST AROUND THE CORNER!

kDAR.]

Comedy "HOT SPOT" - FOX NEWS
A LUCAS AND JENKINS THEATRE

Uctober
28, 1932October

!

!
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I MATA HARI
The Story of the War's Most Notorious Spy

WHAT HAS HAPPEND SO FAR
Mata Hari, famous dancer and ene-

my spy, makes an innocent accom-
plice of a young Russian aviator, Ro-
sanofi, who is infatuated with her. In
a jealous rage, her former lover, Shu.
bin, Attache of the Russian Embassy,
attempts to telephone to Dubois, the
head of the French secret service, and
prove that not only Mata Hari but
Rosanoff are spies. The dancer shoots
him, then disposes the gun so as to
make it appear suicide. At this point,
Rosanoff, ordered to fly back to Rus-
sia with messages, comes to see Shu-
bin. Mata Hari persuades him not
to enter and at last admits that she
loves him. In hiding, she learns that
Rosanoff has been shot down and lies
in a nearby hospital.

"It's not that I-wish to endanger
you, if my arrest will do so. Be as-
sured, if they arrestme, I will never
involve anyone else. But I must see
him, just for a little while, just to
show him, if he's hurt, that I'm sorry,

"I was only trying to remind you,
my dear, that a spy in love is a tool
that has outlived its usefulness."

"rm not afraid of your threats,"
replied Mata Hari.
'That's evident," said Adriana curt-

ly.
He continued as if he were musing

out loud. "You remember that poor
Carlotta, my dear-the woman who
committed suicide. I think she was

of your underlings-I'm Mata Hari!
I'm my own master. I'll work with
you no longer! I resign!"

Mother Durant ran in from the
shop.

"Not so loud. People will hear."
"Very good, Mata," replied Adri-

ana, "I accept your resignation.'"
When the dancer had rushed out,

Mother Durant said in blank amaze-
ment, "And you let her resign?"

"My dear Durant," Adriana return-

ed, "you ought to know-the only
way to resign from our profession is
-to die!!"

Mother Durant, having lived a long
while and witnessed many uncanny
coincidences.,said no more, but did
as she was bid.

Once in a taxi and on her way,
Mata Hari regained command of her-
self. If it had not been for the plain
black coat, so different from the cos-
tumes she wore to attract instead of
to avoid attention, she might have
seemed like her accustomed self, be-
ing driven on an accustomed errand,
"lancing just as arrogantly, if warily,
to one side, then the other-rather
like some strange, beautiful, danger-
ous animal in a forest, which is at
the same time on guard against its
enemies and on the alert to seize its
prey.

But this attitude lasted only for a
short time. She sat back and pulled

in love, too. My dear, ours is a very her collar closer about her face. The
exacting profession. Sometimes I fur was warm, too, as well as good
wonder why I ever went into it, don't to hide in. It was foggy weather, driz-
you? The pay is poor compared to zling, penetrating. The bookstalls were
the risks. If we fail we die an ignome empty, the Seine a purplish-gray
inous death. We are permitted no dreary stream, and the magnificent
personal life, no friends, no emotions bulk of public buildings, historic
of our own." palaces, were huge shadow shapes.

"What's the point of all this? What Before the long drive was over, the
are you driving at?" dancer was huddled deep in her coat,
ana. He's the first one who's not her eyes closed, her mind a prey to
like the others. And I know what forebodings as gray and unseizable
pain is, I've always known it-but I a, the fog.
not heartless " Death! Death! Since she had fired
forgot. This recalled it. And I'm the shot that killed Shubin, it had
He's not much like the others, Adri. been ever in her thoughts. Death
I meant it when I said I loved him. clung to all that was dear to her. To
that it wasn't just in mockery, that Rosanoff. Suppose the casualty lists

"You've had your orders!" had been wrong, and the man at the
At that, she gasped with the strength Russian Embassy mistaken, or ignor.

of her contempt and burst out, "Or. ant or Mother Durant had misled her.
ders! What do I care for your or- Death clung to Rosanoff for he was
dern? You'll not intimidate me. I'm dear. It clung to herself as she breath-
not Carlotta! I'm not like the rest! ed, for the mere fact of breathing was

Star Brand All Leather shoes for the entire family
Smart shoes for every occasion . . . Shoes for junior

that will withstand the roughage of schooldays. STAR
BRAND SHOES ARE BETTER.

ST R "
BRANO 16

Scotch Gun Calf
Trimming

$3.25

Swagger Brown Blucher
Oxford Crepe Sole.

8t2 to 111/

$1.45

Gun Calf Blucher
Oxford

$3.25

Charcoal Brown Kid
Suede Inlaid

$3.35

SAM NEEL
STAR BRAND SHOE DEPT.

Westbrook Bldg. 1040 Broadway

precious. She wanted to live. And
she knew well enough the meaning of
Adriana's hints.

The sadness of death was in every
aspect of the great chateau which had
been converted into a hospital, in
the sodden grounds, the trees that
shed drops of water, the flags hang-
ing limp and chill in the rain.

Inside, everyone was low-voiced,
hurried. She got a visitor's pass with-
out difficulty, but it became evident
that no one would take the time to
answer questions. Holding the pass
in her hand, she was left to find her
own way along the corridors.

Nothing moved, nothing sounded
there. A single electric globe over-
head struggled with the gray-tinged
daylight from a distant window. A
nurse passed, swift, silen,t in her felt-
soled slippers, impersonal as fate. She
carried a tray of bandages and sur-
gical dressings. The very portrait of
a modern, war-time Fate, Mata Hari
thought, as she brushed by, averting
her eyes and searching and searching
for the special door.

Room Thirty-Six. This was it.
Someone was playing a violin in a
ward. The ice-sweet woe of the Ave
Maria of Shubert penetrated into her
veins, made her shiver and cower
against the door. Her hands were so
cold in the black gloves.

She tried to chafe them, held them
against her cheeks which were faintly
warm. But it was not much use be-
cause the blood ran chill in her veins.
Nor did the powder which she dabb-
ed as an afterthought over her face
conceal its color.

Rosanoff sat by the window with a
blanket over his knees and his back
to the door. Hs head and part of
his forehead were bandaged as if he
were wearing a wadded, white cap.
But he sat erect in the invalid's chair
and seemed absorbed in watching the
ereat drops of moisture form on the
window-pane and dissolve in sudden
litte rivulets.

"Is that you, Sister Theresa?" he
said without turning at the sound of
the door. "That's the Belgian playing
again, isn't it? He plays well, I
think, don't you?"

As be heard no answer, he said
a r.ain, rather impatiently. "Sister
Theresa! It's you. isn't it?"

"Alexis."
He did turn bis head and at the

same time rose with such a wrench
that he dislodged the firmly tucked
blanket. But his eyes which were
uncovered fixed themselves on a
noint several feet to the side of her
and iiever wavered. The pupils were

distended as if he were determined
to see, as if, by straining them, he
imagined that it was possible to see.

When she next spoke he knew that
she had realized that he was blind.

He tried to go to her.
But it seemed to Mata Hari of the

utmost importance, the first thing she
,ould( Io for him, to get him back into
the invalid's chair, and she ran and
took him in her arms and settled him
back as if he were a baby and fierce-
ly tucked him in again and wept
soundlessly all. the while.

"I didn't want vou to see me like
this," he muttered, half to himself.
Then his fingers came away wet from
her cheeks. "It's nothing to cry
about." he said, stroking a tear away
hard. "Why, I'm happy. Happier at
this moment than I've ever been in
my life."

"Of-course." She tried again and
this time her voice was steady. "Of
course,. I'm silly. We're both happy.
We've everything to be happy for."

And after a little while with care
she was able to talk quite cheerfully,
quite as if she did not believe any-
thing had happened and by a defi-
ance of reality was certain to outwit
it.

"Of course. you'll see again. Why,
your eyes look Perfectly well and
strong. What do the doctors say?"

She could see that if she gave him
this hope, he would cling to it. But
he would not yield quickly, he would
not seem to yield at all. It was for
him to tell her the truth, trusting
that she would deny it and by her
denial make it easier for him not to
believe either.

"Oh, you know what doctors are.
They're not very optimistic."

"The fools!" She thrust doctors
aside, with great scorn, just as he had
hnnPed she wnld_ "What dn they

know-these little provincial doctors!
I'll get you great specialists. They'll
make you see."

"Well, I don't know," said Rosanoff
conscientiously. "It was one of those
trench mortars . . . a bit of metal
lodged in .

"Don't say it! Don't think of it! I
don't care about any ridiculous bit
of trench mortar, I know you'll see.
And while we're waiting, I'll see for
you. I'll be your eyes. I'll never leave
yot again, never!" repeated the
dancer, and at the same time the
thought of her own predicament which
had quite gone out of her mind clutch-
ed at her again. but she thrust it
forcibly away. "Never!' she insisted.
"I never will."

"Do you remember that-you prom-
ised to marry me once? That night.
In my house. Do you remember? I
-couldn't be quite sure you meant
t somehow, or wouldn't change your
mind afterwards. But you did prom-
ise. You did mean it, didn't you?"

And for a brief moment she was al-
most glad he couldn't see, couldn't
notice the shame and contrition which
overwhelmed her. So it was that
which she had agreed to so lightly
and couldn't quite recall afterwards,
that which she had answered without
the wish to hear, her mind set upon
the papers in the next room, a task
now so distant and so trivial! She
was tormented with the thought of the
past.

"Oh, yes! Yes, of course, I remem-
ber! Of course, I mean it! Indeed
we'll marry and we're going away-
were going away together, do you
hear, the moment they let you out

of here. Away from the war. And
all the trouble and misery."

"We'll go-we'll go to Java," she
whispered with her arms around him.
"It's so charming there, so old and
strange ,and the sun, everything's
alight, not like the fog here and the'
miserable thin rain ..."

"Do you know," said Rosanoff
dreamily, "I'm beginning to see your
face . .. they say the blind can see
with their fingertips."

It was not very long afterwards
that the entrance of the Sister obliged
Mata Hari to leave. The dressings of
the wounds on his head had to be
changed. Before the elderly woman
in her starched bib and sunbonnetlike
nursing cap, Rosanoff and the dancer
exchanged their last farewells. The
dancer assured him she would write
at once, every day, until she could
come to see him again, for it appeared
that she had arrangements to make if
she were to wind up her affairs. The-
resa promised to read the letters.

The rain had stopped. A poor sort
of sun with a great effort had man-
aged to grope its way through the fog
and though it made not much impres-
sion on the grayness and could do
little to dry the drenched leaves, still
the walk down the drive to the gate
was pleasanter than previously. She
felt peaceful now that the strain had
been relaxed and she knew the worst
that had happened. He wasn't dead
at least and plans that included both
of them began to ferment deep in her
mind.

(To Be Continued)

LOANS MADE AT

SIDer Cent
Payable in Monthly Installments

No Frills No Extra Charges

FIDELITY LOAN & INVESTMENT

COMPANY

1206 First Avenue

T. E. BAISDEN, See'y & Trees.

FURNITURE VALUES
B oudoir C hairs -----------------------------..... $4.50
M attresses .............---------------------- $4.45
Windsor Chairs -------------------------------- $5.25
Pull Up Chairs ---------------------------------.$5.50

A carload of furniture just arrived. Come in and select
your furniture for Christmas. Special prices.

"WE SAVE YOU DOLLARS"

B. L. PENNELL FURNITURE CO.
Prone 4618 1249 Broadway
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Griffin Gets Draw With Bozo In Close F

Fridav. October 28. 1932
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DARBY T A K E S
COUNT AS RIP
C 0 P S SEMI-GO

Bunker Hill and Ben
Spivey Steal

Show

BY BERNARD B. SWAYZE
Corn Griffin is a good fighter. He is

the best fighter at Benning and many
other places, in his weight. He is
not a better fighter than Battling
Bozo, that freak of all fighters, who
laced Griffin all over the ring for
minutes at a time last Tuesday night
in Doughboy Stadium. Corn Griffin
was lucky to get that decision called
a draw, and the public knows it.

That was a good card out there this
week, and here's hoping they get
many more just half as good, for then
they will revive the boxing game to
where it was several years ago at our
beautiful garrison. There were seven
fights in all, and none of them could
be called a flop. Fighting of the first
water took place in each individual
quarrel, and in several there was
enough fighting to take care of a large
divisional offensive movement.

All this is to let you know that
there is no rebellion on the part of
your servant in things concerning
fighting, and all that goes with it.
(Mostly black eyes and bleeding
noses). It is our intention to show
you, (in our unqualified way), just
how good that fight was, and then
let you decide what you may.

The Fight By Rounds
In the first round, Bozo came out

with a bag of tricks and slap-stick
broadsides that literally split the sides
of those who had not previously seen
the freak in action. From others, these
antics brought hisses, and requests for

When They're Fly-

ing High and Fast

it takes

"Super-X"

to Get 'Em!

"Super-X" is best for
any kind of game and
for any kind of gun.

Main Branch
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

The Post Exchange is not author-

ized to sell to any person not

in the Military Service.

Tanks Open Battalion Series;
"E" and "F2" Win First Games 1

In games filled with thrills, the Swantic kicked goal.
First Tank Regment's football series But there was more real fight Sat-
got off with a bang last weekend that urday, when the two "F" Companies

tangled arms and legs. "Fl" were thewas heard fron one end of the post to champs last year, often being referred
the other. Heads-up football was play- to as the "Red-headed Chmaps". "F2"
ed in both games that were played, are showing on the local grid this
with spectators being kept on the year for the first time. There's your
guessing end all the way through. incintive, and here's your game.

Taking the field with this newThe opening game of the series bunch of Tanker football players the
was a hard fought affair between the garrison has been hearing so much
"E" and "D" company elevens, and about, The "F2's" smacked into that
revealed some valuable material to be wall of defense set up by the red-
used on the Battalion squad this year. heads, and played them off their feet
Good football was displayed by both for the greater part of the game, keep-
teams, with forward passes figuring ing them on the defensive most of the
mostly in the scoring of both touch- time.
downs registered by the "E" Company However, "Fl" did not have the
team. The final score of this game power in several instances to punch
was 13-0. over the score that looked so near,

Bill Swantic, erstwhile star of the and were forced to relinquish the ball
long since mourned All-Army team on downs.
of '25 and '26, figured prominently in It was in the last stages of the game
the scoring of the "E" Company that the break each team had been
counters, as did Bobbie Brown, power- looking for came, and "F2" snatched
ful grid man of the Tank Battalion the chance. A punt went haywire off
team. he toe of Smith, and the "Northern-

The first counter came in the second ers" forthwith swept it down the field.
period, resulting from a pass from Reports were not quite clear as to
Swantic to Brown, placing the ball who made the touch down, but all
on "D" Company's 25 yard line. It was were agreed that one of the two
here that the "E" Company warriors "Irishers" counted the marker; Prusi-
put forth their best efforts, and drove noski or Kulikofski ...you pick 'em.
the opposition back. Swantic plunged An excerpt from the Tank Weekly's
over for the first counter, account of that game follows: For

The second score came out of the "Fl", we must say that the boys work-
clear ozone, when Big Bill swept a ed hard, and showed real fight through
nice pass down the field to the wait- out the game, and at one time a touch-
ing arms of Bobbie, who dashed over lown was only one yard away; but
the goal line for the final 6 pointer, the line of "F2" would not yield and

held the "Red Heads", who had to

D 0 G AND TIGER let the ball go over to "F2" on their
one yard line. It was a great game,

TICKFT~ fON T A P and a real fight.
X L XJ 1.1. LXkJ i"I I LIi

Tickets are now on sale at the Of-
ficers' Club for the Georgia-Auburn
game to be played in Columbus No-
vember 19, according to a statement
issued by Mr. Joe Foley, in charge
of sale and distribution of the paste-
boards.

It is well to make your reservations
early this year for the game, as all
indications point toward a sell-out for
the fracas. Never before has this yearly
conflict attracted as much interest
as this year. Georgia has drubbed the
Tiger so relentlessly in the past that

him to open up a bag of new ones.
Corn belted him good a couple of
times, (by actual count), and won the
round, Bozo electing to clown some
more.

Being fed up on his clowning for
a while, this Bozo person came out
for another round, and decided to
fight, but the soldier was a bit too
strong for him. Corn punished him
a lot with rangy left hooks and right
hand blows to the left ear. Corn
was away in the lead at the bell.

The third round seemed to bring
back recollections to the Slagtown
Freak of by-gone fights, and he was
back in there, studying the style of
this hard-hitting Tanker, and earned
a draw for that round.

Round four, and Bozo had found
his course of procedure must be
changed, so in he went, and proceed-
ed to punch Griffin good in the
clinches, working a wicked right
hand up under Corn's chin. He re-
peatedly did this, but Corn was work-
ing hard with that right hand to the
head. Bozo started in on an attack
on a weak eye, and worked hard,
having blood oozing from a cut over
this member at the bell . . . Bozo's
round.

The fifth round was a repitition of
the preceding one, with Griffin possi-
bly getting in better blows than be-
fore. BBozo's in-fighting was some-
thing about which to marvel. His pe-
culiar style of fighting was telling on

(Please turn to page 11)

TANKERS PLAY
2 GAMESTODAY

There will be two games of foot-
ball played tomorrow afternoon at
the Tank's football field. These are
the third and fourth games of the
Battalion Series, to determine the
championship.

Good crowds were out last week
to witness these traditional struggles,
and larger crowds are expected this
week. Headquartres Company, draw-
ing a bye last week, will go into ac-
tion for the first time tomorrow.
They are conceded a great chance to
cop in the series this year, and all
eyes will be on them in their first
game.

HAPPY HEARTS
PLAY TUSKEGEE

The 24th Infantry last Saturday
handed the Nashville Giants a thor-
ough drubbing, 52-0. Never were the
West Enders threatened, using subs
freely throughout the game.

Lt. Johnson is pushing the team
hard, trying to whip them in shape
for a real conquest for southern col-
ored football honors.

Today, they are playing Tuskegee,
facing a team of worthy qualifica-
tions. If they get over this strong
team without a score being made
against them, they will truly be threats
for the crown.

p

Those Gangster Movies
Mother-"Johnnie, tell Miss Smith

goodbye."
Johnnie-"Scram, moll, scram."

-The Sentinel

Growl like the devil when we leave
out some of your news. The editor has
not yet invented a way to squeeze
lead so he can get everything in on
a busy week, but he's trying to.

GREENIES A N D
REDLEGS WORK
PROGRESSING

Diligent Training Is
Watchword Of

Teams

The 83rd Field Artillery has been
working hard for the past few weeks
endeavoring to rejuvenate a well
slumped team. With a good count of
new faces on the field for early work-
outs, it looks as though they are go-
ing to pull a rabbit out of the hat
before the season is over.

Coached by Captain F. H. Gaston.
(Please turn to page 11)

"'THEY' C clicked WITH ME"

SayS: LEE TOLLEY
Former Star Quarterback

Sewanee University
Now With 0. B. Andrews Company

'-WV^VVVVVVVVV -V VY-VVVVV

OF FORMER football fame and now active in business
circles, Mr. Tolley is shown here wearing the "Lenox" model
suit-tailored by Schwob. Like all modern executives who
select their wearing apparel with care, Mr. Tolley chooses
Schwob suits for smarter clothes at thrifty prices. This com-
pany tailors its own clothes and sells them direct to you
through its own stores. No wonder this controlled sales plan
brings you values costing double elsewhere! Consider these
thrifty prices: Ready-to-Wear suits and overcoats $14.95 and
$17.95-Tailored-to-Order $19.50 and $23.50.

T SN D IIG 0C

THE STANDARD TAILORING Con

1037 Broadway Columbus, Ga.

Coaches, Please!
It is urgently requested that all

organizations of the garrison, hav-
ing foe*ball teams this year, co-
operate with this department in
furnishing the public with favor-
able publicity in things football.

Your team deserves thorough
support of the fans and the news-
papers, and with the thorough co-
operation of some individual in
each organization, the HERALD
is in a position to aid greatly in
the promotion of the sport.

All communications to the HER-
ALD should be sent through the
Public Relations Office, thereby
meeting all requirements of the
Garrison Regulations covering this
at Fort Benning.

Page Ten
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The SPALDING
Basketball

The liveliest basketball
made, and the only "un-
-lined" basketball that
will hold its shape.

We'd like to have you
come in and get ac-
quainted with this great
ball, and also with the
Spalding Basketball uni-
forms.

main Branch
POST EXCHANGE
Fort Benning, Ga.

The Post Exchange is not author-
ized to sell to any person not

in the Military Service.

CHECKING UP ON Captain
Fry's golfing the other day re-
vealed quite a bit about the
game to us. We happened up on
him at the eighth tee, and cas-
ually asked how much distance
he was expecting on his drive.
He just as casually answered, "Oh,
about one hundred and fifty yards
or feet." Well, it was-feet!
Which all proves that there is one
thruthful golfer living to tell the
tale.

JOHN ALLEN, of "H" Com-
pany, 29th Infantry, tap dancer
extraordinary, has about perfect-
ed his latest tap routine. It re-
sembles conjunctively a cork-
screw, hacksaw and a chopping
block of the old days, so we are
told.

DISCLOSING no surnames, we
are proud to relate that Bill and
Corporal F . . . like to ride on
the bus together. Wonder where
Sergeant Glenn or some other
ticket taker was at that time. Mil-
lions missed that time.

POOCH DERRICK can't be
seen or heard since the defeat of
Tulane by the versatile Mr. Hitch-
cock of the Auburn Tigers...
Told you so, Pooch.

WE HAVE found the "Wizard
man of the Third Section" at last.
Corporal O'Conner lays claim to
the following distinctions: (All
pertaining to machine guns),

Actual time mounting 12 2-5
seconds.

(Time allowed 25 seconds).
Time sight setting and laying

4 seconds.
(Allowed 10 seconds).
Load .. -. 3-5 seconds.
(allowed 5 seconds).

And believe it or not, he be-
lieves he can do it!

BATTLING BOZO has left the
post for Tampa, Florida, where
he will fight the main go on a
card of the night of November

1st. Billy Jenks is the promoter
of this fight, and we expect to
hear a lot from that neck of the
woods right after pay day. The
Freak meets Peitro Corri that
night, and reports are that he will
have his hands full.

THE BOYS ARE all full of
praise for the cuisine ability dis-
played by "Burr Head" Grider
over in the Quartermaster. Saw
his kitchen the other day, and
not a speck could we find on the
floor. Atta boy, "Burr Head".

WE KNOW a young fellow,
who used to be in the army, but
can't re-enlist because of his status
as a married man. Too bad they
passed that rule just in time to
catch him in the cross fire, but
it can't be helped. Now he is out
of work. as most civilians, but he
makes a living. Rather than turn
"bum", this young man has pur-
chased himself a supply of shoe-
blacking, and is about plying his
trade, and making good money
at that! More power to him, and
may some day, he get the break
he deserves. He was a good sol-
dier, as all his buddies will testi-
fy. His day will come, for "Honor
knows no bounds."

WONDER WHERE "Fuzzy"
Douglas and "Mother" Bond are
by now? Last we heard of them,
they were headed for the "Is-
lands," with expectation of a
pleasant sojourn. Their addresses
would be appreciated by the
coltmn.

WE'RE SPENDING this week
ducking. Don't know just what
McGoofus is going to hurl at us,
but feel like we won't like it so
much-so much. Of course, we
could snoop and read his copy
before it went to the printer, but
that wouldn't be fair. Just let us
pray that he is as light as possi-
ble on us, and we shall ever be
thankful!

YE OLDE NOTE BOOKE:
Battling Bozo, that freak of fight-
ers, was christened James Cur-
tis Hambright_Well, what s in
a name___C" Battery seems to
be coming along strong with those
105 mm guns___"Mack" McKinzie
doesn't squint as much as he used
to___Weiner" Vestal has sold
half interest in that grocery store
to his "brother-in-law," "Dog
Face" Anhtony__Johnny Hylan
who used to be at Benning is now
managing that Bozo person.....

GRIFFIN AND BOZO DRAW
(Continued From Page 10)

Corn quite a bit. Corn's face was a
sight at the bell . . . . Bozo's round.

In this, the sixth, round, Bozo was
after the big Tanker like Bill Cody
chasing down a lost article. He
caused the big fellow to sag a bit at
the knees over in his own corner with
a right to the button that smacked of
disaster for the idol of Benning. Con-
stant jabbing on the part of the funny
man won him this round.

Round seven found Griffin getting
back into the fight, and in the early
part of the round, he worried Bozo
with a right hand that would have
surely put the Birmingham fighter out
of the running had he not elected
to go in close to get in his punches.
He tied the Tanker up here, and con-
tinued to pile up points .. .. Bozo's
round . . (this IS getting monoto-
nois.

Round eight was an almost exact
reproduction of seven, with Bozo hold-
ing his lead throughout the canto.
Bozo's round.

Corn was determined in the ninth,
Iand came out fighting like a bear. He
tore into the clown with all the force
cf an onrushing freight, but Bozo was
able to tie him up to where he could
do nothing but fume. Bozo got in a
few more of those short jabs to the
face to take the round by points
.... maybe, anyway, call it even,
if you must.

The tenth disclosed unchained fury
in the form of the big Tanker, and he
was out for the kill. He had Bozo
in trouble throughout the round, with
hard body blows and attacks to the
head that would fell an ox, but the
dopey nut wouldn't fall. Bozo landed
hardly five blows n all the attempted
exchanges of the round, but he staved
off a defeat by K. 0. with his wonder-
ful stamina and fighting instinct. He
was never groggy.-Corn's round.

Decision . . . . a draw.
And did Rip Tetherton hit Lester

Darby? Whew!! After going down
for the count of seven in the second
round, Rip was up and at him in the
third and fourth rounds like nobody's
business. Of course, Rip played his
own game, going away a lot, but he

beat the strong Darby youth to the
punch with precision. In the fifth he
bowled Darby over and out, like a
candle, piling glory on his own ebon
head, and breaking Darby's schnozzle.

But Bunker Hill and Ben Spivey
stole the show. They went six of the
fastest rounds ever stepped at Ben-
ning, putting up the appearance of
young tornadoes. It was tit for tat for
a long time, but in the end, Spivey
had a slight edge over Bunker, and
a game, glorious fighter lost a decis-
ion to a worthy opponent.

Who turned Frank Mackery loose
on that unsuspecting Grumpy Gordy
for seven rounds? Man what a lacing
Grumpy did take at the hahsds of that
Tanker! The Quartermaster hasn't
found out what it was all about yet.
Grumpy can't tell them-eyether!

Herb Yetmeyer and Charlie White
went back for almost four rounds,
but Yetmeyer won a technical kayoe
in the fourth spasm of a glove sling-
ing act deluxe.

Tut Tut Taylor opened the proceed-
ings of the night by lacing Kid Mc-
Koski all over the ring for four
rounds. Tut looks like he is on his
way to better bouts.

That's what we offer for your car

protection - our expert workers

and fine equipment are your

Guarantee.

0

Auto Department
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga.

The Post Exchange is not authorized to sell to any
person not in the Military Service

EXTRA VALUES

Our service is for your
convenience and it is a pleas-
ure to serve you.

POST EXCHANGE GARAGE

Sergeant Banks
Gets Ball Trophy

1st Sergeant Charles A. Banks, of
Company C, 29th Infantry, is the re-
cipient of a silver trophy cup which
was awarded him in recognition of his
services as captain of the baseball team
which won the Hawaiian Division and
Hawaiian Department championship.

The prize award was established in
1930 by Sergeant Carpino, Headquar-

ters Company, 21st Infantry, to be giv-
en annually to the most valuable base-

ball player of the 21st Infantry.
While stationed in Hawaii prior to

his assignment to the 29th Infantry,
Sergeant Banks captained the 21st In-
fantry regimental team and played
third base in twenty-seven games in
the Schofield league, three in the de-
partment series, and two with the Navy
team. His conspicious ability as a
baseball player in these games led to
his selection as the most valuable base-
ball player of the regiment.

GREENIES AND REDLEGS
(Continued From Page 10)

possibly the best coach to be found
anywhere in the army, the team has
wonderful chances of overcoming
their pre-season handicap of losing
three players by transfer. While there
will be a radical change in the po-
!itioning of the players this season,
the Redlegs have a wonderful chance
to show something before the close
of the season.

No pre-season games for this team
has been announced yet. Their con-
ditioning will probably all be done
on the training field, and not in com-
petition.

While all is quiet on the Irish
front, it is suspected that they are
grinding away with might and main,
building up quite a team this year.
New players have been injected into
the game for the Greenies, and if ru-
mors mean anything, they are going
to bowl something over before the
close of the season.

Each afternoon, they may be seen
out there on their portion of the res-
ervation, training as hard and as dili.
gently as any college team ever
thought of doing. They are out there
early, and come in late, with sweat
streaming from their cheerful faces,
but with an expression of determina.
tion that cannot be denied.

Reddock and Stevens should show
up right smart this year with a few
good blockers in front of them. There
are two dark horses over there too,
that we have been unable to uncover,
but will have them by the horns by
next week.

That Ain't No Lady
"I wonder if that fat old girl over

there is really trying to flirt with me."
"I can easily find out, if you wish

-she is my wife." -The Sentinel

And Is
Yarn Telling Sailor: "While I was

in Europe I saw a bed 20 feet long
and 10 feet wide."

Small Boy: "Sounds like a lot of
bunk."

-The Sentinel

at No Extra Cost
Every Firestone Tire has

the Extra Values of Gum-
dipping, Two Extra Gum-
Dipped Cord Plies Under
the Tread and Quiet, Safe,
Long - Wearing Non - Skid
Tread-- patented features
found in no other tire-
which give you Extra Safe-
ty, Extra Strength and Ex-
tra Mileage at no extra cost.

Firestone Tires are the
strongest, safest tires you
can b u y-the choice of
champions-for 13 consecu-
tive years they have been
on the winning cars in the
500-mile Indianapolis Race.

Ride in utmost safety--
Equip your car with Fire-
stone Gum-Dipped Tires.

Gets him some fights, too!---
Red Lindsey got cocked on the
beagle the other night in that
fight__-Many more like that and
he will be "slug-nutty"___And
things seen but not appreciated:
Buddies in camp, snobs in town
_--Two-bit britches at a four-bit
show___Back seat referees in a
theatre_---withered corsages-__Too
much rouge on too little cheek---
Dirty litle boys in a clean little
restaurant_---And a swanky carna-
tion on a swanky business man's
coat.

DOG AND TIGER TICKETS
(Continued From Page 10)

even some of the former Georgia
fans are pulling for the ravaging Tiger
this year. Auburn is favored to cop
the contest, but it will be only after
a fierce struggle that the Bulldogs will
relinquish their claim to supremacy
of the two schools.

This will be the first chance for
many of the members of the Garri-
son to witness the champion Tigers
in action this year, which alone should
be an inducement for their attendance.

The Georgia-Auburn fracas will be
the classic of the south this year and
the resulting ceremonies and indulg-
encies taking place in Columbus on
that epochal night will be something
to go many miles to see. Students,
alumni and laymen will stroll the
street, whooping it up for all they are
worth, and those who miss the fun
will always regret it.
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Hallowe'en Dance
At The Benning

Service Club
The members of the Fort Benning

Service Club are giving a Hallowe'en
Dance at their club Friday evening

October 28.
Prizes will be awarded to the cou-

ple wearing the most attractive cos-

tumes for the occasion.
Invitations will be sent to the

ladies by the hostess, Mrs. A. C.

Setzler.

Battling Bozo and wife were week-
end visitors at the Service Club the
past week.

Mr. Johnny Hylan was also a visit-
or at the Club over the weekend.

Bridge is gaining in popularity daily
among the members of the enlisted
personnel of the garrison. A club is
now in the early stages of formation,
and would-be addicts are requested
to communicate with the hostess.

0
AIR AND INFANTRY FORCES

JOIN IN DEMONSTRATION
(Coninued From Page 1)

guns, transportation and all, deployed
on both sides of the road and took
up antiaircraft fire against the planes,
from below.

In the afternoon the same problem
was repeated near Humphries Hill,
the only difference being that live am-
munition and bombs were used by the
aircraft against the ground troops,
which were represented by pasteboard
targets. Eleven attacking planes par-
ticipated in this demonstration, while
several other airplanes carrying ob-
servers and photographers circled
above the field. With the three planes
of the 16th Observation Squadron
stationed at Lawson Field, there were
sixty-four planes at Fort Benning
Thursday, among which were repre-
sentative types of the armys newest
ad ftastest pursuit, attack, and bomb-
ing planes,

In additioni to the four classes of
officers of The Infantry School, the
demonstration was witnessed by a
class of officers from the Air Corps
Tactical School, Maxwell Field, Ala.,
who flew to Fort Beaning Wednesday
morning.

elboe
Most popular of all the

French toe styles...

roomy... and gives

more miles per dollar

MOST STYLES $8.00

MILLER-TAYLOR
SHOE COMPANY

1130 Broadway

THE BENNING HERALD

Chapel Services
Services at the Protestant Chapel,

Sunday October 30, 1932

Willis T. Howard-Chaplain
9:30 a. m.-Sunday School

10:45 a. m.-Chapel Service:
Special music by the chil-

dren's choir and Sgt. Gar.

cia, Trumpet Soloist
Mrs. Winfred Beard-Di-
rectress, Children's Choir
Cpl. William H. Brewer,
Accompanist

6:30 p. m.-Christian Endeavor
The Chapel service on Sunday

morning has been steadily increasing
for the past few Sundays. A very
cordial invitation is extended to all
to attend these services.

0

Revelers will Hold
Fourth At Gym

On Monday night, Hallowe'en, at
the Post Gymnasium, the cats, witches,
and other Hallowe'en entertainers,
will run rampant and jolly jovial hu-
mor will hold sway. Every effort is
being made to make this the most
enjoyable affair held at the Post in
many mons. Much interest is being
shown by both the post and Columbus
dancing contingent.

Beautiful prizes have been donated
by the following concerns: Hubbard
Hardware, Pekor's, Miller Taylor Shoe
Co., Howard Bus Line, Standard Tail-
oring Company, and others.

Another item of interest is the fact
that this dance marks the close of
the Popularity Contest which has
been running for the past two months
to determine the most popular young
lady and gentleman attending the
Revelers' dances. At this dance the
trophies will be awarded the winners
in the contest.

At present Miss Dorothy Hensley
and Tommy Thompson are leading
the field. However, in both cases
there are about ten other contestants
close on their heels and it is impos-
sible to say who will wiii. In the past
votes have been given with each ad-
niission ticket and most of the votes
have been withheld, probably be-
cause the holders wished to retain
them until the last night ini order that
no one would know their standing.
At the Hallowe'en dance no votes will
be given away lint will be sold in or-
der to see just how popular the con-
testants really are. The trophies are
very valuable and well worth winning.
They are given by the Revelers Club
in aii effort to promote more inter-
est in dancing, and, as is the custom

of the club, to give their guests some-
thing out of the ordinary. Aall of the
dances and entertainments sponsored
by the Revelers has met wih much

In The Dressing
Room

Little Known Anecdotes About
Famous Football Teams

By I. PREDICTUM

This one is told on Freddy Line-
han strapping Yale guard of two
years ago. The Eli had just invaded
Georgia with dire results. The Geor-
gia Bulldogs had run roughshod over
Yale, who until that time boasted of
an undefeated team. The Eli back-
field including the glittering Albie
Booth, had been stopped repeatedly

at the line of scrimmage.
It was a very disconsolate Yale

squad which boarded a northbound
train that evening. To iake matters

all the worse, the train developed
some sort of engine trouble and stall-

ed a few miles outside of the State
of Georgia.

At this inappropriate moment, a
Yale alumnus, slightly mellow under

the influence of Georgia corn, wan-
dered back into the car where the
Yale squad was located looking for
his good friend, Freddy Linehan, Yale
guard.

The alumnus found Freddy suffer-
ing from a bad attack of the blues,
but was not so easily turned back.
Slapping his unhappy friend heartily
on the back, he exclaimed jovially,

"Hello, Freddy, are you going
north ?"

"No," came the surly answer.
"Well, then, are you going south?"
"No."
The alumnus was quite taken aback

by this surprising attitude of his
friend, then ventured the following
question.

"Are you going anywhere?"
"No, I'm not going anywhere," was

the reply.
"Put him in the Yale backfield,"

advised the now thoroughly peeved
alumnus stalking off with all the dig-
nity he could muster.

GUNBOTHAM'S SCHOOL DAZE
(Coninued From Page 7)

failing, the lecture was resunied.
Flaming Flanagan squirmed in his
chair, mopped a dripping brow-
moistened no doubt by the zeal with
which he had conducted the search.
A moment later he muttered imprec-
ations-and snuffed out with his
hands the blazing cause of all the

smoke. It is assumed that the origin
of the flames which destroyed the left
leg of his coveralls was spontaneous
combustion.

success. If advance interest can be One of the Atlanta Journal type-
counted as meaning anything the setters apparently received his early
Hallowe'en dance will be the outstand- training on the Benning Herald. On
ing entertainment sponsored by the Sunday's sport page appeared the
club, or by any organization at the headline:
post. The spacious gymnasium has "ARMY WHIPS YALE; 40,000 SPEC-
been repainted a light color and will TATORS LOOK ON IN DOZE"

be appropriately decorated for the oc-*a
casion. Hallowe'en decorations will be Possibly based on the theory that
used on the walls and orchestra stand, if he isn't married he ought to be,
and should blend in beautifully with Sunday's Enquirer mentioned that
the many colors and hues of the cos- Lieut. and Mrs. Westlund entertained
tumes of the guests. Attractive and in- for ten at the Officers' Club Thurs-
teresting favors, masks, horns, rattles, day night. We agree with Westlund
and other fun-makers will be given that that's carrying things a bit too
the guests and a carnival of fun and far.
enjoyment is expected by the con-
mittee. Martin's Is Furnishing

" -Shades For New Quarters

The nine new N. C. 0. quarters
now under construction will be fur-
nished with shades and curtain rods

by the Martin Furniture Company of
Columbus. The Martin company has,
fuirnished more of this material to

ON SAVINGS Benning than any other concern in
the south, and have given complete
satisfaction with their goods.

We appreciate your Previously the Martin company was
account -either bor- awarded the contract for furnishing

rowing or saving, this material for the 29th Infantry
Barracks. the Hospital and the Tank

Franklin Saving & Barracks. This reported to be the
largest order of its kind ever placed

Loan Co. in the south.
Martin has served Benning since

Cor. 13th St. and ist Ave. its organization long since, and sat-
Phone 2766 isfaction has been their main object

thrmnohAnt thplr tvn~h tlnnQ
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THE GRAPEVINE TELEGRAPH
(Continued From Page 2)

chuckling over it. At the first meet-
ing of the Ladies' Riding Class, a
short speech was made to those about
to begin taking lessons. "And, now,"
said the officer in charge, "about wear-
ing clothes!" But we realize his in-
tentions were of the best!

There's only one thing that seems
to be wrong about these elections that
Lt. Dowdall is sponsoring at the Of-
ficers' Club on the night of November
8th. However, Roosevelt, Biglerville,
everyone seems to be included. But
what about woman suffrage . . . the
ladies seem to have been completely
forgotten and the Grapevine Operator
feels a bit wistful about that. Or are
they at least going to be allowed to
vote? Lt. Dowdall, some particulars
on this subject, please!

And, by the way, here's an inside

wire on this election night business
at the Club. We hear there are going

to be no less than eight radios in
circulation in different parts of the
building (No one will be able to

avoid the issue) and looking down
from the balcony, where the orchestra

usually rests itself, will be three add-

ing machines and one man with a
megaphone. Could more be asked

for?

These wires seem to be piling up

. . . but one last one has just come

in that can't be resisted. Did you

hear about the second lieutenant at

the steak supper, given Wednesday

night in honor of General Fuqua,

who ate six steaks in a row, then

had to stop because his teeth got

tired? May we suggest that he consult

his dentist immediately?

H. M. G.

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H, ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years

1229 - 31 Broadway Columbus, Ga.

IMAGINE YOUR EMBARRASSMENT

WHEN YOU'REE "THE

E(XACT DOUBLE OB
THE CHAP WHO'S

S o
oov40E1JT

THE
POLI CE
N4 4-

STA"-I Eg"

a15

MAGINE YOUR SATISFACTION IN knowing the
used car you bought here at such a sensible price is the

exact duplicate of many cars on the road costing more
than TWICE as much! Our used cars are packed with
trouble-free mileage!

MUSCOGEE CHEVROLET CO.
1501 FIRST AVENUE PHONE 100

SAVE THESE CROWNS

GET VALUABLE PREMIUMS
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HERALDWANTADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

20 cents per line or fraction of
line. Minimum charge for any HEADQUARTERS BATTERY
classified advertisement, 50 cents.
Payment must be made before Sgt. McCallum and Cpl. Pike are
advertisement is published, playing in the Rexviw Golf ourna-

ment. Cpl. Pike plays in the ninth

For Sale: Franklin Sedan. Best condi- flight, the Santa Claus flight. We all
tion, appearance new. Two satchels, hope that you win it Pike!
coat and umbrella trunk. Phone 2027. Sgt. Roper was mounted this morn-

ing for a demonstration, the first time
FOR SALE: Beautifully marked in ten years and then didn't get a
thoroughbred Wirehaired Fox Terrier hance to display his horsemanship,
Puppies. Excellent bloodlines. Splen the demonstration being called off
did conformation. Mrs. John McLaugh
lin, Jr., 727 East 49th St., Savannah, on account of the rain.
Ga. Paul Davis was seen carrying a full

- basket of vegetables down town the
other evening. We wonder whom he

WHY NOT ? was taking the basket to. From all
reports he carried it to 111 Seventh

Student officers: While in the South, street.
why not enjoy what Dixieland offers?

Its chief attractions are real South-
ern hospitality, found in a typical

spacious home and tasty southern dish-
IAQ 'Th,.n,,.tn h9 he hv ,,ests at

John Latina has opened a beauty

COMPANY "B"

The demonstrations seem to be go-

ing all right. Well, they should. We

rehearsed them so much that Sgt. Tar-

ver says all he has to do is say, "Regi-

ment on The March," to his shoes and

they are so well trained that they take

him twice around Gordon Field and

he never even has to wake up.
Last year Tulane had a man named

Dalrymple, and every time his name

was mentioned in Georgia or Alabama

everybody from Catfish Smith to King-

fish Potlikker Huey Long ran into

holes and hid. This year the big

green First Battalion has three such
pard o i n r111 tiULI i , 1tll lBIS dar U ;

shop. He specializes in arching eye names. After this football season is
brows. Jew Meyers and Sheik Holt over all we will need to do is yell

the Dudley home, 1244, 5th Avenue. were his first customers. Jew Meyers

A few accomodations are open for looks like Greta Garbo and Holt
couples or bachelors. Phone Verna looks like Clara Bow. We all hope
Dudley, Columbus 1532 for particu- that the ladies won't fall too hard
lars. for these shieks.

FOR SALE-Clean light coach. Splen- Cpl. Hurst is again in the lime-
d1d condition. Priced for quick sale. light. He took a three day pass last

Phone 1087 or 1557. week to North Highlands and spent
Saturday night in the bleachers of
the ball park in the northern part

WATCH, CLOCK AND JEWELRY of the city. It must have been hard
REPAIRING sleeping on the benches. Hurst, you

Special Discount to Army People should have slept in the pitcher's
ALL WORK GUARANTEED box.

PEKOR JEWELRY CO. The battery has been working over
Muscogee Club Bldg. 1221 Broadway time for the last week. Reviews, dem.

onstrations and other things have kept
the men at work all day. Everybody
worked without any growls. That's

M artin Coal Co. the spirit we have in Headquarters
Battery.

We welcome Lt. Grubbs to the bat-
PHONE 105 tery and we all hope that he will en-

joy his stay in a good organization.

BATTERY "C"
Sgt. Miller was discharged OctoberW 16th and has reenlisted for three more

years with Battery C. Sgt. Miller hascompleted nine successive years with

LAM AR SMITH our battery, and has an excellent rec-
ord in the battery. We are all glad to

PHONE 3032 1201 BROADWAY have him with us for another three
years. Sgt. Miller with his family will
motor to Woodruff, S. C. in November

Dr. R. H. Brown to spend their vacation with parents
D . rand friends.

Osteopathic Physician The horse shoers., saddler, stable or-
Osto ahicBPhsderly, wagon drivers and day-room or-

Murrah Bldg. lerly pushed aside their work last
Phone Office 4108 Tuesday and turned out with the bat-

Res.__1153 tery so that "C" battery could turn
- I_out a complete battery of 75mm guns

and a battery of 105mm guns for a
FOR SALE demonstration for the Infantry School.

Although battery "C" is only a peace
Pretty homes and building lots on strength battery, it organized two bat-
Fort Benning paved road-also teries and managed to fire both bat-
houses for rent. teries excellently.

MEN-Put you money In real SgL. Tharp, Pfc. Hiers, and Carmany
estate. have returned from furlough. They all

Terms To Suit Your Intcome report that they had a good time, but

F. FRIEDMAN that everything on the outside is still
1027 Broadway Phone 2696 very dull. Prosperity may be just

around the corner but what corner no
one knows. Around the corner where
the Recruiting Office is, may be a

FOR EXPERT SHOE GOOD CORNER to look for.
Private Wallace Stewart, the one who

REPAIRING got his picture and name in the Co.

QUALITY and SERVICE lumbus papers, says the next time he
goes down town he is going to wear a

Dyeing and reglazing Shoes steel h e I m e t and a catcher's mask.
Any Color Speedy was hit by a Coca-Cola bottle

that some-one carelessly threw out into
Boston Shoe the street. , falknshv

F aco b,'en tried, even bed springs are nowYco wired. Sarge, be sure you shut your

1234 Broadway Phone 565 set off when you go to bed because
radio waves go on forever.

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

BATTERY "A"
The BYPU boys are in the limelight

with an entirely new game which was
started at a weiner roast not long past.
The game of "Drop the Handker-
chief." Pvt. Holt being the swiftest of
the three horseman naturally won the

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Pbene 1313

"Barr". "Horton". or "Simmons"., at
the Second Battalion or Tanks, and

laugh while they crawl under their

beds and into their wall lockers.

When the green 1st Battalion basket-

ball team won its championship last

year, a "B" Company man, Corporal

Sheppard, was one of the brightest of

its stars; and this year with two "B"

Company stars, it looks like another
clean up. And there are nine more
almost like them on the squad.

COMPANY "G"
Well, well, look who's here. Good

Old "G" Comp. and in full swing
jus' rarin' to go. Folks it's best to
be late than not be there at all and
that's us in person. Our chief reason
for staying away so long is that we
have had so much to happen to us
in the last two months that it has been
almost impossible to keep you posted
with what we were doing.

Let us look over the pages and
see just what has occurred. Retire-
ment of 1st Sgt. Plumber,-Supper in
honor of 1st Sgt. Plumber and the
winning platoon for the entire range
season.-Supper for the Second Bat-
taion Baseball Champions,-and last
but not least promotion of Sgt. W.
Simpson to 1st Sergeant.

Ye scribe has just recently arrived
in this Company, but what he has
seen of it so far he likes very very
much. The officers are of the finest,
one could not ask for better, the en-
listed personnel are fine, hard-work-
ing men who seem more like a large
happy family than a gathering of war-
riors.

As that old saying goes, "Early to
bed, early to rise, makes a man
Healthy, Wealthy, Wealthy, Healthy
. - -Oh well what's the difference
you know what I mean and "G" Com-
pany is Healthy in body, and Weal-
thy in. happiness, honor, work, rank,
discipline, good men and versatility.

Some one said the other day that
Ben Manley reminds them of a foot-
ball player, Ben is our barber) and
some one asked that other some one,
Why? "Because," answered that other
someone, "he is always making end
runs on your chin and hard tackles
on your whiskers."

cup. Cpl. North won the title of be-
ing the boy w it h the "Bed Room
Eyes", and, by the way, a young lady
(ave him this title. Pvt. Barbera, the
title of being the man of Mystery with
the lost wrist watch. Pvt. Barbara will
have to purchase another wrist watch
in' order to keep pace with his hon-
orable colleagues.

For the interest of the artist who
have been using the Bulletin Board.
Please turn over the news to this col-
umn and it will be published in the
Herald and thereby "Stop that Noise"
about the Bulletin Board.

History repeats itself again. Sgt.
Cameron and Cpl. Brown are in love.
They probably have been using Cpl.
North's Bed Room Eyes.

Private Summerhill is very success-

fully taking the place of Pvt. Usher in
an art that has long been known. He
will tell any thing ten different ways
and never repeat it the same either
time.

COMPANY "A"

Private Carson has just returned

from a sixty day furlough, he claims

he had a very nice time but as we see

it he los htpsiha ifizbcsamavbgkqjvb

it he lost his happy home and was

obliged to come to the company with

a Radio on his back, Oh boy, what a

time.

Corporal Hammons has returned to
the company for real duty after about
a year of sliding around as a waiter,
his waiting ability failed him in these
late days and lie was compelled to
throw up his hand and cry "Oh boys,
it has got me."

Corporal Murphy Beau Brummel of
all times came in from the city a few
mornings ago in a very mysterious
looking car, he was put off of this
car in a very mysterious way, on a fly
of course, as though he was a noted
gangster making his dash for liberty.
Stop Murphy, look and listen the
hawks will get you.

COMPANY "C"
Somebody remarked, that "C" Com-

pany could hold a pretty good line
while marching to music. That's easy,
the members of the company have
an ear for musc, and if you don't
believe it-just visit a Wednesday
night dance, and see them shaking
the light fantastic. Believe me, they're
good.

Pvt. Glover (our great philosopher)
says, "When a fellow has nice clothes,
a car and several lady admirers, he
is alright." Pvt. Betts, replied by say-
ing "Give me the money, and the rest
will take care of itself."

Says Harris "The hardest thing that
I've ever done is try to explain a
football game to a country girl. She
-hought a touchdown should have
been a "gentle touch" rather than a
"slam" behind the goal.

JOKES
OLD CUSTOM

"Waiter, has this wine been iced?"
"Yes, sir," answered the waiter,

gazing in admiration at the man who
had dined in such gorgeous fashion.

The customer stretched his legs and
survyeed the remnants of his meal.

"Tell the manager I want to see
him," he said at last. When that indi-
vidual appeared, "You the manager?"
inquired the customer.

"I have that pleasure, sir."
"Well," said the customer, remov-

ing the cigar from his own mouth
and gazing at the official fixedly,
"five years ago I dined here, was un-
able to pay my bill, and you kicked
me out."

"Very sorry, indeed sir," said the
manager with a perturbed, apologe-
tic look, "but I am sure you will un-
derstand. This business..."

"Don't mention it. Might I trouble
you to do so again!"

OH, YEAH!
"A woman is a fool to marry!"
To which Old Oscar adds: "Yes,

ma'am. but what else can a man
marry?"

If You Should Die
the day after taking a

Family Income Policy for
$10,000.00

With

AETNA LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Your beneficiary would receive

$100 Per Month
for 20 years and then be paid
$10,000.00 Cash or fifty dollars
per month for over 32 years.
PHONE 2956 COLUMBUS

AGENT

Woodson Hocker

It is with much interest that the
many friends of George Quinney,
prominent member of the Sopho-
more class at Auburn, learn that
he led in the opening dances this
fall. His partner at all these affairs
was Miss Johnny Yarbrough of
Montgomery, Ala. George is a
resident of Fort Benning.

NATURALLY

"Captain, sir, I was not intoxicated!"

"But the sergeant says you were try.

ing to climb a tree."
"Yes, sir. You see, sir, a couple of

alligators had been following me

around until they got on my nerves!"
The Sentinel

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

PEACHTREE AT CAIN

4tlanta, ja.

0

550 rooms of comfort and
convenience. Each room has
ceiling fan, circulating ice
water, radio and either
shower or tub bath; corner
rooms have both. Open Din-
ing Terrace and Coffee Shop.

Rooms front $2

J. F. de Jarnette Vice-Pres. & Mgr.

x 3 v $ ROUNC
TRIP

'F4350

More daily departures.., more
service to more cities... term-
inals right in the heart of town
* 0 . yet fares are lower over
Hood Coach Lines than by any
other way.

You'll enjoy bus travel more
than ever with all the luxuries
Hood Lines offer-deeply cush-
ioned reclining chairs, clean
seat covers, porter service-
even radios !

SAMPLE LOW FARES
ATLANTA-............$3.00
MONTGOMERY ....... 3.00
OPELIKA--------.... 1.00
NEW ORLEANS - 1150
NEW YORK-...........24.45

UNION
BUS TERMINAL

1212 Broadway
Phone 661

HOODACH
I
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SOUTH TO SEE HARD BATTLES

ON GRIDIRON THIS WEEK

(Continued From Page 2)

sylvania will cause a weak Navy team

to bow before her in defeat and the

margin of victory should be decisive.

In an outstanding intersectional game,

Princeton meets Michigan, boasting

a record that marks it as possessing
one of the best elevens in the country.

The Wolverines are anticipating a

rather easy victory, and far be it

from your prophet to disagree with

them.
Army will defeat William and Mary,

conquerors of Navy, decisively. Holy

Cros will easily defeat Catholic, one of
the smaller unbeaten teams. New Hamp.
shire and Rutgers are favored over
Lowell Textile and John Hopkins
respectively.

In the Midwest, Wisconsin clashes
with Ohio State, who held the power.
ful Pittsburgh team to a scoreless tie,
and Northwestern matches its offensive
drive against that of Minnesota. The
Wisconsin Badgers appear to have a
hypothetical edge over the gladiators
representing Ohio State, but anything
may happen in this game. Northwest-
ern is in for a hard afternoon against
Minnesota,-and will have to apply
plenty of pressure to win. The out-
come is doubtful with the Wildcats
slight favorites.

In the outstanding game in the
country this week, the Notre Dame
Ramblers meet their first genuine
test of the season in Pittsburgh. The
Irish in the three games they have
played thus far have amassed the total
of one hundred and seventy-seven

USED CARS

Buick 4-door, 5 Pas-

sanger Sedan -------------- $125

Buick 2-Door Sedan ...... $150

Chevrolet '27 Touring ....- $25

Chevrolet '29 Touring --$125

Ford '29 Coupe -------------- $250

Chrysler 4-Door Sedan --$275

Dodge 4-Door Sedan ... $125

Dodge 2-Door Sedan ......-$75

Hudson 4-Door Sedan --$100

De Soto Roadster $150

TERMS TO SUIT

Some 30 other cars to
select from.

points, or an average of fifty-nine per
game, all the while holding their hap.
less opponents scoreless. Pittsburgh
boasts a victory over Army and a long
string of wins. Notre Dame should
win this game by two or three touch-
downs despite the great strength of
the Panthers.

The Purdue Boilermakers are sched-
uled to face the purple-clad eleven
representing N. Y. U. in an intersec-
tional game. This contest will go far
to prove the relative football strength
of the East and the Midwest. Purdue,
one of the strongest teams in the Big
Ten Conference, should come out on
top.

Chicago will seek its second Con-
ference victory over Illinois. Chicago
should win. Kansas has a "breather"
in St. Louis, although the latter team
can hardly be called a set-up. Nebras-

ka meets a strong Kansas State eleven,
and the Cornhuskers look like win-
ners. Michigan State, fresh from its
surprising victory over Fordham last
Saturday, is a heavy favorite to con-
quer Syracuse. Oklahoma, an aspirant
for the Big Six championship, will
successsfully repulse the Oklahoma
Aggies.

In the West, Stanford will be hard
put to defeat U. C. L. A., an eleven
which is yet to taste defeat this sea-
son. Stanford will be forced to play
heads-up football all the way to win
this game. California should have lit-
tle difficulty in turning back Nevada
and Whitman will hardly prove a
match for Washington. Washington
State is several touchdowns better
than Montana. More anon.

hat on earth
are you up to now?

"FNING things out, smarty! I thought I'd ex-
amine the tobacco in a cigarette."'Look here... this is Chesterfield tobacco. Notice its

lighter color.., you don't see any dark heavy types,
do you? I guess that's why Chesterfields are milder.

"'I'm told that uniformly lighter color is due to
cross-blending. It sort of welds all the tobaccos
into one.

"'And here's something else. Notice that these long
shreds are all cut the same width. It stands to rea-
son they burn smoother and cooler.

"'I don't pretend to be an expert but it looks to
me as if they make Chesterfields right.

"Here, light one. That's the best test after all.
They Satisfy."

Lesterfiel

OFFICERS'
KHAKI

• SHIRTS

$1.35
Full cut, seven buttons, entire

Sshirt full shrunk, two pocketsand made of best grade Broad-
cloth material. Sizes 14 to 1712,

'all sleeve lengths. Made accord-
\/ ing to Government specifica.

tions by Elder Mfg. Co., the
same shirt you have been buy-
ing but paying a higher price.
Money back guarantee if you

are not satisfied.
OFFICERS' MODEL------------$1.35
ENLISTED MEN'S MODEL ----. $1.25

White Duck (Sanforized-Won't Shrink) Pants 59c

METCALF'S
1040 Broadway - Westbrook Bldg.

Muscogee Motor Co.
Phones 2683 - 883

1441 First Ave.
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Latest news of the great mayoralty

contest which will determine the chief

executive of Biglerville tells us that

Lt. Ralph Pulsifer is in the lead. This

was to be expected, however, for the

Assistant Secretary of the Officers'

Club is noted for his tact and diplo-

macy throughout the home of the In-

fantry School.

Lt. Pulsifer has not yet formally

stated his platform., but several points

of it have been made clear to date.
Among the salient ones are the fol-
lowing:

1-The candidate has expressed him-
self in favor of having sidewalks for
the convenience of the officers who
are endeavoring to maintain perfect
sartorial appearance. The type used in
Block 23 won't do, but there must be
a connecting sidewalk between the
door and the car of the officer, so
that he will have no difficulty in
maintaining the spic-and-spanness of
his costume in muddy weather. (See
Gunbotham for commentary on Geor-
gia Climate).

2-The candidate is in favor of a
ruling suppressing radios on all but
one night each week, when they will
be permitted to run full blast.

3-Pianos in houses of Biglerville
will be prohibited, if the leading can-
didate is to have his way, particularly
those which are being used to run up
and down scales.

The picked octopus at the Club is
giving the officials quite a bit of wor-
ry. To say the least, it is certainly a
bizarre object, and one that is likely
to inspire fear in the minds of those
who have not been forewarned. Per-
haps that is the reason why it has been
rejected as a gift by the Academic
Museum and by the Officers' Club.
At the present moment Lt. Dowdall is
using it to frighten away bulldogs
from his office and reports that it is
unusually effective in its role of trerror
inspirer.

As an alternative to destroying it, we
would suggest that it be offered as
a bridge prize. Certainly it would be
a rather different prize and would un-
doubtedly be of quite as much use as
the greater number of bridge prizes
which are usually given. But, on the
other hand, it isn't much good deco-
ratively. Perhaps it wouldn't be so

good after all.
* *. *

Orton Tewson, in the Atlanta Jour-
nal, tells of an interesting passage
from the mmeoirs of General Peyton
C. March, Chief of Staff, United States
Army, during the World War.

According to the story, certain in-
fluences were brought to bear on
President Wilson "looking to the abo-
lition of the salute." "And," says the
General, "he actually was persuaded
to write a letter to the War Depart.
ment on the subject."

"The fact is," adds the general,
"that in the Army it is just as man-
datory for the officer to return the
salute as it is for the soldier to sa-
lute first. It is mutually obligatory
and not different in significance from
the raising of the cap by a student
of Princeton when the president of
Princeton, Dr. Wilson, passed him.

Polo Season Will Open Sunday At
French Field: Two Games To Be Played

Four Teams Of Benning To
See Action In Games Scheduled
For Sunday Afternoon

There will be polo, and plenty of it
at French Field Sunday afternoon, be-
ginning promptly at 1:30. Two games
will be played during the afternoon,
all four teams 1)eing represented.

. The four teams represented each
year at Fort Benning are: The Ar-
tillery, 29th Infantry, Students and
Freebooters. While it is of much in-
terest as to what players will repre-
sent the Students this year, it is gen-
erally conceded that they will have
a good team on the field this year, as
they have always been in the compe-
tition with all four horses.

Major General Campbell King will
be present at the opening game, and
will toss in the first ball, officially

Georgia-Auburn To Play
AtColumbusln OneOf
South's Football Classics

BY GORDON TACKLE

From the barracks to the sedate

quarters in Rainbow Row every topic

of conversation turns to the Georgia-

Auburn classic of November 19. Sen-

tries know but one watchword-Tigers

and Bulldogs.

Classmen are drawing strange hiero-

glyphics on the charts, instructors are

clawing the density of routine and

barking out problems in true grid

fashion. Enlisted men acknowledge
the insignia of the jungle and the old
barnyard with a significance equal
only in that of the silver and the
gold.

opening the season. Parking space is To assure immediate court martial
available for those desiring to remain suggest a phrase foreign to the garri-

in their cars to witness the game, and son that has no bearing on the con-
sizeable grandstand space is always test! Fort Benning is manoeuvering
available, toward a very definite point. The Mu-

Last year the competition was close iicipal Stadium is as certain as was
throughout the season, having the the Argonne and the Marne.
teams in good condition for the Eat 'em up Tiger; Give em Hell

Fourth Cerps Area tournament held Georgia is written across the mast.

at Benning in the spring. Three of And the post is solidly in attune with

the teams retain their old players this the spirit of the occasion. The person-
year, and should show some good im- nel and every cohort feel a tingle in

provements in the type of play. the vein. An epic of the decade is in

Major Arnold, however, will be with he offing. The annual grid battle be-

the Freebooters this year. after having tween the warriors of Auburn and
been with the Artillery last year. the knights of Georgia University for

Other members of the Freebooter team the first time in ten years will show
are: Major Thompson, Captain Blue, a demonstration that will thrill from

Captain Gee, Lieutenant Monroe, Lieu- he 50 yard strip to the goal.
tenant Luckett, and Captain Nichols. When thousands pack the stadium

A few new ponies have been added for the football game on the 19th,

to the string of the 'Booters, and with khaki will be spangled across that vast

the list of handicap players listed, arena bespeaking the same lively in-

should be able to turn the trick this terest always manifest at Benning
year. when the gladiators of the Plains and

The 29th Infantry will be led into Athens are scheduled to take the field.

the fray by Major Frasier, who is a In yesteryear there was an en-

veteran at the game. Captain Beatty, thused, loyal band of ardent Benning
(Please turn to page 9) grid fans at the game. This year there

._ _ is every reason to believe that the

'Pomeroy's' Past Will Be Post representation will exceed all
previous record. When one purchases

Dramatic Club's Offering the necessary credentials to witness
the spectacle there is an expectancy

"Pomeroy's Past," a comedy in of myriad thrills and the books are

three acts, by Clara Kummer, will be wide open for favorable comment.

the initial production of the year by Not since the day, long years ago
the Infantry School Dramatic Club. that Mike Donahue left the Plains has

Armistice Day, Friday, November the Auburn presented an aggregation so

eleventh, is the date set for the first nowerful as the 1932 Tiger. Here, in-
showing, the second performance tak- deed, you have a ferocious man eater.

ing place the following evening, Sat- Auburn has been running places and

urday, November the twelfth, clawing victims unmercifully. Foot-

"Pomeroy's Past," with Laura Hope
Crews and Ernest Truex in. the lead-
ing roles, proved to be a great suc-
cess when produced in New York sev-
eral years ago.

Except' for Mrs. Pierce, the cast is
composed of players who are new to
Benning audiences. It is an experi-
enced cast, however, and, with Mrs.
Cleveland directing it, Dramatic Club
patrons are assured of a fine per-
formance.

To avoid congestion, it is urged
that those who are in a position to
attend the Saturday performance do
Qo. Experience has shown that there
is less competition for the best seats
on that evening. The doors will open
at 8:25 p. m., and the curtain will
rise at 8:45 p. m., twenty minutes
later.

ball has developed into an art; and
art is only seen in victory.

For the first time in a decade the
Tigers will come to Columbus favored
to win over the Bulldog. On the other
hand Georgia is known always to
point toward the Auburn game. Their
showing against the Florida Gators
last Saturday gives warning that
strength is embedded, and the long
years of intense rivalry assures one
of the fastest, hardest fought grid bat-
tles since relations between the two
schools were opened.

Tickets for the Georgia-Auburn
game are on sale at the Officers' Club
and at the Post Exchange. You can
do yourself no greater favor than as-
suring presence at the contest. The
Tiger and the Bulldog will entertain
in every way.

First Hunt Of Season Draws Largest
Crowd Ever To Assemble At Benning

24th Infantry Celebrates
Last Week On Sixty-third
Anniversary of Founding

Ft. Benning's colored regiment, the
24th Infantry, celebrated (Tuesday,
Nov. 1), the 63rd anniversary of its
organization. The 780 men of the regi-
ment were given a holiday and spe-
cial holiday dinners, at which the
soldiers entertained their families,
were s,'rved in the company mess-

halls after a brief program which was
held ;n the regimental service club,
and during which the men were ad-
dressed by Colonel Fred L. Munson,
regimental commander.

Colonel Munson reviewed briefly
the history of the 24th Infantry from
its organization through the consoli-
dation of the 38th Infantry and the
41st Infantry on Nov. 1, 1869, through
the frontier Indian campaigns, the
Sanish-Anierican war, and its subse-
quent service to the present time.

Foll win, Colonel Munson's ad-
dress, Sergeant William McCauley of
Company B, the regiment's oldest
soldier, vho is nearing sixty-five years
of age, made a talk to his comrades
on the theme of clean soldiering. The
regiment's newest recruit, Private Ar-
nold Baker, also of Company B, made
a brief talk, giving his impression of
army life.

The 24Ith Infantry is a part of the
regular garrison of Fort Benning, and
assists ;n carrving the overhead of
The Infantry School. It is organized
at peace-strength, with two active bat-
talions, comprising thirty officers, two
warrant officers, and seven hundred
and eighty enlisted men.

The regiment is commanded by Col-
onel Fred L. Munson, and Lieutenant
Colonel Franklin L. Whitley is sec-
ond in command. Major Peter P. Sal-
gado is in command of the 1st Bat-
talion, and Major Roger B. Harrison,
commands the 2nd Battalion.

Lieutenant Colonel Louis A. Carter,
Chaplain, is the only colored officer
assigned to the regiment.

Lt. Col. Lewis, F o r m e r
Benning Officer Is Dead

Lieutenant Colonel Evan E. Lewis,
Assistant Chief of Staff, First Divis-
ion, General Staff Corps, died sudden-
ly Monday, October the thirty-first,
in his quarters at Fort Hamilton,
Brooklyn.

Colonel Lewis was born on the
twenty-fourth of November, 1885, in
what was then the Dakota Territory.
He graduated from West Point in
1907. He was decorated with the Dis-
tinguished Service Cross and received
three citations for gallantry in action
during the Aisne-Marne and Meuse-
Argonne offensives in the World War.
He served in France with the 26th
Division.

Colonel Lewis was stationed at Fort
Benninig for four years 1925-29. For
the first three years of this period,
he hel the position of Head of the
Military History Committee, and the
last year acted as Chief of the Fourth
Section. While here, he acquired a
large circle of friends, to whom the

news of his passing came as a severe
blow.

Infantry School Hunt Club's
Inaugural Meet Vividly De-

scribed By Diana Chase

On the Sunday morning which op-

ens the 1932-33 season of The Infan-

try School Hunt nearly 200 enthusi-

astic followers of the chase, with their

relatives and friends, assemble at the

Polo-Hunt club for the inaugural

chase. Eager and expectant, for the

whole season is before them with its

prospects of glorious moments, the

like of which can only be enjoyed

in the field of hunting, the groups

of well appointed ladies and officers

and the scarlet-clad hunt staff, make

an attractive, animated picture. Cof-

fee and biscuits are served, while one

of the two bands, that of the 29th

Infantry, plays appropriate hunt airs.

At five minutes before eight, after

a few words of caution from the Mas-

ter, Captain Sidney H. Negrotto, the

largest hunting field ever assembled

at Fort Benning is poised for the

start. Promptly at 8:00 o'clock, the

Master nods to the Huntsman, who

moves quietly out, the hounds clus-

tering about his horse, as the band

of the 24th Infantry strikes up Buca-

lossi's Hunting Scene. Two whippers-

in, with thongs uncoiled, ride on

either side of the pack. Led by Cap-

tain Negrotto and Major Brett, the

large field, resembling a cavalry

regiment, rides close behind, while

Major Arnold manoeuvers the juve-

nile contingent to points of vantage.

Everything clicks with precision. The
organization and control are well-
nigh perfect, as well they might be.

The field rides to the top of Maxey
Ridge and checks to watch the un-
coupling of the hounds and the cast
for the drag in the plain below.
There is a cheer from the Huntsman,
a crack from the thong of a whipper-
in, then a note from a hound that
silences the chatter and brings every-
one to attention. Fifteen couples are
off in perfect form, to follow the
course of a carefully laid drag which
presents to the field a series of pano-
ramas and displays the excellent
scenting qualities ol',the hounds. As
the field moves over the scenic drag
course against a back'ground of gold,
scarlet and brown wdodland, the spec-
tators are thrilled by the pageantry
of color and ,action',displayed in ac-
cordance with the best traditions of

the chase.
After the eight mile run the field

assemble again at the Polo-Hunt Club
to discuss the pleasures of the chase
over a delicious breakfast while ap-
propriate music is played softly by
the 24th Infantry band, nearby.

The next meet of the Hunt Club
will be held on Sunday, November 6
for both the junior and senior mem-
bers. The juniors will assemble at
the Infantry School Stables at 5:00
a. m. for a fox hunt, while the sen-
iors will meet at the Polo-Hunt Club
for a brisk run over the drag course,
Breakfast for both will be served at
11:45 at the Polo-Hunt Club.

I

BE SURE TO SEE THE GEORGIA-AUBURN GAME
I
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Benning Bachelors' Hallowe en Dance
At Polo Club Friday Very Successful

The Polo Hunt Club was the setting
Friday night for. the Benning Bache-

.lors, Hallowe'en dance. The spirit of
Hallowe'en was appropriately carried
out in the decorations of the Club

.,of shaded lights and yellow and red
Autumn leaves. The 29th Infantry
orchestra furnished the music and
dancing was enjoyed from nine to
twelve. Many delightful affars were
held before the dance. The guest list
included the young dancing set from
the Post and Columbus.

CAPT. AND MRS. R. E. VERMETTE
ENTERTAIN WITH INFORMAL

BRIDGE SUPPER
Capt. and Mrs. Raymond E. Ver-

mette were the hosts Sunday even-
ing at their quarters at an informal
bridge supper. The guests assembled
at six for supper followed by two
tables of contract bridge. The guests
were: Lieut. and Mrs. J. E. Bowden,
Lieut. and Mrs. Lynn Brady, Lieut.
and Mrs. J. R. Pierce, Lieut. and Mrs.
G. P. Howell, Mrs. H. J. Weeks and
Miss Kathleen Orndorf.

CAPT. AND MRS. J. A. STUART
AND CAPT. AND MRS. D. P. SPAL-

DING JOINT HOSTESSES AT
DINNER DANCE

Capt. and Mrs. Joseph A. Stuart
and Capt. and Mrs. Donald P. Spal-
ding were the joint hosts Thursday
evening at the dinner dance at the
Officers' Club. They had as their
guests: Maj. and Mrs. Allen F. King-
man, Maj. and Mrs. Harry L. Reeder,
Maj. and Mrs. Sereno E. Brett, Capt.
and Mrs. Oscar J. Nuendorfer, Capt.
and Mrs. Robert J. Wallace, Capt. and
Mrs. Arthur C. Blain, Capt. and Mrs.
Leonard Murphy, Lieut. and Mrs. Al-
len A. Goodwyn, Lieut. and Mrs.
James C. Horne, Lieut. and Mrs. Ste-
phen S. Hamilton, Lieut. and Mrs.
Robert B. Wheeler, Lieut. and Mrs.
Elliot Watkins, Lieut. and Mrs. An-
drew J. Evans, Lieut. and Mrs. Gus-
tin M. Nelson, Lieut. and Mrs. Rus-
sell J. Nelson, Lieut. and Mrs. Reeve
D. Keiler, Lieut. and Mrs. Robert
S. Nourse, and Lieut. and Mrs. James
W. Clinton.

MAJ. AND MRS. G. F. KRAFT EN-
TERTAIN PARTY OF FRIENDS
Maj. and Mrs. George F. Kraft were

the hosts Thursday evening at the
Officers' Club dinner dance to a party
of their friends. The Krafts escorted
their guests first to the Post movies

and then to the dinner dance. The
guests were: Maj. and Mrs. P. G.
Blackmore, Maj. and Mrs. A. V. Ar-
nold, Capt. and Mrs. Ralph Lovett,
Capt. and Mrs. W. S. Paul, Capt. and
Mrs. W. B. Smith, Capt. and Mrs.
F. J. Heraty, Capt. and Mrs. A. J.
Perry, Lieut. and Mrs. Kameil Maer.
tens, and Capt. and Mrs. J. A. Nichols.

* * *. . . .. .

LIEUT. AND MRS. E. W. RIDINGS
COMPLIMENT MISS MARY
BROOKS KIRBY SMITH

Lieut. and Mrs. Eugene W. Ridings
complimented Miss Mary Brooks Kir-
by Smith, the attractive house guest
of Capt. and Mrs. F. E. Gaillard, at
a small dinner Thursday evening at
the Officers' Club. The Ridings had
as their guests: Miss Kirby Smith,
Capt. and Mrs. F. E. Gaillard, Lieut.
Ralph Pulsifer and Lieut. Ernest
Easterbrook.

MRS. GEORGE CLARK AND MRS.
CLOUGH GEE ENTERTAIN

LADIES OF SPECIAL UNITS
Mrs. George 0. Clark and Mrs.

Clough F. Gee were the hostesses
Tuesday afternoon at a bridge party
complimenting the ladies of the Spe-
cial Units. Five tables of contract
bridge assembled at 2 p. m. and at
4 p. m. tea was served. Throughout
the house yellow and orange chry-
santhemums were used. The tea table
in yellow with a large bowl of yellow
chrysanthemums and tapers of cor-
responding color. Mrs. Frank J. Jew-
ett poured.

THIRD OF SERIES OF COUNTRY

CLUB DANCES SPONSORED BY
OFFICERS' CLUB

The third of the series of Country
Club dances was sponsored by the Of-
ficers' Club Saturday evening. These
,ances have been reciprocal affairs,
the Country Club of Columbus and
the Officers' Club of Fort Benning
alternating as hosts. Many dinner res-
ervations were made, among those en-
tertaining were: Capt. and Mrs. Guy
McKinley, Capt. and Mrs. W. C. Phil-
lips, and several "no-hosts" parties.
Skits and other added features aided
in making this dance a decided suc-
cess.

WEEKLY SUPPER DANCE AT
OFFICERS' CLUB GIV EN

The success of the weekly evening
supper dances which are sponsored

Let Us Help You Do Your Buying,
That's what we're here for,

to make ourselves helpful and
to assist you in every way
possible. Come in to see us.

- p

Gro-cery Department
POST EXCHANGE FORT BENNING

The Post Exchange is not authorized to sell to any
person not in the Military Service

CAPT. AND MRS. PHILLIPS EN.
Today s Fashion TERTAIN AT DINNER BEFORE

COUNTRY CLUB DANCE
Capt. and Mrs. Walter C. Phillips

were the hosts Saturday evening at
w dinner at the Country Club to a con-

genial .party. of -friends, The table
was charmingly decorated by a large
silver bowl -of oink-rose buds and
tapers of pink. After dinner the
party proceeded to the ball room of
the Club where dancing was enjoyed.

4 i H Capt. and Mrs. Phillips had as their
guests: Maj. and Mrs. B. G. Weir,

/7 i Maj. and Mrs. Henry Terrell, Maj.
and Mrs. F. W. Huntington, Maj. and
Mrs. L. H. Cook, Maj. and Mrs. For.
rest Harding, Maj. and Mrs. J. S.
Switzer, Capt. and Mrs. Ralph Lovett,
Capt. and Mrs. M. B. DePass, Lieut...... and Mrs. Edwin Post, Lieut. and Mrs.

N. C. Pilet, and Lieut. Lyman Mun.
son.

.PERSONALS

.Lieut. and Mrs. James R. Pierce
have as their guests, Mrs. H. J. Weeks
of Washington, D. C. and Miss Kath-
leen Orndorff of Birmingham, Ala.

Capt. and Mrs. George 0. Clark
bave as their guests Mr. and Mrs. T.
F. Magana of New York and Capt.
and Mrs. C. E. Fenters, who have ar-
rived at Fort Benning for duty fromHonolulu.

By VERA WINSTON COME 'I
A midnight blue coat trimmed with DOLAN-HENR

gray astrakhan. (At Also]
It's one of the most difficult things FOR THE LATESI

in the world to choose a coat if one YOUR ACCOUN
has decided to buy a new model, be-
cuase there is such a wide range to
choose from, all lovely and extremely
reasonable in price. There are some
very luxurious models, but if one is
buying a coat to do duty ior more
than one season it is better to select i Foundation
a more simple model, not "dated"
with characteristics that mark the sea-
son's things. For instance, the coat
shown in the sketch would be just Thl
the thing for various occasions for)ple
quite a time. It is of midnight blue pmesmooth woolen and is trimmed with mo
inside vertical tucks and an attractive sohi
double collar of gray astrakhan. Gray k tO]
and blue are always a happy color st
scheme. it

........ p re
by the Officers' Club have been mark.
ed and Thursday's affairs were no ex-
ception. Many reservations were made
for supper. Numbered among those
entertaining were: Lieut. Col. and
Mrs. F. F. Jewett and ten, Maj. and
Mrs. J. W. Foes and fourteen, Capt.

and Mrs. A. H. Luse and twenty,
Lieut. and Mrs. E. W. Ridings, and id

ten, Lieut. and Mrs. W. W. O'Connor ALSOBROOK'S SIand ten, Lieut. and Mrs. H. M. Mon.
roe and twenty, and Lieut. and Mrs. SUZANNE WAI
P. W. Thompson and fourteen.

0 0

CAPT. AND MRS. W. C. PHILLIPS
MAKE RESERVATIONS FOR

DINNER AT OFFICERS' CLUB
Among those reserving tables for

the Thursday evening dinner dance
at the Officers' Club was Capt. and
Mrs. Walter C. Phillips. Covers were
laid for fourteen. The guest list in-
cluded: Capt. and Mrs. H. J. Golight. - JM
ly, Lieut. and Mrs. C. E Black, Lieut.
and Mrs. R. B. Strader, Lieut. and
Mrs. J. R1. Pierce, Lieut and Mrs. W
Clayton Studebaker, and Lieut. and
Mrs. 0. 0. Wilson.

CAPT. AND MRS. VERMETTE AND
CAPT. AND MRS. HARTMAN Kinnett's Ice Cri

JOINT HOSTS AT DANCE
Capt. and Mrs. Raymond E. Ver- fect ending to

mette and Capt. and Mrs. Guy H. every populai
Hartman were the joint hosts Friday
night at a delightful dance given at SOLD
the Muscogee Club. The "Dixon. The Offic
inns" furnished the music from nine
to one. During the evening several
novel attractions, including soft shoe
dancing and comic songs were given
by the orchestra. The Muscogee Club
was appropriately decorated with
shaded lights and many colored Au-
tumn leaves. The guest list included
friends of the hosts from Atlanta,
Fort Benning and Colimhn

RUBBER STAMPS
Columbus Office Supply Co

24 Hr. Service
Phone 5.6

?0 THE

Y HAT SHOP
brook's)
r IN MILLINERY
TS SOLICITED

garments

at wisp of a creation of sup-
crochet elastic adaptable to

st any figure; allowing ab-
ute freedom yet moulding
perfection in lines. A neces-
F with the gown or suit of
sent-day styling.

$5 -$1O -$15

(Illustrated in Vogue
and Harper's Bazaar)

?ECIALTY SHOP
RREN'S DEPT.

lade All The
re Tempting

ith Kinnett's
eam is the per-
any m e a 1-in
r flavor .

AT

ers' Club

LAY AWAY YOUR

XMAS GIFTS
NOW

Give Jewelry This Year

Gifts That Last

USE OUR DIVIDED

PAYMENT PLAN

PEKOR'S
JEWELERS

1221 Broadway

.......... ul I. , .70,Id

AV,:.
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Social Calendar

Nov. 5-Country Club entertains
members of Officers' Club.

Nov. 6-Hunt. Opening of P o 1o
Season.

Nov. 7-Woman's Club meeting.
Tank Battalion officers' dance at
Officers' Club.

Nov. 8-Election return party at
Officers' Club.

Nov. 9-24th Inf. officers' dance at
Officers' Club.

Nov. 10-Weekly Supper Dance.

Nov. ll-First performance of
Dramatic Club production,
"Pomeroy's Past".

Girl Scont Notes *1
CARDINALS

Time is going fast! Here we are in

November already! We're up with

the month, though, because every girl

in the Cardinal Troop is a Tenderfoot

(or more). Next we'll begin work on

the Second Class test, having had the

last of the Tenderfoot knots today.

We signed up for our (maximum

five) badges also, and when I read up
and down that long list of examiners
it makes me realize how much time
so many people are giving to us
Scouts.

The Dramatic Club plays are begin-
ning soon, so we'll draw for ushers
next week.

On Saturday we're going to lay and
follow a trail, to a place good for

Lots of wires this week .. . .a hard
week this past one . . . . almost too
many demonstrations and too many
dances . . . . Something should be
done about it all .. . .And time out
called for those who like to sleep!
By the way, there are a few people
like that around here, aren't there?

Something decidedly sporting about
going riding these mornings. In the
first place there's always the horse
....**He can usually be called on
for a few momentary shocks ....
and then there are firing practises
that seem to be part of the day's en-
tertainment. Something nice and un-
expected about them, too. Thunder
on the left-all of a sudden-and
with one concerted leap on the part
of the rider's heart and the horse's
rear feet, one realizes one has strayed
where one shouldn't. Nice thing about
these morning rides, we recommend
them.

Polo playing isn't all shoving into
the other man's horse! There was
something very earthy about it last
Saturday afternoon. All the players
and their pals had a dig. Jolly, that.
And one lad appeared with a pick.
... just for variety and general
helpfulness in filling up the holes.
And the diggers had a tea afterwards

There is always a happy end-
ing if you stick around long enough.

-Tallowe'en last Monday night in
case you hadn't heard . . . . Other
people realized it, it seems. Almost
a tragic situation on our hands. You
know these little boxes housekeepers
pt their orders in for the commis-
sary? That stand out in front of
houses? Well, a troup of juvenile
ghosts seemed to be aware of them,
too.

Tuesday morning found strange and
twisted orders in many of the boxes
that had been forehandedly filled
Monday night. The Commissary is
I! trying to straighten the situation

out-and a few families confess to
being in a positively foodless state

WAll .... ,re Hallowe'ens

Founder Of The D.U.S.A

Mrs. Charles D. Roberts, Founder of the D. U. S. A.

Daughters 0 f United States A r m y
Hold First Meeting Of Seasor

I.

I

for a year, now. _

* * * The first meeting of the year of has been a great increase in member-

How about this Hedge business? the Fort Benning Chapter of the So- ship and in interest.
(Please turn to page 5) ciety of the Daughters of the United Ten chapters now revlace the origi-

cooking "Angels-on-horseback"! States Army held yesterday at the nal four; over five hundred members
have succeeded the small original

PINE TREE TROOP home of Mrs. John B. Thompson, group; while a large sinking fund

Last Wednesday we had our flag president of the local Benning chap- promises to tide the organization over

ceremony to begin the meeting and I ter, marks the beginning of a new and the depression. The latest chapter to

think that our leaders are quite pleas- energetic fall program for the mem- be formed will be that of Governor's

ed with the way we are progressing. bers. The first activity planned, be- Island which will be known as the

Different girls are chosen each meeting sides the all important one of wel- New York branch and will be headed

for the Color Guard (though they al- coming newcomers, will be a rum- by Mrs. H. M. Jones.

ways have to be the neatest and clean- mage sale to be held on November Fort Benning saw the birth of this

est in the Troop) for which points are 27th, the proceeds of which will be as yet very young Society, when, in

given the patrols. given to some Post welfare organiza- January of 1928, Mrs. Charles D. Rob-

Then we sang songs. Tina Hinkley tion. erts gathered together a group of girls

again favored us with her presence and Great interest will be evinced in and women whose common interest

we had a fine time. "I'm Going To the Society this year because of the was their army childhood and environ-

Leave Old Texas Now" seemed to be reorganization and change in the con- ment 11er purpose was mainly that

the favorite, and though there are stitution brought about in 1931 under of renewing and continuing old friend-

eight verses, we sang them all. the very able leadership of Mrs. 1 ships and of making new ones in a

After that some of us practised sig- Thomas W. Brown, National President society so shifting and therefore so

nalling under Marguerite Moore's able of the D. U. S. A. Since then there (Please turn to page 5)

teaching, and the Second Class Scouts
trained the girls working on their Ten-
derfoot tests. Everyone is working
hard and I believe that most of them

will pass the test at the next meeting. I
Last of all we had our good-night

circle and all went home after a happy
meeting.

Scribe-Barbara Monroe
DAFFODIL TROOP

Friday was a day of surprises for
the Daffodil Troop. After the P.-T. A.
party we reported to the cabin and
from there went to the field in front For
of the Polo Club. There we ran re-
lay races and played for about half P P er f e c e
an hour. Back to the cabin-surprise ..... .... e

No. 1. Mrs. Matchett had come to Parties ..

see us-and were we glad!
Surprise No. 2. A lovely Hallowe-

'en party, given by Beth Murray's
mother and father. The nicest sand-
wiches and good hot cocoa and then
huge red apples were served. What a
gorgeous time we had. Mrs. Balch
assisted Mrs. Murphy.

Surprise No. 3. We have a new
Lieutenant - Mrs. Skow - Jeanette's
mother. Isn't that grand?

After singing a couple of songs we
said goodnight and thanks for a very
wonderful time.

E
Call the Soda Fount when you
need anything for your party
-our delivery service will as-
sist you!

6SODA FOUNT
Post Exchange Fort Benning

The Post Exchange is not authorized to sell to any
person not in the Military Service.

C'

-I

ON SAVINGS

We appreciate your
account - either bor-

rowing or saving.

Franklin Saving,&
Loan Co.

Cor. 13th St. and 1st Ave.
Phone 2766

w

The
Grapevine
Telegraph

1I.~

DRESS
FOR THE

GAME

I

I

11

QUALITY
CLOTHES

FOR

MEN and BOYS

oys' Shop-2nd Floor

HOFFLIN
ANOI

GREENTREE
olumbus' Leading Clothiers

Established 1888
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1 LIEUTENANT PEEP'S DIARY
Monday, Oct. 4 be later than eight o'clock in arriv-

Thru the haze still hanging over ing on the scene of a garrison review.

me I did this morning observe that

the schedule-maker was once a stu-

dent. Why else did he so obviously

-everse the usual daily procedure of

tLo hours in Jiggs Hall followed by

two hours drill on the field? Ah, the

sly fox, well recalling his own student

days, did see the need to early dis-

pel the fog with violent exertion at

drill. It is hard to hide motives from

this prying class.

Drill followed by training with the

machine gun in Immediate Action.

Yet with all the remedies extant not

one is yet known for "Student still

fails to function." It may well be that

the schedule-maker can some day sup-

ply that formula too.
Captain Lucas did exhort us to em-

ploy more spare hours at home in

mounting and dismounting gun and

tripod, which request did stamp him

on my mind as a bachelor; for Lord,

no benedict would even think of sug-

gesting such when it must be done in

the house. And there it would have

since the dark falls daily ere we ar-

rive chez nous, precluding outdoor

rehearsals. Yet as I view the thing
unbiasedly I can but think that a

"U" in machine gun were highly pref-

erable to marital dissolution.
Our only solution may be to erect

a portable, electric lighted edifice with

a sod floor, the which can be sent

calling upon all members of the class.

And I doubt not that with a half

hour stop at each place a great many

homes could have been visited be-

tween evening mess and reveille.

Tuesday, Oct. 25
So thoroly imbued with an un-

christian spirit this morning that I

could laugh at Monk Mitchell for

having forgot the key to his locker;

the more so when he did return with

a hammer and begin to break open

Triplet's locker. And I did regret

the appearance of Triplet on the

scene in time- to prevent sabotage

albeit Monk's incoherent attempts at

explanation did naught to allay my
merriment.
Wednesday, Oct. 26

Upmost betimes that we might not

Offhand...
Observatinos

By McGootus

McGoofus failed to get any accurate

observations on the Hallowe'en night

activities of that triumvirate of de-

livery, Mitchell, Ramsey and Dom-

browsky but it is a safe bet that they

were not at home reading "Pilgrim's

Progress."

There is an interesting article in

the November number of the "Am-

erican Mercury" entitled "Officers and

Gentlemen." It is not what you

might think it would be.

In the coming elections, this column

wvill support Capt. Phil T. Fry for the

office of Practical Joker. Only a few

cf the reasons for this decision can

be announced here. Before you vote

C - - -- - -:A.. .. .. .. . -- 1 +I-- C -1l

The threat of a cold, damp rain to 1or another however, consider the iol-

dispel the formation was accomplish- lowing: "Phil T." is the handsome
athlt f.f.Ic aI in .p t g_•

ed, whereupon we were inserted un-

der an impromptu schedule and the

wheels continued to roll.

Still puzzling over Major Kraft's

athletic ofcer and is plenty lig
enough to take care of himself in

"Better be danumned t/an n entboned not al all."
-John Wolcnr

CONI)I'CTFI)1 1) F .. 1.

VEST POCKET ESSAY ON DRAMATIC CRITICISM

Next week, the Infantry School Dramatic Club gives its first play of

the current season. For the past two months some twenty members of

the garrison have been rehearsing, building scenery, assembling properties

and otherwise preparing a varied collection of animate and inanimate es-

sentials for a theatrical production. Meanwhile, at least twenty other mem-

bers of the garrison are putting up with whatever mild or severe manifes-

ce h pral os o li tations of the artistic temperament these activities engender i
backfire; he probably knows more clyicie afo h aiy

remark that two million dollars for than he has told about the ventrilo- Now don't jump to the conclusion that we are going to burst into a
the National Guard was by Congress.quist trick which was recently perpe- o

trated on Lt. "Skeets" Johnson; and paean of praise for the noble sacrifice that the actors, directors, stage man-

in 1908, doubled to eight millions; lastly, when properly provoked he ager and others are making for the entertainment of the garrison. That

for though my years of service be not sings a rich warm baritone, isn't why they do it. They do it because they get a kick out of it. If

many, yet experience tells me that * , * their efforts receive even a modest amount of appreciation they are fully

edoubled two mil- .The combination walking and lean- compensated. They are probably foolish to go to so much trouble and
Congress might have ing rest canes which made their ap- labor for one brief exhibition of ability, talent, gall or whatever it may

lions to three but never to eight. pearance in such numbers during the he, but when you think of it, most really worthwhile people are doing

Treated this afternoon to as admir- demonsration week proved a disap- just that on the stage of life all the time. Think of the time aid effort
able an exhibition of an Advanced pointment. The first sight of students that goes into the winning of a $1.50 cup at polo, tennis or of-ree

Guard action as we may see in many bracing themselves against these flim- into a lesser golfer's utterly futile achievement in breaking ninety.

moons. A bit amazed to hear the Ex- sy looking contraptions sent the local The local players, however, are not so much the subject of this essay

planation that no machine guns were tricksters into ecstasies of gleeful an- as the local audience. The latter includes many types running all the way

forward in the formation because ticipation for they had visions of from the conjugal or dinner guest conscript, to whom all amateur dramatics

they might be lost; for, Lord, if what would happen if a swift kick -re anathema, to the enthusiast who thinks that any amateur who can walk

that were carried to its logical con- should be applied to the base of the scross the stage without falling down is a second Edwin Booth or Ellen

clusion we should fight all our wars cane at just the right place or if some Terry, as the sex may be.

by correspondence. means could be found to make the For the conscript we have only sympathy and for the enthusiast only

Thursday, Oct. 27 collapse in reverse. Nothing hap- praise, but for certain other types, we have feelings that are neither charm-

Considerably thrilled by the spec- pened. The points of the canes in- table nor flattering. For the supercilious critics hailing from the gas light

tacle of all the troops of this post variably imbed in the earth so well circuit who seek to bolster up a scanty theatrical background by paining

assembled and reveiwed, I fear me that the best kickers could not dis- a really creditable performance we have a cordial dislike. Also we are irri-

I shall never attain beyond the stage place them suddenly enough to bring tated by the moron who thinks it excruciatingly funny that Captain "29th

of mine years old for I am always the user to grief. nor could anything Itfantry" as Lord l)imwit is making love to Mrs. "First Section" as Lady

stirred by sight of marching men and be done to make the patent seats un- Whiffletree.

sound of martial music; this morn- fold beyond the horizontal. Please don't misunderstand us. If the show is lousy or Captain "29th

ing greatly so. Infantry's" performance is terrible, we believe that the paidup subscriber

With native nonchalance I did neg- While on the subject of tricks and to the Dramatic Club has the privilege of saying so. We think it better

lect to observe that this was a two- jokes, mention should be made of an orm, in the general case, to express an adverse comment as an individual

shirt day and wore butone, to the incident which has just transpired opinion rather than as a positive statement of fact as: "I didn't like the

prejudice of my attention during the over in the Tank Section. Long years play" or "I didn't care for Captain "29th Infantry's" interpretation of Lord

demonstrations. It is my belief that ago the picturesque Bill Dean fell Dimwit. If, however, you are one of those frank persons who are averse

did the man with the microphone real- into the habit of using a certain ex- to polite phraseology, say it anyway you want to, providing always, that it

ize how difficult he makes it for the pletive. It was something like, "Well really was as bad as that. Moreover, if Lord Dimwit's love-making is more

telling of anecdotes during these dem- I'll be a sad so and so." The use of reminiscent of the Albany night boat than of Shrewsbury Manor, laugh

onstrations he would magnanimously this expression grew upon him until your fool heads off but don't snigger just because in real life he happens

withdraw. During the break some it came to play a major role in his to be your next door neighbor. There is nothing funny about that. it

, did - ,, .e.erete vocahnlarv. Without it, he was as may be a real tragedy for him.
seinlil'couluai, cu l - 11 -t.1UHLnt i lt[ 'VktU .LU

themselves in the pontoons, which
were nearby, to avoid the chill wind
and, falling asleep in the interior
warmth, did thereby also avoid fur-
ther instruction.

This afternoon to Sackett Hill to
witness a platoon in attack. Somewhat
disgruntled at being required to walk
a thousand yards to put myself in
the platoon leader's shoes. In full
accord with a youngster of ten who

(Please turn to page 9)

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

Hobbies

Do you realize that idle minds cre-

ate discontent and trouble.

Give up that dream of life without

cares or work. Only a busy life is

a happy one. Idleness soon gets tire-

some and then begins the loss of will

to live. To be healthy you must be

so busy that you have no time to

think of yourself. Get a job, if pos-

sible, that you like; one that holds

your interest.

Good work to be continued day af-

ter day, and year in and year out, de-

pends on a relaxation of mind and

body that change and play can give.
A daily dose of work followed by

a thoroughly good time at play keeps
one young. Worries and cares are for-
gotten for a time. Strain is relieved
and that tense feeling disappears.

Play helps to postpone the informi-
ties of age. So I say get a hobby.

Have several hobbies. Find some
work or play that is entirely outside

the serious work of life and make

every effort to excel all others that

have the same hobby.

I doubt not you recall friends who

have retired from business or pro-

fessions at the age of 50 or there-

abouts who have died in a year or

two. I venture that these men did

not have a hobby.

Apparently healthy at retirement,
looking forward to years of play and
enjoyment, these men, because they
had discounted the benefits of play
and hobbies in their earlier years,
cannot get up the steam to take on
new things. They are old before their
time. Loafing soon gets tiresome.
Mental and physical deterioration ad-
vances rapidly. Luckily for them-
selves and family they soon die.

Get a hobby. Enjoy life all your
alloted years.

helpless in conversation as an armless
Yiddish merchant. Bill decided to
eliminate it. The ever watchful "Okie"
Wade and "Lou" Storck saw their op-
portunity and finigled poor Bill into
a wager that he could not go a year
without using the expression. Then
Wade and Storck set about to trap
him. They offered a twenty percent
cut to any student who could offer
conclusive proof of Bill having used
the forbidden words. If Bill slammed
the door of a tank on his fingers or
sliced a drive on the golf course, he
would invariably find one of his tor-
mentors within hearing with ears
cocked. The thing began to get on
his nerves. It ruined his bowling game
for there was no way to ease the pres-
sure after making a bad roll. He had
been making five or six dollars in
prizes every month but his earnings
there dropped to nothing. He tried to
buy off but "Okie" would have none
of it. Finally one morning while the
trio were driving to school it hap-
pened. Wade ditched the car and
Storck broke two springs jumping up
and down with elation.

Goofy Statistics: At the reception
for the chief of Infantry, the speed
of the line was computed to be at the
rate of forty files per cigarette.

The Benning Bachelors' dance com-
mittee requests that hereafter when
any guest elects to wear a claw-ham-
mer coat to the dance, other guests
refrain from singing such songs as,
"Oh Won't You Look at the Tails
on Tommy." N. B. This can be sung

(Please turn to page 12)

BELATED RECOGNITION
For several weeks past, Comprador

Golightly, better known to the Thana-
topsis Brotherhood as Single Handed
Snarve, the Lone Wolf of Austin
Loop, has been wearing an aggrieved
air on the rare occasions when he
deigns to appear in our presence.

By our customary skillful and dip-
lomatic approach we finally elicited
the reason for his resentment. Early
in the month of October, the Com-
prador made a hole in one which
had not been given proper publicity.
Why the Comprador should regard
us as his private press agent, we don't
know, but since he does we hereby
make his belated acknowledgement of
his great achievement.

The shot heard round the golf
course was made on No. 4. Golfers
Brann, Barracker, Lindroth, Easley,
and Cota witnessed the accident-also
eight more or less trustworthy cad-
dies.

The Lone Wolf, after an appropri-
ate exhibition of delirious joy, fin-
ished the remaining holes in the cus-
tomary sixes and sevens with an oc-
casional eight. Visions of dozens of
golf balls, numerous cartons of cig-
arettes, a set of matched clubs or so,
and the Lord knows what else in
recognition of his remarkable per-
formance filled his thoughts.

Arriving at the club house, he in-
quired greedily for the spoils of war,
only to learn that big business wasn't
putting out these days. Mine Host
Dowdall, noting the Wolf's crestfallen
expression, came hopefully forward
with the pickled octopus which he

has been trying to find a good home
for, but the Comprador declined this

with a shudder. There are some prizes

worse than no prize at all and pre-

served octopi fall easily within this

classification.

TANG OF THE SEA
A few weeks back Tanker Brett

returned from a fishing expedition off
the Florida coast. The trip had been
a highly successful one and the Tank-
er made a generous distribution of
his fine catch among his friends.
Among those to receive one of the
genial Tanker's nature-in-the-raw fish
dinners was Major Jesse Ladd a fel-
low desk slave in the Infantry Board.

Now it so happened that at the
time of the receipt of the fish Mrs.

Ladd was away. Since the fish would
not keep until her return, the re-
sourceful Major decided to let the
cook prepare them under his super-
vision. These were especially fine fish
and he wanted them right. Accord-
ingly he interviewed the man who
had caught them.

"Say, Jimmy" he remarked, "These
are salt water fish aren't they?"

"Right out of the gulf" replied the
Tanker.

"Then I'd better have 'em soaked
overnight before they are cooked,
hadn't I?" queried the Major.

FUZZARD FAVORS BONUS
General Fuzzard struck back at his

detractors last week in a flaming
speech before a gathering of the Vet-

(Pleace turn to page 5)
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THE FLARE

(Continued From Page 4)

erans of Foreign Wars which assem-

bled in his Phenix City office to in-

terrogate the Progrestatic candidate

as to his stand on the bouns.

"I hear they're sayin' a military

man don't make a good President,"

he commented. "They're sayin' that

us military are too arbitrary and

high handed to get along with Con-

gress. Havin' been in an Army once,

you all know that's a lot of baloney

but anyway, wot the hell? What I

want to know is who ever said any-

thing about gettin' along with Con-

gress? I got other ideas. When I'm

elected, I don't intend to get along

with Congress. Not me, I'm goin' to

get along without it. That's what I'm

goin' to do. What this country needs

is a Mussolini and the first thing I

do' when I get elected is take away

their hip flasks. If that don't bring
'em around, I'll have my Secretary of

the Treasury stop payment on their

mileage vouchers. I ain't goin' to have

Bob La Follette and Smith Brookhart

tellin' me where to get off. I learned

how to handle insurgents when I was

in the Islands. We civilized 'em

with- the Krag, just like the song

says and I can do it again."
"What about a bonus for the veter-

ans of the Army of Pacification?"
asked a grizzled warrior who looked

as if he had recently been on a hard

campaign.

"You'll get it, Buddy," replied the

General. "A dollar a day for every

day on sick report not in line of

duty is-my program. That'll keep out

the undeserving cases and even up

things for fellers like you and me

that the Army treated kinda rough
when we was in it."

WASTED

Benning's genial merchant prince
Captain C. W. Hanna, while inspect
ing the Main Exchange, hesitated fox

an unthinking moment before the
show case in which an enticing array
of Fuller brushes was displayed. ThE
display included floor brushes, hai,

brushes, clothes brushes-in f a c t
everything from radiator brushes tc
toothbrushes and the Captain wa,
visibly impressed. Noting what h4
took to be a covetous glance cast ii
the direction of the hair brushes, tht
up and coming salesman promptl]
unleased his most eloquent high pres
sure sales talk.

He displayed in their most appea]
ing aspect half a dozen attractiv
styles suitable for all makes of botl
new and second-hand hair. He pro
claimed the virtues of the Fuller pro
duct in sounding periods that rivaled
the best efforts of Demosthenes ani

Cicero. Then, fully confident tha
whatever feeble sales resistance hi
victim still possessed was about t4
crack, he brought out his latest ad
vance 1933 model with adjustabl
bristles, stream line chassis and slid
ing handle to suit the hand of th
user.

As in a trance, the thoroughly hyp
notized Captain removed his hea4
dress to mop his fevered brow, diE
closing a dome as devoid of an
semblance of hair as the proverbia
billiard ball.

The salesman gasped, gulped, an
hurriedly put away his wares. It wa
at least an hour before he recovere
his equilibrium.

GRAPEVINE TELEGRAPH

(Continued From Page 3)

We hear there are two schools of

thought on the Hedge situation. Some

people want 'em and some don't, but

the "dont's" seem to be in the lead

for in the other day's bulletin we

read, as follows: "Hereafter no indi-

vidual will plant a hedge on the res-

ervation without authority of head-

quarters." Now, will you be good, all
you surreptitious hedge planters!

Fan mail for Major Harding has
Feen coming in-and is the rest of
the staff jealous!! And now it seems
a very attractive blonde has been
making enquiries as to whether the
above mentioned gentleman is mar-
ried or, single. Well-what this news-
paper business won't do-the power
of the pen-and all that sort of thing!

Who's casting slurs on the fair Ar-
my name? Recent articles in the New
York Times states that only crimi-
nals and illiterates are not allowed
to vote in the United States. Just
where does that place the hundred
thousand souls in this country's Army
. . ... We leave you to decide for
yourselves.

Funny things happen around the
stables . . . One lady, entered in
the Ladies' Riding Class, was given
a blank form to fill out . . . was
asked to check whether she was no-
vice, average, or experienced rider
The said lady checked novice .
She was then asked how many years
she had ridden, and wrote down
twenty-five . . ., Now, we appeal to
you . . . Have we had too much

i Georgia corn-or well, anyhow, we'll
let this subject drop.

Whistles .. -.-.. yells ....-.and lots
of scuddin' hoofs-yes, there was a
polo game on Sunday afternoon for

- the first time this year. There were
r two, in fact. One at 1 p. m. and a
- second one at 3. We heard one man's

name being yelled about a bit bui
e we won't mention it. And the games

r are going to continue.
Ever been to the Officers' Club ai

eight a. m. on a morning after? Sort
s pitiful s i gh t. Waiters wanderin(
e around in the writing room lookin,,
ns mildly unhappy. "Boy, this is a tur
e rible looking place for a readin(
y rooni." They could hardly fight theiJ
sway across the room there were s

many cigarette butts and package
1that bad once been full. Chesterfield

e were in the lead ....- Now, you ad
hherents of Wings and Targets, hoes

about getting busy and putting you
bramnd in the lead at some of thes

). Morning After Affairs ....

d Yes, sir, now we know there wer4
it too many parties last week . . .
is At the final flare up last Saturda,

o night one lady lost her evening ba,
t . ... and advertised for it in tho

e Daily Bulletin. And six different peo
1. ple appeared, each with a differen

e portion of the said bag. Yes, even th
bag itself eventually came into thi

. light .... Hard times these, on rhine

d 'tcne evening bags ....

s-

y Rummage Sale next Wednesda'
l and Thursday at the Protestant Chap

el. Dont miss it. The Army Daugh
d ters are sponsoring it and all contri
is butions are acceptable .. -. Heres
d solution, Lt. Dowdall, for some o

that Collection of yours!

DAUGHTERS OF U. S. A. HOLD

Deplorable SituationFacing Secretary FIRST MEETING OF SEASON

* * * * * * (Continued From Page 3)

Dowdall Pleas For Help In Face Of Insurmountable difficult for friendship as that of the

Difficulties As Lost Articles Multiply In Number Army.
Since that time the D. S. U. A. has

Something very touching and even though here let it be said for the hon- grown steadily. Under Mrs. Brown's

a trifle pathetic has been going on or of the Collection that last year reorganization plan, wider functions

at the Officers' Club . . . Have you at least six very beautiful cameo and purposes have been recognized

ever climbed the stairs to the office brooches remained unclaimed to the
of the Secretary? Has he ever shown end.) And a flaming scarf of a soft to cope with the growing membership.

vou, with a helpless look in his eye, fluffy substance, and another in a dis- A new constitution has dealt with

the baffling collection of the Lost and mal shade of grey, lie draped on top these new probems; the natonal head-

Found articles which he is forced to of an otherwise impeccable filing case. quarters of the D. U. S. A. will soon

harbor in his office? The sight is a All these things have an unwanted, be moved to Washington, where a

sad one, the articles come from all uncared for air. For them there is more permanent office may be estab-

over. The Theatre, the Officers' Club, something distinctly unhospitable lished.

the Polo-Hunt Club, the main road, about the office of the Secretary. The value of he D. U. S. A. is

the path the Hunt follows, from no- But the piece de resistance-and we most noticeable in large cities such

where and everywhere. Ads put in really wonder who ever had the nerve as Boston where Army womeon are

the Bulletin, advertising the pres- to wear it-is an ultra dashing check- scattered in different parts of town

ence of these strayed possessions, of- ered riding cap, obviously male and and have little opportunity of meet-

ten go unanswered and the Secretary wih the tag "Buckingham, London" ing each other informally. It also

finds himself saddled with an ever inside of it. For the first time we have gives an opportunity to Army daugh-

increasing pile. Sad, this, very sad ... a clue as to why some things remain erns who have married civilians to

This year's crop is said to be a unclaimed. maintain some contact with Army life

good one, especially for so early in And finally, one sturdy looking proved bemeficial as a nucleus of con-

the year. Gloves lead the list. Strange-fountain pen. A nice fat, black one genial people and as a means of

ly enough there are even pairs of with a gold rim around it. Do you carrying on a certain amount of

gloves .. .. a nice pair of white kid, need a new fountain pen? Here's your charitable work. Ultimately the lead-

and only slightly soiled ... a dash- chance. ers of the D. U. S. A. hope to de-

ing black gauntlets stitched in white So much for this fall's collection of velop it into a sort of an organiza-

and known to the connoisseur as the Lost but not yet Found. It is a tion which will be loyally maintained
jantaisie . ... and one stray cottontyia
glove with just enough Georgia mud promising one, says the Secretary, for by Army women and which can be

upon it to give it a greatly needed so early in the season, but it has by readily called upon in any national
no means reached the heights attained emergency.

air of noschalance. And many more by that of last year. For instance, so
gloves, lying unheeded and uncared far as no automobiles have been left

for in the Secretary's office drawer...

And then the compacts! There unclaimed at the Club and that, in

aren't so many of them for they 1931, was a common occurrence. And

seem'tonumbeaongothemnecessities. then, too, no fur coats, no sweaters,'WATCH
Hands may go ungloved but noses have been left. True, there have beenHsee tonmberongoe th nec ses (laetr t ae9 O

may never be seen unpowdered. Only (Please turn to page 9) FOR
two compacts, so far, remain unclaim- 41

ed-one, a rakish looking silver speci- NEW CHRISTIAN SCIENCE Opening
s men, the other a red enamel affair C HUR C H INVITES

that has surely seen better days. A B E N N I N G FOLLOWERS Of
r dozen, at least, of these feminine Friends of Christian Science will be

accessories are found after every interested in knowing that there has

dance, but only a few rest uncalled been a second church organized in ROSENBERG'S
s for. The same may be said for the Columbus, located at 1316 Fourtk
t lip stick situation. Only one-a prod- avenue. TOYLAND
s uct of Tangeelies-unused, we trust- Sunday school will be held next

in the aforementioned desk drawer. Sunday and each Sunday thereafter

I And before we leave the ladies .. , at 9:30 a. m. Young people up to
two handsome ear rings grace the the age of 20 yeaare invited. li-ilax Rosenbe rg Co

gcollection. Not mates, of course, but Sunday services will be at 11 a. m.
(-

Sstill, very commendable jewels, one Subject for November 6, "Adam and 1145 Broadway
.j~ ,',tal. one of rhinestone, both in Fallen Man." The public is cordially

Sall probability, of Woolworth. (Al. invited to attend all services.
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he new dark shades
and Brown, and at
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much to add to the
of your wardrobe

,plement your cos-
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11D RIGHT

18.0 0 25.00
AN oil

Wednesday November 9th
3 P. M. -ON THE PREMISES

Benning Road and Brown Ave., 5 very valuable business
lots, and 6 nice Residential lots. Inspect all the above
property before the day of the sale, for Investment we
think this is some of the best property that you can buy.
Be on time at each sale. Terms, 1-3 Cash balance 1 and
2 years. Signs on all property.

Free Attractions
M. T. McDOWELL, Owner

JOHNSON AUCTION COMPANY
SELLING AGENTS

Columbus, Ga.-Ralston Hotel

We carry the famous "KNIT-
Tex" Overcoats in regulars,
longs and shorts. Sizes
from 34 to 52. Prices now
low as .............. s2 5

..We welcome you to
our store, the most
complete men's store
in Columbus.

CHANCELLOR CO.
YOUR COLUMBUS HEADQUARTERS

EliI.
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J Curves And Slants From The Oranizal

every one in appearance and disci- guitar, by cracky! Understand Mr. XX Old man weathpline could not equal the compli- we are not trying to "Hand you any a e dments thought by the men of theCom- Stuff" but a word to the wise is suf- Tpe of de
pany for their Captain, George J. ficient. Give us a break on Saturday when after being
Forster, who found time always to ngiht Thanks!
care for his men, and the once men- The new pass word around this ad to o theitioned mess Sergeant with his staff company, is "stuff," if you are not
of cooks who were always ready with "Stuff," well, you just aren't in the amy, the men did

COMPANY "E" a hot meal whenever camp;was pitch- race at all. The other day a certain itraiR"
Even though the absence of news ed. Here a little remembrance should dashing young man in this organiza- BATTERY "C" Everyone heardhappenings of Company "E" have be put forward for that excellent Ser- tion was sitting in the orderly room, The battery had a dismounted n party "C" battery~ago. Well, we had

been sorely neglected there has never geant in regards to the march that incidentally he was charge of quar- spection last Saturday that went over Sunday We had
been a moment when some fine arti- started in the wee hours of the night. ters, when the phone rang loud and excellently. Everybody had on a good with music furnis
cle showing either new achievements, With only forty minutes to go and long. Upon answering it some sweethonors, promotions, or character night air chilled to a slight frost young thing asked for Private X, (we looking, good fitting uniform and was (Please turhnr.prmtons, o haa theall shined up. One cloelokatBtcould not have received the literary this Sergeant from a cold stove had will call him this, otherwise he may tery "C" and no ne aso o nder
talents of some cub reporter. coffee boiled and ready to serve in be embarrassed), upon receipt of the wo many oondTO start a summary of the many less than twenty minutes for 193 men. answer to her query that Pvt. X wasevents brings on a decision of what Things of this sort are very seldom out on demonstration, she said, "Well derly at guard mount.
are the best to relate. It is best to mentioned but 'things' like that make that is too bad, tell him that "Stuff" Besides being good Artillerymen,
start with the close of range season men in this army realize that there called. Hence the name. So we all the men in our battery are goodand the elaborate dinner supervised are many praises unsung for this waxed indignant and went upstairs, housekeepers too. They are proud ofby the finest Mess Sergeant in the group of unselfish men called cooks. to bed, and tore up all our letters to their new home and keep it spick
29th, Sergeant Philip H. Bell, a pro- During the dinner held for the dis- Santa Claus. "Nuff sed." Now isn't and span from the basement to thegram completed by Lieutenant Decker missal of Range Season the Company that silly? top floor. This statement can be veri-
and attended by the Batttalion Com- was proud to note that Sergeant Davis Oh!!, we almost forgot to mention fled by visiting officers from differ.
mander and the new and old Officers scored higher than any other man in our new aggregation of string pickers, ent branches of the service who have
of the Company.After that hilarious the Regiment for the rifle. Private Harp enthusiasts, and "Bo°P. Boop ooked through the barracks in the TT(dinner, time is found intervened with Roderick McLeod was the second a dooers," that this company has re- last few weeks while the battery was
the promotion of two men-Privates highest man in the Regiment with cently acquired. This show is not a out at drill or demonstration andFirst Class Frank S. Irvine and Mercer the automatic rifle, regular performance but can be seen unaware of the inspection. ON
J. Cliett to the rank of corporal, one The above is not a synopsis of the and heard any night between lulls at a dance our young Adonis Billold timer, Private Leon D. Jones dis. occurrences of the Company for many and business hours in "Ye Olde Bar- (Smoky Joe) Boren was voted the REPAIR
charged for Foreign Service, the dis- things could be told that would re- ber Shoppe." These programs are most popular man in the post. Gosh,charging of Private James S. Norris, veal the fine spirit and morale of sponsored by none other than the I wonder how it feels to wake up
here-gsing ofPiv t eJaes .d orisrgd Company "E." cl ru m seCfEee oie, P t

the re-enlisting of three discharged. colorful master of ceremonies, Pvt. every morning and see the beautiful
men, Privates First Class William Rit- Wallace C. Gallman. 0. K. Chirago, loving cup smiling down at you.ehey, Privates Eugene Gillian and HQ. CO., 1ST BN. on with the show. We might add that Come on, Smoky, tell us all about it. EFFECTIVE
Edward Ketcham and the transfer- During a brief respite from a whirl the treasurer of this fantastic orches- iFvery one seems to be in good Bring Youring of Privates Ovie Ray and James of demonstrations, collection sheets tra is Pvt. "Gabby Street," Taylor. humor nowadays, and I can't tell Us For AxHenderson from Companies "B" and and what not, we will now proceed Asyou know he was one of our lead- whether it's because they are satisfied"D" respectively, to keep our perusers interested in ing baseball coaches. Private Arlin M. with themselves or if it's the effect RepCompany "E" shared modestly with some local "dirt" from the interior Tomlinson, our erstwhile barber, and of Pay Day. Anyway we are mighty ESTIlVthe compliments bestowed upon the of the Old 1st Battalion "Dope Buck- as some folks remark, a stom down glad to see so many smiling faces
whole Regiment in regards to the et." good one, is the manager of this around the barracks. Gladly Ffive day practice hike held recently. Firstly, we might voice ourselves unique show. Three cheers for the Our mighty warriors of the grid-
The compliments given by one who loudly and vigorously by saying that "Gulley Jumpers." Booo!, booo!, iron have been gathered in one group TIU
was highly pleased by the efforts of our Company Basketball team is booo! . . and what a group. I must say. Brounding into shape for the coming But aren't you tiring of all this Can't sleep any later than 8 o'clockseason and are offering our wares to nonsensical chatter? I know you are now that they have gained possession MOTO

any team that may wish to scrimmage so we will suffie. See you next week. of my dominion. Oh. well some day I Authorized FE1Nf'S u. We already have two or three ntil then, adios, an revoir, or any repay them for such irty tricks as 1216-22 1st Ave.
games on our schedule and future other form of farewell. At the sound odorizing the squad room with sweaty
melees may be obtained by calling of the next musical note it will be uniforms.

......~x--' No. 64 and asking for Pvt. Ray, he is exactly time for ye scribe to don the .. ..
one of the main cogs in our quintet blue serge and hie to the dance. DIIMION couR-T APARTICO F Eof "Rock-passers." "Nuff for that." BONG!!!CO F EEveryone is percolating . K. in "Well. I'm "scramming." PARTLY OR COMPLETELY FURNISHED, MODER1N
this outfit. "Droopy" is still drooping HOBBS REASONABLE RATES
around hither and yonder in quest ,is sold at Fort Benning of new victims. Pvt. "XX" still mo- COMPANY "...H" Call 470, your renting agent or our Superintendel
nopolizes the radio on Saturday night. "Tarheel" Saunders, one of the best at Apartment house, Phone 3062, Residence 4406-W.
selecting one of the Tennesseean Hill known athletes in the Post, is now in ________________________________________through the Billy orchestras as 1st choice and bar- Company "H" having made a mutual

;wiensI
er gave the battery
day when we had
strations scheduled.
us the horse-laugh
all shined up and

y were unharnessed
e, and like the old
I bunk fatigue while

I about the working
( had a few weeks
d another party last

a chicken supper
hed by the 24th In.-
rn to page 9)
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ITIONS
ALL

EARGES
NOV. 1ST

r Ford To
ay Needed
airs

fATES
urnished

RUS
R CO.
'ord Dealers

• Phone 3500

VIENTS
SEQUIPMENT

at, Mr. Trussell

assing other members of the organiza--transfer with Corporal Leo Tyler.A---
Post Exchange ionwith selected bits of harmony Due to the fact that "Cooter" Car-dedicated to Hiram Skildinger. Route ter had such a strenuous time on

TRY A POUND No. 3, Hockersville, Texas. Ladies and pass, he has been assigned a tentative
gentlemen, the next number will be berth in the Fort Benning "Hotel." A NEW SERVICE FOR FORT BE

YOU WILL BE PLEASED a choice bit of harmony entitled We see "Sandy Hook" leading a"Keep the Skillet Greasy." Harold mule quite a lot lately. The only dif. Beginning Monday, November 7th, the
Ray will accompany us on the old ference between this and home is

that here it's not between sun-up and dry will have a truck on the Post ten hours
sun-down but between sun-up and your convenience.
recall.

Time To Think About your We are forming a company basket-
hall team and should have one of the
best in the regiment. With such aC HRT IrcSP-rnM A(Tno-up as this: Saunders. Fuller, Lee,FLI T[ LIV'5. Slocum,Dowden. Poe. Miller, Gray,
and Carter (when he turns in his ten-
tative bunk at the "wire city"). WATCHES JEW ELI

We notice that since Sgt. Allen has
taken over charge of the RecreationLet us show you oar line of individual Station- Room he has heard nothing but com. REPAIRING OF ALL KINDS
Dlaints. What's the matter "Al"?ery with the name and address printed on it. Allen. C. has not been seen lately
;n a Chevrolet Sedan. We wonder
what's wrong-a flat tire or-sum'pn?

1oo sheets of paper and 50 envelopes as low as$ioopr ox b!I CMPN ""FE FFE R JE WELR'Y
$i.oo per box. Sh! If you promse not to say a

word to any one about this I'll let 1102 Broadwayyou in on a secret. The other night
A lasting gift which is long remembered.

IHIE RAL D
Call 556 and our representive will W A N T A D S Makers of Fine Printing P

gladly show you the line. C F-1'20 cents Per line or fraction of +.

line. Minimum charge for any W GR

elastified. advertisement, 50cents. + WRTN
Pavment must-ben made before +Columbus Office Supply C'o. advertisement is published. with

h . FOR RENT-Summer bungalow withPhone 556 I I I I2t St. 6 acres of land, suitable for chicken Atlata, Georga
or truckfarm miles on. Buena

month- Annlv Mournov Altv 4'n

;NNING

White Laun-
each day for

{Y

'lates

;cO f

,I
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Service Club Is
Scene Of Dance

The members of the Fort Benning
Service Club entertained at a Hallo.
we'en Dance, Friday evening October
28 in the Club. Several hundred
guests enjoyed the evening. The Club
was transformed into a bewitching
scene with its profuse Hallowe'en
decorations. The guests were given
caps, and other appropriate souven-
irs, which added much to the gayety
of the occasion. Prizes were awarded
by the judges Mr. Sgt. C. H. Bussey
and Mrs. Bussey, Mrs. G. F. Ander.
son. Music was furnished by the
29th Infantry orchestra. The guests
were received by the Club Hostess,
Mrs. A. C. Setzler.

Dance At The 29th Infantry Recreation
Club

A dance will be given at the 29th
Infantry Recreation Club, Friday ev.
ening, November 4.

Sergeant Bauer is sponsoring the
dance and Mrs. A. C. Setzler will act
as hostess.

RARE BEEF
A cowpuncher ordered a steak at

a restaurant. The waiter brought it in
rare-very rare. The puncher looked
at it and demanded that it be re-
turned to the kitchen and cooked.

"'Tis cooked," snapped the waiter.
"Cooked," said our friend the

puncher, "I've seen cows hurt worse
than that get well."

Wisconsin Nat. Guard Review

NO SAX-APPEAL
A Missouri editor prefers a cow to

a saxophone, because in addition to
making the same noise, the cow gives
milk.

Wisconsin Nat. Guard Review

REALLY
Rose: Johnny told me a wonderful

story last night-
Violet: Did he tell it well?
Rose: Well, he held his audieince!

rpatient" Doc, I've lost a front tooth.
Dentist: An upper incisor?
Patient:, No, a right hook to the

beezer.

"Your wife loves you a lot, don't
shle. Fairly worships von?"
"Oh yes, she puts burnt offerings

before me three times a day.'

'Hi'Davis Receives
Another Medal

By JACK B. GIBNEY
Another medal has been pinned t6

the breast of 1st Sergeant Edgar C.
Davis, Company "E," 29th Infantry;

SGT. EDAR C. DAVIS

holder of the D. S. C., contender, at

the national matches at Camp Perry,
Ohio, expert rifleman, and outstanding
athlete during the time that he has
been at Fort Benning.

At a regimental parade last Satur-
day morning (Oct. 29), Colonel John
J. Toffey, commander of the 29th In-
fantry, awarded Sgt. Davis the medal
to be presented to the best rifle shot
of the regiment, which honor "Hi"
won with the excellent score of 331.

Sgt. Davis has won the title of
"peep-sight prince" in the past, and
the story of his achievenients as a
star baseball and football player, to-
gether with his abilities as ai coach
in almost any sport that soldiers con
tend in, is well known, and the best
that could be said would only' be a
repetition of the many times that he
has broken into print before

With all his resplendence and glory
as an outstanding luminary of the
demonstraion regiment, however, "Hi"
is still "Hi" to his friends, and con-
tinues to be the same efficient, pleas-
ant, and well liked top-kick that he
has been for the last seven years.

Personal Engraved

Christmas Cards
Let us show you our samples...
A s fo r prices . . . the reductions
this year are e v e n greater t h a n
in other commodities.

Buy Now and have them ready
when you want them.

Ca 11 556 and our representative
will go over them with you.

ColumbusOffice Supply
Company
IJ 12th Street, .

I.

Lugenbuhl Is Most
Decorated In Co.F

Private 1st Class Henry J. Lugen-

IReveler's Club
Ball Is Success

Hallowe'en night the Revelers Club
of Fort Benning entertained-the danc,
ing set of Columbus and. Fort Ben-
ning with a most successful prize
costume ball at the spacious gymna-
sium at the fort. 'Dancing was en-
joyed by the guests from 8:30 to 12.
Prizes were awarded during the ev-
ening for the best costumes.

This was a very hard task for the
judges as there were so many beauti-
ful and attractive costumes, there
being about two hundred guests in
costume. Miss Dorothy Hensley,
dressed in a Witch's costume-with
broom to match-finally won the
judges' decision and was awarded
a lovely five-year diary. Mrs. Beau.
dreaux, wearing a stunning cat cos-
tume, came in for a prize as did Miss
Do Allen, Mrs. Alma Lee Slaughter
and Mrs. William Parker. For the
gentlemen, Audrey Pfister won first
prize, with Pokey Flynn and BillFan.
nin taking second and third, respect-
ively.

The prizes were very attractive and
useful and were presented for the oc-
casion by The Schwob Co., Howard
Bus Line, Hubbard Hardware, Sport
and Luggage shop, Miller-Taylor and
Chancellor's. A beautiful silver lov-
ing cup was presented to Miss Doro.
"hy Hensley and Mr. William (Bill)
Boren, winners of the Revelers Pop-
ularity contest. Miss Hensley has led
the ladies in the contest almost from
the start and it was no surprise that

(Please turn to page 9)

RIGHT, JUDGE
She: You pride yourself on being

able to judge a woman's character by
her clothes. What would be your ver-
dict on my sister over there?

Insufficient evidence.
Wisconsin Nat. Guard Review

buhl of Co. "T" 29th Infantry has

had a very interesting and varied life.

Subscribers do not read - - -

S

cs.

To ILIerchants Only

IN a very few days the male of the

species will be frantically and fur-

tively purchasing silk stockings. The de-.

voted swain will have his eyes peeled for

a likely looking Watch. Angelic looking

husbands, softening under the influence

of the holiday season, have even been

known to buy washing machines for the

over-worked spouse. Allof which suggests

that this is the time for the astute mer-

chants to spread their advertising story

in the pages of the Benn ing He ralId,

which comes under the eyes of well nigh
al the populace of Benning.

Pea. Seven

tI

I -

Meuse-Argonne Offensive (Champag-
ne Front) from October 8, 1918 to
November 11, 1918. He was wounded
by a fragment of shrapnel in the right
shoulder blade. He served in the
Army of Occupation in Germany from
January 5, 1919, to July 18, 1919.

He returned to the United States
in August, 1919 with the 23rd Infan-
try. He was discharged from the 23rd
Infantry at Camp Travis, Texas, on
November 3, 1919. He reenlisted and

(Please turn to page 9)

ATTENTION
24th Infantry

It is with pleasure that we tn
nounce the opening, Monday, Nv.
7, of our studio to serve the color-
ed people exclusively.

At

500 -9th Street

Photos at Popular Prices

Films Developed

MAJESTIC
STUDIO

Columbus Office Supply CoO
24 Hr. 'Service

RUBBER STAMPS
Phone 556

PVT. FC. H. J. LUGENUHL

He was born in Lutzenberg, Germanyin September, 1896., and came to the

United States at the age of eight.

He first enlisted in the Army at
Chicago, Illinois in July, 1916, and
assigned to Jefferson Barracks, Mis-
souri. He was later assigned to Co.

"C" 23rd Infantry; then stationed at
Douglas, Arizona.

He went overseas with the 23rd
Infantry and was engaged in the fol-

lowing battles: Chateau-Thierry sec-
tor from June 5, 1918 to July 8, 1918;
Aisne-Marne Offensive from July 15,
1918, to July 20, 1918; St. Mihiel Of-
fensive from September 12-15, 1918;

Palt Seven
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Cinema Calendar jh5~Ai
for Grand, Rialto and Royal H4

Gi

AT THE ROYAL an
SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offering "Red

Dust" with Jean Harlow and Clark Gable. The fiery heroine of
gether-she fighting with the fury of a tigress for her man. She
Red Headed Woman and the screen lover supreme appear to-
matched her tropic wiles against the lures of a beautiful daughter
of civilization. . . . Beyond the outpost of civilized mankind, P1
were primitive passion flame, this thrilling story of love born ar
in a setting of terror is enacted. And such love-making-you'll in
thrill all through the picture. su

s * * *he

AT THE RIALTO tr4
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY: Offering "Dynamite Ranch"

with Ken Maynard and his wonder horse, Tarzan, supported by in
Ruth Hall, Alan Roscoe and others. There was $20,000 missing "T
from an express car . . . . the bandit free and the wrong man ha
accused - ... victim of a plant, the poison plant of jealousy. Sh
And he squared himself with the girl and with the world. A he
fast vehicle that is tense with excitement. W

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "Skyscraper Souls" sta
with Warren Williams, Maureen O'Sullivan and Anita Page. 6
Here you see a struggle for happiness, love, power in a skypiere- lis
ing pinnacle of steel. Youthful hands caugt in the maelstrom mE
of big business and silken temptations .... Scandal and treach- ru
ery, love and passion, stalk through the corridors of this mighty sc
tower! A great drama. ter

TUESDAY ONLY: Offering "A Passport To Hell," with G
Elissa Landi and Paul Lukas. Here's the situation: Trapped in
a tropical hell and menaced by men who relived er past and de- cu
nied the future. Fighting both man and nature this woman of co
mystery taught her enemies what honor meant and won freedom Pc
through her first true love. You'll like a "Passport To Hell." ru~du

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Offering "Kongo" with in
Virginia Bruce, Walter Huston and Lupe Velez.... A white man sei
and his blood-thirsty ape, brutal, tyrant leaders of the world's
last stand of the outlaw criminal! What a setting for an exciting,
exotic, melodrama-the kind that keeps you breathless from
start to finish. See this startling veicle. It will, there is no doubt
about it, make you gasp for breath!!!

AT THE GRAND
SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "Blonde

Venus" with Marlene Dietrich, Herbert Marshall and Cary Grant.
Marlene is presented here in the role of a woman who, to saveher husband's life, accepts the love of another man. At first,
cold-blooded about the proposition, she soon finds she is in love
with her benefactor, though her love for her young son binds her
to her husband. When her husband discovers the situation he
orders her from his home, and she is compelled to make a decs
ion that leads to a highly dramatic climax.

TUESDAY AND wEDNEsDAY: Offering "The PurchaslePrice," with Barbara Stanwick and George Brent. A powerful il
romance and drama of a night club singer transported to the
Dakota wheat belt. George Brent, the screen's new sensational
leading man is at his best.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Offering "Night after Night"
with George Raft, Constance Cummings, Wynne Gibson and Ali- I
son Skipworth. A vehicle from the story "Single Night" by Louis 1W
Bromfield. A dramatic story of a house of drama-and its peo- JE
ple. Mysterious, thrilling and romantic.

"SKYSCRAPER SOULS'
One of the most novel films

ear, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
craper Souls," is coming to the
heatre, Sunday and Monday.
Cast, direction and a cracklinE
ory combine to make it the
bsorbing kind of entertainme
iew York skyscraper-the
,llest building-serves as the 1
f action, and out of he toi
rife of is occupants the screen
right has thrown into relief a
f little dramas which, suddenl
erging, become one single torr
rama.

Exceptional Cast
Don't miss this novel dr
eat. Not only does the story
ou in a vise like grip, but th
f players is as fine as could
agined. There is Warren W
the millionaire owner of the

g who precipitates the disaste
gulfs all the others; Maureen

van, a little stenographer who
leave her boy.friend and go
ith the millionaire; Norman
e bank clerk who is surprise(
iss O'Sullivan doesn't consid
0-a-week adequate for man
nita Page as a dress model;
ersholt as a diamond mer,
reogory Ratoff, George Bar]
ad any number of others.

ROYAL
"RED DUST"

Clark Gable and Jean H
atinum blonde charmer of the
e seen together for the secon

their careers in "Red Dust,'
ous drama of Indo-China,
ads the program at the Royal
e, Beginning Saturday night m
idnight show.
Miss Harlow payed opposite
one of his first important pic

'he Secret Six." Since then,
ve been catapulted to major
ie recently changed the col

'r tresses for "The Red Homan," and Gable scored an
nding hit in "Strange Interlu

Based on Stage Hit
"Red Dust," based on Wilson
on's successful stage play, is
antic adventure story laid ami
bber plantations of Indo-China
teen version was filmed on
ntious scale with one of the 1
ttings ever constructed at the A
oldwyn-Mayer studios.
The plantation setting alon
ipied an entire sound stage
ntained eight seperate rooms
Drches, mat roofs, and foorir
ugh hewn timber construction
iplicated from photographs of
gs i the little known district
rves as a locale for the plot.

Acid Process Shown
A complete rubber factory -

1.MATA HARI
,,) .. The Story of the War's Most Notorious Spy
of the WHAT HAS HAPPENED SO FAR to pass them, saw that she was weep-

"Sky- Mata Hari, famous dancer and ene- ing and pitied her. Out of regard for
Rialto my spy, makes an innocent accom- to her face. Mata Hari, who was aboutplice of a young Russian aviator, her sorrow, as one unhappy person to
g good Alexander Rosanoif. In order to pro-

most tect him from her former lover, Shu- another, she let the woman precede
ent. A bin, who is about to telephone Du. her. A man seemed to have been wait-
world's bois, the head of the French Secret ing for the two. He had thin, droop-theatre Service and involve Rosanoff, the ing mustaches and held his hands inil and dancer shoots Shubin. But Rosanoff hi
I play- comes to see the latter. The dancerhs'pockets. As he women cameout,
series persuades him not to enter and sends however, he only stared at them and
[y con- him on his flight to Russia with mes- then limped away, quite slowly.
rent of sages, admitting that she loves him. The dancer noticed that he limpedHe is shot down. From her hiding. out of sheer habit, because for suchplace, she hurries to him heedless of a long time her senses had been
amatic the threats of Adriana, guing mind trained to watch for just such per-

hold of the enemy operatives. RosanofJ is sonal features, for a look, a move-
ie cast blind. Mata Hari promises to marry ment, a word, which might lead to.
be i. him and go away with him. the recognition of an accomplice. The

rilliam - porter at the Pavilion, in Adriana's
build. After turnin- to Mother Durant's employ, limped too.
,r that shop, she would consider what she And quite without volition sheO'Sul- had to do. paused within the gate. It was as if
plans Two women came out of the gate. her subconscious mind had sent out
away One was old and one was young. The a thrill of warning to which her mus-

Foster younger one held her handkerchief cles responded while her ideas still
d that took no particular shape. But not for-
er his rected as part of the authentic back- long. She saw the man return, still
riage; ground, this setting requiring gallons slowly, still limping. She knew him.
Jean of raw rubber sap, imported in seal- She was sure it was the porter. She

chant; ed cans from Africa and South Ameri- knew why he had come.
bier- ca. The actual process of congealing Two gendarmes came up with athe rubber with acetic acid is shown jaunty step, their blue capes swing.

before the camera. ing. A brief respite in which she could
Suporting Gable and Miss Harlow hunt for an escape. No. Better than,in "Red Dust" is caast which fea-hat. The porter approached.

tures Gene Raymond, Mary Astor, In a rush of terror, with a little cryrester, Harvey and Wllie Fung. Thme she ran out between the gendarmes.
picture was directed by Victor Flem. "Gentlemen! I appeal to you! Thatarlow, ing, one of whose recent productions man has been molesting me. I've-screen was Douglas Fairbanks' "Around the been afraid to go to my cab."d ime World in 80 Minutes." The gendarmes look from her to" sen- 

he porter, whom her action had tak-
which (Please turn to page 9)Thea- C
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"Red Dust"

SATURDAY, SUNDAY and MONDAY

mADLENEDIETRICH

Tom Howard "The Rookie" - News

TUESDAY and WEDNEDAY

BARBARA

STANWYCK
In

"THE

PURCHASE
PRICE"

With the Screen's latest sensation
GEORGE BRENT

LAUREL & HARDY COMEDY
CARTOON - NEWS

THURSDAY and FRIDAY

A Paramount Picture

"Night After Night"
With

GEORGE RAFT
Constance Cummings

Wynne Gibson - Mae West
Alison Skipworth

COMEDY - NOVELTY - NEWS

COMEDY-NOVELTY
CHAPTER 7-"Heroes of the West"

SUNDAY-MONDAY
WARREN WILLIAM In

A Dfl44I
of TODAl

S SCRAPE R
-ADDED JOYS-NOVELTY-FOX SOUND NEWS

TUESDAY ONLY
ELISSA LANDI - In

"A Passport To Hell"
With

PAUL LUKAS - WARNER OLAND
-MORE-

SCREEN SONG - NOVELTY
WEDNES DAY-THURSDAY
WALTER HUSTON - In

"KONGO"
With

CONR-kD NAGEL - LUPE VELEZ

-ALSONOVEL.TY - FOX SOUND NEWS

ADMISSIONS 10c - 15c - 25c

nl/-JLUW and LLARK GABLE I
,n IED DUST I

11 -1 RN . . i , * - I . . I I I I
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POLO STARTS SUNDAY WITH
TWO GAMES

(Continued from page 1)

Lieutenants Westlund, Clarke, Gould,

O'Connor and Griffith are other mem-
bers of the team. They started train-
ing early this year, playing some weeks
ago in Atlanta, and should be able to
give a good account of themselves.

LT. PEEP'S DIARY
(Continued from page 4)

said "I don't see why we hafta walk

'way down there just to imagine."

But upon arrival at the indicated

spot it did appear that the purpose

of the walk was more hygenic than

imaginative.
Friday. Oct. 28

example, he donated the contents to
the Community Chest. Of course, as
he admits, it was hard on the Com-
munity Chest. What could they do
with a pair of gants fantaisie or a rid-
ing cap a la Buckingham? Still some-
thing had to be done to relieve the
congestion and allow the staff enough
bills. . ..

This year something more ingen-
ious is being planned. Perhaps a ba-
zaar, or even a Surprise Party, held
right at the Club due to the fact that
last year one soldier strained his back
carrying the unclaimed articles over
to the Community Chest. In any case,
the situation is certainly one worth
consideration. Stop and think, we beg
of you! Have you left anything un-
claimed at the Officers' Club? This
problem, even more pressing than
the depression, cries for a- solution.

M. H. G.

WATCH, CLOCK AND JEWELRY

I REPAIRING

Special Discount to Army People i
ALL WORK GUARANTEEDI MuPEKOR JEWELRY CO.

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Stree

Office Phone 1511

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

PEP...
in every step

Use

Heels and Soles

Hood Rubber Products o., Inc.
Watertown, Mass.

REVELERS DANCE IS BIG
SUCCESS

(Continued from page 7)

she won. On the other hand it was
very much of a surprise to the guests
for Mr. Boren to come out to the
front at the last minute and win by
3,000 votes over his nearest rival. Not
that such popularity was not deserving
-but his many feminine admirers
simply didn't come to the front un-
til the eleventh hour.

Nevertheless a splendid time was
had by all; those who won the pop-
ularity were elated, those winning
prizes for their beautiful costumes
were happy while those who came
and merely partook of the fun festi-
val and dancing were thrilled with
the evening's fun. The trophies will
be engraved and placed in the Rev-
elers trophy cabinet and will be on
display at each of their dances. Upon
being won the second time the cups
become the property of the winner,
it is announced. The club was hon.
cred by the presence of many new
guests, including some out-of-town
visitors.

Major Lyman S. Frasier, Honorary
President of the club, was present, and
enjoyed the evening with the club
members.

MATA HARI
(Continued from page 8)

en quite by surprise. She was obvi-
ously a lady, and the man was so
dazed as to seem guilty.

One of them collared him.
"What are you up to, old man?"

demanded the other,
The taxi which had been ordered

to wait, stood a short distance down
the street. Hurrying to it, sick with
relief, she flung hersef in, sat back
against the seat and gave a sort of
eroan. If only they wouldn't let him
to till it had started!

A face took form within the inter.
ior. A hand was laid on her arm.
And, as in a nightmare, she heard a
voice she remembered speaking from
a body that had not yet emerged in.
to her cognizance.

"Madame, I have a warrant for your
arrest."

Then Mata Hani realized that the
man was Dubois.

COuRTMARTIAL
The trial of Mata Hani took place

at night in the courtroom of the As
sizes and was conduced with the ut
most secrecy by the members of th
Third Courtmartial. The room wa,
large, the people allowed in it few
The defendant, her advocate; th
urosecutor, the members of the Court
M. Dubois, and the guards. The light:,

The Artillery, with their excellent ... 7 1 -
string of ponies will be battling this Enlightened by discourse on Nation-

year to regain the top of the heap. al Guard details by members of the

They will be led by Captain Bevan, Advanced Class; and were my opin-
last year member, with a good collec- ion based on the amount of applause
tion of younger players. Captain Part- received by Captain Sargent I should
ridge, Lt. Heriot. Lt. Draper, Lt. Ports, opine that the classes do prefer en-
Lt. Grubbs and Lt. Haskell will be tertainment to instruction.
there to give an account of themselves' To the theater at eleven to be ad-

French Field has been ploughed up dressed by the Chief of Infantry.
and re-sodded for the season, and is The world made rosy for me by a
in good condition. The club has had squad-mate who does delight to twit
civilian workmen working on the sod me on the sparseness of my hirsute
f or a good while now, and the field adornment. Passing Captain Paul seat-
promises to be even faster than last ed by the aisle this student did ad-
year. dress me, "Look at that and feel

Don't forget the date and time: Sun- proud;" the which I did.
(lay, November 6, at 1:30 P. M. Because that I was dozing at the

0" time I cannot be full sure whether

DEPLORABLE SITUATION FACE'S the word which General Fuqua used

SECRETARY in referring to the instructors in the

School, was "handpicked" or "hen-
(Continued from page 5) pecked."

Sunday, Oct. 30
caps and scarves, gloves and compacts Lord's Day, which I did devote to
in plenty, but surely there is some- the scanning of newspapers. And I did

thing measly and insignificant about observe that in print which describes
these things in comparison with past assuredly the neatest trick of the
records. week. "Miss Bryan is the daughter

What to do with the Collection has of Mrs. H. Barger Bryan of Freder-
been a problem which the Secretary icksburg, Va.. and William Jennings
bas had manfully to face each year. Bryan, Jr. of Beverly Hills, Cal."
With ingenuity, he meets it in a diff- Lieut. Peep.
erent way each year. Last year, for p

in a cell in St. Lazare since her ar- coach of the football team that repre-
rest had not told on her in the least. cocho the fblleam Tatc Crer-

Whe sh spkein er lluing lo Isents the Bull Durham Tobacco Coin-
When she spoke, in her alluring, low pany. Aside from being assistant
voice, she looked at the members of coach, he leads the mascot to each

the courtmartial in turn out of those game which is a thoroughbred Here.

heavy-lidded eyes to which so many ford Bull and during the half the

descriptions had been devoted. A band plays, "We are having a bully

number of the men had met her in time."

the past, a few would have paid court time."

to her if she had cared or so she be-
lieved. There was an unshakable as- PVT. LUGENBUHL IS MOST DE-

surance in her attitude, for in her CORATED OF CO. F
heart of hearts, she could not for a (Continued from page 7)
moment credit any of them with a
desire to be her enemy. Dubois, per- served three more years with the 23rd

haps. No other of these men, no Infantry. On November 4, 1922 he

man, could care to see her die, no enlisted for the 22nd Infanry, and

matter what she had done. And as was assigned to Co. "K." He re-

Maitre Caron had pointed out time mained with the 22nd Infantry until

after time, there was no direct evi- December 29, 1927. He enlisted for

deuce against her on any count. the 29th Infantry on January 6, 1928,
Maitre Caron, himself, swore by her and was assigned to Co. "F". He has

innocence. The white-haired old man been a member of Co. "F" since that
had almost wept in her cell to think time. All his discharges are of Ex-

that one so beautiful, so entrancing, cellent character.
- so guiltless, should be subjected to He was placed in the Mess Hall as

. the discomfort of even a few days in orderly. He is the best dining room
i prison. He would save her. He in- orderly in the Post; and that is saying
i sisted he could. All her friends quite a bit. He is at work from morn-

- would come to the rescue, too. ing until night. He growls, but that is
Nevertheless, as the questions be- to be expected from any good sol-

r came more specific, hemmed her in, dier. He is an excellent soldier in
he cast anxious glances at her to see every way.
whether they were having any effect He has been cited and decorated
on her nerves. But she seemed to be for bravery in action. He wears the
unshaken. Sometimes, indeed, she had following Medals: The Purple Heart;

to pause for a moment to consider French Division Citation, Victory
e the reasonableness of her answer Medal with six bars, a Medal present-

- when they struck too near home, ed to him by the State of Louisiana
- when, for instance, they inquired in recognition of his meritorious ser-

e about the submarine affair, mention- vice, and a handsome trophy by Pekor

sed the time she had caused the death Jewelry Company of Columbus.
. of an important French agent in Bel- He has a total of sixteen years' ser-
e gium, and her successful efforts to vice, an excellent record, and is a
, learn through her aviator friends the man that any organization would be
s routes by which airplanes were drop- proud to call their own.

high up glared upon the faces of the ping Allied agents behind the Ger-

accused and accusing and left the man lines in Belgium.

rows of vacant benches stranded in Once she looked down and moist-

shadow. Because of the weight of the ened her lips. Dubois had declared

evidence and names involved and the that she was known to have been re-

importance of not revealing the me- sponsible for the death of at least

chanism of the spy systems, even the fifty thousand men-poilus in trench

sentries outside were not permitted holes; sailors hundreds of feet below

to approach the closed doors nearer sea level, remote from all human life

than ten paces. in the compartments of submarines,

Dubois had begun his first exami- officers shot at dawn for their com-

nation of the dancer by demanding that morning, an unfortunate coinci-

brusquely, "Tell me how long you dence which might befall the most in-

have been in the German Secret Ser- nocent. But no one had seen her en-

vice." And when she replied with ter or leave and later she had kept

equal curtness that she could not tell an engagement with her dressmaker.

him that because she was not and These were not the actions of a guilty

never had been a spy, he had re- woman. His client had been "indis-

turned again and again to the attack, creet-yes. Unmoral-yes. But a spy

even calling her by the number with -no-a thousand times no! And

which she was identified in the Ger- guilty of so foul a crime as the shoot-

man lists, "H 21, when did you first ing of a dear friend in, as the prose-

become a spy in the enemy's pay?" cutor had tried to prove, the pursuit
his animus had not sufficed to break of her nefarious business-never!"
her down. (To Be Continued)

But the methods of the prosecutor,- -
prompted by Dubois, though more
bland, were more businesslike and 83RD F. A.

more concrete. He ascribed to her (Continued from page6)

transactions which she had undertak-
en and carried through, her actions fantry band -and afterwards went to

as observed by the Allied Secret the show and saw Joe E. Brown in the

Service bureaus in various countries Tenderfoot. Blow-outs like these do

and asked her how she could explain more for the morale of the men than

these actions on any other count but all letters of recommendation put to-

that of her hidden occupaton. gether.

Wasn't it true that when she had The army of yesterday: 'Sgt. you go
been in Madrid, occupying a room in out with the battery tomorrow"-"Yes
a hotel next to that of a German Sir."
agent, the latter had wired to his The army of today: "Sgt., can you go
colleague in Amsterdam for money to out with the battery tomorrow?"

be paid to H 21? "Well, sir, I don't know; what time
'"Yes," she answered without hesita- will the battery be back?"

tion, even with a shade of hauteur.
"I am not French. I have the right Dumb question by junior sergeant:
to have friends in other countries even "Lieutenant who is supposed to groom
among those at war with France. The my horse?"
German was my friend. I had need The answer may be heard in the
of money in Madrid and he offered Crying Room.
me some. I do not know where he
got it."

But why had he ordered it paid to HQ. BATTERY
H 21, which, declared the prosecutor, Paul Davis our sheik cook is living

" is notnown to meerfa sher a double life. His local paper at
"It s nt kownto e,"shere-Jacobs Cut, Mississippi printed the

torted. "And it is not my business if fllowitng headline. -'LOCAL BOY
the German wished to get from his MADE GOOD." It went further to
country the money with which to pay say that he was cooking at a Broad-
myHebtos. l MateCrm odway Hotel and was making good.

Her ounelMaire Cron an 01d Danny Long our battery pug travel-
and devoted friend, attempted to take ed to Opelika the other day and lost
her hand as evidence of his admira- , very close decision to Ben Spivey
tion and encouragement. She drew of Columbus, Ga. The fans all en-
away from him, standing alone. joyed the card as Danny always pnts

She was beautifully dressed her
maid had brought her clothes-and upl a good fight.

Set. McLeod is enjoying a 90 day
no whiter than usual and stood up furlough in the wilds of Durham, N.

very tall and slender. The days spent LC. He has been appointed assistant
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All Colored Fight Scheduled For Novemb er 14
Young Jack McVev
Sought For Cotton
Batton In Main-Go

Benning fans will probably have a
chance to see a real world's champion
in action on the night of November
14, if plans go through matching Cot-
ton Batton with Young Jack McVey.
This fellow McVey has been picked
by the official sports magazines of the
country as the colored middleweight
champion of the world, and all ac-
counts of his previous fights have been

humdingers.
In bringing this fine fighter here to

meet Batton, it will be a match with
the recognized world's champion fight-
ing the recognized colored middle-

weight champion of the south. Batton
has been picked by Collyer's Eye as
the fighter to sport that undisputed
privilege, and they seldom, if ever
miss in their picks.

Batton has been training hard, ex-

pecting a chance at another big shot,
and now lie is in the pink of condition.
He is without doubt the smartest color-
ed fighter ever to adorn the ring in
the south, boxing all the way, and
fighting like a demon in the pinches.
Publicity does not phase him, and
for that reason he should go a long
way in the hempen ring.

Recognizing the value of matching
these two fighters, The promoters
now have plans underway to bring
Walt King, of Florida here to meet
Seldom Heard in another ten-rounder
on the same card. Heard has met some
of the best colored heavies of the
south, and has taken quite a few of
adversary, being gigantic in satture
adversary, being gigantic in statue,
and packs a wallop that would knock
the head out of a fifty gallon molasses
barrel.

These two fighters alone will pack
in the ducat holders, and it looks as
though the Gym will be crowded that
night.

In support of the card, the promo.
ters will lineup an all colored card
that will bring down the roof. All
fights of this nature in the past have
been crowd pleasers, and this promises
to be no exception.

The Gymnasium will be well light-
ed for the occasion, and almost as ac-
cessible to the fans as Doughboy
Stadium. Comfortable seats will be a-
vailable, and the fights will all be

more easily observed, due to the
structure of the building.

No Frills

Tide Ace

Fred Brown, Alabama halfback.

No Extra Charges

j

Headquarters Wins
Over "Fl" In Fast
Contest Saturday

In their opening game of the sea-
son, the Headquarters company team
of the Tanks rode rough shod over
their fighting opponents, the "Red-
Heads" of "Fl" to win 33-0. Last
Saturday at the Tanks field.

Too much praise cannot be given
the fighting Headquarters bunch, as
their team work was something about
which to marvel. They have been
likened to the spokes of a wheel, all
going around together in order to
make the unit work.

"Fl" fought back with valiant fight,
but were no match for the determined
warriors of the Headquarters ball
toters. It was a great game, and came
as a great surprise to those who wit-
nessed the game.

All advance dope points to the
Headquarters Big Boys to win the
Battalion championship, but "E" com-
pany will have something to say about
that tomorrow, however, when the two
meet for the first time.

p

In The Dressing
Room

Little Known Anecdotes About
Famous Football Teams

By I. PREDICTUM

In the days of yore when Gene
McEver, one of the greatest of Ten.
nessee half-backs, was cast in the
role of star, the Tennessee football
squad made its accustomed trip to
New York, there to engage in combat
with the purple warriors of N. Y. U.
Arriving several days before the game,
the Volunteer coach deemed it expedi-
ent to hold a practice in the Yankee
Stadium to acquaint the players with
the scene of the impending conflict.

Several New York University play.
ers decided to wander over to the
stadium and witness the session.

During the practice, one player,
with a big No. 36 on his back, stood
head and shoulders over his team.
mates in brilliancy. He cavorted
around the grid-iron with the fleetness
of a deer, threw passes with extra-
ordinary accuracy, punted beautifully,
and exhibited broken field running
that recalled the best days of Red
Grange.

The N. Y. U. representatives stood
in open-mouthed wonder at this awe-
inspiring performance. Finally one of
their number could restrain his ad-
miration no longer, and walking up
to a Tennessee player, not actively
engaged in the practice at the mo-
ment, exclaimed exuberantly,

"Gosh, that guy McEver sure knows
his football, and I don't mean maybe."

"Who you talking about, buddy?"
came the startling reply.

"Why, that No. 36 over there."
The Tennessee player spat disdain-

fully.
"Hell, man, that ain't McEver, that's

McEver's substitute."
Good football players, like good

soldiers, never die; they simply fade
away. And if you don't put any stock
in this maxim, you should have been
right there on the spot to see that
player fade away.

0

Boy Scouts OpenGrid Season WiAt&h
SnappyVictory

The Fort Benning Scouts opened
their football season at Fort Benning,
Saturday afternoon with a 13 to 0
victory over the Columbus All-Star
Scouts. It was a beautiful game and
a hard earned victory.

Ben ning drew first blood in the

opening quarter. Barkhurst, Post
quarterback, got loose on a spinner
play, and romped 30 yards to a touch-
down. He was given splendid protec-
tion by the interference running of
the entire team. Barkhurst added the
extra point with a goal from place-
ment.

In the third quarter the Benning
team opened a drive from their 40
yard srip that only ended when Bud-
dy Horton went crashing off tackle
from the five yard line for a touch-
down. Barkhurst failed to kick goal
from placement.

Both the Benning Scouts and Ben-
ning Cubs boast fast and well drilled
football teams this season. Much
credit for the teams go to Mr. Sgt.
Jack Stanford, team coach. He has
been untiring in his efforts to put
the teams in top fighting form and
judging from the work of the Cubs
last Saturday, his work has not been
in vain.,

I -
-11

I Trojan Ace

Calif or-

'E' Company Takes
'FZ In Brilliant

Grid Tilt Saturday
Fighting back doggedly to the last

ditch, the strong "F2" team yielded to

the "F" last Saturday 6-0. It was a well

played game throughout, with both
teams threatening all the way.

"E" Company's touchdown came
early in the first period of the game
after recovering a fumble on "F2's"
32 yard line. A few rushes and the ball
was over for the only counter of the
game.

After this score, both teams seemed
to tighten up, and the remainder of
the game was fought practically on
even terms. Much credit is due the
"F2" team, as they proved their worth
time and again during the game. It
was just a case of the breaks going
against them in that fateful first pe-
riod.

"E" will have their hands full to-
morrow in meeting the strong Big
Boys of Headquarters Company. The
game will probably come off at about
3:00 PM.

LOANS MADE AT

S Ier Cent
Payable in Monthly Installments

If You Were Still
Riding An Old-

Fashioned Bicycle
You wouldn't worry

about engine trouble!

But, since you probably own
a car-you had better let us
keep it in good condition for

you-we're equipped to do it.

Auto Department
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning, Ga.

The Post Exchange is not authorized to sell to any
person not in the Military Service

FIDELITY LOAN & INVESTMENT

COMPANY

1206 First Avenue

T. E. BAISDEN, See'y & Tress.

M..O

I
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Two Games To Be
Played Tomorrow
On Tankers Field

Tomorrow afternoon Benning foot-

ball lovers will have the privilage of

witnessing a real gridiron struggle.

The game will be played on the Tanks

field, and will mark the introduction

of 66h and 67th Infantry athletic en-

counters since their redesignation
as such. No longer can the Tankers be

referred to as such, for now they are
the "Ironclad Doughboys".

Anyhow, the first game will be be-
tween the old "F2" and "D" company
teams, while the second game will
throw Headquarters and "D" together.
The last game will probably start a-
bout 3:00 PM, and will no doubt be
the deciding game of the series. Neith-
er of the two teams have yet been de-
feated, but somebody has got to suffer,.
unless it all ends where it started
-a deadlock.

ARMY ,"NAVY
MARK

OFFICERS
AND

Enlisted Personnel
Secure All Your
INSIGNIA

And
UNIFORM EQUIPMENT

At The Post Exchange
They carry a complete line of

N. S. MEYER, Inc.
CORPS INSIGNIA

BUTTONS
INSIGNIA OF RANK

SABERS
SABER CHAINS

SPURS, SPUR CHAINS
CAMPAIGN BARS

MEDALS
All our merchandise carries an

Unlimited Guarantee

N. S. MEYER, INC.
43 East 19th St. New York
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CORPORAL MILLER of "H" Com- undertaken by these alert young men

pany and his antiquated chariot have a will mean a lot to the (lance-going

lot of things in common. When Miller public of Benning. All are waiting to

isn't flat, the tires are, and "vicy ver- see what they will spring on them

sy", and when Miller is flush, the next.
Chevy won't budge. When the Chariot * * *

has a nut loose, then and then only FRANK RYLES keeps growling
do they get together. about being "in the red" but members

of his organization coyly close one
STEVE, (same outfit) is going into eye and stick their tongues in their

the grocery business, judging from cheeks when they hear this expression.
the amount of groceries and acces- Well, it can't be that bad always, Bill.
sories he lugs home. The other night , , ,
he looked like a salesman for a can-
nery. (Sardines do come in handy SQUIRREL McCALLUM is in the

sometimes, Steve). market for some 0. D. shirts now that
S • * h- has been dunned again. "Lawd,

"FATSO" FOUNTAIN is apparently Mr. Squlman, dem shirts sho would

on the rocks again! He missed going -ome in hansom right 'bout now.

to town last weekend, thereby ruining Yassar!" Come on, Squirrel, give us

his perfect attendance record for the some more dope so we can tell the

past six months. "When do they is- world about it.

:sue Canteen Checks, Fatso"? * * *
* * * YE OLDE NOTEBOOKE: "Poppa"

REPORTS from the Revellers Club Waldo almost had a serious collision
Dance held in the Gym Monday night it the Revellers dance the other night
bear out all advance predictions. It . . . Lucky Ryles likes his spaghetti
was an excellent affair, everybody en- a'la Itallio, somatam, . . . Joe Maltese
joying the dance to the fullest extent, -an fix him up . . . Danny Long has
including Major Frazier, who was 'nother serious moment now... Hope
there with flying colors. Miss Dorothy he gets better than a draw . . . After
Hensley won the cup awarded the having picked out the middle one,
most popular girl. The big upset Stt. Dodd sent his Chevy to the hos.
came when some members of his or- pital for an operation... And things
ganization got together and bought e- heard and seen but not appreciated
nough tickets to put Bill Boren in as Unsportsmanlike cheers at athletic
the most popular man. encounters . . . A whining dog under

* * * the front doorstep . . . A dripping
THESE REVELLERS do some water faucet in the dead of night...

mighty crazy things, but always seem A squalling spoiled child . . . Accounts
to have the final punch it takes to of those serious operations . . . A
make it stick with the public. The bowlegged man in a Tux . . . And a
bets are even that the next venture motorcycle approaching from the rear.

Upsets Continue As Herald
Prophet Strikes New Low Level

Football experts all over the coun- forced to the limit to win by the
try took a terrific lacing last Saturday scant margin of three points, 16-13.
as startling upsets spotted the grid Kentucky gave Alabama the s am e
menu for the day. First and fore- kind of trouble-, and when the final
most was Pittsburgh's defeat of Notre whistle blew the score read Alabama
Dame. The Irish went into the game 12. Kentucky 7. Georgia crushed
a 3-1 favorite and heralded as possess- Florida 33-12. With two minutes to
ing one of the finest elevens in the go, undefeated Auburni was faced with
country. For three perods, Notre a tie score with Mississippi, but the
Dame hammered at the Panther line; timely intervention of Hitchcock,
then came the storm. Within two min- splendid Tiger back, gave Auburn the
utes, Pittsburgh scored thirteen points victory 14-7. Tulane barely nosed out
to the great delight of a partisan a scrappy South Carolina eleven 6-0.
crowd, and the game was won. By Virgnia Poly and Louisiana State both
their victory, the Panthers clearly in- kept their slates clean by easy vic-

dicated that their eleven will be a tories.
serious contender for national hon. I. PREDICTUM successfully prophe-
ors. sied the outcome of all important

As a result of the frequent upsets, games in the South.
I. PREDICTUM'S average for the day In the East, a long pass by Mont-
slipped to a new low, .758. The Her- gomery, flashy Coumbia quarterback,
aid prophet, however, draws consola- sufficed to give Columbia a close vic-
tion from the fact that the other great tory over Cornell. Harvard exhibited
prophets in the country fared as poor- none of the power it had displayed
ly. in previous encounters, and, as a con-

In the South, Vanderbilt repulsed sequence, bowed to Brown 14-0. Bos-
Georgia Tech. in a game replete with ton College surprised even its most
thrills. A fighting Duke team fought ardent supporters by upsetting Ford-
a favored Tennessee eleven practically ham 3-0; no less surprising was Yale's
to a standstill and the Vols were defeat of Dartmouth. Lassiter, star

SA VE THESE CR OWNS

GET VALUABLE PREMIUMS

Happy Hearts Win
From Tuskeegee In
Biggest Upset Yet

Five thousand football fans sat sil-

ent and speechless with surprise in
the stands of the Tuskegee Stadium
Bowl, in the opening quarter of last
Friday afternoon's football game as
an unheralded 24th Infantry football
team rushed the powerful Tuskegee
Tigers off their feet in a furious at-
tack that carried the Tigers into the
shadow of their own goal post and
was climaxed by a smashing drive
through the center of the line that
sent Barnes, Happy Heart back, across
the goal line for a touchdown. Mey.
ers failed to kick the extra point and
the score board showed Happy Hearts
6, Tuskegee 0, in the first five min-
utes of play.

As Barnes smashed over the Tiger
goal line the stands came to life and
a continual roar of cheering went up
from both sides of the field. As the
teams lined up for the kickoff the
Tiger shock troops were rushed onto
the field and Tiger fans settled com-
fortably back in their seats to wit.
ness the slaughter.

The final three and two thirds quar-
ters of that game wll go down in
history. A light Happy Heart line
turned back charge after charge of
the raging Tiger. Tiger passes fell
incomplete or were batted down by a
Happy Heart. During the first, second,
and third quarters Tuskegee raged
and smashed at the army defense. On
two occasions the Tiger offense car-
ried the crimson Happy Heart line
back to the twenty feet strip and
then founda mountain in their way.

In the fourth and final period the
Happy Hearts took the play away
from the tiring Tigers, went on the
offensive and battered the Tuskegee
team unmercifully. In the final min-
utes of play the once mighty Tiger
Droved to be a badly beaten kitten
that limped sorely through the final
smashes and limped off the field bat-
tered, beaten, and crushed.

The Happy Heart backfield matched
the Tigers in speed, trick plays and
passing. The line plunging and ball
toting of Collins, Barnes and Meyers
were some of the highlights of the
game while the Happy Heart line
held like a stonewall on defense and
clearly outcharged their heavier op-
ponents on the offensive.

The showsing of the Happy Hearts
this season has been one of the big-
gest upsets in southern colored foot-
ball. Last season the Infantry could
not get going and failed to make any

headway against fast opposition. This
season the team from the Sunset Regi-
ment has been coached and drilled
by Lieutenant Howard Johnson. To
date the Happy Hearts have played a
total of four games and have suf-
fered only one defeat. They dropped
their opening game to the Florida
A. and M. 9 to 0. The Atlanta Bears,
colored professionals, fell 14 to 0,
the Nashville Giants were landsli4ed
43 to 0. and now Tuskegee's scalp has
been added, 6 to 0.

The Happy Hearts are still in for
several tough battles. Clarke Universi-
ty, Moorehouse College and Morris-
Brown College still stand in their
way and none of these teams can be
called easy.

Yale back, was mainly responsible for
his team's victory. Pennsylvania re-
pulsed Navy successfully by a score
of 14-0., but it was only after a
hard battle that the Wolverines of
Michigan defeated the Tiger of Prince-
ton 14-7. Army again showed great
strength in downing William and
Mary, the conqueror of Navy, by the
decisve score of 33-0.

It was the results of the games in
the Midwest that caused your prophet
to tear his hair and gnash his teeth.
First of all, the Pittsburgh Panther
clawed Notre Dame, and when the
result of this game became known to
I. PREDICTUM, it was as a forebod-
ing of evil. Minnesota defeated North-
western 7-0. Then Chicago succumbed
to he dteermined attack of Illinois and
the Oklahoma Aggies thoughtlessly
contributed to I. PREDICTUM'S gen-
eral woe by defeating Oklahoma.

Ohio State, already inured to tie
games, battled to another deadlock,
this time with Wisconsin. This week-
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Herald Prophet Picks Duke
To Best Ole-Kaint.uck .- Maybe
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1229 - 31 Broadway Columbus, Ga.

TIRES and TIBES

Now- aOn -Our

Easy- Payment- Plan

E invite you to take advantage of our convenient pay-

ment plan in purchasing your tires and tubes. No

red tape to this plan. A small down payment and balance

in payments to suit your own convenience.

UNITED OIL CORPORATION
PHONE 1800 1215-21 FIRST AVE.

-WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS-

FURNITURE OF OUALITY

H ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years

BY I. PREDICTUM
I. PREDICTUM surveys the impos-

ing array of football games scheduled
for this Saturday with something
akin to a prayer in his heart. With
the current season rounding into No-
vember, only twenty elevens, big or
small, remain undefeated or untied.
Of these, Colgate, an Eastern team,
leads the list, with Auburn a close
second. Colgate and Southern Cali-
fornia are the only aggregations still
unscored-on.

In the South, undefeated Virginia
Poly will make an effort to maintain
its precious standing against formida-
ble Alabama. Both elevens boast a
victory over Kentucky. But whereas
Virginia Poly faced Kentucky with
its full strength, the Crimson Tide
was handicapped by the loss of the
main cog in its machine, John "Hur-
ry" Cain, one of the South's out-
standing candidates for All-American
honors. With Cain back in the line-
up, as it is hoped he will be, Ala-
bama should be able to win this im-
portant game.

In another outstanding contest, the
Duke Blue Devils face Kentucky.
Banking on the great showing Duke
made against Tennessee last Saturday,
your prophet favors Duke. Tulane,
despite the lack of scoring punch it
displayed last Saturday, should de-
feat Georgia Tech. The North Caro-
lina Tarheels will have no difficulty
against Florida unless the Alligators
-how a sudden reversal of form which
is very doubtful.

Auburn rests, as Tennessee, relax-
ing after its bitter battle with Duke,
takes on Mississippi State. The Vol
victory shoud be decisive. Vander-
bilt will repulse Maryland success-
fully, and the powerful Furman
eleven will defeat Wofford. Louisiana
State. its record thus far unblemished
by defeats, should win over South

Carolina, disregarding the I a t t e r
eleven's noteworthy stand against Tu-
lane last week.

North Carolina State will have no
trouble with Davidson. Centenary will
undoubtedly defeat S. E. Teachers,
but the Mercer-Centre game involves
difficulties. Basing his choice on past
performances, I. PREDICTUM favors
Mercer. Texas reigns favorite over
Baylor as does Rice over Arkansas.
Texas A. and M. should nose out
Southern Methodist, although the law
of average proclaims the latter as a
probable winner. Texas Christian,
fresh from an easy victory last week,
has a "breather" in Simmons. Vir-
ginia should defeat Washington and
Lee and William and Mary will down
W. M.I.

The East will see many powerful
teams in action this Saturday. St.
Mary's, one of the strongest elevens
on the Western Coast, comes east to
demonstrate the football superiority
of the West. Fordham is the hapless
victim. In another inter-sectonal game,
New York faces the Georgia Bulldogs.
Unless an upset results from this en-
counter, lay all bets on the eastern
team.

One of the most colorful battles
in this section of the country will be
the Army-Harvard game. The Crimson
has been pointing for this contest,
but the Army is nevertheless heavily

(Please turn to page 12)
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PROPHET PICKS DUKE
(Continued from Page 11)

favored. If the West Point eleven

clicks in the manner it is capable of

doing, it should win by at least three

touchdowns.

Brown's unbeaten machine will be

forced to the limit to defeat Holy

Cross, also undefeated. With the re-

sult of the Harvard-Brown game of

last week foremost in his mind, I.

PREDICTUM concedes a slight edge

to Brown, but has his fingers crossed

in case he is wrong. Columbia should

continue along the primrose path at

the expense of Navy.

The Pittsburgh Panther, having dis-

posed of Notre Dame, casts hungry

eyes in the direction of Pennsylvania.

The Penn eleven is yet to experience

the stigma of defeat, but Pittsburgh,

by virtue of its surprising victory

over Notre Dame last week, is fav-

ored to win.
The Red Raiders of Colgate, boast-

ing the best record in the country to

date, will easily crush Mississippi

College under the impact of its pow-

erful offense. Cornell, aggrieved be-

cause of its loss to Columbia last

Saturday, will take its stored-up spite

out on little Albright. Plucky New

Hampshire must inevitably succumb

to the superior power of Dartmouth

and the Princeton Tiger will sharpen

its claws at the expense of Lehigh.

Temple will defeat the downtrodden

Haskell Indians.
The most important game in the

Midwest finds Northwestern pitted
against Ohio State, and this contest
is the chief source of I. PREDIC-
TUM'S worries for the week. Suffice
it to say that the out-come is a toss-
up. Both elevens are due, and it is
just a question of which one will
click. Simply because he has to, your
prophet casts his vote for Northwest-
ern with three rousing cheers for
Ohio State.

Coach Anderson of Notre Dame,
thoroughly disgusted with his eleven's
showing against Pittsburgh, has made
several changes in his starting line-up.
Notre Danme will enter the game
against Kansas this week in a very
bad franie of mind. Chalk up a decis-
iv~e win for the Irish.

In Big Ten Conference struggles,
Purdue will emerge victorious over
Chicago by at least three touchdowns,
Wisconsiii will defeat Illinois decis-
ively, and Michigan should have no
trouble with Indiana.

Oklahoma will defeat Missouri easi-
ly. Nebraska is heavily favored over
Iowa and Kansas State should take
Iowa State into camp. The powerful
Minnesota eleven will administer a
decisive trimming to Mississippi and
the potent attack of Michigan State
will snow South Dakota under. Day-
ton and Detroit are favorites to de-
feat John Carroll and Marquette re-
spectively. North Dakota will trample
on a prostrate Morningside. The Ok-
lahoma Aggies, conquerors of Okla-
homa, will overcome Tulsa with ease.

In the Farwest, undefeated, untied,
and unscored-on Southern California
faces a real test in California. Your
prophet has a queer feeling that an up-
set is in the air, but lacking the
courage of his convictions, prophesies
a close victory for U. S. C. Wash-
ington State will conquer Idaho by
about thirty points. Oregon is favor-
ed to defeat Oregon Stae, and should
accomplish this end. Stanford, after
suffering two defeats in as many
weeks, meets another strong oppo-
nent in Washington. Here, again, an
upset is not improbable, but Stan-
ford should win. Loyola and Santa
Clara will administer decisive de-
feats to New Mexico and Coll.

HERALD PROPHET FAILS
(Continued from Page 11)

ly routine of tie games must inevi-
tably get on the Buckeye nerves. N.
Y. U. suffered its worst defeat in
eight years when the Purdue Boiler-
makers representing the football in-
terests of the Midwest as opposed to
those of the East, ran up a score of
34-9 against their purple-clad oppon-
ents.

Nebraska won another conference

vctory, this time with Kansas State

as the reluctant victim. Michigan

State further demonstrated the foot-

ball superiority of the Midwest over
the East by turning back Syracuse
27-13.

In the Farwest, the University of
California in Los Angeles maintained
her unbeaten record by adding the
scalps of other western elevens. It
must be remembered that I. PREDIC-
TUM conceded U. C. L. A. a good
chance for victory; that realization,
at least, acts as a soothing balm to
the mental unrest engendered by the
outcome of a large portion of Satur-
day's football games. California, Wash-
ington and Wash,ngton State, experi-
enced no difficulty in winning their
respective contests.

OFFHAND OBSERVATIONS
(Continued From Page 4)

very effectively to the tune of "Oh

There Ain't no Flies on Auntie."

If you recall, a few weeks back

McGoofus issued a plea for a colum-

nist Battle Royal to liven things up

a bit. "Flare" and "Town Topics"

responded nicely. E. L. M. of "Gun-

botham's School Daze" took three

weeks to think up something and then

came out with a broadside, which
might well have been titled, "All out
of step save E. L. M." He doesn't
like the work of any of the other col-
umnists. There is no denying that he
crashed through with the desired fire

works.
made it

he did,

Really he shouldn't have

so hard on himself but since

a muzzleburst to Limoncito

(by all means look up the Spanish).
Let's look over his column for last

week. Hs says, "We (editorial we)

have been fed up with this column

for some weeks." So have we all,

brother. He alludes to a hypothetical

"Col. Throttlebottom" being that way

about a hypothetical "Mrs. Schmaltz."

Where does he get all those delight-

fully humorous names? Throttlebot-

tom and Schmaltz, those names seem
to reek slightly of the Moon Mullins
comic strip. Give him credit for dis-
guising "Plushbottom" by changing it

to "Throttlebottom." The latter, by
strange coincidence, is the name that

HERE are entirely different kinds of tobacco.
Blend them and you get a different taste.
Cross-Blend them and you get a better taste.
While blending mixes the tobaccos together, Cross-Blending "welds" and

joins" their flavors into one.
Imagine doing this with the world's finest cigarette tobaccos--many kinds

of Bright tobacco, a great many types of Burley tobacco and numerous
grades of Turkish tobacco!

What you have when you've finished is Chesterfield tobacco-better than
any one kind, better than a blend of all kinds-really a new kind of tobacco
flavor that's milder, more fragrant and a whole lot more pleasing to the taste.

held
CROSS-BLENDED for MILDER BETTER TASTE

Nate Gershwin gave to the vice-presi-
dent in his hit "Of Thee I Sing."
McGoofus has rather comprehensive
reports on the extra-curriculum activi-
ties of "Limoncito" but hopes that it
will not be necessary to publish them.

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

A Citizen Wherever We Serve
1330 Broadway

R. M. Harding, Manager

Wherever you buy
Cheteriel s~ouget

them just as fresih as
ifyou came by our

factory door

S932,I IGGETT & MYERs TOSACCO CO.
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TO-WN
TOPIC,/"
It won't be long now before Colum-

bus will he seething with the football

crowds, colorful, excited, enthusiastic.

The annual Georgia-Auburn game ori-

ginated in Columbus, and has been

a part of the town ever since. As a

matter of fact, one could hardly rec-

ognize it as the same town while the

students, rooters, bands, etc., are here.

Football history has been made

here, too. Famous teams, famous

players, have alike appeared here in

days gone by and each year the games

become more colorful than ever. This

year, too, the game promises many

thrills-even more so than for some

time past, since a team of champion-

ship caliber will be matched against

one that is bent on stopping it at all

costs.

One word bf warning, however.

Don't park your car near the stadium
unless you anticipate a lot of traffic-
bad traffic at that.

Warning-to all who do not desire

publicity: Don't ask the conductor

of the Flare whether or not he has
received any fan mail.

Capt. Yarborough's practical joke
with the oversize shoulder bars appar-

ently turned into a boomerang, for

the Publicity Magnate was seen last
Saturday wearing them on the occas-
ion of his advancement.

Most of us didn't know, a few weeks

ago, when Captain Barnett appeared in
the burdensome bars, that Captain
Yarborough had made them and given
them to the Ace. In fact, knowing the
Publicity man as we do, we'd hardly
suspect him of conceiving such a pro-
ject.

There are quite a few, too, at the
post, who suspect that Captain Yar-
borough was wearing that raincoat last
Saturday with the intention of con-
ceiling the bars but Ham Kelly upset
that plan, if such a one were 'in the
Captain's mind, by loudly calling
everyone's attention to them in the
Post Exchange. We can not, of course,
prove that the raincoat was worn with
the express intention of hiding the
bars--in fact, Captain Yarborough em-
phatically denies it, but we must ad-

mit that it looks mighty suspicious.
Another thing-it looks almost like

an election bet-we would suspect it
if it were not for the fact that the
whole incident took place three days
before the election.

Fort Benning is blossoming out with
public speakers and politicians. One
would hardly think that the Army
would prove a very good training
ground for professional politicians,
but the speeches made in the Officers'
Club last Tuesday are a very fair in-
dication of the versatility of the In-
fantry School and the variety of its
courses. It seems to us that the
Fourth Section could use some of
these budding orators in expounding
some of its problems and in training
monographers in the proper presenta-
tion of their speeches, but we hesitate
to sugest that to the Chief of Section.
He might think we were kidding him.

Armistice Day Celebrated At
Benning In Customary Manner

Armistice Day will be observed at
Fort Benning on Friday as a holiday,
during which all duties except guard

and other necessary overhead will be

suspended.
Military honors in memory of the

war dead will consist of a national
salute of twenty-one guns, which will
be fired at noon by a battery of the
83rd Field Artillery. While the salute
is being fired all traffic will be stop-
ped and all military personnel out of
doors will stand at attention.

The national flag will fly at half-
staff from reveille until the first gun
of the national salute is fired when it
will be hoisted to full-staff.

Troops will enjoy special holiday
dinners in their respective mess-halls.

Fort Benning troops will also aid
in the celebration of Armistice Day at
Tallahassee, Fla., where a platoon of
Christie tanks belonging to the 67th
Infantry (Medium Tanks) will be ex-
hibited.

'E' Company Recipient Of
Letter Of Commendation

Captain George J. Forster, "E" Com-
pany, 29th Infantry, was the recipient
of the following note in recognition of
the gratuitous services he and his com-
pany rendered to polo in improving
Shannon Field:

"On behalf of the polo players of
the garrison I wish to express the deep
appreciation we all feel for the gen-
erous contribution to polo you and
our company made yesterday in work-

ing on Shannon Field. I consider your
(Piease turn to page 3)

Major S. A. White
Honored Highly

High honor in recognition of his

extensive scientific knowledge and ex-

perience in the medical research field

has been conferred upon Major Sam-

uel A. White, Medical Corps, assist-

ant surgeon at Fort Benning, by his

selection as chief of the medical re-

search department of the chemical

warfare service, United States Army.
The appointment of Major White

to his new position which will be-
come effective about January 1, 1933,
was made by the Adjutant General
upon the personal request of Major
General Harry L. Gilchrst, chief of
the chemical warfare service, and with
the approval of Major General Robert
U. Patterson, surgeon general of the
Army.

Major White is a native of Georgia,
where he was born on June 15, 1887.
He received his M. D. degree from
the University of South Carolina in
1912, and in 1916 he was graduated
from Johns Hopkins University. He
was graduated from the Army Medical
School in 1917, and a few years later
he becamean instructor at the same
institution, and served six years in
that capacity. He entered the Army as
a first lieutenant, Medical Section,
0. R. C., in February, 1917, and re-
ceived his appointment in the regu-
lar army in August of the same year.
He was promoted to Captain in No-
vember 1918, and was advanced to his
present rank of Major in April, 1919.

NUMBER 29

Inclement Weather Proves Barrier
To Tennis Tourn.ament Matches

I. S. D. Operating
Under New Plan

The Infantry School Detachment,
containing the largest aggregation of

enlisted specialists in the army is op-

erating under a new administrative
organization, which becomes effective
upon the approval of a study and
recommendation of a board which
has had the matter under considera-
tion for some time.

The new organization, which also
changes the name of the detachment
to the Infantry School Provisional
Battalion, divides th e men into two
companies, known as the first com-
pany and second company, and also
provides for an administrative staff
for the battalion commander, Major
B. Catron with a number of enlisted
assistants, wh o s e duties correspond
to those of noncommissioned staff
officers.

Captain Benjamin B. Bain has been
designated S-1, S-2, public relations
officer, and agent finance officer, and
Captain Charles W. Pence will per-
form the staff duties known as S-3,
S-4, athletic and recreation officer,
and police officer.

Sergeant George Mowry has been
designated acting battalion sergeant-
major, Sergeant Herbert 0. Richard-
son is acting battalion supply sergeant,
and Sergeant Frank A. Smith, is act-
ing battalion police sergeant. Other
enlisted assistants on the battalion
staff include Privates James A. Gibbs,
and Private Earl N. Cosner, acting

(Please turn to page 3)

Pulsifer Elected Mayor Of Biglerville
Honorary Title Bestowed Upon Assistant Secretary Of Officers' Club

After Stirring Speech Tuesday Night

A fever of excitement gripped the
vast assemblage in the Officers' Club

last Tuesday evening. Politics was
everywhere the topic of discussion.

Ballots were distributed. The biggest
event of the year in the estimation of
many was to take place. The Mayor
of Biglerville was to be elected.

At the precise psychological mo-
ment, Lt. Ralph Pulsifer stepped up
to the improvised platform, placed
his hand majestically on the micro-
phone, and began his harangue of the
audience. "No Mud" was the slogan
he carried with him into battle. The
salient features of his speech were
regulation of the hours when a radio
would be permitted to function in
full blast, sidewalks in Biglerville,
roads paved with brick instead of
mud, and the elimination of window
shades because they did away with
much of the scenic attraction for
which Biglerville is reputed to be
famous. He urged that all pianists
(he stumbled over the pronunciation
of this word, but eventually made a
nice recovery) obtain licenses before
disturbing Biglerville p e a c e. Occas-
ionally he had to pause in the course
of his speech to let the applause die
down.

In the pandemomium that followed
the conclusion of the speech, Maj.
Lewis requested that his candidacy for
Bull-slinger be announced. This was
done.

Major Harding was then prevailed
upon to introduce Lieutenant "Ham"

Kelly to his eager public. Lieut. Kelly
had conducted an extensive campaign
for the office of Practical Joker. With

becoming modesty, the lieutenant-
politician disdained to go before the
microphone. Unfortunately, at the
very moment when the renowned prac-
tical joker began his speech, he was
seized with a violent attack of laryn-
gitis. Nothing daunted, he continued
in the face of this tremendous handi-
cap. In the middle of his speech, the
attack left him and he burst forth
with a flood of finest oratory.

The audience proved very appre-
ciative of the noble sacrifice the wor-
thy lieutenant had made and applaud-
ed him loudly when his speech came
to an end.

Captain Lawson, not to be outdone
by his political rival, Lt. Pulsifer, had
himself introduced by Major Lewis,
and then took the floor. Captain
Lawson admitted that he was a self-
made man. Charges to the effect that
he was not an American, and there-
fore ineligible for the mayoralty of
Biglreville, he declared were false.

At a tender age, he had been bereft
of his mother and was left in the
care of a "harsh and unscrupulous
father." He then proceeded to re-
count some of the hair-raising ex-
periences of his childhood. The audi-
ence was plunged in sorrow when he
told how his cruel father had ordered
him to "go, and never darken his
door again." Continuing even in the
face of this adversity, he went to the

big city, by name Columbus, where
he gradually developed into the fine
type of man he is today, this by his

own admission. If elected, he prom-
ised to work in harmony with his
distinguished though less famous col-
league, Franklin Delano Roosevelt.

Shortly after this noteworthy effort,
Maj. Lewis went up to the platform

to announce the result of the vote.
Lt. Ralph Pulsifer had the greatest
gift in the eyes of Biglerville bestowed
upon him by receiving the office of
Mayor. Captains Lawson and Forster
received honorable mention. Lt. Kelly
was an overwhelming choice for Prac-
tical Joker with Major Kraft and Lt.
Malin Craig second and third choices.
The Second Section came through
with flying colors in the voting for
the office of Bull-thrower. Captain
Bloomquist had this high honor be-
stowed upon him, with Captain Hal-
loran of the Horse, and Capt. 0. 0.
Wilson close upon his heels. Maj.
Harding, Maj. Lewis, and several
others also ran. Miss Brita Jabelonsky
was elected Queen of the Platinum
Blonds.

In the pandemonium that followed,
Lt. Pulsifer was discovered patting
himself on the back.

In the course of the evening, it was
further decided that Franklin Delano
Roosevelt would be the next President
of the United States.
FULL TEXT OF MAYOR'S ADDRESS

WILL BE FOUND ON PAGE 12

Inclement weather over the week-

end made it impossible to run off
the first round matches of the handi-
cap tennis tournament as scheduled.

It is hoped that these belated first
round matches may be played off in

the course of the present week, wea-
ther permitting.

Because of the insufficient number
of entries, there will be no ladies
handicap tournament unless one is
decided upon later. The Ladies'
Tennis Committee, however, has ar-
ranged a ladder. Approximately two
dozen women players are ranked on
this ladder according to their degree
of proficiency. Each lady must de-
fend her position at least six times;
she is permitted to challenge the
player ranked two steps above her.
Mrs. Dorothy Lynch heads the wo-
man's ranking.

The list determining the handicaps
of the participants in the men's tour-
nament, with the possible exception of
the first ten ranking players, is ad-
mittedly inaccurate. The Tennis
Committee has as yet had no oppor-
tunity to pass judgment on the brand
of tennis played by many of the en-
trees. The tournament, however,
should provide the Tennis Commit-
tee with a fairly accurate basis for
ranking the players on the post ac-
cording to their ability. There is,
of course, a tentative ranking; this
list can easily be revised at the con-
clusion of the present tournament
with a view towards making it more
accurate.

The chairman of the Men's Tennis
Committee is Major Lewis. Captain
Bassett and Captain Drake comprise
the other members,.

Captain Drake, post tennis cham-
pon, is ranked number one. Bassett,
Sherburne, and Lynch follow in that
order. There are twenty-six entries
in the tournament. The method of
determining the handicaps of the
various players is rather complicated.
An example, instead of a detailed de-
scription, will serve to illustrate the
method. If Drake, number one, were
to play Rudolph, number fourteen,
the difference would be thirteen.
Rudolph would then receive a handi-
cap of thirteen points, or one in each
game until his handicap was con-
sumed. A detailed account of the
system used is to be found on the
bulletin board located in the tennis
courts.

Besides the men's singles and dou-
bles tournament, there is one now in
progress for boys, aged fourteen and
other. If present plans come to a
head, there will also be a mixed dou-
bles tournament.

0

Post Public Relations
Officer Is Abvanced

Benning's publicity officer, Captain
L. W. Yarborough, reecived official
notification last week of his promo-
tion. Captain Yarborough has acted
in the capacity of publicity officer
since September, 1931.

Captain Yarborough has shown
much efficiency in handling an assign-
ment calling for an unusual amount
of tact and diplomacy, and has done
a great deal to create an accurate pic-
ture of the Infantry School in the
eyes of the civilian population of the
surrounding territory and in the eyes
of other Army posts.

Before his assignment as Publicity
(Please turn to page 12)
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Infantry School Dramatic Club Opens
Season Tonight With "Pomeroy's Past" By VERA WINSTON

The Infantry School Dramatic Club
will open its season on the nights of
November 11th and 12th with 'Pom-
roy's Past -a .comedy in three acts
by Clare Kummer. This production,
which was played in New York a few
years ago by Laura Hope Crews and
Ernest Truex in the leading roles,

guests: Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Endicott,
Lieut. Col. and Mrs. R. H. Kelley,
Maj... and Mrs. Emil W. Leard. Maj.
and Mrs. J. S. Switzer. Maj and Mrs.
S. E. Brett, Capt. and Mrs. L. H.
Rooks, Mrs. Emory, Miss Phyllis Sar-
gent, Capt. G. J. Forster, and Lieut.
Wv7"T. I_ T i

scored a -huge success. It is an amus- Wi. .i. .- I uIN1tUy.
ing story of a young bachelor, Pom-
eroy Chilton, who tries to escape, COL. AND MRS. F. F. JEWETT
and succeeds, from the apron-strings ENTERTAIN SPECIAL UNITS
of his domineering old maid aunt, AT TEA
Amanda. His various efforts to es- Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Frank F. Jewett
cape cause many complications but were the, hos:s Tuesday afternoon
end in his finally marrying his child- from four to six at a delightful tea
hood sweetheart, Mary Thorne. given in honor of the Special Units

The three principal characters will of the Post. Throughout the house
be played by Lieut. Charles Treat, as Fall flowers were used and in the
"Pomeroy." Nellie Totten, as "Am- dining room, the tea table was laid
anda," and Phyllis Sargent, as "Mary with a lace cloth. In the center was
Thorne." With the exception of Mrs. a large silver bowl of pink dahlias
J. R. Pierce and Lieut. B. M. Greeley, and tapers of corresponding color.
this cast will be an entirely new one Mrs. T. B. Catron and Mrs. Geoffrey
to Fort Benning audiences. Mrs. Ores- Marshall poured. Assisting in the din-
tes Cleveland, the dircetor, has been ing room were Mrs. J. E. Hull, Mrs.
associated with the Dramatic Club for A. H. Luse, Mrs. M. M. Boatner
several years, both as an actress in and Mrs. C. T. Skow. The guest list
"Holiday" and as the director of included members of the Special
"Capt. Applejack." Units and former members.

* * * * * *

LITTLE STANFORD PILET
CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY

Little Stanford Pilet, the young son
of Lieut. and Mrs. N. C. Pilet, cele-
brated his first birthday Saturday af-
ternoon with a lovely party at the
quarters of his parents. For the oc-
casion ice cream and a large white
cake with a little candle was served.
The little guests were: Annette Gree-
ley, Ducky McManus, Felicia Howell,
Ann Louise Howell, Jane Decker, Joe
Wilson, Eugene Ridings and Jimmie
Bowen.

* * a

COLONEL AND MRS. FRANCIS
ENDICOTT HONORED AT DINNER

Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Francis C. En-
dicott were the honor guests last Wed-
nesday evening at a delightful dinner
given by Capt. and Mrs. Charles R.
Sargent. Throughout the house Au-
tumn flowers were used and decorat-
ing the table was a large silver bowl
of yellow chrysanthemums, yellow
tapers completed the decorations.
Capt. and Mrs. Sargent had as their

FROM EVERY
STANDPOINT
You'll find FORE-

MOST Ice Cream

purer, more health-

ful and tastier than

any other kind.

Call the

SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.

SUPPER MEMBERS AT OFFICERS'
CLUB THURSDAY EVENING HAS

MANY ADDED FEATURES
The supper dance at the Officers'

Club Thursday evening was one of the
most delightful affairs of the week.
The club was attractively decorated
in red, white and blue. Small flags
and other favors were used as Ar-
mistice favors. Among those reserv-
ing tables were: Maj. and Mrs. Court-
ney H. Hodges, and twenty, Maj. and
Mrs. Robert S. Lytle and twenty, Maj.
11"A. if - - 4- --

Attractive Accessories in
Leathers.

The shops are now replete with most
attractive accessories, as well as lovely
clothes. Shoes, gloves, handbags,
belts, and neckwear are available in
styles to suit every type, and in buy-
ing you must consider each item in re-
lation to the rest of your wardrobe.
We have sketched some of the latest
anti most attractive accessories. The

inaiU IVIrs. rrancs v.. onnam and hat of an-eloe- suede with sailor brim
eighteen, Maj. and Mrs. Norman D. is trimmed with a gold buckle and a
Cota and twenty- perky little bow of the leather. The

brown suede belt has a tortoise shell
CAPT. AND*MRS. N. A. WIMBER- buckle. The bag, of pouch shape with

LEY ENERTAIN GUESTS AT odd fastening, is of brown alligator
OFFICERS' CLUB piped with gold. It can be used ,or

Capt. and Mrs. Norris A. Wimberley sports or more dressy wear. The shoe,
yof alligator, combined with chocolatewere the hosts Thursday evening at colored kid, is a splendid type of shoe

he supper dance at the Officers' Club. to go with a suit or sports coat, or
Covers were laid for twenty. The even a coat for general day wear.
guests were Capt. and Mrs. Edward Shoes are rather plain this season, de-
I. Renth. Capt. and Mrs. John A. pending on exquisite leathers, fine,
Otto, Capt. and Mrs. George S. Beat- aristocratic lines and harmonius de-
ly, Lt. and Mrs. Chazal, Capt. and tails. Novelty shoes are eschewed-by
Mrs. Haisley, Capt. and Mrs. Harvey the correct dresser.
H. Smith, Capt. and Mrs. John H. the young participants. Among the
Hinwood, and Capt. and Mrs. Chester features were. the balloon dance,
C. Westfall, Capt. and Mrs. H. D. "girls' choice," and the slipper dance.
A yers. The hostesses were: The Misses Esther

Weeks, Matile Griswold, Virgniia
CAPT. AND MRS. H. J. GOLIGHTLY Wadsworth. Frances Lewis, Mary Lee

MAKE RESERVATIONS AT Bond, Frances Swift, Elizabeth Evans,
OFFICERS' CLUB FOR DINNER Anne Browne and Anne Yancey. The

Capt. and Mrs. Harvey J. Golightly "nest list included about thirty of
entertained a party of congenial the hich school sub-deb set. Col. and
friends at the dinner dance at the Of- Mrs. T. W. Brown, Lieut. and Mrs.
ficers' Club Thursday evening. Their Bond, and Mrs. Evans chaperoned.
guest list included: Capt. and Mrs.
Lloyd Barnett, Capt. and Mrs. Charles MANY ENTERTAIN BEFORE DRA-
W. Hanna, Capt. and Mrs. James P. MATIC CLUB PLAY FRIDAY
Gammon, Capt. and Mrs. George 0. EVENING
Clark, Capt. and Mrs. Michael E. Hal- Many delightful affairs will precede
loran, Capt. and Mrs. Laurin L. Wil. the Dramatic Club play, "Pomeroy's
liams, and Lieut. and Mrs. Fay Smith. Past" Friday evening.

* * *A V- -

MEMBERS OF SUB-DEB SET GIVE
DANCE AT POLO HUNT CLUB
Nine attractive members of the sub-

deb set entertained with a delightful
dance at the Polo Hunt Club Friday
evening. The 24th Infantry orchestra
played for the dance from nine to
twelve. During the dance many stunts
and special features were enjoyed by

Sheet Music
Classical and Popular

Celeste Waddell Betjeman

Humes Company
PHONE 382

Among those entertaining at din-
ner, will be Capt. and Mrs. R. Lov-
ett. honored their house guest with
a dinner of 10. Major and Mrs. J.
B. Thompson will entertain at their
quarters with a dinner of 18 and
Major and Mrs. 0. W. Griswold with
a charming dinner of 8.

WEST POINT CLASS OF '24 GIVE
DANCE AT MUSCOGEE CLUB
The graduates of the West Point

class of '24 entertained Thursday ev-
ening at the Muscogee club with a
dinner dance. Individual tables were
arranged around the sides of the
hall room cabaret style. The tables
were attractively decorated with vases
of chrysanthemums and favors of the
elass of '24 were presented to the
ladies.

The Dixonians furnished the music
for dancing.

The guest list included the gradu.
ates from the class of '24, their wives
and dates-

Lieut Dowdall Will
Talk To Sojourners

One of the colossal and most im-
pressive spectacles of modern times,
according to many observers, was the
Eucharistic Congress which was held
in Dublin, Ireland, this summer. A l
Fort Benning officer, Lieutenant Harry
G. Dowdall, who visited in Ireland
at the time, and attended the gigantic
religious assemblage, will relate his
experiences and describe his impres-.
sions of the event at the Polo-Hunt
Club on the evening of Tuesday, Nov.
15.

All members of the Fort Benning
garrison, including the ladies, and
friends, are invited to attend Lieuten-
ant Dowdall's lecture, which will be
,felivered under the auspices of Fort
Benning Chapter No. 8, National So-
journers, commencing at eight o'clock.

Scenes of the religious processions
in Dublin and other views of places
in Ireland visited by Lieutenant Dow-
and will describe during his lecture,
of lantern slides which he has pre-
pared to illustrate his talk.

Among the scenes of the Congress,
which Lieutenant Dowdall witnessed
and will describe during his lecture,
was the landing of Cardinal Lauri,
papal legate to the Congress, at Cobh,
and the extraordinary public recep-
tion accorded t h e church digni-
tary upon his arrival. Another scene
which made a vivid impression upon
Lieutenant Dowdall was the assemb-
lage of 250,000 pilgrims in Phoenix
Park, at Dublin. This enormous crowd
was addressed by speakers, by means
of loudspeaking equipment, disposed
at convenient places in the gathering.

Gigantic choruses, composed of So-
dalities of Europe and representing
modern and medieval nations, and
each arrayed in native costumes of
their respective periods, sang hymns

(Please turn to page 3)

LAY. AWAY YOUR

XMAS GIFTS
NOW

460

Bulova

Baguettes

Give Jewelry This Year

Gifts That Last

USE OUR DIV IDED

PAYMENT PLAN

PEKOR'S
JEWELERS

1221 Broadway

WATCH
FOR

Opening
Of

ROSENBERG'S
TOYLAND

Max Rosenberg Co.
1145 Broadway

COME TO THE

DOLAN-HENRY HAT SHOP
(At Alsobrook's)

FOR THE LATEST IN MILLINFERY
YOUR ACCOUNTS SOLICITED
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It Pays To

Quality
Variety .
Economy
Service -

Fort Benning, Ga.POST EXCHANGE

The Post Exchange is not authorized to sell to any
person not in the Military Service
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Social Calendar

Nov. 11-Draiatic Club perform-
ance of "Pomeroy's Past"

Nov. 12-Second performance of
"Pomeroy's Past"

Nov. 14-Literary section of Wo-
man's Club will meet at
the Polo Hunt Club

Nov. 15-Opeiinmeeting of So-
journers

Nov. 16-Officers of the Refresher
Class will entertain Maj.
Gen. Campbell King and
Staff and Faculty of Inf.
School at Polo Club

Nov. 17 Regular Thursday Even-
ing supper dance

The

Grapevine
Telegraph

Roosevelt all elected now ... and
nothing we can do about it . . .

And we hear several people on the
post sent ballots back to their home
towns for absentee voting . . . Mayor
of Biglerville elected too. Congratu-
lations, Mayor! Excerpts from the
wvinning candidates' speeches are
worth quoting . . . but we hear the
whole text is being printed elsewhere.

Tense moments at the Officers'
Club, too, a few days before elections.
Sunday-in fact-an uninvited visitor
installed himself under the Club-a
visitor wearing a conventional black
coat with a long white stripe down
the back. Perhaps the outfit is f a-
miliar to you . . . Anyhow he wasn't
hard to identify . . . He had a per-
sonality which soon penetrated the
entire Club from the remotest recess-
es of the Reading Room to Dan em-
erging to give Curb Service . . . In
vain was a live chicken placed se-
ductively outside the porch . . . in
vain, rustling, threatening noises to
scare the guest away. Sometime
Monday he left . . . with the terrify-
ing prospect that he would probably
return Tuesday night to cast his bal-
lot for the Mayor of Biglerville . . .

* * *
Can we believe it? The sun has

actually come out of retirement .-
dangerous to e v en write about it
perhaps . . . Something positively tem-
Iperamental about this Georgia sun.
All it needs to be scared away is
oiie polo game and a tennis tourna-
meat. Results guaranteed . . .

Woman's Club going industrial..

and amalgamating all sorts of smaller
clubs into itself•. -. The Garden
Club-"What to plant and what to
do in our little back yards." The
Literary Club "Reading with a pur-
pose and aiming to stimulate further
reading"-and the Bridge Club
(something new) "meeting once a
month, with prizes and perhaps a
talk by a bridge authority." All these
once individual, now to be under the
main Club. Very up and coming - -

all this. the President should be con

U

ARMY NA VY
TRADEV MARK

Demand
N. S. MEYER, INC.

Military Insignia
and

Uniform
Equipments

Our merchandise is made of
finest quality materials and beat
workmanship. It carries an un-
limited guarantee of satisfaction.

AT YOUR POST EXCHANGE

N. S. MEYER, INC.

NEW YORK
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Girl Scout Not-es
I II

Before lunch we built a little log cab- big appetites. At about two-thirty we

in out of twigs and pine needles. It reached the Scout cabin, after one

had a stone path down to the "ocean," of the jolliest days in the year.

Cardinal Troop other room where they studied for

Tuesday, November 8. There was "Tenderfoot." Betty Ann Allbright

a surprise for most of us in the Car- signalled for us and after we were

dinal troop! An overnight trip to finished we handed in our papers to

the Academic Camp! The purpose the patrol leader's aid. Ann Cota

is to pass the Pioneer's Badge, so only got hers in first with 10 points and

those who signed up for it may go. Dorothy Negrotto's patrol got theirs

But you few who didn't-never mind; in second with 5 points.

you're going on a hike with Mrs. Then Mrs. Kellam talked to us a

Matchett the same day! little and then we formed a "Good-

Everyone was glad to see Mrs. Mat- night Circle" and sang some songs.

chett at our meeting; she came to After this we were all dismissed ex-

make announcements about the hike cept the patrol leaders. We stayed

and riding, but most important-to around the cabin while they had a

invest some Tenderfoot girls. One meeting. And after they had finished

was our Lieutenant, Mrs. Wadsworth, they told us what to do for next meet-

who, we hear, learned and passed the ing and we went home.
Morse code in twenty-four hours. Pine Tree Troop

Today we received our song shets, Last meeting we were kept very

and with the aid of these, we sang busy training Tenderfoot Scouts and

loud and long. We really wish Mrs. practising signalling.
Matchett could have come earlier and We took turns sending words back

heard us. and forth to each other which helped
Daffodil Troop a lot of us who haven't passed Sec-

Last Friday our Scouts started at ond Class.
3 o'clock as usual, and everyone was I tell you folks, these tenderfoot
present. The first thing we had was girls are certainly working hard and
inspection and then the pledge of when they get their Girl Scout pins

allegiance to the flag and the promise. they will have really earned them.

Then we sang the "Promise Song" But I know they will have their re-

and "Oh Beautiful Banner." Then ward for we have been promised all

we went to our Patrol corners and sorts of exciting things by our leaders

had a signalling game of Cities. Mrs. when all of the girls are working on

Kellam sent all the new girls into an- their Second Class test.

gratulated ...And new dues too. .,. den hounds. All this business in Aus-

Nice depression rates . . . $1.50 an- tin Loop-a whole system of trenches

nually instead of $2.00 and meetings being dug-all to install a new tele-

once a month instead of twice. phone system-is really upsetting the
* * * tournament to be held . . . and then,

Something v e r y suspicious about gardener of the Loop-has really been

this Women's Tennis Tournament touchingly heroic about it, .and
..First a notice appears in the Bul- htouo ic.abou t t he in

letin saying insufficient entries will has even told Lt. Lanahan that he is

not allow the feminine part of the eager to plant vegetables and a few

tournament to be held ... and hten, discreet flower beds on the edges of
al of a sudden, a new lease on life, those particular ditches behind his
and apparently the W om en's Tour- tqu artrs• rW e c e s uh i is

niament is revived with all of 18 en- quarters. We commend such spirit!

r tries. Very suspicious and we hear Along with other tournaments-
) lack of consultation in the first place just to keep in the spirit of it all

with the proper persons is to blame wust t ee in stofaigla Caefulherefte--yo genle-we hear there is going to be a Bridge

* " "Careful-hereafter-you gentle- Tournament at the Club. November
,m on the Tennis Committee . .- -th is the day; adies to compete at

* S 5 p. in.; gentlemen to play at 8 in
. Decidedly diminutive quality about the evening. Everything to be very

. the Ladies' Riding classes these morn- mu ch according to Hoyle -or is it
raigs . .. early hours . .. too much Culbertson?-for the Club is an offi-
rain . . . nasty disposition of horses cialI member of the United States
. . . Just what does seem to be the Bridge Association. Duplicate Contract

trouble? will be played--which means that dur-

ing the evening everyone will sooner
Really valuable, these riding class- or later receive the same hand. No

es, though. Especially the little talks alibis about "luck" to be allowed and
before the class begins. Learned all official referee to be present to smooth

about the horse's anatomy at 9 a. m. all ruffles. Sir, we offer you your con-
the other morning . . . all about dolences in advance-and may the

IU

flanks and chestnuts and burrs . . . foxiest players win-.-.
or some such things . . . "And now," H. M. G.
concluded Major Thompson pleas-0
antly, "if you ladies must be horsey "E", COMPANY RECIPIENT OF
over the bridge tables, you can at COMMENDATION
least be correctly so!" Score one for (Continued from page
all riding instructors! action an example of superior co-op.

eration."
And what were post reactions to A. V. ARNOLD,

all this election excitement? Well, we MAJOR, F. A.,
heard worth preservation . . . Lt. Chairman Polo Committee
Ham Kelly, emerging Wednesday "E" Company, being on fire guard

morning was heard to remark with Wednesday, which necessitated its re

feeling . . . "To hell with this Demo- maining on the post, Captain Forster
cratic election. I expected to find a undertook on his own initiative the
bottle of beer with the milk on the improvement of Shannon Field. Or

porch this morning." Too bad, Ham Tuesday, he and his non-commissioned
. . . lots of sympathy, however . . . officers reconnoitred the field thor

* * *oughly. Then on Wednesday morning
Not only are hedges being brutally the entire company went to work. By

torn from the Post but other things, the time it had finished, the field was
it seems are harassing the Post gar- greatly improved.

0

a
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Are you among those that "stand by" Collins'

Bread? If not, then it's because you have never

tried it! Order it now, and you'll know what

real bread tastes like!

COLLINS BAKING CO.
1044 - 13th St.

No Frills

AFTER
I. S. D. OPERATING UNDER

NEW PLAN
(Continued from page 1)

battalion clerks, Corporal Lawrence

H. Flesch, niechanic, and Privates

Fred T. Riley, and Elmo T. Wiggins,

assistant.

The first company will be under

command of Captain Pence. Sergeant
Smith will be acting first sergeant.
The first company will include all
enlisted men on duty with the aca-
demic department, the range officer,
and battalion headquarters with the
exception of the acting battalion ser-
geant-major, one clerk and a perma-
nent mess personnel.

The second company will include
all enlisted men on duty with the
quartermaster, Special Units, Head-
quarters, signal officer, recreation cen-
ter board, recruit center, department
of experiment officers' club, athletic
office, chaplain's offices, military po-
lice section, post headquarters, and
the acting battalion sergeant-major,
clerk, and permanent mess personnel.
Captain Bain will command the sec-
ond company, and Privtae Geibbs will
be acting first sergeant.

The reorganization is expected to in-
augurate a more efficient economical
administrative and supply system.
both in their own tongues and in
Latin.

LIEUT. DOWALL WILL TALK TO
SOJOURNERS

(Continued from page 3)

The Congress impressed Lieutenant
Dowdall as a marvelous example of
organization. The entire affair went
off smoothly according to schedule.
Spectacular nightscenes during which
streets were brilliantly illuminated,
and search-lights equipped with spe-
cial lenses which projected religious
slogans and images upon the crowds,
added to the impressiveness of the
great religious meeting.

Before leaving Ireland, Lieutenant
Dowdall made a tour of the rural
districts and spent some time in the
Killarney lakes region, and the beau-
ties of these localities will be des-
cribed and illustrated during his lec-
ture.

Lieutenant Dowdall's lecture is one
of a number of interesting talks which
will be given during meetings of the
Fort Benning Sojourners during the
winter months. At the last meeting on
Oct. 18, which was preceded by a
dinner at the -Officers' Club, Captain
Morris DePass, jr., of the 29th In-
fantry, made an interesting talk upon
his experiences in China.

Phone 4421

LOANS MADE AT

S IDer Cent
Payable in Monthly Installments

No Extra Charges

FIDELITY LOAN & INVESTMENT
COMPANY

1206 First Avenue

T. E. BAISDEN, Sec'y & Tress.

Brownies Enjoy Hay-ride to Gravel Pits On October 22nd.

Saturday, October 22, was a big day where we had a bathhouse and a %

r us Brownies! Tawny took us on with a darling bridge across it. Fr

hay-ride down to the old gravel pit. there a path led to the "park"
then again to the cabin.

e sang songs and talked on the way By the time that was finished, it

d had loads of fun.nw ... tor lnchm
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ILIEUTENANT PEEP'S DIARY
Monday, October 31.

It is these Monday mornings which

do set one athinking on nature's va-

garies and inconsistencies, the prime

example at hand being the contrast

between myself and my young son, he

waking with a smile and exceeding

joie de vivre to be heard for blocks.

It profits him relatively nothing, and

I, to whom such might be profitable,

am glum and sour until the day be

half gone.
To Davidson Hill in a driving rain

to witness a battalion in attack demon-

stration. So convincing was the dem-

onstration of preparatory fires that

were a defender being thus beset I

know I should early feel discouraged

and go away-far away.

A touching exhibition, indeed, and

by ten-thirty there was not a dry leg

inthe place. An announcement that

the Assistant Commandant had called

off the remainde rof the day's schedule

gave rise to a "Weeks for President"
movement which is entitled to serious

consideratioil.
We did climb aboard the special

train (our car appropriately enough

for the day, a gondola) in high spirits

and were yanked Post-ward, the jour-

ney being embellished by rudimentary

lessons in navigation by Watson of the

Marines.
It is sure that the Assistant Com-

manaant need feel no trepidation in

granting to us a half holiday such as

this one for I doubt not that every

student utilized it fully to catch up on

his home-work.
The high light of this day to me:

Red Reeder's remark during the ar-

tillery concentrations, the laying of

smoke screens and firing of tracers by

machine guns; "It's all very fine but

it absolutely spoils my Fourth of

July."
Tuesday, November 1.

Off again on our cook's tours, this

tim eover a- defensive sector. These

groups following their leaders with

the little blue guidons do mind me

of nothing so much as a flock of

chicks traipsing after a blue sunbon-
netted farmer's wife', And I suppose
the figure might be carried on to their
eager devouring of the grains of wis-

dom dropped by the leader en route.
Intrigued by the tanks demonstra-

tion, ably ballyhooed by Major King-

man who did even serve coffee be-

tween exhibitions much in the manner
of a Los Angeles realtor. But he in
reality had no need for such resorts

to sell us the Christie, its performance

accomplishing that result unaided.
Wednesday, November 2.

Back to our rut, the demonstration

orgy being concluded. Well, one can-
not have cake daily in these times of
stress. Bread pudding must have its

day.
Thursday, November 3.

To school this day in a great stew

about machine gun graded test which

is for this day. Before the morning

gone I did discover myself to be some

three weeks late in my perturbation
for I did, knowing little for certain,
so scramble that little as to make it
indistinguishable from that of which
I knew nothing. Yet altho my errors
were myriad albeit I did set up my
gun in "Action" on the wrong target
and did otherwise variously gum the
detail yet I did not catch my neckie
in the gadgets so as to become per-
manently fixed to the gun as did Bur-
ger; nor have the tripod collapse at
the first two mil tap as did Smith.
And I do believe that Wu achieved
as much disruption to his "Action" as
any one when, his gun refusing to tra-
verse for a normal tap, he did haul off
and smite it with such vehemence as
to dislodge the elevating pin and
butcher his hand with great flow of
gore.

To a social gathering this evening
and greatly amused at Miller when,
surveying his plate at dinner (but
with his mind some leagues away)
did inform the hostess "This reminds
me of Porto Rico after the hurricane"
he being even more astonished than
she upon hearing the words. And I
do think that he by virtue of this
thing does take the lead toward win-
ning "Social South paw" of the class.
Friday, November 4.

Treated to a most entertaining vau-
deville this afternoon by the versatile
Second Section. The subject was
"..Communications" but had it been

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

BLOOD PRESSURE

A little leaflet gotten out by the

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company

defines blood pressure "as something

persons over 40 worry about".

This same leaflet goes on to say "do

not worry about blood pressure, if you

must worry do it before you are forty".

There are two general kinds of high

blood pressure, one called functional

or emotional where nervousness, anx-

iety, worry, fear or excitement are the

direct cause; the other is organic and

follows prolonged fevers, germ di-

seases, overweight, chronic poisoning,

overwork and overliving.
To avoid high blood pressure one

has therefore to avoid emotional up-

sets just as much as possible, but

above all one must slow up in this

great American game of get-there;
slow up on the over-indulgence in

work, food, alcohol and tobacco. Re-
lax, give your mind and body a daily
rest. Get your quota of sleep and

don't put off seeing the doctor and den-
tist at regular intervals for a com-

plete examination. Don't neglect little
pus infection and above all don't put

off having that bad tooth seen to.
Chronic kidney trouble gives a high

blood presure. This is one of the
things which follows contagious di-
seases or prolonged bad habits in the
eating or drinking game. So if you

want to prolong a useful life change
those habits when advised by your
doctor.

The up-to-date doctor does not wor-
ry about blood pressure-his only con-
cern is it's cause-follow his advise if
he finds something wrong. What ever
you do don't worry, this only increases
your troubles.

Gunbotham's
School Daze

BY E. L. M.

At noon on election day the only

score posted on the club bulletin board
read: "New Ashville, Mass.: Hoover
23, Roosevelt 6.

Ted Dunn eyed it for a moment,

winked at Beeler, and attached a zero

to the six. Just as Ted replaced the
chalk, Colonels Weeks and Wallace led
half a dozen Columbus Democrats in-

to the room.
"Yes, gentlemen," said Colonel Wal.

lace, turning toward the board, "I can
prove that Hoover is leading. Just

look at
"Let's scram!" muttered Beeler.

They did.
* * *

Major Lytle, at the tag end of a

hectic period of assigning monograph
subjects to the Tank Class, neared

the bottom of his list with visible re-

lief.
"Here's Topic 14. Lieut. James is

the only officer who's asked for it.
'Conception of the characteristics of a
satisfactory power plant for a combat
tank of from seven to eight tons

weight of the Christie type with a

road speed of 60 M. P. H. and an

average cross.country speed of 30 M.

P. H.' No one else wants it? Then
it goes to Lieut. James. Any objec-

tions ?"
"Yes sir, I object!" said Bill Dean,

with his tongue in his cheek.
The Major sighed. "All right, Dean,

what's the matter?"
"I just don't think he's capable of

handling the subject, sir."

Mr. Mencken tells us that at the bot-

tom of every approach to the gods,
even in the most enlightened societies
of today, lies the ancient motive of
propitiation; the worshipper seeks
avoidance, escape, imunity, pardon,

mercy.
However Gunbotham, on the carpet

(not, thank God, as a worshipper!)
before one of the lesser satellites of
the Herald, faces the task of forming
a retort to McGoofus' slightly ungram-
matical, certainly undignified, decided-
ly juvenile attack of last week with
more of distaste than of humility.

Obvious distortion of meanings to
suit one's own ends can hardly be call-
ed ethical procedure. Nor is trivial
and impotent sniping at minor issues
the hallmark of good criticism. Wip-
ing the mud from our eyes, we scorn
the weapons of McGoofus.

But we point out to the excitable
conductor of Offhand Observations
that his suggestive, rather hysterical
threats to publish reports on the "ex-
tra-curriculum" activities of Gun-
bzotham smacks of the methods of the
K. K. K., screened as McGoofus is by
a cloak of anonymity.

Dietrich and Garbo in "Sin" the in-
terest of the class had not been great-
er. The Dramatic Club need wander
no farther afield for its personnel than
to enroll todays demonstrators, Lt.
Ferenbaugh of the 29th did greately
amuse the class with his portrayal of
the communications officer, albeit he
did, with his hands, quite completely
personify his nickname of Feinbaum.

And I do think that his stage presence
might be improved by a bucket of
bricks in either hand.

The afternoon enlivened further by
the collapse of a section of bleachers
without injury to any one due mainly
to the vocal efforts of Dick Thomas
who did urge "Get off it, you jack-
asses," and so spurred a sluggish
crowd to faster movement-and in his
direction.

The first squad of the second pla-
toon having lost at pistol shooting to
the first squad of the first platoon did
this day pay their four dollar bet by
formal presentation to the winners of
a sack filled with sawdust and four
hundred pennies; Baughman present-
ing to Murphy while both squads
stood at "Present Pocketbooks."

-Lieut. Peep.

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. 11.

A SOLDIER PASSES
This week the conductor of The Flare steps out of character to

pay a wholly inadequate tribute to Colonel Evan E. Lewis, who died
at Governor's Island on October 31st.

Even to those who knew Colonel Lewis but casually, the news
of his oeath brought regret, for there was that about the man that in-
spired liking from the first-a liking which deepened steadily with better
acquain, ance. To those whose privilege it was to know him well, the
word ow his passing brought deep and genuine sorrow.

"E-Sq, are" Lewis was a true-to-type professional soldier in the highest
sense ow the term. He possessed to a notable degree those soldierly
qualitie which have made professional armies effective since the days
of Alexander's Companions and Caesar's Centurions. He served bril-
liantly a many capacities during his twenty-nine years in the Army,
but alw,,ys his preference was for duty with troops. He looked upon
his commission not as a guarantee to a comfortable existence, but as
a charey to follow the career of his choice in the performance of those
frequently unhonored and unsung services to civilization which regular
armies do as a part of the day's work. He cared little for glory and
less for praise. His only ambition was to do the job well and he per-
Formed every duty that way. It was his sufficient reward to know that
he had done so.

Colonel Lewis, within eighteen months after his graduation from
West Point, saw his first action and in it acquired that reputation for
coolness under fire which was an outstanding characteristic of his battle
record during the World War. This was in Mindanao in 1908 in a
campaign against the Moros. Two years later, while engaged in fighting
the great forest fires which swept the northwest in the fall of 1910, he
rendered conspicuous service in the protection of life and property in a
threatened district. These episodes of his early military career were the
subject of favorable-even enthusiastic-comment by others. To "E-
Square" they were just routine duty.

The World War took Colonel Lewis to France early in 1918 as
a temporary Major of Signal Corps. Infantryman that he was, and
kno'ving that he could render more useful service with his own arm, he
importuned higher authority to assign him to the command of an infantry
uni- in a combat division until he finally gained his point.

Assigned to the 9th Infantry in April, 1918, he served with the 2d
Division during April and May. From May to September he was with
the 104th Infantry of the 26th Division. Gassed in action on July 22,
[ie returned later to the same division to command the 102d Infantry
during the Meuse-Argonne. In May, 1919, at the age of thirty-three,
he was promoted to the grade of Colonel. He was one of the youngest
officers of the American Army to attain that rank in the Infantry-a
distinction which he won solely on his battle efficiency.

Numerous decorations and citations attest the valor of this brilliant
fighting soldier. Foremost among these was the award of the Distinguished
Service Cross and oak-leaf cluster with the following citations:

"Major, 102d Infantry, 26th division. Being second in command of
the assaulting troops, he displayed great bravery and rare initiative.
While under terrific artillery and machine-gun fire he organized scattered
units, established and organized positions in depth, set up liaison from
front to rear, and in hand-to-hand fighting personally led his men, in-
spiring in them a confidence and tenacity of purpose that were productive
of success."

Oak-leaf cluster: "For act of extraordinary heroism in action near
Beaumont, France, November 10, 1918. Commanding his regiment, he
personally led the advance of his front line, under a heavy artillery
and machine-gun fire, and gained the absolute confidence of his troops
[y his example of courage and coolness."

He received three silver-star citations for acts of gallantry near
Marcheville and Riaville, France, September 25 to 26, 1918; north of
Verdun from October 18, 1918, to cessation of hostilities, and during the
second battle of the Marne, July 18 to 25. 1918.

His foreign decorations included the Legion of Honor, The Croix
de Guerre with two palms and the Italian War Cross with two silver
citation stars.

Such is the brief, cut-and-dried, official war record of one of the
finest soldiers that ever wore the American uniform.

Subsequent to the war, Colonel Lewis served on the General Staff
and in the Office of the Chief of Infantry. He graduated from the
Advanced Class of The Infantry School in 1924, from the Command and
General Staff School in 1925, and from the Army War College in 1930.

During the years 1925 and 1929, Colonel Lewis was on duty at The
Infantry School as chairman of the Military History Committee and
Chief of the Fourth Section. Those whose student years fell within this
period will remember him best, perhaps, for the brief and effective
ying-in talks by which he wove the monographs into a connected pattern

of the story of warfare. For "E-Square" Lewis possessed the gift of
being able to say much in a few words and of saying it in a way that
caused the points he made to stick fast in the memory.

The Army can ill spare "E-Square" Lewis. Experienced in war and
a keen student of its history, inspired by an active interest in his pro.
fession, and endowed with a marked capacity for clear and accurate
thinking, he was eminently qualified for high leadership in peace or
war. Moreover, his ability was not offset by freak ideas, nor was his
judgment distorted by prejudices. Modest almost to a fault though he
was, and tolerant though he was of the opinion of others, he had that
quiet sureness of himself which inspires the confidence of superiors

and subordinates. He had all of the important attributes of true leader.

ship and had another great war come within his lifetime or bad the last
(Please turn o page 5)
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The Flare
(Continued From Page 4)

one continued another year, he would have risen fast and far.
It is not because of his high soldierly qualities alone, however, that

Colonel Lewis held a large place in the hearts of all who knew him.
Able and better known-though surely not better-soldiers will travel
the road to Arlington with few to care, but the word that "E-Square"
has answered the final call carries a burden of real grief to American
garrisons in both hemispheres. His tolerance, his broad human sympa-
thies, and his good fellowship endeared him to his comrades in arms
everywhere. His untimely death leaves a gap in the ranks of his con.
temporaries that cannot be filled.

"He was a man, take him for all in all,
I shall not look upon his like again." -E. F. H.

Undefeated Teams Are Matched
Tomorrow On Nations Gridirons

BY I. PREDICTUM
Several teams are destined to be

toppled from the pinnacle of football
fame when the dust rises from the
many gridirons of the country this
Saturday. The current season is round-
ing into the home stretch with only
fourteen elevens still undefeated or
untied. Chief among these is Colgate
in the East and Auburn in the South.
Colgate. along with Brown and Pitts-
burgh, is competing for the honor of
opposing the University of Southern
California in the Rose Bowl game this
year. One of these two teams is sure
to be eliminated when Brown and
Colgate clash Thanksgiving day.

In the South, Auburn and Tennes-
see still remain in the running for the
Conference championship with Van-

HERALD
WANTADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING R&TZS:
20 cents per line or fraction of
line. Minimum charge for any
classified advertisement, 50 cents.
Payment must be made before
advertisement is published.

FOR RENT-Summer bungalow with
6 acres of land, suitable for chicken
or truck farm. 5 miles on Buena Vis-
ta Road. Water and lights. $12.50 per
month. Apply Flournoy Realty Co.

FOR SALE: German Police Puppies
6 weeks old. $7.50 Sgt. Thompson.
Phone 522.

Expert Typist wants to do typing for
Army officer. References. Phone
1287-R.

Quilting-Bath mats, pillows for sale.
Mrs. W. D. Farr, Nankipooh. Call 7603

For Sale-Black gelding, polo pony or
ladies mount. Phone 203.

WATCH, CLOCK AND JEWELRY
*. IRPAIRI

- Sp ial Di,. • s• , is - Aral ?Fo .

ALL WORK GUAIANTRUD

rs. Miller & Davis

IDog and Cat Hospital
I *ihte e I'h,,nt" 1313

EDITH KESTER
STUDIOS

EXPERT FUR REMODELING
BROADWAY AT TWELFTH

Loeb Building Phone 1420

Watch Repairing
LAMAR SMITH

PHONE 3032 1201 BROADWAY

Dr. R. H. Brown
Osteopathic Physician

Murral Bldg.
Phone Office 4108

Res. 1153

derbilt treading closely on their heels.
In the outstanding game in this sec-
tion of the country Saturday, undefeat.
ed Tennessee faces the Commodores.
Vanderbilt is reputed to possess a
tower of strength on the defensive but
to lack a very capable offense. Dixie
Roberts is the big Commodore threat.
Tennessee, on the other hand, has at
times shown a very strong offense lead
by Beattie Feathers, candidate for all-
American honors. Tennessee will win,
probably by a touchdown, possibly
two.

Georgia Tech faces another strong
opponent this week in Alabama. The
Crimson Tide will probably have
"Hurry" Cain back in the line-up
against the Yellow Jackets. The con-
test should be close with Alabama
favored. Auburn meets considerable
opposition in Florida, but should win
by a fairly decisive margin.

Kentucky, who has proved a thorn
in the side of many Southern elevens
this fall, may surprise Tulane, but to
accomplish this end, she will have to
display a better brand of football
than hitherto exhibited. Tulane will
win. Zimmerman, who defeated Geor-
gia Tech last week will undoubtedly
play a big part in the victory. Geor-
gia will down Clemson by at least
two touchdowns, although the Tiger
will prove to be a stubborn foe.

Undefeated Louisiana State meets
one of the best second rate elevens in
the South in Centenary. This will
be another victory for the protegees
of Biff Jones. North Carolina faces
a tartar in Davidson, but should de-
feat its opponents. Duke, fresh from
its decisive win over Kentucky, will
emerge victorious over North Car-
olina State.

Furman may upset S. Carolina but,
unless it does, the Gamecock will
overcome their opponents, undefeated
in southern circles. Rice and Arkan-
sas should defeat the Texas Aggies and
Southern Methodist. Virginia Poly
should rout the forces of Virginia.
Texas Christian and Texas oppose
each other in a game which will de-
cide the championship of the South-
western Conference. Both boast ex-
cellent records thus far. Texas Christ-
ian is undefeated besides having scor-
ed more total points than any other
team in the country. The game will
be close with Texas Christian winning
a narrow victory.

In the East, Army, who in this pro-
phet' s estimation has one of the very
best elevens in the country, will eas-
ily defeat North Dakota State. The
Columbia Lion and the Brown Bear

will stage a battle royal this Saturday
mn what may turn out to be the hard-
est fought game of the week. Both
teams are undefeated or untied. Co-
lumbia boasts of victories over Cor-
nell, Navy, and Princeton; Brown has
defeated Yale, Harvard, and Holy
Cross. The game is just about a toss-
up with Columbia in the role of fav-
orite.

The dark green of Dartmouth will
merge with the dark red of Cornell
and when the process of merging will
have been completed, the red should
be the predominant color. In other
words, your prophet favors Cornell to
defeat Dartmouth. Colgate should
maintain its perfect record at the ex-
pense of Syracuse. Carnegie Tech will
overcome Xavier. Boston College

I Predictum Raises Col. Munson Col.
Average To 870 Pevton Depart To
The somewhat gratifying results of

last Saturday's football games caused
I. PREDICTUM'S average for the
week to soar to .870. He predicted
forty-nine games in all, three resulted
in ties, forty were prophesied correct-
ly.

In the South, the Herald prophet
predicted the winner of all but one
contest successfully. Tulane turned
back Georgia Tech 20-14 chiefly
through the efforts of the brilliant Don
Zimmerman, who made all three of
his team's touchdowns. Duke defeat-
ed Kentucky 13-0 as Virginia Poly
bowed before Alabama 9-6 in her first
defeat of the season. Auburn and
Tennessee, co-leaders in the Southern
Conference, won easy victories. Van.
derbilt had difficulty with Maryland
but won by two touchdowns. Louis-
iana State kept its slate clean by win-
ning over South Carolina in a hard-
fought game.

North Carolina experienced more
trouble than they had been anticipat-
ing with Florida but eventually won
out 18-13. Other winners in the South
were Texas, Rice, North Carolina
State, Mercer, William and Mary, and
Texas Christian. Washington and Lee
defeated Virginia in a decided upset.

In the East N. Y. U. just managed
to beat a stubborn Georgia foe by one
touchdown. St. Mary's came east with
a blaring of trumpets, went back un-
heralded, after suffering a 14-0 defeat
at the hands of Fordham. Pittsburgh
and Pennsylvania met in a colossal
struggle between two undefeated elev-
ens. A last half rally sufficed to give
Pittsburgh, conquerors of Notre Dame,
the victory. Army showed more
strength than they had hitherto ex-
hibited by crushing Harvard under an
avalanche of touchdowns 46-0. Before
the game, Harvard was conceded a
fairly good chance for victory, but
shortly after the contest started, all
doubts were dispelled as to the ulti-
mate winner. West Point far out-class.
ed their opponents.

Colgate remained the only unscored-
on eleven in the country after Satur-
day's games as she downed Mississippi
32-0. The Princeton Tiger clawed
frantically at Lehigh, won an over-
whelming victory .53-0. Columbia man-
agedl to nose Navy in a thrilling con-
test. Final score, Columbia 7, Navy
6. The Haskell Indians did surpris-
ingly well against Temple, holding

should have little difficulty in repuls-
inot West Maryland.

Fordham, late conquerors of St.
Mary's, enters the New York Univer-
sity game as favorite. Fordham should
win but the margin will be close, not
niore than two touchdowns at the very
most. Holy Cross should be enabled

to win over Harvard, but the Crimson
warriors are able to put up a far bet-
ter struggle than they did against
Army last week. Villanova, possessing
one of the best smaller teams in the
East, will defeat Detroit.

In an eastern classic, Yale will op-
pose Princeton. Neither team has had
a very good season. The Eli has only
a victory over Dartmouth to its credit.
On the other hand, Princeton has
shown much latent power against such
fine teams as Columbia, Michigan,
Cornell, and Navy. This latent power
came to a head last Saturday when the
Tiger overwhelmed Lehigh 53-0. Both
Princeton and Yale will be intent on
victory. I. PREDICTUM prophesies
a Tiger victory possibly by as much
as three touchdowns.

Maryland will extend Navy every
bit of the way and may possibly win,
but Navy is the favorite. Lafayette
will overcome St. John's and Rutgers
should triumph over Lehigh. Buck-
nell is favored to win over Washing-
tion and Jefferson. Temple should de-
feat Penn State.

In the Midwest, contests are sched-
uled for this Saturday which may
change the entire football outlook.
Chief among these is the Pennsylvania.
Ohio State encounter. Your prophet
frankly admits that this game has him
stumped. A tie is not improbable.
On the basis of past performances,
however, I. PREDICTUM casts his lot

(Please turn to page 11)

Attend Reunions
Colonel Fred L. Munson, com-

mander of the 24th Infantry, will de-

parted from Fort Benning on Wednes-
day for Washington D. C., where he
will attend the annual reunion of the
veterans of the 7th Divisions, Colonel
Munson, who commanded the 34th
Infantry, 7th Division, during the
World War, is president of the asso.
ciation of former officers fo the 7th
Division. The 7th Division, with
which Colonel Munson served over.
seas, was assigned to the Pouvenelle
sector near Thiacourt, on the extreme
right of the line during the Meuse.
Argonne drive.

Colonel Ephraim G. Peyton, execu-
tive officer of The Infantry School,
is to depart from Fort Benning on
Tuesday to attend a veteran's re-union
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, on Ar,
mistice Day. At Pittsburgh Colonel
Peyton will be the guest of honor of
former enlisted men of the 320th In-
fantry, 80th Division, which he com-
manded over-seas during the World
War, and who are now members of
the Federated War Veterans Societies
of Pittsburg and Allegheny.

After attending the reunion of the
former enlisted members of his regi-
ment at Pittsburgh, Colonel Peyton
will travel to Baltimore, where he
will be entertained by the former of-
ficers of the 320th Infantry, who serv-
ed under him over-seas, and whom he
trained at Fort Myer, Va. upon the
entry into the army as m e m b e r s of
the first officers' training camp.

Colonel Peyton will be absent from
Fort Benning about ten days.

their powerful opponents to a 14-14
tie. Cornell and Dartmouth won easy
victories over Albright and New
Hampshire respectively. Brown re-
mained undefeated after turning back
Holy Cross 10-7.

In the Midwest, Ohio State clicked
against Northwestern, winning 20-6.
Michigan defeated Indiana in a close
game 7-0 as the other aspirant for
Conference honors, Purdue, was im-
pressive in crushing Chicago 37-0.
Wisconsin was extended in its game
with Illinois 20-12, but Minnesota eas-
ily defeated Mississippi. Notre Dame
encountered a stubborn foe in Kansas
but the powerful running attack of the
Ramblers was too much as the Irish
won 24-6.

Iowa startled Nebraska by putting
up a valiant fight through every min-
ute ofthe game between the two uni-
versities. Nebraska won by the slen-
der and indecisive margin of a single

point, score 14-13. Missouri upset
Oklahoma as Detroit won a close vic.
tory over her traditional rival, Mar-
quette. Michigan State won over South
Dakota 20-6.

In the West, Southern California
gave further evidence of her great
strength by overcoming a powerful
California eleven 27-7. In this game,
California gained he distinction of be-
ing the only team thus far to cross the
Trojan goal-line. Stanford lost its
third game in a row with Washington
administering the defeat. Oregon had
a close shave with Oregon State but
won 12-4 Santa Clara and Washing-
ton State defeated Coll. Pacific and
Idaho.

RUBBER STAMPS

COLUMBUS OFFICE SUPPLY CO.

24 HR. SERVICE

PHONE 556

Mata Hari
WHAT HAS HAPPENED SO FAR

Mata Hari, famous dancer and
enemy spy, makes an innocent accom-
plice of a young Russian aviator, Al-
exander Rosanofi. As her former
lover, Shubin, is about to telephone
Dubois, the head of the French Secret
Service and i n v o l v e Rosanofi, the
dancer shoots Shubin. But Rosanof
comes to see the latter. The dancer
persuades him not to enter and sends
him on his flight to Russia with mes-
sages, admitting that she loves him.
He is shot down. From her hiding-
place she hurries to him, finds him
blind and promises to marry him.
But Mata Hari is arrested as she
leaves the hospital.

Many men were suspected of com-
plicity in her manoeuvres; all sorts
and conditions of men gathered in
army and navy and subjected not only
to the insidious betrayals of treachery
and espionage.

"And those men," finished Dubois,"we must remember! Those men we
must avenge!"

There was a silence. Those mem-
bers of the Court who had not seen
front line service themselves, had inti.
mate connections with men who at
that very moment might be in the
midst of agony and horror, might lie
at the point of death.

But it was a question of far more
concrete evidence than this, the prose-
cutor began again, of a far more spe.
cific crime. Was it not true that she
had been very friendly with the de-
ceased Colonel Shubin. Attache of
the Russian Embassy?

For this Mata Hari had been thor-
oughly prepared.

Yes. She had been his very good
friend.

And was it not a fact that she had
dined with him the evening before
his death?

"Certainly," she admitted. She
dined with him very often.

(Please turn to page 12)

First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus __$ 400,000.00
Resources Over - 2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.--Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your
Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Jr, Phone 290

Old-Time Milk Bread
Made according to Government standards--rich
in essential vitamines-pure-wholesomedeli_
cious. Sold at the Post Exchange Grocery

Department.

EVERIDGE'S BAKERY
109 - 12th Street Columbus, Ga.
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A RIDE
CAN tELL

ONLY a ride can tell you the delight of driving the
NEW FORD EIGHT

Thirty minutes behind the wheel will tell you more
than ten thousand words. Give you a wholly new
appreciation of its remarkable comfort and perfor-
mance. Make you very sure there never has been a car
like it at a low price.

Drive the New Ford Eight today for one of the
smoothest and most enjoyable rides you've ever known.
The car itself is its best salesman. Let it tell its own
story.

Burrus Motor Co.
A UTHORIuED 61 DEALERS

1216-22 FIRST AVE. PHONE 3500

ASK FOR

RED ROSE
And

OLD SETTLERS
SAUSA(ES

THEY ARE
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

INSPECTED

EVERY POUND GUARANTEED PURE AND WHOLESOME

BY

THE PROVISION CO., INC. Columbus, Ga.

The "Ranger"
REPEATER

$26.98

EqW Six - Shothammerless) repeating

shotgun with
slide action, side ejection,
steel proof tested barrel, wal-
nut checkered stock.

Single Barreled Shotgun
12 GA.

$6.79
Double Bareled Shotgun

12 GA., 20 GA., 16 GA.
Modified Y, Full Choke

$15.75

Shotgun Shells
"Mallard" Loads

Smokeless Powder
1.2 GAUGE

S 1 6 .......... ......... .......70c
3--1- -8...........................70c
.. 1 4l---6. ................ ...... 7 5c

16 GAUGE
2 3-4-1 6......................69c
2 1-4- 7-8- 6 ...................... 65c

20 GAUGE
2 1-8.7-8--8 ....................... 65c

410 GAUGE
.59C

6 ................................ 59c
7 12 . ............................. 59c.22 Shorts 20c, 22 Longs 25c

22 Lon- Rifle 30c

SEAR'S

Super Values
More Than Ever For

Your Money

Every Boy Wants

An "Elgin Oriole" L

$26.95
America's largest selling bicycle!
... Features Free Wheeling Coast-
er Brake and Every other worth--
while feature!

known as bi

SR *1
PT-TON R 1 7An......

Ifl comp arai
Just as Knute Rockne

ball field so does 1
position in Moto

and performar
periority an,

in mone y
place i

Delivered Completei.

COLOUMB US ROB.
STUDEBAKER

ONLY

t he South's Football Classic

1------- -- 9..."

W

C
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Memorial Stadium Nov, 19th

SEAR'S

Super Values
Will S-T-R-E-T-C-H

Your Dollar

Electric Heaters

12 in. Bowl Type

$1.29

The New "Arvin"

Fan Type

$4.98

Quick and Clean Heat
ie Fan Assures Complete Circulation.

kES
8 ''PLY''

4.40-21 ..... $3.87
Zach, If Bought In Pairs

bodies tires, guaranteed by Sears
't in workmanship and materials.
udes two cord plies, technically
-eaker strips.

1008 BROADWAY

Cross Country
Motor Oil

5 Gal. Bulk

Bring )onr contaners for this
100 per cent Pure Pennsylvania
O--Permit No. 554!

$2.98 in Sears container

Make a quick start on a
cold morning.

Cross Country
Battery

$ 590

W ITHI YOUR OLD BATTERY

was alone. incomparable ... on the foot-
;his fine car hold just as preeminent a
,rdom. It is incomparable in beauty
ice, unmatchable in its inherent su-
i alone among all low priced cars
t' worth. From 32nd to 8th
the first 8 months of 1932.

7 Equipped-Columbus $725.00 and up.
(Tax Excluded)

ER TS MOTOR COMPA NY
1-14 - 12th Street-- Phone 271

Famous athlet-
ic coaches know
the food value
of milk when
they include it
in the diet of
their star ath-
letes. Give it to
the rising young
athletes in your
family and
w a t c h them
thrive !

WELLS
Dairy Co.

Phone 1144

Macon Road

SPECIAL TRADE-IN OFFER
N this and many other
Models of the new 1933

PRICES FROM

18 "7  to $295 "O()
Complete

Model 15-X with Philco Inclined Sounding 4
Board. This is a magnificent musical in- "-
strument-Twin Electro-Dynamic Speakers,
S- hadow Tuning, 4-Point Tone Control, Au-
tonmatic Tuning Silencer, Automatic Volume
Control, Illuminated Station Recording Dial
Push-Pull Circuit, Ballanced Superhetero.
dyne with 11 new PHILCO High Efficiency
Tubse, 6 Pentodes, Luxurious cabinet in
Anierican Walnut and Butt Walnut with

boxwood in-4
lay, all hand-

Ask. abt rIj I rubbed, Illu-
rad io am t e d
Grille. 421/-" = ullin. ]inches high,
27 inches

I Iki D] [ ' [ wide. There
L=C y is no finer

EASY ' '1u1 pLVq p e r for ming
• radio at any

price.
LEADING FURNITURE DEALER FOR 38 YEARS,

1229-31 Broadway Columbus, Ga.

H. ROTHSCIHLD
ii________l__ 0. - .:i~ezn 0. • - _ _-__k__"

Eat 'em U.p

Tiger

440%, k,;WFvlu&a

at

and Sa4 Ve
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]In CeCleb3ration o

14 Years of] eace

JE SALUT*_

Mere words cannot express, nor human minds

measure our debt to those men who served in the

Great War and who dedicated their lives to the cause

of everlasting peace. It is our duty to insure this

everlasting peace, if only as a fulfilment of the task

which they began oii the battlefields of France.

Let us, by our firm support of the National_ De-
fense, assist in preventing a repetition of the disaster

which cost them their lives. Let us make Natonal
Defense synonymous with National Preparedness

and thereby dispel the threatening war-clouds for-

CARL GREENTREE
Hofflin & Greentree

BROWN NICHOLSON
Franklin Saving & Loan Co.

J. W. THOMAS
Sears-Roebuck & Co.

C. T. McDONALD
Maxwell Bros. & McDonald

C. M. KNOWLES
Nehi Bottling Co.

EDWIN ROTHSCHILD
Rothschild Furniture Co.

JOHN KINNETT
Kinnett Ice Cream Co.

T. W. BRITTON
Mortician

D. A. STRIFFLER
Mortician

L. C. KUNZE
Columbus Office Supply Co.

ever.

We urge the closest cooperation
Between

Ft. Benning and Columbus
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
Stars In "Doctor X" GRANDPainted

"The "curious camera" is responsi- Edmund Lowe and Victor McLag-
ble for much of the feeling of sus- len have gotten rid of their shadows.
pense created in the new First Na- The buddies of "What Price Glory
tional's all Technicolor mystery melo- worked with Richard Arlen and other

~ ......*..**.drama, "Doctor X," coming to the members of the cast of "Guilty as
Grand Theatre beginning Saturday. Hell," a murder farce adapted from

Director Michael Curtiz has named the successful play, which comes to
it that because he puts the camera the Rialto Theater Tuesday, without
in the place of an interested and ever being trailed around the set
curious person, poking it into dark by Lheir shadows.
vesigatingps and snnte in doan o a thew rass we ahe i gt-

hallways and mysterious closets n in- It was the result of te inr cio

that and trying as best it can to solve ing device which difuses light so

the mystery, broadly that no sharp outlines are
"It sometimes happens," Curtiz ex- thrown on the stages. It consists of

plains, "that an audience at a mys. a plate of clear glass, about an inch
ry melodrama showing becomes ir- thick, with its inner and outer sur-

ritated because the characters seem to faces waved like the surface of a
stupidly avoid investigations which lake on a windy day. It is fitted
would almost obviously bring to light over the front of the 500-watt incan-

some pertinent fact. So, in "Doctor descent spot lights, and it has the
X" we use the camera to satisfy the same effect on a beam of ight that

audience's curiosity, by letting it look a spray arrangement
________________________________________________________water. into the most suspicious corners and The "glass wave" was used experi-C nCndo the things any member of the au. mentally for several months before PeggyShannon, o

dience would do in its place in trying seeing actual service for the first The Painted Wornto find the solution of the mystery. time during the filming of "Guiltyfr rn RitadR"It is just what we say it is. It is

fr Grand, Rialto and Royal a 'Curious Camera.' I do not know shall is almost empted to turn from as Hell."
that it has ever been used before just paths of wickedness into respectabili- The picture dot

AT THE GRAND like this. We think it adds greatly yt, for his victim dispays charms to ner, presents Lo,

SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "Doctor to the suspense of our picture." which he is easily susceptible. as a police reports

X" with Lionel Atwill Fay Wray and Lee Tracy. X marks the "Doctor X" is a Warner Bros. pie. The struggle between Miss Hopkins, respectively engag
ioth Line lfti s e iture adapted from the stage play by on the one hand, and Miss Francis,

spot where you'11 find this entertaining, thrilling picture. Guar- 0oad-osokadAlnMle.o h tefo i
Howd Ctok an-le ilr on the other, for his affection, leads solving a murder

anteed to out-thrill the screen's past masterpieces! Different! The cast is headed by Lee Tracy, to a highly amusing
catinedd yLeTay The film marks the scn mot n nw hSensationally unusual. It's said to be the "Something New" in Lionel Atwill, Fay Wray, John Wray, at e fim arshco

entertainment that you've been waiting years to see. A strange Preston Foster, Arthur Edmund Ca- at movie appearance of Marshall, and McLaglen ma
story revealed with a star cast. rewe, Robert Warwick and many Broadway and London stage favorite, us bangle befor

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY: Offering "He Learned others. Michael Curtiz directed, since his return to Hollywood. His As a play, "GuiAbou Woen" ithSturt Ewin Alson kiport andSusn -first was opposite Marlene Dietrich ten by Daniel N.Abu W mn"wt SurtEwnAisnSkpothadIua ~in "Blonde Venus." long run on Broad
Fleming. He had fifty million dollars, but had never been I 'fl v L ,AI
kissed. And then he met "Madame Racketeer" and her pal and G')I~, l t RAN Dr RIA
they taught him. But it's all in fun, and what laughs! Though TODAY and

he didnlearn abouthe idlernabot omn.Ernst Lubitsch's "Trouble in Para- SATURgDAY, SUNDAY ad MONDAY "The Law O
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Offering: "Payment De- dise," which is said to establish an BIG DOUBLE FEATURE wi

ferred" with Charles Laughton, Varree Teasdale, M a u r e e n entirely new technique for motion A NEW PRRAM BILLATCODY -P

O'Sullivan and Dorothy Peterson. As a stage play, it made two pictures, has been hooked for the "~.*. COMEDY -
continents gasp!. Now with the amazing facilities of the talkie Royal Theater, where it will open * e ~ 7 Chptr8SDYHERO2a

camera. this absorbing drama has grown in thrills! Steel your Sauy . at 11:15, p.m. . . . ..ff7K. A ...Adark murderm

nerves, sharpen your wits, for the greatest mystery thriller saidbertlMarshall,charlie Ruggles and
to have ever reached the screen. You'll espcially remember Edward Everett Horton play laeding
the Toast of Terror: A tinkling glass lifted high ... and a fear roles in the picture, a witty farce
crazed man becomes a murderer .. adapted from the play by Laszlo Ada. Entirely In

* * * lar, Viennese playwright. Color Also
With easy good humor, the picture Stan Laurel--Oliver Hardy LW C K01ILEN• A P~AfAMot

AT THE ROYAL first shows the establishment of busi- In Our Gang Con
ness, social and emotional rapport "4TUEUDH

SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offering "Trouble between Miss Hopkins and Marshall, "BEAU HUNKS" TEA

In Paradise" with Miriam Hopkins, Kay Francis, Herbert Mar- two super-super crooks who prey in PARAMOUNT NEWS
shall and Charlie Ruggles. They made their garden of Eden, suave fashion upon European society. TUESDAY and WEDNEDAY

until the snake shook them a Paradise Cocktail and their "Angel" Then it follows them through their 04% 11 I
took a run-out powder. He handed both his Eves a Big Red most exciting adventure-the bam- H
Apple... but one was wormy. Here is a romance for every boozling of Miss Francis, svelte LEA ED
woman whose heart beats faster in the moonlight for everFrenchwoman who possesses more ABOUT Igr. money than the Bank of France.

man who wants arms that cling and caress. Just one modern It is in this adventure that Mar- WOMENI
paradise . . . just one Adam - - . just one apple - . . and just AlisonSkipworhtwo Eves. That makes two hours of love and laughter. SUA GRerIg C -

* * * ~~ALISON $KIPW0TWENSAA E AA t Royal I ,l.04 *LaA|SI A cyc.lon

AT THE RIALTO COMEDY-NOVELTY-NEWS ut in the South Sea

THURSDAY and FRIDAY (Z
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY: Offering "The Law of the

North" with Bill Cody and Andy Shuford. A tale of sensational K:"Payme..Deferre"yPAINTE

shooting scrapes, the machinations of a crooked saloon-keeper, CHARLES LAXXMaureen O'Sullivan.)ooh ee- pne rc
and his eventual exposure at the hands of a man who had trailed sonMr Verree T hydet Trop
him through devious by-ways to an eventual retribution in a COMEDY - NEWS COMEDY-

melodramatic climax.
SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "Guilty as Hell" with

Victor McLaglen, Edmund Lowe, Richard Arlen and Adrienne
Ames. There is a warning: Watch the Killer,-you'll see all,
you'll know all, but the police know nothing. You'll get shivers,
laughs and thrills galore as you witness the amazing proof that
murder will out!

TUESDAY: Offering "Madame Racketeer" with Alison
Skipworth, Richard Bennett, George Kraft, Evalyn Knapp. Her
fingerprints are on the hearts of four husbands-and her fingers
are in the pockets of 100 other victims. You'll roar at the funny
way she makes each "honey" pay.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Offering "The Painted
Woman," with Spencer Tracy and Peggy Shannon. A story of
the South Seas, of pearl-fishers and beachcombers. There were
two loves-married to one man . . . living in fear of another

.. unwanted love from the past ... lure of the South Seas brings
adventure, romance, tragedy.

I - -
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BERNARD B. SWAYZE, Editor

McVey Will Battle Batton On Monday N,ight
All Colored Card
Highly Interesting
To Local Fight Fans

BY SWAYZE
In picking Jack McVey to battle

Cotton Batton n e x t Monday night
on the All-Colored program, Captain
Fry has put a brilliant shade on the
fight game at Benning. It will serve
to all the more liven up the interest
already shown in the post bouts, and
will draw attention from far and near.

While McVey is recognized as the
colored middleweight champion of the
world, he will meet no easy opponent
in Cotton Batton. Long since, Batton
has been placed at the top of the
heap of colored middleweight group
in the south, and this is his one big
chance to come from down under
and show the world his wares.

Cotton is the type of fighter that goes
in to win, and comes out satisfied
only when his hand is waved to the
cheering throngs as the victor. He is
by far the prettiest boxer to ever
show in this section, barring none,
and along with it he can hit and take
them like nobody's business.

The odds are all in favor of Mc-
Vey taking the fight, but it will be
no easy matter for him to cop over
this beautiful boxer from the sunset
regiment.

McVey has fought and won over
such opponents as Geo. Nichols, Lon
Scozza, Wesley Ketchell, California
Young Terry, and scads of others.
According to releases from New
York, McVey is the greatest non-stop
fighting machine since the days of
Joe Walcott, and that is going some.
He has been fighting in both the wel-
erweight and middleweight divisions,

(Please turn to page 11)

The SPALDING

Basketball

The liveliest basketball
made, and the only "un-
lined" basketball that
will hold its shape.

We'd like to have you
come in and get ac-
quainted with this great
ball, and also with the
Spalding Basketball uni-
forms.

main Branch
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

The Post Exchange is not author.
ized to sell to any person not

in the Military Service.

All-America?

FIMMIE7
II-ITCi-CQCKI

,41uciuocN

This high kicking young gentle- been piling up points, and generally
man is none other than Jimmie making himself a nuisance for the op.
Hitchcock, whose name is on the lips position this year, and it would not
of every football fan in the South be surprising in the least for him to
today as possible All-American ma- be picked for the All-American half-
erial for this year. Truly, Jimmie has [back position.

Two Beautiful Games TurnedIn
By Tanks In Battalion Series

Tanker gridiron warriors m i x e d
and mingled in mortal combat last
Saturday afternoon on the Tanker
field in two thrilling, hard-fought and
well played games of football. Com-
pany "F" Second Tank Rgt., defeated
Company "D" First Tank Regiment,
13 to 7, in the opening struggle. In
the nightcap the veteran line of
Headquarters Company was ripped
and shredded by the smashing drives
and aerial attacks of the Company
"E" backfield, with Bill Swantic at
the helm, gallantly supported by
Mathews, Stearns and LaBlanc. Com-
pany "E" won 7 to 0.

Company "F" Stops
"D" I n First Game

A large gathering of fans including
the officers and enlisted men of the
organization with a goodly sprinkling
of visitors, lined the sidelines of both
sides of the field. The opening. game
found teams of companies "D" and
"F" facing each other.

The first six minutes of the open-
ing quarter saw both teams see-saw
backwards and forward with no notice-
able gains. Late in the opening quar-
ter Prusinosky got loose around "D"
company's right end and galloped to
the "D" company 30 yard strip be-
fore he was downed. O'Brien made
7 yards at right end. Lafkovitch
bucked center for 4 yards and a first
down on the 19 yard strip, as the

quarter ended. Two plays at the line
failed. On a double reverse, O'Brien
got loose and slipped through the de-
fense for a touchdown. O'Brien failed
to kick goal. "F" 6, "D" 0.

Company "D" t o o k t h e kickoff
and came back fighting. Line smashes
with McKelvey, Baggett and Mc-
Knight lugging the pellet, carried
Company "F" steadily backward to
their 20 yard strip. On an attempted
reverse, McKelvey fumbled and Pru-
sinosky fell on the ball. O'Brien sent
a long punt booming down to Com-
pany "D's" 30 yard line and the bat-
tle went back to midfield.

The end of the half found the
teams battling like two strange tigers,
in midfield.

The third quarter was a hard fought,
scoreless affair. In the fourth period
the battle grew fiercer as the "Old
Liners" fought furiously to overcome
the early lead of Company "F" and
stem the tide of defeat.

Headquarters Bows
To "I9" In Nightcap

The second game was one of those
brilliant gridiron battles between
well matched, high speed football
machines that never accept defeat.
Before the kickoff the yellow jersied
team of veterans from Headquarters
Company were top heavy favorites.
Before play had hardly got underway

(Please turn to Page 12)

In The Dressing
.:.Room

Little Known Anecdotes About
Famous Football Teams

By I. PREDICTUM

Two years ago Tulane boasted of an
exceptionablly good team that over-
came with ease all opposition in the
South. She was even being considered
as a prospective national champion.
That was before Northwestern came
out of the North with her Rentner,
her Russell, and her Bruder.

"Hank" Bruder was considered one
of the best backs ever enrolled in
Northwestern University. In the game
with Tulane, he ran wild, scored both
of his team's touchdowns as North-
western won 14-0.

Shortly after the game it was dis-
covered that "Hank" Bruder had con-
tracted small pox, was, in fact, afflicted
with the dread disease before the
contest with Tulane. This knowedge
proved a source of worry to North.
western officials, who immediately sent
the following telegram to Tulane:

BRUDER HAD SMALL-POX DUR-
ING RECENT GAME WITH TU-
LANE STOP ADVISE LOOK OUT
FOR YOUR PLAYERS.

Nothing daunted, the Tulane officials
confidently wired back their response.

NO NEED FOR WORRY ON OUR
PART STOP NO TULANE PLAYER
GOT CLOSE ENOUGH TO BRUDER
TO CONTRACT SMALL-POX.

WE MAKE
RUBBER STAMPS

- O,,A m- J-rayi~n-OC, __-COLUMBUS OFFICE
SUPPLY CO.

Ten Pins Tumble
As Experts Strike
On Benning Alleys

The Infantry School bowling de-
votees have been rather active during
the past month, keeping the pins
tumbling with regularity throughout
the month of Ocobter. Last month dis-
closed a gain of about 200 per cent
over the games played during the
same period last year, with interest
mounting each day.

The officers' league has gotten un-
der way, and to date the competition
has been interesting for all engaged.
The Enlisted Men's league, too, has
mounted in popularity with the bowl-
ers, and to date they have turned in
some remarkable scores.

New high scores are being turned
in daily, prizes being awarded each
month for those accomplishments.

The new high scores are as fol-
lows:
Teti pins-Officers, Lt. Dean 259;
Ladies, Mrs. Smith 235; Enlisted Men,
Pvt. Hall 279.

Duck pins Officers, Capt. H. Fry
166; Ladies, Miss Allen 145; Enlisted
Men, Sgt. Dezotell 211.

Winners of flights for the month
were:

Average
lst-Lt. Kelley-----------247

2nd-Chap. Howard----------229
3rd-Pvt. Barron ---- 199

4th-Tech. Sgt. Burns -------- 149
The league standings are as follows:

Officers' League

Hq. Inf. School
Tanks
Instructors ----------------

(Please turn to page 11)

Pct.
777
777
750

UI

FOR BASKETBALL
Equipment
Phone 314

For Fort Benning Representative

HUGH BENTLEY

HUBBARD HARDWARE CO.

Cot
Color
Cham

MONDAY NIGHT, NOV.14
Post Gymnasium, 8:15 P. M.

-ALL-COLORED CARD !-

ton Batton vs. Jack McVey
ed Middle Weight Colored Middle Weight
pion of the South Champion of the World

10

SELDOM HEARD
8

TIGER THOMPSON
6

Rounds

VS.
Rounds

WILLIE BUSH

vs. P. G. CARSON
Rounds

LIGHTENING LIGE vs. TARZAN NELSON
6 Rounds

WILLIE BRANCH

Six Cylinder Olds

vs. DICK RUSSELL
4 Rounds

vs.
4 Rounds

General Admission 50c

Explosive Banks

Ringside $1.00
Tickets on sale at Officers' Club, Athletic office and all orderly rooms.

€ ,.
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B B . 00B.0S

BY B., B. S.

THINGS ARE looking up for
Sgt. Booth these days, or rather
people were. He was up a tree,
both in the election and in ac-
tuality. He bet the wrong way,
and then went to the woods to
climb a big tree. Reports are con-
trary as to how long he remained
up, but all are certain that he
came down.

TOMMIE THOMPSON wants
sell some police pups; . . . has
"em advertised, too; but he wants
to keep 'em all to play with.
He'll probably make as much
money at that as the "Two Black
Crows" did with their stock farm.

POOCH DERRICK'S bulb
looks as though someone had
been pounding it. Probably he's
trying that old "blue nose" game
again, and got a little of his own
medicine.

BEFORE WE FORGET it, let
us promise you something. Jack
Johnson over in "C" Battery,
:3rd, said something the other
day down in the lobby. As soon
as we have imported an interpret-
er we will give you the full de-
tails. Joe Reginski of the Recrea-
tion Center Board looks like a
good prospect for the job. "Gim.
me a armer, zome nells, a oo by
eavy and a oodizzle," Joe.

SERGEANT McNULTY WANTS
his name to appear in print.
We have been helping him out
all we could, and think Mack is
going to make a go of it. Now
we promised Sergeant McNulty
that we would keep his name out
of this column, and to date have
done very well at it. Any one
discovering Sergeant McNulty's
name in this column will do a
great favor by notifying us of
!same.

FELIX, (THE CAT) Matthews,
over in R. M.° G. can still tell
those tales about the "Arkansas
Traveller" with great ease. Some-
times we suspect him of a bit of
personal insertions. Well, it goes
over big, and that's all that counts.
He bet wrong on the election,
too.

JOHN FAULK still has that
Regimental Headquarters bunch
eating out of his hands. The way
he feeds that company is some-
thing for the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Ani-
mals to look into. Chicken! ..
Bahh . . . Who wants chicken,
nohow?

RABBITS AND SQUIRRELS,
squirrels and rabbits. It will soon
be time to be out there pegging
away. good money at the elusive
creatures again, and scores are
waiting for the chance. Bet Ser-

ANNOUNCING
T h e display

of the new

Improved

AUSTIN
0

The Austin is not too

small-other cars are

too large.

ODOM-WILLIS CO.
SALES and SERVICE

1328--lst Ave. Phone 3174

geant Sweger over in Headquart-
ers Battery gets his share again
this year.

* * *

BILL SWANTIC, erstwhile All-
Army football player, has inject-
ed more pep into that bunch of
players of his than was used to
manufacture the first jumping-
jack. He has simply done wonders
with a tail-ender team, and this
year they are going for the cham-
pionship like "Snakes" Bryant
to the chow hall.

LINE FORMS on the right.
Woah, Sergeant! No bucking the
line, we all want good tickets to
the Georgia-Auburn game next
week.

ALL-COLORED PROGRAM

(Please turn to page 10)
meeting and defeating some of the
leadin- contenders in those divisions.

Fighting is his business, and he
goes at it like he meant nothing short
of modified murder. And what he did
#o Roy Dunn is history in the ancient
form. He is under the management
of Charlie Rose, of New York City,
who is one of the "Big Five" among
fi-ht promoters and managers. This
'hould suffice in explanation of what
'he ring worms may expect of him.

Seldom Will Be Heard
In completing the top positions of

the fights. the promoters could not
overlook the hitting ability of Seldom
Heard. most popular colored fighter
•o ever be shown at Benning. Heard
can hit like hard times, and can take
it better than the farmers have dur-
ng the depression, (which was awful).

He measures six feet-two, and will
ctale the beam at around two hundred.

Willie Bush will do everything in
his power to stop this "Manifest
Fre-ight," Freight," and is well able
to cope with the situation. If all ad-
vance done doesn't go haywire, Sel-
Aom will be sleeping "among the
weet peas" before the night is over.
However, his ability to hit might pull
the big soldier through the rough
li-fore the end of the fight. This fight
will be eight rounds.

Tiger Thompson will go to war
vwth P. G. Carson for six, (or less)
rounds in the top prelim, and Tiger
tries to get his mani. Tiger says that
those initials of Carsonus just stand
for "purty good," but he will have
to do better than that to take the
Jungle Cat's pelt.

lightning Live andi Tarzan Nelson
will furnish all the amusement in
the other six rounder of the night.
They have heen wanting one another's
scalps for a long time, and after a

bit of persuasion, induced the pro-
moters to give them a licensed oppor-
tunity to do a little private assaultwith intent to render "hors de com-
bat".., or sumpin'.

Willie Branch has singled out Dick
Russell, (no politics involved here),
for his next victim. The consensus
of opinion around the westender's
hangout is that Branch will have
plenty of opportunity to "Flow on,
sweet ... sumpin'," during that fight.
Branch, however, is confident of a
win. and will give the fans a run for
their money.

Six Cylinder Olds will crank up
and go places with Explosive Banks,
if Banks doesn't decide to explode
early in the curtain raiser. Both will
be battling for a chance at a bigger

COMPANY "F" WINS
(Continued From Page 10)

Company "F" got a break early in
the quarter when Prusinosky inter-
cepted a pass and carried the ball
down to Company "D", 30 yard strip.
A trio of line bucks and an end run
by O'Brien, put the ball down to the
19 yard line. A pass, O'Brien to Pru-
sinosky paved the way for the second
tcuchdown. Prusinosky sent the pellet
over the bar for the extra point on
the kick from placement.

Staging a desperate drive in the
last three minutes of play, the Com-
pany "D" team drove down the field
on smashing plays that ended only
when "Cueball" Smith crashed over
for a touchdown. The extra point was

UNDEFEATED TEAMS MATCHED
TOMORROW

(Continued from page 5)
with the Buckeyes., Notre Dame will
defeat Northwestern probably by two
touchdowns.

The mighty Panther eleven faces
powerful Nebraska. Nebraska is far
in the lead for the Big Six Champion-
ship. Pittsburgh has overcome Notre
Dame, Army, and Pennsylvania, all
exceptionally strong teams. Pittsburgh
has the edge in a game which may turn
out to be a rout. Minnesota, one of
the most formidable elevens in the
Midwest, meets a worthy opponent in
Wisconsin. The margin of victory will
be slight with Minnesota on the long
end of the score.

Michigan should repulse Chicago by
a decisive margin. The Wolverine has
not hit its stride in its last two games
and the Chicago game will be a splen.
did opportunity. Illinois and Indiana
are destined to put up a nip-and-tuck
battle between two fairly mediocre
teams. Indiana should win a close
game. Purdue will defeat Iowa, the
eleven which gave Nebraska so much
trouble last week. Missouri will prob-
bly be still suffering from the shock
of its upset victory over Oklahoma,
and in this dazed condition, should
prove no match for Kansas.

In the Far West, the undefeated Tro-
jans of Southern California thirsting
for further victories face Oregon, also
unbeaten to date. Both elevens have
defeated Oregon State. Another win
for U. S. C. should be the outcome
of thiq encounter. Oregon State will
take- the measure of Montana. Wash-
ington, conquerors of Stanford (al-
l'hough defeating Stanford is no longer
considered extraordinary) is favored
over Washington State. The latter
university, however, has a powerful
eleven which is quite capable of up-
setting the dope. California is favored
over Idaho. Loyola will crush Whit-
tier, and Stanford at last seems in a
fair way to win a game as she meets
the California Aggies. More anon.

TIN PINS TUMBLE AS EXPERTS
STRIKE ON BENNING ALLEYS

(Continued from page 10)
Advanced Class - 555
29th Infantry--------333
Tank Class - 333
Co. Officers' Class 222
Inst. (B)----------000

Standlings as of November 9, 1932.
Enlisted Mlen's League

Pct.
Co. E 1st Engineers - 833
I. S. D. (Green)-- .---------777
I. S. D. (Blue)------------666
Finance Dept.--------------666
S. U. 29th Infantry No. 1 .....500
2nd Bn. 29th Inf.----------1444
S. U. 29th Inf. No. 2 .......- 250
1st Bn. 29th lnf. 111

Standings as of Nov. 9.

MATA HARI
(Continued from Page 5)

And hadn't she qurareled with him
that night because he had refused
her information? "And later you
feared that he might denounce you?"

"I quarreled with him, yes," said
the dancer coldly. "That is, he quar-
reled with me. It is ridiculous to as-
sume that there was any question of
information. That evening, in Paris,
there were doubtless thousands of
quarrels between good friends, for
the same reason one or the other was
jealous."

A sort of smile went around the
courtroom. Only Dubois and Mata
Hari remained sober.

"Colonel Shubin was jealous?"
"Yes . . . "
"With reason, perhaps?"
"Perhaps-if you are interested."

(To be Continued)

piece of money, and the sooner one
is laid to rest, the better the other
will be satisfied.

All in all, indications point to a
huge success on this card, it being
the first regular scheduled "All Col-
ored" card in a long itme. Fans
will not forget that the last program
of this type was everything predicted
for it, and this will be no exception.

added when Company "F" was penal-
ized for being offside on the kick
from placement. The gun ended the
game with Company "F" winning 13
to 7.

1. S.D. NOTES

Recent changes find Major Thomas
B. Catron in command of a battalion,
Captain B. B. Bain and Captain Char.
les W. Pence, company commanders
and Master Sergt. George Mowry, our
popular top kick, now a battalion Ser-
geant major.

Sgt. John Booth, one of the rare
Hoover boosters of the past election,
lost everything but his appetite on the
recent election. After putting all of
his earthly possessions on the success
cf Hoover, the sergeant then wagered
Mr. Sgt. George Mowry a wheelbarrow
ride from the main gate, with an es-
cort of four motorcycle policemen.
Friday morning this procession will
get underway with Booth at the wheel.

Corporal Millet has finally realized
that there is a certain amount of pleas.
ure alloted to each human during this
life.

are now underway for the
holding of a pocket billiard tourna.
ment between teams composed of play.
ers from the organizations of the gar.
rison. The Greencords should boast

one of the strongestteams in the gar.
rison, with such plakyers as Hamilton,
Barnes, SiuartoSosbee ad thers to
choose from. Aside from boasting a
half dozen of the et shots in the gar.
rison, we also i'haveithe finest equip-
ped pool room to be found in this
neck of the woods.

"Sad Samuel" Stuart has returned
from furlough and is now on duty
over at Gowdy Field. Samuel is a
valuable man around Gowdy Field
at any season of the year.

Although having to share honors
with several other outfits, we still
boast that we have the neatest and
best feeding mess in the garrison.
Captain O'Connell and Master Sgt.
Sprague seem to have what it takesto
handle a mess that serves six hundred
men with three hearty meals each day.

"Poppa" John broke all speed rec-
ords in a dash in and out of every
tent in the area. "Poppa" got away to
a flying start from the recreation
room, entered and came out of every
tent on each side of he street, ran over
"Mule" Hess in the scrimmage and
was back in the recreation room chang-
ing clothes in the short space of seven
seconds.

... men who know every nut and bolt on

your car - who fully understand its

mechanism those are the kind of men

iclio tork in the Automobile Dept.

Auto Department
POST EXCHANGE FORT BENNING

The Post Exchange is not authorized to sell to any
person not in the Military Service

For 13 Consecutive Years
The Choice of,. Champions

Every year for 13 years the winning
car of the Indianapolis 500 mile race
has been equipped with Firestone
Gum-Dipped Tires. Champions know
Firestone Tires give them Extra
Strength and Extra Safety. They de-
mand these tires and stake their life
on them.

Firestone Tires have the Extra Val-
ues of Gum-Dipping, Two Extra Gum-
Dipped Cord Plies Under the Tread
and a Quiet, Safe, Long-Wearing,
Non-Skid Tread. Firestone Extra
Protection at no extra cost.

Your wife and family deserve the
safest tire made. Do not take chances
on any other. Equip your car with
Firestone Tires today.

Our service is for your convenience

I and it is a pleasure to serve you

POST EXCHANGE GARAGE

MECHAN I CSTS]

"V

.00

Tjie 4 "old Is"Imidard

of Tire Values
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Corporal Marshall E. Taylor, finan-
cial magnate of the Quartermaster De-
tachment, is spending most of his
spare moments these days looking at
retirement orders. He doesn't yet de-
sire to retire personally, as he has
approximately 26 more years to do be-
fore he will have completed 30 years
of honest and faithful service. But he
does want some first three grade man
in the Quartermaster Corps to retire.
He doesn't care who or where the re-
tiring man is. He merely wants a va-
cancy, as he happens to be No. 1 on
the eligible list for staff sergeant,
which goes into effect on November 1.

If Corporal Taylor does not decide
to stay in the army thirty years, he
should get into politics and become
secretary of the treasury. The in-
habitants of this country then would
be sure that their funds would be
safely guarded, at least, if he watched
over the public wealth with as much
care and conservatism as he watches
over his own. He considers a savings
account in one of New York City's
largest savings banks as entirely too
dangerous and speculative. The inter-
est rate of 4%% is to him dangerously
high. He feels sure that any money
invested at more than 2 % is unsafe
and speculative in the extreme.

The Mighty Grumpy Gordy has
probably had enough of convention.
Too long has Fort Benning been hav-
ing four, six, eight and ten round
bouts at the post stadium. Ordinary
fighters would be satisfied with en-
gagements containing one of these
number of rounds. But not the Grum.
py. He had to have a seven round
bout. He had it. He wants to fight
nine rounds sometime.

BE INDEPENDENT
$10 a month will start

YOURp] DEN CE

IN0DEpENFND
Ask us about this systematic, trus-
teed, investment-savings program.
No obligation.

Send f'or booklet
"'35 Questions-36 Answers."
W. R. LUTTRELL

14 W. 11th St. Phone 137

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

Tq]L.U

ATTENTION
24th Infantry

We are pleased to announce that

we are now ready to serve the

colored people of Fort Benning

in our new studio at - -

500 - 9th Street

Photos at Popular Prices
Films Developed

MAJESTIC
STUDIO

Full Text Of Mayor's
Address At Election

The following is the word for word
speech given by Lt. Pulsifer in the

interest of his campaign.

Ladies and Gentlemen, I come be-
fore you this evening as a candidate
for Mayor of Biglerville on an anti-
mud platform. Perhaps it would be

better for me to say that I stand on
a raft instead of a platform, for I
feel I could survive longer on a raft
during the winter period than on a
platform which is liable to be sub-

merged. During this arduous cam-

paign it will be noted that although
we have plenty of mud in Biglerville
I have not resorted to mud slinging.
I do not intend to resort to it now
at the closing hour in this campaign
despite the fact that Mr. Quartermas-
ter, County Superintendent of roads,
continues to pave our streets with
mud instead of rocks.

If elected, I intend to surround
myself with men of great foresight-
those able to see through a cloud
of dust in summer and those who
have the foresight to provide for
themselves suitable types of trans-
portation facilities in winter. As an
example, one of my supporters, a
feller citizen of Biglerville, had the
great foresight to build for himself
a boat which he keeps in his quarters
for any emergency. This citizen's
name may be had upon application.

I am in favor of the continual pres-
ence of a class of Refresher Officers
as Biglerville's guests for it has been
noted that our main highway between
Biglerville and the Capitol at Benning
is given considerably greater attention
while such officers are there.

I stand for the beautification of
Biglerville. I am in favor of gardens
and lawns and while I am on this sub.
iect let it be understood that fields

of weeds do not constitute lawns in
spite of the fact that these have so
been designated by the County Sher-
iff who takes pleasure in handing out
red tickets to our guests who happen
to park their cars adjoining our quar-
ters, claiming that such parking of
cars on lawns (Spare the word), is a
violation of Post Regulations.

I am in favor of sidewalks-side-
walks that are useful-sidewalks that
go somewhere-all with non-skid sur-
ace, and let it be understood that I

am not in favor of the kind of side-
walks that are folded up and put in
the basement at 9 o'clock every night.

I am in favor of noiseless strikers
-the kind that can build fires in the
early morning without awakening
sleeping occupants of our quarters.

Now the question of loud speakers
and radios is a most important and
perplexing one. While I will not en-
deavor to control them I am in favor
of better co-ordination among our
radio fans in Biglerville. We should
designate, "Loud-Speakers Night" in
the same order as married folks in
our neighboring village designate
"maid's night out" evenings. It
should be agreed that some nights
should be reserved for sleeping, even
in such a wideawake village as Big-
lerville.

I am in favor of requiring all ama-
teur pianists, especially those who are
,racticing scales, to apply to the City
Council for license before they start
to disturb the peace of our fellow citi-
Zeus.
zWhile the question of window
shades is an important one it is real-
ized that an ordinance to prevent sight-
seers from looking into our quarters
would destroy one of the great thrills
furnished by the Citizens of Bigler.
ville, yet I believe something should
be done about it. Probably a sort
of peek-a-boo window shade would
solve the problem and would make
,he game more interesting to our noc-
turnal sightseers.

These. Ladies and Gentlemen, are
a few of the panks in my raft and on
these I stand, hoping they might float
me in to the honorable office of the
Mayor of Biglerville.

I thank vou!

Back on the air again with a de-
lightful presentation of Who's who and

What's what in Headquarters Com-

pany.
Although our mecernary, antagonis-

tic and egotistical nature has obliterat.
ed the friendship of our many friends,
regard last week's article, we will en-
deavor to counteract the feeling by
writing a more foolish article this

week thereby claiming all rights to the
title of the "craziest scribe" recently
relinquished by Jack B. Gibney of
the Infantry School Detachment, form-
erly of Hqs. and Hqs. Co. 1st and Sec-
ond Battalions.

This week we will start by offering
as our first section; Wilmer, (pause),
Wilmer Parker and his North Carolin-
ians in a beautiful number entitled,
"You're So Different From The Rest",
of course Wilmer offers the vocal re-
frain. His crooning voice is an asset
to any orchestra. Keep up the fire
"Blondie".

Everyone is wondering. Wondering
what, we ask? Well here's the dope.
Pvt. Norman Harris Hobbs, (if you
please), has changed his tactics for
some reason or other and instead of
a slumming "Shack-man" he has turn-
ed toes down and can be seen enjoy-
ing the warmth of the recreation room.

Pvt. Malvin L. Snead has transferred
to this organization from Company
"D", 29th Infantry and we are extend.
ing him our heartiest welcome.

As we sit in our recreation room
writing this entry, the greatest games
of all games is being played in the
North corner of our cozy habitude.
McGaha versus Sartain, two of the
company's foremost checker players,
(to hear them tell it), anyway "Mac"
has his checkers lined up in "double
wing back formation," (we don't know
what that means but that is what he
had anyway). Pvt. Sartain, commonly
Jesse, tries a line buck but is tackled
in his tracks for no gain. "Mac" tries
an off tackle play, falling leaf or some-
thing of that sort but only suffers the
loss of two kinds for his trouble. (Ex-
ecuted by Sartain). McGaha retaliates
with a lateral pass that is good for
four kings and the game. The crowd
cheers wildly while Mac rises, bows
with great dignity and retires to the
seclusion of his heaven in the clouds,
(The Intelligence Platoon squad-
room). Don't fail to read the next
chapter of this thrilling story in next
week's issue of the Benning Herald.

A lot of fellows in the company
have requested us to give them a little
publicity. Better not get us started we
might wrangle over your weak points.

Oh! Before we forget it, let us
mention the visit that the Klux Klux

Klan recently paid to Sgt. McGaha.
Our advice is to lay off of that vile
stuff, we saw pink elephants prettily
adorned in Blue nighties one night,
ourselves.

At a recent company intelligence
meeting the C. 0. asked Pvt. Terpen-
ing to give a sentence with the word
"Vespers" in it. Pvt. Terpening said,
"When you talk about these crabby
old sergeants it must be done in the
softest of Vespers". Ha!

We are closing now, thanks for your
kind attention, everybody, I hope that
you managed to live thru this con-
glomeration of, well, you name it, if
so we will be back with you again
next week at the same time.

So as the Chicago gangster said to
the cop as he turned his machine gun
on him: "I hope I'm not boring yuo."

POST PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFI-
CER RECEIVES ADVANCE-

MENT
(Continued from page 1)

Officer, Capt. Yarborough had been
he editor of the Infantry School News,
had been one of the officers to ac-
company the Gold Star mothers to
France and had served as Post Garden-
-r. He is also the co-author of a His-
tory of Fort Benning, which was writ-
ten in collaboration with Major Tru-
man Smith. formerly of the 4th Sec-
tion.

24 th Inf.
COMPANY "A"

The Beau Brummel of the company
is sick in the hospital. We are very

sorry and hope for his speedy recov-

ery.
Private icl. Roosevelt Johnson has

returned from furlough he states that

he had a pleasant stay and a nice

time, but if he calls making cne syrup

a pleasant stay that beats us.

Private lcl. Edward Soule has trans-

ferred to Washington Barracks; hope

that he will like his new home. We

hate to lose you, but if you think
things will be better, God speed and
good luck.

Willie C. Fritz.

COMPANY "C"
Sergeant Williams has secured a fur-

lough and is motoring to his home in
Savannah, Georgia, to visit his rela-
tives and friends.

Private Wilborn states that since his
car is of the "open air, underslung"
type, he feels that it would be ad.
visable to allow it to remain on the
parking line during the winter, and
grace the highways with it next spring,
as the last thing in "Sport model".

When you receive the ball, Harris,
you are permitted to attempt to cross
the opposing team's line for a gain.
A football line is not restricted-the
blocks are. Don't forget.

Owens opines that hunting used to
be a Sport with him, but, now it is a
business proposition.

Hall says: "The fellow who wrote
the song, 'Lord You Made the Night
Too Long' must have been placed un-
der arrest in quarters awaiting the ac-
tion of his company commander the
next morning."

They say that it is possible to judge
the type of an individual by the kind
of movies he attends. If that is so
Company "C" has many questionable
soldiers in it, because they believe in
the gangster reels.

You never return for the object you
forget--rather the object you remem-
bered. Apologies to Ripley.

TWO BEAUTIFUL GAMES
(Continued from page 10)

fans realized that Bill Swantic and
crew were loaded with surprises.
Swantic with three fast, hard hitting
youngsters back of him, displayed one
of the fastest, smoothest working
backfields of the season. This combi-
nation crumbled the defense of the
slower Headquarters team in the first

four minutes of play and scored a
touchdown on flashing end runs and
a complicated aerial attack. It was
Swantic that smashed openings in the
line, but it was the twisting, demoral-
izing loose hipping of Mathews and
Stearns that put the oval down in the
shadow of the veteran's goal line.

Stearns and LeBlanc proved to be
wizards at getting out in the open
spaces to pull down Swantic's bullet
passes. The first offensive drive car-
ried Company "E" well down into
Headquarters' territory. A p a s s,
Swantic to Mathews put the ball on
the 9 yard strip. With Headquarters
on the alert for a pass, Swantic took
the ball on a lateral pass, broke
clear and romped over the last white
marker. Swantic sent the pellet over
the uprights for the extra point and
a 7 to 0 advantage.

The remainder of the game was a
furious, scoreless struggle. In the sec-
ond quarter Headquarters threatened
and camped on Company "E", 20 yard
strip, but saw their chances go glim-
mering when Stearns cut over and in-
tercepted Valery's pass to Sullivan,
and run it back to the 30 yard strip
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'4
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before he was finally pulled down.

Knub Bennett, the Tanker batter-
ing ram, was sent in to break holes
in the concrete defense of Company
"E" in the last quarter but the val-
iant Tanker failed to dent the stone
wall of defense.

Although losing, Headquarters put

up a gallant battle. It was a case of
speed and youth against age and ex-
perience and youth was served. Val.
lery, Bennett, Sullivan, and Love
starred in the backfield for the losers.

Brown played a whale of a game at
end and Langford showed a great
game at guard, in fact the entire team
played great football and only lost

to the better team.
Three players stand out for the

winners. Swantic, veteran all-army
star, played one of the greatest games
of his career. He was ably supported
by his running mates, Mathews,
Stearns and LeBlanc. Mathews and
Stearns, playing their first year of

army football were the sensations of
the game. As a ball carrier this boy,
Mathews, has few equals in the gar-
rison. Stearns and LeBlanc played a

splendid game on offense and de.

fense and the pass grabbing of this
pair was sensational. Stearns also re-
covered two fumbles by the opposing
team.

Both games were hard fought and
well played and the splendid show
of sportsmanship by all players, as
well as their brilliant exhibition of
playing is a credit to the entire or-
ganization.

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Serviceo E 0o 1
A Citizen Wherever We Serve

1330 Broadway
R. M. Hardiug, Manager

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

PEACHTREE AT CAIN

t-.danta, a.

550 rooms of comfort and
convenience. Each room has
ceiling fan, circulating ice
water, radio and either
shower or tub bath; corner
rooms have both. Open Din-
ing Terrace and Coffee Shop.

Rooms from $2

J. F. de Jarnette Vice-Pres. & Mgr.

Makers of Fine Printing Plates
+

WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.

Atlanta, Georgia
-0-
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ING ERALD
VOLUME II

-TOWN
TO P I CXo
As the date for the Georgia-Auburn

game approaches, enthusiasm on the
post increases proportionately. Fort
Benning has suddenly blossomed
forth with an astounding number of
self-styled football experts who mod-
estly admit that they are on a par
with Grantland Rice and I. PREDIC-
TUM.

All in all, Saturday afternoon
should turn out to be a gala occasion.
The military display before the game
that is being sponsored by Fort Ben-
ning authorities will be unique and
will afford citizens of Columbus rare
entertainment. An added attraction
-6ill be the ceremony dedicating the
imposing new entrance to the stadi-
um to the world war heroes.

Those who are intending to be pres-
ent at the game are urged to get
there early for two reasons, first, to
avoid the traffic jam which is always
an integral part of every big football
game and, secondly, to witness a
spectacle which will well be worth
seeing.

A simple way to fill up this col-
umn would be to classify the typo-
graphical errors that appeared in last
week's issue of the Benning Herald.
The concluding paragraph of the ar-
ticle dealing with the reorganization
of the Infantry School Detachment is
a classic example of what we mean.
It read:

"The reorganization is expected to
inaugurate a more efficient economical
administrative and supply system,
both in their own tongues and in
Latin."

Which all goes to prove that the
United States Army is rapidly attain-
ing a high degree of culture.

And speaking of Lieut. Dowdall's
talk to the Sojourners, we understand
that the distinguished lieutenant was
seen in a new role on that occasion,
aside from that of proprietor of Ye
Olde Taverne and collector of as-
sorted octapi. It appears that Mine
Host is even more in his element as
an Irish Folk Song singer. More
power to you, Lieutenant Dowdall,
who would have thought that you
were so versatile in your accomplish-
ments?

Biglerville has been confidently ex-
pecting great things of its mayor-elect
and now it looks like it won't be
disaupointed. We have it froni a re-
liable source of information that the

august Mayor of Biglerville was re-
ported wandering aimlessly around
Headquarters last Thursday in an en-
deavor to obtain a large quantity of
towels-yes, towels. Those "in the
know" are prophesying a big clean-
up (lay in Biglerville before the week
is over.

Little Peggy Ramsey practically
stole the show from the other more
experienced actors and actresses last
Friday and Saturday. Her fine per-
formance has been given due credit
elsewhere, but another bouquet won't
hurt her reputation.

The 1932-33 dramatic season was
ushered in auspiciously enough by the
production "Pomeroy's Past." Those
who attended one or the other of the
two showings are almost unanimously
agreed that a finer performance from
an amateur cast would be hard to find
anywhere.

FORT BENNING, GA., FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1932

Sojourners Hear
Talk By Dowdall

The monthly meeting of the Fort

Benning Chapter No. 8, National So-

journers was held at the Polo Hunt

Club on Tuesday evening. A large

number of Sojourners and their

guests and a number of visitors, rep-

resenting the Knights of Columbus of

Columbus and Fort Benning were

present.

The feature of the evening was the
talk given by Lt. Harry G. Dowdall,
Secretary of the Officers' Club, on his
experiences during a recent trip
through Ireland and his attendance
at the Eucharistic Congress at Dub-
lin. Lt. Dowdall used a series of lan-
tern slides to illustrate his lecture
and gave descriptions of every scene.
Of special interest were his visits
to Blarney Castle, Killarney Lakes,
Dublin, and other points famous in
Gaelic song and story. The address
was punctuated by frequent use of
Irish dialect and interspersed by tall
stories, a recitation of an Irish poem,
and the rendition of an Irish folk-
song. There was much of interest
and instructional value in the talk,
since Lt. Dowdall dwelt at some
length on various customs of the Old
Country and gave excellent descrip-
tions of different points of interest.

Among the pictures shown were
those of the Eucharistic Congress,
some of which brought out forcibly
the immensity of the ceremony and
the careful precision with which the
whole proceedings were handled.
Upwards of one million people were
present at one of the ceremonies, a
crowd which presented a very fine ex-
ample of perfect behavior and order-
liness. The military bearing and
discipline of the Irish Free State
Army were also the subject of spe-
cial comment.

A special meeting of the Sojourn-
ers will be held at the Cricket Tea
Room at 7:00 p. in. Tuesday, Nov-
ember 22, for the purpose of initiat-
ing candidates into the Daniel Mor-
gan Camp Heroes of '76.

Marines To Play
Second B a t talion

Realizing her dreams of a fort-
night, the Second Battalion will get
her chance to go in against the mighty
"Jireens" tomorrow week, November
26. The Marines have been pointing
toward the Second Battalion for a

long time, and now the time has
come to settle that mythical dispute.

The game will be played at Memo-
rial Stadium in Columbus, between
the 2d Bn., 29th Infantry and the
Paris Island marines for the benefit
of the American Legion Charity Chest
and the Fort Benning Community
Chest. It is being sponsored by the
American Legion Post of Columbus
and a group of Columbus business
men among whom are: Tony Samp-
son of the Metropolitan Cafe, Edgar
Chancellor of Chancellor Company,
Rex Hubbard of Hubbard Hardware,
and L. C. and A. F. Kunze of the
Columbus Office Supply Company.

Backed with a strong running at-
tack, the blue clad boys in the line
will strive to prove the strength of
the mightiest Doughboy team to ever
be organized at the post. Saunders,
at one half and Prophet at the other
will be able to go places, and will

(Please turn to page 9)

Dramatic Club Scores Hit With
First Production Of Current Year

To write a review of an amateur
show and be truthful without evasion
or mental reservation is a most dif-
ficult proposition for it requires cov-
ering ground on which angels fear
to tread. The President of the Dra-
matic Club, knowing of no other
fearless angel, called on me and,
true to type, I responded. I shall go
cautiously, however, and those who
didn't care for the Pomeroy's Past
-if there be any such-are doomed
to disappointment if they expect me
to announce to the world that Zeno-
bia Zilch had certain idiosyncrasies
of enunciation and that Zebulon
Zilch should have kept his hands in
his pockets part of the time instead
of waving them in the air all of the
time. Such faults are inconsequential.
The play was a hit and it was ex-
ceedingly well done by all hands. My
space limit is insufficient to permit
me to do full justice to an excellent
performance by a capable cast. Why
should I use a part of it to snipe
at minor violations of the profession-
al actor's technique?

The Director (Katherine Cleve-
land), the Assistant Director (Lieut.
L. E. Brady) and every member of
the Cast of Pomeroy's Past are indi-
vidually and collectively entitled to
the highest praise f or successfully
producing Claire Kummer's play.
That it was successfuly produced was
evidenced by the genuine enjoyment
experienced by the entire audience.
It was a most difficult play for ama-
teurs to put on successfully and who-
ever selected the play started the di-
rector and cast off with a tremen-
dous handicap. The stuff was there
but every bit of it had to be brought
out for the play might easily have

gone sour. That Mrs. Cleveland and
her cast succeeded in bringing it out
so effectively is evidence of capable
direction and loyal and competent
support.

The lines and action of the vehicle
imposed upon Amanda (Nelle Tot-
ten) and Pomeroy (Lt. Treat), the
delicate task of putting the play over
in the style which our critical audi-
ence has become accustomed to. Less
skillful work on the part of the above
mentioned co-stars would have re-
sulted in drags, dead stops, and a gen-
eral flop. S el1 d o m indeed has it
been my privilege to witness an ama-
teur actress give as spirited and ef-
fective performance of a difficult role
as that given by Mrs. Totten and Lt.
Treat, as the dominated brother, was
equal to every occasion. I therefore
award the Croix de Guerre with two
palms to the Combat Team of Cor-
poral Cleveland and First Class Fight-
ing Privates Totten and Treat.

Phyllis Sargent as Mary was lovely
to look upon, her stage presence left
little to be desired, and her voice
was surpassingly agreeable to the au-
ditory senses. I regret that she did
not have more opportunity to dis-
play her histrionic ability. Were I
to write the play I would certainly
give Mary more to do and I would
never, never make her cry.

Felicia Howell as Francesca essay-
ed a most difficult role. Any part
involving a dialect is difficult, and
particularly so when a born and bred
South Carolinian is required to speak
with an Italian accent. Francesca
got away with her part beautifully,
and was convincing in her portrayal.
Sometime I hope to see her in a play

(Please turn to page 3)

Handicap Tennis Tournament Is Well
Under Way; Other Matches Planned
The landicap Tennis Tournament

is now well under way. All first
round matches have been played and
several second round matches have
been run off. By the end of the cur-
rent week, it is hoped that the sur-
vivors may be in a position to enter
upon the third round.

In the first round ofthe Men's
Tournament, Blackmore won from
Tindall by default; Giddings defeat-
ed Pierson 6-2, 9-7; Newman won
from Wampler easily 6-1, 6-0. Wilson
won from McCleave 6-3, 6-4; Terrell
won from Lovett in three sets 2-6,
6-1, 6-0; Poore downed Gavin 6-3,
6-2; Lynch drew a bye; and Drake
defeated Rudolph 6-0, 6-0.

In the second bracket, Bassett de-
feated Evans 2.6, 6-2, 6-1; Sherburne
won from Calhoun; Lt. Harding drew
a bye; D. P. Harding defeated
Howze 6-0, 6-2; Irving won from
Tibbett 6-1, 6-2; Winston won from
Blair 6-3, 10-8; and Phillips and
Graves drew byes.

In the second round, Blackmore
won from Giddings by default; Poore
defeated Terrell 9-7, 6-2; Lt. Hard-
ing won from D. P. Harding 7-5, 6-1;
Irving defeated Winston 6-1, 6-2; and
Phillips won from Graves 6-3, 6-3.
Several second round matches have
yet to be played.

In the Men's Doubles, Bassett and
Newman overcame Evans and Evans
3-6, 6-1, 6-2; Evans and Wilson won
over Pierson and Tibbett 6-3, 6-2.
In the second - bracket, Drake and
Sherburne won a hard-fought match
from Irving and Phillips 6-4, 6-2; ant

Tindall and Poore defeated Lynch
and Harding 6-3, 6-3.

In lieu of a regular handicap ten-
nis tournament, a Ladies' Ladder has
been arranged. Any player may move
up the ladder by challenging and
defeating a player not more than
two places above. An additional re-
quirement is that all players must
play at leastt six times before the
end of the tournament to hold their
places in the ladder. The tournament
has been divided into two flights; a
prize will be awarded to the winner
and runner-up in each one.

A Ladies' Doubles Tournament has
also been arranged.

In the Boys' Singles Tournament,
Richard Tindall, Jr., and Julius Ev-
ans are the only two entrees who have
advanced to the semi-finals at this
writing. In the Boys' Doubles, Tin-
dall and Evans defeated Buffington
and Barnes to enter the finals.

The results of the Men's Singles
Tournament has clearly indicated
that the ranking is inaccurate. This'
is a natural consequence inasmuch as
the Tennis Committee up to the pres-
ent time has not had the opportunity
to pass judgment on a number of
the new players to the post.

The first five ranking players in
both the Men's and Ladies' Ladder
are as follows:
Ladies' Ladder Men's Ladder
1. Mrs. Lynch 1. Drake
2. Mrs. Schneider 2. Bassett
3. Mrs. Eagles 3. Sherburne
4. Mrs,. Keiler 4. Lynch
5. Mrs. Gaston 5. Poore

Horseshow To Be
Held Next Week

The informal horseshow of the In-
fantry School will be held on No-
vember 26 at the Infantry School
Stables at 1:00 p. m. The purpose
of the show is to encourage the no-
vice riders of the Post, to develop
the experienced riders and to afford
recreation to the spectators.

There will be fourteen classes in
the show, covering practically every
phase of horsemanship, for officers,
ladies and for enlisted men. Children
under sixteen years of age are not
allowed to participat i ey n aone
allowed to participate in any of the
events of this show, as one will be
held in the spring, according to a
circular issued at Headquarters, the
Infantry School.

The officials in charge of the Show
are as follows: Major J. B. Thomp-
son, Cay., Supervisor; Captain J. W.
Blue, Inf., Manager; Lt. H. M. Mon-
roe, Inf., Asst. Mgr. and Clerk; Capt.
J. A. Nichols, Inf., Collecting Ring;
Capt. M. E. Halloran, Inf., Gate No.
1; Lt. L. J. Lockett, Inf., Gate No.
2; Lt. 0. 0. Wilson, Inf., Property;
Lt. Col. B. A. Seeley, V. C., and
Major J. G. Rife, V. C., Veterinari-
ans. The judges are to be announced.

The Horseshows held at Fort Ben-
ning are always among the most
colorful and picturesque of the ac-
tivities which feature the School sea-
son. since the equestrian courses play
such a large part in the curriculum.
They are increasing in popularity, as
evidenced by the large number of
riders which are turning o ut, and
those of the current year are expected
to be fully as entertaining as any
ever seen here.

Benning Soldiers
To Demonstrate

BY JACK GIBNEY

Strains of martial music from the
organization band of the largest regu-
lar regiment of the United States army
will open the football classic of the
year when the band of the 29th In-
fantry march into the Memorial Stadi-
um Saturday afternoon at one o'clock.

Sweeping down the field they will
take up their position at the farther
end of the stadium, there to play in
a platoon from Company C, 29th In-
fantry, and to set the time while the
boys of the "demonstration" regiment
give an exhibition of close order
drill as it is performed at the Infan-
try School.

Following this the platoon will go
through their paces in a physical
drill with the rifle. "Butts' manual"
as the drill is known, is a special
form of calisthenics used in the army,
and the sight of almost a hundred
men moving in unison is one of the
features of the day.

An exhibition of co-ordination in
which the riflemen go through the
manual of arms without a spoken
command is the last of the fancy
drills to be performed by the platoon
from Company C, at the conclusion
of which they will retire to the end
of the field to re-form for the last,
and most thrilling, of Fort Benning's
contributions to the day's program.

Flanked on each side by a Chris-
tie tank, the latest, fastest, and best
types of armored molhile equipmen
used by the army, the doughboys will
make an assault march on a nest ef
machine guns and 37 mm. cannon a

(Please turn to page 10)
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Football Dance To Honor College Teams Today's Fashion
At Country Club Saturday Evening

The Country Club will be the scene
Saturday evening of a delightful din-
ner dance given in honor of the mem-
bers of the Georgia-Auburn teams.
The Club is gaily decorated in red
and black, the colors of the Georgia
team, and in blue and gold, the col-
ors of Auburn. Many reservations
are being made for dinner from Fort
Benning and from Columbus.

CAPT. AND MRS. GOLIGHTLY EN-
TERTAIN GUESTS AT OFFI-
CERS' CLUB DINNER DANCE
Capt. and Mrs. Harvey J. Golightly

entertained a party of friends Thurs-
day evening at the Officers' Club din-
ner dance. Covers were laid for
twenty. The guests were: Major and
Mrs. Emil W. Leard, Maj. and Mrs.
Forrest Harding, Capt. and Mrs. R. E.
Vermette, Capt. and Mrs. Samuel L.
Buracker, Lieut. and Mrs. Kameil
Maertens, Lieut. and Mrs. J. R. Pierce,
Lieut. and Mrs. J. E. Bowen, Lieut.
and Mrs. G. P. Howell, Lieut. A. E.
O'Flaherty, and Lieut. Ralph Pulsifer.

LIEUT. AND MRS. EDWIN POST
HONOR VISITORS WITH DIN.

NER BEFORE COUNTRY
CLUB DANCE

Lt. and Mrs. Edwin D. Post will be
the hosts Saturday evening at a din-
ner at the Country Club given in
honor of their house guests, Col. and
Mrs. R. D. O'Brien of Fort McPher-
son. The table, in keeping with the
decorations of the Club will be deco-
rated in the Georgia-Auburn colors.
Covers are being laid for fourteen. The
guests will be: Col. and Mrs. O'Brien,

Post Office

Beauty

Shoppe

Treat yourself to the

best Permanent Waves.

$2.95

2 for $5.00

103 12th St. Phone 9335

Capt. and Mrs. R. B. Gayle, Lt. and
Mrs. G. P. Howell, Lt. and Mrs. J.E.
Bowen, Lieut. and Mrs. Louis B. /1
Rutte, and Lieut. and Mrs. J. E.
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ads mar your Blackhead Lotion corrects this
r the smooth unwelcome condition. It is an
r skin. My antiseptic, medicinal liquid.which

loosens and partially dissolves
blackheads and the impurities
which cause acne and other skin~-imperfections. My Pore Cream
contracts the tiny edges of coarseK pores, quickly reducing them and* > ma your skin texture ex-
quisitely fine and smooth.

All Kathleen Mary Quinlan prepa-.
rations at our Toilet Goods Counter
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COL. AND MRS. O'BRIEN HONOR
ED AT LUNCHEON BEFORE

GEORGIA-AUBURN GAME
Col. and Mrs. R. D. O'Brien o

Fort MacPherson who are visitin
Lieut. and Mrs. Edwin D. Post, will b(
the honor guests Saturday at a buf
fet luncheon given by Lieut. and Mrs
G. P. Howell. The luncheon table wil
be decorated with y e 11 o w and rus
chrysanthemums. The guest list in
clude Col. and Mrs. O'Brien, Lieut
and Mrs. Post, Lieut. and Mrs. Lynn
Brady, Lieut. and Mrs. J. E. Bowen
Lieut. and Mrs. Ross Brackney, Capt
Peter LeToney and Lieut. Robert
Ports.

DINNER DANCE AT OFFICERS
CLUB THURSDAY INTEREST-

ING AFFAIR
The dinner dance at the Officers'

Club Thursday was one of exceptional
interest due to the attractive decora
tions of red and black in honor of the
Georgia-Auburn game. Among those
reserving tables were: Maj. and Mrs.
J. W. Duckworth and twenty, Capt.
and Mrs. M. V. Talbot and twenty.
and Capt. and Mrs. Leonard Murphy
and twenty.

LIEUT. AND MRS. DICKERSON
AND LIEUT. AND MRS. MAT.

THEWS HOSTS AT DANCE
IN HONOR OF LIEUT.

MRS. PERCY HUNT
Lieut. and Mrs. Percy Hunt, who

are the house guests of Lieut. and
Mrs. A. H. Dickerson will be the hon-
or guests Friday evening at a delightful
dance at the Polo Hunt Club given
by Lieut. and Mrs. A. H. Dickerson
and Lt. and Mrs. W. S. Matthews. The
club will be appropriately decorated
in the colors of the Goergia and Au-
burn football teams. In t he receiv-
ing line will be Lt. and Mrs. Dicker-
son, Lieut. and Mrs. Matthews and
Lieut. and Mrs. Hunt. The guest list
include friends and hosts f rom
Fort Benning and Columbus. Dancing
will be enjoyed from nine to one,
the 24th Infantry orchestra furnishing
the music. During the evening coffee
and "hot-dogs" will be served.

* * *

CAPT. AND MRS. NICHOLS EN-
TERTAIN AT OFFICERS' CLUB

THURSDA Y EVENING
Capt. and Mrs. J. A. Nichols were

A robe that should be the joy
any school girl's heart.

By VERA WINSTON

ing at dinner at the Officers' Club
complimenting their attractive house
guest, Miss Anna McClure. The Chaf-
fins had as their guests: The Misses
McClure, Harriotte Atkins, Barbara
King, Nancy Stillwell, Helen Gunner,
Betty Welty, Mary Wadsworth, and
Lieuts. Thomas Hammond, James
Churchill, James Woolnough, Ernest
Easterbrook, Joseph Coolidge, C. E.
Decker, Thomas Sherburne, P. D.
Ginder, J. A. Geary, J. G. Pitcher, C.
H. Clarke, E. G. Winston, and D. H.
Hundley.

COTILLION CLUB ISSUES INVI-
TATIONS TO OFFICERS AND

LADIES OF FT. BENNING
The Cotillion Club, the debutante

club of Columbus is entertaining
with a dance at the Muscogee Club
on Saturday night, November 19, at
9 o'clock. Miss Mary Jane Gaffney,
president of the club, states that no
cards are being issued to the dance
but it is the hope of the club that
the dancing contingent of Benning
w'l1 attend.

Personals
Maj. and Mrs. Lloyd H. Cook have

as their house guests for the Georgia.
Auburn game, Maj. and Mrs. Roger
B. Williams of Fort Oglethorpe.

Lieut. and Mrs. Edwin D. Post have
as their house guests Col. and Mrs.
R. D. O'Brien of Fort McPherson, for
the weekend.

Lieut. and Mrs. A. H. Dickerson
have as their house guests for the
Georgia-Auburn game Lieut. and Mrs.
Percy Hunt.

F-U-R-S
Coats, Neck Pieces

Remodeled and Repaired
Small Capes Made, also Muffs

from Odds of Furs.
Phone 3351-R 1016 Brown Ave.

POST EXCHANGE

Lay Away Your

Xmas Gift Now
Give Jewelry This Year

Gifts That Last

USE OUR DIVIDED

PAYMENT PLAN

PEKOR'S
JEWELERS

1221 Broadway

U]

We cordially invite an in-
spection of our complete

Food Department Store

EVERYTHING IN

FOODS

Fancy and Staple Groceries,
Highest Grade Western Meats,
Sea-Foods, Dressed Poultry,
Fruits, Vegetables, Imported
Goods, Etc.
All at most economical prices.

GIGLIG'S
1025-27 1st Ave. Columbus, Ga.

Officers' Charge Accounts
Solicited.

FORT BENNING, GA.

CHRISTMAS
CARDS

now on display at

MAIN BRANCH

Rosenberg's Tovland
Opens Monday

You will enjoy this elaborate display
ANY TYPE TOY FOR BOY OR GIRL
Toys Selected Now Stored Until Xmas.

Charge Purchases not due until January 1st.

SECOND FLOOR

Max Rosenberg Co.
1145 BROADWAY

€ember 19, 1932
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The shops just now are showing
the most attractive nighties, dressing
gowns and bath robes for youngsters
in place of the utilitarian, rather drab
looking garments that used to be
considered right for a child. Psychol-
ogists assert that drab, unhappy look-
ing clothes give sensitive children an
inferiority complex that makes itself
felt in later years. And remembering
some of the unhappy looking children
we have seen, looking so sad in their
ugly clothes, we can well believe this.
But, it's all very different now as you
have probably noticed.

Today we show a sketch of a bath
robe that should be the joy of an-
school girl's heart. It is of Frenc?
blue flannel with smocking as decora-
tion. This smocking is done in navy
and white and goes all round the
yoke in back and only partly in front.
The buttons are self-covered.

the hosts Thursday evening to a con-
-enial party of friends at the Officers'
Club dinner dance. Covers were laid
for ten. The guests were Lieut. and
Mrs. M. M. Boatner, Lieut. and Mrs.
C. K. Harding, Lieut. and Mrs. E. H.
McDaniel, Miss Jacqueline Conley,
and Lieut. James Winn.

CAPT. AND MRS. BEVAN MAKE
RESERVATIONS AT OFFI-

CERS' CLUB
Among those reserving tables at the

Thursday evening dinner dance at the
Officers' club were Capt. and Mrs.
Wendell L. Bevan. Reservations were
made for twenty-two. The guest list
included: Capt. and Mrs. Ralph Lov.
ett, Capt. and Mrs. W. C. Phillips,
Capt. and Mrs. G. T. Strock, Capt.
and Mrs. Hugh Evans, Capt. and Mrs.
Clough Gee, Lieut. and Mrs. R. T.
Foster, Lieut. and Mrs. P. W. Thomp-
son, Lieut. and Mrs. L. B. Ely, Lieut.
and Mrs. W. C. Lucas, Miss Frances
Cheney, and Lieut. A. L. Cobb.

CAPT. AND MRS. OWENS AT DIN-
NER AT OFFICERS' CLUB

Thursday evening at the Officers'
Club dinner dance, Capt. and Mrs.
Charles H. Owens were hosts to a
number of their friends. Among
those present were: Capt. and Mrs.
George 0. Clark, Capt. and Mrs. C.
W. Hanna, Capt. and Mrs. A. H. Luse,
Capt. and Mrs. F. M. Hyndman, Capt.
and Mrs. Leroy W. Nichols, Capt. andMrs. E. A. Everett, Capt. and Mrs. C.
B. Crim, Capt. and Mrs. Lloyd Bar-
nett and Lieut. and Mrs. H. L. Kelley.

LIEUT. COL. AND MRS. CHAFFIN
ENTERTAIN HOUSE GUEST

AT OFFICERS' CLUB
Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Andrew D.
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DRAMATIC CLUB SCORES HIT
WITH FIRST PRODUCTION

(Continued from page 1)

Dr. Trebus Hemingway (Chaplain
Monahan) was cast for a part in which
he had to portray himself. This is
one of the most difficult things in
play acting, particularly when, as in
this case, a gentleman of the Cloth
is called upon to portray a gentle-
man of the Cloth. The role calls for
a characterization which brings out
by accentuation the distinctive char-
acteristics of a padre, and it is only
human for a person in Chaplain Mon-
han's situation to tone down those
very characteristics instead of empha-
sising them. I therefore award an-
other Croix de Guerre to Chaplain
Monahan for a difficult portrayal ex-
ceedingly well done.

Edge, the omnipresent butler, was
convincingly well handled by Captain
Albright. Captain Albright has never
been a butler in his life, has proba-
bly never had one and if the pay
cut persists, may never have one. That
he interpreted the part of Edge so
capably in spite of these handicaps
is evidence of real ability.

Burtram Pierce, as Hilda, made a
most attractive nurse. She has an
easy stage presence and a charming
speaking voice. A patient would never
want to get well with Burtram
Pierce's Hilda to hold his hand.
Moreover you could count on her in
a crisis. She didn't even get overly
excited when telling about the Vil-
lanous Flynn carrying off her charge
in a high powered car.

And that brings me to Mr. Flynn,
the A. & P. Cowboy from Colorado
with an overpowering penchant for
Francesca. Lt. Ferenbaugh played in
a fitting and accomplished manner.
He was well cast for the part and
at no time did I fear for the safety
of Trebus Hemingway while Flynn
was running around with the rever-
end doctor tucked under his arm.

I am saving for the last my words
of unqualified praise for Peggy Ram-
sey who took the part of Frances
in the twin team of Frances and
Francis. Surely the grown ups in
the cast will not resent it when I say
that Peggy's little scene in the sec-

ond act was a high point of the show.
For so youthful an actress to say so
many lines without once giving the

WE MAKE
RUBBER STAMPS

-- One Day Delivery-
COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.

FOR

THANKSGIVING
there's only one choice

FOREMOST
Ice Cream

Pure-Healthful-Economical

Call the

SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.
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Girl Scouts I
Every Girl Scout in Fort Benning

joins me in expressing the most sin-
cere thanks to Miss Page Michie,
whose efforts have produced for us
three most beautiful progress charts.
At the top of each is the Troop
crest, a Cardinal, a daffodil and a
pine tree. At the left are the pictures
representing the names of the patrol.

Each painting is artistically origi-
nal, being the own work of Miss
Michie, who is also examiner for the
Artist badge. Again we express our
appreciation for this wonderful con-
tribution to Girl Scouting at Ben-
ning.

CARDINAL TROOP

We're getting more and more Ten-
derfoot girls in our troop. Before
long we'll all be second class and
then what glorious times we will
have! Today Betty and Beverly Thorn
were invested. I really admire Mrs.
Brown a lot, for not getting them
mixed, they look so much alike. The
rest of us are still figuring out a way
t otell them apart.

Girl Scout Headquarters has sent
our Captain a questionnaire, asking
us about what we want to do "when
we grow up," and our favorite types
of women. It was very interesting,
and to find out what the girls of to-
day are thinking about.

The meeting was so filled with
songs, the flag ceremony, and a court
of honor, that before we knew it,
it was a quarter of six!

DAFFODIL TROOP

We had our first investment on
Friday, November 11. At this time
Mrs. Heileman, one of our lieuten-
ants, Marion Kelly, Betty Ruth Rarey,
Mary Fox and Mary Jane Merrill all
became Tenderfoot Scouts.

Did you ever try signalling by wink-
ing Well we are going to try it very
soon. We signal quite well with flags
and today we signalled with our
hands, playing a game called "Secret
Pass Word." Margie Heileman's pat-
rol came in first, scoring 10 points,
Dorothy Negrotto's second, scoring 5
points, and Ann Cota's third, with 3
points.

We had one new girl, Patricia El-
liott, join our troop today and we
also had a visitor, Bernice Ayers. Of
course Patsie is coming every time
and we hope Bernic liked us well
enough to come again.

I'll bet yxou didn't know that many
people were interested in Scouts, but
;f you could have seen our list of
Fxaminers you would think (lifferent.
Of course with all these wonderful

murosson that she was speaking a
piece is a rare achievement. Peggy
has real stage appeal and I hope that
her father and mother are as proud
of her as I am.

The show was beautifully staged
and lighted and the costuming and
make-up were excellent. It would
be difficult to improve upon the
drawing-room scene designed by Cap-
tain Bell and his helpers and ap-
propriately set by Katherine Brady.
As for the lighting which was very
well handled, we cannot refrain from
a word of commendation on Lieu-
tenant O'Flaherty's wandering light
switch. No matter what spot on the
wall the preoccupied player touched
the lights went up or down as desired.
It was undoubtedly a great conven-
ience.

And finally we salute the sometimes
forgotten men and women-all wo-
men in this instance-who constitute
the off-stage assistants whose efforts
mean so much to the success of a
play. Isobel Chance, Meriam Beav-
ers, Ethel Halloran and Martha Wat-
kins did an exceptionally good job
in making up the cast without over-
doing it and if Dorothy Ferenbaugh
failed to provide anything essental
in the way of properties, we failed
to notice it.

Everything considered, Pomeroy's
Past started off the current dramatic
year in a manner which augurs well
for a successful season. Director, cast
and all concerned are entitled to our
thanks for two evenings of excellent
entertainment.

E. F. R.

Examiners we wanted to take all the
badges before the first Court of
Awards. But we can't-we have so
little time. Just watch us for the
next one though.

We are very grateful to all these
lovely people for giving us so much
of their time and talents and please
remember that if we can ever do any-
thing for you, we are always ready
more than willing.

PINE TREE TROOP

Last Wednesday we again worked
hard and had fun while doing it. Our
Captain and Lieutenant took all the
girls who were working on their Ten-
derfoot Test and both taught them
and passed them. They mus have
done a lot, for nearly all the girls
passed, and those that didn't went
to Miss Stillwell's house next Mon-
day, and finished up. I believe there
is only one girl in the Troop now
who has not passed her Tenderfoot
test, and she just joined at the last
meeting.

The other girls played signalling
games with Winnie Stillwell and Tina
Hinkley, who very kindly came to
help our leaders. In one of the
games we played we formed a circle
and each girl was given a certain
letter. Two a's were given, two L's,
two R's, etc., two girls having the
same letter. Someone was blindfoll-
ed and put in the center of the circle.
Then a certain letter was signalled
and they had to change places. Th?
one who was caught had to be blind-
folded and try to catch someone else.

Then we had our flag ceremony.
(You see, this meet'ng was mixed up
-s w" hail quite a lot to do.

Last we had our ustial tcod-night
r I- an I Cour't of T onor, and evry-

hody went home afeer a busy meet-
I lI-.

I

T IME for celebration ---
symbolized by good dinners

and carefully planned menus.

When you're preparing your

Thanksgiving meals, be sure

to let us assist you.

- p

Grocery Department
POST EXCHANGE

The Post Exchange
person not

FT. BENNING, GA.
is not authorized to sell to any
in the Military Service

CITY DRUG STORE
1142 BROADWAY

cordially invites you to meet

Mrs. Hilda Baker
Representing DeMar, World Famous

Authority on Make-Up and Care of the Skin, who
is in our Toiletries Department

You will be shown the make-up that brings out your
best features . .. and minimizes those least desir-

able . . based on your particular type.

Army Daughters
Hold Rummage Sale

The Army Daughters, Fort Benning

Chapter held their annual rummage
sale on November 9th and 10th. We

feel that the sale was a great success

as the sum of $137.60 was raised. This

money has been turned over to the

Welfare Council for Mrs. Lyman to

use at her discretion to cover some
of the most urgent needs during the

coming winter. We all know that

there are a great many demands up-

on the welfare and we are very glad

to feel that we can be of some as-

sistance in this worthy work. We want

to thank all those on the post who
so generously contributed rummage

and to Kayser-Lillianthal who very
kindly donated several articles. We
also thank Chaplain Howard for let-
ting us use the Sunday School Room
of the Protestant Chapel to hold our
sale. The Rummage Sale answers two
purposes. It enables a great many
people to buy at a minimum cost and
acquire things that they could not
otherwise afford. The proceeds go
to help other very needy persons.
The demand was greater than the
supply this year so please bear in
mind that this sale is an Annual Af-
fair and save what you can spare to-
wards this very worthy cause.

Mrs. J. B. Thompson,
President, D. U. S. A.,

Thanksgiving 0 0 0

0 1

;L
oil

Mata Hari
Mare Hari, famous dancer and

enemy spy, makes an innocent accom-
plice of a young Russian aviator, Al-
exander Rosanoff. As her former
lover, Shubin, is about to telephone
Dubois, the head of the French Secret
Service and involve Rosanofl, the
dancer shoots Shubin. But Rosanoff
comes to see the latter. The dancer
persuades him not to enter and sends
him on his flight to Russia with mes-
sages, admitting that she loves him.
He is shot dawn. From her hiding-
place she hurries to him, finds him
blind and promises to marry him.
But Mata Hari is arrested as she
leaves the hospital. At the courtmar-
tial, her lawyer moves for acquittal,
pointing out that no one has seen
her in Shubin's rooms the morning
of the slaying.

Another smile. Mata Hari's eyes
narrowed and she threw back her
head as if she were gratified by the
success of her thrust.

Had she not on the morning of his
death come to visit him in his of-
fice with papers on which she needed
his help?

"I came to visit him in his office
intending to make up our quarrel. I
valued his friendship. I did not wish
to lose it Since M. Dubois had me
searched here, he can doubtless in-
form you whether I had papers or
not.'

But, insisted the prosecutor without
a sign of irritation, the attendant in
Colonel Shubin's office now said that
she had left a note on the Colonel's
desk just before the search. And af-
terwards, she had asked for the let-
ter back again. Why, if it were just
an innocent message to the Colonel
to say she had been in-and since
she so valued his friendship she
would wish him to know that she
had sought, by this means, to renew

(Please turn to page 4)

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

KEEP THIS IN
MIND

It Pays To Trade
At The Post

Exchange

Post Exchange
Fort Benning, Ga.
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I LIEUTENANT PEEP'S DIARY
Monday, November 7

Anticipation of a short week fol-

lowed by a three-day week-end does

somewhat moderate the Monday
blues. Verbally the anticipaters put
it "Oh boy, Friday off, Saturday off,
Sunday off!" Which did move me
to surmise "And Monday off-to the
hospital."

Our store of knowledge enriched
by the first hand information exuding
from members of the Advanced Class
whose speeches did give rise to the
thought that if the word "now" had
been struck from the language this
period had been cut short by one-
third.

To the Communications Group at
nine of the clock and there treated
to a review of electricity and magne-
tism in an hour and a half. For my-
self who thinks ohm is a place to go
I do believe that Lt. Murphy stands
in need of a very high potential to
overcome my Monday morning am-
perage of thought and resistance to
instruction. As for reviewing this sub-
ject for me, if two weeks are not
available for it then a good hour and
a half might this day have been saved.
Tuesday, November 8

From eight till twelve at the hands
of Sahara Sam. He does impress me
as being possessed of a secret sor-
row. Mayhap he is still frustrated in
his search for the activities of his
energetic man on a motorcycle.

Our most varied course was, this
morning, further extended to include
a short period on cleaning spitoons.
I do hope that the graded test will
require no practical work for the
usual demonstration.

Peck, having been cited for in-
voluntary retirement, does offer for
sale an almost new pair of Peal
boots, the which he says, his poor
success at craps precludes his paying
for anyhow. If elimination strikes
the army I do hope that crapshooters
who use no dice will not be over-
looked.
Wednesday, November 9

Into the mysteries of International
Morse in earnest this day and I doubt
not that from now henceforward we
shall be carrying, as Maglin says, dit
sandwiches in our lunches; a dit
sandwich being a dit between two
dabs. Maglin did further distinguish
himself when the talk sudddenly
shifted from athletics to code and
he was asked if he was any good at
it. Quoth B il1 "Sure. I'm a six
letter man."

Mr. Roosevelt is a man of action

I find for, having only yesterday been
elected, he has already raised our
standard of living, butter and bacon
at the commissary being up in price.

A bit puzzled by a paper in my
box which at first sight did appear
to be a set of new conventional signs
for field fortifications. But that it
took me five minutes to recognize
the graph as the horse show bulle-
tin, it had reposed in the trash can
five minutes longer.
Thursday, November 10

To Shelton Range to complete our
record firing with the automatic rifle.
I could wish that my Scotch lineage
did not so perniciously force itself
to the van for to it I am sure is
due my propensity for saving ammu-
nition, especially at rapid fire. Yet
I suppose that additional rounds
could only increase the mottled ap-
pearance of my target, which did look
for all the world like a fresh shirt
after the morning grapefruit. I have
no least idea singled out for a horri-
ble example but if they do show me
up but once more the Field Artillery
has gained a lieutenant.

This, our last session under the
Cheer Leader, was carried on into
the moonlight with a demonstration
of and a talk on experimental auto-
matic weapons which we might more
readily and certainly more comfort-
ably have received over the radio
at home.

And so away to observe over the
week-end. Major Dabney's admoni.
tion in his lecture on "Sanitation"
that "water should be looked upon
with suspicion."
Friday, November 11

My day rest broken by scouting
to determine the truth of the report
that Bill Triplet's Thursday night
gallantry did temporarily furnish
competition to the Rialto, aid to the
D. S. C., and entertainment to two
minions of the law.
Saturday, November 12

A night spent in stoking the Sun-
beam with a consequent loss in dis-
position and no great gain in house
temperature. A n d I was greatly,
minded of the local realtor who has
Fall assured me that it "doesn't get
cold in Georgia. Most houses use
only fireplaces for heat, and that
proves it." Since the tropics and
Georgia summers have reduced my
blood to water I greatly fear that one
Gf these nights it will freeze in my
veins and produce a plumber's bill
which is not covered by my contract.
And so to the coal-shed.

Lieut. Peep.

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

Parrot Fever

Psittacosis or parrot fever is being
reported in various parts of the Unit-
ed States. During the winter 1929-30,

there were recorded 163 cases with
33 deaths.

There is just one way to avoid con-
tracting this rather fatal disease-
keep away from parrots and parra-
keets. This is the advice of the U.
S. Public Health Service.

Southern California has reported
the largest number of cases in recent
months. Practically all other cases
reported from all over the country
have been traced to breeding aviaries

- '-, 1.* P &

Anti-freeze Mixture

Just a reminder that the use of
wood alcohol (methanol) in automo-
bile radiators is dangerous. Inhala-
tion of the fumes of wood alcohol
may cause death.

Don't use anti-freeze mixtures that
contain this poison.

Moisture and Heat

Many of us suffer during the win-
ter months from overheated rooms.
We close the house to get warm and
forget that proper ventilation and
moisture are also needed for our
comfort.

A pan of water on the stove or
radiator will add much to our well

Offhand...
Observatinos

By McGOOFUS

Stocks in glass and cork have gone
up from one to four points.

Tennis tournaments, dramatics,
polo games, bowling tournaments,
hunts, horse shows, bridge, golf and
endless calls. When is a man to get
in heavy reading and study for the
mind's sake (if he has any left)?

All of which brings to mind how
brightly the white lights are twink-
ling out by the Upatoi. Congested
traffic, talented Thespians, jovial ma-
yor Pulsifer, Dowdall's supper club,
men-about-town, boxing bouts, good
and bad columnists, boulevardiers
Sherburne et als, create an atmosphere
which miniatures that of the little
island at the mouth of the Hudson.

* * *

Men-about-town:-Horseman Z e r o
Wilson, Jack Griffith, columnist and
bon vivant Munson, architects Go.
lightly and O'Flaherty.

* * *

Dignified pseudonyms by which
some of the members of our profes-
sion are known:-Jug, Steamboat
Monk, Gump, Wandering Willie,
Major Hoople, Paul Revier, Wart,
Deuce, Tripod, Quack-Quack.

Lt. H. M. Monroe was Elmer Oli.
phant's "blocking back."

Looking over old letters, diaries,
and check stubs is seldom advisable.
When viewed through the all power.
ful hindsight, the sheer and unadult-
crated dumbness of many of our past
acts is bound to stand out in bold
relief. The sad part of it is that if
we are honest with ourselves, we
cannot escape the realization that a
like number of our current brilliant
passes will appear just as asinine ten
years hence.

Tut, tut, (Gunbotham), the goblins
won't get you and Klansman Mc.
Goofus didn't mean to scare you with
his big kloak. It's all in fun, you
know.

p

MATA HARI
(Continued From Page 3)

it-why, in that case, had she re-
'rieved the note?

It was his smoothness that gave
Mata Hari pause, and Maitre Caron,
too, accustomed to the tactics of the
courtroom, sensed in this a warning.
That particular kind of patience de-
notes the consciousness of strength in
reserve, a hand not yet revealed, an
ace up the sleeve. It is the calm be-
fore the sudden storm which may
wreck the ship.

Instead of answering the question
by another sally aimed at Dubois, the

dancer decided to treat it with appar-
ent seriousness and candour.

"The letter I wrote to Colonel Shu-
bin consisted of just a line or two
saying I was sorry for last night and
wished he would ring me up. There
was nothing else in the envelope. Af.
ter I was searched, the indignity
made me angry. I felt that Colonel
Shubin should take better care of
his visitors; I decided he should real-
ly apologize to me, and as I knew
the attendant would tell him I had
called, on an impulse, I took the note
and went away. Surey, if it had con-
tained anything serious, I would not
have cared to walk around with it
after a search."

"Where did you go after that?"
She knew that she was on treacher.

ous ground here, and she answered
with great care as close to the truth
as possible. "As nearly as I can re-
member, I took a taxi in order to go
to a hotel for lunch. Then it was
such a pleasant day I decided to get
out and walk. I walked for quite a
while, thinking of some dances which
I had in mind and I was so engrossed
that I found I had long passed the
hotel. I had something to eat in one
of the cafes and hurried back to keep
an engagement with my dressmaker."

"We have a statement of a taxi-
driver to the effect that he drove you
that morning to within a block of
Colonel Shubin's house. He had seen
you dance and recognized you."

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

SECOND SECTION CONTROVERSY
For the past two weeks the conductor of The Flare-whose activities

are nothing if not varied-has been functioning in an informal judicial
capacity.

Lieutenant Ditdah Raymond and Captain Monte Blue, mindful of the
power of our poison pen to make and break reputations, have appealed to
us to tell the world the true story of how the Refresher Class came to be
reported lost on the morning of their inspection of the stables. This might
be easy were it not that the stories differ violently on all of the major points.
In the vivid picture portrayed by the voluble communications expert, Lieu-
tenant Raymond appears as a bright star, alert, up-and-coming young officer
while Captain Blue has the role of a slow-witted oaf whose crass blundering
caused the Secretariat of The Infantry School (represented by Brother Emil
Leard) to throw a fit. The horse member's less colorful version pictures
Captain Blue as a cool, calm, collected, intelligent and highly capable fellow
and Raymond as an excitable, light-waisted, blatherskite whose job as dry
nurse to the Refreshers is too big for him.

The controversy had its inception in a telephone call from Captain Blue
which mentioned the Refresher Class. This much is known. Where the call
came from and what it said are matters of dispute. Either justifiable or
without provocation -depending on who is telling the story-this call caused
Brother Leard to jump to the conclusion that one whole bus load of Colonels
and Lieutenant Colonels had gone astray. Lieutenant Raymond, who was
in the office at the time, describes the situation as follows:

"Imagine my feelings. For weeks I had mothered my Colonels as a
hen mothers her chicks. I had been mindful of their every need. Their wel.
fare and happiness had been my deepest concern. I had watched over their
diet by day -and put them to bed by night. I had supervised their goings
and comings. Within that very hour I had given the driver of their bus
explicit instructions to take them to the stailles. And they were lost-lost"!

Rushing out of Brother Leard's SOCIETY HEADLIGHTS
presence the distraught Lieutenant (With apologies to Felicia Howell)
ran into the driver of the bus. With- At a recent social gathering of the
out waiting to ascertain the facts, Great First Section, the leading-or
our hero tore into him for not tak- more correctly, the only-after din-

ing his Colonels to the stables as ner speaker was Major (former Cap-

ordered. The astonished driver made tam) Francis G. Bonham.
Major Bonham, having that day

a valiant effort to explain, but any- received his long deferred payless
one who has ever tried to get the promotion, was introduced in Colo-
floor while Lieutenant Raymond is nel Stillwell's best manner and re-

talking knows that the berated chauf- sponded in his own worst.

feur never had a chance to tell his "I feel honored indeed to be call-

story until the Lieutenant ran out ed upon to address this brilliant as-
semblage," began the Army's newest

of breath. When he finally got an Major, getting off to a fairly good
opening he relieved the tension con- start, "And I feel honored in hav-
siderably by stating that he had de- ing been honored at being thus hon-
livered the Colonels to their proper ored and I mean to do all that lie-
destination. Meanwhile a second in my power to deserve the honor.
telephone call had eased Brother Having attained the field officer grade,
Leard's mind on the same point and I shall devote my life to acquiring
peace reigned in the office of the As- a field officer's figure
sistant Commandant.

LietenntRayond spnt he "How's that! How's that!" inter-
rest of the morning in tracing the rupted a voice from the far end of

the table. The Major turned a frown-uproar to its source. By noon he hadin eyupntehclradhn
a substantial case against Captainin eyupntehceradhn
Blue which he generously turned sat down in confusion.
over to the Flare for publication. The heckler was Colonel Weeks.
Meanwhile Captain Blue got wind of Another casualty of Colonel Still-
the conspiracy to make him the goat well's party was Major Bill Lee.
and took the stand in his own be- The dashing Major sat on a long
half. splinter during the course of a rous-

The Raymond version of the case ing round of musical chairs. Anyone

against Blue is this. Having been who has ever played musical chairs
deputized to meet the Refreshers at at a Horse Show Cabin party will
the stables at 8 AM, he arrived some- agree that the Major's severe flesh
what late, resplendent in shining wound was received in action.
leather and brass, with yellow gloves
and riding crop to match. Not seeing OFFICERS' CLUB JOLTINGS
the class on the premises, he had The Flare is pleased to announce
called the Secretary's office to see that Mine Host Dowdall has succeed-what had become of it. Five minutesthtMnHotDwalasuced

whathadbecoe o it.Fiv mintesed in reducing his unsolicited private
later he discovered it making themenreucinc
rounds and sent back word to call menagerie by one.
off the search parties. Some weeks back, as patrons of the

According to Captain Blue's own club will recall, an unusually potent
story he had no duties on the morn- specimen of mephitis mephitis went
ing in question, did not go to the into what it was feared might be win-
stables at all and telephoned the Sec. ter quarters under the floor of the
retary's office merely to find out if lobby. Mine Host promptly set the
the Refreshers were going to inspect best minds of the Officers' Club Staff
the horse billets that morning in or- to devising ways and means for eli-
der to pass the information on to minating the unwelcome resident.
Major Thompson. This was productive of a number of

Lack of space necessitates the omis- ingenious schemes whose only defect
sion of most of the recriminations, was that they didn't work. The obvi-
and we submit the case to the jury ous device of a long pole was pro-
of our highly intelligent public with- ductive of nothing more than some
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The Flare
(Continued from page 4)

additional positive evidence that
mephitis, like the star spangled ban-
ner, was still there. The most cour-
ageous dogs on the post refused to
come to grips with so dangerous a
foe. Smoke and poison gas only
brought on a counter barrage.

Next Mine Host tried to entice his
uninvited guest into the open by ty-
ing a chicken near the entrance to

his or her abode. This failed also

and Mine Host was in despair over
the prospect of a long series of un-
attended Thursday night dances. Had

Colonel Reed been president of the
Club, he would have solved the prob-
lem easily by tearing down the build-
ing, but Colonel Reed was at Fort
Howard and Colonel Wallace would
not sanction such drastic action.

Then one day mephitis left of his
or her own accord, as the case may
be, and Mine Host's careworn face
resumed its accustomed genial smile.
True, he still has the octopus on his
hands, but, compared to a live skunk,
a pickled octopus is no trouble at
all.

ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENON
The conductor of the Flare, being

a temperate man who can take his
riding to hounds or leave it alone,
did not assemble with the true be-
lievers at 5:00 AM on Sunday last.
One of our undercover agents was
there, however, and sent in the fol-
lowing feature story:

"Early Sunday morning, as the gay
followers of the hounds gathered a
the stable, the moon-full, luminous
and gorgeous, was slowly sinking in
the northwest. To furnish additional
light for the nocturnal equestrians,
the electric lights at the stables were
turned on. One of these lights, so
tilted and elevated as to t hro w its
beams in one's face as one enters the
stables, happened to be in close prox-
imity to the slowly sinking moon,
to which it bore a striking resemb-
lance. Captain Brackinridge, the
romantic artilleryman, seeing the
twin luminaries, was startled. He ap-
proached a charming young lady.
"Do you see what I see?" he asked
in a low, confidential, and slightly
nervous voice. "Yes," came the sweet
reply, "Isn't the moon gorgeous!"
"But how many moons do you see?"

the still dazed captain asked.

"Why only one, silly, the other is
an electric light," replied the fair
young maiden.

"'Then which is the moon and which
the light?" countered the captain-
gazing on the strange phenomenon
in; wonder.

"In the meantime a number of
the gallant huntsmen had gathered
about the couple to view the newly
discovered satellite. S i n c e no argu-
ment could be reached as to which

Na t io n's Football We ek ly A v e r age
Teams Are Facing
Crucial Contests
With the 1932 football season rap-

idly nearing its completion, many of
the nation's foremost teams are fac-
ed with crucial games this Saturday.
I. PREDICTUM will also venture to
pick the winners of the contest sched-
uled on Thanksgiving Day in this
issue of the Herald.

Southern California, having proved
its superiority on the coast, now looks
forward to the Rose Bowl game and
Notre Dame. The all-conquering war-
riors of Coach Howard Jones must,
however, defeat Washington, before
earning an undisputed right to op-
pose an eastern eleven in the Rose
Bowl classic. The winner of the Col-
gate-Brown battle to be staged on
November the twenty-fourth will in
all probability be the Trojan oppon-
ent.

In the south, Auburn faces an up-
and-coming eleven hailing from Ath-
-ns, Georgia, which eleven is intent
upon shattering the championship
hopes of the Tiger. Auburn to date
is undefeated and untied. Georgia,
on the other hand, has suffered sev-
eral reverses. Nevertheless, a close

same will result when the two elevens
-ome into contact with one another.
Present indications point to an Au-
burn victory by one touchdown, cer-
ainly not more than two, and an up-
,et is not unlikely.

Georgia Tech, fresh from its great
victory over Alabama, wi 11 defeat
Florida decisively. The present Yel-
low Jacket eleven is another Golden
Tornado in the making. Duke will
make every 'effort possible to atone
for the defeat she suffered at the
hands of North Carolina State last
Saturday by whipping North Carolina.

Texas Christian, greatly favored to
win the Southwestern Conference title
after its defeat of Texas, faces a stub-
born opponent in Rice, but should
triumph ultimately. Texas will w in
over Arkansas with difficulty. Buck-
nell will be victorious when it clash-
es with the much-defeated George-
town aggregation. Centre will un-
doubtedly prove superior to George-
town, Ky.

Washington and Lee will succumb
to Maryland. South Carolina w il1
crush Citadel and Tulane will admin-
ister a similar dose to Sewanee. Son-

(Please turn to page 10)

was the authentic moon, Sir Sidney
Negrotto, M. F. I-., arbiter of hunt
customs and traditions, was called
upon for a decision. After a learned
exposition of Einstein's theory of
relativity, Sir Sidney iioting that

the group was equally divided in
their contentions, made the non-com-
mittal decision that half the contend-
ers were right and half wrong.

"The two moons evidently had a
demoralizing effect upon Captain
Brackinridge, for when the field gal-
loped up to Harp's Creek, it found
"he gallant artilleryman, unhorsed,
-aiments tattered and torn, plastered
with much mud and decorated with
scratches, standing like Horatius at
the bridge defending himself against
he onslaughts of the Etruscans."

Ed. Note.-Sir Sidney Negrotto, the
earnest advocate of safety first in
hunting, informs us that Captain
Brackinridge's spill does not spoil
the no casualties record which the
present masters are so anxious to
maintain. The official casualty list
takes no account of spills by mem-
bers of the hunt staff nor the invol-
untary dismountings of the master's
daughter, Betty. And speaking of
the latter, we are informed that
Betty made a unique "Prince of
Wales" on Sunday when her pony,
Buster, decided to go between two
trees. There being no room for the
rider, Betty slipped smoothly over
Buster's croup and landed on her
feet. If the grown ups can learn tc
ake their spills as gracefully, th(

Hunt Surgeon-if we have one thbi
year-will have little to do.

CITATION FOR THE WEEK
To Kqtherine Cleveland and t h

capable cast of Pomeroy's Past foi
starting off the current dramatic sea
cn" W;tbh-I n]lIX7thnt AiAkprl

Of GridForecaster
Lowers In Upsets
After the debris that resulted from

last week's football games had been

cleared from the nation's gridirons,

title races in four conferences were
virtually over with as many others
still in doubt.

Utah in the Rocky Mountains, Tex-
as Christian in the Southwest, Ne-
braska in the Big Six, and Oklahoma
Aggies, are almost certain champions,
although all have at least one more
conference hurdle to overcome.

There were plenty of surprises in
last week's results in nearly every
sector of the football battleground
but most of the decisive action was
fought in the southwest, south, and
east.

In the southwest, Texas Christian
smothered the heralded offensive of
Texas, launched two drives of its own,
both of which resulted in touchdowns
to win w it h 14-0. The Horned Frogs
still must meet Rice and Southern
Methodist. Rice, faced wi th a fine
chance to figure in a possible triple
tie for the championship, suffered
a disastrous 14-7 defeat at the hands
of Texas A. & M.

Tennessee and Vanderbilt battled
each other to a scoreless tie as Au-
burn, leading contender for the Con-
ference title, put another step forward
in her march to the championship, by
defeating Florida 21.6. The Tigers,
undefeated this season, broke Flori-
da's five year winning streak over the
Plainsmen. If Auburn can get by
Georgia this Saturday, the title road
will be clear, for the South Carolina
game, which follows, is not seriously
threatening the brilliant march.

Kentucky's Wildcats rode on the
crest of Tulane's mighty Green Wave
for over three quarters, but just as
they appeared to have won they
went down, 6-3, under an irresisiible
onslaught led by the flying Dutch-
man, Don Zimmerman. Ralph Ker-
cheval's brilliant punting staved off
imminent defeat time after time un-
til, in the closing minutes of the
game, Zimmerman broke loose for
a 62 yard run which put his eleven
in a scoring postion.

Georgia Tech's second team brought
woe to Alabama with a 74 yard run
by Chick Galloway early in the game
and a remarkable stand the rest of
the way to win 6-0.

North Carolina State surprised its
niost ardent admirers by handing
Duke a 6.0 defeat. Virginia Poly

con-inued on its march, interrupted
by Alabama last Saturday, to win
over Virginia 13-0. Furman turned
in an upset over South Carolina.
North Carolina defeated Davidson
but not decisvely 12-0. Louisiana
State received its setback of the cur-
rent season as Centenary unceremo-
niously trampled on its aspirations
for an undefeated season.

In the East, Colgate and Brown
continued undefeated, the former
beating Syracuse 16-0, w h i 1 e Brown
nosed out Columbia, previously un-
beaten, with an eighty-yard fourth
quarter march. Holy Cross outplayed
Harvard for three periods, then had
a relapse as the Crimson cashed in
on their one scoring opportunity to
upset their opponents 7-0.

Yale fought Princeton to a 7-7 tie
wshen an infuriated Tiger was re-

iled vb v three separate goal-line
s-ands in a d e by the fighting Eli.
Pittsburgh met unexpected competi-
tion in Nebraska, were outplayed
most of the way, and were lucky to
emerge with a scoreless tie. A for-
Nward passing attack that started on
its own 27 yard line and culminated
in a touchdown gave Fordham a 7-0
victory over New York University.

Army scored in every period of the
r game with North Dakota State and
r buried the Bisons under an avalanche

of eight touchdowns 52-0. The Army
attack repeatedly found good holes

s in their opponent's line and wen]
through for long gains. Cornell's
vaunted offensive was too much for
Dartmouth, and the Big Green were

e forced to succumb to a 21-6 defeat.
r Navy won its first major victory of
-h e season, completely outclassing

WATCHES-- JEWELRY

REPAIRING OF ALL KINDS
OUR SPECIALTY

Compare Our Prices

FEFFER JEWELRY CO.
1102 Broadway

Promptness=
is a by-word with us!

Boots or shoes left with us on your ar-
rival in town will be dyed or repaired in
time for your return to Fort Benning.

Exclusive Repairers and Dyers of. Shoes

CUMBAA'S
18 - 12th Street Phone 2885

W E ARE prepared to furnishspecial printed menus for the
Thanksgiving and Christmas din-
ners of the organizations.

The Benning Herald
B. B. SWAYZE, Representative

111 12th Street Phone 556

IJXuICS
for formal wear

$25.OO
And

$35.O0

Chancellcr Cc.
Fort Benning's Columbus Headquarters

Shirts ............-$2.50

T ies ............ - 1.00

Studs..........-1.00

Hose.......... .50
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I ~THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
Comes To Royal I

Ciema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE GRAND

SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "That's My

Boy" with Richard Cromwell, Dorothy Jordan and Mae Marsh.

At a time when everybody's keenly interested in football, here's

a story of the grid that will please you. Quick fame on the

gridiron! What does it do to a boy-what happens when glory

fades and the crowd turns from cheers to jeers?

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Offering "Big City Blues,"

with Joan Blondell and Eric Linden. A show girl bored with

life and a kid from the sticks eager for it . . . thrown together

by the city's mad rhythm. Follow their wild search for new

thrills and excitement! Get everything the metropolis has to offer

in the first picture that actually catches its delirious pace.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Offering "War Correspond-

ent," with Jack Holt, Ralph Graves and Lila Lee. Two daredevil

adventurers-a skydevil and a broadcastng war correspondent-

hating each other loving the same woman-match wits against

a mutual enemy. Action and romance in Shanghi.
* $t *

AT THE ROYAL

AISO SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offering

"Prosperity" with Marie Dressler and Polly Moran. Everybody

loves Marie Dressier! Everybody laughs at Polly Moran! What

could be nicer than to have them together in a picture that you

will like immensely? Old-time drama burlesqued, every minute

packed with joy. You'll be a laughing wreck when you see

them.

THURSDAY A N D FRIDAY, Nov. 24 and 25: Offering

"American Madness" with Walter Huston and Pat O'Brien. You

will enjoy Thanksgiving day the more by seeing this thrilling

episode on the screen.

AT THE RIALTO

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY: Offering "The Western Code"

with Tim McCoy and Nora Lane. A fighting devil with men-
a loving devil with women. His life hung on the speed of his
draw-for danger stalked on his trail.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "The First Year" with
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrel. Tender, romantic, sometimes
hilarious . ,. spiced delightfully with lovers' quarrels and those
sweet moments of making up. And there will be a lot of laughs
too.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Offering "Expert" with
Charles "Chic" Sales and Dickie Moore. Here you have general
Nuisance leading the laugh parade. World war veteran. A gay
old dog who couldn't be heartbroken . . . hero of many heart
battles . . . wearing the wounds of those he loved and left.
"Chic" Sale is the Expert. Real good at making you laugh.
See him.

THURSDAY: Offering "Love Me Tonight" with Maurice
Chevalier, Jeanette McDonald, Charles Ruggles and Charles But-
terworth. As the Paris shopkeeper who's got what you want!

r ROYAL

F-
I

r

I

RIALTO
Charles (Chic) Sales and Dickie

vloore, co-featured in "The Expert,"
Warner Bros. picture coming to the
Rialto Theatre next Tuesday and
Wednesday will be starred in their
lext pictures as a result of their
characterizations in "The Star Wit-
sess and "The Expert."

The success of both pictures caused
Warner Bros. and First National pic-

tures to make each player a star.
Dickie, six years old, will be the
youngest star in Hollywood on re-
lease of his next picture, "Rags To
Riches." Sale's first starring vehicle
will be "Competition."

In "The Expert," Sale again por-
trays an old man, using virtually the
same make-up utilized in "The Star
Witness." Dickie Moore appears as
an orphaned waif befriended by Sale
and eventually taken with him into
-he Home for the Aged, admission to
which was gained by a technicality
as a result of a by-law permitting ad-
mission to "gentlemen under ninety."

As Old Man Minick, Sale meddles
into the life of his son and daughter-
in-law, with whom he has come to
live in the city. He tried to run
things, to tell women how to raise
children. and to "reform" in a thou-
sand other ways. His good inten-
tions, however, go astray, to the vast
enjoyment of audiences. His role
gives him an opportunity to present
wholesome humor, drama and pathos.

The large cast of "The Expert,"
which was directed by Archie Mayo,
incudes Lois Wilson, Earle Foxe,
Ralf Harolde, Adrienne Dore and
Walter Catlett, as well as thirty-three
veterans of stage and screen in the
roles of Minick's cronies.

"Thats Mv Boy"

DOROTHY JORDAN &

F-l 1
jScreen's Most Famous Lovers

RIALTOleI ,TODAY-TOMORROW

- "AN D Sr'iIcs for Friends-Shots for Foes-

SATURDAY, SUNDAY and MONDAY jB
The cheers of the, TVra
,crowd made him
forget his mother-
and his girl 0

L _A COLUMBIA PICTURE

THURSDAY and FRIDAY
JACK HOLT - RALPH GRAVES

LILA LEE"War

Correspondent"
NOVELTY - CARTOON - NEWS

SUN.
f)YAl~ MON.ROYALTT1q

NOVELTY-FOX NEWS ,

OPENING WITH
MIDNIGHT SHOW
SAT. 11:15 P. M.

THUR. American Madness WITH
WALTER

-1
I aI

Pat O'Brien, who plays one of the
principal roles in Columbia's dramat-
ic film, "American Madness," show-
ng Thanksgiving and Friday at the
Royal Theatre, reared his Irish pan
in German Milwaukee in 199 on the
day that was later to be celebrated
for the signing of the armistice that
ended the World War.

He was playing the young juvenile
in German Milwaukee in 1899 on the
second act the juvenile hides in a
trunk on the stage. The lid stuck.
The leading woman entered at the
moment tha- panic seized O'Brien be.
cause his trunk lid was stuck. The
leading woman saw the trunk cavort-
ing about the stage, this way and that
because of O'Briens efforts to break
open the ld. The audience howled.

O'Brien's most famous roles were
Maxin in "Overture," William Boli.
tho's play about post-war Germany-
which was OBrien's last stage role-
Hildy Johnson, which he made fam-
ous in the screen version of "The
Front Page," "Hell's House," "Flying
High," Final Edition," "The Strange
Case of Clara Deane" and now Ameri-
can Madness," for Columbia.

The cast of "American Madness,,"
in addition to Walter Huston and 0'-
Brient, includes Constance Cummings,
Kay Johnson and Gavin Gordon.
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HERALD
WANTADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
20 cents per line or fraction of
line. Minimum charge for any
classified advertisement, 50 cents.
Payment must be made before
advertisement is published.

FOR RENT-Small bungalow with 6
acres of land, suitable for chicken or
truck farm. 5 miles on Buena Vista
Road. Water and lights. $12.50 per
month. Apply Flournoy Realty Co.

FOR SALE: Modern Walnut Dining
Room Suite; Electric Washing Ma-
chine, Rotary Dryer. Phone 828, 7
to 8 p. m.

EDITH KESTER
STUDIOS

EXPERT FUR REMODELING
BROADWAY AT TWELFTH

Loeb Building Phone 1420

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1313

WATCH, CLOCK AND JEWELRY
REPAIRING

Special Discount to Army People
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

PEKOR JEWELRY CO.
Muscogee Club Bldg. 1221 Broadway

Dr. Ben Williams

Osteopathic Physician

513 Swift Kyle Bldg.

Phones: Office 1984-Res. 2991

BE INDEPENDENT
$10 a month will start

YOUR PEN E

INDEpeNFuND
Ask us about this systematic, trus-
teed, investment-savings program.
No obligation.

Send for booklet
"35 Questions-36 Answers."

W. R. LUTTRELL
14 W. 11th St. Phone 137

FOR EXPERT SHOE

REPAIRING
QUALITY and SERVICE
Dyeing and reglazing Shoes

Any Color

Boston Shoe
Factory

1234 Broadway Phone 565

Fresh Fish and Oysters
Also

Thanksgiving Turkeys

COLUMBUS
SEA FOOD CO.

"Dependable Fish Dealers"

1014 First Ave. Phone 401

[ QM.D.

In the far west, Oregon's strong
outfit offered little resistance to
Southern California and the Trojans
won a notable 33-0 victory. Washing-
ton and Washington State played a
scoreless tie as Stanford was win-
ning its first game in four weeks
over the California Aggies. Stanford's
big red football machine crushed
their opponents 39-0. California beat
Idaho 21.6 and Orgeon State con-
quered Montana 35-6.

As a result of the frequent upsets
throughout the c o u n t r y, prophets
fared remarkably poorly. I. PRE-
DICTUM was no exception, as his
average plunged to comparative
depths, .684.

opI S. D. NOTES

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

Cj 0 IA

A Citizen Wherever .We Serve
1330 Broadway

R. M. Harding, Manager

was his destination when he started
out for the trip in a car which he
practically had built himself. This
news was encouraging as many of us
doubted he would arrive home with-
out some mechanical trouble.

- I

I -

rci sa
FINE DIAMOND RINGS

UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT BARGAIN PRICES

You can make partial down payment,

and balance in monthly installments.

APPLY TO

FIDELITY LOAN & INVESTMENT
COMPANY

1206 FIRST AVENUE

The place where you can borrow
money at 8 per cent payable monthly
with no extra charges or fees ....

T. E. BAISDEN, Secy.-Treas.

Dr. R. H. Brown
Osteopathic Physician

Murrab Bldg.
Phone Office 4108

ReL 1153

There is much talk these days of
the possibility of currency inflation,
and the resulting increase in prices
over the country. Apparently in the
Quartermaster Detachment this in-
flation has already taken place.
Water in the organization la t week
reached a new peak price of $5.00 a
gallon. This was the common, or-
dinary, every-day H20. At least that
is the price two members of the de-
tachment paid for it. Neither got
much of a bargain, but both Joe Gallo-
way and James L. Parrish hope for a
drop in price in the near future.

Marshall E. Taylor of the detach-
ment was once upon a time a corporal.
Now he is wearing the biggest pair of
staff sergeant stripes he could pur.
chase in local markets. He was ap-
pointed to the third grade on the first
of this month by the Quartermaster

FOOTBALL FORECASTER
LOWERS AVERAGE IN UPSETS

(Continued from page 5)

by a score of 28-7.
Detroit showed plenty of power in

turning back the powerful Villanova
eleven by the decisive score of 2-12.
Detroit penetrated the opposing line
consistently all afternoon.

In the midwest, Michigan whipped
Chicago 12-0 to keep her record
clear of defeats. A step behind the
Wolverines was Purdue, who trimmed
Iowa 18-0. Michigan faces Minnesota
this week. If she overcomes the
Gophers, the Big Ten title will rest
in her hands beyond a shadow of
a doubt. But should Minnesota do
the unexpected, and it is not with-
out the realm of possibility, and de-
feat the Wolverines, the champion.
ship will go to Purdue. Thus, it can
readily be seen that the conference
title hinges entirely on the outcome
of the Minnesota-Michigan game. In
other Big Ten games, Wisconsin
tripped Minnesota 20-13 and Illinois
upset Indiana 18-6. Wisconsin's bet-
ter aerial offense and defense provid-
ed the determining margin in the
first of these two games.

The University of Pennsylvania
Saturday tasted Ohio State's sample
of Western Conference football tothe sting of a 19-0 defeat. The Buck-
eyes pounded away for three touch-
downs and only once allowed the
Quakers to come within scoring dis-
tance. Notre Dame uncovered plen-
ty of power in overwhelming North-
western 21-0. Melinkovitch of the
Irish provided the outstanding feai
of the brilliant contest by running
ninety-nine yards to a touchdown on
the opening kickoff. Oklahoma and
Kansas both won Big Six victories,
defeating respectively Iowa State
and Missouri. Corner" one afternoon last week.

And why the hurried dash on his
part in a daily attempt to catch the
12:45 bus for town? 'Splain dat,
please!

General. First Sergeant Gross is now
awaiting word from him as to the
proper time to order from Sears-Roe-
buck a cuckoo clock for a wedding
present.

Members of the detachment are
wondering what Judge Cotton and
Tiger Stone will have to talk about,
now that the presidential campaign
has come to a close. Possibly what
is now needed is a race for mayor of
North Highlands. If Grumpy Gordy
could be persuaded to enter such a
race, the general opinion is that he'd
win by a landslide. He would not
need to make any campaign addresses.
All he'd need to do would be to
croon some of his heartbreaking love
ballads, and at least all of the fem-
inine element would stumble over
each other to put an X by his name
on the ballot.

A

The recent reorganization of the
Detachment has given the command-
ing officer, M a j o r Catron, time for
recreational pursuits. He has just
finished a three day fishing trip to
Dead Lakes, and tho no visible re-
sults were seen around the organiza-
tion, it is hoped that the family lar-
der received the expected addition.

And continuing the theme of rec-
reational pursuits (?) the major de-
parted on Wednesday morning for a
lecture tour to the reserve officers
of Knoxville and Chattanooga, Tenn.
Page Mr. Cook of Tours, Inc.

And still another one to take ad-
vantage of the excellent work of an
able staff of enlisted specialists (see
Benning Herald, last week) was Mas-
ter Sergeant George Mowry, who took
a three day pass to visit the Old
Homestead at Mariana. Possibly to
get everything lined up for that old
time home-coming on Thanksgiving.
A good time was had by all, and
Sgt. Mowry was back at the job bright
and early Monday morning.

Gibney, of the public relations
office, wishes it stated that the at-
tempt, recently made by a certain
embryo scribe in the 29th Infantry
News Notes, to steal the title of
"craziest writer" from his minute
stack of laurels, is one of the most
picayunish attempts to gain unearned
-restige that has come to his notice
in some time. Such an act of petty
larceny, however, is only what could
be expected from such a quarter, and
is not to be confused with the ear-
nest endeavour to win the honor,
such as that being carried on by the
conductor of "Town Topics" or the
author of "On the Q. T." The gen-
eral factotum of the publicity depart-
ment has requested that a challenge
be issued to the above mentioned
dust-digging recorder of 1st Bn. Hq.
Co. to meet him at any and all times
in open warfare conducted within
the columns of this journal, and may
the best man carry home the cast-
lead plaque inscribed "etaoin shrdlu."

It is rumored that Sgt. Al Durden
is taking up a collection to installa telephone for a certain stenog at
Headquarters. Ask Al, he knows.

Bill Fanning is about to make his
annual expenditure of ninety cents,
count them, for repairs on the anti-
quated gravel-agitator with which he
tours the highways and byways of the
reservation. The vehicle affection-
ately known as "Hazel," is limping
along on one, so Bill intends to make
contact at a few points (ouch).

Add unexplained mysteries: Why
was Barney Knox seen on "Jawbone

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

24th Inf
BAND

In the verbal straw vote of the re-
cent Presidential election by the

members of the Band, the Republican
party was overwhelmingly defeated.
It was also voted to create a public
office for Pfc. Monroe Lee our emi-
nent statesman and lawyer. In addi-
tion to Mr. Lee's above mentioned
qualifications he is a bass player in
our band.

The band journeyed to Tuskegee
Institute last week where the annual
football game between that team and
the 24th Infantry was played which
ended in a victory for the Happy
Hearts. The Band furnished the
music and about eighty-five percent
of the morale.

Our orchestras were busy as follows
last week: Monday nite, Pierce's Au-
ditorium, Columbus; Tuesday nite,
Polo Club, Wednesday nite, Polo
Club and 24th Infantry Service Club;
Thursday nite Officers' Club; Friday
nite, Service Club No. 1. Otherwise
there was very little to do at nite.

COMPANY "G"
The Company Scribe has returned

from a short tour visiting several of
the local towns. He reports that the
experience was great in that it afford-
ed him a chance to appreciate his re-
enlisting, upon seeing a few people
work so hard in the field.

*1 * *

Word has been received from Ser-
geant Williams that he has long ago
arrived in Savannah, Ga., which place

+

Makers of Fine Printing Plates

WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.
,5o

J4

+ Atlanta, Georgia

DIMON COURT APARTMENTS
PARTLY OR COMPLETELY FURNISHED, MODERN EQUIPMENT

REASONABLE RATES
Call 470, your renting agent or our Superintendent, Mr. Trussell

at Apartment house, Phone 3062, Residence 4406-W.
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Batton Punches Out Decision OverJackMc"Vey
Kavoes Mark Good
Card At Post Gvm
On Colored Card

Stepping fast all the way, Cottoi
Batton punched out a clean-cut de

cision over Jack McVey, of New York
last Monday night in the Post Gym
Batton was never in real troubl
throughout the fight, keeping his lef
hand in Jacks face constantly.

Batton, of course, fought his reg
ular style of fighting, keeping on th(
defense at all times. His counter
punching was something about whic
to marvel. That right hand woulh

flash over to the chin and back lik(
an automatic hammer. Time anc

again he would set McVey back on hi
heels with stiff left jabs that woul
have stopped any ordinary fighter.

The whole card was a good show
with only one slow fight, and it hac
its redeeming points. The curtail
raiser was maudlin, but the remainde
of the fights made one forget all abou
it.

Seldom Heard displayed wonderfu
stamina in coming from the floo
every round for five rounds of th
scheduled eight round semi-final
Willie Bush simply had too much lef
hand for the rugged soldier, anc

Heard can verify that.
It was pitiful the way Heard wou

come up from the canvas and try t(
slip over a sleep producer to th
chin, but Bush was a bit too smari
for him. Heard would get going
strong, and in would come that fright
ful left hand, and Heard would list(A
to the birdies for a while, and the
up again and at him like Jazz Magon
umpiring bases . . . on his toes. I
the fifth round, however, Seldom haf

to postpone hostilities to a later date
the count of ten being pronounce(

then and there over his kneeling form
P. G. Carson sung a trip-hammer

at Tiger Thompson early in the sec
ond round and that ended the figh
for these two. It landed right on the
bulb, and now Thompson is trying to
find out what it was about. Well ..

there'll be another time.

Have your
car attended to

NOW!

Don't wait until your
radiator's frozen or your
motor refuses to turn be-
fore you think of it. Have

it looked over Now!!

AUTO DEPT.
Post Exch. Ft. Benning

The Post Exchsnge is not author-
ized to sell to any person not

in the military service.
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Boots Chambliss, mainstay in the Tiger line, will be in there tomorrow
at Memorial Stadium, doing his bit for Auburn. Boots has played stellar
foo:ball all Lh s eason, and wll prcbably stand out in omorrow's play
in the line.

i Lightning L i g e was giving Tarzan
n Nelson fits in the tummy w hen the
d Judges awarded the fight to said Nel-

son on a foul. It looked as hough
d the blow in question was legal as
I they make them, but people see dif-
r ferently all the time. The judges
'- were close to the ring, and shoul I
t know what thy were talking about.
e Willie Branch and Dick Russell
0 were at one another's throats for four
- rounds, and in the end were back

where they started from. It was a
m draw, and a good one at that. Time

and again it looked as though first
one and then the other would be able
to pass over the knockout drops, bu
it was not to be . Maybe they will
be matched again sometime in the
near future.

Six Cylinder Olds must have blown
a cylinder head right after crankin -_,

up, or maybe Explosive Banks pu:
TNT in his gasoline. Any way, he
was scratched at the starting line in
!he first round, and is now in the ga:-
age for repairs.

Two Polo Games
Scheduled To Be
Play e d At Post

After a week's postpcnement on
aceouat of inclement weather, the
Fort BennIng Polo season opened
last Sunday at French Field with a
round robin. All four teams partici-
pated in the afternoon's sport.

The p o o r condition of the field.
due to recent rains, and other con-
ditions mate the play rather slow,
but brought to light much valuable
talent to the individual teams.

Two games will be played Sunday
afternoon starting at 1:30. Parki-gi
space will be available for those de-
siring to remain in their cars while
the games are in progress.

The Students flashed wonderful
form in the short time they played
last week, and will probably give
good account of themselves this year.
The 29th Infantry team has been
working together longer than any of
the other teams, giving them a small
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Irish Drop GameorEd Lastnit
To fowden Last re1his

Week Six-Nothing
of

The Fighting Irish of the First Bat- in
talion, 29th Infantry journeyed to Shi

Bowden Armistice day and played plaanm
Bowden College a wonderful game tur

of football. The game was a close I
affair, being played on even terms of
until the closing of the last period, sta
when Bowden slipped over a touch- ter'
down, making the score 6-0, where it of
stood at the end of the game.

Stevens and Reddock were power- 1* *
ful threats for the soldiers all *
through the game, but were unable +iS
on several occasions to convert their i+4+
gains into touchdowns. +

Everyone was well pleased with the '
game, and that evening the members +
of each team and the coaching were +
roundly entertained by the student +
body. 4+

The Irish are now ready to stand .
and give the toughest kind of oppo- .,
sition all they want in the Intra- j*
Mural league. The coaches are con-4,
fident that the Irish will have a bet- 4+
ter team in the field this year than
that of last year, and that was some
team. .,

lead in form over the other teams. "
The Artillery is a little behind the 4.

Free Booters in form and play, but
are expected to snap out of it soon..+
Good games have always been turned 144
in on French Field, because of the
system of handicapping the individual 444

nlayers lening more in erest to the ..

ame than would be otherwise. 4,4

4

pare Pennsy,v,,,
a.4a

Safe tubricatlo" 4+1

FOR SALE 1
Post Exchange .4+

* .4.444

This episode occurred in the days
4en Hickman, All-American, per-
rmed in the line for Tennessee.
Tennessee was playing New York
diversity. At the end of the game,
ich t h e Volunteers won, "Chick"
eehan, N. Y. U. coach, was har-
guing his eleven in the dressing
0m. Having noticed the stellar
ay of Hickman, he wished to find
t just how good Hickman was
om one of the players own lips. So

called upon the man who would
turally know more about him than
y other-the man who played op-
site him. The following conversa-
)n ensued:
Said "Chick" Meehan: "This Hick-
an was a pretty tough baby, wasn't
99"
'When you say that, coach, you
n't know the half of it. I'll say

was tough."
"Just how tough was he?"
The big two hundred pound guard
ndered the question for a moment,
fore he replied.
"Well, coach, he was so tough that
ien he called me a damned Yankee,
pretended I didn't hear him."'

0

dded Attractions
At 29th Dance

'or the first time in fiive years,
members of the 29th Infantry

chestra will have the privilege to-
;ht of participating in one of the
gimental dances without blowing
lungs to thunder.

['he dance held tonight in the 29th
Fantry Theatre under the auspices
the 29th Infantry, Sergeant Bauer
charge, will have as musicians
im Carlson's Miamians. They have
iyed to dances all over the south,
d wherever they have played, re-
'n engagements have been arranged.
n addition to the added attraction
a new orchestra, there will be a

ge show worked in during the in.
missions. The feature atraction
the stage show will be the Kim-

(Please turn to page 9)

In The Dressing
Room

Little Known Anecdotes About
Famous Football Teams

By I. PREDICTUM

I ACMI\A
The Best Place To Buy A Used Car

1930 Packard 8 Sedan. 6
wheels, trunk rack on
rear, new tires - $950

1929 Packard 8 Roadster.
6 wheels, new tires,
reconditioned - a
beautiful Sport Car- $750

1930 Graham 6 Sedan. 6
wire wheels, finished
in black lacquer, ex-
cellent in both ap-
pearance and condi-
tion -- $350

1929 Nash "400" Sedan.
DeLuxe Model 467,
6 wire wheels, trunk,
Bro~idcloth uphol-
stery, a desirable car
for -_- -- - $475

1931 Hupmobile 8 Sedan.
4 door Club type, 6
wire wheels, trunk,
free wheeling, almost
new -- $850

1930 Cord Convertible Se-
dan. 6 wire wheels,
trunk rack, motor re-
conditioned-a beau-
tiful sport car at the
real low price of $795

1930 Chrysler "77" Sport
Sedan, 6 wire wheels,
trunk rack, Broad-
cloth upholstery, real
clean ------ $550

1930 Buick 30-47 Sedan,
6 cylinder-this c a r
has had excellent care
-only -$495

If you would like to purchase one of these cars call us over the
telephone, reverse call, and we will send it for your inspection and
approval.

Atlanta Packard Motors, Inc.
TRADES! - TERMS!

370 Peachtree Street Telephone Jackson 2727
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Happy Hearts Win
To Continue March
For Sou. Crown

A hard driving Happy Heart foot-
ball team., sent the strong Edward
Waters College Gators down to a 13
to 12 defeat in a hard and well play-
ed game of football at the Doughboy
Stadium, Armistice Day. Friday's
victory leaves the Happy Hearts in
the running for championship hon-
ors in southern colored football. In
fact the 24th Infantry team is the
only team to defeat the Tuskegee
Tigers this season.

Boasting a line that held against
opposing drives like a stonewall and
a backfield that ripped and charged
until the Gator line was ripped to
shreds, the Happy Hearts took the
play away from the visitors and clear-
ly outplayed them throughout the
game. Barnes, Meyers and Hale were
the big guns of the Happy Hearts'
driving power. The entire Happy
Heart line was a concrete defense
with no individual stars.

The game opened with Holton
kicking off for the Gators. The Hap-
py Hearts failed to gain on two plays
from their 20 yard strip and Meyers
booted out of danger. The teams
marched up and down the field as
Holton and Meyers exchanged punts
with no noticeable gains. With the
ball on their 40 yard strip the Gators

(Please turn to page 9)

Have you visited the
ECHO TEA ROOM?

If not, you have missed the
nicest place in Columbus to get
real home cooking at a price you
want to pay. The Echo now offers
the public several special plates
that are sure to please.

Fried chicken, or Broiled steak
plates, with three vegetables, salad
and drink, 50c.

Plank steak suppers, per person,
$1.00.

Home made ice cream at all
times.

Special attention given private
parties, our new dining room re-
served for you upon request. No
extra charge.

Salad plates with sandwich and
drink, as low as 25c.

Bring your friends out to the
Echo af,'er the show or dance for
a meal you will enjoy.

Hamilton and River Road

I
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Taking everything into con-
sideration, we should, offhand,
say that Sergeant Bill Cody gets
better looking each day. Maybe
it would be better to say he is
easy on the eyes to some luck-
less soul who has lost a mess kit.
Bill can always find a way to
help the other fellow out of a
difficulty, and strives to do it as
often as is good for the victim.

For some reason or other, we
are always thinking of our rations,
and at this time we can think of
no more appropriate man about
which to comment along these
lines than Sergeant Frank Mor-
row of "A" Company, 29th In-
fantry. You should see his meals!
They are regular spread-feasts,
as they used to say back on Wal-
lashalogue Creek, where the
cows used to get bogged in the
fall when grass had become short.
Excuse it please! We were talk-
ing about mess sergeants, weren't
we? Well, he is up among the
best, and you may lay to that.

Give us time, now, and we'll
think of something to put in this
paragraph . . . Oh! Sergeant
Bauer, down about the 29th In-
fantry Theatre is throwing a big
blowout for the regiment tonight.
He's got the Kimbrell Sisters and
all that thrown in with the dance.
They say that the Kimbrell Sis-
ters are the southern rivals of the
Boswell Sisters, in that their bar-
money is excruciating to the most
exacting degree.

Jack Harper, (snaggled toothed
genius of army gridirons), will
be out there battling with the rest

OVERSTOCKED

USED-CAR-SALE

You have the entire used
car stock of Cliff M. Averett Motor
Co., and Muscogee Motor Co. to
choose from 58 cars.

Chev. 6 Coach- .$195.00

Ford A Coach ....------- 87.50

Buick 27 Coupe .......... 127.50

Essex 6 Sedan --- 95.00

Dodge 4 Sedan ----- 95.00

Olds Coach ---------------- 57.50

Nash 6 Sedan ........... 65.00

Buick 6 Sedan ------------ 75.00

Dodge 4 Touring -------- 37.50

Hudson Sedan ..........- 65.00

Pontiac Coach -.-------- 167.50

Chrysler 6 Sedan. ------- 150.00

TERMS ARRANGED

Cliff M. Averett, Inc.
1441 First Avenue

PHONE 2683

of the post this year. He is
barking signals this year for the
Artillery, and has old Skipper
back there with him. Skipper
went right in that line, and with
his speed and fortitude make a
name back there with the ponies
this year.

The Tank Weekly is getting
out some mighty good editions
this year, due to the tmiely ef-
forts Lt. A. A. Goodwyn and
Corporal W. B. Stearns. Wide-
awake reporting on the part of
members of the organizations
has turned it into a mighty en-
ightening sheet. More power to
the Tank Weekly.

Haven't seen Staff Sergeant
Warren Lantz of the Finance
much lately. Warren used to
labor mighty diligently with the
Infantry School News in the days
before Congress took a hand and
converted it into a Benning Her-
ald. Call around sometimes,
Lantz, and let us compare notes
a bit. Might be we would agree
once in a while.

Speaking of loyalty, Major
Frasier of the 2nd Bn., 29th In-
fantry staff is certainly out there
pulling for that wonderful foot-
ball team of his. Pointing toward
the "Jireens" for their first test
has the boys all on edge, but
the Major is out there battling
with them, trying to keep up the
pep. He certainly believes in his
"boys."

YE OLDE NOTE, BOOKE:...
"Sap" Crabb's done "swunk" up
in his over-hauls .. -. "Gentle-
man" Jim Ward stuck too far
through his fatigues the other
day . . . John "Andy Gump"
Caho still is ...And will be for
a long time . . -
And things seen and heard but
not appreciated . . . Bad colds
in the seat behind us in church

...Wigglesome people by the side
of us at the same time - . . Al-
arm clocks ticking in the dead of
night . . . Fishing lies we told
once ourselves ...and have to sit
and listen to all over again . ..
financial difficulties ... And "So
I took 'em down to the old man
and turned 'em in . . . Rather
be a private."

HAPPY HEARTS CONTINUE
MARCH

(Continued From Page 8)

opened a drive. Holton got loose
and was stopped by Hill on the Hap-

py Heart 40 yard line. On the next
play Holton shot a long pass to Gil-
more, substitute end, who took the
ball on the 8 yard line and lunged
over for a touchdown. Holton failed
to kick goal. Score, Gators 6, Happy
Hearts 0.

The Happy Hearts began driving
from their 30 yard strip, following
the kickoff. Cavalryman Barnes
picked holes in the opposing line and
was unstoppable. Myers crashed off
several gains and Collins piled up
yardage on two brilliant end runs.
The Happy Hearts completed five
first downs but were stopped by a
15 yard penalty in the shadow of
the vistors' goal post. Holton kicked
and it was the Happy Hearts' ball of
the 50 yard strip as the quarter ended.

Second Quarter
On two plays Barnes gained 13

yards and a first down on the visit-
ors' 37 yard line. Line smashes
brought another first down on the
28 yard strip. A penalty put the
Happy Hearts back to the 43 yard
line. Lieutenant Johnson pulled
Barnes and Meyers from the back-
field and sent in Underwood and
Hale. Baugh and Collins were also
pulled and Lee and Phillips sent in
to make a fresh backfield. The change
bore fruit. With Hale and Phillips
lugging the ball the Happy Hearts
marched down the field on a steady
drive that ended when Hale crashed
over for a touchdown. Hale kicked
ann] an,'l th,, N .. -, ,r .+ . ...... 1 -1

00 On T.e. Q.T. -
BY B. B. S.

a pass 30 yards to Baugh, who was
downed on the visitors' 8 yard mrak.
Barnes twisted through the line for
8 yards and a touchdown. Meyers
failed to kick goal. Score, Happy
Hearts 13, Gators 6.

Fourth Quarter
The Gators came out fighting in the

final quarter. Several times they tried
an air offensive but each time it was
smothered by the Happy Heart de-
fense. With three minutes to play.
Two completed passes with Holton
hurling and Bennett receiving put
the visitors deep in Happy Heart
territory. A 15 yard penalty put the
invaders on the home team's 14 yard
line. A pass Holton to Bennett and
a twisting sweep around right end
gave the Gators their second touch-
down. On an attempted quarterback
sneak, Holton carried the ball over
for the extra point and a tie score
but the play was called back and
the Gators penalized for off-side. An
attempted pass fell short and the
Happy Hearts were leading, 13 to
12. The last minute of play saw
Winston intercept a Gator pass on
his 30 yard line. The Happy Hearts
were smashing at the Gator line as
the gun ended the game.

The Line-up:
Edward Happy
Waters Hearts
Anderson- ....... LE Tillis
Ray ----------- LT ------ Vaughn
Davis----------LG -- Yolkum
Devalt C Morse
Pellam----------RG Wimberly
Johnson--------RT-----------Hill
Calhoun--------RE--------Ellerby
Holton--------QB---------Baugh
Jones-----------.FB--------Meyers
NfH- .R CAllins

ADDED ATTRACTIONS AT DANCE
(Continued From Page 8)

KELLS PLAY MARINES
(Continued From Page 1)

be greatly aided by the cunning of
Pooch Derrick and Blackstone or
Oiakri.

Lt. Ives, coach of the Kells, (as
the Second Battalion is dubbed),
feels that he has the greatest scoring
machine the team has ever produced.
The strength of the ends and tackles
are wonderful this year, while the
center of the line remains as always,
almost impenetrable.

There will be Carlyn at center, or
Jim Kelley, equally as good, and
these boys can play that position.
They are strong and fast, having a
lot of experience behind hem. Of the
two, Kelley is the faster and larger,
measuring about six feet, and weigh-
ing around 180 pounds. He has pick-
ed up the system of defense as taught
by Lt. Ives very rapidly, and will in
all probability see service against the
Leathernecks.

Moody and Krewson will flank
whoever is at center, and will show
great stuff through the game. Krew-
son is the smallest guard to play in
this district. He will scale the beam
around 145, but he is all muscle and
nerve. He has played a wh ale of
a game at Benning for the past three
or four years, and shows no signs
of slowing up yet. Moody is the type
who never shows fear, no matter
how hard the opposition, and digs
in all the way. They make a wonder-
ful pair.

DePratt and Cappell will probably
start at tackles, stopping the plays
before they getstarted being their
motto. The ends will probably be
McAllister and Marquis, which is
enough said.

No reports have been received as
yet from the camp of the Marines
as to what players will be brought
here, but they have been raising gen-
real cain all up and down the East
Coast for the past four weeks. Some
of their games have been played un-
der adverse conditions, but always the
Islanders gave a good account of
themselves.

Tickets for the game are on sale
at Fort Benning at the Officers' Club,
Post Exchange, Athletic Office, Book
Shop and all Orderly Rooms..
Jawbone. It was decided that the

changes.
Third Quarter

The first string backfield went back
in for the third quarter. The teams
exchanged punts with no gain. Near
the end of the quarter the Happy
Hearts took to the air. A short pass
Baugh to Barnes gained 7 yards and
a first down on the visitors' 40 yard
line. A pass Meyers to Lee was bat-
ted down. On the next play Lee shot

brell Sisters,
rivals of the

The dance
12:00.

reputedly the Southern
Boswell Sisters.
will be from 8:30 to

BE READY
HEADQUARTER BATTERY

It seems that the boys are enjoying
their wood clearing detail in the vi-
cinity of Bouton Hill. It looks rather
good to see the boys line up for that
good chow that Sgt. Osbon sends out
every day.

If Sgt. Dodd doesn't stop getting so
many phone calls, we'll have to install
a new phone for his private use. May-
be he can find time to let Cpl. Hurst
use it for a few minutes.

It now appears that John Latini
our battery barber is the king of
shieks. From all reports he is related
to the late Rudolph Valento and all
the girls know it.

Sgt. Sweger's mother and sister are
visiting the post and will occupy
quarters in Block 18. We all hope
that their visit will be a pleasant one.

Several men have applied for per-
manent leather class "A"' passes. The
ones in use won't stand the test of
being used every night. Cheery, Wat-
son, Barentine and Chavis. Others in
need of a pass of this kind see the
saddler by noon November 30, 1932.

Lt. Studebaker has charge of the
Artillery Horse Show Team agin this
year. The team was a great success
last year under his supervision and we
all hope that this year will still be a
greater success.

Cpl. Pike and Sgt. McCallum are
still playing their usual game of golf
every Sunday when the weather per-
mits. Cpl. Pike played old man Shred-
ded Wheat, a cousin of the Smith
Brothers, last Sunday morning and
beat him one up and two to go.

Two weeks ago the battery enjoyed
a pig hunt in the vicinity of Weem's
Bottom. Several pigs were caught and
we expect to have a barbecue in the
near future. Private Shove got lost
from the pack and somebody captur-
ed him for a wild hog. and brought
him to camp. For the last week his
meals have been served to him from
the mantel in the day room.

ducats would be sold at fifty cents
in order to make them within the
reach of any and all caring to see
the game, and a large attendance is
expected from Fort Benning.

The profits derived from the game
will be given to the American Legion
Charity Chest and the Fort Benning
Community Chest. A god game...-
a happy day, ....- and a worthy cause
should make this day a red letter day
in Fort Benning and Columbus alike.

December 1st
This is a personal

invitation to you

to join our Christ-

mas Savings Club.

No dues. No fines.

You run your own

membership.

Columbus
Bank & Trust Co.

C. P. WILLIS

Fort Benning Representative

fccd News!
It is now possible for you
to buy the people's First
Choice Tire--The

Gt ODyEA R
On Our

EASY PAYMENT PLAN
Small down payment and balance to suit

your own convenience.

UNITED OIL CORPORATION
PHONE 1800 1215-21 FIRST AVE.

-WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS-

OPENS

ON SAVINGS

We appreciate your
account-- either bor-
rowing or saving.

Franklin Saving &

Loan Co.
Cor. 13th St. and 1st Ave.

Phone '2766

- -CR- - '---

I

i
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NATIONS FOOTBALL TEAMS ARE

FACING CRUCIAL CONTESTS
(Continued from page 5)

thern Methodist should repulse Bay-
lor.

In the East this Saturday, Harvard
meats Yale in w h a t invariably turns
out to be one of the most colorful
games of the year. Neither eleven has
displayed exceptional power this year.
Yale boasts only of one victory. Har-
vard last week defeated the powerful
Holy Cross team 7-0, although the
Crimson were outplayed in every
period. The contest is a toss-up, with
I. PREDICTUM casting a reluctant
vote for Harvard.

The Fighting Irish of Notre Dame,
still smarting with the defeat handed
to them by Pittsburgh, will beat Navy
just as decsively as they did Kansas
and Northwestern, if not more so.

Army meets a good second rate e-
leven in West Virginia Wes., but so
was North Dakota State a good sec-
ond rate eleven. Draw your own con-
clusions. Pittsburgh and Columbia
will encounter little opposition in
Carnegie Tech. and Syracuse. Villa.
nova should emerge victorious over
undefeated Temple, but the outcome
of this game is doubtful.

Boston College regularly defeats
Boston University each year. This
year should prove no exception. Holy
Cross will conquer Manhattan. La-
fayette will down Lehigh.

In the midwest, undefeated and un-
tied Michigan faces fast and powerful
Minnesota with the Conference Cham-
pionship hanging in the balance. Mi-
chigan, bceause of its great record and
because of the potential power it has
displayed on sundry occasions, is the
favorite, but an upset is all too proba-
ble. This game almost qualifies as a
toss-up, and the Wolverines will have
to display a better brand of football
than that exhibited against Indiana
and Chicago to win. Should Michigan
lose, Purdue, a short step behind the
leaders, will be the recipient of the
championship for the Boilermakers
have a comparatively easy opponent
in Indiana.

Other Big Ten games iind Ohio
State opposing Illinois and Wisconsin
pairing off with Chicago. The first
named should be the winner in each
case by a fairly decisive margin.
Ner'bv.e~erni wll (1ef~a: *lowa i
Kansas should be victorious over Kan-
sas State. The Michigan State power-
house faces a formidable opponent in
Detroit, conqueror of Villanova by a
one-sided score. A genuine battle roy-
al should ensue with Michigan State,
by virtue of her tremendous scoring
punch, winning the victory.

Iowa State will take Drake into
camp. Utah, prospective Rocky Moun-
tain champions, will defeat the Colo-
rado Aggies. Ohio University will win

these two elevens have met, three have
resulted in ties. The Vols should win
but the margin will be slight.

If Vanderbilt's vaunted defensive
can hold "Hurry" Cain, brilliant Ala-
bama half-back, in check, the Commo-
dores chances of winning will be
greatly enhanced. A scoreless tie is
not an impossible outcome of this
game. Vanderbilt should win by a
hair.

Undefeated Centenary should over-
come Arkansas with some difficulty.
Texas is favored to defeat Texas A. &
M. Furman, with an excellent record
behind it, will nose out Clemson and
may win decisively. Virginia Poly will
crush V. M. I. Maryland and North
Carolina State will triumph over John
Hopkins and Virginia respectively.
North Carolina State will add another
scalp to its belt, that belonging to
South Carolina. The Oklahama Ag-

gies will defeat Arizona with some
to spare.

In the East, the battle between
Brown and Colgate is the cynosure
of all eyes. Both elevens are unde-
feated or untied; in addition Col-
gate is the only team in the country
that has survived the current season
without having her goal-line crossed.
Brown has faced the more formidable
opponents of the two. In the course
of the season, she has overcome Yale,
Harvard, Holy Cross, and Columbia.
Colgate has defeated N. Y. U. Brown
has a fast., shifty backfield, with an
abundance of scoring punch. Colgate
possesses a very capable dfense
backed by an extraordinarily fine
offense.

Cornell will launch its powerful
offensive on the cohorts of Pennsyl-
vania. A scoreless tie may result
from the encounter. Cornell has a

over Ohio Wes. beyond a shadow of a
doubt. Grinnell will be smothered by
the Oklahama Aggies.

In the far west, the Golden Bears
of California meet the Stanford In-
dians. The winner of this epic contesT
is conjectural and your guess irs as
good as mine. Your prophet, however,
frankly admits that he is just about
fed up with Stanford. Some time ago
he picked Stanford to win on three
successive Saturdays, and she lost each
time. One vote for California. Ford-
ham, determined to make further con-
quest of the West, meets Oregon State,
one of the weaker elevens on the
coast this year. Playing a "hunch", I.
PREDICTUM picks the western eleven
despite the fact that the Rams boast
a victory over powerful St. Mary's.

Gonzaga will triumph over South
Dak. Santa Clara will defeat the Olynm.
pic Club. U. C. L. A. is heavily faver-
ed to whip Montana.

THANKSGIVING DAY GAMES
In the South, Tennessee meets its

traditional rival, Kentucky. Tennessee
has the better record, being undefeat-
ed. Precedent, however, would infIi-
cate a tie game. In the last five game-s

BENNING SOLDIERS TO
DEMONSTRATE

(Continued from page 1)
the opposite end of the stadium.
Rumbling and clanking, the tanks
will move forward, directing their
deadly fire at the enemy in an at
tempt to crush all resistance, while
the foot troops will try to capture
the hostile sronghold with a rus:h
attack. Blank ammunition will be
used to add realism to the mimic
warfare, and the victor of the military
battle will be decided when the last l
shot is fired.

slight edge. The purple warriors of
N. Y. U. will easily down Carnegie
Tech.

In the Midwest, no very important
games are scheduled. Marquette will
crush Drake, Nebraska will cinch the
Big Six Championship by defeating
Missouri, and Dayton will win "khe
annual game wth Wittenberg.

In the far west, St. Mary's should
defeat Oregon closely, not by more
than a touchdown at the most, and
the University of California in Los
Angeles should win a slender victory
over the powerful Washington S.ate
eleven.

The mighty Trojans of Southern
California have only Washington to
overcome before gaining a clear right
to the title of coast champions. Your
prophet would consider it blasphemy
to choose any other winner but U.
S. C. More anon.

To make tobaccos mild and mellow for Chesterfield
cigarettes, just aboutfour miles of warehouses are filled with
mild, ripe Domestic leaf, stored away to age for two years.

The greater part of 90 million dollars is invested in
these tobaccos. Is it surprising that Chesterfields are
milder? That they taste better?

Everything known to Science is used to make Chester-
fields right! They're mild-and yet They Satisfy.

First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus __$ 400,000.00
Resources Over- 2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your
Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY
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VOLUME II

TTOWN
.TO P I Cwao"
We happened to overhear the fol-

lowing choice bit of conversation at
the Georgia-Auburn football game
last Saturday. During the entire last
half our attention was divided be-
tween the contest itself and the slight-
ly mellow disputants behind us.
Three people were involved in the dis-
cussion, one a Georgia rooter, one an
Auburn fan, and the third a woman,
the wife of the rabid Auburnite. The
score at the half, as our readers will
doubtless remember, was seven to
nothing in favor of Georgia.

Georgia rooter: (at start of third
quarter) "Harry, do you honestly be-
lieve that Auburn is going to win
this game. Answer me straight from
the heart."

Auburn fan: "Aw, take another
drink of Coca-Cola.

Georgia rooter: "I might concede
Auburn a chance if the team wasn't
so dumb. Why, a scientist tried to
probe the brains of the Auburn play-
ers before the season started to find
how intelligent they were and all the
probes were either dulled or broken."

Auburn fan: "Yeah? Well, you're
always shooting off your mouth about
how brainy Mott is. The other day
somebody put a dime under a tele-
scope and asked Mott to look through
the lens and say what is was. You
know what Mott said? He said he
didn't know for sure but it looked
like a manhole cover.

Wife of Auburnite: Honey, where is
that man running with the ball? Oh,
did you see that? He didn't need to
throw him down so hard. This is sim-
ply dreadful, and, Harry, you're mak-
ing such a fool of yourself. I wish I
hadn't come."

Auburn fan: "I wish I hadn't
brought you. Get down in front, you
overgrown elephants. Why the hell
did you come all the way to a football
game to get into a fight? You could
have got into a fight at home."

Georgia fan: "Hitchcock is one of
the worst punters I ever saw. He's
being outkicked by at least twenty
yards. Who ever suggested that bush-
leaguer as an All-American?"

Auburn fan (now throughly irate):
"Hitchcock a bush-leaguer? (Horror-
stricken) Man, you're blind. Take
another drink of Coca-Cola and get
hep to yourself."

(At this moment, Hitchcock runs
eighteen yards through a broken field
to score a touchdown. Extra point is
placekicked.)

Georgia rooter: "What a lucky

break! What a lucky break!"
Auburn fan: "You make me sick.

Now, what do you think of Hitchcock,
my boy?" (Patronizingly)

Georgia rooter: "Same as I always
thought."

Auburn rooter: "Here, take another
drink of Coca-Cola and brace up."
(hands him a bottle that does not
even remotely resemble a Coca-Cola
bottle, but we will pass over that.)

Wife of Auburnite: Harry, will you
stop making a fool of yourself. Every-
body is looking at you, and laughing.
Yes, laughing. I'd be ashamed of my-
self, if I were you."

Auburn rooters "Well, you're not
me, and besides that's Joe they're
laughing at."

Georgia rooter: "What's the matter
with that Georgia line? They don't
seem to be holding at all."

Auburn fan: "Oh, a punk team al-
ways withers in the last half. You

(Please turn to page 14)
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Four Families
Imperiled When
Fire Guts House

Fifteen lives were imperiled and
property valued at several thousand
dollars was destroyed in an early
morning fire which partially burned a
four-family wooden apartment house
at 507 Quiri Street, last Sunday. As
nearly as can be determined, the fire
broke out at four o'clock. The prompt
response of the fire depratment, who
arrived at the conflagration a few min-
utes later, probably averted a tragedy.

For a while it was feared that the
fire might spread to the flimsy and
highly inflammable buildings in the
district formerly known as Block 23,
but the efficient work of the firemen
in subduing the flames prevented
what might have been a catastrophe.

The fire, of which the cause has not
been determined, originated in the
second story apartment occupied by
Lieutenant Harry W. Halterman, his
wife, and their infant child, and
spread rapidly towards the other three
apartments in the building. The flames
quickly travelled through the attic
and were breaking through the ceil-
ing of the second floor apartment oc-
cupied by Lieutenant Robert A. Ports,
and his two sisters, Miss Margaret
Ports and Miss Elizabeth Ports, and
their house guest, Miss Helen Bach,
when the firemen arrived. They were
aroused by the firemen whose timely
action probably saved them from be-
ing trapped in the blazing building.

Flames also burned their way into
the first floor apartment directly un-
der Lieutenant Halterman's quarters
and did considerable damage there.
Lieutenant Eugene W. Ridings, his
wife, and infant child, the occupants
of this apartment, left the building
when awakened by the flames. The
fourth apartment, on the ground floor,
was occupied by Major Dan D. Howe,
his wife and their three year old
child; Mrs. Mahlon Kirk, Mrs. Howe's
mother, and Mrs. Katherine Douglas,
their house guest, who made their
way to safety through dense clouds
of suffocating smoke.

Fire companies from two stations
were dispatched to the blaze when
the alarm was given at 4:10 a. m.
When the firemen arrived three min-
utes later, flames were shooting high
into the air. Five heavy streams were
quickly directed onto the flames
which were under control within
twenty minutes and completely ex-
tinguished within an hour. The bat-
tle against the fire was carried on
with great hazard to the firemen, and
their efficient work in saving the
building from entire destruction is

highly commendable.
Damage to the building was esti-

mated at $2,500 while the damage to
the contents will amount to several

(Please turn to page 5)
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Aviation Pioneers Honored

With Old Glory flying proudly over it, the beautiful granite memorial,
shaped like a wing, to Orville and Wilbur Wright, America's pioneers of
avaition, is shown after its unveilng on the spot where the brothers made
their first flight near Kitty Hawk, N. C. The unveiling ceremony was per-
formed by Miss Ruth Nichols, New York aviatrix, who is shown in insert
as she made the dedicatory address. A large gathering of notables in

aviation and government circles attended the ceremonies.

BenningIsForemost
In Tennis Field

Fort Benning's encouragement of
tennis as an exercise for the mainten-
ance of physical fitness has placed
the post in a foremost position in this
field of sport and has attracted favor-
able attention in high war department
circles.

F. Trubee Davison, assistant secre-
tary of war, in a letter to Major Gen-
eral Campbell King, commandant of
The Infantry School, expresses his ap-
proval of the cultivation of tennis as
an army recreational activity, and
compliments the showing made by
Fort Benning players in the army
tournament conducted under the aus.
pices of the Army Central Tennis
Committee, in Washington, D. C., this
year.

"As chairman of the Army Central
Tennis Committee, I wish to express
to you the appreciation of the Army
Central Tennis Committee for the ex-
cellent turn out of tennis players for
the Leech Cup competition this year,"
says the assistant secretary of war, in
his letter to General King. "I note
that eight of the twenty-three leading
players competing come from the In-
fantry School, indicating that the
game is being given full encourage-
ment and support. Aside from the
production of snerior nlavers. e
believe that the time spent by officers

Turkey Day Celebrated At and their families and by enlisted

Benning In Customary men in this sport will furnish increas-

Army Manner ing dividends in standards of sports-
manship, health, and morale."

Fort Benning observed Thanksgiv- Fort Benning players referred to by
ing yesterday in the manner decreed Mr. Davison as competitors in the
by tradition in the Army. Major Gen- Washington tournaments are Captain
eral Campbell King issued orders James H. Drake, Lieutenant Leon R.
which suspended all duties except Brownfield, Captain Randolph Gor-
the necessary guard and fatigue duties don, Captain Richard 0. Bassett, Lieu-
for the national holiday, and the tenant Thomas L. Sherburne, Lieuten-
classes of the Infantry School were ant James L. Grier. This group of
given a day's holiday, players was selected from a "ladder"

All companies, batteries and similar of twenty players who had completed
organizations served special holiday a series of elimination trials extend-
dinners in their mess-halls with tur- ing from September to July, and who
key as the piece-de-resistance. Many had participated in the post chain-
of the soldiers had members of their pionship and invitation tournaments
families and friends as guests. of Fort Benning in June.

Refresher Officers
Graduate Here

An address by Major General Camp-
bell King, commandant of The Infan-
try School, featured the brief exer-
cises which brought to a close the re-
fresher course of The Infantry School
at two o'clock Friday afternoon. Gen-
eral King spoke of his pleasure in
having had the high ranking officers
as students for the four week special
course and pointed out the profession-
al advantages which accrued to every
officer attending the Infantry School
as a student.

Colonel Charles W. Weeks, assistant
commandant, and other members of
the academic department, were pres-
ent at the formal closing of the course.

Members of the graduating class
are: Colonels Albert W. Foreman,
13th Infantry, Walter Krueger, 6th
Infantry, Joseph A. Marmon, 16th In-
fantry, Thomas S. Moorman, 22nd In-
fantry, James M. Petty, 34th Infantry,
Douglas Potts, Infantry, Grosvenor L.
Townsend, Infantry; Lieutenant Col-
onels Francis C. Endicott, Infantry,
Edwin T. Gunner, Infantry, Rowan P.
Lemly, Infantry, Edward E. McCam-
mon, 13th Infantry, Thomas F. Mc-
Neill, Infantry, James H. Van Horn,
Signal Corps, Franklin L. Whitley,
24th Infantry, Joseph M. Scammell,
Infantry Reserve, and Major John R.
D. Matheson, Corps of Engineers.

Boy Scout Court Of Honor
Holds Examinations For

New Members

The court of Honor of the Fort
Benning Boy Scouts convened in the
Scout Cabin at 9:00 a. m. Saturday
morning, to hold Tenderfoot exami-
nations for applicants for member-
ship.

Among those present were Lieuten-
ant Colonel Bonesteel, Infantry, Ma-
jor Dabney, Medical Corps; Major
Bonham, Infantry; Captain Bevan,
Artillery; Captain Owens, Infantry;

(Please turn to page 13)

hicle type, and tactical experiment."
Referring to tests carried on at Fort

Benning under the direction of the
Infantry Board, General Fuqua stated
that satisfactory progress in the devel-
opment and tests of new arms and
equipment for the infantry, was be-
ing made. his is particularly true.,
he said, in the case of the infantry
tank, the semi-automatic shoulder
rifle, the 37mm. gun, and the infantry
mortar.

The study of infantry defense
against attacks from low-flying air-
craft has received a great deal of at-
tention at the Infantry School, and in
this the American infantry, said Gen-
eral Fuqua, has progressed farther
than the infantry of any foreign army.

Other subjects in which the infan-
try has made decided advances as a
result of studies and experiments car-
ried on at Fort Benning are the new
infantry drill, for which regulations
have recently been distributed to the
regular army and national guard for
a service test; the new machine gun
marksmanship course; musketry and

(Please turn to page 13)
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Gen. Fuqua Places
Stress On Work
Of Infantry Scool

The accomplishments of The In-
fantry School, commanded by Major
General Campbell King, occupy a
considerable portion of the annual re-
port of Major General Stephen 0. Fu-
qua, chief of infantry, Washington,
D. C., which has just been made pub-
lie.

General Fuqua's report, which cov-
ers the fiscal year ending June 30, is
devoted largely to accounts of experi-
mental and research work in the field
of infantry weapons and tactics, car-
ried on and developed at the Infan-
try School.

One of the most important events
of the year, among infantry activities,
General Fuqua states, was the trans-
fer of the Tank School from Fort
George G. Meade, Md. to Fort Ben-
ning, and its absorption as an inte-
gral part of the Infantry School, in
which it has become the tank section.

"The tank has long been recognized
as one of the important infantry wea-
pons," says General Fuqua in his re-
port. "For that reason its character-
istics, tactical employment, powers
and limitations must be understood by
all infantry officers, and the knowl-
edge will become general only when
the tank and its armanent are treated
at The Infantry School exactly as
are the other infantry weapons."

More uniform tank instructions
throughout the service are expected to
result from this amalgamation, Gen-
eral Fuqua stated. Improved instruc-
tion in field exercises involved in the
use of tanks, and fresh impetus to a
consideration of their tactical use,
both in the offense and defense, has
resulted from the transfer to Fort
Benning of Company F, 67th Infantry
(Medium Tanks) whose equipment
includes several tanks of recent de-
sign, he said. General Fuqua pointed
out that the 29th Infantry is the only
regiment in the United States army
with a fully motorized battalion. "This
is the only fully motorized battalion
in the infantry" General Fuqua said,
in referring to the 2nd Battalion of
the 29th Infantry, which with a pla-
toon of the Cannon Company and a
battalion section of the Service Com-
pany, is equipped with types of the
army's newest models of trucks, niost
of which are of the four-wheel drive
type. "It is the infantry experiniental
unit in motorization, particularly in
the field of organization, motor ye-
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Billfolds Mata Hari, famous dancer and his discourse and ask the court to The dancer soothed him as if he it, but only becauenemy spy, makes an innocent accom- summon Rosanoff. She had to speak. were a child, smiling a little. She she must-if she m
plice of a young Russian aviator, Al. Her voice had grown dull as if for understood quite well that she had yet quite graspMax Rosenberg Co. exander Rosanoff. As her former the first time she realized her fate made her choice not so much to spare en co e tolover, Shubin, is about to telephone and yielded to it and would make no Rosanoff as to spare herself. To have omanhd et1145 Broadway Dubois, the head of the French Secret more effort. him divine how she had tricked him attack from aedi
Service and involve Rosanoff, the "It is not necessary to produce him." in the past, to see him hear on the would use his in
dancer shoots Shubin. But Rosanoff
comes to see the latter. The dancer There was a long pause which seemed witness stand the agony of realization go to the Preside
persuades him not to enter and sends filled to all the people in the court- that it was he who might be the means surely get a stay ofhim on his flight to Russia with mes. room by a deep, inaudible sigh. of killing her-that would be too great the execution put56ISS LIBERTY sages, admitting that she loves him. "I plead guilty to the charges made a shame, too great a pain for her. perhaps the end of
He is shot down. From her hiding- by the court. I-shot Colonel Shubin In France, in trials of t h i s sort, it sions would have
place she hurries to him, finds him
blind and promises to marry him. "'' I am guilty." is not the custom for the Court to would no longerBut Mata Hari is arrested as she She sat down. The procedure was announce the verdict. This is left to
leaves the hospital. At the courtmar- quickly resumed but with little help an attendant. "For I know yoitial, her lawyer moves for acquittal, from Maitre Caron who was almost The clerk stepped forward, crying sisted the attorne3pointing out that no one has seen voiceless with amazement and despair- the words of the usual formula: legally. You sayher in Shubin's rooms the morning Mata Hari would not answer him. "Judgment in the name of the to protect your byof the slaying. Not until the members of the court French people!" been brandedNOW GO ON WITH THE STORY filed out, one by one, to consider the The guard was called out and Mata out of sheer jealo

It was a slight shock to her, and verdict, did she glance up. It could Hari set before them. is over, my dear cshe faltered the least bit. How glad be seen that she looked at each man "Present Arms!" splendid defense."she was that she had walked from intently as he passed by. Did she The clerk then informed the pris- "Look upon this
Shubin's house back to the car! have a last flash of hope that perhaps oner that she had been found guilty onment," he urged"It may have been so," she said in the end they would be lenient? Not and said: "The Court sentences you linquish hope! Yafter a moment. "I do not remember death but imprisonment? Did she to be executed in such manner as the derful in your foriwhere I left the taxi. I did not no. believe that after all these men would military authorities may provide." be so. I will say
tice." not be able to condemn her to death Mata Hari beard him through in you."

UAftera few more questions in re- -no men would-she had too much utter calm and silence. As she turned Almost he convigard to letters found in the search of power over their senses and their im- away, her lips twitched slightly, made him promisW A TC H - her house-all of which she explained agination? They permitted her to rest for a what he did or di(f f with perfect calmness-the prosecutor She leaned toward the heart-broken moment. Maitre Caron, who was weep. duty he must not
t sat back, and Maitre Caron rose to Maitre Caron and patted his hand. ing, offered her the smelling salts and make sure that Rcmove for her acquittal on the ground "My poor child!" he moaned. "I the pathetic chocolates which he had ignorance of her

of lack of direct evidence to show know you are innocent. Ah, Mata! provided for-an emergency. She and, if so it mustthat she was a spy, had other than a Such courage! Such love! To sacri- pushed them away. He must get herMISS LIBERTY-A slender, friendly connection with Shubin or fice yourself on the altar of love! . "I do not need these. I am not a (Please turndainty baguette with tubular had even been in his house the day
link bracelet to match. of his death.$37 With many gestures, now raising

W O his voice impressively, now lowering

it wih a tremor of emotion, he beg-_________________ ged them to believe that he wsa u srb r o n trawaloyal auFrenchmandasntrueeadpatrio
as any of the members of the Court,ewlyhe begged them to remember that he To Merchants OnlyGem Jew ly Co. had practised his profession for forty-
one years and had a great deal of $'

PHONE 339 experience with crime. His client
might have been driven to within a J N a -very few days the male of

1200 Broadway Columbus, Ga. short distance of the Colonel's house

"The chivalry of France cannot and
_ ' --. ' ' will not on such slender, such unsup-

ported evidence, indeed such a lack species will b
of evidence, brand a beautiful woman,
a neutral subject and a great artist
as a spy and a common criminal!" tively purchasing

The old man sat down, exhausted,
and applied a handkerchief to his
brow and to his eyes The guards hadv tel1
been moved by his fervor, but thevom have rns eyes peeet
members of the Courtmartial staredFor that 'Different at Mata Hari with blank faces and
the dancer looked straight back at a likel looking WN
them as if challenging them with all

Touch, Use. the confidence of a clear conscience.
The prosecutor then nodded to Du- husbands, softeni

bois, who stepped forward.
FOREM OST/" ][ asDubois spoke. The man had a voice

as hard as granite, but there was eavemotion behind it, nevertheless. He, ofi heLhliday sICE CREAM too, he said, loved his country just
as deeply as Maitre Caron, and he 

forace to France. He had made immense

You'll find it richer efforts to secure- proof that would be
and tastier than a n y necessary to convict her. Always

other! hitherto she bad eluded him. But over-worked spouse. All of which sug
this time he had made sure; he had
stopped up every loophole. There wasCall the no lack of evidence to show that that this is the time for the astute
she had been in Colonel Shubin's
house. On the contrary there was the

SODA FOUNT best evidence possible, the testimony
ofman eye-witness. Thetestimony offchants to spreheir s
a man who had seen her come out ofFOREMOST the room in which Shubin lay dead!

FOREM OS"That man I can produce. He is inTD TIE'a iThathospital atlpresent. He iseblind. pages the H er
DAIRIESHis name is Alexander Rosanoff ."

__N.r Mati Hari appeared to have grown -.-taller, more gaunt, to tower above w which comes under the eyes of well
the accusing Frenchman. Her taut
hands were pressed against her sides.
At the sound of Rosanoff's name she a
went ashen white. She started toaPoP
speak and could not. She put a hand.
kerchief to her lips.

They were all waiting for her to
recover.

in a moment, Dubois would resume
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Sewing Cabinets ........-$14.95

Phone Sets-.................3.95

Smoking Stands .......... 2.95

Writing Desks ............ 13.50

Coffee Tables............-4.75

Magazine Racks........2.95

-and dozens more!

H. Rothschild
Furniture

Leading Furniture Dealers

for 38 Years.

Handicap Tennis
Patches Are Now
In Final Stages

The Handicap Tennis Tournaments
now in progress are rapidly nearing
completion. As this article is writ-
ten, Drake and Sherburne will oppose
Bassett and Newman Thursday after-
noon in the finals of the Men's Dou.
bles. A hard-fought match should be
the result of the encounter. The Bas-
set and Newman team advanced to the
finals by defeating Evans and Wilson.
Evans and Wilson, wtih a big handi-
cap, won the first set easily 6-1, but
their opponents came back strong to
win the next three sets 8-6, 6-2, 7-5.

Drake and Sherburne, number one
ranking doubles team, disposed of
Tindall and Poore 6-4, 1-6, 6-2, 6-4 in
another close match. The winners
were extended all the way.

In the Men's Singles, Newman en-
tered the semi-finals by winning over
Blackmore 9-7, 6-1. Poore will play
the winner of the Drake-Lynch match.

In the other bracket, Irving and
Phillips engaged in an exciting match
which Irving finally won 6-3, 8-6. The
victor will oppose the winner of the
Bassett-Sherburne match. Bassett is
the number two ranking player on
the post while Sherburne is just a
step behind. This should prove an
excellent match.

In the Mixed Doubles Tournament,
only two matches have been played
as this is written. Mr. D. P. Harding
and Miss Eleanor Bonesteel defeated
Mr. Howard Wampler and Miss WilL-s
Wampler in a first round match 7-5,
5-7, 6-4.

As the Drake-Keiler combination,
which ranks first on the list, drew a
bye, Harding and Bonesteel next en-
gaged this pair and were defeated hut
only after a hard-fought match.

The losers won the first set at 6-4,
while Drake and Keiler annexed the
next two 6-4, 6-1.

In the Boys' Tournament, Beatty,
by defeating Gee 6-1, 6-1 earned theright to oppose Tindall in the semi-
finals. In the other bracket, Drake,
who defeated Maertens 6-0, 6-0, will
play Evans who won over Bonham 6-3,
6-0.

In the Boys' Doubles, Evans and
Tindall arc already in the semi-
finals. That combination will play
the winner of the Beatty-Drake vs.
Maertens-Pope match.

A Woman's Doubles Tournament is
at present only in an incipient stage.

SILVER'S
5c . 10c . $1.00 STORE

3 BIG BARGAINFLOORS

Broadway at 11th St.

Every day is bargain day at the
big Silver's store. You'll really en-
joy shopping here because there
is a wide variety of everything, at
a price that is of vital importance
just now.

"Join the Happy Throng at
Silver's".

last week handed Temple her first Je-
feat of the year 7-0. Boston College
humbled Boston University.

In the midwest, Michigan defeated
.Minnesota 3-0 in a hard-fought game
o retain the Big Ten Championship.
Botkh elevens were obviously intent
apon winning a game which had a
most important bearing on the con-
erence title. A fumble by Jack Man.
lers, star Minnesota full-back, near
he end of the first half put the Wol.
erines in a scoring position. With
hirty seconds to go, Newman's edu.
ated toe sent the pigskin whizzing
hrough the cross-bars to give his
leven a 3.0 lead which it never re-
nquished.
The Purdue Powerhouse overcame

idiana without difficulty. The Boil-
rmakers finished the season unde.
ated and with only a tie with North.
estern marring their otherwise per.
ct record. Illinois was defeated by
hio State by the score of 3-0. Wis-
rosin was easily the victor over
hicago. Northwestern showed what
is capable of doing when the whole
even clicks by crushing Iowa 44-6.
wa was the team which fought Ne.
"aska practically to a standstill two
ourdays ago.
Utah won the Rocky Mountain
hampionship for the fifth consecu-
ve year by decisively defeating the
dlorado Aggies, while the Oklahoma
ggies finished first in the Missouri
alley Conference by trimming Grin.
l11.
In the far west, Stanford and Cali.
rnia fought to a scoreless tie. Ford.
am woh its second victory over a
estern eleven by nosing out Oregon
ate 8-6. The University of Cali.
rnia in Los Angeles turned back

(Please turn to page 9)
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Forecaster Lifts
Mark Up To .903
The results of last Saturday's games

were instrumental in raising I. PRE.
DICTUM'S average to a new high,
.903. There were few surprises.

The Herald prophet predicted an
Auburn victory over Georgia by one
touchdown. Final score: Auburn 14-
Georgia 7. At the half, Georgia led,
and an upset seemed imminent. The
Plainsmen, however, came b a c k
strong in the last half and scored
two touchdowns to win the thrilling
contest. Georgia Tech encountered
stubborn opposition in Florida and,
in addition, the Yellow Jackets were
not exhibiting the stellar brand of
play that enabled them to defeat Ala-
bama Saturday before last. As a re-
sult, only six points seperated the
winner, Georgia Tech., from the loser,
Florida, at the end of the gruelling
game.

Duke won its first victory over
the North Carolina Tarheels since
1893. A Duke punt, which hit a Tar.
heel first and was then downed by
one of the Blue Devils, gave the ball
to Duke on their opponents twenty-
two yard line. At this point, the North
Carolina coach ran onto the field to
protest the decision of the referee.
A fifteen yard penalty was inflicted
on the Tarheels, and Duke went over
from the five yard line.

Texas Christian overcame another
conference opponent in Rice, and Tex-
as also was victorious, winning over
Arkansas without difficulty. Much-
beaten Southern Methodist lost its
third conference game, succumbing to
Baylor 19-0.

Tulane reserves easily defeated Se.
wanee 26-0, as South Carolina, who
will attempt to stop Auburn's chain.
pionship march next Saturday, crush.
ed Citadel.

Il the East, Yale exhibited great
strength in mastering Harvard to the
tame of 19-0. The Crimson was out.
played from start to finish. The fight-
ing Irish of Notre Dame were held
to two touchdowns by the powerful
defense which Navy showed to goodadvantage. Army second and third.
stringers eked out a 7-0 victory over
West Virginia Wes.

Holy Cross and Columbia found it
rough going in the mud and as a
consequence were held to scoreless
ties by Manhattan and Syracuse re-
spectively. Pittsburgh was extended
to defeat Carnegie Tech 6-0.

The powerful Detroit eleven found
Miichigan State a little too strong and
were forced into defeat by a score
)f 6-0. Detroit had previously won ov-

(Please turn to page 13)U ~

COLUMBUS' MOST COM-
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Give furniture and solve the gift
question! Below are a few of the
many suggestions in trim furniture.

m

PLETE DEPART-

MENT STORE

KIRVEN'S
BROADWAY

Girl Scout Notes
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Page Three

Cardinal Troop
After inspection and a little lesson

about the flag ceremony, Mrs. Brown
turned the meeting over to Jane
Kraft's patrol, the Jolly Jumpers.
The group with the greatest number
of points during the month has the
opportunity to plan the next meeting.
This honor was received by the Jolly
Jumpers for this month..

We played the compass of "ships,"
with three girls playing the part of
ships and another three guiding them
by instructions. Then came the excit-
ing "bumps," where all the girls sit
in a circle. A chair is left empty,
with one Scout as "it." As the girl
on the left takes the empty chair,
"it" tries to sit in the vacant seat,
which travels in a circle, as each girl
moves to the right.

We all enjoyed that game thorough.
ly, but we had to stop, so then sang
songs in a good-night circle.

BROADWAY

Mickey Mouse

Sweat Shirts

I]

f

Pine Tree Troop FOR BOYS
Last Wednesday's meeting was the

best we have had yet. Because-Mrs. Ages 2 - 12 c
M atchett came! She cam e to present A ll Colors .......... .
the tenderfoot pins to the ones who
have passed their test. We also hada Brownie Fly-Up, but I will t e See Our Window
about that later.

When Mrs. Matchett came into the HOFFLIN
cabin, she saw not only the members £
of the Pine Tree Troop, but the Pack
of Brownies and five girls from the GREENTREEDaffodil Troop as well. We all sang
"How do you do Mrs. Matchett" and Boys' Shop 2nd Floorthen she sang it back to us.

Them we had the Brownie Fly-Up. ESTABLISHED 1888
Jacqueline Thompson, Martha Jane
Rooks, and Frances Kellam "flew up" a
and we all hope they are going to WATCH, CLOCK AND JEWELRYenjoy the Girl Scouts as much as they REPAIRING
did the Brownies. We know they will Special Discount to Army People
make fine Scouts for they were all ALL WORK GUARANTEED
good Brownies, and it is a rule that PEKOR JEWELRY CO.
a good Brownie is always as good Muscogee Club Bldg. 1221 Broadway(Please turn to page 13)
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Thanksgiving Celebrated At Officers Club
With First Dinner-Dance Of Season

in St. Barnabas Episcopal Church.Today s Fashion More than 200 guests were present.
Rev. Charles Brady officiated.

qml. -4 -- ' MT

Thanksgiving was celebrated this each pair of bowls. Covers were laid f )
year on Wednesday, Thanksgiving for thirty-five. The guest list in-
eve, at the Officers' Club by the first cluded: Col. and Mrs. F. L. Munson, ,
dance of the season. Dinner and Lieut. Col. and Mrs. F. L. Whitley,
dancing were begun at eight and danc- Lt. Col. and Mrs. W. R. Wheeler,
ing was continued until twelve. The Maj. and Mrs. Roger Harrison, Maj.
decora~ions for the Club were in and Mrs. 0. W. Griswold, Maj. and
true Thanksgiving style with pump.-Mrs. Alfred Mordecai, Capt. and Mrs.
kin lights and turkey gobblers dec- J. P. Gammon, Capt. and Mrs. K. L.
orated the table. A record number Berry, Capt. and Mrs. Geoffrey Mar.
of reservations were made, among shall, Capt. and Mrs. R. H. Garity,
those entertaining were: Col. and Capt. and Mrs. J. H. Hinwood, Capt.
Mrs. J. DeCamp Hall, and twelve, and Mrs. C. W. Hanna, Capt and
Maj. and Mrs. Vernon Evans and Mrs. M. E. Halloran, Lieut. and Mrs.
thirty, Capt. and Mrs. Leonard Mur. H. M. Monroe, Miss Elizabeth Mun-
phy and thirty.five, and Lieut. and son, Maj. Peter P. Salgado, Capt. Guy
Mrs. Joseph P. Cleland and ten. Hartman, Lieut. . H. Dicks and

* * * Lieut. E'. D. McLaughlin.
LIEUT. DOWDALL GIVES DESPI. * * *

DIDA FOR LIEUT. PULSIFER MAJ. AND MRS. W. F. LEE HOSTS
Lieut. H. G. Dowdall was the hos: AT DINNER AT OFFICERS' CLUB

Wednesday evening at the Thanksgiv. Maj. and Mrs. W. F. Lee were the
ing dinner dance at the Officers' Club hosts Sunday evening at a delightful
honoring Lieut. Ralph Pulsifer who dinner party at the Officers' Club.
leaves shortly for Hawaii. The table The table was decorated with a large
was most appropriately decorated for silver bowl of yellow chrysanthemums
a farewell party, the center piece be- and tapers of corresponding color
ing a gayly colored miniature ship, were used. Covers were laid o
representing the "Republic" which eighteen. The guests were: Col. and
will take Lieut. Pulsifer to Hawaii. Mrs. C. W. Weeks, Lieut. Col. and
The place cards were streamers which Mrs. J. W. Stillwell, Maj. and Mrs.
floated from the ship. Lieut. Dowdall M. D. Wety, Maj. and Mrs. J W
had as his guests a group of friends Foos, Maj. and Ms. J. M. Robinson,
of Lieut. Pulsifer. They were: Maj Maj. and Mrs. W. L. Roberts, Maj.
and Mrs. H. B. Lewis, Capt. and Mrs. and Mrs. H. A. Wadsworth, Maj. and Evening frock of broadcloth
W. L. Bevan, Capt. and Mrs. Harvey Mrs. Barnwell Legge, and Maj. and trimmed with white tull
J. Golightly, Lieut. and Mrs. D. W. Mrs. Omar Bradley. After dinner By VERA WINSTON
Brann, Miss Harriotte Atkins, Miss the guests were escorted to the Post Broadcloth is gaining steadily in
Hazel Burford, Miss Frances Cheney, movies. popularity after its long absence
Miss Caroline Hageman, Capt. H. W. 29TH INFANTRY DANCE HELD from the mode. A most striking ex-
Caygill. Capt. Peter LeToney, Capt. FRIDAY EVENING AT POLO ample is apparent in the evening
Lightcap. HUNT CLUB frock shown in the accompany-

Lihea.One of the most enjoyable events ing sketch. The evening frock is of

CAPT. AND MRS. M. A. GILLIS Polo Hunt Club Friday evening, black broadcloth and it is trimmed
HOSTS AT DINNER AT of the week was the dance given by

OFFICERS' CLUB the 29th Infantry regiment at the Polo with pleated white tulle at the shoul-
Among those reserving tables for Hunt Club Friday evening. Dancing ders and hips. The shoulder crests

the Thanksgiving dinner dance on was enjoyed from nine to twelve, the accentuate the slim line of the frock.
Wednesday night were Capt. and music for dancing being furnished by
Mrs. Marcel A. Gillis. The table was the 29th Infantry orchestra. Many OFFICERS' CLUB SPONSORS
charmingly decorated with four silver delightful dinners were held preced. DANCE AT COUNTRY CLUB
bowls containing fruit and nuts, two ing the dance. The guest list includ- TDANcerAT C lub
bowls in the center of the table and ed members of the 29th Infantry, for. The Officers' Club was the sponsor
two at the ends. Silver candlesticks mer member,s bachelors of th Poest of a dance at the Country Club Satur-
with yellow candles were in between and their guests. day evening. This is the fourth of the

C A PT A N D M RS. ~ . ,. .R N T H reciprocal affairs that have been giv-
AND LT. AND MRS. WILLIAM en. These dances have been veryLay O'CONNOR JOINT HOSTS .4IT popular, both with the Fort Benning

..-- DINNER PRECEDING INFAN. and the Columbus people and Satur-
Yourt " TRY DANCE day's affair was no exception. Many

Capt. and Mrs. Edward J. Rnth reservations and "no host" parties for
and Lieut. and Mrs. William W. dneO'Connor were the joint hosts Fri- dinrwere made preceding the
day evening at a dinner party preced- dan*e*

-ing the 29th Infantry hop at the Polo* * *
Club. The dinner was held at the MISS ELEANOR BASS HO0NO0R

qatrof Liu.adMs 'onr GUEST AT DINNER PRECEDING
/,' ' and throughout the house yellow and CUTYCU AC

rust chrysanthemums were used. The Miss Eleanor Bass, the attractive
guests were: Capt. and Mrs. J. J. Al- house guest of Lieut. and Mrs. G. P.

Gifts bright, Capt. and Mrs. H. 0. Cush.-Howell, was the honoree at a dinner
man, Capt. and Mrs. Earle A. John- Saturday evening given by her hostsNow son, Capt. and Mrs. Adrian Orrill, at the Officers' Club preceeding the
Lieut. and Mrs. J. E. Bowen, Lieut. dance at the Country Club. The table
and Mrs. G. P. Howell, Lieut. and was graced by a silver bowl of yellow
Mrs. Washington Ives, Lieut. and Mrs. and white chrysanthemums, yellow

Give Jewelry This Year H. P. Houser, Miss Eleanor Bass, Lt. tapers were used to complete the dec.
J. M. Chappell, Lt. C. L. Decker. orations. Lieut. and Mrs. Howell

had as their guests: Miss Bass, Miss
Gifts That Lastarriotte Atkins, Miss Frances Chen.Last Photograph Frames ey, Miss Phyllis Sargent, Miss Tina

Hinkley, Miss Ann McClure, Lieut.
A small deposit will re- Attractive William Moore, Lieut. J. M. Church.e -tchng ill, Lieut. W. C. Sweeney, Lieut. A.serve any article until W. Dannemiller, Lieut. James Wool-
Christmas. and nough, Lieut. Milton Pressley, Lieut.

James Luckett, and Lieut. J. J. Winn.
Prints forXma* * *WEDDING OF MI S S VIRGINIA
Picture Framing MARCHANT AND LIEUT. HAN.

MER OF INTEREST THROUGH.

OUT ARMY AND CIVILIAN
Margaret CIRCLES

-- The wedding of Virginia Marchant
and Lieut. Stephen Read Hanmerarrison which was solemnized last week atJDenver, Colorado, will be of interest,J W L Y C . At throughout Army and civilian circles

1221 erhere. The bride was gowned in theB. aRosenbergs same dress her mother wore asbride.

The ceremony took place at 8 p. m.

A

Lj 
At I "

IWO

On
Every

Hat
In Stock

i¥ uriUe, a daugnter o Mr. ani
Mrs. H. C. Marchant, was given in
marriage by her father.

Miss Virginia Mitchell was maid of
honor. The bridesmaids were Misses
Louise Hansen, Elizabeth Riddle,
Frances McCarthey and Eleanore
Jones.

Robert Marchant, brother of the
bride, was best man. The ushers
were Jack Tolman, William Bosco,
Rudolph Savage and Lester Bartsch.

Passing years gave the satin of
which the bridal gown is fashioned
an ivory tint. Otherwise it was un-
changed since worn by the first bride.
It has a snug-fitting gasque and high
neckline. The bell-shaped skirt
forms a long train.

A billowy ivory tulle veil fell from
the cap of lace. In her arms Miss
Marchant carried a bouquet of ivory
roses, gardenias and valley lilies.

The maid of honor wore a Madam
Butterfly pink velvet frock. It was
made with puff sleeves and floor.
length skirt. Her turban and slip.
pers were blue velvet. She carried
pink rosebuds.

The bridesmaids were gowned like
the maid of honor, only the color
scheme was reversed. Their gowns
were blue and their accessories pink.
They also carried pink rosebuds.

Entrances to the pews in the church
were decorated with bouquets of white
and pink flowers. Slender white tapers
flickered on the pews in the center
aisle. The chancel was festooned with
huge baskets of shaggy white chry-
santhemums. The nuptials were read
by the light from candelabra.

After the church service, a recep.
(Please turn to page 5)

CflRISTMAS CARDS NO W!

MAS
C HRIST-

cards are a

genuine expres-

sion of t h e Christ-

mas spirit of friend-

ship and good will. Re-

member y our old friends

with them-use t hem as a

c o r d i a 1 acknowledgement of

pleasant business relationships-

greet newly made friends you would

like to know better. Choose yours care-

fully. Our assortment is unusually large

and attractive. Make your selection now.

main Branch

POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

DOLAN- HENRY
Hat Shop

(At Alsobrook)

is Offering

Page Four THE BENNING HERALD, -

$8.95 Hats
Now Reduced to

$5.00
$6.50 Hats

Reduced to

$3.95 & $2.95

A Lovely Pair Of Sport
Headwear For

$1.00 and $1.95

As Always We Welcome
Benning Charge Accounts.

Delivered daily to the Fort

HARPER'S
DRUGS

Telephone 396
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Benefit Party And
Style Show To Be
Held In Columbus

Several hundred bridge players will
assemble at the Industrial High

School auditorium on the afternoon
of Friday, December 2, for the benefit
party and style show, sponsored by
the Muscogee County Parent-Teacher
Council. The game will begin at
three o'clock, and the style show,
interspersed with dance numbers, will
follow.

The price for bridge players and
tea guests will be twenty-five cents,
and tickets may be purchased in ad-
vance from any P. T. A. president. All
who plan to attend are invited to pur-
chase their tickets as soon as possible.
Six hundred tickets have already been
issued and these are selling rapidly,
and the party promises to be one of
the most successful and most largely
attended social events of the early
holiday season.

The spacious auditorium of the
Industrial School will be decorated
in holly and bamboo, with the Christ-
mas motif. More than twenty hand-
some favors will be awarded, and a
prize ham and a prize cake will fall
to some fortunte guests. After the
game, home-made cake and charlotte
will be served. Special entertainment
will add to the pleasure of the tea
guests, who will be cordially wel-
comed.

A cordial invitation is extended to
the bridge players of Columbus and
Fort Benning. Tickets may be purch-
ased or phone reservations may be
made with any of the above chairmen,
or Mrs. B. E. Pulliam, ticket com-
mittee, or with any P.-T. A. president.

such glamorous
sheer chiffons

cost only

$1.00

But They Do!

They're

Style No. 324
and everybody's

buying them as fast
as they can!

Miller -Taylor
Shoe Company

Where the New Styles Are
Shown First

The
Grapevine
Telegraph

Grapevine Operator slipped up last
week___or rather down-to Florida---
star jasmine_--Spanish moss_---banyan
trees-__and royal palms___we recom-
mend the country_-_sure cure for
what ails you and a true test for the
inner workings of any car___Our faith
in Florida garages is shattered, though
--- but maybe we didn't have any in
the first place---

* * *

Too bad about these fires_---and at
four a. m. of all unpleasant hours---
Can't things be a little more conven-
iently arranged. But saddest of all...
and really touchingly pathetic was an-
other fire that went on at the same
time_---On the road to Columbus, a
small stucco shack burned all alone
with no one to do anything about it
or even to look on___A house without
a fire department-It was outside the
government reservation but not within
the city limits. Georgia, we hear, is
dotted with ju-t such chimney stacks
(Surely this shack has a chimney
stack left) where houses used to be
---Land of lost houses, this-as well
as nice red clay_--How we love nice
wet red clay!

* . *

Hungry? Weiners, rolls, mustard,
salt, apples, marshmallows, and water
--- At the Girl Scouts' Cabin this com-
ing Saturday_---for a hike___Heavy
shoes, too_--Drift on down if the
menu appeals_--We know its authen-
ticity___It appears in the Bulletin__

* * *

Do you number among the Post
Pigeon lovers?_--If so, beware! We
hear there's a new pigeon menace
abroad_--Captain Whatley is not only
warring against hedges but has been
seen with a gun.--now that the hunt-
ing season is on_--winging guileless
pigeons-__But saddest of all, some of
Lt. Lanahans' prize carriers have dis-
appeared this past week and Lt. Lana-
han is bemoaning their loss and think-
ing dark, suspicious thoughts. All
Post detectives are invited to enter
in the hunt---

The Provost-Marshall's been hunting
too-quite legitimately, though, as
befits a Provost-Marshal_-_Wild tur-
keys, we hear, and as early as three
in the morning_ __Says he hasn't
caught any yet__Doesn't sound so
well for the head of the Benning Po-
lice Force__,.

Thanksgiving___and the Officers'
Club celebrating with lots of decorat-
ive foliage plundered from adjacent
trees and a supper dance lasting till
twelve o'clock___almost too much ex-
citement for one week and the Sec-
retary and his staff feeling quite
whipped__,Good training, though, for
Christmas week___.We hear there are

to be at least six dances, breakfasts,
lunches, dinners, a day___At least
sixty visitors__a-and one nervous
breakdown-__-Hospital getting special
rooms ready for all victims.

Great exodus this week-end -- for
the Army-Notre Dame game-..-well,
that is, we do know of at least one
family and one second lieutenant who
have gone___And one couple arriving
--- _Welcome back, Steve, and we hope
you're enjoying your new quarters---

And here's something to be thank-
ful for___most appropriately sched.
uled for Thanksgiving morning___a
Paper Chase beginning at 9:15 a. m.
at the Polo Hunt Club_-_the spirit
doesn't last though. The next Hunt
on Sunday morning to begin at 5:30
a. in. as usual___these early hours
must even depress the hounds---

And before we finish___Just one
last wire..--Have you heard how to
tell who rates on this Post? Just wan-
der into headquarters-very hospitable
place-any time you have a spare mo-
ment and examine the chairs at the
different desks. Lo___All those who
rate have brand new swivel chairs---
They just arrived this past week and
are gleaming, new and good to be-
hold. They roll across the room on
ball bearing rollers and have a nice
padded cushion_--Such are the true
deserts of greatness--- (This is really
a fact).

-H. M.G.

PERSONALS

Capt. and Mrs. E. J. Renth have as
their guests over the weekend, Capt.
and Mrs. Adrian Orill who are on R.
0. T. C. duty at Atlanta, Ga.

Miss Eleanor Bass of Tarboro, N.
C. is the house guest of Lieut. and
Mrs. G. P. Howell.

Lieut. and Mrs. Stephen R. Hanmer
arrived at Fort Benning Tuesday.
They will be at home in Block 23
after November 26th.

Maj. and Mrs. Emil Leard have as
their house guests Mrs. W. C. McIn-
tyre and Mrs. E. Stillar.

FIFTEEN LIVES ARE ENDANG-
ERED BY FIRE

(Continued From Page 1)

thousand dollars more. The furni-
ture, clothing, and other personal
property of Lieutenant Halterman
were completely destroyed, and other
occupants of 'the building suffered
varying losses from fire, smoke, and
water.

The board of officers appointed by
General King to investigate the fire
and appraise the losses is composed
of Lieut. Colonel Frank F. Jewett,
Captain Stuart D. Campbell, and Lieu.
tenant Edward K. Purnell.

The four families who occupied
the building have been assigned tem-
porarily to other quarters.

I I a I

LEAIIN I tLG's

IS NOW OPEN--BRING THE KIDDIES

Ill

I f- SOCIETY

(Continued From Page 4)

tion was held in the home of the
bride's parents.

The couple left by motor on a
Southern honeymoon.

The bride's traveling costume was
a wine tweed skirt, white slip-on
sweater and lapin jacket, lined in
wine silk. Her hat was made of the
same material as her skirt.

The couple will reside in Fort Ben-
ning, Ga.

Mrs. Hanner attended the Uni-
versity of Denver and is a member of
Pi Beta Phi Sorority.

Her husband is a graduate of West
Point.

They met when she was visiting
friends in Fort Benning last year.

LUXURIOUS GIFTS..
At Prices You Can Afford To Pay

.........- ..

LIVINGROOM SUITE

Beautifully - Sturdily
Expertly Made

Three Piece Suite - Divan,
Lounge Chair, Arm Chair
Covered in Home Spun.

PRICE

$4950

Lane Cedar Chest-A Lasting Gift
Full Line of Floor, Table and Bridge Lamps

F URNITU RE

1141 BROADWAY PHONE 409

!
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Offhand...
Observations

By McGoovus

The time has come:-to get the

Georgia-Auburn, Roosevelt-H o o v e r
posters off the automobile; to do a

lot of talking about dogs, guns and
birds even if you don't do any hunt-

ing; and to start worrying about
Christmas presents.

A careful selection of Christmas
bU V bL:;l Vu t l glt , ILL 1,, U.ldl llty, U9U I J VL Ut t.tttll y altlV Iblll I MaLLe5.

presents cain go a long way towards
The Benning Herald by mail to any address in the United States or its offsetting the probable scaling down

possessions, $1.50 per year. Single copy 5 cents. of funds available. After all, a mod-

Application for entry as second-class matter is pending. erately priced well chosen gift is
more in keeping with the spirit of
the occasion than a more expensive
one purchased at random. The suc-

LIEUTENANT PEE S DIARY sfulgift is one which will reflect
an intimate knowledge of and con-

Monday, Nov. 14 me wonder that no one had hereto- sideration for the personal tastes of
the one for whom it is intended.

A day of self recrimination for that fore considered it as a possibility. I't anboois athsin of
"Just a book' is usually the sign of

I had so neglected my study of the do hope that its spread to other sec- last minute. make-shift shopping but

automatic rifle. My negligence. I tions will not be unduly hindered, a book on a subject in which the re-

doubt not, is by now the public prop- Thursday, Nov. 17 cipient is nartcularly interested,

erty of the Third Section for I did The morning begun with a bang, makes a perfect gift. If little broth-
er has a pooch, send him a dog leash;

display its results with graphite on Sahara Sam being with us again. Posi. if dad is fond of hunting, send him

wood-pulp and turn it in as a graded tively amazed when he said "Now the a half dozen boxes of shells or if he

test. The singleness of purpose which procurement rate I stated in 1920 was is a golfer, make it a half dozen
I displayed by insisting on disassemb- predominate." And to me it had seem- balls; if dear auntie's greatest inter-
ling the weapon at some stage of the nest in life happens to be her garden.,
test well night overwhelmed me, the ed no longer ago that 1930 that he send her some rose plantings; if the
more so upon discovery that strip- stated it. young lady fancies herself an eques-
ping at the point selected was defi- To the code room once more to trienne, send her a riding crop; if
nitely not desired. determine whether dah dit dit or they have no special interests, send
Tuesday, Nov. 15 dah dah did dit. The old saw that flowers, candy or good cigars but

It was Yoicks! and away to the don't send 'just a book,' handker-
communications laboratory to learn "there is always room at the top" chief, socks or ties.

Shold P fm&-n* .] -a
a brano new meaning tor staggerilg.
At some pains to determine the re-
lationship between this morning's
work and that scheduled for Friday-
pole climbing-hut without enlighten-
ment. The book, in discussing splices,
states that a good lineman can make
40 knots in an hour. Fitzgibbons of
the opinion that this is an excellent
speed, for a battleship can make but
20.
Wednesday, Nov. 16

This morning enlivened by firing
on the landscape targets and climaxed
by a competition between two squads.

Cue-Ball Gus Regnier did lead his
squad to victory over Snowshoe
Andrew Gamble's before a well-organ-
ized cheering section. Of Gamble's
squad a Regnier rooter did say "Not
a chance for a rabble like that-a
Chinaman, a marine and Gaither,
commanded by an Eskimo."

Treated this day to an innovation
by the versatile Second Section
(which follows the modern newspaper
trend of publishing the Sunday edi-
tion on Saturday afternoon) when the
approved solution appeared on the
bulletin board about two hours in
advance of the quiz. The Second
Section has presented, to me, the
approved solution for conducting any
course and its simplicity does cause

nIAqJUIU U"V alilliue~u D~y sUIOstlI i Il
"the bottom" for "the top" and add
"in the code room," so efficient has
been the instruction.

The "knob tie" being discussed in
wire class, one of the sotto voce ques-
tions was "Just where is the knob
with reference to the tie?" To which
Watson allowed as how in the aver-
age individual it is just above.
The class in stitches over Lund.

quist's cartoon of a Company Officers'
Course student enroute to an hour of
musketry to be followed by an hour
of automatic rifle and another of
communications work. Authentic in
detail as far as equipment was con.
cerned., clipboard, field glasses, com-
pass, alidade, sketching board, Spring.
field, automatic rifle, and TE-33 be-
ing shown on the student, yet I did
think the uniform exhibit a bit lack-
ing, there being only two complete
changes being carried.
Friday, Nov. 18

Rain foisting upon us indoor work
in lieu of scheduled outdoor caused
Major Cota, our musketry Capone,
to remark that we would "have some
indoor shooting." But Lord, we have
that in any indoor course. Stephenson
did distinguish himself by announc.
ing that he had an idea but didn't
know where he got it, going on from

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
Bv MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER. Medical Inspector

Influenza

Influenza is a communicable dis-

ease spread by contact with the dis-

charges from the nose and throat of
a person having the disease, or from

a carrier, usually by coughing and

sneezing.
A carrier is a person who is able

to give a disease to someone else,

but who is not himself sick. Anyone

might be a carrier.

How May Influenza Be Avoided?

Avoid crowds when the disease is

prevalent. Walk to work as much as

you can. Get all the sunlight you

can. Go to bed early. Don't get over-

tired. Be sure the room where you
are is always well ventilated. Drink
plenty of water. Don't let your sys.
tem get clogged up. Exercise out of
doors. Keep away from all persons
who are coughing and sneezing. Don't
let them sneeze, cough, or talk in
your face. Keep away from persons
who have coughs and colds. Wash
your hands frequently and always
before eating. Be sure dishes and
glasses are washed in boiling water.
Avoid the common drinking cup and
towel.

Keep Fit-Protect Others
If you feel hot or chilly or have

pains in your eyes, ears, head, or

back, see a doctor. Report to the

Garrison Dispensary, or call the at-
tending surgeons. Avoid giving the

disease to others. Cough and sneeze

into your handkerchief, or what is

even better, use old cloths, or paper

napkins that may be burned after
use. Have your room always well

ventilated.
If you get influenza STAY IN BED

until the doctor tells you you can get

up, or for three or four days after
you feel perfectly well. It is better
to be away from the job for a few
days than forever. Always remem-
bre, "COVER YOUR MOUTH WHEN
YOU COUGH OR SNEEZE."

Keep fit if you are taking care of
someone with influenza.

Wash your hands immediately after
handling the patient or anything
soiled with discharges. Do not allow
visitors in the room with someone
who has influenza. Burn or boil
cloths soiled with discharges. Scald
all dishes and glassware used by the
patients.

The number of last-year's hats and
overcoats to be seen, even among the
collegians, at the football game was
significant of something.

Wonder what percent of officers
have read all the books in the library
on the shelf marked "First Period
Reading?"

Capt. Lawson, Lts. Grubbs and
Sherburne represented the a r m y
nobly in competition with some three
hundred Georgia and Auburn under-
graduates at the post-game scrimmage
which took place in the Muscogee
Club last Saturday evening. Only the
best of broken field runners and line
nlungers could hope for more than
three dances per hour or four steps
'er dance. Be it said that they did
not falter.

(Please turn to page 9)

there to explain it. I am in no way
in agreement with the uncouth fel-
low who could not understand how
it could have stayed so long alone
for I am sure Steve has a lot of good
ideas if he could only think of them.
Monday, Nov. 21

Greatly fatigued at the close of our
most strenuous day since rifle marks-
manship when Maj. Tuffy Easley did
exhort us "up and down; up and
down." And this pernicious doctrine
has quite thoroly permeated the Third
Section, Lt. Maertens foisting upon an
unwilling Monday morning class the
same words to different music in his
antiaircraft marksmanship course. So
great his enthusiasm for this exercise
-for others-that he might have con-
tinued on thru the noon hour but for
missing his own repast. Hurt did
voice class sentiment with his contri-
bution that Lt. M. must be a fine
tunneller, he is so good at running
things into the ground.

The afternoon spent on Davidson
Hill to listen again to the theme song
"Up and down" as promulgated by
Captain Drake in his pole climbing
course for wire linemen. This work
as amusing as instructive, and no
great stretch of the imagination was
needed to see that Johnson, W. M.,
going up and down trees with the
safety belt dangling behind him in
realistic fashion was a credit to his
ancestry.- His reversion to type could
not be called complete because he
worked at low heights whereas, by his
own statement, his forebears were
educated in the higher branches. I
do think, however, that there have
been firemen in his family tree for
to descend he did encircle the trunk
with arms and legs and slide to the
bottom sans climbers, sans form, and
sans some square inches of cuticle.

-Lt. Peep.

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcoj.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
Among the sometimes annoying virtues which numerous, otherwise esti-

mable, women possess is the picking-up habit. We have suffered much from
this trait. It is by no means an unusual experience for us to have the
shirt that we have draped neatly over the back of a convenient chair while
we are putting on our socks, whisked away and hung on some out of the
way hook in the clothes press. We used to spend precious and exasperating
moments looking for it, thinking that we had mislaid it, and afraid to say
anything for fear that we might be making an admission of senility. Now we
simply bawl out, "What in hell did you do with that shirt" and thereby save
much time and trouble.

As a historical illustration of how far this pernicious picking-up habit
may go, I might cite an experience of a youthful Saturday night visitor at the
Harding flop house.

J. B. Bonham was spending the night with his pal Buddy. Mrs. Harding,
when she went into the room to see that the boys were covered up, noted that
J. B. had rolled up his underwear and stuck it in his pocket. Upon inquir-
ing of Buddy the next morning as to the reason for the unusual proceeding,
she was informed that one two previous visits J. B., upon rising, had discover-
ed that his underwear had been picked up and sent to the laundry.

DOMESTIC SALVAGE DEPT. of the depression but you don't know
Another incident, somewhat related 'em. Anybody who has ever won a

to the above, and involving the same turkey from under their noses might
dramatis personnae, occurred recently. just as well spend all future Sunday

On leaving the house one morn- mornings in church.
ing Mrs. Harding handed us a pair
of shoes to be left at the Post Ex- BETTER THAN AN XMAS
change to be half-soled. SAVINGS ACCOUNT

Two days later we brought the Last year Major Arms and Captain
neatly repaired shoes home only to Matchett organized and promoted the
be informed by an offspring that they great contract tournament. Promi-
belonged to J. B. nent among the winners were Major

Four courses of action are open to Arms and Captain Matchett.
us: This year's tournament was also pro-

1. Try to collect from Major Bon- moted by Major Arms and Captain
ham. Matchett. An examination of the list

2. Try to get it back at the next of winners disclosed the names of Ma-
meeting of the Thanatopsis Club- jor Arms and Mrs. Matchett.
a hazardous undertaking. Both tournaments were nicely timed

3. Keep the shoes until one of our to just precede the early Christmas
own children grows into them, if ever. shopping campaigns of the Arms and

4. Charge the cost of repair against Matchetts.
the wife's allowance.

After prayerfully considering all CORRECTING AN OMISSION
four courses we decided, according to In the review of Pomeroy's Past
the customs of man in like cases, to published in the last issue of the Ben-
adopt the fifth, to wit: to tell our ning Herald, we failed to note any
troubles to the world through the mention of the work of one Lieu-
medium of the Flare and forever tenant B. M. Greeley as Edward. It
after hold our peace. was plain that our old friend, the

WAIL FROM THE SKEET RANGE compositor, had slipped again for

At the handicap and blind bogey there was an obvious hiatus where the

skeet shoot held last Sunday morn- review jumped from the page one to
ing, Captain Pete Le Toney won two page three. As we were under the
of the three turkeys whose destiny impression that Edward was pretty
was not subject to the arbitrary and good, ve went to the trouble to look
pitifully inadequate (ask anybody up the reviewer's manuscript to see if
who didn't win a turkey) handicaps heagreed with us. There we found
assigned by Messrs. Hodges, Bradley the following:
and Buracker. In other words, Cap- "Lieutenant Greeley as Edward gave
amn Le Toney was unbeatable in those ample evidence that the stern require-
contests where luck rather than skillmetofhecpaydsitons
supplemented by the unintentional a Thespian."

eneosiy ofthehandcaping om- We take this to mean that the well
geeoity ofs the dic ppiiigctor, remembered Spanish osteopath of

As Captain be Toner is a bachelor Crde , . ntces ha-dn~ od ,~

there was a lot of curiosity among the en ylsPst.ewhesserr mrom.skeet shooting fraternity as to what e roy's Past. The paper may have
he will do with two turkeys Several failed to mention it, but the reviewer

hhad given it proper recogniiton. We
pertinent suggestions smacking some- are satisfied.
what of ulterior motives, were offered
as to a suitable disposition of one or WE CAN'T UNDERSTAND THIS
both birds, but the Lucky Captain EITHER
was noncommital. Personally, we Captain Bill Hones is in receipt
hope he gets a stomach ache. of a letter from Major Roger Wil-

Our idea for a unique and appro- liams' adjutant requesting all of the
priate turkey shoot would be to han- Infantry School literature on Combal
dicap the competitors according to the Intelligence.
size of their families-say three tar- As Sir Roger was the 1st Sectior
gets per member. We might win a specialist in that subject last year
turkey under some equitable arrange- Capatin Hones is wondering why his
ment like that but we've practically adjutant is requisitioning the printed
given up hope of ever getting anything and mimeographed word when he
in one of these Scotch handicaps. might drink at the fountain of all
Several years ago when the committee available knowledge on this import
broke down and gave us our proper ant military subject.
handicap we happened to win a tur-
key and since then Chief Omar Brad- NO PROMOTION PROFITS
ley and the other Satraps of Skeet The Cole election pool to which
have us catalogued as a Chiseler. You large number of local political prog.
might think they'd relent on account (Please turn to page 7)
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Mrs. Lambert Is
NowImproving

Friends of Mrs. Lambert will be
interested to learn that she is at pres-
ent convalescing from injuries suf-
fered a week ago last Tuesday. Her
condition is reported as very satisfac-
tory. Mrs. Lambert is the wife of
Captain Barret D. Lambert, a student
officer residing in Columbus.

0

THE FLARE
(Continued from Page 6)

nosticators contributed twenty-five
cents apiece was won by Majors Cole
and Cook.

Lieutenant Robert V. Murphy, the
hustling assistant business manager of
the Dramatic Club, came closest to
the correct figures for the electoral
college totals, but Promoter Cole,
upon comparing the actual morning-
after returns with his own paper, de-
cided that the grand prize should go
to the contestant whose prediction
came nearest to the result by states.
As luck would have it, Major Cole
happened to be the winner under this
ruling. Unfortunately, however, Ma-
jor Lloyd Cook had figured it all out
exactly the same way and, when the

Be Well-Dressed
at all times!

Being well-dressed is a distinct
asset at all times . . . and will
help you create that good impress-
ion that is so desirable.

We have a complete line of
Christmas gifts . . . Neckwear,
Mufflers, Lounging-robes, etc.

Overcoats
$11.75 to $18.75

Suits
$16.75 to $24.75

Smith Smart Shoes
$7.50 (One Price)

Buy Your Suits and Over-
coats from

PAYNE
CLOTHING CO.

1203 Broadway

retary of War or something. Person.
ally, though, I'd just as soon have
a job as Prohibition Agent while they
are waitin' to repeal the 18th Amend-
ment. This campaign used up all I
had and I've gotta stock up before
they make hard liquor legal and ex-
pensive."

"Do you think that the Democrats
will restore prosperity?" we asked.

"I don't know whether they will
or not" replied the General, "but if
I was them, I wouldn't. That's one
thing the Democratic Party ain't never
been able to stand."

CITATIONS FOR THE WEEK
In spite of our scathing criticism

of the handicapping committee of the
Gun Club, we are going to award our
citation for the week to Highgun
Hodges, Old Eagle Eye Bradley, Ex-
plorer Chance, and the new handy
man, Captain Sam Buracker-not so
much for staging an interesting sport-
ing event on Sunday last, as for their
consistent and effective efforts which
have resulted in building up another
enjoyable Benning activity.

-E. F. H.

I

two major prophets cut for the pot,

it was the outsider who won.

AIR ODYSSEY ENDS IN DOG

HOUSE

We forgot to mention in our last
issue that Brother Emil Leard had re-

turned from a protracted business
and pleasure visit to Washington.
Brother Leard was ferried to the capi-
tal by Aviator Barnett. According to
the carefully corroborated stories of
pilot and passenger, foul weather de.
layed the departure on the return
journey for over a week. This version
would be more convincing to Mrs.
Leard and Mrs. Barnett were it not for
the fact that Benning enjoyed several
delightful days during the week that
the air voyageurs were being refused
clearance from Langley Field-as al-
leged.

Incidentally, Brother Leard neglect-

ed to clean out his pockets before
reporting to headquarters and two
soiled powder puffs found therein
didn't act as oil on troubled domestic

waters.
That Brother Leard, who is regard.

ed by his fellow scientists of the
Thanatopsis Club as one of the most
astute psychologists that ever filled an
inside straight, should be guilty of

such an oversight is well night beyond
comprehension.

FUZZARD MAKES POST ELEC.
TION STATEMENT

Faithful readers of the Flare have
been wondering, no doubt, what hap-
pened to Marathon Miltiades Fuzzard
in the great democratic landslide.
Realizing that the General's many ad-
mirers would prefer to hear from him
in person, we obtained the following
statement as soon as he had recovered
sufficiently from his post election
hangover.

"You can tell the world," said the
General belligerently, "that I wasn't
licked. When I saw how the Ben-
ning experts was all predictin' in
Bob Cole's election pool that the
Democrats was goin' to sweep the
country, I got busy and made a dicker
with Jim Farley to swing my large
personal following to my friend,
Frank Roosevelt. That's how he got
them big majorities everywhere. May.
be I couldn't have been elected my-
self on account of bein' too arbi-
trary, like my enemies say, but I'm
the guy that put Franklin D. over
big, and don't you forget it. I would
not be surprised if he made me Sec.

tagged cats. They are not even taken
to be impounded-unpleasant word-
and there to be advertised in the Bul-
letin in hopes that their wandering
owner will put in an appearance. Is
it any wonder then that there are so
many wild cats in the vicinity of
Benning? Col. Marshall, in a recent
investigation, found that domestic
cats took to the woods and in one
generation were transformed into
wild cats. We fully believe Col.
Marshall when we review the Cat
Situation on the Post!

-H. M.G.

Benning Cats Lead
Dog's Life; Plenty
Of WildCats Here

There are, on the Fort Benning
Reservation, a great number of wild
cats, an even greater number than in
almost any other part of Georgia.
Only one thing can account for this
peculiar situation . . . and that is the
treatment which domestic cats receive
on the Post. The situation it has been
found is so deplorable as to drive any
cat-let alone a Benning cat-we say
it regretfully-wild.

First of all only a limited number
of people may keep cats. Block 21
and Block 23 are forbidden the gen-
tle, purring pleasure which a cat
may bring to any household. Not
theirs the joy of letting out the cat,
of preparing the morning saucer of
cream ... or is it milk? But suffice
it to say that felines are thus coldly
thrust out of a very important part of
the Post.

But this is not all. The experiences
through which any legitimate domes-
tic cat must go, in order to remain
upon the Post, are harrowing, to say
the least. In the first place, the
proud owner must visit the Post Ex-
change, buy for seventy-five cents a
bottle-or perhaps a package-of vac-
cine, take the cat to the Veterinary
Hospital, and suffer with the cat all
the tense moments of vaccination for
rabies. The cat may then be given
a tag to be worn on its collar or har-
ness, as the case may be, whenever
it goes abroad. As though this were
not enough to break the spirit of any
cat, this performance must be carried
out not once but annually.

Further post orders state that no
cat may go in the swimming pool
We feel this to be an unnecessary ad-
monition, adding injury to insult.
And then, too, all cats, states the or-
der, must be clean and trained not to
annoy. The tragedy occurs when a
family leaves the Post and, in a mo-
ment of forgetfulness, leaves their
cat, too. The cat then falls back
upon the status of an alley cat and
has absolutely no standing in the face
of the law. He is then fair game for
the Military Police. And this is a
trying future to look forward to. No
cat can be sure of the steadfastness
of his owner; all cats at Benning must
live in a state of perpetual dread!

The danger is greatest when the
periodic check-ups occur. Then the
M. P.s have orders to shoot all un-

Just Received..

VANITY FAIR
LOVELY NEW UNDERTHINGS

"ONESALL" SPECIALLY ADAPTED
"EVERYTHING" FOR

"PANTOMINE" I EVENING WEAR
Bloomers, Vests, Shorts, Bandeaux, ranging

as low as 79c
Pajamas, Robes, Corsets, Hosiery, #

Novelties, Gifts. F 4
In addition to maintaining the best lingerie shop

of Columbus, we also have a very modern beauty
parlor.

LADY JANE SHOPS
12 Twelfth St. Phone 2800

Use Our Lay Away Plan For Your
Shopping Convenience

Cedar Chests $9.45, $26.50; Coffee Tables $1.95, $10.50;
Whatnots $1.00, $1.25, $2.95; Living room Tables $3.95,
$4.95; Magazine Racks $1.25, $2.95; Axminster Rugs in
lovely patterns $19.75. Special prices on all bed room
suites. Odd chairs at most reasonable prices. Pull up,
Windsor Rockers or straight, reclining Chairs with an
ottoman.

A small down payment and you may finish paying for
these gifts next year.

B. L. PENNELL FURNITURE CO.
1249 Broadway Phone 4618

(See Page 13)
Ion

l ubbard's
T1CYLANLD

Opens Saturday, November 26th
Second floor elevator ser-
ice. Purchases stored free.

To The Army-
ADVERTISERS IN THIS PAPER

Are especially prepared to serve army personnel. To purchase from
ihem will be profitable to you-and don't forget to mention
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-- ITHE ORGANIZATIONS:

Home

TANK TALKS

of the Tanker means Mary-

land. If not his birthplace at least it

was the scene of his childhood and
the place where he got his early
training. After lording it over his
domain for ever so many years he
was suddenly jerked out by the roots
and transplanted in the heart of
Dixieland far from his native habitat.
And that was pretty tough on the
Tanker, or so he thought. And then
they took his name away from him
and gavehim a number, and his sor-
rows were many. But he busied him-
self tidying up his new home and ar-
ranging his household goods.

Then the far.flung boast of South-
ern hospitality made good its promise
and they came in numbers to see this
new member that had sprung up in
its midst. And they liked what they
saw and said, 'Good. But wouldn't
it be better if you had more things
in these beautiful buildings, newer
things? Isn't there something that
we have that you might like?"

Here wvas a welcoming that the
Tanker understood. He had longed
for those. lovely things that he had
seen in the shop windows but had
long since despaired that they would
ever be his before they had passed
through the -hands. of many, and he
said; "Yes."

And the4Southern Genii rubbed his
lamp and a Ford V-8, new and shiny,
appeared4r He waved his wand and a
Chevrolet, gorgeous in its show-room
colors, rolled.through the open door.
He rubbed his finger and a cut-away
Dodge sturdily floated its power on
the floor. He rubbed his hands and a
Studebaker wheeled in free. He wish-
ed for more and Buick and Oldsmo-
bile" called out, "Make room for us,
we, too, are on the way." And Cad-
illac's latest V.12 engine came ask-
ing for a place. All this and more.

And the Tanker looked back at
Maryland and sighed. He looked at
his new equipment and swelled with
the joy of possession, and he grasped
the hand that was extended to him
and clasped it with a grip that tried
to tell what was difficul for him to

Opens
......DEC. ,1st

Our Christmas Club offers
a plan for everyone, young

and old.

Now is the time
to join- up' for
next year.
Christmas S a v -
ings Clubs put
real joy into the
Holiday season.

Columbus

Bank & Trust Co.
C. P. WILLIS,

Fort Benning Representative

express; how much his welcome

meant to him, how from now on his

hat was off, his vote was for the Au-

tomotive Fraternity of Columbus.

FORMER TANKER WRITE'S
ABOUT TANKS

The October issue of "The Pointer"
the monthly magazine of the Corps
of Cadets of the United States Mili-
tary Academy, carries the first of a
two part article on Tanks by Cadet
Yarborough. It will be remembered
he received his appointment to West
Point while a member of Headquart-
ers Company of this Battalion. The
article, a very excellent one deals
with the history of Tanks and their
development in the armies of the
world and is entitled "From Pluteus
to T.1E6."

DOINGS OF THE COMPANIES
While we have nothing very start-

ling to report this week; nevertheless
iiobdoy seems to have been exactly
idle about the Battalion. On Tuesday
the Refresher Class assembled at Hol-
liday Hill where Captain "Joe"
Stuart turned over his tanks to them
for driving and firing. Co. F-67 took
all members of the class for rides
in their various tanks. Everybody was
very enthusiastic over the show. On
Wednesday Captain Blain turned over
his outfit three platoons strong to
students of the Tank School for a
training problem on Riley Ridge. On
next Tuesday Company "D" will
again function for the School in a
demonstration of concealment and
camouflage and on December first will
show how tanks move into an assem-
bly position at night. In addition to
the above companies are busy pre-
paring for the General Inspector who
starts his annual inspection tomorrow.

NEW NON-COM OFFICERS
Promotions have picked up quite

a bit lately, especially in Company
"E." This week we have three more
to report. They are Privates First
Class James Nobles and E. C. Brack-
ett promoted to Corporal while Cor-
poral Thomas D. Hedgecock has
again reached the grade of Sergeant.
Congratulations all of you. Remem-
ber there is always a place for a good
man at the top of the ladder.

SWIMMING AWARDS
Wednesday morning the Battalion

Commander presented to the men
present on the Post the Swimming
awards for 1932. The awards were as
follows:

Tank swimming suits for: Pvt.
Charles M. Tannehill, Pvt. Henry J.
Thorne, Jr., Pvt. George M. Gris-
wold, Pvt. Herbert B. Jones.

Tank Swimming' Coats for winning
i oints in the Post Meet:

Corporal Armand J. Parr, Pvt. Her-
bert B. Jones, Pvt. Julian W. Mc-

Carthy Pvt. Charlie H. Cason, Pvt.
George M. Griswold, Pvt. Bennie W.
Hill, Pvt. Charles M. Tannehill, Pvt.
Henry G. Thorne.

Tank Swimming Jerseys with small
letter "T" for being on Bn. Team:

Pvt. Clarence L. Knapp, Pvt. Ward
B. Waits, Pvt. Carroll C. Guerry, Pvt.
Paul Gullett.

As coach of the 1932 Battalion
Swimming Team 2nd Lt. Leroy W.
Krauthoff was awarded a Tank swim-
ming Coat.

Pvt. Wilson: "I was late to dinner
last Sunday and the mess sergeant
saved me the tenderest part of the
chicken."

Pvt. Hardy: "What part was that?"
Pvt. Wilson: "Some of the gravy."

Chaplain: "You should be saving
half the money you earn."

Pvt. Randolph: "I don't get that
much."

II 
II

Wecte invite you NxttoKysrmiieth

We invite you

to visit us and

LOOK

COMPANY "C"
Just a few lines to let the boys

know that Company "C" is still a
member of the Two Nine army, and,
if I'm a judge, a mighty fine outfit.

The First Platoon did it's stuff at
the Georgia-Auburn football game,
and from all accounts, the show was a
great success. The men of this pla-
toon deserves much credit since it re-
quired a lot of hard work to make
,he drill a success. Sgt. D'Entromont
had two squads that did the fighting,
and did they fight! (Don't ask me, I
didn't even see the game). It must
have been some battle, two squads
capturing four machine guns, but they
did it!

The Company Basketball Team
played the Cusseta High School
Tigers, and received a neat trimming,
33 to 10. Not bad, with only one
Cusseta boy playing, and the rest
from all parts of Ala. and Ga. Whatsa
difference?

Pfc. Parham (better known as Chin)
has just left on a 45 day furlough to
be spent in, or around (mostly
around) Newnan, Ga. Boy, will the
girls get a treat? You don't know
the half of it. A boy with a mustache
like his (John Gilbert style) is the
reason girls leave home.

Pfc. Daigle, Company Clerk, is in-
terested in the purchase of some mag-
azines, eh, Daigle? And since when
did Shorty Randall get to be Mess
Sergeant? Nuff said, gotta go get
mixed up with this chow. See you
next week.

Sgt. Bob Reaves.

"Jimmie" Johnson Is
AppointedSergeant

One of the satellites of the 29th In-
fantry again makes news. Corporal
James "Jimmie" P. Johnston, Com-
pany "D," is mentioned in Special
orders of Colonel John J. Toffey as
being appoitned Sergeant upon the
recommendation of Lieut. Eugene W.
Ridings, commanding Co. "D." Ser-
geant Johnston was discharged on
August 1st, 1932, and on the follow-
ing day took on another stack, his
last before retirement. The last dis-
charge was Johnston's tenth, all with
Character Excellent.

Promotions have been conming very
rapidly to the "Old Sergeant." Upon
re-enlistment, Johnston took his three
month furlough, returning October 31,
last. On November 3, Special Orders
announced that Private Johnston was
appointed Corporal, and now, two
weeks later, another order appointing
him Sergeant. Such meteoric rise indi-
catas the calibre of the man.

One of the many distinctions Ser-
geant Johnston holds is that he was
the first man to have been appointed
Private First Class in the 29th Infan-

try. That occurred in 1916 in Pana-
ma when he was a member of Regi-
mental Headquarters company. His
service with the 29th dates back be-
fore that time. He first enlisted for
the 29th in April, 1915 and, but for
one enlistment with the 33d Infantry
in Panama from 1923 to 1926, he has
served with the Demonstration Regi-
ment since that time.

His service with the colors, how-
ever, antecedes his first assignment to
the 29th by many years; for, on June

Corporal Hugh Coleman
New Sergeant In 29th Inf.

Upon recommendation of his Com-

pany Commander, Capt. Grant A.

Schlieker, Colonel John J. Toffey has

appointed Corporal H u g h D. Cole-

man a Sergeant in Company "H," 29th

Infantry. Born in Bibb County, Geor-

gia, on June 27, 1907, he now resides

in Columbus.
Sergeant Coleman enlisted for "H"

Company on November 22, 1926 and
has served with that organization
continuously since that time. He was
discharged a Corporal from his first
enlistment and received his third
stripe before the expiration of his
second enlistment. Several times
qualified as an expert gunner with
the machine gun, he is a valuable
man to his company.

17, 1904, when he was not quite
twenty-one, Johnston enlisted in the
2d Cavalry. That tour was followed
by two more in that same brJiuch.
To show the versatilhy of the man,
the service record shows that he then
chose to serve a term with the Ord-
nance Corps. It appears that that was
the only way at the time that he
could get service near his old home.
Born and raised in Boston, Mass.,
Watertown Arsenal was as near as he
could get to home. He had prior to
that time had arduous service in the
Philippines,-where in two separate
tours, he had spent approximately
four years,-and in the Cuban Pacifi-
cation.

Forty-nine years old on his last
birthday in September, Sergeant John-
ston has seen a varied career. A Ser-
geant during the World War, he serv-
ed with distinction with his present
Regiment on the extremely difficult
and important duty of guarding the
Panama Canal. After the World War,
when the Regiment was designated as
the Demonstration Unit for the In-
fantry School, it had to be recruited
up to war strength again. Sergeant
Johnston, in charge of a detail of
seven non-commissioned officers, was
sent to Fort Slocum to secure recruits.
In three weeks he shipped approxi-
mately 1300 men to Fort Benning.

Sergeant "Jimmie" Johnston is
easily one of the most popular and
best known men in the 29th Infantry,
known not only within the Regiment
but throughout the Post as well.

Expert workman-

ship counts always

0 . . but especially

when our reputa-

tion and your car

are at stake.

So you can al-

ways trust us with

perfect safety!

Post Exchange

Agents for

Columbus Fender

& Body Works

We Want

Collins' Bread!
Because we know it's so much better and

tastier -- You, too, will agree with us!

COLLINS BAKING CO.

Makers of Fine Printing Plates

'WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.

Atlanta, Georgia

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, corn-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of I)eposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

de Graffenried TOY LAND
and. Hunt.
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MORE

ALUE

DOLLAR
Fortune Shoes at their one
price are a value that you
would expect to pay more for.
They are made of genuine
full grain calfskin with prime
oak bend backbone soles and
genuine leather quarter lin-
ings in black or brown, ox-
ford or high shoes. All of
this quality for the one ex-
tremely low price.

!Sold Exclusivel:
by

Fashion Shoe Store
1151 Broadway

V

SALE
Of

Used Cars

EVERY CAR
SACRIFICED

30 Ford A Coach... -$300.00
30 Ford A Roadster. 285.00
29 Essex 6 Sedan.- 67.50
27 Dodge 4 Tour ...... 37.50
26 Buick 6 Sedan ...... 150.00
28 Chrysler 6 Sedan.. 135.00
28 Nash 6 Sedan ........ 65.00
27 Buick 6 Sedan ..... 100.00
26 Buick 6 Sedan ...... 67.50
29 Pontiac Coach ..... 185.00
27 Buick 6 Coupe. ... 127.50
28 Olds 6 Sedan ........ 57.50
28 Whippet Sedan -- 85.00

TERMS TO SUIT

Over Sixty Cars
To Select F r o m

Cliff M. Averett,
Inc.

PHONE 2683

1441 FIRST AVE.

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

PEACHTREE AT CAIN

ctla nta, (ja.

0

550 rooms of comfort and
convenience. Each room has
ceiling fan, circulating ice
water, radio and either
shower or tub bath; corner
rooms have both. Open Din-
ing Terrace and Coffee Shop.

Rooms from $2

J. F. de Jarnette Vice-Pres. & Mgr.

COMPANY "C"

The entire Company is contemplat-
ing a big day for Thanksgiving, since
it is rumored that the Mess Sergeant
has again acquired his good-natured
smile, after a long period of thal

serious expression about the kitchen.
In the near future several of our

Beau Brummels will take on a new

appearance since the Supply Sgt. has

been notified by the Q. M. that sev-

eral special made uniforms have been

received for Co. "C." Look out fair

ladies, don't let the "Scenery" fool
you. They are the same old "Heart
Racketeers."

The fact that Pvt. Warren doesn't
visit the dances quite so often here
of late doesn't necessarily mean that
he has quit. Its just because "The
Dancing Daddies" are no longer
popular, especially after marriage.

Company "C" is one independent
organizaiton. We have representatives
of practically every profession or
trade. For instance: Clerks, Cabinet
Maker, Carpenters, Auto Mechanics,
Typewriter Mechanics, "Doctors," Mu-
sicians, Cooks and everything else
save a chess player.

0
OFF HAND OBSERVATIONS

lContinued from Page 6)

They are at it again over in the
Tank Section. Remember how Wade
caught Dean short in a little wager?
Now Wade seems to be somewhat in
the soup. Dunn, knowing Wade's pro-
pensity for snapping up b e t s, went
over to see Nick Robinson, who has
just returned from a course at the
U. of Southern California. Nick must
have put out some "little known facts
of physics" for Dunn returned all
primed. He offered to bet Wade that
the weight of a man riding upward
on a rapidly accelerating elevator in-
creases. Wade, scenting more monkey
nieat, readily took him up. For the
past week Dunn has been studying
Einstein and relativity and has proved
to his own satisfaction that weight,
gravity and inertia are one and the
same. He says that the bet is as good
as won but to date he has not suc-
ceeded in teaching Wade enough Ein-
stein to persuade him to turn over
tihe five.

Capt. Seamon: "Which is the fast-

on ROAD and TRACK
Firestone Gum-Dipped Tires

hold all world records on road
and track for safety, mileage,
speed and endurance.

-for 13 consecutive years
they have won the 500-mile
Indianapolis Endurance Race.

-were on the winning cars
in the Pike's Peak Race where
a slip meant death.

-were on t he Studebaker
car which on a board track in
Atlantic City in 1928 went 30,-
000 miles in 26,326 minutes.

These are just a few of the
world records Firestone Tires
hold.

For maximum Safety, En-
durance and Mileage equip
your car with Firestone. Come

, in today.

Our service is for your convenience
and it is a pleasure to serve you

POST EX-CIANGE GAPAGE

FORECASTER LIFTS MARK UP
TO .903

(Continued From Page 3)

Montana easily by a score of 32-0.
Thanksgiving Day games have been

predicted by the prophet in the No-
vember 18th issue of the Herald.

Stanford -A rmv
Picked To Win In
Saturday Games
Very few contests are scheduled for

this Saturday. The outstanding game
in the country finds undefeated Pitts-
burgh pitted against one i of the
stronger elevens on the Western coast,
Stanford. The Indians have not had
a very successful season, losing three
games. The loss of Ernie Caddell,
elusive half-back, whose brilliant
broken-field running dazzled Dart-
mouth last year, will be a severe blow
to Stanford. Pittsburgh will enter the
fray with practically full strength.

The Panther record is very impres-
sive. Her schedule was an exception-
ally hard one. In successive weeks,
she was called upon to face Army,
Ohio State, Notre Dame, Pennsylvania,
and Nebraska. Five stronger teams
could hardly be found anywhere. Yet,
when these five games had been
played, Pittsburgh still boasted of an
undefeated eleven. Army, Notre
Dame, and Pennsylvania, all met de-
feat at the hands of the Panthers, and
all until the day when they played
Pittsburgh were unbeaten and tied.
Nebraska and Ohio State were held to
scoreless ties.

And in the face of this awe-inspir-

rci SAlt
FINE DIAMOND RINGS

UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT BARGAIN PRICES

You can make partial down payment,

and balance in monthly installments.

APPLY TO

FIDELITY LOAN & INVESTMENT
COMPANY

1206 FIRST AVENUE

The place where you can borrow
money at 8 per cent payable monthly
with no' extra charges or fees .

T. E. BAISDEN, Secy.-Treas.

_ '1

ing record, your prophet is going to
pick Stanford to win this most im-
portant intersectional game. The
Indians are due to reach their top
form any time now; in addition, Pitts-
burgh has been under the severest
kind of fire all season. Every eleven
no matter how fine, usually has at
least one let-down per season, and the
time is ripe for the Panthers to have
a relapse.

In the south, Tulane will mar Louis-
iana States undefeated conference
record to give Auburn a clear and
undisputable lead in the title race.

Texas Christian will clinch the
Southwestern Conference champion-
ship by overcoming Southern Metho-
dist, probably by four touchdowns.
Rice will defeat Baylor. Davidson
will have difficulty with little Wake
Forest but should win. Duke will
put the finishing touches on a fine
season by crushing Washington & Lee.

In the only two games of much im-
portance in the east, Army faces its
traditional rival, Notre Dame, and
Holy Cross faces its traditional rival,
Boston College.

Army and Notre Dame have one
thing in common-they have both
been defeated by Pittsburgh. The two
teams are evenly matched in all re-
spects. Both have an abundance of re-
serve material. Both have fast, shifty
back-fields. Both have powerful lines.

Outside of its defeat by Pittsburgh,
Army has won every one of its
games with ease. So has Notre Dame.
Army has not been scored on save by
the Panthers. Neither has Notre
Dame.

A scoreless tie is the most logical
outcome, and if anyone wins, it should
be Army.

The Boston College-Holy Cross
game is almost as hard to pick. Both
elevens can be very good at times;
likewise, they can be mediocre. Tak-
inga shot in the dark, Holy will win.

In the midwest, Marquette will win
over Drake.

In the far west, Gonzaga should
boost its winning average at the ex-
pense of Montana. Loyola, the little
college which held mighty Southern
California to a single touchdown, faces
Santa Clara. A close game should re-
sult from the encounter with Santa
Zlara winning a one-touchdown vie-
Lory. More anon.

"Report," said the 0. D. at taps in-
spection.

"We're all in," said Quarterback
l-arris, "and that's the truth."

est-heat or cold?"
Lt. Alderman: "I give up, which

is fastest?"
Capt. Seamon: "Heat is fastest, any-

one can catch cold."

First-Class work, done in one of the finest
shops in this territory-by expert mechan-
ics, that's why we're able to promise you
"SERVICE", too!

Auto Department
POST EXCHANGE Fort Benning

The Post Exchange is not authorized to sell to any
person not in the Military Service.
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NpiW$ Tu SPO:RT WORL
BERNARD B. SWAYZE, Editor

Cyclone Reverts to Old Form for Frankie P, ltn~o
ManvStrangeMugs
To Sh o w On Next
Benningfight Card'

Cyclone Smith will again come to
the forefront as a mauling battling
terror in his fight Tuesday night with
Frankie Palmo of Cincinnati. Smith
has declared it quits with trying to
make a boxer out of himself, and is
well content to again take up his old
tactics of digging in and scrapping
like a Mexican Bull.

Palmo rates high in and around
Cincy, and if for no other reason than
that, fans must look on him as an
attraction to the Benning ring. Dur-
ing the depression, fighters in and
around that burg must keep on the
go all the time to be in demand, and
to get rated at all, and this boy has
been getting a lot of calls up there
lately. All of the boys who amount
to anything in his weight up there
have been called on to meet him, and
in each instance, he has given a good
account of himself. He comes to Ben-
ning highly recommended, and will
probably go ten fast rounds with the
pride of Fort Benning.

Puggy Weinert and Spot Spittle
will please the fans for eight rounds
of good fighting. It is bound to be
good with Puggy in there, as he al-
ways makes his opponent fight,
whether or not he wants to get in
there at all. Spittle is the One boy
brought here to meet Puggy who has

MEN'S

SUITS

Newest Oxfords, Greys,
Tans and Blues.

$10.95 - $12.95
$14.50

You'll Find The Best
Buys Here

LEVINSON
BROTHERS

1218 Broadway

Happy Hear
March To Soi

Fort Valley Succumbs To
Powerful Soldier

Team, 21-13

The Happy Hearts football team of
the 24th Infantry, continued its drive
toward first place among southern
colored football teams with a 21 to
13 victory over the Fort Valley Nor-
mal Institute, at Fort Benning, Sat-
urday, November 19th.

The Happy Hearts, coached by Lt.
Howard Johnson, have far surpassed
all expectations this season. With a
powerful line and a fast backfield,
the team has fought its way to vic-
tories over the leading college grid-
iron teams of the south, including
Tuskegee Institute, Edward Waters
College and others.

Howard Bus Line,
Inc.

Operating Under Govern-
ment Franchise

Bond and Liability Insur-
ance Provided

SCHEDULE
Front

Columbi
5:00 A]
6:00
7:00 "
8:30

10:00
11:45

1:30 PI
3:00
5:00
7:00
9:00

10:30
12:00 N

410
CITY

From
us Ft. Benning
M 6:00 AM

7:50
9:15

10:45
12:45 PM

' 2:15
M 4:15
' 5:10

6:00
7:00
8:00 "
9:45

q 11:15 "
12:00 M

Also "Extras" and
SCHOOL BUSES

PHONES 224
POST

is Continue
thern Crown

IiWe t-nders Add Scalns

In The Dressing
Room

Little Known Anecdotes About

Famous Football Teams

Thousands RoarAs
29th Demonstrates
At Football Game

..... ....... .... ...AV L .l ALA%_ % J " JBy I. PREDICTUMIIOf Miles Memorial Bi0.PEITM By AL DURDEN
College, 21-6 The late Knute Rockne was a mas- Saturday, November 19th, the pow-

erful football machines of Georgia
Alternating between a battering ter of psychology and there is little University and Auburn, clashed at

lie smashing attack and a brilliant, doubt but what his thorough know- the Municipal Stadium, Columbus.
die arigattak alnvertheiHappyledge of the subject was a contribut- Ga., in the feature gridiron classic
deceptive aerial offensive, the Happy ing factor in his rise to fame. of the southern football season.
Hearts of the 24th Infantry, rolled up Perhaps the greatest football team Twen football fais from
a 21 to 6 victory over the Miles Me- Georgia, Florida andAlabama, lined

morial College football team at the that Rockne ever coached thetone the stands to witness the battle be-

which starred the Four Horsemen. tween the rival teams. Hundreds of
Doughboy Stadium, Thursday after- Comparatively little known were the former World War veterans were
noon. It was the first defeat suffered Seven Mules and this anecdote pays numbered in that vast throng. Men
by the Miles Memorial team this sea- tribute to the memory of the stalwart that faced machine gun and shrapnel
son and gave the Happy Hearts a Notre Dame line known by that name. fire during 1917-18, and then returned
strong claim to southern colored foot- Notre Dame wen tthrough the en- home to take up their duties in ci-
bal championship honors. tire preliminary season without a de- vilian life and carry on as before.

The score heardly describes the feat. So great was the success of the There was an additional attraction
game. The visiting team staged a stub- team and so publicised were the Four to the program, but none of that tre-
born uphill battle and fought gallant- Horsemen that they were soon in the mendous crowd of fans were prepared
ly during the first half. Early in the early stages of what is known in foot- for the thrills that would be fur-
third quarter the consistent battering ball jargon as the "swelled head". nished, ere the helmeted warriors
of the Happy Hearts began to tell Knute Rockne, noting the situation, took field.
and the entire second half saw the decided to take steps to rid his star Thirty minutes before the game
visitors fighting desperately on the players of the "swelled head". So, in and the stands were packed. Some-
defensive, the most crucial game of the year, where below the south goal a bugle

Cavalryman Barnes, halfback, My- he started his first team backfield (the sounded. As fans looked in the di-
ers at fullback and Tillis at left end Four Horsemen) with his second team rection of the sound a roar of cheer-
wvere the big guns of the Happy line. Rockne had anticipated the re- ing and hand clapping arose among
Heart drive. The teams exchanged sult of his startling action. Time the fans at the south gate. A band
punts with no gain in the opening after time the Four Horsemen were struck up a quick snappy march.
half. The Happy Hearts took the stopped at the line of scrimmage. And Fans expected to see the red and
oval over their 38 yard line. Collins each member of the quartet couldn't black of Georgia or the orange col-
got loose on a wide end run and understand why he was being held ors of Auburn come marching in,
was stopped on the visitors' 47 yard for no gain every time he carried the instead the 29th Infantry Band in,
strip. Barnes twisted through for sev- ball. At the beginning of the second neat olive-drab uniforms with white
en yards on a beautiful reverse. Mey- period, Rockne sent in his first team dress caps and white gloves, swung
ers snapped a long pass to Tillis, who line (the Seven Mules). Walking up into the gateway and the ramparts of
was stopped on the 11 yard line. to the Four Horsemen, the center said the stadium trembled as the crowd
Three smashes at the line failed. Til- scornfully, "Here are the Seven sent up a long roar of cheering for
lis took Meyers' pass on the goal line Mules. Now let's see what you 'swell- the "Regulars."
and fell over for a touchdown. Barnes heads' can do." Marching in perfect formation be-
kicked goal from placement for the The Four Horsemen were quick to hind the Band, came a platoon of
extra point. note the difference. There were holes Infantrymen. The old timers in the

The Happy Hearts shoved over a now where there weren't any before. stands began to find their voices as
second marker near the end of the And the morning papers tell how the the boys with, "mud behind their
quarter. Taking the ball on their own Four Horsemen had suddenly gone ears," came on with the steady, easy
30 yard line the Happy Hearts drove wild from the second quarter on to stride of the "Pride of the Service.'
to the visitors' 40 yard strip on line wi nanother great victory, but the For the next ten minutes the crowd
drives by Barnes and Collins. Meyers Seven Mules were mentioned not at in the stands were held spell-bound
dropped back to the 45 yard line and all. with admiration as the platoon of
shot a long pass to Tillis, who picked But the lesson that Knute Rockne, doughboys went through their paces.
it out of the arms of two Miles play- the great psychologist, had taught, re- First came the "Butt's Manual," car-
ers and crossed the goal line for the mained fixed deep in the memory of ried through every movement, per-
Happy Hearts second touchdown. the Four Horsemen who for the first fectly timed to the music which was
Barnes' toe brought the extra point, time realized that a large part of rendered by the 29th Infantry Band.

The visitors staged a counter attack their fame was made responsible only The troops marched off the field
in the second quarter. Opening a through the presence of the Seven midst thunderous applause.drive from midfield they begani a de- Mules. (Please turn to page 13)
termined march toward the Happy-
Heart goal line. Jenkins snapped a-
pass to Fields that gained 18 yards.-Brown skirte rih edfor 22yad
on a double reverse. A short pass
put the oval on the Happy HearttclfoatuhdwiAbd pasB7XN

yard mark. Brown crashed off right

from center spoiled the chaices for TUESD AY N GH NTOVT 9
an extra point. TUw IG T iwv.2

The Happy Hearts scored again in1 Pos -(
2 'y ma'ium,~@~P

the third quarter. The visitors lostSt F1IkLIt1I .LJLei.

the ball on their 40 yard strip when F nl
Jenkins fumbled and Vaughn recov- Vwcione Smith vs. Frank Palmo
ered. Hale got 8 yards on a quarter- Fort Benning Cincinnatti. Ohio
back sneak. Collins swept around hisFi.
own left end to place the ball on the 10 Rounds
visitors' 9 yard line. Barnes went off SP T I T Lvs mmI1?
left tackle for a touchdown. Barnes SPOT SP I LE vs. PUGGY WEINERT
again placed the oval over the bar 8 Rounds
for the extra point.

During the final quarter the Happy CHICK LIDDELL VS. BALDY QUERY
Hearts played safe and smothered
every thrust of the visitors. The game 6 Rounds
ended with the Happy Hearts win- SHIFTY SCHROEDER vs. EDDIE BOWEN
ning 21 to 6. Thursday's game com-
pleted the Happy Heart schedule for 6 Rounds
1932. The team, coached by Lieu-
tenant Howard Johnson, is the strong- GHOST GASTLY VS. KID OWENS
est team ever to represent the 24th
Infantry, and is rated as the strongest 4 Rounds
colored football team in the country. YOUNG GRIFFIN vs. TOMMY WALDEN
something for the fans to sit up and
take notice of, and will probably 4 Rounds
show them more Tuesday night. This Gin
young fellow is an up and coming General Admission 50c Ringside $1.00
fighter, and will bear watching, and Tickets on sale at Officers' Club, Athletic office and all orderly rooms.
will be a good number to lay your
shekels on in the future.

a

I -

I -
a chance to stop the Polak Buzzsaw,
and this time, it is not apt to be a
decision that defeats the Buzzer.

It will be no easy matter for this
invader to cop over our Puggy, as he
is the toughest, most consistent, and
aggressive fighter to ever grace a Ben-
ning ring. A treat is in store for
about sixteen hundred ring worms
on this night, so don't miss it.

Baldy Query . . . now that name
might sound queer, but he is a fight-
er of the first water, just on his way
south for the winter month. You know
these pugs do duck the north when
the geese fly south. In passing, he
figured he may as well add the scalp
of Chick Liddell to his already full
belt, so there you are.

Chick is no setup for anyone his
weight, as has been proven in the
past, and will be in there, hooking,
jabbing and slugging from bell to
bell, and this fight alone will rival
the final and semi-final for action.

Shifty Schroeder has his hands full
to the brim in his opponent, Kid
Bowen of Washington, D. C. Bowen
comes of the old fighting stock, al-
most every male member of his fami-
ly at one time being of the cauli-
flower variety Bowen. He is among
the best in the family, and if eastern
press dispatches are to be taken at
their face value, he will give Schroed-
er . . . well . . . some trouble.

Ghost Ghastly and Kid Owens will
mix for four rounds of action and
hailstorm never before witnessed in
a four rounder at Benning. Walden is
out to bring back the Ghost's crown
to his hosts of followers, and will
come close to doing it.

Young Griffin and Tommy Walden
will open the negotiations for the
n i g h t in the curtain raiser. Griffin's
only previous show at Benning was

I
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i-Eightv Thousand Will See Them In Irish -Army Clash-:-

Will

Notre

Dame

Beat

Army

And

Atone

For

Close

Navy

Score

AS rZ i acr,(QB)I4YR Eq, (R. 3) FIErDS, L 8
A'b~ ~qi~Nornw D,~ma AO'my

Here are some of the stars who will thrill eighty thousand football fans at team is favored to
Yankee Stadium, New York, Saturday when the Ramblers from Notre Army being consid
Dame clash with the Cadets from West Point. Major Sasse's great Army loss to Pittsburgh.

"How long has James worked on
the lawn detail?"

"Oh, about four hours."
"I thought he had been on it a long

time."
"Yes, hes been on it for a couple

of years."

Cpl. Brooks (at restaurant) : "Wait-
er, what's the matter with this chick-
en?"

Waiter: "It's been in a fight."
Brooks: "Well, take it back and

bring me the winner."

Personal Engraved
Christmas Cards

Order your personal En-
graved Christmas Cards
Now.
Our representative w i 11

gladly show you the ex-
clusive line.

Call 556 and make an ap-
pointment.

Columbus Office
Supply Co.
111 12th Street

Norman Park Wins Over Kells In
Early Morning Game Yesterday

NAVAL A I R STATION
PLAYS KELLS SUNDAY

The Pensacola Naval Air Station
football team will fly to Fort Ben-
ning Sunday morning to take on the
strong Kell team in the afternoon at
Doughboy Stadium. They are bring-
ing power and speed with them, and
it isn't in the form of airplanes either.
They have been wreaking havoc up
and down the Florida Coast for the
past six weeks, and are coming to
Benning to get a little more fresh
meat, if you will excuse the expres-
sion.

Stinging from the defeat handed
them yesterday morning, Lt. Ives'
team will be out there fighting with
its old-time form to redeem them-
selves in the eyes of the public. That
defeat has done more to bring the
team to life than any other one thing
that could have happened. They now
realize that if they do not hang to-
gether, together they will be hanged,
or something like that.

Too much individuality was dis-
played in that game in Memorial Sta-
dium for them to win, and now they
are out there this afternoon, fighting
to regain that old confidence that

First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus __$ 400,000.00
Resources Over- 2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290
Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar

and Fire-proof Vaults for your
Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

The Second Battalion, floundering
over its own shoestrings, yielded to
the onrushes of a gallant Norman
Park College squad yesterday morn-
ing at Memorial Stadium, going down
in defeat, 12-7.

It looked at the beginning of the
game as though the Kells would sail
to a safe and sure victory, as the
first punt of the game was returned
by Sap Saunders, behind some beauti-
ful blocking, for 35 yards. Then again
he shot off tackle for a long gain, but
here they struck an invisible ray, or
something, and the Norman Park
boys tightened up their chin straps
and went after them. Poor blocking
and next to no tackling at all were
the main factors in the defeat of the
spirited Kell teams.

The first quarter the Kells threat-
ened the Norman goal, but were
stopped by their own men in the line
of scrimmage. Prophet was losing his
head in the close places, failing to
call the right plays, when he had
plenty of room for them. Norman
Park did not threaten the doughboys
goal line in this quarter at all.

Going into the second neriod at
a scoreless deadlock, the Kells rushed
over a few quick gains, and were then
momentarily held by the fighting col-
lege boys. A long pass, McAllister to
Wilson was good for 35 yards and
a touchdown. Prophet kicked the
goal.

Norman was aroused after this, and
started passing with reckless abandon,
completing them at the rate of four
out of five. McMullen was doing
most of the tossing for the invaders,
and standing on his fifty yard line,
he tossed a beauty to Moore who
raced the remaining ten yards for a
touchdown. The try for ponit failed.

The half ended with the score 7-6.
Racing back into the game at the

beginning of the third period, the
Kells looked as though they would

goes with teamwork, and cut out the
foolishments.

A good game is promised at Dough-
boy Stadium, and a good afternoon's
enjoyment for the fans. The Tanks
will be there watching, to see what
they have, and so will a goodly num-
ber of fans.

IFbf A -Can
Ariy

Stop

Notre

Dame

Grid

Heroes
" J And

Climax
~Big

Season

VIDAT, (Q..)

repeat their last year's surprise victory over the Irish,
lered probably the best team in the East despite their

The crowd will set a record for the Eastern season.

score, but again poor blocking stopped to the 12 yard strip. Three plays
the backs before they were well start-
ed. Tommie, Saunders, Prophet and and the ball was on the six inch line
Derrick may as well have been so and first down. The Kells held stead.
many sticks running with the ball. ily for three tries, but on the fourth
It was as futile as that. Norman Culp ploughed over the center for the
came out again, after a few bad kicks,
by the Kells, and got the ball down winning score.

EVERIDGE'S . ..
OLD TIME BREAD

It's Milk Bread; U. S. Government Standard.
Always fresh at Post Exchange Grocery.

EVERIDGE'S
109 Twelfth St.

x ugv iviluvUll

mm
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I He's Cautioning Blondie I

ROBEPT MONTGOMEPYa,,dMAQION DAVI E5/-i
" BLONDIE OF THE FOLLIE5"

Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE RIALTO
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY: Offering "The Spirit of the

West" with Hoot Gibson, Doris Hill, Hooper Atehley and Lafe
McKee. The great cowboy hero of the west rides again .
packing a hundred new thrills in this surprise story of novelty,
inrtigue, daring, comedy and romance. He faces an apparently
impossible handeiap, to which he finds a solution, by 'whittling
down' his opponents until they are his size.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "Blondie of the Follies"
with James Gleason, Marion Davies and Robert Montgomery.
You have been reading this serial that is still running in The
Record. Now see the picture. It glorifies the soul of a show
girl ... fighting primitive passion - .., because of a stolen kiss
... taking you to the hot spots of Broadway and New York's
night life!

TUESDAY: Offering' 'Good Sport" with Linda Watkins and
John Boles. The story of a husband who wandered . .. and a
wife who wandered . .. and a wife who wondered why. A mod-
ern, clever, fast moving story that gives the lowdown on lowdown
husbands and unwed but not unwooed ladies.WEDNESDAY AD THURSDAY: Offering "The Strange
Love of Molly Louvain," with Ann Dvorak and Lee Tracy. Just
a girl of the night ... a second-hand sweetheart . .. a woman
with one guiding instinct, the common right to love and be
loved, Ann Dvorak is said to be at her best in this picture with
Tracy.

AT T HE GRAND
SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY:O ffering "Hold

'Em Jail" with Bert Wheeler and Robert Woosley. The cuckoo
birds are jailbirds now. All-American halfwits in a t-star prison
riot. Here is the goofiest gridiron contest ever filmed by foot-
ball's greatest "drawbacks."

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Offspring "The Night
Mayor" with Donald Dillaway, Evalyn Knapp and Lee Tracy.
Politics was his profession ... love was his pastime. He could
make laws and enforce them ... but he wanted to play too .. .
to be nice . . . naughty . . .to live-laugh-and love. That is
Lee Tracy as the Night Mayor.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, Dec. 1-2: Offering "The Mask
of Fu Manchu" with Lewis Stone Boris Karloff, Jean Hersholt
and Karen Morley. Here you see the genius of torture. In his
palace of mystery, no mind could withstand its secrets-nor the
Oriental intoxication of his beautiful daughter. A picture re-
puted to hold 1,000 thrills and shudders.

AT_- THE _ROYAL
(Beginning 11:15 o'clock Saturday night)

ALSO SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offering
"Bring 'Em Back Alive" Frank Buck's picture of the jungle that
wins plaudits wherever it is shown. You'll see Buck capture a
baby elephant with his bare hands. You'll see a 30-foot python
at death's grip with a Bengal tiger ...the man-eating cat enter-
ing the native village . ..daring capture of rarest reptiles, the
monitor lizard .. , and the supreme thrill of all time, the finish

fight between the kings of the jungle, tiger and black panther.
Every foot of the picture was actually made in the Malayan jun-
gle country. Frank Buck has brought you a thrilling episode
of the jungle haunts. And its all first hand, pictures of the real
thing..

I GRAND I
Murderers to right of her. Burglars

to left of her. Gunmen behind her.
And gangsters before her.

So what can a poor prison wardens
daughtre do about boy friends? Sur-
rounded by men, she still is as iso-
lated from romance as if she were a
lone castaway.

The "neighbors" are not the kind
of chaps a girl's parents would care

about having her seen with. And
she can't ask any boys from the out-
side to drop in at the prison for a
week-end. They mightfear they would
get no return ticket.

Even should she be tempted, it
really wouldn't be safe for her to be.
come interested in a prisoner. He
might be up for bigamy. Or imagine
her embarrassment at learning that
he was serving time for shooting his
sweetheart.

Despite all these dangers, blonde
Betty Grable takes a chance by start-
ing a romance with a prisoner in
"Hold 'Em Jail," the RKO-Radio

comedy now showing at the Grand
Theatre Sunday and Monday, with
Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey in
the starring roles. Love, she tells her
warden father, Edgar Kennedy, laughs
at locksteps, jeers at jails, and even
applauds her becoming some man's
ball-and-chain. Especially when the
hero of the romance is a handsome
star of the penitentiary football team.

Miss Grable isn't the only one to
find romance in "Hold 'Em Jail,"
Edna May Oliver, who plays the war-
den's austere but ticklish sister, has
her light moments of sentiment.

Wheeler and Woolsey are the male
principals in these affairs of the heart,
and the love scenes are sweet inter-
ludes to them from the rough and
tumble business of being mauled on
the gridiron for the glory of their
up-the-river Alma Mater.

Others in the cast of the comedy
inspired by the exploits of a peni-
tentiary football team are Rosco Ates,
Paul Hurst and a score of famous
sollege gridiron heroes.

RIALTOI
"Blondie of the Follies," the latest

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer release at the
Rialto Theatre Sunday and Monday,

is another example of what this pro-
ducing firm can do in the way of
combining excellent story with su-
perb acting and directing.

Marion D a v i e s and Robert
Montgomery prove their competence
to head a cast which includes such
players as Billie Dove, Jimmy Dur-
ante, James Gleason, Zasu Pitts, Sid-
ney Toler and Douglass Dumbrille.

I Hold 'Em Jail I

ROYAL
The fascination which wild animals

in their native habitat hold for pic-

ture audiences never has been more

clearly demonstrated than it is be-

ing demonstrated by Frank Buck's
"Bring 'Em Back Alive," which will

show at the Royal Sunday, Monday
and Tuesday. If a yesterday's audi-
ence may be taken as typical, "Bring
'Em Back Alive" has an appeal un-
like that of any conventional film pro-
duction-whether it be comedy, or so-
ciety, gangster, or fictional drama.

Adventure, strife and comedy run
throguh this astonishing wild animal
picture, in which everything is real,
unstaged and unrehearsed. Fact once
more proves more astonishing than
fiction-and there can be no doubt
that "Bring Em Back Alive" is fact.
Anyone who witnesses the death strug-
gles between the crocodile and black
leopard, the python and the man-
eating Royal Bengal tiger; anyone

Edmund Goulding follows his tri-
umph in "Grand Hotel" by another
superlative example of direction. His
was no mean task, covering a range
of action which included glimpses of
New York tenement life, backstage
episodes in the Follies, gay Broadway
parties in night clubs, luxurious apart.
ments and on board a yacht. His
attention to detail and his knowledge
of comedy as well as dramatic values
have, in this case, had an unusually
happy result.

The picture tells the story of the

adventures of a pair of working girls

who graduate to popularity and lux-

ury in the Broadway show world. It
is the story of their departure from
the poverty of their tenement environ-
ment, their sojourn in luxury, and
their return home. But in the telling
of that story Frances Marion, who
composed it, and Anita Loos, who
wrote the dialogue, have imparted
strong drama and moments of high
humor. The picture abounds in fine
entertainment.
who sees the shots of the elephant
herd and the pathetic plight of the
lost baby elephant; anyone, indeed,
who sees any part of "Bring 'Em Back
Alive" knows that the picture which
the Van Beuren Corporation has pro-
duced is the real thing.

It is impossible to convey in mere
words the thrills of "Bring 'Em Back
Alive." It is known that several of
the sequences in this R-K-O Radio
picture were the result of weeks of
patient waiting, and they have dem-
onstrated themselves to be well
worth waiting for.

"Bring 'Em Back Alive" has such
a diversity of convincing jungle epi-
sodes that it will be of interest not
only for its sure-fire entertainment
value but also for its education worth.
It is a practical lesson in natural his-
tory for young and old. It shows also
the strange peoples of distant worlds
-the pictures were made in the Fed-
erated Malay States. Everyone will
thrill to the unprecedented action
shots, and learn a thing or two about
the real jungle.

PLAZA CAFE
1230 BROADWAY PHONE 1432

We specialize on Western Steaks, Chops, Chop Suey,
Chow Mein, Italian Dishes.

TRY OUR SUNDAY DINNERS

GRAND RIAL.TO
TODAY and TOMORROW

SATURDAY, SUNDAY and MONDAY HOOT GIBSON
The All-American Half-Wits In

Football's Greatest Drawbacks!! OTHE WEST"
BERT ROBERTO PluS T

- Plus

WHEELER WOOLSEY COMEDY - NOVELTY
Chapter 10 "HEROES OF THE WEST""HOLD ILi¥I SUNDAY and MONDAY

A thrilling page from the life of a

JIL11 Chorus girl!

COMEDY - FABLE - NEWS jAiA %0 e PS

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

LEE TRACY - EVELYN KNAPP
BARBARA WEEKS - EUGENE PALLETTE

CHALIE CHAPLIN "THE RINK"
Hollywood On Parade - Universal News

THURSDAY and FRIDAY

"THE
MASK OF FU

MANCHU"
BORIS KARLOFF

LEWIS STONE - KAREN MORLEY
MYRNA LOY - JEAN HERSHOLT

COMEDY - REVIEW - NEWS

BILLIE DOVE- JIMMY DURANTE
Comedy "SHIP A HOOEY" - FOX NEWS

TUESDAY ONLY
Can a wife beat a gold-digger at her

own game ?-See.

i( LINDA
WATKINS
JOHN

A FexPic're BOLES
NOVELTY - TERRYTOON

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

Thl

STIANGE -LOVEof
MOLLY LOUVAIW

With
ANN DVORAK - LEE TRACY

I_ Admissions t0e - 15c - 25c I

THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
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HERALD WANT ADSCLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATSS:
20 cents per line or fraction of line. Minimum charge for any classifiedadvertisement, 50 cents. Payment must be made before advertisement
is published.

FOR RENT-Small bungalow wit
acres of land, suitable for chicken
truck farm. 5 miles on Buena V
Road. Water and lights. $12.50
molft. Apply Flournoy Realty C(

FOR SALE-Pansy, $1.00 and English
Daisy plants, 80c. Orders taken for
Fruit cakes. Phone 4256.

FOR SALF-Electric Washing Ma-
chine with rotary drier; Walnut din-
ing room suite. Call 828 between 7:00

and 8 P. M.

FOR SALE-Ford 1930 Sport Coupe
with rumble seat; Studebaker 1930
Commander, four-passenger Coupe.
Major Bodine, Phone 717.
LOST-German Police Dog. Tan legs
and back. Answers to name of "Von".
Reward. Phone 1117 or 3294-J.

Quilting-Bath mats, pillows for sale.
Mrs. W. D. Farr, Nankipooh. Call 7603

FOR SALE: Officers' overcoat, size
38, length 45 inches, almost new, cost
$90. Will sell for $35. Other equip-
ment. Phone 2472.

Dr. R. H. Brown
Osteopathic Physician

Murrab Bldg.
Phone Office 4101

Re. 1153

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1313

WE REPLACE.
ANY DOOR GLASS
FOR---------$ 00
ANY WINDSHIELD
FOR---------------- 250

JOE HOOTEN
1234 1st Ave. Phone 263

FOR SALE: New 4 Eye Graybar
Electric Range $75.00. Originally
sold for $190. We are going out
of the Range business. Terms if
desired.

BROWN ELECTRIC CO.

FOR EXPERT SHOE
REPAIRING

QUALITY and SERVICE
Dyeing and reglazing Shoes

Any Color

Boston Shoe
Factory

1234 Broadway

Fresh Fish and Oysters
Also

Thanksgiving Turkeys

COLUMBUS
SEA FOOD CO.

"Dependable Fish Dealers"
1014 First Ave. Phone 401

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GEO GIA
A C"We WhereverWe Serve

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harding, Mmager

h6
i or
ista
per
0.

We cordially invite an in-
spection of our complete

Food Department Store
EVERYTHING IN

FOODS

Fancy and Staple Groceries,
Highest Grade Western Meats,
Sea-Foods, Dressed Poultry,
Fruits, Vegetables, Imported
Goods, Etc.
All at most economical prices.

GIGLIO'S
1025-27 ist Ave. Columbus, Ga.

Officers' Charge Accounts
Solicited.

FELT HATS
Ladies and Men's cleaned and
blocked like new----------50c
Model Dry Cleaning Co.

2400 Hamilton Ave. Phone 515

KENNY'S

NORWOOD
COFFEE

is sold at Fort Benning

through the

Post Exchange
TRY A POUND

YOU WILL BE PLEASED

U

ON SAVINGS

We appreciate your
account- either bor-
rowing or saving.

Franklin Saving &
Loan Co.

Cor. 13th St. and 1st Ave.
Phone 2766

Intra-Mural Football Season Will BOY

Open At Doughboy Stadium Saturday

The Watch Hospital

J. P. DEKLE

WATCH REPAIRING

Royal Jewelry Co.

U

, r

[217 Broadway Phone 371 8

1217 Broadway

U II

p.

U
U

Phone 565

H
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SCOUT COURT OF HONOR
HOLDS MEMBERSHIP

EXAMINATION
(ContinuedFrom Page 1)

- --- - -- - - --- - - A- rage Thirteen
I

mI

A-AI

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

Benning Boy Scouts
Have Clean Slate

The Benning Scouts continued their
unbroken string of football victories
for the season with a 14 to 0 victory
over the Columbus Scouts at the
Doughboy Stadium last Sunday after-
noon.

The lighter Benning team proved
entirely too fast and tricky for the
invaders. On defense the army line
was unbreakable and on offense their
fast charging swept the visitors off
their feet.

Buddy Horton, Benning backfield
ace, scored both touchdowns. The
first marker came in the second quar-
ter on a long pass from E. Bark-
hurst to Horton. Again in the third
quarter Barkhurst punted to the vis-
itors 10 yard line where the ball was
downed. On the first play the Co-
lumbus Scouts fumbled and Bark-
hurst fell on the ball. Horton on a
reverse play got loose and crashed
over for the second touchdown. Bark-
hurst kicked goal from placement for,
the extra points.

THOUSAND ROAR AS SOLDIERS
DEMONSTRATE

(Continued From Page 10)

Up at the north end of the field
things began to happen. The old.
timers looked and then rubbed their
eyes to be sure that they were not
seeing things. Men in uniform with
steel helmets and gas masks at the"alert," were sitting up machine guns,
no mistake. There they were, black
ugly muzzles, tripods, boxes with
belts of ammunition. The guns were
set up in the twinkling of an eye,
belts of ammunition in place and the 1
gunners snuggling down behind the
guns in business like fashion.

Down at the south end of the field
a line of doughboy riflemen broke
from cover and began hitting the dirt
as they came up to the line of skir-mish. Things were happening now.
The machine guns began to sing
their death song, another line of
doughboy riflemen swept out and -

spread out at perfect intervals, thesteady crack of the 30-30's were an-4
swering the rattle of the machine
guns. The first line swept forward
as their support doubled their fire. 1
Came another roar from the south e
end, two speedy, trim built Christiea
tanks moved up on each side of the fq
advancing doughboys. The roar of j

U

m

Doughboy Stadium will soon be
flying her flags of conquest, signify-
ing a game in progress within her
portals. Bands will blare, and ban-
ners will flare, as the jersied com-
batants go after one another's throats,
forgetting the hardships of intensive
training periods, intent on rushing the
spheroid over the little white lines,
each play being, in their minds, a
potential touchdown.

Doughboys will clash with Dough-
boys, but the Artillerymen alone re-
main to be trampled by their breth.
ren of other days. This year, the long
praised Tanks will have to take the
field as the "Iron Clad Doughboys,"
that being their pet name since War
Department orders have placed them
in the Infantry. The 66th and 67th
Infantry units stationed here will com-
bine to make a football machine that
will more than likely top the heap
this year . . . . that is if the Kells
don't snap out of it right away. They
looked bad yesterday morning against
the Norman Park College group.

This game gives the First Battalion
their first chance in many moons to
romp over the blue decked Kells, and
anything is liable to happen when
these ancient foes crash in that Stadi-
um. Norman Park only beat the Irish
by two touchdowns, and the Kells by
one, so take it all with a grain of
salt and ao on out there to see a
good game.

The Artillery, alone, seems to be
out of the running for championship
honors this year, but Captain F. G.
(Pop) Gaston is liable to turn loose
some awful dynamite at any time.
There is no more efficient coach on
the reservation, and wherever you see
three coaches congregated, his name
is on the lip of each one. His system
s to teach football, and then let the
players play what they have learned.t

F'r ee Boote rs Bo w
ro 29th; Students
r ap t ure A rtillery

I
The first polo games of regular

ength played this season, were turn- h
d in last Sunday on French Field lz

s the 29th Infantry took a hard b
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resented their tenderfoot pins.
Mrs. Matchett sang some songs with

s and then we played a game called
Mliss Jenny Jones,' which was loads
f fun and warmed us up. Then Mrs.
[atchett had to go, but she promised
o come back again some time, and we
re all looking forward to that meet-
ig.
The P.-T. A. sent some dolls up
) the cabin for the Girl Scouts to
ress, so we drew numbers from a
at and as our turn came, chose a
oll to dress for the unfortunate girls.
nd, much to our Leader's pride-
very girl in the Pine Tree Troop
,ok a doll home. We think both the
irls who receive the dolls and the
nes who helped to dress the dolls
ill have a very happy Christmas,
on't you?

and Captain Paul, Infantry.
The Tenderfoot examinations were

given to the following named Scouts
who passed the test, which covers a
number of subjects, with flying col-
ros; Jackson Ayers, WendaH Bevan,
Lewis Davidson, Delbert Munson,
Oscar Nuendorfer, Jack Pearson, and
Max Talbot. After the examinations
the Court of Honor congratulated the
Scouts on their success and the marks
they had made.

Merit badge examinations were giv-
en Robert Arms in 1st Aid, and Tony
Arms in Public Health.

Lieutenant Colonel Jewett, chair
man of the council of Boy Scout ac-
tivities, was present during the en.
tire examinations, and took an active
part in the proceedings.

It was proposed to hold the 'next
meeting of the Court of Honor on
December 10.

GEN. FUQUA STRESSES WORK
OF INFANTRY SCHOOL IN

REPORT
(Continued From Page 1)

combat practice; and anti-tank de-
fense.

The infantry, which under the Na-
tional Defense Act of 1920, was al-
lotted a strength of 110,000, and which
has now a strength of 40,331, faces a
further reduction to provide its quota
of the fifty increment of the increase
of the air corps this year.

"The effects of these reductions on
an existant depleted infantry strength,
are evident" says General Fuqua. "The
infantry today is functioning, not only
without a factor of safety, but under-
manned."

That the infantry will carry on as
usual, even under the most adverse
circumstances, is indicated by General
Fuqua's statement "The infantry has
urvived this impoverishment by great
enacity of purpose, improvisation,
md ingenuity."

GGIRL SCOUT NOTES
(Continued From Page 3)

;cout. With the help of the girls
rom the Daffodil Troop (who came
;specially for the occasion) we sang

song to the Brownies called "Who
sThis All Dressed in Brown."
After the Brownies went home we

ad a Flag Ceremony with Ella May
'ryer and Patty Green for the flag
,earers. Then the Patrol Leaders

the 37mm guns froju the armored t]tanks joined the rattle fo the rifle- F
men and the battle raged.tl

The tanks kept pace with the ad- tl
vancing riflemen. Somewhere up at pthe north end the enemy brought a fi
couple of 37 mm's into action. (The t(
old timers up in the stands were liv- a]
ing over again the days of Bellauw
Woods, Chatteau Thierry and the
doings of the days of 1917-18.) The C(
first line of the advancing doughboys w
moved forward, as they came up again Ic
there was a glitter of steel, the crowd ei
held its breath as they drove for- si
ward with fixed bayonets. It was hi
over in a moment as the first line of fe
doughboys moved past the machine ai
guns and breathed a tired sigh of et
relief. The battle was over, up there th
in the stands the people were simply w,
going mad, football was forgotten as u,
they watched the red flame spurt,
heard the rattle and roar of the wea- sa
pons of war and saw those boys th
move forward into the face of those gr
spitting guns the same as the Ameri- to
can soldier has always done during th
he building of our glorious country be
and the making of our history. .e

With the battle over the opposing fu
armies assembled over on the Au- of
burn side lines and settled down to -c
enjoy the gridiron battle between th,
Auburn and Georgia. Up in the stands wi
he "Old-Timers," were at it again. fe,
Even during the heat of the game
one could hear occasional rifts of m4
arguments as to the prowess of the Hf
'Rainbow Division," and other well tir
known units that took part in the big fie
struggle "Over There." an

Free Booters, seven and six; and P
he Students romped over the 83rd
"ield Artillery, 13 to 0. In general, u
he play was much faster than in
he week before, when the four teams oJ
articipated in a round robin. The
eld, however, is not in proper shape t(
o allow top speed playing, and prob- a

bly will not be for a couple more ir
reeks.
The 29th Infantry, after using a tc

onsiderable number of re-mounts, h:ere extended to the limit in order h4) win over the Free Booters in their
ight period affair. A beautiful off A
de play by O'Connor, along with e
is fiery attack and the beautiful de- t°

nsive play of Cushman, were great gi
ids to a win. Thompson and Lock-o0
t were the outstanding players for w
e Freebooters, fighting hard all the d(
av to break the deadlock, but were F
iable to furnish the final punch.
The Second game of the afternoon
w a hard hitting Student team down
e fighting Artillerymen. The all-star
oup of the Student team was enough

defeat a far superior team than
at of the Artillery, and they will
ar watching through the rest of the
ason. The Artillery flashed beauti-
1 form at times, and gave evidencebeing able later on to develop a
werful defensive team, and with
e addition of a few more ponies,
ill be able to crack the ice for a
w wins this season.
Among the newest of the Artillery-
en who stood out in the game were
eriott and McMannis. Just give them
he, and they will put a team on the
d that will be a real threat against

y kind of opposition.
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TOWN TOPICS cl

(Continued from page 1) h
bi

are now seeing Georgia in the process ti

of withering. Look at that, man, look 5'
at that! Phipps is in the open! He's ti

scoring a touchdown!! Whoopee! fl

Where's that Coca-Cola bottle?" P

Georgia fan: "Oh, my Lord!"
(Game ends shortly afterwards.) a

Auburn fan (triumphantly): "Who h;

did you say would win this game, Joe? wi
And what kind of a team did you d

say Auburn was? A handpicked team? d

Well, Well!" a

(Georgia fan silent for once; wife d

gets last word, as usual) ii

Wife of Auburnite: "Do you think a

you can walk to the car, Harry? f:

(Vindictively) You just wait till I i:

get you home." f
*i * *

Every cloud has its silver lining c
and the disastrous fire which partially
burned a four-family wooden apart-

ment house in Block 23 was not with-

out its touch of humor. This one is

told at the expense of Lieutenant R.

A. Ports, who occupied the second
floor of the apartment house. Lieu-

tenant Ports had just retired after

attending a party of some sort and,

being in a state of exhaustion, slipped
off almost immediately into a heavy
sleep. Shortly afterwards, the fire
broke out and the omnipresent Fire
Department arrived on the scene. One
of the firemen rushed into Lieutenant
Ports' bedroom, seized the lieutenant
roughly by the shoulder, and endeav-
ored to acquaint him with the facts of
the situation in as brief a time as
possible. Slowly the sleep-befogged
lieutenant responded to the incessant
and feverish urging of his tormentor.
But his first words fell upon startled
ears, for through the almost indistin-

guishable mutter that escaped our
er Ips-,Itne19tn 1a"u1i_1"'Ti n lu'

nero's lips., the amazeu lnre-,a, ,maue
out the following:

"Don' wanna play polo. Go 'way.
Don' wanta play polo."

MATA HARI
(Continued from page 2)

to him. With the attorney's help, she

would play a part for the benefit of

tb. - Jilin-] r-in.
Thus it happened that Rosanoff re-

ceived a long-awaited letter from the

dancer. Sister Theresa read it to him.

"Dearest-I shall not be able to see

you or even to write to you for some

time to come. But don't be alarmed.

Asudden attack-nothing really seri-

ous-has caused me to be removed to

a sanatorium for treatment.. •.

And she went on to say that she

had commissioned a friend of hers. a

Monsieur Caron, to visit him with

news from time to time, that he must

not worry about her in the least, that

she was not in pain and thought of h-m

all the time and waited only for the

day when they could see each other

again.
It was a long letter but Rosanoff fol-

lowed with absorption each and every

syllable of it. He would have liked

the nurse to read the periods and

commas, and when she was done he

begged the nurse, in some shame for

he was aware that she had a thous-

and tasks to perform, to repeat it to

him-"just once."
He liked especially the part where

she said that she was not in pain.

"I am not in pain. I think of you
all the time. And wait for the da.

when we can be reunited."
Not long afterwards he received the

expected visit from Maitre Caron.

who kissed him on both cheeks an'

called him "my son." Mata was quite

comfortable. The doctors ghough"

that she might need an operation, oh

a very minor operation, but this was

not at all certain. They were hoping

that it could be avoided. If not, then

Maitre Caron had been instructed to
do everything possible to arranf'e for

Rosanoff to come to her beforehand.
"Not that there is anything to fear,'

the attorney hastened to assure him.
.*But it will be such a good excuse to
get the hospital authorities to let you

visit-each other." Maitre Caron
somehow avoided the word, "see,"~
rather to Rosanoff's amusement. "You
untdeeatand, Mata thinks of you and
longs to-have you with her-all the
time.''

Truly, in her prison room, there was[
noothing the dancer so longed for or I

had so much in her mind as the blind
soldier. Not even the expect ed re-

iame more and more confident that Maitre Caron could bring her no defi-

e could obtain it. He had already nite news, the nuns noticed that she

een able to get the date of execu- sat more and core quitely on her

ion set weeks ahead. As often as pos. hands folded, waiting, remembering

ible the old lawyer would appear at perhaps. If this grim compartment of

he prison, bearing gifts of fruits and stone recalled to her other sad times

lowers and books, to report further of waiting before she had come to

rogress. Paris to dance, no one else knew. Only

Everyone was very kind to her, once she told the nuns that she had

ioved by her beauty and her stoic- always believed that it was better to

sm-the two nuns and the warden lead on earth a brief and intense ex-

vho had charge of her cell, the prison istence than to "drag oneself through

loctor, the priest. She read a good a senescence barren of beauty."

leal. Sometimes she was quite gay On the day before the one set for

nd declared that she could not un- the execution, the lawyer had an ap.

erstand why they insisted on shoot- pointment with the President of the

ng people at dawn. Why not at Republic. It was a last resort. The

ioon, after a good luncheon with warden and the nuns knew of this and

riends, and when the sun was shin- were as tense with sympathy and sus-

ng? It would be so much more cheer- pense as if the reprieve were to be

ul. brought to them. Mata Har, how-

But as the weeks passed and it be- ever, busied herself with sorting her

came only a question of days and still possessions.

At length she looked up from a
suitcase with a gesture of helpless-
ness and said to the nuns, "What can

I give you? You don't want jewelry.
You can't use clothes."

The younger nun murmured,
"There's nothing. We have every-
thing we need."

"Everything you need!" repeated
the dancer. "Is that possible?"

"We serve God," the other nun
said, "and are content."

Mata Hari looked from one to the
other wonderingly. The younger nun

was rather pretty and very gentle;
there were tears in her eyes for the
dancer. Could she have been like
that? If she had it to do all over
again-from the beginning?

"No," she said aloud. "This is how

I am. This is how I had to be. No!
I must play my part as it is given me
to play it and-take care to make my

last performance the best!"
The younger nun gave a little sob.

Mata Har went and put her white

hands on the nun's black shoulders.

"There . . . little sister . . . that's

nothing to cry about . . . You have

both been so kind and tender to me

though in your eyes I am a great

sinner."
When the other sister went out into

the corridor to see if the lawyer might

have arrived, the warder pressed in-

to her hands a flask of cognac-for the

lady-"in case the reprieve didn't

come." Smelling salts were no good.

This was the real stuff. His grand-

father had laid it down in Napoleon's

time.
(To Be Continued)
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As smokers become more experienced, they demand
milder cigarettes. Chesterfields are milder. Their mild-

ness is just as much a feature as the beauty of their

package.
The tobaccos are mild to begin with. Patient ageing

and curing make them milder still. And Chesterfields

contain just the right amount of Turkish-not too

much -carefully blended and cross-blended with ripe,

sweet Domestic tobaccos.

Chesterfields are milder. They taste better. That's

why "They Satisfy."
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Monographs Arej
!TOWN GivenBy Advanced

TO PIC.,f Class Students
The departure of Lieutenant Ralph Aitalysis of military operations oi

Pul'ifer, popular Mayor of Bialerville various froiits during the World War.

md Assistant Secretary of the Officers' was the center of attention on Wed-

Clili. for Haws aii early Friday morn- nesday, of the advanwed class of The

iup is an occasion for regret. While Infantry School, whose studies of mil-

stationed at Fort Benning, this officer ;tary history are being (irected by

established an enviable and meritori- Major Edwin F. Harding, chief of the

ou record. Whatever he did he did

wsell and this columnist feels that he1 fourth section, academic *lartint

is merely echoing the seitiment of i The operations of the British Ex-

the entire garrison when he bids hium p)editioiary Forge from Autgust 17 to

farewell. GAugut 27 1914, were discussed in de-
Lieutenant George E. Lightap wVitail i h four officers, members of the

fill the executive position occupied I

by Lieut. Pulsifer in the Officers'

Club. Best of luck, Ralph! I

Wednesday morning, Captain Betts,
sitting placidly at his desk at Head-

quarters, received the disturbing news

that a fire had broken out in his resi-

dence on Austin Loop. The effect
that this announcement had on the

captain was instantaneous. Not a see-

od did lie waver. Two courses of

action were left open to him.
(1) He could reach his house by

car. which was parked just outside
Headquarters, or

(2) He could temporarily discard
dignity and arrive there by foot.

With the quick decision of a man

accustomed to such emergencies, Cap-

tain Betts unhesitantly chose the sec-

ond course. Passers-by were startled

I y the flying figure of a nian sprint-

ing swiftly down Austin Loop and

gaining momentum every moment,

True, the sprinter was not wearing

the conventional track garb but the

cumbersome army uniform worn in-

stead did not seem to be a serious

draw-back. The amazing apparition
rounded into the home stretch, finish-

ing with a burst of speed that would

have mortified Frank Wycoff or Char-

lie Paddock had they been present.
Unfortunately, there was no one

nearby who had the presence of mind

to time Sprinter Betts in his swift

dash down Austin Loop. So whether
the Benning Pheidippides succeeded

in establishing a new record for the
220 yard dash will never be definitely
known. But one thing is certain-

lie couldn't have been far from it.

The fickle dame Weather has been
bent on impeding the progress of all

the handicap tennis tournaments. For

a while, it appeared as if the tourna-

ments would be completed regardless

of existing weather conditions, but

even the most rabid tennis fans hiesi.
tated to get out in a driving rain for

the sole purpose of whacking a little
white ball to and fro.

Now at last it seems that the tourna-
iients which have been in progress
at least two weeks longer than ex-

pected have a fair chance for ulti.
(Continued on page 4)

class.

Captain Charles F. Cooper was the

first speaker who gave a resume of

lie British comientratioi iii Belgium,

and the battle of Mona from August
17 until miidniight of August 23-24.

The battle of Le (ateau (as liscuss-
y1 y the two followsinig speakers.

Captain Wilbur J. Fox, the next
Captaii Macey L. Dill, amid Lieutei-
alnt James C. Fry. Captain l)ill's di".
cussion opened with the operation be-

ginning at dark August 25, and coVer-
ed the period until noon of the fol-
lowing day, and Lieutenant Fry coi-
tiinued the discussion of the battle
from noon August 26, until (lark Aim
gust 27.

Activities of American Marines in
Nicaragua formed the basis of an ac-
count of the personal experiences of
a Marine officer acting as a company
coimmiander of the Nicaraguan Nation-
al Guard, which was recited by
Captain Johii C. Wood, U. S. Mariiie

corps during the military history per-
iols on Thursday. Operations in the
Central nmerican republic in April,
1931 was the subject of Captaii
Wood's talk.

Other speakers on Thursday will be
Captain Howard W. Lehr, Lieutenant
Charlie Q. Lifsey, Captain Barrett
l)eT. Lambert, Captain Edgar H. Kelt-
ier, and Captain Doti C. Faith. The

operation of a large trained army in
the early stages of the war will be the
topic which will be discussed in five

parts by the speakers, and will be
based upon tihe first Battle of the

Marie, beginning on Sept. 6, 1914 and
comititmimiguntil Sept. 12.

Co. Officers' Class
Makes High Scores
In Record Firing

High scores iii record practice with
the autonmatic rifle were made by
memhibers of the company officers'
class of The Infantry School, accord-
ing to orders made public today by
post headquarters.

Second Lieutenant Francis E. How-
ard, led tie group of one hundred
tad twemnty-thiree officers. who fired

time course, with a score of 646. A
second lieutenant also led each of

time two otimer qualification groups,
time highest score in the sharpshooter
(-lass being that of Seconid Lieutenant
Daniel F. Walker, 499. In the marks-
mian's group Second Lieutenant James
S. Luckett led with a score of 437.

Included in the group of one huu-
dred and two experts are two marine
officers, two officers of the Cuban
army, amid one of the Chinese army.
Among the eighteen sharpshooters are

one marine officer, and a field artillery
man.
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Seal of Approval on Seals

President Hoover is shown in the garden of the White House with three
child health crusaflers who had( leliveredi the Chief Executive's quota o

Christmas Seals to aid the anumal campaign of the National Tuberculosi
Association. Just before the picture was made the President released hominp

pigeons which carried his official endorsenlent of the campaign to the asso
ciation headquarters in New York.

Technique And Fine Points Of Polo
To Be Explained in Series cfArticles

Major Archibald V. Arnold, Field of the generalship of the game, tactics

Artillery, in the first of a series of and strategy.

articles on polo, explains the system The handicap is a relative rankin

of handicapping players and "teams, based on 10 goals as the best. Hitch

and gives the handicap ratings of sev-
eral Fort Benning players. In subse-

quent articles, Major Arnold, who is

a member of the Fort Benning Cont.

mittee, will discuss the game both
front a technical and a spectator's
Viewcpoint.

POLO HANDICAPS

By Major A. V. Arnold, F. A.
The Polo Handicap Committee at a

recent meeting surveyed the activities
of polo players and made recommuen-
dation to the corps area polo repre-
sentative of handicaps to be carried
hy post play ers for the coming sea-
son. These were based on observed

play dtring last season. and this sea-
ISoni.

These handicaps swill be incorporat-
ed iii tihe list of handicaps of Army
players of the United State Polo As-
sociation.

The handicap is based on the indi-
vidual's polo playing ability. This can
be analyzed further. He must be con-
sistent, sure, accurate hitting at all
speeds. He must be able to contol
the ball, hit to the distance and point
on the field. Long hitting alone is
not always as valuable as accurate hit-
ting. A short accurate shot may be of
greater value than longer hitting not
so well-controlled. The player must be
a good horseman. He must be able to
train and develop his ponies so that
they are easily controlled at all speeds.
The ponies must be well disciplined
and well conditioned.

The player must have game sense,
aggressive spirit, appreciation of co-
operation with other players, know-

r ledge of team work and ability to
play it; together with a knowledge

cock, captain of the American tearwhich played in the internation
matches is said to be the best pol

player in the United States, and pe
haps in the world. His play at 1
goals gives us the high on the seal
that runs fromI 1 to 10. The playe
starts at 0 and as lie develops in hi
ting, riding, and team play, he is co
sidered for an increase in handica l

This handicap may be considered
his value to his teami in goals he ca
score, but this is not always a tr
viewpoint. He may be only a o

goal player, but lie may have ti
leadership and ability to fit into ti
team work so that the team plal
better than its rating in handicap. TI
handicap shows the player's relati
ratinig as am individual, and is use

in some games to give a basis for e

cuing up the play.
To arrive at the handicap of a tea

the total of the individual handical
is taken. In instance, Team A has o

player handicapped at two goals, ti
handicapped at one goal each, and o
no goal man. The team handicap
time sum of time individual handicaps
four goals. This team is to play Tea
B. having two two goal players, and ts
one goal players. Team B has a tea

handicap of six goals, or two got
more than Teani A. A will sta
the gamie with a credit of two goa
this advantage being because th
have a lower team handicap. Tht
by a consideration of individual ha
dicaps the team handicap is arriv
at. This team handicap gives a ba

on which to match teams and gi
the weaker an opportunity to PI
,with a stronger team with a ft
chance of winning. If the teams

(Please turn to page 6)

Tournaments Are
Resumed After De-
lay Bv Weather

Another period of bad weather
hindered the completion of the handi-
cap tennis tournaments. but it is hop-
ed that most of the tournaments will
be completed by the end of this week.

In a decided upset. Captain Phillips
and Mrs. Evans defeated the high-
ranking Lt. Sherburne and Mrs. Sch-
neider, in straight sets 6-3, 6-3. This
was a first round match. Phillips ex-
hibited a very good branfid of tennis
in this match and his partner, Mrs.
Evans, made several beautiful lobs to
capture points.

Lieutenant Lynch and Mrs. Lynch,

highest ranking woman played on the
post, were not extended in their match
wth Captain Lovett and Mrs. Wallace.
The first set was taken at 6-2, and the
last at 6-3. The winners played very
good tennis.

Lt. Newman and Mrs. Luse won by
default from Lt. Gavin and Mrs. Ga-

vill.
With the exception of these three

matches iii the Mixed Doubles Tour-
nament, no other miatches in other
tournamienits have been played because
of the inclement weather.

Manv interesting and important
imiatches are scheduled fo rthe week-

g end. Outstanding among these is the
0- Bassett-Sherburne match which will be

played probably on Saturday. Irving
and Newman are the only two com-

petitors in the Men's Singles Tourna-
nents to reach the semi-finals so far.

Captain Drake, number one ranking
player on the post, defeated Lieuten-
ant Lynch by scores of 7-5, 6-2.

s, Very few matches have been played
in the Woman's Doubles Tournament
to date.

-Benning Boxers To
10 Stage Ex h ib i tio n
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President-elect Roosevelt and the
patients of Warm Springs, Georgia,
will see some of Benning's best ex-
ponents of the art of pugilism in act-
ion Tuesday, December the sixth. An
unusual boxing exhibition will be pre-
sented bny the Athletic Department of
Fort Benning at that time, the bouts
l)eing from two four rounds in length.
There will be no admission charge.

Top-otchers who will be seen in

the ring at Warm Springs will include
Corn Griffin, Cyclone Smith, Puggy
Weinert, Liddell, Goss, and many
others. All are professionals.

Next Production of
Benning Thespians
To BeMvstery Play

The Infantry School Dramatic Club
will present its second play of the
current year on December 16th. and
17th., Friday and Saturday. "Cock
Robin," a mystery play in three acts,
is the title of this production. The
cast, which includes Lt. Aloysius E.
O'Flaherty, who played the male lead
in "The Perfect Alibi," Captain Har-
vey J. Golightly, who appeared in
"Paris Bound" last year, and Lt. Col.
Elmer F. Rice, who has appeared in
many plays in Fort Bennina, has been
working hard under the direction of
Mrs. H. A. Wadsworth.
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Woman's Club Bridge Party Held At
Officer's Club Is Great Success

The bridge party sponsored by the Brooker Brady, Charles Howard, R.
Fort Benning Woman's Club which G. Hunt, and Mr. Caldwell Foos.
was held at the Officers' Club Mon- * * *
day, from two to four, was a great
success. Fourteen tables of contract MAJ. AND MRS. HEILMAN EN.
bridge assembled. The prizes for the TERTAIN AT DINNER WED.
two highest scores were won by Mrs. NESDAY EVENING AT
J. A. Otto and Mrs. J. A. Andrews. HOME
After bridge, tea and sandwiches were Maj. and Mrs. F. A. Heilman were
served in the card room. The com. the hosts Wednesday evening at their
mittee in charge of this section of quarters at a delightful dinner party
the Women"s Club were: the Presi- preceding the dance at the Officers'
(lent, Mrs. R. H. Kelley, Mrs. W. B. Club. A large silver bowl of yellow
Woolnough, Mrs. T. W. Brown, Mrs. chrysanthemums and tapers of cor-
A. D. Chaffin, Mrs. J. A. Ladd, Mrs. responding color graced the table.
B. Legge, Mrs. Vernon Evans, ald Maj. and Mrs. Heilman had as their
Mrs. R. W. Pearson. acting Chair- guests: Maj. and Mrs. A. V. Arnold,
man. Mrs. G. P. Howell instructed. Maj. and Mrs. Howard Snyder, Maj

and Mrs. J. B. Thompson, Maj. andMISS BETTY WELTY ENTER. Mrs. B. G. Weir, Maj. and Mrs. N.
TAINS AT DINNER THURS- C. Johnson, Maj. and Mrs. F. G. Bon-

DAY EVENING ham, Capt. and Mrs. G. V. Pope, Capt.
Miss Betty Welty was the hostess and Mrs. G. F. Bloomquist, Capt. and

Thursday evening at dinner at the Mrs. W. S. Paul, Capt. and Mrs. F.
Officers' Club, preceding the dinner E. Gaillard, Capt. and Mrs. Lloyd
the young crowd were escorted to Barnett, Lieut. and Mrs. M. W. Boat.
the Post movies. Miss Welty had as ner and Capt. G. J. Forster.
her guests a few of her friends of * * *
the debutante set and their escorts. CAPT. A ND MRS. A. H. CUM.
They were: the Misses Eleanor Bone- MINGS HOSTS AT DINNER
steel, Elizabeth Ports, Margaret Ports, WEDNESDAY EVENING
Molly Heilman, Phyllis Sargent, Ann Captain and Mrs. Cummings were
McClure, Jacqueline Conley, Eliza- the hosts Wednesday evening at din-
beth Beatty and Lieuts. C. H. Clarke, ner at their quarters to several of
Graves Teller, W. U. Grubbs, J. B. their friends. Throughout the house
Coolidge, James Heriot, Marshall and on the dinner table chrysanthe-
Hurt, W. B. Moore, T. L. Sherburne, m.ms w ere....A

The guest list included Capt. and
Mrs. F. H. Wilson, Capt. and Mrs.
W. W. Eagles, Maj. and Mrs. R. G.
Tindall, Capt .and Mrs. R. H. Chance,
Capt. and Mrs. M. F. Lindsay, Capt.
and Mrs. J. A. Andrews, Capt. and
Mrs. R. B. Reynolds, Capt. and Mrs.
J. J. Albright, Capt. and Mrs. Guy
McKinley.

After dinner the guests were escort-
ed to the Officers' Club where danc.
ing was enjoyed.

Buy Your
Christmas

HANDB-AGS
Now!

Many to select from
Don't wait another day, for
values like these are rare!

Miller-Taylor
SHOE COMPANY

1130 Broadway

Where the new styles
are shown first
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Today s Fashion

'Ao

l1i
A daytime dress of purple triple

sheer.
By VERA WINSTON

Purple and gray are two hues that
are attracting much attention just
now. Both colors have staged a come.
back after an absence ot several sea-
ons and both are slated for more
general wear next spring. Purple and
gray and purple with white are two
good combinations that should be
seen within the next few weeks. The
frock depicted in today's drawing is
in purple triple sheer, and features
a most interesting and unusual col.
lar which croses over and snaps in
back. The puffed sleeves are inter-
csting too.

Mrs. 0. L. Neundorfer and twenty,
Lieut. and Mrs. J. P. Cleland, and
ten.

MAJ. AND MRS. REEDER AND
CAPT. AND MRS. NEUNDORFER
ENTERTAIN T A N K BATTALION

AT THURSDAY EVENING
SUPPER DANCE

Maj. and Mrs. II. L. Reeder and
Capt. and Mrs. 0. L. Neuendorfer
were the hosts Thursday evening at
he Officers' Club to about forty mem-
bers of the Tank Battalion. Yellow
md rust chrysanthemums and tapers
of yellow were used for the table
decorations.

CAPT. AND MRS. HALLORAN EN-
TERTAIN PARTY OF FRIENDS

AT DINNER
Capt. and Mrs. M. E. Halloran were

he hosts to a congenial party of
riends at the Officers' Club Thurs.
lay evening. Covers were laid for
wenty. The guests were: Maj. and
lrs. Neal C. Johnson, Maj. and Mrs.
). L. Davidson, Capt .and Mrs. C.
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First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus __$ 400,000.00
Resources Over- 2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290
Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar

and Fire-proof Vaults for your
Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Friday, December 2, 1932

K

For

Unusual Gifts

Shop at

Max Rosenberg

Company
1145 Broadway

CHRISTMAS CARDS NOW!

CHRIST-
MAS

cards are a

genuine expres-

sion of t h e Christ-

mas spirit of friend-

ship and good will. Re-

member your old friends

with them-use t h e m as a

cordial acknowledgement of

pleasant business relationships-

greet newly made friends you would

like to know better. Choose yours care-

fully. Our assortment is unusually large

and attractive. Make your selection now.

main Branch

POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

m 46.
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H. Farish, Capt. and Mrs. Allen
Storck, Capt. and Mrs. C. R. Johnson,
Capt. and Mrs. E. A. Everitt, Lieut.
and Mrs. E. H. McDaniel, Lieut. and
Mrs. L. H. Lockett, and Lieut. and
Mrs. H. H. Monroe.

CAPT. AND MRS. GASTON ENTER-
TAIN THURSDA Y

Among those reserving tables at the
Officers' Club for dinner and dancing
Thursday evening were, Capt. and
Mrs. F. H. Gaston and party of
twenty-two. Chrysanthemums w e r e
used on the table in keeping with the
decorations of the Club. Those enjoy-
ing the Gastons' hospitality were:
Capt. and Mrs. Pierre Mallett, Capt.
and Mrs. L. S. Partridge, Capt. and
Mrs. R. G. Mangum, Capt. and Mrs.
C. F. Gee, Lieut. and Mrs. P. W.
Thompson, Lieut. and Mrs. L. W.
Haskell, Lieut. and Mrs. W. C. Lucas,
Capt. and Mrs. D. C. Faith, Lieut.
and Mrs. W. A. D. Thomas, Miss
Betty Gaston, Lieut. L. B. Ely.

lAJ. AND MRS. PEARSON HOSTS
AT DINNER PARTY AT OFFICERS'

CLUB SUNDAY EVENING
Maj. and Mrs. R. W. Pearson en-

tertained Sunday evening at the Offi-
cers' Club with a beautiful dinner.
The table was appropriately decorated
in true Thanksgiving style. A large
silver platter piled high with fruit,
nuts, ivy, berries and Autumn leaves
graced the center of the table while
red nut dishes and silver candlesticks
with red candles completed the ap-
pointments. The guest list included:
Maj. and Mrs. H. L. Conner, Maj.
and Mrs. A. S. Dabney, Maj. and
Mrs. J. W. Duckworth, Maj. and Mrs.
W. D. Mueller, Maj. and Mrs. G. F.
Rife, Capt. and Mrs. M. V. Talbot,

(Please turn to page 3)

GIFTS
THAT

Are Beautiful

Jewelry makes an incomparable
gift--one that is a lasting reminder
of the thoughtfulness of the giver.
Give jewelry this Christmas.

FEFFER
JEWELRY CO.

1102 Broadway
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Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

An Unmatchable Gift

To cement friendship more
strongly . . . to lend an added
joyousness to Christmas Day
. . to gladden some eager
heart . . . give a watch, the
gift of remembrance!

Elgin and Bulova Watches

For "difficult" p e r s o n s,
choose a gift of silverware.
We are representatives of the
largest manufacturers in the
country-Gorham, Towle and
International. 0 u r stock of
beautiful silver is open for
your inspection.

Lamar Smith
1201 Broadway

ICE C
BRICK
MOLDS

BULlS

for the

HOLIDAYS
Your holiday menus will
have a special appeal if
you serve Foremost Ice

Cream for dessert.

Call the

sODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.

J

Girl Scouts
Cardinal Troop

Friday,. December 2, 1932

there. They won.
Those were all of the games we

played.
Now what do you suppose hap-

pened?
The Leader who had planned the

meetng brought in four paper sacks
filled with pop corn all popped. One
sack for each patrol.

She had two prizes, one for Safety
Spots and the other for Bird Riddles.
Phyllis Partridge won Bird Riddles
and was given as a prize a box of
candy.

Lillian Evans won Safety Spots and
the prize was a cellophane belt.

It was a pretty nice meeting wasn't
!t ?

SOCIETY
(Continued from page 2)

Lieut. and Mrs. G. F. Gabriel, Lieut.
and Mrs. Lindell Straube and Lieut.
and Mrs. W. G. Brandstadt.

LIEUT. AND MRS. L. E. BRADY
HONOR VISITOR WITH DINNER

Lieut. and Mrs. L. E. Brady were
the hosts Saturday evening at dinner
complimenting Miss Eleanor Bass of
Tarboro, N. C., the attractive house
cuest of Lieut. and Mrs. G. P. Howell
Pink rose buds and tapers of corres-
ponding color were used for decora-
tions in the dining room.

tion, each patrol with sixteen papers
with the points of the compass print-
ed on them. We arranged them in a
circle, as near correct as we knew,
and were given points for our weekly
scores.

Mrs. Brown showed us how to hold
the signalling flag and taught us a
few letters; also some simple words.

She then passed some of the girls
in observation, as part of the second
class test. The meeting ended in the
singing of several jolly songs, which
we plan to sing on hikes. Among
them were Mary Ann McCarthy, My
High Silk Hat, and John Jacob.

Daffodil Troop
On Friday, November 25, Ann Cota

took over the Girl Scout meeting, as
her patrol had won the most points
during the month of November. Fol-
lowing the usual flag ceremony was
a treasure hunt. When all reported
in, it was found that Dorothy Negrot.
to's patrol had won the prize of ten
points. After this the girls separted
into two groups. The tenderfoots
and their helpers went into the back
room while the first and second class
scouts played signalling and guessing
games until the tenderfoot girls joined
them. Then all sang songs in a good
night circle.

Marian Bloomquist, Scribe
Pine Tree Troop

Last week the Cosy Corner Patrol
Leader and her assistant planned the
meeting because the Cosy Corner Pa-
trol had the most points in winning
games and so on.

The first thing we did was to play
a game called "I Am Thinking." Next
was Bird Riddles and some were
tricky.

Then we played a game rather like
musical chairs. It was called "Safety
Spots." Little pieces of paper were
put all over the floor. We had to
dance around and when the music
stopped we had to touch a Safety
Spot. A Spot was taken out each time
until there was one spot and two girls.

Fourth was a game called "Nature
Squares." Each patrol had a slip of
paper on which she was to write (her
patrol helped) a flower, tree, bird,
animal, and insect beginning with
M, 0, T, A, B. That is, a flower be-
ginning wsith M. a tree beginning with
M, etc. The same with 0, T, A, B.

The last was called "Sardines."
Funny name for a game wasn't it?

One girl was given five minutes to
hide. Then when the time was up
they all started to hunt for her. If
somebody saw her she was to wait and
hide with her when no one was look-
ing. If somebody else saw them she
wsas to join them and so on until
'he first four girls in a patrol were

Friends of Mrs. Walter Hudson of
Columbus, who was formerly with
Mare Rodman in the Rose Garden
Shop will be interested to know that
she is now affiliated with Mrs. Chis-
holm and Mrs. Riess in their Gift
Shop on Tenth near Front street.

They are displaying many lovely
Christmas gifts including rare sport-
ing prints.

Miss Louise Waddington of Charl-
eston, S. C. is spending the Thanks.
giving holidays with Lieut. and Mrs.
James E. Bowen. Miss Waddington
attends school at Ashley Hall.

Lieut. and Mrs. C. T. Lanham have
returned to Fort Benning from Wash.
ington, D. C. where they have been
on leave.

Miss Tina Hinkley returned Sunday
to her home in Rhode Island.

Maj. and Mrs. H. L. Reeder have
as their house guests over the week.
end Lieut. and Mrs. J. G. Hanna of
Staunton, Virginia.

I

A THING OF BEAUTY

S0oS A JOY FOREVER

Give

JEWELRY

This Christmas

Let Your Gift Be A Lasting One!

Santa Claus on WRBL-5:45 P. M. Daily

MqAX LCtN tLU cc.
Toys Selected Now Stored for Xmas Delivery. Charge Purchases Not Due Until January 1st

1145 BROADWAY

Our Tenderfoot girls are working
rapidly toward second class and know
almost all about the compass and the
Morse code.

Today we had a compass competi-

V PERSONALS

I

I

I

PATRONIZE HERALD

Toyland Second Floor Main Build-
ing across from Transfer Station.
Ride Elevator.

ROSENBERG'S is known for having
the most complete assortment of toys
in Columbus. The variety will surprise
you. SHOP EARLY.

ADVERTISERS

The Brady's g u e s t s were: Lieut.

and Mrs. G. P. Howell, Lieut. and
Mrs. J. E. Bowen, Lieut. and Mrs.
Richard Michell, Lieut. and Mrs. Ross
Brackney, Lieut. and Mrs. Frank
Howard, Lieut. and Mrs. John Ram-
say, Lieut. and Mrs. E. D. Edelman,
Miss Eleanor Bass, Lieut. Howard
Treat.

After dinner the guests proceeded
to the Country Club for dancing. Quality

Gifts
For

Men & Boys

Hofflin
and

reen ree.............

The Gift Store for Men and Boys

THE BENNING HERALD Page Thre6.
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TOWN TOPICS

(Continued from page 1)

mate completion in the near future.

The present cold spell is not likely

to dampen the enthusiasm of the ten-
nis adherents on the post. who bear

hardship like stoics, at least as far

as this sport is concerned.

Student officers are not the only
ones who are groping along the walls
of know ledge here at the post. The

Womans Club, not to be outdone

by mere men, recently held a meet-
The Benning Herald by mail to any address in the United States or its gi the Card-room of the Officers'

possessions, $1.50 per year. Single copy 5 cents.lu I trro o h nOfcersClub to (liscuss the pros and cons

Application for entry as second-class matter is pending. of the new contract bridge scoring
rules. Elaborate charts were drawn

LIEUTENANT PEEP'S DIARY up. blackboards were covered with
a maze of intricate figures. To the

Wednesday, Nov. 23.
To my humble thatched dwelling at

the close of the day's session filled
with mixed emotions whether to give
thanks for the approaching Day or to
rejoice that there is but one Sahara
Sam to require hours of homework
during vacation. If the size of the
present assignment compared to the
number of vacation days is a true
criterion I cannot but devoutly hope
that his course may be completed be-
fore the Christmas holidays. Major
"Capone" Cota might be included in
my prayers except that his assign-
ment of homework requiring a mere
brace of hours does render him in-
eligible of consideration.
Thursday, Nov. 24.

Up very betimes, foregoing my us-
ual holiday habit of late rising, that
I might witness the insertion, by the
good wife, of The Bird into the oven.
Did he in life present but half the
imposing figure he did make at this
moment (surpassed only by his table
appearance) he had been king of the
flock.

A part of the morning spent mean-
dering about the kitchens and dining
halls of soldier messes. Annual ob-
servation of the phenomena of these
places on holidays does in no wise
diminish my delight at seeing G. I.
cars full of roasted turkeys in the
process of being carved; young moun-
tains of snowy mashed potatoes being
divided into smaller hills for serving;
oyster stew in plenty to drown the
mess force without crowding; lakes of
brown gravy in pans covering a half
acre of stoves; one one side, insult
irreparable to the bird of birds, a few
baked hams; barricades of hot bis-
cuits awaiting the onslaught of K. P.'s
armed with serving platters; tables al-
ready set and laden past groaning with
"horse doovers"; cakes decorated to
shame Sheba's queen; platters of salad
and two kinds of pie, and all in such
profusion that for my life I could see
no square of space whereon to set
the food when it should arrive from
the kitchen. And so to my quarters
again to operate on The Bird and all
the fixin's-including bicarbonate of
soda.
Friday, Nov. 25.

The date does remind one that the
open season for gift guessing is again
upon us. And I must not again neg-
lect Aunt Beulah as of last year for
altho it was but accident it did bave
the earmarks of design, not easily ex-
plained away and her with a cool

hundred thousand.
Apprised this day by the daily press

that one Critz, a first cousin of the
late Smith Reynolds, "was found shot

through the head and seriously
wounded in the bathroom . . . ", the

one thru the head not having the dle.
sired effect, apparently.
Saturday, Nov. 26.

Up betimes and in a better spirit
than of yesterday, the bicarb having
proved most efficacious.
Sunday, Nov. 27.

Greatly taken by a description and
an illustration in the Sunday gravure
sheet of a bridge table which shuffles
and deals the cards. Such device cou-
pled with the automatic bidding and
playing devices now rampant should
allow a contract foursome to get their
playing done while they attend the
movies. And F do think this to be
the sensible thing to relieve bridge of
its drudgery and to leave the players
their unimpaired faculties to concen-
trate on the post-mortem.
Wednesday, Nov. 28.
Major Cota in fine fettle this morning
and more full of humor than is de-
served or expected of a Monday. Some
to do over the wearing of name plates
which Triplet does explain as likely
occasioned by sonic student imper-
sonating an officer. Did discover,
quite by accident that Robins is a
bridge player of experience when he,
after reading the announcement in the
daily bulletin, muttered something
about "a paradox-that bridge party
in the Harmony Club."

Home in high spirits for having re-
ceived an "S" in automatic rifle, which
spirits were quickly curbed upon com-
ing face to face with my Post Ex-
change bill. I am not so imbued with
the thirst for knowledge that I would
not cheerfully irade the bill for a U-
or even a V.
Tuesday, Nov. 29.

Intrigued by the optimism of our
overlords as displayed in the daily
bulletin reading ". . . the wood duck
.. . comes straight in ... uttering its
plaintive, piercing 'whoo-eek' for some
distance before alighting. By order
of the Commandant." Now we are
cognizant of this, as doubtless is the
Commandant but can Headquarters
be quite sure of the word getting
around to the dut-ks?

Anti so to my quarters' in hope that
I may not have to shovel snow from
the sidewalks.

-Lt. Peep.

H ERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
Bv MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector I

CHILD HEALTH
The mother who helps her child to

establish steady habits is laying the

best possible foundation for good gen-
eral health, for steady nerves, and the

power to resist disease.
Growing children need a great deal

of sleep to offset the mental strain of

just growing.
Start the child right. Encourage its

self development. Cultivate those old
fashioned virtues of self control and
obedience. Without these virtues you
cannot get a child up early enough in
the morning for an unhurried break-
fast. This sort of day's beginning
should become a habit and should set
the pace for the entire day. Make the
breakfast simple, but nourishing and

satisfying and do not let the child
hurry.

The age of the child governs the
amount of sleep he should have. Those
from the ages of 6 to 8 need 12 hours

of sleep every night. Those from 9 to
10 need 11 hours; those from 11 to ]3

need 10 hours; those from 14 to 16
need 9 hours.

Some need more. The child who
gets too little sleep soon shows the
effect of it. He becomes tired in
school hours and therefore inattentve.
His nervous strain is increased. He is
unable to keep up with the other
children. He is more susceptible to
colds and illness.

The more sleep, the less illness is
the general rule to remember.

casual observer, it must have seemed

that a Council of War was being held
or something on that order, for noth-

ing was spared in an effort to pro-
vide the scholastic atmosphere. Un-
fortunately, such phrases as "Vulner-
able" and "Not Vulnerable" gave the

whole story away.
It is reported that Major Arms., Ben-

ning's bridge expert, was very re-
lieved when not called upon to in-
str u c t the thirsting.for.knowledge
woman's class in contract bridge.

The popularity of the Officers' Club

is readily apparent when one consid.
ers that only eighteen officers in Fort

Benning are still unnumbered among

the members. This is the highest per-
centage of enrollment since the es-

tablishment of the present Officers'
Club in 1919.

A foursome consisting of Majors

Bradley and Lewis and Captains

Chance and Hugh Evans recently went

on a hunting trip in South Georgia.
Explorer Chance tells this one on

Captain Evans.
Three crows and a Ihawk were un-

der observation when suddenly a

farmer shouted frantically "Kill the

hawk." Captain Ev ans, always quick

to oblige, drew aim and fired, bring-
ing down not the hawk but one of

the crows. Explorer Chance, irawing

a natural conclusion, deduced that
the worthy captain was in ignorance

as to the difference between a hawk
and a crow. Captain Evans, on the

other hand, was emphatic in his de-

nial of what was to his mind an un-
just accusation. So whether the cap-
tain's aim was faulty or whether he
actually did nto know the difference
between a hawk and a crow, will
probably always remain one of the
great unsolved mysteries.

Christmas Week means Holiday
Week to almost everybody, lnt to the
personnel of the Officers' Club, it
means that the effort put out ordi-
narily must be tripled. For example,
there w ill be three dances that week
instead of the customary one. Teas,
suppers, aiid other social functions
will keep the staff of the Club work-
in g continually f r om five-thirty in
the morning until twelve at night.

Lieut. Pulisfer
Leaves Friday For
New Assignment

Lieutenant Ralph Pulsifer, assistant
secretary of the Officers' Club, Fort
Benning, Ga., cioncluded his duties at
Fort Benning on Thursady prepara-
tory to his departure tomorrow for
New York, where he will board an
army transport sailing for the Ha-
waiian Department on December 22nd.

Lieutenant Pulsifer has been on
duty at Fort Benning since September
17, 1829, and upon reaching the Ha-
waiian Isladns will be assigned to the
Infantry, Hawaiian Department.

"Jtdter be dainned than mentioned not at all."
-Ilohn Wrilb o.

CONDUCTED BY E F. 1I .

PRESENCE OF MIND

It is said of Napoleon that he could spring from the soundest sleep

into the instantaneous possession of all his mental faculties.

The great Block 23 fire of two weeks ago has supplied plenty of evi-

dence that not all of our otherwise brilliant young lieutenants possess this

Napoleonic characteristic. The story of how Lieutenant Ports received the

news that his house was on fire has already appeared in print. Town

Topics scooped us on that. Readers of that promising column will recall

that the sleepy lieutenant shook off the rescuing firemen and rolled over,

muttering "Go way, I don' wan' to play polo."

As a matter of fact. Town Topics only got half the story for Lieutenant

Ports, even after being shoved out of the blazing building into the chill

morning air, was still far from being alert. The salvaging of his household
goods was in progress, however, and he wanted to do something to help

the w orthy cause. Accordingly he plunged back through blinding flame

and strangling smoke. Spectators, admiring his bravery, assume(] that he

had for a few minutes later he emerged, choking, with nothing in his hands

but wearing on his head his brand new polo helmet.

Now comes a similar story on Lieutenant Gene Ridings. When awakened
by Mrs. Ridings with the startling information that the building was on fire
he showed almost as little interest in the matter as Lieutenant Ports. Finally
made to comprehend, however, that the occasion for his rude awakening was
somehing more serious even than missing an early formation with the
justly celebrated demonstration regiment, he sat on the edge of the bed
and struggled mightily to shake off the lethargy of slumber.

"The house is on fire" cried Mrs. Ridings frantically. "Get the baby
and get out."

"I'm coming" replied the lieutenant struggling to his feet w%-ith an effort,
"but I don't see why we have to disturb the baby. Les let him stay here."

HUNT CASUALTY
Major Lucius K. Patterson, the

genial medico with the hypnotic
power, and Captain Joseph A. Stuart
of the Tanks, having finished a hard
afternoon of quail shooting, prepared
to start for home.

The Major started his Ford and
put it in gear. There was a slight
lurch forward but beyond that no
movement. As the engine appeared to
be working perfectly, the Major, mys-
tified at the strange behavior of his
trusty mount, tried again with the
same result. Then he tried reverse,
but the Ford w as as reluctant to go
backward as forward.

At this stage of the proceedings,
Captain Stuart suddenly came to life.

"What did I do with my gun?" he
exclaimed, p a w i n g excitedly among
the sundry articles of hunting equip-
ment.

"How should I know?" replied the
Major as he climbed out of the car
to see what was the trouble. "I have
enough to do to take tare of my
own.59

Both mysteries were solved simul-
taneously when Captain Stuart's fav-
orite pump gun was discovered tight-
ly jammed between the spokes of the
wheel.

It was a sad tanker captain who
relieved the mangled remains of his
cherished fowling piece from the un-
accustomed function of acting as a
brake for a Ford. It was still a wea-
pon but it looked more like a boom-
erang than a gun.

Major Patterson did what lie could
to -heer the Captain up.

"You've got a gun now that you
can shoot around trees with," he
commented. "Next time we go out
maybe you'll be able to make some
of those shots you've been missing all

day."
FAULTY PROVING GROUND
Adjutant General Lewis, in addition

to being an executive, actor, bon
vivant, and athlete of note, is also a
resourceful, albeit generally unsuc-
cessful, small game hunter.

Now one of the genial adjutant gen-
eral's problems for the current season
is to obtain all of the advantages of
shooting over a good dog without

buying (ne. The impounding of a
hunting (log having been reported at
headquarters, Nimrod Lewis thought
that the problem was solved. If no
one claimed the dog, he stood ready
to give it a good home, provided, of
course, that it knew its stuff.

Major Lewis, however, had no in-
tention of accepting a pig in a poke.
In order to assure himself that the
dog he was about to adopt was worthy
of his humane interest, he repaired
to the pound and took the interned
pointer out for a day in the field.
The log worked beautifully and the
major was delighted. In the flush of
his pride and assurance of ownership,
he decided to call his gift from the
gods "Goofus" after the historic buck
which the boys of the Thanatopsis
Club pass from hand to hand. Visions
of a quail a day for thirty days rose
before his eyes. Such pleasant mus-
ings, however, came to an abrupt end
when the bird hound, after an hour
or so of faultless performance, van-
ished.

The distraught Adjutant General
whistled, called, and combed many
acres of territory to no avail. Then.
just as he was debating whether to
continue the search into the night
or give up and return to a dogless
home, lie spied Goofus cavorting joy-
ously about the skirts of a woman
whom the major recognized as Mrs.
Thompson, wife of Sergeant Thomp-
son, well known to Benning residents,
as a mighty hunter before the Lord.

Major Lewis almost embraced Goof-
us in his enthusiasm over the reunion
ain] lie was profuse in his thanks to
Mrs. Thompson for her apparent in-
terest in his dog.

"I can't understand, however," said
the major, "why he ran away from
me and came to you."

"f can't either,' said Mrs. Thomp-
son. "unless it is because he happens
to be my dog."

The crestfallen Nimrod renounced
his ownership gracefully, but it was
a disappointed Adjutant General who
told us this sad tale that evening.

"And to think," he concluded, "that
with all of Benning's ninety-seven
thousand acres to hunt in, I had to
pick that locality to hunt in."

(Please turn to page 5)
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The Flare
(Continued From Page 4)

THAT GREELEY ITEM

The Benning Herald compositor

evidently has a deep seated personal

grudge against Lieutenant H. B. Gree-

ley, the serious minded young actor

who portrayed the part of Edward

in the recent Dramatic Club produc-

tion of Pomeroy's Past.

Annoyed by the compositor's dele-

tion of the play reviewer's flattering

reference to Actor Greeley's perform-

ance, we endeavored to make up for

the omission by quoting from the

critic's manuscript in our own eagerly

awaited column. The compositor let

it by this time, but in such a man-

gled form that the subject of the com-

ment cannot tell whether he ought to

thank the critic for his few kind words

or sue him for libel.
We are getting stubborn about this

thing. We hereby serve formal notice

on the editors, typesetters, proof

readers, printer's devil and all other

employees of the Benning Herald that

we intend to keep on resubmitting
this item till it appears as written.

"Lieutenant Greeley as Edward gave

ample evidence that the stern require-

ments of the Company Officers' Course

do not preclude acquiring distinction
as a Thespian."

Now all together, men. Let's get
this right.

PLAT THAT FAILED

In last week's Turkey Tournament,
Golfer John Jenkins, finding himself
matched with the renowned Liston,
was confronted with the problem of

doing something to offset his oppo-
nent's masterly technique.

Remembering Napoleon's maxim

that the moral is to the physical as
three is to one, Colonel Jenkins took
counsel with himself to devise ways
and means for giving his competitor
an unfavorable moral set-up. Know-

JEWELRY

DIAMONDS - WATCHES

Extended Payment Plan

p
FORMING A HABIT

Our caskets are made in Holly. We

invite you to become familiar with
our plant and show room.

Then you will know why you want
a D-M-Casket every time.

(Holly, Mich., Advertiser.)

de Graffenried & Hunt
TovLand is JoyLand

For the kiddies

Let your children visit de Graffenried and Hunt's Toy-
land to see what they want Santa to bring them ....

while you do your Christmas shopping

1107 Broadway

NEXT TO KAYSER.-LILIENTHAL

Tank Talks I
Frid the limit. Now everybody is satisfied

ing Captain Liston to be averse to

the spot light, he arranged for a small

but select gallery to follow the match

and prevailed upon Lieutenant Mer-

gens to have the motion picture cam-

era on hand to shoot several hundred

feet of the faultless Liston form.

The match was played amid the

subdued murmerings of the admir-

ing gallery and the disconcerting

clicking of the camera but the im-

perturbed Listoni wasn't fazed. Neith-

er the presence of his contemporaries

nor the realization that he was leav-

ing a record for posterity could take

his mind off his game. If anything,

he did better than usual for he shot

a 76. The Colonel's ingenious goat-

getting plot was a flop.

INFANTRY SCHOOL HUNT

INFORMATION SERVICE

Last Saturday night Sir Sidney Ne-

grotto M. F. H., having retired at 8

o'clock in order to be bright and

fresh for the 5 AM hunt scheduled

for the morrow.

At 11 p. m. the insistent jangling of

the telephone roused him from

dreams of baying hounds, thrilling
"runs" and beautiful "views." Sir

Sidney, thinking it must be some em-

ergency, dragged himself from his

warm, comfortable bed to answer it.
Mrs. Schneider, one of the Lady

Whips, was on the wire.
"I just called up to find out what

time the hunt starts" said Mrs.
Schneider smartly.

"Five o'clock" snapped Sir Sidney
and "Bang" went the receiver as he
slammed it on the hook.

Lady Whip Schneider did not ap-

pear at the hunt. Sir Sidney fears
that he may have been just a trifle too
brusque. He has written to Dorothy
Dix to find out just how a Master of
Fox Hounds ought to handle such a
situation.

PICKING ON THE CRIPPLES
Once a year Corporal Campbell, I.

S. D. and Private Kingsberry, of the
Tanks succeed in breaking into the
exclusive company of those men-
tioned-or-damned in the Flare. Their
passports are their hunting permits.
This year they qualify by virtue of
the peculiar game taken on their last
expedition. Their bag consisted of

one three-legged squirrel and one

blind 'possum.
E. F. H.

By CAPT. L. L. WILLIAMS

CARDBOARD TANKS
It was some years back that Holly-

wood built the first cardboard tank.

So successful was it on the silver
screen that Aberdeen has seized upon
and perfected the idea. A whole arm-
ful of beaverboard was sent to Fort
Benning and delivered to the Tank

Chassis Group. When properly pieced
together it became the hull and turret
of a prospectve Christie Tank. Not

one but several of these hulls were

thus pieced together. The idea was a
master stroke of genius.

In the past our pilot models have
been built something like this. The
user wants a tank with a certain per-

formance, so much room and so many
guns. The man who has to design
on this specification finds that it is im-
possible to give the user all that he
wants and he cuts a little here and
leaves off a little there, finally the
completed tank is delivered into the

hands of the service. Granted that it
has the desired performance it prob-

ably is far from what the man who has
to ride in it would lke. Hence the
cardboard tank.

Before letting the contract for the

new Christies these several model
hulls were constructed and sent to the
user for his approval. With a pair of

shears and a pastepot the Infantry
Board was able to make all the chang-
es that seemed desirable. The only

stipulation the designer made was that
the board wouldn't change the size of
the hull where it had to fasten on to
the chassis., Bevond that the sky was

Gem Jewelry Co.
1200 Broaaway Phone 339

Columbus, Ga.

the limit. Now everybody is satisfied
and at no particular expense. All that

remains is to - bundle up the approved
solution, pin the blueprints to it, give
it to the lowest bidder, and in time the
perfect tank will be ours.

BATTERY ATTENTION!

Now that the carburetors and air
cleaners of our future army mechan-
ics have been thoroughly investigated,
it won't be long before the floorboards
will be up and the batteries get their
due share of punishment. Brooks,
Farish, et. al.. have started them on

the way to being battery conscious.
And how about you? Are you getting
battery conscious these days?

Everything has been lovely so long

as the warm weather lasted, but with

a few successive cold mornings, more
than one hand crank has had to be
resurrected. Cold weather, cold en-
gine, cold oil, give a battery no mean
job in the morning. A little contin-
ued application of the starting button
and she won't turn over at all. Don't
keep your foot on the button until

this happens. Take it in short spurts,
a few seconds at a time. If everything
is right with this engine it ought to

start soon. If it won't, look for trou-
ble somewhere else. But even if it
does start you are probably gradually
draining the battery until it becomes
too weak to turn the engine over at
any time. A little figuring will show
you what's happening inside the bat-

tery.
When the engine is stiff on a cold

morning it may take anywhere from
350 to 500 amperes to turn it over.
Let us take an average of 400. Let us

assume that it required 30 seconds of
(Please tnrn to page 6)
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NOTES FROM THE ORGANIZATI(
TECHNIQUE AND FINE POINTS at ten goals, we find that several__

OF POLO EXPLAINED " army players have developed until

(Continued from page 1) they are well up on the handicap
scale. Major C. C. Smith, Cavalry,properly handicapped, the play over Captain C. H. Gerhadrt, Cavalry, Cap-

a series of games should result fifty tan C. A. Wilkinson, Q. M. C., and
per cent victories for each team. Captain P. P. Rhodes, F. A., are rated

Because there is such a wide vari- as six goal players.
ance in each handicap division and Captain G. E. Huthsteiner and Lt. The Quartermaster

M. M. Jones, Cavalry, carry five goals. We are glad to see Master Sergeant a new corporal in the person of Grov-because the development of team play In the handicapping of army play- Otis Glenn on the outside again after er Mizell, who was promoted to that
makes for winning teams, the handi- ers there are four six goal players; a stay in the Station Hospital with an grade a short while ago. Corporal
cap is not always the criterion of the two five goal players, eighteen four attack of "flu". The Greencord bowl. Mizell has already demonstrated that
best team. However, it gives the best goal, forty-nine three goal, one hun- ing team will be considerably strength- he is extremely conscientious in the
available means for making play dred and forty-six two goal, and four ened by his return to the lineup. At performance of his duties. As an ex-
fair and even. hundred one goal player. the time of his illness, Sergt. Glenn ample of his desire to do everything

Remembering that Hitchcock, the To arrive at a comparison of the was in third place among the leading right, members of the detachment are
best American player, is handicapped at Fort Benning we find on the bowlers of the garrison. citing an episode of a few days ago.

handcap list four two goal players, Recent activities in the art of scrub- It so happens, according to the in-
fifteen one goal and twenty with no bing and shining on the part of Mule formation received from sources be-US U E handicap. Lieutenant Ben Jacobs, who hless, has been the source of much lieved to be reliable,

Lplayedwith the 29th Infantry team comment by his tent mates. The sec- morning shortly afterthisnnewhap-up to 1931, is rated this year as a four ret is now out, Mule has been buck- pointment, Corporal Mizell discover.
goal player. Major Terry Allen, Cav- ing for an additional stripe. A vacan- ed himself in Columbus a very shortof these Christmas Gifts. They ary, of last year's advanced class, cy is going to occur over in the Wea- while before the hour of 6:00 a .m.

will give a great deal of the rate a three goal man. pon Section in a short period and In order to keep from missing reveil-
pleasure to the recipient and Due to the experience of last year's Mule has his eye on the opening. le, he chartered a Howard Bus Line
will reflect a greater thought- play some of the players have had Well it is a poor soldier that has no taxi at a cost of $2.50, more or less,
fulness. too! an increase in their handicaps. Lieu- ainhition and Hess is showing the to bring him to the post. The vehicle

tenant Westlund, 29th Inf. has been bto n esi hwn 9te obighmt.tep
proper stuff. "ATTABOY MULE." sped him to Fort Benning. He arrivedraised from the one goal class to a A glance at the bulletin board over on time. But once inside the post,

handicap of two, and the following at the Post bowling alley, shows the he came to the realization that it was
named players have been rated with a Greencords leading by a nice margin Sunday morning.
handicap of one goal: Lieutenant Ste- in the enlisted men's bowling league. Though the weather man kept the
phenson, Captain Halloran, Lieutenant Our second team is not doing so bad. Quartermaster Detachment from hay-
Sweeey and Capt. Cushma. At the present time the Blues are ing its picnic that was scheduled for

It is expected that with another perched safely in fourth place and last Sunday and was postponed on
srason's play many among other the promise to be further up in the per- account of wet grounds, this event

p Fort Benning polo players will have centage column by the next writing. will take place, provided the weather
developed up the scale of playing ex-

clecanwilfnthmevsb- Heard at inspection: remains satisfactory, onSdaafe
ing classed in the higher division. Sgt. Smith-"Pull your feet back next, December 11.

0Pvt. Gable."
TANK TALKS Pvt. Gable-"Them feet don't be- Sp i 1 fo Tab

(Continued from page5) long to me, they belong to Pvt. KnoxS ecial
cranking to get, started. You have in the rear rank."
drained 200 ampere-minutes from the Sgt. Don Isham is getting punch Prerie
battery. You now run to the office, drunk. According to reports he has
which we will say totals ten minutes been noticed answering telephones RaptureSXVEATERS of running. During this time the gen- when no phone has rung. Joanna Hill
erator was charging the battery at a This boy Gibbs is having all of the Talisman

In all colors and sizes. Slip- rate of 12 anips. You have replaced 2 luck lately. First he is promoted to
overs, turtle-necks, etc.,in pure ampere-minutes, except we must de-acting top kick. A few days ago he I
wool and fast colors, duct about one-third for electricalloss was promoted to the grade of ser-

in overcoming battery resistance.,etc. geant. Nice g o i n g Gibbs, we are Gurley's Fower$2.00 to $5.00 The average battery has a capacity of all for you. Phone 436
somewhere around 90 ampere hours. Private McElveen, galloping police-
If the above is a fair cample, it won't ian, recently returned from a 60-daySC R Sbe long now, furlough up in the Carolinas. MackSC R SThe next step is the service station tells us that they are still using the 1932 Austin Sbattery shop. A better idea is to let same old grape vine as transportation (New) Big~them look it over before this happens across the hollow between home andThat extra ten minutes in the morn- the railroad station. 13 odTdr xr oN o th in g m ak e s in g is m u ch b e tter fo r th e d isp o sitio n -1 9 1 F r T u o , e t a g oquite as accep, than hand-cranking your way to work.

scarf. Ours are
distinguished by
their fine ma-
terial, correct
colors, and good
workmanship.

$1.00 to
$5.00

SHIRTS
Give him a shirt this Christ-
mas. It will probably fill up
a big hole in his wardrobe and
will be an easy-to-select gift.

$1.00 to $2.50

HOSIERY
Hosiery is something that
every man needs. Ours are
well-made, with unique de-
signs and every variety of col-
or.

25c to 75c

CL OTHING Co

1204 Broadway

)NSI

COMPANY "C"

Warren was seen sitting on his lock-
er with head buried in his hands
deep in thought. Ramsey approached
him and inquired: "Thinking about
bonus, Boy?" Warren: "No, Kid,
Beer."

"According to Hoyle,' means per-
fect. He must have been a very ef-
ficient individual.

To borrow some change from the
Mess Sergeant is heavy business. He's
so big-don't you think?

"It's an ill wind that blows no-
body good." Since the depression
soldiers have really got the breaks.

Times have changed so much. Once
upon a time a girl was interested to
know whether the "Boy Friend" had
rubber tires on his buggy wheels, but,
now the question is: Has his car
been well polished?

This language of ours is hard to
understand at times. For instance,
Pvt. Phelps remarked to Pvt. Hunter
thta he had just pulled a "Bama."
Hunter, (not knowing the meaning
of this card-game term) replied:
"Don't say "pulled a Bama," you
mean that you just left Alabama."

le Decorations

ROSES
Assorted Colors

85c Per Dozen

EY'S
S For Girlies

1003 13th Street

port Roadster
r Discount

1, new tag, etc ......... 295.00

1931 Ford Coupe, new tires, excellent cond. - ------ $345.00

New Oakland "8" Custom Sedan, 6 wire wheels-- 845.00
Regular price $1315.00

1928 Oakland Coach, good condition-

* .. until it's too late to
have that annoying lit-
tle rattle removed . . .
or until it has develop-
ed into something of
consequence. Let us
have your car now, so it
will be in good condi-
tion for the Christmas
holidays.

AUTO DEPT.
Post Exch. Ft. Benning

The Post Exchange is not author-
ized to sell to any person ,not

in the military service.

HQ., HQ. BTRY. AND C. T.
The Inspector General completed

his tour of inspection of this battalion
Wednesday, Nov. 23. From all re-
ports the battery lived up to its old
standing of being one of the best
batteries in this battalion. The Bat-
tery Commander was well pleased
with the outfit as a whole and wishes
to take this opportunity to express his
appreciation for the interest that the
men showed in their work.

Foots Cutrer returned from a 45 day
furlough spent near New Orleans, La.
Boy, did the grils get a treat? You
don't know the half of it. A mustache
like his (John Gilbert style) is the
reason that Hilda left home.

The following promotions have
been made this week: To Be Corpor-
als, Wilburn J. Roper and Frank An-
drews: To be Prvates First Class, Ar-
chie C. Underwood, Chester Cameron
and Eldwood Granger.

From the announcement in the
Society Section of Sunday's paper, it
seems that Private Barbera believes
in the old adage, "Two can live as
cheap as one". We wish you luck,
Barbera, but I have my doubts after
the ledger is balanced.

Beginning the first of the year the
Personnel Section will be moved back
to the Batery and Headquarters will
be in the Orderly Room. The numer-
ous Insurance Brokers will discon-
tinue their allotments at the Battery

95.00

Columbus Roberts Motor Company
510-12-14--12th Street

PHONE 271
TRADE TERMS

FINE DIAMOND RINGS
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT BARGAIN PRICES

You can make partial down payment,

and balance in monthly installments.

APPLY TO

FIDELITY LOAN & INVESTMENT
COMPANY

1206 FIRST AVENUE

The pl1 a c e where you can borrow
money at 8 per cent payable monthly
with no extra charges or fees ....

T. E. BAISDEN, Secy.-Treas.
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MATA HARI
The Story of the War's Most Notorious Spy

WHAT HAS HAPPENED SO FAR
Mata Hari, famous dancer and ene-

my spy, makes an innocent accom-
plice of a young Russian aviator, Al-
exander Rosanoff. As her f o r m e r
lover, Shubin, is about to telephone
Dubois, the head of the French Sec-
ret Service and involve Rosanoif, the
dancer shoots Shubin. But Rosanoff
comes to see the latter.1 The dancer
persuades him not to enter and sends
him on his flight to Russia with mes-
sages, admitting that she loves him.
He is shot down. From her hiding-
place, she hurries to him, finds him
blind and promises to, marry him.
But she is arrested. At the courtmar-
tial, when Dubois announces that
he can produce Rosanoff to p r o v e
she was in Shubin's r o o m s, Mata
pleads guilty in order to keep the
truth from her lover. She is sentenced
to die. Rosanofj thinks she is in a
hospital, awaiting an operation. And
her lawyer hopes for a reprieve.
NOW GO ON WITH THE STORY

It was night before the lawyer came.

A man over sixty and in feeble
health, the strain of his final exer-
tion had brought Maitre Caron to a
state of collapse. He made no at-
tempt to keep back the tears, nor
could he meet Mata Hari's eyes. In-
deed, he could barely stand.

"My dear child . . ." he managed
to stammer.

But one glance at him had been
enough to give her the answer which
he could not utter.

"No.'"

A pulse began to beat in her
throat and choke her. She took sev-
eral quick breaths.

The old man wept. "I tried every.
thing . .

"I know you did," she told him,
coming quickly to his aid. She drew
him down into a chair. The older

All prices cut more

than half, on

easy terms

Ford A
29 Sport Coupe_.$225.00

Ford A
30 Tudor Sedan 250.00

Whippet 4 Sedan.. 75.00

Chev. 6 Sedan ...... 225.00

Chev. 4 Sedan ........- 65.00

Olds 6 Sedan ..........

29 Pontiac 6 Coach

Buick 6 Sedan-.-------

Buick 6 Sedan.....

Dodge 4 Sedan-.---

Nash 6 Coach-.-------

Nash 6 Coach-.-------

MANY OTHERS TO
SELECT FROM

Cliff M. Averett, Inc.
1441 First Avenue

PHONE 2683

67.50

167.50

57.50

100.00

198.50

57.50

37.50

nun grasped the smelling-salts in one
hand and the cognac in the other.
Mata Hari reached for the latter,
poured some into a glass and ' held it
to the lawyer's lips. "Here . . take
a sip of this . . .. it'll do you good."
And the warder who had contribu-
ted his precious cognac in the inter-
ests of a beauitful woman watched
with amazement the spectacle of a
prisoner soothing her lawyer for his
failure to obtain a reprieve. Never
had he seen anything like that!

"I spent a whole hour with the
president . . . " poor Maitre Caron
stumbled on "he is one of my old-
est friends ... but-

"I know. I know. Never mind. My
dear old friend! And what about
- . . Alexis?"

Maitre Caron's face brightened-a
little.

"Oh, that is arranged just as you
wanted it. I brought him with me.
He's waiting downstairs."

"Why didn't you tell me?" cried
the dancer. "Oh, bring him, bring him
to me, quickly!"

She ran about the cell and smooth-
ed her dress and patted her hair and
scented herself from an atomizer. She
wished for just a second that he
could see her. The black velvet was
becoming-when she sent for it, she
had said to the nuns, "I'll need a
warm dress, it's chilly at dawn." She
was wan but it suited her and her
hair was folded softly away from her
face.

"The young man is blind," Caron
said to the nuns. "I've told him this
is a sanitarium. You must be care-
ful. And not a word of this must
leak out. It's highly irregular. There
would be dreadful complications."

"Oh, go, Caron, go! They under-
stand."

After Caron had left, the warder
cleared his throat and announced in
his stiffest military tone, "Madame,
I'm leaving the door unlocked so that
the visitor won't hear the rattle of
the lock."

"God bless you!" she said. He went
out.

In a few moments the two men re-
turned with Rosanoff. His face was
d1l a-glow and in his hand he car-
ried a little bouquet of roses. That
little bouquet broke her heart.

"Love, my love!" he cried out,
when she called his name. They were
in each other's arms.

In a very gruff voice, the warder
said, "Come, nurse, we will look
after the patient in the next room
and leave these young people alone."

Perhaps the older nun would have
hesitated, but the other gave her a
beseeching look and urged her out
with a gentle pressure on the arm.

smiling, because it occurred to him
that after all she was afraid and it
was he who: would have to comfort
her now. So he made his voice very
gentle and coaxed her not to think
of it. 'Nothing.can possibly happen
to you. They're very competent, the
doctors. Darling you mustn't be
afraid."

He kissed her and-petted her. It
was pleasant to be in the position of
the one with the most strength, in
spite of his sightless eyes. "You're
not afraid when I told you, are you?"

"No. Not, when you hold me."

All through the night, the warder,
who kept watch, could hear the mur-
mur of voices when he approached
the cell door. He took care not to
come too close.

Mata Hari spoke about Rosanoff's
eyes because she could see that hope
had taken root in his mind and he
counted on her to nourish it. She
had been talking to a great friend of
hers, she said, a famous doctor.

"--and he said that the best eye-
specialists were in Vienna. Though,
of course, that won't be of much use
to us until the war is over. But I
made him write down all the names,
and I gave the list to M. Caron and
he has promised to keep it safe for
you-"

"But you'd go with me?" he broke
in, alarmed.

"Of course, I'll go with you. But
I'm so silly, I wanted him to keep it
in case-anything happened. You'll

Outside, she did protest.
"This is most irregular. Our in-

structions were-"
"She'll be all right. Please, Sister

Angelica!"
"Let them alone," said the warder

defiantly. "Tomorrow she'll be dead."
And he closed the heavy door very
gently behind M. Caron.

Mata Hari and Rosanoff sat very
close on one of the cots and kept
their hands entwined.

"And if the operation is successful
how much longer-will they keep
you here?" he wanted to know.

"I don't know. Not long. We can
go ,way and be married-in Switzer-
land."

"And we'll never let anything sepa-
rate us again. You are telling me the
truth?" he said suddenly. "It isn't
a dangerous operation?"

She assured him it was nothing.
Nothing at all.

"I'm glad of that. But even so, I
can't bear to think of it."

"Promise you won't worry about

me.'
"I'll try not to."

She had been wondering how to
prepare him just a little, and she
went on, with a catch in her voice.
"You know what operations are ...
even the slightest of them . . . there

is always the chance . .,. promise/

if something should happen to C I i
me, you'll not grieve too much, you'll
take care of yourself. 'you'll carry 1445 First Ave.
on."

"nf onnr.se T nrnmiseY-" he said.
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remember that he has it?"
"You're still afraid," Rosanoff ac-

cused her. "Look, darling, I've been
through it. I can tell you. The anaes-
thetic's unpleasant. That's all.

He was not aware of the dawn. But
Mata Hari saw the sun rise gray in a
misty sky. It looked as if it would
clear, though, and be a very pleasant
day. She heard footsteps in the stone
corridor and rose and said that she
ought, to get ready. She brushed her
hair and twisted it up again, and put
some powder on her face and made
herself generally neat. Oh, if only
he could see her just for one little
second! Not the cell and the cots
and the barred window, but just her
alone. It entered her mind that it
was a pity she had not known before
how black and pallor and simplicity
became her, and she gave a little
laugh to think how foolish that idea
was now.

Rosanoff believed she had got over
her scare. But her voice seemed a bit
shaky as she s a i d good morning to
the nuns and told Rosanoff the doc-
tors and nurses had come for her.

"Don't be frightened, dear," he re-
peated. "I'll wait right here until the
operation is over."

"Oh, no, you mustn't! I don't want
to the hospital. And he'll let you
know at once . . . just how I am."

"Darling, you are afraid," cried
Rosanoff in great concern, fumbling
in the dark to get to her.

(Please turn to page 12)
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Cyclone Sntith Wins Decision Over Palmo
Ben ning Whirlwind
Ba rely Noses Out
Clever Opponent
Puggy Weinert Defeats Spot

Spittle InGruelling
Semi-Final

A boxing card more replete with
thrills and action is seldom to be
seen than that witnessed at the gym-
nasium last Tuesday night. In the
main go, Cyclone Smith of Fort Ben-
ning won a c 1 o s e and hard-fought
decision over Frankie Palmo, Cincin-
nati lightheavy. The decision of the
judges in favor of Smith was greeted
with jeers, and boos by the audience,
many of Whom thought Palmo should
have won.*

Rarely has a cleverer boxer
than :Palnm: been seen here at the
post. At ,times, the Cincinnati battler
made the Cyclone look like a gentle
breeze, tying him up almost at will.
Palmo's weaving, bobbing, and roll-
ing tactics caused Smith to miss fre-
quently.

In the second round an overhand
right to the jaw sent Palmo to the
canvas, but he was up without a
count. The thiral round found both
fighters about even but in the fourth,
fifth, and sixth rounds, Palmo's su-
perior boxing gave him an edge.

In the eighth round, Smith came
back strong, landed heavily several
times, to take the round by a clear-
cut margin. The next round also went
to Smith.

Up to this time the fight had been
1-ra-wv-allv evwn w'th Smith casify
showing himself to be the harder hit-
ter and Palmo clearly outboxing his
opponent.

The tenth round found both fight-
(Please turn to page 11)

INTRA - MURAL
SEASONBEGINS

Saturday afternoon the 2nd Battal-
ion, 29th Infantry, and the 83rd Field
Artillery football teams will meet in
Doughboy Stadium to open the intra-
mural season at Fort Benning, and set
in motion the annual battle to de-
cide the title-winner of the football
series at the Infantry School.

All of the teams entered in the ser-
ies have been working and pointing to-
ward the championship cup, some of
them starting their training as early
as midsummer, some of them going
through an intensive schedule of
games with outside civilian teams, and
still others depending on a minor series
of inter-outfit games to whip their
men into shape and develope a com-
bination that will ride to victory over
whatever competition should be offer-
ed. One or two of the teams have
already been seen in action at the
post, fans of the sport have watched
another in action in the battalion
games, and still another is listed as a
dark horse on the roster of title con-
tenders. But it is doubtful if anyone
has taken the trouble to observe and
make public a rating of the four teams
entered in the race, or any potential
decision as to the manner in which
they will finish the season.

There are two teams, which, as has
been the case in years past, will un-
doubtedly be at the top of heap to
finish the scrap for the cup when the
wvhistle blows for the last game; that
of the 2nd Battalion, the Kelly's, de-
(,,ndtng champions, exponents of the
end-skirting, pass-tossing, wide-open
attack school of football; and in the
other corner, the eleven of the 66th
and 67th Infantry, heretofore known

(Please turn to page 9)
I.

In The Dressing
Room

in the final game of the season. The
Nashville Giants, last year's colored
champions of the South, took a 52-0
trimming from the Happy Hearts ear-
lier in the season. A closer games is
expected to result from the encounter
Saturday.

The Happy Hearts, coached by Lt.
Howard Johnson, have shown a
strength that was not forseen at the
beginning of the current season and
have now established themselves as
one of the best, if not actually the best
colored football aggregation in the
South. Boasting a powerful line and
an exceptionally fast back-field with
plenty of reserve material, the Happy
Hearts have defeated the leading col-
lege elevens in this section of the
country, including Tuskegee Institute,
Edward Waters College, Fort Valley
Normal Institute, Miles Memorial Col-
lege, and others.

A deceptive airial attack and a bat-
tering line smashing offensive has
been responsible for a large pertion of
the victories.

Little Known Anecdotes About

Famous Football Teams

By I. PREDICTUM

Harvard was being heralded as pos-

sessing the strongest eleven in the

east. In the early part of the season,

she seemed to verify this opinion by

breezing through her first two or three

preliminary games, winning handily

in each case. Her next contest was to

be played against little Centre, whom

all regarded as a set-up. Newspapers

predicted an overwhelming victory

for Harvard; general opinion failed

to concede Centre even an outside

chance for victory.

Centre had a pitifully small squad,

headed by the incomparable "Bo"
MacMillan, whose name has since
gone down in the annals of football
history.

Shortly before the game started, the
Centre coach gathered his players
about him in the dressing room. In-
stead of haranguing the squad, he
merely said simply,

"Boys, all I want you to remember
is that every member of that Harv-
ard team votes a straight republican
ticket."

The old-timers will recall the demo-
cratic landslide that took place on
the memorable afternoon of the Har-
vard-Centre football game.

One of Jerry Dalrymple's outstand-
ing accomplishments was his ability
to diagnose the plays of the opposing
eleven, and then to step in and stop
them. Georgia was playing Tulane
when Dalrymple suddenly noticed that
"Catfish" Smith, Georgia star end
and pass receiver de luxe was miss-
ing from the lineup. The Georgia
center was just in the act of snapping
the ball back when Dalrymple rushed
up and slapped it. A five yard pen-
alty was inflicted on Tulane, but any
misgivings which the penalty may
have caused were assuaged when the
great Smith was seen emerging sheep-
ishly from the sidelines where he had
been hiding.

Dalrymple's action undoubtedly
staved off a touchdown play which
would very likely have been success-
ful. A long pass to Smith would
have left the Georgia end a clear
field.

HAPPY "HEARTS
TO PLAY GIANTS

The Happy Hearts of the 24th In-
fantry will meet the Nashville Giants
Saturday afternoon at Nashville, Tenn.
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BOWLING V E R Y
POPULAR SPORT

Bowling looms as the outstanding
indoor sport at Fort Benning during
the winter months. Both an officers'

league and an enlisted men's league

has been organized. Close competi-
tion featured by brilliant play has
helped to add interest and bring out

large galleries to witness the play at
the Post bowling alleys in the after-
noons and evenings.

In the Officers' League the Instruct-
ors (A), are out in front with 12

wins out of 15 games. The Advanced
Class is in second position with Head-
quarters team trailing in third place.
The illness of Captain Phillip T. Fry,
Headquarters' high point man, has

weakened last season's champions but
the race is hardly begun as yet and
many changes will no doubt occur
ere the finish.

The Greencords are out in front
in the Enlisted Men's League. Both

the Special Units and Second Bats

of the 29th Infantry are giving the
Greenhats a close battle for first place

honors.
Bowling fans will be given a treat

Saturday night when the enlisted
men's team of Fort Benning will
clash with an all-star bowling team
from Atlanta, on the local alleys. The
Benning team bowed to the Atlanta
team. at Atlanta, one week ago by the
narrow margin of four points. They
expect to reap revenge with the visit-
ors in their own back yard.

Standing of the leagues:
Officers' League W L Pct.
Instructors (A)----------12 3 .800
Advanced Class---------10 5 .666
Hdqrs. Inf. School-------- 8 4 .666
Tanks------------------9 6 .600
Co. Officers-------------5 7 .416
29th Infantry------------4 8 .333
Instructors (B)-----------0 9 .000
Enlisted Men's League W L Pct
I. S. D. Green-- -10 2 .833
S. U. 29th lnf.------8 4 .666
Second Bats-------9 6 .600
I. S. D. Blue-............7 5 .583
Finance---------5 7 .416
S. U. 29th lnf. (2)-...3 12 .200
First Bats----------1 8 .111

I

Corn Griffin KO's
Pa va I e c In Eighth
Round Of Main-Go
Pavalec Almost Floored Max

Schmeling Last June In
Sparring Match

Corn Griffin, popular Benning bat-
tler, added another scalp to his belt
when he knocked out Jerry Pavalec
last Tuesday evening in the eighth
round of a ten round bout. The fight
was staged in West Palm Beach,
Florida, under the auspices of the
American Legion.

Griffin went into the ring as the un-
derdog. Not only was he outweighed
by almost thirty pounds but his op-
ponent had an impressive record be-
hind him. Once, while Pavalec was
sparring partener for Max Schmeling,
World's Heavyweight Champion, the
Greek clouted Herr Max with a terri-
fic right behind the ear. This blow
was heard all 'round the fistic world.
Momentarily, the Champions knees
buckled beneath him and had he grab-

(Please turn to page 12)
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I Prophet To PickAi Ark ierican Team S r C I
INTRA-MURIAL SEASON BEGINS

(Continued from page 8)

as the "Terrible Tankers", and always

the followers of the line-bucking,
steam-roller tactics of the good old
(lays. But this year they have (hanged
their strategy, and the team that will
neet the Irish of the 1st Battalion on
Sunday afternoon will be composed of

a stonewall line and a squadron of

light, fleet, "pony" backs, that. if they
travel behind good interference. should
run any opposing secondary defense
into the ground. The influx of new
players from Company F, 67th Infan-

try, and additions by way of the re-
cruiting sergeant, have added several
new faces to the Tanker ranks that
will most likely be well known before
the season is over. Starnes, All-state
center from Marshal County High,
Alabama, is playing in the backfield of

the golden tornado, and looks like an

addition to the hall of rootball fame
in these parts. He is light, fast, and

one triple threat man who doesn't fum-
ble, stumble, or creep. Then there is

Wadsworth, who played on the rat

team at Georgia Tech last year., and

fills the position at right tackle for
the Tank team. Arnold of the Artil-
lery of last year, is also with the iron-
(lad doughboys this year, and is ex-

pected to give a good account of him-
self. And of course, there is the al-
ways dependable old guard, represent-
ed by Swantic, Joris, Vallery. Stewart,
and Smith, all of whom need no in-

troduction to Fort Benning. It is a

fast running'back field in the rear of

a powerful line, and with a little co.

operation and a game under their
belts, they will make the other foot.
ball mentors sleep uneasy these chill
nights.

The 2nd Batts, who started out the

season rather poorly, have made few

recruits this year, but these are players
of the first water. Derrick, the sam(

old "Pooch", is wearing a blue jersey
and breeches when he lugs the oval

this year, and is counted on heavily

in the scoring combination of the Kel

ly's. Too many ball-carriers, and
lack of cooperation, hampered the 2d

Batts in their first two games with out
side teams, but they started to clic
last Sunday against the highly rate(
Naval Air Station team from Pensa
cola, and if they have improved a
much in the past week as they di(
in the two days between their firs
two games, they will make the out
come of the series very doubtful.

The "Fighting Irish"! Dark horse
of the seasotn, losing every one of thei

pre-seasonl games, crippledl by injux
ies; they nevertheless boast a 'iron
combination that has the dopester
puzzled, and are feared mightly by th
coach of the Tanker team. ,As ys

they have not been seen in action

the post, and what part they will pla

in the fracas for first place is one tha

is difficult to predict. Stevens. coun

ed on heavily in the backfield, is lai

up in the hospital, but Reddock, th

old war-horse, and Jordan. a neu

comer, will be in there to give a goo

account of themselves and gallo

through the holes torn in the opposin

lines by Barr, veteran of many can

paigns.
The Artillery, held back this year b

a lack of material, and the fact th,

what material there is mostly con

posed of green men, look like the ui

derdogs. But sometimes it is tl

underdog that comes out on top. B

ginners, if lacking in experience ai

knowledge of the fine points of

game, geerally make up for this d

feet by possessing an abundance
enthusiasm and a store of tenaciou

ness that frequently baffles the ol

timer who husbands his strength an

bolsters it by cunning. The mainsti

of the Cannoneers most probably wi

be Harper, and there is a chance th

they will be led to victory by his slas]

style of play.
Allowing for no upsets of the we

known dope bucket, however, it seet

to be between the Kelleys and Tan

ers, with a very very slight edge g

ing to the latter. For after all, th

have nothing to lose by defeat, ai

the name and title of Post Champiot

The Infantry School, Fort Bennir

Ga., will be their's if the gods

chance are smiling.
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I. PRIEDICTUM, Herald foot-

ball prophet, having been ap-
proached from several quarters,
finally decided to pick an All-
American eleven. His choices for
the mythical team will appear in
print for the first time in the
Christmas edition of the Benning
Herald, coming out on the six-
teenth of December.

Army Under 21-0
The curtain is about to fall on the

1932 football season. The majority of

the nation's elevens have already
completed their schedules and only a
sprinkling of post-season games re-

main to be played.
In a battle of undefeated teams tkat

took place on Thanksgiving Day,
Colgate and Brown took the field
against c a c h other. Colgate besides
being unbeaten had the distinction of
being the only major eleven in the
country still unscored on. Brown,
on the other hand, had the unique
record of having spoiled the perfect
record of four teams-Yale, Harvard,
Holy Cross. and Columbia.

No sooner had the game started
vshen the crimson-trousered players
of Colgate unleashed a powerful of-
fensive s-hich had the effect of com-

pietely r disconcerting their opponents.
Brown staged a game, uphill fight but
the deceptive attack of Colgate was
toQ much and she went down to de-

feat by a score of 21-0. In this im-
pressive manner, the "Red Raiders"
put the finishing touches on a per-
fect season, undefeated, untied ,and
unscored on.

Nebraska yon the Big Six Confer-

ence championship without sustain-
ing a single defeat. Missouri, the last
obstacle, was overcome without diffi-

cultv. For the fifth consecutive year,
Utah finished first in the Rocky Moun-
tain Conference by turning back the
forces of the Colorado Aggies by a
score of 16-0.

It the Far West, Southern Califor-
ma overcame Washington 9-6. while
the University of California in Los
kgeles was being put out of the
ni rmnning by Washington State 3-0. This
gave the Trojans an undisputed right

- to the Pacific Coast Championship.
In the South, Vanderbilt went

a down to defeat before Alabama by
three touchdowns. John "Hurry"
Cain dominated the play from begin-
ning to end, putting in a final, im-
pressive bid for All-American honors.

Notre Dame rose to great heights
sI last Saturday in her splendid win

over Army 21-0. Pre-game opinion
c'alled for a close, hard-fought game.

twith "breaks" deciding the ultimat
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ighting Irish Of
otre Dame Snow

winner. But shortly after the whistle
blew that sent the two elevens into

battle all doubts were dispelled. No-

re Dame was unbeatable on this oc-

caion. Drive after drive she launch.

ed in the direction of the Army goal.

The first was stopped by a great goal-
line stand on the Army four yard
lire, but the second, the direct result
of a long pass. was good for a touch-
(lown.

Time after time, Army backs hit

the Notre Dame line for no gain.
The Ranibler wall was impenetrable.

The West Pointers were clearly out-

played and outsmarted and the Irish
deserve all credit for a wonderful
victory. The wNin over one of the
East's strongest teams bodes ill for
undefeated Southern California when
the two tradiitonal rivals clash on
Decmeber 10.

Clear out to Palo Alto journeyed
the Panthers, were rewarded by a vic-
tory over the Stanford Indians by a

score of 7-0. No eleven in the coun-
iry has faced a harder schedule than

that faced by Pittsburgh this year,
and for a team. no matter how good,
to run through such a schedule and
still be undefeated at the end is well
nigh unbelievable. Yet Pittsburgh
has done just that.

Stanford is not the strongest team
on the coast by any means whatever.
She has only one conference victory
to her credit. But she is sufficiently
hard to defeat to permit any eleven
to consider a win over her a worthy
conquest.

In the south, Tulane's crippled el-
even was beaten by Louisiana State

* 14-0, while Georgia and Georgia Tech.
* were fighting to a scoreless tie.
• In the next week's issue of the
i Benning Herald, I. PREDICTUM'S

average for the entire season will be
i announced. In addition, there will

appear a brief resume of the 1932
football season.
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Fo re c a ster Picks
Army To Win Over
Navv Team Todav

BY I. PREDICTUM

At this time each year, sportswriters

ill over the country are engaged in

the arduous task of picking an All-

American team. In forthcoming issues
of the Herald your prophet will very
humbly present his selections.

As always there is present an array
of talent, p e r h a ps more bountiful
than in former years. Last year, the
majority of the prophets were agreed
on an All-American back-field consist-
ing of Barry Wood, Marchmont
Schwartz, Ernie Pinckert, and Gaius
Shaver. This year, the task of picking

a backfield is not so easy. Nor are
the choices for the positions in the
line definitely decide(.

Several important contests are
scheduled for this Saturday, outstand-
ing among them being the ever-glam-
orous Navy-Army game. Army rules
the favorite. Defeated only by Pitts-
burgh and Notre Dame, beyond all
doubt two of the greatest teams in

the country, she is backed by an im-
posing record. Harvard was humbled

by the one-sided score of 46-0, and
Yale was defeated by the decisive
margin of three touchdowns.

Navy, on the other hand, has not

had a very successful preliminary
season. She has been beaten by Wil-
liam and Mary, whom Army defeated
33-0, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Columbia,
and Notre Dame. Princeton was held
to a scoreless tie. Her only two vic-
tories were registered over Maryland
and W. & L.

The Navy. however, have been
rapiidly improving since the start of
the season. Columbia was lucky to
emerge with a victory and Notre
Dame was held to two touchdowns,
this alone attesting to the potential
power of the Navy.

Nevertheless, an Army victory
should result from the encounter,
with the winning margin two or three
touchdowns.

The Galloping Gaels of St. Mary's
will oppose the Crimson Tide of Ala-
bama in another outstanding game.
St. Mary's possesses one of the most
powerful elevens on the coast. Ala-
bama by a touchdown.

Auburn, with the Southern Confer-
(Please turn to page 11)

SCHWOIL
The Standard Tailoring Co.

1037 Broadway Columbus, Ga.

Schwob's

XMAS SALE

SUITS
and

OVERCOATS

Here again... SCHWOB'S
ANNUAL XMAS SALE

offering you the great-
est values in our entire 20

years of fine tailoring!
The smart, superbly tail-

ored suits and overcoats
you've seen in our windows
are now reduced in price.
All prices will take a Holi-
day during this Xmas

Sale. Make your selection
now ... while our display
is complete. Prices $12.95,
$14.95 and $17.95.
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS

At The Grand G R AND RIALTO Here's
Within their confines of sombre As a timely offering o audiences

prison walls, what do those souls in craving comedy on the screen as never

agony and despair think? What do before, the hilarious farce, Speak

hey say? What do they do? Easily," featuring Buster Keaton and

The answer to that question makes Jimmy "Schnozzle' Durante, opens at

the drama, and teaches an everlasting the Rialto Theatre Sundays and Mon
lesson, n "The Last Mile" at the day amidst roars of laughter and ap

Grand Theatre Saturday, Sunday and plause.

Monday. These two capable funsters who

Based on one of the dramatic sen- started their antics together in The

X. sations of the stage, "The Last Mile," Passionate Plumber," have become the

in picture form, drives home like a outstanding mad-cap comedy team in

mighty sledge hammer the value of picture6. The situations between them

the restraint of human passions. never lag and the action is kept mov

It will tell you what they think. It ing at hectic speed.

will tell you in powerful terms what ADVENTURES OF PROFESSOR

they say. And in tense, dramatic, Their new MetroGoldwynMayer

moving action you will see what they vehicle is an adaptation of Clarence

de! Budington Kelland's story, Foot

Sam Bischoff directed this World lights," which concerns the adventures

Wide film with a superlative cast in- of an absentminded college professor
played by Keaton, who inherits a mil

. \ eluding Howard Phillps, Preston Fos- lion dollars and goes out to see life
ter, George E. Stone, Alec B. Francis On his way to New York he pieks up
and many others of equal note. a brokemndown musical show with

Jimmy, a piano player, portrayed byinem a Aa eL Durante. Their theatrical adventuresCinema ar ~~~~R OY AL intheiensbig city provide mn ieslt

The chorus numbersi h akWill Rogers will be seen and heard te chous n rs ilthefbac-
forGrad,_ialoadRya stage sequences areescily fe-

for Grand, Rialto and Royal in a new type of role when "Too Busy tive and feature some of the latest

AT THE ROYAL To Work," his latest Fox picture, Broadway routines staged by Arthur THELMA TODD a
comes to the Royal Theatre Sunday, Appell, well-known New York dance KEATON ir'

(Beginning at 11:15 o'clock Saturday night) Monday and Tuesday. Rogers has director. When the show is thrown

ALSO SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offering been seeia on the screen as a pluto- into an uproar by the antics of Keaton
crat, an ambassador, a successful bus- and Durante in the production, the hav icke yo

"Too Busy To Work" with Will Rogers, Marion Nixon, and Dick ess man and in various gilded sur- audience jeoined in the merriment

Powell. Never more humorous, nor more human. Patches on his roundings in his previous pictures, but with unrestrained laughter. and disorderly. Yobers of this coinl

pants .., holes in his shoes.., a song on his lips ... just a tramp. in "Too Busy To Work" he appears The supporting cast is headed by I
as a wandering vagabond without a Ruth Selwyn, who recently played

Unknown to his daughter . . .he saved her sweetheart . . .and place to lay his head. with Marion Davies in "Five and 8en" Come with me!"

wandered on, happy in his service, chuckling at life. You'll en- This role is said to afford him op. and "Polly of the Circus."

joy Will Rogers in this picture. portunities for both comedy and pa-
thos that he has never before enjoyedG I A D;r , •in afilm.DGRND Yan: k

The love interest in the picture is SATURDAY, SUNDAY and MONDAY

AT THE RIALTO furnishled by Mariaii Nixon and Dick DOOME
Powell. Miss Nixon recently scored T |

TODAY and TOMORROW: Offering "Come On Danger" successfully in "Amateur Daddy," "Re- TO D"I!I
KenJleHyo n oceAe.H oeabecca of Sunnybrook Farm" and

w ith Tom K e n ,J l e H y o n o c e A e . H o e a "W inner Take All," but Powell is

redhot saddle and scorched and roarin' West when they tried to practically a newcomer to the screen.
lie comes from the New York stage

hang the thievin' on the girl he loved. . nd made his film debut in "Blessed _

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "Speak Easily" with Event." CRpeEN S1OUEO

Buster Keaton and Jimny Durante. The depression is over ... SUNDAY a,

there's no more prohibition on laughs! This pair chases the blues PRESTON FOSTER-HOWARD PHILLIPS ithUSERK i

away. This pair who nature meant to be co-stars. It gave KeatonT "A Lad And A Lamp" Pa. News JIMY D U
a face and Durante a nose and there you have the funniest pair: "AL TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

in pictures. And there's georgeous Thelma Todd and a flock of * CARY GRANT - NANCY CARROLL

In t ~ Ilovely show girls. "HOT SATURDAY"
TUESDAY ONLY: Offering "Divorce In The Family" with RANDOPWith SC

Jackie Cooper, Lewis Stone and Lois Wilson. Look through RANDO"Two Lips & Julips'Catfish Roe TUESD

Jackie's eyes into a strange new world. He sees his mother in a-UNIVERSAL
stranger's arms ... his own father an outcast ... himself flounder- THURSDAY and

ing in the whirlpool that comes of divorce. Too late they realizedco

they had committed love's greatest mistake. A startling drama

of adult lives has come to grip the hearts of all.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Offering "Heritage of CONRAD NAGEt

The Desert" with Randolph Scott, Sally Blane and J. Farrell Mac- PT A
Donald. Quick gun play . . . hard riding ... the real west ... the A Warner Bros. Hit With Neil WEDNESDAY

Hamilton, Helen Vinson, Gavin zone Grey's Greats

battle of law and order against the bad men of the cattle ranges. Gordon. "HERITAGE C

bpEOPLE have to
* RANDIOLPH SCOT

a large extent ceas- NOVELTY COMEDY - NEWS CARTOON - COM

AT THE GRAND ed giving frivolous,

SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY; Offering "The Last useless gifts. A say- Opens Sat. at

Mile" with Howard Phillips and Preston Foster. Here is a drama ings account is a gift 11:15 P. M. andSUN.. MON.-TUE.

that tears at the soul and tugs at the heart.. terrific! unforget- for which the interest
a1 11 is

able! as well as the appre- Heartl aughter and
ciation increases as

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Offering "Hot Saturday" the years go by. Heart-Deep Drama
with Cary Grant, Nancy Carroll and Randolph Scott. They gave
her a bad name . . and she lived up to it. Men saw in her eyes
an invitation.., that her pride repudiated. Her lips offeredW IO
what her heart denied! In answer to her accusers she said "You Columbus
think marriage to a man I do not love will make me good-well, Bank & Trust Co. TO O BI SY TO W O
I think that's the rottenest thing any girl can do."

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Offering "Two Against The C.P. WILLIS FOx PIOCA

World" with Constance Bennett and Neil Hamilton. The blazing Fort Benning Representative LOCAL TALENT PRESENTATIO

truth about the love murder that shocked and rocked the world. OnStageTuesday9P.M.

Buster!

d BUSTER
SPEAK EASILY"

the third time I
ip for being drunk
ur example to mem-
mand is injurious.
going to the devil.

LTO

m tKO-L AE|Q

ES OF THE WFST"
NIH - NOVELTY

nd MONDAY

ATON
RANTE......

aso-
lIONS" FOX NEWS

kY ONLY

- LOIS WILSON
dded-
- NOVELTY

and THURSDAY
est Western Thriller!
)f The DESERT"
Vith
T - SALLY BLANE
[EDY - FOX NEWS

tI

rrup ", zNNNC~" - 1'R ALTD
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ARMY PICKED TO BEAT NAVY
ON SATURDAY

Continued from page 9)

ence championship within her grasp,
should win over South Carolina. Ten-
nessee will prove to4strong for Flori-
da.

Nebraska, Big Six Champion, meets
downtrodden Southern Methodist and
will win by two or three touchdowns.
Detroit will have little trouble with
Loyola.

Washington, who made such a val-
iant stand against Southern California
last week, should hand U. C. L. A. its
second defeat of the current season.
More anon. One word before clos-
ing. Keep an eye out for I. PRE-
DICTUM'S All-American choices in
the near future.

The shoe pictured above is a Star
Brand All Leather Gun Metal
Lace Oxford. One of the most
popular styles.

$2.65

.. ..

,StarZ rand
Shoe.....

Children's Poll-Parrott
Patent Bluchers.
SIZES 5 1-2 to 8

8 1-2 to 111-2

all leather

$1.65
$2.191

Ladies' Dull Black Kid

Regent Pump

$2.65

SAM NEEL
Shoe Department

In the Westbrook Building

Warrant Officer
Hubler Retired

Warrant Officer Jacob W. Hubler,
Quartermaster Detachment, Fort Ben-
ning, Ga., was retired from active
service, Nov. 30, 1932, after having
served thirty years with the U. S.
Army. His period of service shows a
record that carries the highest marks
of efficiency and faithfulness. He was
held in the highest esteem by his

superior officers and numbered his
friends of the service as a host.

Warrant Officer Hubler first enlist-
ed in the service at Philadelphia,
March 14, 1902. He became a member
of the Coast Artillery and served his
first three years with the "Cosmoline
Slingers," at Fort Hancock, New Jer-
sey.

Tiring of the quiet life of the artil-
lery, he took on for his second hitch
with the 8th Infantry. With the
Doughboys, he saw service in the
Phillippine Islands, during 1905-6. It
seems that the Doughboys failed to
bring him the brand of service that
he liked best and his next hitch was
with the 14th Cavalry. The Yellow-
cords proved to be the outfit to his
liking. He remained with the cavalry
intil the United States entered into
the World War, and so well had he
carried on as a cavalryman he was
commissioned a first lieutenant, July
13. 1917.

With the war over and the reduction
of the army, he was discharged from
his commission, October 29, 1919, and
then appointed warrant officer. Since
that time he has been on duty with
the Quartermaster Corps at Governor's
Island, Hawaiian Department and
Fort Benning. Since arriving at Fort
Benning, in August, 1932, Warrant
Officer Hubler, has made a host of
friends.

With his service complete, he and
Mrs. Hubler have left Fort Benning,
for Santiago, Calif., where they have
a cosy home prepared to spend a rest
that is a just reward for honorable and
faithful service.

. . . . . . . . . . . .& 16 , * . ._ _,.i c , ,t , ,-C ,. i.

CYCLONE SMITH WINS DECISION
OVER PALMO

(Continued From Page 8)

ers intent upon doing some damage.
The result was a fast, hard round,
with honors about even, the round
possibly going to Palmo by a shade.

In t he semi-final, Puggy Weinert
took the aggressive from beginning
to end. The decision was clear-cut
and went to Weinert, although Spit-
tle showed himself to be a capable
opponent. The fight was an eight-
rounder.

In the first round, Puggy came in
fast, shot a left and a right to Spittle's
midsection which sent him to the
ropes. Weinert's aggressiveness gave
him the round by a fairly large mar-
"in. In fact, there were only two
rounds during the entire fight where
Spittle might possibly have earned a
draw. Furious in-fighting featured the
bout.

Weinert waded in time after time
to send his opponent to the ropes
and had him in a bad way several
times. Nevertheless, Spittle put up a
great fight and the battle was no
walk-away for the popular Puggy.

Baldy Query a n d Chick Liddell
engaged in a fast, six.round bout, the
decision going to Liddell after a very
pretty fight. Both scrappers came
out fast, and the round was as near
to a draw as any round could possi-
bly be. In the next four rounds, Lid.
dell outboxed his opponent to win
each of the rounds by a slender mar-
gin. The sixth round easily went
to Liddell. The judge's decision was
in favor of Liddell.

Query, a product of Knoxville,
Tennessee, showed plenty of ability
in his first appearance at Fort Ben-
ning.

Shifty Schroeder of Fort Benning
scored a technical knockout over
Eddie Bowen of Washington, D. C.
in the fifth round of a scheduled six-
round bout. Bowen was a top.notcher
some time ago, but a long lay-off from
the ring hadn't helped him any.
Schroeder kept flicking his left hand
in Bowen's face, then taking the ag-
aressive to land telling punches. The
first round on Schroeder hit Bowen
with everything but the gymnasium
water bucket. By the beginning of
the fifth round, Bowen had absorbed
a bad beating hut kept plowing in
courageously. He seldom took a back-
ward step in an exhibition of splendid
courage. He was still plowing in
when the referee stepped in to award
Schroeder a technical knockout.

l n the feature four-rounder, Grum-
py Gordy dlowned his way to a clear-
cut decision over Kid Owens in a
bout which met the whole-hearted

approval of the crowd. Gordy was
never in trouble and won as he
pleased.

Young Griffin continued his steady
march upwards by ending any aspira-
tions Tommy Walden might have had
for victory in the third round. A
right cross to the chin turned the
trick. Up to that time, Walden was
giving Griffin considerable trouble.

The entire boxing card was a thrill-
er from start to finish.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++.. .

. Makers of Fine Printing Plates .."

,.:'"WRGE NRAIGC.4,--:
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HERALDWANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

20 cents per line or fraction of line. Minimum charge for any classified

advertisement, 50 cents. Payment must be made before advertisement
is published.

FOR SALE: 1932 Sport Model Ford
A roadster in excellent condition. Will
make good second car for Army offi-
cer. Will sell cheap for cash. Phone
Pearce city 556.

FOR RENT: House and 20 acres good
land, electric lights, good well water,
6 miles Post Road, $15 per month.
Sgt. Cohen, Phone 704.

FOR SALE: Officers' overcoat, size
38, length 45 inches, almost new, cost
$90. Will sell for $35. Other equip-
ment. Phone 2472.

At Stud-Chinese Chow Chow. Cham-
pionship stock. Registered A. K. C.
Mrs. Paul Miller. Phone 3843-J.

FOR SALE: 1930 Ford Sport Coupe.
Major Bodine.

SPECIAL
Rigdon Health Institute

Six Turkish Baths $5.00
Single Treatment

Regular Price $1.50Lady and Man Attendant

213 Drs. Bldg. Phone 1037

Dr. R. H. Brown
Osteopathic Physician

Murrab Bldg.
Phone Office 4108

Re. 1153

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street

Office Phone 1313

FOR SALE: New 4 Eye Graybar
Electric Range $75.00. Originally
sold for $190. We are going out
of the Range business. Terms if
desired.

BROWN ELECTRIC CO.

WATCH, CLOCK AND JEWELRY
REPAIRING

Special Discount to Army People

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

PEKOR JEWELRY CO.
|Muscogee Club nldg. 1221 nroadway

in every step
Use

Heels and Soles

Hood Rubber Products Co., Inc.
Watertown, Mass.

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

A Citizen Wherever We Servt

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harding, Manager

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

Fresh Fish and Oysters
Also

Christmas Turkeys

COLUMBUS
SEA FOOD CO.

"Dependable Fish Dealers"

1014 First Ave. Phone 401

We cordially invite an in-
spection of our complete

Food Department Store

EVERYTHING IN

FOODS

Fancy and Staple Groceries,
Highest Grade Western Meats,
Sea-Foods, Dressed Poultry,
Fruits, Vegetables, Imported
Goods, Etc.

All at most economical prices.

GIGLIO'S
1025-27 1st Ave. Columbus, Ga.

Officers' Charge Accounts
Solicited.

DR. HAIR
The Working Man's Friend

25 Years Knowing How
A Good Set
of Teeth as
Low as

DR. J. R. HAIR
Phone 3057

401 Woolworth Bldg.

ON SAVINGS

We appreciate your
account-- either bor-
rowing or saving.

Franklin Saving &
Loan Co.

Cor. 13th St. and 1st Ave.
Phone 2766

CONVENIENT LOCATION--MODERN EQUIPMENT
RATES REASONABLE

Phone your agent or call our Sperintendent, Mr. Trussell.

Phone 3062

DIMON COURT APARTMENTS
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GRIFFIN DEFEATS PAVELEC
(Continued from page 8)

bed Pavalec with both hands, he would
have collapsed. Shortly afterwards,
Jerry was fired for "hitting low".
Hype Igoe, well-known sportswriter,
says of the incident:

"But I liked the free and healthy
shots that Pavalec took at Max's jaw.
The one that he landed a few days ago
almost spilled the crown-bearer.

I

When Pavalec came back for his
second days work with Max, the spec- I 1MA T A H ARI
tators were agog. The word had gone
around that Jerry didn't give a tink-
er's damn about Max or his title. If (Coninued From Page 7)
he could smack Max down in a train- She took his head in her hands and
ing camp why it would go as a pretty kissed him.
capable piece of business.

It was Max himself who cut Jerry's ("No. I'm not Goodbye, my
ternis as a sparboy short. After the beloved."
first round on Thursday, a round in "But you sound so tragic."
which Pavalec dropped a couple of "Goodbye, my beloved," she said as
honeys on Max's jowls, the champion gaily as s'e (onhd. "Is that better?"
came back to his corner after the bell
saying: 'I assure you, dear, it wvon't hurt

"Barba-send Barba up here". you. See, you close your eyes and take
That was the type of battle Griffin a long deep breath-like this-and

was up against. In the second round, that's the last thing you know. And
Pavalec landed heavily on Corn's jaw.,ll
sending him to the canvas. The Ben- when you wake up t all over.
iang fighter weathered the storm that Really . . . you'll see . . . it won't

followed, clearly showing his ability hurt at all."

to take it as well as to give it. In the The warder stood at the door, blink-
next few rounds. Griffin began the ing hard, anl the tvo nuns with
process of whittling away the hugedI
weight advantage his opponent had onl s iI
him. Finally in the eighth round. he 1Mata Hari gave each of then a mute
put Pavalec dlown for the count. pressure of the hand.

The test of any fighter is to be ol "I'll remember," she called back
the receiving end of a wallop such as to Rosanoff, who remained mnotionless,
the one Pavaler handed Griffin last looking in the direction from which
Tuesday night, and still come back her voice caine and smiling for her
and win as Corn did. saying "A/ long deep breath . . .and

The knockout of Pavalec followed that's the last thing you know . . .
a win over Pietro Corri, hard-hittin, Goodbye."
Italian heavyveight the week before. In the corridor, Maitre Caron wait-

ei with Captain Lafarge. Dubois, and
tie officer of the guard. The six sol-
diers of the escort were below with

I tayonets fixed. All of them hated
their task, it was obvious. Even Du-
I is, who stood out from among them
iI his civilian clothes. looked very
yellow.

AShe spoke to him, as the loser to

AIJthe victor.
"I am ready."
Dubois bowed to her. Captain La-

farge stared straight ahead like a good
soldier.

She let Caron embrace her andSee Page 11) kiss her forehead. She was wet with

lover realized that she was going to mriake
Ibest."away that they were all going away.

He grasped the rail and in his pa-
thetic eagerness to follow her with I
his body, since he could not with his
eyes, would have thrown himself
down the stairs if not for Caron.

There was no daylight in the cor-
ridor, but they had still to traverse
a sort of dining-hall studded with
wooden benches, and here the first
hint of the ever-rising sun crept in
likea white shadow. Here they were
near the entrance to the courtyard
and far away from Rosanoff.

After that there was the courtyard.
And Mata Hari thought that the dif-
ference between life and death was
only a difference in time. Only a
short while ago she had reckoned in
years and later in months, then it had
been days an(l yesterdays it had been
hours. This morning it had been
minutes, and now it was only a ques-
tion of a few seconds. To reckon

this last .performance the

THE END

KENNY'S

NORWOOD
COFFEE

is sold at Fort Benning

through the

Post Exchange
TRY A POUND

YOU WILL BE PLEASED

Christmas Gifts
that will be appreciated!

No finer gift than furniture to please every member
of every family! Below is a typically good value, ideal for the

home, at an agreeably low price! Buy on our easy terms, if you desire.

SIS4TICAL SIIII
Living Room Furniture

Just Imagine!
An

Occasional
Chair

for

819C

LOVELY 2-pc

LIVING ROOM
SUITE

when bought with This massive type Charles of London suite is covered in
any two or three piece tapestry and with guaranteed spring construction. A most
tapestry covered suite oft-a
fered in our large di- unusual value.
play. TERMS $5.00 Down, $1.00 Per Week

H. ROTH SCHILD
"Leading Furniture House in Columbus for 39 Years"

ADJUSl'AKWL,., HINGE

GROOVED

COMPOSITION
-- '- TABLE
PA O~rTECOl

AIR
COOLEO

MONARCH--LEWIS

Double Electric Sandwich Toaster and Grill

F OR frying, toasting or heating of any food. Will
toast sandwiches, bread, crackers or anything that

can be toasted. Will fry or grill steaks, chops,
weiners, eggs, bacon, ham, etc. Will heat milk $179
or water. Truly a welcome gift in any home.

Electric Mixer
THE most conven-
ient and economical

machine in any kit-
chen. Will beat eggs,
whip cereal, mix hot
or cold drinks, make
mayo nnaise and

salad dressings ... will perform any beating or mixing
job necessary around the kitchen. Very easy
to use. No stands to adjust or clean and $179
nothing to get out of order. No oiling to do.$ .

William Beach 'Hdwe. Co.
1010 BROADWAY

his tears and one dripped saltily onto in eternity. To be without time. No
her mouth. With Rosanoff not far time at all! What vast and icy Un-
behind, it was impossible to talk, but imagineal)Ie lay beyond the region
she made a gesture at once imperious where a second counted!
and imploring, to commend the *

blind man to the old advocate's care. Mata Hari was shot on a chill
He understood at once and stepped j morning at Vincennes. Her last words
back and put his arm about Rosan- were:
off's shoulder to steady him. "It' not as good a house as I'm ac-

As she was descending the steps, her customed to. But I'll do my utmost

GIFTS
Men Approve

Choose his favorite brand
of cigars, cigarettes or smok-
ing tobacco here-your
choice will meet with his
hearty approval.

Main Branch, Soda
Fount, 29th Infan-

try Branch.
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning
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E!TOWN
TO P I Car
"Now all together, men. Let's get

this right."
With this final, impressive exhorta-

tion to the compositors and typesetters
of the Benning Herald did the con-
ductor of the Flare conclude the com-
ment following the caption "That
Greeley Item.'

True, E. F. H. has been criticizing
and flaying the compositors and type-
setters periodically, so there was noth-
ing particularly unusual about his re-
cent burst of indignation. In fact,
the linotype expert of the Herald has
become so inured to the calumny
heaped upon him at regular intervals
by the Flare, that he expressed him-
self as grieved not long ago because
no mention was made of him in the
issue of the twenty-fifth of November.

But to get back to the subject.
The sublime exhortation of E. F. H.
bore fruit. With meticulous, painstak-
ing care, the typesetters made certain
that the article entitled "That Greeley
Item" would appear in print, just as
E. F. H. had written it.

When the first copy of the Benning
Herald came hot from the press, we
seized upon it, filled with a sense of
having done our duty faithfully and
well. We were taken aback, dumb-
founded, stupefied, rendered speech-
less with consternation to discover
that, despite our precautions, an error
had appeared in "That Greeley Item."
There was no mention in it of Lieu-
tenant B. M. Greeley, who actually
did take part in the play "Pomeroy's
Past." Instead, a certain Lieutenant
H-. B. Greeley was lauded to the skies.
A perusal of the telephone book con-
firmed our suspicion. A mistake had
been made. The thought-say not so-
that E. F. H. had made a mistake
never occurred to us.

We heartily upbraided the linotype
man for his seeming stupidity. The
latter, being a conscientious soul,
looked stunned for a moment. Then,
almost as if he regretted doing it,
he began a search for something, em-
erging triumphant a moment later
holding the original Flare copy in
his hand. The damning evidence, he
said, was there before our eyes. It
was hard to believe, but proof after
proof finally established the guilt of
E. F. H. The mistake occurred in the
original Flare copy and was not One
to carelessness on the part of the
Herald compositor.

The exhortation "Now, all together,
men. Let's get this right," shows that
E. F. H. has the proper spirit. But
we feel that he should at least co-
operate with the compositors in their
efforts to have the item come forth
in a correct form. That would be
the only fair solution to the problem.

We are of the opinion that the in-
cident should be given a little pub-

-1 i

Dusk to Dawn--Coast-to.Coast Air Express
*

Eighteen-Hour
* * *

Freight Service Between Atlantic and Pacific Undertaken by New
Company with Fleet of Crack Planes and Pilots.

Air express service between New York and Los Angeles on a daily schedule of less than eighteen hours will
begin on December 12 with a fleet of specially-built plane and a corps of crack pilots, it has just been
announced by officials of the newly formed Air Express Corporation. Thus, to such a point has the march of
progress advanced that is it now possible for an orchid plucked while still wet with California dew to be worn
the same night at the Metropolitan Opera in New York, and that's speed. The planes to be used in the under-
taking are Lockheed Orions, of a proven commercial speed of 170 miles per hour, with retractable landing gear
to cut down wind resistance. The corps of pilots who will handle the controls of the aerial express wagons are
nationally known. Among them are Clyde Panghorn, who flew the Pacific, L. L. Bowen, a veteran with more
than 5,000 hours at the "stick" and Buddy Jones, of Texas, another birdman with a national reputation. The
vice president in charge of operations is Vance Breese, who is nationally known for his work in the develop-
ment of high speed air planes. The company will carry only express shipments between New York and Los
Angeles. The goods compartments sealed at one terminal, will remain unopened until the other is reached.
With the exception of a change of pilots at Wichita, Kan., he plane to go straight through on the trip both ways.

Excellent Conduct Wild Boars Give
Of MenCommended Hunt First Chase

The generally excellent conduct of
the enlisted men of Fort Benning
while on pass in the adjacent civil
communities was the subject of a
communication published to the en-

tire garrison of The Infantry School
on Wednesday by Major General
Campbell King, commandant.

General King expressed his gratifi-
cation upon the receipt of reports

which indicate that the high stand.
ards of discipline which characterize
the performance of the 5,000 soldiers
in their military duties at the post,

were also evidenced in the governing
of their conduct while off duty.

The commandant's commendatory
order was based upon reports of ar-
rest by military and civil police,
and numbers of cases brought to
trial in civil and military courts, of
which there was almost a total ab-
sence for the period covered by the
reports, which refer particularly to
cases arising from pay-day indiscre-
tions.

"This is an enviable record for a
command of this size," said General
King," and indicates that the enlisted
men are guarding the good reputation
of Fort Benning."

BY DIAN ACHASE
The devoted followers of the hounds

enjoyed to the fullest the exhilarating
thrills of the chase on Sunday morn-
ing when they gave old Reynard a

brief respite and went in pursuit of
the wily wild boar.

The morning was well-nigh perfect.
There was a sharp tang in the air

when the hunt moved out, but the

rising sun softened this just enough

to leave it zestfully cold. Scenting
was excellent and hounds and horses
were in fine condition.

The first covert drawn was on Mc-

Murrin Branch. Hounds hit the scent
promptly and carried it well. With-

in twenty minutes a 250 pound hog
was viewed on the edge of Williams

Wood. In a few minutes the quarry

appeared in the open. The field gal-
loped over some rough country to

form a circle around the hog and
hounds. As the field closed in they
dismounted and assisted the huntsmen

in making the attack.
The next cast was made in a covert

(Please turn to page 4)

Post Officer May
Go To 44th N. G.
Unofficial news of the selection of

Colonel John J. Toffey, commander
of the 29th Infantry at Fort Benning,
to become commander of the 44th

Colorful Play To
Be Given Dec. 16
By Dramatic Club
The Infantry School Dramatic Club

will present "Cock Robin,' a mys-

tery play in three acts by Elmer Rice
and Phillip Barry, on Friday and
Saturday,. the sixteenth and seven-

teenth of December. The play was
first produced on January the twelfth,

1928, at the Forty-Eighth Street Thea-

tre in New York City.

"Cock Robin" is a mystery play,
baffling in the nth degree, thrilling,
colorful, and humorous. It is unique

in that it is a play within a play.
The role of George McAuliffe will

be played by Lt. A. E. O'Flaherty,
who needs no introduction to patrons

of the Dramatic Club. McAuliffe is
the hard-boiled director of the ama-
teur group putting on a play for the
benefit of the Cope Valley Hospital.

Captain H. J. Golightly, also well-
known to Benning audiences, will
portray Julian Cleveland, a lawyer
by profession, taking the part of
Black Tom in the benefit play. Lt.
P. D. Ginder as Richard Lane is in
love with Charlota Maxwell, the
wilfull and attractive daughter of
Helen Maxwell, played by Mrs. Mar-
jories Albright. Miss Eleanor Harding,
one of Benning's sub debs, plays the
role of Carlotta.

Colonel E. F. Rice, takes the part
of Clarke Torrance, and Lt. B. W.
Brady, that of Henry Briggs.

The role of Handcock Robinson,
the handsome villain, will be played
by Lt. D. H. Hundley. Lt. W. H.
Brunke as John Jessup, is the bosom
friend of Richard Lane, and Alice
Montgomery, played by Katherine
Brady, is the social leader in the town
and chairman of the amateur group
putting on the benefit show.

Major T. B. Catron as Dr. Grace
is the uncle of Carlotta and the broth-
er of Helen Maxwell. He is an im-
portant character in the development
of the play. Katherine Cleveland,
who has been prominently associated
with the Dramatic Club for three
years, will portray Maria Scott, ef-
ficient and officious assistant to Mc-
Auliffe.

Mrs. A. H. Wadsworth is the di-
rector of "Cock Robin."

Division, New Jersey National Guard, - -

with the rank of Major-General, was
received at Headquarters, The Infan- To n v Sarg, W ell-
try School, Tuesday.

The announcement, which was trans- Y 4 11,1 11111 e f , fib "
mitted by the Associated Press, came
from Trenton, N. J., and stated that
Governor A. Harry Moore had made
the appointment, which will be subject
to confirmation by the New Jersey sen-
ate, which will meet in January.

No official information concerning
the appointment of Colonel Toffey to
the New Jersey National Guard has
been received at Fort Benning. In
the even of approval by the war de-
partment of the appointment, it is
probable that Colonel Toffey will be
assigned as instructor of the New Jer-
sey National Guard to act in that
capacity while awaiting confirmation
of his appointment as major-general
by the New Jersey senate. After this
action confirming his appointment it
is believed that Colonel Toffey will
retire from the regular army in order
to devote all of his time to the dut'es
of his new office.

Colonel Toffey came to Fort Ben-
(Please turn to page 12)

1]L ILU I A LIU L LIU L I

To Visit Benning
Tony Sarg and his marionettes will

appear in Fort Benning sometime
around the middle of January under
the auspices of the Parent-Teachers
Association. The performance has
been made possible by the Infantry
School Dramatic Club who underwrote
the guarantee.

Tony Sarg himself is one of the
qreatest showmen in the United
States and he especially caters to the
entertainment of children. He has
written about thirty books, profusely
illustrated and his comic illustrations
in the Saturday Evening Post are well-
known.

He will give a matinee and even-
7nc performance. A feature of the
,neformance will be the demonstra-
tion afterwards of how it is done.
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SOCIACHIGLIGHTS1F
FIELICIA C. HOWELL, PHONE 389

Woman's Club Holds Business Meeting
Monday Afternoon At Polo Hunt Club

Mrs. Allen Kingman and Mrs.
Claudius Easley were the hostesses
Monday afternoon at the Polo Hunt
Club to the Women's Club. Two de-
lightful features were given after the
regular business meeting. Lieut. Harry
G. Dowdall gave an interesting illus-
trated talk on Ireland and Professor
Vondereau's boys' choir sang Christmas
carols. Tea was served at four, Mrs.
J. J. Toffey and Mrs. F. L. Whiteley
pouring. The tea table was very ef-
fective with its decorations of yellow
and rust chrysanthemums and yellow
tapers.

* * *

LIEUT. AND MRS. BOWEN RE-

SERVE TABLE FOR THURSDAY

EVENING SUPPER DANCE AT

OFFICERS' CLUB.
Among those reserving tables for

the Thursday evening supper dance
at the Officers' Club were Lieut. and
Mrs. James E. Bowen. Covers were
laid for twenty. The guests were:
Lieut. and Mrs. Lynn E. Brady, Lieut.
and Mrs. G. P. Howell, Lt. and Mrs.
John W. Ramsey, Lieut. and Mrs.
Orestes Cleveland, Lt. and Mrs. N. C.
Pilet, Lieut. and Mrs. Ross C. Brack-
ney, Lieut. and Mrs. C. D. Eddleman,
Lieut. and Mrs. C. D. Ferenbaugh,
Miss Eleanor Bass and Lieut. Milton
Pressley.

29TH INFANTRY BRIDGE CLUB
HELD TUESDAY AFTERNOON

AT THE QUARTERS OF MRS.

CHAFFIN.
Mrs. A. D. Chaffin, Mrs. J. J. Al-

bright, Mrs. E. W. Ridings and Mrs.
E. G. Wheeler were the hostesses Tues-
day afternoon to the ladies of the 29th
Infantry Bridge Club. Eight tables of
bridge assembled at two and played
until half past four. After bridge tea
was served in the dining room. As-
sisting Mrs. Chaffin were Mesdames
Albright, Ridings an d Wheeler.
Throughout the house and on the tea
table, yellow chrysanthemums and
white lilies of the valley were used.

* * •

MISS ELEANOR BONESTEEL HON-
ORS MISS SUSANNE MITCHELL
WITH TEA SUNDAY AFTER.
NOON.
Miss Susanne Mitchell of Boston,

Massachusetts, the attractive house
guest of Lieut. Col. and Mrs. E. F.
Rice. was the honoree at a tea Sun-
day afternoon given by Miss Eleanor
Bonesteel. Tea was served from five
to seven. Miss Betty Welty and Miss
Kenneth Kendall poured. The tea
talble was lovely with its (lecorations
of pink chrysanthemums with tapers
of corresponding color. Miss Bone-
steel's guests included members of the
(debutante set, their guests and escorts.

* * *

DAUGHTERS OF THE UNITED
STATES ARMY ENTERTAINED
BY MESDAMES ARNOLD, WADS-
WORTH AND BLOOMQUIST.
Mrs. A. V. Arnold, Mrs. H. A. Wads-

worth and Mrs. G. F. Bloomquist
were the hostesses Thursday afternoon
to the monthly meeting of the Daugh-

JEWELRY

DIAMONDS - WATCHES

Extended Payment Plan

Gem Jewelry Co.
1200 Broadway Phone 339

Columbus, Ga.

Today's Fashion

Knitted things dot the road to
smartness.

By VERA WINSTON
This is certainly a season wherein

knitting needle acts as the signpost
to smartness. Every important shop is
showing sections devoted to all sorts
of knitted things ranging from whole
suits to cunning little cap and scarf
sets. A woman who is handy can
easily make her own, since so many
shops have experts engaged to give
women all the details of various new
patterns. Today we show a smart ser-
ies of knitted things produced by a
most important house specializing in
this sort of thing. First is a knitted
hat and scarf in brown combined with
striped knit in such shades as brown,
yellow, red and green, a most cheer-
ful affair for a dull day in the coun-
try. Next is a knit glove for sports
wear with a rolled cuff of striped knit.
The good-looking handbag favors the
same knit fabric and color combina-
tion. A knitted set such as either of
those shown, is a very smart touch
for country or sports wear.

ters of The United States Army at
the quarters of Mrs. Arnold. A bus-
imess meeting was held, new members
were welcomed and plans for the first
of the year were made. After the
meeting, tea was served.

* * *

FFICERS' CLUB WEEKLY SUP-

PER DANCE ASSEMBLES LARGE

HOSIERY
The Perfect Gift

FULL FASHION
Pure thread silk hose,
all the new fall shades

Pecot Tops

47c
SAM NEEL

SHOE DEPT.
Westbrook Building

FELICIA C. HOWELL, PHONE, 389NUML ER OF RESERVATIONS.
The supper dance at the Officers'

Club Thursday evening assembled
many guests. About one hundred and
fifty reservations were made. Among
these reserving tables were: Lieut.
Col. and Mrs. A. W. Williams and a
party of twenty, Maj. and Mrs. J. H.
Mellom and a party of twenty, Capt.
and Mrs. H. J. Golightly and a party
of twenty, and Lieut. and Mrs. J. E.
Bowen and a party of twenty.

MAJ. AND MRS. MELLOM MAKE
RESERVATIONS AT OFFICERS';
CLUB THURSDAY EVENING.
Among those reserving tables for

the Thursday evening supper dance
at the Officers' Club were Maj. and
Mrs. J. H. Mellom. Covers were laid
for twenty. The Melloms' guests were
Col. and Mrs. J. DeCamp Hall, Lieut.
Col. and Mrs. F. F. Jewett, Lieut. Col.
and Mrs. B. A. Seeley, Capt. and Mrs.
G. F. Mangum, Capt. and Mrs. C. F.
Gee, Capt. and Mrs. W. S. Elliott,
Capt. and Mrs. E. W. Lewis and Mr.
and Mrs. H. K. Page.

* * *

CAPT. AND MRS. GLEAVES EN-
TERTAIN AT DINNER FOR MRS.
MARY C. JUDGE AT THE OF-
FICERS' CLUB.

Capt. and Mrs. J. F. Gleaves were
the hosts Thursday evening at the sup.
per dance at the Officers' Club honor-
ing Mrs. Gleaves' mother, Mrs. Mary
C. Judge of New York City. Covers
were laid for twenty. The guest list
included: Capt. and G. T. Strock,
Capt. and Mrs. Sam Brabson, Capt.
and Mrs. G. H. Anderson, Capt. and
Mrs. M. B. DePass, Capt. and Mrs.
L. D. Tharp, Lieut. and Mrs. W. W.
O'Connor, Mrs. Judge, Miss Margaret
Ports, Miss Elizabeth Ports, Mr. Allen
Strock, Mr. Howard White and Lieut.
Robert Ports.

MEDICAL CORPS DINNER DANCE
HELD AT POLO CLUB

Mrs. B. A. Seeley, Mrs. T. J. Leary,
Mrs. R. W. Pearson and Mrs. M. V.
Talbot were the hostesses Monday

)
CIWUIST44AS rEZAIfT

Brown, savory, plump . . . truly is the turkey King
of the Christmas Feast. Nothing adds to the fullness
of the Day as much as His Majesty . . . and nothing
can quite approach the succulent goodness that dis-

tinguishes this noble bird!

Order your turkey now, and have him

ready for your Christmas Dinner.

Irccerv renartment
POST EXCHANGE FORT BENNING

The Post Exchange is not authorized to sell to
anyone not in the Military Service

Imported Historical Designs

Neckwear of Exceptional Character

A0|~

Quality Gifts for Men and Boys

Hofilin and Greentree
COLUMBUS' LEADING CLOTHIERS

ESTABLISHED 1888

- I

evening at a dinner dance to about
fifty-four of the members Medical
Corps given at the Polo Hunt Club.
The table was appropriately decoraed
with green and red holly interspersed
by silver candlesticks with tapers of
red. The guests asembled for dinner
at 7:30 after which dancing was en-
joyed, the music being furnished by
the 24th Infantry orchestra.

In keeping with the decorations for
the dinner, green foliage and red ber.
ries were used to decorate the Polo
Club.

* * ,*

COMMUNITY SERVICE LEAGUE
SPONSORS CHILDREN'S PLAY,
DECEMBER 17TH.

On Saturday, December 17th at 3
o'clock at the High School auditorium
the Community Service League of Co-

(Piease turn to page 3)

Coming To The Point
The months corner has been

turned. The days between now and
Christmas will fly on speedy wings.

Come now while we have such a
wealth of gifts for your choice-
Sporting Prints, Imported Lamp
Shades, Hand Blown Mexican and
Bohemian Glass.

*anta fflaria
9 W. 11th St. Phone 1116

RUBBER STAMPS
Columbus Office Supply Co.

I
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Gi rl Scouts
Cardinal Troop

Tuesday, December 6

We had a busier meeting than usual
today full of announcements, games
and instruction. Mrs. Brown, who
went to a leaders' meeting in Atlanta,
told us of the doings of other Girl
Scouts in this state.

In one city the girls had cleaned
and furnished an empty house, on it
and turned it over to the Welfare
Society for girls who were out of
work and needed homes. Then again,
some girls are doing playground work,
or amusing the children in Orphan
Asylums. It is really wonderful the
way so many people will give up
their time unselfishly for the good
of others.

All the Beniling Scouts have a treat
coming Friday and Saturday. Miss
Parks, our regional director is coming
for a visit and will preside over our
rally in her honor on Friday. On Sat-
urday all the mounted Scouts will
do their best for her. I know that
Miss Parks also has a big treat ahead
of her.

During our meeting, we played a
very instructive game, called Post
Office. This was announced and a
gasp ran through the room. However,
it is a signalling game, very helpful
to those who know their code as well
as the beginners.

After passing the remaining Tender-
foots on observation we drew slips
for ushers at the next Dramatic Club
play, Cock Robin, to be given Decem.
ber 16 and 17.

Daffodil Troop
Last Friday after all the Girl Scouts

had gathered at the Girl Scout cabin,
they started on the first hike of the
year. Each patrol was given a name
of a tree to find and the first patrol
that found its tree was given ten
points. Margie Heileman's patrol won
for a member of this patrol found
a Sassafras tree, which was the tree
they were to find. After the other
patrols had found their trees, we
separated into two groups-the girls
who Mrs. Kellam was going to pass
in fire building and the First and
Second Class Scouts. The latter
played relay races and "Breaking
China Walls" until Mrs. Kellam call-

SOCIETY
(Continued From Page 2)

lumbus will sponsor a Children'
"The Little Princess".

All of the children of Fort Be
are invited to come to this bev
play directed by Mrs. Emmet Co
The admission w ill be twen
cents.

PERSONALS
Miss Susanne Mitchell of I

Massachusetts is the house gu
Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Elmer F. 1

Capt. and Mrs. J. F. Gleaves
as their house guests the I
mother, Mrs. Mary C. Judge of
York City.

CORRECTION
In last week's edition ot

Herald, the location of the
maintained by Mrs. Chisholm
Mrs. Riess was given as "..
near Front Street." This shoul

Eleventh near Front Sti

s play

Enning
autiful
ckrill.
ty-five

Boston
est of
lice.
; have
latter's
f New

f the
shop

L and
Tenth
i read
reet."

ed us all together for the good-night
circle.

Pine Tree Troop
Last meeting was spent mostly in

compass games. So after our flag
ceremony we were allowed ten min-
utes in which to study the eight points
of the compass. When ten minutes
were up we lined up in patrols. Then
a circle was drawn on the floor and
slips of paper with the eight points
of the compass written on them were
placed in the middle. Then each girl
in the patrol had to run up, turn
over the top piece of paper and place
it in its proper positiion.

Then-we played the same thing
with eighteen points of the compass!
That was pretty hard and some of
us got tied up. But theones who saw
the mistakes corrected t he m and so
it wasn't so bad after all. Phyllis
Partridge's patrol won the five points
for first placeand Barbara Monroe's
patrol won three points for second
place.

With all the announcements and
business at the beginning of the meet-
ing, our time was almost up, so we
all went outdoors and ran a few
relay races before our good-night
circle. The patrol leaders had their
court of honor meeting and finished
planning a hike for next meeting-if
it doesn't rain.

CASH RAISING SALE
W E Must Have The Cash Immediately...

Every piece of this stock is marked far below
its actual value, and this sale is a wonderful op-
portunity for you to buy your Christmas Jewelry
at prices that will astonish you.

LADIES'

WRIST WATCHES
One lot of Ladies' Wrist Watches. Regular
$16.50 value for

$6.95
With metal band $7.95

BULOVA
WRIST WATCHES

$22.95
Regular $37.50 Watches
Others reduced in proportion.

FINE

DIAMOND RINGS
Regular 'A Price
$125.00---------------------$62.50
$100.00---------------------$50.00
$ 75.00---------------------$37.50
$ 65.00---------------------$32.50
$ 50.00---------------------$25.00
$ 25.00---------------------$12.50

Many others to select from

I1~

POCKET WATCHES

7-Jewel Elgin ....... $10.95
15-Jewel Elgin-......$14.95
17-Jewel Elgin ...... $17.95
21-Jewel Hamilton ... $31.75

ROYAL JEWELRY CO.
1217 BROADWAY

L

\ P~

Spanish and Appenzelle

Guest Towels
59C to $1.00

Dainty and appropriate little remembrances,
ideal for Christmas when given singly or in
half-dozen lots . . . all beautifully hand
embroidered.

Iirven's Gifts Of

Fine Linens
Are Sure to Be Welcome

Not Just Because They
Come From Kirven's . 0 .
But Because They H a v e
That Extra Something
That Makes a Gift of Any-
thing.

Bridge Sets
$1.00 to $4.95

Handsomely embroidered Bridge Sets that will
thrill the heart of any one on Christmas morn-
ing ... All individually boxed for Gifts.

Hemstitched Irish Linen

Table Cloths
Nothing could be more appropriate or appreci-
ated more by Mother than one of these snow-
white Table Cloths with Napkins to Match...
All beautifully finished in' striking new designs.

Size 66"x66"......$2.95
Size 66"x84".......$3.95
Size 66"x102".....$4.95
18" Napkins

to match ..... $3.50 doz.

Hand-Embroidered

Pillow Cases

$1.00 to $3.00 Pr.
Finest Muslin and Irish Linen Pillow Slips...-
any feminine heart will beat faster at the sight

of a pair on the "TREE." Daintily embroidered
and boxed for gifts.

Pottery Base

Gift Lamps
Complete With Cord and Shade

$2.79 to $4.95
A large assortment of beautiful new Pottery

Base Lamps complete with cord and printed

parchment shades . . striking designs and

harmonious colors. Suitable for any room in

the home.

KIRVEN'S
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LIEUTENANT PEEP'S DIARY
To Hook range to complete our

musketry firing and to play, as it
turned out, at cowboys and Indians.
An excellent pastime on a chill morn-
ing as I did discover but one which
should be discontinued upon the ap-
pearance of perspiration. Had it been
so discontinued I had not now to
regain a pound and a half.

Jordan in a state about his shoot-
ing coat, not for its loss per se but
because it did carry his name plate
and he is in consequent doubt as to
his identity. Todd does have t h e
approved solution for the name card
situation. The plate, often forgotten
in changing from blouse to shirt to
shooting coat to unionalls, he does
carry in his breeches pocket arguing
that he is reasonably certain always
to have his breeches with him and
so also the tag.

Thursday, Dec. I
There now begins the time of the

month when my yen to receive mail
is quite satiated. The gorged mail
box leaves only to be desired some
slight deviation from routine in the
enclosed expressions. I cannot but
feel utterly bored to read and reread
"My dear sir, Unless . . ." There
is no originality in the business
world!

Well pleased this morning to com-
plete Major Cota's practical course in
musketry. On the inevitable graded
test I did acquit myself with more
eclat than is my wont in such affairs;
and had I but estimated a five hun-
dred yard range as something over
three instead of a paltry two-fifty I
might now point with a modicum of
pride to my handiwork.

The afternoon gone in a tactical
walk during which McNerney did em-
phasize the "sit" in "situation."

Friday, Dec. 2
The morning enlivened and en-

lightened by the public speaking of
McComas, a benefit which had here-
tofore been conferred only on long-
suffering members of his own squad.
It is now agreed in his squad that heis "get-away' man since he does get
away with murder, the fact being sub-
*tantiated when, after prolonged ar,-

gument with the instructor, he did
get to ride the two miles back home
in the Academic official car.

Saturday, Dec. 3
To the Horseshow, contrary to my

established custom, and there enter-
tained for a space by the comedy
team of Mrs. Thompson and Mrs.
Arnold with a mule and a pony in
a sketch which might be termed
"Horseplay."

The afternoon gone in settling
upon each of my creditors his meet
and lawful share of my monthly sti-
pend. To do this by check, which
was my use of yore, was of no great
moment. But now with deliverance
in cash it is a feat of no little effort,
yet so inured to the process have I
already become that I find myself
saying "Thank you" upon the return
to me of the receipted bill.

Sunday, Dec. 4
Lord's Day which I did fruitfully

use to complete the master schedule
of training for tomorrow's session
with Sahara Sam. For dinner this
day a most delectable ham but my
enjoyment of it lessened by the
thought that there will be for the

Offhand..
Observa

By McGo

Ltions
OFUS

Those who will be forced to spend
the holidays at Benning or Columbus
due to lack of travelling funds or
nearby 'visitable' friends need not con-
sider themselves unfortunate. Few
places offer such opportuities for a
delightful and economical Christmas.

The Officers' Club Grill has been
carrying "hot ovaltine" on the lunch-
eon menu. A good hot drink of
ovaltine, a warm classroom, and a
drowsy afternoon session-the insom-
niast dream!

What a pity some arrangement can-
not be made whereby those Lund-
quist cartoons depicting army and
tudent life could be published so
that more might enjoy them. A pic-
ture is worth a thousand words and
one good cartoonist can do more
to portray the high and low lights
of our existence than a whole flock
of bum columnists.

* , *

There is a famous vaudeville team
in our midst which has also been
keeping its light and cheer too much
under a bushel. This has reference
to the team of Howard and McKin-
ney, better known as "Bus" and
"Mac." Those who have seen them
in Color Line Performances and
Hundredth Night Shows, or better
still, those fortunate few who have
seen and heard them "ad libbing" in
the Cantina of Chinaman Charlies,
Paja, R. P. will attest their excellence.
McGoofus would not hesitate to guar-
antee the efficaciousness of their work
Lo even counteract the low state of
morale begotten of grey winter days,
lingering colds, the pay cut, and an
overdose of writs.

Locker-room chatter: Little enough
about orders for future assignments
as yet, but wait until after the holi-
days.

The greatest compliment which one
army man can pay to the ability of

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-JohnIvol,-nt.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

CAT CALL
We have been informed that Mrs. Brock, the wife of one Captain Brock,

presented Mrs. Zuppann, the wife of one Captain Lloyd Zuppann, with a cat
to which the giver was greatly attached. Indeed, Mrs. Brock thought so
much of her pet that before parting with it she took special pains to insure
its proper care and treatment in its new home. Mrs. Brock, so 'tis said, was
most specific as to the methods to properly and safely guard the life and
limb of this precious animal. The transfer was duly made, however, and
everyone was apparently happy, the former owner because she had found
what she believed to be a good home for the cat, the new owner to become
its proud possessor.

A few days passed; the cat failed to appear. Mrs. Zuppann searched and
searched in vain for her pet. Finally word reached the former owner that
the cat was lost. Whereupon, to the surprise, horror and consternation of
the neighbors, Mrs. Brock suddenly appeared in front of the Zuppann man-
sion armed with one large carving knife (Q. M.) and one sharpener for same
and proceeded with dexterity and agility to sharpen said knife. The streets
were cleared for action. No one knew what would happen next. To the
neighbors, Mrs. Brock's strange activity had the sinister aspect of Shylock
whetting his knife prior to extracting his pound of flesh from the bosom of
Antonio. There followed several moments of breathless suspense which
was only relieved when Mrs. Brock ceased her blood curdling activities and
assumed a pose of triumph as the precious cat crawled slowly from under
the building.

An explanation of the unusual scene made everything perfectly clear.
Mrs. Brock, it seems, had formerly used this procedure to summon the
feline to her. To the cat, the sharpening of the knife was mess call, for
the signal had been a prelude to the slicing of a bit from the family porter-
house for kitty. What could be more simple and effective?

Now, whenever Mrs. Zupann's cat strays from home, as cats some-
times do, especially on moonlight nights, Mrs. Zuppann has only to walk
along the street sharpening a carving knife and, presto, kitty appears.
There is no occasion whatever for the neighbors to get excited.

next week no thrill of surprise upo another is to say; "lie has plenty on EMBARRASSING SITUATION
opening the noon lunch. the ball." The greatest compliment One day, not long ago, Captain W.

which he can pay to another is to say; B. Smith, the Assistant Secretary ofMonday, Dec. 5 "he is a good man." The Infantry School, found on hisThe general situation of the class * * * desk a longhand draft of a letter to
and their training schedules this Everyone is familiar with the harm- General Preston Brown to be typed
morning was quite comparable to the; les type who is forever ready with for the signature of the Assistant Com-
local situation of Gaither who found glamorous stories of his "pre-service"
himself in the last week of his train- occupations and adventures. EverySmandant
ing year with eight hours of calisthen, pest has its particular enemy, so the Six months of unremitting warfare
ics on his hands. He did with prompt- entomologists tell us. This one is no against split infinitives and misplaced
ness and vigor give his company two exception. His exterminator is t h e adjectives under the tutelage of that
full days of calisthenics for, as be jIquiet bird who goes around with a arch pedant, Brother Emil Leard, had
said, "to prepare them for the sum- note book and without making any made the Assistant Secretary somewhat
mer training camp period." For my- fuss, tabulates these Munchausen epi- critical and he was not pleased with
self, I did find my schedule like to sodes until a ridiculous summation the literary style of the draft. Be-
Carpenter's pistol when assembled- has been recorded. Then the trap is lieving it: to be the crude work of
with enough bits left over to make sprung. Capt. "Flaming" Flannigan some obscure minion of Adjutant
a second one. tells the story of some officer who General Lewis, and not wishing to

must have been at least 102 years old be party to the signing of an un-At machine gun drill in the Stadi- when he entered the service, worthy composition by his chief, heum today a cloud of smoke arising took the letter in to Colonel Weeks
trom one side of the stands caused
rife speculation as to the possibility
of the extracting of another day's pay
in the event the stadium burned to
the ground. It is hard to outdo a
lieutenant in anticipaing financial exi.

(Please turn to page 12)

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By'MAJORIIOMER L. CONNER, MedicalInspector I

This is the time of the year when
measles is likely to develop. An in-
creased number of cases are expected
because it always seems that this dis-
ease becomes more common whenever
there is an epidemic of influenza.
Most of us wrongly think of measles
as a disease that does not amount to
much. We therefore do not take the
precautions we should to prevent its
spread to others. Measles is a danger-
ous disease. It causes many deaths.
As a rule the older the patient the
more serious the disease. Measles is
highly contagious and mostly so dur-
ing the period before the breaking out
with the rash, when there is only
sneezing, running at the nose and a
slight cough.

The child appears to have only a
common cold, so the mother who
sends her child to school or allows
him to play with other children at
this time is helping to spread disease
to other children.

Protect your children; protect other
people's children. Discharges from the
mouth, nose and ears spread the dis-
ease. The germs are contained in
the little drops of moisture which
travel 4, 5 or 6 feet whenever the
patient coughs or sneezes. For this
reason only the doctor or the person
who is nursing the patient should
enter the room.

Be careful of the younger children;
those below school age are more like-
ly to develop pneumonia as a com-
plication.

Eye, ear, lung and kidney complica-
tions are fairly common with or fol-
lowing measles. It is therefore a good
plan to have these organs checked
up a few months after recovery. Your
child's future health depends on your
thought and care, so again I repeat-
keep your child away from other
children whenever he shows the least
sign of illness; protect other children.

INFANTRY SCHOOL HUNT

(Continued from Page 1)

the field split into several groups each
headed for a hog. In the chase that
followed, little Peggy Arnold captur-
ed a ten-pound shote, while Captain
Brackinridge overtook a five-pound
suckling. A thirty-pound boar hog
gave a good chase for both hounds
and horse.

A third covert was drawn on the
Oswichee. As hounds worked the
covert a 300-pound sow emerged from
the thicket and headed in the direc-
tion of Jorrocks Grange, and for more
than an hour skilfully eluded hounds
and field. She was finally cornered
and captured several miles away.

The hunt took us over some of the
prettiest country of the reservation,
and some of the runs called for the
greatest skill in cross-country riding.
The juvenile contingent was skillfully
maneuvered by Major Arnold so as to
be in on every kill. (The quarry is
not killed in a boar hunt, but is cor-
nered, captured, and hog-tied) Inci-
dentally, the hog puts up a game fight
and is no mean opponent for either
hound or man.

The field was led by Major Brett,
while Captain Negrotto and Sergeant
Tweed hunted the pack.

to get authorty to revise it to conform
to the best secretarial form.

"This is a rotten letter somebody at
post headquarters fixed up for you"
quoth the Captain. "I don't believe
we want to send anything like that to
General Brown."

Colonel Weeks was mildly surpris.
ed. "Here, let me have another look
at it" he exclaimed. "I didn't think
it was as bad as that when I wrote it."

Captain Smith spent the rest of the
morning in wondering what, if any,
openings there are in civilian life for
a well meaning secretary.

GEOGRAPHICAL MYSTERY
SOLVED

The order changing the name of
Bouton Hill to Singleton Hill and
Singleton Hill to Bouton Hill caused
quite a flurry in academic circles. The
famous Tennyson quotation, "Theirs
not to reason why", to the contrary,
members of the ancient and honorable
profession of arms invariably want to
know "how come". They are trained
to obey regardless, but they do so
more cheerfully when they know the
why and wherefore.

The order had barely landed on our
desk when Buccaneer Brann called in
to ask if., in our opinion, the change
was inspired by the fact that it had

suddenly been discovered that the larg-
er hill had been named for the lower
ranking officer.

Why Buccaneer Brann picked on us
as the logical interpreter of the will
of high command, we don't know, but
since he asked us, we undertook to
find out. Various theories were ad-
vanced, one of the most reasonable be.
ing that the change was brought about
at the instigation of the Great First
Section for the purpose of confusing
the Advanced Class on forthcoming
marked problems.

Neither of these theories is correct.
The Technical Third Section is re-
sponsible. For years its fire problems
have been shooting up the Bouton
Monument, which has had to be pro-
tected by sandbags. Now a monument
which has to be kept surrounded by
sandbags can hardly be said to func-
tion as a memorial and the powers
that be confronted a problem. Some-
thing had to be moved. It is obvious,
of course, that they could not move
the hill. According to the Scriptures,
faith can remove mountains but no-
thing, either in Holy Writ or Army
Regulations, concedes the same power
to the Commandant of The Infantry
School. The Commandant can, how-
ever, move a monument and, since it
is easier to do that than it is to build
a new machine-gun range, it was de-
cided to solve the problem that way.
To switch the names of the hills in
order that the monument might mark
the terrain feature named after Major
Bouton, as it was designed to do, was
merely an administrative detail.

Now, is everybody satisfied?

HIS MASTER'S VOICE

The present Advanced Class is a
serious-minded group, if mention in
this column may be taken as a criter-
ion. To date no member of that an.
gust body has made this more than
equivalent of the front page. Now,
all at once, two of the boys break into
print.

The first Advanced Class item con-
cerns Major Allen, who, at a recent

(Please turn to page 5)
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The Flare
(Continued from page 4)

out-door exercise, was invited by Im.

pressario Bill Hones, who was stand.

ing at the microphone, to step up and
answer a question. Major Allen, who
was within a few feet of Captain
Hones at the time, promptly turned
and double-tinied to the sound car
Luckily the car was only about 10C
feet away. Had it been a little far
ther, say 220 yards, the Major would
have had to do a full quarter mile and
might have been too out of breath tc
answer, by the time he had finished
the round trip.

WHO HELD THE SACK?
Even the Military History Commit

tee, which knows practically every
thing about all of the campaigns thai
have ever been fought, front the da,
of Joshua to those of Sandino, car
learn something new from listening t(
the monographs. For instance, Cap
tain Jackson gave a totally new insigh
into the character of the Turkish de
fense of Gallipoli when he came ou
with a statenment to the effect tha

"the hills were full of Turkish snipe they used to be-and never were."
shooters".

HUNT TERMINOLOGY
O SALVAGE iEarly Sunday morning, when the

One day last week Lieutenant L first wild boar was "viewed away",
cap of the tanks, who has somethingft sin

of a nautical bent, went for a r o w the dashing Mrs. Studebaker-the new-
cn the famous Upatoi. In docking his est of new whips of the hunt staff-

craft upon his return, he managed to could not thnik of the correct "view
upset it. thereby causing the Lieuten- halloo" for a wild hog. In the ex-
ant to do a graceful Annette Keller-
man into the icy water. citement of the chase and her eager-

Now it is something of a feat to ness to be helpful, she called out to
j upset a rowboat without making an the Master, "Oh, Sid, what shall I
I elaborate effort to do so, but this was halloo?"
t really the least remarkable feature of

the Lieutenant's unique landing op. The irate Master, pushing over some
eration. As he approached the dock pretty rough country to head-off the
he was holding the keys of his car in quarry, shouted back "Pig - HOG -

his right hand and a screw driver in SOW - BOAR - TALLY-HO
his left. When he pulled himself ANYTHING", each with a rising in-

" ashore the keys were somewhere on ANYTING
the bottom of the creek and the screw- flectioi.
driver was in his pocket. Mrs. Studebaker acepted the Mas-

Y What the aquatic Lieutenant can't ter's inferred rebuke meekly, but if
1 understand is how time screwdriver got
o into his pocket. Perhaps it was some- Sir Sidney doesn't cut out being so

- thing of the same psychology that im- short with his lady whips, there will
t pelled Lieutenant Ports to rescue his be a couple of vacancies on the hunt

polo helmet and leave ilore valuable staff before the season is half over.
t possessions to the flames. As the old
t saying goes, "Lieutenant's aren't what TOWN TOPICS

(Continued from page 1)

licity to show to the world at large
that even the great are not entirely
imnmune fronl making mistakes.

Passers-by have been startled more
than once by the spectacle of a group
of enthusiastic and vociferous stu-
dent officers cavorting with abandon
in front of Kriz Hall. The interest
of all concerned is centered on a
ball which unist be returned over

T * the net even at the risk of a broken
rneck or a sprained ankle.

After every class, a large number
of student athletes repair to the vol-
ley ball court, there to indulge in
the exciting sport known by that
name. Judging from the volume of
noise, competition must be keen and
spirited.

No doubti a big drawing-card and
something to work forward to would

3s,~ oO~ be a volley ball mlatch between the

Conipami) officers. We understand
that such a mlmat(-h w as staged last year

- '" 9t S and r'esulted i,, a win, for the Coin-

,,e~
t 

t ' k- %lA uiqulle feature of time Cllristmas

festivities at the Post will be the
--' 

I~ -% " 
e -" 

..,.% ining of a Mass coniposition by Ar-
niond Gumprechit, a celebrated or.

x -x\ sv~ r anis1 andl coniposer of Washington,
oi the~ ,9 k D. C. Prof. Cumnprecht is tie father

t O " of Mrs. . ...L. D. Tlmarp, wife of Captain

.. .L.D. Tharp, Infantry. When the
nemblers of the Catholic choir first

X,,,Vj ' heard the composition played they
*ee Cail.X_. .hu unanimously declared for it. It is

said to be replete with beautiful
melody. It is one of the simpler

S pe XX . Masses by this noted composer.

.01
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GIF TS

those

mascu-

line names on your list

-write initial handker-

chiefs. Cord borders in

white and with French

hand-run hems.

Gifts that men appreciate

are gifts to wear

HANDKERCHIEFS

Genuine Imported Linen, Extra Large 89C
H andkerch ief, 3 F or ------------------------------------------

$1.50 to $2.00 Values

LEATHER BELTS

Leather Belts with Initial

Buckles. Are most ap-

propriate. Will wear for

many years.

$1.50

HOSIERY

Wilson Bros.A7

and Holeproof

Hose.

1 .00 1
Two Pairs(7

CHtANCI;E LL OR
COMPAN Y

COLuMBUs-FORT BENNING HEADQUARTERS

-LIL
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that make giving a joy!

I
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS

" Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

GRA N D, A Lovely Pair

'Ft. Allen' Magic
AT THE ROYAL City For Picture(Beginning with midnight show at 11:15 Saturday)

ALSO SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offering "Tess 'The Conquerors'
of the Storm Country" with Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell.
You will love these lovers more than ever in this delightful story A town inhabited only after night
of the New England Coast, the girl who wafted into the life of fall; deserted before dawn of eacl
a carefree millionaire and gave his life a new meaning. day

AT THE GRAND A town that one (lay is a scattering
SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "The crossroads hamlet, the next (lay is a

Conquerors" with Richard Dix, Ann Harding, Edna May Oliver thriving little city, and during fol-
and Guy Kibbee. You'll enjoy the work of these two great stars, lowing weeks becomes an active, teem-
Richard and Ann together."mug segment of a metropolitan area.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Offering "This Sporting A tow n in which there is no un-
Age" with Jack Holt, Evalyn Knapp, Hardie Albright and Wal- emowntIn whcthreident
ter Byron. Here is the story of a sportsman and polo star who employment. In fact each resident
had his hands full warding off the hot-cha attentions of two received good pay for his nocturnal
of Hollywood's most attractive vamps. Col. Hugh Drury, one of residency.
the most noted polo players of the last decade appears in this A town without municipal offices,
picture and you'll like the work of Evalyn Knapp and Shirley without taxes, jails or schools, with-
Palmer. A fast moving, thrilling episode that sees Holt im- out class distinction; a town without
mortalizing the oldest game known to man. a woman's club.... A town not even

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Offering "Hat Check Girl" en the map.
with Sally Eilers, Ben Lyon, Ginger Rogers, Arthur Pierson and Such a town was Hollywood's lat-
Monroe Owsley. After reading the column by this name that ap- est cinematic community; a novel
peared at intervals in The Record, you'll enjoy the opportunity and unique set carefully planned and
of seeing the "Hat Check Girl" on the screen. In reading this meticulously built for a picture form-
entertaining column in this paper from time to time you learned ing the chief screen offering from the
many secrets of Broadway and Hollywood. camera capital this season.

AT THE RIALTO
TODAY AND TOMORROW: Offering -Between Fighting

Men" with Ken Maynard and Tarzan, the wonder horse. A story
about sheep in the cow country. Gun smoke in the air and two
leather-faced punchers fighting for the rights of the "open
range." A fast moving western that should amuse and thrill.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "70,000 Witnesses"
with Phillips Holmes, Dorothy Jordon, Charlie Ruggles and
Johnny Mack Brown. They all stared with terror but none saw
the killer. The picture propounds the question: Who dared com-
mit this astounding crime? Who matched his stealth against
70,000 witnesses? How did the hand of death reach the star
half-back as he darted down the open field in the year's big
game? And thus you'll see a real football picture filled with
mystery.

TUESDAY ONLY: Offering "Doctor X" with Lionel Atwill,
Fay Wray and Lee Tracy. A great mystery thriller in perfect
technicolor. Guaranteed to out-thrill the screen's past master-
pieces. Different! Dazzling! Sensationally unusual-the some-
thing new in entertainment. The strange phenomenon of a mys-
terious cult.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Offering "Rackety Rax"
with Victor McL-aglen, Greta Nissen and Nell O'Day. The story
of the blackjack and hijack boys muscling in on college foot,
ball .. , the gang from the gas house and the gals from the
night clubs go collegiate . . . in a cheering, jeering, boisterous,
roisterous, spine-tingling, rib-tickling comedy riot. Take out
laugh cramp insurance and attend.

Movietown Chatter
To a modern person, a bath is an Rather amusing, the case of that

incident, bit player who was arrested the other
Not so to the Roman gentleman day for forgery. After straightening

of 64 A.D., however. His bath com-
prised many luxurious stages.

According to data gathered by Para-
mount's research department for pro-
duction of Cecil B De Mille's "The
Sign of the Cross," the Roman noble-
man's daily bath routine was as fol-
lows:

Entering the "insula" (private
bath), he was set upon by two "balne-
tores" (muscular masseurs).

STEPS IN BATHING
The next step was the 'ephebias,"

i place for water sports similar to a
gym pool of today.

Tiring of this, the Roman repaired
in turn to the-

Unctorium-to be perfumed.
Laconicum-to clown a spell with

rater nymphs.
Elaeothesium--the last portion of

-he water bath.
Tepidarium-a slightly warm room.
Frigidarium-a cooler place.
Triclinium-where breakfast was

erved.Velarium-a lounge where the gos-
ip of Rome was exchanged.

Cubiculum-where he luxuriated in
i short nap.

the thing out-it was really a misun.
derstanding-he came raging into an
attorney's office. Before the lawyer's
eyes, he flourished a newspaper head-
line: "Extra Man Arrested For Forg-
ry." He demanded that a suit be
filed against the newspaper-t h e
grounds that they had called him an
extra man.

Greta Nissen insists it didn't mean
anything when she went to Victor
McLaglen's party with Weldon Hey-
burn. They're still estranged, she
says, and she is living at a hotel . . .
Miriam Hopkins and Claudette Col-
bert are among the first to inaugurate
the new winter season at Palm
Springs . . . Humorist Robert Bench-
ley is heading back to New York. He
played two bits in the R-K-O picture,
"Sport Page" and wrote some dia-
logue for Constance Bennett's "Rocka-
bye." . . . Polla Ann Young has been
going places with Houston Branch.
It will be Bartlett Cormack, associate
producer, in the future . . . Part of
the prize won by Kathleen Burke in
her selection as Paramount's "Pan-
ther Woman" was a five weeks' stay
at the Hotel Ambassador, with all
expenses piad.

The town of Fort Allen, Nebraska,
as it was and is during four distinct
periods of national growth, was cre-
ated of wood and stone and brick as
a background for RKO-Radio's "The
Conquerors," with Richard Dix and
Ann Harding co-starred.

Fort Allen is introduced in the pic-
ture as authentic records show it to
have been in 1873. This data was
obtained chiefly from the Nebraska
State Historical Society and from the
files of the studio research depart.
ment itself. In this embryonic state
Fort Allen is the typical sun-baked
middle western hamlets as our grand-
fathers knew it.

Twenty years later Fort Allen is
shown as a rapidly growing commu-
nity in a rich farming center, a likely
route-point for the first railroad
through that country. The building
of the railroad, the arrival of the first
train, are dramatic highlights touched
upon by Director William Wellman.

Hollywood's "Fort Allen, Nebras-
ka," covered many acres of rolling
ground at the great Radio Pictures'
ranch, which is to the north of the
film city over famous Gahuenga Pass.

They ConqueredI

A scene from "The Conquerors"
coming to the Grand Theater Satur-
day, Sunday and Monday, featuring
Richard Dix and Ann Harding.

(See Page 11)

..I.h..................:<

"Blow the Man Down," "Ranzo"
and other old-time sailor chanteys
seldom heard in this era of steam
and motor ships will be featured at
the Royal Theatre next Sunday Mon-
day and Tuesday with the opening
sequences of "Tess of the Storm Coun-
try," the new Janet Gaynor-Charles
Farrell offering.

These chanteys, picturesque if not
always melodious, played an import-

RIALTO
A mystery melodrama without bene-

fit of w i n d, rain or lightning is al-
most unique in screen history, but

"Doctor X," First National's exc'ting
Technicolor picture, coming to the
Rialto Theatre, Tuesday and Wednes-
day, has that added distinction.

Dramatists from Shakespeare's time
down have almost invariably called
on nature for help in the building of

melodrama. The elements have always
been considered legtimate aids in set-
ting an atmospher of mystery and
suspense. The ol, stage mechanic
outdid nature at her w orst in staging
thunder storms such as were never
heard in fact and in making the wind
howl in a way that would shame a
South Seas hurricane.

But the material used in "Doctor
X" was considered effective enough
without adding unnecessary weather
complications for heightened drama.

ant part in the handling of the old
wind-jammer, as t h e i r surging
rhythms aided the crews materially
which the initial scenes of the picture
were made, Director Alfred Santell
succeeded in recording several of
these salty songs as a novel back-
ground to the action.
in the arduous work of heaving anch-
ors or furling sails. With the assist-
ance of A. L. Laur, captain of the
three-masted Metha Nelson, aboard

CALL YOUR ORDER TO

PLAZA CAFE
FOR YOUR AFTER THE SHOW REFRESHMENTS

Chow Mein, Chicken, Chop Suey Dishes or Western Steaks

GRANI)
SATURDAY, SUNDAY and MONDAY

MARCH ON AMERICA
RICHARD ANN

DIX HARDING
In

"THE

CONQUERORS"
With

EDNA MAY OLIVER - GUY KIBBEE

"TAXI FOR TWO" - PARAMOUNT NEWS

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

JACK HOLT

"This Sporting Age"
EVALYN KNAPP - HARDIE ALBRIGHT

Walter Byron - J. Farrell McDonald

Souvenir - Novelty - Comedy - News

THURSDAY and FRIDAY

SALLY EILERS
In"HAT

CHECK
. .i 

'
" W ith

Lionel Atwell, FayGIRL k Wray, Lee Tracy.

With BEN LYON Sport Novelty - Cartoon - Screen Souvenir
W E LWEDNESDAY - THURSDAY

The All-American Football Scream!CHARLIE CHAPLIN "THE CURE"RA K TY RAX
NOVELTY - NEWS "RACKETY RAX"

I__With
VICTOR McLAGLEN - GRETA NISSEN
CARTOON . COMEDY - FOX NEWS

ROYAL [
Opening Sat. at 11:15 P. M.

and Sun., Mon. and Tue.
Added Features

HAWAIIAN FANTASYong"DIANA" (Screen Song) . NEWS x .....!iiiiiiii! :: iiiiA

'TARZAN' the
lW "a._.' -. Wonder Horse

TODAY and TOMORROWChapter I "'THE LAST FRONTIES"

Chapter 12 "HEROES OF THE WEST"
Novelty "Beyond The Blue Horizon"

ranet Charles

GAYNOR FARRELL
- OThe STORM

T dCOUNTRY
Directed by Alfred Santell Fox PICTURE

|
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You Can't Stop America

ONQUER Your Hunger
EAT

(

CONQUER
Your Christmas Money

Difficulties

We are at all times ready to offer our

services to Fort Benning . . . It will be

a pleasure to explain our plan to you

. .. It will save you many worries.

Franklin Savings & Loan Co.

Cor. 13th St. and 1st Ave. Phone 2766

You Can't Stop America

You Can

CONQUER
Foot Worries!

YOUR SHOES-

Deserve the best soles. Try
a LAMAC next, by the
only 5-unit machine in Co-
lumbus at

BOSTON SHOE FACTORY
1243 BROADWAY

Service - Quality-- Satisfaction

You Can't Stop America

are embodied this year in silver-

ware, in rings, in precious stones of

all kinds. If you would win the

affection of any person, give a gift of

jewelry.

0

GIFT SUGGESTIONS
Silverware, Watches, Rings, Bracelets, Pen and

Pencil Sets, Candelabra, Costume Jewelry,

Necklaces, Scarf Pins, Tie Pins,

Fraternity Emblems, Etc.

GIVE
JEWELRY

THIS CHRISTMAS

You Can't Stop America

I ___________________________ U

4i)OV ERBS! rthr their pulses beat to the WHITE

If Its USED CARS You SPECTACULAR!!

You should first consider appearance,

running condition, mileage, etc. You
can be sure of a good bargain here.. Again

and at a price that will fit your purse.
Come in and look over our stock.

cars will

You can buy really GOOD row an

USED CARS

AT Col

CLIFF M. AVERETTI, INC.

STUDEBAKER
PIEKCE.A-ARROW

3TUDEBAKER will lead the Automobile
Industry In 1933

world's greatest values in modern motor
I be announced by Studebaker, Pierce-Ar-
Rockne at an early date.

CONQUERORS ALL

umbus Roberts Motor Co.
510-12-14 12TH STREET

You Can't Stop America

HAVE YOUR EVENING
SLIPPERS DYED

and CONQUER some of

your financial worry.

Exclusive Repairers

and Dyers of Shoes

CUMBAA'S
18 Twelfth St.

You Can't Stop America

DCKNE

You Can't Stop America

rrl>TTrTT4Z TMnTAWA I

A box of personal stationery with the
name and address neatly printed on
same not only conquers but commands
attention.

Give It For Christmas

100 Sheets and 50 Envelopes neatly printed

4 STYLES TO SELECT FROM

$1.75 Per Box

Columbus Office Supply Co.
PHONE 556

You Can't Stop America

CONQUER
your meat problems by asking for

RED ROSE
AND

OLD SETTLERS
SAUSAGES

They Are U. S. Government Inspected

Every Pound Guaranteed Pure And Wholesome By

THE PROVISION CO.
INCORPORATED

Columbus, Georgia

You Can't Stop America

Friday, December 9, 1932
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NLW or STHWRL
Happy Hearts Win
All. But Two Of
Season's Contests
24th Infantry Eleven Conten-

der For Championship
Honors

The Happy Hearts of the 24th. Inf-
antry completed a fine season last
week. Doped at the outset to have
only a fair team, the Happy Hearts,
coached by Lt. Howard Johnson, soon
established themselves as one of the
best, if not actually the best, colored
football aggregations in the south.

The Happy Hearts started slowly,
losing a close game to Florida A and
M in the initial contest of the season.

Down from Atlanta came the Atlan-
ta Bears, colored professional team,
favored to win over the team from the
Sunset Regiment by two touchdowns.
Instead a rejuvenated Happy Heart
backfield, supported by a stone wall
line, ripped holes in the highly touted
defense of the Bears, and emerged
with a great 14-0 victory. The first
touchdown was made possible when
Winston, Happy Heart fullback, in-
tercepted a pass, while the second
was the result of a relentless drive
from mid-field.

The Nashville Giants, last year's
colored champions of the south, suc-
cumbed to the powerful attack of the
Happy Hearts by the one-sided score
of 52-0. The Giants were disconcert-
ed after the first touchdown and fell
easy prey to the scoring parade staged
by their opponents.

Tuskegee, with an undefeated
eleven, was the next opponent to face
the warriors of the Sunset Regiment.
The game was played in the Tuskegee
Stadium Bowl. Five thousand fans sat
speechless with surprise as an unher-
alded 24th. Infantry football team
rushed the Tigers completely off their
feet in a furious attack that carried
the Tigers into the shadow of their
own goal posts and was climaxed by
a smashing drive that sent Barnes,
hard hitting Happy Heart back,
through the center of the line for a
touchdown. The extra point was not
made.

For the next three and two-thirds
quarters, Tuskegee raged and smashed
at the army defense, but the light Hap-

Spy Heart line turned back charge
after charge. Passes were batted down
by the defensive players. At the end
of the game, the once mighty Tiger

Slimped off the field, a badly beaten
kitty. Score: Happy Hearts 6, Tius-

Should Bring
Welcome Gifts

for
SMOKERS

It's a fortunate man who
finds beneath the tree a plenti-
ful supply of his favorite
material!

Main Branch, Soda
Fount, 29th Infan-

try Branch.
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

EXHIBITION AT
W A R M SPRINGS

The boxing exhibition sponsored by
Fort Benning, which took place at
Warm Springs, Ga., Monday evening,
offered the patients of the Founda-
tion rare entertainment. Several of
Benning's best boxers were seen in
action.

Keen disappointment was felt when
President-elect Roosevelt failed to put
in an appearance, as anticipated. An
announcement was made in the course
of the evening to the effect that the
goveror could not be present, regret-
ted it. but hoped everyone would have
an enjoyable time none the less.

The hall where the exhibition was
to be held was well-filled by eigh!
o'clock. A temporary ring had been
erected.

All bouts, of wlich there were
eleven, were scheduled for three
rounds. The referee was Sgt. Lindsey
with Sgt. Magoni acting as announcer.
Eight ounce gloves were used antl no
decisions were rendered.

In the first bout of the evening,
Walterman stepped a fast three rounds
with Goss. Then "Chick" Floyd and
"Battling Scercivitch, gave a skilful
exhibition of some of the finer points
of the game-feinting, blocking, coun-
ter-punching, and rolling with punch-
es. During this second bout, Colonel
an] Mrs. Peyton arrived.

"Tut-Tut" Taylor and "Ducky"
Polawada next entered the ring, fol-
lowed by "Chick" Liddell and "Cow-
boy" Vallery. The last two fighters
gave the spectators a real treat.

In the next bout "Sandy" Huff and
"Dapper" Doyle went at it hammer
and tongs for three rounds. This
bout was very pleasing to the ,crowd.
The two boys slugged heartily in the
center of the ring most of the time.

After this fight, the 24th Infantry
Quartette rendered several songs, the
first of which was entitled "I Got
Shoes", followed by "My Darling
Lulu" and "Lawd, You Made The
Night Too Long". The burst of ap-
plause that followed the conclusion of
these three pieces and the request for
encores was ample proof of the recep-
tion of the quartette by the patients.

"Shifty" Schroeder then engaged
(Please turn to page 11)

kegee 0.
Edwards Waters College brought up

a strong aggregation to face the chant-
pionship-bound Happy Hearts in thme
next game and was only beaten after
a hard and well-fought game. Barnes,
Meyers, and Hale were the big guns
for the Sunset Regiment eleven in this

contest. The 'Gators scored the first
touchdown and this seemed to infuri-
ate the Happy Hearts who launched
a determined drive. A fifteen yard
penalty staved off a touchdown and
the Gator punter kicked out of dan-
ger as the period ended. In the sec-
ond quarter, Hale scored for the Hap-
py Hearts who now led 7-6. A pass
and a line buck was good for another
touchdown in the following quarter
with Barnes lugging the ball across
the goal line. Edwards Waters scored
in the last quarter but failed to make
the extra point and the scoreboard
read 24th. Infantry 13, Edward Waters
12, at the end of the game.

The Happy Hearts :continued their
drive toward the championship by de-
feating the Fort Valley Normal Insti-
tute 21-13 in a game replete with
thrills. The Happy Hearts outplayed
their opponents throughout the fray.
Next to fall before the onslaught of
the 24th Infantry was the Miles Me-
morial College football team, which
went down to defeat by a score of
21-6. The Happy Hearts scored twice
before their opponents knew what
was happening, but a counter attack
in the second quarter resulted in a
touchdown for the Miles Memorial
eleven. During the last half, the 24th
Infantry kept their opponents contin-.
ually on the defensive.

A post-season return game with the
Nashville Giants resulted in the sec-
ond defeat of the year for the Happy

(Please turn to page 11)

D. P. HARDING, Editor

In The .Dressing
Room

Little Known Anecdotes About

Famous Football Teams

By I. PREDICTUM

The powerful 1930 Notre Dame
eleven, which won the mythical coun-
try championship that year, was play-
ing Pennsylvania. The Quakers proved
entirely incapable of checking the
tremendous driving offensive of the
Fighting Irish, who scored touchdown
after touchdown. With only a few
seconds of actual playing time left
before the end of the game, Notre
Dame led 53-7. Shortly before the
gun, a long pass was completed for
another touchdown.

The Irish lined up, Carideo back,
to try for the extra point. It was at
this point that the keynote of opti-
mism was struck by a Pennsylvania
rooter, seated in the top tier of the
stadium. "Block the kick! Block the
kick!" he shouted vociferously, just
as if the whole game depended on
Penn blocking Carideo's placement
kick. Nevertheless, despite the opti-
mism of the fan, the kick was not
blocked and Notre Dame won 60-7.

This anecdote is a tribute to the
benchwarmers, the football players
wherever it goes, scrimmage with it,
take all the hard knocks, and never
get into a single game.

Two elevens were scrimmaging.
One team was in a scoring position,
fourth down, and five yards to go for
a touchdown. Turning to one of the
plays sitting huddled on the bench,
a chronic benchwarmer, the coach of
the team said,

"Andrews, what would you do in a
situation like that?"

"Well, coa'h," replied the player
dismally, "I think I'd just shift my
position on the bench."

This concludes a series of anec-
dotes by I. PREDICTUM.

SHERBURNE -

DRAKECHAMPS
Drake and Sherburne defeated New-

man and Bassett in the finals of the
Men's Handicap Doubles Tourna-
ment last Saturday afternoon. The
scores were 6-1, 6-3, 6-8, 6-3. The
w; inners started off as if they were
going to make short work of their
opponents, winning the first set easily
with the loss of only a single game.
The second set also went to Drake
andl Sherburne, but the third set, very
hotly contested, was won by Newman
and Bassett. In the concluding set.
the champions raii up a 5_2 lead, with
Sherburne serving. The latter lost his
serwe to make it 5.3. With Newnman
serving. Drake and Sherman annexed
the first three points, their opponents
iiadle it dleuce, andl then the chain_
pious ran out the match.

All the players exhibited good ten_
iiis. Capt. Drake, ranked number
one on the post, played a flashy gam,
from the volleying position and made
several excellent placement shots.

In the Men's Singles, Poore lost to
)rake after winning the first set at

6 3. Drake rallied to win the nex
two by scores of 6-3, 6-2.

Drake's next singles match will be
with Newman. The winner of this
match will enter the finals.

In the Mixed Doubles Tournament,
Irving and Eagles who drew a bye
in the first round, defeated Evans and
Philips 4-6, 8_6, 6-3 to enter the
semi-finals. Evans and Phillips had
previously. turned in a surprise win
over Sherburne and Schneider.

Evans and Phillips won the first set
of 6-4. and led in the second set,
4-2. Mrs. Evans lost her serve, and
Mrs. Eagles won hers, to tie the score
at 4-4. The set was finally won by
Eagles and Irving at 8-6. The third
and deciding set also went to the
latter pair by a score of 6-3.

(Please turn to page 10)

TANK TEAM TO
OPPOSEKELLYS

The Golden Tornado of the 66th
Infantry (Light Tanks) seem to have
no sympathy for the difficulties that
surround the organizing and choos-
ing of a team of championship calibre
from the four contestants for the cup
in the Fort Benning Intra-mural Foot
Ball League.

After the surprising upset last Sun-
day, when the Tankers lost to the
Green Wave from the 1st Bn., 29th
Infantry, it was to be supposed that
they would remain nicely in their
niche and let the athletic committee
and a few budding sports writers
make some tentative decision as to
the name that would be engraved on
the season's trophy.

But such a thing is the farthest
thought in the world from the minds
of the aforementioned athletes. Hard
work, furious scrimmages, and intens-
ixe signal practice has been the order
of the (lay since the last recent defeat,
and the Golden Tornado is all set
to swamp the Kellys from the 2d
Battalion with a maze of new plays
that have been kept up the sleeve
for this occasion . It was intended to
reserve these ground gaining perplexi-
ties to cinch the championship for
tie Tankers, but now they will be
used to wallop the boys in blue, and
attempt by defeat to drive the ath-
letic committee into the nut ward.
For if the Tankers beat the Kellys,
and the Kellys beat the Irish from
the ist Batt, what a grand mixup and
merry go round that will be. And it
is entirely possible that such will be
the outcome, for the iron clad dough-
boys have one particular play that
results in another touchdown every
time the first string pulls it in scrim-
mage, and even when the scrubs work
it in a practice.

Time Kellys in turn, have not been
doing anything to make life easy for
hard working newspapermen. Injuries
of the squad caused them to lay off
the scrimmage this last week, but
they were out there one afternoon
showing the world how it was done
iii the infantry. The rest of the
time has been devoted to signal prac-

(Please turn to page 11)

Tankers Lose To
1 st Batts 12-o
In UpsetSunday
Green Wave Pulls Surprise

Win Over Opponents
As Jordan Stars

The second game of the intramural
season found the "Terrible Tankers"
opposing the "Fighting Irish" of t h e
1st. Batts last Sunday afternoon. The
Tankers, doped at the outset to win
the fray, were outplayed and out-
smarted by their rejuvenated oppo-
nents who won a fine 12-0 victory.

Jordan, the diminutive quarter-
(Please turn to page 10)

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

PEACHTREE AT CAIN

/Itlanta, Ca.

550 rootIts of comfort and
convenience. Each room has
i ilin. fan, circulating ice

water, radio and either
shower or tub bath; corner
rooms,, have both. Open Din-
inv" Terrace and Coffee Shop.

R, o ou? front $2

J. F. ,te Jarnette Vice-Pres. & Mgr.

Extra Safety Extra Economy
FROM

Yfrestone
Extra Values
Patented construction fea-

tures found only in Firestone
Tires give you the extra pro-
tection you need for your fami-
ly and friends.

These Firestone Extra Val-
ues, Gum-Dipping, Two Extra
Gum-Dipped Cord Plies Under
the Tread and a Quiet, Safe,
Long W e a r i n g Non-Skid
Tread are available to you at
no added cost.

Race Drivers demand the
Extra Safety Firestone Tires
give them. More and more car
owners every year are realizing
the Extra Economy-longer
mileage and trouble-free serv- Our service is f o
ice in Firestone Tires. your convenience anc

Why not take advantage of yoursconvenieea
this opportunity to equip your
car with the "Choice of Cham- serve you
pions" before prices advance
any further?
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Pro het Reviews Football Season flCI L I~l
Columbia, Brown, Fordham, Cor.

Herald Forecaster nell and Penn all had good seasons. The BENNING HERALD takes
The Fordham Ram nipped St. Mary's pleasure in announcing the season's

e views Foo t b all140 and a week later defeated Oregon average of I. PREDICTUM. In a
Sta nd ao weekalatrdefeated Oreon season replete with upsets occur-SN w Ended State. Columbia was defeated by one ing at regular intervals, theSeason Now Ende point by Brown and was held to a prophet nevertheless maintained a
scoreless tie by Syracuse in the mud. consistently high average. His

By I. PREDICTUM These two games alone mar her rec- mark of .830 eclipses any returnsthat have yet to come in from
The colorful 1932 football season ord. Cornell was beaten by Colum. ports writers all over the country.

is almost over. Only two major con- bia, but conquered Penn and Dart-. itesallChrtmedon

tests remain to be played, the Notre mouth. In the special Christmas edition

Army had a fine team this year, one coming out on the sixteenth of
Dame-Southern Calif ornia annual of the best in the east. She suffered December, there will appear I.
classic and the Rose Bowl game. But, only two defeats, one at the hands PREDICTUM'S choices for an All-
with few exceptions, the college of Pitt and the other at the hands of American eleven with comment
schedules have been completed and Nore Dame. One-sided victories over on ceah individual player. It will
a resnme of the season is in order." Harvard and Yale stamped her at be the prophet's valedictory ar-once as a powerful team. Last week ticle.

Much, of course, depends on the West Point culminated the season w 0
outcome of the two games mentioned with a smashing victory over Navy. won a 14-0 victory.
above. Until they have been played, In the south, Auburn and Tennes- In the midwest, Michigan won thethere can be no mythical national see stood head and shoulders over the undisputed championship of the Bigchampions, rest of the competing elevens. Auburn Ten and emerged with one of its

In the East, Colgate, from several was well on its way to the conference
standpoints, reigns supreme. Her rec- championship when a last half rally most successful seasons of modern
ord testifies on her behalf. Two hun. by South Carolina spiked her undis- years. It was the thirteenth title in
dred and forty-four points were puted right to the title. The game vdisputed championship. Michigan
rolled up by the "Red Raiders of finally ended in a 20-20 deadlock.un
Chenango," while her hapless oppo- Tennessee, by virtue of facing a hard. defeated a stubborn Minnesota team
nents were being limited to the sum er schedule than Auburn, should be I30 to capture the title in the wind-total of nothing. Her schedule, it is given whatever edge there may be up of the season.
true, was not exceptionally difficult when consideration for championship The warriors of Purdue s ept
New York Universty and Brown were laurels is opened. The Vols, under through their season undefeater ut
the two most difficult obstacles to the excellent coaching of Major Ney- with a 7-7 tie with Northwsetern tohurdle. The Purple eleven was de. land, won every game save one, a blot their record. Consequently, they
feated 14-0, and Brown, unbeaten un- scoreless tie with Vandy. finished in second place with Wiscon-til the game with Colgate, went down Alabama steadily improved in the sin, the surprise team of the confer-to a stinging 21.0 defeat. The Brown course of the season, climaxing their cnce, third, Ohio State fourth, Min-nesota and Northwestern tied for
game, itself, is ample evidence of season with a great 20-0 victory over fifth Illinois sixth; Chicago and
the formidable strength of Colgate. Vanderbilt, and a 6-0 win over power.fInd ini a ideadl Ciorand

Pittsburgh went through a dfficult ful St. Mary's in an intersectional Indiana in a deadlock for seventh and
schedule without one defeat being game. Fans are wondering how Geor- Iowa last.
chalked up against its record. The ,ia Tech ever managed to defeat the The season witnessed the passing of
Panther's victims numbered Notre Tide. "Old Man" Stagg, who saw the last
Dame, Army, Stanford, and Pennsyl- Louisiana State was the only con- (Please turn to page 11)
vania, all powerful elevens. Score- ference eleven undefeated and untied
less ties were played with Ohio State by conference teams at the end of
and Nebraska. Pittsburgh certainly the season. From one standpoint,-
has ample right to lay claim to the therefore, she has a clear right to the
national title, title. On the other hand, Louisiana

Yale, Harvard, and Princeton, at State has been defeated twice and
one time the Big Three of the East, tied once by non-conference elevens.
were subjected to frequent humilia- With the exception of Tulane, the
tions during the course of the season. conference opponents she has beaten
The Crimson especially were a very have not been top notch teams.
downtrodden eleven the past year. Georgia and Georgia Tech will
Beaten by Yale and Army by one- probably be very much in evidencesided margins, and trimmed decisive- next season. A little experience for
ly by Brown, only victories over Holy the many green players on both teams I
Cross and Dartmlouth soothe her will do wonders.
Wounds. In the southwest, Texas Christian,

Princetoii, facing a tough schedule, with a powerful forward wall and •a
did better than she has done for two fast backfield, swept aside all opposi-
years. No major contests were won, tion to cop the conference title. In
but Michigan, Columbia, and Navy her conquest of the southwest, Texas
all felt the impact of the Tiger. Yale jChristian rolled up more total points
had the worst season she has ha for 'than any other eleven in the country.
many years, but a victory over Har- Texas was runner-up in the confer- d
yard acted as balm. If the El1i defeated ence. When the Longhorns of Texas
Harvard, all is considered well and met Texas Christian in the all-import-
Yale certainly ran roughshod over the ant game, a game which was to decide
Crimson two weeks ago. the championship, the latter eleven :;:im

Worm
1st Bo

By LT. RI(

Despite their
output of Tin 1
borrowed Disco
to banish the
their surprised
noon when the
Fort Benning
to be a lethal
minutes of futi]
Tankers depar
Stadium as un
dans at a hog c
a startled aud
skepticism and
victory for the

Although the
fought capably
the aggressiven
ward wall more
its inferiority i,
shifty backfield
meant ((ost.

Employing R
tions the Decke

T launched a pass attack featuring Jor-
T urn a dan, Smith and Reddock that twice

a t t s W i n placed them within scoring distance.
In one instance the ,Tankers arose to
their vaunted valor, when in the third

CHARD H. SMITH period, after Horton had plunged to
philandering with the the one yard line they held relentless-

Pan Alley the Tankers' ly for a full quota of downs.
ord Dukes were unable Shortly thereafter Reddock took a
ennui that settled over pass from Jordan to begin the first
sponsors Sunday after- touchdown drive. Sweeping right end,
turning worm of the Jordan gained five yards and took the

gridiron proved itself ball out of bounds. With play re-
ruminant. After sixty sumed in the shadow of the goal posts

le activity the Terrible a defense-bunching thrust at the tank
rted from Doughboy center paved the way for an off tackle
happy as Mohamme- slash and tally by Jordan. The try for
calling contest, leaving point failed.
lience to swallow its Threatened by defeat the Tankers

to digest a 12 to 0 displayed for a brief ensuing period
First Battalion. a defense-bunching thrust at the Tank
lines of both teams prowess. Led by Stewart, McKelvey,

throughout the game Mathews and Starnes they rapidly
ess of the green for- seized doughboy territory, pounding
than compensated for tackle from punt formation and in-

n weight and shook a jecting confusion from a double w'ing
loose when yardage back shift. Their march, however,

ended disastrously for them.
ockne and punt forma. While playing its own little part in
r coached aggregation (Please turn to page 10)
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SELLING EVENT
0

SPECIAL VALUESMEN'S SUITS MEN'S POLO COATS
AT HALF PRICE GRAY AND TAN

$9.75 to $15.75
$13.75 to $23.75

FINE SWEATERS
All Wool-Turtle Neck and Slipon

GOLF KNICKERS 40
BLUE AND GRAY TWEED , Pajamas

$4.50 VALUES All Wool-Turtle Neck and Slip-on
Neck and Slip-on$2.95 $1.39

YOU'LL SAVE BY SHOPPING AT

PAYNE CLOTHING CO.
1203 BROADWAY

Leading Furniture Dealers For Thirty-hight )cears

COME SEE
IN OUR

TOY DEPARTMENT
SATURDAY

ALL TOYS DRASTICALLY
REDUCED

HUBBARD HARDWARE
1214 BROADWAY

.
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Death Takes Heavy Toll Of Players IiC
TANKERS LOSE TO 1ST

BATTS 12.0
IN UPSET SUNDAY

(Continued From Page 8)

back of the 1st. Batts, was easily the

outstanding player on the field. A

newcomer to the ranks of the Irish,

he displayed brilliant field general-

ship and was the spark in the team's

offensive.
The contest was one of the best

seen in Doughboy Stadium this year.

Shortly after the kick-off, Jordan

threw a long pass which caught the

Tanker defense napping and which

was good for forty yards. Line plays

were of no avail, and Jordan punted,

the ball being downed on the Tanker

five yard line. Jarvis punted out of

danger to t h e midfield. Jordan

promptly skirted the end for a first

down, but a fifteen yard penalty on

the next play offset the gain. The

Tanker line was breaking through

fast, and as Jordan cut back to throw

a pass, he was tackled for a fifteen

yard loss. The quarter ended with

the ball in the 1st Batts' possession
on their own forty yard line.

The second of two passes was suc-

it back to the twenty-seven yard line.
Two end runs and a line buck went
for a first down. Jarvis fumbled on
the next play and the ball was re-
covered by the 1st. Batts in enemy
territory. R. M. Smith took the ball
on a reverse play, and was only down-
ed after he had advanced the ball
twenty yards. Jordan raced around
end for eight more. Horton made it
a first down on the Tanker five yard
line. Here, the Tank defense tight-
ened up and four plays through the
center of the line succeeded in only
bringing the ball to the one yard line.
Jarvis punted behind his own goal
posts to the thirty-eight yard line. A
pass over the scrimmage line to Red-
dock was good for a first down, with
the ball going to the Tank seventeen
yard line. A spinner play, with Hor-
ton carrying the ball, was good for
another first down to the three yard
line. A line buck was stopped for no
gain, but Jordan, on the next play,
knifed off tackle f or a touchdown.
The placement for extra point was
blocked.

The Tankers elected to receive the

ball, and launched a terrific offens-
ive. The quarter ended with the ball
on the thirty yard line, in Irish ter-

cessful and the ball was advanced to
the Tanker forty yard line. Jordan ritory, after a long dash by Mat-
then Tankerlfotyyard lineJodanthews and a few concentrated line
then broke loose, and after some pas

pretty broken field running, was At the start of the last period,

brought down from behind by Mat- MAtthews slid off tackle for eight

thews on the twenty yard line. The

Tanker defense tightened up and took yards and a line buck made it a first

the ball on downs. A long pass from down. The Irish line held and a passthwasbattemptedwby.thelTanks.sItfwas

Jarvis to Matthews was successful, but was attempted by the Tanks. It was

Matthews fumbled the tackle, the ball an ill-starred decision, for Reddock,

being recovered by the Irish. Jarvis Irish back, intercepted the pass, and

intercepted a pass and went to the being excellent interference, ran

thirty-eight yard line b e f o r e being eighty-five yards for a touchdown. In

stopped. An exchange of punts found his jaunt down the field, he shook

the ball near midfield as the half loose from three or four tacklers. The

extra point was not made and the

Simonde kickeorefytetherfiear score 12-0 in favor of the 1st. Batts.Simmons kicked off to the five yard Deprtpsesyth "Trie

line but Vallery of the Tanks brought Desperate passes by the "Terrible
Tankers" were then launched. One

-- was good for a long gain, but an-

Howard Bus Line, other was intercepted as the game
ended.

Inc. The game was replete with thrills.
The white-helmeted, green jerseyed

Operating Under Govern- warriors of the 1st. Batts clearly out-

ment Franchise played the "Terrible Tankers." For

Bond and Liability Insur- the Tankers, Matthews starred, and in

a lesser role, Starnes. Stuart and
ance Provided McCalbey were outstanding in the

-H D LTanker line. For the 1st. Batts, Jor-

SCHEDULE (an was ea.ily the star but the whole

From From backfield should be given credit for

Columbus Ft. Benning a great game. To pick out one or two

5:00 AM 6:00 AM individuals who shone in the line
6:00 " 7:50 would be unfair. The entire forward
7:00 " 9:15 " wall of the Fighting Irish displayed8:30 "10:-45"

10:00 " 12:45 PM rare excellence.

11:45 " 2:15 " The Tankers have an abundance of

1:30 PM 4:15 " potential power. Poor interference

3:00 " 5:10 " was one reason for their defeat. Tank

5:00 " 6:00 " backs were continually colliding with

7:00 " 7:00 " players of their own team and this

9:00 " 8:00 " slowed up their attack tremendously.
10:30 " 9:45 A poor pass defense against the aerial
12:00 M 11:15 " attack launched by the Irish was an-

12:00 M other reason for their loss. But it is

SCHo "Extras"Sd safe to say that the Tankers, as far
410 PHONES 224 as pure power is concerned, have as

CITY POST much, if not more, than any one of
the intra-mural eleveni.

--- Makers of Fine Printing Plates s

WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO. 

"-"Atlanta, Georgi
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Fine Fruit Cakes will do much to add to your enjoyment

this Christmas season! Vt @Lbt ), iipt
are the best you can get, and they're better than you can

make. Sold at the Post Exchange Grocery.

EVERIDIGE'S BAKERY
109 - 12TH STREET
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(Continued from page 8)
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for you *0

Let us prepare yourChristmas advertising
schedule ... the time is
getting shorter -. -.and
it's time for you to get
YOUR share of the holi-
day business.

0

Our experts will as-
sist you in preparing
advertisements that will
have extra pulling
power and that will do
more t h an anything
else to place your mer-
chandise before the
public.

Ring 556 for the use
of this advertising serv-
ice at any time you may
have the need for it.

ILLUSTRATIONS
ADVERTISING
COPY- LAYOUT
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Despite added safeguards in the

rules, death again took heavy toll of

football players in the United States

during the season now drawing to a

close. Records show thirty-seven

succumbed to injuries received in

games on sandlot, club, municipal,

high school, and college gridirons.

With most high school schedules

completed, the total for the year will
probably fall well below the record
number of fifty fatally injured in
1931.

The new rules, passed last spring
and designed to ward off any such
casualty list as that of last year, seems
to have been successful in organized
college and university conferences
where games are played under strict-
er officiating and better coaching.

Reports on sandlot, neighborhood,
and some high school games indicate
some of the deaths might have been
avoided if there had been closer ad.

herence to the rules and better medi-
cal supervision.

The new rules, brought into effect
at the beginning of the current sea-
son, prohibited flying block as well
as the flying tackle. The wedge for-
mation was also discarded as dan-
gerous. Statistics had previously re-
vealed that the larger portion of
deaths resulting from football were
due to the flying block, the flying
tackle, and the wedge formaiton after
a kick-off.

Only five deaths were reported on
college gridirons the past season.
U -_ -

(Continued from page 9)

a flat pass to the right the pigskin
sailed into the arms of defensive back
Reddock who, aided by Stansell, de-
parted immediately for the far goal
line, reaching the double stripe after
covering some ninety yards of hotly
contested turf. Again the try for
point proved futile.

Deadly blocking and tackling char-
acterized the Green conquest whereas
the big Gold team was deficient in
the former department of the game,
but well versed in the latter. The de-
termination of both teams lifted the
contest well above mediocrecy as
testified to by the spectators who pro-
claimed it to be a thrilling spectacle.

Reddock, Jordan, Hunt, Barr, and
Simmons, although bright in the First
Battalion Kleig lights, were only gears
in a balanced machine that worked
smoothly in a concerted effort to
claim its share of the rouge that colors
the cheeks of the Goddess Victory.

Subject To Prior Sale, We Offer:
$2,000.00

First Mortgage 6/2% Gold Bonds of

THE PROVISION COMPANY, Inc.
Due March 1st, 1941. Price Par and Accrued Interest

W. S. GILLIS
STOCKS AND BONDS

1209 First Ave. Phone 962

A

Bassett and Gaston will next meet
Drake and Keiler and the winner
of this match will become the finalist
in the lower bracket.

George Beatty, Jr. won a surprising
victory over Richard Tindall, Jr. in

the finals of the Boy's Singles. The
winner won a closely-contested first
set by the score of 7-5, lost the fol-
lowing set 16, and rallied to take
the third and deciding set by a score
of 63. Both contestants played very
good tennis and there was little to
choose between them.

Evans defeated Drake 60, 61, for
the right to oppose Beatty in the
finals.

In the Boys' Doubles, Evans and
Tindall, after defeating Maerton and
Pope easily 60, 60, will play Beatty
and Drake next.

The Woman's Doubles Tournament
is progressing slowly.

furrnHE at

I1I1 TWELFTH STREET
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EXHIBITION AT WARM SPRINGS

(Continued from page 8)

"Herby" Yutmeyer in a fast three-

rounder. This bout was also a

crowd pleaser.

But it is safe to say that it was the

next bout on the program which the

spectators enjoyed most of all,

"Grumpy" Gordy vs. Long. Gordy

clowned to his heart's content and

had the crowd in gales of laughter.

His opponent soon got into the spirit

of the thing, and, between the two,
they managed to keep the spectators
laughing. Gordy's ferocious wind-up
amused the fans. But it was when the
two apparently forsook boxing and
started to wrestle that everyone pres-
ent became hilarious.

The next fight found "Ghost" Ghast-

ly trading punches with "Blondie"
Parker. There was plenty of action in

this bout. "Kid" Whatley, amateur
middleweight champion of the south,
stepped three fast rounds with Clyde
Milan.

See the New

Underwood Junior

Portable Typewriter

Priced at $34.50

Terms of $3.70 down
and $3.70 per month.

A real typewriter- it's
priced right-and it's an

UNDERWOOD.

It would make an ex-
cellent Christmas Gift

Stewart Typewriter
Company

1041 Broadway
Phone 2622

Columbus, Ga.

tice, a number of new plays have

been developed, and the entire squad

is athirst after the scalps of their an-
cient and honorable foes.

All in all it should be the game of

the year, for upon it will depend
whether the "d Batts cop the pen-
nant," and give the Tankers a shutout

on the honors, or whether the Golden
Tornado remains in the running, and

jumbles the whole affair up by a win.

THE BENNING HERALD r _rage__eve,__

The following bout, between "Pug-
gy" Weinert and "Bunker" Hill, was

full of action from start to finish. The

fight was stopped in the second round

when a cut was opened up above

"Puggy's" right eye, which bled pro-

fusely, and necessitated the curtail-
ment of the fight. "Puggy" was still

full of vim and raring to go, but the

powers that were deemed it expedient
to stop the fight so there would be no

further risk to the injured eye.

The 24th Infantry Quartette then

sang three more selections. The first

was entitled "Twilight Village Bells",
the second "King Jesus Is A-Listen-
ing", and the last, a solo, "Wouldn't
It Be Nice?"

The patients were next given a rare

treat when "Cyclone" Smith and Corn

Griffin appeared in the ring together.
To avoid posible injury to either

fighter, training headgear and regula-

tion training gloves were used. The
boxers mixed it up for three rounds.

At the conclusion of the exhibition,
thanks were extended to the officers,

newspaper men, and enlisted men who
participated in the exhibition.

A buffet lunch was served after-

wards in the hotel dining-room free
of charge.

0
RESUME OF HAPPY HEART

SEASON
(Continued from page 8)

Hearts. The final score was 6-0. The

game was close throughout, although

the Happy Heart team was facing ter-

rific disadvantage. The Nashville
Giants, being a professional eleven
and having learned a lesson in its

first meeting with the West-Enders,
had had time to obtain reinforcements
and launched a much stronger eleven
on the field than before.

A fast, shifty backfield and a stal-
wart forward line is the basic reason

for the success of the Happy Heart

eleven during the completed season.
In the backfield, Cavalrymen Barnes,
Meyers, and Hale were outstanding
although every member of the two

backfields that Coach Johnson was
able to pnt on the field performed ex-
ceptionally well. The line was vir-
tually a stone wall, and every player
on it deserves a great deal of credit.

Much of the success of the eleven

is due to the coaching of Lieutenant
Howard Johnson. Under his supervis-
ion, the team developed from just a

fairly good eleven to the strongest
colored football team in the south

and perhaps in the country.

p

TANK TE.AM TO OPPOSE KELLS

(Con'tinued from page8)-

KLAU".Yg

Giants Defeat
Happy Hearts

The 24th Infantry football team

journeyed to Nashville for a return

game with the Nashville Giants last

Sunday, Dec. 4 and dropped the con-

test by the close score of 6-0.

It was a greatly revamped team

that faced the Happy Hearts, one that

did not in the least resemble the ag-

gregation that lost the first game at

Fort Benning by the score of 52-0.

Harder hitting, tougher fighting, and

faster running players completed a

pass early in the first quarter for the

only score of the game. It was by

far the hardest game that the boys

from Benning faced this season, and

was marked by a considerable num-

ber of penalties on both sdes.

The 24th team threatened a number

of times during the game, and though

they outplayed the southern profes-

sional champions of he colored league,

making eight downs to Nashville's

four, they could not take the ball

over into the end zone.

Ballard, colored All American cen-

ter, and Hunt, 190 pound fullback,
were the outstanding stars for the

Nashville organization, forming the

basic forces on the attack, and plug-

ging holes in the line when the 24th

had the oval. King, Hodges, Wiggins
and Lee were the outstanding stars

for the Happy Hearts, who have onli

lost one other game this season.
p

FAMED FORECASTER REVIEWS

FOOTBALL SEASON NOW OVER

(Continued from page 9)

of his Maroons close out his forty

one years at the University of Chi-

cago in defeat. The 70 year old veter-
an was forced into retirement on ac-
count of hi "-e.

Nebraska is the Big Six football
champon for the third time in four
years, and the Cornhuskers missed

national recognition by losing to

Minnesota 7-6 early in the season.
The only other mark against the Husk-

ers' record, which, however, is more
of an asset than a liability, is the

scoreless tie with the mighty Pitt

Panthers.

Oklahoma and 'Kansas were tied

for second in the conference, with a

FR
Al

OR SALE: Silver Persian Kittens.
pply 2929 12th Avenue.

Lafkowitz Bros.
Merchant Tailors

1208 FIRST AVE.

Dr. R. H. Brown
Osteopathie Physician

Murrab Bldg.
Phone Office 4108

Re. 1153

Delivered daily to the Fort

HARPER'S
DRUGS

Telephone 396

I)r . MilIer & Davis
IDog and Cat Hospital

101)6 13tb Street
(tm-e Phone 1313

WATCH, CLOCK AND JEWELRY

REPAIRING
Special Discount to Army People

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
PEKOR JEWELRY CO.

Muscogee Club Bldg. 1221 Broadway

First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus __$ 400,000.00
Resources Over- 2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your
Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

I

FOR SALE: 1930 Sport Model Ford
A roadster in excellent condition. Will

make good second car for Army offi-

cer. Will sell cheap for cash. Phone
Pearce city 556.

POR RENT: House and 20 acres good

land, electric lights, good well water,

6 mile post Buena Vista Road, $15

per month. Sgt. Corn. Phone 704.

FOR SALE: Officers' owercoat, size

38, length 45 inches, almost new, cost

$90. Will sell for $35. Other equip-
ment. Phone 2472.

At Stud-Chinese Chow Chow. Cham-

pionship stock. Registered A. K. C.

Mrs. Paul Miller. Phone 3843-J.

T. G.
1043

COLEMAN
BROADWAY

GIGLIG'S
Food Department Store

Can furnish you with every
Christmas delicacy. We invite you
to come in and look around.

Christmas Trees
Our genuine SPRUCE PINES

will arrive about the 16th. Tree
garden in rear will be arranged a
day or so later. Don't fail to see

it.

Our store will be decorated
a little later, also.

1025-27 1st Ave. Columbus, Ga.

Officers' Charge Accounts

Solicited.

ON SAVINGS

We appreciate your
account-- either bor-

rowing or saving.

Franklin Saving &

Loan Co.

Cor. 13th St. and 1st Ave.
Phone 2766

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

A Citizen Wherever We Servt

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harding, Manager

Fresh Fish and Oysters
Also

Chickens and Turkeys

COLUMBUS
SEA FOOD CO.

"Dependable Fish Dealers"

1014 First Ave. Phone 401

WE MAKE
RUBBER STAMPS

- One Day Delivery-

COLUMBUS OFFICE
SUPPLY CO.

Extra Choice

PECANS
PRICES

10c to 30c

PER POUND

Put up in packages ready

for mailing.

rush overwhelming its first three op-
ponents by over crushing scores.
Then came disaster with Pittsburgh

inflicting a 12-0 defeat on the Ramb-
lers. Kansas was defeated, Navy was

vanquished, Northwestern was over-

come, then Notre Dame reached its

peak against Army, defeating the pow-

erful eleven by three touchdowns.

Despite the defeat by Pittsburgh,

which is attributed to overconfidence,
Notre Dame is considered one of the

best, if not actually the best, team

in the country. The Southern Califor-
nia-Notre Dame g am e will throw a

light on the entire football situation.
Utah won the championship of the

Rocky Mountain Conference by de-

feating a fighting Colorado Aggies
team 16-0. The Utah triumph estab-

lished a five year unblemished record
in conference competition for the
champions who have not been de-

feated by a conference opponent
since 1927.

In the far west, Southern Califor-
nia again emerged the undisputed
champion of that section of the coun-

try. Washington State, the University

of California at Los Angeles, and

Washington followed in that order.

St. Mary's, Santa Clara, and Loyola,
of the smaller teams on the coast, had
good years.

It remains for Southern California

to uphold the cause of the west against
Notre Dame and Pittsburgh. If she

succeeds in both cases, which is prob-

able, the Trojans for the second con-

secutive time will earn a clear right
to the country championship.

- 0

"This is my first case." leered the

lawyer as he went into a huddle with
the bootlegger.

m

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

HERALD WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

20 cents per line or fraction of line. Minimum charge for any classified

advertisement, 50 cents. Payment must be made before advertisement

is published.

Phone 37181217 Broadway

-Our Arm-
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Columbus Office Supply Co. Review Scheduled
24 Hr. Service For Saturday

RUBBER STAMPS
Phone 556 A review of troops, in which all

For

Unusual Gifts

Shop at

Max Rosenberg

Company
1145 Broadway

CANDY

for the
CHILDREN
Christmas is not Christmas

for the kiddies unless they
have can ,y in their atockings!

Main Branch
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning

~~1

Xmas

Give Your Menus

A Holiday Air

There are all manner of
amusing and unusual
molds from which to
choose. The ice cream

has the rich mellow flav-

or you like so much.

Call the

SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.

enmhatnt nnits o flhe Infantrv

66th Infantry
Is Commended On
Athletic Ability

moted to colonel, national army, in the lowest ranking private to the com-
May, 1918. In July, 1920, he reverted pany commander worked hard until

to the rank of lieutenant colonel, reg- the jobs were finished. Following were the results of the

ular army, and on the 12th of the various events:

same month was promoted to colonel. For some cause our outstanding Class 1 Enlisted Men's Jumping

Colonel Toffey is a native of New soldier, Sgt. Henry T. Gurley was

Jersey, where he was born on Septem- picked to supervise the damming of (colored)

ber 9, 1874. He was a member of the the creek at the 29th Infantry Recrea- ist Pvt. Johnson, Serv. Co., 24th Inf.

initial general staff corps eligible list, tion Camp, we have a hunch that the 2d. Pvt. McCrary, Serv. Co., 24th Inf.

and is a graduate of the Infantry-Cay- showing he made supervising the road 3d. Pvt. Haskins, Serv. Co., 24th Inf.

airy School, class of 1904. working was so perfect that he must Class 2 Polo Poney Scurry:

p be a master engineer and fell heir to 1st Lt. Harold W. Gould

LT. PEEP'S DIARY the job. Anyway we are all proud 2nd Lt. Carl W. Westlund

(Continued from page 4) to have a Big Shot like Sgt. Gurley 3rd Lt. James J. Heriot
in the Company. Class 3. Novice Jumping

1-. T . TTT11 .... _ L.

Pencies.
Tuesday, Dec. 6

Amazed to learn from Professor
Raymond today that the biggest thing
in the world is its cross section-
and I had believed it to be the odor
of Ewing's pipe. Raymond does dis-
play a laughable naivete at times as
when today he did counsel me to
"forget all about inductance." Just
as though I still had it to do. The
afternoon made quite complete when,
after a discussion of phantom circuits
and simplexed lines, the Professor
announced "and if you simplex on a
phantom you get a symptom."

But I got a headache.

Lieut. Peep.

TO LATE TO CLASSIFY
FOR SALE

Registered AKC chow puppies-ideal
Christmas present. 1207 Forest Ave.
Phone 2023.

The Second-Bat. played an excellent
game of football against the "Gallop-
ing Gunners" Saturday. I will say that
everyone played almost a perfect
game. There was only one mistake,
and that was when the coach failed
to put in our famous tackle. Of course
that was only a small error that the
coach made. Better luck next time
Cpl. Bass, you may get in the extra
game.

A fan yelled "Say, Coach, when
does Slocum go in," and one of the
players raised up and said, "I think
he goes in on the six o'clock bus."

Sgt. Arevalo and Senator Gurley
had a short conference the other day
and it was found out that Sgt. Nat
was asking the Senator when Congress
would meet again, I guess the Senator
told him for "Nat" got a three-day
pass for the purpose of visiting Wash-
ington. His admission-well we did
'7ot find that out.

1st Lt. Wilam Hx. Dacne
2nd Capt. Charles R. Sergent
3rd Lt. Edward G. Winston

Class 4. Officers" Trained Mounts
1st Lt. Landon J. Lockett
2nd Major Archibald V. Aronld
3rd Major Neal Johnson

Class 5. Handy Hunters
1st Capt. John Huling
2nd Lt. Anthony S. Howze
3rd Lt. Graves C. Teller

Class 6. Ladies' Good Hands
1st Mrs. Clough F. Gee
2nd Miss Dorothy Loveland
3rd Mrs. Landon J. Lockett

Class 7. Fault and Out
lst Corporal Edmunds, 29th Inf.
2nd Pvt. Griffin, 29th Inf.
3rd Private Clarke, 29th Inf.

Class 8. Escort Wagons (Show)
1st Service Co., 29th Inf.
2nd Headquarters Co., 24th Inf.
3rd Service Co., 24th Inf.

Class 9. Enlisted Men's Jumpers
1st Pvt. Allmon, 29th Inf.

21-

i

I

School garrison will participate, will The exceptional proficiency dis-

be held on Saturday, December 10 HEADQUARTERS COMPANY played by members of Company "E"

l Headquarters Company is winning 66th Infantry (Light Tanks), formerly
ampbell a.im.,befommana n e first place in everything they get in known as Company "E" 1st Tank
Campbell King, commandant. these days. Our mess is tho highest Regiment (Light), in aquatic exercis-

The ceremony will take place on rated mess in the 29th Infantry. Sgt. es as part of their athletic training

Gordon field, south of the 29th In- Falk has been handling the Army program. has resulted in the award

fantry barracks, where ample parking Messes for over twenty years. of a certificate of affiliation with the

space will be set aside for cars of Sgt. Murphy and Corp. Easley are life.saving service of the American

civilian spedtators. Colonel Fred L. taking advantage of their 90 days National Red Cross.

Munson, 24th Infantry, will be in reenlistment furloughs. Sgt. Murphy The certificate was issued by na-

command of the troops during the has been improving his standing po- tional Red Cross headquarters at

formation. On his staff will be Cap. sition at firing while on his furlough. Washington, D. C., and bears the

tains John E. Hull and Guy L. Hart. He shot two boxes of shells and killed facsimile signatures of President Her-

man. five quail. bert Hoover, president of the Red

Units which will participate in the Our Company basket ball team Cross, and Mabel T. Boardman, sec-

review will be the 29th Infantry, the composed of Tech. Sgt. Harrison, Sgt. retary. Accompanying the certificate

24th Infantry, Company A, 7th En- LaBonte. Walden, Hayes, Camp, Pat- Company "E" to act as a life-saving

gineers, st Bn. 66th Infantry (Light terson and Madre has the Battalion
corps, under the Red Cross regula-

Tanks) with Company F 67th In- basketball championship cinched. tions, is an authenticated roster con-

fantry (Medium Tanks) attached, 1st Corp. Fuller is going to make his tinsin the n thesdrs o

Bn. 83rd Field Artillery, and Flight residence in Opelika, Alabama, upon passed the senior life-saving tests and

B 16th Obesrvation Squadron. the expiration of his term of enlist-pthe senioralife-svingtetand
ment. It is reported that a big attrac-hereby qualified their company for
mntis ereorthigamembership in the life-saving corps.

ItoishrfohifomThe documents were received by
2 4 th, I f 1 The Post Bowling team w h i c h is Frank A. Cashel, field director of the

__composed partly by Headquarters American Red Cross, Fort Benning,

At this writing the Reporter asks to Company, 29th Infantry, Hall, La- and were turned over by him to Ma-

be spared for the absence of the usual Bonte, Cameron, have taken first place jor General Campbell King, com-

humorous notes found weekly in the in the first flight of the Columbus mandant of The Infantry School, for

news column of the Benning Herald League and are now tied for second transmission to Captain Robert J.

for this company. The reason for the place in the second flight. Wallace, commander of Company "E,"

above request is due to a rush in the One of Sgt. LaBonte's high scores 66th Infantry (Light Tanks). A letter
of commendation from General King,

preparation of records etc., to be turn- is 229. praising the performance of the sol-

ed over to the companies by January We are all wondering who the Ben- diers in qualifying as members of the

st 1933. However, it is hoped that

by the next publication of the Ben- ning Boys will present the trophy to. life-saving corps, was sent at the same
HfCorp. Youngblood, our message time.

names will again appear in humorous center chief, is a happy man these Following is a list of the soldiers

nsames. days. The reason has just leaked out; whose records in the qualification
escapadeshe has a bicycle to carry his messages test resulted in the awards Private
COL. TOFFEY SELECTED TO COM around to the various activities. He is Joe H. Clements, Corporal Lawrence

MAND 44TH DIV. N.G. also making a strong effort and pray- R. Gunter, Private lit class Otis

(Continued from page 1) ing every night that a telephone will Ham, Private Joseph Hill, Private ist
be installed in his office. Good luck class James E. Griffin, Private ist

old boy we hope you get the phone class, Edd W. Johnson, Private 1st
ning in June 1932 ,to take command then we will be seeing you! I class Herbert B. Jones, Private Robert
of the 29th Infantry, the army's only

war strength infantry regiment, which Message center runner Bishop is J. Killebrew, Private 1st class Julian

is used for demonstration purposes having his fun with the bicycle also. W. McCarthy, Private William R.

at The Infantry School, and the com- I noticed some of the cement broken Matthews, Private lit class Howard

mand of which is considered one of around message center which was K. Murphee, Private Lawrence W.

the best assignments in the army. broken by his falls from the bike, Nefler, Corporal Seaver T. Null, Pri-

Prior to his assignment to Fort Ben- he also seems to have a hard time vate Homer R. Pope, Corporal Wil-

ning Colonel Toffey was in charge of getting around. He says that some liam Scott, Private Olen P. Wads-

R. 0. T. C. affairs at Headquarters, day he will be able to compete with worth, and Private Elmer E. Wood,

2nd Corps Area, Governors Island, Message Center Runner Kirkpatrick, all of Company "E."
N. Y. who seems to be an expert on the Corporal Armond J. Parr, local ex-

wheel. aminer of the life-saving service of
Colonel Toffey began his military the American Red Cross, conducted

career shortly after the outbreak of COMPANY "E" tetssudrwihteqaiia

the Spanish-American war, and was Company "E" is still a member of
appointed a 2nd Lieutenant of in- "The Demonstration Outfit" and glad tions were awarded.
fantry, July 9, 1898. He was promoted of it.
to 1st Lieutenant in March, 1899, to l 0f P
captain in January, 1904, and to We hav e just completed road work-Des l 0F Pos'
major in May, 1917. ing, wood clearing, and damming the ei S ts0

In Auust, 917, e accpted n ap-Upatoi Creek at the 29th Recreation (H o s
In ugut,191, e acepedan p-Camp, and I think everybody was nf

pointment as lieutenant c olo nel of well pleased with the way the menli h d
infantry, national~ army, and was pro- put out on those jobs. Everyone. from)S 11 o w Pu b 1ish ed

i I

A place chock-full of thrills, no
matter what your age, Sears'

wonderful Toyland has hundreds

of out-of-the-ordinary toys for

out-of-the-ordinary children!-

at prices only Sears can bring

you! Bring the kiddies in to-

morrow! They'll want to see

our:

Crying Dolls, Growling Bears-

Autos for Small Speed Demons-

Toot Chests, Velocipedes-

Electric Trains, Bicycles-

Steel Wagons, Airlanes-

Tea Sets, Doll Cribs-

Blackboards, Picture Puzzles-

Doll Furniture, Baby Buggies-

Guns, Fire Engines-

Tiny Stoves, Scooters-

Toy Animals, Wardrobe Trunks-

Steam Shavels, Dump Trucks-

Baseball Gloves and Balls-

Blocks, Steam Rollers-

Chrisfmas Stockings-

It Pay's to Shop and Save at

Sears, Roebuck and Co.
1008 Broadway
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2nd Corporal Nahring, 83rd F. A.
3rd Pvt. Stambaugh, 29th Inf.

Class 10. Escort Wagon Driving
(Ladies)

1st Mrs. Landon J. Lockett

2nd Mrs. Huston J. Banton

3rd Mrs. Samuel A. White

Class 11. Hunt Teams

lit Mrs. Thompson, Capt. Halloran,

Capt. Lee

2nd Mrs. Studebaker, Lieut. Studebak-

er, Capt. Brackenridge

3rd Mrs. Watkins, Lieut. Wilson, Capt.
Negrotto

Class 12. Ladies Hacks
1st Miss Dorothy Loveland
2nd Mrs. Walter R. Wheeler
3rd Mrs. Earl A. Johnson

Class 13. Officers, Ladies and
Enlisted Men's Jumping

1st Private Chastaine, 29th Inf.
2nd Pvt. Rogers, 29th Inf.
3rd Corporal Edmund, 29th Inf.

Class 14. Jumping Sweepstakes
ist Pvt. Clarke, 29th Inf.
2nd Corporal Nahring, 83rd F. A.
3rd Corporal Whitlock, 29th Inf.

0
CHINESE PROVERBS

Deviate an inch, lose a thousand
miles.

Surety for the bow, surety for the
arrow.

The beautiful bird gets caged.
All pursuits are mean in comparison

with learning.
Who teaches me for a day is my

father for a lifetime.
Scholars are their country's treas-

ure and the richest ornaments of the
feast.

Extensive reading is a priceless
treasure.

-The Sentinel.
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Imported

PERFUMES
Delicately scented Perfumes from the
houses of Coty .. ... Houbigant . . .
Dorothy Gray . . . Harriet Hubbard
Ayer and others. All most attractive-
ly packed in holiday wrappings for
gifts.

$1 to $io

3 to 8 Piece
BOUDOIR SETS

Beautiful Pyralin Boudoir Sets in soft
pastel shades of Rose, Yellow, Green
and Orchid. Sets include everything for
Milady's Dressing Table and are attract-
ively packed in Gift Boxes.

$,3.50 to $12050

Beautiful New
COMPACTS

Literally hundreds of new Compacts
. . . every one just as beautiful as
it is new. Colored enamel finish and
gold and silver . . . many complete
with powder, rouge and lip-stick. Sizes
for litle girls as well as women and
and Misses.

$1 to $7.50

Women's and Misses

LEATHER

PURSES
New Purses for Women and Misses
new distinct shapes with de luxe treatments

. . marcasite catches and trimmings . . .many with popular "zipper" closing coin
pockets.

$1.95 to $4o95

So c4_

3 for$x
to

50c
Men's socks in plain colors and clock ef-
fects that men will admire and enjoy wear-
ing . . . Highly mercerized socks . . .
rayon and all-silk socks. Sizes for both
men and young men.

MAIN FLOOR

PAJAMA
ENSEMBLES

One and two piece Pajama Ensembles smartly tailored
of Rayon . . . Corduroy . . . Silk Crepe and Satin. Some
with brightly colored corduroy jackets to match. Sizes
for Women and Misses.

$2.95 to $695

"Merry
XMAS"

Her

,With

HOSIERY
From Kirven's

Every feminine heart longs for
Silk Hosiery on Christmas. ..
Kirven's Hosiery Department fea-
tures such well-known brands as
McCallum . . . Kayser . . . Jay
De Kay and others in a complete
assortment of the season's most

wanted shades.

$Ii to$1295
In Gift Boxes

French Kid

GLOVES
Imported French Kid Gloves of unusually
soft pliable quality . . . many plain tailored
styles with slightly slimmer wrist-lines in
a wide variety of cuff effects . . . You will
want to keep at least one pair for your own
use.

$2.95

I

1Broadcloth
SHIRTS

For Men and Young Men

Men's Broadcloth Shirts of excellent quality
material . . . guaranteed color fast. Solid
color in White-BlueITan-G r e e n and
Gray and a wealth of neat printed an(]
woven effects. Complete range of sizes and
sleeve-lengths.

MAIN
$150FLOOR

IRVN7'

FOR ALL
( I i

"2" £-.. .: ; /i

q,- ....... &

U
gft gl,I
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-TOW N Welfare Council Carring On With Christmas

T O PI3 ./" Active charitable organization, under leadership of Mrs. Lyman, is making extensive prep-

To P I Cvjaarations to provide toys and food for unfortunate families.

Disaster impending . . . with most is

of the one hundred and tell eligible ye.

bachelors evacuating around Christ- Un

mas time ... and an army of debs and Mr

sub-debs arriving from schools and tha

colleges for the holidays. If fate is - I

what it's cracked up to be), the bache- Cc

lors will all have left twenty-f our thz

hours before the invasion begins. Now 15

isn't that too bad? Something should wi

be done about it . .. in fact, we knowi mi

of one fond mother ... visualizing the be

situation with keen feminine intuition an

• . . who has taken the matter into SP

her own hands . . . and admonished fi,

her loving daughter to bring her fav- to

orite boy-firiend with her when she Pa
m

comes. 
gi

The worm has turned .. time was to

when there were five or six bachelors T

to every eligible female ... now every- h(

thing will be reversed - • • and the cc

bachelors will find out what it is to tn
to

be mobbed . .. next thing you know

girls will be stagging to dances . . . tt

and asking the men for dates. tt

Reason for all this being • • • that n

the bachelors on the post want to get c]

even with the pay-voucher . a • not n

such a trival reason when you think g

about it . . . and are taking their pay-

less furlough while the taking is good.

Well, bachelors, you're in for it now

. here's hopng you survive the rush.

Nominated for oblivion-the soldier

who, when having his photograph tak-

en for his Class A pass, was wearing

dark glasses, making the picture use-

less for identification purposes.

Frequently advertised in the Daily

Bulletin throughout the past week1

have been the fancy packages, con-

taining admirable Christmas gifts for

young women, on display in the Beau-

ty Parlor of the Officers' Club.
Last week two timid bachelor offi-

cers climbed the rickety stairs leading
to the second floor of the Officers'1

Club and dubiously approached the {
door across which was words "Beauty I
Parlor" unmistakably blazoned. A,
hurried consultation was held. A de-
tective, lurking in the vicinity would
have immediately suspected the offi-
cers of being fugitives from justice,
so furtive and stealthy were their man-
nerisms. Finally one officer, the bold-
er of the two, cautiously turned the
knob of the door andl inserted his

head in the opening. A cursory ex-

amination of the room revealed noth-

ing but some dusty furniture. There

was, however, another door, but the

now thoroughly disconcerted lieuten-

ant, fearful of what he might behold,

felt his courage, temporarily bolster-

ed by the comforting presence of a

partner-in-crime, oozing from every
pore, gave way to an irresistible

impulse to evacuate the premises at

once. Another consultation was held,

after which it was decided to seek

the-aid of that ever-obliging secretary,
Mine Host Dowdall who, stirred by

compassion, saw to it that the officers

reached the Beauty Parlor without

further embarrassment.

Those who saw "The Bird of Para-

dise" last Sunday evening at the Post
Theatre will remember the vivid

scene where the heroine bade her lov-

er a final, lingering farewell aboard

the schooner. The hero, in a swoon-

ing condition, had just demanded
water, and the problem of the hero-

ine was how she could bid him good-

by and at the same time administer

to his needs. Seizing upon some kind

of fruit, she sucked the liquid out
of it and transferred it from her own

mouth to his.
We know of two at least who were

visibly impressed by the scene. A

young woman to all apperances a

bride, leaned over to her escort, to

all appearances a groom, and whisper-

ed in his ear ,"Say, that's an idea."

The Fort Benning Welfare Council is the predominant sentiment. Committee: Mrs. Thomas W. Brown,

doing more than its share this The toys are being collected un- Mrs. Oscar W. Griswold, Mrs. Huston

ar to provide a merry Christmas. der the supervision of the Parents- J. Banton, Mrs. George 0. Clark,

der the capable supervision of Mrs. Geoffrey Marshall, Mrs. Norman

rs. E. J. Lyman, the president of Teachers Association of which Mrs. D. Cota, and Mrs. Robert J. Wallace

e organization, well-oiled machinery Thomas B. Catron is president. Af- will have charge of delivering the

s already been set in motion. terwards, the toys will be assembled baskets.

During the Christmas holidays, the in the Welfare Rooms located oppo- Most of these baskets will go to

uncil is particularly active, more site the Post Office, where they will the children of enlisted men residing

an ever this year because the need be made ready for distribution. On in Columbus, of which there are four

greater. Christmas day, Mrs. E. J. Lyman will hundred and thirty white children

A spirit of cooperation, appropriate trial an Army truck loaded down with and ninety-three colored children.

ith the occasion, exists. The com- the gifts, in her car, and will per- On the afternoon of the twenty-

unity is determined that there will sonally supervise the distribution, fourth, there will be a Christmas

, no empty stockings on Christmas, The Red Cross and the United Tree at the post theatre. Candy and

id to insure this consummation, is States Daughters of the Army are co- other Christmas goodies, in keeping

aring neither time nor effort. operating with the Welfare Council with the occasion, will be distributed

At present, the children of the of- to provide a happier Christmas. The at that time. Major John F. Mono-

-ers on the post are bringing their United States Daughters of the Army han, Catholic Chaplain, will super-

ys to school. Those in need of re- recently gave a rummage sale and are vise the affair. Mrs. Vernon Evans

air will be renovated. The post fire- now enabled to send out thirty-five is chairman of the Woman's Com-

en have generously offered their baskets containing food and gifts. mittee which is composed of Mrs.

ratuitous services, and will paint and Clothing will be contributed by the William F. Lee, Mrs. William W.

uch up old and dilapidated toys. mothers on the Post. This same pro- O'Connor, Mrs. George H. McManus,

he Girl Scouts have also agreed to cedure was followed on Thanksgiv- Mrs. Homer H. Slaughter, and Mrs.

alp, and will dress the dolls. This ing Day. Robert J. Whatley. The committee

ooperative spirit shown by the fire- The following members of the Sup- will provide, fill, and distribute red

ien and the Girl Scouts cannot be ply Committee will purchase food stockings to all children on the post

oo highly commended. for the Christmas baskets which they who are present at the entertainment.

The sacrifice of the children on will pack and send to indigent fami- The fruit and stockings are being

he post who are voluntarily giving up lies: Mrs. James B. Woolnough, Mrs. given by the Community Chest Fund,

ieir own toys that others, in more Lewis C. Davidson, Mrs. William B. another organization cooperating to

eed, may enjoy them, is also com- Wallace, Mrs. Reginald H. Kelley, make Christmas at Fort Benning a

nendable. It is a fine tribute to the Mrs. Thomas W. Hanmond, Mrs. happy one.

hildren to say that they delight in Vernon Evans, and Mrs. Hammond In addition, the companies are go-

iaking the sacrifice. The spirit of McD. Monroe. ing to invite the enlisted men's wives

ive rather than the spirit of receive The members of the Transportation to the Christmas dinners.

Christmas Music Will Be Feature Of Services
In Both Chapels At Fort Benning

Midnight Mass Will Be Cele-
New lype of ClasS brated At Catholic Chapel
"A" Honor Pass Is On December 24th

Being P le pared keepig with the time-honored

Christmas custom a mid-night Mass
will be celebrated at one minute after

Photographers have been busy at mid-night on Christmas Morning at

Fort Benning for several days making lie Catholic Chapel.

individual photographs of the 5,000 The ladies of the Altar Society are

'oldiers of The Infantry School garri- preparing appropriate decorations for

son. The pictures are being made as the chapel of holly and greens amd a

result of recommendations of a miniature of the Stable of Bethlehem

board of officers headed by Colonel will be installed.

Fred L. Munson, 24th Infantry, for The Mass at mid-night, which will

the adopton of a new form of identi- usher in the day honoring the birth

fication card to be used by soldiers 4f Christ, will be "Messa Cantata sung

while off duty. by Chaplain John F. Monahan. The
A uniform type of Class "A" pass is b hpanJh .Mnhn h

choir, under direction of Mrs. L. D.

being supplied for the entire com- Tharp, organist, will render a Mass

ma n _ and for issue to soldiers whose .......... ,i t.. ,s . .". % rT..

Novel Departure to
Be Employed At
Tree Celebration

BN- CHAPLAIN JOHN F. MONAHAN

A novel departure from the usual

Christmas custom at Fort Benning has

been decided upon for this year.

In former years every child of the

garrison received a present from San-

!a at the Christmas Tree celebration.

This year, a splendid entertainment,

iuith songs, dances, and a tableaux ap-

propriate to the season, will be pres-
ented at the Post Theatre, under the

direction of Mrs. Robert Chance, by

talented members of the youngest set.

Ol Santa himself will be on hand to

conduct entitles them to the most members of the choir are: Soprano - give each boy and girl a big package

liberal pass privileges. The card is Mrs. John F. Gleaves, Mrs. Harold W. of Christmas goodies, gathered for

blue, and is about two and one-half Beard, Mrs. Glen H. Anderson; Alto him by Mrs. Vernon Evans and her

si size. On the front Mable corps of assistants. There will
by four inchesinae.of thefrnt Mrs. Andrew Petrosky, Miss K. be no presentation of individual gifts
will be printed the nane of the unit Kendall; Tenors, Lieut. Harry G. of toys and other presents to the

to which the soldier belongs, and the l)owdall, Guy Bigby; Basses - Lieut. children this year. In place of this

designation "Class 'A' Honor Card" Louis B. Rutte, Joseph Sikarski. Pre- old custom, the boys and girls of the

together with a brief quotation from ceding and following the Mass Christ- garrison have taken seriously the coun-
s rmas carols will be sung. Other Masses sel that "it is more blessed to give

on Christmas will be celebrated at 8 than to receive", and for weeks past
period during which the pass author- and 10 o'clock. have been collecting their unused or

izes the soldier to be absent from his outworn toys and playthings for the

duties at the post. The name of the Christmas music will be sung at the Fort Benning Parent-Teachers Asso-
leareraecom-Protestant Church, Sunday, the eigh- ciation. This group, aided by the men

andticerotesg nat oh teenth of December. A special anthem I of the Post Fire Department who

manding officer of the unit to which by the children's choir entitled have been busy with tools and paint

he belongs also appear on the face of "Cradled in a Manger" and a duet an( brush, has put all the children's

the card. In the upper right hand "Oh Heavenly Love all Love Excell- donations into first class shape, and

corner the soldiers' photograph will ing" by Sir J. Stainer, rendered by has turned them over to the Fort Ben-
Mrs. H. W. Beard and Cpl. W. H. ning Welfare Association, which will

be affixed, over which will be impress- Brewer will be sung at that time. distribute them, together with other

ed the regimental seal or other form On Christmas morning the Primary welcome gifts, to the families of the

of authentication. Department will render special Christ- needy, on Christmas Day.

On the reverse of the card will be mas music including "A Christmas
typed the solier's name, rank, army Legend" and "Away in a Manger". COURSE IN CHEMICAL

thralumenaeo'ran The Church Service will follow and WARFARE BEGUN

serial number, name of the organiza- wl include the following anthems

tion to which lie belongs, and the date "The First Noel" by the members of A course of instruction to train of-

of issue of the pass. Below this will the Men's Bible Class, "Bethlehem's ficers and non-commissioned officers

appear the signature of the soldier, Plains" by a selected quartet, and in defensive measures against enemy

and of his company commander, and "Once in Royal David's City" by the employnient of battlefield chemicals,

a notation to the effect that the holder children's choir. and in the tactical use of non-toxic

of the pass has been instructed in The members of the children's choir chemicals and smoke, was begun at

military courtesy, and the regulations are: Misses Helen Kellam, Francis Fort Benning on Monday, under the

under which the card is issued. Kellam, Serena Duncan, Beatrice Mc- direction of Captain Geoffrey Marshal,

Upon the completion of the photo- Nulty, Jane Barkhurst, Edith Horton, Chemical Warfare Service.

graphing, and the preparation of the Rosa Petchkoff,, Mary Hundermark The class is composed of one of-

new cards for issue, the old cards will Grace Hundermark, Betty Foster, and ficer from each battalion of the com-

be withdrawn and the new system will Catherine Justice and Masters Dick batant units, and one non-commission-

go into effect upon a date to be an- Justice, Kirvan Maxwell, and Jack ed officers from each company or sim-

nounced by the commandant. Moore. ilar organzation.
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great satisfaction to me to realize thatthe Merchants Association of Colum-
bus feel such a keen interest in the
welfare of Fort Benning, as indicated
by their voluntary and unsolicited ef-
forts to secure a bettering of condi.
tions".

Mystery Play Is
To Be Given At
Theater To-Night

"Cock Robin, play in three acts, will
be presented by the Infantry School
Dramatic Club Friday and Saturday
nights, December 16 and 17.

"Cock Robin" is a mystery play,
baffling in the nth degree, thrilling,
colorful, and humorous. A murder is
committed, and the identity of the
guilty person will keep the spectators
guessing.

The cast, with one or two excep-
tions, is an experienced one, and has
been improving rapidly under the
capable direction of Mrs. H. A. Wads-
worth. Dramatic Club patrons are as-
sured of a fine performance.

THE CAST
George McAuliffe, Aloysius E. 0-

Flaherty; Julian Cleveland, Harvey J.
Golightly; Richard Lane, Philip D.
Ginder; Hancock Robinson, Daniel
H. Hundley; John Jessup, William H.

Brunke; Alice Montgomery, Kather-
ine Brady; Carlotta Maxwell, Eleanor
Harding; Helen Maxwell, Marjorie
Albright; Clarke Torrance, Elmer F.
Rice; Henry Briggs, Brookner Brady;
Dr. Grace, Thomas B. Catron; Maria
Scott, Katherine Cleveland.

ordial Rel ati o ns
Vith Merchants Is
ndicated In Note
Indicative of the cordial relations

isting between the merchants of Co-

mbus, Ga. and the personnel of

irt Benning is the action taken at

recent session of the Merchants As-

ciation, Inc., of Columbus, endorsing

e Post Exchange activties of Fort

lining, notice of which was convey-
by Major General Campbell King,

immandant of The Infantry School,

a letter from Hoke S. Wilkinson,

cretary of the Merchants Association,

c., Columbus, Ga.

"The secretary of the Merchants As-

ciation, Inc., has been instructed to

ail to you, copy of a recent letter

at this Association has sent to sev-

-al senators and congressmen. The

tter and list to whom same was

ailed is attached herewith for your

formation". said Mr. Wilkinson in

is letter to General King. "The

[erchants' Association, Inc., considers

a pleasure to be able to render any

ervice to Fort Benning, and we trust

at the action taken by the Associa-

on will meet with the approval of

he entire personnel of the post."

The resolution adopted by the Mer-

hants Association is as follows:

"Resolved: That it has come to the

ttention of this Association that at

he last session of Congress regula-

ions were passed that greatly cur-
ailed the business of the Post Ex-
hange at Fort Benning, Georgia,
hereby causing a great deal of incon-
enience to the personnel of this post.
'he Merchant's Association of Colum-
us, Georgia, hereby goes on record
s endorsing and recommending the
)peration of a Post Exchange with
raying priviliges extended to officers
md their families and enlisted men
md their families, both retired and
ictive in all branches of the military
ervice. That the president of this
Association be instructed to write let-
ers to various Senators and Congress-
nen requesting their influence and
support ini this matter".

News of the action of the Columbus
merchants was received with gratifi-
eaton by the personnel of the post.
MIajor General Campbell King, in ac-
knowledging receipt of Mr. Wilkin-
son's advises concerning the Associa-
lions' actioni, said "It is a source of

Page Three
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MISS ELSA HIETZEL TO WED
LIEUT. RILEY DECEMBER 28
Of interest throughout army cir-

cles is the announcement in today's
papers of the plans for the wedding
of Miss Elsa Caroline Rietzel, of Long
Island, and Lieutenant Jasper Joseph
Riley. Jr., of Fort Benning, the cere.
money to take place on December 28.
Lieutenant Riley is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. Joseph Riley, of Ozark,
Alabama.

The wedding will be solemnized at
6:30 o'clock in the evening at the St.
Stephen's Lutheran church, and will
be followed by a reception to which
members of the families and friends
will be invited.

Mrs. William Lewis Bell, Jr. of
Watertown, Mass., will be matron of
honor and Mrs. Charles Pearson, of
Brooklyn, and Mrs. Blair A. Ford,
of Fort Hamilton, bridesmaids.

Lieutenant Riley will have as his
best man, Harold E. M. Nelson, of
Brooklyn, a former classmate at the
United States Miliary academy at West
Point, and the ushers will be Kenneth
J. Sanger, of Belle Harbor, a midship.
man at Annapolis, and Lieutenant
William Lewis Bell, of Watertown.

Following the ceremony Lieutenant
Riley and his bride will leave by
motor for Fort Benning where they
will be at home to their friends after
January 2.

CAPT AND MRS. WILLIAMS RE.
SERVE TABLE AT OFFICERS'
CLUB THURSDAY
Capt. and Mrs. L. L. Williams were

among those reserving tables for the
weekly supper dance at the Officers'
Club Thursday evening. Their guest
list included Capt. and Mrs. R. E.
Vermette, Capt. and Mrs. Horace
Cushman, Lt. and Mrs. R. B. Nelson,
Lt. and Mrs. W. S. Triplet.

"THE LITTLE PRINCESS," CHIL-
DREN'S PLAY, POSTPONED IN.
DEFINITELY
The children's play, "The Little

Princess" which was to have been
played at the High School on Decem.
ber 17, has been postponed indefinite-ly. The play is sponsored by the
Community Service League and is
directed by Mrs. Emmett Cockrill.

PICTURES

FOR

CHRISTMAS

Picture Framing

Margaret Harrison
AT

ROSENBERG'S

For

Unusual Gifts

Shop at

Max Rosenberg

Company
1145 Broadway

FrtgAnd CournbYFORT BENNING BACHELORS

IUL S C iC t GIl F FIRST DIVIDEND DANCEPlan Gala Events For Holidays The Fort Benning Bachelors enter.
tained at the Polo Club Saturday ev-

GALA HOLIDAY SEASON PLANN- evening. The invitation list will in- ofing with their first dividend dance
ED FOR FORT BENNING AND clude members of the younger so-
COLUMBUS SOCIETY cial sets. to give four such dances.
A brilliant and gay holiday season There will be a large number of Music was furnished by the 24th

is planned by Columbus and Fort visitors coming especially for the Infantry Orchestra. The Club was ap-
Benning society, one that will begin dance, features of which will be the;
the week preceding Christmas and Cotillion club and Pan-Hellenic lead- propriately(decorated in the Christ.will come to an end with the colorful outs. mas holiday spirit with green pine
New Year's Eve balls to be staged at Preceding the dance the Cotillion boughs and bunches of red berries.
the Country Club at the Officers' Club. Club will entertain with a dinner, Many (elightful dinner and in.

First comes the Christmas dinner the invitation list to include the formal parties preceded the dance.dance at Fort Benning featured by members of the club, their escorts, Th guest listthe dragging in and lighting of the their visitors and former members e gnluded members of
Yule log that is to furnish cheer for and their husbands. the debutante set, their guests and
the holiday season. This takes place December 26 the 0. A. 0. club will escorts and members of the younger
at the Officers' Club on December entertain with a dance at the Big married set.
22nd. Eddy club. the invitation list to in-
December 23 the younger high school elude the high school and younger * * *

sets will be entertained as guests of college sets. Members of this club MRS. RAMSEY H ON 0R E E AT
the J. S. D. club. The guests dane- are Misses Virginia Woodruff, Helen AT FAREWELL DINNER PARTYing party will take place Friday ev- Swift. Ann Morton, Margaret Cooper, Mrs. J. R. Ramsey was honor guest
ening at the Big Eddy club with the Neville Saul, Ann Wade, Julia Wade,SMrdayRe eyasbuffet uer
parents of the members as chaperones. Luey Bowers. Madelyn Fletcher. Saturday evening at a buffet supper

The dance will honor the four new The first of the Pan.Hellenic balls preceding the Bachelor's Hop at the
members, Misses Beth Knight, Ann will take place on December 26 at Polo Club. Lieut. and Mrs. R. Mit-Brown, Francine Joy and Elvie Scar. the Country Club. The fraternity i chell and Lt. and Mrs. G. P. Howell
borough. men of the city will act as hosts

On Christmas Eve Miss Agnes Har. and the dance will be featured by were the joint hosts.
rison will entertain the members of lead-outs for the various fraternities. 22 .ith her snmalauhteav end
her ball room classes with a dance December 27 the Officers' Club at 22 wih 1hr smalidaughter to spendat the Muscogee Club. The grand Fort Benning will entertain with a mhe Christmas holidays and the re-march will be led by Miss Elvie Scar- dinner dance at the Country Club. mainder of the school ear with herborough and Jamie McDuffie. The second Pan-Hellenic dance takes The guests were Lt. and Mrs. J. R.There will be special Christmas fa- place on December 29 and on the Rme Lt a t d Mrs. J. o
vors and entertainment during the in- same evening the Officers' Club at Ramsey, Lt. and Mrs. J. E. Bowen,.
termission. Music will be furnished Fort Benning will entertain with its Lt. and Mrs. A. J. Dombrowsky, Lt.
bv an orchestra. annual Christmas ball.MrsFran C. B. Ferenbaugh, Lt. andChristmas Eve at the Officers' Club The Musketeers will be hosts at Mrs. Frances Howard, Lt. and Mrs.
will be featured by the annual party their Christmas dance on December John Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
with a surprise for each member. 30 at the Country Club. Walton, Mr. Jack Walton.
Carols will be sung by the guests and The two clubs, the Country Club I * *

the garrison carol singers will visit and the Officers' Club, will entertain MAJOR AND MRS. HEILEMAN EN.the club as they make their tour of with brilliant New Year's Eve balls TERTAIN AT DINNER BEFOREthe fort. on December 31, at both clubs the DRAMATIC CLUB PLAYThe most brilliant of the holiday spirit of carnival reigning. Major and Mrs. F. A. Heileman
(lancers will be the Cotillion Club's In addition to these dances there were the host Friday evening to a

annual Christmas ball which will take will be innumerable private parties party of friends at dinner at theirplace at the Country Club at one which will serve to make the week a quarters before the Dramatic Club
minute past midnight on Christmas brilliant one. play. The table was lovely with its

WEEKLY DANCE AT OFFICERS LT. AND MRS. LYNCH ENTER- decorations of Christmas greens andLT. AN MRS.(Continued on Page 6)
CLUB THURSDAY ENJO YED TAIN WITH MOVIE AND SUP-

The weekly Thursday evening Sup- PER PARTY A
Lt. and Mrs. Lnch were the hosts To T e rm] -,per Dance was thoroughly enjoyed. Thursday evening to a party of IADVERTISERS Ir3

The Club was decorated in the true friends at the Supper Dance at the Are especially prepared to serve ara
Christmas holiday spirit with Christ- Officers' Club. Preceding the dance them will be rofitable to you-and
mas greens and bunches of red berries, the guests were escorted to the post

There were a number of reserva- movie. The guests list included Maj.
tions made. Among those reserving and Mrs. C. A. Selleck, Capt. and
tables were Major and Mrs. A. N. Mrs. W. L. Bevan, Capt. and Mrs. F.9
Arnold and twenty; Major and Mrs. H. Gaston, Lt. and Mrs. C. H. Stu-
Mueller and twenty; Major and Mrs. debaker, Lt. and Mrs. George MeMan-
W. F. Lee and twenty: Capt. and Mrs. us, Miss Ella Brackenbridge, Capt.
L. L. Williams and twenty; Lt. and J. C. Brackenbridge, Lt. T. L. Sher-
Mrs. Lynch and twenty. burne, Lt. C. E. Howard.

. .. I I II.- " I

On your holiday visit to
ATLANTA
STOP AT THE

HENRY GRADY HOTEL
PEACHTREE AT CAIN

550 Rooms, With Shower or Tub Bath, Radio, Dining
Terrace and Coffee Shop. Room from $2.00 up.

J. F. DeJarnette, Vice Pres. and Mgr.
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HOSIERY
The Perfect Gift

FULL FASHION
Pure thread silk hose,
all the new shades

Pecot Tops

47c

SAM NEEL
SHOE DEPT.

Westbrook Bldg.

Columbus Office Supply Co.
24 Hr. Service

RUBBER STAMPS
Phone 556

THIS PAPER
ny personnel. To purchase fromdon't forget to mention-

SANTA

HIMSELF

Would Choose Collins'...

Our ovens are in full blast in an-
ticipation of a joyous Christmas, and
the delights that make Christmas the
greatest day of the year are nearly
ready for your table. Order now!

If you've never tried any of the other
Collins' products, you don't realize what is in
store for you. Bakery art never reached its
peak so nearly as it does in our modern shop.
When you think of "bakery" think of "Collins' !"

COLLINS' BAKING COMPANY
144 - 13TH STREET

ii'.

. . ....... . .ier .Lr)y, i N h
-Imber 10, JL9,jZ

all
I
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mina arhia

Antiqtlrs

Lamps $3.50, Cigaret Trays
75c up, Shoe Bags 75c, Com-
ports 60c, Blooming Win-
dow Boxes with Bulbs $1.75.

Very Reasonable Gifts

Gifts 5c to $5.50
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Capt. W.L.Sherfev Off. Club Plans Girl Scouts
Is Retired From Large Num ber Of TI ,last Wednesday we didn't do

Active Service Holida v A ff a i rs very many things, though we spent a
lot of time doing signalling and ob-

The many friends of Captain Walter Christmas festivities at the Officers' servation.

Lee Sherfey of last year's advanced Club will begin as early as Thursday, So, after the Flag ceremony, we di-
class will regret to learn that he was December the twenty-second with the vi1 tenwh hadntotano
retired from active service on Novem- ceremony of lighting the Yule log.,seratof sein the big roomtThe restlof Thuwentainethnismasuproo
ber 30 on account of physical dis- The regular Thursday evening supper tes nin e
ability incident thereto. Captain dance will also be included in the to practice signalling. We received e,

i, s, h, t, m, o, and learned four newSherfey has an excellent record as is pirogranm.letters; g, b, a, n. The rest of us were
attested by the following letter re- The lighting of the Yule log origi-
ceived by him from the Chief of Staff nated in England and was symbolical doing observation. About twenty
of the Army: of Christmas time. things were put before us. We were

The members of the Hunt Club, given five minutes to look at them and
WAR DE13ARTMENT with Major Brett and Captain Negrot- then they were taken away and we

Office of the Chief of Staff to, joint masters of the fox hounds, listed as nany of them as we could
Washington, D.C. leading the procession, will partici-l
December 5, 1932. pate in the ceremony. The Whips will remember. We were then told to

Captain Walter L. Sherfey, be decked out in the full hunting look at theobjects between two near-
U. S. Army, Retired, costume with all the accoutrements. by telephone posts. These we had

402 College Street, The huntsmen will then drag onto the to list also, as nany as we could re-
Jonesboro, Tennessee dance floor a special log cut for the
My dear Captain Sherfey: occasion. A blazing brand, supposedly member.

I note with regret your recent re- a remnant of last year's log, will be We had our goodnight circle and
tirement from active service on ac- used to light the Yule log. went home after a busy meeting.
count of physical disability and de- The lighting of the Christmas Tree Barbara M.
sire to commend y o u on behalf of will follow immediately.
the War Department, for the faithful The hunters and huntresses will CARDINAL TROOP
service you have rendered the coun- have a special table and will take
try. part in the festivities of the evening. My, but Christnas is getting near!

A review of your record shows that On Chrismas Eve, between eight But the Scouts are ready for it, what
you have been an officer of ability and twelve o'clock, the reception of with practising carols to be sung on
and good judgment, and the commen- the Secretary, Lt. Dowdall, will take Christmas Eve, and planning parties
datory remarks on your record are place. In the course of the evening,
silent testimony of the esteem in there will be a big surprise, but the party for Santa Claus will be held.
which you are held. exact nature of the surprise is not Gifts will be distributed to everybody

Now that you have entered your known. who will appear in person.
new sphere of life, I trust your health A Drag Hunt will take place on the On the morning of the twenty-first,
will improve and that the future will morning of the twenty-sixth, and the a Treasure Hunt will take place. The
bring you many years of happiness following evening the Officers' Club hunters will start from the Polo Hunt
and prosperity. is putting on a dance at the Country Club and look for treasure hidden

Sincerely yours, Cib. The music for this occasion somewhere on the reservation.
(Signed) DOUGLAS McARTHUR wvill be furnished by the 29th Infan- On the evening of the same day,

General, try Orchestra. there will be a Carnival dance, ush-
Chief of Staff On the twenty-ninth, a Christmas erin, in the new year.

DON'T FAIL---
TO SHOP AT

" ,i p

Sc - 10c AND $1.00 STORE

F OR CHRISTMASI

0 0 0

Save Steps

A

. . Save Money

at

THE STORE OF 1000 GIFTS

Christmas Greeting Cards...
Gift, Wrappings . . . Christmas
Decorations . . . Christmas
Candies.

Hosiery for the entire family
Men's wear and furnishings
Children's wear . . . Infant's

wear, the most complete Dept.....
Lingerie... Gloves. .. Handker-
chiefs . . . Ladies' Silk Scarfs...
Handbags ... Millinery... Jew-
elry . . . Toiletries ... Stationery... Notions . . . Art goods...
Novelties . . . China-ware and
Crockery . .. Glassware . . . Pic-
tures and picture-frames
Table linen and yard goods ...
Sheet music and Phonograph rec-
ords . . . . Electrical department
includes: floor, table and bridge
lamps, toasters, hotplates and
many other appliances . . .Hard-
ware . . . House furnishings and
toys . . . Pet shop... Groceries
and fruits.

(Hear Jean and Alice over WRBL every
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday,

7 P. M.)

galore. The larger pack of Brownies
is giving one for the other pack, and
each of the Scout Troops is having an
individual party. I guess we're all
going to have a pretty gay vacation!

Mrs. Cota very kindly came to our
meeting Tuesday to help us with
Christmas Carols, which are going to
be very successful, I know. This flu
epidemic is wrecking everything. Only
half the Cardinals were present today
because of it. Those absent who were
to usher Friday and Saturday were
given substitutes, and I'm sure they'll
be sorry to miss the play.

DAFFODIL TROOP
Last Friday's meeting was probably

the biggest event the Girl Scouts will
have this year. Miss Parks, our reg-
ional director, visited us as well as
the other troops and their leaders.

We went on with the usual flag cere-
mony and inspection, before our
guests arrived, then we all went out-
side and formed a horseshoe. Each
troop chose a song to sing for Miss
Parks. After this, we all went into the
cabin and sat around in a circle, while
Miss Parks talked to us about Girl
Scouting, how to go about it, and how
it can help us. When she had finish-
ed, she taught us a new song, then we
sang two which we knew in the good-
night circle.

We all enjoyed Miss Parks' visit
and hope that she can come (own
to see us again.

Marian Bloomquist.

Regional Director
Of GirlScouts Is
Recent Visito. Here

The visit of Miss Katherine Parks
of Atlanta, regional director of the
Juliette Lowe region gave added im-
petus to Girl Scout work at Fort
Benning.

Miss Parks assisted in forming the
following community committee: Mrs.
A. W. Brown, chairman, Mrs. C. W.
Weeks, deputy chairman, Mrs. A. V.
Arnold, Mrs. J. W. Stilwell, Mrs. H.
B. Lewis, Mrs. H. H. Slaughter, Mrs.

L. S. Partridge, Mrs. E. J. Lyman, Mrs.
Omar Bradley, Mrs. De Camp Hall,
Mrs. J. B. Woolnough, Mrs. T. B.
Catron, Mrs. F. V. Schneider.

At a meeting at the home of Mrs.
Henry J. Matchett., local director of
Fort Benning's Girl Scout activities,
Miss Parks outlined the work of a
community committee and stressed the
importance of this committee assuring
,he continuation of Girl Scout work at
Benning and from the ever changing
personnel securing leaders and mak-
ing possible the proper training for
leadership.

Gifts That Are Sure Of A

V elcome.-.From His Store

Lower Priced

Save Time

AT

CHANCELLOR CO.
"Where the Newest Styles are Shown First"
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I LIEUTENANT I
Wednesday, December 7

Such a to-do about electric devices
and their wiring diagrams as I hope
never again to be concerned with.
Professor Raymond at drawing black-
board pictures of resistance, induct.
ances, batteries, ear muffs and choke
coils until the air was full of spots
before the eyes. The collective heads
of the class were whirling so that
had they been generators they had de-
veloped sufficient A. C. to light the
post. As for myself, the only point
of the discourse that I did fully un-
derstand was the erasing of the black-
board for, Lord, the extent of my
electrical knowledge is that my own
circuit does have its total resistance
concentrated between the ears.

The class has gone ahletic, two
horseshoe pitching courts being for.

SOCIETY.
(Continued from page 4)

red candles. red mints completed the
appointments.
• The Heileman's guests were Major
and Mrs. John Robinson, Major and
Mrs. A. S. Dabney, Major and Mrs.
N. D. Cota, Capt. and Mrs. 0. E.
Trechter, Capt. and Mrs. Mark Bris-
lawn, Capt. and Mrs. Elbridge Colby,
Capt. and Mrs. Malcolm Lindsay,
Capt. and Mrs. U. C. Johnson.

on request. The nenning Herald re-
ect any advertising matter. MAJOR AND MRS. GAUTIER HOST

AT DINNER PARTY THURSDAY
ny address in the United States or its EVENING
py 5 cents. Major and Mrs. C. V. Gautier were

iss matter is pending. the host Thursday evening at dinner
at their quarters. Red and green was
used effectively for the color scheme

D Y of the table. Covers were laid for
ten. The guests were Colonel and
Mrs. C. F. Morse, Lt. and Mrs. T.

think that any lieutenant who has J. Leary, Major and Mrs. A. G. Kin-
money in the house does not pay his berger, Major and Mrs. G. J. Rife.

bills. And I do also think that were'After dinner the guests were es-
corted to the Officers' Club where

the same event to transpire at my dancing was enjoyed.
qiiarters I should feel flattered and * * *

not hurt. Indeed it might be profi. DRAMATIC CLUB TO PRESENT

table to engage a night worker to SECOND PLAY OF SEASON.

give me lessons on my own house The Infantry School Dramatic Club

Aince normal means of finding cash will present the second play of the

in it have failed, season on Friday and Saturday even-
ings. Dec. 16 and 17. The play will

I might have recommended to Steve be "Cock Robin," a mystery play in
the efficacious preventive measures three acts by Phillip Barry and El.
practiced by Stewart and Robinson mer Rice. "Cock Robin" was first pro-

who flout the Infantry School Hunt duced year before last in New York
It the 48th Street theatre. It is a

*by staging nightly coon hunts in proxi. play that is both mysterious and ex-

mity to their quarters and discharg. citing.

ing firearms with such vigor that even The role of McAuliffe, the hard

callers dare not approach on peaceful boiled director of the amateur group

missions. will be played by Lt. A. E. O'Flaherty

mally opened this day. Of all the Monday, December 12 who is well known to Benning audi-
dedicators Dickerson did most credi- To Hook Range bright and early- ences.
tably acqiut himself with good pitch.well ookywa early Captain H. J. Golightly, also well-
ing. The country lads do have an ni- well anyway early to continue ma- known to Benning audiences, will por-mitale kack!chine gun marksmanship. The first
mitable knack! exercise prescribed by Major Irving tray Julian Cleveland, a lawyer by

Tlwrsday, December 8 in~volved grouping by'the use of shotprofession. taking the part of Black

A day of some moment to Robin- group pictures. I know not whether Tom in the benefit play. Lt. P. D.
s hey bsmeingodetain foRclasseu accident or by design thether Ginder as Richard Lane is in love

son, he being detained from classes bydccid e designatethe"Blu e umajor with Charlota Maxwell, the willful
to assure himself of the safe arrival did (esignate the "Blue Series" but and attractive daughter of Helen Max-
of Nick, Jr. Considering the mental it was none the less appropriate. A well, played by Mrs. Marjories Al-
state of a father on such a day I bit mystified by the good major's bright. Miss Eleanor Harding, one
do declare that an unfair advantage statement that "the theory is that you of Benning's sub debs. plays the role
was taken by those who would pose can kill a man only once." I had of Carlotta.
over the telephone as the Mayor of believed that before now careful lab- Colonel E. F. Rice takes the part
Columbus extending congratulations oratory tests had removed that idea of Clarke Torrance. and Lt. B. W.ind an invitation to lunch on the from the realm of theory. But my ex- Brady. that of Henry Briggs.

morrow, or as the registrar requesting perience in the matter is limited; for The role of Hancock Robinson,
Nick's appearance at Cusseta at 10 of which I do thank God. the handsome villain. will be played
the morning to register the birth. Greatly chagrined at missing an by Lt. D. H. Hundley. Lt. W. H.

It sticketh in my mind that young episode in the early part of Capt. Bfrunke as John Jessup, is the bosom
Robinson is the third mascot for the Brislawn's session following the lunch friend of Richard Lane, and Alice
class since the opening of school, Uhr- hour. It being my habit (induced Montgomery, played by Katherine
brock and Murphy having previously no doubt by a succession of one Brady. is the social leader in the town
failed to distribute cigars. o'clock sessions in code practice) to and chairman of the amateur group
Friday, December 9 nap from one till one-thirty, I did putting on the benefit show.

not hear the Capt. address a question Major T. B. Catron as Dr. Grace
Stephenson to school this morning to me. My wide awake squad suc- ;s the uncle of Carlotta and the broth-

in something of a state over having ceeded in arousing me in time to er of Helen Maxwell. He is an im-
had his house robbed. Outwardly observe Peck (who had doubtless portant character in the development
sympathetic to him but, Lord, I do (Continued on Page 18) of the play. Katherine Cleveland,

who has been prominently associated

H E RE'S 1"O YOUR HEALTH with the Dramatic Club for three
years. will portray Maria Scott, ef-By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector ficient and officious assistant to Mc-Anliffe.

Some Uses o! Red Blood Cells One of the ways in which the red Mrs. A. H. Wadsworth is the di-

We are all familiar with the appear- blood cells can be made to discharge rector of "Cock Robin."
ance of blood and are aware det t hatit t .... - - A.I - *

is "thicker than water." The appear.
ance of blood under the microscope,
however, is somewhat unexpected. The
most prominent object is a number of
pale yellow discs-the red blood cells,
which float about in a colorless fluid.
They are made up in chemical com-
position largely of iron in the form
of hemogoblin.

The primary functions of the blood
are to carry oxygen from the lungs
to the tissues and to carry carbon
dioxide from the tissues to the lungs.

A man may be distressed by going
upstairs or running for a street car,
not because his heart or lungs are in-
adequate but because his blood is
unable to carry enough exygen or is
unable to prevent his tissues from be-
coming too acid. A blood count will
determine whether he has a normal
number of red blood cells but they
may not contain the normal amount
of hemogoblin, so that it is essential
also to measure the hemogoblin con-
centration. Fortunately this is very
easily done since hemoglobin has a
strong red color.

tnleir IImogIIIn UJIanti the blood there-

by hemolyzed (dissolved) is by the
process of disintegration of the cell
membranes by specific hemolysins.
Use is made of this process in the
laboratory in performing the Wasser-
man test for syphilis. If the specific
hemolysin used disintegrates sheep's
red blood cells the reaction is nega-
tive. If no destruction of sheep's
red blood cells he reaction is nega-
tive. If no destruction of sheep's red
blood cells results, the reaction is
positive.

Another use of red blood cells is
as food for the blood-thirsty tribe of
bacilli. The members of this family
like blood in their food and imbibe
it in their growth. The most import-
ant member of this tribe from man's
point of view, now that the influenza
bacillus has been relegated to the
background as an etiologic factor in
epidemic disease, is the exciting
whooping cough bacillus. This bacillus
is considered the cause of that dread-
ed disease of childhood, pertussis,
commonly known as whooping cough.

MRS. REISS AND MRS. CHISHOLM
HOSTS AT INFORMAL TEA
Mrs. Reiss and Mrs. Chisholm were

joint hosts Sunday afternoon at an
informal tea given at the charming
old Colonial home of Mrs. Henry
Pou. The table was laid with a love-
ly point de venice lace cloth, red
sweet heart roses and tapers of cor-
responding color were used for the
effective decorations. The guest list
included friends of the hostesses from
Fort Benning and Columbus.

LT. AND MRS. STRAUBE AND LT.
AND MRS. L UCAS GIVE DE-
LIGHTFUL DANCE AT POLO
CLUB
The Polo Club was the scene Tues-

day evening of a delightful dance
when Lt. and Mrs. L. D. Straube and
Lt. and Mrs. William Lucas enter-
tained. The club was effectively dec-
orated in bunches of red berries and
green pine boughs. Dancing was en-
joyed from nine to one; music be-
ing furnished by the 24th Infantry
orchestra. During the evening coffee
and sandwiches were served. The
hosts had as their guests, friends
from Fort Benning and Columbus.

"Better be danned than mentioned not at all."
-Job" Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

MOTORIZATION PROGRESS
A couple of weeks ago, Tanker Brett gave us a private demonstration

of the experimental cross country truck which he wangled out of the Chevro-
let Company. As everybody knows, Tanker Brett is one of the masters of
The Infantry School Hunt and his idea of a suitable light truck is one
that can follow the hounds. The one he has will do it. He took us up
hill and down dale, through brush, over logs, and across ditches. The
truck can do everything that an Irish hunter can do except jump a fence.
This, the Tanker contends, is of no consequence since the truck can go
right through a fence. Moreover, the truck knocks down and passes over
trees up to and including four inches in diameter, which is better than any
of The Infantry School mounts can do. Only the record of the post hospital
can tell how many hunt casualties might have been avoided had our horses
been able to knock down even medium sized trees.

Of course, the main purpose of Tanker Brett's experiments with cross
country transport is to develop something that will put the infantry soldier
abreast of the machine age in which we live. There is no reason, however,
why the time honored custom of adapting military equipment to our sports
should not be followed in this case. We offer the suggestion that, in addition
to senior and junior horsemen, the new masters of the hunt create a third
classification to be made up of those who cannot ride at all. These could
be mounted upon the Tanker's Leaping Lena. Sprinkle a few pink coats
among the passengers and give one or two of them trumpets and we have
a modern tally-ho, which has the advantage over its ancient prototype in that
it can go right along with the field.

Tanker Brett, mechanization enthusiast that he is, knows nothing better
than to startle the populace by some demonstration of his chariot's efficiency.
Returning from one of his early trial runs, he elected to approach his house
through the semi-primeval forest in rear of the Rainbow Row suburb. Crash-
ing through the trees and underbrush, he arrived at his back door well sat-
isfied that he had given the neighbors something to talk about. How true
his reflections were came to light some days later. According to the whis-
pering campaign launched, keen but ill informed witnesses of the incident
came to the conclusion that tThe Terrible Tanker had returned from an off-
the-reservation party in such a condition that he couldn't see the road. We
hope that an explanation in such a reputable column as the Flare will satisfy
anyone whose mind still harbors any doubts as to the Tanker's sobriety.

LOCHINVAR

We owe our public an apology. We

have not been covering the Sunday

morning hunt events personally,

thereby missing a lot of first-hand

Flare copy. These affairs are usually

replete with incidents which deserve

to be immortalized in this permanent

record of the private lives of Ben-

ning's most representative citizens but
of late our reportorial urge had not
been strong enough to overcome our
Sunday morning inertia. Perhaps a
series of late Saturday night parties
is responsible but the psychological
explanation of our absence from these
gatherings of the horsey set does not
lie in that alone. We just naturally
dislike turning out on the one morn-
ing of the week that a man with re-
sponsibilities can take his ease in
his home with clear conscience.

Let it not be thought, however,
that the Horse Worshipers can get
away with murder just because we
don't happen to be with the field.
We have our spies everywhere and,
sooner or later, the stories of the
hunt find their way to our sanctum.
One such belated, but truly worth
while, tale of adventure has recently
come to hand.

It was the day of the paper chase
and Mrs. Gee, expert horsewoman
though she is, was having pleny of
trouble with her mettlesome charger.
Finally she went off-how and why
is no definitely known. The field
swept by, intent upon the paper trail
and the distant goal-all save one
gallant knight in whose breast the
medieval idea of chivalry still linger-
ed. It was Major Bodine who halted
in his mad career to assist the lady
in distress. Dismounting, he lifted
Mrs. Gee into his saddle. Then,
mounting behind her, he set off in
pursuit of the field.

Meanwhile, Mrs. Gee's daughter,
Gerry, had succeeded in recapturing
her mother's horse and, after a short

ride tandem, Mrs. Gee again essayed
a solo flight on her own mount. But
it was not for long, for ten minutes
later, her horse stepped in a hole and
fell.

Once more Mrs. Gee was afoot and
once more Major Bodine came to
the rescue. This time, however, Mrs.
Gee's horse refused to be caught and
our dashing heroine finished the ride
on the chivalrous Major's lap.

Following our usual custom, we
have investigated the case thoroughly
and can state positively that there is
no truth in the widely circulaetd ru-
mor that Mrs. Gee's second spill was
intentional.

WHAT THE WELL DRESSED

DIANE WEARS TO A

PIG HUNT

When Squire Jared Wood left Ben-

ning the conductor of The Flare felt

like going into deep mourning. His

most prolific copy producer was gone

and it seemed hardly possible that
the new detail could furnish any one
so helpful to a struggling amateur col-
uinnist. Recently, however, a prom-
ising candidate for Jerry's reguar
space in this weekly chronicle of im-
portant event has come to the
fore and the outlook is brighter. Mrs.
F. V. Schneider has been prominently
mentioned three times this fall, which
is a most excellent showing for a
new arrival.

Lady Whip Schneider's most recent
bid for Squire Wood's place in the
sun was made on the morning of the
celebrated wild boar hunt.

For several days preceding the hunt
the sparkling Official Daily Bulletin
(Lewis and Lovett, publishers) car-
ried a notice which advised every
one to wear old clothes and request-
ed each huner or huntress to bring
a piece of rope. Also the Masters
issued numerous oral warnings to the
effect that this would be a rough
party--not a full dress affair. So, when

(Continued on Page 7)

. . . .. . . . . . .
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A CHRISTMAS GIFf
that's DIFFERENT!

If you want your gift to be one that will always be
appreciated . . . give golfing equipment this Christmas.
The golf enthusiast can always find use for new clubs or
balls . . . and a gift of this kind will certainly possess
the virtue of originality!

WE SELL ONLY RESPONSIBLE BRANDS OF

GOLF EQUIPMENT The Beauty Parlor
OF THE OFFICERS' CLUB

Offers Following Suggestions:

"Evening In Paris" Gift Set

* * *

Houbigant's Compacts

* * *

PECANS
IN PACKAGES OF

5 Pounds Each

Ideal For Christmas Gifts

For Folks at Home

Golf

Balls
Golf Clubs Houbigant's Perfumes

*

Harriet Hubbard Ayer's
Powders

* .* *

0
Elizabeth Arden's Facial

Creams

$1.25
Golf

0

CANDIES
CIGARS

AND

CIGARETTES
IN CHRISTMAS WRAPPINGS

REMEMBER...
. . the Grill is at all times

prepared to serve you with
the regular breakfast, lunch-
eon or dinner; and special
dinners can be arranged for
you at any time.

Golf Bags
Accessories

THE GOLF SHOP
FORT BENNING

The Associated Military Stores
INCORPORATED

OFFICERS' CLUB BLDG., FORT BENNING

0.

The Officers' Club

Beauty Parlor

is maintained for the exclusive

use of club members and theIr

families. Individual attention

is given by two graduate op-

erators.

A special hair-bobbing de-

partment in charge of expert

barbers has been provided.

Call 154 For Appointments

AP PROP RIATE

GIFTS!
Let our store be your headquarters when selectin gifts for

your Army friends. We know best how to please them! We are
prepared to give them the best military ornaments of all sorts,
military gloves.. just the thing for the fastidious officer, military
spurs for these winter hunts, Sam Browvie Belts made of the best
leather, riding crops . . . very smart looking. Boot trees to keep
the troublesome boots in shape, Ladies Riding 1al)its, very stylish
for the discriminating Armny lady and many other items interesting
to the Army Personnel.

I'S OUR

C LU B

USE IT

fHE

CLUB

THE GRILL
FORT BENNING, GA.

qVSN



24th Inf. Branch
Cigarettes, cigars, pipes, candy
-anything you may need.

Soda Fount
Our free delivery service will
assist you greatly in many ways.

Service Club
RESTAURANT

We will have a special menu
for Christmas Day.

Shoe & Hat Shop
Fine boot and shoe repairing
done by experts in a modern
shop.

Auto Department
We can repair any car or any
part of a car at short notice.

Tailor Shop
This department is handled by
a representative of one of the
best tailoring companies of the
country.

Hospital Branch
Operated for your convenience.

Grocery Dept.
Prepare your Christmas dinner
by shopping at the Grocery
Dept.

Main Office
The cheeriest of Christmas
Greetings from the entire per-
sonnel of the Post Exchange.

I

It Pays To Trade At
Your Post Exchange

Main Branch
You will find a number of at-
tractive Christmas items here.

The POST EXCHANGE
FORT BENNING, GA.

Extends To You

I

29th Inf. Branch
We supply the needs of the en-
listed personnel of the post.

IU
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The Flare Last Spring, when Mrs. Schneider$ a ' had been here but a few weeks, she

(Continued from Page 6) one day took occasion to reproach

us for not having mentioned her in
the field assembled at 7:00 a. m. on our better be damned that not colun.

the bright Sabbath morning, it looked Our polite reply was that we were

more like a lynching bee than an only waiting until she should do some.

Easter parade. As may well be im- thing which merited distinction. Now
that she is making good in a big way

agined, Mrs. Schneider created a real we are doing our best to make up

sensation when she appeared in the for our early neglect. Indeed we

midst of that tacky assembly attired have been doing so well as the lady's

in snappy pink coat and immacualte publicity agent that we feel that she

white breeches and carrying a swanky owes us a fan letter.
hunting whip. As a Hunt Official,
Whip Schneider evidently believed in PROVERBIAL PLUMBING
dressing for the part in spite of TECHNIQUE
Daily Bulletin and oral warnings. Major Robinson's furnace having

Somewhat reluctantly Mrs. Schnei. become hors de combat, Utilities was

der allowed herself to be persuaded notified and, in due course of time
to change her costume while the hunt four repair men, appeared on the

waited. We suspect, however, that scene. These set to work with promp-
her day was ruined. To most women, ness and dispatch, dismembered the
sport clothes are more important than furnace and spread it out on the lawn
the sports and the pink coat which for an autopsy.
our lady and gentlemen hunt officials Now it so happens that this mis-
wear is undoubtedly the most inspir. fortune occurred in the midst of the
ing sports raiment ever devised- early December cold snap and Mrs.

with the possible exception of that Robinson and family shivered while
affected by Spanish bull fighters. We the jury debated as to the extent of
don't blame Mrs. Schneider for want- the damage and the nature of the
ing to wear it, even on a wild boar repairs needed. Finally, after some
hunt, and we don't blame her for discussion, the caucus broke up and
keeping the hunt waiting a little long, the repair crew vanished, leaving the

er than necessary while she changed dismantled furnace still scattered
into the drab habiliments suitable for about the premises.
engaging in a wrestling match with When the repair men returned an
a pig. hour later they found Mrs. Robinson

exceedingly wroth.
"Where have you been all this

time?" she demanded. "Don't you
realize that we are freezing to death
with this furnace out of commission?"

"Had to get a bolt to fix it with,"
€0Rt replied the No. 1 repair man.

"But why take the other three men
with you?" persisted Mrs. Robinson.
"They might have been doing some-
, hing while you were gone."

"Well, you see," explained the
r/lumber cheerfully, "I didn't know
just where in the storeroom this spe-
cial kind of a bolt was, so I took
them along to help me hunt."

ARMS AND THE DOG
Patsy, the celebrated Arms' pup.

Delivred o frends already enjoys the unique distinction

far away Christmas of being the only dlog in the worl I
who has been twice mentioned in the

morning. Flare. This makes the third time

The dealGiftMajor Arms, confident of Patsy'.,
The dealGiftmany fine points, entered her in th(

Columbus Dog Show. He was hold
in g her proudly, waiting for the judg
es to come along, when a man walke+
up and asked, "What kind of a dot

is that ?"
Major Arms replied politely tha

• ,Patsywas the offspring of a long lin,

of wire-haired Scotch terrier ancestry
Whenthe prize winners wereana

nounced, Major Arms noted wit]
surprise and indignation that th
questioner was the owner of the prize

FLOWER SHOP winning dog in the wire-haired Scotc l

PHONE 2837 terrier class.
____________________________ Major Arnis is not sure whethe

THE BENNING HERALD Page Seven
the man is just ignorant or whether it out in the oven. He rescinded his

he was trying to insult Patsy or order, however, when the mess ser-

whether he was trying to get away
with propaganda to influence the
judges. He feels, however, that he
and Patsy have both been high-hatted.

CANDY MAKER
Major Thomas B. Catron, inspecting

the I. S. D. storeroom, noted several
sacks of sugar which somehow had
received a drenching during the re-
cent rains.

The Major, intent upon salvaging
the sugar, directed the cooks to dry

geant gently hinted that such a pro.

cedure would be inadvisable unless

the Major contemplated throwing an
old fashioned taffy pull for the I. S.
D. boys.

NOTE: Major Catron strenuously
denies that he directed the drying
of the sugar in the oven. He says
it was salt. However, Adjutant Gen.
eral Lewis, who gave in the story, says
that he can produce half a dozen
reliable witnesses in support of it.

-=E F. I .

FOR EXPERT SHOE

REPAIRING

QUALITY and SERVICE

Dyeing and reglazing Shoes
Any Color

Boston Shoe
Factory

1234 Broadway Phone 565

Page SevenTHE BENNING HERALD
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2,000 Cars Daily Pass Outpost No. One.
Military Police Are Called Upon To
Perform Very Wide Range Of Duties

"Who won the War"? Fourteen ful to ti
years ago this was the opening re- those aga
mark of a taunt, which with its ans- enforced,
wer, "The M.P.s", and its concluding viduals c
note, vulgarly described as the "bird- characteri
ie", designedly precipitated personal zealousne
combat almost as frequently as it was Then too
uttered. Justifiedly or not, it was the them int(
reflection of a wide spread hostility American

hemselves, and offensive to
inst whom their orders were

the actions of some indi-
f the military police were
ized by objectionable over-
ss or lack of good judgment.
, these mens duties brought
o contact with the average
i's resentment against re-

A. scene showing Outpost No. 1, past which practically all cars
entering or leaving the Post must proceed.

which had been engendered against a straint of his individual actions, par-
fine body of soldiers who faithfully ticularly that which tends to circum-
carried out the duties with which they scribe his personal pleasures. The
had been entrusted. Perhaps in the indisputable fact remains that the ser-
performance of their myriad necessary vices of the military police played no
duties, many of which were distaste- little part in the success of American
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TEN STORES

TO SERVE

YOU

THE HOME OF

Fancy
Western
All Sizes

Camay
SOAP

Bar 5c

Large
Emerald

WALNUTS
Lb. 21c

Large
Paper Shell

PECANS
Lb. 19c

Pillsbury's
FLOUR

24- lbs. 79c

QUALITY FOODS AT

TURKEYS
lb. 21-c

TRY

US

LOW PRICES

Fancy
Home Dressed

All Sizes

CRANBERRY SAUCE
OCEAN SPRAY, Lrg. can

NONESUCH

MINCE MEAT, pkg.............

FRESH

OYSTERS, qt ..........................

17c

15c

35c
PREMIUM

CRACKERS, lb. pkg..........13c

BROKEN SLICED
PINEAPPLE, No. 2 1-2 can 15c

WESSON
O IL , pt. can ------------------------------

JUST RIGHT
CORN, 2 No. 2 cans-..........

FRESH PORK
CHOPS, lb ...............................

FRESH PORK
H A M , lb . ..................................

21c

15c

15c

12c
BEST GRADE
MEAT, lb............------------------- 5c

pounding of animals found running
at large is another duty of this section.
A register of domestic servants em-
ployed in the Garrison is also kept in
the office of the provost marshal. This
is done to safeguard the health of em-
ployers by requiring the servants to
undergo periodical physical examina-
tions, and to protect employers against
possible loss through the employment
of dishonest or incompetent servants.

Then there is another section which
directs the work of the traffic police-
men, and the patrols, and which main-
tains a group of men in readiness to
respond to emergencies. Each time a
fire alarm is sounded several military
policemen are dispatched to the scene
to clear the way for the fire depart-
ment and to establish and maintain
fire lines. Periodical motorcycle pa-
trols and others on foot augment the
various guards to insure the safety
of residents of the post and the pro-

(See Page 18)

0 0 0
arms in the recent World War. The
enforcement of rear area traffic reg-
ulations, which insured the orderly
progress of personnel, ammunition,
food and supplies to the front, the
safeguarding of enemy prisoners, the
maintenance of order among troops
in rest or leave areas, and the detec-
tion and prevention of crime and the
apprehenson of criminals, were but a
few of the major duties which mili-
tary police performed with notable
credit. Theirs is a proud record of
service, and it will endure in the
annals of America's military achieve-
ments.

At Fort Benning a splendid body of
military police is performing its
peace time duties with the same ef-
ficiency and devotion to duty which
characterized the work of its war time
prototypes. The large population of
Fort Benning, the vast extent of its
reservation, and the similarity of
many of its administrative problems
with those of a modern city, require
the maintenance of an organization
corresponding to a city police depart-
ment to enforce the numerous reg-
ulations which insure order among
the inhabitants of the post, the safe-
guarding of lives and property, and
the supervision of the great flow of
automobile traffic. Fifty men, care-
fully selected from the four thousand
white troops of the garrison, constitute
Fort Benning's police force, which is
officially designated the Military Po-
lice Section, Infantry School Detach-
ment. This group of men is com-
manded by Lieutenant Nunez C. Pilet,
assistant provost marshal. Captain
Arnold J. Funk, a member of the
Commandant's staff, is the provost
marshal, and is the responsible head
of the military police and the range
guards, the latter being a small group
of non-commissioned officers invested
with special authority to enforce var-
ious regulations pertaining to large
areas on the reservation.

The organization of the provost mar-
shal's office is similar to that of a
city police headquarters, with its var-
ious departments or sections each in
charge of a man of appropriate quali-
fications. In one of these is kept a
register of all motor vehicle owned
and operated by residents of the post
by military organizations. The issu-
ance of driver's permits, post license
tags, and the examination of drivers
and mechanical inspections of ve-
hicles, are duities of this section.

Another section is charged with the
registering dogs and cats and issuing
of license tags for them, which are
done only after the animals have been
immunized against rabies. The im-

0 f

Above are shown some of the mounted Military Police to whom are
entrusted the duties of patrolling the roads of the post and the road

leading to Columbus, in addition to various other duties.

at once. Among the duties of this
group of military police at the outpost
are the exclusion of unauthorized or
undesirable persons, the prevention
of the smuggling of intoxicating li-
quor, the prevention of removal of
government property from the post
authority, the prevention of unauthor-
ized departure of military personnel
from the post, and the prevention of
enlisted personnel from leaving the

to the military police, whose represen-
tative, Sergeant Philip Wald resides
in the city and cooperates with the
civil police in the handling of cases
made by them against military per-
sonnel.

Supplementing the military police
section, is the group of range guards,
or mounted military policemen, each
of whom is a non-commissioned of-

(Please turn to page 13)
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PRE-

SELLING EVENT
0

MEN'S SUITS
AT HALF PRICE

$13.75 to $23.75

0

GOLF KNTCKERS
BLUE AND GRAY TWEED

$4.50 VALUES

$2.95

SPECIAL VALUES
MEN'S POLO COATS

GRAY AND TAN

$9.75 to $15.75
0

FINE SWEATERS
All Wool-Turtle Neck and Slipon

BLUES, WHITES, TANS

$3.95 Value for $2.95
0

Pajamas
In All new trimmings. $2.00
value for

$1.39

YOU'LL SAVE BY SHOPPING AT

PAYNE CLOTHING CO.
1203 BROADWAY
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tection of their property. Another
group furnish guards for school buses
to ensure the safe conduct of child-
ren to and from school.

Of all the groups of military police
none comes into closer contact with
most members of the garrison than
the men assigned to traffic duty.
These men, some on motorcycles pa-
troling the roads, an dothers on foot
regulating traffic at street intersections,
perform their work with an efficiency
which might well be envied by the po-
lice department of many a city. The
visitor entering the post by the main
paved road from Columbus will prob-
ably see one of these traffic men as
soon as he passes reservation line,
where frequently a motorcycle man
will be observing the flow of traffic
and checking the speed of the passing
vehicles. Upon crossing the Upatoi
the visitor will find himself approach-
ing Outpost No. 1, which corresponds
to a police substation. Here a small
group of military police in charge of
Corporal Arthur H. Nolle, inspects
and supervises the heavy flow of traf-
fic which daily amounts usually to
about two thousand cars at this
point. Although it may not be evi-
dent to the casual visitor, each car is
scrutinized by the military police at
the outpost, its license number record-
ed, and other points noted before it
is permitted to pass. Should there ap-
pear to be any irreglarity, the car is
detained and an investigation is made

I

I

0 0 0
post in improper uniform.

After passing the outpost, the visi-
tor will likely encounter several traffic
policement duri n g his progress
through the post. Here he may be
held up while waiting the traffic of-
ficer's signal to cross a street inter-
section; there he may be guided
away from a one-way street or a f or-
bidden parking area. In all of his
contacts with the military police he
will find them ever ready to aid and
advise, ready to furnish cheerfully
such information as is at their com-
mand, and to display the utmost
courtesy in the enforcement of the
orders with which they are charged.

Not all of the work of the military
police is pleasant, and occasionally
they are called upon to take into cus-
tody persons charged with military of-
fenses. This duty is discharged quiet-
ly and unostentatiously, and with as
much consideration for the malefactor
as is possible without lessening the
necessary authority and control over
him. The most cordial relations exist
between the Fort Benning military
police and the local civil authorities,
which pleasing state of affairs facili-
tates the administration of military
justice in the cases of transgressors
whose offenses are committed in the
adjacent civil communities. These,
forunately, are few in number, and
are usually only charged with misde-
meanors. Instead of being detained
in the city, these cases are turned over
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Fort Beriing Heard Around The Won

from the knowledge that they are secretary, statistician, and trouble-staff is the buildiniS ta tio n WI 4 A B S Used By In ta n t rv rendering a worthwhile service. Re- shooter. When he can't be found at which is used in
cently an officer from the Tank Sec- the work bench, exterminating "bugs" structional lecture

School in Communications.Instruction tion, The Infantry School, phoned in in the station equipment, he is at technical equipme
a message for a person in Balboa, the secretary's desk handling corres- was built almost e
C. Z. Fifteen minutes later the radio pondence. One of his jobs is the ment of the Radi

It is possible that you have gone countries. Several schedules are main- operator called the officer and gave
for a stroll through the Academic tained with reliable stations in all him an answer to his message. Most
Area in the vicinity of the Second parts of the world which serve as a of the messages handled are address-
Section and have been amazed at the traffic outlet for messages originating ed to persons in the Philippine Is- ...................
network of radio antennae overhead, at Fort Benning or picked up from lands, Hawaii, China, or to Army
The business ends of all those wires other station for relay. W4ABS is Transports enroute between those
terminate in the Academic Depart- known, nationally and internationally, points and the States. Although de-
ment Radio Station, known the world as one of the finest and most efficiently livery is not "guaranteed"' as in case
over as W4ABS. This station is own- operated radio statios of the 36,000 of commercial station, the percentage
ed by the school and operated by the amateur radio stations in the world. of messages delivered is exceptional- ,,.....

Radio Section of the Communications The main transmitter is a commer- ly high.
Group, 1st Lieut. J. E. Raymond in cial product of the latest design. It In the rear of the station is the
charge. is about six times as powerful as our shop where the station equipment is re-

The station is maintained for the local broadcast station, WRBL, but paired and much of the equipment
purpose of giving additional trans- of infinitely greater range, because is built. The operators spend many
mitting and traffic handling practice of the fact that the messages are sent hours at the work-bench working
to the assistant instructors and to se- in code rather than vocally. The out experiments in the design of re-
lected member of the National Guard world is our backyard so far as dis- ceivers and transmitters. Sergeant
Enlisted Specialists Class who are tance is concerned, and it is just as Huggins, the Chief Operator, recently
qualified operators, and incidentally easy to talk to Australia as to At- constructed a small transmitter of
to serve the personnel of Fort Ben- lanta. This "talking", of course, is spare parts and on the first test on

the air lie "hooked" a sation in Mad-
.. rid, Spain. This on less power than

is required to light a 50-watt lamp!
Corporal Chilton, just to pass the
time away, has completed a vest
pocket edition of the large station
transmitter,-almost an exact replica
in miniature-and using very low
power it has shown a great perform-
ance record. Corporal Eberhardt when
not driving the "loud talking wagon"
around the reservation, accompanying
student classes, builds efficient tran shown here at the receiver through which come all th
mitters and receivers, tries them out, by the station. Directly in front of him, on the table,
then tears them down to get the junk in sending messages.
to start new ones. Pvt. Hammond, exchange of "wall paper" (acknowl- designed and ass
besides being a "heavy duty man" edgement cards) with stations which supervision of Lt
on the key, spends his spare moments have been in communication with in charge. Anoth
planning tall stories to spring on W4ABS and who write in for similar the staff of W4AI
some operator miles away, and noth- cards from the Benning station. maintenance of ti
ing gives him greater delight than Out of all this experimentation and field radio ec
a tall story contest with any operaor come many useful ideas for the In- fantry School, o

who is willing to juggle the truth fantry School. One of the outstand- high degree of sk
with him. Pvt. Lytle is the station ing accomplishments of the Radio (ContinuedTOYS for.

If You Sho
SEAR

~THERE will be no disappointme
• '.,: .: jI to Sears for toys. Our assortme
' so varied, that we meet the price
>..i :-- every family. Toys for all the

suitable gifts for the grown-ups,
In this photo are shown the new transmitter, on right, and the old

transmitter, on left. The latter was built entirely at the station, and has
a slightly smaller range than the newer one. Both are used in transmit-
ting messages from Benning and instructing selected students in radio fun- lgiii
damentals. BICYCLE

ing. W4ABS is a member of the done in the Morse code-the com- .

American Radio League, the network mon language of radio operators. To t

of amateur radio stations-which han- the uninitiated, it all seems very won-
dle all messages of this kind, and derful, but to those who handle the
whose members have stepped into key at W4ABS it is an endless thrill.
the breach many times in cases of Imagine wiggling a key up and down Gifts For r
emergency by providing means of a few times, turning on the receiver, I TOYLANDDolls........ 25c to 3.
communication when all other ways and hearing some station thousands Dolls --- 25c to
have been destroyed or temporarily of miles away come right back atT tecialsHo.59
disrupted. you, ready for a "rag chew" or toSHousekeeping

Thousands of radio contacts have take messages! It is not the thrill Sets....-----------$1.19
been made during the few years this that comes "once in a lifetime"- Ornaments, box -49c Electric Stoves -98c
station has been on the air. These it happens many times a day and far Wreaths, Electric 50c Washette Sets .. $1.10
contacts have included stations scat- into the wee hours of the night at Doll Dress Outfit 25c
tered the length and breadth of the W4ABS. As soon as the day's work Tree Light Sets 59c Electric Iron- 98c
U nited States in forty-four foreign is done, the operators of the school T ools S ets $1.09h- $ .79 P iano --------------------- e

go to the station to handle the traffic T$7r
which accumulates during the day- Footballs 69c to $1.98 Ts Hoas

JE W E LR Y messages that have been 'phoned in, plech.Toy -5c-u olerft stue
sent in by messenger, received by T 25c u Roller Skates $129 wo
mail, or collected from the student Games --------.25c to 98c Horns......-----------25c t
officers.

Handling personal messages for the Blocks ------.25c to 98c aSaxophones$............5 dOWncand $5
garrison personnel is a real pleasure, Police Outfit.------.69c Trains8----------- 9cSmllarr
for the operators not only enjoy the. Tractors- _---------

r0W7_ work but derive an added stimulus Pistol & Holster .... 49c Dump Trucks--98-

Rook 69C Tricycles $219-$7.95 Air Rifles Sing,
Wagons ...98c to $5.45

DIAMONDS-WATCHES . Horse ----------- 49c Tinker Toys------69c Air Rifle 500
..... ..... ..... .... S h o t .

' Dominoes--------....45c Parcheesi-.............89c rR fl 00ioExtended Payment Plan Flinch-......................69C Carom Board- $4.8
Table Tennis -------- 98C

Gem Jewelry Co. 4 Hi Score.------------.98c
1200 Broadway Phone 339 Bowling Alley---98c -

Columbus, Ga. Filled Stockings....98C SEARS. ROE BUCK AND

d 0 0 0
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If You Want Yours To Be a Practical Gift

jiv

41t ... ..
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FURNITURE TO SUIT DISCRIMINATING TASTE

And To Fit Every Purse...

Furniture makes a most acceptable gift one

that is a lasting reminder of your generositv and taste.

Also, it can be bought on easy terms, with a small
initial down payment, and the burden of paying for

it will not, therefore be too great.

Look over our stock of fine furniture tomorrow and

select the gift you wish to send!

TERMS CAN BE ARRANGED TO SATISFY YOU

H. POTHSCHILD

Leading Columbus Furniture Store For 39 Years



FOR THE

The Most Dependable RADIO

Model 314. Chippendale lowboy.
7-tube receiver with 8-tube per-
formance, provides Automatic
Volume Control, Tone Control,

Duo-Diode Detection, full-pen-
tode amplification and twin sup- .i

er-dynamic speakers.
1 Price, complete with

Majestic Tubes and S7 Oo
I Federal Tax paid. 79

Exclusive Dealers of Majestic Radios
f in Columbus

In rFurniture
NLIIL Compnay

toChristmas
Decorate the Yuletide table with

Sa delicacy that is bound to meet
the approval and taste of the most

fastidious. Here you have notonly an item that adds a touch

to epicurean art, but a dessert
that elicits appreciation every- 9

Awhere.

Place your order with the
Soda Fountain

Phone 69 I

fciremst ddiries,
IN CO0RP OR A1T E D

PHONE 771

Season's Qreetings :

FLOWEBRS

TEBEST GIFT OF ALL

Gift Suggestions

()lL ()h,11 !' -..r ii 1' ,1 , ii- 1,~ ( .:'[; )t!'f] li
,  fluV t ers.,

iC LRutl I 1 \\

ocik yU ardN urserie
41 6 ), °II 1) 1) vd

TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

z[ Ch istmas Treat
, ~ ~ fr the Kiddies! , ,,,..

w7

Full of Healthfulness, Good-
ness, and Tastiness!

W FOR CHRISTMAS A
If you can't afford a new car • • •

don't deprive yourself of the pleas.
ure of owning an automobile. Buy r
one of our used cars on the easy pay-
ment plan which we offer you, and 1. P
you're prepared to enjoy this Christ.
mas!

YOU CAN BUY USED CARS f
ON EASY TERMS

SCliff M. Averett, Inc. _

1445 - 1st AVENUE

.
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r Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE ROYAL

(Beginning with midnight show at 11:15 Saturday)

ALSO SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offering
"Call Her Savage" with Clara Bow, Monroe Owsley, Gilbert
Roland, Thelma Todd and Estelle Taylor. A new Clara Bow-
more svelte, more slender, more alluring than ever as "Dynamite"
Springer, a role that for the first time gives free rein to her
genius as an emotional actress.

AT THE GRAND
SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "If I Had

A Million" with Gary Cooper, George Raft, Charlie Ruggles,
Allison Skipworth and W. C. Fields. Ten people ... ten mil-
lions ... and a million a piece to do with as they please. What
did they do? What would you do... with a million. Find the
answer to the first question here.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Offering "The Night Club
Lady" with Adolph Menjou, Mayo Methot and Skeets Gallagher.
A famous chilling... thrilling mystery story has been brought to
the screen. What happened to Lola Carewe at the stroke of
midnight? You'll find thrills in this vehicle.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Offering "Chandu, The Ma-
gician" with Edmund Lowe, Bela Lugosi, Irene Ware and Henry
B. Walthall. Said to be the greatest all radio mystery thriller
as a new screen sensation. Its wierd . . . chilling . . thrilling ...
The voice of peril! The eyes of terror! Chandu takes you thru
a maze of magic

AT THE RIALTO

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY: Offering "McKenna of The
Mounted" with Buck Jones and Greta Granstedt. Indomitable
will in the service of the law. Loss of reputation-censure and
humiliation to track down a murdering gang of outlaws. And
he outfights, outsmarts and outrides his enemies.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "The Sport Parade"
with Joel McCrea, Marian Marsh and William Gargan. In the
sport profession his bread was buttered on the back! And that's
where the ex-college wrestling champ always fell . . . until the
right little girl, with tears in her eyes, put her hard earned
dough on the ra-ra. A great picture of all phases of sports.

TUESDAY ONLY: "Crooner" with Ann Dvorak, David
Manners, Ken Murray and Guy Kibbee. He wrecks happy
homes . . . by special permission of the copyright owners. This
Casanova of the air waves has caused more domestic entangle-ments than all the movie stars put together. Take a peek at his
private life.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Offering "The Golden
West" with George O'Brien, Janet Chandler and Marian Burns.
Zane Grey's great story on the screen. A story of pioneers bat-
tling their way through cruel hardships to win a new empire in
the Golden West.

Expensive "R az zb e ry" Feature Of
Picture Showing At Grand

"The "bird", otherwise known as
"the Bronx cheer," "the razzberry,"
and "the Hollywood sasulte," is a
phenomenon which Ernst Lubitsch,
noted movie director, regards with
high esteem.

Lubitsch spent six days and a lot
of effort in picturng this peculiar
sound for "If I Had a Million,' drama
starring Gary Cooper, George Raft,
Wynne Gibson, Charles Laughton,
Jack Oakie, Frances Dee, Charlie Rug-
gles, Alison Skipworth, W. C. Fields,
Mary Boland, Roscoe Karns, May
Robson, Gene Raymond, Lucien Litle-
field and Richard Bennett, playing at
the Grand Theatre Saturday, Sunday
and Monday.

He constructed a set which covered
an entire stage at the Paramount Hol-
lywood studios.

One hundred and seventeen shiny
mahogany desks, as many typewriters,

tlephones, and other desk parapher.
nalia as were necessary for authenti-
city, were installed in it.

Over 100 players, "business men"'
types, were set down in it.

A special camera crew and crane
were employed.

And only four words weer spoken.
All this was to give an opportunity

to one player to give "the bird" to
another.

"If I Had a Million" centers around
an eccentric millionaire who distrib-
utes his fortune among nine persons
whose names he has chosen at ran-
dom from a city directory. Romance,
irony, comedy, and tragedy flourish
in the wake of his beneficence.

Appearing at Rialto

"The Sport Parade" which comes to
the Rialto Theatre Sunday and Mon-
day is the kind of picture that uses
action, not words, to tell 'its story.
It's the type of diversion we can
whole-heartedly recommend to enter-
tainment-sekers slightly wearied of
full-dress drawing-room drama with
the diction as refined as the raiment.

The red-bloodde, lusty, speedy ma-
terial that makes up the subject mat-
ter of American sport pages, forms
the background for this production,
which presents Joel McCrea, William
Gargan, a newcomer to films from the
New York stage, and Marian Marsh
in the leading roles, although good
old reliable Walter Catlett, as the
high-pressure promoter w i t h low
ethics, is by no means to be overlook-
ed.

The story presents the two hand-
some, healthy young men as they leave
college, where they have been heroes
and inseparable pals for four years
through one conquest after another on
gridiron, diamond and track.

Briefly, there is an honest, sincere
study of the plight of the college hero,
who goes out into the world with his
chest loaded with medals only to find
out that yesterday's college hero is
today's forgotten man.

ROYAL
Film fans who have expectantly

awaited Clara Bow's new picture were
amply rewarded when "Call Her Sav-
age," first of the flame-haired star's
productions for Fox, opens at the
Royal Theatre with midnight show
11:15 Saturday night.

She is far lovlier than ever, more
poised, dignified, and has a certainty
and confidence which should re-estab-
lish her as the one really great star of
the screen.

The story is a stormy-plotted roman-

RIALTO
TODAY and TOMORROW

Thrills and fast action in the Northwest!

BUCK JONES
IN

"McKENNA
of the MOUNTED"

-PLUS-
BETTY BOOP "CRAZY TOWN."
RUDY VALLE "Know More College
CHAPTER TWO---"The Last Frontier."

SUNDAY and MONDAY
A thriller with a heart-throb! It turns
the professional sport game inside out1

WITH

JOEL McCREA-MARIAN MARSH
WILLIAM GARGAN

-ADDED JOYS-
NOVELTY "DREAM WORLD"--Cartoon

FOX NEWS-AUDIO REVIEW
TUESDAY ONLY

The real inside story of a radio Romeo's
life and loves!

"CROONER"
WITH

ANN DVORAK-DAVID MANNERS
-ALSO-

COMEDY-SCREEN SOUVENIR

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
A fast-action drama of the Old West!

Zone Grey's

GEORGE O'BRIEN
< FO X PI CTUREI

-MORE-
CARTOON-COMEDY-FOX NEWS
ADMISSIONS - 10c- 15c - 25c

L OPENING SAT. AT 11:15 P. M.AND SUN.-MON.-TUES.

p, CLARAo
ii

CAL I HER AAVAGE
FOX PICTURE

-l- Aammm. um--M-0A._ n ------------- IN ma
An 8x10 autographed photo of FINAL LOCAL TALENT CON-
Clara Bow will be given to the TEST TUESDAY. $50.00 WILL
First 100 Ladies. BE AWARDED.

RIALTO

George O'Brien and Janet Chandler enact one of the strangest
romances in "The Golden West," the new outdoor photoplay
produced by Fox Films..

tic drama aftordig ner every opportu-
nity for a full display of her emotional
ability, from the head-strong wilful-
ness of her youth to the sublime ten-
derness of mother love. Through
flirtatious courtship days, a hasty and
repented marriage, and the reckless,
carefree escapades thereafter, Clara
leads three men a merry chase in the
picture.

"Call Her Savage" was adapted by
Edwin Burke from Tiffany Thayer's
novel of that name and was directed
by John Francis Dillon.

The Lucas and Jenkins Theaters
ROYAL-RIAL TO -GRAND

Wish The FhrtBenning Personal a Merry Christmas

UTHEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS

GRAND
SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY

GARY COOPER-GEORGE RAFT-JACK
OAKIM- WYNNE GIBSON CHARLES
LAUGHTON-CHARLIE RUGGLES-AL-
ISON SKIPWORTH-FRANCIS DEE-W.
C. FIELDS-MARY BOLAND-LUCIEN
LITTLEFIELD-MAY ROBSON-RICHARD
BENNETT-GENE RAYMOND.

COMEDY-NEWS
TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

Adolphe Menjou
IN

THE

"Night Club Lady"
Mayo Methot-"SKEETS GALLAGHER"

COMEDY- NOVELTY - NEWS

THURSDAY-FRIDAY

EDMUND LOWE
IN

CHANDU
THE MAGICIAN

WITH

BELA LUGOSI

COMEDY - NOVELTY - NEWS

U

m
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2000 CARS PASS OUTPOST

NO. ONE DAILY to l
iContinued From Page 8) Revelers t h

ficer. These men are charged with B ridge Pa rtv and
the enforcement of certain regulations
pertaining to safety precautions Dance Dec. 21
against forest fires, and the protection
of game. There are twelve men in
this group. Eleven of them are in Always on the alert to do something
charge of certain outlying districts and to please their public, the Revelers
each man is responsible for an area Club announces the sponsoring of a
of approximately 8.000 acres. dance and bridge party at the Post

The present military police section Gymnasium, December 21, 1932. Prizes
is a development from an organiza- will be awarded for high scores. At
tion of early Fort Benning days known this time "Amateur Night" will be
as the miltary police company. At observed by the Revelers also. It is
one time the military police company planned to have this feature of en-
was a guard company composed of tertainment regularly at the second
details of men from the 29th Infantry, lance of each month. At this time
15th Tank Battalion, 83rd Field Ar- anyone who might have any talent
tillery and Infantry School Detach- in any line-singing, dancing, acting
ment. This guard company totalled or any entertaining feature will be giv-
131 enlisted men, including a mili- en a chace to perform. A prize will
tary police work both in Columbus be given those putting on the best
and Fort Benning, and the duties of performances. It will be remembered
the main guard and prisoner guard that a very successful amateur show was
at Fort Benning. The plan of main- staged last season by the enlisted per-
taining a military police company as sonnel. As et no plans have been
a provisional guard company to per- made for another show of this type
form all police and guard duties sub- this season but it is expected there
sequently was abandoned and the mil- will be such and it is expected that
itary police section was reorganized members of last year's success will
as a part of the Infantry School De- take advantage of this opportunity to
tachment. Progressive reductions of prepare themselves and also win a
personnel since that time have re- prize.
duced the strength of the section to It is announced by the President of
its present strength of fifty men. the Revelers that the bridge party will

In all the garrisons of The Infantry not delay the dance in any way. One
School there is no group of soldiers end of the large gymnasium will be
more punctilious in the performance arranged with bridge tables for the
of their duties, or more consistently bridge fiends while the dancers will
courteous in their everyday dealings occupy their usual part of the build-
with the Fort Benning public. They ing. All who wish to play are re-
are but human, however, and are sub- quested to notify the president of the
ject to ordinary human limitations club, Corporal Parker, phone 522 or
and reactions, of which fact a mo- 605, in order that a sufficient number
ment's consideration should allay the of tables may be ready. No charge
irritation of the average hasty critic is to be made for playing. Dancing
of the Fort Benning military police, will begin at 8:30 P. M.

IF I HAD A MILLION

________________________I

RADIO STATION W4ABS
(Continued From Page 9)

of the delicate parts of the equip.
ment. Still another is the mainten.
ance of the equipment used in teach.
ing the students of the Company Of.
ficers' Class and the National Guard
Classes the fundamentals of radio and
telephone communication. The great-
ly increased necessity for rapid com-
munication modern warfare necessi-
tates a high degree of perfection in
instruction and in the equipment
used for instruction, and the work
done by the men of the radio section
is one of much importance. The
men themselves serve as instructors
in certain phases of communications
work.

As an instance of the work done
for the instruction of the Infantry
School students, the buzzer practice
sets employed in teaching of code-
work were all constructed and tested
by the men of the radio section, un-
der the direction of Sgt. Huggins.

Amateur radio is one of the most
absorbing hobbies in existence for in
its many different phases it covers
everything from stamp collecting to
modeling a king. People are met and
friends made all over the world with
nothing but invisible rays cementing
the bonds of friendship. Most im-
portant of all, amateur radio has been
a dependable emergency communica-
tion link in sectionalized catastrophes
such as floods and storms, where all
other forms of communication have
bowed to the elements. The Army
and Navy encourage amateur radio
operation and are actively engaged
in training civilian and amateur op-
erators in the technique of military
and naval radio practice, so that a
large reserve of operators will be
available should a national emergency
arise. National Guard organizations
throughout the country are building
amateur radio stations and thus give
valuable all-year training in traffic
handling to their operators which it
otherwise resrticted to a few days at
the annual encampment. It is here
that Fort Benning performs a valua-
ble service, for it provides instruc-
tional facilities for National Guard
Officers which will enable them more
easily to re-instruct their men in the
fundamentals of communication.

Radio station W4ABS is always
open for inspection, and visitors are
welcome at any time.

WE MAKE
RUBBER STAMPS

-One Day Delivery -
COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.

This Chrstmas--

Buy Jewelry----
The Everlasting "Gift"

Prices Within
LO Reach of Your

Purse...,(,. Now

Fresh Fish and Oysters
Also

Chickens and Turkeys

COLUMBUS
SEA FOOD CO.

"Dependable Fish Dealers"

1014 First Ave. Phone 401

Iv . 0 v*1te

LOCATED AT 1107 BROADWAY NEXT TO KAYSER-LILIEN

DeGraffenried & Hunt

TH.....J6L 4 " AT.

First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus -- $ 400,000.00
Resources Over 2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290
Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar

and Fire-proof Vaults for your
Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

ROGERS
SOFT SHELL

PECANS, 2 lbs. 19C
NEW CROP

WALNUTS, lb............... 15c
MARSHMALLOWS, lb........ 15c
LIBBY'S SLICED

PINEAPPLE, 2 1-2 can ........ 17c
BROOKFIELD BUTTER, lb ... 25c

HONEY POD PEAS, can .... 15c
RIPE OLIVES, can .. . 12 1-2c
PURE SANTOS

COFFEE, lb. 21c
CRANBERRY SAUCE, can .... 19c
PH. CHEESE, 3 pkgs .......... *25c
FLA. ORANGES, doz.........0*lOc
UALO DOG FOOD, can......0Oc
WESTERN BEEF

ROAST, lb. .................. 15c
HOME DRESSED

HENS, lb.................19c

JL i2 Sr, JL JiAlr LUCH

I

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

Friday, December 16, 1932 THE BENNING HERALD Pa-v T i r;,t.--,
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D. P. HARDING, Editor

I. Predictum Picks All-America
Brilliant Run By One Southern Star On Herald Prophet s Team Bennin,
Prophet Gives 2nd All-Star Team Lists Players From Every Part Of United States W innerBatts Victo rv 7- 2i l .eDhot I inet of sBatts Victory 7-2 In picking his alt-American eleven Iokoff, Nebraska, starred throughout finest offensive guards in the country.

: the season in their positions.
two factors have been taken into con- His brilliant play earns him a berthUnder a threatening sky, the Gold- Moss of Purdue is unquestionably on the second team along with Johi The Fort Benn

en Tornado and the Kellys of the Sec- sideration, the standing of the play- the outstanding candidate for all-Am- Howard Vught ea
ond Battalion battled through four er's team and the value of that player erican. Besides being an excellent HoxVaught f a s ristia . Sg of S.

tta houre sVaught is fast, smartandaggrceivehMr.Sgt.C.cW
quarters of grueling football last Sun- to his eleven. The task is a tremen- pass receiver, he is a fine blocker, the rugged type of player who loves Pvt. W. T. Hall,
day afternoon. For three periods of dous one. From the wealth of out- and practically all of Purdue's reverse the going when it's tough.
the game, the bluejerseyed backs of standing players in the country, eleven plays depended on his blocking as Pete Gracey of Vanderbil, choicea basis. His kicks, when he was called for center, is a rangy defenive player Bonte, Hqrs. Co.,
the Kellys battered relentlessly at the must be picked who stand head and upon to handle the punting for the and a shrewd diagnostician, exception- J. Zeman, Co. E.,
stalwart Tanker line but to no avail, shoulders above their fellow play- Boilermakers, averaged forty yards ally smart against passes. le hits with ed a picked t
Then, in the closing minutes of the ers. The candidates must then be from the line of scrimmage, the impact of a 13-inch projectile. Eagles" last Satur
game, Prophet, the Kelly ace, caught sifted, weighed, as it were, in the lor the other end, I have chosen His snapping is perfection; he is a Benning team wo
a punt on his own thirty-eight yard loc Skladany. A great defensive end, brilliant down-field bl
line, luded two tacklers, and headed balnce, and those who are found te- dilble dowen bcke dts intogto 4389. Zemanfiient in any oe department of th eadly tackler, an efficient blocke isinvaluablewhendown the sidelines. After a brilliant it"lm h and, above all, a fine pass-receiver, the clear. Laurence Ely of Nebraska age of 199.4.bi o roe fed unig h ase game must be discarded.h ler auec
bit of brken field running,liepassedg emsteim sce cbe was a tower of strength in the is another great center. brilliant, After the niat
over the 'last chalk line to bring vic- It seems impossible to pick all-star Panther line. The Army, especially, blocker, an accurate passer, I e is also both teams were e
tory to the 2nd Batts by the score of elevens on any other basis. In my will verify my choice. Skladany was a fine offensive player. Charles Ber- er Dimon, Jr., at
7-2. sclections, it is possille that there a shining light in the Army game, nard of Michigan, roving (enter, backs ing Alleys at Cc

After the game had started, the two may be players who individually are and, had he not been present, the up the line beautifully and was the ing team will p]
elevens engaged in a punting duel not equal or superior to other play- Pnther would not still be boasting reason why Michigan's opponents suc- in Atlanta in the r
with little ultimate advantage to either ers in the country, but who haven unbeaten eleven.side.The aiikes fiallytook he nverthlessbeenimporant ogsenddanunbetenueevenng-cdedri pusingtoer olydto hond eomematc
side. The Tankers finally took the nevertheless been important cogs and Dick King of Army, one of the touchdowns in the coure of tile en- s being complet

ball in their own territory, and bat- absolutely vital to their teams. finest ends seen in action this sea- tircsaon. time.

tered the opposing line for three o My all-American along with the al-gtire season.Sn ternate and third teams was chosen must be given a berth on the There is a wealth of candilaes for In the Bennitg
secutive first downs. An intercepted Itsecond team. His brilliant play, up backfield positions. Dark-haired Bar- ors A team co
pass endedI the determined march., but kferasurvey whlich covered everyUPbcfedpsto.Ito the time he received an unfortun- ry Newman figured ,lireetly in the of the Officers'the Kellys: found the Golden Tornado football camp in the country. ate injury, was the talk of all sports- scoring of eight of X
line impenetrable and were forced to There have been an abundance of writers. Martinez-Zorrilla, a shade touchdowns. He started five out of close second. Pla
the ball on the 2nd Batts ten yard line, fine ends. Paul Moss of Purdue is under Skladany, received the other those eight scores by forward passes (Please turt

kick. Another exchange of punts put perhaps the best end in the country. position. and made the others on runs of his
but a seventy yard kick set the Tank- Joe Skladany, of Pittsburgh, a bul- Notre Dame and Southern Caolfr- own. Without Newman providing the
ers back to their own territory. The wark on defense, and a superb pass nia monopolize the selections for winning spark, the Wolverines might ADDITION
quarter ended soon afterwards. receiver is another excellent wing- tackle position. Krause and Kurth have been just another football team. Pages 1

At the beginning of the second per- man. Joe Martinez-Zorrilla, fiery of the Fighting Irish have few Newman displayed throughout a
iad, the Kelly ace-in-the-hole, Prophet, Cornell end, was a very good reason equals as a tackle pair. Bi, strong, difficult season brilliant field general-went into the game. A pass to Pro- why Cornell only met with one de- fast, and powerful, they wreaked ship. His handling of punts was ex-
phet was good for an eight yard gain, feat in the course of the season. Dick havoc among the backfields that 0pp ceptionally high class, and his de-W A
but the Tanker line hel. A beautiful King, Army, rated almost unanimous- posed them during the past season. fensive work was above par. Ilis W
punt by Joris went out of bounds on ly by the experts as the greatest end Both players had been, hardened ini place-kicking ability won Michigan's S I
the onie yard line. Thompson kicked in the country up to the time of his "dhe fire of competition hiefore the final game against Minnesota, whi-hS
front behind his own goal posts to the injury, must be given consideration, season began and played inspired gave them the conference champion-

(Please turn to page 16) and David Nisbet, Washington, and football, the chief reason for Notre ship.

Tay Brown and Ernie Smith, both excellent field general, an elusive run- .

Wv A T C ii T i E of Southern California, fitted like a her, and an accurate passer, meritsglove in Coach Howard Jones' coam- his selectioti on the secondc team.

plicatedt system oftline play w I Soleau of Colgate, on oftevrdemanded a continual flow of power finest blocking backs in the country,
from the tackles on the offense as is selected for the third eleven.
well as the defense. Both combined (Please turn to page 15)
tremendous forward drive with the -

mobility that is essential to good
tackles. Coach Jones admits that the USED CARS
principle reason for his team's sue- NV e are offering theeasltdblot D rthe past season was due to Cap- n easY teens and SMALL DOWNPAY-

thnis Deceimbuerain Brown and Ernie Smith, two condition, good rubber. etc.
relly great tackles.
Howard Colehaur and Fred Craw- sedan..............

ford of Penn and Duke respectively '3 aFord V ictoria,"four- $325.0
H E V RL Etarred sufficiently to gain themselves '31 Ford Sport

a positionon the third team.oupe ............ 275.00Sumerfh f Amy ndCorus 'f 29 Ford Sport
f Amyand$195.0o0p...............is presenting Stanford are the choiices for guard '2H Whippettuict .... .....r 6 .0positions althoiugh competition for '30 Chevrolet

this division of sntch calibre as Bob coupe.....................$165.00
Smith of Colate. Vaught of Texas Ford Sport $195.00Sothr cosape...........$125.00
Christian, Gailus of Ohio State, and '2S Pontiac...............• ~~oupe ................. . 1 5 0Rosenberg of Southern California. '28 Chevro.let

gE W Seldom are guards singled out for Coupe.....................$110.00

of such importance that no person interested the rousing cheers cf the crowd. sed....
Throughout the season, Milton Sum- '28 Buick 4-doormeflt rm atanwa ndh' .......... 00

in the purchase of a low-priced automobile ierfet, Army cattain was in the '28 Dodge Si- .glare of the spotlight. A roving sedaed.n0.............0
can afford to disregard it . guard and a relentless spotter of for- Packard 100. 0, , ,oRsedan . ............... . 1 0 0

ward passes, he roamed far and wide Packard"The Leader Can Accomplish What Others behind the army line. A great block- touringk.................... $ 0.00 SWE4
Dare Not Try"7 er, a fine tackler, and an inspirin sedan ................... $135.00

leader makes Summerfelt's choice for '31 Ford Delu ..... $2
PLACE YOUJR ORDER: NOW the position almost unanimous. '31 Ford Sport roadsterPLAC YOU ORD R" NOW '(deluxe, driven lessOut on the west coast, Bill Corbus, than 5000 miles) ........ $2.0N C

dubbed the "Baby Faced Assassin", '29 Ford tudor
sedan. ............... . $1 0 0

was providing entertainment for the '31 Ford wood-panel de-S ecial howin followers of Stanford. His spectacular luve, delivery truck $50c ti~~~(NEW) .............. . $ 75 0knock-em-dead style of play intrigued '31 Ford deluxe deliveryspectatrs but disconcerted Stanford's truck ................

USCO opponents. In fact, he spent so much SPECIAL BARGAINSM -,S ge M o o C o . Inc, ohitiein the opposing backfields IN MOTORc(LS$121 '1 usco~ee 3iotor ~Othat many were in doubt as to which We have several late models, used Harley-

First Avenue at Fifteenth Street team he was playing on. Rather small Davidson motorcycles, in perfect condition;
offering them at (each)-----------$135.00

as guards go, Corbus has a pile-driving One '32, single-cylinder Harley-Davidson,SATURDAY, DEC. 17TH charge, knows how to use his hands like new for only-.................100.00 N I
effectively, and on the defense is well- EASY TERMS TRADES

OPEN 9 A. M. tiight impregnable. PATTERsON
Bob Smith of Colgate has the dis. MOTOR COO INC.

Be among the first to Drive this Great New Chevrolet tinction of captaining Colgate's great 14 MO-Tst Ave. ,INC. L 0Tteam the past season. A tower of 1204 B

)ecember 16, 1932

even

g Team Is
Saturday;
A tlanta

ing Bowling team.
E. C. Davis I. S. D.-
'Blenness, I. S. D.;
lqrs. Co., 29th Inf.;

I. S. D.; Sgt. La-
29th Inf.; and Pvt.

1st Engineers, bowl-
eam, the "Atlanta
-day, Dec. 10. The
)n four of the five
the maples for 4585
rolled 997, an aver-

ch was completed,
ntertained by Hom-
the Linwood Bowl-
dumbus. The Ben-
lay a return match
iear future. A home
with Maxwell Field
ed at the present

league, the Instruct-
pped the first half
league with Hqrs.,
ool, coming in a
ty will be resume
a to page 15)

AL SPORTS
5 and 16

ATER
TH'S

VTERS
-o $5

STIES

) $2.00
tMAS
o $5.00
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Conservation Is Encouraged Here IDIDI

The Hera
PLAYER

Joseph Skladany
Ernest Smith
Milton Summerfelt
Clarence Gracey
William Corbus
Joseph Kurth
Paul Moss
Harry New man
Warren Heller
Donald Zimmerman
Frank Christenson

ONE SOUTHERN STAR IN
HERALD PROPHET'S TEAM

(Continued From Page 14)
The half-backs, Heller of Pittsburgh

and Zimmerman of Tulane were un-
questionably the standouts of a season
that produced a large number of com-
petent backs.

.Warren Heller's passing made pos-
sible many of the Panther victories.
Besides being an exceptionally ac-
curate passer, he is a fine pass-receiver,
hits a line with force and fervor,
blocks with uncanny skill, and once
he gets into an open field, it is al-
most imposible to bring him down.
Heller is the best all-round back in
the country.

Versatile Don Zimmerman of Tu-
lane is the choice for the other half-
back position. As a broken-field run-
ner, it is doubtful whether he is ex-
celled by any player in the country.

I tilt 1!tt

ld All-America
POSITION TEAM
End Pittsburgh
Tackle So. California
Guard Army
Center Vanderbilt
Guard Stanford
Tackle Notre Dame
End Purdue
Quarterback Michigan
Halfback Pittsburgh
Halfback Tulane
Fullback Utah

Singlehanded, Don defeated many of
Tulane's opponents this year. His
passing (he is probably the best pas-
ser of the year), his line smashing,
and his defensive work mark him as
one of the greats of football.

Frank Christenson, captain of the
Utah team wvhich won the Rocky
Mountain championship, is fullback.
Los Angeles football experts placed
him at the head of their lists when
they saw that he was the only player
to make consistent gains against the
powerful Southern California eleven.

Christenson has scored an average
of 10.5 points in each conference
game for three seasons. He led scor-
ers in the circuit in 1930 with seven-
ty-eight points. in 1931 with seventy,
and this season with fifty-eight. The
record speaks for the man.

George Sanders of Washington
State is another great half-back. So
is Jimmie Hitchcock of Auburn. Both

Send Useful Gifts!

Silk Lounging Robes

Interwoven Sox

Hickok Initial Belts and Buckles

Faultless No-Belt Pajamas

Arrow Shirts

Hart Schaffner & Marx Suits

and Tuxedos

John T{. Harris Co.
HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES

1122 Broadway

THIRD TEAM Ladies' stylish Bag-
End-Davis Nisbet, Washington.
Tackle-Howard Colehaur, Penn. uette Watches in fa-

Guard-Joseph Gailus, Ohio State. mous makes-Elgin
Center-Charles Bernard, Michigan. Bulova and others.
Guard-Aaron Rosenberg, U. S. C. $24.75 and up.
Tackle-Fred Crawford, Duke.
End-Stanley Hokoff, Nebraska.
Ouarter-Soleau, Colgate. 2
Half-Beattie Feathers, Tennessee. Special
Half-Gilbert Berry, Illinois. Boys' strap watches $3.50 5
Full-Horstman, Purdue. Ladies' Rectangular

watches-------- $14.75
Howard Bus Line, Ladies' DiamondIring------------$9.75

Inc. Babies' diamond

Operating Under Govern-
ment Franchise

Bond and Liability Insur-
ance Provided

SCHEDULE
From From

Columbus Ft. Benning
5:00 AM 6:00 AM
6:00 " 7:50 "
7:00 " 9:15 "
8:30 " 10:45 "

10:00 " 12:45 PM
11:45 " 2:15

1:30 PM 4:15 "

3:00 " 5:10 "
5:00 " 6:00 "
7:00 " 7:00 "
9:00 " 8:00 "

10:30 " 9:45 "
12:00 M 11:15

12:00 M
Also "Extras" and
SCHOOL BUSES

410 PHONES 224
CITY POST

mwO Jewelryl"Co.

CONVENIENT LOCATION-MODERN EQUIPMENT
RATES REASONABLE

Phone your agent or call our Superintendent, Mr. Trussell,

Phone 3062DIMON COURT APARTMENTS
1 0 J.1-
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BY D. P. HARDING

Among the many results of valiant Benning Bowlers W in Victory
efforts being made by the Govern- Continued From Page 14
ment and by ardent nature lovers to on January 9, 1933. tween these teams will be played to

preserve the wild life of the nation, In the Enlisted Men's league, a determine the winner of the first half.
and particularly the game life, is the very close race resulted with the I. Play will be resumed on January 10.Bnnipareseularvationamewhihislmot S. D. (Green) team and the Special Individual averages will be posted inUnits, 29th Infantry, No. 1 team end- the Bowling Alley on December 17.
unique in a section o! the country ing the first half tied. A match be-
where conservation is not a generally
accepted theory. Although no efforts Atlanta Eagles 1 2 3 4 5 Total Av.
have been made to stock this pre- Althausen 145 181 173 158 172 829 165.8
serve as yet, still the game is given Phillips 191 210 181 167 178 927 185.4
opportunity to multiply in certain re. Eisner H. 156 189 155 192 157 849 169.8
stricted areas of the Reservation, and Perryman 159 204 164 202 174 903 180.6
is increasing, particularly among the Parker 139 178 199 185 180 881 176.2

rarer forms of wild game. It is to -9 - 9 4 83 9.
bhoethtithfuuetea-790 962 872 904 861 4389 877.4be hoped that in the future the au- Fort Benning 1 2 3 4 5 Total Av.

thorities of the Post will be enabled Davis 204 172 151 192 187 912 182.4
to stock the reservation with other O'Blennes 207 151 ... ... 177 535 178.3
forms, such as pheasants, and the Hall ... ... 171 203 161 535 178.3
streams stocked with fish of various Trott 204 159 166 148 _-- 675 168.7
kinds. LaBonte 188 170 184 199 190 931 186.2

Zeman 166 215 200 191 225 997 199.4
The Fort Benning Game Conserva- -768-----

tion is one of the finest of its kind 93 1
in this section of the country. It is
estimated that 75,000 of the reserva-
tion's total acreage of about 97,500
belongs to the Game Conservation.

The reservation is divided up into W
areas, each under the personal super- -

vision of a range guard who is helde-rresponsible for the particular area .

which he patrols. There are elevenT Pe G
game wardens under Sgt. George E. I I':
Friend, the Chief Range Guard. Thesee P fectG$ t 9wardens, when on duty, are armed ' ,

(Please turn to page 16)

men are fast, shifty broken-field run-
ners, good passers, and excellent de-
fensive players. Melinkovitch of
Notre Dame hits a line like a ton of
brick and can snake through a broken Elgin, Hamilton,,
field despite his two hundred pounds. Howard, Walth-
He fits very well in Notre Dame's
unique system of play. Horstman of am Pocket Watch-
Purdue, the slashing type of runner, es. Prices range
Berry of Illinois, Beattie Feathers of $15 and up.
Tenenssee, "Hurry" Cain of Alabama, $
Lassister of Yale, Stafford of Texas,
and countless others deserve recogni-
tion for excellent play (luring the past
season.

SECOND TEAM
End-Richard King, Army.
Tackle-Edward Krause, Notre Dame.
Guard-Robert Smith, Colgate. Ladies' Diamond
Center--Ely, Nebraska.
Guard--John Vaught, Texas Christian. -. Rings in beautiful
Tackle--Raymond Brown, U. S. C. . I'late d e s i g n e d
End--Jose Martinez Zorilla, Cornell. monins
Quarter-Clifford Montgomery, Co- ~ m u t n s

lumbia. From $37.50 and up.
Half-George Sanders, Washington

State.
Half--James Hitchcock, Auburn.
Full-George Melinkovitch, NotreDame.

It
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GAME CONSERVATION IS
CARRIED OUT HERE

(Continued From Page 15)
with shotguns and carry instructions
to kill all predatory animals.

There are certain restricted areas
where hunting is not permitted.
These areas vary each year, and where
there may have been hunting in one
particular area last year, the same
area may be restricted this year.

An area is burned off each year
under controlled burning which will
encourage quail and doves to settle
there. Efforts are continually being
made to encourage game. For exam-
ple, about five acres in Weem's Bot-
tom have been planted with sesba-
nia, quail food.

Living on the reservation are forty.
two tenants. These tenants are re-
quired to plant one acre each year in
peas, corn that is not harvested, et
cetera, on the edge of the acreage
left for the birds. Tenants are not
allowed to hunt nor to possess fire.
arms and are permitted to have only
such dogs as are registered at the
office and are used by their owners
solely for the purpose of protection.
The tenants are also supposed to
clear ten additional acres of ground
each year, for game is more plenti-
ful in cultivated areas.

These tenants cultivate their ground
under the supervision of the range
guard in whose area the tenant lives.
They pay an annual rent of about
five dollars, but are required to as-
sist in keeping unimproved roads in
good order. All the tenants are col-
ored with the exception of one.

The popularity of hunting on the
post is readily apparent. This year
to date, two hundred and twenty-one
permanent hunting licenses have been
issued which doesn't take into ac-
count the large number of daily per-
m;ts that are issued at Headquarters.
In all probability, there have been
at least three hundred daily permits
handed out.

Plans are now underfoot to form
a Fisherman's Club, to be established
primarily for the encouragement of
the sport. At present, fishing is not
an organized sport as hunting is. No
licenses are necessary for fishing and
there have been few organized efforts
to preserve fish. If present plans
materialise, the dam at Harp's Pond
will be rebuilt and stocked with fish
obtained1 from the State Hatchery.
the conservation might well prove to
be a fishernians paradise if steps
are taken to organize the sport.

Tihe hunting season regularly fur-
nishes the hunior-monger with a wide
variety of anecdotes. Many have al-
ready been given publicity in the
Herald.

One hears how Maj. Lewis, Captain

Funk, Lt. Pilet, and two others jour-
neyed up the Chattahoochee river in

The Happy Hearts, Championship Team Of The 24t Inf.

The above picture shows the entire Happy Heart football squad which made such a fine record in the football
season just past, displaying championship form in all their games. Their coach, Lt. Howard R. Johnson, is
shown at the extreme right on the first row.

a boat chartered for hunting purpos- ttirkeys come close enough to bite
es, how the motor stalled when the him. but failed to locate the gob.
hunters were ready to make the re- bler.
turn trip, the frantic efforts to put Major Terrill was very enthusiastic
it into working order, and the return because he had seen turkeys go to
trip made with the aid of an impro- roost. The major and a companion
vised spotlight. Says Major Lewis made plans to go out and make a
"I haven't been warm since." kill or two, but thought to locate

Two officers went hunting on land t1C spot on the map first to find
belonging to a farmer. The farmer out the best way to get at the turkeys.
not only expressed himself as will- Di-ppointment was keen when they
ing that they hunt on his land, but _isovered that the turkey roost was

volunteered to go with them. The ri-lt~ in the geometrical center of
farmer led the procession. One of the Ih P restricted area.
hunters stooped to pick up some- These are just a few of the typical
thing, at approxiately the same time ancedotes which help to make hunt-
the gun carried by the farmer spout- ing as popular as it is on the post.
ed flame. The second in line esti- p
mated that the bullet passed through BRIILANT RUNS BY PROPHET

'the precise place where his head FE ATURE GAME
would have been had lie not stooped.
The farmer apologized, bewailing the (Continued From Page 14)
absence of a safety on his gun. Again thirty yard line, the ball being return-
they went forward, the farmer thor- ed eighty yards. The Tankers were
oughly admonished not to load his unable to gain and a kick went over
gun until the dog pointed. A covey the goal-line to give the ball to the
was located. The farnier swung Kellys on their own twenty yard line.
around and started shooting. Both Unable to gain in their turn, a good
officers fell face forward on the punt gave the ball to the Tanks in
ground. They never had occasion to their own territory. Derrick intercep-
regret their precautions. The bullets, ted a pass, and after some beautiful
as it was, were dangerously close, broken field running, returned the ball
The farmer's gun changed hands to his own forty-seven yard line. An
rather abruptly after this episode. exchange of punts was disastrous to

The uncertainness of hunting is evi- the 2nd Batts who were forced back
JlnCed by the fact that Maj. Harri- into the shadow of their goal posts.
son amd Capt. Berry succeeded in A touchback near the end of the half
locating eight coveys in one day. Re- gave the Golden Tornado two points.turning the next day to the same After the game had reopened in the
spot, they found none.s he o

Major White had four or five hen on half, Prophet shook loose
• ''i nun ]ofra dft . r "f.-.,, t -..... .. . -_

.iUu o a -y ytyr( gain
I to the Tank twenty-two yard line. The
Tanks were penalized half the dis-
tance to the goal line. On a reverse
play, Prophet went to the six yard
line. The third quarter ended with
the ball on the five yard line, fourth
down.

A pass from Prophet bounded out
of the hands of the receiver and the
ball went to the Tank.. A punt went
out of bounds on the twenty yard line.
The 2nd Batts were unable to gain
through the line and resorted to pas.-
es, one finally going over the goal-
line. The Tankers were unable to
imake any headway and punted. Pro-
phet took the kick on his own thirty-
eight yard line, eluded two tacklers.
and started down t h e sidelines.
Squirming, side-stepping. he seemed
to ooze through the mass of would-be
tacklers that encompassed him. Twice
he was almost stopped, broke loose
each time, to continue goalwards, final-
ly going over for a touchdown. The
extra point was kicked.

The Tankers filled the air with pass-
es. One was intercepted by Saunders
who raced to the twenty yard line.
The game ended soon afterwards.

Line ups are as follows:
2d Battalion 66th Infantry

Wilson----------LE----------Love
Moody---------LT-------Childres
Cappell--------LG-------- Stewart
Carlyn --- C--------Anthony
Pearson---------RG-------Alvord
Berryhill ........- RT Wadsworth
Carter ------- RE- McElvey
McAllister-- QB-------Sullivan
Thompson--.RH-------Starnes
Derrick---------LH- Mathews
Blackstone.------.FB----------Joris

VOLS GET NEWSWRIT-
ERS' CHOICE FOR S. C.

r' T-T A "MPTnN 'T

One of the most tunultous seasons
in Southern Conference history has
ended without a generally recognized
chamlpion and with Tennessee, Au-
burn, and Louisiana State partisans
joining in the cry for a share of the
honors. The finish fintIs three team's
unbeaten with the conference, but
two of these, Tennessee al (A Auburn,
have played tie games.

The other, Louisiana State, won all
cf its circuit battles, but a short
schedule com)ined with two defeats
and a deadlock in non-conference con-
ferenc'e contests have caused many
experts to frown on the Tiger's
cla imis.

A poll of prominent sportswriters

$1.00
And Up

These are indispensible in any
home, and, too, they make

very attractive gifts!

$1.00
And Up

We Save You DollarsB. L. PENNEI L
FURNITURE

Broadway at 13th Street

from every prominent state indicates
Tennessee will be awarded the news-
paper (lecision. Experts from thirty-
one newspapers participated in the
r oll awl twenty-two of these voted
for the Volunteers who won six games,
lost none, and tied one.

Make Your Christmas

Gift A Lasting One

Give something t h a t

will last-a watch-a

ring-a b r o o c h-and

you'll m a k e someone

happier!

FEFFER
JEWELRY CO.

1102 Broadway

I33
FASHIONS

Make Acceptable
Gifts

Gift Handbags
Lovely handbags in calf skin
and antelope in blending
shades to match the ensem-
ble.

Ilosietry

All Toys Greatly Reduced

HUBBARD hARD WARE
TOYLAND SECOND FLOOR

ELEVATOR

OLD SETTLER'S
The Choice of Benning

Sausages and Meat Products

The reason: Made fresh daily

under strict supervision of U.

S. G o v e r n m e n t Inspectors

The Provision Co.
COLUMBUS, GA.

Hosiery in Gotham Gold-
stripe and Larkwood in
sheer chiffon and service
weight.

Gift Slippers
Nice selections of slipppers
in satin leather and felt.

Miller -Taylor./SHOE CO.

...... .,,.r . ..,=. at. v, J. J -Jd=,
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Drs. Miller & Davis
I)og and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1313

past week learning tis three deep
monkey drill. I think everybody has
caught on to the drill pretty good
except Tidmore. He remarks this
Army is becoming too fast for him.
I think he would learn to drill better
if he -V70111(1 only keep aw ay from
Post No. 5 and stop annoying the sen-
try at night. seeing that he is still
on the job around the bank.

Sergeant Mathews, H., wants to know
how Sergeant Dalby's dog can set a
bird and the bird wasn't there. This

-j uL~E -

You Can Buy
BETTER GIFTS
For less money this
Christmas t h a n any
time in the past 25
years.

Let

HUMES COMPANY
Help You

USED
CARS

When you want a new
car, but can't afford it,
the next best thing is to
get a good used car,
backed up by a guaran-
tee. You will find the

. car you want among the

HERALD
Want Ads

A photo showing the extensiveness of the work by which the water
tanks supplying water for the Post were recently repaired and( put in
perfect condition.

An excellent example of economy, s'nce 1919, it was necessary to replace
resulting in a considerable saving to most of the underpinning supporting
the government, is afforded by a sur- the tanks, and a portion of the tanks
vey of the costs of reconditioning the themselves.
three 100,000 gallon wooden storage The entire cost of the project, in-
tanks on Ebbert Hill, the work of ,luding a large quantity of lumber
which was completed a few days ago produced by the post saw-mill, was
by a force of workmen under the di- -,)proximately $4,200. Had the work
rectio nof Colonel J. DeCamp Hall, been performed by contractors, it is
post quartermaster. estimated that $7,500 would have been

In the overhauling of the water required to complete it, or about $3,-
tanks, which have been in use as a 300 more than the same job as ex-
part of the post water supply system ectited by the quartermaster.

Q. M. D.
The Quartermaster Detachment has

recently added to its personnel a
SAumrober of new faces, all of them be.
ing gaitied by transfer from other
organizations in the post. New names
on the roster include Privates Willis
J. Patrick, William R. Barksdale,
Howard D. Hill, Jesse C. Greene and
Byron D. Perrett.

Technical Sergeant James L. Rob.
ert,,, who has become well known in
Fort Benning during his stay at the

Friday, December 16, 1932

Give Thoughtful

GIFTS

Silverwear will carry more
thoughtfulness and real generosity
than nearly anything else-and its
beauty is imperishable. S e n d
silverwear this year!

BAGUETTE

BRACELET
WATCHES

These charming Baguette brace-
let watches will add a more com-
plete touch to any costume. In a
variety of designs and prices.

Price $18.50

Other suggestions: rings, neck-
laces, candelabra, brooches.

LAMAR SMITH

rciA u
FINE DIAMOND RINGS

UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT BARGAIN PRICES

You can make partial down payment,

and balance in monthly installments.

APPLY TO

FIDELITY LOAN & INVESTMENT
COMPANY

1206 FIRST AVENUE

The pl1 a c e where you can borrow
money at 8 per cent payable monthly
with no extra charges or fees ....

T. E. BAISDEN, Secy.-Treas.

ARE PRICED FOR OUICK SALE
Our policy is to carry over no toys. Our large assortment

is priced for quick sale-the values will surprise you!
CHARGE ACCOUNTS WELCOME

BROADWAY
IQCNIiLC

COLUMBUS, GA.
cc 44NY L

1145 BROADWAY

2 9 th Inf. IWater-Tanks During Repair Period
COMPANY "E"

Hello world this is "E" Company
back cn the air wvith good news.

We hav e been hard at drill this

WIGWAM

PARLOR

Moved To

107 - 12th St.
Opposite Post Office

We have combined with our
recreation a lunch counter
for the convenience of our
friends.

A PLACE WHERE

LADIES CAN PLAY

THE WIGWAM
Billiard and Lunch

Room

TOYS IN ROSENBERG'9S

: 0
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information will be greatly appreciat-
ed by Sergeant Mathews. As it hap-
pened Sergeant Mathews and Private
Hood went hunting the other day and
had good luck. Someone asked Ser-
geant Mathews how many squirrels
they killed. He said, "We killed
eight, Hood killed seven and crippled
one and I killed the crippled one."

Joe Berryhill is going to quit play-
ing tackle on the 2nd Battalion foot-
ball squad anti start playing in the
backfield for he says he has got that
mighty river drive.

Sergeant Bell our mess Sergeant,
at-id a mighty fine one at that, asked
Red Smith the Cook could he make
jelly roll. Smith replyed, "You know
I can't make jelly roll for it won't do
anything but shake." Private Poisso
Jr. wants to know if there is anyone
who wants a special duty job giving
him black eyes when those new class
A passes come out, for he had two
shiners when the pictures were made
and they're well now and he is afraid
he can't get out the gate.

Our basketball team is coming along
fine and it looks certain that we are
1933 Regimental Champs again. We
have been Champions eight years
straight. I think that is a very good
record. If any Company team would
like to play us just call 607 and ask
for Sergeant Poisso and arrangements
will be made.

"I want a good cook for my coun-
try house," Mrs. Blosswel informed
the manager of the employment bu-
reau.

"Have we anyone here who would
like to spend a day or so in the
country?" inquired the manager.

(St. John's Telegram.)

Scotchman, while hiding his gin
under the piano: "lips that touch
liquor shall never touch mine."

(Cornell Widow.)

... Mmmw -

... I

Governor Winthrop Desks
without Secretary top, ex-
act reproduction, solid ma-
hogany at--------------$50.00

Desks with book case
top ----------- $39.50 to $75.00

Spinet Desks at----------$21.00
Lazy Susan Tables in ma.

hogany at--------------$8.50
Coffee Tables in solid wal.

nut with four legs and
shaped top at-----------$7.95
Other designs in Duncan
Phyffe, Sheraton a n d
marble top Louis XVI
style.

Mahogany Cellarett, very
complete at-------------$30.00

Smoker and Humidor Com-
bination as low as---------$6.00

Beautiful selection of Read-
ing Lamps at-----------$2.00

Table Lamps, white porce-
lain base, gold trimmed
with White Shade at ----. $6.00

A STORE FULL OF INDIVIDUAL
CHRISTMAS GIFTS

HUMES
COMPANY

I

TOYS 

IN ROSENBERG'S

III,
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post, has recently departed for Fort
Barraneas. Florida, his new station.

In this column about six months
ago the retirement of Saff Sergeant
Charles H. Prince was announced. For
sonie reason there was a mix-up in
the computation of Sergeant Prince's
time completed, and the Adjutant
General's office discovered that he
was not due for retirement untilDe.
cember, 1932. There is now no doubt
that lie will complete 30 years of hon-
est and faithful service, including
double time for foreign service, this
monith.

I i
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History Of 24th Infantry Is Replete
With Tales Of Bravery And Courage

The 24th Infantry was organized on During this engagement, the regiment,

Nov. 1, 1869, through the consolida. which had a strength of twenty-three
tion of the 38th Infantry and the 41st officers, and five hundred and one en-

Infantry, which in themselves were listed men at the beginning of the

remnants of the four original colored fight, suffered a loss of about eigh-

regular regiments which had been au- teen percent.
thorized under a special act of Con- Credit for the victory at San Juan

gress, on July 28, 1866. was shared equally by the 24th In-

During the first three decades of fantry and four white regular regi-

the regiment's career, it garrisoned ments. In a citation subsequent to

many different army posts, most of the battle, General Kent, the division

which were situated on the Indian commander, stated "Credit is almost

frontiers. Although the 24th Infan- equally due the 6th, 9th, 13th, 16th

try was not called upon to participate and 24th regiments of infantry." This

extensively in the Indian campaigns, exploit of the 24th was also made

the regiment experienced such a va. the subject of a special report made

riety of duties in the field that it soon by the adjutant general of the brigade

acquired a high reputation for effici- and was featured by the war corres-

ency throughout the country. pondents with the army as one of

When the SpanishAmerican war the striking events of the day.
broke out in 1898, the highly trained Other glory was to be won by the

and efficient colored regiment was one 24th in Cuba, but although it was

of the first to be sent to Cuba. It not to be achieved on the field of

was there that the 24th wrote a new battle, it was to prove more costly

page in military history, and demon. in lives and entail greater sacrifice

strated the sterling qualities of the than the feat of arms before Santiago.

American negro soldier. At Santiago Deadlier than the Spanish were the

the gallant 24th faced unflinchingly tropical diseases which soon scourged

the withering fire of the Spanish the American invaders, and far more

Mausers, and although a white volun- difficult to conquer than were their

teer regiment was demoralized and human antagonists. Little was known

unable to advance against the Span- then of the causes of the diseases or

ish position, the colored regular regi- of the methods of combating them,

ment pressed forward to the final as- and soon great numbers of American

sault and capture of the enemy's soldiers were laid low by attacks for

stronghold. In this battle the 24th which they had no defense. Hospitals

was brigaded with two other white were filled to overflowing with sick

regular regiments, the 9th and the and dying soldiers, untouched by shot

13th, in Wikoff's brigade, in the di- or shell, but assailed inwardly by a

vision commanded by General Kent, terrible, invisible enemy far more

who formerly had been colonel of deadly. Death stalked everywhere
the 24th. Soon after the action start. and the army soon found itself crip-

ed, Colonel Wikoff, the brigade com- pled by the tolls of the horror which

mander, was killed, and few minutes slew without distinction.
later, his successor, Lieutenant Colo- The 24th occupied the trenches on

nel Worth, was seriously wounded. San Juan Hill until July 15th, when

Five minutes afterward, the third it was ordered to march to Siboney,

successive brigade commander, Lieu- where a large field hospital was es-

tenant Colonel Liscum, was shot tablished to care for the great num-
down. Despite the loss of their high- bers of yellow fever and typhoid

er commanders and the severe cas- fever victims. Here the colored sol-

ualties among the ranks and com- diers acted as nurses, orderlies, and
pany officers, the 24th Infantry and caretakers of the great pest camp.
its associates swept aside the enemy's Despite their own illness they per-
resistance and occupied the strong formed this task with rare ability and

position on the top of San Juan Hill. devotion to duty. Of the sixteen offi-

1 ! e~ gn IisT Fruit Cakes
for the Holiday feast

Rich, zestful and chock-full of fruits and nuts
-the kind with that homey taste and flavor.

EVERIDGE'S
The Bakery Beautiful

109 - 12th Street Columbus, Ga.

1916, it was incorporated in the
Pershing punitive column which pene-
trated deep into the territory of our
southern neighbor. It remained in
Mexico assisting in guarding the long
line of communication until Feb. 5,
1917, when it was returned with other
troops and began training for proba-
ble overseas in France. Although the
24th was not selected for overseas
service it furnished many specialists
and noncommissioned officers for col-
ored organizations which were sent
to France.

On October 9, 1922, the 24th ar-
rived at Fort Benning, where it has
become one of the important cogs
in the mechanism of The Infantry
School. Here it performs a number
of duties which have neither glamor
nor romance and its reward consists
largely in the satisfaction of duty
well performed and of the apprecia-
tion of those for whom they render
service. Were it not for the 24th
Infantry the demonstration of The
Infantry School would lose a great
deal of their effectiveness, for the
overhead which is now carried by the
colored regiment would have to be
performed by the demonstration
troops.

"Semper Paratus"-Always Ready"
-is the motto of the 24th Infantry,
for despite the numerous and varied
duties which it performs, it carries
on its combat training with little in-
terruption; and were it again to be
summoned to the field of battle, it
doubtless would add new chapters
to its history as brilliant as those
written at Santiago.

LIEUT. PEEPS DIARY
(Continued from page 6)

been likewise napping and charitably
awakened by his neighbors) to strug-
gle to his feet in some confusion, an-
nounce the correct pronounciation of
his name as Peck and not Peek, and
attempt the answer. My squad in their
own defense did claim to have heard
my name mentioned.

Be that as it may I did stay awake
long enough to note the instructor
taking several minutes to point out
on a map the four corners of a rec-
tangle by reference to points "half
an inch below the E in Gettysburg,"
etc. I was at some effort to restrain
myself from calling his attention to
the pretty red lines called co-ordinates
by which lie niight have designated
the corners in half a minute. The
Capt. has no confidenice in Capt.
Bloomquist as a pedagogue or else
none in us as pupils. That himself is
a potential pupil of The Typographer
woul of course, be treason to men-
tion publicly, and I should not think
of doing it for he is an estimable man
and has a kind face.

HERALDWANT ADSCLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
20 cents per line or fraction of line. Minimum charge for any classified
advertisement. 50 cents. Payment must be made before advertisement
is published.

cers who arrived at Siboney only
three were fit for duty and of the
456 men only twenty-four secaped the
attacks of fevers. At one time 241
of their number were down with
yellow fever or typhoid fever. Late
in August, when the 24th was relieved
from Siboney, only 198 men were
able to make the march to the trans-
port which was to take them back
to the United States.

The humanitarion services of the
24th at Siboney were acclaimed uni-
versally. Major General Nelson Miles,
then chief of staff of the army, said
of their services at Siboney, "But
of certain unusual features mention
cannot be omitted . . . A regiment of
colored troops, who having shared
equally in the heroism as well as
the sacrifices, is now voluntarily en-
gaged in nursing yellow fever pa-
tients and burying the dead." Captain
Merrill W. Ireland, who in later
years became Surgeon General of the
army, stated that practically all of
the men of the 24th who acted as
nurses came down with yellow fever.

After a few months recuperation in
the United States the 24th was dis-
patched to the Philippine Islands to
assist in quelling the insurrection.
There it was split up into small de-
tachments which fought in widely sep-
arated localities in the jungle cam-
paigns. These opreations and the
construction of the roads and guard-
ing of lines of communication occu-
pied the regiment until 1902, when
it was returned to the United Sates,
where it performed routine peace
duties for several years.

At the time of the Mexican dis-
turbance the 24th was stationed at
Columbus, N. M., and in March,

FOR SALE
Kalster International Radio. Model

K-130-10 Tubes. See Sgt. Trott, Bowl-
ing Alley or Call 682.

U

d

Lafkowitz Bros.
Merchant Tailors

1208 FIRST AVE.

Dr. R. H. Brown
Osteopathic Physician

Murrab Bldg.
Phone Office 4108

Res. 1153

WATCH, CLOCK AND JEWELRY
REPAIRING

Special Discount to Army People
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

PEKOR JEWELRY CO.
Muscogee Club Bldg. 1221 Broadway

Dependable
Electric and Gas

ServiceCj E 0 I
A Citizen Wherever We Serve

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harding, Manager

See the New

Underwood Junior

Portable Typewriter

Priced at $34.50

Terms of $3.70 down
and $3.70 per month.

A real typewriter- it's
priced right-and it's an
UNDERWOOD.

It would make an ex-

cellent Christmas Gift

Stewart Typewriter
Company

1041 Broadway
Phone 2622

Columbus, Ga.

U

CHRISTMAS
Gift Candies, Novelty Canes,

Fancy Fruits

Gift Packages Mailed

The Store of a Hundred Candies

MITCHELL'S
1226 Broadway

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

rur e CDDy,

(PE4EOIL)

FOR SALE
Post Exchange

0

ON SAVINGS

We appreciate your
account- either bor-
rowing or saving.

Franklin Saving &

Loan Co.
Cor. 13th St. and 1st Aye.

Phone 2766

-Lieut. Peep

FOR SALE: 1930 Sport Model Ford
A roadster in excellent condition. Will
make good second car for Army offi-
cer. Will sell cheap for cash. Phone
Pearce city 556.

wm or
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OUR

Christmas Trees
will be here Friday. TREE
GARDEN ready for Christmas
week-every tree on its pede-
stal-electrically lighted late
afternoons.

Our

Food Department Store
has everything from TURKEY
to nuts-some things perhaps
not stocked elsewhere.

We invite you to see our
market next week-it will be

beautiful.

GIGLIG'S
1025-27 1st Ave. Columbus, Ga.

Officers' Charge Accounts
Solicited.

What would make a

more perfect Christ-

mas Greeting than

FLOWERS
Pot or Cut Flowers
always in good taste.

GURLEY'S
Gurley's Flowers for Girlies

Phone 436 1003 - 13th St.

II
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Have accomodation for one passenger

to New York Leaving noon, Dec. 23rd
Phone 313. Lt. Riley, Ft. Benning.
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The year 1933

complishments
of efficiency, d

The episode of Captain Yarborough tamed. The r
and the goldfish has recently come to tained. The r(
our ears. Lieutenant Lanahan, it
seems, had inherited a few choice gold- ments of this
fish when he moved into his new pleasing to the
quarters on Lumpkin Road not long,ago. due to the Ivy

Now the lieutenant is no goldfish-i d ualme

lover. In fact, it must be said that he individual mer
regarded them as a nuisance, so cast
an eye about to discover someone who to a close, he
would generously relieve him of the nurse, warrant
responsibility of maintaining them.
Whether Captain Yarbrough volun- ployee, his ap
teered to take the goldfish or whether
the honor was conferred upon him extend to each
independently by Lieutenant Lanahan,
we do not know. But the fact re- cere good wisi
mains that the captain found himself New Year.
in possession of four pedigreed gold-
fish, descended from noble ancestry.

But. hold on-did we say in pos-
session of them? If so, we are in
grievous error, for the next problem
that confronted Goldfish-lover Yar-
borough was how to get his piscatorial
friends out of a deep pool.

To extricate them by trickery was
entirely out of the question, although
we hear that for a while the worthy
captain was entertaining the ingenious
scheme of attaching a juicy worm to
the end of a string and then dangling it
temptingly before the eyes of a hungry
goldfish, the assumption being that
the unsuspecting goldfish, driven to
a state of frenzy, could then easily be
lured to the bank where he would lay
flabbergasted, thoroughly mortified.
The rest would be simple. But we Col.Toffev Leaves;
understand that Captain Yarborough
gave up this plan when he learned
that the Society for Prevention of C oT. Persons Will
Cruelty to Goldfish might intervene
on behalf of the goldfish. Command 29th Inf.

Another plan presented itself to the
prolific brain of Captain Yarborough.
He obtained a man-hole pump from Colonel John J. Toffey, former corn-
somewhere and began the tedious pro- mander of the Twenty-ninth Infantry,

cess of draining the pool. Lt. Lana- departed from Fort Benning Wednes-

han volunteered to help him and the day after a short period of a few

two set to work. The scheme bore months as commanding officer of the
fruit. After some hours, the angry . .

goldfishes (we presume they were
angry at this invasion of their per-
sonal liberty) were left high and dry,
and were transported without more
ado to other waters.

Casualties-Lieutenant Lanahan got
his feet wet and came down with the
flu, and one goldfish caught a bad
cold which, it is feared, is developing
into pneumonia. Latest reports indi-
cate that the goldfish is in a critical
condition.

Warrant Officer Horton has the fol-
lowing experience to relate. L ast
week, he entered the Post Exchange to
make a purchase, leaving in his car
several bundles containing Christmas
presents and a copy of the Benning
Herald. On returning to his car, he
discovered that the copy of the Herald

(Please turn to page 3)

demonstration regiment ot _r oft Den.-
ning. Colonel Toffey was honored
Monday afternoon at a parade of the
regiment, and a tea-dance was held
at the regiment's headquarters in hon-
or of Colonel and Mrs. Toffey after
the parade.

Colonel Toffey will be stationed at
Trenton, New Jersey, as an instructor
in the New Jersey NatiGnal Guard,
pending the confirmation if his ap-

pointment as Maj. Gen., 44th Division
New Jersey National Guard. Colonel
Toffey received news of his selection
for this post several weeks ago, but
official confirmation of the appoint-
inent has not been made.

Colonel Persons, who will head the
regiment, is in command of one of the
Army Transports and will be relieved
from ship duty to assume command
of the Benning regiment.

STOW'N

TO P I CXso"
The conductor of this column wish-

es to extend to you a very merry
Christmas.

Seldom have we seen a better ama-

teur play than that presented by the

Infantry School Dramatic Club play-

ers last Friday and Saturday evenings.
We thoroughly enjoyed every minute
of "Cock Robin", and we are not
merely being fulsome. Particularly
were we impressed with the finished
performance of Lieutenant O'Flaherty
as McAuliffe.

*t *

of the character assigned him and hisPost Planning Fo r B o a rd Will Study performance throughout left nothingto be desired. His actions, pantomine

Chritma Se sonRequ rem ntsForand control of his powerful, resonant

Forvoice, showed him to be an accom-
The Christmas season at Fort Ben-" c uAt . D t plished actor. We acclaim his perfor-

ning has been marked by great prep- e C U r ty t O S mance as onewofathe outstanding

erations for the Yuletide celebration. One of the first administrative characterizations of the past three

The feast will be observed in a re- projects to be undertaken at The seasons. Not only did he carry this

ligious way at both the Catholic and Infantry School after the expiration heavy lead with credit but we note

the Protestant Chapels. Three Masses of the annual Christmas holiday from the program that he was also

will be celebrated at the Catholic period, will be a study of the guard Stage Manager, Electrician and in

Chapel, the Midnght Mass, at 12:01 requirements a n d other matters in charge of scenery and furniture. Sure-

Sunday morning, at 8:00 and at 10:00 connections with security of personnel ly a heavy load for one man to carry

a. m. The Mass at midnight will be and safety of property, which will be yet he did it all well.

featured by a program of special inaugurated by a board of officers Katherine Brady as Alice Mont-

music by the choir, which is directed which was appointed yesterday by gomery, the "Mrs. Pampinelli" of a

by Mrs. L. D. Tharp. The ladies of Major General Campbell King, com- Little Theatre group, found instant ap-

the Altar Society, headed by Miss mandant. proval with her audience. Her char-

Nora Freeman, have gathered holly The entire subject will be thorough- acterization was logical and cosistent

and greens for the decoration of the ly studied and the report and throughout. Indeed it is not too much

Chapel, and a realistic Crib of Beth- recommendatons of the board will to say that her handling of her im-

lehem is being installed. At the Prot- cover all points affecting the efficiency portant character part could hardly

estant Chapel the Primary Depart- of the guard and its responsibility have been improved. Her curtain

ment of the Sunday School will render for the enforcement of regulations for speech before the second act, so ad-

Christmas music, including "A Christ- the safe-guarding of personnel a n d mirably done, was distinctly one of the

mas Legend" and "Away in a Manger," property, economy of organization, high spots of the production.

on Christmas morning. The Church and the ceremony of guard mounting. Benning's best known character act-

Service will follow, and will feature Lt. Col. Frank F. Jewett, commander ress was cast in a part admirably suit-

"The First Noel," by members of the: of the Special Units is president ed to her talents. Katherine Cleve-

Men's Bible Class," "Bethlehem's of the board, and will be assisted by land as Maria Scott, "the girl with

Plains," by a selected quartette, and Captain Wendell L. Bevan, 83rd Field the camera eyes", registered in a big

"Once in David's Royal City," by the Artillery, Captain Donald P. Spald- way from the moment of her unusual

Children's Choir. ing, 66th Infantry (Light Tanks), appearance from the back of the

The Post Children's Christmas Tree, Captain Guy C. McKinley, 29th In- house until the final curtain. With

always a gala celebration, will be held fantry, and Captain Kearie L. Berry, her usual verve and concise diction

(Please turn to page 2) 24th Infantry. (Please'turn to page 5)

stmas (!irrrtintg

has been another year of successful ac-

by the Infantry School. High standards

tiscipline and training have been main-

esults obtained in all units and depart-

command are highly gratifying and

Commandant, who realizes that they are

ral, energetic and efficient efforts of all

nbers of the garrison. As the year draws

desires to express to each officer, army

officer, enlisted man and civilian em-

preciation of their loyal efforts and to

Sof them and to their families, his sin-

ies for a Merry Christmas and a Happy

CAMPBELL KING

Major General, U. S. Army

Commandant

Who Killed Cock
Robin? Mystery Is
Solved Bv Players

The question was answered last Fri-
day and Saturday evenings at the
Main Theatre when the Infantry
School Dramatic Club produced the
second offering of the current season.
The local Thespians made a most
auspicious start with "Pomeroy's
Past" in November. With "Cock Rob-
in" they swung into their stride and
showed mid-season form. The quality
of entertainment thus far dispensed
bespeaks a highly successful year for
Benning's theatrical activity. We a-
wait their further productions with
keen anticipation. Reports indicate
that the Executive Committee has
made a well balanced selection of
plays with something to appear to
each element of the club's large mem-
bership.

"Cock Robin," a mystery-comedy
from the pen of Elmer Rice (not of
the 29th Foot) and Philip Barry
clicked from curtain to curtain. It was
a success, measured by anyone's yard-
stick and was well up to the Dramatic
Club's standard, which is high.

For this excellent production chief
credit is due Antoinette Wadsworth,
the Director, and her assistant, Lt.
Col. Rice. Although new to local
dramatic circles, Mrs. Wadsworth
showed by her capable direction and
painstaking attention to detail, the re-
sult of a great deal of past experience
with other dramatic groups. Her play,
not an easy one to handle, moved
with smooth and well-timed precis-
ion.

The Director was fortunate in the
cast asigned to her. While many of the
characters were protrayed by persons
new to Benning audiences, the con-
census of opinion is that the play
was admirably cast.

To Lieut. O'Flaherty we extend
congratulations and our appreciation
for a splendid performance. As Mc-
Auliff he had one of the "fattest" parts
ever written for a man and he made
the most of it. As the play is written
it succeeds or fails by his efforts and
it certainly did not fail. His portrayal

I- I k.ITA AN k.Bi=,At tp JFOPT RENNING. GA.. FRIDAY DECEMBER 23.1.932o- t T T'rILt TYI
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Benning Society Prepares For Many
Festivities And Parties During Holidays
INFORMAL XMAS EVE PARTY AT Lieut. and Mrs. Lindell Straube, Lieut.

OFFICERS' CLUB TO DRAW and Mrs. L. B. Ely, Lieut. and Mrs.
LARGE CROWD W. C. Lucas Lieut. and Mrs. R. B.
One of the most delightful affairs Strader, Lieut. and Mrs. P. L. Free-

of the holidays will be the informal man, Lieut. and Mrs. B. M. Greeley,
Christmas Eve party to be held at the Lieut. and Mrs. E. D. Post, Lieut. and
Officers' Club. The festivities will Mrs. G. E. Bush, and Lieut. and Mrs.
start at eight and last until midnight. Clayton Studebaker.
The big attraction of the evening will * * *
be the Christmas tree laden with gifts MISS MARGARET MOORE ENTER-
to be dispensed by a real Santa Claus TAINS PARTY OF FRIENDS AT
to the guests. Much amusement will OFFICERS' CLUB T H U R S D A Y
be caused by the nature of the gifts Miss Margaret Moore. the attractive
to the grown people who become h o u s e guest of Maj. and Mrs. Gil-
children for the evening. The Club christ, was the hostess Thursday ev-
will be decorated in all the lovely cuing to a party of friends at the
colors of the Holidays, around the Officers' Club. Miss Moore's guests
walls will be red and green holly were: The Misses Harriotte Atkins.
wreaths, while from the ceiling will Phyllis Sargent, Nancy Stillwell, Hu-
be festooned garlands of red and lette Wiley, Betty Catron, Betty Wel-
gren. Around the chandeliers will be ty, Page Michie, Eleanor Bonesteel,
draped Christmas holly and wreathes. and M o 1 ly Heilman, and Lieuts.

I L I _1__ i 1I T 1 . 1 1 . "t " 'r I•

THURSDAY EVENING SUPPER
DANCE AT.CLUB ENJOYABLE
AFFAIR OF CHRISTMAS WEEK
The Thursday evening supper dance

at the Officers' Club was made par-
ticularly enjoyable by the charming
decorations of the Club. Holly
wreaths and red and green garlands
festooned the Club. Alternating red
and green lights decorated the walls,
while the main feature of the evening
was the Christmas tree. The orchestra
balcony was banked in holly with
hidden Christmas lights. Throughout
the grill holly wreathes were used and
a small decorated Christmas tree was
enjoyed by the bachelors in the grill.

* * .

MISS BETTY CATRON ENTER.
TAINS TUESDAY EVENING
WITH INFORMAL SUPPER
Miss Betty Catron was the hostess

Tuesday evening at the Horse Show
Cabin at an informal supper party.
After the supper games and dancing
were enjoyed. Miss Catron had as her
guests about 25 members of the young
set.

DUTCH TREAT PARTY ASSEM.
BLES AT CLUB

A congenial dutch treat party as-
sembled at the Officers' Club for sup-
per and dancing. Those in the party
were: Capt. and Mrs. D. M. Ellis,

Robert jonnston, William IVcNulty,
James Woolnough, James Winn., Jo-
seph Wilrey, Jack Pitcher. Marshall
Hurt, Jack Guerry, Glenn Farris and
Brookner Brady.

MRS. SWEENEY AND MISS ANNE
ELOISE SWEENEY HONOREES
AT BRIDGE TEA
Mrs. R. B. Gayle was the hostess

Wednesday afternoon at her home
on Benning Boulevard at a bridge
tea in compliment to her mother and
sister, Mrs. W. C. Sweeney and Miss
Anne Eloise Sweeney who are spend-
ing the Christmas holidays with Mrs.
Gayle. In the dining room, the tea
table was laid with a lovely lace
cloth. Red roses and tapers of cor.
responding color were used as the
decorations.

NO HOST PARTY FORMS CON-
GENIAL GROUP AT OFFICERS'
CLUB THURSDAY EVENING
Numbered among the reservations

for supper at the Officers' Club Thurs-
day evening was the No-Host party
of eighteen. The members were: Maj.
and Mrs. G. K. Barnum, Capt. and
Mrs. 0. E. Trechter, Capt. and Mrs.
J E. Hull, Capt and Mrs H. N. Merrill,
Capt. and Mrs. Lloyd Barnett, Capt.
and Mrs. S. M. Buracker, Capt. and
Mrs. C. H. Owens, Lieut. and Mrs.

Which shall it Be
Goldstripe Hose

or a

Meeker Bag

HOSE

Gotham Hose in all the
wanted colors. Our prices
r a n g e 75c-$1.00-$1.35-
$1.65.

BAGS

In plain leather, Pen
Grain, Suede. Beautiful
Bags... $1.95 and $2.95

MILLER & TAYLOR
Shoe Company

H. S. Kelly and Lieut. and Mrs. R. with the assistance of the men of
T. Foster. the Fort Fire Department, has put

.* *them in first class condition. These
OFFICERS AND LADIES OF THE toys they have turned over to the

Fort Benning Welfare Association,29TH INFANTRY G IVE FARE. which will distribute them to the
WELL TEA FOR COL. AND MRS. children of less favored families on
TOFFEY Christmas Day, together with the
Col. and Mrs. J. J. Toffey, who Christmas Baskets for the needy,

leave Tuesday for New Jersey, were which the Welfare ladies have always
the honor guests Monday afternoon provided most generously.
at a farewell tea given by the officers It has been the aim of all the or-
and ladies of the 29th Infantry. Mes.ganizations at Fort Benning to see
dames E. F. Rice,, F. V. Schneider, that every member of the big army
J. W. Foos, and H. 0. Cushman family enjoys a Merry Christmas, and
poured while Mesdames Howell, Wim. with the care that has been exercised,
berly, Rutte and Chazal assisted. After it s confidently expected that there
tea the 29th Infantry orchestra played will not be a single boy or girl, or
for dancing. a single family of the garrison, that

• * a will not be able to share bountifully
CAPTAIN A ND MRS. McKINLEY in the spirit of Christmas cheer that

HONOR MISS BETTY WILLIAMS pervades the entire military commu-
WITH SUPPER PARTY AT OF. nity at this glad season.
FICERS' CLUB
Miss Betty Williams who leaves

shortly for Indianapolis was the hon- FO WVEKS
or guest Thursday evening at a din-
ner at the Officers' Club given by F That Last Mmn
Capt. and Mrs. Guy McKinley. The

guest list included: Lieut. and Mrs. ute Christmas Gift
Louis Rutte, Lieut. and Mrs. J. W.
Sams, Lieut. and Mrs. E. W. Wheeler, Always appropriate,
Miss Betty Williams. Miss Harriote and aiwa
Atkins, MAiss Margaret Moore, Lieut. a l y weleome.
Ernest Easterbrook, Lieut. Sidney B. There is still time to
Brown. Lieut. Edward Rowan, Lieut. tl r hflowers
Richard Smith, and Lieut. William
Moore. the out-of-town gift,

PERSONALS too.
Mrs. Selina Waddington of Manila,

P. I., arrived Monday to spend a few BENNING BLV
months with her son-in-law and
daughter, Lieut. and Mrs. James W e Telegra
Bowen.Lieut. and Mrs. James R. Pierce "ennlng Blvd.
left Sunday for Birmingham where
they will spend the holidays with Mrs.
Pierce's parents.

Mr. Roy L. Bodine. who is attend-
ing Iowa University, arrived Tuesday
to spend the holidays with his parents
Maj. and Mrs. Bodine.

Lieut. and Mrs. R. T. Mitchell left
Friday for Florida where they will
spend the holidays with Lieut. Mit-
chell's parents.

Lieut. and Mrs. George Kernan and
Lieut. and Mrs. W. T. S. Roberts
arrived on the 23rd to spend the
holidays with Lieut. and Mrs. 0. 0.
Wilson.

Lieut. and Mrs. C. D. Ferenbaugh
have as their house guests the latter's
mother Mrs. Charles Van Way of Fort
Sam Houston, and her brother Cadet
George L. Van Way. They will spend
the Christmas holidays with the Fer-
enbaughs.

Capt. and Mrs. D. M. Ellis are
spending the holidays with their son-
in-law and daughter, Lieut. and Mrs.
W. C. Lucas.

Capt. and Mrs. R. B. Gayle have
as their house guests for the Christmas
holidays Mrs. Gayle's m o t h e r and
sister Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Walter
Sweeney and Miss Anne Eloise
Sweeney.

CHRISTMAS AT FORT BENNING
(Continued From Page 1)

on the afternoon of Saturday, Decem-
ber 24th, at the Post Theatre, com-
mencing at 1:30 p. m. A splendid
entertainment with songs, dances, and
tableaux appropriate to the season
will be presented by talented Post
children, under the direction of Mrs.
Robert Chance. At the conclusion of
the entertainment, Old Santa Claus
himself will appear, with a big pack-
age of Christmas goodies for each boy
and girl of the garrison.

The Fort Benning Welfare Associa-
tion, under the capable direction of
Mrs. E. J. Lyman, co-operating with
the Fort Benning Parent-Teachers
Association, of which Mrs. Thomas B.
Catron is president, has taken care of
the children of needy families in a
way that is a novel departure from
the methods of previous years. The
ladies of the Parent-Teachers Associa-
tion have collected unused, outworn,
and slightly damaged toys froni gen-
erous boys and girls of the Post, and

JEWELRY

DIAMONDS - WATCHES

Extended Payment Plan

Gem Jewelry Co.
1200 Broadway Phone 339

Columbus, Ga.

Delivered daily to the Fort

HARPER'S
DRUGS

Telephone 396

D, NURSERIES
ph Flowers
- Phone 4176

U -

NO NEED TO
HESITATE!

when you need....

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
SKATES

Boys' $1.65 Girls' $1.75

0

ALL STEEL

Coaster Wagons
BODY 15" x 33" $3.50

ELECTRIC MIXER
Performs a multitude of tasks around
the home, and is a very inexpensive gift.

$1.79
0

ELECTRIC TOASTER
$1.79

GUNS
FOOTBALLS

75c to $1.75

.22 Single Shot Rifle $3.95-$6.40

.410 Shot Gun -$7.95

.22 Repeating Rifle- - $14.60

p

AIR RIFLES

75c to $4.00

William Beach
HARDWARE COMPANY

1020 BROADWAY

2r - __
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The conductor of this column wish-

es to extend to you a very merry
Christmas.

Seldom have we seen a better ama-
teur play than that presented by the
Infantry School Dramatic Club play-
ers last Friday and Saturday evenings.
We thoroughly enjoyed every minute
of "Cock Robin", and we are not
merely being fulsome. Particularly

ere we impressed with the finished
performance of Lieutenant O'Flaherty
as McAuliffe.

The episode of Captain Yarborough
and the goldfish has recently come to
our ears. Lieutenant Lanahan, it
seems, had inherited a few choice gold-
fish when he moved into his new
quarters on Lumpkin Road not long
ago.

Now the lieutenant is no goldfish-
lover. In fact, it must be said that he
regarded them as a nuisance, so cast
an eye about to discover someone who
would generously relieve him of the
responsibility of maintaining them.
Whether Captain Yarbrough volun-
teered to take the goldfish or whether
the honor was conferred upon him
independently by Lieutenant Lanahan,
wve do not know. But the fact re-
mains that the captain found himself
in possession of four pedigreed gold.
fish, descended from noble ancestry.

But. hold on-did we say in pos-
session of them? If so, we are in
grievous error, for the next problem
that confronted Goldfish-lover Yar-
borough was how to get his piscatorial
friends out of a deep pool.

To extricate them by trickery was
entirely out of the question, although
we hear that for a while the worthy
captain was entertaining the ingenious
scheme of attaching a juicy worm to
the end of a string and then dangling it
temptingly before the eyes of a hungry
goldfish, the assumption being that
the unsuspecting goldfish, driven to
a state of frenzy, could then easily be
lured to the bank where he would lay
flabbergasted, thoroughly mortified.
The rest would be simple. But we
understand that Captain Yarborough
gave up this plan when he learned
that the Society for Prevention of
Cruelty to Goldfish might intervene
on behalf of the goldfish.

Another plan presented itself to the
prolific brain of Captain Yarborough.
He obtained a man-hole pump from
somewhere and began the tedious pro-
cess of draining the pool. Lt. Lana-

han volunteered to help him and the
two set to work. The scheme bore
fruit. After some hours, the angry
goldfishes (we presume they were
angry at this invasion of their per-
sonal liberty) were left high and dry,
and were transported without more
ado to other waters.

Casualties-Lieutenant Lanahan got
his feet wet and came down with the
flu, and one goldfish caught a bad
cold which, it is feared, is developing
into pneumonia. Latest reports indi-
cate that the goldfish is in a critical
condition.

Warrant Officer Horton has the fol-
lowing experience to relate. Last
week, he entered the Post Exchange to
make a purchase, leaving in his car
several bundles containing Christmas
presents and a copy of the Benning
Herald. On returning to his car, he
discovered that the copy of the Herald

(Please turn to page 3)

Col.Toffev Leaves;
Col. Persons Will
Command 29th Inf.

Colonel John J. Toffey, former com-

mander of the Twenty-ninth Infantry,
departed from Fort Benning Wednes-

day after a short period of a few
months as commanding officer of the
demonstration regiment of Fort Ben-
ning. Colonel Toffey was honored
Monday afternoon at a parade of the
regiment, and a tea-dance was held
at the regiment's headquarters in hon-
or of Colonel and Mrs. Toffey after
the parade.

Colonel Toffey will be stationed at
Trenton, New Jersey, as an instructor
in the New Jersey NatiGnal Guard,
pending the confirmation if his ap-
pointment as Maj. Gen., 44th Division
New Jersey National Guard. Colonel
Toffey received news of his selection
for this post several weeks ago, but
official confirmation of the appoint-
mient has not been made.

Colonel Persons, who will head the
regiment, is in command of one of the
Army Transports and will be relieved
from ship duty to assume command
of the Benning regiment.

Post Planning For
Christmas Season

The Christmas season at Fort Ben-
ning has been marked by great prep-
erations for the Yuletide celebration.
The feast will be observed in a re-
ligious way at both the Catholic and
the Protestant Chapels. Three Masses
will be celebrated at the Catholic
Chapel, the Midnght Mass, at 12:01
Sunday morning, at 8:00 and at 10:00
a. m. The Mass at midnight will be
featured by a program of special
music by the choir, which is directed
by Mrs. L. D. Tharp. The ladies of
the Altar Society, headed by Miss
Nora Freeman, have gathered holly
and greens for the decoration of the
Chapel, and a realistic Crib of Beth-
lehem is being installed. At the Prot-
estant Chapel the Primary Depart-
ment of the Sunday School will render
Christmas music, including "A Christ-
mas Legend" and "Away in a Manger,"
on Christmas morning. The Church
Service will follow, and will feature
"The First Noel," by members of the
Men's Bible Class," "Bethlehem's
Plains," by a selected quartette, and
"Once in David's Royal City," by the
Children's Choir.

The Post Children's Christmas Tree,
always a gala celebration, will be held

(Please turn to page 2)

B o a rd Will Study
Requirements Fo r
SecurityAt Post

One of the first administrative
projects to be undertaken at The
Infantry School after the expiration
of the annual Christmas holiday
period, will be a study of the guard
requirements and other matters in
connections with security of personnel
and safety of property, which will be
inaugurated by a board of officers
which was appointed yesterday by
Major General Campbell King, com-
mandant.

The entire subject will be thorough.
ly studied and the report and
recommendatons of the board will
cover all points affecting the efficiency
of the guard and its responsibilit3
for the enforcement of regulations foi
the safe-guarding of personnel an d
property, economy of organization
and the ceremony of guard mounting

Lt. Col. Frank F. Jewett, commandei
of the Special Units is presideni
of the board, and will be assisted b3
Captain Wendell L. Bevan, 83rd Fielc
Artillery, Captain Donald P. Spald
ing, 66th Infantry (Light Tanks)
Captain Guy C. McKinley, 29th In
fantry, and Captain Kearie L. Berry
24th Infantry.

charge of scenery and furniture. Sure-
ly a heavy load for one man to carry
yet he did it all well.

Katherine Brady as Alice Mont-
, gomery, the "Mrs. Pampinelli" of a

Little Theatre group, found instant ap-
proval with her audience. Her char-

. acterization was logical and cosistent
I throughout. Indeed it is not too much
I to say that her handling of her im-

portant character part could hardly
have been improved. Her curtain

r speech before the second act, so ad.

I mirably done, was distinctly one of the
high spots of the production.

Benning's best known character act-
r ress was cast in a part admirably suit-
t ed to her talents. Katherine Cleve-

land as Maria Scott, "the girl with
I the camera eyes", registered in a big
1- way from the moment of her unusual

appearance from the back of the
. house until the final curtain. With

her usual verve and concise diction
(Please turn to page 5)

VOLUME II

The year 1933 has been another year of successful ac-

complishments by the Infantry School. High standards

of efficiency, discipline and training have been main-

tained. The results obtained in all units and depart-
ments of this command are highly gratifying and
pleasing to the Commandant, who realizes that they are

due to the loyal, energetic and efficient efforts of all
individual members of the garrison. As the year draws
to a close, he desires to express to each officer, army
nurse, warrant ogicer, enlisted man and civilian em-
ployee, his appreciation of their loyal efforts and to
extend to each of them and to their families, his sin-
cere good wishes for a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year.

CAMPBELL KING

Major General, U. S. Army

Commandant

I

Who Killed Cock
Robin? Mystery Is
Solved By Players

The question was answered last Fri-
day and Saturday evenings at the
Main Theatre when the Infantry
School Dramatic Club produced the
second offering of the current season.
The local Thespians made a most
auspicious start with "Pomeroy's
Past" in November. With "Cock Rob-
in" they swung into their stride and
showed mid-season form. The quality
of entertainment thus far dispensed
bespeaks a highly successful year for
Benning's theatrical activity. We a-
wait their further productions with
keen anticipation. Reports indicate
that the Executive Committee has
made a well balanced selection of
plays with something to appear to
each element of the club's large mem-
bership.

"Cock Robin," a mystery-comedy
from the pen of Elmer Rice (not of
the 29th Foot) and Philip Barry
clicked from curtain to curtain. It was
a success, measured by anyone's yard-
stick and was well up to the Dramatic
Club's standard, which is high.

For this excellent production chief
credit is due Antoinette Wadsworth,
the Director, and her assistant, Lt.
Col. Rice. Although new to local
dramatic circles, Mrs. Wadsworth
showed by her capable direction and
painstaking attention to detail, the re-
sult of a great deal of past experience
with other dramatic groups. Her play,
not an easy one to handle, moved
with smooth and well-timed precis-
ion.

The Director was fortunate in the
cast asigned to her. While many of the
characters were protrayed by persons
new to Benning audiences, the con-
census of opinion is that the play
was admirably cast.

To Lieut. O'Flaherty we extend
congratulations and our appreciation
for a splendid performance. As Mc-
Auliff he had one of the "fattest" parts
ever written for a man and he made
the most of it. As the play is written,
it succeeds or fails by his efforts and
it certainly did not fail. His portrayal
of the character assigned him and his
performance throughout left nothing
to be desired. His actions, pantomine
and control of his powerful, resonant
voice, showed him to be an accom-
plished actor. We acclaim his perfor-
mance as one of the outstanding
characterizations of the past three
seasons. Not only did he carry this
heavy lead with credit but we note
from the program that he was also

!Stage Manager, Electrician and in
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Benning Society Prepares For Many
Festivities And Parties During Holidays
INFORMAL XMAS EVE PARTY AT

OFFICERS' CLUB TO DRAW
LARGE CROWD
One of the most delightful affairs

of the holidays will be the informal
Christmas Eve party to be held at the
Officers' Club. The festivities will
start at eight and last until midnight.
The big attraction of the evening will
be the Christmas tree laden with gifts
to be dispensed by a real Santa Claus
to the guests. Much amusement will
be caused by the nature of the gifts
to the grown people who become
children for the evening. The Club
will be decorated in all the lovely
colors of the Holidays, around the
walls will be red and green holly
wreaths, while from the ceiling will
be festooned garlands of red and
gren. Around the chandeliers will be
draped Christmas holly and wreathes.

THURSDAY EVENING SUPPER
DANCE AT.CLUB ENJOYABLE
AFFAIR OF CHRISTMAS WEEK
The Thursday evening supper dance

at the Officers' Club was made par-
ticularly enjoyable by the charming
decorations of the Club. Holly
wreaths and red and green garlands
festooned the Club. Alternating red
and green lights decorated the walls,
while the main feature of the evening
was the Christmas tree. The orchestra
balcony was banked in holly with
hidden Christmas lights. Throughout
the grill holly wreathes were used and
a small decorated Christmas tree was
enjoyed by the bachelors in the grill.

MISS BETTY CATRON ENTER.
TAINS TUESDAY EVENING
WITH INFORMAL SUPPER
Miss Betty Catron was the hostess

Tuesday evening at the Horse Show
Cabin at an informal supper party.
After the supper games and dancing
were enjoyed. Miss Catron had as her
guests about 25 members of the young
set.

DUTCH TREAT PARTY ASSEM.
BLES AT CLUB

A congenial dutch treat party as-
sembled at the Officers' Club for sup-
per and dancing. Those in the party
were: Capt. and Mrs. D. M. Ellis,

Lieut. and Mrs. Lindell Straube, Lieut.
and Mrs. L. B. Ely, Lieut. and Mrs.
W. C. Lucas, Lieut. and Mrs. R. B.
Strader, Lieut. and Mrs. P. L. Free-
man, Lieut. and Mrs. B. M. Greeley,
Lieut. and Mrs. E. D. Post, Lieut. and
Mrs. G. E. Bush, and Lieut. and Mrs.
Clayton Studebaker.

MISS MARGARET MOORE ENTER-
TAINS PARTY OF FRIENDS AT
OFFICERS' CLUB T H U R S D A Y
Miss Margaret Moore. the attractive

h o u s e guest of Maj. and Mrs. Gil-
christ, was the hostess Thursday ev-
ening to a party of friends at the
Officers' Club. Miss Moore's guests
were: The Misses Harriotte Atkins.
Phyllis Sargent, Nancy Stillwell, Hu-
lette Wiley, Betty Catron, Betty Wel-
ty, Page Michie, Eleanor Bonesteel,
and Molly Heilman, and Lieuts.
Robert Johnston, William McNulty,
James Woolnough, James Winn, Jo-
seph Wilrey, Jack Pitcher, Marshall
Hurt, Jack Guerry, Glenn Farris and
Brookner Brady.

MRS. SWEENEY AND MISS ANNE
ELOISE SWEENEY HONOREES
AT BRIDGE TEA
Mrs. R. B. Gayle was the hostess

Wednesday afternoon at her home
on Benning Boulevard at a bridge
tea in compliment to her mother and
sister, Mrs. W. C. Sweeney and Miss
Anne Eloise Sweeney who are spend-
ing the Christmas holidays with Mrs.
Gayle. In the dining room, the tea
table was laid with a lovely lace
cloth. Red roses and tapers of cor.
responding color were used as the
decorations.

NO HOST PARTY FORMS CON.
GENIAL GROUP AT OFFICERS'
CLUB THURSDAY EVENING
Numbered among the reservations

for supper at the Officers' Club Thurs.
day evening was the No-Host party
of eighteen. The members were: Maj.
and Mrs. G. K. Barnum, Capt. and
Mrs. 0. E. Trechter, Capt. and Mrs.
J E. Hull, Capt and Mrs H. N. Merrill,
Capt. and Mrs. Lloyd Barnett, Capt.
and Mrs. S. M. Buracker., Capt. and
Mrs. C. H. Owens, Lieut. and Mrs.

Which shall it Be
Goldstripe Hose

or a

Meeker Bag

HOSE
Gotham Hose in all the
wanted colors. Our prices
r a n g e 75c-$1.00-$1.35.
$1.65.

BAGS

In plain leather, Pen
Grain, Suede. Beautiful
Bags... $1.95 and $2.95

MILLER & TAYLOR
Shoe Company

W. C. Lucas.
Capt. and Mrs. R. B. Gayle have

as their house guests for the Christmas
holidays Mrs. Gayle's m o t h e r and
sister Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Walter
Sweeney and Miss Anne ElI o i s e
Sweeney.

CHRISTMAS AT FORT BENNING
(Continued From Page 1)

on the afternoon of Saturday, Decem.
ber 24th, at the Post Theatre, com-
mencing at 1:30 p. m. A splendid
entertainment with songs, dances, and
ableaux appropriate to the season
will be presented by talented Post
rhildren. under the direction of Mrs.
Robert Chance. At the conclusion of
he entertainment, Old Santa Claus
himself will appear, with a big pack.
ige of Christmas goodies for each boy
nd girl of the garrison.
The Fort Benning Welfare Associa-

ion, under the capable direction of
NIrs. E. J. Lyman, co-operating with
he Fort Benning Parent-Teachers
kssociation, of which Mrs. Thomas B.
Catron is president, has taken care of
he children of needy families in a
way that is a novel departure from
he methods of previous years. The
adies of the Parent-Teachers Associa-
ion have collected unused, outworn,
ud slightly damaged toys from gen-
rous boys and girls of the Post, and
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JEWELRY

with the assistance of the men of
the Fort Fire Department, has put
them in first class condition. These
toys they have turned over to the
Fort Benning Welfare Association,
which will distribute them to the
children of less favored families on
Christmas Day, together with the
Christmas Baskets for the needy,
which the Welfare ladies have always
provided most generously.

It has been the aim of all the or-
ganizations at Fort Benning to see
that every member of the big army
family enjoys a Merry Christmas, and
with the care that has been exercised,
it s confidently expected that there
will not be a single boy or girl, or
a single family of the garrison, that
will not be able to share bountifully
in the spirit of Christmas cheer that
pervades the entire military commu-
nity at this glad season.

H. S. Kelly and Lieut. and Mrs. R.
T. Foster.

OFFICERS AND LADIES OF THE
29TH INFANTRY G I V E FARE.
WELL TEA FOR COL. AND MRS.
TOFFEY

Col. and Mrs. J. J. Toffey, who
leave Tuesday for New Jersey, were
the honor guests Monday afternoon
at a farewell tea given by the officers
and ladies of the 29th Infantry. Mes-
dames E. F. Rice,, F. V. Schneider,
J. W. Foos, and H. 0. Cushman
poured while Mesdames Howell, Wim.
berly, Rutte and Chazal assisted. After
tea the 29th Infantry orchestra played
for dancing.

CAPTAIN AND MRS. McKINLEY
HONOR MISS BETTY WILLIAMS
WITH SUPPER PARTY AT OF.
FICERS' CLUB
Miss Bettv Williams who leaves

shortly for fndianapolis was the hon-
or guest Thursday evening at a din-
ner at the Officers' Club given by
Capt. and Mrs. Guy McKinley. The
guest list included: Lieut. and Mrs.
Louis Rutte, Lieut. andi Mrs. J. W.
Sams, Lieut. and Mrs. E. W. Wheeler,
Miss Betty Williams, Miss Harriote
Atkins, Miss Margaret Moore Lieut.
Ernest Easterbrook, Lieut. Sidney B.
Brown. Lieut. Edward Rowan, Lieut.
Richard Smith, and Lieut. William
Moore.

PERSONALS
Mrs. Selina Waddington of Manila,

P. I., arrived Monday to spend a few
months with her son-in-law and
daughter, Lieut. and Mrs. James
Bowen.

Lieut. and Mrs. James R. Pierce
left Sunday for Birmingham where
they will spend the holidays with Mrs.
Pierce's parents.

Mr. Roy L. Bodine, who is attend-
ing Iowa University, arrived Tuesday
to spend the holidays with his parents
Maj. and Mrs. Bodine.

Lieut. and Mrs. R. T. Mitchell left
Friday for Florida where they will
spend the holidays with Lieut. Mit-
chell's parents.

Lieut. and Mrs. George Kernan and
Lieut. and Mrs. W. T. S. Roberts
arrived on the 23rd to spend the
holidays with Lieut. and Mrs. . .
Wilson.

Lieut. and Mrs. C. D. Ferenbaugh
have as their house guests the latter's
mother Mrs. Charles Van Way of Fort
Sam Houston, and her brother Cadet
George L. Van Way. They will spend
the Christmas holidays with the Fer-
enbaughs.

Capt. and Mrs. D. M. Ellis are
spending the holidays with their son-
in-law and daughter, Lieut. and Mrs.

GUNS
FOOTBALLS

75c to $1.75

.22 Single Shot Rifle $3.95-$6.40

.410 Shot Gun ---------------------- $7.95

.22 Repeating Rifle ......... $14.60

AIR RIFLES

75c to $4.00

U

FLOWEKS
For That Last Min.-.

ute Christmas Gift 4
Always appropriate,
and always welcome.
There is still time to ,.
telegraph flowers for
the out-of.-town gift,,
too.

BENNING BLVD, NURSERIES
We Telegraph Flowers

Benning Blvd. -:- Phone 4176

-Tcember 16, 1932

DIAMONDS - WATCHES

Extended Payment Plan

Gem Jewelry Co.
1200 Broadway Phone 339

Columbus, Ga.

Delivered daily to the Fort

HARPER'S
DRUGS

Telephone 396

FELICIA C. HOWELL, 

PHONI 

389

William Beach
HARDWARE COMPANY

1020 BROADWAY

NO NEED TO
HESITATE!

when you need....

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
SKATES

Boys' $1.65 Girls' $1.75

low

ALL STEEL

Coaster Wagons
BODY 15" x 33" $3.50

0

ELECTRIC MIXER
Performs a multitude of tasks around
the home, and is a very inexpensive gift.

$1.79
0

ELECTRIC TOASTER
$1.79

THE RENNING T-T5.R AT.I 1 1-2 3 - --
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Offhand...
Observations

By McGoorus

Goofy Statistics: Having extracted
nothing from a mail box (which is
costing good rental money) other than
Christmas cards and advertisements
for a solid week, McGoofus set about
consoling himself by compiling some
more Goofy Statistics. After several
hours of manipulation, he obtained a
series of tabulations indicating the
sad and fantastic plight of a hypotheti-
cal student officer who had, from the
beginning of the school year, 'taken
advantage' of all the wonderful offers,
opportunities and bargains which con-
cerns had made to him through the
medium of circular letters.

This student, by the end of Novem-
her, found himself in possession of a
fleet of automobiles varying from the
most expensive and latest model eights
to used cars purchased at twenty-five
dollars each. He had become a stock-
holder in cooperations which were
(according to their prospectuses) en-
gaging in money making activities
varying from money lending to cul-
tivating oysters. He had acquired a li-
brary conssting of books ranging from
the encyclopedia Britannica to five
cent editions of the classics. He had
subscribed to so many magazines that

(Please turn to page 4)

TOWN TOPICS
(Continued from page 1)

was missing, the bundles untouched.
A diligent search failed to reveal the
newspaper. Warrant Officer Horton
was very indignant at what he termed
"petty thievery", could not help won-
dering why the purloiner did not take
the Christmas presents as well.

We cannot condone, of course, thiev-
ery of any sort, but we do feel that
the thief, in this case, showed a re-
markable sense of discriminatiaon.
The desire to read the Benning Herald
must be urgent indeed when one re-
sorts to "snitching" a copy in order
to glance through its hallowed columns.
The editors of the Herald feel flatter.
ed.

Things seen repeadedly in comic
strips but never really believed ....

Major Connor appeared in public
the other day wearing a piece of string
about his finger. Despite the obvious
reluctance of the distinguished medi-
cal officer to explain the presence of
the incriminating bit of hemp, we
have learned from an authentic source
that Mrs. Connor had taken this
drastic step to supplement the memory
of her husband.

Conclusion-if more housewives fol.
lowed this same procedure, they might
get better results.

Appearing in the Daily Bulletin

Gi rl Sco uts I.mi :
The Fort Benning Girl Scouts hope

that everyone will havea very merry
Christmas and a happy New Year.

Cardinal Troop
Friday, Dec. 20.

What a glorious time we had to-
day! A regular gay Christmas party,
wih a lighted tree and a Santa Claus,
whose voice reminded me peculiarly
of Virginia Tucker's. Virginia is
home for the holidays and was a guest
at our party.

First we had a skillful, breathtaking
game where bean bags were thrown
for holes marked five and ten. The
Dawn Patrol won with fifty points,
and received movie tickets and prizes.

The other games were "Fruit Bas-
ket," musical chairs and "Grab the
Bark!"-all very exciting. After these
Santa distributed the gifts, and we
had pop corn and ice cream cones,
greatly enjoyed by everyone, includ-
iig the old gentleman!

(that Syllabus of Typographical Er-
rors) very recently: "Drawing for
hoses will take place . . ." May we
enquire, what is the handicap on sox?

WE MAKE
RUBBER STAMPS

-- One Day Delivery-
COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.

Kirven's takes this means

of wishing the entire per-

sonnel of Fort Benning

a most Cordial Merry

Christmas and a Happy

and Pro'sperous New

Year.

KIRIVEN'S
COLUMBUS

for LAST-MINUTE Shoppers

You may have completely forgotten the most important

gift of all-but don't worry-the Post Exchange is ready

to step into the breach. With our instant service, expert

advice, and varied stock, you're sure to find something

useful and attractive at the last minute!

Remember, we consider it a pleasure to serve you, and

we welcome the opportunity to assist you in every way

possible.

Make This An Athletic Xmas
Give Sporting Goods

There's nothing that will please the masculine heart

like athletic equipment; and, too, nothing will ever af-

ford him as much enjoyment. The ladies too, will find

many uses for the sporting equipment sold here.

Polo - Tennis - Basketball

Riding-- Hunting-- Baseball

Track-- Volleyball

MAIN BRANCH

CAN DY
is the most appropriate gift

Attractively packaged--in one- two- and five-pound

boxes--our candy is indeed a gift that will please any-

one. Only reputable brands sold, and any of our boxes

will make a very acceptable gift.

SODA FOUNT

A "HE-MAN" GIFT
a carton or two of cigarettes .

When you plan to give a present

this Christmas to your "pal," there's

only one choice ... cigarettes. Give

him real enjoyment this Christmas

day, and show him how much of a

real good fellow you are!

BRANCH NO.
29TH INFANTRY

2

POST EXCHANGE
FORT BENNING, GEORGIA
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I LIEUTENANT PEEP'S DIARY
Tuesday, Dec. 13

The state of discipline of the class
aptly epigrammed by Eddie Post who
did admonish his platoon thus, (fol-
lowing the company commendar's
"Route Step, March") "Louder, you
birds, route step has been given." But
his voice was lost in the roar of
conversation. I do agree with Eddie
that there is not a sharp enough
change of tone to mark the transition
from "Attention" to "Route Step."
Wednesday, Dec. 14

The rain this morning, to my com-
plete chagrin, having prevented ma-
chine gun firing, I was somewhat
assuaged in my grief upon being treat-
ed to a performance with the cipher
device by Captain Brislawn. My store
of knowledge enriched by the single
fact that key words for use with the
cipher device should have no military
significance such, Giddings says, as
Baughman or Quartermaster Corps.

My woe at being denied instruction
with the machine gun does become
acute when I consider the state of
my tap, for Lord, even with daily
practice it does vary from one to six
mils in direct proportion to the num-
ber of slices of toast for breakfast.
Thursday, Dec. 15

An hour in the code room left me
with the awful thought that my need
is not for additional code practice
but for elementary education, being

unable to write eight words a minute.
The rest of the morning devoted to

"Abbreviated Wire Nets" on Gordon
Field and but for the intervention
of the lunch hour I might now be
comfortably ensconced in a padded
cell. It was, to me, a trifle upsetting
to ring one of the front line battalions
and immediately have an ear drum
taken away by nine switchboard
operators asking "What member is
calling?" and another nine request.
ing, in aggrived tones, as to why
the this and that I didn't stay off
the line. It was, I am most sure,
possible to talk to everybody on the
field by ringing once on any line.
To that fact no doubt is due the out-
growth of the less confusing method
of communication by shouting from
one station to the next while the
wires are idle.
Friday, Dec. 16

McComas again in the public eye,
he having this day stationed a box of
La Cabbajas with the company clerk
in celebration of a junior edition of
McComas weighing in at "eight
pounds, bedside." This event does
place the eighth squad beyond reach
of any other in number of recruits
added to the class, this, too, despite
the fact that two of the squad, being
bachelors, are ineligible for the official
statistical column.

A marked problem in "Training"

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
Bv MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

Bootleg Milk
A recent editorial in the Journal

of the American Medical Association
on this subject is so pertinent to local
conditions at Fort Benning that I shall
abstract it and pass it on for your
benefit.

The present business depression has
made individuals and families try to
reduce the cost of living. Some re-
ductions, luxuries for instance, may
do more good than harm. Others,
such as a limitation of diet or the
buying of inferior food products, es-
pecially milk, may do serious harm.

One does not have to emphasize
the importance of milk in the diet of
children. We do however emphasize
the importance of the kind of milk
you buy. You, the consumer, have a
most vital stake. A safe milk is the
need of your children. Improvement
in the quality of milk costs money.
The cheapest milk is produced at the
smallest cost, usually on small farms
without equipment or the proper care.
These small dairy farms make a sani-
tary problem in the milk industry and
a public health problem for the com-
munity.

These dairymen do not understand
the dangers of impure milk. They
have not the needed capital to intro-
duce the necessary preventive methods
if they should understand them.

Good, clean milk must come from
healthy cattle. Many farmers resist
progressive measures. The introduc-
tion of pasteurization produced a bat-
tle that still rages and nowhere more
than in this vicinity. There is no dis-
puting the fact today that pasteurized
7m;]L- hnQ '10 ,TV-'a'Ut - ""A 'A-.-, ... . *I--

raw product.
Economic influences and emotional

reactions confuse the issue of pure
milk.

With the depression this issue is
more apparent than it was in the pros-
perous years. The result is illegal or
bootleg milk in some communities.
Price is the sole consideration on
which this milk is offered or purchas.
ed. The product is not supervised as
to production or handling. If it were,
it could not profitably be sold at the
price advertised.

Many outbreaks of communicable
diseases have been traced to raw milk;
only rarely is this true of the pasteu.
rized product. Most bootleg milk is
raw.

Persons with reduced incomes offer-
ed what appears to be good milk at a
reduced price, are easily persuaded
that they make a legitimate saving.
Others, able to pay a fair price for a
product of good quality, buy at panic
prices to satisfy an impulse toward
saving. Any person who deliberately
goes beyond the boundaries to buy
food products which are not produced,
handled, delivered and sold under en-
forced sanitary regulations is need-
lessly exposing himself, his family
and especially his children to infec-
tious diseases.

This practise is not only unhealthful
but is in the long run costly.

It is also, quite obviously, a serious
handicap to the honest milk dealer who
is trying to hold his business up to
high standards during these difficult

35
.... ft

hoochee as his combat problem had
required. From the lay of local geog.
raphy it appears to me that his retorts
are but replies and not answers.
Sunday, Dec. 18

To the writing of Christmas cards
and quite amused at myself for the
good joke I have played on the post
office force. I did write fifteen souven.
ir postal cards and put the identical
same message on each.
Monday, Dec. 19

To school feeling lower than the
price of wheat and in no wise im-
proved in morale at sight of Major
Kraft's solution of Friday's marked
problem in Training. I can, however,
feel one satisfaction. My solution al-
tho undoubtedly also a "U" will get
no such wide spread publicity as his.
His failed to correspond with practi-
cally all the good solutions in the
class.

The high light of the communica-
tions exercise today was the buzzer-
phone discussion between Moore at
brigade C. P.-code name Table-
and an operator at one of the regi-
ments-code names Tom and Tub.
The messages were about as follows,
Moore wishing to know on which
regimental line he was tied in;

Moore: Buzzy Is this Tom?
Other Operator: No this is

Peck.

Moore: OK Tub.
And so the first blow was struck.

-Lieut. Peep.
A&

OFF HAND OBSERVATIONS
(Continued from Page 3)

his study looked like a news stand.
He was so thoroughly insured, that
for the good of his dependents, he
he could no longer afford to live.
Providing that he could find some
way to devote all his pay to retiring
the obligations which he had made,
he might hope to be out of debt a
few years after retirement.

a *i *

It is remarkable what modern sales
methods plus credit can accomplish.
The fact that a man is in debt and
being hard put to it to meet current
bills comprises no impasse for in-
vestment salesmen. They will lend
him the money to invest in their con-
cerns.

If all Christmas cards were mailed
so as to reach the addresses ten days
before Christmas, a lot of embarrass-
rient would be eliminated for that
would allow time to hurry off an in-
xpensive card to the "left outs," after
receiving theirs.

Soon now little Johnny will no
onger be able to learn his geography
3y reading the license plates of cars
bout the post. They will all read

It will be interesting (?) to hear

a

1

c

ii

he endurance drivers matching stories
he first week in January. Non-stop
rips to Washington, Philadelphia and
ill points in Florida will hardly be
vorth relating. Such t ere family
utings. Sturdy bache1-,* push
o New York, Texas and behnd with
o stops of more than twenty minutes i

for this afternoon did leave me quite
exhausted, for Lord, it is worse than
a treasure hunt to chase four missing
hours through twenty-three subjects
and forty two weeks but to find two
Saturday inspections in one week.
It might be slower but at least as
certain a method to let the company
clerk find the error when he makes
the drill schedule for that week.
Saturday, Dec. 17

The fire in Ohme's quarters this
morning did set me a wondering as to
whether his answer in the future will
be as it has been in the past to the
question "Shall we smoke?" "No
thanks, I'm not that hot."

Jordan still at thinking up ways to
defend the north bank of the Chatta-

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

SEASON'S GREETINGS
This year, as last, we are sending our Christmas greetings through our

column. Maybe it's a bit Scotch (we don't even pay advertising rates, let
alone increased postage) and it lacks the personal touch, but it has its ad.
vantages. For one thing it saves a lot of wear and tear on our social secretary
and, for another, it comes under the eyes of a number of estimable people
with whom we are not on a Christmas card exchange basis.

We are quite sincere in wishing all faithful readers of The Flare a
Merry Christmas. In spite of a general impression to the contrary, we don't
enjoy writing this column. Our compensation for what to us is a real chore
is derived from occasional indications that people do read it. Without that
assurance, the grinding out of our weekly effort would become an unmitigated
bore that twice our munificent space rate could not tempt us to endure.

We are genuinely grateful to all who read the short and simple annals
of our fellow citizens as they appear in our local adaption of a home town
paper. It flatters us that they are mildly interested in what we write. We,
of course, realize that what we write is quite inconsequential. It has to be,
In steering the good ship Flare between the Scylla of hypersensitive feelings
and Charybdis of official displeasure, we pour a lot of oil on the agitated
waters. This deprives our passengers of a lot of the kick that would other-
wise go with the voyage but we are convinced that this policy is to the
interest of everybody in general and your pilot in particular. Should we cut
loose some day with a composite imitation of H. L. Mencken and Walter
Winchell, the result would be the most widely read and commented upon
issue of the Benning Herald to date-followed by sudden change of station
for an amateur columnist. We like Benning too well to risk that.

Those who like criticism of the military establishment in the raw should
consult the congressional record. Those who have a taste for really torrid
gossip will have to satisfy it, as heretofore, at bridge parties and the Post
Exchange. We cater only to a public that is satisfied wih strictly legal, one
half of one percent comment on people and things. We shall carry on
with that and try to make you like it. Meawhile, to those who do-and
even to those who don't-we wish a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

they're playin' that any out at the
post. I suppose they're afraid theyd
be talked about-and they would be.
Somebody always suspicions that some-
body else ain't taking the game
seriously. When I used to play
sardines I followed the rules like they
told me until I found out that there
was a lot more to it than I had been
told about. About that time somebody's
husband or wife got mad and the
crowd I was goin' with stopped
playing it. I've always felt that I might
get more enjoyment out of it now that
I've got the idea."

"Theyre reviving some of the old-
time children games, I see" we re-
marked, just to keep him going.

"Some of the worst" snorted the
General. "Take 'Consequences' for
instance. You write down some ad-
jective and a couple of names of
present company and a lot of other
hooey and then you gotta listen to
a lot of obvious off color stuff and
nearly die a laughin' when you come
to the end and learn that the conse-
quences was twins."

"What do you think of the brain
teasers?" we asked.

"I get a kick outa some of them"
replied the general. "My brain ain't
anything special but I don't mind
tryin' it out occasionally. The games
oughta be new though and you don't
wanta overdo 'em."

"I understand that Major Arnold
,oes in for athlete parlor games" we
commented.

"He did 'till he broke a lady's jaw
when he was at Leavenworth" chuck-
led the General. "That pretty nearly
cured him. He had a lot of stuff that
was fine for training a football team
but it didn't go over so big at tea
parties. Those big he men didn't know
their strenth."

"What about dancing and the mov-
ies?" we asked.

"I've spent some pleasant evenings
both ways" replied the great philoso-
pher "and some punk ones. It all
depends on the dance and the movie.
Your dance oughtn't to be too big and
there oughta be plenty of stags. Of
cor Se, it's gotta be informal and you

I I

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-Johf; Wolcot.

FUZZARD ON ENTERTAINMENT
Now that the political campaign is

over General Fuzzard is devoting his
spare time to philosophy.

"I saw in Society Headlights where
you were the dinner guest of Major
and Mrs. Greetums last week," we re-
marked by way of getting the Gen.
eral started. "Mrs. Greetum is famous
for her original parties."

"Well I don't know about that"
growled the General. "After dinner we
played 'twenty questions* and 'coffee
pot' 'till I like to died of ennuyee. I
can stand a round or two of twenty
questions, but the next time a sim-
merin' jane asks me if I like to coffee
pot I'm going to give her an earful."

"You prefer contract, I take it," we
suggested.

"Not by a dam sight" replied the
General. "I never had the time to take
that up seriously and besides, if I'm
gonna gamble, I'd rather play poker
with a bunch of men. They're better
losers and the conversation has got
some variety. Contract ain't sociable
and I lose a couple of friends every
time I play it."

"How about mahjongg?" we ven-
tured.

The General looked as if he might
be about to have a stroke of appo-
plexy.

"And musical chairs, we added has-
tily.

"A little musical chairs ain't so bad
for a sports clothes party" said the
General controlling himself with an
effort, "but it's a dangerous game as
my friend Bill Lee who got impaled
on a splinter will testify. The same
is true of 'bump.' It might be fun
to have the girls sit on your lap but
you don't get no choice as to who
it's goin' to be and some of 'em are
pretty hefty."

"I suppose you've played 'murder'"
we murmured.

"Plenty of times" replied the Gen-
eral "and I've seen women throttled
by Jack Thompson that thought they
had really been murdered. At a mur-
der party I went to last year some-
body nearly broke Mrs. Phillips' leg
with a chair. It's got possibilities but
it's a little rough. Personally I prefer
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"WHO KILLED COCK ROBIN?"

(Continued from page 1)

she carried her audience with her
from situation to situation and made
the part of the "dowdy, meddlesome"
assistant to McAuliff one to be re-
membered.

The juvenile feminine lead, played
by Eleanor Harding, was handled in
a most excellent manner. Judged by
the standard of experienced adults,
her performance was entirely satis-
factory. Considering her youth and
comparative inexperience, her capable
handling of business and lines was
nothing short of remarkable. Added
to beauty of face and figure was her
attractive and well modulated voice.
We particularly liked her portrayal of
the various emotions called for by the
action of the play. She is a new face
on the dramatic club stage and the
club is to be congratulated on the dis-
covery of such an attractive and com-
petent ingenue.

Playing opposite Eleanor Harding
in the male juvenile lead was Lieut.
Ginder. His selection for this part
was another example of the excellent
casting of the play. His looks, cos-
tume and make-up assisted him mater-
ially in portraying his part with just
the right amount of youthful exuber-
ance.

Captain H. J. Golightly, as Julian
Cleveland, the lawyer who' takes
charge of the amateur murder investi-
gation, gave the forceful interpreta-
tion of his important part which the
script called for. He had much to do
and say and he did and said it exceed-
ingly W l11. " -

Majof Catron, a' new-comer to the'
local stage, handled the role of Dr.
Edgar Grace in a manner indicative
of the ability to play important and
varied parts. He has a fine voice and
a talent for effective pantomine. His
transition from the roistering blade of
"the play within the play" to the
kindly, agitated old gentleman that
he was supposed to be in real life
was particularly well done.

Colonel E. F. Rice was properly as-
signed to a part which carried much
of the comedy. As Torrence, he con-
tributed materially to the success of
the production, and proved to our
present "Benning audience that his
reputation as one of the leading Dra-
matic Club actors of yesteryear is well
founded.

Let us not forget the detested vil-
lain. The "heavy" part of this pro-
duction was handled by Lt. Hundley in
such manner as to cause him to be
cordially disliked by the audience be-
fore he had been on the stage more
than a few moments. What greater
praise can be given? We should like

to see him cast again as the heavy
villain in a play where his realistic
death does' not occur until the final
curtain.

It is regretted that allotted space
will not permit of going into the de-

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

PEACHTREE AT CAIN

.Atlanta, ja.

550 rooms of comfort and
convenience. Each room has
ceiling fan, circulating ice
water, radio and either
shower or tub bath; corner
rooms have both. Open Din-
ing Terrace and Coffee Shop.

Rooms from $2

J. F. de Jarnette Vice-Prs. & Mgr.

SUBJECT: Christmas Greetings

TO: The Surgeon.

I will appreciate it if you will convey

to those members of the command who are

so unfortunate as to have to spend the holi.

day season in the hospital, my sincere wishes

for their speedy recovery and that they may

have a Merry Christmas and a Happy and

Prosperous New Year.

CAMPBELL KING

Major General, U. S. Army,

Commandant.

tails of performance of the support-
ing members of this large cast. This
reviewer has long felt that an ama-
teur production succeeds or fails bythe so-called minor supporting parts.
The recent production was fortunate
in having its minor roles well taken
and its success was heightened by the
performances of Marjorie Albright as
Helen Maxwell, Lt. Brady as Henry
Briggs, and Lt. Brunke as John Jessup.
All were Well cast and carried out
their assignments with conviction and
consistency. We sincerely hope that
their use in these relatively small
parts will not prevent their being cast
it larger parts later in the season
where their evident talents could have
more opportunity to be displayed.

A word for the unseen and unsung
heroes of the back stage. Our dra-
matic organization has been so for-
ttinate in its stage carpenters, scene
painters, make-up artists and other
technical staff that the result of their
efforts is apt to be taken for granted.
In "Cock Robin", not only would the
set do credit to a professional stage
but the lighting and off-stage effects
were excellent and timely and added
materially to the general excellence
of the production.

In addition to the usual stage effects,
Cock Robin reqitired costumes. This
important feature of the production
was in charge of Miss Barbara King
and high praise ig due her for the
picturesque 18th century effect which
the costuming provided. Of course,
Miss King did not make the elaborate
colonial outfits in which the actors and
actresses appeared but she furnished
the costumers with color sketches
which needed only to be followed in
order to insure accurate and colorful
period dress.

This reviewer is taking off for points
South on legislative furlough, before
this alleged review can appear in
print. In our absence we hope that,
for our sins of omission, E. F. H. will
blame the compositors and type-setters
of the Benning Herald, as is his wont.

Again we congratulate The Infantry
School Dramatic Club on an excellent
production and for their valued con-
tribution to the winter program of
Fort Benning.

0. K. "COCK ROBIN"-LET'S GO
"MISS LULU BETT".

-H. B. L.

Fresh Fish and Oysters
Also

Chickens and Turkeys

COLUMBUS
SEA FOOD CO.

"Dependable Fish Dealers"
1014 First Ave. Phone 401

THE FLARE

(Continued from page 4)

want a good crowd. As for the mov-
ies, they ain't very sociable, but if
they're good I'm for 'em."

"You don't give a hostess much of a
break" we remarked. "After reading
this interview they'll be in despair.
Suppose you tell us what you consid.
er a really good party".

lift'

U-

Sears Offers You..

Double Guarantees.

1. We offer
of service and
dise we sell..
the same type
Nation.

an unequalled guaranty
quality in the merchan-
. backed by 47 years of
of service to the whole

2. We offer you a guaranty of econo-
my that no other firm in the country
can give. Sears not only guarantees the
quality of its merchandise but also
guarantees the price as well. Our slo-
gan "Satisfaction or Your Money Back"
is really the broadest guarantee ever
written.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK

1008 Broadway Phone 3760

The grand old man sighed.
"We don't get many like I like best

any more" he said. "Where some-
body sits down at a piano and plays
and maybe two or three stand around
it singin' and theres a group some-
where else talking or maybe listening
in to the music and there's another
group out in the kitchen and nobody
pays much attention to anybody else.
Maybe you have a few special things
in the music line and maybe you have
a few stunts but mostly everybody
does what they please and nobody has
any responsibility and everything's
free and easy like."

"That kind of a party isn't so easy
to throw these davs" we remarked.

"They never was easy to throw" re-
plied General Fuzzard. "Generally
parties like that just happen. I'm only
saying that I wish they happened oft-
ener.

BIG WEEK-END
"Tis pleasant sure to see one's name

in print."-Byron.
On page 3 of the program for "Cock

Robin" at the top of the cast of char-
acters we have "George McAuliff-
Lieutenant Aloysius E. O'Flaherty, Jr."

On page 5 at heading the staff for
the play we see "Scenery and Furni-
ture-Lieutenant A. E. O'Flaherty",
and "Stage Manager-Lieutenant A.
E. O'Flaherty".

On page 6, under technical staff, we
find "Assistgnt Stage Manager-Ist
Lieutenant A. E. O'Flaherty", and
"Electrician-lst Lieutenant A. E.
O'Flaherty".

There can be no disputing that the
talented Lieutenant was the head man
in that show. What is more, he func-
ctioned admirably in the several ca-
pacities listed and won new laurels as
an actor and pillar of The Infantry
School Dramatic Club.

On the day following the perfor-
mance, Mrs. O'Flaherty presented her

(Please turn to page 11)

-Shop at Searsand Save

co

A reasonable plan to...

BORROW
$300 or less

for bills., education. travel

0

Check off these advantages:
V Officers may borrow up to $300
V Your signature is our only se-

curity.

V Your confidence is respected.
V Fellow Officers, friends, or rel-

atives are not informed.
V You have up to 20 months to

repay in amounts to fit your
income.

V The cost is as low as the econ-
omies of large volume and ef.
ficient management can make
it.

V You pay only for the actual
number of days you keep the
money and only for the balance
due.

V Prompt service-entirely by
mail if you wish.

If this plan appeals to you as
reasonable just call our office for
information. No obligation im-
plied. And no representatives will
call.

DAILY LOAN CO.
204 Woolworth Bldg.

Phone 4372

Shop In The
HERALD
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°0 1 Please Stand By,
~f or we want to broadcast

"Merry Christmas"!

HUMES COMPANY

President

Greetings of the Season

FORT BENNING
Columbus, Georgia's Greatest Asset

We appreciate its value to this community

THE PROVISION CO.. INC.
COLUMBUS, GA.

MAY the WARMTH
of joyful good fellowship fill
your homes and your hearts

on Christmas Day

EMPIRE ICE & COAL CO.
ATLANTIC ICE & COAL CO.

CASH COAL & WOOD CO.
2309 12th Avenue

PHILLIPS COAL & WOOD YARD
1630 5th Avenue

PHONE 98

WE INVITE YOU TO USE OUR

EASY PAYMENT PLAN
IN PURCHASING YOUR

GOOQ*TEA t
TIRES AND TUBES

Uni ted -0 1Corp.
PHONE 1800 1215-21 FIRST AVE.

Words fail us in expressing our appre-
ciation of the many favors we have
received from the personnel of Benning
during the past year, and we can only
say to you that we wish you a truly

joyous Christmas season.

H. ROTHSCHILD

Fairest of All

FLOWERS
Are those of love and
friendship that bloom
in your hearts this glad

Yuletide Season.

GURLEY'S
FLOWER SHOP

1003 13th Street
PHONE 436

Tailored
CLOTHES

Appearance means much-
so does the good old spirit

of Christmas

Arthur Perlitius
TANK TAILOR

For Happiness
If we could gather up all
the "M e r r y Christmas"
greetings and roll them into
one-that would be our

greeting to you.

KENNEY
COFFEE
COMPANY

We could ramble on for.
ever but what better
could we wish our friends
than a ...

Merry Christmas

and

A Happy New Year

SAM NEEL
SHOE DEPT.

Westbrook Bldg.

Wishing You
A Joyous

Christmas

and

A Happy New Year

j0

CLO L T N C

CL OTHING CO

I
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A Very Merry

Christmas
And

A Happy and Prosperous New Year

F LIRI ITU RE

LET us express for you t h is
Christmas a different wish

that your fortunes and the for-
tunes of those you love may pros-
per as never before . . . and that
the next year may bring happi-
ness during every minute of its
span.

Franklin Savings & Loan Company
Cor. 13th St. and 1st Ave.

More Precious
Than

JEWELS
* .. is the spirit of the
Y u 1 e t i d e, radiating
good cheer and friend-
ly feeling for our fel-
low men.

PEKOR
JEWELRY CO.
1221 Broadway

There's No

TONIC
Like a

Good Dose

of
Merry

Christmas!

MORGAN DRUG CO.
14- 13th St. Phone 183

*4 0

and

A Happy and Pros-

perous New Year

STEWART
TYPEWRITER CO.

- . - y- i ------ ..
----- om..mob

rage ieven

Merry
Christmas

Celebrate Xmas This
Year With Us, And
Enjoy A Real Dinner!

AT
THE

RALSTON
Coffee Shop
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D. P. HARDING, Editor

Keltys Win Post Football Champion ship
Tommie Thompson

Plays Hero Role
In Great Victory
Long -Jaunt In Third Period
Turns Tide In Favor of 2nd.

Battalion 6-0.

Tommy Thompson, scintillating
Kelly halfback, played the hero role
in a smashing 6-0 victory over the
Irish of the First Battalion 1 a s t Sat-
urday afternoon. Circling around his
own right end behind beautiful inter-
ference, he shook off would-be tack-
lers, side stepped Horton, and raced
65 yards for a touchdown. The tri-
umph gave the Second Battalion its
second consecutive championship.

A roar of applause greeted the two
elevens as they took the field. Cooter
Carter gathered in the Irish kick-off
and advanced the pigskin to the forty
yard line before being hit by Pressley.
Carter was injured on the play and
forced to leave the game. Prophet ran
the ball to the 47 yard line, but there
the Irish held and Prophet kicked.
Jordan, brilliant Irish leader, took the
punt and ran it back to the 37 yard
line. Smith was stopped at the line
of scrimmage, but a twenty-five yard
penalty on the play put the First
Battalion team back in the shadow
of their own goalposts. Jordan punted
to the forty yard line, Prophet making
two yards before being dropped.

Darden was stopped for no gain.
McAllister heaved a short pass which
was good to the 30 yard line. A line
buck made it a first down. The Irish
were penalized five yards for off-side.
Derrick, on a line play, was smoth-
ered. On last down, a pass was knock-
ed down by Jordan and the ball
changed hands. Prophet took Jordan's
punt on his own 45 yard line and
after some pretty broken field running
almost managed to shake himself loose.
He was finally brought down from
behind on the 15 yard stripe. Derrick
started around right end but was

Pre-Holiday Sale
COMPLETE STOCK OF

RECONDITIONED

Guaranteed Used Cars

1929 Chrysler Crown Sedan__$279

1931 Ford 3 Window Fodor__ 349
1931 Chevrolet Coach'----279
1931 Ford Tudor Sedan-...279
1928 Oldsniobile Coach - 159

1930 Chevrolet Coach--------229
1929 Studebaker Dictator

Victoria---------------239
1927 7 Pass. Lincoln Sedan_-- 269
1929 President 8 State Sedan-- 399
1931 (New) Oakland 8 Cus-

tom Sedan-------------799
1931 Nash 6 Regal 2 Door

Sedan-----------------399
1929 Hupmobile Century 6

Sedan---------------199

SPECIAL-5 Pass. Packard Sedan
only a few months old-Actual
Mileage less than 11,000 miles.
Cost $2,750-Special Low Price.

Open Evenings Until 9

Columbus Roberts
Motor Company

See the New World's
Champions for 1933

ROCKNE STUDEBAKER
PIERCE-ARROW

P R E S S HONORS
MISS DIDRIKSON

The country's sport experts experi-

enced no difficulty whatever in singl-
ing out the feminine performer most
entitled to recognition as America's
outstanding girl athlete of 1932.

Mildred "Babe" Didrikson, Texas
"wonder girl," double Olympic Cham-
pion, and, in the opinion of many ob-
servers, the greatest all-round athlete
her sex has ever produced, won the
distinguished honor.

Out of a total of 199 votes cast in
the second annual Associated Press
poll, Miss Didrikson received 77, near-
ly 40 per cent.

Her nearest rival, Helene Madison,
Seattle's record breaking champion of
all women free-style swimmers, polled
45 votes to finish a good second.
Another far-westerner, Helen Wills
Moody, queen of the tennis courts for
years, occupied third place with 21
votes.

In a close contest for fourth place,
the new national golf champion, Vir-
ginia Van Wie, of Chicago, emerged
with a three-vote margin over Eleanor
Holm, slim and pretty champion of
the backstroke swimmers. Their totals
were 16 and 13.

Miss Didrikson's performances were
ranked by many sports observers as
superior, relatively speaking, to the
accomplishments of any masculine
stars of the year. Her vote, too, was
larger than that accorded to Gene
Sarazen., picked as the outstanding
performer among the men.

The Texas girl, all by herself, won
or tied for first place in a half dozen
events in the national women's track
and field championships, collecting
enough points to win the team title.
She captured the Olympic javelin
throw and 80-meter hurdles with
world-record performances and finish-
ed second to Jean Shiley in the high
jump.

Andy Kerr, coach of the Colgate
eleven, was amazed to see Miss Did-
rikson throw a 40 yard pass, was com-
pletely dumbfounded when the 127
pound marvel of her sex stopped a
182 pound fullback dead in his tracks.

Grantland Rice was so impressed
with her golf ability that he urged
her to enter national championship
tournament. She drives a golf bal
further than many men stars, well
over 200 yards.

She is a wonderful basketball player
and wrestles and boxes as well as most
men.

thrown for a loss. On the next play,
the Kellys got their signals mixed
and the pass from center found no

receiver and rolled to the 30 yard
line where it was recovered by a
Kelly back. Darden dropped back
to throw a pass but was thrown for
an eight yard loss. A poor kick went
out of bounds on the twenty-five yard
line. Jordan was again forced to
kick after several line plays were
stopped at the line of scrimmage.
Prophet was downed by Stansell on
his own 35 yard line. Prophet started
wide around right end on the next
play, but was hit hard and fumbled,
the ball being recovered by Jordan
on the 30 yard line. For the first time
in the game, the Fighting Irish found
themselves in Kelly territory.

Jordan was sliced off tackle for
eight yards. Horton smashed through
for a first down, taking the ball to
the 20 yard line. Jordan added three

(Please turn to page 9)

Lafkowitz Bros.
Merchant Tailors

1208 FIRST AVE.

Local Bowlers Win
Exciting Contest

From Atlanta Team
The first flight of the bowling tour-

nament, which bids fair to be Ben-
ning's most popular winter sport judg-
ing from the number of enthusiasts,
has been completed. The final stand-
ings are printed below:

BOWLING
ENLISTED MEN'S LEAGUE

Team Won Lost Pct.
S. U. 29th Inf. No. 1 -_ 18
I. S. D. (Green) -- 17
Engineers--------------13
I. S. D. (Blue)1---------1
2nd Bn. 29th Inf. -- 11
Finance Dept.-----------9
1st Bn. 29th Inf.- 4
S. U. 29th Inf. No. 2 __ 4

6
7
8

10
10
12

17
17

.750

.708

.619

.524

.524

.423

.190

.190
OFFICERS' BOWLING LEAGUE
Team Won Lost Pct.

Instructors "A"--------17 4 .848
Hqs. The Inf. School 16 5 .762
Advanced Class .......- 14 7 .667
Tanks '----- 11 10 .524
Tank Class -- -_ 10 11 .476
Co. Officers' Class 7 14 .389
29th Inf. 4 14 -.223
Instructors '-B" 1 14 .083

The Fort Benning bowling team
upset the dope bucket with a sensa-
tional victory over Atlanta Eagles
at Atlanta, Staurday, Dec. 17th, by a
margin of 87 pins in a five game
match. The final score of the game:
Benning 4403, Eagles 4316.

In the Capital City Handicap Tour-
nament held at Atlanta, December 16-
17, Sergeant E. J. Trott of the Fort
Benning team, took third place in a
field of 90 of the leading bowlers of
the south. Others of the Benning team
bowled as follows: Sergeant E. C.
Davis 982; Private John Zeman 947;
Private W. T. Hall 884; Master Ser-
geant 0. R. Glynn 867; and Sergeant
J. W. Labonte 786. Sergeant Trott
bowled 994, to take third place.

HAPPY HEARTS
HONORCOACH

Officers of the 24th. Infantry, sever.
al guests, and members of the Happy
Heart football team celebrated the
closng of the 1932 season with a tur-
key dinner at the Company "G" mess
hall last Wednesday evening.

A silver trophy was presented to
Lieutenant Howard Johnson, football
coach, by the members of the team.
The lieutenant in his acceptance
speech stated that he would always
regard the trophy as his most precious
possession.
E. E. Farley, secretary of the Negro
Y. M. C. A. of Columbus was the
donor of a silver football presented
to Colonel F. L. Munson, regimental
commander, as representative of the
Happy Hearts. Mr. Farley said that,
in his opinion, much of the success
of the team was due to the fine coach-
ing of Lieutenant Johnson, whose in-
spiring leadership fired his eleven to
great heights in the course of the
season. He congratulated the whole
team on their successful season, the
most successful in the history of the
24th. Infantry.

The captain of the Happy Hearts
was the first speaker on the program.
He, too, praised Lieutenant Johnson
as well as the members of the team.

Lt. Rudolph, acting in the capacity

of toastmaster, then called upon Lieu-
tenant Johnson to say a few words.
The coach asserted that he never had

a group of more willing workers un-
der him than his 1932 eleven. He
praised the spirit of the men which
he held was directly responsible for

(Please turn to page 11)

SARAZEN W I N S
COVETED TITI.E

Gene Sarazen, holder of the British
and American open golf champion.
ships, was honored with the title of
the outstanding American athlete of
1932. Returns from the Associated
Press poll give him 53 votes.

The country's experts cast a total of
297 votes in the second annual contest
to decide the year's greatest perform-
er. The honor last year went to
"Pepper" Martin, world series hero
of the St. Louis Cardinals.

The voting disclosed the popularity
of Olympics track stars. Three of them
gained places in the first ten, Eddie
Tolan, sprint star, "Jarring Jim"
Bausch, who won the decathalon, and
Bill Carr, 440 yard star. All three
made record-breaking performances
in winning their events in the Ol0m-
pies.

Ellsworth Vines of California re,
ceived 36 votes to place second in
:h.poll. Vines was the number one
ranking tennis player in the U. S.in
1932 and d efeated' many tennis cele-
brities, among them Cochet, 'whom he
defeated in' straight set, at Forest
Hills in the finals of the American
championship.

Jimmie F~xx, first baseman on the
second place' Philadelphia Athletics,

(Please turn to page 11)

Tankers Win First
Victory Of Season
Over Gunners 26-0

Golden Tornado Hits Stride
As Gunners Go Down To

Crushing Defeat

In the final game of the 1932 foot
ball season at Fort Benning, the
"Terrible Tankers" handed the Gun-
ners ofthe 83rd Artillery a 26-0
lacing last Sunday afternoon. The
Golden Tornado displayed its best
form of the season in this contest
and completely humiliated a courag-
eous but outclassed Artillery eleven.
The score indicates the superiority of
the Tankers..

Only sixteen players were out in
uniform for the Gunners, who were
suffering heavily from injuries. A
deceptive mixture of aerial attacks
anld smashing line plays disconcerted
the Gunners and shattered their de-
fense.

The Gunners fought their opponents.
to a standstill in the first quarter and
the gun found the two elevens" in mid-
field with no scor4for either side. In
the second quarter, the Gunners weak-
ened under the formidable Tanker
assault. Matthews, star Tanker back,

(Please turn to page 9)

Chancellor's

CLOTHES

Make the man, but the good old Spirit

of Christmas makes better men of us

all.

CHANCELLOR CO.

CGI
- (Greeti:

To our faithful old friends and our cherished
new friends we tender

HEARTY CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
May the New Year be for you a happy and
prosperous one and may it be our privilege to
add to your success.

Burrus Motor Co.
Authorized l Dealers

ESTABLISHED 1920
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Prophet Lists All-Benning teamS
Pn, b. Nun.A&

KELLYS WIN POST FOOTBALL
CHAMPIONSHIP

(Continued From Page 8)
more yards. Horton lost yardage oi
a reverse play, but Jordan made
running pass to Horton which wa
good for four yards. Both sides wer
offside as the quarter ended. Score
Irish 0, Kellys 0.

Jordan's pass rolled over the goal
line, and the Kellys took the ball o
their own twenty yard line. A quicl
kick went to the 35 yard line, Jordar
returning the pellet three yards. Hor
ton made five yards through the line
but a fifteen yard penalty forced Jot
dan to punt. Prophet returned th(
kick to mid-field and on the first pla
skirted right end for a first down
Derrick ploughed through for a yard
McAllister's 25 yard pass was inter
cepted by Jordan who was downer
in his tracks. Jordan punted to mid
eld and Prophet promptly ran it back
to the 30 yard line. On a spinnei
play, Prophet was stopped for no
gain. Derrick's pass to McAllister war
knocked down. Another pass was also
unsuccessful and the green-jerseyec
gladiators took the ball on the 40 yard
line. An Irish pass was intercepted
by Derrick. A fifteen yard penalty put
the ball on the 30 yard line. Derrick
made 5 yards, but the Second Battal
ion sustained a fifteen yard penalty
on the next play. Nothing daunted
Derrick started around left end, cut
back through tackle, and advanced the
ball to the 32 yard line. A long
pass was knocked down. Derrick
punted out of bounds on the 10 yard
line. Jordan's kick was out of bounds
on the 30 yard line. Thomas skirted
wide around end for five yards, then
made it a first down around the other
end. Prophet made three yards, but
Thompson was thrown for a loss. A
pass from Prophet to Derrick was
good to the 5 yard line, but there was
a fifteen yard penalty on the play. For
the remainder of the quarter, the
honors were even. Score at end of
first half: Irish 0, Kellys 0.

The Irish held and the ball changed
ran the ball back to the 30 yard line.
A poor kick went out of bounds on
the 33 yard line. Two line smashes
yielded no gain and a fifteen yard
penalty inflicted on the Irish took theball back to the 47 yard stripe. A
pass to Reddock was good to the 38
yard line. Jordan kicked out of
bounds on the 25 yard line. Prophet
raced around right end for six yards,
but lost yardage on another end run.
Prophet punted to J o rd an who

SPE(IALS

Your guests will compli-
pliment your selection of
a dessert when you serve
Foremost Ice Cream. It's
good to look at and, oh,
so good to eat!

Call the

SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.
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quarterback played a great game and
it was his stellar play which account.
ed for t h e stubborn resistance h i s
team showed against the furious at-
tack of their opponents. Prophet and
Thompson shone for the victors. Both
lines performed very capably and
there was little to choose between
them. It was a great game and the
winners deserved to win.

WE MAKE
RUBBER STAMPS
One Day Delivery-

COLUMBUS OFFICE
SUPPLY CO.

Come In And

See Our Market
-whether you buy or not.
We have tried to make it
beautiful.

TURKEYS, CAPONS% extra
large HENS. FRYERS, ROASTS,
HAMS,-every good meat-and all
that goes with it.

CHRISTMAS TREES
We have sold many of these, but

have a good selection left for Fri-
day and Saturday. VISIT OUR
TREE GARDEN.

GIGLIG'S
1025.27 1st Ave. Columbus, Ga.

Officers' Charge Accounts

brought the pigskin back to his owl
47 yard line. The successive lin
smashed a first down. Jordan's run

n ning pass to Reddock was successful
a and Reddock advanced the ball to thE
is 30 yard line for another first down
e Moses lost seven yards circling left

end. Darden intercepted a pass and
galloped 65 yards behin good inter

[- ference. He was out in the clear and
n it looked like a certain touchdown
k but Jordan's beautiful tackle from
n behind brought him down on the
r. eight yard line. The Irish held, Saun.
, ders failing by a matter of inches to

put the ball over on last down.
e Jordan kicked out of danger to the
y 45 yard line but Prophet flipped a
t. short pass over the line of scrimmage
. to Saunders, who crossed the Irish

goal line on a 30 yard sprint. The
I play was called back when Marquette
. was called for clipping from behind.
c both Reddock and Jordan were in-
r jured and forced to leave the game.

The Irish hed and the ball changed
s hands. The green-jerseyed warriors

were unable to gain through the line,
I Horton punted far into enemy terri.
t tory. Thompson went into the game
I at this point, and on the first play,
t received the ball from center. He

skirted wide around right end with
. Berryhill, Wilson, and Cappell, run-

ing interference for him. Out in the
open, he shook loose from two tackles,
sidestepped the safety man, Horton,
and crossed the goal-line standing up.
Prophets dropkick for extra point
was short and the score stood, Kellys
6, Irish 0. Thompson was removed
from the game. The quarter ended
with the ball on the Irish 20 yard
line just after the kick-off following
the touchdown.

In the final quarter, the air was
literally filled with Irish passes in
a desperate attempt to even the count.
The Irish, unable to gain through the
line punted. The Kellys made one
first down and then were held by the
Irish and the ball passed over to
their opponents. The Irish found the
line impenetrable and resorted to
passes, but seldom did one find its
mark.

Near the end of the game, Jordan,
limping from an injury, and Reddock
and Smith, also hurt, went once moreinto the game in a final, desperate
effort to pull the contest from the
fire. Jordan dropped back four times
to throw long passes, but each time
the pass went astray. The game end-

edsoon afterwards with the Kellys
hammering at the Irish line. Final
score: Kellys 6, Irish 0.

The fans were treated to a bit of
comedy during the halves which en.
livened a game that needed no en-
livening.

For the Irish, Jordan was outstand.
ing. The diminutive First Battalion
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a punt which made possible one of played a prominent part in the Gun-
the touchdowns. ner attack. Harper, with a losing team,

Harper, brilliant Gunner quarer- has exhibited remarkable football
back, played a great game for the throughout the current season and de-
losers and ripped off several beautiful serves to be rated with the best of
runs. Skipper, at full back, also Benning backs.

Automobile Maintenance

Give Your Auomobile A
SQUARE DEAL

by using a good grade of Motor Oil and Lubrica-
tion and have it inspected and tightened at regu-
Jar intervals.

Post Exchanqe
AUTO DEPARTMENT

We Will Inspect Your Car Without Charge

RI

e I. PREDICTUM, the Herald football
- prophet, whose average for the season
1 of .830 is still unexcelled, has again
e been prevailed upon, this time to pick

an all.Benning eleven. The players
t selected for the honor are listed be.
I low, but the prophet is reserving his
- comment on each individual until the
I next issue. Lack of space does not per-

mit the insertion of a special article
at this time.

When a timid reporter of the Ben.
ning Herald first approached the dis-
tinguished sport writer on the sub-
ject, he received a gruff refusal, but
in the end, I. PREDICTUM agreed

i to the proposal. So Benning sport
enthusiasts will once more get the

i benefit of the prophet's rare judg-
ment on matters pertinent to football.

ALL.BENNING TEAM
- End-Wilson, 2nd Battalion, 29th Inf.
" Tackle-Barr, 1st Battalion, 29th Inf.

Guard-Stewart, 66th Inf.
Center-Carlyn, 2nd Battalion, 29th

Inf.
Guard-Rhodes, 1st Battalion, 29th

Inf.
Tackle-Wadsworth, 66th Inf.
End-McElvey, 66th Inf.
Quarterback-Jordan, 1st Battalion,

29th Inf.
Halfback---Prophet, 2nd Battalion,

29th Inf.
Halfback-Mathews, 66th Inf.
Fullback-Harper, 83rd Artillery
Alternate-Swantic, 66th Inf.

TANKERS WIN OVER GUNNERS
(Continued From Page 8)

took a long pass from Sullivan on the
twelve yard line and raced the
distance to tue 5,c-al-line for the first
marker. The ball was bucked over
for the extra point. Several minutes
later, Sullivan threw another pass,
this time to McKelvey, who went
twenty yards for a touchdown. The
try for point was unsuccessful. Near
the end of the half the Tankers
started a drive from their own forty
yard line which culminated in a third
score. Again the extra point was not
made.

The Gunners held the Golden Tor-
nado scoreless in the third period,
but near the end of the final quarter,
Smith took the ball on the Gunner
30 yard line, after a poor kick, and,
behind excellent interference, ran the
ball back over the goal line. The
extra point was added when the
Gunners were offside on the play.

Dan Sullivan played a beautiful
game for the victors. His passing ac-
counted for three of the Tanker

I

touchdowns and his generalship was
faultless. Brown. Tanker guard, was
outstanding in the line, and blocked
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
_ Scene From Rialto Show ____GRAND_____A_

X.: w"Save Me! Save Me!" Cries of dan-
ger emanating from the "No More .

Orchids" set on the Columbia lot,
where Carole Lombard was playing X

opposite Lyle Talbot in the society
heiress story of a girl determined to
get her man, brought everyone within
earshot to the rescue.
The situation however, proved no

more alarming than Miss Lombard's
sudden experience in the saddle of an
electric horse. The huge exercise ma.
chine, weighing half a ton, unexpect-
edly lurches its rider forward at an
alarming pace.

The lever was set at the fastest
speed when Miss Lombard touched
the button.

"No runaway horse is as bad as
that!" exclaimed Carole, endeavoring

..- .. to regain her equilibrium.
The scene in the picture, opening

"HORSEFEATHERS" Sunday at the Grand Theatre, takes
place in the ship gymnasum, where ........Above is a scene in "Horsefeathers" featuring the Four Marx Brothers, Mss Lombard goes in pursuit of Tony,

and which comes to the Rialto Theater Sunday and Monday. played by Lyle Talbot.
____________________.___.__...._____.___..___.____________,____GARY COOPER

The Idol of 1ari

Farewell To Arms" which opens at the Royal Christ
P. M. and continues through Sunday, Monday

for Grand, Rialto and Royal j RU
AT THE ROYAL ( h1AN F

(Opening Christmas Eve, 11:15 P. M.) h
ALSO SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offering "A S O-LY D.

Farewell To Arms" with Helen Hayes, Gary Cooper and Adolphe
Menjou. "Let's love tonight," they said. "There may be no "Ageof Consent"
tomorrow.'" The picturization of Ernest Hemingway's world
famous story... of two who began in passion's reckless abandon -WITH- 4
... with a love that grew until it heeded neither shame, danger & DOROTHY WILSON A coL J

A~RLINE JUDGE RICHADCOWLL TRYONnor death. The inspiring record of two souls lost for love's sake. ERICLINDEN-AIl PRGEL CTER"T
AT THE RIALTO JOHN HALLIDAYFRIDAY AND SATURDAY: Offering "End Of The Tr i JITTERS THE BUTLER--SPANISH TWIST SNA

with Tim McCoy and Launa Walters. Forced out of service- --PARAMOUNT___NEWS--_____

branded a renegade-he gives his life to clear his name and bind SUNDAY-MONDAY, DEC. 25-26Y

the friendship of redmen and white. CAROLE LOMBARDSUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "Horsefeathers" with " oM r rhd" ,
The Four Marx Brothers. Just one long college yell of joy as . i'
they clown with the co-eds-pester the profs-caper over the - ALE CNOLY YEiABO
campus-and turn a championship football game into a roaring WALT"7IYOERAION"LAUDIOE,

T
LEW

riot. The boys will make you laugh till you limp. "STOPRATNEAI SEE Cat UE...SD.A

TUESDAY ONLY: Offering "Is My Face Red" with Helen - The story of the i
TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY, DEC. 27.28 columnist andTwelvetrees and Richard Cortez. He peeked through every key- i::ii~~~~i!' 'ii~i iiiiiiiiii~iiii~i!iii IS MY F

the north to Broadway on the south, he dished the evening scan- V.tJ L4Ricardo Cortez-

dal in a morning tabloid chatter column. "'HORSE FEATHERS" PAT O'BRIEN I-
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Offering "The Heffner- Slim S.mmervill ... KID GLOVE KISSES" " WOD

Vinson Revue" a delightful stage show with 20 clever artists and CARNIVAL CAPERSW

beautiful chorus girls. The presentation includes southern blues IALT O I THURSDAY-FRIDAY, DEC. 29-30 "Heffner V
singing, tap dancing, ace comedians and hot stage band. On the IAO20-CLEVE,
screen "Strange Justice "will be offered with Marian Marsh and "WILD GIRL LOVELY GIRLSERN BLUES SI.

Reginald Denny. STAGE SHOW AT THE RIALTO ON CHARLES FARRELL INC DE LUXEAT THE GRAND WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY JOAN BENNETT HOT STRALP BELAMXON THI

SATURDAY ONLY (Dec. 24th) offering "The Age Of Con- The Heffner-Vinson Revue will be RALPH BELTY "STRANGE
sent" with Dorothy Wilson, Arline Judge, Richard Cromwell and on the stage at the Rialto as an added COMEDY-NOv

attracttion Wednesday and Thursday.ARIN MARSHEric Linden. What is virtue? A new generation shouts the ans- This musical revue, consisting of ADMSSON_--

wer at 80 miles an hour. The girl who thought she had to be bad twenty artists, comes to Columbus
to make good at "The Age of Consent." after a very successful tour of the

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "No More Orchids" Southern States. In the organization Opening Christmas Eve at 11:15 P. M.
with Carole Lombard, Walter Connolly, Louise Hale and Lyle of the Heffner-Vinson Revue first con-
Talbot. His love i4s worth millions to the beautiful heiress of sideration has been given to talent,
this picture, who gave up a fortune to be rich in love. So she and this show boasts of more realforgot her wealth and became just a woman-madly in love. names and exceptionally fine artistsTUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Offering "Virtue" ve than any other seen in Columbus in

with may a month. The revue will be
Carole Lombard, Pat O'Brien and Mayo Methot. He married her found fast and spicey, with plenty of XO A
for what he thought she was-and then discovered what she had good looking girls, snappy songs and
been. What happens when a man learns of his wife's past. You'll steps, excellent comedians, and beau-
find one answer here, of a girl with a dark past who tries to be- tiful scenery. Included among the
come a girl with a bright future. artists of the show are two blues

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY (Dec. 29-30) Offering "Wildsingerstthatare far better than any- ,ain ARY co
Girl" with Charles Farrell, Joan Bennett and Ralph Bellamy. in tht has a e in Clmu I A
Defiant and untamed, a lone girl in the world of men, dared to hold you in your seat with the magic X
love a man hunted by the law, and her first kiss changed her from of their singing. In addition to these
a child ofmnature toa woman who dared defy primitive justice to there is a dance team that is well MERRY CHRISTMAS
save the man she loved. versed in all of the latest dance steps.

oyal

... ....... .. s . .

above, stars in "A
-mas Eve, at 11:15
iid Tuesday.

--SATURDAY

rarpath of Thrills
nd ADVENTURE!

MBIA PICTURE
-ALSO-
-SPORT NOVELTY
HE LAST FRONTIER"AND MONDAYUiX BROS

Souvenir Foxi News

AY ONLY
se and fall of a noted

a heavy loverl
ACE RED ?"
glTH-
-Helen Twelvetrees

Z-"THOSE BLUES"
BEAUTY HINTS"
ERLAND"

Y-THURSDAY
[E STAGE-'inson Revue"
I ARTISTS-20

CHORUS-SOUTH-
NGER-TAP DANC-
-ACE COMEDIANS-
AGE BAND.
E SCREEN

JUSTICE"
lTH-
-REGINALD DENNY
10c - 15c - 25c

MON.TIM.

VIELL
WES
PER
NJOU

The Lucas and Jenkins Theaters
ROYAL-RIALTO-GRAND

Wish The Fort Benning Personnel a Merry Christmas
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(Continued from page 5)

BIG WEEK END
distinguished husband with a fine nev
boy, to whom the proud parents have
given the grand old Czecho-Slovakiai
name of Dennis.

It will be noted that O'Flahert)
wisely postponed the blessed event un
til the show was over-thereby creat
ing a precedent which we comment
to all expectant mothers who have the
misfortune to be married to dramatic
club stars in rehearsal. Of course, ar

old trouper like Lieutenant O'Flaherty
isn't going to be thrown off his stride
by any such trivial circumstance as
the birth of a son, but it might make
a less experienced father and actor
slow on his cues to have someone
rush up to him just as he was going
on stage with the news "It's a boy."
And think of what would happen to
the show should the announcement
be twins! The possibilities are too aw-
ful to contemplate. Better follow the
O'Flaherty precedent and wait 'till the
,how is over.

HE SEEMS TO AFFECT THEM
THAT WAY

A short time gao, Mrs. Guy McKin-
ley, returning from a movie-a Maur-
ice Chevalier picture-fluttered unan-
iiounced and unexpected into Colonel
Chaffin's house singing "Oh., Isn't It
Romantic" with great verve and feel-
ing.

The chanson came to an abrupt and
somewhat lame end when the blythe
prima donna espied Mrs. Chaffin.

"Oh," she exclaimed, "I was just
(iropping in for a game of bridge with
Mrs. Atkins and I thought this was her
house. And really, I want you to
smell my breath to prove that I have-
n't been to an off.the.reservation party
either."

Mrs. Chaffin graciously accepted the
explanation without testing the evi-
dence. It was quite obvious that her
unintentional guest was intoxicated
with nothing more unauthorized than
Hollywood's irresistible shiek. What
a man!

CITATION FOR THE WEEK
This week's citation for distinguished

service goes without question to An.
toinette Wadsworth and her "Cape

'alley Players" for the finished pro-
duction of "Cock Robin" which graced
the local boards on Friday end Satur-
day last.

-E. F.H.

Dr. R. H. Brown
Osteopathis Physician

Murrab Bldg.
Phone Office 4108

Re.. 1153

GIVE HER
A NEW FRIGIDAIRE .... $127.00

Pay for 20c Per Day
BROWN ELECTRIC

PHONE 3098

YOUR SHOES
Deserve the best soles. Try
a Lamac next by the only 5-

unit machine in Columbus.

BOSTON
Shoe Factory

We call for and deliver at
1113.

Phone 565 1234 Broadway

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

A Citizen Wherever We Servt

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harding, Manager

BY AL

y Zippers have been successfull
- grown on bananas and string beans
. but the latest Xmas wish heard ic,

that of Tiny Cochran of the mes,
hall staff, who Wants Santa Claus tc
equip the Xmas turkeys with zippers
to aid in dressing them.

Pfc. Bache has already resolved or
his New Year resolution, he will not
turn out for any more monhly in
spections in long trousers.

Quite a flurry of baseball players
have arrived during the past monthr with the new enlistments. Recruit
center is now the stamping grounds
of the athletic officers of the different
organizations. The Greentord outfit
is getting a break owing to the fact
that most of these young athletes are
just out of prep schools and are adapt-
ed to clerical work, which of course
makes them ideal for the Infantry
School Detachment. It is rather tough
on our opponents, but such is life.

Corporal Eberhardt reports that his
recent visit to the staff in Washington,
D. C., was a very pleasant affair and
highly satisfactory.

Barney "Warhoop" Knox has been
noticed recently looking over numer-
ous motorcycle catalogues. Guess the
old "Speed Demon," is preparing to
swap in the old bicycle for a speed
chariot.

We sure have got to get busy with
our basketball team. The other out-
fits are working overtime and Jan. 30,
1933, is not far away. We have plenty
of material and so let's get going.

Dear Santa: Please bring me a pack.
age of love powders and three bottles
of face beautifier. Also six bottles of
Hoyt's Perfume.

Your little boy,
Gabby Gable.

Things that never happen: Sgt. John
Booth absent from chow. Red Mc-
Lane buying drinks for the house.
Kykendall calling on one par. Lon
Chaney w i t h money. Flournoy with
cigarettes. Gibbs failing to kill all
the wild game that crosses his trail
while hunting. Rocco Frateshi with
nothing to worry about.

Fat Franz at short field and we
have the next championship baseball
team. Yon can never tell.

The Quartermaster Detachment
sponsored another successful dance
last Saturday night in the mess hall

of the organization. The Mighty
Grumpy Gordy officiated as master of
ceremonies in his usual manner. One
attendant at the affair requested that
the 24th Infantry Orchestra play "I
Wish You Were Dead-You Rascal
You" and dedicate it to aforesaid
master of ceremonies, who, with a
modest blush, accepted the honor and
continued to enliven the gathering.
Some persons were said to learn that
the detachment's social lion, Ira Je-
bub Clenney, was not among those
present. It seems that another im-
portant social engagement in the city
of Columbus prevented his attend-
ance. One should not blame him for
his popularity.

The detachment has a new member
of the first three grades in its midst.
He is Technical Sergeant Geroge
Hibard, who swapped stations with
Technical Sergeant James E. Roberts,
recently ordered to Fort Barrancas,
Florida.

Staff Sergeant Charles H. Prince
has departed on furlough, ostensibly
to visit Muggins Mountain and view
with delectation the cooling waters of
Mud Creek, of which he often yearn-
ingly speaks with much gusto and elo-
quence. When he returns, unless his
retirement application gets switched
in a mail car to Los Angeles instead
of Washington, he will be placed on
the retired list and repose in peace
where the rooster's crowing takes the
nnl n ¢ fb m -X0. .. l . . lnn +

HQ. COMPANY
Our company basketball team, com-

posed of 1st Lt. Ferenbaugh, Tech Sgt.
Mitzen, Sgt. Labonte, Walden, Hayes,
Camp, Patterson and Madeire have
won the Battalion Championship and
we are proud of it.

The Post Bowling team which in

t cludes Hall, W. T., Labonte and Cam
- eron, have won the City Champion

ship. Greetings to them. They also
s won the post championship of the

first half here last night.
Everyone is getting onto the new

infantry drill which has replaced the
old infantry drill.

Our Top Kick "Houghtby" is a busy
man these days getting ready for the
transfer of certain personnel work to
be changed back to the old way of
handling it in the companies. It is
believed that the change will be
better.

Headquarters Company is still doing
some high standard soldierng these
days due to the entire cooperation in
the company of everyone.

We are all looking forward to our
usual fine Christmas dinner that
Headquaters Company always puts
out. Clerk Mueller will get a chance
to do his stuff at decorating Christ-
mas cakes.

We are glad to welcome our new
cook in the company, Cook Pressley,
fro Company "F."

We wish you to meet our new wire
chief "Happy" Long (Leather Devoice
the 2nd). He and Walden are always
arguing about the budget or some
other international problem.

We are all proud of our new passes
that have our smiling faces on them.

We areall sad to know that Colonel
Toffey has left us. We wsh him the
best of luck.

HAPPY HEARTS HONOR
COACH

(Continued From Page 8)

the majority of the victories.
Colonel Munson, in accepting the

football presented by Mr. Farley, con-
gratulated the team on its sensational
record, lauded the sportsmanship of
the players, and commented favorably
upon the spirit shown throughout the
season.

The Happy Hearts dropped their
initial engagement of the season and
also a post-season contest with the
Nashville Giants, a professional team
of high standing. The record of the
Florida Aggies, who defeated the
Happy Hearts in the opening game,
is not impressive enough to merit
championship recognition, leaving the
24th Infantry as the logical amateur
champions of the south.

The team and its coach is to be
congratulated on its splendid record.

SARAzEN WINS COVETED
TITLE

(Continued from page 8)

was fourth with 33 votes. In the of-
ficial American L e a g u e averages
which were disclosed recently. Foxx
grabbed off three individual leader-
.ships. After crowding Babe Ruth's
homerun pace for the year in which
the Yankee slugger set the major
league record of 60, Foxx slipped just
a little behind and finished with 58.
He led the league in scoring with 151
runs, and his total base collection of
points behind Dale Alexander, Boston
438, was much the better. He was three
first sacker, in the race for the bat-
ting championship of the league, am-

HQ. BATTERY
Headquarters Battery has recently

added to its personnel a number of
new faces, all of them being gained
by enlistments. New names on the
roster include Private Jones, Nix,
Risner and Sesson.

The battery has received several
Christmas cards from former members
of this organization and we all appre-
ciate the fact that they still think of
old Headquarters Battery.

Cpl. Pike is the author of "What
the well dressed soldier should wear"
Oxford grey suit, Clark Gable sweater,
Suspenders, (Green) Grey hat, grey

overcoat and grey spats. The girls in
Columbus will be treated to a great
surprise when Cpl. Pike attends the
Christmas eve dance to be held at
Boyle's Thirty Acres.

BATTERY "A"
The following men have been added

to the organizaion this week; Privates
Thomas 0. Adams, Woodrow W.
Chaney, Elvard V. Evans, William H.
Glenn, William W. Lamb, Jr., Richard
J. Landry, Harry P. Scruggs and
James 0. Taylor.

Private Ben F. Jones of the 2nd
Field Artillery, Panama has been
transferred back to the states and as-
signed to this organization.

Corporal Andrews and Privates
Barney Brock and James Brock left
this week for south Alabama on a
30 days furlough.

The famous Private Kelso Durham
of the third section has returned
from furlough. He was very anxious
to get back in order that he may look
out for his Private Mount. Private
Durham is very fond of horses.

BATTERY "C"
With our regular Herald Corres-

pondent being discharged and anxious
to reenlist the regular "bull" from
our Fort Sill graduate has to be omitt-
ed this issue, but we will try to sub-
stitute in a suitable manner.

Whenever a bulletin is published
in the battery for attendance of some
service school, we have our regulars
to put in for same; these men are
not only anxious to learn something
but more anxious to get out of work.
So far about half of our NCO's have
put in for the Stable Sergeant's course
in January 1933; the exception is
our Official Barnyard Corporal Doyle.
What he does not know about barns
and horses is not in the corrals.

We have daily schooling of jumping
with horses from the BC Detail. One
of the students; "Lieuttenant, I don't
know how to jump." Lieutenant in
charge: "The horse does not know eith-
er, so go ahead."

During the last few days about 10
recruits have been assigned to our
battery. In the old army, from every
10 recruits, at least nine came from
the farm; now from every ten, maybe
one is graduated from a team of mules
while the others give as their profes-
sion everything from vice president
down to janitor.

assing an average of .364.
Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig, both

New York Yankees, were other ath-
letes who ranked high in the poll.
Harry Newman, all-American quarter-
back and Michigan star, polled the
largest number of votes among foot-
ball players with 12. Don Zimmer-
man of Tulane, also all America,
got two votes.

Tony Canzoneri, lightweight king
of the professional pugilists, received
more votes than any other boxer.

* 44:' g 4 '*444* - 47444* 4 0+ 07

.. Makers of Fine Printing Plates
4*.t

* WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.

4. Atlanta, Georgia
+-*
+. .

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

Watch Repairing
LAMAR SMITH

PHONE 3032 1201 BROADWAY

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1313

First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"
Capital and Surplus --$ 400,000.00
Resources Over- 2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290
Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar

and Fire-proof Vaults for your
Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Home Savings
Bank

'"The White Bank"

Capital------$100,000.00
Surplus-------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:,

R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

ON SAVINGS

We appreciate your
account- either bor-
rowing or saving.

Franklin Saving &
Loan Co.

Cor. 13th St. and 1st Ave.
Phone 2766
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1933

ROCKNE- SIX
1933 OUTSTANDING FEATURES

Motor floated on Rubber Mountings-Free Wheeling-Sil-
ent Second-Synchronized Shift-70 Horse Power-Vibra-
tion Dampner-2 Sun Visors-Thermostat Temperature
Control-Electroplated Cast Iron Pistons-Automatic
Starting-Crankcase Ventilation-4 Steel-backed Aircraft
type Main Bearings-Carburetor Silencer-Metal Spring
Covers-Doubledrop X. Frame.-Silent Spring Shackles-
Timken Bearings-True Aerodynamic Design-Wired for
Radio.

Authentic news from the Rockne Motor Car Co. is that
actual orders from dealers throughout the nation on the
first day of the preview showing were 100 per cent greater
than anticipated under any circumstances. These orders
reflect Rockne superiority and approval by the buying pub-
lic after careful investigation of the new models in the lower
price class.

A Name
That Will
Never Die

STUDEBAKER
Studebaker presents new cars for 1933 that add new meaning to its
spirit of constant progress and its deep-rooted traditions of quality.
Among the 71 improvements introduced in the new champion for
value, safety and performance are: Non-shatter safety glass in all
doors and windows of all models; new power brakes, in which the
power of the motor is applied to stopping the car by light pressure
of the toe; new automatic choke control; automatic heat control;
automatic spark control; automatic starting; automatic ride con-
trol. New lines make it the most striking car on the market.

Something New at Last!

PIERC EA RROW
There have been no cars in Pierce-Arrow history with equal measures of
power and control-or with comparable qualities of smoothness, silence and
safety.

No other cars were ever so richly endowed with beauty and luxury of
appointment. Nor do any others, so far as Pierce-Arrow knows, so com-
pletely express today's economic advantages in favor of the purchaser.

These are /7orld Champions
In Their Particular Price Class

Open Evenings till 9 O'clock Thru Jan, 6

Columbus Roberts lotor Co.
512 Twelfth Street
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In a recent issue, we expressed the

fear that there would be a sad dearth
of eligible bachelor material during
the Christmas holidays. Apparentl-
our earnest admonition had effeci
One debutante, at any rate, took no
chances. She invited almost every
bachelor in her acquaintance to a
party to make certain that the
proportion between male and female
would at least be on a fifty-fifty
basis.

To her surprise, every bachelor

showed up. Result was that there were
ten bachelors to every two debutantes
or a ratio of five to one. Oh, well. ..

The Yule log in the fireplace of
the Officers' Club was completely
consumed by Christmas night. It
burned all night Thursday, was al-
lowed to go out Friday morning, was
relit Saturday afternoon, and burned
until Sunday night. Now, those who
made successful wagers as to hov
long it would be before the log would
be entirely burned can go about collec-
ing their bets.

0 S 0

One officer, whose feet are custom-
arily enclosed in size twelve shoes,
was checking over his uniform for
the Commandant's reception on New
Year's Day. Finding that his boots
were in a rather dilapidated condi-
lion, he set out on a quest to obtain
a new pair, but encountered diffi-
culty. There were none in his size.
Feeling acutely the exigency of the
situation, he telegraphed his foot
measurements to Chicago, was reward-
ed by a telegram which read some-
thing like this.

ASSURED BOOTS WILL ARRIVE
SATURDAY.

It would be too bad, wouldn't it,
if the boots didn't fit after all that?

The Officers' Club is anticipating an
assemblage of three hundred for he
New Year's celebrities. At the same
time, many are wondering why the
dance could not be held in the Big-
lerville building which is larger and
more commodious. The answer is
simple. The Biglerville building, a
brick superstructure, has been con-
demned by the Quartermaster.

We do riot krnow whether the caustic
comments of the recent Mayor of
Biglerville, Lt. Pulsifer, apropos the
bad condition of Biglerville roads
hsad anything to do with it, but Skin-
rier Avenue, the road leading directly
to Biglerville has been resurfaced and
otherwise repaired.

0 0 0

The linotype man again crashed
through last week. The statement
"The year 1933 has been another year
of successful accomplishments by the
Infantry School" stared every reader
of the Benning Herald squarely in
the face. This time, the linotype ex-
pert had made absolutely certain that
nobody would fail to note the fruit of
his endeavor by wisely making the
mistake in the featured article on the
front page.

"The year 1933 has been another
year of successful endeavor by he
Infantry School." Now, that is what
we call plotting the curve of the

(Continued from page 4)

Twenty-Ninth Infantry Completes
Re g i m e n t a I Training Exercises

with which the 2nd Battalion is ex-
perimenting and which gives a platoon
leader control of three sections, in-
stead of Iwo, as under the present
regular organization. Each section is
composed of a rifle squad and a light
machine gun squad, which, for the
present, will use the automatic rifles
until a new type of light machine gun
is available. Two light machine guns
in addition to rifles are included in
the armament of the squad. Its per-
sonnel consists of two ammunition
carriers (armed with a pistol), three
riflemen and a corporal in addition
to the machine gunners.

letter through military channels to
Chief Ben T. Willis. Mrs. Catron's
letter was as follows:

"The members of the Fort Benning
Fire Department have just finished
helping the Parent Teachers Associa-
tion to provide a Christmas for the
children of needy Army families.
They renovated a large number of
toys collected for this purpose. Their
work was excellent and deserves the
highest praise. Speaking for the Fort
Benning Parent Teachers Association
I desire to thank and commend the
men."

Variety Is Principal Feature Of
Christmas Celebration at Benning

Maneuvers In Field Are Used I

Determine Combat Training A

Efficiency Of Regiment

The 29th Infantry on Friday com-

pleted a series of regimental training

tests which were conducted for the

double purpose of determining the

combat training proficiency of the or-

ganizations and to observe the con-

duct of troops in the new organiza-

tion which is now undergoing a serv-

ice test in the 2d Battalion. Lieutenant

Colonel Andrew D Chaffin, temporary

regimental commander, supervised the

tests.

One platoon from each rifle com-

pany, supported by machine guns and

howitzer weapons was separately en-

gaged in the test problem, which re-

quired about two hours in each case

and involved an advance of approxi-

mately 2,300 yards in the attack move-

ment.
The problem assumed a daybreak

attack from an outpost position oc-
cupied during the night. The initial
problem for the platoon leader was
to issue an attack order after making
a decision as to the employment of his
platoon and determining the route of
his advance. Soon after the jump off,
the leading elements of his unit came
under fire of rifles and machine guns
from a hill in his zone of advance.
Having a hill to cross with routes
affording varying kinds of cover, the
immediate problem was to get the
troops beyond the first obstacle. Once
in the woods beyond, the next situa-
tion involved getting fire superiority
by the platoons own fire power and
by requesting necessary supporting
fires in order to capture the high
hill in the foreground. Numerous
situations were supplied by umpires
to limit the platoon leaders' activities
in order to bring out desired actions
on his part and to show him the
dangers of violating certain tactical
principles. If tempted by excellent
cover to invade deeply the zone of
action of adjacent units, lie was shown
the location of the insaginsary units.
Assumed casualties designated by um-
pires vividly illustrated to section
leaders their errors in judgment and
improper niovements and formation
of their sections.

On the two hour attack a great va-
riety of situations were enscountered
which tested to the utmost the team
organization of each platoon and sup-
porting unit.

Of particular interest was the hand-
ling of the new type of organization

Year[The Herald Wishes You A Happy And Prosperous New
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Soldiers Donate
1,000 Free Meals

To Poor Of City

Voluntary Contribution Sets
New Precedent Here In Sup-

plying Poverty-Stricken

One of the most outstanding acts
of wholesale generosity which has
been exhibited in recent years came
as a result of a movement last week
among the enlised men of several or-
ganizatons on the Post. By voluntari-
ly giving up two full meals, one on
Christmas and one on Monday, the
soldiers made one thousand poverty-
stricken people of Columbus happier
on Monday, when the latter were
served a meal consisting of a savoury
stew, bread, butter, jam and coffee
at two stations in the nearby city.
The meals were cooked at Fort Ben-
ning and were transported to Colum-
bus in rolling kitchens, where they
were served by soldiers under the
direction of the Salvation Army.

0

Fire Department Is
Praised By P. T. A.

Fort Benning's soldier fire depart-
ment has been the recipient of nu-
merous commendations for its efficient
fire fighting ability. These encomiums
have been justly earned in the per-
formance of its normal duties of
preventing destruction of life and
property by fires.

Now the fire department is appear-
ing in a new role, and its conspicuous
ability displayed in its most recent
activity, has resulted in a series of
additional commendations. Recently
the Fort Benning Parent-Teachers
Association canvassed the post to col-
lect discarded or surplus toys in
preparation for its Christmas plans.
Most of the toys required repairs or
decorating in order to make them
serviceable and attractive to the pros-
pective recipients, the children of
army families of slender financial
resources. The work of rehabilitating
the toys was taken over by the Fort
Benning Fire department, and carried
to a most successful corspletion.

Mrs. Thomas B. Catron, of the
Parent-Teachers Association which
directed the work of distributing the
toys, was so pleased with the work of
the firemen that she addressed a
letter of commendation of their work
to the commandant, General King, in
turn, forwarded the commendatory the marionettes or animated dolls. __4W

To the younger generation, at least, A wa rded to Scouts
Tony Sarg is as famous for his
creation of the marionettes as he is
for his accomplishments in cartoon Four Merit Badges were awarded
illustration. It is said that the scouts of the Benning Troop at the
performances scheduled for Fort Ben- meeting of the Court of Honor held
ning will appeal to the grown ups Saturday, December 17th. Four boys
as well as to the children. also were successful in passng exami-

The Fort Benning Parent-Teachers nations for the Tenderfoot badge.
Association is sponsoring the move- Those awarded merit badges were
ment to bring the marionette show Sam White, First Aid, Public Health;
to Fort Benning. It is probable that Robert Jewett, Stamp Collecting;
the Parent-Teachers Association of Charles Owens, Pathfinding. Kenneth
Columbus will be invited to partici- Hodson, Warren Drake, George Pope
pate, but plans in this direction have and Phillip Wood became Tenderfoot
not yet been completed. Scouts.

I

Regimental Small Religious Services, Big Dinners
and Charity Programs Are

Bore Rifle Squad Features of Holiday

Selected In 29th Celebration of the year's gratest
day, Christmas, was marked at Ben-
ning last Sunday by the continuation

Men of Group Will Shoot Tele- of old customs and the inauguration

graphic M a t c h e s With of new ones that make this day the
Marksmen of Other Posts most joyous of the year.

The customary Christmas dinner
was served to the men of each com-

Selection of a group of marksmen pany of the organizations stationed

who will constitute the regimental here and to their guests of the day,

small bore rifle squad was announced with turkey as the piece de resistance
today by Lieutenant Colonel Andrew much in evidence. Even the prison
ChaffinLithInantrCoyonmess served an elaborate meal on that
Chaffin, 29th Infantry, day and, in some instances, men serv-

Teams selected from the group will ing terms in prison received additioal
participate in small bore rifle compe- good conduct credits as Christmas
iitions both locally and nationally, the gifts.
latter being termed telegraphic match- The comparatively recent custom of
es. In the telegraphic matches each having electrically illuminated Christ-
team shoots upon its own range and mas trees was also in evidence here,
the results are announced by telegram, reaching its culmination in the light-
the shoot being conducted under reg- ing of a great pine just above Outpost
ulations devised for this type of com- No. 1 at the Upatoi bridge. This was
petition. brilliantly lighted and was surmount-

Those composing the 29th Infantry ed by a silver star of Bethlehem
small bore squad will be Lieutenants which was visible for some distance.
Orestes Cleveland and William B. Religious services also played a
Moore, 1st Sergeant Edgar C. Davis. prominent part in the Christmas cele-
Company E, Staff Sergeant William bration at the Post. Both the Catholic
C. Kjelstrom, Headquarters Company, and the Protestant chapels and the
2d Battalion, Sergeants Beck and 24th Infantry Service Club were the
Bannister of Company A, Rogers, of scene of special programs of Christ-
Company B, Corpoials Wills, Hay- 'nas music and a Midnight Mass was
wood, Hanners, and Bales, of Com- sung at the Catholic Chapel by Chap-
pany A, Palmer of Headquarters Com- lain John F. Monahan, Pastor. The
pansy 2d Battalion, Caden and Sims of program of Christmas music was di-
Company F, Wilson of Company G, rected by Mrs. Llewellyn D. Tharp.
and Doucet and LeJune of Headquart- At the Protestant Chapel, the primary
ers Company 1st Battalion; Privates department of the Sunday School en
Blackmon, Burling Hensley and Stro- tertained with special Christmas mu-
her, of Company A, Morton and Tom- sic and other groups gave appropriate
lin of Company B, Loper of Com- selections.
pany G, and Puckett of Service Coin- The annual Christmas Tree Celebra-
pany. tion which as a feature of the Holiday

season at Benning, was held last Sat-
urday under the direction of the Wel-

Famo us Owner Of fare Council, one of the prominent
charity organizations of the post. A

Ma rio n e tte S how program of songs, dances and tableauxappropriate to the season was pre-

To Come To Post sented a number of the children un-
der the direction of Mrs. R. H.
Chance. Toys were made available

Good news for the kiddies--and the for the underprivileged children of
grown ups as well! Tony Sarg's manl- the Post through the efforts of the
onette show is coming to Fort Ben- Parent-Teachers Association which
ning, and according to present plans, gathered together old toys and had
will give two performances on January them repaired by the children of the
20, in the garrison theatre. Grade School and by the firemen. A

Tony Sarg, one of America's fore- number of surplus toys were also sent
most illustrators, whose clever draw- to thne Asisociaion in Columbus for
ings are familiar to readers of the distribution in that city.
leading weeklies, spends a great deal -------------

of time in bringing to life members
of his picture characters,, by means of Me rit Badges Are

FORT BENNING, GA., FRIDAI., ULUMV115EN JU, 19,5Z
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Bulova WatchesSOCIAL HICWUCWTS
FELICIA C. HOWELL, PHONE 39

Parties And D a n c e s Enliven Holiday
Festivities During

OFFICERS MAKE RESERVATIONS
FOR DANCES

Among the reservations which were
made for the regular Thursday even-
ing dance'at- the Officers' Club were
Colonel J. DeC. Hall, Col. W. B.
Wallace, Capt. R. H. Garity, Capt. E.
C. Betts, Capt. A. P. Croonquist,
Capt. A. D. Bolling, Lt. G. B. Mc.
Connell, Lt. L. W. Haskell, Lt. R.
N Young, Lt. 0. 0. Wilson and
Lt. E. J. VanHorne.

The following have made reserva-
tions for the New Year's Eve Dance:
Col. J. DeC. Hall, Col. E. G. Peyton,
Lt. Co. R. H. Kelley, Maj. F. G.
Bonham, Maj. S. G. Henry, Maj. T.
B. Catron, Maj. M. D. Welty, Capt.
M. V. Talbot, Capt. J. E. Hull, Capt.
H. L. Harries, Capt. H. B. Beavers,
Capt. K. L. Berry, Lt. H. S. Kelley,
Lt H. R. Johnson, Lt. W. E. Dunkel-
berg, Lt. J. L. Gibney, Lt. Evans,
Lt. M. E. McGowan.

LT. AND MRS. 0. 0. WILSON AND
LT. AND MRS. E. K. WRIGHT
TO ENTERTAIN
Lt. and Mrs. Ovid 0. Wilson and

Lt. and Mrs. Edwin K. Wright sent
out very novel and cleverly written
invitations to a tea dance honoring
Lt. and Mrs. George Kernan and Lt.
and Mrs. W. T. S. Roberts, which
will be given this afternoon.

MRS. ARMS ENTERTAINS AT TEA
AT HER QUARTERS
Mrs. Thomas S. Arms entertained

at a delightful tea at her quarters
Thursday afternoon, December 29th,
from 4 to 6 p. m.

0 0

CAPT. AND MRS. CUSHMAN
ENTERTAIN AT HOME

Capt. and Mrs. H. 0. Cushman
gave a most enjoyable dinner party
at their home on Thursday evening.
The guests were General and Mrs.
William F. Martin, Mrs. Lyman Nich-
ols, Cap. and Mrs. LeRoy W. Nichols,
Major and Mrs. Thomas Arms, Major
Lyman Frasier and Capt. George Fors-
ter.

MRS. C. W. *VAN* WAY HONORED

NELW Y[A
GREETINGS

TO YOU
ALL Al

Week A t Benning
BY LT. AND MRS. FERENBAUGh

A most enjoyable tea was given b3
Lt. and Mrs. C. B. Ferenbaugh at theii
home, Tuesday afternoon, honorinp
Mrs. Ferenbaugh's mother, Mrs. C. W
Van Way, and brother Mr. George
Van Way, who are here over the
holidays.

NEW YEAR'S EVE DINNER PARTY
GIVEN BY CAPT. AND MRS. M
F. LINDSEY
Capt. and Mrs. Malcolm F. Lindsey

are giving a dinner party New Year's
Eve before the dance at the Officers'
Club.

OFFICERS AND LADIES OF 83RD
FIELD ARTILLERY ENTERTAIN
AT TEA DANCE
The officers and ladies of the 83rd

Field Artillery entertained at a very
lovely tea dance at the Polo Hunt
Club on Tuesday afternoon, Decem-
ber 27th.

CAPT. AND MRS. GUY HARTMAN
HOSTS TO FRIENDS ON CHRIST-
MAS MORNING
Capt. and Mrs. Guy Hartman were

hosts at a most attractve "At Home"
on Christmas morning.

NO-HOST PARTY TO BE HELD
AT CLUB NEW YEAR'S EVE

A No-Host Party at the Officers'
Club New Year's Eve will include
Major and Mrs. Harry Reeder, Capt.
and Mrs. Oscar Neundorfer, Lt. and
Mrs. C. B. Warden and Lt. and Mrs.
Julius Evans.

* * *

MAJOR AND MRS. GILCHRIST
HOSTS AT DINNER THURSDAY
EVENING
Major and Mrs. Hugh Gilchrist en-

tertained a small group of friends at a
dinner at their quarters Tuesday
evening.

MISS MARGARET HALL HOSTESS
AT INFORMAL TEA MONDAY
AFTERNOON
Miss Margaret Hall entertained at

a very informal tea Monday afternoon.
Those enjoying Miss Hall's hospitality

~JIUT

Today s Fashion

A suit of rough tweed-like wool in
dark brown.

By VERA WINSTON
THE SUIT has become a perma-

nent member of our wardrobe, with
the arrival of suits for winter wear.
Spring and autumn suits are old
stories by now, but the popularity
of the suit in thin silk or sheer
throughout the summer opened the
eyes of the various manufacturers to
the posibility of the suit for all-year.
round wear. Heavy tweeds and wool-
ens of other weaves, plentifully be.
decked wih fur are worn by many
women in places where winter is not
so fierce. Very often a tweed top-
coat of a loose, swagger cut, is worn
over such suits, giving additional
warmth.

Today we show a grand outfit that
should be splendid on days that are
not too violent or cold. The model
is done in a rough tweed-like wool
in dark brown. It has a Peter Pan
collar and cuffs of glossy seal and
there are matching cuffs of the seal
on the gauntlet gloves of brown meet
the closing of the trim little jacket.
There is nothing bulky in the appear-
ance of the suit, although it is of heavy
material.

were Miss Mary Wadsworth, Margue-
rite Moore, Maxine Rife, Jane Lind-
roth, Louise Waddington, Lucille
Jackson and Mary McDavid and Lts.
0. Mulliken, Joe Ladd, E. N. Rowan
and Messrs. B. Lyman, J. Lynch, D.
Harding, D. Welty, G. Van Way and
R. Bodine.

CAPT. AND MRS. O'BRIEN AND
CAPT. AND MRS. GAILLARD
HOSTS
Capt. and Mrs. W. P. O'Brien and

Capt. and Mrs. F. E. Gaillard were
hosts at an "At Home" at Capt. and
Mrs. O'Brien's quarters Monday af-
ternoon.

MR. AND MRS. MAHONEY ARE
GUESTS AT DINNER

Lt. and Mrs. Gerald Babriel enter-
tained a small party of friends Tues-
day evening with a movie party and
dinner at the Officers' Club honoring
Mrs. Gabriel's mother and father, Mr.

YOUR SHOES
Deserve the best soles. Try
a Lamac next by the only 5.

unit machine in Columbus.

BOSTON
Shoe Factory

We call for and deliver at
1113.

Phone 565 1234 Broadway

I

il

NOW IN FULL FORCE
Most of our stock of fine footwear drastically re-
duced. Get our prices before making your final
purchase.

May Our Relations During The
Coming Year Be As Mutual-

ly Pleasant and Profit-
able as in the

Year J u s t
Past.

0

0

0

POST EXCHANGE
FORT BENNING, GA.

tctelliltr 00, Xgj-".

FELICIA 

C. HOWELL, PHONE 389

and Mrs. J. D. Mahoney.

MISS MARGARET, HALL AND MISS
ESTHER FOOS HONOREES AT
DANCE

Colonel and Mrs. J. DeCamp Hall
and Major and Mrs. J. W. Foos enter.
lamined at a dance at the Polo-Hunt
Club Wednesday evening, honoring
their debutante daughters, Miss Mar.
garet Hall and Miss Esther Foos, who
are home from college for the holi.
days.

MAJ. AND MRS. BONHAM TO
ENTERTAIN WITH NEW YEAR'S
EVE PARTY
Capt. and Mrs. F. G. Bonham will

entertain on New Year's Eve with a
dinner party at the Officers' Club.

(Please turn to page 4)
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For Ladies
I. MILLER

MATRIX

FLORSHEIM

and

VITALITY

I

Diamonds and Jewelry

Sold On

Convenient Payment Plan

Gem Jewelry Co.
Phone 339 Columbus, Ga.

TAYLOR
Shoe Co.

Where The New Styles Are

Shown First.

You are invited to come and make

your own selections today!

SMILLER

For Men
NETTLETON

FLORSHEIM

and

FRIENDLY FIVE

Good News! '

d/nnouncing ...

MILLER-TAYLOR
Shoe Company

Pre-Invenitory

SALE!.
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Children's Shoes
Our entire stock of children's shoes reduced 25%
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Norman Brokenshire Tunes Up Chesterfield
Radio Stars for the New Year

teauing iro i Lett to rignt, i Um .

The vast army of radio fans who
are always looking for something
new in the broadcast sky will be
treated to a stellar display when
Chesterfield's 1933 programs go on
next week. Six nights a week-every
day except Sunday-at 9:00 p. m.
Eastern Standard Time, stars of come-
dy, music and song will come through
the Columbia Broadcasting System
over the largest coast to coast hookup
in radio.

Tom Howard and his partner
George Shelton are new to the either
waves. An exclusive Chesterfield find,
they are reported to have turned
down some attractive stage offers,
including one with "Of Thee I Sing,"
for an opportunity to present a new
comedy team idea on the radio.
Theatre goers all over the world are
familiar with Howard's famous come-
dy sketch "The Spy," introduced in
the "Greenwich Village Follies" of
1928. It subsequently won the N. Y.
Critics award as the best comedy
sketch of the year and was translated
into many languages. Howard is a
real "scoop" for Chesterfield. In the
past ten years the famous comedian's
time has been filled to capacity with
stage and movie productions, and he
was finally persuaded to carry his
inimitable drolleries into the realm

for your

NEW YEAR
party

-... there's none better
than Foremost--to add
to the gaiety and fun.
Place your order soon,
and have it there on
time !

Call the

SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.

lowaru, ,eorge mieltion, Jum rttling, Ding trosny, riorman nroKensnire
and Lennie Hayton.

Kirven's Store Will Womans' Club Will
OpenIn NearFuture Hear Prof. Wallace

The $35,000 fire which played havoc
with the stock and fixtures of several
departments of Kirven's Department
Store, has caused the temporary clos-
ing of the entire store, according to
an announcement by the manager.
The blaze, which occurred last Tues-
day morning, was, indirectly, the cause
of damage to the drapery department,
the shoe department, and the yard
goods department, besides causing
damage in the stock room and to
fixtures. Water was the principal fac-
tor in creating the greater part of the
destructive work, but the smoke
which flooded the building was an-
other prominent contributing factor.

The management of the store will
be reopened as soon as possible. A
:reat deal of work has to be done to

r roperly ascertain the amount of dam-
age and rearrange the stock so as to
eliminate that which is completely de-
stroyed. Until the finsh of this work
the store will remain closed, and will
be opened again at the earliest pos-
sible date.

of radio. The team of Howard and
Shelton makes its radio debut on
Tuesday night, Jan. 3, and will be
on every Tuesday and Friday there-
after. An added feature on those
two nights will be Elizabeth Barthell,
novelty singer, in special vocal num.
bers.

Ruth Etting, who as Chicago's
"Sweetheart of the Air" rose via Zieg.
feld's Follies and other stage suc-
cesses to be America's "Queen of the
Air," will continue singing those
heart-throb ballads for Chesterfield
fans on Mondays and Thursdays. The
voice that made "Ten Cents a
Dance" a nation-wide hit over night
opens up the new year for Chester-
field the evening of Jan. 2.

Bing Crosby, who seems to conquer
all fields of popular entertainment,
makes his debut as a Chesterfield star
next Wednesday night. The romantic
baritone's latest triumphs were in

A New Star
On the

Horizon...
It's a brand new discovery--
1933, and our best wishes
go with it for luck and hap-

piness!

Arthur Perlitius
Tank Tailor

A meeting of the Infantry School
Woman's Club will be held Monday
afternoon, January 2nd, at 2:30 p. m.
at the Polo-Hunt Club. Professor
Wallace will lecture to the members
of the Club.

p

Nia rriage ofMr.W.E.
Austell Announced

The announcement of the marriage,
several weeks ago, of Mr. W. E. Aus-
tell, manager of the Automobile De-
partment, Post Exchange, will be of
interest to a large number of his
friends at Fort Benning.

Hollywood, where he starred in the
"Big Broadcast" and other pictures.
Crosby's Brunswick recording of the
song "Please" from that movie out-
sold all other Brunswick records
during the month of October, and for
the past nine months Crosby's re-
cordings have been the best sellers
among individual vocalists.

A nightly feature of Chesterfield's
stellar series will be Lennie Hayton's
Orchestra. Hayton is another Ches-
terfield discovery-one of Broadway's
younger successes. Under Chester-
field's sponsorship Hayton will make
his first appearance as a Star Con-
ductor, well qualified by his experi-
ence as former assstant conductor for
Paul Whiteman and musical arranger
and accompanist for various radio and
stage headliners.

Norman Brokenshire, Chesterfield's
popular Master of Ceremonies, prom-
ies the year's outstanding fifteen-
minute shows to his thousands of
followers. "Like Chesterfields," says
Brokenshire, "this new lineup is sure
going to satisfy!"

Friday, -December 30, 1932

You
The Year

Round

By Buying

STAR BRAND SHOES
AT

lanu Neel
SHOE DEPARTMENT

Westbrook Bldg.

To the Officers and Men
of

Fort Benning

llay 1933 be the happiest of

your whole "put-together" years.

0

THE PROVISION CO.. INC.
"Makers of Old Settler's Sausage"

"Ship
Ahoy!"

1933 is coming over the
horizon in a blaze of
glory. May it hold a treas-
ure of luck and happiness
for us all.

Philips Hardware & Supply Co.
1025 Broadway

Sole Agents

For

"Western"

Ammunition

Phone 596

The Post Ex-

change Is Our

Agent At Fort

Benning.

Bringing Hot Springs to Columbus!
Take advantage of our scientific Mineral Baths-right
here at home-at moderate prices, and with effects
that you will quickly find beneficial.

OUR TREATMENTS INCLUDE:
Russian
Turkish
Mineral

Baths
Reducing
Facial
Scalp

Swedish Massage
Swedish Facial Massage
Swedish Scalp Treatments

Massage
Physio
Hydrio
Electro

Therapy

Turkish Shampoos
Special Reducing Treatment
Swedish Shampoos

Rigdon Health Institute
MRS. JOHN RIGDON and DR. L. K. ARNOLD

Drugless Physicians

213 Doctors Building PHONE 1037

I

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

SPRIN GER HOTEL
EUROPEAN PLAN

Hot and Cold Running Water in every room
Elevator and Room Telephone Service

Telephone 796
Opposite Court House Square Columbus, Ga.

ISA,
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the mud" again they had me high and

TH"E BENNING HERALIdry and ready to roll once more. It
Published every Friday couldn't have been entirely the spirit

of helpfulness engendered by the
Phone 556 season. Perhaps it was the normal

Columbus, Georgia spirit of the men. It may not be too
bad an outfit to serve with after all!VOLUME II DECEMBER 30, 1932 NUMBER 36 At any rate I db hope that every, ,

L. C. Kunze--------------------------------------------- Publisher man who so cheerfully helped me outA. F Kune Edtorof my plight may get stuck in the
A. F. Kunze -------------------------------------------------- Editor omyp Igtmy etsukith
A. F. Kunze, Jr.----------------------------------------Asso. Editor mud so that I may similarly help
Felicia C. Howell--------------------------------------Society Editor him. -Lieut. Peep.
D. P. Harding-----------------------------------------Sports Editor ,
John W. Pearce Advertising Manager TOWN TOPICS
Louis T. Knze----------Circulation Manager (Continued From Page 1)

Advertising rates will be quoted on request. The Benning Herald re- future, or perhaps it is a classic ex-
sarves the right to classify, edit, or reject any advertising matter, ample of what Clemenceau meant

when he talked of "prevision of the
The Benning Herald by mail to any address in the United States or its past." One can interpret it either

possessions, $1.50 per year. Single copy 5 cents. way.

Application for entry as second.class matter is pending.

LIEUTENANT PEEP'S DIARY
Thursday, December 22

My great perturbation over the
machine gun graded test somewhat
mollified before the test began for I
did find in my box a letter fnrom the
Assistant Commandant to the effect
that my work during this first term
has been eminently satisfactory. Now,
if I can but insure the arrival of the
news at Major Irving's ears perhaps
my answers on the test will be for-
given.

Announcement that Santa Claus
would be in the code room until two
o'clock today did inspire many of
the class to go as far as the door,
fully prepared to be met by a certi-
ficate of proficiency with a red and
green ribbon on it and continue on
their way rejoicing. Bitterly disap-
pointed at being required to take
the test first, several of the class
slumped down on the stairs and wept.

For myself I do feel that if Santa
was in the code room he got en-
grossed in making strings of dits with
which to decorate Christmas trees for
he did fail completely to show up
in Assembly Hall No. 4 for the grad-
ed test in wire communication. Upon
my soul there were times during that
test when I felt sure that I had, by
error, strayed into the wrong build-
ing and was being subjected to in-
quisition on a subject to which I had
never been exposed. Finished with

it at last after considerable shovelling
thru the ash-heap of my mind, but
Lord, I should as leif expound upon the
principles of midwifery as to write

it again. It is difficult to say on which
I should display the more magnifi-
cent ignorance.
Friday, December 23

Off to the village to do my well
procrastinated Christmas shopping
and aglow with the spirit of the oc-
casion which same did leave me after
my fourth encounter with flocks of
cackling hens perfectly parked in the
exact center of busy doorways. The
only adequate punishment that my ex-
asperated soul can desire at the mo-
ment for such inconsiderate people is
to require them to stand barefooted
for a week in entrances built of hot
bricks.
Sunday, December 25The long anticipated Day and, as
ever, fraught with joy and content. It
does require some slight imaginative
stretch to see Christmas in a day
without snow but that is doubtless due

to my boyhood in the heathen north.
Much delighted with a gift of a pair
of silver bars from my mother-
in-law who did confide that she had
been at some pains to decide on that
style for me, it having been a tempta-
tion to her to get me some good look-
ing silver stars on display at the
same place.
Tuesday, December 27

Off to a picnic without lunch and
like a great oaf did spend the after-
noon in vain and vainer endeavors
to extricate the Peep chariot from a
mud hole. Getting stuck in the mud
has some analogy to riding a run.
away horse-one doesn't realize it
until the catastrophe is in full bloom.
There is a little bag of tricks that
the victim always performs with per-
fect confidence in their ability to stop
the horse or budge the car. When
the series produces no visible re-
sults the tricks are repeated, a little
more hastily, a little more breathless.
ly, a little less confidently. Finally
the full gravity of the situation dawns
on the performer and he finds him-
self reduced to observing for and
utilizing an emergency landing field,
in the case of a runaway; or t(
calling for the wrecker in the mired
car situation. And so it is with me,
It did, however, fill me with mild
chagrin when, in the gathering gloom
of a threatening rain, the Post Ex-
change wrecker arrived but to an-
nounce that if the traction were so
poor as to preclude my escape he
could see no good military nor busi.
ness reason why he should similarly
trap his machine under pretense of
helping me. And he departed with
the admonition to get a team of
mules to yank the car out, and for
aught I know, charging me for a trip
to deliver this sage counsel.

It being now fully dark I did repair
to the haunts of the best trained night
workers on the post, secretly hoping
that they had, since July 7th, become
lonesome for their accustomed light-
less and sleepless prowls. Positively
amazed at the display of Christmas
spirit, for almost at once the 1st Bn.
Hq. Co. truck was loaded with Hobbs
and Brown, Weaver and Knight and
I know not how many others of the
same outfit and augmented by a
gang of cheerful volunteers from B
Co. headed by the doughty Sgt. Mc-
Guire, and before I could say "Damn

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Mediemi Ins tor

Rules Which Help To Prevent Colds and bad teeth removed.
(1) Stay away from people with (7) Wash your hands often-always

colds. Don't be part of a crowd in before eating. Brush your teeth at
poorly ventilated rooms, theaters, or least twice daily.
other meeting places. (8) Live and work in well venti-

(2) Keep your body built up. Eat lated rooms. A temperature of 68
nourishing food; sleep eight hours; degrees F. is better than one over
exercise every day, in sunshine when 70. Overheated rooms cause more
possible; drink 6 glasses of water colds than underheated ones. Open
daily; have a daily bowel movement, the windows to change the air twice

(3) Train your skin to stand chang- a day. If there be dust or fumes wear
es in temperature. The morning cold a mask.
bath, or at least a chest and neck (9) Walk to work.
sponge, followed by a brisk rub iis (10) Sleep with the windows wide
an excellent habit. open.

(4) Wear sensible cothing. Keep (11) Keep your feet dry.
comfortable. In overheated houses 112) Cool off gradually. An electric
only light clothing is needed. Put fain or cool breeze may start a cold.
on extra wraps for out of doors. (13) See a doctor. Anyone who

(5) Breathe through your nose. Air takes cold often, or easily; anyone
is filtered as it passes through the who has a cold hang on needs a thor-
nose. ought going over; his health needs

(6) Have diseased tonsils, adenoids watching.

SOCIETY
(Continued From Page 2)

MAJ. AND MRS. HOMER L. CON.
NER HONOR MR. AND MRS.
MAHONEY
Major and Mrs. Homer Conner en-

tertained most charmingly at dinner at
their quarters, Thursday evening, hon-
oring Mr. and Mrs. John D. Mahoney,
the parents of Mrs. Gerald Gabriel.
The other guests were Major and Mrs.
Raymond Pearson and Lt. and Mrs.
Gerald Gabriel.

LT. AND MRS. HASKELL AND LT.
AND MRS. McCONNELL ENTER-
TAIN THURSDAY
Lt. and Mrs. Louis Haskell and Lt.

and Mrs. Glenn McConnell enter-
tained at the Thursday evening supper
(lance at the Officers' Club, for about
forty guests.

MISS NANCY STILL WELL HOST-
ESS AT DINNER WEDNESDAY
EVENING
Miss Nancy Stilwell honored several

of the younger set at a dinner at her
home Wednesday evening ,prior to the

Two weeks ago, the Flare, in
experimental cross country truck, su
ing the vehicle for The Infantry Sc
serious . .,. we seldom are, you kno
pounced on the idea as if it had
Commander Brett lets no opportuni
with the efficiency of motors and Si
enthusiasm. Within the week, our I
into a novel reality for, on the D
tally-ho went into action.

The unique vehicle drew up at
trumpets. Captain Breckinridge in a
its merits to the waiting throng an
aboard. Then Commander Brett. a
the wheel, and the tally-ho set off in

There were some twelve or four
on the somewhat precarious looking
the body of the truck. Mrs. C. H. HC
and Betty Ann Brett, the junior, w
beside the driver. Mrs. C. 0. MacNe
the son of the Librarian, had less co
floor. Other charter members of tht
were Mr. Page, Mrs. and Mrs. T. S

--.--.- 1 Ji- l LII OIi HIlUZliO Er g striage.
Hall-Foos Dance. The guests were rayed in a striking red ensemble wh
the Misses Betty Welty, Eleanor Bone- her Parisian dressmaker especially
steel, Betty Catron, Nana Seeley, Win- one of the front seats and lent much
nie Stilwell; Lts. Bill Moore, Joe in all, it was an imposing and inspi
Cooldige, Jim Churchill, Eugene Commader Brett gave his passei
Brown, R. Andrews and Mr. Joe Stil- of demonstrating that his newest m
well. seeing bus for the Infantry School

tate a slippery slope and the Tar
PERSONALS fifty feet or so to get a fresh star

Mr. Hastings Brady of New Jersey preparations to bail out. Again, th,
is spending the Christmas holidays nature loving chauffeur abandoned t
with his mother, Mrs. Sarah Brady, violets without stopping the forwar
and his brother and sister-in-law, Lt. well staged episodes, coupled with
and Mrs. Lynn Brady. through heavy underbrush and kno

Mrs. H. 0. Cushman is spending a the ride in the Tanker's chariot a r
few days at her home in Charleston. girls who dared to take a chance w
South Carolina. It was a revelaton to all to see

General and Mrs. Win. F. Martin in covering unfavorable ground. Inc
are visiting their son-in-law and picture of the hunt that it is possil
daughter, Capt. and Mrs. LeRoy take a ride in the gasoline tally-ho ji
Nichols, Capt. Nichols mother, is also riding to hounds in the traditional n
spending the Christmas holidays with occupied with our horse that we catch
Capt. and Mrs. LeRoy Nichols. in which we are participating.

Lt. Brookner Brady and Lt. P. D. Last Spring, when it was announc
Ginder motored north to New Jersey Negrotto were to be the Masters for t
to spend the Christmas holidays. Infantry School Hunt would be preti

Major and Mrs. Barnwell Legge are got through with it. The Tanker, in p-
leaving soon for their new station at converts to his gas engine religion. TI
Tientsin, China. Their presence will motor tally-ho is undoubtedly his mos
be greatly missed at Benning where If we were a true Horse Worshipper
they have a host of friends, should institute proceedings to pm

Lt. Joe Ladd, A. C., who is sta- Master of Fox Hunts to undermine the
tioned at Langley Field, Virginia, is to see man's age old companion of th(
spending the holiday season with his duct of steel and rubber. What would
brother and sister-in-law, Major and lation of M. F. H. ethics?
Mrs. J. A. Ladd.

Miss Esther Foos, who is attending WAR CORRESPONDENT
Vassar College, is home for Christmas It goes without saying that the con-
with her parents, Major and Mrs. J. ductor of the Flare covered this his-
W. Foos. She brought Miss Mary toric event described above. We rode
O'Neara down as her house guest. a white horse misnamed Easy ,which

Miss Flora Nelson, who attends had been hand picked for us at the
Georgia State College for Women at drawing by no less a hunt dignitary
Milledgeville, is spending the Yuletide and horse expert than Sir Sidney him-
season with her sister and brother-in- self. Easy's gait and jumping ability
law, Lt. and Mrs. Clayton Studebaker. were satisfactory but his periodic at-

Lt. Milton Pressley spent the Christ- tempts to buck us off were disconcert-
mas holidays at home in Miami, Fla.. ing. They gave us a feeling of in-

Lt. and Mrs. George Kernan and security at times which probably
Lt. and Mrs. W. T. S. Roberts, who matched the sensations which Mrs.
are ex-Benningites, are being cordially Arms experienced on the high seat
welcomed back by their friends dur- of Commander Brett's tally-ho.
ing their short stay here over the We cannot refrain from question.
holidays. ing Sir Sidney's motive in selecting

Lt. and Mrs. Kernan are the guests Easy for us. We suspect that he
of their brother and sister-in-law, Lt. wanted to test our qualifications for
and Mrs. Phillip Kernan, and Lt. and membership in the senior hunt. At
Mrs. Roberts are the guests of Lt. any rate, Easy gave us quite a ride.
and Mrs. 0. 0. Wilson. We nearly spoiled the excellent rec-

Miss Gertrude Hannah, sister of Lt. ord for spilless hunts of which the
Thomas Hannah, is the house guest of present masters are so proud.
Major and Mrs. Harry Reeder during
the Christmas festivities. GRAND HOTEL

Lt. and Mrs. George P. Howell have Our Fort McPherson correspondent
been visiting relatives in South Caro- sends in this one.
lina over the holidays but will be Captain "Woody" Wilsomn, the schol-
back for the celebration of the New arly Academic Deparment Librarian,
Year. being held overnight in Atlanta, de-

"I'm sorry," said the lady sweetly,
"but you can't sleep here. This is
the nurses quarters."

TIMELY INVESTMENT
Cast thy bread upon the waters: for

thou shalt find it after many days.
-Ecclesiastes 11-1.

At the last meeting of the Thana.
topsis Club for the year 1932, Brother
Emil Leard and Explorer Chance con-
tributed handsomely to the Christmas
funds of the members who have been
able to last out the first six months
of the pavless furlough plan. "Fresh-
meat" Kellam was the principle bene-
flciary.

(Pleae turn to page 7)

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-Jobn Wolcet.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

TALLY-HO

uluuliiljrL
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commenting upon Commander Brett's
ggested the possibility of commandeer.
hool Hunt. Maybe we weren't entirely
w . . . but the enterprising Hunt Staff
emanated from the Chief of Infantry.
ity pass to impress the popular mind
r Sidney Negrotto welcomes ideas with
lightly made suggestion was translated
ecember twenty-sixth hunt, the motor

the Polo Hunt Club to a fanfare of
brief and stirring address proclaimed

d the more venturesome spirits piled
ttired in the conventional pink, took
i pursuit of the baying hounds.
rteen passengers in all, mostly perched

seats which had been constructed in
arding, the senior member of the party,
ere honored by being allowed to sit
eely of Columbus and Howard Wilson,
mfortable but more stable seats on the
e first motor tally-ho party on record
S. Cowen of Albany, N. Y., Mrs. and
Mrs. Arms, . . . most appropriately ar-
ich she insisted had been designed by
for the occasion ... occupied one
h color and eclat to the gathering. All
ring spectacle.
ngers some real thrills in the course
iechanical plaything is an ideal sight-
Hunt. Once when it failed to nego.
nker permitted it to slide backward
t, several of he ladies made hurried
ere were shrieks of protest when the
the driver's seat to step off and pick
rd progress of his juggernaut. These

such routine procedure as going
)cking down middlesized trees, made
•eal experience for the covered wagon
ith the Army's premier tank handler.
what the improvised tally-ho could do
identally, the passengers got the best
ble to obtain. Some day, we want to
ust to see what a hunt looks like. In
hanner, we have always been so much
h only occasional glimpses of the event

ed that Commander Brett and Inventor
he coming year, we predicted that The
ty thoroughly mechanized before they
articular, loses no opportunity to make
he recent successful demonstration of a
t clever piece of insidious propaganda.
r instead of a benevolent skeptic, we
revent his using his high office of

tottering faith of those most reluctant
e battlefield displaced by a factory pro-
d Squire Jerry Wood say to such a vio.

cided to avail himself of the com-
fortable and reasonably priced accom-
modations of the Hostess House at
Fort McPherson.

Having located what he took to be
the Hostess House, the weary Librariani
wandered through the halls thereof
looking for the room clerk. Finally,
he encountered a woman in uniform.
She appeared to be mildly surprised at
discovering our hero on the premises.

"What do you want?" she inquired.
"I'm looking for a place to sleep."

replied the Captain.



* THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS

Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

ROYAL
(Beginning with midnight show, 11: 15 Saturday)

ALSO SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offering "No
Man Of Her Own" with Clark Gable, Carole Lombard and
Dorothy Mackaill. The hero of this picture (Gable) was a hit-
and-run lover! A reckless, gambling, man-sized attraction-
women might fight for him, but personally he preferred a cig-
arette to any dame. And when it came time for the woman-
he tossed a coin, a real gamble for what he wanted. Heads ...
his for tonight;-tails . . . she was his forever. Said to be his
greatest vehicle-a smashing romance, with high drama across
the card tables.

GRAND

SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "Man
Against Woman", with Jack Holt, Lillian Miles, Walter Con-
nally and Gavin Gordon. A fast moving story of an ingenious
New York Detective, and his vicissitudes with a gang of Gotham
crooks. His honor, disgrace, and return to fame in the end
makes a thrilling vehicle.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Offering "Sherlock
Holmes" with Clive Brooks, Ernest Torrence and Miriam Jor-
don. Conan Doyle's detective masterpiece, with Clive Brooks
in the leading male role. How "Sherlock Holmes" deals with
American racketeering methods in London will intrigue you,
especially if you like thrillers. Miriam Jordon has the female
lead, while Ernest Torrence plays the part of Moriarty, arch
enemy of Holmes.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Offering "Evening For Sale"
with Herbert Marshall, Charlie Ruggles and Mary Boland. A
Viennese musical romance-the hero with empty pockets in
his uniform and empty arms asking for love. The picture hasa new musical background, described by Stuart Walker, direc-
tor as being the first step in building new art form in pictures.
The picture also is a precedent for Charlie Ruggles, of "Gen-
tlemen of The Press" fame, and renown for his role of the
"drunkard" in various films. Ruggles doesn't get a drop in
"Evening for Sale".

RIALTO

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY: Offering "Renegades Of The
West" with Tom Keene, Betty Furness and Roscoe Ates. Fierce,
action-packed, red-blooded drama of the raw, rugged Rockies.
He got himself sent to prison so he could get the man who
killed his dad.., and win the girl he loved.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "Afraid To Talk" with
Eric Linden and Sidney Fox. What if this happened to you?
Lovers torn asunder by the murder-lust of men who stopped at
nothing to gain their end . . . two young hearts pitted against
ruthless tyranny in the picture that will thrill you to the core;
a picture of a Scarlet City unmasked.

TUESDAY ONLY: Offering "Faithless" with Tallulah
Bankhead and Robert Montgomery. Could you stand the test?
Put yourself in her place . . . beautiful, wealthy . . . suddenly
penniless.., could you gamble your soul like her to save the
love she held more precious than millions? She said there was
no price too great to pay for the man she loved . . . cast away
jewels, lived in poverty, a million sacrifices for him. You'll
laugh, weep, thrill and triumph with this pair.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Offering "Me And My
Gal" with Spencer Tracy, Joan Bennett, Marion Burns ana
George Walsh. A girl don't know what to do . . . if she lets a
fellow maul her, he thinks she's no good... and if she doesn't,
he thinks she's old-fashioned. A picture that has comedy, ro-
mance, action and drama.

RIALTO
With the announcement of the

booking of Universal's "Afraid to
Talk" to play at the Rialto Theatre
Sunday and Monday, Columbus is as-
sured of a widely heralded film, said
to present the most revealing expose
of a phase of the life of our great
cities ever screened.

This unusual timely screen drama is
laid in a great American city. A hotel
bell boy is its victim and its hero.
He is married. He is young, hopeful
full of the joy of life and planning
ahead for his young and too pretty
wife. Suddenly he is clutched in the
vise-like coils of a system that is the
denpair of most great cities. He is in-
nocent, but he is a midget compared
with the thing that has him in its
grasp.

But the power of his captor lies in
the power to make men silent. They
are all afraid to talk. Suddenly this
badgered and beaten bell boy finds
his tongue. With his wife a prey to
untold dangern, he rises to tremen-
dous heights of heroism and fights
back wih the only weapon at his
command in a drama of remarkable
intensity.

I At the Rialto

Spencer Tracy and Joan Bennett in
a scene from "Me and My Gal" open-
ing at the Rialto Theatre next Wed.
nesday and continuing through Thurs-
day.

ROYAL
Clark Gable will come to the Royal

Theatre beginning Saturday at 11:15
p. m. and continuing Sunday, Monday
and Tuesday, in the leading role of
"No Man of Her Own," a new drama
in which the popular star is supported
by two leading women, Carole Lom-
bard and Dorothy Mackaill.

Gable has the role of Babe Stewart,
suave card sharp and devil with
women. Because he tries to walk
out on her, Dorothy Mackaill, his
come-on for his card games, threatens
to turn him over to the police, and
he is forced to leave town until she
cools off.

In a small town, he meets Carole
Lombard, so bored with small town
life she's ready for anything. They
take a gambler's chance-flip a coin.
Gable loses and has to maryy her.
To the girl, however, the marriage is
the real thing, and before he knows
it, the hard-boiled gambler is begin-
ning to fall in love. There is, how-
ever, the ex-girl, Dorothy, to be taken
care of when the newly-weds get back
to New York.

Coming To Grand

Gavin Gordon, Lillian Miles and Jack Holt in
"Man Against Woman"-A Columbia Picture

I GRAND
Jack Holt is one picture star who

doesn't care what the locale of his
screen story happens to be just as
long as it's crammed full of action.

In the air, on the water, undersea,
the western plains, the field of sport
and the drawing room, Holt has sam-
pled them all. Now "Man Against
Woman," his newest Columbia pic.
ture, which comes to the Grand Sat-
urday, Sunday and Monday, brings
him right into the middle of the

GRAND
SATURDAY. SUNDAY and MONDAY

JACK HOLT
In

"MAN Against
WOMAN"

LILLIAN MILES
WALTER CONNOLLY

GAVIN GORDON

NOVELTY - COMEDY - NEWS

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAYN DOYLE'S e, tetv

SHERLOCKI HOLMES
(Plye d by

CLIVE BROOK
FOX PICTURF

THE FLOOR WALKER - UNIV. NEWS
- FEATHERED FOLLIES -

THURSDAY and FRIDAY
Empty pockets in his uniform . . . Empty
arms asking for love.

"EVENINGS
for SALE"

HERBERT MARSHALL
CHARLIE RUGGLES - SARI MARITZA

MARY BOLAND - LUCIEN LITTLEFIELD

maelstrom that is life in a big city,
but lives up to his fast and furious
formula with a vengeance.

Holt's has been an outdoor, health-
ful life from the very outset. Even
his birthplace has a romantic ring-
Winchester, Virginia. A graduate of
Virginia Military Academy, Holt
started work as a civil engineer with
a railroad. This job took him into
the ranching section of the country.
Before long, he decided he would
rather be around horses and work as
a cattle-puncher than be an engineer.

I RIALTO__ _NOW PLAYING

4P Oe .I f t1$1
BETTY FURNESS ROSCO ATES

RKO-RADIO Pictere
Plus-

CARTOON - COMEDY
Chapter 4 "THE LAST FRONTIER"

SUNDAY and MONDAY
TI.. Se-son" Dramatic Sensation!

With
ERIC LINDEN - SIDNEY FOX

NOVELTIES - FOX NEWS
TUESDAY ONLY

Two Great Stars in a Drama of Power and
thrills!

"FAITHLESS"
With TALLULAH BANKHEAD

ROBERT MONTGOMERY
COMEDY - SCREEN SOUVENIR
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

Me a'My Gal
'ith.

Spencer TRACYJma BENNETT
FoxD FcOuNe

COMEDY FOX NEWS
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D. P. HARDING, Editor

Prophet Comments on All-Benning T

Friday, December 30, 1932

earn
Companv 'A' Wins
Well Played Game
From 'G' Company

Company "A" First Battalion, de-

feated Company "G" Second Battalion

20-13 in a very well-played game in

Doughboy Stadium last Saturday af-

ternoon.
The two elevens were evenly match-

ed. "Red" Wilson, all-post end and

captain of the championship Second

Battalion team, and Prophet, broken

field marvel and another all-Benning

selection, were outstanding for the

losers while Jordan was easily the

best player on his eleven.

Prophet's brilliant broken field

running accounted for both of his
team's touchdowns. Time after time,
he spun off long gains through the
line or on wide end runs McAllister
also excelled in carrying the ball.

It was Jordan who brought about
the downfall of the strong Company
"G" aggregation. His accurate passing
paved the way for two markers and
he made the other himself on a run.
He also shone defensively.

The backfield talent on both teams
made the two lines at times look
weak, but, on the whole, the forward
walls performed capably.

With the score deadlocked at 13-13
and only a few minutes to play, a tie
seemed the only logical outcome of
the game. The First Battalion eleven
obtained the ball near the middle
of the field and Jordan dropped back
to pass. The pass was successful and
two or three successful line plays put
the ball in a scoring position.
. The Second Battalion line held and
again Jordan faded back. A long pass
was successful and the receiver cross-
ed the goal line standing up. The ex-
tra point was good to make- he score
20-13. The game ended soon after-
wards.

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1906 13th strew
Office Phone 1315

It Takes a Lot
of Skill...

T HAT'S what we have and
that's the reason why we

can make crumpled fenders
and dented bodies whole
again. Try Us.

The Post Exchange
-at-

Fort Benning is our Agent

COLUMBUS
FENDER AND
BODY WORKS

1420 First Ave. Phone 3439

L
Jordan, Prophet, Mathews, and Harper In Backfield

I. Predictum's Post Eleven Boasts Powerful Line and Fast Backfield
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By I. PREDICTUM
ty" Rhodes of the First Battal-
Both players were disconcerting
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The all-Benning eleven, announced
officially in the most recent issue of
the Herald, was selected on the same
basis as the All-American team which
appeared in the Christmas edition.
That is, the candidate was chosen
only after two factors were taken into
consideration, the standing of the
player's team and the value of that
player to his team.

"Red" Wilson, who captained the
championship Second Battalion team,
qualifies easily for one end position.
This player was not only a source of
inspiration to his teammates but also
starred both offensively and defens-
ively. A good pass receiver, he was
a deadly tackler and a fine interfer-
ence man. Opponents of the Second
Battalion were always careful to avoid
his end whenever possible.

McElvey of the Tankers, an out-
standing athlete in other branches of
sports as well as football, gets the call
for the other wing over his team-
mate, Love. Both ends starred more
or less consistently. McElvey made sev-
eral beautiful tackles in the course of
the season and was a bulwark on de-
fense, a vital cog in a stone wall line.
On the offensive, he was equally dan-
gerous.

Wadsworth of the Tanks and Barr
of the First Battalion are the choice
for tackles. "Red" Wadsworth, weigh-
ing in the neighborhood of two hun-
dred and twenty-five pounds, starred
defensively throughout the season.
Both players combined tremendous
forward drive with the mobility that
is essential to good tackles. Wads-
worth was particularly fast in getting
down under punts and then smother-
ing the safety man. Barr was a deadly
tackler.

Guards seldom get the attention
they deserve from the crowds; yet
they play an important role in any
system of line play, however compli-
cated. The past intramural season
brought to light a number of compe-
tent guards, from whom it is difficult
to choose two who were sufficiently
outstanding over their fellow players
to merit selection on the all-Benning
team.

Afer much consideration, I. PRE-
DICTUM decided to present the lau-
rels to Stewart .of the Tankers and

6%
ON SAVINGS

We appreciate your
account- either bor-
rowing or saving.

Franklin Saving &
Loan Co.

Cor. 13th St. and 1st Ave.
Phone 2766

ALL-BENNING TEAM

dl-Wilson, 2nd Bn., 29th Inf.
ckle-Barr, 1st Bn., 29th Inf.
ard-Stewart, 66th Inf.
nter-Carlyn, 2nd Bn., 29th Inf.
ard-Rhodes, 1st Bn., 29th Inf.
ckle-Wadsworth, 66th Inf.
dA-McElvey, 66th Inf.
arterback-Jordan, 1st Bn. 29th
Inf.

lfback-Mathews, 66th Inf.
lback-Harper, 83rd Artillery.

AUTOMOBILE
MAINTENANCE

... means ignition care.
One accident to any part
of the ignition m a y
mean permanent trou-
ble. Have your car's
ignition system checked
now!

AUTO DEPT.
POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning

seen his star gather in a punt and
then direct his interference down the
field will verify my selection of him
as half-back. Time after time Prophet
caught punts, started in the direction
of the goal line, no matter how dis-
tant, and, failed to stop until the
last white line was crossed. He, too,
was a triple threat man of no small
merit.

Mathews of the Tanks, a newcomer,
soon received the attention of the
football fans. He could buck a line
or skirt wide around an end with
equal ability. Especially did he :shine
as a pass receiver. Tacklers found it
difficult to bring him down once he
obtained the ball. He not only was
conspicuous as a ball-carrier but also
was a fine blocker and interference
man.

Harper of the 83rd Artillery starred
consistently for a losing team. The
Gunners failed to win a game but in
every contest, Harper made his pres-
ence felt. He was probably the best
defensive back in the league and
plugged holes in his own line with
abandon. Once an opposing ball-car-
rier got past the Gunner line, the
next problem was how to get by
Jack Harper.
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EXTRA PALE DRY

Sold At
Grocery Dept. and Soda Fountain

POST EXCHANGE
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"A Spankin'
New" One!

1933

A ND we're wishing it all the luck in theworld, and hoping you'll share in it,

too. A Happy New Year, 1933!

H. ROTHSCHILD
Leading Furniture Dealers In Columbus For 39 Years

CONVENIENT LOCATION-MODERN EQUIPMENT
RATES REASONABLE

Phone your agent or call our Superintendent, Mr. Trussell,
Phone 3062

DIMON COURT APARTMENTS

For the Finest and best in bakery products

Visit

EVERIDGE'S
"The Bakery Beautiful"

109 12th St. Phone 1332
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outstanding threat in the Gunner
backfield. He could run, pass, or kick,
and had he been with a team that
had finished higher in the standing,
there is no telling how much he might
have starred. He cannot possibly be
be kept off the all-Benning team with-
out doing him an injustice.

To the great many of those who per-
formed excellently throughout the
season and still failed to gain recog-
nition on this team, I. PREDICTUM
extends congratulations and regrets
that it is not possible to satisfy ev-
eryone. He said once before and he
says now that the selection of any
all-star team is bound to be unfair
in some respects.

Dr. R. H. Brown
Osteopathie Physician

Murrab Bldg.
Phone Office 4108ee.1153

FOR SALE
Post Exchange

liant on the attack. Centers who had
the misfortune to oppose him last
season will verify the selection. He
hits with force and fervor and is a
rangy defensive player.

Four backs stood head and should-
ers over all other candidates. Prophet
of the Second Battalion, Harper of the
83rd. Artillery, Jordan of the First
Battalion, and Mathews of the Tank-
ers. Three were quarterbacks, and
to insure the recognition of each play-
er, I. PREDICTUM found it neces-
sary to shift the candidates around.

Jordan of the First Battalion was
the individual star of his team. Fast
as greased lightning, he was probably
the best passer in the league and it
was this ability of his to pass that
time after time turned the tide in fav-
or of his team. His kicking, although
not exceptional, was at times very
good. There is little doubt about the
quality of his field generalship, for
in this department of the game, he
excelled particularly. Defensively, he
also starred. Football enthusiasts will
remember his numerous tackles, made
at times when it seemed that the
runner was sure to get away. He sel-
dom missed a tackle.

Jordan, a veritable triple threat
man, was the spark plug of his team,
a continual source of inspiration. Be-
cause of his outstanding ability in
every department of the game and
because of his brilliant generalship
on the field, I. PREDICTUM selects
this player to lead the all-Benning
team as quarterback.

"Poss'm" Prophet was beyond
doubt far and away the best broken
field runner in the circuit. Once in
the open, it was almost impossible
to bring him down. Anyone who has

On the attack, he was by far the

-OWZ I
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Maj. Gen. King Presents Z5roph n
Major General Campbell King,

commandant of the Infantry School,
presented the championship team of
the Second Battalion, 29th Infantry,
with a regulation size silver football,
mounted on a silver pedestal, at the
Doughboy Memorial Stadium Friday
morning.

The ceremony was conducted in a
military fashion. The Second Battal-
ion marched into the north entrance
to the field with the regimental band
leading the striking procession. As
the head of the column filed through
the entrance, the band began play-
ing the stirring battle song of "John-
nie Reb" (Dixie). Swinging along
in perfect rhythm to the music, the
Battalion marched around the field
and then formed in a box formation
with the members of the football
squad in the center, facing the south
stands of the stadium.

After the battalion bad been po-
sitioned, Colonel Elmer F. Rice read
a telegram from Colonel James M.
Churchill, formerly of the 29th In-
fantry. It was a message of congratu-
lation to the Batalion on its brilliant
achievement in again bringing the
football championship to the organi-
zation.

Before presenting the trophy, Gen-
eral King commended and congratu-
lated the team a as whole on its
splendid performance throughout the
entire football season, the brilliant
demdnstration of fighting spirit, and
the fine sportsmanship displayed dur-
ing the period of competition that
won the trophy and the champion-
ship against opposing football teams
composed of equally hard fighting,
clean playing army athletes.

"Red" Wilson, team captain and a
member of the Herald's all-Benning
team, stepped forward to accept the
trophy from General King while his
team mates stood stolidly at attention.

This season's victories gave the
Kellys their second consecutive cham-
pionship. In 1930, the Kellys were
forced to divide honors with the Ter-
rible Tankers, when those two power-
ful football machines fought to a

0
THE FLARE

(Continued from page 4)

Lest it be thought that Brother
Leard has suddenly turned philanthro-
pist or that Explorer Chance is break-
ing out with a severe attack of sweet
charity, we hasten to state that the
sum distributed was in the nature of a
small dividend amounting to approxi-
mately six percent on their semi-an-
nual collections from the members
who have only a bowing acquaintance
with Lady Luck. The distribution had
all of the earmarks of fish bait, put

out at the psychological moment to
discourage unwelcome New Year res-
olutions on the part of wavering
brethern.

CITATION FOR THE WEEK
To Major and Mrs. R. W. Pearson

we award this week's Flare medal for
civic spirit and artistic achievement.
The beautifully lighted Christmas tree
which decorated their lawn constitutes
a cheerful Christmas beacon for all
who pass that way.

-E. F. H.

HERALD WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADV. RATES:

20 cents per line or fraction of line.
Minimum charge for any classified ad-
vertisement, 50 cents. Payment must
be made before advertisement is pub-
lished.

LOST: Blue silk Ladies' jacket, Wed.
night, Dec. 28, between Polo-Hunt
Club and Qr. 232 Austin Loop (via
Miller Loop). Finder please return to
Capt. Betts, 232 Austin Loop or
Phone 444. Reward.

FOR RENT--Desirable home near St.
Elmo School and High School. Tele-
phone 3924-J.

Lafkowitz Bros.
Merchant Tailors

1208 FIRST AVE.

7-7 deadlock in the deciding game
were coached by Lieutenant James
of the season. The 1932 champions
R. Pierce, Lieutenant Washington
Ives, and Lieutenant Churchill.

In the first game of the season,
the Kellys met and defeated the
Gunners of the 83rd Artillery by a
one sided score. In this contest, the
Second Battalion showed a great deal
of power, a fast shifty backfield led
by the flashy Prophet, and a formida-
ble line The Tankers were the next
aggregation to oppose the Kellys. In
a hard fought game, the green-
jerseyed warriors again emerged vic-
torious. The First Battalion proved

Amateur Boxers
Work Out Daily
For Tournament

Amateur leatherpushers are work-
ing out daily in the gymnasium for
the annual Benning amateur boxing
tournament that will be held early in
February.

incapable of ending the determined
march of the Kellys in the direction
of the championship and succumbed
by a score of 6-0.

Boxing teams representing the 1st
Battalion, and Special Units Battalion
of the 29th Infantry, the 2nd Battal.
ion, 66th Infantry, the 1st Battalion,
83rd Artillery, and an independent
team composed of boxers of the Spe-
cial Units of the Infantry School, will
be entered in this tournament.

Lieutenant Howard R. Johnson, as-
sistant athletic officer, has arranged
to train a special class composed of
men from the smaller units who de-
sire to enter competition. This team
will be known as the Outlaws.

At the present time over two hun-
dred candidates have entered the com-
petition. Of the number now work-

Iv!
ing out, probably seventy-five will
enter the tournament. Many of the
original two hundred will probably
have dropped out by that time. The
elimination tournament will definite-
ly decide who will gain regular berths
on the Infanry School boxing team
that will be entered in the South-
eastern Amateur tournament to be
held in March in Atlanta.

WE MAKE
RUBBER STAMPS

- One Day Delivery-
COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.

PONTIAC-tA
LOOK- ( DRIVE- COMPARE

CHECK Pontiac
THESE FEATURES Economy Other CarsStraight 8 -Car No. 1 Car No. 2CaNo3

Straight Eight
Engine Yes

Fisher No-Draft
Ventilation Yes

(Individually-Controlled)
Wheelbase 115 inches "

Weight
(4-door Sedan) 3265 lbs.
Horsepower 77

Speed 78 "
Full-Pressure
Lubrication Yes
(Rifle-drilled

connecting rods)

The 2-door Sedan, $635, f. o. b. Pontiac, Mich.
Spectat equipment extra. Easy G. M. A. C. terms.

Y OU won't believe it till you see it-and then youwon't fully realize it till you drive it! But when you
do drive it-you'll know that this new Pontiac Economy
Straight 8 is the only low priced car you'll ever be satis-
fied to own!

The new Pontiac is not just a "full-sized" car-it's a
BIG car-115-inch wheelbase. Not "like" an Eight or
"smooth as" an Eight-it IS an Eight-a big Straight 8.
77-horsepower engine, cushioned in rubber to remove
every trace of vibration. Makes 78 actual miles an hour
-on the road! Yet uses no more gas than many
smaller cars!

New, longer, roomier Fisher bodies
with appointments that will delight
every woman. Every closed model
equipped with Fisher No-Draft

Individually-Controlled Ventilation-a brand new com-
fort and safety feature that you couldn't have bought
last year at any price!

You don't have to put up with ordinary car standards
today. General Motors has put a BIG STRAIGHT 8 I
THE LOW PRICE FIELD! Drive this new Pontiac now.
Compare it with every other low priced car. Use the
simple chart above as your guide to value. Then choose
the car that gives you most for your money. General
Motors' big, 115-inch, 77-horsepower Pontiac Economy
Straight 8 is the finest,fastest carever offered at its low price.

STRAIGHT
A G EN ER A L M 0 T 0 R S V A L U E

NOW ON DISPLAY

Cliff 4. Averett, Inco
1445-49 First Avenue Phone 883-884

5 0 5 AND UP, F.O.B.
PONTIAC, MICH.
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At last the Quartermaster Detach-

ment is to get the master sergeant it
was alloted last year. Technical Ser-
geant Richard L. Montague, Q. M. C.,
has been assigned to this station as
replacement for Technical Sergeant
Huna Putchkoff, and Sergeant Monta- HEADQUARTERS COMPANY
gue is No. 1 on the eligible list for Headquarters Company, 29th Infan-
the highest enlisted grade. He is ex- try enlisted men willingly did without
pected to arrive in Fort Benning two meals during Christmas to feed
about the beginning of the new year. the needy people of Columbus, Geor-

Sergeant Montague is not at all gia. There was enough saved here
unknown in Fort Benning. He and in Fort Benning and sent to Columbus
Mrs. Montague have friends here as to feed a thousand people. As a
well as in posts in all parts of the result we were all happy over it as
country. They are coming to this post the old saying goes "If you want to
from Fort Adams, R. I. During his be happy give something away."
twenty-seven years of active service, "Slim" Cameron voluntarily gave
Sergeant Montague has been a mem- his two meals allright but he went
ber of the Cavalry, Coast Artillery, along with the trucks to take it down,
Infantry and Quartermaster Corps. so he probably got his anyway. His

Orders announcing the retirement one meal is equal to about that of
of Staff Sergeant Charles H. Prince, five people.
Q. M. C., have been recently publish- fivewpeope
ed by the War Department. Sergeant This was oise of the best Christ-
Prince is as yet undecided definitely mas and holidays following that we
where he will make his home after have ever had here at Fort Benning.
retirement. We had one of the finest dinners we

Sergeant Henry P. Forrest, Q. M. have ever had. Also our mess hall

C., recently ordered to Fort Benning was the best decorated mess hall in

from the Philippine Department, will the post.

arrive in Fort Benning on March 18, Our message center chief, Corporal

if he decides to take all the delay Youngblood, has been on a Christmas

which he was authorized. Sergeant furlough and came back telling us of

Forrest has been a member of the his trip home to see his son. He must

Quartermaster Corps since 1926 and have some boy if he is everything

is a native of Virginia. his daddy says about him is true.

Maxwell Optic
I. A. MAXV

Optometrist and

A COMPLE

OPTICAL SEE

1217 Broadway

Our assistant cniet torporal tuller
has become a regular down the house

I coo man. It seems as if his room mate
is not taking good care of him. You

VELL had better keep him in "Jimmy" or
you might lose him.

Optician We have heard many good remarks
about our company orchestra which
has been playing every night some-

T 10where during the holidays.TE One of the bandsmen "Ranta" was

VICE telling of a recent party to Harris
county where he had got a chicken

Phone 3718 and boiled it for 30 hours and it
was still so tough they had to throw
it away. They were unable to bite

Dependable Many Impor
Electric and Gas

Sero ceNew St

A Citizen Wherever We Servs
1330 Broadway

R. M. Harding, Manager

First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus _$ 400,000.00
Resources Over - 2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.--Phone 290 "Slamminsg on the brakes" is un-nsecessary in the new Studebaker

Rent a Box ini our Safety Burglar modes now on display at Columbus.
and Fire-proof Vaults for your A new principle used in the brakinsg

Valuables. Prices mederate, system of the Studebaker gives "power
Accounts of Fort Benning braking," eliminatinlg the danger of

suddenly applied brakes aisd the f a-
Personnel Solicited tigue which si a result of inmproper

UNITED STATES DEPOSI[OR!Y use of the brakes. Among the other
advantages brought out with the new-
est models are the automatic choking

it at all.
We are all glad to know that our

supply sergeant, Sergeant Riley has
reenlisted for another three years.

HQ. CO., FIRST BATTALION

Well, folks, our holidays are just
about over, and we will soon have to
resume our regular duties again. The
radio ops are getting restless, the wire
men have far away looks in their
eyes and our erstwhile message center
section is bemoaning this dreadful
inactivity so prevalent during these
holidays.

Several of our girl-struck shieks
have taken off for parts unknown to
see their good hons, (so to speak)
and others are enjoying the beauties
of our company day room by playing
pool, pinochle, dominoes and what
have you? Before we forget we want
to tell the world that we have the
only the original "Rhythm Club" in
Fort Benning. Are you ready Gang?
(Answer) Ya man!! Up to the ceil-
ing, let's play all night, whassamatta
Rhythm Club?, let's get going, we are
losing time.

Incidentally the aggregation of
crooners are composed of none other
than the non-pareil "Blondy" Parker,
then the farmer boy, Hiram Hobbs
and last but not least "Ripper"
Ray, the only and original whistling
baritone. Are you listening Fort Bel-
ning?

Say haven't you heard? Well, here's
the "dope"; we have the greatest little
Basketball Club in Fort Benning.
This Club has christened themselves
"Brady's Bombers" in honor of our
manager and coach, 1st Lt. L. E.
Brady. This team consists of the fol-
owing named men; Harold, "Ripper"
Ray, Mike Carpenter, Larry Perry,
Leonard Knight, "Norm" Harris
Hobbs, "Frank Merriwell" Snead,
"Humming Hummell" and "Ducky"
Doucet.

In our initial game we emerged on
top by beating the fast Seale High
School Quintet. Our next game was
with Columbus Industrial High School
was a closely contested affray, the

The 24th Infantry, Fort Benning's
crack colored regiment, will lose one
of its highest ranking non-commis-
sioned officer and oldest members
on December 31, when Technical
Sergeant Homer F. Moseley, of the
regimental band, will be retired from
active service.

Sergeant Moseley's army career be.
gan during the Spanish-American war,
when he enlisted on August 23, 1898,
in the 7th United States Volunteers,
and with which he served until Feb-
ruary 28, 1899. After the war he
returned to civil life and six years
later enlisted in the band of the 25th
Infantry. This was on February 13,
1905, and he served continuously with
the 25th Infantry until February 5,
1913. On the following day he re-
enlisted in the band of the 24th In-
fantry, completing his service with

Bembers winning by a one point
margin and let me tell you folks
that was a game. Our third contest was
with the Columbus Textile Boys and
in that game! Ha, this is so funny!
The score was 33 to 32 in favor of
the Mill Boys with about two seconds
to pay. Frank Merriwell Snead sunk
one in the old hoop from the middle
of the court winning the game by a
one point tally. Three cheers for
Malvin.

Anyone wishing to engage in a
practice game call our Team Captain,
"Ripper" Ray at No. 604 and details
will be arranged.

Well, folks, as we have stated before
our holidays are just about over and
we are suffering from the effect of
the monotony. In fact the old gray
matter refuses to function.

We'll say adios but not without
extending our New Year's Greeting
to all members of the garrison.

ant Improvements Feature
udebaker Commander

........

....................... ..... .iii !
..-... ................

and startinsg mechanism, which assures whole, follow the slim streamliined de-
starting un.der the most (difficult co- sign so popular at present. The pri

ditions, andl tile automatic heat con- cia- hnei eini eni h

trol which gives perfect combustionciachnendsgnssennteat all times. new fesders, which eliminate tie drop

Beauty is anothler of the outstansd- to the engine and, instead are run

ing features of the new Studebakers directly over to the hood. This one
and Rocknes. Radical departures from feature alone does away with an un-
generally accepted motor (-ar design desirable recess which, heretofore, has
are evident in several places in the always beets onse that is hard to keep
newer models, and the cars, as a cleans and in good cotidition.

=PErnE

that organization oil July 17, 1917.
His next enlistment in the 24th In-
fanry was on July 18, 1919, and he
has served continuously with the
24th until the date of his retirement.

Colonel Fred L. Munson, regimen-
tal commander, in a formal order
announcing Sergeant Moseley's retire-
nient, commended him for the long
and faithful service which he has
rendered to his country. "The retire-
ment of Technical Sergeant Moseley
brings to a close a long, valuable,
and active career as a soldier of the
United States. This service is to be
emulated by all men who have the-
best interest of the country, the army
and themselves at heart," said Colonel
Munson. "The congratulations of the
regimental commander and the entire
regiment are tendered Technical Ser-
geant Moseley upon the completion,
of his long service and cordial good
wishes are extended for his future
success and happiness in his well-
earned retirement.

RUBBER STAMPS
COLUMBUS OFFICE SUPPLY CO.

24 HR. SERVICE
PHONE 556

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Depui

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

for "He - Men"

You'll get a big kick
out of these cigars. Any
brand you want... and
every one is as fresh as
when it left the factory.

Main Branch
Soda Fount

Branch No. II
Post Exchange Ft. Benning

1933

A Name That
IJU7:11l WT,ror -Tli

Pre-View Showing of Champions

Continues

Thru January 6th, 1933

Wishing our friends and customers

A HAPPY NEW YEAR

Columbus Roberts Motor Co.
wVVL AL 1I~VciJL

1933
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SOCAL I CICWTfS
FEjvLICIA C. HOWELL, PHONE 389

Engagement of Miss Clark to Lieut.

Bache of Interest to Many at Post

The announcement of the engage-

ment of Miss Marie Louise Clark to
Lieut. William Hyatt Bache was made
at a delightful luncheon given by Miss
Clark's parents at her home.

Miss Clark, the attractive daughter
of Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Robert W.
Clark, of Sarasota, Florida, has a host
of friends at Fort Benning. She will
be remembered as having visited
Lieut. and Mrs. Lon H. Smith here
last winter. Miss Clark is a graduate
of the Class of 1932 of Sarasota High
School and is now attending the Flori-
da State College for Women at Tal-
lahassee. Lieut. Bache is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Bache of Green-
ville, Florida and is a graduate of
the United States Military Academy
class of 1932.

Plans for the wedding have not
been completed though it is expected
that the wedding will take place this

summer.

Rosenberg's..

7
,1'~

S-A-L-E
Offers Many

REDUCTIONS

CHINA

and

GLASSWARE

Dinner Set ................... $2.95
Complete Service for six

Goblets, Sherbets, Etc.

Reduced 15%

All Fostoria Bowls, Vases

One Half Off

Topaz and Rock Crystal Excepted

* 0 0

WRIGHT & DITSON

GOLF CLUBS
One Half Off

All Luggage Reduced 20%

Hendryx Bird Cages," 50%
Hartman Trunks, " 50%

Max Rosenberg
COMPANY

1145 Broadway

MAJ. AND MRS. LEE ENTERTAIN

FOR MAJ. AND MRS. LEGGE

Maj. and Mrs. William C. Lee were
the hosts Wednesday evening at a
delightfully informal dinner at their
quarters complimenting Maj. and
Mrs. Barnwell Legge who leave short-
ly for their new station in Tientsin,
China. After the dinner the guests
were escorted to the Post movies.

LIEUT. AND MRS. RIDINGS EN.

TERTAIN WITH INFORMAL

PARTY FOR GUEST

Lieut. and Mrs. Eugene W. Ridings
will be the hosts Saturday at an in-
formal buffet supper honoring Miss
Donny Rehkopf, attractive house guest
of Lieut. and Mrs. G. H. McManus.
The Ridings plan to have as their
guests about eight of their friends.

MRS. SELINA WADDINGTON HON-

OREE AT DANCE AT POLO

CLUB
Mrs. Selina Waddington of Manila,

P. I., who is the house guest of her
son-in-law and daughter Lieut. and
Mrs. James E. Bowen, will be the
honoree Saturday evening at a de-
lightful dance at the Polo Hunt Club.
Dancing will begin at nine and will
last until twelve. The 24th Infantry
orchestra will furnish the music.
Lieut. and Mrs. Bowen plan to have
as their guests a few of their friends
from Columbus and Fort Benning.

WOMANS CLUB MEETS WITH IN-

TERESTING PROGRAM AT POLO

HUNT CLUB

The monthly meeting of the Wo-
mans Club was held Monday at the
Polo Hunt Club. After the usual
business meeting Dr. R. K. Wallace
of the Warm Springs Foundation
gave a most enjoyable talk on flowers
and birds of the section of the coun-
try. Mrs. W. H. Reeder and Mrs.
Fred Gaillard sang a duet, Mrs. R.
W. Pearson playing the accompaniment
In keeping with Dr. Wallace's talk
they chose for their songs 'Trees"
and "By the Waters of Minnetonka."

Now That You ve

Brought 1933
In...

... keep up the good work

by using Foremost all dur-

ing 1933! You'll find that

it's much easier to plan your

menus if you make a point

of including Ice Cream in

them for dessert.

Call the.

SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.

l'age wo - -.. (..

Today's Fashion

L
The separate skirt and blouse,
augments the youthful mode.

By VERA WINSTON
The blouse and skirt for dinner

wear is a fashion that is fast becom-
ing popular, ever since it was shown
by an important couturier in Paris.
It is a charming mode and an ex-
remedy youthful one. And certain-
ly a splendid change after years and
years of nothing but frocks. It is a
fashion that is of course the outcome
of the popularity of the suit, and we
all expect it to gain greater momen-
tum in the early spring. Lots of
smart Parisiennes wear a separate
blouse and skirt beneath their fur
coats, very often a sweater-blouse if
the day be inclement.

For the Young Woman
Today we show an attractive ex-

ample of the new fashion, most suit-
able for a quite young woman. The
blouse is of silk jersey in a soft
peach shade and is worn with a
black broadcloth skirt, cut circular.
The belt of the skirt has an antique
gold clasp in back. This would make
a most attractive and quite inexpens-
ive costume for the girl at college.
A more dressy version of the skirt
and blouse costume is that which con-
sists of a blouse of supple lame and
a skirt of marocain or triple sheer.

During the business meeting Mrs.
H. W. Reeder was elected the new
chairman of the program committee
to relieve Mrs. Barnwell Legge who
leaves shortly for China.

Plans were also made for the next
meeting in February.

MRS. BOWEN ENTERTAINS

BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. James E. Bowen was the host-

ess to her contract bridge club Fri-
day afternoon entertaining the club

Reduced Prices

.04 All~

Pictures & Frames

MarqaretH"arrison
(At'Rosenberq's)

at luncheon followed bv two tables of
bridge. Mrs. Bowen had as her

guests Mrs. R. E. Vermette. Mrs.
Lynn Brady. Mrs. Orestes Cleveland,
Mrs. G. P. Howell. Mrs. C. T. Lan-
ham, Mrs. Selina Waddington, and'
Miss Harriotte Atkins.

, * *

MISS HAYES IS MARRIED TO LT.
MATHESOFfN

A recent article in the L ashingtonI
Post which describes the wedding of
Miss Rosa Paige Hayes. daughter of1
Mrs. Charles Willard Hayes, to Lieut.
Lemuel Mathewson, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Deyo P. Mathewson. of Bath,
N. Y., will be of interest to the friends
at All Saints' Church in Chevy Chase.
The cermony was performed at 4
o'clock by the Rev. Henry Teller

(Please turn to page 5)

You

Not Just "Better" But "The Best"
Our claims may seem extravagant but we KNOW

and we back our bread with our reputation!

COLLINS' BAKERY
1044 13th Street Phone 4421

Hand embroidered voile, organdy and net dresses from
Manila in any color, and style. Orders must be placed

BEFORE FEB. 1ST. Graduation dresses, wedding
outfits, children's voiles, organdies and nets.
This shop will leave Columbus May 15th. All individual

orders for Philippine goods must be made this month.

MRS. 0. S. ROBLES

PHILIPPINE HANDWORK SHOP
2218 Wynnton Road

I Shop In The Herald

POST EXCHANGE
Fort Benning, Ga.

By Buying

STAR BRAND
SHOES

at

hun
N eel

Shoe Department

Westbrook Building
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Tony Sarg's Marionettes To Be Shown Girl Scout Notes

At Post Theatre On January 20th Cardinal Troop

Tuesday, Jan. 3.
........................*KOur meeting was taken up almost

entirely by signalling practice. We
studied the alphabet carefully andSthen were given sentences to figure

.. out. Although some of us are not as
far along in the code as others this

n.taentpractice will get us so' that

..... wt.are just about perfect.

.::: .i~~iiiiii:. ,iTie other troolls did riot have meet-. ... last week because of the Christ.

X.: .. ... .il  faer v ite L e a g u e

.... .. N , CoaThe Coumunity Service League will

.. ......

Sponsr thv payce LiteaPrinces

Saturday, January 14 at three........ ......... ::i i: :i: ii: :i . ... . . . r , , 1 1 A _ I : . _ -

New Uniforms To
-De. 1upLtU
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Here is one of puppet characters and his camel being groomed ae- octocK at tne High ncnoos Auunori- n
hind the scenes for their stage apparance. un. Mrs. Emmet Cockrill's School of v

Fort Benning folks, big and little, favorites of tine fascinating ArabianCreative Dramatics will taketheirolesti

have an entertainment treat in store Nights stories, will be enacted primari- adaptation of Frances Hodgson Bur "

for them. On Jauary 20th memories ly for an adult audience by the little nettatonyofSaranCewe." B r

of childhood's happiest hours will be -
netts story "Sara Crewe."

recalled to spectators of Tony arg's puppet players in their evening per- All of the children of Fort Ben-
marionettes' presentation of "Sinbad formance. This presentation is said ning are invited to share the pleas- I

the Sailor" and "The Merry-Go- to be one of the most elaborate of ures this party with the Columbus

Round," the latter being a composite ,he several marionette productions children. Many attractive features 

playlet comprising scenes from "Rip created by Tony Sarg. 'Jie cast of have been added since the play wast

Van Winkle," "Alice in Wonderland," characters numbers twenty-eight play- postponed in December on account

"Rose and the Ring,' and other old ers in addition to a number of minor of influenza. There will be a souvenir

favorites. characters and animals, the latter of for each child as well as a prize for

Both plays will be presented in which include an elephant, camel, the boy and girl Who hold the lucky

the Main Theatre; "The Merry-Go- dokeys, horses, sheep, and dogs. Then "iamber'. The price of admission will

Round" in the afternoon, beginning there is a fish, and last, but not least, be twenty-five cents.

at three o'clock; and "Sinbad the the Roc, the great bird who figures the beautiful princess.

Sailor" in the evening at eight. Each so prominently in Sinbad's extraordi- "Sinbad the Sailor" is at present
performance will last about two hours. nary adventures. The characters are of playing in the 48th Street Theatre

The afternoon performance of the course arrayed in costumes appropri- New York, and two other marionette

"Merry.Go-Round" is designed to ate to the time and locale portrayed shows are fulfilling engagements in

appeal especially to the children, and by the story, and the stage setting, in the same city. In engaging Tony Sarg's

for this reason is composed of ex- Oriental style, are in harmony. marioettes for their Fort Benning ap-

cerpts from some of the outstanding Behind the scenes are eight talented pearances, the local Parent-Teachers'

scenes in the best-remembered of people who skillfully manipulate the Association is bringing to the post a

childhood stories. Plans are under str:ngs which animate the puppet metropolitan attraction and America's

way by the Fort Benning Parent- players and project their voices so foemost show of this character.

Teachers' Association, which is spon- that each of the puppets appears to

soring the local appearances of the be speaking its own line.

marionette players, to authorize the In his adaptation of the Arabian

dismissal of the 850 Fort Benning Nights' story, Tony Sarg has invested B ri aging
children from their school-room a it with the artistic touch Which has

little earlier than usual in order that made him one of the best known of

they may arrive on time for the play. American illustrators, and throughout Take advan

A similar plan is expected to be pro- the performance there is a series of here at hoi
posed before the Columbus schools elaborate illustrations of some of the that you w
through the medium of the Columbus prominent episodes of the story.

Parent Teachers' Association in order Among these is a beautiful tableau out
that children from the city may have of a ship-wreck at sea, with novel

the opportunity of attending the af- lighting and mechanical effects; the Russian

ernoon play. As the main theatre seats appearance of the Old Man of the

approximately 1450, several hundred Sea; the meeting of Sinbad and the Turkish Baths

children from the city can easily king; and the presentation of the Mineral

be accommodated in addition to those magic saddle; the adventure with the wedish Ma
of the garrison. It is also probable that shark under water; and the encounter

the Howard Bus Company will oper- with the great Roe in the air. In the Swedish Fai

ate special buses with reduced fares grand finale, which takes place in the Swedish Sc;

f or children from the city on the day court of Harounal Raschid, Sinbad

of the performance. is saved from summary execution and

"Sinbad the Sailor," one of the his adventures are ended happily by Rigd
216 Doctors Building

ow,~

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H. ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years

1229 - 31 Broadway

Benning Soidiers try School Woman's Club held its ni-tial meeting of the 1933 season with

Fort Benning soldiers, whose neat- Mrs. Thomas B. Catron and Mrs.

ess of personal appearance has been Homer H. Slaughter as hostesses for

he subject of numerous commenda- the afternoons.
Mrs. Ephraim Peyton, t'resident of

ns, will present an even nattier ap- the club, conducted the business meet-

earance in the near future, when ing wherein matters of interest to

ie new type of serge and elastique members of the club were discussed

niforms is made available for issue. and announcements made of the meet-

In order to assure a satisfactory fit- ing of the literary section and the
itigof he tidiiduls o whm .thebridge section.

ng of tile individuals to whom" the The program for the afteroon was

ew uniforms are to be issued, sever- one of unusual interest to all who

i sets of "try-ois" have been sent attended. Prof. Wallace, a patient at

a Fort Benning from the Quartermas. the Warm Springs Foundation, gave

Depot in Philadelphia. Each set an informal lecture on birds and in-
sects and by his thorough knowledge

oitains a number of different sizes of his subject and his very delight-

f garments to be used in determin- ful personality held his listeners fas-

ng the proper size of the new type cinated through the entirety of his

f uniform to be issued, and by the talk. The interest was evidenced by

ise of the "try on" sets, it is estimat- the flood of questions that were asked

Id that about seventy per cent of the him by various members of the au-

aen can be fitted from stock sizes dience.

rithout any alterations, and about Mrs. Harry Reeder and Mrs. Fred

wenty percent with only minor alter- Gaillard, who are well known to the

itions. The remaining ten per cent personnel of the post for their musi-

will be fitted, if necessary, by special cal talents, gave two very delightful

neasurement uniforms, cut to order. vocal duets, "Trees," and "Pale Moon"

Tile use of the "try on" sets is ex- -they were accompanied at the pi-

pected to obviate much of the delay ano by Mrs. R. W. Pearson.

which has been experienced in the A social hour followed the pro.

past in procuring individual uniforms gram at which time the hostesses

through the special measurement sys- were assisted at the tea table by Mrs.

tem, and to effect economy in the cost Vernon Evans and Mrs. Reginald

and distribution as well. Kelly.

ln'u AMT r1%.I oTT-TrT)CAAT'TT

FHot Springs to Columbus!
tage of our scientific Mineral Baths-right
me-at moderate prices, and with effects
ill quickly find beneficial.

I TREATMENTS INCLUDE:

ReducingFacial
Scalp

issagecial Massage
alp Treatments

Massage PhysioHydrio
Electro

Therapy

Turkish Shampoos
Special Reducing Treatment
,wedish Shampoos

Ion Health Institute
PHONE 1037

eJLYLLLKfO " d1LYLnoi'mfl JFine Repairing

1102 Broadway Phone 3914
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I Woman's Club
On Monday, January 2, the.Infan-
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Your columnist wishes you a very
happy New Year.

S S S

=.A. wu---------------- ociety ditor A most novel New Year's greetingD. P. Harding ----------------------------------------- Sports Editor
John W. Pearce--------------------------------- Advertising Manager was the one which prisoners in New
Louis T. Kunze Circulation Managor York's crowded alimony jail sent out

to their wives.
Advertising rates will be quoted on request. The Benning Herald re- "We wish the little woman a happy

see the right to classify, edit, or reject any advertising matter. New Year-and wish she were here."

Th^ R~nninau R.Vrh 16vLmail tin wu aA'vo~c iori ti
j. am,n~L,,-,-,.aa..u

5
my.m'Li Z a u &1 to anily aiue si nin; l~ IL{ .le u 'it maesor lts

possessions, $1.50 per year. Single copy 5 cents.

Application for entry as second.class matter is pending.

j LIEUTENANT PEEP'S DIARY
Sunday, January 1

Henry Shute's "brite and fair" does
most aptly describe the day. The
more welcome because of the lower-
ing skies of the past fortnight. Up
as betimes as this morning's hour of
retiring would permit only to find
myself as stiff as sunflower s e e d
brought on I do greatly fear by ex-
cessive jumping for balloons at the
Officers' Club at midnight. All things
must come to those who wait for with
all my exertions I did achieve naught
but the soreness and to upset Colonel
Wallace in my quest for a balloon
whilst my good wife who stood quietly
in a corner did acquire two in good
condition.

Off for the post where we did as-
semble to exchange the day's greet-
ings with the Commandant. My al.
ready impaired eyesight in no wise
improved when smitten by the reflect-
ed light from the class boots and
brass. Such resplendence I had not
thought the class capable of and
doubtless the exhaustion from this
effort will not be dispelled u n t i 1
graduation day.

In furtherance of the clouded state
of all present, Young did give us
"Fall in" and "Count off"-a rather
complicated maneuver all things con-
sidered-and then marched us off by
"Right Face." Forward March."

Treat did come wondering by in
such a vacant state that I felt con-
strained to assure him that he had
arrived at Fort Benning and was at
the moment in the midst of the Com-
pany Officers. He confided that he
would like to dismount and shake
hands with me but having lost a
horse that way since dinner last night
he could not bring himself to do it.
Overmuch pleased when he f o u n d
that the right glove was to be re-
moved and carried in the left hand
at the formation since he had brought
two lefts.
Monday, January 2

The last day of vacation for which
I do devoutly thank Allah; and I can
but disagree with the pseudo philoso-
pher who said that a change of oc-
cupation is a rest. My own case,
happily, is not comparable to that of
the student who, when asked if he
had enjoyed the holidays, straight-
forwardly replied "I don't know. Ask
somebody who was with me."

It is now the forty-sixth hour with-
out rain and I do presently expect
to hear that a new Quartermaster
has been installed, the old one be-
ing relieved for negligence in conduct-
ing the precipitation.

A deal interested in reports of the
'hird Section turkey shoot and in
special of the incident during which
the turkey (with greater sagacity than
he is commonly accorded) did fly di-
rectly at Captain Trechter. The cheer
leader had forgot his own sage coun-
sel to us but a few weeks back and
had neglected his BDA. The gun
was not loaded! A colleague shouted
"Don't shoot. The gun's not loaded."
To which the cheer leader did reply
as he threw the piece to his shoulder,
"Can't help it. The bird won't wait."
BDA is good stuff for even after
loading the piece refused to respond
while the safety lock was on.

Red Reeder exceeding elated over
the newfound possibilities of his
hunting dog, Frank, which did with-
out coaching come to a full point
on a rabbit coat. Red foresees in-
creased income from renting out
Frank to shoppers for ermine coats
to insure them against fraud.
Tuesday, January 3

Up very betimes as if greatly re-
freshed by the happenings of the past
week.

Major Tuffy Easley is with us again
this time (and quite appropriately)
as the head man in a subject whose
main characteristic is throwing. I
doubt not that we shall all enjoy the
course in grenades, it is so short. In
his preliminary throwing the Major
announced that after this course we
should be free of the Rifle commit-
tee and might with impunity toss up
our hats and cheer. I do feel that
such sentiment shall not be mine for,
Lord, who then will there be to
laugh at.

So impressed with and enthused
over the bayonet instruction by Growl-
er Maertens that I did at home later
spend upwards of an hour practicingt
facial expression before a mirror, fe-
rocity of countenance. or as I heard
one student phrase it "the facial
stance," being the keynote of the
training.
Wednesday, January 4

Urgently exhorted by Tuffy to im-
prove our form in grenade throwing
for, said he, form is the greatest
factor the same as in golf and (added
Giddings sotto voce) the Vanities.

At some loss to explain the ready
laughter which followed the Major's
story about the hippotamus for, Lord,
the last time I did attempt that story
for a group of students my only re-
sponse was a request to "Please pass
the salt."

-Lient. Peep.
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Off Hand Observations
By McGoous

By McGoofus
As was to be expected, there are

many stories told of long and fast
drives (automobile) made during the
holidays. Dickerson is reputed to have
made it from Miami to Columbus in
one day between the hours of 5:00
am and 9:00 pm. Ramsey drove from
New Orleans to Benning in about the
same time.

In driving through the south, one
can hardly fail to notice the come-
back which the horse and mules are
making as a means of transportation.
Low prices for farm products and
high priced gasoline explain this.

Buggies and saddles have been dug
out of storage and put back into use.

The younger generation knew these
only as museum pieces. The latest
thing in animal-drawn transportation
is a sort of sulky made by fastening
shafts and a seat to the axle and
wheels of a discarded automobile. Ten
of these were counted on the road
in one day.

Arthur Brisbane would attach great
significance to the farmers converting
the car which they bought in good
times into what, not so long ago, was
considered an outmodel means of trav-
el.

It does us good to get out occasion-
ally and see, first-hand, what our ci-
vilian friends are doing and thinking.

With the passing of 1932. it is re-
ported that there is a nationwide
state of mind of "feeling better." Call
it blind American optimism if you
will, but there is no getting around
the fact that it is a feeling which may
do a lot to eradicate existing economic
evils and bring about better days.

After all, what we downtrodden
victims of depression need more than
anything else is a little confidence,
and confidence in one's own ability,
in the ability of others, has yet to
spring from pessimism. Pessimism is
a depressant, optimism a tonic.

Bewildered and puzzled inhabitants
of the planet Earth will be relieved
to know that the terrifying theory
propounded by the distinguished sci-
enists Eddington and Jeans to the ef-
fect that the universe is running down
is very likely at fault. Richard C.
Tolma, California Institute of Tech-
nology, is reassuring on the point in-
volved.

Our universe, too, has its cycle, its
periods of deflation and inflation. Tol-
man aptly compares the cosmos to a
drunken man. It booms along for a
while and then deflates. But like the
drunk, who seems to be guided by
the hand of. Providence, it keeps on
going and will continue to do so.

The New Year's night celebration
at the Officers' Club ushered in 1933
very auspiciously. Your columnist was
amazed, on entering the club near
the zero hour last Saturday night, to
see dignified and austere majors and
colonels cavorting with abandon on
the dance floor, uttering unseemly
noises. and acting for all the world
like ten-year olds.

"0 Mores, 0, Tempora!" He was
almost afraid to sit down for fear one
of the aforementioned majors or
colonels had surreptiously placed a
tack on his chair and was fiendishly
awaiting nearby for the inevitable
outcome.

The floor was so crowded that, dur-
ing the supper hour, the management

(Please turn to page 9)

Although our primary interest right-
ly should be matters pertaining to the
service, there is such a thing as getting
too much out of touch with affairs on
the outside.

That last paragraph would never
square up with E. F. H's. rules for
conducting a column. It borders too
closely on advice giving and that is
not what readers want in their
columns.

• .5 5

Gunbotham did some clever detect-
ing and discovered the idenity of Mc-
Goofus (no, there were no fireworks).-

To put other critics on equal footing
with Gunbotham, the address is P. 0.
Box 1457, Post.

Where polo acquired the reputation
of being a game for tea-balancers and
coffee-coolers is a mystery. It must
take more than social ambition to
make a man spend his sunday morn-
ings batting a ball about a cage and
his afternoons pulling a horse around
a muddy field. What is more, polo
players take risks that would make the
hardiest football player think twice.
Just the other day, poloist Jack Grif-
fith took a spill which must have been
no picnic but the chances are that he
will be at it again as soon as he is
able to climb aboard a pony. They
deserve whatever tea and cookies they
get.

Jig-saw puzzles afford excellent
pass time entertainment but if you
have any trouble keeping the S'es
well above the doubtful line, lay off.

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all..
-joa Wolcot.

CONDUCTMI BY E. F. H.

ADVANCED CLASS RODEO
Half a league,
Half a league,
Half a league-onward!

Echoes from the last pre-Christmas mounted terrain exercise of the Ad-
vanced Class bridged the holiday gap and are still reverberating throughout
the Academic Area. If Explorer Chance were a distinguished poet like
Tennyson instead of being merely a distinguished historian, monographer
and deep sea fisherman, he would have produced, long since, an epic, ballad,
or at least a sonnet immortalizing the memorable event. As it is his colorful
prose version is a classic of sorts-worthy to be cast in the eternal type of
the Flare for the fact that seventy per cent of it is unprintable.

As we get the story from many sources, the Advanced Class having
solved the day's problem, was informed that members could ride back in-
dividually to the point where the horses were to be turned over to the order-
lies. The day was raw, some of the horses had been recently clipped, and
all were impatient and restless from hours of standing around in the cold.
The signal to return individually was, in effect, a command to charge. The
noble one hundred set off at a gallop, stringing over the terrain behind the
leaders-down hill, through brush. and over ditches.

Balaclava lived anew in the wild ride which followed and the historical
parallel was given added reality as saddles were emptied and elderly Majors
and captains went down as though before whiffs of invisible canister.

The route traversed part of the drag hunt area and here the Light Bri-
gade found jumps to the right of them, jumps to the left of them, and, when
lucky, jumps behind them. The cannon of the famed Tennyson poem could
scarcely have been more effective in dismounting the riders.

Space does not permit us to give a complete casualty list but we cannot
pass on to other themes without touching upon a few incidents of the famous
ride.

Captain Caygill, upon finding himself unexpectedly confronting one of
the drag hunt jumps, failed to coordiate his idea as to how it ought to be
taken with that of the horse. In the resulting melee the rider ended up
astride the jump in a jarred and bewildered condition., out of which he
beheld, as through a haze two riderless horses bounding ahead in stirrup
to stirrup formation. The sight almost convinced the confused captain that
he must have been doing a bit of Roman riding, but this delusion was dis-
pelled when he looked behind him and discovered Captain Rennagel, also
afoot. After all it was Benning, not the Circus Maximus.

Another incident worthy of commemoration concerns Captain Cooper.
This caballero had struggled with his horse all afternoon and by the time
the mounted charge was staged he was jollywell fed up with his company.
Our war correspondent reports that Centaur Cooper, suddenly dismounting,
-whether voluntarily or involuntarily, deponent could not say for certain-
loosed upon his beast a flood of invective that would have done credit to
a veteran muleskinner. "You blankety blank so and so' he shouted. I've
ridden you as long as I'm going to". Whereupon he planted a well aimed
boot quite high on the rump for a man with short legs and sent the horse
flying off in the general direction of the stables.

Captain Cooper was quite a way from home but he probably had it
figured out correctly that the net wear and tear would be less if he
came in afoot.

"Then they rode back
But not-not the six hundred."

BACKGROUND TO ORDER
For two years Captain Two-Gun-Tige Phillips has been t o u rin g the

provinces with a lecture on the situation in the Far East. The Captain's ad-
dress has come in for a lot of favorable press comment. One thing that is
responsible in part for its popularity is its timeliness. Every time Lecturer
Phillips takes it on the road, the Japanese stage a new demonstration of
some kind to remind the nervous world that China and Japan are playig
with matches in a power magazine.

Simultaneously with Lecturer Phillips' departure last Wednesday on
his midwinter Chautauqua tour, the Far Eastern situation flared in the
headlines. Luncheon club and after dinner America is thereby made con-
scious of the existence of such out of the ordinary geographical names
as Jehol, Shanhaikuan, and Chinwangtao, and the stage is all set for the
Captain's forthcoming address. In the present instance, the scenic effect
is especially appropriate, for Lecturer Phillips has been all over the most

recently disturbed area.
This sort of thing has happened so often that we are beginning to

suspect collusion. The fact that Captain Phillips is personally acquainted
with a number of high ranking Japanese officers lends color to the sus-
picion. Moreover, it would not be hard to believe that the Japanese,
in the absence of a better excuse, might be quite willing to take another
fall out of China just to accommodate a friend.

WARM PARTY
We missed Mine Host Dowdall's Christmas dance ceremony of bring.

ing in the Yule Log but we understand it was a great success. The
Infantry School Hunt with pink coats, baying pack and everything, brought
in the log to the tune of "A Hunting We Will Go," and other lilting airs.

While the log was being lifted into place-a bit of heavy work which
fell to the lot of Artillerymen Arch Arnold and Sir Sidney Negrotto, big,
strong, silent men, both-Commander Brett stood by holding aloft the
flaming torch with which to light it-making a fairly successful effort
the while to look like the masculine prototype of Liberty enlightening
the world. It was a picturesque and inspiring tableau, reflecting great
credit to Mine Host Dowdall's genius for showmanship but it nearly re-
sulted in disaster when the commander's torch singed the whiskers of

(Please turn to page 9)
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Two New Troop
School Courses

To Begin Here
Two troop school courses, entirely

separate from the courses conducted
by academic department of The In-
fantry School, will begin at Fort
Benning, on Tuesday.

A mess management course of ap-
proximately one month's duration
opened with a class of officers repre-
senting post headquarters, 29th Infan-
try, the 83rd Field Artillery, and 7th
Engineers. Captain Phillip T. Fry,
Infantry, and 1st Lieutenant Glenn B.
McConnell, 83rd Field Artillery were
named as instructors.

Those composing the class are Lieut.
Harry G. Dowdall, headquarters staff;
Captain John J. Albright, John A.
Otto, George J. Forster, and Morriss
B. DePass, jr., and Lieutenants Carl
F. Duffner, James D. Sams, Sidney G.
Brown, jr., Milton H. Pressley, jr.,
Anthony S. Howe, Julian M. Chappell,
John M. Brown, Augustus W. Danne-
miller, Glenn A. Farris, Robert D.
Johnston, Charles N. Howze, Ernest
F. Easterbrook, Edward K. Purnell,
Charles L. Decker, Joseph B. Cool-
idge, Joseph K. Dickey, Eugene L.
Brown, and Houston F. Houser, jr.,
all of the 29th Infantry; Lieutenants
Charles E. N. Howard, John R. Beish-
line, 83rd Field Artillery; and Lieut.
Stephen R. Hanmer, 7th Engineers.

A school for stable sergeants, stable
orderlies, and candidates for stable
sergeant, whose course will include
studies of the treatment of minor in-
juries, and diseases of animals, was
also started on Tuesday, by Lieutenant
Colonel Burton A. Seeley, Veterinary
Corps. This course will be in prog-
ress until March 1, and the class
composed of stable sergeants of a]
mounted organizations, stable order-
lies, and other selected men.

0

Regimental Per-
s o n n e I Sections
A re Dis b anded

The disbandment of the personnel
section of the 9th Infantry was effect-
ed on Tuesday, when all company
clerks were sent back to their com-
panies, and all personnel records of
enlisted men were transferred to the
custody of the various company com-
manders.

Lieutenant George P. Howell, who
has been personnel adjutant of the

29th Infantry, has been relieved from
that office and announced as assistant
adjutant.

Other units at Fort Benning are
completing the transfer of personnel
records to companies in compliance
with the recent war department order
which abolishes the regimental per-
sonnel office. The order is designed
to reduce paper work and simplify
administrative overhead.

Medicos' Mess Noses Out
Special Units In December

The mess of the Fort Benning sta-
tion hospital edged the Special Units
mess out of first place in the monthly
competitive inspection conducted by
Major Homer L. Connor, medical in-
spector, for the month of December.
The Special Units mess, until recent-
ly, had maintained an unbroken rec-
ord of leadership in theinspection
scale for a year.

Benning Again
Extending Aid To

Needy Persons
Upon the arrival of the shipment

of clothing consigned to the adjutant
general of the state of Florida a few
days ago, Fort Benning's participa-
tion in the army's movement to ex-
tend aid to the needy and destitute
entered into its second calendar year.

The army's present movement to-
ward assisting in the alleviation of
distress by the utilization of salvaged
and surplus clothing, and other arti-
cles which could be usefully employ-
ed for the purpose, was initiated
early last year, when large numbers
of cots and blankets were loaned to
responsible welfare agencies, and
quantities of articles of clothing were
sold to them at nominal prices fixed
by the war department.

Fort Benning, as the largest military
post in the southeastern United States,
was selected as one of the depots
from which the supplies were to be
distributed, and since the first ship-
ments were made last year, large num-
bers of articles of clothing, such as
coats, breeches, shoes, underwear,
socks, overcoats, and other articles
have been shipped to the representa-
tives of the welfare agencies designat-
ed by the governors of several south-
ern states. These agencies, after al-
tering the garments to remove their
distinctiveness as uniform clothing,
distribute them free of charge to the
needy of their regions.

"Bob" Birdsong
Returns To Post

Earlv In June
The many friends of Pvt. Robert

Birdson, formerly of Company E, 29th
Infantry, but now a member of Com-
pany F, 15th Infantry, stationed at
Tientsin, China, will learn with pleas-
ure that Bob will be with us at Ben-
ning, early in June.

According to a letter just received
from this youngster, he is yearning
for Fort Benning and the "olde
gang," again. He writes that China
is okay but that the U. S., is the
one and only place and further states
that for the man in the service that
there is no place like the Upatoi
Station.

Bob stated in his letter that he
would like very much to rejoin Com-
pany E, 29th Infantry, when he re-
turned. It would probably be a nice

feeling for him if he knew that "Top-
kick Hi" Davis seemed pleased to
learn that Bob had a hankering for
the same old outfit, in fact Hi, kinder
put on one of his easy going smiles
as he stated that he would be glad
to have the wander back again.

Classy Clothes Shop Is
Open In New Location

The Classy Clothes Shop, one of the
most popular clothing stores of Co-
lumbus is reopening in its new loca-
tion on Broadway. The new building
is setting an example for convenience
and beauty in that city.

The management has expressed its
pleasure at the splendid cooperation
the company has received from the
Benning personnel, and the belief
that this cooperation has been large-
ly instrumental in the former success
of the firm. All its customers and
friends are invited to the formal open-

_______________________________________________________ I

SOCIETY
(Continued From Page 2 ,)

Cocke before an altar banked with
of the couple at Benning. The mar-
riage took place yesterday afternoon
Easter lilies, palms and ferns. The
bride was given in marriage by her
brother, Mr. C. Willard Hayes, Jr.

Mi's. Louis Emerson Hibbs and Mrs.
fl-uh Mitchell, sisters of the bride,
were the matrons of honor. The
bridesmaids, Miss Betty Prescott, Miss
Ka-herine Fetchet, Miss Natalie Nor-
wooI and Miss Sara Stidham.

Lieut. M. F. Grant, U. S. A., acted
a l best man and the ushers included
Maj. Hugh Mitchell, Maj. Louis E.

_'bbs, Lieut. D. B. Smith, Lieut.
Chirles Dasher, Lieut. M. W. Tracy
and Capt. F. F. Lee.

Mrs. Hayes, mother of the bride,
an, Mrs. Mathewson, mother of the
bridegroom, received at a reception
follow ing the ceremony with the
young couple at the home of the
bride's parents in Edgemoor.

Lieut. and Mrs. Mathewson will
aiake their home in West Point, where
the former is an instructor. Mrs.
Mathewson attended Miss Madeira's
school and studied art in Washington
an] Paris. She is a member of the
Junior League of Washington. Lieut.
Mathewson attended Cornell Univer-
sity and was graduated from West
Point.

I Personals 7
Capt. and Mrs. Horace 0. Cush-

man have as their guest, the latter's
sister, Miss Helen O'Neill of Charles-
ton, S. C. Miss O'Neill plans to be
with her sister and brother-in-law
for about two weeks.

Lieut. and Mrs. Harry Wheaton
of Fort McPherson have been spend-
ing the holidays with Capt. and Mrs.
John E. Hull. Lieut. Wheaton is aide-
de-camp to Gen. James Reeves.

Lieut. Harold W. Gould has as his
house guest, Capt. Eddie Foy of Fort
McPherson.

Lieut. and Mrs. R. T. Mitchell have
returned from Florida, where they
were the guests of Lieut. Mitchell's
family during the holidays.

Mr. W. R. Gautier who has been
visiting his parents, Maj. and Mrs. C.
V. Gautier returned to the University
of Florida where he attends school.

Capt. and Mrs. R. E,. Vermette have
as their guests, Lieut. and Mrs. Paul
Zuver. Lieut. Zuver who is now sta-
tioned at Carlisle Barracks had pre-
viously been stationed at the Station
Hospital here for three years.

Lieut. W. R. Bache has returned to
the Post after having the holidays as
he guest of Lieut. Col. and Mrs. R.

W. Clark of Sarasota, Florida.

ing of the store, which will take place
today.

The Classy Clothes Shop has built
up a considerable reputation for the
quality and economy of the merchan-
dise it sells and the managers an-
nounce that they will continue the
policy, in the future, which has won
them so many friends in the past.

Top Sergeant: What shall we do
with these soldiers who ran away and
joined the nudist coloney?

Captain: Mark 'em absent without
leaves.

Colored Maid: "She's takin' a bath,
suh."

Capt. Perry: "I'd like to see her."
Maid: "I'se speck you would, white

boy."

McMurria Motor Company
Dealers

DeSOTO and PLYMOUTH
Light 6-Cylinder Cars. . . all steel bodies . . hydraulic brakes . . . floating
power ... and, of course, free wheeling-advanced features found only in this
line of light cars. Drive these cars and compare them with others in their
price field.

ON DISPLAY SATURDAY
1125 SIXTH AVENUE

FORT BENNING
the

Son-in-Law
and

Big Brother
of

Columbus
. approves

OLD SETTLERS' SAUSAGE
Guaranteed By

THE PROVISION COMPANY
Columbus, Georgia

KIRVEN'S will open within the next few

days. The insurance adjusters are completing

their work caused by the fire of December

27. Merchandise will be repriced at a reduc.

ion for the opening days. Watch the pap.

ers for further news.

Kirven's takes this opportunity to wish the
Benning Personnel a pleasant and

prosperous New Year.

KIRVIEN'S

Shop In The Herald

To Gentlemen who enjoy this fine
sport in a pleasant atmosphere

*lM IS played in

THE PALACE

The finest Billard and Pool

parlor in Columbus, on the

best tables that can be pur-

chased.

LOCATED 4 W. 12th ST.

Downstairs Under

W. W. PERROTT OPTICAL CO.

We invite every Gentle-
man at Benning to visit
us and inspect these fine
tables.

We Also Have

Soda Fountain
For Your Convenience
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D. P. HARDING, Editor

Corn Griffin May Meet Frankie

By JACK GIBNEY

The outlook for the athletic year
at Fort Benning in 1933 is extremely
bright, as regards the quality of com-
petition, and the number of sports to
be indulged in. A number of first
class players in all sports will make
their debut at The Infantry School,
many of them from colleges and high
schools throughout the south who
have entered into army competition
via the recruiting officer.

Captain Phillip T. Fry, post athletic
officer, has laid plans to furnish fans
of fistiana with two cards of the high.
est quality each month. The rise of
Corn Griffin to fame in the squared
circle, and the tried and proven
ability of Cyclone Smith is sure to
bring the cream of southern boxers
to the post sometime during the year,
as both of these boys are serious bar-
riers to any leather pusher with
championship ambitions, in the light-
heavy class. Cotton Batton, southern
colored middleweight champion, is to
get his final test before he trys the
calibre of national championship com-
petition when he meets Gorilla Jones
in the first outdoor show at Benning.
Chick Liddell, Blondy Parker, Rip
Tetherton, Young Griffin, and other
up and coming youngsters are also
to show their wares in their climb
up the ladder.

Baseball promises one of the best
seasons seen here, and Dame Rumor
whispers that several of the latest
recruits are from Class B professional
leagues, and quite a number from
ranking college and high school ag-
gregations. Last year's veterans are
all present, and much is looked for
when the fungo bat comes out of the
mothballs.

Amateur boxing is at present hold-
ing the lime-light at the University
on the Upatoi. Approximately 150
Simon Pures from the different or-
ganizations of the station are round-
ing into shape for the coming tourna-
ment in February, the winners of

which will compose the Benning team
that will meet the leading southern
amateur boxers in the Southeastern
Tournament in Atlanta, March 15, 16,
17.

The new golf course has developed
into one of the finest links in the
south, and many of the officers of the
garrison are ranked among the leaders
in Army golf circles.

Tennis, as always, Ls going to be
one of the most popular sports for
the individual, and teams equal to, if
not better than, those of the past are
expected to display their wares dur.
ing the coming year. The apperance
of "Big Bill" Tilden, with his troop
of professionals, among which were
several of the European champions,
did more to heighten the interest in
Benning than almost any single fac.
tor. In addition to the matches held
by the Officers' Club, the enlisted
men of the post have shown a liking
for the game, and a tournament held
in the 2d Battalion, 29th Infantry,
brought more than 33 soldier contest-
ants into action. Especially is this
fact notable, when it is considered
that tennis, to the soldier, is compara-
tively new, and it is hoped that the
spring of 1933 will find the boys out
in greater numbers than last year.

One of the newest sports that is
breaking the ice at the post is the
time-honored game of the English
public school; soccer. It is a game
that soldiers enjoy, and the degree
of skill that has been achieved in one
year can only be realized by witness-
ing one of the closely fought games.
This year another post league, with
more teams entered. and stiffer com-
petition to be met.

Polo will continue till the 1st of
March. Four teams are fighting it out
for post honors, and will give many
thrilling exhibitions of riding and
sport during the rest of the winter
months.

Altogether, it looks like a year of

(Please turn to page 7)

Curtain Rings Down On Post Athletic
Events of 1932; Future Encouraging

Preliminaries are being arranged
and promise to be proportionately as
good as the semi-final and main go.

The January seventeenth boxing

card should start 1933 out with a
bang as far as fighting is concerned.

WE MAKE

RUBBER STAMPS

- One Day Delivery-

COLUMBUS OFFICE
SUPPLY CO.

Vine
FrankieO W i n e And
Pride Of Benning
May Fight Jan. 17

Corn Griffin, promising Benning
lightheavy, will have plenty of dyna-
mite on his hands if the Athletic As-
sociation succeeds in matching him
with Frankie Wine. Wine, dubbed the
Montana fighting blacksmith, has an
enviable record behind him.

He returned recently from Australia
where he engaged W. D. (Young)
Stribling in a fifteen-round bout
which he lost. Ile had previously won
decisions over two of the best ex-
ponents of the light game that Aus-
tralia had.

Wine fought Jack Dempsey, the
Manassa Mauler a four-rounder in
Louisville, and after a grueling bat-
tle, Dempsey admitted that he had
never been hit so hard in his entire
career. That admission, alone, testifies
to the dynamite that the Blacksmith
totes in either mitt.

Wine has beaten or held on even
terms such pugilistic luminaries as
Stribling (four times), Al Friedman,
Al Fay, George Manley, Yale Okun,
K. 0. Christner, Charley Retzlaff,
Charley Berlanger, Al Walker, Joe
Sekrya, Tiger Jack Payne, Maxie
Rosenbloom, and many others.

He is managed by J. R. Basco, who
has one of the best stables of fighters
in the middle west.

Wine, however, will neet an able
opponent in Corn Griffin, the pride
and joy of Fort Benninug. In his last
three fights, Griffin has knocked out
Jerry Pavalec, eistwhile sparring part-
ner of Max Schmeling, won a decis-
ion over Pietro Corri, hard-hitting
Italian lightheavy and K, Od. Tom-
mie Hambrick in the 5th round of
a scheduled ten round bout.

If the Athletic Association fails to
obaitm Wine for the card, Edgren or
Battling Bozo, the inimitable clown,
will battle Griffin in the nmain go on
January 17.

The fans' appetites wil be whetted
by a semi-final which wiill probably
find Rip Tetherton opposing Leo
lBailey. Both these b~oxers boast a
knockout over Lester Darby. Bailey
slipped oxver the (Ireamland wallop
iii the early roumds xwhile Tetherton
wxax hard put to lay Darby low. The
bout should proxe a real battle and
tih'- chances ire that it will not go
the limit, one omr other of the twvo
paricipants winniing v ia the knockout
route.

CLASSY CLOTHES SHOP

NOw IN NEW LOCATION

Due to time splendid co-operation of
our many friends and customers
we feel that all credit is due them
fhr being so instrumental to our
succeis which has enabled us to
move into a new and modern
hoin e.

We cordially invite you all
to visit us in this new home
at 1035 Broadway. This is
not only our new store but
YOUR store for a bigger
and better service.

For the ladies we have for Spring,
dresses in all the latest shades made
in advance styles. A fine stock of
Spring coats, tweed, Polo coats, Broad-
cloths, etc., in all the newest shades,
all wonderful values... . For men we
offer excellent values in suits, top
coats, shoes and all accessories.

CLASSY CLOTHES

050
The finest
cl1 o the s in
Columbus

for the money

OR

Itto
Classy Clothes Shop

1035 BROADWAY

SPORT CHATTER1
BY DAVE HARDING

The Panthers went west with the touchdown again on a pass. A.fumble
avowed purpose to climb the walls of recovered by Captain Tay Brown. of
Troy. Undefeated after the hardest Scuthern California put his eleven in
kind of schedule, they were conceded a scoring position on the seven yard
at least all outside chance. Victories line, but such was the great goal line
over Notre Dame and Army attested resistance of Pittsburgh that it took
to the great trength of Pittsburgh. four dovns to turn the trick. A flat

The Trojans, on the other hand, pass to Griffin was the touchdown
were one of the two major elevens play.
Mn the country to go through a season In the fourth quarter, the Panihe s
of upsets w~thont one single defeat were unable to withstand the savage

r a tie against them. They, too, boast- onaught of tie greatest powerhouse
an impres ive victory over b he in the country and were snowed under

Fighting Iril of Notre Dame. !hree more touchdowns, two occuring
as a result of a blocked kick and a

The Southern California line out- fumble.
weighed the Panther forward wall by Ernie Smith, Ray Sparling, Larry
approximately thirteen pounds per Stevens, Ford Palmer, and Captain
man. Such luminaries as Ernie Smith, Tay Brown all showed up well in the

moTeat all Amercan tackle, Tay Brown, line for the winners with Griffith and
i ord Palmer, Aaron Rosenberg, and Warburton outstanding in the bac .
Ray Sparling had gained Southern field.
California recognition as having the The two Pittsburgh ends, Skladany

~rongest line in many years. and Dailey, and all American Warren
The game opened with Southern Heller shone for the Panthers. Skla-

California kicking off. Approximately dany and Dailey were in every play

two or three minutes later the Tro- and were every bit as good as Spdrl.
ans scored on a long pass from Grif. ing and Palmer.
fih to Palmer. The game began to
take on time aspect of a walkaway.
But the Panthers were not so easily The Southern California triumph
beaten and for the rest of the half establishes the eleven as the mythical
held their opponents on even terms, country champions for the second
'hreatening twice in the second quar- consecutive year. During this timef
er. they have won twenty games in a row

In the third quarter, the lighter without a single defeat.

tPittsburgh team began to crumble and Colgate, whose record is the most
Southern California scored its second (Please turn to page 7)

AUTO MOBILE
MAINTENANCE

Careful attention to the
"inner workings" of
your car will save much
cost and trouble. Have
it periodically examin-
ed and the small defects
repaired before it is too
late.

AUTO DEPT.
POST EXCHANGE

Ft. Benning
No Charge for Inspection and Estimate

--NMMWR
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AmateurLeatherpushers raining s rl L TSi
Simon Pures Work-
ing Out Daily As
Tournament Nears

Only three more weeks to go and
the ambitious young army amateur
boxers will throw leather in the first
bouts of the annual garrison amateur
boxing tournament. At the present
-time the team coaches are working
their men overtime as they round in-
to shape for the coming strife.

The Special Units of the 29th In-
2fantry, looms as a title contender.
Lonnie Wilson, hard hitting heavy-
weight and a veteran of three seasons
in southern competition, is now a
member of the Service Co., 29th Inf.,
and instead of wearing the green col-
ors of the Irish, will be out in the
raven colors of the Black Pirates.
Pendleton, holder of the garrison
lightheavy championship, is also a
member of the Buccaneer crew. The
entire string from bantams to heavy-
weights, appear to be a tough, hard
hitting aggregation.

The Kellys of the Second Battalion,
29th Infantry, will be weakened by
the loss of Prophet, welterweight, who
was injured in football practice. He
has a very bad knee and will hardly
be entered. Whatley, middleweight
and southern champion, is a favorite
for honors in the middleweight divis-
ion. The Kellys also boast a veteran
in Brophy.

The Irish will enter a team of first
-year men but it is rumored that a
tough string of boys will be wearing
the green colors when the battle be-
gins.

The Tankers are banking on Milan,
hard punching welter, and Floyd,
bantam, to bring home first honors
in these weights. A string of rugged,
willing maulers are out for the Tank-
er team and the Caterpillar Conduct-
ors may be one of the high lights of
the meet.

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

PEACHTREE AT CAIN

t..ltla nta, ga

0

550 rooms of comfort and
convenience. Each room has
ceiling fan, circulating ice
water, radio and either
shower or tub bath; corner
rooms have both. Open Din-
ing Terrace and Coffee Shop.

Rooms from $2

J. F. de Jarnette Vice-Pres. & Mgr.

GRIFFINWINS
VS. HAMBRICK

By AL DURDEN
John (Corn) Griffin, Benning light-

heavy, continued his stroll up the
steps of the Temple of Fistiana, with
a five-round knockout over Young
Hambrick at West Palm Beach, Fla.,
last Tuesday night.

Griffin's victory over Hambrick was
his third win in as many starts over
popular fighters in the past two
months. Hambrick had just battled
Gordon Fortenberry, to a draw at
West Palm Beach, two weeks before
meeting Griffin. Many fight fans in
that section of the country picked
Hambrick to be too clever for Griffin.

The fight proved to be a one-sided
affair. Griffin went after Hambrick and
had him in distress with hard punch-
es to the stomach in the opening
round. It was just a case of too much
Griffin. Switching to the head with
left hooks and left jabs in the sec-
ond round, Griffin had Hambrick
bleeding from the nose and mouth
at the opening of the third round.
The slaughter was stopped in the fifth
round to save the game but badly
beaten Hambrick from further pun-
ishment.

Griffin's win over Hambrick has
made him the outstanding favorite to
meet Godoy, the Chilean threat, at
Miami, Fla., late in January. Godoy
has won eighteen fights since arriv-
ing in the United States. He has suf-
fered no defeats. Among his victims
are such fighters as Cyclone Smith,
Gordon Fortenberry, Frankie Palmo
and other well known fighters. It is
predicted that his battle with Griffin
will draw one of the largest houses
of the season in Florida.

Griffin first attracted the interest of
Florida fight fans when he slashed
Petro Corri, Austrian heavyweight,
to ribbons in ten rounds at Tampa,
Fla., during the past November.
Corri outweighed Griffin twelve
pounds. Two weeks later he jumped
over to West Palm Beach, and stopped
Jerry Pavelac in eight rounds.

Pavelac carried a weight advantage
of twenty-eight pounds over Griffin.
In the eighth round Pavelac missed
a right hook and Griffin whipped
over a counter right that caught the
big fellow flush on the chin. Pavelac
nmade a half turn and fell face down,
be was out for ten minutes.

Fort Benning fans will probably see

Griffin at his best in his coming battle
here on Jan. 17th. Captain Phillip T.
Fry, athletic officer, is trying to get
Cowboy Frankie Edgren here for
Griffin on that date. In their last bat-
tle here there was many fans that
claimed Edgren should have had a
draw. If it can be arranged, Frankie
will come back for a second shot
at Griffin.

p

SPORT CHATTER
(Continued from Page 6)

impressive with no defeats and no
ties and whose goal-line was uncrossed
in the course of the past season is
a claimant for the title. But the op-
position encountered by Colgate was
not sufficient to put the "Red Raiders
from Chenango" in the same category
as the Trojans.

Michigan, also unbeaten and untied,
is another university which claims
championship honors, but it is very
doubtful whether the experts will rate
her on a par with Southern California.

One of the finest aggregations of
individual stars ever to line-up on the
same team in football history met
defeat at the hands of an all-Western
eleven by a score of 21-13.

In the backfield of the Eastern
team were Harry Newman, all Am-
erican quarterback, Manders, Rentner,
Berry, Viviano and Horstman-no
coach could want a better backfield.
In the line were Moss, Smith of Col.
gate, and Joe Kurth, all outstanding
stars during the past season. Moss
and Kurth made all-American and

Bob Smith, Colgate guard, rated on
many teams.

Stars on the Western team included
Schaldach, an unsung hero, Brovelli,
Caddell, Krause, and Christenson in
the backfield, Ely and Hokuf in the
line.

The Eastern team got off to an early
lead and at the half led 6-0. Little
Hank Schaldach, California halfback,
led the smashing second half offensive
which brought the West its victory.

The sturdy ball-toter who wound
up his career with the Bears a few
weeks ago, scored every point made
by his team. The first touchdown re-
suited from a 35 yard runback of a
punt by Schaldach, a few concentrated
line plays, and a final buck. In the
same quarter an intercepted pass by
Harry Stafford, halfback hailing from
the University of Texas, gave the West
another scoring opportunity which
was quickly capitalized on.

In the final quarter the East scored
again after a steady march down the
field, but the West retaliated when
Schaldach on another runback of a
punt dashed 33 yards to the seven
yard line, and scored two plays later.

The defeat of the Eastern team
proved once again that a collection
of individual stars does not necessari-
ly mean an unbeatable eleven.

0
CURTAIN RINGS DOWN ON

ATHLETICS
(Continued from page 6)

plenty for Benning sport fans, both
Private John Doe, and Lieutenant
Richard Roe, and whether he is a
side-line athlete whose exertions con-
sist of madly cheering his favorite;
or whether he is out there with a
Charleyhorse in his leg and the battle-
light in his eye, he is sure to find
what he is looking for in the line
of athletic entertainment.

Maj. General King presenting silver trophy to Cpl. "Red Wilson.
captain of the championship Second Battalion team.

Try

EXTRA PALE DRY

Sold At
Grocery Dept. and Soda Fountain

POST EXCHANGE

Your Favorite Sports... The Herald I

1931 7-Passenger Buick Sedan. Long Wheel
Base. Powered with Buick's famous 104
H. P. eight cylinder motor-6 wire wheels
-trunk rack, new tires, original Duco fin-
ish. Like new, inside and out.

Chrysler Imperial 80-5-passenger sedan.
One of the big, fast, powerful Chryslers. Ex-
cellent mechanical condition. Original fac-
tory finish.

Plymouth Coach. This car is exceptional-

ly clean. Perfect running shape. Four new

tires. Original finish. Upholstery like new.

Lasalle 5-Passenger Sedan, fully equipped
with all accessories including six wire
wheels. Beautifully refinished in latest DucG
color.

Hudson Sedan. This late model Hudson
is fully equipped with six wire wheels and
trunk. Original factory finish. Looks like
new.

1932 Dodge Coupe. This six-cylinder
Dodge coupe has been driven only a few
thousand miles and cannot be told from a
lrand new car. Lots of extra equipment,
including six wire wheels and trunk rack.

A complete stock of all makes, models, body styles and prices. Terms to suit your con-
venience. Every car is carefully inspected.

Cliff41. Averett, Inc.
1445-49 First Avenue Phone 883-884

U

These" Well Known Makes
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*THEATRICAL AT RACTIONS
RIALTO and His Girl!I ROYAL

Constance Bennet, glamorous star in "Rockabye' falls in love with a play-
wright only to encoutner heart-breaking obstacles in the way. Here's a scene

of she and Joe McCrea, to be shown when the picture comes to the Royal
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday.

Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE GRAND

SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "A Bill
Divorcement," with John Barrymore and Katharine Hepburn.
A shell-shocked veteran returns home after a long seige in the
hospital. His wife has divorced him and is about to marry
another. His daughter knows him only as a man. Friends only
memories of him. A stirring drama of Barrymore at his best.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Offering "Deception,"
with Leo Carrillo, Dickie Moore, Nat Pendleton, Thelma Todd
and Barbara Weeks. Fame was only a bubble that burst when
"Dame" trouble stepped on it. The wrong girl wanted him!
The right girl doubted him! But she tamed him, all the same.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Offering "Congorilla," with
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson. An authentic picture of the most
amazing adventure of this pair. The only talking picture en-

tirely made in Africa. Primeval humans, gorillas fighting, man-

eaters at war, core of the world . . . the river of peril, and

other hair-raising scenes "through the empire of death!"

AT THE RIALTO

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY (Now Playing): Offering
"Come on Tarzan," with Ken Maynard and his wonder horse,
"Tarzan." A drama of men who ride with their stirrups long
and their holsters handy . . . who deal across the top of the
table . . . and shoot from the hip!

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "The Big Broadcast"
with Stuart Erwin, Bing Crosby, Kate Smith, Burns and Allen,
Boswell Sisters, Arthur Tracy and other leading stars of radio
fame. A human story of the secrets and events in the great
studio of the air. Intrigue of station against station with roar-

ing comedy and a convincing love story woven all the way

through.

TUESDAY ONLY: Offering "Madison Square Garden"

with Jack Oakie, ThomasMeighan, Marian Nixon and Zasu

Pitts. A romantic, dramatic story of three men and two girls

fighting desperately to rout the mechanism of unseen forces.

A spectacular picture enacted in one of the most picturesque
arenas.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Offering "Stranger in

Town," with "Chic" Sale, Ann Dvorak, David Manners and

Noah Berry. An extra-special show for smile-shoppers who
demand more howls for their money! A screaming comedy
with the master comedian, "Chic" Sale up to all the old tricks

and many new ones.

AT THE ROYAL

(Opening Saturday Night at 11:15 O'Clock)
ALSO SUN7DAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offering

"Rockabye" with Constance Bennett, Joel Mccrea and Paul Lu-
kas. Says she-I'm Judy Carroll, I've been around. The men
I've known have all had one idea. I'm no saint, that's true, but

where do they get off to brand me with the past they wished on
me? Where do they get off to take away my baby?-you'll like
her, stunning! Glorious!-as the girl who fought for love and
lost ... the heart-cry of a million mothers. And Constance Ben-
nett flashes style dictum in this picture.

New York to Hollywood and back
ii a split second.

That's the trip audiences at the

Rialto Theater, where "The Big

Broadcast," romantic comedy with a

cast of radio and movie favorites,

play Sunday and Monday, will make

-without realizing it.

For while a majority of the se-

quences o fthe picture were made
in the film capital, many of them

were taken in New York. Joined to-

gether, a New York-made sequence

follows many a Hollywood-made se-

quence, but the joining has been done
so carefully that it is impossible to

discover just where it occurs.

Stuart Erwin, Bing Crosby, Leila

Hyams, and Burns and Allen, for ex-

ample, w e r e filmed in Hollywood.

Kate Smith, the Boswell Sisters, the

Mills Brothers, Cab Calloway and his

Orchestra, Vincent Lopez and his

Orchestra, and Arthur Tracy, (The

Street Singer) were photographed in

New York. Life Insurance Agent: "Do you want JakePell. author of "Rockabyej
a straiht life.?" thought not. When he told her so

Capt. Murphy: "Well, I like to step the sparks flew between them. Soon

G R A N D out once ina while." they were caught ina tremendous

ICapt. Perry: "Is the lady of the heart fire that threatened to burn
down the barriers that stood in the

Every once in a while there are women is the problem that occupies way of their love.
movies that make you think-and en- Billie Burke in this dramatic film.

joy it! Making her return to the screen, What reached the heart of this

Such a film is "A Bill of Divorce- Miss Burke reveals the glamour and profoundly sophisticated sacrifice that

ment," the RKO-Radio Picture star- charm which made her a toast of the meaured the power and beauty of

ring John Barrymore which plays iublic. this, her first honest love?

Saturday, Sunday and Monday at the Barryniore as the shell-shocked "Rockabye" reveals the depths of a

Grand Theater. ,oldier has one of the most appeal- heart the world called shallow. It is
ing and forceful roles of his long an adaption of Lucia Bronder's play.

Primarily superb entertainment with aid colorful career. George Cukor directed.
brilliant performances by Barrymore,
Billie Burke and Katharine Hepburn, OWPYRI NAGLT

this film also is one which raises G R A NDeNOW PLAYING

questions you carry out of the thea- __e m i
tre to think and talk about at home.,
A shell-shocked English veteran NoATU...... BeNDAY. i ....d N the I

returns to his home after a long siege tidal sweep of this HeartPounding Drama!

in the hospital. He finds there is little JOHN with the Wonder Horse 'TARZAN'
place for him in the world that had

sent him away with flags flying. His
wife has divorced him and is prepar- A B .L OF P,,. ,I-

ing to marry another man. His DIVORCEMENT - CARTOON - COMEDY

daughter knows him only as a man. V AKATHAKD "iChapter 5 "THE LAST FRONTIER"
His friends have only memories of , HEPBURN., Billi SUNDAY and MONDAY

Ie1 " idbmn" Every star of Radio Land in a Heart-

him, no hands to help in trying read- M o L _ - Stirring Romance I
"""" " t. VICTU "THE BIG BROADCAST"l

justment. I COMEDY - NOVELTY - NEWS

TUESDAY and W~EDNESDAYWith
Just how strong are the claims of STUART ERWIN MILLS BROTHERS

the returned veterans? Should whole, LEO CARRILLO BING CROSBYAMS BOSWELL SISTERS
BIG CR M ARTHUR TRACY

healthy lives be wrecked to spare fur- E E OM - BURNS & ALLEN VINCENT LOPEZ
t a a a d t KATE SMITH CAB CALLOWAY

ther pain to a soul already twisted HE WASACROKEDMUSICAL NOVELTY - FOX NEWS
and torn? DD ATFrCD, .- , • TUESDAY ONLY

.. .......... .... ,

Billie Burke returns to the screen,
supporting Barrymore in "A Bill Of
Divorcement," playing at the Grand
Theatre Saturday, Sunday and Mon-
day.

JACK OAKIE

NARIAN NIXONtulAi iL. I'JBWNm.m.
ZASU PITTS 5

WIUWI ANBOYD
aqw n "W COSTY" -- 1a , L

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

ROMANTIC JOURNEY - SCREEN SONGSTAGER
IN

"Chic' Sale- Ann Dvora
David M |nnersrr-Noah Beery

Opening Sat. Night Sun., Mon..Tue.
at 11:15 Sn M ., u

BENNETTin ...........

ROCKABY pAT HE\.
JOEL McCREA :PTurE
D AU.L LU KA S' Pictu r e . .

ADDED FEATURES-
UNIVERSAL NEWS "TOWED OUT OF A HOLE"

"BUGS AND BOOKS" ' PARIS"

COMING EUGE.NE O NEILLIS "STRANGE INTERLUDE9
with Norma Shearer and Clark Gable

At no advance in prices.

I
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Judy Carroll didn't need a press
agent to get her name and picture in
the paper-she needed one to keep it
off the front page and out of the
scare headlines

No performance of her most pop-
ular play ever stood them up as op
the day she testified in the criminal
court in the embezzlement trial of
Commissioner Howard. Her poise and
cleverness deserted her until the Dis-
trict Attorney asked if the Commis-
sioner wasn't the father of the child
she was about to adopt.

Thus notoriety breaks loose around
Judy Carroll, potrayed by Constance
Bennett in "Rockabye," RKO-Pathe
picture in which Joel McCrea and
Paul Lukas are featured in support
beginning Saturday night at 11:15 o'-
clock and continuing Sunday, Monday
and Tuesday at the Royal Theatre.

flow was that notoriety to affect
her career? Would the public like
her in a new play called "Rockabye"
in which she would portray a girl of
the gutters rising to fame? Could she
too, convincingly play such a role, or
not at all?

-and Marshall says the
very same words to Miriam
Hopkins in another se-
quence of "Trouble in
Paradise."
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Do they
Keep on Flying
after you shoot?

Don't be too quick to blame your-
sef when you miss. There's a dif-
ference in shellsthat many shooters
don't realize until they try the
harder-hitting, long-rangeSuper.X
-the load with the Short Shot
String. Greater effectiveness at
greater distances. Now loaded
with NON-CORROSIVE
PRIMERS that keep your shotgun
clean. See us for hunting supplies.

MAIN BRAN CH
Post Exchange Fort Benning, Georgia

mel •on in ni prm wi__'_en
The tCount in his prime wieided a

wicked poison pen. His column in
the Herald was called "The Observa-
tion Post" and the conductor thereof
observed and wrote plenty. Believing
that he is capable of staging a come-
back we have requested that he fur-
nish us a Benning-then-and-now article
for the Flare. If he kicks in and his
stuff isn't too hot to handle, we'll let
you have it in our next issue.

MAYBE THEY'LL BE ALL RIGHT
NEXT YEAR

We understand that the large con-
signment of Christmas cards ordered
by a prominent bachelor of the 29th
Foot, were engraved, "Captain and
Mrs. George Forster".

Our best undercover man has been
assigned the job of ferreting out the
facts. Our readers, of course, want to
know if the "Captain and Mrs. feat-
ure is just a mistake of the engraver
or did the popular bachelor have pre-
holiday prospects which didn't mater-
ialize? If the former, the firms will
doubtless make good, but if the latter,
it is distinctly up to the Captain.

-E. F. H.

ON SAVINGS

We appreciate your
account-- either bor-
rowing or saving.

Franklin Saving &
Loan Co.

Cor. 13th St. and Ist Ave.
Phone 2766

THE FLARE
(Continued from page 4)

the moose head which hangs above the fireplace.
A shout of dismay from the populace caused the torchbearer to

jerk his flaming brand away in time to prevent a major catastrophe but HQ. CO., FIRST BATTALION
Mine Host was observed making a mental note to have the torch made WELCOME 1933!!! Staff of the

shorter for next year's Yule Log ceremony. Beaning Herald, Brother Scribes and
the world, we are extending our

CARNEGIE MEDAL CANDIDATE JUST A GAME greetings for a happy and prosperous
Brave Lieutenant Risks Life and Husbands whose wives are prone New Year. We are offering apologies

Wardrobe to Save School Property to be vague when it comes to promu- for the entries of the past year and

lgating the essential details of social are starting anew with high spirits,
When one of the Academic Fords affairs which they instigate may de- (not the kind that you drink) to

caught fire the other day it was Lieu- rive some satisfaction from this. make our initial entry of 1933 a tre-

tenant G. E. Lightcap, Mine Host Mrs. Bonham, one of Benning's mendous success. Firstly, we might

Dowdall's new assistant, who essayed confirmed contract enthusiasts, called say that our recently acquired "Rhy-

the role of hero. Seizing one of the up Mrs. Gilchrist, another addict, and thi Club" has been totally disband-

Officers' Club fire extinguishers he arranged for "a game" on the follow. ed and in lieu of the syncopaters we

rushed to the scene and went into ing morning.have the Culbertson Club, composed

action. The blaze was promptly ex- Later in the day Mrs. Gilchrist left of none other than former members
tinguished by the chemical but Fire word with the Bonham maid that she of the Rhythm Club. Frank Merriwell

Laddie Lightcap's timely effort re- would "take Mrs. Bonham" but even Snead and "Ripper" Ray are the
suited in getting almost as much acid this did not influence Mrs. Bonham to leading contenders for the Bridge

on his brand new trousers as he did check up on what game Mrs. Gil. championship. More power to you.

on the flaming Ford. nchris thought she was going to play. "Norm" Hobbs joined the club but
At Mine Host Dowdall's suggestion, At or shortly after the designated immediately submitted his resigna-

Fireman Lightcap dashed at once to hour for the essembly. Mrs. Bonham tion when "Snipper" Snead bid four

the cleaner to have the proper anti- clubs. Guess you are wondering now,

dote applied lest the powerful acid tired in the light fluffy garb that but we will enlighten you some day.

cat away the cloth and leave the women wear when they go in for a Well, the boys are returning from

wearer's nether extremities clad like sesion of cut throat with their friends furlough now with renewed vim,
Rip Van Winkle's on his return from Mrs. Gilhirist wras waiting in her car vigor and vitality to start the New

twenty years' slumber in the Catskills. wearing a green sunshade and the o- Year right. Pfc. Durden and Pvts.

In commending Fireman Lightcap iher articles of sports raiment which Hampton and "Goober" Mauldin are

for saving the Ford, Brother Emil the sex affects when out for a bout some of the "Gang" reporting back.

Leard, the well-known Secretary of wi~h old man par. Welcome, fellers, yours for another

The Infantry School, assured him that Whether the girls played contract or well-earned vacation.

he would be reimbursed for the loss golf is of no consequence. We didn't Our basketball team, duly dubbed
of his trousers if they did not sur- even bother to ascertain. "Brady's Bombers" the Bombers that
vive the chemical wash. Knowing ever bombed are craving action. This
Brother Leard as we do from long fast quintet of players will play, any
association in the Thanatepsis Club, COUNT ZUVEROFF RETURNS place, (within reason) or at any time
we suspect that he must have made Lieutenant Paul Zuver, formerly of that our opposers wish. Remember
this apparently generous offer on the Benning, now stationed at Carlisle the number, 604, and ask for our team
carefully reasoned assumption that Barracks, called upon us in our sanc- captain, Pvt. Harold "Ripper" Ray.
le would not be called on to loosen tume Wednesday morning. Count Leaving now folks, we know that
up with any Book Shop funds to re- Zuveroff correctly surmised that the you are disappointed, but we'll be
habilitate the volunteer fireman's day and hour would find us cudgelling back next week, same time.
wardrobe. Probably he recalled that our brains in a last minute effort to__

pyrene chemical, far from being a think up something to fill up our easy life.
destroyer of fabric, is an excellent allotted space in the current issue of Count Zuveroff reports that Colonel
cleaning fluid. Of course, the G. I. the Benning Herald. We can't help Stayer-the best all-round Doughboy
fire extinguishing chemical may be suspect his motive. He was a colum. that ever wore the caduceus on his
different, but Brother Leard doesn't nist himself once and he wanted to collar-is making good among the
balk at taking a chance as long as see us suffer, so that he could the medicoes. Colonel Stayer spent five
the odds are heavily in his favor. I more fully enjoy his present free and years at The Infantry School where

+ +* his ability and broad sympathies won
+f1. 4* him a host of admirers and friends.

" q, Lieutenant Zuver also gave a favor.
4 Makers of Fine Printing Plates 4* able report on Past Expert-Monogra-

i 4* pher Hilldring, who is now helping

Colonel Stayer give the doctors an
4* infantry background so that they willWRIGLEY ENGRAVING Cox know where to set up their aid sa

± 4* tions.

was forced to alternate the dances in
each of the three rooms available.
This commendable idea, proceeding
from the uncanny brain of Mine Host
Dowdall, had one and only one disad-
vatage. It seemed that a number of
the guests were not content to await
their turn to trip the light fantastic.

Three or four refractory lieutenants
decided to take the matter into their
own hands. The door that led from
the soda fountain to the main floor
was guarded very effectively. A bril-
liant mind conceived the adroit plan
of sneaking-we hesitate to use the
word-around to the front entrance
via the outside. Unfortunately, Lieut.
Dowdall, exhibiting customary fore.
sight in a crucial moment, anticipated
the move and informed Colonel Wal-
lace, who promptly stationed himself
at the entrance.

Four very surprised and very embar-
rassed lieutenants suddenly found them.
selves, just as they were congratulat-
ing themselves on the success of their
plan, confronted by the stern and
imposing figure of Colonel Wallace.
To go on was out of the question:
to retreat was also out of the ques-
tion. Accordingly they stayed where
they were, writhing under the deris.
ive scorn of Colonel Wallace. A few
minutes later four very red, shame-
faced lieutenants went sheepishly
back the way they had come.

Opening sentence in an article in
Wednesday's Columbus Enquirer.

"Fort Benning soldiers, whose neat-
ness of personal appearance has been
the subject of numerous commenda-
tions, will present an even nattier
appearace in the near future when
the new type of serge and elastic
uniform is made available for issue.

Heard on the parade ground, June
1933: "Oh, don't the soldiers look
just too sweet in their natty uniforms
and rubber pants."

_ _ . . .. . .t

HERALD WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADV. RATES:

20 cents per line or fraction of line.
Minimum charge for any classified ad-
vertisement, 50 cents. Payment must
be made before advertisement is pub-
lished.

Sgts. Prince And,
Lancaster Are
Retired Recentlv

Thirty years' service in the Army
of the United States came to a close,
and another member of Uncle Sam's
fighting force withdrew from active
service with a sense of duty well done,
when Staff Sergeant Charlie H. Prince,
Quartermaster Detachment, Fort Ben-
ning, Ga., retired on December 31.

Away back in 1904 the wander-lust
got the better of a youngster from
Bedford County, Tenn., and gathering
his few belongings together the youth-
ful globe-trotter wended his way down
the twisting trail that led across the
valley, over the mountain, and out
into the great wide world. Charlie
H. Prince was 22 years old, the world
was rosy, and he had seventy hard-
earned dollars in his pocket.

It was the same age-old story repeat-
ed once more. Two friendly well-
dressed fellows that wanted to show
him the sights of Memphis, and who
took him to the cleaners more effici-
ently than Trojans took the Panthers
in the recent Rose Bowl fracas, left
him to awake to the awful fact that
he possessed a head like the "Akron"
and a beautifully complete assortment
of empty pockets.

Bedford County was many a long
mile away. In fact to long to travel
just to face the jeers and laughs of
the friends he had left. So the lone-
some young fellow roamed the streets
of Memphis until a friendly recruiting
sergeant told him that the government
always had an empty bunk and some
coffee cooling in the mess hall for
strong rugged young men who wanted
to see the world. Being used to hors-
es, Charley Prince chose the cavalry,
and spent eight years wearing the
yellow hat cord of the 15th. Then, to
broaden his education, he switched
to the Coat Artillery, and found the
big guns of the coast defense so much
to his liking that he remained a cos-
moline slinger until 1920.

In 1920 he took a crack at the
Quartermaster Corps, and stuck with
the supply end of the service until
1926, when he returned to the Coast
Artillery, and was stationed at Fort

TOWN TOPICS
(Continued from page 4)
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FOR SALE

Pretty home on Ft. Benning Road.
$100 down, balance $27.50 per mo.
like rent. Also lots for sale, houses
for rent.

1027 Broadway
F. FRIEDMAN

Delivered daily to the Fort

HARPER'S
DRUGS

Telephone 396

Ask Anybody at Benning
for whom we have made new mat-
tresses or renovated old ones. They
will tell you our process is 0. K.
COOPER MATTRESS CO.
Ash Solomon, Prop. Phone 588

WANTED
12 oz. Green Ginger Ale bottles
as Canada Dry or Rums Dry type,

M. SNYDER
1020 1st Ave. Columbus, Ga.

I Lafkowitz Bros.
Makers of good Clothes

-Alterations-
1208 First Avenue

Dr. R. H. Brown
Osteopathie Physician

Murrab Bldg.
Phone Office 4J08

Res. 1153

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

G~o~A
A

Citizen Wherever We Serve
1330 Broadway

R. M. Harding, Manager

PEP...
in every step

Use

Heels and Soles

Hood Rubber Products Co., Inc.
Watertown, Mass.

I -
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FOR SALE
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Majestic Radio Model No. 91. Cost
$150, will sell $25 cash. Good con-
dition. Phone Benning 631.

Orders taken for hand-loop Rugs,
wool or cotton. Phone 3977W.

Two canaries (Hartz Mountain), Ex-
cellent singers, $5. Mrs. Crawley,
Phone Benning 631.

Registered Chow puppy. Eight weeks
old. Phone 4060.

I
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First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus -- $ 400,000.00
Resources Over- 2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.--Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital,

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1313

SGTS. PRINCE AND LANCASTER
ARE RETIRED

(Continued from page 9)

Barrancas, Fla. His skill as a cook

and fisherman soon made him quite

popular, both on and off duty. His

Irish stews, pot pies, and other deli-

cacies, that have never been equaled
at the Florida post, before or since;
and the Waltonian ability that enabled
him to rouse the grand-daddy of the
deep from his ocean bed, and stick
his gaff into fish that were bigger
than himself, have furnished legends
that will be recounted around Bar.
rancas till they wear ear-muffs on Flor-
ida's sunny strand.

Sergeant Prince came to Fort Ben-
ning in 1929 as a member of the
Quartermaster Detachment. During his
three years service here he has made
a host of friends who wish him noth-
ing but the best of luck wherever
he may wander.

And that luck seems to have put
in an appearance already, for the old-
timer of the Army is now a recruit in
Admiral Dan Cupid's navy. Monday,
January 2, Sergeant Prince surprised
his many friends by embarking on the

sea of matrimony, and taking on an-

other long hitch with Mrs. Mary Reese,

of Columbus. The ceremony took
place at Seale, Ala., the Gretna Green

of Columbus, and was a very quiet

affair.
Sergeant and Mrs. Prince will make

their home in Columbus.

Members of the Noncommissioned
Officers' Club, Infantry School Detach-
ment, were entertained with a buffet
supper Thursday night.

The event was held in honor of Mas-
ter Sergeant Eugene L. Lancaster, who
will retire from the service, December
30, 1932, with thirty years of honor-
able and faithful service to his credit.

The members of the Club assembled
in the large club room where sand-
wiches, salads and coffee was served.
Master Sergeant Otis Glynn, presi-
dent, made a short but interesting
talk on the splendid record made by
Sergeant Lancaster over a period of
thirty years in the service.

chairs but the moment that Sergeant
Glynn had completed his address

there was a chorus of calls for a

speech by Lanky. Far more nervous

than when he faced shrapnel and ma-

chine gun bullets in the Argonne,
the old timer rose to the occasion.
His talk was short but to the point.
"Many men at retirement speak of

their regret at leaving," said the Ser-

geant, "but I am only too glad to

know that my duties are completed
and that I can go away to some quiet

spot to really enjoy myself." He

further stated that his bonds to the

men of the service would never be

broken and though away from active
service that he would be ready to
hurry back and don again the uniform
when his country called.

0

A NEW ONE
"Capt, Sir, I was not intoxicated!"
"But the sergeant says you were try-

Sergeant Lancaster, known to all ing to climb a tree."
of his friends as (Lanky) made him- "Yes, sir. You see, sir, a couple of
self as small as his six-foot frame alligators had been following me
would allow in one of the big easy around until they got on my nerves!"

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Repreentative:
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

Watch Pepairing
LAMAR SMITH

PHONE 3032 1201 BBOADWAY

-and I like CHESTERFIELD Cigarettes.

To me, they are mild-that is, they

Every CHESTERFIELD that I get is

well-filled, and I feel like I am getting

don't seem to be strong; and there is my money's worth-that there is no

certainly no bite, so far as I can tell. short measure about it.

To me, they taste better and they

have a pleasing aroma.

I like CHESTERFIELDS. They sat.

isfy me.

THEY'RE MILDER--

THEY TASTE BETTER
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E;TOVNI

TOPICf/"
It has been suggested to us that we

inaugurate a column of local notes.

After some consideration we have de-

cided to act upon the suggestion.

We respectfully refer our readers to

the article on the back page for fur-

ther particulars. We would like, how-

ever, to emphasize the need of cooper.

ation in helping to make a success the

column in consideration • Coopera-

tion from the members of the garrison

is absolutely necessary. It is perfectly

obvious that it would be impossible

for us to go from house to house so-

liciting these notes.
It has been pointed out to us, and

we ourselves are firmly of the opinion,

that such a column would be extreme-

ly interesting.

We are looking forward to the com-

ing of Tony Sarg and his marionettes,

and will be very disappointed if we

do not put in an evening of genuine

entertainment.
Several misguided citizens are labor-

ing under the false impression that

the marionette show is essentially for

children. As a matter of fact, there

is no reason why fond parents should

not derive just as much amusement

from the performance as their off-

spring.

And now we understand roller-skat-

in is in vogue. If there is anything

more annoying to a motorist than a

person on a bicycle, it is a person on

roller-skates.
The art of precariously balancing

oneself on roller-skates seems to be

gaining in popularity. As long as

there is a good chance that the roller-

skater may take a fall on his head, it

will continue to gain in popularity,

but as soon as the sport is made safe,

enthusiasm will wane. That's human

nature for you.
There seems to be an alarming pro-

pensity for polo players to take up
roller-skating in their spare moments.
Frankly, we advise said polo players
to keep to polo if they value their
life and limb. Comparisons are od-
ious, but it seems to us that polo is to
roller-skating as tiddleywinks is to foot-
ball. And we are casting no asper-
sions on polo.

The thirty-day period of mourning
for ex.President Calvin Coolidge has
necessitated the cancellation of the
Thursday night supper dances at the

Officers' Club but does not curtail
social gatherings "for recreation".

Next Thursday night the manage-

ment of the Officers' Club will give

what might appropriately be called a

bridge party. All members of the

Club are cordially invited to attend,

and all that sort of stuff.
We understand it is really a depar-

ture from the ordinray. In the course

of the evening, there will be an ex-

hibition of duplicate contract bridge

in which local sharks will participate as

well as a demonstration of the new

automatic bridge table which elimi-

nates the tedious process of shuffling

and dealing the cards.
HAVE YOU A NEW AUTOMATIC

BRIDGE TABLE IN YOUR HOME?

NINE OUT OF TEN HAVE ONE

IF NOT---BUY ONE AT ONCE AND

JOIN THE RANKS OF HIGH
SOCIETY

THEY SATISFY
BABIES CRY FOR THEM

We may expect such advertisements
before long.

(P iease turn to page 3)

FORT BENNING, GA., FRIDAY, JANUARY 13, 1933

Class Of National
Guard Officers Is
Opened Thursday
Opening exercises for a special class

of national guard and reserve officers

were held at Fort Benning Thursday

morning at 9 o'clock.

The course of instruction began af-

ter the exercises, presided over by

Major General Campbell King, com-

mandant of the Infantry School. Col-

onel Charles W. Weeks assistant com-
mandant and head of the academic de-
partment, and members of the faculty,
were also present at the exercises.

The class is composed of approxi-
mately twenty reserve and national
guard officers, representing state and
reserve units in various parts of the
United States.

Following is a roster of the students
enrolled for Thursday's class opening:
Lieutenant Colonels Felton A. Whit-
aker, 121st Infantry, Georgia National
Guard; Scott A. Cairy, 128th Infantry,
Wisconsin National Guard, and Rosse
Diehl, 35th Davision, Missouri Na-
tional Guard.

Major Warren H. Aldrich, 129th In-
fantry, Illinois National Guard; Ellis
G. Christensen, 137th Infantry, Kansas
National Guard; George W. Conelly,
145th Infantry, Ohio National Guard;
James C. Cooper, 120th Infantry,
North Carolina National Guard; Wal-
ter J. DeLong, 81st Brigade, Washing-
ton National Guard; Leanord N. Dun-
kel, 159th Infantry, California Nation-
al Guard; George A. Elliott, 108th In-
fantry, New York National Guard;
George E. Jemison, 114th Infantry
New Jersey National Guard; Douglas
N. Lawley, 141st Infantry, Texas Na-
tional Guard; Benjamin M. Smith,
62nd Infantry Brigade, Alabama Na-
tional Guard; Dale V. Thibaut, 74th
Brigade, Ohio National Guard, and
C a p t a i n Christopher B. Degenaar,
105th Infantry, New York National
Guard.

Majors John L. Lee, Infantry-Re-
serve, Texas; and Joseph A. Strawn,
Infantry-Reserve, Colorado; and Cap-
tains James E. Lawyer, Infantry-Re-
serve, New York; and Phillip E.
Mohr, Infantry-Reserve, New York.

After the opening exercises the stu-
dents were given physical examina-
tions by army medical officers before
undertaking their active training.

The new students began their active
training at 1 o'clock Thursday after-
noon, when they were conducted to

the vicinity of Kelley and Davidson
Hills, by Major Frederick McCabe,

instructor, to participate in a tactical
walk, during which a study of the
organization and occupations of de-
fensive positions was made.

Friday's instruction for the reserve
and national guard officers began with
a conference on combat orders, which
was conducted by Captain William
Hones. Two other conferences were
scheduled for Friday morning, the
first dealing with the conduct of de-
fense, under the direction of Major
McCabe. Major Francis G. Benham
conducted the third morning confer-
ence, which dealt with the coordina-
tion of fires in defense. In the after-
noon the class will be taken to the
vicinity of Wells Hill, on the reserva-
tion, where they will participate in a
terrain exercise, dealing with the rifle
company in defense, and which will
be directed by Captain Henry J.
Matchett.

The new class will be in progress
until February 16.

The Benning community was
profoundly shocked and grieved
to hear of the sudden death of Miss
Barbara King, beautiful and talent-
ed daughter of General and Mrs.
King.

Miss King was convalescing from
an illness of several weeks stand-
ing and was thought to be well on
the road to recovery when the end
came without warning.

Miss King possessed a charm and
personality which endeared her to
all, and the sincere and heartfelt
sympathy of the entire garrison
goes out to the Commanding Gen-
eral and Mrs. King in their hour
of grief.

B
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Infantry School
Hunt To Conduct

Overnight Hunt
The Infantry School Hunt will con-

duct an overnight fox hunt on Janu-
ary fourteenth and fifteenth, Saturday
and Sunday. The field will leave the
stables at 1:30 p. m. Saturday, Janu-
ary fourteenth and will ride to the
29th Infantry Recreation Camp and
camp for the night.

Supper will be served at the camp
at seven o'clock. Breakfast will be
served at five o'clock in the morning,
Sunday, January the fifteenth, after
which the fox hunt will begin.

Tentage, mattresses, and cots will
be provided at the camp. Blankets and
other paraphernalia desired by indivi-
duals must be taken to the camp or
bundled and tagged with the owners
name and left at the Officer's Club
before noon on Saturday. This bag-
gage will be transported by truck to
the camp and returned Sunday morn-
ing.

A tent area will be provided for
ladies and children and also an area
for men. There will be sufficient
chaperones for the younger set.

It is suggested that the following
articles be taken: Four to six blank.
ets, a towel, and toilet articles. Hot
and cold water will be furnished.

A list of the officers in charge of
the hunt is to be found on the Bul-
letin Board in the Officers' Club.

Those not riding are invited to at-
tend the supper and dance at the 29th.
Infantry camp at seven o'clock p. m.
Saturday night.

Command Post
Exercise Engages

29th Thursday
Lieutenant Colonel Andrew D.

Chaffin, commander of the 29th In-
fantry, issued preparatory orders on
Wednesday for a regimental com-
niand-post exercise, which engaged
the regimental commander and staff,
the battalion commanders and staffs,
tihe regimental and battalion commu-
nications platoons, forward echelons
of rifle company headquarters, ma-
chine gun company commanders, pla-
toon leaders of the cannon company,
and various enlisted men of the staff
organizations.

The problenm, which began on

Thursday, required the establishment
of the several command posts, and a
skeleton organization of the commu-
nication systems, corresponding to the
set-up which wonuld be required in a

(Please turn to page 4)
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Benning Enters Period Of Mourning
For Death Of Ex-President Coolidge

Engineers Ferry
Heavy Equipment

In Bridge Tests
Practical tests of the elements of a

light pontoon bridge were being car-
ried on this week at Fort Benning.
On Tuesday afternoon, troops of the
29th Infantry, comprising one rifle
platoon, one machine gun section, one
platoon of the cannon company, with
complete combat equipment, includ-
ing carts and animals, participated in
ferrying operations. The ferrying was
accomplished by the use of the pon-
toon boats used singly and combined
in rafts, which carried the men, ani-
mals and equipment across the Chat-
tahoochee river, a distance of about
one hundred yards. Two methods of
propulsion were used, some of the
boats being rowed by the engineer
troops, and others being towed by
pontoons equipped with out-board
motors of sixteen horsepower. The in-
troduction of outboard motors as part
of the engineer bridge material is a
new idea which is expected to facili-
tate ferrying operations, as one boat
equipped with a motor can tow sev-
eral others.

On Wednesday morning the same
type of operation c o n t i n u e d with
animal drawn transportation substi-
tuted for the troops. On Thursday af-
ternoon tanks of the 66th Infantry
(Light Tanks) and trucks of the en-
gineer formed the cargo of the experi-
mental ferries, and on Friday the
guns and animals of the 83rd Field
Artillery, will be carried across the
river.

Beginning next week tests of the
complete light bridge spanning the
Chattahoochee will be conducted.
With the trained crew of engineers
and infantrymen now employed in the
test the river can be spanned in about
two hours. After the bridge is in
place, foot troops, tanks, artillery and
vehicles will be taken across. Upon
completion of the tests of the light
bridge, experiments with heavy equip-
ment will be undertaken.

The tests, which have been under-
way at Fort Benning since October,
1932, are being conducted with a view
to standardizing certain types of pon-
toon bridges proposed for general
adoption by the army, in recognition
of the necessity for improved types
of military pontoon bridges which
has been created by the introduction
of tanks, heavy guns, motor transpor-
tation, and other heavy types of ar-
nianeni and equipment. The bridge.

The first news of the death of for-mer president Coolidge, received on
Thursday, through the Associated
Press, occasioned great regret at Fort
Benning, where there are many army
officers who were formerly on duty in
Washington, D. C. and who are cog-
nizant of the high regard in which
Mr. Coolidge was held in official cir-
cles at the nation's capital. Official
notice of the death of the former
president received by radio on Fri-
day put into effect the formal and im-
pressive mourning ceremonies which
are prescribed in army regulations for
such an occasion. The garrison flag
was lowered to half-staff early in the
forenoon, and the half-hourly guns
began at eleven-thirty. For the re-
mainder of the day, until retreat, a
single cannon salute was fired on each
hour and half-hour by the main guard.
At retreat, Friday, the salute to the
Union, of forty-eight guns, was fired
by the 1st Battalion, 83rd Field Ar-
tillery. Troops of the garrison were
paraded at the same time and the
official announcement of the former
president's death read to them.

The official mourning period of one
month began on Friday, when all of-
ficers donned a badge of military
mourning consisting of black arm
bands to be worn around the left
sleeve of the uniform coat, and a
knot of black crepe attached to the
sabre. National and regimental colors
and standards will also be draped in
mourning during the thirty day period
of mourning, and the garrison flag
will be flown at half-staff during the
same period.

On Saturday, the day of Mr. Cool-
idge's funeral, further military honors
were rendered at Fort Benning. These
consisted of twenty-one single cannon
salutes, fired at intervals of one min-
ute, and took place at approximately
the same time that final services were
held at Plymouth, Vermont. Inter-
ment, according to official advices,
took place at three o'clock, eastern
standard time, or two o'clock at Fort
Benning.

Hike Is Planned
For Boy Scouts Of
Ft. Benning Troop

Fort Benning Boy Scouts will have
something to add incentive, if that
live-wire organization needs such a
thing, for their work for the coming
two months. Lieutenant Colonel Frank
F. Jewett, chairman of the council for
boys' activities, has announced that a

special hike and wiener roast will begiven to the troop making the most
points between now and April 8, 1933.

Points in the competition will be
awarded on the following basis: Ten-
derfoot becoming 2d class 15 points;
for 2d class becoming 1st class-25
points; for each merit badge awarded

10 points; for each scout becoming
a Star scout 50 points; for each scout
becoming a Life Scout-100 points.

The next meeting of the Court of
Honor will be held on Saturday even-
ing, January 14.

Major General Fuqua Is
Recovered From Illness

Major General Stephen 0. Fuqua,
the Chief of Infantry, has returned to
his office after a brief absence occas-
ioned by a slight attack of bronchitis.

which include the light and heavy
types, were designed by a board of
engineers at Fort Humphreys' Vir-
ginia, after an exhaustive study of
various military bridges of American
and foreign design.

The tests at Fort Benning are being
conducted by Company E 1st Engi-
neers, which was sent to Fort Ben-
ningfrom Ft. Dupont, Dela., for the
purpose. These men are assisted by a
detail of approximately forty men
from the 29th Infantry. A part of the
test scheduled consisted of the train-
ing of personnel in the handling of
the bridge material, and under the di-
rection of Lieutenant Chester K.
Harding, 1st Engineers, a team of one
hundred trained men has been de-
veloped. From the operations of this
provisional company it is expected
that a basis for a set of training regu-
lations for this type of engineer work
will be evolved.

I
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Warm Springs Man
Seeks Information
About Old Rifle

Now is the time for all good men
to come to the aid of a certain party!
War veterans, with their invariable
knowledge of the other man's equip.
ment, and hot-stove weapons experts
are hereby given a chance to step to
the head of the class by displaying a
bit of knowledge learned in France.

Mr. Robert R. Gibson, of Warm
Springs, Ga., has written to the post
information bureau (?) requesting
information about a war-rifle that he
possesses. Here's the dope:

"I have a rifle of German or Aus-
trian make, military type, having been
used during the World War. This rifle
bears the markings "ERFURT 1917,"
also on the side of the cartridge
chamber KAX 98, above these mark-
ings is a crown. The bayonet for this
rifle is of the saw-tooth variety, also
bearing the mark of ERFURT 1917.

Any information I can get from
anyone there concerning this riffe
will be appreciated, also as to am-
munition, calibre, etc.

Very truly yours,"
Anyone having acqauintance with

this particular weapon, whether pleas.
ant or otherwise, please notify the
public relations office, post headquar-
ters.

THE. ....... vHE., AFr

Things Chinese
The following article, describing en into account. A man in China does

procedure with which marriages in not marry so much for his own bene-
China are conducted, is from the De. fit as for that of the family, to con-
cember issue of the SENTINEL, pub. tinue the family name; to provide
lished by the Fifteenth Infa nt ry, descendants to keep up the ancestral
Tientsin, China. Many of the person- worship; and to give a daughter-in-
nel of Fort Benning, already familiar law to his mother to wait on her and
with many Chinese customs, will un- be, in general, a daughter to her. So
doubtedly find this article of great far are these ideas carried that if her
interest, future husband dies before marriage

his intended wife, if a model girl, willMARRIAGE IN CHINA leave her own family and go and live
Marriage is the one end and aim with that of her deceased betrothed,

set forth for a girl; this is the goal and perform all the services which
to which she is taught to look for- her position then requires of her.
ward, or to which her parents look Nearly all the fun of life, and very
forward for her, for it matters little little she has at the best, is gone as
about the girl herself. She is almost soon as the girl is engaged. She re-
a nonentity in the matter; her wishes tres int oa stricter seclusion than
are not to be consulted; she has often ever, and has to be very circumspect
never seen her future husband; she in her intercourse even with her own
is even sometimes hypothetically be- brothers. Love making is utterly for-
trothed to a contingent husband, that bidden by the prudery of Confucian-
is to say, two married couples agree ism and social customs and usages-
that if one should have a son and it is highly immoral.
the other a daughter, they shall be Marriage customs vary in different
married when they grow up. From the parts of the country but the essential
last, it will be seen that the man is ceremonials preliminary to, and con-
not much better off than the woman nected with, marriages are six. (a)
in these matters. It is not the parties the contract signed by the parents or
themselves that are considered-for guardians (b) acceptance of the wed-
the individual is nothing in China-it ding gifts by the bride's family (c)
is the respective families that are tak- the bringing of the bride to the bride-

I~iII~i~ii.,.-----------------------------------
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His Last Act as President

Here is pictured the last official act of the late Calvin Coolidge as
President of the United States. Mr. Coolidge is shown as he left the
White House with Herbert Hoover on the way to the inauguration
ceremonies, during which President Coolidge handed over the reins

of government to President Hoover.

groom's house, are conditions indis- She is now placed on the back of
pensable to the actual marriage, a feniale servant and carried over a

After all the details have been ar- slow charcoal fire . . . . Above her
ranged, the final ceremonial which head, as she is conveyed over the
hands her over to her husband is fire, another servant raises a tray con-performed. She is dressed in her best, taining several pairs of chop-sticks,
and, when the procession comes for some rice, and betelnuts. By this timeher, is placed in the grand, red, mar- the bridegroom has taken his placeriage sedan chair, in which she never on a high stool, on which he standsrides again. The chair is a heavy to receive the bride, who prostrates
cumbrous article of wood, highly or- herself at the foot and does obeisancenamented with carving and kingfish- to her lord. The high stool is intend.er's feathers; the bride inside is com- ed to show the great superiority ofpletely secluded from profane gaze, the husband over the wife. . . . Des.and on a hot summer day the posi. cending from his elevated position,tion cannot be an enviable one, the bridegroom removes the veil ofthough a Chinese girl probably stands red silk. Now for the first time heit better than an English girl (so catches a sight of the wife's face. Itaccustomed to fresh air and freedom is still more or less hidden by theof motion) would; but even for string of pearls which hang from herChinese girls the ordeal is sometimes bridal coronet. The bridal pair isgreater than they can bear, and when then conducted to the ancestral hall,the bridegroom opens the door, it is where they prostrate themselves be-sometimes found that the poor little fore the altar on which the ancestralbride has escaped from all the trou- tables are arranged. Heaven an dbles of future married life. At times earth, the Gods of the principal doorsthe wedding chair has to cross a river of the house, and the parents of theon its route, and woe betide the girl bride are the next objects of worship.if the heavy chair causes the boat to A further act of homage which con.capsize. Should the bride-elect die sists of pouring out drink-offerings tobefore her marriage, the future bus- the ancestors of the family, havingband marries his dead bride; but as been duly performed by the bride-the Chinese customs with regard to groom only, the happy couple are es-men are different from those with re- corted to the bridal chamber, wheregard to women, he is free to marry they find the orange-tree with itsagain. The young lady does not strings of cash, emblems of fruitful.name the day, as with us" that is done ness and wealth, and the burning tap-by the bridegroom's father. ers, which formed part of the proces.Her trousseau is sent to her future sion, placed on the nuptial couch.home before her marriage, and is From the top of the bed are suspend.made the occasion for a procession, ed three long strips of red paper, con-the bearers of the various objects be- taining good wishes: one being "Maying clad in red jackets and parading vou have a hundred sons and a thou.through the streets. For some days sand grandsons." The bridegroompreceding the wedding, the girl, with having now saluted the bride they sither sisters and friends, bewails and down and have tea and cakes. Thelaments her intended removal from bride at this time tries to get a piecethe home of her father. The bridal of her husband's dress under her feetchair wends its way to the bride's when she sits down, for, if she does,home, where a friend of the bride- it will insure her of having the upper
groom presents a letter to her, writ. hand on him, while he tries to pre.ten on red paper tinged with gold, vent her and do the same himselfurging the bride to come. The letter with her dress. The strings of pearlsis carefully kept by the bride, and are now drawn aside by the maids inis somewhat the equivalent of "mar- (Please turn to page 3)riage lines" in England. After certain
ceremonials are gone through, the
bride makes her appearance, but herfeatures are concerned by a piece of
red silk. After saluting the friend of
the bridegroom, she enters the chair
and is borne with clashing of gongs
and the playing of the Chinese Wed- There's News
dling March to the bridegroom's For you on Page
house. Arriving at her future home,the chair is set down. The bride-7
groom is at the door with his fan,
with which he knocks at the door
of the chair, which the bridesmaids
open, and the red veiled bride, still CHANcELLoR
with her face unseen, steps out.

by motor car, but the windows are
closely screened with silk, thus effect-ively preventing her from being seen
from outside.
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attendance, in order that the bride-
room may have t he opportunity of

seeing the features of his bride, who,

that he may receive a correct impres-
sion of them has carefully omitted

the use of rouge in her toilet opera-

tions. While they are thus engaged,
many of the relatives and friends as-
semble to celebrate the wedding, they
they enter the chamber and freely re-
mark on the personal appearance of
the bride. This must be a trying ex-
perience to the modest retiring bride,
as the observations are loud enough
for all to hear. Her new relatives and
friends wish her many children; and
the bridegroom soon leaves her to
mix with the many guests. At seven
o'clock in the evening a banquet is
held in honor of her parents-in-law,
prepared by the bride. When all
things are ready the parents enter the
banqueting hall, when the bride after
bringing the principal dish from the
kitchen and placing it on the table
with her own hands, assumes the po-
sition of a waiting maid. Filling the
cup of her father-in-law with wine she
presents it to him with both hands,
and whilst he is drinking the con-
tents, she kneels and knocks her head
twice on the ground. To her mother-
in-law, whose cup she now fills she is
equally reverential. The banquet over
and the parents-in-law having washed
their hands, the bride is called upon
to partake of a repast. On a table at
the top of the steps which lead to
the dining room, the father-in-law or-
ders the servants to place various
food, and she is asked to occupy a
chair on the east side of the table.
Her mother-in-law fills a cup of wine
and presents it to her. Before receiv-
ing it, however, she rises from her
chair and kneeling at the feet of her

A reasonable plan to...

BORROW
$300 or less

for bills., education., travel

0

Cileck off tle-e advantages:
V Officers may borrow up to $300
'V Yoeur signatuire is our only se-

curity.

V Your confidence is respected.
V Fellows Officers, friends, or rel-

atixves are ilot informed.

V/ Xou hase up to 20 mlonlths to
repay ill amounts to fit your

income.

/ The cost is as low as the econ-
omies of large volume and ef-
ficient management can make
it.

V You pay only for the actual
nulber of days you keep the
money and only for the balance
due.

V Prompt service-entirely by
mail if you wish.

If this plan appeals to you as
reasonable just call our office for
information. No obligation im-
plied. And no representatives will
call.

DATLY LOAN CO.
204 Woolworth Bldg.

Phone 4372
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1IQUEER CHARACTERS AMUSE KIDS

the wind roared. And the rain beat

down. And water was sprayed on the

general's lawn.
Had the whole fire department

suddenly gone mad? If so, was their

a method in their madness? Or was1
it just a fireman's idea of going out
on a lark?

Three of the marionettes which will take parts in the presentation
of 'Sinbad, the Sailor" at the Main Theater January 20th. Unfortunately, lear readers, the ex-

Iplanation was simpler than that. The

From 48th Street, New York, to ,ons, whose title is mistress of the fireilen were having a practice ses-

Fort Benning, Georgia, is a long hop wardrobe, sion.

for any theatrical company, but Tony The evening performance opens * S

Sarg's marionettes are making such a with a prologue, the scene of which is Signal Officer Lanahan is rumored

trip to fulfill a contract engagement a deserted beach near Bagdad. The to have sent a unique message to

for the Fort Benning Parent Teacher's first act contains four scenes; the fourth corps area headquarters in

Association at the Main Theatre on sailing and the storm; a tropical is- Atlanta last week. It ran something
like this: "Send new woodpecker

Friday, January 20. land; the city gate; Sindbad's shop; here at once. Gray queen worn out."

Arabian Nights' entertainment, fea- and the Princess' ghrden The second It seems tiat a "wodpecker" is a

turing "Sindbad the Sailor" will be
act contains five scenes; showing a telephone testing device and a "gray

staged for the grown-up theatre-goers, ship; and a view under the sea; the queen" is a type of "woodpecker." At
while "The Merry-Go-Rouniid", a cor- valley of jewels; the caravan; the any rate, thereby hangs a tale.
posite playlet, containing excerpts Sultan's palace; and the court of the The wife of an officer complained
frmny doodhfavoritwlSultan. to the office that her telephone was

the younger patrons. The first act opens with Sindbad on very noisy. When she was informed
the beach, despondently contemplat- that that was because a "woodpecker

At the evening performance, begin drowning himself Shortly the was on the line," she drew the con-
ning at eight thirty, the extraordinary genii of the bottle appears, and after clusion that the person to whom she
experiences of Sindbad the Sailor, that there is one startling and breath. was talking was insinuating that she
bold adventure and favorite character taking adventure after another, lead. was a woodpecker and flew into a
of the romantic Eastern tales, will be ing up to the meeting with the beauti- blind rage. The utmost tact and dip-
portrayed by a large cast of puppet ful Princess, and Sindbad's threaten. lomacy was necessary to smooth the
actors, created and costumes by the ed summary execution, which latter, ruffled dignity of the lady.
noted illustrator, and performing in however, is happily averted
elaborate sets designed by the same Appropriate music accompanies the
skillful hand.

in progress of the play and adds to the
Twenty-eight principal players. effectiveness and impressivenes sof the Paid Free I Paid Free Paid

addition to several minor characters, various scenes. I I I I
and a variety of animals, including an TCo M P L Ielepant caeld ok ey shores, The afternoon performance of the OMPL
elephant, camel, donkeys, horses, "Merry-Go-Round" is designed especi.C
sheep, and dogs, appear in the cast. d e s
There is also a large fish, and the ...... ..................... Boston h

...............

great roe, the mythical bird, which ".:........ . 1234 Broadway
figures so prominently in Sindbad's .........
adventures. The charactersareiarrayed ............ 2.FOR..
in costumes appropriate to the time 2....FOR]. Ci

and locale portrayed by the story, and . When you have a pair............ i i~iii shloes bring this car~d and:
the stage settings reflect scenes of s
Oriental splendor. ........ , give One Free................

Throughout his adaptation of the .. Paid.l Free PaidFree IPaid
Arabian Nights' story, Tony Sarg has ...... I .
invested it with the artistic t o u c h...... X.X-X ...-
which has made him one of the best ...........
known of American illustrators. Ten I..... Call at the Boston Shan air of realisni to the movements .

illustratef teppechrtrSsome of the npicturesque l!ii+iii+i+ii+!i

epsodes of th tory. Among these is+i++++++++++i++++i++i+
beautiful tableau of a shipwreck. I+i iii+i+iii+

with inovel lighting and mechanical A character from "Sinbad"

eftects; the adventure with the shark
under water; the encounter with the
':-ea" ro' n the air; the valley of
jewels: and the magnificent court of
the Sultan.

Behind the scenes are eight talented
people, who skilfully manipulate th
strings which move the actors, and
project their voices so that each of the
marionettes appears to be speaking
its own lines. This group of artists in-
cludes Charles Searle, Rhys Williams,
Elvira Jones, Elise Dvorak, and David
Pritchar 1, who actuate the puppets;
Richard Williams, musical director;
Rowland Cook, who controls the novel
lighting effects; and Elizabeth Par-

iiother-n-law, does obeisance by
twice knocking her head on the
roundtlIt is the custom in some

;arts of the country to keep the bride
n 1 nearly all night answering riddles
and li+te.ning to doubtful stories. And
r ore often than inot the gentlemen
get drunk and raise disturbances.

I only remains to say that on the
third day the ancestors are again
worshipped, and a visit is paid by
the yoilng lady to her parents. And
the evening of the fourth day a din.
n-r party is held, the men and wo-
uRm -ruests eating separately-the
'he bride and groom waiting on their

guests.

ally to appeal to the youngsters, and

for this reason is composed of a va-
riety of selections from various favor-
tes of childhood lore. In this medley
will be seen portions of "Alice iii
Wonderland," "Rip Van Winkle,"
"Rose and the Ring," and others suit-
ed to the younger spectators. Appro-
priate music and lighting effects, and
attractive costumes will add to the de-
lightfulness of the play for the young-
sters.

Tony Sarg's marionettes have been
engaged for their local appearances
by the Fort Benning Parent Teachers'
Association. Proceeds derived from
the two performances will be applied
for the benefit of the Fort Benning
Children's Schools. Upon the invita-
tion of the Fort Benning Parent-
Teachers' Association, that of Colum-
bus is cooperating in the arrangements
for the afternoon benefit performance.
Arrangements have been made to dis-
miss children early at Fort Benning
and in Columbus on the afternoon of
the children's performance, which be-
gins at three o'clock. To make it
easier for children of Columbus to
attend the show, Mr. Thurston Craw-
ford, manager of the Howard Bus
Company, has offered a five-cent fare
for children on the busses for that
day.

NEW

NEW

TOWN TOPICS

(Continued From Page 1)

In the midst of the heavy downpour

that deluged the post Wednesday was

heard the harsh blowing of whistles,

the shrill screaming of sirens tha
announced to the world at large tha

the Benning Fire Department was o

its way.
The fire engines came to a halt near

headquarters, a hose was quickly at-

tached to a plug by the dripping fire-
men (not perspiration), and water was
Q..... n". tho eneral's lawn. And
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NEW MANAGEMENT

and the same efficient beauty operators

Miss Louise Livingstone
Miss Marcella Conyers
Mrs. Eva Maddox

Miss Margie Akers
Miss Alice Harris
Miss Mary Kline

Miss Muriel Tillman

MANICURIST

Miss Mary Elliott Dorrough

TONSORIAL ARTIST
Mr. Bill Waldrop

THE ARTISTIC BOB SHOPPE
formerly

NORA'S ARTISTIC BOB SHOPPE
1139 Broadway Phone 9300
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....7 -USED CARS-
1930 President 8 State Sedan__$475

1930 President 8 Regular Sedan 450

1929 President 8 State Sedan-- 395

1929 Chrysler Crown Sedan-- 695

1929 Ford 11/ Ton Truck ....- 195

1931 Ford Tudor Sedan ...... 295

1930 Chevrolet Coach

Wire Wheels 225

1927 Studebaker 6 Sedan --- 165

1927 Lincoln Sedan 245

1927 Buick Se1la- - 215

1931 Studebaker Dictator Coupe 425

1928 Buick A ic'+oria 5 Pass.--- 195

!932 Rockn, R egal Sedan ..... 525

19:30 Packard Sedan

(10000 Miles 995

1931 Oakland 8 Sedan (Now)- 695

1V30 Nash Coach -395

1928 )urant Touring ------- 95

1930 Essex Sedan 185

1928 Oldsmobile Coach .......- 150

Columbus Roberts
Motor Co.
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12 - 12th St. Phone 271

Drs. MillI(er & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street

(Ifflc. Phone 1313
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FCIL1 WICWLICWTS
FELICIA C. HOWELL, PHONED 389

Miss Elsa Rietzel Married To Lieut.
Riley At Ring Ceremony In New York
Miss Elsa Rietzel, daughter of Mrs.

Herman Rietzel and the late Herman
Rietzel, of Brooklyn, N. Y., was mar-
ried at a military wedding, December
28, 1932 in St. Stephens Church, to
Lieutenant Joseph Jasper Riley, of
Ozark, Alabama. The Pastor, Rev.
Luther D. Gable officiated at the dou-
ble ring ceremony.

The bride was given in marriage
by her grandfather, Mr. Jacob Albeck.
Mrs. William Lewis Bell, Jr., was her
sister's maid of honor and Mrs.
Charles Pierson and Mrs. Blair Ford
were attendants. Mr. Harold Nelson,
a former class mate of the groom was
best man, while Lieutenant William
Lewis Bell, Jr., and Midshipman Ken-
neth Sanger were the ushers.

The bride wore a white satin dress,
with lace veil forming the train she
carried a bouquet of calla lilies. The

LEST YOU FORGET ...
February 1st is the last day to

place yor special orders. Material
from Manila.

MRS. 0. S. ROBLES
PHILIPPINE HANDWORK SHOP

2218 Wynnton

FULLER BRUSH
REPRESENTATIVE

J. M. NORRIS
Phone 717-W or call at 715 Broadway
-from 12 noon to 1 P. M. or 5 P. M.
to 6 P. M. week days and Saturday
3 P. M. to 6 P. M.

It's That Extra

Cream That Makes

It Richer!

. . and it's the extra
cream that gives it that
smoother, better taste
and adds so much to its
healthfulness. Use Fore-
most EVERY time!

Call the

SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.

maid of honor and the brides-maids
wore garnet velvet and carried bou-
quets of pansies tied with silver rib.
bon. After the ceremony the bride
and groom passed through the tra-
ditional Arch of Swords.

Immediately following the reception
which was held at the Hotel St.
George the young couple started to
motor to Fort Benning, Ga., where
Lieutenant Riley is attending the In-
fantry school.

MRS. LANHAM ENTERTAINS CON-
TRACT BRIDGE CLUB FRIDAY
Mrs. Charles Lanham was the host-

ess Friday to the ladies of her bridge
club, entertaining with lunch follow-
ed by two tables of contract bridge.
The members of her bridge club are:
Mrs. R. E. Vermette, Mrs. Orestes
Cleveland, Mrs. Lynn Brady, Mrs. G.
P. Howell, Mrs. Clayton Studebaker,
Mrs. J. E. Bowen, and Miss Hariotte
Atkins.

MRS. RICE HOSTESS TO 29TH IN.
FANTRY BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. Elmer F. Rice was the hostess

at her quarters Tuesday, to the ladies
of the 29th Infantry Bridge Club.
About four tables assembled for
bridge followed by tea. Assisting Mrs.
Rice were: Mrs. George S. Beatty,
Mrs. J. E. Bowen, and Mrs. H. C.
Britt.

LIEUT. AND MRS. PAUL ZUVER
HONOR GUESTS AT PICNIC
Lieutenant and Mrs. Paul Zuver

were the honor guests Thursday even-
inc at a picnic supper given by Cap-
tain and Mrs. R. E. Vermette and
Lieutenant and Mrs. J. R. Pierce at
the 29th Infantry Recreation Camp.
After supper, games and contests were
enjoyed. The guest list included a
few of the hosts' friends.

LITTLE MISS VIRGINIA HARRI-
SON CELEBRATES FOURTH
BIRTHDAY WITH PARTY
Little Miss Virginia Harrison was

hostess to a few of her friends Tues-
day afternoon from four to six, at the
home of her parents, Major and Mrs.
Roger Harrison. During the afternoon
'-ames and contests were played. A
delicious course of ice cream and a
lovely birthday cake with four can-
dles, was served for the refreshments.
Virginia had as her guests, Jane Deck-
er, Peggy Trechter, Felicia Howell,
Mary Gabriel, Clayton Studebaker,
Jane McConnell, Rodman Jenkins,
Walter Phillips, and Nat Sibley.

CAPTAIN AND MRS. ROBLES EN-

TERTAIN WITH CHILI PARTY
Captain and Mrs. 0. S. Robles were

the hosts Friday evening to a few of
their friends at a "chili" party at their
home in Columbus. The guests were,
Captain and Mrs. Casper Crim, Lieu-
tenant and Mrs. Ross Brackney, and
Lieutenant and Mrs. G. P. Howell.

ANTIQUES
China, g I a s s ware, bric-brac,

crochet bedspreads and furniture.

MRS. CARL SNUGGS
1414 2nd. Ave. Phone 2580

Columbus Office Supply Co.

24 Hr. Service

RUBBER STAMPS

Phone 556

Today's Fashion

By VERA WINSTON

No matter how many decorative

coats we may have we always find that

the one we wear the most or the best

friend, is the general utility coat.

This type of coat would be good

for travel, for sports or for general

wear, as it is of ribbed gray woolen

with a black Persian lamb collar. It

is beautifully cut, with its high dou-

ble-breasted fastening and its novel

pockets. The sleeves are straight and
slim, as are many of the new sleeves.

I Gi rl Scou ts
Cardinal Troop

Tuesday, January 10
Today was a big day for us, with

merit badges, announcements and el-
ections. Friday we have our Athlete
badge from Major Bradley who is go-
ing to instruct in that work.

Two or three girls left the meeting
for their photographer badge with
Captain Liston.

Mrs. Brown has reserved the Post
Gym for us on Saturday from 10:30
to 11:30. We are going to play basket
ball and do some practicing for our
Athlete test. We appreciate this op-
portunity a lot because it is the only
time the Scouts can get together for
a real battle!

Two of our patrol leaders have de-
cided to let some other Scouts have
the experience as leaders. The new
ones are Miriam Mangum and Frances
Lewis, girls that we know will be

good leaders in Scouting. We are
sorry, however to have Madeleine
Matchett and Jane Kraft leave their
posts.

With the flag ceremony and some
songs, we closed our meeting getting
all practiced up for the Court of
Awards coming soon.

p

COMING P OS T EXERCISE EN-
GAGES 29TH INFANTRY
(Continued from page 1)

specific tactical situation in the pres-
ence of an enemy.

Thursday's problem was conducted
to meet an assumed tactical situation
which has been outlined in the orders
issued by Colonel Chaffin. The prob-
lem was scheduled to be completed
by eleven-thirty a. m. Thursday, when
umpires appointed by Colonel Chaffin
will have submitted their reports and
decisions.

Lieutenant Colonel H o me r H.
Slaughter was designated as chief um-
pire for the exercises, and was assist-
ed by Lieutenant Edward A. Chazal,
Captain Horace 0. Cushman has been
named as regimental umpire, and Cap-
tain Ray E. Porter, George S. Beatty,
and Robert B. McClure were desig-
nated as umpires for the 1st Battalion.
Umpires for the 2d Battalion were
Major Fred V. Schneider, Captain
Edward J. Renth, and Captain John
A. Otto.

RUBBER STAMPS

COLUMBUS OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
24 HR. SERVICE

PHONE 556

Notice to Ladies of Fort Benning
We have an experienced Graduate masseur and masseuse whom we send to
Fort Benning each Monday, Wednesday and Friday to give Swedish mas-
sage in your home. Make your appointments the day before for this service.
Reasonable rates. We have many luxurious and beneficial treatments for
face, scalp, hands and body.

OUR TREATMENTS INCLUDE:

Russian
Turkish
Mineral

Baths
Reducing
Facial
Scalp

Swedish Massage
Swedish Facial Massage
Swedish Scalp Treatments

Massage
Physio
Hydrio
Electro

Therapy

Turkish Shampoos
Special Reducing Treatment
Swedish Shampoos

Rigdon Health Institute
216 Doctors Building PHONE 1037

The Post Exchange

HAS A DELIVERY SERVICE FROM ITS

SODA FOUNTAIN

The hours of this service are from 11:00 A. M. to 9:00 P. M.

This service is designated particularly for the delivery of Ice Cream

in quarts and smaller quantities to your home.

Excellent Curb Service Also

Phone 69

THE SODA FOUNTAIN
POST EXCHANGE

"It Pays to Trade at Your Post Exchange"

NOW
This is probably the

last time for years to
come that we will be able
to give such values.

CHANCELLOR
COMPANY

AL W 4) J6 IW

Come in
and shake hands

with the

Champion!
THIs famous Spalding

Top-Flite is the champion's
racket. In every major
tournament you'll see it
flashing its stuff-sending
them over the net so fast
they don'tcome back. Come
in and grasp the handle
-swingit. It's anew thrill
in tennis.

MAIN BRANCH
POST EXCHANGE

I
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Literary Section Of Woman's Club
Hears Talks On Several Books

The Literary section of the Infantry
School Woman's Club met at the Polo
Hunt club Monday, a most instructive
program being presented under the di.
rection of Mrs. Elbert Lyman and
Mrs. C. W. Weeks.

The program committee, under the
capable direction of Mrs. J. A. Holly,
had selected seven books for review.
These ranged from the technical
"Coup D Etat" by Curgio Malaport
to the light and amusing "Not To Be
Repeated."

Mrs. Lyman reviewed the follow-
ing books, giving a concise biography
of the authors and high lights of the
stories "Coup D Etat" by Curzio Mala-
parte is a story of a famous dictator,
the technique of which should prove
more interesting to men than women.
The author is a contemporary of Mus-
solini and accompanied him on his
march on Rome. Although a very
young man, Malaparte has written
nine books and held many public of-
fices of importance.

Mrs. Lyman's second book was "A
Guide Through World Chaos," by C.
H. S. Cole. Our critic has described
this as being the one indispensable
book. It should be studied by every
voter and particularly those people
who have no knowledge of economic
conditions.

"Our Times-The War Begins, 1909-
1914," by Mark Sullivan was next dis-
cussed. Mr. Sullivan has had a most
interesting life. He received his edu-
cation at the Eastern college, became
a newspaper man in Washington, D.
C., and because of his personality and
diplomacy has always been near the
powers that be in the Capitol. In this
way he is able to obtain items of great
news value that are denied the less
favored. Our Times, 1909-1914 are con-
sidered by the author as the last

phase of American innocence. The
illustrations of this book are in them-
selves most interesting and tell a
story of the progress of time and
fashions.

"Purdah-The Status of Indian Wo.
men," by Das. The word purdah,
when translated into our language
means curtain or screen and in this
book we are allowed to look behind
this screen with the eyes of the author,
Das, a Swiss woman who married a
native of India and went to that coun-
try to live.

"Not To Be Repeated," though pub-
lished as an anonymous contribution,
is credited to Ray Long, who through
his European contacts secured the
services of writers familiar with con-
ditions in various countries. This book
is known as the Duropean More Mer-
ry-Go-Round and gossips most breezi-
ly of such well known notables as
Queen Mary, King George and the
ever colorful Marie of Roumania and
her son, King Carol.

Mrs. Weeks gave as her first review,
"The Tinder Box of Asia" written by
George Sokolsky, who has lived, stud-
ied and worked in Manchuria, China
and Japan and is therefore thoroughly
conversant with his subject. This book
gives a clever insight into the Chin-
ese leaning toward peacefulness, their
indifference toward a central form of
government since they are essentially
a tribal race.

The concluding review by Mrs.
Weeks was Chase's "The New Deal"
which is a recognized authority on
economics and deals entirely with the
problems of our country, the two fore-
most problems being distribution and
production.

These reviews brought forth many
interesting current events pertaining
to the subjects reviewed and in addi-
tion accomplished the object of all
book reviews, which is to stimulate
an interest in reading.

I, El

KIRVEN''S
Last iM'zute Sazings

Saturday marks the last day of the first week of Kirven's Re-Opening.
Last Monday morning, we offered our customers practically our entire
stock of merchandise at low prices. The response surpassed all expecta-
tions. We are sincerely grateful for your patronage.

Kirven's Re-Opening Prices Continue!

Unusual Values

KAYSER
HOSI[ERY

Here are unusual values in Kayser Silk

hosiery.., as fine hose as money can buy

at a price far below what you would expect
to pay. An opportunity to
hosiery needs for months.

75c Value

69c
$1 Value

89c

supply your

75c Value

69c
FIRST FLOOR

SHOE S

S HOES from our First Floor Shoe Department have beenplaced in a special lot in the Basement for immediate
sale. Values from $6 to $7.50. Blonde kids, combination
sport shoes in black and white, tan and white and all white.
Sandals, Ties, Pumps and Straps.

SHOE
DEPARTMENT s2.95 KIRVEN'S

BASEMENT

Now Is The Time

ToBuyDraperies!
Make a home out of the house with new
draperies from Kirven's. Our entire stock
of curtains and draperies has been greatly
reduced.

Damask Value 59c yd.
Hand $1.50 to $2.50Damask Value 79c yd

Blocked Linen Value

SECOND FLOOR

Kill YEN'

--- ,0
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LIEUTENANT PEEP'S DIARY
Thursday, January 5

Off to a flying start with a first hour
lecture on pigeons by the one and
only Duke Lanahan. It would sadden
me to believe that he had expended
much precious time and thought on
the talk for though it was passing in-
teresting I do recall of it only the
statement that the pigeons have "no
interest whatever in the tactical situa-
tion." Which state does place them
on a par with students solving un-
graded problems.

An evening spent to advantage on
Hook Range in observing machine-
gun night firing and much impressed
with the progress of ordnance that
bullets could be made to carry lamps
to light their way to the target.

Afterward to the bowling alley to
fritter away an hour or so. Being but
a neophyte I was reluctant to exhibit
my skill at keeping the ball in the
gutter but took heart upon seeing an-
other roll a ball which jumped the
barrier between alleys 3 and 4, sur-
prizing the pin-setter in 4 almost to
the point of breaking his leg. En-
couraging too for that I did not on
the backward swing with any ball let
it fly into the spectators, having for
this error on a previous night been
urged to go on over to the movies.
Friday, January 6

Rewarded for our extra time spent
at last evening's session by being al-
lowed to listen to the monograph
presentations of several of the seniors.
Major Buonaparte Harding having an.
nounced that our thirst for military
history would be assuaged by person-
al experience monographs presented
by Advanced Course members, I was
mildly surprised to be treated to Capt.
Ross's experience with Sheridan at
Cedar Creek and Captain Chance's
in the Boer War. It becomes increas-
ingly difficult for me to estimate ages.
Explorer Chance, I can well believe,
earned his sobriquet on the platform
for he did season his most excellent
dissertation with such shuttling back
and forth across the platform as tho
he were afflicted with ants in his pants.
Sunday, January 8

Lord's Day and fittingly observed
too by attending church. And I did
hear such a good old-fashioned hell-
fire-and-damnation sermon as would
delight the heart of grand-aunt Ben-
lab, a hardshell Baptist of the old
school.

Perusing the day's journals at great
leisure as is my one weekend luxury
I did observe that "Water is furnish-
ed by a spring and the students own
one mirror which is hung on the side
of the cabin.. There they do their
shaving and bathing." It must be
that students are more agile nowadays
than when I was a collitch boy.
Monday, January 9

All agog over the annual physical
exam which was administered to me
this day for altho I am never chidden
for obeseness there is always some-
thing of a gamble on my blood pres-
sure. I recall a distinct fright of a
year ago upon being informed that
I might be discharged for minority
since blood pressure (they say) is
100 plus one's age and mine was 107.

The examination was conducted in
the Main Theater's "Green Room,"
so called I suppose from the com-
plete whiteness of the walls. The
whole formation did seem sepulch-
ral except that the corpses m o v e d
about in the vertical. The white coats
and gowns, the sad visages of the
medicos, inspired a fear to look up
lest one should find graven above
each door "Abandon hope all ye who
enter here." Finished at last with no
greater damage to myself than the
loss of another quarter inch in my
stature. I shall some day submit my-
self to the Bureau of Standards for
measurement for, Lord, if I continue
to lose a quarter inch a year as the
annual examination for the past three
years has averred I am not long for
this world-nor for the next either at
that rate. I doubt not that McComas
would contend that the measuring bar
does yearly more closely approach the
top of my head and I might with
reason contend that two years with
the local Foot Cavalry had taken a
like amount from the pedal end. May
hap it is not cheerful to contemplate
as an annual diminution.

One officer of sub normal eyesight
was cheerfully miscalling all the let-
ters in the eye test. Asked if a man
his age did not recognize the letters
of the alphabet he indignantly assert-
ed "Of course I recognize them; but
I'm just not sure of pronunciation."
Wednesday, January 11

The machine gun committee no
doubt pleased at having at last
brought the weather under their con-

HIERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER Medical Inqptor

. HEALTH QUOTATIONS
Regular periodic physical examina-

tion with the proper advice and treat-
ment will prolong life. Women need
these examinations just as often, or
even more often than men. Many
acute infections and most of the chron-
ic diseases begin in childhood. The
periodic health examination of child-
ren is the best bet for their future
happiness and usefulness.

In the vast majority of cases tuber-
culosis is a disease of early childhood.

Children must have proper food
during their growing years. To satis-
fy hunger is not enough. If children
do not get the essentials for normal
growth and development they suffer
physically in later years.

Children's play is more than mere
pastime; it is necessary for growth.

The complete physical examination
of the child is a necessary step in pre-
ventive medicine. Its aim is not only

Automobile accidents among mili-
tary personnel are much more com-
mon than in the civil population. The
percentage of deaths from this cause
is growing slightly less in civil com-
munities, while in the army it has in-
creased 34 percent in the last five
years. Alcholism and automobiles
cannot be mixed.

One does not have to be drunk in
the legal sense of the term; even a
small amount of alcohol retards reac-
tion and impairs judgement. Speed-
ing enters into the majority of acci-
dents; not necessarily exceeding the
legal limit, but traveling faster than a
particular situation warrants. Mechan-
ical defects in the car play a certain
role in causing accidents. This is es-
pecially true of second hand cars that
many officers and enlisted men buy.
If a car runs they use it.

Play safe-your automobile needs a
periodic examination just the same as
VAIL I^r

Offhand...
Observations

By McGoovus

If all the experiences and impres-
sions which go to make up a student's
composite reaction to a year at a serv-
ice school could be catalogued, what
a list it would make-hard work and
play; successes and disappointments;
parties; friends and perhaps a few
enemies.

Incidents taking place between Fri-
days and Mondays would play a ma-
jor role.

Let us see what does take place
during a typical week end.

Friday afternoon, Model Student,
tired but happy with the conscious-
ness of a week of hard work well
done, grabs his short coat and lunch
box and makes a dash for transporta-
tion.

On the way home, he plans how
he will spend the week end. This to
be one time when the school-free days
will not be wasted. Yes Sir, there are
a lot of loose ends which he will
whip together before the beginning
of another school week.

Friday evening he will devote to
catching up with back correspondence.
About eight letters should do that
ti-ick.

Saturday morning, he will arise
early and give the old bus a much
needed going-over. Then he will fix
an extension cord to an electric light
which has been the topic of much re-
cent discussion around his hearth.
There should be time left to uncrate
some of the stuff which has been
stored in the back of the garage.

Saturday afternoon he will give Mrs.
Model Student a treat by taking her
on a no-time-limit shopping tour.

Saturday evening will be spent at
home quietly. He will listen to the
radio, sort an accumulation of mimeo-
graphs and retire early for S u n d a y
morning he will drive out to the post
and have a gallop along the lovely
woodland trails. He really should be-
come better acquainted with the ter-
rain.

Sunday afternoon he will pay three
or four calls which should have been
made in September.

Sunday evening he will look up the
schedule for the following week, study
the references, and lay out equipment
and clothing to be used the follow-
ing day. No more Monday morning
hates for him.

Just as his plans are nicely rounded
out, Buck, who is furnishing trans-
portation for the pool that day sug-
gests that it would be a fine idea for
the members of the pool to stop by
his place a few minutes before dis-
persing for the week end. Model
Student has some momentary misgiv-
ings (he has stopped by Buck's be-
hore) but lie dismisses them by re-

flecting that his plan was not to go
into effect until that evening and that
all work and no play etc.

The assemblage at Buck's soon
drifted into serious discussion so that
time drifted by unnoticed. That is,
it was unnoticed until Mrs. Model
Student phoned to enquire in no com-

(Please turn to page 12)

trol again for they did manage all of
their instruction this day before the
rain set in.

Indoor instruction this afternoon
punctuated by Buck Purcell's famous
last words, "I don't know sir," this
following his voluble five minute dis-
course and probably prompted by the
growing expression of incredulity on
Major Easley's face.

The disappointment at not being
one afternoon to the good because
of the rain, was somewhat modified
by a red hot bayonet demonstration
staged by Cpls. Hudson and Costello
of Company F, the 29th. Anything
that receives applause from the class
is above excellent.

I do feel thta there is a concerted
effort in the faculty to heckle me
and should it continue I shall have
potent reason to applaud the system
of code numbers which is used on
graded work. I do feel, too, that if
there is to be any such exchange be-
tween the faculty and myself I am
sitting on the wrong side of the desk
to profit by it. Perhaps I had best
interest myself in Sunday School ac-
tivities or request charge of station.
At any rate I do thank God that I
am not by nature vindictive.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

ECHO FROM THE OBSERVATION POST
As promised in our last issue, we are printing this week a few com-

ments from the facile pen of our one-time contemporary, Count Zuveroff,
former conductor of the Observation Post. As previously stated, the Count
can be decidedly caustic when he chooses to be. This time, however, he
elects to deal gently with those whose foibles he once flayed in his always
interesting and widely read column.

"The moving finger writes and having writ" our orders about a year
ago, we moved north into that somnolescent land known as the Cumberland
Valley, the home of the famous Carlisle Cathartic College. There we lan-
guished in solitary exile until the arrival of three other Benningites enabled
us to form a quartette strong enough to tell the medicated garrison, "That
is not at all the way it is done at Benning" and by adopting an approved
Infantry School solution in elastic defense, avoid the mayhem contemplated
by the remainder of the garrison.

In this modern age it is not far from Quaker land to the banks of the
Upatoi but geographical miles are no accurate measurement of the yawning
abyss that lies between. Where once we glibly talked of communications
and supply we now gravely discuss iodine and ambulances. However, Ben-
ning is in the saddle and under the direction of the former chief of the
Second Section, Carlisle is coming up on the right of the line.

In announcing our departure a year ago Mandarin Hah Ding noted
that the corroding stream no longer flowed from the poison pen and said
that we wrote as Othello loved, not wisely but too well. For that we take
a bow. Had he reversed the simile and said that we loved as Othello wrote
etc., he would have had Madame la Comtesse Zuveroff to reckon with and
that would be no light reckoning.

When we conducted our column on this paper we campaigned actively
for the restraint of the China crowd and the extermination of the Horsey
group. We wish to withdraw both planks from our platform. When the
present mandarins shall have moved on to other fields we wonder where
equally capable hands will be found to carry on the many duties they have
so ably performed. Furthermore, there must be something truly great about
any group that can dismount Tanker Brett from his mechanical mount and
advance him to high estate in the Hunt Club. His Phillips about mule
minded Cavalry colonels led us to believe that never would he consent
to exchange his grease stained jacket for the pink coat of a by-gone era.

As for the horsey group, we are in favor of them for the period of the
depression. It gives the wives an opportunity to wear out their husbands'
old clothes and their prattle of the paddock is sufficiently amusing to offset
the equine aroma they carry around with them. So long as we have none
of them as dinner partners, we shall drop our campaign.

During last year's class there was a young lady who bewailed the fact
that she couldn't seem to get her husband assigned to duty at Benning
"for love nor money." We note with interest that friend husband is now
here on duty and we are intrigued.

We also note that the new officers' club has at last been started and
we wonder if it is being financed on the chits cashed by the mysterious
Captain Mulhall. Apropos of that we still have a rubber check received
at a friendly little game and would be glad to have the donor offer to
redeem it before we leave.

Speaking of Mulhall brings to mind Bonaparte Hennessey. Latest news
reports him with a peace time company at Chingwantao facing the Im.
perial Japanese Army. We do not fjear for Hennessy. We do fear or
diplomatic relations and also I. J. A.

And now it comes time to say adios once more to the post of the China.
Horse and rejoin the Benning exiles in the frozen north. And as tihe north
wind sways the long leaf pine that shades the Upatoi, perhaps the more
finely attuned ear will distinguish a faint sigh of regret from those who
retain pleasant memories of Banning and sor-Happy Days.

NARROW ESCAPE

Since the advent of the noble pay-
less furlough experiment, elaborate
entertaining has gone out of fashion
in the Army. In these days, a society
editress has to have a vivid imagina-
tion in order to picture Major and
Mrs. Suchamuch's simple spread as a
Lucullan feast with the proper imperi-
al setting. This vogue of simplicity in
entertainment suits us fine, personally,
but it is hard on the people who write
up the society columns. Hosts and
hostesses just aren't splurging this
year and, while the modest and in-
formal assembling of a few guests for
dinner may be far more enjoyable
for them, even a gifted society re-
porter like Mrs. Howell can't wax
eloquent about it.

In view of the dearth of truly ar-
resting society news, it is too bad that
Major W. C. Williams, the dignified
Advanced Class senior member, didn't
go through wtih his original idea for a
pre movie dinner. President Williams,

Officers' Club for entertaining some
twenty guests, specified that there
should be a corsage of orchids and
lilies of the valley at each lady's
plate. The eyes of Sergeant Allen,
the accomplished steward, opened
wide at this order. Orchid corsages
were something new as an Officers'
Club dinner feature. Major Williams
was evidently going to throw a swell
party and hang the expense. The serg-
eant assumed, of course, that the Ma-
jor knew what he was doing. Possibly
a rich uncle had left him a fortune.
At anv rate, it wasn't within the prov-
ince of the Club steward to remind
the prospective host that orchids come
high.

Sergeant Allen went to draft a tele-
gram to a leading Atlanta florist. Be-
fore sending the telegram, however,
he consulted the florists price list and
learned therefrom that Major Wil-
liams' beautiful thought would cost
him four-fifty per. A quick cauculation
of the total cost of ten orchid cor.
sages at four-fifty apiece caused Ser-
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"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-Johis Welcot.
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(Continued from page 6)

geant Allen to withhold final action.
Before committing a patron of the
Officers' Club dinner service to a $45
flower bill, said patron would have
to be reminded of the latest quota-
tions on orchids and the Sergeant did
his duty.

President Williams received Ser.
geant Allen's market report in shock-
ed amazement and then countermand-
ed his order. And right there Mrs.
Howell lost the big society scoop of
the season.

ABBREVIATED ODDESSY

Anyone who has ever been in Big-
lerville on a rainy night will under.
stand why Lieutenants F. A. Rudolph
and Joe Phelan were appalled at the
prospect of spending the joyous
Christmas holidays in the midst of
such desolation. As they sat together
in their Spartan lodgings listening to
the rain dripping from the eaves,
both suddenly became animated with
a wild desire to get away from it all.

"Let's get the hell out of here and
go to Cuba," exclaimed Rudolph.

"'m on," replied Phelan.

It was late at night but having de.
cided to go, they went. They were
short of ready cash-one having $2.75
and the other only 7 cents-but what
of that? They would cash a check in
the morning. The thought of tropic
skies, palm trees, and Sloppy Joe's
lured them forth into the night and
dawn found them hitting the Florida
trail with Havana as their goal.

Cashing a check along the wayside
proved to be more difficult than they
had anticipated but they had enough
cash to buy gas to get them as far
as Albany. There they stopped for
rest and refreshment and there they
stayed. The attractiveness of the fa-
mous Sky Water resort inspired them
to see America first. Possibly a check
up of the combined resources had
something to do with their decision,
but this is only a surmise. The point
is that they spent two delightful days
in Albany and then came home.

OFFICERS' CLUB WAXES
ELOQUENT

Officers' Club notices appearing in
the Official Daily Bulletin and else.
where have long been recognized as
possessing superior literary merit.
Even in a simple lost and found no-
tice, one may find unusual and origi-
nal phraseology. Witness the listing,
among the articles found at the Offi-
cers' and Polo Clubs of "one assorted
handkerchief."

Such literary gems as the above are
merely routine procedure. It is only
when there is something really im-
portant to be communicated to the
public that the Club management ex-
tends itself in the field of English
composition. We have at hand one
of its masterpieces, culled from a re-
cent issue of the Daily Bulletin. We
quote:

"POLICY ON TABLE RESERVA-
TIONS AT OFFICERS' CLUB

Club members are reminded that
while the house and entertainment
committees are pleased, where possi-
ble, to meet the expressed desires of
members for table reservations locat-
ed in certain rooms of the club, some-
times the gratification of such wishes
is made impracticable by subsequent
events. On account of the potentiali-
ties of such contingencies, requests
for table reservations specifying loca-
tions are accepted by the club, sub-
ject to a right to furnish such table
reservations at a different location,
when the exigencies of the occasion

require it in Je interest of the club."
This is clearly not the work of the

waiters. Neither is it the familiar style

of Mine Host Dowdall's widely read

"joltings." We suspect one of the

Club's special writers-possibly one

with a broad legal background like

Counsellor Betts. We particularly
dote on the phrase "potentialities of

such contingencies."

What the notice means in unem-

bellished Anglo-Saxon is that the club
will reserve tables to conform to the

whims of the guests as regards loca-

tion but reserves the privilege of al-

terina said locations in the interest

Regular $20.00

SUITS
$13.85

Regular $30 and $35

SUITS
$19.85

Regular $40 and $50

SUITS
$27.85

SPECIAL GROUP OF

63 MEN'S SUITS
Including Some Hickey-Freeman and Society Brand

One and Two Pants

-2 PRICD.j

ALL

SALES

CASH

Regular $20 to
$40 Values

Luggage Reduced
DRESNER & SONS FINEST QUALITY LEATHER

HAND BAGS-GLADSTONES-FITTED CASES
ZIPPER BAGS, ETC.

Regular Regular Regular Regular Regular

$7.00 Value $12.50 Value $17.50 Value $20.00 Value $25.00 Value

$4.85 $8.85

Chancellor

$12.85 $14.85 $16.95

Co.
"'COLUMBUS HEADQUARTERS FOR FORT BENNING"

Nationally

Advertised

Merchandise

OVERCOATS
FAMOUS KNITEX and SOCIETY BRAND

Regular $25 and $30 Regular $35

OVERCOATS OVERCOATS

$18.95 $23.95
HERE IS A RARE OPPORTUNITY TO GET AN OVERCOAT
THAT WILL WEAR FOR YEARS AT BUT A FRACTION OF
THEIR REAL WORTH.

S H I R T S MANHATTAN - WILSON BROS. - PHILIPS JONES

WHITES AND SOLID COLORS IN NEW FALL PATTERNS
Regular Regular Regular IN COLORED SHIRTS

$1.50 and $1.55 $1.95 and $2.00 $3.00 Collar Attacked and 2 Collars to Match
Regular $1.50 Regular $1.95 and $2 Regular $3.50

SHIRTS SHIRTS SHIRTS SHIRTS SHIRTS SHIRTS

$1.23 $1.55 $2.15 $1.15 $1.39 $2.35

PAJAMAS
Manhattan and Wilson Bros. (Outing included)

Regular $1.65 and $1.75 Regular $3.50

PAJAMAS PAJAMAS
$1.39 $2.19

Regular $2.50 Regular $7.50

PAJAMAS PAJAMAS

$1.69 $4.89

TUXEDOS
Including Society Brand and Hickey-Freeman

Regular $40 Regular $50

TUXEDOS TUXEDOS
Now Now

$29.85 $34.85
BUY A TUXEDO NOW AT SUCH PRICES

CHANCELLOR'S

STOCK

LIQUIDATION
We must Liquidate 1/2 of our $50,000.00 Stock

of Men and Boy's Wear

The greatest money-saving event ever offered in

Columbus. Every thing reduced. Nothing reserved.

Hickey-Freeman, Society Brand and Griff on

SUITS
MOSTLY 2 PANTS
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D. P. HARDING, Editor

Corn Griffin To Battle Frankie 'ren
Handicap Tennis Tournaments Now
Gradually Approaching Completion
The handicap tennis tournaments,

which began early in November and
which are still uncompleted because
of the consistently bad weather, are
now in an advanced stage. It is hoped
that they may all be completed very
soon, provided the weather cooperates
with the officials.

The Men's Doubles Tournament re-
sulted in a victory for Drake and
Sherburne who defeated Bassett and
Newman in the finals by scores of
6-1, 6-3, 6-8, 6-3. The match was hard-
fought, although it took on the aspect
of a walkaway at the very first. New-
man and Bassett, however, hit their
stride in the third set, and from then
on the play was close. Drake's fine
placement shots from the half-volley
position contributed a great deal to
the ultimate triumph of Sherburne
and Drake.

In the Men's Singles, Drake has ad-
vanced to the finals in the first brack-
et. In the semi-final match, the num-
ber one ranking player on the post
overcame Newman, number eleven,
by scores of 2-6, 7-5. 6-4, 6-1. The
scores themselves indicate the close.
ness of the match.

In the other bracket, Bassett de-
feated Sherburne 6-2, 6-2. Bassett, the
number two ranking player, displayed

good form throughout whereas Sher-
burne, number three ranking player,
was slightly off his game; otherwise
the match would probably have been
much closer.

In his next match, Bassett faces
C. K. Harding, the dark horse of the
tournament. This match will probably
be played Saturday afternoon and
should be hard-fought from beginning
to end. The winner will meet Irving
in the semi-finals, who advanced to
his present position by defeating Phil-
lips.

The finals of the Mixed Doubles is
also scheduled to be run off over
the week-end. Keiler and Drake, by
defeating Bassett and Gaston, have
earned the right to oppose Lynch and
Lynch in the match will decide the
championship.

Keiler and Drake encountered con-
siderable opposition in the first set
of their match with Bassett and Gas-
ton but won 6-4. The second set re-
sulted in a 6-1 win and the match.

Lt. Lynch, number four ranking
player on the post, and Mrs. Lynch,
woman's champion, defeated Irving
and Eagles 2-6, 6-2, 6-3 to enter the
finals.

The finals of the Boys' Singles was
(Continued from Page 11)

First Boxing [Card S P RT C
Of Year Promises SR

BY DAVETo Be One Of Best SPORT SLANTS
By DAVIS HARDING

i

and is anxious to throw a little more
leather.

Johnson is facing an opponent who
will be mighty hard to beat. Murphy
came to Benning with the idea in
mind of getting a shot with either
Griffin or Smith. Thsi being impossi-
ble, he agreed to trade blows with
Ching Johnson with the privilege of
battling Griffin or Smith at a later
date provided he gets by Johnson.

Murphy is a graduate of University
of Missouri where he played a great
game at guard on the football team.

He has acquired quite a reputation
around Kansas and Missouri in fistic
circles and is anxious to spread it
further.

Blondie Parker, with a punch re-
sembling the kick of a mule, is slated
o scrap with Red Goss, sturdy ex-
ponent of the rushing game. This
fight will be a crowd-pleaser. Both
boys are capable and willing to take
wo or three punches to land one

(Please turn to page 9)
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The Pittsburghers came west like a
wolf on the fold,

And their players were gleaming in
purple and gold,

And they looked with contempt on
the Trojan eleven,

And expected to win by fourteen to
seven.

Up and down the green turf the great
battle was fought,

Till the Trojan had thirty-five, the
Panther naught,

And the city of Pittsburgh is loud in
her wail,

Just to think, just to think her eleven
should fail.

And the rooters are staring at them-
selves aghast,

For the might of the Panther is hum-
bled at last.

The situation in heavyweight pugi-
listic circles begins to show signs of
clearing up. Last week, a very im-
proved Erny Schaaf put the bee on
Stanley Poreda's championship aspir-
ations. Before the fight, fans were
wondering just how bad a beating
Schaaf would absorb; Poreda himself
was confident of victory, anticipating
a win by the knockout route.

If Poreda had any doubts about
Schaaf's fighting ability, they were all
dispelled before the end of the first
round. Schaaf took the aggressive and
rushed his opponent all over the ring,
landing telling blows to the head and
body. Poreda fought back gamely but
was not match for the rejuvenated
Schaaf. With twenty-six seconds of
the fifth round gone, the referee step-
ped in and awarded the fight to
Schaaf.

Jack Sharkey, world's heavyweight
champion, was preparing to sail for
Bermuda at the same time Schaaf
was making a punching bag out of
Stanley Poreda.

HATTERI
HARDING
Boston gob had said many unkind
words about former champion Demp-
sey. The basket of flowers was con-
strued to show Dempsey's joy at
Sharkey's leaving the country.

Rugged Max Baer and the Black
Uhlan Schmeling are tentatively sche-
duled to fight sometime in June. Both
are almost the same type of fighters,
hard, durable, and willing to take it.
Neither are remarkable boxers. The
winner will probably meet Sharkey
in September for the championship
unless the present champion refuses
to battle at that time.

It is not likely that Sharkey will
agree to fight Schaaf this year.

John B. Sutherland, Pittsburgh
coach, in commenting on the Trojan
victory in the Rose Bowl game, was
lavish in his praise of the Southern
California eleven. Although he doubt-
ed whether the Trojans were thirty-
five points better than his Panthers,
he admitted a decided superiority.
Too much man power was the reason
given for the crushing defeat.

In Sutherland's opinion, Griffith
was the best back on the field with
Smith, Rosenberg, and Sparling par.
ticularly outstanding in the line. Skla-
dany and Dialey, especially the for.
mer, starred for the Panthers.

James H. Crowley, one of the fa.
mous Four Horsemen of Notre Dame
and football coach at Michigan State
college, last week agreed to coach
Fordham University in 1933. He will
succeed Frank W. (Iron Man) Cav-
enaugh who retired at the end of
the season.

Crowley will introduce to New
York for the first time the Rockne
system of defense and offense.

Crowley's 1932 eleven at Michigan
State was one of the best in the his-
tory of the institution. It suffered
only one defeat, and that at the hands
of Michigan, and defeated the team
which Crowley will coach this year.

Corn Griffin In Top Form For
Battle With Arizona

Cowboy Tuesday

Cowboy Frankie Edgren, pride of
Arizona, will be the battler to trade
wallops with Griffin on January sev.
enteenth in the first boxing card of
the year. The announcement created
a keen interest as soon as it was made
public.

Frankie will be out to avenge the
defeat handed to him by Corn Griffin
during the summer. Fans who saw the
bout will recall the closeness of the
fight, Griffin getting a hairbreadth de-
cision, although there were many
who thought the Arizona Cowboy
earned a draw.

Frankie has made two appearances
before Benning fight fans. In the first,
he practically annihilated Ching John-
son, and in the second, he lost that
close decision to Griffin. Since his de-
feat, he has been anxious to get a
return match with Griffin.

Edgren has compiled a remarkable
record since the Griffin go. A four-
roud knockout of Muggs Kerr heads
the list of his achievements in the
ring. Kerr was the boy who had Grif-
fin spending a lot of his time on
the canvas.

Corn Griffin, on the other hand, is
now recognized by experts as one of
the coming lightheavyweights. In his
last three fights, he met capable op-
ponents in Pietro Corri, Jerry Pava-
lec, and Charlie Hambrick and won
decisively in each case. Corri, Aus-
trian lightheavy, took a bad beating
from Griffin, and Jerry Pavalec, the
fighter who almost floored Schmeling
while the later was in training for
Sharkey, was on the receiving end of
a blow calculated to put the husky
Greek in the land of dreams. It did.

In his battle with Pavalec, Griffin
clearly indicated an ability to take
it as well as to dish it out. Floored
with a terrific blow to the head in
the second round, he managed to
stagger to his feet and last out the
round. In the next few rounds, Grif-
fin began the tedious process of whit-
tling away the hure weight advantage
of his opponent. The knockout came
in the seventh round.

When Corn was slated to fight with
Hambrick, many were of the opinion
that Ilambrick would prove too clever
for the Benning fighter. It took just
five rounds for Griffin to dispel that
opinion.

The fight will be the featured light-
heavy battle of the week.

In the semi-final, Ching "Iron Man"
Johnson will oppose Harold Murphy.
Ching has had a layoff from the ring

Frank Edgren
Cheyenne, Wyo.

VS.

10 Rounds

Corn Griffin
Tanks, Fort Beniing

CHING JOHNSON vs. HAROLD MURPHY
29th Infantry Chicago

8

BLONDY PARKER
29th Infantry

6

BEN SPIVEY
Columbus

3 Round

5 Round

Is

vs. RED GOSS
I. S. D.

Is

vs. BUNKER HILL
29th Infantrv

6 Rounds

TUT TUT TAYLOR vs. CHARLIE WHITE
4 Rounds

Daniel Webster vs. Herman McWilliams
4 Rounds

General Admission 50c Ringside $1.00
Tickets on sale at Officers' Club Athletic Office and all orderly rooms.

OLD SETTLER'S
Pork Sausage

fulfils

that longing for
some

real good Pork Sausage

Delivered fresh daily
from

The Provision Co. Inc.

AUTOMOBILE MAINTENANCE
REQUIRES

TRAINED

HANDS
Trained hands plus good equip-

ment gives you a reliable job.

No charge for inspection and es-

timate.

AUTlO DEPT.;
POST EXCHANGE

FORT BENNING

No enthusiasm marked his leaving. These Californians! Last week
On returning to his stateroom just shortly after the Southern Californis
before the ship set sail, Sharkey found victory, a downcast Easterner waQ,
a huge basket of flowers, a present roaming about aimlessly when he en
from Jack Dempsey. The talkative (Please turn to page 9)

BoxING
TUESDAY NIGHT. JAN. 17TH

Post Gymnasium, 8:15 P. M.
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Basketball Season In Full Swing )IF

Lt. Gar Davidson
Officially Made
West Point Coach

Lieutenant Garrison B. Davidson

officially became head coach of the

Army football team when orders, just

issued, at the United States Military

Academy, were made public Monday,

January the ninth.

By the same orders, Major Ralph

I. Sasse was relieved of his duties as

football coach which he had held for

the last three seasons and was assign-

ed to the Second Squadron of the 10th

Cavalry detailed for service at the

Academy.
It was made known several months

ago that Davidson would succeed
Sasse. Davidson will retain his present
duties as aide to Major General Wil-
liam D. Connor, in which capacity he
has served since General Connor's ap-
pointment as Superintendent last
spring.

Major Sasse will remain at the
Academy until June 30, when, it is
understood, he will be assigned to a
new detail by the War Department.

While Major Sasse has been on a
four-year assignment at the Academy,
he served as head coach only three
seasons, his first year having been
spent as assistant coach under Captain
Biff Jones, former head coach.

First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus -- $ 400,000.00
Resources Over- 2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Get Your
Long Range
SUPER-X

Shells Here!

They give clean kills at
remarkable distances and
are now loaded
with Non-Corro-
sive Primers that
keep your gun bar-
rel CLEAN! We
have everything a
duck hunter wants
-including attrac-
tive prices.

MAIN BRANCH
POST EXCHANGE

I

Burrus Motor Co.

Authorized Dealers

1216-22 - 1st Ave. Phone 3500

Headquarters
For

Used Car Values

This Week Specials

'29 Ford Tudor Sedan ------ $150

'29 Ford Town Sedan ------ $195

'29 Dodge "6" Sedan.--------$150

'30 Ford Four Door---------$200

'29 Studebaker "8" Sedan....$250

'30 Ford Coupe------------$250

'30 Ford Tudor.-------------.$250

'30 Pontiac Sedan----------$295

MANY OTHERS

CONVENIENT TERMS

ENLISTED M E N
CAPTURETITLE

The enlisted men's bowling team

from Fort Benning recently won the

championship in the Tri-City Ten-Pin

league, composed of eight teams rep-

resentitive of Fort Benning, Colum-

bus and Phenix City. The league was

a hotly contested affair all the way
through, and the Benning boys won
out by a margin of one game over
the Ramseys, a team of business men
from Columbus. The tournament had
been in progress since the first week
in October.

The Fort Benning team that won
the trophy is composed of Sgt. Davis,
I. S. D., captain; Mr. Sgt. Glenn, I.
S. D.; Sgt. Trott, I. S. D.; Pvt. Hall,
Hq. Co., 29th Inf.; and Pvt. Zeman,
Co. E, 1st Engineers. Mr. Sgt. O'Blen-
niss, I. S. D.; Tech. Sgt. Heckert, I.
S. D.; Tech. Sgt. Dezotell, Q.M.C.,
and Sgt. LaBonte, Hq. Co. 29th Inf.,
also bowled on the team in a number
of their games, and were a great fac-
tor in winning the trophy which was
presented by the Nehi Bottling Com-
pany of Columbus.

The same team from The Infantry
School defeated two civilian teams
from Atlanta, in two different series
of games, winning the first series by
three matches out of four, and the
second by taking two matches in a
home and home series.

The trophy was informally pre-
sented to Major General Campbell
King, commandant of the Infantry
School, by Sergeant Davis, since the
team is comprised of men from dif-
ferent units and no one organization
is entitled to its possession.

0
SPORTS CHATER

(Continued from Page 8)

countered a beaming Californian,
who was muttering something about
"Sunshine and roses." Escape was im-
nossible and for five long minutes the
Easterner listened to his tormentor,
contemplating murder.

"Say, that was the Pittsburgh team"
the Easterner replied wearily, looking
around for something heavy.

"Next time you come out here,
we'll concede you twenty-one points
and play a second rate high school
team against you. Competition-com-
petition is what we need. We're get-
ting tired with these easy victories.
Why, those Pitt players looked posi-
tively sickly out there; you should
feed them Califorina oranges-yes, do
so by all means."

Fortuntaely, a policeman separated
the two before much harm was done.

Tut-Tut Taylor and Charlie White
will mix it up in a preliminary, and
this bout should serve to whet the ap-
petite of the fans.

Daniel Webster and Herman McWil-
liams will raise the curtain as it
should be raised.

The January seventeenth boxing
card will usher in the new year as fat
as fighting is concerned with a bang.
The officers of the Athletic Associa.
tion should be commended for ar
ranging not one good fight but sev
eral in one evening.

Fight fans are assured of real en
tertainment.

"Now think about something nice,'
said the dentist as he started to wor
on the private, "then you won't no
tice the pain."

The soldier did not move.
"Splendid. What did you think of?'
"Well, I thought the Top Sergean

was here in my place."
-The Command Post.

WE MAKE

RUBBER STAMPS

- One Day Delivery-

COLUMBUS OFFICE
SUPPLY CO.

I

Happy Hearts Win
Over Team From
Atlanta By 44-22
24th Infantry Quintet Defeats

Henley Athletic Club
Wednesday Night

The 24th. Infantry five, coached by

Lt. Howard R. Johnson, won the sec-
ond game of its season by overcoming
the Henley Athletic Club quintet 44-
22 Wednesday night.

The Happy Hearts went off into an
early lead and maintained it through-
out the game. At no time was the is-
se very much in doubt.

The Henley Athletic Club is repre-
-ented as a fairly strong team in At-
lanta, but it proved no match for the
Denning aggregation, although the
game was a little closer t h a n the
score seems to indicate.

The opponents displayed a fast of-
fense, got down the floor quickly, and
one or two of its players were deadly
,hots.

The Happy Hearts showed far from
top form. The teamwork was below
calibre and the basket-shooting was
v-ry inaccurate at times. Nevertheless,
they exhibited a clear superiority over
their opponents and gave evidence of
having a very competent team once
the early season difficulties are ironed
out.

The new rules, which will be put
into effect for the first time this
year, are primarily designed to speed
up the game and to eliminate stalling
on the part of teams who do not
wish to endanger a lead.

The Happy Hearts have a season of
about thirteen games, during the
course of which they meet some ex-
ceptionally strong fives, including
Tuskegee twice., Morehouse College,
Florida A. & M., and many others.

Captain Alonzo Strong starred for
the Hiappy Hearts in Wednesday's
Iame, although no particular player
wsas verv outstanding.

EDGREN TO BOX GRIFFIN
(Continued from Page 8)

decisive blow.
Ben Spivey of Columbus andi Bunk-

er Hill of the 29th. Infantry are an-
.other pair of crowd-pleasers. Spivey
is an oldtimer with lots of experience
in the ring and has met some of the
really good fighters in his class. Each
winter be boxes a great deal in Flori-
da, the mecca of the boxing world
during the summer. Bunker Hill is

laggressive and hits hard. This should
be a real battle from start to finish.

I i'i
Makers of Fine Printing Plates

I WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.

Atlanta, Georgia

Bread That Is Really Good
Have You Tried It?

If not compare it with what you are
using, or any other and note the
superiority.

Fresh Daily At Post Exchange
and

The Bakery Beautiful

EVERIDGE'S
OLD TIME BREAD

109 - 12th Street

Try

EXTRA PALE DRY

Sold At
Grocery Dept. and Soda Fountain

POST EXCHANGE

CONVENIENT LOCATION-MODERN EQUIPMENT
RATES REASONABLE

Phone your agent or call our Superintendent, Mr. Trussell,

Phone 3062
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DAVIS CUP MAY
RETURN TO U. S.

Pierre Etchebaster of France, the
world's court-tennis champion, joins
in the opinion of B. S. Prentice, chair-
man of the United States Davis Cup
committee, that the international ten-
nis trophy will be regained by this
country from the French next summer.

Etchebaster rated Ellsworth Vines
as the world's foremost player and
declared that Henri Cochet, the main-
stay of France, had lost his confidence
and that Jean Borotra, the hero of the,
1932 challenge round, is "finished."

"Vines was born for the game," he
said. "Who ever heard of a 20-year-old
boy becoming the greatest player in
the world? It is my opinion that if
Vines had not been a bit overconfi-
dent last summer, the United States
would have won the cup. Borotra
should never in the world have beat-
en Vines. Vines should beat Borotra,
not 6-0, but 6-0, 6-0."

Allison, he said, played the finest
tennis of his career last year, and he
has a great deal of respect for Clifford
Sutter who defeated Henry "Bunny"
Austin of England and George Lott
in the national championship and
took the first two sets from Vines.

He has some doubt, though, wheth-
er Sutter's classical, temperate strokes
will be quite as effective on the sand
courts of France with the slower Eu-
ropean ball as they are in this coun-
try.

France, said Etchebaster, must start
building all over again. The players
with whom she won the cup have
passed their prime and she must de-
velop her younger men for the cup
*matches of the future. He regards
Germany as among the most danger-
ous teams in the field and rates the
youthful Baron Von Cramm a n d
Prenu as formidable opponents to be
taken with the utmost consideration.

Kenesaw M. Landis;
Mogul Of Baseball
Takes Salarv Cut

Acting in accord with the general

economic trend of the game, Kenesaw

Mountain Landis, commissioner of

baseball, has voluntarily reduced his

salary to $40,000 for 1933, a drop of

$25,000 from the terms of the con-

tract he signed in 1928. This new

figure was arrived at when he accept-

ed a cut of $10,000 after having pre-

viously reduced his salary for 1932

by $15,000.
Landis became associated with base-

ball in 1921, when he was signed to a

contract calling for a salary of $50,-

000 a year for seven years. As he was

also serving at that time as a Federal

Court judge at a salary of $7,500 a

year, he insisted on deducting this

amount from his commissioner's pay.

He resigned from the bench the fol-

lowing year to devote his full time

to baseball and at the expiration of

his first seven-year term he was re-

engaged, his salary being increased to

$65,000.
In all, Landis has drawn $652,000 in

salary from organized baseball, a to-
tal that falls short by $132,000 of
equalling the sum drawn by Babe
Ruth since breaking into baseball
with the Baltimore Orioles in 1914.

Landis, incidentally, is the second
prominent baseball official to take a
voluntary reduction in salary this
winter. At the recent major league
meetings, John A. Heydler, on being
re-elected president of the National
League, had his salary reduced on his
own recommendation.

|.
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS

Two Eves, An Adam - and An Apple ROYAL
Heralded as the most extraordinary

motion picture ever to reach the talk-
ing screen, "Strange Interlude," Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer's filmization of the
Eugene O'Neill drama which ran on
Broadway for a year and half and
won the Pulitzer Prize award for the
finest play of the season of 1928-29,
will open Saturday night at the Royal
Theatre and show Sunday, Monday
and Tuesday.

The principal roles in the talkie nerry-go-round to the United States
version of O'Neill's brilliant psychiat- when he came here from Germany.
ric study are played by Norma Shearer His grandson claims it was the first
and Clark Gable, who are together ever to turn on the new continent.
again for the first time since their suc- Grandpop toured the United States
cessful joint appearance in "A Free with it. But, when he got out to Cali-
Soul." Miss Shearer enacts the role fornia (to discover there was a gold
.dayed in the stage version by Lynn rush in progress) he forgot about the
Fontanne, while Gable has the part merry-go-round and started prospect-
of the young doctor. ing.

Other leading roles are filled by George scored sensational successes
Alexander Kirkland, prominent New in minor roles in "Scarface," "Madame
York stage player; Ralph Morgan, re- Racketeer," and "Dancers in the

'e "'* peating the role he played in the Dark," and won himself the leading
original Theatre Guild production of role in "Night After Night," recent
"Strange Interlude"; Robert Young, hit. His role in "Under-Cover Man"
who recently scored in "Unashamed"; is his second major one.
May Robson, veteran character act- He enacts a big-time crook who

At the left is Kay Francis, with Miriam Hopkins and Herbert Mar- ress; Maureen O'Sullivan, last seen in turns under-cover man for police to
shall in a scene from "Trouble In Paradise" which comes to the Rialto "Skyscraper Souls"; Henry B. Wal- revenge himself on the gang which
Theatre next Sunday and Monday. thall, Mary Alden and Tad Alexan. killed his father. Miss Carroll, play-

der. The picture was directed by Rob- ing the role of a girl whose brother,
ert Leonard, who producted "Susan runner for a brokerage house, hasC in eaIC a en d aitsLenox," one of Greta Garbo's biggest been murdered by the same gang,

ht.joins Raft in his undrcve okC iinem a C a l.e n dc a rhitrange Interlude" has been called The resul:s of their efforts are rapid
the most daring venture ever attempt- and dramatic.

for Grand, Rialto and Royal ed in motion pictures, chiefly because
of its ultra-sophisticated theme, which Miss Francis' mother threw up herO dYA L eal with a neurotic woman who un- arms, collapsed, and died, in accord-
dergoes a series of intensely dramatic ance with the plot. Kay turned to her
sensual experiences, and also because companion, and, in that naively loud

ALSO SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offering of its dialogue "asides," in which the Voice which children use, remarked:
"Strange Interlude" with Norma Shearer and Clark Gable. She actors express themselves politely and "Don't be afraid. That's my mama,
referred to them as her three men. The husband . . . in name then hastily reveal their private opin- and she's not really 
only; the friend ... a willing slave; and the lover .. .chosen to ;ons, which are totally at variance acting."

be the father of her child. A powerful story, absolutely different with the spoken expression. RIALT
in filming-the screen adaptation of the play that packed houses I NOW PLAYINGin New York and throughout the country. And the Shearer. Thrills and Spills withB
G aLle coin .,kndaLon iw to k.L, L" t linr~i ,or tilooe w ho ee tile f"TI
picture. N

* * Kay Francis has never had any il-
lusions about the stage. ,ordaels,'(31 AIN[) A sophisticated little miss, she was T ,

yl three'years old when she practi- COMEDY SCRFEN SONG
cally broke up a play in which her Chapter 6 "THE LAST FRONTIER"

SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "Under- mot'her was appearing by audibly re- cUNDAY and MONDAY
cover Man" with George Raft, Nancy Carroll, Roscoe Karnes, fus:i-, to take it seriously.! I U E.
Lew Cody and Gregory Ratoff. Heres the story of a big-time Kay told tho story during a lull
crook who turned under-cover man for the police to hunt down f between scenes on the set of Ernst
the slayer Of his father. And of" a girl who joined h.nl in the Lubi'sch's "Trouble in Paradise,"
work when the "'gang" murders her brother. It's thrilling, which shows at the Rialto Theater

zn b* Sunday and Monday, in which she is
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Offering "Speed Demon" featured with Miriam Hopkins, Her-

with William Collier, Jr., and Joan Marsh. A racy, risky ro- bert Marshall, Charlie Ruggles and MIRIAM HOPKINS
mance of the water speedway,--roaring engines, collisions, Edward Everett Horton. WitHRRTMAVIAlsHALLS- CHAE LFsFRCS

crackups . .. a thousand breathless thrills in a sensational race Her mother, Katherine Clinto, was COMEDY- FO, ON
with death and love at the finish line. Kay explains, and she herself was sit- RANDOLP SCOTT - In

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY" Offering "The Devil Is Driv - tisg in a box with another kid of her , '<". -

ing" with Edmund Lowe, Wynne Gibson and Lois Wilson. A 0,1 Usag. t"i. c, ht a/frd

rapid-fire melodrama set against the background of organized-
auto stealing and its death-dealing ramifications. Ednmnd Lowe ' _'
nd Wynne Gibson rival each other for wise-cracking honors in Ryo"'a 1 _________

this vehicle, but when they get wise about love . . . they find it's I9" a WEDNESDAY an THtTRSDAY

"no fooling."

RIALTO
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY (Now Playing): Offering "For-

bidden Trail" with Buck Jones, Barbara Weeks and Mary Carr.
Buck rides the danger-paved trail! A battle ot wits and lead on
the open range ... where he busts a rustler's racket wide open
and wins the sweetest girl in the west for his bride.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "Trouble In Paradise"
with Miriam Hopkins, Kay Francis and Herbert Marshall. Here
is the story of two super crooks, a man and a woman who form
a team in preying upon society. And all went well for the crooks
until one of society's prettiest-a business woman feli in love
with him. He became her business manager and what scenes
ensue makes it one of the most thrilling dramas of the screen.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Offering "Play Girl" .. .. .. X .

with Loretta Young, Norman Foster, Guy Kibbee and Winnie ' -::>si: i::::~:~:::::: ..... ....... .
Lightner. Can a play girl settle down? Can "anybody's girl" be Norma Shearer, as she appears in
one man's wife? Bachelor girls ... playing around! Should they "Strange Interlude" showing at the
stay happily unmarried? See this romance of the girl who wanted Royal Theater Sunday, Monday an.mi
the worst kind of love-and got it. Tuesdav.

- ~ - Shse played withlove - and found it

qO~was fire!
S LORETTA *
ROYAl ,.

SUN.-MON.-TUE

No Advance In Prices

IMPORTANT!
SEE IT FROM

THE BEGINNING

NORMA

SHEAkEk
Jftra=q

GRAND
The merry-go-round was the first

contribution of the Raft family to
American entertainment.

"Under-Cover Man," drama coming
to the Grand Theatre Saturday, Sun-
day and Monday is the latest.

George Raft, sensational young
screen star, plays the leading role in
"Under-Cover Man." Others in the
cast are Nancy Carroll, Roscoe Karns,
Lew Cody and Gregory Ratoff.

George's grandfather brought the

William Collier Jr.-Joan Marsh
"Human Fish"-Wild New Guinea

UNIVERSAL NEWS

THURSDAY-FRIDAY
HE PLAYED WITH

THE LADIES ....
THE

"Devil Is
Driving"

EDMUND LOWE
WYNNE GIBSON

LOIS WILSON DICKIE MOORE

NOVELTY-COMEDY-NEWS

EUGENE

O'NEIL'S

Great

American

Drama

CLARK

GABLE
A~rktJqfl4'(-M=yCT si

7he Question Box
QUESTIONS

1-In how many pictures have Janet
Gaynor and Charles Farrell played co-
roles and what are they?

2-Which of the following members
of the "TESS Of The Storm Country"
cast also played in "The First Year."
Janet Gaynor, Charles, Farrell, Dudley
Digges, Claude Gillingwater, Maty
Kemp, June Clyde, George Meeker.
3-In what well known Fox picture

did Alfred Santell direct Janet Gay-
nor? Charles Farrell? Janet Gaynor
and Charles Farrell?

4-What screen star, who played the
silent version of "TESS Of The Storm
Country" induced Claude Gillingwater
to enter pictures?
5-Who wrote the novel, "TESS Of

The Storm Country?"
6-Where was Janet Gaynor born?

Charles Farrell?
ANSWERS

1-Elevein: "7th Heaven"; "Street
Angel"; "Lucky Star"; "Sunny Side
Up"; "High Society Blues"; "The
Man Who Came Back"; "Merely Mary
Ann"; Happy Days"; Delicious";
"The First Year"; "TESS Of The
Storm Country." 2-Janet Gaynor,
Charles Farrell, Dudley Diggers,
George Meeker. 3-"Daddy Long
Legs"; "Body And Soul"; "TESS Of
The Storm Country." 4-Mary Pick-
ford. 5-Grace Miller White. 6-
Philadelphia, Pa. Walpole, Mass.

p

"Wild Horse Mesa" (Paramount)
action picture, well played by Ran--Beautifully photographed outdoor
ler, Lucille La Verne and Charley
dolph Scott, Sally Blanc, Fred Koh-
Grapewin, the latter proving himself
a comedy "find."

"Central Park" (Warners)-T h e
Grand Hotel idea taken to the peo-
ple's playground with just about ev-
erything in it.

GRAND
SATURDAY-SUNDAY-MON DAY

His Greatest Since "Scarface"
"Under-Cover

Man"~
GEORGE RAFT

Nancy Carroll - Roscoe Karns
Lew Cody-Gregory Ratoff

"Brng
5 

'Ena A Wife'--Paramount News
-SCREEN SOUVENIR-

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
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TENNIS TOURNEY NEARING
FINISH

(Continued from page 8)

won by George Beatty. Beatty had

previously beaten Tindall in an upset

7-5, 1-6, 6-3. The other finalists, Ev-

ans, won his place by easily winning

over Drake 6-0, 6-1. The match for

the championship was won by scores

of 6-3, 6-1. The match was much clos-
er than the scores would indicate.

In the finals of the Boys' Doubles,

Evans and Tindall combined to over-

come Beatty and Drake. The cham

pions won the first set at 6-4, lost the

next 2-6, and ran out the match by
winning the third set 6-4.

The men's ranking has remained

practically the same, inclement wea-

ther hindering challenging matches.

The woman's ranking has changed
slightly. Following are the first five
ranking players in each group.
Women's Ranking
1. Mrs. Lynch
2. Mrs. Keiler
3. Mrs. Eagles
4. Mrs. Schneider
5. Mrs. Gaston
Men's Ranking
1. Drake
2. Bassett
3. Sherburne
4. Lynch
5. Poore

Dr. R. H. Brown
OsteopathiG Physician

Murrab Bldg.
Phone Office 4109

Re. 1153

Ask Anybody at Benning
for whom we have made new mat-
tresses or renovated old ones. They
will tell you our process is 0. K.

COOPER MATTRESS CO.
Ash Solomon, Prop. Phone 588

WANTED
12 oz. Green Ginger Ale bottles
as Canada Dry or Rums Dry type.

M. SNYDER
10~20 1st Ave. Columbus, Ga.

Lafkowitz Bros.
Makers of good Clothes

1208 First Avenue

I !ZI]0 i
On Page

I
CHANCELLOR

COMPANY

Dozier In Charge Of
Chesterfield Agency

For Fort Benning

Mr. J. L. Dozier, Jr., of Columbus,
has recently been appointed manager
of the Chesterfield Cigarette sales
agency for Fort Benning. Mr. Dozier,

HQ. COMPANY HQ., HQ. B'TRY., AND C. T. who has already shown considerable
McLendon "Tough little boy from The battery enjoyed the holidays ability in work of this type, will have

Mississippi" is out for the amateur and every body is back in harness entire charge of the sales of Liggett

boxing title of his weight. We can't again. During the holidays the bat- & Myers products for this post.

imagine why White isn't out, too. tery sponsored a drag hunt. Ride one stay at the Fort for recreation as he

Corporals Long and Fuller went hunt- horse and drag two. has tried Columbus several times.
ing at Bleecker last Wednesday and Cpl. Pike is still very popular with

BATTERY "C"
became so exhausted from tramping the ladies. He left for town the other WyZ5 With the holiday season over we
about that the wire section lost to the night with a full basket of groceries, have again settled down to our rout-

radio section in the baseball game the Our recruits are coming along with ine of clipping horses and post fa-

next day. I might add that this was their recruit instructions and it won't tigue, with a few variations such as
a new kind of hunting for Fuller. be long until they will be able to road marches and service practice

firing. The first firing of the year was
The basket ball players began their function along with the battery. on Tuesday when we fired the 37 mm

"Gold bricking" the first of the month. Our weekly jumping is getting to guns for service practice. The party

They "Don't do a thing" much to the be quite the go. The next horse show which was to search for duds after the

disgust of the rest of the company. will see a lot of new faces on the en- ring did the unusual thing by finding
a dud. However, this dud was the

The first sergeant made many new listed men's jumping team. calibre of a 75 mm shell, and much

year resolutions for the company. We of the glory was undeserved.

are "in the army now" for sure. BATTERY "A" The halters of our horses are now

I have been informed that many of About eighteen men of the organi- marked with various colors as to dis-

the boys of the "Down at the house, zation are back from Christmas fur- tinguish the sections to which they
are assigned. One of our bright boys

class" have put pictures of Rin-Tin- lough all reporting a good time. But suggested to paint the tails a differ-

Tin on their new passes so as not it was not so hot for some of the men ent color for each section, because

to lose any time in recognition at that were here as K. P.'s and guard when coming to the stables one no-

the M. P. gate. tours were also very numerous. tices the tails first.

The Post Bowling team composed Captain Mangum, Lieutenants Cobb Sergeant Brantley re-enlisted so the
and Heriot are back from Christmas management of our stables is in safe

partly of men of Headquarters Com- leave, hands for another three years, unless

pany LaBonte, Hall, Cameron, have The Battery since it has been re- we would get motors back. Dreams

won the championship in the city cruited up looks like a real Battery still do not come true.

league of Columbus. This league is now. We hope it will stay that way. Corporal Tatum, C Battery repre-

composed of seven teams from Colum- The famous "Hot Papa Muscrove" sentative with the purple for the last
will be discharged Saturday. I think, three years is now doing duty with

bus and this team from Benning. This however, he will re-enlist. If he should the battery. Our "worry ward" is a

beautiful trophy they won is now on not, the Day Room Telephone will range finder corporal. We feel sorry

display in the Bowling Alley at Fort be left to the cobwebs in a short for the ranges.

Benning. while. FOR SALE
The Battery did their first firing on PF SAE

We are all glad to know that our January 10th for this year and from Pretty home on Ft. Benning Road.
First Sergeant Houghtby has reenlist- all conversations some members of $100 down, balance $27.50 per too.like rent. Also lots for sale, houses
ed for another three years. Corporal the Battery have not entirely recov- for rent.

Fuller and Private Geiger have also ered from Christmas holidays. 1027 Broadway

reenlisted for three years. Lower court was also held January F. FRIEDMAN
10th with only a few light penalties

Headquarters Company has had no being issued out.
Courts Martial for last month and has Black Jack Simmons is back at his
the best record in the 29th Infantry old tricks. Maybe Black Jack will
for the past six months.__________________

Our high standard in the company
is due primarly to the present com- OE

pany commander and the cooeration
that he is getting.J
weesTenD vbgkqj xzfififfffi cmfwypvb HIS OWN CODE

Instructor: Repeat in your ownU words--I see the cow-the cow is

pretty--the cow can run.

Marine: Lamp de cow. Ain't she a
beaut? An' say, baby, she sure can
step.

Tennessee Star.

The recruit had a hard time getting
Well, we are now all measured up used to bugle calls. The first day he

for our new uniforms. Here is hoping was awakened by First Call. During
that they arrive before the mosquitoes the day he received many instructions
and fish begin to bite. concerning the various calls. Finally,

The many friends of Parmiganni, after he had gone to bed, he heard
better known as Poppa John, will be still another call.
glad to learn that he is rapidly re- "What's that call for?" he asked.
covering from injuries received a few "That was 'Lights Out,'" replied a
weeks ago. Poppa John suffered a sergeant.
broken arm when one of the local "What! Do we even have to pet by
buses collided with a parked automo- that darned bugle?" asked the re-
bile. cruit.

Pfc. Barney Knox, almost grabbed(
off a pair of markers for his sleeves A BRIGHT REMARK

a few days ago. There was a va- "What would you do if I turned
cancy for corporal and Barney ran a you down?" she asked shyly, as they
close second. sat on the parlor sofa.

It looks as if we are going to have The young man looked straight
a real baseball team this season if past I ahead, but said nothing. After a few IDEAS
reports are true. At least half dozen moments of silence she nudged him
new arrivals claim to be former pro- wtih her elbow, and said, "Didn't you
fessionals and we carried a number hear my question?" ILLUSTRATIO
of players on our roster from last He looked around apprehensively.
season. With a pair of hard hitting "I beg your pardon," he replied, "I
outfielders to team with Sam Stuart thought you were addressing the gas."
and another twirler to lighten the -5th Corps News (Ind.)
burden that "Wee Grady" Tolle has
been carrying for several seasons, the TRUE SYMPATHY
Greencords will be well up in the "Really," she said, admiring her PROMOTION
running. ne w a n d expensive fur coat, "one

Take a look at the lineup of the can't help feeling sorry for the poor
Infantry School bowling team that thing that was skinned for this." LAYOUTS
took top honors and the beautiful "Thanks," murmured the husband.
silver trophy in the recent bowling ---N. Y. Guardsman.
tournament held at Columbus. Master
Sercgeant Otis Glenn, Master Sergeant ONE OF THE SEVEN WONDERS
O'Blennis, Technical Sergeant John Jenks: "That old man used to be
Heckert, Technical Sergeant Dezotell, a top-sergeant. He's past ninety years

Sergeant Davis (captain), Sergeant of age, and hasn't got an enemy in PHON
Trott, Sergeant LaBonte, Pfc. Zeman the world."
and Pfc. Hall. Five men of the cham- Jinks: "How do you explain that?"
pionshin team are members of the Jenks: "He's outlived 'em all!"
Gre,,n-ord itfit. -N. Y. Guardsman.

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

A Citizen Wherever We Serv*

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harding, Manager

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

mm

KENNY'S

NOR WOOD
COFFEE

is sold at Fort Benning

through the

Post Exchange
TRY A POUND

YOU WILL BE PLEASED

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290
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TU~gWMARK1

OFFICERS
AND

Enlisted Personnel
Secure All Your
INSIGNIA

And
UNIFORM EQUIPMENT

At The Post Exchange
They carry a complete line of

N. S. MEYER, Inc.
CORPS INSIGNIA

BUTTONS
INSIGNIA OF RANK

SABERS
SABER CHAINS

SPURS, SPUR CHAINS
CAMPAIGN BARS

MEDALS

All our merchandise carries an
Unlimited Guarantee

N. S. MEYER, INC.
43 East 19th St. New York

OFFHAND OBSERVATIONS

(Continued from page6)

placent tone of voice if Model Stud-

ent planned to spend the night at

Buck's.
Mrs. Buck was summoned to t h e

phone to do the rescue act. She

smoothed matters out by persuading

Mrs. Model Student to come over for

an impromptu supper.
After supper, everyone seemed in

the mood for bridge but the Model
Students managed to get home at a
respectable hour, considering t h at
there was to be no school the next
day.

Saturday morning, Model Student
failed to awaken with the pep which
he had anticipated. It occurred to him
that there was nothing like a few
hours of good sleep for storing up re-
serve to fight the flu epidemic with
and it would be too bad to lose a
week on account of the flu.

Saturday afternoon the Bucks drop
in. Buck is all for a round of golf.
Mrs. Model Student agrees to post.
pone the shopping tour and gives

The editors of the Benning Her.
ald feel that a local notes column,
or an enlargement of the personal
notes column which has appeared
from time to time, would be ex-
tremely interesting to the members
of the garrison. For such a column
to succeed, however, a whole-
hearted cooperation is vital.

Any person desiring publication
of an item must write or telephone
the editor of the column, Davis
P. Harding, at 71 or 731.

The items must not infringe on
the society page.

The editor will reserve the right
to withhold publication of any item
if he sees fit.

Model Student a pass for the after-

noon on the condition that he is to

take her to see "Heart of Hearts" in
the evening.

Sunday morning Model Student de-
cides that he still does not have quite
enough reserve stored up to supply
the proper safety factor against the
flu and then too, there is no great
need for more exercise for he had

im and[ overtime-

hlenceaI/Z

"11THEN I work hard, I usually
V ¥smoke more; and when I smoke

more, I usually work harder-and that's
why I want a cigarette that's milder."

We use in Chesterfield Cigarettes
mild, ripe Domestic and Turkish tobac-
cos which have been aged and re-aged.

These good tobaccos in Chesterfield
are used in the right proportions-that's
a very important matter.

These good tobaccos in Chesterfield
are blended and cross-blended-welded
together; that, too, helps to make a
milder cigarette with better taste.

THEY'RE MILDER-THEY TASTE BETTER .-.
© 1933. LIGGETT & M~YERI

played eighteen holes the day previ-

ous.
Sunday afternoon Model Student

sets out to do some studying and let-

ter writing but in searching about for

books, paper, etc., he stumbles aross

the pieces to a jig-saw puzzle which
little Willie has strewn about the floor.
Just before dusk, Model Student Jun-
ior and Senior yell triumphantly for
Mrs. Model Student to come and view
the solution of the puzzle, "Tumbling
Clowns."

Sunday evening, Model Student sets
out to get things done in a big way
but just then, Eddie Cantor came in
over the radio. After that, be it said
to Model Student's everlasting credit,
he did write a couple of letters and
do some studying.

Monday morning, the transportation
for the day stops in front of the
Model Student residence. At the third
impatient honk of the horn, Model
Student tumbles out.

For ten minutes, conversation is at
a low ebb, then Model Student re-
marks, "Next week end, I am going
to stay home and do some work."

Howard Bus Line.
Inc.

Operating Under Govern-
ment Franchise

Bond and Liability Insur-
ance Provided

SCHEDULE
From From

Columbus Ft. Benning
5:00 AM 6:00 AM
6:00 7:50
7:00 " 9:15
8:30 " 10:45

10:00 " 12:45 PM
11:45 " 2:15 "

1:30 PM 4:15
3:00 " 5:10
5:00 " 6:00 "
7:00 7:00
9:00 " 8:00

10:30 " 9:45
12:00 M 11:15

12:00 M
Also "Extras" and
SCHOOL BUSES

410 PHONES 224
CITY POST

TOBACCO Co.
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rTO WNT O P I Ctao"
"Art a n t h e m for the queenliest

dead that ever died so young;
A dirge for her-the doubly dead-

in that she died so young."

From week to week, we prattle
of trivial things that mean nothing
much to anybody and less to us.
This week, it is in a different at-
mosphere that we write, and we
shrink from the ordeal that faces
US.

The passing of lovely Barbara
King struck a vibrant chord in the
hearts of all who knew her and
many who did not know her. Her
untimely death a week ago Thurs-
day threw not a mere handful of
her intimates but a whole commu-
nity into a state of deep and abid-
ing grief.

We knew her but slightly; yet
she seemed to us to be the embodi-
ment of all that was fine and noble
and beautiful in her sex. Her char-
acter stood out like a ray of light
in the darkness-a shining example
of perfect young American woman-
hood.

We have never known a girl
more qualified for the admiration
of others than she. Sweet, unas-
suming, and possessing a magnetic
personal charm, Barbara found her
way into the hearts of everyone.

Perhaps one of her greatest at-
tributes was her abundant love for
others, especially for little children.

Because of her social promi-
nence, heir beauty, and her popu-
larity, she was constantly in the
public eye; but at all times she
seemed totally unaware of the high
esteem in which she was held.

We are in a position to under-
stand how deep is the grief of her
friends who loved and admired
her, because we loved and admired
her too. To General and Mrs. King,
we express a heartfelt sympathy
that is too profound to be con-
veyed through the poor medium
of words.

If this tribute to Barbara King
is iinadequate, it is only because
the heart cannot dictate what the
hand writes.

Fort Benning Sojourners
Entertained By DeMolays

The Fort Benning Chapter of Na-

tional Sojourners and the Masonic
fraternity of the Post were entertain-

ed by the Columbus Chapter of the
Order of Demolay at the 29th Infan-
try Theatre on Tuesday evening. The
Columbus boys gave a splendid per-
formance of the Demolay work in the
conference of the second degree. At

the state meeting last year a team
from his chapter took first prize in

competition with other teams and it
is gratifying to note that such a high
degree of training still exists.

Refreshments were served at the

conclusion of the performance and an

opportunity afforded for all to be-
come better acquainted. It is stated
that this is to be an annual event
with the Sojourners and such gather-
ings are bound to continue and ex-
tend the cordial relations between the
Post and the City.

Chief Of Inf. Gives
Figures For Rifle

Ma rksmans hi p
Major General Stephen 0. Fuqua,

the Chief of Infantry, announces that
his office has just completed the tabu-
lation of the rifle marksmanship rec-
ords for 1932.

General Fuqua was particularly
gratified to note that, during 1932,
the Infantry successfully trained a
larger proportion of its members in
the use of weapons with which they
are armed than during any preceding
year. More than 93.3 per cent of all
men required or authorized to fire
the rifle completed the prescribed
course of instruction. The highest pre-
vious percentage was obtained in 1931,
when 92.6 per cent fired record prac.
tice. Of the number firing this year
more than 96.4 per cent qualified as
marksmen or better.

These percentages are not the re-
sult of exceptionally high averages
attained at a few stations, but show
nniform distribution among all In-

fantry regiments. In no type of train-
ing has the value of the instruction
ieceived at the Infantry -cnool given
r iore immediate results to the Army
than is indicated by the present ex-
cellence in marksmanship with all
weapons.

Local Automobile
Dealers Guests At
Dinner At Benning

Columbus automobile dealers were
entertained at dinner at the Officers'
Club at Fort Benning on Wednesday
evening, when officers of the tank
section, academic department, and of
the post exchange staff were joint
hosts to the civilians. The affair had
been planned as a get-together meet-
ing between the two groups, whose
most frequent contacts with each
other are through business channels.

Major Elbert J. Lyman, post ex-
change officer, was one of the after-
dinner speakers, and welcomed the
guests on behalf of Fort Benning.
Colonel William B. Wallace, president
of the Officers' Club, and chief of the
tank section, academic department.
also spoke briefly to the visitors.

These two speakers were followed
by Major Stephen G. Henry, senior
iiistructor in the mechanical depart-
meiit of the tank section, who
e x p 1 a i n e d briefly the automotive

courses conducted by his department.
After dinner the guests who conducted
through the shops and class-rooms of
the tank section.

Protestant Chapel Holds
Election Of New Officers

At a meeting of the members of the
Protestant Chapel Guild at the chapel
at 7:00 P. M. Thursday, January 12,
officers for the coming six months
were elected.

Those who will take office are Mrs.
Willis G. Howard, president; Mrs.
John Crandall, vice-president; Mrs. W.
S. Banks, Secretary; and Mrs. Robert
G. Johnson, treasurer.

During the past term the Guild has
given several pleasant social evenings
to the enlisted personnel and greatly
assisted the needs of the chapel.

Chaplain Howard made a talk com-
mending the work of the out-going of-

(Please turn to page 3)
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A TRIBUTE

By Patricia Ayers Lyman
Mere words become dull, inade-

quate tools to express the invalua-
ble relation of beautiful Barbara
King to the entire community. Her
influence ever shone like a star-
ray, steady, unflinching, in its lu-
minous beneficence for all that
was good and true and noble.

A girl of lesser character might
have been spoiled by her promi-
ne;.ce-the only daughter of Fort
Benning's highest ranking officer
and the recipient of continual so-
cial honors. Barbara, however,
seemed at all times absolutely un-
conscious of her distinction, her
popularity or her magnetic per-
sonality. Her home radiated hos-
pitality-her presence making all
who entered feel its friendly
charm. She will be sadly missed
from the social circles of the Post.

A poet once wrote some lovely
lines about "Woman in her hours
of ease," but it was his concluding
tribute to "woman as ministering
angel" that made his verse im-
mortal. This poet might find in-
spiration to pen an encomium to
Barbara Kitg, who was always
ready to give up alluring social
pleasures to minister with eager
willingness whenever duty called.

One of her most admirable char-
acteristics was her love for little
children. At one time, it will be
recalled, the Master took a little
child into His arms and said: "In.
asmuch as ye have done it unto
the least of these, my children, ye
have done it unto me." In her
notable work in training Girl
Scouts through the Brownie Troop,
which she organized and served as
leader, she was doing His work.

Christ changed the whole char-
acter of death and proved that it
belonged to the great law of divine
and eternal life. Ile gave it the
beautiful name of sleep, thus asso-
ciating it with the most strength-
ening of human experiences. While
Barbara now is sleeping, her sweet
spirit remains in the hearts of all
who knew her. While there is sad-
ness in the hearts of her friends
from whom she has been removed
for a little while, there is, at the
same time, gladness in the hearts
of scores of men, women and chil-
dren who have been, as they trav-
eled along life's pathway, benefitted
by the example of her perfect
young life.

"So glad amt I, not that my friend
has gone,

But that the earth she lived and
walked upon was my earth too.

That 1 had closely known her,
loved her

And that my love I'd shown.
Tears o'er her departure? Nay a

smile
That I had walked with her a little

while."

I

Court Of Honor Is Held
For Boy Scouts J a n. 14

The Court of Honor for the Fort
Benning Boy Scouts was held last
Saturday, January 14. Lieutenant Col-
onel Frank F. Jewett, Major Phillip
Captain Geoffrey Marshall, Captain
Charles H. Owens and Captain Wil-
S. Wood, Captain Donald P. Spalding,
lard S. Paul were among those pres-
ent.

First points in the contest being
held by the Scout Troops were award-
ed, and Troop 11 jumped into the
lead with 60 points to Troop 12's 45

(Please turn to page 3)

Ten-Part Program Planned For
Annual Gymkhana Here Tomorrow

Mad Hatter, the Mock Turtle and the
Walrus will speak of ships, and shoes,
and sealing wax, "Rip Van Winkle"
will wake from his twenty-years'
sleep, and "Rose and the Ring" will
help to cooperate in presenting a med-
ley of childhood's favorite stories.

Wonderful lighting effects will be
seen at each performance, for among
the list of experts required to pro-
duce the marionette shows, there is
a master electrician. Others of the
force of eight who animate the show
include five puppeteers; a musical di-
rector; and a mistress of the ward-
robe, to keep the tiny costumes in
repair.

To facilitate attendance at the af-
ternoon production, school children

(Please turn to page 4)
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Tony Sa rg Pres e nts
Two Performances
At Benning Today

Sinbad the Sailor, with his trials
and tribulations; his adventures and

escapes; his Old Man if the Sea; and

his primitive airplane, the great roe;
have fled their haunts in the 49th
Street Theater, New York, and made
their way southward to delight the
hearts of young and old when they
appear at the Main Theater, Fort
Benning, tonight; bringing a metro-
politan production direct from the
environs of Broadway to The Infan-
try School.

Tony Sarg, leading American illus-
trator, whose humorous drawings have
brought chuckles to the throats of the
entire country, in developing a hobby
has modernized an ancient art, and the
tiny puppet show that started for his
own amusement has assumed a place
of national prominence in the theatri-
cal world. The famous marionettes,
which will perform on the Benning
boards this evening, walk, talk, laugh,
fight, make love, dance, and sing in
a manner that will transport you far
beyond the seas as you watch the
story of "Sinbad the Sailor" unfold
itself before your delighted eyes.

These puppets are works of art, for
each one of the large cast in the play,
a creation of Tony Sarg, and car-
ries some touch of his personality in
its make-up. There is the ferocious
Sultan, the beautiful Princes, the Old
Man of the Sea, dogs, donkeys, horses,
sheep, a camel, and an enormous ele-
phant, a great fish, the mighty roc,
and last but not least, Sinbad him-
self. Each character has its own ward-
robe, especially designed for the pro-
duction; there are ten scenes, showing
desert landscapes, the wonderful city
of Bagdad, the ocean beach, a valley
of scintillating jewels, and the grand
court of the Oriental potentate, the
Sultan. It is said that the cost of
financing this production was in the
vicinity of $10,000; and, the gorgeous
costumes, and elaborate sets show
where the money was spent.

The Fort Benning Parent Teachers'
Association in collaboration with the
Parent Teachers' Association of Co-
lumbus, are sponsoring the appear-
ance of the marionettes at the post,
and the proceeds will be applied to
the Fort Benning Children's Schools.
And, since the appearance of the mar-
ionettes is for their benefit, the chil-
dren have had a special show arranged
for them, starting at three o'clock in
the afternoon. "Alice In Wonder-
land" will hold converse with the
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24th Infantry, and a pair novelty race
in which fifteen officers and ladies
equipped with horses and wheel-bar-
rows will engage, complete the pro-
gram.

Repairs Recentl y M a d e
To 29th Infantry Theater

The completion of a project which
will materially add to the pleasure
and recreation of the enlisted men of
the 29th Infantry and their friends
was announced today by Lt. Col. A.
D. Chaffin, commanding, the 29th In-
fantry. For the past ten days the three
assistants to the A. and R. Officer
have been engaged in laying a new

(Piease turn to page 3)

The Infantry School's annual gym-
khana, in which officers, enlisted men,
and women and children of the garri-
son will participate in a medley of
athletic and novelty events, is sche-
duled to be held on the practice field
at 1:30 P. M. Saturday, January 21.

The opening event of the ten part
program will be an enlisted men's re-
lay race, in which one two-man team
from each mounted organization of
the garrison will compete. In this
event, the first competitor of each
team at the starting shot, will mount
bare-back, ride to a designated point,
where he will dismount and don two
garments of denim clothing. He then
will mount his steed, and gallop to a
second line, where he will remove the
clothing. There the second member
of the team will be in waiting and
will put on the discarded garments of
his team-mate, after which he will take
his steed and gallop to a third line,
where he will dismount, remove the
garments and roll them into a bundle.
Then he will mount his steed again
and gallop back to where his team-
mate is awaiting, and present him with
the bundle of clothing.

An old fashioned potato-race, in
which fifteen mounted officers will
compete, will be the second event.
Following this a ladies novelty race,
in which the competitors, starting
mounted, and carrying a pair of paja-
mas, will ride to a designated line,
where they will dismount, and don the
sleeping suit. After this they will re-
mount and ride to a second line,
where they must dismount and pick up
a neckrope and snap it around the
horse's neck. When this is done they
must mount and ride to a third line,
where they will remove the horse's
necktie, and place it on a designated
spot on the ground. Then they will
ride back to the starting point, stop-
ping enroute to remove the pajamas.

The fourth event, an enlisted men's
water carrying race, which will be op-
en to two men from each organization,
will require the riders to carry a cup
of water in each hand from the start-
ing point, and to fill several empty
cups on the ground in the course of
the race.

Other events of the program in-
elude an officers' novelty race open
to fifteen participants; a children's bi-
cycle favor race, open to all children
between eleven and fifteen years; and
another for children under ten years
of age. There is no limit to the num-
ber of competitors in the two bicycle
events, and as there are approximately
850 children on the post, nearly all
of whom own bicycles, these should be
interesting, even if no speed records
are shattered. A musical chair for
ladies, mounted wrestling open to en-
listed men of the Service Company,

I
OR
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Officers' Club Sponsors Bridge Tour-

nament At Benning Last Thursday

The Officers' Club was the sponsor

Thursday evening at an interesting Today's Fashion
contract bridge tournament at the ..-

Officers' Club. This is the first of

series of four tournaments to be Al..
played each Thursday for a month. -. j"

The Country Club in Columbus is al-

so sponsoring a tournament, to be :

held each Friday for a month. At the

completion of the four tournaments,

there will be held semi-finals and

finals between the contestants of the

Officers' Club and the Country Club

to decide the champion of the two

Clubs. The new scoring was used on
Thursday and the play was with dup-
licate boards. Major Thomas S. Arms,
assisted by Capt. Henry J. Matchett, Il
Capt. Raymond E. Vermette, Capt.

Arthur E. Burnap, and Lieut. William
A. D. Thomas, is conducting the Of-
ficers' Club tournament. They are

working along the same lines with Mr

Allen Woodall, who is in charge of

the Country Club tournament. Thurs.

day evening the Officers' Club was

filled to capacity. Many couples mak-

ing reservations for supper preceding

the tournament.

MRS. LYNN BRADY ENTERTAINS

BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. Lynn E. Brady was the hostess

Friday to her contract bridge club,

entertaining with luncheon followed

by two tables of contract bridge. The
members of her club are: Mrs. Ray-

mond E. Vermette, Mrs. Orestes Cleve-

land, Mrs. Charles T. Lanham, Mrs.

Clayton Studebaker, Mrs. James E.
Bowen, Jr., Mrs. George P. Howell,

Miss Harriotte Atkins.

MRS. JOSEPH A. STUART HOST.
ESS AT TANK BATTALION

BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. Joseph A. Stuart was the host-

ess Tuesday afternoon to the T an k
Battalion bridge club entertaining

with a delicious luncheon at the Offi-
cers Club followed by bridge at the
Tank Club. Three tables of contract
bridge assembled.

TWENTY F 0 U R T H INFANTRY

REGIMENTAL B R I D G E CLUB
MEETS

Mrs. Fred L. Munson and Mrs. Lan-
don W. Lockett were the joint hostess-
es to the 24th Infantry bridge club
entertaining five tables of contract
and auction bridge Tuesday evening
at the 24th Infantry Club. The guests
assembled at eight p. m. and played
until eleven when coffee and sand-
wiches were served.

MRS. WADDINGTON ENTERTAINS
FOURSOME OF BRIDGE
Mrs. Selina Waddington was the

hostess Tuesday to a foursome of
bridge, entertaining with luncheon
followed by a table of contract bridge.
Mrs. Waddington's guests were: Mrs.
Frederick H. Gaston, Mrs. John A.
Andrews, Mrs. Lindell A. Straube.

0

PROTESTANT CHAPEL GUILD
ELECTS OFFICERS

(Continued from page 1)
ficers and praising the accomplish.
ments of the organization since it was
founded.

At the close of the meeting Chap.
lain Howard installed the new officers
and the new president, Mrs. Howard,
made a short talk.

The Guild was organized in August.
1932 to meet the need of an organiza-
tion to assist in chapel activities. Mrs.
P. J. McNuhty was first president, Mrs.
J. Crandall, vice-president, Mrs. John-
son, secretary, and Mrs. J. E. Stewart,
treasurer.

Dressy and appropriate
By VERA WINSTON

TIMELY INDEED is the practical
note designers are giving to almost
everything offered for woman's every-
day wear this season-that is, exery-
thing except evening gowns and wraps,
which are essentially in the luxury
class and emphatically gorgeous.

For example, for practical use, it
would be difficult to surpass the after.
noon gown shown in the sketch. The
material is dark gold-colored satin,
the colar and belt of brown suede,
witli gold button and buckle.

Not too ornate for everyday use, but
dressy in color and style, more or less
tailored in effect and with dainty
sleeve capelets-quite dressy enough,
in fact, for a dinner unless it be quite
formal. Just the thing for an after.
noon bridge or tea, and quite all right
for the street with either lapin coat or
long cloth coat.

Things Chinese
ANCESTOR-WORSHIP IN CHINA
Ancestor-worship for many centur-

ies has been the state worshi-the
universal worship of the Chinese.
Some were Buddhists, some Taoists,
some Confucianists, some Mohammed-
ans, but all were ancestor-worshippers.
In a sense this is a species of religion,
but it is more especially a social or
ethical custom. It is largely for the
purpose of developing that one great
principle of all the Chinese civiliza-
tion, the foundation of all the Chin-
ese social and ethical system-filial
piety. No one can understand China
and the Chinese until he has burned
into his thought the fact that filial
piety lies at the base-nay, is the base,
the corner stone, the whole founda-
tion, one might say-of the whole
Chinese domestic, social, religious,
and civic life.

The Chinese have what they call the
Doctrine of Name. It is based upon
certain Confucial sayings, such as:
"The superior man hates that his name
will not be praised after his death."
Again he says: "When we have estab-
lished our personality nad diffused our
principles, so as to make our name
famous in future ages, and thereby

,glorify our parents: this is the end of
filial piety." Mr. Chen Huanchang

,tells us that "The relation between
•father and son is the strongest tie of

Chinese society, and it is the basis of
•Confucius' philosophy and religion.'
•The affection of a father for his son,
,Mr. Chen assures us, is stronger than

(Please turn to page 8)

I --" Advanced Classics
Rolling three 800 or better games,

the ten-pin artist of the Advanced

Class opened the second half of the
r)ost league bowling schedule with a

resounding bang, completely submerg-

ing the representatives of the Com-

nany Officers a-gregation. Captain

"Hi" Fry. with 211 games, led the

,ack with a 568 series. Close behind
him was Major "Never-Miss-A-Spare"
Andrews with 541. The major, who
is bowling team skipper, opines that
the Advanced Class will be found
perched on a high rung on the league
ladder at the close of the second
half. Other manle crashers who par-
ticipated in the first victory on Janu-
ary 9th were Major Fred Huntington
and Captains "Herbie" Harries and
"Crooner" Croonquist. The latter
got himself one 200 tally.

0 0

Your corresnondent is in a position
to deny caterorically that Cantain
"Eddie" Bowden wrote "sneeze" in
his note book when Major Heileman
coughed during a lecture the other
morning. Captain "Eddie's" notes
are not quite that complete. Another
report that can be scotched is that
Captain Macey Dill, during the break,
asked the instructor in field fortifica-
tions whether Kapok was a modified
form of contract bridge.

The horsemen of the Advanced
Class are all on the ga-ga over the
gymkhana to be held on the polo
field January 21st .Entries in the po-
tato collecting race for officers are
said to include Captains Georae
Clark (Colonel Emeritus of the 14th
Vulgarian Mechanized Horse) and
Herbert Harries, both of whom have
had considerable experience in car-
rying odds and ends in buckets.
Captain "Tiny" Hanley will enroll for
the children's bicycle favor race, pro-
vided some classmate loans him a
velocipede. Captain Alexendare of the
House of Bolling will participate in
so much of the officers' novelty race
as demands the lighting of a cigarette.

Many have been the rumbles of dis-
content over the use of private motor
vehicles for transportation of student
nersonnel to the scenes of the after-
noon battles. When it comes to open
and official registration of discontent,
however, only Captain "I Wanna
Train" Parks retains the courage of
his convictions.

The opinion of 104 officers of the
Advanced Class to the contrary, one
student did get something out of that
recent course which had to do with
training. Lieutenant "Gib" Gibney,
dragged by the nape of the neck into
the bowling alleys on one of those
compulsory physical training after.

noons, rolled five games for a D plus
average. On January 4th the lieuten-
ant was the recipient of a check for
five berries as leader of his flight for
the month of December. The check
passed from Lieutenant "Gib's" hands

do

at the termination of the first pot
played the following Monday even-
ing.

It is understood that Tony Sarg has
contracted Captain "Zup" Zuppan
(pronounced Chumley) to play the
part of Sinbad the Sailor in the forth-
coming production of his Marionettes,
the original Sinbad being flat on his
back with a dose of fibrous flu.

Captain "Long Bill" Watson, de-
pressed by the rural quietude of Big-
lerville, plans to change his residence
during the present week to the more
urban Columbus.

-Submerged Old Sleuth.

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H. ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years

1229 - 31 Broadway Columbus, Ga.

The Post Exchange

HAS A DELIVERY SERVICE FROM ITS

SODA FOUNTAIN

The hours of this service are from 11 a. m. to 9:00

p. m., and it is designed particularly for the delivery

of ice cream in quarts and smaller quantities to your

home.

Excellent Curb Service Also

Phone 69

THE SODA FOUNTAIN
POST EXCHANGE FORT BENNING, GA.

The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized To Sell

Any Person Not In The Military Service

To Ladies of Fort Benning
We have an experienced Graduate masseur and masseuse whom we send-to
Fort Benning each Monday, Wednesday and Friday to give Swedish mas-
sage in your home. Make your appointments the day before for this service.
Reasonable rates. We have many luxurious and beneficial treatments for
face, scalp, hands and body.

OUR TREATMENTS INCLUDE:
Russian
Turkish
Mineral

Baths
Reducing
Facial
Scalp

Swedish Massage
Swedish Facial Massage
Swedish Scalp Treatments

Ri gdon Hea
216 Doctors Building

Massage
Physio
Hydrio
Electro

Therapy

Turkish Shampoos
Special Reducing Treatment
Swedish Shampoos

lth Institute
PHONE 1037

You-----

By Buying

STAR BRAND
SHOES

at

hun
Seel

Shoe Department

Westbrook Building
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Tank Notes
The entire command wishes to con-

gratulate the men who so ably ran
the Inter-Company Basketball games.
They knew their rules thoroughly and
what was more showed the best judg-
ment in their application. It is great
credit to a command to be able to
furnish men from its enlisted ranks
men who caii officiate as these men
did. The men referred to are: Staff
Sergeant Vallery, Sergeant McKelvey,
Corporal Stuart, Corporal Randall,
Corporal Ross and Private First Class
Lloyd.

We regret that Lieutenant Meister
has been relieved from duty with us.
We were just beginning to get well
acquainted when Post Orders sent
him to the Tank Section of the In-
fantry School as instructor.

As this goes to press our last box-
ing card of the Inter-Company Tour-
nament will be over and, we say now
that Lieutenant Clinton, manager of
the tournament has done remarkably
well in staging the bouts we have wit-
nessed. The bouts in question have
been some of the best amateur work
ever presented and we give praise to
those heros who never knew before
that gloves were also made to fight
with. To you boys who took it on
the chin for the K. 0. and come up
smiling you looked like winners to
us, so don't let a little thing like
that get you for we still have a host
of friends to deal with in the coming
Post Tournament, and a title to de-
fend.

Over iii Company E, Captain "Bob"
Wallace turned out a bunch of war-
riors who took the first champion-
ship victory of the year by defeating
Company F-67 in the tie off game of
the Battalion Basketball Champion.
ship. This game was featured with sev-
eral field goals that brought back to
mind the days when Lt. Johnny Roos-
ma showed the Olsen Terrible Swede's
how they should be shot. This game
was hotly contested and no one knew
just what the outcome was going to
be and much credit goes to the los-
ing team as well as to the winners
for the fine brand of ball they pre-
sented to the fans.

We welcome all of the new men we
have received lately and wish them
the best of luck while with us.

Down in "D" company the talk of
a barbecue has been going on for
some time and it has been requested

that we keep the rumor going "les'
the Company Commander forgets."

It is reported that 1st Sgt. Hunt's
small daughter is doing well at this
time. This is good news to us all and
may she be out of the hospital before
long.

News from Company F-66 tells us
that our "human duck" Sam Tanne-
hill who was discharged during the
past week will pull his next stack in
Hawaii. Well, Sam, we wish you luck
and if you don't like over thar' in
them islands just jump into the big
blue pond and paddle back to us.

The "Kingfish" who handles the
Message Center of Master Sergeant
Lanham's office will take on another
three years the latter part of the
month.

It was believed for a while that he
would hunt for a new field; but his
latest broadcast was to the effect that
he couldn't leave Benning until him

New Additions To
Force At Outpost

Outpost No. 1 had three additional
members added to its force last week,
when Nippy, lively mascot of the
M. P.'s presented her owners with a
trio of fine puppies. According to re-
ports from Corporal Arthur Nolle,
who is in charge of the Outpost, the
mother and children are doing quite
as well as could be expected and will
undoubtedly be much in evidence
again at some early date.

.29 th Inf.
HEADQUARTERS COMPANY

The company has been divided into
four sections for small bore marks.
manship tryouts. Teams from each
section will be chosen and from all
indications the coming contests will
be intensely interesting to the whole
company.

During the past week we have been
listening to Lieutenant Johnson's lec-
tures on "Gas and gas defense." A
demonstration has been planned for
the communications platoon in the
field under actual conditions. The
class room exhibits were enjoyed by
all. Pete Coleman finds this work
right along his line.

The indoor baseball team announc-
es the addition of a new star to its
fold. "Was you dere Charlie" Mueller
is it and we are all glad to have him
drill with us after the game each day.
We do wish that the 2nd Bn. Head.
quarters Company would offer us a
little more competition.

Lieutenant Ferenbaugh has been
giving lessons to members of the com-
pany in handball. He finds that there
are many interested in the finer points
of the game.

Felix Schlick was discharged and
"checked it to us." Patterson reenlist.
ed a few days ago. How long have you
to do Pat? Cook Presley, J. A. has
been promoted to Private, first class
specialist, 5th class and is now one
of our second cooks, vice Schhick dis-
charged.

Our Mess Sergeant John Falk is
still putting out the best chow in the
29th Infantry.

Our First Sergeant "Houghty" says
the new change in the personnel work
transferring it to the companies, is
making it easier for the company to
handle it than the old way.

Pvt. lel. Andrew Presley took a
three days' pass last week supposedly

to visit his home in Jackson, Mississ.
ippi, but his attention was directed to
some little girl down in Columbus,
and that is as far as he got.

Corporal Fuller is now enjoying a
90 days' reenlistment furlough at his
home. Here's hoping that he comes
back single.

Corporal Youngblood, message cen-
ter chief, seems to be very import-
ant man. He was called out Tuesday,
January 17, 1933, on demonstration.
It seems that he is still holding his
reputation as a good actor for he is
is the only one who could run down
the hill, and pull his speech, and
make it look as if it was really so.

and his buddie over in the I. S. D.
captured and killed the mate to the
three-legged squirrel they bagged in
November, 1932.

Our basketball team has been play-
ing "shut mouth" since returning
from their tour of basketball played
up in Alabam'. We heard of several
high ranking sergeants who made the
trip with the team. How about it,
Leveall?

8 3 rd F. A.
HQ. HQ., BATTERY AND C. T.
The basket ball team began its

practice the first of the month. Sev-
eral new faces will make their ap-
pearance on the squad this year. The
team won their opening game last
night by defeating a picked team from
Girard, Alabama.

I have been informed that Cpl. Pike
and the members of his staff spent
Saturday evening in the big town of
Columbus, Ga. Cpl. Pike retired ear-
ly, being indisposed and he missed
the singing.

Well, we have been measured up
for new uniforms. We hope they ar-
rive before the sun gets too hot.

The barbecue that the battery held
Monday evening was a success. The
chow and the entertainment lived up
to our expectations. Happy Lee and
his radio stars entertained us for about
an hour and I am sure that every-
body enjoyed themselves. Here's hop-
ing that we have another one soon.

Cook Davis went on furlough last
week and became so exhausted from
walking and hitch hiking that be
finally gave it up as a bad job. He
returned to Columbus, Ga., by wagon.
While riding with this old farmer
he gave him a few points on mule
management. He stressed the point of
watering before feeding, but the old
nigger farmer just shook his head
and said "Boss this mule is sure
lucky if he eats at all."

BATTERY "A"
Sport Events: In a recent swimming

meet held on the Chattahoochee
River, one Preston Brand Draft Horse
commonly called Baldy defeated the
entire Artillery with our Reconnais-
sance Officer coming out second. The
Engineers should design some hand
rail of some description for their
floating bridges.

Hot Papa Muscrove of feminine re-
noun has recently re-enlisted and is
on a sixty day furlough near the
great city of Opp, Ala. Here's hop-
ing he is very calm and collected on
this furlough and does not terrorize
the country side.

The famous Physical Culture advo-
cate of this organization seems to not
be relaxing as well as of old. Evi-
dently the boy is over worked or may.
be a new love affair might be a good
tonic for a man of nerves and brawn.
This is merely a suggestioii. "Again
it may be the Company lie is keeping
lately."

Our first cook Pfc. Fatty Allmond
has returned from furlough and is
back on the job. Just a word of warn-

REPAIRS RECENTLY MADE TO
29TH INFANTRY THEATRE

(Continued from page 1)
oak floor in the 29th Infantry Thea-
tre. This building was put up in the
earliest days of Fort Benning and
has been in constant use since its
erection. The old pine floor had be-
come badly worn and, due to slivers
and cracks had become a menace to
dancing. The 29th Infantry now has
one of the best dancing floors in this
section of the country.

In direct charge of the construction
has been Sgt. Kenneth L. Bauer, Co.
E, assistant and office clerk to the A.
and R. Officer. His able assistants
were Pfc. Michael M. Maciejewski,
Cannon Co., and Pfc. Henry C. Foy,
Co. A., both qualified carpenters. Pfc.
Maciejewski some years ago installed
the floor in the Post gymnasium. The
final sanding and polishing of the
new floor was accomplished today.
The entire project was without cost
to the government.

Friday evening the enlisted men of
the Regiment are having their first
dance in their improved hall. Their
friends are cordially invited. The mu-
sic will be furnished by their own or-
chestra under the direction of Mr.
George A. Horton, Bandleader.

ing, please don't get that Packard
over 40 miles an hour again as you
are liable to generate some carbon
with a deadly effect.

Another great man has returned
from furlough, the honorable horse-
shoer Slim Dozier who has been visit-
ing in Alabama and South Carolina.
Slim did not grow much on this trip
as he is only 6 1-2 feet with his spurs
on.

Our friend and neighbor, Battery
"C" is on a three day hike. We are
wondering just what they are slipping
away from this time. There is a rat
in the woodpile somewhere, probably
three or four salutes coming up.

Something must be wrong. There
is a Corporal vacancy open and there
has been no political work going on.
Probably some of them that think
they should have it will be putting
in for transfer or short discharge soon.

0
BOY SCOUTS

(Continued from page 1)
by qualifying Richard Joyner as a
tenderfoot scout and passing Tender-
foot Scouts George Popeand Weiidall
Bevan to the grade of 2d class Scouts.
Troop 12 qualified Harry Reeder and
Edward Johnson as tenderfoot scouts,
and promoted Tenderfoot Scout Del-
bert Munsen to 2d class. The winning
troop in the contest, which will con-
tinue until April 8, will be treated
to a special hike and wiener roast.

[.S.D. 
Several familiar names were listed

under recent promotions in the or-
ganization. Corporal E. R. Cain and
Pfc. Brelon (Tanks) Grantham, are
now wearing three stripes on their
sleeves. Pfc. Barney Knox and Pfc.
Roy Martin, are sporting brand new
corporal chevrons on their uniforms.

Corp. Knox celebrated the occasion
with a box of cigars and none of hs
friends were forgotten. Grantham
pulled his rank on Mr. Sgt. Snappy
Bennett and then ran a poor second
in the following argument as to who
was who. "Runt" Cain bawled ont a
couple of corporals in the mess line
and gave them the evil eye when they
cast knowing glances at the new
stripes. Peppah Martin has been very
quiet as far as can be learned.

Sergt. Johnny Nash and Pfc. Leo J.
Pavlovsky, went bird hunting last
Saturday. They were seen out near
Jamestown with a bull dog and two
hounds. Leo J. states that hounds
are the poorest bird dogs he ever
saw, they flushed every covey of birds
and chased rabbits. The bulldog re-
fused to leave the comforts of the
car. The total returns of the day was
jaybird and a couple of grass spar-
rows.

When will Peg Pittman stop growl-
ing at the chief clerk-Scotty Moye
loosen up with his pennies-Joe Lam-
bert stop eating peanuts-Barney
Knox get married?

Master Sergeant George Mowry was
discharged a few days ago but took
on another stack with the Grencord
outfit. Glad to have the old top kick
around for another three years.

We are not doing much talking but
our fingers are itching for the open-
ing of the baseball season.

Mr. Sgt. Bennett warns all of his
friends to beware of hitch-hikers trav-
eling incognito.

Norman J. Poole, pump and peddle
man, was a shining ligth in the open-
ing basketball game. His playing was
okey and his trunks were simply mar-
velous.

WE MAKE

RUBBER STAMPS

-- One Day Delivery--

COLUMBUS OFFICE
SUPPLY CO.

it's smart
to have a level head
Pull it low and straight
over your eyebrows;
tip it high in the back.
Here is the newest of
the season's smartest.
And very wearable.

Sailors Strawcloths

And Novelty Straws

$500 and $750

MILLINERY
Second Floor

KIRVEN'SJEWE LERS SILVERSMITHS
Fine Repairing

1102 Broadway Phone 3914
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LIEUTENANT PEEP'S DIARY
Thursday, January 12 on Humphreys Hill my blood con-

My faith in Santa Claus restored gealed to the point of bursting the
upon the return to us of our final pipes it was a most amiable morning.
writs in wire communication. I have Tuffy Easley, the Thrower, did at
not canvassed the class but I could grenade instruction exhort me to in-
be convinced that there were no U's terview Captain Cordoba and Lt. Rob-
since I received none. Mark I must ins (who were the superior grenade
have worn out at least half a red pen- throwers of the class in yesterday's
cil correcting my paper. It proves work) with the idea determining
again that jumping to conclusions whether smoking a given brand of
does not pay. Still, and all, one must cigarettes or eating a purchased brand
have some exercise besides bayonet. of breakfast food was responsible for

Another afternoon made happy by their excellence. To the task at once
Major Easley's wise cracks which I but to find that the credit is to be
should wish to record but that some laid at the door of the instructor,
one might come prying into my diary his daily platform appearances hay-
and read them. The good Major did ing inspired a good, rythmic, two-
demonstrate dropping a grenade with handed motion that their own throw-
burning fuse and then picking it up ing had heretofore lacked.
again and throwing it. It do wonder Much amazed at Major Cota's nai.
what results might have been attained vete in imparting bayonet instruction
if the command to "Search the rear to his group, he reiterating earnestly
area" had reached him on concluding "Now I'm the dummy!" at frequent
the demonstration. intervals. Honest confession may re-

Murder Maim and Mayhem Maer- lax the soul but this one is likely to
tens has demonstrated to us the give rise to counter claims since he
ability of an earnest instructor to in- mingles with the first three squads.
fuse his enthusiasm into his class for It does take but half an eye to see
today I did observe a typical bayonet that Bush will eventually lead the
face on even the demonstration dum- class as a radio operator. Being desir-
my. ous of passing the 8-word test but

And so to my lowly thatched cot- unable to recognize promptly the let-
tage to bone for the exam in direct ters "Q" and "F" he did devise means
laying which is to be held on the to remedy the situation. "Q" being
morrow. Allah alone wots what may dah dab dit dah in Morse he recog.
befall one during a writ on Friday nizes it as the first four notes of Mr.
the 13th. However if it is as I sus- Lohengrin's w. k. wedding march
pect that Captain Rooks has taught though why that particular strain is
me all he knows, my ignorance will so familiar to the lieutenant depo-
not be much liquidated by many nent sayeth not. But his recognition
hours' study. of "F" is worthy of Mr. Roth him-
Friday, January v3 self. Dit dit dab dit (say it fast)

Lay late abed of a purpose to short- sounds to him like i-di-o-tic which
en the hours in which black cats suggests "fool" which begins with an
might cross my path. A good fair "F." He did not tell me who takes
writ in direct laying-which is al- the rest of the sentence.
ways my opinion when by chance I Monday, January 16
feel that I have done well. But when We plunged into indirect laying
I do not well, which is frequenter, this morning under Captain Hawf
it is wholly the fault of the blankety Load Lucas. I know it is he for we
blank instructor for striking me on at once got some homework to do.
my blind side. To the dictionary as soon as ever I

But for the fact that after two hours could to rid myself of the idear, rap-

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

Pure Water
Water is a prime necessity of life,

an essential article of diet. As it comes
in contact in nature with many sur.
faces and many substances, it is par-
ticularly liable to contain impurities.
Pure water is a chemical curiosity and
does not exist in nature. Public opin-
ion has now advanced to such a stage
that people demand safe water for
drinking purposes. Nearly all cities in
this country have now provided it for
their inhabitants, some supplies of
course being better than others. The
water at Fort Benning from the post
supply is safe, as is also that of the
city of Columbus. The dangers men-
tioned below are those incident to un-
guarded water sources, particularly in
rural or out of the way communities.
Those who are going on leave to such
places should be on their guard.

Water should be without color, taste
or odor. It may be derived from sev.
eral sources: (1) Rain, being kept in
cisterns until used; (2) surface water
from rivers or smaller streams, being
used raw or filtered; (3) springs or
wells, which tap the ground water.
Each source is liable to its own dan-
gers. Cisterns are satisfactory if kept
clean and water tight so that the
ground water which may be polluted,
may be kept out. Rivers and streams
are particularly subject to contamina-
tion by body wastes. No stream that

flows through an inhabited area may
be considered safe without the use of
some method of purification. Lakes
and ponds are a source of safe water
only if they are protected from im.
purities. Wells and springs afford
-ood water if the ground water is free
from contamination, not otherwise.
There is a popular misapprehension
that spring water is always safe. In
more than one city people purchase
bottles of some well known spring
water for table use thinking it safer
than tap water, when ordinarily just
the reverse is true. Mineral springs
and wells are no exception to this
rule. Rivers do not necessarily puri.
fy themselves every seven miles as
is often stated. Wells and springs are
particularly liable to be infected in
limestone soil, as impurities may be
carried for comparatively long dis-
distances through cracks and crevices
in the rocks. When in doubt, boil the
water. This is a, simple process that
may prevent serious outbreaks of dis-
ease. The flat taste of boiled water is
due to the air having been driven
out. By shaking boiled water in an
open vessel the air (and taste) may
be restored.

The diseases that may be transmit-
ted by polluted water include: ty-
phoid fever, cholera, dysentery, and
hookworm disease. Some of these will
be discussed in later articles.

Local Noteg
Davis P. Harding, Editor

Phone 71 or 73
Lieutenant Harry G. Dowdall, the

Secretary of the Officers' Club, and
Captain Edward C. Betts left Friday
afternoon for Atlaita where they
made a survey of necessary equipment
for the new Officers' Club. They re-
turned Sunday afternoon after seeing
some actual mechanical devices in op-
eration.

Captain Castle H. Farish left on a
furlough to New Middleton. Indiana,
on Saturday, January the fourteenth.

Captain H. C. Griswold is now on
duty with the 24th Infantry.

Although Biglerville has been con-
demned for dances and other large
assemblies, the Quartermaster is going
to brace it temporarily for use by the
National Guard delegation. Steps have
already been taken to renovate and
decorate the mess. The mess officer
will be Lieut. George Libecap, assist-
ant secretary of the Officers' Club.
The Refresher Class of the National
Guard will be taken care of by the
Officers' Club Grill.

* *t I

Major C. A. Selleck, 83rd
spent a part of the week in
gomery, Ala.

* * *

F. A.
Mont-

Captain Edward C. Betts is on de-
tached service to Washington, D. C.

Col. Walter R. Wheeler left Mon-
day for Orlando, Florida.

The Polo Hunt Club is now being
repaired at the expense of the Officers'
Club. A number of improvements will
be made.

A landing platform will be con-
structed, the building will be made
fireproof, and the entire lighting sys-
tem will be changed. New light lant-
erns of a permanent nature will be
arranged in convenient places around
the walls.

Major G. L. Kraft left Monday for
Radium Springs.

Captain George J. Forster left Sat-
urday for a furlough of two days.

Captain C. W. Hanna is on a five
day furlough, which started from Mon-
day.

Captain H. J. Matchett is on leave
to St. Paul, Minn.

Lieut. L. L. Rimer left recently
a contract for relighting of the library
which will be completed this week.
The change will make for better read-
ing facilities.

idly forming in my plastic mind,
that formula is spelled with final "er."
Finding that it was not I did clap
my hands in glee and shout "Hurrah!"

It did come to my attention that
Red Reeder, deputized to secure
an interview on the Philippine inde-
pendence question. approached Lt.
Yanga on the subject. "Well," began
Yanga "there are many points of view
pro and con." But Reeder here ruin-
ed the interview by interrupting
"Say, what does this pro stuff taste
U;ke? I think the cawn is terrible."
Tuesday, Janzary 17

Greatly put upon this day by Pro-
fessor Raymond in his exudation of
instructions for tomorrow's commu-
nication exercise. Either the great oof
is an orthographic moron or the sec-
ond section stenographer is a typo-
graphical error humorist for Peep's
Diary as key phrase for use with the
cipher device was unbelievably mis-
spelled. If the Professor continues in
his efforts to bedevil me I shall be
tempted to divulge to the class his
prowess on the piccolo.

I did find in my mail box this af-
ternoon a brand new Sears, Roebuck
catalog.

-Lieut. Peep.

TONY SARG
(Continued from Page 1)

of Columbus and the post are to be
dismissed from classes earlier than
usual, and Mr. Thurston Crawford,
manager of the Howard Bus Company,
has offered a five cent fare to chil-
dren who wish to attend the per-
formance.

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-Joha Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

BARBARA

We have no heart for comment upon the trivial events which furnish
the basis for our inconsequential contribution to the printed record of
garrison life. Just one week ago to the hour that these lines are being
written, we saw and talked to Barbara King. On that day she seemed quite
as we always knew her-sweet, gracious, altogether charming. No thought
of impending tragedy disturbed our mind. Rest and care would repair the
damage wrought by her recent illness and soon she would be participating
again in the numerous garrison activities in which she was interested.

But Death has his cruel subtleties as well as his harsh brutalities. He
may trumpet his dread approach for months or he may strike from behind
with never so much as a whisper to tell that he is near. His inevitable
nenalty may be exacted after prolonged and incredible tortures or it may
be imposed mercifully in sleep. Here he chose to strike swiftly and with-
out warning. Since this thing had to be, we must take what comfort we
can from the knowledge that the end came without suffering.

It was our privilege to know Barbara King when she was in her early
'teens. We thought of her than as a little girl who possessed to a greater
degree than anyone we had ever known the qualities that would flower
into splendid womanhood. We saw the promise of her early years ful-
filled when we came to Benning in the fall of 1929. Lovely and unspoiled as
ever, Barbara had lost none of the qualities that made her so attractive
as a child and with these were now associated that less obvious but more
enduring appeal of a strong, and beautiful character. For her charm was
not the mask of a light and irresponsible nature. Its tap root drew
life from beneath the surface-from depths which held an inexhaustible
store of loyalty, sympathy, and unselfish love.

Barbara King' had a purpose in life that transcended mere enjoyment
of the alluring pleasures that were hers for the taking. Strongly actuated
by a desire to be useful, she gave generously of her time and talent to
those activities which had need of them. She did her not inconsiderable
bit quietly and unobstrusively toward making the life that flowed around
her brighter and happier.

The Benninz garrison stands with bowed head at the distant grave oi
the girl whose passing has left a void in many lives. Something of the
grief that weighs upon the hearts of father, mother, and brother can be
sensed because all of us who knew Barbara share their sorrow. The
officially prescribed badge of mourning that we wear today for a former
chief who had done his work and lived his life has a new significance
for the garrison in that it truly reflects the sharp and sincere regret that
we feel at the passing of this young and beautiful life.

"Out of the night you came
Into the night you go-
An arrow of silver flame
Launched from a silver bow.

Here rest your small white feet,
Laughter and lyric shod;
The arrow, deathless and fleet,
Rests in the sheaf of God."

-E. F. H.

PERSONALS
Lieut. Malin Craig had as his guest _G=rl Scout Notes

over the week-end, Lieut. George Cros- I
by of Fort McPherson. Cardinal Troop

Lieut. and Mrs. Paul Zuver, whoT anal Too
have been spending a while with Capt. Ttesday, January 17
and Mrs. R. E. Vermette departed What fun we had today! We had a
Saturday for Carlisle Barracks, whereLieu. Zveris tatone. Tey ill100 per cent meeting, up by the bigL ie u t. Z u v e r is sta tio n e d . T h e y w ill t r e i th f el . S m g r s p a c c d
stop en route with friends in Ashe- tree in the field. Some girls practiced
ville, N. C. and in West Virginia. signalling while others built fires for
Leut. Zuver was formerly stationed at their Second Class Tests. Then we had
Fort Benning at the Station Hospital. Iannouncements about merit badges,

Mrs. Sue Pearce of Chattanooga., and a hike!
Tenn., was the house guest over the It's to be next Saturday; we're to
week-end of Lieut. and Mrs. W. W. take our lunch of "angels-on-horse-
O'Conner. back's" fruit, and water. The most

Capt. and Mrs. Raymond E. Ver- important part, the one we all for-
mette spent last week-end with friends

at Fort McPherson and in Atlanta. get! I know we are going to have
Major Ira A. Rader, formerly of loads of fun.

Fort Benning, arrived here Saturday After these plans had been made
from Fort McPherson on official busi- we felt a little chilly but it wasn't
ness and spent part of the day with long before a good stiff game of
Capt. and Mrs. Lloyd Barnett. dodge ball warmed us up again. Mrs.

Major and Mrs. Emil W. Leard havedogbalwreuspaai.M.Majo an Mr. Eil W Lerd aveBrown kindly brought us some marsh.
as their houseguests for a few Weeks,
Gen. and Mrs. W. S. Jarvis. Gen. Jar- mallows, so we had a real campfire
vis who was recently retired, was sta- circle, with a fire song, and toasted
tioned in Washington, D. C. He and marshmallows.
Mrs. Jarvis have recently returned _. _

from a trip abroad. They plan to make Al
their home either in California or in A man does not please long when be
Washington. has only one species of wit.
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
I Chinese Mystery Thriller i ROYAL

Lewis Stone, Helen Hayes and Ramon Navarro from a scene in "The
Son-Daughter" which plays at the Grand Saturday, Sunday and Monday.

Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

GRAND
SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "The

-Sun-Daughter" with Ramon Navarro, Helen Hayes, Lewis Stone,
Warner Oland and H. B. Warner. Here's the filmization of the
noted David Belasco state success-a Chinese mystery yarn that
is thrilling, full of suspense and very entertaining. Paramount
News and a short filler.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Offering "Thirteen Wo-
men" with Richardo Cortez, Lyrna Loy, Irene Dunne and Jill
Esmond. Mystery, thrills and sinister intrigues highlight this
picture. Packed with suspense, unexpected excitement, there too,
are soul-searing moments in this vehicle of the 13 wonien, a
story of how 12 college girls run afoul of the sinister 13th after
thir school days are over.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Offering "Handle With Care"
with James Dunn, Boots Mallory and El Brendel. A comedy-
drama, depicting the love of a man and a struggling shop girl,
whose happiness is ultimately accomplished by the two small
boys in a climax that affords a complete surprise. There's many
a laugh in this one.

RIALTO
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY (Now Playing): Offering

"'Fighing For Justice" with Tim McCoy and Joyce Compton. A
thundering tale of tricks and treachery under western skies. He
wipes out a cowardly conspiracy and steals the heart of the girl
who opposed him. Riding--fighting-romancing, goes Tim Mc-
Coy.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "Zlonde Venus" with
Marlene Dietrich, Herbert Marshall and Cary Grant. "How ter-
rible that I should love you!" she said. Two weeks before she
had offered him love as part of her bargain. Now she withheld
it because it was real. What else could this woman who loved
two men do-but flee from both of them?

TUESDAY ONLY: Offering, "Six Hours To Live" with War-
ner Baxter and Miriam Jordan. What would you do? Loved by
a beautiful, charming girl ... chosen by your country to save itshonor and with only six hours to love? From original story of
"Auf Wiedersehen" by Gordon Morris and Morton Barteaux.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Offering "Men Are Such
Fools" with Leo Carrillo, Vivienne Osborne, Una Merkel and J os.
Carthorn. That's why women get away with murder, theyfre
such fools. He believed her because he loved her..,- men are
made that way ... but there's always a pay-off for the woman who
works on the theory that "Men Are Such Fools".

ROYAL

(Opening Saturday Night at 11:15 o'clock)
ALSO SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offering

"Tonight Is Ours" with Frederic March and Claudette Colbert.
Here's a love story of grand passion-a romance you'll like.

Thirty-three years ago Christma
day, Alison Skipworth, Grand Duch
ess Emilie of "Tonight Is Ours," open
ing Saturday night 11:15 at the Roya
Theatre, arrived in New York fron
England. Went directly from th
boat to a rehearsal and has neve
been idle since. Has appeared i'
more than a hundre dstage plays, th,
most important, by her own reckon
ing, being "39 East," "The Swan" an(
"The Torchbearers." Made her Amer
ican debut in "The Artist's Model,'
under Charles Frohman's management
Gloria Swanson's "Tonight or Never"
established her on the screen.

RIALTO
The crash of the German mark, ir

the early post-war period, put Marlen
Dietrich in the movies.

The glamorous foreign star, whos
latest picture, "Blonde Venus," come
to the Rialto Theatre Sunday an
Monday, recently revealed that ion
before she won overnight fame ii
"Morocco," her first American picture
she had had movie experience.

"I had been studying violin, and hai
just given my first recital," she ex
plained, "when Germany suffered a
economic collapse. My mother and
were practically destitute, and in ar
effort to earn some money I trie
work as an extra at the UFA studios

"I worked at this for several months
and then decided to try the stage
It was from there that I went back tc
the movies."

It was while Miss Dietrich was ap
pearing in a musical comedy in a Ber
lin theater that Josef von Sternberg
sumoned to Germany to direct Emi
Jannings in "The Blue Angel," saw
her and immediately signed her foi
the feminine lead in the picture.

When it was completed, he brough
her to America to star in "Morocco.'
Following its succes, the English yer
sion of "The Blue Angel" was put ot
display in American theaters.

"Blonde Venus,' her fifth English
language picture, presents Miss Die
trich in the role of a woman, who, t(
save her husband's life, accepts th4
love of another man. The china:
comes when the husband discovers th4
fact.

Blonde Venus I

Marlene Dietrich, as she appears in
"Blonde Venus" which shows at the
Rialto Theater Sunday and Monday.
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GRAND
The considerably anticipated screen

version of David Belasco's stage suc-
cess, "The Son-Daughter," will open
at the Grand Theater Sunday and
Monday.

The Oriental roles in "The Son-
Daughter" present a high-water mark
in character delineation for both the
picture's stars-Miss Haye's part of
the Chinese girl being a far cry from
her notable portrayal of "The Sin of
Madelon Claudet," for which she won

the recent Crawford-Gable success,
"Letty Lynton," directed "The Son-
Daughter." As has come to be ex-
pected of Brown's cinema offerings,
the present picture is said to boast
a number of brilliantly picturesque
settings depicting the more colorful
aspects of San Francisco's Chinatown
haunts.

STAR ONCE A BOILER-MAKER
Clark Gable, who is now appear-

ing with Carole Lombard and Doro-
thy Mackaill in Paramount's "No
Man of Her Own," was once a plum-
ber with an oilfield crew, and helped
hnild boiler.,, fo- the r.fi ip, o vii

d the recent Academy of Motion Pie- " ... .......... ............. s - -
ture Arts and Sciences' award; and ment.

Novarro's role, likewise, presenting a TOM SAW ER, _CTO

forcible contrast from that of his TOM SAWYER, ACTOR
t. work in "Huddle" and "Mata Har." Tom Sawyer has entered the mov-

Makeup played an important ies. At least, that is the name of an
part in the filming of "The Son-extra in Paramount's "King of the
Daughter," Miss Hayes having to un- Jungle." He "hitch-hiked" from Tex-
dergo changes in hairdress and facial as to Hollywood in search of a movie
contour; while Navarro sacrificed his career.
appearance for "art's sake,' 'to the 0
extent of having his head completely COMEDIAN GETS ROLE

n shaved. Others who went an adroit Warren Hymer, character comedian
e transformation from Occidental to recently seen in "Madison Square

Oriental include Lewis Stone, Warner Garden" and "One Way Passage," has
Oland, Ralph Morgan, Louise Closser been signed by Paramount for a

e Hale and H. B. Warner. part of importance in suppotr of AL-
I The story of "The Son-Daughter" ison Skipworth and Roland Young
d is fraught with melodramatic inci- in "Good Company," an original
g dents, its plot centering about the screen story by Nina Wilcox Putnam.
n attempts of revolutionary Chinese

factions to outwit the royalist group.
e, Miss Hayes, as the daughter of a roy-

alist sympathizer, is caught in the
d whirlpool of intrigue and plotting

which surrounds her father's activi
ties, and ultimately is forced to make

n a choice between marriage to the man
I she loves and devotion to her native A
a land.
d Clarence Brown, who has won an

outstanding place ih the list of screen
directors for his work on most of

' Greta Garbo's pictures, as well as for

0 GRAND RIALTO
NOW PLAYING

. Saturday-Sunday-Monday

CARTOON COMEDY
it Chapter 7 "THE LAST FRONTIER"
9, SUNDAY and MONDAY

A eQ fN N DIETRICUnPTU I..... IN~i;)i;i::

"LIGHTS OUT -Paramount News BLONDE
Tuesday-Wednesday YENUS"

A
SParamount

e Picture

Ane R K 1 CARTOON FOX NEWS
RADIO TUESDAY ONLY

Thursday-Friday

"HANDLE
WITH
CARE"

James Dunn-Boots Mallory-
El Brendel

"Family Troubles"-Tumble Down
Town

PARAMOUNT NEWS

ROYAL

with

WARNER BAXTER
FOX PICTURE

SCREEN SOUVENIR
Rudy Vallee "MUSICAL DOCTOR"

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
ALL women are pretrty

sure that

MEN ARE
SUCH FOOLS

With LEO CARRILLOVIVIENNE OSBORNE
UNA MERKEL

JOSEPH CAWTHORN
Direcd 6y.William, Nigh

CARTOON COMEDY - FOX NEWS

Opening Saturday Night 11:15
and Sun., Mon., and Tue.

A a6u KIVU
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DAVIS P. HARDING, Editor

Corn Griffin Wins Decision Over 30ren
SPORT CHATTER

BY DAVIS HARDING
The battle of the Maxes, Schmeling

and Baer, is going to be a hard fight
to figure out in advance. Both boxers
are of the strong, rugged type, who
love the g o i n g when it's toughest.
Schmeling invariably seems to get
stronger as the fight advances into the
last stages.

The Black Uhlan is one of the few
present day pugilistists who finds flat-
footed. Of course, this slows him up,
but what he lacks in speed he makes
up in aggressiveness and courage. A
clever boxer can be stabbing him with
plenty of light punches that count in
the box score.

Baer is fast. It is doubtful whether
he carries enough dynamite to put
Schmeling, completely out of the pic-
ture, but he has a good chance to
outbox his opponent and get the de-
cision.

Schmeling will be the favorite. His
fighting heart and great endurance
may be all that he needs to hurdle
the Baer obstacle.

Just before Sharkey left for Ber-
muda, he said he never wanted to
hear of Schmeling again. Later, he
said that there was only one match
he would consider and that was one
with Schmeling. Now, what are we
poor fight fans to gather from that?
Maybe when he comes back from his
vacation, he will have another state-

ment to make.

Ernie Schaaf is at present the sen-
sation in the heavyweight circles. His
knockout of Stan Poreda put him
right under the powerful spotlight of
the public eye, and there he will re-
main until he fights Camera next
month.

But we can safely predict that if
Schaaf fights in the same spirit he
exhibited when he fought Poreda,
Carnera should be taken into camp
handily.

That would throw Sharkey against
Schaaf sometime in June, with the
winner meeting the winner of the
Schmeling-Baer bout probably in Sep-
tember.

The resumption of athletic rela-
tions between Princeton and Harvard,
following the conciliation of the two
service schools, shows that the dove
of peace is winging its way over
college grid-irons.

Bad feeling between the two student
bodies was the real reason Prince-
ton and Harvard decided to discon-
tinue athletic contests between the two
universities. It seems that a certain
Harvard undergraduate left the im-
pression of his signet ring on the nose

of a Princeton undergraduate.
Anyhow, the resumption of athletic

(Please turn to page 8)

SERVE
Old Settler's Sausage

For Breakfast
Same Quality - Reduced Cost

The Provision Co., Inc.
Columbus, Georgia

C
Check your car frequently and you'll
make up in economical maintenance
what time y o u devote to its care.

AUTO DEPT.
POST EXCHANGE
FORT BENNING

The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized To
Sell To Any Person Not In

The Military Service

Soldier On Canvas
For Ni n e Count In
Verv First Round
Griffin Looks Good In Decis-

ive Victory Over Wyoming
Cowboy

John "Corn" Griffin, Benning light-
heavy, added Cowboy Frankie Edgren
to his growing list of victims last Tues-
day night in one of the greatest box-
ing cards ever witnessed at the post.
The decision was clear-cut, your cor-
respondent giving Griffin the edge in
seven rounds, Edgren in one round,
with two draws.

Ddgren entered the ring first and got
a big hand as he crawled through the
ropes. A minute later, a round of ap-
plause announced the arrival of Corn
Griffin. Master Sergeant Magoni step-
ped to the center of the ring and
gave the weights of the two fighters,
Edgren 185 and Griffin 178. Major
L. K. Patterson, the referee called the
two boys together for final instruc-
tions.

Round one: Edgren danced out
from his corner and rushed the Tan-
ker to the ropes. A left hook to the
bady caught Griffin coming in. The
cowboy whipped a hard right to the
jaw, and followed ths blow with suc-
cessive rights to the head. Griffin col-
lapsed under the storm in Edgren's
corner. At the count of six, he rolled
over on his hands and knees and was
up at the count of nine. Edgren un-
leashed a furoius attack with both
hands but the Tanker withstood the
punishment. Griffin began using his
left to advantage as his opponent
tried desperately to put over the
knockout wallop. They were fighting
on even terms at the bell.

Round two: Edgren came out sav-
agely, but the minute rest period was
all that Griffin needed. A hard right
to the jaw hurt the cowboy. Griffin's
left hand was worrying Edgren, as he
began to carry the fight to his oppo-
nent. A left hook to the mouth sent
Edgren's mouthpiece spinning acrossthe ring. As Edgren threw a right at
Griffin which fell short of its desti-
nation, Corn nailed the cowboy with
several resounding lefts to the face
which set Edgren back on his heels.

Round three: Griffin rushed Edgren
and in a flurry of infighting hurt the
cowboy with short triphammer blows
in the region of the heart. A terrific
left hook to the jaw knocked Edgren
against the ropes and the Tanker was
quick to follow up his advantage.
Griffin unleashed a body attack which
sent Edgren to the canvas. The cow-
boy staggered to his feet in a dazed

condition and tried to tie up his op-
ponent as Griffin shot hard lefts and
rights to the head. A hard left to the
mouth had Edgren's mouth bleeding
as the gong sounded, ending the
round.

Round four: During this round,
Corn turned his attention to the body
and his triphammer blows to the ribs
and kidneys in flurries of infighting
were sapping a lot of Edgren's strength
Edgren crossed a right to the chin as
the Tanker waded in. Griffin kept
sending hooks to the body, and landed
several in rapid succession as the bell
rang.

Round five: Griffin landed a hard
right hook to the body. Corn was now
connecting often and his punches had
plenty of zip behind them. A right
just over the heart made Edgren
grunt. Blotches of red began to ap-
pear in various spots around Edgren's
midsection as Griffin continued to
work on the body. The bell saved
Edgren from further punishment.

Round six: Griffin was now carry-
ing the fight to his opponent in a way
which had the crowd wild. A terrific
left to the solarplexus sent Edgren
careening. against the ropes. The cow-
boy's eyes were glassy for a moment

(Please turn to page 8)

Tennis Prospects Fo r C u r ren t Ye a r
Extremely Bright And Encouraging
(Ed. Note: This article has been pre.
pared for the Benning Herald by the
Tennis Committee.)

Tennis enthusiasts at Fort Benning
are looking forward with pleasant
anticipations to a year of unusually
active and progressive tennis. Indica-
tions point to a most successful year,
even greater year than 1932, in which
Benning was more strongly represent-
ed in the army championships than
ever before, being represented by
eight players-four of whom were re-
tained on the army squad for the
matches against the navy.

The final match in the present
handicap tournaments for the men's
singles is scheduled at 2:00 p. m. Sat-
urday and the finals in the mixed
doubles at 2:00 p. m. Sunday. Captain
Bassett, who has progressively im-
proved and steadied his game and has
so far met very stiff competition in
Lieut. Sherburne, Lieut. Harding and
Major Irving, will play Captain Drake
in the finals. Captain Bassett was
forced to unleash the best tennis of
the tournament to win from Major
Irving, a newcomer, in the semifinals
last Sunday, the score being 6-4, 7-5,
5-7, 6-3, the match lasting three hours
and bitterly contested all the way. In
the finals of the mixed doubles the
brilliant playing of Mrs. Lynch and
her hard driving husband are expect-
ed to give plenty of trouble to Mrs.
Keiler and her partner, Captain
Drake.

The next tournament contemplated
is the annual spring championships.
This tournament will be without han-
dicap, but the competition should be
very keen since Benning has an un-
usually large number of players whose
abilities are nearly the same, all of
whom are out to improve their game
and to win. This tournament will
probably be played during March and
April.

If sufficient funds can be obtained,
it is hoped to hold the Fifth Annual
Invitation Tournament in May, prob-
ably during the week ending May 20.
This is the greatest tennis effort of
the year that is put out by the Offi-
cers" Club and has always been a col.
orful event of high interest and very
stimulating to local tennis. A large
niumber of the South's best players
enter the tournament and the playing
is of a very high order. In order to
help defray the expenses, a nominal
admission charge is made for all of
these matches, but the resulting en-
tertainment is more than worth the
charge.

The high light of summer tennis is
in connection with the Army Chain-

Talk About Values

BE SURE TO SEE

OUR

15o
Suits
and

Overcoats

See Us For Your Outfit,

Shoes, Furnishings and etc.

CLASSY
CLOTHES SHOP

1035 Broadway

I

The

Post Exchange

Restaurant

Is maintained for the con-
venience and for service to
the enlisted men of Fort
Benning. You are invited
to make full use of its fa-
cilities.

The

Post Exchange

Restaurant
Located In Service Club No. 1.

Fort Benning, Georgia

FOR SALE
Post Exchange

pionship Tournaments, and the match-
es against the Navy in Washington
from June 24th to July 16th. As a
preliminary, selections are made un,
der the direction of the Corps Area
Commander. Last year all Fourth
Corps Area representatives selected
were from Fort Benning. Though two
of the stars of last year's representa-
tives, Major Gordon and Lt. Brown-
field, have gone to other stations, they
are ably replaced by Major Irving and
Lieut. Newman and so this year's
squad should be equally strong. Those
who go on this trip do so "without
expense to the government" and are
carried on detached service while
away from their stations. Many of
those who make this trip feel that the
stellar brand of tennis competition
is sufficient reward to compensate for
the expense and, in fact, some would
consider the year a distinct failure-
unless they were allowed to make the
trip. Lieut. Sherburne and Lieut.
Brownfield in 1932 made the biggest
hits and received much publicity by
gaining the favor of the scribes and
fans in continually upsetting the dope
up to the semi-finals in which Lieut.
Sherburne pressed hard the t e n n n i s
veteran Major Van Vliet and Lieut-
Brownfield extended the champion
Lieut. Stanley Robinson. Because of
the steady playing of Captain Drake,
he was permitted to play on the army
squad against the navy.

It is hoped that Columbus will
again this year see fit to have their
championship tournaments open to
the Benning players. Last year Ben-
ning players were successful in win-
ning the singles cup (Lieut. Brown-
field) and the doubles cup (Captain
Drake and Lieut. Brownfield) after
wading through stiff competition fur-
nished by the best players of Colum-

(Please turn to page 8)
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Plans For .Sp ring
Polo Tournamen
Discussed Lateli

At a meeting of Fort Benning pol
officials late Thursday afternoor
plans for the coming tournament wer
discussed. A round robin was definitf
ly decided upon, to begin in abou
two weeks. The schedule is so ai
ranged that, weather and other cii
cumstances permitting, the tournamei
will be completed early in April.

There will be six teams entere(
handicapped according to the relativ
proficiency of individual players. Thi
winner of the tournament, and th
teams which place second and thir(
will be decided on a won and lo
basis. An elimination tournament bo
tween the three leading teams wi
then be played off and the champioi
ship team decided in that way.

A game will be comprised of eigl
periods, but only four periods will b
played off at a time, the four perio
match counting as half a point. Sul
stitutions will be allowed, but will nc
affect the handicap in any way.

A reasonable plan to...

BORROW
$300 or less

for bills .,. education . travel

6

Check off these advantages:
V Officers may borrow up to $300
V Your signature is our only se-

curity.

V Your confidence is respected.
V Fellow Officers, friends, or rel-

atives are not informed.

V You have up to 20 months to
repay in amounts to fit your
income.

V The cost is as low as the econ-
omies of large volume and ef-
ficient management can make
it.

V You pay only for the actual
number of days you keep the
money and only for the balance
due.

V Prompt service--entirely by
mail if you wish.

If this plan appeals to you as
reasonable just call our office for
information. No obligation: im-
plied. And no representatives will

jcall.

DAILY LOAN CO.
204 Woolworth Bldg.

Phone 4372

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

PEACHTREE AT CAIN

4tlanta, ga,

550 rooms of comfort and
convenience. Each room has
ceiling fan, circulating ice
water, radio and either
shower or tub bath; corner
rooms have both. Open Din-
ing Terrace and Coffee Shop.

Rooms fro'm $S

J. F. de Jarnette Vice-Pree. & Mgr.

FLIGHT TANKERS Chicago Borer Too TANK PLAYERS Handicap Tennis

t BOXING CHAMPS Clever For C hi n g CONOUER C. H. S. Tournament Near
B In Semi-Final Go By JACK GIBNEY Completion NowBy JACK GIBNEY "B AKGBE

o Headquarters Company, 66th Infan-The Golden Tornado of the 66th
r try (Light Tanks) took the tank bat- Fight Card Offered Tuesday Infantry (Light Tanks) met and de- All handicap tennis tournaments
.. talion championship in amateur box- Night One Of Best Put feated the Blue Devils of Columbus should be completed by the end of
e. ing with a total of 206 in the five On At Post High in a closely fought game at the this week, weather an n r
it series of matches held at the post gym High school gymnasium, Tuesday af- main to be played, the finals of the
r- during the past week. The leather In the semi-final bout of last Tues- ternoon. The high school team put up Me's Singles and the finals of the
r- pushers from Hq. showed a deadly a- day's boxing card at Fort Benning, a game fight and led the Tankers Mixed Doubles Tournament. The
nt bility to put their opponents away in Harold Murphy, Chicago heavyweight,aours i chdhaebe e

a very short time, and those that did completely outboxed and outfought through most of the first half, but courts, which have
dition lately because of the rainy sea-, last three rounds wsere almost always Chinf. Johnson to win an easy decis- the boys from Benning caught their

ve.outpointed. The closest contestantto ion. Seldom has a cleverer boxer, or stride after the intermission and The finals of the Men's Handicap

l. was Company F., 67th Infantry one more versed in the lore of the downed their opponents, 42-35. Tennis Tournament will be played be-
ie (Medium Tanks) who finished the se- ring, ever been seen in a Benning The Tankers were quite evidently tween Captain Drake, post champion,
d , ries w ith a total of 176. Com pany E ring than M urphy. A cautious fighter, andTC aptain Bassetttwho ranksasec-

st 66th Infantry was third with 144. he elected to take the defensive mosti puzzled by the small size of the court, and Captain Bassett whvanks sec-
e- Las night's bouts saw Company E, of the way in his battle with Johnson, which cramped their style of a rush- finals by hard-fought victories over
11 66th defeat Company F, 67th, and and piled up a big lead. ing attack system that works very Lieut. C. K. Harding and Major Irv-
n- clean slate by winning all of their Murphy had a beautiful left hand well on the big floor at Benning, but ing, the semi-finalist.

cleantsfromtComayi Dna66 th eiraugh-and kept it in Johnson's face through- cannot be played to an advantage on Harding went into the match withit fights from Company D, 66th. Slaugh- out the fight. Ching kept holding his a court of smaller size. The flashing Bassett with a slight handicap. Theter, Company F 67th took a technical riezht in reserve, waiting for an oppor- close game of the Blue Devils, and play was exceptionally close. Hard-
d kcth overiony nity to put it across, but that oppor- their quick and beautiful passing and ing, who combined a fast service withb- 66th Mathes s gained the decision tunity never came. Murphy is as pivoting also had the Benning basket- a smashing driving game, pushed his
ot of F lost the nod to Boutwell of E; smooth a boxer as has ever been seen eers worried during most of the game. seeded opponent to the limit. The

ligurgan of F won on a forfeit; Carr at the post. Leavell, of the Tankers, was high score of the first set was 10-8, in favorThe first three rounds found Mur. point man, with seven field goals and of Bassett. The second set was prac-of E took the last round for a decision nhv griving Ching a boxing lesson. and three throws to his credit. Randall, tically a duplication of the first, but
over Sansing of F; Morris of E hand-scoring often with left jabs T.ry as Turner and Kulifkoski also showed up Bassett finally prevailed by the score
ed Anthony of F a technical K. 0.; he would, the Benning fighter was well for the invaders. Garrett, Parks of 7-5, winning the match and earn-
and Durden of F, K. O.'d Crowell of unable to land one decisive wallop, as and Kirkland looked good for Colum. ing the right to oppose Major Irving
E in the sensational bout of the even- Murphy showered him with light pun- bus, but the man who outshone any- in the semi-finals.
ing. ches to the head and body. In the thing on the floor was the fast, fight- The match with Major Irving was

Rowan, Smith, and Reynolds of fourth round, Murphy began to open ing, game little forward by the name the best of the tournament to date.
Headquarters took their fights by for- up a bit, and sent Johnson to the of Horton who accounted for 14 points Both players were in fine form and

ropes several times in the course of of Columbus' total. (Please turn to page 8)fight, Whitehead made a pretty win the round. Harold had an annoying
by K. O.ing Miller, Auzat won on a habit of holding Ching off with his
forfeit, and Brown got the decision left hand, and hitting him with his
over Baggett in a fight that wrapped right. This was very discouraging to
the title up in a nice bundle for Johnson, but there was very little heo 11 Enjo
Headquarters. could do about it. You'll E° °

Major Allen F. Kingman, tank In the sixth and seven rounds, Mur- lcommander presented the trophy with hNsf to u Collins' Bakery products, combining
phy was still fighting cautiously buta short speech commending the his punches were taking effect al- ,?,o goodness, deliciousness, and wholesome-coaches, boxers, and officials for the ough Ching gamely kept boring in. ness all in these rich brown loaves!

wonderful fight program they had Near the end of the seventh round,
presented. Sgt. "Red" Lindsey was Harold slipped across a hard right to
referee and Sgt D.an Sullivan time- the solarplexus, followed by several C O LLIN S' B A K E R Y
keeper for the bouts, wicked lefts and rights to the jaw.

The last round was all Murphy's as 1044 13th Street Phone 4421
Hubbard Hardware cagesters proved the Chicago Battler punished Ching_ _ _ _ _

a little too much for the 2d Battalion, considerably. A series of punches to
29th Infantry, last night, when they the head had Ching wobbling like a
met in the post gym, and the Blue leaf in a hich wind. Murphy took it
Thunderbolt went down to defeat 46- easy and did not try to put across6 hr a o uhLe u-kok~ uc.Tebl aone!M k r fF n rn i gP ae
bard center, who accounted for twenty- saving Ching from a lot of punish-.a eso ie rnig Pae
two tallies of his team's total. met

Monday night the 2d Batts jour- Blondy Parker and Red Goss put
iieyed to Dawson to meet the AthleticonagetsxrudbtwhRdTlTE T
Club of that city. taking the decision. The battle was WR A L1I EN R V N U

close all the way through, and a draw
The Fighting Irish of the 1st Bat- would have been acceptable. Blondy

talion, 29th Infantry showed that they had a slight lead until the last round an ,,,re r ahave ,lost none of last year's chain- when Goss rallied.

pionstup form by deteating the Co- The six-rounder between Spiveyand A
lumbus Boys' Club 41-21 last night. Hill almost stole the show. The two
Sheppard. lanky center for the Green put on a real old-fashioned slug-fest
Wave, played a beautiful game, and which had the fans roaring from start
finished as high score man. Reddock to finish. No formalities were neces-
and Ray also showed well for the sary. Bunker and Ben had met before
Irish. and each knew what to expect. After T ry

a few preliminary jabs, they started 0 1  /-
The quintet of the Infantry School to work in the first round and threw

Detachment went down in defeat for plenty of leather in each other's di.
the second time in as many days rection, most of the wallops taking
when they played the Waverly Hall effect. Bunker Hill hit Spivey with
combination last night in the post everything but the gym water bucket, EXTRA PALE DRY
eym. They made a much better show- bnt the hardest of blows never seem-
ing than Wednesday, however, and ed to phase him. In fact, Spivey, to
a wealth of material was uncovered in show his contempt for Hill, thrust out
the second string. Sterling, Mitchell, his chin promiscuously; Hill very
and Yates, together with Grady Tolle, obligingly hit it for him often and
the old war-horse, played a very nice hard.
game, and did their best to pull the Both battlers put up a whale of a Sold At
"ame out of the fire in the last half, fight and it has been a long time Grocery Dept. and Soda Fountain
but the Waverly Hall lead was too since your writer has seen so much POST EXCHANGE

ereat to overcome n leather thrown in six rounds as those
Wednesday afternoon the basket- two boys threw. It was a real crowd-

ball team of the Infantry School De- pleaser. and Hill deserved to cop the
tachinent lost to the speedy Red Devil decision. It is this kind of a fight - -

quintet from Industrial High School that makes a crowd feel that it is too Paid Free Paid Free Paid Free Paid Free Paid Free
of Columbus, by the score of 37-11. bad that someone has to lose. I I ] I I

The Industrial boys had just too Tnt Taylor won a close decision COMPLIMENTS
much teamwork and passing ability over Charley White in the featuredOF
for the Greencords, and the loss of four round bout. Taylor punched fast

Isam cner erl n heseod__so iShoeFatrIsham, center, early in the second and beat his opponent to the punch
quarter proved an additional calamity. most of the time. Notwithstanding, the - 1234 Broadway Phone 565
The entire game was a hard-fought fight was very close, and had Tut not
battle, with some excellent basketball put on such a strong finish, the bout 2FOR 1I iOFFER
being played by both teams, and af- would probably have been declared a W
ter a few more practice sessions the draw. When you have a pair of leather taps put on
cagesters from the I. S. D. should de. A right hook in a clinch ended shoes bring this card and for one Paid Pair we
velop a good combination. (Please turn to page 8) give One Free.

CONVENIENT LOCATION-MODERN EQUIPMENT 1 Paid IFree I Paid I Free}1 Paid Free Paid Free Paid] Free
RATES REASONABLE

Phone your agent or call our Superintendent, Mr. Trussell,
Phone 3062 Call at the Boston Shoe Factory for this card.

DIMON COURT APARTMENTS It will save you $
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WANTED
12 oz. Green Ginger Ale bottles
as Canada Dry or Rums Dry type.

M. SNYDER
1020 1st Ave. Columbus, Ga.

I

Dr. R. H. Brown
Osteopathie Physician P

Murrab Bldg. a

Phone Office 4103 I
Res. 1153a

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1313

Ask Anybody at Benning
for whom we have made new mat-
tresses or renovated old ones. They
will tell you our process is 0. K.

Cooper Mattress Mfg. Co.
Ash Solomon, Prop. Phone 588

Delivered daily to the Fort ]
HARPER'S

DRUGS

Telephone 396

Lafkowitz Bros.
Makers of good Clothes-Alterations-

1208 First Avenue

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE
OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Depost

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

Howard Bus Line,
Inc.

Operating Under Govern-
ment Franchise

Bond and Liability Insur-
ance Provided

SCHEDULE
From From

Columbus Ft. Benning
5:00 AM 6:00 AM
6:00 " 7:50
7:00 " 9:15
8:30 " 10:45

10:00 " 12:45 PM
11:45 " 2:15
1:30 PM 4:15 "

3:00 " 5:10
5:00 " 6:00
7:00 " 7:00
9:00 " 8:00

10:30 " 9:45
12:00 M 11:15

12:00 M
Also "Extras" and
SCHOOL BUSES

410 PHONES 224
CITY POST

rENNIS PROSPECTS EXTREMELY
BRIGHT

(Continued from page 6)
)us and Fort Benning.

After the opening of school in the

all it is planned to hold the annual

handicap tournaments, in which the

nethod of handicapping may be am-

plified to favor the players of lesser

ability. Perhaps the method will per-

nit the handicap points to be taken
at the option of the lower ranking
player, with one or two restrictions.

There is a larger number of lady
players than ever before. The ladies
are headed by Mrs. Schneider, Mrs.
Lynch, Mrs. Eagles, Mrs. Keiler and
Mrs. Gaston. At present they are hold-
ing a "ladder tournament" and may
play the finals this week end. There
are twenty players on the ladies'
ladder and a number of others who
play frequently.

The boys' tournaments, held con-
currently with men's tournaments fur-
nish some excellent tennis and very
keen competition. In the last tourna-
ment, George Beatty upset the dope
by defeating Dick Tindall and then
Julius Evans to get the winner's cup.
In the boys' doubles Dick Tindall
and Julius Evans nosed out George
Beatty and Warren Drake in the finals.

No date has been set for the Boy
Scouts' Tournament, but it will prob-
ably be announced in the near future.

The cement court recently con-
structed has been a valuable addition
to the six clay courts during this wet
weather.

Major Paul W. Newgarden, a mem.
ber of the Army Central Tennis Com-
mittee and at present in the Chief of
Infantry's office, was a recent visitor
to Benning and was well pleased with
the progress and efforts being made.
He recommended that "Cum-Back"

be introduced and that more batting
walls be built. The Cum Back balls
have been ordered and as soon as they
arrive two Cub Back courts will be
available for play. Cum Back should
be a help in volleying tennis shots.
Due to a lack of funds, it is probable
that nothing can be done toward put-
ting up more batting walls at present
although the need has long been rec-
ognized by the Tennis Committee.

It has not been learned whether Bill
Tilden and his associates will accept
an engagement to put on an exhibition
at Benning this year. His two exhibi-
tions of last year were most welcome
additions to local tennis.

Of continuing interest to the local
players are the various tennis ladders.
There are tennis ladders for men, la-
dies and boys. On the men's ladder
there are thirty-five members and all
tournament matches (not handicapp-
ed) are "ladder matches." These lad-

ders not only indicate the relative
playing abilities but they are a great
help to the handicapping committee
and they assist players in knowing all
of those who will give them the most
interesting competition, this is espe-
cially helpful to newcomers.

0

SPORTS CHATTER
(Continued from page 6)

relations between Princeton and Har-
vard is viewed everywhere as highly
desirable. Many are the colorful foot-
ball battles that have been waged be-
tween old Nassau and the Crimson
in the day gone by.

And while we are on the subject
of football, what about the rules and
regulations that are being considered
by the powers that be?

Tim O'Mara wants the play for the
extra point abandoned because it
rarely decides games and is therefore
a waste of time. He produced statis-
tics to prove his point. Others want
it abandoned because it decides too
many games. They produced statistics
to prove their point.

O'Mara suggests the overtime period
to take the place of the point after
touchdown, working on the basis that
nobody wants to see a tie game, but
would rather see one or the other of
the two elevens win.

Tuss McLaughry's suggestion that
the kickoff be abandoned at the start
of the second half and the ball put
into play at the point where the fes-
tivities were left off at the end of the
first half is another proposal in con-
sideration.

We suggest a moratorium on all
rules and regulations for the next ten
years. Are we seconded?

HANDICAP TENNIS
TOURNAMENT

the gallery was treated to some ex-

ceptionally good tennis. The match

went to four sets before Bassett was

able to win by scores of 6-4, 7-5, 5-7,
and 6-3.

Bassett won the first two sets with

difficulty to go into an early lead.

Irving rallied to take the third set

and to temporarily stave off defeat.

In the fourth and deciding set, Bas-

sett won 6-3.
Irving's hard service was offset by

frequent double faults, while Bassett

was not so prone to double fault.

The driving game of both players was

in top form and both made excellent
placements in the course of the long-

drawn-out match.
The match to determine the winner

of the tournament will find Bassett
opposing the post champion, Drake.
A close and well-played match should
result from the encounter. Bassett has
exhibited some fine tennis lately. The
two will meet at two o'clock, Saturday
afternoon.

The finals of the Mixed Doubles
Tournament will be played between
Lieut. Lynch and Dorothy Lynch vs.
Captain Drake and Mrs. Keiler. The
two doubles teams are evenly matched.
Mrs. Lynch, the queen of Benning
tennis courts, has more than once
demonstrated her superiority over
others of her sex. The hard driving
game of Lieut. Lynch should also be
a material aid. On the other hand,
the play of Drake and Mrs. Keiler,
who is ranked number two in th,
Ladies' Ladder, is known to be ex
ceptionally good. This match will be
played off Sunday afternoon.

The remainder of the handicap ten-
nis tournaments have all been com-
pleted.

GRIFFIN WINS DECISION OVER

EDGREN

(Continued from Page 6)
but he fought back courageously, as
Griffin piled up a big lead.

Round seven-Edgren rushed over
from his corner and threw a lot of
leather at Griffin as the Benning bat-
tler backed up to the ropes. Griffin
weathered the storm, and took the of-
fensive in his turn. Edgren covered
up as Corn whipped left and rights
to the body. A left caught Edgren
coming in and the two were in a
clinch as the gong sounded.

Round eight-In this round, the cow-
boy rallied and the fighting was fairly
even, a shade to Griffin. The cowboy's

punching was not taking effect on the
Tanker, and Corn staggered his oppo-
nent several times in the course of the
round.

Round nine--A right to the chin
hurt Edgren, as Corn began shooting
both hands like pistons to the head
and body. A hard right under the
heart shook the cowboy. At the bell,
Edgren was absorbing a lot of pun-
ishment, and was groggy from the
concentrated body attack.

Round ten-The two came to the
center of the ring and touched gloves.
Frankie was pretty tired by this time
and could not move away fast enough
to keep out of Corn's way. Griffin
kept wading in, trying to put the
cowboy away, but Edgren used all his
ring lore to good advantage and the
Tanker was never able to put across
the dreamland wallop. The bell, end-
ing the fight, found both boys tired.

In the fight with Edgren, Griffin
once more demonstrated his ability to
come back and win a fight after be-
ing hurt. The cowboy learned, if he
had not already known before, that
when Griffin is hurt, he is even more
dangerous than when he has been
practically untouched.

It was a great battle and topped a
great card.

MURPHY OUTBOXES JOHNSON

(Continued from Page 7)
Herman McWilliams interest in the
his part of the proceedings for the
evening. The blow was administered
by Dan Webster, and was all that he
needed to win the fight.

The card was a thriller from start
to finish, and everyone got their
money's worth of genuine fighting.

THINGS CHINESE

(Continued from page 2)

that of a husband for his wife. Then,

taking this natural love as a basis,

Confucius establishes the doctrine of
filial piety, the Canon of which thus

sums up the duties of a son:
"The service which a filial son rend-

ers his parents is as follows: In his

general conduct to them, he manifests
the utmost reverence; in his nourish-
ing of them, his endeavor is to give
them the utmost pleasure; when they
are ill, he feels the greatest anxiety;
in mourning for the dead, he exhibits
every demonstration of grief; in sac-
rificing to them, he displays the ut-
most solemnity. When a son is com-
plete in these five things, he may be
pronounced able to serve his parents."
But the last analysis of it all is the
desire on the part of every man to pre-
serve his name for future generation,
and, if he is not able to perform great
things, and this be remembered by
posterity, he at least may be remem-
bered by a son, a grandson, a great-
grandson, and so ad infinitum, in the
hope that someone some time, in his
line, may make a lasting name for the
family. For the individual, the ances-
tor-worship preserves his name, and
for the ethical system it develops the
dictrine of filial piety.

Now for the method. When a man
decides to build a house, his first con-
sideration would be the ancestral tem-
ple. This should be built before the
house. The sacrificial dress should be
prepared before his own wardrobe,
and even though he was cold he
should not wear the sacrificial robes
for protection. Then he must have
sacrificial vessels, and these should be
provided before those that he uses for
his own family. These vessels should
not be sold for the relief of the fam-
ily in time of poverty. In other words,
the things necessary for the worship
of their ancestors should take prece-
dence of their daily necessities. Then
they should have offerings-and these
include everything that heaven and
earth produce and should be offered
according to the seasons. Of course,
poor families cannot have a temple,
they may not be able to afford sacri-
ficial robes nor vessels, but they must
have tablets, and a sacred place in
the home for the tablets, and must per-
form this worship according to the
times and the seasons, the same as
those in better circumstances.

Nor is anyone exempt. According
to the Law Code of the Ching Dynasty
(the Manchu dynasty) all the monks
and nuns of the Buddhist and Taoist
temples were required to kneel before

their parents, to worship their ances-
tors, and to follow the system of
mourning prescribed for the people.
If they did not obey this law, they
might be punished with one hundred
blows with the long stick, and be driv-
en from their monastery to their
home. This shows the importance
the Chinese attach to ancestor-worship.
They allowed every one to have free-
dom of belief, but they compelled all
to perform these social and ethical
duties. "Therefore, according to this
view of the Chinese, ancestor-worship
is not a religious rite, but a social and
ethical obligation."

(To Be Continued)

RUBBER STAMPS
COLUMBUS OFFICE SUPPLY CO.

24 HR. SERVICE

PHONE 556

First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus __$ 400,000.00
Resources Over- 2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your
Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

ARMY NAV

Demand
N. S. MEYER, INC.

Military Insignia
and

Uniform
Equipment

Our merchandise is made of
finest quality materials and beet
workmanship. It carries an un.
limited guarantee of satisfaction.

AT YOUR POST EXCHANGE

N. S. MEYER, INC.

NEW YORK

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

A Citizen Wherever We Servo
1330 Broadway

R. M. Harding, Manager

KENNY'S

NORWOOD
COFFEE

is sold at Fort Benning

through the

Post Exchange
TRY A POUND

YOU WILL BE PLEASED

You'll Find It At
All Parties!

Clever hostesses always
pick Foremost because
it saves time and trouble
a n d is acceptable at all
times!

Call the

SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
D-AIRES

INC.
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Punsters have been reviled and per-

secuted by men-and women too-
since punning first came into vogue
back in the Stone Age. It is said that
the first pun dropped from the lips of
an unthinking female at the expense
of her caveman-husband, who prompt-
ly subjected his spouse to a vigorous
shampoo in the course of which every
hair in her head was pulled out by
the roots.

Nevertheless, there is always some-
thing to be said in favor of a good
punster. For example, a dearth of
water glasses at the 29th Mess caused
a jar labeled "Quince Jelly" to be
filled full of water and placed in front
of Lieutenant Marshall Hurt. Lieuten-
ant Hurt spied the improvised
water glass and was inspired. Said
Punster Hurt: "Gentlemen, I am now
about to quince my thirst."

The ambition of every bridge player
is to hold a perfect hand-thirteen
cards of any denomination. The am-
bition of every golf hug is to some
day make a hole-in-one. Neither am-
bition is realized very often.

Colonel Munson of the 24th foot
prepared to tee off from the fourth
hole. He swung, and the ball arched
gracefully nto the ozone. It was a
beautiful drive and the colonel was de-
lighted. It greatly increased his
chances of shooting somewhere near
par on the hole.

The ball began its lazy descent, lit
on the edge of the green, and rolled
for the cup. The joy of Colonel Mun.
son knew no bounds. Suddenly the
ball disappeared from the face of the
earth as there was a sharp but distinct
"click". (Of course, from where
Colonel Munson was standing, he
could not possibly have head the sharp
"click", but it quite obvious that unless
this important detail is mentioned in
this recital, the story would lose some
of its atmosphere of intense drama.
Certainly no one will be brazen en-
ough to deny that there was a sharp
"click".)

Let the name of Colonel Munson be
inscribed in letters of gold on the im-
mortal list of those who have made
holes-in-one. It is fitting thus.

Before the 29th Infantry dance floor
was improved, it was no uncommon
sight, from all reports we have heard,
to see a young lady, in the course of
a jazzy dance number, detach herself
from her partner's arms, and pluck
forth from her foot a splinter which
had become inbedded therein. It is
perfectly obvious that this operation
could not take place in tune to the
strains of music.

This was embarrassing not only to
the young lady but to her escort. It
failed to come under the head of true
romance. Besides, it had the effect of
dampening the enthusiasm of every-
body present at the dance. Joy was
not unconfined. A carefree atmos-
phere did not hover over all. Instead
was present that awful, ghastly, in-
tagible fear of splinters. Let it be
said that the prospect of picking up
a splinter here and there was not
conductive to the greatest of mirth.

Now all has been remedied. Once
nore the dancers can cavort on the
floor with reckless abandon as in
times of yore.

Company Officers
Win Expert Rating
In Bayonet Tests

Lt. Thomas W. Hammond, Jr.,
Leads Class of 122 With

Perfect Score of Sixty

Making a perfect score of sixty, and

running the course in thirty-one sec-

onds flat, nine seconds under the time

allowed, Lieutenant Thomas W. Ham-
mond, Jr., led the one hundred and
twenty-two members of the company

officers class which completed the
qualification tests with the bayonet
which won them the title of expert.

Lieutenant William G. Stephenson
turned in a perfect score with an elaps-
ed time of thirty-one and three-fifth
seconds, and Lieutenants Francis E.
Gillete, Walter M. Johnson, and Her-
bert A. Murphy each scored sixty in
thirty-two seconds flat. Speed char-
acterized the performance of the en-
tire class in running the test course,

there being but eight seconds differ-
ence in the time of the one hundred
and two successful competitors.

The bayonet qualification test is one
of the most difficult physical activities
encountered in the training of the of-
ficers at The Infantry School during
their nine month term. Speed, accur-
acy, strength, and endurance are re-
quired in order to finish successfully
the test which is designed as a climax
to the long period of physical training
with the bayonet. The maximum time
allowed for the running of the one
hundred yard course is forty seconds.
The competitor starts from a prone
position, and attacks with a prescribed
parry thrust or stroke each of the
eight dummies representing oppon-
ents, which he encounters at different
intervals along the route. After de-
livering his attack on the last figure
the competitor runs fifteen yards to a
firing line, where he is required to
fire two shots, at two targets represent-
ing the fleeing figure of an enemy.

"Miss Lalu Bett"

Is Third Play Of
Dramatic S e aso n

The Infantry School Dramatic Club
will present "Miss Lulu Bett", a com-
edy in three acts by Zona Gale, on Fri-
day and Saturday, the tenth and elev-
enth of February. The production
will be the third of the current school
year, following "Pomeroy's Past" and
"Cock Robin".

IN N 4.. . . ..t. .1

Army Air Hero Lt. Colonel Whitlev Leaves In May To
Become Military Attache At Belgrade
Smallamageone 29th Infantry Officer To Fill

,,mall amageuone Important Post As Assistant

In Fi re Friday A t To Ministers Of Three

83 rd F. A. Barracks Balkan Countries

Private Arden Farley, of Selfridge
Field, who was designed the outstand.
ing hero of the U. S. Army Air Corps
for 1932. Farley was recently given
the Cheney Award for his valor in
dragging a comrade from a burning
plane after he had extricated himself.
The award was made by Army air of-
ficers at Washington, D. C.

Team Shows High
Individual Scores

A compilation of shooting records,
completed on Saturday by Lieut.
Lynn E. Brady, team coach, show a
number of exceptionally high in-
dividual scores in the ten-man, small
bore, team match with which the
29th Infantry opened its winter ser-
ies on Friday afternoon, January 20.

The two matches in which the 29th
Infantry riflemen fired are being con-
ducted by the National Rifle Asso-
ciation, in which a nation-wide
group of clubs, both military and
civilian, affiliated with the associa-
tion, are competing.

In the first match, termed the in-
dividual standing and kneeling, N.
R. A. free rifle match, open to all
member-clubs, civilian or military,
the aggregate score of the ten entries
was 6972. Sergeant Lawrence A.
Beck, and Corporal Charles A. Wil-
ls, both of Company A, tied for
high score in the off-hand position,
each with a total of 94 of a possible
100 points.

In the second match, limited to
military organizations which are af-
filiated with the N. R. A., the ten
competitors turned in an aggregate
score of 6642. In this match Ser.
geant Beck made the highest score
in the standing position, 95. Ser-

(Please turn to page 4)
Mrs. Orestes Cleveland is directing

the play, with Mrs. James E. Totten Information On 1933 Tags
:s ,isting. Mrs. Cleveland will be re- Not Available Yet
membered as the director of "Pom-
eroy's Past" and as Maria Scott in Mr. W. E. Austell, who is in charge
"Cock Robin", "the girl with the cam- of the Automobile Department, Post
era eye.9"Exchange, Fort Benning, has announc-

"Miss Lulu Bett" is an unusual type ed in answer to a large number of re-
of play, completely revolutionizing quests, that he will be unable to sup-
the theatre. It portrays a typical ply any information regarding the pro-
American family and at all times jetted three dollar rate on auto tags
steers clear of the pitfall of artificial- until the Georgia Legislature acts on
ity, which is the failing of most of the the question. As soon as the inform-
present day productions. It won the mation is available announcement to
Pulitzer prize in 1921. that effect will be made.

A stubborn but trivial fire, as far
as monetary loss was concerned, occur-
red at Fort Benning, Friday night,
in the store room of Battery A, 83rd
Field Artillery. When firemen of
two companies arrived at 9:32 they
found dense quantities of smoke
belching from the new artillery bar-
racks in which Battery A is quartered.

A crew of firemen who attacked the
flames from the basement was un-
able to remain in the smoke-filled
room and retired to fight the blaze
from another direction. In the smoke
and darkness which filled the base-
ment, it was not noticed that one
member of the group was missing un-
til several minutes later, when Private
Henry E. Shadrick, of Station No. 1,
returning to check up on the hose-line,
stumbled over the unconscious form of

Lieutenant Colonel F. Langley
Whitley, 24th Infantry, has been se-
lected by the war department to be-
come American military attache for
the European countries of Yugo-
slavia, Greece, and Rumania. Col-
onel Whitley will be stationed at
Belgrade, Yugoslavia, and will also
assist the American ministers at
Athens, Greece, and Bucharest, Ru-
mania.

Colonel Whitley, accompanied by
his family, will depart from Fort
Benning early in May, and prior to
proceeding to Europe, he will be on
duty for a short time in the office of
the chief of staff for military in-
telligence, in Washington, D. C.
which has supervision over military
attaches.

Private Jorome Murphy, also of Sta- The new assignment of Colonel Whit-
tion No. 1 Shadwick, himself choked ley is the second which has been given
by smoke, groped his way out and him in a similar capacity. From 1921
gave the alarm. Private Willis J. Pat- to 1924 he was American military at-
rick, and Joe F. Beaver made their tache to Brazil, and while on that duty
way into the basement with difficulty, he explored the Amazon region in
and rescued Murphy, who was rushed Brazil and traveled extensively over
in an ambulance to the Fort hospital, South America. Although French was
where he was resucitated. used as the official language in diplo.

Captain Wilbur S. Elliot, fire mar- matic circles in Rio De Janeiro, Col-
shal, stated that the two soldiers had onel Whitley learned to converse flu.
exhibited great courage in rescuing ently in Portuguese, the people's lan-
Murphy, and that he expected to in- guage, during his travels, his previous
stitute action which would secure for knowledge of Italian aiding him great-
them official recognition of their bray- ly in the acquirement of the new ton.
ery. g1e.

The fire was extinguished after a Colonel Whitley came to Fort Ben.
fight of about half an hour. Damage ning in July, 1932, shortly after his
to the building was very slight, and graduation from a two-year course at
the loss of the clothing and other the Command and General Staff
articles burned was estimated at School, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, and
about $250. was assigned to the 24th Infantry. In

0 October, 1932, he was enrolled as a
student in the refresher course, and

Elabo ra te Effe c ts upon his graduation returned to his
regimental duties.Achieved In Show When the 2nd Division was sent
overseas in 1918 Colonel Whitley com-
manded a battalion of the 9th Infan-

The hearts of old and young alike try, with which he served until the lat-
were delighted at the two performan- ter part of July. He commanded his
ces of Tony Sarg's marionettes in the battalion with distinction during the
afternoon and evening of Friday, Jan- fight at Belleau Woods, and for con-
uary the twentieth. The afternoon spicuous bravery received the silver
performance, adapted especially for star citation. Later he was transferred
children, was a composite playlet en- to the General Staff School at Langres,
titled "The Merry-go-Round", made up and afterward was assigned to General
of experts from "Alice in Wonder- Pershing's headquarters. There he be.
land", and other familiar childhood came one of the key men of the staff
legends. The evening production was and all correspondence, orders, and
"Sinbad the Sailor". written instructions prepared in gen-

Glowing advance accounts of the eral headquarters were submitted to
marionette show were not exaggerated. Colonel Whitley for approval before
The intricate puppets, created and cos- being sent to General Pershing for
tumed by Tony Sarg, were works of signature.
art and the large audience was amazed Colonel Whitley began his military
and delighted with them. career as a cadet in the United States

Twenty-eight principal players, in Military Academy in June, 1904. He
addition to several minor characters, was commissioned a second lieutenant
and a variety of animals, including an of infantry in February, 1908; was
elephant, c a m e 1, donkeys, horses, promoted to first lieutenant in Sep-
sheep, and dogs appeared in the cast. tember, 1914; and to captain in May,
The characters were arrayed in cos- 1917. In January, 1918 he was pro-

tumes appropriate to the time and lo- moted to the temporary rank of major,
cale protrayed by the story, and the and on July 1, 1920, received his per-
stage reflected scenes of oriental splen- manent appointment in that grade,

dor. and on June 1, 1932 was promoted to

Before the curtain rose on the first his present rank of lieutenant colonel.
scene, a miniature puppet was given In addition to a silver star citation
away to the person who held the awarded for bravery, Colonel Whitley
lucky number. Lieut. McNulty proud- holds the Distinguished Service medal
ly stepped up to the stage to receive which he received for other conspic-

(Please turn to pae 5) uously meritorious services.
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SOCIAL ICWLICWS
FLCAC. HOWELL, PHONE) 389

Medical Corps Holds
Organization Din-

ner Last Sunday

One of the most delightful affairs
of this week was the organization
dinner which the Medical Corps held
Sunday evening at the Officers' Club.
The dinner was held in the lounge
of the Club. The hostesses were Mes-
dames Homer L. Conner, Roy L. Bo.
dine, Albert G. Kinberger, and Stan-
ley W. Matthews. After dinner the
guests were escorted to the Post
movie.

The guest list included the officers
and wives and the nurses of the Medi-
cal Corp on duty at the Station Hos-
pital.

SPECIAL UNITS BRIDGE C L U B

MET ON TUESDAY

The monthly meeting of the Spe-

cial Units bridge club was held on

Tuesday evening at the Polo Hunt

Club. Six tables of bridge assembled
at eight p. m. and played until eleven
when coffee and sandwiches were

served. Preceding the bridge party,
several informal dinners were held.
Among those entertaining at dinner
were: Capt. and Mrs. Clough F. Gee
and Capt. and Mrs. Lloyd Barnett.

WOMAN'S CLUB HOLD MONTH.
LY BRIDGE PARTY
The monthly meeting of the Bridge

Section of the Woman's Club was held

on Monday afternoon at the Polo

Hunt Club. Twelve tables of progres.

sive contract bridge were played from
two to five. The prize for the highest
score going to Mrs. Charles R. Sar.
gent, and the second prize to Mrs.
Raymond W. Pearson.

CAPT. AND MRS. GEE ENTERTAIN
BEFORE SPECIAL UNITS BRIDGE

PARTY
Capt. and Mrs. Clough F. Gee were

the hosts Tuesday evening to a few
of their friends preceding the Special
Units bridge party that was held at
the Polo Hunt Club. Their guests
were: Col. and Mrs. Fred L. Munson,
Col. and Mrs. Charles W. Weeks and
others.

MISS BEYRER AND MISS RYAN
HONOR GUESTS AT TEA
Miss Edna Beyrer and Miss Lillian

Ryan shared honors Saturday after-
noon at a tea given by the nurses of
the Fourth District at "Esquiline,"
the charming ancestral home of the
Levy's. Tea was served from three to
five. In the dining room the color
scheme was yellow and green. A love.
ly bowl of yellow daffodils flanked by
yellow taners was used. Yellow and

MISS ELIZABETH WOOD HONOR- green mints completed the appoint.
ED AT PICNIC ments. Receiving the guests were:

Miss Elizabeth Wood, the attractive Mrs. Levy, Mrs. Lionel Levy, Miss
house guest of Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Beyrer and Miss Ryan. The guest list
James B. Woolnough, was the honor included the nurses of the Fourth Dis-
guest Tuesday evening at a picnic trict and the nurses of Fort Benning.
supper given by Miss Harriotte At- Miss Beyrer will leave shortly for her
kins and Miss Nancy Stillwell at the new station at Tripler General Hos-
woodland camp belonging to the At- pital in Hawaii.
kins'. The young group motored out * * *

to the camp at six where a picnic sup- LIEUT. AND MRS. FERENBAUGH
per was served. The guest list includ- ENTERTAIN AT IN F OR MA L
ed a few friends of the honoree.

CHILI PARTY
Lieut. and Mrs. Claude G. Feren-

baugh were the hosts Saturday even-
O TI F ing at their quarters at an informal

chili party to a few of their friends.

Our Three Grade Prices After dinner bridge was enjoyed.

LIEUT. AND MRS. SMYTH AND-
O S ER LIEUT. AND MRS. BLACK EN-

Have Prov.en Satisfactory TERTAIN WITH NOVEL TREAS.

To The Public URE HUNT
Lieut. and Mrs. Thaddeus E. Smyth

We wish to thank you for your and Lieut. and Mrs. Claude A. Black
patronage. were the joint hosts Friday evening

1soeoatda novel treasure hunt. The treasure1st A good C seekers assembled at Lieut. and Mrs.

half sole-------, Black's residence in Columbus where

2nd A Better 7 they started by motor for the treasure

half sole - -hunt...
At the beginning of the hunt, each

3rd LAMAC $ 1 0 0 guest was presented with a clue in

SOLE .... the.form of an amusing pun which

led to another until the treasure was
Every Job Guaranteed located. After the treasure had been

We have the only 5-unit machine discovered by Lieut. and Mrs. Felix
in the city. A. Todd, and Lieut. and Mrs. James

E. Purcell, the guests assembled at
EXPERT DYEING the Smyth's residence where a mid-

25 Colors to select from. night supper was served. The hosts
had as their guests about twenty of

BOSTON SHOE Columbus. from Fort Benning and

FACTORY MRS. CLEVELAND ENTERTAINS

Phone 565 1234 Broadway BRIDGE CLUB

We Call For And Deliver Mrs. Orestes Cleveland entertain-
ed for her contract bridge club Fri-
day with a delightful luncheon at the

Fort Benning Personnel .... Compare Our

Prices Before Buying Furniture.
End Tables 69c Card Tables 75c

6x9 Linoleum Rugs $3.95
Spot Chairs $4.75 Rockers $5.00

Windsor Chairs $6.50, $7.50, $10.00

CASH or TERMS

Phone 4618 1249 Broadway

B. L. Pennell Furniture Company
"WE SAVE YOU DOLLARS"

Garden Section Of
Womans Club Will
Hold Meeting Jan.3 0

The Garden Section of the Infantry
School Woman's Club will hold a
special meeting at 2:00 p. m., Monday
January 30th, at the quarters of Mrs.
Frank A. Heileman, chairman of the
Garden Section.

Of
gu
th(
we

flcers' Club. After luncheon the
ests proceeded to the card room of

Club where two tables of contract
re enjoyed.

I

I Girl Scout Notes

A limited supply of handwoven Baquio linens on
sale beginning Feb. 1st. Bedspreads, lunch sets,
curtain goods, and all types of linen made entirely
by hand. 50c to $3.50.

A small shipment of hand embroidered voile dresses
from Manila with long sleeves. Spring colors-
Navy, Tan and Black-$6.95 to $9.95.

The Philippine Handwork Shop
Opposite Wynnton School

PERMANENTS
French oil waves, 00complete, for five
days only.

MRS. E. W. LEWIS HOSTESS TO

HER SON ON BIRTHDAY

Mrs. Eugene W. Lewis was the host.
ess Wednesday to her son, Eugene
Walter Lewis, Jr, with a delightful
party on the occasion of the celebra.
tion of his sixth birthday. The young
guests arrived at three o'clock. Games
and contests were enjoyed until five
when a beautiful white tiered birthday
cake accompanied by ice cream and
candy was served. Eugene's guest list
included: Mary Gabriel, Jane Decker,
Judith Dunkleberg, Jane Warden, Dor.
othy Kamm, Margery Wheeler, Gayle
Wilson, Jean Dunkleberg, Franklin
Gaillard, Jim Kammn, Lewis Baird,
Phillip Blackmore and Edward Black.
more.

PERSONALS
Maj. and Mrs. Henry C. Gilchrist

have as their guests Mr. and Mrs. W.
L. Rosenthal of Chicago, Ill. Many
parties have been planned for the
guests.

Friends of Miss Edna Beyrer will
regret to learn that she left on Tues.
day for Tripler General Hospital in
Hawaii where she has been ordered
for station. Miss Beyrer has spent
four years at Fort Benning as head
nurse at the Station Hospital.

Miss Lillian J. Ryan arrived at Fort
Benning last week to relieve Miss Ed-
na Beyrer as head nurse at the Sta-
tion Hospital. Miss Ryan arrived here
from West Point where she was head
nurse. Miss Ryan has with her, her
Ieite, Miss Ann Ryan.

Lieut. Col. and Mrs. James B. Wool.
nough have as their house guest, Miss
Elizabeth Wood of St. Paul, Minn., for
a few weeks.

Plain
Shampoo ....

Finger Wave
Dried_-

Henna
Pack ----- 75C
Hot Oil

Shampoo___7o5
c

New Beauty Shoppe
MRS. R. G. DIETZ, Prop.

Phone 9286 1106 1-2 Broadway (Over Mangel's)

Your Opportunity....

For One Week Only
Coming direct to us from the famous 5th Avenue Salon on January 30th to February

4th inclusive, we will have in our toilet goods department, Miss Hueston, representing Kath-
leen Mary Quinlan, a stylist in beauty and a genius in diagnosis of skin problems. It is a
genuine pleasure that the opportunity is ours to offer the ladies of Columbus and Fort
Benning the valuable instruction and advice of Miss Hueston, back of which are tireless years
of experience and glorious years of success.

By calling for an appointment, you may enjoy a complimentary Freshen.up treatment,
and with a purchase of $2.00 or more, of any preparation, you will also receive a $3.00 gift
jar of Miss Quinlan's wonderful Strawberry Cream Mask.

Call 362 and Mrs. Warren will gladly arrange an appointment at any time between
8:00 and 6:00 p. m. A private booth has been provided for your comfort.

SUZANNE WARREN DEPARTMENT
(With Alsobrook's)

TRY THIS!
Uncap NEHI MALTED CHOCOLATE. Pour into

cocktail shaker or electric mixer. Add crushed ice. Shake

well. Serve contents of one bottle in large glasses to
two people.

NEHI MALTED CHOCOLA TE On Sale
AT ALL CANTEENS-BUY IT BY THE CASE

elk
.

- r A

I

v

FREE
$3.75 Parker Pencil to match

any $5.00 Parker Pen bought

at our store until Feb. 15.

ULOVA

The BULOVA
"AMBASSADOR"

Convenient Payments

Arranged

Gem Jewelry Co.
1200 Broadway Phone 339

U r

-1

! L

Cardinal Troop
On Saturday, the 21st, those of our

troop that were not busy with the
Cyclist badge went on a hike to a
spot near the golf course. We divided
into two groups, the first laying the
trail, and the other following after
ten minutes' wait. Since I was in the
second group. I know how long
those ten minutes were. They finally
passed ,and we set out, following ar-
rows, piles of stones, tied grasses and
a broom, which someone had kindly
placed in the right direction!

We finally arrived at a well-chosen
spot in the shade, for which we were
vcry thankful after that long tramp
in the sun! The cooked angels-on-
horseback and marshmallows which
we also ate, believe me!

On Saturday two more girls went
through what every Scout seems to

(Please turn to page 5)

This coupon good for $1 on our
regular $3 French Oil Wave

Ll
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ODE TO A MARKED PROBLEM
By Major Charles R. Johnson, Jr.,

Cavalry, U. S. A.
Another day, another dollar,
Another "U", another holler.

* * *

At 1:25 p. i., 16 January, the First
Section, Field Marshal Pete von Bon-
ham commanding, launched its long
expected offensive, the first objective
being Green Hill. Aware since Sep-
tember 1932 that the attack was com-
ing, the defending forces, commanded
by 105 officers of the Advanced Class,
had accomplished considerable in the
line of consolidation of positions.
However, the nerves of the troops
were shaky, their morale tottery. The
First Section swept over Green Hill
within forty minutes after the zero
hour, driving gasping and bewildered
defenders into the woods south of
Reynolds Hill. Here a second vicious
attack was launched. The defense
crumbled completely and the defend-
ing force withdrew in complete disor-
ganization by motor toward Kriz Hall
(15.23-20.65, Fire Control Map, Fort
Benning) foaming at its collective
month. Manly tears, bounced from
manly chests, so moistened the First
Division road between Reynolds Hill
and Kriz Hall as to render that artery
of travel impassible for several days.

Captain "Sotto Voce" Anderson, rid-
ing to the scene of the battle in the

1eo
first bus, whispered to his motorized
companions that he was certain the
problem would deal with a field army
delousing unit in a river crossing at
sunset. Overhearing Anderson's whis-
pered conversation, Captain "Muggsy"
Miller, ensconced in the eighth bus,
bespoke himself as follows: "I have
diligently G-2'd the situation. Major
Bonham is in the academic Ford; that
means machine guns. There are no
horses; that means a small unit. Last
week one afternoon I saw Pete Bon-
ham move by motor over toward
Green Hill with an anticipatory but
evil glint in his eye; that means
Green Hill. The whole class thinks
its going to be a defense problem;
that means attack. So it's a machine
gun outfit in attack at Green Hill.
That guy Anderson is full of pecans".
In such manner did "Muggsy" get
himself a max. on the prologue of the
afternoon's entertainment, his first and
last approach to a max. that mournful
evening.

Groggy from the blows administered

by the First Section, the bowlers of
the Advanced Class dragged their
weary torsos into the bowling alleys at
4:15 p. in., where they proceeded to
take a nifty shellacking at the hands
of the Infantry School Headquarters
in three consecutive contests. Work-

THE POST EXCHANGE

The Post Exchange is

an institution founded to

supply t h e personnel of

this post with a service

which will provide neces-

sities not easily obtain-

able in any other way.

THE POST EXCHANGE
FT. BENNING, GA.

The Post Exchange is not authorized to sell to
any person not in the military service.

PHONE

FOR

The best in Drugs, Soda, Cigars and Toiletries

We are Open All Hours On Sunday

We ask our Fort Benning Friends To Visit Us.

a

MORGAN DRUG CO.. INC*
14 - 13th Street Opposite Waverly Hotel

': . Advanced Classics --.

When, during his conference on
"There Are No Rules, Gentlemen",
Major Evans asked his fourteenth
"What Would You Do?" one a. m.
last week, Captain "You-Can't-Play-On-
My-Team" Gayle was heard to mutter:
"Having tried everything else without
getting anywhere, this time I'd punt".

Another of the week's mutters was
that emitted by Captain "I-Gotta-An-
other-Half-Minute" Bassett who expos-
tulated: "You can't beat the School!
One bird gets up on that platform and
sez he doesn't give a whoop whether
you know how many men or con-
panies there are in a regiment; the
next bozo mounts the rostrum expects
you to memorize not only how much
amnmunition is carried by every mem-
ber of the squad, but how many com-
nas and semi-colons!"

The powers-that-be pulled a brilliant
move when they so altered last week's
schedule as to offer for the class ap-
proval Captain "The Great" Hones
the morning-after two marked guess-
ing contests. With Bill's "Good morn-
ing, gentlemen" the morale of fifty
percent of the students was immediate-
ly restored to forty percent of normal.
Although no study references had
been given for the conference, ques.
tions were answered with amazing
promptness and correctness. The only
deviation from the book was made by
Captain "Daddy" Fox who used
"those" for "these".

We know not how Ross, David, M.
N., Captain, Infantry, stands in the
point scramble, but his G-two-ing of
the bus situation is amazing. Not once
has he failed to make a max. on ob-
taining the front seat of the first motor
vehicle headed home.

As, none too alertly, Colonel (em-
ergency) "Georgie" Clark arose to
answer Major Heileman's interroga-
tion as to what the Blues would like
to know about the Red's balloons,
seat-mate Grover Brandt, beholding
bewilderment of his pal, prompted the
latter with: "Hist, George, hist; whe-
ther they are aggressive or cautious
balloons".

There will be no pleasure riding
during the next few weeks by menm-
bers of the Advanced Class on account
of the hosses are being used by the
Company Officers for military pur-
poses.

Speaking of horses--and, on that
subject, we have a way of speaking-
it is really too bad that Major Heile-
man did not get down to discussions
of that paragraph of T. R. 195-40
(twelfth line from the bottom on page
53 to you, "Colonel" Clark) which
states: "Even horses may be camou-
flaged by painting on them irregular

.NOW

Mrs. Fuller's Class
To Give Recital

The pupils of Mrs. J. S. Fuller, of
Fort Benning, will present a radio
program over radio station WRBL on
Saturday afternoon, January 28, at
3:30 o'clock. This music class has
given other programs over the same
station and has shown a great deal of
ability.

8-GALLO

Garbage (

$1.00 ea

IN 12-INCH
WOODEN

ii-ans MUNISING

eh Chopping Boi
75c

w's

SPLIT VENEER

CLOTHES HAMPERS
$1.19

WM. BEACH HARDWARE CO.
1020 BROADWAY

Chancellor
Company

Reminds you

that their
Stock Liquidation

SALE
will continue

through next week

to take care of their

many friends of

FORT BENNING

Large Lot of

Suits

and

Overcoats

1-2 Off

$10.75 to $17.50

Everything To Wear

For Men and Boys

Now

1-3 to 1-2

Off
A Pleasure To Show You

CHANCELLOR CO.
Men's and Boys' Wear

ROLLER SKATES
*CHICAGO ROLLER-BEARING

ADJUSTABLE SKATES
PAIR 1.65

JOHNSON'S GLO-COAT
* . . a marvelous new floor finish that needs no rubbing
or finishing. Easy to apply, dries quickly, gives a bril.
liant luster, and can be used on nearly any floor-covering.

L,

- _G7- - --- - -

stripes with whitewash tinted with po-
tassium permanganate". Captain "Ph.
D". Colby had brewed up a subtle
question whi'h ran to the effect:
"Question. Is the purpose of this mani-
pulation of horse skin simply to ruin
the breeches of the riders? Or, may
I ask, is it to deceive the enemy into
believing that we are being scattered
over the terrain by zebras, thus creat-
ing the deception that a campaign
actually being waged in Greenland
really is being fought in Zululand?"

Submerged Old Sleuth.

I
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ing on the basis that two whiffs re-
sults in extraction from the line-up,
team captain, Major "Sometimes Miss-
es a Spare" Andrews, replaced his
players with reckles abandon, with the
result that all the pin crashers pre-
sent saw action, if only enough to
make their two whiffs. Among the
rollers were little "Herbie" Harris,
"Crooney" Croonquist, "Big" Fry,
Jackson, Caygill, and Huntington. Ma-
jor Andrews also extracted Major An-
drews from the line up. The only re-
spectable tally of the afternoon was a
206 rolled by "Hi" Fry, the respecta-
ble score having been preceded by one
of another hue.

p
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I LIEUTENANT PEEP'S DIARY
Wednesday, January 18 flush any quail but on the communi-

Off to the bayonet races this morn- cations problem of Thursday last he
ing. I won the second heat after hay- did flush two large coveys, he being
ing been boxed on every turn and at the time armed with Signal Corps
decisively defeated in the first heat knife and pliers.
by the judges. The situation did Monday, January 23
mind me of a man who, having wag-
ered on a horse race, stationed him-
self at the last turn. As his horse
rounded the turn, long after all the
others, the man pointed down the
straightaway and yelled "They went
that way!"

An afternoon of communications in
the field at which I had hoped to be
the phantom operator, on the buzzer-
phone which had been symptomed on-
to a phantom telephone line. That I
was not so selected can surely not be
due to the committee's desire for a
cadaverous appearing specimen for
my ribs do now saw rents in my
shirt. Mayhap they are saving me
(along with Gus Regnier) for an em-
ergency heliographer, signals to be
transmitted by removing the hat and
inclining the head toward the sun.
Thursday, January 19

A most enjoyable day on the Sec-
ond Section's annual picnic. Myself,
with Yanga and Stika were a battalion
wire party and we did agree that the
joke was on someone but could not
decide just who. Our wire chief, Luck-
ett, sending us out on our first mis-
sion did exhort us "Now you mon-
keys stay out of the trees for the next
half hour."

It is bruited about the class that
Luckett did not qualify on the bayo-
net course yesterday, the judges hav-
ing failed to bring out a 1934 calen-
dar,
Friday, January 20

A four hour session this morning
under Captain Lucas. He has me do-
ing it now. So long have I been un-
der his influence that I am hawf half
the time and half the other hawf.

The class much exercised over the
writ on grenades this day, the general
opinion being that whoever would
write such questions could put on a
silk topper and walk upright under a
duck. I cannot concur in this opin-
ion, inclining more toward an ant.
For myself I cannot yet be sure that
the examination was on the subject
of grenades since the questions in-
volved situations where the exclusive
use was required of every known
weapon excepting only the sixteen.
inch railway gun and the slingshot.
The Infantry Board is doubtless scout.
ing for ideas but I do think that in-
formation on general subjects should
not be asked for during writs on spe-
cific ones. I can but hope that my
answer to the bayonet question (which
by a stub of the toe turned out cor-
rect) in this examination will gain
me a Slight modicum of credit in the
bayonet writ which followed and
which I did most woefully mangle.

And so to see the Marionette Show
which is more in keeping with my
mental state and capabilities.

Saturday, January 21
Lay late abed pondering this and

that and in special the statement by
a member of the rifle committee to
the class that in case of war we
should be the backbone of the army.
And my thought tinged with some re-
gret that he had not answered Mc-
Comas' question as to which end of
the backbone he meant.

I did recall, too, Bus Howard's la-
ment that in hunting the reservation
over with a shot-gun he has yet to

Only two examinations today! It is
necessary for me at times to consult
the schedule for assurance that exam-
inations are not more numreous than
recitations. Finished at last with the
Communications Group and the Rifle
Committee for which I do thank God.
And if there be any health in either
of them they might now be grinding
their bicuspids over their persistent
and unsuccessful efforts to break the
morale of the class.

Lt. Murphy did shed a tear for that
this was his last day with any Com-
pany Officers' Class but, Lord, it is
neither sensible nor credible that it
should give rise to tears.

Nine mimeo pages of dope out on
our fifteen minute speeches. The list
of available subjects does savor of the
fine Italian hand of one Lanham who
no doubt chose for inclusion such
titles as "Should the junior infantry
officer be sufficiently proficient in the
Morse code to teach it to enlisted
personnel?" and "Why wave a red
flag at a bull?"

I did find every conceivable topic
listed except "The relative superiori-
ty of the tub over the shower bath"
which I should enjoy to hear discuss-
ed. It might even (and quite appro.
priately) be set to music.

Boxes of El Ropos and Las Cabba-
jas in the orderly room today in an-
nouncement of a.new number 1 (Gun-
ner) in the W. G. Johnson household,
and another link in the Jones chain.
Well, anyhow the Johnsons are keep-
ing up with the Joneses.
Tuesday, January 24

At indirect laying again and I do
devoutly hope that I am never called"
upon to calculate and fire the same
problem during a single war. Scant as
it is, however, I believe my under-
standing of the subject to be superior
to Gaither's who, when called upon
for an even number of mils, promptly
suggested 13.

To equitation for the first time and
at the conclusion of the hour Zwicker
announced that he was no longer a
second lieutenant but a chafe-tale.
Wednesday, January 25

The day begun in good fashion by
monographers from the senior class,
Captains Caygill and Ward; but end-
ed in dejection after an invitation of
three hours' standing to inspect the
Infantry School Stables. Mayhap the
Horse Group is collaborating with the
Fourth Section in an endeavor to get
us to think on our feet.

Further dejection administered by
the return of direct laying and bayo-
net examination papers wherein (thru
the medium of red marks) I was ap-
prised of two major errors. In a bayo-

net exhibit I did most erroneously
say that the man was not crouched
when the correct answer was that his
knees were not bent. I did, however,
err more grievously in machine gun
direct laying by giving fire distribu.
tion as "Scissors and search." The
correction read "Fire distribution in-
correct; should be "Scissors and
search."

And so to Matteawan via the Infan.
try School.

-Lieut. Peep.,

Offhand...
Observations

By McGooFus

VOLUME II

Find the specimen and wait until he
begins his song, then flash a five (this
is the only difficult part) and offer to
bet him the works that he makes an
"SI".

Note: For the best method of ex-
terminating pseudo-columnist, consult
Gunbotham.

RIFLE TEAM SHOWS HIGH
INDIVIDUAL SCORING
(Continued From Page 1)

geant Edgar C. Davis, Company E,
made the highest score in the sitting
position, 99; and Corporals James A.
Bales and Vesta G. Hanners, both of
Company A, each turned in a per-
fect score of 100 in the prone posi-
tion.

The standing of the 29th Infantry
in the match just fired will not be
known until about May, when all re-
turns of the other competing teams
will have been received at N. R. A.
headquarters in Washington, D. C.
for tabulation.

Commencing February 2, the 29th
Infantry regimental small bore team
will fire its first match in the na-
tional regimental competitions,
about three of which will be fired
weekly. At the same time the team
of Company A will engage in a com-
pany team match conducted by the
N. R. A. in which company teams
of regular and national guard regi-
ments will participate.

Volley ball and horseshoes: The
Tank C 1 a s s has taken up the volley
ball and horseshoe habit. After their

second day's play, the excellent volley
ball which had been provided became
known as "the grease ball". Not hard
to understand. why. The company of-
ficers call the tank team "the piston
beads." Many implications could be
read into that. The advance officers
have best solved the problem of how
to enjoy a smoke and get in ten min-
utes exercise during one break. They
smoke while they play and judging
from the way they have been trounc-
ing the teams of the more juvenile
classes, evidently they play better
while they smoke. Age, weight and
tricky joints don't mean a thing, it's
all a matter of head work-so they
will tell you.

Throughout the country, there seems
to be a reactionary trend towards
things that are old. The ladies are
wearing leg-of-mutton sleeves and the
bicycle and horse are coming back.
Does this mean that ere long officers
will again be wearing full beards?

Which brings to mind a faintly
amusing story. The commanding of-
ficer of a little post in the fourth corps
got his face badly chapped on a hunt-
ing expedition so that he was forced to
discontinue shaving for a time. At a
review shortly thereafter, an old cor-
poral who had been following the col-
onel about in the service for years,
turned up proudly wearing a set of
chin whiskers and full mustache.

Business in the Goofy Statistics de-
partment being rather slack, McGoofus
set about to make a scientific study of
the pests of the common and ever
present variety. The object of this
undertaking was to discover efficient
means of extermination.

The pest for discussion at this ses-
sion is known as "the U Moaner".
They abound in the locker rooms of
every class. The time to spot them is
immediately before and after each
writ for at that time, they are at the
height of their virulence. They are
easily distinguished as they possess
marked characteristics. They are the
b,,ys who are always keenly alert in
class, always answer their questions
(orrectly and keep and study complete
,lotes. They seldom exhibit returned
marked papers but the most diligent
search will never' reveal one of them
with a paper marked other than "5".
There is no danger of confusing them
with the true "'U" markers for the
later do not broadcast.

Fortunately, there is an easy and
sure means of extermination available.

which attach to commanding a com- altogether happy either on the course
pany in the much publicized Demon- or on the dance floor.
stration Regiment have slowed him What really irritated, however, was
down. He has become so absorbed to find on the bill a charge for
of late in the serious things of life "pressing tuxedo."
that he is prone to forget holiday es-
sentials, even when he takes a day off. DOMESTIC PLAYLET

For instance, on his short year-end Scene: Lieutenant Zero Wilson's
vacation at Radium Springs, he neg- front yard.
lected to take along his golf shoes and Time: After the Gymkhana.
dinner jacket. As the two objects of The rise of the curtain discloses a
the trip were golf and dancing, the bespectacled young man sitting gent-
Lieutenant was moderately inconven- ly pushing baby Wilson back and
ienced by the failure to include these forth in a canvas swing. Baby is quiet
mportant tems of equipment. That he and contented, but the young man
had taken everything else needed, in- appears nervous and embarrassed. The
cluding shirt studs and golf garters, yard is deserted save for these two.
helped some, but the party was not Enter Captain "Monte" Blue, popu.
a success from a sartorial standpoint. lar Benning bachelor, swinging rid-
One can play golf in dancing shoes ing crop.
but it doesn't improve one's game. The young man brightens visibly
Also it is embarrassing to be com- (Please turn to page 5)
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CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

FIELD AND STREAM IDYLL
Home is the sailor, home from the sea
And the hunter home from the hill.

-Stevenson.
A hunting and fishing expedition with which Explorer Chance has any-

thing to do is pretty sure to furnish plenty of Flare copy. His most recent
adventure of this nature was no exception. Knowing that it was going
!o be good, we covered it in person.

The wilds of south Georgia was the week-end objective of some eight
well known Benning and Columbus sportsmen. First among them, of
course, was the Explorer himself. Second in command, if there may be
said to have been one, was Commodore Evans, attended by two colored
valets de chambre. Why the Commodore traveled with a retinue is not
clear. As far as we observed, the dusky retainers served no useful purpose
and between keeping track of them and his two pet pointers, the dis-
tinguished navigator hardly had time to do any shooting.

Other members of the party were ex-columnist Munson and Gadgeteer
Craig of Fort Benning, and Mr. Tracy Davis, big insurance broker and
friend of widows and orphans, Mr. Calvin DesPortes and Mr. William
-all prominent citizens of Columbus.

The hunters spent Friday night-or rather that fraction of it before
3:45 A.M.-in a small town tavern with somewhat primitive accommoda-
tions. The Explorer and the Commodore occupied the same room. This
arrangement, while quite satisfactory to the Commodore who got to sleep
first, resulted in a restless night for the Explorer who was kept awake by
his roommate's stentorian snoring.

The early morning journey to the hunting grounds was without mis-
hap except for an inopportune flat tire on the car which carried the Ex-
plorer and the Commodore. Dawn found the eight Nimrods doing their
stuff in the way of plain and fancy shooting-all except the Commodore,
whose customary unerring aim was considerable below par. He saw plenty
of birds-probably twice as many as anyone else-but he kept shooting
between them.

After a morning's sport, the three civilians decided to make a dash
for the Gulf Coast for a little fishing. The Explorer, proclaiming loudly
that be would rather fish than anything, elected to go along. He had not
been especially attentive when the plans of the fishermen were announced
and was under the impression that their destination was a lake about ten
miles away.

Once aboard the Mr. Desportes station wagon, the weary Explorer suc-
cumbed to the demands of outraged Nature and went to sleep. When he
woke up, he was in Tallahassee and still traveling. His vehement protests
that he had been shanghaied were received with ribald laughter and the
car rolled on. And how it rolled! When Mr. DesPortes is headed for
somewhere in his station wagon, Sir Malcolm Campbell has nothing on
him. Seventy miles an hour is his average cruising speed and that was
at least 25 MPH faster than our hero wanted to go on that particular
morning.

All things have an end, however, and the fishing foursome finally
reached Carribelle-on-the-Gulf. The motor which they had brought along
to speed their boat to the fishing ground was quickly attached and all
was ready to start-that is, all except the motor. The combined efforts
of the four mechanical geniuses composing the party were unable to get
so much as a single put-put out of the recalcitrant engine. They finally
gave up and tried some nearby fishing but without result. Thoroughly
disgusted, they made a few purchases at a local fish market and set forth
on the homeward trek.

While all of this was going on, the birds which Explorer Chance
was to bring home for a dinner party were reposing in the warm, closed,
rumble seat of Commodore Evans' car. By the time the Explorer made
contact with them, they were too high for either guest or family con-
sumption.

Let it not be thought, however, that the intrepid Explorer's two day
hunting and fishing expedition was a total loss. Though the birds he
shot spoiled and the fish he intended to catch are still swimming in the
Gulf, he did not return empty handed. His reputation as a go-getter still
stands for he brought home a pail of fresh shrimp.

VALET NEEDED pelled to wear golf clothes to a for-
In his youth, Lieutenant Gene Rid- mal evening function. We understand

ings was something of a playboy but that Lieutenant Ridings solved his
family cares and the responsibilities problem by doing both but he wasn't

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-Johin Wolcot.

I
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THE FLARE ELABORATE EFFECTS ACHIEVED
Continued from page 4) IN SHOW AT POST

"Hey, Monte!" he exclaims, "Come (Continued From Page 1)
here. I've got a problem in hydraulics.
This swing leaks." the (oll.

NOTE: The identity of the young The prologue depicted Sinbad hold-
man has been established. He is Mr. ing converse with the genii which he
James Cowen, the son of Lieutenant had lberated from a bottle. Ten elab-
Colonel Guy Cowen. We suspect that
the consulting hydraulic engineer was orate scenes in the two acts lent air of
of small help. Mr. Cowen should realism to the movements of the pup-
have called in some experienced pet characters, and vividly illustrated
young marred officer-Lieut. Rutte
perhaps. some of the picturesque episodes of

-E. F. H
0

GIRL SCOUT NOTES
(Continued from page 2)

have to do: to go on a hike without
water! We all do it at one time or
another, but only once! Then we're
cured.

We all thoroughly enjoyed our-
selves (including the dry-throated
ones) and hope to have many more
hikes.
Tuesday, January 24

We were very much pleased to find
Mrs. Wadsworth, our Lieutenant, back
with us again, today.

More good news! We have a new
Scout, Jane Grace, who will be in
the Dawn Patrol. That makes our
number an even twenty-four.

Pine Tree Troop
Wednesday, January 18

Today Mrs. Matchett came to our
meeting to see how we were getting
along. Some of us practiced signal-
ling, some, Tenderfoot work; and
some., Second Class nature. From the
signallers' group, "hello" was sent by
Mrs. Matchett.

Then, in the cabin, we played the
signalling game of Post Office. We
formed a circle, and had letters of the
alphabet for names, two girls for each
leter. When a letter was signalled, the
two possessing it would try to change
places without being caught by the
blindfolded "it" in the center. It was
great fun!

In our goodnight circle we sang,
"Poor Old Slave," "The Golden
Sun," and Taps.

- Barbara Monroe.

WE MAKE

RUBBER STAMPS

- One Day Delivery -

COLUMBUS OFFICE
SUPPLY CO.

Sc r v ed

JUST RIGHT!

... for everybody in the
family! No wonder
Foremost Ice Cream is
so popular, it suits the
taste of both young and
old!

Call the

SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.

1.

effects. The scene depicting the ship-
wreck was particularly impressing.
T'he singing and dancing of the pup-
pets was also very pleasing to the
udience, who thoroughly enjoyed the
whole entertainment.

I

pany "E," discharged last week by
T a n k N o t e s E.T.S. has taken on another three

years. George said that he intended to
On Friday the 20th three tanks from quit the Service; but after a thirty

Company "D" 66th Infantry rolled days' furlough just before discharged
down the hill to the Chattahoochee he changed his mind, and now he
River, and then crossed it. says only the foolish will quit the

Company "E," 1st Engineers, Lt. C. chow line in these tiring times.
F. Harding, Commanding, from Fort On Tuesday afternoon Captain "Joe"
Du Pont, Del., had constructed a por- Stuart, Company Commander of "D"
toon bridge across the river and "U" took his boys out to Harp's Pond and
Company was able to make the cross- entertained them with an old fash-
ing and invade Alabama without any ioned barbecue which was enjoyed by
difficulty. all present. After all the eats had dis-

The command wishes to thank this appeared and the cigars gone, Des
well trained and highly efficient En. Des Hunt produced two of the finest
gineer Company for the two interest, coon dogs in the state of Georgia and
ing demonstrations they have given with those that hadn't eaten too much
us. It is of great value to know what hit the woods for an old time coon
can be done should the occasion arise hunt. At this time it is not known
for doing it. how many coons were captured but if

Word comes to us that Lt. "Rusty" the dogs were made of the stuff re-
Nelson continues to steady improve in ported by Des Des, plenty of coons
health. We hope to have him back were in the bag by morning.
with us in a short time. The big Badger the Captain had im-

The entire command was sorry to ported from Canada turned out to
see War Department orders sending be one of the boldest ever to hit Ben-
him to New York for duty in connec, ning. "Joker" the famous badger dog
tion with War Mothers Pilgrimage to that belongs to Corporal Wright took
France. All of us hope at the com- one look at this big husky terror from
pletion of these duties he will be the Canada wilds and now his name
returned to us. can be found under the "Lost Col-1

Corporal George M. Warren, Com- umn" of your daily newspaper.

Stadium Will Be
Scene Of Rodeo

The Texas Rangers Rodeo will give
its first winter show at the Doughboy
Stadium, Fort Benning, on February
9th, 10t hand 11th. The flavor of a
real western show will be brought to
Benning by the Rangers group and
their spectacular stunts will be of
thrilling interest to all who attend.

H. M. Hirsch is the manager of the
show and its produced is Milt Hinkle.
The former was at at one time in
charge of the rodeos annually conduct-
ed in Madison Square Garden, in New
York.

Mess Sergeant Donner and his cook
force are to be congratulated for the
excellent chow served.

Sergeant Dan B. Sullivan tells us
that his life of football has ended.
When interviewed by our reporter on
what his next field of work would be
he tells him that he is now in the
newspaper business and at present is
the star-reporter from Headquarters
Company for the Tank Weekly News.

I

the story.
The first act contained four scenes.

Sinbad, endowed with merchandise by
the genii, is making ready to sail for
distant lands for the purpose of trad-
ing and thereby increasing his reven-
ue. A storm comes up and the ship
is driven against a tropical island and
wrecked. The following scene shows
Sidbad cast up on the beach with two
their own enrichment. A monster ap.
pears and consumes one of them and
frightens the other away. Ogi, the"old man of the sea" makes his ap-
pearance, and becomes Sinbad's faith-
ful servant after the latter has spared
his life. Ogi furnishes a lot of the
comedy and his humorous repartee
was delightful.

Sinbad opens up a shop at the gate
to a great city. One day the princess
passes on her elephant and Sinbad
falls in love with her. The princess
contrives to meet Sinbad in his shop
and Sinbad gains access to the castle
in a chest of rugs which the princess
has bought. They are discovered and
Sinbad is condemned to die; but the
timely appearance of Ogi saves the ex-
ce,-tioner the trouble of choppng off
Sinbad's head.

The second act finds Sinbad, the
princess, and Ogi on a ship. Two
treacherous sailors, in an attempt to
obtain costly jewels which Sinbad has
on his person, throw him overboard
and Sinbad has his adventure with the
fish under water. He is then thrown
on a barren island inhabited by the
giant Roc and glittering with jewels
of every kind. Sinbad fills his pock-
ets with stones and, catching on to
one of the talons of the big bird, i
transported from the island.

Sinbad, after many adventures, and
after finding his friend and servant
Ogi again, comes to the Sultan's pal-
Cace, where he attains to high position
through the gift of a pearl the size of
a hen's egg to the Sultan. Later, he
goes to a slave market to find a dane.
er for the Sultai and there meets up
with his betrothed. Great is their joy
at the reunion but a minister of the
Sultan, jealous of Sinbad, poisons the
mind of the Sultain and the oriental
potentate condemns Sinbad to die. Thetimely intervention of the princess
saves Sinbad, and the minister, in his
turn, is put in the bad graces of the
Sultan and exiled from the court.
Sinbad and the princess live happily
together ever after.

Appropriate music accompanied the
progress of the play and added greatly
to the effectiveness and impressiveness
of the various scenes.

The whole production was enhanced
by the novel lighting and mechanical

Baths

Swedish
Swedish
Swedish

Reducing
Facial
Scalp

Massage
Facial Massage
Scalp Treatments

Massage
Physio
Hydrio
Electro

Therapy

Turkish Shampoos
Special Reducing Treatment
Swedish Shampoos

Rigdon Health Institute
216 Doctors Building PHONE 1037

Enlisted Men's

Uuiforms and Accessories
AT

VERY LOW PRICES
We specialize in tailoring to measure finer quality Enlisted Men's
uniforms of Khaki and Melton, or the new regulation issue mater-
ials. A complete stock of Caps, Shirts, Shoes, Belts, Ornaments, et
cetera, is available for immediate delivery, at very moderate prices.

CREDIT EXTENDED THRU COMPANY
OR BATTERY COMMANDER

We will welcome an opportunity to prove our excellent service.

THE ASSOCIATED MILITARY STORES
2nd Floor The Officers' Club

FORT BENNING, GA.

NOW IS THE TIME TO===

1930 Ford Spt. Rdst. $225
1930 Chev. Coach ...... 225
1931 Ford Tudor- ......245
1931 Oakland Sp Sed 695
1930 Essex Sedan ......-165
1929 Whippet Coach.- 40
1928 Oldsm. Coach ----145

SPECIAL- 1932 Stude- 1931 Packard Sedan
baker "8" Cyl. Convert- 11,000 miles ............ 995
ible DeLuxe Sedan 1928 Buick Sedan ......-195

$995.00 1930 Pres. Stud. Sed. 425
Cost $1600.00. Only Driv- Many More Priced From

en 4,000 Miles. $25.00 Up

Columbus Roberts Motor Companv

'Fage, Nve

To Ladies of Fort Benning
We have an experienced Graduate masseur and masseuse whom we send to
Fort Benning each Monday, Wednesday and Friday to give Swedish mas-
sage in your home. Make your appointments the day before for this service.
Reasonable rates. We have many luxurious and beneficial treatments for
face, scalp, hands and body.

OUR TREATMENTS INCLUDE:
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Russian
Turkish
Mineral

PHONE 271510 - 12TH STREET
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Captain Drake Wins Tennis ChampiorLship
SPORT CHATTER

BY DAVIS HARDING
Last week a letter from Secretary

of the New York Yankees reached the
Bambino of Swat, the incomparable
Babe Ruth. Enclosed was his 1933
contract, calling for $50,000. A day
later the Secretary of the Yankees re-
ceived the contract unsigned, which
was the signal for the Bambino and
his boss, Colonel Ruppert to begin
their annual wrangle over Babe's
salary.

Colonel Ruppert fumed. Ruth fum-
ed. Colonel Ruppert asserted to news-
paper men that he would not pay
Babe a cent more. Babe threatened
to play golf all summer unless the
colonel relented.

Finally the two compromised as in
times of yore. Ruth agreed to take a
fifteen per cent cut in salary.

There is little doubt that Ruth has
done more for the good old game of
baseball than any other single player.
When the Bambino looms up at the
platter, pitchers begin to paw the
mound nervously and the outfielders
back up to the fence.

When Ruth sends the pill on a
long journey over a distant fence, the
crowd is invariably pleased. When
Ruth strikes out, the crowd is invaria-
bly pleased. Just so long as the fans
see the Bambino in action, all is well.
They ask for nothing more.

Bill Tilden, generally conceded to
be the greatest tennis player that ever
graced a court, has brought up a
pretty point in making the statement
that the ten best professional tennis
players could trim the ten best ama-
teur players if a match was ever ar.
ranged.

If that is the case with tennis, what
about the other sports? Could a team
composed of professional golf players
defeat an aggregation of amateurs? Or
could a professional football eleven,
say the Green Bay Packers, send a

college team, say Southern California
down to defeat? Pro boxers and wrest-
lers are conceded to be better than
amateurs in the same division of sport,
but amateur crews have consistently
won over professional oarsmen.

At any rate, Tilden's assertion gives
plenty of food for thought to ardent
sport-lovers.

A few days ago, Tilden told news-
hawks that he thought France would
retain the Davis Cup, despite a gen-
eral opinion to the contrary. He ranks
Cochet as the leading amateur player
in the world despite Henri's decisive
defeat by Vines in the United States
National Championship at Forest Hills
last year. Bill also thinks that Boro-
tra will be in there doing his little
bit for France when that country at-
tempts to retain the Davis Cup.

Borotra was the player who made
it possible for France to retain the
cup last year. After the match, the
Bounding Basque stated that he was
getting too old for hard competition.

Leo Sexton, Olympic shotputting
champion, and Angelo Trullio, nation-
al handball titleholder and the winner
of ten crowns, were awarded the prize
offered each year by the New York
Athletic Club to that athlete who has
made the most progress in his sport
during the past year.

Sexton consistently sent the sixteen
pound shot over fifty-two feet in 1932
and shattered indoor and outdoor
marks. Against hard competition in
the Olympics, he won his event and
established an Olympic record.

It won't be long now before track.
men begin pounding the old boards
again. Gene Venzke, a freshman at the
University of Penn this year and hold-
er of the world's mile record at 4:10
minutes, shattered the three-quarters
mile record at the University by sev-
en seconds last Sunday.

Prevents Accidents..
Don't wait until your motor

stalls or your car is wrecked on
slippery streets b e f o r e you
take precautions. Be sure that
it is in perfect running condi-
tion at all times. Your car will
have a longer life and you'll be
saved unnecessary expense and
time.

AUTO DEPT.
POST EXCHANGE
FORT BENNING

The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized To
Sell To Any Person Not In

The Military Service

Bassett Beaten In
Straight Sets In

Tou rn am en tFin a ls
Lieutenant and Dorothy Lynch

Are Mixed Doubles
Champions

Captain James Drake further justi-
fied his ranking as number one player
on the post last Saturday afternoon
when he won over Captain Richard
Bassett in straight sets 6-2, 6-3, 6-4.

The match was played under ideal
weather condition. Lieutenant Ches-
ter Krum Harding acted as umpire.
After an unusually long warm-up, the
match got under way.

Bassett started off fast, winning the
first nine points before Drake was
able to retaliate. The third game went
to deuce, but Drake managed to pull
the game out of the fire. The champ-
ion won the fourth game, limiting his
opponent to a single point, to knot the
game score at 2-2. Drake won the
fifth at love. The sixth was closer,
Bassett winning the first point and
Drake forging into the lead at 40-30.
Drake finally won the game. The sev-
enth was all Drake's as the champion
took the first four points to win at
love. The eighth game went to deuce
before Drake ran out the set. Score
6-2.

After winning the first two games.
Bassett weakened and was forced in-
to frequent errors. Drake was play-
ing very good tennis, mixing his shots
consistently to offset Bassett's driv-
ing game.

The second set found Bassett offer-
ing more conpetition. Drake, how-
ever, took the first three games with
ease, as Bassett was unable to pick up

(Please turn to page 7)

SPORT WRITER
COVERSBRIDGE

(From the Pictorial Review)
Dinks Jarvis, rookie from the Three

Spades League, sowed the ducats, and
bid a sparkler. With eight of them to
the bullet, his bid was safer than a
razor blade in the House of David.
Blake squeaked a couple of cudgels,
and Bemis, whose hand was as blank
as a radio crooner's stare, rested his
larynx. This put Trookins in the Pi-
lot's seat, and he sent the steerage cus-
tomers into a frenzy by bleating a
small bank in diggers. The other
three, more bewildered than a centi-
pede on a piece of flypaper, made
giraffe noises, and Troogins had the
lease.

Jarvis opened with the big shot of
sparklers and was wilder than a blind
man with a dial phone when Troogins
trumped it with the doublet of shov-
els. Showing a nice change of pace,
Troogins led out the trumps, and then
pulled off a cross ruff that had his op-
ponents dizzier than a peroxide
blonde after six rye highballs. The
umpire threatened to bench Bemis
when he squawked that Troogins had
led out of the wrong fist, and Troog-
ins retaliated by pilfering Bemis's em-
peror of hearts with a finesse that
cleaned him out of everything but his
wisdom teeth.

Troogins was now going like a Kan-
sas twister and was harder to stop
than ants in a log cabin sugar bowl.
He rented Jarvis the dame of ice, but
took all the rest of the stunts one-
handed. This netted the Jersey City
Jaguars a grand and a half of points
and put them further ahead than Paul
Revere was of Man o' War. They cop-
ped the elastic in the very next canto,
and then set the Green Sox higher
than a water bill in the Sahara Desert.
From then on they drew further away'
than a snowstorm in July, and had
copped the fracas inside of the next

Po s t Spring Polo
Tournament To Get
Under Wa Sunday

A round robin polo tournament has
been organized. The first game will
le played this Sunday, the tourna-
ment lasting until the end of March.
Six local teams will participate, rep-
resenting the 29th Infantry, the Stu-
dents, the Artillery and the Freeboot-
ers. The last two organizations men-
tioned will put two teams on the field.

Three four-period games will be
played every Sunday, weather permit-
ting. Thus every team in the league
will see action on the same day. The
round robin has been divided into
two series. In thQ second half of the
series, the second four period game
will be played off, and the total score
of the two four period games will
count as a whole.

The standing of the competitors will
be decided on a percentage basis-the
number of games won and lost.

In the course of a contest, substitu-
tions will be allowed, but they will
not in any way affect the handicap,
which is applied in accordance with
an arithmetic table and cannot be
changed.

At the ,(conclusioni of the tourna-
nient, the three leading teams in the
final standing will play off an elimina-
tion tournament for the post champ-
ionship. This tournament will prob-
ably take place the first week in April.

Drs. Miller & Davis
!"ogr and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1313

Col. Fred Munson
Scores Hole-in-one
In Match Wed.
Colonel Munson's Ace Fourth

To Be Made On Fort
Benning Course

In a regimental golf match with
Colonel Fred L. Munson and Captain
Guy L. Hartman representing the 24th
Infantry against Lt. Colonel Elmer F.
Rice and Lt. Colonel Andrew D. Chaf-
fin, Colonel Munson made a hole-iin-
one on the fourth hole.

Colonel Munson is the fourth of.
ficer in Fort Benning to score a hole-
in-one. The fourth hole is one hun
dred and ten yards long.

You can save by buying

STAR BRAND
SHOES

Star Brand Shoes are built up to
a standard of value. The very low-
est priced Star Brand Shoe in our
store is a quality shoe and worth
the money.

PACE MAKER
A STAR BRAND SHOE

Gun Calf, Scotch Grain Trimming,
Welt Sole and Hard Heel

$2.95

UPTOWN

Genuine Calf-Black and Brown
They Are Styled to Please the

Man of Refinement

$3.95

OTHER STAR BRAND
OXFORDS FOR MEN

$1.95 to $4.95
In this department you can find
a complete line of all leather Star
Brand Shoes for men, women and
children.

SAM NEEL
SHOE DEPARTMENT

WESTBROOK BLDG.
BROADWAY
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EVERY BODY IS
BUYING AT
THE NEW

CLASSY
CLOTHES SHOP

(uits
anld

Overcoats

See Us For Your Outfit,

NEW LOCATION

1035 Broadway

Diamonds

Watches

Silverware

PEKOR
JEWELRY CO.

1221 Broadway
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Amateur Tourney BeginsI
Large Crowd See,
Opening Bouts O1
Amateur Tournej

By AL DURDEN
Twelve hundred fight fans witness

ed the opening bouts of the annua
garrison amateur boxing tournamen
at Fort Benning Wednesday night
They were rewarded with thirteei
bouts that were filled with actior
from beginning to end. Fourteen bout
were scheduled but Tanker Floyd
Tank bantam, won by default, wher
the Irish team failed to enter a ban
tamweight.

Killen, Tank middleweight, and
Smith, Irish battler, stole the show
when they stepped three rounds a
top speed. The fans were on theii
feet from the opening until the final
bell. The pace was fast and furiou
in the first round and both boys were
staggered from smashing punches. I1
looked as if they must end matters ir
the second round but the pace actual
ly grew hotter in the final round. The
,verdict was a draw and it was popu
.Jar.

Whatley, Kelly ace and holder of
the southern amateur middleweight
title, stopped Cheek of the Special
Units, in the second round. Whatley
turned the trick with a short left hook
to the button.

Milan, hard punching Tanker wel.
ter, showed that he still carried the
old wallop when he stopped Sanford,
Irish welter, in the second. This was
a fast battle and the first round was
an even affair with both boys throw-
ing leather. The Tanker sank a right
to the chin early in the second round
and the birdies sang.

Crowell of the Tanker team and
Horton of the Irish outfit put on a
great battle until the third round
when Horton laid a right haymaker
on Crowell's button and the lights
were out. They were heavies.

Floyd, Kelly feather, was given the
decision over Mann of the Special
Units, but it was a great fight and
it looked as if Mann might havebeen given a draw.

Johnson, Kelly lightweight, stopped
Sanderson of the Special Units, with
one punch in the first round. Pen-
land, Special Units heavyweight
evened the score by stopping Street
of the Kellys, in seven rounds.

Benny Hall, Tanker welter, made
short work of Hedlin, Irish battler.
.Hall came out punching and never
let up until Hedlin was out for the
count, early in the first round.

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

Corn Griffin, Tanker Lightheavy
In Glare Of National Spotlight

It
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at 50-15. Drake took the fourth after
overcoming a slight lead in points.
Bassett once more went into the lead
at 3-2 when he took the fifth game.
The champion tied the game count
again, however, in the sixth, when he
won at love. Drake won the seventh
and eighth to make the score 5-3 in

5

f
191

Corn Griffin's impressive defeat
Cowboy Frankie Edgren in the mai
go of the last fight card puts the Bei
ning lightheavyweight under the glar3- of the national spotlight.

Griffin is now ready to go out aftet bigger and better things. Since h.
t. draw with Battling Bozo, Corn han vanquished Jerry Pavalec, erstwhil
n sparring partner of Max Schmelinf
s Pietro Corri, Charley Hambright, an

Frankie Edgren. He won two by th
1 knockout route.

In his fight with Pavalec, Grifli
gave away twenty-nine pounds. In th

i second round of the bout, Jerry lande4
the hook which had almost laid Ma

t Schmeling low. Griffin came up fror
r the floor groggy but lasted through th
I round. Thereafter, the fight was al
s Corn's as he smacked his opponen

from pillar to post. Pavalec wen
t down in the seventh round, found th

floor comfortable, and decided invo]
untarily to remain there. The refere
counted ten over his prostrate body.

Pietro Corri, Austrian heavy, prov
ed no match for the Terrible Tankei

f and Griffin took the decision with n(
L trouble at all. Charley Hambrigh
I crumpled in the fifth round befori

his attack.
Frankie Edgren, came to Benninf

with an imposing record to back him
* up. Wins over a great many of the

big ones made him a slight favorit(
to end the tanker's growing string of
victories. In the first round, he cami

TENNIS
(Continued from page 6)

more than four points. Drake wor
the first point in the fourth game, but
Bassett rallied to run out the game.
Bassett led in the next game at 30-15.
but Drake took the next few points to
increase his lead to 4-1. The sixth
game went to deuce, Bassett winning.
The champion won the seventh game
at love. Bassett rallied and after a
hard-fought eighth game, won to make
the score 5-3 in favor of Drake. Bas-
sett forged into a 40-15 lead in the
ninth but was unable to hold it. as
Drake knotted the score and then ran
out the set. Score 6-3.

Bassett kept trying to keep the ball
near the back-line but was makingfrequent errors. Drake was still mix-
ing his shots to good advantage, spec-
ializing on various spins, using the
drives only on occasion and from his
backhand. His beautiful placement
shots scored many points.

In the third and deciding set, Bas-
sett won the first point, but Drake won
the next four in rapid succession to
win at 50-15. With the score at deuce
in the second game, Bassett won the
next two points to make the game
score 1-1. For the first time since the
beginning of the first set, Bassett got
into the lead as he won the third game

Toasted Peanuts

EXTRA PAIR
of

TROUSERS
With Each Tailored Suit!

#16r50
AND

0

You save at least $6.50 by purchasing now... for
that's the regular price of extra trousers!

For twenty years this company has been holding
a "Free Extra Pants Sale" every January. It's
the one event that men everywhere have learned
to recognize as the bargain of the year in cloth-
ing. Drop in a Schwob store and select a fabric
from our display of over 300 different woolens.
Then your suit will be made to your own indi-
vidual measurements with an extra pair of pants
absolutely free of cost.

During this sale on tailored-to-order clothes, our
entire stock of ready-to-wear suits and overcoats
will be on display at these unusually low prices:

$1495

The SCHWOB Co.
Standard Tailoring Co.

U
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out as if he meant business. Griffin
was rushed against the ropes and
caught a right, a left, and another
rght as he bounced off. Corn collaps-
ed before the ferocious attack in Ed-
gren's corner.

The referee began to count. At the
count of five, Griffin was still pros-
trate. At six, he rolled over and,
with a tremendous effort, got on his
hands and knees. At nine, he was on
his feet and weathering the storm of
gloves which Frankie tossed at him
from all angles.

Edgren was a little too excited and
a blow to the stomach almost doubled
him up. Griffin was rapidly recover.
ing by this time and held his oppon-
ent on even terms for the rest of the
round.

In the second round, Griffin found
himself and won the round by a de-
cisive margin. In the third round.
Griffin spilled Edgren and had the
cowboy in a bad way. At the end of
the fight, Edgren was a target for a
concentrated body attack which had
Frankie groggy.

The decision of the judges in favor
of Griffin was just so much formality.

Griffin looks better every time he
fights. At the rate he is going now,
it should not be long before he gets
near the top of the ladder. Corn has
everything a good boxer needs, plenty
of what it takes to give out punish-
ment and the ability to take it as well.
He should go a long way.

- I
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his favor. The seventh was won at
50-15, the eighth going to deuce. Bas-
sett came back to win the ninth game
at 50-30, but Drake ran out the set,

t the match, and the tournament in the
tenth game by taking four consecu-
tive points. Score 6-4.

Bassett steadily improved as the
match progressed but was still not
playing in top form. His service,
usually a tremendous asset, was not
working as well as it did in his semi-
final match with Irving, and he made
frequent errors. Drake, on the other
hand, was playing very good tennis,
shooting placement shots to every an-
gle of the court and using his hard
backhand drive to good advantage.
The variety of shots he employed in
the match disconcerted his opponent.
In the third and final set, he was forc-
ed into error many times by the sting-
ing drives of Bassett.

In the finals of the Mixed Doubles
match, Lieutenant and Mrs. Lynch
won in straight sets over Captain
Drake and Mrs. Keiler. The match
was played on Sunday afternoon.

Previous to the finals, Colonel Wal-
lace, on behalf of the Officers' Club
presented the prizes to the winners of
the various handicap tournaments.

The final scores of the match were
6-3, 6-4. Captain Drake, the winner of
the Men's Tournament, was slightly
off-form. Dorothy Lynch, however,
was the individual star of the match,
playing a beautiful game of tennis.
Lieutenant Lynch also displayed mo-
ments of brilliance and between the
two they managed to win the champ.
ionship. Mrs. Keiler played very well.
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THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
He's "The Fugitive" HI

Paul Muni, last seen as the star of "Scarface," plays the leading role in "I
Am a Fugitive From a Chain Gang," the Warner Bros. drama which presents
the terrors of the "chain gang" penal system. It comes to the Royal Theatre
Sunday, and continues Monday and Tuesday.

Cinema CalendarI for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE ROYAL

(Opening at 11:15 o'clock Saturday night)

ALSO SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offering "I
Am a Fugitive From a Chain Gang" with Paul Muni. Here is
the filmization of the book written by Robert Elliot Burns, who
served part of a ten year term on Georgia chain gangs, and who
now is in New Jersey, following the refusal of the New Jersey
governor to recognize extradition papers to bring him back to
this state. The famous Broadway actor, Paul Muni is in the
leading role.

AT THE GRAND

SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "Hot
Pepper" with Edmund Lowe, Victor McLaglen and Lupe Velez.
Depicting the most recent adventures of the immortal Marines,
"Hot Pepper" is a hilarious new Flagg and Quirt film. You'll
laugh, then laugh some more.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Offering "Fast Life" with
William Haines and Madge Evans. It's amazing what speed and
daring will do-in romance as well as racing. Haines never was
funnier or more likable as the speed demon who overcomes
every obstacle in winning the big race and the only girl.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Offering "Face In The Sky"
with Spencer Tracy, Marian Nixon and Stuart Erwin. Distnctlv
American in theme, yet marking a radical departure from Am-
erican methods of treatment, this picture is interestingly novel,
the vicissitudes of a sign painter who had day dreams, and
realizes them.

AT THE RIALTO

-I I
GRAND

_______________________________________________________________________________ I.

Flagg and Quirt, the militant Ma-
rines, have exchanged their uniform
for silk hats and full dress clothes.
They appear in the Fox comedy, "Hot
Pepper," dressed in the height of
fashion and living like kings in their
roles as night club owners. The pro-
duction comes to the Grand Theatre
for Saturday, Sunday and Monday.

Preserving the spirit of the charac-
ters of Flagg and Quirt, originated by
Laurence Stallings and Maxwell An-
derson, they continue to battle over
women and particularly over "Pep-
per", an impetuous and fiery little
stowaway from South America found
on one of Flagg's rum ships.

Edmund Lowe against appears as
Quirt and Victor McLaglen as Flagg.
The role of "Pepper" is enacted by
the vibrant and dynamic Lupe Velez.
El Brendel, the Swedsh dialect com-
edian, plays a featured role and others
in prominent parts are Lilian Bond,
Boothe Howard, Gloria Roy and Russ
Clark. Much color is said o be add-
ed o the night club scenes by a sing-
ing and dancing chorus with which
Miss Velez appears in a dance number.

Dudley Nichols wrote the story de-
picting the most recent activities of
Flagg and Quirt.

RIALTO
That "a thing of beauty is a joy

forever" on the screen will be reaf-
firmed at the Rialto Theatre where
Norma Shearer in "Smilin' Through"
is the featured attraction Sunday and
Monday.

This beautiful story which has stir-
red the hearts of countless theater-
goers since Jane Cowl first presented
it on the New York stage, takes on a
new glow under the witchery of Nor-
ma Shearer's acting. In this she is
rendered superb support by Fredric
March, Leslie Howard, 0. P. Heggie,
Ralph Forbes and others.

Directed for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
by Sidney Franklin, this talking vers-
ion of "Smilin' Through" still works
its spell of tears and smiles, still sways
the heart by its moments of pathos
which follow before and after the
lighter moments of gayety.

England of 1868 contracted with the
modern times of excitement which at-
tended the last war is the background
of this wistful tale. The story is that
of a man who cannot forget the mem-
ory of tragedy when the fulfillment of
his love is blighted on his wedding
day. Fifty years afterward the son of
the man who caused his bitterness re-
turns and falls in love with the niece
of the girl whom this man, now old
and gray, has loved. Out of the bit-
terness in which he has lived all those

years he seeks to keep the young

Smilin' Thru

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY: Offering "Smilin' Through"
with Norma Shearer, Fredric March and Leslie Howard. A
picture that stirs moonlight memories. A story of love that
survived fifty years of hate in the great romance of romances,
with enchanting Norma Shearer in the leading role.

TUESDAY: Offering "Hot Saturday" with Cary Grant,
Nancy Carroll and Randolph Scott. She walked home from
a date.., but she woke up the next morning to find she might
have saved herself the trouble . . it all happened on a "Hot
Saturday." Maybe that's why she married a man she didn't
love to save her reputation.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Offering "The Most
Dangerous Game" with Joel McCrea, Fay Wray and Leslie
Banks. Arresting, strange and terrible is the story of the
polished Russian sportsman who lured ships to their doom Frederic March and Norma Shearer
... then drove the male survivors into his island jungle to be (above) from a scene in "Smilin'
hunted down like animals. Through" which shows at the Rialto

Theater Sundav and Mandav-

I" ROYAL
One of the most heralded motion

pictures to be presented in Columbus
in many a moon, opens Saturday
night at 11:15 and shows Sunday, Mon-
day and Tuesday at the Royal Thea-
tre. It is "I Am a Fugitive From a
Chain Gang," starring Paul Muni, with
Helen Vinson, Glenda Farrell, Pres-
ton Foster, David Landau, Sally Blanc,
Noel Francis, 37 other important roles,
53 "bit" players and more than 2,000
extras.

Not only is "I Am a Fugitive From
a Chain Gang," said to carry more
thrilling a n d sensational episodes
than any other picture made this year
but it presents a triple romance of
strange and glamorous loves, against
chain gang brutalities.

The story, which was authroed by
Robert E. Burns, who is still in hid-
ing from chan gang police, shows
a background of incredible prison
men driven to desperation by the tor-
tures of the whipping post, poor food,
excessive labors in broiling heat and
other cruelties. Paul Muni, as the fu-

lovers apart, and only when the spirit
of his departed one returns does he
find it in his heart to relent.

Norma Shearer reaches new heights
in he rdual portrayal of the two girls.
In making a departure from the so-
phistry of her usual modern roles she
is a buoyant, radiant and refreshing
spirit. Fredric March, both as the jilt-
ed lover andthe youth who returns
later to win her, is suave and con-
vincing. Leslie Howard has a power-
tl role as the man who lives with his
bitter memories from youth to old
age, and invests his role with the
charm for which he is distinguished.
Sidney Franklin has directed the pro-
duction with a feeling of warmth and
glow.

atyouel

THUKSDAY-FRIDAY
!C E in the S r

Marion Stuart

TRACY - NIXON • ERWIN
POA PICTURE m ,. d by Hr y L..h

MICKEY COMEDY - CARTOON - NEWS

Opening Sat.
Night at 11:15

SHEFRS

WITH CARY GRANT-NANCY CARROLL
RANDOLPH SCOTT

"Breaking Even" - "YOUR HAT"
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

"THE MOST DANGEROUS GAME"
WITH-JOEL McCREA-FAY WRAY

COMEDY - PICTORIAL - FOX NEWS

FUJGITIVEl
FROM A CDAIN GANG

PAUL MUNI
LIBERTY RATED THIS

, PICTURE 4 STARS

SUN, MON.
ROYAL TUE.

Now
gitive, makes a sensational escape and
crosses into another state. After years
of struggle, he makes good under an
assumed name, but a woman who dis-
covers his past, betrays him. He is
returned to the chain gang only to es-
cape again in one of the most breath-
taking episodes of the current season.

There is no more touching figure
than this fugitive, a man yearning for
love and home, an ex-service man
skulking from place to place, not dar-
ing to show hs face, unable to marry
the girl he loves devotedly. Truly,
a man without a country. He is vivid-
ly and dramatically portrayed by Paul
Muni, who left the New York stage
success "Councellor At Law" to make
"I Am a Fugitive From a Chain
Gang" for Warner Brothers.

STUDIO "ROBS" SHIPS
Six de-commissioned ocean liners

were stripped of their deck furnish-
ings to "dress" a setting of Para-
mount's "King of the Jungle," is one
of the youngest motion picture di-
rectors in the business. He is just
twenty-nine.

p0-
ALL KINDS OF A WOMAN

Mae West, star of Paramount's " She
Done Him Wrong," has the unique
record of bei nghte only woman in
the modern theater to write, direct,
produce and star in a play.

0
SHIP BRINGS ANIMALS

A shipload of animals from South
America will arrive in Los Angeles
next week with beasts for Paramount's
"Murders in the Zoo" featuring Char-
lie Ruggles, Lionel Atwill and Kath-
leen Burke.

p

DISTRICT ATTORNEY AGAIN
Irving Pichel, long remembered as

the District Attorney in Paramount's
"The American Tragedy," is assigned
another prosecutor part in "The Wo-
man Accused."
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83 rd F. A.
HQ., HQ. BATTERY AND C. T.
During the past week we have been

listening to Lt. Howard and his staff
of N. C. O.'s lecture on "Gas and
Gas Defense." A demonstration has
been planned for the battery in the
field under actual conditions. Sgt.
Dodd says that the man who invented

wL
The Enlisted Men and
their families are cor-
dially invited to avail
themselves at any time
of the service offered by
the Post Exchange Res-
taurant. You'll find sat-
isfaction in whatever
you order here.

The

Post Exchange

Restaurant
Located In The Service Club

Fort Benning, Georgia

IREADI.

1229 - 31 Broadway Columbus, Ga.

To Whom It May Concern:

We can make any kind of meat specialty

for any kind of occasion. We can furnish

barbecue shoats on short notice. All meats
will be thoroughly inspected at time of

slaughter by U. S. Government veterinary
inspectors. We guarantee to make every

occasion a success as far as the meat

specials are concerned. At your service.

THE PROVISION CO., Inc.
COLUMBUS, GA.

THE BENNING HERALD

the gas mask should have made some
provisions for the bald headed men, as
the two strands of hair that he had
left are gone now from putting the
mask on and taking it off. We recom-
mend a bottle of Panther Oil, Dod.

Lieutenants Hall and Grubbs have
been conducting a spelling bee for the
benefit of some of the men who are
not familiar with some of the words
that the artillery uses from time to
time. Cpl. Hurst is the honor student.
They had to burn the class room down
to get Cpl. Hurst out of the second
grade.

BATTERY "A"
It was a bad Friday for the Supply

Sergeant and others Friday night when
the Supply Room caught on fire, dam-
aging a good deal of the property of
men on furlough and in the Hospital.
Every suitcase and hand bag in the
battery was destroyed. The origin of
the fire has not been determined to
date. "Evidently there will be no suit
case drill in the Battery soon."

Corporal Thompson of this organi-
zation will be leaving the 27th for the
communication school at Fort Sill,
Okla. Here's wishing you luck,
Tommy.

Corporal Rogers, better known as
"Speedy," is taking the communica-
tion course offered here in Benning.
We realize that Speedy knows more
than the instructors. It is just a
change, Speedy, and will probably
keep your mind off of desertions.

BATTERY "C"
The battery made a hike to the

"De Luxe" camp at McBride's ford.
This was one of the most successful
and enjoyable hikes we have had since
we lost our motors. Pyramidal tents
were pitched, cots and mattresses were
taken along and all blankets the bat-
tery owns. Too bad the battery had
to participate in an engineer problem
within the garrison and we were call-
ed back ahead of schedule. Two rec-
onnaisance parties used on the road
march on Wednesday followed differ-

is the staff of life!
-- and Everidge's is the best to lean upon. Our bread

on sale fresh daily at Post Exchange. Try a loaf of the
OLD TIME and note the difference.
Visit our plant in the city for the finest cakes, pies and
pastries. EVERIDGE'S

The Bakery Beautiful
109 - 12th Street Columbus, Ga.

29 thlinf.
We miss Captain Porter around the

company this week and hope that he
is enjoying his well earned 5 days
leave. Lieutenant Ferenbaugh is in
command of the company while Cap-
tain Porter is on leave.

It seems as if the message center
is holding their own and if Bishop
cannot shoot any better than he rides
a bicycle "Then have mercy on the
Message Center".

As arguments on the 2nd group
small bore team came up, it was found
that Sam Parvin, Youngblood and
"Red" Burns were blind. Although
Sam Parvin has already gone to Wal-
ter Reed Hospital, "Red" Burns
while on the way and as blind as they
seem.

Youngblood is high man of the sec-
ond group with a score of 338 out of
a possible 400.

Kirkpatrick is high man of the first
group with a score of 333.

Corporal Bunch has his head low
around the company th siweek as he
is on corral guard and not allowed to
go down to the house.

Cameron got a telephone call to go
over to the service club a lady was
waiting for him". He went over there
and parked himself for one hour and
a half but no lady came around to
see him.

QM. D.
The newest noncommissioned officer

in the Quartermaster Detachment is
Corporal Raymond Tevis Markman,
who was promoted to his present
grade a few days ago, shortly after his
return from furlough in Tennessee.
Corporal Markham was transferred to
Ihe detachment during the fall of 1931
from the 29th Infantry, and, although
one of the younger members of the or-
ganization, his rise has been rapid
since that time.

Recently transferred members of
the organization include P r i v a t e
George N. Lee, who came from Com-
pany D, 66th Infantry, Private Lowell
White, of Company G, 29th Infantry,
and Private Willard 0. Huckaby, also
of Company G, 29th Infantry. Other
transfer applications are pending, but
cannot be approved at this time, dai
to a lack of vacancies.

24 th Inf.
Sergeant Howard Ballard, Co. F,

24th Infantry, is no doubt known and
liked by every sport loving officer
and enlisted man of Fort Benning.
To the large group of athletes that
frequent the garrison gymnasium,
Sergt. Ballard is known as 'Old Hoss.'
His duties as supply sergeant with the
Infantry School Athletic Association,
brings him into contact daily with the
large number of officers and enlisted
men that enjoy the splendid recrea-
tion furnished by the well equipped
gymnasium.

During the three years that "Old
Hoss," has been doing duty as sup-
ply sergeant, he has built a record that
shows one hundred percent. Inven-
tory and inspection never find him
out of line. Fight nights when every
thing is hustle and hurry, tape, band-
ages and gloves are in place. When
visiting teams are the guest of the Ath-
letic Association, the service furnish-
ed by Sergt. Ballard has always been
highly commended by the visiting
players and officials.

"Old Hoss," is getting well along
in years. He has now passed the
twenty-five year mark. The first ten
years of his service was spent with
the Cavalry, but for the past fifteen
years he has been a member of the
Happy Heart outfit. With all these
years of service back of him he is
still able to go out on the firing line
and make the coveted sharpshooter
mark. He is an excellent clerk, reads
his drill manual daily and probably
things in competition drill. He is one
could step out today and show the
youngsters of the regiment a few
of the fast disappearing "old soldiers
of the old school."

ent routes, making trips from 10 to
15 miles, and although they got lost,
because of the inaccuracy of the fire
control maps, these trips were greatly
enjoyed.

Pae IneA

HERALD WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

20 cents per line or fraction of line. Minimum charge for any classified
advertisement, 50 cents. Payment must be made before advertisement
is published.

FOR SALE

Large walnut library table, large u
holstered walnut divan, several bridp
lamps and flower stands. Lieut. A.
Gamble. 2201 18th Ave., Columbu

Small Burroughs adding machin
Good condition. Cheap. Apply Ban
Benning Herald.

Small upright piano. A-1 conditioi
Can be seen at Post. Box 333, Colun
bus, Ga.

Ask Anybody at Benning
for whom we have made new mat-
tresses or renovated old ones. They
will tell you our process is 0. K.
Cooper Mattress Mfg. Co.

Ash Solomon, Prop. Phone 588

Dr. R. H. Brown
Osteopathie Physician

Murrab Bldg.
Phone Office 4108

Re. 1153

Lafkowitz Bros.
Makers of good Clothes

-Alterations--
1208 First Avenue

TYPEWRITER
REPAIRING

All Makes
Stewart Typewriter Co.

1041 Broadway Phone 2622

Columbus Office Supply Co.

24 Hr. Service
RUBBER STAMPS

Phone 556

First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus __$ 400,000.00
Resources Over- 2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290
Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar

and Fire-proof Vaults for your
Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
I. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

P.

S.

eS.

0.

A reasonable plan to . 0

BORROW
$300 or less

for bills. .education., travel

0

Check off these advantages:
V Officers may borrow up to $300
V Your signature is our only se-

curity.

V Your confidence is respected.
V Fellow Officers, friends, or rel-

atives are not informed.

V You have up to 20 months to
repay in amounts to fit your
income.

V The cost is as low as the econ-
omies of large volume and ef-
ficient management can make
it.

V You pay only for the actual
number of days you keep the
money and only for the balance
due.

V Prompt service-entirely by
mail if you wish.

If this plan appeals to you as
reasonable just call our office for
information. No obligation im-
plied. And no representatives will
call.

DAILY LOAN CO.
204 Woolworth Bldg.

Phone 4372

GOOD USED HOUSEHOLD GOODS
When you need anything in good used furniture of any

kind, get our price. We can really save you money.

THWEATT & SON
Phone 2715 1244 Broadway

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

A Citizen Wherever We Serve
1330 Broadway

R. M. Harding, Manager

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H. ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years

a

REMIOVED

We straighten and re-
pair fenders and t a k e
out body dents so skill-
fully that you can't de-
tect any traces of the
damage, however great.

THE POST EXCHANGE
IS OUR AGENT

COLUMBUS
FENDER

AND BODY WORKS

I
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Local Notes
Davis P. Harding, Editor

Phone 71 or 73

The readers of this column are once
more reminded that this column is
more or less of an experiment, based
on the supposition that most of the
subscribers to the Benning Herald
would be interested in news items that
concern their friends. It is impossible
for the editor to go out soliciting these
notes. For items to be published,
therefore, it is necessary to phone the
editor at either one of the two num-
bers mentioned above. If this is not
done, a column which might very well
prove extremely interesting if the gar-
rison will cooperate, may die a nat-
ural death.

Lieutenant Colonel Thomas C. Mus-
grave and Lieutenant Colonel Robert
B. O'Brien, of the Fourth Corps Area
Headquarters arrived at Fort Benning
Monday for a conference with Staff
Officers of the Infantry School.

Lieutenant Colonel and Mrs. Thomas Lieutenant Dowdall also received a
C. Musgrave spent Monday with Cap- letter from Nelson M. Holderman, a
tain and Mrs. George F. Bloomquist,
leaving Tuesday afternoon.

Second Lieutenant Robert A. Ports,
83rd Artillery left Monday on a five
day furlough, part of which he spent
in Fort McPherson, Ga.

Major Lyman S. Frazier, 29th Infan.
try, arrived from leave Sunday even-
ing.

Lieutenant Harry C. Dowdall, Sec.
retary of the Officers' Club, receives
many letters each year from officers
who were formerly stationed at this
post and who are still interested in its
activities.
Letters from Captain Jerry Wood, in
charge of the Hunt during 1931-32 and
now on duty at Fort Leavenworth, and
from Captain Gene Brine, former Sec-
retary of the Officers' Club, now with
the 16th Infantry, Governor's Island,
were received lately. Both expressed
themselves as greatly interested in the
activities of the post and inquired as
to their success during the past year.

retired captain, who was stationed at
Fort Benning in 1925. Captain Hol-
derman was retired in 1926 because of
disability as a result of wounds suf.
fered in the World War. He was later
appointed Commandant of Veteran's
Home in Napa County, California,
with the rank of Colonel, by the Gov-
ernor of California.

Colonel Holderman, who has a host
of friends in the Army, expressed him-
self as follows: "Don't ever leave ac-
tive duty. I think, after all, the Army
will always have a bright future. I
would rather be a Second Lieutenant
in our good Army than Governor of
California."

Colonel Holdernian boasted a dis-
tinguished record. He is one of the
few officers who were decorated with
the Congressional Medal of Honor.
His was the company which was sent
to the relief of the famous "Lost Bat-
talion." Ile was surrounded and held
at bNay for five whole nights and days,
was wounded seven times, and, while
in a wounded condition, rescued two

of his men. It was for this last act of
valor that he received the Congression.
A1 Medal of Honor.

Captain Nathaniel L. Simmonds and
Lieutenant Reeve D. Keiler are the
newest members of the hole-in-one
Club.

On March the eighteenth, there will
be a special St. Patrick's day dance at
the Officers' Club.

* * *

Biglerville has been artistically dec-
orated as a mess for the National
Guard Reserve Officers, who will take
up classes on February the twenty-
fourth. The predominant colors are
red, white, and blue.

* * *

The Country Club is putting on a
Valentine Day costume party on Sat-
urday evening, February the eleventh.
It will be a dinner party. Invitations
have been extended to those members
of tle Officers' Club who wish to have
dinner parties there that evening. Ar-
rangements for such dinner parties
can be made through the Secretary ofthe Officers' Club.
the Officers Club.

Idoii spen veq muck

oiM elf

BUT, believe ME, when You can buy a package of good
it comes to what I smoke, cigarettes for 15c. Six cents of
I want it right! this goes to the Government. So

You know how it is when a that outside of the 6c paid to
fellow is accustomed to smoking the Government, you get a little
a good cigarette and he gets hold over two cigarettes for one cent.
of one that isn't right. He's The right kind of tobacco, the
likely to get in a bad humor. right sort of paper-a cigarette

I am a great believer in the that's pure and good-tasting and
old saying that "quality will mild-that's the kind I want.
tell," and I have noticed that the I have been smoking CHEST-
things which come to stay are ERFIELDS for a long time. They
good things. are mild and yet they satisfy.

0etyardle-liL, -T6"2cr/esBZIi

© 1933, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO Co.

Howard Bus Line,
Inc.

Operating Under Govern-
ment Franchise

Bond and Liability Insur-
ance Provided

SCHEDULE
From From

Columbus Ft. Benning
5:00 AM 6:00 AM
6:00 " 7:50 "
7:00 " 9:15 "
8:30 10:45

10:00 " 12:45 PM
11:45 " 2:15
1:30 PM 4:15
3:00 " 5:10 "
5:00 " 6:00 "
7:00 " 7:00
9:00 " 8:00

10:30 " 9:45
12:00 M 11:15

12:00 M
Also "Extras" and
SCHOOL BUSES

410 PHONES 224
CITY POST

unuary z 19 JL Y,5,5

I ,
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In the January twenty-ninth issue

of the Ledger.Enquirer appeared the
following item.

"The fifteenth day of intermittent
storms on the Pacific coast found
many California communities snow-
bound today, and several organized
efforts in progress to get relief to the
marooned with 700 rosebuds."

We cannot help wondering what re-
lief the 700 rosebuds will give to the
marooned men and women, but then
we do not live in the state to which
the article refers. Perhaps it's just an
old California custom.

A breath from the wild and wooly
west, a cowboy named "Tex," ad.
dressed Columbus boy scouts the
other day. Among other things, he
admonished his listeners to "Say
nothing-and fear no man; write
nothing-and fear no woman." Which
reminds us of the prospective husband
who cautiously headed a letter to his
wife-to-be "Dearest Helen and Gentle-
men of the Jury."

At any rate in the write-up of the
cowboy's talk to the boy scouts, the
following phenomenon was recorded
by the author, who undoubtedly must
have been the victim of an optical
illusion.

"After giving his autograph to
ninety-seven of the seventy-five boys,
"Tex" sat around and conversed un-
til the boys left."

And then we are expected to be-
lieve everything we read in the news-
papers.

Nominated for oblivion: Lieuten-
ants on roller-skates "on account of
they are a menace to the peace-loving
public (See Capt. "Red" Cummings
for substantiation of correctness of
grammatical construction "on account
of.")

Just think how Lochinvar would
have looked on roller-skates.

Now that the Glee Club is holding

its rehearsals for "The Debutante,"
Biglerville has suddenly become quite
popular. We suggest that a husky
doorman be stationed at the entrance
to the hall to keep the crowds away
when the chorus of the show is going
through a hot dance number.

Old bucks are constantly wandering
in and out of the hall during re-
hearsal "just to see how the show's
coming along" or "because I didn't
have anything else to do." We suspect

a double motive.

The uncanny brain of Lieutenant
Dowdall, which has produced a great
many novel ideas in the past, appar-
ently conceived another brain-child.
(The worthy lieutenant denies sole
authorship strenuously, but admits
collaboration.)

On February the fourteenth, at four-
thirty in the afternoon, the Officers'
Club will hold a drawing for seats
for the annual Glee Club operetta,
"The Debutante." By leaving it en-
tirely up to Dame Luck, it is hoped
that a great deal of the dissatisfaction
that invariably arises from a methodi-
cal arrangement of seating will be eli-
minated. None will be exempt from
the drawing except the Commandant
and his party.

The time of day, four-thirty in the
afternoon, was selected as the hour
which would make it possible for

(Please turn to page 3)

Tanks Are Used In
Recent Maneuvers
Christies Turn Tide In Man-

euvers of 29th Infantry
Last Week

Tanks were in the limelight in two
widely separated localities at F o r t
Benning on Saturday. In the two- i
sided maneuver in which two battal-
ions of the 29th Infantry were en-
gaged on Friday and Saturday the
sudden appearance of a platoon of
Christie tanks with which the 1st
Battalion had been reenforced during
the night, turned the tide of battle
against the attacking troops of the
2d Battalion shortly after dawn Sat-
urday morning.

The two battalions had been sent
into the field by secret orders issued
by Lieutenant Colonel Andrew D.
Chaffin on Friday. The 2d Battalion,
which is motorized, and which is
commanded by Lieutenant Colonel
Elmer F. Rice, represented an attack-
ing force operating from the vicinity
of Ochillee. The 1st Battalion, animal
drawn, and commanded by Lieutenant
Colonel Homer H. Slaughter, took up
a defensive position astride . Kelly
Hill. At midnight, Friday, Colonel
Slaughter received word that the
tanks would be available as rein-
forcement, and at four fifteen A. M.
the tanks arrived at the battalion's
position.

The attack which the 2d Battalion
launched at six o'clock threatened for
a time to rout the defenders from
their position, but a counter-attack
made by the Christie tanks against
G Company, definitely turned the
battle in favor of the defensive
forces.

Despite the fact that the night was
bitterly cold, the operations of the
troops were conducted with the vigor
and keen interest which characterizes
the field work of the 29th Infantry,
and the excellent work of the intelli-
gence and signal communications sec-
tions was especially evident.

In the test of the reenforced pon-
toon bridge equipment on the Chat-
tahoochee river Saturday morning, the
twenty-three ton, medium Ti ord-
nance tank "Fu Manchu" proved to
be a bit too heavy for the approaches
to the bridge. Although engineer offi-
cers believe that the tank could have
crossed the bridge safely, the test was
deferred until Monday when it was
found that the heavy armored vehicle
had cracked several of the balks, or
stringers of the bridge. A slight modi-

fication of the arrangement of the
balks will be made and the trial will
be repeated Monday.

0

Medico Mess Leads
For Second Month

For the second consecutive month,

first place has been awarded to the

mess of the station hospital in the
competitive monthly rating inspection
by Major Homer L. Conner, medical
inspector.

Special Units mess, formerly the
Infantry School Detachment mess, was
awarded second place, and Headquar-
ters Company, 66th Infantry, third.

The rating is conducted on a deci-
mal system with 100 as a maximum,
and in the rating of the thirty-one
troop messes there was a difference
of only 2.78 points in the highest and
lowest scores.

An Open Letter-From The President Of The Glee
Club To A Former President

IN REPLY

REFER TO:

THE INFANTRY SCHOOL

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT COMMANDANT

FORT BENNING, GEORGIA

February 2, 1933.

Colonel Walter L. Reed, Infantry,
Fort Howard, Maryland.

My dear Colonel Reed:

Knowing your interest in the Fort Benning Glee Club, I think
that, as the dates for its annual show approach, you might be interested
in knowing just what we are doing.

As you know, we are going to produce "The Debutante," an op-
eretta by Victor Herbert, on March 10th and 11th. We have been
working hard at it now for some time and, believe me, we have a
fine show in the making. In fact, I feel that it is going to be the
best show the Glee Club has ever produced, and I know you
are going to be terribly disappointed at not being here.

First of all, we have a splendid corps of directors, with Lieutenant
Aloysius E. O'Flaherty in charge. As you know, he knows his stuff
and he is putting everything he has into it. He is assisted by Mrs.
Herbert A. Wadsworth (dramatics), Professor Edwin Vonderau
(music),, Mrs. Albert H. Dickerson (dancing), Captain Virgil R.
Bell (scenery and stage manager), Mrs. Lynn & Brady (costumes),
and Mrs. Charles W. Hanna and Mrs. Norman D. Cota (piano).

Then we have a splendid cast, which is as follows:
The Hon. Spencer Mainwaring Cavendish,

Midshipman--------------------------Mrs. M. F. Lindsey
Bo'sun, H. M. S. Scorpion-----------------Lt. Kameil Maertens
The Cook, H. M. S. Scorpion---------------Lt. George E. Bush
Lt. Larry Sheridan, British Navy--------------Capt. Howard Clark
Mrs. Zenobia Bunker, wife of Ezra Bunker ----.Mrs. H. L. Reeder
Ezra Bunker, composer of music of the future-...Lt. J. E. Raymond
Godfrey Frazer, an American captain of industry__Capt. W. S. Elliott
Elaine, daughter of Sir Francis Vane-------------Mrs. Dorothy Eley
Armand, Marquis de Frontenac---------------Lt. Orestes Cleveland
Philip Frazer, son of Godfrey--------------Lt. Silas W. Hosea
Irma, an opera singer-----------------------Mrs. E. W. Leard
Testlavitz, a famous violincellist-----------------Lt. C. H. Treat
Nina, a future ballet girl---------------------Mrs. Silas W. Hosea
Paul Masson, a famous sculptor--------------Capt. M. G. Brislawn
English Ambassador, German Ambassador, French Ambassador, Foot-
men, Midshipmen, Society Buds, Masqueraders, Officers, Sailors, "Call
Around Again" Girls.

(Letter continued on Page 5)

$581,800 Authorized For Construction
Of New Barracks Unit At Fort Benning

Authorization to advertise for bids

for the construction new barracks for
the Special Units of Fort Benning
and the 83rd Field Artillery, the larg-
est construction project of the cur-
rent year at the post, was received on
Friday, Jan. 27, by Captain Carl H.
Jabelonsky, constructing quartermas-
ter, from Major General John L. De
Witt, quartermaster general.

The new building will be of the
same general style and of exterior
appearance as the other cuartel type
of barracks built in recent years for
the 29th Infantry and other units of
the garrison, and will cost in the
the neighborhood of $600,000. Funds
for the construction of the new bar-
racks were allotted from the emer-
g enc y construction appropriations
made by Congress. The allotment
originally was $650,000, but a ruling
of the comptroller general under the
provisions of the economy act cuts
this amount by ten per cent, and with
a further deduction of $3,200 for the
preparation of plans, the amount ac-
tually available for the construction
of the building will be about $581,-
800. The extension of service utili-
ties, such as water mains, sewers, and
power lines, and the enlargement of
the present barracks central .- eating

plant are included in the conglonction
plans.

Call for bids on the new project

were sent out on Friday by Captain
Jabelonsky, and his bids will be

opened in his office at Fort Benning
about 10:00 a. m. February 24.

It is expected that work will begin

within a week after the award of
the contract, and that soon after
March 1, excavation for the new
structure will be well under way.

It is estimated that an average num-
ber of three to four hundrew workmen
and mechanics will be employed dur-
ing the progress of the work, which
will probably require approximately
one year to complete. In addition to
the men employed directly on the
building, it is expected that 1,000 ad-
ditional workmen will gain employ-
ment in the production of building
materials and other supplies required
for the construction and fitting of the
building.

The preliminary plans for the struc-
ture were drafted in the office of the
constructing quartermaster at Fort
Benning after conferences with the
commanding officers of the units
which are to occupy the building and
with staff officers of The Infantry
School. After the preliminary work
was completed at Fort Benning, the
plans were sent to the construction
division of the office of the quarter-
master general 'for approval, final

(Please turn to page 2)

Dramatic Club To
Stage Third Play

Pulitzer Prize Play Is Next
Offering of Fort Benning

Players

The Infantry School Dramatic Club
will present "Miss Lulu Bett," a
comedy in three acts by Zona Gale,
on Friday and Saturday, the tenth and
eleventh of February. The production
will be the third of the current
school year, following "Pomeroy's
Past" and "Cock Robin."

"Miss Lulu Bett" is an unusual
type of play. It depicts typical mid-
dle-class America-the America por-
trayed by Sinclair Lewis in his widely-
read novel, "Main Street." It is a
dramatization of small town life so
well done that the play won the Pu-
litzer Prixe in 1921.

"Miss Lulu Bett" is a distinct de-
parture from most of the present day
productions. The play for the first
time gives us a stage-child that is not
sweet and lovely and a grandmother
that is not mild-mannered and sweet-
tempered. Everywhere the pitfall of
artificiality is avoided by the author
with meticulous care.

Captain Walter C. Phillips, as
Dwight Deacon, is the blusternig,
pompous, self-centered head of the
family, whose high opinion of him.
self is shared only by his wife, Ina,
played by Mrs. J. A. Andrews. Both
have been seen before Benning foot-
lights. Mrs. Isobel C h a n c e, one of
Benning's most accomplished charac-
ter actresses, is cast in the role of
Lulu Bett, the unmarried sister, of
Ina, whose life is smothered under
the oppressive tyranny of Dwight Dea-
con.

Mrs. Shearer, as Mama Bett, is the
disagreealbe grand-mother, the moth-
er of Lulu and Ina, a fixture in the
household.

The parts of Ninian Deacon, the
brother of Dwight, and Cornish, the
faltering lover of Lulu Bett, are cap-
ably taken by Captain Raymond 0.
Miller and Lieut. Francis H. Lanahan.
Both are newcomers to the Benning
stage.

Diana Deacon, played by Miss
Betty Welty, falls in love with Bobby
Larkin, played by Mr. Davis P. Hard-
ing. Margie Heileman, as Monona, is
the youngest daughter of the Deacons.

Mrs. Orestes Cleveland, with Mrs.
Totten assisting, is the director of the
play. Mrs. Cleveland also directed
"Pomeroy's Past" and took a part in
"Cock Robin," the second production
of the Infantry School Dramatic Club.

The play is extremely well-cast and
the audience is assured of an evening
of genuine entertainment.

0

Fifteen New Fo rds
To Be Tested Here

A fleet of fifteen new one and one-
half ton Ford Trucks departed from
the Holabird, Maryland, quartermaster
depot, near Baltimore, on Friday, en
route to Fort Benning where they will
be turned over to the 29th Infantry
for experimentation in connection
with the new infantry regimental or-
ganization and mechanization tests.

The vehicles, which are of standard
commercial types, will be used and
tested by the 29th Infantry under the
supervision of the Infantry board, un-
til the completion of the spring man-
euvers in April and May.
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From "The Sentinel"
Now we may learn another thing

about Chinese customs and ideas. God
according to the Confucian teaching,
is the common father of all mankind;
while each man is a sort of compan-
ion to God, but his vice-gerent or dep-
uty on earth for the propagation of
the race. And so Confucius says: "By
the ceremonies of the sacrifices to
Heaven and Earth, we are to serve the
Supreme God; and, by the ceremonies
of the ancestral temple, we are to wor-
ship the ancestors. One, who under-
stands the ceremonies of the sacrifices
to Heaven and Earth and the meaning
of the several sacrifices to ancestors,
will find the governing of the kingdom

0
00*

as easy as to look into his palm."
We have learned that the Emperor,

as the civic father of the people, stands
in this double relation. He worships
God at the Temples of Heaven and
Earth, and is the only person in the
empire who may properly do so, while
at the same tim. z!e worships his an-
cestors, and the Emperor who per-
forms all these rites and ceremonies in
a proper way may find it as easy to
govern a kingdom as to look into his
palm. However this be, we learn that
he is the only one in the empire who
is allowed to worship H e a v e n and
Earth, and that the Chinese are there.
fore not a religious but an ethical peo-
ple, whose whole concern is their re-

0 Things Chinese
1 o

lation to each other.
Does Confucius believe in the soul?

That he does is evidenced by the fact
that it is the soul to which the wor-
ship is directed. As soon as the dead
is buried the soul at once returns to
the home, and is represented by the
ancestral tablet. This is nothing more
than a small board, made in the form the dead as they were served when
of a miniature grave-stone, which alive, and serving the departed as if
thereafter represents the departed one. they were still abiding among us; this
Of course, the soul could not dwell in is the summit of filial conduct.' There-
the tablet, else how could there be so fore, ancestor-worship is exclusively
many tablets of Confucius in so many for the sake of virtue, and the wor-
different Confucian temples? Confuc- shipper does not seek anything for his
ius himself says: "The physical body own benefit. "That", adds Mr. Chen,
goes downward, but the intelligent from whom this quotation is taken,
spirit is on high." Again he says: "The "is the noblest character of the relig-
bones and flesh smoulder below, and ion of Confucius."
hidden away, become the earth of the We have tried to give, in this chap-
fields; but the spirit issues forth, and ter, the ancestor-worship of the Chi-
is displayed on high in a condition of nese from their own point of view.
glorious brightness." It is impossible to understand it clear-

However, Confucius does not try to ly without going into their homes,
prove the existence of the soul, for seeing their tablets, or their temples,
the Record of Rites tells us that: "The and witnessing the importance they at-
flesh of the victim may be presented tach to this cult. One of the officials,
raw, and as a whole, or cut up in piec- whose sons one of my pupils was
es, or sodden, or thoroughly cooked; teaching, once came to Mark (my pu-
but how can we know whether the pil) and said:
spirit does enjoy it? It is simply that "Teacher Liu, there is just one ob-
the sacrificer shows his reverence to jection I have to your honourable re-
the utmost of his power." The sacri- ligion." (Mark is a Christian.)
fice is, therefore, not so much for the "Yes," answered Mark, "what is it?"
sake of the departed spirit as for the "You do not worship your ances-
filial development of the son. tors," said the official.

"If the soul is unknowable, why "You do worship your ancestors, do
does Confuscius make ancestor-wor- you not?" said the official.
ship necessary? It is only on the "I do regularly," answered the gen-
ethical ground. As we have already tleman.

"You worship your father?"
"Yes."
"And your grandfather?"
"Yes."

"And your great-grandfather?"
"Yes."

"And your great-great grandfather?"
"K'e pu chih tao t'a shih shui (I do

not know who he was)."
"Well now, will not the spirit of

y our great-great-grandfather f e el1
grieved to know that his son, and
grandson, and great-grandson are wor-
shipped while he is neglected?"

"Mei shiangtao (I never thought of
that) ."

"Well now, we just worship our Fa-
ther in Heaven, and that takes all our
ancestors," explained Mark, and the
official never raised any further ob-
jections.

rai Social Life in China.

$581,000 APPROPRIATED FOR NEW
BARRACKS AT BENNING

(Continued from Page 1)

drawing of the plans, and specifica-
tions.

operat- Accommodation for approximately
1,000 soldiers, about half of whom

your are now living in tents, will be fur-
nished by the new barracks. One oferchan- the features of the portion assigned

everyto the Special Units will be the large
everykitchen and dining room built on the

delivei cafeteria style to continue the im-
proved system of messing which has

ve you proven successful in t h e m e s s now
operated by the Special Units. Self-

1 their contained refrigeration units and cold
storage rooms, and the very latest
types of restaurant equipment will
also be a feature of the Special Units
and Battery messes. Heating equip-
ment and plumbing will also be of t

t func- the most improved types, and these,
in addition to other improvements

R) but incorporated in the new building, will
make it the most modern and com-

They fortable barracks at Fort Benning.

said that filial piety is the chief vir-
tue of his moral system, should a son
stop observing such an important prin-
ciple after the death of his parents?
Certainly not. It is by ancestor-wor-
ship that the nourishment of parents
is followed up and fili'al duty to them
perpetuated. Confucius says: 'Serving

merman, Sgt. William Peters, and Sgt.
Quentin N. Thompson, Massachusetts
National Guard; Technical Sgt. Har-
lan W. Wandersee, Minnesota National
Guard; Sgt. Wilbur W. Bullock, Miss-
issippi National Guard; Sgt. Everett
H. Hanson, Montana National Guard;
Staff Sgt. Berlie J. Dowdy, Missouri
National Guard; Cpl. George D. Han-
cock, North Carolina National Guard;
Staff Sgt. Boyd J. Joyer, North Dako-
ta National Guard; Staff Sgt. Jazon
A. Kraemer, New Jersey National
Guard; Sgt. James J. Reid, Sgt. Em-
mett G. Murphy, Staff Sgt. William
B. Bogue, Sgt. Anthony R. Cimins and

(Piease turn to page 3)

Eet This
It's not what you pay-It's what you get for what

you pay.

You get your money's worth in every pound of
OLD SETTLER'S Sausage. They are made fresh every
day from healthy unsophisticated porkers. No better

sausage can be bought under any brands or other suns.

Enjoy the present-Eat OLD SETTLER'S Pure Pork
Sausage these crisp mornings.

Every pound U. S. Government Inspected. Every

pound guaranteed by

The Provision Co., Inc.

Communications Is
Subject Of Study
In Enlisted Class

A three and a half month course
of instruction for enlisted men of the
regular army and national guard for
the pursuit of technical studies per-
taining to the installation of field
communications systems will begin at
the Infantry School on February 9,
and will be in progress until the 26th.
The course will be conducted as one
of the regular classes of the academic
department of the Infantry School un-
der the supervision of the second sec-
tion.

A number of soldiers of the Fort
Benning garrison were detailed in
orders issued by headquarters, the
Infantry School, as students in the
new course, and a number of enlisted
men of various state organizations of
the national guard are expected to ar-
rive at Fort Benning within the next
few days to enroll in the course.

Fort Benning soldiers detailed for
enlisted men's communications course
are as follows:

29th Inf.: Pvt. lcl. Jas. E. Thomas,
Hq. Co.; Cpl. Norman Hobbs and Pvt.
lcl. Kinch P. Carpenter, Hq. and Hq.
Co., 1st Bn.; Pvt. William B. Prentice,
Co. A; Pvt. lcl. Horace N. Elkins, Co.
B; Cpl. Geo. H. Patrick, and Pvt. lcl.
Alvin B. Saucer, Hq. and Hq. Co., 2d
Bn.; and Pvt. Cleveland E. Tosh, Co.
G.

66th Inf. (light tanks): Pvt. icl.
Jefferson Bryant, and Pvt. Chas. J.
Floyd, Hq. Co.; Pvt. Joe H. Clements,
and Paul L. Bromley, Co. E; Cpl. Is-
aac W. Cawthorn and Pvt. Marshal K.
Luther, Co. D, and Cpl. Charlie Fox,
Co. E.

Cpl. John Kulikofsky and Private
John 0. Thomas, Co. E, 67th Inf. (me-
dium tanks); Cpl. Robert A. Noell,
Battery C, 1st Bn., 83rd F. A.; and
Sgt. Thomas F. Pierce and Pvt. Jas.
L. Stallings, Co. C, 2d Chemical Regi-
ment.

National Guard students include the
following:

Tech. Sgt. Louis F. Kruse, Califor-
nia National Guard; Sgt. Roy S. Thi-
beau, Connecticut National Guard;
Staff Sgt. Jefferson D. Doyle, Florida
National Guard; Sgt. William H.
Wooley, Georgia National Guard; Sgt.
Ge o rg e Tam, Hawaiian National
Guard! Cpl. Eugene Ridemour, and
Sta Sgt. Frank Lisacchi, Illinois Na-
tional Guard; Sgt. Kenneth A. Ultzer,
Indiana National Guard; Staff Sgt.
Leslie A. Sheets, I ow a National
Guard; Staff Sgt. Luther B. Riley, and
Sgt. Clarence E. Wilkinson, Maryland
National Guard; Staff Sgt. Ernest Zim-

JEWELERS " SILVERSMITHS
Fine Repairing

1102 Broadway Phone 3914

. . . . . . .J v U .L -. . .C
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Cpl. Donald De Vries, New York Na-
tional Guard; 1st Sgt. John F. Looko,
and Cpl. John S. Potts, Ohio National
Guard; Master Sgt. Chester E. Bent-
ley, and Technical Sgt. Fred R. Covi-
ness, Oklahoma National Guard; Mas-
ter Sgt. William J. Stengel, Tech. Sgt.
William T. See, and Cpl. Frank W.
Howard, Pennsylvania National
Guard; Staff Sgt. Harper L. McGady,
Texas National Guard; Staff Sgt. Wal-
ter P. Hicken, Vermont National
Guard; Sgt. William S. Crawford, Vir-
ginia National Guard; Staff Sgt. Has-
kel 0. Lanham, West Virginia Nation-
al Guard; and Sgt. John G. Thiel,
Wisconsin National Guard.

PEP...
in every step

Use

Reels and Soles

Hood Rubber Products Co., Inc.
Watertown, Mass.

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

Pil'ots Of Air Corps
Reserve Greet Gov.
Roosevelt Sundav

FT. McPHERSON, Ga., (Special)-

On Sunday morning at 10:30, January
29, President-elect Franklin D. Roose-
velt was greeted at Warm Springs, Ga.,
by eight army airplanes from Cand-
ler Field.

Major General Edw. L. King, Fourth
Corp Area Commander, in reply to

I a request from the Chamber of Com-
merce and the officials of the Warm
Springs Foundation, authorized the
flight in connection with the training
activities of Georgia Air Corps Re-
serve officers.

In authorizing the flight General
King emphasized the importance of
training of Reserve officers and direct-
ed that Air Corps Reserve pilots be
given this opportunity for training
under the Regular Army instructor.
In this connection the General stated
that there are 240 Reserve pilots in
this Corps Area, thirty of whom live
in Atlanta. Their training is under
the supervision of the Regular Army
Air Corps detachment at Candler
Field where there are only nine air-
planes available.

The flight was under command of
Major William L. Plummer, Air Corps
Reserve, of Atlanta, and under the
supervision of the Regular Army Air
Corps instructor for the Fourth Corps
Area. The other planes were piloted
by Air Corp Reserve officers from
the vicinity of Atlanta.

The planes took off from Candler
Field at 8:30 a. m. Tactical problems
in the nature of reconnaissance work
featuring both the protective mission
of pursuit planes and the mission of
the observation planes were given to
the Reserve officers both on their
journey to Warm Springs and on their

Band Favorablv
Received Saturday
In Montgomerv

The participation of the 29th Infan-
try Band in the welcoming ceremo-
nies extended to President Elect
Roosevelt at Montgomery, Ala., last

Saturday was very favorably received
by Montgomery citizens and officials
in charge of the reception, according
to a letter received at Fort Benning
from Colonel William F. Screws, one
of the officials of the affair.

"On behalf of the committee in
charge of the entertainment of Presi-

dent Elect Franklin D. Roosevelt, the

citizens of Montgomery, and as Mar-
shal, I wish to thank you for your

hearty cooperations in sending one
of the bands to Montgomery to help
in the entertainment of Mr. Roose-

velt" said Colonel Screws in his letter

to Major General Campbell King,
commandant of the Infantry School.

"The military appearance and the

band from a nmusical standpoint made
quite a hit with the people of Mont-
gomery and the visitors who were
here, and compliments were heard on
all sides for the Fort Benning band."
Warrant Officer George A. Norton,
bandleader, was in charge of the 29th
Infantry during its visit to Montgom-
ery.

return trip.
During the demonstration at Warm

Springs the planes maneuvered in
close formation and dropped paper
bombs over the city. On completion
of the demonstration the planes did
not land at Warm Springs but return-
ed to Candler Field.

M. P.'s And Civil
Police Commended
Bv General King

The uniform courtesy of the Colum-

bus and Muscogee County police de-
partments in their dealings with the

military personnel of Fort Benning,

was the subject of a laudatory com-

munication issued to the entire com-

mand of Fort Benning on Tuesday by

Major General Campbell King, com-

mandant.

The courtesy of the members of the

two police departments has been

specially evident, General King said,

in the cases of traffic violations which

have been committed by new arrivals

at the post through ignorance of local

regulations, and is deserving of sin-

cere appreciation by the Fort Ben-

ning personnel.
In concluding his communications

General King admonished the mem-

bers of the garrison to inform them-

selves of Columbus traffic regulations

and to be meticulous in the observ-

ance of them.
p

TOWN TOPICS

(Continued From Page 1)

everyone who intended patronizing

the Glee Club on the night of the

show to be present. The privilege of

drawing by proxy is extended to those

who, for some reason or other, find

it inconvenient to attend.

The idea is a new one, and, theoreti-

cally, should be a success.

RUBBER STAMPS

COLUMBUS OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
24 HR. SERVICE

PHONE 556

V

ANNOUNCING-

PATTERSON-POPE MOTOR CO., INC.
1415 ---- 1st AVE -:- :: COLUMBUS GEORGIA

as Distributors of Graham Motor Cars

It is with very real pleasure that we announce this latest important
addition to the Graham distributing organization-another in the long list
of outstanding distributors and dealers who, after careful investigation,
have joined the Graham organization during recent months.

NEW SIX, beginning at $745. NEW
EIGHTS, beginning at $845. Prices
at Factory, Special Equipment Extra.

See and drive the second series of
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The

SODA FOUNT
POST EXCHANGE

Maintains

• . a delivery service
within the post. The
service is organized
principally for the de-
livery of ice cream in
large or small quanti-
ties on short notice.

The hours of this
service are from 11:00
a. m. to 9:00 p. m.

ALSO EXCELLENT
CURB SERVICE

PHONE 69

SODA FOUNT
POST EXCHANGE

Ft. Benning, Ga.
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FELICIA C. HOWELL. PHONE' 389

Garden Section Of Woman's Club Holds
Interesting Meet; Col. Stillwell To Speak

A most enthusiastic meeting of the

Garden section of the Infantry School

Woman's Club was held at the home

of the director Mrs. Frank Heileman,

on January 30th.

A discussion of what to plant at

the present time and the proper prep-
aration of the soil was conducted by
Mesdames Brown, Seeley, Pearson and
Mangum. Plans were also made to
have as many members as possible
attend the lecture at the Woman's
Club in Columbus on February 1st,
when the Federated Garden Clubs of
Columbus will present Prof. Heath
in a lecture on Southern Gardening.

The next meeting will be held at
the home of Mrs. Pearson at which
time there will be an exchange of
plants. Tea was served by the hostess
at the conclusion of the meeting.

There is indeed a treat in store
for the members of the Infantry
School Woman's Club at their regu-
lar monthly meeting on February 6th.
for the program committee has in-
vited Col. Stillwell to give an illus-
trated talk on China. With our news-
papers so full each day of affairs in
China, it is interesting to learn of
the customs and characteristics of the
country and its people, particularly
when presented by a person who has
lived and studied in China.

In addition to Col. Stillwell's talk
Mrs. Raymond Pearson will play two
piano solos. Mrs. Philip Woods and
Mrs. S. L. Buracker will be hostesses
for the afternoon.

-Theodosia Lee Barnett.
Secretary.

Special $2 Per-

manent Wave
will continue thru
the next five days.

MRS. R. G. DEITZ

New Beauty Shoppe
1106 1-2 Broadway Phone 9286

NOTICE
Our Three Grade Prices

ON SHOE REPAIRING

Have Proven Satisfactory

To The Public

We wish to thank you for your
patronage.

1st A good
half sole-----.. C

2nd A Better
half sole----.5c

3rd LAMAC an
SOLE $1. 0

Every Job Guaranteed

We have the only 5-unit machine
in the city.

EXPERT DYEING

25 Colors to select from.

BOSTON SHOE
FACTORY

Phone 565 1234 Broadway

We Call For And Deliver

Maj. and Mrs. Albert S. Dabney
were the hosts to a few of their
friends in the Medical Corps at a
dinner at the Officers' Club last Sat-
urday evening.

MAJ. AND MRS. KINBERGER ARE
HOSTS AT DINNER AT OFFI-
CERS' CLUB
Maj. and Mrs. Albert G. Kinberger

entertained Sunday evening at a de-
lightful dinner at the Officers' Club.
After dinner movies were in order.
Maj. and Mrs. Kinberger had as their
guests a few of their friends in the
Medical Corps.

(Please turn to Page 5)

f you like something different,
something that will last and

something beautiful-then visit the
Philippine Handwork Shop

Opposite Wynnton School

FULLER BRUSH
REPRESENTATIVE

J. M. NORRIS
Phone 717-W or call at 715 Broadway
-from 12 noon to 1P. M. or 5 P. M.
to 6 P. M. week days and Saturday
3 P. M. to 6 P. M.

Today's Fashion
<.;,-4)

DAUGHTERS OF THE ARMY
HOLD F IF T H ANNIVERSARY
MEETING
The fifth anniversary of the found-

ing of the Daughters of the United
States Army was held on Thursday,
January 26th at the quarters of Mrs.
Thomas G. Hearn. The gathering con-
sisted of a business meeting followed
by tea. Mrs. John Huling, Jr., and
Mrs. Carlisle B. Irwin assisted the
hostess. Preceding tea, a short paper
was read by Mrs. Thomas W. Brown,
the president of the D. U. S. A. on
the history of the society. The advis-
ability of moving the national head-
quarters to Washington, D. C. was dis-
cussed, as also plans for a fashion
show.

P.-T. A. CELEBRATES ANNIVER-
SARY AT MEETING AT POLO
HUNT CLUB THURSDAY
The Fort Benning Parents-Teacher

Association met Thursday afternoon at
2:30 p. m. at the Polo Hunt Club.
This particular meeting was of out-
standing interest for two reasons; the
thirty-sixth anniversary of the P.-T. A.
was celebrated, and for the occasion
the eminent lecturer, Dr. Otis Knight
of Mercer University of Macon, Ga.,
gave an interesting talk on "The
Adults' and Children's World Around
Us.

LAST OF BRIDGE TOURNAMENT
HELD ON THURSDAY
The last of the preliminary bridge

tournaments was held Thursday even-
ing at the Officers' Club. This marks
the end of a series of three prelimi-
naries. Winners from these are eligi.
ble to play in the semi-finals which
will be held in the near future. The
officers in charge of these tournaments
are Maj. Thomas S. Arms, Capt. Ray-
mond E. Vermette and Lieut. William
A. D. Thomas. The bridge lovers at
Fort Benning feel that these officers
are to be congratulated upon the suc-
cess of the tournament and hope that
others will be held in the future.

SUPPER DANCES AT THE OFFI.
CERS' CLUB TO BEGIN AGAIN
ON FEBRUARY NINTH
The first supper dance since the

period of mourning for Ex-President
Coolidge will be held at the Officers'
Club on the evening of February 9.
A capacity number of reservations
have been made for that evening. On
February 23rd, plans are being made
to make the supper dance on that
night the occasion of a welcome for
the National Guard and Reserve offi-
cers who will arrive on February 21.

MAJ. AND MRS. DABNEY ENTER-
TAIN AT OFFICERS' CLUB

Gi rl Scouts
Cardinal Troop

What a perfect meeting we had to-
day. Mrs. Gailliard kindly came to
help us sing some songs, and we sang
as we never have before. Our "Hike
Song" has pepped up a hundred per-
cent, and "Taps" have evened out and
sounds much better. Some of us even
sang alto with real success!

Here's an important announcement:
The Court of Awards is to be on
February 24 at the Girl Scout Cabin.
It will mean a mile-stone in our prog-
ress, one of the most important events
in the year, the only other event be.

(Please turn to page 5)

SO)CIA L11L IICICLITS

TFRYTHISte

Uncap NEHI MALTED CHOCOLATE. Pour into

cocktail shaker or electric mixer. Add crushed ice. Shake

well. Serve contents of one bottle in large glasses to

two people.

NEHI MALTED CHOCOLA TE On Sale
AT ALL CANTEENS-BUY IT BY THE CASE

To Ladies of Fort Benning

We have an experienced Graduate masseur and masseuse whom we send to
Fort Benning each Monday, Wednesday and Friday to give Swedish mas-
sage in your home. Make your appointments the day before for this service.
Reasonable rates. We have many luxurious and beneficial treatments for
face, scalp, hands and body.

OUR TREATMENTS INCLUDE:

Russian
Turkish
Mineral

Baths
Reducing
Facial
Scalp

Swedish Massage
Swedish Facial Massage
Swedish Scalp Treatments

SMassage
Physio
Hydrio
Electro

Therapy

Turkish Shampoos
Special Reducing Treatment
Swedish Shampoos

Rigdon Health Institute
216 Doctors Building PHONE 1037

THE POST EXCHANGE
FORT BENNING, GA.

... is an institution founded to
provide the personnel of this

post with a service by means of
which they may at all times ob-

tain articles of general use not
easily purchasable otherwise.

THE POST EXCHANGE
FORT BENNING, GA.

The Post Exchange is not authorized to sell to
anyone not in the military service.

-- i

KENNY'S

NORWOOD
COFFEE

is sold at Fort Benning

through the

Post Exchange
TRY A POUND

YOU WILL BE PLEASED

READ HERALD
ADVERTISEMENTS

m

Of Navy Blue Woolen.
By VERA WINSTON

HERE IS a chic afternoon frock.
It is of light weight navy blue woolen
with pockets at the tops of side panels.
The soft belt is of the same material
and has free sash ends. The loose,
three-quarter length sleeves end in
loose cuffs decked with buttons. The
undersleeves and the kerchief collar
are made of taffeta in a plaid pattern
of blue, white and gray, and the dress
buttons onto the front of the kerchief
collar with matching buttons. One of
the latest models, this is very chic and
graceful.
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SOCIETY
(Continued From Page 4)

MRS. PIERCE AND MRS. BRADY
JOINT HOSTESSES AT BIRTH-
DAY PARTY
Mrs. James R. Pierce and Mrs. Lynn

E. Brady will be joint hostesses Fri-
day evening at a party in celebration
of the birthdays of Mrs. Pierce and
Lieut. Brady. The guests will assemble
at nine p. m. bearing amusing gifts
not to exceed twenty-five cents in cost
for the honorees and must make a
speech of presentation. At midnight a
supper will be served to about fifteen
friends of the hostesses.

MRS. HOWELL HOSTESS TO
BRIDGE CLUB

Mrs. George P. Howell was the host-
ess Friday to the weekly meeting of
her contract bridge club. Luncheor
was served at one followed by two
tables of contract bridge. Her guests
were: Mrs. Selina Waddington, Mrs.
Raymond E. Vermette, Mrs. Lynn E.
Brady, Mrs. James E. Bowen, Mrs.
Clayton Studebaker, M r s. Orestes
Cleveland, Mrs. Charles T. Lanham,
and Miss Harriott Atkins.

MISS JANE DECKER CELEBRATES
FIFTH BIRTHDAY
Mrs. George H. Decker was the

hostess Saturday afternoon to her
small daughter, Jane, at a delightful
birthday party in celebration of her
daughter's fifth birthday. A birthday
cake topped by five candles, and ac-
companied by ice cream, was served
to fifteen of Jane's young friends.

PERSONALS
Maj. and Mrs. Albert S. Dabney

have as their house guest the latter's
sister, Mrs. J. W. Loughruy of Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

Lieut. and Mrs. Wendell G. John-
son are to be congratulated upon the
birth of a son, Wendell G. Johnson,
Jr., at the Station Hospital on Janu-
ary 20th.

Mrs. Guy W. Hartman left Friday
to spend the weekend with friends in
Atlanta.

Friends of Mrs. William E. Persons,
wife of Col. William E. Persons, will
be glad to know that she arrived on
the Post last Saturday. Col. Persons,
who has been on duty as commanding
officer of the U. S. A. T. "Republic,"
will arrive to take command of the
29th Infantry the latter part of this
month.

Lieut. Charles L. Decker, Lieut. Au-
gustus W. Dannemiller and Lieut.
Julian L. Chappell left Monday for a
week's detail with the Air Corps at
Maxwell Field.

r,

CLEVER
HOSTESS!

She knows that her
guests are as critical
as can be... so she
serves F o r e m o s t
every time! Foremost
always makes a hit!

Call the

SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.

The following article is written by
Mrs. 0. S. Robles, who is in charge
of the Philippine Handiwork Shop,
where many specimens of the art men.
tioned in the article may be seen. Mrs.
Robles is thoroughly acquainted with
many phases of Filipino art, and her
assortment is unusually complete.

Far from Benning, ten thousand
miles away across the Pacific ocean,
little brown hands are deftly tracing
delicate patterns in rainbow hues
with a swift sure touch inherited from
three-hundred years of talented ances-
tors. Out in Paranaque, suburb of
Manila, dwells the community of em-
briodery makers. Since the days of
Spanish rule, the needle art has been
passed from generation to generation
to meet the demands of the "foreign-
ers." The entire Barrio of Paranaque
is devoted to embroidery making, and
in each nipa shack the first rays of
dawn see dark heads bent over three
foot hoops and needles flying indus-
triously. When the days grow warm
the work is taken beneath the house,
sitting high on its ten foot poles, and,
squatting in a circle, grandmother,
mother and grand-daughter all follow
the pattern traced in pencil on voile
from France or organdy from Switzer-
Land. In one corner sometimes squats
an old Filipino woman, eyes unseeing,
dreaming of a lotus pattern, hibiscus,
or perhaps cadena d'Armour shaping
in the thread, while little brown hands
lie idle, and blindness takes its toll
at middle age.

Under every nipa shack in the dis-
trict the workers squat in concentrated
groups. Pigs and chickens grunt, strut
and walk about unheeded, children
play contentedly-some of them are
being taught to ply a needle even be-
fore they learn to walk. An immense
cigar passes from mouth to mouth.
and gossip is shouted from one group
to another. Sarcastic remarks are pass-
ed about regarding the foreigners who
resent a mere drop of betel-nut or
tobacco juice on a pale bit of loveliness.
Why should a few spots concern the
fussy Americano when they pay only
a few dollars for weeks of expert,
back-breaking labor?

At last the agent arrives to collect
the finished pattern, and the air grows
thick with lusty haggling over prices.
Pigs and babies add to the shrill up-
roar, and finally brown hands clutch
a fwdirty pesos permitting months of
labor to go forth to tempt callous
tourists. A few pesos to fill the pot
with rice, garnished with a touch of
garlic, and a few "powerful" fish on
the side. As long as eyes are bright,
little brown hands continue to fashion
leaves and flowers in every hue, but
nature finally exacts its toll and blind-
ness results only too soon.

Farther away in the high, dense fast-
nesses of the Cayaguan Mountains,
darker hands are working a different
are. Practically nude bodies of Igorot
women brace against the threads of
ten-foot looms and fingers patiently
shuttle back and forth, in and out, I
the brightness of the threads being the
only relief from the monotony of pur-
suing a trade as old as the tribes them-
selves. It is by these Igorots that the
famous Ilocano cloth is woven. Before
civilization entered and conquered
their mountain heights, the Igorot
women wove their one and only gar-
ment from the home-spun cocoanut fi-
ber threads. Vegetable dyes gave bril-
liance to each piece of cloth, and they
soon attracted the eyes of the early
white pioneers. Demands for strips of
goods followed, and some one with an
enterprising undertook to encourage
the natives in weaving articles of com-
mercial value. Money held no charms,
but there were more important arti-
cles in the eyes of an Igorot warrior
than cloth. Brass rings to encircle
brown necks or arms were much more
fascinating than something they were
accustomed to, and they coveted them
highly. So, out of the looms of the
native women came strange pieces of
cloth, which the white Americanos
would use for their tables, for their
windows, and to add brilliant color to
their homes, and it was exchanged for
the shining brass. Such stupid Ameri.
canos!-to give up such treasure, and
sometimes a rare morsel could be had
in the form of a live, tender dog, to
roast whole on an open fire, just by
weaving a few bed-covers-a mere mat-
ter of four months of plying the bob.
bin.

With the passing of years, the Igorot
remains shy and untamed. Living in
small groups, they move about the
mountains and valleys, hunting game,
and occasionally remaining in one
spot long enough to grow a patch of
rice, cabbages or to plan bananas. A
three foot shelter is made of a roof,
and two sides, with the mountain-side
dug out for a back, and with no front.
Three inches off the ground, strips of
bamboo are criss-crossed to form a bed
on which the Igorot sleeps in a squat-
ting posture, and the rainwater flowsthrough the house under the bed and
on out of the frontless lean-to. In
death, the Igorots are buried in the
same squatting position, the body
generally being smoked and placed in
a cave.

History repeats itself in the case of
the Igorots, Bontocs, and other moun-
tain tribes, by introducing the white
muau's evils along with the benefits he
brings. Tuberculosis takes its toll, and
easy living, coupled with the national
pastime of head-hunting, has reduced
the once powerful mountain tribes to

I

(Letter continued from Page 1)

You will note that the leads are taken by Mrs. Dorothy Eley
and Lieutenant Silas W. Hosea. As you know, Mrs. Eley is a trained
musician of much experience and her beautiful voice will add im-
measurably to the success of the play. Lieutenant Hosea, Captain
Clark and Captain Elliott also have trained voices of very fine quality.
Mrs. Reeder, Lieutenant Raymond and Lieutenant Cleveland, who
have the comedy leads, need no comment, as they have shown what
they can do in the past. The minor principals are all equally good
-in fact the entire cast is unusually fine.

Our chorus of about forty-five voices is doing some singing that
would do credit to any company. In addition to this, we have a
chorus of young girls who are going to put on three very beautiful
dances, and last, but by no means least, Miss Jacqueline Cowley,
who is a trained dancer and who has had considerable stage experi-
ence, is going to do the "Rumba" for us. What do you think of that?

The play itself is working out wonderfully. The music is very
tuneful and catchy, and everybody is going to be very much pleased
with it. The play is a comedy which, I have been told by a number
of qualified people, would be good enough to go on the stage with-
out any music at all. So you can see that the combination of a fine
play with fine music is going to get big results.

Of course you remember that last year there were over 2300
paid admissions to the "Red Mill" and everybody was delighted with
it. The only reason why we will not greatly exceed that number
this year is that the Theatre will not hold any more. Already we
are getting ready to start the sale of tickets.

Now please don't get the idea I am trying to make you feel
badly in writing this letter. I know it will, but feel sure that, even
so, you want to know all about what the Club is going to do.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

E. W. Leard,
Major, Infantry,
President.

'1an ever-diminishing people. Their on-
ly commercial product is their weav-
ing, and as years pass and unhealth-
ful conditions make their inroads, the
looms stand empty one by one, dark
hands grow still, and the ever-wearing,
many-hued Baguio linens will soon
join the land of lost arts.

In highland and lowland, from Lu.
zen to Mindanao, life goes on much as
it did many years back, and life is
fashioned by dark, brown hands from
the cradle to the roof.

GIRL SCOUT NOTES
(Continued from page 4)

ing the second Court of Awards.
Besides coming to Scout meetings,

the girls are doing much outside work,
such as merit badges or test passing.
Most of the Cardinals are taking the
difficult Cyclist badge, in which Mr.

Sunfast Chintz
In Lovely New Patterns

Marquisettes
In New Spring Colors

Striped Jaspe

Green . Rust - Blue - Natural
The New Slip Cover Material

50 Inches Wide

Blocked Irish Linen
Floral Designs - 50 Inches Wide

Monks Cloth
Natural and Colors - 50 Inches Wide

Cottage Set Curtains
For the Kitchen, Bed Rooms and Bath

New Puff Braid Rugs
Our experienced decorators will come to
your home with selections of material and
take measurements, if desired, at no cost
to you.

Drapery Department

KIRVEN'S

: I

6 inch ruffle and
valances

2Y2 yds. long, full width.
A really lovely curtain

in two colors.

Ecru
Ivory

$150 and $198

Pair

Davenport, of Columbus, is instruct-
ing. Others are working on the Ath-
lete, which Maj. Bradley is taking.
We are going to be prepared for this
big occasion on the 24th!

Pine Tree Troop
We had a new girl come today,

who we are glad to welcome into our
troop.

Today was election day, also, be-
cause the half year is up. Patrol lead.
ers were voted upon, and only one
was changed, the new one being Shir-
ley Rooks.

Mrs. Matchett helped us finish our
nature, today, while others practised
upon their signalling. We're going to
be Second Class Scouts pretty soon,
with all this preparation.

At the good-night circle we sang
"The Gold Sun," and "Hello" to our
new leader, Miss Harriotte Atkins.

Draperies
Slip Cover Material

Latest Precilla Style

Ruffled Curtains

I
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I LIEUTENANT PEEP'S DIARY
Wednesday, January 25

Home this evening all but blinded

by the afternoon's display of nickel-

and chrome-plated wagons, carts and

machine guns which do appear to be

indispensable equipment on the post,

so great is their profusion. And I can

readily believe that they are profitable

adjuncts to training, a nickel-plated
escort wagon being by all odds the
easiest thing in a regiment to find

.during a night maneuver. As to the
rococo machine gun and cart I do
hand the palm to Captain Cordoba
for perfect comment; "That gun she
should shoot only gold bullet; and
for cooling fill the jacket with cham-
pagne."

Major Kingman should be reminded
that the class considers the Tanks be-
low average in something or other,
they having shown no interest what-
ever in nickel-plating a tank or even
a tank carrier for our bedazzlement.

Information abroad today as to
those who will likely take the Tank
Course next year, one of whom I am
not to be among which. One at a time
I am relieved of my ideas for possi-
bilities in June. Practically the only
one remaining is the possibility of
being able to leave this place by other
means than walking. There is always
the chance of being assigned to the
29th but doubt assails me as to wheth-
er it. be more profitable to walk and
be gone from here or to walk and
still be here.

Thursday, January 26

In receipt of the Horse Group's
ten-page mimeograph on "The Mili-
tary Seat." I am lost in admiration
for the man who could discourse at
that length about sitting, for Lord,
I should be much put to it to pro-
duce that much copy on the com-
bined subjects of walking, running,
and the position "prone supine:' The
part which tretas of the eyes being
part of the seat does somewhat savor
of the young lady of fiction who
blushed and dropped her eyes into
the coffee cup.

Having read only as far as page
three prior to equitation today, I did
offer a minor prayer that the horse
might confine his activities to those
pages, for had he made a move on,
say, page five I had been lost and if
he had jumped to page ten I might
even now be hospitalized.

For my own part I do think that
the instruction might be more con-
densed thus affording the student
much additional time for practice of
the exercise. It might be expounded
in two or three short steps. First,
catch a horse. That one step would
eliminate nine-tenths of the trouble,
for Lord, who can be bothered run-

ning down a horse in the first place.
Second, (student having made any
score better than U in the first step)
sit down carefully after making per-
fectly sure that the horse is on the
bottom of the pile. Period. Relax the
mimeograph machine.

Friday, January 27
More of indirect laying and I am

in full accord with Wu who, after
appropriate epithets at a battery
chart, remarked "By the time I get
all this done a great big Jap be stand-
ing on top of me."

A nice two hour message a cheval
this afternoon and I do thank God
that Major Thompson's policy is to
break us in easily else he would now
have 75% of the class eating meals
from the mantel instead of only 50%.

Saturday, January 28
The appearance of the coal wagon

again at my neighbor's fuel shed did

recall to me Mrs. Hosea's astonish-

ment last fall in scanning the hous-
ing chart in the Ralston Hotel. House
after house was listed as being heated
by "Sunbeam." Quoth the fair lady
"Oh I don't want any of those houses!
What in the world would we do on
a cloudy day?" Methinks she knows
now.

Monday, January 30

The class the victim of an engineer
joke the first hour, Major Heileman
announcing that we would not be re-
quired to memorize much in the
mimeo on field engineering but we
would be required to know paragraphs
3 and 4. Later inspection of the pam-
phlet did convince me of the Major's
magnanimity. He excuses us from
specking the title page, the table of
contents and the paragraph on the
object of the course, the latter now
being apparent without reading.

Our course in motors moves forward
but carries gloom to the class as we
become increasingly conscious of our
inabilities even to drive a car. Major
Henry and Captain Williams did so
thoroughly cow us on Friday that I
will lay even money that not a choke
was pulled out from a dashboard over
the week-end and this morning I know
that the haggard faces are directly due
to exceptionally early rising to warm
up the car.

Tomorrow there will be thirty cars
in the Post Exchange garage for car-
buretor repair or adjustment, and I
could tip off the management that if
they will but follow closely our sched-
ule of motors instruction they can
foretell exactly what car troubles to
prepare for daily.

In my box today another battery
chart all covered with pretty printed
figures. I do now have more solutions
than problems and if I can but make
that situation last until after the grad-
ed test it will be an affair for rejoic-
ing. One student avers that if this
thing keeps up he will not write to
Sears, Roebuck for their catalog.

Following instructions, each student
carried a map to equitation today.
Murphy much puzzled at his inability
to locate the water tanks on Maglin's
map, Maglin in his hasty departure
having snatched up a map of Fort
Ethan Allen. "But," he philosophized,
"it's all right. The horse won't know
the difference."

Tuesday, January 31
The class assembled intact at the

tank section school room minus only
two members, one of whom was re-
ported as in the hospital from having
looked too long at the ammeter on
the dash (the insurance will cover his

car) and the other who was last seen
at Brown Avenue and Wynnton trying
to cross the street without using the
choke.

Major Henry to great lengths to
explain the-dangers of inhaling carbon
monoxide gas. The symptoms follow-
ing inhalation-headache, pains in the
neck, drowsiness-do convince m4
that many lecturers we have heard are
suffering from incomplete combustion.

The class unanimous in its enthusi-
asm over Major Henry's discussions.
For myself I do feel ashamed to be
paid for being so well amused during
an entire morning, having often part-
ed with shekels for a paltry hour of
a much inferior variety of entertain-
ment.

-Lieut. Peen.
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longer than one week. "Scarcely Satisfactory." and doing, but we can make a 7:00
Flies do not grow after hatching. a.m. formation if put to it. It really

When they come out of the pupa CI.inthfo ba fter we a rea

case they are full grown. Flies smaller Captain Horan also furnishes this isn't half bad after we are up.

or larger than the house fly are diff- one from the same source, indicating On this particular occasion, our un-
- that even at the Command and Gen- accustomed zeal for early morning

ent fliesare not seen around build- eral Staff School, instructors occas- equitation was rewarded. After a long

ings, in houses, and on food like the ionally say things that may be con- but not unpleasant ride we were priv-
fusing to the slower witted members ileged to witness a spirited wrestling

house fly. of the class: match between a couple of Captains
Their breeding habits are the same "n

but because they are less often seen "In a CSL problem one of the stu- of Infantry and a pig. The Captains

on our food they are by that much dents asked the instructor 'Did you won and the hog-a husky young

a lessened menace to our health. The say that ammunition dump was five boar-was duly muzzled and secured

house fly does not bite, it does not miles %vest of Easton or five miles by lead ropes attached to one fore

suck food. It sucks liquids but can east of Weston?' The instructor re- and one hind foot.

not penetrate the unbroken skin. It plied 'I said it was five miles east To get back to the horses involved

is attracted by food odors. It is a of Easton, no, I mean five miles west a river crossing and Harp's Creek with

greedy feeder and where the food is of Weston. Just a minute now, is its steep sides were something of an

dry, such as sugar, it liquifies the food Easton west of Weston or is Weston obstacle to the triumphant procession.

first by depositing moisture on it. east of Easton. Look on your maps. Captain Lawson, standing on the edge

This act is called regurgitation and Whichever town is west of the other of the stream bed, watched with in-

the deposit of feces occurs at frequent one the ammunition dump is five terest to see how the pig would nego-

intervals whenever feeding occurs and miles east of that one." tiate the steep descent. Whereupon the

is the common method of contaminat- "As a matter of fact Weston is in I outraged animal plunged blindly over

ing our food with disease germs. Missouri and is fifteen miles east of the bank, rolled down upon the sur-

The house fly does not migrate far Easton which is in Kansas." prised huntsman, and knocked his

provided food and breeding places Captain Horan sent in these illu- legs out from under him. Man and

are nearby. When conditions are un- minating examples of instructional 'beast rolled in the mud together and

favorable they will migrate as far as repartee and unc o n s c i ou s humor but for the Captain's language, one

a mile in search of food, or even some time ago, but the letter some- might have thought that they were

longer if carried by air currents. how got lost in our horizontal file. Just having a sociable joint wallow.

The average length of lfe of the We just happened to dig it up while Then the party broke up and Captain

fly is about one month. They are ren- looking for something else. The great Lawson, covered with clay and con-

dered inactive by cold and are killed fault with the convenient horizontal fusion, rejoined the field.

at temperatures below 10 to 15 de- filing system is that anything that gets Whether the pig, angered by the

grees F. into it is likely to stay there until rough treatment he had received and

The house fly does not survive the one cleans out the drawer on a change foreseeing his ultimate end, deliber-

winter months as an adult. It is the of station. It would be just our luck ately jumped on Captain Lawson in

pupal or larval stage that survives the to find a lot of choice Flare material a last effort to revenge himself upon

cold weather. sandwiched between stacks of old his captors or whether it was just an

Growth and changes in these stages bills, letters urging reduction of bank accident we shall never know. In

is prolonged and irregular; a spell of loans, circulars offering to let us in either case, however, Captain Lawson

warm weather allows the fly to em- on the ground floor of wonderful will derive more than gastronomic sat.

erge. Continuous breeding can occur money making opportunities and the isfaction from the barbecue which his

in heated buildings. At Fort Benning like. To our friends who have given little playmate is destined to grace.

weather conditions are such that flies us little items that never appeared

breed the entire year. in print, we offer the filing system as SAFETY FIRST PROPOGANDA
Next week more will be said about a possible explanation. It must have Now that roller skating is enjoying

MthnJ of ,nntrnl- 1 been that. unless-as sometimes hat- (PlQnso t..rn .. f...lAM

i
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Here's To Your
Health

By Major Homer L. Conner

Medical Inspector

FLY CONTROL
Fly Breeding

The fly, especially the house fly, has
habits which make it an important
factor in the spread of disease.,C

It breeds in filth. It may carry this
filth to your food. It is therefore
necessary to control the fly to prevent
the spread of disease.

To control the fly we must know
that the adult female deposits 120
or more small white eggs ina cluster A
on or in any organic moist material

which will furnish food and warmth
for the larvae (maggots.) One female "Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
usually lays from two to four such -John Wolcot.

batches of eggs during her life time; CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.
but when conditions as to heat and
moisture and filth for food are just NOT SO CHEAP AFTER ALL

right she may deposit as many as The punch board at the Golf Club had only eight chances left when

twenty batches. In other words one the foursome made up by Colonel Weeks, General Jarvis, Major Leard and

female may lay as many as 2,000 eggs. Lieut. W. L. Mitchell finished their 18 holes.
The length of the egg stage depends Brother Leard who has a flair for any kind of gentleman's gambling

on the proper amount of moisture game led off by taking two of the punches, then General Jarvis took one

and varies according to the tempera- and finally Colonel Weeks took four. The gamblers were lucky in that

ture. The usual time is about 12 most of their punches were either free or cost but little. Colonel Weeks,

hours. Temperatures between 85 and I for instance, punched three no charge tickets and the fourth carried only a

90 degrees F. hatch eggs in about 8 thirty-six cent penalty.
hours; a temperature of 40 degrees One chance only was left and, according to the rules, the man punch.

prolongs this time to 3 or 4 days. ing the last chance gets a 35 cent golf ball. The privilege was therefore

The maggot is a very active small one to be competed for and the dice were produced to decide the issue.

white worm which burrows into the As frequently happens in like cases, the man who had done nothing to

fermenting masses where the eggs bring about conditions won. Lieutenant Mitchell punched and the golf

were deposited in search of food. It ball was his. Then he looked at the slip to see how much, if anything, it

grows rapidly by succsesive molts and bad cost him. The slip read 90 cents.

reaches maturity in 4 or 5 days un- NOTE:-To make the foregoing story right, Colonel Weeks should
less the weather is cold or theer is have won the grand prize-a set of matched golf clubs. The fact that he

a lack of food and moisture. had already won a set at a small outlay on a previous punch board is

When full growth is reached the just another reason why he should have won another. Our experience as

maggot migrates to a cooler, dryer a member of the Thanatopsis Club has convinced us that Lady Luck de.

place to enter the pupa stage. Then lights in piling it on thick when she plays favorites. This time, however,

the body contracts and thickens; the she showed her true fickle nature by permitting Major Gilchrist, who has

outer surface hardens to form a case been wooing her via the punch board for lo these many years, to carry
or shell; the color becomes dark; it off the capital prize.
cannot feed. In this case the adult

fly develops, taking 3 to 10 days in LEAVENWORTH NOTES pens-the item had too mu c h dyna-

the process according to weather con- Captain John P. Horan, one of Ben- mtite in it for us to handle.

ditions. ning's home town boys who is now

When the adult fly emerges from a big Corps and Army man at Fort PERILS OF THE CHASE

the shell it crawls to the surface and 1 evingsworth, sends in the following We attended our first wild b o a r

as soon as the wings harden it is instructor's wise crack from the Coin. hunt last Sunday. Back in the regime
ready for fight. ni and and General Staff School: of Sir Roger Williams and Squire

The female fly reaches sexual ma- "One of the officers here recently Jerry Wood, when all wild g a m e

turity and begins to deposit eggs in got back one of his examinations, hunts were scheduled for 5 :001 a. in.,
from 3 to 20 days. When the instructor corrected it and our restrained enthusiasm for the

Under very favorable conditions the marked "S" on it, the rubber stamp chase was not sufficient to overcome

period from eggs to adult fly may be lipped blurring the "S." So he stamp- our religious scruples against early ris.

as short as 7 days. ed another "5" along side the first in g on the Sabbath. The present mass-

It therefore follows that any ma- one. The student took the paper to ters show a commendable regard for
terial in which flies can develop ithe instructor and asked what sort the Fourth Commandment by starting
must not, in the summer time, be al- of a grade an "S-S" was. The instruct- their pig hunts two hours later. This

lowed to accumulate for a period or's not altogether flattering reply was is still rather early for us to be up



TODAY'S SPECIA
1931 OAKLAND "8" SEE

-This late model 8 c
der Oakland Sedan is
of the cleanest jobs we
handled in some time.
powerful 8 cylinder mt
is in perfect shape-C
nal factory finish that 1
like new.

1931 CHEVROLET SPOR

DAN-This is a 6 wire

job. Original finish that

like new. Radiator guar

lots of other equipment.

1931 BUICK SPORT COI
One of the best lookinj

pes in Columbus-Bran
tires-new top and just

ished in beautiful new

colors - 6 wire wheel
trunk rack.

1931 CHEVROLET SPOIL
DAN-See this Chevrolh

its perfectly performing
-six wire wheels, r

guard, trunk rack and t

6 good tires. Original

ALL THESE AR

VALUES:

1929 Essex Coupe

Packard Sedan-Late ----

1929 Nash Sedan.-------

1930 Essex Sedan---------

1927 Buick Coach--------

1930 Buick Coupe --.------
1929 Whippet Truck-...

1929 Studebaker Sedan_-

Willys Knight Roadster _-

1929 Hudson Sport Sedan -

1929 Chevrolet Coupe ..

1928 Buick Coupe-....

1929 Buick Coach - -...

1929 Buick Sport Sedan _-

1929 Buick Standard Sedar

1928 Chrysler Imperial "8(

Sedan---------

1930 Chevrolet Coach ....

Plenty of others,
any make, style and
also ready for service
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what thickly, continued:
"I don't think much of this oak chi]

racket, do you? But to discussion o
the subject under discussion. I hay,
included a table of assumed hour
for sleep under one, two, or thre.
blankets. Certainly blankets, especial
ly in winter, must be considered as
morale factor and therefore a comba
strength factor. Strange is it not tha

so many students forget, in mal

problems, to send forward the blanke
rolls? Likewise, I have a chart o

conventional signs covering alerl
semi-alert, and non-alert troops ii

squatting, kneeling, and simple stand
ing trenches. Then, there is a tabl
covering in great detail the perceni
age of interruption of sleep cause,

by the location in forward and rea
areas of such installations as fiel.

train bivouacs, narrow gauge rai

roads, bombardment squadrons, an,
jiggers."

Elevating his glasses once moro

the Great Burner whistled, close

(Please turn to page 10)

WANTED
12 oz. Green Ginger Ale bottles

as Canada Dry or Rums Dry type.

M. SNYDER
1020 1st Ave. Columbus, Ga.

Ask Anybody at Benning
for whom we have made new mat-
tresses or renovated old ones. They
will tell you our process is 0. K.

Cooper Mattress Mfg. Co.
Ash Solomon, Prop. Phone 588

Advanced Class chasers of the elu-
sive "A" will be gratified to learn that

Lieutenant Maurice Jennings h a s
completed the first draft of his pro-

posed appendix for "Reference Data"

covering the subject of assumed hours

for sleep of personnel of a Blue In-

fantry Brigade with a regiment of

light artillery and a battalion of me-

dium artillery attached. The compiler

of this data-known to the natives

throughout Manchuria as "The Great

Burner of the Fields" because of his

exploits during the Russo-Japanese
War-is strong in -his conviction that

such an appendix must be included in

the Leavenworth blue book, if service

school students are to gain proper

appreciation of the difficulties inher-

Tank Notes
:-- Advanced Classics :-'.:•

ent in night operations.
Interviewed by your correspondent

yesterday evening-your correspon-

dent being camouflaged for the occas-

ion as an Alabama state prohibition

enforcement agent-Lieutenant Jen-

nings shot a suspicious look through

the rim of his glasses at the interview-

er, and expressed himself as follows:

"Such a work is essential! I shall

complete my final draft by June 1

and carry it in person to the Com-
mand and General Staff School two

weeks later. About two days after my
arrival Congress will pass a bill pro-
hibiting any movement of any kind

by army officers for two years. That
will make it necessary for me to stay
at Fort Leavenworth for that period.
And that will be hard to take.

"But, to the matter at hand. When
the Reds are sleeping makes all the

difference in the world as to their

combat strength at time of contact.
Any normal human being can see that.

I sometime doubt whether there are
any normal instructors in the First
Section. How can I make a tactical
where, which, why, when, what, who
decision, or for that matter, a whom,
if I am not in possession of a table

showing hours of sleep per man at
stated intervals during the night? My
opus is all-inclusive, and for the mili-

tary scholar will sweep away difficul-
ties as rain is driven before the chaff."

The great Burner of the Fields
raised his glasses, poised a pencil
near the interviewer's nose, and con-

tinued with considerable enthusiasm:

"But to the subject at hand. My data

will cover sleeping on a Gettysburg,
Benning, or Leavenworth map. There
will be suitable footnotes covering

daylight saving time repose. Also, I
have taken into consideration such
matters as siestas. My good friend,
Captain Castano ee Garcia, is colla.
borating with me on this section of

the draft. For example. The daily
schedule calls for a conference and
map problem on the subject of an at
iack at dawn. The date given is Jul
7. I turn to a table in the Referenc
Data and find that at 4:30 p. m. be
tween July 1 and 15, both inclusive
forty percent of the Red soldiers cat
be assumed to be taking a nap. Witi
that information at my finger tips
will I fool around in the dark all
night waiting to attack at sunrist
minus one hour? I will not! I'll le
the First Section lose that night'

sleep."
Lieutenant Jennings again raised hi:

glasses, made a wry face, replaced hi

pencil in close proximity to yotr
correspondent's nostril, and, some

Page
containing a full pound of Tom's

Toasted Peanuts.

This package is now on sale at

Fort Benning, and Benning host-
esses will find it a great conven-
ience.

Sold at the Commissary
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I - BATTERY "A"
Martingale North rendered "The

moon comes over the mountain" with
telling effect payday night. Bean Pole
and Harry were pried off him with
difficulty.

Jughead Killingsworth looks a new
man now. A certain lady with un-
certain eyes gave him a thorough
grooming the other night. Ask him!

Beer is certainly coming back. Our
esteemed Mess Sergeant (you know
him) is getting us gradually used to

this foamy beverage. At a blowout
(smoker to you) last week, we im-
bibed several snorts of the synthetic
stiff,-adds up to one-tenth of one-
half per cent alki.

Cpl. Fulford is making arrange-
ments to transfer to the Pill rollers.

Harvey had hair cut. The barber

won't say who applied the twitch.
Ham-hock Fuller is with us again. All
butts appreciated. They can't make a

blacksmith drive a wheel pair; Eh
Bruckett?

Johnnie Pollard, late of "Wire
City," Georgia is back to duty. Hide
your chips, boys.

Goldbrick Summerill is knitting a

chest protector while in the Hospital.

BATTERY "C"

The battery is having its annual
gas drill, and from the looks of things,
the battery is about gassed. However
the drill is interesting for the new
men who never have had experience
in this line. Bill Mallard has reenlist-
ed for three years, so the second sec-
tion and the football team are safe
for another three years.

Sgt. Miller is about to return from
his furlough and is all set to continue

- I ,

I

I

Enlisted Men's

Uniforms and Accessories
AT

VERY LOW PRICES
We specialize in tailoring to measure finer quality Enlisted Men's

uniforms of Khaki and Melton, or the new regulation issue mater-
ials. A complete stock of Caps, Shirts, Shoes, Belts, Ornaments, et

cetera, is available for immediate delivery, at very moderate prices.

CREDIT EXTENDED THRU COMPANY
OR BATTERY COMMANDER

We will welcome an opportunity to prove our excellent service.

THE ASSOCIATED MILITARY STORES
2nd Floor The Officers' Club

FORT BENNING, GA.

1
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On Feb. 1st Lieutenant Watkins,'
who has been our adjutant for the
past three years turned over his Post

to Captain "Bob" Wallace, former
company commander of Company E.
Lieut. (Capt.) Horne has assumed
command of Company E, and Lieut.!
Watkins is second in command of

that Company. Lieut. R. J. Nelson who
has been attached to Company F, 67th
Infantry has been relieved and is now
back with Company E.

We are glad that the Corporal decided
to stick around any may his next
three years be happy ones.

All Tankers are looking forward

his excellent work with the battery.
The firing with the sub-caliber on

the moving tanks had as usual its
laughs and tears. Our recruits showed
that they will make good drivers, by
taking the battery out to Hook Range,
limbering and unlimbering guns and
caissons. The firing battery did very

well taking into consideration the
very few hours of practice and the
small amount of ammunition avail-
able. The trail device as used in the

ultra-refined 1st Section did prove a
great improvement over the old trail
logs used before. The hand spikes, a

copy of the spikes used on the old
3-inch gun, helped greatly in the shift-

ing of the trail and should eliminate
a lot of hard work. The rivalry
among the Pvts. lcl. is mounting with
the coveted corporal's rating still
open. We should try and raffle this
rating off to the highest bidder, as it
seems very hard to pick the right
man. They are all fine fellows and
make dandy corporals if they buy a

Stetson hat and a serge shirt.
On Friday Corporal E. J. Brown,

Company E, and contributing editor
of the Weekly News, turned his name
in to the Recruiting Officer for three
more years of "Sweet Old Army Life."

Page Seven
to the coming fight between Tanker

"Corn" Griffin and Joe Knight. Tanks

Grantham, the Joe Jacobs of the

South have signed the big Tanker up

for this fight which is to be staged

February 14th at West Palm Beach,

Florida and the fight will decide the

lightweight title of the south.

Corporal Ivy wishes to inform the

Mess Sergeants that due to his recent

contract with the Fisher Body Works

he will be unable to deliver his ad-

dress on "Why Girls Smoke" at the

next meeting of the "bean peddlers."

Our boxing team seem to be hold-

ing their own in the Post Boxing
Tournament. More power to you boys
and may you retain your title of last

year.
To early in the season to predict the

outcome of our basketball team. We
have lots of good boys on the team
and are looking forward to a good

team.
We wish to congratulate the fol-

lowing men who have recently been
appointed corporal. Robert E. An-
thony, Cranford H. McIntruff, Austin
D. Edwards, Allen Mullen, Charles
E. Webb all of Company F, 67th In-
fantry and T. J. Smith of Company D.
The best of luck in the way of high.
er grades we wish you all wish you

all in the coming future.
From all accounts of the Coon Hunt

staged by Private Hunt, Company D,
turned out to be a success. First hand
information informs us that one
skunk and two coons were bagged
during the hunt. Weird tales can be

heard around the boys of the capture
of the skunk.

On January 31st the command put

on a demonstration for the National
Guard and Reserve Field Officers'
Class. Captain Spaulding was in
charge of the demonstration and was

assisted by Lt. "Jimmie" Clinton. Af-
ter the show Company F-66th served
coffee which was enjoyed by all.
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DAVIS P. HARDING, Editor

Amateur Boxers Seen In Action Wecne,sday

SPORT C
BY DAVIS

The Millrose Athletic Association
track meet which will be staged in
Madison Square Garden Saturday will
find the finest array of talent ever
gathered in the history of the Millrose
games.

Fifteen Olympians, in addition to
several national and intercollegiate
champions, will be seen in action.
Gene Venzke, the lad who burned up
the cinders last year, will compete in
the Wanamaker mile along with Cun-
ningham, Eric Ny, Crowley, Carl
Coan, and Ray Conger. A faster field
for the mile has rarely been assem-
bled except in the Olympics. Cun-
ningham and Crowley both competed
in the Olympics, defeating Venzke in
the try-outs for the right to represent
the United States. Eric Ny is the sen-
sation from Sweden, reputed to be
able to do the mile in 4:11 minutes.
Ray Conger has a victory over Paavo
Nurmi heading his list of achieve-
achievements.

In fact, all the entrees have done
4:14.4 or under at some time or other.
Which, as any track enthusiast knows,
is exceptionally good time for the
mile run. Venzke is the present hold-
er of the world's record at 4:10 min-
utes.

In the 50-meter race appear the
names of three dash men who carved
a niche in the world of sports last
year-Frank Wycoff, Emmet Tippino,

1229 - 31 Broadway

HATTER
HARDING
and Bert Pearson of Canada. Jack
Keller, Olympic champion, will com-

pete in the high hurdles along with

Monty Wells, veteran timber-topper.
Other well-known stars participating
are Arnold Adams and Karl Warner
in the Millrose 600; Ed Turner in the

800-meter invitation; Charles Horn-
bostel in the 1000-meter special, Joe

McCluskey and Paul Rekers in the
3000 meter run.

George Spitz, who holds the world's
record for the high jump at 6 ft.
8 14 inches, is entered in his spe-
cialty, and Bill Carr, the tracksteri
who thrice trimmed Ben Eastman and
won the Olympic 440 yard dash will
compete in the Penn 1,600 meter relay
race.

* * *

Baseball magnates are now rapidly
getting their players in line for the
1933 season. There are still a few
hold-outs, however, notable among
them being Johnny Allen and Vernon
Gomez of the Yankees. Both these
players were offered a raise in salary,
but felt that the amount offered was
not consistent with their value to the
club.

, * *

They were probably right. Johnny
Allen led all the pitchers in the Am-
erican League last year in percentages
of games won and lost. Gomez, called

(Please turn to page 10)

Columbus, Ga.

Second Round Of
Amateur Tourney
Held Wednesday

Simon Pures Throw Plenty of
Leather In Splendid Box-

ing Show

The second round of the amateur
boxing tournament was staged at the
post gymnasium last Wednesday night.
Twelve bouts of three rounds each
were full of action and thrills from
start to finish.

The evening's entertainment was
spotted with upsets galore, although
most of the favorites came through.
Mathews of the Tanks scored a sur-
prising win over Billy Floyd, Kelly
featherweight, when he knocked out
the veteran leatherpusher in the sec-
ond round. Floyd, who won his first
fight by default, was considered a
favorite for the title.

The outstanding bout of the even-
ing from the spectator's point of
view found Morris of the Tanks pitt-
ed against Johnson of the Kellys,
fighting in the lightweight class. Both
battlers had won their first bouts,
Morris winning by decision over Bar-
nett and Johnson defeating Sanderson
by technical knockout in the first
round. The referee stopped the fight
to save Sanderson from further
slaughter.

Both Morris and Johnson were out
to end the fight as soon as possible,
and when two boxers have this same
idea in mind, something is bound to
happen. The first round was all Mor-
ris, as the Tanker took the aggressive
and swarmed over his opponent. An
overhand right, with plenty of dyna-
mite behind it, caught Johnson just
before the end of the round and laid
him out colder than a cucumber. The

(Please turn to page 9)

BOYS' CLUB IS
COURT WINNER

By JACK GIBNEY

A hard-fighting Green Cord team
that did not find its stride until the
second half went down in defeat last
night by a score of 37-31 when the
Infantry School Detachment of Fort
Benning and the Boys' Club of Colum-
bus met in the Exhibition Hall at the
fair grounds.

Buchanan and Stilwell were the big
noise for the Boys' Club, accounting
for all but two of their points, which
two were sunk by Wilson. The entire
I. S. D. line-up played a good game,
with Isham outstanding a little. Yates,

playing his first year, shows up very
well, but his guarding and the team.
work of Stephenson, Tolle, and the
Bell brothers were of no avail against
the sharpshooter eye of Buchanan who
led the scoring with twelve field goals
-nd two free throws.

Line-ups:
Boys' Club Position LS.D.
Buchanan .... Forward--------Tolls
Stilwell ----. Forward- Bell, B
Martin ----. Center---------Isham
Wilson ----. Guard Stephenson
Flournoy .... Guard----------Yatec

Field Goals: Boys' Club, Buchanan
12; Stilwell 4; Wilson 1. I. S. D.:
Isham 5; Bell B. 3; Stephenson 3;
Tolle 2; Yates 1; Bell H. 1. Free
throws: Boys' Club, Buchanan 2
Stilwell 1. I. S. D.: Stephenson 3.

This is the first of a series of
articles on polo written especially
for the Benning Herald by an en-
thusiastic follower of the sport.

Polo is one of the few personal

contact games that the officer can play

consistently throughout his period of

service. And when it comes to a ques-

tion of personal contact, the spec-

tators must have been impressed with
the potential bumping power of Cap-
tain Gee of the Optimists. Weighing
one hundred and ninety pounds and
mounted on his chestnut hunter-polo
pony, Uncle Bim, and going full out,
Gee offers a problem in moving force
that gives his opponent a definite im-

pression of personal contact in polo.
Three quarters of a ton moving at
twenty-five miles an hour and then
suddenly catapulting into an opponent
must at least partially satisfy the un-
fortunate victim's desire for rough
character-building contacts.

Those who visit the Infantry School
stables during the week may be in-
terested in an exepriment box stall
being devised by Zero Williams. It
is to be built of shatterproof glass
and seasoned pecan wood. It will be
moistureproof, draftproof, and kick-
proof. Its proud occupant will be
Sara G., a chestnut mare and a polo
pony worthy of consideration for in-
ternational play. Developed and train-
ed at the Infantry School stables, this
pony is a credit to the army and to
the Wilson family. To Mrs. Wilson
goes a great deal of credit for train-
ing this mount to such a high degree
of perfection. The result, a happy one
for Zero, is a pony, exceptionally fast.
active in riding off, quick in turning,
and extremely calm in the excitement
of play. If all the players had the
efficient co-operation that exists in the
Wilson family, fewer would be chas-
ing about the field looking for emer-
gency brakes and non-skid chains.

One of the teams in the tourna-
ment appears under the prosaic name
of Billygoats. This self-imposed de-
scriptive designation was very proba-
bly decided upon by the players who
fancied the hard-headed qualities of
the much maligned beast. Perhaps, as
one spectator suggested, the name ap-

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

PEACHTREE AT CAIN

c,4tanta, a.

550 rooms of crmfort and
convenience. Each room has
ceiling fan, circulating ice
water, radio and either
shower or tub bath; corner
rooms have both. Open Din-
ing Terrace and Coffee Shop.

Rooms from $2

J. F. de Jarnette Vice-Pres. & Mgr.

plies to some of the mounts this four
plays. However, one sideliner, after

listening to the various and sundry
noises made by these riders in excit-
in6 each other to further effort, and
who was flabbergasted at the bright
green of their jerseys, proclaimed that
the appellation "bullfrogs" would be
far more appropriate than 'Billygoats.'
The matter is open for discussion and
final vote.

Back on the Billygoats is Lieuten-
ant Winn, the General's aid, a young
but enthusiastic player. This enthusi-
asm is marked by hard riding with
legs and rams flapping wildly in the
breeze. One opponent counted six
arms and four elbows during an ex-
citing scurry in which Winn figured
prominently.

Winn's activity on the polo field,
judging from his long, telling drives,
is not wasted. He is developing rapid-
ly in playing ability as well as in con-
fidence in hitting. An excellent ezam-
ple of this hitting power followed a
lusty swat which sent the ball way up
the field but unfortunately broke the
head off his stick. Undaunted, Winn
continued for minutes to ride furi-
ously up and down, going through the
movements of hitting with the, end of
his cane. Next time, reverse the stick
and hit with the handle. It's an inch
wider.

Areasonable plan to...

BORROW
$300 or less

for bills. .education., .travel

0

Check off these advantages:
V Officers may borrow up to $300
V Your signature is our only se-

curity.

V Your confidence is respected.
V Fellow Officers, friends, or rel-

atives are not informed.

V You have up to 20 months to
repay in amounts to fit your
income.

V The cost is as low as the econ-
omies of large volume and ef-
ficient management can make
it.

V You pay only for the actual
number of days you keep the
money and only for the balance
due.

V Prompt service-entirely by
mail if you wish.

If this plan appeals to you as
reasonable just call our office for
information. No obligation im.
plied. And no representatives will
call.

DAILY LOAN CO.
204 Woolworth Bldg.

Phone 4372

SLANTS ON POLO

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H. ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GIEoLGIA
A Citize Wherever We Serve

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harding, Manager

Reduce your automobile ex-
penses by using good oils
and greases and having it
inspected frequently.

AUTO DEPT
POST EXCHANGE
FORT BENNING,

GEORGIA

The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized To Sell
Any Person Not In The Military Service
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Intramural season Begins IS@
Kellys Defeat Irish And Tankers

Win Over Greencord Aggregation
Tankers Victors Over Green- Kellys Open Season With 33- a

Cords Last Tuesday 31 Win Over Irish In j
Evening Overtime V

t
By JACK GIBNEY In the opening game of the Fort t

The second of the games in the Benning intramural basketball season, i

Benning intramural league last night the Kellys of the Second Battalion

gave fans of the basket ball court an- won a nip-and-tuck battle from the r

other thrill as they watched the Pi- Irish of the First Battalion. The con-
test was played Monday night., s

rates of the Special Units of the 29th After four periods of hard, fast bas- a

Infantry battle desperately through the ketball, the scoreboard read 29-29. A d

last half to overcome the six point five minute overtime was held, and b

lead rolled up by the Golden Tornado when the period had elapsed, the c
-of the 66th Infantry. The Spare Parts]Kellys were on the long end of a 33- t

31 score after as thrilling a game of

outplayed their opponents through the basketball as fans would care to watch. c

third quarter, and scored more points The game was close throughout. At h

during the entire last half, but the half time, the Irish led by the slender d

score board was against them, 21-16, margin of a single point, 14-13. By the b

middle of the third quarter, the score r
at the final goal was tied, and from then on, the out-

It was a wonderful exhibition of come of the game was a toss-up. s

pass work on the part of the Pirates, Sheppard, stellar Irish star, led in a

and of old-fashioned downright ag- the scoring for both teams wtih four- e

gressiveness by the Tankers. The eag- teen points, accumulated from five

erness of the players was marked by field goals and four free throws. Lee, f.

the number of fouls, there being Chamberlain, and Darden were out-

twenty-two during the four periods, standing for the victorious Kellys

The fight and spirit of the Special while Reddock and Ray displayed a

Units mark them as a serious factor fine brand of playing for the Irish.

in the final outcome of the title race40A1
and the way the Tankers kept on top TEAM-of the ball is due to give their op-

ponents plenty of trouble before the BASEBALL
season ends. PLAN ___ BAL

Lloyd, Tanks was high score man,
with McKelvey, Randall and Prusin- By AL DURDEN
oski turning good exhibitions for the Fort Benning baseball moguls spent
Tornado. The Pirate aces were Drew, the better part of Monday morning
Hayes and Flaherty, the latter two in conference at the Infantry School
being a pair of exceptionally pretty athletic office, arranging plans for the
ball-handlers. coming intra-mural baseball season at

_the Upatoi Station.
It was a stormy session with team

coachesfighting for every point that
appeared as an advantage for their
respective outfits.

The first break came when Lieu-
WW " tenant "Ty" Cobb, of the 83rd Field

Artillery, suggested that all squadsLEA N UP be limited to twenty men during the

I ~coniing season. He was supported by
IA L3 Captain Pence of the Infantry School

Detachment. This move brought a

storm of protest from Lieutenant
Brady of the First Battalion, 29th In-
fantry, and Lieutenant Rutte of the

'1 re.8 Studebaker Second Battalion 29th Infantry. Lieu-
State Sedan - .$795 tenant Bowen, Special Unit pilot,

voted in favor of the unlimited squad

'32 Dictator 8 Stude- and the meeting was deadlocked. It
Convrtile Sortwas finally agreed that the argument
Convrtile Sortwould be settled at the next meeting

Sedan------------.......995 of the Athletic Council.

The above argument is a two sided
'31 Oakland V-8 (new affair. The Artillery, Infantry School

car) Sport Sedan ----.645 Detachment and Tanks are handicapp-
ed with a limited supply of baseball

'31 Packard 8 Sedan-- 915 material. The units of the 29th Infan-
try boast a wealth of splendid materi-

(10,000 miles) al and carry a large reserve. True
enough any man that can play base-

'30 Pres. 8 Studebaker ball and cares to participate in the'

Sport Sedan-------425 sport should be allowed to play. In
fact athletics is one of the greatest

'29 Chev. Coach-- -225 body builders, and baseball is one
of the finest branches of sports. A

'31 Ford Tudor-------245 limited squad would cause many men
to be unable to play the game. Two

'28 Buick Sedan.--------.195 leagues would probably settle the ar-
gument to the satisfaction of every

'30 Ford Sport Rdstr.---. 225 one concerned. As yet nothing has
- been definitely settled and the argu-

ment is still open.

Many more priced from At Fort Benning, where every fan
that sits in the stand and watches a

$25 Up. baseball game knows and has proba-
bly played the game, the umpires
really have a tough time. In fact the

TERMS TRADES army fans simply rode the umpires
wild last season. Cheering is great
stuff and every red blooded fan in-
dulges in hand clapping and vocal

Columbus Roberts discord when his team is in the midst
of the fight. True enough the best of
fans sit back and groan when the um-

Motor Company pire calls one that does not look so
good and really hurts. Still the boo-

510 12th St. Phone 271 ing, and bronx cheers of 1932 at
Gowdy Field were far out of reason.
On this one subject the coaches
agreed. It is hoped that a plan can
be arranged that will add more cheer-
ing less booing during the coming

(Please turn to page 10)

AMATEUR BOXERS SEEEN
ACTION WEDNESDAY

(Continued from Page 8)

IN

bell saved him temporarily.
The second round was a nightmare

as both fighters came out swinging.
rohnson was the first to connect, a
wild round house that landed high on
he head, and knocked Morris flatter
han a stove cover. Morris was wav-
ng like a toreador's flag at a Spanish
bull-fight when the bell ended the
round.

The final round found both fighters
lugging from toe to toe in a desper-
ate attempt to put over that old
dreamland wallop. Morris got t w o
big mouthfuls? of resin when Johnson
connected twice with hard smashes to
he head. But the Tanker lightheavy
;ave Johnson a dose of his own medi-
ine near the end of the period when
te knocked Johnson's pins from un-
der him with a right cross to the
button. The bell found Johnson sill
reclining peacefully.

Morris won the decision. It was a
plendid fight and both boys deserve
t lot of credit for their whirlwind
Pxhibitions.

Whatley, Kelly middleweight and
avorite for all-southern honors, start-

EXTRA TROUSERS
With Each

lailored lo Order Suit!
The time is growing short! Schwob's
Annual Free Extra Pants Sale will end
soon. Only a short time left before you
will have to pay $6.00 to $7.00 for extra
trousers. Now they are FREE with pos-
itively no advance in prices. Each suit
is tailored by master craftsmen according
to the measurements of the individual!

IGA5 ND 195
Now is a fine time to select a ready-to-
wear suit or overcoat at the prices shown
below. Materials are advancing in cost
and retail prices will soon follow. The
wise bird will buy one of these values
now.., maybe two!

*123 um #14

The SCHWOB Co.
STANDARD TAILORING CO.

1037 Broadway Columbus, Ga.

01
.. MNNO

ed right in where he left off last week
and his opponent Whitehead had a
fleeting, momentary vision of spring-
time and chirruping birds in the first
round. It was Whatley's second con-
secutive victory via the knockout
route, Cheeks of the Special Units
succumbing in the second round last
week.

Whitehead never had a chance.
Whatley landed frequently and there
was dynamite in "them thar mitts."
The tanker spent most of the fight in
a horizontal position though he fought
back gamely.

Sanford, Irish welter, took out his
spite for his loss of the week before
on Butler of the Special Units. Butler
was the boy who handed Prophet a
trimming in his first fight, but he was
no match for the fighting Irishman.
Sanford had Butler on the canvas
with a right hook to the body, and
when Butler came up glassy-eyed, con-
nected with a right to the chin and
the Special Units fighter lost all inter-
est in the proceedings for the remain-
der of the evening.

Morris, Irish featherweight, won his
second fight when he bested Mann of
the Special Units in a fast bout. Both
boys gave a brilliant display of the
fine ponts of boxing, but Morris

rolled up a big lead which gave him
the decision.

Berryhill, Kelly heavy, and Crowell
of the Tanks, slugged heartily for
three rounds with Berryhill copping
the decision.

Milan, Tanker welter, who won his
first fight by a knockout, found Fore-
man of the Kellys a tough man to
beat. The hard-punching Milan threw
plenty of leather at his opponent but
Foreman took it all and kept wading
in. The bout ended in a draw.

Benny Hill, Tanker lightweigh, and
Polewoda, of the Kellys fought an-
other draw in a match, characterized
by free swinging.

Bridges of the Irish almost suc-
ceeded in overcoming the lead which
Wilson, Special Units lightheavy, bad
piled up in the first round. The fight
went to Wilson by decision.

Smith, Irish middleweight, and Pen-
land, Special Units heavy, won their
fights by default when their opponents
failed to put in an appearance.

L o r i m e r, lightheavyweight repre-
senting the Special Units team, won
a popular decision over Hedlin of the
Irish.

The bouts were refereed by Lieu-
tenant Bill Maglin, who did an excel-
lent job of officiating.

!
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Polo Tournament Under Way Iii LisTl
Six Polo Teams Go Into Action

As Round Robin Starts Sunday
The Round Robin Polo Tourna-

ment got under way last Sunday af-

ternoon. A fine crowd was on hand

to witness the opening games of the

tournament. Of the seven teams en-

tered, only six played, the aggrega-

tion representing the 29th Infantry

drawing a bye.
Three four period games were

played. The second four periods of

these games will be played in March

and the score of both contests will

then be totalled.
The standing of the teams will be

decided on a percentage basis derived

from the number of games won and

lost.

The opening game found the Red-

legs of the 83rd. Artillery opposing

the Artillery gunners. The result was

a one-sided victory for the Redlegs

who ran up sixteen goals while their
opponents were tallying four. The
game was characterized by the out-
standing stickwork of Sherburne who
sent the pellet through the uprights
-ix times before the final whistle blew.

The line-ups:
Redlegs Gunners

1. Bevan 1. Cobb
2. Sherburne 2. Ports

3. Arnold 3. Haskell
4. Heriot 4. Grubbs

Umpire: Capt. L. W. Brown

The second game was played be-
tween the Optimists and the Students.
The contest was hard-fought all the
way through, with the Optimists em-
erging with a 5-2 victory. The Stud-
ents did not display their usual brand
of polo, but the Optimists deserved
the victory. Mike Halloran scored two
goals for the Optimists and figured
prominently in
the game.

The line-ups:
Students
1. Sweeney
2. Butler
3. Stevenson
4. Griffith

other departments of

Optimists
1. Monroe
2. Halloran

3. Wilson
4. Gee

Umpire: Major C. A. Selleck

In the third game of the afternoon,

the powerful Freebooter team handed

the green-jerseyed Billygoats a 10-6

defeat. Captain Nichols, stellar Free-

booter sticker, led his team's attack,

registering four
The line-ups:

Freebooters
1. Lockett
2. Nichols

3. Blue
4. Thompson

goals to his credit.

Billygoats
1. Lucas
2. Bloomquist

3. Gammon
4. Wina

Umpire: Major Neal Johnson.

STANDING OF THE TEAMS

(At end of first round)

83rd F. A.
Optimists
Freebooters
Billygoats
Gunners
Students
29th Infantry

W L
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1

Pct.
.1000
.1000
.1000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000

SPORT CHATTER
(Continued From Page 8)

"Dizzy" by his teammates, also twirl-

ed highly effective ball. Between the

two, they managed to assist the Yan-

kees materially in bagging the pen-

nant, and later winning the world's

championship.

At the same time, it is not difficult

to see Colonel Ruppert's viewpoint.

The expenses must be kept down. The

Yankees have the highest salaried

roster in either league, and the Colo-

nel has found that it just doesn't pay

in this time of depression.

Ellsworth Vines may be the great-

est tennis player in the world, but

to Victor McGrath, sixteen-year old

Australian youth, he is just another

opponent. In the quarter-finals of a

tournament held recently in the sheep

country, McGrath handed Vines a

stinging defeat, his third on Austra-

lian soil.

Going up to the semi-finals, Mc-

Grath met stern opposition in Keith

Gledhill and lost the match in straight

sets.
p

BASEBALL
Continued from page 9)

season.
The Fort Benning intra-mural sea-

son will open at Gowdy Field, June

1st. It was agreed that the season

would be cut in two halves with the

winners of the first and second half

playing a five game series for the
garrison championship. The teams will

play twice around in each half, the
same as in 1932.

ADVANCED CLASSICS
(Continued from Page 7)

both eyes suddenly, and fell into a
profound sleep. Lifting the non-alert
officer from the floor, the interviewer
placed him in a simple standing po-
sition in a corner, and departed. The
interview was over.

For the edification of readers of
this column, comments were request-
ed during the past week from several
members of the class who have had
opportunity to glance over Lieuten-
ant Jenning's masterpiece. Their re-
flections follow:

Captain Charles Cooper: "It's
the simplest thing of its kind I
have ever run into."

Captain Hugh Evans: "The
draft is alright so far as it goes
but it goes not far enough. For
instance, the author has covered
squatting and kneeling trench
sleeping, but nary a word does he
devote to repose behind double
apron or four strand wire. If, in
the next war, I must sleep accord-
ing to reference data, I would
certainly desire to sleep behind
double apron."

Captain Brown, L. W.: "I am
heartily in favor of a downward,
not upward revision of the refer-
ence data. Therefore, I am op-
posed to the inclusion of any
more tables in that tome."

Captain Edwin Bowden: "Not
quite as good as definite rules,
but a step in the right direction."

Lieutenant Ross Brackney: "A
stupendous project to be con-
ceived in the mind of one mortal
man."

Captain Milton Goodyear: "I
would suggest the inclusion of a
table covering sleeping in Kriz
Hall. I can't get any now that
the teachers is asking us pupils
two questions in one conference."

Major Dan Howe: "An ex-
haustive work."

Captain Joseph Hinwood: "An
exhausting work."

Captain Jesse Green: "Gobble,
gobble."

-Submerged Old Sleuth.

The Fort Benning Enlisted Men's Team Which Won
The Tri-City Championship

THE FLARE
(Continued from Page 6) Dr. R. H. Brown

such wide popularity among the

youngsters of the garrison, it be-
hooves those who have occasion to

drive on Miller and Austin Loop to

drive slowly and keep a weather eye

open.
G. H. Q., in drawing up a set of gen-
eral orders for roller skating child-'
ren, has instittued effective safety
measures to reduce the chances of ac-
cident among the little boys and girls,
but the Flare is of the opinion that
the regulations on this point should
be more inclusive. Our proposed
modification is that all who roller
skate, regardless of age, rank, and
previous condition of servitude, should
be required to memorize the same set
of rules. Just the other day we almost
ran down a couple of novices who
were obviously as unfamiliar with
the code as with the technique of
remaining upright on a rolling base.
As we eased by we recognized Lieu-
tenants Grubbs and Heriot, looking a
little sheepish but evidently having
the time of their lives.

The Flare is all for having every-
body have a good time in his or her
own way but we don't want any ac-
cidents that will reduce the number
of officers on the guard roster. More-
over, we don't subscribe to the theory
that 2d Lieutenants are expendable in
peace time as well as in war. Let's
do what we can to save our promising
young officers for congressmen to prac-
tice economy measures on. When they
have no parents to guide them, why
not have our roller skating lieuten-
ants recite their orders to the Pro-

i vost Marshal before venturing on the
public highways?

RUDE AWAKENING

The Monday afternoon terrain exer-
1 cise had some of the boys of the Ad-
vanced Class talking to themselves.

Shortly before the hour for turning
in the papers, Captain Siler was heard
to mutter, "Geez, I'm glad this isn't
a marked problem."

The Captain's remarks when be
learned what everybody else knew all
along, namely that it was a marked
problem, are probably unprintable.

CITATION FOR THE WEEK
To the nine attractive and talented

women who read for and didn't get
the role of Amytis in "The Road to
Rome"-for the courage shown in fac-
ing the ordeal of a trying competi-
tion and for the good sportsmanship
shown when the part was assigned to
another.

Lafkowitz Bros.
Makers of good Clothes

1208 First Avenue

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1313

OsteopathiG Physician
Murrab Bldg.

Phone Office 4108
Re. 1153

First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus __$ 400,000.00
Resources Over- 2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

Howard Bus Line,
Inc.

Operating Under Govern-
ment Franchise

Bond and Liability Insur-
ance Provided

SCHEDULE

wI Our bread is wholesome and
nutritious because only the
purest and best ingredients

....... go into its making. All
bread is baked fresh every

OLLIN ' day.

COLLINS' BAKERY

Makers of Fine Printing Plates

WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.

Atlanta, Georgia

YOUR CAR

Wdshed- Wc
OR

Lubricated--50c
ANY MAKE

CALL BY AT ONCE

Burrus Motor Companv

AUTHORIZED DEALERS

1216-22 First Avenue PHONE 3500

From
us Ft. Benning
M 6:00 AM
6:00 7:50
7:00 9:15
8:010:45
1 12:45 PM
1:52:15 "
M 4:15 "
3:05:10
5:00 6:00 "
7:07:00
90 8:00
1 9:45 "
1 0 11:15 "

12:00 M
Also "Extras" and
SCHOOL BUSES

PHONES 224
POST

I
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From
Columbi
5:00 X
6:00
7:00
8:30

10:00
11:45
1:30 P
3:00
5:00
7:00
9:00

10:30
12:00 A

410
CITY



THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
I Here's A Dig In The Ribs I

vivacious Dorothy Jordan and hilarious Will Rogers have a lot to do to-
wards making "Down To Earth," the new Fox production, one of the
funniet comedies qf te season.,

Cinema Calendar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal -

AT THE ROYAL
(Opening with Saturday night show at 11:15 o'clock)

ALSO SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offering
"Hello, Everybody" with Kate Smith, Randolph Scott and Sally
Blane. Resplendent, golden-voiced, stirring! Romance, sweep-
ing drama and honest laughter written just for Kate by America's
brilliant woman author, Fannie Hurst . . . and songs! songs!
songs! Here's a show, a real picture . . . Kate jumps on the
moon and rides it over the mountain with worlds of fun for
everybody!

AT THE RIALTO
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY: Offering "My Pal, The King"

with Tom Mix and his wonder horse, Tony. Imagine wildfire
Tom Mix as the star of a wild west show touring Europe! ... He
gets mixed up with the boy king of a small country ... is hurled
into a local political plot ... wow! . . . thrills-action-laughs.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "Down To Earth" with
Will Rogers, Dorothy Jordan and Irene Rich. The one man who
can still make America laugh. Kicks off the family high hat
and makes a big splash in society-when they throw him over-
board. They dressed him up like a king and made him feel
like an idiot, but all the same he brought them "Down To
Earth" with a bang and a million laughs.

TUESDAY ONLY: Offering "He Learned About Women",
with Stuart Erwin and Alison Skipworth. And you'll learn
about the popularity of this pair when you see the picture. The
way that the super comedian, Stuart Erwin, obtains his know-
ledge of the wiser sex ... the manner in which the superb Alison
Skipworth renders part of that lesson.., you'll laugh out a rib
and chuckle into next week!

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Offering "The Billion
Dollar Scandal" with Robert Armstrong, Constance Cummings.
Scandal! Scandal! Scandal! Who doesn't like a big, juicy scan-
dal? They spent a million to keep his mouth shut, forever. But
scandal will out, even if they did use bullets when bribes failed.

AT THE GRAND
SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "The

Half Naked Truth" with Lupe Velez and Lee Tracy. What did
she want with 50 pounds of raw meat? The chef fainted..,. and
the big papers blazed with headlines when Princess Exotia order-
ed this simple breakfast sent to her hotel room. But the public-ity stunt made her a star by nightfall.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Offering "White Zombie"
with Bela (Dracula) Lugosi. Here's a picture of real action-
only 15 per cent dialogue-made up mostly around the black
sorcery practiced in Haiti. A wierd, fantastic story of a soulless
human corpse, still dead, but taken from the grave and endowed
by sorcery with a mechanical semblance of life.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Offering "She Done Him
Wrong" with Mae West, Cary Grant, Owen Moore, Noah Berry
and Gilbert Roland. She done him wrong ...- in the right way.
Diamond-Decked Lou, the Bowery's Light 0' Love...- mistress of
the street where beer was a nickel-and love has a price too. Hear
Mae West sing the Bowery's bar-room ballads.

ROYAL
Kate Smith can sing the blues with

the best of 'em, but she doesn't be-
cause her audiences don't like her to.

The "Swanee Songstress," ace fem-
inine singer of the radio, revealed
that fact when she was in Hollywood
recently, starring in "Hello, Every-
body!" a picture written especially for
her by Fannie Hurst. It comes to the
Royal Theatre, opening at 11:15 Sat-
urday night and showing Sunday,
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday.

The cheerful, comforting type of
song, which makes up the majority
of her thrice-weekly radio program, is
the kind her public prefers to hear
her sing, Miss Smith explained. Blues
numbers do not win nearly so much
support, she has discovered from her
fan mail. Since the mail amounts to
30,000 letters per week, it gives her a
fair cross-section of opinion,, she
pointed out.

The four songs written especially
for her use in "Hello, Everybody!"
were written with this fact in mind.
They follow a cheerful pattern, as may
be gathered from their titles-"Moon
Song," "Pickaninies' Heaven," "Out
in the Great Open Spaces" and "Twen-
ty Million People."

GRAND
Do Zombies really exist?
Rumors have been seeping in for

years from the island of Haiti about
dead botties being exhumed and,
through a process of sorcery, put to
work in the fields and mills, but is
there any truth to the rumors?

"White Zombie," the United Artists
picture which is scheduled to show at
the Grand Theatre Tuesday and Wed-
nesday, treats exhaustively of this sub-
ject.

Recently several American writers
have investigated the rumors, and at
least one of them has brought back
verification, which he arrived at
through personal observation. This
writer, in his book upon Haitian sor-
cery, declares that he actually saw
Zombies at work in the sugar-cane
fields.

He writes:
"A Zombie is neither a ghost, nor

yet a person who had been raised
from the dead. It is a soulless human
corps, still dead, but taken from the
grave and endowed by sorcery with a
mechanical semblance of life. It is a
dead body which is made to walk and
eat and move as if it were alive.

"People who have the power to
create Zombies go to a fresh grave,
dig up the body before it has had
time to rot, galvanize it into move-
ment and then make of it a servant
or slave, occasionally for the commis-
sion of a crime, but more often sim-
ply as a drudge around the habitation
of the farm, setting it to dull, heavy
tasks and beating it like a dumb beast
if it slackens."

Even the Government of Haiti rec-
ognizes the Zombie practice, for Arti-
cle 249 of the Penal Code mentions
it specifically. The Article reads:

"Also shall be qualified as attempt-

SHE DONE HIM WRONQ

RIALTO
Will Rogers' newest comedy, "Down

To Earth," comes to the Rialto The-
atre next Sunday and Monday. It is
said to focus all the brilliance that
has made him the keenest and most
quoted observer in the country today.
While in a sense the picture is a con-
tinuation of Rogers' first talkie, "They
Had To See Paris," its theme and
locale are completely different.

The story opens with Rogers as
"Pike Peters," the Oklahoma million-
aire, back home again with his family
after their Paris jaunt. The stock
market is shot to pieces, and Peters
is greatly worried, but his wife has an
insatiable desire for social honors and
his son aids her in extravagant spend-
ing. The failure of a bank forces
Peters to apply for a local loan, and,
that failing as a result of Mrs. Peters'
love of elegance and display, he goes
to Chicago with the same result. How
he gets his family down to earth again
forms the basis of the situation.

"Down To Earth" is called the most
important picture of Rogers' career.
It was written by the author of "They
Had To See- Paris," Homer Croy,
specially to fit the star's talents.

Irene Rich, who appeared as Rogers'
wife in his first two talking pictures,
again portrays the socially ambitious

ed murder the employment which may
be made against any person of sub-
stances which, without causing actual
death, produce a lethargic coma more
or less prolonged. If, after the ad-
ministration of such substances, the
person has been buried, the act shall
be considered murder no matter what
result follows."
spouse who brings about most of his
hilarious troubles. Matty Kemp, whose
work on the first few days of the pro-

GRAND
SATURDAY-SUNDAY-MONDAY

U
duction won him a long-term contract,
enacts the role of the irresponsible
son, and Dorothy Jordan that of the
boy's childhood sweetheart who steps
aside in favor of her wealthy rival.

Theodore Lodi, the Grand Duke
"Mike" of the earlier picture, re-
creates the role in this new film and
Mary Carlisle plays the part of the
spoiled "deb" who sets her cap for
y o u n g Kemp. Clarence Wilson,
Brandon Hurst, Louise Mackintosh
and other noted character players are
in the supporting cast. Edwin Burke
wrote the screen play and dialogue
from Croy's original story. David
Butler directed the production for Fox
Films.

QUESTIONS

1. By what nickname is Sally Eilers,
star "Hat Check Girl," known to her
Hollywood friends and how did she
acquire it ?

2. What is Ginger Rogers' right
name and how did she get her start
in the movies?

3. To what well known picture star
is Bn Lyon married?

4. What was Sidney Lanfield's oc-
cupation or profession before he be.
came a motion picture director?

5. Who wrote the novel "Hat Check
Girl," upon which the picture of tha
name is based?

6. In what recent pictures did Sid-
ney Lanfield direct Sally Eilers?

ANSWERS
1. "Bad Girl"; from her sterling

performance in the title role of that
picture. 2. Virginia Rogers; by win-
ning the Texas state championship in
"Charleston" dancing. 3. Bebe Dan-
iels. 4. Professional pianist. 5. Rian
James, the newspaper columnist. 6
"Hat Check Girl" and "Dance Team."
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y\~7tIs HESTERFIELDS?//f

Well, I can't tell you much of anything
about what is in Chesterfields

B UT I smoke a good deal, and I noticed that theysaid that Chesterfield Cigarettes were milder and
tasted better; so I smoked a package or two and found
it to be true.

I also noticed that the cigarettes were well-filled,
seemed to be the right length and the right circum-
ference, and burned uniformly-not up one side and
down the other.

I liked the aroma-very pleasing. I liked the appear-

, z C--

ance of the cigarette -the paper, dead white. The
package rather appealed to me.

I don't know exactly what it is, but I just like 'em.
It's about the only luxury that I enjoy; so I think it's
all right for me to have a good cigarette, and I believe
Chesterfield is just about the best.

Chesterfield Radio Program -Every night ex-
cept Sunday, Columbia coast-to-coast Network.

..-..
p.......i

. ... ---- people know 'It

@ 1933, LIGGETr & Mym ToBACCo Co.
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TO PICf/
It was Monday and very, very

cold. The terrain was swept by chilly
blasts of winds. An Officers' Club
truck, carrying supplies to members
of the Advanced Class playing hide-
and-seek in the vicinity of Torch
Hill, arrived at its destination.

Private Fields, faithful employe of
the Officers' Club, was not enthusias-
tic over the job to which he had
been detailed. It was too cold. He
attended to the distribution of the
food with the utmost celerity that
he might regain the warm inner re-
cesses of the Officers' Club with as
little delay as possible.

It was in this frame of mind that
an accommodating but unthinking
orderly approached Fields and offer-
ed him the use of a horse to make
the return trip. Private Fields shook
his head dubiously and replied,

"No, sub, that hoss ain't got no
windshield."

THE CASE OF THE MISSING
TURKEY WHISKERS

Lieutenant Bob Pierce had en-
trusted a turkey to the Officers' Club
for safe-keeping in the refrigerator.
On coming back for it the next
morning, he was amazed and horri-
fied to find the turkey still there,
the turkey's whiskers missing.

As Lieutenant Pierce felt that a
turkey was not all a turkey should
be without the turkey whiskers, he
set out on a determined quest to
locate the missing whiskers and, by
so doing, solve a mystery which
threatened to cause him many a
sleepless night. It called for prompt
action and the lieutenant was not
found wanting in that respect.

Lieutenant Pierce decided to ap-
proach the matter as he imagined
Sherlock Holmes would approach it
under the circumstances. Unfortu-
nately, no clues were left by the
wrongdoer, who had apparently
committed a perfect crime. There
was, therefore, nothing upon which
to base deductions. But Lieutenant
Pierce was not discouraged so easi-
ly. He decided upon a policy of
interrogation. The employees a n d
management of the Officers' Club
were forced to submit to a third de-
gree that would have made Ameri-
ca's foremost third degree artists
tremble with shame and mortifica-
tion.

But nothing was to be learned
and the mystery threatened to re-
main a mystery.

Intrigued by the case, we approach-
ed Lieutenant Dowdall on the subject,
who can explain anything and every-
thing given the time and a remarkable
credulity on the part of his listeners.
This time, however, the uncanny Sec-
retary came forth with a theory that
smacked of Philo Vance. Reasoned
Detective Dowdall:

"Do you consider it significant that
the turkey whiskers were found miss-
ing at the precise time that Adophe
Machel, maestro of the hair-dressing
profession, was honoring the Officers'
Club with his august presence. A re-
markable coincidence, to say the
least."

At this psychological moment, the
detective screwed up his face in the
attitude of a person whose brain
seethed with thought. The look of in-
tense agony on his face bore out our
assumption.

"Come to think of it" he continued,
(Please turn to page 3)

UNDIMMED BY AGES

opr
perish ro-m tearth."

ed only by his wife, Ina, played by
Mrs. J. A. Andrews. Mrs. Isobel
Chance, one of Benning's most ac-
complished character actresses, is cast
in the role of Lulis Bett, the unmar-
ried and imposed upon sister of Ina,
whose lfe is smothered under the op-
pressive tyranny of Dwight Deacon's
brutal dominance.

Mrs. Shearer, as Mama Bett, is the
disillusioned, disagreeable, and spite-
ful grandmother, the mother of Lulu
and Ina, a fixture in the household.

The parts of Ninian Deacon, the
brother of Dwight, and Cornish, the
faltering 1 o v e r of Lulu Bett, are cap-

Miss Betty Welty. Margie Heileman,
as Monona, is the recalcitrant daughter
of the Deacons.

Mrs. Orestes Cleveland, with Mrs.
Totten assisting, is directing the play.
Mrs. Cleveland also directed "Pome-
roy's Past" and took a part in "Cock
Robin", the second production of the
Infantry School Dramatic Club.

The play is extremely well-cast and
the audience is assured of an unusual-
ly fine performance.

THE CAST
Dwight Herbert Deacon,

Capt. Walter C. Phillips
Ina Deacon ----- Adelaide Andrews
Lulu Bett------------Isobel Chance
Mrs. Bett- Mrs. Laurette Shearer
Monona Deacon --- Margie Heileman
Bobby Larkin--------Davis Harding
Diana Deacon__Sarah Elizabeth Welty
Neil Cornish__Lieut. Francis Lanahan
Ninian Deacon__Capt. Robt. S. Miller

The first performance of "Miss Lu-
lu Bett", a producton of the Infan-
try School Dramatic Club, will take
place this evening. The second show-
ing will be presented tomorrow night.

"Miss Lulu Bett", a comedy in three
acts by Zona Gale, won the Pulitzer
Prize in 1921. It is a dramatization
of small town life very well done.
Not once does a hint of artificiality
creep into the three acts; the char-
acters talk as people really talk and
are therefore interesting.

The play is a distinct departure
from the ordinary. In "Miss Lulu
Bett", almost for the first time, we be-

come acquainted with a stage-child ably taken by Captain Robert S. Mil-
who is not winsome and cute and a ler and Lieutenant Francis H. Lana-
grandmother who is not sweet. han. Both are newcomers to the Ben-

Captain Walter C. Phillips, as ning stage.
Dwight Deacon, is the blustering, pom. Mr. Davis Harding is cast in the
pous, self-centered head of the family, role of Bobby Larkin, who falls in
whose high opinion of himself is shar. love with Diana Deacon p 1 a y e d by

NUMBER 42

Drawing To Be
Held Tuesday For

Glee Club Sho
""OMOOMM"

pointed by Major General Campbell
King, commandant, to make an ex-
haustive study of the proposal.

Colonel George F. Baltzell, of the
Infantry board, Major Thomas B. Cat-
ron, commander of the Infantry
School School Detachment, Major
Henry B. Lewis, adjutant, The Infan-
try School, and Major Emil W. Leard,
secretary, the academic department,
are the members of the board named
by General King.

In addition to its studies relating
to the reorganization of the headquar-
ters and academic personnel, the
board will also make a study of the
future need for buildings to shelter

(Please turn to page 3)

Dramatic Club To Make Bow For Third Time
"Miss Lulu Bett," Brilliant Play By Zona Gale, Is To Be Presentation Of Benning

Actors Tonight And Saturday

v ky LA-) ITAxi JLJL JL

I
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There will be a very unusual as-
sembly next Tuesday afternoon, Feb-
ruary 14th, in the lobby of the Of-
ficers' Club. It will be the occasion
of the formal opening of the sale of
reserved seat tickets for the Glee
Club's annual production, The Debu.
tante, Victor Herbert's musical come-
dy, to be given at the Post Theatre,
on March 10th and 11th.

The plan, for the assembly of all
who desire tickets, has been announc-
ed for the purpose of avoiding any
taint of favoritism. It has been agreed
that all those who assemble in the
club lobby, prior to 4:30 p. m., will
be given duplicate coupons numbered.
One-half of the coupon will be dropp-
ed into a box and the other half re-
tained by the prospective purchaser.
At 4:30 p. in., a drawing will take
place and the person whose number
is drawn first will have the first
choice of the reserved seats. Those
who cannot, for any reason, attend the
drawing should be represented by a
proxy.

It is an old Benning custom that
hosts or hostesses who entertain at
dinners, prior to the productions of
the Glee Club and the Dramatic Club,
expect their guests to purchase their
own Theatre Tickets. In order that
members of dinner parties may be
able to sit to-gether in the theatre,
it is suggested that guests request the
host or hostess to reserve Theatre
Tickets for them.

Following the drawing, seats will be
sold in the regular order-first come,
first served. All tickets may be pur-
chased by signing Officers' Club chits,
or for cash, as desired.

The civilian life members of t he
Officers Club, under the sponsorship
of Mr. and Mrs. R. Curtis Jordan and
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. McPherson, have
arranged to secure a large number of
seats for their friends, and plan to
enjoy the show. They will entertain at
dinner at the Officers' Club on the
evening of March 10th, similar to the
arrangement made last year.

A block of seats have been set aside
and will be sold to the Enlisted Men
of the Post through the company or-
derly rooms. Later, tickets will be
on sale at Humes Music Store in Co-
lumbus.

Changes May Be Made In
Administration Here At

Post Headquarters

Forecasting probable future changes
in the administration organization of
the Infantry School through the re-
grouping of the Headquarters staff and
the faculty of the academic depart-
ment, a board of officers has been ap-
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February Meeting Of Woman's Club Is

Held At Polo Club Last Monday

The February meeting of the Infan- MRS. SELINA WADDINGTON HON-

try School Women's Club was held at OREE AT DANCE AT POLO CLUB

the Polo-Hunt Club on February 6. Mrs. Selina Waddington was t h e

The members unanimously voted a honoree Tuesday evening at a dance

hundred and fifty dollar scholarship, held at The Polo Hunt Club given

to be known as the Barbara King by her son-in-law and daughter, Lieut.
and Mrs. James E,. Bowen. A small

Scholarship, for the Tallulah Falls adMs ae .Bwn ml
Insco lSh forhe iTllulah.receiving line consisting of the hosts,

Industrial School for Girls. the honoree and escort welcomed the

Mrs. Peyton called attention to the guests. The 29th Infantry furnished

adverse army legislation in Congress, the music for the dancing during the
and read two articles, one from the evening. At the intermission coffee
Army and Navy Journal, on the seri- and sandwiches were served. iLeut.

ousness of the situation, and the other and Mrs. Bowen had as their guests

from the Columbus Enquirer, show- a number of the friends of the honor

ing the favorable action taken by the guest. Preceding the dance several

Columbus Central Labor Union, which delightful informal dinners were held.
i -n ,qt- to nv eni er iornal action S - *

hostile to the army.
After the business meeting, Mrs.

Parson played two beautiful piano
solos "Nouvelle Scene de Bal," by
Adder, and "Chanson" by Friml.

The lecturer for the afternoon was
Colonel Stilwell, who gave an unusual
and most interesting talk on China.
Colonel Stilwell has a real liking for,
and understanding . of, the Chinese
people, among who mhe has lived for
several years, and he confined his talk
to Chinese personalities and to his
own novel experiences. He demon-
strated, with dictionary and chart,
some of the difficulties of their un-
wieldy language, and concluded, Miss
Nancy Stilwell assisting, with a scene
from a Chinese bazaar.

Due to the courtesy of Mrs. Stil-
well, ancient and valuable costumes
and embroidereries were exhibited,
and added much to the pleasure of
the afternoon.

Mrs. Wood and Mrs. Buracker act-
ed as hostesses.

Permanent Waves
$3; Shampoo and
Set 50c; Haircut
25c.

MRS. R. G. DEITZ

New Beauty Shoppe
1106 1-2 Broadway Phone 9286

Tlkeq made

VAL ENTINI
StAINAT

.'

He knew how women

love the little tributes of

affection that keep Romance

aglow! On St. Valentine's Day,

February 14th-she will re-

member, so don't you forget!

FLOWER SHOP
WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

REOPENING OF THURSDAY EV-

ENING SUPPER DANCES AT OF.

FICERS' CLUB

The first supper dance to he held
at the Officers' Club since the death
of Ex-President Coolidge was held on
Thursday. A capacity number of res-
ervations were made. Those entertain-
ing were: Capt. and Mrs. Joseph A.
Nchols, Capt. and Mrs. Frederick H.
Gaston, Capt. and Mrs. Morris DePass,
Capt. and Mrs. Lloyd Barnett, Capt.
and Mrs. Llewellyn D. Tharp, Lieut.
and Mrs. Wilbur E. Dunkleberg, and
Mrs. Clayton Studebaker, Lieutenant
and Mrs. Donald W. Brann, and Lieu.
tenant and Mrs. Bredan W. Greeley.

FT. BENNING BACHELORS GIVE

VALENTINE S U B S C R I P TION

DANCE

One of the most enjoyable events
of the week will be the subscripton
dance which will be given by the Fort
Benning Bachelors Saturday evening
at the Polo Hunt Club. These dances,,
which were started last Winter, are
bi-monthly affairs and Saturday's will
be in the nature of a Valentine cele-
bration. Plans have been made by
the entertainment committee to give
three "dividend" dances from the
proceeds of the subscription dances.
Next month's dance will be a "Divi-
dend" affair. The guest list for Sat-
urday's dance will include the follow-
ing: no married couples over the
grade of lieutenant, members of the
debutante set, their guests and escorts.

MRS. SLAUGHTER ENTERTAINS

29TH INFANTRY BRIDGE CLUB

Mrs. Homer H. Slaughter was the
hostess Tuesday afternoon from two
to five p. m. to the ladies of the 29th
Infantry bridge club. Six tables assem-
bled and progressive contract bridge
was enjoyed. Assisting Mrs. Slaugh-
ter were, Mesdames John A. Otto,
Charles F. Johnson, George H. Deck-
er and Earle G. Wheeler. Mrs. An-
drew D. Chaffin won first prize, Mrs.
Lynn E. Brady the second prize and
Mrs. Washington Ives the third.

24TH INFANTRY H 0 L D S REGI
MENTAL DANCE AT P OLC

HUNT CLUB FRIDAY EVENING

The Polo Hunt Club was the scene
Friday evening from nine to twelv
of a delightful Regimental dance giv
en by the 24th Infantry. During th
evening coffee and sandwiches wer
served. The guest list included mem
hers of the 24th Infantry, their wives
and former members of the Regiment
Several informal dinners were giver
preceding the dance.

I

SOFT
NATURAL
Permanent

Waves

$3.00
(With Shampoo and Set)

Blue J Beauty Shop
MRS. MARTIN

2220 Wynnton Drive Phone 9123

Today's Fashion

Fl

The wrappy coat shown in the
sketch, for late winter and early
spring wear, adds a new note of va-
riety. Its heavy, smooth woolen cloth
is dark red-almost wine color-the
long sleeves fitted below the elbow
harmonizing with the trim, close lines
of the coat below the waist line, mark.
ed with a novelty belt of the goods.
Equally harmonious are the soft,
crushy collar of cream-colored lapin
and the dolman cut of the u p p p r
sleeves. Practical, and highly attract-
ive.

ARTILLERY BRIDGE CLUB MEETS
AT QUARTERS OF MRS. PART-
RIDGE

Mrs. Lloyd S. Partridge and Mrs.
George H. McManus, Jr. we r e the
joint hostesses Tuesday afternoon to
the members of the Artillery bridge
club. Three tables of contract bridge
assembled at two and played until
four-thiry when tea was served.

SEMI-FINALS OF BRIDGE TOUR-
NAMENT H E L D WEDNESDAY
AT OFFICERS" CLUB
The semi-finals of the contract

bridge tournament that has been in
progress was held Wednesday even-
ing at the Officers' Club. Six tables
played, partners playing East and
West alternatng with partners playing
North and South. The winners North
and South were. Lt. and Mrs. Lyn*

Brady and Lt. and Mrs. J. E. Bowen;
and the winners East and West were:
Lt. and Mrs. D. A. Rosenbaum and
Capt. and Mrs. Don C. Faith.

These winners in the semi final will
meet next Wednesday evening to de-
termine the champion bridge player
of the Post.

LIEUT. AND MRS. MOORE HOSTS
AT DINNER PRECEDING DANCE
AT POLO CLUB
Lieut. and Mrs. James E. Moore

were the hosts Tuesday evening at a
buffet supper to a small group of their
friends preceding the dance at the
Polo Hunt Club given by Lieut. and
Mrs. James E. Bowen.

T.17TT dlvnI U-. OWTE. I
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Make yours a candy

VALENTINE!
Party Candies

Special Valentine
Boxes

-Pralines-

Alex Mitchell
1226 Broadway

Phone 1085
LlA .J J . YIU 1 MlX-. 11 " jvr L Ld -4L LI T,

TAIN FOR VISITORI PACKAGES MAILED
Lieut. and Mrs. George P. Howell,

(Please turn to page 3)

SODA FOUNT
POST EXCHANGE

has a daily delivery service

between the hours of 11:00 a. m.

and 9:00 p. m.

This service is designed partic-
ularly for the delivery of ice
cream in small quantities on
the post at short notice.

Excellent Curb Service Also

TELEPHONE 69

SODA FOUNT
POST EXCHANGE
FT. BENNING, GA.

The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized To Sell To Anyone
Not In The Military Service

CONVENIENT LOCATION-MODERN EQUIPMENT
RATES REASONABLE

Phone your agent or call our Superintendent, Mr. Trussell,

Phone 3062

DIMON COURT APARTMENTS

To The Armq-
ADVERTISERS IN THIS PAPER

Are especially prepared to serve army personnel. To purchase from
them will be profitable to you-and don't forget to mention

To Ladies of Fort Benning

We have an experienced Graduate masseur and masseuse whom we send to
Fort Benning each Monday, Wednesday and Friday to give Swedish mas-
sage in your home. Make your appointments the day before for this service.
Reasonable rates. We have many luxurious and beneficial treatments for
face, scalp, hands and body.

OUR TREATMENTS INCLUDE:

Russian
Turkish
Mineral

Baths
Reducing
Facial
Scalp

Swedish Massage
Swedish Facial Massage
Swedish Scalp Treatments

Rigdon Hea
216 Doctors Building

Massage
Physio
Hydrio
Electro

Therapy

Turkish Shampoos
Special Reducing Treatment
Swedish Shampoos

ith Institute
PHONE 1037

2

a

For early spring wear.

By VERA WINSTON
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Local Notes
Lieutenant Reeve D. Keiler is the

first officer of the Sixty-Sixth Infantry
to become a member of the "Hole
In One" Club. It happened like this:
Lieutenant Keiler was playing in a
foursome a short while ago and after
making two nines and an eight on the
first three holes he walked to the
short 110 yard fourth hole with a look
of determination on his handsome
face. He pulled out his trusty driver,
-this time he would not be short,
as usual. He teed his ball low-he
took his stance, (feet close together
and knees stiff). His gaze was some-
where on the green 110 yards away-
he jerked back his club, bending his
left arm, he brought the club back
down across the face of the ball.
There was a "swishing" sound as the
ball shot out in a perfect slice to-
but wait; it hits a tree-it caroms
to the left side of the fairway and in-
to the trees there but again the skill
of a great Golfer will not be denied-
It hits another tree-bounces high in
the air, into the green, bounces again
-hits the pin high up and drops
straight down7 into the cup for an
"ACE." (Not responsible for slight
errors, Ed).

Such skill should not go unreward-
ed so in the future we will give to
all new members of the club a stain.
less rubber shafted pusher, provided
the ace is made between 8:00 and
10:00 p. m. February 29th, 1933.

This Wild-West Show Do-Do the
Texas Rangers are pulling off at
Doughboy Stadium seems to be work-
ing wonders with us Tankers as only
the other day it was reported that one
of the boys was over in the Artillery
Area trying to borrow a saddle and
mumbling words to the effect that
he'd show a few of the boys how to
man-handle a Christie Tank. That
sounds just about like "Mexico" Bing-

FULLER BRUSH
REPRESENTATIVE

J. M. NORRIS
Phone 717-W or call at 715 Broadway
-from 12 noon to 1 P. M. or 5 P. M.
to 6 P. M. week days and Saturday
3 P. M. to 6 P. M.

of the week.

We are glad to learn that Chitling

Smith of Headquarters Company has

returned to duty from the station hos-

pital.
We regret the news reaching us that

will take our Commanding Officer,
Major Allen F. Kingman, away from
us. Major Kingman has been assigned
to the Army War College and will
leave us around the first of August
coming.

Now who was the fellow who said
that he was off of Fords for life?
Well, anyway we see that he is driv-
ing one.

Sergeant Harris and his soccer boys
of Company E, are still at work in
their little soccer world. The boys
ham if it happened in the early part
have a very good chance to win the
Post Championship. Turn out and
watch them play a game.

We welcome all the new men to the
Battalion who have reported in dur-
ing the past week, and may they like
their new station.

TOWN TOPICS

(Continued from page 1)

"Adolphe did work late that night,
and between certain hours, there is
no one to account for his actions. No
one. Does that mean anything to
you?"

It did, of course, but we did not
acknowledge the fact in order (1)
that we might not disturb the detec-
tive's chain of thought and (2) that
he might become all the more de-
lighted with his own seeming perspi-
cacity. The detective resumed the un-
raveling of his brilliant theory.

"As you know, Adolphe is primarily
an experimenter. Now, if he would
experiment wih women's hair, why
would he not experiment with a tur-
key's whiskers?"

The great deteetive leaned back in
his chair. As far as he was concerned,
the mystery was solved. He closed his
eyes dreamily. Reverently, we tiptoed
out of the office.

. S S

Capt. Le Toney and Lieut. Lightcap
left recently on a ten-day hunting
trip. We were a little amazed to learn

,the hunting grounds-Miami, Florida.

Offhand...
Observations

By McGoolsus

A perceptible drop in the number

of sales letters found in the mail box

reminds us that thoughts are being
turned to classes whic hare just receiv-
ing their orders for the 1933-34 term.

It would be interesting to see some
o fthe replies being written in answer
to the inquiries of prospective stud-
ents. It is the irony of something
that those inquiries should be recived
and answered at the dead-low period
of morale, for such is February you
know. At any rate, the low down
which they will get will indicate the
worst if there should be any worst.
Benning at its worst could be worse-
yea verily.

When the morale curve reaches its
lowest point, it is just before taking
a rapid upward shoot. Very shortly
now the whole aspect of things will
be changed by a succession of glad-
some occurrences-another play by
the Dramatic Club, the Glee Club
performance and the breaking of
spring.

The manner in which occasional
original bits written and acted by
members of the Dramatic Club to
enliven demonstrations have been re-
ceived leads to to wonder why the
Dramatic Club has not written and
produced a local color drama. The
fact that a hard-boiled group of stu-
dents can get as much enjoyment as
they evidently do from a little bur-
lesquing of the most routine profes-
sional matters would seem to indicate
that a Benning audience would not be
bored by a play dramatizing s o me
phase of life which they know best.
There can be no question as to the
ability of the Dramatic Club to han-
dle such an undertakng to a perfec-
tion for they have an abundance of
talent in every department-writing
staging and acting.

This is not intended in any way
as a criticism of the work of those
who select the plays to be given. There
is undoubtedly good reasons why
such a play as mentioned has not
been attempted, and there can cer-
tainly be no kick on the plays which
have been selected and produced.

0

CHANGES MAY BE MADE BY
BOARD

(Continued from page 1)

the headquarters and academic depart-
ment of the School. The latter study
will be made in accordance with a
general construction plan for the fu-
ture development of The Infantry
School which has been approved by
the war department, and which is
progressing as rapidly as appropria-
tions for construction be c o m e avail-

able.

Graham Cars Now
At Local Dealers
Vitalized power, as brought to the

motorist by the new Graham has
proven one of the main mechanical
features eliciting commendation and
praise from motorists wherever and
whenever this smart automobile ha'
been demonstrated.

The second series of the Graham,
"The most imitated car on the road,'
now on display at Patterson-Pope Mo.
tor Company, Inc., 1415 Frst Avenue.,
acknowledges and exemplfies the im.
portance of dependable power through
a process all its own, presenting, after
long research "high compression vi.
talized power, balanced in rubber."

This remarkable improvement is
aptly supported by other features
equally important, incorporating all
the desirable engineering specifica.
tions that always go into acar of
this high type. And even as the grace.
ful body lines and unusual beautiful
design commends itself to you when.
ever the Graham is on view, its su.
perior mechanical features will amaze
and please whenever the car is dem.
onstrated.

The local agency extends a cordial
invitation to the personnel and enlist.
ed men of Fort Benning to view this
beautiful automobile now on display;
to drive the car, itself, and thrill in
the performance of the Graham.

SOCIETY

(Continued from page 2)

were the hosts Tuesday evening at a
buffet supper honoring Mrs. Selina
Waddington. Jonquils and lilies of
the valley were used with yellow can-
dles for the table decorations. After
dinner the guests were escorted to
the Bowens' dance at the Polo Hunt
Club.

* * *

LIEUT. AND MRS. BRADY ENTER.
TAIN BEFORE DRAMATIC CLUB
PLAY
Lt. and Mrs. Lynn E. Brady will he

the hosts Friday evening at a small
buffet supper preceding the Dramatic
Club's play "Miss Lulu Bett."

* * *

LIEUT. AND MRS. LUCAS ENTER-
TAIN INFORMALLY AT DINNER

Lieut. and Mrs. William C. Lucas
entertained informally at dinner Tues-
day evening at their quarters, for a
small coterie of congenial friends.
After dinner the hosts escorted their
guests to the dance.

PERSONALS
Friends of Lieut. William C. Lucas

will regret to know that he is in the
Station Hospital suffering from an at-
tack of influenza.

Lieut. and Mrs. Leroy W. Krauthoff
are to be congratulated upon the birth
of a son Roy Vance, on January 27th
at the Station Hospital. Roy is the
grandson of Capt. and-Mrs. Daniel
O'Connell.

Lieut. Lindell W. Straube, who has
been in the Station Hospital for about

Lafkowitz Bros.
Makers of good Clothes

-Alterations-
1208 First Avenue

To Make A Good

Impression
Serve

FOREMOST
and then your guests

will all agree that you're
a hostess who knows
what she's about. It's
YOUR chance to make
a hit!

Call the
SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.

READ - HERALD
ADVERTISEMENTS

Why not assure yourself of an income after retirement, regard.
less of future legislation?

The method is safe, convenient, and possible even during a
"pay freeze."

Call TRACY DAVIS
Phones 3200-622

Makers of Fine Printing Plates

WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.

Atlanta, Georgia

/

A

&AAAAM
NEW SIX, $745, UP-NEW EIGHTS, $845, UP

Prices at Factory, Special Equipment Extra (3242)

Patterson-Pope Motor Co. Inc.

Columbus, Ga.

See the Second Series of

The influence of Graham leadership is
evident in the design of practically every
new car at the 1933 shows.

-THE- BENNING HERALDFridav. Februarv 10, 1933

11415 First Ave. Columbus, Ga.
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I LIEUTENANT PEEP'S DIARY I
Thursday, Feb. 2

Ground hog day and the good wife

-with a fine eye for such niceties did

appropriately serve sausage for break-
fast.

Major Henry no doubt encouraged
by our interest in motors as evidenced
by Graybeal in lifting the hood on
his car today. Yesterday one H. Flood
did likewise show interest by taking
his owner's instruction manual out
from under the seat and putting it
in the side pocket.
Friday, Feb. 3

Home at last after a most weari-
some afternoon under a horse. My
lot was to prepare the feet of an ar-
tillery wheel horse to receive shoes.
He was one of these great lumbering
brutes possessed of the idea that since
he carried a man at drill in the morn-
ing the reverse was only fair enough
in the afternoon. It is now apparent
to me that Mr. Longfellow did all of
his horseshoeing from the other side
of the street else he would have said:

"Under the spreading chestnut
horse, the village smithy stands."

Reeder maintains that in the origi-
nal had the poet been a practical
worker in iron the word "stands"
would have been replaced by a syno-
nym for "sitting-down-resting."

At all odds I do much prefer the
shooing of flies as quicker and less
troublesome. It is a deal easier to
get under a fly.
Saturday, Feb. 4

Apprised of the fact that Captain
Williams, the cylinder cynic of the
Tank Section, who has all but decid-
ed me to avoid motors (including
the Peep-mobile) does carry the prac-
tice of his precepts even to the golf
course. Having advocated to us the
prime necessity for warming up the
chariot before action he does himself
warm up for about five minutes prior
to each golf stroke. And it must be
a satisfaction to all others on the
course that he is not timed for the
same number of strokes as a gas en-
gine.

Monday, Feb. 6
That usual Monday feeling in no

way elevated by an hour of field for-
tification. The latter is, by Major
Heilman's own admission, "the pro-
cess of using pick and shovel with
brute strength and awkwardness to dig
holes in the ground" with which defi-
nition I do heartily agree. And it is
hard for me to see why even an engin.
eer should require twenty hours time
in which to say so.

Involved in a bit of detective work
to discover the Infantry School man-
ual (for that there is one such I have
no least doubt) entitled "The Manual
of Persuasion" or "Making the Class
Believe That They Decided to Use
Private Transportation." The music
differs as the instructor but the words
change not. It all amounts to a state-
ment of "Do you want to go to the
assembly point in your own cars or on
the train because I have cancelled the
train." But the similarity of method-
the student will save time, he will
not have to march to the train nor
back from the train, ad infinitum, ad
nauseam-does convince me that there
is a book on the matter with which
all instructors are conversant.

Intrigued by Captain Reynold's re-
mark in combat practice to the effect
that machine guns can fire under all
conditions of weather and visibility,
we having already lost nigh onto hawf
our machine gun course because of
foggy and otherwise foul days.
Tuesday ,Feb. 7

This day characterized by two sur-
prises. That Brunke could appear for
class after his forced night march
from Eelbeck was the first. The sec-
ond was the cancellation by the Horse
Group of part of the afternoon's sche-
dule, for I had ever believed that
such folks were to be diverted from
their equine businss by general order
alone.

That instruction which we received
might, in method, be well emulated by
the engineering faculty for in lieu of

(Please turn to page 8)

HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH
By MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Modical Inqctor I

FLY CONTROL Continued
BREEDING PLACES FOR HOUSE

FLIES
A breeding place for house flies

must provide, (a) moisture; (b)
warmth, (c) food for the maggots.

The temperature must be less than
115 degrees F.; moisture must be
enough to permit fermentation of the
material in which the eggs are hatch-
ed, and also enough to prevent the
drying out of the egg or maggot.

Food must be plentiful and finely
divided.

The breeding material must be alka-
line; small amounts of acid will slow
up or even prevent the growth of the
maggots.

The house fly will breed in all kinds
of fermenting material, but selects
whenever it can loosely packed or
small amounts of fresh horse manure.
When horse manure is not present the
fly chooses in the order named, human
excreta, garbage, decaying vegetables
and fruits. Rubbish dumps contain
organic wastes which ferment and so
afford good breeding places. Liquid
wastes spilled about garbage cans or
stands also ferment and so make this
polluted soil a breeding place for flies.
Small deposits of human or animal
excreta lying on the surface of the

ground, provided there is moisture,
hatch out large numbers of flies.

Flies breed in filth. Flies that come
in contact with human excreta trans-
mit disease germs. In the act of feed-
ing, or while laying her eggs, or when
emerging from the pupal case the
fly comes in contact with the liquid
portion of fecal material. This excre-
ment clings to the external parts of
the fly and when it alights on food in
our kitchens infected particles are rub.
bed off or deposited on the food.

The fly also sucks in human excre-
ment while feeding in latrines or else-
where. It then regurgitates and ex-
crets droplets of this fecal matter on
the food of man. The fly is therefore
capable of carrying the organisms
(germs) which cause intestinal disease
such as typhoid fever and dysentery.

The fly can also transmit from ex-
creta to food amoebic dysantery and
the eggs of some of the intestinal
worms which we so often find in
human feces.

Procedures for the control of flies
are based on its habits and character.
istics which make them more or less
easily killed by certain specific meas-
ures.

These specific measures will be dis.
cussed next week.

Advanced Classics
Filled with elation and glee by a

schedule of ins'ruction calling for
practically nothing but indoor brain
exercise, the contestants for the Or-
der of Ring Around Rosie, or the
Hangman's Noose, made a banner
month out of January.

Malin Craig, who, in addition to
his other duties, pursues the avoca-
tion of class statistician, yesterday
submitted his official report on the
standing of the competitors for the
first month of the present calendar
year. Malin's tabulation shows the ac-
tual number of inquiries propounded
during the month by the ten leaders
as follows: Macey Dill, 39; Andy
Andrews, 30; Ph. D. Colby, 24; Great
Burner of the Fields Jennings, 21;
Whispers Hanley, 20; Kaspar Crim,
19; Muggsy Miller, 15; Arnie Siler,
14; Ross, D. M. N., 9; Eddie Bow-
den, 8.

Macey Dill, after lagging badly dur-
ing the first three weeks of the month,
came through with a brilliant finish to
carry off the monthly honors and hold
intact his big lead in the 1932-33
race. On January 29th he scored two
points, the following day four tallies.
Then on the afternoon of January 31st
he arose from his seat to knock the
opposition - and Major Cole - cold
with seven interrogations. After he
had refused several times to yield the
floor, even to the instructor, it be-
came apparent that Macey was con-
ducting a one man filibuster against
Andrews and Colby. His maneuver
proved eminently successful.

In view of the fact that many points
of order and protests were raised
against the methods employed by

some of the contestants, Majah Wil-
liams, class monitor, found it neces-
sary to appoint a Board of Inarticu-
lates to hold hearings and decide up-
on all moot points arising as to the
relative standing of competitors. This
tribunal comprised Captain Allender
Swift, Captain James W. Webb, U. S.

M. C., and Lieutenant James Fry.
The Board of Inarticulates docked

Andy Andrews a half point for every
interrogation made from a simple sit-
ting position, this being in direct vio-
lation of school rules. Andy's total

was thus reduced to 15, a severe blow
to his chances of winning the annual
prize. The board discarded one of
Macey's questions, expressing the op-
inion that the inquiry was made not
so much for the purpose of obtaining
information as to permit that gentle-
man to deliver a monograph on gov-
ernment time. Nevertheless, Macey
held a commandng lead at the end of
the month, and, off the record, we
may state that only threat of veto by
Majah Williams restrained the Board
from awarding the Hangman's Noose
then and there.

One third of a point was deducted
from each of Whispers Hanley's ef-
forts inasmuch as the great majority
of the class gained no benefit whatso-
ever from the interrogatory pearls of
wisdom that dropped from his lips.
Likewise the Board refused to give
credit for such questions as: "Which
Fry?", "Did you say Kelly, or Kelt-
ner?", and "What Ross?". The re-
viewing committee tabled Long Bill
Watson's claim for points accumulated
during intermission interrogation of
instructors.

On the other hand, the Board of
Inarticulates did award Parksie Parks
-a newcomer in the contest-five
points for his one inquiry, this being
a special reward for his valliant at-
tempt to pin Major Heileman down to
a definite statement. While Parksie
failed by a wide margin to attain his
objectve, the Board felt endurance and
persistency such as was displayed on
the occasion should receive extraor-
dinary credit. The magnanimous de-
cision of the committee in this case
will be received with applause by a]
members of the class who thus far
have not enrolled in the competition.

-Submerged Old Sleuth.

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-J01o Wolcet.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

ANYHOW SHE GOT A TURKEY
On February third in this year of Grace nineteen hundred and thirty-

three, Mrs. Bill Hones brought in her wild turkey. By so doing, this new
Diana of the Upatoi crowned with brilliant achievement a series of unique
events which have made hunting history and incidentally furnished enough
material for at least a couple of cantos of the Hones' family saga,-when,
as, and if the versatile impresario ever gets around to composing one.

In the first place the turkey which Mrs. Hones brought down was not
slain as the result of some fortunate accident. To borrow a well-known
baseball term, this was an "earned" gobbler if there ever was one. Captain
and Mrs. Hones, having decided to shoot their turkeys this year, went
about it systematically and thoroughly. They first read extensively in the
literature on the subject. Then they investigated the habits of the local
species and collected a mass of data on turkey psychology. They made a
scientific study of the reactions of this lordly bird to the primal urges of
hunger, self-preservation and sex. Then they spied out the land, scattered
food in a selected locality and built a blind. Last but not least, they went
early and often to lie in wait for some bronze sultan of turkeydom and
his feathered harem to stroll into their ambush.

As with so many who have aspired to hanging a gobbler's beard in
their wigwam, they experienced many disappointments. Most nimrods
would have grown discouraged in the face of these but not Captain and
Mrs. Hones. The Royal Mounted Police never showed greater persistencl
in the pursuit of an outlaw than did they in their determination to get
their turkey.

Unfortunately the senior member of the hunting partnership of Hones
and Hones has to work for a living and could not always go out. On these
not infrequent occasions when the press of government business kept the
Captain at home, Mrs. Hones went without him-fearful perhaps that the
morning which they failed to occupy the blind would be the very morn-
ing that two or three flocks of turkeys would visit it.

Now the original Diana was usually attended by a wood nymph
when she hunted and, in Africa, gun bearers are the thing, but Mrs. Hones
is nothing is not original. On the mornings that she went forth with-
out her husband, she took her colored maid, Maidie.

Came the day when months of patient effort was rewarded. Right
across the front of the blind a war-strength company of turkeys marched
in review. Mrs. Hones, in a flutter of excitement, singled out a likely
looking gobbler and took aim. The wild turkey dinner that she had
planned was almost on the table, when, Out of the corner of her eye,
the huntress spied a larger and fatter gobbler. Quickly she shifted her
aim but again before the hand contracted in the approved trigger squeeze,
a still larger gobbler hove into vew. If she could get that one she could
have another couple in for the feast. Again the aim was shifted but be-
fore the fatal charge was sped on its mission still more gobblers were
on the scene. Diana's gun swung wildly from one to the other as the
number of place cards for the prospective dinner increased. They were
moving away now and before Mrs. Hones could make up her mind
which one she wanted, the flock was almost out of range. Our heroine
blazed away but the frightened birds took to the air-all of them.

"Shucks, Mrs. Hones, you done let dem all git away -when dey was
close enough to hit with a rock" was Maidie's disgusted comment.

The next dawn found mistress and maid again in the blind and
this time Maidie had brought along half a dozen rocks of convenient
throwing size. This was the morning that Mrs. Hones got her turkey.
Skeptics hint darkly that the noble bird died from the effects of a stone
bruise. Editorially we always believe the lady but we also have a passion
for conclusive evidence. We'll feel a lot better about this if a member of
the coroner's jury that assembled to eat the bird breaks a tooth on a
number two shot.

RED TICKET
Captain George Bloomquist, the dis-

tinguished actor, polo player and

conversationalist, was annoyed to dis-
cover a red ticket on his somewhat
dirty and dilapidated second mount.
He was certainly parked in an author-
ized place and he couldn't imagine
what the MP's had hooked him for.

Looking on the back of the card
to discover his offense, he found him-
self charged with violation of Sec. XV,
Par 8a (3), Garrison Regulations.

Now, if anything is needed to in-
crease the irritation of a man who has
just found a red ticket on his car,
an obscure reference to sections, par-
agraphs, and subparagraphs of regu-
lations will do the trick. It was an
exasperated Scandinavian that storm-
ed back into the Second Section of-
fices calling for a copy of the volu-
minous code under which we live.

One might have thought it was a
Bible from the language that the Cap-
tain used as he thumbed over the
pages.

Finally he came to the clause and
article referred to and read:

"Soiled cars will be washed inside
and out at the car washing plant."

Captain Howard Clark 2d, in plead-

ing guilty to putting over a fast one

on his compatriot, also admits that

he had no authority to assume the
police power implied by his act. He
insists, however, that it was all for
the public good.

INTERVIEWS WITH LOCAL
CELEBRITIES-No. 1

The Flare special agent approached
Chief-L o ng-Drawers-J a c k-Thompson,
medicine man to all the horse tribes
on the Chattahoochee. The Chief was
perspiring profusely from the affects
of an afternoon of his hard-riding,
hird-hitting polo.

"Permit me to congratulate you on
your excellent game," said the Flare
representative. "I don't see how you
do it. Tell me, are you a born player
or a made one?"

"A made one, absolutely," replied
Chief Long-Drawers.

"And to what do you attribute your
success?" asked the reporter.

"To my unswerving antagonism to
abbreviated underwear," replied the
Chief. "I would never have gotten
anywhere in polo if I hadn't stuck to

(Please turn to page 5)
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THE FLARE

(Continued from page 4)

good old-fashioned long underdrawers.

From that day Colonel Ike Martin,

who is a bachelor and buys his own
clothes, put me wise to the superior
qualities of long underwear, I have
been able to ride hard, stay strung
out, and sock the ball a mile. Yes
Air, it is what a guy wears under his
breeches that makes or breaks him on
a horse."

"What about women?" asked the
interviewer.

"Men and wonien boll have got
to wear 'em when they ride niy hors-
es," replied the Chif. "I won't toler-
ate shorts, summer nets, Vassar-knits
and such things around the paddocks.
They are the cause of 98 percent of
all cases of standitis, which is the dis-
ease which makes you stand up when
you eat. What's more, they are tde
cause of half the cases of sky rocket
seats. Years ago, when I was young
and soft, I used to wear short bright-
colored undies just like those artillery
lieutenants, but I know better now."

"Do you favor long drawers for war
as well as peace?" asked the reporter.

"Of course," replied the Chief. "All
great cavalrynien have worn long
drawers."

"How about Phil Sheridan and his
famous ride from Winchester to Ce-
dar Creek?" said the reporter. "I
have always understood that he dress-
ed in a hurry and didn't wear any
drawers at all."

"Yeh, I heard about that too," re-
plied Chief Jack. "But that fellow
was''t a cavalryman in the first place.
and even if he did win a few battles,
I wouldn't have much use for any-
body who forgets his drawers when
dressing for a twenty-mile ride. He
couldn't make No. 4 on the Yellow
team-not on this Yellow team, any-
way." -E. F. H.

0

New V-8 Fords
On Display Sat.

I

For weeks you have been hearing
rumors about a New Ford car. To-
tnorrow you will have an opportunity
to see the car and learn all about it,
for it will be on display at the show-
rooms of Burrus Motor Company.

It has new and distinctive lines,
longer wheelbase, larger, roomier
bodies, faster acceleration, and in-
creased power, speed and economy.
This is the roomiest and niost power-
ful Ford ever built, and it brings a
iiew style of beauty, a new standlard
of comfort and a new pace in per-
formance at a low price.

TYPEWRITER
REPAIRING

All Makes
Stewart Typewriter Co.

1041 Broadway Phone 2622

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

IJEDUARTERS COMPANY

It seems as if ilie battle betweeii

Hall.- Can er en a -I 're:,-on on the

Steve-O M iach', e is ':iUl ra ing. Hall
fires on-. "Ban" oes the Steve-O e!n
th - i are:t's. Pr'-ston fires one.
"hUil" g o 'e zro. Carero-i fires one

anl "Bi' o roes he ma, hiine.
Look o"t. Hall, Cerporal X ountg-

blood vi! a x 'U v( out of J1 these
cigaretes, if on don't awaich our
step!

The ompanv left Motnday "0. 6 a. in
for a big all day demonstration. The
weather was the (coldest we have had
this year.

The boys like cha nes like this i!i
die routine, as it ge!s a fellow's mind
oct of the dunips. Iast week the
-onipany parti(ipated in an over-
,i ght maneuver which they enjoyed,
but our sector seemed to always hap-
nen to be on to,) of some hill where
tile co1 witidl ahost blows through
a fellow.

The S eial Uits !a -ketball team
-oniposed mos'Iy of Ieadquarters
Coiupanx nmen, Mitzen, Hayes, Camp.

lost to Tanks in their first game but
we ex pect to come back strong. Al-
though our team lost the game, they
went down fighting and we are sure
they will give a Cood account of them-
selvesb before the league is over.
Hayes atid Caiii) of Hq. Co. started
the gane efftid Walden of Hq. Co.
came iii the game later on.

lt Lt. Fereibauh is the coach for
the Special Ui nits Basketball team.

The Special Units (lst) Bowling
team is still on top. We have won
'en games and lost two so far. Keep
tip the good work Captain (W. T.)
Hall and bring home the bacon.

The Special Units (2d) Bowling
team is now in third place but com-
ing right along. Keep up the good
work Captain (Red) Burns and bring
home the chitlings.

Team Captains Hall and Cameron
are the two high enlisted men in the
post on bowling at the present time.
They have both made the score of
279.

The conipany has completed small
bore firing:

Sergeant Hopkins made high score
368. The following are the first four
high nien: Keene 355. Hayes 353, Har-
rison 352, Catch 352.

We at-c all glad to know that the
Special Units Battaliotn 29th Iiifantry,
is leading thle 29th Infantry, in the
points takeis its the Post Amateur box-
ing tournatnetnt.

The followitig neti have been pro-
moted aiid ratedl in thle (company.

Pressley, A. J. to Corporal, Thomas
ratedl 4th (lass, Medere, rated 5th
class, Holt, appoitited Private First
(lass. The following have beeii rated

Specialist 6th class: Hamilton, Satina,
Browii Walton, White, Keene, Kirk-
patrick, Lee, Smith, G. H.

24th Inf.
COMPANY "A"

Several nien of the company have
been discharged recently all re-enlist-
ed except Pvt. Felious. Corporal Hen
ry Hammons has returned from a
sixty-day furlough. Pvt. John Dicker-
son, has transfered to the Army War
College (col) Detachment, Washing-
toi, D. C., so hope he will like it
though we are sorry to see him go.

Pvt. lcl Cezar Bernard is discharged
and reenlisted and is on a ninety-day
furlough to Lake Charles, La.

S29 th Inf. 83 rd F. A.
HIQ., HQ. BATTERY AND C. T.
Fatnous Last Words by Sgt. Tate:

"''11 report this sectioin Cph. Wright.

Foots Cutrer our wonder boy is well
''Fain. Ile spent the last two weeks iii
h- hospital with sxolleii feet. Ile
sears at present size 16 EE shoe aiid
t's a good thing that the Medicos
i1:t't leave the swelliis its his f,,et

as he has a hard time as it is to ge'
oes to fit him.
Cpl. Hurst thought that the buffalo

n the rodeo show was a cainel with
h.s i)ack Iroke.
t. Dodd and Cpl. Pike spent the

'x -ek end in Alabama 4iox e hunting.
Cpl. Pike killed two doves with one
Stone.

Our Battalion basket ball team is
-.otinhitg into shape. They beat the
I. S. D., the other nigoht and we all

hope that they continue the good
xwork. The battery is 10(0' ,behind
Ihem.

Pop Eye Long, our hIattery niechanic
va- rated 4th class specialist the first

Of the month. We hope that lie will
!iold this rating for a while at least.

BATTERY "A'

The King Fish Sergeatit Jeff W.
Smith, is leaving for a 30-day furlough.
We are in hopes the long trip will
not give him much worry. The King
Fish has to go all the way to Girard,

labama, where he has been a resi-
(lent for 52 years not counting the
27 years lie has beeti Mess Sergeant.

We are very sorry to report that
one of the old familiar faces around

Battery A will be seen no more, due
to being discharged and taking off.
Mike O'Brien is going back to his
old haunts around Nashville, Tenn.
Mike. says he wants to hear the o1
music of the air hammer again. Jesse
MeLeod is going back to Valdosta,
Ga. Mack will probably have a Hot
Dog stand some where onl the high-
way. Static Olen is going back to Tex-
as, lie probably wants to feel the ef-
fect of a Texas norther or Texas sand
storm. Barbara the Pennsylvania min-
er did not give out much informa-
tion as to where he would land, but
I think Panama will be his destina-
ion. Squeaky Evans says lie is going

to try the Doughboys a fall.
All of our "Wire City" boys are

lack its the orgainization and seem
very much pleased to be back in the
old outfit. How about sticking around
for a while.

Shsould any one its the organsization
4rave any information alotng the lines
of law please call ons Sgt. Bean Pole
Cole, he is taking the place of the de-
parted Hugh H. Neely who was a
great Guard House lawy er.

Corporal Speedy Rogecrs has been
mighty quiet here of late; I do not
hsnoxw the reason why. Gordon Cam-

ron and Peter Brown niust know
something on him.

BATTERY "C"
The long drawn out fight between

the supply and mess sergeants for the
priority of the battery truck has been
settled as both went to town in the
truck with a load of wood, at the
sarne time. Washington has seen hun-
ger marchers, and boisus msarchers, its
Battery C, Fort Benning, we have
laundry marchers, nuder the leader-
ship of either the Chief of the fourth
-ection or the Sigisal sorgeant. Every
Saturday you can see those men who
forget that the barracks bag is a part
of their laundry, march to the Post
laundry. The NCO in charge of quar-
ters has come to the rescue of the
Supply Sgt. and issues out the laun-
dry. Drill might be the nain issue for
some soldiers, iti our battery the
laundry comes first.

After an uphill battle for aliost a
year Spike Webb has been promoted
to corporal, and is the gunner in the
fourth section. With the 3-day passes
a thing of the old army, the 5-day
furlough epidemic has hit the battery.
,Ml victims are comin its ahead of
time. This is another exanmple of the
remody being worse thans the malady.

Two more boards have been located
itt the battery and all efficiency ex-

perts are figuring to whom to issue
those as bulletin boards. So far the
supply sergeant is th eonly sergeant
xithout a bulletin board. All his bul-
letins appear on some board, but it
takes a reconnaissance party to locate

thens.

I

!I--

Oiit~4

the world's best Peanuts!

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years

Columbus, Ga.1229 - 31 Broadway
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Even Eyeglasses..

... can add much to one's appearance if care is
taken in selecting and fitting them. We are
completely equipped to do every kind of optical
work and cordially invite the patronage of the

Benning personnel.

Located on Corner of Broadway and 12th St.

W. W. PERROTT OPTICAL

COMPANY
FINE OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS

Reduce your automobile expenses
by using good oils and greases and
having it inspected frequently.

AUTO DEPT.
POST EXCHANGE
FT. BENNING, GA.

The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized To Sell To Anyone
Not In The Military Service
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DAVIS P. HARDING, Editor

Smith Meets Murphy In Feature 10-Roui lde

Townsend, Canadian leatherpusher,
proved no match for Tony Canzeroni,
generally conceded by experts to be
the best fighting man for his weight
and inches in the United States. Of
course, fans expected the champion
to win, but few expected that the end
would come so quickly.

Canzeroni came out fast and stag-
gered Townsend with a terrific right
to the bead. Three lightning like
rights to the temple, following each
other in rapid succession, laid Town-
send an inert heap on the canvas and
he did not move until long after the
referee had tolled the fatal ten over
his prostrate body.

Canzernori is now satisfied that he
is far and away the best man in his
division. He intends to groom him-
self for a crack at "Baby Face" Mc-
Larnin, hard-hitting Irishman, king of
the weight just above Tony. McLar-
nin will outweigh Canzeroni by a
dozen pounds or so if the two do
meet. Notwithstanding, it should be
a real battle.

The eyes of the boxing public are
now turned to the coming Carnera-
Schaaf fracas. Carnera recently won
a decisive victory over King Levinsky
and another over K. 0. Christner,
both heavyweight trial horses. Schaaf
is fresh from a knockout win o v e r
Stan Poreda, Swedish sensation.

The winner of this bout, according
to the statements of Garden officials,
will fight Sharkey ill June for the
heavyweight champion of the world.

Joe Bush, who led the nation's in-
dividual scoring honors in football
last fall with the amazing total of
114 points, has now turned his at-
tention to basketball in a big way.
He plays right forward on his col-
lege five, and has so far succeeded
in rolling up 96 points in eight
games. Despite the fact that he is the
most consistent "feeder" on his team,

1216-22 First Avenue

lie has dropped in thirty-five baskets

from the floor and twenty-six more

from the foul line.
The university baseball coach is

watching Bush with greatest concern

from his sidelines, for in a very few

weeks, Joe will resume his old post

at shortstop on the baseball nine.

Jim Bausch, Olympic Decathalon

champion, will display his manifold

talents at the New York A. C. games

a few weeks from now. He will com-

pete in three events and should come

close or actually win all of them.

He puts the shot around fifty-two

feet and can pole vault thirteen and a

half feet. Besides these two events, he

will be entered in the broad jump.

Cunningham's brilliant victory over

Gene Venzke in the Wanamaker Mile

last Saturday has given followers of
the cinder path much food for
thought.

When Gene set the world's record
at 4:10 minutes a year ago, experts
figured it would stand for some time
to come. At that time, Cunningham
was just a fair-to-middling mid-West-
erner. Then the Jayhawk nosed out
Venzke for third place in the race to
decide the trio to represent the United
States in the Olympic Games.

Nevertheless, it was thought that
Vanzke would win the race last Sat-
urday. Cunningham's coach admitted
before the event that his protegee was
still three weeks away from top form.

Cunningham proved that he could
stay with Gene. Last year, Venzke al-
ways succeeded in running up a big
lead and his trailers could sprint their
hearts out and never cut down the
lead to any great extent. But in Cun.
ningham, he met a driving, powerful
finisher, whose muscles rippled with
speed.

The winner's time for the event was

4:13.

Phone 3500

Chicago Boxer To SLANTS ON POLO
M ix W ith S o ld ie r _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

A - - - 7 - - - -
AlGvmnasiumHere
Murphy Holds Win 0 v e r
Ching Johnson, Benning Fight-

er, In Local Ring

Walker "Cyclone" Smith, popular
Fort Benning lightheavyweight, and
Harold Murphy, of Missouri, dubbed
"the Millionaire Fighter," have been
matched to box in the feature bout of
the fight show that will be held at
Fort Benning on February the seven-
teenth.

Fans will remember Harold as the
lad who gave Ching Johnson a bad
trimming here in a recent battle. The
two met in a semi-final and fought
eight rounds. It was evident in the
very first round that Ching was out-
classed. Murphy exhibited a beauti-
ful left hand, and using his greater
reach to advantage, kept Johnson away
from him. Ching tried desperately to
land a telling blow but failed as Mur-
phy scored frequently with left jabs.

Fans were a 1lm o s t unanimously
agreed that Harold was one of the best
boxers that ever appeared in a Ben-
ning ring. Up against a rugged fighter
in Ching Johnson, he maintained a
perfect coolness throughout the fight
and was never in danger.

In the last few rounds, it appeared
that Murphy was carrying Ching
along. He never chose to follow up
advantages but contented himself with
rolling up a big lead in points. At
the end of the fight, Ching was wob-
bly but still game to the core.

No sooner was ths fight over than
there arose a popular clamor to match
the "millionaire fighter" with either
Smith or Griffin.

Murphy has achieved an excellent
record as an athlete. While matricu-
lating at the University of Missouri,
he played tackle on the football team
and starred consistently. He also held
a golf championship at the school. A
love of boxing decided him in favor of
a temporary ring career. A string of
knockout victories soon brought him
to the attention of boxing fans. Since
that time, he has established himself
firmly in the boxing world, and judg-
ing from his showing against Ching
Johnson, deserves ihis reputation.

Maj. A. A. Kin gman
Presents A t hletic
Trophies To Team

At an in~forilnal ceremony which
took place at headquarters, 66th In-
fantry (Light Tallks) Major Allen F.
Kingman, commander of the local
tank battalion made presentations of

athletic coats to the members of the
football team of the tank battalion.

Those who received the awards in
recognition of their football prowess
are as follows:

1st Lieutenant Robert S. Nourse,
Sergeant Nollie W. Gilley, Company
E, Corporal John Childress, Company
D. Corporal Walter Swantic, Company
E, Private 1st Class Robert E. Antho-
ny, Company F, Private 1st Class Bob-
bie E. Brown, Headquarters Company,
Private 1st Class Marion E. Langford,
Headquarters Company, Private 1st
Class Charley L. McKnight, Company
D, Private George W. Alvord, Com-
pany E. Private Emile T. Nugent,
Headquarters Company, Private Rob-
ert I. Love, Private Aubrey L. Math-
ews, Company E, Private Curtis N.
Pike, Company E, Private Clifford F
Stearnes, Company E, and Private
Henry H. Wadsworth. Corporal Gor-
don A. Stewart was awarded a coat

(Please turn to page 8)

Near the side-boards during last Ride-Like-The-Winn executed nicest of
Sunday's battle between the Freeboot- ground loops not long ago and sev-
ers and Students stood a couple of eral otHer iess graceful have rodeoed
visiting cowboys from Monk Lewis' around their horses' neck.
Rodeo, contemplating no doubt the * *
relative intellectual values of polo and Speaking of little boys, one of the
roping steers, previous chukkers was interrupted

Along came a galloping play, charg, suddenly after only several minutes'
ing close to where the cow-punchers play by loud clanging of the gong.
stood, when lo and behold down went Very apparently one of the younger
Buck, Monte Blue's pony, and sailing post hopefuls had experimented with
went Monte's white helmet. With per- said gong' tonal ability.
fect coordination and balance, Buck S*w ni*
skidded swiftly along on his keel, legs Spied that well-knowi figure, Lieut
folded under, Monte still aboard and Russell P. "Red" Reeder asleep ix,
gong strong until the play was stopped the Students' stands and his paleand the embarrassed acrobat gather- green nile pink barouche.ed up his eqnipment. Also the youngest Bonesteel cele-Then had for himself an idea Cap. brating her sixteenth or so birthday
tain Umpire Leslie Brown:-Was Blue's sear(hig cars for stray Scotch ter-
face Red? riers.

The second day of polo-touranment
play opened with clear, but cold and
windy weather. Fingers were stiff at
first and even sweat shirts under the
colored jerseys seemed scarcely suf-
ficient. Many of the players probably
had a good old-fashioned cry on the
first run upstream in the teeth of
aforesaid chilly blast.

Bill Stephenson not only played a
fine game but made the longest dirve
of the day with an 80-80 yard knock-
in: 80 yards up and 80 the usual way
completely lifting over an unsuspect-
ing field. Maybe Bob Ports* great
work as a goal-tender helped. He
was observed teeing the balls up on
regular sand-piles. Must have been a
qualm-ful back himself.

. * *t

Mr. Shean had a mallet on display
which exhibited results of super-grip.
Major Arnold, it was found, had brok-
en the grip clean through in a tense
moment.

Sat next to an observing car with
Alabama plates and kids stacked five
deep. Seems one little boy was ask-
ing his dad "why won't someone fall
off?" Just born a week or so late.

WE MAKE
RUBBER STAMPS

- One Day Delivery-
COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital$-----------100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Jr., Phone 290

ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT

The Main Branch of the Post

Exchange has a Complete Ser-
vice on All Types of Athletic

Equipment. Phone 608

POST EXCHANGE
FT. BENNING, GA.

The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized To Sell To Anyone
Not In The Military Service

SPORT CHATTER
BY DAVIS HARDING

TOMORROW'S

THE DAY

SEE

THE NEW FORD

V-8

At our showrooms

SATURDAY, FEB. 11TH

BURRUS MOTOR COMPANY
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Tankers GOP Amateur Cro'wni.II
Lolo Antedates Christian Era; Was

National Sport Of Ancient Persians
Sitting on the sideboards after a

game one day, chinning about this

and that, some one wondered where

the game of polo came from and

when it was first played. Since my
start in polo was made in the year
one of the crowd was born I felt that
surely in that much time I should
have gathered a little of the history
of the game. I was a bit embarrassed
.so I decided to investigate and this
is what I found.

The very earliest records we have
.of the game are Persian and it is
practically certain that polo in its
primitive forms was played long be.
fore the beginning of the Christian
era. That makes polo more than two
thousand years old which is a good
round number to remember. The
.ersians called the game "Chaugan"
qnd it.was a national sport played on
1rab ponies. The Persians took the
game very seriously and skill in play-
ing it was often considered as a rec-
ommendation for promotion at court.

'The record doesn't indicate that this
made polo popular with non-players,
but it seems that I have heard re-
marked inour present day that polo
players were of the anointed few. Be
that as it may, back at the time that
Columbus was having his many diffi.
'culties discovering America for us, a
.Persian Emperor described one of his
favorite all-around athletes as a man
of courage, an excellent archer, and
remarkable for hi s skill in playing
the games of Chaugan (polo) and
leapfrog. Strange we never, these
days, link leapfrog and polo. Perhaps
we are missing a bet. And they wrote
epic poems telling of the prowess of
their star players, one of whom, a

HALF SOLES
A GOOD A BETTER
Half ~.Half
Sole 0C , Sole 756

LAMAC SOLE $1.00
The Only 5-Unit Machine In

Columbus
All Work Guaranteed

CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED
PHONE 565

Boston Shoe Factory
We specialize in cripple work

Phone 565 1234 Broadway

A reasonable plan to...

BORROW
$300 or/less

for bills., education., travel

Check off these advantages:
V Officers may borrow up to $300
V Your signature is our only se-

curity.

V Your confidence is respected.
V Fellow Officers, friends, or rel-

atives are not informed.

V You have up to 20 months to
repay in amounts to fit your
income.

V The cost is as low as the econ-
omies of large volume and ef-
ficient management can make
it.

V You pay only for the actual
number of days you keep the
money and only for the balance
due.

V Prompt service-entirely by
mail if you wish.

If this plan appeals to you as
reasonable just call our office for
information. No obligation im-
plied. And no representatives will
^all.

DAILY LOAN CO.
204 Woolworth Bldg.

Phone 4372

prince and the Babe Ruth of his dayI'
frequently hit the ball so hard that
it went up into the clouds and disap-t
peared and never came back again.t
Another epic tells of the skill of the
queen and ladies of her court who in
590 AD played polo before the king,
so ladies' polo even such as was
played here last spring, has consider-
able historical background. One pic-
torial record shows the ladies' stand
and just below four players, two of
whom are making back shots. From
the evident effort put into making the
shots and the resulting strange pos-
tures it would seem that even the
earlier players were not above play-
ing to the feminine gallery. In the
eleventh century the first international
polo match was played with seven on
a side between the Iranians and Tura-
naans. Pictures show the ponies' legs
bandaged and the record stresses the
value of the combination of the play-
ers or team work. I quote four lines
from the well worked Omar Khay-
yam.

The Ball no Question makes of Ayes
or Noes,

But here or there, as strikes the
player goes;

And He that tossed you down into the
Field,

He knows about it all-he knows--
He knows.

I'm sure many of our players will
picture the amused and slightly super-
cilious umpire Watching some hither
and yon hitting and will appreciate
knowing that the players of old were
not any straighter hitters than we are
today.

A twelfth century Japanese print
shows some action in polo with one
player hanging by a knee from the
saddle, head down attempting to
stroke the ball with what appears to
be a lacrosse stick. We today often
try stroking from equally detached
positions but not with success suffi-
cient to mention. One player is bend-
ng a bow with feathered arrow, per-
haps equipment of the umpire. Not a
bad idea and perhaps our long suf-
fering officials will appreciate such an
innovation.

In the 16th Century we have the
field specified as 300 yards by 170
yards, a present day regulation field.

The ball which formerly was the
willow wood Tibetan pulu, whence
our word polo, was made of leather.
Nowadays if the club has a well fille
treasury the teams play with balls of
willow wood. Here at Beaning play

(Please turn to page 8)

A DEPARTMENT ofthe Post Exchange
maintained for the con-
venience of and for ser-
vice to the Enlisted men
of the garrison.

The personnel of the
units stationed here are
invited to avail themsel-
ves of the services we
offer.

POST EXCHANGE

RESTAURANT
Located In Service Club No. 1

POST EXCHANGE

FT. BENNING

GEORGIA

The Post Exchange Is Not Author.
ized To Sell To Anyone Not

In The Military Service

U
U
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U
U

First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus __$ 400,000.00
Resources Over- 2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your
Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY
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Walker Smith
Twenty-Ninth Infantry

RIP TETHERTON
Twenty-Ninth Infantry

CHICK LIDDELL
Twenty-Ninth Infantry

DAPPER DOYLE
Twenty-Ninth Infantry

vs. Harold Murphy
Chicago

10 Rounds
vs. BABY STRIBLING

St. Petersburg

8 Rounds

VS.

6 Rounds

JACK HARP
Warm Springs

vs. SCRIP d'OLIVER
Alabama

6 Rounds

Special 4 Rounds

GRUMPY GORDY vs.
Quarter Master Corps

DANNY LONG
Artillery

HERBERT YETMEYER vs. TONY DIGGINS
Medicos Columbus

4 Rounds

Battling Broo
Columbus

Special Colored Feature
)ks vs. N

Twe
3 Rounds

General Admission 50c
R

Willie Branch
nty-Fourth Infantry

ingside $1.00

Tickets on sale at Officers' Club, Athletic office and all orderly rooms.

Crx. E. G. Pevton j
Presents Trophy To
Championship Team

The Terrible Tankers, representing
the 66th Infantry, won the team ama-
teur boxing championship last Wed-
nesday evening. Colonel Ephraim G.
Peyton, executive officer of the In-
fantry School, presented the cham-
pionship aggregation with a striking
statue wrought in silver. The trophy
was presented to Baby Floyd, Tanker v
bantam champion and team captain, a

Fast action featured the bouts Wed-
nesday. In the opening bout, Morris,
Irish featherweight, won his third c

straight fight by defeating Billy Floyd t
of the Kelly team in a fast battle. I
Morris, having overcome all opposi-
tion in his class, will represent the 1
Infantry School team.

Prophet and Sanford threw leather
lavishly in the next bout and earned
a draw after a battle in which both
boys gave and took plenty of punsh-
ment.

Whatley, Kelly middleweight ace,
plainly showed a right to fight for
the Infantry School when he scored
his third successive knockout, Smith
of the Irish succumbing in the first
round. Whatley had previously knock-
ed out Cheeks in the second round
and Whtehead in the first. He has
compiled a remarkable record and
should go a long way in amateur cir-
cles.

Smith, who was predicted to give
the Kelly ace a hard fight, was totally
outclassed. He failed to land a single
punch.

Johnson further demonstrated his
fistic ability when he took the decis-
ion and the championship from Brid-
ges of the Irish but only after a close
fight.

Street received a bad beating at the
hands of Donald of the Irish and de-'
cided that the floor was far more com-
fortable than standing up and taking
the many punches that the Irishman
was throwing at him from all angles.

Baby Floyd had no difficulty win-
ning from Jenkins of the Special
Units. Jenkins was badly outboxed
and outsmarted by the clever Tanker.
*Mann of the Special Units pounded
out a victory over Bare of the Tanks.

Lorimer of the Special Units team I
ran up a big lead on Mathews rep-
resenting the Tankers, but Mathews
dropped his opponent in the final
round and took first place. Milan,
Tanker welterweight, turned back
Sargent of the Special Units, but only
after a great battle. The Special Units
boy was outclassed but game to the
core and made Milan step to win the
decision.

WASN'T THAT DEPRESSION AWFUL?

The Depression caused prices to fall. But even now Meats remain

cheaper in proportion than any other food.
Remember the slogan, "Buy Columbus Meats." Old Settler's and
Red Rose brand are the real Columbus meats and will not disap-

point you. They are fresher-They are made under rigid surveil-

lance of United States Government Inspectors. They are processed

in the newest modern packing plant in the South right here in

Columbus.
Bring in new Industries, but, while we are waiting, let us boost

those that are here and show those who are in doubt what support

a business may expect which comes to Columbus.

The Provision Co., Inc.
Representing locally t h e Livestock

Industry, the backbone of agriculture

BoxING
FRIDAY NIGHT. FEB. 17TH

Post Gymnasium, 8:15 P. M.

Killen, Tanker middelweight, de-
feated Craven of the Spare Parts.
Craven landed heavilyat first buti
Killen got going and that was all
there was to it.

Wilson won his second straight
victory when he outpointed Morris of
the Tankers. The fight was fairly even
until the third round. Wilson had a
clear edge, thereafter.

Penland won as he pleased from
Pike of the Tank team.

STANDING OF THE TEAMS
Tankers------------139
Kellys-------------131
Special Units-------- 120
Irish--------------113
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4rtillerv Snowed Under By Kellvs;
Greencords Lose To Special Units

By JACK GIBNEY

Free bo ote rs A re The long range sharpshooters of the
83rd Field Artillery had the Blue

In Lead A s Polo Thunderbolt worried for the first quar-
ter when the Red Legs and the Kellys

Series Is Plaved clashed on the Beaning court Monday
night, but the boys from the second
Battalion, 29th Infantry tightened up

The second games of the polo series on their guarding and started a sys-
tem of passing that clicked off marker

iere played last Sunday afternoon on after marker until the Gunners were

cold, wind-swept field. Three four- snowed under the tune of 44-28.

period contests were played. The sec- McGee, big Artillery center, started

md four periods of these games will his customary game of dropping them

be played in March and the score of from all possible and impossible an-
both contests will then be totalled. gles, but the Kellys refused to lose

willFeeb ,theetae heart, and after taking the lead 19-17

The Freebooters, at present, are at the half, came back strong in the

leading the league with two victories second half for twenty-five points,
ad no defeats. 'The two other un- and sewed the game up in a bag.
beaten aggregations are the Hoofers The victory of the Thunderbolt last
of the 29th Infantry and the Optimists. night place them in a tie with the

Freebooters Defeat Students Golden Tornado from the Tanks for

The Freebooters won their second the lead in the Benning intramural
game Sunday afternoon when they league, with the Gunners in second
subdued. the Students by the close place, and the four remaining teams
score of 3-2. The contest was hard- in a tie for the cellar position.
fought from beginning to end and the Chamberlain was high point man
issue remained in doubt until the final with eight field goals and one free
whistle blew.,Captain Nichols was throw to his credit. Darden, center,

again the outstanding sticker for the and Lee, F., forward, looked very nice,

Freebooters, tallying twice. and the passwork and guarding of the
The line-ups: entire team clicks better than any-

(Please turn to page 8) (Please turn to page 8)



Griffin Wins Over Joe McCarthy IDCI
ARTILLERY LOSES TO KELLS

(Continued from Page 7) d e o
thing seen on the Benning courts this Th roug
season. McGee, Jones, and Cherry put Although th
up a nice game for the Artillery. the Texas Rai

Lineups:
2nd. Bat. 83rd
Chamberlain (17) Forward Morris (4)
Lee, F. (10) Forward Oakes (1)
Darden (13) Center McGee (10)
Patrick Guard Jones (8)
Lee, J. W. (4) Guard Cherry (5)

SPECIAL UNITS TAKE CONTEST
AT BENNING

The Greencords of the Infantry
School Detachment were overwhelm-
ed by the fast Special Units five, 30
to 9, at the Fort Benning gymnasium
Tuesday night. With Yates, star center,
out of the game with injuries received
in a motorcycle accident, the Green-
cords failed to click. Wee Grady Tolle
played a splendid game for the losers
but he was smothered under the stone-
wall defense and driving offensive
power of the Spare Part team.

Jimmie Hayes, Baird and Barker
were the outstanding stars for the win-
ners. Hayes sank a couple of long
range shots that brought a roar of
applause from the fans. Barker click-
ed. off a brace of field goals and show-
ed a beautiful passing game. Baird
was the main cog in the Special Unit
play, his passing, dribbling and de-
fensive work was one of the high
lights of the game.

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1313

Ask Anybody at Benning
for whom we have made new mat-
tresses or renovated old ones. They
will tell you our process is 0. K.
Cooper Mattress Mfg. Co.

Ash Solomon, Prop. Phone 588

Dr. R. H. Brown
Osteopathie Physician

Murrab Bldg.
Phone Office 4108

Res. 11S3

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

G;EO GLA
A Citizen Wherever We Serw

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harding, Manager

Howard Bus Line.,
Inc.

Operating Under Govern-
ment Franchise

Bond and Liability Insur-
ance Provided

SCHEDULE
From From

Columbus Ft. Benning
5:00 AM 6:00 AM
6:00 " 7:50 "
7:00 " 9:15 "
8:30 " 10:45 "

10:00 " 12:45 PM
11:45 " 2:15

1:30 PM 4:15 "

3:00 " 5:10 "
5:00 " 6:00
7:00 " 7:00
9:00 " 8:00

10:30 " 9:45
12:00 M 11:15 "

12:00 M
Also "Extras" and
SCHOOL BUSES

410 PHONES 224
CITY POST

C ontinue s
h Week End
ie first performance of
ngers Rodeo scheduled

for yesterday was postponed due to
cold weather they will open Friday
with performances Friday and Satur-
day afternoons and Friday and Satur-
day nights. The matinees begin at
3:00 and the night performances will
start promptly at 8:30. This rodeo is
the first of a series of annual contests
the Texas Rangers will stage here and
a great deal of interest has been
aroused as it is not like an ordinary
Wild West show, but consists of cow-
boy sports wherein cowboys-and
cowgirls-compete for cash prizes in
such different events as Brokn Rid-
ing, Steer Wrestling or Bulldogging,
Steer Riding, Trick and Fancy Rop-
ing and Riding, etc.

Two local men have entered the
Bronk Riding and Steer Riding con-
tests, and it is reported several sol-
diers from Fort Benning have like-
wise entered. Ten head of the wild-
est stock ever seen by the hands as-
sembled here have been shipped from
the Bullock ranch and have evidenced
their wildness when being unloaded.
This stock has been roaming the wilds
of the range for several years without
laying eyes on a single human, and
as it is only natural for them to try
to gore and trample the nearest per-
son the cowboys experienced quite a
little fun when unloading them. Some
of this stock will be used at each
performance.

MAJOR KINGMAN PRESENTS
TROPHIES

(Continued from Page 7)

for his work as trainer of the football
squad.

Lieutenant Elliot Watkins, Staff
Sergeant Vallery, Sergeant George C.
McKelvey, Company E, Sergeant
O'Neil Pierce, Headquarters Com-
pany, Sergeant Robert F. Stewart,
Stewart, Company D, Sergeant Dan D.
Sullivan, Headquarters Company and
Corporal Sheldon A. Smith, Company
F, having received sweaters at the
conclusion of the 1931 season, were
awarded the right to wear an addi-
tional stripe symbolical of this year's
award.

LIEUT. PEEP'S DIARY
(Continued from Page 4)

the latter's saying 'holes-in-the-ground'
in twenty hours, we were today given
anatomy of the horse, diseases, thir
symptoms, causes and cure, and age
and aging in the space of fifty min-
utes. On that basis one might de-
liver in his fifteen minute tak a com-
plete dissertation on the late unpleas-
antness in Europe.
Wednesday, Feb. 8

Major Loblolly did spend a profit-,

able hour browbeating the class again
this morning. Upon Hickey does rest
the attainment of first student to be
told "That answer is correct." I had
begun to believe that much time
might be saved if, in lieu of reciting,
those called upon should say "Please
consider that I have already made
two statements both of which are
wrong."

My slight knowledge increased a
mite by the Major's reference to a
"new innovation," but I was unable
to follow him closely being still en-
gaged in contemplation of some of the
old ones.

The morning topped off with an en-
tertaining monograph by Major Howe
who did place Joshua in the light of
a bush leaguer by causing the sun
to both rise and set at high noon.

This afternoon did see the comple-
tion of a part of that strictly confi-
dential course, Indirect Laying. The
utmost secrecy has surrounded the en-
tire course necessitating its acquisi.
tion by telepathy. At times a silent
movie would have improved on the
situation for the sub-titles would have
given some meaning to the lip move-
ment. Had I but foreseen the contin-
ued necessity I might have rented an
acousticon to bridge the silent abyss
between me and the platform.

-Lieut. Peep.

Griffin Is Winner
OverJoe McCarthv
At Florida Fight

John "Corn" Griffin climbed one
more rung of the ladder to fistic fame
when he dropped Joe McCarthy, New
York heavyweight, in the third round
of a scheduled ten-round bout at St.
Petersburg, Fla., Tuesday night.

McCarthy, since the opening of the
winter season in Florida, has carved
a remarkable record for himself. He
has fought five fights in all and won
all of them. Griffin went south to
face the New Yorker and the dope-
sters had him down to lose.

Griffin, who used his left to good
advantage in the Edgren fight, threw
left jabs at McCarthy time after time
and cut Joe's face to ribbons. Mc-
Carthy was no match for the Tanker
despite prebout gossip. He was out-
classed from beginning to end.

Corn came out fast in the first
round, caught McCarthy in his own
corner, and staggered him with a left
hook that landed a little too high
on the head to end matters right then
and there.

From then on, it was apparent that
it was just a question of how long
Corn's opponent could stand the gruel-
ing punishment. Nevertheless Mc-
Carthy tried desperately to land a
telling blow but could not penetrate
the fine defense of the soldier. As the
second round came to a close, Griffin
landed heavily to the body and Joe
was shaky as he walked to his corner.

Griffin came out in the third de-
termined to knock out his opponent.
His left was working like a piston
and McCarthy could not seem to g,
clear of it. Griffin doubled up Mc-
Carthy with a hard right to the body.
As Joe made a desperate attempt to
remain on his feet, Corn nailed him
with a left hook to the button. Down
went McCarthy and the fight was over.

Griffin looks better and better every
time he climbs into the ring. He has
now gained sufficient notoriety in
Southern circles and it is rumored that
a Griffin-Godwin fight is in the offing,
with West Palm Beach and St. Peters-
burg clamoring for the battle to be
staged in their cities.

A Griffin-Godwin bout would be a
"natural." Griffin has come to the fore
rapidly and is probably a match for
any lightweight in the country. But
if a fight between these two is forth-
coming, it is to be hoped that it will
take place here.

FREEBOOTERS LEAD SERIES
(Continued from Page 7)

Students
1. Sweeney
2. Butler
3. Stevenson
4. Griffith

Umpires:
tain Brown.

Freebooters
1. Lockett
2. Nichols
3. Blue
4. Thompson

Maj. Johnson and Cap-

Billygoats Outpoint 83rd
In a furious free-for-all, the green-

jerseyed Billygoats avenged la st
week's defeat at the hands of the Free-
booters by conquering the 83rd 74.
The Redlegs were playing against a
three-goal handicap.

The line-ups: POLO ANTEDATES CHRISTIANS
Redlegs Billygoats (Continued from Page 7)
1. Bevan 1. Lucas
2. Sherburne 2. Bloomquist we with the bamboo root ball., which is
3. Arnold 3. Gammon tougher, more lasting, and less expen
4. Heriot 4. Winn sive. From the earliest times the goal

Umpires: Major Johnson and Cap- Iposts were placed 24 feet apart, a dis-UpirBesMarJhotance which is still the regulation dis-
tamn Beatty. tance. A thousand years and never

Hoofers Down Gunners 10-6 a change would seem a satisfactory
The 29th Infantry demonstrated time test. Twenty-four (24) feet must

their prowess when they tallied ten be right.
goals while their hapless opponents The game spread from Persia to
were having difficulty scoring six. Japan, China, Korea, and to India in

Lieut. Haskell starred for the Gun- the 16th Century. India fostered the
ners while "Wild Man" O'Connor game and in 1863 in Calcutta, while we
scored five times for the Blue and were well involved in our Civil War,
Gold combination, thre of which came Europeans played polo for the firsi
in the last chukker. time. That seems to bring the game

The line-ups: from its very beginning up to the
Hoofers Gunners opening of modern polo, a stretch
1. O'Connor 1. Cobb of a thousand and more years in which
2. Westlund 2. Ports the game has developed into the fast

3. Gould 3. Haskell clean game we now enjoy.

4. Cushman 4. Grubbs Well, I started to find out a little
bit of the origin of polo and now I

Umpires: Captain Beatty and Cap- hope I can retain enough of it to pass
tain Brown. on to the next person who wonders

* * * about polo. Even if it is old, it's a
... .. grand game.

Standing of the leams

W
2
1
1
1
1
0

0

Freebooters
Hoofers (29th Inf.)

Optimists-------------
Red Legs (83d F. A.)___
Billygoats------------
Gunners
Students

L Pct.

0 .1000
0 .1000
0 .1000
1 .500

1 .500
2 .000
2 .000

of every kind!

1930 CHEVROLET COUPE-In
excellent condition - up-
holstery clean. Just refinish-
ed in new Duco colors-
good tires.

1930 CHEVROLET C 0 A C H-
Perfectly clean-Practically
new set tires-Just refinish-
ed beautiful Duco finish.

1931 DESOTO "8" 5 ESD A N-
Thoroughly reconditioned-
1931 6 wire wheel job, with
trunk rack-special broad-
cloth upholstery and just
just refinished new Duco fin-
ish. Brand new set tires.

1931 OAKLAND "8" SEDAN-
This late model Oakland '8'
runs fine-just through our
reconditioning department-
New tires and Duco depart-
ment made it look like new.

ALL THESE ARE VALUES:

1929 Buick Coach---------$395

1929 Buick Sport Brougham 465

1929 Buick Master Sedan---- 435

1929 Buick Standard Sedan-- 395

1930 Buick Standard Coupe 525

1931 Buick 7 Pas. Sedan .... 1150

1928 Buick Standard Sedan 285

1927 Buick Standard Coach.. 195

1930 Marquette Sedan- 645

1930 Marquette Coach- 385

1928 Buick Standard Coupe. 225

1928 Nash Coupe----------145

1929 Essex Coach----------215

1929 Nash Sedan----------295

Plenty of others, almost any make, style and
price also ready for service.

Liberal Trades-Convenient Terms

Cliff M. Averett, Inc.
1441 First Avenue

Phone 884

Enlisted Men's

Uniforms and Accessories
AT

VERY LOW PRICES
We specialize in tailoring to measure finer quality Enlisted Men's
uniforms of Khaki and Melton, or the new regulation issue mater-
ials. A complete stock of Caps, Shirts, Shoes, Belts, Ornaments, et
cetera, is available for immediate delivery, at very moderate prices.

CREDIT EXTENDED THRU COMPANY
OR BATTERY COMMANDER

We will welcome an opportunity to prove our excellent service.

THE ASSOCIATED MILITARY STORES
2nd Floor The Officers' Club

FORT BENNING, GA.

Columbus Office Supply Co.

24 Hr. Service

RUBBER STAMPS
Phone 556

JU L u ca L Y X V.) JL 7 ty li
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EHEATRICA.L ATTRACTIONS
I Igood bit of Ame

"Island of Lost Souls" I RIALTO GRAND personal-appearanc

Sherlock Holmes relives in a fem- Kathleen Burke, who, six months ies i the country.So great was th
inine guise in Hildegarde Martha ago, was a tentist's assistant in Chi out the country fo

Withers, who behaves in full accord- cago, is seeing the world today, and girl who had won
ance with the Holmes system, except getting paid for it great odds that si
that she arouses your heartiest laughs. immediately upon
For H il1 d e garde is cinematically Miss Burke, who won the title of land of Lost Soul
known as Edna May Oliver, who ap- "Panther Woman" and a move con-
pears in "The Penquin Pool Murder" tract with it, in a contest in which
Sunday and Monday at the Rialto 60,000 women throughout the country
Theatre. competed, makes her

Mid-Victorian and spinterish, Hilde-
garde recalls Conan Doyle's expert H. G. Wells' "Island of Lost Souls," The Greate

detective. But her Queen Mary hat showing at the Grand Theater Satur- Since "The Ten
supplants his "wide-awake" two-point- day, Sunday and Monday. She is
e......d cap. A few furtive surveillances featured with Charles Laughton, Bela

............. provide her with clues; whereas her Lugosi, Richard Arlen and Leila Hy.predecessor incessantly peered thru. Omsrams. iO

a magnifying glass. She pries and At the same time, she is seeing a
peruses, snorts and sniffs, while Sher-
lock scanned and mused with an abun- "Quick, Oscar! the Aquarium!" is
dance of "M-.m-m-ms" and "Ahs." her slogan, bringing to the crime wi

scene Inspector Piper. She scrutinizes Claudette
hAclues to the minutest detail, exciting Fredric I

R OY A Lithe inspector's antipathy, much the

The scene transpirt SI rise *Island of Lost Souls," H. G. Wells' mystery same as Doctor Watson
of the South Seas, which shows at the Grand Theatre Saturday, Sunday and After being killed cinematically for prompte dto meddle with the Holmes
Monday. 22 years, Clarence Burton has at last technique. WHILE OT]gotena ove ol i wic h'salve In "The Penguin Pool Murder,"~ ARE PAYII

gotten a movie role in which he's alive Hildegarde is involved in an amaz- SEE THIS R
in the last reel.C in e m a fjjle]d a r Burton, a member of the cast head- ing crime to which her sleuthingfac

"  -ATLANTA

ed by Fredric March, Elissa Landi, ulty evolves a solution. She even dis- IT AT POPU
Claudette Colbert and Charles Laugh- covers the crime. A schoolmarm, she
ton, which enacts Cecil B. DeMille's takes her pupils to the Aquarium. In AT

for Grand, Rialto and Royal spectacle of pagan Rome, "The Sign the penguins tank she

of the Cross," at the Royal Theater body of Gera l Parker, broker. PARAR 0 Y TA T beginning Saturday night at 11:15 and Stuart Palmer's tale is adroitly
showing Sunday, Monday and Tues- manipulated to place suspicion upon ATL
day, has been in the movies since everyone, including Miss Withers,

(Opening with midnight showr, 11:15 o'clock Saturday) 1910, and in every previous film in whose hat pin is the murder weapon.
ALSO SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offering which he's appeared he's met death be- Investigation further involves the R IA

fore the final fadeout. In "The Sign aqu tmireTODAY-T
"The Sign of the Cross" with Fredric March, Elissa Landi, of the Cross," however, he breaks his Parker, and her lover, w adt- o f Est

Claudette Colbert and Charles Laughton. Out of the blazing record. ted to elope, and a pickpocket found

pyre of Rome comes the loves that has outlived 2,000 years. In a period of twenty-two years a
hs n m t oh m t ty an can undergo a wide variety of de- a thin possession of the

Chritianty'smartrdom . .. te mihtiet spctace evr la- mises, Burton has discovered. ath

ished upon the screen..,- stunning with its storied power...- "Some were gruesome, some violent I

moving in its majestic omance -. a great dramatic spectacle and sudden, ome slow and painful,] G Ii A N1 )M
and other amusing," he says in de- I  SATURDAY, SUNDAY and MONDAY WILLIAM~

with more than 7,500 people in the cast. scribing the methods used to end his! -Hn. G. WELLS- DBILL"BOI

$ * * life on the screen. Surging Rhapsody of Terror!!! /An lKO-ItAD

On two occasions, he recalls, movie OU YO

11R A N DV)' death almost turned out to be the real Thrilling! CharleyYchaseR"NO

Ghing. Chapter 10 "THE

SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "Island a thirty-two foot python that was sup- OF2.I,./a

of Lost Souls" with Charles Laughton, Bela Lugosi and Richard posed to crush me to death in a pic-

Arlen-and Kathleen Burke, the "Panther Woman." H. G. ture called 'The Coils of the Python',"he relates. "Somebody forgot to tell

Wells' story of an adventurer, the snake that he was only acting, it With

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Offering "Whistling in required six husky men to unwrap Charles Laughton
the Dark" with Ernest Truex, Una Merkel Edward Arnold and him from my carcass. BELA LUGOSI RICHARD AR-

LEN-LEILA HYAMS and the
Johnny Hines. A mystery comedy with the international famed B i £ I PANTHER WOMANSOUVENIR

comedian in the leading role. De a utifu L.COMEDY-NOVEL

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Offering Madame Butterfly" TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
with Sylvia Sidney, Cary Grant, Charlie Ruggles and Irving THEnBROADWAY STAGEHIT

C' D l Funnier on theSren

Pichel. Beauty and romance under Oriental moon... to her "WHISTLING
-his love-contract meant forever . . . to him-it meant only
"until my ship sails." in the D.A1 K

*g *i * . ERNEST TRUEX-uNA MERKEL
John Miltan - Johnny Hines - Ed Arnold

NOVELTY - COMEDY - NEWS CARTOON[RIALTO THURSDAY and FRIDAY WEDNESDAY

SYLVIA SIDNEY
TODAY AND TOMORROW: Offering "Men of America" In

with Bill Boyd, Charles "Chick" Sale and Dorothy Wilson. East- -"M A AM E
ern gangstes are hereby warned to keep out of the west. That's
what they told the alley rats when they used a westerner's sweet-1 BUTTE RFL
heart for a bullet shield-red blood riding to war against the CARY GRANT-CHARLIE RUGGLES
enemy-the gangster-within the western gates. PICTORIAL- CARTOON - NEWS -

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: "The Peguin Pool Murder"
with Edna May Oliver, Robert Armstrong, James Gleason and
Mae Clarke. The fish pond murder mystery gave seven detec-
tives water on the brain. S

TUESDAY ONLY: Offering "The Mask of Fu Manchu" THE
with Boris Kaloff, Lewis Stone, Karen Morley, Myrna Loy, jean
Hersholt and Charles Brabin. Thrill piled upon thrill, shudder
on shudder! The destroyer without pity, the beautiful tempt- *WTH
ress without a soul in a new Fu Manchu masterpiece from the FRERIC MArCH
pen of Sax Rohmer. LAU LADI a

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Offering "Hell's High-
way" with Richard Dix, Tom Brown and Rochelle Hudson. With
strength in his arms and love in his heart for the woman who The alluring Claudette Colbert in entertainments the world ha
waited and prayed... he hacked at mountains in the blistering the garb of Nero's Queen in "The SAT. NITE AT
sun.. .. but his spirit wouldn'tdie under the man-crushing arm of Sign of the Cross" coming to the No Advance In Prices 11:15 and SUN.

"c" nRoyal Theater Sunday, Monday and MON. & TUES
the chain gang. Tuesday.
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fiA. once Our Change In Name To The

SECURITY
SAVINGS & LOAN COMPANY

FORMERLY FRANKLIN SAVINGS AND LOAN COMPANY

In keeping with our policy of forever strengthening our company, the stock-
holders have decided upon the change in name. Our plan of loans, person-
nel and other general policies will remain identically the same, and we will
continue to have the same stockholders and directors as before.

AN INVITATION...
To all those who have not yet availed themselves of
the facilities offered by this company, we extend a most
cordial invitation, and hope that you will be able to profit

(loftby your connection with this institution.

SCOPE OF BUSINESS
This company offers to Fort Benning two distinct ser-
vices:

FIRST: a safe depository for savings on which it
pays interest at the rate of 6 per cent per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.

SECOND: a loan service to officers, who may bor-
row up to 10% of a year's pay on their open note.

Six II er Cent With Sdfety
* 1. No Failures-I!ndustrial loan banks have been operating for more than a century, and accord-
ing to such authorities as Babson and Forbes, failures have been practically unknown.

* 2. Small Losses-All of our loans are fully p rotected from loss and each must be approved be-
fore being made. According to statistics, the los ses from bad loans made by Industrial Savings and
Loan Companies average less than of 1 % during the last ten years.

* 3. Large Profits-The individual borrower pays a very reasonable rate for loans from this institu-
tion, but he begins repaying it at the end of the first month and this same money is reloaned. Con-
sequently, we reloan this money several times during the year and have a very nice profit.

* 4. Savings Come First-The holders of Savings Certificates are on a preferred status and are
protected above everyone else. Interest on these certificates is paid in full before any dividends
are p.aid on our stock.

6% Interest On Savings!

Security, Savings & Loan Co. , ,,
BROWN NICHOLSON, Secretary and Treasurer .,H

Corner 13th Street and First Avenue

Invest Where You Can Borrow

U

m
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Stock in the Infantry School Dra-

matic Club hit a new high with "Miss
Lulu Bett." Very few amateur shows
are as well done as was this produc-
tion; it smacked almost of profession-
alism.

Pathos and utterly natural comedy
were intertwined in the plot delight-
fully and an excellent cast portrayed
the characters in the play convincing-
ly. It is such plays as "Miss Lulu
Bett" which make the Dramatic Club
the popular activity it is on the post.

Two ladies were holding a post-
mortem of the play over in the Post
Exchange. Said one to the other: "Is
Lieutenant Lanahan really such a
pansy?"

Lieutenant Lanahan, it will be re-
membered, was cast in the role of
Neil Cornish (everything he said
sounded wrong to him), whose falter-
ing proposal to Lulu Bett was one of
the high lights of the show.

The aforementioned comment is a
tribute to the Lieutenant's acting, to
which we add ours.

We sincerely hope that Captain
"Tige" Phillips will live down the
reputation as an unspeakable brute
that he seems to have amassed for
himself from the show as a result of
his splendid portrayal of Dwight Dea-
con.

Captain Bob Miller, alias Ninian
Deacon, wishes to announce to his
loving public through this column
that he is planning to retire from the
stage for good and all. He tempered
his startling statement with the reser-
vation that he would consider return-
ing if the popular clamor were great
enough.

The Company Officers Class was
over meshing things up in the Tank
School the other day.

•A source of pride to Major Harding
is his Hamlet costume. For a decade
or so, the major has been appearing
at masquerades gaily bedecked as the
Prince of Denmark, and each time, he
assures us, he has made a hit.

Last week at the Valentine's Day
masquerade at the Country Club, Ma-
jor Harding, as Hamlet of course, was
present in all his glory. Everyhing
went smoothly until some person with
a sense of humor informed the major
that he had won the prize for the best
costume hands down. There was pride

in his bearing as he stepped up to re-
ceive the award. But alas, it was all a
hoax and the major found, to his
sorrow, that he had not even come
under consideration.

But the most cruel wound to Ma-
jor Harding's ruffled dignity was in-I
flicted the following night when, on
opening the evening newspaper to the
society section, the major read that he
was among those present at the mas-
querade, charmingly dressed as an old
fashion pink valentine. It was the
last straw, so to speak, which broke
the camel's back.

Captain LeToney and Lt. Lightcap
took Miami, Florida, by storm but
their co'templatedl "ten-day'- hunting-
trip had a premature ending never-
theless.

Having heard a great deal about the
balmy Florida climate, they decided to
abstain from taking any unnecessary

(Please turn to Page 4)
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National Guard
Class Graduates
At Post Thursdav

Major General Campbell King, com-
mandant of the Infantry School, pre-

sided at brief graduation exercises

which formally ended the course of

instruction for the class of, national

guard and reserve officers, on Thurs-

day. The exercises, which were held
in Jiggs Hall, academic department,
at nine - o'clock Thursday morning,
were also attended by Colonel Charles
W. Weeks. assistant commandant of
the Infantry School, and a number of
staff officers and members of the fac-
ulty.

General King, in addressing the de-
parting guardsmen and reserves, prais-
ed the patriotism of the citizen sol-
diers who sacrificed their business and
personal interests in order to acquire
military knowledge which will enable
them to give greater service in the de-
fense of the nation in time of amer-
gency. General King also pointed out
the professional advantages which the
reserve and national guard officers ac-
quire through attendance at t he In-
fantry School, and the consequent in-
crease of efficiency of the citizen com-
ponents of the army of the U n i t e d
States through the education of their
officers and the advanced methods and
technique which are taught at t h e
Infantry School.,-

Major General Stephen 0. Fuqua,
chief of infantry, sent his congratula-
tions and greetings to the graduates in
a radio message which was read at
the exercises. "Please convey to the
national guard and reserve field offi.
cers class my congratulations 9n their
graduation" said General Fuqua. "The
officers of the class were selected for
their outstanding ability and interest
in military activities and it is with
much satisfaction that I see this rep-
resentative body of men return to
their home organizations to dissemi-
nate the methods and principles of
instruction employed by our-great in-
stitution, the Infantry S c h o o 1I. The
chief of infantry extends his best
wishes to each and every officer for
continued success in his future en-
deavors."

The following named officers were
included in the graduating class:
Lieutenant Colonels Helton A.
Whitaker, 121st Infantry, Georgia Na-
tiona Guard; Scott A. Cairy, 128th
Infantry, Wisconsin National Guard;
and Ross Diehl, 35th Division, Mis-
souri National Guard.

Majors Warren R. Aldrich, 129th In.

fantry, Illinois National Guard; Ellis
G. Christenson, 137th Infantry, Kan-
sas National Guard; George W. Con-
nelly, 145th Infantry, Ohio National
Guard; James C. Cooper, 129th In-
fantry, North Carolina National
Guard; Leonard N. Dunkel, 159th In-
fantry, California National Guard;
George A. Elliott, 108th Infantry, New
York National Guard; Charles W.
Gravenkemper, 147th Infantry, Ohio
National Guard; George E. Jemison,
114th Infantry, New Jersey National
Guard; Douglas N. Lawley, 141st In-
fairy, Texas National Guard; Benja-
min N. Smith, 62nd Infantry Brigade,
Alabama National Guard, and Captain
Cristopher B. Legenaar, 105th Infan.
try, New York -National Guard.

Majors John L. Lee, Infantry Re-
serve, Texas;' and Joseph A. Strawn,
Infantry Reserve, Colorado; and Cap-
tains James M. Lawyer, Infantry Re-
serve, New York and Phillip E. Mohr,
Infantry Reserve, New York.

Plav At Main Theater Scores Hit;
Fine Cast Pleases Large Audience

"2 T -'..:':! i.:'. {ii:,:: ! " i : L E E .".V ":' : i . ..

The members of the' cast of "Miss Lulu Bett" are Shown in the accom-
panying photograph grouped on the porch-of the house in one-of the scenes
of the play.

The Infantry School Dramatic Club, was fully realized that the part was
in the third play of the year, scored difficult and that it would require tal-
one of the most distinct success of ent of a high order to make it live
its history. An audience, part of for our local play goers. The com-

I which at least, had come prepared not mittee feels more than justified in its
to approve-for the play was different action, for Mrs. Chance, by restrained
and not of the type which our aud- and flawless acting, gave one of the
ience professes to like best-went out finest amateur performances which it
at the end of the performance to has ever been our privilege to witness.
voice its enthusiasm for the current Second only to Mrs. Chance was
offering of our local players. Captain Walter C. Phillips, in the

The play, which contained a nicely role of the blustering and pompous,
measured mixture of pathos and del- Dwight Deacon. The measure of
icate humor, was presented by an ex- Captain Phillips' success may be best
cellently balanced cast. Indeed, Miss judged from the hearty dislike evi-
Lulu Bett may be said to have achiev. denced by every member of the aud-
ed that most difficult thing in amateur ience for this decidedly disagreeable
performances, namely: a presentation small town character. Captain Philips
which had no weak spots. More than sustained much of the action of the
that, it may be said in all sincerity play and its success is in no small
that each and every person portray- measure the result of his true-to-life
ing a part handled it better than any portrayal.
audience to an amateur performance The part of Ina Deacon was capably
has reason to expect-in some in- taken by Adelaide Andrews. It fell
stances, much better. to Mrs. Andrews' lot to depict a

The interpretation of the title and character almost as unattractive as her
leading role by Isobel Chance left noth. stage husband. Her skill as an act-
ing to be desired. Mrs. Chance, in ress is best appreciated by those who
the course of her five years at Ben- know how different she is in real life.
ning, has given several excellet char. So much for the members of the
acterizations, but none, we believe, so cast wh6 are familiar to -the Benning
appealing and effective as that of audiences. That they should have put
Lulu Bett. I on an excellent performance was gen.

When the executive committee of erally 'expected by those- who have
the Dramatic Club selected this play Iseen them before. Strangely enough,
it was on the condition that Mrs.I however, the outstanding success of
Chance would play the title role. It (Please turn to page 4)

Unique Ticket Sale For Glee Club
At Office r's Club Is Big Success

History was made for the Fort Ben-
ning Glee Club on Wednesday after.
noon of this week when the novel
lottery sale for advanced seats was
made for the production of "The De-
butante," an operetta by Victor Her-
bert, which will be given at the Post
Theatre on March 10th and 11th.

In less than an hoqr and a half a
total of five hundred and thirty re-
served seat tickets were sold. The
Officers' Club lobby and grill was
crowded with members of the officer
personnel of the Post and all seemed
to enjoy the novel plan of taking a
chance on their luck in the selection
of the choicest seats of the theatre.
Those whose numbers were drawn
from the box first were given a big
hand by the audience as they went
forward to make their selection of the
theatre seats, arranged on the front of

an improvised box office. The two
clerks on duty were kept busy hand-
ling the sale which started at 4:30 and
ended a few minutes before 6:00 p. m.

A delegation representing the Life
Members of the Officers' Club from
Columbus, Georgia, secured a block of
one hundred and twenty-five tickets
These tickets have already been sold
to the Columbus delegation. Further
arrangements were made by the Life
Members to hold a dinner at The Of-
ficers' Club preceding the show on
the evening of March 10th.

i The sale of tickets has continued
daily in the office of the . Secrtary of
the Officers' Club during business
hours and in the lobby of the Club
during the noon day hour. A block
of tickets has been turned over to the
Humes' Music Company for sale to the

(Please turn to Page 5)

NUMBER 43

IMaj. Gen. Collins
Dies Suddenly In
Washington Friday

News of the death of Major General
Edgar T. Collins, received through the
Associated Press Friday, caused pro-
found regret at Fort Benning, where
he served as commandant of the In-
fantry School from March 9, 1926 to
May 1, 1929. W h il1 e serving at the
Infantry School, General Collins held
the rank of brigadier general, and

his promotion to the rank of major
general came recently while he was

on duty with the war department gen.
eral staff.

General Collins relieved Brigadier
General Briant H. Wells, as comman-
dant of Fort Benning on March 9,

1926, and prior to his assignment to

the Infantry School he was in com-
mand of the 1st Field Artillery Bri-

gade at Fort Hoyle, Md.

General Collins was a man of vigor-
ous personality and during his three
years command of The Infantry
School his forceful character left a
lasting impression upon the institu-
tion.

General Collins was born in Penn-
sylvania on March 7, 1873. He became
a cadet at the military academy in
June, 1893, and was appointed a sec-
ond lieutenant of infantry (addition-
al) in June, 1897. He received his
permanent appointment as second
lieutenant in March, 1898; was pro-
moted to first lieutenant in March,
1899; and to captain in May, 1902.
Further promotions in the regular
army advanced him to major in
July, 1916; colonel in July, 1920;
brigadier general in November,
1924; and to major general on June
1, 1932.

During his early commissioned
service he served with the American
forces in Cuba, and the Philippines,
during the Spanish-American war
and the, Philippine insurrection. Af-
ter the pacification of the Philip-
pine Islands, he returned to the
United States and served in various
military p o s t s until 1911, when he
was selected as instructor of' the
Wisconsin national guard. Upon
completion of this assignment he
was sent to the Panama Canal De-
partment, for a tour of foreign
duty. In 1916, he was one of the
instructors at the Plattsburg Train-
ing Camps.

When the United States entered
the World War he was serving on
the general staff in the war depart-
ment. Promotions in the tempor-
ary forces advanced him to the

rank of lieutenant colonel national
army in -August, 1917, id in Feb.
ruary, 1918, he was promoted to
colonel, temporary, which rank he
held until August of 1919.

He was chief of staff of the Sev-
enty-eighth Division which he ac-
companied to France, and shortly af-
ter his arrival overseas he was assign.
ed to the training section, general
headquarters. Later he became chief
of staff of the Sixth army corps, with
which he served until after the ar-
mistice, when he was again assigned
to general headquarters. Soon after.
ward he was returned to the United
States and assigned to duty in the G-3
section, war department general staff,
Washington, D. C. In 1921 he became
chief of staff, First Division, and at
the conclusion of this detail' he was
assigned to command of the Infan.
try School Fort Benning, Georgia. Up.
on his departure from Fort Benning
he was'as Aigbed to command 'of the

(Please turn to page 7)
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Literary Section Of Woman's Club De-

votes Meeting To.Biographical Books

By THEODOSIA BARNETT

The February meeting of the Liter-

ary Section of 'The Infantry School

Women's Club, held at Fort Benning

on Monday, was devoeteI t Iography.

After a short introductory talk, Mrs.

Joseph A. Holly turned the meeting

over to Mrs. John E. Hull, who proved

to be a most capable and charming

directress and one thoroughly conver-

sant with the subjects,

In discussing fictional biography,

Mrs. Hull reviewed "Nur Mahal" by

Lamb, and "Josephus," by Feucht-

wanger. Mrs. Oliver E. G. Trechter

next reviewed "As We Are" by E. F.

Benson. This is a delineation of Eng.
lish life and manners, and also deals
with the social upheaval in postwar
England. The characters in this book
really represent the varied classes of
people in the country, rather than
one individual.

Memoirs are another interesting
form of biography, and this type
was illustrated by the informal dis-
cussion of such books as "Twilight
of Royalty," "Letters of Joffre," and
Grenfell's "Forty Years for Labra-
dor."

A group of books by or about
women furnished topics for the
next three speakers. Mrs. Roger B.
Harrison gave a short review of Ger-
trude Atherton's "Adventures of a
Novelist"; "Earth Horizon" the au-
tobiography of Mary Austin was
discussed by Mrs. Lloyd E. Barnett;
and the "Wife of Rossetti," by Vio-
let Hunt, was given by Mrsj Geoff-
rey Marshall.

Mrs. Phillip Blackmore's original
talk on the Biography of a Book
showed her audience the many steps
involved from the time a story is
finished by the author until it leaves
the shelves of your favorite book-
store to become your property.

"Sitting Bull" by Stanley Vestal,
was reviewed by Mrs. Charles Owens,
who presented a very comprehensive
outline of the life of this Indian
chief, whom many people consider
one of the greatest of our early
Americans.

"The Life of Talleyrand," by Duff
Cooper, was presented by Mrs. Phil-
lip Wood as giving one a very clear
insight into the life of ths states-
man, who was a minister of Napole-
on. In spite of his duplicity and in-
trigues, Talleyrand was a man of wit
and fascination, and the author gives
him credit for great political fore-
sight.

The meeting ended with a review
of two books that are considered to

be the best biographies of the year
-"Cleveland, A Study in Courage,"
by Nevins, and "Beveridge and The
Progressive Era" by Bowers. Mrs.
Hull handled these in a most cap-
able manner, giving to her listeners
the most vital an dimportant events
in these long and politically detailed
volumes.
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COMMUNITY SERVICE L E A G U E
TO SPONSOR FASHION S H 0 W

Community Service 'League an-
nounces a Spring Fashion Show at
Kayser-Lilienthal Store on Wednesday
February twenty-second, at 8:30 p. m.
You are cordially invited to attend.

Last Season's Hats made into
new ones.

Panamas and Straws Blocked and
Trimmed.

Expert Hat Remodeling

Nicholson Hat Shop
319 Third Nat. Bank Bldg.

Today's Fashion

Ideal for sports wear-attractive
and appropriate.

By VERA WINSTON
UNTIL WINTER gets about all

through lingering in the lap of spring,

outfits of woolens for sports wear and
hiking will be in order, and the cos-
tume shown in today's sketch is not

only up to the minute in style, but
also most attractive-and very sim.
ple to make.

The heavy brown wool wrap-around
skirt is topped with a chic t u r tl1 e -
neck sweater of pale flesh-tone in
two different stitches, with purling at
the waist line and in the high rolled
collar, and the knit cap of course
matches the sweater. The jacket, but-
toning only at the neck, is a plaid
woolen of lighter tone scheme-even
prettier than it sounds.

This service is maintain-
ed for the use of the
Enlisted men of Fort
Benning, and they are
invited to avail them-
selves of the conven-
ience it offers.

POST EXCHANGE

RESTAURANT
FORT BENNING

Located In Service Club No. 1

The Post Exchange Is Not Author.
ized To Sell To Anyone Not

In The Military Service

MRS. LYMAN HOSTESS AT IN.
FORMAL TEA HONORING HER

HOUSE' GUESTS"
-Mrs. Elbert J. Lyman entertained

at an informal tea Sunday afternoon

from four to six at her quarters, en-
tertaining in honor of her house

guests Mrs. A. J. Goodwyn, Mrs. Har-

ry Ayers and Mrs.' Wallace Coleman

of Anniston, Ala. Many other de-

lightful affairs were given in honor

of the visitors including a luncheon

by Mrs. Robert T. Foster; Mrs. Har-

old S. Kelley entertained at lunch-

eon on-Saturday; on the same day
Mrs. George 0. Clark had a few of

the honoree's friends in for tea from
four to six. Sunday a breakfast party

was enjoyed at the quarters of Capt.
and Mrs. Charles W. Owens and Sun-
day afternoon Mrs. Homer C. Dimon
gave a beautiful luncheon in their
honor.

MAJ. AND MRS. LYTLE ENTER-
TAIN FOR HOUSE GUEST
Maj. and Mrs. Robert S. Lytle were'

the hosts Thursday evening entertain-
ing in honor of their houseguest, Miss
Georgia Pepper at the supper dance
at the Officers' Club. The Lytle's
guests were: The Misses Harriotte
Atkins, Nancy Stilwell, Eleanor Bone-
steel, Betty Welty, Mary Ports, Jackie
Cowley and Miss Pepper, and Capt.
Walter A. Bigby, Lieuts. Joseph B.
Coolidge, Robert A. Port, James K.
Woolnough, Milton H. Pressley,,
Thomas W. Hammond, Thomas S.1
Sherburne, and Ernest F. Easterbrook.

S S S

FINALS OF THE BRIDGE TOUR.
NAMENT H E L D WEDNESDAY
EVENING AT OFFICERS' CLUB
The finals of the contract bridge

tournament was held Wednesday ev-
ening at the Officers' Club. The cham-
pions of Fort Benning were: first,
Lieut. and Mrs. Rosebaum; second,
*Capt. and Mrs. Don Faith; third, Ma-
jor and Mrs. J. L. Jenkins; fourth,
Lieut. and Mrs. Lynn Brady.

This tournament began the middle
of last month and has been held every
Wednesday evening since in order to,
determine the champion of the Post.
Bridge enthusiasts on the Post are
looking forward to plans being made
for a similar tournament in the near
future.

IT TAKES SKILL
TO MAKE GOOD
ICE CREAM

Good ice cream is just
as much a product of
skill as of ingredients,
and you're sure to agree
that Foremost is actual
proof of this. Try it,
next time!

Call the
SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIIES

INC.

VALENTINE COSTIUME DANCE AT
COUNTRY CLUB DELIGHTFUL
AFFAIR
The Valentine costume dance at the

Country Club which was held last
valentines. as a setting for the.,costume
of every description. Preceding the
dance, dinner was held in the foyer
of the club, the tables were decorated
with bunches of southern smilax, gay
red valentines and candlesticks bear-
ing red candles. Among those from
Fort Benning entertaining were: Maj.
and Mrs. Edwin F. Harding, Capt. and

(Please turn to page 3)

DOLAN-HENRY HAT SHOP
(At Alsobrooks')

PRESENTS

The Latest In Fashions From

NRISays
C ROWNS have recaptured their im-

portance in this democratic era, at
least in feminine circles. They are a
bit deeper and settle lower on the back
of the head.

Hats of this type have just reached
us from Knox, Gage & Blossom.

In addition to these e x c 1 u s i v e
styles, we are offering a special value
in popular prices.

$1.95 to $5.00
We solicit Fort Benning charge

accounts.

A NEW THREE
EYELET TIE

Shown in Black Satin Kid and
also admiralty Blue Kid. Has'small
perforations. Will be very com-
fortable and cool.

ONE EYELET TIE
The prettiest one eyelet tie and

the coolest you can imagine! You
may have it in Black Satin Kid or
Chaff Beige.

ONE STRAP
Shown in Black Satin Kid, Chaff

Beige Kid. A marvel of airy dainti-
ness. Every line has been planed to
flatter the foot by insuring perfect fit.

Miller-Taylor Shoe Co.
Where The New Styles Are Shown First

1130 Broadway Phone 2405

KENNY'S

NORWOOD
COFFEE

is sold at Fort Benning

through the

Post Exchange
TRY A POUND

YOU WILL BE PLKASED

"he Matrix "Lacette"
The Season's Sensation
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(Continued from page 2)
Saturday at the Country Club was one
of the most delightful affairs of the
season. The ball room of the club
presented a gay and colorful appear.
ance with its decorations of lovely red
Mrs. Harry A. Ayers, Lieut. and Mrs.
William J. Moroney, Lieut. and Mrs.
Francis E. Gillette and several "No
host" parties.

THURSDAY EVENING S U PP E R
DANCE AT OFFICERS'CLUB
ASSEMBLES LARGE GATHERING
Every reservation for t h e weekly

Thursday evening supper dance at the
Officers' Club was taken and a large
and congenial gathering was on hand
to make the evening a merry one.
Those reserving tables were: Major
and Mrs. James W. Duckworth, Major
and Mrs. Stephen G. Henry, Capt. and
Mrs. Arthur C. Blain, Capt. and Mrs.
Joseph A. Stuart, Capt. and Mrs.
George V. W. Pope, Capt. and Mrs.
Oliver G. Trechter, Lieut. and Mrs.
Clyde D. Eddleman, Lieut. and Mrs.
Kameil Maertens, Lieut. and Mrs. Ed-
ward H. McDaniel and Lieut. and
Mrs. James E. Purcell.

LIEUT. AND MRS. BOWEN ENTER.
TAIN WITH PARTY PRECEDING
BACHELOR DANCE
Lieut. and Mrs. James E. Bowen

Bowen were the hosts last Saturday
at a novel curry party before the
dance given by the Benning Bache.
lors. Their guest list included: Capt.
and Mrs. Malcom F. Lindsey, Capt.
and Mrs. John A. Otto, Capt. and Mrs.
Harvey J. Golightly, Lieut. and Mrs.
Donald W. Brann, Lieut. and Mrs.
Aloysius O'Flaherty, Lieut. and Mrs.
George P. Howell, Lieut. and Mrs.
Lynn E. Brady, Lieut. and Mrs. Clyde
D. Eddleman, Mrs. Selina Wadding-
ton, and Capt. Arnold J. Funk.

LITTLE MISS MARY GABRIEL
CELEBRATES FOURTH BIRTH.
DAY WITH PARTY
Little Miss Mary Gabriel, the attract.

ive young daughter of Lieut. and Mrs.
Gerald J. Gabriel, celebrated her
fourth birthday Tuesday afternoon
with a party at the Officers' Club.
Many games including Drop the
Handkerchief and Pinning the Tail
on the Donkey were played. After
the games a lovely birthday cake ac-
companied by ice cream was served.
Mary's guests were: Joanne Vermette,
James Pierce, Bertram Perce, Virginia
Harrison, Felicia Howell, Ann Louise
Howell, Jane Decker, Peggy Lou
Stika, Peggy Trechter, Jerry Poore,
Bobby Pierce, Jimmy Poore, Jean
Lewis, Jimmy Brett, Robin Cushman,
Dick Straube and Clayton Studebaker.

COMMUNITY SERVICE L E A G U E
TO HOLD SKATING PARTY

The children and adults of Fort
Benning are invited to a skating par-
ty, Saturday evening February 28 at
seven o'clock, at the Fair Ground Ex-
hibition Building. Music will be
furnished for the skaters and a gala
time will be had for only 25c. The
party will be sponsored and chaper.
oned by the Community Service Lea.
gue of Columbus.

Miss Georgia Pepper, the attractive
daughter of Col. and Mrs. Pepper, was
the house guest over the week end of
Major and Mrs. Robert S. Lytle. Sev-
eral delightful parties were given in
honor of Miss Pepper.

Friends of Mrs. James E. Bowen
will regret to hear that she is con-
fined to her home suffering from a
slight illness.

Col. and Mrs. Charles W. Weeks
have as their guest, the latter's aunt,
Mrs. L. S. Churchill of Lake City, Fla.

Friends of Lieut. Joseph B. Cool.
idge will regret to learn that he is
in the Station Hospital where he un-
derwent an operation.

Among the attractive house guets

FULLER BRUSH
REPRESENTATIVE

J. M. NORRIS
Phone 717-W or call at 715 Broadway
-from 12 noon to 1 P. M. or 5 P. M.
to 6 P. M. week days and Saturday
3 P. M. to 6 P. M.

TOASTED
PFAtNIJf"S

State Convention
Of Garden Clubs
Meets In Columbus

Fort Bennng garden lovers will be
interested in knowing that plans are
being formulated for the state conven-
ton of the Garden Club of Georgia
which will be held in Columbus in the
spring. The date is more or less tenta-
tive, but will probably be the first of
April. At that time, it is hoped that
the president of the National Council
of the State Garden Club Federations
will be in attendance as she will be in
Miami the latter part of March for
the National Convention.

Girl Scout Notes
A big event coming! The Girl Scout

Court of Awards will be on the 24th
of this month. Come and see your
friends, sisters, or daughters be pre-
sented with badges! If you don't know
any Scouts, you will enjoy it thor-
oughly anyway. Don't forget, one
week from now, the 24th.

Cardinal Troop
Tuesday, Feb. 14

We played an interesting new sig-
naling game today, a game of riddles.
Mrs. Brown gave each girl a slip of
paper with a riddle in code written
upon it. After they were all decoded,
we handed them in to be corrected.
Then we read them aloud and tried
to guess the answers, which were very
catchy.

The First Class girls went into the
next room for awhile with Mrs. Mat-
chett, who has a very mysterious idea.
I hope we learn what it is very soon!

Daffodil Troop
Dorothy Negrotto's patrol, which has

won the greatest number of points
during the month planned today's
meeting.

We were going to go on a hike, but
it was raining hard, so we played some
games instead. One was a signalling
game that took much quick thinging,
,but we Scouts have plenty of that,
so it was very easy.

spqending the weekend on the Post
are Mrs. Harry Ayers, Mrs. Wallace
Coleman and Mrs. A. J. Goodwyn of
Anniston, Ala. They are the guests
of Maj. and Mrs. Allen J. Lyman.
Many delightful informal affairs are
to be given in their honor.

Lieut. and Mrs. Richard G. Prather
are to be congratulated upon the birth
of a son, James Gowen, horn February
11th at the Station Hospital. The new
arrival is the grandson of Brig. Gen.

and Mrs. James G. Gowen, who at one
time were stationed at Fort Benning.

We are very sorry that Helen Jerry 4
is leaving us, but we hope to have
her with us again soon.

A hike is planned for next meeting, !
and I'll bet we have loads of fun! a

Ission Services
At Catholic Chapel
Attracting Many

The Mission which is being con-
ducted by the Rev. Fr. John T. Mc-
Grory, S. J., at the Catholic Chapel,
Fort Bennng, this week, is attracting
large congregations every morning and

evening. Father McGrory is a very
able and forceful speaker, and his ser-

mons on Mission subjects have been
most interestng and instructive.

The final sermon to the adults of
the Chapel parish will be given on
Friday evening, at 7:00 p. m. Saturday

evening will be devoted to the hearing
of Confessions, and on Sunday morn-
ing the entire congregation will re-
ceive Holy Communion at the 8:00
o'clock Mass.

A separate Mission for the children
of the Catholic Sunday School is be-
ing held, with instructions at 4:30 on
Friday afternoon ,and on Saturday at
2:30 p. m. The children will attend
the 8:00 o'clock Mass on Sunday morn-
ing, and receive Holy Communion in
a body.

Father McGrory will conduct the
exercises of the Blessing of the In-
fants of the parish, at 9:30 Saturday
morning.

The Catholic Chapel Choir, directed
by Lt. Harry Dowdall, with Mrs. Llew-
ellyn Tharp as organist, have render.
ed a musical program at each even-
ing service of the Mission, and will as-
sist at the 8:00 o'clock Mass Sunday
morning, February 19th.
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Shower Honors Bride
At Fort Benning

Mrs. John C. Stanford, was honored
at ihe home of Mrs. George A. Krim,
109 Eames Ave. Fort Benning, Ga.,
with a miscellaneous shower, on the
afternoon of February the seventh.

Interesting games were played and
prizes won by Mesdames Kreilick,
Bumford and Bray.

The bride was presented with a
huge box piled high with lovely gifts.
Also a Bride's book in which was
written the best wishes of the guests.

At the conclusion of the party, Mrs.
[Krim served delicious refreshments.

The guests included Mesdames John
C. Stanford, Benjamin Silvester, Mel-
vin Wiley, John Dotson, Leonard Chit-

wood, Edward O'Hara, Francis Burns,
Charles Bumford, Cecil O'Blenness,
Otis Glenn, Claude Moore, Joseph
Dawson, James Cooney, Edwin Davis,
Ira Simpson, James Bray, Joseph Holi-
han, Edcil Maxwell, Mrs. Ann Stezler
md Miss Clarice Carder.

THE SPANISH RESTAURANT
11 - West 12th Street

Next to Columbus Ledger Building

Managed by a real Spaniard

All Kinds of Spanish and American Dishes

Open Evenings

For "Something Different" try

THE SPANISH RESTAURANT

"nice little place you've got"
but why not have them rave over

your home? here is one way.

Punjab Print
Tailored Bed Spreads
In bright, fresh, springtime plaids and
floral designs. Two sizes: 90x105 and
72x 105. Five colors: Rose, Gold, Blue,Green and Orchid. $1 8

Will not fade by sun or laundering.

SMATCHING

Curtains

Special Item
Hand Made

Chinese Fillet

Table Cloths
72 x 90

$1.17

Linen Department

pair

2/ yards long, ready to hang
In the d r a p e r y department,
second floor.

Dresser Sets
to match the print bed spreads.
2 scarfs, one 3 piece vanity set
and 1 night table cover. Com-
plete.

59c

Bed Lamps
in colors to harmonize
with your s p rea ds.

$1.00

Kirven s
Main Floor

Announcement Extraordinary!
By special arrangement with

MAX FACTOR
HOLLYWOOD'S GENIUS OF MAKE-UP

we announce the personal aPPearance of

MISS JEWELL FRANKLIN

* Society Make -Up Artifs of Max *
FatlorMake-UpStudios,Hollywood
IN A SERIES OF LECTURES:

BEGINNING MONDAY

* SPECIALCOURTESY**
Your own individual complexion analysis and make-up color

harmony chart...no col or obligation toyou whatever.

KI[RVEN'S
NOR

$1.98

Boy Scouts Receive sistant scout-master, and holds the
rank of eagle scout.

Badges O f M e ri t larry Reeder, Troop 12, and Rich-
ard Joiner, Troop 11, promoted to
2d class scout.

The Court of Honor of the Fort Howard Wilson, Troop 12, accepted
Benning Boy Scouts of America met as Tenderfoot Scout.
last Saturday, February 11, to pass The next meeting of the Court of

scouts in a number of tests. Among Honor will be on March 11, when
further awards will be made.those present were Major Dabney,

Captain Spaulding, and Captain Paul.'
The following scouts were passed at

the meeting: Permanent Waves

Robert Jewett, awarded a silver and $3; Shampoo and

gold palm on the Eagle Scout badge, Set 50c; Haircut

and merit badges in photography and 25c.

signalling. The two badges just award- MRS. R. G. DEITZ
ed bring Scout Jewett's total of merit New Beauty Shoppe
badges to forty-six, in addition to 1106 1-2 Broadway Phone 9286
which he is fulfilling the duties of as- _ ___ ___ __
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"Lieutenaant

Wednesday, Feb. 8
Captain Lucas did quite upset the

class this morning with his statement
"When you subtract two from f o u r
you always get two," each of us won-
dering as to whom the "you" referred
for there are above a few of us who
frequently get one, and around the
first of the month the same subtrac-
tion is as like as not to yield zero.
Mayhap the Captain can be induced
in the future, to omit the adverb.

Somewhat discouraged to find that
altho it is now a week since Gus
Regnier's hair-raising experience, I
can detect no hirsute improvement.
Gus, intent upon .his: cigar, did almost
step into. tje line' of fire of an active
machine gun. It would, he said, have
done him no harm, however, being
a friendly machine gun.-Which does
niaike as much -sense as Stika's story
of a young man married at a shot-
gun wedding. The .young man said
"No harm done. It's not legal. Her
old man didn't have a license to carry
a gun."

It was well observed by Thompson
during the field engineering hour that
the engineers are most meticulous in
their class room appointments, having
a graduate draftsman, Captain Bloom.
quist, opening and closing windows.
Thursday, Feb. 9

A full afternoon of riding-which did
cause me to reflect on whether or not,
while riding; I do6 seem to be part of
the hallse. To so appear is the acme
of perfection I am told. Completely
convinced that I do so appear but
rather when shoeing than -riding the
animal. a

Our group crossing a stream, I was

Here's To.,
BY'MAJOR HOMER L. C(

Fly control-specific measures
for control.

Control measures as stated' before
depend on the habits and characteris.
tics of the fly.

The house fly-
(a) Prefers to breed in horse: ma-

nure, hut will breed in any animal or
organic waste.-

(b) Needs moisture, warmth, and
so1ube food for "its larvae (maggots,)"

(c) Is killed-at temper-atures ie.
low freezing or above 115 degrees F.

(d) Its larvae (maggots) crawl
from-the hred1nr, satr;,a|

Dorothy TFerenbaugh and Lieutenant society column of'the Sunday Morn- location of an engineer bridge. We dO
.. Cl-l.LI Teller, and themake-up by ing Enquirer-Sun that we had attend- not know if the temperature of the0 r ea . LU JRuth Phillips, Frances Tyndall and ed the Country Club costume party of water entered into the problem, but,

OSally Lindsey, all went to make as the night before, as "An old fashioned if it did, the major obtained authentic~iNN ,.R , edical InspectorFcomplete and satisfying; an amateur pink valentine." information on that point, too.production as any Little Theater an- Our severest critics, during the Those who are familiar with theand nimal manure which prevent fly dience could ask for. course of an otherwise pleasant even- G. A. Henty boys' classics will recall
bree ing. hese itherdestryt With all due appreciation of the ing, mentioned several things that we that all of Henty's youthful heroesbreerting material or dispose of it in a work of the actors and technical staff, were but we don't recall that "an old were addicted to morning baths inmannier that prevents the deposit of it is to Katherine Cleveland and her fashioned-pink valentine" was one of icy torrents. We have never ceased toeggs, or that stops the development of asistant, Nelle Totten, that chief them admire this trait but it has been yearsthe maggots. credit for the success of the play since we aspired to acquire it. Our

'SeWage disposal, garbage and waste! must go. The Dramatic Club is for-W'hatsare
disposal, and manure disposal are the tunate indeed in having so willing and TiCe TOLDr TAE s hatsareofftothecavlrymSThe.linotype expert ' - fortitude is able to surmount what, inlarge', problemsand'bytheuse-fapabe rmenaof age and discretpropjr methods we prevent the breed-, tated to use her often. She has had copy for the Flare has a positive gen- ber judgen t'ing of flies in. enormous numbers. many triumphs but none.,in our opin-ius for vitiating our stories. His lat--
You as individuals are not directly on, so notable as that achieved by est affront of this character occurredconcerned in the management of these her production of "Miss Lulu Bett." last week in the item which told of DOMESTIC SCIENCEproblems except'for the relatively, -. the red ticket which Captain Howard Captain Boiling of the Advanced
small amounts of household waste and

(e)Itsmagothspresencetopfgrowth garbage which are automatically col-are killed in the presence of acid. 1 da eua
lected at' regular intervals. You~can(f) Its pupal stage (shell stage) e

t-agreat extent svyusl ntakes place at or beyond the borders to a t save yourself and
of the breeding material, your: neighbor the menace of these

(g) Is attracted by-the odor of pests by par.entig breedingplaces
food. on or aboutyour premises.

(h) Has a tendency to fly toward This means daily care to see that
light. your garbage and waste cans are clean;

(i) Has,a~tendency to rest on that the ground about them is not
vertical sui-faces or hanging objects. contaminated; that fermenting vege.

These characteristics all give a clue tation does not accumulate. The sim.
to measure which help to eradicate plest method, one that easily and best
the house fly. prevents contamination of cans and

In the temperate climates control ground about them, is to wrap and
measures should be started before the tie in several thicknesses of paper all
breeding season begins and should garbage before placing it in the can,
continue until that season ends. which of course should be tight and

In tropical or semi-tropical coun. covered.
tries, where fly breeding is continuous, The control of breeding places is
control measures can never be stopped. the best method to prevent flies. This

Measures which prevent or. control control can not be perfect and even
fly breeding are much more effective if not attempted leaves no excuse for
than those used for the destruction of us to harbor adult flies in our kitch-
th adult fly. ens or messes. These should be de-

The control of breeding places stroyed by the use of traps, fly-paper,
means the establishment of methods poison sprays and swatting.
of disposal of human excreta, garbage, Are your screens tight?

TOWN TOPICS
(Continued from page 1)

equipment with them such as over-
coats, heavy underwear, etc.

But fickle weather frowns down up.
on unwonted optimism and the balmy
Florida climate failed to live up to
its reputation. The cold wave that
followed was too much for human en-
durance and the two nimrods were,
forced to the humiliating extreme of
beating a hasty retreat.

Halts were made at roadside towns
in desperate and heroic attempts to
locate blankets and woolen under-
wear. 0. D. blankets were secured at
Fort Barrancas and some measure of
the cold was staved off.

By the time the two had arrived at
Fort Benning, however, they were
thoroughly convinced of the ,error of
their ways. They immediately station-
ed themselves before the roaring fire
in the lobby of the Officers' Club and
began the process of thawing out,
which, according to that ever-reliable
authority, Mine Host Dowdall, took
up the better part of two days.

Clark, 2nd, attached to Captain
Bloomquist's' second mount.

The ticket charged Captain Bloom-
quist with violating Sec. XV Par 8
a (3) Garrison Regulations.

We described the celebrated Cap-
tain's mortification and rage at find-
ing the ticket on his car and his an.
noyed research through the Garrison
Regulations to discover his offence.

The whole point of Captain Clark's
little practical joke lay in the quota
tion of Sec. XV Par. 8 a(3). This
reads:

"Soiled cans will be washed inside
and out at the can washing plant".

The inspired compositor just knew
that couldn't be right so he made it
read cars.

TRUE BUCCANEER
"The buccaneers have hairy ears, etc."

One cold day last week Major
Charles R. Johnson, the dashing cav-
alry representative in the Advanced
Class, carried off the prize for hardi-
hood by taking off his leather breeches
and wading the chilly Upatoi. The
purpose of this heroic act was to de-

Class was getting his own early break.
fast.

Having decided that he would fry
an egg, he got one from the ice chest
and' broke it on the edge of the skillet
just like he had seen Mrs. Boiling do
n mornings when she officiated at
this important ceremony. To his sur-
prise nothing came from the cracked
shell. Something was evidently wrong:
with the egg so he threw it in the
garbage and tried another. This be.
haved inthe .same wayand was sim.
ilarly disposed. of,

Presumably the novice cook ulti-
mately found an egg that broke intothe frying pan in the approved man-
ner, but all we know for sure about
the case is that Mrs. Bolling later
found in the garbage pail two hard
boiled eggs that had been intended,
for her husband's noonday-lunch.'

INTERVIEWS WITH 'LOCAL
CELEBRITIES-NO. 2

The Flare's special agent stood out
side of Dean Omar Bradley's Weap.
ons School watching the workers

(Please turn to page 5)
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N HERALD DRAMATIC CLUB'S THIRD PLAYNPLEASES AUDIENCES
avery Friday (Continued from page 1)
ae 556 the play was due as much to the per-
s, Georgia formances of new comers, not only

to the Bennng stage but to any stage.
1Y 17, 1933 NUMBER 43 First among these is Mrs. Laurette

Shearer, mother of Mrs. J. J. Albright,
-- Publisher who played the part of Mama Bett.

- Editor This was one of the happiest bits of
- Society Editor casting of the play. The majority of |-.......--------- - Sp orts E d itor h "fat"

SAdvertising Manager t comedy lines fell to this un-
------ Circulation Manager usual stage grandmother and they re- ---,."-ceived full value in Mrs. Shearer's

d on request. The Benning Herald interpretation. What might easily have
or reject anyadvertising matter. been a weak spot of the play was

one of the strongest. Mrs. Shearer,to any address in the United States captured the audiencefr om the m-
Single copy 5 cents. moment of her first entrance and held• 

--class matter is pending. it to the end. We heard one of our -most intelligent critics describe her
characterization by-the word "authen- "Better be damned than, not mentioned at al."
tic" and that tells the story. " - Jolj IV lc'.

's .D.ry I. Captain Robert S. Miller gave us a CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.
Ninian Deacon who seemed just the
proper type of Prince Charming to INCOGNITOconfronted by a loud splash and a come around and save a small-town The 3:30 AM Formation so fortuitously scheduled for the coldest morningmuddy thud. Litzenberg announced' Cinderella from the drab existence n five years was one to try all men's souls. The story of the separate and

that "The Marines have landed," after that was her obvious destiny. Captain combined sufferings of the elderly gentlemen of the Advanced Class wouldwhich he picked his mount out of the Miller was indeed the impulsive doubtless make a fair sized volume that would read like an account of thecreek, remounted, and the cavalcade "cuss" who had "roamed around on winter at Valley Forge. True, the boys of 1933 had more clothes-and
proceeded. his own," that the part called for. seemindly wore all they had but, on the other hand, they had a lot to
Friday, Feb. 10 contend with that Washington's ragged Continentals were mercifully spared.My insomnia not entirely cured by Lieutenant Francis Lanahan, an- The experiences of Commodore Evans constitutes a case in point. Thean afternoon of lectures at the Tank other novice in the field of amateur distinguished Navigator, like most of his fellows, was up at 2:30 and remem-
Sectionfor I did distinctly hear this 'ramatics, impersonated Neil Cornish bering Major Henry's admonition to warm up the car, he resolutely invadedconversation: sin a manner which bespeaks. real the very outside air and tried to start his. Perhaps his technique on thatMcKintiey: "Which of the three talent for the stage, His faltering cold morning was not all that it should have been or maybe it was just thensethodisis the best?" I nroposal to Miss Lulu was a high perversity of inanimate things, but the car-failed torespond. For ton minutes

Cant. MacLaughlin: "They are both spot of the play. the exasperated Commodore serenaded the neighbors with his whirring mo,
good." Betty Welty as the wilfull, grown- tor. Thenthe battery gave out..

And being thus assured that I was un daughter of the Deacons "wig- Nothing daunted, the Commodore rushed to his other car'.and workedgetting alog, at east as well as the gle" and "'jittered" in a manneI on that until its battery also: lay down and died. The situation was novg et i n -thaou n ilats b tteysa so.sa ywo w n a nda s*e T hh ei

which made Mama Bett's descriptive, critical but the formation had to be made. Accordingly, the Commodore
rest of the class I did delegate Reeder, line dulemphatic. Miss Welty commandeered an extra car belonging to Captain Hall who lived next door"

'lies doubly' empai.Ms etto wake me at the proper time lestc d aa ei l
I miss the ten minute break. , gave a consistent and intelligent per- and ran the battery down on that.Having been adjured by Captain ce that contributed 'materially Having put all of the neighborhood transportation hors de combat, there
Lucas to turn in our indirect fire to the success of the play. was nothing left for-the now distraught Commodore t6 dob thumb ridepbMargeryrHneileman, as Diana's spoil- to the post. He therfeore posted himself on the main thoroughfare, clad
poblesant b o m ring ed and thoroughly disagreeable young. in two of everything .from coat, to gloves, and- waited.

tonght J did greatly desire to i rsistripayd xmr,,~ tln
ont d reat dr e sister, displayed .re rke talent A car carrying representatives from three arms of the service borehistfront or bellat 11:59and tpre for one so young. Child actresses down upon the heavily swathed figure by the roadside. its ppsent my solution.. The. requisite tem- Iiwere once our pet aversion but 'theth pyte At arc,erety howeaver, was lacking. vesIonb ettheCommodore turned his flashlight upon himself, thinking thereby toMonday,Ftwo that We have seen on the Fort light up his honest face and allay suspicion. Vain delusion! Captain Lee,Monyeb.ek13 eub h Benning stage this year, in "Pomeroy's deceived by the shawl which the Commodore had wrapped about his head,A new week well begun by the ap- Past" and "Miss Lulu Bett," h-i'e mistook his classmate for an old lady. "Keep on going," he advised, "wepearance of our class supervisor. All brought about a revision of thAt --Ati-"haven't time to pick her-up."name plates present, to his chagrin I tude. As the t by he ruand Cati Mhave no doubt. Davis Hardig, asBbb Larkn,wore sbreechesar shot by, oweve and Captain Mallett notedCtan H awfper o ad Luh a sr abod eniv bruh ohspr h rpratiIt's some poor devil of a soldier," he exclaimed. "Let's give him a lift.":en is erod it a s~oy bou aphere of seventeeni. He is a juvenile ' Accordingly, Major Johnson, who was driving, stopped the car and theparallel i n e-this following •a ten Iwith much promise and" he handled figure waddled down the road and tumbled in, swearing eloquently.minute break. But the poipt of the his role with skillful realism. Even then he was not recognized, and Captain Lee thinking that they hadtale. did cause °speculation in the class The staging and the lighting, ably inadvertently picked up an obnoxious drunk was about to eject our hero,'

as o wethr drin th brakit ad- handled by :Lieutenants A. E. O'Fla- when the knitted scarf fell away and disclosed their distinguished classmate.been Johnson's or Kiel's question herty and Robert S. Nourse was in If we were marking the Commodore's ,pr~e-dawn performance, we shouldwhich inspired the story. keeping with the general excellence give him an "A" on camouflage and a ""on motors.
The Story Hour program did arrive of the production. Likewise 'the: cos-

at November 11, 1918 following a side tumes and setting by Hilda Burnap, SO THAT'S WHAT WE WERE termine the depth of stream at a point(Please turn to page 5) the properties which Was handled by We were interested to note in the which was under consideration for the
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Tank Notes
We read in the New York paper

last Sunday that Cadet William P.
Yarborough, a yearling at West Point
took second place in the 200-yard
breast stroke in a swimming meet
against New York University on Feb-
uary 5. This is Cadet Yarborough's
first year on the West Point. varsity
so we expect to hear of great things
from him in his next two years of

competition.
Cadet Yarborough is the son of

Captain LeRoy Yarborough, Post Pub-
lic Relations officer, and was a for-
mer member of Headquarters Com-
pany of this Battalion.

Our basketball team stepped out
Monday afternoon and defeated the
Gunners of the Artillery. This makes
three wins for our boys without any
lost games. Congratulations team and
may you keep your slate clean.

Corporal Neal Milan, Company "D"
on Friday was voted Team Captaii
for the Tankers' 1934 Boxing Team.
Corporal Milan has been a big factor
in our boxing "world" for the past
three years, and we feel sure that his
leadership will lead our next team
to victory. Congratulations, Corporal
Milan.

They tell us of a certain Corporal
in the Company of F-66th whose first
initial is Archie Harrell has finally
been picked up on the Morning Re-
port at Columbus, Georgia, and ini-
tialed by: M-the-M.

The command wishes to congratu-
late Private First Class William G.
Hudson, Company E, upon being ap-
pointed Corporal. Better things we
wish for you in the years to come,
Corporal Hudson.

Company Track Teams are working
hard for the coming Battalion Meet
which is to be held at a later date.
Staff Sergeant Vallery reports that he
is teaching his men how to go slow.
It seems that the Sergeant has too
many fleet-footed boys on his team.

STUDEBAKER

1930 Marquette Sport Roads
condition--------------------

1931 President 8
Studebaker Sport
Sedan, free
wheeling. 125 h.p.
Looks a n d runs
like new --------------- $795

1932 Studebaker Dic-
tator 8 Converta-
ble Sedan. New
car guarantee ----.$895

1931 Ford Tudor Se-
dan. Excellent
condition ...---------. $265

Many more, all makes.

The best selection of late i
in Columbus.

Columbus Roberts
512 Twelfth Street
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THE FLARE troupe of accomplished a c t o r s and
(Continued from page 4) technical assistants for giving to t h e

pouring out as from the Ford Plant members of The Infantry School Dra-
in Detroit. At the tail of the forma- matic Club in one finished production
tion he spied our old friend Captain full value for the price of their sea-

George Van Pope, late of Carbondale, son tickets.
Ill. &

Now Van, besides being a good hus- LIEUT. PEEPS DIARY
band and father, is, in his own right, (Continued from Page 4)
an outstanding gleeclubber, when in
voice, and holds the Carbondale medal tour to Nicaragua. Marines 100, Oppo-
for having sung at more funerals in nents 0.
four years than any other chorister in The afternoon gone in the perpetra-
that lively metropolis. tion of a combined demonstration and

"Tell me, Van," inquired the Spe. critique in m.g. combat practice which
cial Agent "how you came to enter did give rise to heated discussions,
upon long and distinguishing operatic not as to who won but whom to criti-
career." cize. The matter is yet as unsettled

"I graduated from football into as Georgia weather. Amused at the
Music," replied Van. assumption by all of us actually en-

"That doesn't make sense" remark- gaged in the exercise of the position
ed the Interviewer, "but you do look termed "the military stoop." It con-like you might have played football sists of that hunching of the shoulders-once." 

up to the ears and the appearance on
"I did play-once," replied Van. the face of a hunted look which are
"Indoor or intercollegiate?" we intended to convey concealment of

asked. ourselves from enemy observation and
"At Hamilton," said Van expanding protection from his fire.

his chest slightly. "We were playing On this day did Stika exude, I
Colgate. I had patches on my pants doubt not, the most reprehensible pun
from having sat on the b e n c h so of his pun-y life. "Seasoned soldiers
much. It was the last quarter, score are probably so-called because they
tied, the ball about to be kicked off :ire mustered by their officers and pep-
by Hamilton, when the coach grabbed pered by the enemy."
me by the neck and told me to go Tuesday, Feb. 14
in at left end and, for goodness gra. A Valentine to the class from the
cious sake, smear the Colgate m a n schedule man this day-seven hours
hard when he caught the ball." of lectures. And were tomorrow to be"Go, Van," exclaimed the Special likewise scheduled I should not miss
Agent trembling with excitement, a word, being now three hours to the

"Well sir," continued Van, "I hur- good on sleep.
ried on to the field, lined up, and If Major Henry did not get his
fairly tore down the side lines on signals crossed then Sgt. Horowitz is
the kickoff. I noticed the Colgate right fully due for company punishment,
half come running up for the coach he having twice during his truck in-
and I was making for him when- spection answered foreign to the pur-
zowie, I got a wallop on the back of -nose and announced defect in the
my head that made me dizzy. mechanism. Sgt. Dotson, on the other

"Somebody clipped you?" asked the hand, has more organizational pride
Special Agent sympathetically. and has yet to give any answers other

"No," sighed Van, "it was the ball." than favorable ones.
"The ball-omigosh!" gasped the Wednesday, Feb. 15

Special Agent. An hour of being put further to sea
"Yes sir, the ball," moans Van, on field engineering. For my life I"and I could see after that was the cannot determine whether the Major

coach's w i g g 1 i n g fingers, signaling is teaching us to construct these worksfor me to come off the field. All he in the field or giving us an inkling of
said was 'You better take up singing' how to pass his examination.
and that's where I joined my first The remainder of the morning
glee club." mleasantly passed for us by the Song

and Dance man, Major Henry. Unable
CITATION FOR THE WEEK to laugh, as did the rest of the class,

To Katherine Cleveland and her at his joke about the man who drove
his car away in perfect serenity until
a burning odor reminded him to re-

ROCKNE lease the hand brake. That man could
ROCKNEnot have been I for I had a head cold

~and could not smell anything. The

local fire department pointed the
error to me.

Major Henry assures us that when
we reach field grade everything will
be motorized and we should prepare
ourselves for it. I do think that we
are already prepared for it for Lord,
who has seen a horse drawn hearse
in years.

-Lieut. Peep.

DRAWING OF TICKETS FOR GLEE
CLUB IS MADE

(Continued from page 1)
residents of Columbus, which will
continue at that place until the date
of the show, unless all tickets are
sold prior to that date.

ter, New Tires, Excellent The unprecedented advance sale of
--------------.-----------.----------------- $435 tickets indicates that the entire house

will be sold out of reserved seats for
1932 Rockne 4 D o o r both evenings. In order that all may

Sedan. New car be accommodated who desire to come,
guarantee. Only Major E. W. Leard, President of the
u s e d a f e w Glee Club, has planned that the first

months----------$535 night-March 10th-be dedicated as
"Columbus Night" and the s e c o n d

1927 Ford Sedan. Good night as "Fort Benning Night." An
condition.----------.$45 added feature of unusual entertain-

ment has been arranged for the second1928 Nash Coach -. $75 night. After the show at the theatre
1929 Essex Coach --- $85 'he entire cast appearing in "The De-
1929 0 1 d s m o b i 1 e butante" will hold a "Coffee Dan

Coach-----------$135 Party," at the Officers' C lu b. Prac.
tically everyone who has ever visited

1929 Studebaker Se- San Francisco is familiar with Coffee
dan...........-------------- $265

Priced from $15.00 up.

model, high grade used cars

Motor Company
Phone 271

Page Five

Dan's Place, where the theatre folks
and their friends gather every even-
ing at the close of the theatre shows
and appear in impromptu specialty
numbers. "Coffee Dan" is a place
where visitors can always expect a riot
of fun of a most unusual character
during the late hours of the evening,
and it is this type of entertainment
which the Officers' Club is planning
to stage for the Glee Club and their
friends following the final perform.
ance on the evening of March lth.

The sale of tickets to enlisted men
was opened this week by the placing
of blocks of tickets with the first ser-
geants of each of the companies and
batteries in the Post. "The Debutante"
is the type of show that the soldier
enjoys. Its comedy is continuous and
its many dancing numbers call for a
pony ballet of pretty girls in attractive
costumes. All those who are in on the
"know" declare that "The Debutante"
will surpass any show ever presented
by the Fort Benning Glee Club.

If In Doubt
Serve

OLD SETTLER'S
Pork Sausage

For Breakfast Tomorrow

Every Pound Guaranteed By

The Provision Co., Inc.

Even before the days of modern banking
and modern civilization the Romans were say-
ing "Tempus Fugit" . . . . Time Flies. And
never was this maxim more applicable than it
is today .... your opportunity is here NOW,
ready for your grasping.

The simplicity of the plan under
which we operate makes it e a s y
enough for anyone to understand,
and you, too, will agree that it offers
unparalleled opportunities to safely
protect your money. We offer ....

6 Per Cent on Savings!

Our unique system of lending and
repayment, which has not been al-
tered with our change of n a m e,
makes it possible to make this offer
-one which is far beyond the capa-
bilities of ordinary banks. We in-
vite you to investigate our claims.

We are also prepared to lend to any officer
of the Regular Army any amount up to 10 per
cent of his salary on open note--Tanother ex-
amp') of our service!

Security Savings & Loan Co.
BROWN NICHOLSON - Secretary and Treasurer

Cor. 13th St. and First Ave.
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SATURDAY, FEB. 18

The Mystery Of The

"WAX
MUSEUM"

With

LIONEL ATWILL

FAY WRAY

GLENDA FARRELL

FRANK McHUGH

SATURDAY, FEB. 25

WILL ROGERS

JANET GAYNOR

LEW AYRES

SALLY EILERS

In

"ST ATE FAIR"

PARAMOUNT
ATLANTA

-Lafkowitz Bros.
Makers of good Clothes

-Alterations-
1208 First Avenue

Pure-Bred Seeds
Plant only the best

garden seeds to insure
quality and yield. We
are the oldest and larg-
est seedsmen in Colum-
bus. Our seeds have
proven themselves over
a period of years.

H. C. SMITH
DRUG STORE

1002 BROADWAY

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

PEACHTREE AT CAIN
t Atlanta, i a.

560 rooms of comfort and
convenience. Each room has
ceiling fan, circulating ice
water, radio and either
shower or tub bath; corner
rooms have both. Open Din-
ing Terrace and Coffee Shop.

Rooms from $2

J. F. de Jarnette Vice-Pres. & Mgr.

Happenings Among The Private Bucks

By Al a book of canteen checks and then
It was only learned a few days ago took half dozen on the cuff. Parker

that Earl Rockey, Terrible Tanker, failed to see the rodeo, being un-
had any relatives in this neck of the able to get away from the hot dog
woods. Earl introduced the boys down stand.
at the main gate to his little nephew. Saturday night at the garrison gym-
Or rather the little fellow told the nasium, former West Point basketball
M. P., that Earl was his uncle. stars will clash on the basketball court

Gabby Gable, former tin ear and to settle the supremacy of Block No.
well known Greencord bowler, recent- 21 and 23. The coming cage battle
ly made a visit to Cuthbert, Ga., to is the result of an argument that first
see his best girl. Muddy roads caused began when officers from the adjoin-
the car to get stuck during the night ing blocks opened a friendly argument
and Gabby did not arrive at his desti- on basket ball. The argument grew
nation until the following morning. heated and then each one of the con-
In fact he only remained at Cuthbert testants was reinforced by supporters
long enough to refill the gas tank and I from their respective neighborhood.
head back to Fort Benning. Gabby re- Finally some one hurled a challenge
sembled a brickyard advertisement for a game of basketball between
when he dismounted at the Detach- teams composed of officers from each
ment, he was forced to use a curry block. The game was arranged with
comb and octagon soap to remove the the agreement that the teams would
red mud from his hair. train for two weeks. Saturday night

Spot Webb, had best stick to prize the argument will be settled.
fighting and lay off bronco busting. The past two weeks have been busy
The gang sure got a big kick out of ones for the members of the opposing
Spot as he did a loop over the head teams. Basketball stars of other days
of the wild bronc at the Rodeo, Mon. have worked over time to get the eye
day night. back and to get the range on the bas-

Swede Oikra, Kelly basketeer, was ket again. Bot hteams are in fine con-
recently supended for ten days when dition, it will really be a fast, hard
he started a rough house during prac- fought game between two well bal-
tice. The Swede seemed to be tickled anced teams.
that he was important enough to draw The teams will line up as follows:
a suspension but was a bit worried Block 21 Block 23
when one told him that he would Lt. Dannemiller, f Lt. Johnson f
also be fined ten. Lt. Churchill, f Lt. Dickey, f

Corn Griffin and Blondy Parker Lt. Woolnough, c Lt. Flood, c
broke all former records in hot dog Lt. Brady, g Lt. Decker, g
eating at the recent rodeo. Corn spent Lt. Johnston, g Lt. Ives, g

,Eighty-Third

How about it Paul?
A well known moving picture cor-

poration has started on a production,
Lt. Hall has returned to the battery

after an absence of two weeks on de-
tached service. Lt. Hall accompanied
one of the army's noted test pilots
on a test flight to the west coast.

The famous and only Hurst is a
patient at the station hospital suffer-
ing from yellow jaundice. It has been
rumored that he has been approached
by a representative of the Chinese
Foreign Legion in reference to accept-
ing a commission as Liaison Officer
with the 19th Route Army. His accept-
ance of this offer is pending upon his
ability to grow a pig tail of the re-
quired length.

The Artillery basketball team com-
posed mostly of Headquarters Battery
men, Morris, Cherry, McLeod, Oaks,
Jones and Nix lost to the 2nd Battal-
ion, 29th Infantry, rated as the best
team in the post by a small score.
Although our team lost the game, they
showed that the old Artillery fight
and we are sure they will give a good
account of themselves before the sea-
son is ended.

Paul Davis, our sheik cook has tak-
en up another abode somewhere in
the neighborhood of 35th street, Co-
lumbus, Ga. The old saying is that
it is cheaper to move than pay rent.
the tile which will be "North High-

for whom we have made new mat-

tresses or renovated old ones. They
will tell you our process is 0. K.
Cooper Mattress Mfg. Co.

Ash Solomon, Prop. Phone 588

TYPEWRITER
REPAIRING

All MakesStewart Typewriter Co.
1041 Broadway Phone 2622

FOR SALE

Post Exchange

Field Artillery

land's Own," featuring that well
known man about town, Mr. Colin
W. Pike. It is a source of great pride,
o this organization that Mr. Pike was

picked from a large number of con-
testants to play the leading part. Due
to his ability, personality and extens-
ive wardrobe along with his Clark
Gable sweater he was chosen to play
'.he leading part. His leading lady
has yet to be selected, we hope she
-neets with his approval.

The battery left Thursday at 2:00
11. in., for an early morning problem.
The weather was the coldest we have
had in years. Several of the men wore
their old fashioned underwear.

Our Recruits are on their last week
of instructions. Wednesday a. m., the
Commanding Officer will give them
the once over before going to duty.

"BATTERY "A"
It is with regret that we report our

old soldier is very ill in the Station
Hospital. Sergeant McCann underwent
an operation on the 12th. We are very
glad to note that his condition is im.
proving.

Well the loud speaker and old vet-
-ran of Battery A was discharged on
the 13th and reenlisted on the 14th.
Sergeant Soup Gilbert started on his
13th year as a member of Battery A,
1st Bn., 83rd F. A. Sgt. Gilbert came
here with the organization in 1920
from Fort Knox, Ky. Soup, besides
being an old soldier is also getting
To b-e an old married man, so we guess
he w'll retire in Battery A.

Scrappy Beyer has in for a short
discharge. Guess he is fed up on the
fighting around Benning and desires a
-iange of scenery. We should think
that Pfc. Underwood would go with
him and every thing would be quiet
around Battery A for a while.

It is suggested that Sgt. Cole and
Cpl. Roper look out for the spiders
as some of these species are very poi-
sonous, especially when their webs get
distributed around too much.

Any one desiring any thing along
the leather line such as bridles, sad-
les, harness and the like see Sg. Wil-

€on, Cpl. Johnson or Pvt. Mixon.
Pfc. Capps the chief bugler and of-

ficial gold brick of the Battery is on
furlough for 15 days and is the proud
father of Jasper Capps, Jr.

The Kingfish is reported faring well
on furlough in the big city of Girard,
Ala, and his assistant, Fats Almond is
now issuing, out the baloney. No
matter how thin it is sliced, it is still
Baloney.

Received a letter from Cpl. Thomp-
son out at Fort Sill, Okla. He says
he is working hard, and that there is

about 6 inches of snow on the ground
and communication is bad.
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JEWELERS SILYERSMITHS
Fine Repairing

1102 Broadway Phone 3914

Makers of Fine Printing Plates

WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.

Atlanta, Georgia

ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT
- --

The Main Branch of the

Post Exchange has a

complete service on all

types of Athletic Equip-

ment. Phone 608.

POST EXCHANGE
FORT BENNING, GA.

The Post Exchange is not authorized to sell to
any person not in the military service.

Henry Hoob, another old member
of the Battery is getting along fine.
He is at Randolph Fied, exas. Blon-
die Shepherd is with the 6th Cavalry.
He is now in the hospital recuperating
from a slight operation.

BATTERY "C"

While the rodeo was in camp we
could not brag much about our horse-
manship, but now that the cowboys
are gone, we can tell that our stable
orderly Clark used to be a bronco
buster in Texas. He did not try to
ride any of the rodeo horses, because
he had work to do at the stables.

The new-born Corporal Webb show-
ed his horsemanship during the rodeo
by riding, or rather trying to ride,
one of the bucking horses. Plenty of
nerve that boy has.

McKenzie went to Alabama and we
had to organize the McKenzie Road
Building & Contracting Co., to keep
him in the Army. Well that makes two
contractors in one month. Better slow
down. The recruit section of Corporal
Wilson is still living in the tent area
where they are progressing very well
and are already losing the appearance
of recruits.

Maneuvers limbered always was a
tame activity, but from now on it will

be jazzed up and we can expect every-
thing on the drill field from now on.
We have heard rumors the battalion
is going to build ditches, mountains
and wells on the drill field as part of
the training, in order to keep the bat-
teries awake and on the alert at all
times.
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Maxwell Optical t
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

BREAD
Delicious-- Appetizing
TEMPTING-t h e r e is no
other way of describing Col-
lins' Bread! Try it next time.

COLLINS
BAKING COMPANY

1044 - 13th Street
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TOAST ED
•FPANUTffS

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1313

HALF SOLES,
A GOOD A BETTER
Half 50C :Half 75c
Sole, t Sole

LAMAC SOLE' $1.00
The Only 5-Unit Machine In

Columbus
All Work Guaranteed

CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED

BOSTON SHOE FACTORY

We specialize in cripple work
Phone 565 1234 Broadway

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service
GEORGIA-

A Citizen Wherever We' Serm

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harding, Manager

You Can

By Buying

at

ham
Neel

STAR BRAND

Shoe Department
Westbrook Building

A most convenient
way to insure appe-
tizing meals. The..

Grocery Dept.
POST EXCHANGE
FORT BENNING

The Post Exchange is Not Author.
ized to Sell to Any Person Not In

The Military Service

From The "Sentinel"

RELIGION

When a missionary or tourist re,

turns from the Orient, one of the

questions that is commonly asked him

is: "Are those Asiatics religious?"

Are they religious? They are nothing

but religion, they walk their religion,

they talk their religion, they work

0
0

ture-has been largely misdirected to-
ward his fellow-men. He worships his
ancestors, but of this we will speak
in another 'hapter. But the want of
a native religion gave Buddhism its
opportunity, and between the first and
sixth centuries it was established all
over the empire.

But now, a non-scientific people
cannot understand the laws and forces
of nature, and attribute them to spirits,
gods or demons. And so the. Chinese,

their religion, they carry on their after the introduction of Buddhism,

business in a religious way. They have began to, substitute idols, by the wor-
ship of which they hoped to avoid the

a shrine in every kitchen, in every calamities of nature's laws or their

home, in every shop, in every factory; own neglect. It never occurred to the
even on the housetops and in the gate- Oriental that cholera, or any of the

ways they have shrines. Little shrines great Asiatic plagues, is the result of

stand by the roadsides, where the dirt, and so they make an image and
worship that to avoid the disease.

traveller, as he trudges wearily on his worshitatetoeavod othCieae
journey, may sto" for a moment and In a village near our North China" *summer resort, the cholera appeared,
offer a bit of incense to a dilapidated and the people worshipped the idols,
idol. They have shrines by the wellseand topl e t orhpe tileven going to the extent of celebrating
where they may worship as they draw their'New-Year'sfesival, which doestheirrNew-Yearavefestivae, whichddoe
w ater. They have shrines carved on not occur until January or February,
the, solid granite of the mountainside, in the hope that they might pacify,
and caves cut out of the rock, where cajole, or deceive the god into leaving
some devotee has spent years with his the village. But all to no purpose.
simple instruments, drilling and h Finally they made a paper image and
ping, until he finds and leaves an idol carried it over to the European settle-
on the face of his cavern a dozen feet "f . . . . . .
beneath the surface. Are they relig-
ious? Are you religious?

Has it ever occurred to you that
every religion that the world has ever
made that has been worth propagating,
was made by the Asiatic? Where are
the religions made by your ancestor,
Greek, Roman, Teuton, Slav, Norman,
Anglo-Saxon? Only the Asiatic have
been, and for that matter are religious.
The Jew is religious, you are not. The
Mohammedan is-religious, you are
not. Begin to talk religion to an
American or European business man,
and he closes up like a clam. Why?
You are talking about something he
knows pothing about. Talk to a Hin-
doo, a Mohammedan, or a Jew-not
an Americanized or Europeanized
Jew, but an Asiatic Jew and he will
talk religion as he takes his food. You
are not religious-you are intellectual
-'-and the type of your civilization is
material-while his is moral or relig-
ious. You seek for the means of
living, he seeks for the end of life. You
think in terms of atoms, molecules,
corpuscles, microbes, bacteria, elec-
trons; he thinks in terms of eternity,
infinity, right, d u t y, gods, demons,
You make sciences, he makes relig-
ions.

One day as I came along the street
of Pekin I saw -a Buddhist priest,
boxed up in a little four-by-four
shanty, with a piece of iron a foot
long and two-fifths of an inch in dia-
meter-about the size of an ordinary
poker-stuck through his two cheeks
and his mouth, to induce the people
to contribute money for the support
of his temple, and for repairs.

You ask, are the Chinese religious?
I answer: No,'not as the Jew and the
Hindoo are religious. So far as I
can discover (and I have studied the
matter for almost a quarter of a cen-
tury), the Chinese have never made a
religion of their own, nor an idol to
worship. Their two native systems-
Taoism and Confucianism, with Mo-
ism-are simple systems of morality
in which they try to discover man's
relation to man in government, in so-
ciety, in business, in the family; and
they neither manufactured nor wor-
shipped idols until the Emperor Ming
Ti, about A. D. 65, introduced Bud-
dhism from India. The Chinese are,
therefore, moralists, and be it said to
their credit that they have developed
the biggest (observe, I do not say the
best) moral system the world has ever
known, and so the two oldest govern-
ments in the world to-day are the re-
sult of Confucianism.

But all men are religious, and so
the Chinese are. All men have reas-
on and an intellectual nature which
links them with things; a conscience
and a moral nature which links them
with their fellowmen; and fair and a
religious nature which links them with

God. And when psychologists begin
to study man, mind, self, in this three-
fold way, psychology will begin to
be a science-not till then.

The Chinese are religious, but not
like the Hindoos. The Chinese dis-
position to worship-his religious na-

Things Chinese

After this we have the special kinds
,men,, o, our ......me.... r, ....... of worship for illness, for special sor-they ntleman had been brought from rows, for childnessness, for deliver-

hance from plague, or at wells, at
Tang Shan ill the day before, and shrines, at trees that have ch'eng shen,
about the time the image was brought become divine on account '-of their
from the village he died, and the pe- age; or the o-orship of the fox or the
ple were convinced that they had hitag,-r ot x h

upon the right idea.
The cholera was rife throughout

the whole country, and people were
dying by the hundreds. One of the
young men from another village was
calling at our house, and I said to
him:

"How is the plague in your vil-
lage?"

"We have had no plague," he re-
plied.

"How is that?" I Inquired.
"Well," said he, "our village elders

clean out our village well every
spring, and then wrap up a big pack-
age of medicine in lotus leaves, and
put it in the well, and we never have
cholera."

"And why don't the others do
that?" I inquired.

"Who knows?" was his only answer.
The kinds of worship in China are

so numerous that we can only name
a part of them here. In the first
place, there was the worship of the
Emperor, who was the parent of the
people, and worshipped at the Tem-
ple of Heaven, the Temple of Earth,
the Temple of the Sun, and the Tem-
ple of the Moon, as well as the Tem-
ple of Agriculture. These are five
great national temples. The Temple
of Heaven has two altars, the open
and the covered altars, both in a large
enclosure, occupying almost a square
mile of the southern city, of Peking.'
The covered altar is the most beautiful
architecture in China-a triple-roofed
circular dome over an altar about
ninety feet in diameter, covered with
blue encaustic tiles, each made to fit
its place, though made a thousand
miles away.

The open altar has three terraces,
of white marble, and is the most sub-
lime conception I know of anywhere
in the world-a circular altar, ninety-
nine feet in diameter, with three tiers
of nine steps each, on the east, west,
north, and south, leading from the
ground to the top terrace. In the cen-
tre of this top terrace is a circular
stone, of 9, 18, 27, 36, 45, etc., to 81,
or 9 times 9 in the outer circle. When
the Emperor kneels bnthe round stone
in the centre, at sunrise, there is no-
thing to cover him but the dome of
the heavens while he prays to Shang
Ti-the Emperor Aboveor the God.
of the Universe. There are no idols,
no images, no pictures, nothing but
the Emperor and his God.

In another chapter we have referred
to the worship at the Temple of Agri-
culture. Similar worship is done at
the temples of the Earth, Sun, and
Moon. These are situated-the Earth
to the north of Peking, the Sun at the
east, the Moon at the West, and the
Temple of Agriculture in the southern
city, opposite the Temple of Heaven.
Each has a great open altar, surround-

ed by groves of cedar, in which are
located the various buildings which

In every kitchen, as we have indi-
cated in another chapter, they have
the Kitchen God, which they worship
at the New Year. In every home they
have their ancestral tablets, which we
wll have occasion to refer to under
"Ancestral Worship," while every shop
or store, of factory, however large or
small, has its God of Wealth, and of
the Kitchen both of which are wor-
shipped with most devotion.
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CONVENIENT LOCATION-MODERN EQUIPMENT
RATES REASONABLE I

Phone your agent or call our Superintendent, Mr. Trussell, 
Phone 3062I

IDIMON COURT AP ARTMEINTSI
Old Time Bread

French and Rye
The delightful natural w h e a t flavor is
contained in these delicious loaves, ready

for your table.
Fresh daily at.-Post Exczhange Grocery

Visit the Bakery Beautiful

EVERIDGE'S
109 - 12TH STREET

The Bakery Beautiful

FURNITURE OF ,QUALITY

H. ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years

1229 - 31 Broadway Columbus, Ga.
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contain the ancestral tablets or other
fixtures for the altar during worship.

Next to the imperial worship comes
that done by the officials. This is at
the Confucian temple. Here, as in
the other temples, at certain seasons
the officials offer sheep and pigs, as
cattle are offered at the Temple of
Heaven. This worship is done only
by the officials and scholars.

Next comes the worship at the
Buddhist temples, where men or wom-
en at any time may go and burn a bit
of incense, and offer a prayer to what-
ever particular idol one feels inclined
to invoke. Here we find the Three
Precious Ones, the Goddess of Mercy
(whom some think is an adaption of
the Virgin Mary), the Goddess that
give schildren (to whom the childless
wife often prays with all earnestness
for years to no avail), or any one of
ten thousand other bits of clay or
wood or gilded bronze. The moun-
tains are filled with these temples,
which we shall have occasion to men
tion under "Summer Resorts," though
to some of these temples, such as Wu
Tai Shan or Tai Shan, tens of thous-
ands of men and women make long
pilgrimages every. year. I have seen
them going hundreds of miles, measur-
ing their length on the dusty road at
every third step. As they near the
temple passing up the mountain side,
they purchase great staffs which they
carry back to their homes.

MAJ. GEN. COLLINS DIES FRIDAY

AT WASHINGTON

(Continued from page 1)

23rd Brigade at Fort William McKin-
ley, Philippine Islands.

Upon completion of his Philippine
detail he became commander of the
Sixteenth Brigade, Washington, D. C.,
and recently was assigned to the G-3
section, war department general staff
Washington, D. C. in which capacity
he was serving at the time of his
death.

General Collins was a member of
the initial general staff eligible list,
and had several periods of service in
the general staff to his credit. He
was an honor graduate of the Army
School of the Line, class of 1910; a
graduate of the Army Staff College,
class of 1911; and twice attended the
Army War College, graduating in
1917, and 1920.

For his outstanding services in the
World War he was awarded the Dis.
tinguished Service Medal.

General Collins is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Allison G. Barnett,
and Miss Margaret Collins, his wife
having died at Walter Reed general
hospital on January 16, 1932.

First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus--$ 350,000.00
Resources Over ----. 2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:~

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate,

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited
'UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Vr.*tilnv- Vt-.hrinarv"17- 10.1
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Smith To Meet Harold Murphy Ton

February 17, 1933

ight
SLANTS

In a recent issue attention was
ed to Zero Wilson's polo pony,
G., trained by Mrs. Wilson. We
learn from Zero that we were
lavish enough with our praises.
G. is so intelligent and well-trai
that she argues with the umpires. E
the feminine characteristics in a ho
eventually come to the surface.

These students really talk it up;
Stephenson and Sweeney gallop
iously down the side-boards, wo,
blush and men tremble as the "Rej
by Indorsement" and "commei
tions" issue forth from flying c
mand posts in true accord with
teachings of the Academic Del
ment.

Mike Halloran's opponents have
the past month been carrying scar
battle on their ribs and arms cat
by his omnipresence and energetii
bows. Now the rules of polo pro,
that in riding an opponent off the
the elbows will not be used, but m
ly calling Mike's attention to the r
had no effect. In the heat of
game with the ball lying out in fj
and with a man to be ridden off, v
dorules mean to the hard-riding Iri
It was plainly up to the receivers.
subtle solution was a peace party,
gifts for all concerned. Mike was
sented with a perfectly lovely pai
elbow pads of sheepskin with ph
buckles and straps to keep them

Diamonds

Watches

Silverwar

PEKOE
JEWE LRY CO

121Broadway

RE

The Post Exchange Is N(
Not In T)

ON POLO Murphy Victorious SPORT C1Ove r Jo h n son In! BY DAVIS HA

call- the proper place. Another menace to

Sara polo has been removed. ast ow g ere Some time ago a huge mountain of ke]
now a man named Jess Willard went into lar
not Rough fields and horses that are the ring against a comparative pigmy. rig

Sara really wild have convinced "Buggs" Baby Stribling and Tetherton The pigmy was Jack Dempsey. The stained Butler to forsake polo and join up

ven with the Texas Rangers Rodeo, so To Clash In Semi-Final result of that encounter made ring bu

history. The opening bell found
orse don't be surprised if he is seen in Go This Evening Dempsey leaping in for the kill, shoot- gar

Doughboy Stadium roping calves from ing rights and lefts at the open target car
the back of the trusty Petite. Harold Murphy, widely-heralded before him. Three rounds later, Wil- wa

As * * * "millionaire fighter," who is one of lard withered before the furious on-] Er
fur- Feminine noses are out of joint the finest boxers ever to show at the slaught of the Manassa Mauler and a ste

men since Mrs. Wilson's recognition as a fort, will meet Walker "Cyclone" new champion was crowned. Sc]

ply's horse trainer. Credit is hereby given Smith, soldier lightheavyweight, this Last Friday night Primo Carnera, his
nda- to Mrs. Lockett for bringing Landon's evening in the main go of an excellent Italian giant, battled blond Ernie co,

rom- string to form, Barbara Munroe for boxing card arranged and sponsored Schaaf of Boston. The bout was con- an
the her efforts on Daddy's string, Mrs. by the Athletic Department. sidered beforehand to be analogous his

part- Loveland, Miss Velez, Mrs. Pierce, Fight fans were greatly pleased with to the Willard-Dempsey fight. So
Miss Corliss Palmer, Miss Kay Fran- Harold in his first showing a month Schaaf went into the ring favored to
cis, Miss Kate Smith, and Will Rogers ago. On this occasion the pride of win. ed

for for helping with Monte Blue's string, Chicago administered a decisive beat- w . .
s of Mrs. Gaillard for assisting Major ing to Ching Johnson who was hope. en

used Thompson and Mrs. Arnold for one lessly outclassed from beginning to hit. True, he boasted of an impres- a,

el- day's work, the results not showing end. The rugged soldier was an open sive string of knockout victories, but th
vide in Major Arnold's play against the target for repeated left jabs which most of his opponents climbed an4
ball Billygoats. served the double purpose of punish- through the ropes so ready to fall that
ere- ment and keeping Ching away from they were leaning. we

'ules The ever nonchalant Griffith, after Harold.w Schaaf, who slumped badly last sum- lg

the the first of the present tournament Murphy agreed to fight Johnson in me, homedinto his own with ha

ront games, vows the man who wrote the understandng that, should he knockout victories over Stan Poreda
vhat "Early to bed," etc. must have at some emerge victorious, he would get a bat. and Unknown Winston. There was no
ish? time or other engaged in the gentle tie with either Griffin or Smith. doubt about his punching ability.
The art of polo. In his fight with Johnson, Murphy • * * tin
with * * * was never extended and so Benning In the fight Friday night, Carnera ser
pre- The 29th, now so mechanized, have fight fans are still to get an accurate tied up Schaff at will. The Bostonian set
r of a new wrinkle on conditioning ponies. picture of Harold's ability in the ring. could not get close enough to the wa
ated Judging from the extreme speed of The roll of fat that graced the Chica Italian to do any damage. Primo
i in the 29th string, other teams might do go battler's midsection has now been r

well to imitate the method. A fleet removed, Murphy being in fine fettle 3.-N CL
of FWD trucks are used to lead the and raring to climb through the ropes.
horses in morning exercises to develop "Cyclone" Smith outpointed Frankie I

wind and strength of limb. Palmo of Cincinnati in his last appear.
ance . Frankie was clever, an excellent

When Lt. Westlund removes his counter-puncher and gave the soldier
helmet at the end of a chukker and a lot of trouble. The decision was I
wipes his beaded brow with a soft hair-breadth, Smith winning by a 1931 STUDEBAKER SPORT SE- 1

,@ silk handkerchief, all the debs and shade. DAN-Car is in excellent con.
subdebs ah and oh at the perfectly In the fight tonight, Smith will be dition-Upholstery clean-Five
combed and brushed head of shining meeting an opponent who is every bit wire wheels-new tires-origi-
hair that meets their vision. That is, as clever and strategic a ring general 1932 CHEVROLET C 0 A C H--

they did until one of the Billygoats, as Palmo; in addition, Murphy will This Chevrolet will please you 1
who ought to know, let the cat out have his hands full and it is going with its smooth running motor
of the bag when he explained that all to be some battle from start to finish and beautiful original factory

(Please turn to page 91 with both boys out to win finish-new set tires. 1~In the semi.final, Baby Stribling will 1929 NASH SEDAN--This small
, j T40 stack up against Rip Tetherton. Strib- Standard Six Nash is one of the

I Il"$@ ers in his division and holds victories in some time-Runs perfect
I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ over many of them. He is fast as and original finish like new. lighsfuh1oto!h o~oth laetjb ehv ade

Ilf I ]l[l![ / greased lightning, hard to hit, and 1931 DESOTO "8" SEDAN-A 6
Ipacks a wallop. His ability is well- wire wheel job-just thorough.

I -' "known to Benning fans. In Tetherton, ly reconditioned in our own
shops-refinished in beautiful

however, he faces an opponent that Duco colors-Brand new 6 ply 1!
will give him plenty of trouble, tires.

Tetherton, though perhaps not as 1930 CHEVROLET COUPE-In
clever as his opponent tonight, has a good condition throughout and
wicked punch that sizzles when it just refinished throueh our

lands. He is game as they come and shop and Duco Department.
Stribling will have his hands full.D * * Scrip De Olive, New Orleans ban- 1931 BUICK SPORT COUPE-When
tamweight, will meet Dapper Doyle, one of the best looking Coupes in t
Benning flash, over the six round-o ne t res nd u efini te
route. De Oliver is one of the lead- -brand new tires and just refinished
ing bantamweights in the s o u t h and
has more than once demonstrated his ALL THESE ARE I

. your chances of ac- ability in the ring against the best
cident and your main- that the country has to offer. Wins 1929 FRANKLIN COUPE

over Johnnie Blaine, Quina Lee, and 1929 ESSEX SEDAN
tenance costs by having others fully as good testify to the type 1929 NASH SEDAN--------
your a u t o inspected of fighter Dapper Doyle will f a c e 1930 HUDSON SEDAN-

this evening. 1929 BUICK SEDAN-------
frequently and by us- This will be Doyle's first appear. 1929 STANDARD BUICK COA

ing g o o d oils and ance in a Benning ring for some time, 1932 PLYMOUTH SEDANing g 0 0 the reason being that he is too good 1924LB U T SEDAN
greases. (Please turn to page 9) 1924 BUICK SEDAN-----_1928 W. K. SPORT COACH -24TH PLAYERS 1929 ESSEX COUPE-___

1930 ESSEX SEDAN----------

B.E A TVISITORS 1928 BUICK COUPE--------AUTO DEPT. PLENTY OF OTHERS, A:
IThe Twenty-fourth Infantry's basket STYLE AND PRICE ALSOI

PO0 S T E X C H A N G E ball team defeated the Fort Valley
Normal negro college basketeers, at Liberal Trades-Coi

F O R T B E N N I N G Benning, Monday night by a score of
34 to 20. T FM

oAuthorized To Sell To Anyone Getting away to a flying start the C I FF Mfhe Military Service army team scored 14 points before the
visitors were able to register. With INC.
the game on ice, Lt. Howard Johnson, 1441 FIRST AVE.
coach, used his entire squad of play:
ers.

lATTER
kRDING

pt him away with a left jab, and
ided heavily to the body with his
;ht. In the eighth round, Ernie was
iggered by a hard right to the head
t remained on his feet.
The slow pounding of Carnera be-
n to have its effect. When Schaaf
me out for the thirteenth round, he
s visibly exhausted. Primo hit
nie with successive rights, then
pped in with a light left to the face.
haaf collapsed. At five, he was on

knees. As the referee continued
unting, Ernie swayed, then suddenly
d without warning rolled over on

back.

Jack Sharkey, Schaaf's second, leap-
into the ring and dragged the fall-
warrior to his corner. A doctor

s summoned. He diagnosed the
se quickly and had Schaaf taken to

hospital amid a volley of boos
d cries of "Fake".
The fans were displeased. Tehy
're incapable of believing that the

ht left which had turned the trick
d had any power behind it.

Schaaf was still in a coma at the
ne of writing. His condition was
rious. Garden officials bitterly re-
ited the implication that the fight
s faked and pointed to Ernie's con-

(Please turn to page 9)
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"HEVROLET COACH-
of the best looking Chev-
in town-just refinished

r own Duco Department
ecial Maroon colors-ex-
it mechanical condition.
)RD COACH-A perfectly
running Ford with g o o d
and fine appearance.
AKLAND "8" SEDAN-
)f the cleanest jobs on our
- new set tires-runs
th and perfectly clean
ghout.
UICK COUPE-We have
thoroughly reconditioned
ate model Buick and it is
for thousands of miles of

-e-new top-good tires.
ARQUETTE S ED A N -
Df the best Marquettes we
ever handled-driven only
) miles-looks and runs
new-5 wire wheels and
I new set tires.

see this job you will see
rhoroughly reconditioned
test Special Duco Colors.

L VALUES :
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Polo Game Gradual Development II)CI
SLANTS ON POLO

(Continued From Page 8)
Swedes rub plenty of hair grease into
their hair during winter. It's an old

Swedish custom, that's all.

Lt. Gould, having read his name be-

tween the lines of the Army War

College list published in a recent paper

now plays as a high staff officer should

play; in other words, Jay dopes out

all the" plays and lets Junior Officer
O'Connor do the hard and dangerous
work of puttng the ball through the
uprights.

No game last Sunday, it was too
cold and wet. This was tough on the
players who for the first time this
year were able to devote one Sunday
afternoon to the family, some of whom
even got to go to the Rodeo. The
vote among the polo widows, however,
seems to indicate that maybe it would
be better if there were a game on Sun-
days. You can't keep a bear in a cage.

Polo is a jealous mistress but with
rain and frozen ground and postponed
play she is losing hold. We learn
that several players are going drama-
tic in "The Road to Rome". Whether
they are being chosen to ride the
elephants or because of their horse
collar knees their appearance as Ro-
man soldiers behind the lights is a
far cry from the polo field.

Now comes Mrs. O'Brien out of the
west to claim credit, all or none, as
Zero Wilson's pony trainer.

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$100,000.00
Surplus------------65,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Depost

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
R. I. HALL, Jr., Phone 190

IAreasonable plan to...

BORROW
$300 orless

for bills.. education.,. travel

0

Check off these advantages:
V Officers may borrow up to $300
V Your signature is our only se-

curity.

V Your confidence is respected.
V Fellow Officers, friends, or rel-

atives are not informed.

V You have up to 20 months to
repay in amounts to fit your
income.

V The cost is as low as the econ-
omies of large volume and ef-
ficient management can make
it.

V You pay only for the actual
number of days you keep the
money and only for the balance
due.

V Prompt service-entirely by
mail if you wish.

If this plan appeals to you as
reasonable just call our office for
information. No obligation im-
plied. And no representatives will
call.

DAILY LOAN CO.
204 Woolworth Bldg.

Polo, As We Know It, ,Came AboutAs A Gradual
Development Through Centuries Of Improvement

In 1869, at Aldershot, England, a
group of the Tenth Hussars read of
polo in India and determined to play
the game. Their first sticks were
heavy walking canes but they found
them a bit too short to hit with. The
game intrigued them to improvise
long handled mallets somewhat re-
sembling croquet mallets and to get
small quiet ponies under 14 hands
in height. The first game was like a
football scrimmage with four players
making up the line with two half
backs, a back and a goal keeper be-
hind them, a total of eight. The big-
ger and heavier team won. The press
reported the game more remarkable
for the strength of the language than
for the brilliance of play. In a later
game to add zest to the game each
team lined up on its goal line, the
ball was dropped in the center of the
field by the umpire and all players
raced madly to get the ball. The fly-
ing wedge or guards back of ancient
football could offer no more devasta-
ting play with sixteen players gallop-
ing at the ball. The game lasted an
hour and a half with ten minutes rest

SPORT CHATTER
(Continued from Page 8)

dition as proof that it was false.
As a matter of fact, the left that

knocked out Schaaf would not have
put out a schoolboy-provided that no
other blow had been struck before-
hand. But Ernie had been weakened
by the continual pounding away of
his opponent. When Carnera hit him
with that left, Schaaf was on the verge
of collapsing. The blow cinched mat-
ters, that was all.

The result of Friday's fight gives
Carnera a clear right to face Sharkey
in June for the heavyweight champion.
ship ofthe world. Th epresent cham.
pion will probably welcome the op-
portunity to battle the Italian. The
two have met before.

Sharkey dropped Carnera in the
third round. The giant came up on
one knee, climbed to his feet, and
when Jack threatened to hit him,
dropped back on his knee and the
referee began counting all over again.
That was when Sharkey flew into a
rage and stormed all over the ring and
would have left it altogether had not
his manger intervened and forced him
to stay for the remainder of the fight.

Carnera lasted through the fifteen
rounds but absorbed a bad beating.
Sharkey did not seem to have much
difficulty in penetrating the Italian's
crude defense. On the basis of that
fight, therefore, Jack will undoubted.
ly be more than glad to take on Car-
nera once more. Otherwise, he might
have to fight Max Schmeling or Max
Baer, which would not be so desir.
able.

0
SMITH TO MEET MURPHY

HERE TONIGHT
(Continued from page 8)

for others in his class. The battle will
be a bang-up one and may even steal
the show. Fans are assured of some
real action.

Chick Liddell, fast, clever, and a
hard puncher meets Jack Harp, a rug-
ged opponent, in the featured six
round bout. Harp holds a knockout
victory over Chick, and Liddell will
be out to avenge himself.

Grumpy Gordy, a crowd pleaser,
will face Danny Long, another crowd
pleaser, and when two crowd pleasers
get into the ring against each other,
something is bound to happen. The
bout will be four rounds, scratching,
biting and gouging banned.

Yutmeyer and Tony Viggins of Co-
lumbus will clash in a four round
bout. A three-rounder between two
colored boys will be an added fea-
ture.

WE MAKE

at half time. Our present game calls
for 8 periods of chukkers, each of 71/2
minutes, and with three minutes be-
tween periods for changes of horses.
Since at half time ten minutes rest is
given the modern game takes the
same time, an hour and a half, and
gives a full hour of play. In our post
round robin tournament the game of
8 periods is played in two parts each
of four period of 71/ minutes each
with several days between parts.

In 1876, James Gordon Bennett
brought to America from England
some balls, mallets, and the desire to
play polo here. A carload of suitable
ponies was brought from Texas and
delivered in New Y o r k, each pony
cost the magnificent price of twenty
dollars. Fifty years later at an auc-
tion of Argentine polo ponies one
pony, considered suitable, brought
$26,000.

In 1877, the Westchester Polo Club
was organized and a year or two later
built a field at the polo grounds
where the New York giant baseball
team now holds forth. Because of
shortage of polo sticks, the heads of
croquet mallets set on rake handles
did very well for play. Nowadays af-
ter a crazy shot we complain of the
mallet, one made with all the skill
of Meurisse's best mechanics.

In 1885, Howard College sent the
first college polo team to Newport,
where it won the championship. In
1923 it was believed that to play good
polo a certain seasoning, ten years or
more was necessary and that no player
of the youthfulness of the college
student could hold his old in fast
company. However, starting with 1924,
the college student player has come
forward to take the lead in fast high
goal play and college polo teams
have again risen to the heights of the
1885 Harvard team.

In 1890, Theodore Roosevelt was
playing polo with all the enthusiasm

In 1890 the U. S. Polo Association
was organized with four members and
in thirty years has grown to a mem-
bership of hundreds of clubs.

Under its guidance polo has spread
through all our states, and possess-
ions, to Canada and Mexico. The game
has developed from a slow mass game
on small ponies to a wide open game
played on big thorobreds. The speed
has increased to racing speed with
horses bought from race tracks, train-
ed for polo and in play urged with
whip and spur. The hitting has chang-
ed from short accurate strokes to
long looping drives that cover over
a hundred yards a stroke. For the
spectator, the races for the ball, the
hard bumping and riding off, the
long drives, the surge of play up and
down the field at top speed make the
game worth the watching. For the
player the feel of the horse at speed,
the rough contacts, the working out
of well executed team plays, the ex-
hilartion of h a r d play, the zest of
ever present danger make the game
worth the playing.

jTOM TAS,.-TOASTED
"PEANUTS

FIRST SHIPMENT

of

1933

NASH CARS
Now on Display...

EDGE-FULLER MOTOR CO.
1444 First Ave.

Enlisted Men's

Uniforms and Accessories
AT

VERY LOW PRICES
We specialize in tailoring to measure finer quality Enlisted Men's
uniforms of Khaki and Melton, or the new regulation issue mater-
ials. A complete stock of Caps, Shirts, Shoes, Belts, Ornaments, et
cetera, is available for immediate delivery, at very moderate prices.

CREDIT EXTENDED THRU COMPANY
OR BATTERY COMMANDER

We will welcome an opportunity to prove our excellent service.

THE ASSOCIATED MILITARY STORES
2nd Floor The Officers' Club

FORT BENNING, GA.

To Ladies of Fort Benning

We have an experienced Graduate masseur and masseuse whom we send to
Fort Benning each Monday, Wednesday and Friday to give Swedish mas-
sage in your home. Make your appointments the day before for this service.
Reasonable rates. We have many luxurious and beneficial treatments for
face, scalp, hands and body.

OUR TREATMENTS INCLUDE:

Russian
Turkish
Mineral

~Baths
Reducing
Facial
Scalp

4MassagePhysio
Hydrio
Electro

Therapy

Swedish Massage Turkish Shampoos
Swedish Facial Massage Special Reducing Treatment
Swedish Scalp Treatments Swedish Shampoos

Rigdon Health Institute
216 Doctors Building

- One Day Delivery-
COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.Phone 4372
mmmm
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which he put into his participation

in strenuous activities. Mr. Hitchcock,
father of Tommy Hitchcock, the
world's best polo player, began his
polo at this same time.

The first polo rules provided for a
decision of two goals out of three,
with no time limit. One record per-
iod was sixty minutes to the first
goal. Since most players had but two
ponies there was an immediate de-
mand for a change of rules. Hooking
of mallets was forbidden and back
handed shots were discouraged. In the
present game one of the most effective
defensive plays is that of hooking or
interfering with the mallet of an op-
ponent as he is striking at the ball,
causing him to miss. To have the
right to interfere with the oponent's
stroke, the player must be on the side
of the opponent's horse on which the
stroke is being made. It is violation
of the rules to reach over the oppo-
nent's horse to interfere with the
stroke and as much as such is penal.
ized.

In 1888 the system of handicapping
was initiated to equalize players and
teams.

PHONE 1037
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:-: Advanced Classics ::
Partially, but as yet only partially,

thawed out by the maintenance of
most cordial relations with the Kriz
Hall heating apparatus, we turn back

to the late lamented period of semi-
tropical field exercises to cite a few
citations:

To the prvates (basic, ordinary
and first class) of the participating
units for the extraordinary man-
ner in which they marched off to
the wars and played the military
game under climatic conditions
which were as nasty as those en.
countered on any man's real bat.
tlefield.

To the non.commissioned offi.
cers of the same units for their
professional skill, their good na-
ture, and their everlasting help.
fulness.

To Colonel Weeks for that
happy faculty which is his of
quietly appearing at a c. p., be it
section or brigade, quietly asking
his few questions, and just as
quietly departing, leaving behind
him the impression that no matter
how great the tactical bewilder-
ment of the students, no matter
how grevious the errors of decis.
ion or judgement, if something
practical is being learned, all is
well.
And we condole a condolence to the

First Section for the mean break given
the instructors thereof by the weather
man, who apparently was striving
mightily to put the complete kibosh
on a series of first-rate, instructive, and
interesting problems upon which man-
ifestly there had been expended many
a long and weary hour of mental and
physical effort.

As there is nothing to stop us, we
might as well recollect a few recollee-
tions:

St. James, mounted, commander
of a machine gun platoon so imag-
inary that he had nary an orderly,
hounded by three leering umpires,
dismounted, in the persons of Har-
vey, Hinwood, and Jackson-one
referee for his imaginary platoon
headquarters and one for each of
his imaginary sections.

Hanley, temporarily a staff of-
ficer, in an argument with his
mount as to which of the two was
to carry the other over a ditch.

McClure, the big iceberg and
igloo man from the polar regions,
finally forced into winter uniform.

Johnson, in abbreviated appar-
el, actually testing the depth of
the Upatwah Crick.

Patterson reporting to the bat-
talion commander that the brigade
commander directed that the regi-
mental commander direct the bat-
talion commander to jump off at
11:15 a. in., sharp, promptly, and
without fail, Patterson's report be-
ing rendered at 11:16 a. m.

Lee scratching his head at the
end of a trail on the banks of the

Howard Bus Line,
Inc.

Operating Under Govern-
ment Franchise

Bond and Liability Insur-
ance Provided

SCHEDULE
From From

Columbus Ft. Benning
5:00 AM 6:00 AM
6:00 " 7:50 "
7:00 " 9:15 "
8:30 10:45

10:00 " . 12:45 PM
11:45 2:15
1:30 PM 4:15
3:00 5:10 "
5:00 " 6:00 "
7:00 " 7:00 4

9:00 " 8:00 "-
10:30 " 9:45
12:00 M 11:15 "

12:00 M
Also "Extras" and,
SCHOOL BUSES-

410 PHONES 224
CITY POST

Upatoi and expostulating: "There's
a lot of things I know about the
problem that I can't understand.
But I do know that this is no spot
for a battalion asembly area!"

Harris, mounted, confusing the
duties of reconnaissance officer
with those of recreation officer.

Dill, with Napoleonic mien,
strutting the first strut over Ma-
jor Heileman's modified-kapok-
lampert-one cart-one mule bridge.

Clark, his mind on the rostrum
of the company officers' assembly
hall, mumbling his monograph to
himself in the woods south of
Torch Hill.

Watson diligently and exhaus-
tively S-twoing the Red situation

THE BENNING rnAL

for his battalion commander after

lulling a defending and drenched

enemy soldat into the belief that

the latter was holding converse

with an umpire.
Gleaves, colonel pro tem for the

afternoon, groaning over failing
eyesight while pouring over a U.
S. G. S. map upon which the ele-
ments were pouring at the same
time.

Ring, surrounded by a clamor-
ing, dissenting, and disputing mob
of staff officers, company com-
manders, and even platoon lead-
ers, sticking out his best battalion
commander's chin and announc-
ing that he didn't give a thousand
whoops in hades, he wouldn't
jump off from that spot. And
by his minority report and de-
cision gaining unto himself the

Friday, February 17, 1933

approbation of the school auth-

orities.
Bolling boasting of a max in the

bridge crossing puzzle contest af-

ter lengthy conversation with a

subaltern bridge constructor of the
engineers, only to find that the
crossing was not to be effected in
the sector assigned him for recon-
naissance.
As a finale we timorously suggest a

suggestion. Not once during the per-
iod under review did the authorities
deem it necessary to dangle over our
heads the Damoclean sword of ef-
ficiency reports, school standings, or
marked problems. Careful review of
the reports of our sub-sleuths disclose
no appreciable increase in dead-beat-
ing. In fact, interest apparently was
stimulated and, weather conditions
considered, well maintained. Just how

many tears will be shed by our next

C. 0. or P. M. S. & T. when, with
bowed head and burning cheek, we
inform him that we used-on a map-
four strand whereas The School ap-
proved of double apron, or that we
placed a combat group on Hill B in.
stead of Hill A? Would it not be
elegant if we could cavort down the
home stretch of this 1932.33 course
without the depressing feeling that
many of our instructors deem it es-
sential to set themselves up not only
as teachers but as spanking masters?

.-- Submerged Old Sleuth.

Dr. R. H. Brown
Osteopathic Physla.

Murr Bids.I
Phone O5n. 4106

No& 113

\\eii that's something -about cigarette
* *~->;neverke bfre

I'd never thought much about whats inside a
Chesterfield cigarette. But I have just been reading
something that made me think about it.

Just think of this, some of the tobacco in Chest-
erfield-the Turkish-comes from 4000 miles away!
And before it is shipped every single leaf is packed
by hand. All because Turkish tobacco is so small
and delicate.

Of course I don't know much about making
cigarettes, but I do know this-that Chesterfields are
milder and have a very pleasing aroma-and taste.
They satisfy-and that's what counts with me!

@ 1933, LxGGrrT & MYERS TOSACCO Co.

ctkarek~e 14a6i' A/ii~1~r
o9ard1~ iA~ r~ Bdl&r
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Major General Lvtle Brown Arrives Here New Class Begins

On Frday For Short Vi*st Ot InspectionWork Here Today
_______________ ___ _______________nson With 150 Students

IAi - - i General Brown Will Be Guest

ther, a badly btaten man, admitted the great American military leaders, whose of Occupation into Germany where
golf superiority of Chaplain Monahan, long career of faithful service in the he became the private mount of Gen-
and matters were squared up. army has been ended by death. eral Henry T. Allen.

Chaplain Monahan and his con- Mr. Downing was 10 years of age When the troops returned from Eu-
science have declared an armistice. when he joined the American Expe- ope General Pershing sent Mr. Down-

* * * ditionary Forces in France. His dis- ing to the Cavalry School at Fort

Pheidippides Betts took his dilapi- tinguished appearance, his polished Riley, Kansas. There his education
dated Essex second mount to the Post manners and his high intelligence into the higher phases of horseman-
Exchange garage to be greased and were so outstandingly evident that he ship was begun, and so well did Mr.
loose parts tightened. The order, ex- was at once assigned to General Head. Downing progress in his studies that
plicit as it was, was misunderstood. quarters where he quickly won the in 1920 he was a contender for the
In addition to greasing and tightening favorable attention of General Per- American Olympic team which was
the car, it was also washed. shing. Mr. Downing at that time sent to Europe. Although he was not

When Pheidippides Betts returned weighed 1100 pounds, stood 16 1-2 selected for the trip abroad he con-
to claim the Essex, he found to his hands in height without his shoes, tributed greatly to the training of the
amazement that certain loose parts and with his sleek bay coat emphasiz- American team and held his own
were looser than ever. The matter ing the excellent conformation of his against all comers in the Fort Valley

(Please turn to page 8) body. He was a splendid example of contests. He was always a participant

Last week Chaplain Monahan realiz- G lee C Lu b/Pro mis e SOf Chamber Of Commerce
ed a burning ambition of many years At Columbus Dinner
standing. It will be recalled that the Tine
Rev. Fr. John T. McGrory was con. Major General Lytle Brown, chief
ducting the Mission at the Catholic Those who have seen some of the of engineers, United States Army, is

To make the point of ths story clear rehearsals of "The Debutante," a Vic- expected to arrive at Fort Benning on

to our readers, we must first rudely tor Herbert Operetta, which will be Friday of this week for a brief offi-
brush aside the veil that hides the past. presented by the Fort Benning Glee cial visit of inspection, during which
We see crowded grandstands, gaudy Club on March 10th-lith, at the Post he will observe experiments with pon-
with color. Gaping spectators are Theatre, unhesitatingly declare that toon bridge material and other en-

watching athletic gentlemen with ab- it will be the best ever offered by the gineer activities. One of the training

breviated white shorts run swiftly Club in its long series of successes. features which General Brown will

around an oval track. It is the occas- Those who saw the Red Mill, another observe will be a river-crossing dem-

ion of the big track and field meet. Victor Herbert operetta, given by the onstration using experimental bridge

between two rival colleges. Glee Club last year were unanimous material, which will be held in con-

The meet is very close. It is draw- in its praise of the elaborate scenic junction with a tactical problem in

ing to an end. One race is to decide effect and stage setting of that show which the 29th Infantry and other

the outcome of the entire meet, and and thought that the Glee Club had troops will participate. The bridge
reached its limit in this respect. But will be built by Company H, 1st En-

the atmosphere grows tense with ex- those in on the "know" are predict- gineers, which has been at Fort Ben-

citement as the men competing in thetw

relay take their places. The gun barks ing that Captain Virgil Bell and his ning since October, conducting a

and the runners are off. Seconds later staff of artists who were responsible series of tests of experimental pontoon

they round into the home stretch, the for the Red Mill scenery, will spring equipment.

batons are passed, and the two men a still greater surprise this year in It has also been announced that
runnnsecd dashd oan thei tuen the settings for "The Debutante." The General Brown will be the guest of 1
running second dash off in their turn. scenery and scenic effects being ar- the Columbus Chamber of Commerce

The anchor men on the relay teams ,ranged especially for the second act at its annual dinner, which will be
are waiting for the batons to be passed are declared the cleverest bit of stage held at the Ralston Hotel Friday cv-
to t h e batons are passed and craft ingenuity ever devised in the ening.the last lap, upon which the issue Post Theatre. Tevsto eea rw oFr

hinges, in begun. The crowd surges Beautiul Scenes The visit of General Brown to Fort

to its feet with excitement and bel- Benning and Columbus has a special

lows "On Monahan!" "On McGrory". While all audiences admire scenic significance for both communities as

One would have imagined that he was effect, still the chief reason they at- he was a member of the war depart-

witnessing the chariot race o fBen Hur tend a show is to be entertained. And, ment general staff in 1918, when the

in the Roman arena were it not for the in these days they want a good laugh proposal to acquire the present site

fact that there were no chariots, or rather a number of them. They of the Infantry School was being con-

Monahan goes into the lead. He is will get just that in "The Debutante" sidered by the war department. It was

increasing it gradually. The two run- Production. The four comedy parts his recommendation which resulted in

ners come into the home stretch with carry a major portion of the dia- the war department's acquiring the

a final burst of speed. The crowd logue throughout both acts. There is lands of the present Fort Benning
cheers wildly as Monahan sprints no "let down" as the comedy con- military reservation. Ten years laterdown in front of the grandstands, a tinues in a laughable run of compli- he returned to Fort Benning as acertanininer. Suddenly he stumbles, cations from beginning to end. The student at the Infantry School, andtries to check himself, cannot, and story unfolds very much like a well' was graduated from the refresherpitches headlong to the cinders. Over written stage comedy and is not at all course in the latter part of 1928.

his prostrate body leaps McGrory to similar to the usual operetta. In fact, General Brown, the son of James

cross the line first and win the meet' critics state that "The Debutante" Trimble and Jane Nichol Brown, was

for Alma Mater. would be a good show even without born in Nashville, Tenn., on Nov. 12,

Long has this ignominious defeat the music. 1872.
rankled in the breast of Chaplain Herbert's Music After completing his early educa-
Monahan. The slim hope that some And how about the music? Well, tion in the public schools of Nash-
day he might turn the tables beat Victor Herbert wrote it! And, it's ville, he entered Vandervilt Universi-
feebly within him. Then the unsus- just Victor Herbert's from st art to ty, pursuing the course in civil engin-
pecting Father McGrory arrived at finish. From the overture straight eering. He was graduated from this
Benning. The Chaplain saw his op- through until the closing chorus it university in 1893 with the degree of
portunity and made haste to avail him- sparkles with Herbert's tuneful, catchy Bachelor of Engineering; the next
self of it. melodies-the kind that gets one to year he completed the post-graduate

Very cunningly, he suggested that tapping and humming with the music. course and was awarded the degree
Father McGrory and himself play - (Please turn to page 5) of Civil Engineer.
round of golf. A little sceptical, the
Father claimed that it had been a long Mr. Downing, Soldier, Confidante And I
time since he had indulged in the
pleasant pastime. But Chaplain Mon- * * * * * *

ahan would have none of that and in- Veteran Horse, Mount of Gener al King, Is Vi
sisted on the round of golf. Father After Many Years Of Service
McGrory, realizing that resistance was
useless, ultimately gave in. Fort Benning Wednesday mourned the equine personality. He became

Then Chaplain Monahan, relentless the pasing of Mr. Downing, world war General Pershing's private mount and
and merciless, proceeded to give Fa- veteran, companion and confidant of with him explored many of the battle
ther McGrory the trimming of his life. Major General Campbell King, Gen- fields of France. After the Armistice,
At the conclusion ofthe match, the Pa- eral Pershing, General Allen and other Mr. Downing accompanied the Army

in the Cavalry School rides and no
demonstration of horse schooling by
the Cavalry School equitation instruct-
ors was complete without Mr. Down-
ing.

In 1926 Mr. Downing was trans-
ferred to the Infantry School at Fort
Benning where he again found favor
in high quarters and was assigned for
the personal use of Major General
Campbell King, the Commandant.
Since coming to Fort Benning Mr.
Downing has added to the collection
of trophies at the Infantry School 34
ribbons, cups, and other prizes.

For the past year Mr. Downing's
health has been failing and recently
he became totally blind. An Army
inspector was called upon to determ-
ine what disposition should be made
of the faithful old horse, and soon
afterward a coup de grace ended the
days of Mr. Downing.
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GirlScouts To Hold
Court Of Honor

The first Court of Awards of the
year will be held for the Fort Benning
girl scouts of the Cardinal, Daffodil
and Pine Tree troops at the Girl
Scout Cabin this afternoon. Girls who
have passed basic proficiency tests will
be awarded Second Class, First Class
and Merit Badges. The badges will
be presented by Mrs. Elbert J. Lyman,
Mrs. Henry Matchett and Mrs. Charles
W. Weeks, all of whom have been
prominent in the Girl Scout activities
of the Post.
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,ourse For Mechanics Is Be-
gun Thursday With Enlisted
Men From Posts of 4th C. A.

National guard and reserve officers

rom practically every state in the

JUnited States registered at Fort Ben-

iing during the past week for a com-

?any officers and tank course which

pens here today. Approximately 150
;uardsmen and reservists are expected
o take the course, which will be in

progress until May.
Last year a total of 130 officers took

he course here, the number having

been increased this year by more than

wenty. The class is one that is held
annually, and is a part of the training
program which is carrid out at the

Infantry school for the civilian sold-

iers of the country. The other civil-
ians which are sent here for courses

of instruction include the students of

several southern colleges who take the

Reserve Officers' Training Course here

in the summer.
Another course which opened this

week was the special course, oi in-
struction for motor mechanics which
opened yesterday. The Instruction
will be carried on by the Tank Sec-
tion of the Infantry School, and the
students will include a number of se-
lected soldiers from motorized organ-
izations of infantry regiments and
from mechanized units of the Infantry.
Seventeen men from Fort Benning
and a number from other posts in the
4th Corps Area will be enrolled in
the course.

The following named soldiers of
Fort Benning have been enrolled in
the new course:

From Service Company 29th Infan-
try; Master Sergeant James S. Hamil-
ton, and Private 1st class Robert L.
Lawson, Scott Proffit, Myrtlin S. Shoe-
maker, Joe F. Ginn, and Michael Be-
laski.

From 2d Battalion 66th Infantry
(Light Tanks) Private 1st class Bow-
den L. Henderson, Privates Floyd
Ellis, and Sam H. McCorkle, Head-
quarters Company; Sergeant Samuel
A. Cunningham and Corporal Frank
Long, Company D; Privates KerI L.
Coats, and James W. Bunkin, Com-'
pany E ; Sergeant Ralph June, and
Private 1st class Willard Sharp, Com-
pany F.

From Company F 67th Infantry
(medium tanks) ; Privates 1st class
Wiley T. Moore and Private Charles
B. Schliecher.

MAJOR GENERAL LYTLE BROWN

He then obtained an appointment to
the United Sttaes Military Academy,
and entered on June 15, 1894, only a
few days after he completed his
studies at Vanderbilt University. He
graduated on April 25, 1898, as an
additional second lieutenant of engin-
eers. The early graduation was on
account of the outbreak of the Span-
ish-American war.

His first assignment was to Com-
pany C, 1st Battalion of Engineers at
Willets Point, New York, which he
joined on May 4, 1898. After a few
days he was sent to Tampa, Florida,
where he reported for duty with
Company E, 2d Battalion of Engin-
eers, and embarked with that veteran
organization for Cuba on June 14,
1898. He took part in the Santiago
campaign and was engaged in the
Battle of San Juan and the siege of
Santiago, Cuba. On September 4, 1898,
he arrived with Company C, for sta-
tion and duty at West Point, N. Y.
A month and a half later he was
sent to Savannah, Georgia, for duty
as assistant to the district engineer.

After about nine months of this
river and harbor training, he was
transferred to Willets Point, New
York, where he was on duty with
Engineer troops and pursued the
course of instruction at the Engineer

(Please turn to page 10)

?ersonality, Is Dead

ctim Of Old Age
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Washington's Birthday Celebrated
With Dinner Dance At Officers' Club

One of the outstanding affairs at
the Officers' Club this season was the
dinner dance which was held Tues-
day evening from eight to midnight
in celebration of Washington's birth-
day. The Club presented a gay appear.
ance with its decorations of red, white
and blue. In the ball room, red,
white and blue streamers were fes.
tooned from the ceiling lights and
over the mantle, a huge picture of
George Washington was hung flanked
by clusters of American flags. Finish.
ing touches were added by red, white
and blue shields which were placed
over the side lights causing an indirect
lighting effect. Similar shields were
placed over the lights in the library
and dining room, where the tables
were placed. The tables were decorat.
ed with American flags and red can.
dles. A capacity number of reserva-
tions were made. Those entertaining
were: Col. and Mrs. Ephraim G. Pey.
on, Col. and Mrs. J. DeCamp Hall,
Maj. and Mrs. Courtney H. Hodges,
Maj. and Mrs. Archibald V. Arnold,
Maj. and Mrs. William F. Lee, Maj.
and Mrs. Hugh C. Gilchrist, Capt. and
Mrs. Willard S. Paul, Capt. and Mrs.
Geoffrey Marshall, Capt. and Mrs.
George F. Bloomquist, Capt. and Mrs.

REMODELER OF HATS
"A Hat of Yesterday"

Redesigned into a "Lastword"
creation. Smart new hats to order.

Nicholson Hat Shop
319 Third Nat. Bank Bldg.

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GEObOIA
A Citizen Wherever We.Serv

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harding, Manager

Harvey H. Smith, and Capt. Harlan
F. Seeley.

MEDICAL CORPS GIVE MONTHLY
MONTHLY DINNER DANCE

The monthly dinner dance, which is
sponsored by the Medical Corps, was
held Friday evening at the Polo Hunt
Club. Eight tables, each setting eight
guests, were arranged around the
Polo Hunt Club. After dinner, danc-
ing was enjoyed, the 29th Infantry
orchestra furnishing the music. The
Club was appropriately decorated in
red, white and blue in celebration of
George Washington's birthday. Place
cards printed with clusters of red ber-
ries were used and in the center of
each table clusters of American flags
flanked by red, white and blue can-
dles completed the decorations.

RECEPTION FOR NAT'L GUARD
AND RESERVE OFFICERS TO
Be HELD MARCH 4
Arrangements are being made for

a reception and dance for the Nation-
al Guard and Reserve Officers, who
arrived on February 24th. This affair
will be held on March 4th at Bigler-
ville. Reservations will be open for
dinner parties at the Officers' Club
that evening.

OFFICERS' CLUB DINNER DANCE
THURSDAY EVENING E N J 0 Y.
ABLE AFFAIR OF WEEK
Among the many enjoyable affairs

of the week was the regular Thursday
evening dinner dance held at the Of-
ficers' Club from eight to ten. As
usual all reservations for dinner were
taken. Those reserving tables were:
Maj. and Mrs. Clyde A. Selleck, Capt.
and Mrs. Nathaniel L. Simmonds,
Capt. and Mrs. Orion L. Davidson,
Capt. and Mrs. Robert G. Mangum,
Lieut. and Mrs. Harold S. Kelley,
Lieut. and Mrs. Clayton H. Studebak-
er, Lieut. and Mrs. Kameil Maertens,
Lieut. and Mrs. James E. Bowen,
Lieut. and Mrs. Washington Ives and
Lieutenant and Mrs. Edwin J. Van
Horne.

* * *

MISS ATKINS AND MISS STILL.
TO BE JOINT HOSTESSES AT
HOBO DANCE
Invitations are out for the hobo

dance that Miss Harriotte Atkins and
Miss Nancy Stillwell will give Satur-
day evening at the Polo Hunt Club.
The invitations were both novel and
clever with a picture of a hobo girl
and boy and a verse asking all invited
to come dressed as "Lords and Ladies
of the Highways and Byways." The
club will be decorated in such a man-
ner as to make the hoboes at home.
Invitations have been sent to about
a hundred of the hostess' friends. The
guest list will include members of the
young married contingent, the debu-

tante set, their guests and escorts from
Columbus and Fort Benning.

MEMBERS OF THE D. U. S. A. TO
GIVE FASHION SHOW MAR. 4
Plans are being made for the fash-

ion show at the Polo Hunt Club on
March 4th, which will be sponsored
by the Fort Benning chapter of the
Daughters of the United States Army.
Gowss of every description depicting
the fashions for the coming Spring
and Summer will be shown. Beautiful
evening and tea gowns, sport and
street costumes, snappy riding apparel,
appealing negligees and the newest
and most intriguing of bathing suits
will be modelled by Benning's most
attractive young matrons and debu-
tantes. Tables seating from four to
eight will be arranged around the
Polo Hunt Club and during the show-
ing tea will be served. Many reser-

Maternity Dresses

New Spring Silk and
Cotton Prints

2426 Tenth Street

Today's Fashion
< ) . . . ..... . . .. W;

FOR THE SOUTH

By Vera Winston

The frock shown in the accompany-
ing sketch should give a good idea of
the sort of thing popular for spring.
It is a very pale blue flannel and has
several new points. From the seam-
ed yoke a jabot effect is held flat with
large ball buttons of silver. Seaming
marks the waist and a seam marks the
center of the bias skirt. The pale blue
is set off with a black kid belt with
a silver buckle to match the buttons,
and black hat, shoes and gloves.

vations for tables have already been
made so those wishing to be assured
of a table may call either Mrs. John
B. Thompson, Mrs. Herbert A. Wads-
worth or Miss Phyllis Sargent. Mrs.
Wadsworth is in charge of the cos-
tuming and Miss Sargent is in charge
of the publicity.

* * *

MEDICAL CORPS BRIDGE CLUB
MEETS ON TUESDAY
The first meeting of the Medical

Corps bridge club was held on Tues-
day afternoon at the Nurses quarters
at the Station Hospital. Four tables
assembled and contract bridge was
played. At half past four, a delicious
tea was served. Several guests ar-
rived for tea.

The hostesses for the afternoon
were: Mesdames Burton A. Seeley,
Max V. Talbot, Lindell D. Straube,

(Please turn to page 3)

junior Dramatists
Stage Two Plays

Last Saturday the younger genera.
tion of the post had their dramatic
innings. Under the direction of Mrs.
Chance, a score of young people,
aged 10 to 16, put on two one-act
plays in the Main Theater, with
scenery and make.up and costumes-
and very little prompting. The ex-
citement back stage ran high.

In the first play, a fantasy, the
scene was dominated by an heroic
buterfly, made by Peggy Arnold,
who was also the Queen and a very
handsome and distressed one. Billy
Arms, as the little boy hero, hand.
led his long part remarkably well
and showed imagination and poise.
The prologue, played by Lucy Ann
Schneider, was effective and digni-
fied; little Kathleen Wetherby, as
the Milkmaid, was winsome and
ethereal; and Jerry Catron, as the
Ballad-singer, gave a snappy and
direct performance.

We regret that Betty Negrotto, as
(Please turn to page 5)
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DOLAN-HENRY
Hat Shop

Announces

New shipment of hats, just
received, in lace and rough
straws. Price range f r o m
$2.95 to $7.50.

We solicit Fort Benning

charge accounts.

First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus--$ 350,000.00
Resources Over- 2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Post Exchange
FORT BENNING, GEORGIA

A N organization whose pri-
mary purpose is to supply

to the personnel of this post
articles of general use which
are otherwise not easily ob-
tainable.

F'
POST EXCHANGE

FO0R T B ENN IN G

The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized To Sell To Anyone
Not In The Military Service

YOU CAN TRY
THEM ALL

• but you'll end up
by using Foremost!
Its mellow goodness
and evident healthful-
ness have made many
converts, and you're
sure to like it, too!

Call the
SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.

To Ladies of Fort Benning

We have an experienced Graduate masseur and masseuse whom we send to
Fort Benning each Monday, Wednesday and Friday to give Swedish mas-
sage in your home. Make your appointments the day before for this service.
Reasonable rates. We have many luxurious and beneficial treatments for
face, scalp, hands and body.

OUR TREATMENTS INCLUDE:

Russian ) Reducing ) Physio

Turkish Baths Facial Massage Hydrio Therapy
Mineral Scalp Electro

Swedish Massage Turkish Shampoos
Swedish Facial Massage Special Reducing Treatment
Swedish Scalp Treatments Swedish Shampoos

Rigdon Health Institute
PHONE 1037216 Doctors Building
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Robert D. Ward. Arrangements have
been made for a meeting of the Medi-
cal Corps ladies' bridge club to be
held twice monthly.

CHESS TOURNEY TO BE HELD
MONDAY AT OFFICERS' CLUB
Chess lovers will now, along with

contract bridge fans, have an oppor.
tunity to prove their skill at the game
for on Monday, February 27th, the
Officers' Club will be the scene of
Fort Benning's initial chess tourna
ment. The first and second play will
be three round-robins. The second
play will be held on Wednesday
March 1st. The two high men in eaci
play will meet on March 6th and 8t1
to play in the finals. To the winner
the Officers' Club has offered a silve]
loving cup. Those who have enteres
are: Maj. Frederick A. Irving, Maj
Albert A. Andrews, Capt. Burton A
Lucas, Capt. Guy L. Hartman, Capt
Walter B. Smith, Capt. Jose F. d(
Carboba y Gomez, Capt. Raymond E
Vermette, Capt. Loren A. Wetherby
Lieut. Eugenio Bravo y Blanco, Lieut
Eleuterio S. Yanga, Lieut. Richard S
Carpenter, Lieut. Daniel F. Walker
Lieut. Brookner W. Brady, Lieut
James E. Poore, Lieut. Vachel D
Whatley, Lieut. Cleland C. Sibley
Lieut. Russell Blair, Lieut. Charles D
Wiegand, Lieut. Silas W. Hosea, Lieui
Sidney G. Brown, Lieut. Grover C
Brandstadt, Lieut. Washington 1
Ives, Lieut. William A. D. Thoma
and Lieut. Edgar Wright.

* * *

JUNIOR CATHOLIC CLUB SPON
SORING MARDI GRAS BALL

The Junior Catholic Club, of Cc
lumbus, will be the hosts at a danc
at the Elks Club in Columbus, tc
night. The Mardi Gras will be th
central note in the decorations of th
Club and music will be furnished b
a Columbus orchestra.

(PERSONALS

Lieut. and Mrs. Anthony S. Howe
wish to announce the birth of a son,
on February 20th at the Station Hos-
pital.

Friends of Lieuenant Augustus W.
Dannemiller and of Lieut. Julian M.
Chappell will be interested to learn
that they left Monday for a week's
leave prior to reporting to Randolph
Field, Texas where they will be de-
tailed in the Air Corps. Both Lieu-
tenants Dannemiller and Chappell
graduated from West Point in 1932
and have been with the 29th Infan-
try since September, 1931.

A reasonable plan to...

BORROW
$300 or less

for bills., education. . travel

0

Check off these advantages:
V Officers may borrow up to $300
V Your signature is our only se-

curity.

V Your confidence is respected.
V Fellow Officers, friends, or rel-

atives are not informed.

V You have up to 20 months to
repay in amounts to fit your
income.

V The cost is as low as the econ-
omies of large volume and ef-
ficient management can make
it.

V You pay only for the actual
number of days you keep the
money and only for the balance
due.

V Prompt service-entirely by
mail if you wish.

If this plan appeals to you as
reasonable just call our office for
information. No obligation im-
plied. And no representatives will
call.

DAILY LOAN CO.
204 Woolworth Bldg.

Phone 4372

i h C Mission At Chapel Dr. R. H. BrownThings Chxnese .:- Ends Last Sunday Osteopathie Physiita

FACE IN CHINA the ball disappeared, and soon finds Phone Office 4103

From "The Sentinel" lit lying there (dropped out of his own The Mission conducted by the Rev. Re. 1153
Atfirsts othi n m o sleeve), remarking, "Here is your Fr. John T. McGrory ,S. J., at the

I At first sight nothing can be more 'lost' ball." The waiting-woman who Catholic Chapel, Fort Benning, dur-

irrational than to call that which is secreted the penknife of a guest in ing the past week, attracted large con-

shared with the whole human race her master's house afterwards discov- gregations every morning and even-

" a "characteristic" of the Chinese. But ers it under the table-cloth, and ob- ing. Father McGrory is a very able

the word "face" does not in China stentatiously produces it. In each case and forceful speaker, and his sermons
"face" is saved. The servant who has on Mission subjects have been most

f signify simply the front part of the carelessly lost an article which he interesting and instructive.

. head, but is literally a compound knows he must replace or forfeit an Father McGrory conducted the exer-

1 noun of multitude, with more mean- equivalent from his wages, remarks cises of the blessing of the infants of

ings than we shall be able to de- loftily, as he takes his dismissal, "The the parish at 9:30 Saturday morning.
scribe, or perhaps to comprehend.I money for that silver spoon I do not The final sermon to the adults of the
s want," and thus his "face" is intact. Chapel parish was given on Friday

In order to understand, however A man has a debt owing him which evening at 7:00 p. i., Saturday even-

imperfectly, what is meant by "face" he knows that he shall not collect, ing was devoted to the hearing of "'-. d4&Is... ad.
r we must take account of the fact that but going to the debtor, he raises a confessions, and on Sunday morning 11 T l

as a race the Chinese have a strongly terrible disturbance, by which means the entire congregation received Holy It Time
he shows that he knows what ought themeniongatio'clockdMasly

dramatic instinct. The theatre may alto be done. He does not get the Communion at the 8:00 o'clock Mass. pring is har

. most be said to be the only natural money, but he saves "face," and thus A separate mission for the children Spn is hao n

amusement, and the Chinese have for secured himself from imposition in of the Catholic Chapel was held, with ar
theatricals a passion like that of the the future. A servant neglects or re- instructions at 4:30 on Friday after- garden-lovers to begin
t i p o t o fuses to perform some duty. Ascertain- noon and on Saturday at 2:30 o'clock.' their planting early. We

Englishman for athletics, or the Span- ing that his master intends to turn The children attended Mass last Sun- have every variety of
iard for bullfights. Upon very slight him off, he repeats his former offense, day and received Holy Communion seed you may want, in

r, provocation, any Chinese regards him- dismisses himself, and saves his "face." in a body. stock.

To save one's face and lose one's The Catholic Chapel Choir, direct-

t. self in the light of an actor in a life would not seem to us very at-.ed by Lieutenant Harry Dowdall with - ' SM ITH
drama. He throws himself into thea- Hu uj

tractive, but we have heard of the Mrs. Llewellyn Tharp as organist, ren-

trical attitudes, performs the salaam,, Chinese District Magistrate who, as dered a musical program at each ev- DRUG STORE
falls upon his knees, prostrates him- a special favor, was allowed to be be-, ening service of the Mission, and
self and strikes his head upon the headed in his robes of office in order assisted at the 8:00 o'clock Mass Sun- 1002 BROADWAY

earth, under circumstances which to to save his face! day.

an Occidental seem to make such ac-
S9 tions superfluous, not to say ridicu-

lous. A Chinese thinks in theatri- K I"'1 ' ,"l-_ _ __'_'_ _ _ _

cal terms. When aroused in self-de- IxV E N__
fense he addresses two or three per-
sons as if they were a multitude.

- He exclaims: "I say this in the pres-
e ence of you, and you, who are all
- here present." If his troubles are ad-

justed he speaks of himself as having

le "got off the stage" with credit, and
'y if they are not adjusted he finds no

way t _o 1tro tu .Ag. ,,A1m .b
way to "'(retire from the stage." All
this, be it clearly understood, has
nothing to do with realities. The
question is never of facts, but always
of form. If a fine speech has been
delivered at the proper time and in
the proper way, the requirement of 1
the play is met. We are not to go
behind the scenes, for that would
spoil all the plays in the world. Prop-
erly to execute acts like these in all
the complex relations of life, to have
"face." To fail of them, to ignore
them, to be thwarted in the perform-,
ance of them, this is to "lose face."'
Once rightly apprehended, "face" will
be found to be in itself a key to the
combination lock of many of the
most important characteristics of the
Chinese.

It should be added that the prin-
ciples which regulate "face" and its
attainment are often wholly beyond
the intellectual apprehension of the
Occidental, who is constantly forget-
ting the theatrical element, and wan-
dering off into the irrelevant regions
of fact. To him it often seems that
Chinese "face" is not unlike the South
Sea Island taboo, a force of undenia-
ble potency, but capricious, and not
reducible to rule, deserving only to
be abolished and replaced by com-
mon sense. At this point Chinese and
Occidentals must agree to disagree,
for they can never be brought to view
the same things in the same light.
In the adjustment of the incessant
quarrels which distract every hamlet,
it is necessary for the "peace-talkers"
to take as careful account of the bal-
ance of "face" as European statesmen
once did to the balance of power.
The object in such cases is not the
execution of even-handed justice,
which, even if theoretically desirable,
seldom occurs to an Oriental as a pog-
sibility, but such an arrangement as
will distribute to all concerned "face"
in due proportions. The same princi-
ple often obtains in the settlement of
lawsuits, a very large percentage of
which end in what may be called a
draw game.

To offer a person a handsome pre.
sent is to "give him face." But if the
gift be from an individual it should
be accepted only in part, but should
seldom or never be altogether refused.
A few examples of the thirst for keep-:
ing face will suffice for illustration.
To be accused of a fault is to "lose
face," and the fact must be denied,
no matter what the evidence, in order
to save face. A tennis-ball is missed,
and it is more than suspected that a
coolie picked it up. He indignantly
denies it, but goes to the spot where

is the word meaning "the whole." The
idea is, you can get your new spring
outfit complete from top to bottom,
foundation garment to outer coat, in
one place. Of course, that pl1 a c e is
Kirven's. For instance ....

Dresses •
In Kirven's Ready-to-wear department a r e

chosen with such care and deliberation they lend
themselves readily to any ensemble idea you may
wish to carry out.

We might mention our $16.75 and $29.75 dress-
es. In all the new spring materials, such as crepe
devine, rough crepe, triple sheer with s w a g g e r

coats, or capes, or fur trimmed jackets; in beige,
grey, coral, navy, dawn blue and clam shell; in

sizes 12 to 40, they fall right into line with our

Hats
Sailors, Toques, Turbans, Brimmed hats,

Shepherdess backs. In all shades of blue

as Dawn, Polo, Brigade, Navies, and Black,
Brown, and Grey. Materials include Crys-
tal Milan, Souffle Straw, Balli Buntal, Visca
and others. Prices vary from $2.95 to
$10. One will blend perfectly with Kirven's

Shoes.
in a variety of styles, colors and leathers.

Kirven's shoes finish off excellently your
perfect ensemble. We mention one shoe.

Reptile. A fascinating pump or tie in
genuine water snake. Fashionable for

sports or dress wear. The price is $5.45.

NOW we come to accessories .... a bag that complements your shoes, gloves that
strike the perfect note, jewelry to give a c o 1 o r f u 1 accent, hose in the new

spring shades, gay scarfs and bright handkerchiefs.

KIRVEN'S
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Lieutenant Peep's Diary
Thursday, Feb. 16. of approval placed on their ideas by

A day of great rejoicing, albeit its the major in his epic "That is substan-
half spent on cheval, for it is from this tially correct" following Col. Jenkins'
day the span of but a hundred more remarks.
until graduation. It would indeed de- Friday, Feb. 17.
light my soul to deliver an Hundredth As one can tell this day by the odor
night essay at the table of Sahara Sam of cooking fish so might he also de-
or the Major Loflolly. Alas, fair, fu- termine the scheduling of machine
tile fantasy! gun instruction by observing the pre.

Not quite half the day spent on cipitation. But for the Third Sec-
horseback, for to my very astonish- tion's most out-of-luck committee this
ment the nag which I bestrode and portion of Georgia had ere now been
which was walking slowly on quite drought stricken.
level ground in the corral did as mys- The afternoon most interestingly
teriously as suddenly collapse. But spent in solving a map problem. Smy.
that he performed well the remainder ly, a bit depressed by closely ap.
of the morning the diagnosis might proaching the approval solution for,
well have been total paralysis. It does ad he "There is nothing in store for

now appear either that he fell asleep me in tactsas but U's. I used up all

or, like the horse which ran head on my goodcguess s ."
int tres, h jut idnt gvea dmnmy good guesses today."

into trees, he just didn't give a damn. Next week's schedule out this after-
Sibley, upon return from our four noon. What with two exams, a twenty-

hour equitation period, to playing mile test ride, an all day carry-your-
chess, as he said "to keep my mind off lunch-maneuver, and an overnight
my work." It would appear logical problem Moore opines that this week
that pool, billiards, or chinning the is like to be as hard on us as Christ.
bar would be efficacious f r o m the mas vacation.
anatomical standpoint. Monday, Feb. 20.

Eight hours of riding were moreMOnda, Fe .,
satisfactorily distributed over eight Our last session, saving the exam-
weeks than successive half days. ination tomorrow, in motors. I can-

Honored by the presence of the not but feel that the course has done
Seniors in our class room at one P. M. me as much good as our previous one
to hear with us the technique of river in electricity during which I had to
crossings. Col. Jenkins a bit disap. call on the plumber to repair a leaky
pointing in his enunciation that he door bell. So attuned is my ear to
was going to give us some instruction engine sounds that I would have but
in night work. Ho hum. Well, maybe to hear a knock to class it as prob-
the Advanced Class needs it. ably Opportunity and let it in to stay.

A regular field day for lecturers, Only the most bountiful Santa Claus
all departments appearing on the plat. can stay my downfall on tomorrow's
form except the medical, which latter writ for, Lord, I should not recognize
we had surely believed would present the transmitter from the universal
the case of what to do in case of sea- hang-out were they to meet me on the
sickness in a pontoon. All other angles street tagged with their respective
of the situation were covered. Like names.
enough Major Dabney's good sense Cooper, who did purchase a new au.
dictated the uselessness of instruction. tomobile at the outset of the motors
If the situation arise the victim will course, has definitely arrived at the
do the right thing without prior coach- conclusion that it will be the last car
ing. purchase required of him in his life.

Major Loblolly did inject realism time. He reasons that if he but fol-
into the situation by his personal low the excellent precepts so recently
demonstration of the restlessness on cast at us by the Tank Section this
a raft of the four-footed hybrid con- new car should last until he is a gen.
mon to escort wagons. The first sec- eral at which time, a car then being
tion doubtless relieved by the stamp furnished him, he can abandon the

Here's To Your Health
BY MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

SERVANTS-WHY THEY SHOULD er happen. Most of our servants are of
BE EXAMINED the colored race which is more sus-

If you remember, Garrison Regula-ceptible to tuberculosis than white.
tions Sec. XXI states that the employ- Why take a chance of your children
er of a servant will cause that servant contracting tuberculosis from a ser-
to report to the office of the Provost vant.
Marshal within 48 hours. The ser- This is only a part of the story.
vant is then given a white card which There are other diseases which can
serves as a temporary identification be easily passed on from the servant
and which must be presented to the to your child or to yourself. One of
attending Surgeon who is required to the most horrid of these is syphilis.
make a physical examination. Another is gonorrhoea. Both of these

This examination is conducted to diseases are very common in the
prevent the spread of contagious dis- colored race.
eases to yourself and family. It is one Why take a chance with these dis.
of the best of the methods which we eases?
take to prevent spread of disease. To Accidental infections with syphillis
be effective, however, your servant and gonorrhoea are not uncommon.
should be examined every six months They have occurred at Fort Benning;
or at least at intervals which are never they can be prevented in so far as
longer than one year. servants are concerned.

Children are especially liable to Within the last six months over
contract communicable diseases. It is two hundred families on this post
our children whose health we must have been notified that they have fail-
safeguard. Many mothers allow ser-, ed to have their servants examined.
vants to care for their children. It is There may be others; are you one of
unthinkable that a mother should em- them? Servants need periodic physi-
ploy a nursemaid whom she knew to cal examination. For your protection
have tuberculosis. Such a thing, pro- and that of your family, you yourself
vided the mother knew it, could nev- are responsible that they get it.

Advanced Classics

- I

(Please turn to page 5)

one just now purchased.
Some perturbation in the class over

the test ride from Eelbeck scheduled
for the morrow and a concerted effort
appears to be afoot in the class to
have authorized the use of private
transportation. Robinson is reported
as having been excused from the ride
by the veterinarian who is ever alert
to give the horses preventive medicine.
Tuesday, Feb. 21.

I doubt not that I may expect at
any time now a call from General
Motors or at any rate the Infantry
Board when my idea revolutionizing
the automobile industry comes to
light. On the question in Motors
exam this morning regarding proce-
dure in starting an engine I did start
mine without turning on the ignition
switch. There is money in that idea
-if Major Henry doesn't grade my
paper.
Wednesday, Feb. 22.

The birthday anniversary of the im-
mortal George appropriately celebrat-
ed by the chopping of wood. Fol-
lowing the twenty-mile horseback
jaunt of yesterday it did seem to me
that this holiday were better spent
doing useful work than standing all
day in idleness.

The urge to be useful has, I am
told, completely overtaken one of the
Junior O'Flahertys as evinced by his
question, "Daddy, when I grow up to
be as big as you are can I help build
the Officers' Club, too?" -Lt. Peep.

INTERVIEWS WITH LOCAL
CELEBRITIES-NO. 3

"Colonel Wallace," asked the Spec-
ial Agent innocently, "what about the
future of animals in the army?"

"They have no future-and they're
worthless now," replied the Chief of
the Tank Section. "Why for the price
of the leather now used at the stables
you could buy a whole fleet of light
trucks-and they'd be a whole lot
more efficient than a pile of saddles.
Seems to me most riders don't use the
saddles for what they were intended
anyway. Do you know what it costs
per mile to run an escort wagon
around this post?"

"Figure it out for yourself some-
time," said the Chief Tanker.

"Really, I wouldn't know how to
start," confessed the Agent. "Do you
mind if I ask Mrs. Schneider to help
me. She's been to Heidleberg, Up-
sala, and all the schools---"

"The answer is 13 cents-mostly
feed," interrupted the Colonel pur-
posely, just as Mrs. Schneider who had
overheard the interview, faced about.

"Surely that can't be right, Colonel,"
spoke up Mrs. Schneider. "Haven't
you left out a few little items in your
calculation?"

"Like what?" asked the Colonel.
"Like what we put on the lawn to

make it grow," said Mrs. Schneider
meekly with downcast eyes.

"By jove, you're right," spoke the
Colonel as he marched off, "and, by
the way, that reminds me that I've got
to sign up for the drag hunt to-mor-
row."

"Rotten mathematicians these Tank
people," sighed Mrs. Schneider, "al-
ways beginning at the wrong end."

And the special agent agreed.

ET TU BRUTE
Impersario Aloysious O'Flaherty, in

addition to his regular job of direct-
ing "The Debutante" is helping Cap-
tain (Lone Wolf) Golightly construct
the new Officers' Club.

Now it so happens that the Wolf
and his assistant have suffered much
annoyance from people who are for-
ever asking when the club will be
finished. As everybody knows who
has ever built an Officers' Club, a
building of such proportions does not
spring up overnight like a mushroon.
Progress is necessarily slow and there
may be days on end when no percep.
tible gain can be noted by one driving

(Please turn to page 5)

Consensus of Kriz Hall student
opinion has it that, in their supply
instruction, Major Hearn and Captain
Paul have been putting over one of
the most satisfactory and instructive
courses of the scholastic year; t h a t
they have been doing a mighty good
job of making a potentially uninter-
esting subject interesting.

Even to such battle scarred supply
veterans as Gene Behan and Hennery
Kelly, there has been apparent in
the two pedagogues a sincerity, an
enthusiasm for their subject which
has been somewhat of an inspiration.
(The two instructors under discussion
may obtain the writer's code number
from the editor of The Benning Her.
ald.)

While even Cleon Williams, the
big "A" boy of the class, on occas-
ion cooks the "A" ration when the
"B" would be more appropriate and
Wilbur "Night Attack" Dunkelburg-
who, report would have it, reecived
a total of 252 points out of a possible
250 on his first report card--some-
times completely forgets the officers'
bedding rolls, the exodus of May 27
will see foisted on the American mili.
tary establishment, the Cuban army,
and the Marine Corps one hundred
(100) officers who know a helluva lot
more about the problems of supply
than most of that group of graduates
ever expected to know.

A regret is expressed that only two
hasty hours could be devoted to the
subject of supply of motorized out.
fits. We incline to the belief that
that's not the fault of Messrs. Hearn
and Paul. It seems to be The Sys-
tem. Motorization, mechanization,
tanks, and air corps-for that matter,
anything developed along military
lines since the fracas around Jetters-
ville--seem fated in service schools
to be relegated, and none too gra.
ciously, to an odd hour here and
there.

Fifteen years hence, we suppose,
map problem advance guards will be
found plodding along the Taneytown
highway on hoof in broad daylight,
though fifteen years ago, so we gath.
ered from personal experience and
other monographs, the Infantry sought
the kindly mantle of darkness for all
its movements-and those in trucks.
As a refresher course student, L. de
W. Harp, to his amused amazement,
plus snorts, will still find himself
compelled to assume that there are
no tanks, no planes, no motors. The
solution, of course, is that then, as
now, one Red fast tank would bust
up eighty-nine percent of The School's
problems in tactics. (We would say
95 percent, but we can't spell 90.)

Having cited our weekly and griped
our weekly gripe, upon information
which we believe to be reliable but
will not guarantee, we report the fol-
lowing Monday morning conversa-

-6- ..L~zjLAAt.L~.Lj., lky. JP.MX.!IJLIV

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

MUSICAL ADVENTURE
"Tall silver songs for King Saul'--Auslander.

We had a musical week-end. To those who know us casually this bit of
information may come as a surprise but not to those who know us well.
This isn't altogether because those who know us best have long since ceased
to lift their eyebrows when they observe us participating in some activity in
which we have previously evinced no interest and for which we have shown
no talent. Our intimates know that we like music. While we neither play
nor sing-much, we are always ready to lend aid and comfort to those who
can do either or both. At parties where singing is indulged in we are
frequently in evidence prompting some gifted but forgetful soloist-sup.
plying the words that go with the tune and thereby making ourself as use-
ful as our limited accomplishments permit. We used to turn the music
for attractive women pianists but we had to give that up. Being what might
be called a musical illiterate, we couldn't tell from the score when to turn
the page, which embarrassed us and annoyed the players. Now we just sit
and listen but we do that well.

The point that we wish to leave with our readers is that we really enjoy
good music, even if Brother Leard hasn't urged us to sing one of the male
leads in "The Debutante." We don't speak the language but we know the
name of several of the best composers and what is more, we can pronounce
them so as not to make an ardent opera fan wince. We never fail to include
the "t" sound in Mozart and we are also hep to the fact that it is "Vagner"
and not "Wagner". In brief, our standing in local musical circles is not
dissimilar to that we maintain among the horse fanatics. We aren't one of
the high priests but we have the entree to the temple.

The above is by way of a prelude to a few remarks that we make apropos
of the concert of the Community Concert Association which we attended last
Friday. Mr. Nelson Eddy, baritone, was the vocal artist and Mr. Theodore
Paxon officiated at the piano. Earlier in the week we regretted that the
present state of our finances did not admit of our journeying to Atlanta
that night to hear Laurence Tibbett, but after Mr. Eddy unlimbered his
musical artillery we had no regrets.

We are unable to write a critique of the performance, because, as pre-
viously stated, we don't speak the language. The technical terms that we
have at our command are inadequate to describe this troubadour's magnifi-
cent voice. It carried us far up the slopes of Parnassus and made us, for the
time being, a familiar of the gods. Had we come home from the concert
and written our weekly contribution to the Flare while the inspiration was
on us, we might have left something in the files of the Benning Herald for
posterity to admire, but we didn't. Instead we were privileged to foregather
with a company of more discriminating, tho no more appreciative, devotees
of song, to hear more and even better selections from the repetoire of the
talented gentlemen who had already given us an evening long to be remem-
bered.

At this informal concert Messrs Eddy and Paxon were reinforced- by our
own Mrs. Eley. Duets were in order and, take it from your scribe, the Eddy.
Ely vocal team is something to write home about. Did they have to be
coaxed? They did not. There was an atmosphere of spontaneity about the
proceedings that made this midnight concert a perfect climax to the prelude
of the earlier hours.

The next night we were fortunate-or shall we say brazen-enough to
get in on another informal gathering at which the same trio was present.
Three periods of high-brow music in two days is a record for us but we
should love to do it again if Mr. Eddy were scheduled to play a return en-
gagement in Columbus before we have to say a sad farewell to Benning.

With those of our dear readers who like music and who are not de-
parting this year, we leave this suggestion. Get a season ticket to the Com-
munity Concert Association and don't miss Nelson Eddy if he comes this way.

I
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THE FLARE

(Continued from page 4)

along Wold Avenue in a car. After one
of these periods when the club seems
to be getting no nearer completion
fast, the two big construction men get
decidedly sensitive about questions
and remarks which seem to imply that
maybe they aren't getting results.

One day last week the Impersario
was taking his four-year old son, Pat
Jr. over the works. Pride was in the
lad's eye as he surveyed his father's
achievement-pride and aspiration to
be like that too.

"Dad" said the youngster, "can I
help you finish this when I get to be
a big man?"

NO MORE FREE SHOWS
The Glee Club management wishes

us to announce that the rehearsals for
dancing numbers for "The Debutante"
are no longer open to the general pub-
lic.

Since Mrs. Dickerson's ponies don-
ned their cute abbreviated workout
costumes, tired business men have
been flocking to rehearsals in such
numbers as to interfere with the fun-
ctioning of the Biglerville Mess. Also
there is the possibility that prospec-
tive repeat customers of the Glee Club
may get blase and not buy tickets for
both performances. Finally, these
dance numbers being in the nature of
an athletic contest only two weeks off,
it is high time that Coach Dickerson
inaugurated secret practice.

-E. F. H.
p

ADVANCED CLASSICS

(Continued From Page 4)

tion:
May: "Orryl, my lad, what's mak-

ing you look so old."
Robles: "Yes, five of them."
May: "Trying to keep young, you

say?"
Robles: "Trying to keep young."
Our assistant sleuth for dramatics

sends in the report that Malin Craig,
who was to have been cast as a pud-
dle cleaner in the production of "We
Shall Gather at the River" originally
scheduled for this evening, has been
contracted to play the part of a traffic
light on "The Road to Rome." And
that Georgie Clark refused the offer
to play the female lead in "The De-
butante," deeming that role insincere,
incongruous, and incompatible with
his activities during the recent Vul-
garian invasion.

Bovey Hall, after extensive person-
al investigation, reports that, Refer-
ence Data not withstanding, it will
be pitch black at 6:00 p. m. this eve
and just as inky at 5 :45 a. m. on
the morrow, not only on the Fort

Benning map, but at Fort Benning
per se. "I Gotta Another Half Min-
ute" Bassett's estimation of the situa-
tion is that the discrepancy is merely
another artifice of the First Section

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$150,000.00
Surplus------------50,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

isued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Ja., Phone 290

February 20, 1933.

Major Emil W. Leard,
President, Fort Benning Glee Club,
Fort Benning, Ga.
My Deard Major Leard:

I was indeed deeply interested in your letter relating the progress
of the Glee Club's coming production and I want to thank you for
writing me at this time. From past experience I know how busy
you all are as the date of the performance approaches and I doubly
appreciate your thinking of me and giving in detail the line-up for
this year's show.

When I think of the terrific turnover in talent the club sustains
each year and reflect on the excellent work of many that have
gone before, it is again gratifying to know that the club continues
with unabated talent and I am sure all of these old Glee ClubberF
join me in wishing this years club the greatest success.

Benning is again fortunate to have such excellent material for
it's glee club show. I wish I could in some way drop in on this
years production and enjoy Mrs. Eley's beautiful voice and chuckle
at Lieutenant Raymond's and Mrs. Reeder's interpretation of Ezra
Bunker and his wife. Then too, one of my greatest thrills has always
come from the good old chorus gang and it's splendid singing.

I feel certain from your description that you not only have a
well balanced but talented cast and that backed up with such di-
rectors as Mr. Vondereau, O'Flaherty, Bell, Mesdames Wadsworth,
Brady, Hanna and Cota, your show will be a knockout.

Please give my best regards to my old friends in the club and
together with the new ones extend my sincerest wishes for a grand
and glorious success;

With kindest regards, I am

Most sincerely,
W. L. REED

Colonel, 12th Infantry.

to make the students work an hour

overtime.
When Lieutenant Colonel Elmer

Rice, 29th U. S. Infantry, removed
himself from the Kriz Hall rostrum
some seven days ago, Andy Andrews
was heard to exclaim: "That bird's
(Andy meant bird, though he said
"byd" or words to that effect) keen.
I'd like to serve under a bird (byd)
like that." Which was another con-
sensus of opinion. The lieutenant col-
onel's observations on animals, and
their value on the field of battle,
caused the Fifth and Sixth Riding
Platoons, under the direction of
Knudsen, to arise en masse to deliver
an ovation. In ten minutes the lieu-
tenant colonel imbued us with nearly
as much enthusiasm for motorization
as did Major Henry in his entire
course-and that's near lese majesty.
Please, Mister Authorities, let us hear
more from this Lieutenant Colonel
Rice. He has a way about him, that
bird (byd).

GLEE CLUB PROMISES FINE
PRODUCTION

(Continued from page 1)
It's characteristically of Victor Her-
bert and, as every one knows that's
saying a lot. Furthermore, Professor
Vondereau, music director, will see
to it that justice is done to Herbert's
music.

Now, even this did not satisfy Lieu-
tenant O'Flaherty, who is director
general of the show, so a beautiful
pony ballet bedecked in gorgeous cos-
tumes is to present three original
dances. Some say the pony chorus
will "steal" the show from the stars
of the cast.

Real Stars
And, speaking of stars there will be

real ones too. For instance there is M
real ones too. For instance there is Mrs.
W. S. Eley, whose stage name is Doro-
thy Githens, who will sing the leading
role. Mrs. Eley, who has sung Grand
Opera with the San Carlos Company,
needs no introduction to the music
lovers of Columbus and Fort Ben-
ning. She will have excellent oppor-
tunity in "The Debutante" do display
her talent. For those who love sing-
ing, a real treat is in store, not only
in the solos, duets, and quartettes,
but also in the ensemble numbers by
a well balanced chorus.

Then, there will be a specialty dance
Inmber b~y Miss Jacquelin Cowley,
recently of Hollywood, who will dance
the "Rumba." Miss Cowley is a visit-

or at Fort Benning-a guest of Mrs.
C. K. Harding, and the daughter of
Maj. A. D. Cowley, Inf., of Los An-
geles, and the Glee Club considers it-
self fortunate in obtaining her serv-
ices.

Three Shows In One
On the whole, the Glee Club pro-

duction this year has three shows in
one; an operetta, a splendid comedy
and a vaudeville performance. Any-
one who wishes to enjoy an evening
of superb entertainment cannot afford
to miss it. A ticket sale is being
conducted at the Officers' C I u b at
Fort Benning and at Humes Music
Store in Columbus.

U

Girl Scout Notes
Cardinal Troop

Tuesday, February 21
While Benning's First Class Girl

Scouts were having their secret with
Mrs. Matchett in the big room of
the cabin, the rest of us finished up
some work on our tests. Mrs. Brown
brought her sewing machine, so
some of us worked on our signal-
ling flags. We also sang some songs
to get in practice for Friday. By
the time you read this the Court of
Awards will possibly be over, but
if not, be sure to come!

Pine Tree Troop
Wednesday, February 22

Today was a big day for us! Mrs.
Matchett came up and invested six
girls! We're all Tenderfoot now, and
some are working on Second Class,
some on First Class, while by Fri-
day, we will have one already First
Class.

During the meeting today, we
practiced songs, including the ton-
gue-twisting "Prophylactic Pup"! We
finished up last minute tests such
as fire-building, and then took a
rest playing games.

We fully expect to have a wonder-
ful rally on Friday!

JUNIOR DRAMATIC CLASS
(Continued From Page 2')

the Blind Man, was omitted from
the programme, but we were soon
made aware and unforgettably, of
her part in the play. Margie "Mono-
na" Heileman, playing the role of
a member of the audience, asked
questions which were answered by
the prologue. Last but not least,
Howard Wilson, as the Dreadful
Headsman, struck terror to the hearts
of all and made the Little Boy trem-
ble.

This younger group was natural
and spontaneous and the audience
enjoyed seeing them enjoy them-
selves.

The older group was more re-
strained and though most of them
had never trod the boards before

they gave a very creditable perform-
ance and showed development and
promise. They all looked lovely,
even Robin, the bashful country
yokel, played by Anne Brown in a
rag wig. Anne, by the way, gave a
distinct and charming characteriza-
tion.

Frances Swift made a polished
and graceful Prince, a handsome foil
for the lovely blonde Cinderella of
Matile Griswold. Cinderella's was
a long part and Matile deserves hon-
orable mention for carrying it
through.

Frances Lewis, the maid, was al-
ways in character and her clear voice
and diction were easily understood.

Virginia Wadsworth, as the seduct-
ive Arabella, adequately filled a
minor part.

These plays were the culmination
of Mrs. Chance's dramatic classes
for children.

Reconditioned,

Cars

Most Any Kind
At Prices You Can

Afford to Pay
Terms to Suit

Your car taken in trade
same as cash.

LOOK
OVER OUR STOCK

TODAY

Burrus Motor Co.
FORD DEALERS

1216-22-1st Ave.
Phone 3500

Chancellor Co.

New Spring Hats
$3.50

Spring Suits

$18.50 $21 $25.00
Single

and

Double-Breasted

Grays- Tans- Blues

Chancellor Co.

See Our Windows
Charge Accounts

Solicited

M ilitary
Supplies

Army Caps

Stetson Regulation
Hats

Wool & Cotton Shirts

Tietzel Boots & Puttees

Leggings Riding Crops

White Shirts

Black Ties

Alligator Raincoats

Post Exchange
Clothing Department

Jimmie King, Mgr.
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Smith And Murp h y Fight To D
-1_ _1

SPORT CHATTER
BY DAVIS HARDING

Chalk up another pair of victories
for Death, the great all-time boxing
champion, who "always comes back."

* * *

The passing of "Gentleman Jim"
Corbett, the last of the old guard
brought grief to the followers of fist-
iania. It was Corbett who introduced
science and strategy into boxing. Two
of his battles have gone down in ring
history as among the greatest ever
fought, his 61-round fight with Peter
Jackson, negro heavyweight, and his
21-round knockout victory over John
L. Sullivan, the Boston Strong Boy.

* * *

Corbett, the son of a stable owner,
early developed a feverish ambition to
enter the fighting game. He first came
to the attention of the fans when he
fought a sensational 61-round draw
with Peter Jackson, acclaimed by some
as the greatest fighter of all time. This
battle earned him the right to oppose
the Boston Strong Boy, John L. Sul-
livan, the idol of the boxing world,
for the championship of the world.

Sullivan was the unbeatable at that
time, the juggernaut who could batter
down the human resistance without an
exception. Corbett was a scientific
fighter, unheard of in those days, and
in the opinion of almost everybody, a
set-up for the mighty Bostonian.

Once before the fight took place,

COWHIDE

Belt and Buckle
WITH YOUR INITIAL

SPECIAL 99C
POCKET WATCHES

BRACELET WATCHES
SET RINGS

SILVERWARE

CLOCKS

PEKOR
JEWELRY CO.

1221 Broadway

John L. was carousing in a saloon and
with hi; customary bravado was dar-
ing anyone in the premises to fight
him. Corbett happened to be in the
same saloon and the challenge in-
cluded him.

Without a tremor, "Gentleman Jim"
approached the Strong Boy and said
simply, "I wouldn't say that if I were
you". For a few brief seconds, it
seemed likely that the world's cham-
pionship would be staged in a saloon.

Suddenly a broad smile broke over
the features of old John L., who was
good-natured at heart and an admirer
of genuine courage, and he seized the
hand of Corbett and shook it vigorous-
ly.

For four rounds, "Gentleman Jim"
played with Sullivan, drawing him out
and locating his weaknesses. In the
fifth he stepped in and broke John L.'s
nose with a terrific right hook. The
ring never knew a more courageous
fighter than the Boston Strong Boy,
who for twenty-one rounds withstood
awful punishment.

Corbett held his championship for
five years before Fitzsimmons' famous
solar-plexus punch sent him writhing
in pain to the canvas. Twice he tried
to regain his title but failed both
times. After being knocked out by
Jeffries in the tenth round, he de-
cided to lay up the gloves and from
then on, take only a passive interest
in boxing.

The ring has lost one of its staunch
defenders in "Gentleman Jim" Cor-
bett, who occupies a prominent seat
in the hall of boxing fame. His in-
domitable spirit will continue to have
a part in the directing of the destinies
of the fighting game.

The second great loss to the ring
was Ernie Schaaf, the blond Boston
giant, who died last week from the ef-
fects of punches received at the hand
of Primo Carnera, the Italian Colos-
sus. It is now definitely established
that, when Ernie, whose burning am-
bition was to enter the priesthood,
climbed through the ropes to meet
Carnera, he was suffering from an in-
flamation of the brain.

The continual rain of heavy punches
on his head aggravated the condition
and, in the thirteenth round, Schaaf
collapsed from sheer weakness News-
paper reporters, who at first condemn-
ed the fight as "fake", were quick to
readjust their opinion when Ernie fail-
ed to recover consciousness until an
hour and a half later.

The attendant surgeon pronounced
his condition as serious, perhaps fatal.
After a gallant fight for life, Ernie was

finally forced to give in.

Schaaf, too, occupies a high place in
(Please turn to page 7)

Columbus, Ga.

hain Go Tops An
Excellent Card
Before Big Crowd

Harold Murphy of Chicago and Wal-

ker "Cyclone" Smith, army battler,
fought ten rounds to a draw last Fri-
day night before one of the largest
indoor fight crowds of the season. The
final go topped an excellent support-
ing card, which saw Rip Tetherton
defeat Baby Stribling, Chick Liddell
turn back Jack Harp, and Scrip De
Olive win the decision over Dapper
Doyle.

Murphy came out fast, missing a
right swing to the jaw as Smith back-
ed away. The Chicago heavyweight,
who brought his left to the attention
of the fans in his fight with Ching
Johnson, began using it repeatedly
but failed to find a ready target. Har-
old's boxing superiority over the rug-
ged soldier was clearly apparent as
Smith missed frequently. Both boys
used the first round to warm up and
the honors were even, a shade to
Murphy.

Smith began working on Harold's
midsection with short trip hammer
blows that carried plenty of steam be-
hind them. Murphy scored often with
lefts but could not keep the soldier
away as he had kept Ching Johnson
away. The Cyclone continued to
bore in, shooting those hard punches
to the short ribs and to the region
of the heart.

In the fourth round, Smith landed
heavily with rights to the jaw. Mur-
phy was using all his ring lore now
and tying up the soldier in the
clinches. In the sixth round, Mur-
phy landed a right to the jaw that
shook Smith up but the army mauler
came right back and a few seconds
later dropped Harold with a sledge
hammer blow above the heart. Ref-
eree Johnson began the count but
Murphy came to his feet almost im-
mediately.

For the rest of the round, Harold
endeavored to keep the soldier away
and succeeded. The two were fight-
ing on even terms at the bell.

In the seventh period, Smith dropp-
ed Murphy with a heavy blow to the
body. The punch was clearly low,
and the fight was held up, as Harold
writhed around on the floor. A five
minute rest period was declared in
accordance with the latest rule con-
cerning foul blows. Murphy had the
option of having a physician examine
him to determine whether he was too
injured to continue fighting. The
Chicago battler, however, showing
commendable sportsmanship, express-

ed the desire to continue.
Rested, Murphy came out and op-

ened up a cut above the soldier's eye
with a left. He landed several hard
uppercuts which disconcerted Smith.

The eighth round saw plenty of
action with Smith having a clear edge.
The fighters came out swinging in a
wild flurry, Walker had all the better
of it. A right to the stomach slowed
up Murphy visibly. Smith nailed his
opponent with a right to the jaw,
then three successive overhand rights
to the head. Near the end of the
round, Murphy landed a hard left to
the kidneys and Smith groaned.

Smith came out for the ninth de-
termined and Murphy likewise. In
the course of the round, Smith landed
heavily to the body with rights and,
Harold retaliated. The army mauler'
caught Harold with a right hook to
the button which hurt the Windy City
boy.

The tenth round was fast and furi-
ous with both boys tired but will-
ing. Smith had an edge as he nailed
his opponent several times with short
rights to the midsection.

The verdict of a draw was a popu-
lar decision. It was a great fight from

r aw

SLANTS ON POLO
The following is an article found

in a West Point Howitzer written af-
ter two years of polo at the Academy.
It gives an answer to the question,
"What appeal has the game of polo."

Crack-out from the bunch of strug-
gling men and horses shoots a little
white ball. The bunch breaks sud-
denly and strings out in pursuit of
the ball with one man distinctly in
the lead. Stick poised in the air,
he urges his willing pony down the
field. Behind him he hears the beat
of hoofs as the others race after him.
The pony, as much in the game as his
rider, hears the ponies behind and
tears along after the ball like a shot.
To see the pony lay himself to his
task, to feel his body working at its
best to outdistance the others, to hear
your pursuers so close behind and
"o feel the rush of air so welcome to
your heated body, all these send
through your veins a wave of exulta-
tion and an irrepressible desire to
yell. You are almost on the ball.
The pony gives one last bound to
bring you up with it. With one hand
on his withers you rise in your sad-
dle and with a long free swing make
your stroke. In the brief instant when
you hear your stick meet the ball with
a sharp crack, when you feel that you
have won in the race down the field,
you fully understand how a man who
has tried the other games now played
can without hesitation declare that
polo is THE sport.

To the man who likes keen compe-
tition and personal contact and dan-
-er that it holds, it is to him that this
article is addressed. What is more ex-
'iting than the race for the ball when
the ponies are neck and neck and

their riders are trying to ride each
other off? How good it seems when
your pony by a well-timed spurt forc-
es the other off and gives you a clear
shot at the ball. Even if you are the
unlucky one you still derive some sat-
isfaction accidentally disturbing your
opponent's seat by bumping him with
your shoulder.

Polo is played by periods with just
enough time between to change
mounts. The ponies get the rest and
not the players. Each period is play.

(Please turn to page 7)
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vice on all types and all grades
of athletic equipment. Tele-
phone 608.
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FT. BENNING, GA.

The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized To Sell To Anyone
Not In The Military Service
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Stribling Defeated By Tethertonlsrcl

Special Units Bowlers Wiln In
Benning Intra- Mural Tourney

No. Av. No. Pins Mo.
Team Games Per Game 1 G
S. U. 29th 39 867

S. D. (Green) 39 871
. S. D. (Blue) 39 815

Co. E. 1st Eng. 39 859

Winning both halves of the Fort
Benning intra-mural bowling tourna-
ment, the Special Unit bowling team
copped championship honors with the
record of thirty victories out of a
total of thirty-nine games played.

The Greencords of the Infantry
School Detachment gave the Special
Inits a close battle in both halves
-t were beaten by a nose at the fin-
ih. The Greencords copped honors

Won
30
28
24
20

Lost
9

11
15
19

Percent
Won
.769
.718
.615
.513

for the highest average of pins per
game with a total of 871, against the
Spcial Units 867. The champions
turned the highest number of pins
in one game with a high run of 1000
points.

The tournament began in Novem-
ber 1932, and came to a close Febru-
ary 18th. Eight teams were entered
but four teams withdrew at the close
of the first half.

SLANTS ON POLO
(Continued from page 6)

ed at top speed with never a dull

-moment. Every second is filled with

, -tion. No one can play the game and

be indifferent. Even the laziest man,

sei'ed by the excitement of it all is

wopderfully transformed. At the end
of fi "eriod you dismount, hustle over
to your next pony and are back on
the field just in time to resume play.
When the final whistle blows and you
s 'le from your tired mount you need
no .further proof that polo is a stren-
uous sport.

"How come you let that flat footed
Green team beat you Redlegs?" asked

ne of the prominent artillerymen.
"They musta got mad at something"

vdlufiteered a bystander.
"They did," spoke up Haskell, "one

of my Billygoats told Sherburne to
go easy on them and to remember
be was once only a poor foot soldier
himself, and I spoke right up and said
he'd been trying to live that down for
a long time."

"Must have made the Billygoats aw-
ful mad," mused the artilleryman.

"They sure saw red," replied Has-
kell innocently.

It has been reliably reported that

MEN
Your best buy in Real Estate is on
Fort Benning Road. Invest now
and make money. Also houses for
rent and sale.

Terms to suit your income.

FRIEDMAN
1027 Broadway

in respect to Chief Long Drawers' re-
cent interview, all artillery lieutenants
except Cobb have abandoned fancy
colored and hand monogramed un-
speakables.

Someone has suggested that many of
the spectators are unable to recog-
nize individual players on the field.
In order to assist the bystanders, there-
fore, a few of the pet expressions used
may help in the identification.

Mack Munroe: "Well-which way
are we going now?"

Hawf Point Lucas: Absolute silence.
Chief Thompson: "Canter-CAN-

TER-CANTER" (slow polo).
Lockett: "Doggone it there's some-

thing wrong today."
Nichols: "You'll get killed some

day doing that."
Arch Arnold: "Easy now-easy."
Blue: "Whoa-whoa-whoa."
Bevan: "Get out of the way."
Cushman: Censored.

It has been observed that nearly all
the polo players who turned out for
the "Road to Rome" got the gate. Be-
sides being too rough on elephants,
these candidates were found too un-
disciplined and were entirely too un-
ruly as Carthaginians. Their dramatic
qualifications have not been comment-
ed on.

The forty days of rain, day and
night, has almost brought about a
state of desperation on polo ranks.
The restless players having tried var-
ions other activities with more or less
success have taken up checkers and
pingpong. There still remains golf,
the very last resort of failing hu-
manity.

Liddell Wins Over
Harp In Feature :-" Tank Notes "-

S ix Round Bo0U t Last Tuesday morning the Christie some of the best Bridge players in
Platoon went to war with the 29th the Army and their overwhelming

Infantry. The war was of short dura- victory shows the results of careful
R i p Tetherton, Benning welter, tion and as usual several things of study, on their part, of the principles

won a clear decision over Baby Strib- military value were learned, of the game. We wish them equal
ling in the eight-round semi-final. It success in future tournaments.was an exceptionally fast bout. One very embarrassing but never-

The first round was tame as both theless amusing incident occurred. It A few days ago while playing in a

boys warmed up. Stribling early gave seems that Lt. Robinson's Christie had foursome with Dr. and Mrs. Baird
the fans an exhibition of the ring some minor motor difficulty in the Stuart and Mrs. Stuart, Captain Joe
cleverness for which he is well-known midst of the enemy and was forced and sank stroke number one thus be,

to stop. Instantly it was surrounded
by making Rip miss awkwardly as he pcoming the second member of the
ducked or weaved under the army and captured by the Reds. It is ru Sixty-Sixth Infantry to accomplish that
boy'smored that someone had thrown the
Tetherton was forced to take the "Smiling Lieutenant's" satchel out of feat. Details of the shot are not avail-

Tethrto wa focedto akethethe tank and he stopped to get it. every bit as spectacular, if not more

aggressive as Strib waited for him to When interviewed Lieutenant Robin- able but it is believed that it was
come in. This was agreeable to Rip,Wso, than that of our first member.
who scored often with hard left hooks son's only statement was, "Is my face Lieutenant Keiler. We are sure that
to the body which had the effect of red?" "ace" does not qualify for the award
slowing up Stribling somewhat. In the Cadet Yarborough again crashedioffered by us.
seventh round, Tetherton opened up through for Army in their swimming "Mexico" Bingham says if Lank-
and landed several lefts to the body meet with M. I. T. February 11th. ford knows where his pass is that is
that carried steam behind them. Strib- This time Yarborough pulled into more than he knows and requests that
ling beat a tattoo on Rip's head in third place in the 220 yard Breast Lankford get in touch with him imme.
the clinches as the soldier concentrat- Stroke. He was the second army man diately.
ed more or less on the body. to finish. Up in Company E, we know of a

The eighth round also was clearly We take this opportunity to con- Corporal who is sleeping behind
Tetherton's as he found the range gratulate Lt. and Mrs. Rosenbaum in locked doors. Is that one way to beat
and connected often and hard. The winning the Post Contract Bridge Reveille or is that one way to beat
decision in favor of Tetherton was Tournament. They were pitted against Reveille?
popular. Rip had won a decisive
victory.

Chick Liddell was forced to step
at top speed for six rounds to defeat __

Jack Harp of Warm Springs, Ga.
Harp was a tough boy but was easily
outboxed by the clever Liddell. For
the first four rounds, Jack was unable-
to put a glove on his opponent as .f
Liddell did a dance around him,
flicking out his left with lightning
rapidity. In the fifth round, Harp
came back to take the edge, but the
anxiety went to Chick as he connect- -

ed with hard rights and lefts to the
jaw time after time.

Scrip De Olive, speedy New Or-
leans bantamweight, justified the rep-
utation he brought with him from his
home town by outsmarting Dapper EX TRA
Doyle in six rounds of fighting to win CA1S)withEVALUE
the decision over the soldier. Scrip
weaved, bobbed, rolled, sidestepped,
and bounded all over the ring and
Dapper did not know where to aim 1932 BUICK "8" SEDAN-Special paint job-original
his punches. The first four rounds saw factory finish--6 wire wheels and trunk rack--We offer
Doyle in a desperate attempt to locate
the missing Scrip De Olive; that the this car under regular new car guarantee.
New Orleans boy was somewhere in
the ring was certain, but the question
was, where? In the fifth round, Doyle 1930 BUICK SPORT COUPE--Clean all the way
solved the problem and got the right through-rumble seat and beautiful Special Duco Color.
answer. In the last two rounds, he
connected several times but the de-
cision in favor of Scrip De Olive was 1931 DESOTO "8" SEDAN--6 wire wheels--trunk rack
the only outcome possible under the -rn e ie-efc ehnclcniinoii
circumstance. badnwtrs-efc mcaia odto-oii

"Pop Eye" Long and Grumpy (The nal finish that looks like new.
Great) Gordly milled around for four

rounds with Long copping the duke.
Long accumulated most of his points 1929 NASH SEDAN-One of the small Sixes-and the
in the clinches when he pounded best one in Columbus we believe-new tires and looks
Grumpy's body with short punches., b
"Pop Eye" having now defeated Gor- like new.
dy, craves a fight with Mickie Walker.

Herb Yutmeyer, Fort Benning, his
hand raised in token of victory in the HAVE WELL ASSORTED STOCK OF CHEVRO-
middle of the third round of his bout LETS and FORDS-PRACTICALLY ALL MODELS
with Tony Viggins of Columbus. Tony
was game but no match for the hard- BODY STYLES AND PRICES.
hitting medico who had Viggins on
the canvas a great part of the third
round. ALSO SPECIAL ASSORTMENT OF ABOUT 20

In the curtain raiser, Kayo Branch, CARS-ALL RUNNING GOOD-GOOD APPEAR-
24th Infantry, won a decision over ANCE AND GOOD TIRES-PRICED FROM
Babbling Brooks in a three-rounder
that was full of action from start to $25.00
finish.

p. to
SPORT CHATTER

(Continued from Page 6) $195.00
the hearts of those who love boxing
for what it is.

* * * Liberal trades-Terms to suit your convenience.
The National Tennis Association

took one of the most drastic steps in
its history last week when it declared
a national tennis tournament, open to
professionals and amateurs alike, in
1933. It has long been a moot ques-
tion whether tennis professionals were
superior to amateurs. This question CLIFF M. A VERETT, Inc.
now has a fair chance of being settled
for good and all in the years to come.

The move of the Association as a 1441 First Avenue Phone 884
big step forward in the right direc-
tion. It will serve to materially in-
crease the popularity of a game which
is on the upgrade anyway.

SAFETY
DEPENDS...

... upon many factors,
the principal of which
is the mechanical effi-
ciency of your car.

Have it inspected as often as possible
and use only the best obtainable oils
and greases in its moving parts.

AUTO DEPT.
POST EXCHANGE

FORT BENNING, GEORGIA

The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized To Sell To Anyone
Not In The Military Service
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Children's Chapel Choir

HEADQUARTERS COMPANY
Notes on the Regimental Maneuver,

three days and two nights February
14, to 16th, inclusive.

The first day Headquarters Company
operated the new reconnaissance pla-
toon.

The second day we represented the
enemy.

We congratulate our Mess Sergeant,
John Falk for the excellent manner in
which he fed our men on this maneu-
ver. He fed us fresh milk, fried chick-
en, one half for each man, steak, etc.

The motor transportation helps the
new reconnaissance platoon to func-
tion like greased lightning.

We sure do thank our company
commander, Captain Porter for mak-
ing everything so nice for the men
on this trip. It was through him that
we got a permanent camp established
in the theater of operations which
made it so fine for the men. His Dis-
tinguished Service Cross was one of
the best earned during the world war
for services rendered. That same spirit
is still present in his performance of
his duty.

If Sgt. LeBonte had stayed out two
weeks and ate with the appetite he
had on the maneuvers, it would have
put our mess in the hole. It is esti-
mated that he ate enough for five
men.

The weather and roads were good I
on the maneuvers.

We are also proud to know that we
have' such an efficient staff of N. C.
O.'s and enlisted men in general, in
the Company.

The following was put under the
heading Lucky Breaks:

Letter regarding Sgt. Willie Harri-
son (better known as Catfish No. 2)
has been received asking for recom.
mendations for his appointment as
Staff Sergeant in the Ordnance. We
all know that the recommendation will
be favorable and good luck to you
Bill, but sorry to see you leave this
company.

-I. M. Yarbrough

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

Front row, left to right: Grace Hundertmark, Helen Hundertmark, Edith
Horton, Mrs. H. W. Beard, Helen Kellam, Betty Foster, Jackie Moore. Rear
row, left to right: Cpl. W. B. Brewer, Catherine Justice, Frances Kellam,
Kirven Maxwell, Beatrice McNulty, Jane Barkhurst, Dick Justice and Chap-
lain Willis T. Howard.

The Children's Choir of the Protes- Infantry School.
tant Chapel was organized in Septem- The personnel of the choir and
ber 1932 to comprise a membership of chapel is as follows:
sixteen. Chaplain Willis T. Howard, minis-

It is the outgrowth of attempts to ter; Corporal William H. Brewer, pi-
have a regular choir after other or- anist; Sergeant Albert Garcia, cornet-
ganizations of adults had failed due ist; Mrs. H. W. Beard, directoress;
to the changing of the army person- Mrs. John J. Albright, directoress.
nel. The impression of these youth-
ful voices has done much towards in- Vocalists
creasing the morning service attend- Edith Horton-Soloist
ance at the chapel, so every effort is Helen Kellam, Frances Kellam,
being made to give these children the Mary Hundertmark, Grace Hundert-
best training possible with the means mark, Jackie Moore, *Rose Putchkoff,
afforded. They are showing marked *Mildred Guthrie, *Elizabeth Wallace,
improvement at eac hservice, and the Catherine Justice, Dick Justice, Kir-
organization, now well established, ven Maxwell, Beatrice McNulty, *Se-
will be one of promise to Fort Ben- rena Duncan, Jane Barkhurst, Betty
ning along with the strides being Foster.
made in other improvements in the *-Not in photo.

8 3 rd Field Artillery
HQ., HQ. BATTERY AND C.T. ther information see Corporal Nah-
A certain Sergean-r in this battery ring.

has joined the Ioyal Order o fGuinea
Chasers. The initiation took place
last Saturday evening in the Lodge
room located in the vicinity of the
Columbus Mill. The degree team wore
grass skirts, the sergeant in question
rode the goat as goats should be
ridden. Before the meeting ended
he was elected riding instructor, to
instruct the members in the proper
aids to be used in riding the goats.

The call letters of thce 1st Liaison
section in connection with the radio
have been changed in order not to
conflict with the 2nd Liaison. The
call letters will be A. 0. H., for fur-

Engagement and Wedding Rings
Select a diamond ring from
our assortment of modern,
individual designs. All the
stones are finest quality,
blue-white. Special mount-
ings may be had in white

gold or platinum.
EASY TERMS

ARRANGED TO
SUIT YOUR IN-.
COME.

GEM JEWELRY COMPANY Columbus, Ga.

Ts

Corporal Colin W. Pike of this bat-
tery has received a commission as
Second Lieutenant, Field Artillery Re.
serve. Cpl. Pike is to be congratu-
lated on both his ability and interest
as an artilleryman.

Our recruits are now doing duty
with the battery. The last two prob-
lems found them driving in draft.

We lost one of the old members
of the battery (Sad Sam Edwards) by
transfer this week. Sam has gone
back to his old trade cooking beans
for the soldiers. Riding horses doesn't
agree with the old soldiers.

BATTERY "C"

With the construction program of
supply, orderly room and mess hall
completed, we have started a general
overhauling of our stables; the gun
park will be next in line, so we have
plenty of work ahead of us for the
afternoons.

There is a marked improvement in
the functioning of our B. C. detail.
We have more horseholders and or-
derlies than ever and some of these
well trained detail men are able to
hold as many as four horses at one
time.

The battery fired for service prac-
tice from Torch Hill. We arrived at
our gun positions at 8:00 a. m. and
spent the morning with constructing
model gun emplacements with the as-
sistance of approved trail logs, spade
supports and platforms. Our gun
positions were camouflaged and ev.
erything arranged so that we could
stay in these positions indefinitely and
fire hundreds of rounds of ammuni.
tion. The depression however caused
us to fire only 33 rounds. We did very
well anyhow till our mess sergeant
showed his knowledge of artillery.
"I doubt whether these nets will be
much protection against shell fire"
remarked our chief stomach trouble-
maker.

Corporal Mallard's family has in-
creased and we congratulate him with
his fine boy. According to latest re-
ports father and son are doing well.

l.S.D. I
Questions about the Organization

Day party we would like to have en-
swered:

What was Sergeant Mowry doing in
the corner with the microphone? Why
did Captain Pence mistake the M. P.'s
for K. P.'s or did he mistake them? ..
Where Sergeant "Judge" Lambert got
the nerve up to sentence and fine
Captain Betts? . . . Who put Wolff
in charge of the dancing girls anyway,
and what did he mean by it? . . .
Which officer was it that tried to
short-change Cain for a hamburger?
. . . What Gibbs did when the girl
fainted in his arms?. .. And why?. .
Howcome "Judge" Lambert wouldn't
let his girl dance with Sergeant Mow-
ry? . . . What Jazz Magoni meant by
by carrying home one of the beer
kegs? . . . How many didn't have a
good time? And why didn't he?

It has been threatened for some
time, and now the daring press comes
forth with the truth about those two
M. P.'s, one of whom has been ac-
cused of having the nails of his pretty
little pink toes polished, and manicur-
ed and the other of whom bears his
sin in plain sight, meaning a pair of
plucked eyebrows. No names will be
mentioned as the look of guilt on the
faces of two of the local gumshoes
should be enough to convict them in
any court.

Corporal Barney Knox is now the
proud owner of one second hand
motorcycle, and in the short time that
said vehicle has been in his possession
Barney has made arrangements to
give the Howard Bus Company compe-
tition. That is Barney's supposed
statement, although Corporal Camp-
bell and Tom Cox are so unkind as
to suggest that the reason for the side-
car is that Barney couldn't make the
bike alone stand in a vertical posi-
tion. Such people!

Quite a number of the boys going
around this last week with the left
arm tenderly nursed and the right
soupbone clenched into a warning
fist. I wonder why? Somebody ask
Hammond or Isham.

p
TOWN TOPICS

(Continued from Page 1)
was investigated, whereupon it was
found that, when the car was washed,
the process had removed thick layers
of dirt that served the purpose of
maintaining the automobile in a state
of comparative intactness.

WE MAKE
RUBBER STAMP S

COLUMBUS OFFICE
SUPPLY CO.

Santa Claus appeared at the Quar-
termaster Detachment a bit late this
season. He arrived last week and be-
stowed promotions and higher special-
ist ratings to no fewer than sixteen
members of the detachment.

The most prized plums were two
sergeant grades, which were awarded
to Roy D. Stapp and William F. Rob-
erts, who were formerly Privates
First Class, Specialists Fourth Class.
Sergeant Stapp is on his first enlist-
ment, and for a long time has had
charge of the dry storage at the post
commissary. Sergeant Roberts has
been acting as mess sergeant, since
Sergeant William H. Grider, assumed
the duties of chief of counter clerks
at the commissary.

The other noncommissioned grade
awarded was that of corporal, which
was bestowed upon Sollie M. Stuart,
who not many months ago was trans-
ferred from the local tank battalion.
Corporal Stuart handles organization
accounts at the commissary.

Other members of the organization
who received various and sundry pay
increases were: Edward R. Francis,
William S. Delancey, George G. Kinz-
ler, George E. Stone, Guy C. Strong,
Arthur F. Lemon, Joseph A. Sikarski,
Hervey P. Hudson, Hyron D. Perrett,
George N. Lee, Willis J. Patrick, Mack
W. Roberts and Jesse C. Green.

The detachment has also a number
of men who recently reenlisted for
the organization. These are: Privates
Patrick H. Ford, John C. Miller, John
E. Oates, and Leo Stamm. Three men
just transferred from other organiza-
tions are: Edward J. Lit, William H.
Holliday and John Yarbrough.

Ask Anybody at Benning
for whom we have made new mat-
tresses or renovated old ones. They
will tell you our process is 0. K.
Cooper Mattress Mfg. Co.

Ash Solomon, Prop. Phone 588

HALF SOLES
A GOOD A BETTER
Half So,.Hle 5
Sole 50 :SHlfe 5

LAMAC SOLE $1.00
The Only 5-Unit Machine In

Columbus
All Work Guaranteed

CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED

FORT BENNING PERSONNEL
We have received another shipment of furniture.

4," Prices lowest in years. Living room suites 4.
$49.50. Bed room suites $49.50-$59.00. Lovely
tables. Odd chairs.

LET US SHOW YOU

B.L. PENNELL FURNITURE CO. :.:
.:. 1249 Broadway

WHAT KIND OF SAUSAGE

DO YOU LIKE BEST?
You should serve Sausage at least once a week. If you
want that Sausage made like you would make it, (fresh,
clean and wholesome) demand that your food store fur-
nish you

OLD SETTLER'S
AND

RED ROSE
BRANDS

Fresher - Better Purer

THE PROVISION COMPANY, Inc.

BOSTON SHOE FACTORY
We specialize in cripple work

Phone 565 1234 Broadway
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J. S. D. Celebrates Organization
Day Monday In Rip-Roa ring Style

By JACK GIBNEY

Monday night, February 20, found

many a wondering soldier roaming

dazedly around the familiar location

but unfamiliar building of the Spe-

cial Units messhall. Whence had

come the roughly-garbed, fiercely

mustachioed, pistol-toting crowd that

he saw packed in the vast expanse of
the dining room? Why the roll of
bills that had been generously thrust
into his hand as he entered the
door? What was all this about? Was
that Colonel Wallace he saw rubbing
elbows with yesterday's K. P. over
at Magoni's Bar? Or was he dream-
ing that he saw Colonel Peyton be-
ing haled before a kangaroo court
and fined on one of the most ridicu-
lous charges that c o ul1 d be placed
against an executive officer?

But it was all real. It was the cele-
bration of the Infantry School De-
tachment on the anniversary of the
founding of the specialists battalion;
and what a celebration it was. Con-
ceived, or as he asserts, resurrected,
in the mind of Major Thomas B.
Catron, commander of the Detach-
ment, the birthday party of the or-
ganization had taken the form of
a Frontier Celebration in the best
tradition of the Golden West. Forty.
niners with the gold-dust under their
fingernails, deputy sheriffs with han-
dlebars under their noses like the
adornments of a Texas Longhorn,
bandits and highwaymen, card sharks
and tin-horn gamblers all conspired
to make the Roaring Forties roar still
louder. $250,000 in special bills on
the Bank of Isdale had been printed
for use in the various games of
chance that went full blast; the res-
taurant that soaked a hungry man
$20 for the humble hot dog; and the
bar that charged to the tune of $5
per shot for "red-eye" or "forty-rod,"
sold elsewhere under the name of
soft drinks. $1,000 was issued to each
guest as they entered the Casino, and
a vast majority of the sum went to
the court of justice that tried and
fined all and sundry on real and
trumped up charges.

To try and mention all the attrac-
tions that were to be found in the
Last Chance Saloon and Dance Em-
porium would require a special edi-
tion of Webster. A few highlights not-
ed by this humble recorder of things
as they are must suffice.

First honors and the palm of award
go to Chief of Police Sacramo. What
a man, what a man! Togged out in
a uniform built for the massive form
of Carnera, this 130 pounds of sleuth
hounded the Captains of crime round
and round the gaming tables, ably

Lafkowitz Bros.
Makers of good Clothes

-Alterations-
1208 First Avenue

TYPEWRITER
REPAIRING

All Makes
Stewart Typewriter Co.1041 Broadway Phone 2622

assisted by High Sheriff Copass, who

handles supply in the academic de-

partment during serious moments. The

majesty of the law was grievously mis-

handled, however, when "Thubway

Tham" Dodd, of the personnel section,

picked the sheriff's pockets while on

way to the legal mill presided over

by Chief Justice Joe Lambert, the
Law West of the Pecos. Barkeeps
Magoni, Hall and Mull Hess, befud-
dled the senses of customers with the
terrific "panther sweat" and "tiger
milk" bottled by Nehi, Inc.

Faro Crowley, who ran the black-
jack game, assisted by High Stakes
Mann, had the boys playing the mock
money like it was the real long green,
and the manner in which Snake Eye
Kuykendall and Aces Wild Crandall,
ran the dice and poker layouts would
have made many of the old-time case-
keepers turn green with envy. Nevada
Dotson and Bowlegs Eberhardt, big
cow and clover men from the wide-
open spaces where men and men and
women are glad of it, kept the keno
table filled up during the entire ev-
ening, and the Monte Carlo Kid,
alias Tanks Grantham, with Mexico
Durden and Papriko Martin, spun
the little ivory ball round the wheel
till the bank was broken.

Gibbs, president and board of di-
rectors of the Cattlemen's Bank of
Texas County, rolled in wealth till
Yukon Jake Stanford, backed up by
Dangerous Dan MeElveen, Jesse James
Wiggins, and the notorious Dalton
brothers, Cooper and Cooper E., re-
lieved him and most of the crowd
of a considerable portion of the bo-
gus bills that were circulating so free-
ly.

Killer Cain's Hashhouse, with Terri-
ble Tiny Cochrane as chief meatburn.
er, charged prices that brought tears
to the eyes of many a customer. Ham.
burgers at $50, hot dogs at $20, and
coffee going sometimes as high as
$250 a cup, removed all doubt that
the affair was indeed a reincarnation
of the gold-rush days.

And right at this point praise must
be spoken for the excellent and prac-
tical work done by two members of
the Detachment, Gilmore and Semore,
who manfully took over the strange
job of corraling and riding herd on
the younger members of the Detach-
ment family, and looked after their
welfare while the elders bucked the
tiger in the halls of chance.

By far the most interesting spot of
the evening was the court presided
over by Judge Lambert. Miss Juanita
Peterson was indicted for the kid-
naping of Major Catron, Colonel Pey-

ton was found guilty of being drunk
and disorderly by the mock court, and
Colonel Weeks was accused of the
misdemeanor of loitering in the aca-
demic area. When asked his name
by the law, Colonel Weeks replied
"Al Smith," but indignantly denied
that he was related to the Chicago
Smiths of the same name. Colonel
Wallace, Major Kingman, and Cap-
tain Bain were arrested on the charge
of gambling without a license, Cap-
tain Bain pulled a fast one by brib-
ing the deputy sheriffs for a release.
Captain Yarborough started to argue
with the judge and was fined $400 for
committing a misdemeanor, and every

Fidelity Loan and Investment Co.

1206 First Avenue

Loans made at 8 percent

Payable In 12 Months

We can give 24 hours' service

T. E. BAISDEN, Secy. and Treas.

Jimmie Johnston
Retiring Feb. 28th
With Fine Record

By AL DURDEN
On February 28, 1933, First Ser-

geant Jimmie Johnston, Company D,
29th Infantry, will retire from active
duty after nearly three decades honest
and faithful service as a soldier in the
U. S. Army.

SGT. JAMES P. JOHNSTON

Twenty-eight years ago Jimmie

Johnston, a youngster just turning in-

to his twentieth year, tired of the hum

and bustle of city life of Boston,
Mass., and chose the life of the sol-

dier for his life's profession. A glance I
through the records of the past twenty- I

eight years show that he followed the

trail of his chosen profession through

hardships, adventure and pleasure and

now on the verge of retirement, the

Army points with pride to this veter-

an as the type of men that is moldd

by the Service.

First Sergeant Johnson spent his

first three years of service as a mem-

ber of the 12th Cavalry. Boots and

saddles were to his liking, and his

second hitch was with the Yellow

Cords: this time he took on with the

11th Cavalry. Three hitches with the

Cavalry and then he took on with

the Ordnance Corps at Watertown
Arsenal. We suspect that Jimmie fav-
ored the Ordnance because of the
fact that he was then stationed in his
home town, Boston, Mass.

Completing three years with the
Ordnance, Jimmie fell for the vamp
of the service, the Infantry. First it
was with the 29th Infantry, our own
Demonstration Regiment. From the

j29th Infantry to the 33rd Infantry,
and then back again to the 29th In-
fantry. He served with the Demonstra-
tion outfit in Panama, and holds the

i distinction of being the first man ap-
pointed first class in the 29th Infan-
try. This occurred in 1916, while he
was a member of Regimental Head-
quarters Company.

First Sergeant Johnston served in

time he opened his mouth it cost him
$50 additional. For once silence was
golden. Sergeant Frank Smith of the
orderly room force was dragged be-
fore the court for toting a piece of
smoked meat in his pocket, and "Fat"'
Williams was discharged from the
force for his inability to arrest any
but feminine evil-doers. Captain Bain
was observed around the hall offering
to lay $2000 against any bank in the
house, and ended up by conducting
a blackjack game until Chief Sacramo
accused him of running a cold deck.

Among those invited to attend the
organization day party were Major
General Stephen 0. Fuqua, chief of
infantry, the comandant and staff, the

~assistant commandant and chiefs of
all sections of the academic depart-'
ment, and all commanding officers of
the units. General Fuqua expressed
his regret at being unable to attend
in a letter to Major Catron, but the
majority of the others invited to the

affair attended, and unanimously pro-
nounced it the biggest and best yet
seen at Benning.

Cuba during the Cuban pacification,

served in the Philippines on two oc-

casions for a total period of time cov-

ering four years. He was stationed

at Forts Stotsenburg, Wallace and

William McKinley.
During his second year in the serv-

ice he qualified as a sharpshooter with

the rifle. Since that time he has quali-

fied as expert regularly and has also

been an expert pistol shot continuous-

ly for the past eleven years.

When the 29th Infantry was first

designated as a war strength regiment

at the close of the war, First Sgt.

Johnston was sent to Fort Slocum for

the purpose of securing recruits for

the regiment. He was in charge of a

detail of seven noncommissioned offi-

cers. At the end of three weeks, Sgt.

Johnston and his detail had shipped
1,300 recruits to Fort Benning. He was
personally selected by Major Weeks,
who was in charge of all recruiting for
the U. S. Army at that time, and was
highly commended by him for the
splendid work carried on.

He has held the grade of a non-
commissioned officer for the past
twenty-two years. At the present time
he is top kick of Co. D, 29th Infantry.
In referring to his organization, the
word excellent is the most fitting as
well as descriptive that could be used.
During his entire military career First
Sergeant Johnston has been outstand-
ing as a soldier both in appearance
and military bearing.

Of course a man who has been used
to an active life like that of Sergeant
Johnston, would never be able to sit
down and hold his hands. Already
Jimmie has accepted a position with
Massachusetts State University, as
drill instructor. This carries Jimmie
back to his home state and also gives
him a splendid opportunity to demon-
strate that, "The Army Builds Men."
Jimmie will enter into his new pro-
fession with the good will and best
wishes of the Army to urge him on.

DIG UP
NEW BUSINESS
With Layouts,

Illustrations,

Copy and Ideas

In the March Service

The Benning Herald
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COMPANY "A"
There is one Private soldier in the

Company, who without exception, is
the most boastful man we have in our
midst. No matter what conversation is

being carried on, he knows more

about what has happened than the
P~arty who started the conversation.
His hobby is telling us about Califor-
nia, especially about his farm in the
Imperial Valley and of him working
in the largest hotel in San Bernadino.
There is not a part of this country
that you may speak about that he has
not been into. Please, if you don't
want to hear a story, don't mention
the Philippine Islands, Japan or Chi-
na or any other country for the Pri-
vate knows them all, let him tell it.
He has relieved the "Speaker" DOLL
of his job as speaker of the house
in the company. Anything that is about
to happen or has happened and is
mentioned in a conversation the Pri-
vate knows about it because he says
he is mentioned by someone for some
part in connection with whatever hap-
pened whether it is good or bad. He
seems dissatisfied with himself at times
and is always talking about what he
is going to do when he gets his dis-
charge. He throws mud on himself
trying to throw mud on somebody
else, then he has a growl. We surely
hope common sense will teach him
that it is not the boot that squeaks
the loudest that wears the longest,
and stop bothering about things he
cannot alter.

-W. C. Fritz.

WE MAKE
RUBBER STAMPS

- One Day Delivery-
COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.
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MAJ. GEN. BROWN TO MAKE
VISIT HERE AND COLUMBUS

(Continued from Page 1)
School of Application. From Willets
Point he was sent to the Philippine
Islands where he served two years,
1900-1902 as district engineer, as city
engineer of Manila, and as engineer
of the Department of Northern Luzon.
While on these assignments he was
promoted to the grade of first lieu-
tenant on February 2, 1901.

His next assignment, at the com-
pletion of his tour of foreign service,
was at the United States Military
Academy, from January, 1903 to June,
1907, as instructor and assistant pro-
fessor in the Department of Civil and
Military Engineering. He was pro-
moted to the grade of captain, Corps
of Engineers, on April 23, 1904.

Then followed approximately one
year of duty at Washington Barracks,
N. C. 1907-1908 as commanding officer
of Company E, 2d Battalion of En-
gineers, after which he was again giv-
en a detail on river and harbor duty,
this time as district engineer at Louis-
ville, Kentucky, where he arrived for
three years and seven months, 1908-

1912. During this tour of duty he
selected sites for and constructed a
number of locks and dams which are
a part of the Chic River slack-water
project, recently brought to a success-
ful competion. He was promoted to
the grade of major Corps of Engin-
eers, on July 11, 1911.

For the next four years, 1912-1916,
he commanded the 2d Battalion of
Engineers, first at Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas, and then in 'succession at Texas
City, Texas; Fort Sam Houston, Tex-
as; and in Mexico with the Punitive
Expeditionary Force, also serving as
Engineer of the Expedition in Mexico.

After this tour of military duty he
was again returned to a river and
harbor assignment as district engineer
at Nashville, Tenn. This tour was
terminated in April, 1917 when the
United States entered the World War,
at which time he was sent to Fort
McPherson, Georgia, for duty as in-
structor in the officers' training camp
established at that post.

He was promoted to the grade of
lieutenant colonel Corps of Engineers,
on May 15, 1917, and was appointed
colonel, Engineers, National Army,

on August 5, 1917. At that time he year, in charge of the construction of
was transferred to Camp Wheeler, the Wilson Dam. On July 1, 1920,
Georgia, where he was on duty as he was promoted to the grade of
commanding officer of the 106th En- colonel, Corps of Engineers.
gineers, 31st Division, until March, His next duty, from October, 1920
1918. From March 1 to April 30, to August, 1921, was as commanding
1918, he was detailed to the Inspector officer of the 2d Engineers, at Camp
General's department, and inspected Travis, Texas. He then served at
all Engineer organizations of the Na- Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, for two
tional Army before their embarkation years, 1921-1923, as senior instructor
for service in France. in engineering at the General Service

He was then called to Washington, Schools, and for two years, 1923-1925
D. C. on May 1, 1918, for duty on as director of the Command and Gen-
the War Department General Staff, eral Staff Correspondence School, and
and having been appointed a brigadier during the latter part of this period,
general, national army, he was as- as assistant commandant of the Gen-
signed on that date to duty as director eral Services Schools.
of the War Plans Division of the Upon completion of his four-year
General Staff and president of the tour of duty at the General Service
Army War College, remaining on Schools, he was ordered to Fort Sam
these important duties throughout the Houston, Texas, where he resumed
remainder of the World War until command of the 2d Engineers, remain-
July 30, 1919, when he reverted to ing on this duty for approximately
his permanent rank of lieutenant one year. He was assigned to duty in
colonel, Corps of Engineers. August, 1928, as assistant commandant

In August, 1919, he was assigned to of the Army War College, Washing-
duty as district engineer of the Flor-lton, D. C.
ence, Ala., and Chattanooga, Tenn., On June 27, 1929, after two years of
Districts, with station at Florence, duty at the Army War College, he
remaining on this duty for about a was appointed brigadier general of

the line, and assigned to command of
the Twelfth Infantry Brigade at Fort

Sheridan, Ill. Before assuming this
new command, he attended the re-
fresher course at the Infantry School
in the latter part of 1925. He was
then ordered to foreign service in
Panama, where he was commanding
the Nineteenth Infantry Brigade at
Fort Davis, Canal Zone, when he was
selected and appointed Chief of En-
gineers by the President.

In recognition of his service during
the World War, General Brown was
awarded the Distinguished Service
Medal, the citation reading as follows:

"For exceptionally meritorious and
conspicuous service as Director of the
War Plans Division, for his skill and
good judgment in handling the many
and varied questions of training, or-
ganizaiton, and policy that have acted
upon by the War Plans Division dur-
ing the war."

He was also awarded the decoration,
of Companion of the Bath of the Brit-
ish government, and was made officer
of the Legion d'Honneur by the
French government.
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W HEN smokers keep buying thesame cigarette day after day...
it's a pretty good sign that they're
getting what they want.., mildness,
better taste-a smoke that's always
the same.

So we're going right on making
Chesterfields just as we always have

selecting choice, ripe tobaccos
ageing them... blending and

cross-blending them... making them
into cigarettes in the most scientific
ways that are known.

As long as we do these things we
know that smokers will continue to..
say,"They Satisfy". For that's what
people are saying about Chesterfields.

If you smoke, why not find out
about them? A package or two will
tell you the whole story.

CS C£0
THEY'RE MILDER-

THEY TASTE BETTER

&
B
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Having just ensconced ourselves

in bed and having already reached

that advanced stage known as dozing,

we were riudely transported back to

reality by the insistent and, it seemed

to us, diabolical clanging of the tele-

phone. The hour was late. The horns

of a dilemma were pricking our

throat, one alternative being to re-

main in bed, the other to answer the

telephone.
We had just about decided in favor

of the former when our conscience

smote us as consciences have a way
of doing. It might be important, a

matter of life or death perhaps-or
so we reasoned.

We take credit for rising to the

situation like a stoic. Bravely clam-
bering out of bed, we wrapped a dress-
ing gown around our chilled shoul-
ders, a n d proceeded downstairs,
mumbling dire things.

We took the receiver down from
the hook and went through the cus-
tomary formalities dictated by teach-
ers of etiquette under the heading
"Answering the telephone." Then we
waited patiently. At length, the person
on the other end of the wire spoke
and we were petrified with astonish-
ment.

"It looks like rain tomorrow," the
voice said and nothing else. Our as-
tonishment underwent a rapid change
and became indignation. We worked
ourselves into a purple rage (there
are, of course, all kinds of rage, red,
white, blue, etc., but a purple rage is
generally conceded to be the ragiest
of all rages). Suddenly we came to
the realization that all this indigna-
tion wasn't doing us a bit of good
unless we could learn the name of
the fiend. With commendable effort,
we toned down our righteous anger
and inquired in as sweet a voice as
we could muster "Who was this speak-
ing." We were hardly prepared for
the answer. Replied the taunting voice
on the other end before hanging up
without a warning "The Weatherman."

We have always prided ourselves
on our sense of humor. But, in this
case, it failed to rise to the occasion,
and responded not one whit.

We are on the verge of founding
a society for the Extermination of
Practical Jokers. Membership, we
imagination, would be one of our es
er worries.

Well known to Benningites is Jim-
my King, popular employe at the
Post Exchange. Some two weeks ago,
Jimmy's reputation was sadly be-
smirched and his enthusiasm greatly
dampened. It seems that he suddenly
developed a weakness for mud baths
but chose the wrong psychological
moment to indulge in one.

Jimmy, resplendent in faultless even-
ing clothes, was late to a party at the
Officers' Club. Rain was descending
in torrents. He pulled up his car in
front of Jiggs Hall, climbed out of
the driver's seat, and made a mad,
headlong dash for the Officers' Club.
Unfortunately, a railing was directly,
in front of his flying feet and inter-
cepted one of them. Undismayed, Jim.
my was all for completing the rest of
his dash through the air but fell short
by several yards.

It was a bemudded and disconsolate
Jimmy who wandered unhappily into
the Officers' Club that night.
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Organiza t* Dav29th Infantry Celebratoe ion

Friday has been designated as a holi- their guests will attend a motion pic-'

day for the 29th Infantry which will Lure show at the Main Theatre, and

celebrate the 32nd aniversary of its at eight-thirty P. M. a dance for the

organization. All duties except those enlisted men and their families and

necessary in the interior administra- friends will be held at the post gym-

tion of the regiment will be suspend- nasium. A dance for the officers of

ed for the day, and a special program the regiment will be held at nine o'-

which will include holiday dinners in clock at the Polo-Hunt Club.

all company messhalls, has been ar- Colonel Persons, the new Command-

ranged for the organization day. ing officer of the regiment, will par-

The program began at nine o'clock ticipate actively for the first time in

Friday morning when the regiment the training of his regiment on Satur-

was formed in mass in the interior day morning, when he will lead the

barracks area. Lieutenant Colonel 29th Infantry in the garrison review

Andrew D. Chaffin, who has been in which will be held on Gordon Field

command of the 29th Infantry for at nine o'clock.
several months, preceding Colonel Assignment to command of the 29th

Persons' arrival, addressed the men Infantry is regarded as one of the

and recounted briefly the history of choicest details in the infantry, for
the regiment. Following Colonel Chaf- the demonstration regiment of thefin's talk, Colonel Persons was pre- Infantry School enjoys not only the

sented to the regiment and made a distinction of being the one regiment

short address of greeting to the mem- of our peace-time army which is com-

bers of his new command. posed of war-strength companies, but

At noon holiday dinners will be also that of being the regiment which

served in all company mess halls at is charged with the major portion of

which families of the soldiers will be the tests and demonstrations involved
guests. After dinner the soldiers and in the varied experiments constantly

being carried on at The Infantry
School in connection with the im-

provement of infantry arms, technic

NUMBER 45

I

and tactics.
As the principal mission of the In- On Friday, the 24th of February,

fantry School is the instruction of in- the Fort Benning Girl Scouts held
fantry officers of the regular army and their semi-annual rally, the Court of
other components of our national de- Awards.
fense establishment in the most ap- Besides the presentation of the

proved infantry methods, it is essen- badges, they had a surprise from all

tial that the various manoeuvers and the First Class girls, assisted by Mrs.
demonstration be made as realistic Matchett and Mrs. Cleveland. The

and as near actuality as it is possible, girls got together for several days
and it is for this reason that the two previously and practised for their

active battalions of the 29th Infantry skit, which was well appreciated by
are maintained at war strength, and the audience. One Scout stood beside

their equipment and training constan, a green door built on a frame and

ly kept at the peak of modernity, read about Scouting, illustrating the

In addition to tests and demonstra- different activities by opening the

tion duties in connection with the In- door and revealing different scenes

fantry School, the regiment is cor posed by the other girls.
stantly carrying out its own training The playlet gave the audience a

program to insure that its personnel good idea of what all the badges sig-

can fulfill the high standards required nify, so they were better prepared to

of a combat regiment. No infantry appreciate them when they were pre.
soldiers in the United States Army are sented.
more versatile in accomplishments and Mrs. Matchett introduced the lead.

(Please turn to page 9) (Please turn to page 3)

Civilian-Soldi e rs
Open Classes Here
For 4 Month Period

Major General Campbell King,
commandant of the Infantry School,
presided at formal exercises which
opened the three months course of in-
struction for a group of national
guard and reserve officers who are
enrolled in the company officers' and
tank courses. Colonel Charles W.
Weeks, and other members of the
academic staff also attenued the exer-
cises. General King welcomed the
students on behalf of the Infantry
School and outlined briefly thtir
course of instruction and also ac-
quainted them with the recreational
and other facilities of Fort Benning
which will be at their disposal dur-
ing the time that they are students.

After the opening program the offi-
cers were given their medical exami-
nations, and issued books and other
articles required in their studies.

Following is the list of the officers
who reported on Friday: National
Guard and Reserve Company Officers'
Course:

National Guard
Alabama; Captain Cecil C. White-

head and Lieutenant Robert W. John-
son. Arkansas; Lieutenant Ceral P.
Nunn. California; Lieutenants Charles
C. Stitt, and Franklin S. Winnie.
Colorado; Captain Harold H. Rich-
ardson. Connecticut; Lieutenants Wal-
lace W. Moyle and Elmer S. Watson.
Florida; Captain Chester T. Brown.
Georgia; Captains Oscar C. Amos, and
Phil H. Brewster. Hawaii; Captain
James I. M. Chang, and Lieutenant
Alvin K. Silva. Illinois; Captains
Harry L. Molen, Clifford Hogin, En-
glebert J. Schmitz, and Ford N. Rad-
cliff. Indiana; Captains Duke V. At-
wood, and Claire W. Jackson. Iowa;
Captain Henry R. Heath. Kansas; Cap-
tain George A. Harvey. Louisiana;
Captain Charles Naomi and Lieuten-
ant Randolph H. Ferey. Kentucky;
Captain William R. Martin; Maine;
Captain William R. Thompson. Mary.
land; Captain Ward W. Caddington,
and Lieutenant Roger S. Whiteford.
Massachusetts; Captains Patrick J-
Ahecarn, Edmund D. Cunningham, and
John J. Higgins, and Lieutenant Hugh
J . Roberts. Michigan; Captains Law-

(Please turn to page 10)

Post Girl Scouts
Receive Awards At
Ceremon v F ri day
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SOCIAL LIi CWi TS>
FELICIA C. HOWELL,) PHONE 389

Of interest throughout Army and
civilian circles is the announcement
and approaching marriage of Miss
Elma Trulock and Lieut. William
Andrew McNulty of the 29th Infan-
try. The bride elect is the daughter
of Mrs. Thornwell Trulock and is an
attractive member of the debutante
set of Columbus. She i's the sister of
Miss Ermine Trulock and of Thorn-
well Trulock, Jr. Miss ,Trulock at-
tended college at the Georgia State
College for 'Women in Milledgeville
and was graduated last June. Lieut.
McNulty is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles S. McNulty of Ronoake, Vir-
ginia. He was graduated from the
United States Military Academy in the
class of 1932. Since that time he
has been on duty with the 29th In-
fantry. Miss Trulock and Lieut. Mc-
Nulty plan to wed in March.

29TH INFANTRY CELEBRATES
ORGANIZATION DAY WITH A
DANCE
The 29th Infantry will celebrate its

32nd anniversary with a Regimental
dance at the Polo Hunt Club on Fri-
day. The club is attractively decorat-
ed with pine boughs and moss, with
the Regimental colors grouped at one
end. Those receiving will be Colonel
and Mrs. William E. Persons, Lieut.
Col. and Mrs. Andrew D. Chaffin and
Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Homer H. Slaugh-
ter, who leave shortly for their new
station in Washington, D. C. Dancing
was enjoyed from nine to tweve, the
29th Infantry orchestra furnishing the
music. Those attending were the of-
ficers and ladies of the Regiment,

p$ 5
ALL STYLE1

wIll LefIiteJ
reqar1 less

If you come in our store and
we can't i-t you perfectly in
Friendly Five Shoes at five

dollars, we'll buy you any paih
oF shoes that fit, at any price,
at any store in town

FRIENDLY FIVE
SHOES

Sizes 3 to 15-Widths AAAA to EEEE

Miller-Taylor Shoe Co.
Where The New Styles Are

Shown First

1130 Broadway

WE MAINTAIN A BRANCH DE-
PARTMENT AT THE MAIN
BRANCH, POST EXCHANGE

Iformer members and their guests.

RECEPTION AND DANCE TO HON-
OR RESERVE AND NATIONAL
GUARD OFFICERS
Biglerville will be the scene Satur-

day of a reception and dance in honor
of the recently arrived officers of the
Reserve Corps and of the National
Guard who are taking the three
months' course at Fort Benning.

A receiving line will be formed
consisting of the Commandant, the
Assistant Commandant, the Command-
ing Officers of the various organiza-
tions of the Post, and prominent citi-
zens from Columbus and their wives.
Invitations have been issued to all
the officers and ladies of the Post.
Several dinners will precede the re-
ception at the Officers' Club.

COL. AND MRS. PERSONS TO RE-
CEIVE OFFICERS AND LADIES'
OF THE 29TH INFANTRY
Colonel and Mrs. William E. Per-

sons will be at home to the officers
and ladies of the 29th Infantry at an
informal tea at the Polo Hunt Club
from five to seven on Sunday. This
tea will be given in place of the so-
cial call of the officers and ladies of
the Regiment. Col. Persons arrived
Wednesday to assume command of
the 29th Infantry.

THURSDAY EVENING D IN NE R
DANCE ASEMBLES A LARGE
GROUP AT OFFICERS' CLUB
The Thursday evening dinner dance

at the Officers' Club assembled as
usual its large gr6up with all reser-
vations taken. The Officers' Club, in
addition to its weekly dances, plans
several delightful affairs for March
and April. Among these will be the
Saint Patrick dinner and dance, the
dinner to be held at the Officers' Club
while the dance is to be held at Big-
lerville. In April there will be an
Easter Eve dinner and dance which
will be sponsored by the Club. Those
reserving tables for last Thursday
were: Maj. and Mrs. Dan D. Howe
M,aj. and Mrs. Norman D. Cota, Capt.
and Mrs. George 0. Clark, Capt. and
Mrs. Thomas E. May, Capt. and Mrs.
Lloyd S. Partridge, Capt. and Mrs.
George V. W. Pope, Liet. and Mrs.
James C. Fry, and Lieut. and Mrs.
Clyde D. Eddleman.

D. U. S. A. FASHION SHOW TO BE
INTERESTING EVENT OF WEEK
Numbered among the most inter-

esting events of this week will be the
fashion show sponsored by the Fort
Benning chapter of the Daughters of
the United States Army which will
be held on Saturday afternoon at the
Polo Hunt Club at three o'clock. Co.

lumbus stores will supply the models
with gorgeous gowns, hats and shoes.
Not only will these gowns be modelled
by some of Benning's most charming
ladies, but some of Fort Benning's
officers will also have an opportunity
to show off to advantage their stylish
figures. The chaming and talented
Miss Agnes Harrison of Columbus
will give a specialty number between
showings. During the afternoon tea
will be served. Among the young
ladies who will model are: Mesdames
Malcom F. Lindsey, Theodore" L.
Dunn, George P. Howell, and Robert
G. Turner, and the Misses Eleanor
Bonesteel, Betty Welty, Page Michie
and Harriotte Atkins.

P.-T. A. HOLD INTERESTING
PROGRAM AT MEETING ON
THURSDAY
The meeting of the Fort Benning

Parent-Teachers' Association this week
was one of especial interest due to
the instructve talk given by the well
known lecturer, Dr. Robert Sidney
Wallace of the Warm Springs Foun.
dation. His subject was "Phenomena
of Nature." The meeting was held
in the Main Theatre.
PAN-HELLENIC MEETS AT HEAD.

QUARTERS OF MRS. LEARD

The monthly meeting of the Pain;

Todays Fashion

Suit in two tones of gray woolen.
By VERA WINSTON

GRAY IN its various gradations and
hues is most certainly carrying all be-
fore it this season. Every shop ii
stocking gray heavily and manufac-
turers say that there will be many re-
orders this spring. All of which is
very heartening. Gray is an exquis-
ite color, but care must be exercised
so that one finds the shade that is
most becoming.

Typical of the suit that is meeting
with the most approval this spring is
the model sketched for this page. It
is in two tones of gray woolen. The
little capelets on the sleeve form a
cape effect in back. The jacket which
is of the darker gray, is fitted. The
buttons are of the same shade in pol-
ished wood. This suit is an excellent
compromise between the very severe,
mannish suit and the soft costume
suit that has obtained for some seas-
ons now.

Hellenic Society on the Post met
Tuesday at the quarters of Mrs. Emil
W. Leard. The house was attractively
decorated in early spring flowers. Four
tables of contract bridge assembled at
two and played until five, when tea
was served. The hostesses for the af-
ternoon were: Mesdames Homer H.
Slaughter, John E. Hull, George F.
Bloomquist and Edwin* K. Purnell.

COMMUNITY SERVICE LEAGUE
OF COLUMBUS TO SPONSOR A
BRIDGE TOURNAMENT
One of the most interesting affairs

of the week in Columbus will be
the bridge tournament to be sponsor.
ed by the Community Service League.
The tournament will be held Friday
afternoon and Saturday night.

Friday the tournament will be held
promptly at three o'clock at the home
of Mrs. M. H. Young, Jr. on Second

(Please turn to Page 3)

Specidl Sdle
of

Etchings
atHalf Price

These are qenuine Copperplate
Etchinqs.

p

M arqare tHarris on
Studio Shoppe

(At Rosenberg's)

Engagement Of 'Miss Elma Trulock And
Lt. McNulty Event Of Interest

DOLAN- HENRY
HAT SHOP

AT ALSOBROOK'S

Children s School
News

Edited By The Fifth Grade
Stafg

Editor-in-Chief-----------.Betsy Ross
Associate Editor---------.Earl Tweed
Grade Editor.---------Evelyn Renth

New Bicycle Racks
New bicycle racks have been made

so that the bicycles will not get wet
and rust when it rains.

There is one for the first five grades
and one for the sixth and seventh
grades.

-Virgil Hanson.

Tony Sarg's Marronettes
Friday, January 20th, Tony Sarg's

Marionettes were shown at the Main
Theatre. The show was sponsored by
the P.-T. A.

The afternoon show was very funny
with all its dancing and jokes. The
marionettes in the show were very
much like people.

The evening show was attended by
a majority of adults and was very in-
teresting.

The Marionettes were worked by
strings from a bridge above the stage.
The operators were very skillful at
their work.

Peggy Porter held the lucky ticket
and won a marionette.

-Albert Tucker.

Prize For The Best Notebook Given
Miss Sanders announced to the 5-B

at the beginning of the term that she
was going to give a prize for the
best geography notebook. Mary Jane
Merrill won the prize. It was a book
of Andersen's Fairy Tales."

-Mabel McRae
-Frances West

The Rodeo
I saw the rodeo. It was very good.

First of all they all came out on
horses. There was a car and behind it
a colored boy who led a donkey.
There was a stage-coach and a buffalo.

Poncho got a rope, and made it so
small it made everybody laugh. Then
he wanted to show that he could jump
through the rope. Alice Sisty was the
best cowgirl.

-Schofield Waddingtn

Cleanliness Contest
The 5-A and 5-B are trying to see

which row can keep the cleanest aisle.
The row which has the cleanest aisle
gets an extra five minutes of playtime
on Friday.

-osephine Blain
(Please turn to Page 9)

Sailors and Big Brims.
Every kind in demure
and exciting styles, for
every type of head and
every purse $1.95 .. to
$10.00.

Ft. Benning Charge Accounts
Solicited.

They Lead The Parade!f

The greatest contest
in the history of the
Confection World!

is offering a N e w
1933 Chevrolet. One
to be given away
every two weeks!
See cards on every
Tom's Display Jar.

FRP

4
Jor
CHILDREN
Parents will find that
Foremost Ice Cream so
effectively c o m b i n e s
purity, wholesomeness
and tastiness that it is
an ideal food for grow-
ing children.

Call the
SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.
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Program Of Social
Events A t Fort
Benning In Future

The Commandant's reception and

Officers' Club Dance honoring Nation-

al Guard and Reserve Officers' 9:30

p. m., Saturday, March 4th, 1933, Big-

lerville Mess Hall.

On Friday, March 10th, the Civilian

Life Members will be hosts at a din-

ner party at the Officers' Club before

the Glee Club show.
* S S

"Coffee Dan's" Cabaret Party, hon-

oring the cast of "The Debutante" and

members of the Glee Club, will be

held following the show, Saturday

Evening, March 11th, 1933.

St. Patrick's Day Party, March 17th.

Dinner at The Officers' Club. Dancing

at Biglerville Hall.

Special Easter Dinner Dance at The

Officers' Club, Saturday evening, April

15th.

Mid-week Supper Dance e v e r y
Thursday evening. Dancing from8 :15
to 10:15 p. m.

KENNY'S

NORWOOD
COFFEE

is sold at Fort Benning

through the

Post Exchange
TRY A POUND I

YOU WILL BE PLEASED

TO BEAUTIFY
your HOME

Flowers are the world's great.
est aid toward beautifying your
home. Be sure you use only
the best seed in your garden
and that you get it at .....

H. C. SMITH
DRUG STORE

1002 BROADWAY

U

I

1229 - 31 Broadway

WIN SCOUT

Columbus, Ga.

AWARDS

Operetta To Be Staged Bv Glee
Club Is OutstandingEve n t Of Week

According to last minute news
as the HERALD went to press Thurs-
day night, plans were being per-
fected to broadcast the final dress-
rehearsal of the Glee Club operet-
ta, "The Debutante," by remote
control over WRBL, the local Co-
lumbus broadcasting station. The
program, if staged, will be spon-
sored by the Junior Chamber of
Commerce. of Columbus. Further
information will be given in the
Daily Bulletin in the daily papers.

Never before in the history of Fort
Benning has so much interest been
manifested in a theatrical show than
in "The Debutante," Victor Herbert's
operetta, to be presented by the Fort
Benning Glee Club at the Main Thea-
ter on the evenings of March 10th
and 11th.

It seems that almost everyone in
the post is directly, or indirectly, con-
nected with some phase of the activi-
ties which are lending themselves to-
wards making this year's Glee Club
production a record-breaker.

In tht first place ,the Glee Club was
fortunate in having a personnel con-
taining several real artists this year,
as well as retaining from last year
many of its tried members who have
rendered valuable assistance in the
past.

From the very start fortune seemed
to smile on every effort put forth.
The novel system devised for the
ticket sale proved a success. The will-
ingness of everyone to attend strenu-
ous rehearsals, and the score of vol-
unteers who have come forward to
help in the technical work, made the
Glee Club effort this year one of real
pleasure to the officials of the club.

At the present time-a week before
the show-it appears that the only
persons in Fort Benning who will not
try to crowd into the theatre on the
first night will be the Officer of the
Day and the Members of the Guard.
Although the majority at Fort Bea-
ning have decided on Saturday night
-the second night-as Fort Benning
night, scores have provided themselves
with tickets for both evenings. On
Frday evening a party of 150 resi-
dents of Columbus, under the spon-
sorship of the civilian life members
of the Officers' Club, will attend "The

rrimay.) fflurczi a. 170-3

Naval Officers-Maj. Willis T. How-
ard, Capt. Robert S. Miller, Lt. E. L.
Moseley, Lt. R. V. Murphy, Capt. Geo.
V. W. Pope, Capt. Lowell W. Rooks,
Lt. P. W. Thompson.

Sailors-Lt. J. B. Coolidge, Lt. Carl
F. Duffner, Lt. Glenn A. Farris, Lt.
H. L. Flood, Lt. W. M. Ives, Jr., Lt.
E. M. Rowan, Capt. L. D. Tharp, Lt.
Edward G. Winston, Lt. Robert N.

(Please turn to page 5)
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;IRL SCOUTS AWARDED BADGES
OF MERIT

(Continud From Page 1)

rs of the three troops, who told

hat each group had done during

ie half year. Mrs. Brown is captain

f the Cardinal Troop, the high
chool girls; Mrs. Kellam had charge

f the Daffodils; while the smallest

couts, the Pine Trees, are led by

[iss Nancy Stilwell. This year has
een the most progressive one in the

istory of the Girl Scouts at Fort
enning, with nearly a hundred girls

the three troops.
Next came the presentation of the
adges. We were pleased to hear
Irs. Lyman give the Second Class
,irls their new ranks. Mrs. Weeks

ame to present the First Class badges,
ping through the ceremony with the
couts. Mrs. Matchett then gave out
he very numerous proficiency badges,
!ach square pinned to a ribbon of
he color of the troop to which the
irl receiving it belonged. This was
very colorful ceremony.
At the end of the rally, we sang

everal songs, including some funny
nes, then finished with "Taps."
The Girl Scout Cabin was literally

)acked with people, with some look-
ng in through the windows. Those
vho were unable to attend will feel
s though they have missed a great
,,vent, which it truly was!

0
SOCIETY

(Continued From Page 2)

Avenue. Saturday's game will be
played at the Woman's Club at eight
D'clock.

The tournament will be governed

We really don't know what
she's looking for, but if it's

KNIT 1

Suits and Dresses
She'll find some spiffy

ones at Kirven's, chock-
full of the essential, casual
correctness so necessary
in sports wear.

$10.75 to $29.75
In all spring shades,

suitable for golfing, ten-
nis, and spectator wear, in
fact, all sports.

Sizes 12 to 42
G r e y, Beige, Green,

Navy and Blue, including
the fascinating

ELEANOR BLUE
One or two piece gar-

ments.

Debutante" in a body. Prior to the j
show they are to enjoy a supper-dance v

at the Officers' Club. a

Following the show on the second e

evening, members of the Fort Benning

Glee Club are to enjoy a cabaret
party at the Officers' Club. More than
300 reservations have been made with j

the Secretary of the Officers' Club for
this novel affair.C

While a great number of reserved
seat tickets have been sold in advance,
there still remain many good seats
in the reserved section, and many
more in the section set aside for gen-
eral admission patrons. The theater
capacity is 1264 and all who purch-
ased tickets, whether for reserved seats
or general admission, may rest assured
that every seat in the theater is a good
seat with full view of the stage.

The show this year has been ar-
ranged so as to satisfy tastes of all
sorts. In fact the program to be pre-
sented is so varied that it has com-
monly been referred to as three-shows.
in-one. First, an operetta by Victor
Herbert; Second, a well-rounded
comedy by Harry B. and Robert B.
Smith, who collaborated with Victor
Herbert, and then a vaudeville per-
formance of 7 acts, plus a pony bal-
let of beautiful girls in most attract-
ive costumes.

The cast:
The, Hon. Spencer Cavendish, Mid-

shipman, Sally Lindsey; Bosun, H. M.
S. Scorpion, Lt. K. Maertens; Lieu-
tenant Larry Sheridan, British Navy,
Capt. Howard Clark 2nd; Mrs. Zeno-
bia Bunker, wife of Ezra, Margaret
Reeder; Ezra Bunker, composer of
futuristic music, Lt. J. E. Raymond;
Godfrey Frazer, an American million-
aire, Capt. Wilbur S. Elliott; Wiggins,
Frazer's butler, Maj. Geo. L. Kraft;
Elaine, daughter of Sir Francis Vane,
Dorothy Githens; Armand, the Mar-
quis de Frontenac, Lt. Orestes Cleve-1
land; Philip Frazer, son of Godfrey,
Lt. Silas Woodson Hosea; Irma, pri-
ma donna of "The Opera Comique,"
Georgia Hirst Leard; Testlavitz, a fa.
mous violincellist. Lt. C. H. Treat;
Nina, an aspiring ballet girl, Betty
Hosea; Paul Masson, a famous sculp-
tor, Lt. Robert N. Young; Footman,
Masson's man, Capt. Robert S. Miller.

Midshipmen-Emily Blackmore, Lu-
isa Byrd, Lucile Hull, Louise Kraft,
Barbara Moseley, Josephine Peters,
Frances Tindall.

Society Buds-Marjorie Aibright,
Marie Allen, Adelaide Andrews, Mary
Helen Baughman, Katherine Cleve-
land, Constance M. A. Cota, Helen
DePass, Mary Ewing, Kathryn Gail-
lard, Caroline Hageman, Kenneth Ken-
dall, Alice McKinley, Marie Parks,
Martha Rooks, Beatrice Thompson,
IHelen Wilson.

is the newest Turkish Delight
The new Fez. In
Navy, Black, Grey,
Beige. $3.95

ji

I

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H. ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture Dealerfor 38 Years

-1

See the
FASHION SHOW

POLO HUNT CLUB

Saturday - March 4th - 4 P. M.

Benefit Post School

Admission 35c

ARMY NA VY
"TRADE MARX

Regulation

U. S. ARMY SABRES

Group of first class Girl Scouts from Cardinal and Daffodil troops,
Fort Benning, who have completed photographers badge test. Captain
Howard Liston, examiner.

Left to right sitting: Betty Negrotto, Francis Lewis; Standing: Made-
line Matchett, Ruth O'Neal, Jane Kraft, Mary Jane Davidson, Betty Ann
Albright.

VENS

IN. 3 STANDARD
QUALITIES

IIIEFENDER
MARK

TRADECH-ALLENGER
MARK

C TRADECONUEROR
MAR K

The HAT

0

Look for the
trademark on the blade

of your sabre

Inquire at your Post Exchange
N. S. MEYER, INC.

43 East 19th St., New York

by the National Tournament rules
and there, will be. four trophies for
each flight. All bridge players from
Columbus and Fort Benning are cor-
dially invited to enter. Mrs. Malcolm
McKinnon, the general chairman of
the tournament, will have on her com-
mittee Mr. Calvin DesPortes and Mrs.

N. A. Dykes. The referees will be

Mesdames Willis Battle, Walter Hud-

son, Henry Colery, George Golden,
Douglas Mobley and Miss Sarah Bus-
sey.

T--HE.BENNING HERALDMaPP16 q IQTA
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Lieutenant Peep's Diary
Thursday, Feb. 23

As Gene Tunney might be said t(
have won the heavyweight champion
ship twice running, so, since ou
twenty-mile ride, on Tuesday last
have, with my family, a meal-tim(
reputation of two days' standing.

As reports continue to reach us con
cerning the route and terrain difficul
ties experienced by the expert firs
riding platoon I become. more con
vinced that Mr. 0. D. Young had
the right formula. That section was
to use Mr. Young's expression "in the
same boat with Columbus. He didn't
know where he was going when h(
started. When he got there he didn't
know where he was, and when he gol
back he didn't know where he had
been."

Relieved no end to discover thai
Colonel Weeks had not, after all,
made the ride bareback. It had been
bruited about that such was the case
for many in seeing him mounted that
day could discern no saddle.
Saturday, Feb. 25

Home again after twenty-four hours
of river crossing. I had, until this
time, believed that the Kansas barber
was but a jolly fiction of the School.
Since noon of yesterday I have been
convinced not only that he lives and
breathes but that he participates in
night attacks on river lines.

That the crossing might more ap-
propriately have been made on Wash-
ington's birthday, or that it was not
a field exercise at all but merely a
hoax to give the Academic Depart.
ment some exclusive use of the golf
course are irrelevant considerations.
Our sally into the field of private
soldiering did cause a searching light
to fall on the cerebral gyrations of
our elders the "Brain Trust" and of
our intellectual superiors the Engin-
eers. I do hope that the Keeper of
the Record may not hold me account.
able for the highly expressive, albeit
unprintable, stock of phrases with
which my head has become cluttered,
for I did but listen. But I misdoubt
if earnest effort to forget can rid me
of them all in under two months.

Ostensibly simulating Company I,
29th Infantry, we in reality occupiedourselves as the labor battalion, 24th
Infantry, which had failed to arrive.
Engaged during the early part of the
afternoon in one of the highly tech-
nical jobs which only engineers can
do really well. Its execution depended
in the main on the successful flexion
of twenty biceps, twenty of us having
laid hold of an inverted pontoon. Up-
on walking ten yards the biceps were,

with one accord, unflexed and the
0 process repeated with as much ensuing
I- profit to ourselves as though the time
r had been spent in filling and toting
I sandbags.
e The evening gone in a vain endeav-

or to decide whether we should pull
the trucks or the trucks us. From the
final upshot of the evening exertions

" I deem that the title of "pontoon
prime mover" should be transferred

- from the trucks to the class. It is now
apparent what makes the Boatmen

'g Vulgar.
B In the course of snaking pontoons
t to the river's edge we did tug the

unmanageable things not less than two
t extra unnecessary furlongs to circum-
t navigate all engineer trucks obstruct-
t ing the path albeit every vehicle's

motor was running. I am at a loss to
t determine if that is usual engineer

procedure or if we were being hazed.
When I do consider that certain of-

ficers of the invaluable Corps of En-
t gineers were, before the maneuver,

greatly exercised over the incipient
danger of the Infantry's tying it up I
am forced to the limit of restraint to
prevent popping buttons off my waist-
coat. Between laughs I can discern the
possibility of our tying it up had any
rope been left us but the knot was
already Gordian in its proportions
when we got there.

Award for most energetic soldier
earned unequivocally by McComas,
who having in the morning worked
an extra problem for the indirect
laying exam (just to loosen up) did
continue far into the night by pull-
ing at least two extra pontoons down
the hill.

Stewart to the use of psychology
that he might not so keenly feel the
rigors of the exercise-wearing his
pajamas as that he should feel at
home. Gus Herndon some perturbed
lest he, falling in the river and drown.
ing, be charged by the Officers' Club
for breakfast.

The night punctuated by a diversity
of incidents and sensations, chief
among the latter being the one which
awoke me at about two AM. And
even now I cannot say whether it
was one of suffocation from smoke
of the fire or congealation from thecold. Awake in time to see Gus Reg.
nier sleepily stumbling about with an
axe in search of nearby fuel for the
fire but finding none, handily did in
sleepy resignation toss the axe handle
on the dying blaze.

Discussion greatly rife in the class
as to the relative standings of Cor-
doba, McKinney, and Uhrbrock as

(Please turn to page 9)

Here's To Your Health
BY MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

Fly Sprays
These may be used not only against

flies but also against mosquitoes, fleas
and lice.

Fly sprays are usually kerosene ex-
tracts of pyrethrum powder (insect
powder), containing an essential oil
such as oil of pennyroyal or citro-
nella.

Commercially these are sold under
various trade names and are quite ex.
pensive. An efficient fly spray can be
made for one-half to two-thirds of
the cost of these patented prepara.
tions as follows:

Pyrethrum powder 1/2 to 1 lb.
Kerosene 1 gal.

Mix and let stand for three or four

days, giving the mixture a good shak-
ing twice a day. On the fourth day
the clear liquid above the settled
powder can be drawn off and is ready
to use as the spray. The insect kill-
ing power of this liquid is increased
by the addition of one ounce of oil
of pennyroyal or citrornella to one
gallon of the extract.

Alcohol can be used instead of
kerosene in the proportion of 1 quart
to 1 lb. of powder and after the four
days extraction adding 4 quarts of
water. This however is more ex.
pensive.

The spray is applied by means of
a hand sprayer.

VOLUMIE II

sett, "We Sit by the River, and Watch
and Watch," and a heart-touching
ballad by a quartette comprising
Dana Allen, King Lehr, Don Faith,
and Jesse Green entitled, "But, Dear
Mother, I Don't Wanna Be an En.
gineer." The scenic setting for the
latter was most impressive, compris-
ing pontoons of engineers struggling
manfully against the currents of the
Alabama.Georgia boundary.

The "Volga Boatmen" was sung
with great gusto by a chorus of fresh-
men from the Upatoi Military Aca-
demy under the direction of Maestro
John Harvey. Simultaneously in the
hills, the vales, and the swamps be-
yond, soldiers, teamsters, hosses, um-
pires, flies, truck drivers, and mules-
the entire supporting cast-made the
welkin ring with a masterly interpre.
tation of "Oh, Star of Eve, Whose
Tender Beam, Falls on My Spirit's
Troubled Dream," this to the accom-
paniment of falling flares from an
airship. Unfortunately, the scenic set.
ting for this number was so effective
that fully half the population of Fort
Mitchell and the suburbs thereof fled
in a westerly direction proclaiming:
"The debil am a-comin'!"

Frankie Heileman obliged with an
impromptu offering of "Old Man
River, He Sure Do Somethin'," which
was so splendidly received that Fran.
kie and Johnny Jenkins, author of the
production, crooned together the re-
frain "Won't You Make Believe You
Love Me?" Frankie and Johnny
rocked the countryside with this duet.

Splendid stage direction was evi.
lenced when at the Saturday morn-
ing performance the doughboys sud-
denly dropped their rifles and essay-
ed the roles of engineers in Scene 18,
Canto 6, Act XI, entitled "Blazing a
Way Through the Jungles." It was
quite apparent to the audience that

(Please turn to page 9)
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NUMBER 45

Advanced Classic
"The Road to Georgia," stage ada

tation of John L. Jenkins' classi
known to all booklovers as "We Sh
Gather at the River, Yes We Shall
was produced last week before
appreciative audience at Fort Mitche
Alabama.

Originally scheduled for only a o
night stand, the production ran (
a continuous performance b a si
through a Friday matinee to a Satu
day night show-and for all we kno
some of the mummers may still I
out yonder doing their mumming.

Space does not permit complel
dramatic review of this mammot
production, which in reality was
twenty.ring circus under one cove
Suffice it to say that one had to se
the show or participate therein t
gain full appreciation of its movin
beauty, its dramatic power, and its ii
spiration value.

The official program, without whic
one could not tell the names of th
nlayers and with which one was n
better off, carried the name of Charli
Yuill as leading man. However, th
male lead was stolen completely fror
the self-effacing Charlie by a youn
engineer who had charge of the ur
per crossing. This lad was a how
from start to finish.

Gene Behan brought down th
house as he essayed the role of Si
mon Legree, though his supportin
cast either was. not present or no
visible due to faulty stage lightinj
at the Friday evening performance.

One thousand handkerchiefs wer
lifted to two thousand eyes to dr,
four thousand tears as Jack Gleave
stood by the flickering camp firesid
and, bundled in (reading from intern
al to external) winter longs, wool
two pair of socks, wool, two shirts
wool, one sweater, wool, one over
coat, wool, one raincoat, lined, anc
three blankets, wool, monologued
"I Want Me a Bedding Roll Like th(
Umpires." For an encore Jack offered
"I Ask Ya, Vas Ya Effer in Alaska?'

Smoothness was effected in th(
production-which otherwise mighlhave been tinged with too much sad
ness--by the antics of the comedians
Paul Connor gained great applause
with his recitation "Who Took All the
Hootch Outta the Chattahoochee?" as,
did Dandy Howe with his "I Yump in
a Hole When I Find One."

There were a score of musical se.
lections which unquestionably will
soon take the American public by
storm. Among the most popular were
a duet by J immie Fry and Dick Bas.

INTIMATE INTERVIEWS WITH
LOCAL CELEBRITIES-NO. 4

. The Flare Special Agent elbowed his
* way unceremoniously into the clinic

operated by Herr Doktor Yulius New-
gord, where he found the affable and
efficient Major engaged in his daily
labors.

In the room where a dozen or more
patients mostly of the gentler sex, all
receiving simultaneous attention and
consideration.

"Busy day?" asked the Agent, when
the Doktor finished looking into the
throat of a sweet young thing.

"Busy! Busy!! Nothing but," fairly
groaned the specialist as he suited his
action to his words by dashing around
the circle of patients raising an eye-
lid here, and touching an ear there

i until he once more confronted the
sweet young thing.

"I can't see a thing wrong with those
beautiful eyes of yours," crooned Yul.
ius, with his most benign smile.

"It's not my eyes-it's my throat,"
rasped the fair young maiden.

"Oh," gulped the Herr Doktor, as
he set forth once more on his dance
around the tittering circle.

At last he came to rest in front of
the Special Agent.

"Must be interesting to be an eye,
ear, nose and throat specialist," sug-
gested the Agent tactfully.

"I'm no eye, ear, nose, and throat
specialist" whispered the Doktor con-
fidentially into the Agent's ear.

"No?" murmured the cub reporter,
softly, all ears for the startling admis.
sion which he felt was forthcoming.

"No," returned the Doktor, with a
twinkle in his eye, "I'm an Ankle
Specialist."

POPULAR SCIENCE NEW APPLI.
CATION OF MATHMATICS

At a field exercise one day last
week, one of our volunteer reporters
picked up a library card addressed to
Captain H. E. Kelly of the Advanced
Class. The card notified Captain Kel-
ly that three books which he had tak.
en out were overdue. The books
were "Three Cornered Love", "Plane

I'age Four
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and Solid Geometry", and "Short
Course in Trigonometry".

Granted that great soldiers in their
lighter moments have frequently evinc-
ed an interest in three cornered love,
we never heard of one who approach.
ed the subject via the abstract sciences.
It is a new idea---this one of seeking
a solution of the eternal triangle by
geometric formulae. Yet the logic of
Captain Kelly's investigation is incon-
trovertible. Indeed, it seems strange
that no one has thought of it before.
The present day use of the verb "to
proposition" should have suggested the
relationship.

What application to his problem
Captain Kelly will make of the "Short
Course in Trigonometry" remains to
be seen. Possibly it will be useful in
making a preliminary survey.

UNIQUE ANTI-FREEZE PRE-
CAUTION

From time to time it has been our
painful duty to comment in this col.
umn upon the peculiar psychologic
make up of people who have a passion
for tilling the soil and making things
grow therein.

The strongest manifestation of this
pathologic condition that has come to
our attention recently concerns Cap-
tain Virgil Bell, the well known
scenic artist.

Captain Bell, having taken time by
the forelock, as it were, and planted
a garden in the winter, found the ten-
der shoots of his prize English peas
menaced by the severe mid-February
cold snap. To save his precious plants
from the boreal blasts became the em-
inent horticulturist's first concern.
Collecting all of the spare bedding
that Mrs. Bell would let him have, he
carefully tucked it around the peas as
far as it would go. But even after
snitching one of the blankets from the
baby's bed, a part of the crop still re-
mained unprotected, and the resource-
ful Captain had to draw on his own
wardrobe to cover up the rest. Hand-
iest and most suitable for the purpose
was a brand new civilian overcoat and

(Please turn to page 9)

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

THE ROAD TO ROME
For the next and last production of the current amateur theatrical season,

the Infantry School Dramatic Club is offering "The Road to Rome". The
management confidently expects it to draw a record-breaking house. Most
Dramatic Club members will come automatically, as usual, and in addition.
a heavy turnout of reluctant members and a brisk business in single night
tickets is anticipated. It is decidedly something different from the customary
vehicle for the local Thespians and, be it for better or for worse, everybody
will want to see it.

Another thing which ought to make for a record-breaking attendance is
the discussion which the play has inspired. Ever since the present adminis-
tration went into office "The Road to Rome" has been a topic of conversa.
tion. Whether the Dramatic Club should or shouldn't, could or couldn't,
would or wouldn't put it on has been a fruitful theme for polite dinner-table
debates. Not that anybody really cared much, except a few enthusiasts, but
at least it made conversation. Naturally people will be curious to see a play
that has been the source of so much controversy.

For the benefit of those who are interested, the triumvirate directing the
play has authorized us to say that their pet project has progressed to the
point where it is reasonably assured that the play is really going on. After
many readings and some, change in rehearsals, the big cast of twenty-five is
complete. Incidentally, from a military standpoint, it is the most distin-
guished cast that has ever trod the local boards. What is more, only one of
the twenty-five has appeared on the Fort Benning stage and most of the re-
maining twenty-four have never appeared on any stage. Dramatic Club
patrons who like new blood are destined to see their fondest dreams realized
when the curtain goes up on "The Road to Rome".

We could tell lots of interesting inside stories of the casting of this
much talked of production but one will suffice. Those who have seen or
read the play will recall that Amytis, the wife of Fabius Maximus, is an
Athenian. Realizing that the intelligent Benning audience would be prompt
to detect an imitation, the zealous casting committee refused to be satis-
fied until it had found for the all important leading role one who, in addi.
tion to possessing all of the other necessary qualifications, was also born in
Athens of the race of Pericles. You can't beat that for meticulous attention
to ethnological detail.
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Gen. Estes Will Be
Here For Meeting
Of State Reserves

Brigadier General George H. Estes,
of Fort McPherson, Georgia, is expect-
ed to arrive at Fort Benning, at about
12:30 P. M. Friday, for a short visit
to the post, during which he will ad-
dress delegates to the fifth annual
state convention of the Georgia de-
partment Reserve Officer Association.

Approximately two hundred reserve
officers are expected to attend the con-
vention which will be held at Fort
Beening on Friday and Saturday of
this week. The delegates will be quar-
tered in the ROTC area during their
sojourn here.

Included among these attending the
convention will be a number of war-
rant officers and enlisted men of the
Fort Benning garrison who hold re-
serve commissions. Major General
Campbell King, commandant of the
Infantry School, has announced that
these men will be excused from their
duties in the garrison in order to
participate in the convention meet-
ings.

A garrison review at Fort Benning
and addresses by prominent officers of
the Post will feature the state con-
vention of the Reserve Officers asso-
ciation in Georgia. Today a mess at
noon will be followed by a talk by
Major Sereno E. Brett on Mechaniza-
tion of the Army, a demonstration by
the 66th Infantry (Light Tanks) and
a demonstration by Chemical Warfare
troops. After mess at 6:15, the offi-
cers will asssemble tonight for an ad-
dress by Major General Campbell
Ki n g, Commandant, the Infantry
School, who will welcome them, and
from Judge J. A. Lynch, a member
of the American Legion national com-
mittee on national defense.

The review of the troops at Fort
Benning will be held Saturday morn-
ing at 9:00 o'clock.

TO APPEAR IN "THE DEBUTANTE"

Left to Right: Dorothy Lynch, Elizabeth Beatty and Esther Weeks, who will take part in "The Debutante",

the Victor Herbert operetta to be given here Friday and Saturday, March 10th and 11th, at the Main Theatre.

Cinema Ca[endar
for Grand, Rialto and Royal

AT THE GRAND

SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "What!
No Beer?" with Buster Keaton, Jimmy Durante, Roscoe Ates,
and Phyllis Barry. This comedy completely covers the whole
agitation for beer from the last election to the present fight
in Congress for legalization. And will they make you laugh? Well,
try and keep from having convulsions!

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY: Offering "Clear All Wires"
with Lee Tracy, Benita Hume, Una Merkel and James Gleason.
The screen adaptation of a Broadwy hit depicting the trials nd
tribulations of a fast-talking newspaper correspondent who steals
a chorus girl from his boss, plots a shooting in order to make news-
paper headlines, falls into the hands of Russian police and other-
wise keeps excitement going high pitch.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY: Offering "Tiger Shark" with
Edward G. Robinson, Richard Arlen and Zita Johann. A thrill-
ing and spectacular sea drama, with many a daring feat recorded
among man-eating sharks.

AT THE RIALTO
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY: Off ering "Young Blood"

with Bob Steele and Helen Foster. A riproaring story of the
west, with Steele riding to a new triumph in his second western
drama of the season. A thriller of pony express adventure,
racing action and flaming romance.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY: Offering "Too Busy to Work"
with Will Rogers, Marian Nixon and Dick Powell. Chuckles that
warm the cockles of your heart. Too busy to work... too cheer-
ful to worry ... too meddlesome to keep his nose out of other
people's business. Rogers was never more humorous-nor more
human.

TUESDAY ONLY: Offering "Sherlock Holmes" with Clive
Brook, Miriam Jordan and Ernest Torrence. The World's great-
est detective vs. modern, organized crime. Which wins? This
cool, calculating crime hunter or the master minds who bring
wealth, science, and ruthlessness to make modern crime a suc-
cessful business? See this thriller for the answer.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY: Offering "Robbers'
Roost" with George O'Brien and Maureen O'Sullivan. They say
this is the most exciting picture he ever made-a Zane Grey story
of straight shooting, galloping action, hard fighting and thrill-
ing romance.

AT THE ROYAL

(Opening with midnight show, 11:15 Saturday)

ALSO SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY: Offering
"Frisco Jenny" with Ruth Chatterton, Donald Cook, Louis Cal-
hern and Helen Jerome Eddy. The story of a queen of Demi-
monde, who rules her kingdom with an iron hand, though goes
'to the gallows with sealed lips rather than acquaint a son with
a mother's shame.
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CTOR HERBERT'S OPERETTA

[EXT WEEK PROMISES TO BE

OUTSTANDING SUCCESS

(Continued from page 3)

[oung.
Ballet Girls-Elizabeth Beatty, Betty

3eishline, Marie Dunn, Judy Halter-
nan, Eleanor Harding, Mona Jordan,
)ot Lynch, Bess Todd, Mary Wads-
worth, Esther Weeks.

ACT II
Ladies-Marjorie Albright, Marie

Allen, Adelaide Andrews, Mary Helen
Baughman, Emily Blackmore, Luisa
Byrd, Katherine Cleveland, Constance
M. A. Cota, Helen DePass, Mary Ew.
ing, Kathryn Gaillard, Caroline Hage.
man, Lucile Hull, Kenneth Kendall,
Louise Kraft, Sally Lindsey, Alice
McKinley, Marie Parks, Josephine
Peters, Martha Rooks, Beatrice
Thompson, Frances Tindall, Helen
Wilson.

Gentlemen-Lt. George E. Bush, Lt.
J. B. Coolidge, Lt. Carl F. Duffner,
Lt. Glenn A. Farris, Lt. H. L. Flood,
Maj. Willis T. Howard, Lt. W. M.
Ives, Jr., Maj. Geo. L. Kraft, Lt. K.
Maertens, Lt. R. V. Murphy, Capt.
George V. W. Pope, Capt. Lowell W.
Rooks, Lt. E. M. Rowan, Capt. L. D.
Tharp, Lt. P. W. Thompson, Lt. Ed-
ward G. Winston.

Columbus Office Supply Co.

24 Hr. Service

RUBBER STAMPS

Phone 556

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GjEObUIA
A Citizen Wherever We Servo

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harding, Manager

S1
Dic

son.
Lt.
line

pecial Dancers--"Tango," Mae E.
kerson and Lt. Wendell G. John-

"Adagio," Barbara Moseley and

E. L. Moseley. "Rumba," Jacque-

Cowley.

The Director and Technical Staff:

Director-lst Lt. Aloysius E. 0'-

Flaherty. Assistant Directors-Music,

Prof. Erwin H. Vondereau; Dancing,

Mae A. Dickerson.

Technical Staff-Stage Manager,

Capt. Virgil Bell; Wardrobe Mistress,

Katherine Brady; Assistant, Felicia

Howell; Property, Lt. J. R. Beishline;

Make up, Isobel Chance; Assistants,

Miriam Beavers, Betty Beishline, Nai.

da Bell, Anna Brislawn, Hilda Bur.

nap, Louise Kraft, Sally Lindsey, Page

Michie, Ethel Otto, Ruth Phillips,

Katherine Studebaker, Frances Tin-

dall, Martha Watkins, Maj. Geo. L.

Kraft, Lieut. Edward G. Winston.
Promoters-Ethel Otto and Margaret

Elliott.

Publicity and Box Office-Lieut.
Harry G. Dowdall. Assistant, Lieut.
Louis B. Rutte.

Music-29th Infantry 0 r c h e s t r a,
Warrant Officer George A. Horton,
Leader, assisted by Josephine M. Han.
na, pianist, Mr. Ralph Cotton, cel.
list, and Mrs. Ralph Cotton, violinist.

Girl Scout Notes
Cardinal Troop

Tuesday, Feb. 28
We're getting our merit badges

straightened out again. We have

made lists of those we hope to pass
before our next Court of Awards in
May. Appointments have already been
made for Tree Finder with Mrs. Wool-
nough, Child Nurse, with Mrs. Stil.
well, and the Cyclist and Athlete are
continuing.

Evidently we are to have an inter-
esting game next meeting, because
Mrs. Brown instructed each girl to
bring a picture of some famous man,
bird, animal, place, etc., and to cut
the name off, so the rest of us may
guess what it is. That will certainly
be an intelligence test!

Class For B a k e rs
Opens Las t Wie e k

A new class of enlisted students
has been enrolled for the bakers'
course, which will begin at the School
for Bakers and Cooks, Fort Benning,
on Tuesday, under the direction of
Lieutenant William N. McKennan, as-
sistant commandant. Those who have
been selected for the course are: Pri-
vate William Hardalen, Regimental
Machine Gun Company, 29th Infantry;
Private first class William S. Larkin,
Company D, 29th Infantry, Private
1st class Lacy Strickland, Company F,
67th Infantry (Medium Tanks); and
Private 1st class Walter B. Hale, Head-
quarters Battery, 83rd Field Artillery.

The new class will replace the
group of students who have completed
a course of instruction at the School,
and who were graduated on Tues-
day. In the graduating group were
comprised: Private Donald T. Mc-
Minn, Company E, 29th Infantry; Pri-
vate James E. Scott, Company E, 29th
Infantry; Private Jessie Ames, Head-
quarters Battery, 83rd Field Artillery,
Private James Z. Burnes, and Private
Dan C. Johnson, both of Battery A,
83rd Field Artillery; and Privates
Clinton A. Madden, Company F, 66th
Infantry (Light Tanks).

PEKORI
JEWELRY CO.

1221 Broadway
for

Expert Watch Repairing

MEN'S SUITS
$12.50

CLASSY
CLOTHES SHOP

1035 Broadway

BLO0LE! BLOOIE! BLOOIE!
JOHN, JIM and LOUIE

WANT

OLD SETTLER'S PORK SAUSAGE
With their hot cakes tomorrow morning.

EVERY POUND GUARANTEED BY

The Provision Co., Inc.
COLUMBUS, GA.
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DAVIS P. HARDING, Editor

Griffin To Meet Toughest Foe Of Ca

Friday, March 3, 1933

reer
SPORT CHATTER

BY DAVIS HARDING

Indoor track, very popular in this

country, is comparatively unknown in

European countries. For example,

when Doctor Otto Peltzer arrived in

the United States to compete with

American long distance runners, he
found himself at a great disadvantage
because of his inexperience with
board tracks.

His stride was broken up and he
faltered badly around the turns. As
a result, he was outrun by many ath-
letes whom he could have beaten at
the same distance outside with a suit-
case in either hand.

Emmett Toppino shows every indi-
cation of becoming the American 1933
sprint king. He is a natural runner
with tremendous leg drive. He comes
out of his holes like a rabbit, and
his ability to get off to a fast start
is often the determining factor in
the winning of the race.

Toppino, who first came to the at-
tention of the world sportdom when
he distinguished himself in the Olym-
pic tryouts, has beaten Frank Wycoff

USED CAR BARGAINS
'29 Chevrolet Sedan--------$195
'29 Ford Roadster----------85
'29 Ford Phaeton-----------95
'29 Ford Sport Roadster- 195
'29 Ford Sedan------------150
'29 Ford Coupe-----------150
'29 Ford DeLuxe Coupe- 225
'31 Ford Two-Door Sedan ..... 325
'31 Ford DeLuxe Phaeton-.... 325
'28 Studebaker Sedan--------95
'31 Chevrolet Sport DeLuxe

Coach---------------395
'29 Buick Coupe------------125
'27 Buick Sedan-----------125
'32 V-8 Ford Coach,

practically new---------$
'31 Chevrolet Std. Coach- 325
2 '31 DeLuxe Chevrolet

Coaches--------------$
1 '31 DeLuxe Chevrolet Sedan $
'28 Twin Harley-Davidson

Motorcycle-------------35
'28 Twin Harley-Davidson

Motorcycle-------------50

EASY PAYMENT
SMALL DOWN PAYMENTS

Patterson & Pope
MOTOR CO., INC.

Phone 412 1415-1st Ave.

several times this year.

Johnny Risko, the Cleveland Rub-
ber Boy, may be nearing the end of
the fistic trail but he still has enough
skill left to defeat a great many of
the present day fighters.

Last week he swapped punches with
King Levinsky and when the fray was
over had copped six of the rounds,
with three going to his opponent and
one even.

Risko, whom Tex Rickard dubbed
"the spoiler" because of his habit of
ending the championship aspirations
of many candidates for the heavy-
weight crown, has been fighting nine
years.

* * *

Strangler Lewis, whose famed head-
lock won him the championship of
the world, was thrown by Jim Brown-
ing, a Missouri giant, last week. Lewis
was unable to compete with Brown-
ing's rugged endurance and youth.

Jim Londos, the pride of Greece,
who is recognized by some states as
heavyweight champion, is dickering
for a bout with Browning. If a match
can be arranged, there is no doubt
about the winner being given nation-
wide recognition. Londos and Brown-
ing stand head and shoulders over the
other wrestlers in their division.

Young Corbett's flying fists thudded
out a decisive victory over Jackie
Fields in a bristling ten round bout.
The victory established Corbett as
the welterweight champion of the
world.

Outguessing Fields as the latter
bored in, head down, the new champ
jumped back after every drive with
lefts and rights to the body that jolt-
ed much of the fight out of his op-
ponent.

For the fourth time in the history
of boxing, the name Corbett proved
the downfall of champions. The Fres-
no Italian followed a long line of
illustrious predecessors that started
when James J. Corbett sent the Bos-
ton Strong Boy, John L. Sullivan, to
the floor of the ring in the twenty-
first round of their bout for the heavy-
weigh championship.

Ralph Metcalfe's brilliant spurt in
the last ten yards nailed Emmett Top-

(Please turn to page 7)

Athletic Equipment
The Main Branch, Post Exchange, has
a complete service on all kinds of ath-
letic equipment. Phone 608.

Post Exchange
FT. BENNING, GA.

The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized To Sell To Anyone
Not In The Military Service

Ted Sandwina Is
Next Fighter To
Face Corn Griffin
Ching Johnson and Tex Wal-

lace To Trade Blows In
Semi-Final Bout Tuesday

Corn Griffin is slated to meet the

toughest opponent in his career when

he stacks up against Ted Sandwina

next Tuesday night. Sandwina's amaz-

ing record speaks for itself.

He has beaten Otto Von Porat. And
Otto ranks well up among the first

ten in heavyweight circles. The Nor-

wegian has made an exceptional rec-

ord during his sojourn in the States

and has beaten most of the top-notch-
ers. Phil Scott, English heavyweight
champion, and Joe Beckett, who
fought Carpentier twice, have both
been defeated by Sandwina.

Salvadore Ruggierello, another fight-
er who ranks among the first ten,
fell before Ted's fiery attack. K. 0.
Christner, the boy who has destroyed
the aspirations of so many prospect-
ive champions, was easy for Sand-
wina.

In addition to these fighters, Ted
has battled Mickie Walker, who fought
a draw with Jack Sharkey, world's
heavyweight champ, Young Stribling,
whose record is well known, and Pri-
mo Carnera, who may be the next
heavyweight champion. He lost de-
cisions to both Walker and Stribling,
and was stopped by Carnera, but
while he was in there, he gave a good
account of himself.

It is easy to understand why Sand-
wina will be the toughest opponent
Griffin ever met. If he defeats Ted,
improbable as victory may seem, Corn
will become famous overnight.

Griffin himself needs no introduc-
tion. He rates on a par with the best
lightheavies in the game, Maxie Ros-
enbloom, Joe Knight, and Bob God-
win not excepted. The Benning boxer
is on the path to fistic fame and will
get there eventually.

In the semi-final bout of the even-
ing, C hing Johnson will make an at-
tempt to demonstrate that he is still
"he giantkiller of old when he takes
on Tex Wallace, hardpunching, whirl-
wind menace from the Lone Star
State.

Ching was rather disappointing in
his last appearance in a Benning ring.
Harold Murphy, his opponent on that
occasion, however, indicated his worth

when he fought a draw with Walker
Smith, the Benning Tornado, in the
main go of the last fight card staged
here.

Lieutenant Howard Johnson is do-
ing everything in his power to get
Ching in trim for the coming fracas
and it should be a different fighter in
there next Tuesday night.

Wallace has been boxing on the Pa-
cific Coast where he has made a name
for himself. Jim Jeffries, at one time
heavyweight champ of the world, was
very much impressed with Tex from
the start and took him under his
wing, declaring that Wallace would
be wearing championship laurels be-
fore much time rolled by. Tex never
quite got into championship company
but he is rated as a tough, hard-punch-
ing boy who likes the going when its
roughest. From every point of view,
the Johnson-Wallace bout should be
a humdinger.

Bunker Hill, who never fails to
please the crowd, is matched with
Lester Darby, hard-hitting Columbus
battler, in the main preliminary. This
should be a wow of a fight from the
opening gong to the finish-if it lasts
that long.

Daniel Webster, who won his last
fight via the knockout route, meets
a tartar in Ben Spivey who is well
Lnnwn tn Tiennine fans Ren's recent

POLO NOTES

BoxING
TUESDAY NIGHT. MARCH 24TH

Post Gymnasium, 8:15 P. M.

Corn Griffin
29th Infantry

Tex Wallace
Abilene, Texas

Bunker Hill
Ft. Benning

Daniel Webster
Ft. Benning

Kayo Lucas
Ft. Benning

Sandy Huff
Ft. Benning

Sp
Jimmie Lee

24th Inf.

VS.

10 Rounds

VS.

8 Rounds

VS.

6 Rounds

VS.

6 Rounds

VS.

4 Rounds

Vs.

4 Rounds

Ted Sandwina
New York

Ching Johnson
Ft. Benning

Lester Darby
Columbus

Ben Spivey
Columbus

Tommie Walden
Columbus

Seaweed Wilson
Ft. Benning

ecial Colored Feature
vs. Slugger Banks

24th Inf.
3 Rounds

General Admission 50c Ringside $1.00
Tickets on sale in Columbus at Sears-Roebuck & Co, Wheat's Drug
Store, Hubbard Hardware Co., and Sport & Luggage Shop.

Pa, re Six

Makers of Fine Printing Plates

WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.

Atlanta, Georgia

I dommmompo

The baseball player uses a 40 ounce supremacy. The ball is hit back and

bat, 35 inches long, to hit a 5 ounce forth at lightning speed, with only

baseball out of the lot. Bases loaded, a passing shot to be executed for the

two out, and the count is three and point to be won.

two. The crowds are roaring hoarse- The golf player uses a 13.ounce

ly. The pitcher winds up and the club, 41 inches long with a six ounce

ball comes up to the platter at the head to hit a ball weighing 1.62

rate of 150 feet per second. The bat- ounces, into the cup. Absolute quiet

ter, with a good foothold, has 2-5 ofiatadds the bleeral

a second to decide whether the throwAt

will be a ball or a strike, make his times, he pivots and hits. The dis-

decision, and hit his homerun. Babe tance, as is checked roughly by mark-

Ruth's colossal clout which went 480 ers along the fair way varies from
conceded to be the 300 yards to nothing.

feet is generally e dtough the The polo player uses a 51 inch stick
hardest ball ever hit, although Joe wegig1 uceteha-i
Jackson, old time slugger, is reputed weighing 13 ounces, the head six- ounces to hit a willow wood or bamn-
to have knocked a ball 500 feet into boo root ball weighing 4 ounces
a freight train, through a 24 foot goal. The score is

The tennis player with a thirteentied, second to play, the ball is pass-
ounce racket, 21 inches from the ex- ed, the player running as fast as his
treme tip of the handle to the center horse can go, 27 feet per second, is
of the gut, hits a 2 ounce ball as hard being jostled by his opponent to up-
as he is able and still keep it in set his stance
bounds. Volleying at the net forsthine He guides his horse on

intens the line, stakes his opponent if he can,
the mtchpintth ~arowddrives the ball through the goal.

ly sits as the two players strive for The dist ehbaroustplayer
The distance hit by various playerf.

clash with Bunker Hill at the post varies from 150 yards to nothing, thi - _;

almost stole the show. direction from a goal to an outsido!
K. 0. Lucas and Tommy Walden ball.

tangle in a four-rounder. This bout,.
as well as its predecessor, the Sandy The popularity of Polo to the spec-
Huff-Seaweed Wilson melee should tator was demonstrated Sunday by the
prove extremely popular. large number of cars parked around

Slugger Banks and Jimmy Lee, both the field. The Polo committee is,

of the 24th Infantry will raise the glad to observe that Columbus motor;-
curtain with a three round fight. (Please turn to page 8)
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Griffin Knocks Out O'Dell Early SI
Freebooters And Hoofers Remain lBennie O'D e 11 No Hap p v Hearts Win Ten A

Undefeated In Polo Tournament Match For Griffin Six During Successful
F- n -,& r I

After a month of rain and cold
weather, Shannon Field witnessed a
colorful continuation of the Round
Robin Tournament last Sunday. The
contests attracted many spectators
from Columbus in addition to Fort
Benning polo fans. The games in
every case were close and exciting,
in the course of which the Freeboot-
ers again demonstrated their right to
rule the roost although the 29th In-
fantry Hoofers were close on their
heels.

83rd Bows To 29th
In an exceptionally hardfought bat-

Ile where speed dominated the play
from beginning to end, the undefeat.
ed Hoofer outfit turned back the gal.
lant Redlegs by a score of 5-3. Major
Arnold's skill and leadership helped
to hold down Bear Grease Westlund's
splendid stickwork and kept the out-
come of the game in doubt to the
final gong.
Redlegs Hoofers
1. Bevan 1. O'Connor
2. Sherburne 2. Westlund
3. Arnold 3. Gould
4. Herriot 4. Cushman

Umpire: Lieut. Buzz Butler
Billygoats Defeat Gunners

The Green Wave, after snapping out
)f a two period lethargy, rallied bril.
liantly in the third to overcome the
:reatly improved and hard-fighting

inners by a score of 6-3. Billygoat
,icas starred for the winners while

SPORT CHATTER
(Continued from page 6)

pino at the tapein the 60 meter final
at Madison Square Garden Satur.
o ,y night. In winning the race, Met-
alfe smashed by 5-10 of a second the

. .rmer world's record, established
fir in 1927 and since tied by Ed
Si A.

First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus_$ 350,000.00
Resource. Over- 2,00,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.--Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuahies. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited
UNITED STATES DEPOSIToRY

Grubbs took care of the sharpshootinglI n DsO ut I u e sd a v
for the Gunners.
Billygoats Gunners
1. Lucas 1. Cobb, Ports
2. Bloomquist 2. Grubbs
3. Gammon 3. McManus
4. Winn 4. Haskell

Umpire: Capt. L. W. Brown
Freebooters Topple Optimists

The piece de resistance of the after.
noon was the game between the lea.
gue-leading Freebooters and the argu-
mentative Optimists. When the smoke
and dust had drifted from the fields,
the Freebooters were still topping the
league and the Optimists had been
toppled from their undefeated stand-
ing. The score was 9-6, and speaks
for itself. Grandpa Nichols was again
the stellar stick artist with four goals
to his credit. Each Optimist scored
his handicap.
Freebooters
1. Lockett
2. Nichols
3. Blue
4. Thompson

Standing

Optimists
1. Monroe
2. Halloran
3. Wilson
4. Gee

of the Teams
W

Freebooters--------------3
29th Hoofers-------------2
Billygoats----------------2
Optimists1----------------
Optimists----------------1
83rd F. A.---------------1
Students-----------------0
Gunners-----------------0

L
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
3

The New Orleans flash was away in
his whirlwind fashion with Wykoff
on his heels and Metcalfe just a foot
behind, gliding along in his effortless
style. At the halfway mark, the black
flash drew even with Wykoff, Toppino
still holding his scanty lead. Ten
yards from the tape, Metcalfe applied
pressure and finished a fraction of an
inch in front of Toppino.

Gene Venzke accounted for a sur-
prise win over Glenn Cunningham in
the 1,500 meter run. Venzke and
Cunningham went off into the lead
and were never headed. At the end
of the race, both runners were so ex-
hausted that they fell to the ground.
The Penn freshman's margin of vic-
tory was a foot or so.

Percy Beard, star timber topper,
fled over the 65 meter high hurdles
in time that shattered all existing rec-
ords. After the first two hurdles, he
ran away with the race.

Joe McCluskey of Fordham lapped
every runner but two in the 3,000
meter run to win as he pleased, a
margin of one hundred yards separat.
ing him from his nearest competitor.
His time broke the indoor record for
the distance.

I Shop In The Herald

JEWELERS SILVERSMIhS
Fine Repairing

1102 Broadway Phone 3914

Rip Tetherton Bests Beck
Semi-Final Go At

St. Petersburg

IrI

The following account of the Grif-
fin-O'Dell fight appeared in the St.
Petersburg "Times" on Wednesday,
March the first, following Griffin's
knockout victory over Bennie O'Dell.

By PETE NORTON
(Sports Editor, The Times)

Wanted-a heavyweight boxer capa-
ble of giving Corn Griffin, Fort Ben-
ning soldier, a real battle. This is the
sign that Matchmaker Jess O'Brien
has hung out in front of the Legion
ring following Griffin's five.round
knockout victory over Benny O'Dell,
lanky Clermont mauler, in the feature
contest of the weekly boxing program
at the armory last night.

Griffin won as he pleased over
O'Dell, and the Florida youth pro-
vided such a small amount of opposi-
tion as to make the Fort Benning
sharpshooter appear off form, and un-
able to land his punches during the
first three rounds of the contest.
O'Dell seemed overly-cautious at all
times during the contest, although he
snapped out of his defensive tactics
long enough to jolt Griffin with a
couple of hard right hand smashes in
the fourth round.

The bout, heralded as the best fistic
offering of the season in the armory
ring, was a big disappointment to the
ringsiders, although no blame can be
attached to Griffin as he was seem-
ingly willing to make a battle out of
it from the outset. O'Dell, however,
had other plans and he was content
to jab and back back away with the
result that the fans were clamoring
for act;on after the first three rounds.

Resnonding to a warning from Ref-
eree Tommy Ryan, the battle picked
uin in the fourth stanza, resulting in
the best round of the bout, and show-
ing O'Dell as the nossessor of a hard
punch for the only time during the
contest.

In the first three rounds, Griffin's
left hooks to the body, mixed with
an occasional right to the jaw when
O'Dell stopped long enough for an
exchange of punches, were seemingly
the only effective blows, although af-
ter the fight Griffin reported that be
had suffered a torn ligament in his
left side when O'Dell landed a right
hand body punch to the ribs in thesecond round. All of the rounds were
scored for Griffin.

Griffin went to war in the fourth
round, and battered O'Dell around
the ring with rights and lefts to the
head as the fourth started. O'Dell,
realizing that he must defend himself
lashed out with a couple of hard
rights to the jaw, and he appeared to
be gaining confidence as the round
ended.

End Comes Swiftly
As in his fight with Eddie McCarthy,

Griffin's winning punch was a left
hook to the jaw, and he caught O'Dell
off balance early in the fourth with
this punch and dropped him for a
nine count. After that, it was simply
a case of Griffin landing the finishing
punch. O'Dell covering his head with
his gloved hands, lifted his elbows
just high enough for Griffin's right
to the heart to get through. He went
down like a log, and Referee Ryan's
count was nothing more than a form-
ality that had to be complied with.
O'Dell was dazed for several minutes
after the bout.

Griffin came in at 176 1-2 pounds,
several pounds under his normal
weight, and O'Dell weighed 186.

The eight round bouts stole the
show last night. Rip Tetherton, eagle-
beaked middleweight from Fort Ben-
ning, proved a surprise package to
Tommy Beck, lanky Jaxon, and,
pounded out a well-earned decision.
He spottde the Jaxon six pounds, and
then won five of the eight rounds.
Tetherton's superior punching power
gave him the edge over Beck, although

(Please turn to page 8)
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TODAY'S SPECIAL
1931 FORD SPORT ROADSTER-All kinds of extra equipment-
new tires-perfect running condition.

1931 OAKLAND "8" SE-
DAN. The smooth perform-
ance of this late model Oak-
land will appeal to any buy-
er. Perfectly clean through.
out and brand new tires.

1931 BUICK COACH-
Own and enjoy the prestige
of this good late model "8"
Buick - Thoroughly recon-
ditioned, original finish like
new-brand new tires.
1931 DESOTO "8" SPORT
SEDAN-This 5 passenger,
6 wire wheel job, with its
smooth running motor and
beautiful finish will certainly
please every member of the
family-New tires also.
1931 CHEVROLET COACH
We say, without reservation,

that this is one of the best
'31 model Chevrolets in any
dealer's stock in Columbus
-Priced to move too.

1930 BUICK SPORT Coupe
-One of the famous "Sixes"
-runs perfect - beautifully
finished in original special
Duco color combination-6
wire wheels and trunk rack
-new tires. A job that stands
out as it passes on the street.

1932 BUICK "8" SEDAN-
Have two of these jobs-both
will be sold under positive
auarantee as to condition-
both 6 wire wheels and trunk
racks-One painted special
Duco blue. Of course they
have new tires.

UUM'LEI'E STOCK OF PRACTICALLY ALL
MODELS FORDS, CHEVROLETS, ESSEXS,
NASHS, STUDEBAKERS, HUDSONS, BUICKS,
AND FRANKLINS-

REASONABLE PRICES-LIBERAL TRADE ON YOUR OLD CAR
TERMS TO SUIT YOUR CONVENIENCE

CLIFF M. .VERETT
INC.

1441 First Avnue Phone 884

The Happy Heart quintet, coached beaten by the strong Omega Big Five

by Lieutenant Howard Johnson, fin- aggregation, a professional team.

ished the current basketball season Florida A. and M., boasting a power-

with a record of ten victories against ful five, twice went down to defeat

only six defeats. The record is a fine before the attack of the Happy Hearts.

one, considering that the Happy The Louisville Flashes nosed out

Hearts met some of the best profes. the boys from the Sunset Regiment
sional and college fives in the south, by close scores. In two games with

In addition, it was their first year of the strong Georgia Normal and In-

organized regimental basketball. dustrial School, the Happy Hearts

Throughout the season, a commend- broke even. Fort Valley was trimmed

able spirit was shown by the squad decisively.

which had its practice sessions dur- The members of the successful
ing the noon hour and who at all squad, the team captain, and the coach
times displayed a willingness to sac- are to be congratulated on the sea-
rifice pleasures for the sake of the son.

team. The attendance from the Regi-
ment was not large due primarily to; How ad Bus Lithe fact that the games were held in ow ri Ls ne,the post gymnasium. Inc.

Basketball bids fair to become a
popular winter activity with the 24th Operating Under Govern-
Infantry in the hands of Lieutenant ment Franchise
Johnson, who also coached the cham-
pionship football eleven of last year. Bond and Liability Insur-

This year's quintet was captained ance Provided
by Alonzo Strong, who was one of
the mainstays of the team. The indivi. SCHEDULE
dual star of the season was Virgil Mc- From From
Larkin, the team's high scorer, who Columbus Ft. Benning
rang baskets from every angle of th. 5:00 AM 6:00 AM
floor. The backbone of the quintet 6:00 " 7:50 "
was Captain Strong, Lee, Lamb, Mc- 7:00 " 9:15 "
Larkin and Harris. Other members of 8:30 " 10:45 "
the squad were Jessie Johnson, Roy 10:00 " 12:45 PM
Blackmon, Jack Meyer, Sloan Wil 11:30 PM 4:15

liams, Tommy Baugh, and James Mc- 3:00 " 5:10

Crary. 5:00 " 6:00 "
The combine won the first four 7:00 " 7:00

games of the season, registering two 9:00 " 8:00 "
victories over Spencer High, and de. 10:30 " 9:45
feating the Columbus Y. M. C. A., 12:00 M 11:15
and the Hanley Athletic Club of At- Also "Extras" and12:00 M
lanta. A defeat was suffered at the SCHOOL BUS S

hand of the Alabama State College, 410 PHONES 224
who had a championship outfit. In CITY POST
the next game, the Happy Hearts were
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.Amateur Championships DeciceI LTS1

Joe Knight, Cairo Lightheavv,
Loses Decision To Bob Godwin

Joe Knight, Cairo lightheavyweight,
recognized by the National Boxing
Association as the leading lightheavy
in the game, went down to defeat be-
fore the flying fists of Bob Godwin
on March first. Godwin's victory
bears much significance to Fort Ben-
ning fans who remember Bob's decis-
ive defeat of Cyclone Smith some time
ago.

For five rounds, the first half of
the fight, Knight pounded Godwin
mercilessly. Instead of weakening un-
der the barrage, Godwin gradually
grew stronger and clearly outpointed
the pride of Cairo in the last five
rounds. At the end of the bout, God-
win was cut badly around the face,

both eyes were nearly closed, but he

was still plugging.
The verdict in favor of Godwin reg-

istered favorably with the crowd. The
two have met five times previously.
Godwin has won three times, Knight
twice, and one was declared a draw.

Corn Griffin, promising Benning
lightheavy, whose path to national
recognition, is marked by a number
of fallen gladiators, is now considered
highly everywhere and rates on a par
with the best in his class.

It is doubtful whether either Knight
or Godwin would welcome a bout
with the soldier. Corn carries too
much dynamite.

8 3 rd Field Artillery
HQ., HQ. BATTERY AND C. T. Battery Monday.
The motto for our Liaison Details

in the future will be "We Lead the
Way." The details in question march- W BATTI
ed with the 29th Infantry on the last We mourn ver
problem which crossed the Chatta- Sergeant James 1

hoochee River on the morning of the Station Hosp

Feb. 25, 1933. We admire the dough- Georgia, at 9:30 1

boys but as Redlegs we can not ap- ary 19, 1933. Sg

ply the proper aids to maneuver career began in

through the hills of Alabama and assigned to the I
Georgia on foot. During the march in France. He

we made several detours in order to 115th Field Arti

not come in contact with any Artil- of the war and

lerymen, as our Pilot's licenses as Ar- engagements in

tillerymen would be revoked, if the Victory citati

caught splashing mud. ed in April 1919

Rad Hall, our battery clerk, suffer-1920 for Battery j

ed an attack of lumbago the other Field Artillery. I

week; from all reports he is associat- ization at Camp

ed with Santa Claus and will act in served therein u

that capacity next Christmas. death.

Cpl. Pike is to be discharged this He was quiet,
week and from all reports he intends soldier with all t
to take on another stack with Head- He enjoyed the
quarters Battery. Many a fair damsel's trust of all who s
heart will be mended when he re- feel the distinct
enlists, of whom it is tr

The Gold Dust Twins, McLeod and
Smith, are in conference as to wheth-
er or not they will invest Smith's
finals in a Frog Pond some where in
Louisiana, or buy a Jersey Bull from
the Bull Durham Tobacco Co., in
North Carolina. Smith says you can
tell a Jerysey Cow from its license
plate.

Yankee Holt has accepted the po-
sition as Liaison Officer for the Chi-
nese Army and will leave for his new
station as soon as they build a bridge
across the pond. He has already
drawn his emergency rations from
Cook Niblett and expects to leave the

PEP...
in every step

Use

Heels and Soles

Hood Rubber Products Co., Inc.
Watertown, Mass.

ERY "A"

•y much the loss of
VIcCann who died at
)ital, Fort Benning,
P. M. Sunday, Febru-
t. McCann's military

1918 when he was
15th Field Artillery
was with Battery E,
illery the remainder
was in three major
France and received
on. He was discharg-
and enlisted in April
A, 1st Battalion, 83rd
Ie joined this organ-

Knox, Ky., and
ntil his unfortunate

, unassuming and a
that the word means.
complete faith and

served with him. We
loss of one of those
ruly said, "the back-

bone of the army."
Pvt. Key who re-enlisted about 3

months back for this Battery has re-
turned from re-enlistment furlough
and is now back on the job.

The Battery has five new assign-
ments, all five of the young men are
from the vicinity of Birmingham, Ala.
Boys, I am sure the old gang will be
glad to see you as that will mean
more bunk fatigue for them. The fol-
lowing are the men that have been
assigned: John A. Brooks, Chester B.
Everett, James E. Goodwin, Thomas
F. Porter and Fred L. Williams, Jr.
The above men are all recruits except
Pvt. Everett who has put in one hitch
with Battery E, 16th Field Artillery,
Fort Bragg, N. C.

Pfc. Sailers is the escort of the
remains of Sergeant McCann to Cone-
maugh, Penn.

BATTERY "C"

With the assistance of all men and
animals of Headquarters and "A"
Battery we were able to turn out a
war strength battery. Looks more
like a regiment than an artillery bat-
tery. The only error noted during re-
hearsal was that we could not lay
the battery to fire blanks without an

ATTRACTIVE BRICK HOME
ONE BLOCK OFF BENNING ROAD

IN ANDREWS' SURVEY

5 Rooms-Hardwood Floors-Tiled Bath
Lot 75 x 290 - - - Immediate Possession

PRICE $2750.00
Easy Terms

EDGE & ARMOUR, Inc.
No. 9 - 12th Street Realtors Phone 66

Bennie Hill Wins
Lightweight Title
Last Tuesdav Nite

Wilson Conquers Morris in
Splendid Bout; Mann And

Daggrepont Other Victors

Amateur boxers of Fort Benning of-
fered fans a real show last Tuesday
night when the championships for the
four remaining weight classes were
decided.

Bennie Hill, Tanker lightweight,
won a hairbreadth decision from Mc-
Phail, representing the Second Bat-
talion, 29th Infantry in an interest-
ing three round mill. McPhail floored
Hill in the second round. The Tanker
threw plenty of leather at his oppo-
nent who weathered every storm to
come back for more.

Morris of the First Battalion and
Mann of the Special Unit went to war
right from the start until the Irish
fighter landed a low blow which sent
his opponent to the canvas. Mann was
awarded the fight on a fan foul.

Daggrepont, First Battalion, also
won on a foul from Milan of the
Tanks. Wilson of the Special Units
and Morris of the Tanks put on a
splendid brawl. At the end of three
rounds, the referees were undecided
as to the winner and declared an ex-
tra period. Wilson won the final
round and the battle was awarded to
him.

loSoD.

Among the recent visitors to South
Georgia was the well known "Gabby"
Gable; and the report that reached the
office was that upon return from the
parts mentioned above there was ob-
served to a large quantity of obvious
farm land clinging to Mr. Gable's
shoes and leggings. What it was all
about is a matter that is still dark, but
there is considerable talk of a lot of
farm work, etc.

And speaking of work, who is the
bright pupil that can picture Al Dur-
den confronting a large stack of un-
washed dishes. It seems that after the
last program of fisticuffs at the post
gym, Durden and party, consisting of
Grantham, Dodd, of the personnel,
and some others stopped in town for
refreshments. Soft drinks were the
choice of the majority, but Al, to be
different, declared that what his soul
craved was coffee. (All sports writers
do, all the time.)

Ennyhoo, when the Scotch pastime
of reaching for the check started, Al,
who had gone into the Greasy Spoon
for the Java, found that Grantham and
company, who remained in the car,
had departed. And there was la Dur-
den facing a hardboiled proprietor,
and an enormous stack of dishes.

Ask Al, he knows!

The legal department, which frivol-
ously fritters away the hours at post
headquarters has been seen going in
rather heavily for chevrons lately. It's
Master Sergeant Lambert now, and Mac
has come in for his share, being ele-
vated to the dignity of a Tech. Even
Orphan Annie Mitchell, the quiet boy
with that winning personality, boasts
three of those stripes on his sleeve.

The outfit is glad to see all this hap-
pen, but a few vengeful observers won-
der if it is the result of the court at
the organization day party.

aiming circle.
The maintenance section under the

supervision of our supply sergeant
functioned perfectly. We went out and
came home without an accident. Bopp
lost some weight mounting and dis-
mounting while we were awaiting the
arrival of the Staff.

We found out the use of locks on
the caisson doors. Our Assistant Exec-
utive had us lock the doors before
firing and hid the key, so when the
command to fire camne, we went in a
huddle and wasted some good time.

29th Inf.
The Company took part in a Regi-

mental Maneuver February 24-26th, in

the Chattahoochee river sector. On

the morning of crossing the river by

ponton's, the water was so high it

could not be bridged and they had to

ferry the troops over in boats, the men

using the oars. The command cross-

ed in approximately four hours. Im-

mediately upon crossing the river the

troops assumed their fighting positions

and at 11:45 the air forces laid down

a smoke screen and the boys went

over the top to win the war. It is

recommended that the next river cross-

ing be postponed until such a time as

the river may freeze over or go dry.

One of our chief scouts (A Student

Officer) known in the maneuvers as

Lt. Brown, is repored as having swum

the Chattahoochee 26 times during the

maneuver.
During all the battle Headquarters

Company was getting all the messages

to their destination as is their manner

of performance, without a tieup of

duty.
Our small bore team, composed of

Sergeant Major Heldreth, Sgt. Willie
Harrison, Murphy, Corp. Hayes and
Gatch, have been firing on the small
bore range during the week and are
making good scores. The first day,
they were shooting in the rain, but
put on a fair performance. Corp.
Hayes said Corp. Youngblood made
56 out of a possible 200 and said be
wondered if he was using a 12 or a
16 gauge shotgun or just a plain splat-
ter gun.

The Special Units bowling team
composed mostly of Headquarters
Company men, Cameron, Hall, La-
bonte and Graylock were given a ban-
quet by Cannon Company, 29th Infan-
try, Wednesday evening and also a fine
reception for their winning the Pobt
Championship in bowling for this
year.

The Radio Section are taking ad-
vantage of the Wire Section with their
two freshly married men and are trim-
ming them regularly in our indoor
baseball games held in the morning.

Corp. Easley has returned from a 90
days furlough from Mexico and he re-
ports that the beer is very refreshing
down on the Rio Grande. One of the
things he noticed in particular about
the bars down there was that the brass
rails were highly polished, "Colonel
Major".

-I. M. Yarbrough.

POLO NOTES

(Continued from page 6)

ists pack the "wife and kiddies" into
the family bus and come out to enjoy
the fun. No charge is made for this
privilege which after all is only a
small contribution to the splendid at-
titude of Columbus and its residents.

It was obvious that no polo had

been played for sometime prior to the
Sunday exhibition. Each game had its
share of players who found it con-
venient at some time or other to take
to the life boats. Monte Blue failed
to agree with Tim Lonnergan and
found himself planted near the south
sideboards; Red Sherburne dismount-
ed during a scramble to stretch his
legs, as it were; and an unknown
Gunner stuck to his grey Pegasus and
did to the best of his ability uphold
the tradition of the sun.

Another remark from the side lines:
"Does Major Arnold wear a black un-
dershirt all the time?"

The golfers from block 23 and vi-
cinity have discovered that the polo
fields are excellent places for practis-
ing iron shots. No reports are avail-
able as to whether divots are replaced
or not; but that is immaterial because
negotiations are now underway which
may make it possible (maybe) to hoid
polo practice on the new golf course.

I
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The Lenten Season is
upon us now, and daily
menus a r e becoming
harder to plan. We
stock all kinds of sea-
foods, and other Lenten
foods.

GROCERY DEPT.

POST EXCHANGE
FORT BENNING, GA.

The Post Exchange Is Not Author-
ized To Sell To Anyone Not

In The Military Service

It 9
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GRIFFIN KNOCKS OUT O'DELL
IN FIFTH ROUND

(Continued from Page 7)
the Florida lad probably landed the
greater number of punches during the
bout.

The Times score sheet showed five
rounds for Tetherton, two for Beck
and one even.

Tetherton proved to be an artist
with a left hook, continually knock-
ing Beck back with this weapon. His
ability to get inside Beck's long arms,
put the Jaxon at a disadvantage
throughout. The judge's decision was
unanimous.

Tetherton weighed 150 1-2 pounds,
and Beck six pounds more.

WE MAKE
RUBBER STAMPS

- One Day Delivery-
COLUMBUS OFFICE
" SUPPLY CO.

TYPEWRITER
REPAIRING

All Makes
Stewart Typewriter Co.

1041 Broadway Phone 2622

HALF SOLES
A GOOD A BETTER
Half 50C Half 75c
Sole 50C Sole

LAMAC SOLE $1.00
The Only 5-Unit Machine In

Columbus
All Work Guaranteed

CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED

BOSTON SHOE FACTORY
We specialize in cripple work

Phone 565 1234 Broadway

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$150,000.00
Surplus------------50,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

isued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Ja., Phone 290
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CHILDREN'S SCHOOL NEWS
(Continued From Page 2)

Report Cards
Capt. Merrill gave out the report

cards Wednesday February 1. It was
noticeable in one room that the boys
were making higher marks than the
girls. The 5-A is having a contest to

see who will make the highest marks,
the girls or the boys.

-Jimmie Street

5.A Studies History
The 5-A started history this term.

The book they study is "Beginners'
History of Our Country." It is very
interesting. Everyone was glad to get
it.

Jimmie Street

The Punch and Judy Show
Mr. Fox came to Fort Benning with

his Punch and Judy show. It was in
the first grade room Friday, January
13. He showed us how he worked his
fingers and how he talked. The show
lasted about ten minutes.

Ray Porter

Miss Sanders' Room Gives Stars
Miss Sanders' room is giving red,

blue, and gold stars to the pupils
who do good work. The pupils in 5.B
were given three slips of colored
paper. One was for geography, one
was for reading, and one for arithme-
tic. On these papers they are going
to put all the stars which they make.
They are going to see who has the
most at the end of the month.

Frances West is in the lead in the
5-A. Schofield Waddington is lead-
ing in the 5-B. Bernard Simpson.

0
ADVANCED CLASSICS
(Continued from Page 4)

the doughboys had pinch-hit for en-
gineers before, all of which was es-
sentially correct.

John Switzer, eminent critic of the
drama and other activities, was pres-
ent as a guest of the management. Mr.
Switzer magnanimously consented to
make a few observations for The Ben.

Ying Herald. In part he stated:
"As a whole it was an elegant

performance. I, however, would
suggest a change of title for the
show to 'The Deflation of the En-
gineer' or something similar. Al.
so, I rather believe there was ex-
cessive use of profanity on the
part of some of the actors. That
is something I can hardly con.
done. It was a very enlighten-
ing and stirring exhibition, how.
ever, and I am certainly glad that
I will not be here next year to
see another such performance."

-Submerged Old Sleuth.

Dr. R. H. Brown
Osteopathie Physician

Murrab Bldg.Phone Office 4108

Res. 1153

RUBBER STAMPS
COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.

WOLFSON CO.
Paper and Paper Bags,

Drinking Cups, Paper

Napkins and Stationery.

939 Broadway
PHONE 113

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

LT. PEEP'S DIARY
(Continued from Page 4)

snorers. While Cordoba did appro-
priately produce all the sounds of the
sea in pain; McKinney gave evidence
of having recently resided in a saw-
mill. Uhrbrock, in my humble and
widely disregarded opinion, achieved
the palm for originality of execution
having successfully emulated a fussy
housekeeper dragging a trunk over
bare floor, not liking it in one corner
and dragging it to another for an-
other unsuccessful try, each corner
being possessed of its particular pitch.
But of course no house ever had that
many separate corners or bare floors.
As auricular diversion it could not
have been surpassed had the Gl1 e e
Club lined the Georgia shore and re-
galed us with "Shall We Gather at
the River" or "Pull for the Shore."

Above the cries of the Brain Trust
for springs in their cots and the ve-
hement and continued exhortations to
us to "Fall In" and "Fall Out" lest
we get thirty consecutive minutes of
inactivity, one lesson is paramount.

Continual harassing of troops will
put them in such a fighting mood as
will brook no opposition.
Monday, Feb. 27

I do wonder if, by this time, all
the troops and trains destined to cross
the Chattahoochee last Friday night
have s u c c e s s fully countermarched
through Girard and Columbus to the
home station or if the engineers are
still waiting for a drop in the river.
Tuesday, Feb. 28

The class much gratified by the an-
nouncement that they need no longer
wear their name plates.

The morning having been spent in
the wet and muddy places, we were
given the afternoon off. Great dispo-
sition on the part of many not to
take it. For myself I did go directly
home and cry myself to sleep.
Wednesday, March 1

An aimless wanderer on the streets
of Columbus this morning taken in
tow by the police was, upon investi-
gation, proved to be a Company Offi-
cer unable to identify himself being
without his nameplate upon which he
had solely relied for five months. I
cannot be convinced that its being
the morning after pay day had any
bearing on the matter.

Off to a good start on combat orders
under Captain Hones. He did say that
"Married men get out of the habit
of issuing orders, but they know what
orders are." And he did speak as
one with authority and not as the
Scribes and Pharisees.

Captain Phillips at some pains to
demonstrate to us how the sign painter
can put two and two together and
always get twenty-two. He kept in-
sisting that the chart-making process
is as simple as reproduction in the

amoeba so I could but wonder at the
implication contained in his requir-
ing two hours to explain it.

-Lieut. Peep.

CIVILIAN-SOLDIERS BEGIN 4-
MONTH COURE OF STUDIES

(Continued from Page 1)

rence A. McKenny, and Carl H.
Phillips. Minnesota; Captain Ralph
N. Graen. Montana; Captain Floyd
E. Burnett. Minnesota; Captain Albert
A. Svoboda, and Lieutenants Charles
J. Tinucci, and Joseph D. Eder. Mis-
souri; Captain Fred I. Hironimus,
and Lieutenants Gordon B. Inglis, and
Floy L. Nichols. New Jersey; Captain
Walter H. Elbers, New York; Cap-
tains Lloyd J. Arthur, William H.
Floyd, Jr., Fred P. Todd, Lieutenants
Edward I. Brandt, Chalden N. Gil-
man, James H. Humphrey, Herman
N. Lutz, James J. McDonald, and
George Wood. North Carolina; Cap-
tain Thomas S. Kitterell. North Da-
kota; Lieutenant William J. Smith.
Ohio; Captain Frank I. Belke, Ber-
nard F. Kean, Ralph L. Wolf, Lieu-
tenant Robert J. Kohler. Oklahoma;
Captains William L. Atkinson, and
Edward F. Stephenson. Oregon; Cap-
tains Walter A. Bean, Raymond M.
Scott, Carl V. Schoonmaker. Penn-
sylvania; Captains Ira D. Keirn, Wal-
ter A. Linn., Thomas J. Noto, and
Carl L. Peterson. Puerto Rico; Cap-
tain William A. Fout. Tennessee;
Captain Vernon W. Blair. Texas;
Captains Van W. Pyland, John W.
Lipscomb, Elliott Ramsey, James N.
Rankin, William J. Sutton, and Lieu-
tenant Edward N. Wilmoth. South
Carolina; Lieutenant Frank W. La

Motte. Vermont,; Captain John B.
Fowler, and Lieutenant Arthur' K.
Tudhope. Washingtotn; Captain Har-
old B. Bunkin. West Virginia; Cap.
tain Henry F. Hunt. Wisconsin; Cap-
tain Carl W. Shaw, and George C.
Bierman.

Reserve Officers
Alabama; Captains Newell C. Grif-

fin, Julian S. Pinkston, and James M.
Roberts. California; Lieutenant Man-
rice C. Fahrney. Colorado; Lieuten-
ants Cecil H. Buchanan. Connecticut;
Lieutenant Carl E. Anderson. Flori-
da; Captain Hugh B. Dudley. Geor-
gia; Lieutenant Ralph N. Walker.
Illinois; Captain Charles H. Moore,
Lieutenants John C. Kilgore, Walter
Urbach, Phillip C. Wahlbem, and
Raymond N. Lipsey. Indiana; Lieu-
tenant George S. Wilson. Iowa; Cap-
tains Eugene M. Branaum, Russell M.
Cockerhan, Lieutenant Harvey L.
Danielson, and Thomas L. D. Lyn-
wiler. Kansas; Lieutenant Jack F.
Theakston. Kentucky; Captains Mar-
cus C. Longford, and James P. Moore.
Maryland; Lieutenant Fordyce E. C.
Campbell. Massachusetts; Lieutenant
Thomas K. Lynch, jr. Michigan; Cap-
tain Robert. K. Phelps, Lieut. Max
R M.atthews, Francis McDermott, and
Ralph A. Palmer. Minnesota; Captain
Rupert E. Williams, and Lieutenants
Orville G. Eklund, Robert M. Purber,
and Bernard A. Johnson. Mississippi;
Captain James W. Foley. Missouri;
Captain James R. Miller, and Lieu-
tenant William A. Borders. Nebras-
ka; Lieutenants Richard E. Blare, and
Solomon Buezo. New Hampshire;
Lieutenants Alexander B. Currie. New
Jersey; Captains John Clendenning,
jr., Namon B. Harrison, William E.
McGuire, and Lieutenant Casper S.
Apple. New Mexico; Lieutenant Jas.
A. Woodsworth. North Carolina;
Lieutenant John B. Crinkley. North
Dakota; Lieutenant Clarence J. Bak-
ken, and Henry J. Nesbit. New York;
Captains William B. Boons, Douglas
S. Mapes, George L. Robinson; Geo.
T. Summerlin, jr., Lieutenant Nathan
Armour, Joseph C. Battiato, Edgar L.
Green, jr., Robert C. Pettit, Alfred
Walter, and Angus C. Wooten. Ohio;
Captain Samuel S. Connoway. Oregon;
Lieutenant John H. Spigler. Pennsyl-
vania; Lieutenant James S. Martin,
William S. Hetter, Frank A. Smon-
skey, and Paul L. Snyder. South
Carolina; Lieutenant Luther D. Alli-
son. Texas; Lieutenants Ralph W.
Bogle, jr., Morris B. Brown, Sanford
N. Pool, jr., and John Stricker, jr.
Utah; Lieutenants Clarence 0. Brun-
ner, and George C. Cook. Vermont;
Lieutenant Herbert FE. Hazen. Vir-

ginia; Lieutenant Benjamin B. Al-
bert. Washington; Lieutenant Ray-
mond Horn, and Carl T. Richardson.
West Virginia; Captain Lawrence
Lundquist. Wisconsin; Lieutenant
Eugene S. Graham, William R. F.
Seeman.

Tank Course
Lieutenant Lyman R. Johnson,

California N. G., Captain Edmund J.
Engel, Illinois N. G., Captain Bacon
R. Moore, Kentucky N. G.; Lieuten-
ant David R. Kennedy, Massachusetts
N. G.; Captain C. B. Powers, Inf. Res.
Minnesota; Captain Louis M. Nessel-
bush, Inf. Res., Ohio.

p
Her: "I think dancing makes a girl's

feet too big, don't you?"
Him:"Yeah."
(Pause).
Her: "I think swimming gives a girl

awfully large shoulders, don't you?"
Him: "Yeah."
(Pause).
Him: "You must ride quite a lot.

too."
-West Point Pointer

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1313

FREoE rIndiges-FREE tion. Wr it e

PEPSO-GINGER CO., Co-
lumbus, Ga., for a free test
package of Pepso-Ginger.

THE FLARE
(Continued 'from Page 4)

he did not hesitate to use it. Nothing
is too good for English peas threaten-
ed with pneumonia.

The cold snap passed and two days
later Captain Bell realized with hor-
ror that his new overcoat had been
protecting his peas not only from the
cold but from the heavy rains which
had followed it. It was a dilapidated
garment indeed that the chagrined
gardener rescued from the mud.
Cleaning and pressing do wonders but
it is doubtful if it will ever look the
same.

BRIDGE TOURNAMENT
We see in this week's society head-

lights where the Community Service
League of Columbus is throwing a big
two-day bridge fight in the neighbor-
ing metropolis on Friday and Satur-
day of this week. This opens up new
worlds to conquer for the local bridge
sharks like Colonel Jenkins, Major
Arms and the Matchetts.

We are interested to see how some
of our experts make out in competi-
tion with the Columbus fiends. As
long as we don't have to play bridge
ourselves or listen to post mortems on
hands that other people have played,
we are all for more and bigger inter-
community tournaments.

SHOE ON THE OTHER FOOT
On one otherwise bright and cheer-

ful morning last week, Major F. G.
(Pete) Bonham was annoyed to re-
ceive a billet doux from the Provost
Marshall notifying him that his car,
driven by a lady, had been hoted ex-
ceeding the speed limit on such and
such a street at such and such a time.

Returning home at noon, his first
duty as a husband was to demand of
Mrs. Bonham an explanation for the
offense. The tables were quickly turn-
ed, however, when Mrs. Bonham got
the time and place data, for she had
not driven the car at all on the day in
question. From then on it was the

Major who did the explaining.

CONFUSING DETAILS
It must be difficult, sometimes, at

maneuvers to determine just who and
what one is and why.

For instance, at the late lamented
crossing of the raging Chattahoochee,
Gadgeteer Craig, the son of a cavalry-
man, a graduate of the Naval Acad-
emy, commissioned in the Field Artil.
lery, now attending The Infantry
School, had charge of a platoon of the
local tank regiment which was repres-
enting a company of engineers.

REALISM
Speaking of the river crossing exer-

cise reminds us that Major'Dan Howe
starred in one of the major tragedies
of that memorable night.

How he happened to do it we don't
know, but somehow or other the dis-
tinguished soldier and monographer
managed to fall into a can of evil
smelling swill early in the evening.
As the equipment prescribed for the
occasion did not include a change of
raiment, Major Howe had to spend
the next eight hours or so in a state
of acute discomfort and unpopularity.
Whenevwr he sought the companion-
ship of his fellows gathered in little
groups waiting for something to hap-
pen, they either moved on or invited
him to do so.

We once heard an able battle tried
soldier describe war as a state of "in-
describable filth and confusion." Maj-
or Howe at least has the satisfaction
of having approximated service con-
ditions.

CONVENIENT LOCATION-MODERN EQUIPMENT
RATES REASONABLE

Phone your agent or call our Superintendent, Mr. Trussell,
Phone 3062

DIMON COURT APARTMENTS

A delicious loaf baked
especially for people .
who like GOOD bread. .1-b

It has a fine texture and
a rich, brown, tender
crust.

COLLIN'S BAKERY
1044 13TH STREET

Vita Health Reclining Cabinet

We have an experienced Graduate Masseur or Masseuse whom we
send to Fort Benning each Monday, Wednesday and Friday who can
conveniently give Swedish Massages and Mineral Baths in your home.
Reasonable Rates. We have many luxurious and beneficial Treatments
for Health, Beauty and Happiness.

Treatments conveniently given at home include Swedish Sham-
poo, Turkish Shampoo, Oxygen, Sulphur, Nauheim, Oil of Eucalyptus,
Saline Baths, Salt Glow, etc.

Office hours 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.--Evenings by appointment

Russian
Turkish
Mineral ICabinet Swedish )

Baths Facial and Massage
Scalp )

Physio )
Hydro Therapy
Electro

SPECIAL REDUCING TREATMENTS

RIGDON HEALTH INSTITUTE
216 Doctors Building Phone 1037
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29TH INFANTRY CELEBRATES
ORGANIZATION DAY
(Continued From Page 1)

none work harder the year round than

the doughboys of the 29th Infantry.

During the school year, these men are

almost constantly in the field, many
times from long before sunrise until
long after dark, with numerous over-
night problems and other manoeuvers
in addition.

The first element of the 29th Infan-
try, the 1st Battalion, was organized
on March 3, 1911 at Columbus Bar.
racks, Ohio. Company E was organ-
ized in May, and Companies L and M
in June of the same year. Late in the
summer of 1901 the 1st Battalion was
moved to Columbus Barracks, Ohio,
where it remained for a short time.
Early in 1902 the regiment was order.
ed to the Philippines, where it arrived
the 1st of May. There the regiment
was divided into detachments which
were sent to the islands of Cobu,
Pansy Behol, and Negros. By that
time most of the fighting of the Phil.
ippine insurrection was over, but Com-
panies E, 0, and F, participated in a
number of engagements, and Company
E captured the insurrection leader,
Adriane Concepcion.

The regiment returned to the United
State in 1904 and was stationed by bat-
talions in various posts of the western
states, with headquarters at Fort Doug-
las. Utah. Here it did routine duty
until 1907, when it was again ordered
to the Philippines for another tour of
foreign service. The regiment remained
in the Island until 1909, with station
at Fort McKinley, when it again re-
turned to States and occupied the posts
of Fort Jay, Fort Porter, and Fort
Niagara, New York.

In 1910 the regiment took part in

a - I
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Col. Persons, 29th Inf. Commander,
Has Distinguished Career With Army

olonel William H. Persons,

ted States Army, recently com-

ding officer of the United States

sport "Republic" arrived at Fort

fning about 10:00 P. M. Wed-
lay to assume his new duties as
mander of the Infantry School's
ionstration regiment. C o lon el
son's present assignment with
29th Infantry is the second one

ch he has had with an infantry
ment bearing the same numerals,
arly in his career he served as an
sted man in the 29th United States
unteer Infantry.
early thirty-five years ago, when
country was at a high pitch of ex-
ment and resentment following the
ruction of the "Maine" in Havana
bor, one of those who answered
summons of the war drums which
e calling the young men of the na-

to the colors for the impending
flict was William H. Persons, a
ng Georgia lad who then lacked a Co
nth of being twenty years of age. mustered
oung Persons enlisted in the 2nd

rgia Infantry, then forming for ser- vember 3

in Cuba, and shortly afterward news car
ame first sergeant of Company A. was swe(
s was in May, 1828. As first ser- young e:
nt he demonstrated such out-stand- time in
qualities of leadership that after a
months service in the ranks, he Septembi
given a commission as second lieu- Compan

ant in his regiment in September, unteers)
8. successiv
it the conclusion of active hostili-
s in the short-lived war he was sergeant,

until he
manoeuvers at Gettysburg, Penn- second 1

vania. The people along the route He held
march across the state evidenced
at interest in the regiment and gave regimen]
a cordial reception wherever it en- was mus
nped on route. sion in 1
'he next break in routine duties for from Fe
29th Infantry came in 1915. The Subse(

rld War had involved all of tho lar arm)
at European powers and the im- on Sept(
rtance of the Panama Canal and it August 1
'quate protection was a matter of colonel 4
1l importance. The 29th Infantry on Janu:
s selected for this important duty 1917 to T
! received its orders on March 17, porary r
5. It sailed immediately upon its date he
ival in New York, and, seven days colonel,
r embarking, was guarding the he held
al. It continued on this duty for Durin
rly three and a half years. sons ser
n 1910 the regiment was ordered to Camp Ft
up Beauregard, Louisiana, where it about to

divided to help organize the 84th Armistic
antry, 17th Division. In Mai
is the division was preparing to assigned
ye for overseas an epidemic of in- homa as
uza caused so many deaths within and tacti
ranks that its departure was delay- pied for
with the result that the 29th never the Unii

service in France, for by the time the Wai
ufficient recovery was made from college
ravages of the "flu", the Armistice In 192
s signed and the task of demobiliz- Commar

the army was begun. The regi- Fort Le
nt was destined to be a big factor came a
this vast undertaking, moving to corps eli
mp Shelby, Mississippi, where dur- he was
, the following year it served as the chief of
cessary overhead in sending thous- and foll
Is of men back to their homes. duty he
)n March 23, 1919, the 1st Battalion the Alal
the 29th Infantry arrived at Fort gomery.
nning, then known as Camp Ben- Colonel
ag, and the remainder of the regi- tion of
'nt arrived on October 15 of the for the

ne year. Since then the 29th In- rendere(
try has been stationed at Fort Ben- lief of
ig as the demonstration regiment of After c4
Infantry School. assignmi

professe
tics at
whose 1U
Persons'

Investment Co. 1od ratir
for the

In No

Avenue was gr
course
April, 1

o percentmand ol
o 8port "R

in Shar
bardme.

2 Months Japanes
troops
months

hours' service ed the
ippine
Color

Secy. and Treas. home ti
29th In
Fort Bc
-undav.

L. WILLIAM H. PERSONS

I out of the service on No-

30 of the same year, but when

ae of the insurrection which

eping the Philippine Islands,

K-lieutenant Persons lost no

rejoining the colors, and on

er 15, 1899, he enlisted in

y I, 29th U. S. Infantry, (Vol-

. In this regiment he served

'ely as private, sergeant, first

and battalion sergeant-major,

again won a commission as

ieutenant on October 19, 1900.

1 this rank in the volunteer

t until May 10, 1901, when he

stered out to accept a commis-
the regular army which dated
bruary 2, 1901.
luent promotions in the regu-
y made him a first lieutenant
ember 28, 1904; a captain on
19, 1915; major and lieutenant
on July 1, 1920, and a colonel
ary 1, 1931. From August 5,
VIay 11, 1920, he held the tem-
ank of major, and on the later
was promoted to lieutenant
National Army, which rank
until January 1, 1920.
g the World War Colonel Per-
rved with the 8th Division,
-emont, California, which was
embark for France when the

e ended the war.
rch, 1918, Colonel Persons was
to the University of Okla-
professor of military science

ics, a position which he occu-
five years, during which time
versity's R. 0. T. C. unit won
r Department's distinguished
rating.
4 he was graduated from the
d and General Staff School,
avenworth, Kansas, and be-
member of the general staff
igible list. From 1924 to 1926
on duty in the office of the
infantry, Washington, D. C.

owing the completion of this
was assigned as instructor of

bama National Guard, at Mont-
While on this latter duty

Persons won the commenda-
Governor Graves, of Alabama,
excellent services which he

I1 in the rescue work and re-
flood refugees in Alabama.
ompleting his national guard
ent Colonel Persons b ec am e
r of military science and tac-
the University of Alabama,
t. 0. T. C. unit, under Colonel
'direction, won a distinguish-

ig from the War Department
first time in its career.
,vember, 1931, Colonel Persons
aduated from the refresher

at The Infantry School, and in
1932, he was assigned to com.
f the United States Army trans.
epublic". The "Republic" wa,
ghai Harbor during the born
nt of the Chapei district by th(
e, and when the Americar
departed from Shanghai severa
later the "Republic" transport
31st Infantry back to the Phil
Islands.
nel and Mrs. Persons will be a
o the officers and ladies of thi
ifantry at the Polo-Hunt Club
uning from five to seven P. M.
, March 5.

II

FTank Notes

troops.
Cadet Yarborough again scored for

West Point in their meet against
Princeton on February 18th. Yar-
borough took third place in the 200
yard Breast Stroke scoring one of
the twelve points registered by Army
in the Meet. He was the second
Army man to finish.

We wish to congratulate Sergeant
Leon J. Wright and Corporal Thomas
C. Pullen upon their promotion. We
hope that they will carry on their
new duties with even greater zest and
ability than they did their old one.

We know someone who lost a bet
because someone else didn't make the
hike to Fiske Range.

Staff Sergeant Stewart has a woe-

Star Br
We Can I

M,

.1

On Thursday of last week Captain
"Bob" Wallace Adjutant, received a

Silver Star citation medal for gallan-

try in action.

Captain Wallace was cited in Gen-

eral Orders for great courage and

devotion to duty while serving with

the machine gun company, 28th In-

fantry, First Division during the Sois-
sons Drive in July 1918, his platoon

was suddenly fired on by several Ger-

man machine gunners who had es-

caped capture during the initial ad-

vance of the Division. The Germans

had taken cover in wheat fields and

as soon as the advancing American

Troops came within range they op-

ened intensive fire which called for

great leadership and skill in maneu-

vering on the part of the American

$1.95, $2.65, $3.19, $3.95

SAM NEEL'S STAR BRAND
SHOE DEPARTMENT

1010 Broadway Phone 1642
Westbrook Building

Our Week-end Special
BLACK WALNUT LAYER CAKES

Home-made in looks and taste-just one of our
many varieties baked especially to satisfy that
natural desire for home-made cake.

EVERIDGE'S
The Bakery Beautiful

109 - 12th Street Columbus, Ga.

SPRING

I CHE CK.UP

Insure long wear and safety in
your car by having it examined

frequently, and by using only the

best grades of oils and greases.

AUTO DEPT.
POST EXC.HANGE

FORT BENNING, GA.

The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized To

Sell To Any Person Not In

The Military Service

rand Shoes are Better
'it The Family at a Saving

EN'S OXFORDS

Friday, March 3, 1933
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ful tale about some records that he
had all picked out to take home.

Wonder if Gadget can help the Ser-

geant out. Pretty sure he can.

Private Ellie Tapley of Company E

wants to know what kind of a kick

his pals of the Artillery get out of

turning the radio on at 3:00 o'clock

in the morning waking up us Tankers.

Did you hear of the Corporal who

took one of our Company Command-

ers by the hand during the gas drill
and said: "Just follow me 'Chicken'

and I'll see you safely through the

gas." This certain corporal thought

he had the Editor of the Weekly

News by the hand but it turned out

to be Captain Murphy of Headquar-

ters Company. Was his face red?

Well, just ask Gunter.

6%
ON SAVINGS

We appreciate your
account-- either bor-
rowing or saving.

Security Savings &

Loan Co.

Cor. 13th St. and 1st Ave.
Phone 2766
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VOLUME II

nTOWNTOP I C.
The annual " offering of ihe Glee

Club is invariably a big event in the
calendar of the Infantry School year.
This year, "The Debutante," a charm-
ing and clever operetta by Victor Her-
bert, threatens to steal the thunder
from former productions of the popu-
lar organization.

From the tiny but reliable bits of
information that have reached our
ears from various sources, we feel
entirely justified in coming out with
this decidedly optimistic statement.
For one thing, it is doubtful whether
a greater abundance of talent was ever
assembled in an annual Glee Club
presentation before.

Let her rip!

Found: a complete set of ladies'
underwear in the Biglerville Hall.
Owner may redeem same by applying
to Lieut. Dowdall.

We admit no keen insight into the
frailties of human nature, but we
strongly suspect that the aforemen-
tioned garments will rot away 'ere
someone comes to claim them.

"Coffee Dan's," another n o v e
scheme proceeding from the idea-in-
fested brain of Lieutenant Dowdall,
has already drawn a capacity house
at the time of writing. Three hundred
and thirty-six coffee fiends have sign-
ed up for tables and the Officers'l
Club is incapable of taking care of
any more. To date, seventy have been
turned away; and, if they must have
coffee, will have to indulge in the
drug quietly at home.

For the benefit of those who have
never become acquainted with the
highly esteemed character, "Coffee
Dan's" is the place where theatrical-
minded folks gathered en masse to
talk glibly on sundry subjects over
cups of steaming coffee. Impromptu
singing is anoiher important feature,
and an officer has been found on the
post who can accompany anyone or
anything on the piano. One thing that
Coffee Dan's never had that the Of-
ficers' Club will have, is an orches-
tra and dancing.

The recently declared bank holiday
has thrown consternation in the ranks
of citizenry. For those who have the
money on hand, the bank holiday will
undoubtedly succeed in putting it into
circulation, but for those who never
had the money anyway, c'est bien
dommage. Don't spend your nickles

all at once.

The cast of the "Debutante" was
surprised and alarmed a week ago
Thursday when ordinarily mild-man
nered Professor Vondereau gave the
members a tongue lashing such as
they had never had before. The tiger
in the man actually came to the sur-
face.

Warrant Officer Horton
Is Recipient Of Purple

Heart Award Recently

Warrant Officer George A. Horton,
bandleader of the 24th Infantry, last
week received the "Purple Heart" dec.
oration. a medal presented to those
who have been wounded in action.
Warrant Officer Horton was to be
congratulated on having this honor
bestowed unon him

FORT BENNING, GA., FRIDAY, MARCH 10, 1933

From An Artist's Inauguration Scratbook

i ths series of sketches from the pen caturist, gives his impression of per- tion of Pres. Franklin D. Roosevelt.
of Massaguer, celebrated Cuban cari- sonalities who attended the inaugura- last Saturday.

Gala Program Features Opening Of New 24th
Infantry Theatre Here Wednesday Evening
Like a page from one of the ro- lishments, and besought Divine bless-

mantically-tinted stories in which Oc-1 ing for the new feature which is to

tavus Roy Cohen and Hugh Wiley!loom so largely as an uplifting factor

have portrayed various phases of the in the material and spiritual phases

social life of the southern negroes, of their life.

was the entertainment program which Colonel Munson then made a brief
attended the formal opening of the address, during which he paid tribute
24th Infantry Theater at Fort Ben- to the several members of the 24th
ning on Wednesday evening, March Infantry who aided in the construc.
8. It was a gala affair which filled tion of the building, and expressed
to overflowing the auditorium of the his thanks on behalf of the regiment
attractive new building, which has to the Army Motion Picture Service,
been officially turned over to the post of the adjutant general's office, Wash-
authorities as one of the foremost ington, D. C. which planned and made
features of the recreational facilities possible the construction of the new
for the colored troops of the Infantry theater; Captain Carl H. Jabelonsky,
garrison, constructing quartermaster of Fort

With the exception of a brief ad- Benning, who supervised the construc-
dress by Colonel Fred L. Munson, tion; and Colonel J. DeCamp Hall,
commanding officer of the historical post quartermaster, who aided in the
old regiment, the splendid program assembling of building materials.
which preceded the showing of the Then began a medley of acts com-
motion picture, was an all-colored prised in revue entitled "The Bache-
affair, and afforded a variety of en- lor's Inn," in which were presented
tertainment for the audience which the 24th Infantry's most comical come-
comprised, in addition to enlisted dians, its singin'est songsters, and its
members of the regiment, their fami- dizziest dancers. The scene was laid,
lies and friends, a number of officers in a colored cabaret, with an old-fash-
of the regiment, and of the staff of ioned bar, complete down to the
the Infantry School. brass foot-rail, on one side; a sizz-

The exercises were opened by an ling-hot jazz orchestra on the other;
invocation by Chaplain Louis A. Car- and small tables for the patrons on
ter, during which he expressed thanks the dance floor between.
to the Almighty on behalf of the re- Six comedians appropriately garbed,
cipients of the new adjunct to the and with burnt-cork black-face make-

stadter, Bert Williams, and George
Robinson by their up-to-date jokes,
their amusing antics, their hot har-
mony, and their fast and funny foot-
work. In this group were Corporal
George Brown, and Privates Earl W.
Brown, Benjamin Randolph, Aaron
Harper, Arthur R. Nelson, and Virgil
McLarkin, who appeared from time
to time in separate numbers and who
cut comic capers at other times
throughout the performance.

The song program began with a
chorus by the entire cast. This was
followed by "Sleepy Time Down
South," sung by Private Earl W.
Brown, and another solo entitled
"Stardust," by Private James A. Ross.

A number of selections were then
sung by the 24th Infantry Glee Club
quartette, comprising Sergeant Willie
B. Wood, Corporal Walter A. Ben-
nett, and Privates James A. Ross, and
Douglas King. "How 'M Doin"' sung
by Private Aaron Harper, "Asleep In
The Deep," rendered in an appropri-
ately deep bass voice by Corporal
Walter A. Bennett, and "Paradise"
sung by Private James A. Ross, fol-
lowed.

Then was introduced the only fem-
inine performer on the program, Miss
Gladys La Palmore, of Augusta, Geor-
gia, who tickled the ivories and sang
a number of snappy songs in a man.

/ " 1 -l - _.. .. .1W
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One Killed, Several
Injured In Wreck

Last Wednesday
One soldier is dead, and four oth-

ers are in the Fort Benning station
hospital suffering from injuries as
the result of an accident to an army
truck, which overturned on the Beuna
Vista road near the Midway school,
shortly after eight o'clock Wednes-
day morning.

Dead: Private Edward L. Brown,
fractured skull, Company A, 29th In-
fantry. Age 22. Home address Rip-
ley, Tennessee.

Injured: Sergeant Milton E. Dye,
age 26, Company E, 29htn Infantry.
Home address, Sandersville, Georgia.
Under observation for possible frac-
ture of skull.

Private Robert D. Hensen, age 21,
Company B, 29th Infantry, home ad-
dress, Sylva, N. C. Severe lacerations
of left forearm.

Private Daniel W. Knight, age 24,
Battrey C, 83rd Artillery. Home ad-
dress, Miami, Florida. Dislocation of
right shoulder.

Slightly injured: Private William
Mitchell, age 25, Company C, 29th
Infantry, home address, Jonesville,
S. C. Abrasions of both legs.

The truck, in charge of Sergeant
Dye, and driven by Private Mitchell,
was traveling eastward on the Buena
Vista Highway, hound for the aca-
demic camp, where the men, who are
on special duty with the gardening
detachment were to obtain a number
of small trees, for transplanting.

A broken drive shaft which dropped
to the pavement is believed to have
caused the overturning of the vehicle,
which was traveling at a speed of be.
tween 25 and 30 miles an hour, ac-
cording to eye witnesses of the acci-
dent. One of these was Franklin B.
Tomlin, civilian, driver of the Mid-
way School bus, who carried Private
Knight to the station hospital. Ser-
geant Dye and Private Henson were'
picked up and carried to the post
hospital by A. G. Reese, of the Co-
lumbus police department. Private
Mitchell who was least seriously in-
jured, remained at the scene of the
wreck until an army ambulance was
sent out to transport him and the body
of Private Brown to the hospital.

A preliminary investigation by mili-
tary police, directed by Lieutenant
Nunez C. Pilet, apparently confirmed
the accounts of the victims and wit-
nesses of the cause of the wreck,
and the rate of speed at which the
truck was traveling at the time. Marks

found on the pavement indicated that
the broken drive shaft had dragged
for several yards before catching on
the concrete and acting as a lever to
overturn the truck, which rolled over
twice before coming to rest on its
right side athwart the road.

Maj. Gen. Coleman, Chief
Of Finance Department,
Here For Short Visit

Major General Frederick W. Coleman,
chief of the Finance Department of
the United States army, Washington,
D. C. arrived at Fort Benning about
five-thirty P. M., Thursday for a brief
official visit. General Coleman was
the guest of Major GeneriA Campbell
King, commandant, at his quarters
on Thursday night, and probably will
depart from Fort Benning on Friday.
ning on Friday.

General • Coleman was appointed
chief of the Finance Department, on

/ D!.... ......
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Pashio n ShowvH eld LastVJW eek Atin San Francisco. Members of the cast Andrews, Teddy Andrews, and Turner
of "The Debutante" will give im- Croonquist. After the refreshments
promptu numbers while Lieut. Aloyis- the children were escortd to theSinsE.O'Flaherty will act as master Post movies. .
of ceremonies. The Club will be *

The fashion show sponsored by the of the gowns, Miss Agnes Harrison packed to.capacity as over three hun- LITTLE MISSES MARY AND
Fort Benning chapter of the Daugh- from Columbus, assisted by Mr. War- dred reservations have been made. BETTY RUTTE CELEBRATE
ters of the United States Army which tier, danced a beautiful tango. * * FIFTH BIRTHDAY
-vas held Saturday afternoon at the The attractive models were: Mes- CAPT. AND.MRS. PENCE ENTER. Mrs. Louis W. Rutte was the hostess
Polo Hunt Club was a huge success. lames Macolmb F. Lindsey, William TAIN AT BUFFET SUPPER to her small daughters, Mary and Bet-
Over two hundred reservations were C. Lucas, Theodore T. Dunn, George PRECEDING DANCE ty, at a birthday party Friday after-
made for tables, In the center of the P. Howell, George A. Lynch, Orryl Capt. and Mrs. Charles W. Pence noon in celebration of their fifth birth-
Club was a long runway for the pa- S. Robles, Wilbur L. Dunkleberg, were the hosts Saturday to a few of day. Games were played followed by
.ade of the models, flanking the run- (roves and Shelton and the Misses their friends at a buffet supper pre- ice cream and two lovely white tiered
way in the form of a horseshoe were Harriotte Atkins, Elizabeth Beatty, ceding the reception at Biglerville birthday cakes, with five pink candles
the tables seating from four to six Page Michie, Mary Wadsworth, Max. given in honor of the National Guard each, were served.
persons. These tables were attractively ine Rife,. Jacqueline Thompson, Pa- and Reserve Officers. The young Misses Rutte's guests
decorated with yellow, green, and blue tricia R'obles, and Joan Arnold and were: Ann Everett, Janette Thomas,
crepe paper, and in the center of each Master Bobby Gayle. LIEUT. AND MRS. McCONNELL Frances Hore, Jane Decker, Jane
was a graceful spray of yellow jessa. The proceeds from the fashior-show HOSTS AT INFORMAL CHILI Martin, Patty Post, Betty Jo Hanna,
mine. During the showing, tea and will go to the Fort Benning chilidren's PARTY Margery Murphy, Betty Andrews, Fe-
sandwiches were served by members school fund. Lieut. anid Mrs. Glenn B. McConnell licia Howell, Ann Louise Howell,
of the Girl Scouts of the Post. j celebrated the former's birthday Fri- Chickie Cleveland, Gayle Wilson, Ted-

Credit for most of the success of
the show goes to Mrs. Herbert A.
Wadsworth, while Mrs. Leroy W.
Nichols, assisted by Mrs. Dunkelberg
was the head of the decorating com-
mittee. The firms from Columbus that
furnished the lovely gowns and acces-
sories making the affair possible were:
Kirven's, Miller-Taylor Shoe store,
Alsobrook, includng the children's
department, the Philippine Handwork
Shop, and Kaiser-Lillienthal. Introduc-
ing the models and acting as the very
competent master of ceremoenies was
Lieut. Ovid 0. Wilson assisted by Lt.
John A. Stewart. After the showing

Energy...
Energy is packed into
Foremost Ice Cream as
in no other food-pro-
duct. For Foremost is
more than just a dessert
or confection, it is a
healthful food product
of infinite value to the
growing child.

Call the

SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.

MAl~J. R'IE AND MIYAJ. 1-1H¥IVRY:
SPEAK AT MEETING-
The Infantry School Women's Club

held one of the most interesting
meetings of the year on Monday,
March 6th at the Polo Club. After
the business meeting the President,
Mrs. Ephraim G. Peyton, introduced
the speakers for the afternoon.

First on the program was a most
instructive talk by Major George Rife
on the "Grades and Cuts of Meat." Nat-
i-rally, every army woman who has
the responsibility of providing the
proper food for her family is greatly
cIoncerned with securing the best of
everything and since a meal is usually
planned around the meat it was in-
teresting to learn what constitutes a
-ood grade and cut of meat. Not only
did the speaker explain this in detail
but he illustrated his lecture with an
attractive display of meats, which was
made possible through the courtesy
of the Post Exchange.

The next speaker for the afternoon
was Major Stephen G. Henry, whose
talk was on "Motors," particularly the
motors in the cars which we use daily.
Many points of practical value were
stressed and since almost everY wo-
man of today drives a car it was in-
teresting to learn "what makes the
wheels go round" and how with the
Proper care and handling of a motor
the terrific cost of upkeep could,be
reduced to a minimum. When-one
realizes statistics show that the money
spent last year for the replacement of
spare parts for cars would build three
Panama Canals, it behooves all of us
to use the proper methods of starting
an engine, warming it up for the re-
quired length of time and-to drive
our cars with care, and intelligence.

Mrs. Robert Mangum and Mrs.
Louis Haskell were hostesses for the
afternoon and they. were assisted at
the tea table by Mrs. Thomas W. Ham-
mond and Mrs. Charles H. Bonesteel.

T. L. B.

OFFICERS' CLUB TO SPONSOR
BREAKFAST PARTY FOLLOW.
ING GLEE CLUB PERFORM.
ANCE
The Officers' Club will be the scene

Saturday evening following the Glee
Club performance of "The Debutante"
of a novel and delightful breakfast
party. The Club will be decorated in
carnival colors, being in facsimile of
Coffee Dan's which in :the past was a
fanmous rendezvous of theatrical folk

day with a delightful informal chili
pary at their quarters. The- McCon-
nells had as their guests: Capt. and
Mrs. Robert G. Mangum, Lieut. and
Mrs. Louis W. Haskell and Lieut. and
Mrs. Washington W. Ives, After sup-
per the guests played contract bridge.-,

NUMBER OF COLUMBUS PEOPLE I
MAKE RESERVATIONS AT CLUB
FOR FRIDAY EVENING
Friday evening the Officers' Club-Will virtualy turned over to Columbus

people who made reservations for
dinner preceding the performance of
"The Debutante." Between courses
the 29th Infantry orchestra will play
!or dancing. Life members of the
Club will entertain about one hundred
and thirty of their friends. The guests
ivill be arranged at two huge tables.
Mr.. Gordon ,will preside at one table
while Mrs, '-McPherson of Columbus
will preside at the other.

RESERVATIONS MADE FOR
THURSDAY EVENING SUPPER
DANCE
Among those reserving tables for

the Thursday evening supper dance
at the Officers' Club were: Major and
Mrs. Robert S. Lytle, Capt. and Mrs.
Lloyd S. Partridge, and Capt. George
J. Forster, and a number of dutch
treat tables. Preceding, the supper
the hosts escorted their guests to the
Post movies.
FIELD ARTILLERY LADIES'

BRIDGE CLUB MEETS ON
TUESDAY
The 83rd Field Artillery ladies'

bridge club met Tuesday afternoon at
the quarters of Mrs. Louis W. Has-
kell. Assisting Mrs. Haskell was Mrs.
Glenn B. McConnell. About four
tables of contract bridge assembled at
two and played until four4hirty when
tea was served.

MRS. BOWEN HOSTESS AT
LUNCHEON AND BRIDGE
Mrs. James E. Bowen was the host-

ess Friday to her bridge club enter-
taining at luncheon'at the Officers'
Club followed by two tables of con-
tract bridge at her quarters. Mrs.
Bowen's guests were: Mesdames Ray-
mond E. Vermette, Lynn E. Brady,Clayton H. Studebaker, Orestes Cleve-
land, George P. Howell, Selina Wash-
ington and Miss Harriotte Atkins.

SCHOFIELD WADDINGTON CELE-
BRATES BIRTHDAY WITH
PARTY
Master Schofield Waddington cele-

brated his ninth birthday last Monday
with a lovely birthday party. The
young guests assembled at four and
played games until five when sand-!
wiches, cake, candy and ice cream

were served. His guests were: Peggy
Porter, Dorothy Brann, Betsy Ross,
Shirley Rooks, Betty Phillips, Patty
Cook, Jeanne Behan, Bee McKinley,
Jane Cleveland, Celeste Mellom, Ray
Porter, Bobby Cloe, Hal Cook, Lloyd
Zupann, Bill Zupann, John Cleveland,
Chikie Cleveland, Mike Lucas, Johnny

Last Season's Hats made into
new ones.

Panamas and Straws Blocked and
Trimmed.

Expert Hat Remodeling

Nicholson Hat Shop
319 Third Nat. Bank Bida_

dy Keiler, Duckie Kieler, Junior
?cClure, Franklin Gaillard, Patty
O'Flahierty, Billie Ives, Johnny Rutte
and Jimmy- Rutte.

PERSONALS
Lieut. and Mrs. Charles W. Howze

are to be congratulated upon the
birth of a daughter, Virginia;-, at the
Station Hospital on February 28th.

Lieut. Milton H. Pressley left Mon-
day for Fort McPherson, Ga., to spend
a few days with friends.

Lieut. and Mrs. George P. 'Howell
are spending the weekend with friends

(Piea. turn to page 3)

No matter how new or up-
to-date your automobile may
be, it still undergoes the dan-
ger of a serious accident un-
less you are careful to have
it inspected periodically and
use only the best obtainable
oils and greases.

Auto Dept.
POST EXCHANGE

FT. BENNING, GA.

The Post Exchange Is Not Author-
ized To Sell To Anyone Not

In The Military Service

Permanent Waves
TREAT YOURSELF

TO THE BEST

Post Office Barber and
Beauty Shoppe

103 . 12th St. Phone 9335

uVC~2 ~ ~C N -

" ' IRISHMEN!
Son St. Patrick's Day
And for:-others, too! Kinnett's Ice Cream

is just as good for everybody-and much more
delicious than any other. Use it at your next
party and make a real hit!

Sold At The Officers' Club

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H. ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years

1229 - 31 Broadway

I I - - - - 7

DOLAN-HENRY
HAT SHOP

Announces

New shipment of hats, just
received, in lace and rough
straws. Price range from
$2.95 to $7.50.

We solicit Fort Benning

charge accounts,...
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The members of the National Guard
and Reserve Officers' Class. • wish Mrs
Foley, wife of Lieutenant Foley -from
Mississippi, a speedy recovery from
her illness. -. Mrs. Foley, at present
is in the post hospital.

Here it is, folks, our first contribu
tion, hot tips and flashes right off the
wire. First prize this week goes to
Captain Pinkston. "Pinkey" is a mem.
her of the skull class in equitation.
and well he should be, he can't even
ride a bicycle. During the class period
this conversation was heard:

Pinkey: "I want a mule and eight
niggers."

Instructor: "What do you want a
mule and eight niggers for?"

Pinkey: "I want four niggers to
start the mule, and the other four to
stop him when he gets started."

We are trying our very best to keep
the Associated Military Stores and the
Post Exchange out of the red for
1933. If we have not already accom-
plished this, we would appreciate an
expression from them and we all en-
courage more buying.

(To the tune of, "Let's put out the
lights.")
No more money in the bank,
No more banks to cash a check,
What to do about it?
Order up the drinks and sign a chit.

The palm for ingenuity goes to Lt.
Walters, otherwise known as "Fuzzy."
fie gets up so early in the morning
that the water in the bath is still cold
so that he may get in there before
the crowd. And does he shave with
cold water? No, he does not. Patents
are now pending for a device he has
invented for heating water. Very sim-
ple but ingenuity, plenty.

His equipment consists of a broom,
stove door, and canteen cup. Here is
the procedure: First, stir up the fire,
fill up your canteen cup, handle
clamped in place. Then hang the can.
teen cup over the upper edge of stove
door with the cup on the inside. Next
close the stove door placing the han-
dle end of the broom against it to
keep it closed. Finally stand by door
and warn ev ery one entering the bath
house not to stumble over the broom.

This method can be safely used
before 5 :54 a. m. or after 12:00 mid-
night with perfect safety. Try it.

Instructor: "Get forward in the sad-
dle, gentlemen, it's more comfortable

is the Creator's most
valuable gift to man-
kind. Preserve it!

W. W. Perrott
OPTICAL COMPANY

Cor. 12th St. and Broadway

CONVENIENT LOCATION
RATES RE)

Phone your agent or call our
Phone

DIMON COURT

Makers of Fine

WRIGLEY EN,

Atlanta,

..~ . I. +Cardinal Troop

1- and easier on the horse." Tuesday, March 7.
Capt.' Shoemaker (feeling of that We drew for ushers today, for the

part of his anatomy not contained Glee Club performance Friday and
within the saddle): "If I get any Saturday nights. We know it will be
further forward, I'll be riding the a good show, with large attendance, so
horse's neck." there will be six girl scouts each night.

If there were any tiny things wrong
And as Lieut. Summerlin would say with the show, this added attraction

"When I was at the Point, it was immediately counteracts it!
done this way." Mrs. Brown today gave us questions

to answer, all pertaining to Scouting.
Orderly (running down the street): They covered such things as the com-

"Lt. Lipsce wanted on the telephone. pass, knots, signalling, first aid, and
1 -Lieut. Lipsce wanted on the tele- bits of others. It was a regular ex-

phone." (Orderly to himself): "Ah' amination to see how much we have
t wishes dat bird wouldn't keep a-call, remembered of our tests.
in' hisself on de phone at de Officers' Mrs. Stilwell came up to talk to
Club)-Nosuh, de lieutenant ain't some girls about their Child Nurse
here, Suh." I badge. Saturday Mrs. Woolnough

will take the Tree Finders!
If you fellows would write home Attention Cardinals! Be sure to

for a change, perhaps you wouldn't come to our next meeting on time,
turn red behind the ears when that because we're going to have a jolly
telegram arrives in the middle of class treasure hunt!
period. Pine Tree Troop

The meeting last time was the first
As far as the writer is able to de. after our very successful Court of

termine, there are four officers here Awards. All the girls are planning
from California. Personally I have to pass lots of tests and work hard
bought the state of California four for the next Court of Awards, so it
times, but I suppose selling that state ought to be a gala day.
is typical of the native sons. However, After our Flag Ceremony, we had
it's quite noticeable at the breakfast a nature game. Our leaders had tak.
table how those Californians go for en the names of a number of birds
Florida orange juice. and scrambled them up so that you

really had to think pretty hard to
We suggest that Lieut. Snyder buy get them straightened out. All of the

some shoe polish so that the orderly patrols did pretty well on that game
will not be obliged to go to the other and it was lots of fun.
tents and "mooch" some for his boots. It seems, from reading the Cardinal

Notes that we also played the same
Lieut. Winnie's mustache reminds game as they did. I do think that

us of the installment plan, a little theirs was h a r d e r, but it was the
down and a little each week. same type and we are proud to know

that we are keeping up with the old-
We are pleased to note that Cap- er girls.

tain Harrison's increase in rank caught We sang quite a number of songs:
up with him a few days after his at our 'Good-night circle' for that is
arrival at school. He was promoted to one of our favorite pastimes, and went
the rank of Major on March 1st. home after a very nice meeting.

-Barbara Monroe
As Cap'n Henry would say: "This 0

is only the beginnin', folks, only the MAJ. GENERAL COLEMAN HERE
beginnin." FOR SHORT VISIT

-C. H. B. (Continued From Page 1)
April 23, 1932, the appointment carry-

SOCIETY ing with it the rank of major general.
( Continued From Page 2) His career as an army officer began

at Fort McPherson, a. on September 9, 1898, when he was
Lieut. and Mrs. Joseph I. Greene appointed a second lieutenant of in-

arrived on the Post Saturday. Lieut. fa ntry. On October 11 of the follow.
Greene was on duty wth the 31st In- ing year he was promoted to first lie.
fantry at Manila, P. I. He has been tenant, and on October 5, 1905, he
assigned to duty with the 29th In. became a captain. In May, 1917, he
fantry. Mrs. Greene was Miss Margery was promoted to colonel, which rank
Hutchins a former Columbus girl, he held at the time he was appointed

Lieut. and Mrs. Edward A. Chazal chief of finance, on November 16,
have received orders to sail on the 1920. This was a recess appointment,
May transport for Manila, P.I. which necessitated his reappointment

Capt. and Mrs. Charles W. Pence to the rank of colonel on the 27th of
had as their guests over the past week. April, 1921. During the world war
end Capt. Eddie Foy and Lieut. An- he held the temporary rank of lieuten-

ant colonel of infantry, Nationalderson of Fort McPherson, Ga. ALieut. Col. and Mrs. Homer H. Army, and of colonel of infantry,Slaughter left on Thursday for Wash. United States Army.ington, D. C. where Col. Slaughter CHe is a graduate of the Infantry.will be a member of the General Cavalry School, class of 1904; of theStaff. 
Army War College, class of 1922, andMr. Elner L. Rice returned to the is also a graduate of Rock Hill Col.

Post Friday from Philadelphia, Pa., lege, Md. class of 1897.
where she has been visiting relatives. For gallantry in action and for ex-

Mrs. George E. Bush, Jr. left Wed- ceptionally meritorious services he
nesday for her home in Ohio. Lieut. holds the decorations of the SilverBush has taken bachelor quarters in Star, and the Distinguished Service

Block 21. Medal.
Mrs. John W. Ramsey with her small

daughter, has returned to Fort Ben. Funeral of PVt. Brown
ning from a two months' visit with Held Thursday Morning
relatives in Louisiana.

-MODERN EQUIPMENT Funeral servces for the late Private
ASONABLE 'Edward L. Brown, Company E, 29thInfantry, will be held from the Prot-
Superintendent, Mr. Trussell, estant chapel, Fort Benning, at ten.
3062 thirty Thursday morning, March 9.APARTMENTS Chaplain Willis P. Howard will con.:

duct the services, and the body will
be accompanied to Outpost No. 1, by
the band of the 29th Infantry, and an
escort from Company E, from where
it will be shipped to Private Brown's

Printing Plates father at Ripley, Tennessee.

Capt. George J. Forster returned
Monday from Miami, Fla., where heGRAVINC CO. was the guest of friends.

GI CMrs. Ryan and Lieut. Douglas W.
McNair motored down from Fort Mc-
Pherson to spend Sunday with Lieut.
and Mrs. William W. O'Connor.GeorgiaLt. and Mrs. Sams are to be con-
gratulated upon the birth of a son,
Hugh Porter born Mach 6 at the Sta-
tion Hospital.

the "advance guard"in'n,

Children's Spring Fashions
Of course, children get spring fever and want to dress
up just as we grown folks. And with spring just around
the corner; this is the time and Kirven's is the store.

Boy's Suits
Eaton Style

3-piece. Side pockets in
trousers, manly coat and
separate blouse. Blue, 'Fan
and Green.

Sizes 6-7-8

$1.79

Wash Suits
P i q u e and broadcloth.
Some have belts; so me
are b u t t o n style. All
shades of pastels.

Sizes 2 to 6

59c to $1.00
Girl's Dresses

Crepe de Chine
in new spring shades. Sol-
ids, prints and stripes.

Sizes 1 to 8

$1.95

Wash Dresses
in new sring pastels. Sol-
ids, prints and sripes.

Sizes 3 to 8

$1.00
Or if they are

Larger Children
Dresses

Silks in solids and prints.
"Darling" is the girl's pet
adjective for these n e w
spring dresses.

Sizes 10 to 16

$3.95

Bloomers
Panties

Spun Lo rayon in delicate
pink. Elastic and b a n d
bottoms" yoke front.

Sizes 8 to 1039c
These are just a few items. Many, many more things
are at Kirven's; not only for children, but for infants
and juniors, as well.

Shoes
Robin Hood Sherwood Forest

is the place where all children love to go. Designed
especially for the young folks; Sherwood Forest is an
ideal shoe department for children, filled with ideal
shoes for young feet. And as an especial treat for the
youngsters, a souvenir is given with each shoe purchase.

99c $1.45
Prices
$1.95

Range
$2.45 $2.95

All Sizes AAA to D

IVENS

rage IfIreeTHE H-EININIA6-ItIERALIJ P.i,,pThir. .-

$3.45

Girl Sc* out"' -Notes*-
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Lieutenant Peep's Diary
Thursday, March 2 keeping his hand continually in his

Introduced to the omnipotent First change pocket.
Section this luckless day. The Section's Saturdzy, March 4
august representative much annoyed Un betimes and off to the Fourth
by the inability of the class to read Section to inaugurate some mural dec-
minds and bring a lot of uncalled orations for my coming fifteen min-
for things to class. "Map problem ute speech. Practically the whole day
equipment" on the schedule carried gone in daubing about with the inks.
as much information to our receptive This'business does mind me of the
minds as "Oriental philosophical saying that "Those who can, do. Those
equipment" and proved as conclusive- who can't, teach." I, also, am well
ly that, in war, information from a qualified to teach.
headquarters is not viscous. To Major Eagles with the lament

From its auspicious beginning I that I can scarce cover the ground of
greatly fear me that we are on the my subject in a scant fifteen minutes.
threshold of a course in plain and He (to comfort me I have no doubt)
fancy surmising, albeit the situation does cite me one Hillaire Belloc as
could be remedied if the versatile having written in one paragraph of
Section Section would but produce a two sentences a history of the World
supplementary course in palmistry, War. And I did spend some hours in
phrenology and telepathy. fruitless search for the name Belloc

A bad situation partially remedied on the rosters of Benning graduates
by Major Cole allowing students quar- and former instructors. One cannot
tered on the post to dash home at conceive of a non-graduate being so
nine a. m. for their books. Some hesi- able.
tation to return home at that hour Finished at last with my labors at
on the part of the married officers making maps excepting only the paper
saving only Hank Flood who proceed- dolls, the cutting out of which I shall
ed intrepidly-his quarters being -eserve for an anticipated condition
equipped with Frigidaire. that the course in Field Engineering

It does take but one eye to see that is rapidly bringing on.
Captain Matchett yet requires instruc- In somewhat of a quandary at the
tion in the "Manual of Persuasion" beginning of the day as to whether
for, in performing the ritual of order- or not to make a map. Since two men
ing the use of private transportation have identical subjects upon which
he omitted that purely perfunctory there ;s but one book and it cannot
question "Does any one desire to be removed from the library; and
ride the train?" It is quite unthink- ince some careful soul takes pains
able that the First Section should be to close the library just as we de-remiss in any matter of technique. bou'oh from school daily; and since

Gillette has solved the transporta- my first Saturday opportunity to visit
tion mystery. It is that the opulence the library was thwarted by a river
of the Company Officers will in no crossing and the recovery therefrom,
wise be disurbed by the continued it required a major tactical decision
use of their private cars, as would the on my part to choose, on this my see-
poverty of the Advanced Class, the ond and last Saturday chance at the
latter folk being therefore always book in the library, between prenar-
transported in the buses. ing the subject or the map to illus-
Friday, March 3 trate it. And I did choose the latter

To call on Lecture Lanham this on the basis of the time emphasis laid
day to determine if his right wrist, so on it by The Section. Captain Phil.
well exercised at the Battle of Gum- lips of the opinion that a map is
binen on Monday last, had suffered worth a thousand words; and since
any hitch-hiker's sprain, one can deliver but 1300 words in 15

And I did recommend to him a con- minutes my two maps will preclude
venient Timken installation for use my finishing my speech though I ut-
during any period of sustained lectur- ter no word. I can more readily be-
ing. Conveyed to him also that the lieve that the preparation of a map
class was in no way flattered by his (Please turn to page 5)

Here's To Your Health
BY MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

Measles
Only a few months ago this column

was given to a short article on this
subject.

Because measles has begun to be
reported in children on the post it
seems timely that we again explain
what measles is, how dangerous it can
be to children and how necessary it
is to protect other children from con-
tracting the disease.

Measles is a very contagious disease.
The first signs are sneezing, running
at the nose and a slight cough. The
eyes look red and watery, and light
hurts them. It is just during this early
period of about three days that others
are most liable to catch the disease.
The child seems only to have cold,
but the mother who sends this child
with a seeming cold to school or al-
lows it to play with other children
is helping to spread the disease to
other children.

In the beginning there is only a
little fever. In a day or two the skin
becomes hot, the tongue gets a furry

coating, and the throat becomes red.
About the fourth day red spots begin
to show up on the forhead and face
and spread downward to cover the
whole body. The spots collect in
bunches and usually itch.

If your child has never had measles,
just now is the time to make your
plans as to what you will do when
he sneezes, coughs and has eyes that
are red and watery. Do not let the
child get up until the doctor says it
is safe. The complications and after
effects are often serious. Sore ears
may result in deafness; sore eyes in
blindness; the neglected cough may
mean pneumonia or tuberculosis. Pro-
tect that child.

The younger the child the more
carefully he should be protected
against measles. It is a good plan
to isolate any child whenever he shows
the least sign of illness of any sort.
If you proteat your child you thereby
save yourself much worry and trouble
and incidentally just by doing this
you help protect your children.

Advanced Classics
Leaves FrMt a Sleuth's Unit Journal

Feb. 27. *A bluer than usual Mon-
day with abnrm'al class demand up-
on the contentg of the water barrel.
After effects of the river crossing, we
surffise. Much buzzing about among
the celebrities of the First Section.
The critique on the riparian adven-
ture, scheduled for the first hour,
goes by the boards, and Bridgehead
John mounts the dais to orate upon
defiles, their capabilities and limita-
tions. With a fine eye to financial
moratoria, John avoids defiles and dis-
cusses the movement of checks in
Russia. During the break far-seeing
Long Bill Watson rushes over to the
local bank and closes out his account.
In most subdued tone, manner, and
mien for those two tactical authorities,
the Jenkins-Stilwell combine then cri-
tiques the crossing of the raging Chat-
tahoochee, but only after a valiant
effort to disclaim parentage of the
bridgehead baby. It would appear,
from the discussion, that the stream
crossing was not a test of student
command ability at all, but a trial of
bridging material. Larry Barrett won-
ders audibly, however, what would
have been the nature of Joe Stilwell's
remarks had the Chattahoochee been
more amenable to engineer discipline.
It is announced that the critique
proper will be placed in our boxes
in mimeographed form.

Charlie McNair, Larry Keiser, Jack
Gleaves, and Jess Green receive this
announcement mournfully. There are
certain members of the First Section
upon whose countenances they would
gloat this blue Monday morn, not ex-
cepting that of Smiling Tommy Arms
who made the trek back 1,600 yards
to the river bank for a critique which
was never critiqued. A marked prob.
lem, for which nine maps with a
total acreage of 16 square feet are is-
sued to cover a 10 foot square desk.
In the course of pasting together his
quadrangles, Jake Uhrig gets lost and
is not seen again until 2:45 p. m.,
when his desk-mates, Huge Evans and
Little Ayers behold a strange geologic
upheaval in the Pigeon Hills region.
With all the fervour of an active vol-
cano, Jake bursts his way through and
gets down to estimating the situation.Feb. 28. For three hours the Hemn
and Paul teatn hold forth on supply,
proving to Sam Brabson's complete
satisfaction that it is quite possible
to fool all the people all the time.
Jimmie Woolnough takes us out to
fatten our marked problem batting
'iverage. The approved "Lieutenant
Colonel, 1st Battalion" not only fails
to make any reconnoissance. but

ommits high treason by failing to
study bis map. Bert Wampler's con-
lusion, as the pupils homeward plod
their weary way, is that there remain

twenty-eight marked contests wherein
the students must outguess not only
the First Section in toto but each
individual of that aggregation.

March 1. Class almanacer Lifsey
announces that we have sixty-one days
and a butt to go, holidays exclusive,
and then goes into the business of
manufacturing captain's bars for Arnie
Siler. John Harvey is informed that
the freshman of the Upatoi Military
Academy are dedicating to him their
new book, "I am a Fugitive from the
Engineer Chain Gang." We get this
date our first application of gas.

March 2. Another marked puzzle,
the requirement most difficult of so.
lutioi being what the mounts are for.
The approved "Lieutenant Colonel,
1st Battalion" between 5:00 p. Mi.,
and 7:00 p. in., does everything but
climb trees and howl. He covers
ground, this "Lieutenant Colonel, ist
Battalion!" The Marine duo, Webby
and Woody, between them, but not in
collaboration, compose fifteen pages
covering what the battalion c. o. does
between 7:00 p. m. and the zero
hour. Returning to Kriz Hall they
ascertain that the First Section has
dismissed the battalion c. o.'s activi-
ties during that ten hour period in
four lines. The four lines might well
have been reduced to one phrase:
"He wanders about and makes a nui-
sance of hisself."

March 3. The week-end is upon us.
Glee and joy and cheerfulness. Jess
Gibney batters down the doors of the
post bank at 12:55 p. in., to deposit
therein his fortune. At 1:00 p. m,

(Please turn to page 5)

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

MILESTONES ON THE, ROAD TO ROME
Thetis Whitley Amytis having memorized her tremendously long part, is

almost convinced that it is itot impossible for her to memorize.
Fabius Maximus Kelly is almost resigned to portraying the great Roman

Dictator according to Robert Sherwood rather than recorded history.
Lou Storck Bala, the Nubian slave, is prepared to accept what little the

costuming gods send him in the way of raiment. He hopes, however, that
March 24th and 25th will be warm.

Senators Tibullus Weeks and Sertorius Wallace have been measured for
their togas.

Sergeant Mike Halloran of the Carthaginian Guard has memorized his
first two speeches.

Corporal Arnold Funk of the same crack organization has promised to
attend all remaining rehearsals.

Malin Scipio Craig has ceased to protest that be looks like a boy scout
in the presence of the other Romans.

Lyman Mago Munson is making headway toward harmonizing the con-
flicting instructions of three official and two volunteer directors.

Mark Brislawn Hannibal, while still skeptical as to the stage appeal of
his bare knees and thighs, has consented to wear the regulaton Carthaginian
uniform.

Guardsman Fitzgibbons has volunteered to understudy the role of Han-
nibal. The offer was made shortly after the Guardsman had witnessed a re-
hearsal of the last part of the 2nd Act.

Co-Director Rice is prepared to substitute for any member of the cast
except Amytis.

Guardsman Chance has consented to sacrifice biologic fact to dramatic
effect in his speech dealing with the confinement period for elephants.

INTIMATE INTERVIEWS WITH
LOCAL CELEBRITIES; NO. 6
The Flare Snecial Agent wandered

into the ROTC Building late one af-
ernoon to find the dramatic hounds

in full cry rehearsing for "The Road
to Rome."

During a lull in the activities, he
side-wheeled toward director Rico
Rice who eyed him with a professional
and quizzical squint over his well
thumbed manuscript.

Now, Director Rice is known in his
native Fargo as a ruggedly independ-
ent, hard-boiled, fire eating warrior
with a pronounced proclivity for dom-
inating women. Among the Fargon-
ians he is respectfully addressed as
"The Kornel."

"I hear a lot of complaint from
golf widows, polo widows and bridge
widows," said the Special Agent by
way of an opening. "Don't dramatic
widows ever assert themselves?"

"It all depends on who rules the
roost", replied the Kornel.

"Wives, I take it", continued the
Special Investigator, "get a big thrill
out of seeing their husbands on the
stage."

",Oh, yes indeed," agreed the Kornel.
"Although in my own case the wife
has always been able to restrain her
pride in my histrionic achievements.
I have always regarded this as a dem-
onstration of remarkable control over
the emotions."

"I have known wives," resumed the
Agent, "who were delighted to have
their husbands take part in plays be-
cause it gave them little time to
themselves. They actually looked upon
rehearsal evenings as a lucky break
for them."

"I suppose their husbands were
dull," murmured the Kornel. "Some.
times I almost regret that I am not a
bore."

"Am I to imply from your remark
that home influences sometimes inter.
fere with your art?" queried the Flare
Investigator.

"Not at all, not at all," replied the
celebrated Fargonian. "My lightest
whim is law in my household. I'm the
head man in that show. I don't have
to consult anybody."

"I envy people like you who are
free to devote so much time to your
hobbies," signed the Special Agent,
"but I must be moving along. I'll
see you back stage on the first night
of The Road to Rome."

A cloud passed across the Kornel's
honest face. "Don't bank on it," he
whispered confidentially. "When I got
my special dispensation to help direct
-his show, I had to promise the wife
that I'd preside at the dinner party
she was giving before the first per-
formance."

The Special Agent nodded under-
standingly. "Droit de femme de seig-
neur-I know," he said.

MASTER MIND GOES HAYWIRE

Since the departure of Professor
McCunniff for other fields, Benning
has been forced to struggle along with-
out a militant economist. The nation
wide bank holiday, however, has stim-
ulated the growth of a new crop of
depression busters, and one of them
is making a strong bid for the genial
Professor's prophetic mantle. We re-
fer to Major R. G. Tindall, The Infan-
try School's leading protagonist of
Red revolution.

Coincident with the President's pro-
clamation of a new deal for bank de-
positors, R. G. T. unfurled the red
flag and inaugurated a vigorous verb-
al offensive against Capitalism and all
its works. Unlike Professor McCun-
niff, Soap Box Dick is a radical and
proud of it. His theories, so far as we
have been able to understand them,
combine all of the worst features of
Socialism, Communism, Bolshevism,
Facism, Technocracy, and a Military
Dictatorship. In order to clear the
way for the establishment of his new
system he advocates the abolition of
all banks and stock exchanges, the per-
manent abandonment of the gold
standard, the nationalization of in-
dustry, the execution of speculators,
public utility magnates and interna-
tional bankers.

Let it not be thought, however, that
Red Richard's proposal for the
amelioration of existing conditions is
purely destructive. He has a construc.
tive program which provides, among
other things for an issue of Fiat money
in denominations of from one to one
hundred army rations, the Irving
Fisher stabilized dollar, the Single Tax
and the starting of a first class war to
take care of the unemployment and
overproduction problems.

Fortunately for the country, Major
Tindall is not as convincing on the
soap box as he is on the lecture plat-
form. To date, he has won no con-

(Please turn to page 5)
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(Continued From Page 4)

verts to his cause, not even from the
Fourth Section which is most recep-
tive to revolutionary ideas. Possibly
his associates suspect that his research-
es in the field of class warfare have
not been as analytical as his investi-
gation of the historic background of
the Battle of Ethe.

SOCIETY NEWS

Latest additions to the select hostess
Delight Club are Captain and Mrs.
Hones. They qualified at a recent
Officers' Club dance by failing to ap-
pear at the supper party to which they
had been invited by Aviator and Mrs.
Barney Barnett.

In an interview by our society re-
porter, Impresario Hones stated that
the failure of his social secretary to
make a note of this engagement had
caused him and Mrs. Hones acute
mental anguish. Under the assumption
that they had not been invited out on
'Thursday night they slunk off to the
movies feeling like a couple of socialoutcasts. The great vulgarian War
Lord isn't as much concerned as he
mightbe, however, over the embarrass-
ment of his better half. He rather
gives the impression that Mrs. Hones
deserves to suffer for the oversight
for which she was responsible.

BIOLOGIC MIRACLE HAS DIRE
CONSEQUENCES

Ordinarily, The Flare deals only
with local matters but occasionally
something from the outside which can-
not be ignored comes to hand. Cer-
tainly the following startling item
from the erudite Waycross, Georgia,
Journal-Herald warrants a departure
from the established policy:

"Mrs. George Earl, who gave
birth to a 9-year-old daughter, is
reported as getting along fine. A.
J. Dill, of Farley, who suffered a
broken leg in the same accident,
is recovering."

HONOR ENOUGH FOR ONE
FAMILY

Mrs. Zwicker,. wife of Lieutenant
'Zwicker, of the Company Officers'
class, was receiving the enthusiastic
congratulations of the proud husband
:and father upon the very recent ar-
:rival of their second son.

"There's your president and vice-
president," quoth she, and then, after
a split second pause for emphasis,
"there will be no cabinet."

-BE. F. H.

Columbus Office Supply Co.

24 Hr. Service

RUBBER STAMPS
Phone 556

Confidence Is Our

Keynote!

We want your charge ac-

count. Checks acceptable

for merchandise or on ac-

account.

BUY TODAY!

Smart Showing of New

Spring Clothes

HOFFLIN
and

GREENTREE
Columbus' Leading Clothiers

ESTABLISHED 1888

I' TRIO OF'COMEDIANS

The funniest fun-makers of Fort Benning will "strut their stuff" on the stage of the Main Theater tonight

and tomorrow night when Lt. Julian Raymond, Mrs. Reeder and Capt. Elliott (from left to right) appear together
in the Glee Club Operetta "The Debutante."

LIEUT. PEEP'S DIARY d tion of Davidson and Dumbrowsky.

(Continued from page 4) Field exercise this afternoon, equip-

ment of the private soldier being bor-

is what is worth a thousand words rowed from a 29th Infantry platoon.

and, withal, I should enjoy to meet Peck unable to make the borrowed

a man with so large a profane vocab- belt light pack fit his conformation.

ulary. He later decided that none of them

Gaither, speaking on the value of will fit when applied upside down.

Morse Code to the junior officer, fears Ccrporal An ly Gamble too enthusi-

that he may be unable to fill the re- astic about the execution of the prob-
quired time and so plans to deliver lem as he learned when he turned
the affair in dahs and dits. Anotheringnios sul oespla hi spechrifle and equipment back to the 29thingenious soul does plan his speechi

after this fashion: "Gentlemen, my: Infantry corporal who had lent them.

subject is "Shall the Bayonet Be Re- The corporal, looking thru the bore
tained in the American Army?" Since i of the rifle, exclaimed with feeling-
it would be absurd for me to keep' and much to the delight of his squad
repeating "Yes, yes, yes, yes' for 15-"My God, it's been fired! '

minutes I shall say it only once after -
which we shall follow the immutable The class did inspire Col. Stilwell

School custom and take a ten minute to remark that we were "a motley
break." looking crowd." And Col. Stilwell's
Monday, March 6 remark did inspire the class to start

Intrigued no end by making march a fund for the donation to the First
graphs and in especial to see how, Section of a full length mirror.
on the chart, the head and tail of the
column continue separated by the Tuesday, March 7
same distance. Examination this morning in Ma-

Cigars by Zwicker. The young'un chine Gun Combat Practice. That it
will have to be a file closer, the squad occurred on Reynolds Hill was coin-
having been filled by the recent ad- cidental. From my performance I can

but conclude that, for me, any hill
would today have been Reynolds hill.

One student overheard to remari
"If we learn by our mistakes I have
derived a maximum of profit from
this course." To which I add a heart-
felt Amen.

A full afternoon on Field Fortifica-
tions from which our Glee Club con-
tingent was excused. It might not be
amiss, this beng the umpteenth time
they have been excused, for them to
put in for the Company Officers'
course next year even if only in curi.
osity of what goes on.

T,. .. D b._

ADVANCED CLASSICS

(Continued From Page 4)

the bank nails up the doors. Major
Roberts receives 105 votes, including
absentee ballots, in the popularity

contest by terminating his four hour
conference in three hours minus.

-Submerged Old Sleuth

24TH INF. DEDICATES THEATRE

WITH GALA OPENING

(Continued from page .1)

ner which delighted the audience. Fol-

lowing Miss Palmore's renditions,

solos entitled "I Promise You," and

"Please," were sung by Privates Fred

B. Jackson and Douglas King. A sec-

ond group of selections was then
sung by the quartette, after which
Miss Palmore again presented a med-
ley of tuneful melodies.

"Lawd, You Made the Night too
Long," sung by Private Ross, "River
Stay 'Way From My Door," by Cor-
poral Brown, and a closing chorus by
the ensemble concluded the home-tal-
ent entertainment program.

In the playing of accompaniments
for the singers, and a number of or-
chestral numbers, the 24th Infantry
Orchestra, demonstrated again its out-
standng position in the syncopated
realm. Comprised in this select aggre-
gation of musicians are: Sergeant Wil-
lie B. Wood, piano; Private Harold
McCray, trombone; Private 1st class
Roy L. Chism, trumpet; Private Ist
class Odell Butler, saxophone; Private
Richard E s t e r s, saxophone; Private
Ike Jones, saxophone; Staff Sergeant
William H. Ransom, guitar; Private
1st class Robert Wade, tuba; and Pri-
vate Hansel Cole, drums.

A sound news reel, in which the
24th Infantry appeared in their negro
spiritual songs, a cartoon comedy and
a drama, were comprised in the mo-
tion picture program which conclud-
ed the dedicatory exercises.

The new theater, which was design-
ed in the office of the Army Motion Pic-
ture Service in Washington, D. C. is
a most attractive and modern struc-
ture, resembling in many respects the
best type of neighborhood motion pic-
ture houses in large cities. Simplicity
characterizes the interior decorations,
and comfort and convenience are pro-
vided by the finest type of leather up-
holstered seats; by well-appointed
dressing rooms, and by a modern heat-
ing and ventilating system, which
changes the air of the auditorium
every three minutes. Two projection
machines of the latest are installed
in the operator's room, and the pres-
entation of sound pictures is made
under the most favorable conditions
by the design of the auditorium,
whose acoustical properties are en-
hanced by wall coverings of Acous-
titex.

MR. V. V. VICK-Graduate watch
maker. Watches repaired $1.75 Fac-
tory guarantee. City Drug Store.

WE MAKE
RUBBER STAMPS

- One Day Delivery-
COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.

Vita Health Reclining Cabinet

We have an experienced Graduate Masseur or Masseuse whom we
send to Fort Benning each Monday, Wednesday and Friday who can
conveniently give Swedish Massages and Mineral Baths in your home.
Reasonable Rates. We have many luxurious and beneficial Treatments
for Health, Beauty and Happiness.

Treatments conveniently given at home include Swedish Sham-
poo, Turkish Shampoo, Oxygen, Sulphur, Nauheim, Oil of Eucalyptus,
Saline Baths, Salt Glow, etc.

Office hours 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.--Evenings by appointment

Russian Cabinet Swedish )
Turkish Baths Facial and Massage
Mineral Scalp

Physio
Hydro Therapy
Electro

SPECIAL REDUCING TREATMENTS

RIGDON HEALTH INSTITUTE
216 Doctors Building Phone 1037

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718
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Griffin K.O.'s Sandwina In Thirty Sec
SPORT CHATTER Iorn Upsets Dope' POLO NOTBY DAVIS HARDING In Surprisine On e

Su p iWinhy Polo in the Army trained
Frank Crowley of Manhattan cap- stride was faulty, and he-had trouble Round K fl ck0U t Since about 190tured the intercollegiate A. A. A. A. in gauging his distance.0hsincabo

mile championship at the 12th annual *rasngsuc*s

milechamionsip a th 12t annal . . .has 
been able to play polo with in- balanced by h

games Saturday night. There were Manager Joe McCarthy of the Yan- Tex Wallace Awarded Techni- entered its first ess in the Army ee ili
nineteen starters in the race, but only kees is without the services of six a
three figured at all. Crowley, Man holdouts, five of them indispensable l K. .Over Johnson Junior Tournamegan, and Nordell were doped to piece cogs in his playing machine. Headed In Semi-Final or Championship. A team of Army make riding the
out the first three places between by Babe Ruth, the hold-out brigade 

officers played the British Army team be. If all hor

by 
. at Meadowbrook and won the series. wurde eran

them, Bill Bonthron, a favorite from runs right down the line including Thirty seconds after the opening The following year the Army team in their enthuPrinceton, having dropped out of the Charley Ruffing and Bill Dickey of gong had sent John "Corn" Griffin voyaged to England and after a poor which can andevent in order to conserve his ener- the batterymen, Lou Gehrig and Tony and Ted Sandwina, German heavy, start came through in the end to again
gies for the two-mile relay. Lazzeri of the infield, and Allen into action, Lt. Howard Johnson, ref- win the series. Se

Frank Nordell, a temperamental Cooke, utility outfielder. eree was tolling the fatal ten over have improved thevr ay ofthe ealt h of
miler if there ever was one, burst With the first exhibition game only Ted's prostrate body. The fight was of being selected fpa tot poit s reqi
into the lead closed followed by ten days away, Manager McCarthy is a disappointing one from the specta- the U. S. Internati o ut qa d for it i v
Crowley. Mangan, off to a slow start, beginning to have his first worries. tors' point of view, who had come aged by the powers-that-be in Wash- than being mer

was badly spiked in the rush for PO- None of the hold-outs have expressed with the prospect of seeing Corn ex- ington, every Army post of any size the Green team
sitions. Crowley crept up to Nordell any desire to come to terms but are tended to the limit by the burly Teu- now has polo aspirants, a field and acrobat and a
and passed him, running smoothly. content to await developments, ton. horses which, when their tails are owns two stick

Mangan came up with a rush at the One thing is certain, Babe Ruth is Griffin was first into the ring and taped and legs booted, answer the the the other be pi
end and Crowley was hard put to not going to take a $25,000 cut in received a big hand. As Sandwina name of polo ponies. Why should the the convenient
maintain his lead. He won by a mar- salary as his contract calls for. The crawled through the ropes, the fans Army officer be encouraged to play assists in tossin
!in of ten yards, Mangan crossing the Bambino of Swat knows quite as well gasped at his huge size and predicted this game of polo? Why should effort worth the pric
hne second, with Nordell thirty yards as Colonel Ruppert his value as a bad moments for the army battler. be placed on providing a polo field Sunday game t
behind the winner. drawing card, and so a compromise Ted was thirty-one pounds heavier 300 yards by 170 yards? Why should one of his jaci* * * will finally have to be effected, than his opponent, weighing 208 to he be allowed to use Army mounts and at the sar

George Spitz, who has jumped six * * * Corn's 177. to play this game? What return does mallet fifty feet
fee, eight and one half inches indoors,' And speaking of the Babe. Ruth has The bell rang. Griffin was across the Army get from the polo its offi-
found himself in a triple tie for first two major ambitions; one is to break the ring like a tiger, caught Sand- cers play? The answer should con- Among the
rlace at six feet, two and three quar- his own record of sixty home runs wina in his own corner, and tumbled sider the training of the horse, and at the Sunday
ters inches. Spitz could ordinarily do for one season, the other is to score him to the canvas with a right hook. mental and physical effect on the of- burne, late of
the same height with his sweat clothes a hole-in-one at the ancient and honor. At the count of eight, Sandwina ficer. graced the side
on or with his hands in his pockets. able game of golf. Last week at St. heaved his ponderous bulk off the There have been various estimates white blazer ri[

He just couldn't get started. Bad Petersburg, the Babe teed off from the floor and went into defensive po- of the part the pony plays in p mind him of the
lighting in the arena caused him to third hole, 185 yards long, using a sition. Some say the pony is 50 per cent of with the branchmisjudge his mark several times, his No. 2 iron. Griffin followed up his advantage the player's efficiency and some go even tho they b

N l The ball trickled into the hole and immediately. He caught Ted with a as high as 90 per cent. Regardless of
First National Ruth was overjoyed. He admitted he light left hook to the side of the the percentage there is no doubt of Out of Yanke

got more thrill out of that achieve, head, then nailed him with another the pony makes the game and the Fourhorse Cunni
Bank meritthan in hitting a dozen home right, and Sandwina dropped to the better trained the mounts are, the bet- tablishing his mruns.resin like a felled ox. Corn stood ter the game. The player and his arid palatial Blo,

Georgia Home Building * * • over him and the fans got a vivid pony make a playing unit. With a to umpiring a doMaxie Rosenbloom, recognized by picture of Dempsey as he must have trained ponyv the plaver can develop cidenally giving
"The XWhite Bank" the Ncw York Athletic Commission as locked oti the memorable occasion of his bitting and ini the came has no crowd somethingthe lightweight champion of the world the historic "long count." Referee jworry about control of his mount. He plo anbd esy

Capital and Surplus__$ 350,000.00 will risk his crown tonight when he Johnson waved Griffin into a neutral (-an concentrate on tactics and team- thoofan the sky
Resources Over .... 2,000,000.0 opposes Adoph Heuser, heavy-hitting corner and continued tolling. At ten, work, can speed up his play safely and tat he will comi

Fort Benning Representative: German battler, in the main bout of Sandwina was still on his knees, and get the most from his participation. Sundays, even tofifteen rounds at Madison Sqar Corn's hand was raised in token of With a poorly trained pony, the haz. ing a few fouls
R. M. Hall, Jr.--Phone 290 Garden. uaevictory ......... 

.

"rois Imicrease. 'he eame played under U thme iliattle.Ren aalBox')winhaourtorSafetyI ?rBurglarosHeuser has fought only once in this Tex Wallace, with a victory ad a 'he best of conditions, with eightand Fire-proof Vaults for your country but made a very creditable draw over Edgren among his list of mounted players running at top speed The GallantValuables. Prices moderate. showing, winning a decision over' achievements in the ring, scored a I in pursuit of the ball, has ever pres. (ContinuerHarry Ebbets in a slambang battle, technical knock out over a badly. ent danger. A pony out of control may
Accounts of Fort Benning spotted with frequent knockdowns. In mauled Ching Johnson in the sixth mean serious injury. Even if the poor- Howardthe course of the fight, Adolph was round. At the end of the first round, ly trained pony does not endanger

Personnel Solicited floored several itmes but came up fans wondered how in the world Tex his rider, the player will be severely
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY each time to carry the battle to his could have beaten Cowboy Edgren; handicapped in his hitting. To hit aopponent, at the end of the fourth, they won- four-inch ball with a six-ounce mal- Operating t(Continued on Page 7) dered why he didn't knock him out. lett on the end of a 50-inch handle nent ]In the first round, both scrappers while going 25 or 30 miles an hourcontented themselves with warming on the back of a horse requires o nup. Ching took the offensive right operation on the part of the horse. ane ]away as Tex danced lightly around He must run true on the line and athim, peppering him with lefts and an even speed. If he swerves right or SCHI

rights to the face. Wallace had no left or checks or spurts as the player From
difficulty in penetrating the soldier's strokes, the chances are against a Columbus
defense and scored frequently, good stroke. So the player has every 5:00 AMT h e se c o n d ro u n d w a s o n t h e o r e in c e n tiv e to tra in I s p n t o t e 6 0 "I of the first except that Tex had even greatest degree of perfection. To
less trouble in finding a target for his sxperiod game requires three Pon" 10:00thietic E u pm en punches. His superior boxing know- ies, for a pony should not be played 11:45quij~ri-i ent ledge enabled him to slip away from more than two periodsry a m t 1:0PChing's right hand wallops with ease. mapeparedforinju t3:00

The third round was the beginning mabe necessary. each player 5:00 "
TheMainBranch, Post -Exchange, has oginningtrains 

and develops three or four 7:00ofthe end. Wallace was still playing pois - emo
a complete service on all kinds of ath- around with his opponent, but beat provide at least twelv traers l :0

a regular tattoo on Ching's face with in the organization, twelve horses 12:00
letic equipment. Phone 608. Johnson helpless to avoid the flurry which will be a pleasure to ride atof punches. At the end of the fourth drill,)cross-cou 

Also Eround, Ching had absorbed more rosasutryri nSCHOOLstth t a a li one, who has ever ridden the average 410 PJO

O an ei pun~shment than the average fighter tough, hard-mouthed, herd bound CITY... ost Il.x.ch angcould withstand, but with the courage army horse, will appreciate the pootypical of the man refused to quit.
About this time, the crowd began toFT. BENNING, GA. bellow for a technical knockout.The fifth round saw Ching puttingThe Post Exchange Is Not Authorized To Sell To Anyone up only the ghost of a defense. Wal-Not In The Military Service lace did not try to land the knockout
wallop but contented himself withpeppering Johnson's face with an as-
sortment of blows. Near the end of
the sixth round, with Ching groggy

but game to the core, Referee John-
son awarded the fight to Wallace.

)___, % Ina six round battle, Bunker Hillcopped the decision over Lester Dar.
_ by, thereby avenging himself for the(Continued on Page 8)
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Hoofers Leading In Round Robin $EiCL
Griffin's Knockout Of Sandwina Freebooters-Lose

Another Step Up Fis tic L a dde r To 29th- Hoofers-
By HARDING though that he might whittle away In Exciting Game

Corn Griffin's thirty-second K. 0. Sandwina's weight advantage by steady

of Ted Sandwina, German giant, is plugging away and'then knock him-
out in the later rounds as he did Freebooters In Second Place

bound to make an impression on the Jerry Pavalec. No one dreamed that As Result Of Defeat-
world of fistiana. Sandwina came to the K. 0. would come in the first Optimists Third
Fort Benning with an excellent rec- round after half a minute of fighting.

ord testifying to his prowess in the Since his disappointing draw with The round robin teams slipped out
Battling Bozo when Corn'looked out the mdd of te wee whe

ring. 1 of shape and unconfident, the army during'the middle of the week, When

Ted had been in the same ring sensation has scored knockout victor- Jupe Pluvius Was out following his

with Otto Von. Porat, Norwegian ies over Jerry Pavalec, Charley Ham-sprinkling canan d managed to play

heavyweight sensation, Young Strib- bright, Joe McCarthy, Bennie ODell, off three fast and interesting games.
ling, Phil Scott and Joe Beckett, Eng- and Ted Sandwina. Frankie Edgren Hf Down Students 6,5

lish champions both in their time, and Pietro Corri were almost out on' i
Salvadore Ruggierello, K. 0. Christ- their feet by the end of ten rounds. the first period the students had

ner, and Primo Carnera, as well as None of Corn's opponents have been things their own way, putting over 3
many other who have left their im- set-ups; in almost every case, Griffin goals to 1 for the 29th. In the second,

print in the records of the fight game. went into the ring the under-dog. however, Jay Gould turned the Erier" " Railroad loose on the lambs, aind
Sandwina was stopped by Carnera; Now Griffin has confidence in him-

but even this defeat spoke well for self. He has developed and improved when the game was over the Hoofers
ims aelhad the game in a bag.

the Blond Teuton, as Carnera may be his left to the point where he is cap- Opimists 6, Billygoats 4

fighting for the championship of the able of piling up a decisive margin The crew from the stables chastened
world before long. On the other hand, with that weapon alone. He is physi-There e l s t
Ted had beaten Von Porat, Ruggierel. cally fit and keeps himself in excel- tnhe hard-headed Billygoats to t he

lo, Scott, Beckett, and finally K. 0. lent condition. He possesses a right Gee and Halloran scored 4 goals, fol-
Christner. that carries dynamite behind it. He

The impression that Christner is is fast and clever; not so versed in lowing which the Goats got down to

"on his heels" is not strictly true. The the lore of the ring as Maxie Rosen- business, permitting only 2 more tal-

pride of Akron, Ohio, is considered bloom perhaps, but he punches hard- lies during the game.
a very good heavyweight trial horse er than the champion and has a de- FreotsWalpRdgs1.

and has terminated abruptly the cham. fense that is hard to penetrate. Above FreebooterNWallop red10pionship march of many young asi- all, he has the guts to go asi-in there Again Farmer Nichols carried the
ants for the heavyweight crown, and take it. Many a potential chain- Freebooters te a win by pushing over

When Corn came to the center of pion has fallen beside the way simply 5 goals for his team. The Redlegs putthe ring for final instructions, he because he cannot stand up under up a stiff battle against odds but
looked like a dwarf beside his giant body punishment or has a glass jaw. what can any team do with Nick on

the field? Lt. Herriot came acrossopponent, who outweighed him by Griffin has neither. When Jerry
thirty-one pounds. Sandwina looked Pavalec hit him in Florida in the for the Redlegs, putting up a great

in fairly good condition. third round, the crowd began to leave game for the artillery.
Some thirty seconds after the open- their seats and head for the entrance. Sunday, a beautiful day, witnessed

ing bell, the fight was over, and fresh ICorn got up at nine and gave Pavalecantesrisogmsllfwhc

laurels were gracing the head of the' an awful beating. At Fort Benning were fast and exciting. At times the
army mauler. Fans who had hoped recently, Frankie Edgren spilled wr atadectn.A ie h
to see Griffin's vastly-improved, rapier Griffin with a wallop that resounded ball and often the teams were comn-

left in action were disappointed. 11 over the gym. It looked like the pletely hidden in clouds of dust that
Before the fight, even the most op iirtain for Corn, but the solier stag- swept toward the sideboards.

timistic Griffin supporters were con- ered up at nine to give Edgren the Hoofers Humble Freebooters 4-8
vinced that Corn was going to have ')eating of his life. The 29 came out of the dust stormto put everything he had towards Corn is knocking at the door lead- with a 4-3 win over the powerful
Sinning the fight; a very few even o g to the lightheavyweight champion- Freebooters, and took the lead in the
timistic riffinsuporterswr .hip of the world. And, in his march tonnament despite Maj osr Jack

, to the top of the fistic ladder, he is Thompson's fine defensive and offens-Lafkowitz Bros. ' oing to get all possible support from ive work. This was probably the best
tins backers here is Fort Benning. He game played to date being character-

Makers of good Clothes eserves it. Let's give it to him. ized by hard and fast work on the
.. pofth,,rldAdin p hs part of ponies as well as players. Um

1208 First Avenue J
Dr. R. H. Brown

Osteopathie Physician
Murrab Bldg.

Phone Office 4108
Re. 1153

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Offlce Phone 1313

PEK
JEWELRY CO.

1221 Broadway

for
Expert Watch Repairing

WOLFSON CO.
Paper and Paper Bags,

Drinking Cups, Paper

Napkins and Stationery.

939 Broadway
PHONE 113

SPORT CHATTER
(Continued from page 6)

Rosenbloom is not a hard hitter
but depends almost entirely on his
speed and cleverness to repulse his
opponents. He will be hard pressed
tonight by the Teuton who not only
packs a terrific wallop but can man-
euvre around on his feet almost as
well as the champion. Rosenbloom's
superior ringcraft and uncanny clever-
ness will probably prove the winning
margin.

pires: Major Arnoldi and Uapt. kun-ningham.

Optimists 12, Gunners 4
With Mike Halloran chalking up 5

goals and followed closely by Mack
Monroe with 4, the Gunners gave up
the ghost early in the game and bowed
to the strong aggregation in the white
jersies. Grubbs played well for the
red shirts, but the odds set up in
the first chukker were too great for
the lieutenants to overcome without
using real shrapnel. Umpires: Capt.
Beatty and Capt. Cunningham.

Joe McCluskey is beyond a doubt'
the outstanding collegiate performer Students 4, Billygoats 2

With a new lineup the Boys in
in the two mile. His custom is to Blue turned loose on the Green Billy.
remain in the background until half goats and thereupon comenced one
the race is overthen go into a com, hard fought, furious polo game. In
manding lead, which he gradually the fourth period Billygoat Winn
lengthens until he has left all oppo- scored a beautiful goal; and it looked
sition far in the rear. He holds the like a tie game might be in the of-
record for the distance. fing, until Student Stevenson broke

Bill Bonthron, a junior at Prince- loose to down the Goats for once and
ton, is another outstanding long dis- all in the last minute of play. Um-
tance runner, specialising in the mile. pires: Capt. Cunningham and Capt.
He runs with a tireless lope that Beatty.
covers much ground and possesses to_ _
a great extent the important item of STANDING OF THE TEAMS
courage. He has been coming along iv L P
gradually and now is considered 29th Hoofers-----------4 0 4
among the best. Freebooters 4 1 5

0 Optimists--------------3 1 4

POLO NOTES Billygoats--------------2 3 5

(Continued from page 6) 83rd F. A.-------------1 3 4

hand. No matter how strongly the Students--------------- 1 3 4

tde rolls against them, they keepI-
their tails up (and down) until the
last whistle drives them from the T NOCKo I T 1A B
field. K O K I'I~

Inquiries reached the post last week
regarding the polo schedule for the
coming month; which signifies thatR HO A
the fame of polo at Benning is reach. In order to clear away all the
ing out into the wide wide world, clouds of doubt in the minds of thoseOne letter received came from distant who witnessed the thirty second
Manchester, Georgia; another from knockout of Ted Sandwina by Griffin
thle City of CusseqPta q_

Handicap Doubles Tournament
In Progress At Bowling- Alleys

A handicap doubles tournament is Sgt. J. L. La Bonte, SU 29th
now in progress at the Academic De- Inf. No. 1 187.6
partment Bowling Alleys. There are Sgt. John Zeman, Engineers 186.5
18 teams entered, some having al- St. Sgt. E. C. Davis, ISD 185.4
ready rolled their score. The leader Prizes have been awarded to the
at present is the Gabel-Cerne team following:
from the Inf. Sch. Det. with a score S.U. 29th Inf. No. 1-Trophy 1st Place
of 2064. Following are a list of the ISD (Green) -Trophy 2d Place
two men'steams entered. 2d Bn. 29th-Trophy 1st Place (Lower
Davis, Glenn, ISD Flight)
Dean-Fowler, Tank Class Master Sgt. 0. R. Glenn, ISD, High
Roberts-Fry, P. T., Instructor Ind. Average
Andrews-Fry, H. G., Advanced Class Master Sgt. O. R. Glenn', ISD, High
Storck-Dunn, Tank Class Triple
Caygill-Harries, Advanced Class Sgt. E. J. Trott, ISD-High Single
Lewis-Lovett, Hqrs., The Inf. Sch. OFFICERS' BOWLING LEAGUE
Gabel---Cerne, ISD Instructors "A"-----------20 1
Howard-Monahan, Chaplains Hqs. The Inf. Sch.-------- 17 4
Bowling, ISD-Lewis, Jimmie Pin Advanced Class----------11 10

Boy Tank Class--------------10 11
Heckert, ISD-Maciejewski, Can. Co., 66th Inf. (Tanks)---------9 12

29th Inf. 29th Inf.-----------------6 12
Williams, F. R.-Williams, L. L., In. Co. Officers Class -------- 3 15

structors Instructors "B" ----------- 2 13
Bennett, ISD-LaBonte, Hqs. Co., Individual Prize winners are as

29th Inf. follows:
Dezotell QMC-O'Blenness, ISD Capt. P. T. Fry, Inf. High Av. 182.4
Beale, Fin. Dept.-Allison, Med. Dept. Capt. R. E. Vermette, Inf.
Vermette, Instructor-Decker, 29th High Triple 642.0

Inf. Capt. F. R. Williams, Inf.
Hall-Cameron, Hqs. Co., 29th Inf. High Single 245.0
Latham-McPeeks, 2d Bn., 29th Inf. The following officers finished well

up among the leaders:
The Southern Ten Pin Tournament Capt. F. R. Williams 179.6

being held in Atlanta this week is Capt. R. S. Vermette 179.0
causing a great deal of interest among I Major Roberts 178.9
the bowlers at the alleys. Several are Prizes have been awarded to the
going to roll in the tournament. The following:
Athletic Association has entered a
team from Fort Benning, and the
team entered is conceded a good
Chance of finishing among the leaders
of the south. The following team has
been chosen to compete in the bowl-
ing classic: Major W. L. Roberts, Inf.
Instructor, Capt. P. T .Fry, Inf. Sch.
Ath. Off., Capt. F. R. Williams, Inf. In-
structor, Master Sgt. 0. R. Glenn, ISD,
Master Sgt. Frank Bennett, ISD, Tech
Sgt. J. W. Heckert, ISD, Staff Sgt. E.
C. Davis. ISD, Sgt. E. J. Trott, ISD,
and Sgt. J. L. LaBonte, Hqs. Co. 29th
Inf.

ENLISTED MEN'S LEAGUE
The enlisted men's league has

completed their schedue, S. U. 29th
Inf. No. 1 having won the league
championship, ISD (green) being
runner up. Following is the final
standing of the league at the end
of both series.

1st H

S. U. 29th Inf. No. 1
ISD (Green)
Engineers
ISD (Blue
2d Bn. 29th
Finance Dept.
S. U. 29th Inf. No. 2
1st Bn. 29th Inf.

*S. U. 29th Inf. No.
1st half.

alf 2d Half
W L W L
16 5* 14 4
16 5* 12 6
13 8 7 11
11 10 3 15
11 10 15 3

9 12 12 6
4 17 7 11
417 3 15

1 won playoff

Last four teams-League was divid-
ed during second half.

Individual winners are as follows:
High individual average, Mr.

Sgt. 0. R. Glenn, ISD 188.8
High triple, Mr. Sgt.

0. R. Glenn, ISD 673
High Single, Sgt. E. J. Trott, ISD 267

The following bowlers finished up
among the leaders:

is printed herein.
Corn came out of his corner fast,

met Sandwina before he had gone two
steps, and struck him with all the
force he could command on the jaw's
most vital spot. This was the real
knockout blow. Ted dropped to the
canvas and came up at the count of
eight, dazed and groggy.

Griffin took up the attack and land-
ed another right an inch higher on
the jaw than his first blow. Again
Sandwina dropped. Referee Johnson
began to count. At the count of nine,
he looked up and noticed that Grif-
fin was standing over Sandwina. He
waved him to a neutral corner and
counted Sandwina out.

Major Patterson, medico, asserted
that had the fight not been stopped
when it was, the blond German might
have been injured seriously. In the
ring lingo, he was "out on his feet."

In

Ca
Cii

structors "A"-Trophy, and Indivi-
dual prizes
ipt. Fry, P. T.--High Ind. Average
apt. Vermette R. E.-High Triple
games
apt. Williams, F. R.-High Single
game.

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GEO GIA
A Citizen Wherever We Serv

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harding, Manager

A reasonable plan to

BORROW
$300 or less

for bills., education., travel

0

Check off these advantages:
V Officers may borrow up to $300
V Your signature is our only se-

curity.

V Your confidence is respected.
V Fellow Officers, friends, or rel-

atives are not informed.

,V You have up to 20 months to
repay in amounts to fit your
income.

V The cost is as low as the econ-
omies of large volume and ef-
ficient management can make
it.

V You pay only for the actual
number of days you keep the
money and Only for the balance
due.

V Promnt service-entirel-y by
mail if you wish.

If this plan appeals to you as
reasonable just call our office for
information. No obligation im.
plied. And no representatives will
call.

DAILY LOAN CO.
204 Woolworth Bldg.

Phone 4372

I
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83 rd F. A.
HQ•, HQ. BATTERY AND C. T.
The Squirrel Debating and Inside

Straight Social Club announces that,
inasmuch as the bank holiday has not,
as yet, acted to restrict the circula-
tion of canteen checks, the customary
discussion by the Club will be held
Friday evening at the usual time and
place. Members are requested to bring
their own beans and other negotiable
media of exchange. Ten lima beans
equal one small potato; five potatoes
one cabbage; ten cabbages, one bus
ticket, etc. All currency dropped up.
on the floor immediately becomes the
property of the host. Fingers which
become accidentally bruised in reach-
ing for cigarettes, may be treated at
the Station Dispensary directly across
the street. The meeting, this week,
will be limited to pedestrians only,
as we are advised that none of the
several "horses" entered during re-
cent meets have been fortunate enough

THE

Post Exchange
has a

DELIVERY SERVICE

from its

SODA FOUNT
* . which is designed for the

delivery of Ice Cream in small
quantities on the Post. The
hours of this service are from
11:00 a. m. to 9:00 p.im.

Excellent Curb Service

Telephone 69

SODA FOUNT
POST EXCHANGE

FT. BENNING, GA.

The Post Exchange Is Not Author-
ized To Sell To Anyone Not

In The Military Service

IHome Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$150,000.00
Surplus------------50,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Ja., Phone 290

to either show or place.
A brilliant event of the social sea-

son, and a beautiful gesture, showing
the high esteem and regard in which
the honorees are held, was the "Gi-
raffe party" given by the young la-
dies of the Junior League, of Bailey's
Corners, celebrating the re-enlistment
of Corporal Colin W. Pike, and the
payment by St. Sgt. Dodd of the lat-
est installment on his non-removable-
cushion sedan. It may be said in pass-
ing that Sgt. Dodd and Cpl. Pike-
to speak of them in their order of
rank-have few equals and absolutely
no superiors in playing the part of
the "Giraffe."

BATTERY "A"
The battery had three men return

from furlough the past week, Privates
Bennett, Bowen and Private Landry.
Private Landry being a very conserva-
tive young man, had all his money
in the bank, so when he started to
get money to return from furlough,
the banks were all closed. All that he
could do was turn in at the nearest
recruiting station for transportation,
which he did,-a very bright young
man.

Corporal Stringfellow, the battery
clerk, made out so many furlough's
for other people that he got tired, so
he made out one for himself. Bon
voyage, Stringfellow.

Four new men were assigned to the
battery the past week, Privates Sand.
ers, Haney, Crane and Estes. All are
previous service men.

Another big feature of the week!
The Reconnaissance officer of the bat-
tery purchased a new Stetson hat,
which helps the appearance of the
detail very much.

Corporal Boyce McRae, was appoint.
ed Sergeant March 7, 1933, which
makes him a very high ranking indi.
vidual of the Battery, good luck
"Sarg."

GRIFFIN K. O.'s SANDWINA
IN 30 ;SECONDS

(Continued From Page 6)
knockout victory Darby holds over
him. Darby did not seem like the ter-
ror of old as Hill bested him in flur-
ries of fighting. By the end of the
fourth, some of Bunker's damaging
punches had taken effect and Lester
had lost a lot of steam. The decision
was clear-cut.

Ben Spivey and Kid Webster pleas-
ed the crowd immensely as they went
to it hammer and tongs for six
rounds. Webster packs a wallop like
the kick of a mule but it failed to
phase the Columbus pugilist who also
gave out his share of punishment. It
was an excellent fight and the verdict
of a draw was met favorably by the
crowd.

Sandy Huff and Seaweed Wilson

almost stole the show. More leather
flew about in this fight than in any
other. Huff, shooting his punches out
like pistons, took an early lead which
Wilson had overcome by the end of
the fight. Seaweed was the aggressor
throughout. Both boys were bleeding
and tired at the bell. The decision of
a draw was the only outcome possible
under the circumstances.

Tommy Walden won over K. 0.
Lucas in a slugfest, Tommy punched
harder and deserved the victory al-
though the fight was fairly close.

In the curtain raiser, Jimmie Lee
disposed of Slugger Banks in the sec-
ond round with a right hand smash.
The fight was for the welterweight
championship of the 24th Infantry.

HEALTH
According to the best medical authorities,
good sausage is a valuable adjunct to the
diet. Even children may start eating sau-
sage to advantage at the age of five years,
providing the sausage is good sausage.
OLD SETTLER'S Pork Sausage IS good
sausage.

Every Pound Guaranteed By

The Provision Co. Inc.
Columbus, Georgia

Tank Notes F
The command wishes to congratu-

late all who officiated at the Track
and Field Meet last week. The meet
was conducted in a highly satisfactory
manner and was one of the smoothest
we have seen. Special credit is due
be enlisted men who officiated. This

is the first time any of them have
acted in this capacity and their work
was excellent.

The boys from Company E, flashed
a speed that took six first places and
the championship of the meet. Spec-
ta'ors who witnessed this meet claim
it to be the best to be held in the
Battalion and this is no doubt true
for competition was keen in each
event with no doubt true for compe-
tition was keen in each even with no
one knowing who would be the first
to break the tape. Sergeant Willing-
ham and his big gang of boys from
Company D won the Tug-of-War pull
with ease. The pull between Company
E and Company F-67 turned out to be
a fan pleaser. Company F-67 won the
pull after many groans- and grunts.

After the meet Major Allen F.
Kingman, Battalion Commander pre.
sented to Private Mathews, team cap-
tain of Company E a beautiful trophy
for his team winning the meet and
in a brief talk expressed his views on
what we are up against to win the
Post Track and Field Meet which is
to be held in May.

Private Alton Griffin of Headquart-
ers Company turned out to be high
point man with a total of fifteen
points to his credit.I We are glad to note that orders
sending Lieutenant R. J. Nelson to
the Philippine Islands have been re-
voked. May the Lieutenant always
make his home with the Tankers.

The 1st Battalion 29th Infantry
"ave our basketball team their first
defeat Monday night. This was the
first game for our boys to lose-We
still have a good chance to win the
"rown and that's what we are out for.

Heretofore the outfit has conceded
'he romeo honors to "Chitterling"
Smith whose reputed amours have
been the talk of the Tanks. But now
comes a dark horse, Corporal Henry
B. Ivy, blossoming as suddenly as a
mountain flower, and far surpassinganything Smitty ever hoped to attain.
It is said that Ivy has been having
a "swell" • time talking to his pal's
(?) girl friends, telling them things
that may get them into trouble; and
now he is boasting of keeping com-
pany with one of the prettiest maid-
ens in Columbus. Ivy, we do not be-
lieve that you will be successful in
the dual role of romeo and mess ser-
geant. We would rather have you as
a mess sergeant. We suggest that you
leave the weaker sex to Smitty.

24 th Inf.
COMPANY "A"

Private First Class Gregory W. Mar-
shall, the brain of the second platoon,
was discharged a few days ago. He
reenlisted next day as usual. He had
contemplated getting himself a fur.
lough, but fate intervened, relieving
him of all his surplus cash. Now he
must stay here with us and enjoy the
privilege of going about his daily
task listening in on the radio.

Private First Class Julius Scott, "The
Greek" was discharged on inaugura-
tion day and reenlisted next day as
usual. We hope the Greek won't think
that he was inaugurated as president
of Company "A". The Greek is about
to take a furlough to his home on
James Island, S. C. We hope he will
have an enjoyable time. But in the
mean time we wonder what the POST
ROSE GARDENS will think when
they miss the Scientific care he has
been rendering.

The real "SHIEK" of all times in
Company "A" has been on the war
path for the past four days following
pay-day. Oh, Shiek, if you would only
stop and think, that, if you make a
bed hard you cannot expect to find
it soft when you are ready to lie
down. So, spruce up, for our hope is
that next time you will have better
luck.

pip. t

2 9 th Inf. QM.Do 1
HEADQUARTERS CO., 1ST BN.

Back in print again, folks, after a
long absence that is entirely unex-
Dlainable.

There has been considerable change
in the company since our last entry
and to acquaint our readers with new
members of this organization I pre-
sernt Privates Burge, Birdsong Shan-
non, Lewey, Stanfield, Bankston and
Areaux. Now, you can't guess who
our latest arrival is? We have with
us again none other than the great
Denver 0. Turner. The climate in Illi-
nois didn't quite agree with "Chink"
consequently the transfer. Last but
not least, little Bernard Stolier, the
nonpareil clerk, baseball player and
tap dancer de luxe has been trans-
ferred to this organization from Com-
pany G, 29th Infantry. Hurrah for
"Benny."

Well, folks, this company is about
the same otherwise; McGaha is still
stirring the men with blood-curdling
stories, (emphasis on the stories).
Cpl. "Red" Henderson hasn't caught
"ny more hogs lately but he is con-
templating a trip into the interior on
a wild boar chase and we may expect
"Chops" in a few days.

"Paw" Tipper is still tipping around
looking melancholy and singing di-
does about a girl named Sue in
"Bama" somewhere. Oh well, "Tip,"
December isn't so far away.

Cpl. Atcheson, otherwise known as
"Pappy," has departed to his home
in Sunny Florida on a thirty day fur-
lough. Luck to you, George, may you
enjoy your leave!

Pfc. Mike Carpenter has been ap-
pointed to the grade of Corporal.
Cpl. Carpenter and Cpl. Hobb are at-
tending the National Guard School
this year for a 4 months' period of
instructions in communications work,
incidentally Cpl. Hobbs received a tre-
mendous ovation the other day when
he reported to the prearranged assem-
bly point and wants to thank the Class
for their cordial greeting.

No more news at present-We
might add the famous last words:

Don't Go Away
Page a cowboy and a radio "Bug."

Who Wouldn't Enjoy Be-
ing Shipwrecked?

as long as there s

at hand!

'tU9 LQx A44o ~~rAJ1
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The greatest contest in
the history of Confection
World!

is offering a New 1933
Chevrolet. One to be giv-
en away every two weeks!
See cards on every Tom's
Display Jar.
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Q. M. DETACHMENT
The existing banking situation has

affected members of the Quartermas-
ter Detachment in different manners.
Staff Sergeant Marshall E'. Taylor, who
has long considered that any interest
rate above 2 per cent is extremely
high and all too dangerous, is now
saying "I told you so" to more reck-
less financial advisers. His fortune
is on deposit with the Post Office De-
partment. Samuel D. Harris, of the
salvage division, is still contemplat-
ing abandoning his gold standard and
accepting empty Bull Durham bags
as the unit of monetary exchange. The
Mighty Grumpy Gordy, during the
emergency, is suspending payments to
all creditors. What his actions will be
after the emergncy has not yet been
learned. The Benson surplus is still
high, but pool oprations have some-
how occasioned a Blanchard deficit.
Another gloomy sight in the Quarter.
master financial outlook is the deplet-
ed condition of the Mims-Spangler
supply of Golden Grain in the orderly
room.

The detachment has some new sol-
diers in the persons of Privates Wil-
liam J. Holliday, John Yarbrough and
William H. Young. All of these men
were recently transferred from the
29th Infantry. Samuel P. Edwards,
well known Fort Benning cook and
mess sergeant, is also a new addition
to the roster. He was transferred from
Headquarters Battery of the local
Field Artillery Battalion and was im-
mediately placed in the kitchen and
shortly appointed Private 1st class,
specialist 6th class.

HALF SOLES
A GOOD A BETTER
Half 5 i . Half 5 C
Sole , Sole

LAMAC SOLE $1.00
The Only 5-Unit Machine In

Columbus
All Work Guaranteed

CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED

BOSTON SHOE FACTORY
We specialize in cripple work

Phone 565 1234 Broadway
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MTOWN
TOPICf
We thoroughly enjoyed "The De-

butante" last Saturday evening. The

singing of Mrs. Eley, the pony chorus,

and the special dancing features were,

in our humble and unprofessional
opinion, the highlights of the oper-

etta.
To the directors, the members of

the cast, and others allied with he

presentation, we tend our congratula-

tions. Their reward is an enthusiastic
public.

From the strained expression on the
fair facial features of the girls in the
pony chorus, we gather that they were
not enjoying their contribution to the
success of the show nearly so much as
the spectators. They did, however, to
their everlasting credit, suddenly be-
come gay and carefree a few seconds
before making their exits.

We are firmly convinced that the
entire population of Fort Benning
was present en masse at "Coffee
Dan's" last Saturday night. The only
standing room we could find was the
telephone booth.

The affair was considerably enliv-
ened by special dancing and singing
features by members of the cast of
"The Debutante." Lieutenant Pat
O'Flaherty, taking over the duties of
master of ceremonies, forsook the
loud speaker in his efforts to attract
the attention of the merry-makers and
resorted to his own inimitable voice.
It goes without saying that he got
his attention.

Our first glance at the cr o wd e d
dance floor filled us with apprehen-
sion. Macbeth himself who "feared no
man" would have hesitated before
plunging blindly into that seething
mass of humanity. Gulping down an-
other cup of coffee, our courage,
which had been oozing out of every
pore, temporarily returned. Now it
has been said that fools rush in where
angels fear to tread." The person who
is responsible for the saying must
have had a crowded dance floor in
mind.

At any rate, when we withdrew
from the floor some five minutes later,
we had a distinct impression of the
truth of the famous maxim.

Cramped for space, our concluding
item in the last issue of the Herald
was abbreviated to one paragraph. It

so happened that the second paragraph
was the all-important one, and its om-
ission made the item absolutely point-
less.

About a week before "The Debu-
tante" was produced, the cast was sur
prised and alarmed when ordinarily
mild-mannered Professor Vondereau
gave the members the benefits of a
few observations he had made in no
uncertain terms. In other words, he
blew up.

The professor was on the verge of
being accused of having a dual per-
sonality. Investigation, however, re-
sulted in an expose of the musical di-
rector's past. During the World War,
Professor Vondereau was a sergeant
in the 5th Marines, on duty in the
Argonne.

Now when a musical director can
combine the delicate, artistic touch
with the forceful, determined, awe-in-
spiring mannerisms of a sergeant in
the marines, what more assurance do

(Please turn to page 3)

Th'ree Benning Men
Among Ten Highest
In Rifle Matches

Three of the ten places awarded for
the highest scores made in the Nation-
al Individual Military championship,
matches in small bore rifle firing con-
ducted by the National Rifle Associa-
tion of Washington, D. C., were won
by enlisted men of the 29th Infantry,
according to a bulletin just received
at Fort Benning from the competi-
tions division of the N. R. A.

Sergeant Lawrence Beck, Company
A, with a score of 691, won second
place in the national matches and was
awarded a silver medal, Sergeant
Beck's score was only three points
lower than that of the winner of the
match, John Carlson, of Fort Missoula,
Montana.

Corporal Charles W. Wills, and Cor-
poral James A. Bales, both of Com-
pany A, and each with a score of 678,
were awarded fifth and sixth places
respectively, and each will receive a
bronze medal. The awards to Cor-
porals Wills and Bales were made by
lot, as three scores of 678 were re-
corded in the matches, Mr. H. Klink-
siek, of Philadelphia, winning the
positio nof fourth place in the draw-
ing.

The positions of each other 29th In-
fantry men in the naional matches in
which fifty-seven competitors, all
nationally known marksmen, were en-
gaged, were as follows. Private 1st
class Albert Puckett, Service, Service
Company, 667, 15th place; Sergeant
Morgan Rogers, Company B, 661, 18th
place; Corporal Frank Palmer, Head-
quarters Company 2nd Battalion, 658,
22nd place; Corporal Vesta G. Han-
ners, Company G, 651, 30th place;
Corporal Almaz J. Marcelle, Company
A, 651, 32nd place; and Private James
L. Blackman, Company A, 641, 37th
place.

The match consisted of seventy shots
fired by each competitor, with a pos-
sible total of 700 points fired in the
prone, sitting, kneeling, and standing
positions. Service training rifles,
calibre .22, which have been used by
the 29th Infantry for the past six
years in the training of recruits and
by the small bore teams, were used
by the local marksmen in the matches,
which makes their record all the more
remarkable in view of the fact that
many of the competitors used special
target rifles.

Cavalry Officers
Soon To Receive
New Assign me nts

A preliminary announcement of
war department orders which are to
be issued shortly was received at Fort
Benning by radio from the office of
the chief of infantry, stating that sev-
eral cavalry officers, who are now
students at the Infantry School, will
be assigned to Fort Riley, Kansas and
Fort Knox, Kentucky, upon comple-
tion of their respective courses here.

Major Charles R. Johnson, who is a
student in the advanced course, will
be ordered to Fort Riley, Kansas for
station.

Captains Edward A. Everitt, Jr.,
Rossiter H. Garity, Floyd M. Hynd.
man, and Lesly F. Lawrence, who are
now students in the tank course, will
be assigned to duty at Fort Knox,
Kentucky.

Shown in the above photo are (left to right) Capt. H. L. Bolen, Capt.
R. M. Graen, Major Ramon B. Harrison, Capt. H. R. Heath and Capt.
Carl L. Peterson. Major Harrison is the Company Commander of the
National Guard and Reserve Officers' Class, Capt. Graen, second in com-

mand, and others in the picture are the platoon commanders.

Successful Broadway Play To Be
Last Offering Of Dramatic Club

The much mooted question among duce "The Road to Rome" in a man-
miliary historians-why did Hannibal ner which will be fully in keeping
not march into Rome after his victory with the high standard which the
at Cannae?-will be answered accord- Dramatic Club has attained in recent
ing to dramatist Robert Sherwood in years.
his brilliant and much discussed play, "The Road to Rome" calls for an
"The Road to Rome", which The In- unusually large cast. The selection of
fantry School Dramatic Club is pro- this cast has been made with care and
ducing on the nights of March 24th while most of the players have never
and 25th. Author Sherwood's views in before appeared before the local aud.
the matter will hardly be accepted in ience, it can be stated with authority
toto by profound students of military that the casting has been well done.
history, but they are certain to be in- CAST OF CHARACTERS
teresting. The pronounced success of Varius-Lieutenant Glenn A. Farris
the play on Broadway and on the Meta-Anne Vermette
road is ample evidence that theatre go- Fabia-Martha Watkins
ing people found them so. Fabius Maximus-Colonel R. H. Kel-

"The Road to Rome" is unquestion- ley
ably the most ambitious production Amytis-Thetis Whitley
ever underaken by the local Dramatic Cato-Albert Persons
Club. It requires both elaborate set- Scipio-Lieut. Malin Craig
ting and elaborate costuming. Cap- Drusus-Captain Thomas E. May
tain Virgil Bell has charge of the form- Sertorius-Colonel William B. Wal-
er-a fact which assures Dramatic lace
Club patrons that "the grandeur that Tibullus-Colonel Charles W. Weeks
was Rome" will be effectively repro- Sergeant-Captain Michael E. Hallo-
duced on the local stage. As regards ran
costumes, the Club has spared neither Corporal-Captain Arnold Funk
pains nor expense to obtain the best 1st Guardsman-Lieut. Carl F. Duffner
that theatrical costumers have to offer. 2nd Guardsman-Captain Robert H.
The Western Costume Company of Chance
Hollywood, California which is taking 3rd Guardsman-Captain Caspar R.
care of this important detail has cos- Crim
tumed this play for numerous Little 4th Guardsman-Lieut. James S. Luck-
Theatre Clubs in a manner which has ett
inspired much favorable newspaper 5th Guardsman-Lieut. James J. Fitz-
comment, gibbons

Three experienced directors, Antoin- Thotmes-Captain Fred E. Gaillard
ette Wadsworth, Colonel E. F. Rice, Hasdrubal-Captain Charles R. Sar-
and Major E. F. Harding have been gent
working together for weeks to pro- (Please turn to page 10)

Final Training Tests Of New Drill
Being Carried Out This Week

Final training tests, using the tena-
tive infantry drill regulations which
have been in experimental use by the
army for several months, were begun
by companies of the 29th Infantry on
Wednesday, when Companies E, F,
and G, demonstrated various move-
ments in close and extended order
drill of rifle companies before a
group of judges appointed by Colonel
William E. Persons, regimental com-
mander. Regimental Headquarters
Company, and two battalion headquar-
ters companies, were also engaged in
the tests on Wednesday.

On Thursday the three machine gun
companies and the cannon company
were engaged in various drills appro-
priate for those organizations, and on
Saturday the tests were concluded
when rifle companies of the 1st bat-
talion will be inspected.

Lieutenant Colonel Andrew D. Chaf-
fin heads the committee of judges who
are observing the tests preparatory to
making a report upon the experimen-
tal drill. regulations to the war de-
partment. Other members are Captain
John J. Albright, and Lieutenant Ed-
ward A. Chazal and Louis B. Rutte.

Company Officers
Begin Series Of
Military Lectures

Student discussions of outstanding
military and historical events which
have been assigned as subjects for
short lectures because of their value
in illustrating various applica-
tions of tactics to specific situations,
were the center of interest of activities
of the company officers' class on Tues-
day and Wednesday.

Among the short lectures which
were analyses of the operations of
General Ludenorff at Liege, Belgium
in August 1914, by three members of
the class, Lieutenant Elmer L. Litzen-
berg, U. S. Marine Corps; Lieutenant
Andrew S. Gamble, and Lieutenant
Charles D. Wiegand.

The fight for the possession of Man.
ju Yama in the battle of Lino Yang,
August-September, 1904, was another
topic covered by three speakers; Lieu-
tenant William G. Stephenson, Lieu-
tenant George E. Bush, and Lieutenant
Carl E. Lundquist.

The famous lost battalion episode of
the 77th Division in the Meuse-Ar-
gonne offensive was discussed by Lieu.
tenant Ralph W. Zwicker, and Lieu-
tenant Lincoln Jones, Jr.

A marine corps officers' observations
of the landing of an infantry battalion
on a hostile shore were illustrated
during a talk made by Lieutenant
Paul B. Watson, U. S. Marine Corps,
whose discussion was based upon mar-
ine operations conducted by the 1st
Battalion, U. S. Marine Corps at
Ocean Side, California, in January
1932, during fleet maneuvers. Similar
operations dealing with an infantry
company and based upon the landing
of elements of the 30th Infantry in
the recent combined army and navy
maneuvers in Hawaii were discussed
by Lieut. Herbert J. Vander Heide,
while the landing of the 3rd Battalion,
14th Infantry in the Panama Canal
Department in February 1930 formed
the topic of Lieutenant Murray E
McCowan. The landing at "V" Beach
in the Dardanelles campaign, on April
25, 1915, was analyzed by Lieutenant
IAbner J. McGehee, Jr., and Lieutenant
Wesley C. Wilson.

Japanese tactics employed at Shang.
hai in February, 1932 were discussed
by Lieutenant Arthur T. Mason, wh6
observed the operations of the Japan-
ese while acting as assistant Intelli-
gence officer of the 4th Marines. Sub.
jects of other lectures given on Tues-
day were as follows: ""The Engage
ments Near Mulsusen, August 7-12,
1914" by Lieutenant Robert G. Turn-

er; "The Methods by which the Geri,
mans Obtained Surprise on May 27,
1918" by Lieutenant Daniel F. Walk-
er; "Course in Musketry and Combat
Practice as Training for Battlefield
Conditions" by Lieutenant Paul Coop-
er; "The Relative Merits of Various
Types of Machine Gun Transporta-
tion" by Lieutenant Clyde D. Eddle-
men; "The Personal Experiences of
a Platoon Leader in Battle" by Lieu.
tenant William S. Triplett; "Big Beth-
el in the Civil War" by Lieutenant
James E. Poore, jr.; and Lieutenant
Cleland 0. Sibley; "The Use of Ma-
chine Gun Carts" by Lieutenant Carl
S. Graybeal; "The Use of Native
Pony and Carabac Transport for Ma.
chine Guns in the Philippines" by
Lieutenant Eleuterico S. Yanga; and
"The Capture of Stony Point by Gen-
eral Anthony Wayne" by Lieutenan'
Charles H. Treat.

Topics assigned for lectures given
on Wednesday included the follow.

(Please turn to page 5)
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The Literary Section of the Infan.
try School Women's Club held its
March meeting at the Polo Club on
Monday the thirteenth with Mrs.
Francis J. Heraty as director for the
afternoon.

The program, which was composed
of books on travel, was opened with
a very clever talk by Mrs. Joseph A.
Holly wherein she classified the types
of travel books as being those of per.
sonal adventures, typical guide books,
descriptive travel books and travel
autobiographies. (To be worthwhile
a book on travel must be accurate,
not too full of fantasy, well illustrat.
ed by maps and photographs and
have a good table of contests).

Mrs. Heraty reviewed four books,
the first being Footloose In The Brit.
ish Isles, (which is a story of the haz.
ardous journeyings of Harry A. Frank;
her second selection was Undiscovered
Europe by E. Alexander Powell. This
book contains many anecdotes of
people now in power and a great

*anta Taria
9 West 11th Street

Telephone 1116

Announces with pleasure that
in addition to a collection of rare
antiques, furniture and prints, this
studio will carry a varied line of
lamp shades and draperies.

Representingcgin Th. gE. tromunc
6E ortie g cozan U

of
ATLANTA, GA.
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TJRADOW MARK,
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QUALITIES

TRADE
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TRADE

EH-ALLENGER
MARK

EON QU EROPI

Look for the
trademark on the blade

of your sabre

Inquire at your Post Exchange

N. S. MEYER, INC.
43 East 19th St., New York

deal of history and legend of such
countries as Latvia, Albania and Lux-
emburg. For her third selection Mrs.
Heraty reviewed Tiger Man by Julian
Duguid. This is the story of a man
who spent fourteen years of his life
living and hunting in the forests of
South America and working his way
from place to place by his skill as
a mechanic.

The ever-fascinating country of
China was the next scene of (our)
literary travels when Mrs. Heraty pre-
sented her review of Jehol by Sir
Sven Hedin, who is an explorer, dip-
lomat and one of the eighteen most
important men of Sweden. The au-
thor describes Jehol as the Fontaine-
bleau of the Manchurain emperors
and gives a great deal of the history
of this city which was established in
1703.

Mrs. Philip Wood reviewed a group
of four books beginning with Paul
Cohen-Portheim's Discovery of Eu.
rope. The author of this book was
brought up in the various capitals of
Europe, was interred for four years
during the war as an enemy alien and
it was during this time that he be-
gan his writings, which in this case
describe most delightfully the atmos-
phere of Europe. German Summers,
by Cornelia Stratton Parker, was des-
cribed by Mrs. Wood as being a very
readable chatty account of the author's
travels by falt-boat along the water-
ways of Germany, where by the most
inexpensive method she was able to
enjoy the glorious scenery of rivers
and castles and to visit the unfrequent-
ed spots, unhampered by any set
schedule.

Banana Gold takes us into Mexico
and Central America where the au-
thor, Carleton Beales, describes t h e
steaming tropical valleys of these
countries where the banana and coffee
plantations are located. An interest-
ing part of the story is a description
of the author's interview of the ban-
dit chief Sandino, in spite of the op-
position of the U. S. Marines.

The fourth selection was Vance
Randolph's Ozark Mountain Folks
which Mrs. Wood described as a col-
lection of yarns that in their telling
carries you through a section of the
Ozark Mountains and gives you a
very good idea of the superstitions
and customs of its people.

Mrs. Charles Sargent reviewed
Letters From Spain by Karel Capek.
The high lights of this book are the
chapters on Beautiful Sevilla and the
brilliant one on bull fighting. In
addition the story is very cleverly
illustrated with pen and ink sketches
by the author.

WOMAN'S CLUB GARDEN SEC-
TION TO SPONSOR LUNCHEON

The state meeting of the Federated
Garden Clubs of Georgia will be held
in Columbus during the first week
of April. Among the entertainments
planned for this gathering is a
luncheon to be held at the Officers'
Club of Fort Benning on Saturday,
April 8th; this luncheon is sponsored
by the Garden Club Section of the

Todays Fashion

A few of the new bags.

By VERA WINSTON

THIS SPRING the leather bag is
going to be first favorite, with elabo-
rate models in antelope for evening
wear. Black, beige, gray and blue
bags will all be found in both ex.
pensive and reasonably priced models.

Shown today are three of the very
latest bags, each one representative of
the sort of thing that will be seen
very shortly. First is a large black
kid bag with insets of white kid. The
bag is an envelope which reveals a
white slab with a gold monogram.
Next is a pouch bag of very fine gray
cross grained leather mounted on a
silver clasp. The third of the modish
trio is in navy blue pink seal. It has
a large pocket in front which is en-
hanced by a beautiful cliplike dec-
oration of brightly colored enamel.

Infantry School Woman's Club but
it is desired that all ladies of Fort
Benning whether or not they are
members of the Woman's Club, will
participate. Admission will be 75
cents and reservations may be made
by calling Mrs. Peyton at 862 or Mrs.
Heileman at 827.

BRIDGE PARTY PLANNED BY
MEMBERS WOMAN'S CLUB

The Infantry School Women's Club
will entertain at a benefit bridge party
on Friday, March 31, at the Polo
Club. Reservations may be made by
calling Mrs. J. A. Ladd, 847.

Admission charges will be 25 cents
a persoA or $1.00 for a table.

ST. PATRICK'S DAY CELEBRATED
WITH DINNER AND DANCE

In celebration of Saint Patrick's
Day, the Officers' Club will entertain
Friday evening at dinner followed
by dancing at Biglerville. During
dinner the 29th Infantry orchestra will
entertain the guests with charming
selection of Irish music. Both the
Officers' Club and Biglerville are
appropriately decorated in honor of
the Day. Many reservation have been
made for dinner. Among those re-
serving tables were: Col. and Mrs.
J. DeCamp Hall, Maj. and Mrs. Jay.
E. Gillfillan, Maj. and Mrs. Albert G.
Kinberger, Capt. and Mrs. Charles W.
Hanna, Capt. and Mrs. George F.
Bloomquist, Capt. and Mrs. Charles
R. Sargent, and Lient. and Mrs. Web-
ster Anderson.

Last Season's Hats made into
new ones.

Panamas and Straws Blocked and
Trimmed.

Expert Hat Remodeling

Nicholson Hat Shop
319 Third Nat. BankBldg.

Literary Section Of Woman's Club
Hears Reviews Of Recent Publications

MRS. MAERTENS HONORS GUEST
WITH LUNCHEON

Mrs. Victor G. Huskea, who is

spending a few weeks as the guest
of Mrs. Kameil Maertens, was the

honoree Tuesday at a delightful lunch-

eon given by her hostess. The lunch-

eon table was graced by a lovely bowl

of yellow jonquils. Mrs. Maertens'

guests were: Mesdames Huskea, R. B.
Lovett, Claudis M. Easley, George L.

Kraft, Kearie L. Berry, Alexander H.

Cummings, Harry D. Ayer, Elmer -G.
Lindroth and Elliott Watkins. Sev-

eral other delightfully informal af-

fairs have been planned in honor of
Mrs. Huskea. Among those were a
buffet supper given Sunday evening
by Maj. and Mrs. George L. Kraft.
Mrs. Francis G. Bonham entertained
Wednesday at luncheon, while Friday
Mrs. Alexander Cummings was the
hostess at luncheon.

THURSDAY EVENING SUPPER
DANCE AT OFFICERS' CLUB
The supper dances which have been

held all Winter at the Officers' Club
have been among the most popular
social affairs on the Post due mostly
to the delicious hot suppers which the
Officers' Club serves at popular
prices making entertaining easy, de-
lightful and economical. This Thurs-
day affair assembled the usual large
number of guests. Among those en-
tertaining were: Maj. and Mrs. Frank
V. Schneider, Capt. and Mrs. Philip
T. Fry, Capt. and Mrs. Orion L. Dav-
idson, Capt. and Mrs. Burton L. Lu-
cas, Capt. and Mrs. Grant A. Schlieker,
Lieut. and Mrs. William A. D. Thom-
as, Lieut. and Mrs. Cranford C. B.
Warden and Lieut. and Mrs. John
B. Beishline.

CAPT. AND MRS. DEPASS ENTER-
TAIN AT DINNER PRECEDING
ST. PATRICK'S DANCE AT BIG-
LERVILLE

Capt. and Mrs. Morris B. DePass,
Jr. will be the hosts at dinner Friday
evening to a party of friends preced-
ing the St. Patrick's dance at Bigler-
ville. Throughout the house early
spring flowers are used as decorations.

The guest list includes: Capt. and
Mrs. Walter C. Phillips, Capt. and

(Please turn to page 3)
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CHILDREN
... and for grown-ups
too, is the best, tastiest
ice cream made. Try it
once, and you're convin-
ced too!

Call the
SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.

DOLAN-HENRY HAT SHOP
AT ALSOBROOK'S

Has just received a new shipment of
popular priced hats, ranging from

$2.50 to $6.00
Fort Benning charge accounts solicited.

Here's What's New
in

Shoes For Spring

WATERSNAKE 1933's authentic complement
for beige ensembles-

Also shown in gray watersnake. $7.50. Our stock is
now complete, showing all new delightful spring models.

Miller-Taylor Shoe Co.
For Quality and Service

SEEDS - PLANTS
Spring and Planting Time is
h e r e. Everything for the
GARDEN and LAWN ;
seeds, plants, tools, fertilizer.
Drop in at our store and we
will be glad to help you to
plan your planting.

Valley Seed Co.
1041 Broadway
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FURNITURE OF QUALITY

Ho ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture'Dealer for 38 Years

1229 - 31 Broadway
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SOCIETY
(Continued From Page 2)

Mrs. Earle A. Johnson, Dr. and Mrs.
Brownley Hodges, Capt. and Mrs.
Grant A. Schleiker, Capt. and Mrs.
Charles W. Pence, Lieut. and Mrs.
James E. Bowen, Lieut. and Mrs. Kam-
iel Maertens, Mrs. Selina Waddington,
Mrs. Howard, Mrs. Victor G. Huskea,
Capt. George J. Forster and Lieut.
Frederick W. Hein.

MRS. CUMMINGS HONORS GUEST
AT LUNCHEON
Mrs. Alexander H. Cummings was

the hostess Friday at a luncheon hon-
oring Mrs. Victor G. Huskea, the at.
tractive house guest of Mrs. Kameil
Maertens.

NURSES QUARTERS SCENE OF
BUFFET SUPPER AND DANCE
Invitations were issued last week

for the buffet supper and dance which
was held Thursday evening at the
Nurses' quarters. The nurses on duty
at the Station Hospital acting as host-
esses. Supper was served at eight,
buffet style. After supper, dancing
Was enjoyed, the music being furnish.
ed by the 24th Infantry orchestra.

HALF SOLES
A GOOD A BETTER
Half 5 Half
Sole 50 Sole 75c

LAMAC SOLE $1.00
The Only 5-Unit Machine In

Columbus
All Work Guaranteed

CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED

BOSTON SHOE FACTORY
We specialize in cripple work

Phone 565 1234 Broadway

NEW
1934 Reverse Spiral

Combination Machine
FOR EUGENE WAVES

The Newest, Most Modern
And Only Machine of its
Kind in Columbus.

$5.00 and $7.00
Other Waves $2 and $3

WAVY LOX
BEAUTY SALON

Mrs. Nora P. Carroll, Mgr.

Phone 5970 2171, - 38th St.

IF THE HEALTH OF
YOUR CHILD MEANS
ANYTHING TO YOU

0 . . you'll place your trust in
Collins' Bread, in which whole-
someness is baked as an inte-
gral part!

BAKING CO.
1044 - 13th St.

Those that did not desire to dance
played bridge in the card room. The
guest list included about seventy-five
friends of the hostesses from Colum.
bus, the Medical Corps and from the
Post. * * *

MISS TRULOCK AND LIEUT. Mc-
NULTY COMPLETE PLANS FOR
WEDDING
Plans for the wedding of Miss Elma

Trulock, daughter of Mrs. Thornwell
Trulock, and of Lieut. William A.
McNulty, son of Dr. and Mrs. Mc.
Nulty of Roanoke, Va., have been
completed. The wedding will be sol.
emnized on March 24th at four o'clock
at the First Baptist Church, Dr. Fred-
erick S. Porter officiating. The bride
will be given in marriage by her
brother Mr. Thornwell Trulock, Jr.
and will have as her maid of honor
her sister, Miss Ermine Trulock.
There will be three bridesmaids, Miss
Natilu McKenney, Miss Jane McEwen,
and Miss Louise McNulty of Roanoke,
Va., who is the sister of Lieut. Mc-
Nulty. Lieut. McNulty will have as
his best man Lieut. Thomas R. Hanna.
His groomsman will be Lieut. James
K. Woolnough, Lieut. Dan Gilmer and
Mr. Charles McNulty of Roanoke, Va.,
his brother. Capt. Morris B. DePass,
Lieut. James M. Churchill, Jr., Lieut.
Richard H. Smith and Mr. Albert
Laney will act as ushers. A small
reception for the members of the
bridal party will follow the ceremony.

* * . *

29TH INFANTRY BRIDGE CLUB
MEETS AT QUARTERS OF MRS.
SCHNEIDER
The monthly meeting of the ladies'

29th infantry bridge club was held
Tuesday afternoon at the quarters of
Mrs. Frank V. Schneider. Those as-
sisting the hostess were; Mrs. Robert
B. McClure and Mrs. George P. How.
ell. Five tables of contract bridge
assembled at two thirty and played
until four thirty when tea was served.
The tea table was laid with a lovely
lace cloth while early Spring flowers
were used as decorations.

0

PERSONALS
Capt. and Mrs. Earle A. Johnson

have as their guest the latter's broth.
er-in-law and sister, Dr. and Mrs.
Brownlee Hodges.

Lieut. and Mrs. Kameil Maertens
have as their house guest Mrs. Victor
G. Huskea. Capt. and Mrs. Husk ea,
formerly of Fort Benning, are now
stationed at Fort Wood, New York.

Mrs. Joseph I. Greene returned
Tuesday from a few days visit in At-
lanta.

Friends of Mrs. James B. Wool-
nough will be sorry to learn that she

is a patient in the Station Hospital
suffering from the effects of an auto.
mobile accident that occurred Tues.
day.

40
TOWN TOPICS

(Continued From Page 1)
we need of the success of any show?

Fine weather, interpreted by some
as the coming of spring, brought golf
and tennis enthusiasts out of hiding
early this week. The prolonged spell
of rainy, windy, and otherwise dis-
agreeable weather, we sincerely hope,
is over. Maybe President Roosevelt
had something to do with it.

Major Easley, instructor in the
Third Section, complained bitterly
one day to members of the National
Guard Class that pupils no longer
brought apples or flowers to their
beloved teachers. Later one hundred
and nineteen students in the National
Guard class, bearing one hundred and
nineteen big red apples purloined
from the Biglerville Mess, appeared.

Observed Lieutenant L i g h t c a p :
"There will be no dearth in apple-
sauce in the Easley family for some

,time to come."

OPEN FOR BUSINESS
We are ready to make loans and receive collections.
Our plan is simple-8%-no extra charges or fees for
investigation. Loans re-payable in monthly install-
ments.

Fidelity Loan & Investment Co.
T. E. BAISDEN, Sec.-Treas.

1206 First Avenue Phone 3384

THE DEBUTANTE

A Critic's Commentary On The Glee Club's
Recent Excellent Performance

The Fort Benning Theatrical pro- able stage presence, and sang one of
ductions are getting so much bigger the song hits, "A Gay Life."
and better that they engage not one Lieutenant Hosea had a freshness
but two and sometimes three direct- and youthfulness in keeping with his
ors. Vide: "The Road to Rome." A part of the millionaire's son. His
presentation of such colossal scale as voice was sweet and mellow to an ex-
The Debutante can certainly justify tent that must have been as pleasing
two reviewers. We think this is really to the Debutante herself as it was to
necessary to do justice to every one. the audience.
Also it has advantages. For whatever The part of Armand, by Lieutenant
is pleasing to our subscribers we Cleveland, was perhaps the most diffi-
will jointly and m o d e s t 1 y accept cult of all to interpret; the maintain-
praise. Conversely, if there is any- ing of a dialect and the lavish ges.
thing we say that does not please, tures of a French marquis called for
we hasten to contribute that bit to our conscientious and unselfish devotion
collaborator in criticism, to the characterization. The flutter.

ing hands and eloquent eyebrows,, as
The Fort Benning Glee Club passed well as the French accent were con-

another milestone last week in their sistently adhered to, and the high silk
presentation of Victor Herbert's oper- hat maintained a most debonair angle.
etta, "The Debutante." That the cour- Georgia Leard was vivid and spark.
age and genuine perseverance of this ling as Irma, the siren. Her grace
large group of amateur singers and and vivacity added greatly to the en.
actors may be properly appreciated, semble just at that dangerous moment
we point out that the music of this in any production when momentum
operetta is very difficult, the timing tends to slow down due to the com-
of entrances, exits, movements on the plexities of plot. Her vocal numbers
stage, all -very complicated, in short, were rhythmic and spirited and were
that the Glee Club not only attempted greatly enjoyed.
but put over an exceedingly heroic Mrs. Hosea was so attractive in bal.
undertaking. let costume as Nina. the asnirine rLy ne.
i This year's cast was augmented by
the presence of Dorothy Githens Eley,
who played the leading role with grace
and charm. Her voice is a beautiful
one, and her stage presence lovely
and magnetic. In addition to her fine
voice and innate artistic gifts, she has
had much professional concert and
operatic experience. She was the
source of real inspiration to the Glee
Club members who were so fortunate
in having her with them this season.
She reheased cheerfully and long with
the principals and chorus, and was
always helpful with advice and en-
couragement. A large share of "The
Debutante's" success was Mrs. Eley's.

Another factor prominently in line
for praise was that large army of peo-
ple "back stage" whose names appear
modestly on the programs, but who
rarely get their proper share of thanks
or credit. We hereby congratulate
these unseen heroes and heroins who
were responsible for make-up, cos-
tumes, lights, properties, and all the
innumerable items so necessary in a
well produced show.

Mr. Vonderau did his usual excel-
lent conducting and the chorus work
bore evidence of his thorough and
musicianly drilling.

Lieutenant O'Flaherty did a master-
ly job of directing, the sequences and
dialogues being smooth and well co-
ordinated.

Mrs. Lindsey, very jaunty in a mid-
shipman's uniform was in character
every moment that she was on the
stage and demonstrated to the Ben-
ning audience that Marlene Deitrich
has grounds for her contention that
masculine attire is irresistible on a
graceful feminine chassis.

The opening chorus, and delectable
pony ballet in a sailor's hornpipe
were high lights in the first act.

Captain Clark, as Jerry, played his
part to perfection, a smooth and nat-
ural performance. With many oppor-
tunities for purloined prominence,
Howard Clark was true to his part
throughout-philosophical a n d re-
strained. His vocal renditions were
pleasantly done, to the satisfaction of
his audience.

Mrs. Reeder, one of Benning's ex-
pert comediennes, had the role of
Zenobia Bunker, and our only quar-
rel with this production is that she
was not allowed to burlesque her
part to her heart's content. Next time,
Peg Reeder, do not let them hold
you down. You are always a bright
spot, whatever you do. (We like that
Carter.)

Lieutenant, Raymond, as Zenobia's
very suppressed husband, upheld his
reputation as a comedian. His diffi-
cult character role was handled pro-

fessionally, and in most individual
style. The tin pipe was flourished
at intervals-indeed it is getting to be
as much of a trade mark as Harpo's
automobile horn, or Ed Wynn's hat!

We had a new actor of promising
performance in Captain Elliott, who
was successfully cast as Godfrey Fra-
zer, an American millionaire. He had
that hard to define quality of agree-

(Please turn to page 9)

week-end special...

Silk and Wool

Dresses
$18.75 Values

$16.75
Bright and charming little
frocks that are spring to the
tiniest stitch. With jackets or
capelets and plain they come in

grays blues navys
little checks

KNIT
Dresses

for sport and casual
town wear

In one piece, two piece and
three piece. They come in
white, Eleanor blue, m a iz e,
beige and green. The two piece
comes with skirt and blouse;
the three piece with skirt,
blouse and jacket.

$10.75-$16.75

smart brim
Ballibuntal

Tailored Trim
A slight dip molded in-
to the hat cocks them v.

ever so gently over the ...

eye.

$5.00 0I
//
I VENS

I-.

PEKOR JEWELRY CO.

Specials
6-Inch Bread
and Butters.
Sterling.

Large Bell
Shape Sterling $425
Goblets.

10-Inch $395
Sterling Vase.._

9',4-in. Candle $495
Holders.
Sterling .. .Pair

Sterling $495
Cream & Sugar

Mayonnaise
Bowl and
Ladle

We sell American Legion Emblems

PEKOR'S
1221 BROADWAY
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Lieutenant Peep's Diary
Wednesday, March 8

In receipt of papers returned to us
this day by Circus Bill Hones, and
the comments thereon unmistakable
in their application. There does ap-
pear, however, to be some doubt in
the class concerning whether the
grade "Not Very Good" ranks just
below "Very Good" or just above
"Lousy."
Thursday, March 9

Major Robinson's remarks do dis-
close him as either the most optimis-
tic or the most naive instructor yet
to have opposed us in this Students
vs. Faculty game, he having-urged us
at the conclusion of today's work not
to pursue further the half solved
problem. More searching, albeit less
flattering, is Captain Pope's observa-
tion on the assignment in 37 mm.
technique "-if any of you should so
far forget yourselves as to start
studying-." But individual control,
I doubt not, is with six months' prac-
tice strength as to resist the tendency.

The first day of fifteen-minute
speeches with ensuing joy on the part
of those who completed their talks.
McComas some taken aback w h e n,
proudly exhibiting his well hachured
map, he was greeted by McCleave with
"It looks like the NCS trying to get
into the net."

Devious means devised to insure
satisfactory stage presence, not the
least interesting of which was Strad-
er's. He did cause the Mrs. S to be
seated in the car parked directly at
the rear of the hall that he might re-
member to speak directly to his audi-
ence and not less to them than to
his maps.

Stika of the opinion that Major
Tindall's critique was a better speech
on the subject than his own had been.
Friday, March 10

My own speech unloaded at last for
which I do thank God. Perhaps I
can now keep the good wife at home
of an evening, she having of late ac-
quired the habit of leaving for the
movies at my first sign of muttering.
But for the financial hazard thus im-
posed I might have much better pre-
pared my talk. As it was, the adverse
comments -of the critique touched
only'the showing on my map of Miss-
issippi towns in Tennessee and other
minor errors such as Memphis on
the west bank of the River. Had I
but attended carefully I might have
found that the instructor and I were
discussing two engagements.
Saturday, March 11

To the showing of "The Debutante"
and much struck with the confidence
which must have been inspired in
Mrs. Moseley by the leftenant. Un-
less, of course, she knew t h at he
would not try to bounce the cook-
(theirs being a maidless menage.)
Monday, March 18

For my life I can't understand the
hue and cry over the closed banks.
It must arise from the throats of

those unfortunates who have no notes
to meet. A smile added to the situa-
tion by the maid who said "Mis'
Peep, dey tells me it ain't gonta be
money no mo'. All we gonta have is
strips."

Another chuckle on a different sub-
ject supplied by Parson Stephenson's
dark cloud of joy who does odd jobs
and shines the Reverend's leather.
Upon being especially exhorted to
shine a certain pair of boots that
the wearer might achieve sartorial
perfection for his 15 minute speech
the dusky one fell to with zeal.
"Yas, suh! Ah'll shine 'em so's de
congregation can see dere faces in
'em."

Thursday, March 14
Joe Phelan in the depths of great

disappointment. Informed by a class-
mate that his speech was due today
he did rehearse last night; did this
morning array himself in white shirt
and boiled collar; and did sit ner.
vously and anxiously on he edge of
his seat for two hours waiting to be
called on. At the end of ithe two
hours he ascertained that tomorrow
is the day. Joe was suffused with
indignation.

Treat only partly covered with
confusion upon whipping the curtain
aside and pointing out, not quite,
Stony Point on a map of Big Bethal.
Besides providing fertile ground for
the practical jokers I do think that
the most good these speeches have
done is to get the class, albeit piece-
meal, into officers' clothing again.

Standards of achievement vary with
the individual, one being greatly elat-
ed that he stumbled neither upon go-
ing up nor down from the platform
and having stood there twelve min-
utes without falling prostrate. For
the "congregation," especially in the
front seats, that talk is a success which
catches no one in the eye with a
thumb tack.
Wednesday, March 15

Convinced at last that the "hollow
holes" really exist in the piston rod
of the 37 mm gun and not merely
in the vocabulary of the instructor.
It could be that Lt. Brann is getting
that way from too intimate associa-
tion with the class.

Kiel scores again at the firing of
the one-pounder this afternoon. His
question "'If a doubtful isn't a hit or
an over is it a short?" did greatly
mind me of his machine gun classic
"What is the range at a thousand
inches?" Geary, as gun commander,
was caught laying the gun for the
gunner, and roundly berated by the
instructor for so doing. "But sir,"
alibied Geary, "Lt. Kiel is the gun-
ner."

Major Tuffy Easley does wear these
days a long face, there having been
to date no foul weather in which he

might require the National Guard
Class to fire the rifles.

-Lieut. Peep.

Here's To Your Health
BY MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

Rabies (Hydrophobia)
Rabies is an acute infectious disease

of animals. It is most prevalent among
dogs. It is more or less common in
Georgia. It is communicated to man
by the bite of the rabid animal.

Rabies is due to what is called a
filterable virus which is present in
the central nervous system and the
salivary glands.

The incubation period is usually
four to six weeks. It may however be
as short as ten days or prolonged to
six months. Bites in children and
those of the face have the shortest
incubation periods.

Man is less susceptible than any of
the lower animals. Only 15 to 20 per
cent of those bitten by rabid animals
develop the disease. The disease fol.

lows face wounds in 50 to 60 percent

of the cases. Sex and race have no in-

fluence on susceptibility. Children are

however more susceptible than adults.

Cases of rabies in man are depend-

ent on its prevalence in animals. The

disease has always been more or less

common in Georgia and at the pres-

ent time there seems to be an in-

crease in the nearby communities. The

season of the year has no direct influ-

ence on the spread of rabies. Hot

weather of itself does not increase the

susceptibility of dogs to this infec-

tion. The habit which dogs have of

wandering during the hot months does
however account for their greater
likelihood of becoming infected.

In the United States about 85 per-
cent of the rabies among animals is
in dogs. Because dogs are in close
association with man they are the most
common agents for infecting man.

The virus of rabies will not pass
through the unbroken skin. There
must be a wound of the skin or mu-
cous membrane. The infected saliva
o fthe dog is usually inoculated by
biting. It may however be transmitted
by a rabid animal who licks your
hands or face if there be a cut or
wound of the skin.

The rabid animal has saliva which
is infectious for as long as a week
before it shows symptoms of the dis-
ease. The saliva continues to be in-
fectious until death.

The question of control of rabies
is one of control of dogs. To prevent
its spread all stray or ownerless dogs
must be exterminated. Owned dogs
must be restrained, muzzled, and vac-
cinated.

Dogs can be protected against ra-
bies by prophylactic vaccination. One
dose of anti-rabic vaccine will prevent
the development of the disease for a
period which varies from six months
to five years. The usual length of imi-
munity is between one and two years.
It is therefore the custom to vaccinate
once each year. Garrison Regulations
require that all dogs and cats must I
be vaccinated.

Treatment of wound--The wound
should be treated as soon as possible,
preferably within twelve hours.

The virus inoculated into bite
wounds can be destroyed and the dis-
ease prevented by a thorough treat-
ment. Fuming nitric acid, and plain
nitric acid, or formaldehyde are the
best for this purpose.

Carbolic acid is not as good. Iodine
and other ordnary disinfectants are
useless.

Antirabic vaccination or Pasteur

treatment because of the long incuba-
tion period and the fact that the
disease does not develop until the
virus reaches the brain is the only
absolute hope of preventing the de-
velopment of the disease in one bit-
ten by a rabid animal.

It is difficult to determine whether
or not one needs this treatment. The
decision rests largely on whether or
not is is possible to determine that
the animal was rabid. This is not al-
ways possible. Rabies is a terrible
disease and without this treatment
practically always fatal. Therefore
where rabies is known to be present
or where it is even suspected the vac-
cine treatment should be given to
everyone bitten by stray or unknown
dogs or when it cannot be absolutely
proved that the animal was not rabid.
The treatment should begin at once.

Where possible, the dog should be
captured and restrained under the ob-
servation of a veterinarian. If no symp-
toms develop during the next ten days
it is safe to assume that the animal is
not rabid. The vaccine treatment can
then be discontinued. If the dog de-
velops rabies or dies the treatment
should be completed.

If the dog escapes capture the com-
plete treatment needs to be given the
bitten person.

If the dog is killed at the time of
biting, or is killed or dies while un-
der observation the head or the en-
tire carcass should be immediately
sent to the laboratory for examina-
tion. Vaccine treament should be
started and only discontinued when a
report is returned that animals inoc-
ulated with the brain substance of
the dead dog have failed to produce
the disease.

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

THE DEBUTANTE
Elsewhere in this issue of the Benning Herald a far more competent

musical critic than the conductor of The Flare has reviewed the Glee Club
production of The Debutante. Having served time as an amateur dramatic
critic of amateur theatricals, we are awed at the very thought of the task
that confronted the reviewer of the Glee Club's annual offering. So many
people contribute to the success of one of those ambitious undertakings that
it is impossible to do even partial justice to all of them. The listing of their
names alone would use up a third of the reviewer's allotted space and to
give each one a sentence describing his or her contribution to the cause
would result in a catalogue of achievement so long that no one would read
it. And how, tell me, is one going to describe Dorothy Githens Eley's singing
or Mae Dickerson's dancing in a single sentence, anyway?

We sat in the third row and gave all the girls and boys a hand when they
pleased us which was practically all the time. In addition to the aforemen-
tioned features, we enjoyed the comedy furnished by Raymond, Elliott,
Cleveland and Margaret Reeder, the Moseley and Jacqueline Cowley dancing
numbers, and the choruses. In an operetta not distinguished for many
"catchy" tunes we found Clarke's "Peggy's a Creature of Moods" and "The
Baker Boy and Chimney Sweep" sung by Georgia Leard, flanked by Farris
and Rowan, much to our liking. Incidentally, in our capacity of dramatic
club scout, we noted on our cuff that Georgia Leard, Sally Lindsey, Captain
Clark and Lieutenant Hosea showed marked talent for the speaking as well
as the singing stage.

In closing this brief and wholly inadequate tribute to the Glee Club's
1933 triumph, we must not fail to mention Mrs. Dickerson's snappy and well
drilled pony ballet which added so much to the enjoyment, not only of our
tired business men but of all others who attended the performance.

OUHAV13ST vl N ANYTHINC-& UNTIL CO HEWE

a (7T R s oman

GLEE CLUB TICKET PARTY
Mine Host Dowdall has always re-

garded his appointment to the office
of maitre d'hotel for Benning's large
garrison as a mandate to do every-
thing he could for everybody. His
accommodating disposition having be-
come a matter of common knowledge,
patrons of the Officers' Club have
put it to varied and severe tests. A
surprisingly large number of unusual
requests for special service involving
no end of trouble are handled in a
manner so eminently satisfactory to
the petitioner that he (or she) is en-
couraged to rase the ante. Aide-de
camp Jimmy Winn's operations on the
Glee Club ticket exchange constitutes
a case in point.

It seems that the dashing Jimmy
brought to the great ticket lottery a
proxy to acquire four tickets for Col-
onel Atkins. As luck would have it,
Jimmy did much better in drawing
for himself than he did for the Colo-
nel and, when the melee was over, the
astute aide-de-camp had four good
seats for himself and four poor ones
for the busy executive. At this point
of the story, however, the aide-de-
camp's luck deserted him.

Somehow or other, b e t w e e n the
drawing at the Club and the delivery
at G. H. Q., the Colonel's four tickets
got lost. It being manifestly impossi-
ble for a young man with practically
his whole military career before him
to report to a superior that the tickets
he had charged to obtain had disappear-
ed, aid-de-camp Winn said nothing and
gave his own choice tickets to Colo-

nel Atkins-thereby acquring merit as
a go-getting lieutenant.

At this stage of the proceedings
Mine Host comes into the story, for
Jimmy at once took up with him the
matter of establishing a claim to the
four seats that had been destined for
Colonel Atkins and party.

Mine Host, ready as always to help
a fellow out, arranged to issue the
aide-de-camp four general admission
tickets free of charge and outline a
course of action. Jimmy was advised
to ease his party in after the crowd
had been seated and seek out four
unoccupied seats in the general area
in which the Colonel's original reser-
vations were known to be. This was
the best that could be done as the ex-
act location of the seats that Jimmy

.had drawn for the Colonel was not
a matter of record.

So far so good,-or so bad, however,
you choose to look at it-for aide-de-
camp Winn was out his own excellent
seats but the aide-de-camp accepted
the situation. Later, however, he chang-
ed his mind. Perhaps he received an
unanticipated call out of town or may-
be he just decided that his theater
party wouldn't be a success under the
circumstances. At any rate, he de-
cided to pass up the Debutante. He
still had four dollars tied up in Glee
Club tickets, however, and once more
he sought out Mine Host Dowdall to
discuss ways and means of recovering
on his investment.

Mine Host listened patiently to Jim-
my's proposal, that he be reimbursed

(Please turn to page 7)
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Whereas and whereas, be it resolv4ed,
therefore be it further resolved, to
somebody from someone, some place,
somehow. AMEN.

The class song:
When I'm the commandant
When I'm the commandant
I'll take my blunderbuss to bed with

me
When I'm the commandant
Verse 2
When I'm the commandant
When I'm the commandant
There'll be no coughing in the first

platoon
When I'm the commandant

We know that Mrs. Tudhope must
have come south with the Lieutenant.
He appeared around the Academic
area the other day with black rubbers
on over his field boots. Well we
suppose they do things like that up
Vermont way.

As a little extra-Curricular divers-
ion, the corporation of Roberts, Rob-
erts, Griffin and Pinkston purchased
one of those fifteen cent weekly jig
puzzles last Sunday. After dizzily
trying to prove that too many cooks
spoil the broth for the greater part
of the afternoon, Roberts was heard
to remark: "I'm going to buy me one
of these things, lock myself up in my
tent and go nuts by myself."

MR. V. V. VICK-Graduate watch
maker. Watches repaired $1.75 Fac-
tory guarantee. City Drug Store.

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

A Citizen Wherever W. Serve
1330 Broadway

R. M. Harding, Manager

THE

Post Exchange
has a

DELIVERY SERVICE

from its

SODA FOUNT
0 . . which is designed for the
delivery of Ice Cream in small
quantities on the Post. The
hours of this service are from
11:00 a. m. to 9:00 p. m.

Excellent Curb Service

Telephone 69

SODA FOUNT
POST EXCHANGE

FT. BENNING, GA.
The Post Exchange Is Not Author-

ized To Sell To Anyone Not
In The Military Service

Because we don't mingle with them
during working hours, we often lose
sir'ht of the fact that there are some
Tank officers among us. This group
of six on reconnaissance rode last week
on horseback. They cantered and
trotted and galloped and were other-
wise uncomfortable; it being their first
equitation of the course.

During the ride they were expected
to keep track of their progress on
the map. "Rubber Ball" Kennedy
bounced along with the reins in one
hand and the saddle in the other.
Several times during the ride he was
asked by the instructor to point out
his position on the map. Once he
actually succeeded in getting his map
out of his pocket only to immediately
lose it. He also lost the stirrups a
couple of times and his gentlemanly
composure and his comfort. He hasn't
yet found out where he went.

Well, they will try to make horse-
men out of mechanics.

Lt. Borders: "Don't try telling me
how to shoot a pistol. I fired at
Camp Perry for three years."

Lt. Theakston: "What in hell did
you hit at Perry?"
Lt. Borders: (In a very small voice)

"The instructor."
Tally ho, boys, we'll see you next

week.

It was lunch-time, and Pat and Mike
were indulging in a little game of
cards. "Was that last card I dealt ye
a spade?" asked Mike, picking up his
hand.

"Yes, it was a spade," returned Pat
suspiciously.

"Oi thought it was," smiled Mike.
"How did ye know?" inquired the

other Irishman.
"'Twas easy, Pat," explained Mike.

"Yet spat on your hands before you
picked it up."-The Sentinel.

Civil War Veteran Girl Scout NotesTales Of The Tent City

Operations in Palestine," by Lieuten.
ant James E. Totten; "The Action of
Rafah in the Palestine Campaign,
1917" by Lieutenant Antulio Sergar-
ra; "Effect on Discipline of Marches
and Maneuvers" by Lieutenant Phillip
D. Cinder; "The Bridge at Chateau.
Thierry, Sept. 2, 1914 by Lieutenant
Charley P. Eastburn; and "Methods
of Laying Field Wire Lines for an
Infantry Regiment" by Lieutenant
Edwin J. Van Norne.

The lectures are being supervised
by the fourth section, academic de-
partment, with Major Richard G. Tin-
dall and William W. Eagles and Cap-
tains Walter C. Phillips and John A.
Andrews in charge of the groups.

I
Capt. Kiern says he has found the

formula for the solution of these con-
touring problems. Study the D-m
thing until you get so mad that you
start tearing out your hair. Let the
hair fall over the surface of the sketch
as it will. Draw a line along each
hair which falls. That's the answer.
Guaranteed. Patent applied for.

And now that you know what the
farmer's trouble was, get your wagon
.loaded before the coming week.

And if there are any instructors
who want red apples and do not
know how to obtain them for nought,
Major Easley can inform them how
the fruit may be obtained.

In the further process of whittling
him down to our size, we are pleased
to note that Lipsey had doffed the
clown's uniform for evening mess.

And next time when it's dark and
you're supposed to be following an
azimuth and suddenly some one pipes
up and asks you what azimuth you're
following, better be sure it isn't
Bloomquist before you tell him that
the Damn thing's no good anyway and
vou have thrown it away.

And speaking of Captain Bloom-
quist; after discovering the log cabin
at station "F," we would expect him
to describe a pup tent as a three ring
circus.

Captain "Paddy" Ahern from the
town of Boston where the Lowells
talk only with God, made sure of
finding himself in the class pictures
by plastering an adhesive tape patch
over the greater part of his cheek.
Paddy can find himself, but we defy
anyone to recognize him without an
explanation.

Last Tuesday afternoon our rifle
marksmanship instructor, Lieut. Maer-
ens, was absent and after inquiry was
made we were informed that he had
-one to practice glee club and chorus.
We wonder if the next war is to be
fought with glee clubs and choruses.

I -

Cor. 13th St. and 1st Ave. Phone 2766

The Peanut With a Personalitv .

They're Toasted!
The Greatest Contest In The History Of The Confection World

is offering a New 1933 Chevrolet. One to be given away every two weeks!
See cards on every Tom's Display Jar.I.RUBBER STAMPS

COLUMBUS OFFICE
SUPPLY CO.

I
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Is Visitor Here At
Home of Relative

Brigadier General Leon A. Matile,
retired, veteran of the Civil War, and
of frontier Indian campaigns and
Spanish-American War is at Fort Ben-
ning as the guest of his son-in-law,
Major Oscar W. Griswold, of the in-
fantry board.

The military career of General Matile
reals almost like fiction. Born in
Switzerland in September, 1844, he
came to the United States at an early
age and when only nineteen years old,
enlisted in Company A, 15th Infan-
try for service in the Civil War. This
was in 1862, and he served with the
15th Infantry and the 33rd Infantry as
private and corporal, participating in
the hardships and dangers of the many
bloody battles of the long-drawn out
campaign. He remained in the ser-
vice at the close of the war, and on
March 7, 1867, he was commissioned
a second lieutenant in the 24th Infan-
try, with which he served for the en-
suing two years. In December, 1873,
he was promoted to first lieutenant,
and in August, 1886, to captain. He
became a major of infantry in March,
1899, and lieutenant colonel, in March
1901, and a colonel in October, 1902.
In August, 1903, he was promoted to
Brigadier General, and later in the
same month, he was retired at his own
request after more than thirty years
active service. Since his retirement
General Matile has made his home at
Plainfield, N. J. For gallantry in ac-
tion he was awarded the Silver Star.

ERRATUM
In the issue of March 10, 1933 of

the Benning Herald, W. 0. G. A. Hor-
lon of the 24th Infantry was credited
with receiving the Purple Heart
award for being wounded in action.
The mistake was typographical, War-
rant Officer Horton being bandleader
of the 29th Infantry orchestra and
not of the 24th Infantry.

A

COMPANY OFFICERS BEGIN
SERIES OF DISCUSSIONS

(Continued From Page 1)

ing: "Tannenburg The First Thirty
Days in East Prussia" by Lieutenants
Elwyn D. Post, William J. Phelan
and Vachel D. Whatley, jr.; "Machine
Gun Support in the Attack of the
29th Division" by Lieutenants Mar-
shall Stubbs, and John W. Ramsey,
jr." "British Operations in France,
1914" by Lieutenants James M. Cay-
in; and Albert N. Hickey; "British

Restored Confidence
IN THE BANKS OF THE UNITED

STATES ENABLES US TO

OPEN FOR BUSINESS

We will continue to operate exactly
as before and to offer our

customary

6 Per Cent On Savings

Security Savings and loan Co.
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Cardinal Troop

Tuesday, March 14

What a wonderful meeting we had
today! An exciting treasure hunt and

party at Mrs. Matchett's house. The

first class girls from the Daffodil
Troop and Mrs. Matchett arranged
the whole delightful affair, the girls
setting the four different routes (one
for each patrol in the Cardinal
Troop) and Mrs. Matchett giving us
the lovely party.

The trails led all over the place
and were unraveled by eleven clues,
some all jumbled up, and some in
the Morse code. The clever Daffodils
had laid short trails to aid in de-
ciphering the clues. The routes all
finally ended at Mrs. Matchett's house,
where a delicious tea awaited us. A
delightful punch, all kinds of cookies,
and peanuts were served. The prize,
or the "treasure" was, for each per-
son, a "stick" of candies. The win-
ners, the Lucky Lookout patrol and
all the rest decided to turn it over
io the generous members of the Daf-
fodil Troop and Mrs. Matchett. We
thank them very much!

Pine Tree Troop
We had to cut out our meeting this

week because of the dress rehearsal
of the Glee Club production.

Daffodil Troop
The First Class girls again take a

bow! They helped Mrs. Kellam in-
struct some girls working for Second
Class. That shows how useful they
can be.

At our goodnight circle we sang
the Hiking Song, the Golden Sun,
and Taps. Mrs. Thompson came in
and thanked the First Class girls
(again!) for serving tea and sand-
wiches at the Army Daughters' fash-
ion show.

My, how wonderful it must be to
be a First Class girl!

PE OIL

FOR SALE
Post Exchange

A reasonable plan to...

BORROW
$300 or less

for bills., education., travel

Check off these advantages:
V Officers may borrow up to $300
V Your signature is our only se-

curity.

V Your confidence is respected.
V Fellow Officers, friends, or rel-

atives are not informed.

V You have up to 20 months to
repay in amounts to fit your
income.

V The cost is as low as the econ-
omies of large volume and ef-
ficient management can make
it.

V You pay only for the actual
number of days you keep the
money and only for the balance
due.

V Prompt service-entirely by
mail if you wish.

If this plan apneals to you as
reasonable just call our office for
information. No obligation im-
plied. And no representatives will
call.

DAILY LOAN CO.
204 Woolworth Bldg.

Phone 4372
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First Half Of Polo Series Completed
SPORT CHATTER Freebooters And

BY DAVIS HARDING Optimists Ahead
Ralph Metcalfe, Marquette Univer- An indoor track season that sur- In Po 1 o To u r n e y

sity's sensational Negro sprinter ran passed the fondest expectations of
to ano her world's record Saturday, its greatest admirers is almost over. Hoofers Lose Twice To Fallracing 60 yards in six and one tenth One more meet of major importance
seconds to better Loren Murchison's remains to be run off, the Knights of Back Into Third Place In
record, established ten years ago. Columbus meet, to be held in Madi. League Standing

Undefeated this year, and holding son Square Garden.
or sharing almost every sprint record, A glittering array of track and field The Round Robin tournament, re-Metcalfe is now considered the stars are entered in this competition. sumed during the mid week, was one-world's dash king. In the event last Special attention is riveted on the half completed on Sunday. The sec-Saturday, he got off to a faster start mile run, which will for the fourth ond series of this tournament is nowthan usual and led all the way, win- time this year see Gene Venzke and under way, during which the scoresning by two feet. Cunningham clash, made in the first half will be added

* n l o* l The two finished almost abreast in to those made in the second, the finalBen Jeby, newly crowned world's the national 1,500 meter final with score will determine the standing ofmiddleweight champion, is establish- the Penn Freshman a winner by inch. the various teams.ing a precedent in the fight game. He es. After two successive defeats at Optimists Defeat 83d, 6.2meets Vince Dundee tonight in the the hands of the Jayhawk, Gene had On March 8th the Redlegs fell be.Madison Square Garden and the title turned the tables. fore the furious attack launched bywill be at stake. Many credited Venzke's victory to the Whiteshirts to the tune of 6.2Jeby acquired championship Jlau- the four-lap sprint he made in the despite the strong defense play ofrels when he knocked out Frank Bat- nationals, calling attention to the fact Maj. Arnold and Lieut. Heriot. Thetaglia in January. Vince Dundee is the that in neither of his two other starts Wilson-Halloran combination provedoutstanding contender for the crown, did he make use of this strategy, with too elusive for their less agile op.which should ordinarily eliminate the result that he was defeated each ponents, who were unable to navigate
him from consideration as a chal- time. the muddy field as deftly as the horse
lenger. Jeby, however, is determined * * * soldiers from the Infantry School
to show that he deserves the title in This may be true. When Cunning. stables. Umpire: Gould.the most impressive way possible. ham and Venzke met for the first Gunners 4, Students 5

* * * time this year in the Wanamaker On a rough and very muddy fieldThe two have met twice before, Mile, Gene waited until the last lap the Gallant Gunners very nearly over-Dundee winning the decision in each to begin his sprint and was defeated came the powerful Student aggrega.case. This makes it all the more re- by a margin of eight yards. In the tion. At the beginning of the lastmarkable why Ben should consent to Baxter Mile, he began his sprint chukker, the Gunners had a two-pointa bout. Nevertheless, Jeby is confi- two laps from the end and lost by lead that looked good from the side.dent that he will turn back his chal. four yards. boards. Had Haskell wrapped himselflenger in the forthcoming contest, and And in the nationals, he sprinted around the student members therethus gain recognition as an undis. four laps from the end of the race for about 2 1.2 minutes, Lt. Butlerputed champion.,I and won by inches. By logical de. might not have scored three goals toUsually when a fighter wins a duction, he should win by a com. win this slippery contest. Umpire:champinoship, he contents himself fortable margin if he started his Major Thompson.with boxing men in the division above sprint six laps from the end. How. Billygoats 6, 29th 4him. This, although profitable, is not ever, this procedure is not recom. Spotted four goals the hardheaded
sporting, as it does not give the title mended. Billygoats put up their usual obstinate
holder much time to defend his cham.-lyt 

ontepwru ofr*inhp , * play to down the powerful Hoofers i
pionship. 

by a score of 6 to 4. In the 3rd periodThe sprint with Ralph Metcalfe, the Doughboys rallied strongly but IHoldouts are becoming fewer and Emmett Toppino, and Frank Wykoff were baffled by the peculiar momen- tfewer as the baseball season draws competing should also be a sensation- tum of the Greenshirts, who playednear. Babe Ruth still remains obdur. al race. The Marquette Olympian the part of the tortoise in the famousate, asserting than rather take a 25 topped Toppino by inches to win the race with the hare. Polo predictorsper cent cut in salary, he will remain national 60-meter crown. The winner admitted that you never can tell whatout of organized baseball. But you should establish a new world's rec- will happen during a game; and thecan bet your pennies that the Babe ord for the distance. Freebooter sideboard representativeswill be in there swinging when the Stars who will appear in the meet chortled with glee at the results, hay.first game is played. Colonel Ruppert are Joe McCluskey of Fordham, Paul ing themselves, why a few days pre-knows, too well the value of the Bamn. Kanaly, George Spitz, Keith Brown, viously, been drubbed by the flyingbino as a drawing card and as a Howard Spenser, Bert Nelson, and (Please turn to page 7)
home.run hitter. many others.

Rip Tetlherton Is
NOAM~~Making Progress

STRINGS By THE EDITOR
Two Fort Benning fighters have ex-tended their conquests to national

scope-Corn Griffin and Rip Tether-
ton. Rip, a middleweight, surprisedA thetic lEquiprment the fans some time ago when he hand-
ed Tommy Beck, lanky Jaxon, a de-
cisive licking.

Tetherton is one of the prettiest
fighters, in this writer's estimation,

The Main Branch, Post Ex- to step into a Benning ring this sea.son. He is a heavy puncher with con.change, has a complete line siderable knowledge of the art of
of equipment for all lines of boxing. His left hook has demolished
sport. Phone 608. more than one opponent.Not long ago, he defeated Baby

Stribling. Rip did not look so good, We string Tennis Rackets. in this battle but it must be remem-
bered that Baby is one of the clever-
est boxers in his division-he makes
em miss. At that, Tetherton landedPost Exchan: :ii~i! ge quite often in the later rounds toP ostExchangepile up a sufficient margin to copthedecision and leave no room for doub

FOR T BENNING Tetherton is essentially a main go
boy. He has impressed that fact on
the fans in his recent battles, most ofThe Post Exchange Is Not Author. whom would welcome an opportunity

ized To Sell To Anyone Not to see the soldier in action in a main
In The Military Service go.

As for the writer, he, too, woul,
like to see Rip pitted against a cap
able opponent in the main bout on
any card.

For the information of the fans, the players:
following offenses are some that cause Monte Blue: "It isn't the goals yo
the umpire to interrupt the game for make that win the game."
the purpose of penalizing the team Major Thompson: "Why, that hor
concerned: dangerous riding; delay is alright, he's played some grei
when hitting in; crossing; illegal use games in his day."
of head, hand or arms; illegal use Jack Griffith: "The team that wit
of stick; pony blind, vicious, out of the most games wins the tournament.
control, or shod improperly; outside Mike Halloran: "Who makes 'ei
assistance; participation by dismount- rides 'em."
ed player; player disabled by foul; Butler: "Wives are funny abot
and ineligible player. polo."

Penalties for the above range from Capt. Cunningham: "Gee, this hors
free hits or a throw-in by the umpire, "Chubby" has a leg on each corner,
to the exclusion of player or pony or * * ,
forfeiture of the match. The handsome, perfectly appointeThe umpire in polo naturally be. Umpire, Professor Neal Johnson needcomes a most important individua' no introduction to the lovers of thand his powers are in fact dictatorial, horse; but when some sweet thing iiHe has a very different assignment an open roadster comments on hiwhich calls for perfect knowledge of beautiful legs that, as the saying goe,the game, sharp eyes, keen judgment, is stretching it too far!
and great strength of character. We * * ,
are especially fortunate at Fort Ben- "That" said the National Guarning in having available several ex- Officer, as he saw the pony Miss Welperienced and excellent umpires. born being exercised by an orderllAnd now Pope Gammon, who sel- '.. "that is a horse of a differendom speaks, at least for publicaton, color."
describes Heaven as the place whereall good players, especially Billygoats, (Please turn to page 7)
will find their well earned pleasure.
Here, according to Pope, are rows First Nationa]and rows of perfectly trained ponies,
each in a silken stall. The walls are Bank
hung with hundreds of new sticks,
and shelves are packed with dozens (,eorgia Home Building
of fresh helmets, green jerseys and "The White Bank"white breeches. It seems that one
game follows another and one never Capital and Surplus--$ 350,000.00gets tired. The playing fields are like Resources Over ----. 2,000,000.00plush, and the goal posts are far apart. Fort Benning Representative:After each period refreshing drinks of
every color are served by angels, and R. M. Hall, Jr.--Phone 290an orchestra of harps play during theintermissions. There is no night nor Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
rainy weather, life is just one chuk. and Fire-proof Vaults for your
ker after another. Thus spoke Pope Valuable. 'Prices moderate.
as he limped down the field after a Accounts of Fort Benninghard tussle with the Freebooters, to
take station near the goal posts, with Personnel Soliciteda little red and white flag in his hand. UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Some recent observations by great

Makers of Fine Printing Plates

WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.
Atlanta, Georgia

Announcing .
To The Fort Benning Personnel

The Reopening Of...

Still's Rent-A-Car Company
:123.2 First Avenue

Rates
6 to i2c Per Mile

No Hour Charge

Clean and Efficient Service
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Tank Notes
At a meeting of the members of

" he 1933 Track and Field Team held

ast Thursday afternoon, Corporal

Thomas C. Pullen, Company D, was

elected Captain of the Team. Corporal

Pullen as you all know made history

in last year's meet by winning two

races. Namely the 220 and 440. In
both events he set a new Post record

for the boys to run at this year. He

also ran a lap in the Relay. We know

of no better man to fill the shoes of
Captain of the Team, and to you Cor-
poral Pullen, you have our congratu-
lations and may your team of 1933

be a successful one. 1st Lt. R. S.
Nourse, who coached last year's team
will coach the team again this year.

In last week's notes we gave Private
Alton Griffin Headquarters Company
as high point man of the Battalion
Track Meet. In doing this we were
in error for after checking the events

over again we found that Private
Aubrey Mathews, Company E, had

tied with Griffin. Both boys having

a total of 15 1-3 points.
War Department orders received

,t Battalion Headquarters during the
past week and dates March 1, 1933
makes a brand new Captain out of
First Lieutenant Home, Company
Commander, of Company E. Con-
gratulations Captain Home.

Captain "Bob" Wallace, Adjutant,
is back on the job after a short leave.
We didn't learn if the Captain done
any fishing while on this leave or
not. So the fish story we have been
saving will have to be put off until
a more suitable time.

Company E, in their first soccer
game of the year played at Gordan
Field defeated R. M. G. Company,
29th Infantry 4 to 1. This is the
team that took E by storm last year
and caused them to lose the cham-
pionship by giving them a beating in
their last game.

Gadget and Willingham are still
arguing about who is the best anchor
muau. Gadget claims he still is. How
about it Ham.

Private Fry at Drill: "Well, I went
the right way the rest of the squad
was wrong."~

Famous Last Words of Staff Ser-
geant Vallery:

"Let's Call a Meeting."

1ST HALF ROUND ROBIN POLO

TOURNAMENT ENDED

(Continued from page 6)

Hoofers. Umpire: Blue.
29th 5, Optimists 6

Before a capacity Sunday crowd the
famous 29th Infantry team bowed to
the hard-riding Optimists to the tune
of 5 to 6. Still in a daze from their
defeat by the evil smelling Goats,
the Hoofers fairly bombarded the
end zones with ineffective barrages of
goal shots, but with no luck. While
Irish O'Connor was able to slip 3
goals past Capt. Gee; Optimist Mike
Halloran was doing a little clever
work on his own part. The white
shirts have never played a faster and
better game to demonstrate their
joint claim to first standing, on equal
status in the tournament with the
powerful Freebooters. Umpires: Cun-
ningham and Swittel.

Freebooters Wallop Gunners 12-6
Major Jack Thompson, with a bit

of, assistance from the team mates,
rode the gallant Gunners underfoot
for four periods despite a fine resist-
ance on the part of Lt. Grubbs es-
pecially. While the side lines were
pulling for the underdogs the new
perfect yellow team with a machine-
like precision fairly crushed the scrap-
py artillerymen with superior horse-
flesh, team work and individual play.
Umpires: Johnson and Spettel.

Students 6, 83rd 3
In the prize performance of the

afternoon the Students got off to a
flying start and emerged at the end
of the hard fought game with a win
over the Riding Redlegs. Stevens and
Sweeney pushed their attack through
the weak artillery backdoor, and
passed up few opportunities to make
long shots at the goal, most of which
passed thru the markers. The ar-
tillerymen won the admiration of the
crowd by their furious fight to down
the Students, but the forwards from
the Military Academy proved elusive
targets for the riders in red. Umpires:
Johnson and Cunningham.
Team Standing at One-Half Tourney

W L P
1. Freebooters------------5 1 6
2. Optimists (tied for 1st) 5 1 6
3. 29th Infantry----------4 2 6
4. Billygoats-------3 3 6
5. Studes (tied with Goats) 3 3 6
6. 83rd Field Artillery .... 1 5 6
7. Gunners--------0 6 6

POLO NOTIDS
(Continued from page 6)

"Each flagman at our goal" com-
mented Cowboy Cushman last Sunday
"should have had a long handled rake
to pull in a few that almost got over
the goal line."

To the soldier who yelled at the
driver of the motor truck drag: "Hey
guy, you got a tree caught on the
back of your truck" we offer as first
prize one pair of binocular eye glass-

THE ignition and lubrication ofyour car deserve your most
careful attention. Have it inspec-
ted regularly and be sure to use
only the best oils and greases.

Auto Dept.
POST EXCHANGE

FORT BENNING

The Post Exchange Is Not, Authorized
To Sell To Anyone Not In The

Military Service

THE FLARE
(Continued from Page 4)

and his four seats sold to someone
else. This was too much even for a
helping hand like Mine Host. The
idea of trying to resell at one dollar
per, four not so hot, indefinitely lo-
cated, vacant chairs that might or
might not be in evidence when the
milling crowd has settled down didn't
appeal to the Box Office Manager's
business intelligence. Good salesman
that he is, he knows how hard it is
to sell a pig in a poke.

CODICIL
Last Friday afternoon just as Cap-

tain Joe Vermette was addressing the
ball for the first drive from No. 1 tee
the excited caddy master rushed from
the club house waving his arms fran-
tically. "You're wanted on the phone,
Captain" he shouted.

Golfer Vermette left a disgusted
foursome and hastened to the phone.
A telephone summons to a man on the
golf course means something import-
ant and the hand that took up the
receiver trembled slightly as it lifted
the instrument to an ear tuned for
calamity.

Captain Randolph, the conscientious
secretary of the Technical Third Sec-
tion, was on the wire.

"I have been directed to notify the
members of the section that there will
be a formation of the Faculty to-mor-
row at 9:00 A. M. to have a picture
taken", said the secretary in his best
official voice, "but the formation has
been called off".

Captain Randolph hung up, prepara-
tory to calling at the next name on the
list before Joe grasped the full weight
import of the emergency communica-
tion which had interrupted his golf
game but he was heard to mutter
something about "these damned mes-
sages to Garcia" as he trailed his dub-
bed drive into the rough.

LIMITATIONS OF A MILITARY
EDUCATION

Captain Mike Heraty's group of
skilled tank-class mechanics having, af-
ter a considerable expenditure of
time, labor and thought, rebuilt a class
B truck, surveyed the completed job
with pride as preparations were made
to take it out for a trial run.

Carefully the driver put the gear
shift in reverse preparatory to backing
out and let in the clutch. Like a
startled hippopotamus the truck lurch-
ed forward. Only prompt action on
the brakes, which strangely enough
functioned, was the Juggernaut pre-
vented from taking out the side of the
building.

Automotive Engineer Heraty, who
supervised the rebuilding job is a

graduate of the Company Officers' and
Advanced Classes of The Infantry
School and the two-year course at the
Command and General Staff School.
In spite of the episode we have just
related it is generally believd that he
will graduate from the Tank Class in
June. After that he goes to the War
College. His scholastic record and
prospects indcate that he probably
knows more about handling groups of
armies than he does about the inter-
nal workings of a gear box.

STILL SALTY
At a recent artillery demonstration

to illustrate fire control by air obser-
vers, Gadgeteer Malin Craig, who was
doing the observing, sent in one radio
phone report which was followed im-
mediately by a hasty "Belay that"
which is the nautical equivament for
"As you were".

The sea dies hard in a man's soul.
For years Gadgetter Craig has rigidly
excluded all sea-faring terminology
from his vocabulary but in tense mo-
inents it will creep back.

INTERVIEWS WITH LOCAL
CELEBRITIES-NO. 7

"Tis true that's the pity
And the pity 'tis, 'tis true."

-Hamlet.
The Flare Special Agent stood out-

side of the partition in the First Sec-
tion which incloses the real arbiters of
Infantry School doctrine. No, he was
nowhere near the office of the Secre-
tary, nor was he even on the same

es like those owned by Umpire John-
son.

* * *

To date but one candidate, Captain
Gee, has qualified for the very select
and distinguished Wrong Goal Club.

floor as the Defense Committee. He
stood outside the sanctum of all the
sancti-the temple of the twin priest-
esses of the Academic Delphi-to-wit,
the stenographic department.

On a nearby stool rested in majestic
solitude an enormous box of choco-
late candy. From behind the beaver-
board was heard the well known voice
of Generous George Forster, late of
Washington, and Fort Myer Virginia.

The Special Agent, in accord the
best detective fiction tradition,
promptly deduced that Generous Geor-
ge was consulting the oracle and that
the candy was intended for the priest-
esses thereof. Acting on this logical
asumption, he took charge of the box
and, holding it behind his back, saunt-
ered casually into the sacred inclosure.

"Hello," greeted the Agent in his
best press manner. "I hope I'm not
intruding."

"Not at all-not at all," replied the
Generous one.

"I wanted to congratulate you," said
the agent on the spur of the moment,
"on your orders to the Leavenworth."

"Well, we all expected them," inter-
polated one of the priestesses, in the
tone of one who understands every.
thing.

"Say, that reminds me," chuckled
George. "While I was having lunch at
the Club the other day, I overheard
a couple of young officers discussing
the Leavenworth orders."

"They were impressed, of course,
with the perspicacity displayed in se-
lecting the detail," said the Agent.

"Oh, yes," replied the Captain. "One
of them asked his messmate if he
knew what the qualifications were for
orders to Leavenworth."

"And the answer?" insisted the In-
vestigator.

"Was that they were sending no-
body but adjutants and blankety-blank
boot-licking aides," laughed Generous
George.

"How perfecty terrible!" exclaimed
the Agent, accidentally dropping the
box of candy on the floor.

"Yes," replied the prospective Big
Corps and Army man, "but the joke
of it is that the boy was right."

.CITATION FOR THE WEEK
To Brother Emil Leard, Impresario

O'Flaherty, and their imposing array
of Glee Club talent for bringing to
us the tuneful score and clever lines
and lyrics of The Debutante.

I JEWELERV
Fine R

1102 Broadway

STUDEBA KER

QM.D.1
The Quartermaster Detachment has

one member who should be able o se-
cure a job in a Hollywood movie
studio without difficulty. He is Pri-
vate John A. (Shock) Lewis, at pres-
ent engaged with the Fort Benning
miniature railroad, but who is known
more widely as an electrician of parts.

Lewis, according to a group of
children on the post, should be able
to double for any monster and throw
a scare into the most bored movie
audience.

It so happens that last week he was
engaged in the duty of making a
pile of trash by the salvage yard more
pleasing to the eye. In so doing, he
encountered some of the younger
members of the garrison, who, ap-
parently, desired to transform the pile
of salvage material, on which Lewis
was laboring, into a hardware store.

The plans of someone had to be in-
terrupted. Ether the Quartermaster
electrician-railroad man would have to
suspend his activities or the children
would have to cease theirs. It seems
that Lewis won, but aforesaid younger
members of the garrison would not
admit defeat. They immediately
passed word along that they were be-
ing assaulted by a hideous monster,
with, it appeared, feet a yard an a
half long, who was resolved to mur-
der them all.

The military police were called into
action. They hied to the salvage yard,
in an effort to save the helpless child-
ren from a cruel, cruel fate.

But upon arrival, the monstre de-
scribed was gone.

There was merely the mild "Shock"
doing his duty peacefully, in shoes not
a bit bigger than 7 1-2 EE.

Get This,
Men... .

You'll find no
better meals any.
where than those
at the

SPLENDID CAFE
Where Good Food Tastes Better

Opposite Bus Station

W 5ILYERSMITHS"
:pairing

Phone 3914

ROCKNE
USED CAR LOT

6th AVE. and 12th ST.

Sale
Price Price

1932 Austin Sport Roadster ...................... $245.00 $195.00
4000 miles

1930 Chrysler Sport Coupe "65" .............. $395.00 $335.00
Looks new. 4 new tires.

1931 Studebaker Six 4-Door Sedan -------- $425.00 $385.00
Excellent condition

1927 Ford 4-Door Sedan ----------------------------$ 90.00 $ 37.50
Good condition

1930 Marquette Sport Roadster .............. $495.00 $395.00
Mechanically perfect-new paint-tires •

Many more-Late models-Every car ready for the road
-Lowest prices.

MAKE YOUR SELECTION NOW

TERMS TO SUIT YOU
Liberal allowance, for your present car

Columbus Roberts Motor Company
510-12-14-12th Street Phone 271

Columbus Office Supply Co.

24 Hr. Service
RUBBER STAMPS

Phone 556

SPECIAL SALE
OPENING
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I. S. D.
Various complaints and dire threats

have been directed at the head of the
so-called editor of this column, due
to the fact that little-known events
are printed here, and much unwanted
publicity is given to members of the
Detachment, who would prefer that
certain matters remain in the dark.

To all of which we say but one
thing, if you don't want it known
bring around something on someone
else, or something that you would
like to see about yourself or others.
Or else the volunteer assistants of
this writer, and there are many of
them, will continue to function in
their hunt for scandal.

Pfc. "Fat" Williams, affectionately
known to his friends of the outfit as
the TC-5, has been seen dallying con-
siderably along the primrose path
that wendeth through the nearby me-
tropolis of Columbus. There is no
one can love like a fat man, for the
simple reason*that there is so much
of him to love with, and Brother Wil-
liams is now entering the home stretch
in his attempt to prove that Don
Juan was a piker. (Or did you say
Casanova, Pittman?) Be that as it
may, some day a certain master-ser-
geant, who has nicknamed Friend Wil-
liams the "Lone Wolf," is going to
talk n his sleep, and the True Confes-
sions magazine will have a big rival
as we print the Williams Saga.

Lafkowitz Bros.
Makers of good Clothes

-Alterations-
1208 First Avenue

l~r. lllr & Da vis

IDog and Cat Hospital
1006 13th Street

Office Phone 1313

The headquarters crew report that
they have discovered a new financial
barometer in the person of Sergeant
Jimmy Moye, of the message center.
It seems that when the recent closure
of the banks threw a panic into most
of the boys, it threw something worse
into Jimmy, and the next morning
he sojourned to the post hospital.
That was bad enough, but lo and be-
hold, Wednesday, just when the news
of the banks' reopening had time
enough to penetrate to the inside of
the sick wards, Jimmy appeared in
his usual haunts, ready for work.
'Splain that, please.

Martin of the file room has a grudge
against Bevan. While he (Martin)
was looking for a light to a cigarette
the other day, Bevan watched him
absolutely waste one whole match, and
then walked away, puffing on an al-
ready burning fag. Tch! Tch! These
Scotch!

The warm weather has inspired am-
bition in the breasts of the baseball
minded members of the Detachment,
and a call for volunteers to work-over
the diamond has been put forth. Also
a call for players. The Greencords
are after the pennant this year, and
if work can do anything toward that
end, it looks as if the well-known
bacon comes around on the hoof.

And while we are on the subject,
we should give thanks that the out-
fit has been able to secure the playing
abilities of Gilbert and Newman, star
battery of the one-time Medico team.
Just another example of good men at-
tracted to a good outfit. Though a
personal opinion concerning a certain
big stiff that pitches such futile things
as no-hit, no-run games, might not be
flattering. Imagine a Swede with a
name like Gilbert!

Several of the Greencord members
should be interested to know that
Johnny (the Duke) Hyland has given
in to the siren call of the service,
and taken on again, this time for
Panama.

And the Lone Wolf retorts that
never in his philandering career, has
he been guilty of presenting a fair
damsel with a bob-tailed puppy.

CONCENTRATION

Is A WORD TOO OFTEN

MISUSED, PARTICULARLY

IN CONNECTION WITH
ADVERTISING.

It is pure folly to suppose that by

concentrating all advertising in one

paper, the merchants of this dis-

trict can effectually cover the entire

territory. One paper could not

possibly hold the entire interest of

all the readers, and therefore does
not offer itself as the ideal medium.

THE SAFEST COURSE
... is to place your advertising in

those media where it will exert

the greatest pulling power-those

which reach the people and which

are a part of the lives of the peo-

ple. Such a paper is-for Benning-

THE BENNING HERALD
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83 rd F. A.
Well, the battery is on fire guard

once more; the shieks are marking
time until Friday evening when they
again will roam the plains of Nort
Highlands, seeking larger and better
game.

Sgt. Dodd will be dismounted for
the next thirty days. Cpl. Pike is con-
ducting a test run from Columbus
to Corvan, Ga., exact location un-
known; but his itenerary was as fol-
lows; Valdosta, Albany, Jacobs Cut
and Corvan. Sgt. Dodd received the
following telegram, "Arrived safely
the wheels of progress still turning."

Catfish Smith as orderly at Battal-
ion Headquarters: "Orderly, what's
your name?" "Private Smith, Sir,
Hdqrs. Btry. and C. T." "Suppose
some person requested information
that you couldn't give them, what
would you do?" "Sir I'll call the
corporal of the guard."

Cpl. Hurst is saving scrip money;
the other day he had three cigar store
coupons that someone gave him in
exchange for perfectly good United
States currency. Watch out Hurst,
don't take any flannel money; it
shrinks.

BATTERY "A"
The Kingfish, Mess Sergeant Jef

W. Smith, is back in the harness hav-
ing returned from furlough. The
Kingfish seems to think 30 days is
too long to rest at one time.

Battery "D" 17th Field Artillery, a
motorized Battery, stopped over for
the week end with the 83rd Field Ar-
tillery. Several of the drivers in Bat-
tery A were wanting to exchange their
horses for the motors but we still
have the same old horses.

Corporal "Speedy" Rogers says the
Charge of Quarters does not have
enough to do since he has to water
five or six acres of lawn more or less
here of late.

Believe it or not, Black Jack Sim-
mons spent the week end in Colum-
bus, and came out without any com-
plications whatever, didn't even have
any arguments with the cops.

Since the addition of eight men
which are at present in the Recruit
Center, the Battery is up to strength
for the first time in several moons.
Battery A now has its quota of 118
men, hnt we are figuring on losing
Pvt. Bayer as his short discharge is
supposed to be approved about the
15th of this month.

We often wonder what there is
about the city life that makes Cpl.
North sick. The big Physical Cul-
tuire man cannot stand the confine-
ment of the city and craves open
spaces.

BATTERY "C"
The Demonstrations for the Infan-

try School furnish "man exercise" as
well as "horse exercise." We hunt
for a suitable 0. P. on Humphries
Hill, which is about 400 yards long
and 100 yards wide, and open to ene-
my observation, with all the fire con-
trol instruments on our backs, mov-
ing from he bottom of the hill to
the top, but at the finish the 0. P.
will be in the same place it has been
during the last few years.

During a recent demonstration the
galloping Second Section again made
its presence known in the Battery
by leavng their gun among Headquar-
ters Battery horses near the DOG
kennels. No harm was done as only
one gun did all the firing. We take
all guns out to give the guns the lay
of the field, as the men have gone
into this position so many times, they
even gallop into position when they
are downtown.

Our firing Battery is doing very
well. At the present time we would
say we have as good a firing battery
as we have ever had before. Even
with the First Section without a Chief
or Gunner our gun squads function
like old timers.

Corporal Doyle of the Battery De-
tail now realizes that our guns have
safety locks on them.

Sgt. Johnson reenlisted and after
convincing the battery that it was
necessary for him to go to Alabama,
(we believe the main reason for the
trip to Dothan was to show that an.
other local boy made good by having
a Master Six Buick) explained his
hurried return to Ft. Benning by say.
ing, people in Alabama are all at
work. We, however, think they must
be all out of work.

29 th Inf.
HQ. CO., FIRST BATTALION

Buzz, little typewriter, buzz and
tell us all about the funny little hap-
penings in 1st Battalion Headquarters
Company. Tell us how it happens that
our most famous little Company Clerk
(Kid Hays) came back from a short
visit to the fair city of Columbus
feeling more chipper than a squirrel.
And why it is that no one has thought
of introducing one of our newest addi-
tions to the First Sergeant (Pvt.
Areaux). And all about our famous
spit-baller-Kid McGaha-who will
soon be standing before the Recruiting
Officer saying "I do" for another three
year stack. And whether or not it is
true that he will have to take a week's
recruit drill before being discharged.
Of the battle of the ages, between
three famous Savages-One Swallow
Snead, Gobbler Birdsong and Short-
stopper Areaux. And tell us how the
public sympathizes with One Swallow
Snead, who has ruled over the Slum
Destroyers for so long and then had
to relinquish his crown to a greater
and better Savage. Ah 'tis true that
"Uneasy lies the head that wears a
crown."

Buzz little typewriter, buzz and tell
how we intend to carry off all honors
in the athletic field-such as basket-
ball and base ball. And tell of the
high spirit and great morale we have
in this small but efficient company.

Ah! Your buzzing is sweet music
to the ear, but you like all others
mus stop for rest. And besides we
can not afford to tell everything we
know, for fear that we might keep
folks up late, and far be it from us
to ever be the cause of such.

COMPANY "D"
Cpl. Birdsong and Pvt. Anders have

put in their papers to buy out of the
Army. Prosperity must be just around
the corner, or is it just a touch of
spring fever? Well, boys, when the
spring fever is over and if you find
prosperity is not just around the cor-
ner and the bread lines are not what
they are cracked up to be, remember
"Army Life is Great." You are always
welcome back to "D" Company. The
best of luck to you both.

Company "D" staged another hog
hunt (wild boar) Sunday. We had
Capt. Lovett and Major Lewis as
guests. We caught eight hogs, but like
the proverbial fish tale, Sgt. Wilbourn
let the big one get away, believe it
or not. If anyone can outrun Lieut.
Easterbrook on a hog hunt, we would
like to hear from him. We all had a
great time and may there be more
and bigger hog hunts in the future.

FvNeryone worked hard preparing
for the personnel inspection last Sat-
urday and if any company's equip-
ment looked as good as "D" Coin-

pany's, ye scribe failed to see it. Good
work boys, keep it up and we will
be wearing an "E" on our coat sleeve
yet.

COMPANY "F"
Once again we appear in the col-

umns of this wide spreading news
paper the Benning Herald only to
boast of our progress during our ab-
sence, and what have we; One of the
best "Recreation and Reading Rooms,
Supply Rooms, Carpenter Shop and
Mess Hall, accent upon the latter
named. Through much experimenting
and arguments, we have at last come
to where we know what we are going
to eat out of, from one morning to the
next, even though it is sometimes the
old Army favorite "The Mess Kit."
Though what sounds better than the
rattle of our Mess Kits, when it is
"Chow Time" in the field? Getting
back to our dining room, the cafe-
teria style of serving a meal has prov-
en itself a very sanitary and appetiz-
ing method, highly approved by all
visitors, which are many and often.
Though we boast of our dining room,
I wish to say that it would not be
the same if we should enter its doors
without glancing first, upon the smil-
ing face of our dining room orderly,
Pvt. 1st cl. Henry J. Lugenbuhl. Hen-
ry seems to give the boys hearty ap-
petites, for the mess sergeant, H. J.
Vines has a hard time supplying these
appetites, but we are never in need
of something to eat.

Our recreation room and supply
room each receives the highest of
commendation at all inspections.

Oh yes! here is something else;
This company finished in fourth

Ir

KENNY'S

NORWOOD
COFFEE

is sold at Fort Benning

through the

Post Exchange
TRY A POUND

YOU WILL BE PLEASED

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$150,000.00
Surplus------------ 50,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Ja., Phone 290
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place in the Regimental Small Bore
Competitive Matches. Some of the
best shots in the army who are mem-
bers of the Regimental Small Bore
Team, were to be contended with.
We think we did exceptionally well
with teams picked from average shots.
Corporal Vaden was high score man
of the Company and second high in
the Regiment with a score of 549.
Team score was 9488.

HEADQUARTERS COMPANY
Inauguration was not the most im-

portant event on March 4, 1933.
Headquarters Company also celebrated
the day wth the promotion of three of
its well known soldiers.

Walter "Horseshoe" Bixby pro-
moted to dining room orderly.

John Camp, better known as "Steve
O John", promote dto manager of
Steve 0 Machine.

Somebody asked Walden what is his
job now.

This shows that the democrats still
have the swing.

We extend our welcome to two
members who have joined the Co.
Band. Adams plays a swell baritone.
Owens hails from Company "F", 29th
Infantry.

It seemed that Headquarters Com-
pany barbershop was the crying room
for all the big shots of the company
and Band durng the time he banks
were closed.

"Happy" Long and "Pop" Villa
seem to have been worried very much
over the money situation.

In the Company Baseball game
Monday, the Radio Section did not
have a man to reach third base due to
the sensational pitching of speed ball
Hamilton and errorless support from
his teammates, score was 7 to 0. This
was the best game of the season.

We want to commend our basket
ball team, Special Units Team, for the
spirit they have been putting forth.
They have won the last two games
easily and it looks like a good future
for them.

1st Lt. Ferenbaugh the coach of the
team, Tech Sgt. Mitzen, Corp. Hayes
Camp, Waldon, and Walton members
of the team are the six reasons the
team s winning at the present time.

The company held a track meet
this week to get in shape for the Post
Track Meet to be held in the near
future.

Madere won the 100 yard dash. The
shot put is still undecided as all con-
testants were running close.

"Happy" Long was not last this
time as usual in the track meet. Ham-
ilton fell down and got up and said:
"It is not fair, please let me run
over so I can beat Long." "Happy"
Long replied "that is tough."
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THE DEBUTANTE
(Continued From Page 3) "

er, that one expected her to float off T
on her tip toes a la

Lieutenants Young and Bush were CHINESE POLITENESS
*commendable in well presented minor TrFrom "The Sentinel
roles. Lieutenant Bush, as a cook, There are two quite different a
and Lieutenant Young, a Parisian pects in which the politeness of th
sculptor, very preoccupied with the Chinese, and of Oriental peoples get
responsibilities of a bohemian party erally, may be viewed-the one o.reniitudieoappreciation, 

the other of criticisain his studio.T
Captain Miller and Lieutenant Maer- The Anglo-Saxon, as we are fond o

tens had part in an attractive trio reminding ourself, has, no doubi
with Irma. many virtues, and among them is tiwith eoIrma.mre be found a very large percentage oOne of the outstanding memories
of the recent Glee Club performance, jortiter in re, but a very small per~centage of suaviter in modo. When,one which is indeed vivid in the re-

etherefore, we come to the Orient, an(m em brance of the audience, w as that. f n h a t p p u ai n f t e i
fMafind the vast populations of the iof MajorKafficentasaBtlrongintmense Asiatic continent so greatly ouple. He was efficient, strong, silent, superiors in the art of lubricating tho

glorious. Let us always have our friction which is sure to arise in thobutlers purple! et intercourse of man with man, we ar4Last but not least we were enter, filled with that admiration which itained by the specialty numbers. "Tan- the tribute of those who cannot do
go" was executed by Mrs. Dickerson thing to those who can do it easil3
-and Lieutenant Johnson with great and well. The most bigoted critiifinesse. Mrs. Dickerson was also of the Chinese is forced to admit thaiballet mistress of the production, and they have brought the practice of potrained the lovely group of dancers liteness to a pitch of perfection whicl
featured as the ballet girls. Mrs. is not only unknown in Westert
Jacqueline Cowley gave a solo dance lands, but, previous to experience, ito the music of "Barcarolle" from unthought of and almost unimagin
"Tales of Hoffman" which was exqui- able.
sitely done. Lieutenant and Mrs. Mose- The rules of ceremony, we are reley, in Variety parlance,nearly stopped minded in the Classics, are threethe show with an adagio dance, so hundred, and the rules of behaviorprofessional that wave after wave of three thousand. Under such a load as
appleause swept over the audience, this, it would seem unreasonable toIn reviewing the Debutante we are hope for the continuance of a race ofimpressed first and last with the wide human keings, but we very soon dis.
variety of talent available on this cover that the Chinese have contrivedreservation. We even produced a to make their ceremonies, as they
cellist! Lieutenant Treat, as Testlav. have made their education, an instinctist, played very well indeed, and cel. rather than an acquirement. The
lists are so rare as to be mythical in genius of this people has made thethe average community. punctilio, which in Occidental lands

We hear it rumored that next sea- is relegated to the use of courts andson the Glee Club will perhaps put to the intercourse of diplomatic life,
on a Fort Benning Review, or Infan. and of the routine of daily contact
try School Gaieties. Something mar-: with others. We do not mean that invelously c 1 e v e r could undoubtedly their everyday life the Chinese are
be done along this line. Any organ- bound by such an intricate and com-
ization that can give "The Debutante" plex mass of rules as we have men.
as smoothly as it was presented last tioned, but that the code, like a set
week with all its obvious difficulties of holiday clothes, in always to befor an amateur group, could undoubt, put on when the occasion arises,
edly do wonders with a less formal which happens at c e r t a i n juncturesvehicle. An operetta invarably suf. the occurrence of which the Chinese
fers by comparison with the many su- recognise by an unerring instinct. Onperb renditions the audience has seen such occasions, not to be known what
of the same work elsewhere, and to do would be for a Chinese as ridi-
the amateur singers and actors are culous as for the educated man in aalways unfairly held up to compari- Western land not to be able to tell,
son wth Fritz Scheff, De Wolf Hop. on the occasion, how many nine times
per or such luminaries. On the other nine are.
hand an original musical comedy -The difficulty of Occidental appre-
sketch furnishes an entirely fresh and elation of Chinese politeness is that
novel field for our really excellent we have in mind such ideas as are
wealth of available talent. The ner- embodied in the definition which af-

vousness of the amateur, and likewise firms that "politeness is real kindnesshis limitations, are minimized by the kindly expressed." So it may be infeeling that he is creating something 'he view of a civilisation which hasall his own. learned to regard the welfare of one
With the background of seriousas (theoretically) the welfare of all,Wkinh the trai co l of eiorus but in China politeness is nothing ofwork in the training school of Victor this sort. It is a ritual of technicalities,Herbert, Colonel Reed, Major Leard, which are important, not as the indices

et al, the Benning troopers may move of a state of mind or of heart, but as
to fresher fields of musical enterprise, individual parts of a complex whole.
We are already proud of them, and The entire theory and practice of thelook forward to seeing them in other use of honorific terms, so bewildering,
successes._ not to say maddening, to the Occi.

dental, is simply that these expressionsHE HOLDS THE QUEEN help to keep in view those fixed re-
"What I am to-day I owe my wife," lations of graduated superiority whichhe said proudly, are regarded as essential to the con.
"Well, what are you?" the other versation of society. They also servesneered. as lubricating fluids to smooth human
"I'm the husband of the best bridge intercourse. Each antecedent has itsplayer in our neighborhood." consequent, and each consequent its

-Boston Transcript. antecedent, and when both antecedent

Old Settler's Sausage
Still going strong.

Hard to beat for breakfast.
Not a complaint in a trainload.

Enjoy this sausage the balance
of these crisp mornings.

The Provision Co., Inc.

to like, regardless of the fact that you

C hi nes do not want them and cannot swallow
o a morsel of them. So much the worse _ 24th _Inf _

for you, he seems to say, but of one"thing he is sure, he will not be lack- COMPANY "A"
and consequent are in the proper ing in his part. No one shall be able Robert or "Joe the second" left us
place everything goes on well. It is to accuse him of not having made the and went to Fort Meade some time

se like a game of chess in which the proper moves at the proper times. If ago. Finally that detachment was de-te first player observes, "I move my in. the foreigner does not know the game, molished and Bob decided to come
- significnthing'smpawnwo suares.s"!then it is his own affair, not that of back to us. Being a very good skin.
f To which his companion responds, "Ithe host. ner he was sent to the Logging Camp
a. move my humble King's pawn in the It was upon this principle that a where he remained until a few weeks)f same manner." His antagonist then an- Chinese bride, whose duty it had be- ago when he reported to the hospitalt, nounces, "I attack your honorable come to call upon a foreign lady, de- sick. He came out a few days agoo King's knight, to his King's bishop's liberately turned her back upon the crying Blues as usual. Bob remember.
of mean third," and so on through the latter, and made her obeisance to- ed the slogan "if you can't be good,r- game. The game is not affected by the wards a totally different quarter, to be careful."
i, employment of the adjectives, but the amazement and annoyance of her "Dato the Grouch" has had a newd just as the chess-player who should hostess. Upon subseqeunt inquiry it set of teeth put into his jaws so thati- be unable to announce his next move turned out that the bride had per- he will be able to eat his oatmeal,r would make himself ridiculous by at- formed her prostration to the north and gain his strength so that he wille tempting what he does not understand, because that is the direction of the be able to talk so we can hear him.e so the Chinese who should be ignor- Emperor ,no attention being paid to He has been whispering what he hase ant of the proper ceremonial reply to the circumstance that the person to to say. We also hope he may haves any given move is the laughing-stock whom the bride was supposed to be peace of mind now that his chewinga of every one because in the case of paying her respects was on the south machine is in active service. For foury the Chinese the adjectives are the side of the room. If the foreign lady months the dato has been on dentale game itself, and not to know them is did not know enough to take her list. Now that his teeth have beenI to know nothing. place on the proper side of the room, fixed on what will he fall back on
" At the same time, the rigidity of the bride did not consider that any when his weakness overcomes him.Chinese etiquette varies directly as concern of hers; she, at least, would We hope that if his teeth caused himthe distance from the centres at which show that she knew in what direction to be a grouch that he will knows it is most essential, and when one to knock her head. that they have been removed and
" gets among rustics, though there is the Chinese politeness often assumes the new ones put in to replace the old.same appreciation of its necessity, shape of a gift. This, as already re- Shed your old grouch, put it in the dis." there is by no means tht familiarity marked, gives the recipient "face." card, for you have new teeth. But youe with the detailed requirements which There are certain stereotyped forms must not take on a new grouch, 24r is found in an urban population., j which such offerings take. One who years is long enough to be a grouch.s But it must at the same time be has much to do with the Chinese will Take our advice and you will lookadmitted that there are very few Chi- be always liable to deposits of pack- better and feel better.

nese who do not know the proper ages, neatly tied up in red paper, con-"thing to be done at a given time, in- taining a mass of greasy cakes which WE MAKEcomparably better than the most cul- he cannot possibly eat, but which the RUBBER STAMPS
tivated foreigner, who, as compared giver will not take back, even thoguh - One Day Deliverywith them, is a mere infant in arms; he is informed by the unwilling reci. COLUMBUS OFFICEgenerally, unless he has had a long pient (driven to extremeties) that he SUPPLY CO.preliminary experience, filled with shall be obliged to give them all tosecret terror lest he should make a some other Chinese.
wrong move, and thus betray the su- Chinese politeness by no means for- Dr. R. H. Brownperficial nature of his knowledge. It bids one to "look a gift horse in theis this evident and self-confessed in. mouth." One is often asked how much Osteopathic Physiciancapacity to comply with the very a]- a present cost him, and the guest in Murrah Bldg.phabet of Chinese ceremonial polite- taking leave of a host or hostess con. Phone Office 4108ness which makes the educated classes stantly use the formula: "I have made Res. 1153
of China look with such undisguised you much trouble; I have forced you
(and not unnatural) contempt on the to spend a great deal of money.""Barbarians," who do not understand
"the round and the square," and who, "An agricultural flapper," he de. M EN'S SUITeven when they have been made ac- dlared, "is a girl who sows her wild 'quainted with the beauties of the oats on Saturday night, then goes tousage of polite life, manifest such dis- church on Sunday morning and prays $12.50
dainful indifference, as well as such for a crop failure.
invincible ignorance. This excerpt appeared in the b~us-Politeness has been likened to an ton Post. T ' ~'air-cushion. There is nothing in it, -N. Y. Guardsman. C L A SSY~
but it eases the jolts wonderfully. Atthe same time it is only fair to add JUST SHORTSIGttTEDCL T Ethat the politeness which the Chinese It's funny, but a woman who can C O H SSHOP
exercises to the foreigner (as well as spot a blonde hair on your coat at 1035 Broadway
much of that which he displays to his ten paces can't see a pair of garage
own people) is oftener prompted by doors at all.
a desire to show that he really un-
derstands the proper moves to be CONVENIENT LOCATION-MODERN EQUIPMENT
made, than by a wish to do that which RATES REASONABLE
will be agreeable to his guest. He Phone your agent or call our Superintendent, Mr. Trussell,insists on making a fire which you do Phone 3062
not want in order to steep for you
a cup of tea which you detest, and DMON COURT APARTMENTSin so doing fills your eyes with smoke.
and your throat with a sensation of
having swallowed a decoction of
marsmallows; but the host has at
least established the proposition that
he knows how a guest should be treat-
ed, and if the guest is not pleased, .. ..........................
so much worse for the guest. In the....
same manner the rural host, who....................
thinks it is his duty to have the hum- .... ..................
ble apartment in which you are to
be lodged, swept and (figuratively)
garnished, postpones this process un-
til you have already arrived, and de-
spite your entreaties to desist he will
not, though he may put your eyes
out by raising the dust of ages. The
Book of Rites teaches, perhaps, that Vita Health Reclining Cabineta room shall be swept, and swept it
shall be, whatever the agonies of the We have an experienced Graduate Masseur or Masseuse whom wetraveller in the process. The same send to Fort Benning each Monday, Wednesday and Friday who canrule holds at feasts, those terrors of conveniently give Swedish Massages and Mineral Baths in your home.the uninitiated (and not seldom of Reasonable Rates. We have many luxurious and beneficial Treatmentsthe too initiated), where the zealous for Health, Beauty and Happiness.host is particular to pile on yourplate the things that are good for you 0Treatments conveniently given at home include Swedish Sham-poo, Turkish Shampoo, Oxygen, Sulphur, Nauheim, Oil of Eucalyptus,

Saline Baths, Salt Glow, etc.

Office hours 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.--Evenings by appointment

Russian C Swedish ) Physio
Turkish Ci Facial and Massage Hydro Therapy
Mineral Baths Scalp Electro

SPECIAL REDUCING TREATMENTS

RIGDON HEALTH INSTITUTE
216 Doctors Building Phone 1037
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The Kriz Reading and Social Club,

Majah Williams presiding, was hon-
ored and privileged to have in its
midst Tuesday morning that most ver-
satile West Virginia writer, Bridge-
head John, known in his native baili-
wick as Old Man Jenkins' Boy. The
author of "We Shall Gather at the
River, Yes We Shall" and "Russian
Defiles, Their Capabilities and Limi-
tations" reviewed for the large gather-
ing his latest and as yet unpublished
opus, "Confining the Criminal to His
Lair". The club members, practically
all of whom had turned out for the
occasion, sat entranced as the West
Virginia sage discussed approved sol-
utions on teaching soldiers "to shoot
straightly". It is with deep regret that
we must report one unseemly incident.
Dana Allen, Alphabet Ross, and Ray
Miller took advantage of the open dis-
cussion which followed the restriction
of the malefactor to his den to deliver
impassioned orations in advocacy of
military aid in the enforcement of

laws affecting the supply of and de-
mand for liquid refreshments. Geor-
gie Clark, it is understood, was also
prepared to support by vocal fire Mes-
srs. Allen, Ross, and Miller, but swal-
lowed his cigar when he overheard
Alex Bolling mumble his approval of
shooting straightly in support of arid-
ity laws.

Deep in our hearts we hold a sneak-
ing suspicion that the First Section is
on the right track in forcing upon our
map-weary eyes the use of the U. S.
G. S. We rather believe it's good
training-and this despite the fact that
printed situations have been known
to call for the location of the reserve
company (see "'the avoid the resis-
tance unit") at the "junction of the
trail and stream 500 yards northeast of
the cross roads 1100 yards southwest
of the swamp 56 feet north by west
of the two pine trees south of Harps
Pond". But with all the fervor of an
infuriated step-ladder defending its
young, we denounce the practice of

moo Advanced Classics
officials of that same section of rattling
off the names of hills, ridges, ranges,
vales, and gulleys, names which are
not emblazoned on the U. S. G. S.,
names which we have never heard,
meaningless names. If this matter is
not rectified at once, we intend to
write a scorching letter of complaint
not to the editor, nor to our congress-
man, but to the comptroller general.

And that's our only gripe of the
week.

Eddie Bowden, A. B., M. A., Ph. D.

Colby, Davey Davidson, Loren We-
therby, to mention only a few Kriz
Hallites, have many an enthusiastic
words to say for Major Arnold and
his artillery gang. A great lot to work
with on field exercises from the young
fellow who grinds the radio contrap-
tion to the boss himself. An elegant
and helpful group, than whom as in-
structors there are no whomer.

Having rechristened W e s tf a 11
"Horsefall", Smiling Tommy Arms is
now making a diligent study of rhym-
ing dictionaries in search of a new ap-
pellation for Kupie Yuill.

And wasn't that a swell demonstra-
tion of unit distribution of maps pulled

0arettes
,i

o

nee
That's the part Turkish

Tobaccos play in making

Chesterfields Taste Better

SMOKERS notice a certain "touch" in
Chesterfields that comes from having

just enough Turkish tobacco in them
... a spicy, aromatic flavor that's much
the same to a cigarette as seasoning is
to food.

For only by blending and cross-
blending the right amounts of mild
Domestic tobaccos with the right amount
of Turkish can we get the flavor and
aroma that Chesterfield smokers enjoy.

Next time, ask for "The Cigarette
that Satisfies"... you'll get Chesterfields,
with Milder, Better Taste.

© 1933, LIGGET TOBACCO CO,

lcs terfic THEY'RE MILDER-
THEY TASTE BETTER

off by Messrs. Hearn, Robinson, and
Paul and the fourteen enlisted assist-
ants and the motorized and animal
drawn detachments of the Quarter-
master regiment on that fatal Tuesday
afternoon? Beavey Beavers informs
your correspondent that the paste con-
sumed is a perfectly legitimate deduc-
tion on the income tax blank. And
Gilly Gilfillan adds that the last of the
series of supply marked tests will be
given on the 29th Infantry parade,
wind conditions permitting, and, not
permitting, in the Fourth Section's
map room.

DRAMATIC CLUB TO PRESENT
"THE ROAD TO ROME" AS LAST

OFFERING OF SEASON

(Continued from page 1)
Maharbal-Major Frank A. Heileman
Carthalo-Major Hugh C. Gilchrist
Mago-Lieut. Lyman Munson
Ilannibal-Capt. Mark G. Brislawn
Bala-Lieut. Louis J. Storck

Dramatic Club membership ticket
admit holders to this play. Non-mem-
bers may purchase tickets at the box
office on the nights of the perfor-
mances at the customary guest ticket
price of fifty cents (50c).

Howard Bus Line.,
Inc.

Operating Under Govern-
ment Franchise

Bond and Liability Insur-
ance Provided

SCHEDULE
From From

Columbus Ft. Benning
5:00 AM 6:00 AM
6:00 " 7:50 U

7:00 " 9:15 "
8:30 " 10:45 "
10:00 " 12:45 PM
11:45 " 2:15
1:30 PM 4:15 "

3:00 " 5:10 "
5:00 " 6:00 "
7:00 " 7:00 "
9:00 " 8:00 "

10:30 " 9:45 "
12:00 M 11:15 '

12:00 M
Also "Extras" and
SCHOOL BUSES

410 PHONES 224
CITY POST
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t TOW N
TOPIC.f
"The Road to Rome"-this week's

headliner in the social activities of
the post-is an attempt to answer the
burning question that has balked his-
torians for w e 1 over two thousand
years. Why did Hannibal, whose life
since childhood had been dominated
by the overwhelming passion to de-
stroy Rome, turn away from the city
when it lay hapless before his con-
quering army?

Robert Sherwood, the author, en-
deavors to solve the problem from
a sympathetic, warmly human view-
point in direct contrast to historians
who have sought the correct answer
through ruthless scientific channels.

The executive officers of the In-
fantry School Dramatic Club were
fully cognizant of the tremendous
obstacles to be surmounted w h e n
they pounced upon the play as a
smashing climax to an exceptionally
fine reason the "Road to Rome"
demands skillful acting from an un-
usually large cast; it also requires
elaborate scenic effects and elaborate
costuming.

Tonight and tomorrow night, a
finished product will go before the
Benning footights. And encouraging
bits of pre-performance gossip have
it that "The Road to Rome' will not
only be a distinct hit but the best
play ever to be produced in Fort
Benning in the history of the Dra-
matic Club!

Nudist cults are a subject for heat-
ed discussion in this day and age.
The greatly-publicized one in Ger-
many, for example, has aroused world-
wide controversy. These nudist cults
have been given so much notoriety
that the bathing suit cult in Block
21 of our own little community has
been shamefully overlooked.

One day last week, passers-by were
started to see a resident of Block 21
walk calmly. from his humble dwell-
ing, scantily clothed in a bathing
suit. It was pouring rain. The ap-
parition had something that looked
suspiciously like a sponge in his
hand, with which he vigorously rubb-
ed his car.

It is not our policy to withhold
names. After a painstaking investi-
gation, the apparition was revealed
as none other than Lieuenant "Mike"
Mullikin of the 29th. We promptly
interviewed the lieutenant on the sub-
ject, hoping to get at the bottom of
the mystery. He admitted that he

committed the ghastly indiscretion
but was loath to give any reasons
for his actions.

Very tactfully we beat about the
bush. Finally, the lieutenant con-
fesed that he thought appearance in
a bathing suit on a wet afternoon
had some therapeutic value. Another
reason Lieutenant Mullikin gave was

(Please turn to page 4)
0

Sojourners Hear
Talk By Phillips

The Fort Benning Chapter, Nation-
al Sojourners, held its meeting last
Tuesday evening with seventy-five
members nresent Cant Walter I.

Japs on the March to Jehol City

These two pictures graphically il- resulted in the capture of Chingto, shows the invaders crossing over one
lustrate the difficulties which the in- the capital city. Top photo shows a of the makeshift bridges they utilized
vading armies of Japan were obliged Jap advance guard crossing a frozennt
to overcome in their recent victorious river on the ice while Chinese snipedif
march into the Jehol Province, which from the other shore. Lower photo terrain.

Students Of Company Officers' Class Finish Series Of
Lectures; Tank Class Students Begin Series Thursday

The company officers' class of the
Infantry School completed the pres-
entation of a series of short lectures
on historical and technical military
topics which were assigned as sub-
jects by the fourth section academic
department as a part of the student's
course in military history and pub-
lic speaking, on Thursday morning.

Ever since the German drive to-
ward Paris during early days of the
war was interrupted by the sudden
retirement of von Kluck's army, mili-
tary students have pondered over the
effects of the withdrawal order which
became effective on September 9,
1914. This point was discussed by
two officers, Lieutenant Brendan N.
Greeley, and Marshall W. Hurt, jr.

General Foch's initial tactical dis-
positions at the first battle of the
Marne have also furnished food for
thought and discussion by military
critics, many of whom differ on the
soundness or unsoundness of Foch's
plans for the battle This question
was discussed by Lieutenant Albert
J. Dombrowsky.

The capture of F o r t Douaumont,
one of the strongest of the chain of
forts surrounding Verdun, where
400,000 Frenchmen were killed dur.
ing its defense was discussed by Lieu.
tenant Paul R. Weyrauch.

A review of "As I Saw It" by Al-
den Brooks, was presented by Lieu-
tenants Vernon W. Ohme, and Percy
W. Thompson.

The crossing of the Tigre at Shum.
run in February, 1917, one of the
outstanding tactical incidents of the
Mesopotamia campaign was the topic
of discussion of Lieutenant James S.
Luckett and Lieutenant C. Elford
Smith.

Phillips gave a timely talk on the A lecture which was especially in-
situation in Manchuria which added teresting in view of its timeliness in
much to the interest of the meet- connection with the armed conflict
ing. now in progress between the Chinese

and Japanese forces was that of Lieu-

tenant Chiao-Jang Wu, Chinese Army,

whose subject was "The Course of

Irstruction at the Chinese Military

Academy, Nanking, China." Another

foreigner, Captain Jose F. de Corba
v Gomez, Cuban Army, discussed
:he organization and training of the
Cuban Army.

The remainder of the group of
lec'ures was based upon questions of
tactica and technical training appli-
cable to the United States Army.
Among these was a discussion of the
question as to whether one man per
squad should be armed with a sub-
machine gun in jungle warfare, by
Lieutenant Robert C. Andrews; the
relative merits of air-cooled and water
cooled heavy machine guns, by Lieu-
tenant Silas W. Hosea; the minimum
d. stance on which it is advisable to
move a war strength battalion or regi-
ment of infantry by motor trans-
portation, by Lieutenant Alvin H.
Burger; the aerial and terrestrial de-
fense of the field trains of a regi-
ment on the march and in bivouac,
by Lieutenant Lawton Butler; and
who should keep the situation map
of a battalion in a moving situation
and what is the best method of keep-
ing this map up to date, by Lieu-
tenant Christian H. Clarke, jr. Lieu-
tenants Paul L. Freeman, jr., and
Phillip N. Kernan, took the affirma.
tive sides of two questions pertain-
ing to infantry organization in train-
ing. Lieutenant Freeman's topic was
in support of the idea that the how-
itzer platoon should be an integral
part of the machine gun company
of the infantry battalion, while Lieu.
tenant Kernan presented the proposal
that indirect laying should be the
usual method employed by heavy
machine guns in supporting the at-
tack.

While the company officers con-

cluding their series of lectures a
group of students of the tank sec-
tion were engaged in the presenta-
tion of short technical talks on tank
parts and equipment. Those present-
ed on Thursday will be: "Cold Car-
huretion" by Lieutenant William F.
Dean; "Ignition Locks" by Lieutenant
Louis J. Storck; "Gasoline Gauges"
by Lieutenant John H. Walker; "Lu-
bricated Gasoline" by Lieutenant
Donald T. Beeler; "Colloidal Graph.
ites' by Lieutenant David Fowler,
and "Government Lubricant Specifi-
cations" by Lieutenant Frank J. Spet.
tel.

Talks On Friday
Tank course student officers doffed

their overalls and laid aside their
monkey-wrenches from eight to elev-
en o'clock Friday morning and from
three to four in the afternoon to at-
tend a presentation of fifteen minute
talks on mechanical and tactical sub-
jects relating to tanks, which was
given by members of the class. "Oil
Temperature Regulations" was the
topic of the first speaker, Lieutenant
Theodore L. Dunn, and "Steam Cool-
ing" and "Chemical Cooling" were
the respective topics of the two fol-
lowing speakers, Lieutenant Thomas
B. James, and Captain Walter N. Cox.
Recent experiments in air cooling
the Liberty 12-cylinder motor were
the subject of discussion of Lieu-
tenant Rupert D. Graves. Valve ma-
terial and valve cooling were dis-
cussed by Lieutenant Roland W. Mc-
Namee, and Lieutenant Edwin H.
Wright discussed valve seat inserts.

The Diesel engine, which is rapid.
ly developing into a possibility for
general automotive use, was describ-
ed by Lieutenant William J. Moroney,
whose talk ended the day's discus-
sions on mechanical subjects.

The influence of tanks on modern
tactics was discussed by the next

(Please turn to page 9)

Maj. !Gen. Fuqua Is
Visitor At Benning
During Past Week

Maj. Gen. Stephen 0. Fuqua ar-

rived in Columbus Sunday evening
at 8:25 from Washington, D. C.,
He was met at the station by Major
General Campbell King, commandant
of The Infantry School, Captain John
W. Blue, who was assigned as act-
ing aide during General Fuqua's visit,

and Sergeant Clarence C. Barr, Com-
pany D, 29th Infantry, who was des-
ignated Sergeant-orderly. The party
proceeded at once to Fort Benning,
where General Fuqua Was the guest
of the commandant at his quarters
during his sojourn at the post.

At 8:30 Monday morning General
Fuqua received members of the com-
mandant's staff at post headquarters.
At the conclusion of this brief official
reception, General Fuqua and General
King proceeded to the parade ground
where Battery C, 83rd Field Artillery
fired a salute in honor of General
Fuqua, after which the battery was
inspected by the visiting chief of in-
fantry.

A conference with Colonel George
F. Baltzell, director of the infantry
board, and other members of the
board was held at nine o'clock Mon-
day. During the conference a num-
ber of administrative and technical
matters relating to recent and pro-
posed developments of the Infantry
were discussed.

At noon General Fuqua was the
guest of Colonel Fred L. Munson,
commander of the 24th Infantry at
luncheon, and during the afternoon
he made an informal survey of the
post's recreational facilities in com-
pany with Colonel Baltzell.

On Monday evening General Fuqua
was the guest of Colonel Ephraim G.
Peyton, executive officer of the In-
fantry School, at a dinner to which
General King and other high officers
of the garrison were also entertained.

A tour of observation of the vari-
ous activities of the academic depart-
ment was made on Tuesday morning
by General Fuqua, in company with
General King and Colonel Charles
W. Locke, assistant commandant of
the Infantry School.

A luncheon at which Colonel Wil-
liam N. Persons, commander of the
29th Infantry entertained General
Fuqua and a number of other guests
at noon Tuesday was the concluding
event of General Fuqua's visit to the
post, and shortly after the luncheon
he departed by automobile for At-
lanta where he entrained for the re-
turn trip to Washington.

Col. Lemlv Is Here
For New Command

Lieutenant Colonel Rowan P. Lem-
ley, who recently was assigned to the
29th Infantry, is expected to arrive
at the post on Thursday morning
March 23, to take command of the
1st Battalion of the regiment, succeed-
ing Lieutenant Colonel Homer L.
Slaughter, who recently was assigned
to duty in the War Department in
Washington, D. C.

Colonel Lemley comes to Fort
Benning from Philadelphia, Penn.,
where he has been on duty as in-
structor of the 79th Division Organ.
ized Reserves.

Colonel Lemley is a native of Vir.
ginia where he was born December

(Please turn to page 9)
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General Fuqua Honor Guest On Today's Fashion
Several Occasions During Visit

I .r.~* ,'~ u ,

Maj. Gen. Stephen 0. Fuqua, chief of the Infantry School, entertained

of Infantry, who spent Monday and at a dinner. On Tuesday, Col. William

part of Tuesday at Fort Benning was E. Persons, commanding officer of the

the guest of honor at a number of 29th Infantry, was the host at a lunch-
eon with the officers of the 29th In-

affairs. Monday, Col. Fred L. Mun- fantry and the heads of the different
son, commanding the 24th Infantry departments as guests. Gen. Fuqua
was the host at luncheon, while Col. left Tuesday afternoon for Washing-
Ephraim G. Peyton, executive officer ton.

Beautifully Decorated Tea Room
To Be Opened By Officers' Club

At four o'clock Saturday afternoon Yellow is the predominant c o 1 o r
a tea dance will be held in the Of- scheme of the new tea room with
ficers' Club to mark the opening of red and black secondary but very
the new oriental Tea Room situated noticeable colors. Nothing detracts
on the second floor of the building.
The dance will last until six o'clock.
Refreshments consisting of tea and
rice cakes will be served in the tea
room during the course of the dance.

Last Season's Hats made into
new ones.

Panamas and Straws Blocked and
Trimmed.

Expert Hat Remodeling

Nicholson Hat Shop
319 Third Nat. Bank Bldg.

ICE CREAM
. .. is undeniably the
best and most delicious
confection of all, and
possesses, in addition,
the gift of bestowing
health! But, be sure
you always order Fore-
most!

*Call the

SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIIES

INC.

1229 - 31 Broadway

from the orienal atmosphere of the
room. The tables, with the single
exception of the center piece, are
done in black lacquer, the chairs in
red lacquer. Suspended in the cen-
ter of the room is a large Japanese
parasol of brilliant hue, sixty-two
inches in diameter. A hardwood
table of the same diameter with an
oriental mat in the center and situat-
ed directly under the parasol gives
the effect of a center piece.

The room is illuminated by four
dome lights. The domes in each case
have oriental scenes e t c h e d on the
bottom Japanese windbells and sus-
pended from the four external points
of two metal supports fashioned in
the shape of Chinese junks and cross-
ed at right angles.

To the left as one enters, there
is situated a false window, on which
an oriental scene is painted. Scrim
curtains on each side of the window
give the effect of looking out on a
Penuine oriental countryside. Amber
lHgh:s, adroitly concealed, enhance
the effect. On the right side of the
room is a trough filled with dirt and
ornated with Japanese miniatures.

The wooden supports on each side
of the room will be decorated with
wisteria. Dogwood and plum blos-
soms provide still more of the de-
sired oriental atmosphere. A Chin-
ese Buddha and incense burner are
in one corner.

The main feature of the room will
be a beautiful needle work of art,
panels representing the four seasons
done in flowers on a gorgeous white
satin background. This panel is a
gift from Lieut. Chiao-Jang Wu of the
Chinese Army who is a student at
the Infantry School. The panel was
made by Chinese girls attending the
Industrial College of China and in
1931 it was awarded the first prize
in the Geneva Art Exhibit. The pur.
pose of the tea room will be two-fold,
it will be open every afternoon from
three to five-thirty for tea, and will
also be available for private parties
of ten or more. It will easily ac-
commodate thirty-five guests.

OFFICERS' CLUB ENTERTAINS
THURSDAY WITH SUPPER
The Officers' Club was the scene

Thursday from eight to ten of the
weekly supper dance. A number of

Columbus, Ga.

Dinner frock of black crepe.

By VERA WINSTON

A really good black frock for af.
ernoon wear or dinner is rather ex-
pensive, but it is an outlay that speed-
ily pays for itself when one finds that
one always can present a smart ap-
pearance without having to rush out
andl buy a frock every time a sudden
invitation comes along. Such a frock
is always subtly done and undated, so
that, whenever it is worn, it looks like
a current model.

The design shown today has some-
thing of this valuable quality. It is
a dinner gown of fine black crepe and
is combined with shirred sheer ma-
terial to give a striking effect. Jewel-
ed clips at either side of the square
decollette emphasize the smart cut.
The sash gives a soft, flattering touch.

reservations were made. Among
those entertaining were: Capt. and
Mrs. Lloyd Barnett, Capt. and Mrs.
Grant A. Schleiker, Capt. and Mrs.
Clinton E. Fenters, Capt. and Mrs.
John J. Albright, Lieut. and Mrs.
Donald W. Brann, Lieut. and Mrs.
Eugene W. Ridings and Lieut. and
Mrs. Brendan W. Greeley.

BENNING BACHELORS HOST AT
DANCE AT POLO HUNT CLUB
The Fort Benning Bachelors will

be the hosts Saturday evening at an
informal dance at the Polo Hunt
Club. These dances which have been
held bi-monthly are subscription af-
fairs. The guest list will include the
young married contingent on the Post
and from Columbus, the debutante
set their guests and escorts. Several
delightfully informal dinners have
been planned to precede the dance.

24TH INFANTRY EVENING
BRIDGE CLUB MEETS

The 24th Infantry bridge club
which meets in the evening with the
officers and ladies of the Regiment

(Please turn to page 5)

Woman's Club
The Garden Club section of the In-

fantry School Woman's Club met on
Monday March 20th, at the home of
Mrs. Robert Mangum on Rainbow
Avenue.

L very interesting program was
presented during the afternoon, the

first feature of which was a paper on
wild azaleas that was given by Mrs.
Frank Jennett. Mr. Mooney of
Wheat's Flower Shop in Columbus,
gave a most comprehensive and in-
structive talk on Giladiola, illustrat-
ing his subject with specimens of sev-
eral different varieties.

At the conclusion of the program
a delightful tea was served by the
hostess. The next meeting of the
Garden club section will be held at
the home of Mrs. Frank Jewett on
April 17th.

Benefit Bridge Party
The reservation for the benefit

party to be given by the Infantry
School Woman's Club on Friday,
March 31st, at 2:00 p. m. at the Polo
Club, have gone forward very rapidly
and only a few tables remain, so
those who have not yet reserved
their tables are urged to do so at
once by calling Mrs. Jesse Ladd
whose phone number is 847. The
tables are one dollar each and those
who don't desire to play bridge but
would like to come for tea can like.
wise make reservations for 25 cents
per person.

Members of the club noted for
their culinary art will donate six
cakes which are to be used for prizes
and in addition another cake will be
raffled during the afternoon.

The proceeds of this party will go
to the Woman's, Club to be used on
the various worthwhile projects in
which the club is interested.

Columbus Office Supply Co.
24 Hr. Service

RUBBER STAMPS

Phone 556

WE "I
TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

Telephone

FLOWER

SHOP

217 - 12th Street Phone 2837

DOLAN-HENRY HAT SHOP
AT ALSOBROOK'S

Miss Dolan has just returned from New York
with a large assortment of new style hats.

Prices from $1.95 to $10.00.
Fort Benning charge accounts solicited.

Don't Trifle

With Safety

Human life is too precious a
gift to entrust to defective ma-
chinery. Have your car exam-
ined regularly and use only the
best oils and greases.

Auto Dept.
POST EXCHANGE

FORT BENNING

The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized
To Sell To Anyone Not In The

Military Service

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H. ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years
SEEDS - PLANTS

Spring and Planting Time is here.
Everything for the GARDEN and
LAWN; seeds, plants, tools, fer-
tilizer. Drop in at our store and
we will be glad to help you to
plan your planting.

VALLEY SEED CO,
1041 Broadway

or

-=Mammon%
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GOOD VISION
is essential to good work.
Have your eyes examined
and insure your personal
efficiency.

W. W. Perrott
OPTICAL COMPANY

Cor. 12th St. and Broadway
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Girl Scout Notes-Goo

CARDINAL TROOP

Tuesday, March 21 Content and Cheerfulness
While some of the girls were work-! We have already seen that the ca-

ing on the athlete badge with Major pacity of the Chinese to bear the

Bradley, the rest of the Scouts play- ills they have, is a wonderful, and to
us in most cases an incomprehensible

ed an exciting ball game inside the talent, which has well been called a
cabin. The troop was divided into psychological paradox. Notwithstand-
three lines each of which had a rub- ing their apparently hopeless condi-

ber ball. At a signal the first in line tion, they do not appear to lose hope,

would wedge the ball between her or rather, they seem to struggle on
without it and often against it. We

ankles and hop up to a given point do not perceive among them that rest-
and back to the next, who would do lessness which characterizes the peo-
the same. This was an intensely ex- ple of most other nations, especially
citing contest, the more so because towards the close of the nineteenth

century. They do not cherish plans
there was a delicious prize for the which seem to them to lead ultimately
winner. A large bottle of hard can- to a "good time coming," and they do
dies was awarded to the winning not appear to suppose that there is
team. any such time to be expected.

But the term "patience" and "per-
After this was over, Mrs. Brown severance" by no means cover the

tested some girls on their judging of whole field of the Chinese virtues in
weights, for their First Class Badges. this direction. We must also take
Then we drew for "ushers! Those account of their quietness of mind
who had "ushed" only once had pre- in conditions often very unfavorable
ference this time. We know that the to it, and that chronic state of good
"Road to Rome" will be quite a bril- spirits which we designate by the term
liant affair! "cheerfulness." Our main object is

to call attention to the existence of
PINE TREE TROOP such virtues; yet we may perhaps be
Wedneday, March 15 able incidentally to suggest certain

Phyllis Partridge's patrol planned considerations which in part help to
today's meeting, and what a meeting! account for them.
A wonderful treasure-hunt, taking us By the term "contentedness" we do
all over the grounds somewhat near not mean to imply that any individual
the cabin. Phyllis laid four clever in China is satisfied with what he pos-
clues, some all jumbled up, and some sesses in such a way and to such a
in code. One was as difficult one as degree that he does not wish to better
I'd ever seen, and it was quite a while his condition. The contentedness of
before we unraveled it. The winning the Chinese, as we have seen in speak.
patrol was presented with a lovely box ing of their conservatism, is most con-
of candy, and everybody received a spicuously seen when we consider the
red lollypop. There were some extra system under which they live. That
ones, so we played red-light, and had system they do not wish to change.
those for prizes. Then we all sat That this is the temper of the great
around licking while Frances Kellam mass of the Chinese, we have no
told us what was on the bulletin doubt whatever. It is a mode of
board. We thank Phyllis and her viewing the phenomena of life which
patrol for a very enjoyable afternoon, we designate by the general name

"conservative," and of this the Chin-
eseMare as conspicuous examples as

Maxwell Opical Co. any people of whom we have any• record. It must be evident that suchi. A MAX ELL conceptions of Chinese society, per-I. A MAX ELL meating the whole mass of the peo-
Optomtris andpie and inherited from distant ages,

OptmetistandOptician powserfully tend to repress any prac-

tical exhibitions of discontent with
the allotments of fortune. Evils of

A COMPLETE course they feel, but these are con-
sidered to be inevitable. Persons

OPTICAL SERVICE wsho seriously and uniformly t a k e

1217 Broadway PhoDe 3718 this view are not the ones who are
likely to endeavor to upset the estab-

J lished order of things simply because

FURNITURE
ROCK-BOTTOM PRICES

As Low As $20.

Kitchen Table
Porcelain top,
white enameled $495
base ----------------------------$4

BFD SPRINGS
and

MATTRESS
)0

Two Tone
Green and Ivory
Kitchen Cabinet

Special

$28.75
Term Prices

Chinese :

the pressure upon themselves is se-

vere. In no country is the educated

class more really a leader of thought

and action than in China. But the

educated class is firmly persuaded

that for China and the Chinese the

present system is the best obtainable.

Their vast and varied experience in
the long reach of Chinese history
has taught the Chinese by convincing
object-lessons that solid, practical
improvements in their system are not
to be got for the trying. Their ada-
mantine conservatism is the slow out-
growth of this experience.

Without being fully aware of the
fact, the Chinese are a nation of fa-
talists. There is a great deal in popu-
lar speech about "heaven's will."
Expressions of this sort often bear
a close, analogy to the manner in
which we speak of Providence. But
there is this radical distinction in the
underlying thought: to us "Provi-
dence" signifies the care and fore-
thought of a Being who is in distinct
relations to all creatures that on earth
do dwell, all of whom are included
in His thought and forethought; to
the Chinese, whose practical concep-
tion of "heaven" is an altogether im-
personal one and utterly vague, what-
ever the mode of expression, the prac-
tical aspect of the matter is simply
that of fate. "Good fate" and "bad
fate" are phrases which have to the
Chinese a meaning similar to that
conveyed by the expressions in chil-
dren's story-books, "good fairy" and
"bad fairy." By means of these mys-
terious agencies anything whatever
can be undone.

The whole complicated theory and
practice of the Chinese geomancy,
necromancy, and fortune-telling, are
based upon the play and interplay
of forces which are visibly expressed
by means of straight lines. The num-
ber of Chinese who make a living
out of these theories of the universe
practically applied, is past all estima-
tion. While the extent to which such
superstitions influence the daily life
of the people varies greatly in differ-
ent parts of the Republic, they are
everywhere real and living factors in
the minds of the masses. Nothing is
more common than to hear an es-
pecially unfortunate Chinese man or
woman remark, "It is my fate." The
natural outconie of such a creed
w ould be to cause despair, or if the
hopefulness with which mankind, and
especially Chinese, are mercifully en-
(dowed come to the rescue, to urge

them to a patient biding till their
time shall come, and fate shall again
favor them. Perhaps the Chinese are
not as consistent fatalists as the Turks,
and perhaps the "fate" of the Chin-
ese is not identical with "Kismet,"
but it is evident that a people so
persuaded of the existence of fate
as are the Chinese, must be indis-
posed for violent struggles against
what they believe to be, in the nature
of things, unavoidable.

We have already spoken of the
fact that Chinese experience is against
the practicability of any amelioration
of the condition of the people by
means which are at hand. To the
foreigner, acquainted with the experi-
ence of other lands in modern times,
the simple, obvious, indispensable
recipe for the relief of many of the
ills to which the Chinese are sub.
ject, is emigration. This we know
from induction to be the remedy
which the Chinese could adopt most
easily, and with the greatest assurance
of success. But this is an expedient
which the Chinese themselves will
never adopt, for the reason that it
will take them away from the home
of their fathers and from the graves
of their ancestors, to which, by the
theory of Confucianism, they are inex-
orably linked. Generally speaking, no
Chinese will leave his home to seek
his fortune at the distance, unless
he is in some way driven to do so.
His ideal of life is to be
"Fixed like a- plant on his peculiar

spot,
To draw nutrition, propagate, and

rot."
Generally speaking, no Chinese leaves
his home not intending to return.
His hope is always to come back rich,
to die and be buried where his an-

(Please turn to page 5)

416.75
Sleeveless With Large Collar

Beautifully becoming and charmingly spring. The
collar accents the delicate lines of your throat. All
tones of grey, beige and navy.

Print Suits
Some with dashingly fur trimmed sleeves. In brown
and white, navy and white, and black and white.

Sunburst Sleeves
add glamour to your new print dress. The very latest
in the spring fashions. In red, green and navy.

Sizes 12 to 40
KlRVEN'S---

Special on Hats
Navy Blue

Black
Brown
Beige
Red

Small Hats
Brim Hats.

And very, very,
Trim Hats.

$2.95

I E I
B. L. PENNELL FUR. CO.

1249 BROADWAY PHONE 4618

KIRVEN'S-'

New Silk Prints
step out in a print

and step into fashion
Kirven's thrilling collection, shows the
new spring suits and dresses for town,
afternoon and Sunday wear.
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Lieutenant Peep's Diary
Wednesday, Mar. 15 maining awake, did learn from the.d

Up betimes and gaily to school in demonstration that a barrage is not a
anticipation of some good fifteen a place to keep an automobile. 0

minute speeches. Post did confide
that he feared the critique of his! Frday, Mar. 17 s
talk would assail it as full of jitter- Major Gilchrist does continue un- c

ing generalities, he being at a loss broken the succession of First Sec.r

how to cover in any other style a tion instructors to violate the sacred.r
thousand page book review in a quar- ness of the ten minute break. The s,

ter hour. His effort for record, how- class would liefer sacrifice one of d
ever, not subject to any such criti- its number as a burnt offering than I
cism and his conclusive plea to us forego the respite from intellectual 7
t oeg neaeginth vbgkqjvbgkqjvbldr landslides.
to engage in the study of military Major G. so realistic in his pres- u
history as a chief means to profes- entation of "Night Operations" that i
sional excellence was so earnest as he did convince Weigand into ae
to convince me had I not known coma from which he was with diffi- t
him for some years. culty aroused. No appreciation by q

Ramsey, supporting the 29th Divis- the major of such wholehearted en- 
ion with machine gun fire on Etrayes try into the subject. b
Ridge, was so dynamic and charged More of fifteen minute speeches. t
with enthusiasm that he did burn Hank Flood gave voice to a class P
out all the lights in the hall. sentiment by announcing "Gentle- c

To the firing of the one-pounder men, I don't know how old the war
after lunch and did greatly astound is!" which, of course, is logical since t
the instructor at my ability to fire it wasn't his war anyway. Butler
the bracket method for an almost of great assistance to Reeder by
interminable period without achiev.pointing out Belmont on the map i

ing a bracket. when Columbus was mentioned and v

Thursday, Mar. 16 Irontown when Greenville was spok- t
Did hold communion with Nature, en of. Since the names were printed

and a shovel without enthusiasm all in three inch capitals, however, noi
morning, the while becoming learn- one was confused but Butler. So'

ed in the business of field fortifica- confounded did he become that itt
tion. Were the ground as hard to was only by accident tha tthe follow.

take as to dig in we might chagrin ing speaker. Geary. who had also
an eemyby ladig hi atit. chosen our hero for assistant, found

The afternoo ngone in the observ- him enmeshed in the folds of the
ance of the fire field artillery and curtain, choked with chalk dust and
grateful no end that I might do so embarrassment.

in physical comfort, it being hereto- Buck Purcell to the lengthy hera-

fore axiomatic that this same demon- tion of his spouse over the 'phone1
stration fall on the coldest day of for having kept him sitting on the 1
winter. So delightful the afternoon post office steps for an hour after

in its sedative effects that even the school awaiting transportation home.
bombardment availed not in keep- And he did, in indignation, threeten
ing spectators alert. The schedule disciplinary action for such negli.

might with profit announce an hour gence. "But, dear" was the wrath-
of sulfur and molasses by, say, Cap- diverting response "you have the car

tain Pope. today." A most truthful woman, for

Johnson, W. M., inadvertently re- Buck did find his car sitting in

Here's To Your Health
BY MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

The Rat and Typhus Fever but their favorite food is grain or

Typhus fever is increasing in Geor- related vegetable products. Wherever
such food is available they thrive and

gia. The wharf rat is the probable multiply rapidly. It is in these lo-
most common animal reservoir of calities that we more often find ty-
the disease. The rat flea transmits phus fever.
the disease to man. A number of localized outbreaks

Undoubtedly fleas from other ani- of this disease have been reported in

mals or birds, and lice from either the past few years and have always
animals or humans can also spread been associated with large numbers
this disease. It however seems that of rats. Thus the rat is a twofold
the rat flea is by far the most com- enemy of mankind. First, because
mon method of spread. During the of the enormous destruction of food

past three years in Georgia this has supplies; second, because of the seri-
proved to be true. Most cases of ty- ous menace as a source of disease.

phus occur among adults w h o are The large Norwegian or wharf-rat
employed in warehouses, groceries, or is about the most precocious and
establishments where food and feed versatile of any animal. It can adapt
supplies are handled. Up to within itself to any environment so long as

the past few years this kind of rat a food supply remains. Trapping
was only found near the coast, but and poisoning are puny measures and
they have now migrated inland and of little value in getting rid of this

following this migration typhus fever rat. The o n l y effective method of

has appeared. destroying this rat is to shut off his

The peanut industry serves as an food supply. This is not a simple
example of what has occurred in matter. Food and feed supplies must

South Georgia. When this product be stored in rat proof containers.
first began to be grown on a large All buildings, homes, barns, ware-
scale the number of Norwegian rats houses, stores, must be rat proof.

were very few, but now this kind of The ex p e n s e of this eradication
rat swarms these farms and ware- seems prohibitive, it is however what
houses where this ideal food is avail- sooner or later we must come to if

able. we hope to prevent this source of

Rats eat everything and anything, typhus fever.
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plendid isolation in the vacant lot

ext tthe P. 0.
;unday, Mar. 19
It does appear from the extreme

recipitation this day that the Quar-
ermaster is invoking a spring buck-
ng up, the troops having, prior to
his, enjoyed two successive week-
nds of fair weather.
The good wife, contemplating the

reparation of the morrow's lunch,

id announce "Ninety-six sandwiches
ill graduation."
Jfonday, Mar. 20
Duke Giddings flames before our ___

nraptured vision in all the glory of

win sunsets in the Alleghenies. It

s a matter of speculation why, by f

his time, he has not acquired the

abit of leaving doors either com-
letely open or completely closed.
'he eighth squad does in seruiosness "Better be damned than
ontemplate establishing for the Duke

sinking fund for the purchase of CONDUCTED
)eef steak.

The Messing and Guessing Section APOLO
lid appeal to our telepathic sense

gain today by scheduling for one Since setting forth on "The Road to

'clock a formation which was de- our weekly contribution to the Benning

ired for twelve-thirty. Amazement theatrical flavor. Except for a few eveni

rossed the face of the instructor, little of our government time has been 1

gajor Tombstone errell, when his the numerous administrative details in(

inging of the assembly bell at12:30 with a cast of twenty-four people. Our
)roduced no visible increase in the been largely confined to our co-workers

tudent body. The bell, being in- our column has been largely filled. wil

loors, cannot be distinctly heard in group of part time directors, stage man

Blocks 21 and 23. all over-and it won't be long now-we'l
rocs Mr. 21 1 3.ity for the horseworshippers, the golf far

tuesday, Mar. 21 chopathic cases. Meanwhile, don't be cr
Another day ruined by the expos- It isn't that we haven't any other inter

re to practical field fortification.4lajor Loblolly announces that the going on in the big outside world.

xiato nwblollanoe atharle For the benefit of the few who may
"xamination will not exactly parallel tend this last play of the current seas

he illustrative problem. "Otherwise" attendance. If the show goes over as h
uoth he "there is no fun in this." if it's a flop you'll have something to

And what, I do wonder, prompted for a year. As for us, we're leaving tc
iim to say "otherwise." He did fur-
her observe "Don't speck the pam- SEEN AND HEARD ON THE
phlet. It's foolish," the which I
could have told him it was when APPIAN WAY

irst it was issued to us . Lost in a Approximately one thousand pounds

hree hour maze of facts and figures of costumes were dumped on an un-

n which I felt on the verge of un- suspecting cast last Sunday morning.

lerstanding when the major by tak- Arms, armor, tunics, togas and san-

ng sixty from seventy-one emerged dais, were scattered about the green

with a remainder of thirteen. All room while a confused cast struggled

his, too, on the blackboard in plain to get into Roman or Carthaginian

vi ewof the entire class. Moore throw- apparel for the first costume rehea.
ing up his hands in despair decided sal During the course of the morn-
'Well, if that is so I can know every ing everybody appeared before the
hing in the book and not be able footlights in something but it took the

to work probleums like that." For firm of Golightly and Golightly a
nyself I had thought to have been good twenty-four hours to get the
following the major but now I mis- Genierals, Senators, Guardsmen and

ioubt I shall be able to find my slaves into garb appropriate to their
way back alone, stations in life. For instance, Guard-

rWednesday, Mar. 22 man Crim, Duffner, and Luckett ap-
The evening gone in specking for peared on the stage attired in the

the morrow's exam the engineer field gorgeous scale mail of Carthaginian
manual until the air is full of spots generals, thereby causing acute suf-
Iefore the eyes. The cerebral cortex fering to Guardsman Fitzgibbons who

is now but an engineer ash heap, was a trifle slow on the grab.

unable to distinguish between the One of the features of the show that

kneeling pit profile and double apron the audience is destined to miss is the
wire. And though I do know that backstage toga practice of Dictator
one man can in one hour excavate Fabius and Senators Weeks and Wal-
23 cubic feet of medium earth in lace.
daylight with engineer tools if un- General Drusus May in his full
disturbed by the enemy, I cannot dress suit of solid brass looks like our
recall whether this be so only dur- boyhood conception of Goliath of

ing the months containing the letter Gath-Scipio Craig could pass for
"w" or on alternate Tuesdays during David, son of Jesse, in anybody's
the dark of the moon. If Major Lob- Sunday School.
lolly could but be induced to give The management is pleased to an-
me in lieu of the examination a "U" nounce that Explorer Chance will be
and the afternoon off I should be able to appear in his great role of the

then four hours to the good and no 2nd Guardsman, in spite of the severe
worse off academically, accident suffered on a recent terrain

-Lieut. Peep. exercise. Scipio Craig's bloody mo-
mento of the double envelopment at
Cannae is faked, but the Explorer's

TOWN AOPICSbroken arm was actually acquired in
(Continued from page 1) The Infantry School's equivalent for

that the rain made is possible for Hannibal's numidian cavalry.
him to wash his car (after seeing the Hannibal Brislawn, while otherwise
car, we thought this likely) with pleased with his magnificent Cartha-

very little effort on the part of Lieu- qinian raiment, insists upon the addi-

tenant Mullikin. tion of a three inch strip to the bot-
Our own humble opinion is that his tom of his tunic. Wardrobe Mistress

action was motivated by a desire to Golightly is making the desired alter-
show off his physique, developed by 2aton.
none other than Earl Liederman, "he There being rather more to the cos-

makes 'em red-blooded." A glimpse tume of Bala, the Nubian slave than

of the amateur gymnasium in his Actor Storch deemed necessary, he has
quarters seemed to bear out our con- devised a highly effective cosume of

clusion. his own-all out of one medium size
* *leopard skin.

Lieutenant Wu of the Chinese Ar- Upon seeing the almost completed
my, a student at Fort Benning, gen- Roman Villa that the efficient stage
erously donated a satin wall decora- carpenters and painters had produced
tion, hand-embroidered in intricate in 24 hours, Sergeant Mike Halloran
needlework, to the new Tea Room remarked, "Who said that Rome was-

of the Officers' Club, which will be n't built in a day? This is probably
officially opened to the public Sat- the best to date of the numerous
urday afternoon at four o'clock. The back-stage wisecracks inspired by
drapery depicts each of the four sea- Scenic Artist Bell's highly effective
sons of the year and was entered in first act set.
the G e n e v a art contest of 1930, The dress rehersal went off almost

China winning first prize, too well to be constrted a favorable

mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcot.

BY E. F. H.

)GIA

) Rome' some nine or ten weeks ago,
Herald has had, of necessity, a strong
ings off, most of our spare and not a
taken up with tryouts, rehearsals, and
cident to putting on a costume play
associations during this period have
in the enterprise and in consequence
th the short and simple annals of a
agers, actors and actresses. When it's
1 see what can be done toward public.
natics, the tennis fiends and other psy-
ritical, if we concentrate on dramatics.
rests. We just don't know what else

still be hesitating as to whether to at-
on, The Flare unhesitatingly advises
ioped, you'll get a kick out of it and
talk about at every social gathering

3wn soon anyway.

omen. The day was saved, however,
by the failure of General Drusus May
to reapear with the other Romans af-
ter being taken out by Mago Munson
to see the elephants. This greatly wor-
ried the younger children who had
come in to see the rehersal who
feared that the magnificent Roman
General had been devoured by the
management hastened to reassure
them. The General missed the boat
-that's all.

INTERVIEW WITH LOCAL CELE-

BRITIES NO. 8

llaving heard of Horseman Hallo-
ran's perfection in equitation, and
knowing something of his reputation
from personal contact and observa-
tion, the Flare Special Agent was anx-
ious to acquire some of the secrets
of the great master to increase his
own proficiency, providing, naturally,
that not too much work or mental ef-
fort were involved.

The Special Investigator found the
usually Happy Hibernian sitting dis-
consolaely on the running board of
his car with his chin resting on a
red whiskered first, looking like an
army officer who had just taken an-
other pay-cut.

Undaunted, the Agent opened up a
conversation leading meekly with
"Why so blue Mike?" A good caval-
ry school graduate can always ride an-
other step and take just one more
shot."

"Yeah" groaned Mike, "I'm shot
now all right-night exercise all
night; just got licked by the Free-
booters four to three; and I'ye got
to rehearse for a cock eyed show and
exhibit a lot of pep and interest-
why, when I was at the Cavalry
School-"

"Youi learned- to ride,", interrupted
the Agent.

"I learned to ride," agreed Mike.
"Any accidents?", asked the Agent,

who was thinking primarily of safe
and sane instruction.

"One" sighed Mike as he started to
gather his polo sticks, "A broken leg".

"I was going to get some pointers
from you", said the sympathetic
Agent, "but I'd rather hear about the
accident, if you don't mind."

"All right", said Mike, "I know
you're interested in riding, so I'll tell
you this because it might help you to
avoid a similar calamity. Every night,
at Riley, I used to clear our dining
room and mount up on a chair to
practice leads, aids and 'shoulder in'.
Well, sir, one night I was galloping
around the quarters a little too stren-
uously, I guess, because the next thing
I knew I broke a legthat's about all
there was to it."

(Please turn to page 5)
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THINGS CHINDSE
(Continued from page 3)

cestors are buried. As long as this
fatal "thirst for the decomposing un-
der the immediate feet of the pos-
terity" continues to be the principal

common Chinese failing. They
generally model guests. Any p
will do, any food is good enough
them. Even the multitudes who
insufficiently clothed and inadequ
fed, preserve their serenity of sI

passion of the Chinese, so long will Iin a way which to us appears mar
they be debarred from the one obvi-

ous method by which their ills might

be" effectually lightened. Real amel-
ioration of the condition of the mass

of the Chinese people where they are,
we believe to be well-night impossi-
ble, and transplantation on any ade-
quate scale they would not tolerate
except as a decree of "fate." An un-
conscious consciousness of this state
of things checks the expression of a
discontent which has abundant cause
to make itself heard.

The cheerfulness of the Chinese,
which we must regard as a national
characteristic, is. ntimately connected
with their contentedness of mind. To
be happy is more than they expect,
but, unlike us, they are generally
willing to be as happy as they can.
Inordinate fastidiousness is not a

A reasonable plan to...

BORROW
$300 or less

for bills., education.-. travel

a

Check off these advantages:
V Officers may borrow up to $300
V Your signature is our only se-

curity.

V Your confidence is respected.
V Fellow Officers, friends, or rel-

atives are not informed.

V You have up to 20 months to
repay in amounts to fit your
income.

V The cost is as low as the econ-
omies of large volume and ef-
ficient management can make
it.

V You pay only for the actual
number of days you keep the
money and only for the balance
due.

V Prompt service--entirely by
mail if you wish.

If this plan appeals to you asreasonable just call our office for
information. No obligation im-
plied. And no representatives will
call.

DAILY LOAN CO.
204 Woolworth Bldg.

Phone 4372

IOus.

are
dace

for
are

atey

pirit

rvel.

An almost universal illustration of

Chinese cheerfulness is to be found

in their sociability, in striking con-

trast to the glum exclusiveness so

often characteristic of the Anglo-Sax-

on. One of the main enjoyments of

the Chinese seems to be chatting with

one another, and whether they are

old friends or perfect strangers makes

very little difference. That this ap-
preciation of human society is a great
alleviation of many of the miseries
which the Chinese suffer, cannot be
doubted.

It is also to be noted that many
Chinese have the happy art of adorn-
ing their very humble surroundings
with plants and flowers, of which they
are extremely fond. This is but an
inarticulate way of saying, "We have
not much, but we make the most of
what we have."

Many as are the criticisms which
we perhaps justly make upon our
Chinese servants, it is only fair to
mention that they will frequently sub-
mit to serious inconveniences, and
will do extra work for many persons
for a great length of time, not only
without complaint, but often with
an apparent unconsciousness that there
is anything to complain of.

Perhaps it is in time of sickness

1hat the innate cheerfulness of the
Chinese disposition shows to most
advantage. As a rule, they take the
most optimistic view, or, at all events,
wish to seem to do so, both of their
own condition and of that of others.
rheir cheery hopefulness often does
not forsake them even in physical
weakness and in extreme pain. We
have known multitudes of cases
where Chinese patients, suffering from
every variety of disease, freqeuntly in
deep poverty, not always adequately
nourished, at a disatnce • from their
homes, sometimes even abandoned by
their relatives, and with no ray of
hope for the future visible, yet main-
tained a cheerful equanimity of tem-
per, which was a constant albeit an
unintentional rebuke to the nervous
impatience which, under like circum-
stances, would be sure to characterize
the Anglo-Saxon.

Chinese imbued with this happy
temperament we believe to be by no
means rare. Every one of much ex-
perience in China has met them. We
repeat that if the teaching of history
as to what happens to "the fittest"
is to be trusted, there is a magnificent
future for the Chinese race.

-Chinese Characteristics
BY ARTHtUR HI. SMITH

BUY

GOOI,9VEAR
TIRES AND TUBES

ON OUR

EASY PAYMENT PLAN
Small down payment and balance in
payments to suit your own conven-
ience-No Red Tape.

Goodyear Prices Greatly Reduced

We Appreciate Your Business

United Oil Corp.
PHONE 1800 1215-17 FIRST AVE.

unprofitable.
-E. F. H.

SOCIETY
(Continued From Page 2)

in attendance met Tuesday evening
at the quarters of Maj. and Mrs. Roger
B. Harrison. Six tables assembled for
bridge at eight and payed until ten-
thirty when refreshments were served.
Throughout the house spring blossoms
were used as decorations. The hoste-
sses for the evening were Mrs. Harri.
son and Mrs. Oscar W. Griswold.

* S S

TANK BATTALION BRIDGE CLUB

MEETS WITH LUNCH AND
BRIDGE

The Tank Battalion ladies bridge
club met Tuesday afternoon at one
o'clock at the Officers Club for
luncheon followed by three tables of
contract bridge. The bridge was play-
ed at the Tank Club. Mrs. Oscar J.
Neundorfer w a s the hostess for the
afternoon. Those on attendance were:
Mesdames Harry L. Reeder, Allen F.
Kingman, Sereno E. Brett, Donald P.
Spalding, Joseph A. Stuart, Robert J.
Wallace, Dwight A. Rosebaum, Rich-
ard B. Wheeler, Andrew J. Evans,
Russell J. Nelson and W. J. Plunkert.

MASTER KEILER CELEBRATES
BIRTHDAY

Little Master Keiler celebrated his
fifth birthday Wednesday with a party
at the quarters of his parents, Lieut.

MR. V. V. VICK-Graduate watchI maker. Watches repaired $1.75 Fac.
tory guarantee. City Drug Store.

THE FLARE
(Continued from page 4)

"Did the doctor fix you up all
right?" asked the Agent.

"No, the Quartermaster did-you
see I broke a leg on the chair" grinn-
ed Mike as he drove wearily off on
"The Road to Rome."

IN EXPLANATION AND EX-

TENUATION

Flare readers have commented up-
on the fact that we no longer record
in our scintillating column the weekly
minutes of the famed Thanatopsis
Literary and Inside Straight Club.
Lest it be thought that our reports of
the cabalistic gatherings of the de-
votees of the grand old American
games of draw and stud, and their il-
legitimate "high-low" offspring, has
been subjected to censorship, we has-
ten to inform our admiring public
that such is not the case. We just
aren't in a position to get the first
hand information, that's all. To be
perfectly frank, we are on a compul-
sory furlough status so far as atten-
dance at the weekly meetings of the
club are concerned. In other words,
we have become, for the moment,
what the boys with the green eye-
shades call a Christian. Or, to put it
still another way, we have taken the
veil.

It will be of interest to those who
have followed the history of this great
evangelical organization, as printed in
The Flare and recited orally at bridge
and tea fights, to know that all but
two members of the Club have, at one
time or anoher, succumbed to the
"slings and arrows of outrageous for-
tune" and gone into either temporary
or permanent retirement. One of these
of course, is Deacon Leard, the King-
fish of the organization. The other
uninterrupted service man is Brother
Bradley, better known among the
Thanatopsis brethren as Omar the Pot
Breaker. Unlike Deacon Leard, Bro-
ther Bradley has his ups and downs
but, to date, he has been able to tide
over the periods of depression. His
great staying powers coupled with his
genius for capitalizing Lady Luck's
faintest smirks make it improbable
that his star will ever be added to
Evangelist Leard's resplendent crown.

We hope that our reports on the
doings of the Thanatopsis brethren
have not been greatly missed. If re-
cent meetings have been anything like
the last six we attended prior to re-
signing as publicity and contributing
officer, our faithful readers may well
rejoice that we reformed. Of all the
"flat, stale, and unprofitable" social
affairs we ever participated in, the last
six sessions were the flatest, stalest
andi-saddest of all to reate-the most

and Mrs. Reeve D. Keiler, for a few
of his little friends. Games followed
by ice cream and a big white tiered
birthday cake with five white candles
were enjoyed.

TEA TO BE GIVEN AT POLO
CLUB NEXT SUNDAY
The Infantry School Hunt and the

Polo Association will give a joint tea
next Sunday afternoon at the Polo-
Hunt Club following the last drag
hunt of the season. Tea will be pour-
ed by Mrs. Archibald V. Arnold, Mrs.
John B. Thompson, Mrs. Sereno E.
Brett and Mrs. Sidney H. Negrotto.

PERSONALS
Lieut. Charles H. Bonesteel is the

guest for a few weeks of his parents
Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Charles H. Bone-
steel, who was graduated from West

VISIT
The Bakery Beautiful !

... and you will appreciate even more the deliciousness
of Everidge's Old-Time, Rye, French and Whole Bread
-at Post Exchange Grocery.

EVERIDGE'S
109 - 12TH STREET

REFINANCING means reduced worry
Let us explain a simple plan that has helped
others and may help you. Our interest
charges are straight 8% with no additional
charges for investigations. We can give you
Twenty-four hour service.

Fidelity Loan & Investment Company
1206 FIRST AVENUE

T. E. BAISDEN, Secretary-Treasurer

ATTRACTIVE BRICK HOME
ONE BLOCK OFF BENNING ROAD

IN ANDREWS' SURVEY

5 Rooms-- Hardwood Floors-- Tiled Bath

Lot 75 x 290 Immediate Possession

PRICE $2750.00

Easy Terms

EDGE & ARMOUR, Inc.
No. 9 - 12th Street Realtors Phone 66

11I-
QXo/IIoUIn cu/g

. . . to the personnel of Fort
Benning-We have taken over
the stock and location of the
Morgan Drug Company, locat-
ed at 14 - 13th Street, and are
prepared to give you the best
of service. You are cordially
invited to visit us.

Call on us, it will be appreci-
ated.

OPPOSITE WAVERLY HOTEL

JOINER'S
DRUG STORE

formerly

MORGAN DRUG CO.

I

Point with the class of 1931, is now
studying at Oxford University, where

he was awarded a Rhodes Scholar
ship.

Maj. and Mrs. Frank V. Schneider,

Lieut. and Mrs. John W. Ramsey,.

Lieut. and Mrs. James E. Bowen,

Lieut. and Mrs. Augustus J. Regnier,
Lieut. and Mrs. George P. Howell;
Mrs. Selina Waddington and Capt. D.
M. N. Ross were among the many who
motored to Radium Springs Sunday
from Fort Benning to witness the
golf tournament.

Mrs. W. J. Plunkert of Detroit,:
Michigan is the house guest of Maj.,
and Mrs. Harry L. Reeded.

Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Charles H.
Bonesteel have as their house guest
Miss Alice Pratt of Los Angeles. Miss
Pratt plans to spend several weeks at
Fort Benning.
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DAVIS P. HARDING, Editor

Smith and Murphy Out For Blood

y, March 24, 1933

Id-iiday

SPORT CHATTER
BY DAVIS HARDING

With his commanding two set lead
wiped out and defeat staring him in
the face, Gregory Mangin of Newark
rallied in the fifth set to repulse
Clifford Sutter of New Orleans in the
finals of the national indoor tennis
tournament. The scores of the match
were 6-1, 6-3, 2-6, 3-6, 6-2.

By winning the title for the sec-
ond consecutive year, Mangin estab-
lished himself as the foremost ex-
ponent of the indoor game in the
country. When such luminaries of
grass and clay courts as Shields,
George Lott, and Sidney Wood were
found wanting, Mangin's jarring
drives and stabbing volleys func-
tioned at their best.

In the first two sets and again in
the last, Mangin was volleying per-
fectly behind his swift service, bring-
ing down lobs with spectacular smash-
es, and ripping home winners with
his feared backhand time after time.
Sutter remained strictly on the de-
fensive during the first two sets in a
vain attempt to cope with his oppo-
nent's ground strokes and thrilling
net play. His ordinarily beautifully
timed drives, however, failed to get
their usual good length, affording
Mangin many opportunities to take
the net with impunity.

Sutter, the third ranking player in
the country, whose polished strokes
and restrained style of play work
to perfection on fast clay courts, was
obviously handicapped by the board
court and artificial lights. Neverthe-
less, he put up a splendid battle and
forced Mangin to the limit to retain
his indoor supremacy.

Babe Ruth must sign a Yankee
contract by March twenty-ninth or
he will not be taken north when the
team breaks camp at that time. Col-
onel Jake Ruppert made that point
clear in a conference between the

Babe and himself last week. Further-
more, the Yankee owner stated that
the club's present offer of 50,000 dol-
lars will be reduced unless the Babe
comes to terms.

In approximately two weeks, the
big league baseball clubs begin their
migration north. Reports from all
major circuit camps indicate that
the clubs are in fine shape and ready
for war. With the pennant races
only a few weeks off, speculation is
rampant on the probable winners.

Bill Carr, the Arkansas flier, is
through with collegiate track compe-
tition. The black-haired sensation
from the University of Penn sustain-
ed a fracture in each ankle and a
painful injury to his right pelvic
bone in an automobile smash-up last
Saturday night.

Carr, who raced to an Olympic
championship in the 400-meter run
and established a new world's record
for the distance, has accepted his
fate philosophically. Telegrams that
poured in from all parts of the coun-
try cheered him noticeably, especially
one from Ben Eastman, whom he
thrice defeated.

Jim Browning further demionstrat-
e(I his right to the world's wresting
championship by tossing Strangler
Lewis in two seconds short of an
hour. Browning won the title from
the Strangler several weeks ago.
Lewis, unsatisfied, demanded a return
match, and the champion, confident
of holding his title, granted it to
him.

After 59 minutes and 58 seconds
of the match, Browning suddenly
leaped forward, clamped his gorilla
arms around his opponent'.s midsec-
tion, and raised him high in the air.
Around and around he spun in the
dreaded airplane whirl, otherwise

(Please turn to page 8)
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MONDAY NIGHT. MARCH 27TH

Post Gymnasium, 8:15 P. M.
Harold Murphy

Chicago

vs. Walker Smith
Fort Benning

10 Rounds

Rip Tetherton vs Kid Baisden
Fort Benning Valdosta

8 Rounds

Saginaw Seeley vs Ginger Jernigan
Fort Benning Columbus

6 Rounds

Ghost Ghastly vs Tough Man Singly
Fort Benning Fort Benning

6 Rounds

Billy Hyde vs Kid Stubbs
Fort Benning Fort Benning

4 Rounds

Tut Tut Taylor vs Spot Webb
Fort Benning Fort Benning

4 Rounds

Special 3-Round Colored Feature
Willie Branch vs Lightning Lige

24th Infantry 24th Infantry

General Admission 50c Ringside $1.00
Tickets on sale in Columbus at Sears-Roebuck & Co., Wheat's Drug
Store, Hubbard Hardware Co., and Sport & Luggage Shop.

Rip Tetherton and
Kid Baisden Meet
In Semi-Final Go

Smith And Murphy Have Old
Score To Settle-First Bout

Ended In Draw

Harold Murphy, a Windy City pro-

duct, and Walker "Cyclone" Smith,

Fort Benning lightheavy, will do bat-

tle for the second time in the post

gymnasium Monday evening. When

the two boxers met some weeks ago,

the bout ended in a popular draw.

Since that time, Murphy has been

extending his conquests into Florida

and made an excellent impression

there in two fights. He is in fine fet-

tle and ready to go, confident of

taking the soldier into camp.
In their first meeting, the two gave

the fans a real thriller. Murphy was
obviously the better boxer and for
the first few rounds managed to keep
hand. Cyclone kept boring in, how-
ever, shooting s h o r t triphammer
blows to his opponent's midsection.
In the fourth round, Harold dropped
from a low blow and the fight was
held up until he recuperated suffi-
ciently to go on with the fight. Near
the end of the round, he caught Smith
with a left to the kidneys that had
the soldier gasping.

Smith had the edge in the last
few rounds and earned a draw. His
aggressiveness and bull strength en-
abled him to get inside Murphy's
guard and land telling punches, most
of which lie directed into the Chicago
boy's midsection. Harold, too, prov-
ed that he was not lacking in punch-
ing ability and his sledgehammer
wallops re-echoed all over the house.

With both fighters confident of win-
ning the bout Monday night, it should
develop into a real war.

The semi-final will be every bit as
good as the main go with Rip Teth-
erton, army ace welter, and Kid Bais-
den, knockout artist, in there throw-
ing leather at each other from every
angle. Rip is making quite a record
for himself and aims to add Baisden
to his growing list of victims.

fin his last fight, he decisively de-
feated Tommy Beck in St. Peters-
burg. He went into the ring the
underdog, but it only took him one
round to change the miiids of every-
one concerned. In this fight, he ex-
hibited a destructive left which was

just too much for his opponent.
Baisden, however, is a t o u g h boy
and will give the soldier plenty of
trouble. The Kid packs a wallop
like the kick of a mule.

The six-rounder, Saginaw Seeley
and Ginger Jernigan will tangle.
Jernigan used to be one of the best
fighters in his class in the country,
and he still has a lot of the old ability
left. Seeley is well-known to Ben-
ning fans, although this is his first
appearance on a fight card for some
time.

Ghost Ghastly and T o u g h Singly
meet in another six-rounder. This
should turn out to be a real battle
with the outcome a toss-up. In the
feature four-rounder, Billie Hyde
meets Kid Stubbs. This also may
develop into a thriller.

Tut Tut Taylor will wade into Spot
Webb in the other four round bout,
Taylor always gives fans a good run
for their money, and this battle
should prove no exception.

In the colored three-round feature
bout of the evening, Willie Branch
faces Lightning Lige. This bout
would ordinarily go six rounds, so
the boys will probably pack six
rounds of action into three rounds.
As a curtain raiser to an excellent
card, very little more could be de-
sired.

While rain washed out the polo and

hunt tea planned for Sunday; the

pebble picking picnic advertised for

Saturday afternoon was held as sched-

uled.

Among those helping out was the

Huling family complete, who came

early and remained until the last rock

had been heaved from French Field.

Papa Huling has become converted to
polo and next year will, no doubt,
give as good an account of himself in
this activity as he has in jumping.
More power to the Hulings.

Cowboy Cushman brought the lit-
tle cowboys and they too performed
valiant service for the greater glory
of polo.

Parson Stevenson got Major Thomp-
son's mind off his work and during
the pickings extracted for himself a
liberal education on all the fine points
of the game; much to the Major's em-
barassment, since he was thereby dis-
tracted from the business at hand.

Major Arnold, as usual, retained
first place in work completed; Farm.
er Nichols with a hole in his sack,
left a treasure-hunt trail to mark his
course; Monte Blue arrived a little
late, but swung his rake as well as
any other of the higher paid help; and
Squeek Knees Bevans toted a kettle of
rocks almost as big as himself.

The student team turned out en
masse under the eagle eye of Dictator
Griffith, who did the thinking, while
Buzz Butler and Night Owl Sweeney
patiently dropped an occasional stone
into a bucket carried by a slow gait.
ed Billygoat.

Team and group awards were made
on the field and the following stand-
ings determined; principally on at-
tendance, to the exclusion of produc-
tion, in most cases.

Familia Huling----------100%
Major Arnold-------------.100,%
Student Team------------100%
Familia Cushman----------75%
Freebooters---------------61%
83rd F. A. & Gunners- 48%
Billygoats----------------22%
Optimists-----------------0%

As long as they play polo, and per-
haps for sometime after mechaniza-
tion, the local malleteers will remem-
ber the unusual sight of two oppos-

WE MAKE
RUBBER STAMPS

-- One Day Delivery--
COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO. .

ing teams emerging from a cloud of

dust and gallop away from each other

as fast as their ponies could run.

Time was running short; the score

was 5 to 4 in favor of the Students;
and a great cloud of dust hid the play-

ers who were milling around furiously

at the west goal posts. The students

were trying to score, and were very

serious about it. Suddenly the white

shirts were seen tearing down the
field and with the umpire and a blue

shirt or two trailing in their wake,
they steamed parallel to the south

sideboards and abruptly changed
course two points to larboard. And
then out popped Military Mike, late
of Fort Riley and the Cavalry School,
to shoot a perfect goal unopposed. At
the same time Jimmie Winn, star goal
tender at the west end, came down
the field flagging a goal for the stud-
ents, which Stevenson had similarly
made without opposition.

Everybody went i n t o a huddle to
decide what to do; but the only opin-
ion that emerged was the unanimous
one that never before had anyone seen
a polo game when each team played
with its own ball.

As Capt. Cunningham, who plays
with the Worchester Red Buzzards,
might have said: "One more ball and
we could have started a pawn shop."

(Please turn to page 8)

Howard Bus Line,
Inc.

Operating Under Govern-
ment Franchise

Bond and Liability Insur-
ance Provided

SCHEDULE
From From

Columbus Ft. Benning
5:00 AM 6:00 AM
6:00 " 7:50 M

7:00 " 9:15
8:30 " 10:45 "

10:00 " 12:45 PM
11:45 " 2:15 "
1:30 PM 4:15 "
3:00 " 5:10 "
5:00 " 6:00 "
7:00 " 7:00
9:00 " 8:00 "

10:30 " 9:45 "
12:00 M 11:15

12:00 M
Also "]ra.r" ad
SCHOOL BUSES

410 PHONES 124

CITY POST

POLO NOTES

1933 TAGS
Prices Reduced - - - Complete Selection

Ford Chevrolet Plymouth Buicks

ALL MAKES

Columbus Roberts Motor Co.
Phone 271 510 12th - Street

Studebaker Pierce Arrow Rockne

White and Indiana Trucks -Busses

mmmmmx
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AmateurBoxing Team Announcecl IC
SPRING BRINGS
FANS BASEBALI

Spring means songbirds and fair

weather to some but to sport enthu-

siasts, it means the resumption of that

grand old game of baseball. Further
south, big league pitchers are getting
the creaks out of their throwing arms,
star batsmen are sending the pill on
long journeys through the ozone, and
ambitious rookies are getting their
first disappointments.

Baseball is in the air. And here in
Fort Benning, the members of the
doughboy league are getting their can-
didates in line and figuring out pros-
pects for the season.

Work on Gowdy Field commenced
last week. The infield and outfield is
being worked over and improved.
It won't be long before Benning has
a fine field in first class shape ready
for the thud of spiked shoes.

Advance reports indicate that fans
are going to be treated to a hotly-
contested, exciting race this spring.
The contestants, for the most part, ap-
pear equally mached. Where one ag-

First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus--$ 350,000.00
Resources Over- 2.000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your
Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

THE

Post Exchange
has a

DELIVERY SERVICE

from its

SODA FOUNT
- which is designed for the

delivery of Ice Cream in small
quantities on the Post. The
hours of this service are from
11:00 a. m. to 9:00 p. m.

Excellent Curb Service

Telephone 69

SODA FOUNT
POST EXCHANGE

FT. BENNING, GA.

The Post Exchange Is Not Author-
ized To Sell To Anyone Not

In The Military Service

in Blue.
The Students, however, put up a

great fight, until the famous fourth
chukker when somehow a second ball
entered the game, and the amusing
spctacle of one team scoring East
while the other at the same time
went West, opened a discussion which
remains to date unsettled.

Pending the outcome of a final
decision the fans can apparently take
either of the following scores: Stu-
dents vs Optimists, 4-6, 5-5, 4-5.

Students Optimists
1. Sweeney 1. Monroe
2. Butler 2. Halloran
3. Stevenson 3. Wilson
4. Griffith 4. Gee

Goals: Butler 2, Stevenson 1 (In
doubt). Halloran 1 (contested). Um-
pire: Capt. Cunningham.

gregation is lacking competent hur-
lers, it possesses a fine batting team to
make up the deficiency and vica-versa.

Let's go, basebll!

L" KJLqLILd q, ,,£VIaL lJl , JO ...........

woda of the Second Bats will be list-
ed as the other lightweight class.
Lorimer with his speed and reach ad-
vantage is a slight favorite over the
dumpy boy from the Kelly outfit.

The Benning team really boasts a
pair of aces in the welterweight divis.
ion. Milan of the Tankers is a veter-
an of three years. He has twice been
entered in the Southeastern tourna.
ment and each time has been elimi.
nated in the final bout. He is a
natural puncher and has won the ma.
jority of his fights by the kayo route.
This should be his big year. Joe
Graves fought as a lightweight in
1932, but only a youngster and still
growing, he has blossomed out as
a full fledged welter this year. Graves,
is a portsider with plenty of power
back of his punches. Suffering from
an injured jaw, he was unable to take
part in the recent Fort Benning box,
ing tournament and it looked for
while as if he would not be able tc
come out for the garrison team, bul
his chin came around okay and Grave,
is out there and looking like a chain
pion.

Roy Watley, 29th Infantry mri Ule
weight, will ! e he big shot of th

Mrnament. Not enly does Roy weai
he middleweight boxinz crown o
I-rt Benniei g, but on this -oungter':
a-nv loks rest the southeas'ern an(
.'oth'rn middleweighi championshil
,-rowns for the year of 1932. Las
year Vatley, an unknown recruit
sartlPd Benning's Little fight worl:

(Please turn to page 8)

Second Series Of
Polo Round Robin
Is Now Under Way,

The midweek witnessed continua-

tion of the Round Robin tournament

which has now ended its second and

concluding series. While the second

four period game played is in a sense

a separate contest between the mallet

swingers, the score made is added to

the previous game, and the aggregate

is considered as the final result for a

standard eight chukker game. The I
standings of teams is thus determined
according to games won and lost on
an eight period basis.

*S *

83RD DEFEATS GUNNERS

The Gallant Gunners after making
the big 83rd team hustle for four
strenuous periods, fell before the Red-
legs by a score of 1 to 4. The im-
provement of play by the Gunners im-
pressed polo fans, who always admire
the scrappy exhibitions put up by the

lieutenants.
83rd Redlegs Gunners
1. Bevan 1. Cobb
2. Sherburne 2. Haskell
3. Arnold 3. Grubbs
4. Heriot 4. McManus

Goals made: Bevans 2, Arnold 2,
Haskell 1. Umpire, Lt. Gould.

Total score, 2 games: 83rd 20; Gun-
ners 5.

FREEBOOTERS BEAT BILLY-
GOATS 4-2

The well knit, near perfect Yellow
team turned loose on the Green Goats
and after a slam-bang game full of
excitement, came across with an an-
ticipated win by a score of 4 to 2.

For the Greens, Capt. Cunningham
took the place of Capt. Lucas, the
regular No. 1 Goat.
Freebooters Billygoats
1. Lockett 1. Cunningham
2. Nichols 2. Gammon
3. Blue 3. Bloomquist
4. Thompson 4. Winn

Goals: Lockett 3, Blue 1; Bloom-
quist 1, Gammon; Umpire Lt. Gould.

Total score: Freebooters 14, Billy-
goats 8.
STUDENTS BATTLE OPTIMISTS
With a lead of 5-2, the result of

the first 4-period game played on
January 29th, the fighting Optimists
led by Zero Wilson turned on the
Students with a vengeance to defi-
nitely settle matters with the Boys

Post Boxing Team
Ready To Compete
In Southern Meet
Roy Whatley, Ace Middle-
Weight, Heads List Of Box-
ers Entered in Champ Bouts

The boxing championships of the
Southeastern Association of the A.
A. U., will be held in Mobile, Ala.,
April 13, 14, 15. This was decided
it a meeting of the Junior Chamber
of Commerce of Mobile, after the
banks had opened Thursday, March
16th. The Junior Chamber will spon.
sor the tournament and all amateur-
boxers in the state of Georgia, Ala-
bama, Tennessee and Florida are in-
vited to enter.

The Fort Benning amateur boxing
team was one of the first teams to
apply for entry in the tournament and
the army team looms as strong title
contenders this year. Under the
coaching of Lieutenant Howard John.
son, former collegiate featherweight
boxing ace, the army team has been
rounded into splendid condition and
stands out as one of the strongest
amateur boxing teams ever turned out
at Fort Benning.

At the present time the team is
compact in every weight except the
flyweight class. Owing to the rules
governing the physical examination
of applicants for enlistment in the
U. S. Army, there are very few men
in the 112 pound division. In the
bantamweight division the fort team
is well represented with Billy Floyd
of the 29th Infantry, and Tanker
Floyd of the Tank Corps. Tanker
Floyd is the harder puncher and
tougher of the pair but Billy is a
master boxer with a pair of speedy
legs and plenty of kick behind his
punches. One of this pair should
make the grade.

Mathews of the Tankers looks like
the big gun in the featherweight divis-
ion. Carrying the kick of the mule
in either mit and possessing a chin
that has proven to be bomb proof,
this youngster looks like a sure bet
n the feather class. Mann of the
Special Units, 29th Infantry, is also
a strong contender in the feather
class, although not carrying the
punching power of Mathews, the
doughboy is fast and exceptionally
clever.

Phail, new comer from down Pana-
ma, looks like the high light of the
lightweight division. This boy can
box and punch. He is plenty tough
and fights like a veteran. Either
Lorimer of the First Bats or Boly-

Still's Rent-A-Car Company
1.232 First Avenue

Rates
6 to 12iePer Mile

No Hour Charge

Clean and Efficient Service
Fords Chevrolets

Expert Repairing
at costs lower than those you

will find anywhere else!

Our unusually well-equipped shop is our
guarantee that our work will give you satisfac-
tion-both from the standpoint of economy and
good workmanship.

FREE BRAKE SERVICE

New Tags Installed Free

Joe Blankenship
PHONE 50

1017 - 1st Avenue

Wrecker Service Day and Night

Fi

Makers of Fine Printing Plates

WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.

Atlan ta, Georgia
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Blue Thunderbolt
Overcomes Kellvs
In Exciting Game

BY JACK GIBNEY

The Blue Thunderbolt of the 2nd
Battalion, 29th Infantry crashed with
the Green Wave from the First Battal-
ion of the same regiment in the post
gym at Fort Benning last night and
went down in bitter defeat, fighting
all the way. The two see-sawed
through the entire first salf and the
first of the third quarter, but the
Irish started running up the score,
and when the final whistle blew the
Kellys were on the short end of a 44-
29 game.

The two teams are playing off a tie
resulting from the series of games
that have been in progress at the post
since December, and there still re-
mains two more games to be played
before the championship of the Ben-
ning basketeers will be decided. A
victory for the Thunderbolt will place
them the undisputed champions of the
post hoop artists, while if the Kellys
take this evening's contest it will
throw the deciding games over to Fri-
day.

The close teamwork of the Green
Wave and the sharpshooter eye of their
star center, Sheppard, accounted for
last night's picture. Sheppard was the
boy that dropped them through the
loop, but due credit must be given to
the wonderful pass work and feeding
of Jordan and Sneed. Tiny Ray at
guard together with his running mate
Reddock, gave an excellent exhibition
of how to keep on top of the ball.
Sneed and Sheppard also worked mar-
velously together on the defensive.
McAllister, Kelly guard, tried desper-
ately all through the contest to stem
the tide, but his long shots for the
basket resulted in but one field goal.
The floor generalship shown by him
however offset the fact that his eye
was off. Chamberlain, center, was
high point man for the Second Batts,
but together with Darden and two
Lees, F. and J., kept the Irish on

Come! Come!
A New Place

To Go--
6,000 feet of hard-wood floor,
new ball bearing skates, mu-
sic and a delightful evening
ahead.

Bud Massey & Tom Tuggle
Announce a New

Skating Rink
Opens Tonight

7:30 P. M.
Admission .... 15c
Skates........ 25c

Cor. Dillingham & Front Avenue

their toes till the last few minutes of

the game.
The Kellys were badly crippled

when Lee, F. was taken from the game

because of a superabundance of fouls,
for the little youngster had done much

to keep the score even.

A word of praise should be spoken

for the offciating that was done at last

night's game. Referee Wright and

Umpire Stewart have called them at
all of the games of the season, but the
work that they did last night stands
out as an example of cleancut, fair;
and impartial decisions, that make it
a pleasure to watch the game.
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POST BOXING TEAM READY TO
COMPETE IN SOUTHERN MEET

(Continued From Page 7)
as he spatted favorites with a right
hand and left them rolling in the
resin. He shoved leather three times
in the Southeastern meet at Atlanta,
and scored two knockouts and one
decision. He entered in the tryouts
for the Olympic boxing team, held
at New York. Watley scored two
knockouts, then met the first south-
paw of his career and dropped his
first decision. This year he has been
schooled in the ways and means to
fight southpaws. Watch this boy go.

Lonnie Wilson, 29th Infantry, and
Morris, Tank Corps, will wear Ben-
ning colors in the lightweight divis-
ion. Both of these boys are rugged,
willing mixers. There is little to
choose between the pair and either
of the pair should hold his own with
amateur lightheavys in the south.

Army hopes in the heavyweight di-
vision are being pinned on the mas-
sive shoulders and armored chin of
Penland of the Special Units, 29th
Infantry. Only a youngster in his
second season of leather pushing,
Penland has been going along nicely.
In the recent garrison tournament,
Penland copped honors in the heavy.
weight class with little opposition.
He looks good in training and should
give a splendid account of himself
in competition against the leading
heavyweights of the Simon Pure
ranks.

Lafkowitz Bros.
Makers of good Clothes

-Alterations--
1208 First Avenue

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GEO GIA
A Citizen Wherever We Serve

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harding, Manager

HALF SOLES
A GOOD A BETTER
Half 50. Half 75c
Sole . Sole 6t

LAMAC SOLE $1.00
The Only 5-Unit Machine In

Columbus

Ta nk N o t e s Infantry School Detachment
A new rule made by Major Ki

man, Battalion Commander, in A
letic Memorandum dated March
makes all members of the Battali
eligible to play baseball with th
company teams. This should mc
the approval of all companies a
we believe that the same rule wot
go well on football, swimming, b
ketball, track and all other sports
the Battalion.

We take pleasure in announci
the promotion to the rank of corpor
Private First Class Edward B. Di
den, of company F-67, Infantry. Ma
of you will reinember Corporal D
den as the fellow who starred
Company F-67 boxing team dur
the company series. Congratulatior
Corporal Durden.

"Tanks" old man, we see Ba
Ruth hasn't signed up with Yan
yet. You might be able to get hi
for your all "Star Baseball Tean
now that you have Gilbert, Newma
Massey, Organ and Holloway.

Down in F-67 they tell us that t]
telephone has been slightly neglecte
However, they tell us that, Joe, Zaz
Swaney, Popeye .and Donald have ni
been forgotten and are still bei
paged by the Belles down town.

Private Bishop, better known
Company "D" as "Chesty Mahatn
Gandhi" while attending one of ti
Post dances rather late got a com
ing down from the little lady; bi
after telling her he was the bugh
of the guard got off kind of light.

"Tightie" Witherspoon says he hf
as much chance of getting this eigl
cent gas as the Scotchman who wer
to the Studebaker Company with
basket under his arm to get sor
"Free Wheeling."

Corporal Swantic reports our ne
baseball field ready. Schedule ogames for the company series wil

last throughout the month of Apri
and all fans of baseball are welcom
to witness these games.

SPORT CHATTER

(Continued From Page 6)
known as the pinwheel scissors, ut
til the Strangler had reached th
proper stage of dizziness, then d(
posited him neatly, though forcibl
on the floor. Lewis, out colder thai
acucumber, was through for the ev

ening.
* * *

Syracuse romped off with four o
he individual titles in the Easterr
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ntercollegiate boxing championship,
o clinch the team laurels easily. The
)rangemen accumulated 27 points
with Army and Western Maryland
ied at 12 points each. Penn State

Vita Health Reclining Cabinet

We have an experienced Graduate Masseur or Masseuse whom we
send to Fort Benning each Monday, Wednesday and Friday who can
conveniently give Swedish Massages and Mineral Baths in your home.
Reasonable Rates. We have many luxurious and beneficial Treatments
for Health, Beauty and Happiness.

Treatments conveniently given at home include Swedish Sham-
poo, Turkish Shampoo, Oxygen, Sulphur, Nauheim, Oil of Eucalyptus,
Saline Baths, Salt Glow, etc.

Office hours 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.--Evenings by appointment

Russian Cabinet Swedish )
Mineral Baths Facial and Massage
Tunri Bah Scalp

Physto )
Hydro Therapy
Electro

SPECIAL REDUCING TREATMENTS

RIGDON HEALTH INSTITUTE
216 Doctors Building Phone 1037

In the spring a youg man's

In the recent personnel s
at headquarters the gang ul
lost one of the smiling fac
made life a much brighter t
many ways. Referring to non
than our friend Corporal
Knox, who was moved, bag a
gage, to the Quartermaster of
his long career as general suj
of almost anything laying
loose, Corporal (James to you
made many a hard working
man smile just a little bit b
and gaze in wonderment aft
as he sped about his duties.
gone, but we shall miss him.

Another to depart the coni
headquarters was the blond A
that pedaled valiantly hith
yon over the reservation del
those yellow envelopes that M,
tern Union dispatches. The
ster is considerably worried as
final resting place for his s
and is reported to have left t
brick building with a tear gli
in a big blue eye. Shouts
were heard from Chief Sa
however, when he learned ti
delivery job was not to fall
lot.

The tattler is finally to]
Scribe Gibney has been hec
mumble lately, that, if his absgets any worse, he would send

a memory course. Al Durden
him the trouble the other
though, when an envelope, in
in Gibney's scrawl, was retur
the post office. It was addre,
a newspaper located at "3342
N. W." and underneath, in bo
ters, was written "Fort Be
Georgia." Al is sending off f
memory course himself, and i
to present it to Gibney at the
opportunity.

... ! The recent spell of mild balmy
weather has gone to Corporal Camp- Wonder what the boys mean when
bell's head, and a close observer can they holler "Yoo-hoo, Pittman?"

Twenty-Ninth Infantry
HQ. COMPANY, 1ST BATTALION pretty hard to tell which is the most armies.

Come, Come little brain, think accurate of the three. Anyway I'd
a- hard, even if it does hurt. Think hate to be a cuspidor when the three
e hard and see if you can remember of them are around. W OL'W LFSON (CO.
e- some dirt about the honorable mem- Poor old Shuffle LeJune is having "

y bers of this small but well heard of a pretty hard time of it trying to 939 Broadway
n organization. We are trying out three show the boys that he can get around
r- prospects for the National Tobacco as well as they or even better. The

Spitting Convention and from all better part comes in when that goo Wrapping Paper, Paper
outlooks it seems as if we are set old chow whistle blows, and then an Bags, Towels, Napkins,

f to have at least second place. Be- then only is when he shows speed
n tween Bloodhound Hays, Spark Plug Lagalor. C u p s and Stationery.
s Mauldin and Beach-nut Bryan, it's Dear me, my oh my, will wonders
e never cease. Here the other day PHONE 113annexed 11 points, Yale 6, and M. when the company fell out for base-

I. T. 4. ball practice, who should appear big
Leading the Orange boxers to their as day for a position on the team,-

second consecutive team title were but our own little Pa Tipper. And
Al Wertheimer, who captured his what a sweet little ball player he
third successive 125 pound champion- turned out to be. Out side of a black.
ship, Captain Joe Moran, who topped eye, a swollen lip and two or threeall competitors- in the 155 pound busted fingers Pa Tipper came out
class, Tony Balash, the winner in of that practice in pretty good shape. O R
the 165 pound division, and Joe Va- Don't mind me Tip Old Boy, we are
bout of the evening, with us and want to assure you that JEW EL Y 'CO

* * * there is a place on the first string for
Highlights of the Knights of Co.you. Keep up the good work. 121 Broadway

lumbus track and field meet in Madi- Here is a spirit for you. Our little
son Square Garden a week and a half Company Fund is so small that it is for
ago. Glenn Cunningham atoned for impossible to do what we want to Expert Watch Repairing
his setback by Gene Venzke in the and stay within the limits. Saturday
national championships by outdis. morning at a meeting of the com-
tancing his rival in a brilliant 4:12 pany some of the boys suggested a
mile performance. . ... Emmett Top-' donation to enable us to have the Home Savings
pino turned the tables on Ralph Met. magazines and papers in our recrea.
calf in the sprint. . ... Keith Brown tional room that are now missing. Bank
vanquished his teammate Wirt The suggestion was greeted heartily
Thompson of Yale in the pole vault and everyone in the company assured "The White Bank"
by leaping 14 feet 13.4 inches., athe Top-Kick that he was willing to Capital-$150,000.00new indoor mark .... Joe McCluskey donate twenty.five cents every month Cptl-----------50000.00

s until the subscriptions were fully paid Surplus-50,000.00beat Paul Kanaly by three quarterS Jfor"Itrs ado eoisa
of a lap in the two mile. . ... and r Interest Paid on Deposits at
Barney Berlanger made a runaway Saturday morning the National 3 per cent. per annum, corn-of the septathlon duel with Jim men challenged our company pounded semi-annually.
Bausch, the Olympic decathlon chain.to a set of Volley-ball games. W, Short term Certificates of Deposit
pion. picked our team and played them issued at 3 per cent. per annum

* * * on their home court. Out of four
After the meet, the track writers games they won the big percentage Home of theAteree etthe tra kwit ersof Nothing. We were just too goodwere polled on the three most mei for them and feel that way about any CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

torious performers and all agreed r team in the Post, Regiment,
that the order should be Glen Cun. CLUB
ningham, Keith Brown, and Barney or Battalion. Come one come all.Berlanger. A special trophy will be Fort Benning Representative:Beardaer.tAseciana ntroh is HEADQUARTERS COMPANy R. M. HALL, Ja, Phone 290
ofwthisrdeciion.th re anon.thebasI This week being designated by theof this decision. More anon.

All Work Guaranteed
CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED

BOSTON SHOE FACTORY
We specialize in cripple work

Phone 565 1234 Broadway

MMM--; I

hake-up notice that he is getting more and
p there more restless as the days roll on
es that Tom Cox was much puzzled Thursday
hing in morning to find scraps of paper scat
ie other tered over the tent floor, covered
Barney with what appeared to be cross-word
nd bag- puzzles, or runic rhymes. On ask
tice. In ing Campbell the how-come, it turned
pervisor out that the master-mind had simply
around been trying to evolve a fool-proof
) Knox turtle trap for immediate use.
g desk-
broader, Many of the Detachment baseball
er him fans remember a familiar sight from

He is last season's games. It was 1st Ser.
geant George Mowry sitting on the

fines of players' bench and violently twist.
Mercury ing and otherwise mistreating one
er and perfectly good rabbit foot. This year
livering we are to be deprived of this edi.
Ir. Wes- fying spectacle, however, for the Top
young- states that, with the bunch of players
to the that are due to turn out, and the

ervices, cooperation that he expects from the
the red entire outfit, any luck that a mere
istening rabbit's foot could bring will be ab-
of joy solutely unnecessary. (Anyone look-

acramo, ing for a slightly used left hind leg
hat the of a graveyard rabbit, killed with a
to his silver bullet, by a read-headed, cross-

eyed, negro in the dark of the moon,
can find same some-place in the De.

Id on! tachment trash rack.)
ard to
entness Sergeant Frank Smith, after a re.
off for cent trip over into the wilds of Ala.

saved bamna, returned without the well.
r day, known go-buggy that he pilots around
scribed the post. The sergeant's statement
ned by is that the automobile was drowned
ssed to out during the strong rains of last

M St. Sunday. You're tellin' me, sergeant?
)ld let-
enning, I Hammond, of message center, has
for the shown considerable interest in a
intends certain young lady down-town, even
earliest to the extent of giving her music

lessons. Didn't know you were a
musician, Ham, but it's a good story,

fancy anyway.

m

Commandant as the Spring house.
cleaning week for Fort Benning, the
company is busy doing their part of
it. We are also repainting and cal-
somining our walls and ceiling of

• the company barracks. When com-
- pleted this will be the best looking
" barracks in Fort Benning.
I Our Top Kick, Houghtby, with all
I this work is a busy man checking up
" on every detail. The painting is
I requiring a good deal of his time

to see that the right color is put in
the right place and that it is put

Dock Easley took his girl to Ma-
con last Sunday and did not return
until Monday evening and then came
in walking. He said his car stalled

" on him but we believe his girl made
him walk back. Barker has gone
home on a furlough and expects to
bring back with him another baseball

* player. He said the woods were full
- of baseball players back at his home.

Willie Harrison is still waiting for
his promotion to staff sergeant.

Corporal Funk. our drum major,
gives us the following details of a
chicken fight that was held last Sat-
urday in Alabama. In one instance
a dead chicken won a fight. This is
due to a clause in the rules which
awards the decision to the chicken
that shows the last signs of fight. The
dead chicken had struck the last
blow then died from a mortal wound
he had received earlier in the fight.
The other chicken declined to fight
and started to run after he had
wounded the first chicken. They
checked up on the chicken that struck
the last blow and the dead chicken
was the winner.

In another fight one of the chick.
ens after having one leg broken man.
aged to hobble across the spit and
inflict the fatal wound on the other
chicken and won the fight by the
death route.

TANK CLASS BEGINS SERIES
OF SHORT LECTURES

(Continued From Page 1)
three speakers. Lieutenant Richard
G. Prather, talked on employment of
armored forces, Lieutenant Graves
discussed British tank developments
since the World War, and Captain
Rositer H. Garity, talked on the
development of armored cars in the
IUnited States Army and foreign
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I Tales Of Th

The instructors of the National
Guard and Reserve Officers' Class

all be glad to know that the whis-

pering going on among members of

the class the past week was in no

way connected with what one or

more individuals may have thought

of them personally. It was only the

usual whispering and back biting

that takes place before any election.

At that, and without the usual pre-

cautions that are generally taken be-

fore an election, this election was
safely held in Assembly Hall No. 3.
Therefore at this time we wish to

present to Fort Benning society the
following Class Officers of the Class
of '33.

Capt. R. M. Graen, Minnesota Nat.
Guard, president; Capt. E. J. Schmitz,
Illinois Nat. Guard, 1st vice presi-
dent; Capt. M. L. Fahrney, Inf. Res.
California, 2nd vice president; Capt.
W. F. Sutton, Texas Nat. Guard, sec-
retary; Capt. H. B. Dudley, Inf. Res.,
Florida, treasurer.

Congratulations to you all and we
are confident that your actions in
your various capacities will be in
accordance with the type of men we
know you are.

Another verse to the Class Song:
When I'm the commandant,
When I'm the commandant,
Bulls-eyes will be much larger
When I'm the commandant.
There comes a time in every one's

life when he wishes he may be one
of the chosen few, whether it be to
enter the Pearly Gates or be present-
ed with the approved solution to a
problem at the same time the prob-
lem is given out for working. There
were some of the chosen in the class
in Mobilization last week., and they
thank the Major now, their only sug-
gestion being that the same be done
the next time there is a marked prob-
lem. Thanks again Major Kraft, as
ve correspondent was chosen too.

Upon applying at the bank for
his money Rastus was told that the was.
bank had failed, in fact it had just "Well," drawled the Captain "as
busted to which Rastus replied; near as I have been able to ascertain,
"Lawsy me, Ise heer'd of banks do- it is a device introduced by leading
in' dis bustin' bizness all mah life motor car manufacturers to increase
but dis am de fust time Ilse ever the sale of automobiles."

had one bust right in mah face." Lt. Fahrney was returning to the
Ain't it the truth! post from Columbus in the trusty

Once again our friend Lieutenant Nash when stopped by the M. P.
Lipsey, of Chicago appears on the M. P.; "What's the idea of this
news horizon. According to reports speed, you were doing fifty miles per
the Lt. has lately been spending a hour."
lot of time studying up on how to Fahrney: "I haven't any brakes on
be God's gift to the Company Offi- I this car, and was hurrying to the
cers' Class. Evidently his study was post before I had an accident."
:all in vain as he forgot that para. We refuse to mention the names
graph wherein it is stated that hats of those who ask those foolish ques-
are to be worn at all times even if tions in class. There are so many
it is only on a map problem. of them they might gang your scribe,

This comes all the way down here and run him all the way back to
from Columbus, Ohio. A colored Colorado.

8 3 rd Field Artillery
BATERY "A"

Captain R. G. Mangum, our Bat-
tery Commander was on a leave dur-
ing the week end visiting friends at
Troy, Alabama.

Sergeant William L. "Soup" Gil-
bert has returned from a re-enlist-
ment of 30 days and is now back
in charge of the third section. Sgt.
Gilbert spent his furlough in Colum-
bus with his family.

Private Muscrove has returned
from a 60 days' furlough where he
has been visiting, Opp, Ala. Fharow
says he did not have such a large
time as he was on the sick list most
of the time.

Pvt. Donald Booth, the boy from
Cairo, Ga., had an extended furlough
of one day intending going to Cairo
but did not get any farther than
Girard, Ala.

It is rumored around that one of
our Corporals has matrimonial ideas,
because after missing Reveille he
claims to have over slept and missed
the bus, so there is something in the
air somewhere.

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Offiee Phone 1318

One of our boys, Private Kea was
injured while playing basketball is
reported improving and we wish
him a speedy recovery.

One of our Barn men, Pvt. Elwood
Granger had a sudden attack of
mumps while in the city of Colum-
bus, and received a free ride from
Columbus to the Post Hospital. (That
is one way of saving bus fare).

Private Shelton Brantley made
General's orderly last week and took
his one day pass Monday 21st. Pvt.
Brantley has been about the fifth
man in the organization to make Gen-
eral's orderly in succession.

For the first time in the history
of the organization there was one
day when no one was on furlough.

BATTERY "C"

The demonstration "Artillery Sup-
porting Fires" was again a success.
It proved however that knowing too
much ahead of time is not always a
help.

The Recreation Center Board jobs
used to be the ambition of many men
but since Knight and Jennings got
hurt, the RCB has lost its attraction.
Corporal Doyle is about to be dis-
charged and remarked to anxious
members of the battery that he does
not choose to re-enlist. With beer
available here without fine, we see
no reason for him to return to far

of this obscure manure shaker, this
very unusual announcement opens a
rather wide field for debate. The
use of the conjugation seems to in-
dicate that both are included in the
same general classification-a premise
which, in spite of the modern trend,
we are, as yet, unprepared to accept.
We have, unfortunately, seen more
than a few females concering whom
we privately thought the terms might
be properly considered as synony-
mous. It is possible that we have
even, upon occasion, referred to one
as a "she devil," but "lady fiend" has
never occurred to us. However, it
strikes us as a phrase of possibilities,
and one which may well be made
of note for possible future reference.
However, be that as it may, we con-
tend that to refer to both, as of the
same classification, in an official pub-
lication is not only contrary to fact,
but has the sanction of neither the
War Department or of the eminent
Emily Post.

The winter at Valley Forge and Han-
nibal's crossing of the Alps have
come to be accepted as instances of
achievement and existence under ex-
treme climatic conditions. However,
judging from the tales of horror
which are borne to us by our pam-
pered friends of the Twenty-ninth,
these two historic occasions pale in-

T t1away Panama.

eTent C itySince most of the ratings in our
--- ty /battery are issued to men while they

are absent, the members of the BC
soldier at Federal Inspection of one Detail, anticipating non-re-enlistment

of the colored National Guard com- of Bud Doyle, are all putting in for

panies, there told the Inspecting of- furloughs. Percy Parker was absent

ficer when asked what fortifications from the battery the other day for

were, that they were two twenty- about 15 minutes. In that time he

fications.-It could have happened walked to the court martial room,

even down here so say our instruct- was heard, tried, found guilty and

ors. convicted to a lot. We have heard

We nominate today for the hall of about the speed of the Police Courts

fame- in civilian life, but our present Spe-

Any officer who can draw Captain cial Court wins the price.

Bloomquist's contour lines after be- With no foreign enemies such as

ing out with Georgia corn the nite Supply Sgt., Truck Drivers and early

bef ore. eating basketball players to combat,
the kitchen force under the leader-

To the regular doer of this column: ship of our Mess Officer have started
The batter had, the inning before, a civil war. After Parker was elimi-

Sprained a ligament in his thumb nated the next victim was Bopp. Our
So in they sent the mighty Babe "Miss Evolution" of the bathing

A hitter of great note, but dumb. beauties contest was exiled from the
kitchen and was seen traveling around

He took one strike, a dandyto, on a horse. We don't mind the fight-
Right over the vwell known pan, in as long asthykeonckig

Watched another one go by and then, ingahey keep on cooking.

What did he do but fan HEADQUARTERS BATTERY

And so it is in life, Due to the fact that little known

As we trod the streets of hope: events are printed in this column

Even tho you're on the brink of death, from week to week, and much un-

Do your job yourself, you dope. wanted publicity is given to certain

Wuf, Wuf, The Substitute members of the battery who would
prefer that certain noble deeds that

Lt. Foster (in supply): "Lt. See- they have performed remain in the

man will you give the points to dark. Ye scribe wishes it to be

which the communication distributing known that his staff of scandal hunt-

point will advance during the at- ers are more determined than ever,

tack." and in the future, will hunt even

Seeman: "Well you start at RJ 617 larger and better game.

-there to RJ 607-then to CR 600 The battery is taking part in an

then. all night maneuver for the benefit

Foster: "Make the next one a big of the advanced class to be held in

jump." the vicinity of Ford Hill. The uni-

Seeman: "Then you jump in the form will be long handled under-

river at the bridge." wear with two undershirts, sweater,

We don't know who the fellow is two pairs of socks, two pairs of

vho uses the delicately scented after gloves, and any other clothing that

shaving lotion, but you want to see can be acquired.

the boys turn up their noses and sniff. The Battalion Daily Bulletin of
These Tank boys are quite ready larch 21st, in announcing Captain

with the answers. The instructor DePass' lecture on the Chinese situa-
asked Capt. Miller, the Kentucky tion. states that "wives and lady
barrister, what a free wheeling unit fiends are invited." In the opinion

2 4 th Inf.
COMPANY "A"

Private First Class James Pollen

"late of the 25th Infantry" was as-

signed to the second platoon and

placed in the 8th squad. His title, he
brought with him from the 25th is
"Yamacraw" but Corp Jackson who
knew him when he was just a baby,
named him Little Six; the Corporal
never dreamed of seeing him as he
is today, a soldier weighing 230
pounds. We hope that "Little Six"
will be of great value to us in our
next tug-of-war game. With Big Six,
Little Six, Hoggy, Little Julius, The
Blimp and others we have nothing to
fear, the names mentioned hereon
gives the total weight about 1143
pounds. Little Six, we are very glad
to have you in our midst, and hope
that your stay in Company "A" may
be a very pleasant one. We of the
sceond platoon will do all we can
to make it agreeable. All we want
you to do, is deliver the goods, and
rest assured that we will take care
of you. We know we dont have to
worry about you being a shot, be-
cause we know whence you came, and
we know that you will keep the old
tradition going.

Private Thomas was also trans-
ferred to us from the 25th Infantry
and was assigned to the first platoon.
He will be known as "Texas Kid."
We know that he, being a young sol-
dier, may feel strange here with us.
but buck up, Company "A" is about
the bet Company in the Regiment,
there is nothing to fear, all we want
you to do, is: do your best at every
thing you are given to do, and we
will assure you that we will do ours.
Our Company commander is from
Tennessee, and when you appear be-
fore him you must be right, because
the last three letters in his State's name
is what he uses to find who you are.
He is a fine officer, when he thinks
you are right. But, oh boy if he
thinks you are wrong, I'm sorry! so,
if you can't be good, be careful.

to absolute insignificance as compared
to the niight recently spent in the field
on maneuvers. To us of the Eighty-
hird, wsho are unaccustomed to the

(leluixe soldiering enjoyed by our
less hardy brethren, it was just a
part of another day's work.

You'll Get Quick Energy
from

TOASTED PEANUTS
The Greatest Contest In The History Of The Confection World

is offering a New 1933 Chevrolet. One to be given away every two weeks!
See cards on every Tom's Display Jar.

Aren't You Tired

of that '"sameness" in the taste of Pork Sau-
sage? For a tang that causes you to reach
for more, try "'OLD SETTLER'S Pork
Sausage". Made from spiced porkers under
surveillance of Uncle Sam. He regulates
our manufacturing all the time, and the
banks only once in a lifetime. "OLD SET-
TLER'S Pork Sausage" is regulated daily.

i CThe Provision Co., Inc.
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COLONEL LEMLEY IS HERE
FOR NEW COMMAND
(Continued from page 1)

30, 1884. He was appointed a sec-
ond lieutenant of infantry, regular
army, on February 13, 1907, was pro-
moted to first lieutenant September
27, 1911, to captain July 7, 1916; to
major July 1, 1920, and to his pres-
ent rank of lieutenant colonel, on
September 1, 1930.

He is a graduate of the Army
School of the Line, class of 1922,
of the General Staff College, class
of 1923; and of the Army War Col-
lege, class of 1924, and is a member
of the general staff corps eligible
list.

Dr. R. H. Brown
Osteopathic Physician

Murrah Bldg.
Phone Office 4108

Res. 1153

for LENT
The Grocery Department
has a variety of Lenten

foods and vegetables.

GROCERY DEPT.
POST EXCHANGE

FORT BENNING, GA.
The Post Exchange Is Not Author-

ized To Sell To Anyone Not
In The Military Service



Page Ten

:-:. .Advanced
Since the opening of the tactical

ewe hunting season, this column has

been bombarded with questions by
diligent students of the military art.
Space does not permit answers to
al the interrogations propounded,
the Great Dissenter Dill alone hav-
ing forwarded fourteen questions.
We are pleased to announce, however,
that the First Section graciously has
consented to furnish retorts to cer-
tain selected inquiries. We feel cer-
tain that the answers listed below will
serve greatly to simplify the mental
labors of Advanced Class students
during the last few months of the
scholastic year.

Q. "When should 'Lieutenant Colo-
nel, 1st Battalion' read his map?"-
Wm. L. Brown.

A. "Constantly, continuously, in-
variably, and perpetually! We cannot
be too emphatic on this point. He
should be born reading his map, and
go into retirement with his map in
his hand. If he has no map, he must

Friday, March 24, 1933THE BENNING HERALD

southwest and destroy them. How
I. Classics :.: can I accomplish this mission by

moving to the southeast and sneak-

draw one to read. If he cannot draw ing by their combat groups?'-Fay
Ross.

or read or both a map, he must have "oss.

his S-3 draw or read or both a map A. "It's all so simple. Place your

for him. In peace and in war, he self in the position of the Red com-

must read his map. Under the hot mander. You know that an over-

breath of a 77 m.m., he must read whelming Blue force is about to fall

his map. In one word, the answer upon you. You expect to be des-

is-ALWAYS. The only exception troyed. You have paid your last in-

to this rule is that on the approved surance premium, written your last
solutions to marked problems, 'Lieu- letter to the wife and kiddies. The
tenant Colonel, st Battalion' does not Blue commander double crosses you
read his map." by completely ignoring your combat

Q. "What is the correct technical groups. Imagine your embarrass-
. ment, your disgust, your chagrin!

term for filling a balloon with air, or You are thoroughly mortified. You
with whatever a balloon is filled?"- have lost face, so to speak. There-
George L. Ramsey. fore, you indulge in hari-kari, your

A. "After hasty examination of the loyal soldiers doing likewise. You
solutions to the marked problem on and your command being no more,
division aviation, The First Section the Blue commander has accom-
is prepared to approve the use of plished his mission without blood-
any of the following terms: raise, shed. Now, isn't that simple?"
inflate, expand, enlarge, dilate, dis- Q. "I had been led to believe that
tend, blow-up, fill-up, enlarge-up, and an interior battalion never attacks
puff-up." in column of companies. A potential

Q. "My mission as a Blue com- loss of tactical chastity causes me to
mander is to drive the Reds to the question this belief. What is the

answer, please?"-L. J. I. Barrett.

A. "For heaven's sake! Does that

answer your question, Major?"

Q. "Just what does THE School
mean by 'attacking in column of
companies? "--Wm. (Wild Bill) An-
drew Smith.

A. "Your question can best be an-
swered through use of historical ex-
ample. 'Tis the morning of 24 April.
Daylight is at 5:23 a. m., and there
are no road restrictions. The 1st
Battalion, 1st Infantry (with one plat.
how. co. attached) awaits the red
rocket signal for the attack. It's a
cold, grim morn and the weather
forecast calls for a full moon at
11:20 p. m. The soldiers have had
a hot breakfast and the 1st Battalion,
1st Field Artillery, will support the
attack from positions in the vicinity
of the draw 600 yards southeast of
R. J. 123. Major Modesto E. Rodri-
guez is commanding the battalion.
Company "A" is on detached service
at New Oxford. Company "B" has
not yet left Chilkoot Barracks. What
does Major Rodriguez do? This be-
ing a marked problem, the major
does not read his map. He attacks

Th12 esterfiel

FORMLAwhat is it
The formulas and processes which

make Chesterfield a milder and :.'::..........::. ,.....

better-tasting cigarette are secret-

to prevent others from copying them

If every person knew the method and processes
of tanning leather, it would be of interest; but what
people want to know is: Is it a good shoe? Is it
comfortable? Will it wear longer? Is the price right?

So it is with Chesterfield Cigarettes. If smokers,
men and women, knew all of the formulas and pro-
cesses of manufacture, it would be of interest to
them; but what smokers really want is the result.

Everything that goes into Chesterfield Cigarettes
is as good as money can buy.

Every process has in it all that science knows
about cigarette manufacture.

The formulas are secret to prevent others from
copying them. The mildness and the better taste
you may prove for yourself. May we ask you to
try Chesterfield?

people know it
© 1933, LIGGETr & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

in column of companies, Company
"C" in assault! In other words, this

Section holds that whenever a unit

is attacking alone, that unit is attack-
ing in column. If one unit were ac-

tually following another, that would

be something else again-just what
we are not sure. You will have no
trouble getting this matter cleared
up, if you will always remember that
a column of squads means one squad
acting alone. And don't ask any
more foolish questions!"

Q. "The regimental commander has
been lost since 1:00 p. m.; the execu-
tive officer has gone back to the field
train bivouac to look for his bed--
ding roll; S-1, S-2, S-3, and S-4 (all
mounted) are acting as messenger
boys; the radio and telephone do not
work; two regiments of Red f a s t
tanks attack our right (south) flank;
I am assistant S-3; I am very upset.
Will you be so good as to give me
a detailed offical expression as to just
what I should do at this crucial time?
I thank you."-Rip Rippetoe.

A. "Obviously! Obviously!"
-Submerged Old Sleuth
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The Infantry School Dramatic Club

scored again with "The Road to
Rome," almost unanimously accepted
as the best play ever produced at
Fort Benning. The costumes and scen-
ery were little short of magnificent
and succeeded in flavoring the come-
dy with an atmosphere of reality.
Those who attended either one of the
two showings just to see officers in
Uncle Sam's army make fools of
themselves in Roman togas or Car-
thaginian armor were heartily disap-
pointed. Every member of the cast
of twenty-four portrayed his or her
role so effectively that the quite un-
derstandable scepticism of the audi-
ence at the outset soon underwent a
rapid change and became admiration.

When the curtain rose for the first
time on the impressive scene laid in
a Roman atrium, the spectators could
not refrain from a gasp or two. There-
after the play soon resolved itself
into a succession of gasps. One pom-
pous gentleman seated near us gasped
regularly at the rate of about one
per three minutes until we began to
wonder whether he was afflicted with
asthma. He gasped at everything
from the costumes and scenery to the
delightfully risque lines that seasoned
the play from beginning to end.

Thetis Whitley, as Amytis, was the
personification of grace and charm.
She found her way into the hearts
of her audience, and, after that, what
more remains to be said? For one
of the best bits of amateur acting
it has ever been our pleasure to see,
Amytis, we extend our congratula-
tions.

Capt. Mark Brislawn, as Hannibal,
was all that our imaginations con-
jured up the Carthaginian military
genius to be. His polished and re-
strained acting was beyond a shadow
of a doubt one of the highlights of
the play.

It would be impossible for us to
distribute bouquets to every member
of the cast. We have mentioned two
already; we might easily mention
twenty-two others, but the play is re-
viewed elsewhere in this issue and
repetition would add no fresh laurels
to their brows. So we will merely con-
tent ourselves with congratulating the
whole cast for a superb performance.

And last but certainly not least
comes the triumvirate that directed
"The Road to Rome." Just as a foot-

ball coach is largely responsible for
the success of his team, so a director
is largely responsible for the success
of his play. The record attendance
at both showings and the spirit in
which the play has been received
from every quarter is ample indica.
tion that the labors of the trio
bore fruit in abundance.

S S S

We are not on speaking terms with
the proof reader or linotype operat-
or who was responsible for mutilat-
ing our column last week. Adverbs
were transformed into adjectives with
reckless abandon and even mislaid;
somebody invented a "hapless city";
sentences were left out to appear in
strange places; and the whole column
read like a chapter out of Henry
Shute's "The Diary of a Real Boy."

We would like to take this oppor.
tunity to assure our readers that wet
do at least possess a modicum of lit-
eracy despite the apparent desire of
somebody to pass us off as an incorri.
gible moron.

FORT BENNING, GA., FRIDAY, MARCH 31, 1933

Marking the End of the Dry Era

* * * * * * * * *

Large Cast Gives Highly Interesting Performance Of Play By R. E. Sherwood'THE ROAD TO ROME"

S r cThe reviewers of the average ama- A
teur show should be ever mindful

At Post Assigned of some remarks by Dr. Samuel Scheduled H ereJohnson anent criticism. He was

To Tank C Ia ss called upon to admire the perform- A re Called Off
ance of a pet poodle walking on its

A number of officers now enrolled hind legs. "Does he not walk well Orders received from Major Gener-
as students in the advanced and com- on his hind legs?" said the enthusi- al Edward L. King, commanding of-
pany officers' classes of the Infantry astic friend. "Madam," said Dr. ficer of the Fourth Corps Area, can-
School have been designated as stu- Johnson, "It is not how well a poodle celled the annual concentration man-
dents to attend the tank course of 1 can walk upon his hind legs; it is euvers which are held at Fort Ben-
the Infantry School during the 1933- how remarkable that he can walk ning each year. Orders from Wash-

3 aington to General King were the1934 academic year commencing in upon his hind legs at all!" immediate cause of the action of the
September next, according to a radio: "The Road to Rome" is, happily, corps area commander.
message received at Headquarters the not in this category. I am thankful As usual the Fort Screven troops
Infantry School from the chief of in- to be able to forego restraint, tact, had already started on their trip to
fantry. flattery, or polite consideration for Fort Benning and had proceeded as

Those who have received the de- the work of others. This play w far as Macon on their journey whenwas they received the order which senttail to the tank course are: Captains done so well as to be judged on its them to their home post again. The
Paul D. Connor, Raymond 0. Miller, merits, rather than on its excellent First Battalion, 8th Infantry, from
David H. Ross, Harvey H. Smith, intentions, that post customarily is assigned the job
Chester C. Westfall, and William B. At the very outset, I must have a of preparing the concentration camp
Catron; and Lieutenants Frank C. tribute to the staging. Two beautiful for the soldiers from other posts.
Bowen, James C. Fay, Frances E. sets were presented, The first act A statement from the Corps Area
Howard, Wendell G. Johnson, Lin- showed the atrium of an aristocratic Headquarters gives the proposed use
coin Jones, Jr., Henry Kiel, Otis Mc- Roman household, dignified and spar- of the soldiers in the employment
Cormick, Richard T. Mitchell, Clel- ing of ornament,, but beautiful in relief plan as the reason for the
and C. Sibley, Richard U. Thomas, design and balance. The second act cancellation of the maneuvers, which
Howard W. Uhrbrock, Edwin J. Van contrasted sharply in color and bar- are among the most important fea-
Horne, Russell Blair, and Willis S. baric splendor. Here tent like drap- tures of the training course scheduled
Mathews. eries of crimson velvet suspended here, since they give the students

Other War Department orders an- over massive white columns, formed several days of actual work in the
nounce the assignment of Lieutenant a rich background for the crimson field and under almost actual warMaurice W. Jennings, Chemical War. and black furniture, carved chests, conditions. The relief plan, which
fare Service, at present a student in ibrass work and other furnishings of calls for reforestation of large areas
the advanced course of the Infantry a military chieftan's field headquar- of barren acreage by armies of "ci-
School to the 2d Chemical Regiment ters. lavishly represented. vilian-soldiers" would require the use
at Fort Benning, upon the conclus. The directing, which Nvas handled of enlisted men of the Army for var-
ion of his present course of instruc, iy) a triumvirate composed of Mrs. ions phases of the work. The 97,000
tion. Previous orders which assign. Wadsworth, Colonel Rice, and Major acres of government owned land
ed Lieutenant Louis R. Delmonico to Harding, was careful, studied and in- which comprise the Fort Benning
Fort Benning have been amended so telligent, and the actors were pain. reservation, would, in addition, prob-
as to assign him to the 30th Infantry, staking and faithful in carrying out ably offer ideal conditions to carry
Presidio of San Francisco, instead. (Please turn to page 2) (Please turn to page 12)

NUMBER 49

,General Fuqua To
Remain As Chief
Of Inf. Until May

Infantry activities of the army will
be supervised by Major General Ste.
phen 0. Fuqua, chief of infantry, un-
til May 3, 1933, according to a radio
message received at Headquarters,
the Infantry School on Friday morn.
ing. When General Fuqua visited
Fort Benning a few days ago, it was
thought that his inspections made at
that time would be his last as chief
of infantry, as at that time it was
believed that his four year tour o
service as head of the army's largest
combatant arm was due to terminate
on March 27, as General Fuqua was
nominated for appointment as chief
of infantry on March 28, 1929. A
War Department decision just made
announces that the four year term of
the detail will be computed from the
date of the senate's confirmation of
General Fuqua's nomination, which
will have the effect of extending his
service as chief of infantry until May
6, 1933.

p

Red Forces Elude
.Blues And Take
Post In Maneuver

Demonstrating the rapidity with
which motorized troop units can
maneuver, the Second Battalion 29th
Infantry, under command of Lieu
tenant Colonel Elmer F. Rice, and
representing an invading Red Force,
eluded its opponents, a Blue Force

]represented by the First Battalion,
29th Infantry, equipped with animal
drawn transportation, and commanded
by Major John W. Foos, and succeed-
ed in capturing it theoretically, at Ft.
Benning, in a two-battalion overnight
maneuver on Tuesday and Wednes-
day.

The Blue force, which was endeav-
oring to intercept the Reds on their
march toward their objective, was de-
layed by a feint made by a small
covering force of Reds, consisting of
a rifle company aiid a machine gun
platoon, in the vicinity of Harmony

I church, while the attention of the
Blues was held by the small detach-
ment of Reds, the main body of the
invaders proceeded quickly by motor
transportation to their objective in
Fort Benning, completely out-maneu-
vering and evading tile observation
alld reconnaissance of the slower
noving Blues.

At two o'clock Wednesday morn.
ing the Blue force began moving to-
ward the post to eject its captors,
who retired before its several ener-
getic attacks. The Blues had pene-
trated to David Hill when the ma.
neuver was called off by Colonel
William F. Persons, regimental com-
mander and chief umpire.

According to officers participating
in the maneuver, one of the high-
lights of the instruction was the dem.
onstration o fthe capability of the
light trucks to maneuver over diffi.
cult roads and trails whose normal.
ly poor condition was aggravated by
recent rains.

This picture marks another milestone in American history. It shows President Roosevelt signing the Cullen
bill legalizing the manufacture, saleand consumption of 3.2 beer and wine effective April 7th. Left to right
are Rep. Parsons of Ill., Rep. McCormack of Mass., the Clerk of the House of Representatives. President
Roosevelt, Rep. O'Connor of N. Y., Rep. Cullen of N. Y. and Rep. Sabath of Ill.

Brilliant Hit Signals End Of Dramatic Season
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Actors Give Brilliant Performance
(Continued From Page 1)

the directors' ideas. There was a....

prevailing spirit over the entire cast
that made a finished performance
easily predictable at the time when

this reviewer began crashing in at

rehearsals. It was most interesting 7

to watch the moulding and shaping, A.
the thousand and one niceties of de-

tail that were polished and re-polish-.....
ed. From the bugle calls and the

drums in the distance to the smooth i #1
movements of Bala serving the table,

everything was finely coordinated to 
...

make this difficult play the artistic MY
performance that it was. X.

The play is delightful, though it

suffers a trifle from the tendency to:X

be wordy. There is an aura of doc-
trine and propaganda but Robert
Sherwood handles this much less ob-
viously than Shaw, for instance. Pre-

cepts and moral lesson are nicely I
sugar coated, or concealed in canapes
with wit for caviar. While the ar-
thor preaches against war, he indirect-
ly delivers a far more effective ser-
mon against smugness!

The play was first presented by ........

Jane Cowl, Phillip Merivale and a

strong supporting cast several years
ago. A good many of the Benning "Seventy thousand Romans lay dead on the field of Cannae"

audience saw the try-out perform- From left to right Scipio (Lieutenant Malin Craig), Fabia (Martha Watkins), Fabius (Colonel R H Kelley)

ances in Washington, D. C. The play Meta (Anne Vermette), Varius (Lieutenant Glenn A. Farris), Amytis (Thetis Whitley).

are omitted in the printed edition. not look elsewhere when she was bugles sounded off stage. The Ser- Captain Sargent, as Hasdrubal was
then had some pungent lines which on the stage; she did not dominate, geant, Captain Halloran, the Corpor- a fire-eating, blood-drinking, bluster

Our Dramatic Club made a few fur- but she was utterly irresistible! al, Capain Funk, and five Guardsmen, ing cavalryman, whose temperature

there deletions, and the play emerged Colonel Kelley was an excellent Captain Chance, Captain Crim, Lieu- rose at the mere sight of a private
last Friday and Saturday evenings, a choice for Fabius Maximus, in that tenant Duffner, Lieutenant Luckett soldier. His was some of the most
trifle less Rabelaisian in places, but he had a background of historical and Lieutenant Fitzgibbons, were a impressive acting in the play. He
devoid of none of its essential wit reading and an intellectual conception riot in a typical soldier scene, com- was magnificently cast and added

and sophistication. Nothing was lost of the role to build upon. It was plete with wise-cracks and true-to- greatly to the professional quality of

in significance and much was gained no easy task for Colonel Kelley to type mannerisms. Captain Halloran the whole production.
in subtlety by the alterations. - transform himself into a pompous, displayed a marvellous parade voice Major Gilchrist and Major Heile-

The device of putting characters in priggish old fogey like Robert Sher- and carried off his part in a manner man were serious, businesslike and

togas and armor, and letting them talk wood's Fabius. All the lines in his which brought him a well-deserved effective in their roles of Carthalo
in current vernacular was popularized face bespeak geifiality and humor hand on his exit. The story of Ma- and Marharbal-although much mild-
by John Erskine in "Helen of Troy." and the inextinguishable twinkle in
In "The Road to Rome" our audi- his eye could never be bidden by

ence was especially amused by the make-up. He made a grand old Ro-,
military aspects. In fact, it seems man dictator, bombastic and gran-

to me, we "got" the implications and diose, but one had a feeling he
the satire more satisfactorily than might have lighter moments, when
did the Washington audience. out with the boys a feeling that per-

The casting was a triumph of se- haps, on occasion, he might join in
lection and discrimination. Thetis singing the Roman equivalent of
Whitley, as Amytis, was a thrill and "Sweet Adeline." Colonel Kelley
a surprise to everyone who saw the gave a distinguished and finely sus-
play. When we recall that it took tained performance.
no little persuasion from the direct- Martha Watkins, as Fabia, the

ors to prevail upon her to accept the mother of Fabius, depicted the stern
part, that she has had little dramatic Roman matron in a manner which
experience, and doubted her o wn left nothing to be desired. Mrs. Wat-.
ability to carry the role, we are at kins' Fabia was an active old busy-

once enchanted with her modesty and body with no sign of age upon her
impressed by the keen perception of spirit at least and her nose in every-
the directors. bodys' business. For a young woman

Mrs. Whitley had everything the to portray so effectively a woman of
role required-youth, beauty, and a seventy-three is evidence of real
buoyant grace of movement. It takes talent.
a poet to do justice to such things, Lieutenant Farris and Anne Ver-
but to see someone walk as Ms. mette played the parts of Varius and
Whitley does, is to visualize some Meta, household slaves. Mrs. Ver-
lovely myth of ancient Greece. She mette is one of our most accom-
has a clear and attractively cadenced plished actresses. I understand she
voice, which practice and training substituted at a late hour in rehears-
would deepen, perhaps, but could not als, and it bears out my theory that
make more charming. She made an exceptionally fine spirit prevails
Amytis a more lovable young person in the Dramatic Club, for she invested
than Jane Cowl's Amytis, who was this minor role with her talent and
entirely sophisticated and designing. ability, giving Meta an appealing
At the point in the play where Amy- grace and simplicity. Varius, in the
tis drops the frivolous hero worship second act, displayed considerable
of Hannibal, the legendary figure, dramatic force, and was excellent
and becomes whole heartedly in love throughout. Albert Persons was an-
with Hannibal, the man and the other household servant-a small
dremaer, Mrs. Whitley was poignant part faithfully performed.
and moving. There was one difficulty The part of Scipio as played by
about her acting, however. One could Lieutenant Malin Craig was another

of the exciting surprises, a revela-I tion of genuine dramatic ability. It
could not have been better done and
I hope to see Lieutenant Craig in
another and biggr role. He was el-

$ ectric with intensity, and one for-

gave him his hatred of the lovely X

JEWELRY CO.
1221 Broadway

DIAMONDS--WATCHES
AND JEWELRY

Amytis, for he made his loyal Roman
warrior so admirable and heroic.
Bravo! Lieutenant Craig.

Colonel Weeks, Colonel Wallace,
and Captain May played Tibullus,
Sertorius and Drusus with fervor. If
everyone, in every play, handled the
small parts with the fidelity to char-
acter that prevailed in "The Road
to Rome," amateur shows would not
be classed with Dr. Johnson's poodle.

The second act brought forth the
remaining characters, twenty-four in
all. A breath-taking spectacle was
presented as the curtain went up on
the vunnrA ;n~retnn PlTvtaanlA

"Yes, I am going to die-but not until tomorrow"
Amytis (Thetis Whitley) and Hannibal (Capt. Brislaun)

go and the expectant mother ele- er than Hasdrubal, as befitted mert
phant, as related by Captain Chanceinfantrymen. The two of them corn
was another bit of clever acting. bined were barely a match for th
Meanwhile, Captain Gaillard, as Thot- burly thundering commander of thf
mes, the Egyptian scribe, quietly jot- famed Numidian horse.
ted down his historical notes and Lieutenant Storck had a usefu
made mild replies to the guardsmen's role as the Nubian slave, Bala, ani
jibes. Another small part well done. displayed a gorgeous physique ani
The dialogue throughout this scene nonchalant self-possession in a minutt
brought forth a continuous accompa. amount of leopard skin and vast area
niment of chupkles from the audience of well blacked epidermis.
indicating th Af the comedy here was Hannibal's young and irrepressibl,

Infantry musicians, I am sure the
Carthaginian trumpet calls and the
throb of the African war drums are
still ringing in the ears of the au-
dience!

It may be discerned that this re-
viewer is enthusiastic, and this re-
viewer cheerfully admits it! I am
enthusiastic not only over the talent,
grace and charm of Amytis, the dig-
nity of Hannibal, and the insouciance
of Mago, but also over the serious-
ness, and the well sustained effort in-
volved in this play. It represents
the work of many hands. The direct-
ors, the cast, the stage and property
managers, the electricians, the 29th
Infantry orchestra, the 24th Infantry
musicians, all contributed invaluable
components in making up this new
high mark in play giving. Every.
thing from the striking program cover
by Lieutenant Lundquist to the last
drum-beat bespoke careful planning
and intelligent cooperation.

I admire people who can make such
good use of their limited leisure time.
It speaks highly for the intellectual
and cultural standards of the Fort
Benning community. Many there
were who looked upon "The Road to
Rome" as altogether too ambitious
an undertaking for our Dramatic
Club but the faith of the promoters

e was more than vindicated by the uni-
- versally enthusiastic approval with
e which their spectacular and extremely
e well done offering was acclaimed.

-Mary. S. Tucker.
1

d1 DRESSMAKING

e Altering and remodeling a spec-
s ialty. Draperies. Mrs. J. E. Stew-

art. Phone 457 R-2. 401 Yeager
e Ave. Block 18.
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mous elephants, was a prize fat role

entrusted to Lieutenant Lyman Mun-

son, whom I liked better than the

Mago in Jane Cowl's company. Lieu-

tenant Munson had comedy sense,

complete savior faire, and a delight-

fully ingenuous personality in this

part. He seemed to gauge expertly

the reactions of a youth trying to act

the man of the world. Lieutenant

Munson has an instinctive sense of

timing, which is a subtle thing and

hard for amateurs to acquire.

Last of all we come to Hannibal,
as he was last to appear on the stage.
Here again, the astute directors
made a find. They had the proper
conception of the Hannibal Robert
Sherwood visualized--not a powerful
figure of masculine brawn and vigor,
but an intellectual type, with a sensi-
tive face, a faraway rapt expression
at times, drivn by an inward fire of
self dedication rather than by the re-
lentlessness of sheer muscular activity
and physical courage. In all this,
Captain Brislawn was ideal for the
part, and in addition, he displayed
fine poise, and good speaking voice
with subtle inflections. He made his
Hannibal imaginative and quizzically
humorous. His scenes with Amytis
were polished and expert-even the
ardent love scenes betrayed no hint
of the customary ineptness and self-
conscious constraint of the amateur.
He had the complete naturalness of
demeanor that conceals the actor
while proving the actor's ability. If
this sounds paradoxical, it is never-
theless the true actor's hall mark.

No review of this most elaborate
production would be complete with-
out a word as to the gorgeous cos-
tumes imported from Hollywood.
The gowns worn by Amytis were
beautiful, the togas of the senators
were almost imperial in their splen-
dor and the wealth of arms and ar-
mor on display in the warlike en-
sembles of the third act was mute
and impressive testimony of the Car-
thaginian military power that lay
camped before the gates of Rome.
Costume Mistress Pearl Golightly
nIust have had a busy time indeed
in sorting, adjusting and arranging
this unfamiliar raiment to insure the
brilliantly colorful effects which dis-
tincuish this play.

Nor should we forget to give de-
served credit to Burtram Pierce for
assembling at considerable expendi-
ture of time and effort-the appro-
priate stage properties which fitted
so well against the backgroud of
Captain Bell's sets. As for the wierd
and thrilling musical effects achieved
by Lieutenant Pierce and his 24th
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football, regimental track and swim- as the "Flying Five," the company
ming meet and the regimental base.team has won quite a number of29 Hball last season so we should worry games from various teams recently.
about a little thing like a basketball Some of the games that have been
- 'sa girl's game anyway! played in the past few weeks were

Cpl. Palmer is at present in the with the Boys' Club of Columbus,
hospital and we wish him a speedy Georgia, with a score to our favor
return to duty. Sgt. McSwain, after of 41 to 38; another with the Y. M.
using ten bottles of Cue Ball Hair C. A., Co. C, making an enviable score

HQ. CO., SECOND BN. Tonic reports that his head is again of 55 to 28; and with Company "E,"
Well, the Second Batts lost the; full of shrubbery-seven hairs, to be 29th Infantry last week, leaving them

Basketball championship to the First exact. Mac is very peeved at Choppy so far behind that Company "C" quit
Batts, last year's champions. We Stragand for the success Choppy is counting the score after reaching a
can't be piggish, t h o u g h ; got to having growing his mustache. Mac score of 55 to their 18.
give the boys across the way a chance says it is funny that Choppy can have So far, the "Flying Five" stands
at something. We won the baseball, hair on his lip and head, too-and with 32 games won and 6 lost. A

he can't even have a little on his most enviable record, I should say.
head! And if any team thinks that they are
Cpl. Bill Parker, our Battalion more dominant on the basketball

Stenog, has just returned from a fur. court, just get in touch with our team
lough spent up through Illinois and captain, Pvt. Jack P. Able, for a show-
Missouri. The house detective re- down game. We challenge them all,
ports that Bill is spending most of with no exceptions. Au Revoir.

___ __ __ __ his time at the Post Office since his -Edward F. Daigle.
return-must be some attraction up HEADQUARTERS COMPANY
in Illinois, Bill? Who is she? We had a battalion elimination

W. C. P., Jr. track meet yesterday and the follow.
COMPANY "C" ing men made a good showing for the

Well; Well; Here we are back to company.
the highlights of publicity once more. Corp. Hayes tied for the third place
After a short period of obscurity we in the high jump.
are once again emerging back to the Cameron placed 4th in the 440.
eyes of the public, where we may be Walton made 2nd in the 440.
seen and heard of occasionally. Holt got 3rd place in the 220.
Our most eminent writer of by- Maden got 4th place in the 220.

gone days had forsaken us for peace The Company is going out for base.
quiet and tranquility, so another writ. ball, Monday evening, March 28, 1933.
er has been summoned from the Staff We are expecting to make a goodItWnt Bof this most efficient organization showing this year as we have three

most deserving, to the different activi- Bonte, Corp. Easley and Corporal

ties within the Company. Walton (Babe Ruth).
The retirement from news writing Corp. John Walton (better known

'til you'll be wanting to of Sergeant Robert J. Reaves, closes as Steve 0. John and Babe Ruth) won
keep cool in a pleasant way, a most brilliant, and colorful, career about 15 packages of cigarettes on theof one who has contributed to the Steven 0. Machine, on Monday. He is
and when that time gets promotion of Public Relations be- some lucky boy but it cost him about
here, we recommend Fore- tween this organization and other $7.00 or $8.00.
most, the best, most deli- Units on the Post. To him we are Our Top Kick "Houghtby" is of

most grateful for the service that he the belief that we all get a fifteen per-cious and most refreshing has contributed so freely, and we all cent cut in our pay next month, and
ice cream. hope that some day he may be a no pay for promotions during thestaff writer on some big Metropoli. year. He is hoping that the Comptrol.

'an Newspaper; a position so well ler General at Washington will decide
deserving. in our favor all that is possible.

U11 thetOur Company Base Ball promoter, Our bowling team, headed by Sgt.
P r i va t e Edmond Ragsdale, (the Labonte, lost a hard fought series at

A the bowling alleys this week. TheIODA FOUNT working girl's friend), has just in.m Second Battalion Team bowled someIleted a preliminary investigation of owledt the b ig thaley tea

Base Ball prospects within the com- uslda h oligAly obaFOREM OST pany. He predicts a very successfulus
Fu~~u~~M u~~~1 season for this organization's team; Te aewti w onso ywit th nes tatwe til hae goding the post record for high team

wihAhInwRtaIwEtilhaegodscore, for the games played on thisDAIRIESmaterial left, with a few good addi- Monday evening.

tios snc lat easn.Sergeant Willie Harrison is still
Man I'm Telling You; the basket, waiting for his promotion. We hope

INC. ball team of this organization is gain, he gets it before April 1, 1933 so that

ing quite a prominent place in the he can get a raise in pay as well as in
sport.light very rapidly, and without promotion.

________________-any obstacles either. Better kn o wn We are all glad to know that Cor-

WE INVITE YOU TO MAKE YOUR OUTDOOR
FURNITURE SELECTIONS HERE

GLIDERS
All-steel glider, ball-bearing hangers, coil spring con-
struction, 3 cushion seat and back, Perma-$3250
tex water-proof covering -------------
All-steel frame, ball-bearing hangers, in-$2350
side arms, adjustable back, 3 cushions -.. $23.5
All-steel frame, ball-bearing hangers, in- $16----0
side arms, beautiful selection of covers ............
UMBRELLAS-----------------------------------------$21.00
TABLES ---------------------------------------------- $8.50
FOLDING STEEL CHAIRS upholstered in Fastex-----------$4.00
ALL STEEL GARDEN CHAIRS-------------------------$8.00
COCKTAIL TABLES-----------------------------------$4.00

FURNITURE

1141 BROADWAY

poral Funk our drum major has been
promoted to the grade of Sergeant and
that Pvt. lcl. T. H. Walton has been
promoted to the grade of Corporal.
We are also glad that they are getting
the lucky break by being promoted
before April 1, 1933, when he frozen
promotions in pay are effective.

STANDARD
SILVERWARE

AT THE
Lowest Prices

AND ON

Easy Payment
Plan

Supply your wants while
the market is low. A rise
in silver is predicted soon.

We are agents for Kirk,
Gorham, Towle, Wallace,
Reed & Barton and Inter-
national Silver.

REPAIR WORK
A SPECIALTY

C. Schomburg
& Son

1121 Broadway
COLUMBUS, GA.

_____________________________________________________________________________________ I

NOW!
dress

for

EASTER!
Smart Showing Of:

Kuppenheimer
Varsity Town

Dobbs
Manhattan

McGregor
Resilio, Etc.

ALL NATIONALLY KNOWN BRANDS

The New Styles Are Here

Visit Our Boy's Shop

Hofflin & Greentree
Columbus' Leading Clothiers

ESTABLISHED 1888

Miniature Country Estates
1-Acre - 2-Acres - 5-Acres

IN EAST EDGEWOOD

Woodland tracts, rolling ground, level ground, a spring, branch,
creek-almost any kind of country place you want.

Waterworks water at $3.00 per quarter available to most of
these lots. City lights.

Prices right.- Terms to suit.

EDGE & ARMOUR, Inc.
No. 9 - 12th STREET PHONE 66

F. W. ARMOUR -. Salesmen - - I. HERMANN

AIIJUA JLPJL:jlllIALIWW.31 A-&JLJJLL.LA6A.JAUP
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S(:CCIAL I I O W L CH
FELICIA C. HOWELL,) PHONE 389

Engagement Of Miss Phyllis Sargent m

And Lt. William B. Moore Announced Todays Fashion C,
at-

Centering the interest of society erick S. Porter officiated. The church "

throughout Army and civilian circles was beautifully decorated with palms ai

is the announcement on Saturday of and ferns, the altar being banked by M
the engagement and approaching mar- ferns and flanked by tall altar.baskets - I
riage of Miss Phyllis Sargent to Lieut. filled with Easter lilies and white glad- JI

William Barnes Moore. Miss Sargent, iol. Soft white candles burned in R

the only daughter of Capt. and Mrs. silver candelabra. A

Charles R. Sargent, is one of the lov- As the wedding party proceeded H
liest and most popular debutantes of down the aisle, Miss Lucille Autrey
Fort Benning and of Columbus. While played a program of nuptial music
she has been at Fort Benning she has while Mr. John Henderson rendered P

taken a prominent part in the social, several vocal numbers. Lieut. Mc-
dramatic and athletic activities on the Nulty had for his best men Lieut.
Post. She attended college at the Con- Dan Gilmer and Lieut. James B.
necticut State College at Storrs, Con- Woolnough, while the ushers were
necticut. Miss Sargent is descended Capt. Morris B. DePass, Jr., Lieut. Ith

both on her paternal and maternal James M. Churchill, Jr., Lieut. Rich- S1
sides from California's most distin- ard H. Smith and Mr. Albert Laney.: C
guished pioneer stock, her mother The bridesmaids were Miss Jane Mc- tih
having been formerly Bernice Brooks Ewen and Miss Natilu McKenny, a

of Son Francisco. Lieut. Moore is the They were gowned alike in lovely yel- '4fi

son of Mr. and Mrs. Boling Moore of low crepe tea gowns with large puff '
Milledgeville, Georgia. He is descend- sleeves. They wore small yellow tur- P
ed from one of this state's distinguish- bans with accessories to match and V
ed families. iLeut. Moore has been carried bouquets of pink sweethart B
stationed at Fort Benning since his roses. Miss Ermine Trulock, the sis-
graduation from the United States tr of the bride, was the maid of hon.
Military Academy in 1932. Plans for or. Her gown was turquoise blue ...........
the wedding have not yet been com- crepe fashioned along the newest lines
pleted. with large puff sleeves and ankle

* * * ) length skirt. Her hat and accessories
MARRIAGE OF MISS TRULOCK were blue while she carried a bou-

TO LIEUT. McNULTY MARKED quet of yellow roses.
BY LOVELY CHURCH WEDDING The young bride who entered on the .... __

The marriage of Miss Elma Trulock arm of her brother, Thornwell Tru-
to Lieut. William A. McNulty which lock, was beautiful in her bridal gown An attractive lace frock.
was solemnized last Friday afternoon of beige crepe fashioned floor length By VERA WINSTON
at 3:30 o'clock took place at the First with long puff sleeves. She wore a One of our correspondents, w h o
Baptist Church before a large assem- close fitting beige crepe hat and car- describes herself as a smart, middle-
bly of relatives and friends. Dr. Fred- ried a lovely shower bouquet of aged matron, wants ideas for a frock

bride's roses and lilies of the valley, to wear at an afternoon wedding. We
Immediately after the ceremony, Mrs. can think of nothing more beautiful
Thornwell Trulock, mother of the and suitable than a lovely frock of

bride, entertained with an informal lace, ideal for the more mature figure,

TOAST reception. She was gowned in blue and indeed lovely for any woman,AM da A01A% young or old.
ceewith accessories to match. Sheyonorld

" =crepe A lace frock has so many uses, too,
P I S I wore a corsage of pink sweet peas. as it can be worn through the seasons,

The bridal couple left during the af- whenever the occasion calls for a sim-
ternoon for a few weeks wedding tripIpie or an elaborate frock.

after which they will be at home at The model here pictured is certain-

Fort Benning. ly one of the most attractive frocks
, * * we have seen for many a day and we

ANNOUNCEMENT OF ENGAGE- cordially recommend it to our inquir-
ANNOUCEMENT OF N E- ing reader, as the ideal frock for herMENTOF MSS MRY KINEto wear at the wedding. It is of fine
TO LIEUT. JOHNSTON MADE black lace in a chantilly pattern with
Of widespread interest throughout a top of flesh toned lace in the same

* Army and civilian circles is the an- pattern. The cape which has a shirredPerma ent aves nouncement of the engagement of y oke is also of flesh lace. This lace
Permane t Waves Miss Mary Olivia Kline of Columbus: is tinged with yellow of the tearose-

tint, a very becoming shadle, for the
Eugene Waves - $5.00 to Lieut. Robert Daniel Johnston. older woman. The cape has two flow-

OilWavs-----$. 00.. Their wedding will be an event of the ers, one of black, the other of theOil aves............. $.00 late Spring. The charming bride-elect flesh lace.The Beauty Salon Iis a popular member of the younger prmnt
set of Columbus. She is the daughter with poietSouthern families.

MRS. RUSHING, Mgr. of Mr. and Mrs. William Anderson Lieut. Johnston is the son of Mrs.
207 Dr. Bldg. Phone 3761 Kln-n scnece nbt ie Daniel L. Johnston and the late Mr.

Johnston of Bristol. Tennessee. He

is a graduate of the United States Mil-
itary Academy in the class of 1931 and
graduating.
has served in the 29th Infantry since

OFFICERS CLUB HOLDS WEEKLY
_____SUPPER DANCE

Among the interesting events of the
week was the supper dance Thursday
evening which was sponsored by the
Officers' Club. Supper and dancing
were begun at eight and dancing con-
tinued until ten thirty, the 29th In.
fantry orchestra furnishing the music.

Delightful meals become A large number of reservations were

much easier to prepare
when one has a varied
stock to select from. The
Grocery Department has
a complete stock of lenten
foods and vegetables.

GROCERY DEPT.
POST EXCHANGE

FT. BENNING GA.

The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized To Sell To
Anyone Not In The Military Service.

PHOTOQRAPH
FRAMES

at

SPECIALLy REDUCED
PRICES

0

MargaretHarrison
Studio Shoppe

(At Ro6enberg's)

SPRING WEAR:
SILK SLIPS

Guaranteed seam pruf $1.95

GIRDLES
O Two-Way Stretch

$2.50 - $3.75- $5.00

COMBINATIONS
With Two-Way Stretch Backs-Bone Fronts

ALL FITTED

LADY JANE SHOP
12- 12TH STREET

I -

DOLAN- HENRY HAT SHOP
AT ALSOBROOK'S

Fashion Favorites Marvelously New A n d
Refreshingly Different-They Are Distinct-
iVely Better Than Any You've Seen Yet-

Prices from $1.95 to $10.00.

Fort Benning charge accounts

solicited.

Walkover 1933 Cabana
The Shoe Of A Thousand Perforations

$850
SHOWN IN:

Caroson Kid
Black Kid
Blue Kid
White Kid

This is an exclusive pattern with Walkovers. To appre-
ciate it you must see it on the foot.

All Sizes. Widths AAAA to B's.

Miller-Taylor Shoe Co.
For Quality And Service

Phone 24051130 Broadway

ade, among those entertaining were:
apt. and Mrs. Oliver E. G. Trechter,
apt. and Mrs. Kearie L. Berry, Capt.
id Mrs. Severne S. McLaughlin,
apt. and Mrs. James C. Home, Lieut.

Ad Mrs. Carl E. Anderson, Lieut. and
Irs. Carlisle B. Irwin, Lieut. and Mrs.

ulian E. Raymond, Lieut. and Mrs.
obert T. Foster, Lieut. and Mrs.

Lndrew J. Evans and Lieut. Richard

1. Smith.

OLO HUNT TEA HELD SUNDAY
AFTERNOON AT POLO HUNT

CLUB
The Fort Benning Polo Association

nd The Infantry School Hunt were
he joint hosts at tea from four to -ix
unday afternoon at the Polo Hunt
lub following the polo games and
he drag hunt. Tea was served on the

iwn of the Club bordering the polo
eld. The guests included all the
fficers of the Post and their friends.
'ouring tea were Mesdames Archibald
. Arnold, Sereno E. Brett and John
3. Thompson.

(Please turn to page 5)

I
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VERY SPECIAL
Just Received a Shipment of

GENUINE
ROCK CRYSTAL

GLASS

Only59cEac

Each
Regular S1.25 Value

Choice of

Goblets-Ice Teas
Comports-Finger Bowls

Ginger Ale Glasses

Max Rosenberg Co.
1145 Broadway
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Girl Scout Group Woman's Club To
Has Meeting At Hear H a w a iian

Matchett Home Program Monday

The Girl Scout community commit- The April meeting of the Infantry
tee convened at the home of Mrs. school Woman's Club will be held

Henry J. Matchett a week ago Thurs- on the afternoon of Monday, April
day. Mrs. T. W. Brown elaborated 3rd at 2:15 at the Polo Hunt Club.
on the purpose of a community com- A most beautiful and interesting pro.
mittee and assigned duties to the fol. gran has been planned for this meet-
lowing members: Mrs. A. V. Arnold, ii,, and all members should avail
riding activities; Mrs. J. De Camp themselves of the privilege of enjoy-
Hall, overnight camping; Mrs. J. B. ing "An Afternoon in Hawaii" which
Woolnough, tree finder badge; Mrs. will be presented by Mrs, Elbert J.
T. B. Catron, summer camps; Mrs. Lyman.
C. W. Weeks, junior citizen badge; Leading papers and magazines in
Mrs. J. W. Stilwell, child nurse; Mrs. New York have published stories of
Onir Bradley, Brownie chairman; Hawaii by Mrs. Lyman and in order
Mrs. H. B. Lewis, transportation; to gather authentic data and material
Mrs. Lloyd Partridge, treasurer; Mrs. for the writings she made an exhaust-
E. J. Lyman, publicity. ive study of the literature and folk

Intere-ting reports were given by
Mrs. T. W. Brown, captain of Car-
dinal troop; Mrs. Paul Kellam, cap-
tain of Daffodil troop; Miss Nancy
Stilwell. lieutenant of Pine Tree
troop, and Miss Helen Shelton, Brown
Owl of Brownie Pack, number 2.
Mrs. C. H. Studebaker has been ap-
pointed Brown Owl of number one,
Brownie Pack.

Mrs. Matchett, director of scouting,
gave an account of the leader's train-
ing class which she conducted during
the past season.

It was decided to hold a meeting
of the Girl Scout community com-
mittee at the Girl Scout cabin on
the third Thursday of each monh.

Girl Scout Notes

lore of the islands at the University
of Hawaii.

Assisting Mrs. Lyman in the pres-
entation of this program, Barbara
Moseley. v ife of Lt. Eugene L. Mose-
lv and Jean Westfall, daughter of
Captain and Mrs. C. C. Westfall, will
ive several Hawaiian dances which

xvill be interpretations of the dances
when they were used as religious rites.

Another attractive feature of the af-
ternoon will be the lovely Hawaiian
music that will add greatly to the pro.
gram. Mrs. Harry Reeder, Mrs. John
J. Albright, Mrs. John A. Andrews
and Mrs. Norman D. Cota will pre-
sent the vocal numbers accompanied
by Mrs. Raymond W. Pearson at the
piano.

The hostesses for the aftrnoon will
be Mrs. Thomas W. Brown and Mrs.
D ....r. aIon.noger 1J. Harrison.

Cardinal Troop
Tuesday, Mar. 28 ing at a novel treasure hunt. The

At our meeting today some of the guests assembled at eight at the quar-i
girls were taking Hostess from Mrs. ters of Capt. and Mrs. Arthur H. Luse
Heileman, and some Athlete from where they were formed into groups
Major Bradley, so inside the cabin of four and given a series of clues to

Major Bradley,"".sohinside thee cabin
there weren't very many left. Those the Treasure". The final clue led to
that were worked on their First and the Quartermaster camp on the Upatoi
Second Class tests. By the time they where a late supper followed by danc-
had finished, the Hostesses were ing were enjoyed. About sixty per-
through also, and then the fun be- sons attended the treasure hunt. The
gan! We practiced some songs, and treasure was found by the team con-
drilled on the Flag Ceremony. Now sisting of Lieut. William R. MacKin-
we know exactly how to do it, and nin and Mrs. Charles W. Pence and

wLieut. and Mrs. George P. Howell.we have our laws down pat. • * *

Those signed up for the PioneerPM
badge are soon to have their dreams PAN HELLENIC MEETING HELD
realized. A week from today, Pion. AT QUARTERS OF MRS. WAT.
eers! KINS

The Pan I- qneln ,,,tv l. vat".
Pine Tree Troop monthly

After the Flag ceremony today we at the at

played "Ship," a compass game and liott Watt
"Post Office," a signalling game, un- The ladic
til time for the Goodnight circle of two and p
which our most important songs were tea was Q
"Prophylactic Pup," "The Golden lovely wil
Sun" and "Taps." piece of

Daffodil Troop tapers of
At our meeting of March 24th we were Me,

went on a nature walk. Cman, Ree
We went in patrols and you were Rosebaum

to look for butter flies, wild flowers,
flowering shrubs, trees and birds and
the Patrol Secretary would write
them down as you reported them to
her. The walk ended at Amory Pool
and it was discovered that Peggy Ar.
nold's patrol had the most points.
with Jerry Catron's patrol second, an(
Anne Kraft's third.

We had the good night circle on
the Heileman's lawn after a very in-
teresting meeting.

SOCIETY
(Continued from Page 4) t)

SPECIAL UNITS HOLD TREASURE
HUNT
The officers and ladies of the Spec-

ial Units were the hosts Tuesday even-

HERALD WANT ADS -
CLASSIFIED ADV. RATES: I

20 cents per line or fraction of line.
Minimum charge for any classified ad.
vertisement, 50 cents. Payment must
be made before advertisement is pub-
lished.

FOR SALE--White Persian Cat, Fe. b
male. Phone City 2161.

TOMqb:DTOASTED
PEANUTfS

meeting Tuesday afternoon
tractive quarters of Mrs. El-
kins on Zuckerman Avenue.
es assembled for bridge at
played until four thirty when
served. The tea table was
th its lace cover and center
pink blossoms flanked by
pink. Assisting the hostess

sdames Richard H. Baugh.
we D. Keiler, Dwight B.
i, and Edwin K. Wright.

KIRVEN'S
SHEER

Now that the rifle and pistol marks.
manship course is over, we suppose
Major Easley and Lieut. Peep are dis-
appointed because they didn't have a
chance to see the class fire the course
in a hail storm. Howvever, Lieut.
Peep, the class turned out 100 per
cent voluntary to fire the pistol course
for record last Saturday, in that rain.

Three of our bunch are sporting
black eyes. We know Hughie Roberts

got his playing baseball. We feel
certain that the horse Lynxwiler w*vas
aboard butted him in the eye. Pinky
says he walked in to a door. Well.
fellows, draw your own conclusions.

Our class advisors have been hand.
ing out some exceptionally fine coun-
sel but Capt. Bloomquist's, "You don't
want to stand in line with your girl
in one hand and your money in the
other", takes prize money, even if it
was only a suggestion to buy your
tickets for the Road to Rome early.

And while we are talking about the
show, the members of the National
Guard and Reserve Officers Class
wish to add their congratulations to
those of the other members of the
Post, for the exceptionally fine pre.
sentation of last week's Dramatic As-
sociation.

We can always tell when the first
really warm day of spring arrives. It's
the day the striker gathers up all the
old paper and other refuse and starts
a roaring fire in the stove.

To the Commander of the Mexican
Army and a few of his trusty braves:
We refer them to that page in Garri-
son Regulations (page 24) dealing
with uniform regulations and prescrib-
ing when cotton uniforms will be
Nvorn.

With the exception of a few meats
'which haven't quite appealed to our
daintily educated palates, most of us
believe that Lieut. Lightcap is to be
complimented on the efficient way he
is handling the mess at Biglerville.
We do think that the gentlemanly
thing to do if you don't like what
you're getting to eat, is either register
a complaint with the mess officer or
make other arrangements. "Red
speeches" delivered in the bath house
are as distasteful as the scene of de-
livery.

Twso colored privates were discuss-
ing the relative nierits of their bug-
lers.

'Why, man, dat bugler of mah reg'-
ment am so good dat when he plays
'Pay Day' it sounds zactly lak de sym-

(Please turn to page 7)

Hand Bags
"Cigarette" Bi

Lift the ring, and prest(
are your cigarettes, fres]
and whole. Envelope

$2.95

Beaded Bags
of enameled wood. Ve
and very swank. Moir
inside zippers, all s h
White and pastels.

$1.00 $1.95 $1

Tales Of The KIRVEN'S

Tent City

)0,0F
Gloves

Washable Doeskin
Soft and beautiful they come
in white and egg shell. Six
button length.

$1.95

Kid Slip-On
A novelty four button length
in white, beige, grey and navy
with delicate contrasting
stitchwork and plain.

$1.95 and $2.95

S
ag

o! there
h, clean

shape.

ry new
e lined,
apes.

2.95

Belts
White Patent Leather

Washable and plaided to be soft
and pliable. Very new and very,
very dashing.

White Crochet
with interlacing of white kid.

Suedes
in red, green, beige, navy, blue,
black and brown.

$1.00

Scarfs
Striped Taffeta

Bright Roman stripes and gay
spring plaids to tie into bows or
fashion into reefers.

$1.00

Ascots
of white crepe and others of bril-
liant spring colors and color com-
binations for any ensemble idea.

$1.00

Collars
V Necks

of organdie and pique. Dainty col-
lars to make your throat m ore
lovely and dainty than ever.

$1.00

Vests of white pique. Ideal for
light coat suits. Bright buttons set
them off with a snap.

$1.00

MAIN FLOOR

KVE LVN§

Accessories

CLEAR

~HOSE

Dovedown

SGhost Chiffon
Very, very sheer. All silk from

top to toe. Sunburn, Sungleam,
Pebble, Chukker, Greylight, and
Peter Pan shades.

Dovedown Chiffon
A beautiful chiffon hose in the
same shades as the above but
not quite so sheer.

69c
MAIN FLOOR
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Lieutenant Peep's Diary
Wednesday, March 22

Announcement this morning of

those who would represent the Com-

pany Officers' Class on the night ride

of April the first. I do opine that

the date be not amiss for the antics

involved. It is my contention that

some members of the class having

prolonged the scheduled daylight ride

of a month ago far into the night do

by that experience feel themselves

qualified for this occasion. The class'

most promising horseman (he will

promise anything to avoid a horse)

will- not ride, his partner, the great

Mitchell, being still absent on the

daylight ride. A probable team of

Peck and Robinson unequivocally el-

iminated by a picket line vote of
the School horses.

More of digging this afternoon, the
excuse being "platoon in defense."
If this sort of thing continues as it
has in the past three weeks I shall
be sorely tempted to train a mole.
Thursday, March 23

Again fifteen minute talks, and
from the applause accorded him it
does appear that Wu defeated all of
us in our own tongue. Reported to
me afterwards that Weyrauch gave a
splendid talk but so enthralled was
I with the shine on his boots that I
heard no word of it. Rumors afloat
that some of the inmates broke
stones so well that they will receive
appointments as chief rock breakers.
That is to say they will have to give
their speeches over again.

Discovered the roughest man in
the class today. Bus Howard when
taken to task by a classmate for hav-
ing a patch of white in his cravat
knot explained "Oh yes. I failed to
shave this morning. Every time I for-
get to shave I wear out a tie like
that."

A most hectic afternoon spent strug-
gling to get at least a U in a Field
Forifications exam. So far gone at
the end of the third hour that, as
Moore remarked, we were dividing
men by minutes and getting yards.

Finished at last and with a feeling

more akin to relief than relief itself.

The feeling short-lived for with the

report that there would be no man-

euvers this spring came also the re-

port that in the two weeks thus left

open we are to be turned over to Ma-

jor Loblolly for instruction in post
hole digging and barbed wire string-

ing, the ultimate mission being the

re-fencing of the Brown Ridge and

Harmony cemeteries.

Friday, Mar. 24

Convinced that either the class or

the Messing and Guessing Section are
in. th l,.t tr M ,of .pmething The

not divulged. It might properly be

attributed to the state of mind pro-

duced by the week-end pasting of pa-

per dolls.
An E. P. U. problem this morning

discovered Houdini as a regimental

executive, for the C. 0. (according

to the problem) dismounted from his

horse at 8:07 A, directed the execu-

tive to "send for the motor trans-

portation", and at 8:08 A he swirled

away in a 1921 Dodge and a cloud of

axle grease. Damned clever, these

Chinese. Perhaps instead of a Dodge

it was an Austin which the exec pro-

duced from his hat.

Captain Paul does the curtain raiser
on the biscuit and bears act by the

supplying group. The hour followed

by the usual first-hour-of-any-course

jumping to conclusions, not the least

interesting of which was "Captain

Paul seems to be a wide-awake in-

structor." But I could not determine

who it was had remained awake to

find out.

Tuesday, March 28.
Today's big problem was to deter-

mine how many staff officers the col-

onel takes with him when he goes f or-

ward to receive orders. Having yes-

terday learned that two was the max-
imum we did today consider it but

normal to find the number limited

only by the capacity of the motor ve-

hicle used. Astute students could be

found making notes, "Take two on

III............ arn................ 1r, ...." Mondays-four and up on Tuesdays".
Fourth Section had us pinning the It was probably thus in the consular

tail on the donkey and cutting out armies of Rome when the consuls

paper dolls but Major McCabe has commanded on alternate days. But

us not only cutting them out but that was as nothing to our plight, there

pasting them together and that over being above a score of commanders

the week-end. Oh tempora, oh mor- in the First Section.
ons, oh Kankakee. Somewhat embarrassed today when,

Did review the Road to Rome r some minutes of shouting "Ques-

this evening, returning home full of tion, sir," I was forced to go unrec-

satisfaction and philosophy engender- ognized. And my discomfiture in no

ed by it. Were the Dramatic Club wise abated by Bowen's suggestion

now to close up shop forever they that I do some practicing at home

would retire, as did Gene Tunney, with my head in a laundry bag.

undisputed heavyweight champion. The high point of the morning

Saturday, March 25. reached quite early when Major Hall
Only nine months to Christmas. Did asked Hurt a question concerning thebestir me this evening to attend one actions of "Lt. Col. 1st Battalion."

besir e tiseveingtoattnd neHurt"S first guess was a miss and
of those insidious affairs called a pro- M ajor's allt give iwas a disad
gressive dinner. Such meals are ajor Hall, to ge him a lead, said
standing contradiction that "hope "Well he can do something which

springs eternal" for at each course I many students failed to do this morn-

did stuff myself as though there were ing." Hurt, turning over swiftly in

nothing to follow, with the conse- his mind all those things that the 1st
Section would consider important, re-quence of feeling over extended up-ple inttr"Psehem sto

on reaching the far side of ice cream plied instanter "Paste the maps to
and cake.gether, sir."
nonday, March 27 Major Bonham among those fatedIt does appear from the conversa- to occupy one of the fifty minute

tion overheard this morning that The breaks between horseshoe pitching
Road to Rome initiated a deal of contests. I do enjoy his instruction
studying,, the range of subjects runand wish that he might be scheduled

ning from history of the Punic Wars for one of the early hours when I
ireshould be awake to hear him.

to Biology the latter in especial in re. Kd w n o nd rdi d

elephants. Kidwell no end disgruntled at hay-

Whether such cogitations or other ing, during the course of the morning,
unusual exercises caused Gaither to been called on three times. Unequal

distribution, in his opinion, with 125
appear without his Sam Browne was ._.. . .. - .. - :.1

Here's To Your Health
BY MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

How Long Do You Expect to Live?
Since 1890 the average expectations

of life has increased a little over
forty percent. This means that the
average person may expect to live
seventeen years longer than he could
back in 1890.

In 1890 the average length of life
for the male was 42.5 years; for the
female 44.5 years. By 1930 these
figures had increased to 59.5 for males
and 62.7 for females.

This is the remarkable record which
the advances of medical and sanitary
science have produced in forty years.
The gains are due chiefly to the les-
sened number of deaths in the earlier
years of life. The fight to reduce in-
fant mortality is the big factor that
counts in this gain in length of life.
Control of communicable diseases,
especially those called intestinal,
such as typhoid fever and dysentery,
and those classified as tuberculosis
is the other great fact6r in this gain.
In 1900 tuberculosis accounted for
more deaths than any other disease,
In 1930 tuberculosis had fallen to
sixth place. Heart disease and cancer

are now the two most frequent causes
of death. This means that anyone
born these days who survives the haz-
ards of the first year (infancy) can
expect to escape the former most
common death by communicable dis-
ease and live for sixty years to finally
die of some disease of the circulatory
system (heart, kidneys or arteries,)
or cancer.

Your chances of living to a ripe old
age are indicated in the following
table.
At Birth:

Average remaining
At 5 years
At 10 years
At 15 years
At 20 years
At 25 years
At 30 years
At 35 years
At 40 years,.,
At 45 years
At,, 5i*years "
At 55 years
At 60_ years..
At 65 years "

At 70 years

years life are 60.6
.. 59.7
. " 55.1
.. .. 50.4
" " 45.9
.. .. 41.4
.. .. 37.0
.. .. 32.7
" " 28.6
.. .. 24.6
.. .. 20.8
.. .. 17.3
" " 14.2
" " 11.4

9.0

in the class,. His vexati-
me of the classic by on
mates of the 29th Foot C
soldier while sitting in
the reservation's vastnes,
hat a bird had passed o'
moving his hat he gazed
fully, then shaking his
dressed the departing on
and-that so-and-so! Ninet
sand acres-and you hay
my hat!"
Wednesday, March 29.

Major Arnold's discou
artillery punctuated b2
question "Does the liaiso:
a map?" which did ins]
of other questions he mi
ed such as "Does he hay
"Can he wear slacks?"
get Wednesday afternoor

More poop-sheets in
morning. What with tr,
up with my reading of t
besides pasting maps tol
get but six hours' sleep
I'm seven pamphlets be'
One Kinney, being a thi
ward looking soul, does s
eos to destroy them en
end of a three months t(
business last night only
the rats had eaten them
made a nest on "Battf
fense".

"Better he damned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY . F. H.

RETROSPECT
"Nothing left but a memory."-one of Hannibal's lines.

As stated in last week's issue, we realized that a good deal of our
valuable space has been given to "The Road to Rome" but we just can't
let the subject drop without a few post performance remarks. In watching
the play develop through the long weeks of rehearsing, we got attached to
it-so much so that the thought that it is over causes us to experience
symptoms akin to those incident to a mild case of nostalgia. To leave
for good and all anything that one has worked with for any length of time
brings a pang of regret. Be it a military organization, a business, or just
a side line, the end of the association carries a penalty-mild or severe
in direct proportion to the length of time that the association has lasted
and the struggles and triumphs that have been shared during the period
it has endured. It is a recurring experience for us in the Army and it
applies to all grades-from Generals leaving their commands to muleskin-
ners parting from their four line teams. It applies even to a severence
of association with inanimate things for we once felt a slight touch of it
when we saw an automobile salesman drive away in an old car we had
just traded in. And the old bus had given us a lot of trouble, too. Maybe
we'll experience the same sensation when we have written our last copy for
The Flare although at the moment this seems hardly possible.

So it is with "The Road to Rome." For four years we have advocated
its production in season and out of season and the fact that we could never
get a majority of any play selecting committee to put it on almost caused
us to lose faith in our powers of persuasion. We are glad now that they
held out on us for, with all due admiration and esteem for the actresses of
other years, no one could have played the part of Amytis as Thetis Whitley
played it. We don't know yet whether Mrs. Whitley is an actress or not,
but we do know that for two hours on the stage on last Friday and Satur-
day evenings, she was Amytis. It almost seemed as if Sherwood must have
had her in mind when he wrote the play.

Many who saw the original New York production insist that ours
surpassed it. On the face of it, this sounds like the height of extravagant
and unmeasured praise, but a consideration of certain facts pertaining to
our production justify the holding of such an opinion. For, although our
cast contained no professional actors, it was composed largely of professional
soldiers, well qualified by actual experience to interpret the roles of Sher-
wood's Carthaginians from swashbuckling generals of cavalry to outspoken
privates of the guard. And as for the all important lead, surely it is not
for nothing that our Amytis was born in the shadow of the Parthenon. No-
we shall not take issue with those who prefer the Benning to the Broadway
version.

Considered as a strictly practical
proposition, the time and effort ex-
pended in putting on an amateur
play is out of all proportion to the
tangible rewards which accrue to par-
ticipants and audience. The labor
and talent of many people for many
weeks goes to prepare the way for

"A poor player
That struts and frets his hour upon

the stage
And then is heard no more."
This is the argument of those who
see no justification for little theatre
on..i..o p a u ....u iucy - a'v... ... €;

on did mind groups ai may~te ttney UrU FIKUL-,
ie of the in. even as Shakespeare may have been
avalry. Said stating a great fundamental truth in
the midst of the full rendition of Macbeth's speech
s, was aware in which the foregoing lines are im-
verhead. Re-' mediately preceded by "Life's but a
upon it rue- walking shadow." Personally how-
first he ad- ever, we are not entirely sold on the

e; "You this- theory of the futility of effort. We
y-seven thou- prefer to believe that there are intan-
*e to pick on gible benefits that go with such things

as Dramatic and Glee Club produc-
tions, night rides, golf and polo tour-

irse on field naments, peace conferences, Elks con-
y Weigand's ventions, track meets, Rotary Club
n officer have luncheons and the like which make
pire thoughts them quite worth while. In brief,
ght have ask-we don't regret the time spent in
ve a pencil?" producing "The Road to Rome" and
or "Does he we are confident that our co-workers
ns off?" are in accord on that point.
my box this And finally we are immensely grati-
ying to keep field at the popular approval of our
these mimeos valedictory. Having carried this pet
gether I now project through in the face of well

a night and intended opposition that was designed
hind already. to save us the embarrassment of
rifty and for- achieving the greatest flop in the his-
save his mim- tory of Dramatic Club, we were all
masse at the set to take our accrued legislative
erm. To that furlough at once in case the skeptics
to find that were right. As things turned out

verbatim and however, we intend to stick around
alion in De- until we have to leave.

-Lt. Peep. JOTTINGS FROM A CO-DIRECT-

OR'S NOTEBOOK
Lieutenant Lou Storck, despite the

scanty costume of his own designing
that he wore as Bala, the slave, was
well disguised. One lady, who knows
the Lieutenant but must have failed
to look at her program, took him
for a bona fide Nubian. Evidently
she attended the Saturday night per-
formance and missed the Friday night
bend-over which disclosed where the
black began.

Just before the curtain went up for
the Friday night performance, a dele-
gate from a group of Captain Hal-
loran's friends besought the manage-
ment to let them present their hero
with a floral horseshoe over the foot-
lights. It was with regret that the
request had to be denied on the
grounds that it would necessitate a
curtain call for Mike alone. It was
felt that this would not be quite fair
to Mrs. Whitley, whose part, while
perhaps less important in the eyes of
the horse partisans, was considerably
longer.

The next day Captain Halloran re-
ceived an official communication from
the Provost Marshall's office to the
effect that he had been reported for
leaving his garage door open. The
hint was sufficient. Captain Funk
kept the uniform.

On the night of the first perform-
ance we were gratified to receive
from Explorer and Mrs. Chance, as
a momento of the occasion, an ash
tray in the shape of an elephant. The
card expressed the wish "May the
next 'seven years' give birth to not
one but many such successes."

Mrs. Tucker, whose review of the
play appears in this issue of the Her-
ald, holds the record for performances
attended. She came to four complete

(Please turn to page 7)
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THE FLARE
(Continued from Page 6)

rehearsals (one in modern dress and
three in costume) and both record
runs.

Believe it or not, high ranking field
officers are more reliable w hen it
comes to makeing rehearsals than
captains and lieutenants. Our hat is
off to Colonels Weeks, Wallace, and
Kelley for an almost perfect attend-
ance record.

Nearly everybody knows that the HE SAW A PRETTY GOOD SHOW
costumes came from Hollywood and ANYHOW

that Amytis came from Athens, but
only a few insiders know that the
grapes used in the first act came
from South America. Ask Mrs.
Pierce, who assembled the properties.

The bachelor mess of the two
James boys, Luckett and Winn, hav-
ing been disrupted over last week-end
by the departure of the latter on a
secret mission to Alabama, Leftenant
Luckett issued appropriate instruc-
tions to the faithful manservant who
looks after the joint establishment.
The dusky admirable Crichton was
informed that, as the Aide would not
be present for dinner, he could pre-
pare a light supper of sandwiches and
take the evening off.

We don't know how long Actor
Luckett's man has worked for him
or for what other bachelors he may
have worked before, but he knows
his onions. When a big man with
a large appetite orders a light and
delicate repast and tells him to take
the evening off, he knows what to
do. When the Leftenant came in to
supper he found everything as order.
ed and the table nicely set with the

V. V. VICK-Graduate watch mak-
er. Watches repaired $1.75. One
year Guarantee. City Drug Store.

Sergeant Davis of the Map Repro-
duction plant, having rendered a
service to the Dramatic Club, was
sent two complimentary tickets to
"The Road to Rome."

The tickets happened to come on
the day of the Glee Club's annual
performance.

"Just in time" thought the Sergeant
and that night he used them to at-
tend "The Debutante." It was not
until "The Road to Rome" was over
that he discovered his mistake.

Whether Sergeant Davis lost or
gained by his error is a matter which
we shall have to settle with Deacon
Leard. There seems to be little ques-
tion, however, but that some Glee
Club doorkeeper is color blind.

CITATIONS FOR THE WEEK

It was a foregone conclusion that
this department of this week's issue
of The Flare would be devoted to
one or several of our co-workers in
the local Dramatic Club's farewell
offering for the season. Having been
one of the insiders in that enterprise,
we know how much they have been
putting out and there is not one of
them who does not merit whatever
of glory or honor, if any, that may
attach to a citation in this column.

Take Directors Wadsworth and
Rice, for instance, who for the past
two months have been living, in
spirit, at least in Roman villas and
Carthaginian camps. Then there is
the cast, whose excellent performance
has been the theme of much flattering
remark, which for weeks has been
in rehearsal almost daily; and there
is Scenic Artist Bell who sacrificed
golf by day and sleep by night to
create the two magnificent sets which
furnished the background for the ac-
tion; and there is Lieutenant Bob
Pierce who directed the incidental
music and Mrs. Pierce who almost
wore out a set of tires running about
looking for appropriate properties;
and there is Mrs. Golightly, whose
responsibility was costumes and her
husband, the well known Superinten-
dent of Construction, who assisted
her by handling the sordid business
details connected with the renting and
shipping of the same; there is Lieu-
tenant Lundquist who designed the
program cover, and Mrs. Chance and
her make-up girls who made swarthy
Carthaginians and dusky Nubians out
of Nordics and Marjorie Catron and
Bernice Sargent, faithful and pain-
staking prompters, without whom
there might have been some. embar-
rassing moments. And at that we
haven't included all who contributed
in one way or another to help the
cause.

To conform to custom, our citation
must be brief so we'll make it read
this way:

To all of our fellow travelers on
"The Road to Rome" individually and

!collectively, but especially to Thetis
Whitley, God's gift to the Infantry
School Dramatic Club for the diffi-

i cult role of Amytis, for a perform.
1 ance that does not sufler by compari-
son to that of the distinguished cre-
ator of the part.

REFINANCING means reduced worry
Let us explain a simple plan that has helped
others and may help you. Our interest
charges are straight 8% with no additional
charges for investigations. We can give you
Twenty-four hour service.

Fidelity Loan & Investment Company
1206 FIRST AVENUE

T. E. BAISDEN, Secretary-Treasurer

best linen and silver-for two.

SHADES OF JULIUS CAESAR
AND NOAH WEBSTER!

Guardsman Fitzgibbons, having car-
ried a spear in "The Road to Rome,"
has lately become a recognized au-
thority on all things Latin including
the language. For instance, when
asked what the S. P. Q. R. on the
standard carried by Lundquist's leg-
ionary stood for, he never hesitated
a second.

"Society for the Prevention of Cru-
elty to Romans" was the answer.

Spring Hats

$3.50

Mesh Shirts

$1.00

Underwear

35c

Hosiery

35c

Neckwear

$1.00

GET INTO

SPRING

A

S
for 4ppearance Sake

Choose your favorite material, a worsted,
worsted-cheviot, flannel or tweed, in one
of these smart but conservative diagonal
weaves, Glen plaids, checks, herring-
bones,, all over patterns or stripes.

$15.00 $18.50 $21.00

CHANCELLOR
C OM' P A N Y
Fort Benning - Columbus Headquarters

I I
TALES OF THE TENT CITY

(Continued on Page 6)
phony orchestra playing 'De Rosary'."

"Hush yu' mouf, man. When Snow-
ball once wraps his lips 'round his
bugle an' plays de mess call, ah looks
down at mah beans an' say: 'Straw-
berries, behave you'self, you're kick-
ing de whipped cream out o' de
dish'."

Here's the dope on the class rifle
firing.

Expert Riflemen -----.8
Sharpshooters--------.22
Marksmen-----------92
Unqualified----------34

Percentage qualified 78.20. Average
score per man 197.37.

INDIVIDUAL HIGH SCORE
Capt. Shoemaker--------231
Capt. Richardson--------230
Lt. Johnson------------227
Capt. Sutton-----------227
Lt. Apple--------------226
Lt. Palmer-------------224
Lt. Watson-------------223
Lt. Tudhope-----------222

PLATOON AVERAGES
3rd Platoon----------202.52
1st Platoon----------198.67
2nd Platoon---------195.11

j ,ATOM$"TOASTE D
PEANUTS

A reasonable plan to ...

BORROW.
$300 or less

for bills., education., travel

0

Check off these advantages:
V Officers may borrow up to $300
V Your signature is our only se-

curity.

V Your confidence is respected.
V Fellow Officers, friends, or rel.

atives are not informed.

V You have up to 20 months to
repay in amounts to fit your
income.

V The cost is as low as the econ-
omies of large volume and ef-
ficient management can make
it.

V You pay only for the actual
number of days you keep the
money and only for the balance
due.

V Prompt service--entirely by
mail if you wish.

If this plan appeals to you as

reasonable just call our office for
information. No obligation im-
plied. And no representatives will
call.

DAILY LOAN CO.
204 Woolworth Bldg.

Phone 4372

" F3 %.p %-,%i v %Ana

$3.85
BLACK AND WHITE

BMen's Sport Oxford

$1.95
Men's Gun-Metal Blu-
cher Oxford.

Oxfords up to $4.25.

SAltNIF
STAR BRAND SHOE DEPARTMENT

WESTBROOK BUILDING
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DAVIS P. HARDING, Editor

Smith And Murphy Battle To Second D
Cyclone Smith and

SPORT CATT ER Harold Murphy top
'D'VAXT ll TT " A l-TlV In aoTK- rp y o

I ~ ~ 1 i1 V A V In iIVIIN Uy

Maxie Rosenbloom won undisputed In the second round, Rosenbloom

possession of the world's lightheavy- I opeAd up a painful cut over the

weight championship last Friday night Southerner's left eye and blood spurt-

by knocking out Bob Godwin at ed down the side of his face. God-

Madison Square Garden. Godwin was win fought back grimly but to no

recognized by the National Boxing avail. He was outclassed.
Association as 175-pound ruler, while * * *

Rosenbloom has the backing of the Babe Ruth formally signed a $52,-
N. Y. A. C. 00(0 contract for the 1933 playing sea-

After one minute and sixteen sec- son and then demonstrated that very

onds of the fourth round, Referee afternoon why he is still the highest-

Hartley stepped in and awarded the paid performer in organized baseball.
fight to Rosenbloom on a technical The veteran Yankee outfielder pro-
knockout, because of a badly cut eye vided the fireworks in the McCarthy-
sustained by Godwin in the second men's 7-1 victory over the Boston
round. The Southerner started with Braves when he propelled the ball
a patch over each eye and they proved over the right field fence in the fourth
easy targets for the champion's flash- inning.
ing left. Before affixing his signature to the

• * * contract, the Bambino cited three ma-
Godwin was sent to the canvas jor ambitions. "I've had three am-

from a body blow early in the first bitions. One has been fulfilled. The
round. He came up at once waiting others I hope to realize under the
for the referee to begin the count contract."
and stormed into the champion. "I've wanted to complete twenty
Maxie connected with a left hook to years of baseball and I'll do that
the jaw and Godwin went down this year. I've wanted to play in ten
again, coming up at three, dazed and world's series and I realized that
groggy. ambition with the last series. And

I want to boost my home-run record

Howard Bus Line, to 700. I hope to do that by hitting
at least forty-eight this year."

Inc. In .* * *

Operating Under Govern- Jack Dempsey, still the most popu-
Frncser o lar figure in boxing, came out with

ment Franchise the statement some time ago that he

Bond and Liability Insur- thinks Max Baer is fully as good as

ance Provided he himself was in his prime. That's
what he says. Of course we are not

SCHEDULE expected to believe it.
From From The Manassa Mauler also thinks

Columbus Ft. Benning that Jack Sharkey is as good as most
5:00 AM 6:00 AM of the old heavyweight champions.
6:00 7:50 " That's what he says. Of course, we're
7:00 " 9:15 " not expected to believe that either.
8:30 " 10:45 Primo Carnera is certain that he

10:00 " 12:45 PM will knock out Jack Sharkey when
11:45 " 2:15"1:30 PM 4:15 " the two meet for the world's chai-

3:00 " 5:10 " pionship-and Teddy Hayes, former-

5:00 " 6:00 " ly associated with Doc Kearns and

7:00 " 7:00 " Jack Dempsey, agrees with him.
9:00 " 8:00 " Hayes asserted early this week that

10:30 " 9:45 " the Italian giant has improved in
12:00 M 11:15 " leaps and bounds since he battled

12:00 M Sharkey at Ebbets Field some time
Also "Extras" and
SCHOOL BUSES ago. Even then, Teddy points out,

410 PHONIES 224 Primo found it an easy matter to
CITY POST implant his huge fist into the chain-

(Please turn to page 9)

~ATHLETIC

.N EQUIPMENT
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POLO NOTES
Fin Bo i a d popular misconception in regard While no accidents of consequenceF e Boxing C r to polo is that it is limited in its ap- occurred duriig the present session,

preciation to a small group of players the round-robin tournament is com-

Murphy Takes The Last Two only; and that is it consequently an mencing to leave its imprints here and

Rounds To Gain Draw activity confined to a consecrated few. there, as it were. Monte Blue is sport-

With Soldier It has been estimated that the aver- ing a bandaged left index finger; Nick

age crowd at the Sunday games on Nichols received a pat on a shin bone

Walker "Cyclone" Smith, army the post numbers about 300 people; from a more or less evil-intentioned

lightheavyweight, and Harold Mur- some of whom are known to have animal; Cowboy Cushman has a wrist

piy of Chicago battled to another driven many miles in order to watch wrapped up; and several players are

draw last Monday night in the main the games, and all of whom have commencing to exhibit cuts and scrat-

bout of one of the best fight cards made this activity their preference. cies of a less serious nature, but still

seeii at Fort Benning this year. EveryThe major portion of the crowd is rankiig as wounds honorably receiv-

scrap on the card was a crowd-pleaser, made up of civilians from Columbus ed in polo battle. The one exception

topped by a smashing eight-round and vicinity who enjoy watching the is Mike Halloran's scratched nose

bout between Kid Baisden aid Rip riding and speed of play. They leave which seems to have been so decorat.

Tetherton and a grueling ten round the reservation with an increased in- ed in a dismounted rather than in

fracas that saw Murphy and Smith terest, and a satisfied attitude toward ii•ounted action.

wade through ten rounds of contin- the army; feeling a sense of partici-I

uous action. pation in the life of the military, ra- The citations of the past week for

Smith climbed through the ropes ther than an attitude of exclusion or splendid improvement in the game,

first, followed closely by Harold prohibition. At no other post activ- are awarded humbly to Lieutenant

Murphy, who looked in the pink of ity does the average civilian, regard- Grubbs of the Gunners, and Joe Grif.

condition. Major Patterson called the less of his station in life, gain so much fith of the Student team. May their

fighters to the center of the ring and pleasure without having to pay a cent fame increase!

gave them last-minute instructions, of money, as he does here at the local',

The bell sounded for the first round Polo games. MORE SPORTS WILL BE

and Murphy missed a left by inches This is one of the things that the

as the gladiators came together. Fort Benning authorities have arrang- FOUND ON PAGES 9, 10, 11

Cyclone immediately started to ed for the closer cooperation with the

work on his opponents mid-section civilian population; and it is appre-

but found it difficult as Harold tied ciated, as witnessed by the numbers f (J {L S
him up at will in the clinches. In1 who attend each Sunday.
the second round, Smith took the Another erroneous conclusion is the
aggressive and lashed out with a left one that the players themselves are

that caught Murphy going away. Har- put to little or no expense in this
old scored with a left jab as both sport, and that some mysterious pow-

(Please turn to Page 9) er takes care of all the bills. Many
1 people forget that the army players,

RIN civilian club, pays from his own slim

purse for such items as jerseys, sticks,IN PR A CT I C E helmets, and other equipment. He
also contributes to grooms, digs upU
for draggn h ild at so much per

Thirty-five candidates have reported gging the fiep
to Captain Charles W. Pence, head player, and even for the tape and
coach of the Inf. School Det. baseball bandages used on the horses. The
squad at the Greencord practice field. expense to the government is practi-..
Although early in the season to make rally nothing, while its gain in the
predictions, it looks as though the training of horses and the develop-
Greencords will be powerful contend- men of soldierly qualities in the play- TERMS - TRADES
ers in the Fort Benning baseball ers, is enormous. The local club pro- ALL CAI S
world during the coming season. vides two simple playing fields, and

Among the first candidate to report furnishes balls which are carefully
for duty were Tolle, Gilbert, Hinkley hIusbanded, sparingly issued, and fre. Priced To Sell
and McIntyre, hurlers. Tolle has car- quen tly reworked an d repainted. HIGH CLASS
ried the burden of the Greencord There are few places where polo is USED CARS TO
hurling for four seasoins and is one of played where the cost per player is SELE7TtF)R O
the leading curve ball pitchers in this lower than it is at Fort Beniiing, aiidSE CTFO

secio. Glbrt fome Mdic aewhere the visitor pays nothing for an Prices Have Been Slash-
and speed ball kiiig, will play his afternoon of entertaiiiment. Of course, ed to Rock Bottom.
first season in a Greencord uniform, to the sophisticated faii from the ex- p M oto
Hinkley is well known to Benning elusive polo centers such sceiie as the-- 1]_urus Ct]" O.
fans and is a right hander with plenty player aind his wife and children per-

of hooks and speed. McIntyre is a fringm ualbowthaksnd Authorized Dealers
newcomer. He is a southpaw and has xwhieelbarrows, all in a spirit of play-
played semi-pro baseball for two sea- ful work, in order to improve thie polo 1216-22 First Ave. Phone 3500

sos.field--well, thiat would be most in- A Safe Place to Buy
Newman, battery iuate of Gilbert, comprehensible!

and Mickey McCarthy, Greencord vet-
eran, will do the catching this season.
This is a pair of the leading receivers , lI's '
in this territory.

Both the outfield and infield berths 1232 First Avenue
are all open at the present time and
it is going to be one great battle be- lRates
fore the regulars are weeded out. Over 6 to i 2c Per Nile
at third base Grantham and Smith
will fight it out. Beall and Pepper No Hour Charge
Martin will fight for the short field,C
while half dozen ambitious young- Clean and Efficient Service
sters have their names in for the key-
stone sack. Fords Chevrolets

The outfield will see strong compe.-
tition. Reddock, Coley and Brooks -

of last year's team will have to fight
to stay in the running. The team will
be coached by Captain Pence, with
Master Sergeant Mowry, Staff Sgt. Makers of Fine Printing Plates
Heckert and First Sgt. Gibbs, as his
assistants.

WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.
Atlanta, Georgia

The Main Branch, Post
Exchange, has a complete
stock of all types of ath-
letic equipment.

TELEPHONE

608
POST EXCHANGE
FT. BENNING, GA.

The Post Exchange Is Not Author.
ized To Sell To Anyone Not

In The Military Service

TOM"S
TOASTED

PEAN TS
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SMITHoANDMURPHYBATTLE Fort B Tennis
TO SECOND DRAW" Ranking F r enn

(Continued From Page 8) Players To Play Georgia Tech
boys looked around for an opening. _

Smith nailed Murphy with a long Murphy was holding desperately as Close Matches Promised As;
left follorwed b ya long right as the Smith tried to land a telling blow.
Windy City battler fell into a clinch. The soldier smacked Murphy with a Rival Teams Will Meet
Harold held Smith off with his left right to the button as the bell rang. Saturday Afternoon
and peppered him with light punches The sixth and seventh rounds found
to the face. Smith storming around the ring like The Georgia Tech tennis team will

In the third, Smith beat a tattoo a wild bull. Murphy was absorbing
on Murphy's body in flurries of light- plenty of punishment in the clinches play a series of exhibition matches

ning. Murphy caught Smith with a as the Cyclone flailed at his body. with ranking Fort Benning players
stinging left jab and fell into a clinch. Harold clinched repeatedly. Saturday aftrenoon. Play probably
Both fighters wrestled around in the In the eighth, both fighters went to starts at 1:30 P. M. or thereabouts.
center of the ring. Smith landed:heavily ofthearightSmithelandd war. Harold clipped Smith with a The Golden Tornado racketeers will
heavily with a right to the body. left to the button as the soldier re-
Cyclone's left eye was almost closed taliated with a right to the short lunch at the Officers' Club and, from

:at the end of this stanza. ribs. Murphy jabbed with his left that point, will go at once to the ten-
Harold nailed Smith with a left as Smith came in close. Leather flew nis courts and get the matches under

jab that set the Cyclone on his heels. fast and furious in this round. way as soon as possible. Six singles
'Smith failed at Murphy's body which nd uiointhsroun
was now marked by patches of red. In the ninth, Murphy began using matches and three doubles matches
Harold connected with a hard his right more. Sweeping blows to will be played.
to the jaw. Smith countered with a d with the impact of The Tech team is reported to be

left to the chin. a 15-inch projectile. Smith, always
Smith came out fast at the begin- willing to trade blows, slugged. The very powerful this year. Many veter-

ning of the fifth but missed wildly crowd went wild as the battlers ans have returned from last year's suc-

as Murphy clinched. Cyclone whipped swapped punches in the center of cessful squad and will play against

a series of rights to Harold's face. the ring.best Fort Benning has to offer
They came out for the tenth andS ternningehadtoor

Ilast round swinging. Murphy bit Saturday afternoon. Tech and Fort

I smith with telling right hand smash- Benning met twice last year on the
es to the body which caused fans to tennis courts and each emerged with

D E T s wonder whyhbe didnot use thatwea- a victory, so the match this afternoon

pon before. The round soon develop- will be in the way of deciding which
ed into a slugfest with Harold do- way the balance leans.
ing most of the damage as Smith Fort Benning will represented by
rapidly weakened under the barrage Captain Drake, who will play number
of piledriving rights that his oppon- one. Captain Drake won the handi-
ent threw at him from every angle. cap singles tournament last fall and
The gong found Cyclone storming has no more than one occasion demon-
around in his corner and the referee strated his proficiency at the game.
was forced to pull them apart. Captain Bassett will probably be un-

It was a great fight from the open- able to participate in the match as he

ing to the l a s t stanza. The first five does not expect to be here at the time.

also--- rounds were fairly even with neither Sherburne, in that case, will play num-
fighter far out in front. Smith had ber two. Tommy, addicted to polo,W ELDING and the margin in the next three rounds has not had much time to get in ten-

while Murphy won the last two. nis trim this year, but should give aGif anyone had won the battle, it very good account of himself never-

should have been Smith, but the theless. He ranks number six in the
draw verdict was nevertheless a fine army.E straighten and re- decision under the circumstances. Lynch will play number three. His

,,paint fenders an d Everyone was satisfied, including powerful serve and smashing drive
take out body dents so Smith and Murphy. should enable him to win. Poore,
skillfully that you can't '_Irving, and Tindall will probably in-
detect any traces of the SPORT CHATTER dude the line-up in that order. The
damage, however great. (Continued From Page 8) brand of tennis that these star per-

formers are capable of exhibiting is
Rapid Service pion's face. Unfortunately, there was well known to Benning tennis enthu-

no zip behind his left at that time siasts. In case, some of the players
Moderte P ices  and so his punches had no effect listed will not be in a position to play

on Slharkey. that afternoon, substitutions will be
The Post Exchange is our Now, howeer, argues Hayes, Car- made. Newman, Weyrauch, Gavin,

a g e n t at Fort Benning. nera has developed his left to the and Giddings may all see action.

point where it has become a danger- There will be no admission charge,
PHONE 165 ous weapon. And so he predicts a and plenty of seats will be available

victory for the Italian Colossus. Ifor those present in the gallery. If
• - • precedent counts for anything, all theColumbus There will be nracticallv as much matches will be close and hard-fought,

interest in the Baer-Schmeling fight and fans can count on some excep.Fender "-& - _dy as there will be in the battle for-tional tennis.world HerraMaxtisncon

worldsupremacy. Herr Max is con- tile. He likes the going best whenW orks ceded by many authorities on '!'-I it's rough and the Black Uhlan feels
1420 First Avenue subject as the best heavy in the ring more or less the same way about it.

today. Baer is rugged, tough, and Both have been endowed with re-
can hit with the impact of a projec- markable stamina and there is little

chance that the fight will let up at
any one time for that reason.

The winner in the battle of the
Maxes w ill get a shot at the title,
in other words a battle with either
Sharkey or Carnera, depending on
the outcome of their bout.

SAFETY..
. . . is largely dependent on the
mechanical condition of your car.
Have your automobile inspected
regularly and be sure to use only
the best oils and greases.

Auto Dept.
POST EXCHANGE

FORT BENNING

The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized
To Sell To Anyone Not In The

Military Service

It won't be long now before the
turnstiles to major league ball parks
begin to click at their customary rate
of speed despite present economic
difficulties. A fan may economize
on food, smokes, or any of the ne-
cessities but he must see his favorite
team in action if it means that he
must sacrifice other things.

The Yankees, Senators, and Ath-
letics appear at this early date as
the cream of the crop in the Ameri-
can league. The Yankees will present
practically the same line-up that won
them the world's championship last
year; the Senators and the A's, es-
pecially the latter ,have undergone
drastic changes but apparently for
the better.

The pennant race in the senior
loop should be nip and tuck with
any one of five outfits bringing home
the bacon in the long run.

F5E

SCH.WOR

Easter is April 16th

DRESS UP!
New Spring Clothes

at prices that

FIT YOUR BUDGET

The keen, alert styling of Schwobilt suits
faithfully reflects the youth and spirit of
Spring. There is a distinction about them
that goes unchallenged in any company
under all conditions. Values are as out-
standing as the fabrics are attractive-
because they are made in the Schwob plants
and sold only through the Schwob stores.
This controlled sales plan brings you Fifth
Avenue's newest models, single and double
breasted-tailored especially for the South,
at $12.50 and $14.95 for Ready-to-Wear-
$15.50 and $18.50 Tailored-to-Order.

The SCHWOB Co.
THE STANDARD TAILORING CO.

Makers of Schwobilt Clothes
1037 BROADWAY COLUMBUS, GA.
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I Ii$LTIrish Are Basketball Champ tons.
Rip Tetherton-Kid Baisden Draw

In Show StealingSemi Final
The semi-final bout on last Mon- denly swinging that formidable left

day's fight card really stole the show. of his; and usually connecting. Once or

Kid Baisden of Valdosta and Rip twice the effect of these blows on

Tetherton, promising army welter, Rip had him in a dazed condition.

had the crowd in a frenzy from the In the third stanza, Baisden main-
.... .Is v . tA;1 thi. qne t,1oti,.;G hut this round

opening gong to the bell that ended
the fight.

Baisden, as anticipated, started off
like a whirlwind. No sooner had
the bell sent the two boys into ac-
tion, than the Kid leaped in with a
left hook to the head that resounded
all over the house. Rip allowed Bais-
den to take the aggressive. The Val-
dosta pugilist scored several times in
the first round with smashing lefts
to the head.

The second round was a repetition
of the first with Baisden holding him-
self in reserve, then leaping in sud-

Men's Underwear
ATHLETIC TOPS and SHORTS

50c Per Suit
25c Per Garment

New Shipment Of
Ties

RESILIO CONSTRUCTION

$1.00 Value-2 for $1.00

A Full Line Of Spring
Suits and Hats

SMITH
SMART

SHOES

PAYNE
CLOTHING COMPANY

1203 Broadway

U1 LuJtt ULt,, V D A11 a l tt L,.U0, ".UL ,.AAO. ......

found Tetherton gradually getting
warmed up and landing heavily, al-
though most of his blows were on
the shoulders or arms.

Tetherton really got under way in
the fourth and was now waiting no
longer for the Kid to come to him.
He rushed Baisden to the rops and
the fighting was practically on even
terms. They slugged in mid ring. Rip
backed away as Baisden landed a
left to the head, then jumped in with
a two-fisted attack that spun the Val-
dosta battled against the ropes. Both
boys were landing often and hard
and the crowd was delirious.

But they hadn't seen anything yet.
In the fifth, Rip came out with an
evil look in his eye and tossed leath-
er in all directions. He rushed Bais-
dep to the ropes, caught him with a
left, a right, another left, another
right, and Baisden was dazed. The
Kid threw plenty of punches in his
turn and the two warriors swapped
damaging blows. Tetherton swung
his right to the jaw and Baisden was
down for a no-count.

The next and seventh rounds were
duplicates of the sixth and how those
boys fought! The eighth was Tether-
toil's by a long margin as the Kid
was tiring rapidly.

The draw decision was highly sat-
isfactory and spoke well for the in-
telligence and ring knowledge of the
judges. It was one of the best fights
seen this year and no one would ob-
ject to seeing these two boxers match.
ed in a ten-round bout to decide once
and for all supremacy between the
two.

Saginaw Seeley demonstrated to
skeptical fans that he was s t ill as
clever as ever in winning a well-
earned decision over Ginger Jernigan
proving that he was no slouch him-
self when it came to ring generalship.
The six rounds of fast and skillful
boxing was well-seasoned with hard
punching. Seeley, however, caused
his hard-hitting opponent to miss fre-
quently and scored often with both
hands.

Tough Man Singly opened up a cut
over Ghost Ghastly's left eye in the
second round and the wound bled
so profusely that Red Lindsey, ref-
eree, awarded the fight to Singly be-
fore the bell rang for the third round.
The first round was fairly even but
in the second Tough Man cut loose

Vita Health Reclining Cabinet

We have an experienced Graduate Masseur or Masseuse whom we
send to Fort Benning each Monday, Wednesday and Friday who can
conveniently give Swedish Massages and Mineral Baths in your home.
Reasonable Rates. We have many luxurious and beneficial Treatmentq
for Health, Beauty and Happiness.

Treatments conveniently given at home include Swedish Sham-
poo, Turkish Shampoo, Oxygen, Sulphur, Nauheim, Oil of Eucalyptus,
Saline Baths, Salt Glow, etc.

Office hours 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.--Evenings by appointment

Russian Cabinet
Turkish BathsMineral

Swedish )
Facial and Massage

Scalp

Physio
Hydro Therapy
Electro

SPECIAL REDUCING TREATMENTS

RIGDON HEALTH INSTITUTE
216 Doctors Building Phone 1037

Kellvs Vanquished
In Three Games By
Fast Irish Quint

With the championship series of
three games standing at one apiece,
the Irish of the First Battalion de-
feated the Kellys of the Second Bat-
talion to win the pennant in the post
intra.mural basketball league.

When the last whistle blew, the
Green Wave was on the long end
of a 36-30 score after a well-played,
hotly-contested game. For three quar-
ters, the two championship aggrega-
tions battled on even terms, then
slowly but surely the furious, relent-
less attack of the Irish began to get
results as they forged ahead. It was
the second consecutive pennant for
the First Battalion.

The competing teams were excep-
tionally evenly matched and so the
game was practically a toss-up. A fine
brand of basketball, not often seen
in amateur circles, was exhibited by
both the Kellys and the Irish. Sneed,
Irish forward, accumulated individual
scoring honors by sinking fourteen
points. His running mate, Jordan,
scored six points. Baby Ray, Green
Wave guard, starred defensively,
knocking down passes and terminating
marches abruptly. He also did his
share offensively, accounting for six
of his team's points. Reddock made
it his duty to camp on the trail of
any Kelly player who got dangerously
close to the basket, and Sheppard
displayed his usual fiery brand of
basketball although the fine guarding
of Lee and Darden, Kelly guards,
kept his individual score down.

McAllister of the Second Battalion
played his customary fine game, while
Darden and "Swede" Oikari contrib-
uted nineteen of the team's thirty
points. Lee, J., starred both on the
offense and defense.

Competition was exceptionally keen
this year; the teams were good, the
officiating was above par, and every-
thing co-operated to make the season
a successful one from every stand-
point.

The line-ups :
1st BATS (36) 2d BATS (30)
Sneed (14)-.........F-....Lee, F.
Jordan (6)-----G _Oikari (11)
Sheppard (4)-C.....CMcAllister (5)I
Ray (6)------G....Lee, J. (6)
Reddock (6)-...G ... Darden (8)

and rushed Ghastly against the ropes.
He followed up his advantage and
floored Ghost for a nine count. Ghast-
ly came up fighting and was still war-
ring at the bell. Singly really looks
like a prospect. His antics in the
ring justify his name.

Little Herby Yutmeyer punched too
hard for Kid Stutts and knocked him
out early in the third round. Stutts
was game, although not in Herby's
class. Near the end of the second
stanza, Yutmeyer caught the Kid with
a right that could have been heard
a mile away from the gymnasium.
Stutts went down like a log, stag.
gered up at nine, and tore into his
opponent. For this exhibition of cour-
age, the crowd gave Stutts a big hand
as he went to his corner. Little Herby
came out in the third, determined to
put Stutts away. A right hook to the
jaw turned the trick. The Kid came
up prepared to tear into Herby again
but collapsed in the referee's arms
before he had taken a step.

Tut Tut Taylor punched out a four-
round victory over Spot Webb in the
second bout of the evening. Webb
held him even for the first two rounds
but the Medico came back in the last
two stanzas to cop the decision.

Lightning Lige retained the welter-
weight title of the 24th Infantry by
turning back Willie Branch in a three-
round bout. Both boys went to war
in this fight and packed lots of ac-
tion in the three rounds.

Freebooters Strengthen Lead In
Round Robin Polo Tournament

The Freebooters, Billygoats, and for a hard battle with the Blue Wave

Hoofers emerged victorious from the but the second chukker indicated what

three games played in the middle of the final result would be. Monte Blue
last week. With the exception of one played a great game for the Free-

of these contests, the games were all booters despite a cracked finger and

hotly-contested, and replete with materially aided in his team's con-

thrills from start to finish, quest of the Students. Nichols exhib-
ited his customary fine brand of polo
I . . L . . . ... L.t.. . . L .. . . ,_-_

FREEBOOTERS DEFEAT
OPTIMISTS

Despite the fine playing of Zero
Wilson, the nicely-clicking Freeboot-
ers overcame the stubborn White Jer-
seys by the close score of 4-3. The
league-leading Freebooters encounter-
ed severe opposition in this game and
were forced to the limit to win. The
slender margin of one goal between
victor and defeated clearly indicates
the closeness of the contest.

With a half game lead of 9-6, the
tournament eight-chukker game went
to the Yellow Peril by a total score of

13-9.

83RD EDGED OUT BY BILLY-
GOATS

The hard-fighting Billygoats, barely
managed to nose out the big 83rd
outfit by a score of 9-8. The Redlegs
were faced at the outset with a lead
to overcome and started right in to
accomplish just that. After a gruel-
ing game, it was found that the Artil-
lerymen had failed by a single goal to
draw even with their hard-headed op-
ponents, although they carried the sec-
ond half-game.

29TH WALLOPS GUNNERS
The steamroller attack of the power-

ful Hoofers ground under the Gallant
Gunners to the tune of 19-7. Despite
the one-sidedness of the score, the
scrappy lieutenants put up their usual
hard fight but were overwhelmed by
superior play. Grubbs played partic-
ularly well for the losers.

The usual Sunday crowds were
treated to three good games, especial-
ly the one between the Hoofers and
Redlegs. The games were followed by
a delightful tea at the Polo-Hunt club.

. "29TH-DEFEATS 83RD

With their teamwork considerably
improved, the 29th clearly demonstrat-
ed their superiority over the Redlegs
to win by a score of 10-5. The game
opened the playing season in French
Field, which has been resodded and
conditioned. Umpires: Cunningham
and Brown.

BILLYGOATS vs. GUNNERS
With a three goal lead from the pre.

vious game, the Green team had little
difficulty in winning over the artil-
lery cubs. The final score showed
that the Billygoats had shoved thir-
teen balls through the uprights while
the Gunners were accumulating three.
The Gunners, however, showed an ima-
proved brand of play. Umpires Cun-
ningham and Brown.

FREEBooTERS OUTSCORE

STUDENTS 8-3
By the time this game was over, the

field had been cut up rather badly
and this to some extent interfered
with the play on both sides. The
Freebooters, with a 3-2 lead, were set

tougn nSmpCreU some by a pamIm
injury to his right leg. For the stud-
ents, Griffith was outstanding. Um.
pires: Johnson and Cunningham.

Lafkowitz Bros.
Makers of good ClothesAlterations--

1208 First Avenue

HALF SOLES
A GOOD A BETTER
Half 50-. Half
Sole 0. l Sole

LAMAC SOLE $1.00
The Only 5-Unit Machine In

Columbus
All Work Guaranteed

CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED

BOSTON SHOE FACTORY
We specialize in cripple work

Phone 565 1234 Broadway

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$150,000.00
Surplus-----------50,00.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Ja., Phone 290

First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building
"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus__$ 350,000.00
Resources Over- 2,000,000.00

Fort Henning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vault. for your

Valuable.. Price moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

CONVENIENT LOCATION-MODERN EQUIPMENT
RATES REASONABLE

Phone your agent or call our Superintendent, Mr. Trussell,
Phone 3062

DIMON COURT APARTMENTS

VISIT
The Bakery Beautiful!

... and you will appreciate even more the deliciousness
of Everidge's Old-Time, Rye, French and Whole Wheat
Bread-at Post Exchange Grocery.

EVERIDGE'S
109 - 12TH STREET

PersonnelSolicited
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

J*M "---I
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Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GEO GIA'
4 Ct im Wherever We Servo

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harding, Manager

Dr. R. H. Brown
Osteopathic Physician

Murrah Bldg.
Phone Office 4108

Res. 1153

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Stret
Ofee Phone 1311

gnashing of teeth and all that sort
of thing when the Battery awoke Mon-
day morning and the Headlines of the
Columbus Wailer said no Corps Area
maneuvers. "Maybe" we will be able
to get a three day pass this summer.

Three of the men who recently re-
enlisted for Battery "A", are on re-
enlistment furlough this week. Pri
vates Haney, Sanders and Crane.

Pfc. Wiggins is on a ten days fur-
lough for the purpose of teaching
Wiggins Jr. the School of a soldier. Or
maybe I should say Cook and Baker.

BATTERY "C"
With no demonstrations on the pro-

gram for the next few weeks we are
getting ready for our spring horse
shows, painting and shining up the
material and harness. Contrary to the
usual way all sections are competing
for the firsh show, and the Chiefs of
Section are all figuring out something
new to be selected for the Post horse-
show. We have been policing every-
body's front yard for the last few
weeks except our own and this will
last another few weeks. Speedy Ste-
wart was seen policing nea ra clothes-
line, and the officer in charge remind-
ed him that he was to clean up the
grounds and not the clothesline.

wnuuuL oitsUlmtor unut ~ajm., U11FO!

should realize that one is observing,
not just another car manufactured by
a Mr. Ford of Detroit, but an im-
ported automobile with a distinguish-
ed past.

This car has merely "Ford" as a
nameplate, but it was assembled in
France and owned and operated there

1 by Ernest Hemingway, well known
writer of hard boiled stories for hard
boiled "intellectuals." Mr. Heming-
way, aside from having the honor of
once being the driver of the automo-
bile now operated by aforesaid
George G. Kinzler, was the author
of the original story on which the

I play "Farewell to Arms," that was
shown at the Fort Benning Main The-
ater a short while ago, was derived.

Upon receipt of the motor vehicle
in question, it had a top that was
somewhat wishy.washy, brakes that
would have been perfectly satisfactory
had they worked, tires that for some
occult reason wouldn't hold air and
a storage battery that did everything
except emit electric current, but all
is different now.

The one-time Hemingway Ford
(now the Kinzler Ford) has regained
its old glory.

Its owner respects it so very
much, he would not think of driving
it without white gloves.

] kTTOM"S24 TOASTED
PEANUTS

MEN'S SUITS
$12.50

CLASSY
CLOTHES SHOP

1035 Broadway

Griffin Receives
I lffrnvnf o r s

Buddv Grace Wins 1  83 rd F. A. Tank Notes
Marble Tourney In Ihlbno. ldTANK NOTESFinals L a s t W e e k su has long been known to all and Last Friday Leo Giammarino, for-

sundry that an attractive personal ap- mer trainer of Rudy Valentino's

pearance is a most valuable asset, al. Arabs, and holder of the coast to
Fort Benning marble enthusiasts though this is sometimes disputed by coast horseback record, paid this or-

had an opportunity to display their thoganization a visit. Giammarino is a
proficieny apportntth edi therthose of us who are practically bank- former Corporal in the Italian Army
proficiency at the game during the rupt in this respect. To improve ones and has trained his animals accord-
course of the past two weeks. "Bud- appearance is a most laudable am- ing to the Italian methods. His coast

dy" Grace, son of Major and Mrs. C. bition ,since it indicates a desire to to coast record is 104 days one way,
0. Grace, demonstrated to the satis- make ones self attractive in the eyes and 243 days round trip.

of others, however, the virile, or Corporal R. P. M. Scott, noted for
faction of everyone that when it comes hairy-chested, type of male has usual- his art in handling a shot gun informs

to shooting marbles, he has no equal ly professed to scorn those niceties of the writer that free transportation will
on the post. "Buddy", nine years old person and oil practiced by his more be furnished to any member of the
and in the fourth grade, showed the pulchritudinous brother. Especially Battalion who wishes to try his luck
way to all his comeptitors in the fi- has this been true of us in the ranks. at Skeet shooting. All you have to do

I have yet to see a pair of manicured to obtain that free transportation is
nals of the Benning tournament held hands which were good at shaking to report to Corporal Scott, Company
last Tuesday. manure, or a buddy, fresh from I E, each Sunday morning between the

The tournament was for the pur- grooming the belly of the off wheel hours of seven and eight.
pose of deciding who would repre- horse, who smelled of toilet water. "Kingfish" Kingsbury, late of the
sent this community in the Chattahoo- 1 The delicate and feminine appearing Sergeant Major's office is now doing
chee Valley Marble Tournament spon- recruit is usually about as welcome "free-wheeling" over in the Tank Park.
sored by the Ledger-Enquirer papers. in an artillery outfit as the Officer of In his place we have Private Coble
Richard Jonson 2nd, son of Sgt. W. the Day is at a pay day crap game. who is still looking for his fishing
L. Jones, 29th band, was runner-up All this being true, it is not hard to permit and telling us what a time he
and the other two boys who competed imagine the astonishment of all pres- had on the last party over in Alabam.
in the hotly-contested finals were Arch ent when a certain well known Chief Private Harris, of Headquarters
Arnold and Jack Cushman. of Section recently appeared in the Company, was called on a few days

Captain H. N. Merrill acted as mess ball with a pair of delicately ago to repair an automobile horn on

chairman of the Benning contests, and plucked and arched eyebrows. The a certain Captain's car. Upon exam-

the ganes were directed by Misses thing was positively unbelievable-as ination Harris found there was no
Lillian and Lois Wells and Miss Emily well imagine Mars with a lipstick or horn on the car. Now Harris wants
Steplenson of the Benning grammar Sherman with a vanity case! Dodd to know if the Captain was playing

school. The championship matches blushed to the top of his nude head, some kind of a game with him.
were refereed by Howard Wilson. Boob Hurst choked and Ed Roper Sergeant Mattingly had a distin-
Wendell Bevan acted as official scorer. fainted. Restoratives were adminis- guished visitor from Post Headquar-

MARBLE tered, and the shock gradually passed. ters recently, we wonder what it is
"Buddy" "is a product of the Lone Indeed (which goes to show that men allabout, Gadget. Better see the Chap-

.Star State and proved conclusively can accustom themselves to anything) lain, Sargie!
that Texans shoot a better brand of the effect has come to be not only con- A Columbus by-stander brought us
marbles than Georgians. He arrived doned, but in some quarters openly AICodmbusb ondergeantghtll
at the Fort some six weeks ago and admired-so much so that it is rum- some good news on Sergeant Dell
'went into active training at once. He ored that the Sergeant is about to be- Franklin Jones the other day. But

is an attractive little fellow, well.lik. come the recipient of a shower at to stay on the safe side of Sergeant

ed by his playmates who informed which toilet and bath accessories will Dell we'll let someone else do the
him that it 'took years of experience be featured. Contributions of scent- broadcasting.
to win the tournament. But "Buddy", ed soaps, bath salts, complexion
not in the least discouraged, went creams, etcetera will be favored. I
ahead and won the Benning crown BATTERY "A" Q M .D .
and will play in the Valley finals in Cpl. Holt has gone into the artist
the near future. A silver loving cup trade in a big way here of late. We When one sees George G. Kinzler

'will go i'o te winner of this tourna. suggest that he turn out his mustache (the famed stock record authority
ment and "Buddy" knows the exact and spend three more years in Ohau of the Quartermaster Detachment)
spot in the Grace house it is going to and he will be a typical artist. rolling down Vibbert Avenue at the
'decorate. There was mourning, wailine and I..,g...i .€r.; ,h ... Kol. .

ing to make an example of Corn if

he can help it.
Under the stipulations of Durant's

generous offer, Grantham will remain

Griffin's manager, while permitting
the senator to take care of the finan-
cial problems that come up, such as
publicity etc. The art of ballyhoo is
so well developed in this day and age
that it has become an important fac-
tor in the boxing game. The more
money a fighter is backed with, the
better ballyhoo he gets and so on ad
infinitum.

A &Ua.I alas %.XIIr .N U a u

Frt m Large Cities
Corn Griffin, whose fiery trail up

the fistic mountainside was climaxed

not long ago with a sensational

thirty-second knockout of Ted Sand-

wina, has come to the attention of

boxing-wise fans in most of the big

eastern cities. Letters have been re-
ceived time after time from pleni-
potentiaries of the fight game offer.
ing to give Griffin the financial back-
ing that a prospective champion must
have before tackling the big shots.

Most notable of these letters was
one from former Senator Harry Du-
rant, known in pugilistic circles as a
silent backer. Durant has an excel-
lent reputation; he soldom picks a
loser and his angling for Benning's
pet protege is in itself a compliment
to Corn's fistic qualifications.

Griffin is ripe to tackle Madison
Square Garden right now, but the
offer has been temporarily turned
down for several reasons. Corn put
his foot on the first rung of the lad-
der in Fort Benning and he feels
that he owes something to the fans
in this district. Tanks Grantham,
Griffin's manager, also feels that
Corn should get a few more fights
under his belt and the experience
derived therefrom before he hits the
Garden, the pitfall for many promis-
ing gladiators of the ring game. In
other words, he does not want to
take Corn along too fast. Many pros-
pective champions have been ruined
that way and Grantham is not go-

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

9n. '~;P# IERf

xflAPF FECTCODITNON
READY to purr along for thousands of carefree miles! Perfect

condition plus lowest prices equals satisfaction-that's what you get
when you have your car gone over here.

Joe Blankenship
1017 - 1st Avenue

Wrecker Service Day and Night

Johnston-Cunningham Furniture Co.

Bed Room Suites ....... $39.50 and up.
Living Room Suites ..... $49.50 and up.

Sellers Kitchen Cabinets, Simmons Beds, Mattresses

and Springs. All on Easy Terms.

1014 BROADWAY PHONE 460

It Will Pay You To See Us Before You Buy

FOR

BENNING'S BREAKFAST

OLD SETTLER'S PORK SAUSAGE

'THE BEST SAUSAGE WE CAN MAKE"

U. S. Inspected and every pound guaranteed by

The Provision Co. Inc

THE BENNING HERALDFriday, March 31, 1933

SEEDS - PLANTS
Spring and Planting Time is here.
Everything for the GARDEN and
LAWN; seeds, plants, tools, fer-
tilizer. Drop in at our store and
we will be glad to help you to
plan your planting.

VALLEY SEED CO.,
1041 Broadway

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE
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• Advanced Classics 0"-"
Our diligent assistant sub-sleuth

for tactics last Friday unearthed a

document, the discovery of which we

believed to be of the greatest im-

port to our public. We therefore

rush it to the press. The paper,

somewhat illegible a n d partially
chewed, was captured during the
flight of the Reds toward Eelbeck.
So far as decipherable, the document
reads as follows:

This cut sheet, AND NO
OTHER, will hereafter be used
on all critiques of field exercis-
es. The use of the words "sat-
isfactory,' "well done," "good,"
and similar terms is specifically
prohibited. There is no such
thing as "an excellent solution."

MAJOR CUTS

1. You were designated as a
mounted officer, but failed to ride
your horse.

2. Your horse neighed.
3. While your horse did not

neigh, he might have neighed.
4. If you were assigned no

mount, you get a cut on neigh-
ing anyway.

5. You had no compass.
6. You did not know how to

read the compass you had.
7. Conditions of light were

YOU'LL LIKE IT AS
MUCH AS THE KIDS
DO--AND THAT'S SAY-

ING A LOT!

because Kinnett's is carefully made
from the very finest of ingredients
and its flavor is different from any-
thing else you've ever tasted.

Sold At The Officers' Club

such that a compass was useless
anyway.

8. If you must simulate Kit
Carson, use a fur cap.

MINOR CUTS

9. Your troops ran you.

10. Your troops ran the um-
pire ragged.

11. You displayed sour leader-
ship in the following particulars:

a. Permitting tanks to make
noises.

b. Permitting artillery to fall
off bridges.

c. Permitting rain to fall prior
to problem, thus ruining roads.

d. Permitting corporals to use
flashlights.

e. Permitting student umpires
to use flashlights.

f. Permitting First Section um-
pires to use flashlights, bonfires,
auto headlights, matches, whis-
tles, and shouts. (ADVISORY).

g. If you have not been cut
on leadership under a to f above,
take a cut here on general prin-
ciples.

12. You set too fast a pace to
the line of departure,

13. You did not reach the line
of departure on time.

14. For heaven's sake!

15. You studied your map.

16. Like McClellan, you had a
bright idea.

17. You certainly did a bum
job of trying to get through the
haze we threw around the prob-
lem.

18. This is an awful solution.
19. This is an appalling solu-

tion.
29. This is a frightful solution.
21. This is a lousy solution.
22. You can't come back to the

next C. M. T. C.
Jenkins, John L., Lieutenant Colo-

nel, Infantry (alis "Bridgehead John-
ny," alis "The West Virginia Sage")
has us pop-eyed every time he mounts
the Kriz Hall rostrum these days. A
human encyclopedia on things mili-
tary! Defensive positions, river
crossings, defiles, civil disturbances,
small wars, Zulu wars, muzzie-wuz-
zie wars, with tropical, mountain, and
arctic wars still in the offing. That
gentlemall knows his war onions,
oh my countrymen! And provides
variety to a schedule which, with the
coming of S pr i ng (pronounced
Sprigg), tends to grow monotonous.

And while we are a it, we offer
the First Section a congrat. on their
program of lectures on foreign
armies. Interesting and instructive.
But, no "pay" problems we hope.

A fast tank, to Tharp, is one of

Why not assure yourself of an income after retirement regard-
less of future legislation?

The method is safe, convenient, and possible even during a
"pay freeze."

Phones 3200 - 622
Call TRACY DAVIS

Columbus, Ga.

ANNOUNCING NEW LOCATION OF

ROYAL JEWELRY CO.
STOCK-FIXTURES AND ACCOUNTS

1151 BROADWAY
NEXT DOOR TO THE FOURTH NATIONAL BANK

PAYMENTS ON ACCOUNTS
Should Be Made At This New Location

OR TO MR. JOHN LEE, WHO HAS BEEN APPOINTED OUR
AUTHORIZED COLLECTOR OF ACCOUNTS

WATCH THE PAPERS FOR ANNOUNCEMENT OF

BANKRUPT SALE

THE BENNING HERALD

the old 6 ton babies out on Holliday ANNUAL MANEUVERS SCHED-

Hill. "Fast," sez Llewellyn, "I'll ULED HERE CALLED OFF

say they are fast! Just you try to (Continued From Page 1)

move one."

out the proposed plan of reforesta-
The supply era ended with a bang tion.

when the 105 members of the class The troops which were to have as-

were awarded on a marked problem sembled here for the annual man-
euvers included the First Battalion,

94 A's (A plusses included), 9 B's, 8th Infantry, from Ft. Screven; the

and two "absent's." We regret to Sixth Cavalry, the Twenty-second In-

state, however, that there may be' fantry, Ft. McPherson, Ga.; and

some downward revision of grades troops from Ft. McClellan, Ala.

prior to official announcements of the
score.

And will there be some map study-

ing when we wander forth on that

tree planting job?

-Submerged Old Sleuth.

Friday, March 31, 1933

1928 Nash Coupe ........ $165
1931 Ford Spt. Rdstr... $240 1
1929 Ford Town Sedan $195
1932 Plymouth Coach $430
1931 Ford Town Sedan $345
1930 Pres. 8 Stud. Sed. $395
Many More Priced From

$40.00 Up. E. Z. Terms

0

Columbus Roberts
Motor Company

510 12th Street

SPRING HAS COME
And It's High Time That House-Owners Began
To Select The Kind Of Porch Furniture They
Will Need... At ROTHSCHILD'S:

GLIDERS
One of the most attractive
and useful of all outdoor
furniture items. These glid-
ers are sturdily constructed
and will give a long lease of
service.

SHADES

CHAIRS

I-1

SPECIAL GLIDER-6-ft. glider with
upholstered back and seat. All cotton
filled. Special for... $9.95

6 loose cushion glider with steel hang-
ers-nice selection of course $13.75

6 loose cushion glider ... with steel
hangers, coil springs-cotton felt filled in
best fabrics, for $18.50
To make the porch more comfortable-
slatted shades with porcelain fixtures,
heavily corded and patentable removable
feature. A size to fit your porch.

STEAMER DECK CHAIRS-This sea-
son's chairs have more appeal than for-
merly. Chair with arms and heavy drill
covering. No foot rest. 99c
DECK CHAIR-a folding upright chair
with canvas back and canvas seat. Stur-
dily built $1.19

PORCH ROCKERS-Made with maple
frames and cewe seat ... $3.50
OAK PORCH S W I N G S-Complete
with chairs. Nice size with "S" shaped
seat. Not put up . . . $1.95

FOR PERFECT SATISFACTION BUY AT:

LUTISCII LL
LEADING FURNITURE HOUSE IN COLUMBUS FOR 39 YEARS.

I

'r TOM"S
FTOASTED

PEAN--UTS
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llnTOWN
TOPICf"
Dan Cupid is on t h e rampage

again. He apparently lurks in every
nook and cranny of our little com-

munity but inflicts most of his dam-

age in Block 21, which, at the pres-
ent rate, will soon be depopulated.
The general consensus of opinion
would have Bob Johnston and Bill
Moore, latest victims to an epidemic
which seems to be contagious, dec-

orated for "conspicuous gallantry in

the face of a 15 percent pay cut."
To Bob Johnston and Bill Moore

who showed such thoroughly excel-
lent taste in choosing Miss Mary
Kline and Miss Phyllis Sargent re-
spectively as brides-to-be, we offer
our congratulations; and to Miss
Mary Kline and Miss Phyllis Sar-
gent who were willing to acknowledge
Bob Johnston and Bill Moore respec-
tively as prospective husbands, we
offer our congratulations too. That
should cover everyone.

* * * \

In the face of this ghastly epidemic,
we deemed it fitting to send out
roving reporters to gather and as-
similate the opinions of represena-
tive members of the younger set.
The roving reporters went at the
task with their customary efficiency;
in other words, we finally solicited
the opinions ourselves.

Many and varied were the ideas
expressed. Of course, it would be
impossible to set them all down in
print, but a few are certainly worth
publication.

Averred Mike Mullikin: "I am
positive that I can repel the amorous
advances of the weaker sex for some
time to come. My only love is my
Essex sedan which, by the way, I
washed and polished Sunday after-
noon."

Confirmed Ned Winston: "When I
can locate a lass who is mentally cap-
able of appreciating my subtle puns,
I will settle down but not until
then."

Argued Betty Welty: "This fifteen
per cent pay cut is a lot of bunk.
Why, two can live as cheaply as one,
and besides, if they can't live on
anything else, they can certainly live
on love."~

We attempted to locate Tommy
Sherburne in an effort to extract an
opinion from him, but he was not
available as he was endeavoring to
find the Georgia Tech tennis team
at the time.

April first bore no significance to
Tommy Sherburne except, of course,
that it was the first day of the cur-
rent month. On this unsuspecting,
noble-minded lieutenant, a cruel
hoax was perpetrated. Saturday
morning, Tommy was informed by
telephone that he was expected to
entertain the members of the Geor-
gia Tech tennis team before the
match it was scheduled to play with
Fort Benning stars that afternoon.

That the signal honor of entertain-
ing the collegians should have been
accorded him to the exclusion of
everyone else did not seem out of
the ordinary in the least. So the gal-
lant lieutenant, moderately inflated,
rushed over to the Officers' Club and

FORT BENNING, GA., FRIDAY, APRIL 7, 1933

Fifty-Six Entries
Participate L a s t
Week InNightRide
Fifty-six riders, representing the

academic department and several
classes of the Infantry School, the
combatant units of the Fort Benning
garrison, and other officers of the
post, participated in the annual
night-ride, conducted under the di-
rection of the academic department,
on Saturday evening, April 1.

The participants in the cross-
country contest assembled at the
Polo-Hunt Club, the starting point
of the ride, which began at 7:30
p. in. Before starting, each of the
riders, who rode in teams of two,
was given an envelope, containing a
map, a check card, and directions for
locating various stations on the
course. At each of these stations
the riders were required to present
their cards to the judge stationed
there for certification that the rider
had located that particular point on
the course. At the finish each horse
was inspected by a veterinarian to
ascertain that it was in good con-
dition before the rider was permitted
to submit his card for report at the
final station for checking of time.
While the ride was in progress a
large map showed the positions of
the respective teams from time to
time as reports were received, by
radio, from the various stations on
the course.

Major John B. Thompson, Cavalry,
was in charge of the night ride, and
was assisted by Captains Michael B.
Halloran, John W. Blue, Joseph A.
Nichols, Landon J. Lockett, and
Lieutenants Hammond M. Monroe,
and Ovid 0. Wilson.

National Guard
Completes Firing,
Results of the record rifle firing

of the national guard and reserve
officers' course of the Infantry School,
as compiled by the academic depart-
ment, show that of the 122 students
completing the course, eigbht were
qualified as expert riflemen, twenty-
two as sharpshooters and 92 as marks-

men.
Captain Carl V. Shoemaker, Ore-

gon National Guard, made the high-
est score, 231. Captain Harold N.
Richardson, Colorado National Guard
was second with a score of 230, and
Lieutenant Robert W. Johnson, Ala-

bama National Guard tied with Cap-
tain William J. Sutton, Texas Nation-
al Guard for third place, each hav-
ing a score of 327.

In the sharpshooters Captain Van
F. Pyland, Texas National Guard
headed the list with a score of 221,

1 Lieutenant Morris N. Brown, Infan-
try Reserve, Texas, and Lieutenant
Robert S. Furber, Infantry-Reserve,
Minnesota, each with a score of 219,
took second honors, and Captain

* Chester T. Brown, made third high
score with 218.

Special Units Wins
Mess Competition

" Upon the completion of his month-
ly sanitary inspections of the troop
nmeses at Fort Benning. Major Homer

Accused Ofhcer at Irial

. ... . . .. .. . ..... %

Lieut. Norman Ballie-Stewart (center), of thle Seaforth Highianders, is shown
with his guards, relaxing during an interim in his trial in London charged
with selling military secrets to a foreign agent. The young officer was found
not guilty on three of ten charges and the findings of the court martial on
the remaining charges now go to higher authorities for final disposition.
If convicted Lieut. Ballie-Stewart faces 98 years imprisonment.

How The Students Would Look At
The Roosevelt Plan

REFORESTATION REGIMENT
Great Smoky Mountains 1 April, 1933.

12:00 Midnight

Field Order No. 1.
Maps-U. S. Forestry Survey, 1925, 1:62500, Great Smoky Quad.

1. a. An enemy force estimated as one Brigade of Unemployed Uhlans
and one regiment of Depression Dragoons has been marching in
our general direction for some time.

b. Our entire force of 250,000 of the 1st Conservation Corps is in
our rear.

2. a. The 1st Reforestation Regt., supported by the 2d Pruning Co., and
3d Seed and Seedling Plat, will organize and defend the Great
Smoky Mountain area at once, Battalions abreast, 1st Sawmill Bat-
talion on the right. Main line of resistance PAYCUT-PAY-
FREEZE-8 1-3 to 15 percent. Boundary between Battalions is
POWDER RIVER.

Our advance guard consisting of the 1st POISON IVY CO.,
will outpost the line of MORATORIUM CREEK to cover the re-
opening of the banks.

3. a. The 1st Sawmill Battalion will disorganize and dig holes all over
the area of EMPTY POCKET RIDGE paying particular attention
to the right flank to prevent tree scale and boll weevil.

b. The 2d Slashing Battalion will defend the area WEAK BEER-
3.2-10c.

c. The 3rd Spraying Battalion will remain in regimental reserve in
woods to be planted somewhere by the 1st Nursery Platoon.

d. Thorns and Briars will be planted along the entire front by the
1st Seed and Seedling Plat.

c. The 2d Pruning Company will clear the Regimental front, paying
particular attention to thorns and briars planted by the 1st Seed
and Seedling Company.

f. Regimental Pine Cone Throwing Platoon will support the defense
by forest fire from all directions.

x. 1st Sawmill Battalion and 2d Slashing Battalion will move to their
position by log raft down the TENNESSEE RIVER.

4. a. Pruning Knife and Seed Dump in vicinity of FALLEN TIMBER.
b. Regimental Aid Station at crossing of FREE SOUP CREEK and

HANDOUT HIGHWAY.
5. C. P. Regiment LAYHOLD.

1st Sawmill Battalion-HEAVE'.
2d Slashing Battalion-TAKEITAWAY.
3rd Spraying Battalion-DROPIT.

By Order of-
Col. I. M. Upthecreek

Yell 0. Pine
Lt. Col., 1st Reforestation Regt.

Executive
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Ft. Benning Makes
Contribution To
Memorial Fund

"We are pleased to demonstrate

our whole-hearted cooperation with

other communities throughout the

state of Georgia in this splendid

humanitarian enterprise in which we

are so keenly interested" said Major
General Campbell King, command-
ant of the Infantry School, in for-
warding a check for $1,000 represent-
ing a contribution from the personnel
of the Infantry School at Fort Ben-
ning to the Georgia Hall fund at
Warm Springs Foundation.

The check from the Fort Benning
Community Chest Fund was sent to
Cason J. Calloway, at LaGrange,
chairman of the committee in charge
of the campaign to raise funds for
the construction of the building at
Warm Springs, as a tribute to the
interest of Franklin D. Roosevelt in
the Warm Springs Foundation, and
his efforts to aid the victims of in-
fantile paralysis.

According to sponsors of the pro-
ject, the construction of Georgia Hall
at President Roosevelt's part-time
home at Warm Springs, will cost in
the neighborhood of $100,000, which
sum is to be raised by contributions
from Georgia people. The buildings,
which will be of fire-proof construc-
tion, will comprise forty to fifty
rooms for patients, a number of liv-
ing rooms, and sun parlors, and will
be fitted with a variety of convenienc-
es and comforts especially designed
to aid in the treatment of crippled
children. It is planned to have the
building completed in time for Presi-
dent Roosevelt's anticipated visit to
Warm Springs next fall.

Fort Benning is one of the first
Georgia communities to subscribe
to the Warm Springs project, and
the check sent by General King rep-
resents a contribution from every
officer, warrant officer, army nurse,
and enlisted man at the post, each
of whom annually donates one day's
pay to the Community Chest Fund.

The text of General King's letter
to Mr. Calloway is as follows: "In
reply to your kind letter of March
27, 1933, it gives us great pleasure
to enclose herewith a check for one
thousand dollars as a coiitribution of
the officers and enlisted men of Fort
Benning toward the building of the
Georgia Hall at Warm Springs.

"Fort Benning is pleased to take
this early opportunity to demonstrate
its loyalty to the President, as the

Commander in Chief of the Armies
and Navy, by contributing to a pro-
ject in which he is so keenly interest-
ed. We are pleased to demonstrate
our whole-hearted cooperation with
other communities throughout the
state of Georgia in this splendid hu-
manitarian enterprise in which we
are so keenly interested."

0

General Malone
Arrives Soon For

Columbus Visit
Major General Paul B. Malone,

I . ... ... ... J [.. .Ut £ o ,.n ..en .ling.

prepared to make his grand entree, L. Connor, medical inspector, award- Official and now Comman

probably to the accompaniment to ed first place to the mess of the Douglas Fir Corps Area, and

collegiate cheers from within. Special Units. Second place was won Capt., 1st Ref. Regt. arrive here Saturd

The instigators of the hideous deed by the station hospital mess, and S.3. Mrs. Orryl S. Ro

were already ensconced comfortably third place was taken by Company Distribution: Wastebasket. is the daughter of

(Please turn to page 7) D, 29th Infantry.

tt at tuort lienningding Officer, 3rd
Mrs. Malone, will
ay for a visit with
bles. Mrs. Robles
General Malone.
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UNIFORMS

You can depend on us
to give you the very fin-
est of service in uni-
form tailoring-and also
on the fact that we have
a very fine record of de-
pendability at Fort Ben-
ning.

Only the best of crafts-
manship and materials
are used in the making
of any garment we tail-
or.

We invite you to visit
our shop and investigate
our claims.

A R T H U R

PERLITIUS
the Tank Tailor

LOCATED IN THE TANK AREA

Girl Scout Notes
Cardinal Troop

Tuesday, April 4
We have some good times ahea(

An overnight trip in early May f
all the Girl Scouts, and one in th
month for those taking the Pione
badge from Capt. Hones. Also v
have many other badges to work (
right now. Believe me, we're goil
to "Be Prepared" for our Court
Awards in May.

At our meeting today, we had mo
badges being taken, so it did n
reach its climax until the Flag Cer
mony. Mrs. Matchett came to watc
and brought two ladies from tow
who are going to start a Girl Sco
troop in Columbus. Good luck, Ne
Troop!

Daffodil Troop
A hike had been planned for ot

last meeting but the sky looked lit
it was going to storm any minute F
we could not venture far from tI
cabin.

Mrs. Cota came and took ti
names of all the girls who are g4
ing to take Minstrel Badge.

Then we played a hard Natur
game with Peggy Arnold and Hele
Matchett winning the prize whie
was a peanut bar.

The girls who were going to serv
tea at the Polo Club had to leav
so we went out on the grass an
ate the picnic lunch.

We had another surprise, on
thoughtful Captain and Lieutenar
ordered "chunkies," f o r t h
troop and we certainly did enjo
them.

We had the good night circle afte
a nice meeting even though w
couldn't go on a hike.

REFINANCING means reduced worry
Let us explain a simple plan that has helped
others and may help you. Our interest
charges are straight 8% with no additional
charges for investigations. We can give you
Twenty-four hour service.

Fidelity Loan & Investment Company
1206 FIRST AVENUE

T. E. BAISDEN, Secretary-Treasurer

NEW SPRING

SUITS
MEN AND YOUNG MEN

Dress Up!
for Easter

$1950
AND

$2250
Two Trousers

Arrow Shirts. Interwoven Sox.
Bradley Knit Goods.

And other nationally advertis-
ed lines of men's wear.

We appreciate your charge

account,

Jno. K. Harris Co.
1122 BROADWAY

who was driven out by the Chinese
Things Chinese did not presumptively differ in any Sgt. Vii liens Is

essential respect from any other Jew.;,
From The Sentinel The result of the competition would Seriousv I nj u r e d

l! The term "patienee" embraces three probably have been the same though
or quite different meanings. It is the the competitors had been different
is i act or quality of expecting, long, in their identity, for it is morally
er without complaint, anger, or discon- certain that the successful Chinese his wife were injured, the former
we tent. It is the power or the act of did not differ in any essential par- critically, in an accident which oc-
n suffering or bearing quietly or with ticular from millions of other Chi- curred late Wednesday afternoon on
ng equanimity any evil-calm endur- nese who might have chanced to be the Fort Benning road. Sgt. Villiens,
of ance. It is also employed as a syn- in his situation, who is in the 66th Infantry (Light

onym of perserverance. that the It is in his staying qualities that Tanks) was the more seriously hurt

group of qualities to which reference the Chinese excels the world. Of the of the two, having suffered severe
ot is here made has a very important quiet persistence which impels a injuries about the head.

e. bearing on the life of people to Chinese to keep on year after year According to reports, the car, which
h, whom they belong, is obvious at a attending the examinations, until he was traveling at a rapid rate of speed
n, glance. The disadvantage arising either takes his degree at the age of toward Columbus, left the road at a
ut from a separate and distinct examina- ninety or dies in the effort, mention spot about a mile east of the Fort
w tion of individual Chinese character- has already been made. No rewards Benning cemetery and crashed into

istics is nowhere more obvious than that are likely to ensue, nor any that a pine tree alongside the road.
in the consideration of the qualities are possible, will of themselves ac- their environment generally. They

ur of patience and perseverance. These count for this extraordinary persever- would have passed fiery resolutions,

ke characteristics of the Chinese are in- ance. It is a part of that innate en- and have "written a letter with five

so seperably connected with their com- dowment with which the Chinese are 'Now, Sirs,' to the London Times."

ie parative "absence of nerves," with equipped, and is analogous to the The hundred and fifty Chinese did
their "disregard of time," and es- fleetness of the deer or the keen nothing whatever of the sort, andie pecially with that quality of "indus- sight of the eagle. A similar quality were not only good-tempered all

o- try" by which the national patience is observed in the meanest beggar at day, but repeatedly observed to their
and perseverance are most conspicu- a shop door. He is not a welcome hosts with evident sincerity and with

re ously and most effectively illustrated, visitor, albeit so frequent in his ap- true politeness that it was of no
n What has been already said upon pearances. But his patience is un- consequence whatever that they had
h these topics will have served to sug- failing, and his perserverance in- to wait, and that one time was tocrest one of the chief virtues in variably wins its modest reward, a them exactly as good as another.
7e the Chinese character, but the neces- single brass cash. Does the reader happen to know of
7e sarily desultory treatment involved That quality of Chinese patience any form of Occidental civilization
d in such incidental mention deserves which to us seems the most note- which would have stood such a sud-

to be supplemented by a more corn- worthy of all, is its capacity to wait den and severe strain as that?
ir prehensive presentation. without complaint and to bear with That Chinese nerves are totally dif-
at Among a dense population like calm endurance. It has been said ferent from those with which we are
e that of the Chinese Empire, life is that the true way to test the real endowed has been already shown buty often reduced to its very lowest disposition of a human being is to that does not prove that the "obtuse-

terms, and those terms are literally study his behavior when he is cold, nerved Turanian" is a stoic like the
ra "struggle for existence." In order wet, and hungry. If that is satisfac. North American Indian. The Chinese
re to live, it is necessary to have the tory, take the individual in question, bear their ills not only with fortitude,means of living, and those means "warm him, dry him, and fill him but, what is often far more difficult,

each must obtain for himself as best up, and you have an angel." There with patience. A Chinese who had
he can. The Chinese have been well is a conviction which often finds lost the use of both eyes applied to
said to "reduce poverty to a science." utterance in current literature, that a foreign physician to know if the
Deep poverty and a hard struggle it is as dangerous to meet an Eng- sight could be restored, adding sim-
for the means of existence will of lishman deprived of his dinner as a ply that if it could not be restored

I themselves never make any human she-bear robbed of her cubs, and it he should stop being anxious about
being industrious; but if a man or is not easy to perceive why the truth it. The physician told him that

a race is endowed with the instinct which underlies this statement is not nothing could be done, upon which
of industry, these are the conditions as applicable to all Ango-Saxons as the man remarked, "Then my heart
which will tend most effectually to to the inhabitants of the British is at ease." His was not what we
development of economy, which, as Isles. With all our boasted civili- call resignation, much less the dif-
we have seen, is a prominent Chinese sation we are under bondage to our ference of despair, but merely the
quality. These conditions also de- stomachs, quality which enables us to "bear
velop patience and perseverance. The The writer once saw about one hun- the ills we have." We have come to
hunter and the fisherman, who kiow dred and fifty Chinese, most of recognise worry as the bane in our
that their livelihood depends upon whom had come several miles in modern life, the rust which corrodes
the stealth and wariness of their order to be present at a feast, meet the blade far more than the hardest
movements, and the patience with a cruel disappointment. Instead of: use can destroy it. It is well for the
which they wait for their opportuni- being able, as was expected, to sit Chinese that they are gifted with the
ty, will be stealthy, wary, and patient, down at about ten o'clock to the capacity not to worry, for taking the
no matter whether they happen to feast, which was for many of them race as a whole, they are comparative-
belong to the races of mankind the first meal of the day, owing to ly few who do not have some very
classed as civilised," to tho-sieue a combination of unforseen circum- practical reason for deen anxiety.

THE BENNING HERALD

semi-savage. iLhe Cnnese have tor stances they were compelled to stand Vast districts of this fertile Empire,
ages been hunting for a living under aside and act as waiters on about as are periodically subject to drought,
conditions frequently the most ad- many more individuals. The latter flood, and, in consequence, to fain-
verse, and they have thus learned to ate with relish and that deliberation ine. Social calamities, such as law.
combine the active industry of the which is a trait of Chinese civilisa- suits, and disasters even more dread-
most civlised peoples with the pas- tion in which it is far in advance of ed because indefinite, overhang the
sive patience of the North American our own. Before the meal for which heads of thousands, but this fact
Indians. they had so long and so patiently would never be discovered by the

The Chinese are willing to labor waited could be served, another de- observer. We have often asked a
a very long time for very small re- lay became necessary, as unforseen Chinese whose possession of his land,
wards, because small rewards are as the first, and far more exasperating. his house, and sometimes his wife,
much beatter than none. Ages of What did these hundred and fifty was disputed, what the outcome would
experience have taught them that it outraged persons do? If they had be. "There will never be any peace,"
is very difficult to make industry a been inhabitants of the Britsh Isles, is a common reply. "And when will
stepping-stone to those wider oppor- or even of some other portion of the matter come to a head?" "Who
tunities which we of the West have "nominally Christian lands," we knows?" is the frequent answer; "it
come to look uponas its natural re- know very well what they would may be early or it may be late, but
suits. They are "natural" results have done. They would have worn there is sure to be trouble in plenty."
only in the sense that when appropri- looks of sour discontent, and would For life under such conditions what
ate conditions are found these re- have spent the entire day until three can be a better outfit than an in-
sults will follow. A population of o'clock in the afternoon, when it was finite capacity for patience?
five hundred to the square mile, it at last possible to sit down, in growl. -Chinese Characteristics
is scarcely necessary to observe, is ing at their luck, and in snarling at by ARTHUR H. SMITH
not one of the conditions adapted'
to lead to practical verification of the
adage that industry and economy are
the two hands of fortune. But the
Chinese is content to toil on for such
rewards as he may be able to get,
and in this contentment he illustrates
his virtue of patience.

It is related of the late General
Grant, that on his return from his
trip around the globe, he was asked Bologna is going to come into its own when
what was the most remarkable thing Beer arrives, but OLD SETTLER'S Pork
that he saw. He replied at once that
the most extraordinary sight which Sausage is with us in the present. Try it
he anywhere beheld was the spectacle for breakfast tomorrow. It never fails to
of a petty Chinese dealer by his
keen competition driving out a Jew. satisfy. Every pound guaranteed by
There was great significance in the
observation. The qualities of Jewish
people are by this time well known,
and have led to most surprising re- - In
sults, but the Jews are after all but ThePrrovision Co., Inc.
a small part of the human race.
The Chinese, on the other hand, are
a considerable percentage of the whole
populaton of the planet. The Jew
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progress of this mighty aggregation,

.29 th Inf. could only find solace in the fact
_ _ ---- that they held us to a 23 to 22 score.

HQ. COMPANY,) 1ST BN. The boys that have been carrying
the brunt of these hard fought bat-

Well it looks as if the boys intend tles are to be commended for the
to keep their proniise to Lieut. Brady, fine spirit and sportsmanship they
with everyone here wishing them the have shown in each and every game.
best of luck, and are turning out in Little Ripper Ray and Snead have
full force for every game so far. As been horns in the sides of every
you know the elmination of teams in contender so far and we are looking
each battalion has started or rather forward for them to do the same
has just finished with Headquarters to our brothers in arms from the
1st Battalion taking over all comers. other battalions. Knight has been
We are now awaiting the whistle for handing out some mighty good cen-
the final round for he Regimental tering and has been responsible for
Championship, some of the scores turned in. Perry

Company "A" was trampled in the who is Snead's running mae has giv-
dust to the tune of 48 to 40; Company en everyone the impression of a
"B" took the same route and came streak of lightning with hard fre-
out on the small end of a 41 to 30 quent dashes down the floor for
affair; and last but not least Company scores. And Burge, our rookie, has
"C" very determined to halt the turned in some very sweet work at

the guard position. And last but not
least comes our own Mike. Mikel.
Carpenter, whom everyone in the
Post knows or has heard about,
through a trick of Fate turned an
ankle just before the contests started
and has been nursing it since. But
with all that, Mike attended every
game in uniform with the intention
of giving his best if called upon. And
that alone is enough to bolster the
spirit of any team. Mike has been
working hard with our mighty team
and is one reason why we are at the

.top so far. The team and the com-
/:..:::...... pany wants to thank you Mike for

your wonderful spirit and co-opera.
_tion shown. Keep up the good workbuddies.

TIME TO DRESS Sports sports, sports,-and how we
like that word. The more we have
of it the more we want. Our volley-

for EASTER ball team is strong and always ready
to take on anyone that has an idea
they can vanquish us. Just call and

Straw Hats we will arrange a game any time. Our
baseball team has been working hard

Linen Trousers to get in shape and from all outlooks
we are headed for the Regimental

Duck Trousers championship this year. In fact we
do not intend to be stopped.

Underwear Now for a word of sympathy. Pvt.
Hampton and Pvt. Carter of this
organization, both in the hospital

Shoes from injuries received from horses~
have our sincerest wishes for a speedy

All ew S ring Clot ing recovery. Pvts. Hamptom and CarterAll ew SringCloting are excellent soldiers and are well
For Lower Prices liked by everyone in the company.

We are looking forwar do their re-
turn to duty very soon, feeling asP AY iN E healthy and well as they did befor,
entry to the hospital.

CLOTHING CO. Well folks look us up next week
1203 B ada and I am sure that you will find

Broadwaysomething that will interest you very
much. Here is hoping that this won-

U I

Royal Jewelry Co.

BANKRUPT
STARTS IA APRIL

SATURDAY 3IS A lid 8TH

$25,000 Worth of Nationally Advertised

Watches-Diamonds-Silverware, Etc.

The items in this stock are too numerous
to mention-We guarantee you will find
what you want at 50c to 10c on the dollar
of original selling price. Come early!
Value s like we offer can't last long.

I

derful spring weather hasn't made be in LOVE!'
you too lazy to do so. Well, Toodle ooo.

-Bernard Stolier. -E. F. Daigle.

HEADQUARTERS COMPANY COMPANY "F"
Headquarters Company seems to be Howdy folks, Station "F.29" broad.

in tune with the weather, Spring and casting from our own studio at Fort
sunshine days are here, the flowers Benning.
and trees are blooming so are the What's that I hear? Shucks, it's
baseball players of Headquarters nothing more than Lugenbuhl with
Company. If you don't believe it his usual growling. Now he is growl-
some evening after 5:00 p. m. just ing about being quarantined. Don't
notice our lawn. It is impossible worry, Henry, it can't last much
for anyone to get by without getting longer.
hit by a ball. This shows the Com. Speaking of quarantine, we are
pany spirit. They go into everything having it pretty soft. Can't growl at
whole heartedly and always come out anything except that we can't go
on top. On our baseball team we places. And we are beginning to
have four stars of last season who see lines of worry on the faces of
are Sgts. LaBonte and Hayes and the married men. Or are they. lines
Corporals Easley and Presley. of worry? We wonder.

They are showing the new recruits Most of the men seem to have
the ropes. It seems as if the baseball
fever has even worked into the Head-
quarters personnel of the company,
because last Sunday Corporals Young.
blood and Tuell were seen out get-
ting the kinks out of their arms. We
won our first game of the season
Monday from Cannon Company, 5 to
2. This shows that we are still lead.
ing the way.

We are very grateful to our Com.
pany Commander, Captain Porter anr
our First -Sergeant "Houghtby" for
looking forward and promoting and
filling all the vacancies ahead of time
so that the men could get the bene.
fit of the pay before the first of April.
It was a complicated matter to han-
dle. Everyone was taken care of
in some way.

Corporal Hayes was promoted to
sergeant.

Pfc. Mueller was promoted to Cor.
poral. Corporal Mueller is our ef-
ficient company clerk.

Appointed first class private:
Brown, G. C., Camp, John, Keen,

F. B., Smith, G. H.
Rated specialist 4th class:
Medere, and Clide.
Rated specialist, 5th class:
Preston.
Rated specialist 6th class:
McLendon, Montgomery, Armstrong,

L. R., Davis, 0. H., Barker, B W.,
Owens, A. L., Short, M. T., Wil-
liams, R. F.

The Regiment staged a new parade
last Saturday (all companies formed
on their organization porches and
marched out and it made quite a
spectacular sight.

-I. M. Yarbrough.

COMPANY "C"

The anticipation of the return of
our Mess Sergeant, Joe King Runnels,
has finally ended by his generously
surrendering his furlough to the First
Sergeant. We are all very glad to
see him within our kitchen walls
once again and we feel assured that
this organization will once more top
the list on the monthly kitchen in-
spection for this month.

Quite a number of our men have
just arrived back from furloughs
spent in the wilds of most of theseSouthern States. Among them was
none other than Shorty Randall, our
most excellent cook. By the look of
the water mark on Shorty, it would
seem that he was driven back to the
highlands of Georgia by the floods
of the Mississippi. Perhaps if he
hadn't cut the web on his feet he
could have stayed longer in that flood
country.

How about that, Smokescreen Pe-
rahta?

The writer has had opportunity to
come in contact with our one and,

only Supply Sergeant, Laflar Bruner,
who is at present on a well deserved
furlough of ninety days in Columbus.
From indications he has read just
about all the books and magazines
available around these parts; includ.
ing True Stories and Ranch Roman-
ces. He stated that after reading the
books available at the Library in
Columbus he would surrender his fur-
lough and get back to work. Well,
here's hoping that the books run
out soon!

Hot Cha-Cha! Oscar, I'm telling
you! That man Hurley Smith must
be in LOVE. He was seen dancing
in front of the mirror with a broom
in his arms, the other day; and I
mean with a smile, too. Just like a
sheep in hay-making time. Those are
the usual symptoms, all right. And
not only that, either; he was heard
dreaming out loud a couple of nights
ago, saying, "Gee, it sure is grand to-

gone "jig-saw" crazy. Anywhere you
stop there is a jig-saw puzzle with
at least a half-dozen trying to put

(Please turn to page 10)

HERALD WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADV. RATES:

20 cents per line or fraction of line.
Minimum charge for any classified ad-
vertisement, 50 cents. Payment must
be made before advertisement is pub-
lished.

FOR RENT-Four room comfortably
furnished apartment, also furnished
room, private bath, centrally located,
reasonably priced. Phone 1612 or 1116.

You Won't Need A Taxi!I.
and you'll save a lot of embar- - - i
rassment for your girl-friend
if you're wise enough to rent
one of Still's cars beforehand!

FORDS-CHEVROLETS!g %

Exceptionally Low Rates On Long Trips

CLEAN AND EFFICIENT SERVICE

STILL'S RENT-A-CAR CO.
1232 FIRST AVE.

Dress
for
Easter

We shouldn't have to but
perhaps we'd better re-
mind you that

EASTER
IS ONLY EIGHT

DAYS OFF!

Men's French Flannel

Suits $15.00.

VISIT OUR

BOYS' SHOP

HOFFLIN
and

GREENTREE
Columbus' Leading Clothiers

ESTABLISHED 1888

THE

GROCERY
DEPARTMENT

POST EXCHANGE

Provides an invaluable
service to those on
whom devolves the duty
of preparing menus for
private homes. You will
find a variety of regular
and lenten foods here at
all times.

GROCERY
DEPARTMENT

POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

The Post Exchange Is Not Author.
ized To Sell To Anyone Not

In The Military Service
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The Ii
brought
successfu
organiza

nan's Club Closes One Of MostTa sh
Successful Years Since Its Founding Today's Fasion

ruantry mcnooi w oman s wuu
to a close one of the most

A years in the history of its
tion when the final meeting

of the year was held at the Polo-
Hunt Club on Monday, April 3rd.

Mrs. E. G. Peyton who has served
most capably as president during the
year 1932-22 was in charge of the
meet; after routine matters were dis-
posed of the president presented the
slate of officers selected by the nomi-
nating committee for the year 1933-
34. The slate as presented was un-
animously elected and the following
ladies will take office on April 24th:
Mrs. Philip S. Wood, president; Mrs.
W. B. Wallace, 1st vice president;
Mrs. J. A. Ladd, 2nd vice president;

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GEO GIA

A Citizen Wherever We Serve
1330 Broadway

R. M. Harding, Manager

A SURE CURE
FOR SPRING

FEVER
When you feel all "at
outs" with the world,
try a heaping d i s h of
Foremost I c e Cream
and see if you won't
feel a hundred per cent
better in a very few
minutes.
Spring fever and Fore-
most just won't mix!

Call the

SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

IiNC

Mrs. Philip Fry, recording secretary;
Mrs. 0. E. G. Trechter, correspond-
ing secretary; Mrs. Haston Benton,
treasurer; Mrs. M. V. Talbot, auditor.

At the conclusion of the business
meeting the program was turned over
to Mrs. Elbert J. Lyman, who pre-
sented in her own charming and in-
tellectual manner "An Afternoon in
Hawaii". During Mrs. Lyman's stay
in the Hawaiian Islands she studied
the folklore and literature of the is-
lands at the University of Hawaii
and was able to bring out many
points of interest to every one. As-
sisting Mrs. Lyman were Mrs. Harry
Reeder, Mrs. J. J. Albright, Mrs.
Dan Cota and Mrs. J. A. Andrews
who were in native costumes and
sang songs of the islands. They were
accompanied by Mrs. Pearson at the
piano. During the singing of Aloha
beautiful leis were given to Mrs. Pey-
ton, the retiring president; Mrs. Phil.
ip Wood the incoming president, al-
so to Mrs. Rhodes Browne and Mrs.
Charlton Hudson of Columbus.

Mrs. Eugene Moseley and Jean
Westfall charmed the audience with
their dances which were interpreta-
tions of ancient religious rites.

The hostesses, Mrs. Roger Harri.
son and Mrs. Thomas Brown, served
ices and cakes during the tea hour.
The Polo Club was especially lovely
on this occasion, having been trans-
formed into a bower of blossoms by
the artistic use of wild azaleas, dog-
wood and other spring blossoms.

LIEUT. COL. AND MRS. HUNT
HONORED AT INFORMAL TEA
Lieut. Col. and Mrs. William E.

Hunt, who are the house guests of
Capt. and Mrs. Norris A. Wimberley,
were the honor guests Monday after-
noon at a delightful informal tea
from four to six given by their hosts
at their attractive quarters on Austin
Loop. Throughout the house and on
the tea table were vases filled with
pink and white spring blossoms. A
small receiving line consisting of
Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Hunt, their son
Lieut. Richard J. Hunt, and the hosts
greeted the guests. The guest list
included friends of the Hunts from
Fort Benning and Columbus.

MISS ALICE PRATT HONOREE AT
INFORMAL TEA
Miss Alice Pratt of Los Angeles,

California, whose engagement to Lt.
Charles H. Bonesteel III, was an-
nounced several months ago, was the
honoree Sunday afternoon at a beau-
tiful tea given by her fiance's sister
Miss Eleanor Bonesteel at the attrac-
tive quarters of Lieut. Col. and Mrs.
Charles H. Bonesteel. The tea was
held from four to six, the guests be-
ing received by Lieut. Col. and Mrs.

Bonesteel, Miss Pratt, Miss Bonesteel
and Lieut. Bonesteel. In the dining
room, the tea table was laid with a
lovely lace cloth, pink blossoms and
pink tapers were used as appoint-
ments. Serving were Miss Harriotte
Atkins and Miss Betty Welty. Miss
Bonesteel had as her guests a num-
ber of her friends in the younger
set from Fort Benning and Columbus.

1 *.I I

1229 - 31 Broadway Columbus, Ga.

Charity Egg H u n t
Will Be Held On
Flournoy Lawn

The children of Fort Benning and

/Columbus who will be guests at the
mammoth Easter Egg hunt to take

-14 place on April 10th on the Flournoy

lawn will be greeted by Mother Rab-

bit and her family in person. This

little family will be there to help
the children find the thousand of gay

colored eggs left by the Easter Rab-
bit. If one will look closely at Flop-
sey, one will recognize Peggy Pease,

Mopsey will be none other than Betty

Allen Smith, Cottontail will be There-
sa Knight, and the gay Peter will be
Dan Thompson. Mother Rabbit will
be Rebecca Hardaway.

There are many other attractive
features planned for the hunt. Candy,
Easter novelties and ice cream may
be secured. Then, there will be a
huge nest filled with bright colored
eggs. These are to be no ordinary
eggs. When the children fish from
this nest, they will find the eggs,
bright green, blue, and yellow on the
outside, and on the inside, they will
incontain dolls, balls, guns, marbles
and other toys. Pony rides and rides
in Peter Rabbit's Billy goat wagon

An all-round dress. may also be enjoyed by the girls and

By VERA WINSTON boys.
The Easter Egg hunt will be given

If there is one treasure in the sar- by the Young Women's Circle of St.
torial world, it is the perfect little Paul church of which Mrs. James T.
all-round dress. Of this restricted Smith is President. Mrs. Robert
classification is the frock shown in the Lewis nd Mrs. o eco
accoipanying drawing. Lewis and Mrs. John Clason are co-

It is easy, comfortable and dressy, chairmen of the hunt. They invite
yet not too much so. The material all children of the community and
is blue-gray soft crepe. A double want them to come and try to find the
flared sleeve gives the desired width gold, silver and the greatest number
on top of the silhouette, the upper of eggs. Three live rabbits and chicks
sleeve having inside tucks at the will be the grand prizes. The pro.
shoulders. The cowl-like neckline is be the granrizes fthe
worked in by clever seaming and is ceeds of the affair will be used for the
caught with a jeweled clip. There is work of the circle.
a navy suede belt, but a silver mesh
belt or a ribbon one could be substi- AT
tuted if desired to render the dress a DOLAN - HENRI
little more elaborate... .....

MISS PHYLLIS SARGENT HOST-
ESS AT BUFFET SUPPER
Among the many delightfully in-

formal affairs of last week was the
buffet supper Sunday evening given
by Miss Phyllis Sargent for a few
of her friends at the home of her
parents Capt. and Mrs. Charles A.
Sargent. Miss Sargent announced her
engagement and approaching marriage
to Lieut. William B. Moore in the
Benning Herald last week.

29TH INFANTRY HOLD REGIMEN.
TAL DANCE AT POLO HUNT
CLUB
The monthly dance given by the

officers and ladies of the 29th Infan-
try was held Friday evening at the
Polo-Hunt Club. The club was at.
tractively decorated in yellow and
blue. Receiving the guests were: Col.
and Mrs. William E. Persons, Lieut.
Col. and Mrs. R o w a n P. Lemly,
Miss Catherine Lemly and Lieut. and
Mrs. William McNulty. The guests
assembled at nine and danced until
twelve, during the evening sandwich-
es and coffee were served. The 29th
Infantry orchestra played. Several
informal dinners were held preced-
ing the dance.

REGULAR THURSDAY EVENING
SUPPER DANCE HELD AT OFFI.

CERS' CLUB
The popularity of the Thursday ev-

ening supper dances which have been
held throughout the Winter continue
to increase. To add to t he attract-
iveness of these affairs is the Oriental
room opened last Saturday afternoon

(Please turn to page 5)

As You
Desire A Permanent

THE BEAUTY SALON
207 Doctors Bldg.

PHONE 3761
Mrs. Lucile Rushing, Mgr.

SOLICI HC.HWELICWT
FELICIA C. HOWELL5 PHONE 389

Announcing . .
OUR NEW LOCATION

We cordially invite o u r friends
among the personnel at Benning

to visit us here.

Marcel Permanent Waves
With Ringlet Ends

$3.00
We have, associated with us, Mrs.
Dekle, of Savannah, and Miss
Leebern, who was formerly with

the Post Office Beauty Shop.

MARTIN'S
BEAUTY PARLOR

2230 Wynnton Drive

CHAT SHOP
Al AL~USfUU1(.§

Fashion Favorites-Marvelously New And
Refreshingly Different-They Are Distinct-
ively Better Than Any You've Seen Yet-

Prices from $1.95 to $10.00.

Fort Benning charge accounts
solicited.

I

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H. ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years

The Post Exchange

HAS A DELIVERY SERVICE FROM ITS

SODA FOUNTAIN

The hours of this service are from 11 a. m. to 9:00

p. m., and it is designed particularly for the delivery

of ice cream in quarts and smaller quantities to your

home.

Excellent Curb Service Also

Phone 69

THE SODA FOUNTAIN
FORT BENNING, GA.

The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized To Sell To

Anyone Not In The Military Service

9d ----r . .. . -JL .. . .

EASTER GREETING
CARDS

All National Lines of Greetings

WHITE'S BOOK STORE
14 - 12th Street

Maxwefl Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phom 3718
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-KIRVEN'S_LADIES' BRIDGE TOURNAMENTSSOCIETY TO BE HELD AT OFFICERS'

SCIETY CLUBThe Officers' Club will be the
(Continued from page 4) scene Friday of a ladies' bridge tour.

with a highly successful the dansant, nament. The rules for the tournamen

This room has been especially fitted will be governed by the New York
out for private dinner parties and Whist Club rules. Plans are being
arrangements are being made to serve made to accommodate about eight
a special Wednesday evening supper tables of contract. The entrance fee

there also. For Thursday all reserva-will be fifty cents per person and
tions were taken. Among those en- the winners will be awarded cash
tertaining were: Col. and Mrs. Char. prizes. So far the ladies who have

les W. Weeks, Lieut. Col. and Mrs. signified entering are Mesdames J.

Frank F. Jewett, Maj. and Mrs. Thom- A. Atkins, H. J. Matchett, R. B. Cole,
as J. Hearn, Capt. and Mrs. George T. L. Jenkins, Guy McKinley, C. E.

0. Clark, Capt. and Mrs. Eugene V. Fewers, J. E. Bowen, G. P. Howell,
Behan, Capt. and Mrs. Eugene W. D. C. Faith, Elbridge Colby, W. C.

Lewis, Capt. and Mrs. Harland G. Lucas, F. H. Gaston, A. F. Kingman,
Griswold, Lieut. and Mrs. Hammond J. A. Stuart, R. B. Harrison, 0. W.
M. Monroe, and Capt. Edwin T. Bow- Bradley, J. A. Holly and J. A. Ladd
den. •inand the Misses F. H. Ryan and G. K.

* * *Erwin.

ORGANIZATIONAL BRIDGE I
S CLUB MEETS PERSONALS

The 83rd Field Artillery ladies'__
bridge club met Tuesday afternoon
at the quarters of Mrs. William A. Lieut. Milton H. Pressley returned
X. Thomas on Perkins Street. Mrs. to Fort Benning Sunday from a three
Thomasand Miss Elizabeth and Mar- weeks' leave with relatives in Florida.
garet Ports were hostesses. Three Lieut. Col. and Mrs. William E.

\Vhite shoes lead the fash- tables assembled at 2:15 for bridge Hunt and their son William are the

ion parade and Kirven's fall and at four tea was served to about house guests for a few days of Capt.
fifteen members of the club. Among and Mrs. Norris A. Wimberley. Col.into line with the smartest the other monthly bridge clubs which Hunt's son Lieut. Richard J. Hunt

whites of the season. met on Tuesday of this week were- is serving with the 29th Infantry. Col.
The Special Units which met at the Hunt is now stationed with the 5thI tm AF h pca ntswihmta h Corps Area at Fort Hayes, Ohio.
quarters of Mrs. Arthur J. Perry onCLietd rHLye .

$04 5 o,'-l'qAustin Loop; The Medical Corps Lieut. and Mrs. Lynn E. Brady left
bridge club which was held at th( last week for Toledo, Ohio where
Nurses' quarters, the Nurses being they plan to spend three weeks with
hostesses; and the 29th Infantry relatives.
bridge club which was entertained by Capt. and Mrs. Albert H. Dumas ofMrs. John W. Foos with Mrs. Henry Fort McPherson spent last week end

,L¢ C. Britt and Mrs. Earle W. Wheeler ,s the house guests of Capt. and Mrs.
assisting. The Tank Corps have a Gilner M. Bell.

monthly bridge club for the officers Capt. and Mrs. Horace 0. Cushman
and ladies of the regiment. A meet. had as their house guest for the last
in1 was held Tuesday at the Tank week end the latter's cousin Mr.

../ Club. Frank J. ONeill of Charleston, S. C.

An all white or beige pig
skin sandal. Cool as a breeze

across the ocean.

~HATFS

It's smart to be comfortable.
Here's how in a white kid

T strap.

A dashing spring tie in
white kid. Trim perfora-

tions up to the minute.

PIGSKIN TIE
Very soft and very comfort
able, it molds itself to your

foot.

REGENT PUMP
Of sheer beauty. Light and
w h i t e it emphasizes the

daintiness of your foot.

$5.45

W hy0... Its Spring!
And in Spring, the young lady's (and her mother's and
her grandmother's) thoughts turn to new clothes.
Dresses that will help you get your man . . . and ac-

cessories that make feminine hearts dance.

New arrivals in

Linen
Dresses

In white, flesh, maize,
blue, and little checks.
Still others have solid
skirts with over blouse
in navy, b r o w n, and
green checks on white.
Especially swank is the
striped shirt w a i s t
dress with the patch

pockets.

$2.98
,,., Sizes 14 t

Also half sizes in prints and solids.
Sizes 16 1-2 to 26 1-2 $10.75

o 44

VIIN~

igqh

1/1

You'd be too in our newest
JAY DE KAY HOSE

85c
Regular $1.00 Value

Sophisticated hose of the sheerest
chiffon. New as the latest novel:
sparkling as the keenest wit. And
all silk from top to toe. With lace
welt. All the new spring shades.

KIQV[ ENS
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Lieutenant Peep's Diary
Thursday, Mar. 30 (lieutenants are at present limited to

A maze of rumor and speculation
does envelop the class anent assign-
ments now in the offing. A most
pleasing pastime stimulating the im-
agination while preparing the mind
for any contingent shock of arriv-
ing orders. It should be most obvi-
ous, however, that I, together with
Gus Regnier and Captain Paul, will
not be objectively engaged in re-
forestation however appropriately we
might be subjectively so occupied.
.The mention of Captain Paul does

recall to me a classmate's remark
concerning the biscuit-and-beans in-
structor's platform appearance;
"When Captain Paul has his back
to the class it can be easier told by

parcheesi in their choice of games.
Supply demonstration to beguile

the afternoon and I was no end in-
trigued by Major Robinson's behest
on the site of the combat train biv-
ouac to "Notice especially the things
that are not present." A bit put
about when looking at a vacant spot
to determine how many things I did-
n't see.

In all, a variation of the story of
the man in a restaurant who asked
for coffee without cream. The wait-
ress was gone for some minutes when
she returned with apologies. "I'm
sorry, sir, you'll have to take that
coffee without milk. We don't have
any cream."

listening than by looking at him." I do wonder what inference Colo
An afternoon of instruction in the nel Jenkins might have drawn thiE

trench mortar and most timely, too, afternoon from the fact that even the
for that it did save many from what- lights went out on him during his
ever is the local equivalent of St. talk. From the glib manner in which
Elizabeth's. The recent deluge of he proceeded in the dark it would
tactical erudition which has been seem plausible that he had his notes
poured about us has reduced many in Braille type. My only anxiety
to incipient cerebral chaos. caused by worry lest his watch have

Too much plenty is no good. a non-luminous dial.
The past week of gorgeous weather Saturday, April 1.

weyLay late abed pondering the sched.which we have utilized by listening ule for the coming week and in es.
to lectures in the assembly hall has Decial the part which does prescribe
inspired in me treasonous thoughts. an eight hour day on Wednesday
But one instance is that I would wil- followed by a seven hour night suc.
lingly exchange this whole week of ceeded by a complete Thursday end.
tactical instruction (with the like of ing with a graded test in the after-
which I have been plied since youth) noon. By far the most ingenious
for the opportunity of firing the ma- method yet devised of keeping the
chine gun for record, the which I class awake during a spring afternoon,
have never had even at the world's that graded test idea. No opportuni.
greatest Infantry School. ty, either, to recoup Thursday morn-

I had believed the uniform for this ing from the enforced Wednesday
afternoon's session to be "C" but night insomnia, the schedule maker
when Peck, to answer a question, did having provided for then a demon.
arise resplendent in Bull Dog galluses stration instead of lectures by the
it was decided that the uniform wa' First Section.
really "A minus." The evening spent at the Polo Club

Did learn to my sorrow that to in witnessing the Alpha and Omega
ask a question these days is at best of the night ride. Dinner had prog-
a hazardous undertaking. McKinney ressed as far as Pi when I stepped
leading the jeering section and Dav- up to the Pari-Mutual to Beta little.
idson the hen fruit projectors. Before laying my money I became
Friday, Mar. 31. aware of some inside dope being dis-

Another pay-day. And it is just seminated by the ranking tennis play-
that to most of us. A most disap. er of the post. He said "Bet onpointing day to "Captain" Carpenter Cleland. He stands a good chance
whose sudden achievement of rank to win. I've played handball with
was unaccompanied by any additional him and he is aggressive." So on
pecuniary remuneration.,1 that basis I bet on Gammon because

The regiment in attack, started yes- he is a good polo-player.
terday morning, has now tapered Monday, April 3
down to platoon in attack, required Up betimes and sprightly off to
the actions and orders of Lt. 1st pla. school as does befit a rising young of-
toon. If the problem had but begun fllcer with nothing on his mind. Theon Tuesday we might today be ex- morning's session did impress one
plaining actions and orders of Pvt. idea upon me (and not a bad per.
Rear Rank Seventh Squad when told centage, that, either when I contem.
to fall in, or the bugler when told rlate some of these recent mornings)
to blow. Solution to the latter re- to wit, that a regimental ammunition
quirement would be found in our D. P. has no ammunition in it and
boxes at noon-a mimeograph stat.: is consequently not a D. P.; greatly
ing "Bugler answers 'yes sir'." like unto the classic seven ton trac.

Somewhat heartened by Major Lee's tor, model 1917, which weighs six
remark "Getting lost is one of the and a half tons, was first made in
important things in these affairs." I 1916 and is not a tractor.must be in complete possession of The life of Riley completely un-
the big picture for I have been lost envied this day, J. Joseph having
all week, been asked no less than ten ques-

Major Reeder did most inaptly at- tions during the course of the morn-
tempt realism in his talk by describ inig.
ing a company commander as "en- Millener, if G-2 be trustworthy, to
gaged in a poker game with his lieu- the business of brushing up on prin-
tenants or somebody else who had ciples of night marches against the
some money." That "else" may have return of his recent daughter from
been envy or irony, I know not, but the hospital,
the Major should be apprised that --T~o,,, r'..._.

Advanced Classics
The Journal of the Proceed-
ings of Group No. 21, Terrain
Exermise (Mounted), Battal-

ion in Attack.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Eley of Vir.
ginia) : "You know the situation,
but I will repeat it briefly for in-
corpo:ation in the official record.
The enemy are over yonder (point-
ing). We are here (pointing). The
regimental commander has directed
that this battalion, the 1st Battalion,
1st Infantry, attack at 12 o'clock me-
ridian on a frontage of 300 yards.
Our right and left boundaries are
those branches of Harp's Creek
(pointing). Our task this morning

is to make my decision as battalion
commander as of 11:30 a. m. To
that task, gentlemen."

Mr. Gridley of Missouri: "As your
battalion S-3, Mr. Chairman, I take
it that I should afford this group
the benefit of my views. This looks
like a cut and dried proposition to
me. Our frontage is only 300 yards.
On our right and left flanks are
swampy streams. The only reason.
able, sensible, workable solution is
to attack in column of companies."

Mr. Mallet of New York: "Will
the gentleman yield?"

Mr. Gridley: "It gives me great
pleasure to yield to my esteemed
colleague from New York."

Mr. Mallett: "I desire only to state
that, as assistant S-3, I am in com-
plete accord with the views express-
ed by the gentleman from Missouri
(Mr. Gridley). There is but one
practicable decision in this case. We
must attack in column of companies."

Mr. Lambert of Texas: "Mr.
Chairman, I am your S-1. I too
agree with the decision proposed by
S-3. However, I ask unanimous con-
sent to revise and extend mv re-

y, April 7, 1933

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

PLAYBOY CONTEST
Captain Lawson, prominent Biglerville politico, is urging us to insti-

tute an investigation to determine the champion playboy of the garrison.
Captain Lawson in his capacity of Police Officer makes a daily round

of the post. This gives him an opportunity to check up on the activities of
our gay young men who flit from flower to flower, as it were, cheerfully
doing their bit to brighten the lives of Benning's attractive debs and sub-
debs, who might otherwise be forced, during the so-called working hours,
to seek vicarious romance between the covers of the latest novel.

Now Captain Lawson, who has a remarkable talent for figures, knows
the license numbers of all cars on the post. (If you don't believe this ask
him yours the next time you see him, only do it before you get the new
registration tag for he can't tell you unless he has seen the tag once.) This
gift enables him to tell who is calling on whom, and affords him a con-
venient means of checking upon the popularity of the girls and the activities
of the boys. Of course, the award of Champion Playboy would not be made
on this evidence alone, but it would be entitled to considerable weight.

Our brief preliminary consideration of possible candidates convinces us
that no one who doesn't get around, at least occasionally, in the morning
hours has a chance. This eliminates student officers like Guardsman Fitz-gibbons and Luckett, who would otherwise be prominent contenders. It also
makes it hard for the Romeos of the Demonstration Regiment, whose op-
portunities for morning visiting is circumscribed by the exacting duties which
fall to the lot of a 2nd Lieutenant of Infantry. The Artillerymen, accord-
ing to Captain Lawson, seem to have much the better of it and the social
activities of the more enterprising contenders 9 f the 83rd, like Heriot and
Sherburne, begin, not infrequently, around 11:30 A. M. Friends of Lieu-
tenant Ports, also of the 83rd F. A., have advanced his claim to the cham-nrionshin,) but Referee Lawson renorts that his circulation index as n fallen

marks after hearing The School so- off materially of late. While still a possibility, he is temporarily out of the
lution." running.

The CHAIRMAN: "I should like "If I were awarding the prize to-day" remarked Captain Lawson in con-
to have the views of the battalion clusion, "I should unhesitatingly give it to Caldwell Foos. He is on the
executive (Mr. Ward)." job from early morning until late at night. He makes every hour count

Mr. Ward of Missouri: "The plan and he has a wide range. If any of the 83rd F. A. boys expect to crowd him
proposed by my friend from the out of first place they will have to take their accrued legislative furloughs
reat state of Missouri (Mr. Grid. and get into the game in earnest."

ley), which state I have also the
honor to represent at this institution, THE FLARE UNCOVERS AN- served long and faithfully in that
arnpears most reasonable. However, OTHER GENIUS office and deserves another term. In
Mr. Chairman, I wish to wag a warn. On an Army post the size of Ben- the second place, the wisecrack ising finger. I can discern no haze ning one may discover varied talents too obvious to draw anything more

whatsoever around this problem. We which have no connection at all with than a forced smile from us. We
must recall that Vinegar Joe was the profession of arms. For instance, blush even to drag it in this way,
quite emphatic in stating that all, we have at the moment in the garri- but we had to do it in order to fore-
problems had hazes, and he is run. son an opera singer, a pianist, a poet, stall a dozen or more incorrigible
ning this affair tday. Personally and an artist, whose abilities in these punsters who couldn't have resisted
I am quite hazy about this lack of arts are distinctly professional. We the temptation to come forward with
haze." have also in our midst dancers, news- some such proposal.

Mr. Mallett: "I would like to paper men, and authors, possibly even
state, for the benefit of the gentle- actors and actresses who could proba. --GREENROON ALTERCATION
man from Missouri (Mr. Ward), that bly make a living-albeit a precarious SETTLED
the D u k e of Wellington told me one-on the outside, even in these In our last week's issue one of ourthis morning that this was a haze- days of depression. As for the more stories ran afoul of the press room
less problem." unusual gifts which might be un- alterations department and was slight-

Mr. Ward: "Permit me to warn earthed, their number is legion. ly garbled in the encounter. Indeed
the gentleman from New York (Mr. Those who possess them make no we doubt if even the most astute
Mallett) to beware the Greeks even great to do about them and as a of our intelligent readers could make
when bearing gifts." result their existence is often unsus- much of it. We refer to the account

Mr. Gaillard of Texas: "Mr. Chair. pected. of the altercation between Captains
man, seldom do I arise to make an Captain Lawson, the instigator of Funk and Halloran over some Car-
address (applause). Here, however, the Benning Playboy Contest, is like thaginian footgear.
we encounter a critical situation in that. Quite recently we were treated According to the erstwhile Sergeant
the form of a hazeless problem. But to a casual demonstration of his of Hannibal's Headquarters Guard,
is it hazeless? The gentleman from ability as a lightning calculator. As the wily Provost Marshal crowded in
Mississippi (Mr. Gilruth) is our S-2 he happens to be the first lightning alead of him at the first costume
this morning. Always a diligent, calculator that we have ever known garb and commandeered the boots
astute worker, be has just returned personally, we were profoundly im- which were properly a part of the
from a visit to all the other groups pressed. As a matter of fact, our Sergeant's uniform. Probably what
working on this identical problem, own mntheiatical ability is of such actually happened was that CaptainlIe informs me that there is com- a low order that Captain Lawsons Funk iae his choice of the best
plete unanimity of belief that the feats seem positively uncanny. He lookin. footgear while Captain Hal.
battalion must attack in column of an give instantaneously the square loran was sulking in the dressing
companies; that even the gentle- and cube of any two digit number. room, bewailing the fact that he had
man from Tennessee (Mr. Dill) of !With equal speed and facility he can ever enlisted in the Carthaginian in-
Group No. 5, is in agreement. This multiply two three-digit figures. Re- fantry. Be that as it may, however,very unanimity of belief makes me liable witnesses vouch for his ability the big Corporal wore the sandals
cautious and suspicious. I smell a to extract the cube root of any num- to rehearsal and evinced a determ.
rodent. I have seen many years of er that has a cube root without ined intention to wear them in the
service at this institution. I have resort to the complicated procedure performance. Alike protested, de.
yet to see a problem without a haze. which we learned in the sixth grade claring that he would carry the case
It is said that fifty million French. and have never used since, to the highest theatrical tribunal
men can't be wrong. But fifty mil. It seems to us that Captain Law- rather than submit to the indignity
lion Frenchmen have never run up son's genius for figures ought to be of having a corporal in his guard
against the First Section. (Great up utilized in some way and we shall appear on the stage wearing better
agaiste rt eton Gra p".ega oetransgetosa
plause). Before reaching a definite be glad to entertain suggestions as looking footgear than he.
decision, I counsel most careful to how. Only please don't come for- The next day Captain Halloranscu Vyo acsaalbe" ward with a proposal that he be des-. received an official communique from

Mr. Gridley: "I thank the gentle- ignated for the chairmanship of the the all powerful Provost Marshal,man. His remarks are inspiring. I unofficial Benning Bathing Beauty informing him that the M. P.'s hadcan see no haze, but there mut- Contest board, a position now held reported him for "garage door open"one somewhere. We must be on firs Adjutant General Lewis. In the at such and such an hour.
frtplace, the Adjutant General has (Please tur ... • ..
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THE FLARE

Sergeant Halloran took the hint. I A , .J ,F IL L
Corporal Funk kept the sandals.

Here's an argument for prohibition
NIGHT RIDE UPSET which came to me in the form of a

"The race is not to the swift." letter from a friend in Cusseta:
Ecclesiastes 9-11 "Saturday night was a wide night. I

"'White hands cling to the tightened had twelve bottles of Georgia corn,
rein and as the evening shortened, I be-

Slipping the spur from the booted came disgusted and decided to dump
heel." , each and every bottle in the sink.

Kipling-The Winners. I withdrew the cork from the first
The first team to come thunder- bottle, poured the contents down the

ing in out of the dark to claim vic- sink with the exception of one glass,
tory in the great annual Night Ride which I drank. I then withdrew the
was that of Ely and Haskell. cork from the second bottle and did

Friends and backers of these two likewise, with the exception of one
enterprising young emulators of glass which I drank. I extracted the
Paul Revere at once crowded about cork from the third bottle, emptied
to offer their congratulations. Fair the good old corn down the bottle,
hands were extended to grasp the per- except a glass which I drank. I
spiring mitt of Lieutenant Ely who pulled the bottle from the cork of
held the ticket which still had to be the next and drank one sink out of
initialed by the judges and the Left- it, then threw the cork down the
enant, a little confused, perhaps, by bottle. I pulled the sink out of the
the cheering multitude, tarried mo- next cork and poured the bottle down
mentarily to listen to the words of my neck. I pulled the next bottle
praise that fair lips were speaking. out of my throat, and poured the

That moment's halt was fatal. cork down the sink, all but one sink,
Grubbs and Howard, riding out of which I drank. I pulled the next
the black, flung themselves from cork out of my throat and poured
their chargers and plowed through the sink down the bottle and drank
the crowd to hand in their card a the cork. Well, I had them all emp-
split second ahead of their rivals. ty and steadied the room with one

Rules are rules, and Grubbs and hand and counted the bottles; there
Howard won. Backers of Ely and were twenty-four, so -I counted them
Haskell, if any, were doubtless again when they came around and I
peeved but, having arrived too late had seventy-four, and as the house
to place any bets, we salute the boys came around I counted them and I
who stopped to talk to the girls. finally had all the houses and bottles
They lost the race but what of it? counted, and I proceeded to wash
Men have lost empires by turning the bottles. I couldn't get the brush
aside to talk to attractive janes and in the bottles, so I turned them in-
the world, which otherwise would side out, washed and dried them all,
have forgotten them long ago, is and went to bed. Believe me, no
still talking about them and secretly more corn. Here's a record for High
approving their conduct. Altitude to shoot at."

CUI BONO The class extends its congratula-
The following incident furnishes tions to Capt. "Pat" Ahern upon hisa case in point for those who wonder arrival at another milestone in the

why anyone should spend time and tortuous journey of life. Flowers
effort required to play a part in an adorned "Pat's" table last Monday
amateur dramatic production. morning at mess and before his place
At the Thursday night dance fol- was set an attractive birthday cake

lowing the Infantry School Dramatic This cake was unique in several
Club's main eff ort of the current ways but principally because it had
season, Actor Hugh Gilchrist, who been sent by the Columbus Post of
made his "initial debut" before the the Southern Chapter of the G. A. R.
footlights as Carthalo, one of the If you can think of anything more
Carthaginian generals, w as dancing thoughtful than to have the local
with Mrs. Trechter. contingent of the Southern G. A. R.

"And did you see The Road to rem ember a Bostonian on his birth-
Rome"? purred the lady sweetly and day please tell us about it.
then spent the rest of the evening And another thing. The cake was
trying to explain to the aggrieved adorned with a lone candle. Now we
matinee idol how his beard and con- are uncertain whether this signifies
summate acting completely concealed one or one hundred years or whether
his identity. it mennt th,.t Pat wnn, ve~nr aller

CITATION FOR THE WEEK
To commander Brett and Sir Sidney

Negrotto, Masters of Fox Hounds, for
instituting and maintaining a popular
policy of "Bring 'em back alive"
which has resulted in a y e a r un-
marred by accident and marked by
record turnouts to the many unique
and enjoyable meetings of the In.
fantry School Hunt.

-E. F. H.

V. V. VICK-Graduate watch mak-
er. Watches repaired $1.75. One
year Guarantee. City Drug Store.

Down Weekly
Pay- Pay-
ment ment

'31 Chevrolet Coach
Extra Good ...... $100.00 56.09

'31 Ford Sport Road-
ster -- -90.00 5.00

'29 Ford Town Sedan 60.00 4.00
'29 Nash Sport Coupe 60.00 3.00
'29 Essex Coach 20.00 2.50
'28 Nash Sedan 15.00 2.00
'28 Oakland Coach 35.00 3.00
'29 Buick Standard

Coach --- 95.00 5.00
'30 President State

Sedan-------------125.00 8.00
'28 Chevrolet Sedan- 40.00 3.00

Trade ii. your old car as down
payment. Many other late models
at lowest prices.

Every used car in good condi-
tion.

Columbus Roberts
Motor Co., Inc.
USED CAR LOT

510 - 12th Street Phone 271

than the Southern G. A. R.'s. Any-
way, we still feel that it was an ex-
tremely comradely gesture and the
whole mess enjoyed the cake.

And neither snow, nor sleet, nor
rain nor fog, nor things visible, nor
things invisible, nor the waters over
the earth, nor the waters under the
earth shall stop the offensive driving
in spirit of the bayonet. Not even
during practice.

And now we suppose you half doz-
en Taubers are all puffed up just
because some set up editor thought
you looked intelligent and put you
in the space intended for a group of
instructors. Don't write home about
it, because you'll probably get razzed
as much there as you have here.

A week from today, the first semes-
ter of the present year ends. While
you are making your arrangements
to enjoy the four-day vacation, don't
overlook two things. You may be
a bunch of heathen for fifty-one Sun-
days of the year but Easter is Easter
all over the face of the globe and
remember that mother, sweetheart
and wife appreciate a few flowers as
a visible token of the affection they
like to believe you still have for
them.

Famous sayings of men; "Now gen.
tlemen we don't tell you that this is
the only way, but we of the "Infan-
try School.

Chaaange OOvuuheere."
"Sergeant wave the red flag."
"The proper method of instruction

is explanation, demonstration and ap-
plication."

Now we know why they pushed out
Maertens for the bayonet instructor.
Didja notice that determined look?

* I *

estimates are from what the Engin-
eers estimated and how little grass
it takes to hide a section.

Our idea of a gentleman is the fol-
lowing conversation heard at phone
519 last Saturday and delivered by
Petit.

"Hello, is this Louise-The Hell
you are."

And the best one we've heard yet
is the message received by a certain
Columbus damsel(?) left for Lt.
Wightman. The conversation went
somewhat as follows:

"Hello, is Lt. Wightman there.
Well then is Lt. Lynch there. Well
I be d-d. You tell Wightman that
I don't like being stood up in Co-
lumbus on Saturday p. m. even if he
is only going to be here for 3 months,
he can't trifle with my affections!"

Dedicated to the Second Platoon
to be sung by the 1st and 3rd pla-
toons to the tune "Keep your head
down Fritzy boy."
Keep your hands down Second Pla-

toon
Keep your HANDS DOWN SECOND

platoon
Early in the morning
At the first formation
He saw Yub
BOLEN saw Yub

FORT BENNING'S COLUMBUS

HEADQUARTERS

I m~(-)f Tb Tt fit~
TOWN TOPICS

(Continued From Page 1)
in a car parked outside the club
when Tommy drove up obviously in
a hurry. Someone thought the joke
had already gone too far and scream-
ed "April Fool." Tommy made some
remark about not having the time to
trifle as he had to entertain the
Georgia Tech tennis team, and head-
ed for the door.

Disregarding the yells of "April
Fool," he strode serenely in the club
and inquired the whereabouts of the
members of the tennis team he was
supposed to entertain. When noti-
fied that the match had been post-
poned, his jaw almost hit the floor
and he suddenly became bitterly
aware of the diabolical prank that
had been played upon him. But, by
that time, of course, the damage had
been done.

You were scratching an itchy nose
Or fiddling with your clothes
If you want to keep the pages of

the Block Book clean
Keep your Hands Down, Second

Platoon.

MOTH CARD BOWL-ITIZER
TROY CUNNINGHAM

PURO Representative
Phones-- 1443-- 3984-J

1413 - 2ND AVE.
ROACH POWDER VAPORIZING CRYSTALS

Looking Your Best
is more than just a matter of choice these days-

it's a matter of necessity. Appearance means

more than ever before, and Chancellor's is cer-

tainly your best bet so far as style, economy and

dependability are concerned.

SPRING SUITS
this year are bringing out a variety of new ma-

terials both in single and double-breasted styles.

We have a wide assortment of both kinds. Prices

range from:

$15UPWARDS

Also A Complete Stock Of Shirts,
Ties, Socks, Underwear, Hats, Etc.

CHANCELLOR
C 0 M P A N Y

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1313

KENNY'S

NORWOOD
COFFEE

is sold at Fort Benning

through the

Post Exchange
TRY A POUND

YOU WILL BE PLEASED
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DAVIS P. HARDING, Editor

Tetherton And Schifling On Fine C

ay, April 7, 1933

lard
I n irflN In 7M d"T L CiY~ A mr'q' n~ = I

BY

Adolph Heuser, hard-hittin
man lightheavy, registered his
victory over Harry Ebbets at IV
Square Garden last week.
carried the fight to his op
from the opening gong and
Ebbets was always glad to
opportunity to mix it with his
was unable to match the ci
blows to head and body that t]
man delivered from time to

Both men were groggy severs
in the course of the ten-roun
but the nearest approach to a
down came in the second stanz
Heuser landed a terrific blow
head. The Freeport battlei
down but came up immedate
daining a count.

As a result of his conquest

Howard Bus Li
Inc.

Operating Under Go-
ment Franchise

Bond and Liability Ir
ance Provided

SCHEDULE
From Frt

Columbus Ft. Be
5:00 AM 6:0(
6:00 " 7:50
7:00 " 9:15
8:30 " 10:45

10:00 " 12:45
11:45 " 2:15
1:30 PM 4:15
3:00 " 5:10
5:00 " 6:00
7:00 " 7:00
9:00 " 8:00

10:30 " 9:45
12:00 M 11:15

12:00
Also "fExtras" and
SCHOOL BUSES

410 PHONES

CITY 
F

TUESDAY N
Post Gym'

Army Welter A r plBattalion Baseball Teams Line
Ji JL And Bob Schilling Up Candidates As Season Nears

DAVIS HARDING

g Ger- bets, Adolph may get another crack Clash I n Main Go Although the opening of the Fort sleeves and time will surely bring itseon btsAdeo senbloome whomoherracBenning intra-mural baseball season out. The Irish copped a big two
second at Maxie Rosenbloom, whom he TeI
ladison fought two weeks ago. On that oc- Tuesday's Bouts Promise To is still almost two months away, the hundred pounder named Belcher
Heuser casion, Slapsie Maxie managed to win battalion teams of garrison are out in during the past winter. and that boy
)ponent a close decision over the Teuton in Be Some Of Best Ever full force each afternoon and indica- has done his stuff in the Cotton States

while fifteen rounds, but his victory was Staged Here tions now point to one of the great- league. He is a catcher and he cer-
get an far from decisive and many fans aree e strl
foe, he of the opinion that Heuser would Rip Tetherton, welterweight cham- est baseball seasons in the history of tainly looks like the mustard. Inrushing win if the two were brought together pion of the army, and Bob Schilling, the Post. fact, both the Irish and Spare Partsare playing their cards close to their
he Ger- in a return match. sorrell-topped German windmill, Probably due to the recent slump whiskers and there probably will be
time. * * * head one of the finest fight cards the in baseball, caused by the depression, quite a few surprises when they show
i1 times Maureen Orcutt's statement to Athletic Association has brought be- numerous former professional base- their hands.
d bout, friends that "Bobby Jones is the only'fore the public for many moons. The ball players have enlisted in the The Tanks and Artillery are busy
knock. man in the game I don't feel I could bouts will be staged in the post gym- at the present time and have not

a when meet on even terms," has aroused nasium Tuesday evening. army. A generous scattering of these began work with the battalion squads.
to the a great deal of controversy and a Tetherton is in fine shape for his diamond stars have become members The Tankers have been staging a

r went definite retort from Mrs. Helen Wills fight with the Teuton ace. In his of the personnel of the Infantry company baseball war and quite a
ly, dis- Moody, probably the greatest woman last battle, fought with Kid Baisden, School in the past year. And then few of the youngsters are showing

tennis player, with the possible ex- Valdosta knockout artist, Rip earned veteran army stars of last season, who brilliantly in company competition.
ception of Suzanne Lenglen, ever to a popular draw decision by coming are still calling the Upatoi station Unless they unearth a couple of hurl.

of Eb- step on a tennis court. up in the later rounds. The Baisden. home will be back out for their regu- ers however, they will be hard put
Apprised of Miss Orcutt's surpris- Tetherton bout stole a fine show lar berths again this year. for pitching this season.

,neq ing statement, Mrs. Moody made it topped by two favorites in the Ben- The Greencords of the Infantry The Gunners are blessed with a
plain that while her opinion was ning ring, none other than Cyclone School Detachment will throw a re- pair of the leading twirlers in the

confined to the realm of tennis, she Smith and Harold Murphy, who hail vamped team into the field this sea-' garrison, Holloway, right hander and
felt that men players usually can from Chicago. son. Orgeron, first baseman, Gilbert,tern- deetidctn o .pitc er, N aewmanac, pilay.t Jakie Morris, port sider. Rabbi Rid.
defeat women players of similar Rip is desirous of indicating to pitcher, and Newman, catcher, play. ley has been doing good work behind
ranking. fans that he can do justice to him.. ers that starred with the Medico team the platter for many moons, but Rab-

Isur- * * . self in a main go. He is fast, clever, of 1931-32, are now wearing the bi is getting old and the Gunners

Said Mrs. Moody, "Tennis demands and packs a wallop in either mitt. Greencord uniform. Beall, formerly would probably unlimber a battery
His left is every bit as dangerous as with Milwaukee, and the boy that for one star cacher. Their infield
hirentwasicnotn soe toottnlast iseasonand butbothea

greater degree than women. It de-his right, and the army ace figures the Washington Senators gave a try- w a s not so eouig a an ful t,
M mandsereach and mostmen are taller to kock Red Schilli colder than out for the keystone sack, in 1929,id ewith ofg
nning than I. It demands the ability to a pawnbroker's heart. Tetherton is a' snag shots around the center ' I

AM move quickly across the court, and favorite in Florida rings, his latestsack for the Greenies. Smith, former they ma go places ad do things thismen are almost always faster than conquest over Tommy Beck making Southern league infielder, has the hot I season.

4 women. Finally, man's psychological him a popular and much-demanded corner sewed up. The Greencords -

make-up is more adapted to sport fighter in St. Petersburg boast a trio of hurlers in Gilbert andl
5 than woman's. Schilling, well-named the German Tolle, right handers and McIntyre,

"I believe men players of top rank Windmill because of hi5 style of southpaw. Mickey and McCarthy and
can defeat women of the same rank- fighting, might easily prove to be Newman are among the leading catch-

" ing. Of course, there are many wo- Rip's Waterloo. The sorrel-topped ers in this section of the country. "The White Bank"
men who can defeat men who are youth, since arriving in the land of The Kelleys of the Second Bats are Capital-.$150,000.00

I " mediocre players, but when the rela- the free, has demonstrated his prow- keeping very quiet at this early date
ess it the ring time after time. His eSurpluse50,tah al

tie ratings are the same, the mencaulin r sbut it is a safe bet that they are not Sru ..... 0.
would win. cauliflowered ears and pug nose tes- loafing. A flock of new comers ar- Interest Paid on Deposits atM "Ellsworth Vines could defeat me tify to a hectic career in the fistic rIte
quite easily, for instaice. Practice industry. Sammy Crosby is proof of rived during the past year and it is er cent.a cinch that there were ball tossers 3prcn.pranm on224 with men; they will help you. But Red's ability. Crosby was battered to th wb adlthe pounded semi-annually.224 wih mn;the wll el yo. utamong their- numbers. And then

?OST don't challenge their supremacy; they a pulp by the menace from Germany angteine s. c nen Short term Certificates of Deposit
(Please turn to page 9) not long ago in Florida. again the Kellys had the champion- issued at 3 per cent, per annum(Plea)Billy Hood also fell a pre ship team of the garrison last season.to They were weak on twirlers but man Home of the

Schilling's flying fists, and listen to for man were a very strong aggrega-
what the St. Petersburg Times has to -Ion and t es h R ITM S A NSsay concerning this fight. "Bob taion"doeo h mreti h H IT A A IG
Schilling scored a mild upset when garrson
he decisively trounced Billy Hood of Both the First Bats and Spare Part'

Orlando for the second time. This are carrying a merry look around or Fort Benning Representative:

treat of the season so far in St. Pet- smtig oehn su hiIGHT. APRIL liTH ersburg." So, pack up your troubles,

' and cast your glimmers over a cou-
niasium, 8:15 P. M.nih peo pretty fighters next Tuesday BA SEBA LL SEA SON

Cotton Batton, Benning coloredvs. Bo chiling fighter, will meet Peegee Carson of
Colone, ermayt-' Jacksonville, well-known negro lea- i lb g
CoonGray therpusher, in the semi-final bout of ZV) ill 0 01 b egi .

10 Rounds eight rounds. And what a fight this **

should be! Batton is popular with

VS. Pee Gee Carson fans in this district; he always gives

ampion) Jacksonville, Fla. the best he has and, as a result, reg- and this is to remind you
8 Rounds isters with the ringsiders. Peegee, -the Main Branch, Post

on his only previous appearance ir
a Benning ring, spilled Tiger Thomp- Exchange, has a complete

vs. Scrip De Olive son in the second round. And lately, stock of all kinds of ath-
New Orleans, La. he won a victory over Roy Dunn in letic equipment. Tele-

Rounds Atlanta. This battle can't help butphet en.-be a crowd pleaser from the open- phone 608.
ing gong to the moment when one

VS. Frank Mackery of the battler's hand is raised in tok-
Fort Benning en of victory.

6 Rounds The Athletic Association made a
wise move in bringing Dapper Doyle
and Scrip De Olive together again E

vs. Mickey Kendrick in a return match. This fight might
Phenix City, Ala. well steal the show. Not long ago

4 Rounds Doyle and De Olive met in a Ben-
ning ring and putu p a whale of a POST EXCHA E

VS. Charley White Ibout. De Olive copped the decision,
vChleybuWhite. when Doyle had trouble in solving
Columbus, Ga. his portside delivery. Dapper finish-

4 Rounds ed strong by winning the last two F 0 R T B E N N I N G
rounds, however. De Olive impress.

50c Ringside $1 .00 ed everybody that saw him fight. A
Ls at Sears-Roebuck & Co., Wheat's Drug little streak of greased lightning, he The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized To Sell To
o., and Sport & Luggage Shop. eluded his opponent easily in the Anyone Not In The Military Servi

opening rounds, in the meantime,

Rip Tetherton
Fort Benning

Cotton Batton
(Colored Middleweight Ch

Dapper Doyle
Fort Benning

Dynamite Dunn
Fort Benning

Seaweed Wilson
Fort Benning

Sandy Huff
Fort Benning

General Admission
Tickets on sale in Columbu
Store, Hubbard Hardware C

h"
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"E"Companv Wears
Basketball Crown
As Result Of Win

The play-off for the Regimental

Championship opened Monday night

with Hq., 1st Bn. playing Company

"E," 29th Infantry. Company "E"

took first honors in a game that was

furiously and hard fought and ended

with a 38-24 score. The first half

ended with the score of 15 to 14 in

favor of Company "E."
Headquarters, which had not tasted

defeat until last night, seemed in a

fog and could not find the basket,

although they shot many and often.

Chamberlain and Bridges were the
top scorers for Company "E." For
Headquarters, Ray and Snead worked
mighty and hard. Toward the end
of the last quarter Chamberlain and
Lee were shooting goals from all an-
gles and making them.

At the end of the first quarter "E"
was leading by 10 points. As soon
as the second quarter started Head-
quarters opened up and when the
half ended they were only one point
behind. The third and fourth quar-
ters saw "E" gradually pulling away
with a comfortable lead. Headquart-
ers used a five man defense, "E" had
no definite defense.

The score:
teadquarters

Player Pos.
Snead F
Peery F
Knight C
Ray G
Burge G

1st. Bn. (24)
Goals 1

9
0
2

11
0

Fouls
2
3
0
2
2

Company "E" (38)
Player Pos. Goals Fouls
Chamberlain F 14 3
Carter F 0 1
Bridges C 15 3
Lee G 9 1
Newton G 0 2

Officials: Lts. Stewart and Wright.
Subs: For Hqrs., Carpenter for

Burge; Carpenter for Peery; For Co.
"E": None.

TETHERTON AND SCHILLING
HEAD TUESDAY'S MAIN-GO

(Continued from page 8)

landing a few telling wallops himself.
Dynamite Dunn, whose list of

knockout victories reads like a tele-
phone directory, faces Frank Mack-
ery of Fort Benning in the other
six-rounder. These two have met
before, Mackery winning the decis-
ion, and by so doing gaining the
distinction of being one of the few
fighters in this part of the country
who has succeeded in taking this
bundle of TNT into camp. Both boys
will be out for blood and, in al'
probability, this bout will not go
the scheduled six rounds.

Seaweed Wilson and Mickey Ken-
drick, a tough boy from Phenix City,
are to meet in the main four-rounder.
Another fight that shoul dturn out
to be a wow! Seaweed is well-known
in Benning and is exceptionally popu-
lar with the fans, who know how
good a fight he always puts up. . In
his last appearance, he fought a draw
with Sandy Huff and almost succeed-
ed in stealing the show. Kendrick
hopes to stop the Benning pugilist,
but is going to run into a heap of
trouble.

In the curtain-raiser, Sandy Huff,
fast-stepping Benning fighter, meets
Charley White of Columbus. And
when two boys of the caliber of Huff
and White are brought together in
a curtain-raiser, the rest of the card
must be good. Both participants in
this bout are well-known and there-
fore need no introduction.

From curtain-raiser to main go, this
fight and possesses a wealth of ex-
ceptionally fine bouts, and it will not
be difficult to get your money's worth
of action and thrills Tuesday night.
This is a card no one can miss.

SPORT CHATTER
(Continued From Page 8)

will beat you." Which seems to us
to be pretty fair advice for women
in every walk of life.

Miss Diana Fishwick, 22 year old

former womans British golf cham-

pion, agrees with Mrs. Moody.
"Physically, I do not see how we

can approach them. We will never
be as good golf players-it's an im-
possibility. Men have too much
length in their drives."

She also expressed the opinion that
too much golf is "apt to destroy fem-
ininity, a desirable quality."

"Women athletes who are rather
keen on sports all the time lose that
cheery spark," Miss Fishwick be-
lieves. "It is more fun to play leis-
urely, and not take games too seri-
ously."

1037 BRADWAY

with men, but they are the exception ington. The Athletics were third in

to the rule. Joyce Wethered, famous the polling.

woman golfer, for example, defeats Pittsburgh received over half of

her brother who plays on the British the votes cast in the National league
cup team, regularly. ratings, with Chicago second. The

But 'what about track? Babe Did-raigwtChcosend TeButwha aouttrckBae Dd-St. Louis Cardinals and Philadel-
rikson, probably the greatest woman's
athlete of the last decade or so, ex- phia Phillies are rated nip and tuck

celled by far all her feminine com- for third place. Brooklyn and New
petitors to establish n e w records. York are picked for second division
But an examination of those records berths for the first time and this de-
reveal that, in most cases, they do spite the fact that the Dodgers fin-
not come up to the standards set by ished third last year.

-I- 1 . ... .. . I 1.. .10 * * *
high SehOOl athletes mllll il Js coi"
lege and professional standard.

* * * Baseball scribes, in the annual As-
Our own opinion is that Miss Or- sociated Press poll, picked the Yan-

cutts statement is absurd-she is kees and Pirates to cop the pennants
either a bloated egotist or downright in their respective leagues. Sixty out
stupid. There may be, of course iso- of the seventy-nine sports writers
lated examples that tend to prove favored the New Yorkers with an
that women are on an athletic par even dozen giving the edge to Wash-

IU

Ben Eastman, holder of the world's
quarter-mile record, shattered the
600-yard mark at a charity athletic
carnival. The lanky Californian went
the distance in 1 minute 9.2 seconds
against Doug Lowe's previous record
of 1 minute 10.4 seconds.

Officials at the track stated that
the new record would probably not

be accepted because of wind con-
ditions.

The crack eight of Cambridge Uni-

versity made rowing history when it

defeated Oxford on the Thames River

for the tenth consecutive year. The

Oxonians went into the lead for most

of the first mile, but thereafter the
Light Blues forged steadily ahead.
They won by a margin of two and
one-quarter lengths, or about nine sec-
onds. Both crews were exhausted at
the finish of the grueling race.

Orv Mohler, Southern California
grid-iron sensation until he sustained
a painful injury which kept him out
of football, is making good with the
Los Angeles baseball club from a
reports received. The Trojan half-
back is fast and can hit.

*]50

COLUMBUS, GA.

the STYLE starts in tiw WEAVE
You'll be enthusiastic about the cheerful new Spring weaves...
the checks and the plaids ... the new swanky chalk stripes "and
the new pin dot designs. But really, it's the quality of these
materials we should stress! Because never before have com-
parable materials been offered in a suit priced at $12.50. We
urge you to see the distinctive display of Spring suits and
sport ensembles now being shown in all Schwob stores. Prices

$12.50 and $14.95 for Ready-to-Wear-- $15.50 and $18.50 for
Tailored-to-Ordec.

The SCHWOB Co.
The Standard Tailorina Co.

Makers Of Schwobilt Clothes

- 0

Ask
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Hot Stove Leaguers Georgia Tech GolflFreebooters Stilll Bowling Matches 29tH f

Approve New Name Team Downs Fort In Lead As Round Of 29t1 Infantry be toigext

For S. U. Teams Benning1O1-2to71-2 R bin NearsFinish Ended Last Week lgues bu
________under quarantine

Apropos of "the new deal" in na- The Fort Benning Golf team lost Optimists And Students Fight The regimental bowling tournament better known as
tional affairs, the Regimental Com- a close match to Georgia Tech last For S e c o n d And of the 29th Infantry ended Thursday been undefeated,
mander on the Twenty-ninth this week Saturday afternoon by the close score Third Places night with the team
approved the request of the Special of 10 1-2 to 7 1-2. The Georgia Tech Third lCompany,2dBattalion, inefirst place, Bobbyiknows his
Units commander to change the des- four-man aggregation was captained The local Round Robin tournament, after defeating Comp
ignation of his battalion for athletic by Charley Yates, nationally knownnoheachind Rbina taewater efeat ani
purposes from "Special Units" to golfer. now reaching its final stages, was tin five games straight in the final Just a minute fol
"Headquarters Battalion." Previous In a thrilling match between Cap- continued on March 29th and April match of the series, a bit of news ab
to this change considerable confusion tain Ross and Yates, the latter finally 2d before good sized crowds, who The championship series consisted game betweei the
has occurred in the minds of soldier emerged victorious, one up in eigh- thoroughly enjoyed the play. of three matches, with a team from married men. Th
sport readers by reason of the fact teen holes. Captain Liston, Lt. Brann, Optimists Defeat Billygoats each battalion of the regiment. These ter havng stayedi

and Lt. Decker were the other inm- With a 6 to 4 lead over the Green teams were selected for the finals by better than the si
that the Infantry School, Engineer, Goats, carried over from their last a series of elimination matches with- game shows differQuartermaster, and Finance Depart hers of the Fort Denning team. btl oa. h piit a oi h epciebQurtrmstran FnaceDear YIates and Moore trounced Ross Ibattle royal, the Optimists had to in the respective battalions. Head- men placed the bi

ments are collectively known as "Spe-and Liston by two points. As Geor- put on full steam in order to keep quarters Battalion, represented by game oi Sgt. Thc
cial Units Post." i Tech brought down ten players, the hard-heads in their proper place. Headquarters Company, took Coin- was unable to retu

At present all jig saw, crossword asquad match was played, with Fort At the end of the second four period pany A, 1st Battalion representatives ly. Better rest se
puzzle and radio contest enthusiasts Benning ultimately winning, again by game the score stood 4 to 3 against into camp last week, but were in turn Station "F-29" si
are hard at it to select an athletic a close score of 23 1-2 to 21. the Goats, who had to accept a re- defeated in a phenomenal match on Temples announcim
cognomen for the team. The best port for the whole game by a total Monday night, when they lost to
suggested thus far from all the grist needed now is a team and you can't scoreof 7, to 10 for the Whites. Headquarters Company 2d Battalion, COMPA
turned out is "Frankies," to com- tell the men of Headquarters Battal- For the Optimists it was Wilson 2d Battalion representative. The We are tied wi
memorate the commander of the new ion that they are going to finish out and Gee who did the fancy playing, games were featured by exceptionally 66th Infantry for
nationally known "Franklin D." and of first place either in baseball or while Billygoat Gammon was out- high scores, the final one of the five championship of
the present battalion commander Ma- track, standing for the Greens. in the match ending with the 2d feated B company,
jor Frank V. Schneider. This seems Among the new faces sport fans Freebooters Belay Gunners Battalion team on the long end of Co. B won over c
to get the most votes. Or perhaps will see often when the umps cry Monte Blue had a field all to him- a 94.5-998 tally. The 2d Battalion fantry and in tur
in a profound soliloquy of the jig "play ball" is a boy by the name of self in the game against the artillery score was only two points under the feated us. We h:
saw puzzler his mind turned to Barker who hails from Chattanooga. Gunners. The lieutenants, though highest score made in the post in- this season.
thoughts of beer at 2 a. m. No beer All through the past basketball trailing from the opening period, were tramural series when Headquarters Sandy Huff, on
is complete without "Sweet Adeline" season his one handed shots from the less concerned with the final outcome Battalion won the championship of ianlv art of self
or "Frankie and Johnny." What corner of the court have thrilled the than they were to demonstrate their Fort Benning with a score of 1000. ed on the broad
about that line in the latter which spectators regularly. This lad is a improved team work and hitting. Members of the three teams of count during the g
runs something like this: "They did- pitcher and Gilbert of the I. S. D. When the score board ran out of the 29th Infantry tha
n't go down there for fun"; certainly will have his hands full when Barker numbers the Gunners had six goals the regimental champ pe r E. Whe et cse
that is a slogan for an athletic team opposes him. Over in Phenix City to their credit and the Freebooters follows: 2d Battalion; Kjelstrom, one missing from
that is sure fire. Shades of Old Hei- they think a lot of Mauldin as a had all the rest. Haskell came across Nichols, Derrick, Stragand, and La- high aid low tha
delberg! With a name, slogan and shortstop. Fort Benning fans are in the line for the Gunners, nicely sup- ham; Company A, Marcelle, Reaves, with soccer for go
song all rolled into one, all that is for a treat when he starts covering ported by Grubbs. Lineburger, Manners and Bock; that the next day

ground. A pitcher and a shortstop Students 9-29th 8 Headquarters Battalion LaBonte, of a gane to le]

H A L F 5 O L E S do not necessarily make a ball team With a jinx hanging over them the Carlock, Cameron, Burns, Hall and B, 29th Infantry.
but there are plenty of new men Hoofers fell before the furious on-Murphy. the conclusion tha

A GOOD A BETTER available. Wright, Parsons, Morrow slaught of the student team in one p game is a little
Half and Harris of Cannon Company have Of the closest games of the year. If you think Huf

S4 S 5l 7oe shown up well in practice thus far. With a comfortable lead in the olo l P r ovite you all to
LAMAC SOLE $1.00 Service, Headquarters, and Regime i- third period the 29th was about to 0oaPe price

The Only 5-Unit Machine In al Machine Gun Companies report a pack the game up in a bag, when LesEtb

Columbus number of likely new baseball pros- lo and behold up pops Parson Stev- Pre sents T op h e , ee li perform.
All Work Guaranteed pects. With a nucleus from last enson, who had not been heard of lout eight of us

CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED year's veterans, LaBonte, White, Pot- much during the game, and shoots To 29th tr fishing trip Mater, Calsor, Hayes, amid Easley to three goals so rapidly that the man Believe itor not,
B OSTON SHOE FACTORY start with, Headquarters Battalion on th e scoreboard nearly got a fish to feed the en

We specialize in cripple work 29th Infantry should give the other glass arm putting up amid taking Colonel William H. Parsons, com- all fished, but all
Phone 565 1234 Broadway. teams in the Fort Benning League the tin numbers. Westlund now ev- mander of the 29th Infantry presided wsith hooks ands

~plemnty to think about this summer. ened the score, but Buzz Butler de- at a brief ceremony which was held scribe was in the
_________________________________________________ cided to make one more for the on Saturday morning following a didn't even throws

students, and the game was over, regimental parade, and at which pres- Wilbourn got in
Freebooters Stop Hoof ers entations of trophies and prizes won just before we(

Before a capacity Sunday crowd by the members of the regiment in He was astern lea
the Hard Luck Hoofers put up a post athletic events and shooting Pfc. Russell aske

~splendid battle against the Yellow competitions were made. not sick are you
Horde that proved to be the most The 1st Battalion basketball team, replied, "H-l, wi1tl ;

A o exciting game of the season. At the winners of the post championship in am doing, taking
S end of the last period the score stood the intra-mural league, were presented

_/ at a 6 to 6 tie, with both teams with a silver trophy.

JEW ELERZ For the first time during the tourna- The Headquarters Battalion Bowl-L -10 d ILYL RtM1v Lniment an extra period was played and ing team were given a silver trophy Makers of
Fine Repairing both teams went into it with every- emblematical of the p o st bowling

thing they had. After several long championships.
1102 Broadway Phone 3914 runs up and down the field, with

anybody liable to win, Farmer Nich- Company A, was given two placques 1208 First Ave.
* ols slipped thru like a Rumba dancer r the company shield for the regi-

on roller skates, and the spectators mental small bore meet champion-
regardless of partisanship blew their ship, and for winning first place in First

Gop"A" in thereieasml
auto horns in tribute to a well fought Group e"meet r e sbore rifle meet. B
game.

Umpires: Maj. Johnson and Cap- Company C, was awarded a placque
tam Cunningham. for the company shield as winners Georgia Hc

Optimists Wallop Gunners iu Group B of the small bore rifle
This time it was Halloran and Mon. meet. "The W

roe who gave no mercy to the bat- Individual prizes included cash Capital and Sur
tling Gunners, who wriggled and prizes for places in the regimental Resources Over
twisted on their way to the goal small bore meet, and went to the
posts. Outmounted a n d outplayed following: Fort Benning
by the clever white team, they time Sergeant Charles W. Wills, Coi-
and again braced during critical mo- pany A; Pfc. Clement Hesley, Com-
ments; but with a heavy carry over pany A, Corporal Joseph W. Vaden Rent a Box in

Vita Health Reclining Cabinet against them they had to submit to Company F; Sergeant Roy R. Wilson, and Fire-proof
a 20 to 5 licking at the hands of Company G; Sergeant James C. Valuables. P
the Optimists. Sheriff, Company B, and Sergeant Aco tsf

We have an experienced Graduate Masseur or Masseuse whom we Umpires: Capts. Cunnimgham a n d James H. Bannister, Company A.

send to Fort Benning each Monday, Wednesday and Friday who can UBeatty

conveniently give Swedish Massages and Mineral Baths in your home. Beatty. Company A was awarded a silver Personne
Reasonable Rates. We have many luxurious and beneficial Treatments Students Down Billygoats trophy for winning the regimental

for Health, Beauty and Happiness. In order to close the day some- championship in the football league UNITED STAT
what as it had begun, the Blue Stu. last fall.

Treatments conveniently given at home include Swedish Sham- dents and Green Billygoats engaged -

poo, Turkish Shampoo, Oxygen, Sulphur, Nauheim, Oil of Eucalyptus, in a classic that proved full of thrills

Saline Baths, Salt Glow, etc. i lsi htpoe ulo hil STRAW BER]B T Efor the spectators and sore knees for

Office hours 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.--Evenings by appointment the players. Stevenson, who rides LAYER CAKES
with that "when I bump 'em they

Tussi Cb SwedishPhysi°stay bumped" spirit, lived up to his This is a new cake. The fresh
Murkisn Cabiet Facial and Massage Hydro Therapy reputation, and was well imitated by is used to make it doubly delici
Mineral Scalp Electro the others on the Blue four. Sweeney Special for Saturday - 25c and

was big score maker for the Students, Compare with the home-baked cak4
SPECIAL REDUCING TREATMENTS knocking off one regularly each chuk-

ker. Anyhow, the Students won 11 we know y o u will regularly
RIGDoN HEALTH INSTITUTE to 8 despite thefactathatmthe hard- E V 1 I D G '

216 Doctors Building Phone 1037 headed as the game went on. The Bakery Beautiful

Umpires: Capts. Beatty and Cun- 109 - 12th Street Colu
ningham.

FANTRY
from page 3)
der what they will
Playing with dolls,

golf course while
and Pfc. Hubble,

'Bobby Jones," has
and challenges any
nent for a match.

golf. Yassney is
lose second.
lks, I have received
)ut the volley ball
single men and the
e married men, af-
n, thought they were
ngle men, but the
mtly. The married
lame for losing the
)mpson because he
rn the ball correct-
)me more, Sarge.
gning off, with Pfc.
ng.

NY "D"

ith Company "E,"
. the Soccer Ball
the post. We de-
29th Infantry, and

ompany E, 66th In-
n company E de.
ave lost one game

r exponent of the
lefense, was knock-
f his back for the

;ame with company
to he found three
, (he already had
boxing). He cried
t he was through
od but we noticed
he played a whale
lp defeat company

He has come to
It the shin kicking
iugher than boxing.
T can't take it we
the post gym, for
of 50c gallery, to

ok and Brown and
went to Florida on
rch 27th and 28th.
we caught enough

tire company. Not
fed the fish. Some
ome otherwise. Ye
otherwise class and

in a hook. Sgt.
the otherwise class
they) quit fishing.
ruing over the rail,
d, "Sgt., you are
?" Sgt. Wilbourmi
mat do you think I
a dry run?"

itz Bros.
good Clothes
"ations-

Telephone 371

4ational
ink
)me Building

hite Bank"

,plus--$ 350,000.00
2,000,000.00

Representative:

Jr.-Phone 290

Dur Safety Burglar
Vaults for your

rices moderate.

Fort Benning

1 Solicited
ES DEPOSITORY

CREAM

fruit
ious.
50c
e and"
isit-

tmbus, Ga.
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Master Sgt. Risley
Passes Suddenly 83 rd F. A.

Master Sergeant Prentice H. Risley, HQ., HQ. BATTERY AND C. T.
Medical Department, died suddenly Sergeant McLeod and Privates
at his residence, 1162 Carolina, In- Smith and Vestal have returned to
terior 4, Malate, at 9:30 a. in., on the Battery after a short but highly
January 9, being ill only a few min- pleasant visit to Ragsdale. It was
utes. later discovered that the fact that

Sergeant Risley was the second son they were presented with the keys
of the late John and Etta Thomas to the city, and accorded other hon.
Risley and was born in Algiers, In- ors usually shown to visiting notables,
diana February 8, 1887 being 46 years was based upon a case of mistaken
old at the time of his death. Both identity, Sergeant McLeod having
parents died when he was a child and been mistaken for "Daddy" Brown-
he was raised by his grandmother, the ing, who was supposed to be investi-
late Winnie Thomas. gating the real estate possibilities of

Sergeant Risley enlisted in the Albany. Smith, at first, was looked
army on November 23, 1908 as a upon with an eye of suspicion, be-
private and rapidly rose to the high-' cause of the report that the snake.
est grade held by an enlisted man eater had recently escaped from a
at the time of his death. Private- visiting carnival-an unfortunate er-
to Corporal-to Sergeant-and to Mas. ror which was soon dispelled by rea-
ter Sergeant July 1, 1924. son of his connection with the Ser-

He is survived by his wife of a geant, and because of his own charm-
second marriage, the widow being ing personality. Vestal is consid-
the former Miss Emmie Marie Wat- ering making the city his future
kins of Hawkinsville, Georgia. home, as it is reported that the

A funeral service was held at the Mayor has offered to adopt him and
Army Morgue, Port Area, at 3:30 make him the Heir Apparent.
p. in, Saturday, January 14. The re- Preparations for the Battalion
mains were shipped to the states. Horse Show, which is one of the high
accompanied by his widow, leaving lights of the season, are busily in
Manila March 11 on the army trans- progress. With an unlimited supply
port U. S. Grant and will be laid of Blitz and saddle soap, we are
to rest in the Presidio National Ceme- bound to at least win honorable men-
tery at San Francisco with Masonic tion. Popeye Long, our enthusiastic
services on April 10. painter, and his able corps of as-

He was a member of the following sistants have been busy for some time
Masonic bodies: Fort Benning Lodge in preparing an escort wagon for
No. 279, F. and A. M., Fort Benning; entry, which, no doubt, will be a
Canal Zone Council No. 1, R. and S. thing of beauty and a joy forever.
M., Ancon, C. Z., Panama; Abou Popeye, being a firm believer in the
Saad Temple, Balboa, C. Z., Panama; theory of quantity as well as quality,
Darley Chapter No. 7, R. A. M.; St. the number of coats of paint applied
Aldemar Commandery No. 3, Knights to date has been lost count of. Ten-
emplar, and Augusta Evans Chapter nessee Lee is in charge of the Ar-

_tillery Section which will execute
(and "execute" is highly correct) theOLFS0ON Col "figure eight" like nobody's busi-
ness. Tennessee puts more into his

arm signals than Mister Mitchell does
939 Broadway into an income tax return. John

Nahring, late of the Kaiser's Uhlans,
is one of the leading entries for theWrapping Paper, Paper high jump. In the event the horse

Bags, Towels, Napkins, refuses to hurdle, John will continue
~solo.C u p s and Stationery. In honor of St. Patrick's Day, a

certain non-corn of the Battery paint-
PHONE 113 ed his car a hectic and highly bril-

liant green, and left it, wtih the
paint and brushes, behind the bar-

PLAZA CAFE
1230 Broadway - Phone 1432

Special Sunday Dinner
11A.M.-8 P.M.

Choice of chicken soup or
Fresh Shrimp or Oyster Cocktail

Choice of meats
1. Filet mignon Club style

(tenderloin steak)7-------5c
2. Half spring chicken ala

Maryland---------------60c
3. Chicken Chow Mein ----. 60c
4. Fresh Lobster with mush-

rooms Au' gratin-------- 50c
5. Roast chicken with dressing

and gravy-------------- 50c
6. Chicken ala King on toast-_ 40c
7. Roast pork loin with

apple sauce-------------40c
Candied Yams--Green Butter Beans

Baked spaghetti with cheese
Egg salad with Russian dressing
Strawberry shortcake with cream

Coffee Tea Milk
We serve Western steaks & chops.

Eggs one day old.
QUALITY -SERVICE

Makers of Fine

WRIGLEY EN(

Atlanta,

racks for the necessary drying. Up-
on his return, for the final touching
up, he discovered the car missing.
Prompt report of the loss was made,
and investigation discloses that it
was not the act of a criminal, but
of the highly efficient, and sometimes
over zealous, police detail of the serv-
ice section, who state that it was a
natural and honest mistake, and not
through malicious intent that the
flivver was taken to the dump and
the paint cans left behind. We trust
that this explanation appearing in the
public prints will be satisfactory to
all concerned.

BATTERY "A"
It is with regret that we learn that

No. 177, Order of Eastern Star, all
of Columbus, Georgia.

THE BENNING HERALD

Tank Notes
Upon the recommendation of their

Company Commanders the following
named enlisted men have been pro-
moted to the grade of Corporal: Pri-
vate First Class E. Williams of Com-
pany "D" and Private First Class

Earl Coates of Company "E." Con-
gratulations to you boys.

The Company baseball series start-
ed this week and at this time two
games have been played. The first
game on Monday was "E" and F-2

with "E" winning the game by a
ten to one score. The second game
played on Tuesday between Company
"D" and "F-l" was won by "F-I"
8 to 1. The companies have a lot
of new material and just what it will
develop into before the end of the
series cannot be predicted at this
time but we are of the opinion that
some of it will go well on our Bat-
talion squad which will take the fiel,
as soon as the company series have
ended.

"E" Company soccer team suffered
their first defeat of the year during
the past week. The boys only have
one more game to play and if able
to win it they still have the cham-
pionship within their fold.

Famous Last Words: "No Bonus."
A couple of weeks ago Sergeant

Major Lanham told us that our for-
mer Adjutant, 1st Lieut. Watkins was
going to start something telling us
what a time he was having working
Jig-Saw puzzles and sure enough he
has, for the cooks over in Company
"E" will quit a shift any time in
order to work one and the other day

our First Sergeant Horace Taylor,
who is on furlough, lost his father
this week. Sgt. Taylor is expected
back to the organization about the
ninth.
Pvt. James 0. Taylor is also on

emergency furlough for 5 days due
to the illness of his father. Pvt. Al-
bert Fannin is on a 25 days' furlough
visiting relatives at West Tallassee,
Alabama.

Lt. Cobb is on leave this week
visiting friends in Opelika, Ala. The
Battery commander asked him if he
was visiting Fort Mitchell on the
round.

We wonder just how far a man
can go on a honeymoon with only
one day and one night. Probably
Pvt. Boone can answer this question
Pvt. Boone says he prefers blonds.

Lt. Beishline and Sergeant Hudg-
ins, the barn man. are busy these days
trying to decide what horses to dis-
pose of this year. We might suggest
closing the eyes and flip the coin

as they all have to be groomed and
fed.

We wonder just where Sgt. Bean-
pole Cole is hanging his big hat
these days, here of late. Lately, he
has been very late getting in. Think
we had better check up on Buger-
ville.

The latest fad is the skating rink
in Columbus. I think Cpl. Roper
must have tried to come to Fort
Benning on a pair the other morn-
ing.

Sergeant Risley was on duty as
Chief Clerk in the Surgeon's Office, BATTERY "C"
Headquarters Philippine Department, With spring approaching we had
up until the time of his death, arriv- a last storni in the battery with
in- in this department October 3, grades and ratings flying around like
1931. leaves in the wind. We might call

All who knew Sergeant Risley had this yearly spring shake-up a sweep-
high regard and great respect for him stake, for prizes fall on the most
and he was ever an example as a unusual numbers. We congratulate
man and soldier. His death is a the lucky ones and hope they will
ereat loss to the service and Medical hold on to the extra pay.
Department as well as hosts of friends Corporal Carmany has arrived af-
in civilian life. ter all. We have been calling him

He had served 24 years and 3 corporal for qiute some time and
months and would have retired in the only difference we could notice
about 6 years. were the creases on his shirts.

Acting gunner Powell, the pride of
the third section and Avenue proved
that tropical service does not effect
everyone. Corporal Doyle has left

PrintingPlates and is opening a drugstore in his
home town. We wish him luck ad
expect that his experience as Scout
will do him some good in civilian

GRAVING C. lif e.
The horse show and its preparation

are still the main issue. All this
work and energy could be used to

Georgia better advantage, however material
and harness need some spring clean-
ing so we will go see the horse show
and enjoy ourselves.
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the completio
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Sgt. Collye

open spaces
born and rai,
of Independe

the first nine
the "Cyclone
the call of tl
neyed eastwar
left himstrani

and it was th4
the appeal of
"JOIN THE
WORLD!"

His first hi
16th Infantry,
stationed at F
The infantry
young soldier
time in reen]
16th at the en

Set Collver

C ollv e r JsInfantry nine years and then went to
the 9th Infantry, of the famous Sec-

d Followi n g ond Division. During the World War,
he was commissioned a second lieu.

ent Serv i c e tenant. His war record speaks for it-
self. He went through the fracas as
a second lieutenant in the 9th Infan-

AL DURDEN try of the Second Division. Did they
Sergeant Claude E. Coll- see action? Any one that has ever
Dept., will be placed on been in action will tell you that on
ist of the United States the shoulders of a second lieuenant

fall those duties that carry one intoye March 31, 1933, upon -

nyevery nook and crevice of the entirein of thirty years service show.

)rs. With the war over and the army
r hails from the wide cut down to peace time strength, Lieu-

of the west, having been tenant Collyer was discharged from
his commission. He reenlisted in the
ranks and became at once a sergeant.

nce, Kansas. He spent In 1920, Sgt. Collyer left the Infantry,

teen years of his life in and became a member of the Finance
State," then answered Department. He has remained with

he wanderlust and jour- that branch of the service since that
time.

d. His ramblings finally Sgt. Collyer came to Fort Benning
ded in Cincinnati, Ohio, six months ago and since that time

ere that he responded to has been on duty with the Finance
a bright colored poster, Detachment of the Infantry School.

ARMY AND SEE THE! He has gained a host of friends at
Fort Benning and Columbus.

itch was spent with the With Mrs. Collyer and their son,
which at that time was Keith ,the Sergeant will leave within

ort McPherson, Georgia. the next few days for their home at
proved to be to the Sheffield, Alabama. Many happy days

's liking and he lost no are in store for him, a beautiful home,
listing in Company "C" built on the lake front of Muscle
id of his first enlistment. Shoals, is awaiting the arrival of the
- .- pmnhnpl wt tht h I1 family.

Staff Sergeant Vallery had Sergeant
Lanham turning one flip after an-
other trying to get one put together.

Sergeant Willingham (at track
practice)- "Lieutenant, I am going
to be so busy for the next few days
I don't see how I am going to have
time to breathe."

Coach (ten minutes later) : "What's
the matter Jones? You look worried
about something."

Jones: "I was wondering how Wil-
lingham was going to get time to
breathe."

Through various and sundry means
the news that the "Nut" of Company
"E," the one and only "Popeye" Cle-
ments has secured a three-day pass
for the purpose of visiting Macon,
Georgia. We are wondering why
Pop Eye has decided to visit that city,
and all we have to say is look out
Macon for here he comes.

Dr. R. H. Brown
Osteopathic Physician

Murrah Bldg.
Phone Office 4108

Res. 1153

PEP...
in every step

Use

Heels and Soles

Hod Rubber Products Co., Inc.
Watertown, Mass.

Johnston-Cunningham Furniture Co.

Bed Room Suites........$39.50 and up
Living Room Suites-..... $49.50 and up

Sellers Kitchen Cabinets, Simmons Beds, Mattresses
and Springs. All on Easy Terms

1014 BROADWAY PHONE 460

It Will Pay You To See Us Before You Buy

FOR SALE
Post Exchange

They've Got
The Punch of,
A Home Run!

TOASTED PEANUTS

Have YOU Entered Yet?
Tom's is offering a new 1933 Chevrolet
free every two weeks. See particulars
on any Tom's Display Jar.
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ADVANCED CLASSICS
Continued From Page 4)

the alert, gentlemen."
Mr. Lambert: "I suggest we at-

tack with companies abreast. We

will have to squeeze the soldiers in,

that's certain. But better a tight fit
than a disapproved solution. There
must be no sour leadership, Mr.
Chairman."

Mr. Mallett: "Why not take the
bull by the horns and attack with
all three companies abreast? That
solution appears so impracticable

SEEDS - PLANTS
Spring and Planting Time is here.
Everything for the GARDEN and
LAWN; seeds, plants, tools, fer-
tilizer. Drop in at our store and
we will be glad to help you to
plan your planting.

VALLEY SEED CO.
1041 Broadway

that it is probably the First Section's
approved decision."

Mr. Gridley: "But that will only
give companies a frontage of 100
yards."

Mr. Mallett: "That should not con-
cern us greatly. We are only using
blue pencils for companies. There
will be no actual crowding."

Mr. Gaillard: "Mr. Chairman, sel-
dom do I arise to make an address
(Applause). I should like to state,
however, that we have been attacking
all winter with one, two, or three
rifle companies in assault. I am
filled with apprehension that some-
thing else is expected today. I ven-
ture to suggest an attack with the
machine gun company in assault and
the rifle companies in reserve. Fur-
thermore, I would like to amend
my former remarks to the effect that
it would be perfectly possible for
fifty million French major generals
to be wrong on one of the First Sec-
tion's problems (Great applause)."

The CHAIRMAN: "Now we appear
to be getting somewhere, gentlemen.
The rifle companies might support
the machine gun company by fire.
While they may not be the exact

approved solution, I feel sure that
the First Section would love it."

Mr. Gaillard: "Mr. Chairman, sel-
dom do I arise to make an address
(Applause.) I should like to state,
however, that we might have the rifle
companies lay down a rolling bar-
rage for Company D. The fire could
be lifted on red rocket signal
and..."

Mr. Gutkowski of Tennessee: "Will
the gentleman yield?"

Mr. Gaillard: "I yield."
Mr. Gutkowski: "As S-4 I want to

warn this body that we have been
using red rockets for the past six
months. The supply is not inex-
haustible, gentlemen, and I would
like to see some blue rockets used.
They are much prettier any way."

Mr. Gaillard: "I thank the gentle-
man, for whom I have the greatest
esteem, affection, admiration, and et
cetera. As I was stating, it is sel-
dom that I arise to make an ad-
dress (Applause). I should like
to . .. "

The Chairman: "The whistle is
blowing, gentlemen. We have no
further time for discussion. Your
mental performance has been exhil-

arating. It has inspired me to tac-
tical heights. My decision is to at-
tack with the two battalion motor-
cycles abreast, keeping the four let-
tered companies and the howitzer
platoon in reserve. I am certain
that we cannot be far amiss from
the School solution. I appoint the
two liaison officers, the gentleman
from Ohio (Mr. Chance) and the
gentleman from Indiana (Mr. Ayres)
a commitee to acquaint Vinegar Joe
with the decision of this group, to
receive the School solution, and to
report back to this group, with the
latter solution. There will be a ten
minute break."

The CHAIRMAN: "Have the liais-
on officers received the School solu-
tion?"

Messrs. Chance and Ayres: "We
have, Mr. Chairman."

The CHAIRMAN: "Please, then,
drop the School's pearl of wisdom
in the lap of this group."

Messrs. Chance and Ayres: "The
official decision of the School is that
'Lieutenant Colonel, 1st Battalion,'
will make no decision at 11:30 a. m."

-Submerged Old Sleuth.

T ODAY the Chesterfield trade-mark isvery valuable. Back of it is the good

will of thousands -perhaps hundreds of

thousands-of smokers.

Chesterfield cigarettes were first manu-

factured more than twenty-five years ago.

At the start, they were sold at a loss, but

the quantity sold increased steadily from

year to year, until now Chesterfields are

re

sold in great volume at a very small per-

centage of profit.

The Chesterfield trade-mark, as indicated

erfield trade-mark really means is that you
and all Chesterfield smokers will get

Chesterfields manufactured under the same

above, is registered in the United States formula, by the same people, and in all re-

Patent Office. This means that the United spects absolutely the same, in every pack-

States Government says that only Chester-

field may use this trade-mark for cigarettes.

age you buy, year in and year out.

Wherever you buy them, in this or in

This is not only for our protection, but any other country, you can depend upon
for yours as well, because what the Chest- the Chesterfield trade-mark.

Your Vision

. . . is a truly precious
gift, and one that is in-
valuable in every walk
of life. It's up to YOU
to preserve it. Visit

your optician now!

W. W. Perrott
OPTICAL COMPANY
Cor. Broadway and 12th St.

- C esterfield
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MkTOWN
TOPICtaf
With the coming of spring, the irk-

some task of preparing a column, al-
beit a poor one, becomes increasingly
more tedious. Spring offers entirely
too many alluring attractions.

In our case, for example, and we
imagine we are the rule rather than
the exception, spring is always ac-
companied by a volunary inertia; we
like the word "inertia," it is infinitely
more subtle and attractive than other
comparatively blunt words or expres-
sions to describe laziness.

Spring is practically the only sea-
son of the year when one can in.
dulge in this mild form of lethargy
without fear of exciting too much ad-
verse criicism. At any other time,
he or she would be commended to
the devil for being a lazy lout or a
ne'er-do-well. Broad-minded people,
however, usually excuse indolence in
spring, probably for the excellent rea-
son that they feel lazy themselves and
want to justify the feeling.

Besides, it is a great deal more fun
to be idle part of the time. And, on
the other hand, extreme activity is
usually a reliable indication of defi-
cient vitality. So there are many
reasons which justify occasional laps-
es into idleness. For further refer-
ence and fortification against a quirk-
ing conscience, see "An Apology for
Idlers" by Robert Louis Stevenson.

Our point is this. Whereas spring
may be an inspiration to poets and
lovers, it has practically the opposite
effect on this columnist as far as
putting his thoughts down on paper
are concerned. The thoughts are
circulating gaily around in the old
gray matter, but stubbornly refuse to
be transformed into vulgar words.
They much prefer to remain thoughts
and, as a matter of fact, probably
many of our readers prefer that they
remain thoughts too.

The male population of Fort Ben-
ning, or a goodly portion of it, willbe marching off to war before the
sun rises on the Upatoi many more
times. The war is scheduled to last
two weeks, and, during that time, the
ladies of the garrison will be left to
bold the fort.

Interviews with several of these
ladies have resulted in any number
of conflicting opinions. Several have
seemed terrified at the thought of
being without their husbands for a
whole two Weeks, but we regret to
say that the majority ("Ab, frailty!
Thy name is woman.") are reveling in
the prospect of bigger and better tea

fights, bridge parties, and shopping
tours.

* * *

During the enforced absence of the
men folks, it has been suggested to
us that we mention a few of the wo-
men who might be eligible for the
posts now held by officers of Uncle
Sam's army. It is obvious, of course,
that such a matter must be given the
utmost consideration; in other words,
the ladies who possess to some degree
the martial spirit must be given an
advantage over those who grow weak
at the sight of blood or who are
ignominously routed by the untimely
appearance of a cockroach.

As a candidate for the position of
Commandant, we suggest Mrs. Reeder,
inasmuch as she has already proven
her ability to dominate men in "The
Debutante" as well as in other thea-
trical productions. Her forceful man-
ner of giving orders is such that it

(Please turn to page 5)
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Scenes at Forestry Army Training Cam"-

No time is being wasted in pushing the relief reforestation program of iresident Roosevelt, as these pictures
will testify. At top are shown some of the erstwhile unemployed who signed up in thc reforestation army as
they are put through a light drill under army instructors at Fort Slocum, N. Y., to help them get into condi.
tion before starting forestry work. At lower left some new arrivals are shown signing up; and at right, "chow
time." This was the first square meal enjoyed by many of the men in a long time.

Eleventh Annual Horseshow Of Infantry School
Begins This Morning With Twenty-Six Events

The Infantry SchoolsPresident Sends transportation and horse show will be M otion Pictu res
held in'the horse-show bowl near theLetter Of Thanks stable area on Friday and Saturday, Being Made Here

IApril 14, and 15th.

President Franklin D. Roosevelt, in The exhibition will comprise twen-
a letter to Major General Campbell ty-six events, featuring particularly Work on service films of an Infan-King, commandant of The Infantry horsemanship and equitation, and in- try Signal Communication Demonstra-
Kingo, canxpresedatfhperInfan struction of enlisted men, with a num- tion and of a Supply Demonstration
School, has expressed his personal ap- ber of officers and other of the mem- is going ahead rapidly at Fort Ben-
preciation of the interest which the bers of the garrison also entered as ning. Some time ago, the Signal
Fort Benning garrison has taken in c o ftt o rslCorpS om m ei a go, t t hi gnal

the Georgia project, through theircmpeiors.
$1,000 contribution to the building The show will begin at eleven o'- an] asked whether Fort Benning had
fund which being raised by popular clock each of the two days during :ny demonstrations adaptable to serv-
subscription for the structure, which which it is in progress. The complete ice films. Assured that there was,
is to stand as a memorial at Warm list of events follows: Captain F. W. Hoorn, accompanied
Springs, Georgia, to the philanthropic Class 1. Colored enlisted men's by three civilian assistants, was sent

e-d o w n to complete arrangements for
work which Mr. Roosevelt has foster- jumping, in which ten mounted en-d tanngflmsaan t wor
ed in the interest of crippled children, listed men from any one company

The president's letter, which was re- from the 24th Infantry will be eligible collaboration with Captain Brislawn
of the Second Section, who is busyceived by General King upon his re- to compete. pre Senarion wri ia-

turn from a short leave of absence on Class. 2. Polo-pony scurry. Open logues.
Wednesday, in as follows: to officers of Fort Benning, who have

- iThe Infantry Signal Communication
"The White House, April 7, 1933. played in at least one polo game since Deontri na take nitnWashngto Ocober1, 132.Demonstration was taken first., and is
Washington October 1,) 1932. nwi navne tg fdvlpMy Dear General King: Class 3. Novice jumping. Open to now in an advanced stage of develop-officers and ladies who have never ment. When work on this demonstra-

I have just learned of the fine con. won a blue ribbon in a jumping con- tion will have been completed, work
tribution which the officers and en- test. on the Supply Demonstration will
listed men at Fort Benning have made Class 4. Enlisted men's schooling, commence. Major Hearn, Major Rob-
towards the building of Georgia Hall. Open to enlisted men mounted on inson, and Captain Paul are in charge
Will you please express to them for government horses, regularly assigned, of the latter.
me my very deep appreciation, not to their respective organizations. Use of service films for instruction.
only for the contribution, but for the Class 5. Enlisted men's jumping- al purposes was first begun after the
friendly thought which prompted it. halt and out. Open to all white en- World War, but a need for more up-

I do hope to see you all when I am listed men permanently stationed at to-date films had arisen. Up to this
next at Warm Springs. Fort Benning on a mounted status, time, training films have all been

Very sincerely yours, Class 6. Officers' chargers. Open to silent, but the new pictures will be
-Franklin D. Roosevelt." officers of the garrison, with either at least half talkies. If they are suc-

public or private mounts. cessful, training films will be dis-
General King was highly pleased by Class 7. Invitation jumping will be tributed throughout the army as a

the president's letter of praise for the omitted as it was to have been open basis for instruction, and will mean
efforts of the Fort Benning garrison to entries from organizations which a big step in a forward direction,
in aiding the project which has cen. were expected to participate in the The Infantry Signal Communication
tered so much of his personal inter- 4th Corps Area troop concentration. Demonstration depicts-a regiment in
est in the state of Georgia, and has Class 8. Carts, regulation machine attack; the Supply Demonstration
published to the Infantry School gar- gun, signal communication and howit- shows the supplies of a regiment in
rison the contents of the commander zer. Entries limited to one each from defense. The films will be developed
in chief's message in general orders. (PlMs^ tna* . ...n w 91W in ahint,,,

NUMBF~R 51

School, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
Major Emil W. Leard, secretary of

the Infantry School, and Major Rob-
ert E. Cole, secretary and instructor
in the first section of the Infantry
School, are two officers named, to
attend the 1933-34 course at the Army
Industrial College, which will begin
in August.

Lieutenant Colonel John B. Stutes.
ran, who is at present a student at
the Ecole de Guerre, Paris, France,
has been assigned to the 66th Infan.
try (Light Tanks), and will report
for duty at Fort Benning upon the
completion of his present course of
instruction.

Assigned To War College
War Department orders heralding

the annual change of personnel of
The Infantry School, are fltering in
from Washington. Among those re-
ceived at Fort Benning on Thursday
are announcement of assignments of

1
!

NUMBE R 51

Beer Will Not Be
Sold At Benning
Official views of the War Depart-

ment on the application of legislation
legalizing the sale of beer as affect-
ing Army posts, are contained in a
radio message from the office of the
Adjutant General which was relayed
to Fort Benning from the Headquart.
ers Fourth Corps Area.

"The act of March 22, 1933, per-
mits the sale of beer, lager beer, ale,
porter, wine, similar fermented malt
or vinous liquor and fruit juice con-
taining one-half of one percentum or
more alcohol by volume, and not
more than 3.2 percentum of alcohol
by weight in states, the territories of
Alaska and Hawaii, and the District
of Columbia," reads the message from
the War Department. 'Sale may also
be permitted in Puerto Rico and
Panama Canal Zone."

"Unless hereafter otherwise direct-
ed, effective April 7, 1933, under reg-
ulations to be prescribed by the
Commanding officer, sales of forego-
ing specified beverages may be per-
mitted by Post exchanges and officers'
clubs located on military reservations
in any state or territory whose laws
permit such sales within its borders.

"Sales will not be permitted by any
agency, person, or organization on
reservations located within the bor-
ders of states not permitting such
sales."

The receipt of the War Depart-
ment's instructions effectually bars the
possibility of sales of beer to the
personnel of Fort Benning as long as
the state of Georgia remains dry.

Officers Begin To
ReceiveAssignments

Forecasting assignments of several
officers of the Ft. Benning garrison to
other duty and stations, a radio mes.
sage was received at Headquarters
the Infantry School on Wednesday
from the chief of infantry announc-
ing that Lieutenant Colonel Joseph W.
Stilwell, senior instructor of tactics of
the academic department, is to be
placed on duty with the organized re-
serves at San Diego, Calif.

Other pending assignments announc-
ed in the radio message affect Cap-
tains Alexander R. Boiling, Harry W.
Caygill, George J. Forster, Raymond
0. Miller, Floyd J. Parks, Willard S.
Paul, Ray E,. Porter, Lowell W. Rooks
and Harvey H. Smith, and Lieutenant
Donald W. Brann, who will be desig-
nated as students in the 1933-34 course
at the Command and General Staff
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HORSE SHOW
(Continued from page .1)

organizations using this type of trans-
portation.

Class 9. Ladies' hacks. Open to
ladies of Fort Benning.

Class 10. Regulation escort wagons.
Entries limited to one each from each
battalion and unit not forming part
of a battalion.

Class 11. Hunt Club Plate. Open

to teams of adult members of the In-

fanrty School Hunt.

Class 12. Horse-shoeing competi-
tion. Limited to six entries from the
24th Infantry.

Class 13. Officers and ladies jump-
ing. Entries limited to members of
the garrison.

Class 14. Artillery section. Limited
to one entry from each battery of the
1st Battalion 83rd Field Artillery.
,The following events will be held

on Saturday:

Class 15. Ladies' jumping. Open
to ladies mounted on private or gov-
ernment horses.

Class 16. Officers trained mounts.
Entries limited to officers of the garri-
son.

Class 17. Green jumper stakes,
Open to members of the garrison on
certain designated green jumpers.

Class 18. Escort wagons - s h o w.
Limited to one entry from each batt-
alion or similar unit of the garrison.

Class 19. Invitation team jumping.
Open to one team of three entries
from each organization of Fort Ben.
fing.

Class 20. Special wagon class. Lim-
ited to entries from Service Company,
24th Infantry.

Class 21. Hunt teams. Open to
teams of three, composed of two men
and a woman.

Class 22. Machine gun, signal com-
munications, and howitzer carts, show
Limited to one entry from each or
ganization using this type of trans
portation.

Class 23. Horse-shoeing competi
tion. Open to one entry from eaci
mounted organization, 29th Infantry
83rd Field Artillery, and Company A
7th Engineers.

Class 24. Escort wagon driving
Open to four entries from the 29t1
Infantry. Three from the 1st Battal
ion 83rd Field and two each from thi
24th Infantry and Company A, 7t1
Engineers.

Class 25. Enlisted men's jumping
Open to white enlisted men from c~ad
battalion or similar unit of the garri

son.
Class 26. Six-line team escort wag

on driving. Open to one entry fron
each battalion or similar unit of th,
garrison.

Class 27. Jumping sweepstake,
Open to officers, ladies, and enlisteq

men of the garrison and visiting mili
tary organizations.

The horse-show has been planne(
by the second section, academic de
partment which directs instruction ii
horsemanship and equitation in th
classes of the Infantry School. Majo
John B. Thompson, Cavalry, has bee
designated as supervisor, Captain Joh
W. Blue, Infantry, as manager, an
Lieutenant Ovid 0. Wilson, in charg
of grounds and property.

,Judges for the events will includ
Major Neal C. Johnson, Major Georg
J. Rife, and Captain Robert A. M
Clure, and Michael E. Halloran.

UlTank Notes
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Ss. tion between August 15th and Aug
d ust 19, 1933.
i- The Fort Benning list includes Ma

jors Omar N. Bradley, instructor ii
d the academic department of The Ir
e- fantry School; Major Sereno E. Bretl
n tank member of The Infantry Board
e Major Lewis C. Davidson, instructol
r academic department; Major Edwi
n F. Harding, instructor, academic df
n partment; Major Stephen G. Henr.
d instructor; Major Francis J. Herat3
;e student, advanced course; M a j o

Courtney H. Hodges, Infantry Board
le Major Allen F. Kingman, commands
;e of the tank battalion; and Captai
.- Elmer G. Lindroth; instructor, ac

demic department.

A Good Habit To Have
Is to eat the freshest sausages that you can procure. You
can eat RED ROSE and OLD SETTLER'S brands
Sausages with the assurance you can get no fresher

sausages in the world. They will justify serving daily.

They are economical and every pound is inspected by

United States Bureau of Animal Industry employees.
We guarantee every pound to be wholesome. Serve and
Save.

The Provision Co.,. Inc.

We would like to know why one
of our Staff Officers was called on
the telephone one morning last week,
and asked by a plaintive female voice
"Where is the morning paper."

They tell us that "Corn" Griffin,
Auzat, Bowden and Thomas of
Headquarters were ready to have a
race the other night, and while 'get-
ting ready to start someone yelled
police, and for the next hour no
one could find Thomas. There were
several more of the boys also miss-
ing.

We now have all the dope on the
fish down in South Georgia. Be-
lieve it or not as Ripley says but the-
fish grow so large down there that
they keep all of the rivers and creeks
dry by drinking the water. If you
don't believe this get in touch with
1st Sergeant Hunt, of Company E.
He has just got back from them thar'
parts of the state and a good fish
story is his promise for all. By-the-
way Sergeant, 'what become of the
mess of cat-fish you were going to
bring back to our Sergeant Major.

The company baseball series is well
under way and at his time and the
two out-standing teams of the series
belong to Company "E" and Company
F-67. Anything can happen in these
series and our report next week may
be against E and F-67.

"Tanks" Grantham, turned out to
be a real radio announcer in broad-

* casting the main go of the fights last
. Tuesday night at the Post Gym. More

power to you "Tanks" and the next

time you are on the air tell us more
about the Georgia Peaches. We are
all interested.

Our Track Coach, Lieut. Nourse,
is missing a good bet if he don't gel
Private Evans of Company "E" oul
for the 440 yard dash. Evans they
tell us can do it in nothing flat so
comes the report from Griffin, Geor
gia. Yep! That boy sho' can do
road work and cover ground like no
body's business.

Famous Last Words: "Fifteen Per
cent, did you say?"

Staff Sergeant Vallery has departed
on a 30-day furlough which will bc

. spent out in the wide-open spaces ol

1 Texas and points west. This is Sert. geant Vallery's first trip home ii
enine years and we know the folk

h'will give him a big welcome.

. OFFICERS RECEIVE NEW
h ASSIGNMENTS

i- (Continued from page 1)

;- everal Fort Benning officers as stud
n cuts in the 1933-34 course at the Arm'
ei War College, Washington, • D. C

where they will report for registri

1234 Broadway - - - Phone 565
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We wish to register a complain

against the unpatriotic attitude that is
being taken by the majority of the
members of this large and magnificent
organization known as the Detach-
ment. To think that things have come
to the pass where a man is so lack-
ing in organization spirit that he will
refrain from cutting those small di-
does that make such excellent stories
for the scandal sheet; that the fine old
idea of giving everything for the
good of the outfit has gone by the
boards because the men of this afore-
mentioned grand and glorious, etc.
outfit are afraid of losing what small
shreds of reputation that they have
left; when the thought of all this
crosses what this writer waggishly
calls his mind, there comes a hope
that he may be able to fill up this
empty void of white paper someway
or other without becoming maudlin
about it.

Perhaps a few subtle suggestions as
getting Gilbert to throw a baseball in
the general viciniy of the Major's
car, and suddenly push said car at the

I time the throw is made, might bring
forth results, but as it is we shall have
to fall back on the old stand-bys that
are tcontinually breaking into print,
and whom we had intended to let rest
for awhile.

The first on the list of the victims
. is the well-known and justly famous
- Corporal Barney (James to you)

Knox. The motorcycle which has
been previously mentioned in this

b column is the cause of Barney being
in the lime-light this week, and any.
one having information as to the gen-
eral idea of Knox escorting T. U.

' (Dad) Petty down the main drag of
t the neighboring city of Columbus,
t with the horn wide open, and "Dad"

following in his old Model T, yclepl
) "Agnes", will put the minds of sever

al of the boys at rest by calling 14
) and explaining the whole matter.

Tom Cox beg pardon-CORPOR
" AL Cox, from message center, comes

forward with another of his prying
t na-,ging questions, with which he dis
eturbs the peace and serenity of any
fone that will listen. This time h(

," wants to know if anyone has eve1
1 ca'ught Jimmy Moye actually working
swhen Major Lewis was out of sight
IWe'll bite, Tom have you?

And the M. P.'s make the headline
a-gain, this time through the age nc,.
of the august chief and general su
pervisor of Outpost No. 1, ergo, Cor

!poral Arthur Nolle.
Peanuts, the volume of whose love

Ylife is being prepared elsewhere, de

83 rd F. A.
Corporal Pike has returned to the

battery for duty after spending a few
weeks in the wilds of Morvan, Geor-
gia. Ye scribe hasn't been able to
get all the news of the trip but ru-
mors around the battery are that Cpl.
Pike is going in the Kennel business.
He expects to specialize in Chow
Chow dogs.

Lt. Grubbs is writing an article on
the Artillery Transportation and
Horse Show, but we will say this that
Hdqrs. Battery was high scorer for
the day.

Sam Hale spent the week end in
Atlanta, Ga., and from all reports he
had a wonderful time. On the way
back they lost a wheel from the old
lizzie and Sam was thrown to the
ground, but by good fortune he was
unhurt. On recovering from the fall
Sam held up his store teeth and
said "Im glad I saved my teeth. The
Post Dentist told me the last time
that he would not replace them."

A dancing class has been organized
at Boyle's Thirty Acres. All inter-
ested see Spl. Pike.

BATTERY "A"
Captain Robert G. Mangum, our

Battery Commander, is on a three-
day leave visiting Atlanta and Fort
Valley, Georgia.

Lieut. Cobb has returned from leave
and is back on the job as Supply
Officer.

The Officers were very much pleas-
ed with Battery "A" showing in the
Battalion Horse Show. We are in
hopes of winning some of the events

(Please turn to page 3)

GOOD BREAD
is exclusively the product of skill
and fine ingredients. That's why
Collins' Bread excels any other
you can buy. Our cakes, too main-

tain the same high standard.

COLLIN'S
BAKING CO.

1144 - 13th Street

Final Wind-Up of Big
Remodeling Sale
Save on your Easter Shoes. Entire stock of
Men's, Women's, and Children's Shoes must be
sacrificed for the cash.

Every Pair Must Be Sold
Friday and Saturday last two days.

Men's Shoes-........$1.39 to $4.48
Ladies' Slippers ...... 25c to $1.98
Children's Shoes .... 94c to $2.48

2-FOR-i-SALE
IN SHOE REPAIRING

The Best In Town
Men's half soles and heels, leather or composition, Goodyear

rubber heels, shine and strings; two at the pricel of---------$1.25
Men's half soles, leather or composition, grade No. 1, shine and

strings; two pair for----------------------------------$1.00
Men's half soles, leather or composition, grade 2, strings and

shine; two pair ----------------------------------------. 75
Men's single pair half soles and heels, shine and shoe

strings.. ------------- 60c 80c and $1.00
Ladies' half soles and heels, staple; two for----------------.75
Ladies' welt shoes, half soles and heels; two for--------------$1.00
Ladies' heels, rubber or leather; two for-------------------- .25
Children's from 3 to 12, half soles and heels; two for---------- .65
Ladies' single half soles and heels, leather or rubber, grade 2,

staple. ..----------------- .65
Ladies' Lamac half soles and heels, leather or rubber $1.25;

two pairs fixed for additional--------------------------- 50
Men's rubber or leather heels; two pair---------------------.25

THIS IS GOOD ONLY FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
-ONLY-

Boston Shoe Factory

cided that he needed to increase hi
S. A. by the addition of a powerfu
and all-pervading scent; something ol
he order of "Gabby" Gables shavinj

n powder; thereby hoping to make mor
and bigger conquests among the fer
inine canines of the garrison. So war
dering forth from the wary vigilanc
of the gum-shoes at the main gate
Peanuts proceeded to hunt up the rc

nemains of a defunct fish somewher,
along the reaches of the Upato

Y' Though the fact is well-known that t
y-) a doggy nose (no pun intended) th
r

odor of a muchly-decayed carp is a
odor which there is no whicher

in it is rather passe and out-of-style whe
a- it reaches the nasal appendages c

civilized man. So it was decided thl
Peanuts must be purified.

Long and diligent search on ti
part of our hero (Nolle) failed to r
veal anyone at the outpost who w,
not busily engaged in something (
other, and the incoming cars we
treated to the dignified spectacle
the precinct captain, or desk-sergeai
dragging a protesting and struggli
fox-terrier to the vicinity of the wat'
hydrant. There Peanuts was stru
up, literally and figuratively, to t
limb of a tree, and there the pride
the force washed them collectively a
individually.

And despite all this the "mem(
lingers on". Just go near Peanuts a
find out.

And we close the day, still wond
ing if our old friend, Sergeant Fra
Smith, was telling the truth ab4
those brier-scratches. Frank, old b
old boy, we worked that gag oursel
about three years ago, and take
.%,r - I".a-. Lh.nnwr ;t nirnt n .
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BURRUS

SERVICE
Complete

Chassis Lubrication

(Springs Sprayed)

Any make car for only
50c

WE WASH CLEAN

any make car for only

50e

SPECIAL MOTOR

TUNE-UP
For Ford Cars

$1.00
IT'S A REAL TONIC FOR

YOUR MOTOR

Ask the floorman about our RE-
DUCED REPAIR CHARGES. On-

ly Genuine Parts used.

Burrus Motor Co.
AUTHORIZED FORD DEALER
1216-22 1st Ave. Phone 3500

A SAFE PLACE TO BUY
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Pool Games To Be
Plaved Mondav

The Twenty-ninth Infantry, in the
person of Corporal Carl Cooper, of
Company F, will be pitted against a
former Finance Department member,
Ex-Sergeant John N. Collins, in a
championship pool match to be play-
ed at the Palace Billiard Parlor in
Columbus next Monday night. The
match will be referreed by Walter
Parsons.

All who desire to see the match are
invited to attend.

83RD F. A.
(Continued from page 2)

in the Post Horse Show next Saturday.
First Sergeant Horace Taylor has

returned from furlough relieving
acting 1st Sgt. Davis L. Temples. Cor-
poral Doll Johnson is starting on his
last 20 days furlough today before be-
ing discharged in July. Pvt. James 0.
Taylor has returned from a short fur-
lough.

Sergeant Soup Gilbert is getting
whipped back in shape since his re-
enlistment furlough. He is getting
able to growl again.

The following conservation was
overheard in the day room the other
night over the telephone. The tele-
phone rang and of course Pvt. Mus-
crove answered it. A female voice
asked if Pvt. Ray was there. (A) "No
he has gone to town" (Q) "Is Pvt.
Glenn there?" (A) "No, he is not
here." (Q) "Is Pfc. Cameron, C.,
there?" (A) "No he has gone to the
show." The young lady said: "Then,
I will stick around until my husband
comes home." Naturally Pvt. Mus-
crove's curiosity was aroused and ask-
ed who her husband was and the ans.
wer was Pvt. Fuller. Evidently the
joke is on someone. Any detective
desiring to get the inside dope on this
affair will call at Riverside Hotel.

BATTERY "C"
The Battery as a part of the Battal-

ion had mounted drill, riding, jump.

NOTICE
FORl A LIMITED TIME

ANNE
From Vienna and New York, will
be at this shop. Formerly with
Parker's. For appointment phone
9123.
Martin's Beauty Shop

2230 Wynnton Drive

Dr. R. H. Brown
Osteopathic Physician

Murrah Bldg.
Phone Office 4108

Res. 1153

Ask Anybody at Benning
for whom we have made new mat-
tresses or renovated old ones. They
will tell you our process is 0. K.

Cooper Mattress Mfg. Co.
Ash Solomon, Prop. Phone 588

Lafkowitz Bros.
Makers of good Clothes

-Alterations-
1208 First Ave. Telephone 371

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
OfMe Phone 1311

29 th Inf.
HEADQUARTERS COMPANY

The Company baseball team has lost
its first game played so far this year
to Service Company, 29th Infantry.
The Company team was ahead all dur-
ing the game and the Service Com-
pany won in the last half of the Ninth
Inning.

Company basketball team represent-
ed the Battalion in a round robin bas-
ketball meet and made a fine show-
ing. We feel honored by having our
team represent the Battalion and do
so well.

Corp. Easley seems to have difficulty
in getting back from his passes. One
of these days he will miss a baseball
game and that will wind him up.

The Company has been going out in
the field having motion pictures taken
of their various demonstrations-
which shows that we still lead the way.

The Company will be represented
in the Post Horse Show by Corp. Ful.
ler, and Pvts. Sandow, Wright, Stam-
baugh and McLendon. McLendon
won first place sweepstakes in the
horseshow last year, and we are ex-
pecting all the boys to show up good
in the show this Saturday.

We would like to find out where
Corp. Mueller has been spending his
week end pass. He is stated to have
been on a very Unusual mission.

"Red" Burn was seen stepping
around this last week in a new Ford.
It looks like another prospective car
owner in the company.

Corp. Youngblood is seen with the
company orchestra again, lending his
enchanting voice to their sweet strains.
He said he was scheduled to go on
the air at WRBL next week. So tune
in and get an ear full, for he is work-
ing hard on a good program.

-I. M. Yarbrough.

COMPANY "D"
Well, Company D won another soc-

cer game. We defeated Co. B, 29th
Infantry Tuesday. We play Co. E,
66th Infantry for the Post champion-
ship Sunday, April 15th. Co. B de-
feated Co. E and we defeated Co. B
tw ice, that should give us an edge to
win if Co. E hadn't defeated us so
that makes it about a fifty-fifty pro-
position. Anyway, it should be a
swell game.

About 12 men of the Company, along
with several others, including Major
Lewis, Lieut. Ridings, Lieut. Easter-
brook and Mr. Wells went on another
fishing expedition to St. Marks, Flor-
ida last Sunday. They had better luck
both with the fish and old man weath-

er than on the first trip a month back.
No one got sea sick. Now about the
fish; it sounds just like another fish
tale, but 1200 pounds of fish were

ing, harness, unharness and harness
again, watering animals and grooming,
building picket lines, build and strike
tents from 6:00 A. M. to 5:00 P. M.
on Saturday, and still some people
called it a holiday. Anyhow, a good
lime was had by all.

Our battery did very well in the
competions, we always placed. The
very well. In our opinion this drill
very well. In ouropinion this drill
of our battery was the outstanding
event of the whole "show". It was
something everybody else had not
done before.

The First Section was selected to
represent the Battery in the Post
Horseshow. With the ultra refined
actions and looks of the chief of that
section and the graceful appearance
of Anderson and Bopp the other sec-
tions just were not in the race.

On Thursday we had service prac-
tice. Everything seemed to function
very well except the school at the OP.
We had a safety officer around the
guns, what was needed was a safety
officer at the OP.

83rd Holds Second
AnnualHorse Show
Here Last Week

The Second Annual Transportation
and Horse Show of the 1st Battalion,
83rd Field Artillery was held at its
Horse Show Ring, Saturday, April 8th,
between 9 A. M. and 4:30 P. M. The
weather was perfect, a good crowd
turned out, and the 24th Infantry
Band added much to the affair in the
afternoon. The batteries had lunch in
the show area and a number of guests
participated in a Horse Show lunch-
eon.

During the morning, with the excep-
tion of the Polo Pony Scurry, the par-
ticipants were the batteries as a whole
and individual enlisted men of the Ar-
tillery.

During the afternoon there were sev-
eral events for the Officers and Ladies
of the Artillery and the last event,
Hunt Teams of three members, was
open to the entire post. The last event
officially opened the mile and a quar-
ter hunt course. As time was taken,
the hunt teams were required to go
around the course of twelve jumps at
a 16 mile gallop. This class was won
by Major Thompson, Mrs. Thompson
and Capt. Halloran, Major Thompson
leading them around at almost a per-
fect 16 mile gallop.

Among the horses, Mike and Squir-
rel deserve special mention. Mike is
one of the oldest horses in our stables,
and after jumping in the enlisted
men's jumping class, jumping off for
second and third place and then com-
peting in both the enlisted men's
mount and schooling classes, he was
still able to carry Mrs. Bevan around
the hunt course at a 16 mile gallop.
Squirrel looks like and really is a
draft horse but handles like and is
one of our best riding horses. After
going over to the hospital and having
most of his teeth extracted he was
still able to place 2nd in the enlisted
men's jumping and 3rd in the enlisted
men's schooling classes. We hope
that these horses don't feel their ages
too much by next year and are able
to do even better in our next horse
show.

caught. We gave all we could away
and still had more than Co. D could
eat. For proof we refer you to the
aforementioned officers and Cpl.
Remelsberger, the organizer of the
fishing trips.

Pfc. LaFontaine gets discharged the
16th per E. T. S. I don't know if it
is the spring weather or if the worst
comes to worst they plan to join the
Conservation Corps, at a $1.00 per,

without the often mentioned 15% cut.
They just don't seem to be reenlisting
the past month or so as usual.

Sheppard.

COMPANY "H"
Contrary to expectations, some of

the recruits who have been assigned
to Company 1I lately have shown a
bit of ability to handle themselves on
the baseball field. This is indeed
gratifying. for this reserve strength,
coupled with the veterans of last
year's team, make a formidable oppon-
ent for any team in the Regiment.

To date the team has played four
games, winning two and losing two.
The first game of the season was lost
to the North Highland Rats by the
score of 13 to 9, but we came back
strong to defeat Service Company to
the tune of 11 to 4. The third game
went to Holy Trinity, Alabama, by
the score of 11 to 9. Trinity scored
6 runs in the second inning when
Lefty Clark swallowed dynamite or
something and blew up like "Old
Faithful". Behind the superb three
hit twirling of "Skinny" Fuller, we
won the fourth game from First Bat-
talion Headquarters 6 to 2.

During the past few days the com-
pany has been busy calsomining the
barracks from the top floor to the
ground floor. A good job was done
and the barracks look fine.

We have our show cart entered in
the annual Horse Show April 15th.
Oh, well, another ribbon to hang
somewhere?

Two of our men are entered in the
Amateur Boxing Tournament in Mo-
bile. Pfc. Phail, lightweight, and Pvt.
Honey, Middleweight. Pfc. Littlefield
has gone with the team as trainer.

Charles B. Gray.

COLUMBUS' LEADING CLOTHIERS

ESTABLISHED 1888ii

REFINANCING means reduced worry
Let us explain a simple plan that has helped
others and may help you. Our interest
charges are straight 8% with no additional
charges for investigations. We can give you
Twenty-four hour service.

Fidelity Loan & Investment Company
1206 FIRST AVENUE

T. E. BAISDEN, Secretary-Treasurer

Vita Health Reclining Cabinet

We have an experienced Graduate Masseur or Masseuse whom we
send to Fort Benning each Monday, Wednesday and Friday who can
conveniently give Swedish Massages and Mineral Baths in your home.
Reasonable Rates. We have many luxurious and beneficial Treatments
for Health, Beauty and Happiness.

Treatments conveniently given at home include Swedish Sham-
poo, Turkish Shampoo, Oxygen, Sulphur, Nauheim, Oil of Eucalyptus,
Saline Baths, Salt Glow, etc.

Office hours 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.--Evenings by appointment

Rua Swedish ) Physio )
Turkish Cabinet Facial and Massage Hydro Therapy
Mineral )IBaths Scalp Electro

SPECIAL REDUCING TREATMENTS

RIGDON HEALTH INSTITUTE
216 Doctors Building Phone 1037

fine feathers
make fine birds

DRESS
for

EASTER
Buy Nationally Known

Merchandise
You Get More

Quality
Style

Satisfaction

At A Low Cost

SUITS
s150o

VISIT OUR

BOYS' SHOP

WE ARE AGENTS FOROI KUPPENHEIMER

0 VARSITY TOWN * DOBBS S MANHAT-

TAN • McGREGOR and others.

Hofflin & Greentree
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SCA LIICWLICWT4 IrIE8
FELICIA C. HOWELL., PHONE 389'

One of the most delightful events
of Easter week will be. the dinner
dance which will be held Saturday
evening at the Columbus Country
Club.

Throughout the club and on the
dinner tables, Easter decorations will
be carried out.

The hostesses for Saturday's dance
will be' Mrs. Frank Lumpkin, Mrs.
Carter .Woolfolk,' Mrs. D. H. Dis-
muke, Mr. Frank Foley, Mrs. Wal-
ter Richards, Mrs. A. Mayo, Mrs.
Edward Lummus, Mrs. John Mitchell,
Mrs. C. F. McLaughlin and Mrs. Bur-
rus.

'A great number of reservations are
expected from Fort Benning and Co.
lumbus.

The Most
Appropriate

Dessert of All!
Ice cream makes the most

acceptable and m o s t de-
licious dessert you can buy
and is, at the s a m e time,
delightfully economical.

Call the

SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.

COLUMBUS COUNTRY CLUB
HOLDS BRIDGE TOURNAMENT
FRIDAY EVENING
The Columbus Country Club held

its fifth bridge. tournament last Friday
evening. These tournaments through-
out the winter have been great suc-
cesses both with the Columbus and
Fort Benning people. Allan Woodall
has been in charge of all the series.

The winners Friday evening were:
Mrs. Calvin Des Portes and Mrs. Fred
Disn ukes playing north and south
and Major and Mrs. A. E. Andrews
playing east and west. Taking second
place were Mrs. E. C. Johnson and
Capt. Griswold north and south and
Mrs. Clason and Mrs. Abbott, east
and west.

CAPT. AND MRS. GUY HARTMAN
ENTERTAIN FOR GUEST
Mrs. Calvin Prescott of Atlanta,

who is house guest of Capt. and
Mrs. Guy Hartman was t h e honor
guest Saturday evening at an inform.
al dinner given by her hosts.

The guests were: Mrs. Calvin Pres-
cott, Colonel and Mrs. F. L. Munson,
Major and Mrs. L. K. Patterson,
Major P. P. Salgado.

MISS L 0 U IS E WADDINGTON
HOSTESS AT DINNER PRECED-
ING DANCE
Miss Louise Waddington, who is

spending the Easter holidays with her
brother-in-law and sister, Lt. and Mrs.
J. E. Bowen, will be the hostess Sat-
urday evening at a dinner party at
the Officers' Club preceding the
dance at Biglerville.

Miss Waddington will have as her
guests a group of sub debs from the
Post and their escorts. They are:
the Misses Mary Wadsworth, Jane
Lindroth, Maxine Rife, Betty Gaston,
Eleanor Harding, Lieutenants Tom
Hanna, James Heriot, E d w a r d Win-
ston, Joseph Coolidge, Hugh Corey,
Mr. O'Neil.

OFFICERS' CLUB HOLDS EASTER
DINNER DANCE
Among the many delightful affairs

for Easter week will be the dinner
and dance which will be held Satur-
day at the Officers' Club. The guests
will arrive for dinner at 8, dancing
will be from 9 to 12. A capacity
number of reservations have been
made. Those reserving tables are:
Colonel and Mrs. C. W. Weeks, Ma-
jor and Mrs. P. 5. Wood, Capt. and
Mrs. M. K. Brislawn, Capt. and Mrs.
H. L. Harries, Capt. and Mrs. Lloyd

Community Service Officer's Club Serves
League Sponsors Of 605 Guests at Lunch
Bridge Tournament Time Last Saturday

The Community Service League of

Columbus will sponsor a bridge tour-
nament at Hardaway Hall on the Tal-

botton Road on Tuesday evening,
April 18 at 8 o'clock. The tourna-

ment will be run on national tourna-
ment lines and prizes will be given
for the high scores. All of the bridge
playing contingent of Fort Benning is

invited to make reservations by call-
ing Mrs. Jack Ellis, 312. Admission
50c per person.

Bennett, Capt. and Mrs. E. C. John-
-on. Capt. and Mrs. J. H. Hinwood,
Caynt. and Mrs. L. D. Tharp, Capt.

Schumaker, Lieutenants R. C. Brack-
ney, E. S. Watson, J. E. Bowen.

P.-T. A. SPONSORS DANCE AT
POLO HUNT CLUB FOR MEM-

In feeding 605 guests for lunch last

Saturday, the Officers' Club shattered

all previous records. Three hundred

and eighty-six members of the Feder-

ated Garden Club of Georgia were

served in Biglerville Mess. The of-

ficers who ordinarily dined in this

mess hall were temporarily shifted to

the Officers' Club.

The Club had originally contracted

to take care of three hundred and

fifty of t h e ladies, but thirty-six

more than the number anticipated

showed up. The danger of a food

shortage, however, was adequately

met. All guests in the Biglerville

Mess were seated and fed within

forty minutes, which is remarkable

considering the number present.

The Oriental dinners on Wednesday

BERS OF YOUNGER SET night, an experiment on the part of
The Parent-Teachers' Association the management of the Club, have

will be the sponsors at a subscription proved very popular. The tea room
dance Saturday evening at the Poloprvd eypoua.TetaomdanceSCluframemersngofthe yong-has been filled to capacity on the oc-Ulunt Club for members of the young.

er set from the ages of 12 through casion of all these dinners without
hi-h school. Dancing will be from exception.
8 to 10:30 and the 24th Infantry Or- Since many officers and their fami-
chestra will furnish the music. lies are considering short pleasure

The hcaperones for this affair will trips now that the legislative em-
be: Major and Mrs. F. G. Bonham broglio concerning leaves is more or
and Capt. and Mrs. Clough Gee. less cleared up, Lieutenant Dowdall,

Secretary of the Officers' Club, is
*RA V I S P making extensive inquiries to determ-

DANCEYEVENING SUPPER G ine which of the resorts are the most
DANCE HELD FOR LARGE desirable from an economic point of
4SSEMBLAGE view. The result of his findings will
There being a number of guests be made public when his investiga-

on the post for Easter week a great tion, which takes in a great deal of
number of reservations were made territory, has been completed.
for the Thursday evening supper On Saturday, the 22nd of the cur-'
dance at the Officers* Club. rent month, there will be a dinner

Those reserving tables were: Maj. dance at the Country Club to which
"nd Mrs. D. M. Bradley, Maj. and members of the Officers' Club are
Mrs. F. A. Irving, Maj. and Mrs. For-
rest Harding, Capt. and Mrs. W. P. CONVENIENT LOCATION-
O'Brien, Lieut. and Mrs. W. W. Stev- RATES REA
enson, Lieut. and Mrs. J. D. Cambre, Phone your agent or call our
Lieut. and Mrs. G. D. Barnes, Lieut. Phone

eand Mrs. H. H. Jordan, Lieut. W. D. DIM OTEO RT
___________ DIMONCURiT

PERSONALS EVERYTHING F
SPRSONALS

Capt. and Mrs. Morris De Pass left
Sunday for a motor trip to Charles-
ton, S. C., to visit Magnolia and Mid-
dleton Gardens.

Liuet. G. P. Howell left Sunday'
for a few days trip for a visit with
relatives in Charleston, S. C.

Mrs. Selina Waddington motored to
Charleston, S. C. Sunday to visit her
daughter Louise, at Ashley Hall. Miss
Waddington will accompany her
mother back to Fort Benning where
she will spend the Easter holiday with
her brother-in-law and sister, Lt. and
Mrs. J. E. Bowen.

Capt. and Mrs. Raymond Oscar
Miller are to be congratulated upon
the birth of a daughter, Edith, at the
station hospital on April 9.

Mrs. Carl Lewis and Mrs. Calvin
Prescott motored to Fort Benning
Saturday to be the guest of Mrs. Guy
Hartman at the Garden Club. Mrs.
Prescott remained over the week-end.

Lieut. and Mrs. Lynn Brady who
have been on a three-weeks' leave at
the latter's home in Toledo, Ohio,
returned to Fort Benning Saturday.

Miss Susan Brenckmon of Toledo,
Ohio, is the house guest of Lieut. and
Mrs. Lynn E. Brady.

Mrs. Francis Howard Sr., of Char.
lottsville, Virginia is spending a few
weeks as the guest of her son and
daughter-in-law Lieut. and Mrs. Fran-
cis Howard.

Capt. and Mrs. 0. S. Robles have
as their house guest the latter's moth-
er and sister, Mrs. P. B. Malone and
Miss Gertrude Malone of Baltimore,
Maryland. General Malone is expect-
ed to join his family here Saturday.

invited, provided they secure tables.

These table reservations can be made

through Lieutenant DowdalL

On the fifteenth of this month,

there will be an Easter supper dance

at the Club. Because of the maneu.

vres that will take place between the
last week of this month and the first
week of May necessitating the parti-
cipation of most of the officers on
the post, there will be no Thursday
evening supper dances on the 27th
of April or on the 4th of May.

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GCEObOIA

A Citizen Wherever We Se

1330 Broadway-
R. M. Harding, Manager

EASTER
FLOWERS

DELIVERED
EVERYWHERE

BY
TELEGRAPH

FLOWER SHOP

-MODERN EQUIPMENT
kSONABLE
Superintendent, Mr. Trussell,
3062

APARTMENTS

OR THE HOME
in Is A W% uV "I

Maxwell Bros. & McDonald
_Furniture

Special while they last
Bridge sets, metal table with moire top; four

folding metal chairs with moire seats $9.75
1141 Broadway Phone 409

DEALERS PHILCO RADIOS

The Season's Smartest Sport Shoe

White Mandrusco, lined
in kid and made cool and
airy. This shoe is design-
ed to flatter any foot and
is just the thing to set off
the new Spring ensemble.

. $350

M*ller-Taylor Shoe Co.
"Where The New Styles Are Shown First"

1130 BROADWAY PHONE 405

Dinner Dance To Be Held Saturday
Evening At Country Club In Columbus

,A

ITWO ULDN'T BE

WITHOUT FLOWERS

Corsages for "Her" Easter
costume. Orchids, garde-
nias, roses and valley lilies.

Gorgeous roses and other

cut flowers.

EASTER Plants of All Kinds

BENNING BOULEVARD
N U R S E R I E S

PHONE 4176

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

Friday, April 14, 1933rage r our -LJLAJL:J "JL:Jll'lXllqL7 JUJVJJLXA#16JLJJLF
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IPeep, Jr's. Diary
Thursday, April 6

Awakened betimes and to class to
find Joe Cleland all a-twitter over the
approaching writ in Trench Mortar.
How the mechanical functioning of a
stove pipe could cause such mental
jittering astounds me. Capt. Pope
did soothe the pain by announcing
said writ to be nothing less than an
insult to the highly trained military
experts of the class. After being ex-
posed to the questions bethought me
that 'twould have been better had I
been more of a-twitter on the subject
myself! Home and to bed by three
o'clock, however, which was some
consolation.
Friday, April 7

A warm morning indoors at tactics.
Somewhat taken aback on entering
the sacred sanctum of satisfactory so-
lutions to see naught but a sea of
floating and waving maps. To my
relief the ring of a bell did calm the
shuffle and numerous paste smeared
faces popped from beneath the waves
to disclose all present!

Spent a pleasant spring afternoon
at Harmony Church ostensibly work-

ing a mounted terrain exercise. Found
it much more to my liking to sit
in a car and listen to a new radio
purchased by some kind soul for the
benefit of the class in the field. A
pleasant way to fight a war and far
less wear and tear.

Greatly intrigued by Gaither's in-
vention of four Austin trucklets
mounted with machine guns and each
hung by davits from a larger truck.
Four trucklets so hung on one large
truck so greatly resembled a litter
of pigs that I venture to name the
invention "The Mother Load."
Saturday, April 8

Again one of those week ends. To
the Benning Boulevard Nursery
where I did discover that their entire
supply of gardenias and pink lilies
is sold out. Not only sold out, mind
you, but contracted for for several
weeks to come! My latent reportorial
sense being enlivened by this startling
fact I could obtain no information
but that said large purchases were
made by a short, fat lieutenant!
A-ha! A clew! Further snooping pro-
duced the following touching note on
the back of a blotter. Holding same
up to a mirror solved the problem.
Hear ye!

My darling Star:

Every time I think of you my heart
flops up and down like a catfish in
a shallow mud puddle. Sensations of
joy caper over it like chinch bugs
in old Squire Bryant's cornfield,
thicker and more numerous than
fleas on a rat terrier. As the guinea
pig crawleth forth for its evening
swill, as the hungering mouse yearns
for the fresh bacon in the new trap,
and as the song bird longs for the

Spring's Newest Styles

EASTER

Fine Clothes for dis-
cerning men-- men
who appreciate dura-
bility, s t yl1 e and
economy. A r r o w
shirts, Interwoven
s ox, Bradley knit
goods, Faultless pa-
jamas and shorts.

SUITS
$1600

AND

$ 18 50

JOHN K. HARRIS CO.
Home Of

HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX FINE MEN'S CLOTHES

light of day, so hanker I for thee.
Now if these flowers will enable

you to see the inside of my soul I
will feel as happy as a fat hog on
a freight train, but if not I will pine
away like a dyspeptic owl and drop
from the tree of life like a pippin
with a worm in it.

Even and anon, yours,
Danny.

Sunday, April 9
Forsooth, methinks one could get

more rest if school was held on Sat-
urday and Sunday, too, in as much
as rest on a week end seems well
nigh to impossible.
Monday, April 10

To class in my own sleepy manner
to find Jim Luckett arrayed in a full
sized pair of hip boots! Mayhap the
flow in tactics becomes a bit too
thick! Which leads me to think that
if we could have "Gabriel over A. H.
No. 4" mayhap I could have more
success in answering tactical ques-
tions!

Infantry Journal seems to have pro-
duced an excellent method of enter-
tainment during a lecture. I observe
that there are those who prefer to
spend the time designing golf courses.
Being more seriously minded, did pass
the time racking my brain to deter-
mine why blue flowers grow in front
of the retreat gun and nowhere else!
Can it be the Ordnance now loads
saluting rounds with pansy seeds?

Since the Major failed to allow the
traditional ten minutes break I did
take one myslef only to be aroused
by the question of where to put ar-
tillcry stopping fires! Bethought me
that the platform would have been an
excellent place but surely would have
received no polite "thank you" for
such an answer!

Somewhat startled a bit later, upon
coming from the depths of a Blue and
Red situation, to see Major Arms
standing before us with a handful of
approved solutions and hearing him
remark, "I am now going to pass out!"

Equally amused at the Great Kid-
well who, upon being asked to read
his solution, did blankly stagger to
his feet and ask, "My what, Sir?"

Am muchly astounded that Napol.
eon was such a success in life since
the First Section has given him a U
on his writings. Witness Major Evans
who condemns the Little Corporal by
informing us, "Napoleon wrote it but
that isn't what he meant." "Bring up
the Old Guard and Marshal Ney." I
find myself, however, in complete ac-
cord with the same dispenser of tacti-
cal technique when he states that we
ca nnever learn tactics!

Nor do I agree with the majority of
the class in the clamorous desire to
know the names of the committee who
produced a map problem to be work.

-'d at home. Being wiser than most I
do reserve my opinion until after
graduation.

Am, furthermore, indeed thankful
',hat my fond parents did not send
me to the Infantry School earlier in
my youth, else how could I go home
with such a report card for signature?

Wednesday, April 12.
Because so engrossed in the writing

of my beloved diary that I did this
day run a late to class, thereby ruin-
ing a previously perfect record. It
doth appear that one cannot even get
an A in attendance at our illustrious

HERALD WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADV. RATES:

20 cents per line or fraction of line.
Minimum charge for any classified ad-
vertisement, 50 cents. Payment must
be made before advertisement is pub-
lished.

FOR SALE: Ringneck Pheasants and
eggs. Early eggs with fertility guar-
anteed $2.00 per thirteen.. W. H.
Glenn, NEHI Bottling Co.

The Echo
answers every call!

Now under new manage-
ment, we are prepared to
give you excellent service.
We Specialize in Chicken

and Steak Dinners
Dining and Dancing

Located at the Junction of the
Hamilton and River Roads

Infantry School. However, hied me
to class to be engulfed in more supply
and tactics. Clark probably con-
founded by struggling to answer a
question only to be told that there
was no answer! Would that I would
draw such a question for I never have
an answer!

Also overcome with administration
for the bravery of Capt. Paul who
considers it perfectly safe to ride a
loaded ammunition wagon thru enemy
artillery fire! Being a man of great
bravery myself would not mind rid-
ing on Capt. Paul's wagon only so
long as it is part of a map problem.

Boldly off to the night wars and
may some kind soul break the news
to mother if perchance I fail to re-
turn.

-Peep, Jr.

Coats
SPRING

Suits Dresses
Two Groups of Each

Suits
values $16.75

$11.95
Navy, Beige, Grey and Black. Tailored and others with
fur trimmed sleeves.

values $29.75
$19.95

Coats
values $16.75

$11.95
Sports coats. In tweeds, wool crepe,
trimmed. Navy, Beige, Grey.

others are fur

TOWN TOPICS
(Continued from page 1)

obtains immediate obedience f r o m
her subordinates, as evidenced by the
remarkable celerity with which Lieut.
"Bugs" Raymond obeyed her every
whim in "The Debutante."

We know not whether Mrs. Felicia
Howell should be given he office of
Provost Marshal or Post Adjutant. In
either capacity, she would be able
to obtain first hand information on
the parties given at the post that she
might be able to do them all the
more justice when she wrote them up
for the Benning Herald.

In the next issue, we will suggest
a few more candidates.

moommom

.0

m

I -

values $29.75
$22.50

Dressy coats in Grey, Beige and Black. Some with
capes, some have fur trimmed sleeves.

Dresses
values $19.75

$10.75
Crepes, Prints and Sheers. All new spring shades.

values $10.75

$4.95
Prints, Sheers and Crepes. Sizes 12 to 20.

Evening Dresses
values $16.75

$13.95
Laces in Blue, Flesh, Beige and Rose. Sizes 18 to 46.

V[NS

Buy your

GRADUATION

GIFTS EARLY

DIAMOND RINGS

WRIST WATCHES

Novelty Jewelry

PEN SETS

BARGAINS GALORE

Royal Jewelry Co.

BANKRUPT
SALE

1151 BROADWAY
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Lieutenant Peepls Diary
ti

Monday, Apr. 3 the class might in that way discover
[Amused no end at Captain Pope's the topic. And if it were the latter, a

ptedicament this afternoon. He, I did this morning wonder if he
hlving iterated and reiterated that might not be induced to. divulge that'ft
td hit moving targets requires ex- artifice to Major Lee.ti1emely .high training of a 37-mm. Major Thompson appearing before

g~n crew, did then demonstrate the us with his face ensconced in a large al
pint with a trained Third Section black beaver (worth 40 points in any
c!Iew which made a creditable num- game of beaver) (lid inspire one of
b~r of hits. Not content with this -he class to comment that the Ma-
ptoof the Captain must needs assure jor had, in 24 hours, grown more C'

a surance by picking at random a hair on his face than he had been it

ciew-from the class to fire also and able to grow cn his head in a life- 0
by missing the target to clinch his time. (I was unalde to more than P

pet contention. Ornery as only stu- -huckle perfunctorily.),' T
dent lieutenants can be, they moro The afternoon enliverted- b-i:ou r 0J
than dpubled the score of the trained being browbeaten at the ha"i i of
crew Z0 the disproof of the theory, Arms. After ten minutes of be+devil.
the nierriment of the class and the ling a student for not knowing the ti
discomfiture- of the instructor. The five points in a decision he did eter- d(
First .Section would explain it by nally brant] himself by announcing 01
saying.. "Nothingwis normal." his decision whith contained only 0
Tuesd ,-Apr. 4 •  our of the five. One hundred-voices hi

It _4N s -app-ar that the late in- *n unison apprised him of his error. fr
structif-t-t fn toop le'adinfg has borne Thereafter sleep became prevalent, a
fruit albeit in a somewhat abortive -o much so that the instructor was
ianner. So earnestly' do students )nce moved to remark "Mr. Chard,

n1Pw look ahead and endeavor, by ire you sonituh asleep that you qi
foreseeing situations, to lose no time -an't even hear m. announce a ten th
aud keep things moving that Vander- minute break?" One sledper was fe
heide, on afternoons when unionalls ieen to stir slightly and raise his B
are scheduled, does wear his golfing head but h 'ari'ng T. A. still holding ar
costume underneath and so reaches forth turnic over on his other side
the number one tee well in advance toid relax-di again. I was ninded of
ot Lt. Col. First Bn. First Inf. 'he an&c lote cf the roan who, fall- of

Todd so far-seeing in his turn that ing asleep doring a long-winded af- pq
hl looked right past one iteni. Be- ter dinner speech, dlil occasion by his m
coming over-exhilarated at the early appearance nuch merriment in the hi
release from duty on Maxey Ridge crowd. The chairiian to restore
he hopped a ride on the very first order and to save the speaker from
car bound for the locker-room there- 't;mbarrassment pounded vigorously
by saving much time which was later with his gavel which fell by accident tn
expended in returning to Maxey an the sleeper's head. More laugh-
Ridge to get his own car in which ter. Another blow of the gavel incr(
td drive home. The battalion com the same place. The sleepy one rais.-

TIniander (so runs an axiom) must -, his head in a listening attitude
never attack without his Battalion. then slumped (]own once more mur- yo

Wednesday, Apr. 5 inuring "Hit me again. I can still fol
.A bit amused some days ago at hear him."

Major Tombstone Terrell's opening Upon announcement that there
gun of a conference; "Lt. Brady, what would be no night problem tonight ap
am I going to talk about?" Brady Watson at once issuedl himself Class pr
suggested a military subject as be- L supplies and ate his cold lunch in (10ing appropriate to the occasion and the assembly hall. of
tlhe conference proceeded. Thursday, Apr. 6 ofi

I did greatly wonder at the time Schtnozzle McComas having but re-
wether the Major was asking for cently come into (-oiimand of the t ht
atm assignment or only insuring that eighth squad does nio w frequently us
-fu

Here's To Your Health "
] is

* BY MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector '

Ants-Their Control
Many kinds of ants will become

p4sts about the home if a food sup-
ply attracts them.
IMeasures should be taken to deny

t em food. This means that floors,
c osets and shelves must be kept
c ean. Food supplies must be stored
in metal or glass containers which
age ant proof. Where ants are num-
e+ous, ice boxes, tables, etc., may be
Mrade ant proof by placing the legs
i4 cans or glass jars which are partly
i led with kerosene.

,Do not use water for this purpose
f4r then you immediately start to
bieed mosquitoes.
IAnt colonies can be destroyed by

k rosene, gasoline or carbon disul-
phide.

I Poisons, which usually co|nsist of
b4rax or arsenic, can be used. A good
prison syrup is made by dissolving
borax and sugar in boiling water.
this syrup is taken up on small
sponges and placed where it can be
easily reached by the ants. The ar-
senic mixtures, although more effect-

ive, are more dangerous to use, es-
pecially. if there are children in the
home. A small amnount of honey

added to the syrup makes it more at-
tractive to the ants. The poisoned
syrup is collected by the ants and
carried to their nests where it kills
not only the ants which collect it
but also others who eat it.

Ant nests in lawns or gardens can
be eradicated by the use of carbon
disulphide. This liquid becomes a
gas at ordinary temperatures and
wheni mixed-with air is explosive.
The liquid is injected into the depths
of the nest by making one or several
holes with a sharp stick and then
pouring the liquid into the holes.
The gas formued penetrates into all
parts of the nest and more effectively
so if the hill is covered with a wet
blanket, which after five minutes is
lifted to allow the explosion of the
gas by means ef a lighted taper on
a long stick. The explosion drives
time vapors into all parts of the nest.

Small colonies can be destroyed by
kerosene or boiling water.

pear in blouse and cap when the
escribed uniform is shirts; this no
ubt lest he be mistaken for onethe boys and the dignity of his
rice suffer thereby.
Graded test on the trench mortar
is afternoon and Kiel in his
ual enthusiasm to explain things
4ly did begin his answer to the
iestion on fuzes sufficiently far
ek to make it comprehensive. It

reported to have begun "These
zes are made at a factory in Rock
land Arsenal. The factory girls go
work at 8:00 a. m." etc, etc.
iday, Apr. 7
Major Bonham, to startle us out

our morning lethargy no doubt,
gariihis cii6nference with the state-
tnt "Jeb Stuart died at 31, Jack
n at 39; you never know when the
portunity is coming." If the ma-
r would but read the ads he should
ew that it's fun to be fooled
onday, Apr. 10
Did greatly bestir myself during

noon hour that the name of Peep
not inscribed on that exclusive

ster, the delinquent list. I have
it which I should rather do than
ike an endorsement response.
Approaching the marked problem
supply this afternoon I (lid become
but convinced that the noon hour

d been, after all, better spent in
idy than in the insignificant matter
bill paying. From one o'clock un-
shortly 'after, it was "Peep leads,

cond Division ducks. Round even."
A thereafter it was "Second Section
ids, Peep forgets to duck. All suc-
eding rounds to Second Section."

-- Lieut. Peep.
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Captain Paul, who has appeared
several times as a lutler in the In-
antry School Dramatic Club produc-
tions, played the part of S-4. As an
S-4 is sort of a butler to the military
organization which he serves, it is
obvious that the Captain was well
cast.

Captain Marshall played S-2. We
don't know what the Chemical War-
fare expert's previous experience has
been, but we shall commend him to
the attention of the incoming execu-
tive committee of the Dramatic Club.

The single set used in this play
was designed several years ago by
Master Sergeant Kriz when he built
the hall which bears his name. The
tin hats worn by the actors were fur-
nished by the Ordnance Department.
Sergeant Bennett probably rustled the
props.

We hope that we haven't omitted
!o mention everyone who contributed
to the success of the play.

he delivered in total darkness and
the other, on "Mountain Warfare,"
he did not deliver at all.

Monographers of a few years back,
when the niarking committee made
a major issue out of platform man-
ners, would have looked upon this
opportunity to give their monographs
in the dark as a lucky break.

Of course, as everyone knows, a
storm put the lights out in the midst
of the Colonel's "Army in Civil Dis-
turbances" talk. Now let someone
not in the know but who knows Colo.
inel Jenkins figure out the one on
"Mountain Warfare."

ORAL MESSAGE TRANSMISSION
When Mrs. Huling returned from

doing her marketing last Monday she
was met at the door with a message
which had come while she was out.

According to the maid who de-
livered the message, Captain Blue had

(Continued From Page 6)

I

a lpri l l4, .I~yjjt

I The big news item of the week is
he approaching golf natch between
members of the Third Section and a
eam selected from our ranks. The
rreatest trouble in being a student at
ny school is that little or no op-
ortunity is afforded the students to
etaliate in any way for the polite
ianhandling received in the class-
oom where the teacher's word is
aw. Well, a week from tomorrow

team composed of Jim Roberts,
'd Watson. Mashie Cole, Spoon Alli-
on and Tank Johnson is to take on
team of Third Sectioners. The full

ine-up of the faculty team is lack-
ng at the present writing but it is
eliably reported that Majors Cota
nd Easley and Capt. Rooks will be
hree of the members.
The class is requested iiasmuch as
free Saturday morning is available
turn out en masse to cheer their

tllow comrades. It's the only chance
really see how good the faculty
at something we know something

bout.

We heard several of the fellows
tabbing because part of the course
r tactics is to be allotted to Night
)perations and they feel they are
retty well versed in that subject.
oo bad this is another kind of night
peration.

"Capt." Branaum replied to a ques-
on asked by Bayonet Maertens, "I0n 't know how, sir, I'm not a bay-
net man, Im a machine gunner."
ut at the M. G. range nobody asked
im if he wms a machine gunner but
om the looks of his score he's still
rifleman.

In answer to Capt. Trechter's re-
uest for any ideas for tripods for
e. Browning Automatic may we of-
r a suggestion. Call on "Texas"
rown for any kind of an idea on
aything. He's got 'em all.

There has been added to the list
F available ammunition a new one.
at Moyle saw theni using live dum-
y cartridges in the rifle grenade ex-
bit.

We of the infant ry School believe
at there may be "no Santa Claus
(d should be 'no bones in ice
camn. This you understand, gentle-
en. is only one school of thought.
here may be others but we asked
.u to accept ours without argument.
We nominate as weather prophet
r the Post of Fort Benning and

(Please turn to page 7)
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"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-John Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

TACTICAL DRAMATICS
On Tuesday morning of the current week, the first Section Players

produced their great annual classic, "The Turning Movement." This popu-
lar drama was written by the distinguished playwright and fox hunting
squire, Sir Roger Williams, formerly an instructor in the First Section.
We were privileged to witness its premiere after which it suffered a few
deletions by the Academic Board of Censorship. Thus altered we believe
for the better it has been given several times before the classes at the In-
fantry School.

While not as colorful as "The Road to Rome" or as thrilling as "Jour-
ney's End" and "What Price Glory," "The Turning Movement" is unique
in that it is the only play ever written as an approved solution to a problem
in tactics. As produced by the talented actors of the Infantry School, it
constitutes an effective imedium of inistruction. No student has ever gone
to sleep or walked out on a performance.

For the recent revival, the excellent First Section Stock Company
imported a visiting star in the person of Major A. S. J. Tucker, distinguished
chief of the Versatile Second Section and popular matinee idol of the old
school. Major Tucker played his former role of the Brigadier General
with verve and fidelity. Critics who can remember back that far com-
pare him to Joe Jefferson.

The Infantry School Dramatic Club has been criticized for not hook-
ing Major Tucker for one ef its plays, but the charge is unjust. The
Major was offered the role of Thotnies in "The Road to Rome" so ably
portrayed by Captain Gaillard. It is said that lie turned down the part
on the grounds that he did not have the requisite talent-a circumstance
which is more of a tribute to his modesty than to his appreciation of his
histrionic accomplishments.

Major Hugh Gilchrist g a v e a It is a great show and those who
smooth and convincing portrayal of haven't seen it are advised to be on
the omniscient Brigade Executive. To the lookout for the inevitable return
be cast in this part constitutes a pro- engagement.
motion for the Major. Without ques-
lion, it was Actor Gilchrist's notable INFANTRY SCHOOL
perfronmance as Carthalo in "The DEMOSTHENES
Road to Rome" that put him in line Speaking of high powered produc.
for such a stellar role. tion, students of the Advanced Class

Colonel Stillwell and Captain are still alking about Major Freddie
Hones, both troupers with many suc- McCabe's impassioned oration on
-esses to their credit, portrayed the South America. Orator McCabe's
wo Colonels of Infantry. That they forensic effort, so the critics aver,

gave finished performances goes with- was reminiscent of Senator Borah at
out saying. his best. At the conclusion of his

Major Arnold, another experienced diatribe against international bank.
actor, handled the part of "Colonel ers, the house broke into cheers a
10th Field Artillery" in a manner most unusual tribute at this stage of
which left nothing to be desired. Ma- the course.
jor Arnold's last appearance on the There is a movement on foot to
stage was at Leavenworth in "The arrange for Major McCabe to talk
Drunms of Oude." He was offered the over a nationwide radio hook-up on
part of Bala in "The Road to Rome" the burning question of service pay
but declined it on the grounds that reduction. If he can state the case
he was unable to memorize the lines, of the army on this point without

Major Wadsworth, in the language miaking his appeal so violent as to
of the typical amateur dramatic re- disrupt the microphone we favor the
view, made the most of a small part. project. If the Major happens to beMajoir Wadsworth, by the way, is the one cif those caught in the pay freeze,
husband of Antoimnette Wadsworth, however, he shouldn't be allowed to
the well known director. Had Mrs. go on the air.
Wadsworth not been away, Major
Wadsworth might have been even INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
better than he was. This dosnm't (New Style)
aecessarily meani that lhe wasn't so Colonmel John Jenkins, better known
hiot. Tme poinit we are trying to make in Academic circles as Bridgehead
is that we consider Mrs. Wadsworth John, has recemntly put over two un-
0apable of improvimig anybody's act- ique conferences. One, on "The Use
ing. of thme Army in Civil Disturbances,"
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(Continued from page 6)
informed that Mrs. Huling was out,

had left word that "There would be

an exuberance at the horseshoe ring

this afternoon."
Mrs. Huling, being an enthusiastic

horsewoman, was all a flutter over

the message. An exuberance was

something new in horse events. True,

Mrs. Huling didn't know exactly

what, but if Captain Blue recom-

Merit Badges Are
Awarded To Boys
At Court of Hono'

The Boy Scout troops of Fort Ben-

ning held their monthly Court of

Honor last Saturday evening, award-

ing merit badges to a number of the

members and passing others into

higher ranks in the Scout organiza-
tion.

She decided then and there to at-~The 'court was presided over by
tend., regardless. L.bieu-tenant Colonel Charles H. Bone-

The next thing was to find out how
to dress for the occasion and Mrs. stee, a d bypajo alr S.toiqieDabney, and Captains Donald P.
Huling called Monte back to inquireSpalding, Geoffrey Marshall, John
about that. Captain Blue's reply dis-SHling, , Chre sh lOwe n

peled boh trils ad mstey. Huling, Jr., Charles H.. Owens, Ed.pelled both thrills and mystery.

"Exuberance? exuberance?" quer- ward C. Johnson, and Willard S.

ied 1he dashing poloist in his most Paul.
dignified and serious manner. "There The Scouts who were passed into
is nothing like that going on down higher grade were Kenneth Hodson,
here. Certainly not. Wear your rid- and Edward Johnson, who were pro.
ing clothes. We're just holding the moted to 2d class. Paul Croonquist,
elimination for the horse show. That George Maertens, and Buddy Gris.
is what I told the maid to tell you." wold were admitted as Tenderfoot

Scouts. Merit badges were awarded
MOTOR TAMER MEETS MATCH to Bob Jewett, Buddy Harding, How-

The latest experimental vehicle to ard Clark, and Edward Keltner, who
attract the attention of the best minds received his in leathercraft. Scouts
.of the Infantry Board is a miniature Harding and Clark were awarded a
Austin truck. It has been observed star and scholarship respectively.
flitting hither and thither in and out In the contest which the Scouts
of the traffic on Benning's broad con- have been carrying on since the mid-
crete chaussees and also in the great dle of January, Troop 12 was declared
open spaces where its cross-county the winner, having qualified four
capabilities are being tried out. We Scouts as Tenderfoot, three as Sec.
have seen it undergoing what might ond class, and one as Star Scout, and
be called a domestic utility test by winning four merit badges in the two
'Tanker Kingman and family, but, for months' period, giving them a total
the most part, Commander Brett uses of one hundred and fifty-five points.
it to get around in. In so doing the 'Eighty points were accredited to
great motorization advocate not only Troop 11 for qualifying one Tender-
serves the government but also com- foot Scout and passing five to the
bats the depression. His official duty grade of Second class. The prize
as a test driver may necessitate his awarded to the winners will be a hike
going about in funny looking experi- and a weiner roast; with soft pedal
mental cars but it also results in a on the walking, and a heavy pause
considerable saving in gas, oil and when the eats are in order.
maintenance charges on the family
bus. In these days of pay cuts and pert doesn't know as much about the
reduced allowances every little eco- little one as does the big ones, or
nomy helps, perhaps he was a bit too contemptu.

As everybody knows, Commander ous of the 'baby Austin's prowess. At
Brett has driven every form of ground any rate, there was something about
traveling, gas using vehicle from fifty- his attitude which the little truck
ton tanks to one.lung motorcycles, resented. As Jimmy stood leaning
He has made great armored jugger. nonchalantly against the door fooling
nauts cavort about in obedience to with the gadgets on the instrument
his will like trained circus elephants. board, the Austin suddenly reared
They will do things for him that they up and hit him. Figuratively, at least,
refuse to do for others. Even as an the astonished tanker was thrown,
obstreperous horse recognizes the trampled, kicked, bitten and scratch-
skilled touch of an expert equitator, ed. When it was all over he had a
so do mechanical vehicles seem to couple of contusions, several bumps
know when the master hand of the and a vastly increased respect for the
Commander is on the wheel. Austin.

Perhaps the distinguished motor ex- "What spirit! What temperament!"

V. V. VICK-Graduate watch mak.
er. Watches repaired $1.75. One
year Guarantee. City Drug Store.

ANNOUNCING
THE

FORD
TRI-MOTORED PLANE

will remain at the mu-
nicipal airport all next

week.

50c A RIDE

he exclaimed admiringly as he pulled
a bruised leg cautiously after him
into the driver's seat. "I'm going to
recommend its adoption as standard
equipment for the Infantry division."

CHILDREN'S BRIGHT SAYINGS
DEPARTMENT

Commander Brett is not the only
member of his interesting family to
rate this week's issue of the Flare.

Mrs. Brett was enlightening eight.
year old Betty Ann on biology.

"No dear," explained the modern
mother in the approved manner,
"Rabbits don't really lay eggs on
Easter. Rabbits are mamals just like
us. You are a mamal and I am a
mamal."

"What is Daddy,-a pappal?" in-
quired Betty Ann.

_Take A Tip This Easter!
Or on any other special occasion! Order
one of Kinnett's specially decorated Ice
Cream Cakes for your next party.
Telephone 223 (City).

Kinnett's Ice
Cream is sold at
the Officers' Club.

Kinnett's Ice
Cream is sold at
the Officers' Club.

TALES OF THE TENT CITY

(Continued from Page 6)
the vicinity, Major Irving. During

his first appearance before us, he
said that if it rained on Tuesday
April 11th the examination in ma-
chine gun marksmanship would be
hold on that day instead of record
firing. On Monday the 10th in the
afternoon he repeated that statement.
He was all wrong until 6:00 a. m. of
April 11th but from then on he was
right. And how! 6

Well folks, for the edification of
those who err and the enjoyment of
those who won't, we are resurrecting
the ancient and mysterious Order of
the Filleylou Bird, that mysterious
animal which feasts abundantly on
red peppers and flies upside down
!o keep his belly cool. The award to

be made each week will appear in
this column.

The first presentation, we hereby

tender to one Todd, 7th New York
when arrayed in full dress, 107th
when not, for excellence in target
designation.

It seems that he acted like a cor-
poral one day when his squad was
firing a landscape target problem.
That he was greatly successful is tes.
tified to the fact that not one of the
50 shots hit the target. "And am I
hot."

Faint heart ne'er won fair lady and
when he was kissed by one the other
day, Lt. Graham swooned from eo.
stacy (or fright).

We're sorry Bogle didn't get the
extra five or six points necessary to

place him at the top of the list in
Machine Gun record firing. If he
had only had two extra belts of am-
munition to fire instead of one, he
might have made it. How about it,
Bugle.

It's 0. K. to go ahead anytime now,
teacher, the late Lt. Wooten has fin,
ally arrived.

p

SAFETY FIRST
A sailor stuck his head in the door

of the public bar and said: "Does
anybody here want to fight?"

Nobody said a word and the sailor
repeated:

"Does anybody here want to fight?"
One man broke the silence and

said: "No, Jack; no one wants to
fight in here."

"That's good," said t h e sailor.
"Then it's safe to come in."

Casual - But Not

Sporty.. Smart -

Yet Conservative

STRAWS

PANAMAS

$1.50 to $6.50

SPRING
SUITS

$2100
Others As Low As $12.50

THIS IS YOUR LAST

CHANCE TO OUTFIT

YOURSELF FOR EASTER!

We Do Not Sell

ALL
The Clothes

BUT
We Do Sell The

BEST
CLOTHES
In Columbus

CHANCELLOR
C 0 M P A N Y

FORT BENNING'S COLUMBUS
HEADQUARTERS
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DAVIS P. HARDING, Editor

Tetherton Stops Schilling In

y, April 14, 1933
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John Van Ryn, former Davis Cup
team player, says the fact that Ells-
worth Vines and Wilmer Allison did
not show to advantage on their Aus-
tralian tour need occasion no worry
about their physical condition where
future Davis Cup play is concerned.

Ellsworth Vines and Allison are
two players on which most of-the
hopes of the United States are pinned
when international tennis matches
will be taken up in competition for
the Davis Cup, at present held by
France.

Van Ryn laid the fault of the poor
showing of the Americans in the
sheep country to an exceptionally
strenuous program. He was emphat-
ic in asserting that neither had slipp-
ed in the course of the winter.

The world's heavyweight champion,
Jack Sharkey, the Boston Bean Boy,
was sparring in an exhibition on a
wrestling program a week ago Tues-
day night. Fans thought the action

Howard Bus Line,
Inc.

Operating Under Govern-
ment Franchise

Bond and Liability Insur-
ance Provided

SCHEDULE
From From

Columbus Ft. Benning
5:00 AM 6:00 AM
6:00 " 7:50 "
7:00 " 9:15 "
8:30 " 10:45 "

10:00 " 12:45 PM
11:45 " 2:15

1:30 PM 4:15
3:00 " 5:10
5:00 " 6:00
7:00 " 7:00 "
9:00 " 8:00 "

10:30 " 9:45 "
12:00 M 11:15

12:00 M
Also "Extras" and
SCHOOL BUSES

410 PHONES 224
CITY POST

slow and uninteresting and expressed
their reactions vocally.

Finally Sharkey could stand it no
longer. Advancing to the ropes, he
lifted up his hand for silence, and
said: "Some of you fellows don't
seem to realize that this is only a
sparring exhibition. I want to take
this opportunity of offering any of
you who may be needing work and
didn't like what they saw tonight, a
job as sparring partner of mine. I'll
pay expenses from here to Boston and
back, and there will be a salary as
well."

So far there have been no takers.

Jumping Joe Savoldi, of Notre
Dame fame, came suddenly into the
glare of the wresting spotlight of
sportdom last week when he pinned
Jim Londos in approximately twenty-
one minutes.

Now Savoldi is clamoring for recog-
nition as world's champion, despite
the argument advanced by Ed White,
manager of Londos, that the match
did not have. the title at stake. The
various wrestling comissions through-
out the country are taking the matter
up for reconsideration and will prob-
ably render a verdict soon.

Jim Londos of Greece had been
recognized as champ for some time,
although the followers of Ed (Strang-
ler) Lewis also laid claim to the
disputed title. Then along came
Jim Browning from good old Mis-
souri and defeated the Strangler.
Browning did not hesitate one whit
in laying claim to the title. Now,
it's Joe Savoldi.

Savoldi and Londos were grappling
near the ropes. The referee suddenly
patted Joe's back. Both wrestlers
thought that he was merely trying
to get them away from the ropes and,
after being separated, tore at each
other again.

When Savoldi was informed that
he won the fight, he went wild with
excitement. Ed White, the manager
of the champion, clambered through
the ropes and attempted to tell the
crowd that the championship was not

(Please turn to page 9)

SPORT CHATTBR
BY DAVIS HARDING

round, Rip sank his left into the
German's midsection. Schilling broke
away and missed a right swing and
again Tetherton shot his left into the
body. Bob landed a right high on
the head. Rip landed a resounding
left to the jaw and fell into a clinch.
The German lad was still wading in
at the gong.

The third round saw more fast ac-
tion. Tetherton was holding his
right in reserve and using his left
almost exclusively. Schilling was an
open target as he weaved in and Rip
seldom missed. Schilling nailed the
soldier with two hard rights in suc-
cession. Tetherton countered with a
left to the German's body, which was
beginning to show patchse of red.

In the fourth stanza, Bob smashed
a terrific right to Tetherton's head
and set him back on his heels. Schil-
ling went berserk when he saw that
Rip was dazed by the blow and lost
no time in following up his advan-
tage. For a second or two, things
looked bad for the soldier, who was
absorbing a lot of punishment on
the ropes. Rip slid away and back-
pedaled until his head cleared. Schil-
ling missed a long right by inches

(Please turn to page 9)

Army Welter Ace
Wins By Knockout
Over Tough Foe
Red-headed G e r m a n Proves
Easy Target for Rip's Flash- 1
ing Left in Great Fight

t

Rip Tetherton, soldier welterweight,
ace, knocked out Bob Schilling of
Cologne, Germany, in the sixth
round of the main go at Fort Ben-
ning last Tuesday evening. The
scheduled ten-round bout between
the two-fisted soldier and the menace t
from the land of Hitler and von r
Hindenberg topped a fine supporting
card that saw Cotton Batton pound
out a decision over Peegee Carson, f
Dapper Doyle turn back a worri-I
some little bulldog named Mickey f
Kendrick, Dynamite Dunn nose out f
Frank Mackery, Billie Hyde defeat r
Tut Tut Taylor, and Sandy Huff take t
first place in a grueling battle with s
Charley White.

Despite the wealth of fine boxers t
that performed from the semi-final
on down, the main go was easily the i
cream of the crop. The Athletic As-t
sociation, impressed with the fine t
showing that Tetherton has made init
his most recent fights, decided to
give Rip a chance at a main go. And
the hard-punching soldier wasted no t
time in doing justice to the confi-
dence that had been placed in him.

Bob Schilling was obtained as an
opponent. His excellent record in
the land of the free testified of his
prowess in the ring. A campaign in
Florida resulted in a widespread pop-
ularity; fans liked the way he fought,
giving and taking, giving and taking,
all the time without a letup. He
rapidly became a favorite, and never
failed to live up to his reputation,
defeating all comers with remarkable
ease and was rarely pushed to the
limit.

Tetherton was in the ring first and
received a round of applause as he
climbed through the ropes. Schilling
followed a few minutes later and also
got a big hand. Referee Johnson
called the two boys to the center
of the ring and gave them their in-
structions. Kid Baisden, K. 0. art-
ist from Valdosta, Ga., who fought a
(draw with Tetlierton not long ago,
challenged the winner.

The opening gong sent the two
boys into fast action. Rip refused
to come in close, standing off and
occasionally using his left. The sor-
rel-topped German ploughed right in
flat-footed and attempted to close
with the soldier. In th~e second

Cotton Batton Noses Out Peegee
Carson In Whirlwind Semi-final

When Peege Carson, barrel-chested Jacksonville boy obviously had a
negro middleweight hailing f r o m harder punch.
Jacksonville, Florida, waddled into Because Scrip Olive could not ap-
the ring to do battle with Cotton pear for his right with Dapper Doyle,
Batton, the fans snickered, but when Mickey Kendrick was subsituted for
he began throwing that wicked right, the New Orleans leather-pusher.
they gasped. From the waist up, the Mickey impressed the fans from the
pride of Jacksonville had a build that opening gong to the. final bell. Al-
would occasion alarm in the toughest though beaten decisively, he showed
of opponents. Hitting him was like a rugged determination that went
smacking into a brick wall. over with the spectators completely.

In the very first round, Peege In the fourth, the soldier connected
caught Batton with a left that whisked with a hard right that shook Mickey,
the Happy Heart lad against the but did not seem to discourage him.
ropes as if he was a feather. Cotton Kendrick kept boring in and seemed
resented this rough treatment bitterly to be enjoying himself immensely de-
and closed with Carson. Punches spite the proximity of flying leather.
flew fast and furious. The first and By the fifth round, Doyle was really,
fourth rounds saw some genuinely getting into the spirit of the thing,
fast action with Batton landing more and beat a regular tattoo on Mickey's
frequently but not so hard. The fifth face. The sixth found Mickey still
round was comparatively tame, but plugging away in bulldog style but
the two battlers went to war in the absorbing considerable punishment.
sixth and had the fans howling with The broad smile was still on his face
glee. Cotton was standing up well at the gong.
under the heavy punches his oppon- The decision in favor of Dapper
ent occasionally landed and looked Doyle was just so much formality;
in fine condition. Near the end of the soldier was way out in front, but
the sixth, Peegee nailed Batton with Mickey wasn't far behind. Figure
two right hand smashes to the head that out for yourself.
that hurt, but Cotton was also deliv- Dynamite Dunn, West Point light-
ering his full share of punishment. heavyweight sensation, avenged an

The seventh and eighth were prac. old score with Frank Mackery in the
tically repetitions of the earlier other six-round bout. For the first
rounds. Batton looked fresher than three rounds Frank's long reach stood
his opponent at the finish. The ver- him in good stead, but after that
dict was rendered in favor of the Dunn began to penetrate his guard
local fighter and was met with cheers frequently, finding the Tanker with
and booes. In the opinion of this hard rights to various portions of his
writer, however, the decision was anatomy. In the fourth round, Dyna-
just, inasmuch as Batton clearly out- mite opened up a cut over Mackery's
pointed his rugged adversary. Cotton eye which bled considerably. Frank
connected with almost twice as many kept ploughing in all the time and
punches as Carson, although the (Please turn to page 9)

Grand Opening
EASTER SUNDAY

IBritton's Pool
DINE - DANCE - SWIM

Three miles out on Auburn Road

N4#r

fishing tackle...
. .. The Main Branch, Post Exchange,

has a complete stock of all types of
fishing equipment. Phone 608.

POST EXCHANGE
F ORT BENNING, GA.
The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized To Sell

To Anyone Not In The Military Service

THE

PALACE BILLIARD PARLOR
4 West 12th Street

19

Championship match between

Corporal Carl Cooper
Co. F, 29th Inf.

and

John N. Collins
Former Sergeant, Finance Dept.

125 points straight pool

Walter Parsons, Referee

Monday, 8:00 P. M.
Dutch luncheon and refreshments free

No admission charge
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SPORT CHATTER
(Continued from page 8)

at stake. The fans booed him down.
The next morning, Savoldi came

out with detailed accounts of how he
had pinned Londos and reiterated his
claim to the title.

For the past three of four weeks,
all has been quiet on the sport front.
But now baseball is under way and
everyone is speculating as to which
major league team will bring back
the coveted pennant.

Among sportswriters, the concensus
of opinion favors the Yankees in the
American league and the Pirates in
the National. The Yankees, with
practically the same line-up that won
the world's championship last year,
should finish first in the Junior Cir-
cuit by a comfortable margin, al-
though the Washington Senators and
possibly, the Philadelphia Athletics,
may offer some resistance. The New
Yorkers have an abundance of re-
serve strength, tremendous hitting
power, and a very good staff of hurl-
ers. In no one department of the
game are they noticeably weak.

Cleveland and Chicago should stage
a nip and tuck battle for the other
first division berth, with the Indians
boasting a slight edge. Detroit
should finish sixth with the downtrod-
den Red Sox and St. Louis Browns
fighting it out for the cellar position.

In the National League, the Pirates
look to be the cream of the crop.
Chicago and St. Louis will give the
Pittsburgh nine a hard run for their
money. The Cardinals, by virtue of
an excellent corps, should nose out
the Cubs for second place. Philadel-
phia and Brooklyn rate next in that
order, with New York, Boston, and
the Cincinnati Reds following.

In the opinion of this columnist,
the teams in each league will finish
in this order:
American League
1. New York Yankees
2. Washington Senators
3. Philadelphia Athletics
4. Cleveland Indians
5. Chicago White Sox
6. Detroit Tigers
7. St. Louis Browns
8. Boston Red Sox
National League
1. Pittsburgh Pirates
2. St. Louis Cardinals
3. Chicago Cubs
4. Philadelphia Phillies
5. Brooklyn Dodgers
6. New York Giants
7. Boston Braves
8. Cincinnati Reds

p
TETHERTON SCRAPS SCHILLING

(Continued from page 8)

and Tetherton rapped him with a
right and a left to the head. Rip
spun Bob against the ropes with a
fusilade of blows as the bell sounded
ending the round.

The fifth round found Schilling

First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus--$ 350,000.00
Resources Over- 2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your

Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Post Tennis Stars
Face Georgia Tech
Plave rs Saturday
Drake To Match Strokes With

Billy Reese, Cotton
States Champion

The Georgia Tech tennis team will
play a series of exhibition matches
with ranking Fort Benning players
Saturday afternoon. A match was
originally scheduled two Saturdays
ago but inclement weather made it
necessary to postpone the match. Six
singles matches and three doubles
matches will be played.

Georgia Tech is reputed to have a
very powerful squad this year. In
collegiate competition thus far, they
have established a fine record. The
team is captained by Billy Reese, Cot.
ton States champion, who will meet
Captain Drake, highest ranking ten-
nis player on the post, Saturday af-
ternoon. Georgia Tech and Fort
Benning met twice on the courts last
year and each emerged with a victory.

Captain Drake will play number
one for the post team. Drake won
the handicap singles tournament last
fall and has competed and finished
well in high class southern tourna-
ments. He ranks fifth in the army.
Sherburne and Lynch will probably
play two and three respectively.
Neither has had much opportunity
to practice lately but should give
accounts of themselves nevertheless.
Poore, Irving, and Newman will very
likely conclude the line-up in that
order. In case some of the above
mentioned players will not be in a
position to play on the afternoon of
the match, substitution will be made.
Weyrauch, Gavin, and Giddings may
all see action.

There will be no admission charge,
and the gallery is large enough to
accommodate all who desire to wit-
ness the matches. Play will probably
start around 1:30 p. m.

almost as fresh as when he started
and still wading in. Rip smacked a
hard left into the German's tummy,
and followed this crushing blow with
another to the same place. Schilling
drove his opponent against the ropes.
Tetherton bounced off and caught
Red coming in with a right to the
body that landed with the impact
of a fifteen-inch projectile. Rip found
Schilling with three successive lefts
to the face, but the German, not eon.
cerned in the least, kept plugging in.

Bob sank a right to the short ribs.
In the sixth stanza, Schilling ham-

mered Tetherton into the ropes. Rip
bounded off like an india rubber
man and nailed Bob with a right
hand smash square on the button.
The German began to collapse and
Rip helped him along with a few
assorted rights and lefts. Referee
Johnson began the count. Schilling
made a valiant effort to get on his
feet and was still trying at the fatal
ten.

It was a great fight from start to
finish.

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

in the sixth frame and added an other
marker in the seventh to ice the
game. Topper swiped home station in
the initial frame while the catcher held
the ball. Obrien, Gull third sacker,
played only half of the game but turn-
ed in a couple of beautiful plays a-
round the hot corner.

Score by innings:
Gulls- ----- 400 002 1-7 7 8
Bisons------------000 400 0-4 4 6

Batteries: Segrest and McGlashen;
Lindsey and Ashworth.

40
COTTON BATTON WINS

DECISION
(Continued from Page 8)

showed no signs of weakening, but
neither did Dunn. The fifth round
went to the visiting lightheavy as he
connected solidly several times. The
sixth found both fighters fairly tired
but still willing, and plenty of leathei
was thrown in this stanza. Dunn re
ceived the decision, and although th4
fight was moderately close, there wa
no sign of any dissension from thE
fans.

In the main four-rounder, Billi,
Hyde succeeded in turning back Tu
Tut Taylor. Hyde was the clevere
boxer and continually forced Tut t(
clinch. Although both boys went oi
at a last minute's notice, they gav
a fine account of themselves in tho
way of action. The first two round
were fairly close with Hyde cominj
along to pile up a point advantag
in the last two stanzas.

Sandy Huff, fast-punching soldier
and Charley White, a willing mixe
from Columbus, showed the fans fou
rounds of whirlwind action. Hul
took the decision, but White was oi
his toes all the time and forced hit

) the limit.

Tank Baseball
Teams Play Twin

Bill On Monday
By AL DURDEN

Tanker baseball teams played in a
twin bill at the Tank baseball field
Monday afternoon with the Rams of
company "E", taking the opener from
the company "D" Rovers, 7 to 4, and
the Blue Gulls of Company F, Sec-
ond Tanks, defeating the Bisons of
company F, First Tanks, 7 to 4, in the
night cap.

The Rams got to Baggett in the
opening innings of the first game
and iced the game away with a seven
run lead in the first two innings. Mc-
Carroll opened the game with a siz-
zing single to center field. Nobles
hit for the circuit, sending McCarroll
home ahead of him. Bill Swantic
continued the slaughter with a boom-
ing triple to deep left. Bill scored
a moment later on a slow roller
to the infield. The Rams continued
the slaughter in the second inning
and Baggett gave way to Smith at
the opening of the third frame.

With the count 7 to 0 against them
the Rovers began an uphill battle that
netted them four well earned runs
but were still three short when the
game was over. The twirling of Cue-
ball Smith, the Rovers relief hurler
was the highlight of the game. Smith
worked five innings during this per-
iod, the opposing Rams failed to place
a runner on first base. No runs, no
hits, no errors, no man to first.

Killebrew, portsider, opened on the
mound for the Rams and toiled well
until the fifth frame when he weak-
ened and was relieved by the veteran
Bill Swantic.

Score by innings:
Rams-------------430 000 0-7 5 2
Rovers------------001 210 0-4 5 4

Batteries: Killebrew, Swantic and
Pike; Baggett, Smith and Brewer.

Red Lindseys offerings were no
puzzle for the Blue Gull sluggers
and the sorrel top veteran was
touched for four hits and four mark-
ers in the opening frame of the sec-
ond game. Lindsey settled down af-
ter the first frame and kept the op.
posing batters well in hand during
the remainder of the game.

Zeke Segrest turned in another
stellar performance for the Gulls
winning his second game in a row.
Zeke had a bit of trouble in the fourth
frame and allowed the Bisons to score
four runs and tie the count. Lindsey
contributed to the run getting with a
home run that sent a run in ahead of
him.

The Gulls put over a pair of runs

The Post Exchange

HAS A DELIVERY SERVICE FROM ITS

SODA FOUNTAIN

The hours of this service are from 11 a. m. to 9:00

p. m., and it is designed particularly for the delivery

of ice cream in quarts and smaller quantities to your

home.

Excellent Curb Service Also

Phone 69

THE SODA FOUNTAIN
POST EXCHANGE

Benning Fighters
Leading In Early
Stages of Tourney
Early reports from the ring in Mo-

bile where the Southern Amateur
Boxing matches are being held indi-
cate that Fort Benning boxers are
getting very much the best of it at
the expense of their opponents. Two
of the Fort Benning boys have scored
kayos in the first nine fights on which
reports have come in and, of the nine
bouts, Benning nose-busters have tak-
en six. Incomplete returns give the
results as follows: Featherweights:
Simons, Atlanta, winner; Sercovich,
Fort Benning, loser; Morris, Fort
Benning, winner; C. Locker, Mobile,
loser.

Lightweight: Ed Phail, Fort Ben-
ning, winner, J. Robinson, Mobile,
(KO), loser; Wells, Mobile, winner;
Ralph Lorimer, Fort Benning, loser.;
F. Schuttgen, Mobile, winner; L.
Polewada, Fort Benning, loser; Nor-
man Phail, Fort Benning, winner,
E. Roberts, Mobile, loser; Kirkpat-
rick, Fort Benning, winner; D. Cates,
Mobile, loser.

Welterweight: Joe Graves, Fort
Benning, winner; Wm. Busby, Mo-
bile, (KO), loser; Neil Milan, Fort
Benning, winner; C. Jerome, Mem-
phis, loser.

FORT BENNING, GA.

The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized To Sell To

Anyone Not In The Military Service

Makers of Fine Printing Plates

WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.

Atlanta, Georgia

The Biggest Nickle You Ever Spent

TOASTED PEANUTS

How's This For A Contest?
Tom's is offering a new 1933 Chevrolet
free every two weeks. See particulars
on any Tom's Display Jar.

THE

GROCERY
DEPARTMENT

0

. is at all times fully
stocked with kitchen ne-
cessities and fresh vege-
tables of every kind.
You are invited to avail
yourself of the conven-
iences it offers.

0

GROCERY
DEPARTMENT

POST EXCHANGE

Fort Benning, Ga.

The Post Exchange Is Not Author.
ized To Sell To Anyone Not

In The Military Service

jto
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:-: Advanced Classics :-:
Charlie Q. Lifsey, of Lifsey, Lifsey, him, and inform that gentleman that,

Lifsey & Lifsey, Inc., Public Account. once I got back to Paris, I would
ants, Tabulators, and Almanackers, has herd him into the Class B corrall.
submitted the following report:
Major Win. Clinton Williams But it took the Hon. George Clark
Chief Boss, Kriz Hall, to do a better job of extricating the
Ft. Benning, Ga. 66th French Brigade than did even
Sir Boss: Pete Bonham and Major Arnold.

After diligent astronomical study, Georgie's snap solution was: "Grab-
I have, in compliance with your re. bing a horse and getting a good head
quest, revised the "time to go" cal- start, I point to Hill 471 and shout:
endar which governs the conduct 'Last man of the brigade to that hill
of your constituents. I have the hon- is a nigger baby!"'
or to report that, as of 4:00 p.im., After the battle of Bertrix we were
April 13, 1933, there will remain even willing to tackle a marked prob.
twenty-nine school days and a but lem on one of Colonel Jenkins' fuz.
to go. The "but" has reference to: zie-wuzzie wars, provided it was a
but what will the School authorities historical problem wherein the ap-
do with those five days originally proved solutions were determined by
scheduled for corps area maneuvers?

I also* beg to report that, at the
present rate of loss of tactical virtue,
the class will in all probability be
completely chaste-less, if not positive-
ly indecent, by April 18th. I would
therefore suggest that you direct Mr.
R. L. Ring, of Ring, Ring, Ring &
Ring, to prepare a new virtue chart
for early posting. I can at this time
foresee only one factor which might
prevent the use of a nice, new, clean
chart next week. The only fly in the
ointment appears to be the tactical
and strategical stubbornness of one,T E MAN
Dutch Keiser. Attention is invited,
therefore, to the advisability of the who could sell more
inauguration without further delay of
a "Get the Keiser" campaign by all lt
those who have lost what to them a
was more precious than gold and ay
pearls. of never shouted.

I am, Sir Boss, your obedient serv- f n:rso:
ant, Notice the men who

Charley Q. of the House
of Lifsey hold the records for

1st Ind.
Bldg. No. 94, Acad. Area, Ft. Benning, selling.. theyjust talk
Georgia.-To: Sir Boss: Kriz Hall. :

1. From the viewpoint of the health in a quiet easy way.
and happiness of your command, I
concur most heartily in the recom-
mendations of Mr. Lifsey, of Lifsey,
Lifsey, Lifsey & Lifsey, especially in
so far as he advises a "Get the Kei-ser" campaign. lii

2. However, I would go further .....and suggest a war to the finish by all i~~
non-vestals against the few remaining iii
lilies of the tactical fields. I believe il
it essential that prompt action be:::
taken at once to reduce all your co- i:i
borts to a common footing. Other- .i
wise, I am apprehensive that at least il
a score of your constituents will soon iii
suffer from serious nervous break- .* i
downs. Matters have come to a sorry k!!::: .... ::! i... .:::::.

pass when Saturdays and Sundays-
days specifically set aside by the
School for repose, recreation, and re-
laxation-find Kriz Hall bulletin
board jammed with wild-eyed, lip-
biting, hair-tearing 40 year old gen-
tlemen vociferously debating the whys
and wherefores of the retention of
tactical chastity by The Great Burner
of the Field Jennings, Senor Castano
y Garcia, The Keiser, and others.

3. I suggest that you use your in-
fluence with the First Section to bring
about the desired results. THAT
section, without any question, c a n !J'
prepare and execute a problem which ....
would remove the last vestige of tac-
tical celibacy from Kriz Hall. By
no other means can the contentment
and tranquility that was once Kriz
Hall's be restored.

Major, Now Who Sees
Him First?

Report has it that Pete Bonham
claims one map problem such as the
battle of Bertix to be worth seven
charcoal brawls on the Gettysburg
sheets. May Pete have fifty sons and
may they all become instructors in
the First Section! To our (and in
the use of "our" we are not alone)
way of thinking the presentation of
the battle waged in the Bertrix-Och-
amps-Recogne area was by far the
best piece of work put on in Kriz
Hall this season.

Pat Patterson's solution to the third
requirement, wherein the aide was
lost, the firing to the east and south-
east was growing heavier and coming
closer, artillery officers were gallop.
ing around the command post with.
out dismounting, and panic stricken
gunners were dashing madly to the
rear, was laudable enough. Decided
Pat: "I would summon the colonel
of the iRth Ii'v1a A...,l... i: ....

the enemy, AND provided the
Fourth Section marked the papers.

* * *

The pace is beginning to tell. We
find that Parksie Parks and Alphabet
Ross have been joined by Johnny
Harvey and Ermo Whisner in solving
the outdoor problems which confront
"Lieutenant Colonel, 1st Battalion"
seated on a chaise of brilliant hue.
Who will be the first to sally forth
with a beach umbrella?

* * $

Black Shirts O'Brien and Kelly
send in the suggestion that a special
purity chart and inverted horseshoe
competition be arranged for the
spasm of May 17-18 when eight pay
problems are scheduled for two work-
ing days. Nice clean fun that would
be. We add the thought that no
student should be permitted to carry
into Kriz Hall a loaded pistol during)

that period, and that two company
aid men should be stationed at each
door to that edifice.

This column cannot publish com-
munications which are forwarded un-
signed. Upon request signatures will
be withheld, but all letters must be
signed. We have at hand a plaintive
yelp about the inordinate lengh of
letters demanding reconsideration of
marks awarded on pay problems in
tactics. If the Academic section
which prepared that communication
will kindly disclose its identity and
affix its signature, we shall be very
happy to print its plea next week-
and we cross our heart and hope to
die if we disclose the slightest ink-
ling of the source of the letter to our
public.

-Submerged Old Sleuth.

esteI/

It's like this;
Chesterfields just go along
in their own quiet way
making friends from day to
day.

There's no noise about it,
no "'back talk."

The Chesterfield slogan
- just two words, "They
Satisfy"-is a plain simple
statement telling about
Chesterfield's merits.

It means that Chester-
fields are milder-they taste
better.

Z/J MILDER

dA TASTES'BETTER

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$150,000.00
Surplus 50,000.0

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Ja, Phone 290
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Ned Winston, versatile resident of

Block 21, whose keen mind is cap-

able of turning out a pun every three

minutes, breaks into print again. Pro.

fessor Winston takes great pride in

his ancestral line. He admits with
commendable candor, however, that

some of his more remote forefathers
were slightly unconventional. Con-

cerning his great-great-great grandfa-

ther (it took the professor exactly an

hour and a half to arrive at this

point), Lieutenant Winston said: "He

was hung, drawn, and quartered for
privacy on the high seas.'

Now, the question that should im-
mediately arise in the minds of our
readers "Was it malice aforethought?"
we c a n n o t satisfactorily answer.
Lieutenant Winston stands upon his
record. On second thought, he had
better stand on something else, or as
a lady admirer of the professor once
ejaculated "Oh, lieutenant, how can
you say such things?"

And here are a few more female
candidates for male posts in Fort Ben-
ning. First, we emphasize again, that
the ladies who possess to some degree
the martial spirit must be considered
before those who do not. Mrs. Whit-
ley, our own charming Amytis in
"The Road to Rome" will obviate the
necessity of having reserve troops on
hand. In case the regular army is
routed, Mrs. Whitley can be sent out
to vamp the opposing general, and
turn him and his men away from the
banks of the Upatoi. They always
fall for that "human equation" stuff
anyway.

As Post Gardener, we take pleasure
in announcing the candidacy of Mrs.
Harding. Who, on circling Miller
Loop, has not seen Mrs. Harding
humbly engaged in the task of remov-
ing weeds from the Harding lawn
while small son Buddy, afflicted with
something like a toothache which
keeps him from assisting, looked on
approvingly ?

The position of Secretary of the
Officers' Club offers many difficulties.
Candidates for the job should be ap-
prised of the qualifications. First, they
must be light sleepers so that they can
hear the telephone ring at all hours
of the night. Then they must have
enough presence of mind, even though
dulled by sleep, to answer foolish
questions intelligently. They must be
able to sample food and then smack
their lips in a manner which conveys

to everyone present the fact that they
know good food when they taste it.
They must be willing at all time to
conduct visitors around the Club and
comment on the same things day af-
ter day. And last but not least, they
must furnish this column with occas-
ional anecdotes concerning people or
things, or both. Are there any can-
didates?

We spent Wednesday afternoon a-
greeably by witnessing the tennis
match between Fort Benning and
Georgia Tech, the outcome of which
remained in doubt right up to the
last point of the last game of the
last set of the last match. Among
other notables present was seen Major
(Nimrod) Lewis, dignified chairman
of the tennis committee, giving his
white-trousered proteges spiritual en-
couragement from the side-lines.

Perched on the top of the fountain
was idol-worshipping Eleanor (Sis)

(Picase turn to page 3)
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The Forest Primeval

Hunter Trials 1

Number Of Entri

The Hunter Trials of the Infantry
School Hunt to be held Saturday af-
ternoon, April 22, in the vicinity of
the Artillery horse-show ring, begin-
ning at 1:00 P. M. will be one of the
most unique events ever held at Fort
Benning. With more than 85 compet-
itors in the three scheduled events
these trials will be one of the largest
in the number of entries ever held in
the United States.

The purpose of the trials is to test
in competition the cross- country gal-
loping ability, style, way of going,
fencing ability, handiness, tractibility,
courage, endurance and ability to give

a safe and enjoyable ride, of all hors-
es that have hunted during the past
season; to encourage and develop
cross-country riding ability; to deter-
mine the general usefulness and mil-

itary qualities of both horse and rid-
er; and to furnish recreation and

amusement to members of the garri-
Soil.

There will be three classes; one for
trained hunters; another for green
hunters; and a third for junior mem-

'o Provide Colorful Scene Saturday

es To Make Tomorrow's Field One Of Largest
To Compete Here.

bers of the Hunt. The course over
which the hunters will be shown is
three and one-half miles in length,
with obstacles and terrain typical of
the Fort Benning hunting country.
There will be 15 obstacles; many of
which are replicas of the natural ob-
stacles encountered in a day's hunt-
ing with the Infantry School hounds.

trials. Maj. John B. Thompson, Cav.
alry, is the supervisor and Major Neal
C. Johnson the field judge. Major
Archibald V. Arnold is the chairman
of the Hunter Trial committee and
will conduct the Junior event.

While the spectators can see the go.
ing over only part of the course, they
can follow the progress of each event

Beginning with a hedge jump out on a nuge Dacmuoarutu Le,, ior
of the ring, each competitor will en- that purpose.
counter in turn, two stout Hitchcock A most unique program has been
jumps, a log jump, a railroad gate, gotten up for these events, in which
and hedge-all solid jumps. Then a the commandant, M a j o r General
series of oil drums, an "on and off" Campbell King, says in the foreword:
jump, a stonewall, a worm fence, an- "Hunting to hounds is one of the
other Hitchcock, a brush, and a post- oldest institutions known to man and
and-rail and a formidable ditch, then a sport eminently suitable to those

for a two-mile point cross-country following profession of arms. The
which includes some rough terrain, ancients laid great stress on hunting
the crossing of a creek, some boggy as a school for war and this idea has
groumd, up and down hill, through prevailed throughout the ages down
woods and then over some flat ground to the present day. Even in the late
and back to the starting point. war some of the British regiments

Captain Sidney H. Negrotto, under maintained a pack of hounds in rear

whose mastership the Hunt attained of the lines. Perhaps there is no

such popularity during the past seas- other sport that so combines invigor-

on, is the general chairman of the (Please turn to page 5)

Phillips Praises
Infantry School

"It is a wonderful school," said Ma-
jor Wilhelm Phillips, ordnance de-
partment of the German army, at post
headquarters, Fort Benning, on Wed-
nesday, just prior to his departure af-
ter a two day visit of observation at
The Infantry School. Major Phillips
also paid a high tribute to the tank
section of The Infantry School, of
which he said "Your tank school is
the best I have ever seen".

Major Phillips arrived in the Unit-
ed States three weeks ago from Ger-
many, to make a tour of the United
States army posts, the itinerary of
which was arranged for him by the
military intelligence division of the
War Department general staff. The
visit of the German officer to the
American posts follows an internation-
al custom observed by modern armies,
which extend visiting and other cour-
tesies to American officers and those
of other countries. The itinerary of
Major Phillips' inspection t o u r in-
cludes visits at Aberdeen Proving
ground, Maryland, Fort Monroe and
Langley Field Virginia, Fort Bragg,
N. C.; Fort Benning, Georgia; and
Fort Knox, Kentucky.

Although he has never visited
America before, Major Phillips speaks
English fluently, and is also familiar
with American vernacular and slang
terms.

The great traveling distances in
America as compared to those in Ger-
many are a source of wonderment to
German officers. "We are accustomed
in Europe to seeing America only on a
map, and do not realize the vast ex-
tent of its territory. We ran across
Germany by train, in fifteen hours,
but here," said Major Phillips, "we
traveled for fifteen hours, nearly, be-
tween two cities." Major Phillips re-
called an anecdote related to him by
the German military attache, concern-
ing a visit made by General Hiers to
America, about two years ago. The
General desired the military attache
to arrange an itinerary which would
completely cover the United States,
in a tour of one month, and was some-
what astounded, according to the
story, when the attache informed him
that about twenty-four days would be
consumed by traveling in a sleeping
car.

Before his departure from Fort Ben-
ning on Wednesday Major Phillips
called upon Major General Campbell
King, commandant of t he Infantry
School and Colonel Ephram G. Pey-

.ton, executive officer, at post head-

quarters.
The next visit of the German officer

will be made at Camp Knox, Ken-
tucky, after which he will return to
Washington, D. C.

_p

Officers Receive
New Assignments
A number of assignments of offi-

cers as students in the 1933-34 courses
of the Infantry School, are announced
in recent War Department orders
received at Fort Benning.

A number of them are serving at
different stations in the United States,
and will be ordered to Fort Ben-
ning for assignments to duty while
awaiting the beginning of he fall
school term at the Infantry School.
Among these are Lieutenant James
P. Hulley, now on duty at the Drexel
Institute, Philadelphia, Penn.; Lieu-
tenant George P. Lynch, now on duty

(Please turn to page 3)
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EISO:CIAL IJICU:iGHT
FELICIA C. HOWELL, PHONE 389'

550 rooms of comfort and , , ,Ert
convenience. Each room has THURSDAY EVENING S UPPERTT
ceiling fan, circulating ice DANCE OUTSTANDING EVENTS- - OF WEEK
water, radio and either The most outstanding event of this S!

teshower or tub bath; corner week was the Thursday evening sup- de
rooms have both. Open Din- per dance which was hald at the Of-
ing Terrace and Coffee Shop. ficers' Club. Among those entertain- g (

ing were: Maj. and Mrs. Emil W.
Rooms from $2 Leard, Maj. and Mrs. John N. Rob- L

inson, Maj. and Mrs. Lucius K. Pat.
J. F. de Jarnette Vise-Prea. & Mr. rerson, Capt. and Mrs. Walter Phil-

lips, Maj. and Mrs. William S. Eley, 0

For Quality Cleaning and Dyeing
CALL

Phillips Dry Cleaning Co.
Teleph6ne 301 Columbus, Ga. 2320 Wynnton Drive

What Rate of Interest are You Paying?
HERE IS OUR PLAN

Note for ------------------------------------------------------------------------$300.00
8% Interest deducted .----- ......................---------------------- $ 24.OC
Net to you ----------------------------------------------------------------------$276 .00
Payments ------------------------ $25.00 Per Month for 12 Months

Fidelity Loan & Investment Company
1206 FIRST AVENUE

T. E. BAISDEN, Secretary-Treasurer

Today'ps Fash*on.
Engagement Of Miss Griggs And Lt.

Mace Of Interest To Benning, Society
Of interest socially at Fort Ben-

ning was the announcement, last Sun- rafters were festooned with streamers
day, of the engagement of Miss Vir- painted with varied Chinese charac.
ginia Griggs, of Jacksonville, Florida, ters and at the extreme end of the
to Lt. Harold L. Mace, of Fort Ben- hall was a large buddha. The Chin-
ning. The wedding will take place ese effect was carried out also in the
in the early summer. refreshments, the cakes and ices were

Lieut. Mace has been stationed at white topped by red figures of drag.
Fort Benning since last July, and is ons. During the evening Ms. Berry
a member of the 16th Observation was presented with-a lovely corsage
Squadron. of flowers from the officers and ladies

of the 24th Infantry. The guest list* * *
CAPT. AND MRS. BERRY GIVEN included'-members of the Regiment,
FAREWELL DANCE former members, and other friends of
The members of the 24th Infantry the Berry's.

were the hosts Monday evening hon-1
oring Capt. and Mrs. Kearie L. Ber- COTERIE OF YOUNG VISITORS
ry who leave shortly for Tientsin, HONORED AT DINNER
China where Capt. Berry has been Among the many delightful affairs
ordered for station. The despidida of the week was the dinner party
was a delightful dance held at the th,-t Lieut. Brookner W. Brady gave
Polo Hunt Club from nine to one. Thursday evening at the fflcers' Club
The decorations for the club were complimenting three charming visit-
most attractive. Over the orchestra ors at Fort Benning. The honorees
was a large plaque bearing the words were Miss Madge Ely of Washington,
"Berry" in Chinese characters. The D. C., Miss Virginia Weeks, also ofWashington, and Miss Ellen Knox,

of Fredericksburg, Virginia. Lieut.

Martin's Beauty Brady had as his guests: The MissesY Ely, Weeks, Knox, Eleanor Bonesteel,
Shop Louisa Cargill, Margaret Moore, Es-

ther Weeks, Betty Welty and Phyllis
Permanent (Croquignole) Sargent, Lieut. C. W. Weeks, U. S.

$3.00 N., Lieut. William H. Brunke, Lieut.
Thomas H. Sherburne, Lieut. Mar-

Croquignole Permanent shall H. Hurt, jr., Lieut. James J.
With Marcel Ends Herriot, Lieut. Clebert L. Hail, Lieut.

$5.00 William B. Moore and Mr. Caldwell
Shampoo and Set for Foos.

60c * * *
Marcel $1.00 ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE EN.Marcel_$1.00 _ GAGEMENT OF MISS BARNETT t

TO'LIEUTENANT CROSBY
Of great interest throughout Army

and civilian circles was the engage-.
ment of Miss Frances Barnett of At- t
lanta, Georgia, to Lieut. George Dakin
Crosbv of Fort McPherson, Georgia. n
Miss Barnett is the only daughter of c

- Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Treat Barnett r
d is descended from the South'si

most distinguished families. She at.
tended school at the Girls' High
School in Atlanta and at Sweet Briar (College where she took an active a
part in scholastic and athletics ac- 1
tivities. She made her debut in 1930 F

, and is one of Atlanta's most popular
and charming young belles. She is (HENRy GRADy , ebro the Junior League and

of Alana'sexclusive Girls' Cotillion FH OTEL club. Lieut. Crosby is the Son of' 1
Maj.: Gen. and Mrs. Herbert B. Cros-

PEACHT"REE AT CAIN by of Washington, D. C. Lieut. Cros- 11
b, was graduaed from West Point in_lahnta, a. 1924 and has been stationed at Fort

McPherson for a year as aide to Maj.
0 Gen. Edward L.-King. F

Nothing is more delightful than to
return home after a busy day, take a
tub filled with fragrant bath salts and
then slip into a delicate hostess gown
or negligee replete with clinging
beauty.

Such a garment is the very lovely
model shown in the drawing. The
op of the dress is of creamy Alen-
con lace in a creamy shade with a
nost graceful sleeve edge with beige
hiffon, an extremely graceful sleeve
hat really. is just a diamond shaped'
niece attached at the shoulders. There
s a buckle of topaz. The rest of the
gown is of beige chiffon...

Capt .and Mrs. John E. Hull, Capt.
nd Mrs. Richard B. Gayle, Capt. and
qrs. Kearie L. Berry, Capt. and Mrs.
Edward C. Betts, Lieut. and Mrs.
William C. Lucas, Lieut. and Mrs.
.harles T. Lanham, Lieut. and Mrs.
erome D. Cambre, Capt. and Mrs.
loyd Hyndman and Capt. David
loss.

3ENNING GROUP MOTORS TO
RADIUM SPRINGS OVER WEEK-
END
A congenial party of friends from

ort Benning and Columbus are ar-
anging to motor to Radium Springs
c spend the weekend of the 22nd.
'he plans are to leave Fort Benning
aturday noon arriving at Radium
prings in time for dinner. The ho.
A is having a special supper and
ance for the occasion. Dancing,
)lf and swimming will be in order.

IEUT. AND MRS. BRADY COM-
PLIMENT GUEST
Miss Susan Breckman of Cincinnati,
hio was delightfully entertained
hursday evening at a dinner party
iven by her hosts Lieut. and Mrs.
ynn E. Brady. After dinner the
nests were escorted to the Officers'
lub for dancing. Many enjoyable
fairs have been given in Miss Breck-
an's honor while she has been a
sitor on the Post. Among those
as an informal picnic given by
ieut. and Mrs. George P. Howell

the 29th Infantry camp, and a
ncheon on Tuesday given by Mrs.
restes Cleveland for a few of the
)noree's friends.

. U. S. A. TO HOLD LUNCHEON
PARTY
The members of the Daughters of
e United States Army plan to hold
eir next and last meeting on April
7th. The meeting will be in the
rm of a luncheon which will be
Id at the Cricket tea room in Co.

mbus. About thirty reservations
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Broadway

I

Columbus, Ga.

In our case it is that which enables us to
supply you with necessary articles which
you would otherwise have difficulty in ob-
taining. And that's what the Post Ex-
change was originally instituted for.

Post Exchange
FORT BENNING, GA.

The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized To Sell To
Anyone Not In The Military Service.

FURNITURE OF QUALITY

H. ROTHSCHILD

Leading Furniture Dealer for 38 Years

I

I

I ;

A charming hostess gown.

By VERA WINSTON

have been made. The ladies iri charge
of the meeting are 'Mrs William' C
Lucas and Mrs. Charles T Lanham.

MEDICAL BRIDGE CLUB MEETS
TUESDAY
The monthly meeting of the Medi-

cal Corps bridge club was held Tues-
day at the Nurses Quarters with Mrs.
Charles F. Morse and Mrs. Albert
G. Kinberger as hostesses. The guests
arrived at two o'clock for bridge and
played until four thirty when tea was
served.

TANK BATTALION AFTERNOON
BRIDGE CLUB MEETS
Mrs. Harry L. Reeder was the host-

ess Tuesday at luncheon and bridge
complimenting the members of the
Tank Battalion afternoon bridge club.
Lunch was served in the grill of the
Officers' Club followed by two tables
of contract which was played in the
Oriental room of the Club.

BRIDGE CLUB MEETS AT QUAR.
TERS OF MRS. LANHAM
Mrs. Charles T. Lanham entertained

at lunch followed by two tables of 1
contract complimenting the members
oF her bridge club. The guest list
included: Mesdames Raymond E. Ver.
me'te, Lynn E. Brady, James E. Bow-
en, Orestes Cleveland, George P.
Howell, Clayton H. Studebaker, and
Miss Harriote Atkins.

PERSONALS
Miss Molly Brown of Fort Screven,

Georgia is the house guest of Miss
Harriotte Atkins. Many delightful
affairs have been given in her honor.

Major and Mrs. R. Boyd Cole have
as their guest Miss Viola Copeland of

(Please turn to page 3)
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JEAN'S BEAUTY
SHOPPE

In New Locality

1209k Broadway

(Over Also-
brooks.)

Phone 9424

"Where prices and quality satisfy"

BE WISE!
SHOP AT SILVER'S!

Wisdom consists to a great
degree in correct spending
of your money-getting full
value for every penny. And
that's what you get at --

SILVER'S
5c - 10c and $1.00 STORE

Every Article Guaranteed

Located on Corner Broadway
And 11th Street
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PERSONALS
(ContinUed From Page 2)

Allendale, S. C.
Lieut. Milton Pressley spent the

weekend as the guest of relatives in

Jacksonville, Fla.

Lieut. Harold Mace was the house

guest of Miss Virginia Briggs in Jack.
sonville, Florida.

Major Wilhelm Phillips of the Ger.
man Army, who is an ordnance ex-
pert, spent Monday and Tuesday on
an inspection tour of the Infantry
School. Major Phillips has visited
Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Mary.
land, Fort Monroe and Langley Field,
Virginia, and Fort Bragg, N. C.

Captain and Mrs. Guy W. Hartman
have received their orders to Hawaii.
They will sail on the June transport
from New York.

Lieutenant Lymon J. Munson has
received orders to report to the Pre-
sidio of San Francisco upon the com-
pletion of the Tank Course.

Lieutenant John H. Griffith of the
Tank Course has received orders to
report to Fort Sam Houston upon the
completion of the Course.

Miss Virginia Weeks of Washing.
ton, D. C., is the house guest of her
aunt and uncle, Col .and Mrs. Charles
W. Weeks. Miss Weeks plans to
spend about a month at Fort Ben.

KENNY'S

NORWOOD
COFFEE

is sold at Fort Benning

through the

Post Exchange
TRY A POUND

YOU WILL BE PLKAD
U

Diamonds
Watches

Silverware

PEKOR
JEWELRY CO.

1221 Broadway

WE MAKE
RUBBER STAMPS

-- One Day Delivery-
COLUMBUS OFFICE

SUPPLY CO.

Girl Scout Notes
CARDINAL TROOP

Tuesday, Apr. 18.
Today we learned all about our

Pioneer overnight trip. It's to be

started Friday afternoon and finished

Saturday afternoon. We are to take

bedding rolls, elegant food for three

meals, and some warm clothes. When

I say elegant, I don't by any means

mean ice cream, cake, liver and ba-

con, or anything like that; but, I

do mean rolls, fruit, good out-door!
steak; and I hear we're going to
have a wonderful stew for Saurday
lunch!

Watch for next Friday's "Herald,"
to read all about the hike!

While the "Athletes" went on their
five-mile hike today, the rest of us
played baseball, practiced signalling,
and learned to judge height and dis-
tance.

Don't forget, Girl Scouts, that there
will be another overnight hike for
everybody on the 6th of May!

Pine Tree Troop
What a glorious meeting! It was-

n't exactly what we call a meeting,
tho, because it was a hike. We walk.
ed out the First Division Road to
a spot just past the golf course. It
was very shady there, a delightful
change from the hot sun which had
been beating down on us since we
started.

When we arrived, Nancy (Miss
Stillwell. her name is) lined us up,
and made her announcement, which
had been a deep, dark secret up to
now.

"Now girls, I am going to give to
each patrol a frying pan, two eggs,
two pieces of bacon, and a box of
matches. The first to have their ba-
eon and eogs well cooked will re-
ceive the ten points for this meeting.
You'll have to make fires, of course.
Now go to it!"

At that everybody went to their
natrol leaders, who told them to
s'art by collecting firewood. In a
very short time there were piles of
pine needles, sticks, and still larger
sticks. Then they began to cook
tlbeir bacon. This, of course, had to
be put on something after it was
done, so the eggs would have a place.
Therefore, the clever "Pine Trees"
fond some large oak leaves which
served for plates from then on.

When the food was all done and
tasted, and the 10 points had been
awarded, out came an enormous box
of marshamllows. More wood went
onto the fires, sticks were sharpened,
and in a jiffy many, many, marsh-
mallows were gone.

Carol Lee, with Gene Austin and
his musical variety revue "Broadway
Rhapsody," coming to the Main The-
ater, May 7th.

The production offers a cast of
famed radio and stage stars headed
by the internationally known Gene
Austin, American tenor, whose re-
recordings have found their way into
homes all over the world.

The Variety Guild was organized
but recently with the idea of bring-
ing back to the people high class mu-
sical comedy entertainment, ridding
the shows of all vulgarity which has
degraded the musical comedy into
burlesque in the past few years.
There are 100 members of the Va-
riety Guild, all of whom have gained
national recognition on both stage
and radio. The Guild is gradually
building up to the point where it
can place on the road numerous pro-
ductions which will be headed by
some stage and radio figure of great!
renown.

A portion of the proceeds from the
local appearances of the company will
be applied to a fund for the improve-
ment of Fort Benning's recreational
fields.

TOWN TOPICS
(Continued From Page 1)

Bonesteel, waiting patiently for Billy
Reese to come and quench his thirst.

On the occasion of overnight man-
euvres, National Guard reserve offi-
cers are accustomed to convene in
the Biglerville mess about ten o'clock
for hot coffee and doughnuts. Such
was the case Wednesday night.

The atmosphere was one of general
merriment. In one corner, a few
reserve officers were attempting to
strike in harmony. Somebody was
banging vigorously away on the pi-
ano. Suddenly, out of the black
night, appeared a poor, friendless
pole-cat. His whole soul craved com-
pany and company there was to be
had that night in the Biglerville mess.
Unobstrusively, he skulked in, ap-
proached the fireplace, and from this
vantage point, watched the ceremon-
ies.

He was observed by a vigilant re-
serve o cer who gave the call to
arms immediately. City-bred officers,
not grounded in the nefarious ways
of pole-cats but familiar with the fun-
damentals of attack, seized available
chairs and grimly advanced en masse
in the direction of the unsuspecting
an 1 hitherto peaceful pole-cat. The
other officers, those who had been
raised on farms or in communities
where pole-cats do not come under
the head of suitable companions,
stood by horror-stricken or be at a
hasty retreat as their more valiant
hrehren began the process of eject-
ing the visitor from the premises.

For some reason that will always
remain a mystery, the pole-cat oblig-
-naly withheld fire until he got out-
side. Those well-versed in pole-cat
lore, are at a loss to account for this
unprecedented action.

As usual, we are ready with an
explanation. Four simple words tell
the whole story. The cat was house-
broken.

p

Recreational Fund To
Benefit From Show

"Broadway Rhapsody," the Variety
Guild Musical Show, has been book-
ed for two performances at the main
theatre on May 7, and will offer some-
hing new in entertainment for the
Fort Bennintt garrison.

STUDENTS RECEIVE NEW
ASSIGNMENTS

(Continued from page 1)

with the 38th Infantry, Fort Douglas,
Utah; Lieutenant Montgomery Mc-
Kee, now on duty with the 7th In-
fantry. Chilkoot Barracks, Alaska;
Lieutenant Kilbourne Johnston, now
on duty at Columbia University, N.
Y.; and Lieutenant John F. R. Sietz,
now on duty at Fort Snelling, Minn.

Others ordered to Fort Benning to
await the fall school term are: First
Lieutenants Thomas H. Allen, Head-
quarters Company, Washington, D.
C.; Elliott B. Gose, 25th Infantry,
Fort Huachuca, Ariz.; Phillip J. Hen-
derson, 6th Tank Company, Fort
Snelling, Minn.; Roy J. Herte, 16th
Infantry, Fort Jay, N. Y.; ThomasI
R. Herton, 11th Infantry, Fort Ben-
jamin Harrison, Indiana; August E.
Schanze, 6th Infantry, Jefferson Bar-
racks, Mo.; Theodore A. Seely, 1st
Tank Company, Miller Field, New
Dorp, Staten Island, N. Y.; Lucien
F. Wells, 5th Infantry, Fort Williams,
Maine; Rexford W. Andrews, 28th
Infantry, Fort Niagara., N. Y.; Theo-
dore F. Begart, 9th Infantry, Fort
Sam Houston, Texas; Raymond C.
Hrisach, 16th Infantry, Fort Jay, N.
Y.; Richard M. Bristol, 25th Infan.
try, Fort Huachuca, Ariz.; Thad A.
Broom, 8th Infantry, Fort Moultrie,
S. C.; Paul A. Chalmers, 13th Infan-
try, Fort Adams, L. I.; Carleton N.
Clifford, 13th Infantry, Fort Devon,
Mass.; Frederick 0. Crabbe, jr., 28th
Infantry, Fort Hayes, Ohio; Francis
H. Ochs, 16th Infantry, Fort Jay, N.
Y.; John S. Guthrie, 13th Infantry,
Fort Devens, Mass.; Earl B. Heimer-
dinger, 2d Infantry, Fort Wayne,i
Mich.; Robert A. Howard, 2d Tank
Company, Fort Sam Houston, Texas;
Joseph A. James, 22d Infantry, Fort
McPherson, Ga.

Other officers assigned to Fort Ben-
ning to await the opening of next
year's class are Lieutenant Joseph G.
Felber, Infantry, Philippine Depart-
nient; Lieutenant Douglas Campbell,
Infantry, Philippine Department; and
Lieutenant Willett J. Baird, Infantry,
Hawaiian Department, and Lieutenant
Forrest A. Homisher, San Juan, P. R.

Spring and Summer

SHOES
White, Blue, Blonde, Black

$5.45
Regent Pump

The smartest thing in
a conservative shoe.

) u i e t but dressy,
neat and plain.

T Strap Sandal

Cool and comfortable.
A swaggerish shoe to
lend wings to y o u r
feet in hot weather.

Ties
W i t h perforations,
plain, up to four
strands. Tie them on
and know you're all
dressed up with plac-
es to go.

White Linen
And beige. A very, very eco-
nomical shoe that blends so

* * . . * well with your late spring
and summer ensembles.

Main Floor

KIQYW S

$1.50

SEEDS - PLANTS
Everything for the GARDEN and
LAWN; seeds, plants, tools, fer-
tilizer.

VALLEY SEED CO.
1041 Broadway

BARBECUE
The season is here. We invite your
inquiries. Barbecue strictly fresh Pigs,
Loins and Ribs. You enjoy real South-
ern Barbecue when meats are furnished
by us.

The Provision Co., Inc.

M"

now

Thank you, Nancy, and you, Mrs.
Stillwell (who came along in her
car to help us) for a very wonder-
ful afternoon.

ning.
Lieutenant and Mrs. Louis B. Ely

have as their house guest the former's
sister, Miss Madge Ely of Washing-
ten, D. C.

Miss Ellen Know of Fredericksburg,
Virginia is visiting Lieut. and Mrs.
Brendan Greeley for a few weeks.

MAKE IT A
FAMILY AFFAIR

The whole family will
like Foremost Ice
Cream-and you should
serve it at every oppor-
tunity, for it offers a
dessert that is both ec-
onomical and delicious.

Call the

SODA FOUNT

FOREMOST
DAIRIES

INC.
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I Lieutenant Peep's Diary
Wednesday, Apr. 12 to wit Sweeney, Clarke and Pitcher.

Enlightened, to an extent, this Were news of this character ever to
morning concerning Captain Paul's reach the ears of Col. D. K. Major
loss of hair by witnessing one of the the commissioned ranks were already
causes. He, at great pains to impress lacking three, until now, promising
upon us that "there is no ammuni- subalterns.
tion on a field train," was shortly re- Thursday, Apr. 13
warded by Wiegand's recitation in- So accustomed have we become of
cluding the statement that "the bri- late to seeing the old order turned
gade ammunition is on the brigade inside out and faced about that we
field train." Still and all, the Cap- were only a bit surprised to find af-
lain shouldn't lose more than one or ter our night maneuver of yester eve
two hairs over that. Maybe he has that the Advanced Class got this
been teaching for years that I wot morning off.
not of. Report cards out and the bachelors

It is a matter of some satisfaction worried as to who will sign theirs,
to me to observe the comradarie they having no homes to take them
which does exist among the thatch- to. For myself I am sure that the
less ones as evidenced by this same good wife will sign mine can I but
Captain Paul. Explaining to a group convince her that those round marks
of between-classes questioners he re- are a basket of goose eggs from the
marked "Now in the next war you Academic Department for a Happy
youngsters-pardon me, Regnier . . ." Easter.

In something of a state lest I get Major Evans to the business of bat-
lost on this night's terrain exercise, talion in attack with so much enthu-
my hazardous assignment being that siasm for the troops on the paper
of runner. Thankful that my pertur- that he did fail utterly to provide
bation was ill-founded. The exercise the ten minute respite for the troops
instructive no end, I having sat
against a tree with commendable con- on the ground. He, having until a
stancy for two hours and a half and week from tomorrow to recoup from
at the end of that time almost this, does forget that in the same
instantly recognized a green rocket interim we have seventeen (count
signal. 'em) of his colleagues tot a k e on

To my dullard's mind the high with the consequent need of an hour-
lights of the evening (exclusive of ly breath of fresh air.
the rockets) were Millener's assign. This running of relays on us by
ment as "Leader of the Howitzer the First Section does mind me of
Company Group" the group being nothing so much as drill sergeants
composed of Millener; and the loss stationed at intervals on the perime-
of direction by that triumvirate of ter of a field and they, without mov-
the great open spaces of the 29th,[ing, do cause recruits to double the

Here's To Your Health
BY MAJOR HOMER L. CONNER, Medical Inspector

Bellyache
Some months ago there appeared

in this column a short article under
this same title. Within the past two
weeks the need of again fixing at-
tention on what abdominal pain indi-
cates and what it may mean if it is
neglected is illustrated by the admis-
sion of a man to the hospital who
had been suffering for over two days
with bellyache which was due to an
inflamed appendix that should have
been operated on 'Many hours before
he called the doctor.

A bellyache is more often than not
the result of somthing eaten or drunk
and if possible we will find some
way of blaming food or drink for
that pain.

When food or drink results in bel-
lyache or poisoning we most always
find that the trouble is due to hog-
gishness, or to an intake of unusual
articles of food or drink, or to a bad
combination of foods.

Many people find that one- ,r more
kinds of food do not agree with them.
There are also times when even our
ordinary diet seems to cause acute
abdominal pain. Even the change of
time in eating the usual meal may
result in bellyache.

We still have too many prolonged
illnesses and deaths that might well
be prevented if the usually normal
person would only stop this too com.
mon attempt to blame his bellyache
on something eaten.

The onset of appendicitis is almost
always the kind of pain that we hitch
up to something eaten at the previous
meal. Besides appendicitis there are
other dangerous acute abdominal con-
ditions which must be thought of
when bellyache persists for any length
of time. Acute attacks of appendi.
citis frequently recover without an
operation, but the chances of recov
ery from some other abdominal con-
dition without an operation are not
worth considering.

It may be that an abdominal opera.
tion is unnecessarily performed, but
always remember that when belly
pain persists for several hours with.
out letting up there is usually more
risk in waiting than in operating.

A bellyache that persists requires
the services of a trained physician on
whose judgement and experience your
very life depends. In spite of better
trained doctors and the advances in
surgical skill the records of Insurance
Companies show that deaths from ap-
pendicitis are more frenquent than
they were ten years ago. Why this
should be has not been exactly de-
termined. There are however many
persons like the individual cited in
the beginning of this article who must
be blamed for their own deaths. Self-
diagnosis and self-treatment is danger.
ous when abdominal pain persists.
Always call the doctor for a persistent
bellyache. The earlier you do this
the better.

The show almost stopped for lack
of a panel whereby to signal a pass.
ing plane, the panel having been
used for physiological deceit inside
the dress of Boxcar Bessie, (known
to the class at large as Treat). Bes-
sie was subjected to prompt humilia.
tion that the panel message might
be sent.
Tuesday, Apr. 18

.. 

.....in '75
"Hardly a geezer ban now alive
"Who live here ven Paul ban vol.

unteer."
His horse certainly got the dirty

end of that deal.
An invention of Reeder's which

should rank with the well known
military stoop" divulged to me this

morning. The position is that of
question defilade," attainable by all
with effort but singularly effective as
practiced by students in the vicinity
of pillars.

An instructor having finally had
the temerity to tackle Vander Heide's
name and ask him a question, Van
considers changing to Schwimmerwer.
ferblatt to re-establish his immunity
from questioning.

Pay vouchers having reached o u r
boxes with the cries of the cut and
bruised; the voice of lamentation;
Rachel weeping for her children and
refusing to be comforted.

Still no orders and the most en.
gaging explanation thereof being the
somewhat involved one that orders
cannot be issued until the elimina.
tion of officers is completed which
in turn depends upon a riase in pay
for officers who otherwise will be
pecuniarly unable to obtain clear-
ances.

-Lieut. Peep.
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They came in all the riding
That fashion could invent,
In all degrees of shapeliness,
And all on pleasure bent.

togs

You told us all about a horse
The color, kind and part
Till we began to realize
We'd met up with fine art.

You told us we must wear 1lo n g
drawers

We know the reason now,
For skin and saddle when they meet
Will burn you up-and how!

"To the platoons"-the Major said,
And then the fun began
We found ourselves inside a fence
Each twenty: to one man.

They rode us round, inside and out,
Thru valley, hill and dale,
And anyone not talking horse
Was quite beyond the pale.

"The ladies will not ride to-day."
We heard the Major sigh
A i certain captain raised his head
And said "Hooray-and why?"

"Because Headquarters says they
can't!"

The Major did reply.

And when we found this was the
truth

When calling up from home
Many a surreptitious tear
Fell in the telephone.

And now the dreadful time has come
When we must say "goodbye."
We wish you every happiness
And know that you know why.

This token of our high esteem
Please take-and use it daily
And send us now and then a thought
While sitting in it gaily.

Y.) ..xpLrumN..1., .1.la

time continuously around them.
Friday, Apr. 14

Did this morn remain longer thai
is my wont in the position of th
soldier and very near to missing m,

- breakfast too because of it. Ani
2 no extra amount of sleep could a

all compensate for that loss. Toyinj
with some idle considerations, one o
the chief ones being the accuracy o
nurses for, Lord, was one evei
known at pulse-taking time to mis
one's wrist and grasp the hand in
stead? But then neither do they
ever stick a thermometer in the eyt
instead of the mouth, so the law ol
averages avails.

The arrival of an Infantry Journal
(until of late a stranger to our domi
cile) did inspire the good wife, who
is usually averse to puns, to observe
that "We certainly haven't kept our
baby book up to date."

Another stray cerebration occasion.
ed by the larceny of our scheduled
Monday holiday. If the criterion be
the amount of instruction scheduled
for this to-have-been holiday then it
is a certainty that the Academic De-
partment was in far greater need of
the day than we. I could hope, how-
ever, that no one brings to their at-
tention that we still have from Sun-
day'midnight till Monday 8 AM to
our own devices. May they at least
have the grace after the night opera-
tion to refrain from presenting the
Senior Class with Tuesday morning
off. This sort of thing continuing, we
may with logic expect graduation to
follow a Saturday night maneuver
and compulsory Sunday chapel.
Monday, Apr. 17

Off to Mr. Benning's Boarding
School for Boys at a fresh hour to
be entertained by the Hones bur-
lesque and not disappointed neither.
It did seem that Stewart as a farmer
and Vander Heide as a deserter from
the Vulgarian army were more than
admirably cast. And when Howard,
speaking Spanish, required not only
an interpreter, Lt. Bravo, but an in-
terpreter for the interpreter the affair
did take on the atmosphere of the
House That Jack Built. Too much
cannot be said-and was not-to and
of Fitzgibbons and his novel method
of searching a prisoner. Following
the procedure long established by
the Rover Boys he did tear the lin-
ing from the prisoner's cap and the
insoles from his shoes but found no
messages. The idea of a soldier car-
rying a message in his pocket has as
yet not sullied Fitz'-er-mind.

which also carried the saddle which
was to compensate the Major for his
sufferings. Arriving in front of
Commandant's box, Mrs. Eley took
the microphone and read the follow-
ing immortal lines of her own com-
position:

"THE SAGA OF THE STABLES

OR
Jack Thompson's Torture"

'Twas one October Tuesday
The day was fair and warm;
More than a hundred women
Were gathered near the barn.

---.-.-. "k.. 10.. .... .... y ,LV " ., SlV JJU "rU

on Sunday, for at the conclusion of
the presentation exercises referred to
above, Mrs. Thompson, mounted on
her favorite Charger, Baldy, was led
into the ring and formally presented
with a diploma from the Infantry
School Stables.

It seems that Mrs. Thompson has,
upon various and sundry occasions,
complained bitterly because she had
never been awarded a diploma from
any of the numerous equitation col-
leges which she has attended. The
special diploma given her constitutes
a belated recognition of the fact that
she is a glutton for punishment.

The diploma is a work of art. Its
border design depicts the seven stages
of Mrs. Thompson's riding career in
pen and ink sketches of surpassing
merit and the legend is a master-
piece of lettering art. Framed, as it
will be, it is destined to occupy a
prominent place on the walls of the
Thompson mansion.

We quote below the legend but,
really, to appreciate this tribute to
Mrs. Thompson's horsemanship you
should drop around and see it.

DIPLOMA
THE INFANTRY SCHOOL

STABLES
Be it known that

NINA THOMPSON
of the State of Exhaustion, having
b e e n carefully instructed, cajoled,
implored, exhorted, screamed at and
cried over for 33 years by her own
admission, in all the departments of
Hlorsemanship, in all seats, postures
and positions taught at all A r my
Camps, Posts, and Stations, both in
the United States and abroad, has
been judged worthy to receive the
degree of Benning Seat, B. S., pre-
paratory to her advancement to the
degree of West Point Seat, W. P. s.

Be it further known, and persons
are hereby forewarned, that f r o m
this date henceforth in any or all dis.
cussions pertaining to the Horse, in
whole or in part, The Spoken Word
of Nina Thompson shall be Final and
her decisions shall be immutable.

Given under our hand and Seal on
this, the 14th Day of April, nineteen
hundred and thirty-three.

The diploma bears the signaturesof the following distinguished horse-

nen :
(Please turn to Page 5)

"Better be damned than mentioned not at all."
-Joh Wolcot.

CONDUCTED BY E. F. H.

STUDY IN COMPARATIVE RELIGIONS
And I bow myself in the house of Rimmon.-II Kings 5:18

Easter Sunday was a day of religious observance for us. In the morn-
ing we made our annual pilgrimage to church and in the afternoon we
made our obeisance before the great god Horse. There was a fair sprink-
ling of the same faces at both formations, which we interpreted as a sign
that the world is getting better.

A church service, as a rule, is not productive of much copy for a
column such as The Flare. A horseshow, however, can generally be counted
on to furnish material for at least one issue and the event of last Sunday
was no exception. Before taking up these matters, however, we wish to
state that the show was a highly successful affair. Good weather, a beauti.
ful setting, interesting events, perfect arrangements and skillful riding com-
bined to make it so. Our editorial hat is off to the horse enthusiasts for
this well staged performance.

SAPPHO OF THE PADDOCKS This is our only way to show
Of course, everybody knows about Dear teacher, fondly feared,

Mrs. Eley's voice, but prior to Sunday Our love and veneration for

only her intimate friends knew that

At the conclusion of Mrs. Eley's
she is also a disciple of Calliope, declamation, Major Thompson made
muse of epic poetry. The presenta- a gracious speech of acceptance in
tion to Major Thompson of a parting which he implied that the ladies rid-
gift from the ladies' riding class fur- ing classes were a source of unremit.
nished the occasion which called for ting joy to the instructors in equita.the display of unsuspected poetic tal. tion and himself.
ent. Having ben drafted to make the
presentation speech, Mrs. Eley elect- GRADUATION EXERCISE
ed to say it in verse. Major Thompson was not the only

The girls came riding in on a truck member of his family tn ho ..- A

I
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HUNT PROVIDES COLORFUL

SPECTACLE SATURDAY
(Continued From Page 1)

ating creations with opportunities for
developing those qualities of leader.
ship essential to the successful con-
duct of a military campaign as we find
in hunting to hounds. In this respect
the Infantry School Hunt has main-
tained the best traditions of the chase
and has performed a valuable service.

"In a day's hunting with the Infan-
try School hounds there unlimited op-
portunities for developing physical
and mental alertness; patience, initi.
ative, courage, character, and of study-
ing the vast terrain of the reservation
-all of which play an important part
in the academic and social lite of the'
Infantry School. That so many of
the garrison have availed themselves
of these opportunities is, indeed, a
tribute to this sport.

Therefore the holding of hunter
trials as culminating event of the hunt.
ing season in which the military qual-
ities of both horse and rider are test-
ed in a series of interesting competi.
tions is an event in which all men of
the military profession are rightly in-
terested."

V. V. VICK-Graduate watch mak.

er. Watches repaired $1.75. One
year Guarantee. City Drug Store.

tj

WOLFSON CO. t

939 Broadway S

F

Wrapping Paper, Paper
Bags, Towels, Napkins,' S

C u p s and Stationery.

PHONE 113

0

.

20 ACRES LAND

Nice Little Home t

3 1-2 Miles From City On V
Paved Highway. Sm a 11

a
Pond-2 Branches. About v
Half Woodland.

12

$1500.00
b

Terms d
C

t
t]

Edge & Armour r

Inc.
9 - 12th St.

F. W. Armour
Salesmen

Phone 66
I. Herman

Tank Notes
We were sorry to receive orders

relieving Captain "Bob" Wallace
from duty with the Sixty-sixth In-
fantry and assigning him to the In-
fantry, Hawaiian Department. We
hope that he will enjoy his tour on
the Island of Oahu. We hope that
me will be assigned to the 27th In-
fantry, commonly known as Wolf-
hounds, upon his arrival. Our tour
with that organization was extremely
pleasant. He leaves from New York
in June 20th.

War Department Orders received
ast week assign Captain Leo A. Bes-
ette to the Sixty-sixth Infantry. Cap-
ain Bessette was formerly adjutant
of this regiment, stationed at Fort
George G. Meade. He is at present
in duty as student at the French
[ank School in Versailles, France.

We don't wonder anymore where
Bingham's pass was found after he
reported it was lost. Be ashamed,
Bingham, you older men should set
examples for the younger ones. If
his were ever to get out on you,
you would be a back number for the
rest of your life, and maybe your
best friend wouldn't dare tell you
why.

Several of the boys want to know
where Sergeant Al. Durden, sport
nriter of Benning gets all the names
hat he calls them in his write-ups
o out-side papers.

The Company Baseball Series is
still under way and as this goes to
press company "E" is leading the
series. Several good games have been
witnessed during the week. All com-
panies are out to win the champion-
hip and are playing a good brand
of baseball.

If the month has done nothing else,
t has disclosed some very interest-
ng facts regarding a certain promi.
ient young man. Dell Franklin Jones,
of Headquarters Company, says that
ie wants to inform the world that
ie has found the girl of his dreams.
le also lows she ain't no Marlene
Dietrich, but really and truly an at-
ractive girl. There may be a vacant
iouse in Block "W" Dell.

"Madam" Tapley of Company "E"
sill soon have his barber shop look-
ng like a million dollars. What we
re worried about "Madam" is that

cc are afraid that some of our ladies
ike Leavell and "Sister" Hines will
nistake your shop for a boudior and
nove in with you.

Another week or two and we'll get
o see our track team in action. We
Ion't know the view points of our
oach; but from watching a few of
he boys in action we believe that

hey will be there with the goods.
;ood luck to you boys and may you
etain our Post Championship.

Automobiles and household goods
insurance at reduced rates for all
military and civil personnel.

GOVERNMENT PERSONNEL
AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

THE ECHO
INTERSECTION OF HAMILTON AND RIVER ROADS

Now Under New Management
STEAK DINNERS 75c CHICKEN DINNERS 75c

Fruit Cocktail Fruit Cocktail
Cream of Celery Soup Cream of Chicken Soup

Broiled Steak Celery Queen Olives
French Fried Potatoes Fried Chicken

Buttered Carrots Spanish Rice Asparagus Tips
June Peas Hot Muffins June Peas Hot Muffins

Congealed Salad Congealed Salad
Peppermint Cream Peppermint Cream

Coffee Tea Milk
Dining and Dancing

Makers of Fine Printing Plates

WRIGLEY ENGRAVING CO.
Atlanta, Georgia

THE FLARE
Continued From Page 4)

J. B. Thompson, M. E. Halloran,
J. W. Blue, J. A. Nichols, L. J. Lock-
ett, H. M. Monroe and 0. 0. Wilson.

HOT NEWS
Our esteemed contemporary, the

Columbus Ledger, in its issue of
April 19th carries the following head-
line:

COL. KELLEY
BEGINSDUTIES

Becomes Director of Depart-
ment of Experiment at Fort
Benning; Has Had Long

Service

Under this head the up and com-
ing Ledger states that "another of
the important key positions at the
Infantry School * * * * has been
filled by the arrival of Colonel Regi-
nald H. Kelley" and this is followed
bv a full column article giving the
Colonel's history.

In view of this startling announce-
ment we may expect any day to read
in the Ledger that Colonel Stillwell
has arrived and assumed charge of the
Great First Section and that Deacon
Emil Leard has recently become a
member of the Thanatopsis Club.

The eight months' delay in report-
ing the arrival of the new head of
the Department of Experiment might
not be so damning were it not for the
fact that Colonel Kelley was one of
the bright shining stars in The Road
to Rome. Incidentally the Ledger
story of the Colonel's life made no
mention of his able portrayal of Fabi-
us Maximus. Such is fame!

WHY LIEUTENANT!
HOW YOU TALK!

The April 13th issue of the con-
servative Atlanta Constitution carries
an article by an A. P. staff writer
extolling the virtues of the potato-
peeling machine recently installed by
the up-to-date 29th Infantry.

It goes without saying that the in-
stallation of a potato peeling machine
in any military organization becomes
the occasion for a lot of reportorial
wisecracks about K. P. duty. Some.
times the reporter makes a few slips
in slapping on his local color, but
who knows the difference? We won-
der, however, how Lieutenant Rutte
relished the interview as it came out
in the paper. For the enlightenment
of those who do not take the Consti-

tution, we reprint part of it below:
"This army cerainly ain't what

it used to be, no sir," remarked
Sergeant L. B. Rutte, pompous
overseer of the scientific food.
chopping machinery in the big
new barracks of the 29th Infan.
try here.
"It's getting so scientific," he
said, "that even the savings on
potato peeling has gone up. We
used to lose about seven pounds
out of every fifty when the boys
knifed 'em. Now, with this new-
fangled machine, we only lose
about three pounds.

"I'm afraid, though, these ma-
chines are making softies of the
boys. No potato peeling on K.
P.? Shucks, these soldiers live
the life on a par with that Irish-
man Riley.

"Jfst think, potatoes are issued
to this two battalion, war-strength
regiment, all peeled. It just ain't
army life without potato peeling
when a fellow deserves it."

CITATION FOR THE WEEK

This being distinctly a Thompson

Investors' Agency Opens
Branch In Columbus

American Bond and Share Corpor-
ation whose main offices are in At-
lanta have opened branch offices in
Columbus to render services to inves-
tors in high grade listed securities.

The company islocated in a suite of
offices on the third floor of the Geor-
gia Home Building.

Mr. C. C. Street who is well known
in this section is in charge of the
Columbus offices.

Col. Hennessey At Post
Representing Agency

Officers of the United States Army
have had for many years an associa-
tion on automobile insurance. This
organization, called the United Serv-
ice Automobile Association, has been
highly successful, saving 46 percent
in premium rates for its members.
An insistent demand among enlisted
men and civil employers has resulted
in the formation of the Government
Personnel Automobile Association,
constructed along the same lines as
the United Service Automobile Asso-
ciation.

The Association will be glad to
hear from any personnel in Fort Ben-
ning who care to save money on au-
tomobile insurance. There are no
dues of any kind. Information con-
cerning the Association can be ob-
tained by addressing a letter to Colo-
nel J. P. Hennessy, Government Per-
sonnel Automobile Association, San
Antonio, Texas.

week, as evidenced by the fact that
the current issue of The Flare is de-
voted almost exclusively to celebrat.
ing in prose and verse the triumphs
of our Master of Horse, his wife, and
his co-workers, what could be more
appropriate than that he and his ef-
ficient organization should receive
the highest honor that lies within
our province to confer? Here it is:

To Major Jack Thompson and his
assistants, not so much for putting
over the best horse show in the an.
nals of Benning as for their sustained
horses under their control a source
of enjoyment both to the enthusiasts
and to those mildly interested.
and successful effort to make the

ANNOUNCING
Opening of Offices

American Bond and Share Corp.
3rd Floor

GEORGIA HOME BLDG.

Dealers in High Grade Listed Securities

Agents For

Independence Fund of North America, Inc.
Offices

ATLANTA COLUMBUS NEW YORK

Vita Health Reclining Cabinet

We have an experienced Graduate Masseur or Masseuse whom we
send to Fort Benning each Monday, Wednesday and Friday who can
conveniently give Swedish Massages and Mineral Baths in your home.
Reasonable Rates. We have many luxurious and beneficial Treatments
for Health, Beauty and Happiness.

Treatments conveniently given at home include Swedish Sham.
poo, Turkish Shampoo, Oxygen, Sulphur, Nauheim, Oil of Eucalyptus,
Saline Baths, Salt Glow, etc.

Office hours 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.--Evenings by appointment

Russian Cabinet Swedish I)Turkish Baths Facial and Massage
Mineral Scalp

Physlo
Hydro Therapy
Electro

SPECIAL REDUCING TREATMENTS

RIGDON HEALTH INSTITUTE
216 Doctors Building Phone 1037

Our Curb Service
... is as good as anyone
could possibly expect!

And remember, we
maintain a daily deliv-
ery service, from 11:00
a. m. to 9:00 p. m. for
the delivery of ice
cream in small quanti-
ties to any place on the

post.

POST EXCHANGE

SODA FOUNT
FT. BENNING, GA.

The Post Exchange Is Not Author.
ized To Sell To Anyone Not

In The Military Service.
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Benning Amateurs Smother All Opposi

ty, April 21, 1933

ition
SPORT CHATTER Post Boxing Team

BY DAVIS HARDING Is Easv VictorIn
S noythlorn Tnnrno i

Plans for an open tennis tourna-
ment, in which both professionals and
amateurs would compete, were aban-
doned recently. The stated reason
was that a tentative date could not
be established, but two other factors
possibly influenced the decision of
the committee. The fact that a mem-
ber of the English Lawn Tennis As-
sociation had gone on record as say-
ing that any amateur who competed
in an open tournament would be
barred from participation in matches
at Wimbledon also was taken into
consideration. And the published
decision of Ellsworth Vines that he
would not play in an open tourna-
ment under any circumstances proba-
bly carried some weight.

The committee threw out the tour-
nament after a stormy session by a
vote of 154. So it seems that Bill
Tilden and his professional colleagues
will have to wait still longer before
they have occasion to prove their
superiority over amateur racket-
wielders.

A year ago, the championship Cali-
forina crew, that ran roughshod over
all collegiate competition and then
went on to win the Olympics, round-
ly trounced Washington by eighteen
lengths in the worst defeat a college
crew had ever absorbed. A little
more than a week ago, the Huskies
of Washington took sweet revenge.

In the first race of the day, the
Washington Freshman crew easily de-
feated their California opponents.
Then two junior varsity water splash-
ers met and it was Washington which
streaked past the finish line first.

The starting gun which saw the
Washington varsity crew and the Cali-
fornia varsity crew dip oars in water
also saw the Huskies pull into a quar-
ter-length lead for the first half-mile.
Thereafter, the Huskies began to
move steadily ahead, and when the
finish line was reached, were a full

ten lengths in the lead of the BearIL'j w "&N.* I £NI JAvuI a cEy
crew.

* *

Professor John Kiernan, popular
sports columnist for the New York
Times, turned to poetry to discuss the
prospects of National League clubs
for the coming season. The printed
diamond ditty below, from the facile
pen of the versatile Kieran, was com-
posed not in honor of the first divis-
ion teams, but the outfits which fight
for the cellar positions.

The Cubs may score as they did be-
fore,

Or the Pirates leave them trailing,
The Flatbush crew may come romping

through,
Or the Phillies win by flailing.

The Cards place hope in the pitching
dope;

The Braves may yet get going;
And the Giants dream of a winning

team
Where the Harlem River's flowing.

The Reds may rise in the big surprise
That Donie Bush is hinting.

And the starting gun will see some
fun

With eight clubs off a-sprinting.
There is this to say as they face the

fray,
With hopes fixed on a pennant

There is room below for the weak
and the slow,

And the cellar craves a tennant.
In other words, try to get into a

discussion of second division pros-
pects and see how far it gets you.
Your listeners will get up and walk
away. From the lack of interest in
that direction, one might draw the
conclusion that they were going to
abolish all second divisions. Of
course, that is impossible, and by the
middle of August, there will be at
least four teams rattling around in
second division berths in both major
circuits-no matter how disagreeable,
that sounds to ardent baseball fans.

(Please turn to Page 7)
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and you men will get plenty of it in base-
ball, especially if you're wise enough to use
the best of equipment-such as that sold at
the Main Branch. Telpehone 608.

Post Exchange
FORT BENNING, GA.

The Post Exchange Is Not Authorized To Sell To
Anyone Not In The Military Service.

Floyd, Milan, Whatley, and
Penland Crowned Southern

Amateur Champions

bile came as a big surprise. Both
Morris and Carpenter lost on points.

Came the finals. Earl Everet, 1932
flyweight champion, easily demon.
strated his supremacy in his division
by knocking out Al Leguigan, Fort
Benning, in the first round.

In one of the three all-Benning
finals, Tanker Floyd fought t h r e e
fast, beautiful rounds with Billy
Floyd for the bantamweight title. The
decision went to Tanker Floyd.

Ralph Neilson of Mobile hooked
up with Eddie Hamilton of Memphis
for the featherweight crown and won
the decision. Hamilton won the
championship back in 1931.

Frankie Schottgen, featherweight
champion a year ago, won the light-
weight championship by a knockout

(Please turn to Page 7)

Fort Benning Tennis Team Bows
To Georgia Tech In Close Match

Fort Benning tennis stars lost a
close, hotly-contested match to the
strong Georgia Tech team Wednes-
day afternoon by a score of 5-4. It
was a beautiful day for tennis, bright
and warm, with little or no wind.
Play started at about fifteen minutes
of two o'clock, the Drake-Reese match
being the first to get under way.

Georgia Tech brought a powerful
aggregation to Benning. They had
previously engaged in three collegiate
matches, winning two and losing
one. Their sole defeat was at the
hands of the Florida Gators who won
a close match 5-4. The contest with
Florida was the opening match of
the season for Georgia Tech and the
Golden Tornado players had not yet
had time to reach the peak of their
form. Billy Reese, captain and first
ranking player of the Georgia Tech
'ean, is champion of the Cotton
States, and nationally ranked. A
large gallery was on hand to witness
the match.

Billy Reese exhibited fine tennis
in defeating Captain Drake, Fort

Benning match in the outstanding
match of the day. Drake, usually a
very steady player, was slightly off
form in the opening set, which Reese
had not trouble in winning 6-1.
Drake made frequent errors on his
backhand during this set. In the
second set, Drake settled down, and
went into a 4-2 lead. At this point,
the Georgia Tech player put on pres-
sure and ran out the next four games,
the set, and the match 6-4.

Reese had an exceptionally hard
first service and had a fine assortment
of passing shots. His driving game
was consistent and accurate, and his
excellent overhead won him many
points. Drake, as usual, varied his
driving game with chops and cuts,
placing the balls in the corners of the
court time after time. Drake's re-
verse wrist service seemed to bother
Reese who had difficulty in returning
it.

Lynch of Fort Benning was defeat-
ed in a hard-fought three-set match,
losing the first and third sets, and

(Please turn to Page 7)

Sweeping all opposition before it
in a splendid, crushing victory, the
Fort Benning amateur boxing team
crowned four champions and accu-
mulated 42 points to win team hon-
ors by an overwhelming margin. Mo-
bile was second with 21 points, far
ahead of Memphis with eight points.
Other team totals were as follows:
Birmingham Athletic Club 4, Defuni-
ak Springs, Fla., Pensacola Naval Sta-
tion 2, Atlanta Y. M. C. A. 2, Tech
High of Atlanta, 2, and Spring Hill
College 1.

The fighting doughboys from the
banks of the Upatoi journeyed to
Mobile with but one purpose in view
-to win first place in the Southeast.

ern Amateur A. A. U. boxing chain-
pionships. How well they succeeded
is testified to by the decisive margin
of victory, mute evidence of the cali-
ber of the leatherpushers who repre-
sen'ed Fort Benning.

Nine doughboy scrappers survived
the first round of the tournament.
Roy Whatley, defending middleweight
champion, won his fight by a knock-
out over Ed ONeil of Mobile in the
opening stanza. Joe Graves, welter,
and Phil Carpenter, lightheavyweight,
also won their fights via the knock-
out route, G. Morris, featherweight,
won a decision in the first round,'
but succumbed in the second to the
whirlwind attack of Ralph Neilson.

W. Floyd and C. Floyd, both ban-
tamweights, won by decisions. Joe
Graves and Neal Milan, welterweights,
also survived, as well as the t w o
heavies Penland and Wilson.

On the second night of fighting,
the remaining boxers from Fort Ben.
ning covered themselves with glory.
Roy Whatley gave a splendid boxing
exhibition in winning a decision over
Phil Sicola, Naval Air Station, Pensa.
cola, Fla. Lonnie Wilson, heavy.
weight, scored a knockout victory
over Neal Hammond, Atlanta Y. M.
C. A.

Joe Graves and Neal Milan, fast.
stepping, hard-hitting welterweights,
made their division into a Fort Ben.
ning affair entirely by winning their
semi-final bouts by technical knock.
outs. Graves massacred Campbell of
Atlanta, and Milan administered alike dose to Ed Brady of Mobile.
Charlie Floyd advanced to the finals
with a flashing victory over Louis
Barrasso of Spring Hill. Leguigan
kept in the running for the flyweight
title by conquering Joe Trotman of
Defuniak Springs.

E. C. Morris and Phil Carpenter of
Fort Benning were both eliminated
in the lightheavyweight class." The
defeat of Carpenter, defending cham-
pion, by Charlie Williamson of Mo-

$16.00
AND

$18.50
Summer......

Wash Trousers 4
$1.00 to $2.50

Straw Hats
$1.00 to $2.50

Panamas
$3.50

Athletic
Undershirts

25c

Faultless
No-Belt Shorts

50c

Jno. K. Harris Co.
1122 BROADWAY

NEW SHIPMENT

SPRING
SUITS

giU4
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Columbus Team Is
Victor In Game

By B. STOLIER
The Question Marks of Columbus

were the victors in a practice game
with the Savages of the 1st Battalion,
29th. The game started at 2:45 PM.
Smiths pitching was a feature of the
game, he struck out 12 men and
contributed 2 hits. Tipper of the 1st
Bn. scored the only run earned by the
1st Battalion. Blondy Parker proved
to fans that he is not only a fighter
but also a pitcher. Parker relieved
Areaux who started the game, and
gave up four hits in five innings.

Score by innings-
RH

1st Bn. Hq. Co.-.. 000 000 0-1 2
Question Marks 150 021 0-9 10

Dr. R. H. Brown
Osteopathic Physician

Murrah Bldg.
Phone Office 4108

Res. 1153

Lafkowitz Bros.
Makers of good Clothes

-Alterations-
1208 First Ave. Telephone 371

Dependable
Electric and Gas

Service

GEO GIA
A Citizen Wherever Ve Ser

1330 Broadway
R. M. Harding, Manager

FOR SALE
Post Exchange

29 th Inf.
COMPANY "F"

Once there was an old woman who

lived in a shoe; but why go any fur.

ther? We are not going to talk about

the old woman or her children. We
are going to give you some facts about
the outfit.

Some of the men went to St. Marks,
Florida, for a fishing trip, but it
turned out to be a boat ride on a
stormy sea. "Spark Plug", our shine
boy went along. During the storm he
was on his knees praying that the boat
would get back to land. Most of the
men got seasick. Say fellows, why
not tell us all about the trip? Don't
look so gloomy, maybe you'll get
,inother chance to go.

We have two musically inclined
boys with us. Pfc. Cotten and Pvt.
Hornsby have each bought a guitar
and are trying to learn to pick them.
Wonder if they will start crooning,
too? Talking about crooners, Pvt.
DIodson has the floor. Sing us a song,
Dobson, we're blue.

Our two boxers, Pfc. Whatley and
Pv,-. Carpenter, are back from Mobile
where they have been participating in
the Southeastern A. A. U. meet. Pfc.
Whatley reained his title as Middle.
weight champion. Congrats, Roy,
here's luck to you.

Sgt. Blankenship has been wonder-
ing what Sgt. Vines has been using,
or doing, to lose his quartermaster
chest. Why not ask him, Blank, may-
be he'll tell you? Remember, noth.
ing beats a trial but a failure.

-Temples.

HEADQUARTERS COMPANY

The Company has been busy for
the past two weeks making moving
nictures of demonstrations and wait-
ing for the sun to come out to shoot
he scene. It was a good diversion
from the routine duties and gives
the boys an idea of what moving pic-
ture actors have to contend with. Not
many of the boys want to go to Hol-
lywood now. Louis (Roudolph Val-
antine) Satina was seen yesterday
with a long face. One of the boys
asked him what was wrong and after
stuttering and jawing around. Louis
finally told the following, "I am mad
because the moving pictures were
about over and this is my only chance
ef entering Hollywood." He said he
and his mule "Dan" were the big
stars of the picture. And boy could
his mule act!

We are all glad to know that Head-
quarters Company made such a good
howing in the Post Horse Show last

Saturday.
McLendon won first place in the

;umping and also won first in the
Sweepstakes. It is said that he won
$80.00 in prizes for winning.

Corp. Edmunds, Pvt. C h a rl1 i e
Wright Stambaugh made a fine show-
ing.

We are glad to get Poter from
Service Company. He will take his
position behind the bat on the base-
ball team and that will enable Corp.
Easley to take his old position out in
center field. This move should
strengthen the team considerably.

We got a scare the other day. We
heard a great noise as if the wind
was going to break down the bar-
racks and when we got down there
at the orderly room it was no one but
our top kick straightening out one
of the recruits of the company.

But no matter how much the top
"Houghtby" growls or how much he
bawls you out he is always ready to
do you a favor or help you when
you need it.

Our orchestra will be playing on
(Please turn to page 8)

Ask Anybody at Benning
for whom we have made new mat-
tresses or renovated old ones. They
will tell you our process is 0. K.

Cooper Mattress Mfg. Co.
Ash Solomon, Prop. Phone 588

Drs. Miller & Davis
Dog and Cat Hospital

1006 13th Street
Office Phone 1311

TENNIS MATCHES PROVIDE BENNING AMATEURS SMOTHER 1urged that every player, the one on
SPEED AND THRILLS ALL OPPOSITION the bench as well as the one on the

(Continued from Page 6) (Continued from page 6) field, bend every effort to retain the

winning the second at love. Lynch over Eddie Wells. Both finalists interest of the public.

was not in top form, but nevertheless hailed from Mobile. He cited President Roosevelt's re-

forced his opponent to the limit. Neal Milan and Joe Graves clashed cent tribute to the national game and

Sherburne of Fort Benning had no for the welterweight championship. asked the players to maintain this

difficulty in winning his match at 6-2, This was a great battle from the high appraisement. Frankling Roose-
-) hi wa a gre t atte rom t 1. • - 1 . 1 • ..... .V

6-2. His opponent offered little op-
position. Sherburne's fast first serv-
ice and the wicked twist on his sec-
ond service worried the Georgia Tech
player throughout the match. His
driving game was excellent consider-
ing that he has not had much time
recently to devote to tennis.

Poore of Fort Benning played an
excellent brand of tennis in defeat.
ing Crawford of Georgia Tech in
!hree sets. This match was the last
singles match to be completed. Lieu-
tenant Poore won the third and de-
ciding set at 6-2. The driving games
of the two players were about equal,
perhaps a shade to Crawford, but
Poore's splendid net game more than
made up for any advantage Crawford
might have had over his driving.
Time after time, Poore took the net
w ith impunity, the Georgia Tech
player finding it exceedingly difficult
to pass him.

Newman of Fort Benning won his
match comparatively easily. His chop
game, now well-developed, disconcert-
ed his opponent and Newman won by
scores of 6-4, 6-3. It was an interest-
ing match to watch, although Newman
was playing a superior brand of ten-
nis.

Major Irving lost his match by
scores of 6-0, 6-4. Irving steadied
down in the second set, went into a
lead, his opponent drew even a 4-4,
and then ran out the set and match.

Drake and Lynch opposed Reese,
and Crawford in the first doubles
match. It was close and exciting.
The Georgia Tech stars won the first
set, the Fort Benning combination
won the second at 6-4, and Reese and
Crawford won the last by the same
score. The latter two players went
into a commanding lead at the start
of the final set, first at 3-1, then at 5-2.
At this point, Lynch and Drake ap-
plied pressure and won the next two
games, only to lose the tenth at 50-
15.

Crawford was erratic in the first
two sets of this match, losing many
points on double faults and over-
driving the back line time after time.
The fine playing of Reese, however,
made up for the deficiency. Some
beautiful tennis was displayed in this
ma'ch by both sides.

Gavin and Irving won their dou-
bles match, also a three-set affair, by
!)arely nosing out their opponents,
who won the first set. Gavin and
Irving took the next two and the
match.

With the match standing at 4-4,
everything hinged on the outcome of
the match in which Poore and New-
man represented Fort Benning against
Georgia Tech's second ranking com-
bination.

This match also developed into a
three-set affair. With the score stand-
ing at one apiece, both teams settled
down and played brilliant tennis.
The Georgia Tech combine went in-
to a 5-4 lead, with Tech serving. Af-
ter a fiercely-contested game, Fort
Benning lost at 6-4.

opening gong to he time when Mi-
lan's hand was raised to victory. The
two doughboys went at it hammer

and tongs all the time they were

in the ring together. It just wasn't
big enough to hold both of them.
Milan was runner-up for two years
in the annual tournament.

Charles Roy Whatley found a rough

and ready opponent in Marshall

Gross of Birmingham and only re-

tained his title after a closely con-

tested bout.
Charlie Williams of Mobile, who

defeated Phil Carpenter in the semi-

finals, was forced to the limit by Ba-

Ion Senterfitt, Defuniak Springs, to
win lightheavyweight laurels.

Lonnie Wilson and Melvin Pen-

vit nawu stia LdLU tliviLajor League
baseball has done as much as any one
thing in this country to keep up the
spirit of the people."

Heydler outlined five points in his
program for renewing interest in
baseball. In brief they were as fol-
lows:

1. Do not fraternize with members
of the opposing team once in the
ballpark.

2. Do not enter the dressing rooms
of the other team to hold friendly
reunions.

3. Do not give up when the score
is lopsided against your team. Run
out your hits. Never take it easy.

4. Be enthusiastic. Action a n d
hustle are needed in our ball games.
Don't moan and quit if you're in a
batting slump.

5. Encourage your teammates at all
times.

land, Special Units, 29th Infantry, * * *
fought three rounds in a splendid The American League, under the
battle to determine who should wear immediate jurisdiction of President
the heavyweight crown. Action start- Harridge, heartily endorsed the ap-
ed with the opening gong and fin. peal. Said Mr. Harridge: "It's all
ished only with the final bell. Pen- right to have great friends among
land received the verdict of the judg- the other clubs off the field, but
es, but it was a great fight and the when the boys are in the park and
loser deserves as much credit as the ready for a game, friendship should
winner. Wilson has been runner-up cease and they should play hard to
in the division for three years. win."

At the conclusion of the bouts, Lt.
Howard Johnson, coach of the Fort H A L F 5 O L E S
Benning team, was presented the1A GOOD A BETTER
championship team rophy, given aGO DBET
each year by the officials of the Mo-Half 5 C. Half 75
bile Junior Chamber of Commerce. Sole Sole
The silver cup will be engraved with LAMAC SOLE $1.00
the names of the members of the win. The Only 5-Unit Machine In
ning team. Columbus

The Fort Benning fighters w h o All Work Guaranteed
were crowned champions of their di- CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED
visions were Tanker Floyd, bantam-
weight, Neal Milan, welterweight, BOSTON SHOE FACTORY
Roy Whatley, middleweight, and We specialize in cripple work
Melvin Penland, heavyweight. Phone 565 1234 Broadway

Fort Benning fighters who fought
in the finals but were eliminated
were Al Leguigan, flyweight, Billy Howard Bus Line.
Floyd, bantamweight, Joe Graves,
welterweight, and Lonnie Wilson, Inc*
heavyweight.

Coach Howard Johnson, who sacri- Operating Under Govern-
ficed much time and effort that his ment Franchise
team might be in tiptop shape for Bond and Liability Insur-
the tournament, deserves much credit ance Provided
for the fine showing made by the anePoie
doughboys. On behalf of the garri- SCHEDULE
son, this writer extends congratula. From From
tions to Coach Johnson, the newly. Columbus Ft. Benning
crowned champions, and to those re- 5:00 AM 6:00 AM
maining members of the team who 6:00 " 7:50 "
failed to reach the top, but not be- 7:00 " 9:15 "
cause they did not have the determi- 8:30 " 10:45 "
nation to win. Every man on the 10:00 " 12:45 PM
squad, from the boxer eliminated in 11:45 " 2:15
the first round to the champion, de- 1:30 PM 4:15
serves a great deal of credit for the 3:00 " 5:10 "
smashing victory. 5:00 " 6:00

7:00 " 7:00
SPORT CHATTER 9:00 " 8:00

(Continued from page 6) 10:30 " 9:45
President John A. Heydler issued 12:00 M 11:15

a stirring appeal to players in the Also "Extras" and12:00 M
National League before the eight SCHOOL BUSES
clubs went into action. He stated 410 PHONES 4
that the popularity of baseball would CITY POST
be put to the acid test this year and

Home Savings
Bank

"The White Bank"

Capital-----------$150,000.00
Surplus 50,000.00

Interest Paid on Deposits at
3 per cent. per annum, com-
nounded semi-annually.
Short term Certificates of Deposit

issued at 3 per cent. per annum

Home of the'

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB

Fort Benning Representative:
R. M. HALL, Ja, Phone 290

First National
Bank

Georgia Home Building

"The White Bank"

Capital and Surplus_$ 350,000.00
Resources Over- 2,000,000.00

Fort Benning Representative:

R. M. Hall, Jr.-Phone 290

Rent a Box in our Safety Burglar
and Fire-proof Vaults for your
Valuables. Prices moderate.

Accounts of Fort Benning

Personnel Solicited
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

IT'S A TREAT
to try them!.

TOASTED PEANUTS
CONTEST ENDS APRIL 22

Tom's "FREE CHEVROLET" contest ends on April 22 and
winners will be announced in our next issue. Another contest
will be announced later.

- -01%, .
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Several Students
Make Fine Scores

Major Claudius H. Easely, who su-
pervised the course of marksmanship
recently completed by the students
in the national guard and reserve
company's class, has prepared a com-
pilation showing the ten best all-
around marksmen with the rifle, pis-
tol, automatic rifle, and machine gun.

A score of 1,000 is considered an
excellent aggregate for the course of
firing for the four weapons, and ten
officers of the class made scores in
excess of that figure.

Lieutenant Casper D. Apple, Infan-
try-Reserve, of Newark, N. J., led the
list of high scorers, with a total of
1,073, exceeding that of his nearest
competitor by 35 points.

The complete firing records of the
ten officers are as follows: Lieut.
Casper D. Apple, Inf.-Res., Newark,
N. J., 1073; Capt. Harold B. Duncan,
Washington N. G., 1038; Capt. Charles
H. Moore, Inf.-Res., Alton, Ill.; Capt.
Thomas S. Kittrell, North Carolina
N. G., 1031; Lieut. Franklin E. Win-
nie, California N. G., 1024; Capt. Har-
old H. Richardson, Colorado N. G.,
1023; Capt. Thomas J. Note, Penna.
N. G., 1006; Lieut. Charles C. Stitt,
California N. G., 1006; Lieut. Ralph
H. Bogle, jr., Inf.-Res., 1003; and
Lieut. Elmer J. Watson, Connecticut
N. G., 1001.

Maxwell Optical Co.
I. A. MAXWELL

Optometrist and Optician

A COMPLETE

OPTICAL SERVICE

1217 Broadway Phone 3718

HE Y!
here's your chance

Clearance Sale!
They MUST Go!
'31 Sport Ford Coupe
Original paint; brand $295
New Tires
'31 Ford Standard Sedan
6 wire wheels, luggage $350
carrier; paint like new-Q

'31 Ford Sport Roadster $165
New tires; good paint __

'31 DeLuxe Ford Phaeton
A beautiful car. $325
Must go at
'30 Chrysler "6" Sport Roadster
Good paint, good $225
tires; for quick sale ---

20 OTHER REAL BARGAINS
TO SELECT FROM

LIBERAL TERMS-GOOD TRADES

Patterson-Pope
MOTOR CO.

1415 First Avenue
Phone 412

83 rd F. A.
HQ., HQ. BATTERY AND C. T.
Springtime is here again. Spring-

time brings romance and many other
things. Easter Sunday is a day when
everybody tries to look his best.
The Fort Benning Annual Horse and
Transportation Show held Sunday af-
ternoon, offered such an opportunity
to our First Sergeant, who attended
the show wearing his new spring suit
and Panama hat. We uphold the tra-
ditions of our First Sergeant and we
say this, that he is without a doubt
the best dressed First Sergeant in the
post. Anybody disputing our word
get in touch with Cpl. Lee of this or-
ganization.

Cpl. Hurst is again in the lime-
light, it seems impossible to keep
Hurst out of the column. Hurst at-
tended service practice at Boyles
Thirty Acres, a night problem was
fired for the benefit of the new mem-
bers. Cpl. Hurst acted as Safety Of-
ficer, in which he performed wonder-
fully. At the critique Cpl. Hurst
brought up the point that several
duds had been fired during the night
and as he acted in capacity as Safety
Officer during the problem, it was
his official duty to mount his noble
flivver and ride the range in search
of said duds. He found one dud
which was wrapped up in a sack
which looked very suspicious to him,
being a seasoned artilleryman he
knew very well that duds aon't come
wrapped up in gunny sacks, so he
opened the sack to investigate its
contents, and to date he hasn' turned
in his official report.

We wonder why Private Vestal
boarded the Fort Benning bus at the
corner of 6th avenue and 8th street,
Saturday morning. Vestal stated to
one of his friends that he slept in a
stable Friday night. I suppose he
did that for a stall.

Sgt. Dodd, Cpl. Pike and Cpl. Lee
attended the Circus in town last night.
They visited all the side shows, Cpl.
Pike had his fortune told by the,
world's most famous fortune teller.
She told him that some day he would
be sharpshooter in the mounted order-
lies, which was a source of surprise
to him. She also stated that he would
marry a young lady by the name of
Fannie with plenty of money and
everything. Sgt. Dodd asked her if
his hair would ever grow again. She
rubbed his nude head and said "Sgt.
you know that grass won't grow on
a busy street." Cpl. Lee wanted to
know why nights were lonesome.

BATTERY "A"

Well, our old timers who came
here with the Battery in 1920 are
just about gone. About two months
back Sgt. McCann died, and this
week Pvt. Henry A. Hunt transferred
to Headquarters Company, 29th In-
fantry after being in Battery A for
twelve years. This leaves one old
man left, Sgt. "Soup" Gilbert who
in my opinion will retire in the Bat-
tery.

Sgt. Willie M. McRae Sr., is on a
ten days' fishing furlough, should
there be such a furlough. While Sgt.
McRae Jr., was left to come out sec-
ond best in the Horse show last week.
Well, give Battery "C" a little en-
couragement as they need it. If you
don't think so, ask Cpl. Jack John-
son.

Due to the excellent work done by
the organization in the Horse Show
last week the Battalion is going to
have a five days' picnic starting Mon-
day April 24th. For this said picnic,
overcoats, raincoats, or in other words
full pack will be used and be sure
and don't forget the grooming kits.

Pvt. Fuller after chiseling two bits
in for a five days' furlough and is
taking it. We wonder if he will have

29TH INFANTRY
(Continued from page 7)

the air at WRBL on Thursday even-
ing at 5:30 p. m. Corp. Youngblood
has consented to blend his melodious
voice with the enchanting strains of
our harmonious orchestra.

-I. M. Yarbrough

COMPANY "C"9')

This college life is just about kill-
ing me since we have been placed
under quarantine for the German
measles. It is hoped that Major Con-
ner will melt down a little and takes
his sign off our humble door within
the next couple of days.

Quite a few interesting things have
happened since our prolonged stay
in quarantine. Our most eminent
Company Commander, Captain Ches-
ter D. Haisley, engaged a special Vau-
deville Troupe to perform for Com-
pany C on Saturday evening, April
14th. Over a hundred men attended
the performance, and by all indica-
tions, the show was enjoyed by every
one present.

Other organizations may have ex-
ceedingly good company commanders,
there is no doubt. However, it is the
firm belief of every member of this
organization, that there is no other
company commander who will excel I
ours. The many incidents have hap-
pened in this organization for the
betterment of this company proves
how he holds our health, happiness
and efficiency at heart. Never tiring
at the many things asked of him to-
wards the betterment of our recrea-
tional activities. No matter what time
of the day or night, when called up-
on, he will never hesitate; doing all
that is within his power to help. Giv-
ing advice officially, socially, and per-
sonally; never wavering under the
strain. No company comcmander has
ever held as much esteem for his com-
pany as ours has, and with the co-
operation of 1st Lieut. Joseph I.
Greene, 2nd Lieuts. Edward G. Win-
ston, Thomas R. Hannah, and Hugh
T. Cary, lie has guided this organiza-
tion into a state of perfection in its
efficiency and its high morale. His
achievements in thecompany prove
how responsive the men of this or-
ganization are towards his interest in
us, and to show our appreciation for
the many things that he has done for
us, we will strive hard to hold the
fine esprit de corps, he has accom-
plished in this company.

The youngtman mentioned previ-
ously (as being so much in love) was
heard asking a certain Lieutenanit if
he would be kind enough to drive
to the Post Exchange and purchase an
Easter Card for him. It turned out,
however, that none was available af-
ter a diligent search all over the Post.

It is therefore presumed that the
Lady-in-waiting will have to WAIT
until next Easter. Better luck next
time, Hurley.

Edward F. Daigle

COMPANY "D"
The soccer ball series has just clos-

ed with the "Shin Busters" from
Company D, 29th Infantry crowned
champs for the third year in succes-
sion. Three teams ended the season
in a tie for first place. Company B
and Co. D 29th Infantry and Co. E
of the Tank Regiment. The series be-
gan on Tuesday evening, April 11th.
with the two teams from the "Two
nine" Army clashing. The boys from

a big time with this large purse in
the five days.

Does anyone desire any informa-
tion on Dairies, especially on cows?
This information can be obtained
from the Supply Sergeant, Bill H.
Peters.

"Believe it or not" one of the boys
of this organization received a tele-
gram that some of his people were ill.
When he was informed he had a tele-
gram he said he wasn't expecting it
so soon. There seems to be a joke
somewhere.

The skating boys spent the night
in the barracks Monday night. Those
remaining in for a much needed
snooze were Cpls. North, Andrews
and Privates Scheeler and Murphy.

We are very glad indeed to see our
old friend Pvt. Gordon K. Cameron
out of the hospital. Duce, I think
the old switch board is waiting.

HELP: HELP: We wonder if other
prices in Fort Benning will be re-
duced in accordance with the soldiers'
pay.

Company D took their rivals for a Swantic, was a t h r e a t to the two
ride to the tune of 4 to 0 score. They niners at times. To the writer it is
were led by a well known Shinbuster, the third ranking sport in the army.
Guy P. Holtzclaw. The big goalie, Here's hoping that more interest will
Berry Russell, was kept very busy at be taken in this wonderful game next
times and saved the ole ball game season.
for his team several times. April 15th Several members of the company
on Saturday morning the second game went down to Florida to fish last Fri-
saw the Tankers and Co. D in action; day. The weather was too rough and
in the estimation of this writer the consequently no fish were caught. Af-
next best team entered in the lea- ter the hard rain Sunday, Cpl. Rob-
gue. The mule skinners again play- ards found an alligator on the lawn.
ed their usual game of champion- I have heard of the expression of,
ship form and downed the Tankers "Raining cats and dogs,' but not alli-
2 to 1. The Tankers put up a hard gators, so the fishers must have
battle but old lady luck was not brought back an alligator as they
present so they were held scoreless passed over the many mud-holes in
until about 3 minutes to play when Florida, instead of the usual mess of
they scored on D Company's reserves, fish.
The kicking of one big fellow, Bill -Reddock and Sheppard

Straw Hat Time Is Here!

Panamas Sennets
Bankoks Leghorns

$1.50 to $6.00

HOFFLIN and GREENTREE
COLUMBUS' LEADING CLOTHIERS

ESTABLISHED 1888

Visit Our Boy's Shop

READY
When we repair your car it's READY-ready for the hardest use
you can give it, ready for any task you can ask of it. Bring it by
and let our experts correct whatever deficiencies may have develop-
ed-and you'll enjoy driving more than ever before.

- Free Inspection and Estimates-

Columbus Roberts Motor Co.
519 - 12TH STREET PHONE 271

PIERCE ARROW ROCKNE STUDEBAKER
WHITE TRUCKS INDIANA TRUCKS

JEWELER SILVERSMITHS
Fine Repairing

1102 Broadway Phone 3914
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